








From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<tsteirer@nacda. com> 
Wednesday, May 17, 2006 4:41 PM 

Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NACDA Prod Site Order Confirmation 

TEXT.htm 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dailymotivator@ragan. com> 

Sunday, July 14, 2002 3:31 AM 

Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ragan Communications’ Daily Motivator 

TEXT.htm 



X Ragan Communications’ Daily Motivator 

Fear of failure and fear of the 
unknown are always 
defeated by faith. Having 
faith in yourself, in the 
process of change, and in 
the new direction that change 
sets will reveal your own 
inner core of steel. Georgette 
Mosbacher Business 
executive 

Ragan’s Leadership & 
Management Teleseminar 
Series 

You are receiving this message because you elected to have it sent to you. 

To unsubscribe from Daily Motivator, click here. 

If this message was sent to you by a friend and you wish to subscribe, click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dailymotivator@ragan. com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2002 1:02 AM 

Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ragan Communications’ Daily Motivator 

TEXT.htm 



X Ragan Communications’ Daily Motivator 

I want to remind you that 
failure is an event--it is not a 
person. Yesterday really did 
end last night. Today is a 
brand new day. That simply 
means that you can fail in an 
event, but by no stretch of 
imagination does that make 
you a failure as a person. Zig 
Ziglar Motivational speaker 

Ragan’s Leadership & 
Management Teleseminar 
Series 

You are receiving this message because you elected to have it sent to you. 

To unsubscribe from Daily Motivator, click here. 

If this message was sent to you by a friend and you wish to subscribe, click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 2, 2003 11:17 AM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Fwd: Janssen Peak Performance Update - December 2003 

Janssen Peak Performance Update - December 2003.msg 

This has some information/suggestions about getting to know your athletes. You may or may not find it useful, but I thought I would 
forward it to you to check out. 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jeff Janssen <j eff@j eft] anssen.com> 

Tuesday, December 2, 2003 8:35 AM 

Corey Holliday; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Janssen Peak Performance Update - December 2003 

TEXT.htm 

JANS SEN PEAK PERFORMANCE UPDATE 
December 2003 

Jeff Janssen helps coaches and athletes develop the team chemistry, 
mental toughness, and leadership skills necessary to win 
championships. 

WARNING: This is the LAST newsletter you will receive if you have not 
already gone to 
http://www.j eft] anssen.com/coaching/newsltrsignup.html to sign up for 
the automated newsletter list. If you want to continue receiving this 
newsletter, YOU MUST go to 
http://www.j eft] anssen.com/coaching/newsltrsignup.html to sign up for 
the automated version if you have not already done so. How do you 
know? If you already received a copy of this newsletter on December 
1, it means you are on the automated list. If this is the first and 
only newsletter edition you received, it means you have not yet 
signed up for the automated list. Sign up now so you do not miss 
future editions of the newsletter. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: If you are interested in getting a FREE Peak 
Performance Seminar for your team/school and contributing to an 
important cause that is near and dear to your heart, I strongly 
encourage you to apply for our special "On A Mission" program. We 
have received only a handful of applications thus far and the 
deadline for applying is December 15. If you want to get a FREE 
program for your team and make a real difference in your community, 
apply now. See the info on the "On A Mission" program below. 

In this Issue... 
* Four Questions You Must Be Able to Answer About Each of Your Athletes 
* Host a FREE Workshop: Corporate Sponsorship Program Extended to March 31 st 
* Looking for a Gift for the Coach on Your List? Get The Team 
Captain’s Leadership Manual 
* Now Accepting Applications for "On a Mission" Program 2004 
* Jeff’s Speaking and Seminar Schedule 

Four Questions You Must Be Able to Answer About Each of Your Athletes 

As a coach, everyone expects you to have all the answers. You must 
have answers for your opponents on how you are going to compete with 
their game plan, tactics, and talent. You must have answers for 
administrators on how you run your program, order equipment, manage 



the travel, and stay within budget. And you must have answers to the 
following four questions to help your athletes play up to their 
potential. 

How well do you really know each of your athletes and what makes them 
tick? To be an effective coach, there are a lot of things that you 
must know about your athletes. The following four questions are 
designed to give you the critical insights you need to help each of 
your athletes play up to their potential. Rather than picking up 
these insights indirectly by chance, I strongly encourage you to 
invest the time to think through and answer the following four 
questions. By answering these questions, you will discover what 
buttons you need to push, when to push them, and how hard, to 
consistently get the most out of your athletes. 

"As a coach you must understand the uniqueness of each individual. 
What buttons can you push? When can you push them? When do you have 
to back off. Each player responds very differently." Mary Wise, 
Florida Volleyball Coach 

So go ahead - dedicate some time in your busy schedule, get a 
notebook, and write the name of each of your athletes on the top of 
each page. Number the page from 1-4 and j ot done your responses to 
the questions. If possible, I also encourage you to involve your 
fellow coaches and put your heads together when you answer these 
questions. It is bound to be an interesting and enlightening staff 
meeting that will make a significant impact on the rest of your 
season. 

1. What motivates him/her? 
If you are going to be successful as a coach, you must know what 
motivates each of your athletes. Take a moment to reflect upon what 
might motivate each of your athletes. Why is it that they do what 
they do, behave the way the behave, and play the way they play? There 
are a variety of factors that could motivate your players: the 
challenge of the game, honors and awards, scholarships and possible 
pro contracts, winning, fear of failure, proving people wrong, and 
pleasing their parents just to name a few. Because each player is 
motivated differently, you must recognize that you will have to adapt 
your coaching accordingly. By knowing what motivates each player, you 
can then appeal to that particular motivation. 

2. How confident is he/she? 
Confidence is critical. A confident athlete will play aggressively, 
handle pressure, and make a lot plays for you and your team. Some of 
your athletes have a solid sense of confidence. They can experience 
failure and bounce back quickly. Others ride a roller coaster of 
confidence. They are confident when they are playing well but lack 
confidence when they are not on their game. Still others athletes 
have a very fragile sense of confidence. These high-maintanence 
athletes can go into a "funk" with just one unsuccessful attempt or 
misinterpreted look from you. 
Understand that you can push your athletes who have a strong 
sense of confidence. They respond better when you challenge them 



because they believe that they can rise to the challenge. You must be 
much more sensitive with your athletes whose confidence is fragile. 
As much as it might frustrate you to be patient with them, they need 
your support and reassurance. Good coaches know when they can push 
their athletes and when they can ease up. 

"Pat (Summitt) would push you very hard but she also knew when she 
needed to reel you back in and give you some more confidence." Former 
player Jody Adams on Coach Pat Summitt 

3. When does he/she tend to get frustrated, down, and angry? 
Each of your athletes has certain situations that tend to take them 
out of their game. For some it is poor officiating, others it is less 
than favorable weather conditions, others it’s facing certain teams 
or individual opponents, others it’s having their dad or mom in the 
crowd, others it’s three unsuccessful attempts in a row, others its 
receiving criticism from you, and unfortunately for some athletes it 
is all of the above. Whatever the case may be, understand the typical 
situations that distract and discourage each of your athletes. 

4. How does he/she feel about his/her role on the team? 
Odds are 1/3 of your athletes are happy or satisfied with their 
roles, 1/3 of your athletes are okay with their role but wish they 
could upgrade or expand it, and the final third are either moderately 
or greatly displeased with their role. (This breakdown tends to hold 
true for the parents of your athletes as well.) For those athletes 
who are happy with their roles, continue to monitor that they are 
fulfilling their roles to the best of their ability. With those 
athletes who desire an expanded role, let them know what skills they 
need to improve in order to earn a greater role. And finally, for 
those who don’t like their role, be honest with them. Either tell 
them what they need to do to potentially expand their role, or find 
another role outside of playing time that the person might be able to 
take some pride in fulfilling for your team. 

"I knew that the only way to win consistently was to give everybody a 
vital role on the team." Phil Jackson, Los Angeles Lakers 

Use these four questions to help you keep a book on your own players. 
Each of your players wants and needs a little something different 
from you to play at his/her best. Invest the time to get to know your 
players as much as possible. Armed with the insights from the 
questions above, you will have a better feel for how you might best 
approach each athlete no matter what the situation. 

"Almost everything in leadership comes back to relationships. The 
only way you can possibly lead people is to understand people. And 
the best way to understand them is to get to know them better." Mike 
Krzyzewski, Duke Men’s Basketball 

Finally, not only is it important for you to know the answers to 
these four questions, but I also advise you to have your team 
captains/leaders answer the same four questions on each of their 
teammates. They too need to be able to help people play at their best 



and effectively refocus them when they are at their worst. 

Team Captain’s Leadership Manuals Now Available 

Are you frustrated because you don’t have the kind of team 
captains/leaders your team needs to be successful? Do you lack the 
quality leaders who set the tone for your team, hold their teammates 
accountable to a higher standard, constructively confront their less 
disciplined teammates, know how to refocus their teammates when they 
are down or distracted, and take care of a lot of team problems so 
you don’t have to? If you answered "Yes" to any of these questions, 
you’re not alone. More and more I hear from coaches about the glaring 
lack of leaders in today’s athletes. 

To help you solve this problem, I recently released a new book called 
The Team Captain’s Leadership Manual: The Complete Guide to 
Developing Team Leaders Whom Coaches Respect and Teammates Trust. The 
book details a comprehensive, 10-week program designed to teach your 
current and prospective leaders the insights, strategies, and skills 
they need to become responsible and respected team captains/leaders. 
To read the introduction of the book, click on this link 
http ://www.j eft] anssen, com/coaching/resources.html#1eadership and 
click on "Click here to read an excerpt" below the picture of the 
book. 

You and your captains independently read a chapter a week, complete 
the exercises, and answer the questions. Then you sit down once a 
week with your captains to discuss your answers, insights, and ideas 
from the chapter. The weekly meetings allow your captains to absorb 
the material over time plus give you the chance to share your 
insights with them on a regular basis. 

Because the program is geared for both coaches and captains and uses 
a workbook-style format, I strongly encourage you to get a copy for 
yourself as well as one for each of your captains. Discounts are 
provided - 1 copy is $29.95,2-9 copies are $24.95 each, and 10 or 
more copies are $19.95 each (Athletic Director’s discount). 

Call toll free 1-888-721-TEAM or visit 
https://ssl.netnation.com/%7Ejeft]ans/orderformcoach.html to order. 
The book makes a perfect gift for the coaches on your staff or 
Christmas list. 

Advance Praise for The Team Captain’s Leadership Manual... 

"Like Jeft~s other books, The Team Captain’s Leadership Manual 
provides coaches and captains with a proven system for developing 
responsible team leaders. I’m sure you can’t wait to use the ideas in 
this book to develop successful leaders who will make a difference in 
your sport and in life." 
PAT SUMMITT 
Tennessee Women’s Basketball 
Six-time National Champions 



"Jeff Janssen’s latest book, The Team Captain’s Leadership Manual, 
provides coaches and athletes with a terrific resource for 
understanding the skills necessary to be an effective team leader. 
The book clearly explains the various aspects of leadership and gives 
coaches and athletes practical ways to further develop their 
leadership skills. To my knowledge, no one else has put it all 
together like Jeff has done. This book is a comprehensive lesson plan 
for leadership..." 
GARY BARNETT 
Colorado Football 

"No one gets to the guts of team building and team leadership better 
than Jeff Janssen. Your team will truly become the best TEAM on your 
schedule if you use the ideas taught in The Team Captain’s Leadership 
Manual." 
DON MEYER 
Northern State Men’s Basketball 

"I’m so excited about The Team Captain’s Leadership Manual. It 
contains many valuable exercises and lessons for coaches, captains, 
and future team leaders. I wish I had the book in my hands a year 
ago." 
KAILA HOLTZ 
Canadian National Softball Team & UMass Softball ’03 

Host a FREE Workshop with our New Corporate Sponsorship Program 

At the request of many of you, we are happy to extend our new 
Corporate Sponsorship Program a few more months. The extended 
deadline is now March 31, 2004. To take advantage of this special 
offer, read below... 

Would you like to host a FREE team building, peak performance, or 
leadership workshop for your team or school? 

I encourage you take advantage of our new Corporate Sponsorship 
program. This innovative incentive program rewards you with a FREE 
workshop for your team and/or school when you assist me in booking a 
program with a business in your area. 

You obviously win because your team/school gets a free workshop which 
can inspire your student-athletes, captains, and coaches to new 
heights. The company wins because they get cutting edge strategies 
that will have a positive impact on their people, productivity, and 
profits as well as generate positive PR in your community for 
sponsoring a program for your team/school. And I win, because I get 
to share my message with both a business and sport audience. 

If you are interested in this special, limited-time Corporate 
Partnership Program, please e-mail or call me at 1-888-721-TEAM at 
your earliest convenience. The process is relatively simple for you: 

1. Just make a list of your friends, colleagues, and associates who 
might be interested in hosting a program for their 



business/association - corporate sponsors of athletic departments, 
alumni and boosters, moms and dads who work for large companies, 
coaches who own their own businesses, and companies who like to get 
involved and give back to your community. 

2. Let them know how they can participate in this special program. I 
have a already developed an introductory letter which you could 
easily adapt, personalize, and send to your colleagues and local 
businesses - e-mail me and I will be happy to forward you a copy of 
the letter. You can also send them to my brand new website for 
information on my programs: 
http://www.j eft] ans sen. com/busines s/community.html 

3. Coordinate with the business to determine a date and time that 
would work best for them and your school/team. Have the business book 
the engagement with a deposit by March 31, 2004. 

Together I’m confident that we can devise a winning game plan to set 
you up for a FREE workshop for your school/team by targeting the 
businesses in your area. You would need to have a company book a 
program with a deposit by March 31, 2004. The programs then can be 
scheduled for any time in the future and must be conducted on the 
same trip. As always, I appreciate your help and look forward to the 
possibility of working with you and conducting workshops in your area! 

Apply for the "On a Mission" Program 2004 

The "On A Mission" program is where we will do a fund-raising seminar 
for a special cause and waive my entire speaking fee and travel 
costs. This year’s on a mission program was hosted by softball coach 
Donna Newberry and Muskingum College in New Concord, OH. We attracted 
almost 300 people and raised over $3500 for the Southeastern Ohio 
Breast and Cervical Cancer Project! Click on this link 
http ://www.zanesvilletimesrecorder. com/news/stories/20031110/localsports/615220.html 
to learn more about the seminar. 
If there is a special cause that you and/or your team would 
like to raise money for in your area, please send us an e-mail with 
your name, address, and phone number. Include a brief description of 
the special cause you would like to help (Ronald McDonald House, 
Habitat for Humanity, playground equipment for a new park, or any 
cause of your choice) as well as a potential date and audience for 
conducting a seminar in your area. Please submit your letter by 
December 15, 2003 to be considered for the 2004 year. The winner will 
be announced in early January. If you have any questions about the 
program, please e-mail me at j eff@j eft] anssen.com 

On A Mission Past Programs 
2001 Raised over $600 for the Kaia Jergenson Fund - Lipscomb College, TN 
2002 Raised $1250 for the Dominic Capra Fund and Leukemia and 
Lymphoma Association - Legacy HS, CO 
2003 Raised over $3500 for the Southeastern Ohio Breast and Cervical 
Cancer Proj ect - Muskingum College, OH 
2004 TBA - apply today - get a free program for your school and 
contribute to a worthy cause! 



Jeffs Speaking and Seminar Schedule 

DATE PRESENTATION GROUP CITY REGISTRATION 1NFO 
12/5/03 Oh Captain, My Captain: Developing Effective Team Leaders - 
NFCA Convention, Houston, TX - visit http://www.nfca.org for more 
info. 
12/6/03 The 12 Essentials of Effective Assistant Coaches - NFCA 
Convention, Houston, TX 
12/19/03 Team Captain’s Leadership Workshop - Providence Day School, 
Charlotte, NC 
1/13/04 Team Captain’s Leadership Workshop - University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 
1/19/04 Leadership Workshop - Kent State University, Kent, OH 
1/24/04 NCAA Division III Leadership Conference - Dallas, TX 
1/25/04 Peak Performance Seminar - Central Michigan University, 
Mount Pleasant, MI 
1/27/04 The Leadership Zone - FedEx Leadership Institute, Memphis, TN 
2/9/04 NCAA CHAMPS/Life Skills Speakers Showcase - Long Beach, CA 
2/13/04 National Fastpitch Coaches College - Kennesaw State Univ., Atlanta, GA 
2/15/04 How to Master The Mental Game Workshop - Planet Fastpitch, 
Uxbridge, MA 
2/17/04 Seven Secrets of Successful Coaches Workshop - Harvard 
University, Boston, MA 
2/17/04 Peak Performance Seminar - Harvard University, Boston, MA 
2/24/04 The Leadership Zone - FedEx Leadership Institute, Memphis, TN 
2/26/04 Seven Secrets of Successful Coaches Workshop - Washington 
College, Chestertown, MD 
2/26/04 Peak Performance Seminar - Washington College, Chestertown, MD 
3/16/04 The Leadership Zone - FedEx Leadership Institute, Memphis, TN 
4/6/04 How to Develop Effective Team Captains - WBCA Convention, New 
Orleans, LA 
4/20/04 The Leadership Zone - FedEx Leadership Institute, Memphis, TN 
5/18/04 The Leadership Zone - FedEx Leadership Institute, Memphis, TN 
8/5/04 Championship Team Building Workshop - Canisius College, Buffalo, NY 
8/16/04 The Seven Secrets of Successful Coaches - CISAA Conference, 
Charlotte, NC 
8/30/04 The Team Captain’s Leadership Workshop - York College, York, PA 
8/30/04 Peak Performance Seminar - York College, York, PA 

Located near Los Angeles, Dallas, Cleveland, Boston, Providence, 
Washington DC/Baltimore, New Orleans, or Atlanta and interested in 
hosting a program at your school? E-mail me today to find out how 
you can share the expenses with another group and save. 

NCAA Schools: Save $500 off my programs and apply for the NCAA’s $500 
Sports Sciences Speakers Grant. Every school that has applied for the 
grant for my programs has received it to date. For grant information, 
visit 
http://www.ncaa.org/sports_sciences/education/speakers_grants.html 

Athletic Directors: Looking to build more responsible and respected 
leaders? Host a Team Captain’s Leadership Workshop or Retreat for the 
leaders of your athletic department. Create leaders who will make a 



huge difference in sports, school, and in the community. "This 
workshop is right on target. Everything that I am experiencing we 
have talked about. Jeff has great insight and understanding of a 
student-athlete leader’s life." NC State Student-athlete 

Special thanks to the following for hosting programs: 
Lisa Navas, NC State Softball 
Kay Yow, NC State Women’s Basketball 
Kevin Borseth and Kris Johnson, UWGB Women’s Basketball 
Donna Newberry, Muskingum College Softball 
Katie Meier and Lori McBride, UNC-Charlotte Women’s Basketball 

Holiday Special Sale on Championship Coaches Academy Videos 

Would you like to learn the secrets of success of such coaching 
greats as Mike Candrea, Mickie DeMoss, and Terry Pettit? We are 
offering a 2 for 1 sale on the videos from our Championship Coaches 
Academy while our supplies last. 

Mike Candrea - Developing a Winning Environment AND Creating 
Confident and Consistent Athletes 
Regularly $60 - both videos $29.95 + s/h 
Mickie DeMoss - Recruiting the Next Generation AND Inside the 
Tennessee Lady Vols Program 
Regularly $60 - both videos for $29.95 + s/h 
Terry Pettit - What Separates the Exceptional Coach 
Regularly $29.95 - now $14.95 + s/h 

Or Save $90 and get all 5 videos for only $60 + s/h. Call 
1-888-721-TEAM to place your order. 

Happy Holidays and please visit 
http ://www.j eft] anssen, com/coaching/newsltrsignup.html if you want to 
continue receiving this newsletter in 2004... 

Jeff 

P.S. I look forward to seeing many of you softball coaches at the 
NFCA Convention! 

Feel free to forward this newsletter to any of your coaching 
colleagues who might be interested... 
To subscribe, visit http://www.j eft] anssen.com/coaching/newsltrsignup.html 

Discover why the nation’s top business leaders and sports coaches 
turn to Jeff Janssen to help them build winning teams... 
http ://www.j eft] ans sen. com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Peak Performance Coach 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM 
fax: (919) 303-4338 



address: 102 Horne Creek Court, Cary, NC 27519 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2007 1:41 PM 

Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
ESPN.com: E-ticket: Ray of Hope 

You have received this ESPN.com mail from: 

@aol.com 

The "E-ticket: Ray of Hope" story is located at http://sports.espn.go.com/espn/eticket/story?page=rayofhope 

I thought you might enjoy this story from ESPN.com. 

ESPN SportsFlash - Customized Headlines and Scores sent daily. 
ESPN.com’s daily headlines can be delivered to you each day by subscribing to SportsFlash today. 
http ://dynamic. espn.go.com/espn/beacon/email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<angela gantt@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2008 7:36 PM 

Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: A NEW YEAR’S GIFT 4 U! 

TEXT.htm; Mail.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Leslie Barnes" <lbarnes@duaa.duke.edu> 

Monday, July 28, 2008 3:28 PM 

Evans, Brian <brian.evans@usu.edu>; Warren, Bridget <BRW@athletics.wisc.edu>; 
bryan.morgan@duke.edu; Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; ericka_lavender@ncsu.edu; Holmes, Jermaine 
<HolmesJ2@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Housman, Allison 
<HousmanA@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Pootrakul, Jamie 
<jpootrakul@duaa.duke.edu>; Silar, Jacki <jsilar@duaa.duke.edu>; Wickard, Justin 
<jwickard@cc.usu.edu>; King, Kacy <king@duaa.duke.edu>; Melnick, Vicki 
<MelnickV@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Dorvin, Randall <rdorvin@duaa.duke.edu>; 
Riffee, Kate <RiffeeK@buckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu>; Yakola, Scott 
<sdy@duaa.duke.edu> 

FW: Football Wisdom 

TEXT.htm 

In light of training camps starting...TIS THE SEASON to welcome the 
Gridiron back...thought you might all enjoy and get a few chuckle for 
various reasons !! :-) Here is to a great FALL ! ! ! !! 

LB 

Quotes from past gridiron legends have added to football’s lore 
and should be passed on to today’s youth to increase their wisdom. 

#1. ’Football is only a game. 
Spiritual things are eternal. Nevertheless, Beat Texas’ - Seen on a 
church sign in Arkansas prior to the 1969 game. 

#2. ’After you retire, there’s only one 
big event left.., and I ain’t ready for that.’ - Bobby Bowden / Florida 
State 

#3. ’The man who complains about the 
way the ball bounces is likely to be the one who dropped it.’ - Lou 
Holtz / Arkansas 

#4. ’When you win, nothing hurts.’ - 
Joe Namath / Alabama 

#5. ’Motivation is simple. You 
eliminate those who are not motivated.’ - Lou Holtz / Arkansas 

#6. ’If you want to walk the heavenly 
streets of gold, you gotta know the password, ’Roll, tide, roll!’ - Bear 
Bryant / Alabama 

#7. ’A school without football is in 
danger of deteriorating into a medieval study hall.’ - Frank Leahy / 
Notre Dame 

#8. ’There’s nothing that cleanses your 



soul like getting the hell kicked out of you.’ - Woody Hayes / Ohio 
State 

#9. ’I don’t expect to win enough games 
to be put on NCAA probation. I just want to win enough to warrant an 
investigation.’ - Bob Devaney / Nebraska 

#10. ’In Alabama, an atheist is 
someone who doesn’t believe in Bear Bryant.’ - Wally Butts / Georgia 

#11. ’You can learn more character on 
the two-yard line than anywhere else in life.’ - Paul Dietzel / LSU 

#12. ’It’s kind of hard to rally around 
a math class.’ - Bear Bryant / Alabama 

#13. When asked if Fayetteville was the 
end of the world. ’No, but you can see it from here.’ - Lou Holtz 

Arkansas ... 

#14. ’I make my practices real hard 
because if a player is a quitter, I want him to quit in practice, not in 
a game.’ - Bear Bryant / Alabama 

#15. ’There’s one sure way to stop us 
from scoring-give us the ball near the goal line.’ - Marry Bell / SMU 

#16. ’Lads, you’re not to miss practice 
unless your parents died or you died.’ - Frank Leahy / Notre Dame 

#17. ’I never graduated from Iowa, but 
I was only there for two terms - Truman’s and Eisenhower’s.’ - Alex 
Karras / Iowa 

#18. ’My advice to defensive players: 
Take the shortest mute to the ball and arrive in a bad humor.’ - Bowden 
Wyatt / Tennessee 

#19. ’I could have been a Rhodes 
Scholar, except for my grades.’ - Duffy Daugherty / Michigan State 

#20. ’Always remember... Goliath was a 
40 point favorite over David.’ - Shug Jordan / Auburn 

#21. ’They cut us up like boarding 
house pie. And that’s real small pieces.’ - Darrell Royal / Texas 

#22. ’Show me a good and gracious 
loser, and I’ll show you a failure.’ - Knute Rockne / Notre Dame 

#23. ’They whipped us like a tied up 
goat.’ - Spike Dykes / Texas Tech 

#24. ’I asked Darrell Royal, the coach 
of the Texas Longhorns, why he didn’t recruit me and he said: ’Well, 
Walt, we took a look at you and you weren’t any good.’ - Walt Garrison / 
Oklahoma State 

#25. ’Son, you’ve got a good engine, 
but your hands aren’t on the steering wheel.’ - Bobby Bowden / Florida 
State 

#26. ’Football is not a contact sport - 
it is a collision sport. Dancing is a contact sport.’ - Duffy Daugherty 
/ Michigan State 



#27. After USC lost 51-0 to Notre Dame, 
his postgame message to his team: ’All those who need showers, take 
them.’ - John McKay / USC 

#28. ’If lessons are learned in defeat, 
our team is getting a great education.’ - Murray Warmath / Minnesota 

#29. ’The only qualifications for a 
lineman are to be big and dumb. To be a back, you only have to be 
dumb.’ - Knute Rockne / Notre Dame 

#30. ’Oh, we played about like three 
tons of buzzard puke this afternoon.’ - Spike Dykes / Texas Tech 

#31. ’It isn’t necessary to see a good 
tackle. You can hear it.’ - Knute Rockne / Notre Dame 

#32. ’We live one day at a time and 
scratch where it itches.’ - Darrell Royal / Texas 

#33. ’We didn’t tackle well today but 
we made up for it by not blocking.’ - Wilson Matthews / Little Rock 
Central High School 

#34. ’Three things can happen when you 
throw the ball, and two of them are bad.’ - Darrell Royal / University 
of Texas 

#35. ’I’ve found that prayers work best 
when you have big players.’ - Knute Rockne / Notre Dame 

#36. ’Gentlemen, it is better to have 
died a small boy than to fumble this football.’ - John Heisman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jackie Wallgren <          ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, June 25, 2009 11:08 AM 

Flow, Angel <aflow@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~hotmail.com; Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Murphy, Leea <ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Humphries, 
Sarah S. <shumphri@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Absolutely the best video of the year from CBS News 

TEXT.htm; McElway_basketball.wmv; TEXT.htm_I 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wallgren, Sandra J" <SWallgrl@uwsuper.edu> 
Date: June 25, 2009 8:37:58 AM EDT 
To: ~          ~gmail.com>, "Gordy Wallgren" 
<Gordon.Wallgren@enbridge.com> 
Subject: FW: Absolutely the best video of the year from CBS News 

Sandy Wallgren 

Student Status Examiner 

Office of Graduate Studies 

University of Wisconsin-Superior 

McCaskill 102 

PO Box 2000 

Superior, WI 54880 

715-394-8295 phone 

715-394-8146 fax 

swallgr 1 @uwsuper.edu 

From: LaValley,Mary Jo 
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2009 7:30 AM 
To: Britton, Carmen S; Blair, Janet; Wallgren, Sandra J; Karna, Lynn M; 

~hotmail.com; ~aol.com; ~aol.com; 
@yahoo.corn 

Subject: FW: Absolutely the best video of the year from CBS News 

Click on the attachment and enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 3,2011 2:05 PM 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Worth Another Read 

TEXT.htm 

Guys - a little levity - some classics in here and maybe you have heard them before. 

WHY ATHLETES CAN’T HAVE REGULAR JOB S! 

1. Chicago Cubs outfielder Andre Dawson on being a role model: "I wan’ 
all dem kids to do what I do, to look up to me. I wan" all the kids to 

copulate me." 

2. New Orleans Saint RB George Rogers when asked about the upcoming 
season: "I want to rush for 1,000 or 1,500 yards, whichever comes first." 

3. And, upon hearing Joe Jacobi of the ’Skin’s say: "I’d run over my own 
mother to win the Super Bowl," Matt Millen of the Raiders said: "To win, 
I’d run over Joe’s Mom, too." 

4. Torrin Polk, University of Houston receiver, on his coach, John 
Jenkins: "He treats us like men. He lets us wear earrings.." 

5. Football commentator and former player Joe Theismalm: "Nobody in 
football should be called a genius. A genius is a guy like Norman Einstein." 

6. Senior basketball player at West Virginia University : "I’m going to 
graduate on time, no matter how long it takes." (Now that is beautiful) 

7. Bill Peterson, a Florida State football coach: "You guys line up 

alphabetically by height.." And, "You guys pair up in groups of three,and 
then line up in a circle." 

8. Boxing promoter Dan Duva on Mike Tyson going to prison: "Why would 
anyone expect him to come out smarter? He went to prison for three 
years, not Princeton. " 

9. Stu Grimson, Chicago Blackhawks left wing, explaining why he keeps a 
color photo of himself above his locker: "That’s so when I forget how to 
spell my name, I can still find my clothes." 

10. Lou Duva, veteran boxing trainer, on the Spartan training regime of 
heavyweight Andrew Golota: "He’s a guy who gets up at six o’clock in the 
morning, regardless of what time it is." 

11. Chuck Nevitt, North Carolina State basketball player, explaining to 



Coach Jim Valvano why he appeared nervous at practice: "My sister’s 
expecting a baby, and I don’t know if I’m going to be an uncle or an aunt." 
(I wonder if his IQ ever hit room temperature in January) 

12. Frank Layden, Utah Jazz president, on a former player: "I told him, 
Son, what is it with you? Is it ignorance or apathy?’ He said, ’Coach, I 
don’t know and I don’t care.’" 

13. Shelby Metcalf, basketball coach at Texas A&M, recounting what he told 

a player who received four F’s and one D: "Son, looks to me like you’re 
spending too much time on one subject." 

14. In the words of NC State great Charles Shackelford I can go to my left 
or right, I am amphibious. 

15. Amarillo High School and Oiler coach Bum Phillips when asked by Bob 
Costas why he takes his wife on all the road trips, Phillips responded: 
Because she is too damn ugly to kiss good-bye." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Teresa Vanderford <TVanderford@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 23, 2004 1:13 PM 

Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Request for a Recommendation 

Request for a Recommendation.msg 

Can you help me with this, because I know Coach Bunting will not sit down with me to do it. 

Thanks 
T 

Teresa Vanderford 
TVanderford~mail.uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com> 

Friday, October 29, 2004 10:16 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

This is and this is my resume 

Express yourself instantly with MSN Messenger! Download today - it’s FREE! 
http ://messenger.m sn. click-url, com/go/onm00200471 ave/direct/01/ 



2000 Netherland Inn. Rd. #2 

Gerald Sensabaugh 

Phone (919) 260-3424 
E-mail 
gsensabaugh14@hotmail.com 

Education 

Interests and 

activities 

Work experience 

2001-2005 

Sports Management 
¯ Bachelors Degree 

East Tennessee State University 

Played college football for 

2002-2003 

Register 

Down to Earth Skate Shop 

Kingsport, TN 

Johnson City, TN 

Volunteer 
experience 

References 

Kingsport Boys and Girls Club 

Available upon Request 

Extracurricular 

activities 

Sports, Outdoors and Music 



Steve Beuerlein 
C/O The Denver Broncos 
INVESCO Field at Mile High 
1701 Bryant St. 

Suite 100 
Denver, CO 80204 

December 5, 2003 

Hello Steve, 

I’m not sure if you remember me or not. We’ve only met twice. However, both meetings were 
very memorable to me. My name is Tommy Masztak, and my brother Dean played Tight End at 
the University of Notre Dame from 1978 - 1981. The first time I met you was after one of your 
games as a sophomore. I was a sophomore in High School, and since Dean played in Coach 
Faust’s 1st year at ND, my dad still knew Coach Faust, and somehow got us in the locker room 
again. 

The second time I met you was in Los Angeles in January 1993 after your Dallas Cowboys beat 
the Buffalo Bills in the Super Bowl. One of my best friends from college is a sports agent, and he 
was able to get us passes for the Cowboys’ post game party. You probably don’t remember it, but 
I remember it like it was yesterday. I was dancing with a Cowboys’ cheerleader (name somebody 
in the country that hasn’t dreamt of that), and I saw you walk by. I told the pretty girl that I’d be 
right back. The look on her face of utter disbelief told enough of that story. I introduced myself, 
and we had a brief 3-4 minute conversation. I told you that you were one of my football idols. 
Playing quarterback at ND is one thing, and playing QB for the Cowboys is another, but you are 
the only person on the planet that has ever done both, and I was simply honored to meet you again. 

The last part of the conversation is the reason for my letter to you today. I vowed that I was 
relatively certain that I was going to try to accomplish in business what you had accomplished on 
the field, and maybe some day our paths would cross again. 

Today is the first day that I feel secure enough and successful enough to be able to write this letter. 
For the last 11 years, I have been working, and learning, and training, and preparing. I have had 
many failures, and many successes. The best news is that my training as a quarterback has taught 
me to be able to learn from my mistakes, forget them, and move on. In life, as well as in business, 
and in football.., everything is training. The only play that matters is the NEXT play. Please see 
the attached newspaper article, and corresponding letter to gain a little knowledge as to the degree 
of my determination. 

At this point, you may be wondering... "Why is Tommy telling me this?" 



The answer is simple. The best mentor I’ve ever had in my business life told me the key to his 
business acumen. "Tommy, to be successful in business, the best thing I can teach you is this. To 
build the best team, all you need to do is find the best players, and then let them play." 

I have worked for 7 different bosses, and have trained over 400 salespeople. I don’t BELIEVE 
any of them were the best players. When I sat down this summer to diagram the best way to build 
the best team, I made lists of 13 different groups of people. (it may sound kind of corny, but I do 
almost everything in groups of 13. I was born on the 13th day of the 13th month, and it just kind of 
works for me). The 13 different groups of people were intended to attempt to isolate where, and 
how to find the best players. 

Then a couple weeks ago, one of my best friends and I were on the phone, the Tuesday morning 
after Tim Rattay led the 49er’s to victory over the Steelers on Monday night football. My buddy 
lives in Philly, but is from SF, and is a HUGE 9’ers fan. The conversation went something like 
this: 
E: "Hey Tommy, you see the game last night?" 
Tommy: "Of course!" 

E: "Man, how ’bout that Rattay guy, coming out of nowhere, and playing out of his ass.., almost 
like Montana!" 

T: "Out of nowhere? ! ? ! ? Are you kidding me? Back-up quarterback, from nowhere Louisiana, 
#13, played at Louisiana Tech, and he finally gets his chance on Monday Night Football... he’s 
played that game over in his head at least 6000 times. Of course he went 21-27 for 254 and 2 
TD’s... against who?!?!? The Pittsburgh Steelers?!?!? I’m not positive, but I’d be willing to bet 
that his idol when he was growing up was Terry Bradshaw... also from nowhere Louisiana, 
played at Louisiana Tech... and he got to play THAT game on Monday Night Football, in front of 
tens of millions of people!!!!!!? I’d take that kid on my team, in any sport, for any amount of 
money, at any time. You get to pick anybody on the planet.., and I’ll take Tim Rattay!!!!!!!!!" 

E: "yeah Tommy, I guess you would know. And now that you put it like that... I wouldn’t take 
that bet. Good Point!! God, all of a sudden, I’m a HUGE Tim Rattay fan. You think he can be 
the next Joe Montana? ! ? ! ?! ?" 

T: "E! ......... he already IS! !" 

After we hung up the phone, it hit me. 

Find the best players, and let them play. 

Quarterbacks! ! 

I started to write out the business plan for a company called "White-Collar Quarterbacks." I did a 
little bit of digging and also found that in the year Rattay got drafted, Pittsburgh drafted Tee 
Martin from Tennessee in the 5th round instead of him. The 6th round produced Tom Brady, and 
Marc Bulger. In hindsight, it was a very productive year for QB’s, and in my experience, most 



quarterbacks never forget who they (have to/get to) prove wrong. Pittsburgh was the perfect 
opponent for that game. 

Then I started to make my list of QB’ s that I wanted to write an invitation to. I didn’t start with 

Joe Montana, and Roger Staubach. My brother Dean caught passes from Joe, and almost 
everybody knows the heights of Roger’s success, and I believe my letter to them would be 
intriguing enough that I could get a response, but they’ve already made it. I started with a list of 
guys that will: 
*** never make it. (guys like me, Division 2, and Division 3 Seniors) here is the D3 list. I also 

have the list olD2, and D1-AA. 

Through Games 1 

15 Attempts 

10 178 

10 310 

9 268 

10 264 

11 252 

10 316 

10 152 

10 202 

10 374 

10 336 

11 291 

11 335 

10 361 

10 266 

10 240 

........ Name, 

Zac Bruney, Mount 
Jr 1 ~ .................. QB 

Scott Krause, Wis.- Sr 2 Stevens Point . QB 

3 Tyler Matthews, Linfield St. QB 

Rob Purlee, Monmouth 
St. QB 4 (111.) 

5 
Reed Hoskins, 

So. QB Wartbur.q 

6 Frank Borba, Menlo Jr. QB 

7 
Cody Fredenburq, Mary 

St. QB 
Hardin-Baylor 

8 Ryan Holmes, Jr. QB 
Wittenber.q 

9 John Port, Albri.qht Jr. QB 

10 
Jd Ricca, Hampden- 

So. QB Sydney 

Chad Bradley, Wheaton St. QB 11 

Dan Desplaines, Trinity St. QB 
12 (Tex.) 

13 Rocky Pentello, Capital So. - 

14 Jordan Neal, Hardin- 
Simmons So. QB 

15 Josh Felicetti, Ithaca So. QB 

21 

37 

25 

22 

14 

20 

29 

20 

29 

16 



16 
Dan Larlham, Baldwin- 

St. 
Wallace 

17’ Ryan Keatinq, St. 
John’s (Minn.) 

Sr. 

18 Mike Donnenwerth, 
Simpson St. 

19 Donnell Brown, Millikin St. 

20 
Justin Elway, 

Ft. 
Occidental 

QB 11 217 

QB 10 297 

QB 11 413 

QB 10 193 

QB 8 144 

202j 7 2238 

24516 3461 

84 7 1116 

*** then I made lists of guys that just barely DIDN’T make it, 
QB’s, & NFL Europe) 

TOT. OFF. PLAYS Team G Rush Pass Plays Total Yds/G 

McDONAGH, Jay ....... NJG 14 70 3599 560 3669 
KELLY, Andy ......... DAL 14 0 3295 517 3295 
DOLEZEL, Clint ...... GRA 14 -i0 3878 512 3868 
GRUDEN, Jay ......... ORL 14 -21 3621 511 3600 
GRAZIANI, Tony ...... LOS 14 62 3568 490 3630 
PHILYAW, Raymon ..... IND 13 59 3167 467 3226 
BONNER, Sherdri ..... ARI 14 -i0 3219 449 3209 
DICKEN, Billy ....... CHI 14 -5 3508 432 3503 
MCNAIR, Fred ........ BUF 12 13 2761 410 2774 
GRIEB, Mark ......... SJO 13 13 3346 390 3359 

262.1 
235.4 
276.3 
257 1 
259 3 
248 2 
229 2 
250 2 
231 2 
258 4 

(Arena League 

*** Division 1QB’sthatjustmissedthe"show"thisisthelist ffom2000, I also have 2001,2002, 
2003. 

11 Tim Lester 6-0 200 4.9 Western Michiqan 

12 Leon Murray 6-2 200 4.85 Tennessee State 

13 Douq Johnson 6-1 215 4.9 Florida 

14 Kevin Feterik 6-0 200 4.9 Briqham Younq 

15 Joe Hamilton 5-9 190 4.75 Georqia Tech 

16 Bill Burke 6-4 200 4.9 Michiqan State 

17 Sperqon Wynn 6-4 225 4.85 Southwest Texas State 

18 Dan Robinson 6-3 215 5.0 Hawaii 

19 Jarious Jackson 6-0 225 4.65 Notre Dame 

20 Justin Fuente 6-2 210 5.1 Murray State 

21 Billy Volek 6-1 200 4.9 Fresno State 

22 Chris Chaloupka 6-2 215 5.0 Sam Houston State 

23 Clint Stoerner 6-2 220 n/a Arkansas 

24 Billy Cockerham 6-1 210 n/a Minnesota 

25 Brandon Streeter 6-4 215 n/a Clemson 

26 Mike Moschetti 6-1 200 n/a Colorado 

27 Kevin Thompson 6-4 220 n/a Penn State 

28 Keith Smith 5-10 200 n/a Arizona 

29 Todd Bankhead 6-2 210 n/a Massachusetts 

30 Chris Perkins 6-2 215 n/a Tennessee State 

31 Steve Birnbaum 6-5 225 n/a Washinqton State 

32 Willie McGirt 6-3 210 n/a Morqan State 

7_ 234 Tampa Bay 

_6 183 Cleveland 

7_ 214 Denver 



33 Randy Reiners 6-2 210 n/a Iowa 

34 Chris Boden 6-1 210 n/a Villanova 

35 JaJuan Seider 6-1 220 n/a Florida A&M 

36 Rob Peters 6-2 230 n/a Texas Tech 

37 Jamie Barnette 5-11 190 n/a North Carolina State 

38 Mark Zanders 6-3 220 n/a Western Illinois 

39 Blake Preiean 6-2 210 n/a Mcneese State 

40 Sean Keenan 6-3 210 n/a Williams Colleqe 

41 Zac Weqner 6-2 220 n/a Kansas 

42 Mark Washinqton 6-4 210 n/a Jackson State 

43 Ken Mastrole 6-3 220 n/a Rhode Island 

44 Kirk Johnson 6-3 200 n/a Illinois 

45 James Perry 6-1 200 n/a Brown 

46 Roy Johnson 6-2 200 n/a Hampton 

47 Randy McCown 6-1 215 n/a Texas A&M 

48 Jose Davis 6-0 190 n/a Kent 

49 Corte McGuffey 6-0 210 n/a Northern Colorado 

50 Shawn Snyder 6-2 220 n/a Western Carolina 

6 205 San Dieqo 

and I continued to work my way backwards. The last names on the list were guys that had already 
made it, but whose careers were winding down, and they may be looking for something to do 
AFTER their careers were over. I’m certainly NOT implying that any of the following careers are 
over because I am completely aware that a quarterback’s will can NEVER be completely 
measured. However, the top 5 names on this list include: 

¯ Vinny Testaverde (I was a Senior in HS when Vinny won the Heisman) 
¯ Drew Bledsoe 
¯ Tommy Maddox (I met both Drew & Tommy, as well as Gino Toretta, also in Los Angeles 

at Leigh Steinberg’s party the Saturday before you guys beat the Bills) 
¯ Rich Gannon (my offensive coordinator Warren Ruggierio was Rich’ s back-up at the 

University of Delaware) 
¯ You. 

Remember, the list is written in reverse order. The list is written in reverse order, because the 
easiest way to find the way in or the way out of a maze is to begin at the center. One of the 7 
Habits of Highly Effective People is to begin with the end in mind. 

You are the one person on the planet that my story should make the most sense to. If your answer 
is "NO"... that’s OK, no pressure. I know I can write a letter to Rich, and it will be a very 
compelling one. To do what he’s done from the University of Delaware is amazing, and when 
quarterbacks compete for the same job it always builds respect. (I’m clearly not sure how well 
Rich & Warren knew each other, but I BELIEVE the name alone would get the letter read.) It also 
shows how fine the line is between being the #1 guy, and the #2 guy. Rich went on to throw over 
4000 passes in the NFL, and obviously competed in the Super-Bowl, and his back-up ends up as 
the O.C. at rinky-dink Division III Defiance College. 

I just realized after reading thru this again that I’m on my 5th page, and I don’t want to get too 
long-winded, so I’ll wrap it up with one last point. 



I am not now, and I never will ask you for any money. My game plan is simple. I am going to 
find the best players and let them play. When you work as hard as I have as long as I have, you 
gain a reputation, and people always come back to you with bigger, and better deals. I have 4 
business plans on my desk that individually are all worth over $100 million in revenue. 

Last December I formed a company called "Rags to Riches Marketing", and I have spent the last 
year learning the right way, and the wrong way to run a business. The timing is perfect for "White 
Collar Quarterbacks". 

I understand that your schedule is probably very busy over the next 5-7 weeks, so whichever way 
you want to take the next step is fine. My phone number is 310-305-2713. I live in Marina del 
Rey, in Los Angeles, I am not sure how often you come back to Los Angeles, but I would be 
honored to meet with you, or I could come to Denver... whichever you prefer. AND, lastly, if the 
answer is "NO", that you’re not interested in even hearing what we have in the works.., that’s 
OK, but a prompt response would be greatly appreciated, simply so I will know whether to move 
up, or move on. Everybody knows that in business.., it’s not what you know, it’s who you know. 
My letters to the other QB’s on my lists would simply be a little stronger with you on my team. 

Thank you very much for your time, and for the quiet motivation that you have given me over the 
years. My vocabulary doesn’t allow me to completely express my gratitude. 

I hope to hear from you soon. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Cassandra Gregory 

Gregory 

Cassandra 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 1400 103 Bynum Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599 1400 

Business 

Phone: 

919-843-5384 

E-maih gregoryc@email.unc.edu 
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Louisiana Job Market 

Southern signing class adds depth 

By JOSEPH SCHIEFELBEIN 
Advocate Sports Writer 
Published: Mar 26, 2006 

SouthemfiCTMs football team pushed almost every qualified freshman into 
action, with most of them starting, last season. ThatfiCTMs not how SU 
coach Pete Richardson has done things for more than a dozen years. 

But thatfiCT~s how thin the Jaguars, who went 4-5, were. 

So what about the class of 25 prepsters signed last month? How quickly 
will they be pushed into the fray? 

fi�ceI donfiCT~t think wefiCTN1 have as many startersfi� among true 
freshmen in comparison to last season, Southern coach Pete Richardson 
said. fi�ceBut I think wefiCTN1 have as many who have an opportunity to 

Related Content 
¯ Southern Football Si~nee Capsules 
¯ 2006 Southern Football Schedule 

Advertisements 



play some, and I think thatfi�TMs going to help our football team down the 
road.fig 

At least six of those February signees are likely to be nonqualifiers. 
Historically, Southern, like many Southwestern Athletic Conference 

schools, has a high number of nonqualifiers in any signing class. 

Nonqualifiers from the February 2005 class, who were ineligible to 

practice or play last season, will augment those who qualify from the 

latest signing class when the team starts preseason practice in August. 

fi�ceIf the returning individuals can elevate their level of play, then a lot of 

those individuals will have an opportunity to be in competition fig" as far 

as being strong backups and having an opportunity to push,fig Richardson 

said. fi�ceThatfi�TMs what makes you a good football team, knowing you 

have some depth, fig 

The defensive side is the most pressing. Especially at linebacker and 
defensive line. 

There are eight signees who have defensive line experience, and three 
more are linebackers. 

fi�ceThere is no one guy who really stands out, fig defensive coordinator 

Terrence Graves said. fi�celfi�TMm j ust glad we addressed those issues fig" 

speed, depth, size. fi�~ All the defensive guys were must-haves.fig 

Though the transfer of former North Carolina transfer defensive tackle 
Isaiah Thomas this spring helps, there are three walk-ons among just nine 

players competing in spring practice. 

Advertisements 
Louisiana Economic Development 

Still, line play usually requires a year of maturity fig" both physically and maturity. Both Richardson and defensive 
line coach David Geralds said more transfers were welcome to help add talent and depth. 

Five offensive linemen were signed. Even though SU loses left guard Lunda Wells and center Brandon Jones, the 
unit is in better shape fig" albeit slightly fig" than their defensive counterparts. Thatfi�TMs because freshmen like 

Adrian Banks and Myles Williams started last season. 

fi�ceThe big thing is we were able to get the numbers up front we need, fig offensive coordinator David Oliver said. 
fi�ceWe feel, at the (Division) I-AA level, that youfi�TMre going to have to develop linemen. YOUfi�TMre going to 

have to get guys who fit your system, get them practicing for a year or two and give them a chance to practice and 
run plays and get a feel for the scheme. 

fi�mWefi�TMre still fairly young up front. Just getting those numbers up front was a crtical part of the signing class 

for us. The big thing was getting those interior linemen, especially among the offensive line, who are qualifiers. I 

was excited about those guys.fig 

Southern did not sign a quarterback (after bringing in three, with one of those, Damion Clark, moved to wide 
receiver in the fall) and hauled in just one running back (with the position loaded with injured players, none of 

whom dominated last season, this spring). 
fi�mWe need some depth in those areas,fig Richardson said. 

Richardson expects the signees to go through the same process most of last seasonfi�TMs class did. 

fi�celt was a learning process, making that transition from high school to college,fig Richardson said. fi�ceA lot of 



them were good athletes. But the speed and comprehension, you couldnfi�’rMt see how good an athlete some of them 
are. 

fi�ceWe realized it was a difficult year for us. I knew that, once we started to install, with a lot of those individuals in 
there. There was a learning curve they had to go through.ti� 
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Shannon Wommack named SoCon Women’s Athlete of the Year! 
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#17 I~ichael Gilmore 

= Hometown/Previous School: - Position: 

Greenville, S.C.!].L. Mann HS WR 

= Class: = Height: 

3r. 5-11 

= Weight: 

Likely starter at either slot or outside receiver ... Has the ability to 
make the big play because of his good hands and excellent 
speed ... Coaches would like to get the ball to him more this 
season than in 2004 ... Tied with ]ohnnie Powell for top bench 
press mark among receivers at 300 pounds ... Majoring in 
Sociology. 

2004: Ranked fifth in receptions with 17 and receiving yards with 
212 ... Ranked third in yards per catch (12.5) ... Only touchdown 
catch was a 52-yarder in win at Western Carolina ... Set school 
single-season records for kickoff returns with 46 and kickoff 
return yardage with 1,009 ... Averaged 21.9 yards per return ... 
Ran back one kickoff for 75 yards at Memphis and another for 78 
yards in win over Appalachian State ... Stood third among all 
Southern Conference players in all-purpose yardage at 122.3 
yards per game ... Produced six 100-yard all-purpose games ... 
Set season highs with five catches and 75 yards at Tennessee 
Tech ... Gained 118 yards on three kickoff returns and seven 
yards on one reception in debut at Memphis ... Had 113 yards on 
five returns and made three catches for 23 yards against Georgia 
Southern ... Caught five balls for 75 yards and ran back six 
kickoffs for 161 yards for a season-best 236 all-purpose yards at 
Tennessee Tech ... Totaled 61 yards on two receptions in win at 
Western Carolina ... Registered 212 kickoff return yards on six 
runbacks in win over Appalachian State ... Played in 10 games 
and started three at receiver ... Lined up as a wideout for 394 
plays ... Had season-high 58 offensive snaps in win over 
Appalachian State ... Also played 51 snaps at The Citadel ... 

RELATED CONTENT 

ROSTER 

SCHEDULE 

GAMES & EVENTS 

Nothing scheduled. 

Directions 

Coaching Staff 

NCAA I=AA EB Championship 

UTC=Farman Game Notes 

¯ Head Coach Rodney Allison 

¯ 2005 S~a~istics 

2005 Foo~baiJ Preview 
Pac~e~ 

¯ 2005 FoolbaiJ Signees 

¯ 2004 Final Statistics 

2003 Final Foot,all 
S~a~is~ics 

¯ 2002 Final Football 

¯ 200~ Final Football 

Davenpor~ FieJd 

Finley Stadium Seating 
Diagram 

2005 NCAA I-~ National 
Championship Ga~e 

2004 Two=A-Days Football 

Dia~ 



Transferred to UTC prior to preseason practice after two years at 
North Carolina. 

UNIV~:RSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA: One of seven true 
freshman to participate for the Tar Heels in 2002 ... Saw action in 
five games as a reserve receiver and on special teams ... Made a 
seven-yard reception versus Georgia Tech ... Credited with a 
special teams tackle at Wake Forest ... Member of the squad in 
2003 but did not see game action ... Coached at North Carolina 
by John Bunting. 

].L MANN NIGH SCHOOL: Earned All-State accolades as a 
receiver senior season ... Caught 20 balls for 320 yards and six 
touchdowns ... Also played defensive back and kick returner ... 
Ran back two punts and two kickoffs for touchdowns as a 
senior ... Began junior year as team’s quarterback but moved to 
receiver at midseason ... Two-time All-Region honoree ... 
Recorded nine career interceptions with four coming in senior 
year ... Coached at J.L. Mann by Mickey Crocker ... Also ran 
track ... State Champion at 400 meters as a junior. 

Michael Garett Gilmore ... Born July 21, 1984 ... Son of Garcia 
and Leborta Gilmore. 

© Copyright 2001-2006 The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. All rights reserved worldwide. 

~ Go~’~1ocs,com is powered by College Sporting News. 
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Courtesy: Murray State Media Relations 
Release: 10/06/2005 
Was advertised as a big game receiver coming to the Racers from North Carolina and he 
didn’t disappoint in his first season...Caught a team-high 36 passes, six of which went for 
touchdowns...On Oct 30 at Eastern Kentucky, caught five passes for 90 yards, including two 
key 4th down conversions late in the game..In last three games of the season caught 13 passes, 
including four that went for touchdowns. 

HIGH SCHOOL: Played two seasons at Hoover High School in Birmingham, Ala., under 
head coach Rush Propst...Helped Hoover to a Class 6A state title and 14-1 record...Was listed 
as the No. 1 wide receiver in Alabama by high school coaches...First-team All-State as a 
senior...Had 49 catches for 814 yards and 13 TDs as a senior. 

Racer Radio & TV 

Marketing 

Camps & Clinics 

Facilities 

PERSONAL: Son of R.J. and Brenda Rumley...Born on February 21, 1983... Majoring in 
Outdoor Recreation. 
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OFFICE of SCHOLARSHIPS and STUDENT AID 

THE UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA at CHAPEL HILL 

300 Pettigrew Hall, CB #2300 

P.O. Box 1080 

Chapel Hill North Carolina 27514-1080 

T (919) 962-8396 aidinfo@unc.edu 
F (919) 962-2716 studentaid.unc.edu 

Dear Student, 

Your 2006-2007 financial aid application has been selected for verification by the 
Federal government and/or the UNC-CH Office of Scholarships and Student Aid. 
Verification is the process of confirming the accuracy of data listed on the Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). Federal regulations require that a certain 
percentage of total applicants be randomly selected for verification each year. 

Instructions for completing the Verification Form: 
¯ If a question does not apply to you, enter "N/A" or, for amounts, enter"0" (zero). 

Do not leave any item blank. 
¯ All applicable sections (including the appropriate column(s) on Worksheets A, B, 

and C) must be completed. 
¯ Signatures are required on the Verification Worksheet and on copies of Federal 

tax forms. 
¯ Copies of 2005 Federal Tax Returns and all W-2 forms must be enclosed. 
¯ For dependent students, additional information and signatures must be provided 

by your parents. 
¯ For independent students, additional information must be provided by your 

spouse if you are married. 
¯ Incomplete documents will be returned for you to complete. 
¯ You should complete and return this document within two weeks of receiving it. 

The following tax forms are ACCEPTABLE: 
¯ Signed 1040, 1040A, or 1040EZ. 
¯ Official tax transcripts from the IRS. 

The following tax form is NOT ACCEPTABLE: 
¯ Electronic form 8453. 

04/06 YR07-VER07 



OFFICE of SCHOLARSHIPS and STUDENT AID 

THE UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA at CHAPEL HILL 

300 Pettigrew Hall, CB #2300 

P.O. Box 1080 

Chapel Hill North Carolina 27514-1080 

T (919) 962-8396 aidinfo@unc.edu 

F (919) 962-2716 studentaid.unc.edu 

Student’s Last Naane: 

First & Middle Names: 

Student’s __ 
UNC-CH Personal ID#: 

Please give the email address that the student reads regularly: 

2006-2007 VERIFICATION FORM 
Please DO NOT LEAVE ANY BLANKS. If a question does not apply to you, please write in "N/A" or, 
for amounts, enter "0". 

Section A: Student’s 2005 Income Information (and, if married, spouse’s income information) 

1) Attach a copy of your (and your spouse’s) 2005 signed Federal tax return and all W-2 forms. 

2) If you were not required to file, check here [--] If your spouse was not required to file, check here 

If you (or your spouse) were not required to file a return, but you worked in 2005, list employers and 
amounts earned. 

$ 

$ 
3) Complete and sign Worksheets A, B, and C on page 3 of this form for student (and spouse). 

Section B: INDEPENDENT Student’s Household 

Complete this section only if at least one of the following is true: 

¯ You were born before January 1, 1983. 
¯ You were married as of the day you completed the FAFSA. 
¯ You are a veteran of the U.S. Armed Forces. 
¯ You will be working on a graduate or professional degree in 2006-2007. 
¯ You are an orphan or ward of the court or were until you were 18. 
¯ You have children who will receive more than half of their support from you through June 30, 2007. 

1) List the people in your household, including: 

¯ yourself and, if married, your spouse; 
¯ your children if you will provide more than half of their support from July 1, 2006 through June 30, 

2007; 
¯ any other people if they now live with you, you provide more than half of their support, and you will 

continue to provide more than half of their support from July 1, 2006 through June 30, 2007. 

¯ Write in the name of the college for any family member who will be attending college at least half-time 
between July 1, 2006 and June 30, 2007 and who will be enrolled in a degree or certificate program. 

Name of Family Member Age Relation to Student Name of College for 2006-2007 

self 

2) Complete and sign Worksheets A, B, and C on page 3 of this form for student (and spouse). 

Page 1 04/06 YR07-VER07 



Section C: Parent(s)’ 2005 Income Information (include spouse of parent) 
¯ If your parents are both living and are married to each other, provide information about them. 

¯ If your parents are divorced or separated, provide information about the parent with whom you lived more 
during the past 12 months, as well as that parent’s spouse, if remarried. 

¯ If you did not live with one parent more than the other, give information about the parent who provided 
more financial support during the past 12 months, as well as that parent’s spouse, if remarried. 

1) Attach a copy of your parent(s)’ or parent and stepparent’s 2005 signed Federal tax return and all W-2 
forms. 

2) If your parent(s) and/or stepparent were not required to file a return, check here. 

If your parent(s) and/or stepparent were not required to file a return, but worked in 2005, list employers and 
amounts earned. 

3) 

$ 

$ 

Complete and sign Worksheets A, B, and C on page 3 of this form for parent(s) or parent and 
stepparent. 

Section D: Parent(s)’ 2005 Household Information (include spouse of parent) 

1) List the people in your parent(s)’/stepparent’s household, including: 

¯ your parent(s) and yourself, even if you did not live with your parent(s); 
¯ your parent(s)’ other children if your parent(s) will provide more than half of their support from July 1, 

2006 through June 30, 2007 OR if they would be required to give parental information when applying 
for Federal student aid; 

¯ other people if they now live with your parent(s) and your parent(s) will provide more than half of their 
support and will continue to do so from July 1, :2006 through June 30, 2007. 

¯ Write in the name of the college for any family member, excluding parent(s), who will be attending 
college at least half-time between July 1, 2006 and June 30, 2007 and who will be enrolled in a degree 
or certificate program. 

Name of Family Member Age Relation to Student Name of College for 2006-2007 

self 

2) Complete and sign Worksheets A, B, and C on page 3 of this form for parent(s) or parent and 
stepparent. 

Page 2 Ol/O6 YR07-VER07 



Student 
(and Spouse) 

Student’s UNC-CH Personal ID#:                 - 

DO NOT LEAVE ANY BLANKS. For nonapplicable, write in "N/A" or, for amounts, enter "0". Parent(s) 
(and Stepparent) 

WORKSHEET A 
$ Earned Income Credit (IRS Form 1040-line 66; 1040A-line 41a; 1040EZ-line 8a) $ 

$ Additional child tax credit (Form 1040-line 68 or 1040A-line 42) $ 
Welfare benefits, including Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). 

$ Do not include food stamps or subsidized housing. $ 

$ Social Security benefits received that were not taxed (such as SSI). $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 
$ $ 
$ $ 
$ $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 
$ $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 

WORKSHEET B 
Payments to tax-deferred pension and savings plans (paid directly or withheld from earnings), 
including, but not limited to, amounts reported on the W-2 Form in Boxes 12a through 12d and 
codes D, E, F, G, H, and S. 

IRA deductions and payments to self-employed SEP, SIMPLE, and Keogh and other qualified 
plans ORS Form 1040-total of lines 28+32 or 1040A-line 17). 

Child support received for all children. Do not include foster care or adoption payments. 

Tax-exempt interest income (IRS Form 1040-line 8b or 1040A-line 8b). 

Foreign income exclusion ORS Form 2555-1ine 43 or 2555EZ-line 18). 

Untaxed portions of IRA distributions ORS Form 1040-lines 15a minus 15b) or (1040A-lines 1 la 
minus 1 lb). Exclude rollovers. If negative, enter "0" (zero) here. 

Untaxed portions of pensions ORS Form 1040-lines 16a minus 16b) or (1040A-lines 12a minus 
12b). Exclude rollovers. If negative, enter "0" (zero) here. 

Credit for Federal tax on special fuels ORS Form 4136-1ine 15). Non-farmers only. 

Housing, food, and other living allowances paid to members of the military, clergy, and others 
(including cash payments and cash value of benefits). 

Veterans’ non-education benefits such as Disability, Death Pension, or Dependency and Indemnity 
Compensation (DIC) and/or VA Educational Work-Study allowances. 

Other untaxed income not reported elsewhere on Worksheets A and B, such as workers’ 
compensation, untaxed portions of railroad retirement benefits, Black Lung Benefits, disability, 
etc. Tax tilers only: report combat pay not included in AGI (FAFSA questions 35 and 73). Don’t 
include student aid, Workforce Investment Act educational benefits, combat pay if you are not a 
tax filer, or benefits from flexible spending arrangements, e.g., cafeteria plans. 
Money received or paid on your behalf (e.g., bills) not reported elsewhere on this form. 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

WORKSHEET C 
Education credits (Hope and Lifelong Learning tax credits ORS Form 1040-line 50 or 1040A-line 

$ 31).) $ 

Child support paid because of divorce or separation or as a result of a legal requirement. Do not 
$ include support for children in your (or your parent(s)’) household. $ 

Taxable earnings from need-based employment programs such as Federal Work-Study and need- 

S based employment portions of fellowships and assistantships. $ 

Student grant and scholarship aid reported to the IRS in your or your parent(s)’ adjusted gross 
income. Includes Americorps benefits (awards, living allowances, and interest accrual payments) 

$ as well as grant or scholarship portions of fellowships and assistantships. $ 

I certify that all of the information provided on this form is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

Student’ s Signature: Date: 

Spouse’s Signature: 

(If student is married) 

Parent’ s Signature: 

(or stepparent’ s) 

Date: 

Date: 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Maynor, Terri 

Maynor 

Terri 

Business 

Phone: 

962-8200 

E-mail: tmaynor@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Cassandra Gregory 

Gregory 

Cassandra 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 1400 103 Bynum Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599 1400 

Business 

Phone: 

919-843-5384 

E-maih gregoryc@email.unc.edu 





Kevin Gunter 
Lieutenant 

Administrative / Public Information Officer 
Chapel Hill Police Department 
Town of Cha#_.e.J. Hill 
828 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-5705 

Phone: (919) 968-2760 ext, 160 

Fax: (919) 968-2846 



University of North Carolina 
CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

We need your medical history and immunization records,t 

Every entering university student has to complete the medical history and 
immunization record online for UNC Campus Health Services. This used to be 
done on paper but it is now completely online. Here are the step by step 
instructions on how to complete this process. 

Once you complete the medical history and immunization information online, you 
will be directed to print off the PDF form with that information and have it signed 
by your local health care provider to verify all immunization information. The due 
date for this information was May 15th. 

1. Go to http://applicantcentral.unc.edu. Enter your PID or SSN and Date of Birth (mmddyyyy). 

2. Click on the "Immunization and Medical History Form" icon. Once you finish each page, click the 
"next" button to go to the next page. When you click the "next" button, the information you entered 
online is automatically being saved to our secure patient database. 

3. Once you get to the Immunization History page, you must enter all of your immunization dates in 
the corresponding spaces (in the format: mmddyyyy). After you complete the immunization history 
page, click, the "next" button to get to the "finish" page. On the finish page, you must click the "Get 
PDF of Immunization Record" button to print your Medical History and Immunization form. 

4. Ask your local health care provider to sign the printed PDF immunization form to verify all 
immunizations. Or, you may attach copies of your immunization records (acceptable records include - 
High School Records, Personal Shot Records (containing a health care providers stamp or signature), 
Heath Dept Records, Military or WHO (World Health Organization) Records, Previous College or 
University Records. If you are attaching records, it is REQUIRED that you enter the immunization 
dates on the immunization history screen BEFORE mailing your records to Campus Health. 

5. Mail the completed PDF immunization form and any attachments before MAY 15th to: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #7470, Campus Health Services Building 
ATTN: Health Information management Department 
Chapel Hill, NC 275999-7470 

If you have questions please contact Doug Halverson (Asst. Athletic Trainer) by phone (919-962- 
8519) or email (sdhalverson@uncaa.unc. edu). 



Revised: 3/9/2015 

Completed 

Orientation Checklist 



Revised: 3/9/2(}15 

Items that need to be complete before practice: 

Orientation Checklist 

Items that need to be complete before the end of 5-day acclimatization period: 

Items that need to be complete before class begin (8/19): 



Revised: 3/9/2(}15 

Orientation Checklist 

Items that can be completed after class begin (8/19): 



Revised: 3/9/2(}15 

Orientation Checklist 

NCAA Compliance Paperwork 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Schedule and complete athletic physical 

UNC Information Form 
Student-Athlete Acknowledgment of the Use/Sale of Photos 

by the UNC Department of Athletics 
Institutional Apparel Agreement 
NCAA Student-Athlete Division I Package 
NCAA Drug-Testing Consent-Division I 
UNC Drug-Testing Consent Form 

Get measured and sized for all equipment 

6 hour Academic Orientation Period 

Need a copy of driver license 

Need to complete Student-Athlete Employment Form 

Need to complete ACC Automobile Information Form 

Need to complete Student-Athlete Insurance Information Form 



Revised: 3/9/2(}15 

Need to complete Student-Athlete Information Form 

Orientation Checklist 

Need to schedule a meeting with academic support staff 

1 

2 

3 

Pick-up loaner laptop and sign compliance paperwork 

(make sure to take laptop by the UNC Help Desk to get reconfigured) 

Need to get a UNC One Card 

Register for classes 
Pick-up books 
Schedule a meeting to be tested for LDS 

Need to apply for additional financial aid (Pell Gram) 



Jackie Carden 
Patrol Division Captain 
Chapel Hill Police Department 

626 Martin Luther King Jr Bird 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-5705 

Phone: (919) 968-2760 ext. 106 

Fax: (919) 968-2846 

















Here are the instructions for each of you to get into your personal portal to begin the form completion: 

1. In an INTERNET EXPLORER Window (preferably), go to the following 
link: https:i/incontrol.acsathletics.comFFeamManager/Pu blicPortal/Pu blicLoqin.aspx 

2. Click on "First Time Logging In?" in bottom right corner of box. 

3. Enter the email address at which you received THIS email. Your UIN is your PID (just numbers, no dashes). 

4. After hitting "Send Login Information", you will need to wait to receive a second email that will include your initial 
log-in information into the system. It will take up to 5 minutes. 

5. Once you receive the second email, return to this 
website: https://incontrol.acsathletics.comiTeamManager/PuNicPortal/PublicLoc~in.aspx 

6. Enter your PID and the password that was provided to you in the email (you can change this password to 
something more memorable AFTER your first log-in into the system). 

7. Once you are in your portal, you will be asked to complete some basic background information. You will only have 
to do this one time! 

Note the following specifics for this page: 

- All required fields are in yellow, with 2 exceptions: 

1) You MUST enter your mobile phone number if you have one. If you don’t have a cell phone, you can enter 
your local phone number instead. 

2) You MUST enter contact information for at least one primary contact (e.g., parent or legal guardian). If this 
individual has an email address, it MUST be entered. 

8. When complete, hit "Submit Form" at bottom, and then confirm the summary page provided. 

9. You are now ready to change your password to something easier for you to remember. Click on "Change 
Password" at the top of the second column. Remember that your "current password" is the one that was emailed to 
you. Your new password must have at least 1 number and 1 capital letter. 

10. After changing your password, you can begin form completion. We request that you start with the NCAA Drug 
Testinq Consent Form as it is the one that has the earliest deadline. Simply click on the form name in your Inbox to 
the left. 

11. Please be sure to CAREFULLY READ each form before signing it! While we will go over much of the information 
in your eligibility meeting, it is your responsibility to understand what you are readinq and to ask any questions you 
mi.qht have prior to si.qnin.q the form. 

12. You will notice that your method to "sign" each of the forms is by entering your PID into the box at the 
bottom. Since your PID is unique to you, this is considered a valid signature. 

13. After signing, if you are ready to submit, click "Sign Document". For some of the more complex forms, if you 
need to do some information-gathering before you can submit, you can click "Save Without Signing Document", and 
your changes will be saved until the next time you log in to the form. 

14. Once you sign a form, it will be placed into your"Form History" in the 2nd column under Menu Options. You can 
go there to view the completed form. 

15. Continue through all of the forms in your inbox, working through them in order of their completion 
deadline. When all of the forms are complete, you’re finished! 

If at any point during the form completion process you have questions or problems with the system, please contact 
Lance Markos at 919-843-7259 or markos@ur~caa.Lmc.÷du. 

Thanks, and good luck working through these forms! 



The National Collegiate Athletic Association 

Statement of Confidentiality 

I,                               , understand that this interview conducted by the 
NCAA enforcement staff reviewing information concerning possible violations of NCAA 
legislation is confidential. In that regard, I agree not to release any information 
discussed, including information recorded through the use of a court reporter or any 
mechanical device or work product thereof, to any individual (other than to my personal 
legal counsel) or organization for any purpose whatsoever, including but not limited to, 
reproduction in the media. 

I understand that my release of the recorded information or the actual tape or facsimile 
thereof is contrary to NCAA Bylaw 32.3.9.1.4. I also understand that if I elect to utilize a 
court reporter for this interview, I will pay the costs and provide a copy of all interview 
transcripts reviewed by me to the enforcement staff and other parties in attendance at the 
interview. 

I understand and agree that the NCAA enforcement staff may share this recording with 
the NCAA member institution under inquiry (.                             ). 

Signed 

Date 

Witness 

Date 

4/24/06 





North Carolina HS Football Schedule 2006: Coach Brock 

Class Conference School 11-Aug 18-Aug 25-Aug 1-Sep 8-Sep 15-Sep 22-Sep 29-Sep 6-Oct 
1A Yadkin Valley East Montgomery at Red Springs Albemarle at S. Stanly OPEN N. Stanly Jordan-Matthews at Thomasville N. Moore 
1A Yadkin Valley West Montgomery S. Stanly at N. Stanly at Albemarle OPEN at Alexander Cen.    at S. Guilford at Jordan-Matthews Thomasville 

........... ~ ...................... ~.r~.~.~!...(~.~£!.i.r~.~ ................................................ N.~.~h....l~wa.~ .............................................................................................................................. ~!.I~.~.E~.~!~ ................................. ~...~.§.t....l~v~.~.~ .................................. ~...~.:....~q~.~.D ........................................................ I~.:....F~.~.D ............................................... ~-.t~.£r~v~!.!~ ..................................... ~....~!.[~9~.(~.[~ ................................................. .1~.~!.~£~ ............................................... ~....~.:....~.~.~£D .............. 
2A Central Carolina Salisbury S. Rowan at East Rowan at Statesville N. Surry at W. Rowan at E. Davidson Lexington at Cen. Davidson 

........... ~’~ ............... ~.£~.h.~.~.n...!~ie.d.~].£n’~ ......................................... S.~.~.h....!.~.de.!.! ................................................................................................................. .l’L4.~Y~.£~:.~.£q£~.r~ ................. ~...L:.~.k~....l~£m~.D ............................... ~....~V:.....!.~d.~.!! ..................................................... ~.~v~.!.!.~ .................................................... .I,L4.:....!..[~.~.!.! .......................................... ~....1~.!.n~£!.~.£~ .......................................... W:....~.!.n~£!.~ .............................................. ~....I’L4:....L.!.[~£!.n ................... 
2A/1A Rocky River Albemarle at N. Rowan    at E. Montgomery    W. Montgomery W. Davidson at Anson at W. Stanly N. Stanly at Monroe 

.... ~./~.~!..A ........................ !~£k~....!~.i.~.~ ............................................................. I~.~.~.~....~.!.!!~ ............................................................................................................................... V~/e~.~.!.~g.~£~ .......................................... F~.!.~(~.n~£n~ ....................................... ~....(~.~.n~.~!...(.~(~ ....................................................... ~.[~£n ..................................................... ~[..p~.[~.£~£1 .................................... ~....~.:....~.~.~!~ ..................................................... (~.p.El~ ..................................................... M~.,.....~.!~.~.~.n~ .................. 
2A/1A Rocky River Monroe Anson Weddington Parkwood at Porter Ridge at Piedmont Mt. Pleasant at W. Stanly Albemarle 

.... ~./~.~!..A ........................ !~9£k~....!~.i.~.[ ................................................... M.9~.[~.~....P.!e.~.r~ .................................................................................................................. ~.~...IRg.I~![~q~.9.[~ ...................... ~.~...(~.D.:.....(~.~.~.~ [.[~§ ........................... ~....l~.~.r~.[~.l~9.!.!.~ ....................................................... �~.pr~9.[~ ............................................... I’L4~..�~.I~.[[~.~ ..................................... ~....~.9.D.[q.~ .................................................. ’~.:....~.~.!.~ .............................................. ~....1~9.[~.~....~.!!.!~ ............... 
2A/1A Rocky River North Stanly at Cen. Davidson W. Montgomery E. Rowan at E. Montgomery OPEN at Providence Day at Albemarle S. Stanly 
2A/1A Rocky River South Stanly W. Montgomery Jordan-Matthews E. Montgomery Open N. Moore Forest Hills at Mt Pleasant at N. Stanly 
2A/1A Rocky River West Stanly Central Cabarrus Sun Valley at W. Davidson at Piedmont at E. Rowan Albemarle Monroe OPEN 

3A ClSAA Charlotte Christian OPEN Parkwood Sun Valley at Camden Mil. (SC) OPEN Charlotte Latin First Academy at Asheville School 
3A CISAA Charlotte Country Day OPEN OPEN at Char. Catholic OPEN OPEN OPEN OPEN Crest 

13-Oct 20-Oct 27-Oct 3-Nov 

at S. Davidson Chatham Cen. at Ravenscroft at W. Montgomery 

at N. Moore S. Davidson at Chatham Cen. E. Montgomery 

.................. .............................. ................................. ............................................ .................. 
W. Davidson        at Ledford          OPEN           N. Rowan 

............................ ........................................................ .............................................. ................................. ............ 
OPEN         Mt. Pleasant       Forest Hills        at S. Stanly 

............................. ~:....~.~.~.[~.!~ .............................................. ~....~.:....S~.~.!.)~ ........................................ ~.t....’~.!.l~.m~.£!~ ...................................................... I~!.£.[~.E£~ ............................ 
at S. Stanly OPEN N. Stanly at Forest Hills 

............................... ............................................. ............................................ .............................................................. .............................. 
at Mt. Pleasant      Forest Hills        at Monroe         W. Stanly 

Monroe at W. Stanly Highland Tech Albemarle 
at Forest Hills S. Stanly at Mt. Pleasant at N. Stanly 

at Char. Country Day Ravenscroft Providence Day OPEN 

Char. Christian OPEN Char. Latin OPEN 

3A CISAA Providence Day Asheville School OPEN OPEN at S. Robeson OPEN N. Stanly E. Rutherford OPEN at Ashley OPEN Char. Christian OPEN 
3A North Piedmont Lake Norman at Bandys South Iredell at North Lincoln OPEN E. Lincoln W. Iredell at W. Rowan at Carson Mooresville at N. Iredell NW Cabarrus at Statesville 
3A North Piedmont Mooresville Open Davie Bandys at Alexander Cen. S. Rowan Statesville at W. Iredell W. Rowan at Lake Norman at Carson N. Iredell at NW Cabarrus 

........... ~’~ ........................ N.£.r~.~....l~.i.~.d.n]£[!.~ .................................................. N.£ r~.h....![~.d~.!.! ............................................................................................................... ~...~!R~.£~.~.£..(~.n.: .................. ~....~t..:.#~.~.l~.t~.~.£§. ............................................... Q.I~#.I~ ...................................................................... .F£.[~.~.t~ .................................................... ~...#.:....!..~ d.~.!.! ............................ ~....l~...C.~.l~.~.r~[.y~ ............................. ~....~.~.!.!.~ .............................................. V~:.....!.[~#.~.!.! ............................................. ~.~....~:.....R£~.r) ................................... ~#.~....l~£.[~.n .................................... ~.t....l~l.£.£.E~.~4.!.!~ ....................................................... £~.[~.£.£ ............................. 
3A North Piedmont Northwest Cabarrus OPEN Concord Cen. Cabarrus at Robinson at Mt. Pleasant N. Iredell at Carson Statesville at W. Iredell W. Rowan at Lake Norman Mooresville 

........... ~’~ ........................ N.£.r~.~....l~.i.~.d.n]£[!.~ ....................................................... ~.~.!!.!e ............................................................................................................................................. (~.~E~.N .......................................................... .~.!.£.l~.~y ......................................................... ~.~.!.!§.~.~.ry ......................................................... ~...~.:....!.[~d.~.!.! ......................................................... D.~.~ .............................................. ~....~.££.[~.!.!.~ ........................................... I~:....!.r~.~.~.!.! ........................................ ~....N~...�~.~.I~.~.~r~.~ ....................................... ~....(~.~£~ .................................................. ~:.....!..~(~.~.!.! ........................................... ~.~....~:.....1~(~.~ ........................................ L~.a.l~....l~.r~n~.n ............... 
3A North Piedmont West Iredell Forbush OPEN S. Iredell at W. Lincoln at N. Lincoln at Lake Norman Mooresville at N. Iredell NW Cabarrus at Statesville Carson W. Rowan 

........... ~ ........................ N.~.r~.!~....l~.i.~.d.n]~.~ ............................................. v~.~....~.~va.~ ...................................................................................................................... ~....-Et~.~.[~.~!!~ ................................ ~.:.....R.~.~.a.r~ ........................................................ ~....l~.~i.~ ..................................................... ~...~.:.....F~.~.v~.~.[~ ........................................... ~.~!.!~.l~.~.ry ..................................................... (~.~.~.~.[~ ................................................ L~.l~....N£~n~.r] ................................... ~....1~!.~.~.~.~i.!.!.~ ................................................. I~:....!.~.~.~.!.! ...................................... ~....1~..~.1~.~ ................................... S~.~v~.!.!.~ ................................................ ~....~:.....!..~.~.!.! ................. 
3A South Piedmont Alfred L. Brown at N. Davidson S. Rowan Mt. Pleasant at Cen. Cabarrus at Robinson Sun Valley at Anson Porter Ridge at Concord Parkwood OPEN at Piedmont 
3A South Piedmont Concord Vance at NW Cabarrus Robinson at Mt. Pleasant Cen. Cabarrus Porter Ridge OPEN at Parkwood Kannapolis at Piedmont Sun Valley at Anson 
3A South Piedmont Piedmont Olympic at Forest Hill at Weddington W. Stanly Monroe OPEN at Sun Valley Anson at Porter Ridge Concord at Parkwood Kannapolis 
3A South Piedmont Porter Ridge E. Rutherford at Char. Latin Red Springs Monroe W. Davidson at Concord Parkwood at Kannapolis Piedmont at Sun Valley Anson OPEN 
3A South Piedmont Sun Valley Carson at W. Stanly at Char. Christian Victory Christian at Weddington at Kannopolis Piedmont OPEN at Anson Porter Ridge at Concord Parkwood 
4A Central Piedmont East Rowan OPEN Salisbury at N. Stanly at N. Rowan W. Stanly OPEN R.J. Reynolds at N. Davidson at W. Forsyth Mt. Tabor at S. Rowan Davie 
4A Central Piedmont South Rowan Cen. Cabarrus    at Salisbury at Kannapolis N. Rowan W. Rowan at Mooresville Davie OPEN R.J. Reynolds N. Davidson at W. Forsyth E. Rowan at Mt. Tabor 

........... ~’~ ......................................... I~.E.~(~...6 ............................................................. W~.~...�I].~.r.!.£~’~.~ ................................................................................................................. !..D~.#.!~.Dd.~.D£~ ......................................... W/a~.#.~.!! ..................................................... ~...~.[~.!n9 ....................................................... I~!.~.[~...P.~.[I~ ...................................................... Q..I~.~.N .................................................. .~....~£.9.9.~[~ .................................................. I~.:....~.n~.!~.~ ......................................................... ~£.l~.!.rt~.£.[~ ................................................. ~....~£.l~#yy#.!.! ........................................... #.[..~4.:.....M.~£1~ .................................... ~#.n:....~.~.b~.[~£~ .............................................. ~[..~.n£# ......................... 
4A ME-CA 6 Zebulon B. Vance at Concord at Providence Butler at Harding Independence at Berry OPEN at N. Meck Robinson Cen. Cabarrus at Hopewell W. Charlotte 
4A ME-CA 6 Central Cabarrus at S. Rowan at W. Stanly Mt. Pleasant at NW Cabarrus Kannapolis at Concord OPEN at Kings Mountain Hopewell N. Meckleburg at Vance at W. Charlotte Robinson 
4A ME-CA 6 Hopewell E. Meck at Berry Myers Park at S. Meck OPEN at Providence Garinger at Cen. Cabarrus W. Charlotte at Robinson Vance at N. Meck 

........... ~ ......................................... I~.E.:(~#t...6 ............................................... I~!£ rt.!~....M.e.~.!~.!.r~.!~.[g ..................................................................................................................... ~...l~.~.~r~ ................................................ ~[..B~t!~.r~ ..................................................... .l~.[~v~.~.[~ ................................................. ~....G.~.~!.n.9.~.~ ................................................. H~.~.!.~g ........................................................... (~.~.E~.I~ ........................................................... ~....~.t~.!.1~.)~ ............................................................. ~.n.~ ............................................... ~....(~.~.[~.:....C~.l~.r~.~.§ ........................... ~N:....~.I~.~.[~!.~ ....................................... ~....~£.l~.!.rt~.£.[~ .................................................... ~.p.~v~.~.!.! ........................ 
4A 

4A/3A 
4A/3A 

ME-CA 6 J.M. Robinson Mt. Pleasant at Garinger at Concord NW Cabarrus Kannapolis Glenn OPEN at W. Charlotte at Vance Hopewell N. Meck at Cen. Cabarrus 
Southwestern Butler OPEN N. Meck at Vance Berry at Waddell Ardrey Kell at Weddington S. Meck at Myers Park Providence at E. Meck at Independence 
Southwestern East Mecklenberg at Hopewell Open W. Meck at Waddle Garinger Myers Park at Ardrey Kell at Providence Independence at Weddington Butler at S. Meck 
Southwestern Independence at W. Charlotte W. Meck Olympic OPEN at Vance Weddington at Providence Ardrey Kell at E. Meck Myers Park S. Meck Butler 
Southwestern Myers Park Garinger Char. Catholic at Hopewell at W. Charlotte OPEN at E. Meck S. Meck at Weddington Butler at Independence Providence Ardrey Kell 
Southwestern Parkwood OPEN at Char. Christian at Monroe FCA Forest Hills Anson at Porter Ridge Concord at Charlotte Latin at Kannapolis Piedmont at Sun Valley 
Southwestern Providence OPEN Vance at N. Meck at Olympic Hopewell at S. Meck Independence E. Meck Ardrey Kell at Butler at Myers Park Weddington 
Southwestern South Mecklenberg Char. Catholic at Harding Hopewell OPEN Olympic Providence at Myers Park at Butler Weddington at Ardrey Kell at Independence E. Meck 
Southwestern Weddington at Forest Hills at Monroe Piedmont OPEN Sun Valley at Independence Butler Myers Park at S. Meck E. Meck at Ardrey Kell at Providence 

Queen City Berry Academy of Tech. N. Meck Hopewell at Ardrey Kell at Butler OPEN Vance at W. Meck Garinger at Waddell Harding at Olympic Char. Catholic 
Queen City Charlotte Catholic at S. Meck at Myers Park Char. Country Day Charlotte Latin at Cherryville Olympic at Waddell Harding Garinger at W. Meck OPEN at Berry 

4A/3A Queen City Garinger at Myers Parkr 
4A/3A Queen City Harding OPEN 
4A/3A Queen City Olympic at Piedmont 
4A/3A Queen City West Meckelnberg at Ashbrook 

Robinson OPEN 
S. Meck W. Charlotte 

Ardrey Kell at Independence 

at Independence at E. Meck 

N. Meck 
Vance 

Providence 

South Point 

at E. Meck W. Meck at Hopewell at Berry at Char. Catholic Olympic at Harding Waddell 
at N. Meck Waddell Olympic at Char. Catholic Huss at Berry Garinger at W. Meck 
at S. Meck at Char. Catholic at Harding Waddell W. Meck at Garinger Berry OPEN 

at Ardre)/Kell at Garinger Berry OPEN at OI)/mpic Char. Catholic at Waddell Harding 



North Carolina HS Football Schedule 2006: Coach Browning 

Class 

1A 

1A 

1A 

1A 

1A 

1A 

Confe re nce 
Albemarle 
Albemarle 
Albemarle 

Atlantic 8/Unnamed 
Atlantic 8/Unnamed 
Atlantic 8/Unnamed 

School 
Camden Count~Z 

Gates County 
Perquimans County 

Jamesville 
Roanoke 

Williamston 

Pasqutoank 

OPEN 

at Holmes 

OPEN 

at Northampton-E 

as Northeastern 

at Currituck 
Pasquotank 

Plymouth 
at N. Edgecombe 

Holmes 

1 -Sel~ 
Currituck 

at Warren 

Northeastern 

at Williamston 

SE Halifax 

Jamesville 

8-Sel~ 
Northside ~ 

Holmes 
Plymouth 

at Columbia 
at Manteo 

at Southside 

15-SeJ~ 
at Plymouth 
Southside 

at Northside (P) 
Mattamuskeet 

OPEN 
Manteo 

22-Sej£ 

~uimans 
Williamston 

at Camden 

at Creswell 

Southside 

at Gates 

29-Sel~ 
Roanoke 

at Northside (P) 
Manteo 

Cape Hatteras 

at Camden 

Plymouth 

6-Oct 

at Gates 

Camden 

at Roanoke 

OPEN 

Perquimans 

OPEN 

13-Oct 

Southside 

at Roanoke Rapids 

Williamston 

Columbia 

Gates 

at Perquimans 

20-Oct 

OPEN 

at Manteo 

at Southside 

at Mattamuskeet 

at Plymouth 

at Northside (P) 

27-Oct 

at Williamston 

Plymouth 

OPEN 

Creswell 

Northside (P) 
Camden 

3-Nov 
at Manteo 

at Perquimans 
Gates 

at Cape Hatteras 
at Williamston 

Roanoke 

Carolina 

Colonial Carolina Southern 

Colonial Carolina Southern 

Tar-Roanoke 

Tar-Roanoke 

Tar-Roanoke 

Tar-Roanoke 

1A Tar-Roanoke 

2A Eastern Plains 

2A M idState 

2A Northern Carolina 

2A Northern Carolina 

2~ Northern Carolina 

2~ Northern Carolina 

......... .................................... .......................... 

Princeton 

N. Ra~,!,£!,,,h,,,, Christian Acad. 
Wake Christian Academy 

Louisburg 

North Edgecom be 

Northam pton East Hertford 

Northam pton West 

at N. Moore 

at S. Brunswick 

at Southlake Chri. 

at Ravenscroft 

Roanoke 

at Mattamuskeet 

at NW Halifax 

at Midway.. 

~etteville Chris. 
Northside Chris. 

Bunn 

at Tarboro 

at NW Halifax 

OPEN 

at Chatham Cen. 
at For. Count Da 
Oak Level Baptist 

at S. Granville 
Jones Sr. 

Northeastern 
Brunswick Co. (VA) 

S. Johnston 

1st Assmb. Chris. 

OPEN 

OPEN 

OPEN 

Roanoke 

at Roanoke Rapids 

Union 

Southlake Christ. 

Hickory Grove Chris. 

at Franklinton 

SW Edgecombe 

Northside (P) 

at Greensville Co. (VA) 

Topsail 

OPEN 

Harrells Chris. 

Roanoke Rapids 

OPEN 

OPEN 

Franklinton 

OPEN 

Wake Christian 

at N. Raleigh Chris. 

Lakewood 

S. Nash 

at Warren County 

OPEN 

at S rin Creek 

at Harrells Christian 

Carolina Pride 

Northampton-W 

Weldon 

SE Halifax 

at Louisburg 

N. Dug 
Ravenscroft 

at Fayetteville Chris 
at N. Edgecombe 

Louisburg 
at Northampton-W 

Northampton-E 

N. Johnston 

at Wake Christian 

N. Raleigh Chris. 

SE Halifax 

at Northampton-W 

Weldon 

N. Edgecombe 

~den-Grifton 

~etteville Christian 
at Harrells Chris. 

at Weldon 

Northampton-E 

at N. Edgecombe 

at SE Halifax 

Rosewood 

Pla)!offs 
Playoffs 

Northampton-E 

at SE Halifiax 

at Louisburg 

at Weldon 

2A Northern Carolina 

2A/1A Coastal Carolina Northern 

2A/1A Coastal Carolina Northern 

2A/1A Coastal Carolina Northern 

3A At Large 

3A Cape Fear Valley 

3A Eastern Carolina 

3A Eastern Carolina 

3A MidEast 

3A MidEast 

3A MidEast 

.......... ............................................................ ................................................... 

Roanoke Ra~ 

Franklinton 

S. Nash 

at Cardinal Gibbons 

at Warren Count~ 
~ecombe 

at Ravenscroft 
at Lousiburg 

OPEN 

franklinton 

at Roanoke Ra~ 
N. Vance 

Fairmont 

at Weldon 

Weldon 
Tarboro 

Cardinal Gibbons 
Bunn 

Franklinton 
Northwest Halifax 
Roanoke Rapids 

.......................... ......................................................................................................... 

OPEN 

Nash Cen. 

OPEN 

at S. Granville 

at SE Halifax 

OPEN Northampton-W 

Northampton-W at Weldon 

......... ................................. ..................... 

OPEN 

at N. Nash 

S. Brunswick 

Ravenscroft 

Louisburg 

at Brunswick (VA) Northampton-E 

Pasquotank at Rosewood 

..................................... ................................................ ....... 

NW Halifax 

at SW Ed ecombe 

at S. Alamance 

at Nash Central 

at Northampton-W 

OPEN at Weldon 

Tarboro at Louisburg 

........... ................................. .................... 

OPEN 

OPEN 

OPEN 

OPEN 

S. Granville 

at SE Halifax 

OPEN 

............................... ............................... 

~ecombe at SE Halifax 

Goldsboro at N. Lenoir 

at Cedar Rid e ~ 
at S. Vance NW Halifax 

Roanoke Rapids Warren 

at Northam~ ~ Northam~ 
Greene Cent. N. Pitt at Farmville Cent. 

at Graham _.~ at Northwood 

Franklinton at Roanoke Rapids at Warren 

at Bunn at NW Halifax S. Vance 

i Warren at Bunn S. Vance Franklinton at Roanoke Rapis 

[ at ~ton ~ ~~ ~ --~f~ 

i .... ......................... ............................................ ............................. ..... 
Warren Count 

Halifax Academe! 
Hob ood Academ 
Lawrence Academy 

Ravenscroft 
South Johnston 

Beddingfield 
James B. Hunt 
Northern Vance 
South Granville 

Webb 

at Webb 

OPEN 

OPEN 

OPEN 

at N. Vance 

at Princeton 

Northern Nash 

at Bertie 

Ravenscroft 

Bunn 

Warren 

at S. Durham 
T rinit~ 

St. David’s 
Rocky Mt. Academy 

Louisburg 
W. Johnston 

at Greene Cen. 
Rocky Mt 

OPEN 
at S. Vance 

Person 

Gates County 

at St. David’s 

Rock)! Mt. Acad. 
Parrott 

at Bunn 

OPEN 

at Nash Central 

at Clayton (8/31) 

S. Nash 

OPEN 

at S. Vance 

Weldon 

at Rocky. Mt. Acad. 
Parrott 

Northeast 

Cardinal Gibbons 

Smithfld-Selma 

Southern Nash 

Nash Central 

S. Vance 

at Yance)! 

OPEN 

Parrott 

at Northeast 

Trinity 

OPEN 

at Clayton 

at Farmville Central 

at Southern Nash 

at Cardinal Gibbons 

S. Durham 

.................. .................... 
3A New 6 

New 6 

New 6 

New 6 

New 6 

Northeast Coastal 

Northeast Coastal 

Northern Nash 
Ralph L. Fike 
Rocky Mount 

Southern Nash 
Southwest Edgecom be 

Bertie 
Currituck County~ 

at Beddingfield 

OPEN 

at Goldsboro 

OPEN 

OPEN 

Hunt 

Manteo 

Conley 

at Hertford 

at Hunt 

at Bunn 

at N. Pitt 

Rose 

Gates 

.................................... .................................... 

Tarboro 

Wakefield 

SE Raleigh 

at N. Vance 

at N. Edgecombe 

at New Bern 

at Camden 

at Hertford 

at E. Wayne 

at Rosewood 

at Beddingfield 

Farmville Central 

at S. Central 

at SE Halifax 

at Bertie 

Aycock 

Hertford 

Hunt 

at S. Vance 

N. Nash 

OPEN 

................... ................... 

N. Vance 

Lawrence 

Word of God 

Halifax 

Northwood (9/21) 
at Harnett Cent. 

OPEN 

at Fike 

at Warren 

at Yancey. 
OPEN 

Northampton-E 

Halifax 

Cary Christian 

at Char. Latin 

Triton 

Fike 

OPEN 

OPEN 

at Franklinton 

S. Vance 

Hunt 

Hinston 

S. Wayne 

Tarboro 

at Holmes 

at Pascluotank 

OPEN 

at Beddington 

OPEN 

at N. Edgecombe 

Rocky Mt. 

Pasg~uotank 

Pamlico 

i at NW Halifax 

i a~~n 

i at Trinity 

S. David’s 

OPEN 

S. Lee 

at Aycock 

at Kinston 

E. Alamance 

Webb 

at S. Granville 

............................. ~!...E.i..t~ ............................. 
S. Nash 

Nash Central 

at SW Edgecombe 

at N. Nash 

OPEN 

Northeastern 

Hertford 

at Franklinton 

Word of God 

at Lawrence 

Hobgood 

OPEN 

at W. Harnett 

S. Wayne 

E. Wayne 

at S. Granville 

N. Vance 

at Williams 

Roanoke Ra~ 
Northeast 

Word of God 

at Char. Christian 

Overhills 

E. Wayne 

at Aycock 

Williams 

at E. Alamance 

S. Alamace 

at S. Vance 

~offs 

,~offs 
Playoffs 

E. Montgomery 

at Union Pines 

Kinston 

S. Wayne 

at S. Alamance 

Williams 

at E. Alamance 

Bunn 

Pla)!offs 

Pla)!offs 
Playoffs 

OPEN 

Gray’s Creek 

at Hunt 

Beddingfield 

at Webb 

at S. Alamance 

N. Vance 

at Fike 

N. Nash 

at S. Nash 

Rocky Mt 

Nash Central 

at Currituck 

Bertie 

SW Edgecombe 

at S. Nash 

at Nash Central 

Fike 

at N. Nash 

at Northeastern 

Nash Central 

at Rocky Mt. 

Fike 

SW Edgecombe 

at S. Nash 

OPEN 

Holmes 

at Rocky Mt. 

at SW Edgecombe 

N. Nash 

at Nash Cen. 

Fike 

Hertford 

at First Fli ht 

Bertie Herford OPEN at First Flight Pasquotank at Currituck at Northeastern 

at Herford First Flight at Bertie OPEN Currituck Pasquotank Holmes 

Currituck at Bertie First Flight at Herford at Holmes Northeastern OPEN 

at Leesville Road Wake Forest Laney at Broughton Wakefield at Sanderson Millbrook 

Enloe at Broughton Wakefield at Sanderson Millbrook OPEN at Wake Forest 

at Wakefield Sanderson OPEN Leesville Road Wake Forest at Enloe 

at Millbrook Leesville Road at Wake Forest Enloe OPEN at Wakefield Sanderson 

3A Northeast Coastal 
Northeast Coastal 
Northeast Coastal 

CAP-7 
CAP-7 
CAP-7 
CAP-7 
CAP-7 
CAP-7 
CAP-7 

Greater Neuse River 
Greater Neuse River 
Greater Neuse River 
Greater Neuse River 
Greater Neuse River 
Greater Neuse River 

John A. Holmes 
Northeastern 
Pasquotank 

Enloe 
Leesville 
Millbrook 

_, Needham Brou hton 
Sanderson 

Wake Forest-Rolesville 
Wakefield 

Clayton 
East Wake 

Garner 

...................................... !~.[~.i9htdale 
Smithfield-Selma 

Perquimans 

Williamston 

at Camden 

OPEN 

OPEN 

at Garner 

Car)! 

Clayton 
Riverside 

at Green Hope 

at Sanderson 

OPEN 

Millbrook 

Middle Creek 

at Overhills 

at New Hanover 

at Williamston 

SE Halifax 

at Perquimans 

Riverside 

Cary 

........................ ~.[!!~htdale 
at Richmond Sr. 

at Apex 
E. Wake 

Ashley 

at Aycock 

at Wake Forest 

Middle Creek 

at Millbrook 

Nash Central 

at Northamj~£.[~.:~ ......... 

at Plymouth 
at Perquimans 

at Roanoke Rapids 
at Garner 

Apex 
at E. Wake 

Green Ho~ 
Middle Creek 
at S. Durham 

at Fike 
Hunt 

Millbrook 
Enloe 
OPEN 

Harnett Central 
at Rocky.. Mt 

at Gates 

Pasquotank 

at Notheastern 

at Jordan 

at Green Hope 

at N. Durham 

at Chapel Hill 
at Athens Drive 

at Fuquay-Varina 

Clayton (9/7) 

at Wakefield (9/7) 
Middle Creek 

at Riversdale 

Athends Drive 

at S. Johnston 

.................................... 

OPEN 
at Northampton-E 

Columbia 
E. Wake 

at Middle Creek 
Apex 

Jordan 
Car)! 

at Knightdale 
at Riverside 
S. Johnston 

at Enloe 
Fuquay-Varina 

at Apex 
at Triton 

......................... ~.£~.~ard 
Greater Neuse 

PAC 6 

PAC 6 

PAC 6 

PAC 6 

PAC 6 

PAC 6 

River West Johnston 
Charles E. Jordan 

Hillside 
Northern Durham 

Person 
Riverside 

Southern Durham 

Hoggard 

E. Randolph 

at NE Guilford 

OPEN 

E. Guilford 

at Wake Forest 

H.P. Central 

at S. Johnston 
at Green Hope 

Graham 
at Grimsley 

at Webb 
at Enloe 
Warren 

Triton 

OPEN 

at E. Alamance 

at Cary 

Orange 

OPEN 

Wake Forest 

at Harnett Cent 

Enloe 

E. Randolph 

Millbrook 

OPEN 

Garner 

OPEN 

OPEN 

at Broughton 

OPEN 

Green Hope 

Halifax (VA) 
Wakefield 

at Webb 

Tri-Seven 
Tri-Seven 
Tri-Seven 
Tri-Seven 
Tri-Seven 
Tri-Seven 

Apex 

Athens Drive 
Cary 

Fuquay-Varina 

Green Hope 

Middle Creek 

OPEN 
at Southern Lee 

at Broughton 
at W. Harnett 

Wakefield 
at Knightdale 

Sanderson 
at Havelock 

at Leesville Road 
Harnet Central 

Jordan 
at Garner 

at Leesville Road 

at Knightdale 

N. Durham 

at Overhills 

a Broughton 

at Sanderson 

........................ ~[!.i.~.htdale 
Sanderson 

at SE Raleigh 

Wake Forest 

Leesville Road 

at E. Wake 

at Millbrook 
E. Chapel Hill 
at Sanderson 

at Garner 
at N. Durham 

I Leesville Road 

Wakefield 

OPEN 

at Sanderson 

at Garner 

Smvlle-Selma 

Clayton 

Wake Forest 

at E. Wake 

at West Johnston 

SE Raleight 

Hillside 

OPEN 

at Enloe 

Millbrook 

Knightdale 

at SE Raleigh 

at Smvlle-Selma 

at Clayton 

Garner 

E. Wake 

at N. Johnston 

at S. Durham 

at Millbrook 

Broughton 

at Leesville Road 

OPEN 

W. Johnston 

SE Raleigh 

Smvlle-Selma 

~htdale 
at Garner 

at E. Wake 

Riverside 

Leesville Road 

at Wakefield 

Wake Forest 

at Smvlle-Selma 

OPEN 

at W. Johnston 

Cla)/ton 

.~.!.~htdale 
Garner 

at E. Chapel Hill 

at Wake Forest 

Snaderson 

at Enloe 

SE Raleigh 

at Garner 

E. Wake 

W. Johnston 

OPEN 

at Clyton 
at Knightdale 

at Person 

Enloe 

at Millbrook 

Broughton 

at W. Johnston 

Knightdale 

OPEN 

at E. Wake 

Smvlle-Selma 

Clayton 

Chapel Hill 

Leesville Road 

OPEN 

E. Wake 

at Clayton 

at Knightdale 

Garner 

W. Johnston 

OPEN 

at Smvlle-Selma 

N. Durham 

at Jordan 

S. Durham 

at Riverside 

Person 

at N. Durham 

E. Wa~z.[~. 
at Fuquay-Varina 

Lee 

Athens Drive 

Middle Creek 

at Green Hope 

at Riverside 

Chapel Hill 

at E. Chapel Hill 

Hillside 

Jordan 

at Lee 

Cary 

at Athens Drive 

at Middle Creek 

E. Chapel Hill 

at Person 

N. Durham 

at Jordan 

at Chapel Hill 
Athens Drive 

at Apex 

Middle Creek 

Green Hope 

at fuquay-Varina 

at Cary 

at Chapel Hill 

Riverside 

at S. Durham 

at N. Durham 

Person 

at Middle Creek 

Lee 

at Green Hope 

OPEN 

Cary 

Apex 

N. Durham 

at Hillside 

Jordan 

Capel Hill 

E. Chapel Hill 

Green H ol~.fL............. 
OPEN 

Fuquay-Varina 

at Cary 

at Apex 

at Lee 

at Person 

E. Chapel Hill 

Hillside 

S. Durham 

at Riverside 

at Middle Creek 

OPEN 

Apex 

Lee 

Athens Drive 

S. Durham 

at Jordan 

at Chapel Hill 

at E. Chapel Hill 

aat Hillside 

Green Hope 

at Apex 

at Lee 

at Athens Drive 

OPEN 



North Carolina HS Football Schedule 2006: Coach Gutekunst 

Class Conference School 18-Aug 25-Aug 1-Sep 8-Sep 15-Sep 22-Sep i 29-Sep 6-Oct 13-Oct 20-Oct 27-Oct 3-Nov 
1A Northwest Alleghany at Ashe at Grayson (VA) OPEN N. Wilkes Mt. Airy at E. Surry i N. Stokes at McGuinness W. Wilkes at Elkin E. Wilkes at S. Stokes 
1A Northwest East Surry at W. Stokes N. Surry at Surry Cen E. Wilkes at S. Stokes Alleghany ;~ at Mt. Airy OPEN N. Stokes at McGuinness W. Wilkes at Elkin 

........... !..A ........................................... N.0.rth.~e~t ....................................................... Ea.st...Wi.!.ke.s ................................ a~...W:...Da~i.d.s.£.n ....................... #t..N.:....~i.!.ke.~ ......................................... wi.!ke.~...�~#.n: ............................................... at..E.:...S.L![.ry ................................................ N.:....St£k#~ ................................... at..M.£ ~.u.i..n.r~s.~ .................................. W.:...W.i.!.l~e.s ...................................................... ~t...E!ki.n~ ............................................................. O.I~.E.N ............................................................. S:...~£.!~e.~ ....................................................... ~...A!!g.ha..ny ........................................................... Mt:...!~i.r~ ................................. 
1A Northwest Elkin N. Wilkes at Forbush Starmount at N. Stokes Mc Guinness at W. Wilkes OPEN E. Wilkes at S. Stokes Alleghany at Mt. Airy E. Surry 
1A Northwest West Wilkes at Avery Wilkes Cen. at N. Wilkes at McGuinness OPEN Elkin at e. Wilkes S. Stokes at Alleghany Mt. Airy at E. Surry N. Stokes 

2~ 
~ ~ ~ 

at~ell 
2~ Catawba Valley Fred T. Foard S. Caldwell Carson at W. Lincoln at Maiden 

i ....................... ............................................ .................................... ................................................ .................................................. .................................................... ..................................... 
2A Catawba Valley Newton-Conover at S. Iredell at E. Burke E. Lincoln at St. Stephens 
2A Catawba Valley Saint Stephens at Lincolnton N. Iredell Alexander Cen Newton-Conover 
2A Catawba Valley West Caldwell Watauga S. Caldwell OPEN at E. Lincoln 

........... 2A ........................... M.~.u..n.t.ai.n...Va!.!.e.y .................................. A.s.he....(~.o.u.nt~ ......................................... A!.!~.g.h.~.ny ................................................ at..A~.~.ry ................................... G ~.a.y~.(~.n...�.ity...(V!~ ......................................... OP.E.N ............................... 
2A Mountain Valley Forbush W. Iredell Elkin at Lexington at N. Iredell 
2A Mountain Valley North Surry Lexington at E. Surry Mt. Airy at Salisbury 
2A Mountain Valley North Wilkes at Elkin E. Wilkes W. Wilkes at Alleghany 
2A Mountain Valley Starmount Mt. Airy W. Stokes at Elkin Davie 

.......... 2.A .......................... Mo.u.n~ta.i.n....Va.!..!ey ................................. Su.(l~y..�.ent.r~a.! ................................................ !~.~.d.t~o.~d ................................................ a~..M~:...!~.i.ry ........................................................ E:...Su.~ry ........................................................ ~!:...St~.k~s .................... 

Maiden 
at Hickory 
Bunker Hill 

....................... a.t..~Na.~uga ........................ 
OPEN 

at W. Stokes 
OPEN 

at E. Burke 

at Foard i OPEN 
Hibriten at W. Caldwell 

at Bandys St. Stephens 

......................... IR~.a.gar~ .................................................. ~...N:....S.~!.~ry ...................... 
at starmount N. Wilkes 
Surry Cen. Ashe 

at Wilkes Cen. at Forbush 
Forbush Wilkes Cen. 

Hickory at Hibriten W. Caldwell at Bunker Hill Bandys 
Bunker Hill at Bandys OPEN Maiden at Foard 
at Maiden Foard at Newton-Conover Hickory at Hibriten 

........................... N..:..Wi!k~.~ ............................................... a.~...E.o.~.b.u~.h ................................................. Sta.~.m.(~!.nt ........................................... ~...W.i.!.k~...(~ ~.n: ............................................ S.L!.~Y_.~.n: .......................... 
at N. Surry Ashe Charlotte Latin at Surry Cen Wilkes Cen. 

Forbush at N. Wilkes at Wilkes Cen. at Starmount OPEN 
at Ashe N. Surry Surry Cen. OPEN Starmount 

at Surry Cen. OPEN at Ashe N. Surry at N. Wilkes 

........................ St~.~.m~.un~( ......................................... W.i.!k~.s...�~.n.: ........................................ a~..N.:...Wi.!l~e.~ ........................................................ E~.d~u.s.!~ ................................................................... a.~..A~.h.~ ................................. 
2A Mountain Valley 

Southern Piedmont 
Southern Piedmont 
Southern Piedmont 
Southern Piedmont 

Northwestern 
Northwestern 
Northwestern 
Northwestern 
Northwestern 

Wilkes Central 
East Lincoln 
Lincolnton 

North Lincoln 
West Lincoln 

Alexander Central 
East Bu rke 

Freedom 
South Caldwell 

Watauga 

Hibriten 
E. Gaston 

St. Stephens 
at Maiden 
N. Gaston 
N. Iredell 
Tuscola 
OPEN 

at Foard 
at W. Caldwell 

at W. Wilkes 
at Bandys 

at South Point 
at Bunker Hill 

at Maiden 
OPEN 

Newton-Conover 
at Shelby 

at W. Caldwell 
at Hibriten 

at E. Wilkes 
at Newton-Conover 

Maiden 
Lake Norman 

Foard 
at St. Stephens 

at Hickory 
at Crest Sr. 

Hibriten 
Ave ry 

Watauga 
W. Caldwell 
at N. Gaston 

Hope Christian 
W. Iredell 

Mooresville 
at Asheville High 

OPEN 
Avery 

at Wilkes Cen. 

OPEN 
at lake Norman 

Shelby 
W. Iredell 

at S. Caldwell 
W. Montgomery 

Starmount 
Roberson 
W. Lincoln 

Ashe 

N. Wilkes 
at N. Lincoln 

S. Iredell 
E. Lincoln 
Cherryville 
McDowell 

at AC Reynolds 
Asheville High 

at Watauga 
S. Caldwell 

at Starmount 
Lincolnton 

at E. Lincoln 
at Bessemer city 

at S. Iredell 
A.C. Reynolds 
at S. Caldwell 
at Watauga 

E. Burek 
Freedom 

Madison 
at Cherryville 

OPEN 
S. Iredell 

Bessemer City 
at E. Burke 

Alexander Central 
A.C. Reynolds 

OPEN 
at McDowell 

at Surry Cen. 
Bessemer City 

W. Lincoln 
OPEN 

at Lincolnton 
at Hicory 

McDowell 
at S. Caldwell 

Freedom 
at AC Reynolds 

N. Surry 
at W. Lincoln 

at Bessemer City 
at Cherryville 

E. Lincoln 
at Freedom 
at Watauga 

Alexander Central 
at McDowell 

E. Burke 

Ashe 
OPEN 

at Cherryville 
W. Lincoln 

at N. Lincoln 
Watauga 

OPEN 
McDowell 

AC Reynolds 
at Alexander Cen. 

at Forbush 
S. Iredell 

N. Lincoln (11/4) 
at Lincolnton 

OPEN 
at S. Caldwell 

Freedom 
at E. Burke 

Alexander Central 
OPEN 



North Carolina HS Football Schedule 2006: Coach Pearman 

Class Conference School 18-Aug 25-Aug 1-Sep 8-Sep 
1A Albemarle Manteo at Currituck at Columbia First Flight Roanoke 
1A Atlantic 10 Creswell OPEN NCSD Mattamuskeet OPEN 
1A Atlantic 11 Mattamuskeet at Rosewood Northampton E at Creswell Cape Hatteras 

1A Atlantic 8 Cape Hatteras OPEN OPEN Columbia at Mattamuskeet 

Carolina Ayden-Gifton Pamlico at Northside (P) N. Pitt at Greene Cen. 
Coastal Plains Dixon at W. Columus at Swansboro at Heide Trask OPEN 
Coastal Plains East Carteret OPEN at W. Carteret Lakewood at Croatan 
Coastal Plains Jones Sr. at Richlands at Union at Goldsboro Swansboro 
Coastal Plains Lejeune Swansboro at Croatan SW Onslow at Richlands 
Coastal Plains Pamilco County at Ayden-Grifton at Richlands Southside OPEN 
Coastal Plains Topsail Sr at Croatan Pender N. Duplin at N. Moore 

Unamed Northside Pinetown First Flight Ayden-Grifton at Northampton E at Camden 
Unamed Plymouth Farmville Cen. at Jamesville Holmes at Perquimans 

Unamed Southside OPEN Rosewood at Pamlico Williamston 

1A 

North Brunswick 
Pender 

South Brunswick 
D. H. Conley 

Havelock 
J. H. Rose 

1A Waccamaw 
Waccamaw 
Waccamaw 

Coastal 
Coastal 
Coastal 

OPEN 
Fairmont 
OPEN 

at Greene Central 
OPEN 
OPEN 

Midway 
at Topsail 

at NRCA 
at N. Nash 

Athens Drive 
at Bertie 

at W. Columbus 
E. Duplin 

at Cardinal Gibbons 
OPEN 
Laney 

at New Hanover 

at Northside (J) 
Wallace-RH 

at W. Brunswick 
N. Pitt 

Jacksonville 
Rocky Mount 

2A Coastal South Central OPEN at Farmville Central at E. Wayne Bertie 

2A Coastal Washington N. Pitt at Tarboro Hertford OPEN 
2A Coastal West Carteret Aycock E. Carteret Croatan OPEN 

......... 2A ........................................ (~.0a.s~t~.! .................................................................... We.st....(~.!~a.ven ............................................................... ~.:...V~a~n~ .................................................................. #.P.E.N ..................................................................... ~!...#:....L~.n.£!.[ .......................................................... ~!...1~i.£.~£.!~ ............................ 

15-Sep 22-Sep 29-Sep 
at Williamston OPEN at Perquimans 

at Cape Hatteras Jamesville at Columbai 
at Jamesville Columbia OPEN 

Creswell First flight at James 
............. at....P.a.~q.£!£~.~.n.l~ ...................... ~.t....M.~!!a.m.~!.~.!~.~! ................................................. (~..r.~.s~e.!! ......................................... 

2A 

6-Oct 13-Oct 20-Oct 27-Oct 3-Nov 
aNorthside (P) at Plymouth Gates at Soutside Camden 

at Mattamuskeet OPEN Cape Hatteras at Jamesville Columbia 
Creswell at Cape Hatteras Jamesville at Columbia OPEN 

at Columbia Mattamuskeet at Creswell OPEN Jamesville 

........... �..~.P~....H.~t!~.[a.s ........................... ~!...~!.~.me~(!.!.!~ .............................................. C).!~.E.N ......................................... M..~!9.m.~!.~.l~e.~t .......................... a!...�~.[~.~we.!! ................. 
at Rosewood Spring Creek at N. Duplin Princeton at N. Johnston 

at Lejeune Pamlico at E. Carteret at Jones Topsail 

at Pamlico Jones Sr. Dixon at Topsail Lejeune 
Topsail at E. Carteret Lejeune Dixon at Pamlico 
OPEN at Topsail at Jones Pamilco at E. Carteret 

E. Carteret at Dixon Topsail at Lejeune Jones Sr. 
at Jones Sr. Lejeune at Pamlico E. Carteret at Dixon 
at Manteo OPEN Williamston at Roanoke Southside 

at Southside Manteo Roanoke at Gates OPEN 
Plymouth at Camden Perquimans Manteo at Northside (P) 

................... at...Ea.i.r.r££ n~[ ............................................ W.h.i~[e~(i.!.!.~ ................................ at...N.:...B[.u.r!§wi.£k ................... ~.:...�£.!.u.a~b.~!s ..................... at...E:..�~£!~r£~u.~ ........ 
Pender at S. Brunswick Trask at Whiteville W. Brunswick 

at N. Brunswick S. Columbus at E. Columbus OPEN S. Brunswick 
at Whiteville N. Brunswick at S. Columbus E. Columbus at Pender 

at W. Carteret Havelock at Rose W. Craven S. Central 
at Rose at Conley S. Central at Washington at W. Craven 
Havelock at Washington Conley at S. Central New Bern 

....................... ~:....#.e..r!t.[~.! ....................................... a!...~:... C~..[.~.v~.[! ............................... ~v~as.~!.i.ng.t£.r~ .......................... a.~...W.:....C.a.Et~.[~t .................................. a~...R.£.s.~ 
at New Bern W. Carteret at Havelock Rose Conley 

W. Crave Rose at New Bern Havelock W. Carteret 
Conley at S. Central W. Craven New Bern at Washington 

............ a!...~v~s.!~i.n.g~t£r~ .................................... a.~N..B.~.r.n .................................. ~.!...W:.....(~.a.Ete.[e! ............................... a.~...�~£n.!~x .......................................... ~l..a.~.!P.£k 

S. Robeson 
at N. Duplin 

SE Halifax 
at N. Edgecombe 

at N. Brunswick 
Pender 

Heide Trask 
Perquimans 

Camden 
at Gates 

......................... ......................... 
Lejeune 

at Pamlico 
at Union 

E. Wayne 

at White Oak 
E.E. Smith 

................................ 0.P.E.N ................................. 
OPEN 

at Nash Cen. 
at Ashley 

.......................... I~!.:...!:e.[!0.i.!~ ......................... 
OPEN 
OPEN 
OPEN 
OPEN 
OPEN 
OPEN 

Farmville Cen. 
Spring Creek 

Wallace-Rose Hill 
OPEN 
Union 

at N. Pitt 
at Princeton 
at Plymouth 

Northside (P) 
at Roanoke 

................................. P~.n.d.e.r~ ................................ 
s. Columbus 

at Trask 
at FCA 

Washington 

New Bern 
at W. Carteret 

...................... at....~.a~(e.!£.£1~ ..................... 
at w. Craven 

at Conley 

Rose 

........................... ......................... 
S. Lenoir 

at Richlands 

Northside (J) 
at Croatan 
E. Duplin 

at Clinton 

OPEN 
Kenan 

at Spring Creek 
Rosewood 

Dixon 
at Currituck 

OPEN 
Gates 

at Williamston 
OPEN 

....................... a.t...S:... B ru.n~w.ic.k ........................ 
at E. Columbus 

Whiteville 
Trask 

at New Bern 
W. Carteret 

W. Craven 

............................................ CtP.n.!.~y ............................................ 
Washington 

at S. Central 
at Havelock 

......................................... ~t...l~£.S.~ .......................................... 
at Swansboro 

SW Onslow (9/25) 
at E. Duplin 

Clinton 

at Northside (J) (9/25) 
Croatan 

East Central Croatan Topsail Lejeune at W. Carteret E. Carteret Northside (J) at East Duplin Clinton at SW Onslow at Richlands 
East Central Northside Jacksonville at White Oak at Kenan Jacksonville N. Brunswick at Croatan clinton 
East Central Richlands Jones Pamlico at E. Bladen Lejeune Swansboro at S. Lenoir 
East Central South Lenoir at Spring Creek at Kinston West Craven N. Lenoir at Sw Onslow Richlands 
East Central Southwest Onslow E. Columbus at Jacksonville at Lejune White Oak S. Lenoir at Swansboro 
East Central Swansboro at Lejeune Dixon at White Oak at Jones at Richlands SW Onslow 

.......... 2A ...................... Ea.s.t.e [n...P!a i.n..s .................................... Fa.[m~.i.l..I.e...C.e.n.t.!~a ! ............................................... a.t..l~.ly.m£~!t.h ..................................................... S:...~.e.nt[~.! .................................................................. a!..Ke.n~.n ........................................... ~.!..S.W...E.d.g.~££.m.be ......................... Be.d.d.i.ng~ie!.d ................... .......... a!..A~(d~n.:.G.[ift£n ....................................................... (~.P.E.N ............................................... N. Lenoir at N. Pitt 

E. Duplin at Swansboro 
SW Onslow at Clinton 
Swansboro at E. Duplin 

at Richlands Croatan 
at S. Lenoir Northside (J) 

at Goldsboro at Greene Cen. 

S. Lenoir 
Croatan 

at Northside (J) 
Clinton 

E. Duplin 
Tarboro 

2A Eastern Plains 
Eastern Plains 
Eastern Plains 

Eastern Carolina 
NE Coastal 
Mideastern 
Mideastern 
Mideastern 
Mideastern 
Mideastern 

Greene Central 
North Lenoir 

North Pitt 
Kinston 

First Flight 
EmsleyA. Laney 
Eugene Ashley 
Jacksonville 

John T. Hoggard 
New Hanover 

Kinston 
at W. Crave 
at First Flight 

at Greene Cen 
N. Nash 

at Cape Fear 
W. Carteret 

St. Pauls 
at SE Raleigh 

at South View 

Conley 

OPEN 
at Washington 

at Hertford 
Hunt 

OPEN 
OPEN 

at Harnett Cen. 
at W. Johnston 

SE Raleigh 

at Kenan 
Aycock 

Pamlico 
at Rocky Mt. 

at Holmes 
White Oak 

Jacksonville 
at Ashley 

W. Charlotte 
W. Brunswick 

Beddingfield 
at E. Duplin 

SW Edgecombe 
S. Lenoir 

Rose 
S. Columbus 
at Wakefield 
SW Onslow 

OPEN 
Cape Fear 

at Aycock 

Kinston 
at Ayden-Grifton 

at N. Lenior 
at New Bern 
at Havelock 
Lumberton 

at Northside (J) 
at S. Wayne 

Rose 

Ayden-Grifton 

at S. Lenoir 
at Conely 

W. Craven 
at S. Central 

New Bern 
at W. Bladen 
at Havelock 
Lumberton 

at Conway (SC) 

4A Mideastern White Oak Northside (J) at New Bern Swansboro at SW Onslow 
......................... W!.h.i~[e.~!.!.!~ ......................... 

Havelock 

OPEN 
at E. Wayne 

OPEN 
OPEN 

Pasquotank 
at Hoggard 

New Hanover 
at W. Brunswick 

Laney 
at Ashley 

at Laney OPEN 

at N. Pitt 
at Farmville Cen. 

Greene Cen 
Hunt 

Northeastern 
at Enloe 

at W. Brunswick 
at New Hanover 

at White Oak 
Jacksonville 

............................... .............................. 
Hoggard 

Goldsboro 
Tarboro 

Farmville Cen. 
Aycock 

at Currituck 
at W. Brunswick 
Providence Day 

Hoggard 

at Jacksonville 
White Oak 

.................................. !:a.!~.ey ................................. 
at New Hanover 

at Tarboro Farmville Cen. 
at N. Pitt Goldsboro 
N. Lenoir at Tarboro 

at S. Wayne at Beddingfield 
at First Flight OPEN 
New Hanover at Jacksonville 
at White Oak Hoggard 

Laney OPEN 
W. Brunswick at Ashley 

at Laney OPEN 

N. Lenoir 
Greene Cen. 
at Goldsboro 

E. Wayne 

Hertford 
Ashley 

at Laney 
White Oak 

New Hanover 
at Hoggard 

Ashley W. Brunswick at Jacksonville 



North Carolina HS Football Schedule 2006: Coach Powell 

Class 

1A 

1A 

1A 

1A 

1A 

1A 

Conference 

~endent 
Western Highlands 

Western Highlands 

Western Highlands 

Western Highlands 

Western Highlands 

School 
Hi 

Avery County 
Charles D. Owen 
Hendersonville 

Madison 
Mitchell 

1~ ~hlands 

1~ Smok Mountain 

1A Smoky Mountain 

1A Smoky Mountain 

1A Smoky Mountain 

1A Smoky Mountain 

1A Smoky Mountain 

Polk County 
Andrews 
Cherokee 
Hayesville 

Murphy 
Robbinsville 

Rosman 

2~ Southern Piedmont Bessemer City 

2~ Southern Piedmont Cherr~zville 
2A Western Athletic i Brevard 

2A Western Athletic i East Henderson 

2A Western Athletic i North Henderson 

at McGuinness 

W. Wilkes 

OPEN 

Smokey Mt. (8/17) 

Erwin 

Chase 

Cherokee 

Ashe 

Erwin 

at N. Henderson 

at N. Buncombe 

McDowell 

1 -Sep. 
at N. Henderson 

at Watauga 

at A.C. Reynolds 

W. Henderson 

at Christ School 

N. Buncombe 

8-Se£ 
at Madison 

at S. Caldwell 

at E. Henderson 

a Rosman 

Highland Tech 

at E. Rutherford 

15-Se£ 
FCA 

W. Henderson 

Enka 

E. Henderson 

OPEN 

at Pisgah 

at N. Henderson 

Cherokee 

at Andrews 

Franklin 

Marion County (TN) 

OPEN 

at Brevard 

Asheville School 

at Highland Tech 

at Copper Basin (TN) 

Franklin 

at McMinn Cen. (TN) 
at E. Henderson 

at R-S Central 

OPEN 

Smoky Mt. 

at Chattahoochee (GA) 
at Franklin 

at Mt. Heritage 

Landrum ~ 

Choctaw Cen (MS) 

at Rabun Co. (GA) 
at Smoky Mt. 

Fannin County (GA) 

Hendersonville 

Chase 

OPEN 

OPEN 

Towns County (GA) 

N. Gaston 

And rews 

N. Henderson 

22-S~ 
~ 

29-Sep~ 

Prince Ave Pre~ OPEN 

at C.D. Owen 
~ 

Open 

Avery .!, at Mitchell 

at Mt. heritage ~ Madison 

Polk ~ at Hendersonville 

OPEN C.D. Owen 

.................... ................................................... ............................. 
at Madison ~ 

at Robbinsville Robbinsville 

Hayesville at Murphy 

at Cherokee Rosman 

at Rosman Cherokee 

at Swain at Andrews 

Murphy at Hayesville 

............................... ............................... 
N. Lincoln 

OPEN 

OPEN 

OPEN 

Chase 

R-S Central N. Gaston at Chase Huss E. Gaston OPEN 

Bunker Hill at R-S Central N. Gaston Chase Char. Catholic at W. Lincoln 

Rosman at Tuscola Erwin at Enka Asheville at Shelby__ 
at Huss Rosman at Roberson C.D. Owen at Hendersonville at Chase 

Polk Hendersonville Highland Tech at Erwin at Rosman OPEN 

6-Oct 

at Hope Christian 
Hendersonville 

Mt, Heritage 

at Avery 

at Wilkes Cen 

Polk 

13 -O ct 

OPEN 

at Polk 

at Madison 

Mitchell 

C.D. Owen 

at Hendersonville 

20-Oct 

Victor~ Christian 
Madison 

Hendersonville 

at C.D. Owen 

at Avery 

Mt. Heritage 

27-Oct 

at South Valley,,. 
at Mt. Heritage 

at Polk 

OPEN 

Mitchell 

at Madison 

at Mitchell 

at Rosman 

OPEN 

Swain 

at Robbinsville 

Murphy 

And rews 

Aver~ 

Mur~ 
Swain 

OPEN 

And rews 

Rosman 

at Robbinsville 

OPEN 

Swain 

at Rosman 

Robbinsville 

OPEN 

at Hayesville 

Cherokee 

C.D. Owen 

at Cherokee 

And rews 

Murphy 

at Hayesville 

OPEN 

at Swain 

at W. Lincoln at E. Lincoln Lincolnton at S. Iredell 

e. Lincoln at S. Iredell N. Lincoln Lincolnton 

at Smoke~ Mt. West Henderson ~ah at N. Henderson 

N. Henderson Smoky Mt. at W. Hendersonv Pisgah 

at E. Henderson at Pisgah Smoky Mt. Brevard 

3-Nov 

OPEN 

Mitchell 

OPEN 

Polk 

at Mt. Heritage 

at Avery 

..................... ..................... 
at Hendersonville 

~esville 
at Robbinsville 

at Andrews 

Swain 

Cherokee 

OPEN 

................. .................. 

at Bessemer Cit’ 

E. Henderson 

at Brevard 

at W. Henderson 

2A Western Athletic i Pisgah OPEN at Enka Tuscola at N. Buncombe Mitchell i E. Rutherford OPEN at W. Henderson N. Henderson at Brevard at E. Henderson at Smoky Mt. 

2~ ~~ 
i 

Smo~ntain at Hende~lle (8/17) ~ at~lle ~~ 
a~n i --~ T~a ~~ at ~a~on at ~~on ~H~ 

~~~ 
i ...................... .................................................. ........................................................ .......................................... ......................... ................................. ............................ ........... 

3A Catawba Valley 
CPF 

CPF/PACIS 
Mountain Athletic 
Mountain Athletic 
Mountain Athletic 
Mountain Athletic 
Mountain Athletic 
Mountain Athletic 
Mountain Athletic 

Southwestern 

Hickory 
The Asheville School 

Christ School 
Asheville 

Clyde A. Erwin 
Enka 

Franklin 
North Buncombe 

T.C. Roberson 
Tuscola 
Burns 

OPEN 
at Providence Da 

OPEN 
OPEN 

at Madison 
at A.C. Reynolds 

at Hayesville 
Mt. Heritage 
at McDowell 
at E. Burke 

OPEN 

at Statesville 

at Polk 

at ~.,,,.,.H,.,~ 
A,C, Reynolds 

at C,D, Owen 

Pisgah 

at Murphy 

Madison 

W, Handerson 

Brevard 

at Crest 

E. Burke 

Ben Li en SC 

Madison 

OPEN 

at Brevard 

at Swain 

Robbinsville 

at Mitchell 

E. Handerson 

~ah 
at E. Gaston 

at Bandys 

at Southlake Chris. 

at N. Lincoln 

E. Burke 

N. Henderson 

Brevard 

at Swain 

Pisgah 

at A.C. Reynolds 

OPEN 

Ashbrook 

St. ~ ~      at Maiden 
at First Asse~ ~ Christian Acad. ~,). 

Carolina Pride~ i at Fors th Countr Da 
at Brevard           at Freedom 

Mt. Heritage 
at C.D. Owen 

Smoky Mt. 
Swain 

at Freedom 
A.C. Reynolds 

South Point 

Tuscola 

N. Buncombe 

at Roberson 

at Enka 

Franklin 

at Erwin 

at Forestview 

Foard 

~e Christian 
SouthLake Christian 

Enka 

at Franklin 

at Asheville 

Erwin 

Roberson 

at N. Buncombe 

at Smo~ 
McDowell 

at Newtown-Conover 

Charlotte Christian 

at 1st AssembbZ Concord 10/5 

at Roberson 

N. Buncombe 

Roberson 

at Tuscola 

at Erwin 

Asheville 

Franklin 

at Shelby~ 

Alexander Cen. 

Northside Christian 

at Ben Li~en School 
Erwin 

at Asheville 

OPEN 

OPEN 

Tuscola 

at Enka 

at N. Buncombe 

at R-S Central 

Hibriten 

Fors th Countr Da 

at Northside Christian 

at Tuscola 

Enka 

at Erwin 

N. Buncombe 

at Franklin 

OPEN 

Asheville 

Chase 

at W. Caldwell 

Christ School ~ __ 

Asheville School ~__ 
Franklin 

at Roberson 

Tuscola 

at Asheville 

OPEN 

Erwin 

at Enka 

at E. Rutherford 

Bunker Hill 

~offs 

~offs 
at N. Buncombe 

OPEN 

at Franklin 

Enka 

Asheville 

at Tuscola 

Roberson 

~s Mt. 

Southwestern 
Southwestern 
Southwestern 
Southwestern 
Northwestern 
Northwestern 

__~ South 

3A East Rutherford 
Kings Mountain 

Rutherfordton-Spindale Central 
Shelby 

A.C. Reynolds 
McDowell 
Ashbrook 

at Porter Ridge 

OPEN 

at Bessemer City 

OPEN 

Enka 

Roberson 

W. Meck 

OPEN 

at Huss 

Cherryville 

Freedom 

at Asheville 

at Mitchell 

Clover, SC 

at McDowell 

at South Point 

Polk 

at Ashbrook 

C.D. Owen 

e. Rutherford 

Mitchell 
Forestview 

at McDowell 
Crest 

Roberson 
R-S Central 
at Burnes 

Ashbrook 

Crest 

at Huss 

at Lincolnton 

at T uscola 

OPEN 

at E. Rutherford 

at Pisgah 

Cen. Cabarrus 

at W. Henderson 

Brevard 

E. Burke 

at Alexander Cen. 

Crest 

at Providence Day 

at E. Gaston 

OPEN 

N. Meck 

at Alexander Cen. 

at Burns 

at N. Gaston 

R-S Central 

at Chase 

at E. Rutherford 

Burns 

at Freedom 

Watau a 

South Point 

at Chase 
Shelby 
Burns 

at Kings Mt. 
Watauga 

at E. Burke 
at E. Gaston 

at Kings Mt. 

E. Rutherford 

at Shelby 

R-S Central 

OPEN 

S. Caldwell 

at Forestview 

Burns 
at R-S Central 

Kings Mt. 
at Chase 

S. Caldwell 
at Freedom 

OPEN 

Shelby 

at Burns 

Chase 

at E. Rutherford 

at McDowell 

A.C. Re~ 
Huss 

4A Big South East Gaston at E. Lincoln OPEN Burns Carson at Bessemer City South Point Kings Mt at Huss Ashbrook at North Gaston Crest at Forestview 

4A Big South Forestview at Fort Mill (SC) at Anson Clover (SC) at Kings Mt. OPEN Burns at Crest N. Gaston at South Point Ashbrook at Huss E. Gaston 

4A Big South Hunter Huss E. Henderson Kings Mt OPEN at Bessemer City R-S Central N. Gaston at South Point E. Gaston at Harding at Crest Forestview at Ashbrook 

4~ Big South North Gaston at W. Lincoln at Bessemer City at Cherryville Lincolnton at Murphy at Huss Ashbrook at Forestview Crest E. Gaston at South Point I OPEN 

4A Big South South Point OPEN Lincolnton Kings Mt at West Meck at Burns I    at E. Gaston I Huss I at Ashbrook Forestview at Waddell N. Baston I at Crest 



North Carolina HS Football Schedule 2006: Coach Sanders 

Class 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 

Conference 
Northwest 
Northwest 
Northwest 
Northwest 

Yadkin Valley 
Yadkin Valley 

Yadkin Valley, 
Yadkin Valley~ 

Central Carolina 
Central Carolina 
Central Carolina 
Central Carolina 
Central Carolina 

North State 
North State 
North State 
North State 
North State 

School 
Bishop McGuinness 

M ount Airy 
North Stokes 
South Stokes 

Chatham Central 
Jordan-Matthews 
South Davidson 

Thomasville 
Central Davidson 

East Davidson 
Ledford 

Lexin~!ton 
West Davidson 

North State 
M id-State 

Atkins 
Dalton L. McMichael 

Eastern Guilford 
Reidsville 

Southern Guilford 

M id-State 
M id-State 
M id-State 
M id-State 

Mid-Piedmont 
Mid-Piedmont 
Mid-Piedmont 
Mid-Piedmont 
Mid-Piedmont 
Mid-Piedmont 
Mid-Piedmont 

Triad 
Triad 
Triad 
Triad 
Triad 
Triad 
Triad 

M id East 
M id East 
M id East 

Piedmont Triad 
Piedmont Triad 
Piedmont Triad 
Piedmont Triad 
Piedmont Triad 
Piedmont Triad 

Central Piedmont 
Central Piedmont 
Central Piedmont 
Central Piedmont 
Central Piedmont 

Metro 
Metro 
Metro 
Metro 
Metro 
Metro 
Metro 
PAC6 
PAC6 

West Stokes 
Cedar Ridge 
Cummings 

Graham 
Northwood 

Orange 
Asheboro 

Eastern Randolph 
Ragsdale 

Randleman 
Southeast Guilford 

Southwestern Randolph 
Trinity 

Bartlett-Yancey 

Dudley~ 
John Motle~ Morehead 

Northeast Guilford 
Rockingham County 
Western Alamance 
Western Guilford 
Eastern Alamance 

Southern Alamance 
Walter M. Williams 

Carver 
Parkland 

Robert B. Glenn 
Ronald Reagan 

Southwest Guilford 
T.W. Andrews 
Davie County 
Mount Tabor 

North Davidson 
R.J. Reynolds 
West Forsyth 
Ben L. Smith 
East Forsyth 

Grimsley 
High Point Central 

North Forsyth 
Northwest Guilford 

Chapel Hill 
East Chapel Hill 

11 -Aug 

W. Stokes (~.~.~!..~) 

West Rowan 

W. Stokes 

at W. Davidson/at Mt. Airy (8/12) 

18-Aug 
Highland Tech 

at Starmount 
at Chatham Cen. 

Rocldngham 
N. Stokes 

SW Randolph 

at Randleman 
Clinton 

North Stanley 

S. Guilford 
at Surry Cen. 

at N. Surry. 
E. Wilkes 
B. Smith 
OPEN 

at Person 
at T.W. Andrews 
at E. Davidson 

E. Surry 
Chapel Hill 

at S. Alamance 
Morehead 

at Union Pines 
at Williams 

OPEN 
at Jordan 

OPEN 
S. Davidson 

OPEN 
at Jordan-Matthews 

OPEN 
OPEN 
Carver 

at Graham 
Hillside 

at S. Stokes 
E. Alamance 
at Grimsley 

at W. Alamance 
Cummings 

Orange 
at Dudley 

at W. Fors~ 
OPEN 
OPEN 

at NW Guilford 
Teidsville 
N. Forsyth 

at New Bern 
Kannapolis 

OPEN 
Parkland 
at Atkins 
OPEN 

W. Guilford 
at S. Durham 

at Davie 
SW Guilford 

OPEN 
at Cedar Ridge 

S. Vance 

25-Aug 
OPEN 

Surry Cen. 

McMichael 
at N. Duplin 

S. Stanly 

W. Davidson 

Asheboro 
at Trinity 

N. Davidson 
at Thomasville 
at S. Davidson 

Carver 
at S. Stokes 
SE Guilford 
Morehead 

at Randleman 
at Starmount 

at Yancey 
Dudley 

at Hillside 
W. Harnett 

E. Chaple Hill 
at Cen. Davidson 

at Lee 
at H.P. Central 

S. Guilford 
at E. Guilford 

OPEN 
E. Davidson 
Cedar Ridge 

at Cummin s 
at Reidsville 

Page 
SW Guilford 

at S. Alamance 
NW Guilford 

OPEN 
W. Alamance 
at Chapel Hill 

at Atkins 

N. Forsvth__ 
R.J. Re~ 

Mt. Tabor 
at Rockingham 

B. Smith 
at Mooresville 

at Ledford 
at Glenn 

E. Forsyth 

at T.W. Andrews 

W. Fors~ 
N. Durham 
Ragsdale 

at Parkland 
at W. Guilford 
at NE Guilford 

Williams 
at Orange 

1 -Sep 
at S. Stokes 
at N. Surry. 
W. Stokes 

McGuinness 
at N. Johnston 
at Northwood 

Cen. Davidson 
Randleman 

at S. Davidson 
at N. Davidson 

at Asheboro 
Forbush 

W. Stanly 
at Reagan 

at Morehead 
NE Guilford 

Trinity 
at N. Stokes 

at E. Chapel Hill 
at Reidsville 
S. Alamance 

Jordan-Matthews 
at Person 
Ledford 

H.P. Central 
NW Guilford 

at Thomasville 
at SW Guilford 
T.W. Andrews 
at S. Guilford 
at Dan River 
at Grimsley 
McMichael 

at E. Guilford 
OPEN 

at Williams 

Hillside 
at Graham 

W. Alamance 
W. Forsyth 

~lds 

Atkins 
SE Guilford 

at SW Randolph 

W. Rowan 
at N. Fors th 
E. Davidson 
at Parkland 
at Carver 

OPEN 
Glenn 
Dudley 

at E. Randolph 
Mt. Tabor 

at Ragsdale 

W. Guilford 
OPEN 

Cedar Ridge 

8-Sep 
W. Wilkes 
S. Stokes 

Elkin 
at Mt. Airy 

For. County Day 
Union Pines 

at Trinity.. 
at Ledford 

at N. Davidson 
SW Randolph 
Thomasville 
at Morehead 
at Albemarle 
at E. Forsyth 
SW Guilford 

Orange 

at SE Guilford 
at Surry Cen 

at S. Granville 
at E. Alamance 
at W. Alamance 

at Lee 
at E. Guilford 
at Williams 
at Hillside 

at W. Guilford 
OPEN 

S. Guilford 
at E. Davidson 

S. Davidson 
Webb 

B. Smith 
Lexington 

NW Guilford 
Reidsville 
G raham 

~sdale 
Cummin s 

OPEN 
Asheboro 

at R.J. Reynolds 

at Mt. Tabor 

at N. Fors~ 
at W. Forsyth 
at McMichael 

Grimsley 

at Starmount 
Parkland 

Cen. Davidson 
Carver 
Reagan 

at Dudley 
Atkins 

at T.W. Andrews 
OPEN 
Glenn 

at NE Guilford 

Broughton 
OPEN 

15-Sep 
at Elkin 

at E. Wilkes 
E. Surry 

Princeton 
at Randleman 
at E. Davidson 

at N. Rowan 
OPEN 

S. Davidson 
at Trinity 

N. Davidson 

OPEN 
Rockingham 

at SW Guilford 

22-Sep 
E. Wilkes 

OPEN 
S. Stokes 

at N. Stokes 
Thomasville 

at E. Montgomery 

N. Moore 
at Chatham Cen. 

at Ledford 
Salisbury 

Cen. Davidson 
N. Rowan 

OPEN 
Parkland 

T.W. Andrews 
Cedar Ridge 

OPEN 
SW Rando 

North Surry 
OPEN 

at W. Alamance 
Williams 
OPEN 

E. Alamance 
W. Guilford 

Surry Central 
Grimsley 

Jordan-Matthews 
NW Guillford 
at S. Guilford 

Ledford 
at Chatham (VA) 

OPEN 
OPEN 

at McMichael 
Cummings 

at Asheboro 

at Chapel Hill 
at Graham 
N. Forsyth 

at B. Smith 
W. Forsyth 

at R.J. Reynolds 
E. Guilford 

at H.P. Central 
at Statesville 

E. Fors~ 
at Lexington 

Reagan 
at Glenn 
Parkland 

at Mt. Tabor 
at Ragsdale 

T.W. Andrews 
at Carver 

SE Guilford 

S. Alamance 
at Athens Drive 

OPEN 
at E. Guilford 

Williams 
at E. Alamance 
at Ravenscroft 

OPEN 
at SW Guilford 
SW Randolph 
at SE Guilford 

Trinity 
~sdale 

at E. Randolph 
at Randleman 

South Granville 

Ro~ham 
W. Alamance 
W. Guilford 
at Dudley 

at Morehead 
at NE Guilford 

G raham 
Cardinal Gibbons 

at Cummings 
at Goldsboro 

at Atkins 
at Robinson 

at Ashe 
Asheboro 

at McMichael 
at S. Rowan 

at N. Davidson 
Mt. Tabor 

W. Forsyth 
at R.J. Reynolds 

at H.P. Central 

~e 
OPEN 

B. Smith 
NW Guilford 
at N. Forsyth 

E. Fors~ 
E. Chapel Hill 
at Chapel Hill 

29-Sep 
Okay Level Acad. 

E. Surry 

at W. Stokes 
at N. Moore 

W. Montgomery 

OPEN 

McMichael 
at W. Davidson 

at N. Rowan 

at Salisbury 
E. Davidson 

at Glenn 
at Cen. Davidson 

OPEN 

OPEN 
S. Stokes 

E. Alamance 
OPEN 
OPEN 

Randleman 
at Webb 

at SW Randolph 
at Ragsdale 
E. Randolph 

at Northwood 
at Trinity 

Asheboro 
SE Guilford 

Dudley 

at Yancey 
at W. Guilford 
S. Alamance 

at W. Alamance 
Rockingham 

Morehead 
at Cedar Rid e 
at NE Guilford 

OPEN 
at SW Guilford 

OPEN 
Atkins 
OPEN 
OPEN 
OPEN 

Mt. Tabor 
at Davis 

W. Forsyth 
at E. Rowan 

at N. Davidson 
at W. Charlotte 

N. Fors~ 
Page 

at NW Guilford 
at E. Forsyth 
H.P. Central 
at Grimsley,,. 

at N. Durham 
Person 

6-Oct 
Alleghany 

at N. Stokes 
Mt. Airy 

at W. Wilkes 
S. Davidson 

OPEN 
at Chatham Cen. 

Salisbury 
N. Rowan 

W. Davidson 
OPEN 

at Ledford 
E. Guilford 
S. Guilford 

at Atkins 
W. Stokes 

at McMichael 
at Reidsville 

Cardinal Gibbons 
at Orange 

Northwood 
at G raham 
Cummings 

at SE Guilford 
OPEN 

at Trinty 

SW Randol~ 
Asheboro 

at Randleman 
Ragsdale 

at Rockingham 

Morehead 
at Dudley 

at W. Alamance 
Yancey 

NE Guilford 
OPEN 

at N. Vance 
at Williams 

S. Alamance 
OPEN 

at T.W. Andrews 
at Parkland 

Carver 
Glenn 
OPEN 

W. Fors~ 
E. Rowan 
S. Rowan 

at Mt. Tabor 
NW Guilford 

at H.P. Central 
at N. Forsyth 

E. Forsyth 
Grimsley 

at B. Smith 

N. Fors~ 
S. Durham 
at Hillside 

13-Oct 
at Mt. Airy 

Mc Guinness 
at E. Surry 

elkin 
OPEN 

at Thomasville 

J o rd an-Matthews 
at N. Rowan 

OPEN 
at Lexington 

Ledford 

at Salisbu~__ 
at S. Guilford 
at W. Stokes 

Reidsville 
at E. Guilford 

Atkins 
McMichael 

G raham 
Northwood 

at Cedar Rid e 

at Cardinal Gibbons 
E. Randolph 
at Asheboro 
Randleman 
at Ra sdale 

at SW Randol~ 
SE Guilford 

OPEN 
W. Alamance 

OPEN 
NE Guilford 
at Morehead 
W. Guilford 
at Yancey 

at Rockin ham 
at S. Alamance 

E. Alamance 
Webb 
Glenn 

SW Guilford 
at Carver 

at T.W. Andrews 
at Parkland 

Reagan 
at R.J. Reynolds 

OPEN 
at S. Rowan 

Daview 
E. Rowan 

at E. Fors~ 
B. Smith 

H.P. Central 
at Grimsley 

at Page 
OPEN 

at H.P. Central 
Hillside 
Jordan 

20-Oct 
E. Surry 

at W. Wilkes 
OPEN 

at E. Wilkes 
at E. Montgomery 

N. Moore 

OPEN 
E. Davidson 

at Cen. Davidson 
Salisbury 

at W. Davidson 

at Reidsville 
E. Guilford 

at McMichael 
Atkins 

at W. Stokes 
S. Guilford 

at Cummings 
Cedar Ridge 

Cardinal Gibbons 
Orang__ 

at Northwood 
at Trinity 

at Randleman 
SW Randolph 

E. Randol~ 

at Ragsdale 
Asheboro 

at Morehead 
at NE Guilford 

YancmL__ 
Dudley 

at SE Guilford 
at W. Guilford 
W. Alamance 

S. Granville 
at Webb 

at N. Vance 
at T.W. Andrews 

at Glenn 
Parkland 

at SW Guilford 
Reagan 
Carver 

N. Davidson 
at E. Rowan 

at Davie 
OPEN 

S. Rowan 
Grimsley~__ 

at NW Guilford 
at B. Smith 

Page 
OPEN 

E. Forsyth 

OPEN 
at Riverside 

at S. Durham 

27-Oct 
at N. Stokes 

Elkin 
McGuinness 

OPEN 
W. Montgomery 
at S. Davidson 

Jordan-Matthews 
at N. Moore 
Lexington 
Ledford 

at E. Davidson 
at Cen. Davidson 

at N. Rowan 
McMichael 

at Atkins 
W. Stokes 

at S. Guilford 
Reidsville 

at E. Guilford 
Northwood 

at Cardinal Gibbons 

G raham 
Randleman 
SE Guilford 

OPEN 
at Asheboro 

3-Nov 
Massanuten (VA) 

at E. Wilkes 
at W. Wilkes 

Alleghany 
at Jordan-Matthews 

Chatham Cen. 
at Thomasville 

S. Davidson 
at W. Davidson 

Lexington 
OPEN 

at E. Davidson 
Cen. Davidson 
at W. Stokes 
at Reidsville 
at S. Guilford 

McMichael 
E. Guilford 

Atkins 
at Orange 
G raham 

Cardinal Gibbons 
Cedar Ridge 

Ragsdale 
Trinity 

at Asheboro 
at SE Guilford 

at E. Randol~ 
Trinity 

at SW Randolph 
at W. Guilford 

at W. Alamance 

Rockingham 
at NE Guilford 

Dudley 

Yancey~ 
Webb 

N. Vance 
at S. Granville 

Parkland 
at Carver 

Glenn 
at T.W. Andrews 

SW Guilford 

W. Fors~ 
R.J. Reynolds 

OPEN 
at Mt. Tabor 

at Davie 

OPEN 
NW Guilford 
at N. Forsyth 
H.P. Central 
at Grimsley 

B. Smith 
at Jordan 

at N. Durham 

Randleman 
H.P. Central 

at E. Randolph 
NE Guilford 
W. Guilford 

at Yancey 
Morehead 

OPEN 
at Dudley__ 

at Williams 
S. Granville 

E. Alamance 
at Reagan 

T.W. Andrews 
SW Guilford 

Carver 
at Glenn 

at Parkland 
at E. Rowan 

S. Rowan 
R.J. Reynolds 
at N. Davidson 

OPEN 

N. Fors~ 

Grims~__ 
at E. Forsyth 

at SW Randolph 
at B. Smith 

Page 

at NW Guilford 
Person 

Riverside 



North Carolina HS Football Schedule 2006: Coach Thigpen 



North Carolina HS Football Schedule 2006: Coach Weber 

Class 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 
4A 

Conference School i 18-Aug 25-Aug 1-Sep 8-Sep 15-Sep 22-Sep 29-Sep 6-Oct 13-Oct 20-Oct 
Carolina North Duplin OPEN Chatham Cen. at Topsail OPEN Dixon Hobbton OPEN at N. Johnston at Princeton Ayden-Grifton 

Carolina Rosewood Mattamuskeet at Southside Hobbton Roanoke Rapids OPEN Midway at Jones Ayden-Grifton at N. Johnston at Spring Creek 

Carolina Spring Creek S. Lenior at Hobbton Midway at Lakewood OPEN at Dixon E. Carteret Princeton at Ayden-Grifton Rosewood 
Southeastern East Bladen OPEN at Whiteville Richlands S. Columbus at Clinton S. Robeson at St. Pauls W. Bladen at W. Columbus Fairmont 
Southeastern Fairmont at Pender OPEN E. Columbus at Overhills at Bunn W. Bladen at W. Columbus Trask Red Springs at E. Bladen 
Southeastern Red Springs E. Montgomery at Lakewood at Porter Ridge E. Columbus Gray’s Creek St. Pauls at W. Bladen W. Columbus at Fairmont OPEN 
Southeastern Saint Pauls Lumberton Swett at Pinecrest Gray’s Creek at Jacksonville at Red Springs E. Bladen at S. Robeson OPEN W. Bladen 
Southeastern South Robeson ,, Hobbton at Gray’s Creek Whiteville Providence Day at Ayden-Grifton at E. Bladen OPEN St. Pauls at W. Blade W. Columbus 
Southeastern West Bladen ;~ at Whiteville Southern Lee OPEN Ashley at Hobbton at Fairmont Red Springs at East Bladen S. Robeson at St. Pauls 
Southeastern West Columbus Dixon at E. Columbus N. Brunswick at Whiteville at S. Columbus OPEN Fairmont at Red Springs E. Bladen at S. Robeson 

Super Six Hobbton at S. Robeson Spring Creek at Rosewood N. Johnston W. Bladen at N. Duplin OPEN Wallace-RH at Union at Kenan 
Super Six James Kenan E. Duplin Northside (J) Farmville Cen. at Trask OPEN Greene Cen. at Dixon at Lakewood Midway Hobbton 
Super Six Lakewood OPEN Red Springs at E. Carteret Spring Creek at E. Columbus N. Johnston at Louisburg Kenan at Wallace-RH Midway 
Super Six Midway OPEN at N. Brunswick at Spring Creek Princeton N. Johnston at Rosewood OPEN Union at Kenan at Lakewood 
Super Six Union i at N. Johnston Jones Sr. at Princeton OPEN S. Brunswick at Lejeune N. Duplin at Midway Hobbton at Wallace-RH 
Super Six Wallace-Rose Hill i OPEN S. Wayne Clinton at Pender at E. Duplin at E. Carteret S. Columbus at Hobbton Lakewood Union 

Waccamaw East Columbus ~ at SW Onslow W. Columbus at Fairmont at Red Springs Lakewood at Whiteville N. Brunswick OPEN at S. Columbus Pender 
Waccamaw South Columbus i OPEN at Laney Loris (SC) at E. Bladen W. Columbus at N. Brunswick at Wallace RH East Columbus at Pender S. Brunswick 
Waccamaw Whiteville W. Bladen E. Bladen at S. Robeson W. Columbus at W. Brunswick E. Columbus at Pender S. Brunswick at Trask OPEN 

Yadkin Valley North Moore OPEN Princeton at Union Pines Topsail at S. Stanly at S. Davidson Chatham Cen. at E. Montgomery W. Montgomery at Jordan-Matthews 
East Central Clinton at Thomasville Triton at Wallace-RH OPEN E. Bladen Swansboro at S. Lenoir E. Duplin at Northside (J) at Croatan 
East Central East Duplin at Kenan N. Lenoir at Pender OPEN Wallace-RH at SW Onslow Richlands at Clinton Croatan at Northside (J) 

Eastern Plains Goldsboro Rocky Mt. E. Wayne Jones at Aycock at S. Wayne Carver OPEN at Tarboro at Greene Cen. Farmville Cen. 
Eastern Carolina Charles B. Aycock at W. Carteret Clyaton Greene Central Goldsboro at Fike at N. Lenoir OPEN Beddingfield at Kinston Hunt 
Eastern Carolina Eastern Wayne OPEN at Goldsboro South Central Fike at Conley at Apex N. Lenoir S. Wayne at Hunt at Beddingfield 
Eastern Carolina Southern Wayne at W. Craven Wallace-RH Hoggard at W. Harnett Goldsboro at S. Nash OPEN at E. Wayne at Beddingfield Kinston 
Cape Fear Valley Gray’s Creek ~ OPEN S. Robeston Sanford at St. Pauls at Red Springs W. Harnett at Overhills Union Pines at S. Lee at Harnett Central 
Cape FearValley Harnett Central Jacksonville at Fuquay-Varina at Smithville-Selma W. Johnson OPEN S. Johnston at. W. Harnett Overhills at Union Pines Gray’sCreek 
Cape Fear Valley Overhills Smithville-Selma OPEN Fuquay-Varina Fairmont at Pine Forest at Union Pines Gray’s Creek at Harnett Central Triton at S. Johnston 
Cape Fear Valley Southern Lee Athens Drive at W. Bladen OPEN Pinecrest Lee Triton at Union Pines at S. Johnston Gray’s Creek at W. Harnett 
Cape Fear Valley Triton at Sanford at Clinton at W. Johnston OPEN Smithville-Selma at S. Lee at S. Johnston W. Harnett at Overhills Union Pines 
Cape Fear Valley Western Harnett Fuquay-Varina at Northwood Lee S. Wayne OPEN at Gray’s Creek Harnett Cen. at Triton S. Johnston S. Lee 
Midsoutheastern Douglas Byrd Swett at Sanford at South View Pine Forest OPEN Seventy-First at Schotland Richmond Sr. at hoke Britt 
Midsoutheastern Hoke County E.E. Smith OPEN at Swett Cape Fear at Lumberton at Britt Westover Pinecrest Byrd at Scotland 
Midsoutheastern Jack Britt Cape Fear Pine Forest at E.E. Smith at S. View OPEN Hoke at Seventy-First at Westover Pinecrest at Byrd 

Midsoutheastern Pinecrest OPEN Union Pines St. Pauls at Southern Lee at Sanford Scotland at Richmond Sr. at Hoke at Britt Westover 
Midsoutheastern Seventy-First at Pine Forest South View at Cape Fear at E.E. Smith OPEN at Byrd Britt Scotland at Westover Richmond Sr. 
Midsoutheastern Westover at South View at E.E. Smith Pine Forest Sanford OPEN Richmond Sr. at Hoke Britt Seventy-First at Pinecrest 

TriSeven Lee County Scotland E. Randolph at W. Harnett Northwood at S. Lee at Cary Apex OPEN at Athens Drive Middle Creek 

.......... 4A ............................. Tw.£.R.i .ers ..................... 
4A Two Rivers 

Two Rivers 
Two Rivers 
Two Rivers 
Two Rivers 
Two Rivers 

Big East 
Big East 

.................................. �.ap~...F.ea.r~ ............................................................... ~t..B.~!tt ............................. 
E.E. Smith at Hoke 
Lumberton at St. Pauls 
Pine Forest Seventy-First 

PurnelI-Swett at Byrd 

South View ~ Westover 
Terry Sanford i Triton 

Fayetteville Christian i Byrnes School 
Harrells Christian i Southlake Chris. 

Westover 
Scotland 

at Britt 
at St. Pauls 

at Seventy-First 
Byrd 

Carolina Pride 
Prince Ave. Prep 

Britt 
at Ashley 

at Westover 
Hoke 
Byrd 

at Gray’s Creek 

at Harrells Chris. 
Fayetteville Chris. 

Seventy-First 
at Hoggard 

at Byrd 

Richmond Sr. 
Britt 

at Westover 
at Parkwood 

Carolina Pride 

at Rose 
Hoke 

Overhills 
at Scotland 

New Hanover 
Pinecrest 

at Highland Tech 

OPEN 

Swett 
at South View 

OPEN 
at E.E. Smith 

Lumberton 
at Cape Fear 

S. Brunswick 
Wake Christian 

at Sanford 
OPEN 

Cape Fear 
South View 

at Swett 
E.E. Smith 

at Northside Chris. 
Forsyth Country Day 

Pine Forest 
Swett 

at E.E. Smith 
at Lumberton 

Sanford 
at South View 

at Southlake Chris. 
N. Raleigh Christ. 

at Cape Fear 

at Sanford 
South View 

OPEN 
at Pine Forest 

Lumberton 
Wake Christ. 
Hope Christ. 

OPEN 
Pine Forest 

at Lumberton 
Sanford 

Cape Fear 
at Swett 

Harrells Chris. 
Fayetteville Christ. 

27-Oct 
at Rosewood 

N. Duplin 

N. Johnston 
at Red Springs 

S. Robeson 
E. Bladen 

at W. Columbus 
at Fairmont 

OPEN 
St. Pauls 

Lakewood 
at Union 

at Hobbton 
Wallace-RH 

Kenan 
at M idway 

at S. Brunswick 
at Trask 

N. Brunswick 
Thomasville 

Richlands 
S. Lenoir 

at N. Lenoir 
at E. Wayne 

Aycock 
at Hunt 
Triton 

at S. Lee 
W. Harnett 

Harnett Central 
at Gray’s Creek 

at Overhills 
at Westover 

Richmond Sr. 
Scotland 

Seventy-First 

at Pinecrest 
Byrd 

at Green Hope 

................... L.u.m!~.rt£.r~ ................... 
South View 

at Cape Fear 

Swett 
at Pine Forest 
at E.E. Smith 

OPEN 
N. Raleigh Chirs. 

Wake Christ. 

3-Nov 
Spring Creek 

at Princeton 
at N. Duplin 

OPEN 
at St. Pauls 

at S. Robeson 
Fairmo nt 

Red Springs 

W. Columbus 
at W. Bladen 

at Midway 
at Wallace-RH 

Union 
Hobbton 

at Lakewood 
Kenan 
Trask 

Whiteville 
at S. Columbus 

OPEN 
at SW Onslow 
at Swansboro 

N. Pitt 
at S. Wayne 

at Kinston 
Aycock 

at S. Johnston 
at Triton 
at S. Lee 
Overhills 

Harnett Cen. 
Union Pines 

Pinecrest 
at Seventy-First 

at Richmond Sr. 
at Byrd 

Hoke 
at Scotland 

Fuquay-Varina 

...................... @~..S.~e~t~ ....................... 
at Lumberton 

E.E. Smith 
at Sanford 
Cape Fear 

OPEN 
Pine Forest 

Playoffs 
Playoffs 



Early Arrivals 

6:15 PM 

6:30 PM 

Post Dinner 

Official Visit Itinerary 

12/8/06- 12/10/06 

Friday, December 8th , 2006 

Lunch @ Lenoir & Football Center (Panera) / Position Meetings 

Check In - The Carolina Inn, Chapel Hill, NC (919) 933-2001 

Meet in Hotel Lobby to depart for Bailey’s Grill 

Dinner - Bailey’s Grill 

Recruits - Free Time with Hosts 

Parents - Return to Carolina Inn 

7:30 AM 

8:15 AM 

9:00 AM 

9:45 AM 

10:45 - 11:45 AM 

12:00 PM 

12:30 PM 

1:00 PM 

2:30 PM 

5:00 PM 

5:15 PM 

6:30 PM 

7:00 PM 

Post Dinner 

Sunday, December IOth, 2006 

8:00 AM Staff Meeting - Kenan Football Center 

8:00: AM - 10:00 AM Wake Up Calls 

8:30 AM - 10:30 AM Breakfast - The Carolina Inn 
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM Meetings with Coach Davis 

Equipment Meetings (10:30 AM and 11:00 AM) 
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM Lunch - Kenan Football Center / Depart for Home 

Saturday, December 9th, 2006 

Staff Meeting - Carolina Inn Sunroom 

Wake Up Call 

Breakfast - The Carolina Inn (Chancellors Ballroom) 

Depart Carolina Inn for Campus Tour / Walking Tour of Franklin Street 

Academics Presentation at Kenan Flagler Business School (Rm #2500) 

Strength and Conditioning Meeting with Coach Connors 

Meeting with Coach Davis in Swofford Auditorium 

Lunch in North Box (Watch NCHSAA Championship Games) 

Return to Carolina Inn 

Meet in Hotel Lobby to depart for RamsHead End Zone 

Dinner in the RamsHead End Zone 

Depart RamsHead for Dean Smith Center 

Basketball Game - UNC vs. High Point - Smith Center 

Snacks During Halftime of Game (in Practice Gym) 

Recruits - Free Time with Hosts 

Parents - Return to Carolina Inn with Coaches (North Parlor and Sunroom 

available) 



Official Visit Itinerary 

12/8/06- 12/10/06 

Early Arrivals 

5:00 PM 

6:15 PM 

6:30 PM 

Post Dinner 

Friday, December 8th , 2006 

Lunch on Campus or Football Center (Panera) 

Football Center Tours / Sports Medicine Meetings / Meet with Dean of Students 

Check In - The Carolina Inn, Chapel Hill, NC (919) 933-2001 

Meet in Hotel Lobby to depart for Bailey’s Grill 

Dinner - Bailey’s Grill 

Recruits - Free Time with Hosts 

Parents - Return to Carolina Inn 

8:00 AM 

8:15 AM 

9:00 AM 

9:45 AM 

10:45 - 11:45 AM 

12:00 PM 

1:30 PM 

2:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

3:30 PM 

5:00 PM 

5:15 PM 

6:30 PM 

7:00 PM 

Post Dinner 

Saturday, December 9th, 2006 

Staff Meeting - Carolina Inn Sunroom 

Wake Up Call 

Breakfast - The Carolina Inn (Chancellors Ballroom) 

Depart Carolina Inn for Campus Tour / Walking Tour of Franklin Street 

Academics Presentation at Kenan Flagler Business School (Rm #2500) 

Lunch by Spanky’s in North Box (Watch NCHSAA Championship Games) 

Meeting with Coach Davis in Swofford Auditorium 

Strength and Conditioning Meeting with Coach Connors 

Football 

Retum to Carolina Inn 

Meet in Hotel Lobby to depart for RamsHead End Zone 

Dinner in the RamsHead End Zone 

Depart RamsHead for Dean Smith Center 

Basketball Game - UNC vs. High Point - Smith Center 

Snacks Durin~ Halftime of Game (in Practice G~m) 
Recruits - Free Time with Hosts 

Parents - Return to Carolina Inn with Coaches (North Parlor and Sunroom available) 

Sunday, December lOth, 2006 

8:00: AM - 10:00 AM Wake Up Calls 

8:30 AM - 10:30 AM Breakfast - The Carolina Inn 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM Individual Meetings with Coach Davis 

Equipment Meetings / Sports Info Meetings (10:30 AM and 11:00 AM) 



:30 AM - 1:00 PM [Lunch - Kenan Football Center / Depart for Home 



3/9/2015 Local Houses of Worship 

Church 
Bryant Chapel Ame Zion Church 

St. Paul AME Church 

Antioch Baptist Church 

Barbee’s Chapel Baptist 

Bethel Baptist Church 

Binkely Memorial Baptist 

Bridgehaven Church 

Calvander Crossing Church 

Calvary Missionary Church 

Farrington Rd Baptist Church 

First Baptist Church 

Hickory Grove Baptist 

Hillsong Church 

Lystra Baptist Church 

Mt. Carmel Baptist Church 

Mt. Zion Baptist Church 

North Chapel Hill Baptist 

Second Baptist Church 

Sunrise Baptist Church 

Terrells Creek Baptist 

University Baptist Church 

Newman-Catholic Student Center 

St. Thomas More Catholic 

Church of Jesus Chris of Latter-Day Saints 

Chapel of the Cross 

Church of the Holey Family 

Episcopal Church of the Advocate 

Jehovah’s Witness 

Chapel Hill Kehillah 

North Carolina Hillel 

Advent Lutheran Church 

Holy Trinity Lutheran 

Aldersgate United Methodist 

Amity United Methodist 

Carrboro United Methodist Church Child 

Care Center 

Christ United Methodist 

Evergreen United Methodist 

Orange United Methodist 

St. Joseph Christian Methodist Episcopal 

Pastor/Contact 
Rev. Len Green Brandon 

Rev. Thomas Nixon 

Rev. J. David Atwater 

Rev. L. Gene Hately 

Rev. James Pike 

Frank Foy 

Dr. Gary Webb 

Rev. Jim Grenlee 

Rev. John Manly 

Rev. Charlie Williams 

Rev. Bob Patterson 

Rev. Virginia Taylor 

Dr. Dennis Hill 

Rev. Larry Jones 

Rev. R. Lee Carter 

Rev. Brian E. Wright 

Dr. H. Mitchell Simpson 

John Durbin 

Bishop Gary Hatch 

Stephen Elkins-Williams 

Rev. Timothy Kembrouth 

Rev. Lisa Fischbeck, Vicar 

Rev. Daniel Brammeier 

David Hood and Mark Colter 

Susan Allred 

Andrea Woodhouse 

Rev. David Woodhouse 

Denomination 
African Methodist Episcopal 

African Methodist Episcopal 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Catholic 

Catholic 

Church of Jesus Chris of 

Latter-Day Saints 

Episcopal 

Episcopal 

Episcopal 

Jehvah’s Witness 

Jewish 

Jewish 

Lutheran 

Lutheran 

Methodist 

Methodist 

Methodist 

Address 
509 Chapel Street 

103 Merritt Mill Road 

1707 White Cross Road 

5916 Barbee’s Chapel Road 

9326 Bethel Hickory Grove Church Road 

1712 Willow Drive 

1131 USHWY 15-501N Ste. 107 

PO Box 3804 

1000 Main Street 

5936 Farrington Road 

106 N. Roberson Street 

9112 Bethel-Hickory Grove Church Road 

201 Culbreth Road 

686 Lystra Road 

2016 Mt Carmel Church 

530 Lystra Road 

Highway 86 N. 

114 South Graham Street 

Highway 86 & New Hope Road 

3419 Old Greensboro Hwy 

100 S. Columbia Street 

218 Pittsboro Street 

940 Carmichael Street 

1050 Airport Road 

304 E. Franklin Street 

200 Hayes Road 

1489 Ephesus Church Road 

127 Estes Drive Ext 

1200 Mason Farm Road 

210 West Cameron Avenue 

230 Erwin Road 

300 E. Rosmary Street 

632 Laurel Hill Road 

825 Estes Drive 

200 Hillsborough Street 

City I statel Zip Code 
Chapel Hill NC 27516 

Chapel Hill NC 27518 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27517 

Chapel Hill NC 27515 

Carrboro NC 27510 

Chapel Hill NC 27517 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 25241 

Chapel Hill NC 27516 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27516 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27516 

Chapel Hill NC 27516 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Carrboro NC 27510 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27516 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27510 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27817 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

ChapelHill NC 27514 

Rev. Patricia Hawkins 

Rev. Lisa Creech 

Rev. Ray Warren 

Rev. Irene Clodfetler 

Methodist 
Methodist 
Methodist 
Methodist 

800 Maret Street 

11098 NUS 15-501 Hwy 

1220 Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. 

510 W Rosemary Street 

Phone 
919-942-8263 

919-967-3961 

919-929-2230 

919-967-4586 

919-929-5511 

919-942-4964 

919-357-5303 

919-368-6778 

919-942-2653 

919-489-5889 

919-942-2509 

919-942-6110 

919-967-3056 

919-933-6812 

919-933-8565 

919-933-6470 

919-929-4404 

919-942-2953 

919-929-3395 

919-967-6355 

919-942-2157 

919-929-3730 

919-942-1040 

919-967-0986 

919-929-2193 

919-942-3108 

919-933-3221 

919-929-4881 

919-942-8914 

919-942-4057 

919-968-7690 

919-942-2678 

919-968-6231 

919-967-7546 

919-942-1223 

919-969-8820 

919-968-0198 

919-942-2825 

919-929-1116 



3/9/2015 Local Houses of Worship 

University United Methodist 

Christ Community Church 

Church of Reconciliation PC Usa 

Church of the Good Shepherd 

New Hope Prebyterian USA 

University of Presbyterian USA 

Five Oaks Seventh Day Adventist 

Community Church of Chapel Hill Unitarian 

Universalist 

Chapel Hill Bible Church 

Church of the Harvest 

Grace Church 

Triangle Church 

Campus Christian Fellowship 

Celebration Assembly of God 

Chapel Hill Wesleyan 

Damascus Congregational Christian Church 

Faith Tabernacule Oasis of Love Church 

First Church of Christ Scientist 

Friend’s Congregation 

Newhope Church 

St. Benedict’s Church 

United Church of Chapel UCC 

Unity Center of Peace Church 

White Rock United Holy Church 

Berea Baptist Church 

Bethesda Baptist Church 

Bible Baptist Church 

Braggtown Baptist Church 

Cains Chapel Baptist Church 

Calvary Baptist Church 

Calvary Baptist Church 

Cameron Grove Baptist Chruch 

Community Baptist Church 

Creset Baptist Church 

Durham Memorial Baptist Chruch 

Ebenezer Baptist Church 

Ebenezer Baptist Church 

Edgewood Baptist Church 

Ephesus Baptist Church 

Faith Baptist Church 

Ruth Harper Stevens 

Rev. Greg Norfleet and 
Rev. Byro 

Rev. J. Mark Davidson 
David Bowen 
Harriet B. Isbell 
Robert E. Dunham 

Mark Acuff 

Rev. Kendrick Vinar 

Mike Cureton 

Ila McMillan 

Benjamin W. Kelly 

Jill & Richard Edens 

Methodist 

Presbyterian 

Presbyterian 

Presbyterian 

Presbyterian 

Presbyterian 

Seventh Day Adventist 

Unitarian Universalist 

Non-Denominational 

Non-Denominational 

Non-Denominational 

Non-Denominational 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

150 E Franklin Street 

601 Meadowmont Lane 

110 N Elliott Road 
3741 Garrett Road 

4701 NC Hwy 86 N 

209 E. Franklin Street 

4124 Farrington Road 

106 Purefoy Road 

1200 Mason Farm Road 

200 Pleasant Drive 

200 Sage Road 

5510 Barbee Chapel Road 

204 Glenburnie Street 

114 Weaver Dairy Road 

PO Box 3573 7326 Sunrise Road 

522 Damascus Road 

8005 Roger Road 

1300 Airport Road 

531 Raleigh Road 

740 Gimghoul Road 

870 Weaver Dairy Road 

1321 Martin Luther King Blvd 

8800 Seawell School Road 

932 White Rock Church 

5011 Fayetteville Road 

1914 South Miami Blvd 

2125 East Geer Street 

3218 North Roxboro Road 

St. Mary’s Road 

1204 Lynn Road 

Burton Road 

816 Berwyn Avenue 

4821 Barbee Road 

3707 Garrett Road 

2703 Holloway Street 

2200 South Alston Avenue 

1210 Pleasant Green Road 

5224 Wake Forest Road 

4700 Ephesus Church 

3321 Cheek Road 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Durham 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Durham 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Carrboro 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

27514 

27517 

27514 

27707 

27514 

27514 

27707 

27514 

27514 

27510 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27516 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27713 

27703 

27704 

27704 

27707 

27703 

27704 

27704 

27713 

27707 

27703 

27707 

27705 

27703 

27707 

27704 

919-929-7191 

919-338-1911 

919-929-2127 

919-942-2181 

919-942-4710 

919-929-2102 

919-489-7777 

919-942-2050 

919-968-4754 

919-933-0778 

919-968-4120 

919-929-0437 

919-942-8952 

919-968-3455 

919-489-8413 

919-929-7123 

919-967-8667 

919-942-6456 

919-929-5377 

919-960-4673 

919-967-2318 

919-942-3540 

919-968-1854 

919-933-0593 

919-544-7151 

919-596-2158 

919-688-2832 

919-2201166 

919-471-4564 

919-596-2592 

919-688-2912 

919-220-7402 

919-544-1319 

919-489-2655 

919-596-7350 

919-596-2131 

919-383-6668 

919-596-1500 

919-489-4483 

919-682-8750 



3/9/2015 Local Houses of Worship 

Faith Baptist Church 

Fellowship Baptist Church 

Fieldcrest Baptist Church 

First Baptist Church 

First Calvary Baptist Church 

First Free Will Baptist Church 

Gethsemane Baptist Church 

Gorman Baptist Church 

Grace Baptist Church 

Greater Joy Missionary Baptist Church 

Greater Saint Paul Baptist Church 

Grey Stone Baptist Church 

Henderson Grove Baptist Church 

Hope Valley Baptist Church 

Immanuel Baptist Church 

Lakeview Baptist Church 

Lakewood Baptist Church 

Leesville Road Baptist Church 

Liberty Baptist Church 

Love of God Baptist Church 

Lowes Grove Baptist Church 

Markham Chapel Baptist Church 

Metropolitan Baptist Church 

Morehead Avenue Baptist Church 

Mount Herman Baptist Church 

Mount Herman Baptist Church 

Mount Moriah Baptist Church 

Mount Olive Baptist Church 

Mount Sinai Baptist Church 

Mount Vernon Baptist Church 

Mount Zoar Baptist Church 

Mount Gilead Baptist Church 

New Bethel Baptist Church 

Northeast Baptist Church 

Northside Baptist Church 

Olive Branch Baptist Church 

Orange Grove Baptist Church 

Orange Grove Baptist Church 

Page Road Baptist Church 

Park View Baptist Church 

Parkwood Baptist Church 

Pilgrim Baptist Church 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

1507 Juniper Street 

Highway 70 East 

1815 Glenn School Road 

414 Cleveland Street 

1311 Morehead Avenue 

225 Chandler Road 

906 South Roxboro Street 

3315 East Geer Street 

1004 North Mangum Street 

717 Hardee Street 

1102 Juniper Street 

2601 Hillsborough Road 

Page Road 

6900 Garrett Road 

3573 Hillsb orough Road 

3411 Dearborn Drive 

2100 Chapel Hill Road 

Leesville Road 

3864 Guess Road 

1410 Englewood Avenue 

4430 South Alston Avenue 

3630 Chapel Hill Road 

2944 Holloway Street 

1008 Morehead Avenue 

4511 Old NC 10 

2919 Olive Branch Road 

549 Erwin Road 

3615 Dearborn Drive 

Mount Sinai Road 

1007 South Roxboro Street 

2423 Cheek Road 

404 Dowd Street 

2508 Crest Street 

Highway 55 

1239 Berkley Street 

123 Olive Branch Road 

505 East End Avenue 

Roxboro Road 

Page Road 

2500 Acadia Street 

1515 Clermont Road 

102 East Cornwallis Road 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

27703 

27703 

27704 

27701 

27707 

27703 

27707 

27704 

27701 

27703 

27701 

27705 

27703 

27707 

27705 

27704 

27707 

27703 

27705 

27705 

27713 

27707 

27703 

27707 

27705 

27703 

27707 

27704 

27705 

27707 

27704 

27701 

27705 

27713 

27705 

27703 

27703 

27704 

27703 

27704 

27713 

27707 

919-682-5487 

919-596-9331 

919-682-1248 

919-688-7308 

919-489-4184 

919-596-3161 

919-688-4262 

919-688-4262 

919-682-0671 

919-688-5888 

919-682-4279 

919-286-4698 

919-596-6750 

919-493-1809 

919-383-1422 

919-220-7366 

919-489-2537 

919-596-4508 

919-471-5522 

919-286-5415 

919-544-1888 

919-489-1833 

919-598-2544 

919-489-6297 

919-383-2982 

919-596-7346 

919-489-3425 

919-220-1339 

919-489-3989 

919-688-1823 

919-688-9045 

919-688-6052 

919-286-7639 

919-544-2142 

919-286-3765 

919-596-8907 

919-596-8088 

919-479-0220 

919-596-3968 

919-220-8006 

919-544-1347 

919-493-1026 



3/9/2015 Local Houses of Worship 

Plainview Baptist Church 

Ridgecrest Baptist Church 

Riverside Baptist Church 

Rose of Sharon Baptist Church 

Smith Chapel Baptist Church 

Saint James Baptist Church 

Saint John Baptist Church 

Summit Church 

Temple Baptist Church 

Trinity Baptist Church 

Union Baptist Church 

University Baptist Church 

Watts Street Baptist Church 

West Durham Baptist Church 

Westwood Baptist Church 

White Rock Baptist Church 

Yates Baptist Church 

J.D. Greear 

Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 

5200 Cheek Road 

1104 Milton Road 

4601 Guess Road 

4109 Guess Road 

2705 Mansfield Avenue 

1225 Berkley Street 

917 Onslow Street 

1738 Hillandale Road Suite 100 

807 West Chapel Hill 

2123 So Hi Drive 

904 North Roxboro Street 

1600 East Chapel Hill 

800 Watts Street 

1901 Athens Street 

2031 West Club Boulevard 

3400 Fayetteville Street 

2819 Chapel Hill Road 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

Durham 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

27704 

27712 

27712 

27712 

27703 

27705 

27705 

27705 

27701 

27703 

27701 

27713 

27701 

27707 

27705 

27707 

27707 

919-682-2591 

919-477-5426 

919-477-7465 

919-471-3705 

919-596-1779 

919-286-3680 

919-286-0332 

919-383-7100 

919-688-7397 

919-596-6407 

919-688-1304 

919-489-6158 

919-688-1366 

919-682-4453 

919-286-1593 

919-688-8136 

919-489-2309 



Local Houses of Worship 

Church 

Bryant Chapel Ame Zion Church 

St. Paul AME Church 

Antioch Baptist Church 

Barbee’s Chapel Baptist 

Bethel Baptist Church 

Binkely Memorial Baptist 

Bridgehaven Church 

Calvander Crossing Church 

Calvary Missionary Church 

Farrington Rd Baptist Church 

First Baptist Church 

Hickory Grove Baptist 

Hillsong Church 

Lystra Baptist Church 

Mt. Carmel Baptist Church 

Mt. Zion Baptist Church 

North Chapel Hill Baptist 

Second Baptist Church 

Sunrise Baptist Church 

Terrells Creek Baptist 

University Baptist Church 

Newman-Catholic Student Center 

St. Thomas More Catholic 

Holy Family Catholic Church 

Church of Jesus Chris of Latter-Day Saints 

Chapel of the Cross 

Church of the Holey Family 

Episcopal Church of the Advocate 

Jehovah’s Witness 

Chapel Hill Kehillah 

North Carolina Hillel 

Advent Lutheran Church 

Holy Trinity Lutheran 

Aldersgate United Methodist 

Amity United Methodist 

Carrboro United Methodist Church Child 
Care Center 

Christ United Methodist 

Evergreen United Methodist 

Orange United Methodist 

Pastor/Contact 

Rev. Len Green Brandon 

Rev. Thomas Nixon 

Rev. J. David Atwater 

Rev. L. Gene Hately 

Rev. James Pike 

Frank Foy 

Dr. Gary Webb 

Rev. Jim Grenlee 

Rev. John Manly 

Rev. Charlie Williams 

Rev. Bob Patterson 

Rev. Virginia Taylor 

Dr. Dennis Hill 

Rev. Larry Jones 

Rev. R. Lee Carter 

Rev. Brian E. Wright 

Dr. H. Mitchell Simpson 

John Durbin 

Bishop Gary Hatch 

Stephen Elkins-Williams 

Rev. Timothy Kembrouth 

Rev. Lisa Fischbeck, Vicar 

Rev. Daniel Brammeier 

David Hood and Mark Colter 

Susan Mlred 

Andrea Woodhouse 

Rev. David Woodhouse 

Rev. Patricia Hawkins 

Rev. Lisa Creech 

Rev. Ray Warren 

Denomination 
African Methodist Episcopal 

African Methodist Episcopal 

Baptist 
Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 
Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 
Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 
Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 
Baptist 

Baptist 

Baptist 
Baptist 

Baptist 

Catholic 

Catholic 
Catholic 

Church of Jesus Chris of 
Latter-Day Saints 

Episcopal 

Episcopal 

Episcopal 

Jehvah’s Witness 

Jewish 

Jewish 
Lutheran 

Lutheran 

Methodist 

Methodist 

Methodist 

Methodist 

Methodist 

Methodist 

Address 

509 Chapel Street 

103 Merritt Mill Road Chapel 

1707 White Cross Road Chapel 

5916 Barbee’s Chapel Road Chapel 

9326 Bethel Hickory Grove Church Road Chapel 

1712 Willow Drive                      Chapel 

City 

Chapel Hill 

Hill 

Hill 

Hill 

Hill 

Hill 

1131 US HWY 15-501 N Ste. 107 Chapel Hill 

PO Box 3804 Chapel Hill 

1000 Main Street Carrboro 

5936 Farrington Road Chapel Hill 

106 N. Roberson Street Chapel Hill 

9112 Bethel-Hickory Grove Church Road Chapel Hill 

201 Culbreth Road Chapel Hill 

686 Lystra Road Chapel Hill 

2016 Mt Carmel Church Chapel Hill 

530 Lystra Road Chapel Hill 

Highway 86 N. Chapel Hill 

114 South Graham Street Chapel Hill 

Highway 86 & New Hope Road Chapel Hill 

3419 Old Greensboro Hwy Chapel Hill 

100 S. Columbia Street Chapel Hill 

218 Pittsboro Street Chapel Hill 

940 Carmichael Street Chapel Hill 

Gov Burke Road and Hwy 57 

1050 Airport Road 

304 E. Franklin Street 

200 Hayes Road 

1489 Ephesus Church Road 

127 Estes Drive Ext 

1200 Mason Farm Road 

210 West Cameron Avenue 

230 Erwin Road 

300 E. Rosmary Street 

632 Laurel Hill Road 

825 Estes Drive 

Hillsborough 

I statel Zip Code 
NC 27516 

NC 27518 

NC 27514 

NC 27514 

NC 27514 

NC 27514 

NC 27517 

NC 27515 

NC 27510 

NC 27517 

NC 27514 

NC 25241 

NC 27516 

NC 27514 

NC 27514 

NC 27514 

NC 27514 

NC 27516 

NC 27514 

NC 27514 

NC 27516 

NC 27516 

NC 27514 

NC 27278 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Carrboro NC 27510 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27516 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Hill NC 27510 

Hill NC 27514 

Hill NC 27817 

Hill NC 27514 

200 Hillsborough Street Chapel 

800 Maret Street Chapel 

11098 N US 15-501 Hwy Chapel 

1220 Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. Chapel 

Phone 

919-942-8263 

919-967-3961 

919-929-2230 

919-967-4586 

919-929-5511 

919-942-4964 

919-357-5303 

919-368-6778 

919-942-2653 

919-489-5889 

919-942-2509 

919-942-6110 

919-967-3056 

919-933-6812 

919-933-8565 

919-933-6470 

919-929-4404 

919-942-2953 

919-929-3395 

919-967-6355 

919-942-2157 

919-929-3730 

919-942-1040 

919-732-1030 

919-967-0986 

919-929-2193 

919-942-3108 

919-933-3221 

919-929-4881 

919-942-8914 

919-942-4057 

919-968-7690 

919-942-2678 

919-968-6231 

919-967-7546 

919-942-1223 

919-969-8820 

919-968-0198 

919-942-2825 



Local Houses of Worship 

St. Joseph Christian Methodist Episcopal 

University United Methodist 

Christ Community Church 

Church of Reconciliation PC Usa 

Church of the Good Shepherd 

New Hope Prebyterian USA 

University of Presbyterian USA 

Five Oaks Seventh Day Adventist 

Community Church of Chapel Hill Unitarian 

Universalist 

Rev. Irene Clodfetler 

Ruth Harper Stevens 

Rev. Greg Norfleet and 

Rev. Byro 

Rev. J. Mark Davidson 

David Bowen 

Harriet B. Isbell 

Robert E. Dunham 

Methodist 

Methodist 

510 W Rosemary Street 

150 E Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill Bible Church 

Church of the Harvest 

Grace Church 

Triangle Church 

Campus Christian Fellowship 

Celebration Assembly of God 

Chapel Hill Wesleyan 

Damascus Congregational Christian Church 

Faith Tabernacule Oasis of Love Church 

Mark Acuff 

Rev. Kendrick Vinar 

Mike Cureton 

Ila McMillan 

Presbyterian 

Presbyterian 

Presbyterian 

Presbyterian 

Presbyterian 

Seventh Day Adventist 

Unitarian Universalist 

Non-Denominational 

Non-Denominational 

Non-Denominational 

Non-Denominational 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

601 Meadowmont Lane 

110 N Elliott Road 

3741 Garrett Road 

4701 NC Hwy 86 N 

209 E. Franklin Street 

4124 Farrington Road 

106 Purefoy Road 

1200 Mason Farm Road 

200 Pleasant Drive 

200 Sage Road 

5510 Barbee Chapel Road 

204 Glenburnie Street 

114 Weaver Dairy Road 

PO Box 3573 7326 Sunrise Road 

522 Damascus Road 

8005 Roger Road 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Durham 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Durham 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Carrboro 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 
First Church of Christ Scientist 

Friend’s Congregation 

Newhope Church 

St. Benedict’s Church 

United Church of Chapel UCC 

Unity Center of Peace Church 

White Rock United Holy Church 

Benjamin W. Kelly 

Jill & Richard Edens 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

1300 Airport Road 

531 Raleigh Road 

740 Gimghoul Road 

870 Weaver Dairy Road 

1321 Martin Luther King Blvd 

8800 Seawell School Road 

932 White Rock Church 

Chapel 

Chapel 

Chapel 

Chapel 

Chapel 

Chapel 

Chapel 

Hill 
Hill 

Hill 

Hill 
Hill 

Hill 

Hill 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

27514 

27514 

27517 

27514 

27707 

27514 

27514 

27707 

27514 

27514 

27510 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27516 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

27514 

919-929-1116 

919-929-7191 

919-338-1911 

919-929-2127 

919-942-2181 

919-942-4710 

919-929-2102 

919-489-7777 

919-942-2050 

919-968-4754 

919-933-0778 

919-968-4120 

919-929-0437 

919-942-8952 

919-968-3455 

919-489-8413 

919-929-7123 

919-967-8667 

919-942-6456 

919-929-5377 

919-960-4673 

919-967-2318 

919-942-3540 

919-968-1854 

919-933-0593 



Official Visit Itinerary 

1/12/07- 1/14/07 

Early Arrivals 

5:00 PM 

6:15 PM 

6:30 PM 

Post Dinner 

Friday, January 12th, 2007 

Lunch: either on Campus, at Football Center or Individually with Coaches 

Football Center Tours / Sports Medicine Meetings / Equipment Room 

Check In - The Carolina Inn, Chapel Hill, NC (919) 933-2001 

Meet in Hotel Lobby to depart for Bailey’s Grill 

Dinner - Bailey’s Grill 

Recruits - Free Time with Hosts 

Parents - Return to Carolina Inn (Sunroom Available) 

Saturday, January 13th, 2007 

8:00 AM Staff Meeting - Carolina Inn Sunroom 

8:00 AM Wake Up Call 

8:45 AM Breakfast - The Carolina Inn (Hill Ballroom Central) 

9:45 AM Depart Carolina Inn for Walking Tour of Central Campus / Campus Tour 

10:45 AM - 11:45 AM Academics Presentation at Kenan Flagler Business School (Rm #2500) 

12:00 PM Lunch in RamsHead End Zone 

1:30 PM Meeting With Coach Davis in Swofford Auditorium 

2:00 PM Student Panel in Swofford Auditorium 

2:45 PM Strength and Conditioning Meeting with Coach Connors 

3:45 PM Football Position Meetings 

4:45 PM Return to Carolina Inn 

6:00 PM Meet in Hotel Lobby to depart for Spanky’s Restaurant 

6:15 PM Dinner at Spanky’s Restaurant 

Post Dinner Recruits - Free Time with Hosts 

Parents - Return to Carolina Inn with Coaches (North Parlor and Sunroom available) 

Sunday, January 14th, 2007 

8:00: AM - 10:00 AM Wake Up Calls 

8:00 AM Chapel Service (Optional) - Club Room 

8:30 AM - 10:30 AM Breakfast - The Carolina Inn 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM Individual Meetings with Coach Davis 

Equipment Meetings / Sports Med Meetings (10:00 AM and 10:30 AM) 



:30 AM - 1:00 PM [Lunch - Kenan Football Center / Depart for Home 



Official Visit Itinerary 

1/19/07- 1/21/07 

Early Arrivals 

4:00 PM 

5:00 PM 
6:45 PM 
7:00 PM 

Post Dinner 

Friday, January 19th, 2007 

Lunch: either on Campus, at Football Center or Individually with Coaches 

Football Center Tours / Equipment Room 

Sports Medicine Meetings 

Check In - The Carolina Inn, Chapel Hill, NC (919) 933-2001 

Meet in Hotel Lobby to depart for Bailey’s Grill 

Dinner - Bailey’s Grill 

Recruits - Free Time with Hosts 

Parents - Return to Carolina Inn (Sunroom Available) 

Saturday, January 20th, 2007 

8:00 AM Staff Meeting - Carolina Inn Sunroom 

8:00 AM Wake Up Call 

9:00 AM Breakfast - The Carolina Inn (Hill Ballroom Central) 

10:00 AM Depart Carolina Inn for Walking Tour of Central Campus / Campus Tour 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM Academics Presentation at Law School 

12:15 PM Lunch in RamsHead End Zone 

2:00 PM Meeting With Coach Davis in Swofford Auditorium 

2:30 PM Student Panel in Swofford Auditorium 

3:00 PM Strength and Conditioning Meeting 

3:45 PM Sports Medicine Meeting 

4:15 PM Football Position Meetings 

5:00 PM Return to Carolina Inn 

6:45 PM Meet in Hotel Lobby to depart for Kenan Stadium 

7:00 PM Dinner in Kenan Stadium North Box 

8:15 PM Depart North Box for Dean Smith Center 

9:00 PM Basketball Game - UNC vs. Georgia Tech - Smith Center 

Snacks During Halftime of Game (in Practice Gym) 

Post Dinner Recruits - Free Time with Hosts 

Parents - Return to Carolina Inn 

Sunday, January 21st, 2007 



8:00: AM - 10:00 AM Wake Up Calls 

8:00 AM Chapel Service (Optional) - TBD 

8:30 AM - 10:30 AM Breakfast - The Carolina Inn 

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM Individual Meetings with Coach Davis 

Equipment Meetings (10:00 AM - 12:00 PM) 

11:30 AM - 1:00 PM Lunch - Kenan Football Center / Depart for Home 
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Carolh~a Letterwh~ners’ Circle Strategic Plan 

Executive Summary: 

The University of North Carolina is acclaimed for both educational and athletic reasons. As 
one of the top public universities, its standards are high in all areas. As a former student- 
athlete and aspiring athletics administrator, I see an opportunity to further build and 
strengthen the great tradition that exists here at Carolina. 

Current and former student-athletes, whose dedication and hard work have helped establish 
the greatness of this institution, can be further served by the Department of Athletics through 
a varsity letterwinners association. By creating a focused and comprehensive organization 
that provides a means of connecting, the University of North Carolina can foster an 
atmosphere that encourages student-athletes to be active members in the Carolina Family 
long after their playing career. 

There are thousands of former Carolina athletes who have lettered. The right association can 
connect these former players with each other and bring them together with current student- 
athletes. Establishing a letterwinners association is a long term commitment to the success of 
all Carolina athletes. Developing the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle (CLC) is a project that 
draws from the greatness of the past and invests in the future of Tar Heel athletics. 

The Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle should be a part of the Student-Athlete Services unit of the 
Department of Athletics so it can best serve current and former student-athletes. As a branch 
of Student-Athlete Services, the Letterwinners’ Circle will be able to facilitate career 
development and help improve the manner in which athletes stay connected to the University 
and each other. In addition, the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle should be intimately tied to 
the Rams Club. Letterwinners are donor prospects, and those who feel connected to the 
University and the Department of Athletics will be more likely to give back. 

The first initiative for the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle will be to compile a comprehensive 
database of former and current letterwinners. Once this list is compiled, a base group of 
members can be established, and the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle can officially become an 
organization. 

The goal is to establish the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle in the fall semester of 2oo5. 

Once the CLC is established, members will receive a number of benefits including: invitations 
to events, a bi-annual newsletter, and access to the web community. It is my goal to increase 
the Letterwinners’ Circles membership to 3ooo within two years and then to institute dues. 
Initially, charging dues has the potential of reducing Letterwinners’ Circle membership, but it 
will also provide needed revenue. After this major change, another strategic plan will be 
necessary. 

This is my vision for the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle, and I can make it a reality. 

Malaika Underwood 
January 28, 2005 

Vision: 
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Carolh~a Letterwh~ners’ Circle Strategic Plan 

The University of North Carolina is one of the premiere institutions in the nation. The 
experiences student-athletes have and the bonds they create while attending Carolina are life- 
changing and unforgettable. A structured, comprehensive organization that maintains the 
Carolina Family network will flourish. 

Currently, coaches and team administrators are responsible for planning and executing 

stewardship events and keeping letterwinners connected to the University. The efforts at 

Carolina are fragmented and include the following: a Monogram Club that affords 

letterwinners a membership card and an invitation to the annual fall picnic, a Football 
Lettermen’s Club that affords football lettermen membership materials and access to the 

Lettermen’s lounge during football games, and a myriad of individual team efforts that vary in 

their ability to bring back alumni. The University of North Carolina has the opportunity to 

combine stewardship efforts, career and networking services, and fundraising elements into a 

dynamic organization that serves all Carolina letterwinners. 

Mission Statement: 

The Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle mission is to provide current and former student-athletes 
with a structured means of becoming lifetime members of the Carolina Family. By actively 
engaging all letterwinners, the CLC provides its members with a way of staying connected and 
giving back. The primary goal of the Letterwinners’ Circle is to create an atmosphere that 
celebrates the dedication of all varsity athletes and keeps them involved. 

Objectives: 

The Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle will serve as a mechanism for the athletic department, the 
Rams Club, and coaches in their efforts to create and maintain an environment that makes 
athletes wish to stay connected to the University long after graduation. The following seven 
objectives commit the Letterwinners’ Circle to maintaining connections and developing 
networks. The CLC will work to: 

Establish a program that serves and unites each Carolina student-athlete during 
participation and after completion of eligibility. To maintain the environment created 
by coaches and administrators that makes student-athletes wish to stay connected to 
Carolina. 

Create a database and web community that assists current student-athletes and alums 
with networking and with staying connected. 

Provide all Carolina athletes with a structured career development service. 

Coordinate activities to bring varsity letterwinners back to campus. 

Keep letterwinners updated on relevant events concerning other varsity athletes and 
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Carolh~a Letterwh~ners’ Cirde Strategic Plan 

the athletic program. 

Generate support for all Carolina sports programs. 

Facilitate the recognition of individuals selected, under criteria set by the director of 
athletics, to have their jerseys honored or retired. 

Organization: 

In order to balance the networking, stewardship, and fundraising elements of the organization 
the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle should be integrated within the Student-Athlete Services 
unit of the Department of Athletics and maintain financial and administrative ties to the 
Rams Club. The director of the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle should report to administrators 
in both Student-Athlete Services and the Rams Club. The final organizational structure for 
the director of the CLC should be determined by the director of athletics, the president of the 
Rams Club, and the associate athletic director for Student-Athlete Services. Initially, the 
Letterwinners’ Circle can be organized by one full-time director. 

Membership Criteria: 

Membership to the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle will be granted to those who have received a 
monogram award for their athletic participation or support, and to those who have been 
nominated as honorary members for their service to Carolina athletics. Any changes to the 
membership criteria must be approved by the director of athletics, the director of the 
Letterwinners’ Circle, and the Advisory Board. 

Membership Opportunity: 

According to research done by the University of Georgia in 2OOl, the average possible 
membership for letterwinners’ clubs is 5,47o, the average active membership for clubs 
without dues is 3,65o and for clubs with dues is 1,556. The University of Florida, a public 
institution similar to Carolina, has 18 varsity sports and approximately 7,ooo letterwinners-- 
4,ooo are F-Club members. The University of North Carolina has a large and diverse athletic 
program. There are currently almost 8oo student-athletes participating in the 28 varsity 
sports at Carolina and there are approximately 8,ooo former athletes who have lettered. The 
opportunity for the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle to attract membership is immense. 

Membership Gathering Strategies: 

In order to build and maintain the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle a number of membership 
gathering strategies will be used, including: 

) Collecting and consolidating letterwinner information from the General Mumni 
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Association, the Rams Club, and specific teams 

Direct contact with graduating athletes 

Direct mail 

Email 

Phone 

Word of mouth 

Campus and game publicity 

Lost letterwinners list on the website 

Marketing Approach: 

The Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle will provide its members a value proposition and set of 
services tailored to their needs and wants. 

Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle 

Mission: 

SupportAlumni 
Athletes 

Customers: 

Letterwinners 

Product: 

Career Services 
Networking 

Recognition 

Program Info 

End Results: 

Money 
Support 

Networks 

Functions: 

There are several different types of activities, programs, and services the Carolina 
Letterwinners’ Circle will provide its members. 

Career Services: Career service activities and programs will provide current and 
former athletes with opportunities to prepare and search for jobs. This function will 
be tied to the programs and activities that are being done in Student-Athlete Services. 
Typical activities and programs will include j ob postings, the ability to search for 
career opportunities on the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle website, mentoring 
programs, career round tables, career and industry seminars, and resum~ posting 
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capabilities on the website. 

Networking: Networking opportunities will include, but are not limited to, many of 
the career service activities and programs. Other networking opportunities will occur 
at athletic and social events, and as a result of the connections athletes will be able to 
maintain through the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle. 

Athletic: Athletic functions will serve as a means of getting letterwinners back to 
campus. These events will include alumni games, recognition at games, and golf 
tournaments. The opportunity to get alumni back to campus is important. Providing 
a means of participating or being a part of athletic events will appeal to former 
athletes. 

Social Events: Social events will allow letterwinners to enjoy the bond they form with 
other athletes and members of the CLC. Facilitating the connection athletes have with 
Carolina through social events will strengthen the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle and 
the athletic program at UNC. Typical activities will include receptions on or near 
campus, regional gatherings, game day tailgates, and award banquets. 

Fundraising: M1 of the aforementioned functions will facilitate fundraising. In a more 
direct way, the Rams Club’s involvement with the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle will 
encourage and support participation in annual fund, capital project, scholarship, and 
sport endowment giving. 

Website Provider: 

A major element of the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle will be the website. The website will be 
the main mechanism for accomplishing CLC objectives and successfully providing the 
aforementioned functions and benefits to members. There are three website providers to 
consider: 

MumniAthlete Network--Ronald Mitchell: The MumnLAthlete Network can host, 
design, and provide a comprehensive online career and networking service. The major 
features include: members-only access to some areas, a eustomizable member profile, 
the ability to attach a resum0, a searchable online directory that allows members to 
access the database for networking and career purposes, message boards that give 
members a place to discuss topics of interest, and the ability to pay dues. Start-up 
costs are $9,ooo and annual recurring charges will be $3,ooo. 

WhoGlue, Inc.--Jason Hardebeek: WhoGlue, Inc. can host, design, and provide a 
comprehensive online career and networking service, as well. The major features 
include: members-only access, member self-service which enables users to update 
their own information, the ability to attach a resumO and photo, a searchable online 
directory that allows members to access the database for networking and career 
purposes, message boards that give members a place to discuss topics of interest, 
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private messaging, banner rotation to generate sponsorship revenue, and an 
ecommerce module that gives members the ability to pay dues and make donations 
online. Start-up costs are $4,ooo and annual recurring charges will be $5,5oo. 

CareerAthletes--Russ Hafferkamp: CareerAthletes can host, design, and provide a 
comprehensive online career service. The CareerAthletes service is much like 
purchasing a customizable software. The major features include: members-only 
access, an updatable member profile, the ability to load a resume, the ability to view 
job listings and receive notifications by email, mentor matches, employer profiles, a 
compliance agreement, and opportunities for sponsor revenue. Russ Hafferkamp is 
willing to provide the service for free until the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle is able to 
secure sponsorship dollars. Costs are quoted at $3,5oo per year. 

All of the website providers offer valuable career services. AlumniAthlete Network and 

WhoGlue, Inc. also have alumni service elements. After viewing demonstrations and doing 

research on each provider, I strongly endorse the AlumniAthlete Network. They can provide 

the services the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle needs for the best cost. In addition, Ronald 
Mitchell has expressed that their technology can provide for the growth and development of 

the CLC. 

Timeline: 

The following is a three year timeline that highlights the steps necessary for the development 

and growth of the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle. 

November 2004 - March 2oo5: 

March 

> 

> 

> 

April - 

Gather, consolidate, and enter athlete names and contact information in a database. 
This includes gathering team lists from coaches, General Alumni Association records, 
and current athletic department information to form a comprehensive list. 

2005: 

Establish the membership criteria. 

Send a letter to all letterwinners from our research effort requesting permission to 
incorporate their name in the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle database and asking that 
they join the Letterwinners’ Circle. 

Begin compiling a membership list. 

Finalize the financial and organizational relationship that will exist among the Rams 
Club, the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle, and the Department of Athletics. 

May 2005: 

Meet with graduating student-athletes, possibly during scheduled exit interviews, to 
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engage them in the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle before they leave campus. 

May 2oo5: 

Enlist the full service of a website provider to create and maintain a web community 

that will serve as the Letterwinners’ Circle website. The website should include: 
eustomizable profiles, an alumni database, career and job search services, resumfi 

posting, message boards, and team portals. 

May - August 2oo5: 

Enlist the involvement of coaches, administrators, and interested former athletes to 
form an Advisory Board. The first Advisory Board should be appointed. Thereafter, 

the Advisory Board will be an elected body of members. Their main responsibilities 

will include: setting membership criteria, reviewing the Letterwinners’ Circle strategic 

plan, finding former athletes, promoting the Letterwinners’ Circle, helping to recruit 

members, helping with reunions and special events, and assisting with the process of 

honoring and retiring j erseys. The Advisory Board will have eight members elected to 

represent different decades of athletic participation, geography, sport, career, and 

ethnieity. The term of service for an Advisory Board member will be three years. 

August 2oo5: 

> Establish the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle and send a letter welcoming members. 

Beginning membership goal is lOOO ................................ 

Fall 2oo5: 

> 

> 

> 

Mail 2005-2006 membership cards to initial members. 

First Advisory Board meeting. 

Publish the inaugural edition of the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle hi-annual 
newsletter and send to all letterwinners as a marketing effort to spark interest in the 
club. A membership application should be included in the newsletter. A note that 
indicates the newsletter is a complimentary issue from the Carolina Letterwinners’ 
Circle should be included. 

Attend the Monogram Club’s fall picnic to inform those who attend about the Carolina 

Letterwinners’ Circle and to solicit membership. 

Initiate a membership campaign with the assistance of involved volunteer 

letterwinners’. 

Initiate a marketing campaign to promote the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle. 

Promotion opportunities will exist at football and basketball games. Direct mail will 
also be a feasible marketing strategy. Coaches will be important ambassadors for the 

Letterwinners’ Circle. 
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Spring 2oo6: 

> Second Advisory Board meeting. 

Publish the second edition of the hi-annual newsletter. Consider sending this to all 
letterwinners. Just as with the first issue, an application for membership and a note 
indicating the complimentary nature of the newsletter should be included. 

~ Host the first annual Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle spring event (cookout/picnic) 
around a Carolina sporting event (e.g. Super Saturday). 

~ Provide graduating student-athletes with information and membership materials 
before they leave campus (possibly institute a ceremony or have a senior orientation 
pizza party). 

End of first year membership goal is 15oo ............................. 

Fall ~oo6: 

> 

> 

> 

Spring 

Mail 9006-9007 membership cards. 

Third Advisory Board meeting. 

Host the first annual Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle fall event on a Saturday before a 
football game. 

Continue to develop and maintain the website and newsletter. 

Continue membership growth and marketing efforts. 

2007: 

Fourth Advisory Board meeting. 

Host the second annual Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle spring event. 

Continue to maintain and improve all previously instituted programs and events. 

Begin planning first annual networking and business seminars for the summer. Post 
on website, advertise in newsletter, and email a flyer so all members are aware of the 
program. Event may include a seminar, speaker, golf, and banquet. 

Begin researching options for providing Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle merchandise 
for purchase (plaque with name, sport, and years played; embroidered jacket; polo; 
hat; etc.). 

Consider beginning a fundraising effort (e.g. golf tournament) to establish a 
scholarship fund that benefits the children and grandchildren of Carolina 
Letterwinners’ Circle members. Explore the possibility of providing a corporately 
sponsored scholarship. 
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Consider inviting Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle members to the end of the year all- 
sports banquet or allow members to vote to recognize a current athlete with an award. 

~ Explore the possibility of giving football and basketball ticket purchasing priority to 
membeFs. 

~ Print information in the newsletter about charging dues beginning in the fall of 2oo7 
and mail ballots for Advisory Board voting. 

End of second year membership goal is 3ooo 

Fall 2007: 

Begin charging dues. Yearly dues should be $5o. 

Benefits will include: 

~ Free membership for Ist year after graduation 

~ Membership card 

~ Bi-annual newsletter 

~ Access to web community: eustomizable profiles, an online directory, message 
boards, career and job search services, resum~ posting, and team portals. 

~ Recognition at a football game 

~ Invitation to networking and business seminars held in the summer 

~ Ability to purchase exclusive Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle merchandise 

~ Admission to events and activities 

~ Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle Scholarship opportunities for children and 
grandchildren 

~ Invitation to their individual sport reunion and the all-sports reunion 

~ Invitation to all-sports banquet (possible) 

~ Ticket purchasing priority (possible) 

~ Discounts with local merchants (possible) 

Continue holding Advisory Board meetings, hosting events, mailing publications, and 
maintaining the website. 

) Begin coordinating individual sport reunions and an all-sports reunion. 

) Engage Advisory Board in process of writing a new strategic plan. 
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Financials: 

There is potential to generate revenue in the following ways: 

Dues: Setting dues at $5o per year beginning in the Letterwinners’ Circle’s third year 
of existence has potential to reduce membership, but it will provide needed revenue. 
Maintaining 2ooo members and charging $5o per year would result in $1oo,ooo of 
revenue. The revenue potential grows with an increase in membership and/or dues. 

Merchandise: There is revenue potential in selling special purchase merchandise 
items like j aekets, polo shirts, plaques, and even rings with the Carolina Letterwinners’ 
Circle logo. The Lettermen’s Club at Texas Christian University provides special 
purchase hats and shirts. They make about $5-$8 in revenue from the sale of each 
shirt. The Wolfpaek Club sells special purchase merchandise similar to what the 
Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle might sell. They receive lO% of profit and trade. 

Publication Advertisintt: There is potential to sell advertising in the bi-annual 
newsletter and on the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle website. Sponsor advertising in 
similar publications, like the Carolina Women’s Soccer program, are sold for between 

$5oo and $75o. 

Events: By allowing all letterwinners to attend Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle annual 
events revenue can potentially be earned. M1 Letterwinners’ Circle members should 
be allowed to attend events for free and non-members should be charged a nominal 
fee. If the Letterwinners’ Circle where to charge $5 and lOO non-members were to 
attend, $5oo would be earned. This revenue can help pay for event expenses. This 
also creates a benefit that encourages new membership. For certain events and 
programs, like the networking and business seminars held in the summer, member 
participation fees will create revenue and help off-set event costs. 

Donations: The relationship between the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle and the Rams 
Club will be beneficial for both organizations. The opportunity for the Rams Club staff 
to use the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle database and attend events would provide the 
development staff with a means to contact and connect with former athletes. A former 
athlete who feels connected to the Carolina athletics program is more likely and more 
willing to give back. This is a revenue generating benefit with variable return. In the 
short term, letterwinner involvement will directly increase awareness and concern for 
Carolina athletics. In the long term, this increased awareness will aid the Rams Club 
in connecting to former athletes and in soliciting donations from them. Both the short 
and long term benefits will provide inestimable worth to the Rams Club and the 
Department of Athletics. 
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The operating costs each year will potentially include the following: 

Salary: Salaries for comparable positions have been suggested to be between 

$30,000 and $40,000 plus benefits. Considering the scope and responsibility of this 
project $40,000 plus benefits is a reasonable salary. Benefits are approximately 20% 

of the base salary, so total compensation would be approximately $48,000. Salary 
increases should be tied to meeting set membership goals. 

Events: These estimated costs are based on Rams Club event spending and the event 

costs of letterwinners’ clubs at other institutions, including TCU and the University of 
Florida. An estimate of $5,000 per semester, which would include at least one event 

in the fall and one in the spring, sets total yearly event costs at approximately $1o,ooo. 

Publications: Designing and writing the newsletter can be handled in-house using 

PageMaker or Quark Publishing Software. Publication costs will include print and 

postage. Print and postage costs will vary as the length of the newsletter grows and as 
the number sent changes. Printing costs also vary due to the number of colors used. 
Newsletter publication costs are estimated to average $1,75o to print and send each 

edition, which sets total yearly publication costs at $3,500. 

Web Page and Web Community Maintenance: If the AlumniAthlete Network is 

chosen as the website provider they will host, design, and provide a comprehensive 

online career and networking service. Working with the AlumnLAthlete Network 
provides the best, most direct way of offering networking and career services to 

members. Start-up costs are $2,000 and annual recurring charges will be $3,000. 

Financial Summary Table 
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Potential Revenue 2005-06 2006-07 

Dues NA NA 

Merchandise NA lO% profit & trade 

Publication & Web Advertising $5oo+ $1,ooo+ 

Events $5oo+ $5oo+ 

Donations Variable Variable 

Total Revenue $1,ooo+ $1,5oo+ 

Estimated Expenses 2005-06 2006-07 

Salary & Benefits ($48,ooo) ($49,ooo) 

Events ($5,ooo) ($1o,ooo) 

Publications ($3,5oo) ($3,5oo) 

Web Maintenance ($5,ooo) ($3,ooo) 

Total Expenditures ($61,5oo) ($65,500) 

Note: After the third year the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle will be able, through 
membership dues and other revenue sources, to cover its own costs and earn a profit. Profit 
earned should be reinvested in the Letterwinners’ Circle in order to develop the organization. 

Cost Sharing Scenarios: 

As mentioned, the Letterwinners’ Circle should be connected financially to both the Rams 
Club and the Department of Athletics. The following are cost sharing scenarios: 

The Rams Club and the Department of Athletics could split the costs 5o/5o. This 
makes this beneficial and necessary project more affordable for both. This scenario 
would require a $3o,75o investment by each unit in the beginning of the first year, a 

$32,75o investment by each unit at the beginning of the second year, and a $33,25o 
investment by each unit at the beginning of the third year. By the end of the third 
year the Letterwinners’ Circle will be able to cover its own costs and earn a profit, 
which should be reinvested in the organization. 

The Rams Club and the Department of Athletics could also decide to spilt costs by 
category. One unit could pay for the salary and benefits, which would be 
approximately $48,ooo; $49,ooo; and $5o,ooo for the first three years respectively; 
while the other unit paid for the general expenses, which would be approximately 
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$13,500; $16,500; and $16,500 for the first three years respectively. 

Finding a donor to endow or donate funds for the position of Letterwinners’ Circle 
director should also be considered. 

Other agreements can be negotiated. 

Conclusion: 

The University of North Carolina has the opportunity to serve current and former student- 
athletes by establishing the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle. Part of the Department of 
Athletics mission statement is to provide educational and athletic opportunities that allow 
student-athletes to grow and develop. The Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle is a means by which 
the Department of Athletics can continue to assist in the advancement and success of its 
student-athletes. One of the greatest experiences student-athletes have while attending UNC 
is becoming invested in the Carolina Family. It is important that former letterwinners 
continue to feel a part of the Family. The Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle can provide the 
atmosphere that unites Carolina athletes long after their playing career. In the long-run, the 
Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle will not only provide a return on investment financially but, 
also, a return on investment in the quality of the relationships athletes maintain with the 
Department of Athletics. 
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Addendum: 

During a meeting with the Director of Athletics, Dick Baddour, and the Executive Director of 

the Rams Club, John Montgomery, questions and concerns were raised. Clarification, change, 

or further research in the following areas was necessary. This addendum is being made to the 

January 29, 2005 Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle strategic plan. 

All-Inclusive Membership Criteria 

It must be clearly stated that a letterwinner or nominee from any sport qualifies for 
membership in the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle. The opportunity to be a member will be 
provided to all qualifying individuals. As a service organization, the Letterwinners’ Circle will 
continually strive to provide networking opportunities, access to stewardship events, and 
career services to all former Carolina athletes. Membership to the CLC benefits all members 
of the Carolina Family equally. No team or athlete will be provided any service not available 
to all. 

Friends of Programs and Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle Confusion 

Concern was expressed that if we were to institute dues there would be confusion between the 
fundraising efforts of the Friends of Programs and the yearly dues requirement for 
membership in the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle. The Friends of Program targets former 
letterwinners, the parents of letterwinners, and dedicated fans for each Carolina sports team. 
The funds raised in the Friends of Programs help to support the operating budget of that 
particular sport. The average Friends of Program donation is estimated to be $5o to $1oo. 
The purpose of the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle is to provide services to former athletes in 
order to create a powerful network and to facilitate all athletic fundraising efforts--those of the 
Friends of Programs and of the Rams Club. In order to reduce potential confusion dues 
should not be charged. By not charging dues, the commitment to athlete service will be clearly 
evident. In regards to fundraising, the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle will function to direct 
interested athletes toward avenues of giving. As a free service organization, the Carolina 
Letterwinners’ Circle will be able to market itself without confusing members or inundating 
them with solicitations. 

Financial Resources 

Financial resources are an essential element in the launch process and continued growth of 
the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle. The Rams Club and the Department of Athletics should 
invest in and contribute to making the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle a permanent part of 
Student-Athlete Services. The benefits to the Department of Athletics and to the Rams Club 
have been outlined in this strategic plan. Financial resources will be needed for the following 
operational elements: salary, events, publications, and the website. 
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The Rams Club and the Department of Athletics know their financial capabilities and should 
negotiate a cooperative agreement that provides the Letterwinners’ Circle with necessary 
funds for operation. The following is a suggestion: 

The Student-Athlete Services unit should add the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle director’s 
salary, event costs, and monies for a website contract with MumniAthlete Network to their 
budget requests from the Department of Athletics. The director of the CLC should report to 
the Associate Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Services, John Blanehard, and the 
Executive Director of the Rams Club, John Montgomery. Event costs for the current 
Monogram Club picnic (approximately $8,ooo) plus an additional $4,ooo, a total of $12,ooo, 
should be set as the budget for Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle events. Costs for individual 
sport reunions and events should continue to be covered by program operating budgets. 
Student-Athlete Services should contract MumniAthlete Network to provide the platform for 
the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle website. The Rams Club should add publication costs and 
an expense budget to their yearly budget. A set amount for CLC publication costs should be 
provided within the Rams Club’s overall publications budget for each year. A budget for 
additional expenses should be provided by the Rams Club, as well. Adjustments to the budget 
should be made as publication advertising and event fees provide a source of revenue. 

Revised Financial Summary Table 

Potential Revenue 2005-06 2006-07 2OO7-O8 

Dues NA NA NA 

Merchandise NA lO% profit & trade lO% profit & trade 

Publication & Web Advertising $5oo+ $1,ooo+ $2,ooo+ 

Events $5oo+ $5oo+ $5oo+ 

Donations Variable Variable Variable 

Total Revenue $1,ooo+ $1,5oo+ $2,500+ 

Estimated Expenses 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 

Salary & Benefits ($48,ooo) ($49,ooo) ($5o,ooo) 

Events (S 12,ooo) (S 12, ooo) (S 12,ooo) 

Publications ($5,ooo) ($5,ooo) ($5,ooo) 

Web Maintenance (S5,ooo) (S3,ooo) (S3,ooo) 

Total Expenditures ($70,000) ($69,000) ($70,000) 

Director Responsibilities 

Concerns as to whether there is enough work to make it necessary to hire a professional 
director for the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle were expressed. It should be noted that Dino 
Megaloudis, a Major Gift Director for the Rams Club, works to raise money fortho, o~o, ration~ 
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endowments of Olympic sports. He has concentrated on working directly with seven sports 
for the last eight months and his meeting, calls, event, and travel schedule keeps him booked. 
The following responsibilities are duties that will keep the director of the Carolina 
Letterwinners’ Circle busy on a day to day basis. 

Connecting with members through phone, email, and mail correspondence to 
recognize birthdays, special awards or accomplishments, and other important dates. 

~ Meeting with letterwinners’ when they visit the Chapel Hill area. 

~ Contacting former athletes to request their presence at special events on campus. 

~ Contacting current members to find lost letterwinners. 

~ Organizing chapter/constituency groups in different regions. 

~ Organizing area and pre-game stewardship events. 

~ Communicating with the Rams Club about donor prospects. 

~ Coordinating current student-athlete recruitment. 

~ Assisting coaches in reunion planning. 

~ Designing hi-annual and other Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle publications. 

~ Maintaining the alumni database. 

~ Updating event and service announcements on the website. 

~ Providing career service guidance and mentor scheduling for members. 

In addition, concerns as to whether there will be two much work for one person were also 
expressed. By progressively adding to the director’s responsibilities and to the functions of the 
Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle, the work load will be manageable. 

Functions 

The functions of the Carolina Letterwinners’ Circle must be clear. The CLC is a letterwinners 
service organization that provides stewardship events to unite all Carolina athletes, 
networking opportunities, and career services. These functions will not conflict, but instead 
support, the fundraising efforts of the Rams Club and the efforts of individual sport coaches to 
keep athletes connected to their programs. 
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Last First Middle PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Need Verification form, student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 
Verification form missing household 

data,returned to student 7/26. 

Not Admitted to University, but will need 

Verification form, taxes and W-2s. 

Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 

Need Verification form, student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 
Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 

Complete/ 
Pell? 



Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

Need Parent taxes and W-2s 

Complete/ 
Pell? 



Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Unofficial FAFSA, mother’s name 
on FAFSA doesn’t match Social 
Security Administration’s records- 
correct name on FAFSA or with 
SSA. 

Need signed parent’s taxes and 
W2s. 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

In Process. 

Complete/ 
Pell? 



Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

Complete/ 
Pell? 



Freshman FTB Players 

Last First Middle PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Need Verification form, student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 
Verification form missing household 

data,returned to student 7/26. 

Not Admitted to University, but will need 

Verification form, taxes and W-2s. 

Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 

Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Returning FTB Players 

Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Talked with a counselor Tuesday, 
mom should be sending in the 
docs we need soon. 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Returning FTB Players 

Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Unofficial FAFSA, mother’s name 
on FAFSA doesn’t match Social 
Security Administration’s records- 
correct name on FAFSA or with 
SSA. 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

FAFSA unofficial, needs parent 
signature. 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Returning FTB Players 

Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Freshman FTB Players 

Last First Middle PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Need parent and student signatures on FAFSA. 
Parent AGI = taxes paid-correct. 

Not Admitted to University, but will need 

Verification form, taxes and W-2s. 

Need Verification form, student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W2s. 
Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 
Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 

Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Returning FTB Players 

Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Mother’s name on FAFSA 
doesn’t match Social Security 
Administration’s records-correct 
name on FAFSA or with SSA. 

Need parent signature on 
FAFSA, taxes paid = AGI for 
parent on FAFSA. 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Returning FTB Players 

Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Student signature not provided 
when corrections were made to 
FAFSA-provide student signature 
only. 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

FAFSA unofficial, needs parent 
signature. 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Returning FTB Players 

Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Freshman FTB Players 

Last First Middle PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

Need parent and student signatures on FAFSA. 
Parent AGI = taxes paid-correct. 

Not Admitted to University, but will need 

Verification form, taxes and W-2s. 

No student&parent sign/student’s AGl=Parent’s 
AGI 
Need Verification form, student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W2s. 
Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 
Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 

Unofficial FAFSA, needs to correct parent AGI 
and taxes paid on FAFSA. 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Returning FTB Players 

Last First PID Applied 
Verification 
Required? Missing? 

No parent’s signature on FAFSA 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

Mother’s name does not match 
name in Soc Sec Admin records for 
her SSN 

Need parent signature on FAFSA, 
taxes paid = AGI for parent on 
FAFSA. 

NTP06=parent’s certification of tax 
filing status for tax year 2004 form 

unsar/parent’s taxes paid=or >AGI 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Last First PID 

Last First PID 

Applied 

Applied 

Verification 
Required? 
Verification 
Required? 

Returning FTB Players 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

Missing? 

Missing? 

CSS Profile 
Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

Complete/ 
Pell? 

Complete/ 
Pell? 
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Returning FTB Players 

Need Verification form, 
student/parent taxes and 
student/parent W-2s 

verification form/student&parent 
taxes/student&parent w-2s 

Parent did not sign FAFSA 

verification form 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sam Chhorm <sam_chhorm@unc.edu> 
Friday,                 2:04 PM 

Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Football Aid Status 

Football Aid Status Updates.xls 

Hi Corey, 

Attachment you will find the football aid status. 

Have a great weekend! 

Sincerely, 

Samsavath Chhorm 
Financial Aid Counselor 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
tel: (919) 962-9482 
fax: (919) 962-2716 
www.studentaid.unc.edu 



From College Clips - 

Dear Deborah- 

Greetings from the Clips Mothership. 

Below is an article from today’s Bloomberg News that depicts a somewhat daunting prospect for 
sports management graduates on the job search. 

I think that the article is more negative than it needs to be. 

Yes, the supply/demand situation is such that the number of sports management/sports 
administration/sports journalism graduates far exceeds the availability of decent-paying entry-level 
positions. But that is not unique to graduates of sports disciplines. A similar supply/demand crunch 
is the case for dozens of other majors as well - political science, psychology, social sciences, animal 
husbandry, whatever ...... 

However, sports management and sports journalism graduates are better equipped than most college 
grads when they embark out into the wide world because their leadership and communications skills 
translate very well to almost every industry. Further, all sport programs are not equal. Some programs 
take career prep more seriously than others. 

In addition to a degree -- which many experts believe is less than half the battle -- there’s a laundry 
list of skills and experience that students can acquire that will greatly enhance their job prospects. I 
reached out this morning to a dozen Clips’ subscribers who are educators, and they helped me to list 
all the ways: 

¯ good grades 

¯ a challenging and varied course load 

¯ internships (paid and unpaid) 

¯ relevant on-campus experiences 

¯ a positive, can-do attitude 

¯ an old-fashioned in-early, out-late work ethic 

¯ networking 

¯ regular consultations with professors and college placement counselors 

¯ finding a mentor 

¯ a regimen of trade reading (including subscriptions to executive summary websites at special post- 
grad rates) 

¯ workshops and seminars 



¯ the courtesies of thank you notes and follow-ups 

In the end, the "best" candidates have an entire portfolio of credentials to offer to prospective 
employers, only one of which is a degree in sports management (or sports journalism). 

As back-up to today’s Bloomberg article, I have also included a 2006 article from editor and 
publisher.corn which provides a relevant and practical checklist for soon-to-be college grads. 

Regards, 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 
nick@collegeathleticsclip s .corn 

"Show Me the Money’ Colleges Graduating Would-Be Scott Borases" 

By Brian Kladko, Bloomberg Newa; 7-10-05 

July 10 (Bloomberg) -- College students who want to emulate Scott Boras, the agent for baseball’s 
Alex Rodriguez, may discover that fnading a job in sports management is more competitive than the 
games themselves. 

U.S. colleges are increasingly offering sports administration degrees, flooding a field in which growth 
is limited. Since 1966, when Ohio University in Athens became the only school with such a diploma, 
229 more colleges have joined in, according to the North American Society for Sport Management in 
Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania. 

About half of Syracuse University’s first 20 sports management students, who graduated in May, 
aren’t employed in the profession, said Michael Veley, director of the three-year- old program. 
Colleges may raise false hopes in applicants who dream of working for a team, said James Kahler, the 
executive director of the Center for Sports Administration at Ohio University. 

"’There are too many degrees out there and not enough jobs," said Kahler, formerly senior vice 
president of the Cleveland Cavaliers basketball club, in a telephone interview on May 28. "’It’s almost 
abusive when you think about it." 

Sports management programs focus on the business side of athletics, especially finance, marketing 
and sales at professional teams, leagues and universities. Schools also say they prepare students to 
manage sports venues or to work at companies that sponsor sports. The jobs often prove scarce, 
according to graduates and employers. 

2,500 Resumes 

Entry-level jobs with the Red Sox usually pay $20,000 to $40,000 a year, said Sam Kennedy the 
team’s chief sales and marketing officer, in a telephone interview on May 29. The team gets about 
2,500 resumes from job seekers annually and hires fewer than 10, said Kennedy, who majored in 
American studies at Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut. 



Michael Kelleher, 29, of Lockport, New York, said he aimed to become a baseball or football scout 
when he earned a bachelor’s degree in sports management from Mount Union College in Alliance, 
Ohio, and a master’s in sport administration from Canisius College, the Jesuit school in Buffalo, New 
York. 

After mailing out 3,000 resumes in three years, Kelleher is still looking for that job, he said. The 
closest he came was a 34-day internship at the National Football League’s Oakland Raiders training 
camp, Kelleher said. He now works at a YMCA community center as a physical-education teacher 
and sports coordinator. 

"It’s an eye-opening experience as far as how people actually get jobs," Kelleher said on July 27 in a 
telephone interview. Most employers, he said, "’recognize an Ivy League school degree in anything 
over a sport management program." The Ivy League consists of Harvard University in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, and seven other elite schools in the Northeast. 

"Next Theo Epstein’ 

Mount Union, a private, liberal-arts college, entices applicants to sports management by asking on its 
Web site if they ever thought of becoming "’the next Theo Epstein," the general manager of the 
world champion Boston Red Sox. Epstein himself, though, doesn’t have a degree in sports 
management, having majored in American studies at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut, 
before graduating from the University of San Diego’s law school. 

The 1996 movie "’Jerry Maguire" -- in which Tom Cruise plays a sports agent whose client insists 
"’Show me the money!" -- spurred demand for the college courses, said Jim Kadlecek, the head of 
Mount Union’s program, in a telephone interview on June 30. He warns students that the job supply, 
salaries and work hours all may prove disappointing, he said. 

Mark Cuban, the owner of the NBA’s Dallas Mavericks, said sports management classes are the latest 
version of "’rocks for jocks," or watered-down geology for athletes. 

"Hurts More Than Helps’ 

"’While we won’t dismiss a potential hire because they graduated with a sports management degree, it 
hurts more than helps," he wrote in an e-mail on May 16. "’I would rather hire someone with more 
diverse skills." 

Boras, one of the most prominent of about 300 agents certified by the New York-based Major 
League Baseball Players Association, didn’t return a call to his office in Newport Beach, California. 
He earned chemistry and law degrees at the University of the Pacific in California. 

Not all sports management graduates are having trouble with employment, especially at schools with 
the deepest roots in the industry. Of the 30 graduates last month from Ohio University’s master’s 
program, most of whom received degrees in both business and sports administration, 28 have 
secured sports-related jobs, Kahler said. 

"A Great Time’ 



Casey Prozeller, 25, works at New York-based Soccer United Marketing, the holder of commercial 
rights to Major League Soccer games. Even before graduating from Ohio University’s program she 
was employed fulltime, managing the accounts of sponsors, she said in a June 2 telephone interview. 

Prozeller, whose boss also went through the Ohio University program, said her graduate-school years 
were "’just a great time to build relationships and gain my own network." 

Ohio University has seen sports management applications jump 25 percent in the last two years. The 
school started its program in 1966 after the late Walter O’Malley, the owner who moved baseball’s 
Dodgers to Los Angeles, complained that administrators with training were scarce. The University of 
Massachusetts Amherst began a similar curriculum in 1970. 

For Ben Dorman, who majored in sports management at UMass Amherst, the program did help -- 
up to a point. He had a senior- year internship in 2006 at the Pittsburgh Pirates’ training camp in 
Bradenton, Florida, and that led to a job selling tickets and catering to Red Sox fans at Fenway Park, 
Dorman said in a telephone interview on June 6. 

"’I still try to look at it as gaining valuable experience, although the pay isn’t great," he said. 

http: / !www.bloomberg.com/apps !news?pid=20601103&sid=aFP3vEc7Hn8M&refer=us# 

Getting in the Game -- Pursuing a Career in Sports 

By Stefan Fatsis and Peter Keating, WSJ Career JoumaLcom, 9-26-06 

At National Football League headquarters in New York these days, it’s hard to find a senior 
executive with much experience in, well, football. 

The NFL’s fnaance chief used to work for Goldman Sachs. Its top two marketing executives were at 
General Motors and IBM. Its lead television negotiator ran sports for ABC and ESPN. The chief 
operating officer of its cable network handled finance for NBC’s West Coast entertainment division. 
The head of its international division was a marketing executive for the liquor company Diageo. 

Once the playground of family dynasties, ex-athletes and determined fans, the sports business has 
grown up. The sheer number of jobs in the industry, and connected to it, has surged. And today jobs 
in sports are less about analyzing box scores than creating brands, running spreadsheets and serving 
customers. As the NFL’s leadership lineup shows, sports has become a target destination for 
marketers, accountants, lawyers, salespeople and other executives with skills honed in other 
industries. 

"Our fans are bombarded by ways to entertain themselves," says Nancy Gill, the NFL’s vice 
president of human resources. "We need to be able to have people who are familiar with that space 
in a way we didn’t several years ago." 

How to Get Started 

If you want to get your foot in the door in the sports business, Andy Dolich, president of business 
operations for the NBA’s Memphis Grizzlies, offers these tips: 

¯ READ UP: Subscribe to SportsBusiness Journal, SportsBusiness Daily, ESPN The Magazine and 



The Wall Street Journal [Ed.-To f/:& /is~ ~’e ~’vust hu~’b,~; add College Afi.:,lelics Chffs:.." to learn what’s 
happening in the industry. ICnowing when a CEO is fired or a team is sold will help you figure out 
when and where to fish for a job. 

¯ WORK ON YOUR TIMING: Most job seekers contact teams at the start of their season. That’s 
six months too late! You should make your pitch at the end of a season, when people are switching 
jobs and getting canned or promoted. 

¯ MAIGE YOURSELF KA’<OWN: A number of executive-recruiting firms specialize in the sports 
business. Make sure you get your information on as many databases as you can. 

¯ PUT IT ON PAPER: Think contrarian; when everyone is emailing, take the path less traveled and 
send a letter to request an informational interview. Do some research so you can show you know 
about the team and the individuals you’re writing to. 

David Stern, commissioner of the National Basketball Association, adds: "If you can do it at a major 
entertainment company or major consumer-products company, it likely has a counterpart in our 
industry." 

As sports has grown into big business, the teams and leagues have gotten serious about how they 
find off-field talent. In the 1980s, it was unheard of for sports organizations to use headhunters, and 
even a decade ago one of the main entry points into the business was personal contact. "You knew a 
guy who knew a guy whose father was with the Braves," says Michele James, founder of James & 
Co., a search firm that has worked with major professional sports leagues. Happenchance was 
another. Detroit Tigers President David Dombrowski got his first job in baseball in 1977 after 
bumping into a team executive during the sport’s winter meetings in Hawaii. "There couldn’t have 
been more than 15 job seekers there," Mr. Dombrowski says. 

Now, well-known executive-search firms, and a few boutique shops, specialize in finding hires from 
inside and outside sports. The more serious attitude even extends down the ranks. Comcast Corp., 
which owns the Philadelphia Flyers hockey team, recently posted on an online sports-recruiting 
service for someone with "excellent organizational skills" and "effective communication and 
management skills." The job? Driving a Zamboni at the Flyers’ practice rink in Pennsauken, N.J. 

Too Much at Stake 

"If you’re going to have these franchises that are worth north of a billion dollars, you’re looking at it 
really as the business of entertainment, the business of intellectual property, the business of 
turnstiles," says Ms. James. "This is a very sophisticated time. It’s not a back-slappy time." 

The booming supply of sports-related jobs extends well beyond the teams and leagues. From giant 
apparel and equipment manufacturers like Nike Inc. to big sports advertisers like Anheuser-Busch 
Cos. to Wall Street firms with sports investment arms, there are jobs in sports that simply didn’t exist 
30 years ago. Sneaker designers. Interpreters for Japanese athletes. Directors of skateboarding videos. 

Unfortunately for job seekers, supply has more than kept up with demand. Some 300 college sports- 
management programs -- most created since the 1970s -- churn out hordes of graduates every spring. 
Entry-level positions in the marketing, sales or ticketing offices of big-league teams often attract 
thousands of applicants. Joan Bamo, human-resources specialist for baseball’s Cleveland Indians, 
says, "We have people from, I am not kidding you, all over the world apply for jobs." She says the 
team recently received 412 online applicants for a 32-hour-a-week community-outreach assistant. 
"And that’s nothing," she adds. Last year, the Indians got 1,500 applications for six internships. 



Team and league executives loosely divide the sports industry into three overlapping areas: content, 
or the leagues, teams and other sports organizations; channels of distribution, or television, radio, 
stadiums and arenas, and the Internet and other digital media; and related businesses, which provide 
goods or services to the content providers and distribution platforms, like beer and sneaker makers. 
Opportunities in all have soared. Dozens of new minor leagues and niche sports have emerged in 
recent years. Leagues have expanded dramatically overseas. 

Growth Areas 

Many of the industry’s central businesses didn’t exist a few years ago, or were much smaller. Major 
League Baseball’s most profitable entity -- its online and digital "advanced media" operation -- was 
formed only in 2000. Nascar wasn’t a national phenomenon until the late 1990s. ESPN was a lunatic- 
fringe network when it launched in 1979. Before the past decade, stadiums didn’t have "fan zones" to 
divert customers; they offered the games and an annual Bat Day. 

In a competitive entertainment marketplace, and in a business with as many on-field losses as wins, 
the challenge for teams and leagues is giving customers a reason besides winning to keep coming 
back. "That’s why [teams] are investing in stadium infrastructure, suites, VIP areas, entertainment 
areas, better concessions, better LED boards to watch videos," says Robert Cornilles, president of 
Game Face Inc., which trains and places sports executives. The governing principle of managing a 
sports enterprise today, he says, is that "the sports product by its nature is largely out of our 
control...It doesn’t mean I disregard the players. I hope they do well. But I’m not counting on it." 

At the same time, the new corporate sports executives need to make sure they don’t lose touch with 
the games themselves. "You’ll hear people say, ’I’m not in sports, I’m in the entertainment business, 
I’m here to market, I’m here to sell,’ " says Miles Wolff, whose ownership of the Durham Bulls in the 
1980s helped lead a renaissance in minor-league baseball. "I’ll go to a lot of ballparks and feel the 
baseball is forgotten." 

’Functional Talent’ 

To understand how sports-related jobs have changed, you don’t have to go back very far. As recently 
as a decade ago, few leagues or teams hired from outside the sports industry or used professional 
recruiters to identify talent. Hiring "was less merit-based, and it was certainly less specialized," says 
Joe Bailey, who began working in the NFL in the 1970s -- his father was the Dallas Cowboys’ team 
doctor -- and left in the mid-1990s for the search firm Russell Reynolds Associates. "You conceivably 
could have gotten somebody in the finance department who wasn’t a CPA," says Mr. Bailey, who 
returned to the NFL last year as chief executive of Dolphins Enterprises, which runs the Miami 
Dolphins and their stadium. 

That changed as pro leagues’ television contracts swelled. Teams started to behave less according to 
the idiosyncrasies of their founding families and more along the lines of modern management theory. 
They expanded their finance, marketing, ticketing and communications operations. With "functional 
talent" becoming more important, Mr. Bailey says, teams and leagues recruited more aggressively 
from other sports and other industries, not just within a sport. 

"Nowadays, it would seem perfectly natural for someone who has been selling soccer to go promote 
Nascar," says Bully Filippell, president of TeamWork Consulting, a Cleveland firm that recruits for 
the sports industry. "But it was like, ’You’re going to take someone from another sport?’ Leagues and 
teams had to become better versed in the professionalism of finding the best talent in another 
league." 



It didn’t take long for them to do that. In 1989, Mr. Bailey at Russell Reynolds was asked by the NFL 
to find a marketing director for the Barcelona Dragons of the league’s European operation. He 
recalls posing the task at a staff meeting, where one recruiter immediately suggested a Yale graduate 
who spoke Catalan and worked for Ringling Bros. in Buenos Aires. He got the job. 

Tech-Boom Energy 

New team owners from outside sports have also provided an impetus for conventional business 
practices and broader searches. Since paying $545 million to buy the NFL’s Atlanta Falcons in 2001, 
Home Depot Inc. co-founder Arthur Blank has used a search firm to identify candidates for the jobs 
of general manager and head coach -- positions historically filled based on reputation and word-of- 
mouth. Other new owners, led by Internet executive Mark Cuban of basketball’s Dallas Mavericks, 
have brought tech-boom entrepreneurial energy and thinking to buttoned-down leagues. 

Teams and leagues also have discovered that managing complex salary caps and labor deals requires 
quantitative talent as much as traditional scouting and salary negotiation. When Terry Donahue, then 
the San Francisco 49ers’ GM, wanted to figure out whether the 23rd pick in the 2001 NFL draft was 
worth trading for the 57th and 58th picks, he called Bain & Co., a Boston-based consulting firm. 
Bain sent over a Stanford business-school student named Paraag Marathe. Mr. Marathe, 29 years old, 
is now the 49ers’ director of football operations. 

Even legendary teams like the New York Yankees and Green Bay Packers, whose generations-long 
fan appeal virtually exempted them from the need to innovate, are changing. In football, growing 
disparities in locally generated income have forced teams to get more aggressive about how they sell 
their product; as part of a stadium makeover, new management in Green Bay decided to build a year- 
round team hall of fame. The Yankees recently contacted Game Face about training sales executives 
in preparation for tripling their number of pricey club seats to 9,000. 

Chasing Talent 

"There was a time when you sort of lived with whoever was out there," says Wendy Lewis, Major 
League Baseball’s vice president for recruitment and diversity. Now, she says, sports like baseball 
have to compete with the general marketplace for talent, and "we want to keep folks, too." 

One of the downsides to the new corporatization and specialization is that young workers don’t get 
to touch all the bases the way they used to. "There were so few people, you got to know everybody 
much more," says Mr. Dombrowski in Detroit, who started as a gofer on the Chicago White Sox’s 
baseball operations staff. Now, he tells the Tigers’ 30 summer interns that the team has more of them 
than the White Sox had front-office employees when he entered the sport. 

To combat that problem -- and attract top graduates of undergraduate programs, business schools 
and law schools -- leagues are offering newcomers broad experience. The NBA runs a yearlong 
development program for recent college graduates. Major League Baseball this month began an 
executive-development program with an inaugural class of five people who will spend two years in 
the sport: the first year in baseball’s central office in New York, and the second with a team. The goal 
is to create talent in baseball operations, team businesses and league management. 

Minority recruitment also is driving change. Ms. Gill of the NFL says the league’s summer-internship 
effort "was always a friends-and-family program." In 2002, that changed to focus on minority 
students; about 2,000 people applied for 30 positions this year. The NFL now is rehiring interns for a 
two-year postgraduation rotation: six months apiece in the league’s business-ventures, international, 



marketing and consumer-products departments. 

Chasing the Dream 

So, how does somebody actually break into the sports industry? Throughout the business, the most 
common entry point remains the ground floor. TeamWork Consulting has an online board that has 
helped teams and leagues fill more than 2,200 jobs in the past 15 months. The most popular 
positions: marketing, public-relations or community-relations jobs that require little experience. 
Earlier this summer, TeamWork had about 100 ticket-sales positions listed. "Sometimes they’re in 
Reading, Pa., or Bismarck, N.D.," Ms. Filippell says. "But if you’re 22 and moveable, you should be 
able to find a job in the sports business." 

After working for the sports-management firm IMG in the late 1970s and early 1980s -- she 
represented tennis whiz kid Andrea Jaeger -- Ms. Filippell suggested to a search firm that she do 
sports recruiting. "They looked at me like I was crazy," she says. Ms. Filippell joined Korn/lVerry 
International in 1985. "There was no such thing as the sports business," she says. "You could not go 
to one of the top business schools and get an emphasis in sports management. They’d never heard of 
such a thing." 

Now, undergraduate and graduate schools have placement programs for sports. The NBA met 
recently with career officials from the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School and the Harvard 
Business School on how to better interest top M.B.A.s in the league. Kara Costello, a Wharton career 
placement administrator, says only five or six of the school’s 800 M.B.A.s every year take jobs in the 
sports industry, but the number of interested students is growing. 

The Pay Lag 

One problem for business-school graduates who want to go into sports is what Kenneth Shropshire, 
director of Wharton’s Sports Business Initiative, calls the "hockey-stick theory" of compensation: 
Salaries are flat at lower levels of sports organizations and then shoot up. In short, a newly minted 
M.B.A. can earn more on Wall Street than Park Avenue, where the big leagues have their 
headquarters. "It’s an issue," Prof. Shropshire says. 

Consultants like Ms. Filippell, however, say the pay gap for M.B.A.-level jobs in and out of sports 
narrows as professionals climb the ladder. And leagues say they are adjusting. "We’ve changed our 
approach to compensation and benefits," MLB’s Ms. Lewis says. "We have relocation packages 
now." 

No matter the pay, sports will always have this going for it: The prospect of working as a GM can 
sound much sexier than working for GM. The NlVL this year tapped Korn/Ferry to manage the 
search for a new commissioner. Who got the job? Roger Goodell, who joined the league as a 23-year- 
old public-relations intern in 1982. 



Monday, October 21: Ernest and julio Gallo- Management 

Development Program, Mock Interviews 7:30pm 

Tuesday, October 22: Resume Writing Workshop, 7:00pm 

Wednesday, October 23: Competitive Resources Group 

Workshops 

7:00pm- Juniors/Seniors-"How to Sell Yourself as an 

Athlete" 

8:00pm Freshmen/Sophomores-"Putting Together Your 
Career Game Plan" 

Thursday-Friday, October 24-25: Competitive Resources 

Group, Mock Interviews 

Monday, October 28: Newell-Rubbermaid, Mock Interviews 

Monday, November 11: Black & Decker, Information Session 

and Mock Interviews 



The AlumniAthlete Network is pleased to announce the launch of the inaugural 
Corporate Combine. Taking place on Monday, October llth, in New York City, 
this program provides graduating and alumni student-athletes the opportunity to 
interview with some of the nation’s largest and most respected corporations, 
representing the finance, sales & marketing, manufacturing, retail, industrial and 
technology sectors. Expected companies include: Bank of America Securities, 
Goldman Sachs, ESPN, Citigroup, Credit Suisse First Boston, Polo Ralph Lauren, 
Lehman Brothers, Deutsche Bank, Pfizer, Merrill Lynch, Comcast, and Morgan 
Stanley. 

Elillibility Requirements: 

- Open to graduating senior and alumni student-athletes ONLY 
- Academic excellence and/or substantive work experience 
- Strong interpersonal skills 
- Maturity 

Applications for the Corporate Combine are due NO LATER THAN September 
20th. For more information and how to apply online, please visit us at 
w~<A~urnniAth~ete~corn 

The AlumniAthlete Network is dedicated to providing meaningful resources to 
current and former student-athletes, through career programs, technology, and 
events. Please be sure to spread the word on this resource to your fellow student- 
athletes and coaches. 

Sincerely, 



Jesse Rosenfeld 
Alumni Sports Enterprises, LLC 

I 



MEMBER NEWSLETTER - AUGUST 25, 2004 

~ T aking place on October 1 lth, in New York City, the Corporate Combine 
invites graduating senior and alumni athletes to interview with a select group 
of Fortune 1000 and top professional service firms, for full-time employment 

opportunities. Expected companies include: Goldman Saehs, Citigroup, ESPN, 
Bane of America Securities, Polo Ralph Lauren, Lehman Brothers, Merrill 
Lynch, Pfizer, Deutsche Bank, Credit Suisse First Boston, Morgan Stanley and 
many more. Applications are due no later than September 20th. APPLY NOW 

Upcoming Career Programs: 

2005 AlumniAthlete Network Summer Internship Program 
Provides high-achieving student-athletes, completing their sophomore or junior year, 
10-week internships in the various industries, including investment banking, 
commercial banking, sports & media, sales, insurance and accounting. Applications 
will be available by November 1 st. 
Click here J~o ~earn more abouJ~ ~he 2004 Summer In~emsh~p Program 

Athletes Helping Athletes: Is your company looking to hire motivated, team 
orientented, discipline leaders? If so, please direct your human resource 
department to our Or~line Career Cer~er 

Playing for Peace Benefit in NYC - September 14th - Union League Club of New 
York 
The AlumniAthlete Network is proud to support Playing for Peace, an organization 
that uses sports as a way to bridge divides and develop leaders in regions of the 
world historically separated by strife. To date, they have developed programs in 
Northern Ireland and South Africa, impacting the lives of over 20,000 children. 
Click here, to learn more about Playing for Peace and their upcoming benefit or visit 
their website at www      ~brp~c~ ~rg. 

Minority AlumniAthlete Network - Wall Street Networking Event - November - 
40/40 Club, NYC 
The Minority AlumniAthlete Network is an integrated platform of career 



development and networking events for current and former minority student-athletes, 
enabling them to strengthen an establish relationships based on a shared professional 
and athletic experience. For the Wall Street Networking event, we have reserved a 
suite at Jay Z’s 40/40 Club in Manhattan, for minority alumni athletes who are in 
finance, to meet and network, while watching Shaquille O’Neal’s Miami Heat battle 
the Dallas Mavericks. 
Stay tuned for further details... 

Women’s AlumniAthlete Network - Golf Clinic at Chelsea Piers - October - 
NYC 
The Women’s AlumniAthlete Network is a first of its kind career development and 
networking resource for female professionals and students who share an enthusiasm 
and appreciation of the intercollegiate athletic experience. The upcoming 
Golf Clinic is the ultimate mix of business and athletics. Taking place at the Chelsea 
Piers Golf Club, which boasts one of the best driving ranges in the country, this event 
is an opportunity to receive personal instruction from top golf pros, while networking 
with fellow alumnae athletes in a fun and social environment. 
Stay tuned for further details... 

Update your Information: To keep your teammates up to date with your current 
contact information, please be sure to update your profile the next time you log on to 
www.A~umniAthlete~corr~. 

Forgot your password? Click here for help. 

Please direct any inquiries to us at info@alurrmiathlete.com 

www. A~umniAthlete. corn 

---I 
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MEMBER NEWSLETTER - SEPTEMBER 13, 2004 

~ Only 1 week left to apply for the inaugural Corporate Combine! Taking 
place on October 1 lth, in New York City, the Corporate Combine invites 
graduating senior and alumni athletes to interview with a select group of 

Fortune 1000 and top professional service firms, for full-time employment 
opportunities. Expected companies include: Goldman Sachs, Citigroup, ESPN, 
Banc of America Securities, Polo Ralph Lauren, Merrill Lynch, Pfizer, 
Deutsche Bank, Credit Suisse First Boston, Morgan Stanley and many more. 
Applications are due no later than September 20th. ~J~PL¥ NOW 

College Sports Television (CSTV) to Feature AlumniAthlete Wall Street 
Summer Internship Program 
CSTV, the leading college sports network in the country, is airing a piece on the 
AlumniAthlete Network Wall Street Summer Internship Program, featuring Nandita 
Chandrasekar, a top student-athlete at North Carolina State, who participated in our 
program this past summer. 
Click here for a sneak pre~dew! 

Upcoming Career Programs: 

2005 AlumniAthlete Network Summer Internship Program 
Provides high-achieving student-athletes, completing their sophomore or junior year, 
10-week internships in the various industries, including investment banking, 
commercial banking, sports & media, sales, insurance and accounting. Applications 
will be available by November 1 st. 
C~ck here to ~earn more about the 2004 Summer Intemsh      ram 

Athletes Helping Athletes: Is your company looking to hire motivated, team 
orientented, discipline leaders? If so, please direct your human resource 
department to our Online Career Center 

Playing for Peace Benefit in NYC - September 14th - Union League Club of New 
York 



The AlumniAthlete Network is proud to support Playing for Peace, an organization 
that uses sports as a way to bridge divides and develop leaders in regions of the 
world historically separated by strife. To date, they have developed programs in 
Northern Ireland and South Africa, impacting the lives of over 20,000 children. 

, to learn more about Playing for Peace and their upcoming benefit or visit 
their website at www.pl~a~dngfor~eace.o~4. 

Minority AlumniAthlete Network - Wall Street Networking Event - November - 
40/40 Club, NYC 
The Minority AlumniAthlete Network is an integrated platform of career 
development and networking events for current and former minority student-athletes, 
enabling them to strengthen an establish relationships based on a shared professional 
and athletic experience. For the Wall Street Networking event, we have reserved a 
suite at Jay Z’s 40/40 Club in Manhattan, for minority alumni athletes who are in 
finance, to meet and network, while watching Shaquille O’Neal’s Miami Heat battle 
the Dallas Mavericks. 
Stay tuned for further details... 

Women’s AlumniAthlete Network - Golf Clinic at Chelsea Piers - October - 
NYC 
The Women’s AlumniAthlete Network is a first of its kind career development and 
networking resource for female professionals and students who share an enthusiasm 
and appreciation of the intercollegiate athletic experience. The upcoming 
Golf Clinic is the ultimate mix of business and athletics. Taking place at the Chelsea 
Piers Golf Club, which boasts one of the best driving ranges in the country, this event 
is an opportunity to receive personal instruction from top golf pros, while networking 
with fellow alumnae athletes in a fun and social environment. 
Stay tuned for further details... 

Update your Information: To keep your teammates up to date with your current 
contact information, please be sure to update your profile the next time you log on to 
v~,~.AlumniAthlete.corn. 

Forgot your password? Click here for help. 

Please direct any inquiries to us at in%@alurnniahlete.com 

www. AlurnniAthlete. corn 
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We are pleased to announce that Playing for Peace has been added to the select 
list of companies and organizations participating in the inaugural Corporate 
Combi~e. 

Playing for Peace is a Washington, DC based nonprofit organization that uses the 
game of basketball to bridge social divides, develop youth leaders and educate 
children to lead healthy lives. Founded in 2001, Playing for Peace operates programs 
in Northern Ireland and South Africa that bring together children from different 
religious, racial, and cultural backgrounds to play basketball and to acquire life skills 
that will them learn to live together as friends and neighbors. The organization is 
spearheaded by a network of young men and women from the US who team with 
local staff partners in South Africa and Northern Ireland to help the next genration of 
young people improve their furutres and the futures of their communities. 

Playing for Peace is looking to recruit outstanding post-collegiate student-athletes (all 
sports) to serve as program directors in either Northern Ireland or South Africa. 
Similar to a ’Peace Corps’ model, they are placed in host sites where they spend at 
least 10 months working to use basketball to heal social divides and to develop 
leaders. They receive intensive, state of the art training and are provided with airfare, 
health insurance, rent and a living stipend. 

Sean Tuohey - Founder and Development Director of Playing for 
× Peace: 

’Playing for Peace’s partnership with the AlumniAthlete Network 
enables us to connect with the most accompBshed student-athletes in the 
nation. The AlumniAthlete Network possesses an extensive talent pool of 

creative, focused and dedicated young men and women who are ideal candidates to 

lead our programs abroad.’ 

If you are interested in serving as a program director for Playing for Peace, you 
will see an option at the bottom of the Corj~rate C~mbine ~icati~n where 
you can indicate that would like be interviewed. If you have already applied for 
the Corporate Combine, you can simply go back and update your application. 

For most of us, sports has opened doors, broken down racial, ethnic, and socio- 
economic barriers, and enriched our lives. Playing for Peace is dedicated to 
providing these opportunities to parts of the world that need it the most. Whether 
you are interested in becoming a program director or not, we strongly urge all of you 
to visit their website at WWWo~.~Tin             , where you can learn more about 
this amazing organization (be sure to view the CBS Sunday Morning feature). 

Finally, because of this late addition to the Corporate Combine, we have extended 



the due date for applications to Tuesday, September 21st. 

If you have any questions concerning this program, please send your inquiries to us 
at inf~o@a~urnn~ath~ete~ com. 

www. Alum~iAthlete. corn 



Please note that the NACDA Daily Review will not be distributed on Thursday, November 25, 

2004 and Friday, November 26, 2004 due to the Thanksgiving holiday. Thank you. 
Academics 

Penn State University 
PSU still amonq nation’s best in ~raduatinq~ athletes on time 
The Digital Collegian 11/23/04 

University of Southern California 
Balancing Act 
Daily Trojan 11/23/04 

Athletic Development 
University of Central Florida 
UCF announces 2 .gifts totaling $4°5 mi~ion 
Orlando Sentinel 11/23/04 

University of Florida 
Mone~ua~s Power For F~orida°s Bu~ Gators 
Tampa Tribune 11/23/04 

Attendance 
Florida Atlantic University 
Ow~s out to draw crowd- requires registration 
Sun Sentinel 11/23/04 

Saint Bonaventure University 
Shootout attendance disappoints 
The Leader 11/23/04 

BCS 
More bow~s #pen 
College Sports Online 11/23/04 

Coaches 
Arizona State University 
Coaches take ~, road in riva~r2- requires registration 
Arizona Repubfic 11/23/04 

Boise State University 
Hawkins has heft~ incentives to staE at BSU throu~ 2005 
IdahoStatesman 11/23/04 



College of the Sequoias 
Accepting his fate 
Fresno Bee 11/23/04 

Florida Gulf Coast University 
FGCU: Eag~es men’s tennis coach receives service award from ITA- requires registration 
Naples Daily News 11/23/04 

Jackson State University 
Culberson~ Mason may~ have decision on Bell 
The Clarion-Ledger 11/23/04 

Mississippi College 
Mi~s resigns at MC after ’crazy bounces’ 
The Clarion-Ledger 11/23/04 

Northland College 
named Northland women°s basketba~ coach 

The Daily Press 11/23/04 

Penn State University 
Ha~ Scott to sta~ at PSU 
Reading Eagle 11/23/04 

Penn State University 
PSU’s Port,and takes ~eave of absence 
The Morning Call 11/23/04 

San Jose State University 
Hi~ out ofjob at SJ State 
Modesto Bee 11/23/04 

San Jose State University 
This footba~ coach was a~ c~ass 
Monterey County Herald 11/23/04 

Syracuse University 
Saturday could be Pasqualoni°s last game for SU 
Democrat and Chronicle 11/23/04 

University of Colorado 
Barry focused on task at hand- requires registration 
Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 11/23/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Turner°s ~lini da~LAover 
State Journal-Register 11/23/04 

University of Iowa 
Ferentz Signs Contract Extension 
Coflege Sports Online 11/23/04 

University of Kentucky 
Hudson resigns as Cats’ coordinator 
The Courier Journal 11/23/04 

University of Missouri 
Pinkel still ~ to fix MU- requires registration 
Kansas City Star 11/23/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Harris on~            resent 
Post-Gazette.com 11/23/04 

University of South Carolina 



Steve Spurrier to coach South Carolina 
Penn State Live 11/23/04 

University of South Carolina 
Hard~iV the retirin~ 
Arkansas Democrat Gazette 11/23/04 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
Woodruff Named Assistant Tennis Coach 
Coflege Sports Online 11/23/04 

Directors of Athletics 
Angelo State University 
Vandergriff resigns as coach~ athletic director 
Monterey County Herald 11/23/04 

Chabot College 
Home cookin’: BaPrato will feel at home for reunion 
Sacramento Bee 11/23/04 

East Carolina University 
ue on Ho~and°s toodo ~ist 

Bonesville Carofina 11/23/04 

University of Colorado 
Wanted: handsoon athletic director at CU 
Rocky Mountain News 11/23/04 

University of Colorado 
Colorado athletic director resi~ 
Seattle Times 11/23/04 

Editorial Pages 
Arizona State University 
Getting the right edge a problem in rivair)L~qame 
San Francisco Chronicle 11/23/04 

University of Washington 
Where did it all 9o wron~ 
Seattle Times 11/23/04 

Boise State and Utahs success could ~ead to stem 
Reno Gazette-Journal 11/23/04 

Facilities 
Boise State University 
Boise State announces p~ans for indoor practice faci~it£ 
San Francisco Chronicle 11/23/04 

Drake University 
Bu~do en new arena 
Des Moines Register 11/23/04 

Louisiana State University 
Demolition beqins on stadium 
The Advocate 11/23/04 

Penn State University 
Work on Rec Hall fitness center to start in ~,~arch 



The Digital Collegian 11/23/04 

Purdue University 
Macke~L fee~s newer 
Indianapolis Star 11/23/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
New facilities: $300 million; W!£#!#g football: Priceless 
Herald & Review 11/23/04 

University of Mississippi 
Rebs° new indoor #ractice faciiit_y, is out of this wor~d- requires registration 
The Commercial Appeal 11/23/04 

Whitworth College 
AtMetic De#artment set on 
The Whitworthian 11/23/04 

General 
Clemson University 
C~emson, So Carolina won’t #o to bow~s because of brawl 
Monterey County Herald 11/23/04 

Indiana University-Purdue University (Ft. Wayne) 
~PFW can gain much from ~dsh 
Journal Gazette 11/23/04 

Northwestern State University 
NSU ~off reward isn°t financia~ 
Shreveport Times 11/23/04 

Purdue University 
NBA events force evaluation of Purdue’s securit~L 
The Exponent Online 11/23/04 

Rutgers University 
Not Rutgers year 
The Middletown Press 11/23/04 

Southern Illinois University 
PRESSURE’S ON: S~U OFF~CIALS BUSILY PREPARING FOR TN~S WEEKEND’S PLAYOFF 
GAME 
The Southern Illinoisan 11/23/04 

Southern Methodist University 
a tr~ coach takes aim at a most e~usive ~- requires registration 

WFAA.com 11/23/04 

University of Florida 
Gators° win com#Hcates matters 
StarBanner.com 11/23/04 

University of Florida 
Gators’ £/anned protest march canceied 
News-Sentinel 11/23/04 

University of Florida 
Unru~Lfans win be dealt with at UF 
Gainesville Sun 11/23/04 

University of Massachusetts 
U Mass coach bankinAon revival 
USA Today 11/23/04 

University of Michigan 



UoN] ~,ers searched before OSU qame 
Detroit Free Press 11/23/04 

University of Texas at Austin 
Rivalry history has deem roots 
College Sports Online 11/23/04 

University of Texas-El Paso 
UTEP’s bow~game stil~ is ~ in the air 
El Paso Times 11/23/04 

Virginia Tech 
V rqinia Tech is satisfied ,~vith securityL~recautions 
Richmond Times-Dispatch 11/23/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
University of Pittsburgh 
Panthers Team with ISP ~orts in New N]arketin¢! Partnershi~ 
Pittsburgh Channel.com 11/23/04 

Mid-American Conference 
Silicon Va~e~Footba~ C~assic Signs E~ow~ ~reement with ~idoAmerican Conference 
Business Wire 11/23/04 

Mountain West Conference News 
San Diego State University 
Aztecs have ~et to ~rove the~ can ~vin in ~ountain West 
North County Times 11/23/04 

N CAA 
University of Colorado 
Fo~o~in~ the mone~ trai~ 
Denver Post 11/23/04 

Schedules 
Coastal Carolina University 
CCU officials huntin         ames for future 
Myrtle Beach Sun News 11/23/04 

University of South Florida 
FA~,~U ~ikely to ioin home schedule 
St.Petersburg Times 11/23/04 

SEC Conference News 
Mississippi State University 
SEC reviews Croom°s comments 
Sun Herald 11/23/04 

Officiating b~asted one more time 
CommerciaI News 11/23/04 



Tickets 
Pittsburg State University 
PittoNortSwest a hot ticket 
The Pittsburg Morning Sun 11/23/04 

TV/Media 
Columbia University 
WKCR VVi~ Broadcast Garden Games 
Columbia Daily Spectator 11/23/04 

University of Nevada 
ESPN to telecast Nevada football game 
Reno Gazette-Journal 11/23/04 

Fox lands $320 million dea~ to broadcast BCS 
FortWayne.com 11/23/04 

CSTV to Televise Selections 
NCAA Sports.com 11/23/04 
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Attendance 
University of Nevada 
Groth: Low attendance not a concern 
Reno Gazette-Journal 11/24/04 

University of Southern Mississippi 
USM officiaJs ho£!£~q Eustachy makes difference at turnstiJes 
The Clarion-Ledger 11/24/04 

Coaches 
Army 
Man on a mission 
L.A. Daily News 11/24/04 

East Carolina University 
O°Cain shows interest in ECU ~ 
News & Observer 11/24/04 

East Carolina University 
Don’t wee£ for fired coaches 
The Free Press 11/24/04 

Jackson State University 
JSU coach James Be~ will return for third season 
Bradenton Herald 11/24/04 

Middle Tennessee State University 
MTSU ~ives McCo~um more time 
The Daily News Journal 11/24/04 

Penn State University 
Paterno sure he can make Lions roar 
Philadelphia Inquirer 11/24/04 

Sam Houston State University 
Former golf coach took a iob and found a life 
Houston Chronicle 11/24/04 

Sierra College 



~hoener~ Tisde~ has Sierra footba~ 
Sacramento Bee 11/24/04 

South Dakota Tech 
Dardn Soucy out as Tech footba~ coach 
Rapid City Journal 11/24/04 

University of Buffalo 
UB retains Hofher as footba~ coach 
Buffalo Business First 11/24/04 

University of Colorado 
AD°s departure #uts Barnett next in line on hot seat. Or does it? 
News & Observer 11/24/04 

University of Florida 
Machen savs he won’t change mind on Zook 
Gainesville Sun 11/24/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Brewster~could be ~lini candidates, or not 
Chicago Sun Times 11/24/04 

University of Iowa 
Ferentz signs contract extension with $1o2M base salary 
Iowa City Press-Citizen 11/24/04 

University of Mississippi 
Cutcliffe deserves a ~itt~e more 
The Mississippi Press 11/24/04 

University of Oklahoma 
Stoo~ "We’re in a stron~osition°’ 
Scout.com 11/24/04 

University of South Carolina 
~urrier°s back, minus a bit of 
Concord Monitor 11/24/04 

University of Utah 
Utah Football: Focused one~ 
Salt Lake City Tribune 11/24/04 

Weber State University 
Former EWU coach Gr down 
The Easterner 11/24/04 

5 is in a ~eague of its own- requires registration 
Philadelphia Daily News 11/24/04 

Community Service 
Clarion University of Pennsylvania 
SAAC gives back to C~arion communit}~ 
The Clarion News 11/24/04 

Directors of Athletics 
Cal Poly State University-San Luis Obispo 
School names AD finalist 
San Luis Obispo Tribune 11/24/04 

San Jose State University 



New Year target for SJSU°s new AoDo- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 11/24/04 

University of Colorado 
At UW, scanda~ drew AD hopefuls 
Rocky Mountain News 11/24/04 

University of Colorado 
CU will name interim AD soon 
Rocky Mountain News 11/24/04 

Editorial Pages 
University of California at Berkeley 
Ca~ fans can take one for the team 
San Francisco Chronicle 11/24/04 

University of Virginia 
~q[g_inia coach Pete Gilbert continues to survive oo a~beit just barely 
Sports Illustrated 11/24/04 

Lee Barfknecht: ~t°s time to reali 
Omaha World Herald 11/24/04 

Facilities 
University of Missouri 
~n scandals wake, Lauries hts for arena 
Columbia Daily Tribune 11/24/04 

General 
Arizona State University 
Gettin~roper edge a problem in riva~r~ame 
Arizona Daily Sun 11/24/04 

Clemson University 
Bowled over and out in Palmetto 
Augusta Free Press 11/24/04 

Syracuse University 
~racuse weighs in on facilities arms race 
The Post-Standard 11/24/04 

University of Cincinnati 
UC ho         rove bowl profile 
Cincinnati Post 11/24/04 

University of Connecticut 
UConn in contention for bid to Continenta~ Tire Bow~ 
Repubfican-American 11/24/04 

University of Georgia 
No interest in chart ame 
Ledger-Enquirer 11/24/04 

University of Iowa 
~owa        ital One Bow~ invite 
Iowa City Press-Citizen 11/24/04 

University of Kentucky 
UK answers wakeu~3 call 
Cincinnati Post 11/24/04 

University of Massachusetts Dartmouth 
The face of UMD athletics passes on 



The Herald News 11/24/04 

University of Michigan 
~horanked foes await in Showcase 
College Sports Online 11/24/04 

University of Oregon 
Civi~ War has trod after a~l o o o or does it? 
The Oregonian 11/24/04 

Silicon Valley E~ow/picture sti~ fuzz~L- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 11/24/04 

Four Big Ten teams get assLqnments for bow~ games 
The Morning Carl 11/24/04 

Legal/Ru les 
Oregon State University 
Another OSU ~yer involved in a~tercation 
The Oregonian 11/24/04 

Mountain West Conference News 
University of Utah 
Utah°s s~ccess~board for MWC 
Denver Post 11/24/04 

N CAA 
University of Southern Maine 
30 athletes falsified hours in workost~d~qram, USM says 
MaineToday.com 11/24/04 

Other Conference News 
University of Northern Colorado 
UNC wou~d have to add indoor track~ men°s cross count~ 
Greeley Tribune 11/24/04 

Schedules 
University of Nebraska 
NU Notes~ ~/24: NU~ Houston talk schedule 
Huskerextra.com 11/24/04 

TV/Media 
A different look at Dql~ football 
The Tribune-Review 11/24/04 
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Academics 

University of Iowa 
Athletes hit the books at center 
Iowa City Press-Citizen 11/29/04 

University of Virginia 
Exams Would [m inia Acce Bow[ Game Bid 
College Sports Online 11/29/04 

Athletic Development 
College of William & Mary 
Fees for s#o~s don°t 
Richmond Times-Dispatch 11/29/04 

Atlantic Coast Conference News 
Old Wa~v~ Persist in New ACC- requires registration 
Washington Post 11/29/04 

Attendance 
Florida Atlantic University 
Ow~s need huge turnout for finale vso F~U- requires registration 
Miami Herald 11/29/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
DePaul University 
DePau[oN[U MVP tro~ honors late assistant Goedert 
Chicago Sun Times 11/29/04 

University of Delaware 
Honorees make tracks to Ha[[ 
newszap.com 11/29/04 

BCS 
Tit~eogame ~ogjam isn°t sole BCS flaw- requires registration 
Baltimore Sun 11/29/04 

BCS ~ant is crowded 
The Detroit News 11/29/04 

Big East Conference News 
Boston College 
Hard fee~ing~ !!~#!V ~£ 



Boston Globe 11/29/04 

Coaches 
Case Western Reserve University 
At a e 25 she’s selected to ~ead Case Western Reserve ro ram 
Akron Beacon Journal 11/29/04 

Centre College 
Centre to honor B floor named for coach 
The Advocate Messenger 11/29/04 

East Carolina University 
Hog,and to ho~d new coach press conference Tuesday 
Washington Daily News 11/29/04 

McKendree College 
Meet the Dear Smith of NASA basketba]~ 
The Courier Journal 11/29/04 

Penn State University 
Focus will still be on Paterno in 05 
Burlington County Times 11/29/04 

San Jose State University 
Coach deserved to have reel world but 9or real wor~d- requires registration 
Mercury News 11/29/04 

Stanford University 
Stanford ’stil~ workin~q" on decision re~arding Teevens 
Philadelphia Daily News 11/29/04 

University of Iowa 
Ferentz signs $1 .YM extension- requires registration 
Daily Iowan 11/29/04 

University of Mississippi 
Staff changes uncertain 
The Daily Mississipian 11/29/04 

University of Mississippi 
Cutcliffe’s future at O~e Miss c~oud3L 
Jackson Sun 11/29/04 

University of Missouri 
Des#ire MU victor~ Pinke~ has ~itt~e to smi~e about 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 11/29/04 

University of Nevada 
Assistant Footba~ Coach Ken Wilson Suffers Heart Attack We~ In Hospita~ 
Coflege Sports Online 11/29/04 

University of Texas at Austin 
Sudden~% Brown not a fan of BCS 
Star-Telegram 11/29/04 

University of Utah 
Meyer suits Utes, who fear Gator loot- requires registration 
Sun Sentinel 11/29/04 

Western Kentucky University 
~Ders’ Cow~es tailored for~ 
The Courier Journal 11/29/04 



Directors of Athletics 
Florida A&M University 

time for Joe 
Tallahasse Democrat 11/29/04 

Southern Oregon University 
~eas~ to serve as interim athletic director at SOU 
Marl Tribune 11/29/04 

University of Colorado 
Buffosize upside awaits CU AO 
Denver Post 11/29/04 

University of Massachusetts 
U~,~ass athletics in good hands 
The Repubfican (Massachusetts) 11/29/04 

Editorial Pages 
Clemson University 
Re           and accountability- 
The Times and Democrat 11/29/04 

Harvard University 
An Undeserved Reputation 
The Harvard Crimson 11/29/04 

San Jose State University 
NC~JVs shamefu~ hiring record- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 11/29/04 

University of South Carolina 
City_ should say- no to U$Cs request for stadium funding 
The State.com 11/29/04 

University of Virginia 
The fan: a c~ear and 9resent 
Roanoke Times 11/29/04 

Facilities 
University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
Renovated stadium will benefit East Tennessee- requires registration 
Knoxville News Sentinel 11/29/04 

General 
Arizona State University 
Not rea~y the same ~ea~ 
Arizona Repubfic/Phoenix Gazette 11/29/04 

Boston College 
BC°s stuck in mixing bowls: Bad ~oss creates a muddle 
Boston Herald 11/29/04 

Fresno State University 
Bulldogs seeking!Lqht bow~ match 
Fresno Bee 11/29/04 

Georgia Tech 
Geor~ Tech awaiting word on Cham~ 
Charleston Post & Courier 11/29/04 



Long Beach State University 
A sp!ke in p~ularit~L 
Press-Telegram 11/29/04 

Marietta College 
Turkey_Shoot finale canceled fo~owing death 
The News Sentinel 11/29/04 

Metropolitan State College of Denver 
Metro State athlete found a fami~ oft after brothers murder 
Denver Post 11/29/04 

Northern Illinois University 
Numbers addin~ for N]U°s bow~ chances 
Coflege Sports Online 11/29/04 

Northwest Missouri State University 
Vinta         has new stakes- requires registration 
Kansas City Star 11/29/04 

Ohio State University 
seeks ta~ks with ex=OSU ~ers 

The Ironton Tribune 11/29/04 

Syracuse University 
SU waits for bowl invite 
The Post-Standard 11/29/04 

United States Military Academy 
Army undermanned, not undercoached 
ChicagoSports.com 11/29/04 

University of Alabama 
UAE~ Accepts #~vitation to Hawaii 
Myrtle Beach Onfine.com 11/29/04 

University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
Nutt turns focus to recruitinq now that season is ended 
Access North Georgia 11/29/04 

University of Cincinnati 
Bearcats seek redemption in Texas 
Cincinnati Enquirer 11/29/04 

University of Colorado 
Detai~s of CU Foundation°s s 
Rocky Mountain News 11/29/04 

University of Connecticut 
Destination Unknown 
The Day 11/29/04 

University of Florida 
Mixed opinions about coach search 
Miami Herald 11/29/04 

University of Georgia 
Fan ~ends 58 years in same seat 
Athens Banner-Herald 11/29/04 

University of Kentucky 
War changes F~owers’ ~ective on ~orts 
Amnews.com 11/29/04 

University of Louisville 



When talking about Cards, it’s ail ~ood 
The Courier Journal 11/29/04 

University of Minnesota 
Minnesota invited to Music City 
Philadelphia Inquirer 11/29/04 

University of Minnesota 
Athletes sti~ using Bextra 
Minnesota Daily 11/29/04 

University of Nebraska 
Cal~ahan: Nebraska Wi~ Be Great Aqain 
Grand Forks Herald 11/29/04 

University of New Hampshire 
New Ham#shire continues to travel 
Nashua Telegraph 11/29/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame gains ~nsi~ 
ChicagoSports.com 11/29/04 

University of Southern California 
Trojans’ Leinart char~ toward front of Heisman fie~d 
The Oregonian 11/29/04 

University of Southern Mississippi 
USM goes bowling in Big EaSeL 
Sun Herald 11/29/04 

University of Virginia 
Giveoand4ake reSationshi£ 
Richmond Times-Dispatch 11/29/04 

Wake Forest University 
De ram seems on solid ground 
Winston-Salem Journal 11/29/04 

Legal/Ru les 
Saint John’s University 
Stench at St. John°s rises to the ver~ 
New York Daily News 11/29/04 

University of District of Columbia 
UDC details athletic offenses 
Washington Times 11/29/04 

University of Southern Maine 
USM°s Jones ineligible 
Maine Today.com 11/29/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
Eastern Michigan University 
SLAM into hook 
Echo Online 11/29/04 



N CAA 
The~ be ~ots on their p~ates when the NCAA meets in January: 
Sports Business News 11/29/04 

Other Conference News 
University of Northern Colorado 
~er chase: ~s University of Northern Colorado a ~ood fit for Bi9 Sky Conference 
Greeley Tribune 11/29/04 

Schedules 
University of Alaska at Anchorage 
No 2005 ~ineu# until contracts are siqned- requires registration 
Anchorage Daily News 11/29/04 

University of Minnesota 
Gophers AD sa}% he’l~ find w 
Star Tribune 11/29/04 

Tickets 
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
Wsitin~ for the wins 
Sports Illustrated 11/29/04 

University of Hawaii at Manoa 
Premium courtside seats a quick se~ at UH arena 
Honolulu Advertiser 11/29/04 

TV/Media 
Drake University 
Drake courts fans.,via the tube 
Des Moines Register 11/29/04 

University of Montana 
Griz 9o under liqhts for IoAA semifinal agoainst UNH 
Arizona Daily Sun 11/29/04 

University of Wisconsin 
Few UW non=conference games on TV 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 11/29/04 
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Academics 
Utah State University 
°Studentoath~etes° 
The Herald Journal 11/30/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
University of California at Los Angeles 
UCLA A~um James Puffer To Receive USA Water Po~o°s Duke Kahanamoku Award 
College Sports Onfine 11/30/04 

Wa~ter Payton Award Finalists Announced 
KTOK.com 11/30/04 

BCS 
Auburn University 
Auburn needs some he~ in BCS- requires registration 
Philadelphia Inquirer 11/30/04 

University of California at Berkeley 
Ca~, Texas dukin£t it out for ~ast BCS 
MSNBC 11/30/04 

Big 12 Conference News 
University of Colorado 
After a~l, CU°s ,.~ot a ticket to ride 
Rocky Mountain News 11/30/04 

Bowl Games 
Boston College 
BC must do a sel~in~ 
Boston Globe 11/30/04 

Boston College 
BC°s p~ans sti~ in limbo: Ea9!#~ ~!A£!## down list of bow~s 
Boston Herald 11/30/04 

Florida State University 
Semino~es wi~ go to Gator Bowl 
The News-Press 11/30/04 

Fresno State University 



~inia ~eaves Bu~dogsl view 
Fresno Bee 11/30/04 

Iowa State University 
Houston Bow~ a~ears likely for ~SU 
Des Moines Register 11/30/04 

Syracuse University 
SU shares Big~ East title, now bowl e~iqib~e 
Coflege Sports Onfine 11/30/04 

Syracuse University 
Tire Bow~ ho~ds k&v to SU bow~ 
The Post-Standard 11/30/04 

Syracuse University 
Oran~qe ex£ectto #et a bow~ bid 
The Berkshire Eagle 11/30/04 

Troy University 
Tro         reference: ~ndependence 
Birmingham News 11/30/04 

University of Alabama at Birmingham 
UA~ prefers UH as o~onent on Christmas Eve 
Honolulu Advertiser 11/30/04 

University of Connecticut 
No backing into bow~ 
Coflege Sports Onfine 11/30/04 

University of Georgia 
Outback officah Daw od fit 
Scout.com 11/30/04 

University of Memphis 
for a historic 2 in a row- requires registration 

The Commercial Appeal 11/30/04 

University of Minnesota 
U aims to draw fans to Music Cit~L 
Minnesota Daily 11/30/04 

University of North Texas 
NoAh Texas, Southern Miss to £/!a3{ in New Orleans Bow~ 
Times-Picayune 11/30/04 

University of Texas-El Paso 
UTEP awaitin           orient 
El Paso Times 11/30/04 

West Virginia University 
~NVU Accepts Gator Bowl Offer 
Scout.com 11/30/04 

Coaches 
Brigham Young University 
Dea~ c~ose on Crowton°s fate 
Salt Lake City Tribune 11/30/04 

Brigham Young University 
if Crowton°s dismissed, BYU has inanitions 
The Salt Lake Tribune 11/30/04 

C.W. Post College - L.I.U 



Co~ins seekin~rades at Post 
New York Newsday 11/30/04 

Duke University 
Coach K’s power isn°t lust at Duke 
Detroit Free Press 11/30/04 

East Carolina University 
Coachin~date with a twist 
Bonesville Carofina 11/30/04 

Eastern Arizona College 
Haslam resiqns as EAC football coach 
Eastern Arizona Courier 11/30/04 

Florida A&M University 
Budget Crisis Rattles FAMU 
The Ledger 11/30/04 

Iowa State University 
Crum Ste~ Down as Head Vo~eyba~ Coach 
Scout.com 11/30/04 

Mississippi State University 
Bulldogs° staff ~ike~y to stay same 
The Clarion-Ledger 11/30/04 

North Carolina State University 
Yow Apj%oaches Coachinq Milestone o 600 Wins at NC State 
Coflege Sports Onfine 11/30/04 

Stanford University 
Cardina~ won’t break bank, so search won°t be eas~ 
San Francisco Chronicle 11/30/04 

Stanford University 
Stanford fires Teevens; candidates include Boise State coaches 
The State News 11/30/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Who’s in the runnin9 to ~ead 
Herald & Review 11/30/04 

University of Nevada at Las Vegas 
UNLV coaching_search narrows 
Las Vegas Review-Journal 11/30/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Two b~ack head coaches in ~oA 
ESPN 11/30/04 

University of Southern California 
Chow Part of Coach Search 
Los Angeles Times 11/30/04 

University of Washington 
Huskies may not have coach for a while 
Seattle Times 11/30/04 

Valley College 
Ponciano dismissed as Va~e~head coach 
Los Angeles Daily News 11/30/04 



Directors of Athletics 
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
Sroy]es Released From Hospital 
Kark News 11130104 

University of Nebraska 
Tom Shate~: Pederson sa~ NU°s tou~ times wi~ be worth it 
Omaha World Herald 11/30/04 

University of Nebraska 
Pederson Sacks Ca~lahan 
Omaha Channel.corn 11/30/04 

Editorial Pages 
Syracuse University 
SU athletic ~ram is nearin.q another crossroads 
Democrat and Chronicle 11/30/04 

University of Cincinnati 
Meek Searcats for bowl £1~ut 
Arkansas Democrat Gazette 11/30/04 

University of South Carolina 
Lesson in savinq face 
Ledger-Enquirer 11/30/04 

Athletes and fans must be ~qrounded back in realit~L 
The Battalion 11/30/04 

Facilities 
University of Montana 
UM officials feel li#hts won°t pose too much trouble 
Great Falls Tribune 11/30/04 

University of Nevada 
Nevada athletics say~ it ~earned ~esson Saturday 
Reno Gazette-Journal 11/30/04 

General 
East Stroudsburg University 
ESU auction comin 
Pocono Record 11/30/04 

Florida Atlantic University 
FAU on rise; who’s watchin~ 
St.Petersburg Times 11/30/04 

Olympic College 
What ~ou host ~ame and no o~onent shows 
The Sun 11/30/04 

University of Hawaii at Manoa 
PARADISE iS NOT ALWAYS AN EASY SELL 
The Southern Ill/no/san 11/30/04 

University of Maine 
Maine To Host FREE NCAA Sasketba~ C~inic 
Coflege Sports Onfine 11/30/04 

University of Notre Dame 
100 Years Remembered in 100 Day#. 



Coflege Sports Onfine 11/30/04 

University of Texas at Austin 
in State coach 

The Daily Texan 11/30/04 

°Fu~ recovery’ expected for Barbara Doo~e~- requires registration 
Athens Banner-Herald 11/30/04 

Heisman chief Rud~ Riska to retire 
Sports Illustrated 11/30/04 

Legal/Ru les 
Clemson University 
Penalties handed down 
Cincinnati Post 11/30/04 

Fresno State University 
Ru~in~ustices might affect Fresno State case 
Fresno Bee 11/30/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
Baylor University 
Baseball to Hold Open House 
Coflege Sports Onfine 11/30/04 

Marquette University 
~er Fan C~ub to ham it u~ before women’s ~ame 
Marquette Tribune 11/30/04 

Towson University 
Co~e~oes for s~am dunk with ’Pat’s Cats’ cam~ 
Baltimore Business Journal 11/30/04 

Mid-American Conference 
Northern Illinois University 
N~U sets bar with 12 AI~oMAC 
College Sports Onfine 11/30/04 

NAIA 
Carroll College 
Lobb~q experience~ fans heir ~and home ~qame 
Independent Record 11/30/04 

N CAA 
Iowa State University 
~SU sa~ assistant violated NCAA ru~e 
Quad-City Times 11/30/04 

Winston-Salem State University 
WSSU’s p~anned move to Division ~ on track with NCAA 
Winston-Salem Journal 11/30/04 

NCAA considers curbinG, increase in bow~ games 
USA Today 11/30/04 



Other Conference News 
Florida Atlantic University 
Sun Be~t will fight for FAU and F~U 
Sun Sentinel 11/30/04 

Schedules 
Kansas University 
KU adds Louisiana Tech to footba~ schedule 
Lawrence Journal-World 11/30/04 

Sponsorship 
University of Michigan 
SBC wanted more than name on game 
Ann Arbor News 11/30/04 

Tickets 
Pittsburg State University 
Gorillas once _a_gain a ’hot ticket’ 
The Pittsburg Morning Sun 11/30/04 

University of California at Los Angeles 
Tou~.hest ticket in town 
L.A. Daily News 11/30/04 

TV/Media 
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
K~eine out~ Rick Schaeffer returns as ARSN co~orman 
Northwest Arkansas Times 11/30/04 
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Academics 
University of Montana 
UM athletes make thegrade 
Montana Kaimin 12102104 

Atlantic Coast Conference News 
University of Miami 
Fee[in~ at home in the ACC 
The Daily Press 12/02/04 

Attendance 
University of Connecticut 
UConn Countinq On Biq Crowd For Bow~ Debut 
NBC30.com 12/02/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
McKendree College 
Statham .#asses Dean Smith with 880th career victo~ 
ESPN 12/02/04 

Six finalists named for £roy~es award 
Boston Globe 12/02/04 

BCA 

BCS 

The numbers are dwindling 
The Sun 12/02/04 

University of California at Berkeley 
E~CS politics don°t interest CaFs Tedford 
Modesto Bee 12/02/04 

Bowl Games 
Fresno State University 
Silicon Va~le~ bow~ must look much farther east than Fresno 
San Jose Mercury News 12/02/04 

Iowa State University 
~owa State is Miners’ ~ike~ orient 
El Paso Times 12/02/04 



University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame votes to              Bow~ 
East Valley Tribune 12/02/04 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
Tennessee°s season comes down to Sugar or Cotton 
Knoxville News Sentinel 12/02/04 

University of Virginia 
Officials c~ose deal that wou~d send Cavaliers to independence Bow~ 
FSUNews.com 12/02/04 

No West Coast teams in the Silicon Bowl 
Monterey County Herald 12/02/04 

Coaches 
Azusa Pacific University 
APU’s Ode~ tested after faintingL~p~_~ 
Pasadena Star News 12/02/04 

Clemson University 
Ford ~ to make decision on ECU 
Charleston Post & Courier 12/02/04 

Clemson University 
Purne~l And C~emson A~qree To Contract Extension 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/02/04 

Indiana University 
Three more coaches out of work- requires registration 
Ventura County Star 12/02/04 

Indiana University 
IU coaching search a bi~ain hunt 
South Bend Tribune 12/02/04 

Rice University 
Rice coach to retire after 2005 season 
Monterey County Herald 12/02/04 

Southern University at New Orleans 
Richardson, SU expect to resume talks 
Times-Picayune 12/02/04 

Stanford University 
Stanford asks to ta~k with USC°s Chow 
Alameda Times-Star 12/02/04 

University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
Wommack out at Arkansas is mentioned 
Opefika-Aubum News 12/02/04 

University of Florida 
UF, irish: Be Warv of Urban Develo£ment 
The Ledger 12/02/04 

University of Florida 
Gators HoB To Hire Zook°s Reg~acement Soon 
Tampa Bay Online 12/02/04 

University of Georgia 
Fired cheer coach sa~ other teams did same thing- requires registration 
Athens Banner-Herald 12/02/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 



Ron Zook meets with 
The State News 12/02/04 

University of Louisville 
Louisville: Petrino offqimits for weeks 
Palm Beach Post 12/02/04 

University of Mississippi 
Emotion,public relations and a sad situation 
The Daily Mississipian 12/02/04 

University of Mississippi 
Search is on for ideal coach 
The Sun Herald 12/02/04 

University of Notre Dame 
M_[#~,er to meet with Notre Dame officials today 
Toledo Blade 12/02/04 

University of Texas at Austin 
Extension for UT’s Conradt awaits on rovaF requires registration 
Daflas Morning News 12/02/04 

University of Toledo 
Answer to question °Gary who?° is Amstutz 
Toledo Blade 12/02/04 

University of Washington 
Morrison makes UW vo~]eaLba~i nationa~ caliber 
Seattle Times 12/02/04 

Utah State University 
Utah State Courting Cats’ CanaPes 
KOLD13.com 12/02/04 

Western Michigan University 
at WMU 

Kalamazoo Gazette 12/02/04 

Old°Boy Network Ru~es in Col~eqe Football 
Centre Daily Times 12/02/04 

3 more coaches cut; total now 15 
Cape Cod Times 12/02/04 

B~ack coach ranks close 
Denver Post 12/02/04 

Directors of Athletics 
Auburn University 
Richardson: No AD offer made 
Opelika-Aubum News 12/02/04 

Hartnell College 
Hartne~ ~ookin 
Monterey County Herald 12/02/04 

Idaho State University 
Senter unable to chanqe inevitable 
Pocatello Idaho State Journal 12/02/04 



Neumann College 
Rau to coach Newman baseball; U~we~ing named interim 
Wichita Eagle 12/02/04 

University of Colorado 
CU interim AD Lengyel savs he won°t be caretaker 
Rocky Mountain News 12/02/04 

University of Colorado 
Credible CU AD isn’t ducking 
Denver Post 12/02/04 

Editorial Pages 
Brigham Young University 
Histor~eats itself: A good coach 
The Daily Herald 12/02/04 

Brigham Young University 
~N OUR V~EWWhat Crowton°s replacement faces 
The Daily Herald 12/02/04 

Indiana University 
Critic’s corner: ~ndiana not fair to coach 
ChicagoSports.com 12/02/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Irish 
Chicago Sun Times 12/02/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame does deserce credit for endin~ocrisy= 
USA Today 12/02/04 

Character counts: An arms race out there- requires registration 
Ventura County Star 12/02/04 

Facilities 
Louisiana State University 
~er Stadium face~ift work in fu~l force 
The Advocate 12/02/04 

Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi 
~s~es to ~ at Aviators’ basebal~ fie~d- requires registration 
Corpus Christi Caller-Times 12/02/04 

University of Michigan 
Bob Hunt: It’s time for trust and renovations 
Michigan Daily 12/02/04 

General 
Indiana University 
Fitzpatrick Joins IU Athletic Staff 
lUHoosiers.com 12/02/04 

University of Miami 
°01 ~!~B!O_g c~ass turns out go~den for ’Canes- requires registration 
Orlando Sentinel 12/02/04 

University of Minnesota 
UM not thrilled about#otentia~ evening start 
Billings Gazette 12/02/04 

University of Notre Dame 



Uncertain times for recruits 
South Bend Tribune 12/02/04 

Legal/Ru les 
Skidmore College 

~ives on at Skidmore - requires registration 
Times Union 12/02/04 

Mid-American Conference 
Miami University 
Miami ~Ohio}~_To[edo to battle for MAC tit~e 
CBS Sportsfine 12/02/04 

NAIA 
NASA and New Vision S/#orts Form Historic Marketing Partnership~ 
NAIA.org 12/02/04 

N CAA 
University of Colorado 
Boosters p_aN_ athletics staff 
Rocky Mountain News 12/02/04 

University of Georgia 
Resolution of Georg!a a~ea~ still months awa~ 
Access North Georgia 12/02/04 

University of North Dakota 
University of North Dakota information on Division 
Tallahasse Democrat 12/02/04 

University of Texas at Austin 
NCAA seeks to ru~e on Williams ower 
CBS Sportsfine 12/02/04 

David Hart Named Chairman of the 2007 NCAA Division I Men’s Basketba~ Local 
Committee 

College Sports Onfine 12/02/04 

Schedules 
Florida State University 
FSU gets improved 2005 schedule 
Florida Today 12/02/04 

The Citadel 
Citade~ lands date with FSU 
Charleston Post & Courier 12/02/04 

University of Kentucky 
~daho St, ~aces Texas St, on schedule 
Lexington Herald-Leader 12/02/04 



Tickets 
Marshall University 
Ticket sa~÷s ~m#ortant for Marsha~ 
The Herald Dispatch 12/02/04 

University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
Tar Neels° fans bu 
Charlotte Observer 12/02/04 

University of Texas-El Paso 
UTEP Ho~q, for High Bow~ Ticket 
kvia.corn 12/02/04 

TV/Media 
Pittsburg State University 
PSUoUND ~ame to be televised 
The Morning Sun 12/02/04 
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Academics 
University of Washington 
Athletics needs better inteqration with academics, director 
The Daily 12/03/04 

Attendance 
Eastern Michigan University 
Eastern meets the mark for 2004 football attendance 
Echo Onfine 12/03/04 

University of Maryland at College Park 
New Season Attendance Record Set at ~ Stadium 
College Sports Online 12/03/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
Stanford University 
Dr. Sa~[v Ko Ride Receives 2005 Theodore Roosevelt Award 
Stanford Daily 12/03/04 

University of Oklahoma 
Sooner twoofer: White, Peterson ~qive Heisman voters two choices 
Mercury News 12/03/04 

BCS 
Auburn University 
When push comes to shove, SEC has no pu~ 
Birmingham News 12/03/04 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
VoWs could be most valuable to E~CS 
Lexington Herald-Leader 12/03/04 

Bowl Games 
Boise State University 
Boise State accepts Liberty_ Bowl bid 
Casper Star-Tribune 12/03/04 

Northern Illinois University 
N~U assured of bow~ berth 
The Daily Herald 12/03/04 



Coaches 
Army 
Ross rediscovers ~ove of coachin ose at Arm~: 
phillyburbs.com 12/03/04 

Auburn University 
After season of criticism. Tubervil~e the toast of Auburn- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 12/03/04 

Boise State University 
BSU makes Hawkins a $525.000 offer 
IdahoStatesman 12/03/04 

Brigham Young University 
Despite comments, BYU sti~ interested in Chow 
The Daily News 12/03/04 

East Carolina University 
Ho~tz Formality Announced as Coach Toda~L 
WNCT.com 12/03/04 

Indiana University 
IU fans sur£rised bv football coach’s firing 
Pafladium-ltem 12/03/04 

Mercer University 
Coach Wilkes,the floor is yours 
The Daytona Beach News Journal 12/03/04 

Oregon State University 
Secrec~v shuts out minority coaches 
The Oregonian 12/03/04 

Sam Houston State University 
Rand~eman0 Sam Houston State a perfect fit 
Houston Chronicle 12/03/04 

Tennessee State University 
TSU ha~ with footbal~ coachin~p~icants 
The Tennessean 12/03/04 

University of Colorado 
Barnett raise wasn°t ~ the book 
Denver Post 12/03/04 

University of Florida 
Florida, Notre Dame both ta~ked to coach 
ESPN 12/03/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Zook, Guenther share vision for Illinois 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/03/04 

University of Mississippi 
O~e Miss beg, ins coaching search- requires registration 
Commercial News 12/03/04 

University of Nevada at Las Vegas 
Coordinator may fi!! lob at UNLV 
The Exponent Onfine 12/03/04 

University of New Mexico 
Raise qoes Lonq way at UNM 
The Rio Rancho Observer 12/03/04 



University of North Dakota 
The time is now for Lennon- requires registration 
In-Forum 12/03/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Utah’s M~ver visited by irish AD 
Cincinnati Enquirer 12/03/04 

University of Oklahoma 
Sooners not #~annin.q, to rework Stoops" deaf requires registration 
Kansas City Star 12/03/04 

University of Sioux Falls 
USF coach Bob Youn 
Star Tribune 12/03/04 

Webber International University 
Webber°s Coach Ca£#e~o Resi~ 
The Ledger 12/03/04 

Western Michigan University 
Know~es Denies WMU Link 
Columbia Daily Spectator 12/03/04 

Silence isgo~den in searches 
St.Petersburg Times 12/03/04 

Community Service 
Drexel University 
Dre×e~ gets second in third CAA B~ood Drive 
The Triangle 12/03/04 

Niagara University 
.To~s for Tots Collections Set for Niagara University Basketball Games 
Purpleeagles.com 12/03/04 

Directors of Athletics 
Angelo State University 
Vander         ns after 33 years 
ASU Ram Page Online 12/03/04 

Appalachian State University 
Peacock names Robinson interim athletics director 
The Appalachian Online 12/03/04 

Cal Poly State University-San Luis Obispo 
Finalist for Cal Pol~ AD position visits 
San Luis Obispo Tribune 12/03/04 

Grambling State University 
Jeffries in line to become Gramb~in~ 
San Luis Obispo Tribune 12/03/04 

New Mexico State University 
NMSU topare AD list soon 
El Paso Times 12/03/04 

Stanford University 
Leland sta~q course Surge in openings won’t sway Stanford AD 
San Francisco Chronicle 12/03/04 



University of North Dakota 
COLLEGE ATHLETICS: Thomas is NCC commissioner finalist 
Grand Forks Herald 12/03/04 

Editorial Pages 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
New name for U MKC could hel£ identity- requires registration 
Kansas City Star 12/03/04 

Too many schools off base 
St.Petersburg Times 12/03/04 

Three becoming the magic number 
ESPN 12/03/04 

Facilities 
Cornell University 
Lvnah Rink Set for Refurbishment 
The Cornefl Daily Sun 12/03/04 

Stetson University 
TOP TURF: Stetson°s softbal~ 
The Daytona Beach News Journal 12/03/04 

University of Michigan 
UoM considers renovation that includes luxur~ boxes 
Detroit Free Press 12/03/04 

University of New Mexico 
~orts Turf ~ names ~soto£es Park as iate fie~d 
New Mexico Business Weekly 12/03/04 

Virginia Tech 
Tech community ri~ed u£ over remova~ of stadium ~etters 
Collegiate Times 12/03/04 

General 
Auburn University 
No ~ooking back for the Auburn Tigers 
Times Leader 12/03/04 

Central Michigan University 
Athletics fee not on boards #genda 
Central Michigan Life 12/03/04 

Florida State University 
U n i ve rs it~y c~ u b spo rts gai hindu ~arity= 
Bowling Green Daily News 12/03/04 

Kansas State University 
Athletics won°t hurt from ~ack of bow~ mone2 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/03/04 

Kennesaw State University 
Kennesaw State heads to Division 
SportsNetwork.com 12/03/04 

Temple University 
For now, Tem#~e football remains alive as an independent- requires registration 
Philadelphia Inquirer 12/03/04 

United States Military Academy 
B~ack Kni tint 



JournaI News 12/03/04 

University of California at Los Angeles 
[Footba~ insert~ What if? 
The Daily Bruin 12/03/04 

University of Central Arkansas 
Division ~ status is#oa~ for UCA 
Arkansas Democrat Gazette 12/03/04 

University of Miami 
Miami athletic department s.0oils Tech a~umni p~ans to sabota9# the Hurricanes tunne~ 
entrance 
Coflegiate Times 12/03/04 

University of Mississippi 
Boone addresses team, Rebs react to firin_q 
The Daily Mississipian 12/03/04 

University of Montana 
U M ~ects to make mort             ame 
Missoula Missourian 12/03/04 

University of Oregon 
ainst controversy_ 

Oregon Daily Emerald 12/03/04 

University of Southern California 
~ame?° sort of- requires registration 
The Press-Enterprise 12/03/04 

Student-Ath~etes Vow to Sta~ Free and Com~ With NCAA 
The Hilltop 12/03/04 

A ~ifetime of ties that bind BiA Five 
Philadelphia Inquirer 12/03/04 

Legal/Ru les 
University of Colorado 
Schoo~ auditinq Dear O~d CU Fund 
ESPN 12103104 

University of Oklahoma 
Sooner haven°t decided suspensions° ~en#th 
ESPN 12/03/04 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
Tennessee                 in bar brawl 
Access North Georgia 12/03/04 

University of Texas at Arlington 
~ansion wi~ not conflict with Title ~X regulations 
The Shorthorn Online 12/03/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
Texas A&M University 
12th Man Rewards boosts Lqame attendance 
Coflege Sports Online 12/03/04 

University of Northern Colorado 
Take a Kid to the Game Set For Saturdav°s Men’s Basketba~ Game With Great 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/03/04 



N CAA 
Clarkson University 
A rea~ hocke~ 
Times Union 12/03/04 

Lewis University 
Deuser°s credibi~it~uestioned ~ coaches 
Daily Southtown 12/03/04 

Lewis University 
NCAA hits Lewis 
The Herald News 12/03/04 

University of Nevada 
Freshman didn’t obtain certification for D4 
ESPN 12/03/04 

University of Oklahoma 
Assistant ma~ have broken ru~e with bond - requires registration 
Daflas Morning News 12/03/04 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
UT athletics meets NCAA criteria 
The Daily Beacon 12/03/04 

NCAA makin~ush for minorities 
Chicago Sun Times 12/03/04 

Plan may dislodge College Cup= 
News & Observer 12/03/04 

Recruiting 
Florida A&M University 
FAMU footba~ 9ets its mone~L 
Taflahasse Democrat 12/03/04 

Rutgers University 
~ers board debates basketball recruit case 
The Star-Ledger 12/03/04 

University of Minnesota 
U recruit ~o~ic~f takes effect 
Star Tribune 12/03/04 

University of Oregon 
Recruits no ~on9#[ feast on UO visits 
The Register-Guard 12/03/04 

Tickets 
University of Iowa 
Hawks Nest downsized 



Daily Iowan 12/03/04 

University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
Bama        ainst 49ers nears se~out- requires registration 
Charlotte Observer 12/03/04 

University of Southern Mississippi 
Bow~ tickets to be tallied on Tuesda~L 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/03/04 

TV/Media 
Penn State University 
CSTV starts ~ram dedicated to Penn State athletics 
The Digital Coflegian 12/03/04 

University of California at Berkeley 
~er on sideline countin 
San Francisco Chronicle 12/03/04 
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Academics 
University of Nebraska 
Huskers have to hit the books or ride thepine 
Daily Nebraskan 12107104 

Athletic Development 
University of California at Berkeley 
Barbour makes decisive move Donors come =u~ with much of the money 
San Francisco Chronicle 12/07/04 

Attendance 
Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi 
Fans explain their absence- requires registration 
Corpus Christi Caller-Times 12/07/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
Fordham University 
John Wo~yniec to be inducted into Fordham University Athletics Ha~ of Fame 
Oursportscentral.com 12/07/04 

University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
Harris, Rocker to be inducted into Ha~ of Fame 
Northwest Arkansas Times 12/07/04 

University of California at Berkeley 
Cal°s heralded Ka~ enters Hal~ of Fame 
Contra Costa Times 12/07/04 

University of Georgia 
to be Honored in New York 

College Sports Online 12/07/04 

Bowl Games 
University of Georgia 

receives more Outback Bow~ tickets- requires registration 
Athens Banner-Herald 12/07/04 

University of Texas-El Paso 
ve UTEP 

El Paso Times 12/07/04 



Bow~°s ~ater Dec. 28 date should lure more fans 
The Oregonian 12/07/04 

Coaches 
Boston College 
O°Brien drawin~ interest? 
Boston Globe 12107104 

Brigham Young University 
Yo hirin~rocess on fast track 
Salt Lake City Tribune 12/07/04 

Clemson University 
Bowden ta~ks about so=so season 
Access North Georgia 12/07/04 

East Carolina University 
ECU hoping_ Holtz hire boosts ticket sales, Pirate Club donations 
The New Bern Sun Journal 12/07/04 

Florida International University 
at FlU 

Miami Herald 12/07/04 

Henderson State University 
NSU’s Laird a candidate for Henderson State footbali~ 
Shreveport Times 12/07/04 

Indiana University 
~U forms search panel 
Indianapofis Star 12/07/04 

Kansas University 
Man£[ino receives Notre Came interest- requires registration 
Kansas City Star 12/07/04 

Louisiana State University 
Bertman: Saban°s not going anywhere 
Times-Picayune 12/07/04 

Sacred Heart University 
McGuigan Announces Retirement as Men’s Soccer Coach 
College Sports Onfine 12/07/04 

San Diego State University 
Fisher returns to scene of ! 
Seattle Times 12/07/04 

Stanford University 
Stanford AD to meet with Chow, Harris 
San Francisco Chronicle 12/07/04 

Syracuse University 
Pas~£ualoni Receives Vote Of Confidence 
The Day 12/07/04 

University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
Arkansas puts faith in Heath as coach 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 12/07/04 

University of California at Berkeley 
Ca~’s Tedford Seeks Accountabilit~ in Pol~ 
The Ledger 12/07/04 

University of California at Los Angeles 



What a difference one season makes 
Daily Bufletin 12/07/04 

University of California at Los Angeles 
Former UCLA Soccer Coach Tom Fitzgerald Passes Awa~ 
College Sports Onfine 12/07/04 

University of Florida 
~er’s father said advice from man~ led son to take F~odda~ 
Mercury News 12/07/04 

University of Florida 
How Jeremy Foley Brought Urban Me~fer to Gainesvi~e 
The Daily Ledger 12/07/04 

University of Florida 
~ra~qthorpe: Donovan made big assist with Me},er recruitment 
Salt Lake City Tribune 12/07/04 

University of Hartford 
Rizzotti sti~ intensit~ersonified 
Repubfican-Amedcan 12/07/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
I~linois turns to Zook 
South Bend Tribune 12/07/04 

University of Mississippi 
Three hi~rofi~e coaches out of O~e Miss picture 
Myrtle Beach Onfine.com 12/07/04 

University of Mississippi 
O~e Miss wants Orgeron 
The San Bernardino County Sun 12/07/04 

University of Nevada at Las Vegas 
UHLV FOOTBALL: Sanford seeks to raise bar 
Las Vegas Review-Journal 12/07/04 

University of Notre Dame 
irish panel to meet Tuesday=,=ponder next move 
Monterey County Herald 12/07/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Aivarez to irish? Source: "There is no way!: 
Scout.corn 12/07/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Clements               for ~rish 
Mercury News 12/07/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
No Certainty Harris Wi~ Return to Pitt 
Times Leader 12/07/04 

University of Southern California 
Saia takes over USC basketba~P requires r÷gistration 
Modesto Bee 12/07/04 

Western Michigan University 
Bill Cubit Takes the Reins 
Scout.corn 12/07/04 

Heat on college coaches to keep winning oo or else 
The Daily Sentinel 12/07/04 



Female coaches ~osing foothold 
Duluth News Tribune 12/07/04 

Community Service 
University of Michigan 
Tedd~V Bear Toss To Benefit Mort Chi~dren°s Hospita~ 
Michigan Daily 12/07/04 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Li!~y hosts children°s exercise £roAram 
Daily Tar Heel 12/07/04 

Western Carolina University 
Western Athletics to Hel~ Jackson County~ Christmas Store 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/07/04 

SchooSs Competing On Ticket Drive For NCAA 1 oAA Game 
Chattanoogan.com 12/07/04 

Directors of Athletics 
Pima Community College 
From coaches to co~ors,, new AD remakinq Pima°s ima~ 
Arizona Daily Star 12/07/04 

University of Colorado 
~ents must assert power in AoDo search- requires registration 
Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 12/07/04 

University of Nevada at Las Vegas 
UNLV°s First AD Passes Awa~L 
Coflege Sports Online 12/07/04 

Editorial Pages 
University of Notre Dame 
SAM JACKSON: Irish.iob ~ooks like coach repellent 
The Herald Bufletin 12/07/04 

SWAC teams need to sto£ this "l° stuff 
Birmingham News 12/07/04 

What if the best team rea~3� did win? 
Sun Sentinel 12/07/04 

Coaches= media shou~dn°t be voting 
Palm Beach Post 12/07/04 

Facilities 
Arizona State University 
Perha~#atience is ~er cai! 
Arizona Republic 12/07/04 

University of Wisconsin 
Board and beam bedazzle Bad~ boosters 
Wisconsin State Journal 12/07/04 

University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh 
Pool problems hurt UWO swimmers 
Oshkosh Northwestern 12/07/04 



General 
Harvard University 
Deans~ Cops ~leet To Discuss Game 
The Harvard Crimson 12/07/04 

La Salle University 
NCAS sets 5 office as reqiona~ hub- requires registration 
Philadelphia Daily News 12/07/04 

Oregon State University 
Beavers ready to crank up sales pitch 
Albany Democrat- Herald 12/07/04 

University of Alabama 
Four teams will represent state in bowls 
The Andalusia Star-News 12/07/04 

University of California at Los Angeles 
Bruins striding forward 
Pasadena Star News 12/07/04 

University of Notre Dame 
e of irish ~)ectations 

Fort Wayne Journal Gazette 12/07/04 

th rou # ~Lpai n 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/07/04 

Other Conference News 
University of North Dakota 
UND answers Bi~ Sky_ 
Grand Forks Herald 12/07/04 

Pac 10 Conference News 
University of Arizona 
Cal missing Rose Bow~ wi~i cost UA $2004000 
Arizona Daily Star 12/07/04 

University of California at Berkeley 
Pacol0 wants names in wake of Cal°s ~ol/dro~ 
St. Petersburg Times 12/07/04 

Schedules 
Washington State University 
WSU ma.v fill final °05 openin~ with ~aine 
Seattle Post Intelligencer 12/07/04 



Tickets 
Arizona State University 
Student Tickets Discounted for 2004 Vita~is Sun Bow~ 
thesundevils.com 12/07/04 

Syracuse University 
SU to 8ower season ticket#rices 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/07/04 

University of Iowa 
~owa, LSU fans snatch up tickets 
Iowa City Press-Citizen 12/07/04 

University of Texas at Arlington 
Longhorns’ 24,000 tickets to Rose Bow~ a~read~qone- requires registration 
Daflas Morning News 12/07/04 

TV/Media 
Central Connecticut State University 
Centra~ Connecticut and Cox ~orts Television Announce Pa~nershi£ to Broadcast 2004° 
05 Basketball Games 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/07/04 
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Academics 
Colorado State University 
Balancing act 
Fort Collins Coloradoan 12/08/04 

University of Iowa 
U~ q. tad rates among the best 
Iowa City Press-Citizen 12/08/04 

University of Missouri 
Severa~ factors hurt athlete .qraduation rates 
The Maneater 12/08/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame facu[t~ress concern over Wi[[ingham firing 
Myrtle Beach Onfine.com 12/08/04 

Bow~ teams not earnin~omas 
Nashua Telegraph 12/08/04 

Race dis~ continues in Division IoA footba~ .graduation rates- requires registration 
Baltimore Sun 12/08/04 

Attendance 
Pittsburg State University 
PSU throng_at three thousand stron 
The Morning Sun 12/08/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
Temple University 
Temple to honor 19(}9 N~T cham£s toni~ 
phillyburbs.com 12/08/04 

Tulane University 
Tu~ane°s Dickson Honored #y National Football Foundation 
College Sports Online 12/08/04 

University of Maine 
Heather Ernest and Jamie Cassid~Lto have Jerse~ Retired 
College Sports Online 12/08/04 

University of Texas-El Paso 
Peers determine Price regional coach of year 
El Paso Times 12/08/04 

West Chester University 
Honor for West Chester’s DeLane~v is no Smal~ feat- requires registration 



Philadelphia Daily News 12/08/04 

BCA 
University of South Carolina 
BCA: Stay away from South Carolina 
Access North Georgia 12/08/04 

BCS 
University of Utah 
Utah Footbal~ Success Means at Least $! M~n to Vanquished Foes 
Bloomberg.com 12/08/04 

Coaches Holding the Line on Ke Secret- requires registration 
New York Times 12/08/04 

Big East Conference News 
instant rep~=Ay in the Big East? 
Charleston Gazette 12/08/04 

Bowl Games 
University of Florida 
Assistant to coach bowl 
St. Petersburg Times 12/08/04 

Coaches 
Auburn University 
Unanimous choice 
Ledger-Enquirer 12/08/04 

Boise State University 
Boise State extends Hawkins 
South Bend Tribune 12/08/04 

Brigham Young University 
ete to lure WhittinAham 

Deseret Morning News 12/08/04 

Fresno State University 
BreakinAwith Vivas is not a[[ that c~ean 
Fresno Bee 12/08/04 

Indiana University 
~U faces inanitions for new coach 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/08/04 

Indiana University 
DiNardo speaks out for 1st time since dismissal 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/08/04 

Pima Community College 
PCC hires new head football coach 
Tucson Citizen 12/08/04 

Southern University & A&M 
Southern should hold on to coach 
The Sun Herald 12/08/04 

Stanford University 
Harris meets with Stanford 



The Tribune-Review 12/08/04 

Tulane University 
Wave vo~eyba~ coach ca~in~uits at 34 
Times-Picayune 12/08/04 

University of Colorado 
Hiring trend still raising=Avebrows- requires registration 
Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 12/08/04 

University of Florida 
Coach°s family, catches Gator fever in a hurriy 
Gainesville Sun 12/08/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Zook ~s the Coach They Wanted 

Rapid City Journal 12/08/04 

University of Louisville 
Petrino says he°s sta ~yL£.g at U of L 
Scout.com 12/08/04 

University of Mississippi 
USC assistant expresses interest in O~e Miss vacanc~L 
Access North Georgia 12/08/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Jasinski ste~ down as ~rish men’s golf coach 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/08/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Coaching search turns to C~ements- requires registration 
ChicagoSports.com 12/08/04 

University of Southern California 
USC seeks a marquee attraction- requires re£istration 
Contra Costa Times 12/08/04 

University of Washington 
Is Wi[[ingham next u£at Washington? 
South Bend Tribune 12/08/04 

University of Washington 
Washington ~ist shrinks 
Boston Globe 12/08/04 

University of Washington 
Locked on Sports: Des#ite de~av. UW can nab #rear coach 
Seattle Post Intelligencer 12/08/04 

University of Wisconsin 
A~varez: ~°m not interested in irish 
Wisconsin State Journal 12/08/04 

Weber State University 
McBride comin 
Salt Lake City Tribune 12/08/04 

Coaches seek securit~L 
Shreveport Times 12/08/04 

Ha~ of Famers Lament Lack of Patience With Coaches 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/08/04 



Directors of Athletics 
Appalachian State University 
Robinson st a~achian°s interim AD 
Winston-Salem Journal 12/08/04 

Auburn University 
Richardson savs he e×#ects new AD to be named in week 
Myrtle Beach Online.com 12/08/04 

Troy University 
Troy°s search for AD narrows 
The Troy Messenger 12/08/04 

University of Florida 
Fole2. welcomes AD.~osition°s risk, reward 
Palm Beach Post 12/08/04 

University of Nebraska at Omaha 
NebraskaoOmaha hires an athletic director 
Grand Forks Herald 12/08/04 

Wartburg College 
Willis named interim AD 
Waterloo Cedar Falls Courier 12/08/04 

Editorial Pages 
Florida A&M University 
FAMU’s athletic director should 
Tallahasse Democrat 12/08/04 

Kansas University 
~pen records battles are about hubris, not mone’~- requires registration 
Kansas City Star 12/08/04 

University of Nebraska 
JON CROWL: Backinq Pederson in a sea of dissent 
Daily Nebraskan 12/08/04 

Big.time co~e9~ footba~ isn’t what it should be 
OnMilwaukee.com 12/08/04 

Time’s            offs in Division 
The Advocate 12/08/04 

~ solutions to problems in our qames - requires registration 
Providence Journal 12/08/04 

Facilities 
Benedictine University 
Lisle OKs !iguor at new s#orts comp~e× 
The Daily Herald 12/08/04 

College of William & Mary 
.N~qht game poses test for future 
The Virginia Gazette 12/08/04 

Kansas University 
~ansion funds to islature 
The University Daily Kansan 12/08/04 

University of Central Oklahoma 



Want~and Stadium ~ettinq a face ~ift 
The Edmond Sun 12/08/04 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ram’s C~ub hopes to bring !~ ~g~!V ~ ~ bY ~g~!~g fans courtside 
Herald Sun 12/08/04 

General 
Colorado State University 
Scho~arshi~ atMetes ~ook at 
Fort Collins Coloradoan 12/08/04 

La Salle University 
La Sa~e athletes urged to be ro~e mode~s- requires registration 
Philadelphia Daily News 12/08/04 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
~acBona~d has come a 
Times Union 12/08/04 

Santa Clara University 
Smith Promoted to Assistant Athletic Director 
SantaClaraBroncos.com 12/08/04 

Syracuse University 
AJumni from lacrosse team to mentor current ~Vers 
The Daily Orange 12/08/04 

University of Missouri-Columbia 
First ~ady of footba~ an idea~ coachs wife 
Columbia Daily Tribune 12/08/04 

University of Nevada at Las Vegas 
UNLV haunted       ast 
L.A. Daily News 12/08/04 

University of New Brunswick 
Scoring error in men’s basketba~ ~iteral~.y_proves costly for UNB 
The Daily Gleaner 12/08/04 

University of Oregon 
Oreqon officials point to future chan~ 
ESPN 12/08/04 

University of Wisconsin at Green Bay 
Green B          NCAA Division ~ vo~e 
FortWayne.com 12/08/04 

Legal/Ru les 
University of Colorado 
CU assistants ’tainted’ by a~egations-requires registration 
Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 12/08/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
Baylor University 
Two Promotions Set for Next Lady Bear Game 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/08/04 

Colorado State University 
Student sections to compete at Mob~ames 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/08/04 



Recruiting 
University of Alaska at Anchorage 
UAA basketbal~ recruits an army= of one 
Anchorage Daily News 12/08/04 

Vanderbilt University 
Cut~er se~ling recruits on a successfu~ future 
The Tennessean 12/08/04 

Schedules 
University of Oregon 
UO Women’s Basketba~ Notebook: Jam £~lan could include UConn 
The Register-Guard 12/08/04 

Tickets 
University of Pittsburgh 
Student tickets dro~rice 
The Pitt News 12/08/04 

TV/Media 
University of Louisville 
U of L hasn’t ~iven u~on sta~ with WNAS 
The Courier Journal 12/08/04 
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Academics 
Indiana University 
Counci~ ONs ~ IU studentoath~etes class re reference 
News Channel 15 12/09/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Study; ~!~ p~==a.=yers score ~ow academica~)L 
PittsburghLI VE. com 12/09/04 

Athletic Development 
University of Nebraska 
Myers Family Gives Gift of $5 Million 
Scout.com 12/09/04 

University of Southern California 
USC°s Swim With Mike Names PacifiCare ~ts Officia~ Hea~thcare Partner 
PR Newswire 12/09/04 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
Appalachian State University 
~a~achian Announces Additions in Athletics Administration 
goasu.com 12/09/04 

Eastern Washington University 
EWU°s assistant athletic d i rector 
The Easterner 12/09/04 

Attendance 
What’s #_# o Make That Down o With Football Attendance? 
Tampa Bay Online 12/09/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
University of Louisville 
U of L QBs, coach earn ~eague prizes 
The Courier Journal 12/09/04 

White has a chance for second Neisman 
St. Petersburg Times 12/09/04 



Bowl Games 
Northern Illinois University 
NIU hopes bowl game is first of 
Rockford Register Star 12/09/04 

University of Connecticut 
UConn ha~ to be included 
The Middletown Press 12/09/04 

University of Iowa 
New ~ for bow~ tickets irritates some 
Daily Iowan 12/09/04 

University of Miami 
Peach Bow~ formatter invites Hurricanes to New Year’s Eve game- requires registration 
Miami Herald 12/09/04 

Peach E~owi hos 
Taflahasse Democrat 12/09/04 

Coaches 
Boston College 
DeFi~i~o flattered bv interest in O°Brien 
Boston Herald 12/09/04 

Brigham Young University 
~no~ds wou~d be great fit for Yo~ Lewis 
Deseret Morning News 12/09/04 

Florida State University 
E~aker ~eaving FSU for Geor~ 
Tallahasse Democrat 12/09/04 

Indiana University 
E~iq=name coaches show interest in Indiana~ 
Cincinnati Enquirer 12/09/04 

Kent State University 
Kent State coach a~most to 300 wins 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/09/04 

Michigan State University 
Geor~ headinqto MSU 
Kalamazoo Gazette 12/09/04 

Rutgers University 
Strin.qer hits 700 
North Jersey.com 12/09/04 

Southern Methodist University 
SMU extends Bennett°s contract- requires registration 
Daflas Morning News 12/09/04 

Stanford University 
USC°s Chow interviews for Stanford vacancy- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 12/09/04 

Stephen F. Austin State University 
12/9 SFA coach search narrowed to four 
The Daily Sentinel 12/09/04 

Tennessee State University 
Rodgers ~ursuing TSU coaching job 
The Tennessean 12/09/04 



University of Colorado 
Minority_ CU coaches wonder about hiring- requires registration 
The Commercial Appeal 12/09/04 

University of Florida 
M=~yer ready to shuffle UF staff 
Palm Beach Post 12/09/04 

University of Mississippi 
Miami°s Shannon interviews with UM 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/09/04 

University of Nevada at Las Vegas 
It was a stea~ 
Las Vegas Sun 12/09/04 

University of New Mexico 
radorate stu 

Albuquerque Tribune 12/09/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Bil~s assistant tops ND°s revised list 
Chicago Sun Times 12/09/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame hasn’t 
The Daily Herald 12/09/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
ected to meet 

Pittsburgh Post Gazette 12/09/04 

University of Southern California 
~erus interested in USC~ 
Daily Bufletin 12/09/04 

University of Utah 
Whittingham succeeds Meyer as Utah coach 
Amarillo Globe-Times 12/09/04 

University of Washington 
Tice: UW~job could ~ure him from NFL 
Seattle Post Intelligencer 12/09/04 

University of Washington 
Mora Jrjoins candidate ~ist 
Seattle Times 12/09/04 

Utah State University 
A_~qs have coaching finalists ~ined u£ 
Salt Lake City Tribune 12/09/04 

Wayne State University 
@he State to name footbal~ coach 
Omaha World Herald 12/09/04 

Directors of Athletics 
East Carolina University 
°qnterim University" no Ion~ 
The East Carolinian 12/09/04 



Montana State University 
Q&A with Montana State Athletic Director Peter Fie~ds 
Bozeman Daily Chronicle 12/09/04 

Syracuse University 
SU hopes to name new AD by midoJanuar~L 
The Post-Standard 12/09/04 

Troy University 
Associate AD at UTEP candidate for Troy=position; 
El Paso Times 12/09/04 

University of Maryland at College Park 
Amon - requires registration 
Baltimore Sun 12/09/04 

University of Texas-Pan American 
UTPA continues search for new AD 
The Monitor 12/09/04 

Editorial Pages 
Win at all costs? Colleges ~uilt~L- requires registration 
Daflas Morning News 12/09/04 

Diversity co/!e~qe football report 
Sports Business News 12/09/04 

Facilities 
Clemson University 
C~emson Statement on West End Zone Pro~ect Bid 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/09/04 

Hartnell College 
Fitness center ~um~s Hartne~l 
The Safinas Cafifornian 12/09/04 

Tarleton State University 
RenovationS to Memorial $tadiu m addS ~# to extra DoffS income 
The Empire Tribune 12/09/04 

University of Colorado 
Revisit Stadium Seat Tax 

Scout.com 12/09/04 

General 
Armstrong State College 
AASU adds women°s ~o~f for 2005-06 season- requires registration 
Savannah Morning News 12/09/04 

Boise State University 
At Boise State, footba~ he~ps te~ other success stories 
Arbiter Online 12/09/04 

Columbia University 
ExoO 
Columbia Daily Spectator 12/09/04 

Columbia University 
.U~.~, Weather, NYC Traffic Caused Game Cancellation 
Columbia Daily Spectator 12/09/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Ma~o~ ’embarrassed’ b~ the firing of coach 



South Bend Tribune 12/09/04 

University of Texas at Austin 
Benson doesn’t make Heisman cut 
News 8Austin 12/09/04 

Oddities the norm in ~-AA this year 
Great Fails Tribune 12/09/04 

Riotboardocom Starts Petition for ~#~ementation of Division 1A P~avoff 
PR Web 12/09/04 

Legal/Ru les 
Ball State University 
University to investi ers 
The Bail State Daily News 12/09/04 

University of Florida 
UF special assistant arrested 
Herald Tribune 12/09/04 

University of South Carolina 
USC president reviewin~ theft - requires registration 
Charleston Post & Courier 12/09/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
University of Hawaii at Manoa 
°°White-Out°° Wins the Vote of UH Fans 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/09/04 

University of Hawaii at Manoa 
ort new uniform 

Ka Leo 0 Hawaii 12/09/04 

University of Northern Colorado 
Take a Kid to the Game Set For Monda~ Women’s Basketba~ Game With Air Force 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/09/04 

Mid-American Conference 
MidoAmerican Conference 9ets record five bowl teams 
The News Sentinel 12/09/04 

NABC 
Partnershi£ To Address ~maqe ~ssues 
Hartford Courant 12/09/04 

N CAA 
Pittsburg State University 
Gori~Sas makinq bid for future tit~e eame- requires registration 
Kansas City Star 12/09/04 

University of District of Columbia 
District of Columbia to Review Athletics 
Monterey County Herald 12/09/04 

University of North Dakota 



UND decides against biddin.q for grid fina~ 
Bismarck Tribune 12/09/04 

Other Conference News 
~ Skeets down to business on Monda.y 
Grand Forks Herald 12/09/04 

Recruiting 
Michigan State University 
Smith wants MSU to ~and a #~ incomin unior colb 
MLive.com 12/09/04 

Schedules 
East Carolina University 
Pirates announce 2005 baseba~ schedule 
The Free Press 12/09/04 

University of Northern Colorado 
Rival coach sa~vs team is in it for the mone~L 
Albuquerque Tribune 12/09/04 

Tickets 
University of New Mexico 
UNM offers basketba~ tickets for $10 
New Mexico Business Weekly 12/09/04 

Generabadmission seating remains for NCAA volleyball 
Star Tribune 12/09/04 

TV/Media 
University of Kentucky 
UK near dea~ with C~ear Channe~ 
The Courier Journal 12/09/04 

ESPN selects an oBportune date to ~aunch their new co~eqe sports network 
Sports Business News 12/09/04 
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NACDA’s Online Certification Program Take advantage of NACDA’s continuing education 
opportunities! As a "strong supporter of lifelong learning and professional development," 
NCAA President Myles Brand counts the NACDA Online Certification Program as "an 
outstanding project." Click the icon above for more information and to register. 

Academics 
Graduation rates ma~ be tied to bow~ e~ig!b!]!~y 
Cincinnati Post 12/10/04 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
Kansas University 
Nemenway hi~ influential 
Lawrence Journal-World 12110/04 

Union College 
Union’s ~3aker to join U.So ~ure Skating 
Times Union 12/10/04 

University at Buffalo 
UE~ hires Corrigan as athletics consultant 
Buffalo News 12/10/04 

University of South Alabama 
Nata~e of USA°s athletics department dies 
Mobile Register 12/10/04 

Bowl Games 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
E~ow~in~q has its benefits 
News & Observer 12/10/04 

University of Virginia 
Perception worst part of UVa bowl developments 
Roanoke Times 12/10/04 

University of Wyoming 
Promotion b~itz with some q!!tz 
L.A. Daily News 12/10/04 

Coaches 



Brigham Young University 
~no~ds in late ta~ks with E~YU 
The Salt Lake Tribune 12/10/04 

East Carolina University 
Hog,and wi~ hold l~ress conference to discuss coaching search 
The Daily Reflector 12/10/04 

Indiana University 
~ndiana position catches interest of unern~Ved coaches 
FortWayne.corn 12/10/04 

Jackson State University 
E~el~ doesn°t know if staff will sta~ same 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/10/04 

Pittsburg State University 
Pitt’s the p~ace for Broy~es 
Kansas City Star 12/10/04 

San Jose State University 
San Jose Sabercats Asst to be the new Head Coach? 
Scout.corn 12/10/04 

Stanford University 
Pitt°s Harris, USC°s Cho~ finalists for Stanford football~ 
Monterey County Herald 12/10/04 

University of Florida 
Locksle       ts Offer to Stay With UF 
The Ledger 12/10/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Zook alread)L~qettin~ to work or~ recruiting 
The Lincoln Courier 12/10/04 

University of Iowa 
Ferentz°s ion osition 
Daily Iowan 12/10/04 

University of Louisville 
Petrino pleased the home team 
The Courier Journal 12/10/04 

University of Minnesota 
Hudson bids adieu to U 
Star Tribune 12/10/04 

University of Mississippi 
O~e K~iss search extended 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/10/04 

University of Notre Dame 
~rish interested in Pats’ Weis 
Foxsports.corn 12110/04 

University of Notre Dame 
~rish ~¢ers inundated with coach questions 
South Bend Tribune 12/10/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Shanahan: Notre Dame rumor false 
Rocky Mountain News 12/10/04 

University of Puget Sound 
Hanson resigns UPS wornen°s soccer post 
Seattle Post Intelligencer 12/10/04 



University of South Carolina 
USC°s only current b~ack football coach defends school’s decision to hire Spurrier 
WlSIO 12/10/04 

University of the Pacific 
O~d nemesis returns in Thomason 
Reno Gazette-Journal 12/10/04 

University of Utah 
coaching 

The Salt Lake Tribune 12/10/04 

University of Washington 
No ’messiah coach’ in siqht for Huskies 
Seattle Post Intelligencer 12/10/04 

University of Washington 
O°Brien awaits offer 
Boston Globe 12/10/04 

Warner Southern College 
Warner Southern°s Ba~ Celebrates 400th Victory 
The Ledger 12/10/04 

Wayne State College 
N~cLaughlin Takes Wayne State Post 
The Yankton Daily Press 12/10/04 

Western Michigan University 
WMU begins search for Geor~e°s replacement 

Kalamazoo Gazette 12/10/04 

Community Service 
Auburn University 
Auburn Athletics Donates $5,000 to Newsier in Education Program 
AuburnTigers.com 12/10/04 

University of Maryland at College Park 
Student Athlete Advisor3z Committee ers into communit2 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/10/04 

Directors of Athletics 
San Jose State University 
Football focus of AD search 
Coflege Sports Onfine 12/10/04 

University of Colorado 
CU°s interim AD ready for fuliotime work 
Rocky Mountain News 12/10/04 

University of Colorado 
Romi        those to 9ick new AoDo~ Neinas hired to aid search- requires registration 
Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 12/10/04 

University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Search for athletic director over 
The Gateway 12/10/04 

Editorial Pages 



Minnesota State University Moorhead 
ars can°t be choosers- requires registration 

In-Forum 12/10/04 

Pay Coaches Whatever 
Metro Pulse Onfine 12/10/04 

e Footba~ Pla 
WKYT 12/10/04 

College ~eve~ doesn’t provide coaching securityz 
Jackson Sun 12/10/04 

Want a ~off? Then te~l me how it works 
Cincinnati Enquirer 12/10/04 

Facilities 
Boston University 
Hocke~f coach Jack Parker ready to ring in new year, new arena 
BU Bridge 12/10/04 

Clemson University 
C~emson says bids for stadium work too hip~ll~ 
Macon Telegraph 12/10/04 

University of Nebraska 
Mild weather ke               ct moving 
Huskerextra.com 12/10/04 

University of South Carolina 
Use taxes for 
The State.corn 12/10/04 

General 
Columbia University 
Larger Club Sports Stru~le With Current Position 
Columbia Daily Spectator 12/10/04 

Kansas University 
~es reconnects with KU 
Lawrence Journal-World 12110/04 

Northern Michigan University 
Loca~ radio icon Joe B~ake dies 
The Mining Journal 12/10/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Officia~ at ND shaves her head over Wi~ingham 
Journal Gazette 12/10/04 

University of Vermont 
Vermont Looks to Enhance StudentoAth~ete Ex#erience 
Uvm.edu 12/10/04 

Problems rooted in admission standards 
The State.com 12/10/04 

Legal/Ru les 
South Carolina State University 
S. Carolina sa             still missin~ in ~ocker room theft 
Access North Georgia 12/10/04 



Licensing 
Southeast Missouri State University 
Southeast°s Redhawks ~o ogg~qoes down the catwalk 
Southeast Missourian 12/10/04 

N CAA 
Baylor University 
Baby,or receives notice from NCAA about infractions 
Toledo Blade 12/10/04 

Ohio State University 
Ohio State Bans Postseason Basketba~ 
The Ledger 12/10/04 

Savannah State University 
SSU football ~ram under NCAA investigation 
Savannah Morning News 12/10/04 

Schedules 
Samford University 
Football To P~ay At Bav~or ~n 2005 
College Sports Onfine 12/10/04 

SEC Conference News 
Louisiana State University 
LSU gets advance from SEC to cover 
The Advocate 12/10/04 

Tickets 
College of William & Mary 
Fans line ~ for Tribe 
Roanoke Times 12/10/04 

Kansas University 
KU guashes ticket sales outside fieldhouse 
Lawrence Journal-World 12/10/04 

Marshall University 
Herd, Mountaineer ticket sales 
Charleston Gazette 12/10/04 

TV/Media 
University of Louisville 
U of L stil~ has two years on WHAS dea~ 
The Courier Journal 12/10/04 
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Academics 

University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
~ercent qraduated within six years 
ESPN 12113104 

University of Minnesota 
U of M lowest in BigLTen for athlete, non=athlete grad rates 
Duluth News Tribune 12/13/04 

University of Southern Mississippi 
Academic situation not athletics issue 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/13/04 

Athletic Development 
North Dakota State University 
The dollars behind Division ~ 
Grand Forks Herald 12113104 

North Dakota State University 
Movin~p to Dq can req~![g ~ b!q contribution from donors - requires registration 
In-Forum 12/13/04 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
Florida A&M University 
Rattlers add more academic staff 
Tallahasse Democrat 12/13/04 

University of North Texas 
UNT’s Mean Green has shades of 9old in athletic department 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/13/04 

Westfield State College 
Facility director ~ports fle×ibilit~ 
The Repubfican (Massachusetts) 12/13/04 

Footba~ Foundation hires CU a~um Hatche~ - requires registration 
Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 12/13/04 

Atlantic Coast Conference News 
ACC considerin~ instant - requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 12/13/04 

Attendance 
University of Wisconsin 



NCAA vo~eyba~ notes: Attendance gets boost from UW fans 
Green Bay Press-Gazette 12/13/04 

Bowl Games 
Virginia Tech 
Need tickets to the Su~ Bowl? Find a sca~ 
The Daily Press 12/13/04 

SoJo bowl must fight to survive- requires registradon 
San Jose Mercury News 12/13/04 

Coaches 
Boston College 
O°Brien sold himself on sta 
Boston Globe 12/13/04 

Canisius College 
Canisius Fires Hockey Head Coach Brian Cavanaug~ 
Coflege Sports Online 12/13/04 

Fort Hays State University 
VerdugA Named Head Coach at Fort Ha~ State 
Coflege Sports Online 12/13/04 

Indiana University 
Neuheise~ not contacted about coachin~ 
Indiana Daily Student 12/13/04 

Indiana University 
Hoosiers’ AD: No timetable for hiring 
Indianapofis Star 12/13/04 

Pima Community College 
p!_#yers threaten to leave p[#g ram 
Arizona Daily Star 12/13/04 

Sam Houston State University 
’°Ws iust the ~ht time." 
The Huntsville Item 12/13/04 

Stanford University 
Stanford ~ands Wait Harris 
The Sun Herald 12/13/04 

United States Naval Academy 
Johnson’s winninq ways transform Nav~z 
The Capital 12/13/04 

University of Mississippi 
O~e Miss search @roaches 2 weeks 
The Sun Herald 12/13/04 

University of Mississippi 
Erickson revealed as °~eadinq candidate’ 
The Clarion-Ledger 12113104 

University of New Mexico 



UNM Mourns Passing of Bob King 
Coflege Sports Online 12/13/04 

University of North Texas 
Success might open doors, but Oickev°s in no hurry to ~eave 
Star-Telegram 12/13/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Weis has been ~ivin~qike tale 
Cincinnati Enquirer 12/13/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame aqrees on deal with Weis 
The Morning Call 12/13/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Pitt’s search for coach has to be done 
Post-Gazette.com 12/13/04 

University of Washington 
Wi[[inAham next UW football coach 
The Olympian 12/13/04 

Community Service 
University of Denver 
! for Tots Drive 
Coflege Sports Online 12/13/04 

Directors of Athletics 
Columbia University 
New Athletics Director Charts Ambitious Course for Columbia 
Columbia News 12/13/04 

New Mexico State University 
~orts digest: Pau~ withdraws name from NMSU AD search 
El Paso Times 12/13/04 

San Jose State University 
SJSU AoDo search moves ahead 
Monterey County Herald 12/13/04 

United States Military Academy 
Arnw To Name New Athletic Director Monda~ 
goarmysports.com 12/13/04 

University of Maryland at College Park 
Yow Selected as One of Most Influential People in College Athletics 
UMTerps.com 12/13/04 

University of Nebraska at Omaha 
New AoDo impressed May official at tourne~ 
Omaha World Herald 12/13/04 

Editorial Pages 
University of Nebraska 
Harold Wo Andersen: An~, critics of Husker reqime show they°re s~oi~ed by success 
Omaha World Herald 12/13/04 

NCAA drops the ba~l with basketba~F requires registration 



Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 12/13/04 

Co~e~[e coachin~ame takes turn for the worse, many sa~L- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 12/13/04 

Facilities 
Hofstra University 
~ victory and sellout show this could be a team worthy of its arena 
Newsday.com 12/13/04 

Northeastern University 
Northeastern to build new sports stadium 
Capital News 12/13/04 

University of Arizona 
_H_~g.h-tech rehab aids UA athletes 
Arizona Daily Star 12/13/04 

University of Iowa 
Build it, and they wil! come° Hawks hope 
Daily Iowan 12/13/04 

General 
Northern Michigan University 
#_q#!pment manag_#[_!>erforms ~abor of ~ove 
The Mining Journal 12/13/04 

Santa Clara University 
Santa C~ara to debut track team in ~- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 12/13/04 

University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
~, Heath Learn!rig A Lot Over Finals Creak 
Scout.com 12/13/04 

University of Buffalo 
UB athletic department has somethin~ecia~ brewing 
Buffalo News 12/13/04 

University of Southern California 
Leinart insists heq~ sta3 at USC 
The Sun Herald 12/13/04 

York College of Pennsylvania 
~nh sets fine exam~ 
York Daily Record 12/13/04 

Universitoyja_Aparel still beinq made under sweathop conditions 
Casper Star-Tribune 12/13/04 

Licensing 
University of Akron 
Men°s Basketba~ Retro Jerse~ To Be Available At eBa_~ 
College Sports Online 12/13/04 

University of South Florida 
USF Finds Cash Cow 
Tampa Tribune 12/13/04 



N CAA 
Brand: M~be NCAA should restructure football 
Grand Forks Herald 12/13/04 

Other Conference News 
North Dakota State University 
NDSU wants bi - requires registration 
In-Forum 12/13/04 

Recruiting 
Florida Atlantic University 
Recruiting season starts with Ow~s° new attitude 
Palm Beach Post 12/13/04 

University of Southern Mississippi 
B~q Easy recruiting haven for Ea.q~es 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/13/04 

Recruits have power to affect hiring decisions 
Toledo Blade 12/13/04 

Schedules 
University of California at Berkeley 
Ca~°s’05 s~ate may extend BCS woes 
Oakland Tribune 12/13/04 

University of Kansas 
KU schedule takes sha~- requires registration 
Topeka Capital-Journal 12/13/04 

Tickets 
Niagara University 
Nia~qara Athletics Offers Free Tickets to Facu~tv, Staff~ Students 
Purpleeagles.com 12/13/04 

University of Kansas 
KU footba~ tickets will cost more in °05 
Lawrence Journal-World 12/13/04 

University of Kansas 
Facu~t~ed out in sca~ ta~k 
Lawrence Journal-World 12/13/04 

University of Washington 
Ticket prices 9o up as part of UWs plan 
The New Tribune 12/13/04 

TV/Media 
University of Louisville 
’No hard feelinqs’ from Jurich, £1enty from U of L fans 
The Courier Journal 12/13/04 



CSTV is First New ~ndegendent Network to Si~ Distribution .A_greements with Five 
La~qest Cable Operators and DirecTV 
Business Wire 12/13/04 
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Athletic Development 
Santa Clara University 
Honda Awards will donate $1,000 to $CU’s general athletic fund, 
SantaClaraBroncos.com 12/14/04 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
Brigham Young University 
AtMetic administrator’s offer to~u[t was BYU 
Deseret Morning News 12/14/04 

Duke University 
Susan Ross Named to Duke Universi~ ~y~!~ment Staff 
Duke Dialogue 12/14/04 

University of Texas at Austin 
Heiwi~oins UT Athletics fundoraisin~ staff 
TexasSports.com 12/14/04 

Attendance 
Florida Atlantic University 

to win 
Sun Sentinel 12/14/04 

BCS 
Request made to take secrec~ out of ballots- requires registration 
Star-Telegram 12/14/04 

Coaches 
Brigham Young University 
BYU stays close to home with coach 
Rocky Mountain News 12/14/04 

Georgia Tech 
Tenuta possible Ohio candidate 
Ledger-Enquirer 12/14/04 



Hampton University 
Hampton coach sta~ut ooo for now 
The Daily Press 12/14/04 

Indiana State University 
~ndiana State hires Toledo assistant as footba~ coach 
Tallahasse Democrat 12114/04 

Indiana University 
E~iottjoins ~ist of ~ndiana candidates 
Indianapofis Star 12/14/04 

Louisiana State University 

The Advertiser 12114/04 

New Mexico State University G~anvil~e interested in NMSU footbal~ coaching~_b" 

Access North Georgia 12/14/04 

Sacred Heart University 
Joe Barroso to Take Over Men’s Soccer Pro~ 
www.sacredheartpioneers, com 12/14/04 

Stanford University 
Harris hai~ed st Stanford 
Modesto Bee 12114/04 

Stephen F. Austin State University 
SFA names McFar~and footba~ coach 
Houston Chronicle 12/14/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Rockford Register Star 12/14/04 

University of Mississippi 
Erickson denies contact with Rebels 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/14/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Weis wants to But the fight back in ~rish 
Buffalo News 12114/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Pitt: Harris wasn°t assured of returning in 2005 despite bow~ bid 
The Herald Standard 12/14/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Lon           seach for new coach 
PittsburghLIVE.com 12/14/04 

University of Washington 
Wi[lingham ready to start fresh at Washington 
Buffalo News 12114/04 

University of Washington 
With 2 B~ack Coaches, Huskies Make Histor~ 
Herald & Review 12/14/04 

West Virginia University Tech 
Techs Monz told to resin, or be fired 
Charleston Gazette 12/14/04 



Directors of Athletics 
New Mexico State University 
Welcome to ~gg!#_ Land blroBOStOn 

Scout.com 12/14/04 

Oregon State University 
OSU°s Anderson ~ands °dream job° 
The Oregon/an 12/14/04 

Southampton College of Long Island Univeristy 
What does To~ do now? 
Newsday.com 12/14/04 

Syracuse University 
SU interviews Southern Cal administrator 
The Post-Standard 12/14/04 

United States Military Academy 
Kevin Anderson Named Director of AtMetics at West Point 
goarmysports.com 12/14/04 

United States Military Academy 
What They Are Sa~q About Kevin Anderson 
goarrnysports.corn 12/14/04 

Editorial Pages 
Bein.q IoA in footba~ carries !rn£ortance 
The Star Press 12/14/04 

Facilities 
Long Beach State University 
CSULB ce~ebrates Pyramid donation 
Press-Telegram 12/14/04 

General 
Dartmouth College 
Official knocked schoo~°s atMetics 
Concord Monitor 12/14/04 

Rutgers University 
Unlawfu~ incidents in athletics create new fears over reputation 
Coflege Sports Online 12/14/04 

Temple University 
Temple weighs footbal~ future: Should it stay or should it ~- requires registration 
Philadelphia Inquirer 12/14/04 

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor 
UMHB Fans Going[ All Out For Crusaders Charn Game 
KW-FX.com 12/14/04 

Western Michigan University 
Cuts mourned Universi teams vanish~’nchronized skaters 
so~dier on as c~ub sport 
Kalamazoo Gazette 12/14/04 

Legal/Ru les 
University of Colorado 



Suit aqainst Colorado dropjsed 
The Daily Herald 12114/04 

University of Colorado 
Title iX suit droned 
Colorado Daily 12114/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
Indiana State University 
~camores ~vcho for athletics 
Indiana Statesman 12/14/04 

N CAA 
Florida International University 
Schoo~ ma~ have violated NCAA ru~es 
Miami Herald 12/14/04 

North Georgia College 
North Geor to Division II in °05 
Access North Georgia 12/14/04 

University of Georgia 
Damon Evans: UGA a£~eal a~riate 
Access North Georgia 12/14/04 

University of Mary 
Universit~V of Mar~Lp~ans business schoo~ ~ook at NCAA Division 
In-Forum 12/14/04 

A Brand New Wa~ Of Thinking- requires registration 
Hartford Courant 12/14/04 

Other Conference News 
University of Northern Colorado 
~ Sk~L~#icks UNC as sole candidate 
Greeley Tribune 12/14/04 

Schedules 
University of Nebraska 
~ Wake Forest officials discuss footba~ series 
Huskerextra.com 12/14/04 

SEC Conference News 
Has SEC hoo#s ~ost its bounce? 
The State.com 12/14/04 

Tickets 
Arizona State University 



Ticket-Donation Program Sends UoSo $o~diers to Vita~is $~n Bow~ 
College Sports Online 12114/04 

University of Iowa 
~owa to use ~otte em ag.ain for bowl tickets 
Coflege Sports Online 12/14/04 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
UNC Sells More Than 30 
WRAL.com 12/14/04 
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Academics 

Indiana University-Purdue University (Ft. Wayne) 
~PFW apj~roves ~riorit’~ c~ass reqistration for athletes 
News-Sentinel 12/15/04 

Athletic Development 
Samford University 
Footba~ Receives Check For Scho~arshi~ Fund 
College Sports Online 12/15/04 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
University of Colorado 
CU hires assistant AD 
Denver Post 12/15/04 

University of Colorado 
~ [#~ns as CU chancellor 
Denver Post 12/15/04 

Attendance 
Boise State University 
Will ~on~ homest~d dr~w crow~Js to 9~mes? 
IdahoStatesman 12/15/04 

BCS 
F~awed BCS system sti~ better 
Cincinnati Enquirer 12115/04 

Bowl Games 
Purdue University 
So~sr Flair 
College Sports Online 12/15/04 

Coaches 
Brigham Young University 



A new footba~ coach for BYU 
The Daily Herald 12/15/04 

Fort Hays State University 
Verdugo chosen to .quide FHSU into M~AA era 
The Morning Sun 12/15/04 

Henderson State University 
Henderson State ca~s on Ma×fie~d 
Arkansas Democrat Gazette 12/15/04 

Indiana State University 
~SU hires GatewaV°s first b~ack coach 
Tribune Star 12/15/04 

Indiana University 
IU trims coach list, ho#es to hire soon 
Journal Gazette 12/15/04 

Stanford University 
Harris brings offensive mind-set to Stanford 
The Napa Valley Register 12/15/04 

The Citadel 
Coach fights toughest foe yet: Breast cancer- requires registration 
Charlotte Observer 12/15/04 

University of Mississippi 
Mississippi officials ho~d meetinq with 49ers coach 
Sacramento Bee 12/15/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Weis° pitch convinces ~ers 
Grand Forks Herald 12/15/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Hoke surfaces as candidate at Pitt 
Houston Chronicle 12/15/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
PSU°s Bradle3f might be candidate for Pitt 
The Tribune-Review 12/15/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
More possible candidates named in Pitt coaching search 
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review 12/15/04 

University of Southern California 
erus reach ~reement 

Monterey County Herald 12/15/04 

University of Southern California 
USC hires M~erus 
Daily Breeze 12/15/04 

University of Southern Mississippi 
USM adds to Bower’s everoim£rov!nq resume 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/15/04 

University of Utah 
Whittingham°s decision he~ Utah avoid disaster 
The Salt Lake Tribune 12/15/04 

University of Washington 
~# Dawg wants team with bite 
The Sun 12/15/04 



Valdosta State University 
McDanie~ ~eaves VSU softba~ vacanc~ 
The Valdosta Daily Times 12/15/04 

Valparaiso University 
shes sta~ 

Post-Tribune (Gary, IN) 12/15/04 

West Virginia University Tech 
Go~den Bear football coach sa~, he has no p~ans to resi~ 
Charleston Daily Mail 12/15/04 

Directors of Athletics 
San Jose State University 
Stanford’s ~zzi among SJSU A~B. finalists 
Mercury News 12/15/04 

University of Georgia 
Evans to ~ first contract- requires registration 
Athens Banner-Herald 12/15/04 

Editorial Pages 
Indiana University 
IU°s Greenspan must restore fisca~ balance 
South Bend Tribune 12/15/04 

Fans, media can°t wait for the right ’Coach K°- requires registration 
The Orlando Sentinel 12/15/04 

Facilities 
University of Alabama 
~rovements Have A~loAround impact 
Scout.corn 12/15/04 

University of Minnesota 
To Pass 

WCCO.com 12/15/04 

General 
Belmont Abbey College 
6 teams added to Belmont Abbey- requires registration 
Charlotte Observer 12/15/04 

Florida A&M University 
FAMU athletics go deeper into the red 
Tallahasse Democrat 12/15/04 

Louisiana State University 
~ita~ One berth ~ucrative for LSU coaches 
The Advocate 12/15/04 

Macalester College 
Women’s basketba~h Scots cance~ rest of their season 
St. Cloud Times 12/15/04 

San Diego State University 



Betting on sponsorshi£ 
Union-Tribune 12/15/04 

University of Notre Dame 
He°s the #ower behind Notre Came- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 12/15/04 

Sanford fretting_ about debt- requires registration 
Charlotte Observer 12/15/04 

Legal/Ru les 
University of South Carolina 
Thefts       ers ca~ for strong action from USC 
The State.com 12/15/04 

Licensing 
University of Nebraska 
UNL trusts nationa~ ~qrou£ to dea~ with sweatsho£ labor 
Lincoln Journal-Star 12/15/04 

N CAA 
Barton County Community College 
Former Barton coach charged with fraud 
Kansas City Star 12/15/04 

Rochester Institute of Technology 
R~T hocke2~qoing to Division I 
Democrat and Chronicle 12/15/04 

University of Kentucky 
Trustees OK UK°s NCAA se~fostud’~ 
The Courier Journal 12/15/04 

Other Conference News 
Southern Utah University 
.B~g Sky Conference shuns ToBirds 
The Spectrum 12/15/04 

Charlotte wins over Ra~ei~ for C~AA basketba~ tournament 
Rocky Mount Telegram 12/15/04 

Schedules 
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
Arkansas AD wants USC .game moved to Fayettevi~e- requires regLstration 
Charleston Post & Courier 12/15/04 

SEC Conference News 
Fans rushing, onto the court or fie~d wi~ be cosfl~/to SEC schools 



USA Today 12/15/04 

Tickets 
United States Naval Academy 
Academy’s ticket sa~es for Emerald Bow~ nearing 14,000, s~a.vs AD G~adchuk- requires 
registration 
Baltimore Sun 12/15/04 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
UT°S Allotment of SBC Cotton Bow~ Tickets Sold Out 
College Sports Online 12/15/04 
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Athletic Development 
Florida A&M University 
Trustee: Raise a million for FA~U 
Tallahasse Democrat 12/16/04 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
University of Wisconsin 
U~ NOTES: Eleven at~[etic de~a~tment emcees to make at least $5~000 in outside 
income this cal endar:year 
Wisconsin State Journal 12/16/04 

Atlantic Coast Conference News 
ACC consic~erinq use of instant ~ in 05 
The State.com 12/16/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
~ratulations, coach: Kra~oins Hall of Fame 
Knoxville News Sentinel 12/16/04 

BCS 
ESPN wants coaches to make ballots ~ublic 
The Daily Reflector 12/16/04 

Coaches 
Howard College 
Howard College welcomes Diddle into coaching family 
Big Spring Herald 12/16/04 

Indiana University 
~U doesn’t have a clue 
South Bend Tribune 12116/04 

Indiana University 

FortWayne.com 12/16/04 



Indiana University 
Coachinq vacanc~uts ~[J behind in recruitin‘g 
The Courier Journal 12/16/04 

Long Beach State University 
LE~SU’s other success 
Press-Telegram 12/16/04 

Louisiana State University 
Saban: ~°~ be at bow~ame 
The Advocate 12/16/04 

Mississippi State University 
SPORT CHECK MSU extends Croom°s contract 
Sun Herald 12/16/04 

Ohio University 
Solich Wi~ Lead Ohio University_ Football Team 
Nebraska State Paper 12/16/04 

Southern University & A&M 
Richardson, SU at odds over pact 
The Advocate 12/16/04 

Syracuse University 
~riority: footba~ and Coach P 
The Post-Standard 12/16/04 

Syracuse University 
~urned Cho~a~ not keepin~ an eve on Syracuse 
San Bernard/no 12/16/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
~ini coaching search at issue 
ChicagoSports.com 12/16/04 

University of Mississippi 
Orqeron brings Cajun fire to.~ob as Ole ~iss coach 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/16/04 

University of Mississippi 
O~e ~iss Hires UoSoCo Assistant as Footba]~ Coach 
New York Times 12/16/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Pitt hire needs to be a.giant for Bi~- requires registration 
Charleston Daily Marl 12/16/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
At ~east three ~ected to interview for Pitt~ 
phillyburbs.com 12/16/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Bradley not up for Pittsburgh coachin~ 
Centre Daily Times 12/16/04 

University of Southern California 
Doctors c~ear Ma~erus to return to co~e~ coaching 
Duluth News Tribune 12/16/04 

University of Southern California 
No de             mastery 
Press-Telegram 12116/04 

University of Texas at Tyler 



UT TYLER°S LOVELL, SHORT RESIGN 
Tyler Morning Telegraph 12/16/04 

University of Utah 
4 Utah coaches wi~ miss Fiesta 
Deseret Morning News 12/16/04 

West Virginia Institute of Tecnology 
Tech°s ~onz fired; search for new coach begins 
Charleston Daily Mail 12/16/04 

Western Nevada Community College 
WNCC hires soccer coach 
Nevada Appeal 12/16/04 

Xavier University 
Xavier fills men°s, women’s coaching~osts 
Cincinnati Enquirer 12/16/04 

Community Service 
Baylor University 
Athletic Department Partners With ~vlethodist Home 
College Sports Online 12/16/04 

Fresno State University 
Fresno Stste Offers Charity Tickets to Bulldog Fans for MPC Computers Bowl 
College Sports Online 12/16/04 

Syracuse University 
Teamin~ for Literac2 SUathletics 12/16/04 

Directors of Athletics 
Auburn University 
Richardson turns attention toward finding new AD 
Birmingham News 12/16/04 

Eastern Oklahoma State College 
Athletic Director at Eastern to retire 
McAlester News-Capital 12/16/04 

San Jose State University 
SJSU°s AoDo ~ist includes 49era e×ec- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 12/16/04 

Syracuse University 
C~ues point to SU hirin~ USC officia~ 
The Post-Standard 12/16/04 

University of Minnesota 
P~aturi sa~,diversit@ush wil~ continue 
Star Tribune 12/16/04 

University of Missouri 
[vlike A~den Named to DoIA Athletic Directors’ Committee 
MU Tigers. com 12/16/04 

Facilities 
University of Iowa 



Need a Unique Doorsto ~L? 
Coflege Sports Online 12116/04 

General 
Clemson University 
Braw~ costs Tiger assistants bonuses- requires registration 
Charleston Post & Courier 12/16/04 

North Carolina State University 
NCSU officials say_stick to the rea~ ~rics 
News & Record 12/16/04 

Southwest Missouri State University 
From em~, seats to packin° the house 
News-Leader 12/16/04 

University of Notre Dame 
~mag~ issuea weig~ on irish 
Denver Post 12/16/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Jenkins: ND board did not preaaure me 
South Bend Tribune 12/16/04 

Legal/Ru les 
University of Colorado 
Liquor, food bills scrutinized 
Rocky Mountain News 12/16/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Charlie Weis sues doctors 
Cape Cod Times 12/16/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
Baylor University 
Athletic DeptaRment to Ho~d Fan Forum 
BaylorBears.com 12/16/04 

NABC 
NCAA, NABC Form Partnership. for Co~e 
Coflege Sports Online 12/16/04 

New basketba~ "partnershi~qlives coaches a ~ouder voice 
Indianapofis Star 12/16/04 

N CAA 
Columbia University 
Feds have big~ bad wo~f knockin~ at NCAAs door 
Columbia Daily Tribune 12/16/04 

Lewis & Clark College 
It’s a ni~ to sweat detai~s at the Edward Jones Dome 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 12/16/04 

Mississippi State University 



Sherri~ fi~es $!0 mi~ion suit ~qainst NCAA 
The Clarion-Ledger 12116/04 

Recruiting 
University of Virginia 
Coaching chanqes rna,V hurt recruiting 
The Daily Progress 12/16/04 

Schedules 
North Dakota State University 
NDSU re,eases 2005 schedule 
Grand Forks Herald 12/16/04 

Wake Forest University 
Footba~ 9ame canceled between E~on~ Wake Forest- requires registration 
Contra Costa Times 12/16/04 

Fill!n~q slate a difficult endeavor 
Arizona Daily Sun 12116/04 

Tickets 
Texas Tech University 
Holiday Bow~ tickets sold out at Texas Tech - requires registradon 
Amarillo Globe News 12/16/04 
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Athletic Development 
Fresno State University 
BDF agrees to give assist- requires registradon 
Fresno Bee 12/17/04 

Illinois State University 
~SU endowment to honor Ki~born 
Pantagraph.com 12/17/04 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
Louisiana State University 

Shreveport Times 12/17/04 

University of Colorado 
Colorado Names ~SU Women’s Golf Coach Ju~ie Manning Assistant A.Do 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
Abilene Christian University 
MSU M co~e - requires registration 
In-Forum 12/17/04 

Colorado State University 
Hammon°s CSU~to be retired 
Fort Collins Coloradoan 12/17/04 

University of Iowa 
Hayden Herky $## b!~ ~ ~IQ~QQ 
Iowa City Press-Citizen 12/17/04 

University of Miami 
Soccer, Men’s Cross Country Receive ACC Sportsmanshi# Awards 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 

NCAA honors three with ~nspiration Award 
Bradenton Herald 12/17/04 

BCS 



Tranqhese offers new BCS p~an 
Boston Globe 12/17/04 

Bowl Games 
University of Florida 
UF hopes for Stron 
Florida Today 12/17/04 

University of Georgia 
Preorder sa~es fue~ Geor 00 Outback tickets sold mark - requires registration 
Savannah Morning News 12/17/04 

Bowls’ execs make to~ dollar 
AZ Central.com 12/17/04 

Coaches 
Connecticut College 
Satran Is The Right N~an At The Right Time For Corm Basketba~] 
The Day 12/17/04 

Elon University 
Powe~ to Head r~Sen°s Soccer Proqram 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 

George Washington University 
Coach has Geor~ Washin 
Star Tribune 12/17/04 

Indiana University 
Mu~ wi!l ~ass on job at ~ndiana 
Boston Globe 12/17/04 

Louisiana State University 
LSU at limit in terms of Saban 
Tuscaloosa News 12/17/04 

Louisiana State University 
News on Saban expected soon 
The Daily Advertiser 12/17/04 

Ohio University 
So~ich finds home in Athens 
Times Recorder 12/17/04 

Saint Mary’s University 
Lonqtime hocke.v coach Boucher dies 
Canoe.ca 12/17/04 

Saint Xavier University 
St, X°s ~aerke~ ~eavin 
Cincinnati Enquirer 12/17/04 

Temple University 
BASKETBALL ROUNDUP: Chaney_ about to ame club 
Tucson Citizen 12/17/04 

Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi 
Sto~p,~ Did you just call us the A~gies? 
CBS Sportsline 12/17/04 

University of California at Los Angeles 
Dorrel~ is close to sig_O_!_~g dea~ 



San Bernardino 12/17/04 

University of Kentucky 
Skinner Named Head Coach at UK 
WKYT 12/17/04 

University of Montana 

The Missoulian 12/17/04 

University of Nevada 
Nevada track hires two assistants 
Reno Gazette-Journal 12/17/04 

University of Notre Dame 
E×oRebels coach wi~ing to become a coordinator ~- requires registration 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution 12/17/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Vir.qinia defensive coordinator reportedlv~qoin# to Notre Dame 
The News & Advance 12/17/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Wannstedt te~s Pitt he isn’t interested 
The Morning Carl 12117104 

University of Pittsburgh 
OU Footba~ Co-defensive Coordinator On Short List For Pitt Job 
KOTV 12/17/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Long makes the right ca~l on Wait Harris’ ~ast stand 
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review 12/17/04 

University of South Carolina 
OF ba~ coach e       honeymoon staqe of~ 
The Sun Times 12/17/04 

University of South Carolina 
Thompson lands new coachin~ 
The Daily Reflector 12/17/04 

University of South Florida 
Success At A Low Price 
Tampa Bay Online 12/17/04 

University of Wyoming 
~omin£ coach infects Aro~ram 
L.A. Daily News 12/17/04 

Following coaching carousel is exhausting 
Centre Daily Times 12117/04 

Erickson has history of ~eaving when he says he won’t- requires registration 
San Jose Mercury News 12/17/04 

Directors of Athletics 
Blinn College 
B~inn footbal~°s future still bri~ AD says 
Brenham Banner-Press 12/17/04 



Brigham Young University 
Yo expects to hire AoDo ~ March 
Deseret Morning News 12/17/04 

Brigham Young University 
ExoCa~ coach a ~eadin~q candidate 
ESPN 12/17/04 

Fresno State University 
Johnson’s best case might be his worst- requires registration 
Fresno Bee 12/17/04 

Georgia State University 
N~annin       down as Geor~ State AD 
Access North Georgia 12/17/04 

Indian Hills Community College 
Carlson ~ares for more successes as ~HCC AD 
The Ottumwa Courier 12/17/04 

Syracuse University 
~Aeet SU°s New AD 
The Post-Standard 12/17/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Kevin White Listed Among ~ost Influentia~ In Co~le orts 
UND.com 12/17/04 

Editorial Pages 
University of Colorado 
These Buffs aren’t shining 
CNNS/.com 12/17/04 

University of Michigan 
Wish you were here: The weather’s .qreat~ the campus beautifu~ 
The Flint Journal 12/17/04 

University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame’s ima~ a ~ittie more tarnished these da~ 
San Francisco Chronicle 12/17/04 

Mediocrit~ns this col~e~ bowl season 
Elko Daily Free Press 12/17/04 

Facilities 
University of Iowa 
U~ fund-raisin           takes off 
Iowa City Press-Citizen 12/17/04 

University of Kansas 
Footba~ facility concern tackled 
Lawrence Journal-World 12/17/04 

General 
Bryan College 
~yan to host state’s iarqest wrestling tournament 
The Bryan College Station Eagle 12/17/04 

Clemson University 
Former Clemson star to hel~ minorities 
The State.com 12/17/04 

Saint Mary’s College 



Men’s Basketba~ to Host Shamrock Office Solutions C~assic, December 28-29 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 

University of Colorado 
°Rivalry° ins£ires yawn from hoo£s fans- requires registration 
Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 12/17/04 

University of Colorado 
CU scholarshi        o to ~u×Ur~L needs 
Washington Times 12/17/04 

University of South Carolina 
Gamecocks uniforms to change in 2005 
The State.com 12/17/04 

Legal/Ru les 
Texas Tech University 
E×os                           in Tech bi~ing scare- requires registration 
Star-Telegram 12/17/04 

University of Minnesota 
E×=Gopher charged with academic fraud 
St. Paul Pioneer Press 12/17/04 

University of South Carolina 
investigation continuinq in ~ocker room theft 
Gwinnett Daily Post 12/17/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
Michigan State University 
Michigan State Basketba~ P~ans To "White-Out" The Breslin Center On Dec. 21 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 

Pepperdine University 
Food Bank Night At Men’s Hoops Game 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 

University of Maine 
Women’s Basketball Announces Grou 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 

NAIA 
Teamwork key to getting bip~qame off the ~round 
Independent Record 12/17/04 

N CAA 
Fairfield University 
Fairfield is C~eared B2 NCAA 
The Day 12/17/04 

Norfolk State University 
Norfolk State fires coach; AD resi~ 
The Daily Press 12/17/04 

Saint Vincent College 
St, Vincent e move to D4 



Pittsburgh Tribune-Review 12/17/04 

University of Washington 
Huskies Notebook: UW vies for 2008 vo~e~{ba~ fina~ four 
Seattle Post Intelligencer 12/17/04 

Garcia Continues to Receive Career Kudos; Named NCAA "Today’s Top V~ Recipient" 
Swiminfo.com 12/17/04 

StudentoAtMetes Offer Own Ro~e in Im ortsmanshi£ 
SantaClaraBroncos.com 12117104 

NCAA shootine[ for standardized rims 
The Plain Dealer 12117/04 

Other Conference News 
University of the Incarnate Word 
U~W will stay in the Heart,and- requires registration 
San Antonio Express News 12/17/04 

Schedules 
Fresno State University 

3 the notoso=hard way: 
Fresno Bee 12/17/04 

University of Akron 
~ Add Non=Conference Football ~Donents 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 

TV/Media 
Princeton University 

Meet on Nationa~ TV Monda~ 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 

University of Maryland at College Park 
Men’s Lacrosse to Gain Nationa~ TV Exposure with Fox 
College Sports Online 12/17/04 
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Please note that the NACDA Daily Review will not be distributed on the following days in 

obervance of the holidays: Friday, December 24, Monday, December 27, Friday, December 31 

and Monday, January 3. 
Academics 

University of Minnesota 
hers can°t miss c~ass 

Star Tribune 12/20/04 

Athletic Development 
Erie Community College 
ECC kicks off athletic fund drive 
Buffalo Business First 12/20/04 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
Ohio State University 
Mike Penner named Director of Event Management & Faci~it~ Schedulinq 
OhioStateBuckeyes.corn 12/20/04 

University at Buffalo 
Weig~y. decisions affect UB, Canisius athletics 
Buffalo Business First 12/20/04 

Attendance 
Duke University 
Duke big dea~ in Bi - requires registration 
Charlotte Observer 12/20/04 

Eastern Michigan University 
Lateoarriving crowd of ~,~ g~2Y~ [~ qarne 
MLive.com 12/20/04 

Florida Atlantic University 
NCAA attendance issue a sore ~ot for FAU and F/U- requires registradon 
TCPalm.com 12/20/04 

University of Texas-Pan American 
Winter Wonderland oo Seasonal visitors make ~ bu~k of su~ort for UTPA 
The Monitor 12/20/04 

Western Carolina University 
Ern~ seats the norm at the Rarnse’¢ Center 
Asheville Citizen-Times 12/20/04 

Awards/Recognitions 
University of Wyorning 

land on UW°s al~ocentur~ team 
Billings Gazette 12/20/04 



BCS 
University of California at Berkeley 
Ca~’s fate trivets BCS snowba~ effect 
Mercury News 12/20/04 

Financia~ TD: National tit~e, no Ioca~ teams 
South Florida Business Journal 12/20/04 

Break ~ the BCS?- requires registration 
WFAA.com 12/20/04 

Bowl Games 
Iowa State University 
~yc~one fans’ response to bow~ bid is #athetic 
Des Moines Register 12/20/04 

Iowa State University 
Cut in bow~ a~otment challenges ~SU 
Quad-City Times 12/20/04 

Syracuse University 
Turmoil continues for Syracuse as Cham#s Sports Bow~ looms 
Vida en el Valle 12/20/04 

University of Alabama at Birmingham 
Brown blazes trai~ for UAB 
Honolulu Advertiser 12/20/04 

University of Connecticut 
They’re Drawing A Crowd- requires registration 
Hartford Courant 12/20/04 

University of Louisville 
U of L fans e×£ected to turn out in force 
The Courier Journal 12/20/04 

Bowling for dollars Money ~ucrative for BCS teams, offer not the case for others 
Grand Rapids Press 12/20/04 

Coaches 
Arizona State University 
Turner Thornes initiative leads ASU women to success 
East Valley Tribune 12/20/04 

Auburn University 
Time For AU To Ste£ U£ For Tubervi~e 
Scout.com 12/20/04 

Auburn University 
ht at Auburn 

The Oregonian 12/20/04 

Auburn University 
Bonu$$$ baby_ 
Birmingham News 12/20/04 

Bethel College 



~htfoot oneou~s Rupj~ 
South Bend Tribune 12/20/04 

Canisius College 
Canisius Players Went Above AD°s Head 
College Sports Online 12/20/04 

Duke University 
Du ke assistant ~oses~- requires registration 
Charlotte Observer 12/20/04 

George Washington University 
Bei~ takes the fast track to Colonials° head coachin~ 
The Free Lance Star 12/20/04 

Indiana University 
indiana decides on Hoe~pner as coach 
Boston Globe 12/20/04 

Indiana University 
Hoe~ner aimin~ at ~ndiana 
Chicago Tribune 12/20/04 

Iowa State University 
McCarne_v transforms moribund ~owa State 
Shreveport Times 12/20/04 

Louisiana State University 
LSU expects to 9ick from best 
Times-Picayune 12/20/04 

Louisiana State University 
Miami p~ans to adhere to hirin 
Journal Gazette 12/20/04 

Miami University 
Miami assistant wants a promotion- requires registration 
Middletown Journal 12/20/04 

Michigan State University 
Com~ey under fire as S~artans stru~ 
South Bend Tribune 12/20/04 

New Mexico State University 
Gi~l to interview at New Mexico State 
Huskerextra.com 12/20/04 

Ohio University 
Osborne built a d but didn°t cultivate a coaching- requires registration 
Kansas City Star 12/20/04 

Ohio University 
New OU footba~ coach may be highest paid in conference 
The Athens News 12/20/04 

Saint Norbert College 
Former SNC footba~ coach Hicke~f dies 
The Green Bay News-Chronicle 12/20/04 

University of California at Los Angeles 
UCLA extends Dorre~°s contract- requires registration 
Ventura County Star 12/20/04 

University of Colorado 
Barnett due c~ean break from CU 
Denver Post 12/20/04 



University of Miami 
UM’s Shannon: No contact from Do~ghins 
Sun Sentinel 12/20/04 

University of Mississippi 
~eron’s first six weeks will help define his O~e Miss career 
Sun Herald 12/20/04 

University of Notre Dame 
New ~rish president behind firing- requires registration 
Contra Costa Times 12/20/04 

University of Notre Dame 
A rea~ Weisoenheimer 
South Bend Tribune 12/20/04 

University of Notre Dame 
ND interested in UT running backs coach- requires registration 
Dallas Morning News 12/20/04 

University of Oklahoma 
Stoo        Pelini read~ to become a head coach - requires registration 
Amarillo Globe News 12/20/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Pitt AD Long to interview Sunseri 
Post-Gazette.com 12/20/04 

University of Pittsburgh 
Cavanaugh Added To Sho~t List At Pitt 
The Day 12/20/04 

University of Southern California 
Rick Ma~erus shocks USC         out 
Tallahasse Democrat 12/20/04 

Contracts fit the situation for co~ege coaches 
Quad-City Times 12/20/04 

ManyL NCAA Division ~ coaches seasona~ ride on the merr~ooround- requires 
registration 
Athens Banner-Herald 12/20/04 

Directors of Athletics 
Auburn University 
Gators° McGarity thinks he°s out of running for Auburn [ob 
Florida Today 12/20/04 

Brigham Young University 
Search begins for new athletic director 
BYU Newsnet 12/20/04 

San Jose State University 
SJSU wi~ name 49ers e×ec new AoDo 
Monterey County Herald 12/20/04 

Syracuse University 
~ectations mirror USC°s, new AD sa,~ 
The Post-Standard 12/20/04 



Syracuse University 
SU°s New AD°s enthusiasm is infectious 
Democrat and Chronicle 12/20/04 

University of Florida 
Fo~ey°s foundation built to stand on 
Sun Sentinel 12/20/04 

Editorial Pages 
P~ease coach for us 
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review 12/20/04 

Facilities 
Long Beach State University 
Stanford crowned NCAA cham£ 
Press-Telegram 12/20/04 

University of Cincinnati 
Basketba~ footbai~ venues to ~ a look 
Cincinnati Enquirer 12/20/04 

University of Iowa 
Kinnick’s wreckin~ ba~l in fu~ swing 
WCFCourier 12/20/04 

University of Missouri 
For schools, new arenas are a suite p~osition 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 12/20/04 

General 
Auburn University 
Exocoach’s wife exits sidelines 
Montgomery Advertiser 12/20/04 

Clemson University 
Rainbow coalition ~osing steam 
The State.com 12/20/04 

Dartmouth College 
DaRmouth dean takes heat for his athletics snub 
Boston Globe 12/20/04 

New Hampshire Technical Institute 
NHTI to host USCAA Division ~ Mens Basketba~ Tournament 
Citizen Onfine 12/20/04 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Force mightier than #en needed to brin 
Arizona Repubfic 12/20/04 

University of South Carolina 
No thanks for the memories 
The State.com 12/20/04 

University of Southern Mississippi 
DuPree tax p~an on hold 
Hattiesburg American 12/20/04 

University of Southern Mississippi 
USM ~ooks to build tradition on Coast 
The Clarion-Ledger 12/20/04 



Legal/Ru les 
Texas Tech University 
~ort ~inks Texas Tech with banned stimulants 
Philadelphia Daily News 12/20/04 

University of Colorado 
CU suit not worth the ~gain 
Denver Post 12/20/04 

University of Georgia 
UGA cheer coach defends - requires registration 
Athens Banner-Herald 12/20/04 

University of Georgia 
ExoGeorqia star sues schoo~ 
The State.com 12/20/04 

University of Louisiana at Lafayette 
Former ULL coach sues university= 
The Advocate 12/20/04 

Marketing and Promotions 
University of Vermont 
:~ports teams at UV~t are rofitab~e marketing makeover 
Times Argus 12/20/04 

University of Washington 
Go 2 Gu 
Seattle Post Intelligencer 12/20/04 

N CAA 
Saint Vincent College 
St, Vincent wei 
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review 12/20/04 

University of Central Florida 
Rose°s fate rests with NCAA 
Sun Sentinel 12/20/04 

NCAA ives RP~ more of a road ~oad 
USA Today 12/20/04 

Other Conference News 
Sierra College 
Sierra Co~e 7 Conference 
Auburn Journal 12/20/04 

University of North Dakota 
Future of NCC may be in hands of UND 
St. Cloud Times 12/20/04 

Schedules 



University of Nebraska 
Pederson backed out of footba~ game 

Nebraska State Paper 12/20/04 

University of Nebraska 
Huskers add Maine, Wake Forest to schedule 
Huskerextra.com 12/20/04 

Tickets 
University of Alabama 
More than half of Blazers° bow~ tickets 
Birmingham News 12/20/04 
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Academics 

University of Toledo 
UT :q fades improve 
Toledo Blade 01/11/05 

Graduation rates keel in new Division ~ system- requires registration 
Dallas Morning News 01/11/05 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
Iowa State University 
Longtime ~SU ~eorts ~nformation Director Harr~L Burre]~ Dies at 93 
College Sports Online 01/11/05 

Awards/Recognitions 
Indiana State University 
ISU announces 2005 Hal~ of Fame c~ass 
Tribune Star 01/11/05 

Malone College 
Smith c~osing on No. 600- requires registration 
The Repository 01/11/05 

Coaches 
Binghamton University 
Search for BU wrestling coach narrowed to three candidates 
Binghamton Press & Sun Bulletin 01/11/05 

Buffalo State College 
Buffalo State coach retiring 
Buffalo News 01/11/05 

North Carolina State University 
Cancer sidelines N.Co St. women’s coach 
Boston Globe 01/11/05 



Syracuse University 
~ort: Robinson new SU footba~ coach 
Buffalo News 01/11/05 

Syracuse University 
Robinson fits mold AD was ~ooking for 
ESPN 01/11/05 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Weber has lllini on a major roll 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 01/11/05 

University of New Mexico 
Uo New Mexico officials declare su~#ort for F~ana~ 
College Sports Online 01/11/05 

University of Southern California 
~s F~o~ the man?- requires registration 
The Press-Enterprise 01/11/05 

Ursinus College 
~osium He~ps Address Decline of Women in Coaching 
Newswise.com 01/11/05 

Wake Forest University 
~4ime coach- requires registration 

Baltimore Sun 01/11/05 

More coaches turnin~ents for security‘ 
The Courier Journal 01/11/05 

Community Service 
Santa Clara University 
Women’s Golf Honored for Community Service 
SantaClaraBroncos.com 01/11/05 

Conference USA News 
University of Louisville 
Louisville to make fina~ CoUSA visit to Hub City_ 
The Clarion-Ledger 01/11/05 

Directors of Athletics 
Ohio State University 
Hosket interested in OSU AD~- requires registration 
Springfield News Sun 01/11/05 

University of Colorado 
Short ~eash for new Buffs AB? 
Rocky Mountain News 01/11/05 

Editorial Pages 
From good to 
The Journal Gazette 01/11/05 

Facilities 
Marietta College 
College officials ho~e tarp~rotected fie~d 
Marietta Times 01/11/05 



Santa Monica College 
College to Boost Public Use of Fie~d 
Surf Santa Monica 01/11/05 

University of Georgia 
New practice facilit~eroved- requires registration 
Athens Banner-Herald 01/11/05 

General 
Northern Michigan University 
Travel a            ense for Wildcat footbal~ team 
The Mining Journal 01/11/05 

Northern Michigan University 
Balancing[ act: N M~J ~ports face tou challenges 
The Mining Journal 01/11/05 

Minority coachinG, breakthrough further awav than ever 
St. Petersburg Times 01/11/05 

Bui~din~utation ~ainst steroids 
New York Newsday 01/11/05 

Legal/Ru les 
Ohio State University 
OSU woes have familiar ring 
The Plain Dealer 01/11/05 

University of Colorado 
ExoCU kicker sa~ harassment be 
St. Petersburg Times 01/11/05 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
E×=Vol and family take Fulmer to court again- requires registration 
Commercial News 01/11/05 

University of Washington 
Neuheise~ ~awsuit vs. UW headed to tria~ 
Seattle Times 01/11/05 

Marketing and Promotions 
Iowa State University 
1970s Promotion Scheduled for ~owa StateoMissouri Women°s Basketba~ Game 
College Sports Online 01/11/05 

University of Nebraska at Omaha 
UNO to host "Hockey_101" to raise funds 
The Gateway 01/11/05 

N CAA 
Florida Atlantic University 
Board: FAU, F~U need not worQL 
Sun Sentinel 01/11/05 

Florida International University 



Go~den Panthers ~e,A~tqood news from NCAA on Dq move 
Miami Herald 01/11/05 

Ohio State University 
NCAA boss Brand praises OSU reform 
Cincinnati Enquirer 01/11/05 

NCAA sacks ~osa~ to reduce scho~arshi£ ~imit 
Grand Forks Herald 01/11/05 

NCAA approves academic crackdown- requires registration 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution 01/11/05 

NCAA #Jans #rove qame is about mone~ 
The Advocate 01/11/05 

NCAA mu~s uniform dates for baseba~ 
Taflahasse Democrat 01/11/05 

Basketba~ coaches’ ame on table 
The Clarion-Ledger 01/11/05 

Sponsorship 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
CocaoCo~a Offers ~inois Basketba~ Centennia~ Bottles 
Coflege Sports Online 01/11/05 

TV/Media 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
~inois sa~ no to ESPN 
State Journal-Register 01/11/05 

Disclaimer NACDA is distributing The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news 
articles on college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is 

providing the Daily Review as a service to individuals on the distribution list who have requested the 
service or are members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views depicted in the 
articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of 

any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Delivery of The NACDA Daily Review is based on the academic calendar. Delivery will not occur on 
standard national holidays, during the Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks and during the NACDA 

Convention. During summer break, delivery will occur on an abbreviated schedule. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary B. Weeden <mbw@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 13, 2005 4:27 PM 

-Head Coaches; Brewer, Ronald <brewer9@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haase, 
Jerod <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Olson, Jennifer 
<j olson@uncaa.unc, edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greco, Michelle 
<mgreco@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nixon, Michelle <mnixon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, 
Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Williams, Tracey <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne 
<wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: Call for Nominations 

INFORMATIONAL_ Call for Nominations.msg 

Coaches, Administrators, and Academic Counselors: 

Please review the attached memo regarding the Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence. 

I am requesting that you pay close attention to the Jim Tatum Memorial Award. THE JIM TATUM MEMORIAL AWARD is 
awarded to the varsity intercollegiate athlete who has performed with distinction in his or her sport and who has also contributed to the 
University community through constructive participation in co-curricular activities. 

I encourage you to consider student-athletes on your teams who may be strong candidates for this recognition opportunity. Please 
forward your nominations to me by February 1st. 

I appreciate your help and look forward to hearing from you. Take care, 

Mary 

***Please note that my email address has changed to mbw@tmcaa.unc.edu. Thanks!*** 

Mary B. Weeden 
Academic Counselor 
Coordinator of Scholarships and Awards 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan Field House, Ridge Road 

P.O. Box 2126, CB #8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Office: (919) 843-2328 

Fax: (919) 962-8247 
mbw@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<awards@unc.edu> 
Monday, January 10, 2005 9:23 PM 

Corey Holliday; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Call for Nominations 

TO: All Faculty, Staff and Students of the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Community 

From: James Moeser, Chancellor 

Date: 10 January 2005 

Subj ect: Chancellor’s Awards Call for Nominations 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: I request your nominations of our most outstanding students for the Chancellor’ s 
Awards for Excellence in Student Activities and Leadership. Nominations are due Monday, February 7, 2005. 

A full letter of request detailing intent of these awards, and an on-line nomination form, can be found at 
www.unc.edu/chancellorsawards/. For further information, see the website or contact Kathy Sutton, 966-4045. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your 
informational mass email preference, go to the on-line 
directory web site at http://www, ai s.unc, edu/campus_dir/. 
Select "Modify Directory Information". 



Please note that the NACDA Daily Review will not be distributed on the following days due to 
the NACDA Mid-Winter Meetings in Marco Island: Thursday, January 27 and Friday, January 
28 

Attendance 
Central Michigan University 
NC~ Oisr~ards 150000 attendance mandate for 2004 
Central Michigan Life 01/26/05 

Tulane University 
Tu~ane [eaves seats ern~ 
Cincinnati Post 01/26/05 

Awards/Recognitions 
Malone College 
Malone coach.joins rare company with 600th victor~L 
The News Sentinel 01/26/05 

University of Vermont 
~ike Gi~igan To Receive Prestigious ~Tlac~nnes Award From The American Hockey 
Coaches Association 
Vermont Catamounts 01/26/05 

Coaches 
Eastern New Mexico University 
EN~’~U announces new softba~ coach 
Clovis News Journal 01/26/05 

Fresno State University 
UH°s Wade a finalist at Fresno 
Honolulu Advertiser 01/26/05 

Louisiana State University 
LSU board unanimousl. ’ a~roves Mi~es° contract 
Times-Picayune 01/26/05 

Minnesota State University Moorhead 
E/sere new MSUM footbal~ coach-requires registration 
In-Forum 01/26/05 

Palm Harbor University 



’Canes name former baseba~ ~,er coach 
St. Petersburg Times 01/26/05 

University of Detroit Mercy 
UDM°s Watson says he’s fulfilled 
The Detroit News 01/26/05 

University of Nevada 
Kurt Richter Resigns As Women’s Tennis Coach 
Coflege Sports Online 01/26/05 

University of Notre Dame 
Pats’ win Sunday ~rish’s ~oss Monda’£ 
ChicagoSports.com 01/26/05 

University of Tulsa 
Tulsa produces~ can’t kee£ best coaches 
The Daily Orange 01/26/05 

Western Oregon University 
Coachinq duo a winnin~air 
Statesman Journal 01/26/05 

Price ta coaches reachin here 
CBS Sportsfine 01/26/05 

Collegiate Academics 
Northern Illinois University 
At h ~etes ~,ou r stu dV on or p~, the p rice 
Northern Star Online 01/26/05 

University of Nebraska 
Gra~ leads wa~ for studentoath[ete 
Lincoln Journal-Star 01/26/05 

University of South Carolina 
USC To Host Sports Management ~nstitute This Week 
Coflege Sports Online 01/26/05 

University of South Carolina 
USC Athletics Department Fa~ Semester Academic Report 
USCsports.com 01/26/05 

Community Service 
University of Nevada 
University of Nevada, Reno Police Host E~asketba~ Benefit 
Coflege Sports Online 01/26/05 

Conference USA News 
East Carolina University 
Reci~ for success 
The East Carolinian 01/26/05 

Directors of Athletics 
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
A~zheimer°s bill #ains support of UA°s 
Arkansas Democrat Gazette 01/26/05 

University of Colorado 
Help wanted: CU posts ad for AoDo 



Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 01/26/05 

University of Memphis 
~ AD to review ~#o~icies- requires registration 
The Commercial Appeal 01/26/05 

University of Nebraska 
Pederson: No persona~ motives 
North Platte Telegraph 01/26/05 

University of North Dakota 
NoAh Dakota has three AD candidates 
Star Tribune 01/26/05 

University of North Dakota 
Times have changed since University of North Dakota’s ~ast athletic director search 
Contra Costa Times 01/26/05 

University of South Carolina 
ADs_job interests Reeves, F~orida assistant 
The State.com 01/26/05 

Editorial Pages 
Montana State University at Billings 
Pac West officiating is not a 2-way street 
Billings Gazette 01/26/05 

Virginia Tech 
Hokies #°gain show @ doubters 
The Daily Press 01/26/05 

Facilities 
Stanford University 
Athletics Department to #ive Rob~e Gym to Drama De#artment 
Stanford Daily 01/26/05 

University of Central Florida 
UCF ~eaders see stadium as k 
Orlando Sentinel 01/26/05 

University of Iowa 
~owa°s renovation ~ect is fillin - requires registration 
Contra Costa Times 01/26/05 

University of Minnesota 
Williams, Mariucci ready for re~- requires registration 
St. Paul Pioneer Press 01/26/05 

University of Nebraska 
NU st          with state=ofothe=art athletic comp~e× 
Daily Nebraskan 01/26/05 

Co~e facilities- requires registradon 
Contra Costa Times 01/26/05 

PacolO upgrades- requires registration 
Contra Costa Times 01/26/05 

General 
Central Michigan University 
Weisenbur        eak at ’Meet the Chi~ewas’ 
Coflege Sports Online 01/26/05 



Kent State University 
Believe it or not~ Road to Super Bowl goes through Kent 
Mercury News 01/26/05 

North Carolina State University 
Shoutin        irit of anthem 
Technician Online 01/26/05 

Old Dominion University 
After surve~ODU considers a footba~ team 
The Daily Press 01/26/05 

Stony Brook University 
Change is on schedule at SBU 
New York Newsday 01/26/05 

University of Washington 
Coaches "boo’ Dawg Pack 
The Daily 01/26/05 

University of Western Ontario 
JLC game a test drive for Stan~ 
Canoe.ca 01/26/05 

Legal/Ru les 
University of Georgia 
Georqia named in recruitinq scanda~ tria~ 
Access North Georgia 01/26/05 

Marketing and Promotions 
University of South Carolina 
THE COLONIAL CENTER LOOKS TO WELCOME iTS ONE=MILLIONTH FAN ON 
WEDNESDAY N~GHT 
Coflege Sports Online 01/26/05 

N CAA 
Duke University 
NCAA eva~uation underway: 
The Chronicle Onfine (Duke University) 01/26/05 

Twirlers seek status of co~eqe athletes 
The Tennessean 01/26/05 

Other Conference News 
Southland seeking new membershi£ 
The Monitor 01/26/05 

WCC boasts more than ~ust GonzagA- requires registradon 
Contra Costa Times 01/26/05 

Recruiting 



University of Washington 
~.continues in UW recruiting 
Seattle Post Intelligencer 01/26/05 

Schedules 
Northwestern College 
Team tack~in~ames in 1 da~L 
USA Today 01/26/05 

University of Akron 
Westfie~d Foundation Pre=Season Soccer Tournament 
Gozips.com 01/26/05 

University of Kansas 
Proposed schedule chart hawks 
College Sports Online 01/26/05 

University of Texas-El Paso 
Miners eschew Ducks for home date 
El Paso Times 01/26/05 

SEC Conference News 
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 
Scorin vs~ LSU drew Heath°s ire 
ESPN 01/26/05 

Tickets 
Syracuse University 
Ticket sales ~#_mJ2 for Orang_~ football 
The Post-Standard 01/26/05 

TV/Media 
Butler University 
Video Streaming Available for Remaining Home E~asketba~ Games 
College Sports Online 01/26/05 

Temple University 
Marking a hoops milestone 
Philadelphia Daily News 01/26/05 

University of Central Florida 
en under Thursd 

Sun Sentinel 01/26/05 

Western Athletic Conference News 
WAC to take ESPN °E~i 
IdahoStatesman 01/26/05 

Disclaimer NACDA is distributing The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news 
articles on college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is 

providing the Daily Review as a service to individuals on the distribution list who have requested the 
service or are members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views depicted in the 
articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of 

any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Delivery of The NACDA Daily Review is based on the academic calendar. Delivery will not occur on 
standard national holidays, during the Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks and during the NACDA 



Convention. During summer break, delivery will occur on an abbreviated schedule. 
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Please note that the NACDA Daily Review will not be distributed on the following days due to 
the NACDA Mid-Winter Meetings in Marco Island: Thursday, January 27 and Friday, January 
28 

Ath letics Ad min istrators 
University of Texas-El Paso 
Associate AD wi~ remain at UTEP 
EI Paso Times 01/25/05 

Attendance 
University of South Florida 
Half-em~: Students absent from Sun Dome 
The Oracle 01/25/05 

Awards/Recognitions 
Stetson University 
Stetson°s Airier wins oAs honor 
Daytona Beach News-Journal 01/25/05 

Coaches 
Belhaven College 
Don Lee promoted to head coach at 8e~haven 
Philadelphia Inquirer 01/25/05 

Central Missouri State University 
J en n ies wi n n inA with n ew coach- requires registration 
Kansas City Star 01/25/05 

Clemson University 

The State.com 01/25/05 

New Mexico State University 
8enford confirms interest in NMSU ~ 
AZ Central.com 01/25/05 

Stanford University 
Tough times bring out best in Johnson- requires registration 
Contra Costa Times 01/25/05 

Stony Brook University 



MACARCHUK MULLS CALUNG ~T A CAREER 
New York Post 01/25/05 

University of Colorado 
Patton, AD fi~e revised fli~lan 
Denver Post 01125105 

University of Dayton 
~:ers name new mens soccer coach 
Dayton Daily News 01/25/05 

University of Hawaii at Hilo 
UHoHilo ready to ~ ball tomorrow 
Honolulu Advertiser 01/25/05 

University of Southern Mississippi 
On Larry Eustach~°s team, it’s a matterof addition by su btraction 
The Clarion-Ledger 01/25/05 

Washington State University 
Bennett a~izes for obscene gesture 
Seattle Times 01/25/05 

Collegiate Academics 
Oakland University 
Oakland Lands 29 Student-Athletes on Academic A~FConference List 
www. ougrizzfies, com 01/25/05 

Community Service 
Clarion University of Pennsylvania 
~hetti dinner raises funds for C~arion Universit~ famii~ Jan, 26 
The Clarion News 01/25/05 

University of Nevada 
Athletics Sponsorin~q Junior S~orts Writer Contest This Saturday 
Coflege Sports Online 01/25/05 

Directors of Athletics 
University of Denver 
~lace to ca~ home 
Denver Post 01/25/05 

Editorial Pages 
Indiana University-Purdue University (Ft. Wayne) 
No[~s firing reflects ~oor[~ on IPFW ~ro~ram 
FortWayne.com 01/25/05 

Facilities 
North Carolina State University 
Renovations to facilities stateoof4heoa~t 
Technician Online 01/25/05 

Penn State University 
Stadium detai~s begin to emerge 
The Daily Collegian 01/25/05 

University of Minnesota 
Stadium mi:qht rival other Universit’~ects 



The Minnesota Daily 01/25/05 

Western Michigan University 
See~ Center access extends to WMU’s intramura~ teams 
The Western Herald 01/25/05 

Events Center seeks NCAA c~ashes 
Des Moines Register 01/25/05 

Financial Operations 
University of Colorado 
Gray3 train for footbal~ 
Rocky Mountain News 01/25/05 

General 
Boston College 
Fielding some of life°s lessons: Penna a s£iritual ~uide at IBC 
Daily News Tribune 01/25/05 

Cornell University 
Cornell ~ooks to shed °awfu~° ima~ 
Daily Pennsylvanian 01/25/05 

University of Arizona 
Student fans seeking own McKa~e section 
Tucson Citizen 01/25/05 

University of Georgia 
BORputs cork in wine plans 
redandblack, com 01/25/05 

Yale University 
ortunities for athletes 

Yale Daily News 01/25/05 

Legal/Ru les 
Iowa State University 
Clark: ISU fans ~eta pass for unrul~V behavior 
Des Moines Register 01/25/05 

Ohio State University 
OSU to ~pend $40k Defendinq ~tseif from Lawsuit 
W-FOL 01/25/05 

Licensing 
University of North Texas 
U NTs draw criticism- requires registration 
Denton Record- Chronicle 01/25/05 

N CAA 
NCAA sees Myles of ~qress 
USA Today 01/25/05 



Recruiting 
Recruits° choices could turn tide in co~e~ footba~ minori 
Baltimore Sun 01/25/05 

Schedules 
Drake University 
Drake, UN~ wi~ resume footbal~ 
Des Moines Register 01/25/05 

Indiana University 
~U drops Oreqon from schedule 
Indianapofis Star 01/25/05 

Maryville College 
Mar~,vi~e College re~eases 2005 
The Daily Times 01/25/05 

University of Oregon 
~on°s 2005 Footba~ Schedule 
Scout.com 01/25/05 

SEC Conference News 
SEC: Lets go to the tape 
Northwest Arkansas Times 01/25/05 

Sponsorship 
University of Nebraska 
Adidas, NU set to si9~ $23 mi~ion contract 
Omaha World Herald 01/25/05 

TV/Media 
Syracuse University 
Radio host asks Phi~bin to ND basketba~ 
Dallas Business Journal 01/25/05 

Disclaimer NACDA is distributing The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news 
articles on college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is 

providing the Daily Review as a service to individuals on the distribution list who have requested the 
service or are members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views depicted in the 
articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of 

any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Delivery of The NACDA Daily Review is based on the academic calendar. Delivery will not occur on 
standard national holidays, during the Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks and during the NACDA 

Convention. During summer break, delivery will occur on an abbreviated schedule. 
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Coca-Cola Community All-Americans Program: Submit your nomination today for the student- 
athlete at your institution that deserves to be recognized as one of the six National Coca-Cola 
Community All-Americans. The nomination deadline is Friday, February 18, 2005. For more 
details regarding the Coca-Cola Community All-Americans Program select the link under 
Association News in today’s NACDA Daily Review or visit www.nacda.com/cccaa. 

Athletic Development 
University of Pittsburgh 
Pitt football, basketba~ fans asked to dig deeper 
Post-Gazette.com 02/10/05 

University of Pittsburgh 
Athletic Department Officia~ Announces "Quest For Excellence°° 
Pittsburgpanthers. com 02/10/05 

Athletics Administrators 
Drake University 
Drake re~a.ys director switches lobs 
Omaha World Herald 02/10/05 

North Carolina State University 
Finch Named to Follow McGlade on the Division ~ Women’s Sasketba~ issues Committee 
College Sports Online 02/10/05 

Awards/Recog nitions 
Texas State University 
Wacker to be inducted into San Antonio :_Sports Ha[~ of Fame 
San Marcos Daily Record 02/10/05 

University of Mississippi 
Ole Miss coach honored 
Sports Illustrated 02/10/05 

New award honors e×ocoachin~reats 
Charleston Gazette 02/10/05 

Big 12 Conference News 
~q ~ 2 looks at rep~ay 
Denver Post 02/10/05 

Big Ten Conference News 
U~on further review o.. instant 



Star-Telegram 02/10/05 

Coaches 
Arkansas State University 
The fire sti~ burns for Mike Newe~l 
Arkansas Times 02/10/05 

Columbia University 
Still Waitin9 For Answers About Waites°s Departure 
Coflege Sports Online 02/10/05 

Fresno State University 
FSU Women’s Basketbal~ Coach Su~oended 
ABCactionnews.com 02/10/05 

Norfolk State University 
Devotion to NSU ~ts Mi~er to an old ~ove 
PilotOnfine.com 02/10/05 

South Dakota Tech 
Longtime NASA coach chosen to head up Hardrockers Footba~ Proqram 
The Black Hills Pioneer 02/10/05 

University of Alaska at Anchorage 
UAA tabs Ear~ as new head volleyball coach 
Anchorage Daily News 02/10/05 

University of Florida 
UF coach settling into his new 
Florida Today 02/10/05 

Western Oregon University 
WOU vol~evball coach retires 
Statesman Journal 02/10/05 

Collegiate Academics 
Forsyth Technical Community College 
ACC 101 : Class teaching course in co~ege hoops 
Safisbury Post 02/10/05 

University of Akron 
Touchdowns For Tuition Winners To Be Honored At UAoKSU Men’s Hoops Game 
Gozips.com 02/10/05 

University of North Alabama 
Athletes score in c~assroom 
The Flor-Ala 02/10/05 

Directors of Athletics 
Appalachian State University 
Search begins for new AD 
The Appalachian Online 02/10/05 

Can/s/us College 
Canisius hockey incident ~eads to two resiqnations 
Rochester Democrat Chronicle 02/10/05 

Rochester Institute of Technology 
~or lea~ques: S£!otti s~fs up~qrade to Division I hocke~f wi~ boost RIT 



Rochester Democrat Chronicle 02/10/05 

University of Colorado 
~s CU ready for b~ack athletic director? - requires registration 
Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 02/10/05 

Editorial Pages 
Kansas State University 
When will KSU end this thingS? 
VVichita Eagle 02/10/05 

University of Kentucky 
Fan behavior not a ~au~ matter anymore 
Lexington Herald-Leader 02/10/05 

University of Washington 
Go 2 Gu~ UW’s Daw on Pit Crew 
Seattle Post Intelligencer 02/10/05 

University of Washington 
Raising ticket prices: really worth it? 
The Daily 02/10/05 

Turning ~_~ the heat on coaches not maki fade 
CBS Sportsline 02/10/05 

Facilities 
Stanford University 
Stanford University team to test out NCAA track 
Coflege Sports Online 02/10/05 

Troy University 
Lu×u~ suites wi~ be added 
The Troy Messenger 02/10/05 

Financial Operations 
Florida Atlantic University 
FAU athletic budqet loses bi~q as footba~ sta~s in red zone 
Palm Beach Post 02/10/05 

General 
Fairfield University 
FU! Where°s your schoo~ ~irit? 
The Mirror 02/10/05 

Montana State University at Billings 
~SUoBi~in~ adds baseba~ 
Billings Gazette 02/10/05 

Old Dominion University 
For ODU, football models abound 
The Daily Press 02/10/05 

Sacred Heart University 
African Americans Still Only Sma~ Percent Of Co~eqe Athletic Programs 
The Spectrum 02/10/05 

The Citadel 
A~most One of a Kind 
Coflege Sports Online 02/10/05 

University of Oregon 



Moos: Athletics ’in sync° with UO administration 
Oregon Daily Emerald 02/10/05 

Legal/Rules 
Bethany College 
E~ethan to fo~eit several KCAC women basketball.games 
VVinfield Courier 02110/05 

University of Washington 
NCAA interview motive ~uestioned 
The Daily of The University of Washington-Seattle 02/10/05 

Suspect mum on Auriemma°s rin~ 
WFSB 02/10/05 

Mid-American Conference 
Temple University 
MAC’s move may_9~en door for Ow~s 
Philadelphia Inquirer 02/10/05 

NCAA 
University of Missouri 
St. Louis a finalist to host 2008-11 NCAA wrest~in 
Kansas City Star 02/10/05 

Video ~ moves toward OK 
News & Observer 02/10/05 

Other Conference News 
Hastings College 
GPAC moves baseball tourney to Hastin~ 
Omaha World Herald 02/10/05 

the Conference 
The Prospector 02/10/05 

Pac 10 Conference News 
University of Oregon 
Pac40 shouldn°t cross ~ine until its student fans do 
Seattle Times 02/I 0/05 

Recruiting 
University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire 
Recruitin her at UWEC- requires registration 
The Spectator 02/10/05 

Schedules 
Brigham Young University 
Football Non=conference Schedule Announced 
BYUCougars.com 02/10/05 



Troy University 
TrQjans ~ookin~to fi~ ho~e in 2005 schedule 
The Troy Messenger 02/10/05 

University of Texas-El Paso 
loAA team Nicholls St, likely UTEP footbal~ foe 
El Paso Times 02/10/05 

Utah State University 
USU ~rid schedule announced 
Deseret Morning News 02/10/05 

Valparaiso University 
lad the But~er did it 

Northwest Indiana Times 02/10/05 

Tickets 
Florida State University 
Semino~es increase fees 
Florida Today 02/10/05 

TV/Med ia 
University of Mississippi 
ESPN to telecast Orgeron°s debut 
The Clarion-Ledger 02/10/05 

NCAAs to air on Internet 
College Sports Online 02/10/05 

Disclaimer NACDA is distributing The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news 
articles on college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is 

providing the Daily Review as a service to individuals on the distribution list who have requested the 
service or are members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views depicted in the 
articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of 

any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Delivery of The NACDA Daily Review is based on the academic calendar. Delivery will not occur on 
standard national holidays, during the Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks and during the NACDA 

Convention. During summer break, delivery will occur on an abbreviated schedule. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

NACDA <webclips@NACDA.COM> 

Friday, February 25, 2005 2:29 PM 

NACDA_HTML@LIST.TEKGROUP.COM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NACDA Daily Review Feb 25, 2005 

TEXT.htm 



Register online today for NACDA’s 40th Anniversary Convention. For more information 
regarding registration for the NAC DA, NAADD, NACMA, and ICLA Conventions please 
select the link under Association News in today’s NACDA Daily Review or visit our web site 
www.nacda.com. Due to technical difficulties, the distribution of yesterday’s Daily Review was 
delayed. 

ASSOCIATION NEWS 
2005 Convention ~enda 
NACDA.com 02/25/05 

Convention Registration Now Available Online 
NACDA.com 02/25/05 

The deadline for submittin9 nominations for the six 2004/05 Nationa~ CocaoCo~a 
Communit~y A[~oAmericans has been extended to Frida 
Nacda.com/cccaa 02/25/05 

Awards/Recog nitions 
Drew University 
LoL .qrad ~ahon honored at Drew Universit~L 
Times Leader 02/25/05 

Purdue University 
Purdue honors Kead~after fina~ home game 
The Exponent Onfine 02/25/05 

Texas Tech University 
Coachin~qend nears victory milestone- requires registration 
Star-Telegram 02/25/05 

Big East Conference News 
Penn State University 
B_£~ .q East considered addinq Penn State, Notre Dame 
PittsburghLIVE.com 02/25/05 

University of Central Florida 
Conference shakeou~ affect UCF membershi~ 



Sun Sentinel 02/25/05 

Coaches 
Black Hills State University 
Black Hi,is State men°s basketbal~ coach resin- requires registration 
In-Forum 02/25/05 

Georgia State University 
Athletic Dept. Honors Heck For 500th Win~ Softball Preps For Weekend Tourney= 
www.georgiastate.com 02/25/05 

North Carolina State University 
Chan~ is needed 
Technician Onfine 02/25/05 

North Georgia College 
Saints’ Cantre~l gets 400th win 
Access North Georgia 02/25/05 

Ohio State University 
Desk!re severe sanctions~ Buckeyes make statement 
Denver Post 02/25/05 

University of Colorado 
Buff coach decides it’s time to 9~ 
Kansas City Star 02/25/05 

University of Colorado 
Ceal exits with her inte~ intact- requires registration 
Daily Camera (Boulder, CO) 02/25/05 

University of Connecticut 
University should benefit from dea~s, not coaches 
The Daily Campus 02/25/05 

University of Oklahoma 
500 wins for Gasso,. 500 more to gQ 
Oklahoma Daily 02/25/05 

Collegiate Academics 
Indiana University 
IU hoo£#~ust misses mark Academic [_e~ort cards reach schools 
Indianapolis Star 02/25/05 

University of Florida 
Gators roostS2 safe in academic @oft 
St. Petersburg Times 02/25/05 

University of Missouri 
MU pane~ debates plus/minus ~rades 
Columbia Missourian 02/25/05 

Schools wi~ learn if the~eassed test- requires registration 



Kansas City Star 02/25/05 

Directors of Athletics 
Murray State University 
Former Murrav State athletic director sues schooF requires registration 
Contra Costa Times 02/25/05 

New Mexico State University 
NMSU’s AD extends search 
El Paso Times 02/25/05 

Facilities 
Belhaven College 
Newe~ Field next venue for S#rinturf 
The Clarion-Ledger 02/25/05 

Northern Arizona University 
ets some serious b~in 

The Lumberjack Online 02/25/05 

Pittsburg State University 
Skybox suites ~osed to offset athletics costs 
Coflegionline 02/25/05 

General 
Auburn University 
Athletes told to boycott AU 
Montgomery Advertiser 02/25/05 

Bucknell University 
Members of Bucknel! Athletic De#artment Attend Hazing Worksho£ 
Coflege Sports Online 02/25/05 

Florida Gulf Coast University 
A method to Merwin’s Madness- requires registration 
Naples Daily News 02/25/05 

Ohio State University 
Buckeyes brainstorm to bo~ster booster education 
The Lantern 02/25/05 

Princeton University 
PVC Speaker Series Presents Kathv DeBoer 
GoPrinceton Tigers.com 02/25/05 

Purdue University 
Temporary e~imination of °~U sucks’ chant causes emotiona~ u#heava~ for students 
The Exponent Online 02/25/05 

University of Missouri-Kansas City 
Stress test ahead for midma~#..- requires registration 
Kansas City Star 02/25/05 



Legal/Rules 
Point Park University 
Point Park announces use of ineligible 
PittsburghLIVE.com 02/25/05 

Shaw University 
Shaw has to forfeit victory_ 
News & Observer 02/25/05 

University of Washington 
Neuheise~s inte~yi~qets sacked in courtroom 
The News Tribune 02/25/05 

Marketing and Promotions 
Angelo State University 
Athletic Auction Fi~s Room, Expectations: 150 Guests Attended Event, Raised $20,000 to 
~ort Foundation 
ASU Ram Page Onfine 02/25/05 

University of Alabama at Birmingham 
Saturda"~ UAB Men’s Basketba~ Game ~s Taylor Twins Bobb~ehead Doll Ni~ 
Coflege Sports Onfine 02/25/05 

NCAA 
American University 
AU Sca~es Back Sports Program 
WJLA 02/25/05 

NCAA pane~ OKs 
Palm Beach Post 02/25/05 

Other Conference News 
Armstrong Atlantic State University 
Peach Be~t turns down AASU - requires registration 
Savannah Morning News 02/25/05 

Schedules 
Delaware State University 
DSU footba~ °05 schedule u~ in the air 
Delawareonline.com 02/25/05 

Tulane University 
2005 Footba~ Schedule Heralds New Era For Tu~ane 



Scout.com 02/25/05 

University of Notre Dame 
Athletic officials eva~uate schedule 
Observer-Onfine 02/25/05 

SEC Conference News 
Reviews Ma@read to SEC0 ACC 

The Ledger 02/25/05 

Sponsorship 
Lehigh University 
~estic to outfit Lehiqh teams 
The Express Times 02/25/05 

TV/Med ia 
San Diego State University 
SDSUoUNLV Baseball Game To Be Telecast Live On CSTV 
Coflege Sports Onfine 02/25/05 

ESPNU SiqnsA~qreement With MEAC, SWAC 
The Hilltop 02/25/05 

Columbia bids farewe~ to Custar 
The State.com 02/25/05 

Disclaimer NACDA is distributing The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news 
articles on college sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is 

providing the Daily Review as a service to individuals on the distribution list who have requested the 
service or are members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views depicted in the 
articles are not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of 

any article appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Delivery of The NACDA Daily Review is based on the academic calendar. Delivery will not occur on 
standard national holidays, during the Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks and during the NACDA 

Convention. During summer break, delivery will occur on an abbreviated schedule. 

~date email I                         I NACDA Dail~LReview 
Privacy Po/ic,£ I Terms and Conditions 
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interesting axticle 

Dealing with the consequences 

Star-coddling not Spurrier[]s style 

By RON MORRIS 

Sports Columnist 

AS DISAPPOINTED AS South Carolina football fans are with Tuesday[]s decision to dismiss running back Demetris Summers from the team, this could prove to be welcome news for the 
program and for him. 

Even though the decision was out of Steve Spurrier []s hands, the new coach is not likely to brood over it or go to great lengths to retain Summers [] eligibility. From day one at USC, and 
throughout his tenure at Florida, Spurrier has said that those who violate team rules will be penalized, regardless of their status on the team. 

The team and its well being are much greater than any individual by Spurrier[]s way of thinking. As a result, Spurrier[]s teams experienced few discipline problems over the years. It carried 
over to his team[]s play on the field at Florida, where a precision offense and aggressive, yet disciplined, defense were the hallmarks of his success. 

As much as Summer []s absence in the backfield might hurt USC during the next two seasons, Gamecocks fans should embrace Spurrier []s style, if for no other reason than it stands in stark 
contrast to that ofLou Holtz. 

Holtz[]s inability to discipline individuals on his team and his coddling of star players were his undoing at USC. Holtz had lost control of his last three teams, and it played out to a national 
audience with the benches-clearing brawl against Clemson during November []s season finale. 

Holtz sold his soul to top-level recruits, and that strategy backfired with the two biggest stars he brought to USC. 

Derek Watson and Summers remain the top two running backs in South Carolina high school football history. They were Holtz[]s most prized recruits [] and two of his biggest problems. 

Unfortunately for the two standouts, Holtz never taught them about being accountable for their actions. Time and again Watson was allowed back on the team and retained his eligibility 
despite numerous off-field incidents. 

By the end of Watson []s three-season stay at USC, Holtz had assigned a player to shadow his star running back at all times. That meant escorting Watson to class and remaining by his 
side during social activities. When a babysitter was hired for Summers upon his arrival at USC, Holtz[]s message was clear to other team members: Stars get special treatment and are above 
the rules. 

Holtz attempted to regain control of his team before last season and formed an advisory counsel of players. One of the counsel[]s early complaints to Holtz concerned his designation of 
star status to certain players. Holtz took their complaint to heart and suspended Summers from the team during the summer for missing workouts and classes. 

It was too little, since Summers was eligible again in the fall, and too late, since the team recognized the suspension was for effect only. 

Holtz did discipline at least one star player [] Troy Hambrick. He was booted from Holtz[]s first USC squad in 1999 and transferred to Savannah State. Hambrick has played the past five 
seasons in the NFL with the Dallas Cowboys and Arizona Cardinals. 

Beyond Hambrick[]s suspension, Holtz seemed to work harder at retaining the eligibility of his best players than he did at instilling discipline. 

That will not happen with Spurrier, if his history at Florida is any indication. 

One of Spurrier[]s more noteworthy suspensions came during the 1997 season and involved star quarterback Doug Johnson, who violated curfew before Florida[]s game at LSU. Johnson 
played in the No. 1 Gators[] loss to LSU only because Spurrier did not learn of the quarterback[]s late-night antics until the following Monday. Spurrier then suspended Johnson for 
Florida[]s next game, at No. 6 Auburn. In what proved to be one of Spurrier[]s great coaching jobs, he used freshman quarterback Jesse Palmer and little-used reserve Noah Brindise to 
defeat Auburn. 

If only Spurrier had been around to discipline Summers. Now it is evident Summers failed an earlier drug test during Holtz[]s tenure. Under USC []s wellness program for athletes, Holtz had 
the option to suspend Summers from the team at that time and, not surprisingly, did not. 

Summers probably believed that his next drug violation would be pushed aside, just like the first one. Because that did not happen, he now is forced to work his way out of his own problem, 
perhaps for the first time in his life. 

One can only hope Summers finds the wherewithal to right himself, remain a student at USC through this semester and transfer to another school where he can showcase his immense 
football talents. 

Should that happen, his dismissal from the USC football team will prove to be the best thing that ever happened to him, just as the Gamecocks ultimately will benefit from knowing the rules 
now apply to everyone ... even the stars. 



INSIDE/OUTSIDE SALES POSITIONS 

BASE SALARY PLUS COMMISSION 

Company 

Founded in 1998, Sageworks, Inc. is a fast-growing, RTP-based software development 
firm with several Fortune 500 clients including Intuit, Citibank, BNA, H&R Block, and 
Wells Fargo. The company’s patent-pending artificial intelligence technology is the first 
in the world to convert financial data/numbers into concise, plain-language evaluations of 
business performance. To learn more, visit our website at www.sageworksinc.com. 

Training 

We provide intensive, ongoing training. See our sales trainer’s website at 
http://chsales.net/. Our Sales University is in our own offices. 

Job Description 

Sales Position for assertive sales professionals who want to help us market our patent- 
pending, unique software to CPA firms and Banks in the US. Individuals will begin in 
our intensive training program, and from there will be responsible for closing business in 
a certain region of the United States. Sageworks has gone from 6 employees one year 
ago to 50 employees currently, and is still rapidly growing. Subsequently, in the future 
there will be a lot of opportunity for advancement. Although we do not use fixed criteria 
in evaluating particular candidates, we do prefer individuals with sales experience. 

When you first come on board, you are a Level One Paratrooper. This is the "bread and 
butter" position, in which you stick to the core basics of selling. The purpose of this level 
is both to demonstrate and further develop your aggressive, persistent nature and mental 
toughness. If you can make it through this level, then you CAN succeed at Sageworks. 
Our goal is to let every professional within the industries to which we sell know about 
our product, and we find that the most effective way to do that is to pick up the phone and 
call them. Our sales people, therefore, make a lot of phone calls to set up free online 
product demonstrations. After the "webinars," you will call your prospective clients to 
try to make the sale. At that point, they will have gained first-hand knowledge of the 
product and will know for certain whether it would be a useful tool in their business. We 



have a full ACT database with the contacts for the sales people to call. After 
approximately 30 days on board, sales people begin to travel once a month to fly out and 
make face-to-face presentations at accounting firms in order to add variety both to their 
schedules and to their sales techniques. 

After six successful months at the first level, you will graduate to become a Level Two 
Paratrooper. At this level, the number of cold calls to CPA’s goes down significantly in 
order to free up your schedule a bit to allow you to implement other, proven sales 
techniques, which you will learn in our internal sales training program, "Chuck Howard’s 
Sales University." As a Level Two Paratrooper, your goal will be to become an 
accomplished sales professional with refined sales skill. 

As we continue to refine our system, some of the details could possibly change, such as 
the specific sales goals. The thinking behind the system is that first we want to prepare 
everyone for their journey at Sageworks and ensure that we have real drivers on board, 
and then we want to make sure that we are making full use of everyone’s selling capacity. 

Environment 

We offer a casual work environment (informal dress attire), an ethics driven team, and a 
winning culture. The company is housed in a beautiful office building in Raleigh. The 
office atmosphere is almost a paradox- people are very intense and hard-working but are 
typically clad in jeans and other casual attire. We find that we do not need to wear a suit 
to show that we are smart and productive. Of course, if you are visiting a client site (or 
coming in for your interview), you would dress sharply and professionally. Sageworks 
employees typically work a minimum of 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. In all of our 
conversations and actions, we show our commitment to our company’s core values of 
integrity, drive, positivity, supportiveness, and efficiency. 

Message from Brian Hamilton Regarding Our History 

Sarah Tourville and I started Sageworks to help business people succeed. We wanted to 
help people understand financial information so that, ultimately, they could make better 
decisions, which would increase their chances for success. We knew from experience 
that many people (even most finance people) cannot really understand financial 
information. People either get bogged down by unimportant data or overwhelmed by the 
mass of data that they have. Our concept was to put financial numbers into plain 
language so that people could read and understand them. When we were kids, we 
received grades in school to reflect the subjects we had mastered and the areas we needed 

to improve. When we play sports, we use metrics and keep score in order to assess how 
we can do better. When we go to a doctor, we receive measurements of our cholesterol 
and blood pressure and weight in order to monitor our health. In finance, however, most 

information we receive is either unreadable or unusable, and most of the data is not 
conveyed in a clear presentation or a logically measurable and quantifiable format. The 
true meaning or importance of the numbers becomes lost. 



It took us about two years to develop the technology. It took us almost another three 
years to convince anyone that our technology would ever matter. During this time, we 
tried selling to banks, accounting firms, franchise companies, small business education 
centers, chambers of commerce, the SBA and other government entities, small business 
brokers, and all types of software companies. We even tried selling directly to small 
business owners. Even though we had some success in dribs and drabs (such as Intuit 
and Citibank), the truth is that this was a tough and depressing time- we literally talked 
with thousands of people, who either did not grasp what we were doing or, worse, 
discarded the whole effort as a waste of time. 

We found some traction in the accounting market back in early 2001. However, even in 
the accounting market, every sale was extremely hard to get. Today, the accounting 
market looks like a slam-dunk for us, but I remember some of the objections we heard 
early on. Maybe you hear some of them today- "My clients cannot use this type of 
report," "I already do this for my clients," "I don’t need the reports in words- I know how 
to read a financial statement." 

We have accomplished a nearly impossible feat- we have built a critical mass of energy 
from literally nothing. More importantly, we have earned a truly unique opportunity- the 
chance to bring our technology to every business in the world over the next five years 
through their accountants and bankers. Sageworks can substantially and positively affect 
millions of businesses and people in the world. For most companies, this goal would 
either be a lofty or ridiculous one, but, for us, it is realistic. 

Message from Brian Hamilton for New People at Sageworks, Inc. 

I am new here. I don’t know many people or much about the company. How do I get 
along? 

1. Stay focused and hit your goals OR 
2. TRY VERY HARD. We will NOT give up on you if you work hard- all you have 

to do is try- we will help you succeed. If you don’t work hard here, it is likely 
that you will have real problems very quickly. Sageworks has a bunch of smart 
people who know if people are for real. 

3. Stay focused on the important- ignore the unimportant. Here, we focus on results. 
You will be rewarded/recognized/promoted by getting results. 

4. In your role, either sell or make the products better- bring money in or make our 
products better. WE LIKE SALESPEOPLE VERY MUCH. We don’t market 
here- we sell. 

5. Have a genuine regard for the group and for people generally. Don’t lie. Don’t 
mislead customers. Care about yourself first, but also care about the company. 

At Sageworks, if you try hard and put forth the effort, we WILL STICK WITH YOU and 
help you succeed. If you look back on our record, you will see we have not been 
hypocrites on this point. Just try hard and do your best. 



Compensation 

The base salary for the position is $30K ($2500 per month), PLUS 30% monthly 
commission on each dollar of sales revenue within a month that exceeds the $2500 
monthly pay. For example, your annual base is $30K, so your monthly base is $2500. 
Your commission percentage is 30%, so you will receive 30% of each dollar that you 
bring above $2500 each month. If you bring in $10,000 in a given month, for example, 
then you would earn your base of $2500 plus $2250, which is $4750. (The difference 
between your base of $2500 and your revenue of $10,000 is $7500; your commission of 
30% of $7500 equals $2250). Typical first-year sales people with us earn annual total 
compensation of mid-fifties to low seventies. Commissions are paid to you the month 
following the month in which we process the customer’s credit card. 

Benefits 

After 90 days, you will receive full coverage on our health insurance. Our health plan is 
United Healthcare Choice Plus. We cover the entire premium for employees and their 
spouses and dependants. An annual eye exam is also covered. We also offer a 401(k) 
after 6 months on board. 

How to Apply 

Please e-mail your resume to sarah.bowman@sageworksinc.com 

(Phone 919-851-7474, x504) 
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Gator motivator 

New Florida coach’s approach to discipline produces results 

Tony Bamhaxt - StaB" 

Monday, August 1, 2005 

Bar brawls. Burglary. Battery. DUI. Academic fraud. Aggravated assault. Reckless endangerment. Traaasportation of steroids. 

It’s been one humiliating headline after another this offseason axound the SEC, with at least 23 football players either arrested or cited at South Carolina, Tennessee and 

Georgia aJone. 

Meanwhile, down in Gafinesville, Fla., it’s been peaceful. Quiet. Refreshing. Not as much as a frat-house fight. 

That’s the way first-year Florida coach Urbaaa Meyer planned it, the way he’s insisted his program run since leaxning aaa importaaat lesson in 2001, his first yeax at 

Bowling Green. 

"What I found was that I was spending 90 percent of my time with 10 percent of my players who were screwing up aJl the time," Meyer said. "And the guys who were 

doing everything right never got aaay attention. I didn’t waaat to do that." 

So he embarked on a mission to figure out how to get young, talented players to do the right thing on a consistent basis. He wanted a system to rewaxd those who 

played by the rules and inspire those who didn’t. 

He drew on the philosophies of others --- from Bill Belichick to John Wooden --- to put together his plaaa, which he formulated during his two years at Bowling Green 

and refined in his two years at Utah. 

Now Meyer is trying to implement his prograan of discipline on one of college football’s biggest stages. 

"The best compliment I caaa give Coach Meyer is that he has a plan and the ability to make everybody buy into the plan," Florida athletics director Jeremy Foley said. 
"Those who follow his plaaa will be rewaxded aaad those who do not will be held accountable. It is a system that has resonated very well with our players and our fans." 

So what is this system and how has the 40-yeax-old Meyer, the only SEC coach naaned after a pope, put it into place? 

Wooden’s influence 

Meyer believes strongly in the coaching aaad discipline philosophies of Wooden, the Hall of Faane basketball coach. 

"The thing that I really admire about him is his philosophy that says: ’Don’t treat all the players the same. Treat them how they deserve to be treated,’ " Meyer said. 

"And that’s the fundamental block to our program. Treat the good guys good aaad treat the bad guys so that they want to become good guys. If they don’t become good 

guys, then eventually they’ve got to go." 

Meyer implemented this philosophy with the creation of the "Champions Club," which is reserved for those players who excel in the classroom, in of[season workouts 

and in their personaJ lives. 

At the end of each semester, members of the Chaanpions Club are treated to a steak dinner served on fine china with linen tablecloths. Those not in the club attend the 
dinner but eat soggy hot dogs on paper plates. 

Then they’re in charge of cleanup. 

Club members also get sports gear reserved only for them. The hottest item last semester: a pair of baggy gray workout shorts with "Chaanpions Club" written across 

the bottom of the legs. They’ve become a team siatus symbol. 

"Those shorts axe great because, unlike most workout shorts, they have pockets in them," senior sa£ety Jarvis Herring said. "It makes the other guys jealous aaad they 
want to work harder to get them." 

Gold diggers 

Meyer also takes the Wooden approach to academics, where players are broken down into three categories: scarlet, red and gold. Scarlet players are the most high- 

risk and axe monitored constantly to make sure they’re attending classes. Red players are watched closely. Gold players aren’t checked and don’t have to attend study 

hall. 

Players can improve their color designation i£ through their performaaace on aaad offthe field, they prove to the s~lt’that they no longer need as much supervision. 



"When a player makes the move from red to gold, then it is a pretty big deal, and we want it to be," Meyer said. "If you’re doing the right things in our program, then 

you will be treated like a maaa. If you are a child, then we will stay on you to make sure you siay on course." 

Peer pressure 

Meyer believes peer pressure is the most effective form of team discipline. He sets the rules and puts his seniors in chaxge of enforcing them. 

"His position is that it is our teaan and so the seniors have to take responsibility for discipline," senior center Mike Degory said. "You see a lot of young kids and they 

don’t know the talent they have. It’s easy for them to get lazy, so it is our job, if they are not getting it done in the weight room or the classroom, to get in their face. For 

some, all they need is a pat on the back. For others, it might be a kick in the butt." 

Herring has a special responsibility. Meyer requires him to go out into the nightclubs in Gainesville to make sure players aren’t getting into trouble. If Herring spots 
trouble, Meyer has given him the authority to pull that player out of the club. 

Before Meyer arrived, Herring was arrested in May 2004 after an aJtercation at a Gainesville nightspot. He was charged with heckling the arresting officers and was 

suspended for one game. 

Now he’s the enforcer. 

"Coach will caJl me and say, ’OK, this weekend’s on you,’ " Herring said. "I’ll be sitting with my girlfriend watching TV and I have to tell her, ’I’ve got to go check on 
my boys.’ " 

Since Meyer took over, Florida hasn’t had a player involved in an altercation. Under previous coach Ron Zook, at least seven players had legal problems. 

Believer in Belichick 

Two weeks before the NFL draft, New England Patriots coach Belichick called Meyer and asked to come down to Gainesville. He wanted to work out linebacker 

Channing Crowder and running back Ciatrick Fason. He also wanted to talk to Meyer about Alex Smith, his quarterback the previous season at Utah. That meeting 
turned into a five-hour conversation that Meyer said has had a "phenomenal" impact on him. 

"I reaJly admire the guy as much as I admire any coach," Meyer said. 

Meyer has adopted a number of principles Belichick uses in running the Patriots, winners of three of the past four Super Bowls. 

"He told me the reason he was not successful in Cleveland was because he had no control over the players," Meyer safid. "He got that control in New England, and the 

results speak for themselves. Just look at the way they draft. I found it interesting that of the players taken in the first round, the first one to sign was a New England 
Patriot. You never heax about their players getting into trouble or having issues." 

Belichick told him that, more than anything, he should be prepared to sacrifice a little talent if it meaaas getting a player who has more character, discipline aaad 

intelligence. 

"Chaxacter and chemistry axe how you win," Meyer said. "Will you pass on a guy who can run faster or jump higher for a guy with those trafits? No question." 

Staying involved 

Meyer’s assistants have to buy into his hands-on approach to player management. His position coaches must not only know their players well, but know the players’ 

girlfriends, parents and friends and have their cellphone numbers. 

"That started when I was working for [former Ohio State coach] Earle Bruce," Meyer said. "He said that discipline was 90 percent anticipation, and I believe that. I 

want my coaches to be involved in the players’ lives as people. When that bond is formed, they will be less likely to misbehave because they don’t want to let the 

coaches down." 

From time to time, Meyer and his staff’will drop by the dorm rooms unannounced. 

"I want to see how they are living because that will tell you a lot about the individual," Meyer said. "Everyone knows that if paxents get involved with their children, then 

those children have a better chance of being successful. We as coaches axe no different. I want to meet and talk to their parents. If mom and dad want their son to be in 

church on Sunday, then I’m going to insist that he go to church. If he doesn’t, I’m going to tell the parents." 

Meyer realizes this kind of structure isn’t right for every player --- or every coach. 

"Ifa coach is an avid golfer or a hunter or a guy who likes to go on five-week vacations, then it’s not going to work for him here," Meyer safid. "You’ve going to be in 

the dorms with the players, and if you’re above that, then you’re not coaching at Florida." 

Flexibility a key 

Marry Johnson looked like a future stax when he rushed for 405 yaxds in the first two games of the 2002 season at Utah. But a knee injury ended the junior college 

transfer’s season, and a downwaxd spiral began when he turned to alcohol. 

After two DUI a3Tests and a month in jafil, Johnson was suspended for the entire 2003 season. Meyer’s instincts were to kick him out of the program. 

His wife had a better idea. Shelley Meyer has a degree in psychiatric nursing with a specialty in addiction. She recommended Johnson go through a3cohol rehab. Meyer 



insisted that Johnson caJl him each weekend night to check in and to aJso get serious about his academics. Shelley visited Johnson in jail on a regular basis. 

"We gave Marry a list of 12 things he had to do in order to get back on our football team," Meyer said. "When I gave him the lifft, I thought there was a 90 percent 

chaaace that he wouldn’t make it." 

Johnson did. In 2004, he led the Utes in rushing. 

"What Marry did was incredibly hard, but it just shows what an individual caaa do when he’s really motivated," Meyer said. "Sometimes you have to go the extra mile to 
save a kid, but he has to want to make the trip." 

Meyer believes there have to be s~andaxds, but the system must also be llexible enough to take into account individual circumstances and apply the right solution for that 

person. 

"You have to understand that your players come from diflerent backgrounds and some did not come from the nices~t of homes," he said. "You draw the line with 

players, but where that line falls caaa be diflerent." 
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Fwd: Gator motivator 

Fwd Gator molivator .msg 

this is the areticle that I talked abeut. I may have already sent it to you. Doc 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<         @gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 3:35 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ESPN.com:No easy A: Stanford halts class list for athletes 

You have received this ESPN.com mail from: 

@gmail.com 

The "No easy A: Stanford halts class list for athletes" story is located at 

I thought you might enjoy this story from ESPN.com. 

MyESPN Today 
To receive a personalized daily (M-F) update on your favorite teams, sports, columnists and other great ESPN content, sign up here: 

.com!merr~bersimodif~,News~e~ters?~eName-ESPNNewslet~erPa~ 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mike Meyen" <mmeyen@chcymca.org> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 10:39 AM 

Corey Holliday; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

YMCA Winter Basketball 2010--Registration Currently Open! 

TEXT.htm; CommunityVolunteerlnformation.pdf; 
WinterBasketballl0_Registrationlnformation.pdf 

Participants, Coaches, & Families: 
I wanted to contact everyone who was a part of our 2009 basketball season as 
open registxation heads into the home stretch for the upcoming 2010 season. 
We’ll be bouncing back on the courts again before we know it! PDF versions 
of the registration materials and volunteer forms are attached. Link 
directly to online participant registration at 
<ht~:iiw.ww.ch 
h~p:iiwww.chc?~r~ca.or~istration.t?h_~ 

REGISTRATION FEES & DATES: 
PreK (8-week season, Saturdays): $75/members $90/non-members 
K-3rd (10-week season, Saturdays): $85/members $100/non-members 
4th-9th (10-week season, Saturdays & Weeknight Practice): $90/members 

$105/non-members 
Open Registxation (members & non-members): Open through Sunday, November 

1st 
Late Registration (+$10): Monday, November 2nd-Monday, November 9th 
**Deadline: Monday, November 9th (SPACES ARE LIMITED; REGISTRATION MAY 

END EARLIER AS DIVISIONAL CAPACITIES ARE REACHED!!!) 

FINANCIAL AS SISTANCE for Winter Basketball (and a range of programs and 
memberships) is available through the YMCA’s Open Doors program. Families 
interested in applying for scholarship assistance are encouraged to submit 
the required application as early as possible to allow for processing. 
Application information is available online ( 
< 

ht~tp:i!www,.chcymca.orgischolarshipsiir~dex.ph~) or through the Y’s member 
services staff at the front desk (980 MLK). 

DIVISIONS: 
PreK (?4 years old as of 1/9/2010, Coed) 
K-lst Grades (Coed) 
2nd-3rd Grades (Girls/Boys) 
4th-5th Grades (Girls/Boys) 
6th-Sth Grades (Girls) 
6th-7th Grades (Boys) 
8th-9th Grades (Boys) 

SEASON DATES: 
Saturdays, January 9th - early/mid March 2010 (varying playing times 

week-to -week) 

Practice Dates (4th-8th divisions only, one assigned weekly practice): 
weeknight evenings TBD (likely Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, 
1/12-3/11, 5:30p/6:30p/7:30p starts) 

**PreK/K-lst/2nd-3rd divisions meet on Saturdays for scheduled practices 
and/or games (60-minute sessions). As the season begins, the first two 
Saturdays will be designated for practices and optional short scrimmages for 
all divisions. 

PLAYING SITES: 



CHCYMCA Gym & Local School Gymnasiums 
**Divisions will be assigned to specific sites based on the number of 

teams and each facility’s "fit" for age modifications (court sizes, 
adjustable goal availability, etc.) Player requests for specific playing 
sites will be difficult to accommodate as most divisions will play 
exclusively at one site for the entire season (for example, there will not 
be separate PreK basketball divisions assigned to each of the sites). 

SATURDAY SCHEDULES: Exact basketball league schedules will not be available 
until registration is complete. Playing sites and divisional playing time 
ranges are based on the ultimate size of each division (how many teams there 
are to accommodate, and what playing spaces are available to host them). 
Saturday playing times can range from 8am-9am to 4:45pm-5:45pm. 

COACHING: YMCA youth sports programs are volunteer-based, and we are 
regularly blessed with a tremendous response from our participating 
families. If you would like to support your child’s team as a volunteer 
coach, please indicate that on your child’s registration form (or online 
submission) and complete/submit the necessary paperwork (attached). Our 
leagues are designed with beginners and recreational players in mind, so 
enthusiasm for working with children and league staff in a positive manner 
is the primary qualification. Volunteer Forms available at 
<~://c hcv inca o ~pdfsi Co rmmmil ~£]\z o ltml eeK.l~fo m~alio n,pdf> 
~:iichcvmca.or~dfsiCommunit~2 VoluNeer Infom~ation.~ 

Feel free to share this information with anyone you feel may be interested 
in being a part of our program this winter (specific teammate requests are 
best noted directly on the registration forms or during online registration 
in the fields provided). Please let me know if I can help with any 
questions you may have regarding the upcoming season, or any of our other 
programs. 

Thanks 
Mike 

Mike Meyen 
Sports Director 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro YMCA 
"We build strong kids, strong families, strong communities" 
<mailto:mmever~@chcvmca.or~> mmeyen@chcymca.org / 919.442.9622 ext 125 / Fax 
919.942.0256 

Stay up-to-date on everything going on at your hometown YMCA. Join us on 
<blocked::~.p:iiwww.facebook.corr~/          id-3337% 10339&ref=ts> Facebook 
and follow us on <blocked::h~p:/i~.ww.t~.itter.com/chc~mca> Twitter! 



We build strong kids, strong families, strong communities. 

Thanks so much for sharing your interest in volunteering with YMCA Youth Sports programs. While we rely heavily on 
family volunteers, as a community organization we always welcome additional volunteer support. This document contains 

general information about our primary sports programs as well as the required volunteer application and code of conduct 

forms. 

WHAT DO WE OFFER? 
Winter Basketball 

¯ 4-year-olds through 8th graders 
¯ Season runs early-mid Jan through early-mid Mar 

¯ Teams created in mid-Nov through early-Dec 

Summer T-Ball/Coach Pitch Baseball 

¯ 3-8 year olds 

¯ Season runs late June through early-mid August 

¯ Teams created in late-May through early-June 

Spring Soccer 
¯ 3-year-olds through 6th graders 
¯ Season runs early-mid April through early-June 
¯ Teams created in mid-late March 

Fall Soccer 
¯ 3-year-olds through 6th graders 
¯ Season runs mid-Sept through early-mid Nov 
¯ Teams created in mid-late August 

Most of our programs run strictly on Saturdays at the YMCA, local parks, or school gymnasium facilities. The only 
exception is our older basketball divisions (4th-8th graders) that have assigned weeknight practices during their season. For 
Saturday-only seasons, playing sessions are designated on the schedule as practices, games, or practice/game "hybrid" dates. 

All playing sessions, regardless of their designations, are for one hour. 

WHAT ARE YMCA SPORTS ALL ABOUT? 
Our goal each season is to create a fun-focused, instructional, low-key, team sports opportunity for our players. Many 
youth come to us as beginners, but we also see lots of experienced players interested in a less-competitive recreational 

league. Beyond learning sport-specific skills, we want to incorporate the Y’s core values of Caring, Honesty, Respect, and 

Responsibility. The pillars of YMCA Sports are: Everyone Ploys, Sofety First, Foir Ploy, Positive Competition, Fomily Involvement, 
Sport for All, and Sport for Fun! 

HOW CAN YOU SERVE? 
Primarily our volunteers work directly with our teams as coaches (head, assistant, or "co-coaches"). There are also 
opportunities as game officials (basketball), site support teams (all sports), or administrative contributors (preseason 
preparations). We need volunteers who support what YMCA sports are all about and have the positive enthusiasm, 

dedication, patience, and caring nature to support the youth in our programs. 

WHEN SHOULD YOU CONTACT THE YMCA ABOUT HELPING? 
While we often add volunteers to help our teams even after a season has begun, ideally we would like to be aware of our 
available volunteers as teams are created (estimated above for each season). That allows us the flexibility to place 

volunteers according to their preferences and helps us utilize available coaches as efficiently as possible. 

We welcome volunteers that wish to serve with others they know, and are also glad to plug in single volunteers with others 
to help lead a team. Feel free to note any co-volunteer intentions or division preferences directly on the volunteer 

application. 

WHO SHOULD YOU CONTACT? 
Mike Meyen, Sports Director, mmeyen@chcymca.org, 919-442-9622 ext 125 
Aubrey Vinson, Sports & Teens Coordinator, avinson(~c~_,chcymca.org, 919-442-9622 ext 133 

HOW WILL YOU RECEIVE TEAM & DIVISION SEASON DETAILS? 
E-mails and hard copy mailings of season information are mailed out in advance of the season (-2 weeks in advance of 
"Opening Day"). We will set preseason volunteer meeting options in advance of most seasons. Generally those are set just 

prior to the season starting up so we can get everyone set for start (with the exception of basketball season where we 
generally have meeting options prior to the holidays and UNC winter break). If a season is fast approaching and you are 
unaware of preseason meeting options, please contact either of the sports department staff listed above for that 
information. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have related to our programs! 



Chapel Hill-Carrboro YMCA 
Youth Sports Volunteer Application 

(***Required for all COACHES, Officials, & Other Supporting Volunteers***) 

(Please submit SIGNED form to the CHC-YMCA at your earliest convenience, 980 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 or FAX to 919-942-0256) 

Last Name: 

Date of Birth: 

Daytime Phone: 

Street Address*: 

First Name: M.I.: 

T-Shirt Size: E-Mail: 

Evening Phone: 

City:. ZIP: 

*If you have lived at this address less than 3 years, please list past addresses below for those years. 

Address City State Applicable Dates 

Name of Participating Child(ren), if applicable: 

Please indicate the volunteer position(s) your are interested in: 

**Non-Parent Volunteers** Please indicate any divisional preferences or "co-volunteer(s)" you intend to serve with:__ 

References (please list at least one relative): 

Name: 

Name: 

Name: 

Have you ever been convicted of a felony? 

If yes, please describe in full the circumstances: 

Phone: Relationship: 

Phone: Relationship: 

Phone: Relationship: 

Yes No 

I understand that this application does not guarantee that I will be selected as a volunteer with the Chapel Hill - Carrboro YMCA. All 
of the information given on this form is true to the best of my knowledge and any false information may cause the suspension of my 
obligations as a YMCA volunteer. I understand that a criminal background check will be conducted and references checked based on 
the information I have provided. I further understand that I cannot begin serving as a volunteer until the criminal background check is 
completed. 

Signature: Date: 

We build s~ong kids, s~ong families, s~ong communities. 



Supplemental Information 

Place of Occupation: 

Does your business have a volunteer initiative? 

What type of volunteer position(s) are you interested in? 

Head Coach Asst. Coach 

Yes 

Occupation: 

No 

Official Other: 

What sport(s) are you interested in volunteering with? 

Soccer T-Ball/Baseball Basketball Other: 

Have you played the sport you are currently applying for? __No Yes When/Where: 

Have you coached the sport you are currently applying for? No Yes When/Where: 

Have you ever volunteered with other groups? No Yes When/Where: 

Describe the skillslexperienceslcharacteristicslcertifications you possess that would help you succeed as a youth sports 
volunteer: 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this application and sharing your interested in volunteering with our youth sports 
programs! Volunteers are the foundation of our youth sports leagues. The fun and instructional opportunities we seek to 
create for our players are only possible with the positive attitudes, enthusiasm, patience, dedication, and caring of volunteers 
who give their time and energy. 

YMCA Sports are focused on the core values of Caring, Honesty, Respect, and Responsibility. We also try to consistently 
support the pillars of YMCA Youth Sports: 

-Safety First 
-Everyone Plays 
-Fair Play 
-Positive Competition 
-Family Involvement 
-Sport for All 
-Sport for Fun 

strong families, strong communities. 

C A R    I    N G 

O 

RESPONSIBILITY 



To protect YMCA staff, volunteers, and program members, at no time during a YMCA 

program may a staff person or volunteer be alone with a single child where he or she 

cannot be observed by others. As staff/volunteers supervise children, they should space 

themselves in such a way that other staff/volunteers can see them. 

2. Staff and volunteers shall never leave a child unsupervised. 

o Staff and volunteers shall not abuse children in any way, including 

physical abuse--striking, spanking, shaking, slapping, and so on; 

verbal abuse--humiliating, degrading, threatening, and so on; 

sexual abuse--touching or speaking inappropriately; 

mental abuse--shaming, withholding kindness, being cruel, and so on; 

neglect--withholding food, water, or basic care. 

No type of abuse will be tolerated and may be cause for immediate dismissal. 

6o Staff and volunteers must use positive techniques of guidance, including redirection, 

positive reinforcement, and encouragement rather than competition, comparison, and 

criticism. Staff and volunteers will have age-appropriate expectations and set up 

guidelines and environments that minimize the need for discipline. 

o Staff and volunteers will conduct a visual health check of each child upon his or her 

arrival each time the program meets, noting any fever, bumps, bruises, burns, and so on. 

Volunteers will inform the YMCA director in charge of the program if there are any 

questionable marks. 

o Staff and volunteers will respond to children with respect and consideration and treat all 

children equally, regardless of sex, race, religion, culture, socio-economic status, or 

disability. 

9. Staff and volunteers will respect children’s rights not to be touched or looked at in ways 

that make them feel uncomfortable, and their right to say no. 

10. Staff and volunteers will refrain from intimate displays of affection toward others in the 

presence of children, parents, and staff. 

I I. Staff and volunteers must appear clean, neat, and appropriately attired. 



12. Using, possessing, or being under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs volunteering is 

prohibited. 

13. Smoking or use of tobacco in the presence of children or parents while volunteering is 

prohibited. 

14. Possession or use of any type of weapon or explosive on YMCA property is prohibited. 

15. Profanity, inappropriate jokes, sharing intimate details of one’s personal life, and any kind 

of harassment in the presence of children, parents, volunteers, or other staff is 

prohibited. 

16. Staff and volunteers will portray a positive role model for youth by maintaining an 

attitude of loyalty, patience, courtesy, tact, and maturity. 

17. Staff and volunteers are to report to a YMCA Director any other staff or volunteer who 

violates any of the policies listed in this Code of Conduct. 

18. Staff and volunteers are required to read and sign all policies related to identifying, 

documenting, and reporting child abuse and attend trainings on the subject, as instructed 

by a supervisor. 

19. Staff and volunteers will act in a caring, honest, respectful, and responsible manner 

consistent with the mission of the YMCA. 

I understand that any violation of this Code of Conduct may result in lose of volunteer 

privileges. 

Volunteer’s Name (Please Print) 

Employee or volunteer signature Date 

Supervisor signature Date 

Revised 12/I 6/04 



TDALL 
We build strong kids, strong families, strong communities. 

( A recreational / fun-focused / insfrucfional league! ) 

Volunteer Coaches Needed!! 
YMCA Youth Sports are family-oriented, volunteer-based programs that rely on your support to make 
each season successful. Please strongly consider joining the fun as a volunteer coach! There will be 
coach meetings prior to the season to cover teaching strategies, league information, and YMCA 
Philosophy, Mission, and Core Values. Enthusiasm for working with children in a positive manner is the 
primary qualification. Please indicate your willingness to volunteer on the registration form and 
complete the required volunteer information. We are asking coaches to submit this information each 
season to increase the safety of our programs for everyone involved. 

Divisions: 
PreK (>4 years old as of 1/9/2010, COED) 

K-1S~ Grades (COED) 
2nd-3rd Grades (GIRLS/BOYS) 
4~h-5~h Grades (GIRLS/BOYS) 
6~h-8~ Grades (GIRLS/BOYS) 

Registration Fees & Dates: 

C A 

i 

w 

R I N G 

0 

PreK (&week season): $75/members $90/non-members e E s p o N S I B I L | T Y 

K-3rd (10-week season): $85/members $100/non-members 

4~-9~ (10-week season): $90/members $105/non-members 
I:×clusive YMCA Member Registration: Monday, September 21 st-Sunday, October 4th 

Open Registration (non-members eligible): Monday, October 5th-Sunday, November 1St 
Late Registration (+$10): Monday, November 2nd-Monday, November 9th 

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: Monday, November 9th 
***Spaces are limited; registration will end as divisional capacities are reached*** 

Season Dates: 
Saturdays, January 9th-March 2010 (varyin.q playin.q times week-to-week) 

Practice Dates (4th-9th Divisions Only, One Assigned Weekly Practice): 
Weeknight Evenings TBD (Likely Tuesdays, Wednesday, or Thursdays, January 1 2th-March 11th) 
**PreK/K-1 st/2nd-3rd Divisions meet only on Saturdays for scheduled practices and/or games.** 

Playing Sites*: 
YMCA & local Chapel HilI-Carrboro and Orange County school gymnasiums 

*Divisional site assignments will be determined based on registration numbers and participants will be notified when pre-season 
league information is distributed. It is possible (and likely) that siblings in different divisions will play at different locations. 

*Given the size of the league, we can only arrange playing time schedules to account for families that are coachinq multiple teams. 

What the YMCA Provides: 
Each player will be provided with a uniform shirt and an award at the conclusion of the season. A 
picture date will be scheduled for those participants interested in purchasing basketball pictures. 
Finalized schedules, team assignments, and other league information will be distributed by email (& 
postal mail by request, +$2) prior to the season. Please contact the YMCA if you have not received 
league information by December 28th. 

*If you have any additional questions, please feel free to contact the YMCA at 442-9622 (ext 125) or 
mmeven@chcvmca.or.q / avinson@chcvmca.orq 

Thanks, 
Mike Meyen 
Sports Director 

Aubrey Vinson 
Sports & Teens Coordinator 



Chapel Hill-Carrboro YMCA 

2010 Youth Winter Basketball Registration Form 

First Name: Last Name: 

Local Address: City: 

Gender: Date Of Birth:__/__/.__ Grade In School: 

T-Shirt Size (Circle One, SAMPLE SIZES AVAILABLE AT FRONT DESK): YS YM YL 

YMCA Member: Yes / No 

ZIP: 

Height:__ Weight: 

AS AM AL AXL 

***The YiVICA cannot be responsible for incorrect or unreported shirt sizes.*** 

Parent/Guardian Name(s): 

Home Phone: Preferred Contact Number (if different): 

***Please provide an email if at all possible, it is our most efficient means of contacting participants with league information.*** 

E-Mail #1: E-Mail #2: 

Preferred Means of Receiving Season Into (schedules, rosters, etc.): 

DE-Mail           DPostal Mailing (+$2)           DNeed Both (+$2, E-Mail & Hard Copy) 

Please Select Division (Ages as of 1/9/2010, Grades as of 2009-2010 School Year): 

__Pre-K (>4 years old, COED) 

__2nd-3rd Grades (GIRLS) __4th-5th Grades (GIRLS) 

__2nd-3rd Grades (BOYS) __4th-5th Grades (BOYS) 

__K-lst Grades (COED) 

6th-8th Grades (GIRLS) 

6th-8th Grades (BOYS) 

Each registrant is allowed TWO POSSIBLE pairings. These two requests will be the only names considered for pairings. However, 

teammate requests MAY NOT ALWAYS be honored due to the logistics of the league in regards to the make up of rosters and 

divisions. The Chapel HilI-Carrboro YMCA promotes the socialization of individuals in the community, and due to our philosophy, the 

staff highly encourages diversity among each team. 

Request #1: Request #2: 

***Please do not list "same team as last time" as a request, only specific (FULL) names can be considered as teams are created for each season.*** 

Our sports leagues are family-based programs that rely on the commitment of our volunteer coaches. Please indicate below if you 

are interested in supporting the program as a volunteer. ALL VOLUNTEERS must also complete the REQUIRED VOLUNTEER 

INFORMATION SECTION on the reverse side of this form EACH SEASON. 

__1 am willing to volunteer as a Head Coach. __1 am willing to volunteer as an Assistant Coach. T-Shirt Size:__ 

Volunteer’s Full Name: Date of Birth:__!.__/.__ Preferred Contact Number: 

Signature (acknowledging YMCA policy of conducting background checks): 

1. I hereby certify that my child is in normal health and capable of safe participation in the YMCA Youth Sports Program. I assume all risk(s) and 

hazards incidental to the conduct of this program and for the transportation to and from the program. I hereby authorize the YMCA to obtain 

medical treatment of my child in the event that the guardian(s) and the emergency contact cannot be reached. 

2. I understand that YMCA activities have inherent risks and I hereby assume all risks and hazards incidental to my participation in all YMCA 

activities. I further waive, release, absolve, indemnify and agree to hold harmless the YMCA, the organizers, volunteers, supervisors, officers, 

directors, participants, coaches, referees, as well as, persons or parents transporting participants to and from activities from any claims for injury 

sustained during my use of the YMCA properly. 

3. I support the YMCA Youth Sports Philosophy, which is based on participation, fun, health, physical fitness, skill development, teamwork, fair play 

family involvement and volunteer leadership, as well as the four core values of Caring, Honesly, Respect, & Responsibilily. 

Guardian Signature: Date: 

***COACHING VOLUNTEERS, PLEASE REMEMBER TO COMPLETE THE REQUIRED VOLUNTEER INFORMATION SECTION ON THE REVERSE 

SIDE OF THIS FORM. A take-home version of the volunteer form is available from the front desk if the interested coach is not 

completing this form. All volunteers are required to submit this information EACH season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 11:53 AM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: basketball Camp 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Corey ... 

I’m the correct person (although sometimes I may tell others differently). Is your son 9 this summer or next summer? If he’s 9 this 
summer (before June 12) let me know & we’ll get him registered with the staff discount. If it’s next summer, just give me a call 
anytime - we always make room for staff members kids!! 

Thanks 

>>> Corey Holliday 4/5/2011 4:25 PM >>> 

Kaye, 
I hope all is well with you and you are recovering from the trials of the season. I was wondering how could I get my son’s name (he’ll 

be 9) on the basketball camp waiting list for next summer’s basketball camp? If you are not the correct person, please let me know 
who I should "beg". 

Thanks 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



Brian P. Bersticker 
Assistant Director of Ticket Operations 

Universit~~ of North Carolina 

bberstJ ckeri~3, uncaa.unc.edu 

800.722.4335 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Holliday, Corey 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Michael Felder 

Felder 

Michael 

Independence High School 

1967 Patriot Drive Charlotte, NC 28212 

Business 

Phone: 

980 343 - 6900, ext. 253 

E-maih michael.felder@cms.k12.nc.us 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 9:53 AM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli 
<dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank You 

Text.htm 

Good Morning, 

I just want to inform you all that I’ve accepted the Visual Arts Specialist position at UNC-Chapel Hill. I’d like to thank you for the 
opportunity to be a special part of UNC Athletics by filling this opening. I sincerely appreciate all your efforts in making this happen 
for me, and for first giving me an opportunity to grow in both the UNC Football and UNC Sports Marketing departments, years ago. 
Rest assured, I will not take this position for granted. I will do my best to surpass my production thus far in my career and be an 
exemplary employee. I’m humbled, grateful, and looking forward to an outstanding future working with you all. Once again, thank 
you for your time and consideration. Have a great day, and Go Tar Heels. 

Sincerely, 

Antonio A. Tucker II 

Antonio A. Tucker II 
Graphic Designer 
UNC Sports Marketing/UNC Football 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Be Stoney 

Stoney 

Be 

E-mail: bstoney@ksu.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Vasbinder, Kimberly L <garrabra@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: tix tbr Jan 26th game 

Okay, I think we will probably be using ours. 

Frem: Vasbinder, Kimberly L 

Sent= Tuesday, December 03, 20:13 9:44 AM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= fix for .]an 26th game 

Hey Lissa, 

If you get rid of a couple of tickets for the UNC vs Clemson game on Jan 26th can you let me know? 

Thank you! 

KIM 
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in more and less egalitarian societies alike. As we note above, however, this study does not rest in 
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Prof. Hockett, 

I can start by saying how much I enjoyed this paper. You sent it just after I finished The Ori_,qin of 
Financial Crises by George Cooper, which first introduced me to Minsky’s idea of excessive credit creation 
and asset price bubbles. After reading your paper I started listening to lectures from Prof. Shiller and 
Prof. Geanakoplos. 

Below I’ve made a list of places in the paper where we’re looking for more information. The most 
important thing is probably Figures 5 & 6. I’ve located things based upon the draft you originally sent; 
the page number from the latest draft, attached, is in parentheses. There are a number of artificial page 
breaks in the latest draft just for the ease of our publication editor - the final draft will have a regular 
layout. Also, I’ll ask for your patience regarding some of the notes in the paper. If the tone seems too raw 
or too familiar, they were just part of my first pass going through the paper. The most important points 
are listed below. 

I’d like to talk on the phone as soon as possible and go through this list to see if you have any 
questions. If anything remains unclear, it’s best to take care of it ASAP. Do you have time for a phone call 
today or over the weekend7 My number is (919) 741-0919 and it is no problem making time to fit your 
schedule. If the list is clear, we’re still looking to get this back as soon as possible because most of the 
other pieces are ready to go to print. 

Elsewhere, on page 17 of the draft originally sent by Prof. Hockett (page 24 in current draft), is a 
note to add "Figures 5 and 6 and briefly explain." This is in the section titled "Income Stagnation 
and Market Volitility." 

Prof. Hockett references both the average propensity to consume and marginal propensity to 
consume, but I can’t tell if they’re different concepts. 

Figure 5 is referenced in several footnotes, but we don’t have it yet. The same footnotes seem like 
they could also describe Figure 1. 

Figures 13, 14, 17, 20, 21, 22, and 23 need sources. 

Footnote 41 says "See Reich at 22" but we don’t have a Reich source in that vicinity. 

In footnote 10, Prof. Hockett cites to his own paper "Recursive Collective Action Problems" and 
says that it is forthcoming in the Journal of Applied Economics or Journal of Applied Economy, but 
I’ve been unable to locate the journal and confirm. I have written to and received negative 
responses from editors at these two journals: 

AEJ: Applied Economics, http://wwvv.aeaweb.org/aej/app/index.php 
Journal of Applied Economics, http://www.ucema.edu.ar/journal-applied-economics 

The passage below comes from the section labeled "provisional interpretation." It is essentially 
discussing the possible critique that income inequality can be accounted for during asset price bubbles 
simply based on capital gains. This will be one of the quickest and most accessible critiques leveled 
against the paper. But it also turns out to be wrong. 



From Paper: 
Top Income Share trends also exhibit a positive synchronous relationship with both the Dow ]ones 

and S&P Index, suggesting that in most years they tend to move up and down together. This is to be 

expected as investment outcomes tend to have much more direct impacts on the wealthy, who per the 

diminishing MPC invest proportionally more than do others. Interestingly, both the S&P index and the 
Dow ]ones show a negative correlation with Top Income Share at lag 3, signifying that in instances when 

the market does well, the Top Income Share tends to go down 3 years later. Alternately, when the market 

falters, Top Income Share tends to go up three years later. 

FIGURE 
Thee Top, Oed le Income Sh are, I917-2012 

This graph is from page 8 of the attached paper by Piketty and Saez (see pdf). It demonstrates that 

capital gains are only a small part of the inequality that Prof. Hockett is examining and cannot 
substantially explain the phenomena he is describing. The passage above is from page 38 of the draft 

originally sent by Prof. Hockett (page 59 in current). 



Striking it Richer: 

The Evolution of Top Incomes in the United States 

(Updated with 2012 preliminary estimates) 

Emmanuel Saez, UC Berkeley. 

September 3, 2013 

What’s new for recent years? 
2009-2012: Uneven recovery from the Great Recession 

From 2009 to 2012, average real income per family grew modestly by 
6.0% (Table 1). Most of the gains happened in the last year when average 
incomes grew by 4.6% from 2011 to 2012. 

However, the gains were very uneven. Top 1% incomes grew by 
31.4% while bottom 99% incomes grew only by 0.4% from 2009 to 2012. 
Hence, the top 1% captured 95% of the income gains in the first three years 
of the recovery. From 2009 to 2010, top 1% grew fast and then stagnated 
from 2010 to 2011. Bottom 99% stagnated both from 2009 to 2010 and from 
2010 to 2011. In 2012, top 1% incomes increased sharply by 19.6% while 
bottom 99% incomes grew only by 1.0%. In sum, top 1% incomes are close to 
full recovery while bottom 99% incomes have hardly started to recover. 

Note that 2012 statistics are based on preliminary projections and will 
be updated in January 2014 when more complete statistics become available. 
Note also that part of the surge of top 1% incomes in 2012 could be due to 
income retiming to take advantage of the lower top tax rates in 2012 relative 
to 2013 and after.1 Retiming should be most prevalent for realized capital 
gains as individuals have great flexibility in the timing of capital gains 
realizations. However, series for income excluding realized capital gains also 
show a very sharp increase (Figure 1), suggesting that retiming likely explains 
only part of the surge in top 1% incomes in 2012. Retiming of income should 
produce a dip in top reported incomes in 2013. Hence, statistics for 2013 will 

¯ University of California, Department of Economics, 530 Evans Hall #3880, Berkeley, CA 
94720. This is an updated version of "Striking It Richer: The Evolution of Top Incomes in the 
United States", Pathways Magaz!ne, Stanford Center for the Study of Poverty and Inequality, 
Winter 2008, 6-7. Much of the discussion in this note is based on previous work joint with 
Thomas Piketty. All the series described here are available in excel format at 
http://e!sa~ berkeley_edu/~saez/TabFig2012preLxls. 

1 Top ordinary income marginal tax rates increased from 35 to 39.6% and top income tax 

rates on realized capital gains and dividends increased from 15 to 20% in 2013. In addition, 
the Affordable Care Act surtax at marginal rate of 3.8% on top capital incomes and 0.9% on 
top labor incomes was added in 2013 (the surtax is only 0.9% on labor income due to the 
pre-existing Medicare tax of 2.9% on labor income). The Pease limitation on itemized 
deductions also increases marginal tax rates by about 1 percentage point in 2013. These 
higher marginal tax rates affect approximately the top 1%. Hence, among top earners, 
retiming income from 2013 to 2012 saves about 6.5 percentage points of marginal tax for 
labor income and about 10 percentage points for capital income. In words, for top 1% 
earners, shifting an extra $100 of labor income from 2013 to 2012 saves about $6.5 in taxes 
and shifting an extra $100 of capital income from 2013 to 2012 saves about $10 in taxes. 



show how important retiming was in the surge in top incomes from 2011 to 
2012. 

Overall, these results suggest that the Great Recession has only 
depressed top income shares temporarily and will not undo any of the 
dramatic increase in top income shares that has taken place since the 1970s. 
Indeed, the top decile income share in 2012 is equal to 50.4%, the highest 
ever since 1917 when the series start (Figure 1 ). 

Looking further ahead, based on the US historical record, falls in 
income concentration due to economic downturns are temporary unless 
drastic regulation and tax policy changes are implemented and prevent 
income concentration from bouncing back. Such policy changes took place 
after the Great Depression during the New Deal and permanently reduced 
income concentration until the 1970s (Figures 2, 3). In contrast, recent 
downturns, such as the 2001 recession, lead to only very temporary drops in 
income concentration (Figures 2, 3). 

The policy changes that took place coming out of the Great Recession 
(financial regulation and top tax rate increase in 2013) are not negligible but 
they are modest relative to the policy changes that took place coming out of 
the Great Depression. Therefore, it seems unlikely that US income 
concentration will fall much in the coming years. 

Great Recession 2007-2009 
During the Great Recession, from 2007 to 2009, average real income 

per family declined dramatically by 17.4% (Table 1),2 the largest two-year 
drop since the Great Depression. Average real income for the top percentile 
fell even faster (36.3 percent decline, Table 1), which lead to a decrease in 
the top percentile income share from 23.5 to 18.1 percent (Figure 2). Average 
real income for the bottom 99% also fell sharply by 11.6%, also by far the 
largest two-year decline since the Great Depression. This drop of 11.6% more 
than erases the 6.8% income gain from 2002 to 2007 for the bottom 99%. 

The fall in top decile income share from 2007 to 2009 is actually less 
than during the 2001 recession from 2000 to 2002, in part because the Great 
recession has hit bottom 99% incomes much harder than the 2001 recession 
(Table 1), and in part because upper incomes excluding realized capital gains 
have resisted relatively well during the Great Recession. 

New Filing Season Distributional Statistics 

2 This decline is much larger than the real official GDP decline of 3.1% from 2007-2009 for 

several reasons. First, our income measure includes realized capital gains while realized 
capital gains are not included in GDP. Our average real income measure excluding capital 
gains decreased by 10.8% (instead of 17.4%). Second, the total number of US families 
increased by 2.5% from 2007 to 2009 mechanically reducing income growth per family 
relative to aggregate income growth. Third, nominal GDP decreased by 0.6% while the total 
market nominal income aggregate we use (when excluding realized capital gains) decreased 
by 5.5%. This discrepancy is due to several factors: (a) nominal GDP decreased only by 
0.4% while nominal National Income (conceptually closer to our measure) decreased by 2%. 
In net, income items included in National Income but excluded from our income measure 
grew over the 2007-2009 period. The main items are supplements to wages and salaries 
(mostly employer provided benefits), rental income of persons (which imputes rents for 
homeowners), and undistributed profits of corporations (see National Income by Type of 
Income, Table 1.12, http~//www.bea.gov/national/nipaweb/SelectTable.asp). 
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Timely distributional statistics are central to enlighten the public policy 
debate. Distributional statistics used to estimate our series are produced by 
the Statistics of Income Division of the Internal Revenue Service 
(http://www.!rs_gov/uac/Tax-Stats-2). Those statistics are extremely high 
quality and final, but come with an almost 2-year lag (statistics for year 2011 
incomes have just been published in the summer of year 2013). 
In 2012, the Statistics of Income division has started publishing filing season 
statistics by size of income at http://www.irs.qov/uac/Filinq-Season-Statistics 
These statistics can be used to project the distribution of incomes for the full- 
year. It is possible to project reliable full-year statistics by the middle of the 
following year when most of the returns filed before the regular April 15 
deadline have been processed by IRS.3 We have used filing season statistics 
for 2012 incomes to produce preliminary 2012 estimates. The projection 
assumes that, in each income bracket, the fraction of tax returns processed 
by July 2013 for 2012 returns is the same as the fraction of tax returns 
processed by July 2012 for 2011 returns. Because 2012 statistics are based 
on a projection, they are preliminary and will be updated in January 2014 
when more complete statistics for year 2012 become available. 

Text of "Striking it Richer" updated with 2012 estimates 

The recent dramatic rise in income inequality in the United States is 
well documented. But we know less about which groups are winners and 
which are losers, or how this may have changed over time. Is most of the 
income growth being captured by an extremely small income elite? Or is a 
broader upper middle class profiting? And are capitalists or salaried 
managers and professionals the main winners? I explore these questions 
with a uniquely long-term historical view that allows me to place current 
developments in deeper context than is typically the case. 

Efforts at analyzing long-term trends are often hampered by a lack of 
good data. In the United States, and most other countries, household income 
surveys virtually did not exist prior to 1960. The only data source consistently 
available on a long-run basis is tax data. The U.S. government has published 
detailed statistics on income reported for tax purposes since 1913, when the 
modern federal income tax started. These statistics report the number of 
taxpayers and their total income and tax liability for a large number of income 
brackets. Combining these data with population census data and aggregate 
income sources, one can estimate the share of total personal income 
accruing to various upper-income groups, such as the top 10 percent or top 1 
percent. 

We define income as the sum of all income components reported on 
tax returns (wages and salaries, pensions received, profits from businesses, 
capital income such as dividends, interest, or rents, and realized capital 
gains) before individual income taxes. We exclude government transfers such 
as Social Security retirement benefits or unemployment compensation 

3 Taxpayers who request a 6-month filing extension generally do not file until October 15. 

Their tax returns are therefore not processed by IRS until the month of November. A 
substantial fraction of very high income returns use the filing extension. Hence, estimates 
based on filing season statistics are not exactly equal to final statistics. 
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benefits from our income definition. Non-taxable fringe benefits such as 
employer provided health insurance is also excluded from our income 
definition. Therefore, our income measure is defined as cash market income 
before individual income taxes. 

Evidence on U.S. top income shares 

Figure 1 presents the pre-tax income share of the top decile since 
1917 in the United States. In 2012, the top decile includes all families with 
market income above $114,000. The overall pattern of the top decile share 
over the century is U-shaped. The share of the top decile is around 45 
percent from the mid-1920s to 1940. It declines substantially to just above 
32.5 percent in four years during World War II and stays fairly stable around 
33 percent until the 1970s. Such an abrupt decline, concentrated exactly 
during the war years, cannot easily be reconciled with slow technological 
changes and suggests instead that the shock of the war played a key and 
lasting role in shaping income concentration in the United States. After 
decades of stability in the post-war period, the top decile share has increased 
dramatically over the last twenty-five years and has now regained its pre-war 
level. Indeed, the top decile share in 2012 is equal to 50.4 percent, a level 
higher than any other year since 1917 and even surpasses 1928, the peak of 
stock market bubble in the "roaring" 1920s. 

Figure 2 decomposes the top decile into the top percentile (families 
with income above $394,000 in 2012) and the next 4 percent (families with 
income between $161,000 and $394,000), and the bottom half of the top 
decile (families with income between $114,000 and $161,000). Interestingly, 
most of the fluctuations of the top decile are due to fluctuations within the top 
percentile. The drop in the next two groups during World War II is far less 
dramatic, and they recover from the VWVll shock relatively quickly. Finally, 
their shares do not increase much during the recent decades. In contrast, the 
top percentile has gone through enormous fluctuations along the course of 
the twentieth century, from about 18 percent before VWVl, to a peak to almost 
24 percent in the late 1920s, to only about 9 percent during the 1960s-1970s, 
and back to almost 23.5 percent by 2007. Those at the very top of the income 
distribution therefore play a central role in the evolution of U.S. inequality over 
the course of the twentieth century. 

The implications of these fluctuations at the very top can also be seen 
when we examine trends in real income growth per family between the top 1 
percent and the bottom 99 percent in recent years as illustrated on Table 1. 
From 1993 to 2012, for example, average real incomes per family grew by 
only 17.9% over this 19 year period (implying an annual growth rate of .87%). 
However, if one excludes the top 1 percent, average real incomes of the 
bottom 99% grew only by 6.6% from 1993 to 2012 (implying an annual growth 
rate of .34%). Top 1 percent incomes grew by 86.1% from 1993 to 2012 
(implying a 3.3% annual growth rate). This implies that top 1 percent incomes 
captured just over two-thirds of the overall economic growth of real incomes 
per family over the period 1993-2012. 

The 1993-2012 period encompasses, however, a dramatic shift in how 
the bottom 99 percent of the income distribution fared. Table 1 next 
distinguishes between five sub-periods: (1) the 1993-2000 expansion of the 
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Clinton administrations, (2) the 2000-2002 recession, (3) the 2002-2007 
expansion of the Bush administrations, (4) the 2007-2009 Great Recession, 
(5) and 2009-2011, the first two years of recovery. During both expansions, 
the incomes of the top 1 percent grew extremely quickly by 98.7% and 61.8% 
respectively. However, while the bottom 99 percent of incomes grew at a solid 
pace of 20.3% from 1993 to 2000, these incomes grew only 6.8% percent 
from 2002 to 2007. As a result, in the economic expansion of 2002-2007, the 
top 1 percent captured two thirds of income growth. Those results may help 
explain the disconnect between the economic experiences of the public and 
the solid macroeconomic growth posted by the U.S. economy from 2002 to 
2007. Those results may also help explain why the dramatic growth in top 
incomes during the Clinton administration did not generate much public outcry 
while there has been a great level of attention to top incomes in the press and 
in the public debate since 2005. 

During both recessions, the top 1 percent incomes fell sharply, by 
30.8% from 2000 to 2002, and by 36.3% from 2007 to 2009. The primary 
driver of the fall in top incomes during those recessions is the stock market 
crash which reduces dramatically realized capital gains, and, especially in the 
2000-2002 period, the value of executive stock-options. However, bottom 99 
percent incomes fell by 11.6% from 2007 to 2009 while they fell only by 6.5 
percent from 2000 to 2002. Therefore, the top 1 percent absorbed a larger 
fraction of losses in the 2000-2002 recession (57%) than in the Great 
recession (49%). The 11.6 percent fall in bottom 99 percent incomes is the 
largest fall on record in any two year period since the Great Depression of 
1929-1933. 

From 2009 to 2012, average real income per family grew modestly by 
6.0% (Table 1) but the gains were very uneven. Top 1% incomes grew by 
31.4% while bottom 99% incomes grew only by 0.4%. Hence, the top 1% 
captured 95% of the income gains in the first two years of the recovery. From 
2009 to 2010, top 1% grew fast and then stagnated from 2010 to 2011. 
Bottom 99% stagnated both from 2009 to 2010 and from 2010 to 2011. 
Preliminary statistics for year 2012 show that top 1% incomes increased 
sharply from 2011 to 2012 while bottom 99% incomes grew only modestly.4 

The top percentile share declined during WWI, recovered during the 
1920s boom, and declined again during the great depression and VWVlI. This 
very specific timing, together with the fact that very high incomes account for 
a disproportionate share of the total decline in inequality, strongly suggests 
that the shocks incurred by capital owners during 1914 to 1945 (depression 

role. Indeed, from 1913 and up to the 1970s, very and wars) played a key 5 

top incomes were mostly composed of capital income (mostly dividend 
income) and to a smaller extent business income, the wage income share 
being very modest. Therefore, the large decline of top incomes observed 
during the 1914-1960 period is predominantly a capital income phenomenon. 

4 The exact percentage 95% is sensitive to measurement error, especially the growth in the 

total number of families from 2009 to 2012, estimated from the Current Population Survey. 
However, the conclusion that most of the gains from economic growth was captured by the 
top 1% is not in doubt. 

5 The negative effect of the wars on top incomes can be explained in part by the large tax 

increases enacted to finance the wars. During both wars, the corporate income tax was 
drastically increased and this reduced mechanically the distributions to stockholders. 
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Interestingly, the income composition pattern at the very top has 
changed considerably over the century. The share of wage and salary income 
has increased sharply from the 1920s to the present, and especially since the 
1970s. Therefore, a significant fraction of the surge in top incomes since 1970 
is due to an explosion of top wages and salaries. Indeed, estimates based 
purely on wages and salaries show that the share of total wages and salaries 
earned by the top 1 percent wage income earners has jumped from 5.1 
percent in 1970 to 12.4 percent in 2007.6 

Evidence based on the wealth distribution is consistent with those 
facts. Estimates of wealth concentration, measured by the share of total 
wealth accruing to top 1 percent wealth holders, constructed by Wojciech 
Kopczuk and myself from estate tax returns for the 1916-2000 period in the 
United States show a precipitous decline in the first part of the century with 
only fairly modest increases in recent decades. The evidence suggests that 
top incomes earners today are not "rentiers" deriving their incomes from past 
wealth but rather are "working rich," highly paid employees or new 
entrepreneurs who have not yet accumulated fortunes comparable to those 
accumulated during the Gilded Age. Such a pattern might not last for very 
long. The drastic cuts of the federal tax on large estates could certainly 
accelerate the path toward the reconstitution of the great wealth concentration 
that existed in the U.S. economy before the Great Depression. 

The labor market has been creating much more inequality over the 
last thirty years, with the very top earners capturing a large fraction of 
macroeconomic productivity gains. A number of factors may help explain this 
increase in inequality, not only underlying technological changes but also the 
retreat of institutions developed during the New Deal and World War II - such 
as progressive tax policies, powerful unions, corporate provision of health and 
retirement benefits, and changing social norms regarding pay inequality. We 
need to decide as a society whether this increase in income inequality is 
efficient and acceptable and, if not, what mix of institutional and tax reforms 
should be developed to counter it. 

6 Interestingly, this dramatic increase in top wage incomes has not been mitigated by an 

increase in mobility at the top of the wage distribution. As Wojciech Kopczuk, myself, and Jae 
Song have shown in a separate paper, the probability of staying in the top 1 percent wage 
income group from one year to the next has remained remarkably stable since the 1970s. 



Table 1. Real income Growth by Groups 

Bottom 99% Fraction of total 
Average income Top 1% incomes incomes Real growth (or loss) 

Real Growth Real Growth Growth captured by top 1% 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Full period 
1993-2012 17.9% 86.1% 6.6% 68% 

Clinton Expansion 
1993-2000 31.5% 98.7% 20.3% 45% 

2001 Recession 
2000-2002 - 11.7% -30.8% -6~ 5% 57% 

Bush Expansion 
2002-2007 16.1% 61.8% 6.8% 65% 

Great Recession 2007. 
2009 -17.4% -36.3% -11.6% 49% 

Recovery 
2009-2012 6.0% 31.4% 0.4% 95% 

Computations based on family market income including realized capital gains (before individual taxes). 

Incomes exclude government transfers (such as unemployment insurance and social security) and non-taxable fringe benefits= 

Incomes are deflated using the Consumer Price Index. 

Column (4) reports the fraction of total real family income growth (or loss) captured by the top 1%. 

For example, from 2002 to 2007, average real family incomes grew by 16.1% but 65% of that growth 

accrued to the top 1% while only 35% of that growth accrued to the bottom 99% of US families. 

Source: Piketty and Saez (2003), series updated to 2012 in August 2013 using I RS preliminary tax statistics for 2012. 
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FIGURE 1 
The Top Decile Income Share, 1917-2012 

Source: Table A1 and Table A3, col. P90-100. 
Income is defined as market income (and excludes government transfers). 
In 2012, top decile includes all families with annual income above $114,000. 

2012 data based on preliminary statistics 
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FIGURE 2 
Decomposing the Top Decile US Income Share into 3 Groups, 1913-2012 

Source: Table A3, cols. P90-95, P95-99, P99-100. 
Income is defined as market income including capital gains. 
Top 1% denotes the top percentile (families with annual income above $394,000 in 2012) 
Top 5-1% denotes the next 4% (families with annual income between $161,000 and $394,000 in 2012) 

Top 10-5% denotes the next 5% (bottom half of the top decile, families with annual income 

between $114,000 and $161,000 in 2012). 
2012 data based on preliminary statistics 
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FIGURE 3 
The Top 0.01% Income Share, 1913-2012 

Source: Table A1 and Table A3, col. P99.99-100. 
Income is defined as market income including (or excluding) capital gains. 
In 2012, top .01% includes the 16,068 top families with annual income above $10,250,000. 
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Thursday, March 10, 2011 10:18 PM 

.lay Chaudhuri <jay.chaudhuri@nctre&surer.com> 

Position Openings - Chief FinanciaJ~ Officer, Retirement Director, and Policy Director lbr Retirement Division 

All: 

I am writing to seek resumes for three position openings at the North Carolina Department of State Treasurer’s Office: (1) Chief Financial Officer that 
includes running the $12 billion banking operation; (2) Retirement Systems Director that manages the $5 billion defined contributions plan and administers 

benefits for 820,000 employees. I do not have formal job descriptions for the Chief Financial Officer and the Retirement Director but would be happy to 

forward interest candidates to our Human Resources Director. 

For the last position, see posting on OSP’s web site: 

htt~:!/ospSts.state.nc.us!positiondetail .asp?va can cykey=3405-60009~.64&printit= no 

Thanks, 

Jay J. Chaudhuri 

General Counsel & Senior Policy Advisor 

Department of State Treasurer 

325 North Salisbury Street 

Raleigh, North Carolina 27603-1385 

(919) 508-5176 (phone) 

(919) 508-5167 (fax) 

www, nctreasurer,com 



CIFAL Shanghai Expands Partnerships with Private Sector to Develop National Corporate Governance Trainings in PRC. [ United Nations Institute for Training and Research (L2,,TITAR) 

UN~TAR ¯ Latest News 
The Institute CIFAL Shanghai ~Expands Partnerships with Private 
UNITAR OFfices 

Programme Area Back 

Among one of its newest corporate partnerships, CIFAL Shanghai has now partnered with 
Intrabond Capital through this February 2011. Intrabond Capital is a major U.S. 
corporation that provides international services and research on board governance 
practices. The partnership includes support by Intrabond for training and research, 
establishing a national directory of boards, and conducting evaluations of corporate 
boards, including public, state-owned and pre-IPO entities. This will not only contribute 
to greater transparency and overview of existing PRC corporate boards, but also enhance 
the quality of corporate governance across the country for more effective Public-Private 
Partnerships in local development. 

Intrabond and CIFAL Shanghai will focus Initial activities of the partnership on training 
board directors, corporate directors, and government officers to establish awareness of 
global best practices and accountability in governance. The national directory will provide 
a consolidated database of profiles of existing directors to provide guidance on continuing 
education needs and a tool for sourcing directors for future assignments. National 
directory participants will also become members of Intrabond’s international registry of 

board directors, called Board Bona Fide. Board Bona Fide is available to clients and 
executive search firms who seek qualified directors for boards of global companie. 

CIFAL Shanghai is a UNITAR affiliated training centre for local actors in the Asia-Pacific 
region established in partnership with the Ministries of Commerce, Economy and 
Information, and Foreign Affairs, and hosted by the Shanghai Municipality. Among its key 
training themes are local urban development, PPPs, China-Africa knowledge exchange in 
urban development, and ICT and sustainable development. For more information on 
CIFAL Shanghai’s yearly training activities see www.UNITAR.orgiew~nt or 
www.CIFALShang hai.org. 

25 Mar 2011 
Cours en ligne 
Gouvernance dans le 
secteur de 
I’assair~issement urbain 
- Inscriptions 
17 Mar 2011 
L’Insti~ut des Nations 
Unies pour la 
Formation e~: la 
Recherche (UNIIAR) e~ 
I’Ecole de Traduction et 
d’Interpr&~a~on de 
I’Un~vers~t& de Gen&ve 
(ETI) s’assodm~t pour 
~larg~r le contenu 
p~dagogique et h 
formatbn ~ de 
nouvelles langues. 
03 Feb 2055 
Le D~recteur g&n&ral de 

I’UN[TAR rencontre le 
President de h 
R~publ~que 

dom~n~caine, M. Leonel 
Fernandez 

Pictures: Mr. Wang Genxiang, Director of CIFAL Shanghai, Mrs. Donna M. Hamlin, 
Principal and Dr. Rodria Laline, Chief Executive Officer of Intrabond Capital during signing 
of partnership agreement in Shanghai, China. 

Contactez-nous Suivez-nous Mentions I&gales Plan du site 

http:iiwww, unitar.orgifr/node/131814/3/2011 6:00:46 PM] 
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Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

CAST Forum: Les~ns by Entrepreneurial Leaders 

Dear Broome, 

At the 19th annual US-China Science & Technology Forum, 
our entrepreneumhip panel was asked about starting a venture, 
writing business plans, hiring, acquiring customers, being female 

and Asian, and more. Read lessons learned. 

Grace Ueng to kick off NCCBA’s 2011-12 Speaker Series 

click to register 
Creating a Winning Business in China: 

Savvy’s Top 10 Findings Ld___o____w__!)_Lq#__d_____W__h__[t__e____P___a_Ee__[) 

If you are grappling with a key business issue, 

we’d love to help! 

Savvy C~ient 

Spotlight: 

Ssvvy’$ Role r’~an~p Upta 

Jerry Heneghan 

Founder and CEO 

Virtual Heroes 

[acquired by ApNied Research Associates] 

"Hirin8 Savvy was one of the best 

decisions we made early on...Savvy 

can be a success accelerator" 

Read: Virtual Heroes Case Study 

Chief and Crew for Hire 

Savvy’s China Practice 

Speaker Serv(ces 

~Follow our ~[o_g 

Share this newsletter: 
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Australian communities and individuals were suing Lehman’s 

bankruptcy estate but were in the back of the line with other 

"contingent creditors" who were being offered 5.6 cents on the 

dollar by the bankruptcy administrators. In the meantime, the 

communities worried about how they would pay for essential ser- 

vices like roads, garbage collection, and water projects. 

"The whole process was cynical and corrupt from top to bot- 

tom," Michael West, the Australian business columnist who broke 

much of the story on the Lehman CDOs, told us. "Lehman was 

manipulating these unsophisticated clients as a supposed advisor 

while making millions in profits dumping toxic securities on 

them. They even set up a secondary market to trade the dodgy 

CDOs among the councils, churning some of their accounts twice 

over. I think the Lehman bankers knew exactly how big the risks 

were on what they were flogging and didn’t care because they 

were dazzled by the fees. Lehman’s board should have known and 

stopped it, but they clearly had no idea what was going on." 

SO WHO PAYS for bad corporate governance? The answer, of 

course, is that we all do. Except perhaps for two categories of peo- 

ple: the CEOs, who leave with millions of dollars in their accumu- 

lated salaries and bonuses, deferred compensation, stock options 

and retirement packages--and often with board seats awaiting 

them at other companies; and the directors themselves, who es- 

cape liability and even blame because so little is expected of them 

within their companies--the legal system absolves them, and the 

shareholders, as well as all the rest of us affected so profoundly by 

their failures, often don’t even know who they are. 
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AC C O RD I NG TO AN air force fact sheet, the F-22A Raptor 

fighter jet provides "an exponential leap in war-fighting capabili- 

ties that cannot be matched by any known or projected fighter 

aircraft." Retired general Richard Myers could be thought of in 

virtually the same way--as a new class of board member with the 

ability to stealthily navigate the corridors of government at high 

speed. He can deliver maximum impact on strategic and tactical 

missions, projecting Northrop Grumman power in the public, pri- 

vate, and military sectors of society. He also projects United Tech- 

nologies power. And Aon Corporation power. And Deere & Co. 

power. He sits on all four boards. 

Until 2005, Myers served as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff, retiring after forty years’ service near the pinnacle of an 

enterprise, the Defense Department (DOD), that then employed 

3 million workers at 5,000 locations and commanded a $400 bil- 

lion budget. A DOD website explicitly compares the department 

to a private company: "If the President is our CEO, and the Con- 

gress is our Board of Directors, then our stockholders are the 
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American people. We exist to protect these citizen stockholders, 

for without their support we would be out of business." Myers’s 

shift into the private sector was not unusual. All five joint chiefs 

who exited between 2002 and 2007 joined corporate boards, 

mostly in the defense industry. It is a lucrative move. At his peak 

as a general, Myers earned only $215,000; in 2008, he collected 

$915,000 in directors’ fees. 

Richard Myers is a notable member of what Wharton Business 

School professor Michael Useem describes as an "Inner Circle," an 

elite at the top of multinational corporations that extends far be- 

yond Wall Street financial services. As business becomes less re- 

gional and ever more centralized, nationally and internationally, it 

is characterized by a larger and more powerful web of intercon- 

nected personal relationships among people with common inter- 

ests. The corporate elite apply their time and energy inside and 

outside the corporate sphere, Useem explains, "whether it be sup- 

port for political candidates, consultation with the highest levels 

of national administration, public defense of the ’free enterprise 

system,’ or the governance of foundations and universities." 

The small universe of board members constitutes a de facto 

club with self-perpetuating power, largely invisible even to the 

people on whom they have enormous impact. Most are already 

wealthy and as directors are well compensated, in fees and stock 

options, for their time. The average S&P 500 director received 

$217,000 in 2008. Directors say they aren’t in it for the money-- 

they are attracted by the chance to learn about other businesses, to 

make connections, or to remain actively involved after retirement. 

The majority are senior executives of other companies, current or 

former officers of the company itself (usually limited to the CEO 

and, less often, the chief financial officer), academics~ften col- 

lege presidents or business school professors--and former govern- 

ment officials. More than two-thirds of them are older white men. 
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There has been some improvement in gender and ethnic diversity, 

but even so, fewer than one in seven of the directors of large 

American companies are female, and nearly a quarter of boards do 

not have a single member of an ethnic minority. The women and 

minority members who do get selected are often "overboarded." 

That is, the same people serve on so many boards that it becomes 

difficult for them to be truly effective. A classic example is Vernon 

Jordan, the prominent African American lawyer, who while help- 

ing Monica Lewinsky to find a job, was simultaneously on ten 

corporate boards, while his wife, Ann, was on five. The Washing- 

ton Post calculated that Jordan, who was also a full-time partner at 

the Akin Gump law firm (which happened to represent eight of 

the ten firms on whose boards he sat) was obligated to attend 

eighty-four board meetings and fifty-seven committee meetings a 

year, in addition to duties at his own firm and elsewhere. Former 

Green Bay Packers star Willie Davis, who after his football days 

got an MBA and founded a company that owns twenty-one radio 

stations, has served on as many as eleven boards at the same time, 

including those of Kmart, Johnson Controls, Dow Chemical, L.A. 

Gear, Alliance Bank, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and Manpower. 

Or consider Wendy Gramm, the former chair of the Commod- 

ity Futures Trading Commission and wife of former senator Phil 

Gramm. Ms. Gramm left government in 1993 and immediately 

joined Enron’s board--just six weeks after she had shepherded a 

ruling through the commission exempting Enron’s energy futures 

trading from government regulation. As a member of Enron’s au- 

dit and compliance committee, she had a particular responsibility 

to examine financial risks and prevent conflicts of interest. Gramm 

attended the Enron board meeting of June 28, 1999, via a pay 

phone on the side of a road in northern Virginia, with a handful of 

faxed background papers rustling in the wind. Her sworn state- 

ment to investigators noted that she was having trouble hearing 
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the discussion as she and the rest of the board hastily approved a 

waiver of conflict-of-interest rules so that CFO Andrew Fastow 

could run the first of the off-balance-sheet partnerships that led to 

Enron’s spectacular collapse. Shareholders ultimately lost $90 bil- 

lion. In late 2000, Gramm’s husband pushed through a bill with- 

out committee hearings that led to further deregulation of energy 

markets. As a result, Enron was able to manipulate electricity 

prices, and within six months of the bill’s enactment Enron helped 

trigger thirty-eight artificially created blackouts in California and 

Washington State that cost ratepayers nearly $11 billion. While 

serving as an Enron director, where she was estimated to have 

been paid between $915,000 and $1,853,000 from 1993 to 2001, 

Gramm wrote an op-ed piece for the Wall Street Journal entitled 

"The Good That Derivatives Do," saying, "If another major default 

or market shock occurs, we must all resist the urge to find scape- 

goats, or to overregulate what we just do not understand." 

Wendy Gramm had also been a director of State Farm Insur- 

ance Co., IBP, Inc., the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and INVESCO 

Funds Group, Inc., although she left all of her boards in the wake 

of the Enron scandal and remained the chairman of regulatory 

studies for the Mercatus Center, a conservative think tank at 

George Mason University that received $60,000 in donations from 

Enron and its CEO Ken Lay, including $45,000 while she served as 

a director. She apparently did not see the irony in a letter she sent 

to the SEC in 2003 opposing a proposal that would have allowed 

shareholders greater say in nominating board members: "Boards 

who consistently operate at variance with shareholder interests 

(i.e., who do not maximize share values) will see the values of their 

firm’s shares fall, other things equal," she wrote. ’As the shares 

become cheaper, the firm becomes a more attractive target for take- 

over. Even barring takeover (because of, say, a poison pill provi- 

sion), a persistent abuse of shareholders interests must eventually 
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result in bankruptcy. In either instance, assets will be stripped 

from the self-dealing board’s control and surrendered to others 

who may be better able to enhance share values. Indeed, the recent 

spate of corporate scandals has, if anything, provided vivid testi- 

mony as to how quickly and efficiently this market process works 

in practice." 

Jordan, Davis, and Gramm at least had professional credentials 

for serving on boards. Other directors, many of them athletes and 

entertainment celebrities, are selected simply because they are 

well known. O. J. Simpson served on the audit committee of Infin- 

ity Broadcasting and was a director of a company that imported 

Swiss Army knives before resigning from both boards shortly af- 

ter being charged with his ex-wife’s murder. Former NFL quarter- 

back and television host Fran Tarkington served on the Coca-Cola 

Enterprises board and its audit committee before he settled with 

the SEC over allegations of an $8 million accounting fraud at a 

company he ran. Also a Coca-Cola Enterprises director at the same 

time was former Olympic ski champion Jean-Claude Killy. Lance 

Armstrong left the board of Morgans Hotel Group in early 2008 

after missing every single one of the eleven board meetings the 

previous year and collecting $71,644 in fees and stock. Elvis’s ex- 

wife, the actress and fragrance promoter Priscilla Presley, was a 

director of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc., where she served on the 

compensation committee. 

Retired military leaders or former government officials may 

have useful contacts, especially for companies seeking federal 

contracts or other help in Washington, but most have little if any 

business experience to bring to the boardroom. Former general 

Tommy Franks and Admiral Joseph Prueher both resigned as 

Bank of America directors in June 2009 amid questions about 

board members’ lack of financial expertise. Both had been on the 

audit committee, where they were charged with monitoring the 
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integrity of financial statements, internal controls, and regulatory 

compliance. The convicted former New York City police commis- 

sioner Bernard Kerik made more than $6.2 million from stock op- 

tions during his two and a half years as a director of the stun 

gun manufacturer Taser International. Former vice president Dan 

Quayle was on the audit committee of the toilet manufacturer 

American Standard. Former president Gerald Ford served on the 

Travelers Group board until he was eighty-five. Ford juggled nu- 

merous other directorships, reportedly with one nonnegotiable un- 

derstanding-that the companies hold their meetings during the 

same week so that they would not interfere with his golf schedule. 

AMERICA LACKS the traditional basis for social classes: tribal 

affiliations (if you stay off Native American reservations), a feudal 

system, monarchs and their kin, castes, state religions, and the like. 

While the American Revolution was fomented overwhelmingly by 

the merchant class, the mythology of our national birth rests on free- 

dom and liberty, and the noble egalitarian philosophies of Locke, 

Rousseau, Hume, and Paine. Social class is almost unmentionable in 

America. 

G. William Domhoff, a sociologist at the University of Califor- 

nia at Santa Cruz, has studied American elites and power struc- 

tures for forty years. ’Americans as a group are reluctant to 

acknowledge the existence of the power elite," he says, "but the 

rich are in fact a very cohesive group that attends the same schools, 

goes to the same clubs, vacations at the same summer resorts, and 

shares a view of the world." In fact, in a nation of 300 million, 

great power is vested in about 3 people per 100,000. Admission 

to that group from the lower ranks is not impossible, but once 

having arrived, the newly elite are usually quickly assimilated 
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and take on the attitudes and customs of their elite peers. Many of 

them end up serving at some point as public company directors. 

It is instructive to look at the transfer of wealth upward since 

the Reagan years, carrying on through the Clinton terms, and ac- 

celerated by the Bush tax cuts. The promise was that a rising tide 

would lift all boats, but some proved too anchored to the bottom 

of the sea. Researchers at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 

fbund that wealth in the United States "is highly concentrated 

and very unequally distributed: the richest 1 percent hold one 

third of the total wealth in the economy." This is the third-worst 

maldistribution among the thirty countries that belong to the Or- 

ganisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). 

Almost all this wealth has been generated by corporate activities. 

Apart from any moral or ethical issues, the current recession has 

finally made it clear to everyone except the most doctrinaire free- 

marketeers that the magnitude of this maldistribution puts a tre- 

mendous brake on economic recovery. The people at the top 

simply cannot purchase enough to accomplish what is required. 

In his 1956 book The Power Elite, C. Wright Mills presented 

an influential theory about the distribution of power in America. 

To Mills, most public policy decisions and many determinants of 

our quality of life stem from the actions and decisions of a small 

group of interconnected elites in the military, political, and corpo- 

rate sectors. He saw no conspiracy. Rather, the commonality of 

goals, backgrounds, values, and views suffices to create the same 

effect. Mills focused particularly on what President Dwight Eisen- 

hower termed the military-industrial complex in his fhmous fare- 

well address. 

Mills saw the corporate and political elites engaged with the 

military in a symbiotically supportive and unbounded relation- 

ship, with overlapping interests and interchangeable member- 
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ships, and he argued that this military-political-economic elite 

was ultimately driving all public policy decisions. He wrote: 

As the means of information and of power are centralized, 

some men come to occupy positions in American society 

from which they can look down upon, so to speak, and by 

their decisions mightily affect the everyday worlds of or- 

dinary men and women. 

At the top of the economy, among the corporate rich, 

there are the chief executives; at the top of the political 

order, the members of the political directorate; at the top 

of the military establishment, the elite of soldier-statesmen 

clustered in and around the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the 

upper echelon. As each of these domains has coincided 

with the others, as decisions tend to become total in their 

consequence, the leading men in each of the three domains 

of power--the warlords, the corporation chieftains, the 

political directorate tend to come togethe.r, to form the 

power elite of America. 

In the years since, some analysts of the power structure in the 

country argue that the political and corporate spheres of power 

have come to dominate in this triumvirate. William Domhoff says, 

"In the post-World War II era, the military became part of the 

elite in terms of the way they work. But they are very secondary. 

The civilians at the top of DOD pick who will be a general. They 

pick where we are going to go. They pick the countries we go 

into. The power is between the corporate guys and the political 

guys." The secretary of defense must be a civilian at least ten years 

out of the service, and the congressional funding apparatus is en- 

tirely civilian as well. 

Mills placed the military atop the other two elites--political 
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and economic. Domhoff departs from Mills by pointing to the pri- 

macy of business over both the military and political sectors. By 

now, no one doubts the dominant role played by corporate cam- 

paign contributions and lobbyists in the American electoral, legis- 

lative, and regulatory processes, as well as the revolving door 

between public and private employment. 

Corporations’ share of defense spending remains enormous. 

America’s top five defense contractors took in $135 billion in DOD 

funds in 2008. Defense spending was 43 percent of the overall fed- 

eral budget’s $1.14 trillion in discretionary spending, and these 

contractors got 28 percent of the defense budget. Two of them, 

Raytheon and Lockheed Martin, were dependent on the govern- 

ment for more than 90 percent of their revenue. 

What has changed, however, is the depth of the corporate 

ties into the Pentagon, and the increasing direct dominance of 

businessmen over career military brass. While Mills’s focus was 

on the soldier-statesman, today we see the ascent of the soldier- 

businessman. The career of Donald H. Rumsfeld is one of the 

starkest examples of how this operates. At Princeton Rumsfeld 

roomed with Frank Carlucci, another future secretary of defense 

and corporate leader. (Carlucci served on the boards of twenty for- 

profit companies and twelve nonprofits while also chairing the 

Carlyle Group, the powerful private equity firm that has made 

many of its investments in the defense industry.) Rumsfeld then 

touched all the bases described by Mills: naval aviator, congress- 

man, White House staffer, NATO ambassador, defense secretary, 

and for a quarter of a century, the CEO of two corporations and 

board member for eight. When he first left government service in 

i977, he became CEO of G.D. Searle pharmaceuticals. The patent 

on one of Searle’s largest profit makers, the birth control pill 

Enovid, had lapsed. The company desperately wanted to get the 

artificial sweetener Aspartame through the FDA, even though the 
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agency had been blocking the drug for fifteen years because of its 

alleged links to cancer. With help from the new Reagan adminis- 

tration the FDA fell into line and rapidly approved it. Rumsfeld 

oversaw the sale of Searle to Monsanto, and five years later went 

to General Instrument, a defense contractor, as CEO, and next be- 

came the board chairman at Gilead, a biotech company that holds 

the rights to Tamiflu, an antiviral drug that is stockpiled by the 

government in case of bioterrorism or epidemics, and whose board 

has included former secretary of state George Shultz, the former 

HUD secretary and U.S. trade representative Carla Hills, and Gayle 

Edlund Wilson, the wife of former California governor Pete Wil- 

son. From there, George W. Bush chose Rumsfeld to run the De- 

fense Department, where he attempted to put the defense of the 

nation on a more businesslike footing. Under Rumsfeld’s tenure, 

private contractors came to outnumber soldiers in Iraq. 

This was part of a much broader outsourcing. According to 

R. J. Hillhouse, an expert on espionage outsourcing, the ratio of 

contractors to employees at the CINs National Clandestine Ser- 

vice the "heart, brains, and soul" of the spy agency---is now 

i:1, and many government employees are tasked with simply sign- 

ing off on employment contracts with large corporations. 

The revolving door from the private sector into government 

and back out again has continued to spin in recent years. The 

Clinton administration brought 16 corporate directors into top 

government positions upon taking office in 1992. The Bush ad- 

ministration brought in 73 who sat on 133 boards. The number of 

Washington lobbyists doubled in a decade to around 30,000 peo- 

ple, and the expenditures for lobbying have also doubled. They 

have gone from providing information and a lot of money to poli- 

ticians, to dumping huge amounts of money and actually drafting 

large chunks of important legislation for congressional staffers. 

More than 230 former congressmen are registered lobbyists-- 
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including almost half of those eligible who have left Congress in 

the past decade. The Washington Post reported that one lobbying 

firm said that it calculated that "for every $1 million its clients 

spend on its services, it delivers, on average, $100 million in 

government benefits." A much scuffed line divides lobbyists and 

legislators. 

Favors and back scratching are difficult to trace if they are 

granted in private on boards, committees, at country clubs and 

social events. Or they can be official business. The Security and 

Prosperity Partnership of North America is led by the president of 

the United States and his counterparts from Canada and Mexico 

and was inaugurated in 2005 to increase cooperation among the 

three countries on security and trade. In 2006, the Partnership 

created the North American Competitiveness Council consisting 

of thirty CEOs, ten from each country, including the heads of 

Ford, Merck, General Electric, Walmart, and Chevron. The Coun- 

cil meets annually in closed-door sessions with government offi- 

cials. Ron Covais, the president of the Americas for Lockheed 

Martin and a former Pentagon advisor to Dick Cheney, chaired one 

of the Council’s early meetings and later told a reporter, "The 

guidance from the ministers was, ’Tell us what we need to do and 

we’ll make it happen.’" Corvais suggested that rather than going 

through the legislative process in any country, the council’s 

agenda would be implemented in incremental changes by execu- 

tive agencies, bureaucrats, and regulators. "We’ve decided not to 

recommend any things that would require legislative changes be- 

cause we won’t get anywhere," Corvais said. 

It is sometimes impossible to separate the corporations from 

the politicians who make policy. Take the case of the Pentagon 

contract for a new fleet of aerial refueling tankers. Through most 

of the past decade, the air force has been negotiating on the pur- 

chase of 179 of these aircraft to be built over twenty years for 
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around $40 billion (though today’s projected sticker price should 

not be taken seriously). Presumably the Pentagon would seek to 

buy the best aircraft at the best price for the taxpayers’ huge out- 

lay. After several years of wrangling, it awarded the contract to a 

combine of Northrop Grumman and EADSiAirbus out of Europe. 

Boeing took the news hard and launched the lobbyist Richard 

Gephardt, the former Democratic House majority and minority 

leader and now a director of five companies, to lobby for a change. 

In response, Northrop Grumman and EADS turned to the newly 

amicable Breaux Lott Leadership Group, run by Trent Lott, the 

Republican former Senate majority leader, and John Breaux, re- 

tired Democratic deputy whip of the Senate and Finance Commit- 

tee member, who is a director at CSX Corporation, which was 

formerly run by ex-Treasury secretary John Snow. Breaux is a 

consultant to Cerberus Capital Management, which is now run by 

Snow and where former vice president Dan Quayle chairs an inter- 

national division. Later in 2008, EADS upped the ante by naming 

Lott to the board of its North American subsidiary. 

If this is beginning to sound like a phone booth stuffed with 

former politicians and thousand-dollar bills, it gets even more 

crowded. EADS also added to its board of directors Franklin Miller, 

a former Bush White House staffer and a "senior counselor" from 

former defense secretary William Cohen’s Cohen Group lobbyists. 

The Cohen Group has a high-level alliance with the 3,700-attorney 

law firm DLA Piper. Senior counsel to DLA Piper is the same Rich- 

ard Gephardt who was retained by Boeing to lobby against EADS, 

Lott, and Breaux for those tankers. DLA Piper’s nonexecutive 

board chairman at the time was former U.S. senator George Mitch- 

ell. Mitchell is, or recently has been, a director of Disney, FedEx, 

Staples, Starwood Hotels & Resorts, Unilever, UnumProvident, and 

Xerox--and at one point was serving on at least eight public com- 

pany boards at the same time. 
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If these people did not know one another through their prior 

government service (and indeed they did), their connections 

would suffice to advance almost any corporate initiative. If, in 

a hypothetical example, Richard Myers’s colleagues at Northrop 

needed a favor in Japan, the CEO could call William Cohen or 

George Mitchell, who could call the head of Disney Japan, or 

FedEx, or Starwood, who would in turn get in touch with a per- 

son in charge of that company’s Tokyo office. A call from the 

CEO’s office, initiated by a former head of the Joint Chiefs and a 

board member, is usually received with a certain urgency. Follow- 

through would be an excellent career move, and in the scheme 

of things might generate an outstanding chit for later repayment. 

Critically important, the relationships transcend formal party af- 

filiations. Cohen, a lifelong Republican, served in Bill Clinton’s 

cabinet, and John Breaux and Trent Lott were often at logger- 

heads in a Senate that lacked cooperative leadership. Their subse- 

quent relationships have somehow managed to overcome political 

partisanship. 

The cost in the case of the aerial refueling tankers may be 

more than a matter of money. The contract became so mired in 

political wrangling that the matter has still not, as of late 2009, 

been concluded, which means that the manufacturing of the badly 

needed planes is being delayed. The battle took a dramatic turn 

when, in June 2008, a Government Accounting Office report 

backed Boeing’s claims of a flawed bidding process. Some specu- 

lated that the decision was due to the fact that the air force had 

feared retribution from Senator John McCain, who reportedly 

helped terminate numerous air force careers over the F-22 fighter 

contract. Several McCain staffers have relationships with EADS/ 

Northrop. Representative John Murtha, no stranger to scandal, 

then got involved and tried to get the contract awarded to both 

sides, but the air force feared that a nightmare of oversight would 
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ensue. A year later, Secretary of Defense Gates reopened the bid- 

ding, and the battle was joined by more politicians and lobbyists. 

An air force officer commented, "For every year or two that we 

delay up front, that means that we fly these things past 2040 and 

that means the KC-135 [the current tanker] is over eighty years 

old. It’s unconscionable that we’re asking people to fly in combat 

in-fifty-year-old airframes." 

MEMBERSHIP ON A CORPORATE BOARD--Or, as is so of- 

ten the case, on several--offers one of the most coveted forms of 

connection into the inner circle of power. ’)k sparse network of a 

few powerful directors controls all major appointments in Fortune 

1000 companies," Albert-Lfiszl6 Barabfisi, a physics professor at 

Notre Dame who studies network effects, says with only slight 

exaggeration. "Understanding network effects becomes the key to 

survival in a rapidly evolving new economy." Of course, these 

networks are vastly deeper, wider, and more entangled than can 

be conveyed by the mapping of interlocking directorships. Other 

connections are made through colleges, fraternities, social and 

country clubs, industry associations, former board members, po- 

litical action committees, think tanks, charities, common friends, 

and former work associations. Literally impossible to document or 

track, these links would not appear in most studies, and thus the 

estimates of board connectedness are probably seriously under- 

stated. 

Researchers have tried to describe and quantify these sorts of 

relationships using the tools provided by the relatively new disci- 

pline of social network theory. The essential idea behind network 

theory was popularized by the film Six Degrees of Separation and 

what became known as the Kevin Bacon game, but it is also a full- 

fledged science that has been applied to problems ranging from 
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epidemiology to the dispersion of inventions. Network theorists 

measure, for example, how many boards Person A would have to 

go through to reach a stranger, Person B, on some other board. The 

answer to that question, by the way, using only formal board in- 

terlocks, in 1999 was approximately 3.5, but it is, of course, actu- 

ally fewer because of myriad informal connections. In the corporate 

sphere, academics have found solid statistical evidence of the in- 

fluence of such links on questions such as what anti-takeover de- 

fense to use and which stock exchange to list on. The theory can 

be applied as well to charitable giving, political activism, business 

strategies, financial leverage, and hiring decisions, among other 

things. 

For most of the twentieth century, bankers were the inter- 

locks that glued boards together. J.R Morgan bank directors held 

seventy-two board seats at forty-seven companies in 1914. In the 

twenty-first century, however, commercial banks have lost most 

of their "centrality" (or connectedness) in the board world. In 

1982, nine of the ten companies with the most interlocked di- 

rectors were banks, but by 1999 only one bank survived on that 

top-10 list. During that period, a third of the biggest companies 

had disappeared each decade, either through mergers, acquisi- 

tions, or bankruptcy. Vast numbers of directors retired. Only 

2 percent kept their seats at the same companies. Nevertheless, the 

degree of connectedness among directors remained virtually the 

same. It’s not very hard for one person on a board to get to some- 

one on another board. 

Boards are, by their very nature, tight networks that span out- 

side the corporation. A 2002 University of Texas study of 4,000 

people who served on for-profit and nonprofit boards, as well as 

on government committees, revealed "substantial linkages within 

organizations and elites within and across the three sectors." In- 

terlocks grow from multiple affiliations, and these affiliations 
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serve a purpose. "You’re damn right it’s helpful to be on several 

boards," one director told Michael Useem. "It extends the range of 

your network and acquaintances, and your experience. That’s 

why you go on a board, to get something as well as give." 

Many directors and executives take leading roles in the com- 

munity and frequently apply their corporations’ largesse to their 

own nonprofit organizations and those of fellow directors. Non- 

profits are perpetually in need of money and consequently seek to 

staff boards with wealthy people who have wealthy networks. 

Money begets money, and power begets power. Sometimes, 

though, the charitable inclinations of those atop our corporate 

system are not quite what they seem. David Yermack, a professor 

of finance at New York University, studied million-dollar-plus 

charitable gifts by chairmen and CEOs to their own family founda- 

tions. By making such gifts, they could get tax write-offs, but 

keep voting control of the stock. By timing the gifts, they can 

maximize the value of the tax deduction. Yermack found "a pat- 

tern of excellent timing" and noted that on average these gifts 

"occur at peaks in company stock prices, following run-ups and 

just before significant price drops." The graphs of the contribu- 

tions form an inverted V for two months around the gift date, sug- 

gesting either legal insider trading or illegal backdating. Stock 

gifts by chairmen and CEOs to all other recipients besides family 

foundations "are also well timed." Even here, the power of an elite 

corporate position affords advantages unavailable to other people. 

THE AVERAGE BOARD at amajorAmericancorporationtoday 

has 10.8 members. For all the changes in the makeup of the popu- 

lation of businesspeople in the United States over the last half cen- 

tury, with so many more women and minorities reaching the ranks 

of management, a simple fact remains true: if you put one hundred 
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board directors in a big paper bag and plucked one out at random, 

there would be about an 85 percent chance that you’d have a white 

male, probably about sixty years old. 

The resilience of the culture of boards has held up despite ef- 

tbrts to substantially change their makeup. The biggest reform has 

been the requirement that boards must have a majority of outside 

directors--people who do not work for the company and can 

therefore bring independent and unbiased judgment to decision 

making. During President Eisenhower’s day, only one in five di- 

rectors was independent. Today, 82 percent of directors at S&P 500 

companies are nominally "independent." But independence has 

always been a deceptive term. Traditionally, "outside" directors 

were patently interested parties: the company’s lawyer, an ex-CEO 

or former chairman, a large customer or supplier, the firm’s invest- 

ment banker, possibly a founding family member, or a close friend 

of the CEO/chairman. Today, after the debacles at Enron, World- 

Corn, HealthSouth, and many other companies, people with major 

business relationships to a firm cannot be considered indepen- 

dent. In 2003, the SEC approved new rules by both the New York 

Stock Exchange and NASDAQ requiring a majority of outside di- 

rectors, and various bodies required all-independents on nominat- 

ing, audit, and compensation committees. In practice, however, 

the binding baseline definitions of independence as set by the ex- 

changes are formal check-the-box criteria, and in this spirit do 

very little to guarantee independence of thought. If you were a 

quarterback at Princeton, and you wanted to nominate your run- 

ning back, who had been the best man at your wedding and who 

golfed with you every Sunday for twenty years, your nominee 

would qualify as "independent" for purposes of the regulations. 

James Westphal of the University of Michigan, who studies 

the behavior of directors, thinks the recent changes have actually 

altered very little. "My sense is that there has not been broad- 
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based change," he said. "I still think a major rule in making selec- 

tions is whether the person is a good fit with the group, someone 

the CEO can get along with." As Warren Buffett wrote in his letter 

to stockholders in 2003, "True independence~-meaning the will- 

ingness to challenge a forceful CEO when something is wrong or 

foolish--is an enormously valuable trait in a director. It is also 

rare." Some directors don’t wish to appear foolish by asking ques- 

tions. Others don’t want to rock the boat for fear of ostracism. 

Sometimes the desire for collegiality seems much more immediate 

than the need to represent shareholders who are not in the room. 

Women on boards are under extra pressure to "get along." Ce- 

cily Carman Selby, once the national executive director of the Girl 

Scouts of America, became Avon’s first female director. Avon had 

marketed exclusively to women since 1886. Early in her tenure, 

amid a tense atmosphere at a premeeting dinner, one of the direc- 

tors offered her a cigar. "When I accepted," she remembered, "I 

could feel them all relax." 

The percentage of women directors, for all the talk of diver- 

sity, has stagnated during the past several years after making 

significant progress from single digits during the mid-1990s. A 

2008 Catalyst survey of the Fortune 500 companies showed only 

15.2 percent of board seats were held by women, a slight improve- 

ment from 14.8 percent in the prior year, while the number of 

companies with no women directors at all increased from fifty- 

nine to sixty-six. About 10 percent of S&P 1000 boards have no 

women directors, a third have only one woman director, and an- 

other 40 percent have but two. A 2006 study entitled "Critical 

Mass on Corporate Boards: Why Three or More Women Enhance 

Governance" found enormous benefits to boards from having at 

least three female directors because they would be less likely to be 

marginalized. According to the study, women directors make three 

key contributions that men are less likely to make: "They broaden 
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boards’ discussions to include the concerns of a wider set of stake- 

holders, including shareholders, employees, customers, and the 

community at large; they are more persistent than male directors 

in pursuing answers to difficult questions; and they often bring a 

more collaborative approach to leadership, which improves com- 

munication among directors and between the board and manage- 

ment." The number of companies with three or more women board 

directors increased from eighty-three in 2007 to ninety-two in 

2008. Women of color held just 3.2 percent of all Fortune 500 

directorships while making up slightly more than one-fifth of 

women directors. 

There is a similar dearth of African Americans, Hispanics, and 

Asians on boards. According to a report issued by the Executive 

Leadership Council in July 2009, African Americans comprise 

only 7.4 percent of the Fortune 500 directorships (a percentage 

that has fallen from 8.1 percent in 2004) and 39 percent of the 

boards have no African American members. 

Nineteen percent of boards are all white. Of the 278 African 

American directors at other companies, 67 serve on two boards 

and 28 on three or more boards. (Until 1964, when Samuel Pierce 

joined the U.S. Industries board, there were no African American 

directors whatsoever at Fortune 500 companies.) 

Hispanics are even more underrepresented on boards than Af- 

rican Americans. A 2007 study conducted by the Hispanic Asso- 

ciation on Corporate Responsibility showed that 71 percent of 

Fortune 500 companies do not have a single Latino or Latina on 

their boards. They hold only 3.1 percent of board seats despite 

representing 14.2 percent of the population, and only twenty-five 

of the companies have two or more Hispanic board members. 

A 2007 report on directors of Asian ethnicity showed that only 

1.5 percent of the Fortune 500 board seats were held by Asians. 

Once at the table, though, it’s not necessarily easy for minori- 
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ties. "When African Americans get on a board, we are finding that 

they are happy to be there but feel uncomfortable rocking the 

boat. They don’t want to be typecast as a ’civil rights director,’" 

John W. Rogers, Jr., chairman of Ariel Investments and cofounder 

of the Black Corporate Directors Conference, said. "If the few of us 

who have the good fortune to be in the boardroom are uncomfort- 

able bringing up race issues, they’re not going to be raised and we 

won’t make a difference." 

That the average board member is about sixty-one years old 

makes a certain amount of sense. Board members are supposed to 

be chosen on the basis of relevant business knowledge and con- 

nections, and these qualities take time to acquire. In the past de- 

cade, the number of boards with an average age of sixty-four years 

or more has increased from 14 percent to 26 percent. New direc- 

tors now start at an average age of fifty-seven. And getting people 

off boards is almost always a ticklish process. Boards have increas- 

ingly mandated retirement ages, and by the time a director reaches 

seventy-five years of age, there’s a 90 percent chance he will retire. 

But boards can, and frequently do, bend the rules to extend the 

tenures of directors whom they want to retain. The record holder 

is likely Charles Stewart Mott, who was elected to the board of 

General Motors in 1913 (the year Ford introduced the first moving 

assembly line) and was still serving when he died, sixty years 

later. The age of directors, of course, does not necessarily mean 

that they slumber through board meetings, but older directors 

may not be as attuned to changes in the culture and market as 

would be desired. As MIT professor Peter Senge described the 

problem, "New insights fail to get put into practice because they 

conflict with deeply held internal images of how the world works, 

images that limit us to familiar ways of thinking and acting." He 

cited GM’s leaders, who believed people bought cars based on 
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styling, not quality or reliability. This flawed thinking opened up 

the door to Japanese imports. 

Even as the times and business models have changed, elites 

have endured. It would be unrealistic, however, to believe every 

director’s career is spent blissfully swapping favors and exercising 

power and influence. In fact, the job of corporate director has be- 

come much more intensive (if not always more meaningful), and it 

can occasionally trap well-intentioned people in dire situations. 

As a result, some potentially good candidates are now refusing 

board nominations and others are taking a much closer look at the 

companies recruiting them. A cautionary case in point is the 

nightmare experience of consummate Washington and corporate 

insider Roderick Hills when he joined the Chiquita Brands board 

and found that the September 11 attacks had temporarily dis- 

rupted the normal ties connecting the corporate and government 

elites, while exposing some of what remains business as usual. 

Rod Hills has a gilt-edged corporate and government r4sum~ 

replete with moderate Republican credentials. The quintessential 

A-list board member, he has been clerk to a Supreme Court justice, 

cofounder of a law firm with Warren Buffett’s partner Charles 

Munger, White House counsel, SEC chairman at age forty-four, 

and former CEO of Peabody Coal Company. His wife, Carla, has 

degrees from Stanford, Oxford, and Yale, was secretary of HUD 

and the U.S. trade representative. She is now or has been on boards 

of Gilead Sciences, JPMorgan Chase, the Coca-Cola Company, 

Rolls-Royce, AIG, Time Warner, Chevron, and Lucent. 

Hills bemusedly describes himself as a man who gets called in 

to clean up other people’s messes. When the corporate giant 

WasteManagement overstated earnings by $3 billion, Hills was 

asked to join the board to straighten out the company’s books 

and governance. He also helped tidy up Sunbeam and Federal 
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Mogul. As Drexel Burnham Lambert got itself into trouble, Hills 

was asked to join the board to run the audit committee. He has 

served on sixteen boards since leaving government service in 

i980. 

Hills entered the boardroom of Chiquita Brands in March 

2002, after the Cincinnati-based company had emerged from 

Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Chiquita had borrowed large sums to ex- 

pand capacity, gambling that the European Union would change 

its quota system to permit Chiquita to export more bananas. That 

didn’t happen, and then Chiquita ran out of cash. Hills was asked 

to run the audit committee, and he immediately replaced manage- 

ment’s choice of auditors with one he felt would do a better job. 

His routine cleanup was brief, because in April 2003 he received a 

call from the company’s general counsel, Robert Olson, who apolo- 

gized for dropping a "hot potato" in Hills’s lap. Olson said that 

Chiquita had been making illegal payments to a violent, right- 

wing paramilitary group called the United Self-Defense Forces of 

Colombia (AUC in Spanish). Between 1997 and 2007, nearly 4,000 

murders and sixty-two massacres were attributed to AUC. The 

payments had been going on since 1997, but on September 10, 

2001, the federal government had designated the AUC a terrorist 

organization, which made the payments illegal. Chiquita had long 

disclosed the payments to its auditors; they were no secret to Hills 

or anyone else at the top. Olson claimed he had been unaware of 

the change in their legality until February 20, 2003, when an 

in-house lawyer found the bad news on the internet. The com- 

pany had also made protection payments--legal at the time to 

the left-wing radical group FARC (Revolutionary Armed Forces of 

Colombia), but claims to have stopped them in 1997 when FARC 

was put on a terrorist list. AUC carried out thousands of execu- 

tions, rapes, murders, and also moved from political violence into 

extortion and drug running. It would sweep in at night and 
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butcher families or entire villages. Torture and decapitations were 

common. Some of these attacks were conducted against Chiquita 

employees on company property, and the group extorted pay- 

ments for workers’ safety. 

As Hills explained it, the monetary payments were a way of 

life. "It was our clear understanding that every plantation owner 

in Colombia and many other companies were making the same 

kinds of payments that Chiquita was making. There were a lot of 

U.S. companies doing that." It did not help when the docks of Chi- 

quita’s Colombian subsidiary Banadex had apparently been used 

to route thousands of AK-47 rifles and millions of rounds of am- 

munition from Nicaraguan army arsenals through an intermediary 

and into the AUC’s hands on November 8, 2001. 

Shortly after learning of the situation, Hills used his contacts 

and tried to remedy Chiquita’s problem in a way that had worked 

twenty-five years before: he walked into the U.S. Justice Depart- 

ment to "self-disclose" and ask for guidance. Hills had instituted 

such a gentlemanly procedure while running the SEC during the 

foreign bribery scandals of the 1970s. As his son-in-law was a 

high-ranking official in the DOJ’s criminal division and had to 

recuse himself, Hills went to see the assistant attorney general 

Michael Chertoff, who would become more famous many months 

later for his role as head of Homeland Security. But Chertoff was 

already well known to Hills. He had served as an attorney at 

Latham & Watkins while Hills was a partner there in the early 

’80s. To this day, the two men disagree about key details of their 

discussions at their initial meeting in 2003 regarding the payments 

to AUC. Hills says the company offered to pull out of Colombia but 

wanted to minimize disruption. They talked cloak and dagger: a 

sting operation and collaboration with other antiterrorism agen- 

cies would provide more information about AUC, but it would 

take time to set up. If Chiquita pulled out, Hills said, it feared de- 
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stabilizing the region and putting its workers at risk. Hills offered 

to go to the National Security Council, but Chertoff, Hills claimed, 

said he would do so himself. "They were looking for clarity and 

direction from that meeting, and they came away not feeling as 

though they got it," said a Chiquita attorney. "They left there feel- 

ing that the department was going to consider what was going on. 

They waited." 

Chertoff never did get back to anyone, though. Within days of 

that meeting, he was named to the bench of the U.S. Third Circuit 

Court of Appeals, and from there he went on to become the head 

of Homeland Security. The Bush Justice Department decided to 

launch a legal offensive, and the four-year battle that ensued could 

have sent the distinguished Mr. Hills to prison for life in America 

or gotten him extradited to Colombia for trial as an accessory to 

murder. 

Prosecution of the vigor Hills and Chiquita faced would have 

been utterly unimaginable to the United Fruit Company, Chiqui- 

ta’s original name. Its history shows us the concentric circles in 

which the elite have long operated. For most of the twentieth cen- 

tury, United Fruit and a few sister companies exercised a virtual 

stranglehold on the business in fruit, sugar, tobacco, and utilities 

in many Latin American countries. Their power dominated most 

aspects of life in those countries, and the term "banana republic" 

comes to us by way of an O. Henry story based on the actions of 

United Fruit. 

Even then, United Fruit’s power was abetted by its influence 

in the halls of the White House, Congress, the executive branch, 

and the CIA. During the 1950s, United’s PR director had the good 

fortune to be married to President Eisenhower’s personal secre- 

tary. John Moors Cabot was assistant secretary of Inter-American 

Affairs and the brother of Thomas Cabot, who had been another 

president of United Fruit. His boss, secretary of state John Foster 
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Dulles, had worked on United’s business as an attorney at Sullivan 

& Cromwell and remained a major shareholder. Dulles’s brother 

Allen, the ClA director, who also had worked at Sullivan, had 

served on United Fruit’s board. In 1969, United Fruit was the ob- 

ject of a tender offer by Zapata Off-Shore Corporation, a company 

founded by George H. W. Bush and joined later by Ralph Gow, his 

Skull & Bones classmate. Gow’s father had sat on the board of 

United Fruit when it was deeply engaged in CIA activities. Soon 

thereafter, Eli Black, the corporate raider, bested Gow’s offer and 

bought out the Zapata interest at a premium. Having been re- 

named United Brands, the firm by 1975 was deeply in debt and 

Black was about to face indictment for bribing Honduras’s dicta- 

tor to reduce export tariffs on bananas. This Honduran episode 

catalyzed the passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act in 

which Rod Hills played a hand. 

The next phase of Chiquita’s history is dominated by the 

wealthiest man in its hometown of Cincinnati: Carl Lindner, Jr. A 

perennially major benefactor of the GOP, and to a lesser extent 

the Democratic Party as well, Lindner became president of United 

Brands in 1976 and purchased a large and subsequently control- 

ling stake through his American Financial Group (AFG) insurance 

company six years later. Lindner’s attorney and subsequently his 

business associate at AFG was Charles Keating, later notorious for 

his role as the head of the failed Lincoln Savings and Loan, which 

cost taxpayers more than $3 billion and landed Keating in prison. 

Keating became a director of AFG in 1963, joined the firm as an 

executive vice president in 1972, and he and Lindner parted ways 

in 1976 when Keating resigned and assumed control of an Arizona 

home construction subsidiary spun off from AFG. 

Lindner went on to build a multibillion-dollar empire and 

develop a large philanthropic base. While many directors serve 

on the boards of nonprofits, Lindner’s largesse is almost larger 
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than life. His name is all over his hometown. He even owned the 

Cincinnati Reds baseball team at one time and his company has 

the naming rights to their new stadium. Having raised at least 

$200,000 for Bush-Cheney in 2004, Lindner was probably influen- 

tial in obtaining the use of the Reds’ ballpark for a George W. Bush 

"Victory Rally" thirty-six hours before Election Tuesday. Two 

days later, Ohio delivered the margin of victory for Bush’s second 

term. 

Chiquita went bankrupt in 2001 thanks to a dispute with the 

European Union, and Lindner left the board the next year, though 

he remained a major stockholder in the company. As Lindner left, 

Jeffrey Benjamin filled a board seat. He came as a senior advisor to 

the Apollo Management private equity firm, which is run by Leon 

Black, the son of Eli. Leon is also an alumnus of Drexel, of which 

Lindner was a very large customer. Chiquita sold its banana hold- 

ings in Guatemala, by the way, to Del Monte in the 1970s, ending 

its relationship with that country. But in a bow to how the world 

has both changed and stayed the same, Del Monte is now owned 

by Kuwaitis, who named Marvin P. Bush, the youngest brother of 

George W., to its board in 1998. 

As Lindner departed Chiquita, Rod Hills arrived. Meanwhile, 

for the next eleven months after its disclosure to DO J, Chiquita 

continued the payments to the AUC, waiting for Justice to make 

up its mind. Hills and his colleagues met numerous times with 

Chertoff’s successor, Deputy Attorney General Larry Thompson, 

who might have been expected to move effectively in dealings 

with the Chiquita directors, since he knew quite a bit about the 

shenanigans of corporate boards. As a federal prosecutor, Thomp- 

son had won some of the largest corporate fraud cases of the twen- 

tieth century, including that against Enron. It was disturbing, 

then, that just the year before he took the job as head of the DOJ 

Criminal Division he had exercised stock options for a gain of be- 
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tween $1 million and $5 million, according to his federal disclo- 

sure filings, as a director of Providian Financial, a specialist in 

high-interest credit cards sold to the very poor. Thompson cashed 

in a scant two months before the company shocked the business 

community by announcing it had severe financial problems. He 

had been chairman of Providian’s audit committee and later said 

he was unaware of the difficulties sixty days before the bank- 

ruptcy. Thompson moved on from his DOJ job, at any rate, within 

two months after meeting Hills, when he became the top lawyer at 

PepsiCo. The Chiquita case ultimately passed through the hands of 

no fewer than three U.S. attorneys for the District of Columbia, a 

variety of assistant U.S. attorneys, and three deputy attorneys 

general at Justice. 

The web of interconnectedness of those playing one role or 

another in the adjudication of this case is marvelously representa- 

tive of the larger problem. Take, for example, the fact that Thomp- 

son’s predecessor as deputy attorney general during the Clinton 

administration was Eric Holder, now the U.S. attorney general. 

When George W. Bush took power, Holder went into private prac- 

tice, and he was hired by Chiquita to defend it in criminal and 

related civil lawsuits related to the AUC Colombian payments. 

Chiquita’s audit committee also hired a former attorney general, 

Richard Thornburgh, to defend it. 

By the time the case was resolved in 2007, the $4.5 billion fruit 

company wound up agreeing to pay a $25 million fine over five 

years as part of a plea agreement, and the investigation against 

Hills and another director was dropped. Today, AUC is disbanded 

and its leaders are in jail. From their cells, they are claiming they 

took payments from numerous Western multinational corpora- 

tions. The truth is difficult to ascertain, a problematic fact in light 

of five civil suits in American courts filed by survivors of hun- 

dreds of massacre victims, plus another derivative suit on behalf 
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of shareholders. Chiquita has subsequently sold all its Colombian 

operations. 

Chiquita still defends its actions in making the payments be- 

cause, the company says, doing so secured the safety of its em- 

ployees and facilities. By continuing its business, it played a role 

in the larger economic health of Colombia. For Rod Hills, the ques- 

tion of justifying and supporting the payments to terrorists seems 

somewhat more complex. At a training workshop for corporate 

directors at Stanford Law School in 2008, Hills candidly discussed 

his predicament as openly as a lawyer can, when speaking to a 

sympathetic audience of two hundred directors under a huge tent. 

Along with Hills, other speakers included Ken Langone, the 

financial backer and former lead director of Home Depot and a 

former director of General Electric, who spoke about the Horatio 

Alger promise of America, strongly defended the $140 million pay 

package he had approved as compensation committee chairman at 

the New York Stock Exchange for its former CEO Richard Grasso, 

and skewered their mutual nemesis Eliot Spitzer, who had re- 

signed the New York governorship three months before and had 

sued both Grasso and Langone over Grasso’s pay when he was the 

New York State attorney general. Langone left after his speech to 

have dinner with Angelo Mozflo, the former Countrywide CEO 

who had served as a director on Home Depot’s compensation com- 

mittee during some of the controversy over Bob Nardelli’s enor- 

mous CEO pay package. Grasso also had served on that committee 

while a Home Depot director from 2002 to 2004, although at an 

earlier time than Mozilo. Another speaker, SEC Commissioner 

Christopher Cox, had been pilloried that day by Gretchen Mor- 

genson in the New York Times for his lack of engagement during 

the final Bear Stearns negotiations. As the most prominent re- 

porter who writes about board misconduct, the mere mention of 

Morgenson’s name drew loud boos from the audience, while Cox 
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received a standing ovation. His speech dealt with the promise of 

a web-based technology for financial disclosure, but did not get 

into the simmering scandals around lax SEC enforcement. 

Of all the speakers, Rod Hills conveyed the deepest reflection 

and judgment. "Is it ever appropriate, proper, to pay money to a 

terrorist organization if you have reason to believe that that orga- 

nization would kill or terrorize people later?" he asked the group. 

You have to acknowledge that if nobody ever paid ransom 

for kidnapping, if nobody ever made payments to terror- 

ists like AUC and FARC, the kidnappings would drop and 

the AUCs and FARCs would not exist anymore. 

But I have to say that as a director of Chiquita, that 

thought really did not pass our minds. We had employees 

who were threatened, and we thought we had the obliga- 

tion to protect them. It is very hard to be the first person 

to enforce the no-ransom ideal. Destroying AUC, disarm- 

ing it, or abandoning the banana business in Colombia, 

was the only way that the killings and extortion payments 

would stop. And I must say to you that I must doubt an 

easy answer to the moral issue. 

Played out against the history of United Fruit, the tribulations 

of Rod Hills and his Chiquita colleagues show how far business 

has come in some ways and how little it has progressed in others. 

Chiquita’s directors still belong to elites. The elites still have access 

to one another and to leaders in government, finance, and non- 

profits. Bushes and Blacks played a role thanks in part to inheri- 

tance. Others participated because of their sequential positions of 

power in government and business. Like the Chiquita board, there 

are no women in this story. Chiquita was able to call on at least one 

former and one future U.S. attorney general. A person is tempted 
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to think that if Hills’s chits were a bit more current, none of this 

might have happened. 

Chiquita acknowledges its shady past forthrightly on its web- 

site in a section called "Our Complex History." The company freely 

confesses to its roles in the overthrow of Guatemala’s democrati- 

cally elected president in 1954; the use of its cargo ships in sup- 

port of right-wing Cubans during the Bay of Pigs fiasco; and "the 

use of improper government influence, antagonism toward orga- 

nized labor, and disregard for the environment. These actions 

clearly would not live up to the Core Values we hold today or 

to the expectations of our stakeholders." And indeed, directors 

today, in word if not always in deed, must acknowledge the 

existence of diverse stakeholders, including investors like so- 

cially responsible mutual funds, public employee pensions, church 

endowments, and the like. In addition, a new set of corporate 

watchdogs--such as Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, the ACLU, and 

Amnesty International--work to hold corporations and boards 

accountable for human rights, environmental, and social justice 

policies. 

Rod Hills’s perspective-whether to put the corporate interest 

ahead of the broader social interest in clamping down on terrorist 

groups--crystallizes one of the dilemmas inherent in the current 

system of governance in which he operates. Whom does Chiquita 

serve? Those who work on boards generally come from an age, a 

walk of life, a socio-economic class, and a political leaning that 

reject the notion that the boardroom is a pulpit from which to ad- 

dress social ills. 

When Hills waxed philosophically about saving employees, he 

was engaging in the sort of introspection that seems rare in the 

public utterances of CEOs. His regard for the workers and the 

economy of Colombia, accepted at face value, invokes components 

of the stakeholder theory first espoused by Darden School busi- 
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hess professor Edward Freeman in the 1980s: that corporations 

owe their loyalty to their customers, employees, the communities 

they serve, their vendors and suppliers, and their stockholders. 

The role of elites in society has preoccupied philosophers for 

thousands of years. To whom much is given, much is expected. In 

subscribing to neo-Classical economics and Chicago School theory, 

directors enlist in a more limited vision of what the business elite 

should do for society. For some this has proved problematic, as 

recent events have overwhelmed not only Milton Friedman’s theo- 

ries, but also the debt-fueled consumer class that has been neces- 

sary for the smooth functioning of our system. 

In this context, we’re drawn back full circle to the corpo- 

rate director as an elite, and to how our economic, political, and 

military realms have evolved to further facilitate that elite’s self- 

interests, despite some inspiring exceptions. Consider, for exam- 

ple, the difference between five-star general George C. Marshall 

and navy captain Donald Rumsfeld. Both became secretaries of de- 

fense toward the conclusion of impressive careers. One remained a 

person of modest means throughout his life, while the other be- 

came a millionaire many times over. One authored a plan to re- 

build Europe while the other, along with a former Halliburton 

CEO, authored the largely private-sector-driven plan to defeat 

Iraq. Both initiatives happened to further the interests of Ameri- 

can business, but in much different ways. Marshall was consid- 

ered by Franklin Roosevelt, Harry Truman, and Winston Churchill 

to be the greatest person of his time. He turned down numerous 

offers to serve in retirement on corporate boards. Rumsfeld served 

as the CEO, chairman, or director of ten different companies while 

shuttling among jobs at the highest levels of government and 

defense. 

Under any system, elites always will run business. Even the 

Soviet communists proved that. The question is, whom do they 
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serve? In our free enterprise system, at a minimum we expect 

them to serve us, the shareholders, more than they serve our hired 

hand--the CEO--and certainly more than they serve themselves. 
But the system as it exists today, together with the incentives and 

reforms instituted with the intent of making corporate governance 
more responsible and effective have ended up being perverted to 

serve the self-interests of the elite at the expense of the greater 
good. 
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ALTHOUGH IT’S NOT SUPPOSED to be the case, most CEOs 

exercise powerful control over their boards. They dictate or greatly 

influence the directors’ selection and compensation, they set the 

boards’ agendas and committee assignments, and they control ac- 

cess to information. Thus, many boards come to represent execu- 

tives’ interests rather than those of the shareholders. 

The former Harvard Business School profdssor and governance 

expert Michael 3ensen puts it bluntly: "In the publicly held cor- 

porate model, the CEO has no boss. We pretend that the CEO has a 

boss. We pretend that it is the board of directors. But it almost 

never is. Basically, the boards of directors of most organizations, 

even the so-called independent directors, see themselves as em- 

ployees of the CEO. Mostly, the only times CEOs of publicly held 

organizations have a boss is when a sufficiently large crisis occurs. 

At that point boards often wake up, but by then it is often too 

latc much of the damage has already been done." 

Too many boards are as complacent and inbred as the one Mi- 

chael Eisner dominated when he was the CEO of Disney. Eisner 
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O U R E C O N O M ¥-- and the world’s--recently stood at the brink 

of a total collapse. Individuals and groups are working to improve 

the culture of boards, elevate the quality of gatekeepers, and in- 

crease the participation of shareholders. But if capitalism’s in- 

cessant flirtation with catastrophe is to be stopped, we must 

acknowledge that regulatory and legislative structural changes 

alone will be insufficient. Many of the underlying cultural prob- 

lems continue to fester, and unintended consequences from purely 

regulatory solutions will continue to surprise and disappoint us. 

Shareholders must shed their apathy and their ignorance. 

They must demand higher standards of performance and pro- 

found changes from the CEOs, boards, gatekeepers, and the finan- 

cial institutions they pay to grow their investments. Transitory 

public rage over scandals or excessive executive compensation fo- 

cuses on only a small part of the deeper problems and must be 

channeled to demand a transformation in how our companies are 

governed. 

Real progress demands fundamental changes in the culture of 

boardrooms. The changes must begin internally, in ways that may 

be influenced, but cannot be controlled, by Congress, the SEC, the 

stock exchanges, or even corporate bylaws. Moral exhortations 

will get us only so fhr. One cannot legislate morality any more 

than one can demand strong leadership or good character. But one 

or two talented board members can make a huge difference in 

awakening the dormant leadership of their colleagues. And it is 

possible to transform boardrooms into places where collegial skep- 

ticism, organizational integrity, and a sustainable balance of power 

become a behavioral norm rather than a rarity. 

Here are our suggestions for reforming our dysfunctional sys- 

tem of corporate governance. 
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CttANGING BOARDROOM CULTURE 

Create a new class of public directors: Federally mandated re- 

forms that open the board nominating process will necessarily 

create a demand for new director candidates. Who will they be? 

Narrow special-interest nominees likely won’t get enough institu- 

tional support to win. Nor would they be ideal directors. Candi- 

dates drawn from the traditional inner-circle pools promise no 

meaningful change. We need a new kind of full-time director-- 

"super directors," if you will. When he was the head of the SEC in 

the 1930s, William O. Douglas, the future Supreme Court justice, 

said that American business would benefit from a cadre of desig- 

nated "public directors," who would comprise a minority on 

boards. In 1991, professors Ronald Gilson and Reinier Kraakman 

of Stanford and Harvard law schools respectively, suggested that 

"institutional investors should establish a nonprofit organization 

that would identify individuals who could become professional 

directors and who would serve on up to six boards at a time." In 

2003, 3ames Fanto, a Brooklyn Law School professor, picked up 

this thread when he called for a government entity that would 

identify a pool of highly qualified independent directors from di- 

verse backgrounds who might counter the problem of boards be- 

ing almost exclusively drawn from an inner circle of elites who 

think alike and share biases. 

Some form of public or professional directorships would cer- 

tainly be a key reform for corporate governance and an important 

way to improve boardroom culture. Corporations might, for ex- 

ample, be required to put three candidates (or a third of their 

boarxt~ whichever was greater) from the pool on the ballot for plu- 

ra!~ty election, dropping an equivalent number of incumbents. 

One or more also would serve on each of the major committees. 

They would undergo thorough background checks and be re- 
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quired to comply with strict conflict of interest and disclosure 

rules. This new class of super directors would undergo extensive 

training to cover the deficits current directors show in industry 

knowledge, financial and accounting skills, and the dynamics of 

group processes. They would be "professional" in the sense that 

they would be extensively trained in all the requisite skills. Com- 

panies might even be required over time to add a majority of di- 

rectors with such training. They might serve on at most two or 

three boards at once and receive a higher rate of pay than other 

directors because of their training and the higher level of contri- 

bution they would bring. They could make a good, though not 

extravagant, living, while working full-time. To ensure objectiv- 

ity, such directors might even be paid independently, perhaps 

through a very small assessment on large companies or even pub- 

licly. Covering the current annual compensation of one-third of 

the directors of all the Fortune 500 companies today would amount 

to less than $400 million. The U.S. taxpayers’ bailout costs result- 

ing from AIG’s disastrously bad corporate governance would pay 

that amount for more than four hundred years. 

Experience shows that the addition of even a small number of 

such directors to boards could function like a trim tab on an air- 

craft rudder: a small change in one component can fundamentally 

alter the direction of the entire enterprise. This does not mean that 

the chairman would not continue to be the leader of the board. 

Super directors, however, could work with the chairman as sort of 

group-process consultants. James Fanto’s idea that a government 

agency would be the originator of the pool of super directors is 

probably not the optimal approach, although an organization of 

some kind would be needed to select and educate candidates, 

drawing from experienced executives, investors, and professionals 

who might be interested in new career challenges or have recently 
retired. 
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Create a director training consortium: Formal certification of 

all directors is an unworkable idea that has frequently come up 

and never gone anywhere, but because the boardroom environ- 

ment is more challenging than ever, the learning needs of direc- 

tors have grown. There currently exists a hodgepodge of optional 

director training programs at universities, associations, and for- 

profits, but they are not consistent and most are insufficiently rig- 

orous. All directors would benefit from better initial and ongoing 

training. At present, board work is a part-time job, but directors 

report devoting twice as much time each month to board duties-- 

twenty hours--as they did a decade ago. Audit committee mem- 

bers spend even more. During a corporate crisis, the job can 

become a full-time responsibility. 

Good governance of corporations is impossible as long as the 

myths prevail that (1) a good businessperson, by definition wise 

about deals and operations, automatically makes for a good direc- 

tor; and (2) directors are too bright and important ever to benefit 

from training. Shareholders deserve no less than a best-faith effort 

from directors, and education is a great place to start. 

A consortium of the major business schools should create a 

formal and permanent directors’ institute with East Coast and 

West Coast campuses. Its purpose would be to assure that direc- 

tors are intensively trained for initial board service and then re- 

main current on business, strategic, legal, financial, regulatory, 

and accounting developments, as well as techniques for improv- 

ing group process. Such an institute could be funded easily by a 

tiny unit surcharge on large stock and bond trades, as well as upon 

derivative and option activity. 

A’fee of one one-hundredth of one cent per share on the cur- 

rent volume of the U.S. stock exchanges would yield over $50 mil- 

lion annually---more than enough to fund such directors’ training, 

as well as objective research on improving boards and perhaps 
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even an organization that could implement the "public director" 

concept. Alternatively, one billion dollars--perhaps donated by 

wealthy individuals like Warren Buffet, George Soros, or Carl 

Icahn who have been especially perceptive and outspoken about 

the flaws of our current system of corporate governance--could 

create an endowment that would fund such efforts in perpetuity. 

Insist on greater gender, ethnic, experiential, and, most im- 

portant, perceptual diversity: There have been demands for 

more board candidates of diverse gender and ethnic origin for 

years. In 2003, Norway gave its public companies three years to 

make sure that 40 percent of their directors were women. They 

complied. Meanwhile, many companies look for directors with 

specific expertise, like ’Asia" or "packaged goods development." 

These criteria are important, but there is a far more important 

type of diversity: diversity of perspective. Groups of any type fre- 

quently tend to select similar members to promote collegiality. 

Boards are no different, and this tendency leads to blind spots, 

poor processes, and errors in judgment. 

The tools required to improve perceptual diversity already 

exist. For example, the Korn/Ferry recruiting firm prides itself on 

its extensive proprietary behavioral and psychological assessment 

process for executive candidates. But when it comes to recruiting 

board members, the assessment process is never used. Some varia- 

tion of "You’re not going to test Jack Welch" is the justification 

commonly invoked. Shareholders should say, "Yes, you are." Ab- 

sence of diversity can be fatal to a board’s work. Boards and po- 

tential director nominees should be tested to assure they can bring 

a full spectrum of thought processes and approaches to every de- 

cision. Even if the board cannot be balanced in this way, aware- 

ness of the imbalance has value. 

S o I u ti o n s 

Impose term limits on independent directors: The post-Enron 

reforms attempted to change boardroom culture by increasing the 

number and power of so-called independent directors, but CEOs 

have continued to influence the nomination process, and directors 

have continued to identify with the CEOs with whom they spend 

so much time. One solution to this problem is to force turnover on 

the board. The United Kingdom has nine-year term limits after 

which directors can no longer be considered independent. That’s a 

policy that should be adopted in the United States. It should be 

strengthened by making it, at most, a seven-year limit. The loss of 

experience would be outweighed by reducing cronyism. New 

boards would be allowed to phase in the requirement with stag- 

gered limits but would still have annual elections for all directors. 

If an individual director were truly indispensable, he or she could 

remain on the board but would no longer be considered indepen- 

dent and thus would be ineligible to serve on key committees. 

Alternatively, such directors might be retained as nonvoting advi- 

sors to the board. 

Limit directors to serving on three or fewer boards: The "over- 

boarding" that has been prevalent among directors at some of 

the companies that have collapsed recently suggests that a limit of 

at most three public company directorships should be imposed. 

Given the increased complexity and time requirements of the role, 

directors need to focus. 

Directors need to put skin in the game: Shareholders deserve 

directors who think like owners and not like reflexive defenders 

of management. Exchange rules should set up minimum require- 

ments for true ownership by directors and bylaws should require 

them. The "play money" distributed in the form of stock options 
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and gifts of restricted stock should not be included. Directors 

should have a meaningful percentage of their net worth invested 

in companies they serve, something along the lines of 3 percent to 

6 percent, depending on the number of directorships they hold-- 

and they should have holding period requirements that go beyond 

their tenure on the board. 

Initiate more communication between directors and share- 

holders: Other than through the typically unread annual proxy 

statements and the notoriously useless annual meetings, share- 

holders currently have little or no communication with the di- 

rectors they supposedly elect. There is a vast gulf into which 

accountability and responsibility vanish. Those two qualities are 

precisely what is lacking in many boards, on both the individual 

and the collective levels. Unfortunately, to trigger real disclosure 

and communication from a board there has to be a scandal, se- 

vere financial difficulties, or the shaming effects resulting from 

whistleblowers, journalists, congressional hearings, court cases, or 

corporate filings. An executive’s divorce proceedings will also 

sometimes do it. 

Every three months, the CEO and CFO of most large public 

companies hold a conference call with securities analysts to dis- 

cuss the company’s status. Although they rarely do, shareholders 

can listen in. To create better accountability, board members 

should participate and field questions during these calls or similar 

ones held especially for shareholders. Directors would be put in 

the hot seat and would have to have done their homework to avoid 

embarrassment. In addition, boards should be encouraged to make 

greater use of the internet and other ways of maintaining closer 

contact with shareholders, consistent with SEC requirements that 

all investors have access to disclosures. 

S o I u t i o n s 

STREN GTHENING ACCOUNTABILITY AND 

SHAt~EHOLDER RIGHTS 

Although Congress and other regulatory groups continue to tin- 

ker with structural changes, the changes could be significantly 

broader than has thus far been contemplated. Incremental changes 

that enhance shareholder rights and ensure greater accountability 

by corporate leaders certainly will help, but most are too timid 

and too easy to circumvent. We need a stronger set of laws, regula- 

tions, exchange listing requirements, and corporate bylaws. 

Split the chairman/CEO role: No one can reasonably expect a 

person to oversee himself or herself. The CEO works for the board, 

not the other way around; the continuation of combined roles in- 

hibits the boards in exercising its responsibilities because it cre- 

ates an insurmountable imbalance of power. Lead directors have 

served as a half-step toward a solution, but often the lead director 

appointment, the board agendas, and the flow of information are 

still controlled by the CEO. Proposals for the separation to be im- 

plemented when a new CEO takes office have not worked because 

if other CEOs remain chairmen, there is the appearance of a demo- 

tion and loss of face. The change should be mandated by law. 

Allow shareholders to call an Extraordinary General Meet- 

ing: In the UK and many other developed countries, a group of 

shareholders (usually 10 percent or more) can call for an Extraor- 

dinary General Meeting, in which a majority of those voting may 

remove directors. Some form of this right, with appropriate re- 

strictions, should be the norm in the United States. 

Add some clout to say-on-pay: This measure allowing share- 

holders to vote on executive compensation is nonbinding. If ex- 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Morrison <cmcki~mey@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 2:53 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

NCAA Membership Resources 

MEMORANDUM 

Via Electronic Mail 

TO: Faculty Athlete Representative 

Title IX Coordinators 

Head Coaches of Women’s Teams 

FROM: Karen Morrison, Director of Inclusion. 

SUBJECT: Membership Resources. 

March 6, 2012 

] 
] -- of NCAA Member Institutions, 
] 

The NCAA is pleased to provide your conference with several new resources related to equity 
and Title IX. These materials are also available online through the NCAA web site: 

www.ncaa.orq/qender equity (member Iogin required). 

2012 NCAA Equity & Title ZX Manual -This manual was written with college and 
university administrators, general counsel, FAR’s, Title IX and equal opportunity officers, 
athletics administrators, staff, and student-athletes in mind. This manual explains the law, 
and suggests ways to incorporate equitable policies into existing athletics programs and to 
evaluate their implementation. 

Senior Woman Administrator brochure -Provides an explanation of the role of the SWA 

and suggested best practices for optimizing the role and the contribution of the SWA to the 

school and conference. 

Title IX Coordinator brochure -An explanation of the federally-required campus Title IX 
coordinator role and a sample Title IX policy. Additional Title IX resources - Training videos, 
Title IX 40th anniversary resources, current news, research and teaching resources are 
available through the NCAA Title IX Resource Center: http://www.ncaa.org/title ix 

Please do not hesitate to contact me at kmorrison@ncaa.orcl if you have any questions. 

KM:clm 

Click ~1~£~2. to forward r_h~s rnaiiing w~th year personal messene, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Law Institute <~ali@ali.org> 

Thursday, June 28, 2012 1:09 PM 

lissa broome@unc.edu 

A Message About Your Membership Dues 

.~i TheAmerican Lawlnstitute 

Dear Professor Broome, 

The end of our Annual Meeting also marks the end of the year for The American 
Law Institute. This has been an extraordinarily busy and productive year for the 
ALl. And our productivity is possible because of the outstanding quality of our 
members, their informed participation in our work, and the wonderful generosity of 
our past and current members. 

If you were not able to attend the Annual Meeting, all of the major speeches are on 
the ALl website. From Justice Stevens’s thoughtful remarks about the impact of 
cases like Bush v. Gore, to Trevor Potter explaining SuperPacs (with a little help 
from his friend Steven Colbert), to Nina Totenberg’s wonderful exposition on what 
she has found in the Supreme Court Justices’ papers that are open to 
researchers, to Bill Lee’s insightful and fascinating talk about the value of teaching 
collaborative thinking to lawyers and law students, it was a very stimulating 
meeting. 

Next year will be our 90th Annual Meeting, and we will be moving from The 
Mayflower to the Ritz Carlton in DC. I hope that you will put that celebratory 
meeting on your calendar now (May 20-22, 2013). Drafts from many of our 
projects will be ready for your improvement and approval. Between now and then 
we will be moving forward on our new projects in Election Law and Consumer 
Law, and we are working to articulate a project in Indian Law. 

Our international profile continues to rise as the European Union and other 
countries look at the model for our work and seek our advice on how it might be 
adapted for their use. We also have several projects that are transnational in 
nature, and we continue to investigate whether there is a place in the world of 
global financial matters where our leadership might be helpful. 

This year also started a new chapter in continuing legal education for the ALl. ALl 
CLE is carrying on the tradition of first-rate, cutting-edge education begun 65 
years ago with the invention of CLE by ALI-ABA. Don’t forget that all ALl 
members are entitled to free access to the ALl CLE Knowledge Portal, a 
wonderful database of professional development content that can be accessed 
when you log in as a member on ALI’s website. 

All of this work can be done with complete independence because of the past 
and present contributions of our members. Next week, when you receive your 
dues statement (or pay today by following the link below), I hope that you will 
consider becoming a sustaining member by paying double the applicable 
amount of your dues, or by making an even more generous contribution 
to allow us to continue and expand our work. Among other things, in the last 
few years we have elected a number of public-sector lawyers who work as public 
defenders, prosecutors, military lawyers, and lawyers for the state and federal 
governments. Our resources enable us to subsidize their attendance at ALl 
meetings, and their presence has greatly enriched our discussions. 

I wish you the happiest of summers, and I truly hope that you will be with us in 
Washington next May as we celebrate our 90th year. 

Roberta Cooper Ramo 



P.S. So that we can properly thank and acknowledge you, please let us know if 
you have included The American Law Institute as part of the charitable giving plan 
in your will or trust. 

The American Law 

Institute 

4025 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 1215.2431600 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Directors & Boards Magazine <dshaw@ix.netcom.bmsend.com> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 6:50 AM 

lissa broome@unc.edu 

Directors & Boards E-Newsletl~er September 2012 

i-t,~viI~g troLible ’.,ie,,~,i~.Q ~his em~Ji? click here 

Directors & Boards egriefing 

From Jim Kristie I ANcleof~eMonth O~lummsl           V~hm~eg, N~nber9 ~ Septe~nber2~12 

Webinars ] Reader Profile Research Calen&r News 

Directors & Boards 
Fall 2012 Director 

Education Webinar 
Series 

What Directors Need 
to Know about 

Reputationa~ Risk 

September 12, 2012 

2pro ET/11 am PT 

The M~agement of i~sk 

~d Comp~ance: The 

Board ~s Role 

October 3, 2(112 

2pm ET/ll am PT 

AccNerating 

Shareholder Va~ue 
Growth: Leveraging 

Value and Risk 

October 17, 2012 
2pro ET/11 am PT 

Bes~ Practices lbr The 

Board’s Role in M&A 

November 7, 2012 

2pm ET/ll am PT 

The Big Break 

A nod ofgratitz~de to a master salesman and his principlesfbr success. 

By Jim Kristie 

This month E] September 21st to be exact [~3 I mark the 
start of my 32nd year as editor of Directors & Boards. 

Some people are surprised to learn that I started out in the 
media business in sales [~3 selling advertising space. Not so 
surprising. 

Sales is a great way to launch a career. One is always 
selling: you are selling yourself, you are selling your ideas, 
and you are selling opportunity to the person across the 
table or at the other end of the phone (or, nowadays, at the 

receiving end of a digital communiqu C]). 

What could be better training for editors? Editors are salespeople. Every day I 
have to sell my ideas for what would make good articles for Directors & Boards 
and the value of being published in the journal. I sell these ideas to a wide range 
of author prospects ~ from chairman, CEOs and board members to board 
advisors, governance experts and other thought leaders. Many of you in the e= 
Briefing audience may have gotten my sales pitch. 

I caught up earlier this year with the person who gave me my big break. His 
name is Joseph Ball, and he heads a marketing firm in Philadelphia called 
American Advertising Services Inc. He founded the firm 55 years ago! That is an 
astounding tenure of business operation, perhaps unmatched not only among 
Philadelphia marketing firms but a broader swath of the corporate community. 

Joe hired me in 1977 to sell ads for a new trade paper he was starting up to cover 
the local advertising market G a regional Advertising Age. It was called 
Advertising/Communications Times, and it is still published today. That was the 
first big break .... 

Read the entire article. 

Current Issue 

Articles Archive 

Back Issues 

You Can,t Know It All 
Why directors have such difficulty understanding their companies. 

By Jay W, Lorsch, Louis Kirstein Professor of Human 
Relations at the Harvard Business School 
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Editor[3s Note: This article is excerpted with 

permission Prof. Jay Lorsch~s new book, [3 The 

Future of Boards: Meeting the Governance 

Challenges of the Twenty-First Century, [1 

copyright [32012 by Harvard Business School 

Publishing Corp., published in July 2012 by 

Harvard Business Review Press. 

Early in 2009, members of the Harvard Business 
School facultyL:s Corporate Governance Initiative met to discuss the 
impact of the economic crisis on corporate governance in general 
and on corporate boards in particular. We recognized the legitimacy 
of many issues raised by the media, the public, and politicians 
about boards[3 ineffective oversight of financial services firms and 
other complex companies whose failing contributed to the current 
recession. 

As we reflected on how and why some 
boards had fallen short, we came to a 
tentative conclusion. The problems that 
surfaced in 2008 and 2009 largely differed, 
we believed, from those that had prevailed in 
2002, when boards failed to identify and stop 
management malfeasance and fraud. By 
contrast, the more recent boardroom failures 
could be primarily attributable to the growing 
complexity of the companies that boards are 
charged with governing. 

By complex companies, we mean those that 
operate multiple businesses (in terms of both products and 
geographies). In our view, these companies create unprecedented 
challenges for the executives who lead them and for the boards that 
oversee them .... 

Read the entire article. I Return totop of page 

In Memoriam: Ben Heineman 
On the Chairman and CEO Split 

By Ben lfeineman 

Editor[3s Note: Ben 14~ Heineman died on Aug. 5, 

2012, at the age of 9& As the New York Times 

described him in its’ obituary prq!~le, he was [3a 
lawyer and corporate leader who took over railroads, 

created one of the nation C sfirst conglomerates and 

became a close confidant and adviser to President 
Lynck)n B. Johnson. ~ ] 

Implicit is some notion that the chairman of the boayd of 

directors has some greater respousibility to slockholders than does the chief 

executive officer. 

There ave, of course, good and bad chief executive officers, but there will also 

be good and bad chairmen of boards of directors. 

A chief executive officer affects the eBynings, dividend potential and value of 

the stockholder [1 s investment every day, all day, 365 days a year. No chief 

executive ofa successthl company ever t5Jls for one minute in his 

cou~iousness of his respousibilib~ to the corporate stockholders. 

The notion that the cure for enors in judgment or mistakes of the past by 

certain companies is to create m~o power centers within one company, is to 



tiail to recognize that serious though ~me of these errors have been (and 

corrected they must be) ultimate responsibilib~ to stockholders is the 

successful and elt~cti~Te management of a business corporation Ii~r profit .... 

Read the entire article. I Return to top of page 

The 21st Century Board: 
Compass and Keel 

By Sarah K. Stewart, Managing Director, Boyden 

Each month, we present thought leadership from speakers 
in the Directors & Boards Webinar series. 

Join director Bob Holland, Boyden’s Sarah K. Stewart, 
and Temin & Company’s Davia Temin for our next 
webinar on What Directors Need to Know About 
Reputational Risk on September 12, 2012 at 2pm ET. 

To learn more and register for this free webinar, click 
here. 

Recent headlines dominating the news have included allegations of all sorts of 
immoral, illegal and incompetent activities by the custodians of some of 
America Ds largest companies. CEODs are being tossed for behaviors ranging 
from cover=ups to outright criminal behavior and shareholders are scratching their 
heads asking [~31sn[~3t somebody supposed to be keeping an eye on the store so 
these kinds of things don Dt happen?~ Or if something has already happened, 
Dlsn~t someone going to step up and make things right?~ Good questions! 

During the most recent rash of CEO misdeeds, some boards have acted swiftly 
and decisively while others have dithered, exposing the companies on whose 
boards they sit, to serious reputational risk. Thanks to the marvels of modern 
technology, shareholders and the general public alike are tuning in to CNN, 

[] MSNBC, Twitter and You Tube 24 hours a day to catch up on corporate 
America~s latest shenanigans .... 

Read the entire article. I Return totop of page 

% Drinker Biddle 

Editor’s note: Each month, we ask a Directors & Boards reader to comment on 
critical issues facing directors today. If you’d like to participate in this section in 
the future, please email Scott Chase. 

Davia B. Temin, President & CEO, Temin and 
Company 

Reputation is a hard concept to circle, 
especially at the governance level. How can 
directors, boards and executives define it? 

Some try to quanti~ it by share price, business process 

metrics, or a complex algorithm of risk factors. Others 

equate it directly to brand equip; still others to fulfilling a 

social contract of trust with the public. And on Wall 

Street trading floors, traders will often yell out, at the 
beginning of a trade, [J What kind of a name does it have? [J as a way of 

encapsulating a company ~ s gestalt ~] the conventional wi~tom otjust how 

investible it is. 

But no matter how you define it, corporate reputation has become one of the 

biggest, albeit intangible, assets or liabilities a company has, and thus an 

important consideration for the board of directors. 

Customers buy; new employees join; vendors extend credit; shareholders are 

influenced; potential parmers commit; referrers ~vcommend; goodwill is 

extended in crisis; legislators demand testimony and regulators pounce on an 

organization, its products and services, based upon its reputation. 



Even Alan Greenspan has been quoted as saying that ~lin a market system 

based on trust, reputation has a significant economic value. [J 

How have you hdped boards tbcus on the value of reputation? 

When I ran corporate marketing for GE Capital, I would start eve~y 

presentation on our brand by stating that the GE brand had been valued at 

over a billion dollars. That number alone made eveo, andience member sit up 

and take notice. 

Or, as Warren Buffet has said (and as we quote on the home page of our 

website, w~¥.Teminandco.com), "It "takes 20 years to build a reputation and 

5 minutes to ruin it. If you think about tha’~ you will do things dil]Erently."... 

Read the entire article. [ Return to top of page 

2012 Director Compensation & Benefits Survey 

Hay Group has released the findings from its 2012 Director Compensation & 
Benefits Survey. According to the study, director pay levels were relatively 
consistent among top U.S. companies in 2011, regardless of annual company 
revenue. 

The study, which looked at compensation and benefits packages for directors at 
top U.S. public companies, found that as the accountabilities of public company 
governance peaked, the price of director talent stabilized. In companies with 
revenues of more than $40 billion, median director pay was $252,500 in 2011, 
compared to $209,000 for directors of companies with revenues under $10 billion. 

Other key findings of the study include. 

Read the entire article. I Return to top of page 

September 12, 2012 
Practising Law- Institute (PLI) will hold its Tenth Annual Directors’ Institute on 

Corporate Governance program in New York Ci~ and via live webcast. In 

the past yeax. new expectations were placed on boards in critical areas of 

governance, including corporate social responsibilib’, board governance, audit 

committee oversight of financial reIx~rting and independent auditors, 

shayeholder activism, and executive compensation. Join leading corporate 

governance experts - directors, government officials, corporate counsel, and 

academics - as they share their perspectives on the thst-changing regulatory 

environment, the new expectations tbr board oversight, and needed steps 
boards roll want to consider. ’][’here will be a keynote address by Ira M. 

Millstein, senior pa~er ofWeil, Gotshal & Manges LLP and director, 

Columbia Law School and Business School Program on Global, Economic 

and Regulato~ Interdependence, on "Addressing Issues of Trust: The 

Board’s Role," and a luncheon address by Leslie M. Turner. general counsel, 

Coca-ColaNorth An~erica. For more information, visit 

http:i/w~v.pli.edu/re.aspx?p~34769&t LDY2 TLNYC 

September 20, 2012 
The Third SAIS Global Conference on Women in the Boar&oom will be held in 
Washington, D.C. The conference will feature interviews with CEOs and board chairs 
who are championing gender diversity; experts and govemraent officials in the U.S., the 
U.K., Australia, Italy, the EU; stock exchange officials, institutional investors, state 
treasurers, executive search leaders, and other stakeholders; and an update on research 
on the impact of diversity on boards. Among the CEOs attending are John Brock, 
chairman and CEO of Coca Cola Enterprises; Stephen Fitzgerald, retired chairman and 
CEO of Gol&nan Sachs-Australia; Joe Keefe, CEO of PAX Global Management LLC; 
Charles Kolb, CEO, Committee for Economic Development; Pat Mitchell, CEO of the 



Paley Center and AOL board nominating committee chair; Jon Spector, CEO of The 
Corfference Board; Jane Shaw, chairman of Intel Corp; and James Turley, CEO of 
& Young The conference is open to the public and there is no fee to attend, but 
registrauon is required. Click here to register: 

http ://boardroorr~diversitv2012. eventbrite.com 

See more events of interest to directors I Return to top of page 

Wnmen in Izeadership: Shattering the Glass Ceiling: An Analytical Approach to 
Adwmcing Women into Leadership Roles is a stu@ released in August by The Boston 
Consulting Group Surveying some 100 HR managers in 44 international companies, the 
stu@ highlights the largest institutional and personal barriers preventing women li’om 
achieving leadership positions, highlights best-practice examples, and presents a 
systematic approach to promoting women in management A copy of the report can be 
downloaded here. 

Directnr Electinns: A stu@ released in August, [~Tl’he Election of Corporate Directors: 
What Happens When Shareowners Withhold a Majori~ of Votes from Director 
Nominees? [~ examines the causes and effects of shareholder opposition to 175 director 
nominees between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2012 It was conducted by GMI Ratings 
(GMI) and commissioned by the Investor Responsibility Research Center Institute 
(IRRCi). A copv can be downloaded here 

Bank Bnards: A new sturdy from Deloitte, I~]Improving Bank Board Governance: The 
Barn Board Member[~s Guide To Risk Management Oversight ~ provides an overview 
of risk oversight practices at large banks and suggests steps a board can take to 
strengthen its risk governance. A copy can be downloaded here. 

Proxy Voting Trends: Two firms released their analyses of the 2012 proxy season: the 
Ernst & Young report Four Key Trends of the ~012 Proxv Season finds that company 
engagement is being employed more than ever to respond to investor concerns, secure 
support for proposals, and mitigate potential exposure to investor campaigns; and law 
firm Sullivan & Cromwell LLP~s overview reports on continued high rates of 
governance-related shareholder proposals at large U.S. companies, including proposals 
on separating the CEO and chair roles, the right to call special meetings, action by 
written consent, declassified boards, and majori~" voting. 

Read more news. I Return to top of page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Geoff Silver <~co~an@ncaa.org> 

Friday, Febrnary 1, 2013 4:13 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAA Division I Recruiting Rules Survey lbr Athletics Administrators 

1-o vie;^; :~n onlh"~e version of this email, click here. 

Attached to this emaJl is a link to a survey designed to solicit input ti~om NCAA Division I athletics 

administrators regarding the ini’~al start date(s) for recrui’~ng communication, off-campus contacts 

and official visits. 

This feedback will be used by the NC?u~k Working Group on the Collegiate Model - Rules (RWG) 

to develop a legislative proposal which the NCAA Division I Bored of Directors will consider for 

adoption at its May 2, 2013, meeting. A similar survey has been sent to Division I head and 

assistant coaches. 

The R%VG was charged by the Board to e~mine the Division I Manual and make recommendations 

for legislative change to ensure the roles continue to remain relevant, meaxiingful, enfolceable and 
supportive of student-athlete success. On the issue of recruiting start dates, the RWG received 

consistent feedback that the current recruiting model, ruth i’B varied start dates tbr recruiting 
conlmunication and off-campus contact, needs to be changed and simplified. 

With that goal in mind, the RWG fora, arded RWG Proposal No. 13-2 to the Board for 

consideration at the 2013 NCAA Convention. The proposaJ would have permitted, for aJl sports, 

off-campus contact with a prospective s~ldent-athlete beginning the opening day of classes of the 

iunior year of high school and would have permitted recruiting comlnunication with prospective 
stadent-athletes beginning July 1st following completion of the sophomore year of high school. Due 

to membership feedback received expressing concern over this proposal, however, the Board 

remanded RWG Proposal No. 13-2 to the R~VG for review and resubmission. The RWG’s goal is 

to present the Board with a proposal that is as representative of the best interests of all sports as is 

possible. 

Please note: Due to recently adopted legislation on these issues, the stx)rts of men’s and women’s 

basketball were not included in the coaches’ survey. 

This survey should take approximately 10 minutes to complete. Please complete the survey not later 

tha~l Friday, February 15, 2013. Queslions Inay be directed to GeoffSilver, gsilver@ncaa.org. 

Thank you in advm~ce for your paxtJcipation in this ilnportaJat discussion. 

SURVEY LINK: https:iincaa.qualtrics.com/SEi?SID=SV 2hEJurH5UAm9wuV 

This emaH was sent by: NCAA 

P.O. Box ~222~ [nd~enepclis~ IN 4~,205 

CHck here Lo be [emoved from this mail[n~ I[sL. 

Click ~].(~C~ ~o view our privacy polh:y, 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vickie Bowers <Vickie@ncbankers,org> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 5:09 PM 

Februa~ 7, 2013 Bulletin 

NOTE PASSIVORD CHANGE: the ,~,~ ,,,~ ,~,~ i~ financiat ~,,~ a,,, ,,,,,, vo,,,~,,,o~ i,,. literacy. 
Below is the link for the North Carolina Bankers Association’s weekly Bulletin. 

h t~p s : / /WWWoncb,a n kers.o r~[ ? co nt en t=bulletin & i d=3 3 3 
P--RINTING THE BULLETIN: Once you click on the link above and log in, you will notice in the upper left hand corner 

right above the Back to Bulletin link is a printer icon. If you put your cursor over the icon it will say "Print this Page." ff 

you would like to print the Bulletin, simply click on that link and then print as usual. 
Vickie Bowers, Director of Human Resources 
Norfla Cm:olina Breakers Association I P.O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619 

Office: 919/781-7979 ] Toll Free: 800/662-7044 ’i Fax: 919/881-9909 

www.ncba~com [ vic__~e(ai!ncbardcers.orgI [] [~] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip0i.isis.unc.edu] 

4/15/2013 5:23:55 PM 

thad@ncba,org 

Undeliverable: Samuel Ashe Portrait 

FW: Samuel Ashe Portrait 

Your message 

To: thad@ncba.org 

(1(]: Tom Lockhart 

Subject: FW: Samuel Ashe Portrait 

Sent: 4/12/2013 5:00:04 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

thad@ncba.org 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





Full Name: Michael J, Wasylenko 

Last Name: Wasylenko 

Middle Name: J. 

First Name:    Michael 

E-mail: mjwasyle@syr.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 12:10 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: NCAA Revenues & Expenses Report, 2004-2012 

Newsletter 

Demc Lissa. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

In various industries and pursuits, people invariably refer to some vaunted resource as 0 the 

Bible U of their own specialized m-ca of endeavor. Well, in college athletics, there are many 

barometers of success or failure. There are graduation rates, NCAA championships, 

conference distributions, full football stadium~ perpetually sold-out basketball arenas, donor 
tallies, Directors and Capitol One Cups, etc. 

To be sure, those are all wo(thwhile barometers, but the single most comprehensive barometer 

(the 0 Bible ~, if you will) of the administration of college athletics is the NCAA Revenue & 

Expenses Report. formally known as the Revenue & Expenses Report .... ~VCAA Division 

Intercollegiate AtMeties Programs Report, 2004-2012. 

This year ~ s report was released just yesterday, so our game and semi-savvy Clips Editor 

dove right into it this morning, and e~mcted/consolidated a dozen or so of the best tables 

mnong the 120 or so in the 108-page volume. 
To access the 108-page pdf click here. Below are some sage remarks by ncaa.org [1 s Ga~ 

Brown, as well as a t~wjpegs of what I thought were the mos~t worthy tables a~nong the bunch. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Ed- As many Clips readers know, the wizard (compiler, interpreter and analyzer) 
of the 0 new era 0 ~from 2004 on ONCAA Rev’enues & Expenditures Reports’ is 

Dan Fulks, an f~scinating gentleman who roached out m me shortly @er Clips 

launched Dan is an intelligent, pa#ent and giving fellow, and~as much as one 

can be via hundreds’ of emails and ~zens of phone calls’~he is a goodJHend Back 

then, in 2006, Dan immediately ~duced that the Clips Eaqlor was" a wee mite bit 

lacking in his understan~ng of college athletics finances, so he graciously se~ 

appointed himse~as a long-tem tutor and he is laNely res~onsible f!)r the 

(mostly) cogent and incisive reportage ~#financial issues on the Clips" website and 

eFlashes. Thank you Dan. 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com!~Colleqe,~t hCli~s 

Financial report shows uptick in spending for Division I programs 
By Gary Brown, NC~/t. org, 5-1-13 

After several years in which athletics revenues grew at similar rates to expen~ the 
NCAAO s lates~t research on fiscoJ trends indicates a wider gap in spending for many Division I 
programs. 
The 2012 edition of the NCAA ~ s Revenues and Expenses Report for Division I 
Intercollegiate Athletics Programs shows an increase of 10.8 percent from the previous year in 
athletics spending from ~hools in the Football Bowl Subdivision. The increase was 6.8 percent 
for programs in the Football Championship Subdivision and 8.8 percent tbr Division I ~hools 
witho ut tbotball. 
Meanwhile, generated revenues (dollars generated directly by the athletics department, such as 
ticket sales, media contracts, royalties and alumni contributions), rose only at a 4.6 percent rate 
in the FBS and fell by 1.7 percent for non-football schools. The FCS ~ with an increase in 
generated revenues of 9 percent ~ was the only subdivision in which generated revenues 
outpaced expenses. 
Only 23 progran~s (all in the FBS) reported positive net generated revenue in 2012, the same 



number as in 2011. That number has ranged between 18 and 25 since 2004. The median net 

generated revenue tbr the surplus programs in 2012 was about $8.8 million compared with the 

$8.9 million fi~r the 23 programs in 2011. 

The lion ~; s share of the expenses in the FBS (34 percent) comes t?om hiring and retaining 

athletics coaches and stafl~ Another 15 percent goes to scholarship allocations, while about 14 

percent of spending is devoted to facility maintenance mad rental. Travel costs account for 

another 7 percent. 

The previous year~ FBS schools experienced a 9.7 percent increase in generated revenue and 

an 8.8 percent increase in expenses. 

The 2012 report also shows that the increase gap, which measures the difference in gro~h 

rates of athletics spending and overall institutional spending, spiked upwmvl in all thiee 

subdivisions. In the FBS, the median percentage increase in athletics expenses was 4.4 percent 

higher than the median increase in institutional expenses (it was just 0.3 percent last year). The 

gap was 3 percent tier the Football Championship Subdivision and 3.1 percent among Division 

I institutions without tbotball. 

Dan Fnlks, the accounting progran~ director at Tmn~lvania University who authored the 2012 
report and has helped the NCAA reseaacch staff compile financial data for many years, said 

recent reports were affected by a nafional recession. 

[] With regard to this year [] s findings, [] Fulks said, [] there has been considerable anticipation 

concerning the ett~ct the rebound in the U.S. economy might have on intercollegiate athletics. 

Given the popularity- of college sports, it comes as no surprise that the recession does not seem 

to have been paxficularly detrimental. [] 

Kathleen McNeely, the NCAA [] s chief financial oIticer, said this year [] s finding s aren [] t 

necessarily unexpected, but the trends merit watching. 

[1 There ~ s been a consistent trend ofincrea.ses in athletics spending mirroring those of the 

institution over the past several yeaxs, [1 McNeely said. [1This yeaac[ J s report shows a break 

from that trend. Whether it is an anomaly or the beginNng of a new trend certainly bears 

monitoring. [J 

The real cos~ts of athlefics 

A~nong the benefits of the annual revenues and expenses report is the ability to detem~ine what 

universities consider as the value of their athletics programs. Data from the 2012 report show 

the median subsidy for athletics for all Division I progrmns was about $12.2 million. The 

median subsidy in 2011 was abont $10 million. 

Ticket sales and alumni/donor contributions confinue to be the two pfima~ categories for 

generated revenue (abont 27 percent each of generated revenues for FBS programs). NCAA 

and conference dis~tribufions are accounting for an increasing proportion of generated revenues 

(22 percent) as well. Fulks said that trend might be expected to continue as conference 

television contracts become more lucrative. 

tte also noted as conferences sign new media deals, the number of self-sutficient programs is 

likely to grow beyond the couple of dozen that has been typical in recent years. That [J s 

because ma:ay programs that aren[]t self- sul]~icient currently axe only a few million in the red, 

which could be covered by an i~Nux of media-contract dollars. 

Other findings 

Among other findings in the 2012 report: 

Division I institutions provided more than $2 billion in direct financial aid to their student- 

athletes in 2012. Report author Dan Fulks said that over the life of the NCAA[] s 13- 

year, $11 billion contract with CBS and Turner, Division I schools will provide well over 

$30 billion in scholaxship dolla~-s. 

In the FBS, median generated revenues have increased by 77.5 percent since the 2004 

fiscal yeaac. Median total expenses have increased by more than 94.1 percent in the 

same period, however. 

Between 50 and 60 percent of football and men[]s basketball prograans in FBS schools 

have reported net generated revenues (surpluses) for each of the nine years reported. 

In the FCS, median negative net generated revenue, representing expenses in excess of 

generated revenues (or the amount of institutional subsidy)~ moved from about $5.9 

million in 2004 to abont $9.6 million in 2011, and to about $10.2 million in 2012. Thus, 
the median losses for the subdivision [] s schools continue to grow, increasing by 6.7 

percent since 2011. 

For Division I schools without football, medima generated revenues dropped by 1.7 

percent from 2011 after seeing a 12.6 percent increase from 2010 to 2011. Median 

total expenses increased by 8.8 percent t]com 2011, compared with the 3.2 percent 

increase t?om 2010 to 2011. Thus, the growth rate of expenses in this subdivision has 

increased, while generated revenues have decreased this past year. 
Total athletics expenditures as a percentage of the total insfitutional budget for FB S 

schools have climbed to 5.5 percent from 4.6 percent in 2004. That indicates that 

athletics expenses have increased at a slightly higher rate than those of the overall 

institufion. FCS schools showed a slight increase from 5 percent in 2004 to 6 percent in 

2012, while Division I schools without football have fluctuated between 4.5 and 5.9 
percent. In this report, athletics generated revenues were not netted against 

expenditures. Had they been, the percentages would fall significantly (to less than 3 



percent tbr FBS schools, for example). 

This article was reprinted with the permission of NCAA. org. 

P’orJ~rther insights: 
NC,~t member revenue, spendin~e increase, by Steve Berkowitz andJodi ~)ton, USA 

TODAY Sports, 5-1-13 





TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: vwwv.colle,qeathleticsclips.com 

t31ips eFLPSHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. el=LASHes are emalled directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. 7~his particular Fulks best-seller eFLASH has been sent to all Clips prescribers.. 

About our vvebsite: CollegeAtt~leticsClips.com provides executive summaries of cofiege athletics nevvs 



and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally" humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery" and soft underbelly of our modem day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics 

*To be removed from this mailiIlg list or cImItge the email format please use the links below: 

Chaltge yore subscription 

Uilsnbscfibe 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Robert Jenkins 

Jenkins 

Robert 

E-mail: rjenkins@london.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 8:58 AM 

Robert Taggart <robert.taggart@bc.edu>; Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edtr>; Carolyn Callahan <cmc@virginia.edu>; Lain.~ Killough 
<la~ry@vt.edu>; Sam Pardue <slpposc@ncsu.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Janie Hodge <hodge@clemson.edu>; 
Richm-d Ca~qnichael <cazmicha@wfu.edtr>; S ue Ann Allen <sue.bidstmp@chbe.gatech.edu>; Pamela Perrewe <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 
Ma~dn Dawldns <mdawldns@miami.edu>; Susan Albrecht <saa01 @pitt.edu>; Michael J Wasylenko qnjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; 
Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edu>; Elaine Wise <ela~ne.wise@louisville.edu> 

Fwd: a "take" on transfers that I think is gathering s~team 

Hello Fellow ACC FARs-- I have two forwarded emails for you from Jo Potuto. Here is the first. Hope you are all well. 

Martha 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin forwaarded ,nessage: 

From: Jo Potato ~i!~x_2_t__u__t_s?_l__~_u__!:~_[:_e_d__t_!> 

Date: June 25, 2013, 11:34:19 PM EDT 
To: "anne curzan (acurzan(g~)umich.edu)" <acutzan~f~)umich.edu>, "Chris Span (cslaan(~)illinois.edu)" <cspm~illinois.edu>, chiis~ie sahley 

<sa~ley@purdue.edu>, Dale Bjorling <biorling~VETMED.WISC.EDU>, Ellen Hmrnan <allen- hermat~t~iowa.edu>, "Emily Hoover 

(hoove001(g~)umn.edt0" <hoove001({gumn.edu>, Gene Parldn <gene-parkin~t~iowa.edt~>, jeffbolin <itb~purdue.edu>, Jo Potuto 

<i potato 1 (~ ual.edu>, "John Bruno (bruno. 1 ~osu.edu)" <bruno~ 1 (d~osu.edu>, Kurt Zorn <zom~Indiana.edu>, "Linda Caldwelr’ <lindac~ pstl.edu>, 
"mattwhevler(mbwheel~,~;illinoia.edu) <mbwheele,~;illinoia.edu~>,michaelkasavana<-k~savan~ct÷msue&t , mckhadley (l~adle,~.,a~,umd.edu) 

<hadley(tbumd.edu>, "Pe~ Leo (pNeo(tbumn.edu)" <phleo@nmn.edn>, robert gundlach <r-gunNach@no~hwestem.ed~, "Sheila McGuiN 

0ncguirks@svm.vetmed.msc.edu)" <mcgNNs{~swn.vetmed.wisc.edu>, "ram stephens" <tstephens@apan~.rutgers.edu>, brian shannon 

<bfian.ahannon(i~ttu:edu>, david clough <~david.cloughg{colomdo.e&p, "David Szymm~s~ (&v~d.~ymanski(a)nc:edu)" <&vid.~vmm~ski(i~uc.edn>, 
"Derails t~fillips (~1~:~2[~[~2~[1~:~_g)" <v~r~:~N!!/rz~_@_~_~:~, di~e dic~an <~S%~!i02~!~:~!ig>, i?ed green <~g~iR~::~_~>, jack 

tho~n~ <~_~R~g~!Ej~_~:~_~>, jean perly <~!_D£q2_~!~!2~0~!>, Jim A~vood <~i~!~iRRS~_@_butt~lo.ed~, kay" yuN <~2191i~J~92~!:~?_rg >, ~no~ha pumll~ 

<R~[~A£q25tuke.e&~>, Dia~n Schiessler ~N~uul.ed~, Stove Turner <2[~r~Nr)~gg~_~R~!:!:~_~!!~_:gO~> 
Subject: a "take" on tr~sfers that I tNnk is gather~g ste~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Market Research <marketresearch@americanbar.org> 

Wednesday; June 26, 2013 3:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

ABA Member Demographics: Seeking Your Input 

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 

Dear ABA Member, 

321 North Clark Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60654-7598 

As you may be aware, one of only four ABA goals - Goal Ill - pertains to diversity and inclusion in the legal profession, 
specifically "to eliminate bias and enhance diversity by promoting full and equal participation in the association, our 
profession and the justice system by all persons." As a part of addressing Goal III, the ABA seeks to gather demographic 
data on its members, including information on race, ethnicity, gender, disability, and LGBT status. 

We would like to ask for 5 - 10 minutes of your time to complete a short online survey that will help us gauge member 
participation, improve member service and foster an inclusive environment for all ABA members. 

The information submitted in this short survey will be held in the strictest confidence, and be assured of complete 
anonymity= The information will be used for aggregate reporting purposes only. Each question is optional; you may choose 
not to answer. 

To begin, please click here. 

The questionnaire is now open and will close at 11:59pm CST on July 10, 2013. 
Please note that if you need to stop at any point during the survey, your responses will automatically be saved. To pick up 
where you left off, you’ll need to use the same computer you were using when you started the survey and simply click 
through the link again. If you use a different computer, you’ll be taken to the beginning of the survey. 
If you have any problems accessing the link, please contact: julie.genova@americanbar.org 
Thank you in advance for your time and assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Jack Rives              Valeria Stokes 
ABA Executive Director    ABA Chief Diversity Officer 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

DailyUpdate: Is GSK paying docs to prescribe?; Hibemian Pub begins again 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

~ed_ ~-~at nabs V~qWare exec 

s~4th L~sfo~d ~5 Str~d,:kmd, Read more. 

Peo.~le ~ 2013-07~08 

progress. Vote Here~, 

RDU )e~ds r~omhub a~rr>ort.s (n on--time stats .................................................................................................................. 

..,...,........,..,,...,,.,,,",....,...,,.,..........,,,,.........,,......,.,..........,...., 

D~lwe~@;,)h--Durharn (s a growth market for us 



~A lock indicates content available to paid subscribers, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Intemalional Journal of Cultural PropelS’ ~oumals@emarketing.cmnbridge.org> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 2:11 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Access the Editor’s Highlights from Issues 1 m~d 2 



%:: related-books- 
..... 

FREE Access to 4 Key Articles 
from 2 Issues 

Dear Colleague, 

For the month of.~uly enjoy complimentary access to 

4 articles from the last 2 issues from International 
Iournal of Cultural Property. Click on the titles below 
for immediate free access. 

Volume 20 Issue 

A Grave Situation: An Examination of the Legal 
Issues Raised by the Life and Death of Charles 
Byrne the "Irish Giant" by Thomas L. Muinzer 

Diqitizinq Pacific Cultural Collections: The 
Australian Experience by Supriya Singha, et al. 

Volume 20 Issue 2: 

The Illicit Antiquities Trade as a Transnational 
Criminal Network: Characterizing1 and 
Anticipating Traffickinq of Cultural Heritage by 
Peter B. Campbell 

UNESCO and the Fate of the World Heritage 
Indiqenous Peoples Council of Experts 
(WHIPCOE) by Lynn Meskell 

Free access is available until .July 31, 20:[3 
so don’t delay in taking advantage of this 
exclusive offer, 

Warm regards, 



3oon Won Moon 
Cambridge .lou rnals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 11:45 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: The Gates Ett~ct: How the World’s Laqest Foundation Is RemaI:ing Higher Educatiou 

Chronicle of Higher Education                                                        ~i subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 

The Gates Effect: a Special Report 

~ 
T unnel Vision 

By Mare Parry, Kell~ Field, and Beekie Supiano 

A look inside the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation’s $472-million (so far) effort to 

remake higher edueation, and at why many in aeademe are not cheering. 

~ 
How Gates Shapes State 
Higher-Education Policy ¯ ¯ 

By Katherine Mangan 

Wor!dng alongside the Lumina 

Foundation and through intermediaries like 

Complete College Ameriea, the foundation 

has seen unprecedented results. 

inside the Foundation ’Echo Chamber’ 

By Jennifer Ruark 

Major grant make~ have synchronized 

their goals for higher-edueation refortn. 

~ 
Strategic Phi{anthropy 
Comes to Nigher Education 

By Ben Gose 

The Gates foundation is notable 

not only for its size but also for its 

approach: Define strategic goals, work 

closely with grantees, and expect 

measurable results. 

interactive: A Web of Influence 
Explore the breadth and quantity of money granted by the Bill & Melinda Gates, Lumina, and 
Kresge foundations. 

Sortable Table: See a Complete Listing of Grants 

’Next Generation’ Grant Program Reveals a Corporate Approach 

By Goldie Blumenstgk 

The effort is an unusual philanthropic model: It awards money to fot~profits as well as 

nonproflts, and Gates stays engaged even after the grants a~ given. 

To Shape the National Conversation, Gates and Lumina Support Journalism 
By Jennifer Ruark 
Between 2006 and 20~2, according to The Chroniele’s analysis, Gates gave $4.7-million in 
media-related grants to support eoverage that ineluded higher edueation. 

Commentary: The Gates Foundation’s Uncertain Legacy 
By John R. Thelin 
How much have the traditional advantages of family and wealth really ehanged in 
the sweepstakes of attending and graduating from college? 

Commentary: The Price of Philanthropy 

By Robin Rogers 

Reform efforts that shift the institution of public higher education, but not private 

higher edueation, dese[~’e dose serutiny. 

In Other News 

States Strike Budget Burg;tins With Higher’ £~t~]cat~oB 

][]umanitics Sehotars See Dee[ini~g Prestige, Not a L;~ck o[’ Interest 

Evet’ybody’s Go-To Metbodiea[ Mi~(]: Mark Kantt’owitz, Student-Aid Guru 

In India, Academies Cry Foul O~,ev Publishers’ CopyrighL Lawst[i[ 

The Chronicle Review 



Hard Hits and Tough Questions 

By Paul Voosen 

Football veterans are helping scientists investigate the results of ehronie head 

trauma. 

WeeMy Book List, July 19, 20t3 

Compiled by Nina C. Ayoub 

Desmipfions of the latest books, divided by eategoW 

More of The Chronicle Review 

Commentary 

What the New Campus-Safety Center Can Accomplish 

By Peter Lake 

Incidents of violence have put us irrevocably in an age of greater federal 

intervention. 

More of Commentary 

Advice 

~ 
W ho Prepares Humanities Ph~D.’s for a Nonacademic Search? 

By L. 31aren !4~ood and Beatrice Gurwitz 

Students find little help from their departments, and even less from their advisers. 

Mere of Advice 

People 

In the Calm After the Storm, Tulane’s President P~ans to Retire 
By Seth Zweifler 

The way he got the university back on its feet after the devastation of tturricane 

Katrina distinguished Scott Cowen’s tenure. 

From the Blogs 

Bottom Line 

Charging Tuition Could Put Cooper Union’s Tax Breaks at Risk 

Because of an unusual deal with New York, the college could conceivably lose key tax 

exemptions. 

Head Count 

In the Recruitment-Agent Debate, a Case for Full Disclosure 

The solution to the problem of abuses ste~nming frown paid international agents c.ould be as 

simple as posting each college’s policy--such as %re don’t work with agents"--online. 

Lingua Franca 

How to Heart 

By availing ourselves of "heart" as a verb, we’re wreaking even more havoc on Mars-Venus 

communications, says Lucy Ferfiss. 

Multimedia 

Audio: On a Trip to Turkey, Protests Provide Unexpected Lessons 
Deborah Salmon thought her international immersion trip would focus on the 
economy. Instead, the Brandeis International Business School student had a front- 
row seat to political upheaval. 

~ 
S lide Show: Presidents, Protests, and a Surprise 

Glimpses of life in academe from around the world. 

Announcements 

Diversity in Academe 
Colleges evewwhere ate. still twing to figure out how to do diversi~, often encountering 
bumps along the way. This special issue opens with a look at diversi~ in the top ranks of some 
of the nation’s most elite colleges, and finds that the Ivy League is still largely white at the top. 
Get an in-depth look at this (and more) in The Chroniele’s Diversity in Academe 9013. Click 
here to get it now. 

The Digital Campus 
Digital innovators have shaken up everT part of the American campus, including the 
athnissions office, the eun’ieulum, and scholarly publishing. But what are the biggest ideas in 
education teehnoloD, this year, and who’s drMng them? Find out in 2"he Chroniele’s 9o13 
Digital Campus repotS. Click here to get it now. 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for yoa[ own copy.                                                           ] 



in addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e-maii newsle~ers on technology, communibj colleges, hiring, 
and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria. 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purct~ase a subscriptien to our weekly newspaper 

Retrieve user name I Reset your password I 

(c) 2013 The Chronicle of Higher Education 
1255 23rd Street N~V 
Washington, DC 20037 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IutematiouaJ Women’s Forum <iwfuew@i~vforum.o~g> 

~Vednesday, July 17, 2013 4:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~ 

IVVF Members - On The Board! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

X OTB 

July :1.7, 2013 

Dear Members, 
The International Women’s Forum is pleased to announce the call for candidates for the 2014 On 
the Board program. Applications are due on October 23, 20:1.3. Moving into its second year, On 
the Board is uniquely designed to prepare women leaders to become successful candidates for 
and directors on corporate boards. 
Produced in partnership with the George Washington University School of Business, On the Board 
provides advanced board-level leadership training, including corporate leadership and strategy, 
ethical and responsible decision-making, audit and financial management, and regulatory 
compliance, as well as personal preparation for board candidacy, including networking, branding, 
and building a personal franchise. Each Fellow is matched with a sitting female board director for 
mentoring. 
Fellows are competitively selected based on leadership achievement and the potential to rise to 
board level roles. Women who are currently serving or have previously served as board directors of 
publicly traded corporations are not eligible. 
For more information regarding the program and to view and submit your application, please follow 
the link: On the Board. To be considered, all application materials must be submitted by October 

23, 2013. 
If you have any questions, please contact IWF Managing Director, Heath Nash. He may be reached 
at hnash@iwforum.org. 

Best regards, 
Deedee Corradini 
IWF President 



This ernaii 
Update, ProFJle/F_maJl Address ] Instant removal v~ith Sa[eUnsubscribeTM ] PrJwcy Policy. 

International Women’s Forum 2:120 L Street NW ] Suite 460 ] Washington DCi20037 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

8/17/2013 4:29:40 PM 

11:30 Folt 

9/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

9/3/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Islamisls Killed While in Custo@, Egypt Confirms 

Today’s Headlines      Moo0 y, 
INTRb3E4t~AIL ~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Sports Arts Media&Adve~sin9 Today:sVideo 

~ Editorials Op~ ~ OniBis Day ~ CUSTONIZEt~ 

Top News 

The deaths were the fl)urtb mass Nlling ~:ff Nvilians sil~ee Ne 

military took control on July 3, but the first time those killed 

were i*~ govermne*~t eusto@ at the time. 

Tm~gible exmnples of the resulting spem:ling cuts abound five 

mo~ths after lawmakers failed to reach an agreement o~ how to 

reduce the ~mtion’s debt. 

Over (~hers 

In life, firefightezs from Nsparate stakes and baekgrouuds work 

side by side. But i~ death, fsmilies say, d~ey a~ sired into 

categories based on flaeir o~ieial employment status. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

A~ age 55, the joekey Russell Baze is still maki~g all the right 

moves i~ a dangerous sport. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

(;raft_rig i risone~s 



Beyond a cc~ Lain point, retribu[ion shades into vengeance. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

NAT~UM.~H TURAB, a poet in Afghanistan who is critical of both the govel~nlellt slid 
the Talibam 

World 

MEXICO CITY MEMO 

Dr~g War Appa~:er~i-ly Has N~Ki~a~ President’s At.tentio~}~ 

President Emique Pefia Nieto has overseen d~e capture of two top drug bosses, 

suggesting he is no longer quite so opposed to the Ame}Sc~m-led strategy of 

taking down earle] kingpins. 

An A~ghas} Poet Shapes }’letal and Hard ~’%’~ords 

Many ~’ghans who have grown cynical after years of war have 

found a w:~iee in u sharp-tongued poet who fixes trucks by day 

and u~tes by night. 

A Call fo~¯ Aid~ Not Laws, to Help "Women i~ Italy 

Attacks in the wake of an announcement of measurers to counter 

domestic abuse have bolstered criticism from some who say 

sdffer penaldes alone are not enoug~a to protect women. 

U.S, 

A faded Los .am geles synagogue, built by Hollywood moguls on 

the eve of the Depression, is ~gaining its splendor with a 

d azzlin g $ ~5 o m illion recon sh’uction. 

Deat]~ Row Improvises~ Lacking 

S~Kcs are scrambling to replace the drugs used for exceudons, raising h’esh 

questions about how the death penalty will be car~ed out. 

]~raeed to Remake Itself, Detroit First Awaits 
Challe~ges to Bm~k~pl-ey EHgibilit} 

Unions, creditor% and retirees are expected to file formal 



objecSons to the city’s eligibility, setLing the stage fl-~,r a legal 

fight over whether the ci~: should be allowed to proceed. 

Born to ride 
ALSO IN SPORTS >> 

Z6e~s owner expected to buy Deviis 

SPORTS 

Business 

at the News 

W~en d3e cable news channel begins broadcasting on Tuesday, 

"the~ will be less opinion, less yelling and fewer eeleb~Ly 

ai~ti~%s," its chief says. 

P~gged I~ 

The Obama administration is concerned that 6o million are shut 

out of jobs, government setwices, health care and education, and 

that the economic efl)~’ts are looming Ia~Ner. 

DEALBOOK 

Publh~ Fu~dls Take Cont~’ol of Asse.ts~ Dodging ~VaI~ Street 

The shift is motivated, ~n ~o small pro% by fl~e hig)~ fees and laclduster 

perfotm~anee that many hedge fimds and private equity fixn~s have delivered 

their biggest clients in reeen~ years. 

, ~ Post s Comment ~ Read 

Sports 

Br~a~ ( ’.ashman called Alex Rodr~gnez a liar, and Randy Levi~m 

sNd he needed to "put up or shut up." Rodfiguez and his camp, 

meanM~ile, were ]:,lmming to file a fbrmal grievance against the 

Yankees. 

¯ On Baseball A Slugger Fighks for [i~e Yankees, but Mostly Against Ti~errl 

. Lawye[ t"::ays the Yankees Misied Rodriguez About His Iniuries 

YANKEES 9, RED sex 6 

Hit hy P[~eh~ Rodv~g~ae~ Reeove~s~ as Do Yanks 

AJex Rodriguez’s home run started a comeback in a highly eo~tenfious and 

emotional game as dm Yankees moved ko seven and a hail games back of the 

Red Sox in the :~mriean League East. 

, N Box 8co~e 



Selfless S~.ar~ Ultimate Sacrifiee 
~,. HARVKY ARATE:N 

The widow of Dan RoundfieM, who drowned wh~Ie t~Tk~g to save 

h~s wif~, recently shared the most haunting details of h~s deafl~ ~n 

Aruba a~ age 59- 

Arts 

Theft Charges Reverberate ir~ C(:mneefie~t Ar~ 

Genteel towns in ~he Litchfield Hills of Cormectk’.u~ are shocked 

by charges against Jasper Johns’s assistant. 

DANCE REMEW 

Ballcr~na Leaves Her Com.~br t Zone 

Wendy Whelan of New York City Ballet s~rs in a program she 

devised of four modern-dance works at the daeob’s Pillow 

festival in Massachuse~s. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

In Gone Home, a college student rekurns from a year abroad and 

encounters a fhmily myste~),. 

Media & Advertising 

A Televisior~ Unit FlomSsbes in an Ofter~ 

Overlooked Co~e~" of So~W 

SoW Pic~wes Television has gone largely m~deracknoMedged, 

buk daat is changing, parody because of pt~?dding from one of its 

largest shareholde~s. 

ADVERTISING 

:Postal Ser~dce Applies Old Promise to New 

Priority 

Even as the Web has cost the Postal Service billions of dollars in 

revenue, strong growth in package deliveries from e-commerce sikes has helped 

to olivet the loss. 

¯ News From the Adver[~smg Industry 

Eg3~pt Lashes Out at Fordg~ News Media’s 

Coverage 

A correspondent for A1 d azeera is arrested while other 

journalists are scolded %r faili~g to po~fray the crackdms3~ i~ 

the governmenFs terms: as a war against vioienk kerr~Hsts. 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o,, Blackberry Crumb )’hfffins 

When there are are so many fresh smnmer ber~es available, why 

not lbld some into your muffin baRer? 

Related krticie 



~ wb~:o: Gentrif.~? No! Gentcfy? St.~ 

h~ the Los At%des ndghborboocl of Boyle Heights young Iafinos 

are bTing to stave off gen~t{fication ~th what gray call 

ge*~tefieation by openi*~g ~heir own hip bust*tosses. 

, Re~sted A~2icle 

~:ol mo~e video; go to NYTimes.somNideo ,,~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Wrested: .,Mmther Green M~yor 

Ca n dida tes for m ayor shoul d promi se to extend B]oomberg’s environ men 

EDITORIAL 

A Flawed Baekg~’oun d- Cheek System 

The F.B,I. ~eeds to be hem to a higher s~mdard when repo~ing cm eriminM 

MskoHes in work-relaked background cheeks. 

EDITORIAL 

The families of those killed in the building ecqlapse are skill waki*~g f,’)r adequate 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

]Lear~ ~.o Talk in Beggars~ Can~. 

In a time when speech is subjected to unpreeede~ted scrutiny, 

the salbst way to e~ress a subversive thought is D clothe it in 

unfamiliar garb. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~A;ar on the Co~’e 
s~. r.:~i.i. <i.i.~. ~.r< 

The right-wi~g caml.mig~ to keel) America stupid. 

. C,:?lumnisl: Page I ~31og 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

One Reform, Imiivisible 

I~ ~ookJ~ g at O ba ma cal’e~ Relmb]i can s ~:ip over the tb ree-le~e :1 

stool 

Columnist Page ] BIog 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite ef apps: 

iPhom.<,*) I iPad(¢) I Android I 

Visit The New York Have questiens? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store >> He~p Section >> m,nyt.com ~ 



About This E~Mail 

This is an automated s-mail Please cio not reply directly ~e this e-maii 

You received ~his message because yell signed up rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s Hsadli!~es rlewsietter. 

,As a member of the TRUSTs privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Ur~subscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Polic~.~ I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <messages-noleply@linkedin.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 10:11 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Nathan has endorsed you’. 

Lissa Lamkin, 

Congratulations! Your connection Nathan Batts has endorsed you for the following skills and expertise: 

Nathan 
Batts’s 
photo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cammarn, Scott <Scott.Cammarn@c~.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:29 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

My apologies, but I’ll need to leave at 1:30. 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: An?’ advice contained herein was not intended or ~vritten to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal, state, or local tax penalties 
Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any statement in this email relating to any U S federal, state, or local tax matter was ~vritten in connection with the 
promotion or marketing by other parties of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in this email. Each taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an 
independent tax advisor 

NOTE: The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise 
the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and any attachments ~vithout retaining a copy. Although this email and an?- attachments are believed to be free of any virus or 
other defect that may affect an?- computer system into ~vhich it is received and opened, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus tlcee and no responsibility is accepted 
by Ca&valader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Raxter, Ronald qraxte@williamsmullen.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: FinaJ Responses tbr Center for Banking Meeting aM Meeting Materials 

Sorry to miss the conference call. I had another meeting that went much longer than expected. 

I=~: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t; Wednesday, August :[4, 20:[3 4:25 PM 
To; Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Final Responses for Center for Banking Meeting and Hooting Haterials 

Friends - Please review the lists at the bottom of this email and let me know by noon tomorrow IThursda¥, August 1S} if you plan to attend our Board of 

Advisors meeting on Monday from 12-2 at Mayer Brown in Charlotte. We need your names to finalize our lunch numbers and prepare the security list for the 

building. 

For your review prior to the meeting I have attached 

¯ Planning Document, including agenda (location and call-in info for meeting); 

¯ Minutes from March 20::[3 meeting; 

¯ Evaluations of the 20:~3 Banking Institute; and 

¯ The Center’s Annual Report for the 2012-13 fiscal year. 

We will have hard copies of the Planning Document and Annual Report for those attending the meeting. 

Some helpful information from Mayer Brown: 
¯ Attendees must check in downstairs in the Hearst Tower with a photo [D. 
There are two parking garages off of Tryon Street, one off of 5th and the other off of 6th. 

The meeting will be in the New York and Houston Conference Rooms 
The dial-in information is below: 
Dial-in #- 888-299-9913 
Access Code- 2757278 

Meeting Attendance List 

In Person 

David Line Batty, Winston & Strawn LLP 

Melinda Beres, Hunton & Williams LLP (for Michael Nedzbala) 

Lissa L Broome, UNC School of Law 

Conrad Bortz, UNC School o~ Law 

Scott A. Cammarn, Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 

Sarah Core, North Carolina Banking Institute Journal 

Beth S. DeSimone, CommunityOne Bancorp 

Anthony Gaeta, Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP 

Mark C. Kanaly, Alston & Bird, LLP 

Meghan McClure Lluberas, King & Spalding 

Edward P. O’Keefe, Bank of America 

Cowden Rayburn, North Carolina Banking Institute Journal 

Ralph N. Strayhorn, Cope Point Advisory Partners, LLC 

Kimberly Zirkle, Moore & Van Allen LLC (for Rick Hazlett) 

By Conference Call 

Geoff Adams, Smith Anderson Blount Dorsett Mitchefl & Jernigan, LLP (for John L. Jernigan) 

Nathan Batts, North Carolina Bankers Association 

Rufus F. Beaty, TD Bank, N.A. 

Scott M.A. Clark, Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP 

Steven S. Dunlevie, Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, LLP 

J. Thomas Dunn, Moore & Van Allen, PLLC, Emeritus 

Kate Gaitner, Kane Russell Coleman & Logan PC Kenneth C. Johnston (for Kenneth Johnson) 

Frank A. Hirsch, Jr., Alston & Bird LLP 

Robert J. Johnson, Jr., BB&T 

Donald C. Lampe, Morrison & Foerster LLP 

Reginald T. O’Shields, Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta 

Theresa Paul, Fi[th Third Bancorp 

Ronald D. Raxter, Williams Mullen 

Patricia A. Robinson, Wachtell Lipton 

Daniel K. Tracey, North Carolina Banking Institute Journal 

Tom P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP 

Pa u l S. Wa re, Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 

Not Participating 
Alexander C. Covington, McGuire Woods 

Jewell D. Hoover, Hoover and Associates, LLC 

Satish M. KiN, Debevoise & Pfimpton LLP 

Paul J. Polking, Bank o~America, Emeritus 

Robert A. Singer, Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey, & Leonard LLP 

W illia m J. Wagn er, Raymond James & Associates 

Thanks for everything you each do for the Center. Take care, 

Lissa 



Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access m~, papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

Description: 
http:llw~,~ law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 

¯ -- You me cmrently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: n~\ter(?~williamsmullen.com. To unsnbscribe send a blank 

email to leave-33420350-1695694.c218ec I ccfa4fI a580e0f~79dba4c947(?~listserv~unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Intratx~nd Capital U.S., Inc. <xtonna.hamlin@bmsend.com> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Goverance Matters 

i-t,~viI~g troLible ’.,ie,,~,i~:.Q ~his em~Ji? click here 
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Please do NOT respond to this email. All Responses and comments should be sent to: 

"Responses@twsyfocom". Thank you. 

To SUBSCRIBE to this mail list, send an email to: "unc-subscribe@scyinv.com" 
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On Financial Reporting 

FASB recently ~ssued a proposed ASU that would provide a s~ngle 
definition of a public business entity to apply ~o future standards 
~ssued by the FASB. Comments on the proposed ASU are due 
September 20, 2013. (KPMG Definia~ Lssues) 

PCAOB Proposes a New Auditing Standard to Enhance the More from KPMG’s 
Auditor’s Reporting Model. The PCAOB proposed for public Audit Commi.ee 
comment a new auditing standard and related amendments to 

Institute 
enhance the auditor’s reposing model, The proposed standard 
would retain the pass/fall model in the existing auditor’s repo., but 
would provide additional information to investom and other financial 
statement usem about the audit and the auditor. Also proposed 

was an auditing ~Und~rd on the auditor’s responsibility for other 

information in an annual repoa. (PCAOB) 

CAQ Develops Profession Resource on Audit Quality gel Videos 

refining or developing their own reposing regarding their public 

WomenCorporateDirectom third annual Global institute, more than 

25o women corporate directors, board chairs, CEOs, and other C- __ 

level officers discussed topics weighing on the minds of boards 
today, including competition in capital markets, global board " " / 
education and the impact of women on boards. (WCD via PD~ 

/ 
Can You Audit Corporate Culture? Eveq compliance officer    __ 
agrees that culture is impo~ant and works to improve the culture 
and ethical aspecls of the company. Yet for all of ils implied Upcoming Events 
significance, culture is often viewed as a soft issue lhat leaders 
aren’t sure how to address. Columnist Jose Tabuena looks at how KPNG’s ~ 0th Ann~al 
companies can audit corporate culture to evaluate whether explicit Audit Committee 

compliance messaging and processes are working. (Comp#aace lssues Conference 

Weekv~a LexisNexis) 
January 1445, 20!4 

Don’t Forget to Nxecute on the Strategy. ~ile many 
Negiste[ with AC[. 

executives may readily padicipate in the development of new Share insights 

strategies, execution tends to get sho~ shrift, because it is often 
viewed as a lower-level task or concern, according to ~adon 
emeritus management professor Lawrence G. Hrebiniak. 
(Knowledg~ Wharton) 

On Cyber SecuriW 

Four Stages Of Cyber Risk g~anagement. Managing cyber risk 
can be divided into four stages: disclosure, prevention, crisis 
management, and insurance coverage. (, h.. Metropolitan Co~&~t~te 
Counse0 

On Risk Management 

R~sk Ove[s~ght in China Operations. A series of Delaware cases 
has undeBcored the duty of directors to oversee operations 
overseas and, specifically, in China. (Corporate Board Membe0 

From KPNG’s ACl 

Quarterly Audit Committee Webcast - ~a~ag~g R~sk fo~ 



.Strategic Va~ue and Competitive Advantage. On September 25 

at 11:00 a.m= ET, KPMG’s Audit Committee institute (ACI) and the 
National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) host the next 
Quarterly Audit Committee Webcast, featuring a dialogue with 

Michael Hofmann, former chief risk officer of Koch Industries 
and board member of Calpine Corporation and the Global 
Association of Risk Professionals, on the strategic and 
competitive value that a good risk management program can 
deliver. 

This 60-minute vvebcast will also provide updates on key financial 
reporting developments and insights on governance trends and 
practices from KPMG’s ACI. 

Registrstion is now open. 

Links 

.~i SmallACl image .~i Report i~:~i Institute 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG Institutes 
Supporting audit Reporting Network Helping organizations 
committees and Executive level and stakeholders 
boards with news updates on the latest understand the latest 
and insights, financial reporting trends. 

issues. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 1:53 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Hasa~] Found Guilty in Fort Hood Shooting 

Hasan Found Guilty in Fort Hood Shooting 

A jury of military officers on Friday found Nidal Hasan guilty of multiple counts of murder 

and attempted murder in connection with a mass shooting at Fort Hood in 2009 that killed 

13 people and injured more than 30 others. 

The verdict came as no surprise given that the U.S. Army major admitted at the start of the 

military court-martial that he had shot soldiers who were preparing to deploy to 

Afghanistam Maj. Hasan, an Army psychiatrist, argued that he was trying to defend fellow 

Muslims who he believed had been unfairly targeted by U.S. forces. 

See More Coverage 



is included inthe ao13-14 BarrOirectory. Please confirmthatwehave 

yourcorrectcontact information fbrthe directorybylookingup 

your ~nforma[ionusi,g [heonline member directorv. If needed, 

updatestoyourmemberprofile can be madeonline. Addresaehanges 

CLEandLuncheonon OcL 3, precededbyaWelcome Reception and 

CLE on Oct. 2, l~aturing I~rmer Chief Justice Leah Ward Sears. View a 

Speakersfl’omcorpo,’atelawomces, lawfirmsandthebenchw~ll 

presentat thisyear’sCLE. Visitthewebsiteibr ticketandsponsorship 

The August ~ok~ issue of the GeorgiaBardournal is now available 

* From ~heYLDPresiden~: "YLDTeamDevelop~nent: Develor,ing 

* "The Best Evidenee Rule Made BeRet: ~ Glimpse into Georgia’s 

IncomingPresidentChar]esL. Ruffinand OutgoingPresident 

TheAmerican BarAssociationNationalProBonoCelebrafion 

scheduled [br the week of Oct. ~o, aoK~o LegM aid and pro 

especially during the week of Oct. so. Contact your local pro bono or 

website. Voluntaryandspeeialtybarassoc~atkms ean aeeessevent 

toolldtsatthe ABAwebsitetoereatetheirown pro bonoevent 

October. Visitwww.probono.net/celebrateprobono. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

DailyUpdate: Capitol Broadcasting buys back two Nstoric buildings at American Tobacco 

.:~ ....................................... 
to~,,vn wouk~ 2ou choose rof your ventuie ~ 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

~;_~(to) 8roadcast(n~y% back two h(stodc bu~ld~nqs at 
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Click ~ere .. 
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Durham entrepreneuPs nex~ venture ----~ colon 

3 th~nqs fl’om Dr, Seuss you can do f:J¢S~ now to find your next 

fqeet Saratov, Cha£~£ H~il*s aist~aav Russk~n sister, Now 

t~mel~ne 
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~ A lock indicates content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atlantic Coast Conference <accmeeting@theacc.org> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:27 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

October Cont~rence Meeting 

Dear Lissa, 

North Carolina State University will host the 2013 ACC Fall business meetings on October 1-2, 
2013. The business session will commence with a brief joint meeting at 8:30 a.m., Tuesday 
morning, October 1, and continue with separate meetings of the FARs, ADs, and SWAs. The 
meetings will be held at the Raleigh Marriott City Center, 500 Fayetteville Street, Raleigh, NC 
27601("Hotel"). A block of rooms has been reserved for overnight accommodations for Monday 
and Tuesday nights, September 30 and October 1, at the Hotel. The Hotel’s phone number is 
919-833-1120. 

Raleigh Durham Airport is approximately 14 miles from the Hotel with travel time of approximately 
20 minutes. Taxi fees from the airport to the Hotel are approximately $45 (one way). The Hotel’s 
published alternative transportation is White Horse Limousine, phone number 919-782-5893, with 
a one-way fee of $42 for 1-3 guests. For those flying in private planes, an option may be 
Landmark Aviation, phone number 919-840-2200. For those driving, please use valet parking. The 
valet parking charge is to be added to the ACC’s master account. 

To access the tentative Schedule of Events, please click here. 

A full buffet breakfast will be available at the Hotel both Tuesday and Wednesday. Your 
breakfast, room, tax, and valet parking charges are to be applied to the ACC’s master accounL 
Any incidentals will be charged to your personal credit card given at check-in. 

Tuesday, October 1, a reception will be held at The Point (Chancellor’s residence) with dinner at 

The State Club. Bus transportation will be provided, 

In order to register, please click here, complete and submit prior to August 28, 2013. 

John D. Swofford 
Commissioner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Zack Hawkins <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 4:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Maddow 

/ 

Friends, 

In the days following Gov. McCrory signing the most restrictive voter suppression bill in the nation, we’ve seen some extraordinary things occur. 

We’ve seen local Republicans target Appalachian State’s polling place. And then scrub the public record. 

We’ve seen a young leader, and fellow Elizabeth City State University Viking, seek to serve his community. And then promptly kicked off the ballot by the local GOP Chair. 

Last night, MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow was on the ground in North Carolina in what’s being deemed a "dark chapter in North Carolina voting success story." 

In 1991, North Carolina was 47th in voter turnout. In 2012, we were 11th in voting turnout. That’s because Democrats fought to expand access to the ballot box by increasing 
early voting and allowing same-day registration. 

Democracy works best when everyone has the opportunity to make their voice heard. This Republican assault on voting in North Carolina is both short-sighted and wrong. 

They just don’t get it. 

Please join the fight to stand up against this extremism. Check out volunteer opportunities with your local county party! 

Zack Hawkins 

2nd Vice Chair, NCDP 

P.S. Make sure you catch Rachel Maddow on the ground in North Carolina exposing the GOP’s voter suppression tactics! 

[Paid for by North Carolina Democratic Party. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate committee.j 

"t’O UI~:~.L:S2:E:R{~E ~:~:~!Dt,I "~’H~S I~A~LI~G L£~:’I, E:L~’E:~ HERE 

POWE~E~:~ SY NGP VAN, INC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Watkins, Emily <ewatkin@theacc.ovg> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 4:54 PM 

Caxolyn Ca]laban (cmc@virgirfia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.m~@louis~ville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clem~n.edu); Larry Killough 

(larcy@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Puta~l~ PhD (putalIaz@duke.edu); Ma~in P. Dawkins 

(mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. WasyIenko (mjwasyle@~r.edu); Nicholas Hadley (HadIey@umd.edu); PeaneIa 

Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Cam~ichael (ceamicha@~u.edu); Robe(t Taggart Jr. 

(robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Peadue (stun paxdue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht 

(saa01 @pitt.edu) 

Faculty Athletics Reps.docx 

Facul~ Athletics Reps.docx 

Good afternoon, 
Attached is the updated contact information :for ACC institutional persolmel based on updates e-mailed fl~roughout the summer. If you 
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Thank you for your assistance in compiling this fifformation, and I hope you have a successful 2013-14 academic year. 
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Atlantic Coast Conference Faculty Athletics Representatives as of 8/2112013 

Dr. Robert A. Taggart Jr. Boston College 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: Carroll School of Management Fulton Hall 438 140 
Commonwealth Avenue Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 
Shipping: Carroll School of Management Fulton Hall 438 140 
Commonwealth Avenue Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 
Office: (617) 552-6104 Fax: (617) 552-6771 
E-mail: robert.taggart@bc.edu 
Assistant(s): 

Dr, Marvin P. Dawkins University of Miami 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: Department of Sociology 5202 University Drive Merrick Building, 
Room 122F Coral Gables, FL 33146 
Shipping: Department of Sociology 5202 University Drive Memck 
Building, Room 122F Coral Gables, FL 33146 
Office: (305) 284-6127 Fax: (305) 284-5310 
E-mail: mdawkins@miami.edu 
Assistant(s): 

Dr. Janie Hodge Clemson University 
Faculty Athletics Represenative 

Mailing: 225 Hollzendorff Clemson, SC 29634-0715 
Shipping: 225 Holtzendorff Qemson, SC 29634-0715 
Office: (864) 656-1613 Fax: (864) 656-2375 
E-mail: hodge@clemson=edu 
Assistant(s): Tullen Burns (tullen@clemson.edu); Julie Jones 
(jgambre@clemson.edu) 

Dr. Martha Putallaz Duke University 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: 1121 West Main Street Durham, NC 27701 
Shipping: 1121 West Main Street Durham, NC 27701 
Office: (919) 668-9108 Fax: (919) 668-9141 
E-mail: putallaz@duke.edu 
Assistant(s): 

Dr. Pamela L. Perrewe’ Florida State University 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: Department of Management College of Business 821 Academic 
Way Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110 
Shipping: Department of Management ollege of Business 821 Academic 
Way Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110 
Office: (850) 644-7848 Fax: (850) 644-7843 
E-mail: pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu 
Assistant(s): 

Dr. Sue Ann Allen Georgia Institute of Technology 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: School of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering 311 Ferst 
Drive Atlanta, GA 30332-0100 
Shipping: School of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering 311 Ferst 
Drive Atlanta, GA 30332-0100 
Office: (404) 385-5053 Fax: (404) 385-2866 
E-mail: sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu 
Assistant(s): Susan Gilstrap (404) 385-4176 

Professor Lissa L Broome University of North Carolina 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599-3380 
Shipping: School of Law 160 Ridge Road CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach 
Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Office: (919) 962-7066 Fax: (919) 962-1277 
E-mail: Ibroome@email.unc=edu 
Assistant(s): Conrad Bortz (cbortz@email.unc.edu) (919) 843-9288 

Professor Patricia Bellia University of Notre Dame 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: P.O. Box 780 Notre Dame, IN 46556 
Shipping: 3158 Eck Hall of Law Notre Dame, IN 46556 
Office: (574) 631-3866 Fax: (574) 631-0244 
E-mail: pbellia@nd.edu 
Assistant(s): Gloria Krull, Staff Assistant 

Dr. Susan Albrecht University of Pittsburgh 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: 350 Victoria Building 3500 Victoria S~’eet Pittsburgh, PA 15261 
Shipping: 350 Victoria Building 3500 Victoria Street Pittsburgh, PA 
15261 
Office: (412) 624-2403 Fax: (412) 624-2401 
E-mail: saa01@pitt.edu 
Assistant(s): Judy Manjerovic (manjerov@pitt.edu) (412) 624-2403; Rose 
Comer (412) 624-6468 

Dr. Carolyn Callahan University of Virginia 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: P.O. Box 400277 Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Shipping: 417 Emmet Street South Room 206C Bavaro Hall 
Charlottesville, VA 22904 
Office: (434) 924-0791 Fax: (434) 243-1379 
E-mail: cmc@virginia.edu 
Assistant(s): Karen Dwier (Sec.) kgdgg@virginia.edu 

Dr. Samuel L. Pardue North Carolina State University 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: Campus Box 7642 Raleigh, NC 27695-7642 
Shipping: 2501 Founders Drive 111 Patterson Hall College ofAg & Life 
Sciences Raleigh, NC 27695-7642 
Office: (919) 515-5540 Fax: (919) 515-5266 
E-mail: sam_pardue@ncsu.edu 
Assistant(s): Julie Holder (Julie_Holder@ncsu.edu) 

Dr. Michael J. Wasyienko Syracuse University 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: Office of the Dean Maxwell School 200 Eggers Hall Syracuse, 
NY 13244 
Shipping: Office of the Dean Maxwell School 200 Eggers Hall Syracuse, 
NY 13244 
Office: (315) 443-9500 Fax: (315) 443-3385 
E-mail: mjwasyle@syr.edu 
Assistant(s): Sarah McLaughlin 

Dr. Larry Killough Virginia Tech 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: 3007 Pamplin Pamplin College of Business Blacksburg, VA 
24061-0101 
Shipping: 3007 Pamplin Pamplin College of Business Blacksburg, VA 
24061-0101 
Office: (540) 231-6542 Fax: (540) 231-2511 
E-mail: larry@vt.edu 
Assistant(s): Kathy Hale 

Dr. Richard D. Carmichael Wake Forest University 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: Box 7388 Winston-Salem, NC 27109-7388 
Shipping: 134 Manchester Hall Winston-Salem, NC 27109 
Office: (336) 758-5357 Fax: (336) 758-7190 
E-mail: carmicha@wfu.edu 
Assistant(s): Robin Talbert (Admin. Asst); Jane Crouse (Asst. Secretary) 
(336) 758-5354 

Dr. Nicholas J. Hadley University of Maryland 
Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mailing: Physics Department Building 82 College Park, MD 20742 
Shipping: Physics Department Building 82 College Park, MD 20742 
Office: (301) 405-6063 Fax: (301) 699-9195 
E-mail: Hadley@umd.edu 
Assistant(s): 

Conference Membership Effective July 1, 2014 
Professor Elaine Wise University of Louisville 

Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mailing: Bingham Humanities Building Room 303 Louisville, KY 40292 
Shipping: Bingham Humanities Building Room 303 Louisville, KY 40292 
Office: (502) 852-7149 Fax: 
E-mail: elaine=wise@louisville.edu 
Assistant(s): Cindy Saling (cjsali01@louisville.edu) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 5:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] BotA imern death leads to review of conditions 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

~ndian h!otorcycle ain~s for a c~ron~e- 

powered revival 

Big engines, chrome pipes, long fenders and hand- 

stitched leather: Indian Motorcycle and its owner, 

Polaris Industries, are hoping these can power the 

brand to a revival strong enough to challenge Harley- 

Davidson. 

8ofA reviewing conditions for junior 

Bank of America Merrill Lynch said Friday that it will 

be reviewing working conditions of its employees, 

particularly those of junior staffers, after the death of 

one of its interns. 

The Cornelius store, in the Magnolia Plaza center, 

will open in late 2014 

Swishe~ Hy_qie~e hopes [o~ a [urnaround 

The chief executive of Charlotte-based Swisher 

Hygiene is trying to convince investors and 

customers that his company is on the verge of a 

turnaround But in many ways, Swisher Hygiene is 

still haunted by its recent mistakes. 

companies can p~oceed ~o ~dal 

A former Lake Norman High School student sued 

Gawker Media Group and Deep Dive Media in 2012 

after she said they posted altered yearbook photos. 

The websites claimed the photos showthe student 

lifting her gown and exposing herself during the 

school... 

Looks from local designers can warm up your 

wardrobe. Head to The Boulevard at South End 

Wednesday from 6-9 pm to browse handmade 

headbands from Raw Sugar Couture and super hot 

song tag necklaces from Melvin Jewelry. Trunk show 

designers describe.. 

Stock. mar~.et waffles after big 

drop in home sa~es 

The stock market flicked between 

small gains and losses Friday 

after the government reported a 

plunge in new home sales 

Jump in mortgage ~ates ~urts 

US sales of new homes 

Americans cut back sharply in July 

on their purchases of new homes, 

a sign that higher mortgage rates 

may slowthe housing recovery. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 7:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Sm~ Diego Mayor to Resign Amid Sexual-Harassment Scandal 

San Diego Mayor to Resign Amid Sexual-Harassment 
Scandal 

San Diego Mayor Bob Filner has agreed to resign Aug. 30 amid allegations that he 

sexually harassed women. 

The City Council voted 7-0 Friday on a deal that ends a political stalemate after more than 

a dozen women publicly identified themselves as targets of unwanted advances. 

Todd Gloria, the Democratic City Council president, becomes acting mayor until a special 

election is held within 90 days after the resignation takes effect. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, August 23, 2013 7:11 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Aug. 26 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fina~ce Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

August 26, 2013 @ Number 165 

Brazil 

RIO DE JANEIRO@Brazil’s central bank on Aug. 22 announced a 
$60 billion offensive against the U.S. dNlar .... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
~’~t [ p://~,~’ebu t =.i .bna .comiema=.ls:gnup. 

Request a FR~[: Web ~ri;i. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Co.e’~,righi (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~.erms ~r;d 

co:°:ditlons of the lic~;.:~se agi’~;.em~:-::~t with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 7:36 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Networks of Spies Aid Syria Gas Probe 

Networ!~s ..... ~ " of Spies Aid S)~a Gas Pl-~be 

A growing Western consensus that Syria’s government used chemical weapons this week 

against its own people is based on information from networks of informants in rebel 

strongholds, who collect tissue samples and video evidence for Western and Middle 

Eastern spy agencies. 

The forensic networks, built up over the last six months by U.S. and allied spy agencies 

active in Syria, are playing a critical role in an urgent American analysis of what happened 

when Syrian forces bombarded suburbs around Damascus this week. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Aug. 26 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

August 26, 2013 ~ Number 165 

Bank Supervision 

Thin Fmdmral Resmrve said Nug. 23 ~t ~s not objecting to a capital 
plan that was resubmittmd by BBNT Corporation following a 
rejection earl~er in the year .... 

En forcem en 
OCt Says ~er~ank 

A banking regulator announced Aug. 23 that EverBank has 
agreed to pay about $37 million 
32,000 eligible mortgage borrowers .... 

Derivatives 

To CFTC Approac~ on C~’oss-Border Swaps 

Industry groups Aug. 21 urged the Securities and Exchange 
Commission to coordinate its cross-border swaps approach with 
that of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, arguing that 
significant differences ultimately would result in... 

Criminal Prosecutions 

SEATTLEgThe former CEO and chairman of a defunct 
Washington State bank pied guilty Aug. 21 to a single felony 
count of filing false reports to the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation in order to hide the bank’s precarious financial... 

Derivatives 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued time- 
limited no-action relief Aug. 23 temporarily exempting swap 
dealers and major swap participants from portfolio reconciliation 
rules, provided they comply with European risk-mitigation... 

International Developments 
Arf~enti~a Loses Appeal 

The Republic of Argentina Aug. 23 lost an appeal before the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in litigation under New 
York law stemming from its refusal to pay certain holders of its 
sovereign bonds (NML Capital Ltd. v. Republic of Argentina,... 

Municipality 

LANSING, Nich.~Judge Stephen Rhodes will hear arguments Oct. 
23 on whether Detroit met the required criteria to file for 
bankruptcy protection (In re City of Detroit, Bankr. E.D. Mich., 

No. 13-53846) .... 

Housing 

New home sales in July dropped 13.4 percent compared to the 



previous month, a weaker than expected indicator that some 
analysts hope is a temporary hiccup, but others say could reflect 
the underlying problem of too-tight lending requirements .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i~tt p:ii~%,ebu L:I .b~;~ .comiema:ls=.gnup. 

Request a .,’-:R[:~ W,~i) trial. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copy!ight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

conditi.:)ns ,:)’." ti~,~ li,::ense agre,~ment with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 3:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Pressure Rises on Hmnas as Patrons’ Support Fades 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Pressure Rises on Hm~as as Patrons’ Support 

Fades 

The dismm~fling of Eg.~)t’s Muslim Brotherhood hy the new 

mili tary-ba&ed govern men t h as Ha ma s reeling wi khou t cruel a] 

ee~-~nomie and diplornatie supp~-~A. 

Ballmer Exit B~oh~gs Microsoft a Chance fo~° 

Reinvention 

Skwen A. Ballmer’s departure paves khe way £)r a ge~era[ionaI 

change at Mierosolt a[~d gives it a[~ oppor[unity to adapt to a 

woHd domil~ ated by technologies th,~t h aye elud ed its infl u enee. 

In Papel" War, Flood of Liens Is tt~e ~eapon 

Legal paperwork ini’dated by members of the anti-government 

"sovereign citizen" movement has posed a ehNIenge [o law 

enfi:~reement and court 

John J. 

John 

Editors’ Picks 

~:itllesses to History, 50 ~+ears Later 

Fifty years after the March o1~ Washingtom The New York 

Times asked readers who atLended to recall their experiences 

and reflect on khe legacy of that day, 

...... B%~d 
holds I 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I Have a Charaeter ~ssm~. 

Why do people dislike my character on "Brea]dng Bad"? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~OB F~LNER, who resigned in San Diego under a barrage of sexual harassment 
complaints, 

World 

Air War in Kosovo Seen as Precedent in PosMble Response 

to S.yl’ia ChemieM Attack 

President Obama’s na[ional seem~b’ aides are studying the N.XI’O air war in 

Kosovo as a possible blueprint fbr acting without a mandate fi’om the United 

Nations. 

Russia Urges Syria to Cooperate in Chemical Weapons inquiry 

A Bhmt Chief,lust]ce Unafraid to Upset Brazil’s 

Status Quo 

aoaq~fim Barbosa is the dt{ving force behind a seres of 

es Nblishment-.shaMng rulings, kurning Brazil’s highest 

particular - into a n e~gound polith?al power. 

Bombings Strike Lebeamn, as Mosques _ka’e 

Targeted in Growin~ ¯ iolenee 

The blasts outside ~wc, Sunni mosques in Tripoli killed dozens of 

people and rein%reed fears that the Middle East could be 

pbmging inko unbridled Sunni vs. Shiite warfare. 

,E] Pilotographs: Car Bombs Expiode in Tripoli 

5o Years After Mard~, Views of Fil-f~M Progress 
L:y RiCK 

For Daniel R. Smith, 8L who aRended the March on Washiugton 

in ~963, "~e eounkU has a ways to go in realizing the dwam 

the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther ~ng 

~,endin 
g the 



Soh~ie~¯ Sentenced to Life Without Parole for 

A six-member military jury declined to allow Staff Sgt. Robert 

Bales aW chance at fl’eedom after he slaughtered 10 Afghan 

dvi]ians inside their homes. 

sgt 

Militm2� Jury Coverlets &a’my Psyd~atr~st o~ AI1 

45 Cour~ts i~ Fort Hood Rampage 

A milikaw j ury co*~vieted Maj. NidaI Malik ttasan, an ~’my 

psychiatrist, on all counts in the 2009 shooting rampage at Fot~ 

Hood in wMcb ~3 people were kiiled and 32 wounded or shot at. 

..... Nidal 

- asan 

Business 

New R~fles Wou~d Cut Silica Dust ExlpoSmOe 

The proposal to limit cwstalline silica, which causes the 

irreversible respiratorT disease silicosis, would strengthen 

expos are limiN adopted four decades ago. 

mol-ate 

siiica 
sand in 

DEALBOOK 

A~ler Mishaps, Nasdaq Loses Standing to Rivals 
L:;, NAi H.:’, ~F.L 

The reputation of the market operator has suffered Dora receipt 

technical problem s a n d poor eommuaiea d on with o’~ er 

members ~ff khe industryo 

~ DealBook: Nasdaq Chief Defends HandHn~ o~ Trading Halt 

The 

reputati I 
o;1 of 
the, 

DEALBOOK 

.F.~ 

1 

Obama Says Law School Sho[dd Be Two, N ot 

T]h~ec’ Yca’°s 

President Obama urged law schools to cm~sider eu~i~% a year of 

classroom instruction, wading into a hotly debated issue inside fl~e beleaguered 

legal academy. 

~ Economix: Law School Applicants Decline, Especially Among Graduates of Elite Colleges 

Sports 

N.FoLo Pressu~oe Said to Lead ESPN to Quit Fiht~ 
Project 

ESPN had been working with PBS o*~ a film about head i*~juries in 

the National Football I~ague, whose games are shown on the 

league 
has 



sports network and represent a cherished source of rew’nue. 

RAYS 7, YANKEES 2 

Yankees’ Playoff P~h "Fakes Step Baekward 

The Yankees were held Lo two runs and four hits by 

Archer, a hard-throwi~g Rays righbhander, i~ a sobe~5~% loss 

aRer a five-game u4n streak. 

,~ Box score 

Rays’ 
Matt 

A Comebaek for Negro Leagues 

On ~e verge of collapsing, the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum 

brought back a leader to ~eo*meet baseball’s past 1o the 

~ Slide Show: Preserving the Game’s HmDty 

For meie spoi!.s news, 90 to NYTimes~com/Sperte ~* 

Arts 

Moomnm~ Brings a Red Cm’pet to BrookI~, 

For the flint time, MTV’s Video Music Awards ceremony will be 

held in, and steeped im Brooklyn. 

The DeM That Brought Dvorak to New York 

The ~ 892 contract that Anto~n Dw:,rak, the composer, si~aed to 

come to America and teach at a music school was recently found 

and will be displayed nexk month to mark his bi~fhday. 

of the 

h~ndwrit 

Mt~seum for African A~ct Broadens Its Mandate 

After years cd delays and s~agnating fund-raisi~g, New York’s Museum for 

Ah~can Art is assuming a new identXy. 

Obituaries 

Demt Me~tinger, Who Helped gaticks to a Title, 
Dies at 65 

The spee@ poin t guard and tenacious defender had long battled 
drug problems. 

Tom Christiam Desce~dm~t of Bom~ .ty Muth,eer, 

Dies at 77 

Mr. Christian hdped keep Pi[cairn Island, where his #’eat-great-- 

great-grandfather and the other mufinee~ took refuge, 

connected to the world. 

Josi~, Sarria, Gay Advocate and Performer, Dies 

at 90 

Mr. Sarria was a drag perfix’mer m~d gay rights advocate who 

many historians contend was the first openly gay pmson to 

eampaigt~ for public office ~n the United Sta~es. 

scoring 

Travel 



TH E G ETAWAY 

Private Flying fo~° (Nome of) the Real- of Us 

As collll.~an ~os woFk to make h:ave]h~g by private p~an e easier and 

cheaper the question remains: Is it for you? 

author 

I bo~,d~ I 

Sippf~g the Pleasm~es of lstria 

On a trip aronnd this Cr,’)atian peninsula, the author renc~xs his 

rein anee w~fla a regiona ] w~n e and d~seovers anoth er culJn a 

product to savor: local olive oil. 

cardes a 

~~iass of 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 
~ikers in 

Motoreyeles, Memorials and the MMdle of so,~t~ I 
DG kota 

Rea chJ n g South Dakota i n tim e for the Stu rgis Motorcyc] e Ra ]]y, 

the Frugal Traveler sa ~ples a bit of biker culture, hits tourist highli~ks and 

discovers what rernob~ really means. 

Video I More A~icles From t~e Frugal Summer Road Trip 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: This Week’s Movies: Aug° ~3, 

The New York Times film critics on "The World’s End," "The 

Gran&naster," and "Drinking Bad~es," 

~ vm~o: Review: "~o~4 Chev~’olet Impala 

Chevrolet aims to *id the Impala of its renal-car repu kafion with 

distinctive new stylingo Torn Voelk d~@es the ZOl4 model to see 

if the changes to this flflFsize sedan are more than skin deep. 

~ Related A~icle 

FOr n~o:e video, go to NYThaea.comNideo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The N ext Hurrieane~ a~d t~e Next 

Seeing Sandy as a sign of calamities tha~ await, a presidential task fbree wants 

federal money directed to preparing for the womt. 

EDITORIAL 

New York CiD" Election Choices 

The Times makes recoramendadons for the Democratic pt~maw, for" the public 

adw)eate and fbr the Manhattan and Queens borough presidenLs. 

EDITORIAL 

A Good Deal Go~e Bad 

Ecuadorean back-h’aeking on an oil drilling moratorium dashes hopes fbr a 

model for protecting regional biodiversib~ hot spots. 

Fo; :’sere oeir~iei~ go to NYTimes.comfOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

50 Years Later 

Have man y Arn eH ca n s quie’dy abandon ed Ma t’dn Lu ther King 

Jr,’s dream? 

, Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Where Credit i~ Due 

t~crnernber the days when a wr,,rnan couldn’t get a e[~dit card 

without the perm ission of her husband, her father or some male 

OPINIONATOR 

The New N~e|ea~¯ Craze 

Fcar~ of climate change are no reason to nwive a doomed 

New 

Nuclear 

Craze 

For m~re or~inion go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 

ON THiS DAY 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes [~interest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~) ]iPad® Android ] All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectiof~ ~ ’ m,nyLcom ~; 

About This E-Elafi 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parr Center for Ethics <mail@mail.punchbowl.com~ 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 7:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Parr Center Fellows Luncheon 

::N:: Punchbowl 

A friendly reminder for an upcoming event: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

~ ~ ~ 
to~,,vn wouk~ 2ou choose rof your ventuie ~ 

cornei orifices 

and voter ZD issues .................................................. 

............ 

Click Here .. 

new work £~_pidemic? How s(tti..."tq is slowly 

exr)a~sded Cardinal Ckab 

iiiiiiiii Ba’.’:de .ge~,,,~een Giobat Gro;s¢i: 



15. Want to know who;s ctoinct to Duke tD..is year? 

Top Stories ~om ~is Week’s Print Edition 

~ N,Q ste,~ng u~ ~ans to recruit more VC fur~ds 

Upsta~: Editor’s Choice 

baby~’ ................................. 
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about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue¯ 

NACD News 

The Serial Reinventor Fred Hassan draws on his formidable leadership experience to define what he calls 
"The ABC Advantage" of CEOs who are serial achievers. 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-~uite Executives Gap appointed Cisco Systems Chief Technology and 

Chief Strategy Officer Padmasree Warrior to the board of directors. Catherine P. Lego, founder of Lego 
Ventures and former general partner of The Photonios Fund, joined the FairoNId Semiconductor board. 

N ,C D vo 
Does Your Board Have the Independent Talent You Need? NACD Director Recruitment Services 
pairs a deep understanding of your board’s precise needs with an extraordina[y talent pool, available only 
through NACD Directors Registry, our proprietary database of more than 6,000 independent director’s. 

¯ -. NACD Directorship 2020" The Board’s Role in Talent 
2020 Conve~at~on: ~svmmetric ~ _ " ".. ....... ~ ’ " 

Information Risk 
~enormance ivletrics Deve,opment 

Upcoming E~ents 

Sept. 10 I Los Angeles, CA I NACD D,rectorsh,p 2020 

Sept. 25 I Webinar I Quaderly Audit Committee Update 

Oct. t3-1S I National Harbor, MD I NACD Board Leadership Conference: Future-Proofing the Boardroom 

Dec. 3 I New York, NY I Directo~hip 100 Gala 

Dec. 9-10 I Miami, FL I Director Professionalism 

Dec. 12-13 I Miami, EL I Master Class 

Dec. 18 I Webinar I Compensation Committee Series 



The NACD Team 

Thi .... il ....... t to: Ib ..... @email ...... du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Lee Lambert via Linkedln <~membel@linkedin.com> 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 9:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 

Lee Lambert 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <~no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 11:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Jolm Conley has 1 new publication 

John ConVey 

06/20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 4:35 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: ESPN on faint page of tomorrow ~1 s New York Times 

Newsletter 

Dear Lissa. 

SatuKlayAfternoonGreerings from the MotherShip. 

What follows Saturday [] of course []is Sunday. And Sunday is by far the highest readership 
day tbr the ~Newspaper of Record[J .... the New York Times. If you tind yourselI; your 

company, your product, your idea or your candidate on the ficont page of the Sunday New 

York Times you [lre going to get noriced. Big time. 

Like many newspaper~ the Times posts some of their articles ahead of rime, m~djust a little 
while ago [] at 2pin ET Saturday [] I came across an article rifled [] College Football [] s Most 

Dominmat Player? It [] s ESPN. ~ 

A tag at the botto~n of the a(dcle informed readers that it would be on page A1 (i.e.- fiont 

page) of the Aug. 25 (i.e.-Sunday) edition. 

x 

This article is not only illuminating and ambirious, it is also lengthy: 5,344 wo~ds. Aa~d, being 
that it is the Times, there are many long words among them. 

This is a N-authored work~ by James Andrew Miller, Steve Eder and Richard Sandomir. I am 

unfamiliar ruth Miller, btu Eder is a solid citizen who is one of the go-to people on the Times [] 

sports statt; And Richard Sandomir is a savant on sports media. 

As is my custom, when there is a lengthy article that is worth the read, I don ~]t overdo it with a 

lenTthy summaD that diminishes the impact. What tbllows below is a ~ries of excerpts t~om 

the many good parts of the article, with my two cents as value added comments. 



Anyone who wants to get a better t~el for "the effect that ESPN (and TV in general) have had 

on the exposure, control, realignment and revenues associated with college football, then 

reading this aNcle in its totality is required. To get to the ar~cle click here 

A good place to start is with a 6-minute video that is pext of the article. It[1 s a great primer on 
ESPN ~ s effect on college football. Click here for video 

And here goes: 

Woven throughout the article are allusions, intimations and references to ESPN ~ s occasional 

flexing of muscles to promote the betterment of college football. For example: 

The extent of ESPN~s involvement in the reordering of conferences has been the 

subject of much debate. ~,k~ C.A.A. rules forbid television networks from dictating 

what they want conferences’ or colleges to do, but they are fi"ee to offer an opinion 

if as’ked 
3/[r. (Joht0 Skipper; ESPN[ ;s president, acknowledged that co~¢orence officials’ 

J?equently consulted him. 

I ~I had, on occasion, two conference commissioners" ask me about adding the 
same school, ~ Air. Skipper said, ~ andI said to both of them: ~ I~s; you should 
add that school lf you can add that very prominent school, it would be goodJbr 

your conference. But 1 ~ m not telling you to do it. [] I don ~ t provide leading 

advice, andI don ~t say, [] Wink, win£ I[]ll pay you more money if~vou do that. [] 

The above brings to mind an ill-advised [] but admirably courageous [] statement by then Boston 

College AD Gene DeFilippo when he said that ESPN told them (the schools) what to do. I 

believe that was followed by the infamous []New England is my turf[] remark vis- []-vis his 
intent on keeping UConn out of the ACC. 

The theme throughout the article was that ESPN sets the table; that "they are the maJcquee 

matchmaker, 

Far beyond televising games’, ESPN has’ become the chief impresario of college 

.football. By inf!tsing the sport with billions" of dollars it pays for television rights [] 

more than $10 billion on college foothall in the last five years alone [] ESfW has" 

become both puppet-master and king~aker, ar~anging games, setting schedules 

and bestowing the gift of nationwide exposure on its chosen universities’, players 

and coaches’. 

TNs ne~ passage plays right into the hands of the tlaose who deck’ tl~e professionalization of 

college football. 

At a time of rising tuition and fiscal struggles’, the millions’ of dollars that flow to 

the top athletic departments are, withJOw exceptions; used to enhance athletics’, 

not academics. Celebrity coaches earn many times more than college presidents; 
and even teams at financially strained public universities train in lavish J~tcilities 

financed by donors" and corporate sponsors’. 
In the chase for money and exposure, college football, w~ce a quaint drama of 

regional rivalries ph~yed out on autumn Saturday afternoons, has become a 

national sport played throughout the week, intruding on class schedules and even 

On exat,ns. 

Questions of a conflict of interest 

Sometimes, ESPN[]s business’ relations’hips can rnn up against its role reporting 

on those same partners in the sports world Last week, after ESPN abruptly 

bowed out of a collaboration with the PBS program []Frontline [] examining 
concussions in the ~F.L., The ,New York Times reported that the decision was’ 

made @er top ESPN executives came under pressure J?om the league. 

And then them [; s the matter of that irksome, omnipre~nt r~ TBA [; on our football tickets and 

TV schedules: 
The extent of ESPN[] s influence over college Jbothall is literally displayed on the 

.f!~ce of your ticket to next week[] s game. Tickets to most games are printed with 
the ck~te and the opponent[]s name, but something is missing: the Mckoff time. 

That is" because ESPN, under its" contracts’ with conferences, has the right to set 

kickoff times and wait until 12 days before game day, or in some cases only six, to 

info~Tn universities. 

And this one, the subscriber fees being paid for sports networks (and other networks) that 

many cable or dish viewers never watch. We all have a stoo~ of a grandmother who watches 

not much more than soap opera programs but who is paying over $5 a month tbr ESPN. 

Like most cable networks, ESPN draws revenue from two sources: advertising 

and s~bscriberJoes’. When it struck a deal with the ,.~F.L. in the h~te 1990s to 
carry aJi~ll seas’on of games; that revenue stream became an ever-quickening 

cascade of cash. N,.F.L. games, probably the most w~luable commodity in televised 

sports’, became the leverage that allowed ESPN to demand more money from 

cable companies, with fees nearly quadrupling in one seven-year period 
I’o~h~. , nearly 100 million households pay about $5.54 a month for ESI)N, 

regardless of whether the subscribers watch it or not, whether they realize it or 

not. This year, ESPN will take in more than $6 billion in subscriber fees. 

Flush with those cable fees, ESPN has gone on one of the biggest shopping sprees’ 



in television history, securing the rights’ to prime college.f!)otball for the next 

decade and more. It s’pent $2.2 billion f!~r SEC rights through the 2023-24 season 

and in,~ay announced a 20-year agreement with the SEC that will include 

building the conference [ ;s own television network. In a 12-year, $ Z 3 billion deal, 

ESPN gained the rights to the college football playoff; which begins after the 2014 

~K~dar season. 

And then there I~ s the reality of ESPN [] s awesome promotion machine: 

In the business" ~f college sports, success on the fieM is crucial. But almos’t as’ 

important is the perception of success. Centrul to the process" of molding 

perceptions is ESPN~s multipocketed toolbelt of c?ff-the-field programming, 

gimmicks and teasers, which provide exposure and help the network promote 

players; coaches’ and universities, many of them its’ television partners. 

ESPN~s promotion machine was’ in fidl force htst Sept. 1, when two of the most 

hallowed names in college football, Alabama andMichigan, kicked off the season 

in a prime-time Saturday game, brokered by ESPN, at Cowboys Stadium in Texas. 

According to the contract, which was’ reviewed by The Times, each university 

earned $4. 7 million. 

Pregame hoopla had started two weeks earlier, when ~SPN announced that 

[;College GameDay, ~ ] its’ premiere college.f!)otball talk and camptts-craziness’ 

extravaganza, would broadcas’t from outside the stadium. 
The show began on F~’PNU at 9 a.m. and was picked up on ESPNJ?om 10 until 

noon, with its" typical mix of news, analysis of the Alabama-~4ichigan game and 

others’ being played that day, and a tour of tailgate parties in the parking lot. One 

of the show ~s stars, the fotTner coach Lee Corso, pe~fotTned his weekly antic of 

predicting the winner of the featured game, in this’ case Alabama, by donning the 

head of the team mascot. 

It was a perfect Saturda~v for ESPN, des’igned to nurture one of the choice 

cons’tituencies of the transfo~Tned college football world. the brealg’hst-to-bedtime 

fan. The idea, ,.~¢r. Ben-Hanan said is to ~ be able to hm,eJ~ms sit ck)wn in the 

motTting, watch [;College GameDay ~ ] ~md really not be satisfied until the last 

game, usual~F from the P ac- l Z at the end of the night and into [ ;SportsCenter. [; 

As much as any piece of t~SI)N programming, ~GameDay~ ctystallizes the 

.dynamic of exposure, and the colleges~ hunger for it. ~GameDay, ~ according to 

another of its stars; Kirk Herbstreit, a former Ohio State quarterback, is 

essentially a ~ 48-hour infomercial~ Jbr the home team. 

Ofcom~e, ESPN is right in the thick of the bowl season, surrounding the games with its full 

complement of programming. ESPN gobbled up rights to the growing roster of games ~ this 

season it will televise all but m-o [] and created or bought others, and Bowl Week morphed 

into Bowl Month. 
ESPN[ ls nine ftdly owned commercially hnked bowl games, with names" like the 

Bell lIelicopter Armed Forces Bowl and the Beef [ ;OI ~ Brady~ ]s Bowl, generally 
draw some of the lowest TV ratings" of the college f!)otball postseason. Still, they 

provide hours of low-cost live programming and help E5~¥ reward its’ partner 

conferences and teams’. 

For the universities, though, the benefits can be evanescent. A bowl invitation, 

even to a minor game, can make a lackluster season shine and boost recruiting 

effbrts. But since ESPN-owned bowls" have amo~g the lowest payouts to 

participants, colleges can lose money, after travel expenses and contractual bowl 

bonuses’for coaches. 

The article put forward Boise State as the poster child of the non-big program that got big. 

And all thanks to ESPN. 
On Sept. 18, 2010, ESPN announced its [1GameDayI ~ site Jbr the Jbllowing 

Saturday: Boise State. 



That a university in a place so distant, geographically and p,sychically, from the 

national consciousne~ss’ would become a national television draw would have been 

unimaginable in the world beJbre ESP~\~ The stoty ofBoise StateI ls rise, and how 

it played out acro~ss’ one college football conference, is a vivid demonstration Qf 

ESPN~s role in the maMng of winners and losers in this era of realignment. 

In the mid-1980s, de~perateJbr visibility, Boise State went so far as to install blue 

tu .~at Bronco Stadium. Although the team was often a winner, it was not a 

member of the N.C.A.A. ~s Division I until 1996. 
If Bose State is the poster child of a football program being made by ESPN, the WAC (and 

maybe the Sun Belt and Conference USA, and The American too) are the poster children for 

revolving door conferences? 

Over the years, the WAC hcts been front and center in realignment. There are 
more than 20 JbtTner WAC schools. After Boise State ~ ]s departure, the co~JOrence 

became much le~s~s desirable to F~qP~.k~ and its annual television fee plummeted to 

$1 million, tax statements show. That caused more teams to leave. 
Karl Benson, longtime commissioner ~br the WAC (and now commissioner of the Sun Belt 

Conference) once told me that he had worked with over fifty, presidents when he was at the 

WAC. And now, with a few departures ~d an’Jvals at the Sun Belt, he [] s probably 

approaching sevenS. 



Okay tblks, that’s it tbr a Saturday. Have a good Sunday. 

Nick Int?~te 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
~wvw.[wit~er.com;@CollegeAt hClips 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips el=LASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emalled directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular NYT/ESPN el=LASH has been sent to aft Clips subscribers 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoldng, 

informationa! and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 



*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 

U~tsnbscribe 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wise, Elaine O. <elaine.wise@lonisville.e&~> 

Saturday, Angust 24, 2013 6:05 PM 

Martha Pntall~ Ph.D. <putallaz@&tke.edu>; Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edtv~; ’Carolyn 

Callahan (cmc@virginia.edn)’; Larry Killongh (larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’cannicha@wfn.edu (carmicha@w[u.edu)’; J~ie Hodge <HODGE@clem~n.edtv~; Sue Ann Allen 

(sne.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edn); Per~ewe, Pamela <ppelIewe@cob.fsu.edu>; Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawldn~bmimni.edu); 

saa0 l@pitt.edu; mj~,asyle@max~,ell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu) 

ILS: 1A FAR co~t’e~ence 

Looking forward to seeing aft of you, We are trying to adjust to our "American’~ transition year! 

Elaine 

I=mm-¯ Mar[ha Putallaz, Ph.D. [mailto:putallaz@duke.edu] 
Se~t: Friday, August :[6, 20:[3 :[0:20 AM 
To." Robert Taggar[ (rober[.taggar[@bc.edu); Nick Hadley; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough (larP/@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Lissa 
Broome (Ibroome@email.unc.edu); ’carmicha@wfu.edu (carmicha@wfu.edu)’; .lanie Hodge; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela; Marvin P. 
Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); saa0:[@pitt.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Trida Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Wise,Elaine O. 
$..bject." IroN: :[A FAR conference 

Hello All----1 have been asked to send you the final program for the September :].A FAR conference and encourage yo~ to come and join the fun! 

Best, Martha 

You are invited to attend the :~A FAR Annual Meeting, which is set for Sept. 22-23 in Dallas. We think you will enjoy our program, which includes: 

¯ Presentations by NCAA President Mark Emmert, President Lou Anna Simon from Michigan State University, who chairs the NCAA Board’s 

Executive Committee, and NCAA national SAAC President, Maddie Salamone - a student-athlete from Duke. 

¯ Dr. Lou Marciani and Dr. Stacey Hall of the National Center for Spectator Sports Safety and Security at the University of Southern Mississippi will 

address techniques, strategies, and solutions to mitigate the safety and security risks inherent in collegiate sports venues. 

¯ ESPN analyst Jay Bilas will offer his unique perspectives on college basketball, college athletics, and today’s student-athletes. 

¯ A panel will provide perspectives on the differences between coach and student-athlete conduct and treatment versus conduct and treatment of 

students by faculty members in general. 

¯ Dr. Brian Hainline, the NCAA’s new Chief Medical Officer will discuss his agenda and goals for the NCAA Sport Science Institute on issues 

ranging from concussions, to substance abuse, to other issues pertaining to our student-athlete’s physical and mental development and wellness. 
See 

the attached program for more details. To register, go to --h--~-.-t-p--~/-/----w----w----w--.--d--:--1--a--.--c---~---r--n-~a---n---n---u---a-~:-gLe---e---t-~-n-f~:--r--e-gj--s--t--r-.-a--t--~--~---n--.--~Lt---m--" and sign up now. When you’ve 

finished registering, you can send your registration fee to: Amy Hart, D-1A AD Assoc., 920 Main Street, Suite 100, Grapevine, TX 76051. 

Melinda Moore 
Texas Tech University 

School of Law 

1A FAR Administrative Assistant 

806-742-3990 

Assistant to: 

Brian Shannon 

President, :[A FAR 
FAR, Texas Tech University 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sales@tarheelseatbacks.com 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 10:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Tar Heel Seatbacks 

Order Vour Tar Heel Seatback Today !’. 

Order your Tar Heel Seatback tbr the 2013 football season BEFORE August 31 st and yuua- seatback will be in place tbr the 1st HOME GAME on September 7th. Order TODAY by visiting us 

at www tarheelseatback.com ....or call us Monday - Friday 8am to 5pm CDT at 1-800-601-1920 

Tar Heel Seatbacks are waterproof and come in team colors, featuring the UNC logo and are permanently attached to your seat location for the entire season helping you to clearly deiine 

your seat space 

Make sure you have "The Best Seats In The House" and order today’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DICK’S Sporting Goods <DSG@email.dcsgcom> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 6:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Great Deals on Back-To-School Essentials in This Week’s Highlight Reel 

SHOP OUR CIRCULAR > 

SHOP O:JR Bi:,.Ok:~-rO-SCHOOL ESSENTk~:,.LS :: SHOP NOW > 

....... Mo~, i IN-STORE ©Ni..’," I PRINTiF3CAN COUP©N > 

::X:: $49S -Girls’ Soffe Si~olts i SHOP NOW > 

::’~:: CHECK OUT MORE HIGHLIGHTS FROM THIS WEEK’S BEST DEALS! 



i.~.i SAVE 50% - Seieci Ws:er Skis iowsbie i~bes Life 

i~i FITB:T i k’IEET ~OUR EVER? DA"~ PATI/: TO FITi’,iESS I SHOP i’,iOW > 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

DeCock: UNC’s Quinshad 
Davis ready to go home, 
make an impact 

North Carolina wide receiver 
Quinshad Davis was homesick as 
a record-setting freshman, but 
he’s headed home to his native 
South Carolina for the Tar.. 

UNC’s 
Quinshad 
Davis (14) 
looks for 
running room 
after a pass 

C~emson, FSU, then questions 

As N&O college football writer Joe 

Giglio breaks down the ACC’s 

best teams and players, he says 

Clemson and Florida State will be 

good in 2013 but.. 

Cl ...... ide 

receiver 

Sammy 

Watkins (2) 

UNC footbal~ coaching staff 

hopes to push l~ric Ebron to 

greater production 

UNC coach Larry Fedora expects 

12 touchdown receptions, at least, 

from Eric Ebron, the Tar Heels’ 

junior tight end. 

~.;] Tar Heels 

...... tight end Eric 

Ebron, left, 

and 

quarterback 

B~yn Renner 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <info@wordrake.com> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Answer Is, "Ye~ Always!" 





click here 

UpdaLe your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 9:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Syfa Agrees to U.N. Inspection of Alleged Chemical Attack 

Syeia Agrees to U,N. Inspecti~m of Alleged Chemical 
Attack 

Syria announced Sunday that it would allow U.N. inspectors in Damascus immediate 

access to areas around the capital where the opposition accused the regime of using 

chemical weapons against fighters and civilians five days ago. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 10:36 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: U.S. Rebufl; Syrian Decision to Grant U.N. Access 

Rebuffs Sy~-ian Decisi~m to Grant U.N. Access 

The U.S. rebuffed Syria’s decision to give U.N. inspectors access to areas around the 

capital where the opposition accused the regime of using chemical weapons, saying the 

offer came too late to be credible. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 1:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, you have 10 friend requests 

You have new notifications, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since ~’ou iast Io~ged in, Here sre some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 9:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 8-26-13 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings fi’om Clips. Hope you are well. 

ttere below is another bounteous mnplitude of the breadth, depth and width of what’s gone on, 
what’s going on, and Mint roll likely go on in the business of college athletics. 

ttave a good Monday. ttave a good week. 

Nick hffante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vwvw.twitter.co~@Colle,qeAt hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the ardcles 
(below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a bla~dk wlfite screen° 

Revenge of the Nerds: How the ’smart schools’ qot good at 



About our website: Colle~leAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription infomTation should Io~1 on to 
t~v.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
n ick(gO, collegea th leticscl ips.com or 908. 879. 9978 

*To be removed from thJ s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
U~tsnbscfibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



Dear Lissa Broome. 

The justice sector has some important issues that it needs to find solutions for. This is 

one of the reasons that HilL is running, for the third year, the Innovating Justice 

Awards. We are looking for successful innovations and innovative ideas. This year we 

are especially seeking how courts can be improved but improvements for other areas 

are also welcome. 

Traditionally, the sector relies heavily on ideas put forward by experts and institutes. 

We believe that there are also a lot of great innovative ideas in the minds of people 

like you. 

Do you want to know how to submit an idea for the competition? Just send us an e- 

mail to ~.#.~[~.~!’.:.£~!!.~i~.~.!£[.’,.~:~.~.~.!i!.:£~A and we’ll contact you for further information. 

You might like to know that we have also set up a ~.i[~..~.~".-’.~!.![~. group where innovators 

find a place to network with each other and improve their concepts. Even if you are not 

quite ready to submit your innovation or idea, you can join the group and talk to other 

innovators.Do not hesitate to get in contact with us and visit our website for further 

information. 

Looking forward to hearing from you 

The Innovating Justice Team at HiiL 
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Top News 
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I An Obama ah]e’s statement that Syria’s promise to allow Unitedctvo:~d~ 

Nations inspectors access to the site of a possible ckemicaI 

attack was "too late" appeared to move the United States °loser to potential 

militaW ae~om 
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EAvptian military leaders are wori~ed about insubordination among the rank 

and iile after members d the seeurib" f,’)rees kiiled hundreds of their fellow 
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Moral, there is a uSdespread view that tl~e United States and the 

Muslim Brotherhood have a pla~ to destroy Egypt. 
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Am erica ~ policies; sore e d<m’t care. 

South Carolhm City Takes Steps to Evict ] 
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YANKEES 3, RAYS 2 (11 INNINGS) 

Yankees Find a ~:ay to Avoid a Sweep 

Alfonso Soriano scored on Curtis Granderson’s sacrifice fly in 

the n~h and Madano R:ivera earned his 38th save as the ~mkees 

eked ont a crucial 

,~ Box Score 
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over as coach before the 2009 season. 
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This paper discuss about the debate between berle and means on the basis of separation of ownership and control in corporate world to form 
good governance. 

Berle and Means researched the consequences of ownership and control being separate. As businesses grow and shareholders increase in 
number, any shareholdings that directors have will be a proportionally smaller capital stake. Directors’ income will derive mostly from return on their 
labor as directors, not from their capital investment. If their motivation is purely pecuniary. 

Berle and Means argued that the structure of corporate law in theUnited States in the 1930s enforced the separation of ownership and control 
because the corporate person formally owns a corporate entity even while shareholders own shares in the corporate entity and elect corporate 
directors who control the company’s activities. Compared to the traditional notion of property, say over one’s laptop or bicycle, the functioning of 
modern company law "has destroyed the unity that we commonly call property". This occurred for a number of reasons, foremost being the 
dispersal of shareholding ownership in big corporations: the typical shareholder is uninterested in the day to day affairs of the company, yet 
thousands of people like him or her make up the majority of owners throughout the economy. The result is that those who are directly interested in 
day to day affairs, the management and the directors, have the ability to manage the resources of companies to their own advantage without 
effective shareholder scrutiny. 

Free Download 
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We test the empirical validity of a claim that has been playing a central role in debates on corporate governance - the claim that interventions by 
activist shareholders, and in particular activist hedge funds, have an adverse effect on the long-term interests of companies and their 
shareholders. While this "myopic activists" claim has been regularly invoked and has had considerable influence, its supporters have thus far failed 
to back it up with evidence. This paper presents a comprehensive empirical investigation of this claim and finds that it is not supported by the data. 

We study the universe of about 2,000 interventions by activist hedge funds during the period 1994-2007, examining a long time window of five 
years following the intervention. We find no evidence that interventions are followed by declines in operating performance in the long term; to the 
contrary, activist interventions are followed by improved operating performance during the five-year period following these interventions. These 
improvements in long-term performance, we find, are present also when focusing on the two subsets of activist interventions that are most 
resisted and criticized - first, interventions that lower or constrain long-term investments by enhancing leverage, beefing up shareholder payouts, 
or reducing investments and, second, adversarial interventions employing hostile tactics. 

We also find no evidence that the initial positive stock price spike accompanying activist interventions fails to appreciate their long-term costs and 

therefore tends to be followed by negative abnormal returns in the long term; the data is consistent with the initial spike reflecting correctly the 

intervention’s long-term consequences. Similarly, we find no evidence for pump-and-dump patterns in which the exit of an activist is followed by 

abnormal long-term negative returns. Finally, we find no evidence for concerns that activist interventions during the years preceding the financial 
crisis rendered companies more vulnerable and that the targeted companies therefore were more adversely affected by the crisis. 

Our findings that the considered claims and concerns are not supported by the data have significant implications for ongoing policy debates on 
corporate governance, corporate law, and capital markets regulation. Policymakers and institutional investors should not accept the validity of the 
frequent assertions that activist interventions are costly to firms and their long-term shareholders in the long term; they should reject the use of 
such claims as a basis for limiting the rights and involvement of shareholders. 
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Professor Sealy first came to Cambridge from New Zealand to undertake his Ph.D shortly after WWII, and after a brief return home in 1958, he 
came to stay in 1959. Since then, and initially encouraged by the late (then) Mr Bill Wedderburn, Professor Sealy has assiduously established the 
laws of commerce as an integral intellectual and practical component of the Faculty’s repertoire. His contribution was recognized in 1991 when he 
became the inaugural S J Berwin Professor of Corporate Law. The interview covers his boyhood in wartime New Zealand, the tribulations of the 
physically disjointed Faculty of the 70s and 80s, as well as aspects of his teaching and research projects. It also includes interesting insights into 
the Faculty’s move into the present Norman Foster building. 

Between February and April 2013 Professor Sealy was interviewed three times by Lesley Dingle, to record his reminiscences of his career and his 

long association with the Faculty of Law at the University of Cambridge. This biography is written with reference to the interviews and further 
research about Professor Sealy. 

The Eminent Scholars Archive (ESA) is an expanding archive documenting the careers and achievements of eminent scholars associated with the 

Squire Law Library and Faculty of Law at the University of Cambridge. The archive contains extensive bibliographies, biographies, photographs and 
recorded interviews with some of the world’s most renowned academic and practicing lawyers. The ESA can be found online at the Squire Law 

Library website. 
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In recent years, hedge funds and other activist investors that specialize in bankruptcy investing have emerged as important players in virtually 
every large Chapter 11 case. These activist investors buy junior claims and deploy aggressive litigation tactics to gain influence in the restructuring 
process. The consensus among bankruptcy lawyers is that this behavior has had a negative effect on Chapter 11. Junior activists are considered by 
many to be out of the money rent seekers that try to extract hold-up value from senior creditors, increasing the administrative costs of bankruptcy 
and reducing the ultimate recovery of creditors. Junior activists, however, believe they counter the perverse incentives of managers of Chapter 11 
debtors. Chapter 11 leaves managers in control of the bankruptcy process and requires them to maximize creditor recoveries. In performing this 
duty, managers face moral hazard, if the firm is reorganized in a transaction that is appraised at a discount to the firm’s true value, managers and 
senior creditors can profit at the expense of junior claimants. Junior activists claim they intervene to stop managers and senior creditors from 
extracting value from junior claimants. In this paper, I perform the first empirical study of junior activism. ~ develop a new methodology that 
measures junior activism and I use it to study a hand-collected dataset of large firms filing for Chapter 11 in 2009 and 2010. I find that junior 
activism is correlated with an increase in the appraised value of the restructuring transaction, supporting the view of junior activists that they 
constrain management’s ability to extract value from junior claimants by underappraising the firm. Although there is some evidence of cost 
increases associated with junior activism, these increases are small in relation to the potential benefits of junior activism. The results undermine 
the consensus view of junior activism and suggest that junior activists promote the bankruptcy policy goals of maximizing creditor recoveries and 
distributing the firm’s value in accordance with the absolute priority rule. 
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]n The Geography of Revlon-Land, Professor Stephen Bainbridge crisply delineates the boundaries and contours of the corporate law doctrine first 
articulated by the Delaware Supreme Court in Revlon, [nc. v. MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, 1nc. -- or Revlon-land, more colloquially. [n his telling, 
Revlon is the logical extension of earlier corporate takeover jurisprudence, which was aimed at policing the potential self-interest that may drive 
certain board decisions. Taking this story, Bainbridge then decries a string of Delaware Chancery Court opinions applying Revlon to transactions in 
which a target corporation is sold for cash or a mix of cash and stock in a publicly traded, diffusely held acquirer. ]n constructing his critique, 
however, Bainbridge overstates the chancery court precedent with which he takes issue as well as the supreme court precedent with which he 
claims fidelity. In reality, the boundaries of Revlon-land are murky. Left uncertain by Delaware Supreme Court precedent, the scope of the Revlon 
doctrine has been purposefully, but cautiously, defined by the Delaware Chancery Court through the use of dictum. 
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rlp143HaH14~1 14HOCTpaHHOl~ KOMrlaHl414 KOHTpO~IMpyeMOl~, RpI4HLIMnOB onpeAeJleHl4~l HaJIOFOBOFO pe314.~.eHCTBa M 14HblX BoRpOCOB, KOTOpble MOFyT 

OKa3blBaTb B/IMBHI4e Ha a.~MMHI4CTpMpOBaHMe KOHTpO~IMpyeMblX 14HOCTpaHHblX KOMRaHMI~. B qaCTHOCTM, paCCMOTpeHbl CFIOCO6bl M MeXaH143Mbl 
VlH~OpMau.14OHHOFO 06ecFleqeHVlB npl4MeHeHl4R 3aKOHO~.aTeJIbCTBa O KOHTpOJ~14pyeMblX MHOCTpaHHblX KoMnaHI4RX. PaCCMOTpeHo COOTBeTCTBylOUJ.ee 
.~.el~CTBylObIJ.ee 3aKOHO.~.aTe]II:,CTBO P~. BblFIB]leHbl npaBogble npo6J~eMbb MOFyLU.Me RpenBTCTBOBaTb a~.MMHMCTpMpOBaHWIIO KOHTpO]ll4pyeMbl 

MHOCTpaHHblX KoMnaHM~. rio pe3y~IbTaTaM npoBe.~eHHOFO aHaJl143a .8.aHbl peKOMeH.~laLIMM B qaCTM rlpaBOBblX MexaHM3MOB 14 14HCTpyMeHTOB .8.JIR 

npe.~1OTBpaUleHH~ aKKyMy.rll4pOBaHl4~] np~46~mH B Od~uJOpHblX IopI4C.~HKU.H~]X KOHTpO~IHpyeMblX 14HOCTpaHHblX KoMnaHHI~ pOCCH~CKHMH 

opFaHl43aLIM~Ml4. ABTOp~I B~Ipa)KalOT 6~larO/l.apHOCTl:, rIOCTHMKOBO~ H.IO., KopozleBy F.A. 3a Flpe~ocTaB~leHHble MaTepMaJ1~l 14 LleHHSle KOMMeHTapHI4. 

As part of the analysis of foreign experience in the field the legal status of foreign-controlled companies, the criteria for recognition of a foreign 
company controlled, principles for determining tax residency and other issues that may have an impact on the administration of controlled foreign 

companies. In particular, we consider the ways and mechanisms of information to ensure the application of the legislation on controlled foreign 
companies. Considered relevant legislation of the Russian Federation. Identified legal problems that might interfere with the administration of 

foreign-controlled companies. Based on the analysis provided guidance of legal mechanisms and tools to prevent accumulation of profits in offshore 

jurisdictions controlled foreign companies by Russian organizations. The authors thank Postnikova MY, Queen GA for providing materials and 

valuable comments. 
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Amgen Seeks to Bo~ster Drug Pipeline W{th $10A-Bil~ion Onyx Buy 

"Amgen h~c. struck a deal to buy cancer drug maker Onyx Pharmaceuticals 

Inc. for about $10.4 billion on Sunday," reports the Toronto Globe and Mail 
(Aug. 26, Kim, Erman), "as it moves ~e restock its product pipeline in 
response to dec[h~ing sales of its flagship anemia drugs." The acquisition 
effectively ends a ~o-monthqong suction of Onyx. It represents the fifth- 
b~ggest biotechno~ogy dea~ ~r~ history and g~ves Amgen ful~ [~gh[s re Kyprolis, 
a new m~dt~ple mye~oma dr~g 1hat some analysts project to reach annual 
peak sa~es of more than $2 bi~on~ "The world’s largest Motechno~ogy 
company wi~ a~so gs~n a revenue stresm from the ~ver and kMney cancer drug 
Nexavar ~ha~ Onyx shares w~th Bayer AG," states the publication, "as weii as 
reya~ty payments on Bayer’s much newer co,on cancer drug~ Sfivarga, and 
potential f~t~re royalties on an experimental breast cancer drug being 
developed by Pfizer inc." The two sMes anticipate the deal wHI be completed 
sometime ~n October. 

The Financial Times (Aug. 26, Jack) notes that the takeover of Onyx has been 
approved by both companies’ boards of directors and se~ves as the la~est 
example of increasing ac(#~isition activity in the pharmaceutical sector. More 
specifically, the deM "continues a sedes of purchases by Amgen, which has 
been seeMng ~o d~versi~# its portfolio at a ~ime o~ #ffensifying competitive 
pressure inck~d~ng generic ’bios~rn~a¢ ih~a~s io ~ts bio~ogica~ ~reairnents." ~n 
addition, it furiher suggesls ihat Mgger companies are eager to pay 
substantial premiums for b~otechnology b~s~nesses, ss Amgen $125-s-shsre 
offer [e~lects a h~gh multiple o~ 13 i#nes earnings. Amgen Chaim~an and CEO 
Robert Bradway remarks, "W~ believe that Amgen ~s strongly positioned to 
realize the f~]] potentia~ of Onyx’s po~fo]~o and p~pe~ne." 

According ~o the Wall Street Journal (Aug. 26, Cimilluca, Rockolo, Amgen is 
taking some risk in wagering thai the current Jesting of K,,,prolis will 
demonstrate the drug deserves to w~n wider approvals. In fact, the Journal 
notes, "~he riskiness o~ the tes~#~g was a sub]ec~ of d~spute dudn9 acquisition 
talks." Amgen currently derives around 40 percent of ~ts reven~es flora 
cancer-related therapies. Four of ~ts nh~e drugs ~n advanced development are 
~n cancer. 

~iI Conf ...... 2013 

20~!3 NACD B~a~d Le~de~Phip �~nte~en~ ........................................................ 

Don’t miss #~is featured session: 

Power Breakfast: Analvtics: Turninq Information into Insight 

Analytics is the practice of using data to drive business strategy and 
pedorrnance~ Forward=thinking organizations tha~ embrace an ana~y[ics~dr~ven 
approach can develop slrategies to execute core compelenc~es and meel 
goals~somefimes better than its competitors. For boards, the effective use of 
analyt~cs can he~p ~Ocus on what ~nformat~on is mos~ relevan~ for developing 
and mon~todng strategic ob~ect~ves~ ~n addition, an ana~ytics approach can 
he~p executive management determine the dght amo~mt of ~oformaflon their 
boards need to make strategic decisions, as we]l as how to most effectively 
presen~ the #fformation. Jo~n De]oi~te LLP to further explore this topic. 

Register now to hear this session and more at the 2013 NACD Board 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

ii~iI KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 ] 

ii~iI Findan NACDChapter Program 

.ACO ~o~,,e Side,or 1 

i~il BV - NACD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Info Risk 

ii~iI BY-Talent Development side J 

ii~iI BY- Dship 2020: Per[ ....... Metrics ] 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. ~ 3-~ 5, 20 ~ 3) 
Almost Sold Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New Yo[k~ NY (Dec. 
2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL.(Dec !2-13, 

2013) 

Director Professionalism® 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9.-10~ 
20f3) 

8pecia~ Eyelets 

~ Local NACD Chapter Events 

Peer Exchanges 

® NACD Directorship2020; Los 

Angeles, CA (Sept¯ 0 20 3) 



Leadership Conference. 

2013 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
October 13-15, 2013 
Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center 
National Harbor, Maryland 

Sha reM ::~,:~:: Faceb°°k ~E] 

Audit and Finance 

Korean insurance Arm for $1,66 Biliion 

Business Week (Aug. 26) is reporting tha~ ING Groep NV has inked a 
US$1.66 billion deal to sell a 90 percent ownership interest in its South 
Korean insurance arm to MBK Partners. According to ING Chief Executive 
Jan Hommen, ~he move brings it ~n~o the "end phase" o~ its restructuring as it 
continues to struggle to pay back ba~out money ~t received five years ago. 
"Under d~recfion of the European Union’s competition authority," Business 
Week notes, "[NG must separate its ~nsurance and banking activities. After 
[~sting its U.S. insurance arm [h[s yeaL [[ p~ans to spin off its European 
~nsurance arm [n 2014~" 

Shar8~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

BATS, Direct Edge in Talks to Merge 

The Wall Street Journal (Aug. 23, Bunge) has learned ~hat electronic- 
exchange group BATS Global Markets is in advanced talks to merge with rival 
stock-exchange company Direct Edge Holdings. Such a deal would unseat 
Nasdaq OMX Group as the secondda[gest U.S. stock~xchange opera,or by 
volume. The comMnation wou~d unite two companies bu~l by 1fading firms and 
banks to challenge the dominance of the New York Stock Exchange and 
Nasdaq Stock Market, using technology geared toward rap~d, e~ectronic 
trading. "A deal couM be announced w~h~n days," the Journal no~es. 

Sha re~ ~:~:~:: Facebook ~ 

CEO Sechin Buys $5.5 I~iIlion Rosneft Stake 

Reuters (Aug. 23, Goklbkeva) is reporting that "Igor Sechin, the chief 
executive of Russia’s top oil produce[ Rosnef[, has bougM his first shares in 
the company, accumulating a stake worth $5~5 milk,on/’ The 52-year-end 
repo~ed~y ~nvested h~s own bonus to pumhase the shares. A Rosnefl 
spokeswoman remarked, "It is a pa~ of the company’s corporate culture - 
executives believe in the growth of the company’s value and are interested in 
the result personal~y." S~nce taMng the reins in 2004~ Rosneft has become 
the wodd’s b~ggest listed o~ company by output and today has a market vakle 
o~ US$73.2 

La~ fund P~!i~" ............................................................................................................................... 

Judge Expects Second Phase of BP Trial to Last 16 Days 

"The second phase of BP PLC’s trial over the 2010 Deepwater Horizon 
explosion and oil spill is expected to last 16 days and be split into two parts," 
reports MarketWatch (Aug. 23, Assis), citing an order issued by U.S. District 
Court Judge Cad Barbier. The second phase, which begins SepL 30, will last 
four trial days. On those days, the trial will fetus on so~alled "source contro~" 
- Le. the offers to control collect, and ha~t the o~l gusMng from the Macondo 
we~ for near~y three months. A second pa~, s~a~ng OcL 7 and continuing for 
a dozen tria~ days, wil~ focus on "quantification" - or jusl how much oil was 
actually ~elessed into the Gulf of Mexico. Such data will be used to levy 
federal Clean Water Act fines. The p~esiding ]~dge had delayed the sta~ of 
the second phase by two weeks in order to give ~he various parties more time 
to prepare. 

Shar8~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Zimbabwe’s Mugabe Threatens Foreign~!:}wned Companies Over 
Western ~nterference 

The Christian Science Monitor (Aug. 25) is reporting that Robelt Mugabe, 
Zimbabwe’s long-sea’,ring president, on Sunday threatened to "expel foreign- 
owned companies over what he said was the West’s interference in the 
politics of the country he has led since 1980." Mugabe announced that he 
wanted no "ideas from London or Washington," cautioning the Western 
powers that although his government hasn’t "done anything to your 
companies, time will corr~e when we will say tit for tat." Britain, the United 
States, and the European Union have refused to endorse Mugabe’s landslide 
victory in last month’s elections, citing proof of vote rigging. As a result, the 
Western countries are maintaining economic restrictions on Mugabe and 

Webir~are 

Executive Pay on Both Sides 
of the Atlantic: The US. and 

U K. Perspectives (8/27) 
Quarterly Audit Corn mittee 

Update (9125) 
Compensation (1!/12) 

Compensation (12/18 

About NACI~ 
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board leadership ~,~or 

dilectors, by directors We 
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tha~ board members need to 
confidently navigate complex 

business chalienges and 
enhance shareewner value. 
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of directors in t~e national 

dialog on board leadership 
issues Learn more. 

Follow NACD on: 



leaders of his ruling parry. Mugabe has denied allegations of voting fraud. 

Report: NSA Pays Tech Companies for Data 

Fox News (Aug. 24) cites documents from e×-cont[actor Edward Snowden in 
reporting that "the National Security Agency has paid millions of dollars to 
reimburse technology Iirms for complying with t~quests Io[ user data." 
Facebook, Google, and Microsoft have all supplied user data to the agency 
based on secret orders from the Foreign h~telligence Surveillance coud under 
the controversial Prism program. Federal law enables firms to seek 
reimbursement for complying with law OhiO[cement records requesls. A 
number of U.S. telecommunications companies have been reimbursed for 
giving U.S. officials data related to phone calls and Intemet traffic. According 
~o the la~est Snowden documents, Silicon Valley companies are no difle[ent 
when they hand over data on users’ social media accounts. 

Compensation 

Novartis ~5×-Boss Defends Controversia~ Payout 

The Economic Times (Aug. 25) states lhat former Novarlis Chairman Daniel 
Vasella on Sunday defended his planned 72 million Swiss francs payout that 
has caused such an uproar in Switzerland. Vasella says ~he pharmaceutical 
~ant’s board of d~reclors ~s responsiMe for the hefty sum, which was 
eventually reduced fo~ow~ng a shareholder revolt. He remarked, 
"Fundamentally, ~ don’t believe you should cu~ail yourself [in a negotiation]. 
The board.., has to dec~de and has the respons~M]ity for whatever comes 

out." Vase~a w~]] now receive 2~7 million Swiss francs in cash, and shares 
woRh around 2.2 million francs, for sec~ces during the transition period since 

he exited back ~n February. 

Procter & Gamble Hiked E×-ClSO"s Final Pay to $I5~9 {~illion 

"Procter & Gamble Co. gave former CEO Bob McDonald a pay package worth 
$15.9 million during his Iinal Iull year at the helm of the world’s lar._qes~ 
consumer products maker," states KOMO Ne~ (Aug. 23, Choi, Anderson), 
"representing a 5 percent increase from the previous year." McDonald, whose 
retirement was announced abruptly back ~n May, was replaced by Ms 
predecessor A.G Lafiey. His successor was given a prota~ed pay package of 
$2 m~[~on the five weeks he se~’ed ai the end ef the company’s fiscal year. 
McDonald’s pay bump was due to a higher cash-based bonus of $3.3 mi~on, 
36 pe[cen~ more ~han the year before. "H~s base salary of $I .6 million and 
stock awards of $6~4 million were unchanged from the previous year," KOMO 
added. "H~s stock options were valued at $4.2 milk,on, a 4 #ercenl d~#." Other 
compensation rose 7 percent, including the use of the corporate jet. 

Share~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

Microsoft CEO to Retire 

~e Fod Wayne Journal Gazette (Aug, 23, Modtz, F[ie0 confi[rns lha~ 
Microsoft Corp. CEO Steve Ballmer will retire after 13 years at the helm The 
57-year-old plans to step down within a year. John Thompson, Microsoft’s 
lead independent director, will oversee lhe search for his successor. He will 
head a committee that will also include Microsoft co-feunder Bill Gates. "The 
announcement comes six weeks after Ballmer streamlined the company’s 
management, spurring speculation that he was grooming successors," notes 
~he newspaper. "He cul the number of business units to Iour." Ballmer 
became CEO in 2000, succeeding his old Hawa~d classmate Gates. Among 
Ballmer’s critics was Cross Research analyst Richard W~lliams, who says he 
"was more ~he executive than ~he visionary, and he missed a few turning 
points that visionaries wouldn’t have." 

S h a re~l~ ii~:~ ii Faceb°°k ~l~ 

Economic Outlook 

Fed’s Lockhart Backs September Taper With Caveat 

"Atlanta Fed Bank President Dennis Lockhart said Friday that he would back 
a September taper of the central bank’s asset purchase plan," notes 
MarketWatch (Aug. 23, Robb), "as long as data between now and the 
meeting show the economy on a steady growth path." Lockhart recently 
predicted a pickup in growth during this year’s third and foudh quarters and 
into next year. However, he noted there were few signs of such activily yeL 
During an early Friday interview on CNBC, he remarked, "l think the key 



question is ’De we have~ even at this moderate pace of growth, a sustainable 
picture - something that is going to continue or is there some Hsk economy 

9e~s knocked off ~s teerP’" 

New Home Sa~es Take Biggest lDrop Sh~ce 2010 

"Sales of new singleqamily homes in Ame[ica Iell sharply in July to their 
lewes1 level in nine months," repolts Fox Business (Aug, 23), "c~sfing a 
shadow over 1he country’s housing recovery/’ According to the Commerce 
Depa~ment, sa~es decreased 13.4 percent to 811 annua~ rate of 394,000 units. 
The median forecast ~n @ Reuters survey d analysts was for a 490,000-unit 
sabs pace~ "Mortgage rates have surged since May on bets that 1he Federal 
Resepve feels that the U.S. economy has strengthened enough for the centra~ 
bank to wind down a major stimulus prog[am," notes Fox. 

Share~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

quarterback 

By most accounts, Bryn Renner B~yn Rennet 

had a successful season in his ~2~ runsthe 

first year under Larry Fedora’s 

spread offense. Rennet thinks he 

can do better. A lot ... 

road to become face of UNC"s 

defense 

North Carolina defensive end 

Kareem Martin is playing for his 

third head coach and his sixth 

position coach since arriving in 

Chapel Hill After all.. 

UNC’s 

Kareem 

Martin (95) 

puts pressure 

UNC football: Gtdde to Nol’tf~ 

Carolina’s 2013 season 

Who’s back? Who’s gone? What 

games are must-win? Andrew 

Carter provides a guide to North 

Carolina’s football season. 

,’~.,; UNC’s Tre 
...... Boston (10) 

drops 
Virginia’s 
Domink]ue 
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This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 9:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

(;RIME REPORTS: 

CI L~.PEL ItlLL AREA: 

* * +~ + Break ~a~ to u~flocked veMcles reported 08/25/13, Ha~+ks ~d ge Rd 

8 ~oclied veNcles were broken ~m over~fiN~t N fl~e Hawl~s l~dge nd~bo~l~ood. Nmnerous items taken 

~ ~ ~ ~Larceuy fi’om residence reported ~8/23/13, 2636 ~’RRka~ Rd, 

The compliant ad~sed that sometime be~een Tuesday the 20th m~d Thursday the 22nd someone stole ~’o gazebo canopy tenN from ~der her shed. 

The tenN were described as wNte gazebo canopy par~ tenN 10 x 30 with side wMis. The tenN were still new ~ the ofi~ai boxes. VaNe $400,00 

.... B~ E, ~nd L- 101 Ironwood Place 
The homeowner left home at 10 AM ~d retu~ed at 6:00 pm Hrs. to find the house broken into. Entry was made by cu~g the screen on the screened- 

in porch ~d prying open the door from the porch to the Mtchen area. 3 lapmp c~mputer~ were stolen, A pillowcase w~s tM~en fr~m fl~e master bedroom. 

08/25/13 Larceny of Troy B~il* Back Pack Blo~.er 241g I [~y 8g- Vic~n sMd a S~y WiM dressed in MI black stole Iris leaf blower t~om file back of 

his ~ucL The suspect XWM was Approx. 17 ~d had a tattoo ~der Ms fi~t eye. The s4c~l’s 8 yr. old son saw ~n get M a red sm~ gvo door car. 

Un~oss~ Direction of ~avd 

08/24/13, Breaking & eniering & larceny from molor vehicle a* ~ilfield road ~d Wisteria drive, The rear passenger wMdow of her 2011 Toyota Rav 

4 was broken out. Her ~ ~et anti h~ud bag was taken ~lfich coma~led her driver’s license and credit cards. 

CEDAR GROVE AREA: 

~ ~ ~ ~ 08/24/13, Breathy & enteriug 5718 Ch~nbers Court, ~c~ ads~sed that aro~d 2:00 on 08-24-13 someone pried the back door open. Ent~ was 

made but not~g appeared to be taken. 

SCHLEV AREA: 

’~ ’~ ’~ *larceny from residence - 4602 Bodog Terrace- ~e victim ads4sed she rem~ed horn e from the beach today ~d obse~wed jewdD, missMg from the 

master bedroom area. Taken were ~n engagement d~mond ring set (estimated vah~e $1000) and a gold and diamond necld~ce (estimated v~lue of 

$1000) taken be~een Sunday au~st 18, 2013 and today Tuesday august 20, 2013. no forced entD,. 

’I’hal~ you for ~ing our e~ra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~ ~. 

Community involvement is the bi99est deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 9:23 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: Medical Schools Prepare Students to Navigate a New Flood of Biodata 

i~ Chronicle of Higher Education ~i subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday August 26, o-o13 Subscribe to the C~icle 

This Week’s Highlights 

Nedica~ Schoo{s Prepare Students to Navigate a New F~ood of Biodata 

By Scott Carlson 

Analysis, intetoretation, and erifieal thinking gain a new emphasis over sheer 

memorization. 

Co~ege Costs 

Obama Singles Out For-Profit Colleges 
and Law Schools for Criticism 

By Goldie Blumenstyk 

The president said a legal education could 

be attained in two years, not three, and 

assailed propfietmT colleges in unusually 

direct terms. 

The States 

~ 
O regon% ’Pay R Forward’ 
Plan on Studeot LoaDs Could 
Become ’Pay R YourseW 

By Erie Kelderman 

A proposal in Oregon has drawn enthusiasm 

in at least five states. But a dose look 

suggesN it could lead to an even greater 

shiRing of eol]ege eosts frotn states to 

students. 

In Other News 

Office That Oversees Loan Servicers Missed Billing Errors, Audit Finds 

Prison Education Helps Ex-Offenders Nnd Jobs and Stay Out of Jail Report Says 

International Graduate Admissions tdse Steadily Even as Applications Slow 

The Chronicle Review 

Don’t Ditch Deutsch 

By Rebecca Schuman 

An adjunct professor would sell her soul for more bodies in the classroom. 

Weekly Book List, August 30, 2013 

Compiled by Nina C. Ayoub 
Descriptions of the latest books, divided by categoI7. 

More of The Chronicle [Review 

Commentary 

The Highly Useful Crisis in the Humanities 
By Donald L. Drakeman 
A venture eapitalist with a doctorate in religion sees the value of a bear tnarket in 
the disciplines. 

Advice 

~ 
D odging the God Squad 

By Madalyn Dawkins 

If you’re a eollege administrator, it’s best to keep your atheism to yourself. 

People 



2 Prominent Scholars, Jean E~shtain and Pauline Maier, Have 

From the 8logs 

Head Count 

A (~uarter of High=$choo~ Grads Who Took ACT Are Found Co~legeoReady 

Twenty-six percent of 2Ol3 graduates met ACT’s fore’ benchmarks, in English, reading, 

and science; while 31 percent did not meet any of the 5enchmarl~, according to a new report. 

Lingua F~anca 

Counting the Languages of the World 

Oeoff Pullum is reminded, after a dip into the Ethno]ogue, that counting languages is a 

petj~lexingly politicized and unscientific business. 

Percolator 

As Brain Research Expands, ~t May Not Need Major IEthica~ Overhaul 

Traditional research ethics may suffice while studies of the brain are still in their early days, 

said membe[s of a presidential commission that met on Tuesday. 

Multimedia 

Audio: A Practica{ Co{lege Educatiof~, Debt-Free 

Rachel Pa’senault heard the debate over the value of college, and steered away 

from law and psychology and toward ag[~cultm’e, automotive technology, and 

dait7 farming. 

Announcements 

Vitae, the Newest Revolution in The Nigher l~d Commuf~ity 

Vitae, a new online career hub exclusive to higher ed that gets you up close and pe[sonal with 

rising stars like Jennifer L. Bloom, Clinical Professor and Di[~ctor of the Master’s Degree 

Pro~’am at [he University of South Carolina. Along with a completely free dossier set-cite, 

you will learn about the latest jobs, gain access to exclusive content, make connections, and 

get specialized career advice strictly within the academic communith~. S~gn up now Lo~oin th~s 

growing corn munich. 

The Almanac of Higher Education, 20~3-14 

The la[est Almanac of Higher Education gathers an assor[ment of key data abou[ [he mos[ 

important trends in higher education. It b[~ngs readers an in-depth analysis of colleges and 

universities with data on students, professors, administrato[s, institutions, and their 

resources. Click here to get a copy. 

The Academic Fqorkp~ace 20~3 

For faculty" [ne[nbers and athninistrators alike, there’s more to success than the th@cal 

markers of tenure, raises, or enrollment counts. They want to know that they’[~ making a 

difference. This special issue evaluates career success on campuses and features results of 

The Chrouicle’s 2o13 Great Colleges to Work For sm~ey. Get an in-depth look at this (and 

more) in Lt~e Chro~dc.Ie’s Academic Workplace 2o13. 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for you[ own copy. 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e-mail newsle~e~s on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 
notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purchase s subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

Retrieve user nanle I Reset you[ password I 

(c) 2013 The Chronicle of Itigher Education 

1255 23rd Street NW 

Washington, DC 20037 
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New Speaker Announced at the Nearly Sold Out NACD Cont;erence 

This year, NACD offers directors a hands-on approach to learning about social media. 
Experience the latest technologies, tools, and trends, guided by social media-savvy staff. 

newestsites/applicationsonyourown, orhave ourcracktechteam helpyouinstalland 

reporting season and SEC priorities for 2014. White will be happy to take your questions 

has taken the role to new heights, establishing relationships with key regulators 
worldwide. In this rare and intimate interview, Jackson discusses how he is successfully 

RegisterthreeormoredirectorsfromyourNACDFull Board Membership Rosterand enjoy 
significantsavings. Forpricing options, contactMeghan Metzbowerat202-572-2088or 
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Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are, havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

i ::~,< IndustryWatch Newsletter 
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New York 

Boston 
Bankers ca~ ~ out for heme..mo~nance 

]ac~onv~lle 
Bank of America to d~sso~ve MerrN ~nch subs~d~ar~ 

Go~dma~’s m~stake~ trades shake CBOE other 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:19 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

University jobs in Bm~king, Business & Financial Law, Commercial & Bankruptcy Law, and other related areas 

Dear Professor Broome, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Law- features 12 facultT openings, 7 senior administrative positions, and 2 post-dec opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education. 

Issue: Law Aug. 26th, 2013 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Bal~mg, Business & Financial Law 
- Commercial & Bankruptcy Law- 

Become a fan of Academic Keys on Facebook! Click here: 
http://wwwfacebook.com/pages/Storrs-CT/Academic-Kevs/56778577910 

Follo~v us on %vitter! 
http ://twitter. corn/!!/acad emickevs 

Join us on LinkedIn! 
http:/iwww. [inkedin com/~roups/Academic-Ke’¢s-I Ii~her-Education-Professionals-d055169 

POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEMI~;NT 

Add your department’s positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions: 
- http://En~ineering.AcademicKev, s.con~/client lo~in.php?ta~=LA130826m 

SENIOR ADMI]~’[S’IT{ATIVE POSITIONS: 

NI:JAT[ - Assoc. Vice-tS-esident, Scholarship and Community E.. 
Vancouver Island University 
Senior Administration 
Nanaimo, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug. 16, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con’~,r?iob=47834&o=232497&t=LA 130826m-0e 

]~7{W! - Dean, School of Law 
Elon University 
School of Law 
Elon, NC 
Date Posted: Aug. 8, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.com]r?iob=47639&o=232497&t=LA 130826m-6 

iN~EW! - Associate/Assistant Dean for Clinical Education, E... 
UCLA 
School of Law 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: 3ul. 29, 2013 

h~p:/,\wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r’ iob=47386&o=23=497&t=LA 130826m-6 

Head of College 
UniversiU- College Cork 
College of Business and Law 
Cork, Cork, Ireland 
Date Posted: Juh 9, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.com]r?job=46887&o=232497&t=LA 130826m-6 

Dean of t2ae School of Law- (705-254) 
University of Montana 
School of La}v 
Missoula, MT 
Date Posted: Jun. 11, 2013 

http://vavw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job=46434&o=232497&t=LA 130826m-6 

Associate Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 
University of Nolth Texas System 
Human Resources 



Fort Worth, TX 

Dabe Posted: Jun. 5, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 46290&o 232497&t LA130826m-0e 

Associate Vice President, Academic Aft’airs 
University of South Alabama 
Office of A cademic A[’fairs 
Mobile, AL 
Date Posted: May. 7, 2013 

http:/,’~wcw.AcademicKe’/s.com,’r?iob 45679&o 232497&t LA130826m-0e 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS 

iN~EW! - Adjunct, Legal Studies 
Berkeley College 

New- York, NY 
Date Posted: Aug. 21, 2013 

http:/,’~wcw.AcademicKe’/s.com,’r?iob 47910&o 232497&t LA130826m-6 

ix~EW! - Adjunct, Criminal Justice 
Berkeley College 

New York CW, NY 
Date Posted: Aug. 19, 2013 

http:i/waaa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?job 47846&o 232497&t LA130826m-2e 

iN~E;V! - Canada Research Chair in Law (Tier 2) 
Queen’s University 
Faculty, of Law 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug 12, 2013 

http://w~vw.AcademicKeys.con’v’r?job 47668&o 232497&t LA130826m-6 

Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Commercial Law 
University of Auckland 
Faculty of Business & Economics 
Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand 
Date Posted: Juh 18, 2013 

http://w~av.AcademicKevs.corpJr?iob 47093&o 232497&t LA130826m-3 

Assistant/Associate Professor -- Chinese Law 
Jeju National University 
Law School 
Jqiu, Jeju, South Korea 
Date Posted: Jul 5, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 46846&o 232497&t LAI30826m-6 

Career Counselor with JD. 
Charlotte School of Law 
Center for Professional Development 
Charlotte, NC 
I)ate Posted: Jun. 14, 2013 

http:f&vww.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 46497&o 232497&~LA130826m-6 

General Counsel 
Point Park University 
Point Park University 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Date Posted: Jun. 10, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe’vs.com/r?iob 46413&o 232497&t LAI30826m-6 

Assistant/Associate/& Full Prof. in LAW (English and Ar. 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd Umversity 
College of Arts and Science 
A1 Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Jtm. 10, 2013 

http:/&wcw.AcademicKeys.cor~,’r?iob 46377&o 232497&t LA130826m-6 

Professorship in international law with specific focus on... 



Universi~ of Cupenhagen 
Research Services 
Cupenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark 
[)abe Pusted: Jun. 7, 2013 

http:/Tv,~rw.AcademicKeys.cum/r?iub=46347&u=232497&t=LA130826m-6 

Lectureship in Law 
Universi~ College Cork 
University- College Cork 

Cork, Ireland 
Date Posted: May. 10, 2013 

h~p:/,\wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r’.’iob=45739&o=232497&t=LA130826m-6 

Assistant Director of Law- A&nissions 
University of St. Thomas 
School of Law 
Minneapolis, MN 
Date Posted: May. 6, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob=45635&o=232497&t=LA 130826m-6 

Professor/Associate Professor/Senior Lectmer/Lecturer (Law) 
Taylor’s Universi~" 
Taylor’s Law School 
Subang Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia 
Date Posted: Apr. 30, 2013 

h~p :/,\wcw.AcademicKeys. com,’r’ job=45 5=O&o=23=497 &t=LA130826m-~e 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS 

Research Fellow (PhD Candidate) with Professor Anne Peters 
Max Planck Lust for Comparative Public La;v and Internati.. 
Research 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Jul 12, 2013 

http://vavw.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=46957&o=232497&t=LA130826m-6 

Senior Research Fello;v (Postdoc) with Professor Aline Peters 
Max Planck Lust. for Comparative Public Law and Luternati .. 
Research 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Juh 11, 2013 

http://w~’.Aca demicKevs.corpJr?iob=46939&o=232497&t=LA 130826m-6 

To view more academic jobs, visit: http://wwwAcademicKevs.com/ 

Change your emailisubscribe directly: 

Du yuu need to update yuur email information with us? Pruceed tu the :following page: 

http:i/www.academicke~/’s.con~/all/user chan~e email php 

Did you receive this e-Flier frum a colleague and would like tu cuntinue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Academic Keys? Please pruceed tu the fullowing page: 

http:i/www.academickev, s.com/all/subscribe.php 

UNSUB SCR[Bt~: 

This e-Flier was sent tu the e-mail address: 

lissa brnnme@unc.edu 

If you wuuld like to nnsubscribe from l~rther e-Fliers and other correspondence from AcademicKeys.com, you must proceed tu the following web page: 

http://AcademicKeys cum/all/unsubscribe.p hp ?email=lissa broume(~unc.edu 

Your request to unsubscribe will be processed within 24 huurs. 

We assure yuu that we make every attempt to hunor requests to unsubscribe. Thank you fur yuur patience[ Ifyuu have any further comments ur suggestiuns, please send an email to 
EmailUs@Ac ademicKeys, c om 

Sincerely 

Andrea McCarthy 
arr~c c arthy @Acader~xicKey s. c ora 
Academic Keys, LLC 
1066 Storrs Road, Suite D 



Storrs, CT 06268 
USA 



Upcoming Webinar for Community Bankers & Advisors // August 29, 2013 

BA~EL Ill CAPITAL RULES FINALLY FINAL 
What Does It Mean for Community Banks? 

Leading industFy expeFts Feview the final FuIes and assess their impact on community banks in 
this August 29, 2013 webinaF sponsoFed by Jones Day and MeFCeF Capital. 

Speakers include: 

Jeff K. Davis. Mercer Capital 

&D.#.{:#.~...I~.,..Gi.b.h.~ Mercer Capital 
Chip MacDonald. Jones Day 

LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER 

Webinar Date/Time : Thursday, August 29, 2013 

l:00pm - 2:00pm Eastern 
12:00pm - l:00pm Central 
11:00am - 12:00pm Mountain 
10:00am - 11:00am Pacific 
Much of the financial rulemaking following the financial crisis has set its sights on the largest 
banks with the community and smaller regional banking sector unaffected or impacted indirectly. 
However, new rules regarding capital represent some of the most consequential post-financial 
crisis rulemakings, affecting banks large and small. Finalized at last, the regulations provide 
direction for bank capital management decisions. 
This webinar will review the final rules and assess their impact on community banks, and will be 

of interest to all CFOs, CEOs, controllers, treasurers, in-house counsel of financial institutions 
with assets up to $15 billion, as well as asset investment managers, portfolio managers, 
investment bankers, research analysts, regulators, accountants and consultants with exposure 
to the financial services industry. 

Learning Objectives 

After attending this webinar, you will: 

Understand how the final rules define the "capital" 
Appreciate changes to existing concepts, such as risk-weighted assets, and be introduced 
to new concepts, such as capital buffers 
Learn how investors in the public markets view the effect of Basel on the attractiveness of 
community banks as investments 
Be able to assess the impact of the new rules on different business lines and banking 
strategies 
Identify the significance of the proposed regulations to merger and acquisition strategies 

Price: Complimentary 
Program Level: Basic 
Delivery Method: Group Internet-Based Study 
Prerequisites= None required 
Advanced Preparation= None required 
Who Should Attend= Bank Directors and Management 

Sponsored by Jones Day and Mercer Capital 
@2013 Jones Day. All rights reser~,ed. 51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001-2113 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyets Snper Conference <conferences@som~emediamail.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Agenda Preview Best Rates F~xpire Friday 

Havir, g trouble vie~in.c.’ this email? View as webpage. 

[] [] 
re ............ pt of Cenf ....... The 8ond 8u~er’s Super Conf ......... ils. ~Oltltel;t: i~ Linked In 
please add conferences@sourcemediama~ corn to ~our address book. 

Act Now - Best Rates Expire Friday, August 30 

Join us this fall for The Bond Buver’s 4th Annual Healthcare & HiRher Education Super 
Conference - a unique two-day event that will offer actionable debt-management strategies for college, 

university, and hospital CFOs and finance managers, while alse hel~ing investors see over the horizon. 

Sessions Include: 

Taxable Financing: Where’s The Hook? 

Alternative Financing: Floating Rate Ne~es, Direcl Lending and mote 

The Federal Budget: Risks to Funding and the Tax Exemption 

Pension Risks for Hospitals and Universities 

Risk Management: How do you manage the risk when you’re thrown a cur~e ball? 

Board Leadership: Managing Long-Term Plans For Growth & Excellence 

View the current agenda 

Nonprofit organization employees and Issue~ pay only $95, Institutional Investors $295 and All Other 

Professionals $895. Group rates a~ availaNe~ 

or contact Dan Tina at (800) 803-5797, 

For more information about sponsorships, contact Tara Gonzalez at (212) 803-8486. 

Click Here. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

McKinsey & Company <publishing@email.mckinsey.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:54 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Improving application development 

Enhancing the 

efficiency and 

effectiveness of 

application development 

Bnhancing the efficiency and effectiveness 
of application developme~st 
Software has become cdtba~ for most large enterprbes~ 

They should adopt a re~abb output metrb that ~s 
~ntegrated w~th the process for gathering app~icatbn 
requkements. B:E?[& 

Manage s,ubscdptions :: Unstibscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Director Divm~iD- Initiative <directordiversi~@unc.edu> 

Monday-, August 26, 2013 12:52 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Broome, Lism L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Database of Potentied Directors: An Application Has Been Submitted 

A new application has been submitted for the database of potential directors by 

This application will be reviewed and a reply will be sent within two weeks containing a password if you are selected to register for the database. 

If you do not hear from us after two weeks, please contact us at 919.962.7066 or directordiversity@unc.edu to check on the status of your application. 

UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Director Diversity Initiative 



logo image 

Global Symposium, VV~ wif delve i~’Ao the 





logo image 

Global Symposium, VV~ wif delve i~’Ao the 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <:reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

DailyUpdate: TBJ reveals 2013 CIO Awards winners 



U,S, ia~Ss in business R~rtdinq of academic ,."esea,."ch 

ponaks. ~i,sone~s ~t:t.~tude comes out ~n 
8~ 8~PRt ’]q" ~PhP Uq~v~’*i~" ’ .......................................................................................................... 

V~deo acqu~sRion h~nts at an identity: cns~s fbr Insta~lram 

Entrepreneurs of the week: BbJe--coi~ar benefactors._ a cosmetic 
dreamer and a t~e 

How twerking 

Top N.~o~ Sto~i~ 

~qSA eavesdrops on love ~nteres~9_g. h~adous 

............................................................................. Estate 

Featured Event 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Gleason <Research@NACDonline.org> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 3:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Complimenta .ry White Paper: Dodd-Frank--The 13 Provisions Alt~cting Boards 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii With the Dodd-Frank Act having recently passed its three-year mark, the discussion 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii The white paper provides a status on each provision, includes details on new enforcement 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
developments, andoffersguidanceonhowboardscanprepareandrespondtothechanges. 

................................................................................................................................ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: TM 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ National Association of Corporate Directo~ 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foers~ter-cmofonews@mofo.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 3:43 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

SEC m~d CFTC - Living in Peace and Harmow?: The CFTC’s Haanonization Rules 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Teleconference 

SEC and CFTC - Living in Peace and Harmony?: 
The CFTC’s Harmonization Rules 

~ P-~G~S3"!~R 
j 

Wednesday 

September 4, 2013 

9:30 am. - 10:20 a.m. EDT 

Dial-in: 

North America: 

(855) 581-0952 
Other Countries: 

(619) 377-3936 

Continuing Education Credits: 
New York and Catffornia CLE 

Credit is pending. 

For more information: 
Afex~ gow~rs 

(212) 335-4312 

~mofo,com 

The CFTC and the SEC appear to have put their disagreements 

behind them, at least for now. In August, the CFTC finalized its 

rules to harmonize the compliance obligations of investment 

advisers of registered investment companies that are commodity 

pools. Contemporaneously, the SEC’s Division of Investment 

Management published guidance for registered funds that use 

derivatives. We will provide an overview of the CFTC’s final rules, 

the SEC’s guidance, compliance dates, and the implications for 

funds that use derivatives and their advisers. 

Speakers: 

¯ Jay Baris 

¯ Anna Pinedo 

CPD Credit: Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP (Authorisation Number 3538/MOFO) certifies that this activity has been approved for 

CPD credit by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/hvww.sra.orfl.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ford, Melanie [mford@nccob.gov] 

8/26/2013 8:17:28 PM 

Grace, Raymond [rgrace@nccob.gov]; Campbell, Rowe [rcampbell@nccob.gov]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 2014 Directors’ College 

Start: 9/19/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 9/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



iPad (inc~udin8 FastCase) 

Getting the AAost out of 
Email on the iPad 

Giving a Presentation on 

the iPad 

Using the iPad in the 

Courtroom 

Syncing ~th 1Cloud 

Important Security 
Settings 

Taking Notes on the iPad 
(typing and handwriting) 

60 iPad Apps, Tips & 
Tricks in 60 Minutes 

Consultants LLC and i:: and founding 

focuse~ the bu~k of h~s ::~ pHncipa~ of 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Upcoming Featured P~og~ams o Search CLE Courses :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: F~ ~m~il :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cmwfo~t Adv-isors <~Vebinars@CrawfordWebinars.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 4:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

PPACA Delay Does Not Remove Complim~ce Issues - What Employers Must Do 

Dear Lissa, 
On July 2nd, the White House announced it would delay the employer mandated portion of the Affordable Care Act until January 1 st 2015. Though many 
businesses breathed a sigh of relief as they gained an extra year before complicated reporting requirements and financial penalties take effect, the Federal 
delay does not remove a litany of impending compliance issues. Join our expert speaker, Attorney Patrick Haynes, and learn what employers must still do to 
remain in compliance. In this webinar, we’ll review: 
¯ Summary of the delay - impact on employers 
¯ The reasons behind the decision to delay 
¯ What PPACA requirements remain the same 
¯ Preparation necessary for the 2015 employer mandate deadlines 
Webinar Date: Tuesday, Aug 27, 2013 12:00 PM - 12:35 PM EDT 
Space is limited - click on this link to register: https://wwwl .gotomeetingcom/register/358056409 
Sincerely, 
Reagan M Crawford, CLU 
Managing Member 
Crawford Advisors, LLC 
410-771-5500 
rcrawford@crawfordadvisors.com 
www.crawfordadvisors.com 

This message was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu from: 

Crawford Advisors I 200 International Circle I Hunt Valley, MD 21031 

U~sabec~ibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Bankers Association <~bkarmi@ncbankers.org> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 4:31 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 American Mortgage Conference - TWO WEEKS AWAY 

Forward this email 

This email was ~nt to Ibroome@email,unc.edu by bkarmi@, ncbankers,orq 

Update Profile/Email Address Ir~stant [~me,,’al ~’~itil SafeUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Polic~’. 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh :: NC :: 27609 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 4:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Aug. 27 -- BNA’s Banking Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Arbitration 

The Consume~ Financial I~i~ lu~u (QFII) i~ f~i.g 

strong opposition from banking industry groups over a proposed 
telephone survey of consumers on credit card dispute 
resolution .... 

Litigation 

Largest gar~ks’ Legal Exposure $I,9,2 Iillion~ 

The five largest U.S. bank holding companies faced potential 
litigation losses of $19.2 billion at the end of the second quarter 
of 2013, a 6.7 percent increase compared with the second 
quarter of 2012, according to Securities and Exchange... 

Consumer Protection 
Cor~s~mer Protectio~ Drbse Goes Global 

Global financial supervisors Aug. 15 asked for comment by Oct. 
18 on eight recommendations for better point-of-sale disclosures 
on banking, securities, and insurance products in a move that 
signals a new focus on consumer protection at the... 

NEWS 

Federal Reserve 

Big banks and other large financial firms will have to pay an 

estimated $440 million to foot the costs to the Federal Reserve 
for overseeing large financial companies, the central bank said 
Aug. 16 in announcing a rule that implements part of... 

Regulatory Policy 

President Obama met with top financial regulators to hear an 
update on the implementation of the final parts of the Dodd- 

Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, and to 
communicate the "sense of urgency" he feels about... 

Mergers and Acquisitions 
Fed Clears Bid bg Har~a Fh~aacial 

The Federal Reserve has approved an application by Hans 
Financial Group Inc. to acquire up to 71.4 percent of the voting 
shares of BNB Financial Services Corp. and indirectly acquire BNB 
Bank .... 

Bank Supervision 
Fed At~o~mces ]It Does Not Object 

The Federal Reserve said Aug. 23 it is not objecting to a capital 
plan that was resubmitted by BB&T Corporation following a 



rejection earlier in the year .... 

Enforcement 

A banking regulator announced Aug, 23 that EverBank has 
agreed to pay about $37 million in cash payments to more than 
32,000 eligible mortgage borrowers .... 

Mortgages 

To Refle<:~ ~e~v ~ortg~ge Reg~tion,~ 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Aug. 15 released a set 

of updated exam procedures that it will use as it monitors banks 

and other lenders for compliance with new mortgage lending 

standards .... 

Mortgages 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) released a 
report Aug. 21 detailing mortgage servicing problems that the 
watchdog agency has uncovered during its examinations of both 
banks and nonbanks .... 

Regulatory Reform 

HOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif.OTreasury Secretary lacob I. Lew on 

Aug. 22 said he envisions that the main provisions of the Dodd- 

Frank regulatory reform law will be in place by the end of the 

year .... 

Bank Supervision 

The Federal Reserve has found that big banks need to improve a 
number of aspects of their capital planning processes, including 
their accounting for risks most relevant to specific business 
activities, according to a paper the regulator released... 

Mortgages 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) sent a letter to Attorney 
General Eric Holder Aug. 21 that questioned whether a $225 
million assessment against the five largest U.S. mortgage 
servicers releasing them from potential False Claims Act claims... 

Consumer Protection 
Ba~ks Wa~ Against ~otenti~ Expansion 

Six banking industry groups are urging the Department of 
Defense not to expand the types of loans that would be subject 
to interest-rate caps and other restrictions under the 2007 
Hilitary Lending Act (MLA) .... 

Mutual Funds 

Nine groups representing state and local governments and public 
infrastructure development agencies Aug. 19 called on the 
Securities and Exchange Commission to convene a roundtable to 
discuss proposed money market mutual fund reforms .... 

Derivatives 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued time- 
limited no-action relief Aug. 23 temporarily exempting swap 
dealers and major swap participants from portfolio reconciliation 
rules, provided they comply with European risk-mitigation... 

Derivatives 

To CFTC App~’oac~ on C~’o~s-~order Swap~ 

Industry groups Aug. 21 urged the Securities and Exchange 
Commission to coordinate its cross-border swaps approach with 
that of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, arguing that 
significant differences ultimately would result in... 



Derivatives 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission proposed rules Aug, 
13 that would further align standards for systemically important 
derivatives clearing organizations with internationally recognized 
principles .... 

Derivatives 

Gr’oul:~,~ Tel C~TC Dodd~ F~’~r~R Guidance 

The Futures Industry Association, the Securities Industry and 

Financial Markets Association, and the Financial Services 
Roundtable told the Commodity Futures Trading Commission in an 
Aug. 12 letter that its recent guidance on the cross-border... 

Mergers and Acquisitions 

~ed A/ows North Carolina ~a~k to ~nOa~e 

The Federal Reserve has approved an application by a North 
Carolina bank to engage in nonbanking activities through its 
acquisition of a company that specializes in the Small Business 
Administration secondary market .... 

Payment Systems 

The New York Department of Financial Services sent subpoenas 
to 22 firms associated with virtual, or digital currencies during 
the first half of August as the agency contemplates whether to 
impose new regulations on the currencies for the... 

Community Banking 
Federa~ Reserve Announces 20&4 Li~eap 

Drake Mills will serve as the 2014 president of the Community 
Depository Institutions Advisory Council (CDIAC), an advisory 
body that reports to the Federal Reserve Board on the economy, 
and more specifically lending conditions across the... 

State Regulations 
Bank ~upervisory G~°oup Appoi~ts Belak; 

The Conference of State Bank Supervisors has filled a position 
that will manage the development of a mortgage licensing 
system created to bring greater transparency to the industry .... 

C ybersecu rity 
Li~bilitW ~afe Harbor Option ~een 

As Potential C~bersec~riW ~centive 

A liability safe harbor could potentially be tied to a voluntary 
cybersecurity "framework" that is being developed by the Obama 
administration, increasing the chances for industry adoption, 
according to a recent report from the... 

Payment Cards 

Upcoming changes to payment card security standards will 
incorporate more flexibility, focus on education and awareness, 
and emphasize that cardholder data security is a shared 
responsibility, the Payment Card Industry Security Standards... 

Compensa tion 
New Director S~Vs SEC Corp Fin Wrestli~% 

SAN FRANCISCO@The "real challenge" of writing a rule to 
compare the compensation of chief executive officers to that of 
employees is devising a method to calculate the workers’ 
"median" annual total pay, the... 

Retirement 

The Internal Revenue Service should delay any proposed 
changes to a pair of forms for reporting retirement plan 

contributions and distributions until 2015, the American Bankers 
Association and the Securities industry and Financial Markets... 

Lease Accounting 



NORWALK, Conn.@The Financial Accounting Standards Board 
issued a public comment proposal Aug. ZZ that would allow 
private companies to be exempt from applying variable interest 
entity (VIE) guidance to lessor companies under common... 

Monetary Policy 

~IV FO~4C ~i~es S~ow ~4e~bers’ Views 

As the Federal Reserve nears the beginning of the end of its 
accommodative monetary policy, Federal Open Market Committee 
members are grappling with unsteady economic data and how 
best to communicate their intentions to jittery markets,... 

Monetary Policy 

The Federal Reserve’s announcements on short-term interest 
rate policies appear to have a greater impact on the U.S. 
economy than its signals about tapering asset purchases under 
quantitative easing, because the QE program has only... 

Securities 

SAN FRANCISCO@The increasing convergence of the loan and 
securities markets has insider trading implications, an attorney 
warned Aug. 11 .... 

Economic Outlook 
CFO,~ Say LLS, Re(:r>veH~g ~o~’e RoDust~y 

Concerns regarding the pace of European economic recovery 
relative to the ongoing U.S. recovery led chief financial officers 
to be more optimistic about the U.S. economy than their outlook 
for the global economy in an August survey, Financial... 

Credit Markets 

Financial executives are split on whether financial system 
reforms in the banking industry would affect the credit markets, 
a survey released Aug. 20 says .... 

Regulatory Compliance 

Banks must break free from a product-driven mentality and focus 
on targeting customers in order to boost revenues in the face of 
challenges from regulators and other sources, a report Aug. 22 
said .... 

Housing 

New home sales in July dropped 13.4 percent compared to the 
previous month, a weaker than expected indicator that some 
analysts hope is a temporary hiccup, but others say could reflect 
the underlying problem of too-tight lending requirements .... 

Housing 

Sales of existing homes jumped 6.5 percent in July with hefty 
increases in all four regions, the National Association of Realtors 
said Aug. 21 .... 

Housing 

Home prices rose 0.7 percent from May to June and gained 7.7 
percent from a year ago, the Federal Housing Finance Agency 
reported Aug. 22 .... 

Consumer Credit 
Debt~ De~i#que#cies Generally Decrease 

U.S. consumers slightly reduced their indebtedness in the second 
quarter of 20:[3, but foreclosures rose and student loan 



indebtedness and payment delinquendes increased during the 
period, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York said in its... 

Mortgages 
~4~r~ga~,~e Rates Rise~ Taki~K~ 

Mortgage rates rose in the latest week ahead of the release of 
the minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee meeting, 
taking the average for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage to 4.58 
percent from 4.40 percent the previous week, Freddie Mac... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage applications fell again in the latest week as a decline in 
refinance loans more than offset a modest gain in purchase 
applications, the Mortgage Bankers Association reported Aug. 
21 .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Payment Cards 
Fed ~oves ~:o Appe~l and Stay ~Bli~g 

©~ ~<k~-Fra~k Debit Inter<:h~.~e Fees 

The Federal Reserve Board Aug. 21 moved to appeal and staya 
recent ruling that invalidated portions of a major regulation on 
debit interchange fees, laying out a strategy that the judge in 
the case is calling a long shot (NACS v. Board of Governors... 

Enforcement 

The Justice Department Aug. 14 announced criminal charges 
against former lPMorgan Chase & Co. trading specialists ]avier 
Martin-Artajo and lulien Grout, alleging they misled investors by 
conspiring to hide massive trading losses... 

Consumer Protection 
Third Circuit ~reaks New Grou~<~ on 

The Telephone Consumer Protection Act allows a consumer to 
revoke their "prior express consent" to be contacted on a mobile 
phone by an automated dialing system, the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Third Circuit held Aug. 22, adding that... 

Federal Reserve 

The Federal Reserve Board Aug. 16 asked the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Federal Circuit to issue a writ directing the U.S. 
Court of Federal Claims trial court to block a deposition of Fed 
Chairman Ben S. Bernanke by American International Group... 

Fair Lending 
~4UD A~ks 3udge to Stay Suit o~ ~3ias Ru~es~ 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development asked a 
federal judge in Washington Aug. 15 to stay a lawsuit that 
challenges HUD regulations on disparate impact liability under the 
Fair Housing Act, saying the case should be moved to the 

sidelines... 

Class Actions 
Co~r~ C~ears $730 ~4il~io# Accord 

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York 
Aug. 20 approved a $730 million settlement in $933 Securities 
Act class litigation over Citigroup Inc.’s alleged misstatements in 
offerings associated with 48 bond issuances... 

Ap~eals Co~r~ De~ies Wells ~go’s 

Fur’ Refund o~ Lease~ Stock T~’ansacti~ns 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit Aug. 22 affirmed 
the denial of an $82 million tax refund to WFC Holdings Corp., the 
parent company of Wells Fargo Bank N.A., because the 
underlying transaction lacked both economic substance and... 

Mort_gages 



A plaintiff in Nevada has asked a federal judge for a preliminary 
injunction against what the plaintiff says are plans by the city of 
North Las Vegas to soon move ahead with a plan to seize 
mortgages through the city’s power of eminent domain..~ 

Criminal Prosecutions 
Wa,@~ir~gtot~ ~anker Faces Lifetime Bat~ 

SEATTLE~The former chief executive officer and chairman of a 
defunct Washington State bank pied guilty Aug. 21 to a single 
felony count of filing false reports to the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation in order to hide the bank’s... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

Foreign Accounts 

The new agreement between the United States and the Cayman 
Islands to implement the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act is 
a milestone in a journey toward ever-expanding exchange of tax 
information between countries, practitioners said Aug 

Foreign Accounts 
~R$ Opens FAT¢~ Registratio~ ~or~al 

After a month-long delay, the Internal Revenue Service unveiled 
Aug. 19 the online registration portal for foreign financial 
institutions to register with IRS under the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act .... 

Derivatives 

The International Swaps and Derivatives Association offered a 
set of principles Aug. 20 aimed at harmonizing the regulation of 
derivatives across the globe .... 

Foreign Accounts 

The United Kingdom has published new guidance notes to help 
implement its agreement with the United States on the Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act, reflecting a six-month compliance 
delay put in place by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service... 

International Banking 

BEIIING @ China’s State Council, the nation’s top lawmaker, 
announced this week it will establish a joint working group of 
financial ministries led by the nation’s central bank to coordinate 
financial regulation .... 

International Banking 

OTTAWA@Mortgages insured by Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corp. or private insurers that are included in mortgage-backed 
securities pooled and sold by Canada’s federally regulated banks 
and that are subsequently derecognized... 

International Banking 
~ussia Says Fai~re to Re~>ort Foreig~ Batik 

MOSCOW@The Russian tax agency Aug. 12 said repeated failure 
to report foreign bank transactions will bring a major increase in 
fines, as it clarified how the country’s latest anti-money 
laundering legislation applies to foreign... 

Consumer Credit 

ISTANBUL@Turkey’s Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency 
announced Aug. 16 planned new measures to rein in consumer 
loans and credit cards .... 

International Banking 



BRUSSELS~The latest chapter in the long-running battle by the 
European Commission to force German Landesbanken to operate 
under terms compatible with EU single market principles unfolded 
Aug: 22 when the EU competition authority:,. 

BNA INSIGHTS 

As the government becomes increasingly aggressive in its efforts 
to fight financial fraud, companies naturally are looking for new 
ways to avoid becoming the next target, fn the last two years, 
the Department of Justice ("DOJ") has... 
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THE CENTER FOR LAW, ECONOMICS & FINANCE (C-LEAF) 
AT 

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNPdERSITY LAW SCHOOL 

FOURTH ANNUAL JUNIOR FACULTY BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL LAW WORKSHOP 

AND JUNIOR FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP PRIZES 

Sponsored by Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

The Center for Law, Economics & Finance (C-LEAF) at The George Washington University" Law School is 
pleased to announce its fourth annual Junior Faculty Business and Financial Law Workshop and Junior Faculty 
Scholarship Prizes. The Workshop and Prizes are sponsored by Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP. The Workshop will be held 
on February 7-8, 2014 at GW Law School in Washington, DC. 

The Workshop supports and recognizes the work of young legal scholars in accounting, banking, bankruptcy, 
corporations, economics, finance and securities, while promoting interaction among them and selected senior faculty and 
practitioners. By providing a forum for the exchange of creative ideas in these areas, C-LEAF also aims to encourage new 
and innovative scholarship. 

Approximately ten papers will be chosen from those submitted for presentation at the Workshop pursuant to this 
Call for Papers. At the Workshop, one or more senior scholars and practitioners will comment on each paper, followed by 
a general discussion of each paper among all participants. The Workshop audience will include invited young scholars, 
faculty from GW’s Law School and Business School, faculty from other institutions, practitioners, and invited guests. 

At the conclusion of the Workshop, three papers will be selected to receive Junior Faculty Scholarship Prizes of 
$3,000, $2,000, and $1,000, respectively. All prize winners will be invited to become Fellows of C-LEAF.* C-LEAF 
makes no publication commitment, but chosen papers will be featured on its website as part of the C-LEAF Working 
Paper series. 

Junior scholars who have not yet received tenure, but have held a full-time academic appointment for less than 
seven years as of the submission date, are cordially invited to submit summaries or drafts of their papers. Although 
published work is not eligible for submission, submissions may include work that has been accepted for publication. 
C-LEAF will cover hotel and meal expenses of all selected presenters. 

Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP, one of the leading law firms serving the financial services industry and known 
for its premier practice in the area of private investment funds and private equity M&A, generously sponsors the 
Junior Faculty Scholarship Workshop and Prizes and provides other financial assistance to C-LEAF. 

Those interested in presenting a paper at the Workshop should submit an abstract, summary or draft, preferably by 
e-mail, on or before October 4, 2013. To facilitate blind review, your name and other identifying information should 
be redacted from your paper submission. Direct your submission, along with any inquiries related to the Workshop, to: 

Professor Lisa M. Fairfax 
Leroy Sorenson Merrifield Research Professor of Law 

George Washington University Law School 
2000 H Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20052 
lfairfax@law.gwu.edu 

Papers and Junior Faculty Scholarship Prizes will be selected after a blind review by members of the C-LEAF 
Executive Board. Authors of accepted papers will be notified by November 15, 2013. Please feel free to pass this Call for 
Papers along to any colleagues who may be interested. 

* For more information on C-LEAF Fellows, please visit our website at [_~_l__tl?_;!~_v_~_v_~y:_l__a_=~y_~5~edu/Acadenaics/research ce~lersiC-LEAWPag~f!_/_~_!_~_f__a_u_!_l_=_a_fiRN or contact 

us al cleaf@law.gwu.edu. 
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Call for Papers 

AALS Joint Program of the Financial Institntions & Consumer Financial Services Section 
and the European Law Section 

Taking Stock of Post-Crisis Reforms: Local, Global, and Comparative Perspectives on 
Financial Sector Regulation 

AALS Annual Meeting, January 3, 2014 

New York, New York 

The AALS Section on Financial Institutions & Consumer Financial SewTices and Section 
on European Law are pleased to announce that they are sponsoring a Call for Papers for their 
joint program on Friday, January 3, at the AALS 20114 Annual Meeting in New York, New York. 

The topic &the program and call for papers is "Taking Stock &Post-Crisis Reforms: 
Local, Global, and Comparative Perspectives on Financial Sector Regulation." The financial 
crisis of 2008 was truly a global crisis, and the world continues to face a wide range of post- 
crisis economic and political challenges. Today, several years after the market turmoil began, both the 
United States and the European Union are in the midst of major regulatory reforms in the financial 
services sector. The effects of these financial regulation reforms however, remain unclear. 
Structural reform in the U.S. is thus far limited to a yet-to-be finalized "Volcker Rule," while in 
the U.K and the Eurozone, respectively, Vickers- and Liikanen-style "ring-fencing" remain 
incomplete if not inchoate~ Debate in the U.S. still rages around whether and how smaller 
"community banks" should be regulated differently from megabanks, while the EU~ continues to 
debate whether to form a "banking union" at all and, if so, what it might or could entail, given 
various political constraints. Meanwhile, the U.S. Federal Reserve continues to innovate in the 
realm of monetary policy in the absence of functional fiscal policy, while the European Central 
Bank moves furtively toward acting as a full Fed-style central bank capable ofbackstopping 
sovereign debt instruments and providing real liquidity. Where might these multiple 
developments be ultimately heading, and what might the Americans and Europeans learn from 
each other as they grope tentatively forward? What broader implications do they raise for 
political accountability and legitimacy in a post-crisis world? 

Form and length of submission 

The submissions committee looks fo~ard to reviewing any papers that address the 
foregoing topics. While the preference will be given to papers with a clearly comparative focus, 
the committee’s overall goal is to select papers that will facilitate discussion of, and comparisons 
between, American and European approaches to various aspects of financial services regulation. 
Potential topics include macro-prudential regulation, consumer protection, monetary policy, 
regulation and supervision of financial intermediaries, structural reforms, and related issues of 
politi cal accountability and legitimacy. 

Abstracts should be comprehensive enough to allow the committee to meaningfully 
evaluate the aims and likely content of papers they propose. Eligible law faculty are invited to 



submit manuscripts or abstracts dealing with any aspect of the foregoing topics. Untenured 
faculty members are particularly encouraged to submit manuscripts or abstracts. 

The initial review of the papers will be blind. Accordingly the author should submit a 
cover letter with the paper. However, the paper itself, including the title page and footnotes must 
not contain any references identifying the author or the author’ s school. The submitting author is 
responsible for taking any steps necessary to redact self-identifying text or footnotes. 

Papers may be accepted for publication but must not be published prior to the Annual 
Meeting. 

Deadline and submission method 

To be considered, papers must be submitted electronically to Saule Omarova at 
omarova@email.unc.edu and Peter Lindseth at peter.lindseth@law.uconn.edu. 

The deadline for submission is September 3, 2013. 

Papers will be selected after review by members of a Committee appointed by the Chairs 
of the two sections. The authors of the selected papers will be notified by September 30, 2013. 

The Call for Paper participants will be responsible for paying their annual meeting 
registration fee and travel expenses. 

Eligibility 

Full-time faculty members of AALS member law schools are eligible to submit papers. 
The following are ineligible to submit: foreign, visiting (~vithout a full-time position at an AALS 
member law school) and adjunct faculty members, graduate students, fellows, non-law school 
faculty, and faculty at fee-paid non-member schools. Papers co-authored with a person ineligible 
to submit on their own may be submitted by the eligible co-author. 

Please forward this Call for Papers to any eligible faculty who might be interested. 
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Derivatives 

GENEVA@Global regulatory reforms imposed on over-the-counter 
derivatives trading will bring economic benefits that exceed the 
costs to traders of complying with the new requirements, 
according to a study issued by the Bank for International... 

Argentina 

BUENOS ATRES~Af~er losing an appeal at a U.S. appellate court 
on its refusal to pay bondholders $1.33 billion in outstanding 
debt, Argentina Aug. 25 defiantly insisted it will not comply with 
the ruling .... 
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Today’s tteadlines: Kerry Cites Clear Evidence of Chemical Weatx~n Use in Syria 
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Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE4~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Cites Clear Evidence of Cl,e~fie~l ~,;eapor~ ,I s.~o~t~ 1 Kerry 

Use h~ Syria y o~ I 

I Seeretm3, of State .Io]m Ke~" said Mon day that the use of              J~om 

chemical weapons in a kb~cks on civilians in Syz{a last week was 

undeniable and that khe Obama administration would hold khe Syrian 

govermnent accountable. 

,~ Video: Watching Syria’s War 

, ~ Text o~ Kerry’s Statement on Chemical VVeapons m Syria 

:Blasts i~ tl~e N~ght, a Smell, and a Flood of [~ o~, 
Syrian Victims I 

Monday 
¯ United 

"[’he attack h as brought widespread con d em n a B on on Presiden t 

Bashar a].-Aasad~s government, and ik is shaping up as an 

~nflee~on point for a war that has been ~nd~ng ma ibr more than ~o yea~s. 

~ Graphic: .&seas Affected by the Alleged Chemical Attack in Syda 

At Cha~ter Sehools, Short Careers by Choice 

Chaff.er nebvorks are developing what amom~ts to a youth 

movement in which teaching for two to five years is seen as 

aeceptM)le, even desirable. 

....... Dowdy; 
24, is in 

his third 

~ 

Editors’ Picks 



~i sl~d~ St~o~,, s~,w~: s~ow: ¥out]~ at [he Head oft~e        ~. 

Charter schools are deve]opiug wba~ amounB ~o a youth cult ~n 

which teaching %r ~wo ~o five years is seen as ae.cep~ble, and even desirable. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"i’lm Risk Pool 

At the start of another school year, parents, remember: if we t~ever give our 

children permissh:m to get things ~’ong, they’re unlikely to ever learn how to 

ge t things dg~ L 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

T.i%:: :~i::~"i,d:i!::.;:c,i,~:~i::~~i,i,b:~:,~:~i’.~::: .~:;~i!,~::i~::~,q)¢i,t~:::,i,~ :q![cb. :iii!!:i!~::~::~"i,s.:; ~i!:hc J,::iii!!ii~:~i::~"i,:.!;~, 

SECRETARY OF STATE JOHN KERRY, condemning t]~e Syrian government’s apparent use 

of banned weapons in attacking its peopIe. 

World 

MOSCOW JOURNAL 

Gorky Pro’k, Once Drab, No~’ Glows 

The park has b’ansformed over the past two yea~s into 

e.~ravagant urban recreational space that offers Muscovites a 

respike from the in[ense pditieal pressures of Russia. 

Dollop of Romance is Added to intrigue at 

Foamier Cltinese Politician’s Trial 

Bo Xilai said his for~ler t(g~ depn~r and his ~fe, both of whom 

provided evidence agNnst him, had a passionate rela’do~ship 

wikh each other. 

Once mt Outcast, [raniat Nlinister Car~’ies tlope 

of Easi~g Tensions 

Mohammad Javad Za*~f seems near certain to lead Iran’s 

delegatio,~ in *mdear kalks -flw~her it~dieations, analysks say, 

t~at the new leadership is serious abouk a new policy. 

,~.; ~reside 

Hassan 

Rouhani 

U.S. 



A Fini~:ky Thief of the Finest Silver Its Arrested 
Agah~                                                   [ 

Silver pieees were disappearing from Southern homes when a 

re~ired New Jersey detective? recognized a pattern a~d called an 

Atlan~ detectible, leafing [o the arrest of a man believed ko be linked ko 3o 

yems’ worth of theRs. 

In Clfieago, Campaigr~ to Provide Safe Passage 

on Way to Selhoo| 
i.v M©NiCA 

With concern that ehihh’en would ha~e to traverse erime-.ridden 

blocks after the closing of 47 schools, the city deployed about 

1,2oo workers to watch over them. 

Scales Still Tip Toward N’Ie,~ ’ "                            Y 

President Obama, who is conside~ ~g ca Midah’a for a new 

Federal Reserve leader, has named no more women to major 

posts than Bill Clinton did. Janet L. Yellen, the Fed’s vice chai~vomam 

finalist. 

Business 

DEALBOOK A clock 

: rat Dhed BATS and Direct Edge to Merge, "i’ak~,g O~ Older 

Rivals 

Corn bin in g BATS Global Markets and Direct Edge will va ult the 

n ew company past N a sdaq to become the seeon d -la rgest exeb ange opera 

the United Stutes, as the indush’y continues to face pressure to consolidate. 

Set Back by RecesMo~, m~d Sh~,t Out of Rebound 

A ~ower unemploym ent rate for old er workers m asks trou bling 

trends of reduced pay and longer job searches. 

John 

DEALBOOK 

for Law Nr~ 

Some legal heav)~vei~ts in the United States are benefiting fl’orn 

a growing number d dashes o~er complex internutional dens. 



Sports 

To Prote~rt Its Empire, ESPN Stays on Offense 

Fan ergin~ competitors, dee~vasin g ca ble su bscripfon s an d rising 

polifica] opposition to bundled channels have created a 

precarious environment t5r ESPN, which is figh~ing back, 

Mete Disclose That Harvey Has Elbow Tear 

The partial tear of pitcher Mai~ Ha~wey’s ulnar eollatera] 

ligament raises the prospect fl~at he will require Tommy John 

s m’geU and be shut down for an extended period. 

Ha~ey 
needs 

BLUE JAYS 5, YANKEES 2 
1~.; Derek 

In deter’s Return, a }~issed Chance for ....... J~.~, 
Celebration ~e~t 

Phil Hughes lasted only font and two-thizq innings and Ic~ir~ 

SuzuM &opped a fly ball in a threemm fifth to spoil Derek aeaer’s return to the 

team. 

,[~Box Score 

Baseball Roundup: Kansas City is Warmer, but Rays Are Cold 

Arts 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 

Vines and Vintner Beaufi .fy a Tuscan Hill 

Arehea architects of Norenee have built a new headquarters 

~tinoN winemakms in Tuscany. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Stubborn Persistence of Pop 

The 2o~3 Mq%’ Video Mnsie Awards were a bqbute to ~e 

stnbborn persistence of pop, 

James Purdy, a Fabulist Haunting the FNnges 
f-B’ Wii. i.i.~.M GRF&.E 

The lmb]ication of a complete collection of short stories by 

James Purdy has refocused attention on his unflinching and 

wi]Ny origins s~yle. 

, Books of The Times: ’Complete 8ho~ Storbs of James Purdy’ 

..... soarin~ 

Perq/ 

ascend 

Obituaries 

:Red Bums, ’Godmother of Silicon Alley,’ Dies at 

88 

Ms. Bm’ns helped to lead the movement for public access to 

cable television and started a New York U niversity pro, gram to 

foster Interact wizards. 

Burns, 
founder 

Gilbert Taylor, Celebrated Hollywood Cinematographer, 

Dies at 99 

Mr. Taylor brought a ein&na vSdt5 sens~bili~" to blacbm~d-white pictm:es like 

"Dr. Strangdove," and also masketm~indcd kl~e bright, dean shog for "Star 

W are," 

Peter H~ittenloeber, Explorer of[he Brain’s 

Development, Dies at 8a 

Dr. Huttenloeher connted synapses, observing how much of tl~e 

Huttenlo 



information coming ko the, brain was discarded as the mired 

became more e,fficie,nt. 

Science 

WHAT WE EAT 

Tomatoes Ripe for Improvement 

Plank geneticists say a p~Rieet to develop tastier mass--produced 

tomatoes is j n st on e step in pushing American s toward more 

healthy eaUng. 

Read the eti~er alticles in the series: Choosing a Sugar Substitute I Gluten-Free, Whether You Need It 

or Not 

Explorator~um Forced to Cut Back 

After a $22o-mil]ion renova’drm, tl3e E@IoratotJum museum 

San Francisco fom~d it wasn’t dra wing enough visitors ko finance 

a $54 million ammal budget and is now re&ruing iN staff. 

A Quest for Even Safer Dmlnking "Water 

Rcsea~:hers arc mapping thc microscopic [auna in onr 

underground wa[er systems, Lo betWr ur~dcrstand how some 

organisms eke out a living in dark, cool pipes loaded with 

chlorine. 

Today’s Video 

On Lhe mayoral election krail, New York City’s public advocate, 

Bill de Blasio, has adopted the campaign slogan ’% Tale of %’<~ 

Cides" in his bid to win the Democra’dc nomination. 

Related .Articie 

~ VmEO: A Divided Dream 

Fifty ye,ars afte,r the March on Washington, Otis Stnaz k retnmed 

with his sor~ and reflecked on how fur the country had come, and 

stood s61l, since then. 

~ Re~sted A~ic~e 

~ V~DEO: At tl~e Coaches Car ~’Vasl~ 

Fifty top college fbotbal~ coaches flock to ESPN’s beadqualters 

to discuss the season. The event, known as d~e Coaches Car 

Wash, shows how the network has become as big as the games. 

Fol mo~e video ",..o to NYTimes.com~Video >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Responding to Syrian Atrocities 

Any military re,spouse, by Preside,nt Obama should be carefully targete,d and 

baeke,d by international sui.,port. 

EDITORIAL 

Dangero~s Tick~ 

More, re.sea rch i s n ceded to control I ,ym e, di s eas e, a ~) d oth e,r fi ok-born e, il~ ~) esse,s. 



A lawsnit ofibrs comprising eq dence of Mr. Tramp’s bait-and-s~q tch scheme 

that affeceed thousands of people, 

For i=~ore o,oinian ga ta NYTimes.eomiOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Egypt’s 3o~r~Mists, St~ll Ur~der S~ege 

Shine the’ begimfing ef my career, I have faced accusations of 

blasphemy and death threats. It’s as X’ten’orism w~ll never e~d in 

E~@t. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ideas Bebda~d the ~lar~h 

What Ftandolph, Rustin and King bdieved. 

, Column,s2 P~ge 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

B~oi rain’s Fu ~oo~" Over F,oaekir~g 

Prime Minister D~wid Carne#)n has championed shale gas. But 

with ne:,~ ~o no public deba~e, he may have done more harm Nan 

good. 

, Columnist Page 

FOI.I.OW US:     Facebool< ~@NYTJmes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times [torn anywhere with our suite el apps: 

iPhone(O l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m,nyt.com >> 

About This E-Nail 

]his is an automated e-mail Please do not reply directly te this e-mail 

You received this message because yell signed up rer NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 

.As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <n.vfimes~email.ne~orktimes.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Back-to-School Ofl’er: Subscribe and Save with Our Special College Rate. 

~. 
Dear NYTimes.eom Reader, 

rom Tolstoy to Thailand, from environmental science 

o quantum physics, our journalists, editors and 

ontributors scour the globe in search of the latest 

stories of interest and enlightenment that keep the 

process of learning fresh and relevant for students and 

professors alike. And because you quali~ for our 

special college rate, you can enjoy exclusive savings 

when you try a Times digital subscription today. 

Get unlimited access to The Times at our exclusive 

college rate: 

,ot’;~ our regular rate. That’s as little as $L88 per 

No other news organization fosters discussion and 

debate quite like The Times. So as you head back to 

school, enrich your education with the insights and 

perspectives that over 1,ooo journalists in 45 bureaus 

worldwide deliver. And join the influential audience of 

Times readers who stay up to the minute --with access 

on your computer, smartphone or tablet. Plus, with a 

Times Digital Subscription you no longer have to limit 

yourself to lO articles a month. 

"~’i $5 FORYOUR FIRST 12 WEEKS! 

~i $5 FOR YOUR FIRST 12 WEEKS! 

~i $5 FOR YOUR FIRST 12 WEEKS! 

~i REDEEM SPECIAL OFFER 

ACT NOWTO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS 

SPECIAL OFFER 

This offer is only available to faculty and students. So 

subscribe today and take your news experience --and 

college experience -- to a whole new level. 

I 
Xll REDEEM SPECIALOFFER 

~REFER A FRIEND TO THE TIMES, AND GET $5 
Refer a college student, faculty or staff member to The Times and you’ll get a $5 Amazon.corn 

Gift Card*~ when he or she signs up for a digital subscription through your link. 

[~"i Refer a Friend 



c~rtain of i~, affi:i.sta’s Web sit~s ~:o~ compl~f;P tem:s and conditions, sea :.S.S.S£(!:£~’.~:!:£:2::/)/.:]~:%’£-:.~( GCs a~e iss:iaq 

Fo qus:ify tel s Ool:ege Rate D:gital S:ibsciiIX:on, a refened friand must be a cunent college o~ un~vcrs~ student. 

2013 The New Yo:k:]mes Compsn7 :: PO ~ox 8041. Davenpo:ff, :A 52808804: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, August 27: Housing Lobby Opposes GOP on GSEs; Private Placements Go to Europe 

Web Se.~nina~s 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 27, 2013 

r~] F] ["~’] 

Today’s Top Stories 

Housing Lobby Urges Revan~£ of 

The housing industry is stepping up behind-Me- 
scenes lobbying to alter the housing finance bill 
sponsored by Rep. Jeb Hensarling and 
perhaps kill the legislation entirely. 

European Private Placements Fill Le~ding 

Void, Present Threat to Uo& Banks 

The birth of a U.S.-style private placement 
market in France offers a lesson in what 
happens when deleveraging banks turn their 
backs on credit demand. The French market 
could spread across Europe and compete with 
U.S. lenders and investors someday. 

Roya~ in Pennsylvania Rediscovers 

The company, which lost millions of dollars 
after straying from core banking, has returned 
to its roots as a traditional banking around 
Philadelphia. 

Yodlee Adds Eyelets, Mentoring to 
Incu bator Progran~ 

The personal financial management platform 
has been grooming select early-stage 
companies for 16 months. Now, it’s providing 
more services to entrepreneurs through its 
incubator program. 

By Department 

Incu bator Program 

The personal financial management platform 
has been grooming select early-stage 
companies for 16 months. Now, it’s providing 
more services to entrepreneurs through its 
incubator program. 

Cards Faci~g Heightened 

Employers like payroll cards because they are 
cheaper to issue than paper checks, but New 
York’s attorney general is questioning whether 
they are such a good deal for employees. 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

D View con~pany 

index 
u Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

~&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 

was 

hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing 

~obi~e Ba~king 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Is your bank ready to 

handle the latest stress 

testing regulations? 

Register now for our 

upcoming WCbir~,3[: Row 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments¯ Attend 

the AT~t~, F,~ebit and 

P]~~aid ~=~fur~ to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas¯ 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 

Teehf~logias, Risks. a~d 

R~)si’~ol~sibifities 

While providing a brief 

background on Identity 

Theft, the focus of this 

one-hour web seminar is 

on the impact of new 

technologies, the 

associated risks, and banks’ 

responsibilities It also 

discusses a brief example 

of how a bank offered an 

Identity Theft product as a 

service to its customers¯ 



The company, which lost millions of dollars 
after straying from core banking, has returned 
to its roots as a traditional banking around 
Philadelphia. 

Housing Lobby’ Urges Revamp of 
Repu b~ican GSE 

The housing industry is stepping up behind-Me- 
scenes lobbying to alter the housing finance bill 
sponsored by Rep. Jeb Hensarling and 
perhaps kill the legislation entirely. 

The birth of a U.S.-style private placement 
market in France offers a lesson in what 
happens when deleveraging banks turn their 
backs on credit demand. The French market 
could spread across Europe and compete with 
U,S. lenders and investors someday. 

BAI Retail Delivery 20!3, 

November 5-7, Denver 

CO, draws the largest and 

most influential group of 

financial services leaders 

of any industry 

conference, fostering 

extensive opportunities for 

idea exchange and 

inspiration¯ We’re 

independent and 

objective, making it easy 

for you to personalize your 

own agenda based on 

YOUR priorities. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited, individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 

New York, NY 10004 

i~ American I~ Bank ¯ 
Banker 

I Tech 

© 2013 Seu~ceM~di,~. All rights reserved. 
..... Media ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DICK’S Sporting Goods <DSG@email.dcsg.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:17 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

1 Day Only - Take $15 OffYour Online Purchase! 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YourABA Editor <youraba(.@americanbar.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 27, 2013 7:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

YourABA - September 2013 - Meet ABA President Silkenar, Annual Meeting highlighks; client communications; more 

The incoming president, a New York lawyer with a long 
record of service at the American Bar Association, speaks 
about his goals, key issues in the profession and more. 

Companies should develop at the minimum a broad 
communications plan to handle any type of crisis, experts 
said during a panel discussion on corporate ethics and the 
role of legal counsel at the Annual Meeting. 

Pa~icipants at an Annual Meeting program discussed the 

rise of alternative fee arrangements and the resulting 
challenges. 

Experts explained the wide variety of information security 
risks facing law firms and how lawyers can best protect 
their data from those threats at an Annual Meeting program. 

How to bette~ serve corporate clients 
Focusing on cost control and staffing matters efficiently can 
keep corporate clients satisfied. 

The honorees, who paved the way for women in the legal 
profession, were honored at a reception at the Annual 
Meeting. 

Jusdce:~ Saz~dr~ Day O’Com~or ~P,d R~,th B~de:’ 

.~.~ 

~chieve work4ife q_oals 
A panel of 10 experienced legal career coaches revealed to 
young lawyers concrete strategies for successful career 
advancement at the program "CareerLine LIVE!" during the 



Law firms that don’t develop diversity and inclusion 
programs are more likely to miss out on the new generation 
of lawyers, according to a panel of experts at an Annual 
Meeting program. 

A panel of legal experts at the Annual Meeting discussed 
the ramifications of the court decisions for the employment 
sector and the questions that have arisen, including who 
qualifies as a spouse and who is eligible for what benefits~ 

bre~ches 
Panelists at the Annual Meeting program "Preparing for the 

Inevitable: What Every Company Should Know About 
Minimizing Data Breaches" discussed the process by which 
companies respond to cyberattacks. 

Knoxville -- Aug. 22 

St. Louis--Aug 21 

Radnor, Pa--Aug 20 

Browse all job postings 

on the ABe4 Job 

YourABA is a monthly publication emailed to all ABA 
members who have provided an email address. 

If you would like information on joining the ABA, click 

Your email address will only be used within the ABA and its 
entities. We do not sell or rent email addresses. 

Privacy Polic~ Contact Us 

American Bar Association I 321 N Clark, Chicago, IL 60654- 

7598 1800-285-2221 I 312-988-5522 

© 2013 American Bar Association 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
TBJ Morning Call: Gov. Pat McCrow sws media, others skew GOP image 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

AUGUST 27, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Gov. Pat McCrory says media, others skew GOP image 
Protests acress fi3e state and media scrutiny from across the country ever a more 

c’onse!~/atiw.~ berfl: in sh~te politics siem ~rem a muoh-needed change h~ culture, Gov 

Pat MoCrory l:cfid me Menday aRernoen during a visit to the Gow~rnmenl Center 

Leqal battle draqs bet~,~een Salix and drug partner 
RaieighLs iargest heme.-grown drug manufac~,urer is s~iii locked in a legai tussle 

wifi~ one ef i~s partners en a drug, as both sides presen~,ed arguments in oour~ last 

week 

N.C., S.C. credit-union Jeagues approve merqer 
The asseoiafions ~i~a~, represent nenprefit credi~ uriions in North Oarolina and Sou~h 

Carolina have voted te censolidate into a single operatien 

McCroD’ presents Order of the Long Leaf Pine to Dan 
Ramirez 
Gov Pat McCrory on Monday presented the Order of the Long Leaf Pine to Dan 

i-,- ,ir~z, ,he former Mecklenberg County commissioner who was diagnosed with 

Lou Gherig’s disease bast year 



Snap.shot: 90 today_. + Durham a~orn._e_y_ to run for governor in 
2018 + Princeviile mayor says she’s innocent + K~rr~ calls 

TBJ rew~ls 2013 CiO Awards ~nners 

TODAYS ~RN|NG ~L 

U.S. to hit debt ceilinq in mid-October 

Harris Teeter tests mobile-wallet technoloqy 

New iPhone could be fast .o. very" fast 

Gordon & Rees Jawfirm ~pens Raleiqh office 

Duke may restrict camp~s access after robberies 

NCSU researcher develops peptide that may halt cancer 
gro~h 

~ew Triangle youth hockey league star~ this 

I~ Univer~t~ of Califor~ia~a~ ~iego the nation’s ................................................................................................................................................ 

......................................................... Read ~omin~ Call >> 

Contact Us 

Canc~ Email Subscription 

bizjourl=:els custome=" service, bizjourl=:els 120 W I’,%rehe~sd St, Ci~ado~e Noilh Caloliils 28202 

~ep[educed; dist%s[ed ~[ansmitted, cached ei other~,~,’ise used except with ~ile prior ,v~i[[en permissie!; of biz.iouinals 



How would you like to respond? 

I 

::~ LeeLambert Lee Lambert 

[] You also have 48 other pending invites! \,"ie.w th~r’..~ 







From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 

ROUGEMONT AREA: 
* **+Breaki~ to tu~Joclked shed reported 08/26/13, 6:57 ran+ 9761 NC 57 

Someone entered the victims shed and rook Ms 2008 Ymnaha momrcyde~ The victim stated he las~ saw the vehicle on 8-24-2013. I noticed marks from the in the 

driveway as if the suspecVs rolled the vehicle out mwald the roadway. There were drag m~ks as if one of the wheels was locked. It appears the suspect/s had a 

veNcle parked on side of~e road in front of the victims residence. Value $6,000.00 

CHAPEL HII ,L AREA: 

****Break in to locked residence reposed 08/26/13, 1:44 pm~ 2502 Gemena RdT 

The complmnm~t stated that he amved at fl~e residence on thur~tay 08/15/2013 and noticed that a s~ainleaa smel ~Ngera*or w~s missing t~)m the kitchen, the 

complmnant Nd not advise law entbrcement of the incident at tNs point, on satuNay 0~17/2013, the workers amved at fl~e msi&nce and noticed flint the s~mless 

steel ~tchen sink and water faucet were missing, the workers advised hiln fl~at entD" was Inade through the back door because they located possible p~ mar~. 
POSSIBLE SCAN ALERT: A citizen ~eported to us that she received in the mail an offer to receive a Wal-Mart or Target gift card ~n the amount or $100.00. To 
receive this card you had to cal~ a number and verify your offer number, The catch is you have to ~ay a onetime fee of $~,~5, They ask ~or your credit card 
information. War,art and Target say they are not offering any g~ft cards and a~e not affiliated with this company= As Mways, do not give your CredR card 
information to anyone that you are not one hundred present sure that it is legitimate. This pe~son was smart enough to know th~s was too good to be t~ue. 
REMINDER: SCHOOL HAS STAN~ND BACK, PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY AND WATCH OUT FOR BUSES AND OUR CHILDREN, 
Tha~ you for [~ing our exXra eyes and ears. 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cammarn, Scott <Scott.Cammarn@cwLcom> 

Tuesday, Angust 27, 2013 8:54 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

WeAl, that was obvious. I 9uess ] should have tried that .... 
Thanks! 

Frora: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:53 AN 

Te: Cammarn, Scott 
Subject: RE: 

H i Scott --- 

Kieran.fallon@pnc.com 

Lissa 

From: Cammarn, Scott [mailto:Scott.Cammarn@cwt.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:40 AM 

"re: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: 
Do you have Kieran Fallon’s email address? 
Scott Cammam 
Partner 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 
227 West Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Tel: +1 704.348.5363 
Fax: +1 704.348.5200 
scott.cammarn@cwf.com 
www.cadwalader.com 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, m~d cm~not be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal, state, or 

local tax penaJties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that aW slatement in this email relating to any U.S. federal, state, or local tax 

matter was written in connection with the promotion or marketing by other parties of the transaction(s) or matte~Is) addressed in this email. Each taxpayer should seek 

advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

NOTE: The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the 

inlbrmation; please advise the sender immediately by reply email a~d delete this message and any attachments without re’taming a copy. Although "this email and any 

attachments oa’e believed to be tree of any vires or other defect that may alt’ect a~y computer syslem into which it is received m~d opened, it is the responsibili~ of the 

recipient to ensure that it is vires free and no responsibilib’ is accepted by Cadwaladec Wickersham & Taft LLP for a~y loss or damage azising in an?’ way from its use. 



on a full range of financing options for a~orneys~ along with 

the critical knowledge you need. to establish and develop your 

firm. 

ABA members can new save 50% on loan administration 

fee~s through Bank of America Practice Solutions Receive 

financing and loans for: 

® Practice debt consolidation 

~ Office improvement and expansion 

Commercial real estate 

Call 800-497-6076 or visit online to learn more about how 

Bank of America Practice Solutions oan help your fir!! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Brief: Trader in J.P. Morgan ’Whale’ Case Arrested 

LATEST STORIES 

Trader i~ J.P. ~’~[oI~ga~ %~q~ale~ Case Arrested           ~ 

U,So Treasury to Hit Debt L~m~t ~n Mid-Octobe~ 

Ackman to Sell Entire Stake ~ J,C, Pem~ey 

S)~a’s _~aw~te Force Turned T~de tim Assad 

Credit Cards Ofik~r No-Interest Tra~sfers Again 

NEWS V~DEOS 

~’ghy Abbo~ Is Upbeat Abo~ Aussie Mi~fing 

Get Ahead at ~ork ~ith a $~,ooo F~e Smi~e 

How Bo ~1~ Fared h~ Cou~ 

Nyrim~ Re,he Sponsors Sectarian ~ ~ ~ Militia 

Top Bankruptey Lawyer Moonlights as Energy Healer 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Louise Paglen <louise@intelisure.ccs~nd.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Malpractice Insurance: Who Does Your Broker Work For? 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

national lawyers’ professional liability program that provides one of the broadest policy forms 

Intelisure is committed to providing incomparable advice and risk management for your law 



Forward this email 

[ 
this emaii was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu by ho__u_[~_@j_n__t__e_[i__s_u__Le_=_c__o__r_n_. 

Instant removai with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Polio/. 

Intelisure Insurance Pro :: PO Box 1568 1!.1115 Atwood Street :: Suite 413 Sparta NC i28675 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cambridge University Press <us~x~x~v@cambridge.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 27, 2013 9:55 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Are social scientisks being taught to write poorly? 

Cambridge University Press 

Paperback i 9781107676985 i 240 pp. I July 2013 I $22.99 I Disc. $17.24 

Hardback 19781107027053 i 240 PP.I August 2013 ] $65 I Dis~. $48.7S 

Learn to 
Write 
Badly 
How to Succeed 

in the Social 

Sciences 

Michael Billig, 

Loughborough 

University 

"Michael Billig 

makes important 

and novel 

arguments about 

the state of 

writing and 

therefore the 

s~ate of thinldng 

in the social 

sciences. This 
book presents 

detMed critiques 

of writings by a 

rode range of 

social scientists. 

Billig uses vMd 

examples to 

demonstrate the 

conditions in 

which bad 

writing is 

nnrtured and to 

show its wider 

significance 

academia and 

beyond. This is a 

higNy 

entertaining read 

which had me 

laughing out loud 

at times." 

-Christine 

Professor of 
Social 

P~ychology, 

U~#versity of 

Bath 

An entertaining 

but scholarly 
book exanfining 

why today’s 

social seientists 

are writing so 



poody. Michael 

Billig anaJyses 

the competitive 

conditions under 
which academics 

are mass 

producing 

research and 

identifies tlae 

linguistic 

characteristics of 

bad writing in 

"the social 
sciences, a~guing 

that these two 

factors are 

closely related. 

Save 25% when 

you order 

directly through 

the Cambridge 

website using 

code 
\VRITE13. 

Offer expires 

September 30, 

2013. 

Other titles of related interest: Click here to see more 

Libra[y           I 

Most of our publications are available as e-books from many vendors, including Amazon and ebooks.com 

We also sell bespoke digital collections to libraries thorough Cambridge Books Online. 

Keep up with the latest Psychology news and perspectives from our Cambridge 
University Press BIog, Fifteeneightyfour, click here to find out more. 

Please visit ~vw.caa~bridge.org/ns/psv, cholo~~ to see other new releases from Cambridge. 

If you rash to unsubscribe from Caanbfidge book communications, please click here. 

If you wish to chm~ge journal prefe~ences previously registered ruth Cambridge Journals 

Online, please click here. After logging in, click "Change Registration Details." 



Cambridge 132 A ...... f the Americas New York NY 10013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@producLamericanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

The 4 Pillars of Mo(tgage Automation 

View as Web Paqe 

For,,,,ard to a Friend 

American Banker 

Complimentary Web Seminar 

September 24, 2013 I 2 pm ET/11 am PT 

Featuring Live Q&A 

[i ~ Click Hereto Register 

Hello Law, 

__Attend this webinar to learn and leverage industry best practice and technology advances to 

address common operational issues like: poor customer experience, lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue, stacks of physical paper, chasing documents and re-requesting documents 

from customers, and little or no key performance metrics to help manage an already heavily 

regulated environment. 

The 4 Pillars of Mortgage Automation: 

1 Mobile Mortgage - bring your applicants and loan officers into the process by capturing all 

supporting documents directly from their mobile device while ensuring that all data is 

accurate and valid 

2. Mortgage Compliance Manager- workflow to augment and fill gaps in existing processes 

to streamline the end to end and easily adjust to today’s ever changing rules and 

regulations 

3 Analytics for Mortgage - optimize the information flow and gain invaluable and rarely seen 

insight into your mortgage process, customers, and metrics 

4 Loan Origination System Integration - integration into your loan origination system to take 

full advantage of accurate and valid data and dramatically reduce your close time and 

shorten your time to revenue 

Mortgage originators, banks, credit unions, and mortgage companies can reduce errors and 

frustration, earn customer and broker loyalty that lasts, and engage customers as never before. 

Sign up now to learn how these 4 Pillars of Automation dramatically shift the current mortgage 

production and customer engagement paradigm. 

Speakers: 

Chris Edgington 

Orcutt 

Austin Kilgore 

Chris Edgington is an industry Bruce Orcutt is Sr. Director of    Austin Kilgore, Managing 

Solutions Manager at Kofax, Product Marketing at Kofax Editor, Mortgage Technology 

focusing on Banking & 

Financial Services 

Sponsored by: 

~ogo 

Share this Event! 



You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 
American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here. 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004    -- 
custserv@sourcemedia.com I Privacy Policy 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:27 AM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Employee Benefits after Windsor 

August 271 2013 

On June 26, 2013, the United States Supreme Court declared 
Section 3 of the federal Defense of Marriage Act ("DOMA’~) 
unconstitutional~ Section 3 of DOMA, which defined "spouse" 
and "marriage" for all provisions of federal law, provided that 
a "spouse" was "a person of the opposite sex who is a 
husband or wife" and "marriage" was a "legal union between 

one man and one woman as husband and wife." However, the 
Supreme Court did not consider the validity of Section 2 of 
DOMA, which gives states the right to deny recognition of 
same-sex marriages valid in other states; accordingly, 
Section 2 remains in effect. The removal of Section 3 and the 
retention of Section 2 have broad implications for employee 
benefit plans and raise many questions regarding the choice 
of law between states that do and do not recognize same- 
sex marriage, whether any benefits are retroactive, and what 
position the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS’~ will take on the 
recognition of same-sex marriage for Federal tax purposes. 

(:~uick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

[] Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

ME-mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Fhm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Roscoe <broscoe@thatsgreatnews.com > 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:31 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Ready for delivery - your press plaque for Roy Williams ON RECRUITING 

Hetlo Roy, 

See, touch, ho~d and feel yoQr plaqQe without paying 

My ~eam here think I’ve finetly ~ost my marbles bu~ Fnl deadly sedeus abo~t the offer I’m abou~ 

to make you~ 

want to send you your press article mou~ted on a plaque for a 30 day free inspection. There 

~s no oM~gat~on to b~y, no risk for you. 

I’m olfer#~ you [his because you ca~ on~y appreciete how good your a~t~cie looks on a high 

qua~y p~aque by he~ding and [e~.~ch#~ ~t. 

~ake up you[ ow~ m~d when you’ve the plaque ~ you[ hands. ~f you don’t love it a~d don’t 

w~nt to keep it, jL~st tel~ us, rip up the invoice ~nd we’l~ arr~nge and pay for return shipping. 

The cost of the plaque, should you decide you want to keep it, is $169.00. 

Its already been e while since ye~.~ eppeared in print, this plaque will ens~.~re your success is not 

forgotten rethe~ it contim.~es to be a topic of corwersation. 

Cal~ us on 1-888~681-2942 to get straight through to someone who can answer yo~r questions 

a~d ar~nge for you~ plaque to be delivered. 

I’m keeping tMs free inspection offer open un[[~ the end of next week. 

Celebrath~g your great ilews, 

Bob Roscoe 

PS There is no catch, our 200,000 happy customers are testame~st to that. tt only takes a minute 

to get the plaque delivered to you before deciding if you wish to buy. 

That’s Great News 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 11:24 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Cherokee Bm~king Co. (Canton, GA) has agreed to merge ruth Hamilton State Bancshares, 

Inc. (Hoschton, GA) 

Cherokee Banking Company (OTCQB: CHKJ; Canton, GA) has agreed to merge with 

Hamilton State Bancshares, Inc. (OTCQB: HMBH; Hoschton, GA) 

Sandier O’Neill served as Fmancial advisor and provided a fairness opinion to Cherokee 

Banking Company in this transaction. This transaction represents Sandier O’Neill’s 92no bank 

or thrift transaction nationwide since January 1, 2011. Sandier O’Neill has served as a Financial 

advisor on more bank and thrift transactions than any other investment bank during that time 

period.~ 

This transaction represents the 1st mmssisted merger of a Georgia headquartered bank in 2013 

~md the 4th since January 1, 2009.~ 

Hamilton State Bancshares, Inc. announced today it has entered into a definitive merger a~’eement with 

Cherokee Banking Compmay a~ter receiving approval fi:om the Boards of Directors of both companies. 

The co~nbined bank will operate under the nane Hmnilton State Bank. 

Hamilton has agreed to pay $4 per share in cash for Cherokee’s 2,131,639 sha~es of issued and 

outstanding co,ninon stock. Pending receipt of all necessaW regulatory" and other approvals, including the 

approval of Cherokee Bm-Adng Company’s shareholders, and customary" closing conditions, the transaction 

is expected to be completed in the first qua(ter of 2014. 

For more information, please click her~e. 
For the press release, please click here. 
(l) InchMer bc~ k or tl rift tramactions r# ce 2011; excludes termim~ted tramactions arm self-advL*o~y roles Does not combine the 

rexults of advisors which have me~eed until the date s~ch merger was’ completed. 

(2) ExchMes trctrisactions in which the buyer was’ an investor group. 

http:/iwww.sandleroneill.com/email-disclaimer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 11:29 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Cherokee Bm~king Co. (Canton, GA) has agreed to merge ruth Hamilton State Bancshares, 

Inc. (Hoschton, GA) 

Cherokee Banking Company (OTCQB: CHKJ; Canton, GA) has agreed to merge with 

Hamilton State Bancshares, Inc. (OTCQB: HMBH; Hoschton, GA) 

Sandier O’Neill served as Fmancial advisor and provided a fairness opinion to Cherokee 

Banking Company in this transaction. This transaction represents Sandier O’Neill’s 92no bank 

or thrift transaction nationwide since January 1, 2011. Sandier O’Neill has served as a Financial 

advisor on more bank and thrift transactions than any other investment bank during that time 

period.~ 

This transaction represents the 1st mmssisted merger of a Georgia headquartered bank in 2013 

~md the 4th since January 1, 2009.~ 

Hamilton State Bancshares, Inc. announced today it has entered into a definitive merger a~’eement with 

Cherokee Banking Compmay a~ter receiving approval fi:om the Boards of Directors of both companies. 

The co~nbined bank will operate under the nane Hmnilton State Bank. 

Hamilton has agreed to pay $4 per share in cash for Cherokee’s 2,131,639 sha~es of issued and 

outstanding co,ninon stock. Pending receipt of all necessaW regulatory" and other approvals, including the 

approval of Cherokee Bm-Adng Company’s shareholders, and customary" closing conditions, the transaction 

is expected to be completed in the first qua(ter of 2014. 

For more information, please click her~e. 
For the press release, please click here. 
(l) InchMer bc~ k or tl rift tramactions r# ce 2011; excludes termim~ted tramactions arm self-advL*o~y roles Does not combine the 

rexults of advisors which have me~eed until the date s~ch merger was’ completed. 

(2) ExchMes trctrisactions in which the buyer was’ an investor group. 

http:/iwww.sandleroneill.com/email-disclaimer.htm 



PICK THE TEAMS TO BEAT EACH WEEK 

AND YOU COULD SCORE A 
TRIP FOR 2 TO HAWA~I 
Players pick the winning football teams of all games each week for prizes, wall 
graphics, a grand prize trip for 2 to Hawaii or a weekly prize of a $100 Visa Gift 
Card! The First Game Starts Thursday, September 5, 2013 - #!.9&.~.[~...~.9.~.!. 

Presenting Sponsor: 

::X:: Leith Cars 

Also sponsored by Barstools and Dinettes Etc. and Otto’s Exteriors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Sahl -~ps@uakron.edu > 

TueMay, Angust 27, 2013 12:04 PM 

SECTPR.annc@lis"ts.aals.org 

[SECTPR.annc] - Fred C. Zacharias Memorial Prize fbr Scholarship in Professional Reslyonsibilit.5~ Reminder 

As a fi~iendly reminder, please find below a~o~fner Section deadline concerning the Fred C. Zacharias Memorial Prize for Scholarship in Professional Responsibili~’. 

Submissions and nominafions of articles me now being accepted for the fourth annuaJ Fred C. Zacharias Memorial Prize for Scholarship 

~n Professional Respons~b~ht?. To honor Fred s memo~, the committee will s~lect from among articles in the field of Professional Responsibility with a publication date 

of 2013. The prize will be awarded at the 2014 AALS Annual Meeting in New York. Please send submissions and nominafions to Professor Samuel Levine at Touro 

Law Center: sle¥ine~tourolaw.edu The deadline for submissio~s and nominafions is September 1, 2013. 

Site Links: View- post online View mailina list online Unsubscribe from this mailing list Manage your subscription 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 

of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is go~,erned by the term~ of service at: 
https://connect.aals.or$/picm/ld/fid=280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Allen <do-not-reply@davidco.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 1:17 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Productive Living: When you have too much to do... 

If you have trouble viewing this message or would like to share it, please click here. 

Produc’~ive Living 

i~i David Allen 
Hi Folks, 

Sometimes this "productivity" thing weighs a lot heavier on us 

than it should. Even the idea of "stress-free productivity" can 

sound like more work than we can or care to do. So, sneak 

behind the garage with me for what I’m sharing in this essay. 

It’ll be our secret. 

All the best, 

David 

What to do whef~ you have too much to do 

"Folks, can we hear it for sloth, indolence, and 
procrastination?!" 

That’s how I have started many of my seminars over the years. 
And it always gets thunderous applause and raucous cheers. I 
think it hits a nerve. 

V~qy? It seems that few people have many good reference 
points for self-forgiveness and a sense of humor in this world 
of increasingly too much to do. 

I’ve been working on both (self-forgiveness and sense of 
humor) for decades now, and still find it quite challenging at 
times. But you know, when I’m in a loving, whole, and healthy 
state of mind about myself and about life, everything’s cool. 
V~qere I am, doing what I’m doing, is exactly where I need to be 
and what I need to do. God’s on her throne, the mail is coming, 
my dog loves me, and tomorrow is just fine right where it is, not 
showing up until then. 

And I don’t seem to get to that wonderful state of mind by 
working harder and faster. Sometimes it helps, but more often 
it just perpetuates the angst. 

I get there by letting go, softening my grip, getting quiet. That’s 
when I can get a peek between the seconds, and in the 
particularly delicious moments experience the grandeur of just 
being. That doesn’t happen by working harder o~r smarter. It 
doesn’t happen by working at all. It just happens. I’m not my 
work. I’m not even my life. I do work, and I have a life. The more 
I’m able to see myself and my experiences from that neutral 
place of authorship and ownership, the more I see them for the 
Shakespearean stage they’re playing on, and can enjoy the 
show (and how I let myself get wrapped up in it)! 

But there is a skill, an awareness, a knowing about letting it 



happen, recognizing the value of those moments, and 
loosening up the stranglehold we often put on too many things 
that don’t deserve the seriousness. Then those things that just 
happen, happen more often. 

You can’t know sloth, indolence and procrastination without 
having a reference point for the opposites of those. It’s just the 
polarities of human experience. And if you actually did get it all 
done, on time, time would be out of a job. 

Lighten up. We’re all in this together. You’re fine. 

The day after tomorrow is the third day of the rest of your life. 
--unknown 

Q: If you had an unexpected extra hour on a particular day, how 

would you spend that time? 

DA: Beats me. When it shows up, I’ll let you know! I trust my 
spontaneous, intuitive hunches. 

..... News GETTING ~NINGS DONE 

"If we’re not connecting our long-term view to our present 
activities, we might have the sensation of busyness, but we’re 

not getting anything meaningful done." 

Read more on FastCompany.com 

GTD Tools 



:~ GTDC ..... ~y 

I discovered you about 6 months ago when, quite frankly, I was 
really struggling with work/life balance and working efficiently in 
lhe office with all the things I had to do. I like to do things really 
well, but simply couldn’t--until I’d listened to your seminar about 
10 times and read the book. You have quite simply made my 
office and home life an absolute stress-free environment. I’ve 
changed so many things in the way I work in the office and live 
at home because of GTD This has resulted in me becoming 
even more efficient in the office and having a great personal / 
family life too. I can’t thank you enough. I just have to keep on 
improving and adjusting the GTD tactics!tricks that I use as 
different things come up. I feel sure that I’ll never return to the 
busy trap ever again. 

Thanks, 
John 

...... G’~~:} PUBLIC SEf~INARS GTD Events 

IGTD Masterin9 Workflow is packed with practical 
Irecommendations and suggestions about how to put GTD to 
Work for you--at work, at home, and in everything you do. 

Salt Lake City, UT -- September 19 
Boston, MA -- September 26 
Atlanta, GA -- October 10 

These 60-75 minute presentations are an ideal way to learn 
the fundamentals of GTD, in an engaging and interactive virtual 
format. 

Managing Email -- August 29 
Keys to Getting Things Done®- September 18 
GTD & Outlook~- September 19 
Wrangling Your Priorities, featuring David Allen -- September 
27 

Getting Things Done® is the work/life management system 
created by David Allen. Learn more 

The David Allen Company is a global training and consulting 
company, based in beautiful Ojai, California. About us 

Let us know what interests you. S~3I connected 

GTD~, Getting Things Done®, GTD Connect% and GTD-Q® are 
registered trademarks of the David Allen Company. 

t 
~ake it up. Make it happen. 

Outlook® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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One of the most complex problems in the arbitration field is the question of who decides disputes over the scope of an arbitrator’s purported 
authority. Courts in Canada and the United States have taken different approaches to this fundamental question of "arbitrability" that necessarily 
arises when one party disputes the contractual validity of the underlying "container" contract carrying the arbitration clause. If arbitration is a 
creature of contract, and contract is a product of consensual agreement, then any dispute that impugns the underlying consent of the parties to 
the container contract implicates the arbitration agreement itself (i.e., no contract, no arbitration agreement). 

The U.S. approach of "separability" dates back a half-century to a Supreme Court case that was controversial when it was decided and remains so 
today. The Supreme Court has added several more decisions trying to clarify its arbitrability rules within just the past few years. The Canadians too 
have tried to sort out this mess, seizing upon the hoary legal distinction between law and fact, also offering recent Supreme Court 
pronouncements. Neither country’s approach is normatively or functionally satisfying. 

After discussing and critiquing the two approaches comparatively, we offer our own proposal. We too deploy legal presumptions, but in our case 
we focus on what we contend are the two most relevant criteria: (1) the nature of the legal challenge to the underlying container contract, and (2) 



the type of contract at issue. Challenges to consent in contract formation and contracts involving adhesion should be specially scrutinized by the 

courts before carting parties off to arbitration, whereas commercial agreements between sophisticated actors should presumptively be for arbitral 
resolution, even for "constitutive" challenges to the underlying contract. 
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This paper offers a new way to understand the causes and cures of problems created by Stern v. Marshall, the Supreme Court’s 2011 opinion 
constricting bankruptcy court power. Stern held that a bankruptcy court, created under Article I of the Constitution, may not adjudicate a "tortious- 
interference-with-gift" claim. 

Although the Stern majority said its holding was "narrow," it has resulted in a significant spike in litigation over its meaning and scope. Why would 
such a seemingly arcane and technical opinion produce hundreds of disputes in only two years? 

We argue that litigation over Stern derives from indeterminacy in the rhetoric of the majority opinion, which is rooted in broad claims about the 

separation of powers that have little to do with bankruptcy. We further argue that the best way to resolve Stern’s indeterminacy -- and thus the 

amount and cost of Stern litigation -- is to take its methodology, not its rhetoric, seriously. 

Methodologically, Stern teaches that we should assess (1) the structural effects, and (2) the historical character of suits before bankruptcy courts. 
We infer from the Court’s muted response to the Chrysler bankruptcy that it does not, in fact, worry that bankruptcy courts will undermine the 
separation of powers. This leaves only (what we call) "historical formalism" to define the scope of bankruptcy court power. 

We apply the methodology to fraudulent transfer attacks on failed leveraged buyouts, an important type of lawsuit which, until Stern, bankruptcy 
courts regularly adjudicated. Historically, such suits had important "public" purposes that should bring them within the Article I judicial power. 

We make this argument because we worry about other proposals to solve the Stern problem that would impute party "consent" or treat 
bankruptcy courts as magistrates. The Court has agreed to consider these in the 2013-14 term in In re Bellingham Insurance Agency. 

We argue that these technical maneuvers will only create greater litigation costs in a system ill-suited to absorb them. The Court should accept its 
commitment to historical formalism, and recognize that bankruptcy courts have the power to adjudicate fraudulent transfers in most cases. 
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This paper presents the current Australian as to whether or not to review its domestic contract law. It considers the background to the current 
discussion paper, and outlines the legal cultural landscape that awaits any proposed changes. 

The paper then looks to the potential models for such a reform, should Australia decide to engage in a modernization and/or internationalisation 

program. In this light, it considers the framework of the CISG, UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Law, draft Common European Sales 

Law, and then discusses the potential impact of the Swiss Proposal on future work on harmonized international contract law. 
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The combination of cost-cutting pressures and technology advances are triggering a major transformation of the core practices of business law. 
Developments in automated contract drafting and management have spurred the entry of low-cost competition, beginning with the production of 
standardized documents but moving up-market with increasing customization capability. As transaction lawyers and law firms counter this threat by 
lowering fees, much less attention has been paid to the strategy of delivering a better product. This neglect is due largely to structural 
impediments to quality-improving innovation: for example, the practice of billing and compensation on a cost-basis and the absence of a method for 
valuing premium transactional services. If lawyers seek only to compete on price, then the survival of transactional legal practice as a distinct 
profession will hinge on the flimsy regulation of unauthorized legal practice, and will ultimately fail. After describing this challenge to the profession, 
the last part of the Article outlines one path to developing and marketing premium products: exploiting the modularity of contracts to enhance 
collaboration within the profession (as well as with non-law participants) and encouraging "open-source" peer production of novel contract 
provisions. 
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We present the results of the first empirical study of the extent to which businesses have switched to arbitration after AT&T Mobility LLC v. 
Concepcion. After the Supreme Court’s decision in Concepcion, commentators predicted that every business soon would use an arbitration clause, 
coupled with a class arbitration waiver, in their standard form contracts to avoid the risk of class actions. We examine two samples of franchise 
agreements: one sample in which we track changes in arbitration clauses since 1999, and a broader sample focusing on changes since 2011, 
immediately before Concepcion was decided. Our central finding is consistent across both samples of franchise agreements: the use of arbitration 
clauses in franchise agreements has increased since Concepcion, but not dramatically, and most franchisors have not switched to arbitration. While 
our results necessarily are limited to franchise agreements and may not be generalizable to consumer and employment contracts, they 
nonetheless provide valuable evidence on how businesses are responding to Concepcion. 

Given our finding that only a handful of franchisors have switched to arbitration clauses since Concepcion, the next question is "why not"? We 
reexamine the assumptions underlying the predictions of a switch to arbitration -- that there is no reason for a business not to use an arbitral 
class waiver and that businesses readily and costlessly can and will modify their form contracts -- and find reason to question both. By using an 
arbitration clause, businesses do more than simply contract out of class actions: they contract for a bundle of dispute resolution services, including, 



for example, a very limited right to appeal. For businesses that perceive themselves as unlikely to be sued in a class action, these "bundling costs" 

may discourage them from using an arbitration clause. In addition, even standard form contracts might be sticky -- i.e., resistant to change even if 
change might be in the business’s best interest. We find empirical support for both possible explanations for why many franchisors have not begun 

using arbitration clauses after Concepcion. 

Finally, we consider the potential implications of the Court’s subsequent decision in American Express Cos. v. Italian Colors Restaurant for the 
future use of arbitration clauses. To the extent bundling costs deter the use of arbitral class waivers, we still would not expect all or most 

businesses to switch to arbitration even after Amex. Likewise, to the extent contract stickiness explains the limited switch to arbitration, Amex will 

have limited effect. In fact, Amex might actually make class action waivers that are not part of an arbitration clause more attractive than before. 

Although on its facts Amex addresses the enforceability of arbitral class waivers, much of the Court’s reasoning applies as well to non-arbitral class 
waivers, which avoid the bundling costs of an arbitral class waiver. Of course, even after Amex much legal uncertainty remains about the 

enforceability of non-arbitral class waivers. But on this broad interpretation, Amex on the margin increases the attractiveness of non-arbitral class 

waivers and might result in some uptick in their use (an increase that was occurring even before Amex, at least in franchise agreements). 
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The main objective of this perspective paper is to analyze the role of the judiciary in resolving conflicts between cattle raisers and meatpacking 
firms in Brazil. Looking at the transaction for the acquisition of cattle for slaughter in the state of Hato Grosso do Sul (the central-western region of 

Brazil), the analysis encompasses three steps. First, the authors describe the transaction pattern between cattle raisers and meatpacking firms, 

identifying a guarantee vacuum within the supply chain. Secondly, the authors present evidence that the guarantee vacuum may give rise to legal 

conflicts of non-payment, which are indeed prevalent in disputes that reach the courts. Finally, the role of the judiciary in resolving these conflicts is 

investigated. Results suggest that, on average, producers have little confidence in the legal system, indicating the potential function that informal 
mechanisms may play in the supply chain. The paper concludes by suggesting some implications for public and private strategies. 
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El presente escrito tiene como finalidad describir el escenario en el cual se busca asegurar la libertad de decisi6n del consumidor en el ~mbito 
contractual. Existen diferentes pianos a partir de los cuales los ordenamientos juridicos hart implementado medidas que buscan compensar los 
problemas que presentan tanto el funcionamiento del mercado como las nuevas t~cnicas de contrataci6n que menoscaban fuertemente la Iibertad 
contractual del consumidor. El buen funcionamiento de la competencia como presupuesto para la autodeterminaci6n del consumidor; diversos 
mecanismos como los deberes de informaci6n, las nuevas exigencias de forma, los derechos legales de retractaci6n y los instrumentos de 
intervenci6n directa en el contenido del contrato, son, todos, factores que concurren para evitar que el consumidor termine vinculado a un contrato 
que no refleje en Io m~s minimo sus intereses. Estos factores son luego analizados a la luz de la discusi6n respecto de la interacci6n entre el 
derecho comOn de los contratos y el significado del derecho del consumidor, ofreciendo elementos relativos al cambio de perspectiva que dicha 
interacci6n ha conllevado, para concluir finalmente con un an~lisis sobre la materializaci6n del derecho contractual a la que el derecho del 
consumidor ha fuertemente contribuido. Esta contextualizaci6n se considera necesaria, como marco para comprender la particular fisionomia de la 
interpretaci6n de los contratos con el consumidor, tema que se desarrollar~ en un escrito posterior. 

The following paper aims to describe the context in which consumer contractual freedom of choice intends to be ensured. There exist various levels 
in which legal experiences have implemented measures, seeking to offset the problems arising from the functioning of the market, as well as from 
the new contracting techniques, that seriously undermine contractual freedom. Functioning competition as precondition for consumer self- 
determination; various mechanisms, e.g., information duties, neoformalism, withdrawal rights and intervention against unfair contract terms, are all 
factors involved in the task of avoiding consumer to be bound to a contract not taking in account any of his expectations. These factors are then 
analyzed within the debate regarding the interaction between general contract law and consumer law, by offering elements to outline the change 
of perspective driven by this interaction, in order to conclude with an analysis about the materialization of contract law, to which consumer law has 
contributed. This contextualization is deemed necessary as framework to understand the particular character of the interpretation of consumer 
contracts, issue to be developed in a future paper. 
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Clips eFlash: ESPN Part 3, on New York Times t?ont page 

Newsletter 

TuesdayNoonGreetings. Hope you are well. 

I apologize for being s~mewhat tm~ly in summarizing/excerpting this Paxt 3 axticle about ESPN 

(on today U s NY Times front page, see below). I knew it was coming, but I didn U t think they 

would relea~ it so soon after the tirst two parts. I was busy counting sheep last night at 11:30 

when Part 3 waa posted on the Times website, and I did not notice it until this morning. But 

here we are. Ta da. 

I thi~ there might be severaJ editor disclosures in this eFlash, and here is the first. 

DISCLOSURE: I was an economics major in college. Yawn. I took several antitrust 

courses discussed monopolies, oligopolies, regulation, the Sherman Act, etc. One of my 

best-ever term papers was titled ~ The Demise of the Studebaker Automobile, [] which 

chronicled General Motors feeling its oats aYter WW2 and squeezing Studebaker, 

Packard, tlud~m, American Motors and all the other little pesky automakers out of 

business. This all makes me uniquely qualitied to analyze ESPN’s dominance in the 

maJcketplace. 

x 

If you read the 14~000 or so words in the three parts about ESPN in this superb New York 

Times feature, you can[]t help thinking that ESPN was (still is) so dominmat because they had 

little memaingful competition. Some of that was luck[]ESPN was originally a satellite-beamed 



[1 network ~1 to cover Hartford Whalers hi~ckey games I~but most of it was shrewd btfild- the- 
business, corner-the-maxket actions in which they beat the competition to the ptmch. 

To read a Clips summa~ <~Part 1 click here To read a Clips summary of Part 2 click 

here 

As big and strong as ESPN has been, however, theve have been some technologica] and 

lifestyle changes that thveaten their once unapproachable throne. One of those is the flight of 

some 1.4 million subscribers from []pay TV~ (i.e.-cable and satellite sys~tetns). This is called 
[] cutting the cord [] or [] unplugging [] and it is a considerable threat. Also, in the past two 

years, ESPN has lost more than one million snbscribers. 

The article below [] by Richard Sandomir, Steve Eder and James Andrew Miller []is, I think, 

very well balanced between being a love-in ruth ESPN and, on the other hand, printing several 

distasteful passages about cozying with politicians, engaging in warehousing of ti~otball games 

m block the competition, and holding a gun m the heads (my term) with cable distributors in 

one-way pricing negotiations. 

Shall we begin? .... 

Hem[]sthe lead-in .... 

k’SI)N likes to call itself the Worldwide Leader in Sports; and by most every 

measure it is m a le%~e Qf its own. 
The nem,ork produced 35, 000 hours’ of programming in 2012, including at least 

ha~of all live athletic ~’ents wlevised m the US. B is a prodigious cash machine, 

regularly generating nearly ha~’of the operating profit of Disn~,, its parent 

company. Wiel~ng its wealth, it b~&s the rights to nearly all it des’ires: $15.2 

billionJbr r ~Mondo~ Night Football, ~ ~ $5.6 billion f!)r Major League Baseball and 

$Z3 billionJbr a 12;vear deal m broadcast the new college f!)otball play((]" 

~stem, to name just aJow. 

During the same pe~od Washington was" l~,eBng one (~’its perio~c attacks on 

what ~NfW President John Skipper has been quoted as s<ving that ~NPN has a 

~ beautiful business mo~l. ~ This is a model in which ~I)N has all the leverage 

(one veWran cable operator described negotiations with ESPN as ~total 

surren~r~) is gett#~g $5.54 per month per s~tbsc~ber which all comes out to 

about $7.2 billion (see the Kagan chart below). Meanwhile, ESPN a~ertising 

r~enues are only $3 billion. 

For those who don []t know (my 90-year old mother is one of them, but move on her later). 

bundles are clns~ters of channels that media companies like Disney sell to cable, satellite and 

telephone companies. When consnmers pay their basic cable or satellite fee, a good IX~Non of 

it (some estimates put it at over a third) is passed right along to all of the channels that charge 

tbr programming. 



MORE DISCLOSURE: My mother is 90, lives ~Jone in Tomngton CT, just 15 miles 

from ESPN headquarters. She watches a lot of TV, pays $70 a month for e~ended 

basic cable. She does not lmow what ESPN is, she never watches it. I guess it would 

be ~fice if she only had to pay $64.46 (her current $70 minus the $5.54 of her bill fl~at 

goes to Bristol). 

We have posted several summaries and eFlashes about bundling, and a la carte. See 

below for links to those Clips postings. 

Pac-12 N~twork~ Launches Ad Campaign Ur~in~ Subscr~ber~ to Drop DirecTV 

bills bsi~ldli!~g; fsimess 8!~d [ser ssbscdbel fees S~’ Pc~ick }-i~uby, S[>.’.rts e!~ Earth, 7-12.!3 

say ~ bul:~.i~ ~;t ~i~ndi:3~s ale s:.lb,’.idizil:~! "io;,,:’ ESi-~N 9rices 

The article had lengthy desc6ptions of somewhat shady collaboration with politici~aas, as well 

as hefty contributions by ES]~ N co~?orate and employees. 

The contributions: 

ESPN and Disney and their employees have donated more than $400,000, much 

of it since 2000, to representatives and senators who are key players on issues 

important to Disney, including cable. 

There was a fimny account of the s~ar-~wer clout that ESPN has with politicians: 

b~ 1999, at a sports-infused reception hosted by ESPN at the Capitol, politicians 

were photographed posing as sports stars on a mock cover t~ESPN the 

Magazine. They could also pose with actual athletic legends’: M~thammadAli, 

Johnny Unitas and Carl Lewis. 

~Senators and congressmen lined up acting like schoolboys waiting to get their 

picture taken with these guys, ~ oneJbrmer Disney lobbyist recalled 

Another interesting passage was of the ~you do for me, I do for you [] v~xie~: 

When Michael P owell, the F. C. C. chairman at the time, needed a pla.~orm in the 
fall of 2004 to pitch to consumers his campaign to convert to digital television, he 
was welcomed to the halftime show of []:~londay Night Football[] on ABC, 

another Disney property. 
According to interviews with Preston Padden, Disne~,[]s chief lobbyist at the time, 

and Mr. Bodenheimer, :$lr. PowellI ls requestJbr airtime was" made to Mr. Padden 

and approved by :$lr. Bodenheimer, who as ESPNI ls president was’ also running 



ABC Sports. 

Mr. Bodenheimer recently said he granted Mt~ P owell[ ;s request because digital 

TV was a I ~critically important s~bjectJbr all television viewers. [ ~ 
Critically important to ESP:V was an F. (7. C. stud)~ of cable economics that was" 

under way. Mr. Powell, who declined to comment, supported bundled 

p~vgramming, and a month after his October appearance he released the study, 

which said an ~ la carte plan would most likely raise consumer costs by 14 

percent to 30 percent and reduce the diversity of channels. 

The cable fee debate came to a head again in 2006. ~klr. Powell~s replacement at 

the F. C. C., Kevin 3:lartin, released a report that found an ~ la carte plan couM 

actually reduce costs J~r 40percent of households" with cable. The indust~ blas’ted 

the report. 

ESPN has no more stubbo~, nemesis than Senator John ~4cCain. This past spring, 

with cable rates andESPN~s monthly fees continuing to rise, he revived an ¢ffort 

aimed at undoing bundles. 

~ W~ do I pick on ESPN? ~ :ffr. :ffcCain said in an inte~wiew in ~I~. ~I~m not 

picking on them. But tho~ are the most glaring example of what people are 

required to watch ~ I mean pay for ~ even if they never watch it. ~ 

And them were ch~lenges from rivals, in which ESPN had to t~ careful how aggressive they 

were in ~ing compefifive~ lest flaey a~r~t the attention office ~fitrust Division of~e 
Department of Juslice. 

~SPN has used the billions of dollars in cable fees to buiM a moat ~f 
programming around its empire, which is likely to be lested in the coming 

challe~ge ft’om Fox Sports’ 1, which ma~ its debut on Aug. 1 Z ESPN~s business’ 

strat~ has been to ~ggressively buy the r~ghts to as much programming as 

possibleJbr as long as it can to impede the growth of rivals, inchtdi~ fbx and 

~ports channels owned ~v NBC and CBS. 

With ESPN h~ing locked up the rights to so many professional and college sports 

contracts beyond 2020, the biding war between it andFox Sports 1 over the few 

remaining prizes is expected to be fierce. One, the Big Ten Conference, has a l O- 

yea~; $1 billion deal with ESPN that exp#~s in 201Z but Fox has already buiB 

influence through its 49percent ownersh& of the Big Ten Ne~,ork. The Na#onal 

Basketball Association, which Fox covets, has deals through 2016 with F~PN and 

TNT. 

Ihe 7~mes authors wrote that ~ESPN~s omnivorous strate~’ has given it such 

dominance that at one point in the mid-2OOOs, according to interviews and 

documents’, Justice Department lawyers in Wa~t~i~gton began questioning whether 

ESPN was e~q~i~q in anticompetitive behavior in handling coll~e athletics. ~ 

By 2004, ESPN owned the rights to far too ma~ games to fit them on ESPN or 

ESPN2. 

College conJbrencesJbcused theirJ?ustrations on the exclusive contracts they 

signed with ESPN that prohibited them J?om taking games that ESPN held the 

rights to, but did not televise, and reselling them to other national networks. 

In 2004, College Sports’ Television comph#ned to the Justice Department. As a 

fledgling network, CSTV didnot have the money to buy the rights’ to major 

conferences’, but it couM afford the rights to midmctjor and smaller conferences 

like the l~stern Athletic, the Atlantic 10 or the 3:lountain Wes’t. ~t no conference 

with an F~YPN contract could, without F~YPN’s consent, make a deal with CS77/" or 
any other national rival. 

In meetings with Justice Department ktwyers, CSTV laid out its" case. It presented 

a report portraying F~YPN as a monopolist that controlled the college sports 

market by us#~ restrictive contracts’, by rqfusing to sell unused games to 

competitors and by telling conferences the)’ risked los#~ exposv~re on ESPN ~f 

they fled to CSTV. 

In the 2003-4 season, the report noted 163 Division I-A football games and 561 

men [] s basketball games were not televised nationally because ESPN ref!lsed to 

let conferences resell them. 



Wareho~tsing became an issue in contract toJks between ESPN and the Wes’tern 

Athletic Conference. Karl Benson, the WAC commissioner at the time, instead 
wanted to make a deal with CSTV that promised more money and more TV 

appearances than ESPN was offOring. But the athletic directors at WAC 

universities wanted to stick with ESP~,] which hadJhr more subscribers’ and 

o.ffOred wider exposure. 
According to a CS’I’V executive who talked to him shortly ~. terward, Mr. Benson 

said he asked John Wildhac£ a lo~time senior executive at ESPN, ~How can 
you continue this exclusive practice in the face of this continuing D.O.~ 

investigation? [] In the conversation, ~lr. Benson described the ESPN executive []s 

response as []very dismissive. [] ~Ir. Benson did not dispute this accounL 

Through a spokesman, air. WilaYtack said he did not recall the incident but sai~ 

I ~Negotialions always cover the gamut of emotions, i i 

Looking into the crystal ball, after 15,000 words in throe parts, mpm~nting plenty of research, 
interviews, analysis and prognosticating, the authors waxed philosophic and pragmatic .... 
The stats: 

Consumers are fleeing pay TV at a quickening pace: 898,000 in the past year, nearly 

twice the number in the previous year. 

ESPN has lost more than one million subscribers. 

ESPN ratings plunged 32% in the quarter that ended in June. 

The dramatics: 

So it may be hard to imagine that the sports" media conglomerate has’ arrived at 

one of the mos’t precarious momenLs in its nearly 34-year 

The more than $6 billion in cab& fees flowing annually to ESPN from almost 100 

million homes is threatened as growing numbers (~’cons~mers cut ties with cable 

providers to avoid riming bills for pay T~; turning instead to video streaming 

se~’ices, in Washington, a renewed push to undo the bundling of channels into 

cable packages and allow viewers to sin,p{v p<v for those they want has even 

drawn the support of Senator Richard BlumenthaL who represents kSPN~s home 

state. 

ESPN~s viewership numbers plunged earBer this’ year, and that was before the 

debut this month of Fox Sports 1, a 24-hour ne~vork funded l~ish{v ~v Rupert 

~ffur~ch~s 21st Cenm~ Fox. Fox Sports 1 is #kely to shape up as ESPN~s most 

Jb~idable head-to-head rival. 
A # oflhis; particularly consumers[; move awo~from pay T>] is reverberaling in 

B~s’to{ [ ~ This is the most comp#cated e~ironment we 

said John Skipper, the presi~nt of FaqP~k( 

TODAY ~ S FINAL DISCLOS URE: The Infante family h~ Disney stocks in its vas~ 

invest,nent ~olio. We have no plans to sell any. 

That’s all folks. Have a good Tuesday. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w,’~,w.twitter.com!@Colle#eAt hClips 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~,,colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emaifed directly to specially selected 

Cfips subscribers. This particular ESPN eFLASH has been sent to aft Clips subs. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of coflege athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (iike the one above), ~vhich are a~vardwvorthy 

e-items that range fat and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of out modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to coiiege 

athletics. 

*To be removed t’rom thJ s mailing ]ist or change the email format please use the links belo~v: 

Chan~e your subscription 
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DailyUpdate: Raleigh’s 18 Seabx~axd chef plans new eater}., in Durham 

.~ ....................................... 
to~,,vn wouk~ 2ou choo:~e rot your venture~ 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Ra(e(gh% 18 Seab(m~<l chef ~(ans new eatery ~n Durham 

Click Here ,, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 3:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Aug. 27 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted August 27, 2013, 3:40 P,M. ET 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth C~rcu~t Aug. 27 he~d federal law gives the National Credit Union Administration 
extra time and flexibility to file securities fraud claims against financiM firms ~t says contributed to ~osses by federally 
insured credit unions (National Credit Union Administration Board v. Nomura Home Equity Loan Inc., 10th Cir., Nos. 12-cv- 

03295 and 12-cv-03298, 8/27/13). 

The 54-page ruling upheld a trial court that said so-cMled extender provisions ~n the Finandal Institutions Reform, 
Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 allow the NCUA to press claims that otherwise would be time-barred not just by 

statutes of Hm~tation, but also by statutes of repose. 

The court also said the extender provisions apply broadly to statutory claims (and not only to common ~aw claims, as the 

defendants argued) and to federal claims as well. 

The ruling allows the NCUA to press ahead with lawsuits that might otherwise be considered tardy. The federal credit 
union regulator has sued a host of financial firms that issued or marketed securities purchased by credit unions that later 
took losses on those instruments. The NCUA claims issuers misrepresented the quality of the securities and their 

underlying mortgages. 

The derision also could benefit other regulators, such as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, which has filed briefs 
in NCUA litigation on extender provisions. An FDIC brief flied in June sam rulings in those cases could he~p it maintain 

~awsuits against officers and directors of failed banks. 

The Aug. 27 ruling is at 

http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/National Credit Union Admin v Nomura Home Equity Loan et al Docke. 
The FDIC brief is at 

http:/iwww.bloomberqlaw.com/public/documentiNational Credit Union Administration Board v Credit Su~sse Securi/3. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013) by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, 
Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in the next regular edition of Banking Daily. 

To change your email preferences, visit i~ttP:iiwebu~.:i.b~w:~comiema:ls:.gnup. 

Request a FRF~ Web t:dai. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 
Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. - Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~erms 
a~d cond:No~s o~ N’~e F.ce~;se agreeme~;t with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 
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Sent: 
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BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 3:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Aug. 27 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

~ii: BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted August 27, 2013, 3:40 P,M. ET 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit Aug. 27 held federal law gives the National Credit Union Administration 
extra time and flexibility to file securities fraud claims against financial firms it says contributed to losses by federally 
insured credit unions (National Credit Union Administration Board v. Nomura Home Equity Loan Inc., 10th Cir., Nos. 12-cv- 

03295 and 12-cv-03298, 8/27/13). 

The 54-page ruling upheld a trial court that said so-cMled extender provisions in the Financial Institutions Reform, 
Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 allow the NCUA to press claims that otherwise would be time-barred not just by 

statutes of limitation, but also by statutes of repose. 

The court also said the extender provisions apply broadly to statutory claims (and not only to common law claims, as the 

defendants argued) and to federal claims as well 

The ruling allows the NCUA to press ahead with lawsuits that might otherwise be considered tardy. The federal credit 
union regulator has sued a host of financiM firms that issued or marketed securities purchased by credit unions that later 
took losses on those instruments. The NCUA claims issuers misrepresented the quality of the securities and their 

underlying mortgages. 

The decision also could benefit other regulators, such as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, which has filed briefs 
in NCUA litigation on extender provisions. An FDIC brief flied in June said rulings in those cases could help it maintain 

lawsuits against officers and directors of failed banks. 

The Aug. 27 ruling is at 

http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/National Credit Union Admin v Nomura Home Equity Loan et al Docke. 
The FDIC brief is at 

http:/iwww.bloomberglaw.com/public/documentiNational Credit Union Administration Board v Credit Suisse Securi/3. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (ISSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, 
Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit i~ttp:iiwebuL:i.b~w~comierna:ls:.gnup. 

Request a FRF~ Web trial. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 
Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Cc, pyrigi;t (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~er!,ns 
and cond=Nons o~ N’~e i=.cer;se agreemer;t with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welboru <joauna.welboru@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 3:47 PM 

t~mworkers@duke.edu 

SAF Update: Honor Farmworkers this Labor Day... Take Action on current worker campaigns + support SAF’. 

3, Celebra*e Labor Day by st~SAF 

Over a century ago Labor Day was recognized as a federal holiday to celebrate the 

economic and social contributions of workers. 
Irouically, fl~e celebration was a result of many labor disputes betweeu bosses and their workers, which led to 

wage cuts, strikes and even deaths. Cougress approved the holiday six days after a strike by railroad workers 

ended. The nationwide strike had disrupted the transpofiation of people and goods to the poiut that the U S 

Am~y and US Marshals had to intervene, killing and injuriug workers. The train of the iudustrial revolution had 

to keep on moving; hence it crashed some workers on the way. 

Today this holiday is a significant reminder that the system in place is not perfect and that it’s bound to crush 

,someone or something. ,h~st lille the ra~llroad ~orkers ~ aer a lmadred years ago, tl~ere are m a~y 

spe~k ~p and de~ ~r~d bc~ter ~orM~g corM~tior~s Ney c~r~ ~ct cr~shcd urMer the system, It is not thir to 

celebrate mcoN profits, ~quisifions of new market~ and trite agreements when the hauds that produce the 

lair are neglecmd. 

Labor Day represents the hard work that goes into making the wheels of our economic system turn. Iu our 

food system for example, we should uot celebrate cheap and att’ordable prices, but the labor that goes into 

producing what we consume. We ~eed ~o recu~,~i~e a~d l-~o~mr ~]he ~ands that ~i~ ~he soik pla~t the 

ffbod, stock slieg~es, cook, and serve o~r plate~, IfMl of those hams decided to stop producing and went 

on strike our plates would ~ emp~. But the issue is not whether or not those hands are so fed up that they 

would rather miss won as a symbol of resistance, but it is about how we ~ a socie~’ would mspoud. Would 

we Mlow the ~aJn to keep moving or would we stop it ou its tracks? 



2. Take Ac~io~ on currenl worker can~paigns 

TAKE ACTION 
This labor day, ta~e a stand with the lblks that bring 

tbod and goods to our restaurants and supermarkets. 

Support a fair deal for Tomato V~orkers: Tell 
Wendy’s to pay an extra pem~y for tomatoes! 

http://action.sumofus.org/a/ciw- wendvs/3/2/?sub=homepage 

Support Tobacco worker organ~ing in North Carolina! 

http://www.supportfloc.o~/Pages/ReynloldsCampaign.aspx 

Support Grocery Store worker organizing: OUR Walmart! 
http://fon~spectnationbuilder.com/sim~ the decla~cation 

Another way you ¢ar~ hon<w farmworkers tiffs Labor Day is by 
raak~ng a donation to SAFo 

As a worker organization, SAF is committed to lifting up the voices of fmrnworkers and their families through 
documentaries: supporting farm latx~r anions through National Farmworker Awareness Week; pretErencing 

faymworkers in the selection of our interns, tEllows, student organizers, youth group, statt; and boaM; and 

honoring the anion contract that we have wifl~ our own s~afl; M~ich provides a living wage, fufl benefit~ and a 

grievance procedure to SAF employees. 

SAF’s fiscal year ends August 31, 2013, so please consider ~naking a donation in honor of labor day 
TODAY. Here are three simple ways to contribute: 

1) Make a lax-deduct:ible donation astor: ouc secure online donation ,service. 

Consider becoming a "perennial" donor by making a monthly gift to help sns~ain our work. 

2) Donaf.e hMdnd if.en~; and se~’ice~;. Consider donating office supplies (inclnding Macintosh computers and 
HP LaserJet Printer 2055DN printer toner c~;tridges), fi~od & drinks for meetings with l~armworker fumilies, 

fiequent flier miles to fly students from fhrmworker fumilies to NC, and your car so that we can provide 

transportation to youth and farmworkers. Contact Jomma to make an in-kind donation to&y. 

3) Become a grassroots ~’un&aiser. Become one of 20 SAF supporters that roll mn an online campaign in 

Nov/Dec or July/August to raise unrestricted funds for SAF from your friends, fmnily, and colleagues. SAF 

s~all’will provide you with the technical and moral support to mn a successful campaign that both ra~ses funds 

for and awa~reness of our work. Contact Mdinda to beco~ne a SAF fundraiser. 

Visit the S. ~[’ website [br links to jobs and opporiunities across the U.S.I 

Friend SAF on Facebook! 
Follow us on Twitter! 

SA F 
PatW Adams I Operations Manager 

Nadeen Bir I Advocacy & Organizing Director 
Rahl Granados Gfimez I Migrant Youth Director 
Laxmi Haynes I Program Director 
Yazmin Garcia Rico I National Organizer 

Joanna Welborn i Assistant Director 
Melinda Wi~p~ins I Executive Director 
Ramon Zepeda i Youth Organizer 

Student Action with Farm;vorkers is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 



together tu [earn about each other’s hves, share resources and skills, improve cunditiuns for farmworkers, and build diverse 
cualitiuns wurking for social change. 

SAF works with farmwurkers, students, and adw~cates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a inure just agricultural 

system Since 1992, we have engaged thuusands uf students, farmwurker youth, and cummunity members in the farmworker 

movement. 

SAF depends on financial support frora individuals like YOU to continue our work with fatmworkers. 

Want to post an amaouncement on this list? Email joamaa welborn@duke edu 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 

your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any time, simply reply to i~arnlworkcrs- 

recluest@duke edu with the following command: unsubscribe. We hope you’ll enjoy our updates on farm~vorker issues and 
the ~vork SAF does to create a more just agricultural system. 
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Sent: 
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BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 
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Aug. 28 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fina~ce Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

August 28, 2013 @ Number 167 

Financial Institutions 
Sasel Committee Cites Continued Progress 

GENEVA@The world@s major financial markets are continuing to 
make progress in implementing the Basel framework of global 
capital rules, while banks are "well-placed" to meet the minimum 
capital reserve requirements... 

Financial Institutions 
~SB Cites @Good Pro.g~’ess’ by UoN0 Officials 

GENEVA@Authorities in the United States have made "good 
progress" in addressing risks to global financial stability from gaps 
in the U.S. regulatory framework, the Financial Stability Board 
said Aug. 27 .... 

Financial Institutions 
FSB Notes Cr>~ti~ed 

GENEVA@Regulators in nearly all of the world@s leading financial 
markets have implemented global guidelines on curbing abusive 
practices related to bank bonuses and other forms of employee 
compensation, the Financial Stability... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business &. Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i~ttp : i/webut il,bi~,a.comie,m ~ilsignup. 

Request a i::R~:JE Web tdai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

conditions of tb~;, license af~re~;,m~:°:t with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

ABA Journal Tech Monthly <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fearing surveillance, Groklaw blog shutters I Data-driven policing raises constitutional questions I Tips to secure your 
mobile devices 

This Month’s Top Tech Stories 
August 2013 

Grok[aw founder shuts down the biog, citing fear of emai[ surveillance 

Bu~id[ng ciient trust through secud~: How Go~[[soR keeps client flies safe with 
C[tdx ShareF[[e 

Data~ddven po[[cin~ may help bag bur#Jars-but it may also be a consfltutiona~ 

probiem 

These tips could heip protect your mobile device from hackers 

6 too[s to help firms track soda[ media 

Are passwords enough? SaNguard your data with ~o-factor authentication 

FaciaFscann~ng system for crowds shows ~mprovement in tests by Homeiand 

Opemaccess website faces ~a#inqemeat su~t for #osflag safebi and techa~ca[ 

standards 

New sol, are detects faked #hotos through shadow a~a[~s~s, a boo£ for cops a~d 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 3:59 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 57, 08/28/2013 

Table of Contents 

Lock-Up Creep 

Steven M, Davidoff, Ohio State University (OSU) - Michael E. Moritz College of Law, Ohio State University (OSU) - Department of Finance 
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In recent years, the number and type of merger agreement lock-ups have significantly increased, a phenomenon we term "lock-up creep". Not only 
have new lock-ups arisen, but the terms of these lock-ups have become ever-more negotiated, intricate and varied. This article analyzes the 
causes of lock-up creep and assesses lock-up creep’s effect on the takeover market. The article was prepared for and presented at The Journal of 
Corporation Law symposium: Ten Years After Omnicare: The Evolving Market for Deal Protection Devices held at The University of Iowa College of 
Law. 
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The increase in corporate mobility in Europe and its impact on different aspects of company law (making) has dominated much of the academic 
writing in European company law over the last two decades. One aspect that, it is argued, has not yet been fully appreciated in this context is the 
extent to which all national company law systems depend on features of adjacent areas of (national) law in order to achieve the desired regulatory 
outcomes. Company law, insolvency law, and to some extent tort and criminal law, interact with each other in highly complex ways to form 
integrated, coherent regulatory systems on the national level. 

Although few company law scholars would question the existence of such interdependence across legal areas, the growth of corporate mobility has 
the potential to increasingly "tear apart" these coherent legal systems, as conflict of law rules rely on different connecting factors across different 
areas of law. 

This paper aims to examine some of the related problems by analysing the regulatory framework in EU Member States in relation to companies in 

the "vicinity of insolvency". In this area, the inter-dependence between, in particular, company and insolvency law is especially pronounced. We 



show how corporate mobility and conflict of law rules may result in the application of incoherent, incomplete, and inefficient rules to companies 

making use of their Treaty freedoms, and discuss a number of possible solutions. 
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This article examines the doctrine of standing as applied to mergers and acquisitions of Delaware corporations with pending derivative claims. 
Finding the existing framework of overlapping rules and exceptions both structurally and doctrinally unsound, this article proposes a novel 
reconfiguration of existing Delaware law under which Delaware courts would follow three black-letter rules: (~) stockholders of the target should 
have standing to sue target directors to challenge a merger directly on the basis that the board failed to achieve adequate value for derivative 
claims; (2) a merger should eliminate target stockholders’ derivative standing; and (3) stockholders of the acquiror as of the time a merger is 
announced should be deemed contemporaneous owners of claims acquired in the merger for purposes of derivative standing. Following these rules 
would restore order to the Delaware law of standing in the merger context and would advance the important public policies served by stockholder 
litigation in the Delaware courts. 
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The intercontinental Exchange’s current attempted acquisition of NYSE-Euronext is the third takeover proposal in as many years. In this article the 

two previous attempts are reviewed and lessons are drawn from an antitrust and competition policy perspective concerning the evolving 

competitive landscape of exchanges. 
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The paradigm of the world political economy has shifted dramatically over the past twenty years. Legal scholarship, however, lags significantly 

behind. Existing legal scholarship is calibrated to an outdated model that suggests that multinational corporations - either individually or through 
one-to-one supplier relationships - create, manufacture, and sell a given product. But in today’s world, in what have been termed "global value 

chains," the research, design, production, and retail of most products take place through coordinated chain components that stretch systemically 

across multiple - from a few to a few thousand - firms. This reconfiguration of the global political economy poses challenges to conventional legal 

disdplinary boundaries, from Contract Law to Corporate Law to ~nternational Law as well as to, among others, Antitrust Law and ~ntellectual 

Property Law: none is able to explain or guide these complex new relationships inherent in contemporary global production. 

This article is the first to integrate into U.S. legal scholarship the fundamental insights of the robust and multidisciplinary body of academic literature 
on global value chains. Through these insights, the article stakes new ground that is essential for advancing legal scholarship, including: (~) 
uncovering novel forms of legal relationships that are emerging between firms in global value chains; (2) showing how Contract Law and Corporate 
Law are necessarily mutually constitutive in global value chain systems; (3) revealing how the linkages - subject to different legal regimes - within 
global value chains have become the primary conduit for a multitude of commercially critical transfers, encompassing not only capital but also, 
importantly, knowledge and technology, including intellectual property; and (4) demonstrating the need to reframe existing legal debates which 
have remained focused on narrower questions regarding transnational corporate conduct and as such have been limited to determining, for 
instance, the types of rules that affect corporate behavior (e.g., public regulation versus private governance) or the most pertinent location of the 
relevant rule-maker and/or dispute-resolver (i.e., jurisdictional questions of domestic law versus international law). 

Beginning with global value chains as the unit of analysis and drawing on each of the many applicable legal disciplines as appropriate, this article is 
seminal in setting forth the ongoing paradigm shifts taking place in the global political economy together with their relevant legal phenomena; at 
the same time, it is significant for opening opportunities for legal scholars to gauge and engage in normative interventions across multiple legal 
disciplines impacting both national and international law. 
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Core legal principles of U.S. corporate law are often met with perplexity in foreign jurisdictions - this is especially true when a particular principle 

remains controversial even in the U.S. This Article takes the corporate opportunity doctrine and examines how it has been exported to the civil law 
regime in Korea. Korean conglomerates such as Samsung Group and Hyundai Motor Group have become major players in the global market, but 

corporate law and practice in Korea have had a difficult time keeping up with the developments in the business sector. The Hyundai Motor Case 
demonstrates an ambitious but ill-fated attempt at adoption of U.S. corporate legal doctrine in Korea. This Article explains and analyzes the case 

and the new codified corporate opportunity doctrine rule in the Korean Commerdal Code from a comparative perspective, and suggests that the 

dialogue surrounding the corporate opportunity doctrine in Korean legal and business communities are oriented in the wrong direction and that the 

new rule needs substantial refinement. 
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After the government discovers wrongdoing by a corporation, the corporation and the government often enter into an agreement stating that the 



corporation will retain a "monitor." A corporate compliance monitor, unlike the gatekeeper, is not charged with "monitoring" the corporation in an 

attempt to detect and prevent wrongdoing. A monitor, unlike the probation officer, is not solely charged with ensuring that the corporation 
complies with a previously determined set of requirements. Instead, a corporate compliance monitor is responsible for (i) investigating the extent of 

the wrongdoing already detected and reported to the government, (ii) discovering the cause of the corporation’s compliance failure, and (iii) 

analyzing the corporation’s business needs against the appropriate legal and regulatory requirements. A monitor then provides recommendations 

to the corporation and the government meant to assist the corporation in its efforts to improve its legal and regulatory compliance -the monitor 
engages in legal counseling. The ad hoc structure of monitorships has, however, failed to facilitate the monitor’s function as a legal counselor. This 

failure is largely the result of structuring monitorships in an environment lacking bright-line rules and conceiving of monitorships as if a monitor’s 

only function is that of a governmental agent. 

Yet the current monitorship structure is not necessary to achieve the monitorship’s goal, which is to establish a corporate compliance structure that 

deters and prevents future misconduct. This Article argues that providing a set of clear, enforceable, predictable rules regarding the scope of 

monitorships that facilitate a monitor’s function as a legal counselor will improve the long-term effectiveness of monitorships. This Article suggests 

one mechanism for achieving this goal - a statutory privilege - aimed at encouraging a formalized relationship amongst a monitor, the government, 

and the corporation, which re-conceptualizes the relationship as one of a "Monitor-’Client’ Relationship." 
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This paper documents the existence of a CEO Investment Cycle, in which firms disinvest early in a CEO’s tenure and increase investment 
subsequently, leading to "cyclical" firm growth in assets as well as in employment over CEO tenure. The CEO investment cycle occurs for both 
firings and non-performance related CEO turnovers, and for CEOs with different relationships with the firm prior to becoming CEO. The magnitude 
of the CEO cycle is substantial: The estimated difference in investment rate between the first three years of a CEO’s tenure and subsequent years 
is approximately 6 to 8 percentage points, which is of the same order of magnitude as the differences caused by other factors known to affect 
investment, such as business cycles or financial constraints. We present a variety of tests suggesting that this investment cycle is best explained 
by a combination of agency-based theories: Early in his tenure the CEO disinvests poorly performing assets that his predecessor established and 
was unwilling to give up on. Subsequently, the CEO overinvests when he gains more control over his board. There is no evidence that the 
investment cycles occur because of shifting CEO skill or productivity shocks. Overall, the results imply that public corporations’ investments deviate 
substantially from the first-best, and that governance- related factors internal to the firm are as important as economy-wide factors in explaining 
firms’ investments. 
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The paper reports the findings of a multi-jurisdictional study on companies’ reporting of diversity practices at board level and below. It involved a 
review of the 2009, 2010 and 2011 annual reports of listed companies in Australia, Belgium, Norway, Spain and the UK. Some of the questions 
addressed in this research are: Are companies reporting the existence of corporate diversity policies in their annual reports to shareholders? How 
do companies define diversity? What reported evidence is there of real promotion of diversity as opposed to tokenism? How do different countries 
compare in their progress and reporting styles in their annual reports? Is there a difference in reported engagement between jurisdictions with 
mandatory gender quotas and disclosure requirements and those like Ireland and the UK with "comply or explain" rules? 

Our research on board composition indicates that a mandatory quota system is more efficient in increasing female representation at board level but 
that non-binding quotas and diversity reporting requirements lead to progress albeit at a slower pace. Even where women are appointed to 
boards, there is a noted delay in appointing them to the committee chair level. Statistics concerning gender in middle and senior management are 
limited. In terms of defining diversity, our research indicates that gender is the most common criteria referred to in all jurisdictions. Other aspects 
commonly referred to are age, disability and experience. While the existence of diversity policies is commonly reported, this tends to be rather 
general and imprecise. The majority of companies in the UK, Norway and Belgium do not explain their rationale for reporting diversity although this 
situation is improving in the UK with the "business case" being cited. In terms of addressing the pipeline issue, our research indicates that in all 
countries reviewed disclosure of diversity policies in respect of recruitment and promotion is increasing though the figures are not high. In Australia, 
the UK and Spain, reporting of mentoring and work-life balance policies is also increasing. Networks such as the UK’s Women on Boards are also 
important to actual and aspiring board members. 
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Listed companies and their directors and officers run an increasing risk of becoming involved in a shareholders’ class action. Since class actions 

involve significant compensation amounts, it is of vital importance to all parties involved that the directors/officers and the company being sued 

have adequate Directors & Officers (D&O) insurance. Without sufficient insurance, these directors and the company might have to bear 
compensation in whole or in part themselves. If they are incapable of doing so to one extent or another, which is usually the case in light of the 

extensive compensation amounts with class actions, the injured parties will receive nothing or incomplete compensation and the class action will 

not realise its goal. This also has a negative effect on the scope of liability law. D&O insurance is therefore relevant for both the parties involved in 

the collective action and for society. Nonetheless, conflicts of interest can arise between the company and the directors being sued in respect of 
the cover if they are underinsured. In addition, conflicts of interest between the various D&O insurers could also arise which can negatively affect 

both the insurance cover and the settlement of a promising class action. D&O insurance must be set up in such a way - given the various interests 

and in light of the goals of a collective action and liability law - that these potential conflicts of interest are prevented as much as possible. The first 

conflict of interest between the company and directors can be restricted through the inclusion of either an allocation clause or an order of payment 

clause. In addition, a choice can be made to make a (greater) division between the Side A and Side C coverage within the D&O insurance policy or 
to take out a separate Side A policy altogether. The potential effects of the conflicting interests between the various D&O insurers involved with 

regard to the cover and the claim settlement can be mitigated by incorporating a properly defined follow form clause and an adequate leading 

underwriter clause. In that context, but also independently thereof, in my opinion a direct duty of good faith and fair dealing of the primary insurer 

(s) toward excess insurers (and also a duty of care of excess insurers) should be adopted. 
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In recent years, hedge funds and other activist investors that specialize in bankruptcy investing have emerged as important players in virtually 

every large Chapter 11 case. These activist investors buy junior claims and deploy aggressive litigation tactics to gain influence in the restructuring 

process. The consensus among bankruptcy lawyers is that this behavior has had a negative effect on Chapter 11. 3unior activists are considered by 
many to be out of the money rent seekers that try to extract hold-up value from senior creditors, increasing the administrative costs of bankruptcy 

and reducing the ultimate recovery of creditors. Junior activists, however, believe they counter the perverse incentives of managers of Chapter 11 

debtors. Chapter 11 leaves managers in control of the bankruptcy process and requires them to maximize creditor recoveries. In performing this 

duty, managers face moral hazard. If the firm is reorganized in a transaction that is appraised at a discount to the firm’s true value, managers and 

senior creditors can profit at the expense of junior claimants. Junior activists claim they intervene to stop managers and senior creditors from 
extracting value from junior claimants. In this paper, I perform the fh’st empirical study of junior activism. I develop a new methodology that 

measures junior activism and I use it to study a hand-collected dataset of large firms filing for Chapter 11 in 2009 and 2010. I find that junior 

activism is correlated with an increase in the appraised value of the restructuring transaction, supporting the view of junior activists that they 

constrain management’s ability to extract value from junior claimants by underappraising the fh’m. Although there is some evidence of cost 
increases associated with junior activism, these increases are small in relation to the potential benefits of junior activism. The results undermine 

the consensus view of junior activism and suggest that junior activists promote the bankruptcy policy goals of maximizing creditor recoveries and 

distributing the firm’s value in accordance with the absolute priority rule. 
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Seeking $6 Billion From JPMorgan to Settle Mortgage C~airns 

"U.S. government housing finance authorities are pressing JPMorgan Chase & 
Co for at least $6 billion to settle lawsuits over bonds backed by subprime 
mortgages," accoK~ing ~o a Reuters (Aug. 28, Henry, Chadbourn). The 
company counters that it should pay less to settle the claims by the U.S. 
Federal Housing Finance Agency, whose litigation is among a series of legal 
issues JPMorgan is st[uggling ~o work ~hrough in addition to investigations 
ever its $6.2 billion "London Whale" derivatives loss of 2012. In 2011, the 
FHFA sued JPMolgan over nearly $33 billion of securities and also filed suit 
against at least 16 other financial institutions. 

The Financial Times ~’Aug. 28, Scannell, Braithwaite) notes that JPMorgan is 
expected to eventually settle for billions of dollars. "The mounting potential 
price ~ag was partly responsible Ior a warning by the bank this month that ~ts 
tota~ legM b~l couM exceed cash put aside to cover it by $6.8 M~on," the 
newspaper notes. Of course, it remains possible that JPMorgan could reach a 

~ower settlement than $6 billion or even win its case in co~. However, s~m~]ar 
cases settled so far have seen banks pay out a high percentage of ~osses and 
win few significant rulings in their favor~ 

The New York Post (Aug. 28, DeCambre) s~a~es that, barring a settlement, 

FHFA’s case against JPMorgan Chase is set to go to trial in June. "JPM 
recognizes that it’s done wrong and is w~ing to she~ oul fat fines when 

warranted," a Post source states, "but also believes that ~t deserves some 
credit iOr ex~ending a helping hand to ~he industry during the financia~ 
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Dr. King’s Dream Realized? Not on Boards 

Fifty yeaI~ after Dr. Martin Luther King’s "l Have A Dream" speech, diversity in 
the boardroom is largely a vision yet to be realized, reports Nonprofit Quarterly 
(Aug. 27, Meiksins). A recent study by the Alliance for Board Diversity shows 
tha~ 75 percent of board directors at Fortune 500 corr~panies were white males 
~n 2010. Three years later, 1hat number - 70 percent - has not changed 
significantly. The publication notes, "G~ven that the average board size is e~ght 
people, the change seen ~n three years Js less than one director for every ~wo 
organizations." The number of AfricamAmer~can directors has actuM~y 
decreased from 7.6 percent to 7.4 percent, while the number of female 
d~[ectors has increased by 1 percent. "The Nationa~ Association of Corporate 
Directors recently came out with numbers tha~ echo these findings," notes 
Nonprofit Quarterly, "saying 1hat more than 27 percent of corporations g~oba~y 
have no women sewing as d~rectors. When you get to board leadership 
positions, that disparity grows as 93 pe[cen~ of chak posJt~ons are currently 
held by white mMes." h~ terms of solutions, NACD reports that some 
European counlr~es are consMedng quotas mandating 1he percentage d 
women represented on boards. U.S. companies wouM have a d~fficu~t time 
meeting these quotas, which range between 20 percen~ and 40 pe[cenL 

Sha re~ ~:~:~:: Facebook ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Companies Refinance as Rates Rise 

"Companies are trying to get ahead of rising Iong4erm interest rates," reports 
the Wall Street Journal (Aug. 27, Monga), "and have increased their efforts to 
replace mere expensive deM with cheaper bor[owk~gs." Since the fhs~ of ~he 
year, S&P Capital IQ’s Leveraged CommentaP¢ & Data (LCD) unit shews that 
54.3 percent of ]everaged loans made to companies have been used to 
refinance debt - an ~ncrease from 46.6 percent at this point in 2012. The 
Fede[a~ Reserve ~s expected to beg~n pulHng back from ~ts efforts ~o keep 
bngqerm rates low in the comhJg monlhs. "This has ~ed many companies 1o 
consider ways of keeping their interest costs as ~ow as possiMe as rates 

r~se," the Journal no~es~ 

Neiman Pursues Takeover Offers 

The Wall Street Journal (Aug. 27, Specter, Kapner) has learned that "Neiman 
Marcus Inc.’s owners, seeking a possible alternative to an initial public offering 
el s~eck ~hey have been planning Io[ the departmerfl-store chain, are ask{ng 
potential Mdders to submit takeover offers next week." CVC Capital Partners 
Ltd., KKR & Co., and a team of Ares Management LLC and Canada Pension 
P~an Investment Board a~ reportedly circling the luxury retailer. Bids are due 
next ~dnesday~ So far, though, the su~to~s and Ne~man’s private-equity 
owners have d~sagreed on a price t~g for the bus~ness. Neh~an’s owners are 
seeking at least $6 b~ll~on fo~ the deps~ment-store chain, whi~e potentia~ 
buyers have indicated ~hey wouM pay somewhere ~n ~he $5.5 billion ~o $6 
b~on range. "Ne~man ~s owned by TPG, ~arbu~9 P~ncus LLC, and Leonard 
Green & Pa~neB LP," states the Journal. 

Expands Benefits to Domestic Partners 

"WaFMart Stores inc. will extend its health care benefits ~o its U.S. workers’ 
domestic partners, inck~ding those of the same sex, starting Jan. 1 ," Time 
(Aug. 27, D’lnnecenzio) confirms. The country’s biggest private employer 
stated Tuesday that the changes were made so the company could have one 
uniform policy Io[ all 50 states at a ~ime when some states have their own 
definitions of what constitutes civil unions and domestic paltnerships. Wal- 
Mart staffers can enroll their domestic partners between Oct. 12 and Nov. 1. 

Las Vegas Sands to Pay $47,4M to Settle Fed Probe 

"Las Vegas Sands Corp. has agreed to pry $47.4 million after failing to report 
millions of dollars it gained from a gambler linked to drug trafficking," states 
ABC News (Aug. 27, Veiga). The U.S. Attorney’s Oftice in Los Angeles has 
agreed to end its criminal probe and will not seek an indictment against the 
casino operator, h~vestigators delerm~ned that Chh~ese-Mex~can businessman 

Zhen]i Ye Gon transferred over $45 mi~on to the Venetian casino in 2006 and 
2007. They concluded tha~ "Las Vegas Sands fa~]ed ~o comply w~h a federal 
raw requMng casinos report suspicious financ~a~ transaclions ~nvoMng 
customers." 

Webinare 

Executive Pay on Both Sides 

of the Atlantic: The US. and 
UK. Perspectives (8/27) 
Quad:erly Audit Corn mittee 

Update (9/25) 

Compensation (1!/12) 
Compensation (12/18) 
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enhance shareowner value. 
We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in ~i~e national 

dialog on board leadership 

issues Learn more. 

Follow NACD on: 



Bta~bucks CEO: We Won’t Cut Benefits Because o~ Obamaea~e 

CNNMonev (Aug. 27, Pagliery) notes that Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz on 
Tuesday conceded that the Affordable Care Act will likely increase insurance 
costs, but said his company’s benelits are non-negotiable. "The coffee 
~s unique ~n ~s policy," reports CNN "Even par[4~me workers are eligible for 

~nsurance~" H~s remarks #ut him ~n siark contrast w~th a nt~mber of other 
bush~ess owners, who have taken drastic steps to cut costs ~n 2014. A week 
ago, for instance, UPS announced ~i will cut insurance to I5,000 workers’ 
spouses. Earlier, Papa John’s announced 1hat ~t wou~d s~ash workers’ hours 
order to dodge the employer mandate, Benefits cost Starbucks $300 million in 
2010, mote than ~t pa~d for coffee. 

S,a re~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Co[p0[~te G0~ma£~e ......................................................................................................... 

Big Lots Rejects Shareholder Vote, Keeps Board Director 

"Big Lois has iaken ihe unusual step of overiurning a majoriiy vole by 
shareholders by reappointing Russell Solt to its board of directors," confirms 
the Columbus Dispatch (Aug, 27, Feran). The action does follow the retailer’s 
corpot~te~governance guidelines. Chad ReynoMs, Big Lo~s’ deputy general 

counsel, notes, "So~t received ]t~st over 48 ~ercent of votes, but no successor 
was elected. ~n accordance with our corporate-governance gu~de~h~es, he 
~endered his resignation. Out governance guidelines ~hen provide for a 
deliberation process where the nominai~ng and corpo~te-govemance 

committee makes a recommendation to the board, and ihe board then 
dec~des what to do." At the company’s ~nn~al shareho~de~ meeting ~n May, 
~t made several changes to its co[po[a~e-governance pt~cfices, The Mggest 
ranged flora cutting the overall pay package for the CEO to appointing 
separate executives to some as chairman and CEO, "h~ v~ew d those 
changes," the ne~psper notes, "the board decided that the underlying 
~ssues had been resolved and therefore asked Sol~ to rehm~, not only ~o the 
board of d~reclors but also as chairman of the compensation committee." 

An Appetite for Stronger Boards in India 

"V~ere corporate governance in the developed world tends io be about 

conflicts of interesl between owners and management," reports the Financial 
Times (Aug, 27, Chilkoti), "in India, the tension ~s between contro~h~g and 
minority shareholders." ~ndependen~ directors of company boards have 
traditionally failed to provide a check on executive decision-making due partly 
to the extensive inferma~ powers of coniro~ling shareholders. However, recent 
moves st several h~gh-profi~e fin~s have shown that ~nd~an boards are getting 
more aci~ve. For instance, dh~c[ors at hffosys recently b[ough~ co-ibunder 
Narayana Mudhy back to the helm following poor earnings. "The global 
economic downturn has a~so been a catalyst for change," the T~mes notes, 
"as ~nvestors see that weak corpo~te governance ~eaves companies ~rag~e. ~ 
~. Companies w~ have to watch corporate governance standards ~f they want 

to access overseas credit, too~" 

~harB~ ~:~: Facebook ~ 

J&J Puts Chinese Businesses Under Local Chairman 

According to Reuters (Aug, 27, Pierson), "Johnson & Johnson said on 
Tuesday the business heads d its three Chinese operations would begin to 
repo~ to one local chairman next month ~n an effo~ to h~crease sales and 
centralize corporate oversJghL" Jesse Wu, worldwide chairman of the 
d~versified company’s consumer bus~ness, has agreed to become chairman of 
J&J China, Each of the three China units will st~ be responsible for 
determining ~ts own bus~ness strategies, However, each genera~ manager and 
president will l~pori to Wu. The wire service repoAs, "The l~otganization 
comes as pharmaceufica~ companies are in the spotlight in China after the 
government began investigating bdbe~ accusations against Bdt~sh drugmaker 
G~axoS mi[hK]]ne." 

She r8~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

~,4cDona~d’s Japan Chooses From Abroad for New CEO 

The Wall Street Journal (Aug. 27, V~akabayashi) is repo~ting that McDonald’s 
Japan has appointed Sarah Casanova to succeed Eiko Harada as its first non- 
Japanese CEO. She will be one of Japan’s few female chid executives, 
spearheading a company that operates 3,280 calories. Her appointment 
comes as the fast4ood gianl’s business in Japan ~s slumping due to a 
weakening yen, h~gher commodity prices, and pressure from competitors. 
"The choice o~ Casanova, a nai~ve d Canada and a 22-year veteran oi 
McDonald’s, marks ihe grew~ng ~nfluence of the U~S. parent company ~n ihe 



Japanese arm," notes the Journal. "Casanova knows the Japanese market 
I~’om her previous stint with the company from 2004 ~o 2009 when she 
supervised marketing and business ~romofion." 

Colony’s Sebastie~ Bazin to Head European Hotelie[ Accor 

Bloomberg (Aug. 27, Brandt, Carey, Fahmy) has learned that "Sebastien 
Bazin, Colony Capital LLC’s head of Eu[opean investing, will take over as 
chairman and chief e×ecutive officer of Padsq)ased hotelier Accor SA." 

California-based Colony has been an investor in Accor, which ranks as 
EL~rope’s biggest hotel ope[a~or, since 200& Bazin has been buying and 
selling commercial real estate in Europe for Colony head Tom Bar[ack since 
1997. Last year, Accor sold its chain of more than 1,100 Motel 6 b~dget 
hotels in North America io Blackstone Group LP io~" $1.9 billion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

A lost rivalry between UNC 

and $0t~th Carolina is reborn, 

for one (jame at least 

The rivalry between the Tar Heels 

and Gamecocks was once among 

the best in the ACC. Now, though, 

the teams are meeting for just the 

second time since.. 

Tommy 
Suggs played 
quarterback 
for South 
Carolina from 
1968 through 
&#’x2019;70 
&#x2013; the 

P,J, Hairston tells Daily Tar 

Heel he will play 

North Carolina athletic director 

Bubba Cunningham said recently 

that P.J. Hairston would play this 

season, but not in every game. 

And nowwe have... 

UNC’s P.J. 

Hairston (15) 

and James 

Michael 

~li.~ah Hood, top running back prospect, 

commits to UNC 

Elijah Hood, a Charlotte running back who is 

considered one of the top prospects in the class of 

2014, has committed to North Carolina. Several 

outlets that cover recruiting reported the news on 

Tuesday night. 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 7:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TBJ Morning Call: N.C. Biotechnology Center shit~ its priorities 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

AUGUST 2~, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Inside the strategy" behind the Biotech Center’s cost~uttinq 
measures 
For Nerth Carolina Bieteahnolegy Center President and CEO Norris Tolsen, it’s 

been a iough Tuesday 

Tax credits denied for Durham school conversion 
The NC. Iqoush~g Finance Agency has denied an application ,e cenvert the former 

Whiffed Junior High in Durham inte Iow-c, ost housing 

The Herald=Sun 

Chapel HRI hopes to add more renta~ housing 
Chapel Hill needs more affordable rerfial heush~g and a committee appointed by 

Mayor Mark Kleinschmidt will likely recommend that tax credits and other incentives 

be offered to developers to encourage construction. 

The new Health Sciences 2 building, a $20 million, !0,000-square-foot project that 

houses a nursing-simuiation suite, opened at Wake Tech Community College on 

Tuesday. 

D~scuss 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, Augnst 28, 2013 8:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

OMAR ALSTON.jpg 

CRIM[E REPOR’FS: 

CIL"d~EL HiLL 2d~EA: 

****Break in ~o locked t~sidence repoged 08/26/13~ 1:44 pro, 2502 Gemena Rd 

The complmn~t s~ted that he amved at the residence on thur~ay 08/15/2013 and noticed that a smi~ess s~eel mfiigera~or was missing from the ~tchen. the 

complainant Nd not advise law enforcement offlae incident at this point, on saturday 08/17/2013, the workers amved at the residence and noticed fl~at the s~inless 

steel ~tchen sink and water faucet were missing, the workers advi~d him that ento~ w~s made through the ~ck door because they located possible p~ marks. 

2~42 Gemena Rd,-recovered stolen proper~,-deputies on scene for trespassing call received inlb~ation ~at them was s~len prope~y inside the residence. 

Located a stainless a~eel rd~:igerak~r s~olen t?~m 2502 Gemena Rd,(aee above repo~)a~d a red Toro lawnmower stole~ ~rom 2303 Ester dr. Omar Al~ton (see 
a~ached) was a~ested for misdemeanor possession of stolen goods m~d transposed m OCJ He was released shoNy a~er. 

POSSIBLE SCAM ALERT: A d~zen reported ~o us ~ha~ ~he received in *he mail ~ ot~r m recebe a WN-Mar~ or Targe* ~tt card in *he ~unourd of 

$100.00. To recNve this card you I~ad 1o call a ruun bet ~d refit)’ your ofl?r n~m bet. The catch is you have to pay a ~me~ime t?e of $6.95. They ask 

your credit can intbrma{ion. WN-Mart and ’I’arge{ say they are not ofl>ring ~y ~r{ cards and are not aN~ia{ed *~,ith this company. As always, do not 

We yoar Credit card h~tb~lafi,~n to anyone Na~ you are not ,~ne htmdred present sure Na~ it is le#~late. ’F~fis person was smart eno~i#l m ~ow tiffs 

was too good 1o be 

Tha~ you [br ~ing our extra eyes and ears. 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~1 ~. 

CommuNty ~nvolvement ~s the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 8:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: 1 st Financial Services Corporation (Hendersonville, NC) has agreed to merge with First 
Citizens Bm~cShares, Inc. (RaJeigh, NC) 

http://www,sandleroneill.comiemail-disclaimer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, August 28, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

The Morning Brief: U.S. Fears Aleppo Is Next for Chemical WeaFx~ns Strike 

L~TEST STORIES 

U,S. Fears Aleppo Is Nex~t for Chemical ~Veapons Str~ke 

Anger at ~RS Powers Tea-Party Comeback 

U,S, "lS~tens GNp on Telecom 

Uneven Election Success fro" Black PolifiMans 

Teachers Roll MeMeo Capit~ 

N~WS V~DEOS 

Focus on Funds: Emer~ng Markets 

Game Review: Madden NFL- Still a W~ner? 

D~opbox CEO Says Company Hie~g 

"i’en~s Gains PopiflafiD" 

Namso~te: ~ B~on to Spend, May Buy Asian Brands 

NEWS PODCASTS 

The ~V~ Street dom’n~ "ills Mo~fing Aug, 28, 2o13 

~] lheMorningBriet WSJ 300x250 
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................... Three Things lye Learned From Warren Buffett 
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He.copter ~aoa~ers: T~e He~p~ng Hood St.kes 

.................................................................................................................................................................... 

The EssentIal Hallmarks of a Good Leader 

I m Not Balancing Work and L~fe And I Feel Great 

................................................................................................................................................................... 

Read more about leadership on your mobile device 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Luttrell, Bob <Bob.Luttrell@mcafeetaft.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:38 AM 

’ucclaw- l@lists.washlaw.edff 

[Ucclaw-1] Arkm~sas Amendments to Article 9 

ATT00002.c 

I have been advised that during the Arkansas bill drafting process some ambiguity was introduced about the continued effectiveness of certain filings. Those are (i) filings in the 
name of an individual debtor, (ii) that were effective under prior law, (iii) that are not effective under the Amendments, and (iv) that cover subsequently acquired collateral. Can 
anyone enlighten me on the issue and how it came about? 

Bob Luttrell                                       [~i 

(405) 552-2291 dire,.:[ 

(405) 228-7403 fax 

I01:h Fk;o!. Two L.eader.%i~ip Square 

211 N Robirlsorl 

Oklahoma Cily, OK 73102 



The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting 

Service" 

http:iistore.westgroup.comi, with assistance from the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or 

change your settings, go to http://lists.washlaw.edu/mailmanilistinfo/ucclaw-1 

A free service of WashLaw 

http:i/washlaw.edu 

(785)670.1088 







BB&T CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS 

December 31, 2012 and 2011 
(Dollars in millions, except per share data, shares in thousands) 

Assets 
Cash and due from banks 
Interest-bearing deposits with banks 
Federal funds sold and securities purchased under resale agreements or similar 

arrangements 
Segregated cash due from banks 
Trading securities at fair value 
Securities available for sale at fair value ($1,591 and $1,577 covered by FDtC loss 

share at December 31, 2012 and 201 l, respectively) 
Securities held to maturity (fair value of $t3,848 and $14,098 at December 31,2012 

and 2011, respectively) 
LHFS at fair value 
Loans and leases ($3,294 and $4,867 covered by FDIC loss share at December 31, 

2012 and 2011, respectively) 
ALLL 

Loans and leases, net of ALLL 

2012 2011 

t,972 $ 1,562 
1,659 2,646 

122 136 

36 20 

497 534 

25,137 22,313 

13,594 14,094 

3,761 3,736 

114,603 107,469 
(2,0 8) ,(2,256) 

t12,585 !05,213 

FDIC loss share receivable 
Premises and equipment 
Goodwill 
Core deposit and other intangible assets 
Residential MSRs at fair value 
Other assets ($297 and $415 of ~Oreclosed property and other assets covered by FDIC 

loss share at December 31,2012 and 2011, respectively) 
Total assets 

479 1,100 

1,888 1,855 

6,804 6,078 
673 444 

627 563 

14,038 14,285 

183,872 $ 174,579 

32,452 $ 25,684 

100,623 99,255 

133,075 124,939 

2,864 3,566 

19,114 21,803 

7,596 6,791 

162,649 157,099 

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity 

Deposits: 

Noninterest-bearing deposits 

Interest-bearing deposits 

Total deposits 

Federal funds purchased, securities sold under repurchase agreements and short-term 
borrowed funds 

Long-term debt 
Accounts payable and other liabilities 

Total liabilities 

Commitments and contingencies (Note 15) 
Shareholders’ equity: 

Preferred stock, $5 par, liquidation preference of $25,000 per share 
Common stock, $5 par 
Additional paid-in capital 
Retained earn ings 
AOC1, net of deferred income taxes 
Noncontrolling interests 

Total shareholders’ equity 
Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity 

2,116 - 

3,499 3,486 

5,973 5,873 

10,129 8,772 

(559) (713) 
65 62 

21,223 17,480 

183,872 $ 174,579 

Common shares outstanding 
Common shares authorized 
Pret"erred shares outstanding 
Preferred shares authorized 

699,728 697,143 
2,000,000 2,000,000 

87 
5,000 5,000 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 

8O 



BB&T CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME 

Years Ended December 31, 2012, 2011 and 2010 
(Dollars in millions, except per share data, shares in thousands) 

Interest Income 
interest and i~es on loans and leases 
Interest and dividends on securities 
Interest on other earning assets 

Total interest income 
Interest Expense 

Interest on deposits 
interest on federal fimds purchased, securities sold under repurchase 

agreements and short-term borrowed thuds 
Interest on long-term debt 

Total interest expense 
Net Interest Income 

Provision for credit losses 
Net Interest Income After Provision for Credit I~osses 
Noninterest Income 

insurance income 
Mo~gage banking income 
Service charges on deposits 
investment banking and brokerage ti:es and commissions 
Bankcard lees and merchant discounts 
Checkcard li:es 
Trust and investment advisoW revennes 
Income fi’om bank-owned life insurance 
FDIC loss share income, net 
Other income 
Securities gains (losses), net 

Realized gains (losses), net 
OTTI charges 
Non-credit portion recognized in OCI 

Total securities gains (losses), net 
Total noninterest income 

Noninterest Expense 
Personnel expense 
Occupancy and equipment expense 
Loan-related expense 
Foreclosed prope~y expense 
Regulator}, charges 
Professional services 
Software expense 
Amortization of intangibles 
Merger-related and restructuring charges, net 
Other expense 

Total noninterest expense 
Earnings 

Income betbre income taxes 
Provision tbr income taxes 

Net income 
Noucontrolling interests 
Dividends on preferred stock 

Net income available to common shareholders 

EPS 
Basic 

Diluted 

Cash dividends declared 

Weighted \verage Shares Outstanding 
Basic 

Diluted 

2012 2011 2{/10 

$ 5,980 $ 6,119 $ 6,080 
907 747 1,019 

30 19 16 

6,917 6,885 7,115 

429 610 917 

7 11 22 
624 757 856 

1,060 1,378 1,795 

5,857 5,507 5,320 
1,057 1,190 2,638 

4,800 4,317 2,682 

1,359 1,044 1,041 
840 436 521 
566 563 618 
365 333 352 
236 204 177 
185 271 274 
184 173 159 
116 122 123 

(318) (289) (l 16) 
299 194 254 

(3) 174 585 
(5) (22) (l 17) 
(4) (90) 86 

(122 62 554 
3,820 3,113 3,957 

3.125 2,727 2,616 
650 616 608 
283 227 201 
266 802 747 
159 212 211 
156 174 170 
138 118 ll7 
110 99 122 
68 16 69 

873 811 809 

5,828 5,802 5,670 

2,792 1,628 969 
764 296 115 

2,028 1,332 854 

49 43 38 
63 -- -- 

1,916 $ 1,289 $ 816 

$ 
$ 
$ 

2.74 $ 1.85 $ 1.18 

2.7/.~- $ 1.83 $ 1.16 

080 $ 0.65 $ 0.60 

698,739 

708,877 

696,532 692,489 

705,168 701,039 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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BB&T Corporation and Subsidiaries (Dollars in millions, except per share data) 

Net income available to common shareholders 

Diluted earnings per common share 

Cash dividends declaredI~ per common share 

Book value pet" com~non share 

Tangible book value per common share~} 

27.21 

1%52 

Total assets 

Total securities(4~ 

Loans and leases 

Deposits 

Total shareholders’ equity 

113,733 

127,617 

19,477 

Total assets $ 183,872 

Total securities~4 38,731 

Loans and leases 118,364 

Deposits 133,075 

Total shareholders’ equity 21,223 

Return on average assets 
Return on average common shareholders’ equity 
Net interest margin - taxable equivalent 

Fee income ratio(s~ 

Efficiency ratio(~) 

1.14 

10.35 

3.91 

42.5 

54.3 

Tier 1 risk-based capital ratio 

Tier 1 common equity as a percentage of risk-weighted assets 

11.0 % : 

End of period shares outstanding (in thousands) 

Diluted weighted average shares outstanding (in thousands) 

Full-time equivalent associates 

Banking offices 

ATMs 

699,728 

708,877 

33,981 

1,832 

2,826 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:08 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Aug. 28 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted August 28, 2013, 11:00 A.M. ET 

Federal regulators released a new Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM) rule Aug. 28 that 
would make it easier for lenders to issue home loans that can be 100 percent securitized in 

the secondary mortgage market. 

A second proposed rule would require lenders to hold a portion of mortgages on their books in 

cases where the borrowers have a debt-to-income ratio of 43 percent or higher. 

Six agencies are charged with jointly developing standards for QRMs, higher-quality loans that 

would be allowed to be 100 percent securitized and sold to private-market investors. 

The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act requires lenders and 
securitizers to keep 5 percent of the credit risk as @skin in the game@ for riskier mortgages 

that do not meet QRM standards. 

An earlier proposal issued in March 2011 included a 20 percent down payment requirement and 
maximum debt-to-income ratio of 36 percent. However, that version was roundly criticized by 
lawmakers from both parties, as well as a wide range of industry groups and consumer 
advocates. 

The five-member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) board unanimously approved 

the rule. 

The other agencies~,the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Housing 

Finance Agency, and the Federal Reserve BoardOare expected to follow suit. 

The proposed rule is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=mfeo-9azkdr. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Daily. 

To change your email preferences, visit ht:tP:iiwebutii.bna.c,:)miemaih~ignup. 

Request a ~::RE[~ Web tidal. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyi’=.gi;t (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the terms and co:°:ditlons of the licanse agi’aemant with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <~cmoore@ml.com~ 

~Vednesday, August 28, 2013 11:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD Fall Speakers Program: Cybersecurity and Your Company: What Directors Need to Know 

......................................................................................................................................................... Directors for corn ames of all sizes shou Id nan, not walk, : .......................................................................................................................................................... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I ro ram. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Forward this email 

] 

fhis emaii was sent to Ibroorne@ernaiLunc,edu by c moore@_r_n_J:_c__o__r_n_. 
Update Profile/Email Address ~nstant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD i 150 Fayetteville St. :: Suite 2000 :: Raleigh i NC 27601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@produc[americanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Best Practices for Social Customer Service 

View as Web Paqe 
Forward to a Friend 

American Banker 

Complimentary Web Seminar 

September 18, 2013 I 11:30 am ETi8:30 am PT 

Featuring Live Q&A 

Click Hereto Register ] 

Hello Law, 

Confused about how to get started with social customer service or how to take it to the next level? 

Oracle can help you address the challenges of this rapidly evolving service channel - and help you 

deliver social customer service that delights your customers 

The webcast will be available on demand after the live event - if you cannot attend live, just reflister 

now and you will be sent the information. 

Join our webcast featuring Aphrodite Brinsmead, senior analyst at Ovum, and learn her best 

practices for social customer service, including howto: 

Align social strategies for marketing and customer service 

Empower agents to handle interactions in social media 

Proactively engage with customers through social media 

Deliver superior customer experiences 

Sponsored by: 

i~"~ Sp ..... Logo 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004 
custserv@sourcemedia com I Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <solutions@chronicleintelligence.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11: 52 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Efficiency meets individuality with Workday 

you have trouble viewing this e-mail, read the online version. 

Workday’s cloud-based administrative solution includes key components that stay current with your institution’s 

changing needs, giving your IT team the freedom to focus on other critical university-related projects. 

Download the whitepapers below to learn more about how Workday can help your institution leverage best-in- 

class human capital management, payroll, and financial management functionality--all in one unified solution 

What Your Peers Are Doing to Prime Their Human Resources and Financial Systems 

for Growth and Change 

Workday has identified key ways to help companies understand the data behind the drivers and get real-life 

examples on what businesses are doing to achieve their goals. This in turn will help companies with their 

human resources and financial systems. 

Workday and Cornell University: Efficiency Meets Individuality 

Colleges and universities cherish individuality. Every institution is different, and all contain schools and 

units with distinctions of their own But there is still a drive to efficiency, especially in this era of 

diminishing resources. How do you combine the decentralized requirements of a university with its need 

to operate more effectively? For Cornell University, Workday Human Capital Management and Payroll 

solutions provide the answer. 

Winning with Work 

Companies are increasingly relying on their people to drive differentiation Service companies aside, many 

product companies focus their efforts on R&D, sales, marketing, and customer service to effectively compete 

as they’ve outsourced some or all of their traditional manufacturing processes. In this "people economy" the 

winners and losers are determined by a company’s ability to excel in four key areas: regain, retain, understand, 

and operate 

If you prefer not to receive future e-mails from Workday, please click here 

Workday I 6230 Stoneridge Mall Road I Pleasanton, CA 94588 

To unsubscribe from future Chronicle e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle I !255 Twenty-Third St., N.W. I Washington, DC. 20037 

You are receiving this e-mail message because The Chronicle of Higher Education believes that you, 

as a Chronicle account holder, may be interested in products or services offered by our advertisers 

For more information, please read our Privacy Policy. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Attorneys at NicholsonPham <milan@nicholsoupham.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

News From NicholsonPham 

Good News from NicholsonPham 

suste~eb}}}ty with avery business practice We are eagaged e~d dedicated to providing quadty iegs~ 

~~,~cei~tly featured ii~ .’Durham Magazii~e[: s first-ever Womer:[: s issue as two of thiily@~e extraordinary 

and visit ~is a~ www.nicholsonpham.com to see all we have 

Meredith Nicholson 

was cevered bv La ConexiE]n NC e~d Que Pasa ~ewspapers i;= 

F~ale}gh Meredith frequel:tiy presents orl LOBi Issues ii~ Spsaish to the D~lrharn comn:uaity She is pad of 

project ~mdslly fuhded by s USi~D gre~t to train Mexican ~udges arid attorneys wh~e Mexico trar~sit~oas to 

ah ors~ cdmb~s~ ~ust~ce system sad travels to Mexico periodically to teach ore~ advocacy skills to Mex~ce~ 

VVome~’s B~£h & Wellness Cer~ter [:[uer~t m Sps~=~sh s~=d French; Meredith ~s curre~=t[y [eamm9 ~ts~a~] 

Merediti] sl:d her fsmiiv are fostering a rlewborr~ ’..’he wiii soorl ceiebrste her fh-st bi;shday Now that she[is 

getting e~o~lgh sleeper, s reguiar basis she[:ii be trail:i~g with Shsrerlforti~e Rambhrlg Rose 

tristhiorl in Chapel Hiii 

Milan Pham 

[he Beard of Pia!~ried Pau~nthocd (if Ce!s~!ai Ned:h Cs~eih~a Iri 

General .~\ssembiy a,qaiq ~ H?3 718. [he prop.’).sed legi ~latio!~ 



Sharon Thompson 

in 201 1, Sharoi~ became the first ~’~orbl Csl-oi}~is atter~ie’~, 

accepted as e ~:eiiow of ttle i~meiqcarl Academy of ~,saisted 

Reproductiol=Attoineys dustiece~t~y Shaio~ rece~vede2013 

Visit us on the web 

A?.omeys ,st Law 

©u!hsn! NC 27701 

Fax: (919) 400-,!824 

35 Woods Edge Drive ~i],. Asheville, r’iC 28803 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:13 PH 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Sun Capital Partners Decision Expands the Risk to Private Equity Funds of Incurring Portfolio Company Pension 
Liabilities 

August 28r 2013 

The First Circuit recently held that, in some cases, a private 
equity fund could be found to engage in a "trade or 
business," and therefore be subject to joint and several 
liability for withdrawal liability assessed against the fund’s 
portfolio company by a multiemployer pension plan. The ruling 
in Sun Capital Partners III LP v. New England Teamsters & 
Trucking Industry Pension Fund, issued July 24, 20~.3, 
potentially presents a new challenge for private equity funds 
as they invest in portfolio companies with contingent pension 
liabilities. 

On August 7, 2013, Sun Capital filed a petition with the First 
Circuit for a panel rehearing or a rehearing en banc. On 
August 23, 2013, the petition was denied. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 
................................................................................ 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

[] Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

ME-mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
...... LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their stale. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

owner-lawD~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Strasser, Mark <mstrasser@law.capital.edu;, 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 1:26 PM 

’LAWPROF’ <LAWPROF@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu-~ 

FW: Wells Conference 2014 -- Call for papers deadline extended! 

Call for papers 2014.docx 

Colleagues, 

FYI 

Mark Strasser 

Trustees Profl:_~ssor of 

Capital University Law 

~03 East Broad SLreeL 

Co~umbus~ Ohio 432] 5-32~ 

Ph: 614-236-6686 

Fx: 51.4- 236--6955 

10TH ANNUAL WELLS CONFERENCE ON ADOPTION LAW 

March 6, 20~4 

We Are Not All the Same: 
Meeting Children’s Individual Needs through Law, Policy, and Practice Reform 

The National Center for Adoption Law and Policy, in collaboration with the Capital University Law Review, seeks proposals for presentations and papers for the 
10th Annual Wells Conference on Adoption Law. The Wells Conference attracts respected professionals and academics who are pioneers and innovators in the 

fields of child welfare and adoption law. 

The 2014 conference will explore how the needs of various populations of children and youth in foster care can be met through better laws and policies or through 

more thoughtful application of existing laws and policies. Participants will present either individually or as part of a panel and, in addition, prepare an article 

associated with their presentation for publication in the Capital University Law Review Wells Conference Volume 

A call for papers and presentations with more detail on the Conference is attached. The deadline for response has been extended to September :1~th. Proposals 

should be no more than two pages in length. Submitters will be notified of the status of their proposals by September 20, 20~3. 

Please pass this call for presentations and papers on to any of your colleagues who may be interested. 

Email proposals to: 

Denise St. Clair 

Executive Director 

National Center for Adoption Law & Policy 

(614) 236-6593 

dstclair@iaWoCa pitaLedu 

and 

Karl Roush 

Editor-in-Chief 

Volume 42 

Capital University Law Review 

kroush@iaw.capitai~edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Weighs ’Limited’ Strikes Against Syrian Forces 

................ ] ~.’iost ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ [)ining&Wine ~ Yoday’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Obama ~eighs ’lAnfited’ Str~kes Agah~st Nyrian Forces 

President Obama is exi~qori[~g a range of militaiy actions against Syria designed 

to "deter al~d degrade" the abi]i~" of President gashar a]-Assud’s reghne to 

launch chemical weapons, officials said. 

Arab League R~]eets _Attack _~gainst Syria 

The leaders of the :~’ab world blamed the Syrian government for 

a chemical wea]:,ol~s attack, tx~t deeiil~ed to bad~ a retaliatory 

milikaty strike. 

rebel 

Joseph 

Candidate Rm~ MoToAo (He Doesn’t Dwell on it,) J. Lhota 
~mpai9 

goseph & ghota, a Republican earMidate for mayor, ei[es his 

work on Wal~ S~:eet and as a depu~~ mayor as releval~t 

expeden ee, b~Jt seldom ~’u rope ks his tern[re man a gi n g khe Metropoii ka~ 

Transpo[~a@:~n Authority. 

interactive Feature: Where the Mayoral Candidates Stand on Key issues 

To Our Readers 

Ore" Web site was m~available to some users for a time o~ Tuesday. The 

disruption was klae resu]t of an external attack on out’ domain name registrar, 

and we are at work on fifl]y r~storing service. We regret if khis has caused you 

a~y inconvenience. If you are still unable to reach our Web sit~, you may be 

able 1o read updates at news.nyteooeom. 



Editors’ Picks 

TRAVEL 

~ VmEO: Mirmesota Comity F~drs 

Seth Kugel winds down h~s summer ro~d h’~p at count" fairs, 

where livestock competitions and pig races are just part of fl~e 

action. 

Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~*~;hat Happened to Jobs m~d J~stiee? 

The March on Washington was so saeeessfu] that we often 

forget, 50 years later, that it ocenrred in a pc,]ifieal em’iromnent 

not so different from our own. 

World 

Spices’ Link to Food l[Rs Prompts (;har~ges in 

Farming 

Prompted hy the U.S. Food and Drag Adn~J~istr~tion, India, a 

mgzior producer d spices, is kaNng steps to change how they are 

grown and harvested. 

Reports of Syria Chemiea| Attack Spur Questiom 

Defenders of Syria’s president, Bashar a]-Assad said he would 

not have benefited from launching any ehemieaI attack, but even 

his aeeusers puzzled over a motive. 

ChentieM _Attack Evidence Lasts Years, Ex~pe~°ts 

Say 

Weapons experts say the Sy~{an governmen~ would have a 

fime hiding physical evJdenee if it d~d indeed use ehemica] 

weapons against dvilians in a large-scale aRa& last week. 

wo nq a n 

visited a 



U.S, 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The I.,a~t~ng Power of Dro Kh~g~s Dream Speech 

Exp]ori~g why the Rev. Dr. Mat~in I ,u~her King &’.’s "I Have a 

Dn’am" speech, which turns 5o on Wednesday, exempts such a 

poten t hold ot~ people across genera~io*xs. 

~ Multimedia Feature: Wb~esses to History, 50 Years Later 

gatherin 

g at the 

President Obmna, who is set to speak Wednesday from the 

Lineoln Memorial seems liberated to give voice to certain causes afker a fizst 

term i*~ which he often Nsappointed suppo~fers by nok b~lMt~g more about race, 

Medicaid Expansion Battle in Michigan Ends in     [~ ~o.+ 
Rick Passage                                                        p~nyder 

Oov. Rick Snyder narrowly won the fight over making Medicaid        ~i,~,i,~ 

available to more low--i*mome people i*~ a s~te where some 

Relmblica~s did ~ot want to seem to be backing the new health care law. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

N[erriI1 L>~eh fa~ Big Payout for Bias C~se 

The brokerage finn has agreed to pay S16o million to settle a racial bias lawsuik 

that wom~d through the f~dera] courts for eight yeals, including ~vo appeals 

the U ni ted Sta tes 

DEALBOOK 

Regulators Prepare PenMties for dPMorgml 

FedemI regulators are prepari*~g separatc e*fforeement actions 

fi~es agai~at 3PMorga~} Chase sDmm~ng fl’om flae way ~t 

collected overdue bills from consumers dut{ng the n’cesaion. 

Comment Commenb 

Iobw of 

DEALBOOK 
Preet 

Former ~E[ 1Vl[organ Employee Surrenders ~ I ...... 
Bharal* ] 

Spain in ’London Whale’ Case 

Javier Mar[in--zM’~jo was released soon after his arresL 

Tuesday morning, be~nn~ng what couM be a lengthy e:,~radifim} process m~er 



charges that he hid billions it~ trading losses. 

Sports 

Underdog Charges Back to %Vh~ Match, and Fans 

Victoria Duval, a ~7-year-old qualifier, rallied from lwo games 

do~ in the second set to beat Samankha Stosur, the world’s 

~ lth-rm~ked player and 2Oll United States Ope~ ehampiom 

, r~p-Ranked American is a Ge[man 

YANKEES 7. BLUE JAYS 1 

I I 
CaJ[~o Is Hit~ b~t Soriano a~,d Pctl-itle Strike Back    7~{nR°binS°cano 

in Ymtks’ Victor"                                             ~ft~ 

With Robinson Cano out of d~e game after being hik by a pRc~, 

~Mlbnso Soriano hiL bxo home runs, and zM~dy Pettitte threw seven shutou~ 

imfings as the Yankees kept pace i~ the A.L. wild-card race. 

,[~Box Score 

, Baseball Roundup: Victorino’s Home Runs Help Power Red So>: Past the Orioles 

For James Harris, a Dream Fulfilled 
~,. SAMULL 5. iRi.EDbiA ~ 

I~spired by the "~ Have a Dream" speech delivered by the Rev. 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., James Harris became ~e first bla& 

player to be a regular, full-time starter at q ua~erback in the 

N.F.L. 

career 

as an 

For more ,’:,polls news, 2o to NYTimes.¢om/Sporte ~ 

Arts 

Mysl-ery of the Missing Music 

A warehc, use in Seeaueus, N.J., yiek[s crucial, c}.ues in the search 

for Be~.}ami~ BriKen’s lost score fi)r the ballet "Les Sylphides." 

he. left, 

Amerie.a 

THE TV WATCH 

An Anchor %%’I~o Sbu’s in the Hi, dight Reels 

At the premiere of his homqong show "Olbermatm," on ESPN2, 

Keith Olbermann di&~’t talk all flaat much about sports. 

Bidding on the Futm’e ia Queens 

A renovated Queens Museum geat~ up for its reopening 

November with expanded galleHes and programs, 

..... facade 

takes 

Obituaries 

John J. Gilligan, ,97os Governor of Ohio, Dies ai- 

9a 

A liberal Demoera~ whose creation of the slate income Lax 

proved to be the undoing of his political cm~er. 

Red Burns, Godmother of S~hcon Alley, D~e,~ at 
gN 

Ms. Burns helped to bad khc movcmenk for public access to 

cable tclcvisio~ and starLed a New York U niversity program to 

fosDr Interuet wizards. 

I 1~ Forme, I 

Joiln J ] 
Gilligan 

founder I 
of the 



Dr. Hu~ten~oeher counted synapses, observing how much of the 

infom~a~o~ coming ~o the brain was d~searded as fl~e m~nd 

became more effieienL 

Dining & Wine 

Nt~dged to the Produce/~dsle by a Look in the 

Mh’ror 

Researe.hers out to promote healthier eating habits are using 

ge~fle cues, like atrategieal~y 1.flaeed mirrors, to steer shoppers 

toward fruits and vege~blea. 

INNOVATION 

Who Made That Picnic? 

The evolution of the movable feast. 

Set*lement in Lawsuit Aga~a~st PaPa Deen 

Ajndge dismissed the sexual harassmen t po~±ion of a lawsuit 

against the eelebr{~" chef, whose multimil]ion-dollar ibod empire 

sustained a set{es of blows earlier this summer. 

[>: As 

ponde~ 

Deen 

cooking 

Today’s Video 

~vmv: ~: Seekm~ Compromise in 

Imm~gr~ttion B~tttle 

He opposed the Dream AcL He doesn’t suppo~ the Senate’s 

immigration bill. Many are wonder4ng how Steve Pearce, a 

Republican, has succeeded in a m¢io~qty Hispanic district. 

~ Related .Articie 

~ vine:o: Interseetion: Standing Out in 

Residents of Chinatown in New York City, combine elements of 

Chinese cultnre with America~ h’ends to create theh" own looks, 

Watch More ’Intersection’ Videos 

Fol more video 1o to NYTimes,comNideo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Fight for Votfa~g Rights~ 50 Years Later 

Crucial lessons from the March on Washin gkon adll need to be learned. 

EDITORIAL 

Look "Who’s Ahoaid of Democracy 

China’s economic and politi~’al aims are at odds with each other, 

EDITORIAL 

Private l~auning s Transition 

The Army should give Chelsea Manning appropriate medical care and safe 

housing dnring her prison term, 

For more opi!~i<~n; ,go t<~ NYTimes.eomIOpinion ~ 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

O~ Aug. 28, ]963, An~eHcm~s were not the only ones marching on Washingtom 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~lat~alia Jackson, a~d King’s ][mpro~6safion 

The most ~amous words fl’om his speech at the 1Q63 M~rch on Washington 

weren’t planned ahead of time, 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

How Dr. K~g ~ped My~Vork ~ Eeono~e~ 

;.~ .~ JC:~LPN E S Tk": LH Z 

The March on Wash~n~on spurred ,Joseph E. Sfiglitz, later a 

Nobel laureate, to study inequality as an economic phenomenon. 

King     I 

Shaped 
My 
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The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 
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Business Review ] Judge rules mortgage fraud lawsuit against BofA can proceed 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Judge ru~es mortgage 1~aud 

~awsuit against Sank of 

A~ne~ica ca~ p~oceed 

A federal judge says a lawsuit that 

accuses Bank of America of 

defrauding government- 

sponsored mortgage giants 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac can 

move .. 

Charlotte regioWs yeaf~ver~yea~ jobless rate 

fal~s 

The Charlotte region’s year-over-year unemployment 

rate for July fell to 9,1 percent, continuing the area’s 

slow climb toward economic recovery, 

IFo~me~ Chiqu{ta ~eade~ on 

Retirement is proving busy for 

former Chiquita Brands 

International CEO Fernando 

Aguirre, who spoke Wednesday at 

a Charlotte Chamber event 

morning ... 

Pane£ Debt, government 

regulations hinder North 

C~olina’s small basinesses 

and job creatio~ 

Small-business leaders and 

advocates sat down with U.S Sen. 

Kay Hagan Monday afternoon at 

the Mint Museum Uptown to 

discuss the hurdles facing the.. 

Brokerage 9ia~t settles discrimination {awsuit 

Hundreds of black financial advisers have reached a 

$160 million settlement in a lawsuit accusing Wall 

Street brokerage giant Merrill Lynch of racial 

discrimination, a plaintiffs’ attorney said Wednesday. 

Stocks edge hi!#her as Syria, 

oil worries linge~ 

The stock market edged higher 

Wednesday as investors 

continued to focus on the 

likelihood of a U.S.-led attack on 

Syria. 

Labo~ ~u{es [o boost 

employment fo~ vets, 

disabled 

Veterans and disabled workers 

who often struggle to find work 

could have an easier time landing 

a job under newfederal 

regulations. 

~×-real estate agent p{eads gu{Ity to se{ling 

stolen ap#liances 

A former Charlotte-area real estate agent has 

pleaded guilty to selling appliances she stole from 

vacant homes owned by the U.S. Department of 

Housing and Urban Development, Anne Tompkins, 



US. attorney for the Western District of North 

Carolina, ... 
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Winning with Anal?Aics - How banks c~m Nt a home run without breaking the bank 

iii~ Banking Analytics 

AI~OUT AGENDA SIP F_..A KIERS     SPONSORS     TRAV1EL ~ 

Winning with Analytics: What Banks Can 
Learn from Moneyball 

Moneybaff, the 20I I box-office hit, tells the story of Oakland A’s general manager Billy Beane 

and how he built a winning baseball team on a limited budget using data and analytics. 

Gossage 

Tonya Gossage 

~a~k of the 

Ozarks 

Discover how banks are using this same approach to gain a competitive 

advantage, improve performance and drive growth and profitability. 

Tonya Gossage, EVP of retail banMng with Sank of the Ozarks, leads 

this entertaining and lively session at the Banking Analytics Symposium 

this Oct. 17-18 in Boston. 

Joined by Ted Triplet, CMO with Insight Ecosystems, this discussion will 

focus on how analytics play a vital role in developing strategy, tactics 

and techniques--viewing the success story of Moneyba//through the 

eyes of a bank. 

You need not know anything about baseball to discover how to hit 

homeruns by turning data into insight and insight into results. Visit the 

Symposium website to learn more about this session and the program 

line-up. 

or (212) 803-6072 

Sponsorship/Exhibit l~ackages Available 

For sponsorship information, contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089. 

s Media Professional Events ..... 

I X Forward to a 

Friend 
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Human Rights Law Catalog 2013 i 20% offtitles 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Catalog is now availaMe chute, Th~s catalog features 

~des o~ Cr~m~a~ Law, ~nv~onmenta~ Law, Gender 

F~nance, War and Conflict p~us more relevant topics, 

C~fe ~;ource cede F13~3 fo ~ece~ve ~ 20% d~scour~ 

downioaded (or pdn~ed). [he PDF is accessed by 

~yer are clickaLqe ~hrough to oui ,a’ebsite fo~ mo~e 

defa~=:s abouf each f~fJe. 

H .... Rights Catalog 
2013 

$5.99 for 1st book, $2.10 for each 
additional title in the US. 
Offer Expires 9/30/13 

Ci~’e sou~’ce code: F1313 

Preventive 

Detention 

About ISBS: 

internc~tional Specialized Book Services disMbutes over 50 ove!seoa aco:dem[c and 

specialty pub=:ishe~s in North America, We bring foge~he~ publishers from areund 

the wor==.d to pr.’:>vk:~e you wkh schok:~W HF=es on o w:~Fe~y of in~erno~kmal topics 

such ~ss: ks’w, soc~olegy, h~sfory, po=,4ical science, gender studies, economics, or~d 

religk)n. 
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Location: 

Sta rt: 
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Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

8/28/2013 7:08:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

CB and Lissa bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

8/29/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/29/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Hasan Sentenced to Death in Fort Hood Shooting 

Hasan Sentenced to Death in Fort Hood Shooting 

A jury of U.S. Army officers sentenced Nidal Hasan to death for a mass shooting at Fort 

Hood in 2009 that ranks among the most worst soldier-on-soldier killings in the history of 

the nation’s military. 

The sentence brings to a close a court martial in which the 42-year-old Army major offered 

essentially no defense to the Nov. 5, 2009, attack, in which 13 people were killed and 31 

others injured. Maj. Hasan was convicted Friday of multiple counts of premeditated murder 

and attempted murder in connection with the shooting. 

See More Covera#e >> 
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SEC Adopts New Financial Responsibility and Reporting Requirements for U.S.-Registered Broker-Dealers 
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ii~. Deched LLP 

EaSEC Adopts New Financial Responsibilily and Reporting Requirements 

for U,S,-Registered Broker-Dealers 

The Securities and Exchange Commission CSEC" or "Cernmission") recently approved 

amendments to its net capital, customer protection, books and records, notification and 

reporting requirements for broker-dealers, in an effort to enhance financial respons~Mlky 
1 

and ~nvestor asset safekeeping obligations. Severa~ of the amendments codify 
standing SEC s~aff in~erpreta~Sns o:{ the rules and accoun~k~g standards that ~overT~ ~hese 

requ~[ements~ As d~scussed in gloater detai~ below, some of the amendments are applicable 

only to firms that carry customer accounts on thek books (commonly [efen-ed to as "c~rry~ng 

brokers"), whi~e other amendments a~so apply to limited-purpose broker-dealers that do not 

car[y customer accounts on their books. The amendments that were approved have 

d~fferent effective dates, commenck~g in October 2013. 

Financial Responsibility Rules 

A U.S.-registered broker-dealer must meet certain liquid net capital and customer asset protection 

requirements under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended ("Exchange Act"), and keep records 

and notify regulators in the event of certain financial events. These requirements are intended to protect 

customers in the event of a broker-dealer’s financial or recordkeeping disruptions. The amendments are 

designed to further protect customers and improve the SEC’s ability to monitor and prevent unsound 

business practices The amendments were approved by a unanimous vote of the Commissioners and are 

effective October 21,2013. 

Customer Protection Ru/e (Ru/e 15c3-3) 

Exchange Act Rule 15c3-3 prohibits a broker-dealer from using customer securities and cash in the 

ordinary course of business, by requiring the broker-dealer to reserve cash or qualified securities 

representing net liabilities to customers in a reserve account held at a bank or clearing agency for the 

benefit of the broker-dealer’s customers and segregated from the broker-dealer’s other assets. One of the 

amendments requires carrying broker-dealers that carry accounts for other broker-dealers ("Proprietary 

Accounts of Brokers" or "PABs") to maintain a new segregated reserve account similar to the one they 

maintain for customers.2 However, the new definition of PAB accounts excludes broker-dealer accounts 
that trade on a delivery-versus-payment/receipt-versus-payment basis. In addition, in a tightening of prior 

practice, the amendments require a carrying broker-dealer to provide written notice to another broker- 

dealer if the carrying broker-dealer plans to use the other broker-dealer’s non-margin securities in its 

business activities. 

Amended Rule 15c3-3 also prohibits a broker-dealer from meeting reserve requirements through the use 

of cash deposits held at affiliated banks and limits cash held at a non-affiliated bank to an amount no 

greater than 15% of the bank’s equity capital (as reported by the bank in its most recent Call Report). The 

amended Customer Protection Rule also establishes requirements regarding customer disclosure, 

notice and affirmative consent in connection with "Sweep Programs," including those utilizing money 

market mutual funds ("MMMF").3 

Net Capital Rule (Rule !5c3-1) 

To ensure that a broker-dealer has sufficient liquid assets to pay all of its liabilities to customers, the Net 

Capital Rule requires a broker-dealer to maintain more than $1.00 of cash andlor "qualified securities" for 

each $1 00 of liabilities. As originally proposed by the SEC in 2007, the amendments would have 

expanded the definition of "qualified securities’’4 for purposes of satisfying the reserve requirement to 

include shares of MMMFs Because the SEC recently proposed separate amendments to the rules 

governing MMMFs, the Commission deferred a decision on the 2007 proposal until a later undetermined 

date.5 Accordingly, the definition of "qualified securities" does not currently include shares of MMMFs for 

the purpose of funding the reserve requirement. 

The amended Net Capital Rule requires a broker-dealer to treat as a liability: (i) any capital that is 

contributed under an agreement giving the investor the opportunity to withdraw the contribution: and (ii) any 

capital contribution that is intended to be or is withdrawn within a year of its contribution. The first of these 

two requirements tracks the changes to Financial Accounting Standard 150, which was adopted in 2003. 

The second is a codification of an SEC staff interpretation issued in 2000 that requires a broker-dealer to 

treat capital withdrawn within one year as a liability. In addition, the amended Net Capital Rule requires a 

broker-dealer to adjust net worth when calculating net capital to include any liabilities that are assumed by 

a third party, if the broker-dealer cannot demonstrate that the third party has the resources (independent of 



the broker-dealer’s income and assets) to pay the liabilities.6 

With respect to fidelity bonding requirements, the amended Net Capital Rule requires a broker-dealer to 

deduct from its net capital the excess of any deductible amount over the amount permitted by the 

applicable self-regulatory organization CSRO").7 In addition, the Net Capital Rule by its terms prohibits a 

broker-dealer from doing business if it is out of compliance with the Rule, regardless of the cause. The 

amendment clarifies the distinction between being out of compliance with the Net Capital Rule and being 

"insolvent," and specifies the actions required of a broker-dealer that becomes insolvent, including that it 

must cease conducting a securities business.8 

Books and Records Rules (Rules !7a-3 and 17a-4) 

The Books and Records Rules require a broker-dealer to make and maintain certain business records to 

assist in accounting for business activities and to assist securities regulators in examining for compliance 

with the securities laws. The amended Books and Records Rules require a large broker-dealer to 

document its market, credit and liquidity risk management controls. This documentation requirement 

applies only to a broker-dealer that has more than: (i) $1,000,000 in aggregate credit items as computed 

under the customer reserve formula of Rule 15c3-3, or (ii) $20,000,000 in capital, including debt 

subordinated in accordance with Appendix D to Rule 15c3-1. According to the adopting release for the 

Financial Responsibility Rules, the additional documentation requirement for a large broker-dealer is 

appropriate because such a broker-dealer generally engages in a wide range of highly complex activities 

across many different markets and geographical locations. However, the Commission is neither 

mandating any specific risk management controls, procedures, or policies that must be established by a 

broker-dealer nor is it requiring any minimum elements or specifying any risk management procedures. 

According to the adopting release, the Commission anticipates that most brokers-dealers that will be 

subject to this requirement already have in place documented risk management controls, procedures, and 

policies. 

Notification Rule (Rule 17a-11) 

The Notification Rule (also referred to as the "Early Warning Rule") requires a broker-dealer to give notice 

to the SEC and other securities regulators upon the occurrence of certain events (e.g., an insolvency or the 

decrease of net capital belowthe required minimum). The amended Notification Rule requires a broker- 

dealer to notify the SEC and other securities regulators when the broker-dealer’s repurchase and 

securities lending activities exceed 25 times its tentative net capital. According to the adopting release, 

based on a review of FOCUS reports, the Commission anticipates that fewer than 10 broker-dealers will 

be subject to this requirement. As an alternative to such notification, a broker-dealer may report monthly its 

stock loan and repurchase activity to its designated examining authority CDEA"), in a form acceptable to its 

DEA 

Additional Amendments 

Certain of the additional amendments approved are technical in nature and are not discussed in detail 

here, but include: 

Changing rules regarding the allocation of customers’ fully paid and excess margin securities to short 

positions; 

[] Repealing SEC Rule 15c3-2 and establishing conditions for the treatment of free credit balances 

within and outside of a Sweep Program; and 

[] Clarifying that funds held in a commodities account that is a "proprietary account" under Commodity 

Exchange Act regulations may not be included as free credit balances for purposes of Rule 15c3-3 

reserve requirements 

Reporting Rules 

The Reporting Rules were approved by a 3-2 vote of the Commissioners and require a broker-dealer to file 

new reports in an effort to increase compliance with the Financial Responsibility Rules.9 

Audit Requirements 

Section 17 of the Exchange Act and Rule 17a-5 thereunder require a broker-dealer to file audited annual 

reports with the SEC and the applicable SRO The annual reporting requirement varies based on whether 

or not the broker-dealer is su bject to Rule 15c3-3 because it has custody of customer assets. 10 

[] A broker-dealer that has custody of customer assets must file a "Compliance Report" to permit the 

SEC to verify that the broker-dealer is adhering to the applicable capital requirements, protecting 

customer assets, and periodically sending account statements to customers Such a broker-dealer 

must also engage a Public Company Accounting Oversight Board ("PCAOB")-registered independent 

public accounting firm to prepare a report based on an examination of certain statements in the 

broker-dealer’s Compliance Report. 

[] A broker-dealer that does not have custody of customer assets must file an ’Exemption Report" with 

the SEC, citing the broker-dealer’s exemption from the requirements applicable to a broker-dealer with 

custody of customer assets.11 Such broker-dealer must also engage a PCAOB-registered 

independent public accounting firm to prepare a report based on a review of certain statements in the 

broker-dealer’s Exemption Report 12 

The annual reporting requirements relating to Compliance and Exemption Reports are effective June 1, 

2014 and should be filed within 60 calendar days after the broker-dealer’s fiscal year-end as part of the 

broker-dealer’s annual compliance audit. 

Custody-Related Requirements 

Section 17(b) of the Exchange Act requires a broker-dealer to submit to routine inspections and 

examinations by the staff of the SEC and the applicable SRO. The Reporting Rules enhance these 

provisions by: 



[] Requiring all broker-dealers to file a new quarterly report ("Form Custody") that contains information 

about whether and how the broker-dealer maintains custody of customer assets. Such report is 

intended to assist examiners in creating a custody profile for the broker-dealer in order to focus 

custody examinations 13 

[] Requiring a broker-dealer (regardless of whether it has custody of customer assets) to agree to allow 

staff of the SEC and the applicable SRO to: (i) review the working papers of the PCAOB-registered 

independent public accounting firm if requested in writing for purposes of an examination of a broker- 

dealer; and (ii) discuss the findings of the PCAOB-registered independent public accounting firm with 

the accounting firm’s representatives.14 

Pursuant to Rule 206(4)-2 under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended ("Advisers Act"), an 

investment adviser that is a qualified custodian of its assets under management must obtain annually (or 

receive from its affiliate), a written internal control report prepared by an accounting firm registered with and 

examined by the PCAOB. The SEC has determined that the independent public accounting firm’s report 

which is based on an examination of the Compliance Report will satisfy the internal control report 

requirement of Rule 206(4)-2 under the Advisers Act. The SEC staff believes that this change better aligns 

the controls that relate to protection of customer assets by broker-dealers and investment advisers. 

The requirement to file a Form Custody with the SEC is effective December 31, 2013. A broker-dealer must 

file Form Custody with its DEA within 17 business days after the end of each calendar quarter. In addition, 

for year-end filings of Form Custody by a broker-dealer that has selected a fiscal-year end-date that is not 

the end of a calendar year, the broker-dealer also must file Form Custody with its DEA within 17 business 

days after the end of the broker-dealer’s fiscal year 

Conclusion 

Because the approved amendments become effective starting in October 2013, a broker-dealer should 

begin to consider whether changes to its operations, policies and procedures, and reporting obligations 

will be required as a result of the amendments Moreover, in developing an implementation plan, a broker- 

dealer should consider that any such changes may require significant lead time to implement. 
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Hunger Conference at UNC 

Hi, 

VVe’re getting ready to roll lip our sleeves and 

fight poverty in a big way. 

~:~?.i;!:t:!~..~:~i~,.%~.~!~Y.~!:!Lg.lH!:L~:~:!:’. to learn how 

yoil cau get involved with the uational Resolve 

to Fight Poverty Conference at L~%rC Chapel Hil! 

on Oct. 4-6. 

Over the next four weeks~ we’re ramping up to 

influence the local and national dialogue about 

hunger and homelessnesso More than 200 

students from across tile country will travel to 

Chapel Hill to get hands-on traiulng on how to 

address the root causes of hunger and 

hornelessness. 

We~ee iooMng foe campus eooed~naloes to 

launch the campaign and make *llre student~ 

fi-om the~r school are able to attend the 

conference in October. You cau also find out 

ways to intern or volunteer. 

RSVP T0da3[ 

Thanks, 

Irene Cadwell 

National 



until Sept. ~3tho 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

clay@chapelhillte:~.com 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:17 PM 

Are you free today? 

Hello Professor, 

This is Clay! I will be back making my rounds this year and wanted to let you know I plan to be on campus Thursday 8/29 & Friday 8/30 buying 
books. 

If you’d like me to pop in, please respond with a good time, your building and room number. 

We have expanded our business and are now buying over 400k different titles of various books. More than likely there is something on your 
bookshelves we can use. 

Hope to see you again soon, 

Clay 

Our mission is simple: to provide students with the most affordable textbooks in the market. 
To unsubscribe, reply with unsubscribe in subject. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Albert Salem via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com~ 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 

Albert Salem 
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iiiiiii"Nonprofessional Investors" Perceptions of Corporate Governance Factors 

Journal of Accounting, Ethics & Pubfc Policy 14(2): 289-330 (2013) 

AL~:SA GABRIELL~ ~RIHK, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Email: agbrink@vcu,edu 

At a fundamental level, corporate governance mechanisms promote ethical business relationships and actions. Having the proper governance 
mechanisms in place is especially important to the less informed, nonprofessional class of investors who may not have the ability, power or 
influence to monitor management. This paper presents a study of nonprofessional investors’ perceptions of the importance of corporate 
governance mechanisms. Based on prior literature and archival studies of corporate governance mechanisms, four broad categories of corporate 
governance are identified. A survey assessing investors’ perceptions of 22 corporate governance mechanisms from these broad categories was 
administered to 438 participants. The results from factor analysis indicate that a 10-factor solution best describes the constructs underlying 
investors’ perceptions of the 22 corporate governance mechanisms included in this survey. This measure is compared to corporate governance 
measures developed in prior literature from factor analyses of archival data. The comparison reveals several similarities between these measures 
and highlights areas of corporate governance that are important to investors but are not fully addressed or included in the archival studies. The 
information provided about investors’ perceptions of corporate governance mechanisms and the measure of corporate governance developed in 
this paper will be useful in aiding the design of future research investigating investors’ reactions to corporate governance information. 

iiiiiii"Overcoming the Liabiiit~ of Foreignness: Pre-IPO Investors from the Host Country and Foreign IPO Performance 

NING 31tA, Tsinghua University - School of Economics & Management 

Email: jian@sem.tsingh L~a,edu,cn 

Foreign IPO firms incur higher issuance costs than domestic firms due to greater information asymmetry and ex ante valuation uncertainty. Little is 
known about how to overcome such liability of foreignness. This study, based on foreign-listed Chinese firms, shows that pre-IPO financing 
relationship with investors from the country of listing can effectively mitigate cross-border information friction at the time of IPO, and is associated 
with lower underpricing, smaller underwriting spread and other offering expenses, superior post-IPO stock returns, greater analyst coverage, 
lower forecast error and dispersion. The benefits of pre-IPO relationship increase in firm-level information asymmetry and the strength of 
relationship. 



Journal of Comparative Law, Vol. 7, No. :~, pp. 115-146 

~UI~EI~ GO~TS:[AI~I, Tilburg Law School 

Private actors in "following" countries usually encounter problems with the enforcement of well-developed and effective "Western-style" 
contracting techniques. A common response is the structuring of commercial transactions according to foreign law. This pattern of development fully 
applies to the shareholders agreements of Russian companies. Additional costs related with the use of foreign law and national sovereignty 
concerns compelled the Russian legislature to introduce rules on shareholders agreements into corporate legislation. Yet, even after the 
amendments the use of English law by the shareholders of Russian companies remains extensive. A comparative analysis of the new Russian rules 
on shareholders (stockholders) agreements and the U.K. model shows that both jurisdictions share similar problems regarding the enforcement of 
these agreements. Therefore, other factors - such as the general mandatory nature of Russian corporate legislation (as opposed to enabling 
rules), the quality of Russian courts, legal uncertainty, the interests of law firms, and unfavorable court practice on certain contract law concepts - 
count for private actors in refraining from using Russian law. The paper also uses economic reasoning and the results of the comparative analysis 
to offer a general framework that can be used for the interpretation of shareholders agreements by the courts. 

Free Download 

Email: msirkin @seitzross.co m 

This article examines the doctrine of standing as applied to mergers and acquisitions of Delaware corporations with pending derivative claims. 

Finding the existing framework of overlapping rules and exceptions both structurally and doctrinally unsound, this article proposes a novel 

reconfiguration of existing Delaware law under which Delaware courts would follow three black-letter rules: (1) stockholders of the target should 

have standing to sue target directors to challenge a merger directly on the basis that the board failed to achieve adequate value for derivative 
claims; (2) a merger should eliminate target stockholders’ derivative standing; and (3) stockholders of the acquiror as of the time a merger is 

announced should be deemed contemporaneous owners of claims acquired in the merger for purposes of derivative standing. Following these rules 

would restore order to the Delaware law of standing in the merger context and would advance the important public policies served by stockholder 

litigation in the Delaware courts. 

Corporate governance first appeared as a topic of conversation in France in the mid-1990s in the wake of two quasi-simultaneous developments: 
the growing importance of foreign ownership (i.e. Anglo-Saxon institutional investors) and the succession of spectacular financial losses resulting 
from unmonitored managerial initiatives (e.g., Credit Lyonnais, Michelin, Paribas, Suez, Union des Assurances de Paris). 

French legislation protects the interests of shareholders by stipulating that all the most important decisions taken by companies must be approved 
by general meetings. 

However, French legal control is not overly burdensome. It simply sets forth the general outline of governance, leaving the responsibility for 

developing the details to corporate management. For example, French companies can have either a unitary (UK) or a two-tier (German) board 
system. The chairman of the board may also be the CEO. However, the regulation of governance has in recent years increasingly been developing 

by reference to soft legal guidelines. 

In France, the terms "corporate governance" and "shareholder value" have generally been associated with lay-offs and short-term thinking that 
privileges the next quarter’s financial results over the long-term health and social responsibility of the corporation. The contempt shown by 

managers, state officials, trade unionists, and the general public toward foreign mutual and pension funds was not a surprise. 

National Law University, Jodhpur 

The debt to equity ratio is the most important of all capital adequacy ratios. It is seen by investors and analysts worldwide as the true measure of 
riskiness of the firm. This ratio is often quoted in the financials of the company as well as in discussions pertaining to the financial health of the 
company in TV shows newspapers etc. 

Formula - Debt to Equity Ratio = Total Debt/Total Equity: The total equity includes retained earnings which have been listed on the balance sheet; 
There is subjectivity with regards to treatment of preference shares. Some companies add them to debt while others add them to equity based on 
the relative features of the preference shares issued. However, usually the quantum of preference shares in not big enough to make a difference. 

Meaning - The debt to equity ratio tells the shareholders as well as debt holders the relative amounts they are contributing to the capital. It needs 
to be understood that it is a par~ to part comparison and not a par~ to whole comparison. 

In contemporary business corporations, the main external stakeholder groups are shareholders, debtholders, trade creditors, suppliers, customers 
and communities affected by the corporation’s activities. Internal stakeholders are the board of directors, executives, and other employees. 

Much of the contemporary interest in corporate governance is concerned with mitigation of the conflicts of interests between stakeholders. Ways of 

mitigating or preventing these conflicts of interests include the processes, customs, policies, laws, and institutions which have an impact on the 

way a company is controlled. An important theme of governance is the nature and extent of corporate accountability. These aspects have special 

bearing on banking industry. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 4:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Facing Test on Data to Back Action on Syria 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~,:ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Deli’~ery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~Op~ ~ On]hisDay 

Top News 

U,So Facing Test on Data to :Back Action on S.~a 

The Obama administratio~ sap’s the information it ~11 make 

public will show proof of a large-scale chemical a~aek by Syrian 

~ Fuil Coverage: Syria 

Nations 

_~id Chaos, IsraeHs Take a Stoic View 

In conversations khis woek, raany people said this summer had 

spawned an "I.-toM--you-.so" se~sibi~i~" among Israelis, who had 

hee~ far more skeptical than Amer~cm~s a~d Em’opeans about 

the Arab Spz~ng. 

in Congress, a Bid to Undo Dialysis Cuts 

Many members of Cot~gress who voted k~ eliminake over $500 

mil]io~ a year in federal government waste now want to reverse 

that move, demonstrating lobbyisN’ ranscle. 

:": lined up 
for gas 

,_m,~sks 

Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VmEO: Com~tdown to Faslfion ~’Veek: 

Model Cas~g 

I~ the fourth i~stallment r~f Cmmtdo~ to Fashion Week, 

designers Ryan Lobo and Ramon May[in of Tome searck lk)r models and muses 

to car~y the spiri[ of their 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The New Fh.~od Insuranee D~saster 

Policy refl)rm and fiscal dis(qp~ne tbr flood insm’anee soul~d 

great until you sit across the table from flood-plNn residenks 

losing their homes because of skyro&efing premiums, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRESIDENTOBANA, speaking at the Lincoln Memorial (m the 5o[h aBnivet’sar) the 

.M;~t’cb on Washington. 

World 

B~oitain to Wait on Weapons Repo~ot Ahead of :~ P~ot~ 

Before it would endorse military strikes in Syria, ]hitain signalcd 

it would await the tin.rigs of a Uniked Nations investigation into 

a suspeeted chemical a~.::k ~ear Damascus and ho~d a parliament, s?: vote. 

Political End~rm~ee Test for Russian 

MikhaiI D. Prokhorov, d~e owner of d~e Brooklyn Nets 

basketball keam, leads a Russian polideN party whose candidates 

have faced arrest and disqualification. 

Prokhor 

PenMon :Plm~ ~n France Draws Few Adnfirers 

Some critics call the proposal insufficien~ and o’da ors worry that it fern;shadows 

bigger cues to co, me for a system that the French treasure. 

U,S, 

SPduting a Dream, a~d Adapting it for a New Era 

President Obama stepped into the space where the Rev, Dr. 

Mm~in I,uther King Jr. once spoke and summoned his ieonJe 

dream of a eolorblind society in a celebration of a half-century 

of progress, 

~ Obama’s Speech: Text [ ~ V~deo i~ More Speeches 

~ The Lasting Power o[ King’s Dream Speech 

Ob~ma 

with 



Death Penaiby, for Rampage at For~ Hood 

Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan never denied shooting more than 4o 

people at the Texas militaEv base, and offered Iittle in the way of 

defe~ se. 

~ D Vkteo: For[ Hood Victims’ Fanli~Jes Speak 

NidN 

Malik 

Gun Bill in Missouri Would Test. Limits in 

N ulli@ing UoS~ Law 

The Republican-controlled legislature is expected to enact a 

sb~[~tc nullil)dng all federal gu~ laws i~ lhe staie a~d making 

crime ibr i~deral agents to e~fforee them there. 

Business 

As Renters Move In~ Some Honmowners 

Some homeowners wor~y about the changing makeup of their 

neighborhoods, as they fill witb tenm~ts who have litde 

investment in the area. 

in N,Yo Ma3~ral Race, Small Checks From Hedge 

F~md Giants 
~ ....... 

] 

New York law caps individual contr~butkms to mayoral 

candidates, but records for 2o~3 are noNble for their paucity of donations from 

hedge hind managers. 

Nintendo Cuts a Dimension From a Device 

Aimed at Youths 

The Nintendo aDS will cost $~3o, about $4o less than its 3DS 

sibling, as part of a strategy to prevent hoaseholds fl’om relying 

o~ tablets fir~r video games. 

2DS 

I    have 

Sports 

BLUE JAYS 7, YANKEES 2 
The 

K~roda% Stm~ggles Continue, aml Yankees Drop B~,~ 
Jays: 

Hi~M Kuroda had his third consecutive poor outing, allotting 

sea’en runs in five inning, as the Yankees fell five and a half games behind the 

A’s fi:~r flae seeo~d wild-card spot 



Essay Boo Rodriguez or Cheer Him? It’s Oh So Complicated 

Concussion Case Nea~0s Key Phase for 

In a closely watched case, a j adge is expected to decide soon whether to dismiss 

a la~<suit b~wught by retired players alleging tha t the N.F.L. iW~entionally misled 

them about the dangers of head ~0 utica. 

l~Iurray~s Victory Is Easy, but It Doesn’t Come 

Qt~ickly 

Because of rain delays, Andy Murray took the come three full 

hout~ after he was expected to, but he had minimal diffieuRy 

puR~ng away Mh::hael Llodra. 

F~r n=÷~ra ,spol!s news, g~ to NYTimes.¢om/Sporta ~ 

Arts 

East by Far East: Vladivostok Rocks 

v-.Rox, a festival in Russia last weckend, drew in~e music fans 

from all over the worM. 

, ~ Video 

thron.qe 

d the 

Despite Pledge, France Lags in Hunt for Looted 

A new promise by the French government to press f,’)r art seized 

by the Nazis in World War H to be term’ned to its ow~e~ ,~ has so 

fat" gone unfulfilled. 

AII A~°om~d the V~:orld in Just Two Film Roles 

For a~.tors like Daniel Briihl, the new globalism in film has 

hrought (gq:~mtunities that were almost m~imaginab]e h~ the 

middle of the last decade. 

..... : Filippetti 

cu Itu re 

Obituaries 

Stephe~fie N’IeN’Ii||an, F~n Set Deeo~’ator, Dies at 

Mso MeMillan created the look of aI1 eight HarU Potter films and 

wo~ an C’scar tbr the 1996 roma~ee ’~Fhe English Patient." 

Slawo~tir Mrozek, Leading Po|ish Pla,~w~’ight, 

Dies at 83 

Mr. Mrozek’s play’s were pe~{o~ea~ly banned in Poland for 

ridi eu]in g th e posbva r F.a stern bloe’s politi ca 1 a~ d social eli mate. 

He had plays produced in cities ~)rldwide, including New York. 

Mrozek 

Peter Hul~enIocher, Explorer of the Brain, Dies 

at 82. 

Dr. Hutten]ocher counted synapses, c4)setM~g how much of the 

info~nmfion coming to fl~e brain was discarded as the mind 

became more etSeient. 

Fashion & Style 



TRIBES OF SATURDAY NIGHT 

With Labor Day fast approaching, young revelers in the 

Hamptons pursue a final chance at "Montauk love.** 

-dressed 

~ndwell 

Co~mtdowr~ to Faslgon ~’Veek: Model Casth,g About for 

Charaetel" 

Designers of Tome label assemble a cast of models %r a runway show. 

With Xcel in charge of his brand, Isaac Mizrahi is even busier: 

wrRing a ,~7 pilot, giving cabaret shows and marryi~go 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: 90 Seconds }Vith Pogpue; Parallels 

The Times’s David Pogue reviews at Parallels Access, an iPad 

app that allc, ws a user to remc, tely con trol a desktop c,r Iaptop 

computer. 

~ VIDEO: Ho~lemade Co~lsco~ 

Couscous isn’t difficult to make from scratch, says chef Ron 

~M’azL But the process of turning semolina into a homemade 

pasta connects the modem chef to an am:lent Middle Eastern 

tradi lion. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Answer’s Needed on Sy~’ia 

Preside~t Obama has ~ot yet made the case for a militm3~ s!a-ike in Syria. 

EDITORIAL 

Nh°. Bodmer ~¢;ar~ts a Debt Fight 

In stead of leadin g Republican lawmakers away from a defauI t, Speaker Job n 

Boehner encore’ages their worst impulses. 

EDITORIAL 

The Second lDime~sion 

O~ the 5oth annivetsaW of the March o1~ Washington, Preside~t Obama spoke 

of the work that ~mains to be de, nee 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’The Nlost D~a,geroaas N egro’ 

Martin Luther King was dangerous not to the count~T, but to the 

status quoo 

, Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bi]]ie ,Jean King versus the coun~’y dub Mafia on a 1973 tem~is 

ma[ch that was central to the ~efican women’s movement. 

Columnist Page 

Reinforce a Norm hn Syria 

S[~king Sy~% now ]-nay secm ineonsiskm/, bu[ it’s }~e~[er than 
consistently doing nothing in the face of atrodtieso 

~ Columnis~ Page I Blog 

..... 
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Daily Briefing, August 29: A Softer QRM Still Worries; Payday Lenders Go Bust 

Dai~y Briefing                      w~ ii~:~iI American Banker 

Today’s Top Stories 

Battle Over Down Payment Requirements 
Looms in New QRM P~an 

Six federal agencies have re-issued their 
proposal for defining "qualified residential 
mortgages" that avoid risk retention, which is 
more to the industry’s liking than an earlier 
2011 plan. But a much tougher alternative 
approach is still drawing attention. 

Online Lenders Go Bust Fo~owing New 

York Crackdown 

At least nine lenders have halted operations in 
the three weeks since state regulators began 
pressuring banks to cut off their access to the 
payments system. 

UBS’s Berkery Looks to Banking to 
Bo~stet Wealth Management 

Rosemary Berkery, who heads UBS’s U.S. 
bank, knows her commercial banking rivals are 
gunning to win away the bank’s super-rich 
clientele. In an interview, she explains how UBS 
is fighting back by offering wealthy customers 
new banking products, like mortgages and 
credit cards. 

Small Ga. Dea~ Co~d Signa~ Bigger Things 
to Come 

Traditional bank M&A in Georgia has been 
nearly dead in recent years, but Hamilton State 
Bancshares’ deal this week to buy Cherokee 
Banking suggests that the Peach State may be 
primed for consolidation. 

Department 

Banks Vulnerable to Same Type of Attack 

Banks have good reason to pay attention to the 
cyberattack that hit the New York Times, 
Twitter and Huffington Post websites. 

Online Lenders Go Bust Fo~owing New 
York Crackdown 

At least nine lenders have halted operations in 
the three weeks since state regulators began 
pressuring banks to cut offtheir access to the 
payments system. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

~&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activi~ 

in ~e 
Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the adviso~ 
rankings a~er 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
wo~h doing. 

heard it 

a~ain 
~nd 

from Charaka 

~thule~oda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker ol 

the Year ~acka~e 
this gear: 
simpliciW and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Is your bank ready to 

handle the latest stress 

testing regulations? 

Register now for our 

upcoming Wcbin,~: Row 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments¯ Attend 

the AT~t~, Debit and 

P~epaid ~:olum to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas¯ 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 

"Feehno~ogias, Risks. and 

While providing a brief 

background on Identity 

Theft, the focus of this 

one-hour web seminar is 

on the impact of new 

technologies, the 

associated risks, and banks’ 

responsibilities It also 

discusses a brief example 

of how a bank offered an 

Identity Theft product as a 

service to its customers¯ 



Come 

Traditional bank M&A in Georgia has been 
nearly dead in recent years, but Hamilton State 
Bancshares’ deal this week to buy Cherokee 
Banking suggests that the Peach State may be 
primed for consolidation. 

B~tt~e Over Oow~ Payment Requirements 
Still Looms in New QRM P~an 

Six federal agencies have re-issued their 
proposal for defining "qualified residential 
mortgages" that avoid risk retention, which is 
more to the industry’s liking than an earlier 
2011 plan. But a much tougher alternative 
approach is still drawing attention. 

CresCom in SoC. to Buy Branch from First 
Carolina 

CresCom Bank in Myrtle Beach, S.C., has 
agreed to buy a branch from First Carolina 
Bancshares in Waterboro, S.C. 

BAI Retail Delivery 2013, 

November 5-7, Denver 

CO, draws the largest and 

most influential group of 

financial services leaders 

of any industry 

conference, fostering 

extensive opportunities for 

idea exchange and 

inspiration We’re 

independent and 

objective, making it easy 

for you to personalize your 

own agenda based on 

YOUR priorities. 
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News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

stea~ spotlir.;jht UNC coach 
Larry Fedora 

All the attention ahead of barks at his 

Thursday’s game has been players as 

focused on South Carolina star 

Jadeveon Clowney. which is fine 

with North Carolina. The... 

UNC pre#ares for havoc 

South Carolir~a’s Clowney 

Jadeveon Clowney is a game- 

changer, and some say the likely 

No. 1 pick in the next NFL draft 

Thursday night, the North Caorlina 

Tar Heels will try... 

South 

Carolina 

defensive 

end 

Taylor, like Clowney, was a {lame-changin{l 

p~ayer 

Jadeveon Clowney’s Outback Bowl hit causes painful 

flashbacks for former Michigan quarterback John 

Wangler. who was on the wrong end of a collision 

with UNC’s Lawrence Taylor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MDM & Data Governance New York <confelvnce@sourcemediamail.com> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 8:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Download the Brochure + Best Rates Expire Tomom)w 

ABOUT AGENDA SPEAKERS SPONSORS TRAVEL 

The 8th Annual NDN & Data Governance Summit New York brochure is available exclusively 

online; ~ now. Inside you will find everything you need to maximize the event’s 

educational and networking opportunities: 

Meet keynote presenters and featured speakers 

Map out your experience with the agenda 

Get registration and travel details 

Join your peers for thought-provoking and robust discussions on the challenges and 

opportunities presented with master data management and data governance. 

Download Brochure 

Early biFd rates aFe available now but won’t be foF long! Save $~00 off the standaFd rate when 

you Fegister by August 30. 

Register Online or call Dan Perkins at (212) 803-8483. 

For sponsorsNp and exhibit opportunities, contact Tony Carrini at (212) 803-8547. 

Platinum Sponsors: 

Gold Sponsors: 

Silver Sponsors: Mobile App Sponsor: 

A~UT I CONTACT I PRIVACY 



To Unsubscribe fx’om receiving furrhex’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 8:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

(;RIME REPORTS: 

(;RIME REPORTS: 
HILLSBORO U GH ~%REA: 

* *** Larceny of Motorcycle reported ~8/28/13~ 8:3~ am, 76~ Rex Dr. 

The victim stated he parked his 2005 Honda Rekel mototv:ycle under his oNn shed on 8/27/2013. On the morNng of ~28/2013 he was leaving m go ~ work and as 

he waJked outsi& he noticed his mo~rcycle was missing. It appea~ed the suspecVs backed their vehicle in the driveway and loaded the motorcycle on a track. Them 

were treks/ma, ks in the driveway where the motorcycle was parked. Value $1,800.00 
REMINDER: SCHOOL HAS ST~RTED BACK, PLEASE DR~VE CAREFULLY ~ND WATCH OUT FOR BUSES ~ND OUR CHILDREN, 
Tha~ you for ~ing our e~ra eyes and ears. 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 ~. 
Community ~nvolvement ~s the biggest dete~ent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

9:19-732-6403 Fax 

l i~i Descripti I 

...... ;~scripti j 

;~scripti 

on 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations callin8 upon 
us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neishborhood Watch Program 
allow citizens to help in the fisht asainst crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

throush service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 9:01 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

The Morning Bfe£ Second-Quarter GDP Revised Upward 

L~TEST STORIES 

Second- Quarter GDP Re~6sed Upward 

Verizon Wireless Deal Could Happen ~qthin a ~Veek 

GooSe Vice President tbr Android Joins Chinese Srnartphone Maker 

U,K, Faces Pushbaek to Co~il-l-~ng to Syria Mi]~ta~’y Action 

:Mbor Rate- Probe Spofl~t Shines on Higher- Ups 

J.P. Morgan Investigates its HiNng in 

Regulal-o~s Ease Mortgage Rules 

New York Regnlator Steps Up Probe of ~oyd~s 

Ztirieh’s .~’kerm~n ResiN~s ~er CFO Deafll 

Sml ~fe Fin~eiM’s .~sia Strategy 

C~nese Students Stay Home for X’Vestern Education 

Fi~fland’s ice Cream Trucks Going lnto Deep Freeze 

Obamm ’I Have Not Made a Derision’ 

NEWS PODCASTS 

The ~V~ Street Jom’n~ Tiffs Mor~g 

~] lheMorningBriet WSJ 300x250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Comma Coma 





click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, Angust 29, 2013 11:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of entbrcement action 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of enforcement action 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pres~enfi~rcement/20130829a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact suppol~,govdelivelv.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

8/29/2013 3:07:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

CB and Lissa bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/4/2013 7:00:00 PM 

9/4/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <ENew@genewiz.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Cost- elt~ctively "target and sequeuce genes of interest 

iii~ GENEWIZ, Inc. 

Dear Lissa L, 

GENEWlZ is pleased to offer Tar eted Rese uencin , a next generation sequencing application that targets 

specific genes or regions of interest. 

With Targeted Resequencing, you can analyze small, medium, or large genomic regions of multiple samples 

with a highly sensitive and cost-effective assay, whether it’s a portion of a single gene or the full region of 

thousands of genes. 

Review frequently asked questions and request a quote today! 

Request a Quote 

Discover common and rare genetic mutations, including point mutations, insertions/deletions 

(Indels), copy number variations (CNVs), and gene rearrangements. 

Characterize genetic aeeociatione to a particular phenotype, such as a disease state or a drug 

response 

6enotype and classify cell lines, including both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cell lines. 

Discover antibodies from phage display libraries and/or in vitro selection. 

Design genetic tests, such as for pharmacogenomics or oncology. 

Cost-effective and efficient sequencing of small to large genomic regions and low to high sample 

numbers. 

Availability of and experience with major targeting technologies, including amplicon sequencing and 

targeted enrichment from Illumina, Life Technologies, and Agilent. 

Highly multiplexed and extremely deep sequencing due to the targeted nature of the assay, which 

maximizes cost-effectiveness and permits discovery of rare mutations. 

Dedicated, on-going eupport from experienced GENEWIZ scientists 

Complete, end-to-end solution, with molecular biology, Sanger DNA sequencing, and extensive 

bioinformatics capabilities. 

Click here for frequently asked questions orto request a quote, or contact an expert project manager directly at 

PM@,,genewiz.com. 

We look forward to working with you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

8/29/2013 3:10:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Canceled: CB and Lissa bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/2/2013 4:00:00 PM 

9/2/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last Chance to Enler. 

Deal .......... Win a $100 Visa Gift Card! ] 

win a $100 VISA GIFT CARD! 
It’s our 2rid Birthdayl We want te celebrate by awarding one ef our faithful friends a 

$100 Visa gift card. Just like us on Faceboek for your chance to winl 
¯ 

] .~i Dealsaver corn: Win a $100 Visa Gift Card! 

.................................................. 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer and/or our advertising partners. To manage your email newsletter 
subscriptions, please go to ~f~?~‘.A.t~.[~#~£~.~.~3~.‘[v‘.~!?~i~t.~#~P=~!~q.f~ and check the appropriate boxes (after logging in). ~.~:!?L~’~.{!£.~..~!~ if you have further questions or 

concerns. 

This email was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass mailing. 
Go here to opt out of future email offers. , 



~i~i ~omm~tte~igl~ts ~st 2 ~ 

On Financial Reporting 

The SEC recently released the final amendments to its broker- 
dealer reposing rule aimed at strengthening independent audit 
requirements and enhancing oversight of broker-dealer custody 
practices. (KPMG Defining Issues) 

~ASB and PCC Pro~os~ Exempting Pr~vat~ Compan~s ~ro)n ~o,~ ~,o~ ~o’~ 
Vat,aRe Interest Entity Nequ#ements. The Financial Accounting Audit 

private companies from applying the stringent consolMation 

guidance under U,S. ~AAP to leasing companies under common 

control. O~ebCPA) 

Board Oversight of FCPA Compliance. A board member’s duty 

of care and oversight extends to the company’s anti-corruption or    ACl Videos 
FCPA compliance program. That responsiMlity, however, invites 
some basic questions. (Corporate Board Mem~O 

According to the SEC, approximately 6,000 issueB will be required 
to pe#orm some level of due diligence to determine if they are        ~::t~ 
required to comply with fo~hooming regulation on conflict minerals 

and resource extraction. (CFO.com via LexisNexis) 

US economy a shot in the arm by stepping out of their comfort 

zones, pumuing innovative pa~ne~Mps, and creating indust~ 

~nd~ra~. (McK~soy) 
Upcoming 5vents 

CFO Optimism ~mproves. The most recent quaaerly su~ey from 

F~nancial Executives International and Bamch College shows that KP~G’s 
U.S. chief financial officers are increasingly optimistic and Audit Committee 

confident but their concerns are growing about the risks and costs lssues conferenc~- 
January 1445 20!4 

assocBted w~th ro~hcommg healthcare changes. (FEI)                     ’ 

From KPMG 
Registe, with AC,. 

Share lnsights 

Auditor’s Report. The PCAOB recently proposed two new auditing     I ~" I 

standards to enhance the auditor’s reposing model. The proposed 
changes are intended to provide more useful information in the 
~ua~to,.’~ r~o. ~.d m~k~ th~ ~.d~t ~na th~ ~uaitor’s repo. mor~ 
relevant to investom. (KPMG Defi~h?g Issues) 

The Evolving Higher Education Audit Committee Agenda. 
High-profile risk and compliance incidents at higher education 
~nstitutions around the U,S. have reinvigorated and sharpened the 
focus on audit committee priorities. (KPMG’s ACI) 

.................................................................................................................................................... 

Links 

N:~ SmalIACI image N:~ Repo~ ~ InNitute 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG Institutes 



Supporting audit Reporting Network Helping organizations 
committees and Executive level and stakeholders 
boards with news updates on the latest understand the latest 
and insights, financial reporting trends. 

issues. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 

:; 2)! ~#~’,~’; ~. ~.P, ~: i)~h.>~,~::~’~ ~:~d ~,’:b~ty ~s:t:’:<~r ;h~p ,~r:¢.~ ~.h~’~ L~fi. ~:<:::q~’,:" ::qr: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Division 1A FAR List Serve <DIV- 1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU> on behalf of 

Shannon, Brian <BRIAN.SHANNON@TTU.EDU> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:40 AM 

DIV- IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFAI,O.EDU 

1A FAR Annual Conference - Seats~rooms are s~till available 

2013 1A FAR Conference Program.pdf 

Many thanks to those of you who have already registered. If you have not yet registered, space is still available! Come join other FBS FARs for the 1A FAR Annual 

Meeting, which is set for Sept. 22-23 in Dallas. This year’s program includes: 

¯ Presentations by NCAA President Mark Emmert, President Lou Anna Simon from Michigan State University, who chairs the NCAA Board’s Executive 

Committee, and NCAA national SAAC President, Maddie Salamone- a student-athlete from Duke. 

¯ Dr. Lou Marciani and Dr. Stacey Hall of the National Center for Spectator Sports Safety and Security at the University of Southern Mississippi will address 

techniques, strategies, and solutions to mitigate the safety and security risks inherent in collegiate sports venues. 
¯ ESPN analyst Jay Bilas will offer his unique perspectives on college basketball, college athletics, and today’s student-athletes. 

¯ A panel will provide perspectives on the differences between coach and student-athlete conduct and treatment versus conduct and treatment of 

students by faculty members in general. 

¯ Dr. Brian Hainline, the NCAA’s new Chief Medical Officer will discuss his agenda and goals for the NCAA Sport Science Institute on issues ranging from 

concussions, to substance abuse, to other issues pertaining to our student-athlete’s physical and mental development and wellness. 
¯ Opportunities to interact and socialize with your FAR peers from around the country! 

To register, go to http:~jwww.d-l.a.com/annual-meeting-registration.htm and sign up now. When you’ve finished registering, you can send your registration fee 

to: Amy Hart, D-1A AD Assoc., 920 Main Street, Suite 100, Grapevine, TX 76051. A copy of the full program is attached. 



1A FAR 
2013 ANNUAL MEETING 
September 22 and 23, 2013 

Sunday 

12:00p.m. to 12:15p.m. 

WELCOME 

Brian Shannon, Texas Tech University 

12:15p.m. to 1:45p.m. 

COACH - STUDENT ATHLETE TREATMENT/INTERACTION in contrast with 
FACULTY- STUDENT TREATMENT/INTERACTION 

BILL BYRNE, former Athletic Director, Texas A&M University (and elsewhere) 

MADDIE SALAMONE, SAAC President, Student-Athlete, Duke University 

CALE PATTERSON, former Student-Athlete, Texas Christian University 

CEAL BARRY, Associate Athletic Director and SWA, University of Colorado 

CATHY DURAN, Associate Vice Provost for Student Affairs, Texas Tech University 

A~loderator Josephine (Jo) R. Potuto, University of Nebraska 

1:45p.m. to 2:00p.m. Break 

2:00 to 3:00p.m. 

A PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE 

LOU ANNA SIMON, President, Michigan State University, Chair, Executive 
Committee, NCAA Board of Directors 

lntrodttced by John Bruno, Ohio State University 

3:00p.m. to 3:30p.m. 

THE STATE OF NCAA GOVERNANCE 

Josephine (Jo)R. Potuto, University of Nebraska 
Brian Shannon, Texas Tech University 

3:30 to 3:45p.m. Break 



3:45p.m. to 5:00p.m. 

TECHNIQUES, STRATEGIES, AND SOLUTIONS TO MITIGATE THE SAFETY AND 
SECURITY RISKS INHERENT IN COLLEGIATE SPECATOR SPORTS VENUES - 
WHAT EVERY FAR SHOULD KNOW 

LOU MARCIANI & STACEY HALL, National Center for Spectator Sports Safety and 
Security, University of Southern Mi ssissippi 

Introduced by Dennis Phillips, University of Southern Mississippi 

5:00 to 6:00p.m. 

PERSPECTIVES ON COLLEGIATE ATHLETICS AT THE FBS LEVEL 

JAY BILAS, ESPN 
Introduced by Martha Putallaz, Duke University 

6:30p.m. to 7:30p.m. 

RECEPTION: ADULT BEVERAGES, APPETIZERS, CONVERSATION 



Monday 

8:15 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. 

THE 1A FAR STUDENT-ATHLETE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARD 

Jim Atwood, University at Buffalo 

8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. 

NCAA RESEARCH AND ITS APPLICATION - WHAT FARS SHOULD KNOW 

TODD PETR, Managing Director of Research, NCAA 

JOHN J. (JACK) MCARDLE, University of Southern California 

httroduced by John Bruno, Ohio State University 

9:30 a.m. to 9:45 a.m. Break 

9:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 

MEDICAL ISSUES AND CHALLENGES FOR NCAA STUDENT-ATHLETES AND 
MEMBER INSTITUTIONS 

BRIAN HA1NLINE, Chief Medical Officer, NCAA 
Introduced by David Clough, University of Colorado 

10:45 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS 

Brian Shannon, Texas Tech University 

11:00 a.m. to 12:00p.m. 

THE STATE OF DIVISION I 

MARK EMMERT, President, NCAA 
Introduced by Brian Shannon, Texas Tech University 

12:00 p.m. to 12:05 p.m. 

CLOSING REMARKS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:24 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, you have 10 friend requests 

You have new notifications, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since ~’ou iast Io~ged in, Here sre some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 1:09 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: NFL, Players Reach Proposed $765 Million Concussion Settlement 

NFL~ Players Reach Proposed $765 Million Concussion 
Settlement 

The National Football League and 4,500 former players suing the league over 

concussion-related issues reached a proposed settlement Thursday. 

The agreement calls for the league to pay $765 million for medical benefits and injury 

compensation for the retired players as well as funding for medical research and litigation 

expenses. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ATM, Debit & Prepaid Fon~m <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 1:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

L-;piring Today: Summer Savings to the Payments Event of the Year 

banks, is~ercha£s; r~etworks, and payment tecb~oiogy innovators, 

With four days of best practices and ir~sigl~ts on the indus%,:s constantiy evolving bndscape at 

ATe, Debit & Prepaid Forum~ you’ll gaia insigls% that wiil have reai~worJd appJications for years 

~o come, Make your p~ans to ~earr~ abou~ ~he marke~’s r~ew co~pe~ve dynasts and s~r£eg~es 

for success from the expels and your peers. 

Register today witl~ the pro~ao code SUMM[R and save $89 on your conference 

t, Register online 

2, Cali Joe Frega at (212) 803-8348 o,," I~grid OIseP., at (212) 803.-8456, 

Looking [o Forge strategic p~rBerships with [he ieadhg payn’..en[s e×ec@ves? For spor~sorship 

of: .:,omr~ities,. p~ease’ contact Melissa Sefic at (’,zh,~) 8034067~ 

Hark yoar slei~dars for "ACH: Friend or Foe?i’ a keynote sess~o~ lxese~ted " 

by Ja~ Eskep, Pre£knt & CEO of NACHA -The Electronic Payments Association ak k~e 2~st a~nual A~,I, 

[,let~ork a consp~eme~t or compet~tor~ g#~d the session to deride for yourself. 

[ ~:: s Media Professional Events ..... A[gOtq- i CONLACr i p~-?~Ns~Cy1 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 1:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Won’t Challenge Colorado, Washington Pot Laws 

Challenge C~lorado, ~Vashingt~m Pot Laws 

The Justice Department has decided not to challenge state laws in Colorado and 

Washington that allow recreational marijuana use, a department official said. Attorney 

General Eric Holder spoke in a joint phone call with governors of both states to inform 

them of the decision, and emphasized that marijuana remains illegal under the federal 

Controlled Substances Act, the official said. 

Mr. Holder also said the department reserved the right to challenge the states’ laws later if 

U.S. officials find that the states don’t put appropriate regulatory controls in place to 

govern marijuana use and distribution. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 2:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Back-to-school in pictures / Promising autism research / Smith’s presidential award-August FYI Online 

Having trouble viewing this emaii? 

] 

Roughly 4,000 first-year students - from a record 30,836 applicants - have started classes, 

New and returning s~uden~s take a drink from the Old Well on the first day of classes to 

ensure academic success, according to campus legend. 

Problems with a group of enzymes can have 

profound effects on brain development and 

potentially lead to autism spectrum disorder, 

according to UNC scientists. 

Faculty secured $777.8 million in research 

funding during fiscal 2013. That total is up 

nearly $11 million. 



Say you’re at a fast-food place ordering a 

crispy chicken sandwich. What if you saw that 

it might take a 6.5-mile walk to burn it off? 

Former Carolina men’s basketball coach Dean 

Smith will receive the Presidential Medal of 

Freedom, the highest civilian honor. 

NEWS FOR ALUMHi, PARENTS AND FRIENDS 

Hill HC: 27999-82 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 2:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

September -- BNA, Inc. Corporate Governance Report 

co,porto e ........ 

September 2, 20J_3 ~, Volume 16 Number 9 

SEC Rulemaking 

SAN FRANCISCO~The "real challenge" of writing a rule to 
compare the compensation of chief executives to that of 
employees is devising a method to calculate the workers’ 
"median" annual total pay, the Securities... 

Risk Management 
Strategic Risks 8,ig Concer~ 
For ~o~rds~ Lead Directors 

Board members, who are generally worried about strategic risk, 
should engage in risk oversight, and make disclosures that reflect 
board concerns .... 

Sustainabi/ity 

The share of global consumers willing to pay more for goods and 
services from socially responsible companies is growing, 
according to a new survey from Nielsen .... 

SEC Rulemaking 

~4inerals R~e 
The National Association of Manufacturers, the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce, and the Business Roundtable Aug. $3 asked the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit to review a 
ruling upholding the Securities and Exchange Commission’s... 

Financial Reporting 
$EC Updates Guidance on Lar#e ~nvestor Reports 

The Securities and Exchange Commission’s Division of Investment 
Management Aug. 2 updated its frequently-asked-questions on 
Form 13F to reflect the transition from a text-based form to a 
new online version. The form is filed every quarter... 

Privacy Rights 

Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn (D) Aug. 16 signed a bill (S.B. 2306) that 
amends the state’s Right to Privacy in the Workplace Act to 
permit employers access to information regarding "professional" 

social media accounts, defined as... 

Stock Exchanges 

SEC Ex~et~ds Period ~o Mul~ NYSE’s Cot~troversia~ Prox~ Fee 

The Securities and Exchange Commission Aug. 15 gave itself an 
additional 60 days~until Oct. 20~to consider a controversial 
proposal by the New York Stock Exchange to revise the fees by 
which issuers reimburse member firms for... 

Executive Compensation 
:Issuers Press~wed to Adopt 

SAN FRANCISCO~In the third year of say-on-pay shareholder 
voting, public companies in the United States are feeling 
increasing pressure to adopt cookie cutter compensation plans, 
attorneys said Aug. 10 .... 



Delaware Law 

Seventeen companies took advantage of a new Delaware law 
that took effect Aug. 1, which allowed them to register as public 
benefit corporations~an alternative corporate form that enables 
companies to operate for the good of not only... 

Disclosure 

Public companies that are required to disclose chief executive 
officer pay in their proxy statements are beginning to use 
alternative definitions of pay, such as realizable pay and target 
pay, to better show a pay-for-performance alignment,... 

International Developments 
[~dia Overhauls Comp~#ies 

CHANDIGARH, India~The Indian Legislature Aug. 8 approved a 
new law overhauling the 1956 Companies Act with a view to 
improving corporate governance, enhancing transparency and 
accountability, and making it easier to do business... 

Sustainability 

The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) Iuly 31 
released its first set of sector-specific standards for reporting on 
environmental, social, and governance issues, starting with the 
health care sector .... 

Executive Compensation 

In disclosing executive pay in proxy statements and preparing for 
say-on-pay votes, companies need to understand how and when 
to use alternative definitions of pay, or whether to use them at 
all, speakers said during an Aug. 15 webcast .... 

Cybersecurity 

Long a concern of information security specialists, the potential 
for material economic losses from internet-based intrusion has 
finally struck a chord in the investment community. Reports of a 
serious, nearly decade long, external penetration... 

Corporate Appointments 

Rebecca Gottsegen, to general counsel, corporate secretary and 
chief compliance officer, Cub Energy Inc., Houston .... 

International Regulation 

The need for U.S. firms to comply with both the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act and the U.K. Bribery Act arises from the U.K. 
statute’s extremely broad jurisdictional reach, Vivian Robinson, a 
partner at NcGuire Woods LLP, London, said Aug .... 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

editor@bankersonline.com 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 2:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 Security Olticers Workshop: Early Bird deadline alert & more! 

(Please forward this email to the person responsible for security.) 

Join us live in Philadelphia or by remote video streaming live to your location for this must attend event for all 

Security Directors, OJ~J~icers, StaJ~]~, Auditors, Directors, CEOs, Cashiers, 3SA O~icers, Compliance O~icers, Training 

O~icers, Bank Counsel and Legal Sta~, and White Collar Law Enforcement O~icers~ 

REMINDER: Download the 2013 Security Officers Workshop brochure (.pdf)! Share the details with 

management (and ~vith other security officers) and re~Jster today. 

The early-bird deadline 
is almost here... 

Take advantage by September 4th. 

We’ve extended the early bird deadline (slightly), until September 4, two days after Labor Day, so you’ll have a chance 

to sign up after the holiday. But there’s no need to wait. Sign up today! 

For those attending iN-PERSON, you will receive a S100 discount AND we will add 30 days of FREE, ON-DEMAND access 

to the archived video stream of the 2-day workshop sessions you attended. Take the extra time to review the content 

yourself and train others at your institution. 

For those ATTENDING REMOTELY, you wilt receive a $100 discount AND an extra block of 30 days of FREE, ON-DEMAND 

access to review the sessions. That’s a total of 60 days to ensure that you’ve absorbed all the material and plenty of 

time to make sure that others on your staff have had time to review it as we[[. 

Limited time offer: it will cost an additional S250 to add the online access extension after the early-bird deadline has 

passed. Register today to lock in these extra benefits - for FREE! 

D From the desk of workshop coordinator, Dana Turner... 

CREDIBILITY- Now more than ever! 
Financial Institution Security Managers need to prove their credibility if and when challenged either by law enforcement, 

when testifying in a court of law, or even by the Board of Directors. This Workshop - the oldest and the largest national 

Workshop created ONLY for Security Directors and their staffs - provides that. For 18 years we’ve provided subjects 

that increase your knowledge, your network, and your net worth. Ensure that you are up-to-speed with your peers and 

ioin us at this year’s ~t.c.g.[.!£~7..~[!~.~[§..~.~[.t~.~[?.: We promise to keep the workshop lively, informative, and packed 

with value. And remember, you can attend either in-person or view the sessions from the comfort of your office as they 

are streamed live. We look forward to seeing you in October. 

"We’re interested in the Remote Streaming option direct to our location. 

Can we test our system?" 

Yes, we have a special page set up for that and you can access it by clickin!~ ~r~ere. 

"Will there be a chance to get answers to our questions?" 

Yes, there will be Q~A sessions during the workshop where questions submitted from the in-person attendees and the 

remote participants will be answered, in the event that we cannot answer all of the questions during the conference, we 

will create a follow-up document containing answers we were unable to address during the workshop. 

"Do remote attendees get the same certification credits for attendance?" 

Yes, the entire conference will be streamed in real time, and also archived for later viewing. If there is more than one 

person participating remotely, we will supply a certificate for each attendee. 

"Can we submit questions prior to the conference?" 

Yes, we’d love to hear from you prior to the workshop! If you have any questions that you would like to see addressed, 

ernail them ~o us and we’ll do our best to incorporate them into the program. 



"How will we ~let access to the materials?" 

All attendees will have the ability to download the materials prior to the conference (with plenty of lead time in the 

event you would like to print them out). They will be made available online for all attendees to down[oad and those 

attending in Philadelphia wi{l also receive a CD-ROM containing the material along with a notepad. 

And if you have more questions,.. 

Don’t worry! We’re here to help. Head to the conference website and check out the agenda or download a copy of the 

full 12.~Q.~[~4~ If the information you need isn’t there, don’t hesitate to ~.~E~.~..~.. And once all your questions are 

answered, go ahead and ~.g~.~.~ to attend! 

Along with a wealth of knowledge dehvered by some of the best speakers in the industry and valuable tools to he[p you 

meet the security function’s mission, you will receive credit for attending the workshop! The Security Officers 

Wo[kshop has a[ways maintained a strong reputation in the industry. We’re proud of the reputation we’ve developed 

over the past eighteen years and our reputation for quality training will translate directly into a benefit for you. The 

hours you spend attending the workshop will be recognized by ABA, ICBA, ASIS, and CFE. You’ll receive a certificate 

detailing the hours of training in security and~ where applicab[e, BSA. Re~]ster today! 

We promise to keep the workshop hve[y, informative, and packed with value. We look forward to seeing you in 

October! 

The Early Bird gets additional benefits: Register before September 4, 2013 to receive a S100 discount (2-day 

workshop) ~ 30-day access to Streaming Archive (IN-PERSON and REMOTE attendees)! Check out all the details on the 

registration page and Sign u# today! 

Click here to unsubscribe 



Your recording has been processed andyourrnedia is ready. Please visitthe ~:-:.:::i’~.:::,{:i.:!~rs~!! C.::.u!s,’-~ P.::.!iai to reviewyour course media and 
monitorsfudenfusage. 

Note: Any media marked as Initially" Unavailable will need to be made Available (on the EchoServer) before students can view if.::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

8/29/2013 7:45:39 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: ice cream social 

Start: 8/29/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Broome, Lissa L 

Attendees: 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Hold Pro <news@legalholdpro.com~ 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Legal Hold Pro Alert, September 2013 - Judge Scheindlin Game Changer, CaJi£ Opinion Deems Preservation 2qot Limitless’ 

To view this ernail as a web page, click here 

¯ Judge Scheind[in Game Changer - She Emphatically Overturns Ma£istrate’s Order 
and Imposes Adverse Inference Sanction in Sekisui 

¯ Northern District of California Opinion Shows Judicial Restraint When Duty to 
Preserve Is Deemed ’Not Limit[ess~ 

¯ PREX13 Final A~enda and Speaker List Released - Judicial Pane[ Wi[[ Discuss 
Recent Case Law and Rules Amendments 

Judge Scheind[in Game Changer - 

She Em hatlca[[ Overturns ~~ .................................................................................................................................................... p " y 

Mag~strate’s Order and Imposes 

Adverse Inference Sanction in 

Sekis~i 

Never far from the spotlight U.S. Bistdct Judge Shira ........... 
m~at Agenda an~ bpeaKer LlS[ 

5cheindlin (S.B.N.Y.), author of the landmark 

Zubulahe and Pension Committee opinions, 
.............. Prese~ation Excettence 

3479 (SAS) (FN) 2013 Wk 4~ ~6322 (S.B.N.Y. Aug. 15 .............. 
Exceuence wm Bnng toge[ner ~eamng 

and moneta~ sanctions for ~ross negligence for explore the current legal standards and 

w~Uful[y destro~n~ evidence and fafl~n~ to ~ssue an recommend best practices for meet~n~ 

adequate [~t~at~on hold. the expectations of the courts. The 

conference will be held September 18- 

19 2013 at The N]nes Hotel m .................................................................................................................................................... The 32-page ruling by the influential jurist presents a      ,     ,        "         " 

Po~land Ore forceful relectmn of trends from some courts that     ’ " 

required prejudice to be demonstrated in order to ~ow in its second year, the Conference 

on vreservation exceoence ~ocuses 
Frank naas’s June opinion in Se~,sui, Judge sorely on regal preservaUon ~th a 
Scheindlin deemed the facts in this case neither de~iled ~,o-day program that gives 
required bad faith nor prejudice for an adverse attendees unprecedented detail on 

Fundin~ as the contromng ~aw in the Second Circuit 

on (,oo[.ote ,acu,  
which requires a three-pa~ test includ,ng: 1) an provide their expe~ise includes: 



obligation to preserve, 2) culpable state of mind, and 

3) relevance of the spoliated evidence. To the first 

point, the facts of the case show that the plaintiff 

Seldsui failed to preserve information by failing to 

issue a litigation hold for 15 months and further 

failing to instruct a third-party vendor to preserve 

key custodian emails a further 6 months after that 

which "constitutes gross negligence in these 

circumstances." (p.23) Moreover, the court found 

that evidence was "willfully destroyed." (p.20) 

Regarding a culpable state of mind, the court found 

that gross negligence "satisfies the culpability 

requirement (p.1 5 dting Chin v. Port Authority). On 

the topic of relevance, the court states that "[w] 

hen evidence is destroyed willfully, the destruction 

alone ’is suffident circumstantial evidence from 

which a reasonable fact finder could conclude that 

the missing evidence was unfavorable to that 

party.’" (p. 16 citi ng Resideo tial Funding) J udge 

Scheindlin went on to say that "when evidence is 

destroyed willfully or through gross negligence" that 

"prejudice is presumed." (p.18) 

Judge Scheindlin’s reversal sums up the court’s 

findings: 

"Because I find it clearly erroneous 

and contrary to law, the Memorandum 

Decision is reversed insofar as it 

refused to impose sanctions on Sekisui 

for the destruction of ESI. As 

discussed, Sekisui (1)willfully and 

permanently destroyed the ESI of at 

least two key players in this litigation; 

(2) failed to impose a litigation hold for 

more than a year after the duty to 

preserve arose, despite the fact that 

Sekisui is the Plaintiff in this action 

and, as such, irrefutably knew that 

litigation could arise; and (3) failed to 

advise its IT vendor of such litigation 

hold for nearly six months after 

(belatedly) imposing such hold. 

Accordingly, the Harts’ request for an 

adverse inference jury instruction is 

granted." (p.28) 

How, let’s turn to Footnote 51 in Judge Scheindbn’s 

Sekisui opinion. It’s more than a mere citation but 

rather a definitive statement of her opposition to 

the proposed amendment to Rule 37(e) which would 

limit sanctions in cases of spoliation. Here is what 

she had to say: 

Northern District of Ca[ifornia 
Opinion Shows Judicia[ Restraint 
When Duty to Preserve Is Deemed 
’Not Limit[ess’ 

By reading recent case law, it seems that there is no 

spoliation small enough for which a party wiU not file 

a motion for an adverse inference sanction. InAN1C 

Technology, LLC v. Cisco Systems, Inc., No.: 11-cv- 

Michael Arkfeld, Arkfeld and 

Assodates 

Craig Ball, Craig Ball P.C. 

El[eanor Chin, Davis Wright 

Tremaine LLP 

David Cohen, Reed Smith LLP 

Conor Crow[ey, Crowley Law 

Office 

Hon. Paul S. Grewal, U.S. 

Magistrate, N.D. Cal. 

Ruth Hauswirth, Cooley LLP 

Hon. Ronald J. Hedges, Ronald 

J. Hedges, LLC and former U.S. 

Magistrate, D.N.J. 

Hon. Frank Maas, U.S. 

Magistrate~ S.D.N.Y. 

Robert Owen, Sutherland Asbill 

~ Brennan LLP 

Charlotte Riser Harris, Hess 

Corporation 

Hon. Craig B. Shaffer, U.S. 

Magistrate, D. Col. 

Susan Small, Assurant 

Dawn Radcliffe, TransCanada 

Ariana Tadler, Milberg LLP 

Jeane Thomas, Crowell ~t Moring 

LLP 

David Walton, Cozen O’Connor 

Hon. David J. Waxse, U.S. 

Magistrate, D. Kan. 

The goal of the Conference on 

Preservation Excellence is to focus on 

the importance of sound data 

preservation practices and to 

emphasize real-world techniques that 

meet the standards demanded by the 

courts while minimizing the preservation 

burden in terms of both costs and 

labor. The agenda includes sessions on 

creating and executing a preservation 

plan~ proposed changes to the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure, defending 

preservation, international issues, 

creating a culture of compliance~ and 

the challenges of social media and 

other emerging technologies 

To register and find complete 

information about the Conference on 

Preservation Excellence, visit 

http://prex13.com. The registration fee 

is $695 and attendees can earn up to 

12.0 CLE credit hours (pending). 

The 2013 Conference on Preservation 

Excellence is presented by Legal Hold 

Pr___9.o, Recommind, TERIS, AItep and GGO. 

Contact Us 

Le.~a[Ho[dP to.corn 

info®[e~a[ho[dpro.com 

Tei: (888) 376-066~b 



3403 P, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 101372 (N.D. Cal. July 15, 

2013), one such motion was denied when a 

custodian’s laptop was reformatted according to the 

defendant’s standard retention polities and prior to 

being identified as potentially relevant. 

The breach of contract dispute Xi 

arose between the two 

technology companies. A year 

after filing their lawsuit, the 

plaintiff requested data from an 

employee who had retired just 

pMor to their filing of the 

lawsuit. The custodian in question was not one of 

the key business executives who participated in the 

deal, although he did provide some calculations on 

sales estimates that may have been pertinent to the 

plaintiff’s claim. Commensurate with their standard 

company retention practice~ Cisco had wiped the 

employee’s computer 30 days after his departure. 

Although the trigger to preserve data had attached, 

the court evaluated the reasonableness of applying 

the duty to this disputed custodian. U.S. Magistrate 

Paul S. Grewal concluded otherwise, stating, "But 

the scope of this duty is not limitless. A litigant has 

an obligation to preserve only evidence ’which it 

knows or reasonably should know is relevant to the 

action.’" (p.3 dting In re Nupster) The court deemed 

that while the evidence was spoliated after the 

’trigger event’ that Cisco could not reasonably 

foresee that relevance. Judge Grewal observed that~ 

"[r]equiring a litigant to preserve all documents, 

regardless of their relevance, would cripple parties 

who are often involved in litigation or are under the 

threat of litigation." (p.3) 

continue reading... 

Twitter: @teo~athotdpro 

LeRat Hotd Pro B[o~ 

Intro Video about Le£at Hotd Pro 

[] 

If you no longer wish to receive Lhese emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review Fast food protest staged at south Charlorte Taco Bell 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Stocks post mild ,£~ai~s 

following economic data 

Stocks edged higher for a second 

day on Thursday, as some 

positive news for the U.S. 

economy outweighed worries 

about Syria. 

Angela Amos was hired as director of marketing and 

communications for Goodwill Industries of the 

Southern Piedmont. 

Fast food protest staged at 

sou$[~ Char~ot[e Taco 

About two dozen people picketed 

outside a south Charlotte Taco 

Bell Thursday, calling for better 

wages for fast food workers 

ChadotSe ~eCJion’s yeaPove~-year joNess ~ate 

The jobless rate for July in the Charlotte-Gastonia- 

Rock Hill-metropolitan area came in 1 1 percentage 

points lower than July 2012, according to state 

figures released Wednesday 

~4erril~ Lynch seSt~es suit with black b~oke~s 

Hundreds of black financial advisers have reached a 

$160 million settlement in a lawsuit accusing Wall 

Street brokerage giant Merrill Lynch of racial 

discrimination, a plaintiffs’ attorney said Wednesday. 

J~dge ~es mortgage fra~d 

~awsuit against Bank of 

America can proceed 

A federal judge says a lawsuit that 

accuses Bank of America of 

defrauding government- 

sponsored mortgage giants 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac can 

move ... 

Former Chiquita ~eader on 

Retirement is proving busy for 

former Chiquita Brands 

International CEO Fernando 

Aguirre, who spoke Wednesday at 

a Charlotte Chamber event 

morning .. 

Panel: DebL ¢Jovemmen[ 

~egula$ions hinde~ No~th 

Carolina’s small businesses 

and ~ob c~eat~o~ 

Small-business leaders and 

advocates sat down with U.S. Sen. 

Kay Hagan Monday a~ernoon at 

the Mint Museum Uptown to 

discuss the hurdles facing the... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 5 resesxchers viewed your profile 

Take a iook below to ~’~ Ll~’~e the impact of your .depa~tme~t’s research output over 
time 

TOTAL 

¢dowrdoads 87 ?oiA~. 

SCHOOL OF LAW STATS 

View full 

The Dodd-Fra~k Act: Tarp Bad,out Backlash and Too 
B~g to Fai~ 

L~sss L Brochure 

The Legal Giants that Propelled North Carolina 
Banks to National Prominence: Paul J, Po~king, 

2 

A Federal Chade~ Option for Insurance Companies: 
Lessons from the Bank Experience 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <nsdime@email.ne~x?’orktimes.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:31 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Important Update Regarding your Access to the NYTimes.com Web Site 

Dear New York Times Reader, 

As you may be aware, on Tuesday, access to our Web site was impacted by a malicious attack at 

out" domain name registrar. 

This resulted in many users being redirected to a bad domain address instead of NYTimes.eom. 

We resolved the issue by early Tuesday evening bnt there have been some lingering problems 

due to some Internet Service Providei~ not yet updating our Domain Name System records. 

We fiflly expect that all access will be restored by the end of the day today and we deeply regret 

any inconvenience this may have caused. 

Sincerely, 

The New York Tim es 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Justice Edmunds ~ustice.edmunds@outlook.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:47 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Good News tbr NC 

Here’s some good news about my friend and 
colleague on the Court. Please take a look. 
..h...t..t..~...;.~.w...w......w........w.....r..a...[:...c....~......m.Z..n.....c...-...s....u...p...r...e.....m....e...-....c....~....u...~.-.j...u....s...t..!..c....e...-.. 
g~.e.~.t...s.~.-....t...~..p..~.-.~..n..~a..~.t.1..~..~..n.~.aJ~....p..~..~.~..s.~.t./.~..2..Z5..~.~..~.5..~5.....7.Z 
Justice Bob Edmunds 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was ~nt to Ibroome@email.unc.edu by iustice.edmunds@outlook.com i 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant iemeval ~’~idl SafeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy’. 

Justice Edmunds North Carolina Raleigh :: NC 27601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h Carolina PTA <info@ncpta.org> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 6:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Grow Your PTA 





North Csroiina PTA J 3501 Glenwoed A’~enue i Raleigh, NO 276i2 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 7:15 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Aug. 30 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fina~ce Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

August 30, 2013 @ Number 169 

Finance 

GENEVA@The Financial Stability Board issued revised proposals 
Aug. 29 aimed at minimizing risks to the global financial system 
posed by "shadow banking" activities, including a new proposal 
setting out minimum haircuts... 

Finance 

A steering group of regulators and central bankers will make 
recommendations on new interest rate benchmarks by June 
2014, the Financial Stability Board said in an Aug. 29 update on 
efforts to address attempted manipulation of the London 

interbank... 

Foreign Investment 
FS8 Urges More Focus on Te~sio~ Be~wee~ 

The Financial Stability Board Aug. 29 said efforts to boost 
financial safety and stability may be discouraging long-term 
investment, saying it will work with global standard-setters to 
regularly analyze how new regulations might affect... 

Financial Institutions 
FSB Urges Speedier Efforts to Cut 

GENEVA@Authorities in leading financial markets need to step up 
efforts to reduce the reliance of regulators and financial firms on 
external credit ratings agencies (CRAs), the Financial Stability 
Board declared Aug. 29 .... 

Antitrust 

Amid numerous complaints and a formal investigation about 
Amazon.com, Inc.’s price parity policy, which restricts its sellers 
from offering lower prices on other online sales channels, the 
company decided to halt the questionable... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
http:iiwebutii bna com/emailslgnup. 

Request a P:R~ Web tr:ai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the t~-::-ms ,~nd 

conditi.ans ,:)’.’- ti~.~ license agre.~ment with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Aug. 30 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

Ba~k E~r~i~gs Up 22¢ Per<:e~t i~ 2~w] Qua~er 

Earnings of banks in the United States increased 23 percent 
during the second quarter, underscoring the industry’s recovery, 
but a top regulator is cautioning lenders on managing their loan 
portfolios and measuring risks as interest... 

International Banking 

GENEVAeThe Financial Stability Board issued revised proposals 
Aug. 29 aimed at minimizing risks to the global financial system 
posed by "shadow banking" activities, including a new proposal 
setting out minimum haircuts... 

Foreign Accounts 

b©J Pro~lram Lets Swiss ~at~ks Revea~ 

The U.S. Justice Department announced a program Aug. 29 to 
get Swiss banks to turn over detailed information on their U.S. 
account holders in return for agreements that the banks will not 
be criminally prosecuted by U.S. tax authorities .... 

International Banking 
Recomm÷~datio~s o~ Libor A~tema~ives 

A steering group of regulators and central bankers will make 
recommendations on new interest rate benchmarks by June 
2014, the Financial Stability Board said in an Aug. 29 update on 
efforts to address attempted manipulation of the London 

interbank... 

International Finance 
FS~ L#rges More Foc~s o~ Te~sio~ Betwee~ 

The Financial Stability Board Aug. 29 said efforts to boost 
financial safety and stability may be discouraging long-term 
investment, saying it will work with global standard-setters to 
regularly analyze how new regulations might affect... 

Credit Rating Agencies 
FNB Urges Speedier Efforts to C~[ 

GENEVA~Authorities in leading financial markets need to step up 
efforts to reduce the reliance of regulators and financial firms on 
external credit ratings agencies (CRAs), the Financial Stability 
Board declared Aug. 29 .... 

International Banking 
l;sr~e~i Fit~<:e Mi~ist~jf Seeks to Re,prove 
glad, ks from Pe~sio~ ~ur~d O#eratior~s 

JERUSALEM ~ Banks would need to stop operating pension and 
provident funds by 2021, according to one of the last regulatory 
moves made by Israel’s Supervisor of Capital Markets, Insurance 
and Savings Oded Saris, who resigned his... 

Leasing 



NORWALK, Conn.~Criticism of a leases proposal leveled by 
investment community advisers to the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board underscores the notion that FASB faces a steep 
uphill climb in winning significant support for the..~ 

Housing 

Mortgage rates slipped in the latest week, taking the average for 
the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage down to 4.51 percent from 
4.58 percent, Freddie Mac reported Aug. 29 .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
http:iiwebutii bna com/emailslgnup. 

Request a FR[:~ W.~i) trial. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Cc.py!ight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the te:-ms and 

cc:,nditi.:)ns ,:)’.’- ti~.~ license agre.~ment with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fioom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TIAA-CREF <tiaa- cref@messaging.ldaa- cre£org~ 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 9:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Your Persona] Fina~ce eNewsletter (lbcus: lit~ iusurance) 
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For moro toi~ news. ~r~ to NYYimos.com ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ v~l)+:o: Histo~oy as a Guide in Syria 

A~a lysts lookin g for historical pa rallels to th e e4~rrent sih~a6 on 

in Syria say flint pask mi]ikaEv engagements seen as suecessflfl 

~reside 
OL~ma 

I 



have tended to have limited and clear objectives. 

, Reiated Alticle 

OPINION [ OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

G othm~’s Towering Anfl~itio~s 

Those who oppose the East Midtown rezoning plan may love New York, but 

they d on’t un d erstand that they are eom promJsin g the cJ~g’s future. 

World 

Britain’s Rejection of Sy~’~m~ Response Reflects 

Fear of Rushh,g to A~ I 

The parliamenka~T defimt fi>r £~Sme Minister David Cameron 
F’adia 

that ~ed him to ru]e out British military 1.m~iicipafion in any 

s’uike on Syz{a reflecked feats of action against Damascus withouk eerkain 

evidence. 

Syrian Lawmakers Warn Britain Over Military Strike 

Loon~ing _AirstrLkes ir~ Syria Pose Test for Egypt’s Leaders 

a~td the Oppositio~ 

E~p~ans braced for the ninth weekend of protests as the looming possibili~" of 

Western ait~tfikea against Syria i~jeeted a new element of vdatility onto the 

s kree 

Seeking Edge i~ Academies, Chinese Spend 

Many Chinese companies offer summer experiences in the 

United States costing 85,000 to 8~5,ooo, often a first step to an 

American edlege education. 

outside 

U,S. 

New Neighbor’s Age~da: Wl[~ite Power Takeover 

Residents of I,eJth, N.D., thought nothing of it when Paul Craig 

Cobb moved in and began buying property, nntil they learned of 

his plan to take over. 

Oaig    [ 
Cobb 



Wildfire Chokes Off Tourist Townd Livelihood 

With the dosing of an entrance to Yosemite, tourist traf~e - and 

the business g b~qngs - disappeared on the park’s northwest edge. 
into 

UoSo ~¢’~on’t Sue to Reverse States’ Legalization of 

~a~jusma 

The Obama administration said it would monitor operations in 

2o s ’tares to make sure they do not nm afoul of severM 

enfbrcement priorities. 

..... Justice 

Business 

Taylor Farms, Big Food Supplier, Grapples Wi~h 

Frewaent Reea~ |s 

Taylor Farms, a giant supplier of prodnee and other food 

products, has eonduek’d fGur reealls d~is year, a number thai 

industU experts call high. 

DEALBOOK 

Shutdown at Nasdaq Is Tra~:ed to Software 

The Nasdaq OMX Group attributed b~st week’s three-horn" 

trading halt to a surge ol" data that overwhdmed its server. 

ADVERTISING 

E-Cigarette N[akers’ Ads Echo "l[’obaeeo’s Heyday 

~Mqtism,-,,king advocates ei~tieize e--cigarette manufacturers tbr 

using the same marketing methods as big tobacco did in the 

]95os and 

" Farms 

had a 

three- 

brand 

r~mntly 

Sports 

N,FoLo Agrees to Nellie Conet~ssion St~it for 8765 Million 

The set~Iement, between the N.F.L. and more than 4,5oo players suing over 

head ~rauma, provides for medical exams and eoneussion-.reh~ted 



ON FOOTBALL 

R~]es T~0iekle Do’w~; Money ~n Set[lenaent Won’t 

The N.F.L. effectively sets the policies for youth foe�ball 

players, an invisible constituency that will see no compensation 

fi’om Thursday’s settlement over head inj urieso 

Monfils %’h~s Crowd by Char~fi~g It, but Is~er 

Takes the Match by Force 

John Isner, seeded ~3th, overcame a jocular Ga~l Monfils, a~d 

calls he considered questionable, ko adwmee in a ibm’lb.-set 

fiebreaker. 

Williams and Federer Strike Two Slows for Status Quo 

[ ~ N.FL [ 

crowd 

cheerin 

For mere spoi!.s hews, 90 to NYTimee~com/gporta ~* 

Arts 

FRAME 

A Feast of Street _&at, Lm~fino~s and Legal 

b’rom the Bronx to Coney Island, a tour of the city’s graffid art 

can help slake a Nirst fl)r art in summer’s dog days. 

, Video: T~e Curator of Bushwick I Slide Show: Spkit of the Stree~ 

THE TV WATCH 

The Elusive Pleasures of French TV Series 

Four French TV dramas serve up the most common themes - 

crime, war, sex and the occult - in fresh and unexpeeted ways. 

’PASSION’ 

L:.: .~,. 0 SC!.., i T 

Rachel Me.Adams and Noonfi Rapaee negotiate a dangerous 

o~ee e~wiromne~t in Brian De Palma’s "Passion." 

ed for 

demoliti I 

ms, ieft, 

Movies 

’ONE DIRECTION: THIS IS US’ 

Meet the Boys: A Nfut~ml Lovetbst 
L:: MiBiAM g.,.+.LE 

Mo~Nan Spurloek’s eonee[f film about fl~e British-IrMa boy band 

One Diree~on features shiftless torsos and baeks£~ge 

pert~rmanees and a tas [e of each pert~rmer’s persona. 

~ Morgan Spurlock Follows One Direction on [our 

left, 
Louis 

’GETAWAY’ 
Ethan 

Want to See l-he W~k~ Agai*~? J~*st Follow I    Hawk~ 

h~ "Getaway," a former proi~ss~ona] raeeear N’iver’s wife ~s 

kidnapped, and he is warned "~at he ~II never see her again ml]ess he steals a 

vehicle m~d tbllows instruction,s. 

, E] Anatomy of a Scene: ’Getaway’ 

’ABIGAIL HARM’ 

it Gets C~ariouser a~d C’u~°Jouser 
s,. ;’.’P,~iG,~L,-’, 

I,ee Isaac C]am~g’s "Abigail Harm," starling Amm~da Plummet, 

tracks the lonely lulls and strange eruptions of a londy, isolated 

Plummet 

asthe 

Obituaries 



Br~me C. M~rray, Who Helped E~h Leaen of 

Ma~0s, Dies at 8~ 

As director of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory from ~976 to 1982, 

Dr. Murray ~aeed shrinking budgets as the space agency focused 

on the emerging shutkle program. 

Murpay 

Ar~t]hony Pawson, Biologist in Cell-Protein [~ Anthony 

In Z990 Dr. Pawso~ and his research team in ’Foro~to identified 

the SIt2 domain, which offered insights about how edls 

ccmmaunicate with one m~other and resolved one of seie~ce’s oh3est mysteries. 

Frm~k PulH, Lortgtime Umpire in Majors, Dies at 

Mr. Palli spent nearly 3o years as an umpire for M@)r League 

Baseball, and he heeame the first to use inst~mt replay to veri%~ a 

call in ~999- 

Today’s Video 

~ v~:o: Russia Rocks 

I~side V-Rox, the first h~ternafional showease musk: festival to 

take place i~ Vladivostok, Russia. 

, Reisted A~tic~e 

~ vm~o: AnatonkV of a Steam: ~6etaway’ 

Courtney Solomon, the director of the thriller "Getaway," 

discusses an early chase sequence fl’om the 

~ ¥IDEO: The Curator of Bushw~ek 

In just overs year, ,Joe Fiealora, a Bushwick native, has 

transfommd his neighborhood into one of the world’s greates k 

destinations for street art. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

State|muse Swagger in t]he Gun Debate 

Rel.mhliea~ legislato~.~ in Missom:J see]< to pro~munee federal gun safe~ laws 

null and void in their 

EDITORIAL 

~Vhe~ Mormy Shouts 

Outside political action groups are spendk~g heavily in New York City races 

without much notice. 

EDITORIAL 

Craeldng Down on Predatory Payday Lenders 

In retreat from regulators, WesLem Sky Financial says ik ~qll cease financing 

loans next month. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tl:~e Face ~ca~ Arr~ve,s 

Biota e~:ic s~’eillm~ce is rapidly imlm~vin g. We n eefl to regulate 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"i’l~e U~saved World 

Why cfo~’k we Ieam from financial crises? As Asian (’.ur~neies 

fMl and crisis s~’ikes, we seem to be ma]dng the same 

made in the ’9os. 

, Co~umni~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

O~e Great Big ~:ar 

Syria’s civil couflict port, ends a chilli~g prospect of a wholesale 

Midge East infemoo 

Columnist Page 

Fo~ me~e oeinioi~ go to NYTimes.comiOpinion ~:, 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Rage 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Rinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone:~) I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit ear mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ He~p Sect)ot~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~; 

About This E-Nai~ 

TNs is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 
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messages-no~vply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Li~kedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 5:11 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Top news for Lissa Lamkin: 12 Things Successful Women Do Differently 

Women Do Differently 
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Subject: 

Bryan Hamilton, Publisher <reply@mail.-1 .bizjournals.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 6:21 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

In this issue: Reinventin9 House Calls 

First Look 

High-risk patients skew the returns 

Ockham hopes to capitalize on g~o~h 
strategy 

TBJ"s preview of 2013 ACC T~angle footba~ 

Retail giant Staples buys Cary’s Loneso~ce 

They see to ~t that research woWt be 
translation 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es >> 

Your August 30,2013 

Th{s Week’s Lists 

Check oul the largest Fo~ei~aoOwned 

Spe¢ia~ Publications 

SPACE 2Q 2013 

Bigshols-SBA i~serl 

SPACE 1Q 2013 

View l:{~e Triengie gbs~ness Je~ma~ Book 

How man,? limes have you scouted your office 
search of a current copy o~ Tdang~e Bus~ness 
JournaD We]], seamh no more, Now you can 
have accesa to [he d~g~l:a~ verskm alon9 w~th 10 
other people at the same [ime._aad often for 
same price you’re paying for regular pdnt 
subscdpl:kma~ Check out [he ~nk below and 
conlact Elizabeth Homing to ~earn more at 
ehom~ng@bizjourna~s,com, 

Increase your access with "l"BJ’s new 
po~Sal today~ >> 

View and conlact all People >> 





NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFGNC.COM> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 6:57 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

August 30, 2013: JPMorgan China Hiring Practices Investigation... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

T0dgy:~ [~p H~ad!!n9 ............................................................................................................ 

JPMorgan China Hiring Practices investigation Spreads to Asia 

"An investigation into American investment bank JPMorgan Chase & Co.’s 
hiring-related nepotism in China has now expanded to other Asian countries 
after an ~nterns] spreadsheet that ~nked appointments to specific dea~s 
pursued by the bank was found." ~me (Aug. 30, TrJvedi) reports. What began 
with the scrutiny d a couple of specific Chinese candkJales has now spread 
throughout the regbn, where the bank has operated fer more than 100 years. 
According to the puNicafion, "the bdbe~ probe ~n to why JPMorgsn hired the 
sons and daughters d ~n~uen~ia~ Chinese dfic~als, under a program meant to 
proted dealings ~n China, came 1o ~ght when the bank made a reference to 
the ~nqu~ ~n ~ts latest qua~er~y 10-Q fi~ng." The bank m~y h~ve vblated the 
U.S Foreign Corrup~ Ractices Act, wNch proNbits companies kern currying 
personal favors w~lh government officMs or dec~sionm~akers ~n exchange fer 

bus~n¢ss f~vor, 

Meanwhile, Wall Street Journal (Aug. 30, Sidel, Keens) sources have learned 
that "U.S. authorities are r~uestioning numerous banks and hedge funds on 
their international hiring practices for interns and other employees." Both the 
SEC and the Justice Department are seeking information to determine il there 
have been any violations el the U.& Foreign Corrup~ Practices Act. Beyond 
JPMorgan, the other companies coming under scrutiny have yet to be 
disclosed. Journal sources, though, say the investigations extend 
geographically to hiring pradices in countries other than China. "As with JP. 
Morgan," the newspaper notes, ’%ceMng inquiries from the agencies doesn’t 
mean the companies have done anything wrong." 

As for JPMorgan, the New York Post (Aug. 30) adds that ~he bank is 
reportedly conducting an internal investi.~ation that is reviewing the 
employment of 200 interns and full-time staffers for instances of possibly 
illegal nepotism. This is further indication ~hat its hidng issues may extend 
beyond the odg~nal two cases U.S. off~da~s originally asked about. 
"JPMorgan’s internal probe is still in the pre~m~na~ stages," notes the Post, 
"and hss not reached sny conclusions about whether or not any of the 
approxb~ate~y 200 hidngs were illegal." 

Sha re~ ~:~:~:: Facebook ~ 

~iI Conference 2013 

2013 NACD Board Leadership Conference 

Conference is nearly sdd out. See how many seats are left and register. 

Don’t miss your opportunity to participate in the largest NACD Board 
Leadership Conference to date, with over 800 leading directors and 
governance professionals already registered 1o at[en& This October, hear 
from and talk with these featured speakers: 

Mary Jo White, Chairman, SEC 
Myron Steele, Chiel Justice, Delaware State Supreme Court 
Joan C. Amble, Director, Brown-Fom~an Corporation, Sirius XM 
Radio, and Booz Allen Hamilton 
Molly J. Coye, Director, Aetna 
Laban P. Jackson Audit Corr~mi~tee Chair, JP Morgan Chase & Co 

Check for late-breaking news 
ater 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

ii~iI KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 ] 

ii~iI Findan NACDChapter Program 

ii~iI BY- NACD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Info Risk 

ii’~’iI BV-Talent Development side J 

ii~iI BV- Dship 2020: Perf ....... Metrics ] 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. ~ 3-~ 5, 20 ~ 3) 
Ai,’~ost Sold Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New Yo[k~ NY (Dec. 
2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec !2-13, 

2013) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9.-10~ 
20f3) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Peer Exchanges 

e NACD DirectorsMp 



Yiew the most cunent agenda and speakers. 

2013 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
October 13-15, 2013 
Gay~ord National Resort & Convention Center 
Nationa~ Harbor, ~ary~and 

ShareF~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

NACD in the News 

NACD Texas TriCities Chapter Announces Sept, 2013 Programs 

T~e San Antonio Business Journal (Aug, 29) t~pods on the National 
Association of Corporate Directors’ (NACD’~O Texas TriCities Chapter kickin,~; 
off its 2013-14 p[o.~;ram season next month. The season sia~ls in Houston on 
Sept. 13 w~th FD~C Vice Cha~nsan Thomas Hoen~g speaking w~th bca~ 
dh~ctors on the s~a~e o~ the new economy five yea[s a~ier ~he crash. One 
week ~ater on Sept. 20, the puMbafion states, chaplet members w~ hear 
from an entrepreneurial panel in Austin "as they discuss best prsctbes and 
cha~bnges ~er starbup company boa[ds." The Chapter will end September 
programs in San Antonio on 1he fo~ow~ng Monday w~th a conversation w~th 
Ma~or Gene[a~ Joe Robbs, chief executive of US~. According to the Jouma£ 
h~s session wi~ be titled "CEO Perspectives o~ Leadership and the Ro~e of 
the Board." 

Sha re~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Sank industry Profits Hit Record $42,2 Billion in @2 2013 

According to Reuters (Aug. 29), U IS r bank earnings rose 7.8 percent to a 
record $42.2 billion during the second quarter versus a year earlier, as trading 
income increased and banks reduced the amount of funds they set aside in 
case d ~osses by 40 ~ercent~ FD~C Chairman Ma~t~n G~uenberg on Thursday 
remarked, "Asset quality continues 1o recover, ~oan balances are trending up, 
fewer institutions are unprofitable.., and the number of failures is 
significantly bebw bve~s o~a year ago." However, bank revenue growth 
remains s~ugg~sh~ ~n addition, regulators have grown ~ncreasing~y a~armed that 
banks are purchasing h~gh-yb~d assets w~thout adequately considering the 
dsks. 

Share~ ::~:: Facebookh 

NFL, Players Reach $765 ~iliion Concussion,-Related Settlement 

"The National Football League and 4,500 former players suin.~; the league over 
concussion-related issues reached an agreement on a settbment Thursday," 
confirms the Wall Street Journal (Aug. 29, Clark). The settlement ca~s for the 
NFL to pay $765 m~bn ~o[ medba~ benefits and inju~’ compensation for the 
retired players, along w~th funding for medica~ research and litigalion 
expenses. The agreement ~s fo[ s~ [efired footba~ p~ayers who present 
medbal evidence of severe cognitive ~mpa~rment, not just ~he ones Jr~ the suit. 
"The agreement mus~ be approved by Anita B[ody, the fede[a~ judge in 
Philadelphia overseeing the case," holes the Journal 

Ex44ea~thSouth CEO Scrushy Loses Sid to End SEC San 

This week, reports Reuters (Aug. 28, $~empel), U~S. Distrb~ Judge Inge Prytz 
Johnson reiected former HealthSeuth Cerp. CEO Richard Scrushy’s bid to lift 
a ban on his sewh~g as an officer or d~recto[ of a pub~b company. The ban 
was pad of his set~bment of SEC charges ~hat he masterminded a $2.6 
b~ion accounting flaud. Last year, the 61-year-old completed near~y five years 
~n pdson in an unrelated br~be~ case. According to the wire seP~be, he "has 
contended that the ban was ~mped~ng Ms ability to return to the hea~thcare 
~ndustry, where he built Birmingham, Alabama-based HealthSouth into a ~arge 
medical rehabi~lation company." Johnson, however, concluded that Scrushy 
"benefited greatly from the fraud" and that there wou~d be a "great likelihood" 
o~ future misconduct if ~he ban were 

S,a re~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 
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High CEO Pay Doesn’t Mean High Performance, Report Says 

The Kansas City Star (Aug. 28, Stafford) cites a new study by the Institute fer 
Policy Studies, which found that nearly 40 percent of the executives who 

2020; LOS Angeles, CA 
(Sept. !0, 20!3) 

Information Flow 

Beyond the CEO: New 

York, NY (Nov 7, 
2013) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom Issues; 

New York, NY (Nov 

19~ 2013) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance: New 

York, NY (Dec 3, 

2013) 

W~binare 

Quarterly Audit 
Commitl~e Update 

(9/25) 
The Nex~ Wave in 

Regulation and 
Compliance: What’s 

Ahead for 2013 (! 1/12) 
Compensation (!2/15) 

NACD advances exemplary 

board leadership ----for 
directors, by directors. We 

deliver the wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 

confiden~iy navigate complex 
business chalienges and 

enhance shareowner value 

We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in the national 
dialog on boa[d leadership 

issues. I_earn more 



appeared on lists ranking the ceuntpj’s 25 highest-paid corporate leaders 
beh, veen 1993 and 2012 headed companies bailed out by U.G, ~axpayers, 
been fired for poo~ peffermance, or led tin~s charged w~th fraud-related 
activifies~ Sarah Anderson, co~utho~ of the ~epo~, further notes that 1he pay 
g~p between ~arge-comp~ny CEOs ~nd average U.S. employees has 
~ncreased flom 195 to I ~n 1993 ~o 354 to I ~n ]as~ year. The h~s[]hde 
describes itself as a "progressive tMnk tank." 

Shar8~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

�o,polite Governance ......................................................................................................... 

At RBC, Kathleen Taylor Breaks Through Bay Street’s BoardBoom Glass 
Ceiling 

"Kalhleen Taylo~ will become lhe Iirsl woman to lead lhe board of a major 
Canadian bank when she takes the chair at the Royal Bank of Canada on 
Jan. 1 ," the Toronto Globe & Mail (Aug. 29, Nelson) states. The former CEO 
d Four Seasons Hotels and Resets ~s set to replace David O’Bden. Her 
appointment fi~s w~th the bank’s larger d~vers~y ~ni~ia~ives and ~s a sJgn~ican~ 
step fer women on Bay Street, where a number of females have ascended 
sen~or ~eade~hip positions. None, though, has ever been named CEO. 
corporate Canada," ~he newspaper notes, "women s~ occupy ~ess than 1 
pe[cenl of 1ola~ seats ~n #uM~c-com#any boardrooms, according to a 201 
re#o~t by advocacy gro[J# Catalyst Canada." W~i~e females remain a m~nority 
on each of Canada’s bank boards, their ranks are growing with women 
d~rec~ots now accounting for heady 33 percent o~ the d~recto[s ~er the f~ve 
b~ggesl ba~ks. 

ABX Proposes Updates to Corporate Governance Principles 

The Lavwer (Aug. 29) reports that ~he Australian Securites Exchange (ASX) 
has released a couple of consultation papers in relation to its corporate 
governance regime. "The first outlines proposed updates to the ASX Corporate 
Governance Principles & Recommendations," no~es the publication, "p~acJng 
an ~nc~ased ~ecus on r~sk m~i~gat~on and dive~s~y." The second paper 
outlines a number d corporate governance-re~aied amendments to the Listing 
Ru~es and Guidance Note 9, a~med at ~nc~easing the disclosure obligations of 
~sted companies’ co[potato governance pt~ct~ces. ASX expects ~he changes 
to go into effect starling Ju~y 1,2014. The proposed changes take ~nto 
consideration such social factom as gende~ diversi~ and environmental 
susta~nability. 

�O!~pO~t~ S~CJ~! Resp~nsibi!it~ ................................................................................... 

Highr~a~k Receives CEO Cancer Go~d Standard 

~e Pittsburgh Business Times (,Aug. 29, Gough) is reporting that ~he CEO 
RoundtaMe on Cancer, a group of chief executives who are organized to fi.~ht 
the deadly disease, has given Highmark Health Sea’,rices its Gold Standard 
award. According to ~he publication, "~he CEO Cancer Gold $~andat~ is for 
companies that help reduce the risk of cancer for its employees and family 
members. The standards inck~de promoting a healthy diet and exercise, early 
detection of cancer, and working to eliminate tobacco use." 

 oco oo  
C-Suite 

Ackermann Resigns F~o~n Zurich Board After CFO’s Suicide 

Bloomberq (Aug. 29, Suess, Gem[oft) [eports that Zudch Insurance Group 
Chairman Josef Ackermann on Thursday resigned after the company’s CFO, 
P~erre Wauthier, died in a likely suicide on Aug. 26. The 65-year-old 
Ackermann issued a statemen[ that t~ad: "[ have reasons to believe thai the 
family is of the op~n[on that I should take my share of responsibi~ty, as 
unfounded as any allegations might be .... To avoid any damage to Zur~ch’s 
reputation, [ have dec~ded to resign from all my Board functions with 
irr~mediate effecL" Wauthier had been p~mo~ed ~o CFO at Switzerland’s 
b~ggest ~nsurer ~n the fa~ of 2011 after ~re~dous~y se~v~g as group treasurer. 
Ackermann ended a decadeqong tenure 8s Deutsche Bank AG’s cMef 
executive in May 2012, having ~ed Germany’s ~argest bank th[ough the 2008 
financ~a~ crisis. "He joined Zurich ~nsurance as chah’man last year," holes the 
publication. "He w~ be replaced on sn acting bas~s by Vice Chad[man Tom de 

h 
Economic Outlook 



Revised GDP: Economy Grew 2.5 Percent in Second Q~arter 

CBS News (Aug, 29) cites new Commerce Deparb~qent figures in repor{ing 
that the U.S, economy grew at a 2,5 percent annuaJ rate in this year’s second 
quarter, much faster than previously estimated, "The steep revision was 
lai’gely because U.S, companies exported more goods arid imports declined," 
notes the network. Furthermore, the grov4h was more th~n twice the 1.1 
percent rate measured in the first three months of the year. Economists 
expect growth will tema#~ at an annual t’ate of around 2.5 percent ~n the ~h~t’d 
and fourth quarters, thanks to steady em#loyment gro~,Ah and less d~a9 from 
federa~ spending cuts, "Still, some say Mgher interest rates m~ght restrain the 
economy’s expansion ~n the second half," CBS states, 

U,S. Jobless C}a}rr~s Decline &000 to 331,000 

MarketWatch (Aug. 29, Mantel{) cites new Labor Department data in reporting 
that "the number of people who applied for new U.S, unemployment-insurance 
benefits declined by 6,000 to 33I ,000 in the week that ended Aug, 
signaling a slight slowdown ~n the pace of ~ayoffs~ Co~t~nu~ng c~a~ms, which 
reflect the number of people already receiving federM benders, decreased 
14,000 to 2.99 million in the week ended Aug. 17. The four-week average 
continuing clairns t’ose 9,500 ~o 3 million. S~iii, h~t’ing rema#~s slower ~han 
economists wou~d ~ke 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <~charles recorr@ml.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 7:35 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

RTC-NACD: Nonprofit Directors’ College Reminder- Oct 11 th 

WHAT: Best Practices Directors College for non1~ refit board members 

Director rofessionalism 

P    , g Y g P 

Forward this em~il 

This emaii ’~,as sent to Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu by charles recorr@_L!!Lc__o___m_. 

Update Profile/F_mail Address £nstant remevaIwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD :: 150 Fayetteville St. :: Suite 2000 i Raleigh :: NC 27601 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 7:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TBJ Morning Call: N.C. shuts dowu scheme targeting small businesses 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

AUGUST 30, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

N.C, shuts dow~ scheme that bilks busJResses out of boqus 

Small business owners haw~ eneugh ~o worry aboui wi~heut paying ~ees they den’t 
really awe. 

Building products manufacturer to brinq 252 jobs to Kinston 
Associated Ma~eriais inc., a manufacturer or exterior building produc~s 

headquadered in Cuyahega Fails, Ohio, is expanding its operatians in I_eneir 

Ceunty The cempany plans k~ add 252 jobs and invesi more ihan $5 rrfillion a~ its 

Kinsten facility ow~r the next fiw~ years. 

UNC Health Care to manaQe western N,C. hospital for 25 
years 
UNC Health Care officially’ extended its rnanagement agreement at Pardee Hospital 

on Thursday, when the Henderson County Beard of Commissioners in western 

Noith Carolina unanimously voted to extend the deal to 25 years. 

Discuss 

Ra e gh’s mils c scene D ._a_2s sweet me od2 for oca 

Thursday’s ’So Much Music"-themed annual meeting of the Greater Raleigh 

Convention and Visitors Bureau was full of fun facts. 

Read Morninct Call >> 



Lo~@~g~ prices meaR more drivers oR the road over Labor 

......................................................... P~ll: Many still dislike Affordable Care Ac~, bu{ mos~ oppose 

......................................................... delundin~ i{ 

Ye~len or Summers {~ s~cceed ~ernanke? Wells Far~ ~ 

......................................................... R~d ~orni~g Caii >> 
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Cance~ Email Subscription 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <messages-noleply@linkedin.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 8:51 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Julie has endorsed you! 

Lissa Lamkin, 

Congratulations! Your connection Julie Risher has endorsed you for the following skills and expertise: 

Julie 
Risher’s 
photo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Brief: U.S. Prepares tbr Solo Strike on Syria After Britain Balks 

L~TEST STORIES 

BMksU°S° Prepa~’es f~" Solo Strike on Syria ~e~" B~in    ~ 

Congress Finds It Tou~ to Block Military Action 

NyTi~’s Close A1Hes Debate Response 

Poll Shows Unease Ovee Potenfi~ U.S. A~ack on S~ia 

GE Set to Exit Retail Lending 

Verizo~- Vodafone gmpaet: 

Fast-Food (;h~s Face ChaHenge~ on X’Vages 

Seanms He~ey, Nobel-~Vilm~g Poet, Dead at 74 

NEWS VID~OS 

Em’ope’s Week ~ead: N~’ia, CentrM 

I’V1W Being Gay IS a tlard Play in Rugby 

B~l~ng lns~r~ce for the F~ll Moon 

I’V~’s Photos of~e Day ~ August ~9, 

Bogota Farm St~ke Peotest ~,~s ~5olent 

NEWS POD~ASTS 

TheMorninc~Brief WSJ 300:<250 
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Subject: 

College of Business at ILLINOIS <info business.illinois.edu@createsendl.com> 

Friday; August 30, 2013 10:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Illinois Business News August 2013 

View Orlii!~e ;= Forward to a Frie!~d ;= Unsubscribe i : .............. 

CEOs and public firings: A double standard? More 

Do the rich benefit from Medicaid? Jeff Brown weighs in. More >> 

Cele Otnes discusses the ’Downton Abbey’ merchandise boom Mere 

Smartphone patent wars: A minute with Deepak Somaya Mere >> 

One-size-fits-all approach doesn’t work for different markets More 

College’s Perspectives magazine wins Award of Excellence More 



Four College of Business alumni among ’Forty under 40’ ~:~fp.[..e...~. 

Hershey names Mary Kay Haben ’77 to board of directors 

Moxie Software appoints Steve Yount ’77 senior VP of global field operations 

David Burritt ’90 MBA named CFO at United States Steel Corporation ~:~fp.[..e...~, 

Komli Media appoints Rakesh Malani ’96 MBA as CFO More ~:, 

Benchmark names Sara Sullivan ’96 VP, owner advisor’ group More >> 

Aaron Spelker ’97 will lead Marathon Retirement & Pension Consulting R,1o~e ~ 

Entrepreneur Steve Marciniak ’11 finds capital, par[net, and a home in St, Louis More 

Going strong: 2013 Leadership Education and Development (LEAD) program More 
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Hershey names Mary Kay Haben ’77 to board of directors 

Moxie Software appoints Steve Yount ’77 senior VP of global field operations 

David Burritt ’90 MBA named CFO at United States Steel Corporation ~:~fp.[..e...~, 

Komli Media appoints Rakesh Malani ’96 MBA as CFO More ~:, 

Benchmark names Sara Sullivan ’96 VP, owner advisor’ group More >> 

Aaron Spelker ’97 will lead Marathon Retirement & Pension Consulting R,1o~e ~ 

Entrepreneur Steve Marciniak ’11 finds capital, par[net, and a home in St, Louis More 

Going strong: 2013 Leadership Education and Development (LEAD) program More 
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August 1, 2013 

Jones Day cordially invites you to an event on Sunday, October 13, 2013, in conjunction with 
the annual meetings of the IMF and the World Bank Group. You will soon be receiving a formal 
invitation, but we wanted to provide you with advance notice so that you can save the date. 

Hosted by Jones Day, this event will include a program developed in collaboration with the 
Volcker Alliance, newly established by former Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker. The 
evening will begin at 5:00 p.m. with a reception on the rooftop terrace of our Washington Office 
overlooking the Capitol Building, followed by a panel discussion, initiated and moderated by Mr. 
Volcker, from 6:15 to 7:15 p.m. The evening will conclude in our atrium with dinner and an 
address by the Chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Martin J. Gruenberg. 

The impetus for the panel discussion, arranged by the Volcker Alliance, is the increasing 
concern in the United States regarding the overlapping authority, as well as the disparate 
traditions and priorities, of six different financial regulatory agencies within the U.S., which often 
leads to difficulties in coherent and timely decision making. The program will also discuss the 
European Union’s current proposals for reorganizing its banking regulation and supervision, as 
well as the U.K.’s revised approach to these issues. 

Mr. Volcker, as panel moderator, will be joined by several notable U.S. and international 
banking regulatory authorities who will serve as panelists. Chairman Gruenberg will focus his 
talk on the development of the resolution program for failing large financial institutions that was 
authorized by the Orderly Liquidation Authority provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act. 

We sincerely hope you can join us for this year’s reception, panel discussion, and dinner. 

If you have any questions or would like more information, please contact Anu Vermani at 
imfrsvp~,ionesday.com or 1.202.879.3987. 

Cordially, 

Gregory M. Shumaker 
Partner-in-Charge 
Washington 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Women’s Forum <iwfnew@i~vforum.o~g> 

Friday; August 30, 2013 10:18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

IVCF Pays Tribute to Mickie Siebert 

The International Women’s Forum pays tribute to the passing of a pioneer who forever changed 

Wall Street - IWF’s Hall of Fame Honoree and New York Women’s Forum member, Muriel 

Siebert. She was the first woman to buy a seat on the New York Stock Exchange, back in :1967, and 

remained so for a decade. Siebert also was the first woman to head one of the exchange’s 

member firms. 

Please follow the link to read about her story and battle for equality on Wall Street. 

i-~t t ~.~. i:’~,~.,::.:v,~,, i’:v~, ir’:~.;-:::.,..: :::,r’:~:’.:-.(., i :::.:0 ~!::.:2~:.! : t:,!l::: r~ :::: ’::. ::: : ’l ~ ~ d ~ i.::i":~i~::::::;’~::rb’i:ii:::.b’v’~,::,r’:~a~’:’~.:::,"::::.v’~,i" .:~" 

IWF Communications 

Washington, DC Headquarters 

Forward this email 

This emai[ was ~nt to Ibroome@email.unc,edu by iwfnews@iwforum.orq 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address [nstan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

international Women’s Forum 2120 L Street NW :: Suite 460 :: Washington DCi20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

64260@bizmailtoday.com on behalf of 

Dr. Fuhrman <info@drfuhrman.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:47 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc edu> 

Your Last Chance to See Dr. Fuhrman, Live in Texas 

There is no greater motivation than to experience 
Dr, guhm an---------live and in-.person! 

August 30, 2013 

Dear Lissa, 

Be inspired and motivated while learning the most current nutritional 

information on how to live longer, prevent cancer and reverse diseases, 

such as diabetes, heart disease and more. 

This one-day event may just save your life or the life of someone you love 

Joel Fuhrman, M.D., the New York Times best-selling author of Eat to Live, 

Super tmmunity and The End of Diabetes, is nationally recognized as a 

leading expert on nutritional science Discover his unique approach to 

overcoming food addiction and toxic hunger and supercharging the 

immune system for superior health. 

In addition to enlightening lectures, this one-day immersion includes: 

An informational question and answer session with Dr. Fuhrman 

A delicious nutritarian lunch 

A complimentary one-month Gold Membership to Dr Fuhrman’s 

Member Support Center 

A book signing with Dr. Fuhrman 

Your journey to a long, healthy life, free of dementia, strokes, heart 

disease and cancer, BEGINS HERE 

DrFuhrman.com 

4 Walter E. Foran Blvd 

Suite 408 

Flemington, NJ 

08822 

US 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Buck <buck~ncicl.org~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 12:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Angus12013 Newsletter 

Having trouble viewing this email? View as a web page. 

August 2013 Newsletter 

Dea~ NC~CL Su££o~te~s: 
On Friday, August 23, 2013, NCICL 
sponsored a CLE for attorneys. The 
program was a review of cases from the 
NC Supreme Coud and Coud AppeNs 
1hat involved the constitution. There was 

also an overview of the Nsto~ of the 
sIaIe constitution and a consIitufiona~ 
primer. 
Justice Pau~ Newby, NC Supreme CouP, )rovided the overview of 
the state constitution’s Nsto~. He discussed the s~gnNcant 
changes made in each version o~ the documen~ and ~he sociN 
c~imate of 1he day 1hat ~rompled lhese changes. 
Jeanette Doran, NCICL, presented a brief consfitufiona~ primer ~n 
which she d~scussed vadous provisions of ~he state constitution. 
NCICL’s a~tomeys, Doran and Tyler Youn~s, reviewed the cases 
involving the constitution from both the NC oupreme Court and 
Cou~ of Appeals. 
Dudng the break, a~tendees mingled wit[~ ~he speakers ~o discuss 
addNona~ questions and topics. 
We stdve to educate the puMic, the state bar and state officials that 
our state constitution puts ~m~ts on the power of the government 
and ~hat the true power is with the people of ~he state. 
We need your su~porl to continue eur effods. Fetward our 
newsletter to fdends and family, share our wMte papers w~th 
colleagues, reques~ a speaker ~or one of your ~unc~ions and/or send 
a donation to us hete. Join us in our fight for freedom and fairness. 

NCICL News 

Litigation Update 

NCICL Press Room 

Special Report From Cato 

Our ½;ebsite 
Donate Now 

Email Us 

NCICL News 

® Jeanette Doran was asked to serve as the legislative liaison 
for the Constitutional Rights and Responsibilities Section of 
the NC Bar Association. 

NCICL co-signed a letter with other area groups urging 
Governor McCrory to sign the regulatory reform legislation 
passed by the General Assembly. That legislation was 
signed on August 23, 2013. 

Litigation Update 

Tax Foundation 
The nonpartisan Tax Foundation 
recently released a 
comparing tax refl)rm to a donut 
shop. It uses an economic 

model to measure the effects of 
~ax policy changes. 

Rockford-Cohen Group, LLC, et el v. NCBAA 
The NC Coud of Appeals heard oral arguments on August 16, 2013, 
and we expect a decision in several months. To check the status of 
the case or read the brief, click DA[~. The case raises issues 
irrvolving the Monopoly Clause ol tire NC Corrsti~ution (ArU, ~34). 

White Papers and Research 
This month NCICL released the 

.~.i Article Image follewing papers: 

"! know no .safe depository of 

the ultimate powers of the 
society but the people 
themselves; and ff we th#~k 
them not enlighlened enough 

wholesome discretion the 

~me@ is nol to ~ake it from 
them, but to tntbrm the# 
discretion byeducation. Th~s 



i of the Senate to jointly intepzene in certain legal actions challenging 

provisions of the State Constitution or statutes~ 
In "Duties and Responsibilities of CJt~, "Tyler Younts 
explains the duties and a~egh~nces ef a city altomey in the context 
of a~omey-cl~ent privilege and NC’s Open Meetings Law. 

The third publicafien is a memorandum of taw by Tyler Yeunts 
concerning the recent budgetary provision which prohibits the State 
Board el Education Item pmchasing or implementing Common Core 

Do[an and Tyler Younts highfighis recent cases Item those courts, 
which address constitutional questions. 

Questions about these pape[s may be directed to Jeanet~e Doran or 
i Tyler Younts a~ 919-8384313 or doran@ncicl.org o[ 

iyounts@ncicl.orfL 

NCICL Press Room 

Jeane~te Doran, Carolina Jo~dna! TV, 
NCICUs Jeanette Doran shares her concerns abo~t Common 
Core public schoo~ standards 
Jeanette Doran ~nterv~ew, Capital Tonight, Ne~ 14 

Rob Chdstensen & J~m No[rill, News & 

~ ~eanne Sahad~, CNNMoney, 

No[th Carolina’s Republican tax experiment 
Jane Shaw, Cam~ina Jouma~ Online, 
Charter Certification        Could Have 

Special Report From Cato 
The Work v, Welfare Tr~de43ff: 2013 

The Cato Institute published an u$)date to its 1995 study comparing 
work to welfa[e benders. The original repo~ estimated the va~e of 
weffa[e benefits packages avaJlaMe ~n all 50 s~a~es and 
Washinglon, DC~ ~t found 1he vahJe of those benefits exceeded the 
pove~y leve~ and their dollar va~ue was greater than an ent~-Ieve~ 

worker’s take-home income s~nce the benefits were tax-free. 
Since the initial repo~t, welfare programs have s~gnfican[]y changed. 
The updale examined the currenl ~rograms and found welfare 
benefits ~ncome continues to be greater than income earned from 

entry-level job. Additionally, the balance between work and 
welfare has grown wo~e, 
The new repo~ reviews the c~rrent welfare system and suggests 
federal and state leg~s]atu[es consider strengthening welfare wo[k 
requkemen~s, removing exempfions, and narmw~ng ~he definition of 
work. By forgoing work for welfare in the shod-term, recipients may 
become t[apped and the~[ fam~es become ]ong-te[m dependents. 

We Need Your Support 
Please consider making a tax-deductible donation ~o help NCICL 
help North Carolina. NCICL operates solely on the generosity of 
people who support our fight for freedom and fairness. NCICL does 
nol receive handouts or Iunds from the government. NCICL depends 

contributions ffem ~ndiv~dua~s, businesses and feundafions~ 
When you gN’e to NCICL, you are sup )o~n~ freedem and fairness. 

~As a 501(c)(3) organization, aU contributions are tax-deducfiMe. 

Donate 
or ma~ your donation 1o: 
Executive D~rector 
No[th Carolina h~st~u~e for Constitutional Law 
414 Fayettev~le St[eet 
Suite G 
Raleigh, NC 27601 

"Let [the Constitution] be taught #~ schools, in ,seminaries, and in colleges, let it be wrRten #~ prime~% 
in spelling books and in a~manacs, le~ R be preached from &e pulp& proclaimed in legislative hails, 

and chromed in cou~s of justice. An(~ in shot1, let it become the pofidcal religion of the nation." 
- Abraham Lincoln 

Please visit our website at ~t,~t’~?Z,B.£[£!.,#$g. 

Donate ~o our cause at ,twv~t¢.ncicl.org/dona~e. 

Would you like to forward this email to a friend? Click here. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail -<lebevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 12:48 PM 

debevoi semail <debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

CFTC Adopks Harmonization Rules for Registered Investment Compa~y CPOs; Amends Rules tbr all CPOs a~d CTAs 
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WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communica/ions@mlmerhaleuIxtate.com~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 1:29 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NIST Issues Discussion Draft of Federal Cybersecuri~ Standards -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 

NIST issues Discussion Draf~ of Prelh~inary Cybersecudty Framework 

The Nationai Institute of Standards and Technology ("NiST") has posted a discussion draft of the 

preliminary version of the voiuntary federal cybersecurity standards NIS] was directed to develop under 

the executive order on cdtical infrastructure cybersecurity issued by President Obama in February 1 A 

preliminary version of the standards; known as the Cybersecurity FrameworL are due by October 10 

workshop on the framework, to be held at the University of Texas at Daiias on September 1 1 

divides the Framework into three parts: a Core, implementation Tiers, and a Profile. 

The Core in turn consists of five functions, designed to provide high-level structures for organizing 

cybersecu rity activities: 

Identify--Develop the institutional understanding of the organizational systems, assets, data and 

capabilities that need te be preteeted, determine priority in ~ght of organ~za[ional mission; and 

establish processes to achieve risk management goals. 

Prel:ect-----Develop and implement the epprepria[e safeguards, prierifized [hrough the 

organization’s risk management process to ensure delivery of critical infrastructure seP¢ices 

Detecb---Devek@ and irnplemen~ the apprepdate ael:Wi[k~s to k~enti~y the eccurrence o~ a 

cybe~ecurity event 

Respond~Develop and implement the appropriate activities; pdodtized through the 

organization’s risk management process (including effective planning), to take action regarding 

a detected cybersecurity event 

Recover--Develop and implement the appropriate activities~ prioritized thi-ough the 

impaired through a cybersecurity event. 

For each function. ,he discussion dra[t identFies exis[ing technical standards, Rom NIST and 

international standards bodies, that may inform carrying out the function. 

The Tiers represent ways of gauging increasingly extensive degrees of implementation of the core 

functions, from pa..’tial to ris~:-informed~ to repeatable, to adaptive. A Profile is intended to help 

discussion draft provides a sample five-step process~ including (i) make orgamzation-wide decisions; 

(ii) esh~biish a targeL ie, desired, profile; (iii) establish a curren[ profile; (iv) cempare target and current 

profiles; (v) implement target profile 

The discussion draft aiso identifies severai specific areas for improvement as the revision of the 

preliminary Framework moves feP,,vard: (i) authentication; (ii) automated md~cater sharing; (iii) 

conformity assessment; (iv) data analytics; (v) international aspects, impacts, and alignment; (vi) 

privacy and (vii) suppiy chains and interdependencies. 

I 

"Cybers .curity--Chsibnges and Seh~tiens" and F either 

Stephen Luparello will par[icipate on the panel "The 

Ev vgRo~ fCempisnce" 
Finkel and Henri]e=" Zacha ry wili discuss the istest legal 

developments in cybersecuHty affecting N~e financial 
sen/ices technology industry 

Register now 
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Sent: 
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WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Kerry Lays Out Evidence of Chemical Attack in Sylia 

Lays ()tit E~-idence of Chemical Attack in Syria 

Secretary of State John Kerry said the U.S. intelligence community has "high confidence" 

that the regime of Syrian President Bashar aI-Assad was behind a chemical weapons 

attack last week and detailed an array of evidence he said proves the Syrian government 

is to blame for the death of at least 1,429 people, including 426 children. 

Mr. Kerry said the findings of the American intelligence community are "as clear as they 

are compelling," as he explained why the U.S. government must respond to the attacks. 

"The primary question is really no longer what we know--the question is what are we, we 

collectively, what are we in the world to do about it?" Mr. Kerry said. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westeflund. Lance S <lancew@unc.edtc, 

Friday, August 30, 2013 2:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Weekly DKM Registration Updates 

I am out of the office today. For immediate inquiries, please contact Jackie Carlock at (919) 843-5644 or jcarlock@email.unc.edu. Thank you, Lance 



B ~ o me ~ bro ~ ~ ~ !~a~ ~ ~ a~ ! ~i~ du~> 

Norton Rose Fulbright ForumTM 

.......................................................................... , , f* I m ---"( I n3 BS~’ ......................................................................... 

mofess~r arid a form~r ~ssocia~:e C,~ms~ ~a~d c{~i~f Tet’t’a Worshek 

Speakers: 

CLE Information 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

DaJlyUpdate: Despite Obamacare, most Triangle hospitals profiting 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Learn Hore ,, 

bus(hess of health care 

New ~]ves~ %~ o~ ~F t as aches e@. t~; grab 

~;£ger set fbr Hov, 25 <~oo~s ~%r the 







From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 3:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review i US Airways merger trial to start in November 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

US Airways merger trial to 

start i~ November 

A federal judge says a trial over 

the government’s lawsuit to block 

the proposed merger of American 

Airlines and US Airways will start 

Nov .... 

Stocks post mild gains 

~ol~owing econo~ic data 

Positive news on the US. 

economy outweighed worries 

about Syria Thursday, sending the 

stock market higher for a second 

straight day. 

Fas14ood protest sta.qed at 

south Charlotte Taeo Bell 

About two dozen people picketed 

outside a south Charlotte Taco 

Bell Thursday, calling for better 

wages for fast-food workers. The 

Charlotte protesters... 

Teen en~ployment hits record 

~ows 

For the fourth consecutive 

summer, teen employment has 

stayed anchored around record 

lows, prompting experts to fear 

that a generation of youth is ... 

NASDA@ blames ~radinCJ [~a~t on data surge 

The Nasdaq OMX Group on Thursday attributed last 

week’s three-hour trading halt a surge of data that 

overwhelmed its server, in the stock market 

operator’s most detailed accounting yet of the market 

outage 

U,& banks earn record $42,2B in 2rid quar[er 

U.S. banks earned more from April through June than 

during any quarter on record, aided by a steep drop in 

losses from bad loans. 

C~eer Almanac 

Angela Amos was hired as director of marketing and 

communications for Goodwill Industries of the 

Southern Piedmont 

J&d launches ~ew cap to 

curb 7ylenol overdoses 

Bottles of Tylenol sold in the U.S. 

will soon bear red warnings 

alerting users to the potentially 

fatal risks of taking too much of the 

popular pain.. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to ~subsclibe frorn this newsletter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

cmadace cummings via LinkedIn <membe~@linkedin.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 4:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Rosenman <mark.rosenman~newportboardgroup.com~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 4:27 PM 

Laura Bingham <laura.bingham@newportboardgmup.com>; ]im@goodwiu~avch.com’; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu’~; 

hen~.oehmam~@gt.com 

I~E: Indy Directors paper and Oct 9 into 

Curious to hear what you’ve been doing°. 

From: Laura Bingham 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 ~:26 PM 
To: ’jim@goodwinsearch.com’; Broome, Lissa L; henry.oehmann@gtcom 
C¢: Mark Rosenman 
$~bject: Indy Directors paper and Oct 9 info 

Good session this morning, all. Look forward to continuing our journe.y. 

Attached is the white paper I promised co-authored by Newport’s Chief Knowledge Officer Mark Rosenman and Prof Gary Kunkle, with whom Doug Tatum, 

Newport’s Founding Chair, works on the Institute for Exceptional Growth Companiem 

Also, see the invitation for the No Man’s Land event that Jim!Goodwin Search is cosponsoring with others and NBG on Oct 9th, I will have an official ’evite’ sent to 

Lissa and Henry in hopes you can attend as well. Will give you a good sense of Newport Board Group’s goals in the marketplace and research around emerging 

growth and middle market companies. 

Lissa-I’ll see you Sept 17, 2pm. 

Henry- I am open Sept 5 now and could meet at your Raleigh office to have call with person you referenced. Let me know. 

Mark -I need to brief you on our evolving mission here! Generally involves benchmarking private company boards -composition, practices and pay. 

Best, Laura 

Laura ~ingham 

Newport Board Group LLC 

Raleigh, NC 

O~rect 9i9-.571,-9920 

www.Newpo~Boa rdG roup,com 

Board Directors - Executive Leaders = Board & CEO Advisors 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 6:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 3 -- BNA, Inc. Inten~ational Business & Fiuance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 3, 2013 @ Number 170 

Derivatives 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission Aug. :30 announced 
the release of a report by global regulators on "common 
understandings to improve the cross-border implementation of 
OTC derivatives reforms,",.. 

Antitrust 

The Federal Trade Commission on Aug. 30 issued a consent order 
settling Clayton Act @ 7 charges that General Electric Company’s 
acquisition of the aviation business of Italy’s Avio S.p,A would be 
a nticompetitive .... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a P:R~ Web tr:ai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the t~-:=-ms ,~nd 

condit=.ons of ti~e license ~greernent with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 7:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 3 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

September 3, 201.3 ~ Number 1.70 

Data Security 
CitiB~k Sett~es Witl~ Califor~ia, Co~ecticut 

SAN FRANCISCO~State courts in California and Connecticut Aug. 
29 approved stipulated final judgments to end related data 
security enforcement actions by the attorneys general in those 
states against Citibank NA (California v. Citibank,... 

International Banking 
Swiss [¢a~ks Cite P~i~ful Co~seq~er~ces 
F~’om U~S~Swiss Deal ~o Reveal ::[~formatior~ 

GENEVA~Switzerland~s largest banking group Aug. 30 said a 
new U.S. Department of Justice program aimed at settling a 
longstanding feud between Switzerland and the United States 
over tax evasion will bring "painful consequences"... 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB") is no stranger 
to ingenuity in the name of regulatory reform. From its novel 
approaches to consumer research to its creative use of age-old 
legal strategies, the CFPB is vigorously... 

Derivatives 

Cross~Borde~" De~’ivatives Reform~ Report Says 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission Aug. 30 announced 
the release of a report by global regulators on "common 
understandings to improve the cross-border implementation of 
OTC derivatives reforms."... 

Foreign Accounts 

Ca~ifor~ia Na~ Faces Five Years in Priso~ 

A California man faces up to five years in prison and a fine of up 
to $250,000 after pleading guilty to a multimillion-dollar scheme 
to conceal assets held in Israeli-headquartered banks, the 
Department of Justice and the Internal Revenue Service... 

Economic Outlook 
Housing9 See~ S~i~l Adding to Grow~th 

The housing recovery will continue to be a positive for U.S. 

economic growth next year despite the rise in mortgage rates 

that began in May and a recent decline in new home sales, 
analysts interviewed in late August said .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily (ISSN 1.526-501.3), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i!tt p:i,i~%,ebu L:I .br;~ ,comie rma:ls:.gnu p. 



Request a i:R[L~:[ ~,,Veb tri:~i. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~.erms ~r:d 

co:°:ditlons of tb:e lic~-,,nse ~lgi’~-,,em~-:nt with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



bje N~ws ~ro~ F~6~b6 

Hi Lissa, 

,o We’re writing to let you know that we are pr,~pesi, ,g upd~tes to our 

D~ Use Poloy and our S~q~emen~ of Righ~ ~nd Responsibtities. The~ 

~o documen~ tell you about how we collect and use da~, and the rules that 

apply when you choose to use Facebook. Our goal with these updates is to 

make our practices more clear. 

We update these documen~ from time to time to make sure we keep you 

posted about the latest things you can do with Facebook. This email 

describes the key changes we’ve proposed and directs you to places where 

you can learn more. 

What’s being updated and why? 

Both documen~ have new language to help you be~er understand: 

¯ How adveRising works on Facebook 

¯ ~at to expect when it comes to using your name, profile picture, content 

and personal info with ads or commercial content 

¯ How to control or remove apps you’ve used 

¯ ~at data you’re sharing with mobile devices 

Like always, we won’t share the private information that you put on Facebook 

with adveRisers without your permission. 

What should you do and when will the updates 
happen? 

You can review all the updates on our %re *s* page’s Documents 

tab and over the next seven days leave comments on that page to give us 

feedback. Please take some time to 

read ~srough eve~7~sm9 and ~et us know whist you thi-~k. If your commen~ 

lead to more updates, we’ll post those on the Site Governance page, too. 

To stay up to date on similar topics, please like our S~te Governance and 

Prwscy pages. And, if you want to learn more about how we show you 

interesting, relevant ads, or how cookies and similar technologies help us do 

so, please visit our ,-.ds and Cookies pages. We hope you find these 

re~urces helpful. 

Best regards, 



Erin Egan 

Chief Privacy Officer 

Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behaJfof 

Robin Vinson via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:09 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 

! ! ! ! !!!~! ~ :::::::::::: .......................................................................................................................................................... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 3:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Support Slippiug, U.S. Defends Plan tbr Syria Attack 

Top News 

Support Slipph~g, UoS. Defends Plan for Syria 
~ 1 

Al-taek 

I Facing fi~ltefing support in ibreign capi~ls and G:mgress, the 

Obam a ad mi his kra’do~ n ade a n a~ressive push ko j u sfify 

raillery interw~nLion in Syria on the grounds thak ~neriean credibility was at 

stake. 

:Experts :Fear That U.S. Plan to Str~ke S~Tia 

Overlooks R~sks 

DipIom~ts and other experN say P~sident Obama’s proposal 1o 

a~;.?k Syria fails to adequately plan for risks like a surge in anti- 

~efieanism and a wider regional conflicL 

Seamus Heaney, i~sh Poet of Soil and Strife, 

Dies at 74 

Mr. Heaney, a widdy celebrated Irish poet who won the Nobel 

Prize i~ Literature in ~995, is recognized as o~e of khe major 

poeks of the 2o[h eenkm’y, 

" woman 

For mol~ toi) news. ~o to NYTimes.¢om ~> 

Editors’ Picks 

~i Multimedia Feature 
MULTLMEDIA FEATURE: ,~. ~roa~eP 

Uncertainty about how an outside at~mk could afl~ct Syria’s 

civil war is one of [he fackors ]eading ko disagreemen[ among Western countries 



abou[ how b:~ respond. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why ]India’s Economy ]Is Stumblh~g 

India’s problems have deep and sh~bborn origins of the counh~"s 

o~ maMng. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SECRETARY OFSTATE JOHN KERRY, c;]lling [or ;]cLion against 

World 

Si#~s of a Slfift Amo~g Egyptian Protesters to 

An figove~’nme,~t, From Pro- ~ors~ 

At l)rotests on Friday, their was less talk of ~vstoring the ousted 

president and more demmdadon o[ tactics used against Muslim 

Brotherhood supporLers. 

_~m~ V~ley; Peace 

American soldiers who returned to fl~e Pech Valley two years 

after leaving it were surprised to find [he z~an z~’my 

conffo~¢ahly in control. 

~ Slide Show: A~er U.S. ~x~t, Afghan Army Tames a Valley 

For News F~oom Syrian Battlegrom~d, a Reliance 

The dangers of news organizations repot*ring in Syria have kept 

most journalists outside the e*-~untry’s borders and heightened 

the need for third-parb’ video. 

Pieitgen I 

repo~ted 

U.S. 

Makh~g the Safi~,ty Net Niore V~s~ble in 

Philadelphia 

Philadelphia has initiated an effort called Shared Prospezity khat 

offers ’%ne-skop shopping" in local outreach centers to help poor 

,James, 

92, is 

on e ot 



people get all the assistance they nee& 

FoBd. Sharpens Scrutiny of Syria~s in U.So for Si~s of 

Retaliafio~ 

In a~ unusual step, l~dcraI officials also warned agenNes a~d companies of 

possible cyberat~ac~ K the m~i~taW takes ac~o~ aga~ns 

Evangelist’s FIoek Keeps the Faith A~I~er His 

B~sh With rise iLaw 

A young Alabama preacher reaches out fl’om .jail, where he was 

sent on charges of impemonating a law officero 

was 

arrested 

For more Ug. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

l’Vith Huge MTar Chests, Activist I~westors Tackle 

Big Compmfies 

Activist hedge flmds are taking on larger companies and seeking 

long-.term change over short-term profit, unlike raiders ~ff the past. 

~ [] Video: Sl~arel~01ders, Supersized 

corpo~at 

Major Surge Is I.h~|ike|y fo~° Prices of U.So Gas 

z~np~e i~ventories and North :~nerican production are expecked 

to hdd doua~ prices, despXe tensions in the Middle East and 

No~h M’rica. 

, ~ Graphic: Lower Labor Day Gas Prices 

A ’Fop Bamker’s l~age, Clouded 

ZaAeh h~suranee said it would look into whether Rs chief 

financial officer was m~der m~due pressure before he killed 

himseK, leading to the resignatio~ of aosef Ackermann as 

ehaimmn. 

n of     J 

Spots 

Hewil~ Upsets del Porto; Murray and Djokovie 

Rebom~d 

Lleyton HewiR stunned sigh-seeded ,hlall Mat~ll dd Potro, 

Andy Murray rebounded after dropping a se~ ~o Leonardo Mayer 

at the United States Open. 



With Mo~e Aggsess~ve G~ne~ Li .Avenges Open 

Defeat 

W~th her improw’d game, L~ Na defeated Laura Robson, whom 

she lost to a~ last year’s Unib~d States Open. Sloane Stephens also 

v¢on F~{day. 

yea r o~ 

grueling [ 

YANKEES 8, ORIOLES 5 
~ Robinso 

Yanks Gain Grom~d~ Eve~ as _Ace Takes Another" 

Step Back roundin 

The Yat~kees endm’ed another sloppy start by C. C. Sabathia but 

managed ~o defeat the Orio]es~ whom they now trail by one game ~n the loss 

,E]Box Score 

Arts 

A]I]I Eyes on Her 
7 i.D i. OOS 

~ear]y 12,ooo-pom~d sculptm’e called "Ona," by Ursula yon 

RydJngsvard, now stands gree~ng the pubfie a~ Barelays Center. 

Slide Show 

AN APPRAISAL 

Capturi~g Rhyt~m~ of Nature in Poems 

Regardless of a poem’s subject, thews; are continuities in Seamus 

Heaney’s work, including an awareness of mc, rtality and the 

precariousness of life. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

B]lowing the Smoot]h Out of the Summe~° 

MTV may have fomlO the perfect antidote to a tepid season with 

Miley Qims’s performance a~ its awards show. 

ko 

Obituaries 

Matthew Shear, Book PubHshe~b Dies at 57 

Mr. Shear, the publisher of St. MarLin’s P~ss, helped write~ like Janet 

Evanovieh and Augnsten Burroughs climb the best-sdler lists. 

Sathima Bea Be~jan~in, Jazz Singe~° and Activist, 

Dies at 76 

Ms~ Benjamin f,’~m~d fame after she left South ~Miica. She lived in 

exile in ManhaRan for many years and raised money ~o fight 

apat’~eid. 

SstMma 

...... Bes 

Travel 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

What I Lem0ned Driving Through the Heartlmtd 

This summer, the FrngaI Traveler drove fi’om [#uisiana Lo 

Norkh Dakoka, crossing into a nnmber of states lbr the first time. 

What did he discover2 Some lessons fl’om the road. 

See All 7 Legs of the Frugal Road THp 

[] Slide Show: Your Road 1rip Disceveries 



CHOICE TABLES 

Pm~and, Me.: Lo~avore ~n Mem~ and 

A ci~" where the local tbod mc,veme~t got ajmnp sta~ is going 

fl~t~aher, and applying it to the space itself. 

HEADS UP 

B~inging the Wine to Portland, Ore, 

\qnttmrs are movit~g their operations to the city, complete with 

tastin ,~ rool;q S, 

se from 

I    ppl~, I 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Tiffs Week’s Movies: Aug~ 30, ~o~3 

Th e New York Ti rues fi~ m critics o~ "Pa s si o~ ," "( )n e Di reetion" 

and "Abigail t tarm 

~ V~D~O: Bill Cm~rdr~:mn I Never- 

Changing City 

Echoes of the artist Reginald Marsh’s work from the ]93os are 

seen from Coney Islat~d to NRh Avetme to West "~fllage starlet 

festivals. Marsh said he wanted to capture the "ehaos of the eit3U’ 

~ vm~:o.. From Brook|}~ to the Bronx by 

Rowboat 

Members of the North Brooklyn Boat Club head up the East 

River M)oard a 28-foot rowboat. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Abse~:~l- on 

Where are Congress and the United Na[iot~s Seenrity Council on ehemiea] 

weap,:ms? 

EDITORIAL 

For N ew York (;it)" Com~ciI 

’F~e Times makes recommendations for six contested races in the Democratic 

primau, 

EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 

Semnus Heatrmy, :Poet of ’the Silent Things’ 

In decades of lyrical eomposi~ons, the writer mastered a Drz{ble fear 

magnificently. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

War- Weariness 

The president is out on a most precarious limb on the Syt{a 

~ CehJmnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Politically, Ouc Next Big Thing 

Parties don’t always manage to recruit serious candidates for 

Senate races. That’s where you come in. 

~ Column~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Much Less Speci~d RelationsFdp 

The notion o[ following the United States into war has tnrned 

toxic in Bribaino 

For mera o,oinian go to NYTimes.comfOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

ii:!; ~:i~ i.i;d i ~":~:~ ii:~’I i i~i ~.:~:. ~ ~::::: ii ";:i .~ ~:~s: ~}i i,o:ii i~ ~:~ i;~ 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~ ] iPad® ] Android ] All 

Visit Ti~e New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Nai~ 

TNs is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’r’limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

As a member of tile TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protectin9 your privacy 

Urlsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == P[ivacy Policy I Contact i Adveitise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

humNing ~esson against Tar Heels 
coach Lar~ 

South Caro~m~ Fedora 

The Tar Heels’ 27-10 loss at confers with 

South Carolina on Thursday night 

proves that UNC has a "long way 

to go," coach Larry Fedora says. 

A play from the North Carolina-South Carolina game 

has received a lot of attention today. It’s Jadeveon 

Clowney, the South Carolina defensive end, being 

clipped by UNC offensive tackle Kiaro Holts 

Fh’st Look: LINC @ USC f 
08.2~.i3 

127 images of Tar Heels vs 
Gamecocks 

,’~ First Look: 

...... Photojournali 

st Robert 

Willett’s 

images of 
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This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Support Center <events@thesupportcenter- nc.org> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 8:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Support Center August Newsletter 





T}3e: 
SUPPORT= 
CENTER 

This message was sent from The Support Center to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. It was sent from: Vicki Lee 

Parker, 3120 Highwoods Bird, Suite 350, Raleigh, NC 27604. You can modify!update your subscription via the 

link below. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 8:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

Top Stories of the \Veek 

5. ~:~r-~a% Durham’s cor-~trovers(a~ ~" South 

marketing in a free g~ide from Constan~ Contact, 
Click Here .. 



I~ A lock indica’ms content available to paid subscribers, l ,e~.m 

Top Stories fro,,, this Week’s Print Edition 

~ Hic.h<isk p~m.ierl~s ske~,,~ 8qe returns ~ 

x~ 
Upsta~: Editor’s Choice 

People ~ Commerdal Real 

........................................................................... 

r                                                                 Pdce: 93,116,000 

Price per Square Feot: S0,00 
Building S~ze: I0,120 SF 

Featured Event 
................................................................................................................................ 

............................................. 

9~te~ 2013-09-05 





about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

~lany Risks, One Focusing BodyA single "air traffic controller" should allocate risk oversight 
responsibilities, NACD’s Advisory Council on Risk Oversight said. By Cheryl So#is Martel 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives The Western Union Co. named Frances Fragos 
Townsend a member of the company’s board of directors and its compliance committee. E’TRADE Financial 
appointee Richard J. Carbone, Prudential Financial executive vice president and former Prudential CFO, to the 
board. 

NACD Voice 

Information Flow Beyond the CEO Steve Walker, NACD General Counsel and head of the Board Advisory 
Services, suggests ways to mitigate the inherent imbalance in information flow between management and the 

board. 

NACD BoardVision 

NACD BoardVision - Directorship NACD Directorship 2020: The Board’s Role in Talent 
2020 Conversation: Asymmetric 

Information Risk 
Performance Metrics Development 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Upcoming Events 

Sept. 10I Los Angeles, CA I NACD Directorship 2020 

Sept. 25 I Webinar I Quarterly Audit Committee Update 

Oct. t3-15 I National Harbor, MDI NACD Board Leadership Conference: Future-Prooling the Boardroom 

Nov. 12 I Webinar I The Next Wave in Requlation and Compliance: ~at’s Ahead for 2013 

Dec. 3 ~ New York, NY ~ Directo~hip 100 Gala 

Dec. 9-10 ~ Miami, FLI Director Professionalism 

Dec. 12-13 I Miami, FL I Master Class 

Dec. 18 I Webinar I Compensation Committee Series 

For a complete listing, visit NACDonline.or¢~vents. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 1:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Lissa, you have 10 friend requests 

You have new notifications, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since you iast logged in, Here are some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 2:27 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Obama to Seek Congressional Backing tbr Syria Strike 

Obama to Seek ConN-essional Backing for Nyria Sl~-ike 

President Barack Obama on Saturday said he is prepared to order strikes against Syria to 

punish the government for its alleged use of chemical weapons, but said he will seek 

authorization from Congress before moving forward. 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Lisa Anderson Williams via LinkedIn <member@li~kedin.com> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 9:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 





Collegeboard@ ...... ply.eollegeboard.org t~, yot~: add:ea b, ,, ,k    " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 3:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Seeks Approval by Congress tbr Strike in Syria 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ii£i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THiS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [od~y’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis D~y ~ CUSTOMIZE. 

Top News 

Obama Seeks Approval by Cor~gress for Str~ke in ~’r~-~d~ 

Ny~*~ a 

President Obama abruptly cbanged com’se by asking lawmakers,        ~"-~ 

who are ~ot due [o return to tow~ for more than a week, to give 

him authorization before he launches a limited miliary strike against Syria. 

WHITE HOUSE MEMO 

p~oeMdent Pulls La~qrlriakePs Into Box He Made 

The path to this moment on Syria has been mope complicated 

thau a single uRerance abou[ a red line. 

~ Text of ~resident Obama’s Remarks on Syria 

l’Vorid of Grief m~d Doubt A~er m~ Adoptee’s 

Death 

The dea[h of Max Shatto, a Russian boy adopted by a Texas 

faro i]y, bolstePed an intern atJon al fl~ror over tb e adoption of 

Russian ckildreu. Aud it devashited fl~e couple accused of abusiug him. 

~ [] Video: Death of a Russian Orphan 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ vwEo, Obama Seeks Suppo~°t on S.y~’ia 

Am eH ca n presiden ts generally wan t snpport fl’om th ree places: 

Congress, the ~erican people and allies abroad. In the ease of a 

l)Ossible mi]ih~ry strike in Syria, suppo~ may be in short supply. 



OPINION I OPINION 

>’Sq!.firrel Power.~ 

A single squirrel can disrupt and fl’ush’ate thousands of people at 

a time, switching off our electrified l~ves for horn’s. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PRES~DENTOBANA, o~?, asking Congress to authorize }imJted mi}itar) s~rikes against 

S3’rLa, 

World 

Obama~s Deeisio~ to Seek .Approval First 

iLe~hens S~spe~se of Attack 

At the end of a nerve-racMng day, Syrians were shoeked by the 

president’s speech. ?dso relieved, bewildered~ confused, 

tr~mnphant and angry. 

~ F.73 I. Sharpens .q.cruti~y of Syria:qs i~ US. 

crossed 

Kerry Seeks to Reassm0e Syria~t Opposition Leader 

The secretary of st4tte told Ahmed al-3arba that the president was still 

determined to hold the Syrian governraen~ accountable for a chemical weapons 

attack. 

Enfissio~s 

A plan woNd s~qNy limit the carbon dio~de China produces 

from fossil fuels, which eonstknte over a quaAer of the world’s 

total such emissions. 

DAYS I 
Of: 
HAZE A 

U,S, 

Facing Fire Over Challenge to Louisiar~a~s O[1 

A panel created after Hurricane Katfina as an apoliticO force for 

flood eontroI filed a lawsnit against nearly loo oil and gas 

[~ John M. 
"": Ba ~ry, 

by the 



companies, arguing that diey neglected to fix damage to wethmdso 

A Camelot Nostalgia Tour ~br Those Who 
Remen~be~°, m~d Those l~qm Don~t 

Attention is turning to John F. Kennedy’s Camelot u~th as much 

intensity as the commemorations last week for the 5oth 

anniversary of the March on Washin gton. 

New Moon P*°obe Raises Q~mstions About V~hat 
to Do Next in Space 

W bile scientists are excited about what the experiment may 

yield, they are also coneerned about the absenee of thture 

voyages on N.&SA~s schedule. 

Business 

O|ympic Wheel of Fortune 

In a high--stakes finandal b~ttle, squash~ wr~sding, baseball and 

soRball are vying for enh’y into the ao2o Games - and the 

endorsements, government flmds and vast prestige "fiaat come 

with it. 

Abram 

Internati 

PROTOTYPE 
Che°n9 

Rainbow Loom’s Success, From 2,ooo Pounds of ....... Chocn 
N~, 

From tmmbie beginnings in a f~ther’s living room, t~ainbow 

I,oom. a kit to make bracelets out of rubber bm)ds, has skyrocketed in 

populaHty. 

THE BOSS 

Trek Bieyele’s Chief, on Lessons of the N~ght 

Shill 

The chief executive of Trek B~eyele says a summer in a plastics 

h~eto~7 dm~ag his eollege years taught him kl~e value d hard work. 

JOHN 

Sports 

At 6% Cou~lh~ Proves a Taskmaster Can Be 

Tender 

Tom Coughlin, known for his ranting style and sh’ict discipline, 

CougMi 



has mellowed after the hi~±h of his gran&’hildren, but some of his 

rules will never go away. 

, Gants rake Wait-and-See Approach A~er Brown’s Injury 

Seekir~g Solace on the Fie~d 

A family aud a high school tbotball team chose to turn to fl~e 

sport tk;a u~iked ~em as a way of ~ealing after a player died 

fl’~-~m head traumao 

2.?,?b 

Lo~4ng So~tbaI~ Is Easier Than Living It 

Elite soRbal] players, like many other top Americau tSmale 

athletes, leave the country to secure paychecks big enough to 

stay in the game. 

Abbott 

For a Classic Motown So~g About Money, Credit 

The songu~’ker Barter Strong has had his name s~’u& 

copyright documenN for "Money (That’s What I Wa~t),~ 

Motown’s fi~sk national hit. 

PoetrT "~qritl-er~ in Porcelain 

For the artist Edmund de Waal, who is preparing ibr his fi~t 

exhibition in the Uuiked States, "pots turn into words, and words 

t~_~ into pob," 

~ [] Slide Show 

de Waal 

his 

A l(h~gmaker for Doam~er~tagies 

Thorn Powers, the organizer of Toronto Film [.’esfival’s 

documents7 section, sta~s Fvviewing hundreds of entries, 

wi~fia assis~mee, in June. 

~ 
Thom 

Powers 

Magazine 

12 Minutes of Freedom in 460 Days of Capti~" 

My kidnapping marked tlae moment when one life ended aud 

another began. 

RIFF 

Two (Sucked) Tlm~bs 

For the self-identified ciueaste, new parenthood doesn’t mean 

just seeing a lot fewer movies; ik means no longer trusting y~-~ur 

judgment about the rare movies you do get to see. 

EAT 

The Key to a Truly Great Chicken ~%~ing 

Americans associate wings with fl’ying. This is a mistake. 

rand 

Today’s Video 



The so-called activist investors flocking to Wall Street are major 

shareholders ~th hedge fund money, and they are using their 

eloat to push around companies like Dell, Sony and Apple. 

~ VmEO: Vows: Adam and Kendall 

As in theft: professional lives, Adam Ost~’ow and Kendall Aliment 

s~t’a’d their per~ona] relationship online. After numerous 

tweets, Instagram photographs and G-.chat sessions, they are 

getti~% married. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Labor~ Then al’~d Now 

From the March cm Wash ingtm~ to the fast-fbod strikes, workers h ave fi:mght 

lbr a decent living, but litde progress has been made. 

EDITORIAL 

Doetors a~d Their MedAeare Patients 

The percentage of doctors ace, epting new Medicare patients is rising, not falling. 

EDITORIAL 

The Hazard ot°Free-Trade Tobaeeo 

A proposa] from Malaysia would allow health considerations to take precedel~ee 

over expanded trade. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~a~o~ ~Nhat Is It Good For? 

Imagining President Obama’s fi~t draft. 

, Columnist Page I B1%1 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Adventure of Blondie mid the Bloodhom~d 

From teen morn to top cop: The tough and tender Cathy Lanier 

watches over the nation’s eapiN]o 

~ Columni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beauty m~d the Beasts 

.,~nm~ea’s public hinds are spectaenlar, fi’ee and horrendously 

neglected. Maybe members of O:mgress shou]d hike the Pacific 

Creek Trail to see for themselves. 

Fo; me~e oeir~ieI~ go to NYTimes.comiOpinion 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Pinterest 

[] iI .~; ~="~’ I ~[] 



Access The New York Times from anywhere with ot~r st~ite of apps: 

iP~~one’,~) l iPad(’~D Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~> 

Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 
He~p Section >> ’ m,nyt,com ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

TMa is an eu~ometecl e- maii. Please do not reply directly to this e-rnaiL 

Yod received this message bececlse yod signed clp for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 

As a member of t~e rRUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i AdvellJse 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC football team receives ~ 

humNing ~esson against 
Tar Heels 
coach Larry 

South Caro~im~ Fedora 

The Tar Heels’ 27-10 loss at confers with 

South Carolina on Thursday night 

proves that UNC has a "long way 

to go," coach Larry Fedora says. 

DeCock: North Carolina makes poor first 

impression in #~ime time 

Given a chance to play for a national audience, the 

Tar Heels produced a performance to forget, a turn of 

events almost as disappointing as the loss to South 

Carolina. 

UNG beset by tamiliar 

problems in a 27-10 loss 

against Sot~th Carolina 

An inability to stop long, game- 

changing plays doomed the Tar 

Heels in a disappointing season- 

opening 27-10 defeatto the 

Gamecocks in Columbia. 

South 

Carolina’s 

Darius 

English (5) 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

What Were They Thinking? 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Laura E. Chub <membe@linkedin.com~ 

Sunday, September 1,2013 6:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Your connection Laura E. Grub has endorsed you! 

Laura E 

Grub’s 

photo 

Linkedln 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goodmn Executive Seamh <bill@goodwinseamh.com> 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 7:31 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&~> 

Are you interested in becoming a Corporate Director? 

A~e youin~erested in becoming a 
"’Col-porate Directors> 

Goodwin Executive Search is leading a full day 

workshop to guide existing and aspiring 

corporate directors 

Boar@oom Prep: The ~ns~de ’[Yack 

¯ Pane~ Discussion: VM~at Do You Y~sh You’d Known 

public and pdvate companies: 

Director RenaissanceRe Holdings (Bern~uda), former 

Eric Piflmore - Senior Board Advisor. Oeioitte Center for 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~}F~CtOF ~F~ F~R~Rc]~t :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Requ~remen~ and Compensatbn 

¯ "V~at it Takes to be a Good Director Today"- 

~o~d, S~mt~oh Co~po~t~o~ (HAS,Am, 
Chairman, Kavli Foundation 

¯ "~at Can Happen ~en the Unexpected 

Happens?" Chuck Raymond -(Retired) Chairman, 

~ao and P~ es~dent Horizon Dnes, Inc. - A 

d~souss~on of Enterprise R~sk Management and how 

one company was heady ruined as the result of an 

Antbtrust prosecution by the U.S. DepaRment of 

J ustice. 

¯ Your Path to the Boardroom: The Inside Track- 

U~dersta~d~ng the board seleot~on process; 

~,,~op~ ~o~ ~; wh~ ~ you ~dd ,’~ to 

consideration; Geeing on the r~dar: how to maximize 

ne~,iorking S search firms 



own due diligence. 

d~mes Olsot~ - Dfrector, Maple Lea~ Foods (MF!), ,ormer 

Director. Winn~Dixie 

Jewe~l Hoover- Director, Fifth Third BanR and AARP 

s~nd hsc~us~or~ ~r~ the Goodw~n director search dasbase 

~’~’~ ................. .................. 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was ~n~ to Ibroome@emaikunc.edu by bill@qoodwinsearch,com :: 
._U_~__d__’_a_t__e____P_r_o__fjj_e_/__E_[T!_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s_’~ Instant removal widl _S__a__f}e__U__r)__s__u__b__s__c_&b__e_TM _P__rj_v__a__c_’~L__P__o_[Lc_~:. 

Goodwin Executive Search :: 766 Whitaker Mill Road :: Raleigh NC :: 27608 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 2:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 58, 09/02/2013 

Table of Contents 

Divided Loyalties: Using Fiduciary Law to Show Institutional Corruption 

Nichae[ Pierce, Harvard University - Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics 

Why Legalized Insider Trading Would Be a Disaster 

George W. Dent, Case Western Reserve University School of Law 

Shell Companies and Their Role in Corporate Restructuring 

Ishita Das, National Law University 3odhpur (NLU3) 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW e3OURNAL 

[~ Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"Divide~ Loyalties: Usin# Fiauciary Law to Show Institutiona~ Corruption ..... 

Edmond L SaCka Working Paper:s, No. i9 

glIC,~Ek ]~IENCE, Harvard University - Fdmond 3. Safra Center for Ethics 

Fmail: mpierce@jd 14 ,law,harvard,edu 

What exactly is institutional corruption? There is consensus on the general idea: this type of corruption is generally permitted by law, and involves 
structural and systematic forces as opposed to individual rogue actors. However, there is no such agreement on its precise contours. There are an 
abundance of definitions for institutional corruption, many of them complicated and bloodless, or requiring divisive normative judgments about what 
exactly constitutes a given institution’s socially optimal mission. 

Professor Lawrence Lessig developed a shortcut around this analytically difficult road, coining the methodology of "dependence corruption," which 

he used to show that Congress is corrupt due to the current system of campaign finance. Lessig has met with some success, largely due to the 

parsimonious nature of his dependence corruption analysis, which lends itself to a straightforward narrative, and his method’s rejection of 

substantive distortion - he does not need to point to a particular "bad" bill being passed (or a "good" bill being buried in committee). However, 
"dependence corruption" analysis, at least of the kind Lessig applied to Congress, requires historical evidence regarding the nature and purpose of 

an institution, which limits reformers’ ability to extend the analysis to other institutions. 

This Article aims to provide reformers with another analytical shortcut, one that captures the same benefits as Lessig’s analysis (without requiring 
historical analysis) and enables reformers to produce simple, powerful examinations of certain institutions - namely, those occupying positions of 
trust (fiduciaries) which use delegated power to act in the interests of those who entrusted them with that power (entrustors). Fiduciary duty and 
its exclusive benefit principle demand undivided loyalty from a fiduciary to its entrustor; the exclusive benefit principle thus provides a normative 
baseline from which to judge deviations corrupt. 

Courts have developed legal doctrines to enforce this duty. This Article explicates the duty of loyalty inquiry from corporate law, which has dh’ect 

relevance to reformers focused on institutional corruption. The doctrine provides a stark exception to courts’ usual reluctance to second-guess 

business decisions made by a board of directors: if a plaintiff provides evidence of a conflict of interest, the burden of proof shifts to the defendant, 
who must rebut what is essentially a presumption of unfairness. Reformers should invoke this doctrine and use it to guide their inquiries; this will 

focus their efforts on unearthing conflicts of interest and then declaring institutions (in a fiduciary-like position) presumptively corrupt, without 

delving into whether the substantive outcomes the institution is producing are "good" for society or not. 

~i Free Download 
::i::i::i)’Why Leg~lize~ ~sider Tra~li~g Wou~d 8e a Disaster" ...... 

Delaware ~lourna! of Corporate Law (D~ICL), VoL 38, p, 247, 2023 

(;~ORGE W, D~I~T, Case Western Reserve University School of Law 

Email: gwd@po.cwru.edu 

Although insider trading is illegal, a stubborn minority still defends it as an efficient means of compensating executives and spurring innovation. 
However, this minority assumes that legal insider trading would be constrained by the personal wealth of the insiders so that the scope of insider 
trading would rarely or never be so large as to cause outsiders to stop trading in affected stocks. This Note argues that there would be no such 
constraint because insiders could obtain outside financing to fully exploit their informational advantage. Outsiders would flee the public stock 
markets, which would drastically shrink or disappear. The prospect of huge trading profits would induce managers to change many decisions, often 
to the detriment of the firm, in ways that would be virtually impossible for corporate monitors to detect. Accordingly, the case of legalizing insider 



trading is insupportable. 

iiiiiii"She~ Companies and Their Role in Corporate Restructuring" 
Free Dowo~o~a 

~H~TA DAS, NaLional Law UniversiLy 3odhpur (NLU3) 

Email:             @~m~iLcom 

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the scheme of reverse mergers, involving shell companies, ascertain the role of shell companies ~n 
corporate restructuring and discuss the pitfalls of investing in reverse merger companies. 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 3:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: President Seeks to Rally Support tbr Syria Strike 

................ ] ~.’i~;:~t ~:,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: i3i.:b:~c:ii~,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTNISE4~IAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

Preside~t Seeks to Rally Support for S.~’ia Strike 

The Obama adminisb’ation begun a f@I-press eampaig)~ for 

CongressionN approval of its plan to carry out a punitive strike 

against lhe Syrian government. 

rebel 

fighter I 

WASHINGTON MEMO 

History ~&side, Obama Bets or~ Congress 

By asking Congress for authorization to retuliate agui~st Syria, President 

Obama has put himself at the mercy of at~ institution that has bedeviled his 

presidency for years. 

Drug Agent~ Use Vast Phone Trove, Eclipsing 

The scale and longevity of a data storage program l’m~ by the 

government in pat knership with AT&T was unmatched by other 

govermnenk programs, including the N utional Seem’ib, Agency’s gatheing of 

phone coil logs. 

, ~ Document: Synopsis of the Hemisphere Project 

A New 

York I 

trainin9 

site for 

th~ - oh 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ Vn)EO: Brazil’s Hm~mr G~errHlas 

) Few staYt-ups in Brazil have had success like t orta dos Fm~dos, a 

comedy troupe whose YouTube channel is the country’s most 

popular. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

V~:hen City gle~rfions Were Ftm 

When Norman Mailer nm for mwor, [he race was faded by Lhe outsize talent 

that powered New York itselL 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

RACHELLE JACKSON, a~ official at Arche Advisors, a mo~{to~’i~g group baaed m 
Califot’tfi;~, 

World 

Morsi and Mtlslim Brotherhood Leaders Charged 

With h~eifing Murder 

The charges seemed to extinguish hope of a p~ki[ieal resolution 

that won]d bring the Muslim Brotherhood out from tmdergrotmd 

and ha& inLo the po]ifienl process. 

ed Mo~si 

Senior Chinese Official Falls Under Scrutiny as Some Point 

to Larger ]Inquiry 

Jia~g Jiemin is the fi~t f~l] mere bet" cg the elite Ce~tral O:,mmittee to be 

publicly singled ouL on eomqYdon charges under the eountU’s leader, Xi 

diz;ping. 

Rubber- Suit Monsters Fad e. Tiny Tokyo,s 

In an er~ when digital eff>ets have made the use of small modds 

and suited ae[ors look quaint, tokusaLsu, or "speda] 

ot~ the way out. 

U,S, 

Surprising Friend of Gay Ri~ts ira a Hi~ Place 

When Preside*~t Ronald Reagan nominated :M~thony M. 

Kem~edy to the Supreme Corn% few eouh-I have imagined the 

esteem Justice Kennedy would one day earn among advoeaLes of 

gay rights. 

~ nthony 

Arrests of:} }~[ayors Reinfuree Florida’s Notoriety as a 



Hothouse ~or Corruption 

In a s~e ~hat led ~he nation in convictions of publie officials ]as~ decade~ dm 

]eade~ of Home~tead, Swee~vater and Miam~ I,akes were apprehended wKh~n a 

B~g Screens That Not All of Hollywood Adores 

For many in the audience of the ttollywood BowI, the arrival of 

fore: high-defiu~ion video sereeus has been a g~. But ~ot all are 

~hfilled by the teehnNoay. 

Business 

Fast and Flawed Inspections of Factories 

Abroad 

While some audiks are performed in depth, retailers oKen choose 

"cheek the box" inspections that fail to uncover subs~ndard 

conditions aud outrigbt fraud. 

~ Graphic: rwo Plans for Safety at Bangladas~ Factories 

Huge Su~n~ner ibr Hol|.~ood~ but ~qth Few 

Blockbusters 

Ti&e~ revenue in Not’~h ~m~qea totaled ~4.7~ billion, up 

pe~ent from last smnmer, but a competition glut hurt tihns that 

could bare been bits iu a tbinner field. 

News CorpJs Tight Grip on Australia’s Papers 

Shapes ]Its Po]ilies 

The company owns roughly 6o percent of the newspaper market 

share aud recent ouflandisb front pages depicting political 

leaders have some saying it holds too muc~ political a~v~y. 

Sports 

~Villiams’s Skill Speaks Volumes in Easy Victory 

Over Stephens 

The infighting bebxeen the top :~nm~ean female players Se~ma 

Williams a~d Sloane Stepheus over flae last f~w mm~ths se~wed as 

a backdrop ko Williams’s dominank 6%, 6-1 victory. 

, Before A~empting to Top Opponents, U.S Open P~ayers M ust Beat 

ed just 



Real Madrid Completes Lo~g:Awaited Deal for 

The Welsh midfielder Gareth Bale’s transfer @ore Toktcnham to 

Real Madrid was believed to be wo~N~ about ~3o million, which 

would set a record. 

2’: 
~ CrC’rin 9 

ORIOLES 7, YANKEES 3 
Andy 

Bullpen Collapse Costs Yankees Sweep After P~ 
~eft Effective Start by Petfi~e                       ~::~ 

Andy Pe~i~e pitched well through six innJn gs, but a seven-run 

seventh helped the Orioles salvage the finale of a three-.game series. 

, El Box Score i Rare 2nd Operation Saved Yankee PitcheCs Career 

~ Basebail Roundup: Sweep o~ Rays Pu[s Athietics in Good Playoff Position 

Arts 

Remembering the Spark Tl~at ]Ignited a Creative Fire 

Rea4e~s @can the worlds of television, classical music, dance, pop music, vMeo 

games, ar~ and theater share experiences that kind]ed their first er~;ative and 

professional sparks. 

BAGAN JOURNAL 
[~ Melissa 

Opening a Door to [he Burmese PasL and l-]~e 
I Chiu, 

PresenL Too 
centeL 

Cura[ots ars? woz&ing in Myanmar to assemble a collection of 

Budr~,ist art that v*~ll travel to the United States and of[~r a rare glimpse into 

the conntD;s histor?L 

:Daneinb in tJ~e :Ete~al PresenL Before tlarsh 
Madeon Reality lnterve~ed 

The news of two deaths at Elee[~e Zoo 2o13, the fifth annual 

I,abor Day weekend or" e]ech:on~e mush? on Ranclalls Island, casts a 

shadow over what was supposed to be a celebradon. 

Electronic Music Festival is Canceled After 2 Deaths 

Obituaries 

David FrosL Interviewer Who Got Nixon to [~ David [ 
Apologize for l’Vatergate, Dims at 74 ....... Fro~t 

former 

A ]ongOme broadeasker, Mr. Frosk was best kno~q~ for incisive 

inte~qews with publie figures, including talks wikh former 

President Richard M. Xixon, which he called the highlight of his career. 

:Lotfi Mansouri, 84, Opera Troupe Director 

Mr. Mansonri, who ran the San Francisco Opera and Canadian 

Opera Company in Tot~)nto, introduced a system of showing the 

wo~Ns’ translations on video screens din:Jug perfbrmances. 

Mansou 

i rail ~[ oberezny, Pilot "Who Fom~ded Popa~lar 

Fly-In, Dies at 9~ 

At zS, Mr. Poherezny flew the first aireraR he ever traveled 

and later fcmnded the Exl~erimenta] ,Nreraft Organization. 

...... Poberez 

n~ 

Today’s Video 



Melissa Clark makes a dip tha ~ even e&~plant ha ~e~ can’t resist. 

~ Re~ated Article 

~ vmEo: I~t Perfom~mme: 3o~ Normmt 

Sch~mider 
&_m Norman Schneider plays RaIph in the Nabo*mI 
American Tb eater Company revival of th e ~ 935 Clifford Odors 
play about a Je~dsh family in dm Depression-era Bronx. The show is at 
W alkerspaee. 

~ VmEO: Beating the Streak 

After two decades of losing, the Pil~sbm’gh Pirates are follicle. 

This month could btqng a eelebradon of an actual berth 

playoffs. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Saner Approach or~ Drug Laws 

The J usLiee Department says ~hat sta~es are fl’ee to legalize pot, bu~ that the 

govemme~t will be watehi~g. 

EDITORIAL 

Chash~g OiPN[orgm~ Ch~e 

Will scrudny lead to greater scrutiny at banks that now seem too big to manage? 

EDITORIAL 

Reakity l[~trudes Before the l~ekoff 

The agreement to pay retired i_~,laye~s who claim damage fl’om eotmussions is an 

overdne step in the N.F.L.’s evolutiom 

For i:v)re or~ini~n go t~ NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

S ~ ~ [r~ ~,or~i-~’a(;i-o r Servit~de 
~.:~ ;EN ~ EE GO~E.~ON 

Guest-worker p~x)grams in the U*fited States a~ p]agued by debt, 

fraud a~d coercion. The government should curb the system’s 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Love for ][.,abo~¯ Lost 
By P.\Ui. XRbGwi.::,N 

How the l’[g]lt came to have contempt for workers. 

, Columnis~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A New Kited of Union 

If workers ea~’t b,~ rgai~ togeth or, let th em orga~ze po~itica lly. 

For i:v)re or~ini~n go t~ NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 4:44 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Vodalbne Board Backs Verizon Deal in Principle 

Vodafone Board Backs Verizon Deal in Principle 

The board of Vodafone approved in principle over the weekend a deal to sell its 45% 

stake in Verizon W~reless to Verizon Communications, according to a person familiar with 

the situation--the latest step toward final approval of the $130 billion deal. 

Vodafone’s board continues to deliberate some details of the transaction, and any final 

decision would be contingent on what Verizon’s board decides, this person said. 

Vodafone confirmed in a statement late Sunday it was in "advanced" talks over the sale of 

the stake, and confirmed a price tag of $130 billion in cash and stock, but also said at the 

time there was no certainty that a final agreement will be reached. A Vodafone spokesman 

wasn’t immediately available for comment early Monday. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC football team receives ~ 

humNing ~esson against 
Tar Heels 
coach Larry 

South Caro~im~ Fedora 

The Tar Heels’ 27-10 loss at confers with 

South Carolina on Thursday night 

proves that UNC has a "long way 

to go," coach Larry Fedora says. 

DeCock: North Carolina makes poor first 

impression in #~ime time 

Given a chance to play for a national audience, the 

Tar Heels produced a performance to forget, a turn of 

events almost as disappointing as the loss to South 

Carolina. 

UNG beset by tamiliar 

problems in a 27-10 loss 

against Sot~th Carolina 

An inability to stop long, game- 

changing plays doomed the Tar 

Heels in a disappointing season- 

opening 27-10 defeatto the 

Gamecocks in Columbia. 

South 

Carolina’s 

Darius 

English (5) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iTunes --~di~over@new.imnes.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 7:12 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

$6.99 Albums: Sept. 2 - 5 Only 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect <NCAAconnect@ncaa.org> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 7:51 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR INFORNATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

DI Women’s Golf Committee recommends format change to championship 
The Division I Women’s Golf Committee has recommended a change to the format of the championship that includes match play being used as the way to determine the 
national team champion, starting in 2015. 

West Coast Conference can implement baseball instant replay rule 
The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a request to allow the West Coast Conference to use experimental instant replay rules during its conference tournament in 
2014. 

PROP approves format scoring change in skiing 
The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a change to the scoring format where only the top-30 finishers in alpine and nordic events will be awarded points beginning 
in the 2013-14 academic year. 

Top 30 Woman of the Year nominees announced; first Paralympic student=athlete honored 
Thirty women, selected from a group of more than 450 nominees, have been chosen as the top 30 honorees for the 2013 NCAA Woman of the Year award 

Division Ill Presidents Council supports key health and safety legislation 
Street drug testing and team physician requirement at the heart of the council’s debate 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
2013-14 NCAA Drug-Testing Medical Exceptions Procedures 
Institutions must follow these procedures to request an exception for use of a medically pr~scribed banned drug 

2013_2014 NCAA Year Round Drug Testing Site Coordinator Manual 
The NCAA conducted 10,973 drug tests during the 2009-10 on Division I and Division II campuses during the academic year and summer months This manual should be used 
as a resource for athletic administrators for planning and executing a successful onsite drug testing collection 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

@20!2 NCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Brief: Vodatbne, Verizon Agree on $130 Billion Deal 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

Vodafone, Ve~zon Agree on S13o Billion Deal         ~ 

Chinese Data Underpins Gold, Oil 

Phm#ng Cu~’~’enMes Plague Asian Firms Due To Off~hore 

Ke~’s Syria C~pM~ ~keiy to Define His Legacy 

How SVae Powers, Congressional _~t~on Have Intersected Over T~ne 

Syria Debate ~ng Le~, ~ght on Execu~ve-Branch L~ts 

Lawmakers Will Seek to ~nfit Syria A~lthoeizafion 

N~WS V~DEOS 

The P~iippi~es is Investors~ Top :Pick ~n _~ia 

Delay to Syria StNkc Knocks Gold and Oil in Asia 

British Broadcaster Da~d Frost Dies at 74 

U.N. Experts Beg~n AnalyMs of S~ples From S3~’ia 

Obama: Ready to Act Against S~a, But W~ Seek Autho,’izafion 

N~WS PODCASTS 

The Wall Street 3ourna~ T~is Morning Nep. o~ 

Thek4omingBrief WSJ 300x250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 12:36 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Verizon Seals Deal for Vodalbne Stake in U.S. Wireless Venture 

Verizon Seals Deal for Vodafone Stake in U.S. Wireless 
Venture 

Verizon Communications has agreed to pay $130 billion for Vodafone Group’s stake in 

their U.S. joint venture, an enormous deal that gives Verizon full control of its wireless 

operations after more than a decade of on again, off again negotiations. 

The acquisition of Vodafone’s 45% stake in Verizon Wireless is the second-largest ever 

behind another Vodafone deal--the $172 billion acquisition of Mannesmann in 1999. It will 

produce a windfall for bankers and tilt Vedzon further away from its regulated, unionized 

past. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 12:53 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Lissa, you have notifications pending 

Hi Lissa, 

Here’s some activity you may have missed on Facebook. 

~ t0 .~rien~ request:; 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 6:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: CBS, Time Warner Reach Deal to End Blackout 

CBS, Time Warner Reach Deal to End Blackout 

CBS reached a deal with Time Warner Cable, ending a monthlong blackout of the CBS 

network on the cable operator’s systems. 

The two companies announced the deal late Monday afternoon. CBS, along with CBS’s 

premium channel Showtime, had gone dark on Time Warner Cable systems in major 

markets such as New York and Los Angeles in early August after the companies failed to 

reach a new agreement on the fees the cable operator should pay for the right to carry 

CBS programming. 

The companies didn’t disclose specific terms of the agreement although in separate 

statements each indicated they were satisfied. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <j obs- lislings(~linkedin com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 6:08 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnkin: Western New England University, SBBCollege and Hult Intemationg~ Business School ~xe looking for candidates like you. 

Ct4ni(:st Adjunci Fac4sity 
Western New England University 

SpringfiekL Massachusetts Area 

SBBOollege 

Bakersfield, California Area 

/\.ssi.sl a ni Dea8 

Hult hsternational Business School 
San Francisco Bay Area 

Joumaiis..’,’-:: Depa~tmer~l Chair 

Quinnipiac University 
Greater New York City Area 

Unbersal Technical Institute 

Dallas/Felt Worth Area 

Director of Finance 

KIPP Delta Public Schools 
Greater Memphis Area 

Teci:nology and h:novatio~?, "..’e.nare Tr~.~c.k 

Saint Mary’s College of CaliI0tNa 

San Francisco Bay Area 

Directo.L Ca~ee.~ Set~,;icesoStockton 

Carrington Colleges Group 

Stockten, California Area 

Academic Daan 

Concorde Career CelLges, Inc. 

Jacksonville, Florida Area 

Associate Dea~] of Sk..’dents, Budget 

The University of Chicago 

Greater Chicago Area 

View Job 11 

View Job rl 

View Job B 

View Job B 

View ,h>b [] 

View Job I1 

View Job [] 

View Job B 

View Job D 

View Job I1 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

AALS Creditors-Debtors Committee Discussion List <AALSCREDITORS@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU> on behalf of 
Kelli Alces <kalces@LAW.FSU.EDU> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 6:30 PM 

AALSCREDITORS@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU 

[AALSCILEDITORS] Fwd: CaJl for Papers, AALS: Expanding Boaard DiverisVy 

AALS SEGG Call for Papers.docx 

Hello All, 

Attached is a call for papers for the new section on Economic GloboJization and Governance. The topic is the "radical expmasion in mgulatoU eflbrts to promote 
demographic diversity on corporate boards." 

Best, 
Kelli 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http:lllistserv.umkc.edulscripts/wa.exe?SUBED I=AALSCREDITORS&A= 1> or send an email message to the address listsew@listsep,~ umkc edu, with the text 
SIGNOFF AALSCREDITORS in the bo~ of the message. 

You are subscribed to the AALSCREDITORS list as &*TO;. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manaqer@listserv umkc.edu 



CALL FOR PAPERS ANNOUNCEMENT: 

Inaugural Meeting of the AALS Section on Economic Globalization and Governance 

2014 AALS Annual Meeting 

Section Meeting: January 3rd, 8:30 am to 10:15 a.m. 

New York, New York 

After several years of consideration, in August, 2013 the Section on Economic Globalization and 

Governance ("SEGG") received approval as a provisional section of the AALS. SEGG is sponsoring a 

Call for Papers for its program during the AALS 2014 Annual Meeting in New York City. A description 

of the subject of the Call for Papers appears below. 

Comparative Corporate Governance Meets Demands for G~eater DiversiO,: 

In Favor of Hard, Soft or No Legal Supports for Enhancing Board Diversity 

The centerpiece of SEGG’s inaugural panel is the legislative and regulatory efforts to promote 

greater ethnic and gender diversity on corporate boards which have been launched around the world in 

the past few years. The international drive to enhance board diversity is of paramount importance 

because board-centric governance remains preeminent in virtually all business entities of substantial 

scope. Second, globalization has enhanced the breadth and influence of corporate affairs, and hence the 

power of corporate boards of directors worldwide. Third, the project of enhancing board diversity 

remains complex and contested, as is evident in the variety of approaches extant, their results, and the 

myriad opinions surrounding them. For this reason, greater academic attention to this subject is 

warranted. 

Gender-parity laws appear to be achieving particular prominence. Parliaments in Italy, the 

Netherlands, Iceland and Belgium have enacted gender-based laws recently; Norway’s and Spain’s (very 

different) quota laws have existed for several years. France adopted a 40% quota law in 2011. Australia 

adopted a "comply or explain" law effective January, 2012; and last year the UK also endorsed a similar 

disclosure-based rule. In November 2012 the EU Commission proposed legislation embracing 40% 

representation of "the under-represented sex" in non-executive board positions by 2020. 

Here in the U.S., the SEC now requires public companies to enunciate whether they consider 

diversity in evaluating board candidates and "how diversity is considered." Finally, in response to data 

emerging from a UC Davis study, in August 2013 the California Senate passed a resolution calling for the 

state’s companies to have more women on their boards. Mirroring this increase in hard and soft 

regulations to promote diversity, there is greater study of board diversity and its effects in management 

and law journals and by management consultants. For example, studies by McKinsey, the Conference 

Board and Catalyst support the value-added of greater board diversity. 

Perhaps ironically, alongside this push for greater demographic diversity on boards, there is 

greater pluralism in conceptualizing the role and functions of corporate directors, consistent with the 

waning absolutism of shareholder primacy theory. In sum, international interest in corporate governance 

has never been greater, and it is paralleled by interest in enhancing the demographic diversity of 

corporate boards. This drive reflects a twin concern for promoting both economic growth (diverse boards 



may better counter wealth-destroying groupthink and perhaps even excessive managerial agency costs) 

and also promoting social justice (diverse boards reflect meritocratic values and may bolster more 

sustainable, socially responsible business practices). 

Nevertheless, controversies abound. Will diver-sity lead to unproductive dissension on boards? 

Must diversity come at the cost of wealth-enhancing "experience"? Can the disclosure approach achieve 

meaningful results or are quotas or other substantive requirements warranted? What forms of diversity 

are most important to achieving particular corporate and social welfare objectives relevant to business? 

What legal approaches, if any, are optimal for enhancing the kind of board diversity that matters? In 

what fashion do experiments in enhanced diversity signal evolution in international models of corporate 

governance? What patterns emerge with clarity from the complex academic studies of board function, 

and operation - and how do these relate to enhanced calls for more diverse board composition? This 

inaugural panel of SEGG seeks to address these questions through a discussion incorporating the results 

from this Call for Papers with expert commentary. 

If you are interested in presenting a paper, please submit a summary of no more than 

three double-spaced pages, by e-marl, on or before Friday, October 25th, 2013. in addition to the 

summary, you may also submit a complete draft of your paper. Direct your submission and any 

inquiries about this Call for Papers to: 

Professor Faith Stevelman 

Professor of Law, New York Law School 

Visiting Professor; Director, Center on Law, Business and Entrepreneurship, 
University of Washington School of Law 

stevelmn@uw.edu 

Papers may be accepted for publication but must not be published prior to the Annual 

Meeting. The Executive Committee of the SEGG will review and select papers for presentation 

at the program. The authors of the selected paper will be notified in or before Monday, 
November llth, 2013; commentators will be selected by the Executive Committee. Call for 

Papers participants in the Section’s program will be responsible for paying their annual meeting 

registration fee and travel expenses. 

Regrettably, only full-time faculty members of AALS member law schools are eligible to 

submit papers. Foreign, visiting (without a full-time position at an AALS member law school) 

and adjunct faculty" members; graduate students; fellows and non-law school faculty are not 

eligible to submit. Faculty- members at fee-paid non-member schools are also ineligible. 

Suggestions for future SEGG programs may also be directed to the Executive 

Committee via Professor Stevelman’s email. 



SEGG EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, 2013 

Chair, Faith Stevelman, Professor, NYLS; Visiting, University of Washington School of Law 

David Hunter, Professor, American University, Washington College of Law 

Tayyab Mahmoud, Professor, Seattle University School of Law 

Geoffrey P. Miller, Professor, NYU Law School 

Anita Ramisastry, Professor, University of Washington School of Law 

Edward L. Rubin, Professor, Vanderbilt University School of Law 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Monday, September 2, 2013 6:48 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Risk Retention for Collateralized Loan Obligations (CLOs): Re-Proposal Fact Sheet 

September 2, 2013 

On August 28, 2013, the federal agencies (the "Applicable 
Regulators’~) responsible for implementing regulators under 
Dodd-Frank re-proposed rules for risk retention requirements 
in ABS transactions, including CLO transactions. The re- 
proposal comes more than two years after the original 
proposed rules, which contained only one reference to CLOs 
and CLO managers. The re-proposal, however, contains 
significant provisions regarding CLOs that could fundamentally 
alter the shape of the CLO market. 
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seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Fhm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Joseph Widman <member@lmkedin.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 10:43 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your connection Joseph Widmma has endorsed you! 

Widman’ 
s photo 

Linkedln 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 3:44 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: PresMent Gans McCain’s Backing on Syria Attack 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Preside~t GM~r~s MeCain’~ Backing o~ Syria 

Al-taek 

The White House pushed fox,yard tot" Congressional approval of 

an attack on Syria as Presidenk Obama gok qualified support 

from a hawldsh Rep ubliean critic, Senator J ohn MeCain. 

rebei    I 

fighter I 
and a 

Drawing a Line on Ny~o]a, U.N. Eyes ][ra~ Talks 

Two recent diplomatic ventures have raised specu~atim~ about a possible back 

ekannel between Washin gton an d Tehran. 

UoSo-Rassivm "lies Still Fall ShoN of ’Reset’ Goal 

Much fanfare s m’rout~ded ~mriean eflBrks to "reseU relations 

w~th Russia, but the h~o coulltr]es are l~ow vetT far spa rt on 

issues like in ter~-ention in Syria. 

Obama 
ound 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vwEo: Stkrr~mer of Fire 

"[’he lessons learned fl’om the smnmer of ~988 when fires burned 

near~y cme third of Yellowstone Nafiolm~ Park eontilme to shape 

the way we fight wildfires raging across tim West today. 

, Re~ated Article 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

How a Cabal K+~eps Gc’~++~c,s Scarce 

Tb e cliff ca~ sb ortage of geneH c drugs eonfi n u es u n a bated. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DIANA NYAD, upon completing a swim from Cuba to 140rida after five attempts over 35 
years. 

World 

Brazil Angered Over Report NoSo.A, Spied on President 

Brazil’s govern ment su mm on ed the United States am bassador o~ Mort d ay to 

respond to new revelations of American surveillance of President Dilma 

Rousseff and he*’ top aideso 

MEMO FROM IRAQ 

Conjm°ing t|+e Gl~osls of Iraq% Br~*tal Past 
L:y 7 iM 

Even as the govemme;~t takes steps to remind ~raqis abon~ 

Saddam Hussein’s brukal ~v~ys, critics accuse Prime Miniaker 

Nufi KamaI al-MaliM of mimiddng many of his ~pressive ~aeties. 

~ Slide Show: In haq, Echoes of Another Era 

of 

ZANZIBAR JOURNAL 

I 1 =Amid Coral Reef~ m~d R~da~s, Ripples of Fear 
~ A ~oy 

tri+d to 

J 

Over a Receipt Attac:k c+*ch 

By NX:,~!::.)L,<S NUi. iSN ~:+e eye 

After ~vo Western women were harmed in an acid a~ack, 

residenN are worried that the island, known as a vacation paradise, will be 

bra*~ded hos die territoW, 

~ Slide Show: Zanzibar Faces Scrutiny 

U,S, 

Big Dreams, but :Little Co~se~s~s, for a New 

Detroit 

Detroit’s bankruptcy gives an American city a rare chance to 

reinvent itself from top to bottom, but questions about how it 

should proceed loom as large as lke answers. 

....... Marius 

Park is 



to Florida 

The endura~ce swimmer Diana Nyad, 64, on Monday became 

the first person to swim the ~ao miles from Cuba to Key West, 

Na., without a sha~k eag~o 

Colorado Recall Vote 

Two recall elections in the skate are being wet’bed closdy as a 

litmus test of how voters respol~d to l~ew measm’~s where gan 

eultawe is ii%rained. 

Business 

A Bet on the Enviromne]~t 

The company Mosaic functiol~s as an online renewable energy 

bank, sol~cit~n g inves~nents fbr solar p~jeets and maNng ]om~s 

for them. 

Padsh, 

with s 

Microsoft Gets NoJda Units, and Leader 

Microsoft reached a’n agreement to aeq uire the hanover and 

sea,’ices business of NoNe for more than $7.~ billio~ il~ al~ all- 

cash deal, and Stephen Elop, the chief executive of Nokia and a 

former MierosoR executive, will rejoin MierosoR. 

CBS Returns, TrimnpIlant, to CabJe Box 

An agreement with Time Warner Cable restores CBS m~d its 

related channels, like ShowNme, to miliions of cable subsei~bers 

]argely in three major cities, New Y~-~,rk, Los ~,~lgeles ai~d Dalias. 

Stephen 

Sports 

Federer 3brambles to Earliest Ezdt in ~o Years 

Roger Federer, seeded seven th, los t to ~9 th.-seeded Tommy 

Rohredo of Spaim 7-6 (3), 6-3, 6-4, in a fl~m~h-roun4 stunner at 

Louis Armstrong Stadium. 

,[] Graphic: For Amedcerl Men; the Plague Year 

sight 
Monday 



Rainy Day ¥ie|ds an A||-Italia~ Quar~er~h~a] 

~atching ~o Veter~s 

No. m Roberta Vinci bea~ Camila Giorgi, 6-2, 6-2, ~o a@anee to 

~he q ua~erfinals, whe~ she wiI1 face her fallow I~Nian [qavia 

Pen ~m~. 

, Spo~ts o~ The Times: Fans and Players Wail [or the Roof 

Rob~,~ I 
Vinci, 
above, 

Nlixed Feelings Over NoF.L, Cone~ssion                 Fujita 

A former N.F.L. player wilkes dmt he is conflicted by the 

concussion sett]eme~L which will b~ng relief to ~tired players but does ~o~ 

answer what was ]morea by the league about head iR}ufies. 

A~ts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

In Mountain Ah’, Foresight (l~laybe) 

the Telluride Film Festival ~n Colorado, previews of films to 

:": 

,~EARS 

SLAVE 

David Frost: Newsman, Showman, and S~aave at        ~-o.~, 
left~ and 

Ricilard 

Mr. Frost was a ~mwsman with a flair for show busi~mss, m~ 

enterkainer ~dkh a d~ongBdnl side, and at ~mes a slightly lustrous sehmoozer 

wikh sophistication and charm. 

~ o iLate de Kooning V~orks to Go on View~ m~d on 

Sale 

The Willem de Koo~dng N)un&~tion and Oagosian Galled~ phm to 

exhibit, am:l sell, 1 o pMntings by de Kooning in New ~%~q< this 

fail to raise money for scholarly and educational programs. 

Obituaries 

dlan~sz iLewmadowski, 8% Polish Peace Envoy in 

Vietnam~ Dies 

In Opera[ion Marigold, Mr. Lewandows~, ~eu a diplomat 

Poland, was give~ the task of tryi~g to i~dtiate NI~ betwee~ 

Washin~o~ and Hanoi in 1966. 

Tormmy N[orrison, Boxer and Co-Star i~ ’Rocky 

V,~ Dies at 44 

Mr. Morrison defeated George Fn, rema~ for the heavyweight 

Lie and starred as a boxing proff, g6 of Ro@ Balboa’s in "Rocky 

Lewand 

owski in 

lommy 
...... Momson I 

, right, 

Science 

Expecting the Best Yields Results in 

Adoptit~g rigorous standards, and stieIdng with them while giving 

teachers some breathi~g room, has hdped Massachusetts’ 

students z{se to No. I in the nation on science and math achievement. 



W~fl~ Common Core~ Fewer Topees Cove.red More 

~gorm~sly 

As states adopt the new Common Corn s~ndards for math 

education, teachers prepa~2 tbra shift fl’om bread{h {o depth, 

pa~eular~y ~n the eaH~er grades. 

Guesses and Hype Give Way to Data h~ Study of Education 

Amid a sore lack of data, one federal office is conducting randomized t~als of 

va~ous edue.ational programs to determi~m which lh’e up to thek" claims, 

Today’s Video 

h~ a Sesame Workshop lab, preschoolers play physics at~d 

engi~eering games with Grover a~d Ehno. It’s the newest effot~ 

in a mission to teach sdence concepts to children. But is it 

worMng? 

~ vw~o: in Perfo~nanee: Jon Norman        7~{ 

Schneider 

Jon Norraan Schneider plays Ralph in the National Asian 

~Mnerieat~ Theater Compa*~y revival of the 1935 Clifford Odets 

p] ay a bout a Jewish fa mily i n fl~ e Depres sio~ -era B ronx. Th e s h ow is at 

Walkerspaee. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Debating tim Case fm° Force 

President Obama needs to explain why limited militaW strikes against 

would be effective, 

EDITORIAL 

The Storm on New Yoek~s Horizon 

In the race to succeed Mayor Bloomberg~ the campaigt~s seem to be avoidil% 

any talk of u ~pleasant budgetmy realities 

EDITORIAL ] THE RURAL LIFE 

Empty Barn- Rafters 

The swallows have mowed ot~ yet again, ttow ~dd Lhey tmow it was Lime to leave? 

For more opini,.’.n; go to NYTimee.eomlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Traveling X’Vithout Seeing 

In our digital cocoons, we go evewwhere and nowhere. 

, CoJumni~ Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fitting Poverty~ a~d Critics 

Jeffrey Sachs is tuing to help villages in Ah~ea, but is his work 

maM~g a differel~ce? 

, Columni~ Page ] BIog 



OP-DOCS 

’No Ordina~°y Pass~.nB~r~ 

Stm~ T)ibben, a winner of the World Sidecar Champio~sI~p in 

~953, recounts the thfi]Is and pet{Is of his proh~ssion. 

Fe; :’r~e~e ooi¢~ioI~ eo to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Psge 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@,NYTimes Pirll:er~sl: 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhon~,~,~? ]iPad(’~ Android ] All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have, questions? Visit e,ur mobile website at 
He~p Section ~> ’ m,nyt,com ~ 

About This E-Mall 

TMa is an su~omste~ e- maii. Please do not reply directly to [his e-rnaiL 

Yod received this message becsclse yod signed clp for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 

As a member of t~e rRUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) <cmc@esewices.virginia.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 6:23 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: ACC Women’s Basketball Committee Update 

Lissa, 
Thanks for the update. See you soon. 
Carolyn 
Dr. Carolyn M. Callahan 
Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Curriculum Instruction and Special Education 
University of Virginia 
4.:t7 Emmet Street 
P.O. Box 400277 
Charlottesville, VA 22904--4277 
Phone: 434-924-0791 
Fax: 434-243-1379 

From: Broome, Lissa L [Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, September 02, 201t3 3:1t7 PM 
To-" Martha Putallaz, Ph.D.; Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu); ’Carolyn Callahan (cmcOvirginia.edu)’; Larry Kill@ugh (larryOvt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); 
’carmicha@wfu.edu (carmicha@wfu~edu)’; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe~gatech.edu); 3anie Hodge; Perrewe, Pamela; Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); 
saa02@pitt.edu; mjwasyleOmaxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01@louisville.edu) 
Subject-" ACC Women’s Basketball Committee Update 

Friends - t trust ev~-:~ryon~:_~ is having a relaxing Labor Day. The ACC Women’s Basketball CommaS:tee met August 22n~ in Greensboro. I am your FAR rep on tha~: 

committee. Here’s a brief updste about the s~gnff~cant ~ssues, aN of wNch re~ated to 20~4 snd beyond (so N~ck ~s not copied on this emaH). 

1. There was extensive discussion regard~n~ the future schedule model The women p~ay ~6 conference games (versus Z8 for the men). We were presented 

w~th three d~fferent reg~onaNzed models w~th three teams h~ 5 d~fferent regions --- North, Central. East, West, m~d South~ There was some difference in 

which teams were in wMch region w~tMn each model As ] understand it each tem~ would play the other two teams in its pod twice each season, and play 

each of the nompod teams once (aRernatmg between home and away). The stated ratk)nale beMnd the creation of the three-.team regionahzed pods was 

to 

a. Attempt to preserve traditional rivalHes 

b. Reg~onaNze partners in attempt to m~n~mize trave~ costs 

c. Reg~onaNze pro’triers ~n attempt to mh~mize missed class time 

d. Provide an easy and relatively h:~ica] [ormat for rims to foNow. 

2. We were a~s.:~ presen~:ed w~th the op~:~on of usk~g the men"s model in wMch each team has two primary part[~ers (that are p~ayed home and away). I]~ the 

men’s 18-team conference format, the non--primary parLners are played once alternating between home and away. We took numerous votes, but I believe 

we finally decided to adopL the men’s scheduling model, Nthough there was some uncerta~nW abouL whether it would work with a 16-.game con[:erence 

schedule. Pm*t of the issue w~th the pod mode~ was that in two of the three options Notre Dame m~d louisville were together, and the tMrd team (C~emson 

~n one option, and Georgia Tech ~n the other} objected. The option where Notre Dm~e and [.ouisvi][~ w~r¢ ~n different pods got the fewest votes, however. 

3. The WBB Committee formed a Strategic £1arm~ng Committee which has been meeL~ng to d~scuss Val gckerman’s White Paper recomrnendatk~ns for 

women’s coNege basketbaN. The WhRe ~aper is available 

The Strategic Planning Committee recommended to the WBB Committee: 

a. Have the ACC WBB Committee conduct an m~onymous survey to determine t~ave~ costs for conference and non-conference games and game 

guarantees to assist ~he Sirat :~g~c P~anrdng C: mm~tl:ee~s evaluatkm and possible recomn~endatkms h:~r con[erence ~uideNnes, The WS[; Comm~i:Lee 

no~:ed d~at some o[ ~:h~s inh:~rmatkm ~s a~ready bek~ coNected ~r~ surweys done by the finanda~ officers o~ ~he athletics departments. Add~l:kmal 

b#:ormation could be shared in a ~ess ~:orma~ fasNon Lhan a corfference--sponsored survey. 

b. Have the Conference Office d~scuss scheduNn~ partnerships with other major conference to add to Lhe ACC-Ng 10 ChsNenge. The WBB comm~Ltee 

was not h~terested ~n this now but perhaps ~ater. 

c. Lem*n mo~e from T~m Lynde (ACC Market~ng) about how member h~stitut~ons market women’s basketbaN. ~t was noted that the Marketing Dh*ectors 

a~ready meet and it rn~ght be possibNe to ~e~ more best practices ~n[ormation [rom i:hi~; meeting. 

d. Ask Amy Ysko~a to (~) provide b~fornlat~on on ~nstitutions" regular season tournaments on the Conference webs~Le, (2) coNaborate more closely 

w~th ESPN and ESPNW on Lhe ~nLeE{at~on o~: game telecasts, (3} provide member inst~Lutions conference buzz words or nlessa~h~g that student- 

atMetes and coaches can use during med~a h~terv~ews and (4) provide member h~st~tut~ons ~ best practices document on med~a trah~ing for 

student-athletes. The W88 committee agreed w~th these recommendations. 

See you a~ soon in Raleigh. 

Ussa 

Ussa L, Broome 

WeNs Fargo Professor of Bankin~ Law 

Director, Cente~ for 8anMng and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke.-WeL~ach Ha~ 

Chapel H~N, NC 

9~9.962.705~ 

htt p:!!www.lawamc.ed u!cent ers!ba n k~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

...... i~ttp:,’iwww law.ur;cedu/images,’news/media,’bankingfir~ance 

web 542 





Fro~: 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 6:54 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

September 3, 2013: Verizon Seals $130 Billion Deal to Buy Out... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

after 9:00 AM Eastern. 

~Odag;~ ~ N~ad!in~ ................................................................................................................... 

Vedzon Sea~s $180 Billion Dea~ to Bay Out Vodafone’s Wke~ess Stake 

"Ver~zon Communications agreed on Monday to buy out Vodafone’s 45 percent [[~:: KPMG DQ 
stake ~n ~s g~ant wkeless unit ~n a $130 billion b’ansacfion," ~epods the New 
York Times (Sept. 3, de la Matted, Scot1), "~ea~gnh~g the g~oba~ 
telecommunications ~andscape ~n one of the Mggest dea~s on record." The deal ~[:: nasdaq banner 
entails Vedzon paying abou~ $58.9 billion #~ cash and around $602 b~on in 

stock for Vodafone’s stake in Verizon ~1~e~ess~ ~n addition, ~1 wi~ ~ssue $5 b~on 
~n notes to its British partner, wMle se~ng back ~ts minority ~nterest 
Vodafene’s E~ropean unit for $3.5 b~on. Round~ng out the megadea~ are other 

srna~e~ b’ansactions valued a~ $2.5 b~on~ The T~mes notes ~hat the deal "could 
have a big ~mpacl on the European telecommunications ~ndustpi, which has 
suffered from lackluster earnings and ~ncreased ~nternational competition." 

Upcoming NACD 
The Financial Times (Sept. 3, Oak~ey) ~epo~ls that top Vodafone shareholders 

Events 
have ~ned up h~ support of the dea~, savodng the p~ospect of a mu~t~billiomdo~a~ ............................................................................................................... 
payoff that should both increase their returns and boost the wider market. Among NACD Conference 
~hose ~s Andrew Milling~on, investmen~ director o~ U.K. Equities a~ S~andard L~fe 
~nvestmenls. who described the transaction as "we~Ptimed" and "attract~ve." He 
added, "~t will leave Vodafone with control over a greater propo~ion of its cash ~Oct 13-15, 2013) 
flow, a s~reng~hened ~a~ance sheeL and the oppo~tun~y ~o return a ~a~ge amount A/mo~ Sold Ou~ 
of capital ~o sharehok~e[s." 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

According to ReuteB (Sept. 3, Carew, Kh~), "a~] ~t took was a workout session 
~he gym followed by conve[sation over breakfast at San E~anc~sco’s ~our ¯ NewYod% NY(Dec 3, 
Seasons hole] for Verizon Communications Inc.’s Lowe~ McAdam and Vodafone 2013) 
Group PLC’~ ~ ~ttodo Co,no to bridge a $30 M~on, 10-yearqong gap between the~ 
companies and stdke the third-b~ggest corporate deal ever." The two CEOs, who Master Class 
have known each other for 20 years, had been in contact s~nce last fall about ~he 
fate of 1heir Verizon ~Mreless joint venture, wMch ~anks as the No. 1 US. mobile � Miam~ FL(Dec. 12-.1:3, 
carrier. McAdam on Monday sa~d that he and Colao determined eady on that 2013) 
~hey d~d not want to merge Voda[one and Vedzon into a s#~g~e global ~e]ecom 
9~anL "The a~temat~ve - for Ver~zon to buy out Vodafone’s 45 percent stake in Director Professionalism@ 
Ver~zon Wireless - was more attractive," notes the wke seRdce. 

oharel I I: : M 2013) 

.............................................................. 
Don’t miss this featured session: 

Power Breakfast: CEO Succession Planning 

Boards are under increasing scrutiny while fulfilling their governance 
responsibility for CEO succession. Far too often boards find themselves 
unprepared for various CEO succession scena[ios~ The bar is inc[easingly high: 
whether it’s an unexpected departure, 1-2 year planned transition or longer term 
horizon, the board must know its options and play the appropriate role given the 
situation. Join Korn/Ferqi International and discuss best practices and emerging 
[rends in board performance unde[ all CEO succession scenarios. 

Register now to hear this session and more at the 2013 NACD Board Leadership 
Conference. 

Share~ 
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VFA ~nc.’s Kakos Named NACD Fellow 

MetroWest Daily News (Sept. I) confirms ~hat VFA Inc. President and CEO 
Jeny Kokos has been named a National Association of Corporate Directors 
(NACD) fellow, the h~ghest ~eve~ of credenfis~Jng lot corporate d~recto~ and 
co[porate governance profess~onMs. Kokos cu[renfly sewes ss a d~[ector at VFA, 

as well as load director of Tan~o8 Inc. PHor to VFA, Kokos was executive vice 
presiden~ of F~rst Dst8 Corp.’s ~nvestors Services Group. "CandMates for NACD’s 
Fellowship Progrsm complete a strong foundation course, which focuses on 
to£ica~ matters and committee-specific issues, ~O~bwed by additional NACD 
education w~tMn a 12-month period," the publication reports. "NACD Fellows 
renew their status eve~ year, maintaining end advancing thek know~edge with 
continuous ]earn~ng and peer-led collaboration." 

Share~ .~:: Faceb°°kh 

Audit and Finance 

Microsoft Reaches $7.2B Dea~ for Nokia Handset Business 

Late Monday, USA Today (Sept. 3, Krantz) reports, Microsoft confirrned tha~ it is 
purchasing Nokia’s smaltphone and cellular handset business in a deal valued at 
$7.2 billion. Under temqs of the desi, Microsoft wiil own the F~nnish company that 
created the Lumia ~ine o~ smartphones that run M~crosoR’s Windows Phone 
operating system. "M~crosoft ~s paying $5 bill~on to buy Nokia’s Devices & 
Sep~ices unit and an add~fionM $2.2 b~lion to I~cense Nok~a’s patents for $2.2 
billion," the newspaper notes. 

Share~ ~::: Faceb°°kh 

Sinopec to Acquire $3.I Bi{lion Stake in Apacf)e ~Sgypt Assets 

Bloomberg (Aug. 30, Chediak, Paten, Guo) is repealing that "China 
Petrochemical Corp., Asia’s largest refineL agreed to pay $3.1 billion for a 33 
pe[cent stake in Apache Corp.’s Egyptian oil and gas business, marking the 
state-owned company’s biggest purchase in the Middle East." Purchasing the 
ownership interest in these Western Desert operations, away from the centers of 
political umest in EgypL will boost the company’s annual produc~ien by nearly 9 
percent. U.S.-based Apache and Sinopec Group, as the Beijing-based company 
is commonly referred to, have also ag[eed to form a global padnership to develop 
oil and gas projects. 

S ha re~.C~ ~i:: Facebook ~ 

.Set to Exit Retail Lend#$g 

The Wall Street Journal (Aug. 30, Linebaugh, Terlep) has learned that General 
Electric Co. (GE) is preparing to divest one of its core financial assets -- the unit 
that issues store credit cards for 55 millien Americans - via an upcoming initial 
puM~c offedn~ that ~s st~ ~n the works~ GE has sam the US. consumer-finance 
arm netted $2.2 b~on ~ast yea~. The bus~ness accounts for about $50 M~ion of 
~he $274 b~llion #~ Ioa~s outstanding by GE Capital 

Share~ .~::: Faceb°°kh 

W,Va, Supreme Cou~t to Hear [~assey investor Case 

h~s~itutional sha[eholde[s in the for[nor Massey Ene[gy Co. want West Virginia’s 
Supreme Court to revive a ~awsu~t they fi~ed after the Upper B~g Branch m~ne 
d~saste[ ~ 2010, repeals TriCities.com ~Sept. 2). "Lawyers for the C~fom~a State 
Teachers’ Re~kemen~ System, Amalgamated Bank, and Manville Trss~ are 
asking the justices to overturn a 2011 d~sm~ssa~ order and send their case back 
to Ksnawha County C~[cuit CouP," notes the webs~te. O[al arguments are 
scheduled to begin Sept. 4 ~n Charleston. The shat~ho~ders had originally sued 
Massey ~n 2007, saying ~t ~a~ed to comply with wo[ker safety ~aws. Under terms 
of the settlement, Massey p~edged to emb[ace a new corporate governance 
mode~ and make safety a priority. Then, the m~ne near Montcoa~ exploded in 
Ap[i~ 2010, and the shareholders renewed their lawsuit 11 days aRer ~he blast 
that k~lled 29 men. They demanded that Kanawha County O~rcu~t Judge James 
C. Stucky hem Massey ~n contempt of the 2008 settlement. But Stuc~ 
d~sm~ssed the shareholder’ clah~, ru~h~g that the settlement accord was 
#~validated the day A~pha Na~ut~fl Resources acqu~t~d Massey ~er $7.1 M~lion ~n 
the summer of 2011. 

Share~ ~ Faceb°°kh 

�£ml::)e£~a~i£n ....................................................................................................................................... 

Lenovo Chief Yang Sf~ares Bonus With Workers a Second Year 

Business Week (Sept. 2) has learned that Lenovo Group Ltd. CEO Yang 
Yuanqing will share mote than $3 million el his bonus with workers for a second 
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year in a row after the company posted record sales. "About 10,000 workers will 
get paymerfls this month ~o recognize their corflributions," notes the publicatiorL 
The tota~ payment w~ be around $3~25 mi~on. ~n the year ended March 31, 
Lenovo ~ecorded revenue d $34 b~on and PC shipments of over 52 m~on units 
as the company gained market share and expanded sa~es d sma~phones and 
table~s. 

S,are~ ~ Faceb°°kh 

Cate[pillar’s h~centive Plan Payout il~ust[ates Risk of Variabie Pay P~ans 

Mone News.com (Sept. 1) reports, "Caterpillar Inc. has put werke~ on notice 
that its short4erm incentive plan - ~he centerpiece of a pe~1ormanceobased, 
profit-sharing program - will make its smallest payout since the recession when 
the payments go out next March." The world’s biggest maker of mining and 
construction equipmen~ has adopted a "pay-at-risk" compensation system, 
which ties a percentage el almost every non-union employee’s income to the 
company’s financial pelformance, In updates to the plan’s nearly 60,000 
participants, Caterpillar said it expects program-related outlays to be down as 
much as 40 percen~ from 2012. "Ninety percent of companies now r~quire 
employees to participate in variable pay plans, up from about 50 percent two 
decades ago," the website adds, citing a sun~ey of 1,100 U.S. firms by Aon 
Hewitt. Meanwhile, the dolla~s tied Lip in the plans have quadrupled from the early 
I990s to about I2 percent of payrolls ~oday. 

Share[T~ .~:: Faceb°°kh 

Corporate Governance 

I~]ic~osoft Gives 8oa[d Seat to Activist lavestor for F#st Time 

"Microsoft Corp, is giving a board seat to an activist investor," states the Wall 
Street Journal (Aug. 31, Ovide), a landmark move that marks the first time the 
corr~pany had ever appointed a director not solely at its discretion. Microsoft will 
appoint the new director from ValueAct Capital Management LP ~n early 2014~ 
M~crosofl ~nvestors h~ve questioned whether CEO Steve Ballme¢s retirement was 
partially the result o~ pressure on the board fl~m ValueAct. Analysts have 
speculated ~hat Va~ueAc~ was seek~n9 suppor~ among ~nvesto[s for a proxy fight 
against Mic[osoft. As part of the deal announced Friday, Vak~eAct agreed not to 
do so, to keep ~ts stake h~ Microsoft under 5 percent, and to not d~sparsge the 
company or ~ts executives, 

Share~ .~::: Faceb°°kh 

Norwegian Wealth Fund Set to Raise Bar on Govefnance 

The Financial Times (Sept. 1, Sullivan) reports that the recent decision of 
NeP¢~ay’s $760 billion oil fund ~o form an advise~’ governance board "will Iorce 
other severeign wealth funds to brush up their gevernanc8 and transparency 
credentials." The world’s biggest sovereign wealth fund has estaM~shed a three- 
member corporate governance adviso~ board that w~ g~ve it s louder voice ~n the 
se~ecfion of boa[d members o~ #~vestee compan~es~ This move wil~ a~ow the 
No,raglan fired to advise on owne~Mp ~ssues when firms go through major 
strategy changes, takeovers, or cap~ts~ restructuring. The No~sy fund ~s not 
a~one ~n crea~#~g specialist governance boards. Nick Toichard, head d g~oba~ 
severe~gn investors at ]nvesco, states, "There ~s a move among sovereign wea~lh 
funds ~n nodhern Europe, Scandinavia, and Australia towards a second sol of 
boards to safeguard assets - a second pa~[ of eyes." 

Share~ ~::: Faceb°°kh 

¢£[porat~ s££!~! Resp£nsibi!it)~ .......................................................................................... 

Co~npanies Look to H#e Veterans at Gillette Stadiu~n Job Fair 

WickedLocal.com (Sept. 1) is repealing tha~ more than 50 Boston-ar~a 
empleye~ are participating in the Veteran Opportunity Expo, a job fair hosled by 
Recru]tM~t~ and The Amedcan Legion on Sept. 5. The four-hour event w~ take 
p~ace a~ Gillette S~adium in Foxborough and is open to men and women of 
m~itarf backgrounds, including members of the Nafiona~ Guard and tese~’es, 
m~itary spouses, and family members of velerans~ Among the bigmamed 
employe~ set to appear are Amtrek, Home Depot, General Dynamics, General 
Electric, Prudential, Raytheon, and TJX Companies ~nc. 

Share~ .~::: Faceb°°kh 

C-Suite 

Should CEOs Live in Headquarte[s Town? 

~,Mth recently returned Precter & Gamble Chief Executive A.G. Lafley keeping his 
permanent residence in Florida while being provided a $200,000 housing 
aflowance to keep a second residence in the company’s headquarters marke~ of 
Cincinnati, some are raising the question: "How impedant is it for a CEO to live 



in the place where his company hss its home base?" The Cincinnati Enquirer 
(Aug. 31, Coolidge) reports that many corr~panies de not have explicit policies 
dictating where their CEOs live. "The proliferation of digital devices and instant 

communications means executives can connect w~lh each other 24/’7, even 
halfway around the wodd," the newspaper repo~s. Some say the more spread- 
out a company ~s, the bus #npodant ~ is to have the CEO at the headquarters. 
One example is OMo-based Macy’s, whose CEO Terry Lundgren ~ves ~n New 
York. Macy’s spokesman Jh~ Sluzewski remarks, "He travels frequently to visit 
our stores, ope[a~bns, and supplb~’s natbnw~de - and ~n[ematbna~y on 
occasion. II’s safe to say that he lakes at bast five business trips each month." 

Share~ .~::: Faceb°°kh 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Center for Practice Management <cpm@ncbar.org> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 7:17 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Time Savers ] Using Outlook to Manage Your Time Wisely 

Time Savers I Using Outlook to Manage Your Time Wisely 

You’re already using Outlook to manage your email and calendar -why not learn how to do it more effectivel!! Join us at Noon, Tuesday, September 17, for a 
one-hour webinar. 

Time Savers first session will focus on making Outlook work for you. We will cover: 

¯ Sharing your schedule with others 

¯ Automating common tasks 

¯ Viewing emails by conversations 

¯ Creating Automatic replies 

° Managing email permissions and forwards 

° Managing your email remotely 

Register now for this FREE one-hour web conference~. 

::~:: Joyce 

...... Braflord 

About the Presenter I Joyce Brafford is the assistant director of the N.C. Bar Association’s Center for Practice Management. She is a North Carolina 

attorney and practice management adviser. She helps members of the bar association start, build, market and wind down their practices, as well as 
helps them make smart choices about technology and human resources. 

The NCBA Center for Practice Management is proud to bring you Time Savers. This series will deliver tips and tricks to help you and your practice operate more efficiently. 
Each hour-long conference focuses on a different topic. Free to NCBA members, we welcome all legal professionals regardless of experience or practice size. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesdw, September 3, 2013 7:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TBJ Morning Call: N.C. la~vmakers returning m decide on veto overrides 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

SEPTEMBER 3, 2013 = Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

N.C, lawmakers returninq to decide on veto overrides 
The Ner~i~ Carolina General Assembly is heading back 1:o Jones Street k)day as 

sl:a~,e lawmakers decide whether to everride Gov. Pa~ McCrery’s first b,’~o vetees, 

WRAL repor[s. 

WRAL Discuss 

WeRs Fargo: O.S. job market not working for many 
Americans 
Des,oite, improving empioymen~ ra+,es, economists a+, Wells Fargo & Co. say the US 

jeb markel: is Re1: working in faw)r of lower-paid Arnericans. 

Discuss 

Lenovo CEO to share bonus with workers 
For the second straight year, Lenovo CEO Yang Yuanqing will share at least $3 

million of his annual bonus with workers aRer the Chinese computer, tablet and 

smartphone maker posted record sales, Bioomberg reports 

l~Ioomber~ Discuss 

Chape~ Hill Town Council candidates outline visions 
As the Chapel Hill ]-own Council iooks to fiil four empty seats this November, 

candidates for those vacancies recently convened at a forum to share their visions of 

the town’s future 

Read Morning Call >> 



What a Durham venture capitalist must see before he invests 

Longtime Chape~ Hill print shop liquidates in Chapter 7 

New investing outfit launches equity grab 

Apple launches iPhone trade-in program 

Read Morni~g Call >> 

Contact Us 

~~’s corn 

Cancel Email Subscription 
1o u~subscribe from this 

bizioumsIs custome~ se~vic$ bizioumsIs 120’v’4 Morehead St Cha[Io~3ce, No[th Carolina 282=:12 

© 2013 American (::its, B:.isi~ess Journais, h;c stud its lice~so~s All dgi;ts i$sel~,ed The material or[ ~Ms si~e may :;or be 



~i~4.~:~.~’ lo,’t~,~y for tile September free CL.E member program 

Understand the significance of the latest U.S.Supreme Cou.,’t 

trends and the petentiai irr~plicatiens for you arid your (:iients 

Get a sneak peak atthe upcoming session and the 

cases that everybody needs to know 
® Gain invaiuabie insights into recent landmark decisions 

Learn about the U.S Supreme Ceurt resources offered 

by the ABA including PREVIEW of United States 
Supreme Cou.,’t Cases 

Register now for [i~is exciting FREE berlefi[ o~ ABA merabersi~ip 
using your member ID 

B~oderator 

Jeffrey Rosen 

President & 

Chief Executive Officer 

National Constitution Center 

Philadelphia, PA 

Dean of the School e[ Law 

Uniw!rsi[y ef Califerrfia 

hvine, CA 

Erica J. Hashimote 

University ef Georgia 

School of Law 

Athens, GA 

Paul Smith 

Chair 

Appellate and 

Supreme CouR F racbce 

Jenner & Block 

Washington, DC 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 8:06 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 9/17 - How to get the TRUTH - 10 seats left 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$285°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt wit[ be your re.g~strat~o~ confh~mat~o~ 

Thursday Sept 19th, 2013 

A~mos~ sold 
ONLY 10 SEATS LEFT ~ BOOK NOW~ 

Last ~rai~i~g of the year 
This workshop sells out quickly 

Location: 

Con[erence Center 

Sta~e Bar of Geor~a 

104 Marietta St. NW, S~ite 100 

3rd Floor, Room ~ 

Atlanta, GA 30~03 

For directions contact: 

Phone: 404-527-8700 ~ 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns at 8:30 

Workshop starts promptly at 9:00 - 4:30 

Lunch Provided 

CLE Certificate provided and hours w~[[ be reported to 

receive the CLEo 

Attend this workshop and receive your free £~ft- d)e DVD 

and workbook of this Workshop. 

~n’~ a~,ndZ No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for ~u~:hase here 

Dis~oun t Group R~ ~es Aveileb 

ConLact Susan at: 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Full_~ram also available by DVD 
Questions and Booking: 

Testimonial: 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 





How would you like to respond? 

I 

::2 A,b~So,om Albert Salem 

’Td like to add you to my professional network. 

~ You also have 50 other pending invites~ V~ew thrum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy J. Peterkin, Esq. <timothy@lmvtothepeople.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 8:49 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

CLE Early-Bird Rate Extended until TODAY 

Friday, September 13, 2013/Durham~ NC£ 
8 General CLE Hours/8;00am~5;1Opm 
Cost; $175~00 on or before September 3, 2013 and 

Saturday~ September 14, 2013£©urham~ NC£ 5 Ger~era~ 
CLE Hours/10:00am~3:30pm 

Cost: $~0~00 on or before September 3, 2013 and 

$90,00 thereafter, 

**Ask about our scholarship program for attorneys 
who are unemp:oyed, retired or work:rig or~ temporary 
job assigr~mentso 

Live location: Hote~ ~ndigo ~ocated at 151 Tatum Dr}ve~ 
Durham, NC 2~03, This program wil~ a~so be available 
as a live webir~ar~ 

If you are looking for information on a variety of family law topics, this is the CLE for you. Four attorneys who 
are all board-certified specialists in family law are going to share information about adoption, equitable 
distribution, child support, custody and mediation. They will present the substantive law, with an emphasis 
on practical knowledge 

Click here to download the reqistration form 

CHick here to register online 

Attorney Morgan is a collaborative attorney and mediator. He has 
practiced in this area since 2001. He wilt present on mediation, 
arbitration and collaborative divorce. 



A~torney Milam has been in private ~rac~ice in Durham, NC since 1987. Her 
Ii_~sus ~-).,; beer~ on farsily kw, She haa ben ~’ecegn~zed by Super Lawyers 

Ma~azine for her work ~n th~s area. She ~s codified to conduct mediations of 
fani~y fhandal matters and she ~s a~so a trained collaborative f~m~ly hw 

Atlorney M~hm will d~sc~Jss ch~d s~lppod and ch~d custody 

Altorney Sandlin is a summa cure laude law .(~raduate of NCCU School of Law 
in 1994. She I~as focused her practice on fsm~ly law s~nce 1999, after a 

~tigat~on, she has litigated several marital tot1 chims and s~nificanl cases fe~ 
~he NC appellate courts. 
A~torney Sandlh will discuss equitable d~stribut~on ~ssues. 

Deb~a Gdffiths 

A~tern~.~y I.’)ebfa G,’ifliths has b~.~en pfasticin.~ in [he ~m~y law area a~r~se 2003. 
h~ a~Jdit~on to years as a family hw altorney, she has )resenled for the NC 
Academy of Trial Lav’~ers and she has contributed to the Family Law 

Sectbn’s wril:ter~ ~ublica~iens. 
Attorsey Gr~ffiths w~l discuss adoptbn law. 

Click here to download the registration form 

Click here to 

Forward this email 

[ 

This email was ~nt to Ib[oorrle@errlaiL~lc.edu by timothy~llawtothepeople.com :: 
Update Prdile/Email Address instant removal ~,~’ith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Law to the People P,O, Box H27 Knightdale i i’~C 27545 





FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Likeable La~er <dasses@likeablela¥~er.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:17 .AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Develop Clientele - 1 Hour Webinar Sept. 24 

Learn how to use your ciie~t developnqent tff~e wiseiy! 

lhis 1 -flour webinar will 9uide you to cra~ a marketing 

~x) longer "win.ging i1:" 

Llse strategies that build on your strengths 

Identify key relationships and ways to develop 

Client derek@met!!: bre David Ackert begins tisis vvebbar 

’¢Ath an ~nfo~matb~-packed p~esentst~on; a~d concludes 

with s facilitated process that will leave you with a 

practical advice for cfient de\,elopment ]t has not beer= 

pre~approved for CLE credit 

Craft a~ Effective Client 

.y_~__e__s___@~_,___s_’__e_~_te__~__b__e___r___2__4. 

S99 

::X:: The Likeable I_swyer 

Continuing Legal Education 

rarely men#oned bu~ cn~:ica~ to 

-- Stephen Sutton: Lathrep & 

Gage 

practice Exceeded my 

Bryant S F:renci~, LLP 

To unsubscribe, click here. 

follow on Twitter i friend on Facebook i read oui blo,q 

li-:e L £e able. L.~wyer 1313 West M,~rv Str¢.et == Austiis, TX == 78 x01 

F’/:or~c : 800 b2,i 239~., i Fa~.: 800 524 8901 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:20 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
EFLAND AREA: 
.... Attempted Break in to Socked residence reported 09/01/13, 4:16 pm, 5811 Bmdshaw Quarry Rd 
It appeared that someone tried make entry through the back door due to marking’s on the door frame and door. When i looked at the door it appeared that someone had used 
possibly a flat head screwdriver to try and gain entry to the residence ( entry to residence was never made. 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Larceny of residence reporrted 09/01/13, 5:20 pro, 201 Kousa Trail 
The victim said two of his bicycles was stolen from outside his residence. One bicycle was a twenty-four inch, bk~e cobra diamond back mountain, and ~he second bicycle 
was described as a twenty-six inch, brown murray, wide tire bic;~,cle with a basket attached to the handlebars, value $400.00 

.... Break in to unlocked vehicle reported 09/01/13, 11:15 am, 325 Weston Lane, 
The victim advised that an unknown person broke into her gray in color jx35 infiniti suv that was left unlocked during the night, the victim stated that she approached her 
vehicle this morning and noticed that several items that were normally located in the center consol were scattered throughout the passenger seat. the victim stated that it 
appeared that they stole her maui tim brand sunglasses only. Value $150.00 

.... Break in to Garage and Motor vehicle reported 09/01/13, 10:13 am, 504 Brookford Ct. 
Around 1:30 am hours this morning, the reporter remembered his dog barking a lot. He felt this was unusual but did not look into it. This morning when he went into the garage 
he noticed that his flat screen television was missing. After looking around the residence, he discovered that he was also missing a pair of sneakers and that someone had 
been through both of his vehicles. He searched the vehicles but could not find anything else missing. Value 675.00 
.... Break in ~o locked vehicle reported 08/30/I3, 8:I2 am, 223 Ginkgo trail 
When he went out this morning to take his son to school, the left back (door) glass on his 2010 toyota truck had been busted out and his Hewlett Packard laptop was gone 
from the backseat. The laptop was in a black leather computer bag and he had three checkbooks in a side pocket on the bag. It appears that whoever shattered the window 
was familiar with the vehicle (as it has dark tinted windows and would be difficult to walk up and see anything in the backseat of the truck). 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in to unlocked residence repoiled 08/31/13, 10:09 pm, 2107 US 70 A Lot 11 
Sometime today someone entered a vacant residence he is doing contruction on and stole his items. Misc. power tools. Value $500.00 

Thank you [br being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~11. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

I ii’~’iI DescriptiI 

;r~script i I 

~)r~script i 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dodd- Frank Progress Report 

Davis Polk 

Dodd-Frank Progress Report 
,.~.+t..mb~.~: 3:201 ~ 

in this Report: 

Since July 15, 2013, one rulemaking requirement deadline passed, two rulemaking requirements 
were finalized and no new rules were proposed to meet rulemaking requirements. 

As of September 3, 2013, a total of 280 Dodd-Frank rulemaking requirement deadlines have passed. 
Of these 280 passed deadlines, 172 (61.4%) have been missed and 108 (38.6%) have been met 
with finalized rules. 

addition, 160 (40.2%) of the 398 total required rulemakings have been finalized, while 126 (31.7%) 
rulemaking requirements have not yet been proposed. 

If you have any questions regarding this publication, please contact 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies Refer to the firm’s p:iv~:, ~. bciic~ located at d::wispoii corn 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dpwm,-:ii<,?~)d,-:vi~ polk :-.:-~:-,’ to your 

address book 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 10:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Secret Writing Weapon 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@producLamericanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 10:23 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Stress Testing: the Current State of Best Practices 

View as Web Paqe 

For,,,,ard to a Friend 

American Banker 

Complimentary Web Seminar 

September 17, 2013 I 12 pm ET/9 am PT 

Featuring Live Q&A 

Click Hereto Register ] 

Hello Law, 

In this webinar you will gain a better understanding of the current state of industry best 

practices for stress testing. 

The presenter will: 

Review best practices for Expected Loss (EL) and PPNR forecasting 

Describe howto integrate stress testing into your existing business architecture 

Identify techniques for transforming stress testing from a regulatory exercise to a strategic 

management tool 

Presenter: 

Logo 

Thomas Day 

Senior Director, Risk Solutions 

Moody’s Analytics 

In his role within Moody’s Risk and Advisory Solutions group, Thomas works to solve difficult 

stress-testing, capital planning, and risk management problems across complex portfolios and 

product sets for financial organizations worldwide. Day’s primary areas of focus include CCAR/DFA 

stress testing, pre-provision net revenue (PPNR) calculations, systems, and methodologies, 

advanced liquidity risk quantification and reporting, capital planning, performance and balance 

sheet management. As a former Board member and Vice-Chairman of the membership driven 

Professional Risk Managers’ International Association (PRMIA), Day is a recognized industry expert 

with over twenty-two years of increasingly senior roles with multifaceted experience in financial risk 

management, corporate governance, business development and leadership 

There will be a Q&A session at the end of the presentation. 

Sponsored by: 

Logo 

Share this Event! 



You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 
American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here. 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004    -- 
custserv@sourcemedia.com I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:02 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Federal Reser~e Board announces termination ofentbrcement actions 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of enforcement actions 

http: , /www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/pres~enfi~rcement, 20130903a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptious, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Pa~e. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If yon hm~e questions or problems or need assistance, please contact suppol~f~govdelivelszcom_. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reselv’e Board. Visit us on the web at http:i/www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

USA TODAY High School Sports <editor@schedulestar,com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:06 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Get your athletes t~atured on USA TODAY 

This is an advertising message from USA TODAY High School Sports 

If you no longer wish to receive promotional emails, click here to 

Click here to view our privacy policy 

This email was sent by: USA TODAY High School Sports 

100 Emerson Lane Suite 1529 Bridgeville, PA, 15017, USA 
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Sent: 
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NC Bankers Association <~bkarmi@ncbankers.org> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 American Mortgage Conference - ONE V~EK AWAY 

Forward this email 

This email was ~nt to Ibroome@email,unc.edu by bkarmi@, ncbankers,orq 

Update Profile/Email Address Ir~stant [~me,,’al ~’~itil SafeUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Polic~’. 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh :: NC :: 27609 
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Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webam~ouncemems@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:33 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies provide model template tier submission of tailored resolution plans 

A_ilencies provide model template for submission of tailored resolution plans 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~press/bcreg/20130903a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Feder~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modiI) your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Pa~e. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact ~pol~govdelivel-/.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at h2~:/Tvwvw.federalreserve.gov_. Follow us on Twitter. 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Boehner Backs Obama’s Call tbr Military Strike in Syria 

Boehner Backs Obama’s (?all for Military/Strike in S~:ia 

House Speaker John Boehner and Majority Leader Eric Cantor said they will vote in favor 

of authorizing President Obama to use military force in Syria, a significant win for the White 

House, which is seeking to punish the regime of Syrian President Bashar aI-Assad for 

allegedly using chemical weapons on civilians. 

"I’m going to support the president’s call for action. I believe that my colleagues should 

support this call for action," Mr. Boehner said after a meeting with the president and other 

lawmakers and administration officials. 

See More Coverage 
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Richards. Ed <richards~law.lsu.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:40 PM 

Faculty Fellowships in Public Health Law Call for Applications 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

Applications are invited for :lO faculty fellowships in public health law education. 

DESCRfV]ION 

Georgia S~:ate University CoHere o[ [.s~v and ~ts Cen~:er fl:~r [2~w, Health & Sodety are k~sdmg an ~nitis~:~e funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundath:~n for s 

~:acufW fel~owsMp program to promote public health ~aw education. Ten faculty members from law schools or schoobiprogrsms of public health w~H be selected to 

partidpate in a yeaHong fe~fowship program designed to ~:oster b~novsdons in educational pro~ramnlb~g (includ~n~ clinical, externsMp, and oLher experiential 

learnh~g) m~d to b~ild a strong ~earn~ng community among faculty who teach ~n the p~Mic hea~th law field. 

All fe~lows~ with their deans’ s~pport, will design and h~p~ement a project for c~rr~cu~ar change ~n public health law education at their home h~stitut~ons~ Each 

felk~w w~ll be paired w~th s faculty mentor ~r~ public heakh law, The fellows w~ll begin their felk~wship year by attend~n~ m~ ~ntens~ve :[(}-day educatk~na~ Summer 

k~stkul:e on July 1(%26, 2014 ~n ~’ark G~:y, Utah, Over the course of ~:he academic 20:[4,-20:[S [eHowship year, the [elbows and their mentors will regularly share ideas, 

experiences and ~T~ode]s ]:o~ public hea~[h ~aw teach~ng~ providing opportunities for pro~:ess~ona] grow[h and leadership deve~oprnenL 

ELiGIBiLITY 

Appl~cm~ts must h~ve a LD. degree msd be empJoyed ~n s fu]htime f~cu~ty position at ~ ~aw schoo~ or schoo~/progrm~ of puMic heakh, or be s fu]ht~me 

facu~tv member affilh~ted w~th a h~w schoo~ or school/program of pubfic hea~:h, with a tenure-track, tenured, cHnh::al-trad~, join~, or comparaMe facu~:y 

a ppointment; 

Applicants must have at ~east three years of fuH--tirne teachb~g experience at a graduate- or profess~onal-schoo~ ~evef by Ju~y 20~4; previous background in 

health care law, puM~c hea~[h law, or related subjects is preferred; 

A dean’s transmitta~ ~etter of support fo~ the p~oposa] ~s required, as well as two letters of reference. 

For the complete ~st of eligibility and selection criteria and to review the fu~l Ca]~ for Applications, v~s~t wwwJaw.gsu.edu!PHLFellowship. 

H OW TO A ~P LY 
~ The application period opens Tuesda% Sept, 3, 2013 The dead~h~e for applications is Friday, Dec. 13, 2013. Le~:~ers of reference are due Friday, Dec. {~, 2013, 
~ For instructions on how to apply and complete h~l:ormat~on about the program, download [he fu~ Call for Applications s[ ~:_~g_~_:~M:_~_~_M/_~_~_~_E~_~_9_~_~_[~- 

Questions? Contact Stacie Kershner, associate d~rector for the Center for Law, Health & Society, at skershner~su.edu or 404-4~3-9088. 

Charity Scott, JD, MSCM 

Catherh~e C. Henson Pro[essor o~ Law 

Director, Center fl:~r Law, Health & Socid:y 

Georgia State University College of Law 

PO Box 4037 

Atlanta, GA 30302-~]037 

cscott@gsu~edu 
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Sep. 3 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted September 3, 2013, 12:54 P.M. ET 

Lawyers for investors in a $25 billion suit against the U.S. government have urged a federal appeals court to uphold a 
recent order allowing them to depose Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben S. Bernanke, calling his testimony vital to 

what investors say is an unprecedented dispute (In re United States, Fed. Cir., Misc. No. 163, response filed 9/3/13). 

In July, Judge Thomas C. Wheeler of the U.S. Court of Federal Claims held lawyers for investors in American 
International Group can depose Bernanke in a suit that claims the U.S. government wrongly seized their stakes when it 

rescued AIG in September 2008. 

The Fed Aug. 6 asked the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit for a writ that would bar Bernanke’s deposition, 
but in a response released Sept. 3, investors told the Federal Circuit that Bernanke’s testimony is key, calling him @a 

principal architect of the Government takeover of AIG@ at issue in the case. 

Bernanke, the 220-page filing said, @has unique and indispensable knowledge of the events and issues that form the 

basis for Plaintiff’s claims.@ 

@The claims of Plaintiff and the shareholder class involve the unprecedented confiscation of the interests of common 
shareholders of a United States corporation by the Federal Reserve@something that has never occurred in the history 
of this country. As one would expect of a decision with so great an impact, Chairman Bernanke, as head of the Federal 
Reserve, played an active and decisive role in determining whether to lend and what loan terms the Government should 
and should not offer to AIG,@ said David Boies, a partner with Boies, Schiller & Flexner in Armonk, N.Y., who represents 

investors. 

Investors filed their response Aug. 30, but it was quickly placed under seal. The document released Sept. 3 includes 

redactions. 

The response by AIG investors is at 

http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/In, re US Docket No 1300163 Fed Cir Aug 16 2013 Court Docket/1. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013) by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, 
Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in the next regular edition of Banking Daily. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a FR[:~ W.’-!b t:dai. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 
Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

C,:)p’~,tight: (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the 
terms and condltions of the iicense agl-eement with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 
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LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 14 No. 60, 09/03/2013 
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David Horton, University of California, Davis - School of Law 
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Ruth Walker, University of Waikato 

Unfair Contract Terms - Effect of Collective Proceedings - C-472-~L0, Invitel 

Stephanie Law, European University Institute - Department of Law (LAW) 

Fabtizio Cafaggi, European University Institute - Department of Law (LAW) 
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Partite N. Nareschal, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey - Department of Public Policy and Administration 

David Harsh, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey - Edward ~. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy 

Kirk A. I.each, Rutgers, The State University of New .Jersey - Department of Public Policy and Administration 
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I’tina Aleksandrovna Novokshonova, Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration (RANEPA) 
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i::i::i::i,,inaescend~i~ity,, [ ~:~:~ Free Download ] 

Ca#fornia Law Review, VoL 102, 2014 
UC Davis Legal Studies Research Paper ~7o. 34,5 

~AV~D HORTO~N, University of California, Davis - School of Law 

Email: dohorton@ucdavis,edu 

Supposedly, one of the most important sticks in the bundle of property rights is the power to transfer an asset after death. This Article explores 
objects and entitlements that defy this norm. Indescendibility -- property that cannot be passed by will, trust, or intestacy -- lurks throughout the 
legal system, from constitutional provisions barring hereditary privileges, to statutes that prohibit decedents from bequeathing their valuable body 
parts, to the ancient but misty doctrine that certain claims do not survive the plaintiff, to more prosaic matters such as season tickets, taxi cab 
medallions, frequent flier miles, and social media accounts. The Article first identifies the common policy underpinnings of these diverse rules. It 
compares the related issue of market inalienability -- property that can be given away but not sold -- and concludes that indescendibility often 
serves unique objectives. In particular, forbidding posthumous transfer can avoid administrative costs. The Article then uses these insights to 
propose reforms to the descendibility of body parts, causes of action, and items made non-inheritable by contract. 

iiiiiii"Beyon~ Altruistic ~nd Commercia~ Contract Motherhood: The Profession~ No~ei" ~i Fee Download 

B~oeth~cso VoL 27, Issue 7, pp, 373-38.l, 20.13 

LIEZL VAN ZYL, University of WaikaLo 

Email: liezl@waikato,ac,nz 

~UTII~ ~AL~[~, University of Waikato 

Email: rwalker@uow=edu.au 

[t has become common to distinguish between altruistic and commercial contract motherhood (or ’surrogacy’). Altruistic arrangements are based on 
the ’gift relationship’: a woman is motivated by altruism to have a baby for an infertile couple, who are free to reciprocate as they see fit. By 
contrast, in commercial arrangements both parties are motivated by personal gain to enter a legally enforceable agreement, which stipulates that 
the contract mother or ’surrogate’ is to bear a child for the intending parents in exchange for a fee. She is required to undergo medical 
examinations and to refrain from behaviour that could harm the foetus. The intending parents are the child’s legal parents from the outset. The 
parties to the contract can, but are not expected to, maintain contact after the transaction is completed. We argue that contract motherhood 
should not be organized according to the norms of the gift relationship, and that contract mothers should be compensated for their labour. 



However, we accept that there are good reasons for rejecting the commercial model as a suitable framework for contract pregnancy, and argue, 
instead, in favour of viewing it as a profession. 

Forthcoming in Evelyne TerP/n, Gert Straetmans and Veerle Colaert (ads.) Landmark Cases of EU Consumer Law - In Honour of Jules Stuyck (Zntersentia, 
2013) 

ST~PHAt~t~E LAW, European University Institute - Department of Law (LAW) 

Emaih stephanie.law@eui=eu 
F~,B~’ZltO ~.~’, European University Institute - Department of Law (LAW) 

Email: fabrizio,cafaggi@eui,eu 

This case note analyses the [nvitel case, referred to the CJEU by the Hungarian Pest Megyei Bir6s~g, via the preliminary reference procedure, and 
places Invitel within the context of a line of recent CJEU jurisprudence concerning the assessment of contractual terms as to their unfairness and 
the interpretation of the provisions of the UCTD, where the main proceedings are brought not by an individual but in the public interest by a public, 
consumer protection body. The case note analyses certain dimensions of the case, including the relationship between the finding of invalidity and 
availability of an injunction, and the compatibility of a national system of collective effects with the UCTD, within the broader context of the effective 
judicial protection and enforcement of consumer rights. 

::~:: Free Download 

~N~CI~ F:~, Rutgers School of Management and Labor Relations - New Brunswick 

Email: jrfine@rci.rut~ers.edu 
~,~r~lt~:l~ ~o ~A~ES~’I.-~L, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey - Department of Public Policy and Administration 

Email: marescha@ca mden,rutgers.edu 

~’~.V~ ~IE~,S~, Rutgers, The State University of New ]ersey - Edward 3. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy 

Emaih dhersh@[ernple.edu 
~lt~.~ ~,, LI~,~, Rutgers, The State University of New ]ersey - Department of Public Policy and Administration 

Email: kaleach@camden, rutgers.edu 

This paper seeks to understand state capacity to oversee private contractors through the lens of New Jersey state government. It was initially 

motivated by Governor Christie’s appointment in 2010 of a state commission tasked with investigating and recommending opportunities for further 

privatization of state government activities. Contracting out in the state of New Jersey, as in the U.S. in general, primarily takes the form of service 

delivery -- services are still publicly funded and government maintains decision-making power (Brudney, Fernandez, Ryu & Wright, 2004), but they 
are carried out by private sector actors. 

While the recent privatization effort has been highly ideologically and politically charged, the truth is that New ]ersey state agencies have been 

relying on nonprofits and for-profit firms for the provision of taxpayer funded public services for some time, under both democratic and republican 
administrations. As New Jersey state government actively seeks to identify more services to privatize, it is critically important to understand how 

effectively the state oversees its private contractors. 

We analyze secondary source data such as laws, regulations, requests for proposals, executive orders, circulars, memoranda, and agency budgets 
as well as qualitative interviews conducted with current and former state employees to describe the current state of contract management in New 
Jersey. We then compare prescribed best practices to actual practices. In doing so we uncovered three significant structural deficiencies in New 
Jersey’s oversight framework. We conclude with policy implications and recommendations for improvement. 

i~i Free Download 

Novels of Civil Law: Collection of Articles of Scientific and Practical Conference, Chelyabinsk, 20~3, pp. 75-84 

~[~A AL~EKgAN~ROVNA ~OVOKgHO~OVA, Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration (RANEPA) 

Email:                        @mail,ru 
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The article deals with the problem of compensation for damage caused by lawful actions of state bodies and local self-government. 
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TEST: Download Your Brochure + Plan Your Symg~sium Experience Today 

Banking Analytics 

ABOUT AGENDA SP F_..A K~ERS     SPON~ONS     TRAV1EL ~ 

Symposium Brochure Now Avai aNeo 
Download your copy today. 

The Banking Analytics Symposium brochure is now 

available to download, Inside you will find everything you need 

to discover the event’s educational and networking 

opportunities: 

Meet keynote presenters and featured speakers 

View the topics and strategies you’ll learn 

Get ~egistration and t~avel details 

Join hundreds of your peers to discover how the industry 

leaders are using analytics to increase profitability, retain 

CL~Stomers and manage risk, 

Make your plans to join us this October 17-18 in Boston. 

Download Symposium Brochure 

Download S%/mposium Brochure 

Registration Information 

Register early to resolve your space. Re.qister online or call Glen Van Dusen at (212) 803- 

6072, 

Sponsorship/Exhibit l~ackages Available 

For sponsorship information, contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089. 
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Business Review ] Charlotte home prices up 8.3% in Jnly 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Charlotte home ~rices u# 8,~% i~ &dy 

Charlotte-area home prices continue to rise, climbing 
8.3 percent in July compared with a year ago, a repo~                                                    ~ >:~ X I 

released by CoreLogic Tuesday shows. i -.:1 ....i 

O~ rises as Obama gets support ~n Syria e~fert 

Oil rose above $108 a barrel Tuesday as President 

Barack Obama won the suppo~ of key Republicans 

for a punitive US. military strike against Syria. 

Stocks are he~d ~ c~ec~ by ..... 

Syria cow,ceres 

The prospect of US. military action 

in Syria was again the focus for 

Wall Street on Tuesday. 

Labor Day Parade notches 

t4~h year 

LeRoy Moyer said some people 

might see Monday’s 14th annual 

Charlotte Labor Day Parade as a 

gesture to times past 

Faslest%~rowing job sector: 

Low-wage hospitality work 

While hiring remains slow in many 

sectors this Labor Day, Charlotte’s 

leisure and hospitality industry 

has added more jobs in the past 

year... 

Labor Day Parade in 

Charlotte will honor unions 

Labor unions, political candidates, 

bands, car clubs and even 

Razzles the Clown are expected to 

participate Monday morning in the 

14th annual Labor... 

iobs remai~ scarce 

The end of federal funded unemployment benefits in 

North Carolina created a hardship for tens of 

thousands of workers The new state law that 

triggered the end of the benefits was designed to 

accelerate repayment of a $25 billion debt that the 

state... 

After four decades of farming, 

Kevin Carley was ready to pass 

along his dairy operation in central 

New York. And his son-in-law was 

eager to take charge... 
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Make the most of your j oh 
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No In-State Tuition Hike I.Akely Next Year 
UNC Syskem President Tom Ross ’75 (JD) says thak goes fl ~ ’ all k ae syste *~’s 

tmiversith~s t~ex:~: year. The (~eneral Assembly has mantis kx] a 12.3 percent increase %r 

nonresidenks at Care]ins and three oth+ r schools. 

Raw]ings Panel Makes 28 Recommendations 
A parcel of nadona] leadels in h~gher education and alhlefics has coml;qeted a UNC- 

commissioned report with 28 recommendations abot~t the retie ef a~hlefies i~ campus 

life. Many d the panel’s suggestions tonch on findirtg a b&ter balance behveen 

academies and aff~h+ties, 

New Director Named for ] ineber +er Center 
Dr. Ned Sharpless ’88 will suec+ed [:~n ShelhW Earp ’7o (MD, ’7’2 MS), who will 

corttinue to coordinate cancer care and research across the medical school the 

Univecsit)’ a ~d UNC Health Care. 

Finance Chief Leaving .After 20 Mc nths 
Karol Gray, who had heen at StoW Breok U ~fivexsity Rx’ 33 years, is goring into ~:he 

private sector, leavi~g the Universi b~ searchin g 15r three n ew vice elm n cellors. 

BOG Says No to Gend er:Neutral Housing 
The vote goes agai sat tae UNC Board of Trustees’ suppork of a measure whose 

suppoI’[e]~; say was des~gtlsd to protec[: s~:udsnts who are bt]l]ied because o[ [heic sexual 

orientation. 

Former Governor t() (_X ve I.,a mbeth Lecture 
James B, Hmlt Jr. ’64 (LLB), who set cducath:m as a top lxiorff5 h~ fb~]r h’rms as North 

Carolina governor, will add tess the issue it] a Sept. 26 speech a t: U N C. 

For more news items, see ahanni .nt~c.edu/agic]e.asp?SID=l g. 

[] Represents a GAA member exclush’e program or service or GAA memb~ rs 

receive a dis~ mint. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 

member benefits. 

C(mnect With Happenings on the Hill 
This is yore’ one=stop spot to find out abont all the tim and educational activities 

available at UNC. Many are fi:ee a~d open to the public. 



Sept. 3o. 

Sign Up ~o #ServeCarolina 
Tar Hecl Service Day on Oct. 12 wil~ unite ahmmi throughout ~he world to serve their 

c.omra u ~kies in celebra tio~ o~ U oive~sity [)a)< Fi~d out: what the C.a colina (~lub b ),our 

a tea is d oi~ ~g, or j oin i~ ~ by voh mteering on yo u r own. 

[] R.egis~er Now for -:"- " ~ ~ " ~- ~ {om~.cc mmg 2013 
P, e0~rn to Chapel Hill fbr Carolina Homecoming ~o<~, Nov. 8-~ o. Don’t miss the Bell 

Tower Tailgate Party beff~re the UN )-Virgb’da game and a we ~]~end filled ~l:h old 

friends and new memo~{es. 

Show Yore’ {IAA Membership Carrl to Win 

As part of Tar Heel Town on each home football Saturday~ {he GAA hos~s the 

Bell Tower {itlimb, Rameses and complimenta~7 fi~c.e pai~ing. GAA members 

ca n ptvsent th ei r m em bership card en ter a dra wing for Ca 

htip:iialumn hm e.eduiartide.aspPshl=48 

[] Discover Hispania With Tar Heels 
Iro mecse yourself io the hind of great explorers whe~ you join Ca colina alura ~[ and 

fbiends m bvo small-group toms t~ ~he Iberian Peninsula. 

Order of the Bell Tower, A.d viser Win Awards 
The oldest GAA-.sponsored s~dent group has won its seeond consecaSve na~io~ml 

a~wd fbr fulfilling its mission as UNC’s ofl]dal studenk ambassadors. C. Hawkins ’oo, 

the GAATs matmgcr of siudet~{ engagement, also has been recognized as the Mos~ 

Outstanding Adviser by C.A.SE ASAP at the national bveL 

Tell [.is About ,,. Getting the l~.k. st Out (ff Carohna 
A recent U niversity studen k blog provh]ed advice to i~coming studen ks on how to 14~k 
the most out o[ their yea~3 a t Car(flkm. Among the lips offi~red : live on South Campus 

freshman year, play intramm’al sports, don’t use up senior pt~o~Jt3, for Dukc basketball 

game t~ekeb unkil senior year, What advice would you give students for get~h~g {he 

mos[: oa [ of their Carolina e~q)erhmce? Shalw your [hoaghts on internships ,-m our 

alumni message boards or leave a comment ot~ our F~cebook page a k: 

bttp:!ifi~eebook.com!anegaa 

~ A] l alum ni and t]:i e rids are t nv ~ ted lo read corn men ts firm f>ll ow Tar Heels; 

r@ stered users of the ,-mline corn munib" can ope~ 1.opics ff~r discussion anrl 

post their" [houg}~b on varqous subjects. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackie Campbell <jgcampbell@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 7:16 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl uric edu> 

Governance Redesign Input Invite 

Message sent on behalf of President Nathan Hatch, chair of the 

NCAA Division I Board of Directors 

In July, you received a [] Save the Date [] email message concerning a Division I Dialogue that is 

scheduled during the January NCAA Convention in San Diego. In August, tile Board of Directors 

approved a plan for soliciting, evaluating and acting on a governance structure redesign, and a Board 
Steering Committee on Governance has been appointed to guide this effort. 

As part of the process of developing the January agenda, the Board and Presidential Advisory Group will 

meet togcther in October and have invited rcpresentatives of several stakcholder groups to participate in 

that meeting. In addition, please note that the representatives of those groups along with institutional 
representatives, conference offices, chairs of Division I councils, cabinets and committees are receiving 

this enlail in an effort to solicit input oil the future structure and process through responses to questions 

found at the following link-- redesigndivisionon~gov.org. 

Information collected by following instructions at this site before November 15 will be used to assist the 

Board and its steering committee to develop the final agenda for the Governance Dialogue on January 16 

and 17, 2014, in San Diego. Straw votes will be taken in January to determine areas of consensus and 

disagreement. If strong consensus for one particular path is noted in January, proposals could be 
formulated for broad menthership consideration in the spring and a Board vote in April 2014. If clear 

consensus is not apparent, the Board could call for votes of all Division I member schools at a special 

business session in the summer of 2014. 

The Division I Board of Directors seeks a more transparent, responsive, participative and streamlined 
Division I Governance Structure. The Board hopes that you will assist by registering your (or the group 

you represent) views regarding solutions that will ensure a future structure that properly engages the 

membership and fully informs Division I decision makers. 

We hope to see you in San Diego. 

Click berne to vie~ our privacy polio, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 4 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

September 4, 2013 * Number 171 

Regulatory Reform 

Federal regulators on Sept. 3 released a template intended to 

help the smaller set of the big banks and nonbank financial firms 

design a plan for dismantling in the event one of those 

companies falls on hard times and is headed for a collapse that,.. 

International BanMng 

LONDON~The ~e~ders of the ~roup of 20 ~e~ding economies must ~i~i~ ~i~ ~ 
press on with the finandal reoulator~ and leoislative reforms 
needed to help address risks posed by "Too-Big-To-Fall" (TBTF) 

F~deral Reserve 

Lawyers for investors in a $25 billion suit against the U.G. 

government have urged a federal judge to uphold an order 

allowing them to depose Federal Reserve goard Chairman Ben 

gernanke, call~ng his testimony vital to what investors say is 

aO... 

Payment Cards 

Fifth Circ~it Gives Ba~ka~ Credik L~io~s 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit Sept. 3 gave 
several banks and credit unions another chance to blunt their 
losses in the wake of a major data breach in 2008 involving 
Heartland Payment Systems (Lone Star National Bank v. 
Heartland... 

Derivatives 

GENEVA~The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the 
International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) 
jointly issued Sept. 2 the final version of new global rules setting 
out margin requirements for non-centrally... 

Mutual Funds 

The House Financial Services Capital Markets Subcommittee has 
scheduled a Sept. 19 hearing on the Securities and Exchange 
Commission rulemaking on money market mutual fund reforms, 
the full committee announced Sept. 3 .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 



bttp:i/webutil.bna.comiemailsignup. 

Request a FRS~ Web h=.aX For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

CepyrighL (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

condi~.=ons of: ~.he lice~se agreeme~ with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:28 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Leaders of Senate Committee Reach Agreement on Syria Resolution 

Leaders of Senate Committee Reach Ageeernent on 
Sy~’ia Resolution 

Leaders of a Senate committee reached agreement late Tuesday on a resolution 

authorizing military strikes against Syria that adds restrictions to a proposal drafted by the 

White House, 

The Senate resolution, crafted by Democratic and Republican leaders of the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee, would set a 60-day limit for launching military strikes, with a 

30-day extension possible if President Barack Obama determines it is necessary to meet 

the goals of the resolution, 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:<250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Convibra Conference <law.secretary@convibra.org> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 10:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Law, last call tbr papers, 

Dear Broome, Lissa Lamkin, 

The Convibra Law Online Conference will take place entirely online from November 28th through November 30~, 2013. 

The deadline for papers submission is September 13th, 2013. 
Are expected papers from academics, researchers, professionals and students of several law areas. 
PDFs can be uploaded using the link http:!/law.convibra.or,q 

Best regards, 

Alessandra Rinaldi 
secretaria geral 
law. secretary@convibra.org 

Organizing Committee 

Please do not [eply this message, contac[ us through law.secretary@convibm.oN 
If you do not want repofls of events in this area, click: 
http://www.convibra .or.q/tira r.asp?lanfl=en&e=lbroome@email.unc.ed u&ev=33 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Convibra Conference <law.secretary@convibra.org> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 10:59 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Law, last call tbr papers, 

Dear Lissa L. Broome, 

The Convibra Law Online Conference will take place entirely online from November 28th through November 30~, 2013. 

The deadline for papers submission is September 13th, 2013. 
Are expected papers from academics, researchers, professionals and students of several law areas. 
PDFs can be uploaded using the link http:!/law.convibra.or.q 

Best regards, 

Alessandra Rinaldi 
secretaria geral 
law.secretary@convibra.org 

Organizing Committee 

Please do not reply this message, contac[ us through law.secretary@convibm.oN 
If you do not want repofls of events in this area, click: 

htt p://vwwv.convibra.or.q/tira r.asp?la n.q=en&e=lissa broome@unc.edu&ev=33 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 2:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Announcing 2013 Silicon Flatirons Center Online Proceedings on SSRN 

In cooperation with the University of Colorado, the Financial Economics Network (FEN) is pleased to announce the Silicon Flatirons Center for Law, Technology, & Entrepreneurship. 

Silicon Flatirons papers are available to all users at no charge and contain abstracts of publicly available reports presented by the Center with links to the full text in the SSRN eLibrary. 

The Silicon Flatirons Center for Law, Technology, and Entrepreneurship is an interdisciplinary research center at the University of Colorado Law School. Silicon Flatirons’ core mission 

is to elevate the debate surrounding technology policy issues; support and enable entrepreneurship in the technology community; and to inspire, prepare, and place students in these 

important areas. In fulfilling this mission, Silicon Flatirons serves as a source for new ideas, a forum for in-depth discussions and research, as well as a valuable campus platform for 

the technology community. 

View Papers: http:!!~-ww.ssrn.com/link!Silicon-Flatirons-Center.html 

SSRN’s eLIBRARY 

SSRN’s searchable electronic library contains abstracts, full bibliographic data, and author contact information for more than 503,100 papers, more than 234,300 authors, and full text for 

more than 410,600 papers. The eLibrary can be accessed at http:flpapers.ssrn.com. 

SSRN supports open access by allowing authors to upload papers to the eLibrary for free through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http:flhq.ssrn.com, and by providing free 

downloading of those papers. 

Downloads from the SSRN eLibrary in the past 12 months total more than 11.1 million, with more than 68.5 million downloads since inception. 

SSRN’s PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 

Searching on an individual’s name in the author field on our search page at http://ssrn.com/search provides the best single professional directory of scholars in the social sciences and 

humanities Complete contact information for authors, including email, postal, telephone, and fax information, is available there. 

SSRN’s MISSION 

SSRN’s objective is to provide rapid, worldwide distribution of research to authors and their readers and to facilitate communication among them at the lowest possible cost. In pursuit 

of this objective, we allow authors to upload papers without charge. And, any paper an author uploads to SSRN is downloadable for free, worldwide. 

LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK 

The Legal Scholarship Network (LSN) distributes other e Journals You can subscribe to these e Journals through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http://hq.ssrn.com. 

Sincerely, 

Bernard Black and Ronald J Gilson 

Directors 

Legal Scholarship Network 

This is a SSRN general announcement. All subscribers to any SSRN lists automatically receive t,~ese announcements and cannot be removed without removll~g all other subscriptions 

Contact unsubscribe@ssm.com to unsubscribe from all SSRN subscriptions. 

Search the SSRN eLibrary I Browse SSRN I Top Papers 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 2:47 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 95, 09/04/2013 

Table of Contents 

Divided Loyalties: Using Fiduciary Law to Show Institutional Corruption 

Nichae[ Pierce, Harvard University - Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics 

The Going-Private Freeze-Out: A Unique Danger for Investors in Delaware Non-Corporate Business Associations 

Brent ~. Herren, Fordham University Schools of Business 

Deconstructing Corporate Governance: The Mechanics of Trusting 

P, en& P, eich-Graefe, Western New England University School of Law 

Accountability of Independent Directors - Evidence from Firms Subject to Securities Litigation 

Francois Brochet, Harvard Business School 
Suraj Srinivasan, Harvard Business School 

Voice Without Say: Why Capital-Managed Firms Aren’t (Genuinely) Participatory 

Justin Schwartz, Independent 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE eJOURNAL 

[;~ Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"Divided Loyalties: Using Fidaciary Law to Show :[nstitutiosal Correption ......... 

Edmond J. Sa#a WorMng P~pers, No. 19 

MICHAEl. ~IERCE, Harvard University - Edmond 3. Safra Center for Ethics 

Emaih mpierce@jd:t 4.1aw,harvard,edu 

What exactly is institutional corruption? There is consensus on the general idea: this type of corruption is generally permitted by law, and involves 
structural and systematic forces as opposed to individual rogue actors. However, there is no such agreement on its precise contours. There are an 
abundance of definitions for institutional corruption, many of them complicated and bloodless, or requiring divisive normative judgments about what 
exactly constitutes a given institution’s socially optimal mission. 

Professor Lawrence Lessig developed a shortcut around this analytically difficult road, coining the methodology of "dependence corruption," which 

he used to show that Congress is corrupt due to the current system of campaign finance. Lessig has met with some success, largely due to the 

parsimonious nature of his dependence corruption analysis, which lends itself to a straightforward narrative, and his method’s rejection of 
substantive distortion - he does not need to point to a particular "bad" bill being passed (or a "good" bill being buried in committee). However, 

"dependence corruption" analysis, at least of the kind Lessig applied to Congress, requires historical evidence regarding the nature and purpose of 

an institution, which limits reformers’ ability to extend the analysis to other institutions. 

This Article aims to provide reformers with another analytical shortcut, one that captures the same benefits as Lessig’s analysis (without requiring 

historical analysis) and enables reformers to produce simple, powerful examinations of certain institutions - namely, those occupying positions of 

trust (fiduciaries) which use delegated power to act in the interests of those who entrusted them with that power (entrustors), Fiduciary duty and 

its exclusive benefit principle demand undivided loyalty from a fiduciary to its entrustor; the exclusive benefit principle thus provides a normative 
baseline from which to judge deviations corrupt, 

Courts have developed legal doctrines to enforce this duty. This Article explicates the duty of loyalty inquiry from corporate law, which has direct 
relevance to reformers focused on institutional corruption. The doctrine provides a stark exception to courts’ usual reluctance to second-guess 
business decisions made by a board of directors: if a plaintiff provides evidence of a conflict of interest, the burden of proof shifts to the defendant, 
who must rebut what is essentially a presumption of unfairness. Reformers should invoke this doctrine and use it to guide their inquiries; this will 
focus their efforts on unearthing conflicts of interest and then declaring institutions (in a fiduciary-like position) presumptively corrupt, without 
delving into whether the substantive outcomes the institution is producing are "good" for society or not. 

] Free Download 

De,aware Journal of Co<oorate Law (DJCL), VoL 38, p, 53, 2013 
Fordha~7? Un;vers;t/ Schools of Business Research Paper 



BRIGHT .~o HO~TOH, Fordham University Schools of Business 

Email: horton@fordham,edu 

This Article is the first to empirically examine provisions that limit or eliminate the fiduciary duties of managers (in the case of LLCs) and general 
partners (in the case of LPs) in the operating agreements of publicly traded non-corporate business associations, and link those findings to a 
problem faced by investors in such entities, the going private freeze-out. In a going-private freeze-out, public stock ownership is eliminated and 
the company becomes closely held. This Article is especially timely given the exponential growth of LPs and LLCs over the past fifteen years. In 
2011, in Delaware, the state of formation for most publicly traded companies, seventy-five percent of newly formed companies were either LPs or 
LLCs (up from twenty percent in 1997). 

This Article begins with an explanation of corporate going-private freeze-outs, and the dissatisfaction that may arise among cashed-out 

shareholders seeking a fair price. In the corporate context such shareholders are protected by the fiduciary doctrine of entire fairness. The cashed- 

out shareholders can bring a lawsuit to force a fair price. 

In contrast, for non-corporate entities, the protection of entire fairness may fail. In Delaware, LPs and LLCs can draft provisions in their operating 

agreements that eliminate fiduciary duties, including the applicability of entire fairness to going-private freeze-outs. The Author discusses cases 

where challenges to going-private freeze-outs based on entire fairness were foreclosed by provisions in the applicable operating agreement. Most 

prominent among these cases are In re Atlas Energy Resources, LLC, and Lonergan v. EPE Holdings, LLC. 

This Article, The Going-Private Freeze-Out, culminates with an empirical analysis, that is to say, a count of how many publicly traded non-corporate 
business associations contain provisions like those in Atlas Energy and Lonergan - specifically special approval provisions and fiduciary elimination 
provisions. The Author concludes that almost ninety percent of publicly traded non-corporate business associations subject theh" investors to a 
unique susceptibility (beyond that experienced by investors in publicly traded corporations) to going private freeze-outs. 

L)elaware Journa! of Corporate Law (DJCL), Vo/. 38, p, 103~ 2013 

~EHI~ R]~]:ClH~RA~I~, Western New England University School of Law 

Email: rene.reich-graefe@law.wne.edu 

The phenomenon of trust among firm participants is a much neglected academic inquiry in corporate governance research and the theory of the 

firm. This Article elaborates on the comparatively small sample of existing legal research on the intersection of trust and corporate governance and 
tries to interrupt the selective (in-)attention given to the philosophical, psychological, political, sociological, economic, and legal phenomenon that is 

our individual as well as collective, everyday trust (or distrust) in the functionality and explainability of the world tomorrow in accordance with our 

preferences of today and our experiences of the past. Trust -- as a phenomenon -- is a concrete but severely underappreciated reality for the 

success of corporate investments and the accountability of corporate management. It constitutes part of a complex solution for encouraging 
investor confidence in the face of absolute decision-making power of corporate directors. Trust efficiently combines and balances otherwise 

unrestricted managerial power with a robust measure of accountability of corporate management -- an entirely elusive measure within the realm of 

corporate governance law. It thereby provides a sophisticated, yet poorly understood, remedy to the most significant but unresolved academic 

dilemma in corporate governance theory -- namely, the lack of predictive ability of existing microtheoretical models of the firm. This Article primarily 
discusses trust (and trustworthiness) as a mechanism, not as a virtue. By focusing on the procedural and substantive mechanics of trusting as a 

phenomenon, this Article explains the cohesive power and Iow-transactioncost functionality which is built into successful exercises of trusting for 

purposes of encouraging and establishing pervasive corporate investments as the rational-choice baseline for voluntary firm participants. 

Vertrauen ist gut, Kontrolle is besser -- German Proverb. 

_7ouma! of FinancTal Eco;~o~i~ (:TFE)~ Forthcoming 

~R~.HCO~ IBRO(CHET, Harvard Business School 

Email: fbrochet@hbs,edu 

~UR.~ SR:~H:~VA$~H, Harvard Business School 

Email: ssrinivasan@hbs.edu 

We examine which independent directors are held accountable when investors sue firms for financial and disclosure related fraud. Investors can 
name independent directors as defendants in lawsuits, and they can vote against their re-election to express displeasure over the directors’ 
ineffectiveness at monitoring managers. In a sample of securities class-action lawsuits from 1996 to 2010, about 11% of independent directors are 
named as defendants. The likelihood of being named is greater for audit committee members and directors who sell stock during the class period. 
Named directors receive more negative recommendations from Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS), a proxy advisory firm, and significantly more 
negative votes from shareholders than directors in a benchmark sample. They are also more likely than other independent directors to leave sued 
firms. Overall, shareholders use litigation along with director elections and director retention to hold some independent directors more accountable 
than others when fh’ms experience financial fl’aud. 

Fordham iournai of Cot#orate and F~nan~2a/ Z.a~$ VoL .18~ pp, 960-.I020, 2013 

.~UST~H SCHWARTZ, Independent 

Email: kschwl@gmail,com 

Why are most capitalist enterprises of any s~ze organized as authoritarian bureaucracies rather than incorporating genuine employee participation 
that would give the workers real authority? Even firms with employee participation programs leave virtually all decision-making power in the hands 
of management. The standard answer is that hierarchy is more economically efficient than any sort of genuine participation, so that participatory 
firms would be less productive and lose out to more traditional competitors. 

This answer is indefensible. After surveying the history, legal status, and varieties of employee participation, I examine and reject as question- 
begging the argument that the rarity of genuine participatory management itself shows that it is inefficient. I then refute two transaction cost 
theories presented by Stephen Bainbridge, first that hierarchy is a superior way to get information to decision-makers, and second that it is 
necessary to reduce shirking. In fact the empirical evidence shows that employee participation even as it exists in its current, limited form, is 
associated with enhanced productivity. 

This, however, leaves us with the puzzle about why every firm is not genuinely participatory. I offer an explanation, derived in part from public 
choice theory, based on the fact that the costs and benefits of participation affect the firm’s owners and employees differently. The owners of the 
enterprise are unlikely to profit from the sort of decisions that employees would likely make if they had the power to do so, even if these decisions 
enhanced productivity, and by implication, profitability. Greater profits for the firm would often mean fewer profits for the owners and managers, 
who accordingly have a strong incentive to resist genuine employee participation. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:44 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: ttou~ Leaders Express Their Support for Syria Strike 

................ ] ~.’iost ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ii~,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 
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Top News 

Hou,se Leader,s Express Their Support for Syria 

Str~ke 

Preside~t Obama won the sui:,]:,ort or" Repnbiiean am:l Democratic 

leaders in the House for an aaack on Syria, as a Senate panel 

agi~ed o[~ the wordi~g l))r a measm~ to permit military action. 

Document: SenaN Resolutbn on Syria 

As,sad ~¥age,s War Shielded ~$rit]h a Smile 

Preside~t gashar a]-Assad’s public activities mask i~ereasing 

a~ression in battle and belie feats among many supporters of an 

~eriea[~ akNck. 

Error,s Ca,st- Doubt on Japan*,s C|eanu£ of Nuclear 

Accident Site 

Analysks are ctuesfioning whether &@art’s governmen t and khe 

operator of the stricken Fakushima DNiehi nuclear plant have 

the eN~ertise and abilib~ to manage the crisis. 

~ Graphic A~empN to Contrel Conta ruination by RadioactM~ in Fukushima 

Bsshar 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

r 

Pzst z~d presen~ res~am~m~t critics for The New York ~imes 

d~seuss the food, the star rating system and the tricks to ea’dng 

anonymonslyo 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Lhnits of NuliIit:at-ion 

On issues ]i]<e gm~ control, tim states a~v not powerless in the face 

but the~s~ are limits to what they can do to prevent enforcement of 

eonstitnfionally valid regulation. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

KIYOSH~ KUROKAWA, who led an investigation im:o the nui:leav accident at the 
Fukusbima pi;]nt in Japan. 

World 

Allied Intelligence Diflbrs on DetaiIs~ but Sl-il Points to 

_&ssad Forces 

The United S~[es and iLs allies differ on some intelligence estimates when 

comes to chemical weapons use in Sy*~a, but a]I ag~e that on]y the Assad 

govew}me~}t had fl~e means to lmmeh a~aeks. 

Diplomatic Seem’ity l~lust Be Priority at State Dept., Pane| 

Says 

.,Ml independent ~wiew eonelnded flint the Sb~te Depa*tment office overseeing 

diplomatic securib" is mired i~ the agency’s sprawling Imreaueracy and must be 

elevated in impor[anee. 

Egypt Speeds Use of T~als for aailing of islanfists 

~M3 actninistrafive court also banned [onr satellite networks considered 

sympathetic to suppoFLe~s of the ousted president Mohamed ~’ka’si. 

U,S. 



Bar Mitzw~hs Get New Look ~o Build Faith 

American Jews often view fl~e coming-of-age ceremony as an 

ending. A new inRiative by kl~e Reform movement is ouk to 

change ~hat. 

Man Who Heild Ohio Women Captive Is Found 

Dead 

A~el Caskro, who was sentenced Lo life i~ p~son for homing 

three women captive in his Clevekmd home for a decade, was 

found hanging in his prison cell, c~fficials said, 

65 Years Later, a Memorial Gives Names to 
Crash Viel-~ms 

TwenLy--eigh[ Mexican vie[ires of a plane crash in 194.8 were 

memorialized in Fresno, Calif., with a new gravestone that lists 

their names. 

Sachs- 

...... Fresno, 

Cslif., a 

Fol mo:e US !~ev,,’s 9o to NYTimes.com!US ~ 

Business 

In Nokia, Microsoft Bets on Apple-Like Revival 

MicrosoR’s predicament recalls the situation Apple found itself 

during the eaHy ~99os, ~dkh higk-quality products overlooked 

the rnarkctplaeeo 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Busincss Losing Clou~. in a G.O.P. Moving Ri~t 
~,. Ei.’U.:’,RD© P©i,~i ~.R 

Scholars have proposed many reasons for the diminished role 

businesses have wi~ Congressional Repuhlicans, and, yes, it’s 

about money. 

No Bounce for E~lrope in Rebound by Germany 
~.:y ;AC~, E’gq N’:; 

The crisis has weakened ties in the euro zone as Oem~an 

companies, with the government cheering them om look to 

China and ~he UnReal SNtes. 

....... ~tion for 

Sports 



To Vladivostok and Beyond 

Despite its t~n-l-mle~t history and m~cert~in fi~ances, 

Koafinenta] Hockey League~ based in Russia, is se~ ~o open 

sixth seaso~ ~dth 28 teams in 8 ~mtions and 9 time 

ON TENNIS 

A iLesson in AdjusfinB to Lower Expectations 

Lleyton Hewitt, like Roger Federer, is 32 and was once No. 

the world, bnt he has moved on h’om those increasingly distant 

days a*~d found meatfing at a *row, lower Ievel. 

Pla}4ng Detective in Finding Fihns of Opponents 

Video e~-.,ordinators must navigate ~he t~des for exehangi*~g game 

films that ca~ ~n:n their prot~ssh)n hlto an alchemy or" dogged 

legwork of a detective and the bacqc~b~pping of a ear salespersom 

, Upset Binge Boosts a Supposedly Lower College DMsion 

Admiral, 

Californi 

A~ts 

Pixies Motor On, V~’ith New Bassist 

The Pixies are ~v]easing a ~ew EP and goi~g on tour, without the 

beloved Kim Deal who a~onnced a few ~eks ago d~at she was 

]eavi*~g the band. 

A SeandaFScalded Murdoch as a Song-and- 

Dtu~ce Ma~ 

Rupert Murdoeh’s many missteps get stage trea’m~en ks in 

Australia at~d 

Crossing the Lines Di~Sding the Races 

White wome~ who became de~dzens of black neighborhoods and 

cuRure during the Harlem Renaissance are the subject of Carla 

Kal)]a~’s "Miss Atom i~ Harlem." 

J~osephi 
~.cNdeil 

Obituaries 

Frederik Pohl, Science Fiction Master Who 

Vaporized Utopias, Dies at 93 

Mr. Poh], who g£ew up Jn Brooklyn, edited magazines and books 

before finding renown as a walter. Perhaps the most lhmous of 

his novels was "The Space Merchants." 

Ronaid H. Coase, a :Law Professor aatd Leading 

Economist, Dies at lo2 

Professor Coase was an "acciden~fl" economist best known for 

two papers that are counted among the most influential in the 

modern histoD- of the science. 

Ray Grebey, Who Represented Baseball h~ ~98~ 

Labor Dispute, Dies at 85 

Hired by Major I.~ague Baseball in 1978, some thought Mr. 

Grehey pushed too hard and provoked a strike t~at could have 

been avoide& 

FredeFik 
p.e..hl ,~ I 

Coase, 

in 2000, 

~’"~’~ I 

..... : Grebe.y, 

left, 



Dining & Wine 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Leavi~g a ’lip: A Custom i~ Need of Cl~anging? 

Arnm~cans have s~uek wi’~ the praedce because all parties 

thought it worked in their favor, bat a re--e~’aluation is now in 

Ladie~ Who Power Lr~meh 

Women in New York arD r~defining the 6tuaI of red meat and 

business talk, 

,~ Slide Show 

At ABC 

..... 2;7 

RESTAURANT OPENINGS 

The Sea~’c’l~ for Stars Begi~s 

Familiar names la~ke on new ro~es and some old farm:ire spots 

reopen after refurbishing. 

Today’s Video 

~ vw~:o: No O~°dinarT Passenger 

In this short film, Stan L"ibhen, a wim~er of the World Sideear 

Championship in ~953, recounts khe thrills and petgls of his 

profcssiom 

Related Article 

Style 

In Bangkok’s Siam Sqtmre neighborhood, a choreographer 

desetfibes a local trend involving contact lenses. 

~ VmEO: Death ofa Russivm Orph~m 

Last October, Max Shatto was adopted fl’om an orphanage in 

northwest Russia. Three months hater, he was dead. 

~ Reiated Article 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Britai~*s SNa Vote h~ Perspeetive 

Prime Minister David Cameron can use other tools, including diplomacy, to 

advance the common goa~s it shares with the United Sb~tes. 

EDITORIAL 

Taxes, Be~tefits and Eq~ali~ 

The recognition of same-sex martqages by the Internal Revenue Service makes 

s kate bans 1-~,~k even more dise~imina to~7. 

EDITORIAL 

M~°o Bloom befog arid ’the ][deolooues 

The mayor is using the shooting of a ymmg Brooklyn boy to level baseless 

charges against rustics of his nneonstitutionaI policing tactics. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

On Sy~°ia, a ~UoNo Vol-e Isn’t O[)l-iona]l 

For a~l its thili~&s, the post-~945 ]ega~ >rder has made for a safer 

world. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Shadow of a Doubt 

A bewilde~*~g dine in bizan’o world: all the sides are scrambled 

as the shadow of ~raq looms over Syria, 

, Columnis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A~n and Shmne 

The U~ited St~tes should definitely respond to Syria’s murder of 

innocent dvilians wi’~ pNso~ gas. But a limited "shock and awe" 

missile {Rtack is*~’k ~he besk strategy. 
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Daily Briefing, September 4: QRM to Undermine Dodd-Frank; Reg Burden to Force M&A 

Web Se.mina~s 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 

Today’s Top Stories 

How the Latest QR~4 Proposa~ Undermines 

The risk retention requirement was supposed 
to ensure lenders had "skin in the game" when 
making mortgages. Instead, regulators appear 
to have abandoned that concept by crafting an 
exception so large that most single-family 
mortgages will be exempted. 

The Fed is prepping a proposal to toughen 
Regulation W, which governs how a bank does 
business with its subsidiaries and affiliates. 

’~mpossibW Regulations Will Weed Out 
Banks: N,Y, Bank Chief 

Douglas Manditch, chairman and chief 
executive at Empire National Bank, believes 
community banks are being squeezed by 
"overzealous" regulation and are feeling 
pressure to sell. 

Customers Bancorp°s Jay 

Persistent Protagonist 

The 61-year-old former Sovereign Bancorp 
CEO is back doing what he’s known for in 
banking: building a franchise and stirring up 
controversy. 

Department 

WeareCs Heartbeat 

A new wearable computing wristband 
expected to ship in early 2014 could be used to 
unlock banking apps and doors. 

Western ,Sky Suspends 

Lashes Out at Re!#u~ators 

The online lender says it has laid off 94 
employees on a South Dakota Indian 
reservation following its decision to suspend 
operations. 

’~mpossib~e’ Regulations Will Weed Out 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

View complete 

o View company 

index 
o Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

~&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 
activity 
was 

hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
M~dwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the adviso~ 
rankings a~er 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
woAh doing 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplici~ and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments. Attend 

the A’~’~, D~bi~ and 

Prepaid R~ium to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 

Nentity Th~;ft .-. 

While providing a brief 

background on Identity 

Theft, the focus of this 

one-hour web seminar is 

on the impact of new 

technologies, the 

associated risks, and banks’ 

responsibilities. It also 

discusses a brief example 

of how a bank offered an 

Identity Theft product as a 

service to its customers. 

Leverage these 4 Pillars 

of Mortgage Au~mation 
~ Achieve Operational 
Excellence 

Attend this webinar to 

learn and leverage 

industry best practice and 

technology advances to 

address common 

operational issues like: 

poor customer experience, 

lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue. Sign 

~p newto learn how to 

dramatically shift the 

current mortgage 



Douglas Manditch, chairman and chief 
executive at Empire National Bank, believes 
community banks are being squeezed by 
"overzealous" regulation and are feeling 
pressure to sell. 

How the Latest QR~ Pro~osa~ Undermines 
Oodd-Frank 

The risk retention requirement was supposed 
to ensure lenders had "skin in the game" when 
making mortgages. Instead, regulators appear 
to have abandoned that concept by crafting an 
exception so large that most single-family 
mortgages will be exempted. 

The 61-year-old former Sovereign Bancorp 
CEO is back doing what he’s known for in 
banking: building a franchise and stirring up 
controversy. 

production and customer 

engagement paradigm. 
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Bank of America Exits China Bank Stake 

~e Wall Street Journal (Sept. 4, Law, Ho, Raice) confirrns tha~ Bank of 

billion, marking the end of an era ~n whbh big Western banks p~led ~nto China 
in hopes of ga~nin9 a Iong4erm foothold ~n ~he market. A wide array of firms, 
ranging from GokJman Sachs Group and C~t~group ~nc. to Morgan Stanby and 
UBS AG, took positions in Chinese banks ~n 1he last 10 or so years. 
Howeve[, the Journal points out, "~ntern~fional regulations scheduled to take 
d~ect ~n ~he next few yea[s requi[e banks to hoM extra cap~a~ against 
m~nor~ly stakes ~n other financial ~nstitutions, maMng such investments bss 

attractive." ~n add~tbn, the stakes have fa~bd to de~iver the k~nd of CMna 
access Western banks in~tJally expected as the CMnese banks stepped up 
compefilion. Ma~y offered much bwer fees and better lerms to woo Chinese 

Business Week (SepL 4, Mat~;inek, Campbell) is reporting ~hat Bank of 
America Corp. is ending its eight-year investment in China Construction Bank 
Corp. by recording a $750 million pretax gain from the sale of its remaining 
stake in the Chinese lender. Bank oi America’s approximately 2 billion 
Construction Bank shales is equivalen~ to 1 percen~ of ~he company’s stocL 
"The profit from selling the shares in the open market will be included in third- 
quader results and could be reduced by accounting adjustments," states the 
publication. 

China Daily (Sept. 4) notes that Bank of America’s exit makes it the second 
U.S~ bank to completely sell out ol a China bank investmen~ since the first el 
this yea[. Goldman Sachs eaHier oflloaded i~s l~maining $1.1 billbn fffferes~ ffl 
~nduslda~ and Commercial Bank of China Lld. "Goldman Sachs grossed $10.1 
bHiion from selling ~ts ICBC stake after investing $2.58 billion in 2006," the 
newspaper reports, "using #fferna] funds tha~ inves~ a mix of dbnt, employee 
and corporate cash." CMna’s banking system has exMbited signs of stress 
lately, with bad bans mounting as economb grov~h sputters. Consequently, 
a number of Chinese ~endeB are preparing to launch equity sa~es to boost 
their capital bases. 

She re~ ~:~:~:: Facebook ~ 

Ex~!u~iYe NACD Pe~[ Exch~!nge Eve!~ts .............................................................. 

Join NACD and a select group of leading directors and governance expeds Io[ 
~h[ee exck~sive peer exchange events ~his Iall in New York Ci[y~ Each event 
will help expand your thinking as a director and provide valuable take-aways 
for the upcoming year. 

Nov. 7 I ~nformation Flow Beyond the CEO I The Lotos C~ub 

Learn more and request an invitation. 

Nov. 19 I Navigat#~9 Critical Boardroom Issues I Harvard Club 

Learn more and request an invitation. 

Dec= 3 1 Leading tVi{nds of Governance I ~arriott I~larquis 

Learn more and request an invitation. 

S h a reET~ ~:~:~ :: Faceb°°k ~E] 

Check for late-breaking news 
ater 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

¯ .            ] iXi KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 

Upcoming NACD 
Events 

NACD Conference 

Nationai Harbor, MD 

(Oct !3-!5, 20!:3) 
Afaoet Sold Ou~ 

NACD Directorship f 00 Forum 

New York, NY (Dec. 

2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec. 12-13 
20fS) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Miami, FL (Dec. 

2013) 

Special ~vents 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Peer Exchanges 

NACD Directorship 

2020; Los Angeles, CA 

(Sept. ~0, 20~3) 

Information Flow 

Beyond the CEO; New 

York, NY (Nov 7, 

2013) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom Issues; 
New York, NY (Nov 

19, 2013) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 
York, NY (Dec 3, 

2013) 

Webinare 



NACD in the News 

Atlanta Hewspaper Teams With NACD for Outstanding Directors 

SaportaReport (Sept. 3) notes that the Atlanta Business Chronicle is 
launching the Outstanding Directors Awards, which will be held Dec. 5 at The 
Ritz-Carlton in Atlanta’s Buckhead district. The newspaper, in partnership with 
the National Association el Corporate Direciors Atlanta, is urging all chief 
e×ecufives statewide to nominate a member of their boards by Sept. 6. 
According to the publication, "the 2013 event will honor those directors who 

have demonstrated the vital leadership and business savvy necessary to help 
guide ~heir business’ success." Once all nominalions are in, an independen~ 
panel of judges will choose the honorees based on commitment to, and 
impact on, the boards they serve. Honerees will be announced next month. 

Audit and Finance 

Consumer Farm Jarden to Buy Yankee Candle for $1.7’3 Billion 

"U.S. consumer produc~s company dat~en Corp. has agreed to buy scented 
candle maker Yankee Candle Company Inc. for $1.75 billion," Fox Business 
(Sept. 3) reports. Jarden’s products range from Sunbeam electric blankets to 
Crock-Pots. It is purchasing Yankee Candle from private equity firm Madison 
Dearborn Partners LLC, which acquired i~ for $1.6 billion seven yems ago. 
Jarden will likely fund the ac(~uisition with a combination of cash, debt and 
stock. 

SEC Declines to Appeal IE×tractive Disclosure Ruling 

The Wall Street Journal (Sept. 3, Rubenfeld) repo~ts tha~ the SEC declined ~o 
appeal a federal court decision vacating disclosure requirements for oil, gas, 
and mining companies. According to the newspaper, the agency "had until 
Tuesday - because Monday was a federal holiday - to decide whether to 
appeal a ruling by U.$. Districl Court Judge John D. Ba~es that ~ossed a rule 
promulgated by a provision of the Dodd-Frank Act mandating that oil, gas and 
mining companies report their payments to foreign governments." 

E×-Cheap T~ick Drummer Sued Over Corporate-Director Removal 

Business Week (Sept. 3, Feeley) reports that three members of Cheap Trick 
are suing Brad Carlson, the rock band’s ex-drummer, contending he was 
properly ousted as a directo~ of corporations ove~seeing the group’s tou~s and 
merchand~sh~g~ Band members R~chard Nielsen, Thomas Peterson, and 

RoMn Zande~ claim in the Delaware Chance~ Coud ~awsuit that Carlson was 
booted f~om the g~oup when he stopped toudng with them, wMch left h~m 
subject to remova~ as a corporate d~rector w~hout a unanimous shareholder 
vote. "The band originally set up corporations to ove~ee revenues generated 
by tours and sa~es of Cheap Tdck me[chandJse that gave each member an 
equa~ stake and equa~ voting power," no~es the publication. In AugusL ~he 
current band members a~tered the corporations’ bylaws 1o ousl Cadson as a 
d~recton Altorneys for the current band members said they sued in De~awa[e 
to get a qu~ck resolution of the question of whether Carlson was propedy 
removed as a corpo[a~e d~rector. "A prompt ~solu[ion of the corpot~te 
governance d~spute ~s needed," Cheap Tdck’s ~av~ers state. 

Sha,e~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 
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Florida Pushes Back Against Execut{ve Compensation 

"Officials at the Florida State Board of Administration (FSBA), Tallahassee, 
~oughened their proxywo~ing stand against compensation packages Ior CEOs 
and other top e×ecutives in the past year," repo~ts Pension & Investments 

(Sept. 3, Burl). In say-on-pay voting, the FSBA voted in support of the 
executive compensation of top executives at 77.1 percent of U.S. companies 
and 71.3 percen~ el global companies in ~he I2 months ended June 30 - a 
decrease from 77.4 percent at both U.S. and global companies the year 
before. Michael P. McCauley, FSBA senior officer, investment programs and 
governance, wrote in an e-mail statement: "Beginning in the [Iirst quarter] of 
2013, we fully integrated the pay.Ior-pertormance model olfered by Fa~ient 
Advisors into the SBA’s [say-on-pay] analysis." The new model enhanced 
existing analytics supplied by Glass Lewis & Co. and h~stitutional 
Shareholder Sewices h~c. 

Quarterly Audit 
Co m mitle.e Update 

(9/25) 
The Next Wave in 
Regulation and 

Compliance: Whalfs 

Ahead for 2013 (I 1,12) 
Compensation (12/18) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exempiary 
boald ieadersi~ip ~,,’or 

directors, by directors We 
deliver the wisdom and insight 

that boa~d members need to 
confidently navigate complex 

bdsiness challenges and 

enhance snareowne~ value. 

We amplify the collective voice 
Of dilectors in ti~e national 

diaiog on board ieadersi@~ 

issues Learn more. 

Follow NACD 



�o,polite Go~ma~ce ......................................................................................................... 

Microsoft Board Shows Little Taste for Bold Choice in CEO 

"The planned retiremenl of Microsoft Corp. Chiel Executive Steve Ballmer 
turns a spotlight on the directors who wilt pick his successor," reports the 
Wall Street Journal (Sept. 3, Ovide, LubNn). "But their backgrounds and 
dedsbns pain~ a £ictu[e of a board thai has Nltle {ndinet{on to select a chie{ 
who win shake up lhe company." The company’s nine-member board is heavy 
on management expedise with I~ttle experience w~th new and emerging 
~echno]og~es. It’s also an older boaK~ ~ no d~rec~or is younger than 56 years 
old. The 9eneral consensus {s Microsoft’s board is dom#~a~ed by co4ounde[ 
B~]I Gales, who owns {ess than 5 percent of the company’s shares but 
remains a major influence on boardroom decisions. "In echoes of a common 
comp~mnt about Dunder4ed firms," lhe Journa~ notes, "critics said Mic{osoft 
directors have often taken ~ backseat to the agend~ of 8aHmer and, in 
pa~culaF, Gates." Among those critics is ChaHes EIson, head of the 
We~nberg Center for Corporate Governance at the University of Delaware. He 
wondeis, "How easy wNI it be Dr thorn to exercise independenl judgmerfl with 

someone in the room who has thai sl~lure, ~{~f]ue~ce~ 8£d economic interest 
in the company?" D~Fectors are expected to choose a CEO ~n shout four to 
six months. 

S,8 re~ ~~~ Facebook ~ 

Boardroom Expert Cars{ Hansell Sets Out on Her Own 

The Toronto Globe and Mail (Sept. 3, McFadand) has learned that "Carol 
Hansell, one of Canada’s more prominen~ corporate governance advisers, is 
leaving her Iong4ime Bay Street law firm to found a new lepal boutique 
spec~a]iz~ng in boardroom ~ssues." The move comes amkJ a trend for other 
board advisers to be independent of management and flee of conflicts of 
~nterest. According ~o HansoN, ~he next Iogica~ step is to have independent 
law firms whose attorneys can act for boards spedfically. Stephen Davis, 
associate director of Hazard Law School’s Program on Corporate 
Governance, says he has yet ~o see a significant lrend in the U.S. of 
secudlies lawyeB exiting major firms to speciaNze in advising boards. 
Canada’s smaller number of b~g law firms couM create more "accelerated" 
pressure for change, he adds. HanseN has sensed ss a d~rector on numerous 
boards, indud#~g Royal Group TechnoIogies Ltd., and has wri[len exlensiveIy 

Italian Banks to Step Up Corporate Governance Changes 

Reuters (Sept. 3) cites a recen~ Fitch Ratings repoBt, which stated that "Italian 
banks are likely to change their corporate governance structures to improve 
transparency, reduce conflicts of interest, and remove obstacles to capital 
strengthening." According to Fitch, the Italian banks that were hit hardest by 
the eurozone crisis oRen had corporate governance weaknesses. Those most 
affected saw their credit profiles deteriorate rapidly. At the same time, 
convok~ted decision-making structures delayed restructuring and cap[tat 

Share~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

Virus Names Fischer CEO as Zook Resigns for Health Reasons 

Bloomberg (Sept. 3, Tirrell) is reporting that "Virus Inc. the obesity-drug 
maker that overturned its board and management in July after a proxy fight 
with its largest shareholder, said new Chief Executive Officer Tony Zook 
resigned because of health reasons." Fom~er Johnson & Johnson executive 
Seth H. Z. Fischer has agreed to succeed Zook immediately. Zook began his 
stint as chief executive on July 22 after shareholders First Manhattan Co. and 
Sarissa Capital Management LP ousted former CEO Leland Wilson when 
they seized control of the board. In a statement, Zook remarked: "This has 
been a difficult decision. Unfortunately, I cannot devote the necessary time 
and focus to the company, but instead must concentrate on peBonal health 
iSSUeS." 

Sha reM ii.~.ii Faceb°°k ~EI 

N£np[Pf!t 6P~Pmar~e ........................................................................................................... 

Why Nonprofits Need Succession Planning 

"As Baby Boemers approach retirement age," notes the Business Journal of 

the Greater Triad Area (Sept. 3, duBruyn), "nonprofit organizations will face a 



changing makeup of their boards of directors." h~ response, the N.C. Center 
I0[ Nonp~fits recently launched a statewide initiative to help nonp[ofit boards 
and executive directors plan for the massive changes in leadership expected. 
According to CompassPoint Nonprofit Services, nearly 68 percent d nonprofit 
executives nationwide plan to retire or leave in the next five yeaB. Many 
nonp[olit leaders founded ~heir organizations and ~ave led them over two or 
even three decades. Emily Zimmern, chair of the Center’s statewide board of 
directo[s, warns, "We cannot have effective, sustainable nonprofits if we don’t 
have organizations ~hat ale prepared to deal with leadership ~ransitions and 
people ready to move up to leadership positions." Burnout has emerged as a 
big problem in the sector, especially since the Great Recession. 

Economic Outlook 

Factories Continue to Gain 

"The U.S. isqanufacturing sector expanded at its quickest pace in isqore than 
~wo years," cenlirms the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 3, Cronin), "as demesbc 
demand remained brisk and trading pa~tne~ around the globe saw their 
economies h~prove." The ~atest ~nstitute for Supply Manegement (ISM) repoR 
capped t~ree months o~ manufacturing growth, re~ec~ng ~newed s~rength ~n 
a sector that showed s~gns o[ s~ow~ng earlier ~n the year. ~SM’s manufacturing 
purchasing managers inde£ c~mbed to 55.7 ~ast month - 1he highesl leve~ 
since June 201 l’s 55.8 read~ng. Any read~ng above 50 ~nd~cates expansion. 
"The ~nc~ase from Ju~y’s 55A ~evel was powered in paA by new orders, which 
climbed to 1heir strongest reading s~nce April 2011 ," the Journal notes. "A 
n~mber d manufacture~ sa~d they are hav~ng trouble keeping up w~th new 
business." 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Pane~ #~oposes changes f~r 

academics~athletics balance 

~ UNC 

A panel of experts has 
Fecommended 28 changes and 
new approaches that could 
prevent future athletic scandals at 

UNC-Chapel Hill and other 

universities,, 

UNC Athletic 

Director 

Bubba 

Cunningham 

of speed#N 

North Carolina leading scorer P.J Hairston has 

pleaded guilty to a reduced charge of speeding and 

an unsafe movement violation after being cited for 

reckless driving in July. 

Gi~io top 25: No reasof) to 

doubt ’new’ Clemson 

Clemson’s a different program 

with offensive coordinator Chad 

Morris and should be ranked 

accordingly 

,’~.; Clemson 

...... quarterback 

Tajh Boyd, 

right, outruns 
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This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 
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click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CFP <cfp@law- conference.org> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 7:46 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

3rd Annual International Cont’erence on LRPP: Call For Papers 2014 

Please view our £D.~!~.D.~2-~.[~L~.~ if you are unable to view the below message 

If you wish to stop receiving further updates pertaining to these conferences, please reply to unsubscribe(~gl~-~balstf.orq 

with the subject "Unsubscribe". 

ii.~.iI LRPP 2014 

3rd Annual International Conference on 
Law, Regulations and Public Policy 

9th - 10th June 20141 Bangkok, Thailand 
www.law-.co~fe, re~ce,or~ info@law,-con f~rence,or~ 

CONFEF~ENCE THEME 

The laws of the land lay the foundations of peace and order, and to ensure people progress 

in all aspects of their lives -whether in business, education, travel, health or recreation. The 

role of public officials is to create, scrutinize, implement and uphold the laws in order to 

protect the rights of every individual, corporate entity or institution. 

Educators of law thus possess the task of not only shaping each and every generation of 

legal practitioners into knowledgeable and responsible agents, but also the study of issues 

which surround the practice of law and its implementation across jurisdictions 

CONFE~ENC~ ~4~GHLIGNTS 

Keynote Address "Constitutional Restraints on Mandatottz~mprisonment Sentences" 

will be delivered by: 

Prof, Chart Wing Cheong 
Faculty of Law, 
National University Singapore 
[Brief Profile] 

Keynote Address "The Future of Legal Education: The Impact of Regulation, 

Technoloqy and Globatization on the Training" will be delivered by: 

Prof. Bradley Myers 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 
Associate Professor of Law 
Randy H. Lee Professor of Law 
University of North Dakota,USA 
[Brief Profile] 

~The Conference Proceedings (Print ISSN: 2251-3809, E=Periodical ISSN: 2251-3817) 

will be indexed by EBSCO,CrossRef, ProQuest, Ulrichsweb and will be submitted to 

Scopus, ScienceDirect and Cabell’s Directories amongst others, where applicable. 

¯ LRPP 2013 Accepted Papers ¯ LRPP 2012 Accepted Papers 

~ Book: Selected authors will be invited to contribute book chapters in "Contemporary 

Social Science Insiqhts" to be published by GSTF. The editor of the book will be Edward P. 



Wolfers, CSM CMG BA PhD, Foundation Professor of Politics, University of Wollongong 

(NSW, Australia). 

~ Journal: Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and other editorial 

considerations, eligible research articles will be invited for publication in the GSTF Journal 

of Law and Social Sciences (JLSS) (Print ISSN: 2251-2853, E-periodical: 2251-2861 ) 

which is indexed by EBSCO, CrossRef, ProQuest, Ulrichsweb and Cabell’s Directories. 

~Best Paper Awards and Best Student Paper Awards will be conferred at the 

conference (in order to qualify for the award, the paper must be presented at the 

conference). 

~LRPP 2014 will also constitute a Special Panel Session. 

~ Panel Proposals are invited for submission to the LRPP 2014. A minimum of three 

papers centering on a specific topic will be accepted for submission under Panel Cateqory. 

Important Dates 

Full Paper Submission Deadline: 

Final Paper (Camera-Ready) Submission Deadline: 

Early Bird Registration Deadline: 

Late Registration Deadline: 

Conference Dates: 

6th December 2013 

7th February 2014 

31st March 2014 

9th May 2014 

9th - 10th June 2014 

~ Prospectives Authors are invited to submit original papers not being considered for 

publication elsewhere. 

~ Submissions are subjected to independent and professional "blind peer review". 

~ Submissions will be judged on originality, significance, interest, clarity, relevance, 

correctness and presentation. 

Additional Publication Opportunities 

Contemporary Social Science insights 

Selected authors will be invited to contribute book chapters in 

"Contemporary Social Science Insiqhts" to be published by 

GSTF= The book will be edited by Edward P. Wo[fers, CSM CMG 

BA PhD, Foundation Professor of Politics, University of 

Wollongong (NSW, Australia). 

GSTF Journal of Law and Social Sciences (JLSS) 

Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and 

other editorial considerations, eligible research articles will be 

invited for publication in the GSTF Journal of Law and Social 

Sciences (JLSS) (Print ISSN: 2251-2853, E-periodical: 2251- 

2861) which is indexed by EBSCO, CrossRef, ProQuest, 

Ulrichsweb and Cabeli’s Directories.. 

PROG P.A~’~1 CHAIR 

Dr. K.C. Sunny 

Dean, Professor and Head 

Department of Law, University of Kerala, India 



Professor Tony (;arty 

SirY. K Pao Chair of Public Law, 

Faculty of Law, The University of Hong Kong 

Dr. Willem de Lint 

Flinders University, Australia 

Dr. Jianfu Chert Dr. Christoph Antons 

La Trobe University, Australia Deakin University, Australia 

Prof. Denise Meyerson Prof. Paula Baron 

Macquarie University, Australia La Trobe University, Australia 

Dr. Anqi Shen 

Teesside University, UK 

Prof. Jiunn-rong Yeh Prof. Abu Bakar Bin Munir 

National Taiwan University, Taiwan University of Malaya, Malaysia 

Prof. Mohd Altar Ahangar 

Universiti Islam Sultan Sharif 

Ali, Brunei 

For a complete list of the Committee, please click here: 
http:llwww.law-conference.orqlComrnittee.html 

For a list of GSTF Partner Universities please visit: 

http://www,globaisff.org/partne r-universities,ph p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 8:43 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 9/19- How to get the TRUTH - 8 seats left 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$285°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt wit[ be your re.g~strat~o~ confh~mat~o~ 

Thursday Sept 19th, 2013 

A~mos~ sold 
ONLY 8 SEATS LE~T ~ 8OOK NOW~ 

Last ~rai~i~g of the year 
This workshop sells out quickly 

Location: 

Con[erence Center 

Sta~e Bar of Geor~a 

104 Marietta St. NW, S~ite 100 

3rd Floor, Room ~ 

Atlanta, GA 30~03 

For directions contact: 

Phone: 404-527-8700 ~ 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns at 8:30 

Workshop starts promptly at 9:00 - 4:30 

Lunch Provided 

CLE Certificate provided and hours w~[[ be reported to 

receive the CLEo 

Attend this workshop and receive your free £~ft- d)e DVD 

and workbook of this Workshop. 

~n’~ a~,ndZ No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for ~u~:hase here 

Dis~oun t Group R~ ~es Aveileb 

ConLact Susan at: 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Full_~ram also available by DVD 
Questions and Booking: 

Testimonial: 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

editor((}bankersonline.com 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:18 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

2013 Security Officers Workshop: Early Bird deadline is TODAY! 

(Please forward this email to the person responsible for securit!l.) 

Join us live in Philadelphia or by remote video streaming live to your location [or this must attend event for all 

Security/Directors, Officers, Staff, Auditors, Directors, CEOs, Cashiers, BSA Officers, Compliance Officers, Training 

Officers, Bank Counsel and Legal Staff, and White Collar Law Enforcement Officer!! 

REMINDER: Download the 20i3 Security Officers Workshop brochure (.pdf)! Share the details with 

management (and with other security officers) and re~Jster today. 

~ The early-bird deadline 
is TODAY! 

Don’t delay. R~g~ster NOW!. 

For those attendin~ IN-PERSON, you will receive a $100 discount AND we will add 30 days of FREE, ON-DEMAND access 

to the archived video stream of the 2-day workshop sessions you attended. Take the extra time to review the content 

yourself and train others at your institution. 

For those ATTENDING REMOTELY, you will receive a $100 discount AND an extra block of 30 days of FREE, ON-DEMAND 

access to review the sessions. That’s a total of 60 days to ensure that you’ve absorbed all the material and plenty of 

t|me to share w|th others on your staff. 

Limited time offer: It will cost an additional S250 to add the online access extension after the early-bird deadline has 

passed. Re?,ist~r toda~j to lock in these extra benefits - for FREE! 

D From the desk of workshop coordinator, Dana Turner... 

CREDIBILITY- Now more than ever! 
Finandal institution Security Managers need to prove their credibility if and wi~en challenged either by law enforcement, 

when testifyin~ in a court of law, or even by the Board of Directors. This Workshop - the oldest and the largest national 

Workshop created ONLY for Security Directors and their staffs - provides that. For 18 years we’ve provided subjects 

that increase your knowledge, your network, and your net worth. Ensure that you are up-to-speed with your peers and 

ioin us at this year’s Security Officers Workshop. We promise to keep the workshop lively, informative, and packed 

with value. And remember, you can attend either in-person or view the sessions from the comfort of your office as they 

are streamed live. We look forward to seein~ you in October. 

"We’re interested in the Remote Streaming option direct to our location. 

Can we test our system?" 

Yes, we have a special pa~e set up for that and you can access it by ~!~cki~ h~r~. 

"Will there be a chance to get answers to our questions?" 

Yes, there will be Q~tA sessions durin~ the workshop where questions submitted from the in-person attendees and the 

remote participants will be answered. In the event that we cannot answer all of the questions durin~ the conference, we 

will create a follow-up document containin~ answers we were unable to address durin~ the workshop. 

"Do remote attendees get the same certification credits for attendance?" 

Yes, the entire conference will be streamed in real time, and also archived for later viewing. If there is more than one 

person participatin~ remotely, we will supply a certificate for each attendee. 

"Can we submit questions prior to the conference?" 

Yes, we’d love to hear from you prior to the workshop! If you have any questions that you would like to see addressed, 

~[~!~t!..~.~:~[!.~..~.~ and we’ll do our best to incorporate them into the program. 

"How will we get access to the materials?" 

All attendees will have the ability to download the materials prior to the conference (with plenty of lead time in the 

event you would like to print them out). They will be made available online for all attendees to download and those 



attending in Philadelphia wi[[ also receive a CD-ROM containing the material along with a notepad. 

And if you have more questions... 
Don’t worry! We’re here to help. Head to the conference website and check out the a~enda or download a copy of the 

ful[ brochure. If the information you need isn’t there, don’t hesitate to contact us. And once a[[ your questions are 

answered, go ahead and re,~ister to attend! 

Along with a wealth of knowledge delivered by some of the best speakers in the |ndustry and valuable tools to help you 

meet the security function’s mission, you wiil receive credit for attending the workshop! The ~.~[~.~y..~!.~.~.~. 

~torkshop has always maintained a strong reputation in the industry. We’re proud of the reputation we’ve developed 

over the past eighteen years and our reputation for quality training wiil translate directly into a benefit for you. The 

hours you spend attending the workshop wil[ be recognized by ABA, ICBA, ASIS, and CFE. You’ll receive a certificate 

detailing the hours of training in security and, where appbcabie, BSA. Re.~ster today! 

We promise to keep Lhe workshop lively, informative, and packed with value. We look forward to seeing you in 

October! 

The Early Bird gets additional benefits: Register by September 4, 2013 to receive a $100 discount (2-day workshop) 

30-day access to Streaming Archive (IN-PERSON and REMOTE attendees)! Check out at[ the details on the registration 

~aqe and Sign u~ today.~ 

Click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:33 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Joseph has endorsed you! 

Lissa Lamkin, 

Congratulations! Your connection Joseph Widman has endorsed you for the following skills and expertise: 

s photo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@producLamericanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

F,-;pand Your Mobile Ba~king Solution 

View as Web Paqe 

For,,,,ard to a Friend 

American Banker 

American Banker Invites You to this Complimentary Web Seminar 

September 11, 2013 I 2 pm ET;11 am PT 

--Featuring Live Q&A 

Click Hereto Register ] 

Hello Law, 

Are you a bank executive looking to expand your mobile banking solution to meet tomorrow’s 

--customer requirements? This webinar is for you Join Celent and Konyto find out howthe mobile 

application landscape is evolving, what top banks are doing to prepare for future mobile banking, 

and what influence they have on small banks’ mobile developments. Take a glimpse at the US 

mobile market today and ultimately find out how banks are supporting all of their customers with a 

secure, integrated, and multi-channel mobile solution. 

This complimentary webinar will also explore: 

Mobile apps today and tomorrow: table stakes vs. the cutting edge 

What banks are doing to get customers to adopt mobile banking 

What you need to design and deploy a secure mobile solution 

Supporting future growth in the mobile channel 

Howto build a mobile solution that you write once and deploy across multi channels 

Panelists: 

Daniel W, Latimore, OFA 

Senior Vice President 

Celent Banking Group 

Vijai Shankar 

Director of Product Marketing 

Kony, Inc. 

Sponsored by: 



Logo 

Share this Event! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here, 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004     -- 
custserv@sourcemedia.com I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Mark Dorosin via LinkedIn <member@linkedin.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 10:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

! ! } + ! } :!!!:~:! ~ :::::::::::: .......................................................................................................................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Universily of Illinois Alumni Association <niaacareerevent~uillinois.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 10:41 AM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

Register tbr the Sept. 12 "Intro to Strengths-Based Leadership Model" webinar 

Dear Lissa 

Last call to regisler for the Alumni Career Center’s Summer quarter Webinars! Register for the "Intro to Stren~hs-Based Leaderslfip Modal" that will introduce 

the strengths-based leadeBhip model that you can use to help grow in your career, develop professionally and build success. This program will summarize the model 

and leadership themes (executing, influencing, relationship building and slmtegic thinking). 

The ",lob Search Strategy with Results" Webinar will help you prioritize what is most important to you in your next position mad prepare a job search strategy 

design tha~t will achieve results. 

"Intro to Strengths-Based Leadership Model" is on Thursday, September 12 from 7-8 PM, Cent~-al Time 
"Job Search Strategy with Results" is on Thursday, September 26 fi’om 7-8 PM, Central Time. 

Click here for event summ~" to register for the upcoming progrm~s in September. 
Sincerely, 

Julie Barfimus 

Vice President 

University of Illinois Alumni Association 

Alumni Career Center 

200 S. Wacker Dr. 

First Floor, MC 200 
Chicago, IL 60606 

http://~¥.niaa.org/careers 

If you do not rash to receive future emaAls fro,n UniversiF of Illinois Alumni Association Alumni Caxeer Center please Opt-Ont. 

Cvent- Web-based Software Solutions ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@~ndleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 11:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Verity Capital Group, Inc. (Winder, GA) has agreed to merge with Community & Sonthem 
Holdings, Inc (Atlanta, GA) 

http://www.sandleroneJll.com/email-disclaJmer.htm 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Book of Lists <bizbooks@bizjournals.com> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 11:34 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Summer’s over. Time to hit the Books. 

~:: Surmner’s over Time ~c, ifit tile book Get the 2013 Book of Lis~s bsdsy 

Now that the summer is over, it’s time to shake off the sand and refocus on meeting those goals 

you set when the weather was still cold. With more than 40 U.S. markets to choose from, the 

popular Book of Lists not only ranks your area’s top companies by category, it highlights the key 

decision makers and their contact information, giving you all the momentum you need to finish 

out 2013 on a strong note. 

The data download lets you search, sort and mail with nearly double the contacts of the print 

edition. Plus, with My Book of Lists, you can cherry-pick from all of our markets to create a list of 

your own. 

That way, you can enjoy next year’s vacation, too. 

Let the Book of Lists help you refocus on 2013 by calling 800.486.328£ 

or by visiting BookOfLists.com. 

i~ Usethe p ...... de BOL20 t .... ire 20% off y ..... der. 

120 W. Mo:ehaad St (},badot:.a. NC, 28202, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 12:28 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Professional Announcements and Job Openings, 9/4/2013 

Legal Scholarship Network 

Professional Announcements and Job Openings 

September 4, 2013 

Published by the LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK (LSN) 

a division of 

Social Science Electronic Publishing, Inc (SSEP) 

Copyright by SSEP, Inc. 2013--All rights reserved. 

tomorrows research today 

http:I/~ew’w. SSRN com/ 

Table of Contents 

Professional Announcements 

Legal Scholarship Workshop ~ HKU (LSW(~.HKU) 

Call For Papers 

Job Openings 

Princeton University Program in Law and Public Affairs (LAPA) 

Fellowships 

Queen’s Universitv 

Canada Research Chair in Law (Tier 2) 

LSN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on LSN. 

Call For Papers 

Legal Scholarship Workshop @ HKU (LSW@HKU) 

Monday, December 2, 2013, University of Hong Kong 

OVERVIEW: The Legal Scholarship Workshop @ HKU (LSW@HKU) offers a unique forum for current doctoral candidates in law to present their work in a focused workshop setting that 

aims to approach legal scholarship holistically. In addition to the traditional emphasis on the paper’s content and argument, the LSW@HKU is also oriented towards academic training 

in preparation for the academic job market. Thus, presenters will receive both substantive comments on the paper and stylistic feedback on the presentation, and along the way educate 

ourselves about what makes a successful paper topic, paper, and presentation. 

FORMAT: The one-day workshop will host a total of not more than 4 presenters. Each presenter will be allocated an exclusive 90-minute session (i.e., no panel format and no concurrent 

sessions) for presentation, substantive Q&A and stylistic feedback. Each presenter can expect an earnest discussion on both substance and style from the workshop participants. The 

workshop participants will primarily include research postgraduate students from the University of Hong Kong led by the hosting faculty member, and invited faculty members whose 

expertise coincide with the presented paper. 

The workshop will include papers from all areas of law, with no restrictions on jurisdiction and methodology. There is no strict limitation on paper length, though papers whose format 

and length are meant for either an one-hour workshop discussion or an one-hour job talk presentation are preferred. 

Presenters and participants must commit to attend the entire Workshop, including reading the presented papers of all presenters prior to the session. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Current postgraduate students enrolled in a doctoral program in law (eg., PhD or JSD, but excluding JD) in any law school around the world. Recently graduated 

doctoral candidates who have not obtained a tenure-track academic position may also apply, but priority will be given to current students. 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT: There is no conference registration fee for presenters. In addition, the University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law will provide each presenter with travel 

reimbursement of up to HK$6000 (approx USD 750) for return economy airfare from either the presenter’s academic institution or home country, and accommodation reimbursement of 

up to HK$2000 (approx USD 250) for two night stay in Hong Kong. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: To apply, send a paper or abstract, together with a CV and a cover letter stating the intended format/purpose of the paper to Jianlin Chen 

(iianlin£’~hku hk) by October 1, 2013 Decisions will be made and communicated to applicants no later than October 15, 2013 The finalized paper to be presented is due by November 

23, 2013 for distribution a week before the workshop 



Princeton University Program in Law and Public Affairs (LAPA) 

Fellowships 

Princeton University’s Program in Law and Public Affairs (LAPA) invites outstanding faculty members, independent scholars, lawyers, and judges to apply for appointments as resident 

Fellows for the academic year 2014-2015. We anticipate naming up to six fellows who are engaged in substantial research on topics broadly related to law and public affairs or law and 

normative inquiry, including one early career scholar working at the intersection of law and humanistic inquiry 

DESCRIPTION: Successful candidates will devote an academic year in residence at Princeton to research, discussion, and scholarly collaboration 

QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants must have a doctorate, J.D or an equivalent professional postgraduate degree. 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: Further information and the electronic application can be found at http://lapa.princeton.edu 

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS 5:00 PM (EST) MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2013. 

Princeton University is an equal opportunity employer and complies with applicable EEO and affirmative action regulations. 

Queen’s University 

Canada Research Chair in Law (Tier 2) 

Queen’s University Faculty of Law seeks to recruit and to nominate a Canada Research Chair in Law (Tier 2) 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The federal government has established the Canada Research Chair program to attract outstanding researchers to the Canadian university system Tier 2 

nominees need to meet the specific requirements for Tier 2 appointment: 

- excellent emerging world-class researchers who have demonstrated particular research creativity; 

- demonstrated potential to achieve international recognition in their fields in the next five to ten years; 

- an original, innovative research program of high quality; and 

- potential to attract excellent trainees, students and future researchers. 

For more information on Canada Research Chairs, see: http:!/w~tw.chairs-chaires.,qc.calpro.qram-programme/nomination-mise en candidature-en.q.aspx 

Applicants should be Assistant or Associate Professors or possess the necessary qualifications to be appointed at these levels. Absent exceptional circumstances, the candidate will 

be expected to have a Doctorate in law or a cognate discipline, with the candidate having completed his or her highest degree no more than ten years prior to nomination for the Chair. 

The Faculty is committed to diverse and interdisciplinary approaches to law and welcomes applications from all areas of legal study. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The successful candidate will be expected to establish a highly productive scholarly agenda including the development of research relationships with researchers 

across Canada and internationally, to provide effective teaching and mentoring of J.D. and graduate students, to contribute to teaching the core curriculum of the Faculty, and to take on a 

leadership role appropriate for the appointed rank. Salary will be competitive and commensurate with the qualifications of the candidate. 

ABOUT QUEEN’S LAW: Queen’s Law is one of Canada’s leading law schools, with a distinguished record of outstanding teaching and research. Located in historic Kingston, Ontario, 

Queen’s Law is a mid-sized law school with an exceptional degree of faculty and student engagement. Queen’s Law also has a curriculum and research profile that is global in scope, 

including Canada’s largest law school study-abroad spring international law program, operated at the Queen’s University Bader International Study Centre at Herstmonceux Castle in 

the UK. 

The University invites applications from all qualified individuals. Queen’s is committed to employment equity and diversity in the w’orkplace and welcomes applications from women, 

visible minorities, Aboriginal people, persons with disabilities, and persons of any sexual orientation or gender identity. All candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadian 

citizens and permanent residents will be given priority. Canada Research Chairs are open to individuals of any nationality. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Each completed application must include: 

- a curriculum vitae; 

= copies of all university transcripts; 

- copies of sample publications; 

= a statement outlining howthe candidate meets the requirements for a CRC Tier 2 appointment, including a description of the applicant’s current and prospective research interests 

and accomplishments; 

~ a statement outlining experience with teaching and supervision at the JD. and graduate level, including all available course outlines and evaluations; and 

- letters from at least three referees sent directly by the referee to the address below. 

Electronic applications and letters of reference are strongly preferred, ideally in PDF. Applicants should also supply information concerning any interruptions in their academic career. 

Writing samples will not be returned and incomplete applications may not be considered 

Applicants should submit their file by September 30, 2013. If letters from referees are not available by this date, they should be submitted as soon thereafter as is possible. The 

Committee may still consider applications after this date 

Additional information which may be of interest to prospective faculty members can be found at: http://ww’wqueensu.calfacultyrecruitmentJindexhtml 

The academic staff at Queen’s University is governed by a Collective Agreement between the Queen’s University Faculty Association (QUFA) and the University which is posted at: 
http:~www.queensu.ca~pr~v~st~facu~ty~facu~tyre~ati~ns~qufa~c~ectiveaqreement.htm~ 

The Faculty will work with the successful candidate to submit a CRC nomination to the CRC Secretariat by April 2014 The successful candidate may assume a tenure track or tenured 

faculty position at Queen’s as early as July 1, 2014; however, the CRC competition is subject to final review and approval by the CRC Secretariat. 

Electronic applications and letters of reference should be sent to Dean Bill Flanagan at: w flanaqan(~,queensu ca 

Hard copies should be addressed to: 

Dean Bill Flanagan 

Faculty of Law 

Queen’s University 

Macdonald Hall 



Kingston, Ontario 

Canada K7L 3N6 

Website: http://law queensu.ca 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND JOB POSTINGS 

If you wish to post a professional announcement or job listing, please contact Announcements~,SSRN.com for more information 

HOW TO UNSUBSCRIBE 

You can unsubscribe from these Jobs & Announcements emails by clicking here 

You can change any of your other e Journal subscriptions in the following ways: 

1 Log into SSRN User Headquarters at http://hq.ssrn.com. Click "Subscriptions" on the left side of your screen, click on the appropriate network name, and then uncheck 

"Professional Announcements and Job Postings" at the bottom of the page. 

2 Email Support@SSRN.com 

3. Call 877-SSRNHelp (877.7776435) in the United States, or +I 585 442 8170 outside of the United States We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30 AM and 

6:00 PM, United States Eastern StandardiDaylight Time (EST/EDT). 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE TO SSRN JOURNALS 

Site subscription membership 

Many university departments and other institutions have purchased site licenses covering all of the journals in a particular network. If you want to subscribe to any of the SSRN 

journals, you may be able to do so without charge by first checking to see if your institution currently has a site license 

To do this please click on any of the following URLs. Instructions for joining the site are included on these pages. 

o Accountinq Research Network 

o Co~qnitive Science Network 

o Corporate Governance Network 

o Economics Research Network 

o Entrepreneurship Research & Policy Network 

o Financial Economics Network 

o Health Economics Network 

o Information Systems & eBusiness Network 

o Legal Scholarship Network 

o Manaqement Research Network 

o Political Science Network 

o Social Insurance Research Network 

o Classics Research Network 

o English & American Literature Research Network 

o Philosophy Research Network 

If your institution or department is not listed as a site, we would be happy to work with you to set one up. Please contact site@ssrn.com for more information. 

Individual membership (for those not covered by a site subscription), complete our web subscription form at our secure site: http:l!,z, rw~J.ssrn.comlsubscribe 

FINANCIAL HARDSHIP 

If you are undergoing financial hardship and believe you cannot pay for a journal, please send a detailed explanation to Subscribe@SSRN.com 

Copyright 2013 

SSEP, Inc., all rights reserved. 

Search the SSRN eLibrary I Browse SSRN I Top Papers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 1:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Lissa, you have notifications pending 

Hi Lissa, 

Here’s some activity you may have missed on Facebook. 

~ t0 .~rien~ request:; 



Your recording has been processed andyourmedia is ready. Please visitthe ~:-:.:::i’~.:::.{:i.:!~rs~!! .’.;.::.u!s,’-~ P.::.!iai to reviewyour course media and 

monitorsfudenfusage. 

Note: Any media marked as Initially" Unavailable will need to be made Available (on the EchoServer) before students can view if.::::::::::::::: 

Poclcast Playback: /i’~fo: ~ ,~-!k~ie,~,.’.~a:’~221 -~ ’,’~ ’ .......... 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review Delhaize America CEO out as grocery shakeups continue 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

IDelhaize America C~O out as ,grocery 

shakeups continue 

The CEO of Salisbury-based grocer Delhaize 

America resigned Wednesday, meaning Food Lion’s 

new chief executive will now report directly to the 

grocer’s parent company in Belgium while the 

company attempts its turnaround. 

ahead of rival Apple 

Samsung unveiled its highly 

anticipated digital wristwatch 

Wednesday, beating Apple to what 

could become this year’s must- 

have holiday gift item. 

US Blade deficit widens to 

$39.1 billion i~ &Hy 

The US trade deficit widened in 

July from a four-year low in June. 

American consumers bought 

more foreign cars and other 

imported goods, while U .... 

McDonald’s Corp says a revamped version of its 

Dollar Menu that includes items priced at $5 could be 

launched nationally this year. 

Toyota recalls 399,000 vehicles woHdwide 

Toyota is recalling 200,000 vehicles worldwide for a 

hybrid-system problem and another 169,000 vehicles 

for an engine bolt defect. 

Lenovo CEO shares bonus money with 

employees 

The continued success of Lenovo, which recently 

overtook HP to become the undisputed leader in the 

worldwide PC market, hasn’t gone to CEO Yang 

Yuanqing’s head. 

Kodak exits bankruptcy, without cow, surlier 

cameras 

Eastman Kodak Co., the photography pioneer 

overcome by digital competition, emerged from 

bankruptcy Tuesday as a commercial-printing 

company that sells nothing to consumers. 

Bank of America to sel~ stake in China 

Constr~ction Bank 

Bank of America announced Tuesday that it will sell 

its remaining stake in China Construction Bank Corp 

in a deal that will net about $750 million 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

DaJlyUlxtate: Tonight’s Caty Chamber banquet could bring big news 

Ask Career M(k~;_;, How to qet at’.. in--~:,.erson inte:view,_ plus 

Adelsols Tarns #nto ~,~y Obama 



t-lOt S.[.:~OtS for 8tart~r)s reiv Oi-’.’ Sr)h’~OI~’F. flOi:ri 

N,C, ’Tax and Tar:’,.’ kay,; kicks 

Carv% SciOues~ bu~;s Pittsbu..."¢th% Combineb~et fo..." S43..."/... 

::::: Upsta~: Editor’s Choice 

.......................................... 

............................ 

¯ op 

............................ 

A~sa vst Recent s~ock sa:es co~ d aSc~ Pen~seX~s cadets s 1~ ........................................................................................................................................................ 

.................................. g~tdtn~ S:ze: ~0,120 SF 

use :~pe: 

Featured £vent 





Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 3:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Senate Panel Approves Resolution of Force Against Syria 

Senate Panel Appr~wes Resolution of Force Against 
Syria 

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee approved a resolution authorizing President 

Obama to conduct military strikes against Syria. 

The 10-7 vote came after the panel added a provision to the resolution stating that U.S. 

policy aims to "change the momentum on the battlefield" in the Syrian civil war, in order to 

force President Bashar aI-Assad to agree to a negotiated settlement that ends the conflict 

and paves the way for a democratic government. The full Senate is expected to vote on 

the measure next week. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:<250 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universi~ of Illinois A~muaJ Fund --~giving@illinois.edu:> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:43 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbmome@email.unc.edu;, 

Hello from Illinois 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Jurist Insider <callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 6:22 PM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

BYU, Baylor top list of Best Value private law schools 

To view Lhis e~-r~ail as a web page., go here. 

BYU, Baylor top list of Best Value private 
law schools 

] 

] Brig~qara Young ! rniversit3 and Baylor 
] University School of Law are the best 
] value pmate law schools, according to a 

~ new s~udy by ~e National Jurist. 

~ Notre Dame Law School, Duquesne 
- Univemity m~d Ham[ine Uni~ ersity rou~d 

] 

] 

out the top t~ve. 

>> View The Complete List 

Battle for Boise: U 1d~o up, Concordia 
dowm in. enrollment 
’Dte I rn~vemity of Idaho Co]logo of I ,aw bucked ~}ational at~d 
regional ~ends to come oN N~ead in total applications and 
e~rollmet~t. Its gro~b m;)" have come at the expet~se of 
Concordia I.m~ School. in Boise~ I&~o. 

>> Read ~e Remainder Of ~is ~icle 

Who’s not applying to law school? 
A reeem report shows tI~at applications tiom students at the 
nation’s most prestigious universities m:e down even more thm~ 
t~e national average. 

Kdth I ,ee~ thunder and editor of Associate’s Mind, a blog that 
discusses legal issues ~md prol)ssional development, noted ~e 
trend. I ,ee looked a* the graduates of ~3’ Lea~e i~stitut~ons w; 
wall as Stanfbrd University, Duke University m~d the University 
of Chicago and d~scovered tha* ma~}y ~aduates from these top 
ra~ed institNions have stopped app]?dng tbr law s~ hooL 

:> Read ~e Remainder Of ~is .~ticle 

It is rare when law scion_ ols are sold, k t,t the recent dry_ p in 
applications is healing up mergers and acquiaitions. Charleston 
School of Imv am~out~ced it would be acquired by ~ntiI ~aw if it 
received both state m~d Ame~qcan Bar Association appro,aL 

>> Read ~Ne Remainder Of This A~icle 

Coming Lavwer Shortage? 

Most Im,ovative Law 

S hools 

Obama supports two year law school 



Space Law: Mississippi launches LI 

India~a Tech fa]ls short of enrollment 

Profile Center == Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Bankers Association <vickie@ncbankers.org> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 6:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCBA Bnllefin - September 5, 2013 

.~.i NCBA Bulletin Header 

NOTE PASSWORD CtIANGE: The new user name is the new password 

September 4~ 2013 Bullletin 
PRINTING THE BULLETIN: Once you click on the link andre and log 

the upper lel) hand comer right aNwe the Back u? Bulletin link ia a printer icon. If yon put yonr 

cur~r over floe icon it will aay "Pratt thia Page/If Sou would like to pfinl fl-~e Bulletin, simply 

click on that link and fl~en print as usnat. 

Use this area to provide your subscribers ~formation abotit your 

NC Bs~kers Association 

P. O Box 19999 

RNe~gh, No~ Carolina 276~9-9916 

800/662-7044 / 919/881-9909 (Pax) 

Forward this email 

This emaii was sent to Ibroome@email,unc.edu by vickie(a~ncbankers.org :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant iernoval widl Saf:eUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy’. 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh :: NC :: 27609 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 10:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 5 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

September 5, 2013 @ Number 172 

Appointments and Nominations 

Steve Antonakes has been named deputy director of the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the agency announced 
Sept. 4 .... 

International Banking 
E~wopea~ Commissio~ Offers Proposals 

BRUSSELS ~ The European Commission presented the first of 
several proposals Sept. 4 to regulate the largely unregulated 
shadow banking sector, suggesting new restrictions for money 
market funds .... 

Payment Systems 

Ge~ Pe~a~t~/Relief for ~#correct ~.et~r~s 

Payment processors reporting incorrect taxpayer identification 
number information on Form 1099-K will get relief from penalties 
for failure to include all the required data, or for including 

incorrect information on a return, the Internal... 

International Banking 

~ta~’¢ ~ecomes First EU Natio~ 
To Tax High~S#eed ~i~a~cial Tra~sac~ior~s 

Italy on Sept. 2 introduced a new tax on high-frequency trading 

for equities and derivatives as a way to create a disincentive for 
the practice, which many blame for increased volatility on 
financial markets .... 

Consumer Protection 
FTC W#~s TRO Agai~st ~ebsites for @ Pavdav 

A Tampa, Fla.-based operation charged with defrauding 
customers of their purported payday loan servicing website must 
halt operations, according to an Aug. 29 order by the U.S. 

District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, which... 

Accounting 
FASt3 Wi~ Not Add ~;o R~es o~ C~awbacks~ 

The U.S. accounting rulemaker declined a request Sept. 4 to 
write additional guidance on stock-based compensation 
arrangements marked by certain kinds of clawback features and 
discretionary provisions that could lead firms to change or... 

Debt Instruments 
IRBo" Ob~igatio~s Under Debt I~s~;r~m~e~;s 

The Internal Revenue Service unveiled proposed, temporary and 
final regulations (REG-111753-12, T.D. 9635) Sept. 4 on how the 
"straddle rules" apply to debt instruments .... 

Monetary Policy 
~3ei#e Book Agai~ Fi~ds Eco~omy 

E~pa~di~g a~ @Modest ~o Moderate~ Pace 

The economy was expanding at a modest to moderate pace from 



early July through late August, with consumer spending up and 
hiring steady or up modestly, the Federal Reserve said Sept. 4 .... 

Housing 

Hortgage applications rebounded in the latest week, led by a 
gain in refinance loans, the Mortgage Bankers Association 
reported Sept. 4 .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily ([SSN 1526-50~_3), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
ht:tP:iiweb{ltii .bna .c,:)r~lie mailsign{lp. 

Request a FREE Web tr=ai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National AFfairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the [e!ms ai;ci 

condit=.ons of ti~e license ~£;reernent with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 10:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 5 -- BNA, Inc. Inten~ational Business & Fiuance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 5, 2013 @, Number 172 

Group of 20 

ST. PETERSBURGONembers of the Group of 20 leading economies 
are due to endorse a long-term strategy for economic recovery 
that will place greater emphasis on the need for structural 
reforms to promote strong, sustainable and balanced... 

Group of 20 

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia@Leaders of the Group of 20 economies 
are set to endorse new initiatives aimed at increasing cross- 
border cooperation in the investigation and prosecution of 
corruption offences and to combat domestic and foreign... 

China 

BEIJING@China is set to launch treasury bond futures trading 

Sept. 6, two months after regulators first announced they would 

resume the trade after an 18-year hiatus .... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business &. Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i~ttp : i/webut il,bi;a.comi~.~,m ~dsignup. 

Request a FR~ ~,%’eb h-:.al. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright. (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

cor~di~.:o]-is of: ~.he lice~se agreeme~ with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 
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enforcement, thisinstitutewillprovideatimely 

and substantive briefing on recentdevelopments 

September 3~ - October O~i, 2~2!3 

CLE Distance Learning 
Live Webi~arITeleco~fere~ce P~ograms 

Thursday, Septembe~ 12, 2013 

~,5 ~redits requested 

A look at dividing assets in a military divorce and 

the obstacles and considerations that arise from 

ce~ain federal statutes, state divorce laws, and 

military regulations. 

Wednesday, Se~tembe~ ~, 20~3 

1.5 credits requested 

~4here A~e ~@ 

Thursday, September 

Fdday, September 20, 20~3 

1.5 credits requested 

ABA Premier Speaker 

ABA Members can save nearly 

$900 on the HP EliteOne 800 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Brutality of Syria~ Rebels Posing Dilemma in West 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgdo Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials ~Op~ ~ On]hisDay 

Top News 

Brutality of Syrian Rebels Posing Dilenm~a ~ 

West 

Many Syrim~ rebels have adopted some of the chil]i~gly ruthless 

taedes of the governmenk, raising "~e prospect that a mi]itaW 

s kz~ke eoNd skrengthen ex[remists o 

Obama Faces Ba~’~’iee in His Own pa~oty on SyNa 

Democrats say they are confl’o~ted with a di~eult choice: go 

against the wishes of P~vsiden[ Obama or del~ voLers who are 

overwhelmi~gly opposed to il~v~-~lvil~g the United States 

another unpredictable M~ddle East war. 

On tl~e :Edge of Poverty, at tl~e Center of a Debate 

o~ Food Ntm~ps 

As lawmakers east a fight over eats to food stamps in te~ns of 

spending, budget m~a]ysts and hunger relief advocates warn of a 

spike in "food J~seeuH ty" among ~mfieans. 

A video 
showed 

rebel 

~reside 

Ot_~ me 
spoke 

I 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

A Vete~oan Re]po~l-el" Re;~leel-s on a Disl-~ni W~ 

On the eve of a book and e~ibib about t~e Vietnam War culled 

from Associated Press archives, Ralph Blumenthal reflects on 

covering the conflict’s early years. 

rReporte 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Not Ve~’y Givb:~g 

The problem with p~,vate donations to pub]k: schools. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRE~ID~NTOBA~A, (m co~ditions (h~t might call for i~tet’ventio~ ia S)ria’s eoaf]iet. 

World 

Split Senate Parcel Approves Giving Obama 

L~m~tcd A~,tl~oHW on S~’ia 

The 1 o-to-7 vote in the bYm~ign Relations (2)remitter sets np a 

showdown next week in the fall Senate on whether President 

Obama should be given tar power to st~Ske Syria. 

:Rockets ~n S.y~’im~ Attack Carried Large Payload 

ofGas, Expegts Say 

Rockets delivering toxic sarin gas to neighborhoods around 

Damascus held up to 5o times more ne~’e agent tban previously 

estimated, a study by weapons experLs concluded. 

~ hemica 

wea pon 

Q~aestio~s of policy and Leadershilp Dog Obama Before 

Meeting in R~ssia 

President Obama’s standing has undoubtedly sub, red fl’om reeent hn’moil over 

Syria and American spying, even though he can point [o a strengthening 

U.S. 

Albuq ~erq~e Becomes Latest Focal Point in 

Abortion Wars 

Operation Rescue, tbe militant anti-abortion gronp based in 

Kansas, is ealling Albuquerqne the "late-term abort_ion capital of 

the court try." 

Clinto~t Urges .,M~tericmts to Sig~ Up for Health 

Cave Exchm~ges 

Less dmn a mo~th before the start of insurance shopping nnder 

the health care law, former President Bill Clin ton’s speech comes 

at a pivotal time tbr tbe Obama adminisla’afion. 



V.A~ to Provide Spousal Benefits to Gays, 

~a,. C H.::q~ Li L SAVAGe. 

In letters to Congressiona~ leade~% Attorney General E~e H. Holder Jr. said 

President Obama directed the executive branch to stop obeying a s~tnte float 

limiN s ueh benefits to spouses "of the opposite sex." 

Business 

Fa[lh~g Economic Tide in India Is E×lpOs~ng Its 

Chronic Troub|es 

.As its boom ends, India suffers fl’om a weak currency, soaNng 

prices, neglected infrastruekm’e and red tape. 

~ Graphic: M~ssin~ Out 

india’s Central Bm~k C~ief May Have a 

Honeymoon 

Glowing coverage of Raghnram Raj an, the n ew govern or of the 

Reserve Bank of India, could be qtfickly eclipsed by escalating 

economic 

iBezos Is a H~t in a ~Vashi~gton Post 

Visit 

Jeffrey P. Bezos assured editors and repot tets of 

commitment to p~serving quality journalism at the newspaper, 

which he is buying fbr 8250 million. 

~ ~ The Washington Past: Yea m or Triumph and 

Washin 

gton 
Post 

Sports 

in Sa~ Francisco, It’s l~eh Club, Poor Clt~b 

The exclusive St. Francis Yacht Clab has a histoq~ of winning 

eve~7 major sailing race, exeelA the biggest one, which was won 

by its less-distinguished uei~bor, "~e Golden Gate Yacht Club. 

YANKEES 6, WHITE SOX 5 

The Ya~fl~ees Sweat Out a Sweep~ With ’l’ot~gher 

Opponents Up Next 

With his best outing in nearly three months, Co C. Sabakhia 

Goiden 

Gsta 

I    "Yacht I 



helped the Ya~kees head i~to a h:eaeherous slate of games with a wi~ over the 

WhRe Sox, whose rally fell short. 

N adal Rolls to Senfifmals by’rhrasbJa~g Rohredo 

.a2"ter missing lask year’s Open, t~afad Nadal has stormed tht~)ugh 

his draw a~d improved his record on hardcom~s this year to 20- 

0. 

Arts 

Images of the Vietnmn !/Vat That Defined an Era 

A retrospective book m~d exhibitions h~gh]ight war photo~alks 

that h~t~ed d~e fide of public opinion. 

,~ Lens: A Reporter Reflects on a D~stant War 

1968 
Associst 

Their Next Big Thing is Actually Sm~ll 

The stage and film directors Doug bitch and Edouard Getaz are 

s b~rting a Web series, "Hot Culture," starring a pushy puppet and 

a few famous names. 

Video 

A Critic of a Design Nt~semn V~;ill Lead R 

Glean Adamson, a ~vsemvher without the b~pieal exec~Nve 

expe~{enee, wxwte it~ 2Oll that the museum he will soon lead "has 

li~]e mow than indiscdmi~afon to call its owW’ 

Obituaries 

Judith Danids, Editor of Navvy l~’~ag~a~hm, Dies at 

74 

.X,~s. £)a~iels, who saw a big gap i~ the magazine indush7, was the 

first to focus on the eraerging class of high-earning proressionO 

Daniels 

in Maine 

n 2012. 

Martin L, Gross, Critic of Big Government, Dies 

~t 88 

Mro Gross, who was embraced by suppo[¢e~ of t~e Tea £atty, 

took a~m at spendi% and taxation ~th books l~ke "The 

Oovernmenk Ra&et: Washington Waste Dora A to Z." 

L. Gross 

n 1978. 

Fashion & Style 

Is New York Fashion V~’eek Near the End of the 

Rtmway? 

The Lincoln Cen~er site draws fire from many directions, as the 

schedule gets busier and crowds grow unwieldIy. 

"~;] To tile 

..... outside 

worid, 

Fashion 

I ’~’~ I 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

Enter tim New Des~g~mr Stars at New ~ork 

FasNon V~:eek (or So They Hope) 

This Fashion Week is chockablock ~%h new names. 

left; 

sketche 



ENCOUNTERS 

Kenneth Cole Embraces C]h~ge 

Yb e d esigner Kenneth Cole h~ s em braced soci~ ] ne~vorl< 

platforms like InsLagram, Facebook, PinLerest and 

working 

Today’s Video 

~ vw~:o: Obama P~*shes for Intervention in 

S~Tia 

President Obama laid oat his case for military intervention in 

Syria at a news ccmference with the Swedish prime mi~ister in 

Stockholm. 

Obams 

AvantG rand Piano 

The Times’s David Pogue breaks down Yamaba’s latest 

AvantGrand hybrid piano. 

Final Touch 

I~ the fiual inst;dlment of < kamtdown to Fashion Week, the 

designer Mafissa Wehb cbooses hair and makeup to create 

s krong but accessible loot~ tbr her collection. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Stakes h~ Congress 

President Obama walks a difficult line in seeking militaU action on Syria. The 

~mrican public dese~’es more answers. 

EDITORIAL 

Uninsured in Texas and Florida 

Two states with the worst records for health ,::overage see no reason to do much 

about iL 

EDITORIAL 

I.o~t Call in l-he Race fin° ~Maym° 

To make a~ informed decision in the primary e~eefion, focus on the problems 

that remain after Mayor Bloomberg is gone. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Era of Disbelief 

This time, Amer~caus are questioning everything - as they 

should. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Offto the I~layoral Races 

From kittens ou the rails to Central Park carriage horses, in New 

York this yea*’, we have four-.le~ed issues. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Si~ing oe ore" hands as Syrians a~ s]m~ghtered is not "pro- 

pease." 

~ Column,S Page I Blog 

ON THiS DAY 
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Daily Briefing, September 5: CFPB Targets Data ’Furnishers’; Obamacare Boosts Prepaid Cards 

Web Seminars 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 

Today’s Top Stories 

CFPB Puts Consumer Data Suppliers in 
Crosshairs 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
issued a stark warning Wednesday to banks 
and other firms that exchange information with 
consumer reporting agencies, saying such 
companies will be heavily scrutinized for how 
they resolve customer disputes. 

CEOs Mi~ions 

Banks in general are paying departing 
executives less money. But some, including 
Sterling Bancorp in New York, are still 
approving multimillion-dollar parachutes. 

Latest Obamacare Mandate Could Be a 
Boon for Prepaid ~ssuers 

Under new rules, health insurance companies 
must let consumers pay their monthly premiums 
with general purpose prepaid debit cards. 

Sovereign Bank Starts Over as Santander 

Santander is poised to make its long-awaited 
name change at Sovereign Bank in Boston, 
capping years of work on its U.S. unit that 
included a financial overhaul, systems 
integration and charter switch. 

By Department 

Why Banks Are Rethinking the Drive~ 
Through 

As they reimagine their branches, banks are 
also testing ways to modernize their drive- 
through stations to adjust to a digital era. Ideas 
include using video tellers and touchscreens. 

Latest Obareacare Mandate Could Be a 
Boon for Prepaid ~ssuers 

Under new rules, health insurance companies 
must let consumers pay their monthly premiums 
with general purpose prepaid debit cards. 

Shrinking Severance Packages Stil~ Pay 

CEOs Mi~ions 

Banks in general are paying departing 
executives less money. But some, including 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

View complete 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

~&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 

was 

hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing 

~We 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Intelligent Imaging for 

Improved Banking 

Performance and 

Profitability 

*Short, 4 minute video* 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments Attend 

the ATM, Debit af~d 

P~epaid Forum to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new 



Sterling Bancorp in New York, are still 
approving multimillion-dollar parachutes. 

Crosshairs 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
issued a stark warning Wednesday to banks 
and other firms that exchange information with 
consumer reporting agencies, saying such 
companies will be heavily scrutinized for how 
they resolve customer disputes. 

Santander is poised to make its long-awaited 
name change at Sovereign Bank in Boston, 
capping years of work on its U.S. unit that 
included a financial overhaul, systems 
integration and charter switch. 

Leverage these 4 Pillars 

of Mortgage Automation 
to Achieve Operational 

Excellence 

Attend this webinar to 

learn and leverage 

industry best practice and 

technology advances to 

address common 

operational issues like: 

poor customer experience, 

lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue. Si~n 

~p nt~wto learn how to 

dramatically shift the 

current mortgage 

production and customer 

engagement paradigm. 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Tim Santoro has witnessed his NC State women’s 
team reel off four consecutive victories in his head 
coaching debut. But as the former Wake Forest 
assistant noted, "The meat and potatoes of the 
schedule is coming up," 

PanN proposes changes for 

academics-athletics balance 

at UNC 

A panel of experts has 

recommended 28 changes and 

new approaches that could 

prevent future athletic scandals at 

UNC-Chapel Hill and other 

universities,, 

UNC Athletic 

Director 

Bubba 

Cunningham 

First Look: UNC FootbMI 
Practice I 09.03,I3 

46 images of Tar Heels’ practice 
at Navy Field 

First Look: 

Photojournali 

st Robert 

Willett’s 
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September 5, 2013: U.S. Trade Deficit Hits $39.1 Billion; Vehicle... 

here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

U.S, Trade Deficit Hits $39.1 IBillion; Vehicle Data Strong; Greece on Track 
for Third Bailout 

National and international economic and financial news dominate this morning’s 
business head~ines~ "The U.S~ trade defic~l widened in July fl’om a four-year ~ow 
h~ J~ne. American consumers bought more foreign cars and other ~mpo~ed 
goods," report the Foal Wayne Journal Gazette (SepL 5), "wM~e U.S. compaMes 
expoded fewer ~ongqasfing manufactured goods." According to 1he Commerce 
Depa~tmenl, 1he trade gap rose 13 percent to $39.1 billion - an increase from 
previous month’s dd~cit of $34.5 Mllion, wMch was the smallest since late 2009. 
~mports climbed 1.6 percent to $228.6 bilHon, while exports dipped 0.6 pe[cen~ to 
$189.4 bil~iom Analysts hole thal the increase ~n impo~ls is an indication of 
resilient consumer spending, which drives 70 percent of economic activity. 
According ~o the newspaper, "a wide[ trade gap can slow economic growth 
because ~t means U.S~ consumers and businesses are spending more on foreign 
goods than U.S~ compaMes are earMng fl’om overseas safes/’ 

Meanwhile. the Wall Street Journal (SepL 5, Boudet~e, Bennet0 reports that U.S. 
buyers purchased automobiles last month at a pace not seen since before the 
financia~ cdsis. VeMc~e purchases were up 17 percent on a yea[-~er-year bas~s, 
w~h a]mos~ aH major carmakers posting double~dig~ sa~es ~ncreases. "The 
demand has customers scrambling for certain mode~s and colors," notes the 
Journal, "and pdces climbing on hard4o4ind cars ~ncNd~ng N~ssan Motor Co.’s 
compact Sentra, Ford Motor Co.’s Fusion sedan, and Suberu’s Forester wagon." 
The faster4han~anfic~pated recovery ~n ~he U.S. is a brigM spot for automoMle 
compaMes still coping w~th slumping demand ~n Europe and ~ngering uncertainly 
h~ ceAain Mg developing markets. Last month’s sMes translated to an annuM~zed 
pace of 16.09 m~llion veMcles - an ~nc[ease ~rom December 2007’s nearly 16 
million. Asian and European automakers also registered strong showings. The 
Journal ~s reposing that "Toyota Motor Corp, Honda Motor Co., and N~ssan 
posted gains of 23 percent, 27 percent, and 22 percent, respectively. Germany’s 
BMWAG sa~d sa~es of ~s luxury cars and spor~ufi~y veMcles soared 36 
percent over a year eaH~er." 

Finally, MarketWatch (Sept. 5) has learned that "talks on a new aid package for 
Greece flora the euro zone will be finalized in November, bu~ it is too early to 
discuss how big the package will be or what strings will be attached to ~t." Dulch 
finance m~nister Jeroen Di]sselMoem, who ~]so ch~rs the group d euro-zone 
finance ministers, expects the discussion on Greece’s additional financing needs 
to start ~n the coming weeks. He further stated that d~scuss~ons about s~ashing 
Greece’s loo-h[gh debt would k~ck off only ~n Apd[ 2014, when Eurostat -- the 
European Un~on stat~stica~ sepzice - announces the final debt figures for th~s 
year. "Easing Greece’s deM load through some form of deM forgiveness on ~he 
pa~ of euro-zone govemmenls has been a constant demand of the h~ternafiona~ 
Moneta~ Fund, wMch co4inences and ove~ees the county’s be~out," notes 
Ma[ketWa~ch. 
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Don’t miss tMs featured session: 

Acquisitions: Identifying & l~valuating the Right Targets 

Acquisition can be an attractive and effective way to grow the enterprise, diversify 

~he business, and c~a~e new revenue streams. Join Houlihan Lokey and other 

Check for iate.-breaking news 

after 9:00 AM ~as~ern. 
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NACD Conference 
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Alreoat Sold Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

NewYork, NY(Dec 3, 
2013) 

Master Class 

® Miami~ FL(Dec. 12-13, 
2013) 

Director Professionalism® 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9-10, 
2OLS) 

Special Events 

Local NACD Chapter 

Eve nts 

Peer Bxcha~gee 

NACD Direc’[orship 

2020; Los Angeles, 

CA (Sept 10. 2013) 
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Beyond ~he CEO, New 
York, NY (Nov. 7, 

20’~ 3) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom ISSLleSl 
Neon York, NY (Nov. 

~9, 20~3) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 
York, NY (Dec. 3, 

20’~ 3) 

Webinare 



experts to discuss leading practices for developing a sound strategy, including 
how to identify and evaluate the best potential acquisitions. 

Register now to hear this session and more at the 2013 NACD Board Leadership 
Conference. 

2013 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
October t3-t8, 20t3 
Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center 
Nationa~ Harbor, Maryland 

Share~F~ .~ Faceb°°kh 

NACD in the News 

NACD Releases 2013 List of Most Influential Leaders in Corporate 

Governaf’~ce 

Globe Newswire (Sept. 4) repods that the National Association of Corporate 
Directors (NACD) on Wednesday announced the 2013 NACD Directorship 100 
lisL which recognizes top corporate directors and gove[nance leade{s who have 
had a significant influence on boardroom practices. Honorees w~ be recognized 
dadng a black fie ga~s on Dec. 3 ~n New York C~ty. NACD President and CEO 
Ken DaVy states, "As ~he rob of a cor£ora~e director has s~#ni{ican~y increased 
h~ complexity, these outstandin~ ~eaders have stepped up to meet the challenge 
of navigating the evoMng wodd of corporate governance, keeping 1he needs of 
their companbs and shareholde~ as gu~dhsg beacons. The NACD D~recto~hip 
100 honorees are an exampb d wha~ all directors should s[r~ve ~or ~n carrying out 
their fiduciary duties/’ 

Share~ ~ Faceb°°kh 

NACD Names lngredion CEO 2013 Director of the Year 

hBgt~dion h~c. Chairman and CEO Ilene Gordon has been named 2013 Director of 
the Year b,:i the Nat~ona~ Association of Corporate D~recto~s (NACD), the Wall 
Street Journal (Sept. 4) h~s ~eamed. According to the newspaper, "the award ~s 
given to a dkector who exemplifies knowledge, bade~hip, and exce~bnce in 
corporate governance and who is recognized by pee~ and the business 
community fer uphokJing the Mghest profess~ona~ standards for board and 
d~[ector peffon~ance." In addition to sepzing ss board chair of Ingredbn, Gordon 
~s a director o~ ~ntemational Paper and has more than ~hree decades of collectbe 
experience on the boards of various public companbs. NACD Pres~denl and 
CEO Ken Ds~y notes, "As the fi~t femsb director on the boards d five d~fferent 
puM~c companies, she’s a pioneer and s rob model for board d~ve~ty." 

Share~ .~:: Faceb°°kh 

Audit and Finance 

Linkedin Plans to Sell $1 Billion in Stock 

CNN (Sept. 4, Bradshaw) is reporting tha~ "Linkedln plans to sell $1 billion worth 
of stock in a secondarf offering, two years after one of the most succesdul 
soc~aPmed~a ~nit~a~ public offerings to date and having seen its valuation mote 
~han double so far ~r~ 2013." Proceeds wou~d increase ~he company’s ~inancia~ 
flexibility and fuel expansbn efforts, including potenfia~ acqu~s~fions. The 
company’s net c~sh stood at $873 mi~on as of June 30. The cap~ta~ raising 
comes ~t a thee when Intemet companies’ valuations have skyrocketed in the 
wake d a strong performance in second-qua~er earnings. 

S,are~ ~:: Faceb°°kh 

Home Depot Raises $3.25 Billion in Biggest Bond Sa{e Since 2006 

Bloomberg (Sept. 4, Mead) confirms that Home Depot Inc. has sold $3.25 billion 
of notes ~o refinance debt and buy back stock - i~s biggest issue since a $5 
billion bond sale in December 2006. Proceeds will likely go to repay its $1.25 
billion of 5.25 percent securities maturing Dec. 16, as well as repurchase stock 
~hat has increased heady 20 percent ~his year. Home Depot is an Atlanta-based 
propeltyqmprovement retailer. 

Share~F~ .~ii Faceb°°kh 

More IEmp~oyers Overhaul Health Benefits 

This fall, reports the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 4, Mathews) some employers will 
give workers a fixed sum of money for their health benefits next year, allowing 
~hem ~o select ~heir plan from an online marketplace. The approach was Iirst 
adopted by such companies as Sears and Darden Restaurants in 2012. h~terest 
in such online employer marketplaces, known as private exchanges, is now 
growing among companies el all sizes. According ~e research by Accen~ure, 
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approximately 1 million Americans will obtain employer health coverage through 
such marketplaces next year, arid the number will increase to 40 million by 
2018. 
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Changes in the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the boardroom. 
This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer Stuart. SMART 
Technologies has appointed {an McKinnon ~o the board of dkecto~. E*T~ADE 
F~nancia~ Corporation announced that R~chard J. Carbose has been a#po~nled 1o 
the board of directors. Retired Army General Ann E. Dunwoody and Tomago 
Collins have been e]ec~ed ~o the boa~ of Republic Services. The Western Union 
Company has appointed Frances F. Townsend to its board d direetors~ 
Vyomesh I. JosM has been e~ecled 1o the board of Harris Corporafion~ ~iam B. 
Ch~asson has been appointed to the board of Fossil Group. Eli LH~y & Company 
announced ~hat Marscha~ S. Runge M.D., Ph.D. has been elected to jo~n the 
board of diredors. 

Share~ .~.~ Faceb°°kh 

IPwC Annual Corporate Directors Survey Finds Directors More Critica~ of 
Their Peers’ Performance 

"Concerns among diiectors about board composition and peer pedormance are 
among the key issues cited by respondents to PwC US’s 2013 Annual Corporate 
Directors Suivey," l~ports the Sacramento Bee (SepL 4)~ Roughly 35 peicen~ of 
respondents sa~d someone currently on [hek board should be replaced versus 31 
percenl a year ago. The main reasons c~ted are diminished pedormance due [o 
8go, a ~ack of the required expe~ise, and being unprepared for meetings. 
However, a majodty o~ directors sa~d ~hat board leadersMp ~s uncom~ertaMe 
addressing the ~ssu8 d replacing a fellow boa~d member. "Today’s world of 
corporate governance ~s h~pacfing boardroom dynamics, prompting corporate 
d~recto[s {o reflect on the p[~rna~’ motivation behind {heir board sew~ce," sa~d 
Ma~’ AnR C~oyd, Leader of Pv#’s Con{el for Board Governance. 

Share~ ~ Faceb°°kh 

Carcel~o to Become Executive Director of Corporate Governance Center 

Tennessee Today (Sept. 3) confirms that Joseph V. Carcello, Ernst & Young and 
Business Akm~ni 13releaser in Accounting, has agl~ed ~e become executive 
director of the Corporate Governance Center h~ the University of Tennessee’s 
College of Bus~ness Administration. Carcel~o, the CenteCs d~recto[ of research, is 
replacing C. Warren Noel who has been executive director since the two 
founded the Center a decade ago. Ca~ceHo ~s credited w~th estaM~sMng the 
CenteCs PwC-sponsored D~stingu[shed Speaker Saf~eSr About 60 h[gh-prdile 
speake~ - from politicians and CEOs to corpoFate bo~rd members and FDIC 
chairs - have been brought ~n to speak w{~h s[udeR[s, faculty, aRd the Knoxville- 
area bus~ness commun~ly. "CarceJJo has been an expert w~lness for the SEC and 
has been involved o~ two PCAOB adviso~ boards," adds the publication. The 
Corporate Governance Cen~eCs research has been c~ed ~n SEC rulings and 
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board ru~h~gs. 
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Corporate Social Responsibility 

Rea{q~state Tycoon Gives $200 Mi~{ion to Un{versity of M{ch{gan 

The Wall Street Journal (Sept. 4, West) has learned that real-estate developer 
and Miami Dolphins owner Stephen M. Ross is set to become the University of 
Michigan’s biggest benelactor with a giI~ of $200 million. The gift, "the single 
largest in the university’s history, will be split between its business school - 
which is named for Ross, a 1962 graduate - and its athletics program." It will 
elevate the 73-yeai~old Ross’ liletime giving ~e the college to $313 million, putting 
him in the upper ranks of done~ to their alma maters. Ross is the founder and 

chaimqan of the Related Cos., a New Yorkq)ased piope~ty development firm with 
around $15 billion in assets. 
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C-Suite 

Deihaize America CEO O~t as Grocery Sbake~ps Continue 

The Charlotte Observer (Sept. 4, Portillo) repoAs that Delhaize Arnerica CEO 
Roland Smith resigned Wednesday, "meaning Food Lion’s new chief executive 
will now report directly to the grocer’s parent company in Belgium while the 
corr~pany attempts its tumaiound." Smith, who took ~he reins of Delhaize 
America less than a year ago, will be available as a "senior adviser" for the 



remainder of 2013. Food Lion CEO Beth Newlands Campbell will indeed report to 
Delhaize Group’s new C£O in B[ussels. She was brougM in a year ago to 
oversee the company’s revitalization d the Food Lion chain, which suffered 
~agg~g sales. 
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Economic Outlook 

US Housi~g Rehoused Continues as Prices C~imb 12.4 Pefce~t From 2012 

The Associated Press (Sept. 4, Veiga) cites new CoreLogic data in reporting that 
home prices in even,., state except Delaware and in 99 of the 100 biggest 
cities posted year~)ver-year gains in July. Nationwide, prices were up 12.4 
percent from July 2012 and 1.8 percent higher than in June 2013. The grev’4h was 
s~ronges~ in Nevada, where pdces app[ecia~ed 27 pe[cenL According to 
CoreLogic, U.S. residential property prices are now within 18 percent of the peak 

levels recorded in April 2006. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 7:44 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence repo~ted 09/04/13, 6:31 pm, 502 Gentry Lane, near Durham Co. 
The victim stated she left for work around 7:30 am this morning and just returned home to find lights on inside the t~sidence and the front door open. She stated that she 
entered her residence through the back door and then saw the front door standing open. I located the point of entry which was a back window that was left unlocked. She 
stated there was a watch missing from her bedroom and several items that had only sentimental value were missing. Serne of those iterns were from when she was in high 
school a~ Lumberton High School and will have Lumbe~ton High School written on it. VNue $60.00 

COMMUNITY WATCH MEETING: SCHLEY AREA: MONDAY SEPT 9TM AT 7:30 PM, SCHLEY GRANGE HALL. 
Thank you for being our exfra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919=732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 7:47 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
TBJ Morning Call: Raleigh receives $10M grant to tini sh Union Statiou 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

SEPTEMBER 5, 2013 = Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Raleigh receives $10M grant to finish Union Station 
Raleigh receiwK~ a $10 miliien gran~ te cemple~e i~s Union Statien prejecL an Am~rak 

tram station slated for dowrfl:ewn 

Discuss 

Merck’s D~rham plant gets FDA approval to manufacture 
vaccine ingredient 
Merck’s (NYSE: MRK) Durharri vaccine pk~ni has nabbed FDA appreval io 

The appreval means [he site can Row produce bu~k varicella supply R)r the Uniied 

Sia[es and help boost Merck’s everall glebal supply capabilities 

D~scuss 

Land planners rush to beat UDO deadline with flood of 
~£plications 
The Raleigh planning and development depaRment’s ’doomsday" has come and 

gone with no major hiccups reported so far related to the P, ew unified deveioprnent 

ordinance that went into effect on Sept. I. 

Discuss 

Biue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina will post some preliminary rate 
N~_:De,oaRrn~n~o~ ..................... 

........................................................... mTormat~on [hursday morning that should gwe the pubhc its first look at how the 

Affordable Care Act could affect them in real dollars 

Discuss 

Read ~orning Cal~ >> 



Pozen inks licensinq a,qreement with Sanofi 

Former WoOlpack football player sues NCAA over 
Concussions 

How American Airlines could bail out of the US Airways 
merger - and why it might want to 

Resolution authorizinq strike against Syria c~ears Senate 
comm~ee 

What SciQuest’s CombineNet buy means for employees, 
customers and competitors 

TransEnterix CEO: SafeStitch merq~er is a ’win-win’ 

Raleigh ClOs want their iT employees to have these skills 

Samsung Gala×y smartwatch: Everything you should know 

Contact Us 

~~’.~ corn 

r~pr.’:.,:~bced, dh~trii:;~=,:eq l:rail~mlti.~,:~, cache.:.4 .’:.[ othePwh~e i}:~.d except 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 8:29 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 

Reported B/E and Larceny Offenses for the month 

of 
AUGUST AUGUST Percent 

2012 2013 +/- Changed 

27 15 -12 -44 B/E Residential 

Larceny 

August 20~L3 

Year-To-Date Percent 

2012    2013 +/- Changed 

207 128 -79 -38 

23 35 +:12 +52 1~0 141 +1 +1 

OUR BREAK-IN NUMBERS ARE STILL GOING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION, PLEASE CONTINUE TO CALL 9-11 AND REPORT SUSPICIOUS CONDITIONS. KEEP 
PROMOTING COMMUNITY WATCH TO YOUR NEIGHBORS. KEEP LOOKING AFTER EACH OTHER AND EACH OTHERS PROPERTY. BE THAT GOOD NEIGHBOR. IT 
DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE 

COMMUNITY WATCH MEETING: SCHLEY AREA: MONDAY SEPT 9TM AT 7:30 PM. SCHLEY GRANGE HALL. 
Thank you for being our exfra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919=644-3050 Office 

919=732-6403 Fax 

;~scripti 

on 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Ever,/da,/, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the e,/es and ears of law enforcement. Not onl,/does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunit,/for communities to bond 

through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Briet! Senate Panel Backs Resolution on Use of Force Against Syria 

L~TEST STORIES 

Senate Panel Backs Resoh~tion on Use of Force        ~ 
Against Syria 

ADP Repot% Uncmplo~cnt Clams Show Steady Labor 

Tax Ch~ge Affects Restaurm~t ~ps for Large Groups 

I.LN, Ca~" Sales Soar to Pre-Slump Level 

’Jumbo’ Mol~gage Rates Fall Below T~’adii-ional Ones 

PuNn A~ts Early Snowden Contact 

Detroit Renews Effo~ to Raze BH~ted B~ngs 

N~S V~DEOS 

China State Compmdes Unscafl~ed by _~lfigraff Drive 

Advisor Spotlight: ~q~erc to Find Vahm N~w 

ECB Will Walk a Fine Line 

Migr~t Describes M~ng Perilous Journey %’h~le Pregn~t 

Russia vs. file U,S.: A Two-Minute 

N~WS PODCAST$ 

The ~:aH Street Join’hal Th~s Mo~ng Sept o5~ 

Thek4omingBrief WSJ 300x250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TU College of Law <tu-law@utulsa.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 9:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dea~’s Note Energy Market Growth 

As we witness moderate growth in the national legal market, one practice area which is 

experiencing healthy market growth is energy law, The Unk,’ersity of Tulsa College of Law will 

soon mark 40 years as a leader in energy and natural resources law education and policy. We 

are uniquely positioned to seize this growth opportunity and continue to gain recognition as a 

national and i~temafona~ leader ~n energy law education. I am excited to share some of the 

uMque endeavots of our pregtam and Mghlight the work d our faculty and graduates, 

:~’~d~:P~:?.}: :~::’~::~..~:~,~:~; .. ~ n IV] a ~ o h . ~r~ ...... 

conjunction ,Mfh the h?st~t~te for 

E~eq~y Law (~EL), we hosted 

day symposk~m attrec[ed needy 200 

students ;~nd young attorneys from 

across the country to hear an 

{rspreas}ve {}~odp O[ panelists asd 

mode~afor% [~om industry ~eade~s such ;~s Shell O~L Exxon Mob~ Co~po~at~on~ Van 

~}[nergy [~e~u~a~o~y Comm}ssk~n. Mere ~ar/ 30 exper~! came together to 

Sy~<.peskmv:, we hor:e~ed a dear member el the TU Coiege of Law communiiy, Judge 

Joseph W. Mer~is, wittt ~i:/,’ in.sugurat Award ler l}i...Jis!i~ui.<J’~ed ServK:e ir~ }.:!r!e~gy i..sw. 

Atummls Curtis Fr;~sie.~ (’,31); conference co-ci:ah and Executbe Vice Pleside~:t for 

Shell Oil, p~eser:ted Judge Morris wiit~ the award. Judge Mer..’is has bee.."., a 

sharettetde~ at the taw firm GaMeGotwals si!:ce 1984. rio~ to ]eirfir~!~ GableGetv~<A ~. 

Morlis was Onded States District Ceult Chief Judge for ti:e Ea,steln District of 

Oklahoma, Vice Presidenl. and General Cour:sel of Shell Oil Ce..’,’-:pany, 

C(xmset ef Arnerada Pe{<Aeum Corporaik)r! ar!d {?can o{ "[’i’,e Ueiversity 

College of Law. Judge ..’Morals cur~e.."..tiy teaches arbit..’alJon law at TL! and se~ves on my 

Dean’s/\dvise!y Beard. 



I look forward to keeping you posted on the advancements in our energy program and other 

developments, I hope your summer was productive and peaceful, I wish you a terrific sta[t to 

the academic year, 

Dean and Dean John Rogers Endorsed Chair 
The University of Tulsa College of Law 

T~iis m, esssge was sent to Ibroome@em, ail unc edu fFom: 

The Univ~!siiy of Tulsa ::olbge of Ls,~ ~ 3120 E{as~ Foud:h Pl~ce ~ Tulsa, OK 74104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 9:35 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Stonegate Bank (OTCBB: SGBK; Fort Lauderdale, FL) to Acquire Florida Shores 

Bancorp (Private; Pompano Beach, FL) 

Stonegate Bank (OTCBB: SGBK; Fort Lauderdaie, FL) to Acquire Florida Shores Bancorp 

(Private; Pompano Beach, FL) 

Sandier O’Neill served as financial advisor to Stonegate Bank and rrndered a fairness opinion 

in connection ~ith fl~e transaction. TMs ~’ansaction is Sandier O’Neill’s 95th bank or 

transaction natiom~ide since 3anua~3~ 1, 2011. Sandier O’Neill has served as a financial 
advisor on m ore bank ~d thrif~ transactions than ar~ o~her investment bank during tha~ 

pefod. This transaction represents Sandier O’NeflPs 1Oth b~k and thNft transaction in 

Nofida since January 1, 2011, more than ~y other investment bank during ~hat ~ime period2 

FORT LAUDERDALE, FL (September 5, 2013) - Stonegate Bm~ (OTCBB: SGBK) announced 

m~y the sigNng ofa defiNfive agreement by which Stonegate will acquire Ml the o~mfions of Flofi~ 

Shores Bancorp and its ~vo subsidia~- banks, Florida Shores Bank - Southeast and Florida Shores 

Ba~ - Southwest, flarough the acquisition of Florida Shores Bancorp and the minofiF interests in the 

subsidia~ Mnks held by other investor. Ma~mgement exacts the combination, which will incma~ the 

total assets of Stonegate Bank to $1.7 billio~ will place Stonegate as the 15th largest Florida ~nk by 

total as~ts. These tran~ctions are valued at approximately $48.8 million ~sed on Florida Shores 

Banco~’s consolidated tinancial statements ~ of June 30, 2013. TNs valuafio~ the final purchase price 

and the consideration to be received by shareholders of~e thlee Florida Shores entities, will be su~iect 

m fin~J pricing adjus~men~ which will be dete~ined prior to closing. 

Florida Shores Banco~, headq~ered in Pompano Beach, is the holding comNny for ~d majorib, 

owner of Florida Shores Bank - Southeast and Florida Shores Bank - Southwest. Both banl~ are state 
cheered commercial banks. As of June 30, 2013, Florida Shores Bancorp had total consolidated 

as~ts of $555.1 million, and currently operates four branches on Florida’s west coast be~veen Samsom 

and Fo~ Myers and three branches on Florida’s east coast in Boca Raton, Pompano Beach and Fo~ 

Lauderdale. 
Stonegate exacts the transition to ~ immediately accretive to earnings per sha~e. Fu~he~ore, it is 

maticiNted ~at ~agible book dilution resulting ~om the ~ans~tion will ~ recovered in 2.5 yea~ or 

less. TNs tran~ction will man Stonegate’s sixth and largest acquisition since 2009. 

The transactions have ~en approved by the Board of Directors of each of Stonegate Bank Florida 

Shores Ba~co~, Florida Shores Ba~k - Southeast and Florida Shores Bai~ - Southwest. In addition to 
ce~in cus~ommy closing condition~ approv~J by shareholders of Flofi& Shores Banco~, shareholders 

of~th Flori& Shores Bank - Southeast and Florida Shores Bank - Southwest ~d b~k regulators will 

~ required prior ~ completing the transactions. The closing is expected to take place in the iburth 

qua~er of 2013. 
~Excludes temiinated transactions and self-advismy roles 

Somce: SNL FinandN 

For more intb~ation, please click here. 

For the press release, please click hem. 

~~~~ N N ::}~:: ~ ::~ N ~ :::::: ~ ::~::: N ~ ~::~::~::::::::::~:::::::: ~ N ::~ ~ ~ N ~ N :: 

http://www.sandleroneJll.com/email-disclaJmer.htm 





iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii The Nuts and BoRs of Patient Quality and Safety in HeaRh 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯ Unde~standh’:gthepromisesndpitfsiisinqusiRymetr,c5 

......................................................................................................................................... About Speaker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Barking up the Wrong Tree 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 





Flom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale <Communicalions@mlmerhaleuIxtate.com~ 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Almouncing the Arrival ofDm~ Berkovi~ and MaJrk Cahn -- ATTORNEY ADVERTISING 

This message contains graphics If you do not see the graphics, click here to view 

SiGN UP I:I 
~ :I ’~’’il n~ e’’-’ a ’e 

Dan Berkovitz Mark Cahn 

Washington DC Washington DC 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
CONTACT INFOR M*"*TION 

PRACTICE 

WiirnerHaie is pleased to announce the arrivai of Dan R_.erkovit_z. and Marl< Cahn, who w}ll 

enhance Wi~merl-q~le’s abili[y ~o meet [he legal ~eeds ef financial seFikses ~nd energy 

firms during this period of unparalleled regula[ory change }n the financial markets Berkovilz 

has joined WiimerHale’s futures and derivatives practice after an extensive career in 

governmenL most recently as US Commodity Futures Trading Commisaion (CFTC) 

General Counsel. Cahn has rejoined the firm’s securities litigation and enforcement 

Commission (SEC) their experience revolving the SEC, CF]C and ether regulators will 

centdbute significan[~y to the firm’s abHil:y to handk~ a wide ral~ge of ari[k?al ~ssues lach~g 

the financial markets and }ts par[ioipan[a Additionally, their skilla wiii fmther s[rengthen the 

As CFTC Generai Counsel, Berkovi[z was ins[!umen[ai in implementing [he Dodd-Frank Act 

and advised the Commission on expanding the CFTC’s enfomement program Previously, 

he waa a senior staff la~.,yer for the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on investigations, 

leading mvestigabons into the energy markets, and spent several years st the Depa~Sment 

of Energy, Sena[e (:::omm~fl:ee e~ Environmen~ and Publia Werks. and US Nucle~r 

Regulatory Commission Having seR, ed st the CFIC during a period of sweep~ng reforms, 

he brings great insight inte the new regulations and workii~gs ef the ~gency In addi[k)n, his 

congress}onal }nvestigat}ons and energy background will benefi[ many of the firm:s clients 

Carm sela,’ed from 2011 to 20!3 as General Counsel of the SEC In that role, tie advised the 

Coq-l[T!iasion ar!d its operating divia}ons on the medts and dsks of all of ita proposed 

actions He also sel~’ed as Deputy General Counsel for Litigation and Adjudication at the 

SEC ~rem 2009 te 2011 Prier to joining ~he Cemmissk~n. he w~s ~ securH:ies enforcement 

and htigation pmtner st WiimerHale, which he ~oined m 1988 Having sen, ed at the SEC 

complexities of the cf~anging regulatory landscape and the challenges facing public 

regulatory mattera at [he SEC wiii be of tremendous value to WilrnerHak~’s oHen[s 

Berkovitz and Cahn are members of WilmerHaie s Securities Department, which offers 

premier enforcement, litigation and reguiatory capabilities relating to the financial aervices 

industry, including securities, futures and derwstwes The depar!ment has been w~de~y 

broker-dea~er; futures and financial seRaces regulabon 

Receive electronic ale~ts and articles wri~en by our Attend conferences, seminars, webinars o:" other 
lawyers on timely legal issues and developments even~ focused on trends and topics affectb~9 your 

S~ay ~nformed bus~ness 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina PTA <info@ncpta.org> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Physical Activity Equipment Gra~t lbr Your PTA 

Healday Active Commusities (HAC) 

Pi~.ysk:a] Activity Equipment Grant 

Poik 

Swain 

No4i~ C:3roliri8 PTA I 3501 Olenwood Aw!nue. Rai ~igi] NO 27612 i~i iContact - Tq¢ It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Venable News <news@connect.venable.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:17 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

No Bar is Off-Limits: SEC Enforces 2004 Order Barring Accountant 

~~ 

Subscribe I View as Web Page i Ferward ioa Frie~x~ 

September 2013 

Please contact any of the 
authors below if you have 
questions regarding this alert, 

No Bar is Off-Limits: SEC Enforces 2004 Order Barring 
Accountant 

Authors: 

mriv e,~a @’v~e na hie.co nl 
202.344.4707 

hs#~’efita@Venable.com 
202.344.4571 

In a rare and aggressive move, the Securities and Exchanges Commission (SEC or Commission) recently 
sought a court order enforcing an almost decade-old SEC suspension of an accountant and forcing the 
accountant to disgorge over half a million dollars of compensation earned for providing prohibited services 
(plus pre-judgment interest). The SEC has infrequently filed actions to enforce practice bars imposed on 
accountants (and lav~,ers). Given the SEC’s newly announced enforcement initiative targeting 
"gatekeepers," this case is an important reminder to barred accountants and attorneys (and companies that 
hire such persons) that the SEC could seek to hold them liable for conduct that violates a bar, no matter 
how stale the bar is. 

In 2004, the SEC sued Del Global Technologies Corp. and several of its former officers and directors, 
including its former Chief Financial Officer, Michael Taber. The SEC alle.(~ed that the defendants 
perpetrated a financial fraud at Del Technologies from 1997 to 2000 that resulted in the company overstating 
its revenues and making numerous misstatements to the SEC. Taber was cha~ged with accounting fraud 
and violating the internal control and books and records rules. Taber settled the case in 2004 by consenting 

to a court injunction prohibiting future violations, a permanent bar fl~m serving as a public company officer or 
director, and a permanent bar from "appearing or practicing before the Commission as an accountant." 

Today, Taber finds himself subject to further SEC scrutiny for failing to abide by the accounting bar he 
consented to almost ten years ago. Indeed, according to a lawsuit file(J last ~ont~’~ by the SEC, the 
SEC believes that Taber completely ignored the accounting bar from its inception. A bar from "appearing or 
practicing before the Commission as an accountant" generally prohibits an accountant from preparing 
financial statements, opinions, and other papers filed with the SEC. Taber was fired f[~)m Del Technologies 
during the relevant SEC investigation and, at the time he settled with the SEC in 2004, Taber was already 
working as a controller for another public company (Sono-Tek). Despite consenting to the accounting bar, 
according to the SEC, Taber continued to provide accounting services to Sono-Tek, including preparing the 
company’s financial statements and filing the company’s periodic reports with the SEC. After leaving Sono- 
Tek, Taber worked for Jefferson Wells International, Inc., a professional services firm that outsourced 
specialists to perform accounting and other work. From 2005 to 2010, Taber was contracted out by 
Jefferson Wells to numerous public companies for which he allegedly provided accounting services= The 
SEC alleged that Taber’s work at Sono-Tek and Jefferson Wells constituted "appearing or practicing before 
the Commission" in violation of his accounting bar. Taber’s brazen disregard of the bar raised the ire of the 
SEC, which took the uncommon action of asking the District Count for the Southern District of New York to 
order Taber to comply with the SEC’s accounting bar and to forfeit all the compensation he earned for 
providing the prohibited accounting services ($584,650), plus prejudgment interest ($146,849). 

The SEC has rarely filed actions to enforce bars it has imposed against accountants and lawyers. The 
action against Taber is therefore unique and begs the question whether it was driven (at least in part) by the 
SEC’s recently annoqnced enforcement i~itiative to combat accounting fraud. As part of that initiative, 
the SEC warned it would target "gatekeepers" such as attorneys and accountants. Given the current climate 
at the SEC, there are several important takeaways from the Taber case. 

Barred accountants who decide to work with public companies should be careful to limit their 
activities so as not to be deemed to be "appearing or practicing before the Commission." This is not 
as straight-forward as it may seem because the SEC takes a broad view of what conduct is 
prohibited by a bar. The SEC takes the position that, in addition to be being prohibited from directly 
preparing financial statements and SEC filings, barred accountants may not be involved in preparing 
any underlying data to be included in a document to be filed with the SEC, including the creation, 
compilation, or computation of such data. 

Reinstatement procedures exist under the SEC rules for barred accountants to request the SEC to 
lift a bar. Experienced counsel can assist a barred accountant in understanding when, how, and 

under what circumstances the accountant can and should seek to have a bar lifted. 

Public companies should conduct appropriate due diligence to determine whether an employee 
candidate for a financial position is subject to an SEC bar. Public companies that knowingly hire a 
barred accountant should clearly define the scope of the employee’s duties and create strict 
procedures to ensure that the employee does not engage in activities that could be deemed 
"appearing or practicing before the Commission." Moreover, although the public companies involved in 
the Taber case have not been charged to date, it is not difficult to conceive of a scenario where the 
SEC seeks to hold such a company liable, particularly given that determining whether a person is 



subject to an SEC bar merely requires a simple search of the SEC’s website. 

These takeways are equally applicable to lawyers barred from appearing or practicing before the 
Commission, as well as to persons barred by the SEC from serving as an officer or director of a 
public company. 

For more information regarding SEC practice bars and the process for barred accountants and lawyers to 
apply for reinstatement under the SEC rules, please contact ~,,lichael Riw~a or Hi~lary P~ofita. 

575 7th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20004 

© 2013 Venable LLP I www.Venable.com I 1.888.VENABLE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Rachel Turkel <rturkel@uniteforsight.org> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:23 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Call For Abstracts: Global tlealth & Innovation Conference at Yale 

Dear Lissa Broome, 

I hope that this emaJl finds you well. Yon and your colleagues and s~dents may be interested in attending or presenting at the Global Health & Innovation Conference 

at Yale. which is the world’s largest and leading global health conference as well as the largest social entrepreneurship conference. For those interested in presenting at 

the conference, we are currently accepting abstracts for presentation, and the final abstract deadline is September 30. We would also appreciate it if you could please 

forward this announcement to others who may be interested in attending or presenting. The registration rote increases after September. 

Global Health & Irmov~ion Con~erer~ee 
Presented by Unite For Sight, 11th Annual Conference 

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA 
Saturday, April 12 - Sunday, April 13, 2014 

"A Meeting of Minds"--CNN 

The Global Health & Innovation Conference is the world’s laxgest global health cont~rence and ~cial entrepreneurship conference. This mus~t-attend, thought-leading 

conference annually convenes 2,200 leaders, cbangemakers, students, and professionals t~om all fields of global health, international development, a~d social 

entrepreneurship. Register during September to secure the lowest regi~xation rate. 

Interested in presenting at the conference? Submit an abstract for consideration. 

The conference’s confirmed speakers to date include: 

Keynote Addresses 

Sefli Godin, Blogger, Agent of Change; New York Times Bestselling Author of Tribes: We Need You To Lead Us; Founder, Squidoo.com 

Gary Hirshberg, Co-Founder and CEO, Stonyfield Farms 

Michael Moss, Investigative Reporter, New York Times 

3effrey Sachs, PhD, Director of Earth Institute, Columbia Universi~; Quetelet Professor of Snstainable Development. Professor of Health Policy and 

Management, Colnmbia University; Special Advisor to SecretaD,-General of the United Nations Ban Ki-moon 

Sonia Ehrlich Sachs, MD, MPH, Director of Health, Millennium Village Proj ect. Earth Institute, Columbia Universi~ 

Design Thinldng Speakers 

"Creating Ore’ Way to Wellbeing for Individuals, Corporations, and Comnmnities," Cheryl Heller, ChaAr~ MI~ Design for Social Innovation, School 

of Visual Arts; Partmer, CommonWise 
"Designing Change: Using Design Thinking to Rethink Public Initiatives in Mexico," Jamie Jones, Clinical Assistaa~t Professor of Entrepreneurial 

Pracfice, Director of Social Entrepreneurship, Kellogg School of Management 

"See V~hat Your Words Say: Translating Foreign Aid into Domestic Support," Bob McKinnon, President GAI~EWiLL Design; Director, the 

GALEWiLL Center for Opportuni~ & Progress 

"Designin g Effective Strategies for Global Health Communication," Natacha Poggio, Assistant Protbs~r, Vi sual Communication Design, HartJbrd Art 

School, University of Halliard; Fonnder, Design Global Change 

More speakers to be announced 

Education Initiatives in Global Health Speakers 

"Global Education for .Mnerican Medical Students," Susan Hall Forster, MD, Associate Clinical Professor, Director of Medical Studies, Yale School of 

Medicine; Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Studies, Chief of Ophthalmology, Yale Health; Medical Director of Eye Department, Comell Scott Hill 

Health Center 

Richard Skolnik, Lecturer, Depaxtment of Health Policy m~d Management, Yale School of Public ttealth; Author, "Essentials of Global Healtl~/Global ttealth 

101" 

More speakers to be announced 

Environment, Energy, and Agriculture Speakers 

Michad Conard, RA, NCARB, Senior Principal, Design + Urbanism Architectural, LLC; Urban Design Lab at the Earth Institute; Adjnnct Associate 

Professor, Graduate School of Architecture, Plmming and Preservalion, ColumNa UniversiU 

Curt Ellis, Co-Founder m~d Chief Executive Olt]cer, FoodCorps 

Kenneth Kaplan, MSW, MArch, tiP, Senior Health System Advisor, PTSI Project; Sociotechnical Systems Research Center, Massachusetts Institute of 

Techi~olo~ 
"Farmers First: Proven Methods to Increase the Productivity of Africa’s Smailhoider Farmers," Barrett Prinz, Director, Global ttmnan Resources 

and Legal, One Acre Fund 

"Glyphosate: The Elephant in the Room," Stephanie Seneft; Senior Research Scientist, MIT Computer Science and A(tificial Intelligence Laboratoiy 



More speakers to be announced 

Film, Photography, Art & Global Health Speakers 

"500 Years," Paco de Onis, Producer. Skylight Pictures 

"Patient Empowerlnent: How the Visually hnpaired Can Become Better Advocates for Themselves...And for Their Service Providers," Joseph 
Lovett, Producer/Director, Going Blind 

Bob McKinnon, President GALEWiLL Design; Director, the GALEWiLL Center for OpIx~rtuni~ & Progress 

More speakers to be announced 

Healthcare Delivery Models and Impact Measurement 

Grenada; Chair, Medical Education Cooperation ruth Cuba (MEDICC); formerly Special Assistant to the President of the US for Health Issues; Assistaa~t 

Secretao, General, United Nations 

Cal B~ans, CEO/ChiefCreative Incubationis~. Matchtx~xology 

Jessica Cohen, PhD, Assistant Professor of Global Health, Harvard School of Public Health; Non-Resident Fellow, Brookings Institution; Faculty Affiliate, 

Harvard Center for International Development, Malaria Technical Adviser, Clinton Health Access Initiative; Co-Founder, TAIVITAM Africa, Inc. 

Shin Daimyo, MPH, Program Manager tbr Mental ttealth. Partners In tlealth 

"Fitting Evaluation to Purpose: Options for Confronting Complexity," John Grove, MA, PhD, Senior Progran~ Officer, Pneumonia& EDD, Global 

tlealth Program, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 

"Applying Business Principles to Global Iteaith: Starting with the Customer," Amy Dockwood, Deputy Director, Global Health Team, Center for 

Innovation in Global Healtk Sta~ford Universi~, 
John McGoldrick, Chafir, Zimmer Holdings, Inc.; Special Advisor, h~ternational AIDS Vaccine Initiative (L~V1) 

"Behavioral Economics: A Toolkit for Rational Health Decisions and Methods in Resource Poor Counta’ies," Georgia San~bunaris, Senior 

Advisor, USAID, Bureau for Economic (howtk Education and the Enviromneat 
"Tele-Ophthaimology: Newer Ways to Reach Out to India’s Large Diabetic Population," Tamilarasan Senthil, Ophthalmologist, Pranav Eye 

Foundation, India 

"From Zero to Something: Building a Global Health Program from Scratch," Harsh Sule, MD, MPP, Assistant Professor and Director of International 

Emergency Medicine, Thomas JeffErson University & Hospitals 

"Perspectives on Health Policies and Programs in Ghana," Seth Wanye, MD, Ophthalmologist and MedicaJ Director, Friends Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite 

For Sight Partner 

More speakers to be announced 

Health Policy & Advocacy 

"Do You Want to Make a Profound Difference on Global Health and Climate Change? Reclaiming Our Democracy Matters More than You 

Think!" Sam Daley-Harris, CEO, Center for Citizen Empowerment and Transformation, A Project of RESULTS Educational Fund 

"The NTDs, Girls and \Vomen, and Blue Marble Health," Peter Hotez, MD, PhD, Prot~ssor in Pediatrics and Molec~dar Virology & Microbiology, 

Baylor College of Medicine; Chmr of Tropical Pediatrics, Texas Children’s Hospital; President. Sabin Vaccine Institute; Director, Texas Children’s ttospital 

Center tbr Vaccine Developmeat; Baker Institute Fellow in Disea~ ~md Poverty, Rice Universi~ 

"Nutrition and the Politics of Food," Michael Jacobson, PhD, F~xecutive Director, Center for Science in the Public Interest 
Balakrislman Rajagopal, Director, Progran~ on Human Rights and Jus~tice; Assistant ProlEssor of Law- and Development, MIT Center for International 

Stadies 

"How Health Reforms Really Happen: Successful (Winding) Paths to Universal Coverage," Willian~ Savedoff, Senior Fellow, Center for Global 

Development 

Matthew Slutsky, Managing Director of Business Development, Change.o~g 

More speakers to be announced 

Maternal and Child Health Speakers 

"Ho~v to Lead with Vision and Still Manage an Organization: Chief Creative Officer’s Challenges," Jane Aronson, MD, CEO, Founder, 

Worldwide Orphans Foundation; Clinical Assistaa~t Professor of Pediatrics, Comell Weill Medical College and Columbia Universi~ 

"The Role of the Private Sector in the Provision of Mate~al and Child Care in Lath~ America," .Mej andro Arrieta, PloD, Assistant Professor, 

Indiana Universi .ty~ Richard M. Fairbanks School of Public Health 

Patricia Atldnson, Vice President & Health Systems Director, Marie Stopes International 

"Shifting the Focus: Lessons from Leveraging Teclmolog3" for Ma:dlnal Effect in Addressing Postpartum Hemorrhage," Claire Cole, MPH, 

Technical Documentation Advisor: Pathfinder International 
Judith Helzner, Director, Population and Reproductive Health, John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation 

"Advancing Abortion Access in Hostile Environments: New Approaches from a HNistic Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights 
Frame~,ork," Ellen Israel, Senior Technical Advi~r for Women’s Health and Rights, Pathfinder International 

"Innovators in Sexual and Reproductive tIealth and Rights: Profiles of the Capable and Committed in Communities around the ~orld," Latanya 

Mapp Frett, Vice President, Global Planned Parenthood Federation of America 

Bonule McClafferty, Director, Agriculture and Nutrition, Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition (GAIN) 

"Private Prin~a~- Health Chains: Sharing Learnings Across Geographies," Tricia Morente, Strategic Advisor, LifeSpring Hospitals 

"Transtbrming Medical Education on a Grand Scale: ~Ihe Rwandan Human Resom’ces for Health Program," Cliff O’Callahan, MD, PhD, FAAP, 

Chail:/L~kl~ Section International Child Health Executive Committee; Director. Nurseries at Middlesex Hospital 

Pasquale Patrizio, Professor of Obes~trics and Gynecology, Yale School of Medicine; Director. Yale Fertility Center 

Jose Rimon, DepuU Director and Visiting Professor, Bill and Melinda Gates Institute, Poptflation and Reproductive Health, Bloomberg School of Public 

Health, Johns Hopkins University 

"Closing the Gap: Reaching Rural Women with Family Planning Options," Mindy Skelton, Program Officer, Lwala Community. Alliance 



More speakers to be announced 

Mental Health Speakers 

Public Health 

"Froln Visibility to Transformation: Global Mental Health and the Post-2015 Agenda," Gary Belldn, MD, PhD, MPH, Associate Professor and 

Director, Program in Global Mental Health, New York Universi~ School of Medicine; Senior Director for Psychiatric Services, New York Ci~ Health and 

Hospitals Corlx3ration 

"The Role of Mixed Research Methodologies in Global Mental Health Research," Christina Borba, PhD, MPtt, Massachusetts General ttospital; 

tla~"vaacd Medical School; The Chester M. Pierce, MD Division of Global Psychiatry; The MGtt Sch~ophrenia Program 

David Itenderson, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital, ttarvard Medical School 

More speakers to be announced 

Other Non-Communicable Diseases Speakers 

"Instituting Thrombolytics for STEMI in Low Income Settings: Lessons Learned from ~aanerican Samoa," David Bouslough, MD, MPH, FACEP, 

Assistant Clinical Professor, Director, Division of International Emergency Medicine, Depart~nent of Emergency Medicine, Warren Alpert Medical School of 

Brown University; Director of Lit~ Support Education, Clinical A&i~r lbr EmergenW Medicine, Emergency Preparediress, and Palliative Caace, LBJ Tropical 

Medical Center, American Samoa 
"Perspectives of Today’s Clinical Practice: Dilemmas in Herbal Uses," Martin Gordon, MD, FAAAS, Emeritus Chairman and Lifetime Trustee, 

Cushing/Whitney Medical Library Boald; Prior Clinical Professor of Medicine, Yale University School of Medicine 

"~,¥hy NCDs Matter to Business: The Private Sector’s Role, Resources, and Responsibilities," Eve Heyn, Manager ofCommunicalions & External 

Affairs~ GBCHealth 

Kirsten aohnson, MD, MPH, Director, Humanitazian Studies hritialive, McGill University; Affiliated Faculty, Harvaxd Hmnanitarian Iniliative, Haxvaacd 

UniversW 

"Bnilding Integrated Systems for NCDs in Rwanda and Haiti," Gene Kwan, MD, Clinical Fellow, Boston Medical Center and Partners In Health 

"Prevention of Brain Disorders: A Global Priorig," Sandro Galen, MD, MPH, DrPH, Anna Cheskis Gehnan and Murray Charles Gelman Professor 

and Chair of Epidemiology, Columbia Universily Mailman School of Public Health 

"Advances and Collaborative Opportunities in Global Eye Health Research," Gyan "aolrn" Prakash, PhD, MBA, Associate Director, International 
Programs, National Eye Inslitute, National Institutes of ttealth 

"Give Me Vision: I Will Show Vou A Path," Satang Samal, Founder, Kalinga Eye ttospital, NYSASDRI, India; Unite For Sight Partner 

More speakers to be announced 

Research, Monitoring, and Evaluation Speakers 

"Writing for Medical and Global Health Journals: ;Ma Insider’s View ," Jocal.~a~ Clark, Senior Editor, PLoS Medicine 

Steve Collins, MBE, MD, MBBS, Director, Valid International 
Nina Dudnik, PhD, Founder & CEO, Seeding f.abs 

"Connecting Evidence to Budget Priorities for Universal Health Coverage," Amanda Giassman, MSc, Director of Global Health Policy and Senior 

Fellow, Center tbr Global Development 

"The Irrational fIealth Consumer: Understanding and Addressing Underinvestu~ent in Preventative Health," Rachel Glennerster, PhD, Director, 

J-PAL Global; Scientific Director, J-PAL Africa; Co-Chair~ Agriculture 

"Linking Health Impact to the Business Decision-Making Process," Kim Longfidd, Director~ Reseaacch and Metrics, Population Services Internatioual 

"Price Expectation and Willingness to Pay for Health Products in Uganda," Margaret McColmell, Assistant Prol}ssor of Global Health Economics, 

Department of Global Health and Population, Ha~’axd School of Public Heatlh 

"Bringing to Light Hidden Incentives and Disincentives in Global Health," Grant .Miller, PhD, MPP, Associate Professor of Medicine, Associate 

Professor of Economics and of Health Research and Policy, Stanford University-; Senior Fellow, FSI; Core Faculty Member, CHP/PCOR 

"Vision Rehabilitation in Glaucoma: Research Opporttmities and Challenges," James Tsal, MD, Robert R. Young Professor and Chairman, 

Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Yale University’ School of Medicine; Chief of OphthalmoloD-, Yale-New Haven Hospital 

"Rethinking the Role of Research in Enhancing State Capability for Implementation," Michael Woolcock, Lead Social Development Specialist, 

Development Research Group, The World Bank 

"Practical Performance Management for Poverty Related Organizations: The Progress out of Poverty Index@ (PPI@)," Steve Wright, VP 

Poverty Tools and Insights, Grameen Foundation 

More speakers to be announced 

Philanthropy and Investment Speakers 

Diana Ayton-Shenker, Founder and CEO, Fast Folavard Fund 

"Building an Impacfful Micro-Enterprise Devdopment Organization in Sm all, Remote, Pacific Island Communities," Greg Casagrande, Founder, 

MicroDreams 

"The Inventor’s Pathway: Itow Technolo~ Ideas Turn into Products and Businesses that Improve Lives," Carol Dahl, PhD, Executive Director, 

The Lemel~)n Foundation 
O~ner hntiazuddin, Global Health and Imtmct Inves~ting Consultant 

"Social Return on Investment (SROI) in Global Health & Development: A New Framework for Valuing What Matters," Shubha Kmnar, MPH, 

PhD, Assistant Professor & Director ofProgran~s, UniversiU of Southern California (USC) 

"Malnstrearning hnpact Investment: Catalyzing Capital for a More Inclusive Society," Abigail Noble, Impact Investing, Alternative Inves~ting and 

New Economic Thinking, World Economic Forum 

"Pay for Performance in Global Health," Thomas Pogge, Leimer Professor of Philosophy and Intematioual Affairs, Yale UniversiU 

More speakers to be announced 



Social Enterprise Speakers 

Dean Cycon, Founder and CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee Co. 

"Runa: Sustahiable Sourcing and Brand Development," Tyler Gage, Co-Founder and President, Runa 

"Achieving Viabili .ty Througii Utterly Unreasonable & Idealistic Aspirations," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Information for the Public and 

Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

Nina Smith, Executive Director, GoodWeave USA 
"Wake Up. Go to Work. Save the World." Arran Stephens, President and Founder, Nature’s Path Foods, Inc. 

Joe V~.inney, Founder and CEO, Theo Chocolate, Inc. 
More speakers to be announced 

Social Entrepreneurship Speakers 

"Global Change with a Local Impact: Saving Lives Through innovation in Clean Energ~y - The Power of Social Enterprise," Ran Biffs, ChaArman 

and CEO, Envirofit International 

Eric Bing, MD, PhD, MBA, Senior Fellow & Director. Global Health, George W. Bush Ins~titute; Professor of Global Health, Simmons School of Education 

& Human Development. Dedman College of Humanities & Sciences, Southern Methodis~t UniversiF 

Eve Blossom, Founder, Lulan Artisans 
"Challenges of Scaling Entrepreneurial Impact," Greg Dees, Rubenstein Senior Fellow in Social Entrepreneurship, Initiative on Innovation & 

Entrepreneurship, Duke University 

"Building Modern Institutions on Traditional Values: The Case Studies of Rwanda and Italti," Michael Fairbanks, Fellow, Weatherhead Center 

for International Aflhir~ Harvard University 

Scott Gihnore, CEO and Founder, Building Maxkets 

"Lessons Learned froin SEAD: The Social Entrepreneurship Accelerator at Duke," Matt Nash, CASE Managing Director, Fuqua School of 

Business. Duke University 

Amy Pearl, Executive Director and CEO, Springbomd Innovation 

"Supporting Healthcare Social Entrepreneurs: The IPIHD Story," Ka’islma Udayakumar, MD, MBA, Head of Global hmovation, Duke Medicine; 

Executive Director, International Partnership for Innovative Healthcare Delivei-:’ (IPIHD) 

More speakers to be announced 

Social Media & Marketing Speakers 

Charlotte Cole, Senior Vice President, Global Education, Sesame Workshop 

Dave DeLuca, Head of Can~paigns, Do Solnething 

"Creating Connected Awesomeness," Scott Henderson, Executive Director, Hypepotamus 

Eve Heyn, Commtmications & External Affairs Manager, GBCHeaNa 

Firdaus Kharas, Chairman, Chocolate Moose Media and Culture Shift 
More speakers to be announced 

Surgery & Global Health Speakers 

"Guidelines for Choosing an Intra-Ocuiar Lens for implantation .M’ter Cataract Extraction Where There is No Equipment fbr Bioinetry," 

Thomas Baah, MD, Ophthalmologist and Director, Save The Nation’s Sight Clinic, Ghana 

Katlfleen Casey, MD, Director. Operation Giving Back, FACS 

James Clarke, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical DirectoL CD, s~al Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For Sight Ghana Medical Director 

"Scaling Up Cataract Surgeries in Ghana: Systems that Work and Those fllat Don’t," Michael Gyasi, MD, Ophthalmologist, North Western Eye 

Centre, Accm, Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

Jonathan Lawson, Surgery & Anesthesia Program Coordinator, PaWners In ttealth 

Geoffrey Tabin, Pn~i~ssor and Direck~r, International Division of Ophthalmology, UniversiW of Utah, John A. Moran Eye Center, Co-Founder and Co- 

Director. Himalayan Cataract Project 

"The Role of Global Networking in Improving Local Eyecare Programs: A Case of Friends Eye Center in Ghana," Seth Wanye, MD, 
Ophthahnologist and Medical Director, Friends Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For Sight Paxtner 

More speakers to be announced 

Technolo~" in Global Health Speakers 

Paul Ellingstad, Parter and Program Development Director, SusIainabili~ and Social Innovation, tleMett-Packard 

Jose Gomez-Marquez, Little Devices @MIT and co-founder LDTC+Labs LLC 

"Using Mobile Phone, Social Innovation, and Chmd in PMTCT and OVC Programs," Bobby Jefferson, Senior Informatics Advisor. Futures Group 

"Health Education for Low Literacy Commuuities that is Seen, Read, tleard and Understood," Brian Julius, Owner, Books ofttope 

"Experiments in Scaling Social Benefit," Thane Kreiner, PhD, Executive Directol: Center for Science, Technology, and Society, Santa Clam University; 

Howaxd and Alida Chaa~ley University. Professor of Science and Technology for Social Benefit, Santa Clara University 

.Main Labrique, Assistaa~t Professor, t~iogmn~ in Globed Disease Epideniiology a~d Control, Departm~ent of Inten~atioi~al He~tli and Dep~mei~t of 

Epidemiology, Bloombe~g School of Public Health, Johns Hopkins University; Director, JHU Global mHealth Initiative 
"Contlict-Free Congo: The Paradox of Our New Technologies," Bandi Mbubi, Founder. Congo Calling 

"Programmable Bio-Nano-Chips Customized for Affordable Healthcare and Wellness Applications," Jolm McDevitt, PhD, Brown-Wiess 

Professor of Bioengineering and Chemistry, Rice Universi~’ 

"Hacking Global Health: A Multidisciplinary Approach to Innovation," Kenneth Palk, MD, MBA, Director of Operations, Sana 

"The Impact of Direct Work Commtmication and Engagement in Supply Chain Transparency," Todd Stark, President, Good World Solutions 

More speakers to be announced 



Water and Sanitation Speakers 

"Rethinking file Water-Healfli Nexus: Insights from East Africa," Zafar Adeel, Director, United Nations UniversiU, Institute for Water~ Environment 

and Health 

Doulaye Kone, PhD, Senior Progrmn Officer, WSH, Toilet Team Transformatives Technologies, Glolml Development. Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
More speakers to be announced 

"Advice From The Experts" Panels 

"Careers in Social Entrepreneurship: Advice From The F~xperts" 
"Careers in Global Health: A&dce From The Experts" 

More panels to be announced 

Interactive Workshops 

Michael Conard, RA, NCARB, Senior Principal, Design + Urbanism Architectural, LLC; Urban Design Lab at the Earth Institute; Ac[iunct Associate 

Professor, Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, Colmnbia University 

Dean Cycon, Founder and CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee Co. 

Jose Gomez-Marquez, Little Devices @MIT and co-founder LDTC+Labs LLC 

"From PitfaLls to Perfection: How to Write about Global Health," Eve He3ai, Manager ofColnmunications & E:demal Affairs, GBCHealth 

.Main Labrique, Assistaa~t Professor, l~iogmn~ in Global Disease Epideniiology a~d Control, Departm~ent of Inten~alioi~al Hea2ltli and Depa~mei~t of 

Epidemiology, Bloomberg School of Public Health, Johns Hopkins University; Director; JHU Global mHealth Initiative 

"\Vhat \Vould YOU Do? A Workshop on Hard Choices for Social Enterprise Start-Ups," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Infom~alion for the 

Public and Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

"My Billion Dollar Voice: How Advocacy Is Transforming Global Health," Ken Patterson, Global Grassroots Manager, Results 

Joe V~hinney, Founder and CEO, Theo Chocolate, Inc. 

Complete cont~rence details can be ~en on the 2014 Global Health & Innovation Conference website. 

This email was sent to iissa_broome@unc.edu by Rachel [urkel 

Unsubscribe from Unite For Sigi~t Conference Announcements, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Roscoe <broscoe@thatsgreatnews.com > 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:33 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Last chance to get your plaque for article Roy Williams ON RECRUITING 

~i That’s Great News 

Get your custom plaque delivered featuring 

Only pay if you love it 

Dear Roy~ 

Its already been a Iew weeks since you had the satisfaction ef being featured in the inside 

carotina and a plaque is a great way ~e keep tile feeling of success ative, which is wily last week 

week I offered you a flee 30 da~ period for your plaque, 

I’m sure if you had tile actuaf plaque in yo[.i~ hands you’ll want te keep it, so I’d Hke to send it to 

you now, w~th no purchase ob~gal~on. ~f Fm wrong and you don’t ~ove ~t, the dsk ~s al~ mine, 

you won’~ pay a cent and we pay for reb,m~ of the plaque, 

However, to ensure you don’t miss this offer you need to act today and select which one of the 

two pfaques iftustrsted below you’d prefer. 

If you’re short on time today, just rep~y to this email and confirm you would fike us to send out 

the plaque for a free no obligation 30 day free inspection and we’ll get it shipped to: 

Roy WiIliams 

U NC/k~hle~ics 

PO Box 2 ’f 26 

Chapel Hift NC 275’f4 

United States 

The mahogany finish plaque costs $169~00, 

Prefer to tall( to someone? Then call us on 1- 888~76f o9139 and quote I D 2064157, 

Celebrating your great news. 

Bob Roscoe 

~hat,sGl-eat~,,~- 

~S We can’t guarantee availabifity o1’ this 1~]:#.’#..j/:!£~?.’#.9:([9!!.2£[£]: after today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:45 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Assistant Director of Compliance Candidate 

Would IO:30am work? We could come to you or set you up in the Conference room here --- which ever would be easier for you? 

Thank you! 

Marieile 

I~’larielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate Adfletic Director 

UniversiW of Nor[h Carolb~a 

Phone: (9:1.9} 962-78S3 

F a’.4: (9:[9) 

mvangelder(~?unc edu 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Wednesday, Sep~mber 04, 2013 4:~8 PN 
Te~ Vangelder, Narielle A 
Su~ject~ RE: Assistant Director of Compliance Candidate 

Hi MarieHe --] could do it before noon that day. Let me know a good th~e~ 

Thanks, 

k~ssa 

F~m: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, Sep~mber 04, 2013 3:gl PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Assis~nt Director d Compliance Candidate 

Hi Lissa- 

I hope this finds you well. 

I was hoping you may be willing to meet with one of our candidates for our vacant Assistant Director of Compliance position. She will be on on-campus Thursday 

September ~2, 2013. Do you have 30 minutes of availability to meet with her? 

Please let me know at your convenience. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGeMer 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9~9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.jeer: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncements@federalres~rve.gov> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 11:05 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board issues enforcement action and announces termination ofentbrcement action 

Federal Reserve Board issues enforcement action and announces termination of enforcement action 

http: , /www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pres~enfi~rcement, 20130905a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Pa~g.~. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance~ please contact suppo~tA~govdelive~szcom_. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at htt~://www.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College of Busiuess at ILLINOIS <BusinessAlunmi@illinois.edu~ 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 1 h 10 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Invitation: Business Bash Homecoming 2013 

Homecoming 2013 

REGISTER NOW and join the College of Business Alumni Association for a traditional Homecoming tailgate with 
delicious barbeque, entertainment and games on the 6th Street Lawn outside of the Business Instructional 

Facility. Invite your family and friends and reconnect with Business alumni at this exciting tailgate! 

Show your Illini pride and cheer on your Alma Mater! 

IILLINOIS vs, NicMgan State football tickets are available in the Business Block while supplies last, Tailgate 
tickets are available with or without football tickets. 

Hosted by the Coflege of Business A!umni Association and sponsored by Vedder Price P, C, ~nd McG!adrey LLP, 

[ ~ ’,ie~er-Price4ogo-b,ue,     l[ 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 12:00 PM - 2:30 PM 

:i~i~i: i]" { ii!] ii::i: ::i]!] 

6th Street Lawn, 
1255 South Sixth Street, Champaigrb Illinois 61820 

View Event Summary and Prices 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 

P]ease respond by cricking one of ~he bu##ons be!ow 

~:~ ~e No 

To update your alumni profile and learn about upcoming events in the 
College of Business visit www.illinoisbusinessalumni.orq. 

Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and paste the entire address listed below into your web browser: 
htt p :/iwww.cvent.com/d/6sHDs4qT k6 kykESliDaNQ/qnlc/P1/1Q? 

If you no longer want to receive emails from College of Business at ILLINOIS please click the link below. 
Opt-Out 

[i~ii Cvent-Web-basedSoftwareSolutions ] 



PICK THE TEAMS TO BEAT EACH WEEK 

AND YOU COULD SCORE A 
TRIP FOR 2 TO HAWA~I 
Players pick the winning football teams of all games each week for prizes, wall 
graphics, a grand prize trip for 2 to Hawaii or a weekly prize of a $100 Visa Gift 
Card! The First Game Starts Thursday, September 5, 2013 - #!.9&.~.[~...~.9.~.!. 

Presenting Sponsor: 

::X:: Leith Cars 

Also sponsored by Barstools and Dinettes Etc. and Otto’s Exteriors 



Global Competitiveness and International Trade 

When: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 @ 12:00 - 1:30 

Where: Cape Fear Country Club 

t518 Country Club Rd 

Wilmington, NC 28403 

The NCWTA, Cape Fear, is pleased to present a business luncheon with special guest Sharon Allred 

Decker, North Carolina Secretary of Commerce. 

Sharon AIIred Decker seP,~es as the North Carolina Secretary of Commerce¯ She was appointed by Governor 



Pat McCrory in January 2013 and brings more than 30 years of experience in business and commerce to the 

position. Graduating summa cum laude from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, Decker spent 

more than 17 years with Duke Power Company, now Duke Energy. Starting in consumer services she moved 

rapidly through the ranks to become the youngest and first female vice president in Duke Power’s history. Her 

work at Duke Power led to the creation of its 24-hour customer service center, an organization that still serves 

as a model for the industry. Decker left Duke Power as Chief Communications Officer to become the founding 

president of The Lynnwood Foundation, which was created to restore the Duke Mansion in Charlotte as a 

conference center, and to begin the William States Lee Leadership Institute While at Lynnwood in 1998, she 

also served as the chair of the Charlotte Chamber and was named Charlotte Woman of the Year. In 1999 she 

served as president of the Doncaster division of Tanner Companies and in 2004, she created and served as 

the CEO of the Tapestry Group, a non-profit that helps individuals lead healthy lives in body, mind and spirit. In 

addition to her work with Tapestry, Decker is wife to her husband, Bob, a mother of four, a lay pastor in the 

Presbyterian Church (USA) and a student at the Christopher White School of Divinity, completing her Master of 

Divinity Degree with a concentration in Spiritual Formation. She completed an internship last year as Director 

of Graduate Ministries for the Center for Christian Study in Charlottesville, Va., where she served as chaplain 

to students at the Darden School of Business and the UVA School of Law. She remains a member of the 

Board of the Center for Christian Study Decker has seP,/ed on the boards of three Fortune 500 companies. 

Re~qister Now 

milesaw(~appstate.edu ::: ::it .i.::ii:-: :::~ H:~i::~.~,~!. ~:: m:!;i::i~:r~i ::.i "ICW U’~. : :!:~: ~: i: .~,~i: iohn~ahayes~qmail(~.com-- 

.~.i 193px image 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Foster <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Show your support for Immigration Reform! 

Lissa- 

Last week, Congresswoman Tammy Duckworth, Congressman Brad Schneider and I spoke at the Illinois Chamber of Commerce to discuss the need for comprehensive 
immigration reform. 

In July the Senate passed a bipartisan bill with overwhelming support, but Republican House Speaker John Boehner is still refusing to bring the Senate bill - or any bill that 
addresses the core problem of providing a tough but fair path to citizenship - to the floor of the House for a vote. 

But even as Congress grapples with the crucial issues of Syria and averting a government shutdown or default, we cannot let this historic opportunity fall to the wayside. 

Can you join Congresswoman Duck"worth, Congressman Schneider and me and sign this petition calling for Speaker Boehner to bring comprehensive immigration reform up 
for a vote by clicking here? 

There are many reasons to address our broken immigration system. It’s the right thing to do, both morally and for the economic health of our country: 

* According to the CBO, enacting the Senate immigration bill will increase real GDP by 5.4 percent in 2033 - an increase of roughly $1.4 trillion. 
o More than 40 percent of Fortune 500 companies were founded by immigrants or children of immigrants. These American companies represent 7 of the 10 most valuable 
brands globally, and collectively employ mor~ than 10 million people and generate annual revenue of $4.2 trillion. 
° If all unauthorized immigrants were removed from Illinois, the state would lose $25.6 billion in economic activity, $11.4 billion in gross state product, and approximately 

120,000 jobs. 

Even with incontrovertible facts like these, as well as a bipartisan majority of the American people calling for [~form, Republican House Leadership still refuses to bring this bill 
to the floor. 

Join us in telling Speaker Boehner that the time is now to take action and pass comprehensive immigration reform= 

Thank you for everything that you do, and we’ll keep you updated on the progress we’re able to make. 

--Bill 

P.S. Click here to tell Speaker Boehner that we need to fix our broken immiqration system and pass comprehensive immigration reform. 

IPaid for by Bill Foster for Congressd 

POvV.’_:REU ~v NGP VAN, INC. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Venable Events <Eveuts@Venable.com~ 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 l:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Please Join Us: Cyber Sticks and Carrots: How the NIST Cybersecurity Frameworl< Incentives, and the SAFETY Act Alt~ct You 

i>(ii ventest3 

Cyber Sticks and Carrots @ How the NIST 
Cybersecudty Framework~ Incentives, and the 
SAFETY Act Affect You 

A Lunch Presentation and Video Webcast with Venable LLP and 
former Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security Jane Holl Lute, 
President and CEO, Council on Cybersecurity 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 
.1.2:00 poce,-- 2:00 p,mo ET 
Venable LLP 
Washh~g~on~ DC Office 

As eyber attacks increase, they continue to affect more businesses in new and harmful ways. 
Are you prepared? 

Join Former Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security Jane t toll Lute, the President and CEO of 
the Council on Cyberseeurity, and Venable3s own eyberseeurity practitioners for a 
presentation on key insights and industry updates. The following questions will be addressed: 

What has happened since the Executive Order? 

How will National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

Cyberseeurity Framework affect you? 

What is ahead in regulatory and voluntaW measures? 

What steps can you take now? 

This presentation will also review the potential incentives for adoption of the (NIST) 
Framework, and the currently available protections of the SAFETY Act, which can be utilized 
in conjunction with the Framework or another set of eyberseeurity standards or guidelines. 
VenableEs attorneys are leaders in the eyberseeurity, the SAFE~I~" Act, data breach and 
privacy, and have actively participated in all of NISTE s Framework development workshops. 

Moderator: 

¯ Jamie Barnett_, Rear Admiral (Ret.), Partner, Venable LLP 



The Honorable Jane Holl Lute, President and CEO of the Council on Cyberseeurity, 
Former U.S. Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security 

Dismas Loearia_, Partner, Venable LLP 
Jason tL Wool, Associate, Venable LLP 

Venable LLP 

575 7th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 90004 

Click hel’e to view the event summary and speaker biographies. 

Please respond by clicking one of the buttons below. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holloraa Center <holloranctr@stthomas.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 1:30 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&~> 

The Holloran Center presents "Debating Govermnent Surveillance: Privacy v. National Security" 

Click here if the e-mail below is not displayed correctly. 

.~j University of St Th ..... Mi ..... ta J School of Law j 

[.~iI TheUniversRyofSt. th .... 
SchoolofLawHoll .... OenterforEthicalLeadershipintheProfessionsp ..... ts"DebatingG ........ tSurveill ..... Pri.a ,vNatio0a,Soc0ri "I 

Please join. ta Oct, 3from 57 p,rn, fof this special event! 

The University of St. Thomas School of Law’s tto[loran 

Center for Ethii:al Leadership in the Pro{’essions is 

bringing internationaI[y known experts in the fields of 

privacy and national security to debate this topic on 

Thursday~ Oct, 3, a~ H~e university’s Minneapolis 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

walt o~ mandamus to the U.S. Supreme Court seeking ................................................................................................................................................ 
review of ;m order by a judge on the Foreign Intelligence 

Surveillance Court (FISC) requiring Verizon to disclose 

ea[l veeovd data to [’ederal law enforcement. 

Bruce Sdn~eler, an internationally renowned security 

teehnologist and author o[’ m books, whose newsletter 

Crypto-Gr;m~ and b]og Sehneier on Seearity h;~ve a 

readership of more than 250.000. 

Ste*’en gradbm’y, the former head of the U.S. 

Depar~xent of dustice’a Office of Legal Cotmsd from 

2o~5-o9 While serving i~ that vole, BradbuW received 

widespread recognition for his n;~tional seeari[y legal 

work, including awards from the National Security 

Agency and [he Director of National Intelligence. 

And ~’ew MeCart [~3, a former Assistant U.S. Attorney 

;rod a eontrflmting editor got National Review, providing 

natio,al security issues expertise to the magazine. He was 

the [ead proseeutor i~ H~e {’edera] convictions of Omav 

~ Click hereto b ..... fan of .... Facebook 
I ~ Click heretofoll ...... 

Twitter 

7025913.05c1881 ca56a0ea b82 bfaa305272d560@listprod.stthomas.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 1:43 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Old National Bancorp (NASDAQ: ONB; Evansville, IN) has agreed to sell three banking centers 

in separate transactions with MafinSource Financial (NASDAQ: MSFG; Greensburg, IN) & River Valley B~corp (NASDAQ: RIVR; 

Madison, IN) 

Old National Bancorp (NASDAQ: ONB; Evansville, IN) has agreed to sdi three banking 
centers in separate transactions with MainSource Financial Group (NASDAQ: MSFG; 

Greensburg, IN) and River V’,flley Bancorp (NASDAQ: RIVR; Madison, IN) 

Sandier O’Neill served as the exclus~e financial advisor to Old National Bancorp in these 
transactions. 
These transactions represent Sandier O’Neill’s 51st and 52rid bank branch transactions since 
Janua~3, 1, 2009, totaling 574 branches and $30.1 bfllinn in aggregate deposits. Sandler O’Neill 
has advised on more bank branch transactions than any other investment bank since January 1, 
2009. (1) 
MainSource Financial Ch’oup axlnounced today that its subsidiary, MainSource Banlc~ has entered 
into a definitive agreement to purchase certain a~ssets t~om Old National Bancorp subsidim3~, Old National 
Bank, including its branch in Hope, Indiana. The purchase includes the existing branch location in Hope, 
Indimaa. as well as approximately $5 million in loans mad $25 million in deposits. Also included in the 
agree~nent are the deposits associated with Old National Bank’s Greensburg, Indiana location. 
River Valley Bancorp ~xmonnced today that its subsidiary, River Valley Financial Bm~ has signed an 
agreement with Old National Bax~k under which the Bank will acquh’e the deposit relationships, real estate, 
and fixed assets of ONB’s branch office in Osgood, Indiana. 

Financial terms were not disclosed. Both transactions are subject to regulatory approval and customary 
closing conditions. Subject to these conditions, the trmqsactions are expected to be completed in the fourth 
quarter of 2013. 

Old National Bancorp, the parent company of Old National Bank, is the largest financial services holding 
company headquartered in Indiana with $9.6 billion in assets. Since its founding in Evansville in 1834, Old 
National has tbcused on co~nmulfity baxfldng by building long-term, highly valued partnerships with clients in 
its p~qanary footprint of hadiana, Illinois, Kentucky and Michigan. ha addition to providing extensive services 
in retail and cotranercial bankSa~g, wealth manage~nent, investlnents and brokelage, Old National also owns 
Old National Insurance. 
For more i~ormation, please click here. 
For the Old National 8-K, please click here. 
For the MainSom-ce press release, please click here. 
For ~e River Valley press release, please click here. 
(1/Inch~des all completed aru) per~ing branch transactions since .Jarma~y 1, 2009 

Source: S~Z ~wirt~tcial 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ~::~:: ~::~ ~ ~ ~ ~::~::~::~ ~ ~::~::~ N~::~:~::~ ~;~::~ ~::~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co rn/email-discla imer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncements@federalres~rve.gov> 

Thursday, Septcmber 5, 2013 2:03 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Federal Re,rye Board announces approval of application by Adams Bank & Trust 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of application by Adams Bank & Trust 

http:/iwww.~ederalreserve.govinewsevent~pres~orders, 20130905a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Pa~e. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you hm~e questions or problems or need assistance, please contact ~po((~govdelivel-~’.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥w,¢-w.federalreserve.gov_. Follow us on Twitter. 



Jones D~, in cooperation with the Volcker Alliance, 

cordially invites you to a reception, panel discussion, c~nd keynote address 

in conjunction with the IA4F! World Bank Annual A4eetings. 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 

~oof Terrace Reception: 5:00=6:00 p,m. 

Panel Discussion: 6:15-7:15 p, m. 
Keynote Address Et Dinner to FoUow 

MODERATOR 

Paul Volcker 

Chairman of the Vo[cker Alliance and 

Former Chairman of the Federal Reserve 

PANELISTS 

Christopher J. Dodd 

Chairman & CEO of the Motion Picture Association of America, 

Former U.S. Senator, and Co-Author of the Dodd-Frank Act 

Roger W. Ferguson Jr. 
President and Chief Executive Officer 

of the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association- 
Co[[ese Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF) 

and Former Vice Chairman of the Federal Reserve 

Henry Kaufman 

President of Henry Kaufman ~ Company, Inc., 



and Former Managing Director, Member of the Executive Committee, 

and Chief Economist at Sa[omon Brothers 

Lord Adair Turner 

Senior Research Fe[tow of the Institute for New Economic Thinking 

and Former Chairman of the U.K.’s Financial Services Authority 

KEYNOTE ADDRESS 

Martin J. Gruenber8 
Chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Please RSVP here by October 7. 

If you have any questions, please contact 

imfrsvp(!jonesday.com or Anu Vermani at 202.879.3987. 

Jones Day Washinston Office 

Reception Entrance 

300 New Jersey Avenue, N.W. 

Washinston, D.C. 20001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espmnafil.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 2:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NFL is Back and ESPN Has You Covered 

View this email with images here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@producLamericanbanker.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Identity Theft m~d Managing Fraud 

View as Web Paqe 

For,,,,ard to a Friend 

American Banker 

Complimentary Web Seminar 

September 12, 2013 I 2 pm ET/11 am PT 

Featuring Live Q&A 

[i ~ Click Hereto Register 

Hello Law, 

While providing a brief background on Identity Theft and its evolution, the focus of this one-hour web 

seminar is on how managing fraud can become part of a bank’s offensive customer strategy. It 

discusses a brief example of how a bank offered a similar product as a service to its customers 

and provides a look around the corner. 

Learning Objectives: 

What is the background and evolution of Identity Theft? 

Define the Fraud Business Model 

Develop a "Compromise Action Plan" 

How to turn a bad event into a sales and customer opportunity? 

Example - Bank’s experience offering a partner’s financial service to its’ customers 

A Look Around the Corner 

Course Instructor: Steve Fried 

After a 31-year career at Citibank, Mr. Fried is currently an Independent Financial Services 

Professional with clients in Africa (credit bureau development) and Europe (Raiffeisen Bank) Mr. 

Fried has held various positions at Citibank including Chief Credit Officer at Citibank adn Credit 

Business Director for Citibank. 

In the last two years, Mr Fried has also been a frequent instructor teaching security, fraud, and 

operations in the Bank of China Ebanking and PersonaI Banking courses Mr. Fried attended 

Columbia University - Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied Science, MS in 

Engineering. 

Sponsored by: 

ii~ Sp ..... Logo 

Share this Event! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here. 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004     -- 
custserv@sourcemedia.com I Privacy Policy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Jounm] <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

DaJlyUpdate: ttighwoods reveals plm~s tbr Metl,it~’s $110 million campus in Cary 

f~lerck’s Durham .oI~nt g.e~:~ FDA ~a xorow:~i to r’..l~r?ufactu..-e vaccine ;:[:i:i~iii~<ii: ............................................. 

......................................................................................................................................... " " 



Land ~tanne~s tush to beat UDO deadline with flood 

Pozen nks ice~,:.<ing ~g.."eement w t~ Sanof 

Former Wo~f~acl< football ~t~9_~ sues NCAA over 

~ a lock indicates content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. 

5 re~so -~s Tw ttet shou d go ~ub c soo ~ 
..................................................................................................... 

~:~shion Week 

[ 

Top N~.o~ Sto,i~ 

You-tube live-stream~nq ~.st one eiemer~t ~n sh~f-ting 
Week 

Peov~e ~ Co,.n.ere~a~ Rea~ 

..... .................. .................. N 
Price pe~ Square F~et: 

Featured Event 

O,t~, 20~ 3.-09-05 

~ ............................................................................................................ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 4:51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 

FOR IMIMEDIATE RELEASE 

Date: September 5, 2013 

Co~taet: Lt. Kevin Gunter or Sgt:. B,yan Walker 

Anniversary of Faith Hedgepeth Homicide 

Saturday, September 7~h marks the one-year anniversa~ of the murder of Faith Danielle Hedgepeth. A year ago, Faith’s family and 
friends, as well as the University of North Carolina and the community of Chapel Hill suffered a terrible loss. Chapel Hill Police 
Department investigators continue to follow up on leads in the investigation of this tragic crime based in- part on information from the 
public. We would like 1o again, ask anyone wilh information about the case to come forward. 
On Friday, September 7, 2012 at approximately 11:00 am, Ms. Hedgepeth was found deceased by her roommate in the apartment they 
shared at 5639 Old Chapel Hill Road (Hawthorne at lhe View apartment complex), hwestigators determined lhat Hedgepelh’ s death 
was a homicide. The investigation has revealed that Faith and her roommate went to The Thrill, a local Chapel Hill nightclub, in the 
eaxly morning hours of Friday, September 7, 2012. Faith was last known to be alive around 3:00 am at her apartment. 
Chapel Hill Police Department investigators have partnered with local, state and federal agencies, along with lhe Durham County 
District Attorney’s Office in pursuit of the person responsible for Faith’s murder. Evidence collected at the scene and analyzed by the 
North Carolina State Crime Lab has revealed DNA left at the scene by a male suspect. Investigators are confident this DNA will 
identify the offender and help us to exclude individuals not involved in tiffs crime. 
After consulting with the Federal Bureau of Investigation’ s Behavioral Analysis Unit, we believe identifiers of the offender may include: 

* The homicide suspect is familiar with the victim and may have lived near the victim in the past. 
* The homicidc suspect was unaccotmtcd for during the early morning hours of Septcmber 7, 2012. 
* The homicide suspect may have made comments regarding the victim to close associates in the past. 
* There may have been some change in the homicide suspect’s behavior after the murder (to include an unusnal interest in the 

case) or a change in his performance at work or school. 
The homicide suspect may have left the area unexpectedly or in an unplauned nmm~er. He may also have an explanation for the 
sudden departure. 

Investigators are appealing to members of the public to think back to that day - September 7~, 2012,to t~." and remember a~,thing out 
of the ordinary thcy might have witnessed. The smallest: remembered detail may be of great importance to the investigation. 
The Police department understands that the conununity wants information about the case. Our priority remains maintaining the integrity 
of the investigation to ensure that Faith’ s killer is brought to justice. We appreciate the understanding and support shown by Faith’ s 
family as we continue to investigate her death. 
If you have any infornmtion about this crime, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department tip line at 919-614-6363 or Crime stoppers 
at 919-942-7515. Citizens may also email tips/information to i~westigators at crimetips2~towno:lizhapelhill.org. Calls to Crime stoppers 
are confidential and callers are eligible for up to a $39,000 reward without further involvement in this case. 

Bryan Walker 
Sergeant 

Professional Standards- Public Information 

Police Department 

Town of Chapel Hill 

828 Martin Luther King Jr Bird 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Phone: (9!9) 968-2889 

Fax: (919) 968-2846 

Thank you tbr being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~1 ~. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 



i.~.i Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina Bar Association CLE Department <clei~ffo@ncba:c.org> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 4:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Coming up in September: NCBAF CLE lbr Eve~one 

War o the"Roses"i 
Digital Age: A Hypott 

Family Law (:as, 

(2013 FamJly Law Fall Pro 

Introduction to Legal Research 

on Fastcase 
11- 12p.m. 

Introduction to Boolean 
(ke]word) Search 

13th Annual Las Vegas Vacation 

and CLE [ ...... ] 

~nc~uding ~,0 EtNcstPtofess~onal~m :: 

1.0 Hour 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiii iiii iiii iland Practical Tips for B 

ii ii i~ ~    and Others 

:::: :::: i:: Practitioner, Paralegals and/ol 

::::ii ::::ii ~. J 

i Att ..... ys) 



Plus .,, Video Replays in locations a~i over the state! CHck here, then ~o to the Location tab to see our statew~de map and city locations. 

1,0 Hour 

1.0 Hour 

1.0 Hour 

1~0 Hour ::~ 1.0 Hour 

J          L ..... J L J 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

: 

~.0 Hour 

I 

Hour 



Upcoming Featured Programs, Search CLE Courses 

Search CLE Publications ¯ Other CLE Products 

Membership cba~g~,s? Email Membership 

CLE Ques~ior~s? Email CLE 

J 
3~nis email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu by de~nfo@ncbar.or_g i 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM _P__rj_v__a__£.’.~__F_’_c_~_[i_c_’_~. 

North Carolina Bar Association CLE Department I 8000 Weston Parkway [ Cary I NC I 27513 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 5:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 5 researchers downloaded your publications 

Take a iook below to g~uge the impact of your .:iep~tme~t’:~ research output over 
time 

~dowrdoads 98 TOTAL 

SBHOOL OF LAW STATS 

Most pop.ular profiles k~st week 

[~] Mssa L Broome 
DCk,’VN LOAO~; 

Does Or~t~ca~ ~ass ~atter? Views ~rom the 
Boardroom 

Government ~nvestment in Banks: ereeping 
Nationalization or Prudent, Temporary Aid? 

2 

The Legal Giants that Propelled North Carolina 
Banks to National Prominence: Paul J, Po~king, 
Marion,_ 

LissaL groome 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kroener III, ~Villiam F. <kroenerw@sullcrom.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 6:38 PM 

Juliana S O’Reilly (Juliana.S.O’Reilly@aexp.com); Mancusi, Michael <mmancusi@kilpatricktownsend.com>; plee@debevoi~.com; 

Maureen Young <Maureen.Young@unionbank.com> 

ac~a~@hudco.com; Amy Durant <adur~lt@bodmanlaw.com>; Andrew L. Sandler (asandle@buckleysandler.com); Beth Knickerbocker 

<bknicke@aba.com>; Brett Goodlnan <Brett.Goodman@troutmansan&rs.com>; brian.christimasen@skadden.coln; 
bs~lford@promontory.com; ccalaby@aba.com; Chi-istopher J. Bellini (christopher.bellini@friedffank.com); churley@bu.edu; 

czinski@schilYhardin.com; donna.ely@flffa.gov; donna.nesbit@americanbar.org; donna.willimn@americanbax.org; Edward J. McAniff 

(tmcaniff@omm.com); Eli Peterson <~eli.peterson@bnymellon.com~; Grovetta Gai~tineer (g~ovetta.gai~tinee@occ.treas.gov); Hams 

Winsberg <HWinsberg@KSLAW.com>; Heath P. Tarbert (heath.tarbe~weil.com); Heather Koenig (Heather.Koenig@bnymellon.com); 

Hubble Ku, Linda <~LHubbleKu@FDIC.gov~; Hugh Conroy <~hconroy@cgsh.com>; janice.m.havins@chase.com; 

jbecci~bostonprivate.com; jcollins@steptoe.com; Jeffrey Hare <jefffey.hare@dlapiper.com~; Jolm B. Rav{~urn 

(john.rayburn@capitalone.com); Johi~ Buchman <jbuchman@law.gwu.edu>; John M. Geiringer (iohn.geiringe@bikn.com); Joseph T. 

Lynya~, III <joseph.lynyaJ~@pillsbu~law.com>; jtucke@buckleysandler.com; Juliana O’Reilly (juliana.s.oreilly@aexp.com); Karol K. 

Sparks (kaxol.spark@bikpn.com); Keith Fisher <fisherk@ballardspahr.com>; Laurie Schafl’er <laurie.schaffe@ffb.gov>; Broome, Lis~ 

L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Margaret C. Liu <mlitr@csbs.org>; margaret.tahyar@davispolk.com; Martin E. Lybecker 
(MLybecke@perldnscoie.com); mbriggs@fdic.gov; Michael Bleier (mbleier(~breedsmith.com); Michael H~1loraaa 

<michael.h~Jlomn@pillsbu~ylaw corn > Michael Kadish <michael.kadish@rbs.com>; mitch.lucas@harlmidfs.com; Musselma~ Meghan 

<mmussehnan@hudco.coln>; Nagar, Dacia R. <nagaxd@sullcrom.com>; Orme, Camille L. <Ormec@sullcroln.coln>; Paul L. Lee 

(pllee@debevoise.com); Peter Heywaxd <peter.hey-a,md@bnymellon.com>; pmurphy@gldaw.com; prossiter@schilYhaxdin.com; Raylnond 

Natter (matte@baruett-sivon.com); rhartx~ur@fostersmfLcom; Rich Whiting (rich@fsrouud.org); rob.hunte@thecleariughouse.org; Saxah 

A. Miller (smiller@iib.org); sozeck@fdic.gov; tdivis@fdic.gov; vhlet2o@buckleysandler.com; William Templeton 

<willimn.w.templeton@ rbscitizens.com>; William.Clark@dbr.com 

FW: Leader’s Digest 

Note commencing the planning for next spring 0tern 3, with embedded planning memo. Program suggestions welcome 

From; ABA Business Law Section [mailto:ababusinesslaw@americanbar.org] 
Sent-" Thursday, September 05, 20:t3 :~:28 piVlsub 

To," Kroener III, William F, 
Subject-" Leader’s Digest 

E:-m~-~ii ;~ot dis," l~,fin!~ p~ot;~rl,f’? (_~_{i_@_:_[_!%Le. to vi~w ii i*t your you~ w~eb brow,sev. 

http://www.americanbarorg/content/dam/aba/images/business law/digest bannerjpg 

September 5, 2013 

Introducing the 2013-2014 The Business LawFer Editorial Board! 

Los Anqeles by October 4th 

T!_P.__ .o_ f___t_ .h e__ .W_e__e_.~]. 

Helpful Links 

Leadership Calendar [] 

¯ Introducing the 2013-2014 Business Law Today Editorial Board! 
We are pleased to announce the Editorial Board members of Business Law Todayfor the 2013-2014 
year! 
Warren E. Agin, Co-Editor 

William D. Johnston, Co-Editor 
Robert C. Boehm, Advisor 
Miriam R. Albert 
Mitchell L. Bach 
Michael St. Patrick Baxter 
JeanNe C. Frey 
Lawrence A. Goldman 
Karl A. Groskaufmanis 
Alicia L. Gutierrez 
Nicole D= Harris 
Lisa R. Lifshitz 
Kathleen Schin McLeroy 
Bradford Newman 



Michael K. Reilly 
Jeffrey W. Rubin 
Ann Yvonne Walker 
Thomas W. White 
If your Committee is interested in publishing in Business Law Today, please contact John Palmer at 
.ho__h__r_!:r2__a__[!_9_&r_@#_E!#_[j_c_ia__n___b_#_L_o__r_g and you may always find the latest edition of Business Law Today 
here. 

Back to Index 
introducing the 2013-2014 The Business Lawyer Editorial Board! 
We ar~ pleased to announce the Editorial Board members of The Business Lawyer for the 2013- 
2014 year! 
William B. Rosenberg, Editor-in-Chief, Volume 69 
Gregory M. Duhl, Associate Editor-in-Chief 
James h Baillie 
C. Stephen Bigler 
Doneene K. Damon 
Kristine F. Dorrain 
Therese G. Franzen 
Joel I. Greenberg 
Lawrence A. Hamermesh 
William D. Johnston 
Stanley Keller 

William F. Kroener, Ill 
Paul "Chip" L. Lion 
Jonathan C. Lipson 
Elizabeth S. Miller 
Richard W. Pound 
Stephen L. Sepinuck 
Karyn Smith 
E. Norman Veasey 

Steven O. Weise 
If your Committee is interested in publishing in The Business Lawyer, please contact Diane Babel at 
diane.babelC~,americanbar.orq and you may always find the latest edition of The Business Lawyer 
here. 

Back to Index 
Submit CLE Program Slot Requests and Schedule Changes for the 2014 Spring Meeting in 
Los Angeles by October 4th 
Planning is already underway for the 2014 Spring Meeting! Please take 10 minutes now to review 
the Planning Memo, with links to reference materials and easy submission forms that must be 
completed by October 4, 2013= All of the information you need may be found by c!!ck![~g het~. 
Highlights include: 

o The CLE Program Allocation Model 
o How Discretionary Program Slot Requests are Managed and Awarded 

o Explanation of the Section’s Scheduling System and Deadlines 

o Scheduling Tips 

o Help Contact Information 

The memo and all supporting documents and forms have also been posted on the Leaders, hip 
Portal. 
Please feel free to contact __M___a__!__k____P__a_~g__e_ or __N__i__c_’_o__[&__N__j_k___o__d__&r_!~ in the Section office with any questions. 

B_. _a c__k__t. _o__Ln_ d__e_~ 
TIP of the Week! 
Have questions about a process related to your role as a Committee leader? Don’t forget about the 
_L___e__a___d___e_f__s_[!_i&__P___o__r_!_a__[. You can find a wealth of information in the Portal, including white papers and 
recorded webinars that will help answer your questions and provide ideas about how to enhance 
your Committee. 

Back to Index 

Helpful Links 
._L_##__d__#_r__s_’__h_ip____P__o__!_t_’_a_] - Announcements, planning schedules, and important documents tailored 
specifically to Section leaders. 
Leadership Directorg - An online version of the Section’s directory containing contact information for 
all leadership and staffi 
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for established lawyers. 

~ o~, ~,dl learn a,.,,u, ,he ,,,~e.e.l~ ,,, Des or legal ,easei.~ng, 

the mini-skills that are related to those types of legal 

~ rule-based reasoninq #deductive Feasening) 

, svnthesis (inductive reasoning) 

e analogical reasoning 

Exercises that appear throughout the text enabb ymJ to 

To acquire or solidify a firm foundation in bgal reasoning, 
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1WF NC MEMBERSHIP GUIDELINES AND CRITERIA 

Any IWF NC member in good standing may submit names of potential IWF NC members to the 
Membership Committee via the VP for Membership. The nomination requires the second of an 
additional IWF NC member in good standing. The Nominating Member shall submit an IWF NC 
Nomination Form and if possible a current resume/bio of the candidate and any other material 
that would be helpful to the Membership Committee. 

A potential candidate for membership should not be advised of her nomination or the status of 
her proposed membership by any IWF NC members except by the President as detailed below in 
the "Membership Application Process" section of this document. 

Membership criteria: 

Candidate      is      highly      accomplished      and      recognized 

regionally/nationally/internationally in occupational field or some other area. 

Candidate should have an interest in attending local, state, national, and 

international IWF sponsored programs and events as well as be supportive of 

identifying candidates for lWF programs such as the IWF Fellows program. 

Candidate embraces and supports diversity. 

Candidate’ s career and life reflects adherence to the values of IWF: 

Embracing women’s leadership-past, present and future 
> Respecting different points of view 
,- Sharing knowledge and ideas 

Enriching each other’s lives 
Supporting global, national, and local networks of women leaders 
Opening possibilities 

> Feeding the pipeline of future women leaders 
,- Exhibiting graciousness as a hostess and collegiality 

Candidate is in a currently unrepresented occupational field of NC IWF 

membership or in one for which multiple representatives are warranted. 

Candidate is known personally by one or more current NC IWF members (except 

in cases of transfers or corresponding members) and if not, a concerted effort is 

made to ascertain information on the candidate from reliable sources of the IWF 

NC membership and their contacts. 

Candidate is from an organization that has no IWF NC members (if candidate in a 

field within a large organization not covered by current members, multiple 

members from that organization would not be limited.) 

FEBRUARY 2013 
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Membership Application Process: 

The Membership Committee will vet the potential member and upon recommendation of 
approval, the VP for Membership will submit the name and recommendation of the Membership 
Committee to the President who will then request the Nominating Member to inquire as to the 
candidate’s availability and interest in joining. Subsequent to confirmation of the candidate’s 
desire to join, her name will be fol~Tarded by the President of lWF NC for a vote by the general 
membership in compliance with Article III 5 (c) of the lWF NC By-Laws. 

If a member does not support the Nominee for membership, upon receiving the Nominees’ name 

as recommended for membership she shall promptly (and no later than five working days) 

contact the President and provide her reason(s) to the President (preferably in writing.) The 

President (in consultation with the Secretary and the VP for Membership Committee) may seek 

further input from additional IWF NC members to decide whether to withdraw the nomination so 

that the Nominee will not be invited to join 1WF NC even if she receives the stipulated 

number/percent of votes necessary for acceptance into 1WF NC. 

Upon approval of membership of the candidate, the President will notify the new member in 

writing and obtain her official confirmation of acceptance. Upon that confirmation, the NC 1WF 

President will notify all current NC IWF members of the new addition to the membership. The 

protocol and tradition will be that preferably within a week, all members will contact (by email, 

phone, or letter/note) the new member to congratulate and welcome her into IWF NC. 

If the Membership Committee does not recommend a Nominee, the President in conjunction 

with the VP for Membership may elect to notify the Nominator (although the Nominee’s absence 

from the ballot to the general membership confirms the status of the Nominee.) 

2OF2 
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NORTH CAROLINA CHAPTER 

NOMINATION OF NEW MEMBER FORM 

Any member of the IWF NC in good standing may nominate prospective members by 
completing this form and submitting it to the Vice President for Membership. All nominations 
are received in confidence. Nominations are acted on twice annually according to the deadlines 
by which they are received. Deadlines are currently set at March 1 and August 1. 

Name of Nominee: 
Name of Company or Organization: 
Title: 
Office Address: 
Office Phone: 
Office Facsimile: 
Office E-mail Address: 
Home Address: 
Home Phone: 
Home Facsimile: 
Home E-mail Address: 
Mobile Phone: 

PLEASE READ THE ATTACHED MEMBERSHIP GUIDELINE AND 
CRITERIA AND USE AS A GUIDE FOR ANSWERING THE 
FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 

Why should the candidate be selected as a member of IWF NC? 

Is or was she the highest-ranking woman in the company or organization? 
YES      NO 

Is or was she the first woman to hold this position? 
YES NO 

AUGUST 20:13 
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What are her main accomplishments? 

Please BOLD OR CIRCLE all of the categories of expertise and experience for membership 
that apply: 

Advertising and/or Public Relations 
Agriculture 
Architecture 
Arts and Letter 
Banking 
Business Owner 
Communicationsipublishingij ournalismimedia 
Community Activist and/or Outstanding Volunteer 
Construction 
Corporate Executive 
Distribution 
Education 
Engineering 
Executive Coaching 
Financial Management 
Government 
Industrial/Manufacturing 
Industrial Services 
Information Technology 
Insurance 
Investments 
Interior Design 
Law Enforcement 
Legal 
Medical, Health and Science 
Non-Profit Organization Executive 
Philanthropic 
Politics or politician 
Real Estate 
Religion 
Retail 
Sports/Fitness/Recreation 
Utilities 
Other (Please explain) 

Which of these categories represent her primary area of achievement? 

Please attach a resume if available and!or any additional information on this candidate. 

AUGUST 2013 
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Nominating member: 
Nominator’s organization: 
Nominator’s position: 
Nominator’s phone: 
Nominator’s email: 
Name of co-sponsor member: 
Co-sponsor’s organization: 
Co-sponsor’s position: 
Co-sponsor’s phone: 
Co-sponsor’ s email: 
Date nomination form submitted: 

PLEASE SUBMIT VIA POST OR EMAIL THE NOMINATION FORM WITH 
ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS TO: 

IWF NC VP for MEMBERSHIP 

Clyda Rent 
Crent@rentconsultinggroup.com 
ADDRESS PO Box 220647 
CITY Charlotte 
STATE NC 
ZIP 28222-0647 
PHONE 704 366 2388 

MARK CONFIDENTIAL PLEASE 

AUGUST 2013 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 7:42 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Summers Faces Key ’No’ Votes if Picked tbr Fed 

Sm’nrners Faces Key ’No’ V~tes if Picked for Fed 

At least three Democrats on the Senate Banking Committee are expected to oppose 

Lawrence Summers if he is nominated to become Federal Reserve chairman, setting up a 

razor-thin vote to determine who will lead the central bank at a critical moment for its easy- 

money policies. 

Democrats hold a two-vote majority on the 22-member panel, so the loss of three 

Democrats would make it impossible for Mr. Summers to advance to the full Senate for a 

confirmation vote without the backing of some of the 10 Republicans. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 8:18 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Sep. 6 -- BNA, Inc. haternational Business & Fiaance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 6, 2013 @, Number 173 

Monetary Policy 

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia ~ Concerns over the impact the end of 
U.S. quantitative easing might have on emerging markets took 
center stage in the economic discussions among leaders of the 
Group of 20 Sept. 5 .... 

Greece 
Greece P~’obab~y to Need M~re ~inancial 

BRUSSELS ~ Greece will probably need more financial assistance 

from the euro countries in addition to the current, second bailout 
package, the Euro Group President ]eroen Dijsselbloem said Sept. 

Financial Institutions 

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia @ Germany has urged the world@s 
leading economies to take further steps to address the threat to 
global financial stability from shadow banking activities .... 

Financial Institutions 
CHina TigHte~s R~es 

On :~:nterbank ~ond Narket 

BEI~ING @ China’s central bank released new rums for the 
interbank bond market Sept. 5 intended to curb speculation and 

reduce risks, the bank said .... 

Economics 

ST. PETERSBURG @ Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa 
@ the so-called BRICS countries @ announced a deal Sept. 5 on 
the establishment of a reserve fund to help member countries 
overcome any liquidity shortfalls... 

Foreign Investment 
::[ndia~s Louver Ho~se A~>proves Legislation 

NEW DELHI @ The lower house of the Indian Parliament, eight 
years after it was first introduced, passed the Pension Fund 
Regulatory and Development Authority Bill Sept. 5 allowing 
foreign investors to acquire a 26 percent stake in domestic... 

Financial Institutions 

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia @ Regulators in the world@s leading 
financial markets will take a number of steps over the coming 
year that will lead to the adoption of interest rate benchmarks to 
serve as alternatives to the troubled London... 

Monetary Policy 
~Mropean Centra~ ~ank Leaves Ke~ 
Interest Rate at 0,~; Pe~’cent~ Draghi Says 

BERLIN ~ For a fourth month, the European Central Bank’s 
governing council Sept. 5 decided to keep the key interest rate 
unchanged at a record low of 0.5 percent, ECB President Mario 



Draghi said at a press conference in Frankfurt,... 

This email is part of your subscription to international Business & Finance 
Daily (~SSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
bttp:i;webutll .bna .comic mailsigl-~u p. 

Request a FR~ Web h=.al. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the tetras and 

cor~di~.=ons of: ~.he lice~se agreeme~ with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 8:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: For Corporations and Investors, Debt Makes a Comeback 

For Corporations and Invest~rs, Debt Makes a 
Comeback 

Five years after the financial crisis, corporate borrowers are taking new loans hand over 

fist from investors hungry for higher returns. First in a Wall Street Journal series on the 

fallout from the financial crisis. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 9:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: The Day the Clips Editor Met Nick Saban 

] e Newsle’~er 

Dear Lissa, 

ThursdayEveningGreelings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Like abom 85°,/o of Clips subscribers, your Clips Editor grew up somewhere other than the 

Southeast. 

However. the 85% of us are finally catching up. We have noticed a dramatic increase of 

attentior~respect liar the Southeast, the SEC, the Universi~ of Alabama, and tbr [JBama 

Coach Nick Saban. 

He is regularly po~ayed as a somewhat stem guy, and I saw that firsthand at the 2011 SEC 

FB Media Days in Hoover, Alabmna (a suburb of Bimiingham). One sportswriter asked a 

couple of dulnb, sarcastic questions and []in a large bmNuet room full of a thousand 

people [] Coach Saban, five feet up on a podium on a stage setting, firmly dressed him down. 

The reporter had it coming. 

Conversely, I have also heard from dozens of people who know Saban and they say he is not 

at all the dour guy as he is sometimes portrayed. My taJ~e is that Coach Saban is basically not 

slay to express his dis~tisthction when someone disses him. 

My only 1-to- 1 with Coach Saban occurred at that same SEC Media Days, and he was 

nothing but gentlemanly with me. So Nick is batting 1.000 ruth Nick. I took my Clips 

Eyewitness Repolnt of the 2011 SEC Media Days offone of the MotherShip shelves and 

dus~ted it ofl; because I thought it would be a perfect point-counterpoint for a spirited ra~t 

about Saban by Clay Travis of FOXSpolnts. Clay [] s commentmy can be found at the bottom 
of this emaJl. 

The Day the Clips Editor Met Nick Saban 

It was at the SEC Football Media Days in July 2011 that I first met Nick Saban. Here ~; s 

how it happened .... 

At the first day’s press conference, Coach Saban patiently fielded good, bad and dumb 

questions in front of a thousand journalists; and then, after he courteously and methodically 

signed autographs tbr at least a half hour tbr eveD single one of the 300 or so Dns who had 

squeezed into the lobby of the Wynt?ey Hotel, he prepared to leave. There were tw’o lineman- 

sized bodyguards in dark suits (I later tbund out they were off-duty, Hoover tx~lice officers) 

waiting to e~ort him t?om the t?out entrance of the hotel and then across the spacious parking 

lot to a bus- sized tnedia vehicle for a TV inter~’iew. 

So, I figured, here’s Iny chance. I tell into fftep about 15-feet behind the trio, and[] about 

haJ~fway across the parking lot[]I rea]ized that ta~ling them would get me nowhere. So I wa]ked 

up slightly ahead of them, made eye contact ruth the two bod~vguards and I determined that 

tbev determined that I was no threat. 

~VIany Clips readers’ have met me; and you have seen me #t action. Like you, the 
bodyguards, saw a bald he.spectacled bearded r~mt with a scuffOd brieJbase slung 

across his shoulder, wrinkled khaki pants, tennis ~s~eakers and an ill-fitting blue 



blazer with an "Off the Record" button on the h~pel. No wonder they determinedI 

was no threat. 

So I boldly (stupidly?... comically?) slipped inside of one of the bodyguaJcds mad I then was 
walking side by side with Saban. He looked at me (we were s~till walking) and I looked at him 

and I thought to myself"Oh shit, what an~ I going to do now?" 

Well, here’s what I came up ruth: I said to Saban, "Hi Nick, my name is Nick too!" He 

looked at me as though I was speaking in Swahili. I gulped, paused, and said to mysel£ "That 

was brilliant, now what?" 

Noting Saban’s neutral-tuning-toward-bemused look, I managed a follow-np, "And you know 
what Nick .... My fi~ll name is not Nicholas. Do you know what it is?" 

This brought on a less bemused look t~om Sabm~, and I ki~ew he had no intention of answering 

me, so I delivered my punch line. "My full name is Dominick. Get it’? Dominick." I could heaJc 

the body guards snickering. 

I will pause in the telling of this story to say that ~yeaJa, you’ve heard this before ~you just had 

to be there. It was a funny scene. And the joke was on ~ne, but that was okay. 

And, if the story ended here, then it would be amnsing, I think, given that Saban can wilt you 

with one of those looks of his. 

But no, that’s not the end of the story, because the real punch line came next, and it came ti~om 

Coach Saban! 

Without breaking stride, and M~ile still at a marching pace, Coach Saban turned his torso to 

"face" me and he s~ck out his hand to shake mine, and then he said, 1 swear!, he said, in an 
animated, pleasant voice, "Hi Dotn!! Good to meet you!!" Yes, those axe bold double 

exclamation points there (which I raxely use), because I was s~nned. 

And that’s’ ~v Saban story. I’m s~re you have some Saban stories’ too? Send them in. I71 

use them only with ),our permission, and we can have them be ano~ymous if you want. 

Somehow, I think, if someone asked Nick Saban now [ltwo years later[1 ~Hey Coach, a 

couple years ago some guy tracked you down in the Wynficey Hotel parking lot, during Media 

Days, and he slipped past your body guard~ and told you his name was Nick, but that it was 

really Dominick. Do you remember that guy? [J 

Well, I think Saban would remember ..... 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

Ed-Here~s a commentary from Clay Travis, .founder of Outkick the Coverage. 

We have reprinted dozens of Clay’s articles over the past five years’ on the Clips’ 

website and Clips eFlashes. Clay is a very opinionatedJbllow, and his writing 

style is’ uncommonly piercing and rat-tat-tat crisp. As you [] ll see, Cl~O, has a 

different take on Coach Saban. 

Nick Saban Hates All Of Us, Episode One Billion 

Clay Travis, Outkick the Coverage, 9-5-13 

One of the best things about Nick Saban is that it seems he genuinely hates everyone. 



Alabama thns, media, probably his waiters and waitresses, the guy he buys bait from betbre he 

goes tishing, basically if you exis~t mad you aren’t mamed to Nick Saban or one of his kids, I 

think he despises you. 

I cm~ respect that. 

Lots of coaches hate eve~?~one, but pretend to like them. 

Not Nick Saban. 

He just crushes people. 

If you doubt this, watch yesterday’s press briefing for the Alabama media. Look at these death 

stares that Saban gives out M~en reporters have the absolute gall to ask him questions about 

players on his own team M~o played in the game Saturday. 

Don’t you DARE ask a question about a player that Nick Saban doesn’t want you to ask 

about. 

Credit to long time Alabama beat writer Cecil Hu~ a really funny follow on Twitter, for 

prefacing his AJ McCarron quefftion by pointing out that AJ had been the~e a long time. While 

the question fi~lfilled Saban’s question parameters, unforttmately Nick Sabaaa doesn’t wm~t to 
talk about AJ McCarron’s toe. Which he lets you know by the fourteenth death stare he 

uncorks. 

The subtext to every Saban stare is clear, "IfI thought I could get away with it right now I 

would choke you to death Darth Vader style mad have my staffbuu your tx)dy in the 
catacombs underueath my national "title statue." 

And if you’re kind of laughing to yourself right now m~d thinking, "Clay’s jusnt kidding, there 

really aren’t a bunch of people buried alive underneath Nick Saban’s statue," 

Sure, laugh it up. 

And why don’t you show up at the next press conference and ask Nick Saban how his 

recruiting class is going. 

B ut not betbre you’ve updated your will and told your family to expect you to disappea, under 

mysterious circumstances. 

By the way, this would be a next great book for me, embedding myself ruth the Alabmna 

football program and asking Nick Saban questions that just flip him out at press conferences. 

Ca~a you imagine how amazing a2tl these clips would be put together in one YouTube clip? In 

the meaaatime, do not make Nick Saban M)\D. Because if you do, he’ll turu into a pint-sized 

Incredible Hulk. 

Clay Travis writes for Outkick the Coverage and I’~Z\;’~)~¢w~s. This ariicle has been 

reprinted on Clips with the author~ s permission. 



Here’s how FOXSports handled Travis’ article ... 





TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: 



Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed dLrectty to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular Saban eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of coflege athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), vvhich are avvard-vvorthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, September 6,2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Can crime labs be trusted? I How this duo started a firm fresh from law school I Take this word challenge to increase 
personal power 

The Top Stories of the Week 
September 6, 2013 

They started their own firm ri.qht after law school--and so can you (podcast with 

A ~V~ESSAGE FROM CATALYST 

Time is Money: 4 Ways to Speed Your E-Discovery 

Law firms in the Great Recession: Iookinq~ for change in all the wronq places 

Fairly typical? New lawyer has three part-time iobs 

Face a classic word challencle and increase your personal power 

Overstuffed WaI-Mart bag led to woman’s death, suit alleges 

Nobel-winninq law prof who wrote most-cited law review article dies at 102 

deals 

Plus: Michael Poulshock’s Hammurabi Proiect aims to make law and requlations 
accessible to the masses 

Chemerinsky: Paradox in drug injury cases must be solved by Congress, says 
SCOTUS 

E×-Ky. bar prez is reprimanded for ’brazen misrepresentations’ in office, conflict in 

bias award upheld in racial slur case as 1 lth Circuit slams university and 
lavwers 

h emes 



This cease-and-desist smackdown has Spice Girls reference, copyright notice ’just 

for fun’ 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

What do you ask or tell yourself to clear your mind and get a fresh 

perspective to solve a problem? 

The Legal Rebels project is the way the ABA Journal celebrates the most 
creative, forward-looking legal practitioners--those lawyers who are actively 
remaking the profession for the 21 st century. These leaders are marked by the kind of creative 
thinking that highlights new approaches and novel ways of solving old problems. 

One of the goals of the Legal Rebels project is to help more legal professionals find their own 
creative solutions to the problems they face every day, and to that end, this year we’re 
introducing a new component of the project: Box Breakers, inspired by the outside-the-box 
thinking collected in __O____b__[Lq__u___e_____S___t__r__a___t__e_.gLe__~. 

Oblique Strategies started out as a collaborative project between musician Brian Eno and artist 
Peter Schmidt. The original project was published in 1975 as a deck of cards, each one 
imprinted with a strategy or idea designed to help spur lateral thinking and overcome creative 
blocks. When the user is stuck, a random oblique strategy drawn from the deck would help them 
look at their work in a new light, and possibly yield new ways of looking at a problem that could 
then be incorporated into the work. 

So this week, we’d like to ask you: What do you ask or tell yourself to clear your mind and get a 
fresh perspective to solve a problem? 

Click here and scroll to the bottom of the page to see examples of what we’re talking about. And 
answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: V~at words or phrases do you think should be 
._a___v___oj__d___e___d____Ln___fr__o____n__t____o__f___a_j__u___ry_~ 

Featured answer: 

Posted by Paul the Magyar: "Proximate. No juror has ever heard the word proximate. Every 
juror has heard the word approximate. No juror understands that proximate is a real word that is 

the opposite of approximate. Every juror assumes that proximate is to approximate as possum 
is to oppossum." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, c._q_n_.t_a__c_~__u._s_. 
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Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movies ~ loday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

N,SoA, Able to Fo~ Basic Safeg~ards of Privacy 

on "~Veb 

The National Securib, Agency tins secretly circumvented or 

cracked much of the digikN scrambling that protects global 

commerce, e-mails, phone eNls, medieaI records and Web searches. 

,~ ISecret Documents ReveN NS.A Campaign Against EncryNion 

~ Graphic Unlocking Private Communications 

Israeli Backs IJ~fited Strike Against. Syria 

For Jerusalem, the status quo in Syria seems preferable to either 

a victory hy President Bashar al-Assad’s government or a 

strengthening of rebel groups. 

Proudly Pal-r~olie but Skep~.ieal on Syria Atl-aek 

:~ President Obama t~es to rally" domestic suppo~ lbr military 

a~No~ agNnst Syria, the skepticism in Waynesburg, 

underscores the poll tier h urd]es he faces. 

Editors’ Picks 

e~apuic: Unlocldng 1[ rivate 
Comm~mia~iions 

Encryption tools the N.S.A. has had some success in cracking, 

according to documents provided by Edward J. Snowden describing the 



a gene,v’s code- brea ki n g caps b i]it;es~ 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR 

HL It’s Yore° Doctor 

After a haK-centuD’, the doctor’s house call is making a 

eomeba&. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’:"77:i,~i!!:; ii:~!; ii!:h ~::~ :.! ~i, oi!:d~:::,i,i~. :~::i~:i!: ;!’~ ::: q!i:".~:;~ii,.:~,ii~i/:ii::~!~i,:.! ~i,., 

PAUL KOCHKR~ a cryptographer, on the National Security Agency’s ability to 
eb’cumvent encryption systems in gathering prisate Interne[ information, 

World 

Pentago~ Is O~odered to Expand Pote~tia| 

Targets in S>Tia %Vith a Foetus on Forces 

The Obama administration is now b~lking about using aircraft 

strike specific tm~ets, as b~telligenee indicates the Syrian 

government has moved troops and equipment 

Egypt’s I~tterior ~linister St~ves Assassh~afion 

Attempt 

Security ofl]eials said a powerful bomb ~pped Lhrough a eonw~y 

of cars carwing the minister, Mohamed Ibrahim, raMng fears of 

a turn toward terrorist violence. 

Mayoral Rim by P~tha Critic Vexes K~emlin 

zMeksei ~ Navalny’s improbaMe campaign for mayor of Moscow 

has ext)osed disarray in President Xqadimir V. Putin’s eareflflly 

constructed political system. 

,~ Video: Activist Shakes Up Mayor’s Race 

corrupti 
on- 

U,S. 

Nationa| Parks T~oy to Appea~ to Minorities 

Only about one in five visitors to a Na6ona] Park site is 

nonwhite, according to a report commissioned by the Park 

Service, and only about I in lO is Hispanie~ 



Sa~ A~to~io Passes Far- Reac]fing 

The City Council’s vote capped wee~ of debate that exposed 

racial, reli~ous arid gay--and-straight divisions and drew die 

acorn of the state’s Repubfiean ]eade~ a~d candidates. 

In Gait Researeh’s Latest _Adva~ee, 

Mice exposed to gut bacteria of c, verweight humans beet, me 

over~’veight, while those exl~osed to the microbiomes of thi~ 

humans lose weight, a new study 

Bisl~op, 
left, 

..... Jeffre.yl I 
~ordolL 

left, ~nd 

Business 

gy.,:,NDRL"g,/ L 

The Group of 2o smnmit meeting is exl:,ected to enact new laws 

that would tighte~ rules on nmlUnaUonaI companies that use 

s ubsidia~es to ]egalIy avoid paying taxes. 

DEALBOOK 

A New Divestment Fo~s: Fossil F~uels 

Coneern over globs warming has spurred students to dust off 

invesLment choice as a ~apo~ in their G’m~paign. But whether it 

wilI be as efl)eetive this time is another matter. 

Vladimir 

explorat 

A Bioteeh Kh~g, Dethroned 

David Blech, who was o~ce hk~tectmoloKv’s top gm~slinger and 

was worth about $30o million, is about to begin a four-year 

prison term, having pleaded guilt>, to stock manipulaLiom 

Sports 

Defere~ee to a Revered Record b, dapm~ Is 

Going, Go~ng o.. / Baler, tie I 

As WladJmh" gale~tie~ closes i~ ~:,~ a sh%le-season home run 

record of 55, first set by Sadaham~ Oh, many fans are now 

roofing for Oh’s record to fail, a development that once seemed unthi~kable. 



Mikhail Youzhny became the first player of this United States 

Open ko ~ke a set from Novak Djokovie, but Djokovie still roiled 

to a victory in their quarterfinal match. 

Shortcon~h~gs 

NI thn’e candidate cities b~ host the 2o2o Summer Games - 

Istanbul, Toluo and Madrid- presented risks ahead of 

Saturday’s vote. 

[~ Novak 
....... Djokovi 

c lost 

Arts 

Putting the Sex in Homosexuality 

The 25th edition of NewFest, which features fihns on gay, 

lesbian, bisexual and transgcnder issues, appears mostly 

concerned with pNmN physical acts between same-sex couples. 

~ Slide Show: Playing at NewFes2 

’SALINGER’ 

Tlhe P~mislhmen t for Being P~fl~|icil-y, Shy 

The documentsW "Salinger," about the author of "The Catcher 

i~) the Rye," seeks to tear down the for~’ess of privacy he erected 

around his life. 

ART REVIEW 

Modernism B|ooming in Ir~m 

Asia Society and the N.Y,U. Grey ~M~t GalleW are mounting 

exhibitions of ate from Iran that illustraD the Mea that 

Modernism has ahvays been a dobaI adventure. 

,[7] Slide Show 

[his 

Movies 

Huge Summer for Hollywood, b~at With Few 

Blockbusters 

Ticket revenue in Nmkh ArneHea totaled $4.7* bilIion, up 

percent fl’om last snmmer, bnt a competition glut hurt films that 

could have been hks in a thhmer 

Rt~bber-Sagt Monsters Fade. ~l~y Tokyos Relaxo 

In an era when distal effceks have made the use of small models 

and s uited actors look quain t, tokusaNn, or "special filming," is 

on the way out. 

ARTSBEAT 
£ ’Fifty 

’Fifty Shades’ Fihn Gets its Christim~ and ..... sh~dos’ 

AnasLasia ] him [ 

Charlie Hunnam will play Christian Grey and Dako~ Johnson 

will be .~askasia Steele in the movie adaptation of E.L. James’s blocMmster 

Obituaries 



1)r. G]asscr, "~rough "chelae [heou)’ posi[ed thai people were in 

much more conh~l of their lives ~han they realized in solving 

emofio~ml and me~ta] problems. 

Zvor~ko lgusic, 67, Croatian Hijacker, Dies 

Mr. Busic was a Croadan na[ionalist who in 1976 hijacked 

Trans World £Mrlines flight out of ~ Guardia ~M~?o~ and 

planted 8 bomb beneath Grand Central Tem~na] that kWed 

police officer. 

VVilli~m 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: Shmk in Mexico City Traffic 

In a crowded city of 20 million people and about four million 

cars, congestion is a way of 1if co 

Constitu 

I~i Mi,~:: vm~o: Taking to the Streets ba Cm~bodia 

Opposition leaders geare8 up for a protest Saturday agains~ ~he 

government of Prime Minister Hun Sen. 

~ Related A~icle 

~ vmEo: A~mtomy of a Scene: "Fouchy 

Feely’ 

Lynn Shelton, the director of ’q’ouehy Feely," discusses a scene 

fi"om her film. 

more video 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Selling Health Care Refor~m 

After yeazs of Repnbliean obstrnction and obfuscation, suppo¢~ers of ~e law 

are fighking back ko raise enrollment. 

EDITORIAL 

The Federal Rose,we Nomination 

Senators shou]d tell PresMent Obama that ~m~s:ence Summe~,~ wou]d be the 

wrong choice fbr the Fed, and a big mistake. 

EDITORIAL 

Stop-arid-Frisk ir~ P~ab]ie Housing 

A f~deral judge made the right decision to grant elass-act[o~ stahls to a lawsuit 

hroug~ k by puhlie h ousing residen ts a n d th eir visitors. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ge~cnm~y s Cm~spieuo~ Sile~me 

In an age that calls fbr ]eade~ship, Em’ope’s strongest state stiles 

from a global role. 

~ Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Years of Tragic ~$~astc 

It’s been five years since the fall of Lehman Brofl~ers and the 

s~t~ of an immense lhilure of ecouomie pdicy in the Unik’d 

States. 

Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Caught ]Betxveen l-l~e U,So and C][~ina 

’I’t~e current eampai~ has done liktle to clarify the difficult 

eco~omie and secufib" choices AustrNia faces or articulate the 

country’s place in "~e world. 

For mere opinion; ,~e to NYTimes.eom,~Opinion ~ 
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Today’s Top Stories 

’Safe Harbor° for QM Loans May Not 
Protect Banks 

A legal safe harbor designed to protect lenders 
that make "qualified mortgage" loans from 
consumer lawsuits is likely to expose 
institutions to potentially even greater liability, 
according to several banking experts. 

Bank Population Shrinks Rapidly Amid 

Failures, mergers and charter consolidations 
have all played a role in the latest decline, but 
what’s really driving down the numbers is the 
lack of de novos. 

SteHing Financial ~ustrates PE°s Multiple 
Routes for Bank Exits 

The decision by private-equity backers to push 
for a sale of the entire Spokane company, 
rather than to merely unload their shares, 
surprised investors. It also showed that investor 
exits are a complex business which often defy 
expectations. 

Father-Son Team at N.Yo Bank Ramp 

Frank and George Hamlin at Canandaigua 
National are turning letter writing into an art 
form as they rail against a wave of new bank 
regulation. 

By Department 

Option for Banks? 

The social media giant put in place a multi- 
factor authentication system last month that 
mixes in-app generated codes and text 
message confirmations. Banks might benefit 
from a similar approach. 

Bank Population Shrinks Rapidly Amid 
Lu~ in Startups 

Failures, mergers and charter consolidations 
have all played a role in the latest decline, but 
what’s really driving down the numbers is the 
lack of de novos. 

Father-Son Team at N.Yo Bank Ramp 

COMPLETE ISSUE 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

~&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 

was 

hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing. 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Intelligent Imaging for 

Improved Banking 

Performance and 

Profitability 

*Short, 4 minute video* 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments Attend 

the AT~, Debit af~d 

P~epaEd Forum to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-tc- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new 



Frank and George Hamlin at Canandaigua 
National are turning letter writing into an art 
form as they rail against a wave of new bank 
regulation. 

A legal safe harbor designed to protect lenders 
that make "qualified mortgage" loans from 
consumer lawsuits is likely to expose 
institutions to potentially even greater liability, 
according to several banking experts. 

The decision by private-equity backers to push 
for a sale of the entire Spokane company, 
rather than to merely unload their shares, 
surprised investors. It also showed that investor 
exits are a complex business which often defy 
expectations. 

Leverage these 4 Pillars 

of Mortgage Au~mation 
~ Achieve Operational 
Excellence 

Attend this webinar to 

learn and leverage 

industry best practice and 

technology advances to 

address common 

operational issues like: 

poor customer experience, 

lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue. Sign 

t~p nawto learn how to 

dramatically shift the 

current mortgage 

production and customer 

engagement paradigm 
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Today’s Top Stories 

’Safe Harbor’ for QM Loans May Not Protect Banks 

A legal safe harbor designed to protect lenders that make 
"qualified mortgage" loans from consumer lawsuits is likely 
to expose institutions to potentially even greater liability, 
according to several banking experts. 

Bank Population Shrinks Rapidly Amid Lull in Startups 

Failures, mergers and charter consolidations have all 
played a role in the latest decline, but what’s really driving 
down the numbers is the lack of de novos. 

Sterling Financial Illustrates PE’s Multiple Routes for Bank 
Exits 

The decision by private-equity backers to push for a sale of 
the entire Spokane company, rather than to merely unload 
their shares, surprised investors. It also showed that 
investor exits are a complex business which often defy 
expectations. 

Father-Son Team at N.Y. Bank Ramp Up Criticism of 
Regulation 

Frank and George Hamlin at Canandaigua National are 
turning letter writing into an art form as they rail against a 
wave of new bank regulation. 

By Department 

Bank~? 

The social media giant put in place a multi-factor 
authentication system last month that mixes in-app 
generated codes and text message confirmations. Banks 
might benefit from a similar approach. 

Bank Population Sh~ink~ Rapidly Amid Lul~ in 

Failures, mergers and charter consolidations have all 
played a role in the latest decline, but what’s really driving 
down the numbers is the lack of de novos. 

Father-Son Tean~ at ~.Yo Bank Ram~ Up Criticism of 



Frank and George Hamlin at Canandaigua National are 
turning letter writing into an art form as they rail against a 
wave of new bank regulation. 

"Safe Harbor’ for Q~I Loans May Not Protect Banks 

A legal safe harbor designed to protect lenders that make 
"qualified mortgage" loans from consumer lawsuits is likely 
to expose institutions to potentially even greater liability, 
according to several banking experts. 

The decision by private-equity backers to push for a sale of 
the entire Spokane company, rather than to merely unload 
their shares, surprised investors. It also showed that 
investor exits are a complex business which often defy 
expectations. 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

receiver Greg Little received UNC seniors 
Greg Little (8) 

more than $20,000 from agent and Marvin 

Former North Carolina football Austin (9) 

player Greg Little told agents from 

the NC Secretary of State’s Office 

that he received more than 

$20,000 from a Georgia . 

pro(.lress; UNC men up to No. 1 

Tim Santoro has witnessed his NC State women’s 

team reel off four consecutive victories in his head 

coaching debut But as the former Wake Forest 

assistant noted, "The meat and potatoes of the 

schedule is coming up" 

Pane~ proposes changes for 

academics~athletics balance 

at UNC 

A panel of experts has 

recommended 28 changes and 

new approaches that could 

prevent future athletic scandals at 

UNC-Chapel Hill and other 

universities... 

UNC Athletic 

Director 

Bubba 

Cunningham 
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Summers Faces Opposition ~f Picked for Fed; Stage Set for Razor-Thin 

Vote 

"At least three Democrats on the Senate Banking Committee are expected to 
oppose Lawrence Summei~ if he is nominated to become Federal Reserve 
chairman," states the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 6, Paietta, Peterson), 
"se~ting up a razor-thin vote ~o determine who wi~ toad the centra~ bank a~ a 
cdt~ca] moment for ~ts easy-money po~c~es." Democrals currently hold a two- 
vote advanlage on the 22-member panel Consequently, the loss of three 
Democrats wouM make ~t ~mposs~ble for S~mmers to advance to the full 
Senate for a con[~rmation vote without ~he backing of at least some of ~he 10 
GOP leg~s~ators~ To date, no Re#uMican has publicly expressed support for 
any potential Obama administration nominee for Fed chief. "The committee 
Democrats expected to oppose Summers ate Jeff Merkley o~ Oregon, Shorted 
Brown of OMo, and E~zabeth ~arren of Massachuselts," according to 
congressional aides sourced by the Journal 

Bloomberg (SepL 6, Kennedy) notes that Presiden~ Obama must nominate a 
successor to Bemanke, whose second term is due to expire in January. 
Obama has publicly identified HaP,~ard University professor and former 
Treasury Secretary Summers as his preferred candidate along with and Fed 
Vice Chair Janet Yellen. David Ze[vos, managing director at Jeffedes LLC in 
New York, says a central bank headed by Summers may gb’e financial 
markets even stronger support in times of stress than it did under Bemanke. 
However, Summers may be less likely ~o use quantitative easing~s~yle 
policies io fight deflaiion. "Instead," ZeP,,os p~edicted, "a Summersqed Fed 
may prefer to start a program in which the Fed helps support private sector 
lending." 

The New York Times (Sept. 5, Calmes) adds that admh~istration h~siders 

believe Obama will nominate Summers, the man who, as his chid economic 
adviser through 2009 and 2010, helped him through the worst g~oba~ ~nanc~a~ 
cds~s since the Great Depress~on~ Opposing Democrats, though, can’1 seem 
to get past SummeB haling been too friendly toward deregulating big banks 
when he was Secreta~ d Treasupi ~n the C~nton administration. Othe~ are 
enamored w~th ~he idea o~ Yellen becoming ~he ~rs~ ~ema~e Fed chakman. 
Obama has intePdewed both Summers and Yellen for the job, along w~th 
former Fed V~ce Chskman DonaM L. Kohn. 

S,,er8~ ~ Facebook ~ 
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Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

~, National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. ~ 3-~ 5. 20 ~ 3) 
Almost Sold Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

e New Yo[k~ NY (Dec. 3~ 
2013) 

Master Class 

e Miami, FL(Dec !2-13. 
2013) 

Exclusive NACD Peer Exchange Events 
..................................................................................................................................................................... Director Professionalism@ 

Join NACD and a select group of leading directors and governance experts for 
three exclusive peer exchange events this fall in New York City. Each event 
will help expand your thinking as a director and provide valuable [ake-aways 
for the upcoming year. 

Nov. 7 I #~formation Flow Beyond the CBO [ The Lores Club 

Learn more and request an invitation. 

Nov. 19 I Navigating Critical Boardroom Issues I Harvard Club 

Learn more and request an invitation. 

~, Miami; FL (Dec. 9.-10~ 

2013) 

8pecia~ Eyelets 

~, Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Peer Exchange~. 



Dec, 3 I Leading ~inds of Governance I ~arriott Filarguis 

Learn more and request an invitation. 

Sha[eF1m ::~:: Facebook ~[~ 

NACD in the News 

Pharma Pioneer, ~nvesting Tycoon Ingrain to Receive NACD Lifetime 
Achievernent Award 

"GlaxoSmithKline spearhead and venture capitalis~ Bob hrgr~rm is being 
honored again," reports the Triangle Business Journal (Sept. 4, Ohnesorge), 
"this time with the National Association of Corporate D{recto[s’ 2013 Ufefime 
Achievement Award." His career ~n the pharmaceutical ~ndust~ spans 
decades, including a stint as CEO and cha#man of G~axoWe~lcorne. {R fact, 
was h~gram that coqed the merger that would create GlaxoSmithK~ne. 
’lngram currently sewes as chairman of Elan Corporation ~nd bad d~Fector of 

Valeant Pharmaceuticals international and Cree," notes the Business Journal. 
He w~ be featured ~n the Nov,=Dec. ~ssue of NACD D~reclorsMp and honored 
al a Dec~ 3 gala ~n New YorL 

Shar8~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Follow-on Stock Sales Highest Since 2008 

"Companies and their major stakeholders are taking advantage of surging 
stock prices to raise money or cash ou~ at the fastest pace in yea~s," repo~ts 
the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 5, Menga). Dealo.gic research sho~ that there 
have been 497 fo~bw-on stock offerings from U.S. listed companies since the 
first of the year, - the h~ghest number for the yearqo~da~e perbd s~nce 2008. 
Follow-on offerings have been on the ~ncrease ~n conjunction with a strong 
markel for in~tia~ puMb offerings. As of AU(]~ 31,1he Journa~ notes 1hat 134 
companies had gone p~blic ~n the U.S. - up 37 percent from 2012 and on 
pace to make this the busiest year since 2007. 

Sha re~ ~:~:~:: Facebook ~ 

ATK to Purchase Bushnell for $985 

The Washington Post (Sept. 5, Heath, Censer) is reporting that Alfiant 
Techsys~ems (AT~ has agreed to acquire Bushnell Outdoor ISroducts for 
$985 million. Kansas-based Bushnell is known for its binoculars, telescopes, 
and gun accessories. The deal enhances ATK’s footprh~t ~n spo~ng markets. 
ATK, which rebca~ed ]~s headqua[te~ from Minneapolis ~o Northern Virginia 
~wo years ago, is best known for producing arnrnunitbn and rockets ~er the 
government. Ear~br in the year, the company acquked Savage Spo~ts parent 
CM~beL a ~ead~ng maker of hunting rifles and shotguns, for $315 m~Hbn. 

Sha re~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

La’~ a!~d P£!icy ............................................................................................................................... 

J~dge Strikes Down City Ban on Corporate Gifts 

The Albuquerque Journal (Sept. 5, McKay) no~es ~hat Chief U.S. District 
Judge M. Christina Armijo "on Wednesday struck down the city of 
Albuquerque’s ban on campaign contributions from corporations or business 
entities, saying the p~h~bitbn vb~ates the First Amendment." ~n her order, 
Arm~jo dM not expfic~fly address a companion ban that covers donations from 
city contractors~ However, her earlbr rulings restdded the scope of that ban. 

Share~ ~:~: Facebook ~ 

Group: China Targets Foreign Companies in Probes 

"Foreign companies believe they are unlaidy being singled ou~ for scrutiny in 
bribeiy and pricing investigations," reports ABC News (Sept. 5), as evidenced 
by the recent comments of European Chamber of Commerce in CMna 
P{~sJdent Davide Cucino. This comes on ~he heeB of an #~vesfigafion into 
poss~Me br~be~ by employees of drug manufacturers G~axoSm~thK~ine and 
Sanofi and fines imposed on da~ suppliers over pdc~ng issues. In the pricing 
~nvestigatbns, the Chamber’s member companies believe "there ~s a 
d~sp~pod~on of how foreign companbs are covered on ~h]s issue" compared 
with Chinese competitors. Cucino sa~d foreign companies "also believe 
8ccusations against them receive more prominent publicity from state- 

controlled med~a," no~es ABC. 

She r8~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 
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NACD Directorship 
2020; Los Angeles, CA 

(Sept !0, 20!3) 

Information Flow 

Beyond the CEO; New 

York, NY (Nov 7, 

2013) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom Issues; 

New Yo~k; NY (Nov. 
19, 2013) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 

York, NY (Dec. 3~ 
2013) 

Webinare 

Quarterly Audit 

Commit~e Update 

([9/25) 
The Next Wave in 
Regulation and 

Compliance: Wha’ts 

Ahead for 2013 (! 1/12) 
Compensation (!2/18) 

Aboat NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 
board leadership ----for 
directors, by directors. We 

deliver the wisdom and insight 

~hat boa~d rnembers neecl ~o 
confiden~iy navigate complex 

business challenges and 

enhance si~areowner value 

We arnpliry the collective voice 
of directors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

issues. Learn more 



Timken Agrees to Split in Two After Pressure From Activist Investors 

"Activist investors scored another victory on Thursday when the board of the 
Timken Company agreed to spin off its steel business from its industrial 
bearings operations amid pressure from two b~g shareholders," repo~s the 
New York Times (Sept. 5, de la Merced). The board’s decision came after a 
nonMnd~ng vote by investors tMs past summer in favor of such a move. Under 
terms of ~ts proposed sp~t, to be completed within a year, Timken w~ sp~n off 
~s engineered steel arm to ct~a~e a new publicly traded company w~h 
approx~male]y $1 ~7 billion ~n annua~ sales. "The remaining bus~ness wi[[ retain 

the T~mken name and have estimated annual ~evenue of about $3.4 M~on," 
the Times states. The p~oposal was ~ed by the California State Teachers’ 
Retirement System and ~he Relational inves~orse hedge fund~ 

Sha re~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 

�~PO~t~ S~Ci~! Res!~nsibi!it~ ................................................................................... 

Gap Between Firms’ Sustainabi~ity Talk, Actions 

Environmental Leader (Sept. 5) cites the United Nations’ new Global 
Corporate Sustainability Report 2013 in stating that "a significant gap exists 
between what companies say and do abou~ sustainability, with 65 pe~cen~ 
developing po~c~es at the CEO ~evel and only 35 percent taking [such] action 
as training managers to integrate such commitmenls ~nto operations." The 
results include suwey responses from more than 1,700 companies in 113 
countdes~ Researchers reviewed the actions taken by companies ~o embed 
respons~Me #radices outlined ~n the G~oba~ Compacl Management Mode~ inlo 
their strategies, operations, and corporate cultures. According to the 
publication, "larger companies are ~wJce as likely to evak]a~e their 
envh~nmen~a] performance or have a human rigMs complain~ system, whi~e 
sma~er firms lag beMnd. Small and medium-sized enterprises c~te a ~ack of 
finmnc~al resources rand know~edge as their pdmap/barders to taking action on 
susta~nabi~]~y ~ssues." 

Chobani RecaIls Some Greek Yogurt 

3q~e Wall Street Journal (Sept. 5, Gasparro) has learned that Chobani h~c., the 
leader of the Greek yogud craze in ~he U.S., "is voluntarily recalling some of 
its yegur~ fellowing complaints that the preducts were swelling ~n 1heir 
packaging and possibly causing illness." The decision came afle~ the FDA 
sa~d earlier in the week that ~t was ~nvest~gafing Choban~’s handling of a mold 
pt~Mem w~th ~s yoguds. Choban~ ~as~ week cal~ed on some retailers to take 
the yogurt ~n (~uesfion off store she~ves, but slopped sho~t of issuing a forma~ 
recall. 

C-Suite 

Ford Board Open to Earlier 1E×it for OEO ~ulally 

Reuters (Sept. 5, See~ha~aman, Woodall) is t~porting tha~ Ford Motor Co. 
CEO Alan Mulally may step down sooner than planned. "Under a succession 
plan outlined late last year," the wire sea’,rice notes, the 68-year-old Mulally 
"was expected to stay on as CEO until at least the end of 2014." But Ford’s 
boa~d of directors is now open ~o letting him s~ep down earlier as he explores 
other oppodunities - a shift that underscores the board’s growing confidence 
in the executive team’s ability to avoid the missteps that pushed Ford to the 
brink el collapse prior ~o Mulally’s 2006 hidng. CO0 Mark Fields, a 24oyear 
Ford veteran, is widely expected io be ihe next chid executive. "Under these 
circumstances," the Reuters sources state, "the board is willing to let Mulally 
detemqine the timing of his potential exit .... Mulally’s name has been floated 
as a possible successor Ior Microsoft Corp. Chief Executive Steve Ballmer." 

Economic Outlook 

P~ivate Employers Added t76,000 Jobs in August 

USA Today (Sept. 5, Davidson) cites new data from payroll processor ADP in 
reporting that businesses added 176,000 jobs last month, raising hopes that 
~he Department el Labor’s closely watched employment report Friday will 
show that ~ob grewth has ~ebounded somewhal after recently weakening. 
Economists expected ADP to repo~ 180,000 additional jobs, ~n an earlier 
consensus forecast. The study found that m~ds~ze businesses added 74,000 
jobs; small firms added 71,000; and, finally, large corporations gained 32,000. 
Among industrf sectors, profess~ona~ and bus~ness services added 50~000 
jobs, followed by trade, trsnspo~stion, and utilities with 40,000 added. 



MiIlions in U,S. No Longer Underwater 

~,M~ile more than 10 million Americans still owe at least 25 percent more on a 
home loan than the prope~y [s womb. ~epo~s the Stockton Record (Se~t. 5), 
residential ~pp~’eciafion has pu~ 8,3 mi~on other’s on ~r~ck ~o sel~ without 
taking a loss by the end of next year. According to Rea~tyTrac, abo~t 18 
percent of U.S. homeowners now have achieved a small margin of eq~, o~ 
a~e c~ose to the break-even point, defined as prope~y value w~th~n the range of 
90 percent to 110 per’cent or the outstanding me,gage balance. "Steadily 
ds~ng home prices are ~fting all boats in tMs hous~n9 market and shouM spil~ 
ever ~nto more hwento~ of homes for sale in the coming months," remarked 
RealtyTrac V~ce Pt’esiden~ Daren B]omqu~st. 

Abstract News {_c) Copyrigh[ 2013 INFORMATION INC. 

d bylnf ..... tion, Inc ] 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 8:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Added 169,000 Jobs in August 

Added ~69,ooo ,Jobs in Augmst 

Employers added 169,000 jobs in August but just 104,000 in July, suggesting the labor- 

market recovery isn’t gaining strength and potentially complicating the Federal Reserve’s 

plans to start dialing back its support for the economy. 

In its monthly employment report released Friday, the Labor Department lowered the 

combined tally for job gains in June and July by 74,000. The nation’s unemployment rate 

stood at 7.3% in August, down slightly from 7.4% in July. 

Follow market reaction: 

http:/iblogs.wsj.comimo neybeati2013/09/06/live-fro m-new-yor k-its-jo bs-friday-5i 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Tony Lathrop <member@linkedin.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 8:45 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Your conneclion Tony Lathrop has endorsed you! 

.~i Tony 
Lathrop’s 
photo 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Linkedln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 9:08 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Larceny from business reported 09/05/13, 4:26 pm, 2314 White Cross Rd, Duke Power Solar Construction site. 
Sometime over night someone removed a spool of aluminum wire from the property. The reporting party believes that who ever took the item made entry in the front of the 
properly where there is no fencing, he did check the property and found a spot where there is about a 3 foot gap between the fencing and the ground where someone could 
easily get under however there were no signs of anyone doing so. Value $2,106.00 
.... Break in to locked ~sidence reported 09/05/13, 6:00 pro, 104 Autum Lane 
Sometime today someone entered her residence and stole some of her belongings. The suspect entered from the backdoor a neighborhood survey was completed and a 
gentlemen that lives on Walden street advised that at approximately 3:00 pm he thought he heard someone try to open his front door but by the time he got up they were 
gone. 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 

****Larceny ~?~n~ residence repo~ed 09/(:15/13, 6:39 pro, 2502 Wade Hampton Rd 

The victim stated that her Toro push mower was stolen, the mower was sitting on the side. she stated that it had to have happened today. VNue $300.00 

****Break in to locked business reported 09/05/13, 3:59 pro, 7401 H~iv 70 W. Mebane I xmther Co. 
Reference to an initial alarm. While enroute to the call the owner of the business arrived on scene and advised 911 that the rear window had been kicked out m~d the 

business had been entered., it appeared that the suspect had kicked in the window and stepped into the office, once inside it appeared they tripped the motion 

detectors just inside the business. This may have s~rtled the suspect as it appears they left through the same window and nothing was taken, the owner informed me 

that the business closes at 4pm and the alama was dispatched at 5:37 pm. 

****INFORMATION 

On Thursday 09-05-2013, orange county communications provided me with the name mad number of the victim reference to a larceny incident. I called the victim by 

phone. The victim stated that he had hired a person to fix his danaged driveway on Tuesday 08/27/2013. The worker advi~d that his companies name is Morris boy’s 

consm~ction from Damdlle, Virginia. The victim gave the subject a two hundred axed fifty dollar check for deposit and they both signed a contract. That ~me day, the 

subject cashed in the check in a credit union located in Yanceyville, North Carolina. The subject was scheduled to sta(t worldng on the victim’s driveway on Thursday 

08/29/2013 but he never arrived. The victim stated that he waited for him to come back and won until the present date but he has not yet seen him since then. The 

victim has called the subject numerous times on his cellphone but he is unable to make contact. The victim advised that he gave the subject enough time to follow up 

with him and wanted to make a report for larceny. The victim stated that he initially located the suspect’s se~ices on the Craig’s list website. BE AWARE ()V Wt {O 

YOU HIRE TO DO WORK bOR YOU~ ALWAYS CHECK THEM OUT FIRST BEFORE ’£OU PAY OUT AN Y MONEY. 

~O I ICE COMMUNII"Y WATCH MEEIING FOR THE SCHLEY AREz% MONDAY SEPI" 9TH AT 7:30 PM AI" THE SCHLEY GtL&NGE HzM~L 
Thank you for being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

:106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

9:19-644=3050 Office 

9:19-732=6403 Fax 

~n 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 
us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 
allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 
through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Division 1A FAR List Serve <DIV- 1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU> on behalf of 

Moore, Melinda <MELINDA.MOORE@TTU.EDU> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 9:32 AM 

DIV- IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFAI,O.EDU 

2013 1A FAR Conference Program.docx 

We have just learned from the 1A-AD Ass’n that today at Noon CDT, registration is closing for the 1A FAR Annual Meeting, which is set for Sept. 22-23 in Dallas. If 
you have been waiting until the last minute to decide whether to attend, that minute is now rapidly approaching! If you have not already registered, we hope you will join us[ 
The program includes: 

¯ Todd Petr, the Managing Director of Research for NCAA, and Jack McArdle from USC will discuss, "NCAA Research and Its Application - What FARs Should Know" 
¯ Dr. Lou Marciani and Dr. Stacey Hall of the National Center for Spectator Sports Safety and Security at the University of Southern Mississippi will address techniques, 
strategies, and solutions to mitigate the safety and security risks inherent in collegiate sports venues. 
¯ ESPN analyst Jay Bilas will offer his unique perspectives on college basketball, college athletics, and today’s student-athletes. 
¯ A panel will provide perspectives on the differences between coach and student-athlete conduct and treatment versus conduct and treatment of students by faculty 
members in general. 
¯ Dr. Brian Hainline, the NCAA’s new Chief Medical Officer will discuss his agenda and goals for the NCAA Sport Science Institute on issues ranging from concussions, 
to substance abuse, to other issues pertaining to our student-athlete’s physical and mental development and wellness. 
¯ Presentations by NCAA President Mark Emmert, President Lou Anna Simon from Michigan State University, who chairs the NCAA Board’s Executive Committee, and 

NCAA national SAAC President, Maddie Salamone - a student-athlete from Duke. 

See the attached program for more details. To register, go to http:ii~q,d-la~corniannual-meeting-registration,htrn by Noon CDTtoday![![ 
Melinda Moore 
~.A FAR Administrative Assistant 
Texas Tech University 
School of Law 
:1802 Hartford Avenue 
Lubbock, TX 79409 
806-742-3990~@ 
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1A FAR 
2013 ANNUAL MEETING 
September 22 and 23, 2013 

Sunday 

12:00p.m. to 12:15p.m. 

WELCOME 

Brian Shannon, Texas Tech University 

12:15p.m. to l:45p.m. 

COACH - STUDENT ATHLETE TREATMENT/INTERACTION in contrast with 

FACULTY - STUDENT TREATMENT/INTERACTION 

BILL BYRNE, former Athletic Director, Texas A&M University (and elsewhere) 

MADDIE SALAMONE, SAAC President, Student-Athlete, Duke University 

CALE PATTERSON, former Student-Athlete, Texas Christian University 

CEAL BARRY, Associate Athletic Director and SWA, University of Colorado 

CATHY DURAN, Associate Vice Provost for Student Affairs, Texas Tech University 

Moderator Josephine (Jo) R. Potuto, University of Nebraska 

l:45p.m, to 2:00p.m. Break 

2:00 to 3:00p.m. 

A PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE 

LOU ANNA S1MON, President, Michigan State University, Chair, Executive 

Committee, NCAA Board of Directors 
Introduced by John Bruno, Ohio State University 

3:00p.m. to 3:30p.m. 

THE STATE OF NCAA GOVERNANCE 

Josephine (Jo)R. Potuto, University &Nebraska 
Brian Shannon, Texas Tech University 

3:30 to 3:45p.m. Break 



{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 

3:45p.m. to 5:00p.m. 

TECHNIQUES, STRATEGIES, AND SOLUTIONS TO MITIGATE THE SAFETY AND 
SECURITY RISKS INHERENT IN COLLEGIATE SPECATOR SPORTS VENUES - 
WHAT EVERY FAR SHOULD KNOW 

LOU MARCIANI & STACEY HALL, National Center for Spectator Sports Safety and 
Security, University of Southern Mississippi 

b~trod~tced by Dennis Phillips, University of Southern Mississippi 

5:00 to 6:00p.m. 

PERSPECTIVES ON COLLEGIATE ATHLETICS AT THE FBS LEVEL 

JAY BILAS, ESPN 
lntrodztced by Martha Putallaz, Duke University 

6:30p.m. to 7:30p.m. 

RECEPTION: ADULT BEVERAGES, APPETIZERS, CONVERSATION 
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Monday 

8:15 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. 

THE 1A FAR STUDENT-ATHLETE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARD 

Jim Atwood, University at Buffalo 

8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. 

NCAA RESEARCH AND ITS APPLICATION - WHAT FARS SHOULD KNOW 

TODD PETR, Managing Director of Research, NCAA 

JOHN J. (JACK) MCARDLE, University of Southern California 

Introdt¢ced by John Bruno, Ohio State University 

9:30 a.m. to 9:45 a.m. Break 

9:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 

MEDICAL ISSUES AND CHALLENGES FOR NCAA STUDENT-ATHLETES AND 
MEMBER INSTITUTIONS 

BRIAN HAINLINE, Chief Medical Officer, NCAA 
Introdttced by David Clough, University of Colorado 

10:45 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS 

Brian Shannon, Texas Tech University 

11:00 a.m. to 12:00p.m. 

THE STATE OF DIVISION I 

MARK EMMERT, President, NCAA 
b~trodttced by Brian Shannon, Texas Tech University 

12:00 p.m. to 12:05 p.m. 

CLOSIN G REMARKS 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@publish.ssrn.comv 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN: University of North Carolina Legal Studies Research Paper Series, VoL 15 No. 6, 09/06/2013 

Table of Contents 

Freedom of Speech, Defamation, and Injunctions 

David S. Ardia, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law, Harvard University - Berkman Center for Internet & Society 

Twenty-Five Years of Health Law Through the Lens of the Civil False Claims Act 

3Dan H. Krause, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

’These Great and Beautiful Republics of the Dead’: Public Constitutionalism and the Antebellum Cemetery 

AlFred L. Brophy, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Friendship Treaties ~ Judgments Treaties 

3ohn Coyle, University of: North Carolina School of Law 

Elections Matter 

Michael J. Gerhardt, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

What’s New About the New Normal: The Evolving Harket for New Lawyers in the 21st Century 

Bernard A. Burk, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK: LEGAL STUDIES RESEARCH PAPER SERIES 
UNiVERSiTY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Injunctions" ~:i Free Download i::i::i::i"Freedom of $peech, Defamation, a~d " 

WJff~a~ & tda;y Law Review, Forthcoming 
U~VC Legal ~tudles Research Paper No. 2307744 

DAVID S, ARD[A, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law, Harvard University - Berkman Center for Internet & Society 

Email: ardia@email,unc,edu 

It has long been a fixture of Anglo-American law that defamation plaintiffs are not entitled to injunctive relief; their remedies are solely monetary. 
Indeed, it has been repeated as a truism: "equity will not enjoin a libel." This precept rests on one of the strongest presumptions in First 
Amendment jurisprudence: that injunctions against libel and other kinds of speech are unconstitutional prior restraints, But it may not be true, at 
least not anymore. 

Over the past decade, the Internet has brought increased attention to the adequacy of the remedies available in defamation cases. Prior to the 
widespread availability of digital publishing, most defamation lawsuits in the United States involved claims against the mass media. These 
defendants were amenable, at least in theory, to the threat of large damage awards and had professional and financial interests in maintaining 
their reputations for accurate reporting. Today, the defendants in defamation cases are more likely to be bloggers or users of social media, such as 
Facebook and Twitter. For this new crop of defendants, the threat of money damages does not appear to serve the same limiting function on their 
behavior. 

While the Supreme Court has never held that an injunction is a permissible remedy for defamation, the past decade has seen a veritable surge in 
injunctions directed at defamatory speech, especially speech on the Internet. Despite this surge, courts have not clearly articulated why injunctions 

are permissible under the First Amendment and consistent with long-standing principles of equity. As a result, many judges -- and scholars -- 

remain confused about the availability and proper scope of injunctive relief in defamation cases. 

This Article challenges the widely held view that defamation law does not countenance injunctions, in doing so, it presents the first comprehensive 

analysis of more than two centuries of case law involving injunctions in defamation cases. Reviewing these cases, it draws out the rationales, both 

constitutional and equitable, for the no-injunction rule. The Article concludes that while courts should be cautious when granting injunctions, a 

limited form of injunctive relief would be constitutional and consistent with equitable principles if it were limited solely to false statements on 

matters of private concern that a court has found -- after full adjudication -- are defamatory. It then describes how such a remedy could be 
structured so that it would be both effective and compatible with the First Amendment. 
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UNC Legal Stud;es Research Paper No. 23~0292 

[[~.iI 
Free Download I 

,lOAN H. K[~.U9E, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Email: jhkrause@email,unc,edu 

Among the most striking health law developments in the last quarter-century has been the increasing focus on health care fraud and abuse. Times 

have changed, perhaps illustrated nowhere as clearly as in the expanding role of the Civil False Claims Act (FCA). Thanks to major amendments in 
1986, the FCA now lies at the heart of the federal government’s 

war on health care fraud. This article reviews these changes in the FCA, from its origins as a tool to ward off "rampant fraud" on the Union Army 

during the Civil War, through the amendments made in the Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009 (FERA). 

i~i Free Download 

UNC Legal Studies Research Paper No. 2304305 

ALFRED L, B~,OI~NY, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Emaih abrophy@email.u nc.edu 

"Public Constitutionalism and the Antebellum Cemetery" joins the growing literature on public constitutionalism by focusing on the seventy 

addresses given at cemetery dedications from Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story’s address at Mount Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, in $83[, through the addresses of Edward Everett and Abraham Lincoln at Gettysburg in November ~863. The addresses were part 

of a vibrant public discussion of constitutional principles, which spanned such diverse occasions as July Fourth celebrations, arguments in great 
constitutional cases (like Daniel Webster’s Dartmouth College argument), dedication of public monuments (like Daniel Webster’s speech at the 

placement of the cornerstone of the Bunker Hill Monument in $824), lyceum addresses, and college literary society lectures. For Americans, 

especially those of the Whig Party, the Constitution was a key component of culture and a key unifier of the nation. 

Rural cemeteries provided support for such constitutional values. They brought beauty and order to the landscape; they served to mediate an 
impersonal, commercial world and brought uplift through the lessons of morality and patriotism that people learned when they visited the 
cemeteries. The cemetery supported constitutional values of Union, respect for property, and obedience to the rule of law. For visitors to the 
cemetery learned about the importance of each of those values at the cemetery. It was an instructor of values; its ordered lanes and graves also 
served as a sign of the health of the Christian republic. For the cemetery fulfilled duties owed the past. The cemetery inspired sentiments of love of 
family and country. People would leave the cemetery inspired to preserve the United States as a Christian republic. Finally, these abstract ideas 
were promoted through private charitable corporations. Those private organizations brought the community together to promote the republic. 

The cemeteries were, thus, one important institution - along with the schools, churches, civic associations, and businesses - that helped create 
and preserve the Union. The cemetery dedication addresses, like other addresses designed to promulgate constitutional ideas, mixed appeals to 

economics, morality, religion, and political theory with legal and constitutional ideas. Rural cemeteries promoted Whig constitutional ideals about 

order, patriotism, and Union. Those values were at the center of the debate over the response to secession and they were put into practice by 

soldiers along Cemetery Ridge at Gettysburg in ~863. Lincoln’s address at Gettysburg, thus, reflects the appeals to sentiment and Constitution 
that were so fl’equently invoked in the thh’ty years before the War. 

This article reveals an important and neglected role of oratory in disseminating constitutional ideas, as well as the significance of rural cemeteries 

to public constitutional thought. This hidden history reveals how those ideas mobilized support for Union and, thus, how public constitutional 
thought affects the actions of voters, jurists, and politicians. 

iiiiiii"Frie~Iship Treaties ~ ~u~g~eats Treaties" [~ Free Download 
UNC Legal Studies Research Paper No. 2304814 

~OHN ~O~’ILE, University of North Carolina School of Law 

Emaih j.f.coyle@gmail,com 

It is hornbook law that the United States is not currently a party to any treaty relating to the enforcement of foreign judgments. At least, it was 

hornbook law until :[993. In that year, the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit adopted a novel interpretation of a provision in a 
bilateral treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation ("FCN treaty") between the United States and Greece that transformed this treaty into a de 

facto judgments treaty. Two years later, in :[995, the Third Circuit adopted the same interpretation of an identical clause in the U.S.-Korea FCN 

treaty. Each of these courts subsequently reaffirmed its interpretation of the provision in question, the Eleventh Circuit in 2006 and the Third Circuit 

in 20:[:[. 

In theory, these decisions could serve to usher in a new era of judgments recognition law in the United States. Indeed, a number of scholars have 
cited these decisions to show that the United States is a party to at least a few treaties relating to the enforcement of foreign judgments. In 
practice, however, this new era is unlikely to dawn for one simple reason -- the Third and Eleventh Circuits are wrong. And not just a little bit 
wrong. They have so profoundly misinterpreted the treaty provision at issue that if these decisions go uncorrected, then the United States would 
effectively be granting rights to foreign nationals that foreign courts would never (correctly) consider granting to U.S. nationals. 

This brief Essay explains how and why the Third and Eleventh Circuits went astray. It first discusses the general goal of the treaty provision at 
issue. It then examines the relevant case law and explains how the Third and Eleventh Circuits have interpreted this provision. The Essay then 

shows why this interpretation is incorrect as a matter of text and history and offers some suggestions as to what should be done. 

iiiiiii"E~ectio~s ~ak~er" Free Download 
34 Harvard 3ot,,raai of Law and Public Po!i£7 827 (2011) 

UNC Legal 5tu’d~es Research Paper No, 2306692 

H$CHAEL ~, GERHARDT, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Email: gerhardI@e mail,unc=edu 

Centered on the ideology of the "Gang of 14," Professors Gerhardt and Painter provide a critique on modern federal judicial appointments and offer 

suggestions for the nomination process. This essay discusses the bipartisan group of senators who joined together to control the future of judicial 

nominations agreeing not to support a filibuster on a nominee unless there were "extraordinary circumstances," and the later impact of the 

disintegration of that group. Going forward, the authors propose streamlining the nomination process through eliminating the judicial filibuster in 
most circumstances and increasing transparency by compelling senators to disclose theh" reservations on nominees. Pointing toward the self- 

regulation of the political system, the authors assert that their proposal will be in accord with senatorial tradition and will ensure that nominees are 

treated fairly and are sufficiently vetted to make certain each jurist falls within the bounds of accepted jurisprudence. 

[ i’~’i Free Download 

UNC Legal Studies Research Paper No. 2309497 



BERNA~ Ao BURR, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Email: bu~kCo3u nc,edu 

Everyone agrees that job prospects for many new law graduates have been poor for the last several years; there is rather less consensus on 

whether, when, how or why that may change. This article analyzes historical and current trends in the job market for new lawyers in an effort to 

predict how that market may evolve. 

The article derives quantitative measurements of the proportion of law graduates over the last thirty years who have obtained initial employment 

for which law school serves as rational substantive preparation ("Law Jobs"). In comparing entry-level hiring patterns since 2008 with those in 

earlier periods, a significant development emerges: While other sectors of the market for new lawyers have changed only modestly during the 

Great Recession, one sector -- the larger private law firms colloquially known as "BigLaw" -- has contracted six times as much as all the others. 
Though BigLaw hiring has historically accounted for only 10%-20% of each graduating class, it is responsible for over half the entry-level Law Jobs 

lost since 2008. 

While some observers predict a return to business as usual as the economy recovers, this article is skeptical of that account. The article identifies 

significant structural changes in the way that the services traditionally provided by BigLaw are being produced, staffed and priced that diminish 
BigLaw’s need for junior lawyers both immediately and in the longer term. These observations suggest that entry-level BigLaw hiring, and thus the 

market for new lawyers overall, will remain depressed below pre-recession levels well after demand for the services BigLaw has traditionally 

provided recovers. At the same time, new lawyers’job prospects may nevertheless improve as the contraction in the legal academy now underway 

reduces the number of new graduates competing for work. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Stocks Tumble on Syria Fears 

St~cks Tumble on Syria Fears 

U.S. stocks tumbled Friday in the latest anxiety over a possible U.S. attack of Syria. The 

Dow Jones Industrial Average recently was down 127 points, or 0.8%, to 14816 after 

earlier rising 52 points. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin told reporters Russia will continue arms sales and aid 

Syria if the U .S. goes forward with a military strike. Headlines on Mr. Putin’s remarks hit the 

tape just minutes after the open of U .S. stock trading, causing stocks to reverse initial 

gains as buyers stepped away, traders said. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyets Snper Conference <conferences@som~emediamail.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Look Who’s Coming - Best Rates F~xpire Today 

Havir, g trouble vie~in.c.’ this email? View as webpage. 

[] [] 
re ............ pt of Cenf ....... The 8ond 8u~er’s Super Conf ......... ils. ~Ollllel~t: i~ Linked In 
please add conferences@sourcemediama~ corn to ~our address book. 

Georgetown University, Bosto~-~ U~ive~-sity, NYUMC, 

Colorado H÷a~th ~::a¢ilities A~.~thority, University of Utah, 

Ur~ityPointHea~th, & Oalla~ldet University Are Atter~dir~g~ 

Preview The Current List of Attendees 

More than I35 finance professionals fl’om the ha[ion’s 

top colleges & unive[si[ies, hospitals & heal~hcare 

providers and leading iinunicipal finance pariicipants 

are registered to attend The Noted Buver’s 

Healthcare & Hi~lher Education Super 

Conference, October 27-29 at the Crowne Plaza 

Times Square in New York Cit% 

This anm~al event brings both sides el the market 

together. Youql hear from the nation’s most innovative 

and successful nonprofits - as well as investors who 

can help you master Wall Street’s ~alest financ~n9 

tools~ View The Current A~enda. 

i~i Register today 

Best Rates Bxpire TODAY = Save Up To $200 iN CPE 
Nonprofit organization employees and Issuers pay only $95, Institutional Inves~ors $295 ...... Credits 

and All Other Professionals $895. Group rates are avaflaMe. 

or contact Dan Tina at (800) 803-5797, 

For more infom~a[ion about sponsorships, con[act Tara Gonzalez at (212) 8034}486. 

mo~ I coN’r,~-r I PRIVACYi 

Click Here¯ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Joanna Welborn <joanna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:41 AM 

t~J~mworkers@duke.edu 

Revi~d SAF Ulxtate with Photos: Remembering SAF Alumni Erwin Chasteen + Apply lbr the Student Organizing School 

Apologies for re-posting but some photos were not appearing in the previous emaiL 

Erwin Chasteen 
9/11/1973 - 8/24/2013 

It is with grave sadness that we share the recent passing of 1995 SAF alumni Erwin Chaateen. In Er~ ’~n s 

application to pa~icipate in SAPs internship program, he wrote the tbllowing: 

’Tn the summer of 1989 I found myself working in art apple orchard in Turne~; Maine. Here.for the first 

time I was able to watch and experience the process by which our food is grown beJbre it is packaged 

neatly and sent to the grocery stores across the country... The fact of the matter, as I was to learn that 

summer, is that growing any type of Jbod is quite a complex and laborious job, and that the people 
involved in it are some of the hardest working people I have ever seen in my life... :14y experience in 

working with migrant f!trmworkers and my ethnic background draws me to this #tternship in a personal 

way. I cannot help but think that it could just as easily have been me to end up working at a migrant 

camp as mcmy Hispanics have done... The United States is a country deeply rooted in the ideas of 
justice, freedom and democracy. As beneficiaries (f these trusts the community has an inherent duty to 
uphold them by extending them to farmworkers who are often denied these rights." 

~rwin Chasteen 

[nto the Fields class oj1995 (Photos by Ch’~s Sims9 

As a SAF intern, Era, in worked with the WaJce County 

Migrant HeaJth Progra~ witl~ longtime fa~mworker 
actMsl Dawn Burtt. Erwin was such a sincere, gentle 

person who caed deeply about the lives of farmworkers, 

immigrants, and his fellow interns. His supervisor said, 

"He approached the work with sincerib~, curiosity, 

energy, and willingness to assist on any level with the 

outreach and clinic services to farmworkers and their 
t~milies .... Erwin assisted us in taking a very methodical 

approach k~ outreach at the camps. This resulted in visits 

to every known camp, and a t~w new ones as well." 



During the summer of 1995, Erwin reached approximately 300 Ihnnworkers that otherwise would not have 
received any bilingual healthcaxe services "that summer. 
Er~vin’s commitment to thxmworkers and immigrants continued long aker his internship with SAF. As an 
imn~igrant farm Colombia him~lt; he knew all 1,~o well the challenges that many yomag immigrants thce in this 
country. El-win battled depression for many yeaxs and as a professional, he dedicated his life as a psychologist 
with immigma~ts in NC. 

To help other young people overco,ne so,ne of the sarne challenges that he laced, his family has established the 
"Er~in Chasteen Immigrant Dream Fired". The fired will provide summer support for immigrant interns at 

SAF, allowing them to advance their tmiversity s~udies while encouraging their personal grovx/rh through 

mem~ingful work. 

You can make a donation through SAF’s secure online donation service. Them is a "Donate to SAF" link on 
the main webpage (~’.saf- unite.org). Just be snm to type "Erwin Chasteen Immigrant Dream Fund" in the 
donation note field. Or you can mail a check (payable to SAF) to: Student Action with Farmworkers, 1317 W. 
Pettigmw St., Durham, NC 27705. Please write "Erwin Chasteen hnmigmnt Dream Fund" on the nmmo line. 

On behalf of the SAF community, we wish his family and friends love and peace during this dilticnlt time. 

Doc’z¢mentary photo bk, Er~vin Chasteen, 1995 

2. Apply lbr SAF’s Student ()rgamzing School today’. 

Student Orgauizisg Sc~oo~ 
Organizing our Campuses for Justice 
Applicalions due ASAP! 
Contact N adeen Bit if you’re interested in applying: 
Nadeen Bir 
Advocacy and Organizing Director 
919-660-3651 

Through the Student Organizing School, SAF trains, mentors, and 

supports a small group of college students in NC to be leaders in the 

fazmworker movement. Through an orientation, retreats, and farm labor camp visits, student organizers learn 

about the history of the lhrm labor movement, current farm labor campaigns, and popular education and 

organizing. Through campus organizing, lhe students support current policy and o~anizing cmnpaigns to 

improve thrm labor conditions. 

We would love to hm e applicants from HBCU s, community colleges, colleges in the East and in the West. 
Also note, we also accept applications fiom DI~EAM act eligible college aged youth. 

Visit us on the Web for ~nore information and to apply: 

hlD:/Tv, a,,av, sag unite, oN/content/sos- applicant- information 

Friend SAF on Facebook[ 



Follow us on Twitter! 

SA F Stair 
Patty Adams I Operations Manager 

Nadeen Bir ] Advocacy & Organizing Director 
Radl Granados Gfimez ] Migrant Youth Director 
Laxmi Haynes ] Program Director 
Yazafin Garcia Rico ] National Organizer 
Joanna Welborn i Assistant Director 
Melinda Wiggins ] Executive Director 
Ramon Zepeda i Youth Organizer 

Student Action with Farm~vorkers is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 
together to learn about ea ch other’s hves, share resources and skills, improve conditions for farmworkers, and build diverse 
coalitions working for social change. 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and natiomvide to create a more just agricultural 
system Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students, farmworker youth, and community members in the farmworker 
movement. 

SAF depends un financial suppurt from in&viduals like YOU to continue our work with farmworkers. 

Want to pust an announcement on this list? Email ioanna.welbom(gr)duke.edu 

If you’re getting this emai[ fur the first time, it’s because yuu’ve supported Student Actinn with Farmworkers and given us 

your email address. If you’d like tu remuve yourself frum this mailing list at any time, simply reply tu fannwu~kers- 

request(~duke.edu with the following command: tmsubscribe. We hope you’ll enjoy our updates on farmworker issues and 
the work SAF does to create a more just agricultural system. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ATM, Debit & Prepaid Forum <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:47 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Download Your Cont~rence Brochure 

iii~-~ 21st A .... ’ ATM, Debit + Prepaid F ...... October 20-23 at the Bellagio, Las Vegas I 

Keep up with the Expanding World of Payments 

You’ve got a tricky mandate: Discover the next big tb..iag in payments, and m..Nntain a firm handle 

your existing business, In tNs rapidly deveioping indus,% juggling both is a ci~ailenge. 

To help you keep u.s, witi~ the expandin£ world of payments, a~end the ATN, Debit and 

Prepaid Foru~ Lo join bankers and )ayrnent technology innovators si~aring up.-to-.date business 

insights, and catting edge ideas, 

Take a iook at the complete co~Ference age~da i~ the }ust.-reieased brochure to find expe..’t 

advice and first-hand experiences, 

Execad~es f, o: n payment networks, processors~ merchant acquirer,, and A~=’4 manufacturers 

provide their v~ewpo~nts oa sustahs~ng a heaRhy bus~ness wh~e embradng the new. Re~i~er 

TODA~ 

I, Re,lister online 
2, Cali 3oe Frega at {212) b,9~-8~ ~ ,.= Ingrid OIsen at {212"~ 803-8456, 

Looking to forge strategic partnerships with ti~e ieading payments executives? For sponsorship 
oppo~unities, piease contact Melissa Sefic at " n} ( ./.L; 0 803~6067, 

Hark your cab~dars for "ACH: Friend or FoeS/’ a keyno~ sess~o~ presented : 

by 3an Ester, P~es~de~t & CEO of NACHA -The Electronic Payments Association at the 2$sk armua~ A~4, 

beb~t & Prepaid Foram. As the backbone for moving ebctro~ic payment, the ACH Nebwork offers a 

foundation on wNcb to devebp inno~atWe sok~tbns to meet end use~ needs. Does thk; make the 

Neb~vork a comNemen~ or competitor? g~end the sessio~ to deride for yourself. 

Forward 

Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jen Jone~ ENC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:51 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We’ve Got Your September Covered. :) 

!~i Equal~NC 

Hi Lissa, 

This morning I j as k wanted ko send you a q uiek note thanking you for your sappo~ at dozens of great 
Equality NC events "~is summer - from sb~te~fde PRIDEs to community chats to LGBT film festivals - and for 
m aking this the biggest summer season ever fbr our LGBT and allied communities. 

Highlights inelade: 

Sm~day, September 8, 2o13 

Saturday, Sep~embe~ ~, ~o~3 

NC 
Sa[~rday, Septen~ber 28~ 201~ 

Friday-Sm~day, September 27-29, 2Ol3 

The best part? At every event -- in every corner of oar stake -- yore’ ti’ien~s fl’om EqualRy NC will be on-hand to 
co~ect our skatewide LGBT and allied communities, give you a fh~t opportunity to gek flae all-new Equalib, NC 
shirt, and help you gek kivolved wikh ore’ collective "nexk best skeps" in building a s~te of Eq uality. 

So, no matter where you live in the Old No~h Stake, head to one (or all) of these great events this month for some 
~ ew e:,g~eriences with Equ a li)~ NC - always in th e center of th e 

See you soon, 

Jen O ones 
Equalib~ NC 

P.S. There are atil~ vohmteer slots open for a~l of the events above - guaranteei~g a front row seat %r the honest 
events in September. Just e-mail Ben Church at 

:::~:: Tell a Friend ] Get Involved "~’iI Donate 





other professionals, Here are some groups your connections have joined 

¯ 
Xi North NOr~|~ Carolina Bar Assoc~atio~ (NCBA} 

Carolina Bar 

Association 

~ EU Center ~l~no~s ~ ASPA Section on Democracy 

See more G~o~ps a 

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Celebration 60 <celebration60@law.harvard.edu~ 

Friday, September 6, 2013 11:04 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

HLS Celebration 60 Program Update 

Celebration 60 Program Updates: 

Interested in mentoring a student? 
The Harvard Women’s Law Association is pleased to offer" a mentorship opportunity for 

Celebration 60 attendees and current students on Friday, September 27 from 8:30 - 10:30 
a.m. To participate or for more information, please email Kathleen Borschow, Chair of the 

WLA’s Public Interest Committee, with a brief bio at kborschowt~,id15.1aw.harvard.edu. 

Want to explore the history of women at HLS? 
Visit the special exhibit Women at HLS: 60 Years of Transformation at Langdel= Library 

on Friday before the 2:00 p.m. Welcome Address. 

Don’t miss the group photo~ 
It will take place on Saturday at 5:00 p.m. at Jarvis Field. 

Bring your sneakers and water bottle! 
Join your fellow alumnae for an informal pre-brunch fun run along the Charles River" on 

Sunday mornin~ at 8:00 a.m. 

Send your boe~ title and a ,,ery abort description to ,~lebratienOO@law.ha~ard.edu by 

~egistration e~oses on Sunday, September 22. 

Follow us on Twitter! 

@HLS_Alumni and #HLSC60 

TO view the updated program and for hotel information, visit the 
Celebration 60 webs#e. 

C~uest~ons? 
Call us: (617) 384-9523 or 

Email us: oelebration60@law.haward.eau 





::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: T ......... "eceipt of ......... il, pl ..... dd sarahc@gab ....... gto 3 ..... ddress book. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Preside~tt, St~te Ear of Georgia 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: At{~,~’~my Ge~e~’al Olens Releases h~wilalio~ ~:o S~bmil Statemen{s og I~le~-esl 



committee agendas and oversight practices, KPMG’s Audit 

Committ~ ~.~it.t~ (AC~) i.vit~ ~, ~udit comm~tt~ m~mb~ to 
padicipate in KPMG’s 2013 Global Audit Committee Member 
SuHey. The suHey findings will provide timely ~ns~ghts into a host of 
issues that are top,f-mind for audit committees and boards today,    More from KPMG’s 

m~nagement ~nd evaluating the ~udit committee’~ worklo~& 

On Governance and Leadership 
AC, Videos 

Contr   to o ,nion, 
strategy is not about turning unce,ainty into ce,ainty, says Roger ~ .~. 

Ma~in, dean of the Rotman School of Management at the          ’ 

Un~e~ o~ To,onto. (r,o co.~o~o~o so~ 

The R,se of the La~er-~,rector. The profile of the lav~er- 

director has changed, as has the increasingly regulator-oriented      ~:~ 
environment in which oompaNes operate. (Boafdmembe0 

On N&A 

Amid signs that global mergem and acquisitions ~&A) activity is    " " 

accelerating, the emerging markets remain a hotbed of M&A 
activity and will remain so for some time to come, according to a 
new report by The Boston Consulting Group. ~CG) 

Taking Contro~ of Cyber R~sk. About 73% of directors said that a    KPI~G’s 
cyber breach is a moderate to high concern, according toe recent 
legal risk suwey by Corporate Board Member and FTI Consulting.    J ..... 
~ile directors and management have been waking up to the 
problem, they have a long way to go to get control of it, expeds KPNG/NACD 
say. (Corporate Board Membe0 Audit Committee 

On the Economy 
25, 

The Curse of Do,b~e Dig~t G,owth. Double4igit long-term gro~h Register w~th ACL 

might justify bragging rights for any count~. But a turbocharged Share ~s~ghts 
GDP comes at a price, says Eric D. Werker, an associate ~ 
professor in the Business, Government and International Economy I ~: 
unit at Haward Business School. (HBS Wo~ing Knowledge) 

*PMG 
Pcc Proposes opt~ona~ Exemption trom consolidation o~ 
Vat,aNd Interest Entities. The FASB and Private Company 
Council (PCC) recently issued for public comment a proposal that 
would give private companies that issue U.S. G~P financial 
statements an alternative to not apply the variable interest entity 
~IE) consolidation guidance to some leasing arrangements. If 
approved, it would be easier for private company lessees to enter 
into off-balance-sheet leasing arrangements with affiliates. 

Convergence is Coming: A Brave New World for U.S. 
Healthcare. These days, it seems eve~one is talking about 



healthcare ecosystem and does not adequately address what is 
happening more broadly at a systemic level. 

Links 

ACl Hom.. KPMG Financial KPMG Institutes 
Supporting audit Reporting Network Helping organizations 
committees and Executive level and stakeholders 
boards with news updates on the latest understand the latest 
and insights, financial reporting trends. 

issues. 

Follow KPMG for" updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 

i; 2)! KPM’3 ~.~.P, ~: i)~h.>~,~::~’~ ~M~d ~k’:b~ty ~s:t:’:<~r ;h~p ,~r:¢.~ ~.h~’~ Ufi. ~:~:::q~w,:" ::qr: 



iPad (inc~udin8 FastCase) 

Getting the AAost out of 
Email on the iPad 

A "Day in the Life" of an iPad-using 

Recommended Settings for the 
iPad Printing from the iPad 

Giving a Presentation on 

the iPad 

Using the iPad in the 

Courtroom 

Syncing ~th 1Cloud 

Important Security 
Settings 

Taking Notes on the iPad 
(typing and handwriting) 

60 iPad Apps, Tips & 
Tricks in 60 Minutes 

focuses the bu~k of h~s    ::~ pHncipa~ of 



Search CLg PuMica[ior~s ¯ Other CLE Pred~c[s 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Fe~ e~il :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ North Carolina gar Assodat~on Ck[ Oepartment I SO00 Weston Parkwa~ ~ CaPtl NC I 27513 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Micah Beasley <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Friday, September 6,2013 1:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

a stunning declaration 

/ 

Lissa: 

~th summer waning and school sta~ing, this week has been an adjustment for eye,one--including our governor. 

Members of his own pa~y made a stunning~nd fast-paced~eclaration of just who’s running the show in Raleigh. The spectacle pitted Republican against Republican, 
showing clearly the inability to get past their own in-fi#htin# and dysfunction to govern effectively. 

Gov. McCro~ is so busy playing the blame game he can’t even keep track of who he’s firing at most days or what’s true and what isn’t. 

~at is true is the governor’s political allies continue to #et bi# salaries on taxpayers’ dime. while our teachers are left out in the cold. 

And all the while Noah Carolina is bearing the brunt of this Republican sideshow= 

Please help us by forwarding this message to 5 of your friends and tell them this isn’t the Noah Carolina we want~ 

Micah Beasley 
Press Secreta~, Noah Carolina Democratic Pa~y 

[Paid for by North Carolina Democratic Party. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate committee.1 

P~:~’..,,,’~D ~¥ NGP VAN, INC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 1:46 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Interesting Pages on Facebook 

Interesting Pages on Facebook 

Like the Pages you are interested in to get their updates in your news Feed, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

LinkedIn Influencers <messages-noreply@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, September 6, 2013 3:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

New from Linkedln: 250 Iatluencers ou how ~o succeed today 











September/October 2o13 

Welcome to Senior Year 
We probably don’t need to tell you that senior year is important for your child. There are 
options to consider, decisions to make, forms to fill out, essays to write and admission tests 
to take. But remember: students still need to keep up with their course work and not give 
in to the dreaded senioritis. We’ll help you help them stay on track. 

Important Links Your Parent Plan for Fall 
~A".,,"’~ ’~",::~ Da~ > ttelp your senior create a calendar, 

C,~ ~l,~:~,;,~ 5~,~:,~,~-ck’, > prepare for admission exams and find 
N~.~:~d ~xz; N~:.’:; ~a~:~ > and apply for scholarships. 

Changes to the test center or test type must be made before test day. 

Review the complete "~k~st &;a~x.:~.~t-~ ~. ;~d ~:,’~ t-~xa~:~s p~:~h~:~ before test day so you and 
your child know what to expect. 



What Is Financial Aid? 
As your child begins senior year, it’s important to understand financial aid and how it can 
help you pay for college. Learning how it works now can help your family in later months. 

Compare College Costs 
You can use the Cs ~/<~,<~ ~-~,~ .,’,.. ,’,,:,d~:~ N<~~ ~",:’::;<:<~ ,~2 ~,,’la?~:~/¢a~:,,,," to estimate the total cost for 
your child to attend a specific college or university. You can also: 

¯ Get the net price (the full price minus any grants or scholarships 

your child tnay be eligible for). 
¯ Compare the net price of two or more participating institutions. 
¯ Learn more about colleges and let them know your child is interested. 

You may find that some colleges may be more affordable than you thought. 

Applying lOl 
It’s easy for your senior to get stressed out about college admission, but you can help keep 

things in perspective. Before getting into application details, take a moment to cheek out 
the big picture. 

Anatomy of a College Application    ,             , 
It’s time to focus on the details of what goes into a college application. Knowing the parts 
of the application helps you and your child stay on track and meet deadlines. 



A must-have book in The College 
today’s economy, Handbook is the only 
Getting FinancialAid is guide on the marl:et 

guidean easY,that step-by-step tells you 
that                           U.S. profiles accredited all 3,900 

why, when and how to universities, colleges, 

apply: for financial aid. community colleges 

~, and technical schools ........................................... .......................................... 

. ~    . in one volume 

............................................................................ g~, ~ y~,~r ~m a~ ~O~V~ ~h~a reg~er, ag f~> V~ eaA~/~M~ ........................................................................................................................................................... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 3:59 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] U.S. Bm~k finds growth in Charlotte 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Class~action request denied in Sank ol 

America mortgage s~it 

The decision in the Home Affordable Modification 

Program is a setback for lawyers who were pushing 

for a sweeping class involving homeowners in 26 

states. 

U,S. Sank finds grow~.h in 

Charlotte 

U.S. Bank’s growth shows how 

the nation’s fifth largest 

commercial bank by assets is 

cautiously expanding into new 

businesses and regions.. 

Charlotte lenders 

Rising mortgage rates have pushed big banks to lay 

off thousands of workers around the country - but 

smaller lenders are feeling the pinch as well. 

Are you deMing with a private student loan? 

As student loan debt affects college graduates 

nationwide, regulators are paying closer attention to 

difficulty borrowers have in paying them back. 

Day by day, Lo~ay ~4ill 

building coming back to life 

The 580 windows in Gastonia’s 

historic Loray Mill were all 

handmade and measured 6 by 12 

feet. 

re~3ort, Syria tensions 

The stock market edged higher 

Friday as traders held out hope for 

more economic stimulus from the 

Federal Reserve, while continuing 

to monitor the. 

US employers add 1~9K jobs; 

rate fa~ls to 7.3 p¢~Lu 

US. employers have yet to start 

hiring aggressively -- a trend the 

Federal Reserve will weigh in 

deciding this month whether to 

slow its bond .. 

World leaders pus~ big 

comoanies to pay more taxes 

Leaders of the world’s 20 largest 

economies have committed to 

crack down on cross-border 

companies that use tax havens. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 



Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



T ......... "eceipt of ......... il, pl ..... dd sarahc@gab ....... gto 3 ..... ddress book. 

cral:iud ges(,~ gmail.com 

for the 2o~3 Civil Rights and I.iberties M)ot .2ourt .2ompetition. 

concerns the arrest and imprisonment of a mentally ill prisoner. The spedfic issues ~he teams will 

You may register using the [orm located her~. Should you have any questions or concerns, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Distribulion and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Juan F. Madrid <jmadrid@JFM-LAW.COM> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:32 PM 

AT-DF@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

Re: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinm 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

Thank you for your message. I am currently out of the office with no access 
to e-mail. 

I will be returning to the office on September 4, 2013 If you need 
assistance before then, please call my office directly. 

Regards, Juan 

Juan F Madrid, P.A 

14 NE 1st Avenue, Suite 900 

IVfiami, FL 33132 

Tel. (305) 371-5702 

Fax (305) 392-0118 

Thank you for your continued interest in this list. A summary of your discussion list subscriptions, including AT-DF, can be found at http://apps.americanbar.org/elistservihome cfrn ’]’his 

new I,ist Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@mail americanbar org or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
serwce@americanbar.org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disn-ibulion and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Amanda Brill <abrilI@ANTONCASTROLAW.COM> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:12 PM 

AT-DF@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

Re: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinm 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

Thank you for your e-mail. I am out of the office beginning Tuesday, 
September 3rd and will have limited access to e-mail until I return on 
Wednesday, September 1 lth. If you need immediate assistance, please contact 

Amanda Rupp at arupp@antoncastrolaw corn or call our office at 813-907-9807 

Amanda M Brill, Esq 
Anton Castro Law 
1219 N. Franklin St 
Tampa, FL 33602 
(813) 907-9807 (office) 
(813)441-9818 (i~x) 
<http : //www.antoncastrolaw. co~v2> ;vw;v.AntonCastroLaw.com 
*FA2vKL Y, CRIMINAL, PERSONAL INJURY, & ESTATE LAYV* 

NOTICE: The information transmitted is intended only ]2~r the person or 
enuty to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Ant’ review, retransmission, disseminatinn or other use 
of this information by persons or entities other than the intended 
recipient(s) is unauthorized and prohibited. Any transmission of 
confidential and/or privileged material to persons or entities other than 
the intended recipient(s) shall not be construed as a wmver of any 
privilege or confidence. If you receive this transmission in error, please 
contact the sender and delete the materiab This email message is subject 
to the attorney-client privilege and anything attached to or transmitted 
with it may contain legally privileged and confidential in~rmation intended 
solely for the use of the addressee(s). If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any reading, 
dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of this message or its 
attachments is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately 

new List Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-Dt"-request@maikamericanbar.org, or the A[3A Service Center at phone: 1-8(;1)-.85-2221 or email: 

service@americanbar, org . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disn-ibution and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Shirley Nakao <Snakao@BART.GOV9 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:14 PM 

AT-DF@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

Re: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinm 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

This is an automated email message for Shirley Nakao. Effective April 4, 
2008, she is no longer working at the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit 
District (BART). If you need to contact BART’s Office of the General 
Counsel contact Deborah Faniel, Office Manager, at dfaniel@bart.gov or 
510-464-6053 Ms. Faniel will redirect your email or call another attorney 
in the office. 

new List Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@mail.americanbar.org, or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
sel-,zice@americanbar org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:18 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreation Association Tennis listserv <thnn te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?mn tennis] Silent Auction for Raise a Racquet 

Our Silent Auction for Raise a Racquet has begtm! ! 

The four items to start onr auction off aye: 

1)Finley Golf Course Package 

2)A sungla~sses package 

3) Blne Zone Football Tickets Package 

4) A Howard Schroeder Original Wood Sculpture 

A table with the auction sheets is outside of the Fam~ tennis shop so ............ 

Let’s Start The Bidding!!! 

Raise a Racquet is a fundraiser benefiting/be L.’NC Children’s ttospital 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33544836-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d 164a~,~]istserv.unc.edu 

For more intbrmation, see onr website: http://www.anctZarm.oW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disn-ibution and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Standing Order Bill Later <SOBL@EBSCO.COIVI> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:22 PM 

AT-DF@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

Re: [AT- DF] Upcoming webinar 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals tbr Distribution and Franchise Practilioners (Reqnest: 201309061153 ) 

Your communication has been received by our stafli We will be responding to your request shortly 

Your request has been assigned an identification number referenced in the subject line of this e-mail. To amend or follow up on this request, reply to this e-mail ;vith your con~aents To get a 
status on this request, reply to this e-mail with your con~aents and include Status in the subject. 

Request: 

Subject: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinar 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

Just as a reminder, the YLD Antitrust La~v Committee, the Section’s Joint Conduct Committee and Distribution and Franchising Con~aittee will host a live webinar entitled "Antitrust 
Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners" this coming Monday, September 9th 

This program is geared to new- distribution and franchise practitioners (or anyone needing a quick refresher on antitrust law in the distribution 

cuntext) and will cover basic antitrust principles and key cases as applied to distributiun and franchising arrangements. ’]?he panel includes outside cuunsel and in-house cuunsel whu will 
discuss price and non-price vertical restraints, D’ing, cullaborations with compeuturs, refusals tu deal and exclusive agreements, price discriminatiun, and dual distributiun. 

’]?he panelists are: 

Alicia Downey, Duwney Law LLC, Bostun 

Jefl’ery Cross, Freeburn & Peters LLP, Chicago 

Justin O’Sullivan, Nissan USA, Nashville 

Please fulluw this link fur the flyer and tu register: 

http://w~,~v.americanbar.ur~/cuntent/dam/aba/marketin~/20130909 at13919 authcheckdam.pd£ 

Registered participants will receive instructions un how tu access the webinar The prugram will start at 12:00 eastern time, but please allow a few minutes be~2~re the prugrarn starts to dial in 
and log into the webinar functiun 

We hupe yuu can join and that yuu find the prugram infurmatlve! 

Best, 

Katherine Britton 

new List Subscription Page allows you to manage yota lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@mail.americanbar.org, or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
sev~ice@americanbar, org. 

new List Subscription Page allows you to manage yota lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@mail.americanbar.org, or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
sev~ice@americanbar, org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disn-ibulion and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Willig, Jason <jmllig@EA.COIvI> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:25 PM 

AT-DF@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

Re: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinm 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

Please remove me from your distribution list. I do not wish an?’ further contact 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Distribution and Franchising Committee Discussion [mailto:AT-DF@NL4IL AMERICANBAR.ORG] On Behalf Of Katherine Britton 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 1:33 PM 

To: AT-DF@MA~L.A\4E~RICANBAR. ORG 
Subject: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinar 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals t;ar Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

Just as a reminder, the 5’ZD Antitrust Law Committee, the Section’s Joint Conduct Committee and Distribution and Franchising Cormnittee will host a live webinar entitled "Antitrust 
Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners" this coming Monday, September 9th. 

This program is geared to new distribution and franchise practitioners (or anyone needing a quick refresher on antitrust law in the distribution 
context) and will cover basic antitrust principles and key cases as applied to distribution and franchising alTangements. The panel includes outside counsel and in-house couaasel who ;vill 
discuss price and non-price vertical restraints, D’ing, collaborations with compeutors, refusals to deal and exclusive agreements, price discrimination, and dual distribution. 

’]?he panelists are: 

Alicia Downey, Downey Law LLC, Boston 

Jefl’ery Cross, Freeborn & Peters LLP, Chicago 

Justin O’Sullivan, Nissan USA, Nashville 

Please follow this link for the flyer and to register: 

http://www.americanbar.or~/content/dam/aba/marketin~/20130909 at13919 authcheckdam.pc~ 

Registered participants will receive instructions on how to access the webinar The program will start at 12:00 eastern time, but please allow a few minutes be~2~re the program starts to dial in 
and log into the webinar function 

We hope you can join and that you find the program informative! 

Best, 

Katherine Britton 

new List Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@mail.americanbar.org, or the ABA Ser~,~ice Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
selwice@americanbar, org. 

new List Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@mail.americanbar.org, or the ABA Ser~,~ice Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
selwice@americanbar, org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anne Michelle Tucker <amtucker@gsu.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSA Call for proposals 

LSA Contact Workbook.xlsx 

All, 

The LSA call for proposals for the 2014 annual meeting has already been released. The deadline for panel proposals is October 15th, which requires us to be organized very early 

this year. Because we haven’t passed the torch on organizing yet and the deadline is quickly approaching, I am happy to populate panel proposals again this year. Please start 

thinking about who might like to organize the panels for our group for 2015 and beyond. 

Please see the call for papers below, and please email me the following by Friday~ September 27th: 

Paper presentations: 

o Your paper title & abstract 

Participants: 

o Whether you are willing to serve as a discussant and!or program chair~ 

Proposals for Autho r-meets-reader sessions 

ProposalsjforSafons (from the LSA website: Salons are more informal presentation settings in which 3 to 4 participants and a small interested audience are seated at a 
round tables in a ballroom. Salons permit focused, engaged and intimate conversation about scholars’ work. 

Finally, we have been asked to apply for status as a Collaborative Research Network in light of the number of panels that we submit and our requests that the panels not 
be scheduled concurrently. (The LSA website states that CRNs will be asked to submit a block of panels. Each CRN may expect that a maximum of four panels will be 
scheduled non-concurrently, but CRNs are welcome to submit more panels. A CRN organizer is free to make the case for which panels should be scheduled concurrently 
and non-currently.) I am happy to submit the application assuming there are no objections that we comply with LSA’s request for how we should approach proposing panels. 

The updated contact workbook is also attached. Looking forward to hearing back from many of you on or before September 27th. Please feel free to forward to anyone inadvertently 

excluded from this list. 

-AT 

Anne M. Tucker 

Assistant Professor of Law 

Georgia State University College of Law 

amtucker@gsu.edu 

404.413.9179 

From: "lsa @lawandsociety.org" <lsa @lawandsociety.org> 

Reply-To: "lsa @lawandsociety.org" <lsa @lawandsodety.org> 

Date: Friday, August 30, 2013 11:23 AM 

To: Anne Tucker <amtucker@gsu.edu> 

Subject: Call for Proposals - Law and Society Association 2014 Annual Meeting 

We are pleased to invite you to participate in our 2014 Annual Meeting and 50th Anniversary Party! 

Minneapolis May 29 -June 1, 2014 
Minneapolis Hilton Hotel 
Minneapolis Minnesota U.S.A. 

Law and Inequafities: Global and Local 

Recent decades have seen the persistence and growth of powerful inequalities within and between groups and within and among nations. The 2014 program theme returns to 
a question central to the Association’s founding: the role of law and legal institutions in sustaining, creating, interrogating, and ameliorating inequalities. The 2014 Program 
invites participants to explore and consider three questions: 

How can Law and Society scholarship contribute to unearthing and understanding inequalities? 
How can Law and Society scholarship contribute to the critical interrogation of discourses of equality and inequality and help to reveal what is at stake in these 

concepts? 
What impact can we expect these scholarly contributions to have on the persistence of these inequalities and on public discourse about them? 

This year’s Program Committee is Co-Chaired by Penelope Andrev~, Albany Law School, and Rebecca Sandefur, University of Illinois. We invite the submission of Individual 
Papers and/or Session proposals. Papers and panels need not be centered on the conference theme. Proposals on any law and society topic are welcome. 

You will find the Call at www.lawandsociety.or.q/minneapolis2014/Minneapolis2014.html. We are using a new submission system and it is very important that you 
follow the submission instructions in the Call. In the Call you will find more information about the theme, submission instructions, and more. We will be adding more 
meeting information as time progresses. 

The deadline for proposal submission is October 15, 2013. Registration will begin in early 2014. 



If you have questions, please contact us at Isa@lawandsociety.org. We hope you will join in what promises to be a full and exciting program in Minneapolis! 

LSA Executive Office 

Follow us on Twitter 

[ ~.~.~ f~cebook Like us on Facebook 

~ Join us on Linkedln 

This e-mail was sent from Law And Society Association (Isa@lawandsociety.or.q) toamtucker@.qsu.edu. 

To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disn-ibution and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Piccus, Todd <Todd.Piccus@IVlATTEL.COM> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:37 PM 

AT-DF@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

Re: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinm 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

I never asked to be added to your spam marketing email list Please me off it asap 

And it’s ironic that an email spam campaign that addresses legal issues is actually legally flawed and not compliant with the la;v (in that it doesn’t have an opt-out option) 

This message (including an?, attachments) is only for the use of the person(s) for whom it is intended. It may contain Matte1 confidential and/or trade secret int;armation If you are not the 
intended recipient, you should not copy, distribute or use this information for any purpose, and you should delete this message and inform the sender immediately 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Distribution and Franchising Committee Discussion [mailto:AT-DI~’fa)MAIL.AV2ER[CANBAR.ORG] On Behalf Of Katherine Britton 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 1:33 PM 

To: AT-I)F@MAIL AMERICANBAR.OR~} 
Sut~ject: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinar 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals ~2~r Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

Just as a reminder, the Y[~I) Antitrust Law Committee, the Section’s Joint Conduct Committee and I)istribution and Franchising Committee will host a live webinar entitled "Antitrust 
Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners" this coming Mi~nday, September 9th 

This program is geared to new distribution and franchise practitioners (or anyone needing a quick refresher on antitrust law in the distribution 
context) and will cover basic antitrust principles and key cases as applied to distribution and franchising an-angements. The panel includes outside counsel and in-house counsel who will 
discuss price and non-price vertical restraints, tying, collaborations with competitors, refusals to deal and exclusive agreements, price discrimination, and dual distribution 

The panelists are: 

Alicia Downey, Downey I,aw LLC, Boston 

Jeffe® Cross, Freeborn & Peters LLP, Chicago 

Justin ()’Sulhvan, N~ssan USA, Nashville 

Please follow this link ~k~r the flyer and to register: 

http:i/wwwamericanbarorg/content/dam/aba/marketingi20130909 at 13919.authcheck dam pdt" 

Registered participants will receive instructions on how to access the webinar. Tr~e progranr will start at 12:00 eastern time, but please allow a few minutes before the program starts to dial in 
and log into the webinar function. 

We hope you can join and that you find the program infom~ative! 

Best, 

Katherine Britton 

new List Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe frora existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@maiharuericanbar.org, or the ABA Selwice Center at phone: 1-8(~0-285-2221 or emaih 
service@americanbar, org. 

new List Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe frora existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@maiharuericanbar.org, or the ABA Selwice Center at phone: 1-8(~0-285-2221 or emaih 
service@americanbar, org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Distribution and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Bruce S. Gordon, Esq <at~’gordon@MYFAMILYLAVvWER.COM> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:38 PM 

AT- DF@IMAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

[AT-DF] Autoreply Will returu to office after court on Monday 

I am not in the office at flais time and will return on Monday July 23 2012 
after court 

Bruce S Gordon, Esq 
This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed, and may contain information that is PRIVILEGED, 
CONFIDENTIAL and exempt licom disclosure u~ader applicable law If the reader 
of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent 
responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that an?’ dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
con~munication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
cormnunication in error, please notil}’ us irmnediately by telephone, and 
return any printed copies to us by mail without making furher copies. Thank 
you. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this list. A summary of your discussion list subscriptions, including AT-DF, can be found at http://apps.americanbar.or;/elistservihomec~ 
new I.ist Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe from existing or ~oin others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@mail americanbar org or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
serwce@americanbar, org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disn-ibution and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Michael Coholan <michaeI@HILLTOPLLC.COM> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:41 PM 

AT-DF@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

[AT-DF] UNSUBSCRIBE 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Distribution and Franchising Committee Discussion [mailto:AT-DF@IVL~_IL AMERICANBAR.ORG] On Behalf Of Katherine Britton 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 1:33 PM 

To: AT-DF@MAIL.A\’%RICANBAR. ORG 
Subject: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinar 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

Just as a reminder, the 2ZD Antitrust Law Committee, the Section’s Joint Conduct Committee and Distribution and Franchising Cormnittee will host a live webinar entitled "Antitrust 
Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners" this coming Monday, September 9th. 

This program is geared to new distribution and franchise practitioners (or anyone needing a quick refresher on antitrust law in the distribution 
context) and will cover basic antitrust principles and key cases as applied to distribution and franchising alTangements. The panel includes outside counsel and in-house cou~asel who ;vill 
discuss price and non-price vertical restraints, tying, collaborations with competitors, refusals to deal and exclusive agreements, price discrimination, and dual distribution. 

’]?he panelists are: 

Alicia Downey, Downey Law LLC, Boston 

Jeffery Cross, Freeborn & Peters LLP, Chicago 

Justin O’Sullivan, Nissan USA, Nashville 

Please follow this link for the flyer and to register: 

http://www.americanbar.or~/content/dam/aba/marketin~/20130909 at13919 authcheckdam.pd£ 

Registered participants will receive instructions on how to access the webinar The program will start at 12:00 eastern time, but please allow a few minutes beJk)re the program starts to dial in 
and log into the webinar function 

We hope you can join and that you find the program informative! 

Best, 

Katherine Britton 

Thank you for your continued interest in this list. A summary of your discussion list subscriptions, including AT-DF, can be found at http://apps.americanbar.org/elistservihomec~ ’]’his 
new List Subscription Page allo~vs you to manage yam lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@raail.americanbar.org, or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
s ervic e@araeric anbar, org. 

new List Subscription Page allows you to manage yam lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request@raail.americanbar.org, or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
s ervic e@araeric anbar, org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disn-ibution and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Peter Spiess <peter@SPIESSBELL.COM> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 6:01 PM 

AT-DF@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

Re: [AT-DF] Upcoming webinm 9/9/13: Antitrust Fundamentals for Distribution and Franchise Practitioners 

I will be out of the office uaatil Monday, September23, 2013 If you need 
immediate assistance, please contact Gwen at (602) 254-8100 or 
gwen@spiessbell.com. 

G. Peter Spiess 
Spiess & Associates, PC 
420 W. Roosevelt Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85003 
(602) 254-8100 
(602) 254-3015 - facsimile 

The information transmitted by the follo;ving e-mail is intended only for the 
addressee and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please be advised that the intercepuon, 
review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of this information is 
prohibited by law and may subject you to criminal or civil liability. If 
you received this communication in error, please contact Spiess & 
Associabes, P.C. immediately at (602) 254-8100 and delete the communication 
from any computer or network system. Further, it is up to the recipient to 
determine if any attachments hereto are virus-free; no warrant?, or 
representation is made or can be implied that such items are so virus-free 
Neither this transmission nor any attachment shall be deemed for an?" purpose 
to be a "signature" or "signed" under aW electronic transmission acts, 
unless specifically set forth to the contrary in this transmission, and any 
inference to the contrary is hereby expressly negated Thank you. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this list. A summary of your discussion list subscriptions, including AT-DF, can be found at http://apps.americanbar.org/elistservihomecfm ’]’his 
new List Subscription Page alk~ws you to manage your lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any ~ssues you may either contact the list owner via email: AT-DF-request,~mail americanbar org, or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: 
serwce@americanbar, org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Disn-ibution and Franchising Committee Discussion-<AT-DF@MAIL.AIVlERICANBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Richard Ferguson <rferguson@ALTABUSINESSLAW.COM> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 6:01 PM 

AT-DF@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG 

[AT-DF] email address for ABA Membership 386153 

image001 .j pg 

For some reason your listserv is directing copies of emails to a difI?rent 
email address at my law- finn other than my own Could you please 
discontinue sending emaiIs to lynsfer@altabusinessIaw.com Any" emaiIs 
regarding this membership number should only’ go to 
r ferguson@aItabusin esslaw corn 

Yours truly’, 

R ich ard G. Ferguson 

books,c ourts,gavels,govermn ent, law,sc ales 

Richard G Ferguson 

Lynass, Ferguson & Shoctor 

17731-103 Ave. 

Edmonton, AB 

T5S 1N8 

<raailto:rferguson(~altabusinesslaw. corn> rferguson@altabusinesslaw, corn 

780.483.3175 (Work) 

780.483.3024 (Fax) 

<http://w~vw.altabusinesslaw.comi> w~vw.altabusinesslaw.cora 

Client Relations: 

People may forget what you said .... 

People raay forget what you did .... 

but people will never forget how- you made thera feel. 

Personal Development: 

Learn Iicom the mistakes of others. 

You can’t live long enough to make them all yourself. 

This e-mail message (including attachments, if any) is intended for the use 
of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 
information that is privileged, proprietary, confidential and exempt from 
disclosure If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited If you have received this communication in error, please 
the sender and erase this e-mail message immediately 

Thank you for your continued interest in this list. A summaW of your discussion list subscriptions, including AT-DF, can be found at http://apps.americanbar.or~/elistse~,/homecfm This 
ne;v List Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe from existing or join others. 

If you have any- issues you may either contact the list o;vner via email: AT-DF-request@mail americanbar org, or the ABA Selwice Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or emaih 
service@americanbar, org. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, September 6, 2013 8:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 9 -- BNA, Inc. Inten~ational Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 9, 2013 @, Number 174 

G-20 

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia~,Russian President Vladimir Putin and 
President Barack Obama Sept, 6 held overlapping press 
conferences at the end of a Group of Twenty economic summit, 
a two-day forum that became the stage for a showdown over,,, 

Food Prices 
Glrs~?a~ Prices for Food Drop 7,2 Percet~t~ 

ROME @ World food prices fell for the fourth consecutive month 
in August, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization 
said Sept. 5, with lower prices for grains and cereals, the largest 
component in the index, continuing to... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a i:R[~:[ Web tri:~i. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~erms ai:d 

co:°:ditlons of the lic~:.nse agr~:.em¢:nt with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, September 6, 2013 8:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sop. 9 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

September 9, 2013 ~ Number 174 

Troubled Asset Relief Program 

A government watchdog concludes its own oversight of the Wall 
Street bailout has been comprehensive and, in a report Sept. 6, 
said the Treasury Department has implemented most of the 
recommendations made to improve a program designed to 
clean... 

Payment Systems 

FTC Advises U,S, MoRe~’ TraRsmitters 

A proposal involving an information exchange program among 
U.S. money transmitters is not likely to harm competition; in 
fact, according to an advisory opinion letter from the staff of the 
Federal Trade Commission’s Bureau of Competition,... 

Compliance 
Avoiding the FCA & FIRREA Tra#~" Practica~ Tips for 
Compliance Professionals 

As the government becomes increasingly aggressive in its efforts 
to fight financial fraud, companies naturally are looking for new 
ways to avoid becoming the next target. In the last two years, 
the Department of Justice ("DO.]") has... 

Listi~g 

Compensa tion 
gar~k of ~srae~ Restricts Bank Executive Ray; 
ga~ks $ee~ to Have to Start ’~rom Scratch’ 

JERUSALEM @ The Bank of Israel announced a further tightening 
of restrictions on compensation for bank executives Aug. 27, 
bringing Israel into line with Basel III regulations that will take 

effect in Europe on Jan. 1, 2014 (Directive... 

State Taxes 
Ohi~ Tax De~ar’t~e~t Drafts Prop~sed 

Ohio’s Department of Taxation drafted proposed rules to provide 
guidance and clarification of the financial institution tax (F~ .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily ([SSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
http:,’/webutil.bna 

Request a FREE: Web ~ri~i. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Ccp’Fighi (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

a,:)n.:~iiions of ihe lic.~nse agi.~er!;ent with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 12:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: IBM to Move Retirees OffHealth Plan 

IBM to Move Retirees Off Health Plan 

International Business Machines plans to move about 110,000 retirees off its company- 

sponsored health plan and instead give them a payment to buy coverage on a health- 

insurance exchange, in a sign that even big, well-capitalized employers aren’t likely to 

keep providing the once-common benefits as medical costs continue to rise. 

The move, which will affect all IBM retirees once they become eligible for Medicare, will 

relieve the technology company of the responsibility of managing retirement health-care 

benefits. 

See More Covera#e >> 



TODAY’S ANNOUNCEMENTS 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Holdemess Si<iiis Workshop - AttorP, ev 
~iist!ation 
Hoiderness Hoot Court Boot Carno 

~JNC Best Georgia Tech pro-game t~iic:a~e 
and foc:,R)aH game 

Professor B~iinas RRWA Class 295.3 

ProLH;sor Salirlas RRWA Class 295.i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 3:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Falls Short on Wider Backing for Syria At’tack 

................ ] ~.’i~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: i3i.:i.~sc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IA~L I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTOM~ZE~ 

Top News 

Obama Falls Short on Wider Backing for Syria 

Attack 

Preside~t Obama emerged from the Oro~p of 2o smnmit meeth~g 

with a few in~erna[ionN supporters, buk o[her leaders utNed him 

not to akNck wi[hout Uni[ect Natioz;s baeldng. 

MEMO FROM EUROPE 

A Weapon Seen as Too Horrible~ gw~n ~n War 

ChemicM weapons have eansed only a small fra~Noi~ of the 

deaths in Sy[ia’s civil war, b~t they have provoked ~ddespread 

o~trage. 

Soft dobs Data Not Expected to Deter Fed 

The I M-~or Departme~t’s snapshot of the job market in AuN~st 

had several disco~Jragi~g dekails underneath a r~;latively average 

gai[~ of ~69,ooo jobs. 

~ [] Fed raper Tracker 

d street I 

¯ ~s] vic~:irr,s 
....... ~f 

consider 

Editors’ Picks 

N.Y, / REGION I INTERACTIVE FEATURE 

The Voting Blocs o~° New York City 

A gMde to the ~oups that are likely to widd the most il~fluenee 

in Tuesday’s Democratic mayoral p~mary. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Alhno~y for Yo~r g~s 

Should divorce settlements include money tSr fertility 

treatments? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ANDREWMCCLEAN, a [’ecent gradm][e of F]orid;] A&.M, ()it ~tow the retun~ of the 

marching band has raised morale at the anivers~t),. 

World 

Crossing Deadly Lmrtdscapes, S>~oi~ns Roach 

Havens h~ Lebano~ 

Families keep making the journey out of Syria to escape 

government forees~ Islamist-mled rebel areas, and ~mw possible 
Ame~qean missile s’uqkes, 

....... 
Isber, a I 
father of 

Homesick Mfdfit~mts At’e Offered a Way Back to 

Kmshmi~¯ 

Drawn by an aRaehme~t to H}dia-eontro]]ed Kashmir, former 

militants have filed applications in order to reaivn home 

Pakis Lan--controI1 ed terd to~T. 

Liaqat 

Shah, 

Ira~ Ru~[tg h~ Europe Draws Anger From 

The United States imposes new restr~ctions.iust as a Em’opea~ U~ion eonrt 

rules that the bloc wrongly imposed sanctions against seven Iranian companies. 

U,S. 

A University Band, Chaste~ed by Hazhtg, ~’lakes 
its Return 

A marehit~g band tainted by hazit~g prepares for its eomeba& 
a~er a suspe~sion and period of sou]-searehing. 

h~s~r~ee Ro~s to Rise in ~tate F~BhthaB PI~ 

South CarolimYs refusal to expand Med~eai~ under the ~ew 

health care law ]eaves several hnndred thousand withont 

i~sm’a~ee, but state o~eials say the reali~" is more complex. 

Mar,shin 

g 100 of 

Flori,Ja 

....... G. Barr, 

59, of 



Lcgislation Seeks to Bar NoS.Ao Tactic in 

Encryption 

A congressman’s proposal would prohibit ihe agency 

installing "back doms" into encupdon, the electronic 

scrambli~g that protects e-mail and otheP commmficatkms. 

~ N.SA Able to Foil Basic Safeguaras of Privacy on Web 

I~ Lef:ji_<lali ] 

Business 

R EWORKING LABOR 

A, FoLo-CJoOo Has Plan to Add M~ions of 

N onm~on Members 

tOehard Trmnka, the labor t~deration’s president, says 

eoal~tion could help restore the labor movement’s dour 

VW and Its Worlkers Explore a Union at a 7~{ The 
Tennessee P][alit Volkswa 

gen 

Volkswagen is workin g ~d th th e U hired Au tom obile Workers a t 

~ts Chattanooga plant on how to unkm~ze the plan~ and create a 

Oerman-s~qe works coundl fl~ere, the president of fl~e ~abor union sah-l. 

Bold Play by CBS Fm’tifies Broadea.~ters 

CBS and its ehieL Les Moonves, have given the broadcast world 

a shot in the arm by pushing distributors to PW broadcasters just 

as they do cable networks. 

Sports 

ON TENNIS 
Richard 

Oasq~mt, a Formcr Chi|d Prodigy, O~’ows Into His Gasquet 

Talent is ~ u.s. 

~:~:’ DHR~:~q :’PRER ,1:: ARE? ~-~$1~ 

Richard Gasquet, who graced the cover of France’s Tennis 

Magazkie at age 9, w411 play a familiar opponent in Rafael Nadal in ~he semifinals 

on Satin?day. 

COSTA RICA 3, UNITED STATES ! 

St~°eak Ends for UoSo in Quali ,lying Match 

The United States players arrived wid~ a sh’u~ d~at turned into a 

stagger after a determined Costa Rica team humbled them, 3-1, 

....... Acosta, 

right, 



in a erudal World Cup qualifyi~g match. 

~ Hi~hligi~ta and Anal’!sis: Costa Rica vs. United State‘‘:‘ 

RED SOX 12, YANKEES 8 

Lead Vmfishes; So Does Some Hope 

The Yat~kees got a strong outing by zM~dy Petfitte, a*~d un 

outburst of o~nse, but with limited options available amid a 

hanged-up and overused group of ta’lievers, it was not enough. 

,~ Box Score 

~ Keeping Score: Putting a Numbet on ~he Yank‘‘:‘’ Playoff Chances 

inherited 

For more ,’:,polls news, 2o to NYTimeeioom/Sporte ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Slieing Away, }Vith the Driest Eye h~ the Hot~se 

Daub Sta*flmpe’s Hghteous seam and unsparing logic are on full 

display in his new stand-up comedy speeia], "Beet" Hall Putsch." 

][~ Toronto, the Oscar Smaekdown Gets an Early 

Start 

~ter ope*fing Mows in Venice at~d Telludde, Colo, the A~’ademy 

Awards fray is m~der way in earnest at the Torm~to Interuafimml 

Film bk~s ~iva£ 

~We Are the Estab]ishme*~t Now’ 

The O-.,e*~ brothers discuss ,marly 30 years of making movies, 

i~duding the mistakes they sfi]l make and their smDrise at being 

mainstreum, sort o£ 

, [] Oonstellatiens of Directors and Their Stars 

urlsaadn 

~g iogic: 

Cumber I 
batch, 

Obituaries 

Roch~s Miseh, Body~m~od of :Hitler, Dies at 96 

Mr. Misch was wJddy described as the last ]ivh~g wila~ess to rite 

Fiihrer’s final days in his underground bunker and remained a 

devoted u~ktfircr of the ma*~ he called "the boss." 

Stephe~ ;~mto~akos~ 86, Se~flpto~" of Neo~, Dies at 

Mr. Antonakos made i]lumina’dou an essentia] component or ~is 

work, usi*~g electrified neo*~ gas as a painter uses puit~L 

Travel 

3 Q~iet M~semns i]~ Rome 

Dropping i*~ o*~ these rarely visited, notably disYt~et spots 

creates a chm~ce to experieuce culture away fl:om the crowds. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

MarseiHe Po~ishes its image 

A European Capib~l of Culture for 2o~3, this French city has 

added so many arts attracth:ms and revitalized so maW 

neighborhoods t~at b’ave]ex,~ may find it hard to resist. 

£ M~acEM ] 



Q&A 

Finding a Perch t~r Fashion Week 

Clan’t get a ~cket to a show but still want to soak up the scene? 

The fashion blogger tteather Cocks offers insider advice. 

Today’s Video 

VWE ): T|US %%’eek s Movies: Septo 6, 2o*3 

The New York Times film e~qtics on "Riddick," "Salinger" and 

"Touchy Feely." 

~ vmEo: Elements ] ]Lhm 

The first in a series of theme-based visual d~ar~es fl:om New York 

Fash%n Week, inspired by the essential building blocks of 

fl~shion and sbqe. 

~ VmEO: Ai~ivist Shakes Up Moscow 

l~layor’s Race 

As Moscow prepares for its first mayoral elections in a decade, 

the anti-corruption eandidute .,Meksd A. N uvalny is energizing 

young people and i~ ~King the Kremlin. 

, Reiated Article 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Can z-YIr, Obama Avoid l~ission Creep°? 

The president hasn’t expIahmd whut "lhn~ted" militu~7 action would mean in 

SjMa. 

EDITORIAL 

When Jobs _Are Not Plentiful 

Weak emt~loyment numbers moan low wages and slow growth. 

EDITORIAL 

The Group of 2.0 Taekk~s Tax Avoidance 

The tax agFeement wus one of the few uecomplishmen~s ut the 0-20 

Petersburg meeting, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Remembering all the Chihh’en 

The slau~ter of innocents in Syria is horrific, but what about 

the kids who die eyed~ day away Dora the media spotliohtt 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

,JoluuW FootbalPs Payday 

The cW grows for more equitable treatment of college football 

and men’s busketball pluyers. 

~ Columni~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

On Syrqia Vote, Trust, b~*t Verify 



If fl~e president wants Congresses snppoc[, he has 1o be rno~’e open. 

Far m.~re o~inion; 

ON THiS DAY 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     iI~’~"’~l ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone’O l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
T#nes Sto~e >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m,fwt.com ,~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail Please do not reply directly ~e this e-maJi 

MOLl received this message because you signed up for NYTimes coFn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage SubscFiptions [ Change Your E-Mait [ privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <pntallaz@duke.edu> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 5:34 AM 

Robert Taggart <robert.tagga~be.edn>; Carolyn Callahan <cmc@vi~inia.e&t>; Larry Killough <lazry@vt.edu>; Sam Pardne 
<slpposc@ncsu.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.nnc.edu>; Richard Camfichael <carmicha~wfu.edtr>; Sue Ann Allen 
<sue.bidstmp@chbe.gatech.edu>; Janie Hodge <hodge@clemson.edu>; Pamela Perrewe <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; Marvin Dawkms 
qndawkins@miami.edu>; Susan Albrecht <saa01 @pitt.edu>; Michael J Wasylenko qnjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>; Tricia Bellia 
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Hello All--A fo~varded article for you from Jo Potuto to start your day’. 

Best, Martha 
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From: Jo l?otuto <ipotutol@ulfl.edu> 

Date: September 7, 2013, 12:40:49 AM EDT 

To: "Azure Davey (adavey(~)ncaa.org)" <adavev(~ncaa.or~>, brian shannon <brian.shannon(a)ttu.edu>, david clough <&vid.clou~h(~colorado.edu>, 
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diane dickman <ddickman~ncaa.org>, fred green <fegmen~tro¥.edu>, Jim Am-ood <iatwood(&buffalo.e&~>, Jo Potuto <ipotutol(&unl.edu>, "John 

Bnmo (brnno.l~osn.edu)" <bruno.l~osu.edu>, katy yurk <ks~urk(&ncaa.org>, "ma~ha putallaz" <putallaz~duke.e&~>, Diam~ Schiessler 

<dimm~unl.edu>, Steve Tnrner <Turner(&agecon.msstate.edu> 
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Josephine (Jo) R. Potuto 
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University of Nebraska 

P.O. Box 830902 

Lincoln NE 68583-0902 

Twitter: @PtsOfSports l,aw i @PointsOfl,aw I @ThelAFAR 

Blog: Potuto’s Points of Sports & Law (iopotuto.blogspot.com/) 

DD 402-472-1252 

DD FAX 402-472-3843 
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To: Jo Potuto 
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Please join CFAA in supporting college tbotball! 

New-look NCAA might resemble United Nations Security Council 

Dennis Dodd 

CBSSports.com 
6 September 2013 

A group similar in structure to the United Nations Securi~ Council Ms been discussed to lead the highest level of NCAA schools as "the association 
reviews iks governance. 

While the NCAA is in the preliminary stages of governance review, Notre Dame athletic director Jack Swaacbrick said one of his colleagues had raised the 
idea. It didn’t stop them. 

"Them is an idea that a few people are espousing, is the United Nations SecuriD" Commil," Swaxbrick said. 

Such a s~tructum wonld give FBS schools unprecedented autonomy in governance issues. The securi~ council is described hem. It is made np of 15 
members, each with one vote. According to the United Nations website, the council’s msponsibiliD’ is to determine, "the existence of a threat to the peace 



or act of aggression." 

On the NCAA level such a group would be "a super legislative body" that would be empowered to "undo silly or conflicted legislation," according to a 

source. 

At the tnoment, the NC,~ is in the business of"governance redesign" according to a survey recently sent out to members. Frufftration bubbled to the top 

among BCS commissioners in July at their media days. NCAA president Mark Emtnert said he was on board with an open discussion of governance 

change and has issued a save-the-date notice to adminis~trators for the NCAA’s aralual convention in January in San Diego. 

A source said the new group would have "mainly FBS institutions on it." The current weighted voting sys~tem favors the 125 FBS schools but those upper- 

tier schools can be outvoted by the more numerous institutions in the remainder of Division I. 

" legislative body can adopt Mmtever the hell it wants," the source said. "This [securi~ council] group will decide if it gets enacted." 

Such a structure would give the FBS schools more say in issues that directly att~ct them. Currently in any division-wide issue, the BCS leagues could be 

outvoted. The controversial stipend proposal was essentially overridden by FCS schools (the old Division I-AA) and basketball-only schools within 

Division I. The five BCS leagues as well as the A~nerican (former Big East) and Conference USA all have the same weighted votes (three points each). 

The Mountakl West, NIAC, Sun Belt and WAC (s~till alive in basketball) are weighted half as much (1.5). The rmnaining 20 Division I conferences (about 

200 schools) get 1.14 points. 

But there is frustralion that the stipend issue was pushed on the membership without proper vetting following the now-infamous presidential retreat in 

August 2011. 

"That was sort of the nadir of presidential control," one BCS-level source said. " gathered those guys for two days and they weren’t informed. There were 

a lot of slogans. Give me some admissions people mad some financial aid people and some ADs." 

The source added, "We’ve had too many things get cut off because they couldu’t get fully developed because of the voting issue.... I thought the stipend 

issue wasn’t well-tbrmed." 

CBSSports.com reported last month the board ofdirectom had approved tile first rudimentaQ" proposals in governance review. The Chronicle of Higher 

Education repo~ted Thursday the NCAA had begun surveying conferences, individuals and groups for suggestions on tile redesign. 

Key questions in that survey from the NCAA board of directors: 

¯ What should the overall divisional membership structare look like? (In July, Big 12 commissioner Bob BoMsby said, "We’ve nmde it too easy to get in 
Division I and too ea~ to stay there.") 

¯ What governing bodies do we need and what would each do? 

The bxmrd sa~d input should be submitted by Nov. 15. 

The NCAA is consulting with Jean Frankel of Ideas for Action on the review. 

Follow @CF,A~XEliteClips on Twitter 

Subscription Reminder: You’re Subscribed to, cfaa-elite-clips 
Using the address: ipotutol(&unl.edu 

From: cti~i-aa.com 
College Football Annual Advantage (CFAA) 

P. O. Box 92086 

Lakdand, FL 33804-2086 

Unsubscribe Antomafically: 
http://i- aa.com/c~i- bin/dada/nmil.cgi/u/clipsiipotuto 1imtl.edtr’ 
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Sent: 

To: 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 8:50 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: EU Backs ’Clear and Strong’ Response to Syria Attack 

ElY Backs %’Jear and Str~mg’ Resp~mse t~ Syria Attack 

European Union foreign ministers said there appeared to be "strong evidence" that Syria’s 

government was behind the alleged use of chemical weapons against rebels last month 

and urged a "clear and strong" response. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 
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Davis Polk Washington Watch 
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Dear all, 

We hope August was restful for our readers, because it will be a very busy fall in the world of post-crisis financial reform and its implementation. The biggest story of the 
summer has been the avalanche of speculation and commentary on who the President will chose as the next Fed Chairman. Scant attention has been paid, however, to the 
possible next steps for the current Fed Chairman. What should Ben Bernanke do for an encore? As with all Washington-related stories, everyone will undoubtedly have an 
opinion. We would like to get out ahead on this one. Our view is that after his tireless contributions to the financial system, Mr. Bemanke is entitled to a serious change of 

pace. He has our vote for Commissioner of Baseball. It is a sport that he knows well and loves, he is an expert on the statistics and he is a renowned consensus builder, 
which is important to avoid strikes. Just a thought. 

There were a few noteworthy regulatory events during our summer recess. A U.S. District Court invalidated the Fed’s intemhange rule, concluding that the Fed had ignored 
Congress’s intent when setting the cap. The Fed has already filed its notice of appeal and a stay is in effecL The SEC approved stricter broker-dealer custody rules and 
financial responsibility rules, which, among other things, impose new quarterly and annual reporting requirements and net capital requirements. Additional details are provided 
in our client memo. The Fed, FDIC, OCC, SEC, FHFA and HUD issued a ioint proposed rule on credit risk retention that offers ABS sponsors several options to satisfy the 
risk retention requirements and adopts a definition of "qualified residential mortgage" that is aligned with a similar definition adopted by the CFPB; securitizations of qualified 
residential mortgages are exempt from risk retention under the proposed rules. 

The Basel Committee and IOSCO released a final framework relating to margin requirements for non-centrally cleared derivatives that would require financial firms and 
systemically important non-financial entities to exchange initial and variation margin based upon the counterparty risk associated with a transaction and would allow only 
limited rehypothecation of collateral. The FSB published a report providing an overview of its policy recommendations for strengthening the oversight and regulation of the 
shadow banking system, and it published two reports focused on policy recommendations specifically related to securities lending and repos and shadow banking entities. 
The European Commission proposed new money market fund rules that would set minimum requirements for liquid assets and limit a fund’s exposure to a single issuer. The 
proposed rules would also require funds to use a floating share price or establish a capital buffer of at least 3 percent of assets under managemenL 

According to press reports, the CFTC will soon issue new rules requiring futures brokers to set aside more collateral and requiring CEOs to approve significant transfers of 
client funds. The CFPB issued a bulletin explaining how it expects banks and other companies that exchange information with consumer reporting agencies to respond to 
customer disputes and warning that it is monitoring complaints received from consumers. 

Look out for next Tuesday’s House Oversight and Government Reform Committee hearing on "Preventing Violations of Federal Transparency Laws" and for the FDIC’s open 
meeting on the proposed regulation dealing with depositor preference and overseas uninsured deposits. 

And in this week’s ’~tou might have missed it," we point to some passionate letters to investors written by a father and son Chairman and CEO of Canandaigua National Bank 
in upstate New York that were recently highlighted in the American Banker. We particularly recommend this lette[, from the father, which draws upon 33 years as a 

community banker and asks why a local mortgage product, used successfully by Canandaigua for 30 years, is now pmhibited. It also draws upon President Obama’s 

speeches, economics and a love of community banking to argue for less financial regulation. 

Best regards, 

Margaret E. Tahyar & Annette L. Nazareth 

If you do not wish to receive Washington Watch emails, please click here to unsubscribe. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is from a practicing lawyer and is meant only for those to whom it is addressed. It very likely contains information that is privileged, confidential 
or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you have received this email by mistake, please don’t distribute, let me know and do the right thing by destroying the original 
message and all copies. 
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Regulators Made Questionable Call On QRM Rule 

Coming Rules Could Wall Off Banks From Affiliates 

FDIC To Weigh Rule On Foreign Depositor Treatment 

Curry Says OCC Focused On Operational Risk, Can Ratchet Up Fines 
Banks Flout Law 

Banks Must Boost Collateral On Swaps Trades Under Basel Plan 

~ In Split Vote, SEC Beefs Up Broker-Dealer Custody Rules 

~ CFTC Issues No-Act Relief For CPO Reporting 

~ CFTC Moves To Safeguard Customer Funds 

EU Proposes Tough Rules For Money Market Funds 

FSB Issues Revised Proposals On Addressing Risks Of Shadow 
Banking To Global System 

Europe Recognises U.S. And Japan Derivatives Rules 

Fed Pledges To Fight On In Swipe Fee Case 

~ CFPB Puts Consumer Data Suppliers In Crosshairs 

Davis Pofk & Wa]’dwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



Regulators Made Questionable Ca~ On QRM Ru~e (August 30, 2013} 

In American Banker, Hester Peirce reports, "In 2011, financial regulators issued a proposed rule on ’qualified 
residential mortgages’ [QRMs] -- as required by the Dodd-Frank Act -- but the plan generated enough criticism 
to send them back to the drawing board .... With a recently issued revised proposal, federal regulators have 
effectively admitted defeat and, in adopting ’qualified mortgage’ [QM] parameters, ceded the job to the CFPB .... 
Defining the QRM was ill-fated from the get-go .... For government officials, boosting homeownership invariably 
trumps all .... [The banking agencies] deferred to the CFPB, an agency that Congress, presumably by design, 
left off of the QRM rule-writing team, and adopted its qualified mortgage definition as the definition for QRM. 
What could be easier than simply pulling a ready-made definition off another regulator’s shelf?... As a result, in 
the words of SEC Commissioner Daniel Gallagher in his dissenting statement, ’The QM designation, so to speak, 
is the new NRSRO ]credit rating agency] triple-A rating.’... [T]his new proposal appears to be an admission that 
the risk-retention provision of Dodd-Frank is more trouble than it is worth." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related American Banker articles: How the Latest QRM Proposal Undermines Dodd-Frank -- "Safe 

Harbor" for QM Loans May Not Protect Banks 
:::::::::::::::: Regulator Materials: Joint Proposed Rule -- SEC White Paper 
:::::::::::::::: Press Releases: FDIC -- Fed -- FHFA -- HUD -- OCC -- SEC 
:::::::::::::::: Statements: Comptroller of the Currency Curry -- SEC Commissioners: Aguilar; Piwowar; Stein; Gallagher 

Coming Ru~es Could Wal~ Off Banks From Affiliates (Septe#~ber 3, 2013} 
¯ In American Banker, Barbara A. Rehm reports, "[Section 608 of the Dodd-Frank Act] amps up Regulation W, 

which governs transactions between a bank and its subsidiaries and affiliates. Depending on how the law is 
implemented, this section could allow regulators to ring-fence insured depositories .... Section 608 took 
effect more than a year ago, yet no rules have been proposed to implement it. The Fed’s website does 
promise to have a proposal out this year: ’The Board expects to request comment on a proposed rule 
regarding the revisions to sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act that became effective on July 21, 
2012.’ That’s all it says and officials at the Fed did not want to talk with me about this. Policymakers at the 
FDIC and the OCC didn’t either. But the agencies don’t operate in a vacuum. Bankers, and their consultants, 
see what’s happening firsthand, and they say the regulators are already applying the new, tougher version of 
Reg W. According to a new report by Deloitte, they are even conducting horizontal exams to see how 
compliance with Reg W varies among the largest banks." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Volcker 

Citigroup Dialing Back ~ts ’°Alternative" Holdings (Septemlber 2, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Shayndi Raice reports, "Citigroup Inc. has shed more than $6 billion in private-equity 
and hedge-fund assets in the past month, according to people familiar with the transactions, in order to comply 
with new regulations limiting banks’ holdings of ’alternative’ investments .... The moves reflect a decision by 
Citigroup to shed its private-equity and hedge funds in the wake of new regulations that restrict banks’ holdings of 
alternative investments. The so-called Volcker Rule, which is still being finalized but is likely to be implemented 
within a few years, forbids banks from investing in any funds they don’t manage .... Citigroup isn’t the only firm 
to rid itself of such holdings. In June, JPMorgan sold its $4.5 billion private-equity operation, One Equity Partners, 
to the fund’s management. Bank of America Corp. sold a $5 billion fund, North Cove Partners, in 2011 and a 
$1.4 billion fund, Ridgemont Equity Partners, in 2010. The Volcker Rule is also prompting Goldman Sachs Group 
Inc. to look into shrinking its investments in private-equity funds, as previously reported by The Wall Street 
Journal .... For banks, the sales mark the end of a foray into alternative investments that began with legislation 
enacted in 1999 that permitted consolidation among different types of financial institutions." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 



FDIC 

FD[C To Weigh Ru~e O~ Foreign Depositor Treatme~t (September 5, 20i 3} 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "The FDIC board of directors on Tuesday [September 10] is set 
to finalize a regulation dealing with the agency’s handling of uninsured deposits held in foreign branches. 
The FDIC in February proposed a solution to international criticism of U.S. policy favoring domestic- 
based commercial depositors over foreign-based ones in the payment of uninsured bank-failure claims. 
But the agency’s proposal met with protests from large U.S. banks. At issue is a 1993 U.S. statute 
establishing ’national depositor preference.’ Such regimes are opposed abroad, particularly in the 
United Kingdom, which threatened to impose regulations on branches of U.S. banks if customers of the 
host nation were not treated more equitably .... The large, internationally active U.S. banks had urged 
the FDIC to reverse a 1994 legal opinion stating that depositor preference does not apply to ’obligations 
payable solely at a foreign branch,’ but the FDIC fears reversing that opinion could mean granting 
certain foreign deposits an insurance guarantee by the agency." 

:a:: Full text of article 

OCC 

Curry Says OCt Focused On Operational Risk, Can Ratchet Up Fines If Banks Flout Law (September 0, 2013) 
@ In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "U.S. banking regulators can get tougher on lenders that 

don’t comply with rules, Comptroller of the Currency Thomas Curry warned September 5. Curry, during an 
interview on Bloomberg Television, reiterated the importance of remaining vigilant against operational risk -- 
the failure of people, systems, and controls within a bank .... During the appearance, Curry also said cyber- 
threats are ’a major concern’ for the OCC and other regulators, and that he wants to make awareness among 
financial institutions of cybersecurity a priority issue." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: OCC Release 

Banks Must Boost Co~latera~ O~ Swaps Trades U~der Base~ Pla~ (Septemlber 2, 2013) 

~ In Bloomberg Businessweek, Jim Brunsden reports, "Banks must back trades in the $633 trillion market for 
swaps and other OTC derivatives with additional collateral as global regulators seek to choke off opportunities 
for excessive risk taking. The plans jointly issued by two groups of international standard setters target 
swaps traded outside of clearinghouses and would ensure lenders have safeguards in place when a trading 
partner defaults. The regulators said they scaled back some of the proposals to address bank concerns that 
the rules would restrict lending .... Systemically important firms ’will have to exchange initial and variation 
margin commensurate with the counterparty risks,’ the Basel Committee and IOSCO said in an e-mailed 
statement. The rules will be phased in over a four-year period beginning in December 2015, they said .... 
Changes were made in a bid to address banks’ concerns, the Basel group said. Foreign exchange swaps 
and forwards contracts that are physically settled will be exempt from the bulk of the measures, as will be 
deals worth less than 50 million euros ($66 million). Traders will also be permitted some limited scope to use 
collateral they are given to back other trades, the Basel group said .... ’A broad array’ of securities will be 
allowed to count as collateral under the rules, ’further reducing the liquidity impact,’ the standard setters said. 
Eligible securities include cash, high-quality government and corporate debt, covered bonds, equities and 
gold, according to a non-exhaustive list prepared by the regulators." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Reuters, Regulators Ease Derivatives Rule To Avoid Harminq Economy 
Risk Magazine, WGMR Rehypothecation Rules Unclear and Confusinq, Say Lawyers 
Trade News, Global Marqin Rules Pose Challenqe forBuy-Side 
Wall Street Journal, FX Derivatives Escape Initial Marcjining Requirement 

:a:: Regulator Materials: Joint Final Framework-- Press Releases: BIS; IOSCO 
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Base~ Bites ~nto Bank Trading Of ~nterest-Rate Derivatives ~Se~tember ~, ~0i 3} 
In the Financial News, Anish Puaar repots, "New data from the Bank for International Settlements has shown the 
lowest level of bank-to-bank trading of interest-rate derivatives for almost 20 years, offering evidence that banks have 
brought balance sheets under control in light of new capital and liquidity rules. According to the latest ’Triennial 
Central Bank Suwey’ from the BIS, the value of over-the-counter interest-rate derivative trades transacted between 
banks stood at $816 billion in April 2013, 9% lower than the $896 billion recorded in the 2010 suwey. The bank-to- 
bank figure represented 35% of turnover in the OTC interest-rate derivatives market, the lowest propo~ion since the 
Basel-based central bank body sta~ed publishing data in 1995. In 2010, bank-to-bank trading of interest-rate 
derivatives represented 44% of overall turnover. The fall came despite overall gro~h in the OTC interest-rate 
derivatives market, with $2.3 trillion wo~h of contracts traded per day in April 2013, up from $2.1 trillion in April 2010 
and $1.7 trillion in 1997. Market pa~icipants say the decline in bank-to-bank trading shows a conceded [effo~] by 
banks to control and reduce the size of their balance sheets as pa~ of Basel III rules." 

~::~::~::~:: Fu~ te~ of article 
:::::::::::::::: BIS Su~ey 

Banks Push For Fixes To Liquidity Rules (August 30, 2013) 
In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Big banks are urging regulators to make changes to how they 
calculate a long-term liquidity requirement that they claim is deeply flawed. The Clearing House Association, 
whose members include JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America and Citigroup, released a 28-page study last week 
that argued that a global liquidity requirement -- still being ironed out by the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision -- needs to be revamped to reflect the progress already made by U.S. commercial banks in their 
liquidity profiles .... According to the trade group’s study, U.S. commercial banks have made strides in 
improving their liquidity positions during the past three years by reducing their reliance on wholesale funding, 
net short-term funding and interbank loans by $248 billion, $584 billion and $42.4 billion. At the same time, 
those institutions have increased their demand deposits, a more stable source of liquidity, by $308 billion .... 
Even with such forthcoming proposals, U.S. and global regulators agree with the industry that changes ought to 
be made to the proposed net stable funding ratio, but have not yet specifically addressed how they will proceed. 
The Basel Committee has said it hopes to finalize changes in 2014, but a final rule won’t take effect until 2018. 
The Clearing House hopes its new data might sway regulators to ease off from their initial proposal." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC 

Muni Advisers Face Tougher SEC Ru~es (Septe~hber 5;, 2013} 

In The Wall Street Journal, Andrew Ackerman reports, "The SEC is expected this month to finalize rules that 
would require the federal registration and oversight of municipal financial advisers, according to people familiar 
with the matter. Such advisers are firms, often affiliated with banks, hired to work with states and localities to 
time, market and price municipal-bond transactions. The rules come as the SEC grapples with a host of 
problems in the muni market, including what it sees as lackluster disclosures for investors .... The new rules 
seek to prevent similar occurrences by ensuring municipalities have competent financial advisers .... The 
agency.., is expected to exempt individuals appointed by governors and other elected state officials to serve 
on the governing boards of thousands of bond-issuing authorities throughout the country, including university 
systems, public power utilities and housing finance agencies. Such individuals don’t typically provide advice on 
the structure of deals but vote to approve bond transactions and usually adhere to state fiduciary duty 
requirements .... Thomas Gleason, executive director of the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency, said 
Dodd-Frank’s intent was to regulate ’true third-party advisers.’ ’It just seems like common sense to exclude 
board members of municipal-bond issuers from the definition of municipal advisors,’ Mr. Gleason said." 

i::i::i::i:: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i:: Related Wall Street Journal article, In Muni Bond Market, Some Investors Fly First Class 



SEC "[ro Rewrite Oi~-Compa~y Payments Rule Throwr~ Out By Court (Septe~13er 3~ ~013} 
In Bloomberg News, Dave Michaels repots, "The SEC will rewrite a rule mandating disclosure of payments 
by oil and gas companies to foreign governments a~er a federal judge voided an earlier version. In moving to 
redra~ the rule, the commission decided against appealing U.S. District Judge John Bates’s July 2 opinion, 
which found the regulation wasn’t consistent with Congress’ directions .... The SEC will re-propose the rule 
in a manner ’informed by the couP’s decision,’ John Nester, an SEC spokesman, said today [September 3]. 
He said there was no schedule for issuing a new proposal." 

~::~::~::~:: Full te~ of article 
~::~::~::~:: Related Wall Street Journal a~icle, SEC Declines To Appea~ E~ractive Disclosure Rulin~ 

Split Vote, SEC Beefs Up Broker@ea~er Custody Rules (July 31,2013) 
In Investment News, Mark Schoeff, Jr. repods, "The SEC today [August 1] approved more-stringent rules 
surrounding brokeFdealers’ custody of client assets. Under the new requirements, a broker must file a 
qua~erly repod, called Form Custody, telling the SEC whether and how it maintains control of its clients’ 
funds .... The new SEC rules require that the broker allow the SEC or FINRA to review the work papers of 
the accountant, if requested. In addition, if a broker maintains custody, it will now have to file a compliance 
repod with the SEC to show that it is meeting capital requirements, protecting customer assets and sending 
account statements to customers. Brokers that don’t have custody must file an exemption repod. Brokers 
must file the quaderly repods beginning at the end of the year. The annual repod requirement is effective 
June 1,2014 .... The regulations were approved by a 3-2 vote, with SEC Commissioners Daniel Gallagher 
and Troy Paredes dissenting, saying the new rules give the SEC too much latitude in obtaining audit 
documents .... In a separate, unanimous vote today, the SEC approved rule changes that bolster net capital, 
customer protection, books and records and notification requirements. These changes will go into effect 
[October 21,2013]. Among them are a restriction on cash deposits that count toward capital resewes and a 
requirement to get client consent before ’sweeping’ cash in an account into a money market fund or bank 
deposit. In addition, a broker must now document market, credit, liquidity and risk management controls." 

~::~::~::~:: Ful~ te~ of article 
:::::::::::::::: SEC Materials: 

Audits and RepoSing: Fina~ Rule: Press Release: Sma~ EntityComp~iance Guide 
Financial Responsibility: Final Rule; Press Release 

:::/::/::/::: Davis Polk Client Memorandum 

CFTC 

CFTC Issues No-Act Relief For CPO Reporting (September ~, 2013) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, an unbylined article reports, "The CFTC September 5 issued no-action 
relief to suspend certain reporting requirements for commodity pool operators (CPOs) of registered funds that 
trade in commodity interests through wholly owned controlled foreign corporations (CFCs). In a letter 
addressed to the Investment Company Institute and the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, 
CFTC’s Division of Swap Dealer and Intermediary Oversight said it would not recommend enforcement action 
against such entities for failing to provide to the National Futures Association: a separate report for their CFCs 
pursuant to CFTC Regulation 4.27(c): and a separate annual report for their CFCs pursuant to CFTC 
Regulation 4.22(c). Regulation 4.27(c) requires advisors of large commodity pools to file with NFA a report 
regarding the directed assets of each pool under their advisement. Regulation 4.22(c) requires registered 
CPOs to submit copies of their annual reports and the reports’ key financial balances to NFA." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: CFTC No-Action Relief Letter 

CFTC Moves To Safeguard Custom, or Funds (September 4, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jamila Trindle reports, "The CFTC is closing in on rules designed to make the 
futures market safer in the wake of implosions at MF Global Holdings Ltd. and Peregrine Financial Group 
Inc. CFTC staff is expected to recommend as early as this week the agency approve a package of rules, 
including a provision that could require futures brokers to put aside about twice as much collateral that firms 
currently must hold, according to people familiar with the matter .... The agency is also expected to 



approve rules giving regulators electronic oversight of customer accounts and a new requirement, dubbed 
the ’Corzine rule’ for former MF Global Chief Executive Jon Corzine, which requires CEOs to sign off on 
any significant transfer of customer money." 

~/~/~/~/~ Full text of article 

Broker-Dealer ~CAP h~ Talks To Settle Libor Probe (September 5~ 20i 3) 
~ In Reuters, an unbylined article reports, "Broker-dealer ICAP is in advanced talks with U.S. and British 

regulators over a deal to end an investigation into its alleged role in the manipulation of benchmark interest 
rates, The Wall Street Journal reported on Thursday [September 5]. Citing people familiar with the 
negotiations, the newspaper said an agreement with the U.S. Justice Department and CFTC and the U.K. 
FCA was likely in the coming weeks, although it could be delayed .... British and U.S. regulators have so far 
fined three banks, UBS, Barclays and Royal Bank of Scotland, a total of $2.6 billion over the rigging of Libor, 
which is used to price trillions of dollars’ worth of products, including derivatives and mortgages." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

EU Proposes Tough Ru~es For Money Market Funds (September 4, 2013} 

In The Wall Street Journal, Gabriele Steinhauser reports, "The EU on Wednesday [September 4] proposed 
new rules for money market funds that go beyond requirements that were put forward by the SEC and have 
already met with vehement pushback from the industry. But the proposals fall short of recommendations by 
the EU’s own market-stability watchdog .... ’The funds are not as stable [as bank deposits] and when there 
is tension this can imperil the financial sector, especially banks,’ EU Internal Market Commissioner Michel 
Barnier as he announced the proposals, which still need to be approved by EU governments and the 
European Parliament. The EC wants all Europe-based funds either to value their assets daily or build up 
capital buffers worth at least 3% of the assets they manage to absorb potential losses. The proposal also 
sets minimum requirements for liquid assets, with 10% maturing daily and an extra 20% within a week, and 
limits the kind of investments that funds can make .... Mr. Barnier said a ban on constant-net-asset-value 
funds would have been ’brutal’ and hurt the European economy, where many banks, companies and 
governments are still struggling to get credit .... Governments already are divided on the proposals, with 
Germany and France pushing for a complete ban on constant-net-asset-value funds, while Ireland and 
Luxembourg, home to most of these funds in Europe, oppose even the more-limited proposals." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg, Money Market Funds Face Capital Buffer Rules in EU Plan 
Banking Daily, European Commission Offers Proposals to Recjulate Shadow Banking Sector 

:::::::::::::::: EC Materials: Press Release; Proposed Rule; !mpact Assessment; Citizens’ Summant 

FSB Issues Revised Proposals On Addressing Risks Of Shadow Banking To Global System (August 30, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Daniel Pruzin reports, "The FSB issued revised proposals August 29 aimed 
at minimizing risks to the global financial system posed by ’shadow banking’ activities, including a new 
proposal setting out minimum haircuts on securities used as collateral by shadow banks to obtain 
financing .... The proposed numerical haircut floors set out August 29 ’have been calibrated at levels 
intended to limit the build-up of excessive leverage while maintaining incentives for market participants to 
conduct their own analysis of the appropriate level of haircuts,’ the FSB declared. ’Importantly, the proposed 
numerical haircut floors are not intended to dictate market haircuts, and market participants should conduct 
their own assessment as to the appropriate level of haircuts to apply in every single circumstance, 
considering all relevant risk factors,’ the FSB continued .... Other changes in the November 18 draft 
emphasize the need for more effective collection of market data regarding repo and securities lending .... 
Otherwise, the FSB noted, most of the policy measures on shadow banking set out in the original 
November 18 draft proposals --including the additional nine recommendations on securities lending and 



repos, and the separate policy ’tool kit’ for strengthening oversight and regulation of shadow banking entities 
have now been finalized and will be adopted by FSB members in an internationally coordinated manner." 
Full text of article 
Related Financial Times article, Re~qulators Take Aim at Recycled Securities 
FSB Materials: An Overview of Policy Recommendations -- Policy Frameworks: Addressinq Shadow 

Bankinq Risks in Securities Lendinq and Repos -- Stren~qthenin,q Oversi,qhtand Re,qu/at!on of Shadow 
Bankinq Entities -- Press Release 

FSB~s Carney Warns G-20 Of Risk Of Fragmented Banking Rules (September 2, 2013) 
In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "The world’s banking system risks fragmentation that could hurt growth if 
countries cannot settle their differences over how to handle big banks that run into trouble, a top policymaker 
said on Monday [September 2]. Mark Carney, chairman of the FSB, is due to report to leaders of the G-20 
group of economies this week on the slow progress so far in tackling the last of the big post-crisis reforms: 
making sure banks are not too big to fail. The U.S. and Europe have clashed on their different preferences 
for how to avoid future taxpayer bank bailouts. Carney, without referring to individual countries, said he would 
stress the need for the G-20 to cooperate. ’The fragmentation of the international financial system that results 
from such nationally focused policies could reduce global growth by putting up barriers to the efficient 
allocation of capital and liquidity,’ Carney told a news conference .... The G-20 will now debate if the biggest 
banks should also be required to have a minimum amount of so-called loss absorption capacity like bonds 
that could be tapped if they fail. Carney said most of the big banks could hold that cushion at the group level 
but critics say this will raise issues of trust in other countries where the bank has branches .... The FSB will 
prepare proposals for consideration by the end of 2014 on the nature, amount, [and] location within the group 
structure and possible disclosure of loss-absorbing capacity." 

:a:: Full text of article 
:a:: Related articles: 

Banking Daily, G-20 Needs to Push Requlato~’ Moves to End "Too Biq to Fai!" !nst!tutions~ FSB Chief Says 
Financial Times, Banks Face New Set of Capital Rules 

:a:: Bank of England Materials: Chairman Carney Speech; Press Release 
:a:: FSB Report to the G-20 

Carney Ca[Is For Bank RiskMMode~ Clampdown To Repair Trust (September ¢~ 2013) 
~ In Bloomberg, Jim Brunsden reports, "Regulators must restrict lenders’ ability to escape tougher capital rules by 

changing how they measure risk, FSB Chairman Mark Carney said, as he urged nations to finish an overhaul of 
bank rules. ’The risk models that banks use to calculate their capital needs show worryingly large differences,’ 
Carney, governor of the Bank of England, said .... ’This must be addressed for depositors, investors, clients 
and authorities to have full confidence in the strength of bank balance sheets and their resilience during a 
downturn.’... Carney also said nations must make further efforts to finish drawing up and fully implement 
international standards targeted at preventing another financial crisis. Policy areas where work is lagging 
behind include rules to protect taxpayers from bailing out failing banks, and efforts to bolster the resources and 
independence of supervisors, according to an FSB report published alongside Carney’s letter. ’It is crucial that 
the G-20 stay the course in implementing reforms in a consistent manner,’ Carney said." 

:a:: Full text of article 
:a:: Related Banking Daily article, FSB Official Sets Out Steps for Approval of New Interest Rate Benchmarks 
:a:: FSB Speeches and Reports: 

Press Releases: Letter; Status Report-- Progress Reports: Reforms; Financial Stability 
Letter on Financial Reforms.; Progress Report on Financial Reforms; Progress Report on Financial 

Stability; Status Report on Financial Stability 

Europe Recognises U.$. And Japan Berivatives Rules (September 3, 2013) 
~ In Financial Times, Philip Stafford reports, "European regulators have agreed to recognise new rules laid out 

by the U.S. and Japan to tighten derivatives trading as global authorities continue to build a framework to 
police the hedging tools blamed for exacerbating the financial crisis. ESMA said on Tuesday [September 3] it 
had proposed to recognise as equivalent the rules drawn up by the U.S. and Japan that were designed to 
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meet a delayed mandate by the G-20. The rules ESMA wants to recognise include the use of clearing 
houses and trade repositories, as well as requirements for non-financial counterparties and risk mitigation 
techniques for uncleared trades .... ESMA has been assessing the equivalence of a number of regulatory 
regimes from large financial centres around the world. It found those governing the clearing houses of 
Australia, Switzerland, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, and the U.S. as equivalent to EU rules. The U.S. met 
all of ESMA’s equivalence tests, as did Japan. However, ESMA said it had not issued technical advice for the 
recognition of trade repositories from Japan as the Japanese Financial Services Agency told its European 
counterpart that no trade repositories in Japan intended to apply for recognition under EMIR." 

~/~/~/~/~ Full text of article 
~/~/~/~/~ ESMA Materials: Letter to EC; Press Release -- Final Reports: Australia; Hon~ 

Kong; Japan; Singapore; Switzerland; U.S. 

New Derivatives Ru~es Push G~oba~ Ba~ks "Fo Forr~ Subsidiaries (September 4, 20i 3) 
m In Risk Magazine, Alex Davis reports, "International banks across Asia are facing increasing pressure to form 

subsidiaries in individual jurisdictions from both home and host regulators. What are their options?... 
Derivative market reform, new capital requirements and updated resolution regimes have led not only to a 
rethink around the legal entities banks use in individual territories but whether to exit some markets 
entirely .... Because a subsidiary is both easier to separate and sell off, Simon Topping, Hong Kong-based 
head, financial services regulatory centre of excellence at KPMG says that regulators want banks to use such 
vehicles. ’The main area where we’re starting to see pressure for subsidiarisation in terms of wholesale 
business is completely unrelated to OTC derivatives reform and seems to be much more related to recovery 
and resolution planning, he says .... The major problem for banks is that choosing to open a subsidiary is a 
huge decision with long term implications .... There are also the counterparty considerations when switching 
from booking trades in a branch to a subsidiary. But OTC derivatives constitute only one part of the complex 
decision. With regard [to] a bank’s overall strategy -- be it a greater role in wholesale or retail markets or 
both in a given territory -- the subsidiary entity has its share of benefits .... ’The constant topic is ’what is 
the impact of over-regulation?’ The danger of over-regulation is that it could perpetuate exactly what we’re 
trying to protect against, which is a situation where the market is dominated by too big to fail institutions. If we 
make everything too fragmented, complicated and expensive, the only people with deep enough pockets to 
survive in those markets will be the big organisations,’ [Credit Agricole’s Anthony Osijo] adds." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Dijsse~bloe~n Says ECB Ba~k Supervision To Star~ ~n October 2014 (Septembe~ 5, 2013} 
In Bloomberg, Rebecca Christie and Jim Brunsden report, "The European Central Bank is on track to take up 
its full bank-supervision duties in October 2014, Dutch Finance Minister Jeroen Dijsselbloem said in his role 
as chief of the group of euro-area finance ministers .... Finance ministers will ask ECB President Marie 
Draghi for an update ’quite soon’ on how the Frankfurt-based central bank will handle its reviews of banks’ 
balance sheets during a transitional period, Dijsselbloem said. He said clarity on that process will be ’crucial’ 
for the new supervisor to explain its strategy to nations and the general public .... If the ECB finds shortfalls 
in its bank assessments, institutions will first have to seek additional capital from private investors, 
Dijsselbloem said. After that, nations must apply new state-aid rules that require some private investors to 
absorb losses, before turning to national bank-resolution funds or other assistance programs." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Bloomberg article, ECB Said To Be Wranqling With EU Lawmakers on Oversiqht-Minutes Access 

Fed P~edges To Fight On ~n Swipe Fee Case (August 21, 2013} 

m In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "The Federal Reserve Board on Wednesday [August 21] sought help 
from an appeals court to overturn a judge’s ruling invalidating its 2011 rule placing a cap on debit interchange 
fees, as the central bank also found support from merchant groups in seeking to delay the lower court ruling 
from taking effect. Scott Alvarez, the Fed’s general counsel, told Judge Richard Leon that the agency 



preferred to appeal his ruling to a higher court before it considers redrafting the interchange rule that Leon 
threw out last month. Alvarez said the Fed also plans to ask Leon for a longer stay of his ruling to allow the 
current swipe fee rule to remain in place until the legal process plays out .... Leon, a U.S. District Court 
judge for the District of Columbia, said even though he was ’not inclined’ to extend the stay, he would ’keep 
an open mind’ since the retailer groups that originally challenged the Fed’s interchange rule also support a 
longer stay .... In his July ruling, Leon agreed with plaintiffs in the case -- including the National Retail 
Federation, the National Association of Convenience Stores and the Food Marketing Institute -- that 24 cents 
was too high. Leon’s ruling said the Fed --which had originally proposed a 12-cent limit- ignored 
congressional intent in setting the cap." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

American Banker, How Swipe Fee Court Rulinq Will Hurt Banks 
New York Times DealBook, Fed Appeals Reiection of Rule on Debit Card Fees 
Wall Street Journal, Merchants Notch Win in Feud Over Debit-Card Fees 

i::i::i::i:: Background Materials: Fed Consent Motion; D.C. District Court Decision 

CFPB Puts Co~~surner Data Suppliers In Crosshairs (Septe~hber 4, 2013} 

In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "The CFPB issued a stark warning Wednesday [September 4] 
to banks and other firms that exchange information with consumer reporting agencies, saying such 
companies will be heavily scrutinized for how they resolve customer disputes. The agency said that so-called 
information ’furnishers’ -- a category that includes banks, credit card companies, retailers and collection 
agencies -- need to take responsibility when a consumer disputes something on their credit score .... 
Agency officials have repeatedly cautioned banks, debt collectors and credit reporting agencies about 
mishandling consumer credit reports but a bulletin released Wednesday [September 4] was the first official 
notice specifically about handling consumer disputes. The move shows that the bureau is preparing to come 
down even harder on the companies it regulates, observers said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:/::/::/::/: CFPB Materials: Press Release; Bulletin 

September 9, 2013 ISDA: Extra-Territoriality in International Derivatives Requlation --ISDA 

Monday 8:15 AM ¯ GIobal Financial Conference Cer~te~, 3,60 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 

, (Registration; Schedule and Speakers) 

Swap Compliance Requirements for Pension Plan Asset Manaqers -- LOMA Webcast 
11:00 AM ¯ Webcast 

, Webcast to assess new reporting requirements and publicly available data implications; prepare for clearing specified interest-rate 
and credit-default swaps; prepare for new trade execution modes; and understand the importance of reviewing preparations with 
trading, clearing and custody partners and advisors. Speakers include BNY Mellon GCS Managing Director William Kelly and 
Derivatives Product Manager Michael Landolfi; Davis Polk partner Lanny Schwartz, and Davis Polk associate Gabe 
Rosenberg. 

September 10, 2013 
Tuesday 

ISDA: Fundamentals of OTC Derivatives Clearing-- ISDA 

8:15 AM - 5:00 PM o GIobal Financial Conference Center, 360 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 

, (Registration; Schedule and Speakers) 

Hearing: Preventinq Violations of Federal Transparency Laws -- House Oversight & Government 
Reform Committee 

9:00 AM ¯ Room 2154 of the Raybum House Office Building, Washir~gto~, DC 
, Full committee hearing. Agenda and speakers to be announced. 



September 10, 2013 Open Meetinq -- FDIC 

Tuesday 10:00 AM ¯ Boa~d Room, 550 1 )Ih S~.reet NW, Washir, gton, DC 
o Board meeting to consider the Final Rule on Definition of Insured Deposit. This meeting will be webcast live. 

Closed Meeting -- FSOC 

Washing[on, DC 
° Minutes to be posted online, if available. 

September 11, 2013 Hearing: The Fed Turns 100: Lessons Learned Over a Century of Central Banking 
Wednesday -- House Financial Services Committee 

2:00 P~,;1 ¯ Room 2128 of the Rayburn House Office Buitd[ng~ Washingtor~, DC 
° Monetary Policy and Trade hearing. Details to be announced. 

September 12, 2013 Hearing: Semi-Annual Report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau -- House Financial 
Thursday Services Committee 

9:00 AlVl ¯ Room 2128 of the Rayburn House Office Building, VVashing~.on, DC 
o Financial Services Committee hearing with CFPB Director Richard Cordray. 

September 17’, 2013 Transaction Report!rig Conference (Dodd-Frank and EMIR Recluirements) -- ISDA 
Tuesday 8:15 AM -5:00 PM o Allen & Ove~ [.[..P, erie Bishops Square, London, E1 6AD 

° Topics include reporting requirements, standard identifiers, transaction reporting, swap data repository reporting and reporting 

obligations. (Re#!stration; Agenda) 

September 18, :Z013 SEC’s Proposed Rules Governing Money Market Funds Hearing -- House Financial Services 
Wednesday Committee 

10:00 AM ¯ Room 2128 of the Raybum House Office Building, Washing[an, DC 
, The Capital Markets and Government Sponsored Enterprises Subcommittee will hold a hearing on the SEC’s proposed rules 

governing money market mutual funds. 

Consumer Advisory Board Meetinq-- CFPB 

11:00 AM - 1:00 PM, Auditorium of Mississippi Vafley State Unive~si~.y, f~.ta Bena, MS 
, The Consumer Advisory Board will discuss access to credit, information and financial resources. 

Open Meeting of the Federal Advisory_ Committee on Insurance -- Treasury Department 

1:30 Pl~ -4:30 PM o Cash Room, 1500 Pennsyban[a Avenue NW, Washing[on, F.)C 
° Agenda details to come. This meeting will be webcast live. A transcript will be available after the meeting, at 

consumeffinance.gov. 

September 24, 2013 AMG and AMF Swaps Execution Conference 2013 -- SIFMA 
Tuesday 11:30 AM ---6:30 PM - SIGMA Corfference Center, 120 Broadway, New York~ NY 

° This conference will focus on the business and operational issues that asset managers are facing as they prepare for trading on 

SEFs. A Lunch and Learn on EMIR will precede the Swaps Execution Conference at 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM, and will cover the 
operational and legal implications of the new EU derivatives trading rules. (~; Program) 

October 2 - 3, 2013 Workshop with Industry -- FSB 

Wednesday- Thursday 1:30 PM -4:30 PM o Cash Room, 1500 Pennsyfvania Avenue NW, Washington, DC 
° The FSB working group will hold an international workshop in New York with representatives from the major banks and national 

banking associations. Objectives of this Data Gaps Workshop include providing an opportunity to discuss specific issues on the 
common data templates for bilateral funding sources and a harmonized consolidated balance sheet. (Back#round) 

December 13 - 14, 2013 
Friday- Saturday 

Economics of Cross-Border Bankinq: Workshop Announcement and Call for Papers -- Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York, The Paris School of Economics, the Banque de France, and the Centre 
for Economic Policy Research 

i"imes and Location to be announced ¯ Paris, F~ance 
. Two-day workshop on the economics of cross-border banking that will be held in Paris on December 13 - 14, 2013. Central 

bankers and researchers will discuss theoretical work, empirical findings, and policy implications related to cross-border banking. 
Keynote speaker: Federal Reserve Bank of New York Governor Linda Goldberg. (__C___a_]_l___F___o__r____P___a_p___e__r__s_.- Deadline: September 30, 
2013) 
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To: 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: With the World Watching, Syria Amassed Nerve Gas 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THiS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [od~y’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis D~y ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

V~qth the "World ~’Vatel~g~ Syria Amassed N erve Gas 

Despite at~ ii~tematiotml effort to block it, Syria’s governit~g Assad family 

exploited large loopholes, lax enforcement and a t~r greater emphasis on 

limiting lke spread of nuclear am~s, 

Harvard Business School Case Study: Gender 

Equity 

A~ aggressive program il~te~ded to foster female success 

broug~ t impi~wemen ts, but also resentmen t and uncer~fin 

Nitin 

Nob;is, 
left; the 
dean of 

Fach,g Fury Over _AFatigay Law, Stoli Says 

’R~assian? Not Rea]l]ly’ 

A boyeott of vodka by gay activists critics of Russia has focused 

on Stolichnaya, made in a nation ~ith experience of Russian 

opp~vssiom 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

America’s C~p: Racing Above Water 

This year’s _&meriea’s Cap vessels are more flyii~g maehi*m that~ 

yacht. The twin hulls of the catamarans cm~ rise from the water 

and hydrofoil at speeds approaeMng 50 



OPINION I OPINION 

The Va|~e of S~ffering 

Calami~" cracks you open, moves yo~ to cha~ge your ways. 

Sometimes. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

KATHLEEN L McGIRN, a professor, on gender equa]ity issues at the Ham,at0 Business 
SeSool. 

World 

Vote Ends AtistraHan Labor Party’s Six- Year 

Run in Power 
~r <::, rr ~.~i.,’,~..~. 

The e]eet~on ends six tmnni~mns years of leadership and ushers 

into power a strong consetwative Kfibera]-Nationa] coalition. 

Han~na~ Lacks Work, and Paldstan Looks to Ix] 
Provide 

Executions emfld scion be reinstated in Pakistan, dravdng 

d]sapprovaI from an unlikely coalition of critics, includh~g 

j~hadis~ eommandem and business Ieade~s, albeit tBr entirely difl}erent reasons. 

Bitterln Egypt, a ~Veleome for S>~’i~ Refi~gees ~rns ....... ~;, 

S>Mans, along ~dth ot ~er foreig ~ers, were made seapegoaLs as 

tim military took power and warned of external plots to 

destabilize ED’pt, unleashing a suflbeating xenopSobia in the news media and 

on [he streets, 

U.S. 

Peices Are RJshag for New Homes, arid the La~d 

TI~ey.Are B~]i]t On 

Land brokers and development companies in the Minneapolis-. 

St. Paul area are reporth}g that after years cd ~o grov~th, the 

price of land is increasing rapidly. 

..... to heip 
build 



OZARKS JOUR.A’ 
A HMeaway Whe~’e ~O~t ~n t]he O~a~{ks~ Has Fause# 

’Fucked in the Missouri Ozarks is a place whe~v gay men are 

unabashedly eelebrakory: Cactus Canyon Campground~ a 7oo-.ae~, clothing 

optional, all-male retreat. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Storied UoSo Barracks Closes "With Little Fanfare 

Campbdl Barraeks in Heidelberg, Germany, which, as the 

headquarters of the United States Army in Europe, issued the 

orders for millions of American soldiers, ek.,sed on Friday. 

, D Video: Goodbye to Heidelberg 

~:ol mo:e US news; go to NYTimes.comtUS ~ 

Business 

At Virtu America, a Fine Line Between P~,azz 
and Profit 

An airline whose sleek style rates highly with its passengers is 

still stru~.~,ling ko make money for iN investors, and has lost 

$675 million since 2oo7. 

~2] Purple 
:: ligi~t 

bathed 

Greek Prime Minister Say~ Positive Eeono~ie 

Data Points to Austerity Eash,g 

Prime Minis ter 3mtonis Samaras said the Greek economy had 

the smallest eontractio~ since 2olo and the improvement was 

largely due to a strong rebound in tourism. 

FAIR GAME 

Find the Loan Behind the Loans 

W hen regulators accuse financial firms of predato~T lemting, 

shouldn’t they track dou~ where these fi rms are geeing fl~eir 

capital? 

[ ;x~ Antonis [ 

Sports 

For 2(wo Olympics, LOoCo P~eks Tokyo, 

Considered Safe Choice 

Tokyo was selected to host the 2020 Surnmer Games, beating 

out Is~mbnl a~d Madrid 1~ a m;~or victory for a country still 

s of the 

tokyo 



recovering h’om a nuclear plant meltdown. 

, Hopes far Renewal in Japan, but Aiso a Host of Challenges 

Cowboys: A Tean~ :Flush V~’il~ Money, Not 

S~aeeess 

Dallas last won the Super Bowl after the 1995 season, a~ct has~’t 

been a contender since, but today the fl’anchise is valued at 

billion. 

A Showdown ofNoo ~ vs. No. ~ 

Novak Djokovie, who be~t Stanislas Wawrinka, will face Rafael 

Nadal, who beat Rh?hard Gasquet, in the United States Open 

men’s fiuaL lke 37th episode of their long-mmning miuiseHes. 

Nsdal 

topped 

Richard 

Arts 

Two’s Company, Three’s a Show 

Daniel Craig, Raehd Wcisz a~d Rare Spa]l discover plans for a 

Broadway revival of Harold PitKer’s "Betrayal" with t)wer 

pauses and "more animal." 

~ Slide Show ] The Vdlnerab~e M L Bond 

left~ 

Bold Ex~perinmnts h~ Stage Chenfistry 

On Broadway and off this fML some shows feature unlikely 

paiz~ngs onstage. Some mak’hups are uaturaI, some decidedly 
Am,! 

Scene PaFtners Step Into the Void 

Ian McKe]len and Pa~a’ick Stewart will team up i~ "No Man’s 

Land" and "WNtiug for Oodot" on Broadway lkis season. 

McKelle 

n 

Obituaries 

David S. Landes, Historitm trod Author, is Dead 

at 89 

ProtSssor Landes, a disfi~guished Harvard scholar ~:ff economic 

historT, was preoccupied by the importance of culture in shaping 

economic and social progress or skagtmtion, 

Jack Beal, Oplimistie New Realist Painter, Dies 

at 82 

Mr. Bea] made minutely detailed poz traits and narratiw" 

indudit~g large mm’~ds in the Times Square subway station. 

Murray Gershenz, Record Store Owner and 

Character Actor, Dies at 9~ 

Mr. Gcrshenz, a me~x’hant of used music who became an 

archivist of 3 o o,o o o alb urns, had a late--blooming eat~er in films 

and televisiom 

Landes ] 

n 
2002. ] 

BeN in 

1977 

with 

Magazine 

What ’Was, Is and "Will Be Popular 

Plus: The most popular candy bar; the most popular author to steal from St. 

Mark’s bookshop; the best-selling ldVD of all time; in defense of ’Tiff" Shades of 



The G|oba| Ehte ~ Favori~.e SU0ongman 

Paul Kagame is an international hero fbr reforming Rwanda. But 

cleaning up a coun~’y doesn’t come wKhout moral hazards. 

The Steely, Headless King of Texas Hold 

How a poker-playing machine taught itself to be a~l but 

unbeatable. 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: Bill Cunningham ] Simple Does It 

The one-piece dress was the favo~[c of many women going to 

work the day after Labor Day, and rnore than 5o0 women 

attending a luneheou at Lineoh~ Ceuter on the first day of 

Fashion Week. 

vwEc Hfir~k Back: IArmls of 
Presidential Power 

While PresMeut Obama seeks Congress’ approval for m~l~taty 

action in Sy~da, W~dter at [~i’gc Sam Tanenhaus looks at earlier 

,~lerican presidents who worked to expand their powei~. 

~ VWEO: U.So Open Men’s Se~fifinals 

Novak Dj okovic defSated Sta n i sla s Wawrin ka to a dva n ce to th e 

United States Open final where he ~dll face Rafael Nada], who 

defeated I~chard Gasq Jet on Saturday. 

F~r mo:e video, f.;o to NYThrtes.com/Video ~> 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Deportees~ Then trod Now 

Immigrant workers, anonymous and exploited, are still trapped 

in a brol<en system. 

A new 
grave 

marker 

EDITORIAL 

Federal Oversight on Pilb|ie Defense 

The ~iglat to a lawyer gels a boost h’om the Justice Depavlment 

EDITORIAL 

Banning a Pseudo-Therapy 

"[’he old idea that homosexuality is an illness that can be "cured" may at las t be 

headed fbr the trash heap. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

You Can’t. Have I1 All, but You Can Have Cake 

I have been thin]ring about ba]<er~es a lot recently beeauae I have 

been reading yet another spate of articles about having it all. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sy~°~a ]~abble "We Do~t Need 

The stakes of a decision to i~tervene or not are much b]$ger tha~ 

the political fortunes tithe ceieb~i[y politicians involved. The 

media mast ~spect thaL 

~ Cok~m~s~ Page ~ Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

]Barry~s ~a~° "W~ th~ 

’£ryi~g [or gutsy in handling Assad and his cro~fics, thc presi&x~ [ 

pauses for a gut check. 

~ Column~s~ Page 

more opiniol-:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhon~ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit ou[ mobile website at 
Help Section ~> ’ ~n,nyt.co~n ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

r~is is an autemated e-reaL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsle~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subsc[iptions i Change Your K-Mail i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 9:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

One Thing Judges Never Read 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy J. Peterkin, Esq. <timothy@la~vtothepeople.com> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 2:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Foreclosure Det~nse CLE 

5 CLE Nours { nc ud ng 2 

We will cover critical information regarding defending a homeowner facing foreclosure. Professor 
Peterkin has spent almost 10 years in public service and in private practice defending homeowners. 
It is his passion and he will share that passion and experience with you. __C_Jj__c_’_k___!!__e_!~_e___t__o___!’__e__a___d____o___n_~___o__f. 

Professor Peterkin’s articles that was written on this topic. 
Get sample pleadings that have already been used and vetted in court. See real case files to assist 
you in getting practical training that will empower you to help that client facing foreclosure. 
Live location: Hotel Indigo, located at 15t Tatum Drive, Durham, NC 27703. The session will 
also be available as a live webinar. Attending the live webinar will not count towards your "on-line" 
CLE hours because it is a program you will participate in "real-time." 
.Q_!i_c___k____h_ gLe_ __I__o____d_o___v£n__ LQ_9_d____I) _e_ _!:~ g i_s_’_t_! _a_!i_o_!)__! ~ !:r_!)_, 
You may also call to register over the telephone. Call (919) 931-7825. 

Cost: $99.00 on or before October 4, 2013; $125.00 thereafter. 

Friday, September 13, 2013.8-hour CLE. Family Law Boot Camp. 

Click here to register, or Click here to download the 
registration form. 

Saturday, September 14, 2013.5-hour CLE. Introduction to Tax 

Representation and Consumer Bankruptcy. Click here to register or Click here to 

availab~eo 
Friday, September 27, 2013 and Saturday, 
September 28, 2013. 12-hour ethics and 
professionalism program. 
Click here to register 
Click here to download the registration form 

Ca]  (9 a) a31  7825 
www.lawtothepeople.com 

Forward this email 

] 

This ernail was ~nt to Ibroome@eraaikunc.edu by timothy@lawtothepeople.com i 



U#date ProfileZEmail Addres~s instant removalwith SafeUnsubscrib£’’ Priva~Po[ic¥, 

Law to the People P,O, Box 1427 Knightdale i i’qC 27545 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-9-13 

Dear Lissa, 

StmdayNightGreetings from Clips. HoN you are well. 

Don [] t l~ow why, but this week we ended up with aJ~ unusually diverse group of pos~ings for 
your ediiication m~d entertainment. 

In the signat are three- dot s~le of the gone- but- not- tbrgotten San Franci sco columnist Herb 

Caen, here ~; s a mini blurb on the new postings since last weekl. 

Here goes.., a wide-ranging exclusive Clips IntePAew with ACC comlnish John Sw, of/Lbrd (aJca: 

Ninja John) [] thorough and meticulous reportage by Brad WolvelWn of The Chronicle of 

Higher Education about the sometimes contentious relationship between coaches and trainers 

rega~rding injuries [] a report from ESPN [] s i~_ecmitingNa~ion about the best commits for next 

year by school [] an account of the day the Clips Editor met Coach Nick Saban[] two reports 

on the findings on reform by the Holden Thorp- appoiuted committee at UNC [] last week[] s 

Forde [] s Fort?-[] Steve Rushin [] s SI back page column about new Sacred Heart AD Bobby 

Valenfiue (yeah, that Bobby Valentine) [] wise words from Bylaw Blog [] s John Infaute about 

amateurism [la Clips summary of a NYT front page story about [;extensive iNtiatives U to 

improve outcomes of t~male s"tudents[; Q&A with Go~aga AD Mike Roth [;Toledo Rockets 

unveil their new FB truck 3 that 3 s iL] ta-da! 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w’~v.twitter.com!@Colle#eAt hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will 
get a blank white screeuo 

John Swofford speaks Clips interview Cii~:,,s ~!sckeq d.swi~ th,~ ~.;i; Comnli~io!~.sr a!~.:.4 



About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
~t4~v.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nickgi~,collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chaltge yore subscription 
Uilsnbscfibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



TODAY’S EVENTS 

ONGOING SIGNUPS ~ O~PORTUNKIES 

TODAY’S ANNOUNCEMENTS 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Career Development 

{~ WLRC Workshop Ser:ea: Optimize Youi" Learning (i0i9/2013) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

LJNC women honored with Capital One Cup, 
scholarship check 

Tar Heels won NCAA championships last year in 
women’s soccer, lacrosse. 

First Look: Duke Nike Ch~ssic 

women’s soccer I 09.08.13 

Duke and UNC women’s soccer 

See 

...... Photojournali 

st AI Drago’s 

first look at 

UNC 40, Middle Tennessee 20 

I 09.07".f3 

Tar Heels defeat Blue Raiders 

X] UNC 
...... freshman 

Josh Mayo 
shows his 
support for 
the Tar Heels 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <geoffrey bell@ml.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 7:30 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Local Financial Services Company Seeking Boaacd Candidates 

......................................................................................................................................................... 919~829-~064 ........................................................................................................................................................... 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaii ’~,as sent to Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu by g__e__o__ff_£_e_y__b__e_]]_~_L!![:_c__o__r_n_ 

Update Profile/F_mail Address Instant remevaIwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD :: 150 Fayetteville St. :: Suite 2000 i Raleigh :: NC 27601 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect <NCAAconnec@ncaa.org> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 8:11 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR INFORtNATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

The Record (September 2013) 
The record (September 2013) 

DI leaders to hear from membership in October on possible structure changes 
To further its pursuit of a structure that mere effectively supports student-athletes, Division I leaders will hear in October from eight different groups with an interest in improving 
the way the division works. 

DI Women’s Goff Committee recommends format change to championship 
The Division I Women’s Golf Committee has recommended a change to the format of the championship that includes match play being used as the way to determine the 
national team champion, starting in 2015. 

West Coast Conference can implement baseball instant replay rule 
The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a request to allow the West Coast Conference to use experimental instant replay rules during its conference tournament in 
2014. 

PROP approves format scoring change in skiing 
The NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel approved a change to the scoring format where only the top-30 finishers in alpine and nordic events will be awarded points beginning 
in the 2013-14 academic year. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
D~ Administration Cabinet agenda and materials for September t9 TeMconference 
DI Administration Cabinet agenda and materials for September 19 Teleconference 

Division I Membership Information 
Division I Membership Information 

Division I Football issues Committee Duties & Responsibilities 
Division I Football issues Committee Duties & Responsibilities 

Division I Awards, Benefits, Expenses and Financial Aid Cabinet 
NCAA Division I Student-Athlete Awards, Benefits and Financial Aid Cabinet Home Page 

Division I Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet 
NCAA Division I Recruiting Cabinet Home Page 

Division I Academic Cabinet 
NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet Home Page 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

¢~ 2012 NCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

The Morning Bfet! ObaJna Administralioi~ Under Pressure, Pushes on Syria 

L~TEST STORIES 

Sy~iaObama Administration, Under Pressure, P~shes on ~ 

Kocl~ to B~W Molex for $7.2 Billion 

~Loan S~ge to Be Cut tim Fannie, Freddie 

KPN F~nm~ee 

No~e#mi _~r Dremnliner Grounded by TeclnfieM Problem 

Fh~aneiM Cr~s~s: Lessons of the Rescue, A Dr~a ~ Five Acts 

Hedge Funds Cut Back on Fees 

Nuntory Bew~rage to Buy G~o DNnk~ Brands 

Time Warner Johns IBM h~ HeMth Nlfi~ for Retirees 

Mazda to Present Mazda3 Compa~ Car 

Verizon Fi~ts FCC on ~;eb 

PoN~eo’s Outer Pa~chase~ ~aother N ew~ Site 

NEWS VID~OS 

~rading ~n Jong Un 

IH~strafing Ch~na’~ ~lmdow B~king Problem 

Intel~4ew ~Vifli NYC Mayoral C~d~date 

NEWS POD~ASTS 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 9:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

C PLA2~E L HILL 

****Larceny from residence mpo~led 09/08/13, 7:38 pro, 

Today he noticed that his patio furniture was missing, he stated that he was missing 2 outdoor mclini~g log chairs, 2 ottomm~s made from logKand 1 picnic table made 
l’rom logs.the tolal vNue is around S2000.00 the last known time that they were secure on his property was a week ago. there are no suspects at this time. 

****Break in k~ unlocked residence reported 09/08/I3, 2:,-12 pro. 
He stated he returned home and found the rear door open. Several electronic items were taken. I located the rear door, which was not seated in 
the frame. The following items were stolen: white iMac laptop with pink case, white android tablet, and a grey in color sonny brand digital camera 
We located an unsecured window at the end of the mobile home. Value $725.00 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
**** He was on his way home and ran out of gas were he believed to be somewhere on the US 70 Connector. He went to get gas and when he 
came back his 1976 blue Ford F-100 truck was gone. He stated that he is not sure where the truck was left. Tried to Contacted Highway Patrol and 
they advised that they didn’t tow the vehicle. Value $4,000.00 
.... Break in to ulocked residence reported 09/07/13, 2:06 pro, 
Twenty Nine Hundred Dollars in cash stolen along with several pieces of jewelry. She noticed her jewelry was missing two weeks ago when her 
and her husband went out for supper. Suspects named.. 

NOTICE: COMMI ~IT¥ WATCtt MEETING I~OR THE .... ~CHLE¥ AREA, TONIGttT SEPT 9~r~ AT 7:30 PM AT TttE SL.HI 

NOTICE: COMMUNITY WATCH MEETING TOMMOROW NIGHT AT CARMinE CT. AT 7:00 PM 

NOTICE: COMMI ~qITY WATCH MEETING FOR TtIE SCHI ,EY AREA, MONDAY SEPT 9~[:[~ AT 7:30 PM AT THE SCHLE¥ GRANGE HA1 ,L 

Thank you fbr being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

I ii’~’iI DescriptiI 

~)r~scripti j 

~)r~script i 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 
us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 
allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 
through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 9:56 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle .com 

Weekly Briefing: Singapore Meets the Ivy League: Blurring Di~iplines, Crossing Borders 

i~ Chronicle of Higher Education                                                        :Ki subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday September 09, 2013 $~sbe¢~it*e ~ the C~¢~icle 

This Week’s Highlights 

~ 
S ingapore Meets the ~vy League: SluB’B’ing Disciplines, Crossing Sorders 
By Karin Fischer 
Amid much scrutiny, Yale-NUS College opened in the city-state last month with 
the goal of adapting the best ideas in Western and Eastern education. 

Singapore Wants Education System to Match ’Changing Nature of tile World’ 

Setter Data Can Neap Colleges Fight 
Cheating 

By P~ank Bi 

The Universib, of Texas at Austin tracks 

incidents and makes the numbels public, 

but that’s rale. A new Chronicle ptojeet will 

help gather more data. 

He~p ( ~)mpile Data on Cheating in Higher 

Education 

Accused of Missteps, Colleges Strive 
to Resolve Reports of Rape 

By Casey McDermott 

Campuses aren’t courts, but officials my 

required to take on an issue that even the 

c~iminal-justice system struggles to handle. 

~ 
A s Students Speak Out About Sias on Campus, Colleges Scramble to 
Respond 

By Casey McDermott 

ttighly publicized incidents at Elizabethtown College and Dartmouth University, 

among others, have resulted in a new emphasis on tolerance and civility. 

In Other News 

Scholars i~ Turkey, ;~t Some Ris],:, F~gbt Destruction of tIistorie Ottoman Sites 

After Pate~t-li,aw Change, U. of Wisconsin Seeks Stt’o~ger Protections for l);~t;~ 

A Once-Flourishing Econor~dcs Ph.D. Pt’ogram Prepares to Die 

The Chronicle Review 

A Revolution in Menta~ HeaKh 

By Paul Voosen 

Bruce Cuthbet% inspired by his tnentor, Peter Lung, seeks b) break down the 

diagnostic categories that have hamstrung researchers. 

Weekly Book List, September 13, 2013 

Compiled by Nina C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

More of The Chronicle Review 

Commentary 

Legal Education for All (or More Than Just Lawyers) 

By Carol A. Parker 

Enrolling only those see!dng J.D.’s leaves many professionals without the legal 

knowledge they need in their jobs. 

More of Commentary’ 

Advice 

Rethinking the Scale of Graduate Education 
By Leonard Cassuto 
The declining numbers of applications should make us all think about what we 
might need to change. 



Mere of Advice 

People 

An Expert on Latin America Moves From the Pentagon to Academe 

By Jane Bartman 

Frank O. Mora, who oversaw the U.S. response to the Haitian earthquake, dit~cts 

Florida International University’s Latin American and Caribbean Center. 

~ 
N ew President of the American U. of lraq Brings Experience From 
Afghanistan 

By Ursula Lindsey 

Dawn Dekle wanted to "try something different" when she went abroad after law 

school. Now she’s the first female president of an Iraqi university. 

From the Blogs 

Bottom Line 
’Responsible Investh~g’ Is No Passing Fad, Report Says 
A white paper seeks to give practical guidance to institutions that pursue socially responsible, 

mission-related, or environmental and governance investing--a market worth an estimated 

$ 3.74-trillion. 

Head Couet 

More Students Turn to Socia~ Media to inform Their College Search 

While the proportion of applicants using the online services grew from 2008 to 2012, a 

storey found, more than half of colleges still don’t make the sites part of their application 

process. 

Percolato~ 
High JR Sky, a Refrain: "Squawk, Data’ 

Researchers at the University of Aberdeen have created sofa,are that crafts narratives out of 

GPS data fl’om tagged birds. Is it time, in science, for the data to speak? 

Lingua Franca 

In One’s Wheelhouse: From Boats, to Baseball, to ... 
~mne Curzan investigates tile semantic shifts of this phrase in the 2oth eentm~, and invites 

readers to help complete the stotT. 

Multimedia 

~ 
S lide Show: A New Year Begins on Oampuses Around the World 

Glimpses of Life in Academe From Around the World 

Announcements 

The Almanac of Higher Education, 20i3-14 

The latest Almanac of ttigher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 

impor~mt ~’ends in higher education. It bHn&s readers an in-depth analysis of colleges and 

universities with data on students, professors, administrators, institutions, and their 

resources. Click here to get a copy. 

The Academic Workplace 20i3 
For faculty members and administrators alike, there’s more b success than the typical 
markers of tenure, raises, or enrollment counts. They want to know that they’t~ making a 
difference. This special issue evaluates career success on eatnpuses and features results of 
The Chroniele’s 2o13 Great Colleges to Work For sm~ey. Get an in-depth look at this (and 
more) in 7"he Chroniele’s A~’ademie Workplace 2o13. 

Did a friend send you this? Go he[e [or your own copy. 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e-msil newsletters on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria. 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purclsase a subscription to our weekly newspaper 

Retrieve user name I Reset your password I 

(c) 2013 ~[Ine Chronicle of Higher Education 

1255 23rd Street 

Washington, DC 20037 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Chris Kukla via Linkedln <membe@linkedin.com~ 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 

! ! } ! ! } :!!!:~:! ~ :::::::::::: .......................................................................................................................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

James R. B~ant III via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:47 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

I apologize for not having complete information in this morning’s report. Thank you to those who informed me@@@_ 
CRIME REPORTS: 
CHAPEL ~r t~rI ,L AREA: 

****I ,arceny []om msider~ce reported 09/08/13, 7:38 pro, 8519 Pickard Meadow 

Today he noticed that his patio tim~iture was missing, he stated that he was missing 2 ouktoor reclining log chairs, 2 otloma~s made tiom log~and I pic~ic ~able made 
from logs.the m~_al value is around $2000.00 the last known time that they were secure on his propmV was a week ago. there are no suspects at this time. 

****Break in ~_o unlocked residence reported 09/08/13, 2:42 pro, 604 Old School Rd 
He stated he returned home and found the rear door open. Several electronic items were taken. I located the rear door, which was not seated in 
the frame. The following items were stolen: white iMac laptop with pink case, white android tablet, and a grey in color sonny brand digital camera. 
We located an unsecured window at the end of the mobile home. Value $72500 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
..... Larceny of Motor vehicle reported 09/08/13, US 70 W. 
He was on his way home and ran out of gas were he believed to be somewhere on the US 70 Connector. He went to get gas and when he came 
back his 1976 blue Ford F-100 truck was gone. He stated that he is not sure where the truck was left. Tried to Contacted Highway Patrol and they 
advised that they didn’t tow the vehicle. Value $4,000.00 
.... Break in to ulocked residence reported 09/07/13, 2:08 pm, 712 Mace rd, near Alamance Co. 
Twenty Nine Hundred Dollars in cash stolen along with several pieces of jewelry. She noticed her jewelry was missing two weeks ago when her 
and her husband went out for supper. Suspects named.. 

NOTICE: COMMUNITY WATCH MEEITNG FOR THE SCHLEY AREA, TONIGHT SEPT 9~’~4 AT 7:30 PM AT THE SCHLEY GIt&NGE IL&L.L 

NOTICE: COMMUNITY WATCH MEETING TOMMOROW NIGHT AT CARMINE CT. AT 7:00 PM 

NOTICE: COMMUNITY WATCH MEET1NG FOR THE SCHLEY ARE/~ MONDAY SEPT 9TH AT 7:30 PM AT THE SCHLEY Gt~ANGE H~,M~L 
Thank you for being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:56 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Russia Urges Syria to Give Up Chemical Wealx~ns 

Russia Urges Sy~-ia to Give Up Chemical ~reapons 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov backed a demand by U.S. Secretary of State John 

Kerry that Syria put chemical weapons under international control and then destroy them, 

a rare sign of apparent agreement between Moscow and Washington. 

"We have given our proposal to Syria’s Foreign Minister Walid aI-Moallem and are 

counting on a fast and, I hope, positive response," Mr. Lavrov told reporters after a 

meeting with Mr. Moallem. He said he didn’t know whether Syria would agree. 

Mr. Lavrov’s comments came hours after Mr. Kerry said Syria could prevent U.S. military 

action by handing over all of its chemical weapons to the international community. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, September 9, 2013 12:51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 10 -- BNA’s Banking Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

September i0, 2013 @ Volume 101 Number 9 

LEADING THE NEWS 

Foreign Accounts 

DOJ Program Lets Swiss Banks Reveal 

The Justice Department announced a program Aug. 29 to get 
Swiss banks to turn over detailed information on U.S. account 
holders in return for agreements that the banks will not be 
criminally prosecuted by U.S. tax authorities .... 

Foreign Accounts 

GENEVA@Switzerland@s largest banking group Aug. 30 said a 
new U.S. Department of Justice program aimed at settling a 
longstanding feud between Switzerland and the United States 
over tax evasion will bring "painful consequences"... 

Mortgages 

Federal regulators proposed a new Qualified Residential Nortgage 
(QRM) rule Aug. 28 that would make it easier for lenders to issue 
home loans that can be 100 percent securitized in the secondary 
mortgage market .... 

Mortgages 

A California federal judge Aug. 26 was presented with an initial 
hearing schedule for two California legal disputes brought by 
Bank of New York Mellon Corp. and Wells Fargo & Co. seeking to 
halt Richmond, Calif. from seizing residential... 

Bank Supervision 
Curry Says OCC Focussed on Opera[ional Risk~ 

U.S. banking regulators can get tougher on lenders that don’t 
comply with rules, Comptroller of the Currency Thomas Curry 
warned Sept. 5 .... 

Systemic Risk 

Federal regulators on Sept. 3 released a template intended to 
help the smaller set of the big banks and nonbank financial firms 
design a plan for dismantling in the event one of those 
companies falls on hard times and is headed for a collapse that... 

NEWS 

Earnings 
iBa~k Ea~’nings Up 2,3 Rercet~t in 2nd Qu~#zer 

Earnings of banks in the United States increased 23 percent 
during the second quarter, underscoring the industry’s recovery, 
but a top regulator is cautioning lenders on managing their loan 



portfolios and measuring risks as interest... 

Consumer Protection 
DFPB Bid ~ror Btrea~ined Z>ata Collection 

The banking industry is raising concerns about the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) plans to collect information 
from participants in its consumer complaint system without 
having prior public notice and comment on the_, 

Appointments and Nominations 

Steve Antonakes has been named deputy directoF of the 
ConsumeF Financial PFotection BuFeau, the agency announced 
Sept, 4 .... 

Troubled Asset Relief Program 
GAO~ ~ts TARP Oversight @Do~prebe~sive~~ 
Treasu~’~f ~n~p~e~ents ~4ost Reco~n~ne~datio~s 

A government watchdog concludes its own oversight of the Wall 
Street bailout has been comprehensive and, in a report Sept. 6, 
said the Treasury Department has implemented most of the 
recommendations made to improve a program designed to 
clean... 

Mortgages 

North Las Vegas, Nev., city councilors Sept. 4 unanimously 
voted to terminate an advisory services agreement with 
Mortgage Resolution Partners LLC that could have led to the city 
seizing by eminent domain mortgages from securitized trusts... 

Derivatives 

The National Futures Association asked the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission Sept. 3 to approve a proposed rule that 
would govern the conduct of swap dealers and major swap 
participants .... 

Payment Systems 

Payment processors reporting incorrect taxpayer identification 
number information on Form 1099-K will get relief from penalties 
for failure to include all the required data, or for including 

incorrect information on a return, the Internal... 

Financial Instruments 
[RS~" Obliejations O~der Debt ~s~r~B~en~s 

The Internal Revenue Service unveiled proposed, temporary and 
final regulations Sept. 4 on how the "straddle rules" apply to 
debt instruments .... 

Compensa tion 
FASB Wi~ Not Add ~o R~es o~ C~awbacks, 

The U.S. accounting rulemaker declined a request Sept. 4 to 
write additional guidance on stock-based compensation 
arrangements marked by certain kinds of clawback features and 
discretionary provisions that could lead firms to change or... 

Payment Systems 
Website Ge~:s Pro ~o~e Ne~p in Copyright 

SAN FRANCISCO~The website owner who the American Bankers 
Association alleges is violating copyright law for posting bank 
routing numbers is getting some pro bone counsel to dispute 
those charges .... 

Enforcement 

A Tampa, Fla.-based operation charged with defrauding 
customers of their purported payday loan servicing website must 
halt operations, according to an Aug. 29 order by the U.S. 

District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, which... 



Payment Systems 
FTC Advises LLqo ~4~Re~ Tr~Rsr~itt~rs 

A proposal involving an information exchange program among 
U.S. money transmitters is not likely to harm competition; in 
fact, according to an advisory opinion letter from the staff of the 
Federal Trade Commission’s Bureau of Competition,... 

Bankruptcy 

The American Bankruptcy Institute Civility Task Force Aug. 28 
released its "Report on Standards of Professional Courtesy and 
Conduct," containing proposed principles of civility to encourage 
bankruptcy professionals to promote... 

State Taxes 
O~i~ Tax De~>ar’t~e~t Drafts Pro#~sed 

Ohio’s Department of Taxation drafted proposed rules to provide 
guidance and clarification of the financial institution tax (F[~ .... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage rates moved back up in the latest week, taking the 
average for the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage to 4,57 percent, as 
markets reacted to stronger economic reports, Freddie Mac said 
Sept, 5 .... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage applications rebounded in the latest week, led by a 
gain in refinance loans, the Mortgage Bankers Association 
reported Sept. 4 .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Securities 

In four separate rulings, a federal judge in Kansas has blocked 
bids by IPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPMC) and UBS AG to throw out 
lawsuits by the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) that 
blame the two firms for credit union losses on mortgage- 

backed... 

Securities 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit Aug. 27 held that 
federal law gives the National Credit Union Administration extra 
time and flexibility to file securities fraud claims against financial 
firms it says contributed to losses by... 

Federal Reserve 
~v÷stors Press for Bet’R~ke DepositiOR~ 

Lawyers for investors in a $25 billion suit against the U.S. 
government have urged a federal judge to uphold an order 
allowing them to depose Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben 
Bernanke, calling his testimony vital to what investors say is 

Regulatory Reform 

Fed, {~RkiR£~ Grou#s C~s}~ v~ith ~4erd~RtS, 

The Federal Reserve Board, backed by banking and credit union 
trade groups, Aug. 28 said a federal judge in Washington, D.C., 
cannot order the Fed to write interim or expedited rules on debit 
interchange fees, urging the judge instead to stay... 

Securities 

A federal judge in New York is weighing a motion by Morgan 
Stanley to stay further action in a suit that claims it violated the 
Fair Housing Act by purchasing home loans that had a 



discriminatory impact on black homeowners in Detroit (Adkins 
V .... 

Securities 
]usti~e ~epa~’t~e~t~s ~ Lawsuit 

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York 
Aug. 27 gave a green light to the government’s civil fraud suit 
against Bank of America Corp.~as successor to Countrywide 
Home Loans Inc. and Countrywide Financial Corp.~over.., 

Data Security 

A~o~e~ C~a~ce to R~coup ~eac~ Lo~ses 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit Sept. 3 gave 
several banks and credit unions another chance to blunt their 
losses in the wake of a major data breach in 2008 involving 
Heartland Payment Systems (Lone Star National Bank v. 

Heartland... 

Securities 

~gai~st 8e~’ ~tea~’~ ~t Ove~" CDO Dea~ 

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York 
Sept. 3 dismissed a fraud suit by Bank of America N.A. that 
alleged Bear Stearns Asset Nanagement concealed the 
deteriorating financial condition of two hedge funds involved in 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 

To Chica~o P~ope~t~ Ma~a<Je~e~t O~di~a~ce 

A federal judge has ruled that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are 
not subject to a Chicago’s lender liability ordinance that imposes 
maintenance duties in connection with vacant properties, holding 
the ordinance is preempted by the Housing... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

Foreign Accounts 

GENEVAOSwitzerland announced Aug. 28 that it has approved 

the terms of a proposed settlement with the United States that 

would allow Swiss banks not currently under investigation by the 

U.S. Department of Justice to avoid prosecution... 

Systemic Risk 
~S[3 Cites ÷Good P~og~es~~ by U,S, Officials 

GENEVA~Authorities in the United States have made "good 
progress" in addressing risks to global financial stability from gaps 
in the U.S. regulatory framework, the Financial Stability Board 
said Aug. 27 .... 

Systemic Risk 
G~20 Needs to Push Regulatory ~oves to End 

LONDONOThe leaders of the Group of 20 leading economies must 
press on with the financial regulatory and legislative reforms 
needed to help address risks posed by "Too-Big-To-Fail" (TBTF) 
financial institutions, the head,,, 

Interest Rates 
F~ Officia~ ~;ets Out ~;teps fo~" 

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia @ Regulators in the world@s leading 
financial markets will take a number of steps over the coming 
year that will lead to the adoption of interest rate benchmarks to 
serve as alternatives to the troubled London... 

Interest Rates 

A steering group of regulators and central bankers will make 
recommendations on new interest rate benchmarks by June 
2014, the Financial Stability Board said in an Aug. 29 update on 
efforts to address attempted manipulation of the London 
interbank... 



Derivatives 

GENEVA@The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the 
International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) 
jointly issued Sept. 2 the final version of new global rules setting 
out margin requirements for non-centrally... 

Compensa tion 
Bank of i[srael Restricts Bank Execrative Pay; 

JERUSALEM ~ The Bank of Israel announced a further tightening 
of restrictions on compensation for bank executives Aug. 27, 
bringing Israel into line with Basel 111 regulations that will take 
effect in Europe on Jan. ~, 2014 (Directive... 

International Banking 
Israeli Finan~;e Ministry Seeks ~:o Remove 

JERUSALEM @ Banks would need to stop operating pension and 
provident funds by 2021, according to one of the last regulatory 
moves made by Israel’s Supervisor of Capital Markets, Insurance 
and Savings Oded Sarig, who resigned his... 

BNA INSIGHTS 

The financial crisis brought with it the exposure and collapse of 
hundreds of Ponzi schemes, many of them headline news over 
the past five years. Scrambling to recover their lost investments, 
defrauded investors have turned to the courts .... 

Once again the Supreme Court has reversed a federal appellate 
panel to require the enforcement of an arbitration clause with a 
class waiver, even in the face of competing policy 

considerations. On June 20, 2013, the Court decided American 
Express... 

HILL WATCH 

)OURNAL 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:11 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Chairma~ Bemanke to host town hall meeting with educators 

Chairman Bernanke to host town hall meeting with educators 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/new~ventffpress/other/20130909a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Feder~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivel~, .com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summers, Bonita A <basummer@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Promotion aM Tenure Meeting ruth Dean Boger 

Prof. Broome 

Are you available on September :[1 at 9:30 or 4 to meet with the Dean and Catherine for P & T meeting? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summers, Bonita A <basummer@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

RE: Promotion aa~d Tenure Meeting with Dem~ Boger 

Sounds good. 1’11 see you on the :].:].t h at 9:30. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 2:45 PM 

To: Summers, Bonita A 
Subject: RE: Promotion and Tenure Meeting with Dean Boger 

I coLdd do it at 9:30. 

~.issa 

Fr~ra: Summers, Bonita A 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 2:42 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Promotion and Tenure Meeting with Dean Boger 

f" ~’of. Broome 

Are you available on September :H at 9:30 or 4 to meet with the Dean and Catherine for P & T meeting? 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summers, Bonita A <basummer@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

RE: Promotion aJ~d Tenure Meeting with DeaJ~ Boger 

Sorry, Catherine just informed me, sl~e will not be able to make this meeting. Are you available on September 12 at 3 

Frem: Broome, Lissa L 
Senti Nonday, September 09, 2013 2:45 PN 

Te; Summers, BonJta A 
Subject: RE: Promotion and Tenure Neeting with Dean Boger 

I could do ~t at 9:30. 

U~sa 

F~m~ Summers, Bonita A 
Sent~ Nonday, September 09, 2013 2:42 PN 

T~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subjeet~ Promotion and Tenure Neeting with Dean Boger 

Prof. ~roome 

~re you available on September &k at 9:30 or 4 to meet w~th the Dean and Catherine for P & T meeting? 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summers, Bonita A <basummer@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:55 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Promotion a~d Tenure Meeting with Dea~ Boger 

What about :1.0:30 on September :1.27 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:t3 2:53 PM 

To: Summers, Bonita A 
Subject: RE: Promotion and Tenure Meeting with Dean Boger 

No, I’m leaving at 2:00 on Thursday to go to Miss. StaLe Univ. for a presentation on Friday so I’fl be out the rest of the week. 

Lissa 

From: Summers, Bonita A 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:13 2:50 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Promotion and Tenure Meeting with Dean Boger 

Sorry, Catherine just ~nformed me, she w~H not be abie to make th~s meeth~g. Are you available on September 12 at 3 pro? 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Se~t: Monday, September 09, 20~3 2:45 PH 

Tet Summers, Bonita A 
Subject: RE: Promotion and Tenure Meeting with Dean Boger 

[ (:o~kt do ~: at 9:30. 

F~m~ Summers, Bonita A 
Sent~ Nonday, September 09, 2013 2:42 PN 

T~ Broome, LJssa L 
Subjeet~ Pramatbn and Tenure NeetJng with Dean Bager 

Prof. 

Are you ava]iaMe on Se~tember ].I ~t 9:30 or 4 ~:o meet w~th the Dean and Cathedrte for P & T meetmg~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summers, Bonita A <basummer@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:59 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

RE: Promotion a~d Tenure Meeting with Dea~ Boger 

What about 10:30 on September lOth? 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Monday, September 09, 2013 2:56 PM 
To: Summers, Bonita A 
$,,bject; RE: Promotion and Tenure Neeting with Dean Boger 

I have someo~e coming into my office from 10:30 --- 11:00 for an interview; otherwise, I am free that morning. 

~.issa 

From-" Summers, Bonita A 
Sent: IVlonday, September 09, 2013 2:55 plVl 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Promotion and Tenure Neeting with Dean Boger 

What about 10:30 on September 127 

From; Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: IVlonday, September 09, 2013 2:53 plVl 

To; Summers, Bonita A 
Subject; RE: Promotion and Tenure Neeting with Dean Boger 

No, I’m leavi[~g at 2:00 on Thursday to go to Miss, St:ate Univ, tot a preserRatio[~ o[~ Friday so I’ll be out [:he rest o[ the we*-’A~, 

Lissa 

Fro~; Summers, Bonita A 
Se~t; Monday, September 09, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
S~bje~t-" RE: Promotion and Tenure Neeting with Dean Boger 
Sorry, Cath~:_~rine just mforn~ed me~ she will ~ot be able to make this meeting. Are you available o~ September 12 at 3 pro? 

From; Broome, Lissa L 
Se~t; Monday, September 09, 2013 2:4-5 PM 
To: Summers, Bonita A 
S~bject-" RE: Promotion and Tenure Neeting with Dean Boger 

I could do it at 9:30~ 

Lissa 

Fro~-" Summers, Bonita A 
Se~t-" Nonday, September 09, 2013 2:4-2 PN 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
$~bject; Promotion and Tenure Meeting with Dean Boger 

Prof. ~roome 

Are you available on September :[1 at 9:30 or 4 to meet with the Dean and Catherine for P & T meeting? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

DailyUpdate: MetLit~ begins layoffs to prep tbr Cary entrance 



................................... 

iBN to :; ~L tt e reti~ees off hea kh ~k a ~ 

Hut’dca..."~es fire assistant G~<_ son of team owner Karmanos 

SBA ~enders provide w~term-~s w~th bre~ks on business loans 

£~ffotdable care 

......... "~cates~ content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. ~2{g}.~.6b)~g 

Upstm~: Editor’s Choice ................................................................................. 

~pi~le’s ~Phone moves heart%, but not markets ¯ 

K~m Do~com makes ~ ’Baboorri ~n music bus~ness 

~; th~n~gg. Fashion Week des~gper should know 

~nt~preneurs of the week: Cord cuttm~s~kiu~ce mayer< a culture 

creato< and more 

Top NationM Stories 

Carl ~cahn ends battle to buy out De~l ................................................................................................. 

~e~man [~farcus so~d to Ares ~lanaqement for }~}~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <ENew@genewiz.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:16 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Variant Synthesis: A New Way to Save 

~iI GENEWlZ, IncI 

defir~ed rnutatK)l~s. GEN~ZWIZ cal~ deli~’er your coiiec[iorl of variants h~ 1 1 bt~siness days zRt $f49. ~’ariu, rfi: syl~ti~esis carl save 

you 50% eli the cost of galta synthesis er ti~e l:etal cost of r!’~ut~L(ter!esks rea,(~ents.* 

For a lirr!ited time. you can ieck in these s~virlgs toward future ~,’~ri~r!l: syltthesB projects when you place ~ gene synthes}s 

ordeF. We recogmze that researchers may ~ot need e\,ery ,/adant right away With this special offeF, you can receive variant 

prich~g for up to 3 months after initiai project deli,/ery 

Request a variant synthesis</br>promotion code! 

Wild-type Sequence with Variants 

Variant Synthesis Service Applications: 

GENEWIZ varialtt syr!l:hes}s ks }deal for a[)t~),’?(~y (~S"?O~,q)ry Or for i~)~3 studyh~ prob~in structurelfunction and (;~n be {ised to 

quicldy kJentffy key amine ~(:id residues 

Vadant synthesis can also simpiify phage dispiay experimerfi:s by rep~acin~ ck~ne isolal:}on and sequenca optim}zat}o~ with da 



nero synthesis For more details, please read ourAntibedv Disce,,,{~ry Application 

MoreAbout </br>Variant Synthesis 

Other Variant Synthesis Ap~alications: 

Pml:ein Engineeri~g 

Alamr~e Scanning 

Direcb?d Mutagenesis 

Domain Swapping 

PromoteF ChaFactedzation 

For technical questions, please contact GENEWIZ [-Sroject ~,/]a~]agen={mt, our dedicated team of expe~ scientists ’w~-io are 

available to dks(x~s.s y,’)~r ,o!ojec~ d,91:aii. 

i[~ TurboGENE: Expedited Gene Synthesis Next G ..... tion Seq .... 
ing 

i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Save the Date: Global Alternative Funds Symposium (Oct. 24 - New York) 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

[]G~oba~ A~ternative F~ds Syrnposi~n 

Dechert’s Symposium will focus on what investment managers must 

know now about the dynamically evolving laws, opportunities, trends, 

and risks in the current global alternative funds marketplace The 

Symposium will feature multiple panels comprising distinguished 

industry leaders and partners from Dechert offices throughout the 

United States, Europe, and Asia 

Topics will include: 

Global Alternative Investment Products 

- Hedge Funds 

-Private Equity Funds 

- Funds-of-Funds 

- Debt Funds 

- Liquid Alternative Mutual Funds 

- Exchange-Traded Funds 

- UCITS 

- Commodity Pools 

- Business Development Companies 

Global Reach of US. Regulation 

AIFMD 

FATCA and EU Tax Regulation 

Regulatory Developments in Asia 

Global Regulatory, Enforcement, and Litigation Trends 

[] 
Thursday, October 24, 2013 

New York, NY 

2:00 PM - 6:00 PM 

Presentations 

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 

Reception 

Continuing Legal Education 

(CLE): Application for 

accreditation of this program for 

Continuing Legal Education in 

NewYork and New Jersey is 

currently pending. 

Invitations will be mailed in the coming weeks Please contact Beth 

Goulston with questions 

[]About Dechert 
Dechert is a global specialist law firm with a deep bench of experts focused on sectors with the greatest 

complexities and highest regulatory demands. We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to 

ou r clients’ most important matters. Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the Firm’s 
entrepreneurial energy and seamless collaboration in a way that is distinctively Dechert. Learn more. 

E~o 2013 Dechert LLP All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail <debevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:58 PM 

debevoi semail ~debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

FSB Applies Key Attributes to Insurers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <repl~qcriangle@bizjoumals.com~ 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Introducing Our New Newsstand App 

~’~ Triangle Busi .... J ...... I 

.~ Allen Tate Introducing our new 
Newsstand app 

i ::~:: The New Triangle Business Journal App 

i.~ Available on the App Store 

Find business in more places. 

Read the Weekly Edition on your iPad or 

iPhone. Use our newapp to get local 

business news everywhere. See for yourself, 

FREEfor subscribers. 
4 WEEKS FREEfor non-subscribers. 

Update Profile } Unsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foers~ter-cmofonews@mofo.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:24 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&~> 

3rd Annual Ameficm~ Baa~ker RegulatoU Symposimn 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can view it as a web page. 

3rd Annum American Banker ReguMtory 
Symposium 

Monday - Tuesday 
September 23 -24, 2013 

11:00 a.m. EDT 

Crystal Gateway Marriott 
1700 Jefferson Davis Highway 

Arlington, VA 22202 

For more information: 

Ab~×~ ~owers 

(212) 

The 3rd Annual American Banker Regulatory Symposium will 

feature a number of speeches from key regulators and lawmakers, 

as well as panel discussions covering important topics in the 

policy world. Nathan Taylor will speak on the panel: Cybersecurity 

and Washington: What Banks Need to Know. This panel will 

investigate what actions policymakers are taking to improve 

cybersecurity, including possible legislation and regulatory 

guidance The panel will hear from regulators on what safeguards 

they expect banks to have in place and from bankers who will 

discuss their own experiences dealing with the issue. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). in 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~vww.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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Business Review] Catawbas file application tbr N.C. casino 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Catawbas file application for 

N,C, casino 

The Catawba Nation has filed an 

application with U.S. Bureau of 

Indian Affairs that would allow the 

South Carolina tribe to construct a 

casino and ... 

"Homeland" ho~se so~d in 

Cha~ 

Sorry, "Homeland" fans: the 

Charlotte house where Sgt 

Nicholas Brody and his family live 

has already been sold. 

hospital con~ing to South 

Niecklenburg 

Carolinas Healthcare System 

Rehabilitation and Carolinas 

Specialty Hospital have partnered 

together to bring a new hospital to 

Pineville. 

Payday }enders move online as regulators 

crack down 

The banner ad atop the website features a wide-eyed 

baby cradled in an adult’s hands with the words, "Did 

that special vacation for two end up producing a 

third? Castle Payday has life’s unexpected expenses 

covered." 

$t0.4 billion in d~ly 

Americans cut back on using their 

credit cards in July for the second 

straight month, while taking on 

more debt to buy cars and attend 

school. The ... 

Apple expected to ex#and se}ection of 

iPhones 

Apple is expected to unveil its latest take on the 

iPhone Tuesday during an annual ritual that will 

probably cast a spotlight on the gadget maker’s drive 

to regain market share and its sluggish pace of 

innovation. 

Nlicrosoft ~aunches Xbox 

Niusic on Web for free 

Microsoft is making its Xbox Music 

streaming service available for 

free on the Web -- even to those 

who don’t use Windows 8. 

Catawba ~t~diat~s eye NC for casino projec[ 

For years, the Catawba Indian Nation has been 

wrestling with South Carolina officials over its bid to 

build a gambling casino that could generate millions 

in revenue and create thousands of jobs. Nowthe 

South Carolina-based tribe is looking at building. 
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Davis Polk is Plea~d to Welcome Avi Gesser Back to the Firm 

ii~:~iI Davis Polk 

Davis Polk is 
the Firm 
September 9, 20t 3 

FIRM ANNOUNCBM~NT 

Pleased to Welcome Avi Gesser Back to 

We are pleased to announce that Avi Gesser, an official with the U.S. Department of Justice, will rejoin 

Davis Polk as a partner in the Litigation Department in New York. Mr. Gesser will work with our White Collar 

Criminal Defense Group representing clients in a wide range of white collar criminal defense matters and 

investigations as well as complex commercial litigation. 

From mid-2010 to December 2012, Mr. Gesser ser,/ed as Counsel to the Chief of the Justice Department, 

Criminal Division’s Fraud Section, where he assisted the Chief in overseeing more than 100 federal 

prosecutors who work on Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, securities, health care, and other fraud 

investigations and cases. From early 2011 through August 2013, he was the Deputy Director of the Justice 

Department, Criminal Division’s DeepwaterHorizon Task Force, and was jointly responsible for 

investigating and prosecuting BP, Transocean and HNliburton in connection with the Macondo oil spill. 

In recognition of his work on the Deepwater Horizon oil spill matter, Mr. Gesser was honored with the 

Attorney Generars Award for Exceptional Se~’ice, the highest award given by the Justice Department for 

Exceptional Prosecutorial Achievement, and the FBI Director’s Award for Excellence in the category of 

Outstanding Criminal Investigation~ 

Notice: This announcement, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a 

full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the 

sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s bi v3cy poiic / located at 

,i~ v~!~;, P- <,~ for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding 

dp’.w~x:fi~:~ d:::,.~spo~k com to your address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these announcements, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed 

from our distribution list. 

Attorney Advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 7:47 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: United Financial Banking Companies, Inc. (OTCQB: UFBC) has agreed to merge with Cardinal 

Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: CFNL) 

United Financial Banldng Companies, Inc. (OTCQB: UFBC; Vienna, VA) has agreed to merge 
with Cardinal Financial Corporatinn (NASDAQ: CFNI4 McLean, VA) 

Sandier O’Ncil| served as financial advisor and prnvided a fain~ess opininn m United Finandal 

Banking Companies, Inc. in this transactinn. TNs transaction represenN Sandier O’Ncill’s 

96th ba~lk or thrift transaction natiom~,ide since 3arma~3~ 1, 2011. Sandier O’Ndll has served 
as a financiM advisor on more bank and *hNt~ transactions than ~y other investment bank 

during that tim e period. 

TNs transaction represents S~dler O’Neill’s 19th b~k or thrill transaction in the District of 

Cdmnbia, Maryland and Vir~a sh~ce 3~ua~) 1, 2005. 

United Financial Bm~ng Comp~ie~ Inc. (the "ComNny’) (OTC: UFBC), the parent holding 

comNny for The Business B~E Vie~ Virgima (the "Bank") today a~ounced that it has entered into 

a merger agreement ruth Cardinal Financial Cor~ration ("C~inal’) ~asdaq: C~L), pursuant to 

which the ComNny will be me~ed wi~ and into Cardinal, and the Bank roll be me~ed with and into 

Cardinal Bank, Cardinal’s subsidia~ bank. 

As a result of the merger, each outstanding share of the Company’s common stock would be exchanged 
for 1.154 shares of Cardinal common stock plus $19.13 in cash. As of the close of business on 

Monday, Septelnber 9, 2013, the per share value of the transaction was equal to $38.25. Excluding the 

value of options and warrants which will be cashed out in colmection with the Inerger, the transaction 

has an aggregate value of approximately $51.7 million. The stock poNon of the consideration to the 

Company’s shareholders is intended to qualify as a tax-free transaction. 

Hany C. Rauner, President and CEO stated that "he viewed the attractive offer by Cardinal as a 
testament to the strength of our corn banking operations and the stable relationships the Bank has 
developed, as well as the hard work of its employees. The Bank’s need to increase its scale in order to 
absorb the increased costs of operation and regulation are the primary, drivers of the Company’s 
decision. We believe that Cardinal repre~nts the best of business banking in our market, and that 
together, we will provide a better banking experience for our clients, greater opportuni~ tbr our 
emplwees and create a veU attractive franchise. The merger with Cmdina] will provide many 
advantages to our customers, including i~mreased convenience, higher loan limits, additionaJ products 
and services and more competitive terms. Many of our employees will have additional oppol~nities for 
growth and advancement in Carding? s organization. In addition to an attractive price, our shareholders 
will benefit from increased liquidiF in their stock, a quarterly dividend, and enhanced opportunities for 
groYx~ of their investment." 

Caacdina~’s Chairman and CEO, Bernard Clineburg said, %Ve have always held The Business Bank in 

high regard, and recognized Hart3, as one of the "top local bankers, tie has led The Business Bank 

con~rvatively, resulting in a fandamentally strong ba]ance sheet, with a focus on providing high quality 

per~nalized ~rvice to its clients. We have looked at a number of tx~tential acquisitions in and outside of 

our current maarkets and found that this is an excellent fit. With this transaction, Cardinal Bank will 
expand its Inarket share, earnings grow~th and balance sheet." 

As of June 30, 2013, the Bank had assets of $331 million, gross loans of $228 million and deposits of 

$300 million. Based on June 30, 2013 financial statements, the combined organization roll have 

approximately $3.2 billion in assets, $2.1 billion in gross loans and $2.4 billion in deposits. Mr. Ranner 

will become a Regional President of Cardinal Bank at the closing. 

The merger is subject to approval by the Company’s shaaceholders, regulatory approvals and other 

conditions set fbrth in the merger agreement. Subject to these conditions, the merger is expected to 

close in the first quarter of2014. 
Somce: SNL Finandal 

For more intbrmation, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 
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Sent: 

To: 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Nadal Beats Djokovic to Win U.S. Open Title 

Nadal Beats Djoko~-ic to Win U.So ()pen Title 

Rafael Nadal won his 13th Grand Slam title by edging Novak Djokovic 6-2, 3-6, 6-4, 6-1 at 

the U.S. Open final. 

Nadal’s victory Monday gave him a second championship at Flushing Meadows, and came 

a year after he missed the tournament because of a knee injury. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Sep. 10 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Dmly 

Banking Daily 

September i0, 2013 ~ Number 175 

Mortgages 

The focus of housing finance overhaul legislation will likely be in 
the Senate in the coming months as the Senate Banking 
Committee turns its attention to reshaping the federal 
government’s role in the secondary mortgage market, financial... 

En forcem en t 
~rc~ys to Pay 

Sept. 9 ~ Barclays Bank plc will pay $36.1 million under the 
terms of an agreement filed in Massachusetts Superior Court 
Sept. 9 resolving allegations it financed, purchased, and 
secudtized residential loans that were presumptively... 

Taxes 

~econd Circuit: H~ldi~.~ Companv°s ~ad Deist 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit ruled that 
property management company AmBase Corp. may amend its 
1992 income tax return to increase its bad debt deduction by 

$24 million for amounts related to activities of its affiliate, 
Carteret... 

Regulatory Reform 
Paulso~ Cal~s [row Regula[ory Re~:orms 

The U.S. economy is still vulnerable to systemic crises five years 
after the onset of its worst collapse in generations, and must be 
reformed in three areas to prevent a similar downturn, former 
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson Jr. said Sept .... 

Economic Outlook 

Economists should use more inclusive tools to decide when and 
whether market bubbles are appearing to head off the damage 
caused in the ensuing crash, Federal Reserve Bank of San 
Francisco President John Williams said .... 

Foreign Accounts 

~ATCA Accord, ~tart Date U~der Review 

The Swiss parliament,s lower house gave its approval to a 
bilateral agreement with the U.S. and Switzerland on 
implementation of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, a 
measure to tackle tax evasion .... 

Foreign Accounts 
I RS Issues Correcting Amend me~t,s 
To Fi~a~ FATCA Reg~atior~s 

The Internal Revenue Service has issued correcting amendments 
to January final rules (T.D. 9610) implementing the Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act .... 

Health Care 



The Internal Revenue Service issued guidance clarifying that a 
health savings account plan won’t lose high deductible health 
plan (HDHP) status for not having a deductible for preventive 
care .... 

Consumer Credit 

Consumer credit grew $10.4 billion in July as U.S. households cut 
back on credit card use but took on more auto and student loans 
and other types of credit, the Federal Reserve reported Sept. 

Hill Watch 

The following charts summarizes the status of key issues as to 

which significant legislative activity is occurring in Congress .... 

Hill Watch 
F~i~ Watch,~ Ca~ita~ 

The following chart summarizes the status of key issues as to 
which significant legislative activity is occurring in Congress .... 

Hill Watch 
Ni~ W~t~h~" Seniorities 

The following chart summarizes the status of key issues as to 
which significant legislative activity is occurring in Congress .... 

Hill Watch 

The following chart summarizes the status of key issues as to 
which significant legislative activity is occurring in Congress .... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Mess <ness@snso31ness.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 11:01 PM 

ness@susanness.com 

Invitation for SAIS Globe] Conference on Women in the Boaxdroom Public Plenary, Session - Washington, DC - Friday, September 20, 

2013 

SAIS Friday Public Plenary Session Agenda as of 9- 8-13.lxlf; SAIS Global Conference Friday Public Plenmy Session Flyer.pdf 

Greetings! 
Knowing of your interest in boardroom diversity, I wanted to invite you to join us for the SAIS Global Conference on Women in the 
Boardroonl Public Plenary Session, in "~’ashington, DC on Friday, September 90, 2o13, fi’om 8:3o mn to 3:3o pro. 
The SAIS Global Conference brings together CEC)s and board chairs with business organizations, government o~ficials, institutional 

investors, and international experts, ko assess initiatives worldwide to achieve gender balance on corporate boards, and to 

recommend business-led strategies ko aeederat_e the selection of qualified women for board service. 

The Friday Public Plenary Session features conversations with CEOs, board chairs and business orgax~izafions that champion gender 

diversi~, in addition to institutional investors, corporate governance, international business experts and government officials who 

are using their financial clout, advisory roles, and regulatory oversight to facilitate change. The SAIS conference has become a key 

event for business leaders engaged in improving boardroom diversRy. 

There is no fee to register for the conference, but due to space limits, registration is required. 

Go to: www.boardroomdiversit3~.org to register. 

Thc agcnda fol]ows. } tope to scc you. on Friday, Sep~cmber 2oth! 

Susan Mess 

Chair 

SAIS Global C<mference on Women in the Boardroom 

ness@susanness.conl 

SAIS Global Conference on   omen in the Boardroom 
Public Plenary Session 

Friday, September 2o, 2o~3 
Kenney Auditorium 

8:15am - 8:5Gain Registration & Continental Breakfast 

9:ooam - 9:loam VVelcome 

Susan Mess 
Chair, SAIS Global Conference on Women in the Boardroom 

9:loam - 9:3oam Keynote Address: The View from the SEC 
The Honorable Maw 30 White 
Chair, Securities and Exchange Commission 

Outlooks from Corporate Leadership (three groups) 
Pattie Sellers, Senior Editor-at-Large, Fortune (interviewer) 

¯ Kay Koplovitz, board member, 5th & Pacific; former CEO, USA Networks 
¯ William MeCraeken, Chair, Chairmen’s Forum; former Chairmen & CEO, CA Technology 
¯ .James Rogers, retired Chairman & CEO, Duke Energy 
¯ R. Kerry Clark, board member, General Mills; former Chairman & CEO, Cardinal Health 
¯ Merge Magnet, Chairman, Gannett Co.,; board member, Aeeenture; board member, Ally Financial 
¯ James Turley, retired Chairman & CEO, EY; board member, Citi 
¯ Maggie Wilderotter, Chairman & CEO, Frontier Communications 
¯ Jane Shaw, retired Chairman, Intel Corporation 
¯ Ron Williams, retired Chairman & CEO, Aetna, Inc. 
¯ James Murren, Chairman & CEO, MGM Resorts Intl. 

9:35am - lO:o5am Panel 1. Building the Core: Creating a Critical Mass of Business Leaders 
10:10am - ~0:40am Panel 2. Comply or What? The Impact and Importance of Disclosure Requirements 

lO:45am - ll:lSam Panel 3. Refreshing the Talent Pool: Term Limits, Turnover, and Governance 

ll:lSam - ll:3oam Break 

ll:3oam - 11:4o 

ll:4oam - 12:4opm 

12:4opm- l:3opm 

Case Study: The Case for Specific Targets in the European Union 
The tIonorable Viviane Reding 
Vice President, European Commission 

The International Landscape 
Global Gains and Losses: What is and is not Working Abroad 

¯ Tara Giunta, Partner, Paul Hastin~ (moderator) 
¯ SZephen Filz#erald, retired Chairman, Goldman Sachs Australia 
¯ Tom Jenkins, Member, Canadian Advisory Council for Promoting Women on Boards 
¯ Susan Vin nieombe, Professor, Cranfield School of Management; Member, Davies Task Foree 
¯ Marijo Bos, President, European Professional Womens’ Network; member, Global Board Ready Women 
¯ IreneNatividad, CEO, Corporate Women Directors International 

Lunch break 
Stakeholder Perspectives 



~:3opm- ~:45pm 

1:45pm- 2:15pm 

3:15pm - 3:25pm 

3:25pm - 3:3opm 

Keynote Address: 

The Honorable Denise L. Nappier 
Connecticut State Treasurer 

Where to Put their Stake? Next Steps for Stakeholders 
¯ Suzanne tIopgood, Corporate governance advisor (moderator) 
¯ Beth Brooke, Vice Chair, EY 
¯ Bonnie Gwin, Vice Chair, Heidriek & Struggles 
¯ The Honorable Nancy Kopp, Maryland State Treasurer 

The Power qf Organizations 
2:2opm - 2:45pm     Panel ~. Strength in Numbers: Communities, Networks, and Carrots and Sticks 

¯ Laura Liswood, SecretaD~ General, Council of Women World Leaders (moderator) 
¯ Ron Parker, President & CEO, Executive Leadership Council 
¯ Doris Meister, President, The Women’s Forum of New York 
¯ Sarah Meyerrose, President, ION 
¯ Betty Hudson, Co-Chair, Washington Chapter, Women Corporate Directors 

2:45pm - 3:lopm    Panel 9. Mapping, Measurement, and Movement: The Push from Outside 
¯ Laura Liswood, Secretary- General, Council of Women World Leaders (moderator) 
¯ Steve Odland, CEO, Committee for Economic Development 
¯ Charlotte Laurent-Ottomane, President, ThitV Percent Coalition 
¯ Peter Gleason, Managing Director and CFO, NACD 
¯ Brande Stellings, Vice President of Corporate Board Services, Catalyst 

Closing Keynote Address: Can Government Set an Example? 

The Honorable Rosie Rios 
Treasurer of the United States 

Wrap Up 
Susan ~Tess 

Chair, SAIS Global Conference on Women in the Boardroom 



8:~5am - 8:5oam 

9:ooam - 9:loam 

9:loam - 9:3oam 

SA!S Global Conference on Vgomen in the Boardroom 
Public Plenary Session 

Friday, September 20, 2o13 
Kenney Auditorium 

Registration & Continental Breakfast 

Welcome 

Susan Ness 
Chair, SAIS Global Conference on Women in the Boardroom 

Keynote Address: The View from the SEC 

The Honorable Mary Jo White 
Chair, Securities and Exchange Commission 

Outlooks from Corporate Leadership (three ~oups) 

Pattie Sellers, Senior Editor-at-Large, Fortune (interviewer) 

Kay Koplovitz, board member, 5tt’ & Pacific; former CEO, USA Networks 
William MeCraeken, Chair, Chairmen’s Forum; former Chairmen & CEO, CA 
Technology 
James Rogers, retired Chairman & CEO, Duke Energy 
R. Kerry Clark, board member, General Mills; former Chairman & CEO, 
Cardinal Health 
Marge Magnet, Chairman, Gannett Co.,; board member, Aeeenture; board 
member, Ally Financial 
James Turley, retired Chairman & CEO, EY; board member, Citi 
Maggie Wilderotter, Chairman & CEO, Frontier Communications 
Jane Shaw, retired Chairman, Intel Corporation 
Ron Williams, retired Chairman & CEO, Aetna, Inc. 
James Murren, Chairman & CEO, MGM Resorts Intl. 

9:35am - lO:o5am 

lO:loam - lO:4oam 

lO:45am- ll:lSam 

Panel 1. Building the Core: Creating a Critical Mass of Business 
Leaders 

Panel 2. Comply or What? The Impact and Importance of Disclosure 
Requirements 

Panel 3. Refreshing the Talent Pool: Term Limits, Turnover, and 
Governance 

11:15am - ll:3oam Break 



ll:3oam - 11:4o Case Study: The Case for Specific Targets in the European Union 

ll:40am - 12:40pm 

12:4opm - l:3opm 

The Honorable Viviane Reding 
Vice President, European Commission 

The International Landscape 

Global Gains and Losses: What is and is not Working Abroad 

¯ Tara Giunta, Partner, Paul Hastings (moderator) 
¯ Stephen Fitzgerald, retired Chairman, Goldman Sachs Australia 
[] Tom Jenkins, Member, Canadian Advisory Council for Promoting Women on 

Boards 
[] Susan Vinnicombe, Professor, Cranfield School of Management; Member, 

Davies Task Force 
[] Marijo Bos, President, European Professional Womens’ Network; member, 

Global Board Ready Women 
[] irene Natividad, CEO, Corporate Women Directors International 

Lunch break 

l:3opm - l:45pm 

1:45pm - 2:15pm 

Stakeholder Perspectives 

Keynote Address: 

The Honorable Denise L. Nappier 
Connecticut State Treasurer 

Where to Put their Stake? Next Steps for Stakeholders 

[] Suzanne Hopgood, Corporate governance advisor (moderator) 
[] Beth Brooke, Vice Chair, EY 
[] Bonnie Gwin, Vice Chair, Heidriek & Struggles 
[] The Honorable Nancy Kopp, Maryland State Treasurer 

2:2opm - 2:45pm 

The Power of Organizations 

Panel 1. Strength in Numbers: Communities, Networks, and Carrots 
and Sticks 

[] Laura Liswood, Secretary General, Council of Women World Leaders 
(moderator) 

[] Ron Parker, President & CEO, Executive Leadership Council 
[] Doris Meister, President, The Women’s Forum of New York 
[] Sarah Meyerrose, President, ION 
[] Bettg Hudson, Co-Chair, Washington Chapter, Women Corporate Directors 



2:45pm - 3:lopm Panel 9. Mapping, Measurement, and Movement: The Push from 
Outside 

3:15pm - 3:25pm 

[] Laura Liswood, Secretary General, Council of Women World Leaders 
(moderator) 

[] Steve Odland, CEO, Committee for Economic Development 
[] Charlotte Laurent-Ottomane, President, Thirty Percent Coalition 
[] Peter Gleason, Managing Director and CFO, NACD 
[] Brande Stellings, Vice President of Corporate Board Services, Catalyst 

Closing Keynote Address: Can Government Set an Example? 

The Honorable Rosie Rios 
Treasurer of the United States 

3:25pm - 3:3opm Wrap Up 

Susan Ness 
Chair, SAIS Global Conference on Women in the Boardroom 



PLEASE JOIN US FOR THE 

Public Plenary Session 

Frida); September 20, 2013 

8:30 AM - 3:30 PM 
Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) 

Johns Hopkins University 
Kenney Auditorium 

1740 Massachusetts Ave., N.W, Washington, DC 

The SAIS Global Conference on Women in the Boardroom brings together CEOs and board chairs with business 
organizations, government officials, institutional investors, and international experts, to assess initiatives worldwide to achieve 
gender balance on corporate boards, and to recommend business-led strategies to accelerate the selection of qualified women for 
board service. 

The Friday Public Plenary Session will provide an overview of global progress on gender diversity in the boardroom. After 
opening remarks from SEC Chair Mary Jo White, CEOs and board chamnen will discuss the business imperative, and 
articulate a road map for accelerating the pace of change in the United States. A panel of international experts will then update 
us on successful initiatives, both volunta~ and mandatory’, in other countries around the ~vorld. The conference will 
also integrate the perspectives of a variety of stakeholders, including state government and private sector institutional investors, 
executive search leaders, and corporate governance experts. The SAIS conference has become a key event for leaders of the 
business community engaged in improving boardroom diversity. 

Wi~h Special Remarks by: 

The Honorable Mary Jo White 

Chair of the United States Securities & Exchange Commission 

aud 

The Honorable Denise Nappier, Treasurer, State of Connecticut 

The Honorable Rosie Rios, Treasurer of the United States 

The Friday Plenary Session is free and open to the 

public. Space is limited, and registration is required. 

REGISTER HERE 



CEOs and board chairs feature~ h~ the SAIS C~nference:~ 

Kerry Clark, former Chairman and CEO, Cardinal Health; board member, General Mills 
Sir Donald Cruicl~hank, board, Qualcomm; former Chair, London Stock Exchange 
Stephen Fitzgerald° Male Champions of Change; Ret Chair, Goldman Sachs-Australia 
Tom Jenkins, Chair, OpenText; Advisory Council for Promoting Women on Boards, Canada 
Kay Koplovitz, Chairman, Fifth & Pacific; Founder and former CEO, USA Networks 

Barbara J. Krumsiek, President, CEO, & Chair, Calvert Investments, Inc. 
Elmer Funke Kuppev, Managing Director & CEO, ASX Group (by videoconference) 
Marge Magnet, Chairman, Gannett Co~, Inc; Managing Partner, Brysam Global Partners 
William E. McCracken, former Chair & CEO, CA Technologies; Chair, The Chairmen’s Forum 
Denise M. Morrison, President & CEO, Campbell Soup Company 

Jim Murren, Chairman & CEO, MGM Resorts International 
Steve Odland, CEO, CED; former Chair & CEO, Office Depot and AutoZone, Inc 
James E. Rogers, retired Chairman, President & CEO, Duke Energy 
Jane Shaw~ retired Chairman, Intel Corporation 
James Turley~. retired Chairman and CEO, Ernst & Young; founding member, CEO Champions 
Maggie Wilderotter, Chairman and CEO, Frontier Communications 

Ronald A. Williams, former Chairman and CEO, Aetna Inc. 

Chris Bart, CEO, Schreiber Bart; Co-Founder, The Directors College, McMaster University 
Marijo Bos, President, European Professional Women’s Network 
Beth Brooke~ Global Vice Chair, Public Policy, EY 

David Chavern, Executive Vice President, US Chamber of Commerce 
Donna Dabney, Executive Director, Governance Center, The Conference Board 

Peter Felix, President, Association of Executive Search Consultants 
Tara Giunta, partner~, Paul Hastings 
Peter Gleason, Managing Director and CFO, NACD 
Bonnie W. Gwin, Heidrick & Struggles Vice Chairman and Managing Partner, N. A. Board Practice 
Suzanne Hopgood, Corporate Governance Consultant to the Ct Retirement Plans and Trust Funds 
Betty Hudson, Exec. VP, National Geographic Society; board member, AFLAC 

John Jarrett, Executive Director, Chairmen’s Forum 
The Honorable Nancy Kopp, Treasurer, State of Mac,land 
Charlotte Laurent-Ottomane, Executive Director, Thirty Percent Coalition 
Laura Liswood, Secretary General, Council of Women World Leaders 
Sarah Meyerrose, President, ION 
Irene Natividad, CEO, Corporate Women Directors International 
Anne Lira O’Brien, Heidrick & SWuggles Vice Chairman, Global CEO & Board of Directors Practice 
Ron Parker~ CEO, Executive Leadership Council 
Vice President Viviane Reding,European Commission (by video) 
Jillian SegaL board member, Australian Stock Exchange 
Brande Stellings, Vice President of Corporate Services, Catalyst 
Susan Vinnicombe OBE, Prof., Cranfield Univ., Simmons College; Lord Davies Task Force 

*Some may be participating only in the Thursday, closed sessions. 
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~D~menCorporateDirectors (WCD) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: WSJTNBC News Poll: Support Is Fading tbr U.S. Attack in Syria 

¯ ~rSJ/NBC News Poll: Sttpport Is Fading for U.S. Attack 
in S3/ria 

President Barack Obama’s push for Congress to authorize military action in Syria faces 

headwinds from an American public that increasingly is wary of overseas entanglements 

and doubtful that an attack would benefit the U.S. 

In a new Wall Street Journal/N BC News survey, just 33% of those polled said Congress 

should approve Mr. Obama’s request to attack Syria, while less than a quarter thinks 

military action is in the national interest. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Obmna Backs Idea tbr Syria to Cede Control of Arms 

Top News 

Obama Backs l[dea for S.~a to Cede Conteol of I~ s~-or~t~r ,1 
y of     ] 

I A Rt~ssba~ plan to have il~ternafio~m] monitors take contro~ of the J~oim 

Syrian governmen t’s c aemicaI weapons offered a ~ exit s krategy 

lbr President Obama, who had bee~ reluctant to order a military skrikeo 

~ [] Video: Hiilary Rodhem Clinton on Syria 

Nuiwey Reveals Scant Bacid~g for Syl’ia Strike 

Exhausted by neaiqy a dozen years of war and fearful of tt~pping 

into another one, Americans are opposed to a military st~’ike o~ 

Syria, according to the lakest New York TimesiCBS News poll. 

, [] Graphic: American Views on Intervention in Syria 

demonst I 

:Long, Sto~y Mayoral Race Hu*°tles to F~n~sh 

Ou Tuesday, vokeL~ will takc the first big step toward choosing a 

successor to Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg. 

, E:] Video: ’Neet ti~e Next Meyer...’ 

~ [] Slide Show: Final Appeals Before Primary Day 

" se from 
top left, 

~ hr~ne 

Editors’ Picks 



~ VmEO: The gatt|e for Busing 

A stoW cd :\merh;a’s school integration and what happened when 

the Buses stopped roll~ng. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

My L~fe as a "W~rrior Prh~cess 

Three years as a teenage model left me feeling powerless, I 

needed 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SECRETARY OF 8TAT~ JONN KERRY~ ’,’¢]’~er~ asked about steps Syria’s leader could take 
avoid a retaliatory attack, 

World 

Russian Proposal Catdms Obama Between 

arid House Republic, s 

The bxists and tm’ns in the Syria debate have whipsawed the 

United States capital and made a tenuous si~mfic,n even more 

President Obama. 

~ [] Videos: Obama and Assad i Kerry on Syria’s Chemical Weapons 

Rodman Gives Details on Trip to North Korea 

The former N.B.A. s~ar Dennis Rodmam who says he is trying to 

"open doors," said he held I, hm 3ong-un’s baby daughter and 

agreed to ~’ain the North’s basketball team tbr the ~o~ 6 

Olympics. 

, [] Timeiine of No~th Korea’s Nuclear Program 

North 

Korean 

The Pope Gets on the Li~e, m~d Eve~wo~m Is 

Talking 

Pope Francis has Nken to calling or~nary citizens ~thout 

warning to offer eomfo~ and suppo~ in cliff]cult times. 

ix 

U,S. 



In Missouri, Gove~’nor Turns Tax Cut Debate 

Gov. Jay Nixon has argued that lower taxes would hurt 

educa ~ion and menkaI health set~4ees, and has found support in 

[Se face of an overt{de vote. 

Jay 

SONOMA JOURNAL 

Lati~lo ~%:inemakers Rise i** California, Throt~gh ..... Roble~o 

the Ranks                                                  F~i~, 

A tiny but gr*-~wing fl’akernity of Mexican-~M, mt%an winemakers, 

many of whom are the childrei~ of mi~:ant workers, are part of a new generation 

of aspiring Mondavia. 

Recall Figl[~ts in Cu]oradu Grow Fiercer in Last 

Days 

Voters in ~’o Colorado dish’h::ts will head to the lx,]ls Tt~esday 

after reealI campaigns against two Democrats who s uppor/ed 

new gul>col~h’o] laws ~:ew from a nove]b~ il~to a eentrM political 

Business 

The Border Is a Back Door for U,So De~ee ~ D~-~-~ 
Searc~les 

is s fund %. :~:t~ ~,,i~ ~-ti~i. ~ 
~21~C Doemnents released Monday deLail the largely secretive process 

that lets the government det~dn al} ~ndividua~ at a border 

crossing and confiscate or copy any dectronie devices thak person is cartTing. 

,~ Document: Repo~ o~ US. Search a~d Seizure 

DEALBOOK 

invasive Tactic hl Foreclosures Draws Soft,tiny 

PropertyIImanagement companies are coming under fire tbr using questionable 

and possi b]y i II egal ta cries i n th e i r work for b an 

Po|itieo~s Publisher Plmts a Versio~t tim New York 

Robert Allbtikton said he intended to turn Capital New York, a news Web site, 

into an Empkv State version of Politico. 

Sports 



Nadal Beats Djokovic to ~$Ti~ U,So Open 
CN RiSiOS’R ~.N Gi./.NE~ 

No. 2 Rafae~ Nada] beat No. ~ Novak [~okovic, 6-2, 3-6, 6-4, 6- 

lbr ~is second Unik’d S kates Open singles ti d e. They played 

the title for the third time in four yeat~o 

fell to 

ORIOLES 4, YANKEES 2 
:~.;. The 

A~er Mm~agers Clash~ Or~o]les Get a Key ~,;~n .~pi~ 

&ga~l~st Ya~ees sepamt 
ed Joe 

The Yankees and OHoIes emptied t~e dugouts w~e~ Joe Oirardi 

and Back Showalter argued in the fi~st inning, but BNtimore emerged wRh an 

] mporta 11 t victory. 

~]Box Scare 

~ Jeter Is Gauged Daily, but Days Are ~ew 

ON TENNIS 

Nadal Inspi~oes Awe Ail.er His Victo~oy 

Rafae] Nadal fits a special rooM of a~hletes, the ones who are gracious winners 

agaiust their biggest rivals. 

Far mare spolts news, ga [o NYTimea.comtSports ~ 

A~ts 

D~g Deatks Threaten Risi~g B~ash~ess of 

Electrortic Ntusie Fe8ts 

A string of drug-related deaths ak big music fcstivals has 

highlighted the risks ~ot only to fans, but to the businesses 

looMng k~ profit ~rom kl~e craze. 

"If’he Biopie Is Reborn fo~ a New Oenerat~o~ 

The musical biography fihn has faltered in recent yea~s, but that 

did not stop John Rid]ey from making "All Is by My Side," about 

a pivotal juncture in the career of Jimi HendHx. 

A vm~ Gogh’s Trip From the _Attic to the ~l~semn 

The work, titled "S unset ak Montrnaj our," was painted in ±M’les in 

1888. For decades, it was considered a fake and consigned to an 

Beniami 

n as the 

Rtiger, I 
left, and I 

Obituaries 

Ca] ~Vorthii~gto~, Car Dealer V~ith Mmfic Ads, 

Dies at 92 

Mr. Workhing~on owned a st~ng d car dealerships and ran 

dozens cff outlandish commercials daily on California television 

for more ~an half a centreT. 

ZeIrao Beaty, Undersi~e Force ir~ i ro Basketball, 

Dies at 73 

Beab" was probably about 6 f~et 8 inches, but he excdled as a 

scorer and as a rebom~der in his battles x~1th bigger opponents. 

Kenneth Wallis, British Pilot of Bombers and 

Odder F]lyh~g Machir~es, Dies at 97 

Mr. Wallis was an enthusiastic maker, flier and promoter of 

au toKyros, bu glike vehi d es simila r to helicopters. 

....... Worthin 

gton in 

BesD~ 
(39, 
playing 
fmr the, 



Science 

Bergma 

n of the 

Resph’ator masks, used by responders after the 9/11 attacks,I 

played a role in exposing thousan& to eon~mfinated air, bnt the 

government and the hazardous-equipment indust~7 are t~Ting %r be~er. 

~ [] Video: Breathing Easier With Be~ter Masks 

Stem Ceil Treatments Overtake Science 

C3inics are popping up offering m~proven b:eabnent fbr a price, 

posing a challenge £~r scientists who are moving cautiously and 

seeldng more datu. 

BY DEGREES 

A C~imate A~arm, Too Nh~led for Name 

This month, fl~e world will get a new report fl’om a United 

Nations panel about the sdence of clhnate change, and beMnd 

the scenes, bxo big fights are bt~wing. 

Today’s Video 

CumpheI1 Barrueks, the headq uurters of the U hired S bates ~xrny 

in Europe and carom and central for m Ulion s of Am erica n s fbr 

more @an six decades, has closed lbr good. 

~ Related .Articie 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Diplomatic~ Proposal £or Syria 

Russia’s idea that President Bashar al-:\ssad g~ve up gas weapons could be a way 

out of military action. 

EDITORIAL 

Curbing Rape Bekir~d Bars 

The Justice Depa~±rnent can help by speeding np audits of prisons andjails and 

flflly coml.@ing with the Prison Rape Elimination Aet 

EDITORIAL 

The Two Bloombergs 

There’s the farsighted Mayor Bloomberg hailed for his vision and then there’s 

the tone--deaf Muyor Bloomherg who doesn’t understand the worMng (:lass. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For Richer, for Poorer 

In the tale of this oily, Mayor Michael Bloomberg isn’t quite the 

villain Bill de Blasio somethnes makes him out to be. 

, ColumnLst Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Om~. Clt~ssroom~ Two Genders 



Do slaidents learn 4ifferent]y if taught by a man or a womm}? 

Rou|tmni’s New Year 

Hold the threats and explore the new Iranian president’s 

opening, 

, CeKimnist Page 

For nl.~:e opi!~ion; ge to NYTimes.eom,~Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW dS: Facebook ~@NYTirnes Pinteri;st 

Access The New York Times [rorn anywhere with out suite el apps: 

iPhone@ I iPad® I Android I 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store >> ’ Help Section >> ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-mail Please cio not reply dirsc[ly [e this e-maii 

You received this message because yell signed up get NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, September 10,2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Sep. 10: FHLB Comeback; JPM Force-Placed Insurance Settlement 

Web Seminars 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 

Today’s Top Stories 

Chase Settles Suit Alleging Kickbacks in 

The nation’s largest bank said it would stop 
accepting commissions from Assurant under a 
settlement reached Friday. The two firms have 
also agreed to pay up to $300 million to 
resolve allegations that they overbilled 
homeowners. 

interest Rate Risk Giving Home Loan 

Banks a Boost 

The Federal Home Loan Bank system, which 
has been hurt by successive quarters of low 
demand for advances, saw its strongest 
advances growth in nearly six years in the 
second quarter as banks began to see 
depositors exit. 

Bank Chief Tries to Calm ~nvestors 

Capital Bank Financial in Coral Gables, Fla, 
has gone more than a year since its last 
acquisition -- a common problem for M&A- 
minded banks these days. Its leaders urged 
shareholders to be patient in a sales pitch that 
other execs in the same bind could learn from. 

By Department 

Services to Sma~ Businesses 

Popular Community Bank, the U.S. unit of 
Banco Popular, is finding it can make many of 
the cash management services it offers 
corporate clients available to much smaller 
shops on mobile devices. 

The nation’s largest bank said it would stop 
accepting commissions from Assurant under a 
settlement reached Friday. The two firms have 
also agreed to pay up to $300 million to 
resolve allegations that they overbilled 
homeowners. 

Texas Firm Pushes Two ~assaehusetts 
Thrifts to Sell 

Dallas hedge fund Clover Partners is causing 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

View complete 

Issue 

o View con~pany 

index 

o Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

~&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 

was 

hottest 
in Me 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing 

~obi~e Banking 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments¯ Attend 

the A’~’~, Debit and 

Pre#aid FoIum to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas¯ 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 

Intelligent Imaging for 

Improved Banking 

Performance and 

Profitability 

*Short, 4 minute video* 



Texas-size headaches for two small 
Massachusetts thrifts, Hampden Bancorp and 
Chicopee Bancorp. 

Banks a Boost 

The Federal Home Loan Bank system, which 
has been hurt by successive quarters of low 
demand for advances, saw its strongest 
advances growth in nearly six years in the 
second quarter as banks began to see 
depositors exit. 

F~orida Bank Chief Tries to Calm ~nvestors 
Over ~,~&A L~I 

Capital Bank Financial in Coral Gables, Fla., 
has gone more than a year since its last 
acquisition -- a common problem for M&A- 
minded banks these days. Its leaders urged 
shareholders to be patient in a sales pitch that 
other execs in the same bind could learn from. 

Leverage these 4 Pillars 

of Mortgage Automation 
to Achieve Operational 

Excellence 

Attend this webinar to 

learn and leverage 

industry best practice and 

technology advances to 

address common 

operational issues like: 

poor customer experience, 

lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue. Sign 

~p nowto learn how to 

dramatically shift the 

current mortgage 

production and customer 

engagement paradigm. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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From: 

~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 7:00 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

September 10,2013: Verizon Plans Largest Debt Sale... 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

Tgd ~:S T~ He~d !!!]P ............................................................................................................. 

VeHzoB P~ans Largest Debt Sa~e Eve~ 

"In a development ~hat is sending ripples ~hmughout ~he corpo[e~e-bond 
market," reports the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 10, W~z, Cherney), "Verizon 
Communications Inc. is expected to raise $20 b~lion or more Wednesday in 
wha~ would be the largest-ever deb~ sale by 8 company:’ The New Yolk-based 
le]ecommunicatJons giant intends to se~ debt ranging ~n malurity from three 
30 years in a dea~ that wou~d help fund ~ts $130 billion buyout of Vodafene 
Group PLC. The arrangers of the deal h~clude J.P. Morgan Chsse & 
Morgan Starfley, Barcflays PLC, and Bank of Amedca Memll Lynch. "They 
wouM se~ bo~h fixed- and floating-rate debt in the offering, which is on ~rack to 
eclipse a $17 b~flion des] brought to market th~s past spdng by Apple 
~he ]a[gest ~o date," ~he Journal notes. 

The Brisbane Times (Sept. 10) adds that the Verizon Communications’ 
offering could have as many as eight putts. According to a Times source, the 
telecom company may sel~ ~hree-, ~h~e-, seven-, I0-, 20- and 30- year dabL 
"The po~tbns due 2016 and 2018 may consist of fixed- a~d floating- rate 
debt," states the newspaper. The debt ~s expected to be ranked "BBB+" st 
Standard & £oo¢s and "Baal" by Moody’s kwestors Service. 

According to Investment Week (Sept. 10), the deal would indeed "help fund 
Verizon’s $130 billion buyout of Vedzon Wireless from jointwenture padner 
Vodafone, which owns a 45 pe[cen~ s~ake Jr~ the business," The deal could 
see as much as $80 billion returned 1o Vodafene’s sharehokJers. Vedzon had 
[epo~edly considered se~ing 50-and 100-year bonds, such ~s the sca~e of the 
cap~a~ ~t wan~s ~o raise. A ~o~a] of 11 banks are now managing the sale, 

S,are~ :~ Facebook ~ 

[~:~iI NACD BAS B ..... ] 

Share Your Views: KPMG s 2013 Global Audit Committee 

M~mbe~ Sur~fey ............................................................................................................................ 

To help explore the critical challenges and priorities shaph~g audit committee 
agendas and oversight practices, KPMG’s Audit Committee Institute (ACl) 
invites all audit committee members ~e pa[ticipate in KRMG’s 2013 Global 
Audit Committee Member Survey. The su~’ey findings will provide timely 
h~sights ~nto a host of ~ssues that are top-of-mh~d for a~dit committees and 
~oards today, fl~m gaining g[eater insigh~ into the finance o[9anizat~on and 
max~m~zh~g ~nterna] audit, to providing effective oversight of risk management 
and evak~at~ng the audit committee’s worMoa(L 

Su[vey participants will be eligible to win an Apple iPad(’9. 

To begin the suwey click here. 

ShareFT{~ Faceb°°k ]El 

NACD in the News 

Corporate D#ectors From ~onsanto and Other Companies Become 
NACID Fe{lows 

Check for iateIIbreaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern. 

KPMG Webcast September 2013 

Cent ...... 2013-1 

Make Your M .... NACD Fellow 

BV - NAOD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Into Risk ] 

BV - Talent Development side ] 

BY- Dship 2020: Pert ........ Metrics 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. 13=15, 2013) 
Almoat So~:1 Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

NewYork, NY(Dec :3, 
2013) 

Master Class 

Mianli, Fi. (Dec 12-13, 

20!3) 

Director Professionalism® 

Miami~ FL (Dec. 9-!0, 

20!3) 

Special Evente 

Local NACD Chapter 
Evenls 

Peer Exchanges 

NACD Directorship 



Globe Newswire (Sept. 9) is reporting lha[ rno~ than 100 corporate directors 
and governance professionals became NACD Fellows in this year’s second 
quarter. This year’s group serves on the boards d such g~oba~ companies as: 

The Bon-Ton Stores, Foot Locker, Marsh & McLennan, Monsanto, and 
Whi~ing Petroleum. Accordk~g to the wke service, "the Nationa~ Association o~ 
Corporate Diredors’ (NACD’s) premier leve~ d @’ector c[edenfialing promotes 
the h~ghest standards of ~eade~hip ~n the boardroom through an extensive 
program ~ha[ enabbs dkectors ~o become aware of curren~ and emerging 
issues/’ Candidates for NACD’s Felbwsh]p Program s~aA by compb~ing a 
foundation course, t~owed by add~tiona~ NACD education over a 12-month 
pedod. NACD President and CEO Ken DaVy states, "NACD Fe~o~ are 
~eaders focused on ensuring ~hey possess the skills needed to navigate a 
changing corporate governance landscape." 

Share~ ~ Faceb°°kh 

Audit and Finance 

Koch #~dustBies to Buy Mo~ex for About $7,2 

NASDAQ (Sept. 9) is reporting that Koch h~dustries has agreed to acquire all 
of Mobx Inc.’s shares for around $7.2 billion. The deal has been approved by 
both companies’ boards of directors. "At the time of completion," the 
publication adds, "Molex would become a standalone unit of Koch ~ndustries 
and wouM continue to be operated by the fkm’s current management team. 
Following the t~nsaction, Molex would [e~a~n ~he company name and its 
headquarters in Us[e, HL" The deM ~s expected 1o close by the end oflMs 
year. 

Share~ X Facebook ~ 

Twitter Moves Closer to iPO by Buying Mobile Ad Start-Up MoPub 

"Ahead of the most anticipated initial public stock offering since Facebook," 
the Los Angeles Times (Sept. 9, Guynn) reports that Twitter has purchased 
mobib advertising exchange MoPub - its largest acquisition to date. Twitter 
has reportedly paid $350 million in stock for the start-up, whbh serves 2 
billion ads a day. The acquisition ~s part of Tw~lter’s ongoing effort 1o make ~t 
eas~er to purchase ads on its service and subsequently ~ncrease ~ts 
advertising revenue. MoPub helps agencbs buy ads across a wMe array of 
websites and make those ads more [ebvant by targeting users ~n rea~ time. 
"Ws the first time that Twitter has made a move to sell ads beyond its own 

sewicei’ notes the Times. 

Shar¢~~ Facebook ~ 

Suntory to Buy GSK’s Lucozade, Ribe~a Drinks for $2,1 

"Japan’s Sunto~¥ Beverage & Food Ltd is to buy GlaxoSmithKline PLC’s 
Lucezade and Ribena brands for 1.35 billion pounds (US$2.11 billion) to help 
it expand into new markets," according to Reuters (SepL 9, Hirschler, 
S~Z[J) r The purchase had been widely expected s~nce ne%~ broke ~ast 
week that S~nto~ was in adwnced negotiations on a deal that wouM pre- 
empt an auction of ~he ~wo bonb British drk~ks. JapaWs second-Mggest 
ddnks maker has pbnty of cash fe~bwing an ~nifiM public offering earlier tMs 
summer that raised $4 billion. "~t was a~ways seen as the most ~ike~y buyer 
for the brands after GSK announced p~ans in Apdl for thek disposal," repo~s 
the wke service. 

Share~~ Facebook ~ 

I~W ~nd Po!J~ ............................................................................................................................... 

Time Warner to Remove U,S, Retirees From Company Heaffh P~aR 

The Huffington Post (Sept. 9, Vlastelica) has learned that Time V’v~arner Inc. is 
the latest company to announce plans "to transfer its U.S. retirees from 
company=sponsored health plans and move thorn to pdvale insurgence 
exchanges." The med~a g~ant w~H make allocations io a Heaffh 
Reimbursement Arrangement account for retirees to use towards the 
purchase d coverage on an exchange. T~me Warner previously provided an 
~ndkect subsMy via a supplementary Medicare progt~m According to the 
Post, "1he change ~n coverage w~ take effect on Januaw 1,2014." 

Mexican Tax43verhau~ Proposal Hits Stock ~B~vestors, Corporations 

"Mexican p[ocessed4ood companies dodged an extension in sales tax in the 
government’s proposed tax overhaul submitted Sunday," repods the Wall 
Street Journal (Sept. 9, Guthrie), "but soft-drink bottlers got hit with a special 
tax aimed at curbing consumption ol sugm)’ drinks and ~he stock marke~ as a 
whole will face taxes on capital gains and dividends/’ In addition, the bill 
eliminates the corporate practice of tax consolidation, where firms could count 
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losses at one subsidiary against gains at another to reduce their tax bill. The 
legislation also strikes a minimum corporate tax that has long been opposed 
by companies who complain that it raises the cost of calculating their taxes. 
Deutsche Bank strategist Esteban Po~dura anticipates turmo~ ~n the Mex~ca~ 
Stock Excl~ange as a result. He wrote: "We especially anticipate negative 
eftects Jr~ the companies’ bottom [[ne ads~ng from the elimination o[ the fiscal 
consolidation regime and the enforcement of stricter rules for applying 
deductions and exemptions." 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Car[ [cahn Slams De[[ Board After Dropping Fight 

CNBC News (SepL 9, Sandholm) confirms ~hat activist investor Cad Icahn has 
officially "abandoned effolts to block Dell founder Michael Doll’s proposed 
buyout of 1he 1ethnology company becm~se it ’was too difficult’ given a lack of 
progress w~th the board, which he ~kened to a ’dictatorship.’" Icahn, along w~th 
Southeastern Asse~ ManagemenL had argued tha~ the $25 MllJon takeover 
offer by Michae~ De~ and S~]ver Lake undervalues the PC maker. On CNBC’s 
"Fast Money Halffime Repo~" Monday, Icshn lamented that the board just 
wouM not ~sten to h~s ~#~e o~ reasoning. He went on ~o state tha~ the #~cident 
higMights the need for "better corporate governance" in U.S. companies~ 
~cahn remarked, "We pdde ourselves in setting examples for the rest of the 
world in, you know, considering morality and even considering democracy and 
here we have d~ctatorsMp ~n our corpora~es." 

Share~~ Facebook ~ 

¢£[#£[ate s£cia! R~pon~!bi!i~y .................................................................................... 

Federal Rule Pushes Companies to Hire Disabled 

"Companies that do business with the federal government are being told to 
recruit and hire more people with disabilities," reports the Columbus Dispatch 
(Sept. 9, Price). Indeed, mast federal contractors wJ~l soon have to show that 
they aim 1o g~ve at ~east 7 percenl of 1heir jobs 1o workers w~th some type of 
disaMlity. Advocates contend that the emphas~s should he~p address 
disparities that have persisted even ss advocacy, awareness, and technology 
have created more opportuRi[~es for workers with phys~ca~ and men~a~ 
shortcomings. According 1o ~abor officials, 1he new ru~e could result ~n as 
many as 585,000 jobs for people with d~sabilities. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

Microsoft Urged to P~t [~lally, Lawde on Clio Shortlist 

"At least ~h~e el the top 20 investors in MicresoI~ Corp want a ~umaround 
exper~ to succeed Steve Ballmer as cMef executive and have urged 
1ethnology giant’s board 1o consk~er Ford Motor Co CEO Alan Mu]al~y and 
Computer Sciences Corp CEO M~ke Lswde for the job," Reuters (Sept. 10, 
Damouni) sources [eporL A special committee of the technology giant’s board 
~s conducting the CEO search. ~ts advisers have been meeting w~lh 
shareholders after Ballmer’s recent surprise decision to retire w~tMn a year. 
one such meeting," the w~re se~’~ce s~a~es, "Microsof~ said ~ s~arted with a 
~ist of about 40 people, ~nc~ud~ng ~nternal and external candk~ates and has 
been narrowing ~1 down. I1 wasn’t c~ear whether the Microsoft board had 
reached out to any of the potential candidates suggested by ~nvesto~ or 
whether ~ was even considering ~hem." The committee could name a CEO as 
eady as December. 

Shar@~~ Facebook ~ 

Vivendi Chair, Investor Feud Over CEO Search 

A Billboard (SepL 9) source confirmed Monday tha~ Vivendi Chairman Jean= 
Rene Foudou and Vincent Believe, one of the company’s other powe~u~ board 

members, are in a showdown over who should be the next CEO. Fou~ou 
wants to bring ~n Be~e]smann CEO Thomas Rabe to run the French med~a 
and telecom conglomerate. Bu~ Bollore ~s angling for the top job. Accord#~g to 
Billboard, "his goa~ now ~s to sto~ the board from making a decision on a new 
CEO too qu~ck~y, even though he has so far supposed the company’s asset 
sIrategy." ~n 2012, Jean-Franco~s Dubos became chie~ executive on a 
temporary basis after previous head Jean-Bernard Levy exited amid 
disagreements over strategy. The company has since refocused on its 
content assets and decided to divest ~ts controlling ~terest ~n 
Act~vis~onB~izzard and its owne[sMp s~ake ~n Maroc Telecom. In addition, ~ 
has Mnted that ~t could sp~n off French te~ecom fh’m SFR down the ~ine, 
~eaving ~t focused on Universa~ Music Group a~d Frencl~ pay ~/company 
Cana~ Plus. 



Economic Outlook 

China Economy Benefits F~om St~or~ge~ U.S, Dernar~d 

MarketWatch (Sept. 8, Orlik, KazeD notes tha~ "China’s economy showed 
fresh signs of resilience in At~gust, with key trade data pointing to a st~stained 
strengthening in g~oba~ demand for goods from the count~." Data re~eased 
Sunday by ~he Genera~ Adm#~istratJon of Customs shews expor~s t~s8 72 
perce~t ~ast month from a year ago~ ~mpods, meanwhile, h~creased 7.0 
percent year over year. "The overa~ p~cture was of a Chinese economy 
benefiting flora prog[essive st[engthen~ng of de[naRd in the U.S. and o~her key 
export ma~’ke~s," states Ma~’ke~Watch. In addition, the count[y ~s con~inuin~ to 
s~ock up on raw materials fer its industria~ sector. Stephen Green of Standard 
Cha~ered Bank concludes, "China’s back. ~t won’t be a strong recove~ but 
~t’s #~c[eas~ng~y cleat" we’ve bot~ome&" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 8:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Old National Bancorp (NASDAQ: ONB; Evansville, IN) has agreed to acquire Tower Financial 

Corporation (NASDAQ: TOFC; Fort Wayne, IN) 

Old National Bancorp (NASDAQ: ONB; Evansville, IN) has agreed to partner with 

Tower Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: TOFC; Fort Wayne, IN) 

Sandier O’N eill acted as exclusive tinancial advisor to Ok~ N afional B~corp 

~unsacfion. TNs is Sandier O’Neill’s 97 bm~k and t~itt merger ~unsacfion sMce January 1, 

2011. Sandier O’Neill has se~w-ed as a finm~ciM advisor on more bm~k and thrill ~’misacfions 
fl~an any other inv(~tment bank during that time period.~ 

Since Janual3~ 1, 2008, Sandier O’Neill has ad~4sed on more bank and thrift transactions in 
Indiana fl~an any ofl~er investment banking fiN. 

Old NationaJ Banco~ a~d Tower FinanciaJ Co~oration jointly announced the execution of a definitive 

~reelnent under wNch Old Nation~J will acquire Tower FinancioJ Co,ration t~ough a s~ock and cash 

me~ger. 

Under the te~ms of fl~e merger agreement, wNch was unmfimously approved by the boards of ~th 

comNnies, shareholders of Tower Financial Co~oration will receive 1.20 shares of Old NationaJ 

Banco~ common stock and $6.75 in cash (fixed) for each share of Tower Financial common s~ock. 
B~ed upon the September 5, 2013, closing price of $13.52 per share of Old National common stoc~ 

the tran~ction is valued at appro~mately $107.7 million. The transaction valne is likely to change dne 

fluctuations in the price of Old National common s~ock. As provided in the merger agreemenk the 

exchange ratio is su~iect to a~iustment (calculated prior to closing) in ~e event shareholders’ equity of 

Tower Financial Co~oration is ~low a s~cified amount. 
With neaxly $680.9 million in total assd~s, and an ~tditional $523.3 million in trust ~sets under 

management, Tower Financial Co~ration is an Indiana ~ holding comNny with Tower Bank & 

Trust Co~npaay (Tower Bmik) ~ its wholly-owned subsidimy. Tower Ba~ cmrently operates six fifll- 

seiwice boaldng centers in Fo~ Wayne and one in Wa~aw, Ind., with total deposits of $581.6 Inillion 

mid ~38.6 million in loans. Tower Bank is the la~est independent baI~ headq~rtered in Fog Wayne, 

Ind. 
’%re are absolutely t~illed about this p~nel~Np, wNch dramatically ex~nds Old National’s presence 

in the a~active Fo~ Wayne markeL ~d wNch will continne ~d s~engthen Tower’s 

commuN~~ [m~ng commitment wNle helping to ~lid@ onr s~anding ~ Indim~a’s ban~" ~id Old 

National Bancorp President & CEO Bob Jones. ’~ower B~k has a well-earned reputation for 

excellence, ~ demonstrated by their recent Best Plies to Work in Indiana designation, as well ~ a 

histo~ of delivering onksmnding client se~ice. Tower clients will ~nefit tkom the additional ~dces 

provided by working with a la~er commumty ~nk, wNle continuing m receive continued excellent local 

se~dce from the people they are accustomed to working with. We look fb~vard to the oppo~unity to 

continue tNs legacy while earning ~e trust and continued business of Tower clients." 

The tr~asaction is expected ~ clo~ in the first qua~er of 2014. The transaction relnains subject to 

approval by federM and state regulato~ authorities and Tower Financial Co,ration shareholders as 

well as file satisfaction of other closing conditions provided in the me~er ~mement. The merger 

agreement also provides that Tower Ba~ the b~k subsidiaD~ of Tower Financial Cor~rafion, will be 

merged into Old National Bank the bank subsidimy of Old National Bancorp. 
Please contact Mark Bich~, Jeff Jones, Ben Schmitt or JeflYey Gwizdala with any questions 

~Excludes temiinated transactions and self-advismy roles 

Somce: SNL Finand~l 

For more info~atio~ plebe click here. 

For the press release, please click hem. 
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Sent: 
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WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Syria Agrees to Russia~ ProposaJ to Give Up Chemical Weapons 

Agrees to Rttssian Proposal to Give Up Chemical 
VCeapons 

Syria said it agreed to a Russian proposal to relinquish control of its chemical-weapons 

arsenal as France made fresh demands to accelerate the handover and hold the regime 

of Syrian President Bashar aI-Assad accountable for a chemical attack on Aug. 21. 

"We agreed to the Russian initiative," Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Moallem told reporters 

in Moscow after meeting with Russia’s parliamentary speaker, according to Interfax news 

agency. 

Hours before, in Paris, the French government said it would submit a resolution to the 

United Nations Security Council on Tuesday aimed at forcing Syria to give international 

inspectors full access to its chemical stockpile and allow for its swift dismantlement. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ :~00x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AALS Creditors-Debtors Committee Discussion List <AALSCREDITORS@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU> on behalf of 
Hamer, Michelle <mhamer@LAW.UMARYLAND.EDU> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:04 AM 

AALSCREDITORS@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU 

[AALSCREDITORS] Remiuder: Our Annual Newsletter--We Need Your Coutributious! 

Dear Section Members, 
It is time for the compilation of the AALS Debtors’ and Creditors’ Rights Section newsletter, and I am hoping to gather news from all of you regarding 
recently-published scholarship, moves to new schools, and other professional announcements. If you would like to have such news about yourself included 

in the newsletter, please send a detailed response to me at mharner@law.umaryland.edu by September 15th, We are all eager to hear about what other 
section members are doing, so please do take a few moments to drop me an email. 
I hope that you are all enjoying the flurry of activity that always surrounds the beginning of a new semester! 
Best regards, Michelle 
Michelle M. Harrier 
Professor of Law 
Co-Director, Business Law Program 
University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law 
500 West Baltimore Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 
410.706.4238 
email: .__m__h__a_[_n___e___r_@ La_w__,__u____m_a__r yJ__a___r)__d__,_e_d_u__ 
papers: http:i/ssrn.com/author=657187 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http:#1istsew.umkc.edu!scripts/wa.exe?SUBEDl=AALSCREDITORS&A=l> or send an email message to the address listsew@listserv umkc edu with the text 
SIGNOFF AALSCREDITORS in the body of the message. 

You are subscribed to the AALSCREDITORS list as &*TO;. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listser~, umkc.edu. 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

GEGI Fall Newsletter: Almouncing New Website & Research Fellows 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Dear Friend of GEGI, 

Since our last correspondence we have three exciting items to report in this 
newsletter First, GEGI has added a co-director, Cornel Ban Cornel comes 

to us from Brown University where he was assistant director for 

development programs there. Second, GEGI has joined forces with the 

Center for Finance, Law, and Policy (CFLP) at BU. GEGI is now a ’troika’ that 
spans CFLP, the Pardee CentaE, and the Centar for International Relations. 

Finally, GEGI welcomes Anthony Janetos as the new Pardee Center 

director. 

Clash of Globalizations 

In his new book, GEGI co-director Kevin P Gallagher 

shows how many global and bi-lateral trade deals leave 

developing nations with little flexibility to deploy 
adequate development policies However, he also 

shows how the emergence of nations like Brazil, India, 

South Africa and China may lead to a re-balancing of 

trade rules, at least at the global level 

China-Latin America Finance Database 

GEGI has with the Inter-American Dialogue and a Tufts University institute to 
create the most up-to-date source of information on Chinese lending activit~ 

in Latin America and the Caribbean. The new interactive database includes 
upwards of $87 billion in loan commitments to Latin American and Caribbean 

countries, searchable by country, lender, sector and year. Chinese lending 
to the region reached an all time high of $37 billion in 2010 - more than World 

Bank, Inter-American Development Bank, and U.S. Export-Import Bank 

lending combined. 

GEGI Home 

People 

Publications 

Programs 

Archived Newsletters 

Galla¢lher on China’s 

FinanciM _T__!g__h_t_Lo__p___e_ 

The Japan Times 
Rumor has it that China is set 

to accelerate the deregulation 

of its financial system 

._T_..h Le_..e__.N_e__w.__EeJ!.9_ .w_ s_ 
Join GEGI 
The Fellows bring expertise in 

diverse areas, including 

development strategies in Latin 

America, international 
economics, and political 
economics, among others. 

._C___h__~_t_~g_L0_g__t__h___e_. 
Textbooks.’? Crisis and 

Aperture at the IMF’s 

Teaching institutes 
By Cornel Ban. 
Examines the pre- and post- 

crisis teaching activities of the 

IMF Institute in Washington DC 

and in the Brazil=based Joint 

Regional Training Center for 

Latin America (BTC) and the 

Joint Vienna Institute (JVl). 

Stay Connected 



Boston University I The Global Economic Governance Initiative I http://bu.edu/geqi 
154 Bay State Road I Boston, MA 02215 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Six Questions... 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Hold Pro <mitchell@legaJholdpro.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~l.unc.edu> 

New Report: 2013 Legal Hold Benchmaxk Su~ey Results 

Lissa, 

The landmark 2013 Legal Hold and Data Preservation Benchmark Survey is the most 

extensive survey focused on how organizations handle data preservation. Over 500 

professionals dealing directly with litigation hold management participated. 

Download the survey report and discover: 

Which methods lead to 80% 
higher satisfaction and 2X 

confidence 

Who is responsibl.e, and how 

much time is dedicated to the 

process 

Habits of the most confident 

and efficient organizations 

Why 60% of high-volume 

’Power Preservers’ will upgrade 

their process 

Report: 2013 Legal Hold Benchmark 

Su n/ey Results 

How 
does your organization compare? 

What percentage have had to 

defend their preservation 

efforts 

Download Report >> 

This report reveals exclusive data on the demographics, processes, common pain 

points and risks associated with legal holds and data preservation. 

Al.so incl.uded are tips to improve your efficiency, confidence and satisfaction based 

on habits of those who are doing it best. 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



S~bj~ai Navigate ~h~Fx~vo[ving World ~Ac~de~ 

Get ~5% off of access to p~emium a~’~eles, da~, and ~esea~’eh 

The world of hi~her education is chan~in~. Durin~ this 

time, how are you staying up-to-date on the topics         [~ 

that are most impotent to you and your institution? 

Subscribe to The Chronicle of Higher Education for 

reliable coverage on critical issues, while receiving 

the insight and analysis you need to stay informed. 

Benefit from: 

¯ Coverage and suweys that show where your 

institution falls in relation to others. 

¯ The latest compilation of employment I~ I 
opportunities. 

Reporting on the effects of the economy on 

academe. 

This exclusive introductory offer* to gives you access to premium, subscriber-only coverage 

and analysis. Subscribe today~ 
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Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 14 No. 62, 09/10/2013 

Table of Contents 

The Interpretation and Fairness of Standardized Terms: Certainty and Predictability Under the CESL and the CXSG Compared 

Nicole Kornet, Maastricht Furopean Private Law Institute (M-FPLI), Maastricht University - MFTRO Institute, Maastricht University - Faculty of Law 

Cross-Debarment: A Stakeholder Analysis 

Christopher R. Yukins, George Washington University - Law School 

Not Merely Facts: Trade Usages in German Contract Law 

Helge Dedek, NcGill University - Faculty of Law, Institute of Comparative Law 

Reconsidering the Role of Election in Rescission 

Elise D, Bant, University of Melbourne - Law School 

Aspects Regarding the Preparation of the Contract According to the Opinion of the New Civil Code 

Alinel Bodnar, Independent 

Discussions in Relation to the Possibility of Cancelling the Transaction Agreement Concluded in the Context of the Economic Constraint 

Georgeta Bianca Spirchez, Independent 

CONTRACTS & COMMERCIAL LAW eJOURNAL 

iiii"The "~Dt~rpretation ~nd Fairness of St~Dd~rdize# Terms: Certainty end Pre~Jictabi~ity ~J#~Jer the CESL ~8~J the C~NG Compare#" 

Free Download 

t4aastdcht Fac~,dty of Law Working Paper Ha, 2013/8 

N~COLI~ ~OR~ET, Maastricht European Private Law Institute (M-EPLI), Maastricht University - METRO Institute, Maastricht University - Faculty of Law 

Email: n,kornet@pr,unimaas,nl 

The vast majority of cross-border commercial sales transactions are concluded on the basis of standardized contracts. When assessing the 
competitive advantage of various regulatory instruments such as the new proposal for a Common European Sales Law (CESL) and the UN 
Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG), the nature and purpose of such contracts has to be borne in mind. Since standardized 
contracts aim to promote certainty, predictability and uniformity with respect to a business’ rights and obligations in numerous transactions, a set 
of rules that fosters certainty, predictability and uniformity in the interpretation and enforceability of such standardized contracts should be 
preferred. This contribution compares the CESL and the CISG in relation to contract interpretation and the control of fairness of standardized 
contract terms and concludes that although the CESL may have a competitive advantage in the sense that it deals with standard contract terms 
more comprehensively, the nature of many of its provisions will not promote legal certainty predictability and uniformity. 

Free Download 

Geo~(Te Washington Znternational Law Review, Vet 45; 2013 

GWU Legal ..,.tudies Research Paper Ha, 20.l.?-~ ~2 
GWU Law .~choa] Pub ilc Law ReseaFch Paper f~o, 20 ~.7-112 

CHRISTOPHER R, YUN:[NS, George Washington University - Law School 

Email: cyukins@law,gwu,edu 

As more nations and organizations establish debarment (or "blacklisting") systems, to exclude corrupt or incompetent firms and individuals from 
contracting, a serious question has arisen: if a contractor is debarred, should other jurisdictions automatically exclude that contractor in a "cross- 
debarment"? This paper, which grew out of an October 2012 symposium at the World Bank, discusses the advantages and disadvantages of cross- 
debarment, from the standpoint of various stakeholders. The article concludes that some stakeholders (such as debarring officials themselves) 
might prefer that there be no automatic cross-debarment, so that government officials retain discretion -- and so leverage -- to persuade 
contractors to take remedial measures. The paper concludes that while automatic cross-debarment might enhance anti-corruption efforts, 
automatic cross-debarment is likely to raise real -- and, in most cases, legitimate -- concerns in the affected stakeholder communities. Stakeholders 
would more likely coalesce around a more moderate approach, which ensured that debarments were fully publicized, and that officials in other 
nations had due notice of corruption and performance failure, but which left those officials with flexibility and discretion in addressing a foreign 



debarment. 

[ i~i Free Download ] 

Fabien G#linas (ed), Trade Usages and Zmplied Terms in the Age of Arbitration (Oxford University Press) 2013, Forthcoming 

HE~.~E ~EDEK, McGill University - Faculty of Law, institute of Comparative Law 

Ernail: helge,dedek@ mcgill,ca 

How do trade usages - as factual practices - transition from is to ought, from fact to norm? In the hierarchy of governing rules in contract law, the 
position occupied by trade usages is ambiguous: they can theoretically be regarded as deriving authority from incorporation into a contract or, 
conversely, as freestanding legal norms. In the context of transnational arbitration, this issue is particularly salient: the parties are free to agree 
upon the ’rules of law’ of their choosing; usages, however, will most often trump provisions of the governing law if they are seen as (in most cases, 
tacitly!) implied contract terms. 

The treatment of usage as either fact or norm varies across jurisdictions, as the comparatist Ernst Rabel mapped out as early as 1936. Today, the 

differences he identified still reverberate in the wording of article 9(2) CISG. Notably, while legislative records indicate that most delegations 
struggled with this article’s wording for predominantly ideological reasons, Germany’s concerns were rooted in theory. This is because, as Rabel 

had earlier diagnosed, German law took a dual approach to trade usages, treating them neither as an independent source of objective law nor as 

merely contractual content. Nowadays, German jurists commonly agree that usages generate binding force only via the normativity of contract, yet 

remnants of the ambivalence described by Rabel can still be observed. 

This paper traces the history and continuing effects of this tension, at the heart of which lies the interpretation of ’Verkehrssitte’, a word that is 
usually translated as ’customary practice’ (i.e. fact), but that has strongly normative overtones in German. Informed by recent comparative law 
scholarship on contract interpretation in the common and civil law, I explore the interplay between the notion of ’Verkehrssitte’ (of which trade 
usages are a subset), ’subjective’ will theory, and the ’objective’ theory of contract, also deriving insight from the position occupied by ’good faith’ 
in German law. 

Oxford Journa! of Legal Studies, Volume 32, Issue 3, 2012 

U of Melbourne Legal Studies Research Poper f~o. ~,~.~ 

EL[$E D, 8ANT, University of Melbourne - Law School 

Email: e.bant@unimelb,edu,au 

While rescission and restitution are closely related, they are not identical concepts. The election requirement in rescission is a key feature that 
distinguishes that process from a claim for ’simple’ restitution. This article considers the election requirement and concludes that it need not be 
restricted to its contractual operation within the law of unjust enrichment. Election could also play an important role in determining the availability 
of proprietary restitution for unjust enrichment. 

The review Dreptu! no. 8/2013 

This paper makes a detailed examination of certain essential provisions in relation to the preparation of the contract. The examination is focused 
especially on the novelty issues entered by the Law no. 287 of 17 July 2009 on the Civil Code which repealed the Civil Code of 1864 into force until 
30 September 2011. The author proposed an examination based upon rigor and objectivity in his attempt to understand the true meaning of the 
provisions of the new regulations. To this end, the doctrine and the case law in the matter are taken into consideration, and especially the 
solutions for each issue under discussion are filtered by the domestic and external case law. Likewise, references are made to the legislations of 
other states, which represent sources of inspiration for the editors of the new Civil Code, for the purpose of understanding accurately the 
provisions related to the conclusion of the contract. At the same time, certain debates of the doctrine and case law are briefly examined as regards 
the interpretation given to certain provisions introduced in the new Civil Code and, as the case may be, a critical analysis is carried out as well, in 
relation to these issues. 

Review Dreptul no. 8/20~3 

GEO~.~ETA IB:]{A~CA ~P:[RCIH~, Independent 

Email: 

In this paper, the author reaches the conclusion according to which in the Romanian law, in principle, the parties’ inequality, in the mater of the 
transaction agreement, shall not be sanctioned, just as the cancellation of such injury agreement is not admissible. 

Despite all these, a transaction agreement concluded as a result of an economic constraint may be cancelled if the existing necessity conditions are 

met, and the disproportion affecting the contractual performances is unjust, illegal; according to this last aspect, the extent to which one of the 
parties misuses the economic dependency of the other party for the purpose of getting an undue benefit, shall be relevant. 
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RTC-NACD Fall Speakers Program: Cybersecurity and Your Company: What Directors Need to Know 

Michael Cunnm ham. Executive Vice I resident and General Counsel, 

D~rectors for compames of all s~zes should run, not walk, 

advisors, cor orate directors, and consultants to corn anies and boards 

¯ Do You Really Understand Your Digital Footprint , 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 10 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted September 10, 2013, 12:26 P.M. ET 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation approved a final rule that clarifies it does not 

guarantee deposits at foreign branches of U.S. banks. 

The rule, meant to protect the Deposit Insurance Fund, was prompted by a proposal in the 

U.K. over the treatment of deposits at banks from non-European Economic Area countries. 

Under the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, funds deposited in foreign branches of U.S. banks 

are not considered deposits unless that money is dually payable in the United States. 

A consultation paper by the U.K.’s Prudential Regulation Authority ~, the new name for the 
Financial Services Authority @ proposed that banks in non-EEA countries that have depositor 
preference laws be prohibited from accepting deposits at their U.K. branches, unless the 
banks take steps to ensure that U.K. depositors are no worse off under depositor preference 
laws than the depositors in the home country if the bank fails. The PRA paper mentioned that 
such efforts could include changing deposit account agreements to make U.K. branch deposits 

dually payable in the United States. 

As a result, the FDIC said, some large U.S. banks will change their deposit agreements to 
make their U.K. branch deposits payable in both the U.K. and the United States to provide 
depositor preference to U.K. branch deposits. The FDIC’s final rule clarifies the U.K.- branch 

deposits are not insured by the agency. 

~,The final rule protects the Deposit Insurance Fund, while at the same time recognizing both 
the FDIC’s commitment to maintaining financial stability through the prompt payment of 
deposit insurance and the evolving nature of the global banking system,@ FDIC Chairman 

Martin Gruenberg said. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (ISSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit ht:tP:iiwebutii.bna.c,:)raiemaih~ignup. 

Request a ~::RE[~ Web tidal. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Cc:,pyrigi;t (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the terms and conditlons of the licanse agi’aemant with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CHAPEL HILL _ARE_&: 

****Break m to tmlockcd vet~icle reported 09/09/13, 9:51 pm~ 1605 .lo mac Rd 

The victim that he found a male subject inside his vehicle (at approximatelyg:49 pro) when he went outside to dispose of some leftover food. 
He saw the male in the driver’s seat leaning over the console as if searching under the passenger seat. He said that when he started walking toward the car, the male exited 
the car and he pushed the car door into the suspect. The suspect then took off running toward Jo Mac road. He stated that when the suspect reached Jo Mac road, he turned 
left as if going to Bethel Hickory church road. He described the suspect as a african-american male, mid 40’s, 5’2", average build, bald, wearing a dark blue shirt and pin 

striped pajama pants. 
.... Break in to locked residence repoorted 09/09/I3, 3:28 pro, 1021 Hillside Dr 
The victim advised that when she arrived home, she observed her front door standing open. She advised that her black panasonic flat screen television was missing. Value 
$1,000.00 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in ~o locked residence reported 09;09/I3, 7:07 pro, 4817 Eno Woods Td 
The complainant advised he return home around 6:00pm and found his rear double doors had been kicked in. He advised several items were stolen from the residence. He 
stated (2) i-pads, assorted jewe@, and cash were stolen, value $7,960.00 

.... Recovered stolen vehicle and Arson, 09/09/13, 8:06 am, A~ea of Star~ewvood Lane 
I was dispatched to Starterwood Lane in reference to a vehicle on fire. As i arrived, i observed a charred, abandoned, vehicle with a small fire underneath the vehicle on the 
power line approximately four hundred yards off the road. While investigating the incident, orange central communications advised that Chapel Hill police department was now 
in the process of taking a larceny of motor vehicle caii that occurred in the city. Chapel Hill police department later advised that this was going to be the same vehicle. 

NOTICE: COMMUNITY WATCH Mf!;ETING TONIGtIT z\I’ 5200 CARMINE CT. AT 7:00 PM 

Thank you for being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

9:1.9-644-3050 Office 

9:1.9-732-6403 Fax 

I ::~:~ :I DescriptiI 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@peppedawupdates.com~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Pepper Attorneys Presenting at Cross-Border M&A mad Litigation Forum September 18, 2013 Harvard Club, NYC 

Pepper Attorneys Presenting at Cross-Border M&A 
and Litigation Forum 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 

Technology has made the world a smaller and more accessible place, allowing cross-border and multi- 
national deals to become a viable way to increase revenue. Companies need to be able to craft an M&A 
deal, consider all international and local standard practices, regulations and laws, as well as protect your 
new asset(s) from future fall-out and foreign litigation. 

The Cross-Border M&A and Litigation Forum, taking place on September 18, 2013 at the Harvard Club in 

New York, supports these needs and delivers vital information to U.S. in-house counsel. Mergers and 
Acquisition activity has finally stepped up as a profitable business plan again since the economic downturn 
in 2008, especially in cross-border markets - both mature and emerging. 

This event will guide in-house counsel as well as independent attorneys towards successful cross-border 
M&A by outlining key tools to use in determining major disclosure issues, regulatory and compliance 
updates and cross-border litigation tactics to maintain the M&A upswing and increase revenue once again. 

Pepper attorneys will be speaking on the panel, "A Discussion Looking at Cross-Border Deals in the Auto 
Industry": 

Moderator: 
James D. Epstein, partner, Pepper Hamilton LLP 

Speakers: 
Gavric Boris, vice president, global sales and marketing, Henni.qes Automotive 
Vai6rie Demont, partner, Pepper Hamilton LLP 

~,.t! £t. [.~X .1~ :..E[~! ~,h #.L partner, 
John G. Rahie managing director, Freeb Group International Solutions (FG!S) 

For more information and to register, visit http://v~rw.cvent.com/events/cross-border-m-a-and-litigation- 
summit-2013/event-summarv-O42826ba3442416c9e668a3d384eO4ec.aspx. 

E~erw.w.w.w.w.w.w.w.w.w~ I 8oston I Oetroi~t I ~ I ~ I New York 

The New York Times Building I 620 Eighth Avenue I New York, NY 10018-1405 



Go i:~I::~ to ~sod fv yo r ema address a ~d other stibscriber infolmation and prefe~el~ces. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Powerade State Games <poweradestategamesnc@ncsports.org> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:16 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Powerade State Games September Update 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with North Carolina Amateur Sports, Cycle North 
Carolina and the Powerade State Games of North Carolina. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Powerade State Games of NC 
September Update 

(click on the 2013 Survey lil& on the homepage) 



Click here for more h~t’o~ afioll and to register rod ay! 

Forward this email 

]his omaii ’~x, as sent to Ibroome@omaikunc.odu by poweradestateqamosnc~@ncsports.oN 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removal vddl Sa[eUnsubscribeTM Privacy ~olicy. 

North Carolina ~mateur S~orts ~06 Blackwell Street :: Suite 120 :: Durham NC :: 27701 
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Sent: 
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Subje~: 

Hofstra Law Events <hofstralaw@hofstra.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:10 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

How Can You Represent Those People? A Roundtable Discussion 

Barbara Babcock, Stanford Law School 

The book, a collection of essays, addresses what is 

commonly known among those in criminal 

defense as "The Question": "How can you 

represent those people?" --that is, guilt?- 

criminals who have committed acts of violence or 
depravity. There are no right answers to The 

Question or related questions. Each lawyer has 

his or her own reasons for doing the work. 

This book is the first collection of answers to The 

Question ever assembled. The contributors are 
some of the most experienced and thoughtful 

criminal defense lawyers and teachers in the 

country -- old and young, male and female, white 

and black. They explain simply and powerfully 

why they represent "those people." 

Bickel & Brewer 

GottIieb & Gordon 

Paul Butler, Georgetown University 

Law Center 

Tucker Carrington, The University of 

Mississippi School of Law 

Angela J. Davis, American University 

Washington College of Law 

Alan M. Dershowitz, Harvard Law School 

Vida Johnson, Georgetown University 

Law Center 

Joseph Margulies, Northwestern 

University School of Law 

~Arilliam R. Montross, Jr., Southern 
Center for Human Rights 

Ann M. Roan, Office of the Colorado State 

Public Defender 

David A. Singleton, Ohio Justice 

& Policy Center 

Abbe Smith, Georgetown University 

Law Center 

Robin Steinberg, The Bronx Defenders 

Michael E. Tigar, Duke Law School 



This message was sent from Hofstra Law Events to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. 121 Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY 11549. 
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DechertOnPoint <DechertOn Point@edechert.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

CFTC Issues Guidance on Block Trade and Large Notional Off-Facility Swap Rules; Advisers Must Obtain Consents 

Having trouble reading this email? View i[ in your browser Print email 

ii~. Dechert L.I..P 

UCFTC Issues Guidance on Block Trade and Large Notional Off--Facility ~ 

Swap Rules; Advisers Must Obtain Consents 

The U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") has issued final rules ("Final 

Rules") setting minimum block trade sizes for different types of CFTCoregulated swaps that 

are permitted to be executed off-facility and with a time delay in public reporting. These 

rules are an exception to CFTC regulations ~equiring reaFtime repo~ting of swap transaction 

and pricing da~a. ]his Decher~OnPe~,t describes how investment advisers ("Advisers") may 

engage in these types of excepted trades, inc&~ding when client consent is necessary, when 

aggregating orders across multiple clients to reach the minimurn block trade sizes is 

permitted and the steps Advisers may need to take to obtain client consent to aggregate 

orders. 

READ MORE (PDF). 

This update was authored by: 

~ 
N. N~l~an~ Weet ~ Natthew N. ~ergo~t ~ L. ~udrey ~agn~r 
NewYork J .... [NewYork ..... I Washington, DC 
Send an email c1        r~Send an email 

u 
~USend an email 

~ 

T:+I 2126983527 
I IT:+1 212641 5694 ~T:+I 202261 3365 

With research assistance provided by: Matthew Virag. 

~ To browse our library of legal updates, please visit dec’hert.cern/public’ations 

F~Dechert’s Financial Services Group has approximately 160 lawyers across the United States, Europe, Asia [] 

and the Middle East. For more information and to see the full list of lawyers, please visit our web site. 

L~o 2013 Dechert LLP All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page 
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WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:44 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: NSA Violated Privacy Protections, Officials Say 

NSA Violated Privacy Protecti~ms, Officials Say 

The National Security Agency for years conducted searches of its phone-records 

database that violated privacy protections by not meeting a court-ordered standard, 

intelligence officials acknowledged Tuesday. They said the violations continued until a 

judge ordered an overhaul of the program in 2009. 

The revelations called into question NSA’s ability to run the sweeping domestic 

surveillance programs it introduced more than a decade ago in the wake of the 2001 

terrorist attacks. Officials said the violations were inadvertent, because NSA officials didn’t 

understand their own phone-records collection program. 

Top U.S. officials, including NSA Director Gen. Keith Alexander, have repeatedly 

reassured lawmakers and the public that the phone-records program has been carefully 

executed under oversight from the secret national security court. 

See More Ooverage ~ 

NewsAler~s WSJ 300x250 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:53 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

Private Placements: What to Expect 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

Private Placements: What to Expect 

Wednesday 

October 2, 2013 
8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m 

Morrison & Foerster 

1290 Avenue of the Americas 

Floor 39 

New York, NY 10104 

Continuing Education Credits: 

Credit is pending for New York and 
California. 

For more information: 

Ab~xa ~owers 

{212) 338-4312 

Over the past year, the SEC and FINRA have made significant 

changes to their rules relating to private placements These 

regulators have also intensified their scrutiny of these transactions. 

Please join us for a panel discussion about these changes, 

including: 

¯ Howdo the SEC’s general solicitation and bad actor rules affect 

private placements? 

¯ How may the SEC’s proposed rules affect private offerings? 

¯ What can FINRA’s recent enforcement actions relating to private 

placements teach market participants? 

Speakers: 

¯ Lloyd Harmetz 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

¯ Nilene Evans 

Of Counsel, Morrison & Foerster 

Dan Nathan 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

Brad Berman 

Of Counsel, Morrison & Foerster 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board. 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~vww.sra.orfl.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CALl <feedback~cali.org@mai1142 .atl21 .rsgsv .net> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 5:07 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

CALI September Mini-Webinars 

Hello! 

We’ll be doing a series of mini webinars - only about 15 minutes long - on a variety of 

CALl tools and topics. They’ll be every Tuesday and Friday in September at 3pm 

Eastern, 2pm Central, lpm Mountain and Noon Pacific. Here’s the schedule and 

registration links: 

CALl Office Hours - All About CALl Lessons 

Friday, September 13, 2013 

This will be a brief - 15 minutes! - Webinar explaining how to get started with CALl 

lessons. Law students, librarians and faculty all welcome. Think of it as CALl’s Office 

Hours. Questions welcomed and encouraged! We will be repeating this in the future and 

also branching into other CALl tools and topics. 

CALl Office Hours - All About CALl Lessons 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 

This will be a brief - 15 minutes! - Webinar explaining how to get started with CALl 

lessons. Law students, librarians and faculty all welcome. Think of it as CALl’s Office 

Hours. Questions welcomed and encouraged! We will be repeating this in the future and 

also branching into other CALl tools and topics. 

Mini Webinar - All About CALl eLangdell Press 

Friday, September 20, 2013 

This will be a brief - 15 minutes! - Webinar explaining how to get started with CALl 

eLangdell Press - as an author or user. Law librarians and faculty encouraged to attend. 

We will be repeating this in the future and also branching into other CALl tools and 

topics. 

Mini Webinar - All About CALl eLangdell Press 

Tuesday, September24, 2013 

This will be a brief - 15 minutes! - Webinar explaining how to get started with CALl 

eLangdell Press - as an author or user. Law librarians and faculty encouraged to attend. 

We will be repeating this in the future and also branching into other CALl tools and 

topics. 

Mini Webinar - All About LessonLink and AutoPublish 

Friday, September 27, 2013 

This will be a brief- 15 to 20 minutes! - Webinar explaining how to get started with CALl 

LessonLink and Autopublish. This webinar is aimed at Law librarians and professors. 

Questions welcomed and encouraged! We will be repeating this in the future and also 

branching into other CALl tools and topics. 

Mini Webinar - All About LessonLink and AutoPublish 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 

This will be a brief- 15 to 20 minutes! = Webinar explaining how to get started with CALl 

LessonLink and Autopublish. This webinar is aimed at Law librarians and professors. 



Questions welcomed and encouraged! We will be repeating this in the future and also 

branching into other CALl tools and topics. ,q~ is~r~q~i~ ii~k. 

If you have any questions or suggestions for topics, times offered, etc., please let me 

know! 

Thanks, 

Sarah Glassmeyer 

sarah@CALl.org 

312-906-5316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 5:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 10 -- BNA, Inc. Banking DaJ~ly - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted September 10, 2013, 5:24 P.M. ET 

In August, trading was halted for three hours in an episode blamed on a software glitch. The 
council of regulators, established by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act to monitor systemic risk, heard an update on the matter from Securities and 

Exchange Commission Chairman Mary Jo White. 

The FSOC also said its closed meeting included a discussion of nonbank financial companies 
that could be designated as systemically important financial institutions subject to bank-like 
supervision by the Federal Reserve, as well as @ongoing fiscal matters,@ including the 

administration’s call for Congress to act to raise the debt limit. 

@Secretary Lew noted the importance of timely action to avoid economic and market 

disruption,@ the FSOC readout said. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Daily. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a FRL~E Web [rial. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most Federal holidays. 

Copyrigint (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the ~erms ~nd co!~diti.ans o’." th.~ li,::ense a{_~ree,q!ent with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 5:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1K;AOB Proposal s Would Significa~tly Expa~d Auditor Responsibility 

::~?:~:: Davis ~o~, CL}~NT NEWSFLASH 

PCAOB Proposals Would Significantly Expand Auditor 
Responsibility 
Septic-rebel 10, 2013 

The PCAOB rece~’.,,~ly p,,"og,’,o~ed ~,o a<,,’di{i,~’.,(~ ~,~~,,’,~’.,d~,,"<~s in an effort to improve the auditor’s report that 

accompanies annual financial statements: The Auditor’s Report on an Audit of Finandal Statements When 

the Auditor Expresses an Unqualified Opinion and The Auditor’s Responsibilities Regarding Other 

information in Certain Documents Containing Audited Finandal Statements and the Reiated Auditor’s 

Report. The proposals follow earlier concept releases by the PCAOB and are part of an effort to make the 

auditor’s report more useful, rather than being a mere "pass/fair’ report on the financial statements. 

Most notably, the proposals would require the auditor to make an express statement, within its audit report, 

as to the absence of material misstatements in a company’s annual report (for both U.S. and foreign 

issuers registered with the SEC), including in all the non-financial statement information, or "other 

information." The auditor must also make similar conclusions in connection with the auditor’s review of 

quarterly reports (for U.S. issuers). In addition, the proposals would require the auditor to include in its audit 

report "critical audit matters" pertaining to areas where the auditor encountered the most difficulty during 

the audit. 

In its release, the PCAOB indicates that the proposals are an attempt to address investor and other 

financial statement users’ dissatisfaction with the existing audit report. In particular, the PCAOB points to 

investor feedback that supports greater transparency about the audit and how it is conducted with respect 

to a company. 

We believe that the proposals have the potential to significantly increase the cost and length of audits. 

These costs and delay would come without any meaningful benefits beyond those provided by the existing 

regulatory framework, which already includes checks to ensure the consistency and accuracy of the 

financial statements and related disclosure. 

Expanded Scope of Audit Report to Cover "Other ~nformation" 

The proposals would require the auditor to affirmatively comment on "other information," defined as 

information that accompanies financial statements in an annual report filed with the SEC that includes the 

company’s audited financial statements. "Other information" includes all other information in the filing - not 

simply financiN-related sections such as the Management’s Discussion & Analysis, but even discussions 

of risk factors, the business and executive compensation, including the compensation discussion and 

analysis. The following language would be required to describe the auditor’s evaluation and its results: 

"Our evaluation was based on relevant audit evidence obtained and conclusions reached 

during the audit. We did not audit the other information and do not express an opinion on the 

other information. Based on our evaluation, we have not identified a material inconsistency or a 

material misstatement of fact in the other information? 

The proposals would also require the auditor, as part of its quarterly review procedures, to make a similar 

determination about "other information" in a quarterly report. 

The PCAOB indicates that the auditor’s evaluation of "other information" and communication of its findings 

could promote consistency among the "other information" and audited financial statements, and that 

auditors must already review and consider such other information in their audits. ~Mnile that is true, we 

believe that auditors will need to consider the potential liability involved in providing, in their audit report, an 

affirmative statement about the absence of material misstatements of fact and will in fact expand their audit 

procedures, leading to significantly higher costs and lead times for audits and quarterly reviews, and 

coming after the deadlines for annual and quarterly filings have been shortened in recent years. In addition, 

auditors may be less willing to defer to determinations of materiality by management, disclosure and audit 

committees and counsel, 9iven the need to make this statement over their own signature. 

~Mnile the proposed rules will lead to increased costs and delay, we note that current laws and SEC 



regulations (enhanced through the Sarbanes-Oxley Act) already require CEO and CFO certifications of 

disclosure required in annual and quarterly reports, as well as the establishment of disclosure controls, and 

that NYSE and NASDAQ listing rules require independent audit committee supervision of annual and 

quarterly reports. These procedures are generally viewed as rigorous and effective. Moreover, in our 

experience, investors and analysts would not generally be expecting, or looking to, the auditors to verify 

non-financial information included in an SEC filing, but would expect it to be verified by the company, 

through its disclosure committee, audit committee and management certification process. Accordingly, we 

believe the incremental costs would provide little benefit. 

The proposals would also require the auditor to communicate in its audit report "critical audit matters," 

defined as "those matters addressed during the audit that (1) involved the most difficult, subjective, or 

complex auditor judgments; (2) posed the most difficulty to the auditor in obtaining sufficient appropriate 

evidence: or (3) posed the most difficulty to the auditor in forming the opinion on the financial statements." 

The PCAOB indicates that "critical audit matters" would be derived from, and constitute a subset of, issues 
currently identified in the engagement completion document, communicated to the engagement qualify 

reviewer or communicated to the audit committee. The proposed disclosure would require identification of 

the "critical audit matters;" describe the considerations that resulted in the determination that a "critical 

audit matter" existed; and refer to the relevant financial statement accounts and disclosures that relate to 
the "critical audit matters," when applicable. 

The PCAOB notes that "critical audit matters" must be communicated in such a way as to enable an 

experienced auditor to understand the basis of the determination. It is not clear why the standard should be 

that of an experienced auditor and not an investor, who we would have expected to be the intended 

beneficiary of the proposals. 

We note that this proposal too is likely to add to the time and cost of audits and to significantly lengthen 

audit reports. The proposal’s requirement to discuss critical auditing matters could lend itself to second- 

guessing of auditors in hindsight (if a restatement later occurs), and auditors might opt to include significant 

disclosures, including about significant deficiencies in internal controls, complex accounting judgments and 

any other matters that could lead to potential restatement. 

It is further unclear to us what benefit, if any, financial statement users would reap from the disclosure of 

these "critical audit matters" in addition to the existing disclosure of critical accounting policies already 

required in annual and quarterly reports. 

Expanded IBisc~osures: Auditor Specific Information 

The proposals would also require disclosure of the following information regarding the auditor: (1) a 

statement regarding the auditor’s independence; and (2) the year the auditor began sewing as the 

company’s auditor. £~"nile these statements do not provide much added information to investors, we do not 

view them as potentially problematic expansions of the audit report. 

Co~e[~t Period~ Effectiv÷~ess 

The PCAOB is soliciting comments related to the proposals until December 11,2013. Subject to final 

approval by the PCAOB and the SEC, the proposals would be effective for financial statement audits for 

fiscal years beginning on or afl~er December 15, 2015. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

212 450 4224 

212 450 4674 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s b=-iv3o ,~ p©iic~! located at d:=,,i L.OIk., Oi=" 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding ~-;f.;~v=-,.:~ii@~-;:~vi-,f.;~.~i~,- corn to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 
Mark Carney via LinkedIn <membe@linkedin.com~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 5:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&t> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

! ! } + ! } :!!!:~:! ~ :::::::::::: .......................................................................................................................................................... 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail <debevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 6:24 PM 

debevoi semail <debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

Paul L. Lee Discusses Cross-Border Resolution of Banking Crroups: International Initiatives and U.S. Perspectives 

you are having trouble viewing this e-mail, please click here. 

F’(I Debevoise & Plimpton LLP 

We hope you find this information useful, but if you prefer not to receive future announcements, 

please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" as the subject, iVlany thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AT&T z--att~e.att-mail.cx~m> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 6:27 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

You, Improved! Get a new Smnsung smartphone today. 

i.~.i Samsung Galaxy Mega(TM) 

Add a line today. 

i i~ Shop online-only deals and get FREE shipping. 

Ni Super organized¯ Super you. 

¯                      ] %:: Do more, faster, with the 1 7GHz dual-core processor 

~}: Click to shop now 

Or call 855,894,5552 

Technology doesn’t wait and neither should you. Click to I~ 

Smartph .... :i~:i Tablets 

iocs!.or i scc~,,,~,,i~ries :: apps g, 

iXi myAT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 7:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 10 -- BNA, Inc. Banking DaJ~ly - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted September 10, 2013, 6:58 P.M. ET 

In August, trading was halted for three hours in an episode blamed on a software glitch. The 
council of regulators, established by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act to monitor systemic risk, heard an update on the matter from Securities and 

Exchange Commission Chairman Mary Jo White. 

The FSOC also said its closed meeting included a discussion of nonbank financial companies 
that could be designated as systemically important financial institutions subject to bank-like 
supervision by the Federal Reserve, as well as @ongoing fiscal matters,@ including the 

administration’s call for Congress to act to raise the debt limit. 

@Secretary Lew noted the importance of timely action to avoid economic and market 

disruption,@ the FSOC readout said. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Daily. 

To change your email preferences, visit i~ttp:ii~%,ebuL:i.br;~comiemads=.gnup. 

Request a FRL~E Web [rial. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyrigi~t (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the ~erms ~nd co!~diti.ans o’." th.~ li,::ense a{_~ree,q!ent with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fi"oiil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The WJl Street Journal ~heWallStreetJournal@e.wsjonline.info> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 8:01 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@em~Jl uric edu> 

The W~]I Street Journal Renewal Reminder 

[i~ TheWall Street J ..... I ~:iI Importan Notice 

Dear LAW LIBRARY UNCCH, 

Your digital subscrip[ion to Ti~e Wall Stree[ 

mer!th. This netificatien is to inR~rm yet~ that 

your subscription will be renewed through our 

unlimited aacess b) WSJ Sma!tphone and 

WSJ Tablet apps 

Tablet Access 

Get ]he Journal as pubiished every momin9 

pius the latest breakh]g news throughout the 

day with the "Now’ edition 

Continue unNmked access to WSJ Mobile a nd WSJ 

ta bie~ edilions 

Rrevid,~!s yeo th,~! lales~ WSJ ~inanc,~! and 

th,’!y dpdat,’! throughet~t the day. 

ii~] WSJ iPad ~iii WSJ iPhone i~] WSJ Android App 

App App 

"~:iI KindleApp ii.~.iI BlackberryApp 

in addition te aacess anytime, anywhere, and on any device, yeur WSJ digital subscription aiso 

mciudes real-time analysis on fir~anoiai, business and glebal news 2.4/7 and e~panded aeverage of 

personal finance, real estate and Iocai news in(;luding Greater New York Plus: 

~rea~#~g News 

in depth repo~Zing on the day’s top stories from 

the US and around the world on the economy. 

politics~ international relations and other vital 

Subscription Renewal Information 

Morning Brief, Evening Wrap; Personal 

iech~oiogy, In Today’s Raper and more, 

delwered daii? to your inbox, mobiie phoebe or 

tablet 

persor~al infermafier~ a!~ still valid te avoid mterru~ierl of yeur subs,’:r=pfierL Yoo may {~pdate this 

Sabsc,iptiorl Term: 12 menths 

S~#s~i’i~ion Rate: 3531 per vveek 

Credit Card Ct~arge: $275.88 (sa~s ta~ may apply in eerl:ain states) 

£ast 4 Dig~ of C~ed~t Car~: 4277 

800-.JOURNAL (568-7625) betwe~m 7 am and 1(} pm ET, Morlday-.Friday, and Sal:t~rday 8 am [e 3 pm 

here 

Sincerely, 

The Wall Street ,Journal 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 8:39 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?~m~ tennis] Tennis Weekly atthe Farm 

Upcoming Events 

Farm Junior Doubles Championships - The weekend of September 21st, we will hold our annual Farm Junior Doubles 
Championships. This is now a USTA L3 tournament!! The deadline for registration is this coming Monday, September 16th. 

You must register with a partner. Once again, we will have the best tournament t-shirt of the year! We hope to have as many 
of our Farm juniors out as possible!!! Email us if you have any questions. 

Clinics 

Fall Junior Clinics - At this point, our first session is completely full. We do have some spots left in our second session, so 
please sign up as soon as possible if you are interested in joining us!!! Our clinics and times have slightly changed for this 

season, so please check our web site for updates. New registration forms are available on the web site. We hope to have you 
all out! 

TTL Practice - We will begin our TTL practices on Monday, September 9th from 9-10:30am. These practices are free. We 
hope to have you all out and we are planning for no rain this season!!! 

Our Singles Strategy" and Doubles Strategy clinics are postponed during our TTL season. We will continue them this Winter! 

Wednesday Evening Men’s 3.5+ Clinic (with Ryan) is an ongoing clinic that will meet on Wednesdays 

from 6:30-7:30pm. We focus on both singles and doubles strategy and offer drilling and match play 
scenarios. Come out to work on a specific shot and stay for our men’s night! Cost $12 

Men’s Night - We will hold our men’s night from 7:30-9pm on Wednesday nights. It will consist of 
round robin doubles plaN’ and possibly a court of singles point drills depending on our numbers. Feel free 
to join our Men’s 3.5+ evening clinic as a warm up. A pro will be there to get everyone started and play 

will begin promptly at 7:30. 

Thursday Evening Adult Clinic (with Nate) is an ongoing clinic that will meet on Thursdays 
from 6:30-7:30pm. Intermediate to Advanced players. Cost $12 

Sh ot of the week (with Ryan) will meet on Friday morning from 9- l 0am. We will work on lobs thi s week and talk about how to hit and 
retrieve lobs in both singles and doubles play. Cost $12 

Friday Junior Playday - Cominuing on Fridays through the Fall, we will hold our Junior Playdays from 5-6pm. They will be flee. Match 
play experience is required. A pro will be on hand to get matches organized. We are also hoping to schedule some interclub matches this 

fall with some local clubs. More inforlnation to follow. 

Adult "Rust and Dust" Advanced Beginner Clinic (with Emily) will meet this Saturday from 9-10:30am. This 
clinic is for folks who have taken some time off and are wanting to get back into tennis or players who want to fine tune their 

skills. Please RSVP to ekutner@rocketmail.com if you plan on attending. Max of 8 people. Cost $18. 

Adult Beginner Clinic (with Emily) will meet on Saturday from 10:30-11:30am. This clinic is 



for the true beginner. We will learn the basics of strokes and serve through some fun drills. 
Again, please RSVP to ekutner@rocketmail.com. Max of 5 people. Cost $12 

¯ -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

fmrn tennis as: lbroome~emaikunc,edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blm~k email to leave- 33566115-2921055~ 1 e7797b3 b21002d2346b9119533d 164a~listserv.unc.edu 

For more information, see our website: http:i/www.uncfarm,ora/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke Ener~-Corporation <email@dukeenerg?,residential.messages2.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 8:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu~~ 

Bewaxe of fraudulent activity targeted at Duke Energy cuslomers 

This message contains graphics If you do not see the graphics, click here to view 

Saving money i ..... t. O ..... perts can help. 

Duke Energy wants to alert you to an ongoing bill payment scam that is happening to some 

customers in your area. People have reported receiving deceptive telephone calls about their 

electric service. These customers were contacted by an individual claiming to represent Duke 

Energy They were told they must pay their bill over the phone with a prepaid debit card to avoid 

an interruption in service. We want to help you protect yourself against this fraudulent activity 

with these important reminders. 

Remi~ders 

If you have ac: unpaid eiectric bill, you will be notified about your o,/erdue 

payment o\,er several 

D~i,;e E e gy d ~a ~ r~(. ~r~ V u o .)~ y y~ ur bill wil:~l ~ ~r~p~id ~ebit 

i i~ Visit the Duke Energy Savings Store. Save up to 92% off a wide variety of energy-saving light bulbs! 

contact 

Unsubscribe j Privacy Policy j www.d uke-enerqy.com 

Duke Energy 1550 South Tryon Street I Charlotte, NC 28202 

Share this on: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 
Scarberry, Mark <Mark.ScarbenT@pepperdine.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:08 PM 

ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

[Ucclaw-1] How to determine a general l~rtnership’s name as debtor for proposes offinm~cing statement 

ATT00001 .c 

Perhaps sorneone can help me with this quesdon. The answer may be obvious, but I’m struggling with it. 

How do you determine the name of a genera~ partnership that ~s the debtor, for purposes of a finandng statement? 

A registered organization (a corporation, ~m~ted partnership, etc,) w~H have a name that is stated ~n the latest "public organic record" per 9-503(a)(:].) of the 2010 

~:ext, or m a skmh~r "puMic record" per the pre.-2010 te’,d: or 9--503(a)(~.}. ~ suppose, then, ~:hat there seldom wH~ be a proMem determining ~:he name o~ a registered 

A general partnership ~s not a registered organization, bur [he Code stair seems to require use of the partnersh~p’s name, if i[ has one. See the 2010 version of 9--503 

(a)(~)(A) (alternative A) or 9--503(a)(5)(A) (alternative g)~ and the pre-20lO version of 9-.503(a)(4)(A). And see paragraph 2 o[: Official Comment 2 to the pre--2010 

version of %503. (~ don’t see a s~m~lar comment to the 20:1.0 text that says a genera~ partnership’s name must be used ~f ~t has one, but that seems to be required by 

the language of the Code.} 

As a practical matter, how does the secured party find out: whether a general partnership has a name, a]id exactly what its ru;me rap ] suppose you (:ou~d [o.:?[g at the 

partnersMp’s ~nformation ret:ums 5led with the [~5 (form 10657), or at the partnership agreement {if there ~s a written agreement:). I’m (:ertah~]y not an expert on 

partnership raw, but ] th[Rk that ~n California (and ] suppose elsewhere) a general partnership isn’t required [o file any sort of form w~th the state g~v~ng its Rame 

(though it *ma~* file a statement of partnership authority under California Corporations Code section 16303, wNch must ~nc[ude the partnership’s name). Under 

California [aw, as ~ understand it, a partnership that doesn’t use the names of air the genera~ partners in the name under wNch it does bus~ness must make a dba 

fil~ng under ~Sus. & Prof. Code sections 17900-17930 in county [Hk~g records. (Se(:t:~on I79].3 provides that the 5ct[th:~us bus~ness name statement must g)rovMe the 

names or t:he general g)artners.) But:[ doubt that you could just treat the dba as t:he g)artnership’s name: section 9- 503{c) provides that a trade name is not: 

suffident. 

Mark S. Scarberry 

Pepperdh~e lJn~v~ Schoo~ of Law 

Ma~ibu, CA 90263 

(310)S0~-4667 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Obama Presses His Case on Syria 

Obama Presses His Case on Syria 

In a speech Tuesday night, President Obama said that acting against the Assad regime is 

in the U.S.’s national interest. 

Mr. Obama used the televised address to the nation to explain his thinking on the ongoing 

fighting in Syria. He said the use of chemical weapons on Aug. 21 shifted his thinking and 

that the U .S. must respond with a military strike to deter future use of such weapons. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:4250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Williams. Neil <~Nmlli~luc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:46 PM 

Goldthrb, Richard L. <RLGOLDFARB@stoel.com>; UCC list <ucclaw-l@lists.wasfila~v.edu> 

[Ucclaw-1] Why were electronic documents ~emoved from 9-314? 

ATT00001 .c 

The version of Section 9-3:14(a) that appears in the lares[ edi[ion ot: Foundation’s Commercial and Debtor-Creditor Law no longer ~ists "e~ectronic documents" as 

co~atera~ subject to perfection by control Moreover, h~ re~at~on to co~atera~ subject to perfection by possession, 9-313(a) now s~mp~y refers to "negotiable 

documents" h~stead of "tangible negotiable documents," Sh~ce Iql be discussing these sections ~n tomorrow’s class, ~ wouM greatly appreciate it if someone could 

provk~e rne some guh~at~ce on why ~:hese changes were made. 

Neil W~H~ams 

Loyola University Chicago 

From: "Goldfarb, Richard L" <RkGOkDFARB@stoel.com> [mailto:RkGOkDFARB@stoel.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 5:42 PM 

Tm UCC list 

Subject: [Ucclaw-I] New debtor financing statement in new jurisdiction 

Does anyone have intmduc~)E lang~ge ~ey li[e to use when a new debtor in a new judsdic~don kcomes liable on secu~d deb~ requiting ~e filing ot’a~ inifiM 

financing statement in that jufisdicfion ~at ~ferences the old financing statement? 

Just loo~ng for e~mples ~ u~, as I can’t find an~Nng in ~y fo~m boo~. 

Tha~g 

Nck 

~chard L Gotdfa~h ~ Partner 
5TOEk ~IV[S aEp I 600 University Street, Suite 3600 I Seattle, WA 98~0~-4~09 

Direct: (206) 386-7639 I Mobile: {206) 498-4~78 I Fax: (206) 386-75~ 

rlgoldfarb@stoel.com I www.stoeLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Sep. 11 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Daily 

Banking Daily 

September 11, 2013 

Deposit Insurance 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation approved a final rule 
that clarifies it does not guarantee deposits at foreign branches 
ofU,S, banks .... 

Interest Rates 
EU Pusses Law ~ga~st 

The European Union passed a law to combat market manipulation 
involving benchmark indexes, and the EU Parliament also adopted 
legislation to protect mortgage loan holders .... 

Securities 
£~0C BHefed o~ Nasdaq Trad{~9 Halt, 

The Financial Stability Oversight Council Sept. I0 heard a 
briefing on recent Nasdaq trading problems, the FSOC said in a 
readout .... 

Real Estate 
ga~k Group £xpresses Co~cer~ Over I~n#act 

Community banks are asking Congress to step in and stop flood 
insurance premium hikes until a study can be finished to 
determine the impact of rate increases on homeowners and the 
economy .... 

The financial crisis brought with it the exposure and collapse of 
hundreds of Ponzi schemes, many of them headline news over 
the past five years. Scrambling to recover their lost investments, 
defrauded investors have turned to the courts .... 

Securities 

A shareholder of LyondelIBasell Industries N.V. (LBI) may proceed 
with a suit to recover from Royal Bank of Scotland Group PLC 
and affiliates more than $1.3 million in short-swing profits they 
allegedly realized as a result of several swaps... 

Securities 

The most helpful comments on the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority’s rules point out issues that the self-regulatory 
organization has not identified and that offer alternatives to its 
proposals, a FINRA official said Sept. 10 .... 

Monetary Policy 

Blue Chip Forecasters Sa’~ £ed W{I~ Taper 

A majority of economists expect the Federal Reserve to begin 
tapering its bond-buying at the upcoming meeting of the Federal 



Open Market Committee Sept. 17-18 and also expect Larry 
Summers to be President BaFack Obama’s pick to be the next.., 

Economic Outlook 
CFOs Dis~is~ Possible ~t~tere~t Rate Hike~ 

U.S. chief financial officers’ optimism about the U.S. economy 
increased during the third quarter compared to a year earlier as 
their outlook for corporate profitability in 2014 improved, despite 
a prediction of an uptick in interest... 

Monetary Policy 

Economic stimulus measures from the Federal Reserve Board and 
other central banks carry serious risks for the world economy, a 
top European central banker said .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i~ttp:iiwebuui.bi;a.comi~.~m ~.ilsignup. 

Request a i::R~:[E W~:.b thai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

conditions of tba license agr-eament with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Magazine <maels2013~vitnesslive.in@mai1145.wdc02.mcdlv.net~ 

~Vednesday, September 11, 2013 12:38 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The 2nd Annual Media, Advertising & Entertainment LegaJ S ummit 2013 ] Limited Seats Lett 

Ni MAELS 2013 

Lex Witness- iqdia’s 1st Magaziis¢ or: Lif~.~styi¢ & I~fotaiismeqt B i/~; H.s[iz Ki?as New Deihi 1!0016 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 2:58 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 96, 09/11/2013 

Table of Contents 

Culture a Determinant of Corporate Governance? 

Christophe Volont~, University of Basel 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE e3OURNAL 

Culture a Determinant of Corporate Governance?" ~i Free Download 

CHR~$TOPH~ VOLONT~, University of Basel 

Email: chr istophe.voloBte@urfibas.ch 

We investigate the effect of culture on corporate governance using the extraordinary opportunity that the corporate landscape of Switzerland 
provides. Within a single institutional framework (e.g., Swiss federal corporate law), we use language (German and French) and religion (Roman 

Catholicism and Protestantism) as proxies for culture. We observe that firms in Swiss-French areas and firms in Roman Catholic cantons are more 

likely to have one-tier boards. Furthermore, Swiss-French firms in Roman Catholic cantons exhibit a higher level of ownership concentration. 

About this e Journal 

This eJournal distributes working and accepted paper abstracts focused on corporate governance law, and related fields of scholarship. 

Submissions 

To submit your research to SSRN, sign in to the S$RN User Hea~Qea~ers, click the My Papers link on left menu and then the Start New Submission 

button at top of page. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris Teeter <evicweekly@harristeete~rnail.com> 

~Vednesday, September 11, 2013 5:36 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your ttarris Teeter Weekly Specials. 

[If you are havin~ trouble vJewinfl this email, click here to view it as a web parle1 

.~.i Harris Teeter- Your Neighborhood Food Market 

:!~:i In OurSt .... 1~ii Shopping 1:::~:: Meal Planning li~i P .... tions I ii~ii About Us 111~ii C ..... ~, 

20% Case Wine Discount - September 12-15, 2013! E-VIC Member Special ONLY- 20% Specialty Cheese Sale - 

September 11-17, 2013! 

Celebrat ...... ’s health with great savings on your favorite brands 

Dear VIC Customer, 

We’ve looked through the weekly specials in this week’s flyer and have identified the top sale items THAT 
YOU NORMALLY BUY! We hope this service helps you take advantage of the great savings available at 

Harris Teeter this week, 

Get 40 Bonus Box Tops and great savings from General Mills ~’~i e-VIC Item of the Week - Honey Nut 

...... Cheerios - 1225 oz : e-MIC Member 

Price - $1.97 - Limit 2! 

e-VlC weekly 

sweepstakes 

Make sure you check your i Richard Shuman of Boyds, MD 

~email every week to see if has won $100, Call 800-432-6111 by 

~you’ve won $100 or more in September 17 to claim your prize! 

~FREE GROCER ES 

Sta rt of You r Weekly Specials 

Here are your top 10 weekly specials selected from this week’s ad. 
These sale prices are valid through Tuesday, September 17. 

[ 
:~ View Your Specials 1 ~. View All Specials 

] :~ Vi .... 
VlC Coupons 



Item Rings al Save at Leas~ Save al Least 

Half Price Get I F~’~ $] 78 on 2 $! .96 on 4 

Save at Least Save at Least Save a~ Least 

$2.38 on 2 $338 on 2 $130 ~b 

12 oz 

1 215~ 

!2 oz 

2158 

5.5-7.5 oz 

Save at Least item R~ngs at 

~ [:g Tqthi .... I deal today and .... ~ 

9oz 1 2[$Z T~thi .... I dealtodayand , .... 
Save at [.east                                                          Click above for details 

These sale prices are based on your home store: 116 W Barbee Chapel Rd, Chapel Hill, NC 

Special Offers become effective by 2 am Wednesday. 

Want to change your home store? [ Click Here ] 

WE WANT YOU TO JOIN OUR TEAM! - Harris Teeter is proud to offer: 
Superior Training - Flexible Schedules = Great Benefits - Opportunity for Rapid Advancement 
Click here for more information. Harris Teeter is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK = Please let us know what you think about the e-VlC program. Click here 
to enter any comments or suggestions.. 



WE VALUE YOUR PRIVACY - Harris Teeter does not, and will not sell or share any personal information, 
including email addresses, with anyone. To view our Privacy Policy~ click here. 

TELL YOUR FRIENDS - Want to let your friends in on e-VIC Weekly Specials? Point them to 
eVIC.Har risTeeter,com ! 

None sold to dealers, we reserve the right to limit quantities. E~eer, Wine, Specialty & Natural Items not available in all stores. 

’Save at Least’ savings may vary by store. 

Thank you for being a loyal Harris Teeter customer! 

Copyright © 2013, Harris Teeter. All rights reserved. 

701 Crestdale Road, Matthews, NC 28105 

This email was sent to: Ibroome@email.unc.edu , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, September 11,2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, September 11 : Regionals’ Glum Forecast; Today’s M&A in a Nutshell 

Web Seminars 

VVEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 

Today’s Top Stories 

Regiona~ Banks Predict Weak Loan 
Demand for Rest of Year 

Loan growth has become stagnant, if not 
declined, said most regional bank executives 
speaking at an industry conference this week. 
Many blamed continued caution by corporate 
borrowers. 

Bank M&A in Three Acts: 

FirstMerit, M&T Bank and New York 
Community Bancorp are buyers in different 
stages of the acquisition process, and their 
executives together provided an insightful look 
into the full M&A experience this week. 

Chinatrust in L.Ao Changes Name, Bids to 
Void Left by U.S. Banks 

The U.S. unit of Chinatrust Commercial Bank is 
changing its name to CTBC and offering more 
services to attract a broader range of 
customers. But it faces the same challenges 
other community banks are encountering as 
they try to expand beyond their traditional 
boundaries. 

FD~C Sticks to Guns on Foreign Deposit 

Rule 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. resisted 
big-bank pressure to overhaul a rule, issued 
Tuesday, that clarified that U.S. bank deposits 

~eld in a foreign branch do not receive FDIC 
~nsurance, even if they can be withdrawn in the 
U.S. 

Department 

Business Lender Finds Trove of ~nsights 

in Client CRY4 Data 

Lighter Capital is mining Big Data to analyze 
credit risk from a novel source: the sales 
pipeline. The startup is pulling information 
about prospective business borrowers from 
Salesforce’s Customer Relationship 
Management system into its online lending 
platform. 

Regiona~ Banks Predict Weak Loan 
Demand for Rest of Year 

Loan growth has become stagnant, if not 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

View complete 

D View company 

index 
u Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

~&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 

was 

hottest 
in 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing 

~obi~e Banking 

~We 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments¯ Attend 

the A’]’~, B~Pi~ and 

Pre#aid FoIum to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas¯ 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 

Intelligent Imaging for 

Improved Banking 

Performance and 

Profitability 

*Short, 4 minute video* 



declined, said most regional bank executives 
speaking at an industry conference this week. 
Many blamed continued caution by corporate 
borrowers. 

Chinatrust in L,A, Changes Name, Bids to 
Void Left by U,S, Banks 

The U.S. unit of Chinatrust Commercial Bank is 
changing its name to CTBC and offering more 
services to attract a broader range of 
customers. But it faces the same challenges 
other community banks are encountering as 
they try to expand beyond their traditional 
boundaries. 

FD~C Sticks to G~ns on Foreign Deposit 
Rule 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. resisted 
big-bank pressure to overhaul a rule, issued 
Tuesday, that clarified that U.S. bank deposits 
held in a foreign branch do not receive FDIC 
insurance, even if they can be withdrawn in the 

FirstMerit, M&T Bank and New York 
Community Bancorp are buyers in different 
stages of the acquisition process, and their 
executives together provided an insightful look 
into the full M&A experience this week. 

Leverage these 4 Pillars 

of Mortgage Automation 
to Achieve Operational 

Excellence 

Attend this webinar to 

learn and leverage 

industry best practice and 

technology advances to 

address common 

operational issues like: 

poor customer experience, 

lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue. Sign 

~-~13 nowto learn how to 

dramatically shift the 

current mortgage 

production and customer 

engagement paradigm 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited, individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 

[ i~ American Bank 
:": Banker ...... Tech 
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Fro~: 

~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Wednesday, September 11,2013 7:04 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

September 11,2013: New Apple iPhones Mark Shift From Pioneer to... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

Today’s Top Headline 

New Apple iPhones ~’~ark Shift From Pioneer to Emulator ....... 

Business Week (Sept. 11, Satadano) notes that "Apple Inc., the company 
that pioneered the era of isqobib touch-based computing with the iPhone’s 
2007 debut, is taking more cues from the competition." Breaking w~th the 
past, when the company would introduce one ~Phone each year, Apple on 
Tuesday toek the wraps off two new models. The iPhone 5C, which comes ~n 

five colors, will cost $99 to $199 with a wireless contract. The [Phone 5S will 
cost $199 to $399 aRd boast fingerprint-security features, a speedb[ 
processor, and better camera. ~t w~ be available ~n three colors. "The devices 
underscore the new normal ~n the $280 b~llien sma~tphone ~ndust~i’ notes the 
publication, %s the novelty of Intemet-connected handsets wears out and the 
gadgets share many of ~he same basic features." Apple, meanwhile, is facing 
st~ff competition from such cempet~tors as Samsung E~ectron~cs Co~ lhat effer 
mobile phones in d~fferent styles end prices. 

ReuteB (Sept. 11, Gupta, Nayak) ha~]s the pdc~er "5S" mode~ for inck~din{ a 
separate cMp, dubbed 1he "M7 Motion co-processor", that can track motien 
data conth~uous]y without heavily drainh~g the batte~. "That opens the door to 
better track sports and fitness-re~ated user activity," sta~es the wke service, 

"now the domain ef wearable devices ~ike 1he wr~stevom F~tM1, and bts 
developers experiment with apps that make use of those functions." Ga~ner 
analys~ Carolina M~anes~ described that ~nnova~on as "brilliance" on Apple’s 
part ~n ~hat it gives the company potential exposure to the wearabb<~evbes 
market withoul hav~ng le actually design and rush out a smartwatch or other 
gadget of ~ts own. 

USA Today (Sept. 11, Bishop). meanwMle, cautions thal Apple’s new 
NACD ~Phones may unde~helm in the critical Chinese market. On Tuesday, there 

was no announcemen~ of a deal with CMna MoMb, the nation’s dom~nan~ ~ents ....................................... 
mobile opera,or. "For the firs~ time ~he ~Phone is compatiMe w~h China 
Mobile’s network existing 3G and forthcoming 4G networks," notes the NACD Conference 

newspaper, "which some ~nterp[et as a sign a dea~ ~s near." Apple generates 
b~ions of do~a~ Jn China. Indeed, ~s bus~ness there Js the envy of many ~ Nationa~ Harbor, MD 

g~oba~ companbs. However, w~thout a s~gnificant dea~ with China Mobile, it ~s (oct. ~3-~5, 20~3) 
Aimost Sold Out 

d~fficult to see how these two new models reign~te Apple’s gro~h ~n the 
market. "Appb may have once had ~eve[age w~th China Mobile, repots USA 
Today, "but no bnger. The ~Phone ~s a n~ce-~o~have product for China Mobile 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

but 8 deal with the carrbr ~s now absolutely essential for Appb." 

~: 
~ 

. New Yo,k, NY (Dec. ~ 
~:: Facebook 2013) 

Share 

Ma~er Class 

~ Miami, FL(Dec !2-13, 

Director Credentials                                               2013) 

Director Professionalism@ 
Become an NACD Fellow. 

m Miarrfi. FL (Dec. 9.-10~ 

Keep pace with the evolving oppoRun~fies, challenges, and re~atbnships in 2013) 
today’s corporate boardroom envkonmen~ and gain recognition for your 
commitment to continuous learning w~th an NACD Fello~hip, Enro~ ~n the 8pec~a~ Eve~ts 
Fe~bwsh~p Program by s~gning up for NACD D~rector Professionalism @ or 
NACD Master Class. ~ Local NACD Chapter 

Events 
Director Professionalism Dec, ~-I0 ~ Four Seasons I ~am~, FL 

Peer Exc~aRge~ 

Learn or reflesh you[ boardroom fundamentals wi~h ih~s foundation course for 

ii~iI KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 ] 

NAOD Mobile S~debor 

i~il Findan NACDChapter Program 

ii~iI BY- NACD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Info Risk 

ii~iI BY-Talent Development side J 

ii~iI BY- Dship 2020: Perf ....... Metrics ] 



aspiring or new corporate directors, Director Professionalism sewes as a 
requirement for the NACD Governance Fellow credential 

NACD Master Class Dec. I243 I Four Seasons I [~liami, FL 

This advanced ~hought-leadership course is designed exclusively by and for 
e×perienced public company directors, The Master Class serves as a 
requirement for the NACD Board Leadership Fellow credential. 

Learn more about becoming an NACD Fellow. Space is limited, 

She re~ ii.~.ii Facebook ~ 

NACD in the News 

Frank Aquila Named to NACD Directorship t00 

Sullivan & C[omwell LLP’s Frank Aquila has been named to the National 
Association of Corporate Directors’ (NACD’s) Directorship 100 for the third 

consecutive year, reports Linex Leqal (Sept. 10). Each year, the association 
picks the 100 mos~ influential people in the boa[d~om community, ~nging 
from those who do actual board work to 1hose who ~nfluence how that work is 
done. Aquila is one of on~y 11 ~ew firm pa~neB named to the 2013 list. 

Shar8~ ~~ Facebook ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Corporate Pension Funding Dips Slightly in August 

"The funded status el large U.S. corporate pension plans edged lower in 
August," states the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 10, Chasan), "but companies 
are still on track to notch a significant improvement this year thanks largely to 
rising interest rates." Data from actuarial consulting firm Milliman ~nc. shows 
~hat funding at I00 of ~he ~atges~ U.S. pension p~ans retreated slightly from 
89.9 percenl in July to 89.4 pe[cenl ~ast month after ds[ng the previous three 
months. "But even with the s~ght decrease," the Jouma~ notes, "funded status 
~s up fl’om 77.2 percen~ at ~he end o~ last year." Uohn Ehrhardt, co-author of 
the Mi~man Pension Funding ~ndex, is encouraged by the numbers. He 
concludes, "The pensions analyzed ~n our ~ndex could reM~sticM]y end the 
year at over 90 percent funded status." 

She r8~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

Tesco Bells 150 of Its ’Fresh & Easy’ Stores #~ the US to Yucaipa 
Compa~ies 

Fox News (Sept. 10) is reporting that "Tesco, Britain’s largest retailer by 
sales, has agreed to sell 150 of its Iossmaking Fresh & Easy s~ores in the 
United States" to Yucaipa Companies. According to Tesco, the deal with the 
U.S. investment fimq does not include the 50 stores that will be permanently 
closed in the coming weeks. Nonetheless, Tesco CEO Philip Cla[ke said 
more than 4,000 jobs will be protected by this transaction. Tesco disclosed 
plans earlier this spring to sell its U.S. stores, which were based in three 

Western states - Arizona, California and Nevada. 

She re[~ ii.~.ii Facebook ~] 

A~coa, Hewlett.-Packard, and Bank of America to Be Dropped From 
Dew {ndustrials 

"Alcoa Inc., Hewlett-Packard Co., and Bank of America Corp. will be dropped 
Item the Dew Jones Industrial Average next week," the Wall Street Journal 
(Sept. 10, Bar0 confirms, "in the biggest shake-up of the 30-stock index in 
almost a decade." Alcoa has been a Dew component for over a half-century. It 
will be replaced by Nike Inc. Visa Inc. is set to supplant H-P, while Goldman 
Sachs G[oup Inc. will replace Bank of America. The changes will take effect 
with the close d trading on Sept. 20, reflecting the three companies’ sliding 
fortunes and their declining share prices. 

ShareET~ i~i Facebook ~] 

PG&E to Pay $565 Mi[{ion to Victims in San Bruno Pipeline Explosion 

The Los Angeles Times (Sept. 10, Bloomekatz) is reporting tha~ Pacific Gas 
& Electric Co. has agreed to "pay out $565 million in legal settlements and 
other claims stemming from the 2010 natural gas explosion in San Bruno, 
Calif., that killed eight people and devastated a neighborhood." The blast also 
dest[oyed 38 homes and inju[ed dozens when a 54-year-old pipeline exploded 
underneath the San Francisco .<;uburbr According to the utility giant, 
settlements were reached with 347 victims of the incident on Friday and 
Monday. They are in addition ~o the settlements p[eviously reached wi~h 152 
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ethers, "The $565 million includes $455 million that [PG&E] had already 
pledged and $110 million in recent settlements and claims," no~es the Times. 

Companies Seek State Supreme Court Review on SeaTac II~linimum 
Wage 

The Associated Press (Sept. 10) is reporting ~hat Alaska Airlines, the 
V’v~ashington Restaurant Association, and other parties are petitioning the 
tt~1~sh[ngton state Supreme Court for an emergency review of an ap~ea~s cou~t 
ru]h~g that would a~ow voters to decide whether the c~ty of SeaTac should 
~ncrease ~s m~n~mum wage to $15 per hour. Las~ Fdday, the AP no~es, a 
pane~ of the state Appeals Court "reversed a Superior Coud judge’s recent 
ruling that d~squa~fied 61 s~gnatures of registe[ed voteB who signed more 
~han one initiative petition on the ~ssue." The companies are pusMng for ~he 
Supreme Court to heal the matter by Thursday because ballots w~]] be p[~n~ed 
and mailed to vote~ 1Ms week. 

£~mPen~tion ................................................................................................................................ 

SI~C Considers Rule Comparing CEO Pay With Workers 

CNNMone¥ (Sept. 9, Liberto) reports that the SEC soon might require 
companies like Oracle and Wal=Mart to say how executives salaries compar~ 
with "the folks who work for them." After the agency finalizes its proposal, it 
could take at least a year to implement. "The rule is a result of the Dodd- 
Frank Wall Stree~ reforms el 2010," CNN notes. "But little progress has been 
made, partly because tire rule lacked a deadline and partly because big 
companies lobbied against it." Companies say such information is not useful 
to investors. Another major hurdle they complain about: Collecting pay data 
I0r s~alfers overseas. Cen~er on Executive Compensation Presiden~ Tim Bartl 
says, "Companies have no business purpose to collect that information 
globally." However, supporters of the plan say companies could virtually 
ignore overseas employees, because of the way tire SEC in,ends ~o have 
companies report median employee pay. The agency is leaning toward 
directing employers to take a statistical sample of workers in the middle of 
the pay scale, stated Director of Corporation Finance Keith Higgins during a 
recen~ speech. Such statistical sampling would virtually ignore mos~ global 
employees. 

Sha rafT{ ii.~.ii Faceb°°k ~E] 

££rp£[a~e 6£~e[£anc~ ......................................................................................................... 

U,S. Co~npanies Sf~un Term Limits for Directors 

The Wall Street Journal (Sept. 10, Murphy) cites the latest Spencer Stuart 
research in reporting ~ha[ tire number of U.S. companies tha~ impose term 
limits on di[ectors is "small and dwindling2 Of the 493 S&R 500 firms ~hat 
filed proxy statements during the year ended ~n raM-May, on~y 16 specified 
they had ten~ ~m~ts fo[ their board members - a 36 percent decrease from 25 
companies ~n 2009, the fi~s~ year the f#m t~cked tem~ I~m~s. Abe Friedman, 
managing pa~ner of CamberV~ew Partners LLC, notes that ~nvestors "ale 
~ncreas~ngly asking companies to simply rethink directo[ ~ndependence as ~t 
re~ates to tenure." Fdedman’s firm advises companies on corporate- 
governance matters. 

PwC Polls Corporate Directors on Their Understanding of IT 

Hotel News Resource (Sept. 10) reports that PwC recently suweyed 934 
public company directors regarding inlomra~ion technology (IT) s~rategy arrd 
risk oversight. The poll found that "there was a jump in the use of outside 
consultants te advise boards on IT strategy and risk this year - up to 35 
percen~ flora 27 percent in 2012." Furthermore, 61 percent of respondents 
said they want to devote more time considering IT-related risks in the coming 
year. Mar,:/Ann Cloyd, head of PwC’s Center for Board Governance, remarks, 
"The technology revolution is significantly impacting the boardroom, prompting 
directors to irrcrease ~he# time arrd focus on iT, reconsider their oversight 
approach, a~d seek new ways to enhance their digital IQ. tt~tdle directors 
have made notable strides to improve effectiveness of ovePsight, ensuring IT 
str~rtegy and risk are woven into their company’s overall business plan 
remains a challenge." Of the 900-plus directors polled, 24 percen~ said they 
feel they are not sufficiently engaged in understanding their company’s level of 
cyber-security spending. 

Sha re[~ ii.~.ii Facebook ~] 

Dish Network Director Quit Amid Fiap 



Wall Street Journal (Sept. 10, Terlep) sources have learned that Gary Howard, 
a Dish Network Co[p. director who resigned in [ecent weeks, "did so amid a 
disagree~qent over the company’s handling of a b~d for a te]ecommun~c~fio~s 
firm 1hat could deliver hundreds of m~ions of dolla~ of personal p[ofits to D~sh 
Chad[man Charade Ergen." Howard was on a special bo~rd committee to vet 
the UghtSqua[ed ~nc. dea~ due to a poten~ia~ confl~c~ of ~nterest on the pair of 
Ergen, who had purchased UghtS~#~ared den at d~scounts and would 
pe[sona~y profit ~n s Dish acquisition of LightSqusred. In J~iy, D~sh’s special 
boa[d committee recommended ~ts $2.22 MiiJon b~d ~er UghtSquared, bu~ 
~ndicated to the board 1hey expected 1o have an ongoing ro~e ~n the dea~ talks 
and "wanted to keep open the possibility 1hat Ergen could d~rect some of his 
g~ills to Dish shareholders," [epo~s the Journal sources. "The board 
d~sbanded the committee at a July 2I board rneet~n9 ~o the surpdse of ~he 
committee’s member,s." The case shows how fraught the re~afionsMp between 
controlling shereho~dem and their boards can become. "D~[ectors have a duty 

~o advocate for shal~hoide[s, and o~en must wrestle with executives who have 
broad power because o~ their Mstory and control at the company," states the 
Journal 

Sha[e~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Gates Foundation CEO Stepping Down 

The Seattle Times (Sept. 10, Provenza) is repor[ing that Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation CEO Jeff Raikes has decided lo step down and devote mole time 
to the Raikes Foundation, which addresses youth and education issues. He 
announced his resignation in an e-mail and in meetings with employees. The 
Times holes that the 27-year Mic[osoI~ veteran was appointed chief executive 
in May 2008, "succeeding Patty Stonesifer as head of the huge philanthropy 
with ambitious goals such as eradicatin.~; malaria and developing a vaccine to 
prevent AIDS." Raikes has agreed to remain on the job until a new CEO is 
name& 

She re~ ii.~.ii Faceb°°k ~E] 

Abst~’act News {_c) Copy~igh~ 2013 INFORMATION INC, 

d bylnf ..... tion, Inc ] 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 7:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TBJ Morning Call: Trimagle’s fingerprints all over Apple’s reveal 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

SEPTEMBER 11, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Exclusive: A chat w~th the man behind Apple’s fingerprint 
security 
Wheri Apple Inc (Nasciaq: AAPI_) officially" lifted the veil off its new iPhone devices 

Tuesday, one rnan in Raleigh was following along wiih particular curiosity: F Sco~i 

Moody, whose Melbourne, Fla -based company, Au[henTec, originaied the 

1ethnology being showboated in Cupertino 

FDA committee qreenlights Glaxo’s COPD treatment 
developed in RTP 
A Research Triangle Park-developed COPD treatment nabbed the okay’ from a Food 

and Drug Administration advisory commi~ee 

Top lobbyist: Mortgage bankers need to work with 

A historical shift in the mortgage market is poised to change the entire industry. And 

it’s time for lenders to stop complaining and instead adapt to the shift, a top industry 

lobbyist says 

Discuss 

T de rses forW m n ton-area home sa es 
Wilmington-area home saies and prices bounced up in AugusL with saies totaling 

596 last month compared to 573 in August of 2012, according to data from the 

£i~iv#i~ii~ Wilmington Regional AssociaJor, of ReaLors as repo~ed by StarNews. 

TODAYS ~RNING C~E Read Morning Call >> 
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Chimerix advances in Phase 3 trial of antivira~ treatment 

Former iContact owner ~aunches ’Connect" platform 

Businesses hired to make Obamacare work say they’re 

.......................................................... ready 
Republicans split over push to defund Obamacare 

___W___a_~g_reen Co, buy~s~7~s~t~r~e~s~r~m~R~a~!~e~!~g~h~’~s~K~e~[[~[9~g 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC The Farm <uncfarm@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:43 AM 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information <farm_general@listserv.unc.edu> 

[farm_general] Farm Pool Hours 

Don’t forget the Farm Pool is still open! The hours for the remainder of the season are: 

FARM POOL HOURS 
NOW - September 15TH 
Pool Open :12:00-7:00 pm 

SEPTEMBER 16TH -20TH 
Pool Open 3:00-7:00 pm 

SEPTEMBER 21ST -22ND 
Pool Open 12:00-7:00 pm 

SEPTEMBER 23RD -27TH 
*Lap Swimming only 4:30-6:30 pm 

SEPTEMBER 30th - OCTOBER 4th 
*Lap Swimming To Be Determined 
Hours may be subject to change due to significant weather changes 

(ie. cold water, thunderstorms) 
Please call the pool desk at 919-968-7644 during pool hours for more 

information. 

Thanks, 

Ben Allred 

FSRA Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_general as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33567998-2435570.47d4593d8elld651e5d3bcd97bOab835@listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 
Weise, Steven O. <sweise@proskauer.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:59 AM 

Scarber~, Mark <Mark.Scarberry@pepperdine.edu-~ 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] How to determine a general pam~ership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

ATT00001 .c 

The secured pa~ has to figure out what the true "name" of the partnership. Because, as you point out, a general pa~nership is not a registered organization, there is no 
detinitive way to determine this. If there is a partnership agreement that can be reviewed (written or electronic), that is probably the best source. If there’s any doubt, 
use the alteruative names as additional debtors on the financing statement. 

Steve 

Steven O. Weise 
Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Centu~ Park East 
Suite 3200 
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 
d 310.284.4515 
f 310.557.2193 

sweise~;proskauer.con~ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 5:10 AM, "Scarbeny, Mark" <~_4_~_ri~_:~_c_’_’_a_tib_e_!!"£~2~p__e__[?i?__e__ri_ktR~:_~_~ wrote: 

Perhaps someone can help me with this question, The answer may be obvious, but I’m struggling w~th 

How do you determine the name of a genera~ partnership that ~s the debtor~ for purposes of a finandng statement? 

A registered organization (a corporation, limited partnership, etc~) wi[~ have a name that is stated in the latest "public o~g~nic record" per 

of ~:he 20I(1 ~:ext, or ~r~ a similar "public record" per the pre-20IO text of 9.-503(a)(1). I suppose, ~:hen, that there seh~om will be a problem de~:ermin~ng 

the name of a registered or~amza~on. 

A ~enera~ partnership is noL a registered organization, but the Code sL~l seems to require use of the partnersh~p’s name, ~f ~L has one. See the 2010 

version of 9-503(a)(6)(A) (a~ternat~ve A) or 9-503(a)(5)(A) (a~ternative B); and the pre-2OtO version of 9-503(a)(4)(A)~ And see paragraph 2 of Offida~ 

Comment 2 to the pre-20:l.O version of 9-503, (I don’t see a s~mi]ar comment to the 2010 text that says a general partnership’s name must be 

has one, but that seems to be required by the language o~ t:he Code,) 

As a prac:~:~ca~ matter, how does the secured party find out whether a genera~ partnership has a name, and e>:actly wha[: ~ts name is? I suppose you 

coLdd look at the partnersh~p’s ~nformsLion reLurns ~:Hed w~th the ~RS (~:orrn &055?), or st the partnership agreement (if there ~s s written agreement). 

I’m certNn~y noL an expert on partnership law, but ~ think that in Cs~fom~s (and I suppose e~sewhere) a ~enera~ partnership bn’t required Lo fi~e any 

sort of form w~th the state gMng ~ts name (though ~t ~may~ fi~e a statement of p~rtnership authority under California Corporations Code section 

15303, which must ~ndude the partnersh~p’s name). Under California ~aw, as I understand it, a partnership that doesn’t use the names of all the 

gef~erM partners in the name uf~der whk:h R does business must make a dba filing ander gus & Pro~ Code sectk)ns 179(}0..~.7930 ~n county 

records. (Sec:~:~on 17913 pro~ktes ~:hat the fictRious business name sta~:ement must pro~&le the names of the generN partners.) {~ut t doubt ~:hat you 

couM just treat Lhe dbs ss the partRership’s name: section 9--503(c) provides that a trsde name ~s Rot suff~dent. 

M~rk S. Sc~rberry 

Pepperd~ne Univ. Schoo~ of Law 

MN~bu, CA 90263 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West. publisher of the "UCC Reverting Service" 
http:i/sa~re.westgroup.com/, ruth assistance from the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or change your settings, go to 

hi tp:/ilisl~s.washlaw .edu,’mailmm~/l is~i ntb/ucclaw- 1 

A fiee service of WashLaw 

(785)670.1088 

To ensnre compliance with requirements imtx~sed by U.S. 
Treasu~ Regulations, Proskauer Rose LLP inlbnns you that 
any U.S. t~x advice contained in this communication 

(including any attachments) was not intended or written to 



be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penaJties under the Internal Reve~me Code or (ii) 

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 

transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This message and its attachments are ~nt from a law finn 

and may contain intbnnation that is confidential and 

protected by privilege from disclosure. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are prohibited farm printing, 

cowing, forwa~cding or saving them. Please delete the 

message and attachments without printing, copying, 

forwarding or saving them, and notif?~ the sender 

im~nediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lis"‘s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Weise, Steven O. <sweise@proskauer.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:13 AM 

Anthony Cianciotti -~ACianciotti@tirsl~capital.com> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edn 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Questions re TM License 

ATT00001 .c 

This will depend on the terms of the trademaxk license and the possible application of the first sale doctrine. 

If the terms of the license allow the secured party to sell goods bearing the trademark, then fine. 

If the license does not (as is probably the case), then (at leas1 in Scenario 2) the first sale doctrine may allow the secured party to sell the goods bearing the trademark 

because the sale fiom Manufacturer to Company A may be the "firs", sale." Even if first sale applies to the goods themselves bearing the trade~nark, the use of the 

trademark for other purposes (such as advertising) ~nay not be pe~:mitted because of the tea:ms of the license. 

See generally the recent Supreme Court decision in Kirtsae~g v doht~ gViley (discussing first sale in the context of copyrights). 

It may be possible to remove the trademark and to sell the goods without the trademark (for a diminished value). 

Steve 

Steven O. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Century Park East 

Suite 3200 

Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 

d 310.284A515 

f 310.557.2193 

sweise@proskauer.com 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 5:08 AM, "Anthony Cianciotti" <ACianciotli(a~firslcapiial.com> wrote: 

I am soliciting input regarding the following two fact scenarios: 
Scenario 1: Company A licenses a trademark from Licensor. Company A subcontracts the manufacturing of the product to Company B, who 
affixes the licensed trademark. Company A defaults on its obligations to Lender. Can Lender sell the inventory that is subject to the license? 
Scenario 2: Company A is a distributor of certain finished goods, which it purchases from Manufacturer, pursuant to a distribution agreement 
with Manufacturer. Manufacturer also sells the finished goods directly to end-users. Title to the goods passes when they leave Manufacturer’s 
warehouse. The distribution agreement contains a non-exclusive license to use Manufacturer’s marks in connection with the sale of the 
products, which licenses terminates when the distribution agreement terminates. Company A defaults on its obligations to Lender. Can Lender 
sell the inventory that Company A purchases from Manufacturer? 
Thanks in advance for your thoughts. 
Anthony C. Cianciotti, Esq. 
Vice President - Legal Counsel 
First Capital 
3350 Riverwood Parkway, Suite 1750 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 
678-594-59261 Phone 
678-594-5901 I Fax 
acia nciotti@firstca pital.com 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Tho~nson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Service" 

!)__t_t_Ri!)~_~__k_?!:e__:__w_e__~t_~_rS_?__u_p_:_c_’~?__n_~_!i, with assistance frown the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or change your settings, go to 

A free sen, ice of~VashLaw 

http:/iwashlaw ~edu 

(785)670.1088 



To ensure compliance with requirements imtx~d by U.S. 
Treasury Regulations, Proskauer Ro~ LLP infimns you that 
any U.S. tax advice contained in "this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to 
be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) 
avoiding pena]ties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 
promoting, marketing or recommending to another paW aW 
transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This message and its attachments are s~nt fi~om a law fim~ 

and may contain information tkat is confidential and 

protected by p6vilege t?om disclosure. If you am not the 

intended recipient, you are prohibited ti~m printing, 

copying, tbrwa~-ding or saving them. Please delete the 

mesmge and attachmenks without prin’dng, cowing, 
forwarding or saving them, and noti~ the sender 

immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown News <news@mayerbrown.com> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 10:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Webinar: Relying on treaties to protect investments in Eastern Europe Webinar, 23 October 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’.,().9.[~,.’..i~..#[#..#..2~L~.R~£I~ 

Bilateral and Multilateral investment treaties are an important tool for 

both promoting and protecting foreign investments. These treaties 

provide a wide range of substantive provisions on which foreign 

investors may rely when facing abusive, expropriatory, or 

discriminatory measures, as well as unfair treatment, by the host 

State. Foreign investors may bring arbitration claims against a host 

State that breaches these treaty provisions, thus avoiding recourse 

to that State’s own courts. Eastern European countries have signed 

dozens of these bilateral treaties, as well as the Energy Charter 

Treaty, one of the few multilateral treaties providing protection for 

foreign investors. Claims brought by foreign investors against Eastern 

European States have increased in recent years. 

However, the wording of each treaty is different, and even a slight 

variation in wording may lead to considerable changes in the degree 

of protection. Foreign investors should know their rights as well as 

potential pitfalls under investment treaties at the stage of their 

investment planning to benefit from the most protective available 

treaty. And when a dispute arises with the host State, it is important 

to know the rights conferred by these treaties to determine the 

likelihood of success on any compensation claim against the 

authorities. 

This webinar explores the main provisions of investment treaties in 

Eastern Europe and how investors can rely on them to obtain - and 

maximize - protection when investing in this part of the world. 

Wednesday, 23 October 2013 

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. GMT 

5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. CET 

10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. CDT 

Teleconference access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the 

event. 

If you would like to register for this webinar, or sign up to listen to 

the recording please click on the register buttons below: 

you decline we will not send you 

reminders for this event.) 

For additional information, please contact Suzanne Chandler at +44 

20 3130 8416 or schandler~’erbrown,com. 

Please visit us at E?_,?_2erbrown,com. 

Wednesday, 23 October 

2013 

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. GMT 

5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. CET 

10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. CDT 

Speakers include: 

Special Counsel, 

Washington DC 

Partner, Paris 

Jel~lh-e W, Sar~es 
Partner, Chicago 

Of Related Interest 

Follow Mayer Brown on Twiller 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brendan Goodling <brendan@zapproved.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Last Opportunity to Attend the 2013 C onference on Pre serv ati on Excell ence 

Lissa, 

The 2013 Conference on Preservation ExcelJ.ence begins in a week, kicking off with the Legal Ho~d Pro User Group Meeting on September 17, foUowed by 

PRD(13 September 18-19. There are a hanclfu[ of seats remainin._q and this is your last chance to sign up for the conference. 

Now ~s the time to register and confirm your seal The conference w~[[ be focusing on the latest developments ~n the e-discovery area h?c[udh?~ Judge 

Scheind[in=s recent 5eMsu~ opinion and the proposed Rules amenclments~ Review the conference agenda and speaker list for a more in-depth look at the 

topics the conference wiU address, and then register. 

fm looking forward Lo seeing you at PREX~ 3~ 

Best re~ards, 

Brendan 

Brendaa Ooodt~ag 

[ ~,:~ ~ LHP Logo    l 

503.214.2262 (:eU ~ brendan~{~zappmved~com 

wwwAe~athotdpro.com ~ ~tesathoidpro 

If you no longer wish Lo receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TIAA-CREF <tiaa- cref@messaging.tiaa- cre£org~ 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Complimentary webinax with Teny Savage, nationally known financial exert. 

promise to make you feel ....... today, t .......... d in the future 

You make promises each and every day -- from the 
simple promise to call your parents ior a chat, to the 
sweeping promise of raising a family with your spouse. 
T1AA-CREF Life Insurance Company (TIAA-CREF Life) 
understands that nothing is as important to you and your 
loved ones as the promise you’ve made to protect their 
fllture, That’s why we’ve committed to provide our 

members with the resources and education to help make 

that promise a ~ea[ity. 

As a part of that commitment, TIAA-CREF Life has 
teamed with Terry Savage -- nationally known financial 
expert -- to put together a webinar designed to teach you 
more about how life insurance can help you keep your 
promises and secure the future for the people you love. 

Please sign up today and join us for this exclusive, 
complimentary webinar on September 19 from 12 to 
1 p.m. (ET). 

In the meantime, if you’d like to learn more about TIAA- 

CREF Life’s insurance products and how they can help 

you keep your life promises, visil us today, or call us at 
855 200-8~4,0. 

Join us for this exclusive, 
complimentary, live webinar 
on September 19 from 12 to 
~ p.m, (ET). 

RSVP Now ] 

~ 
T erry Savage is 
a nationally 
known expert 
who writes a 
syndicated 

column, and is a 
frequent guest on television 
and radio shows. 

"There is one reason ~hat 
even wealthy people buy life 

insurance .---- and that reason 
is becoming more significant 
these days." 

Terry Savage is unaffiliated 
wi~h TIAA-CREF Life. TIAA- 
CREF Life does not endorse 
or recommend her advice. 
The statements made by Ms, 
Savage during her 
presentation are solely her 

own, and TIAA-CREF Life 
expresses no opinion with 
regard to ~hem. 

Learn more about bow it san 
heip you keep your life 
promises. 

CREF:: 

Learn more about 

E] Leg in to your account 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jen Jones, ENC <enc@equalitync.org> 

~Vednesday, September 11, 2013 11:12 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Can’t you ~e the sunshine, can’t youj us~ l~el the moonshine? 

!~i Equal~NC 

::X:: Tell a Friend ii~i Getlnvolved 

] i.~.i Donate 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jen Jones, ENC <enc@equalitync.org> 

~Vednesday, September 11, 2013 11:16 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Can’t you ~e the sunshine, can’t youj us~ l~el the moonshine? 

!~i Equal~NC 

::X:: Tell a Friend ii~i Getlnvolved 

] i.~.i Donate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Kenneth Kettering <ke~meth.kettefing@brooklaw.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:43 AM 

Scarberry, Mark <Mark.Scarbero’@pepperdine.edu>; ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] How to determine a general partmership’s name as debtor for proposes of financing statement 

ATT00001 .c 

As I mad 9-503(a)(6) (I shall cite only to Alternative A as the relevant provisions of Alternative B are substantively identical), the proper way to ascertain the name of a general 
partnership is to ascertain the rule of law that specifies how the name of that entity is established, and then examine whatever source establishes that name pursuant to that 
ru~e of law. The relevant ru~e of law wi~ depend upon the jurisdiction under which the partnership is organized. ~ just opened a copy of the Revised Uniform Partnership Act and, 
to my mild surprise, I do not see that it contains a clear statement as to how the name of a general partnership is established, though it clearly does contemplate that a 
general partnership can have a name. (See, e.g., RUPA 204(a)). I don’t warrant that my quick examination of RUPA is complete or accurate, but assuming that it is the next 
step in a RUPA jurisdiction would be to determine what the cases have said about how the name of a general partnership is established. I haven’t looked at the cases, but I 
would place a large bet that they say that the partnership’s name is established by the partnership agreement. Every written partnership agreement I ever saw in my practice 
days began with a designation of the partnership’s name. Hence, under these suppositions, the proper place to go to determine the name would be the partnership agreement. 
RUPA 303 permits a partnership to make a public filing of a "statement of partnership authority" upon which third parties are generally entitled to rely and which must include 
"the name of the partnership," so a searcher or filer should examine that item if it exists. But of course the cautious will consider the possibility that the character string 
included in a "statement of partnership authority" might differ from that set forth in the partnership agreement. RUPA does not seem to provide a clear statement of which 
character string would be controlling in that eventuality, and so presumably one would want to file and search using both character strings. 

If the partnership has no formal partnership agreement, or if it has one but it doesn’t specify a name, then it would appear that the partnership is that Lovecraftian horror, the 
Nameless Debtor, who would be dealt with as provided by 9-503(a)(6)(B). I would also recommend chanting appropriate passages from the Necronomicon. 
Ken Kettedng 

From; ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Scarberry, Mark [Mark.Scarberry@pepperdine.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:07 PM 

To; ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject; [Ucclaw-I] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

Perhaps someone can help me with this question. The answer may be obvious, but ~’rn struggling with ~t. 

How do you determk~e the name of a genera~ partnership that ~s the debtor, for purposes of a finandng statement? 

A registered organization (a corporation, J~m~ted partnership, etc.) w~H have a name that is stated ~n the latest "puMic organic record" per 9-BO3(a}(:].) of the 2010 

Lext, or in a s~rn~k~r "public record" per the pre.-20~O te’,d: oF 9--503(a)(3.). t suppose, then., Lhat there seldom wil~ be a prokdem determ#~ing Lhe name of a registered 

or~arfiza~on. 

A ~eneral partnership ~s not a registered organization, buL Lhe Code st~l~ seems to require use of the partnersh~p"s name, if ~ has one. See the 2010 version of 9--503 

(a)(5)(A) (alternative A} or 9-503(a)(S)(A} (alternative 8); and the pre-20:].O version of 9-503(a)(4)(A)~ And see paragraph 2 of Official Comment 2 to the 

version of 9%03. (] don’t see a s~m~lar comment to the 20:10 text that says a general partnership’s name must be used ~f ~t has one, but that seems to be required by 

~:he ~anguage of the Code.) 

As a practical matter, how does the secured party find oa~: whether a general partnership has a name, and exactly wha~ its name ~s? ~ suppose you could h:~o]~ at ~he 

partnersh~p’s ~nformation reLurns ~:~led w~th the ~RS (form ~065P), or at the partnership agreement (H: there ~s a written agreemenL). ~’m certah~y not an expert on 

partnership ~aw, but I th~nk that in California (and I suppose e~sewhere) a genera~ partnership isn’t required Lo file any sort of form with the state g~ving its name 

(though it *ma~* file a statement of partnership authority under California Corporations Code section 16303, wNch must ~ndude the partnership’s name). Under 

CaJiforn~a ~aw, as ~ understand ~t, a partnersMp that doesn’t use the names of ~1~ the generaJ partners in the name under wNch it does bus~ness must make a dba 

filing under Bus. & Prof. Code sections 17900-1792¢0 in county 5~ng records. (Sec~:~on 1793.2~ provides that the [icl:~l:~ous business r~ame stateme~lt must provkJe the 

names oF Lhe genera~ partners.) BaL~ doubt that you could just treat the dba as Lhe partnership’s name: sectior~ 9- 503{c) provh~es that a trade name is 

sufficient. 

Mark S. Scarberry 

Pepperdh~e Un~w 5choo~ of 

Ma~iba, CA 90262~ 

(310)506-4667 



Board evaluations can be a stressful and often very sensitive task. The 
goal is to gain clarity on your strengths, mitigate your risks, and 

promote growth with clear focus. Not to simply "check the box". A 
large number of Boards are asking NACD to help them see the big 
picture and identify new opportunities within the details. Our NACD 
advisors-all experienced directors themselves---facilitate confidential 
evaluations designed to uncover insights that transform a potentially 
sensitive exercise into a valuable one. 

Evaluation options include, but are not limited to: 

¯ Full board 

¯ CEO 

¯ Peer/self 

¯ Committees 

~, Senior management-board alignment 

~, Board composition 

The result? A concrete action plan including a facilitated custom in- 
boardroom education program-focused on meeting your board’s 
challenges and opportunities so you can focus on your company’s 
strategic goals. For examples of some customized education 
programs, click here. 

Take Advantage of ~-;.,’~,~ S~vi,’.’~W~, now through November 1. Learn 
how NAGD can meet your needs today by scheduling a 
complimentary consultation online, via email, or call me directly 

at 202-~72-2101. 

I look forward to speaking with you. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Walker 
General Counsel and Director of the Board Advisory Services 

National Association of Corporate Directors 

Advancing Exemplary Board LeadershipTM 

"NA CD carefully selected a 
team of facilitators who 
understood our unique 
business and governance 
structure. They customized 

an evaluation program that 
concluded by integrating 
the results into NACD’s 
One-Day Director 
Professionalism program. 
This creative approach 
transformed a potentially 

sensitive evaluation into a 
positive leaming 
experience." 

Larry Smith, Governance 

Committee Chair of the 
UniGroup, Inc. 

Participants in NA CD 
programs earn credits 
toward an NACD 

Fellowship. 

This message was sent to: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

Meml::,e!~hip I Beard DevelopmentI E.:.4uc;~tlon I I:~-~-~;eumea I Cei~ne.’:~k:.ila National Association of Corporate Directors 
2001 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 500 
Washington DO 20006 

phone 202-775-0509 I fax 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about customized 
board evaluations, benchmarking analysis and other inboardroom 
services, please click here 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane Russell Coleman & Logan, PC <marketing@krcl.com~ 

~Vednesday, September 11, 2013 12:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Environmental Ale~t - Avoiding Lender Liability Under CERCLA 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Environmental Alert 

Avoiding Lender Liability 
Under CERCLA with 

Foreclosure Properties 

Lenders are correct in being cautious when foreclosing on commercial 
properties where the use or storage of hazardous materials may result in 
liability for environmental contamination. However, the U.S. 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability 
Act ("CERCLA") affords protection to secured lenders from 
environmental liability provided that the lenders meet certain criteria. 
These criteria are discussed below. 
A secured lender is generally exempted from potential liability under 
CERCLA if: (i) pre-foreclosure the lender does not participate in 
management, i.e., does not exercise decision-making control over 
issues of environmental compliance or overall operational management, 
and (ii) post-foreclosure the lender holds the property only to protect its 
security interest, i.e., takes steps consistent with safe harbor provisions 

and seeks to sell, re-lease or otherwise divest itself of the asset at the 
earliest practicable, commercially reasonable time, on commercially 
reasonable terms. As the potential for foreclosure begins once a lender 
acquires a secured interest in a property, lenders must from the 
beginning of the transaction be aware of activities that could result in 
future environmental liabilities. 
Read More 

Mr. Flowers, a director olthe Firm, practices 
in ~h~,~ l..itigafio~, Environm~,mtal, Em.~t(jy, 

Construction and h~surance Sections, ~nd 
has s~gn~ficant experience draflh~g contracls 
and litigating contrac{ual d~spu~es, For more 
than 20 yea~, Mr. Fk~wers has aggress~w~ly 
re~resested c~ents in prosecuting and 
defending 8gah~s{ c~a~ms h~ bo~h stste and 

l~deral courts, and ~ a d~verse number of 

Finn Profile Pracdce Areas News & Events 

Altomeys Clients 
~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:09 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

eFlash: SI report... Oklahoma State FB, Part 2 ~lThe Academics[; 

Newsletter 

Demc Lissa. 

WednesdayAfternoonGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Yesterday, Sports Illustrated launched a five-past series entitled [] The Dirty Gmne [], detailing 

Oklahoma State M s mo~mting problems 1,~ illustrate how see@, ~m~emly and ~m~dalous big- 

time college football can get. 

Yesterday~ ]s flaeme was [;The Money, I. today is [;The Academics, M and coming up roll be 

MThe Drugs, M ~]The Sex, M and UThe Fallout. I~ 
Unlike yesterday[] s chapter~ former OK State coach Les Miles has been i~nplicated in the 

supposed transgressions. Former players described Coach Miles staaading up in front of the 

players saying, []Acade~nics first~ [] and he would hold up two fingers. And as he said, 

[] Football second, [] he would hold up one. [] You heard his words but you saw what he was 

doing, [] said one player. (Miles said this happened once as []a moment ofhi~mor. [] ) 

Here [] s another of about a dozen vignettes in today’s article: 

William Cole, a wide receiver in 2007 mtd ’08, says he commonly failed to attend a 

class f!)r the first 3 months of a semester, then wouM go throughout the last 

month and negotiate with the instructor to receive a passing grade, bt one 

instance, in 2008, he emailed a proJossor, eaTlained thal he had #ffured his k~tee 

and nee~d creditsJ?om the course to mm~sfer m a new school Ile says that 

despite ~bi~g no work the entire semester he was awar~d an A. 

I reminded myself fl~at these am just allegations at tiffs ~int. But if even a quaaer of thegn are 

tree, fl~en it would ~ a sad testament to Olda~oma State football. 
I warn V~ fills a~icle is not e~ctly inspiring. TNs could be a black eye for college football, 

and m-o black eyes for OK State. 

Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Int?~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

~’~,,,,’w.twitt e r .co n’J@Colle~teAt h Clips 

Special Report on Oklahoma State Football: Part 2 - The Academics 
By GeorgeDohrmann andThayert~¥ans, SLcom. 9-11-13, 11:31amUl~ 3,405 words 



Shortly al~er Les Miles took over as Oklahoma State’s football coach in December 2000, 

he introduced an exhortation that he would u~ often at the end of team meetings during his 

tbur years in Stillwater. "Academics tirst," Miles would say. "Football second." 

Miles’s words encapsuhited one of the central pillaxs in the mythos of major-college tbotball: 

that nothing, not even wins and losses, takes precedence over educating young athletes. The 
rea2tity is that when jobs and money are at st~ke, priorities quickly skew. 

As Miles said, "Academics firsnt," he would hold up two fingers. And as he said, "Football 

second," he would hold up one. 

"You heard his words but you saw what he was doing," says Doug Bond, a Cowboys 
offensive lineman from 2002 to ’04. "So the thought process was that you’re going to school 

iust so you can play football." 

Given the coach’s message to his players, it is not surprising that 13 Cowboys who played 

between 2000 and’ 11 told SI that they participated in some form of academic misconduct, 

and 16 others were named by teammates as also having had schoolwork done for them. 

Players said that they routinely had their coursework completed by tutors or university’ start" 

members, that they were provided with answers to exams before taking them, and that they 

received passing grades despite doing little or no work. Players also allege that the academic 

counselor for football scheduled thegn in classes with exceptionally lax professors and 

pigeonholed them into majors without consulting them. "The philosophy; the main focus [of the 

program], was to keep [the bes~t playersI eligible thi~3ugh any means necessa~," says Fath’ 

Carter, a safety from 2000 to ’03. "The goal was not to educate but to get them the passing 

grades they- needed to keep playing. That’s the only thing it was about." 

That philosophy took root after Miles was named Cowboys coach before the 2001 season 

and continued under Mike Gundy. who was the offensive coordinator under Miles and 

replaced him aYter the ’04 season, players and former s~aff members say; less and less 

emphasis was placed on academics, and the school began admitting more recruits who weren’t 

as qualitied academically. "Were the players M~o came in after Miles [arrived] lesser students? 

Ye~" says Carter. "So "things had to be put in place to help them." 

Terry Henley, an academic adviser tbr football since 2000, denies the players’ allegations that 

he scheduled tl~em in easy" classes and snteered them to majors, but concedes that academics 

weren’t a priority for Miles. "There was never pressure Ito cheat], but Miles was like most 

coaches who want to be somewhere else," said Henley. "They’re going to do what they need 

to do for two or three yems, and they’re not going to have to deal with whatever the t:allout is. 

So, no, he didn’t promote academics?’ 

Miles, the coach at LSU since 2005, denies that he deemphasized academics while at 

Oklahoma State: "I always said, and I always meant, that academics was the most important 

thing." Of the one-finger, two-finger gesture, Miles says it happened just once in "a moment of 

humor." 

Four players and two ti~rmer assista~ts told SI that they had teammates who they believed 

were functionally illiterate even after attending the school for multiple years. That is an 

especially disheartening revelation given Oklahoma State’s history. In 1989, Dexter Manley, 

then an NFL defensive end, disclosed that he had not been able to read above a second-grade 

level for most of his life, although he had played four seasons for tl~e Cowboys. His confession 

stirred a national discussion about how schools keep athletes eligible. It also dishonored the 

university, even if Johi~ Campbell, the school’s president at the time of the revelation, wasn’t 

chastened. "There would be those who would argue that Dexter Manley got exactly what he 

wanted out of OSU," Campbell said. "He was able to develop his athletic skills and abilib,, he 

was noticed by the pros, he got a pro contract. So maybe we did him a favor by’ letting him go 



through the program." 

Says Willian~ Cole, a wide receiver in 2007 and ’08, "If you wanted to do the work, then you 

could do it on your own. But if you were one of those people that they know is not going to do 

the ~w~rk, [the school] will tind a way." 

In 2008, Oklahoma State wide receiver Dez B~ant was named second-team academic All- 

Big 12, a salute to players who best combine athletic and scholastic achievement. There is no 

disputing Bryant’s on-field accotnplishtnents as a sophomore -- he was second in the nation 
with 19 receiving touchdowns -- but several temnmates and two former assistant coaches 

scoffed at the notion that he wonld be honored for his academics. "You didn’t have no choice 

but to laugh at it," says Victor Johnson, a Cowboys safer?- from 2008 to ’10. 

According to Johnson and one of the former assistant coaches, it was well known that Bryant 

would not go to class unless shepherded, otten by a football staffmember, and that tutors did a 

majority of his coursework. "tle just wasn’t supposed to be there. There’s no way he could do 

the college work," said the tbrmer assistant coach. "Once he got there, he was connected with 

the people tbat would help him." CaJvin Mickens, a cornerback from 2005 to ’07, says he aJso 

saw tutors do coursework for Bryant. 

B~yant, now with the Dallas Cowboys, denies that he had work done for him and declined 

further comment. 

His alleged academic struggles reveal the scholastic facade created for tnany Oklahotna State 

football players. Inside the program it was known that a playeis grade point average and the 

classes he completed of[en testified only to the duplicity employed to keep him on the field. 

Carter, Cole, Mickens, det~nsive tackle Larry Brown (2005 and ’06), offensive lineman 

Jonathan Cruz (2002), linebacker LeRon Furr (2009 to ’10), defensive tackle Brad Girtman 
(2003 and ’04), safety Chris Massey (1999 to 2002) defensive end T.J. Minor (2005 and 

’06), linebacker M~xcus Richardson (2007), running back Herschel Sitns (2011), wide 

receiver A~trell Woods (2006 to ’08) and defensive back Thotnas Wright (2002 to ’04) told 
SI that they had work done for them and/or that they received other improper academic 

assistance. They and a dozen other players say they witnessed teammates participating in 

academic misconduct. Among those they nan~ed: rnnning back Tatum Bell (2000 to ’03), wide 

receiver Prentiss Elliott (2004), quarterback Josh Fields (2001 to ’03), sal"et?- Vernon Grant 

(2002 to ’04), cornerback Darrent Williams (2001 to ’04) and det~nsive end Kevin Willimns 

(1998 to 2002). 

Some players had almost all of their assigmnents completed for them. "Are you kidding me? I 

didn’t go there to go to school," says Girtman. "I went there to play football." Woods says he 

didn’t write "a single paper" during his thiee ye~xs in Stillwater; he just ~ped what tutors 

dictated to him. Other players did tnost of their own work but used tutors and others to get 

improper help in a single discipline in which they struggled. Richa~tson says he enjoyed writing 

papers but that he had ditficulty with math, so tutors cotnpleted those assignments tbr him. 

There is a fine line between a tutor’s assisting a player in the composition of a paper and writing 

the paper for him, but the players who spoke to SI say what took place was clearly the latter. 

"If your teacher told you to write a paper about your favorite Chinese place, all [the tutor] 

would ask is, ’What’s your favorite Chinese place?’ " says Andre McGill, a quarterback in 

2000 and ’01 who denies receiving improper assistance. "That’s it. They’d do the reset." 

Says Cry, "I would write them, and they would take them and just completely change 

eve .rything about it because it wasj ust so a~4"ul. I never really leanred how to write a paper, 

but I had to pull a B in Comp I, and I pulled my B in Comp I." 

Tutors weren’t the only people providing improper academic assistance. During his freshman 

year, Caterer says a teammate introduced him to Ronald Keys, an assistant professor assigned 

to the libra,. Keys began working in the libra~ in 1996; he was an academic coo~tinator for 

athletes from April 1998 until Febmm?~ 2001, when he returned to the lib~?~. Carter says that 



he and several other players would visit Keys in the librau, drop off their assignments and 

return a few days later to pick up the finished work. Carter says that this went on through his 

senior seasoi~, and that during his four yeaxs in Stillwater he estimated that 15 players had at 

least some work done for them by Keys. Massey says Keys also did work tbr him and others. 

"I have no idea why he did it," Carter says. "All we knew was that if you wanted a paper done, 

you called Keys.... His name was infamous." 

Keys, who left OSU in Septmnber 2005 and is now the intemn assistant director of the library, 

at Texas Southern, told SI that he never did work for athletes but sotnetimes helped them with 

reference questions. 

Henley, 43, is the person most responsible for managing the Cowboys’ academics for football. 

Currently the football team’s senior academic connselor, he was hired as an academic adviser 

in July 2000, about six months betbre Miles took over -- and a year before he received a 

master’s degree in hum~m relations t~om Oklahoma. Despite never having worked in academia, 

he was immediately assigned to the football program. 

Academic officials at three other Division I universities "told SI that "their schools would never 

hire someone for a counseling position without previous acadelnic advising experience. 

Henley’s r[~ sum ~ raises another question: He was a defensive back at OSU from 1988 to ’93, 

when he was a teammate of Gundy’s. Among the 65 football programs in BCS conferences in 

2012, only six have a former player fio~n that school acting as the team’s primasy academic 
counselor. 

Many former players who spoke to SI lauded Henley’s concern for their well-being. His bio on 

the university’s website says that he also handles "life skills" and "personal issues," and players 

talked of receiving support from Henley when they were at their lowes~t, aYter injures or even 

when they were kicked off the temn. "I almost lost nay mind [at Oklahoma State]," says 

Mc(~ill, who was diagnosed with bipolaJc disorder alter he left Stillwater. "If it wasn’t for Terry, 

I’d probably be in a mental hospital right now." 

Their evaluation of Henley’s academic counseling, however, is less lhvorable. "I remember 
Terry being velN frustrated, trying to track students dow~ trying to connect them with tutors. It 

was high s~tress for him," Caxter says. "[Academics] was something that wasn’t promoted by 

the coaching 

Henley was further challenged by having to advise players who were unprepared to do college 

work, including some extreme cases. Carter, rode receiver Eric Allen, and defensive backs 

RickT Coxeffand Daniel McLemore say there were players on the team between 2001 and 

’05 who were functionally illiterate. "There was a conple that I would be like, Damn, I don’t 

know how you made it thl~ongh high school," says Allen. Coxeffrecalls a 2003 team meeting in 
which Miles asked one of the Cowboys to write house on a chalkboard. "tte spelled it It-A- 

S," says CoxeIt~ "I was like, Oh, my God, how is he even in this room? ... How can someone 

who can’t spell come to a major college?" 

As a result, ttenley sometimes advised players as if they were incapable of doing any work. "I 
had an open conversation with [Terry] about Ron Keys," says Carter. "Terry didn’t promote ik 

but he was awaxe of it." 

Henley says he heard players talk about Keys but denies knowing that Keys did work for 

theln. He also questions how a player would know if one of his teammates was illitelate. He 

does sometimes determine which players are unlikely to survive at OSU, saying those 

Cowboys roll "take easier electives initially. I’ll go to the coaches and say, ’Look, we have a 

potential issue here....’ There’s only going to be a finite mnount of time where we’re going to 

be able to keep that kid here. Now, why wonld I then go thl~ow that individual into college 

algebra, biology?" 

That relates to anotber cri’6cism players had about Henley’s counseling. Those who remained 

beyond "their sophomore year found themselves boxed into a major because of the courses 

Henley steered them toward -- a charge to which Henley denies. "[Oklahoma State] does that 

to a lot of guys," says Fun. "They start taking classes ... I [ask guys], ’What’s your 

major?’ [’][’hey say], ’I don’t know. I’m just taking the classes they give Inc.’ " 

Kevin White, a running back in 2005 and ’06, says that he wanted to declare as a business 

major as a freslmm~ but that Henley discouraged it. "They just want to make sure you keep 

passing," says White. Caster alrived in Stillwater shortly after Henley was hired, and he says 

they never had a discussion about his major. He just took the conrses Henley advised him to 

take and ended up majoring in sociology. "Almost eye,one I knew was a sociology major. 

What are yon going to do ruth a sociology degree?" says Carter, who returued to Stillwater 

yeaxs later without a scholarship and got a degree in education. 

Says ttenley, "What I do with degrees and scheduling, I base it on aptitude, attitude. Now a 

guy may have wanted to be a business major, but he can’t get through a math class. That’s a 

big reason why we don’t initially declare a major tbr a player.... I’d love to tell every single one 
of them who walks in that door, You go be what you said you wanted to be, but at the same 

time I’ve gotto look at aptitude, attitude and work ethic." 

In recent years Henley has clustered players in online courses. Running back Dexter Pratt says 

that in his first semester, in 2009, ever,:" course he took was online. "Online classes are the 
easiest way for [players] to keep their grades up," Cole says. "If you didn’t do the work, you 

can ema~l [the instructor] and can almos~t talk them into giving you a passing grade an~w~ay." 

Henley disputes that online classes are easier and sws he has never heard of a plwer talking 



his way into a better grade. He concedes that he schedules more online courses tbr the 

program’s weakest students becausc "logistically, liar your at-6 sk guys, you have to have class- 

checking in place. Well that staff is never accurate, so a guy could be missing class. So M~at 

the online classes have allowed us to do is to keep better monitoring ofthosc at-risk players." 

Further aiding the prograa~’s effolts to keep players eligible was a host of instructors who gave 

passing grades for little or no work, players say. ’][’here were enough oftheln that a player 

could schedule a semester’s wolth of classes that required him to do next to nothing. "You just 
show up, yon’ll get a C," says Cruz. "You don’t have to pass the test. Yon don’t have to do a 

homework assignment. You don’t have to do anything. If you go to class, they’ll give yon a C 

because they care about Oklahoma State football." 

Carter says that he and Bell took two courses together taught by the same instructor. Carter 

says they received A’s in both despite never attending class or doing any work. In the spring of 

2004, after their eligibility expired, the two players again enrolled in a conrse taught by that 

instructor, bnt Carter says that this time they both received t~filing marks. "I’d guess that there 

was pressnre [on the instructor] to give us those A’s when we were playing, but not when we 

weren’t," he says. (Bell denies this, telling SI he only got C’s a~d D’s.) 

McGill m~d Bell shared a different class and, accounting to McGill, a tutor accompanied Bell on 

test days. The tutor m~d Bell received copies of the test, a~d then Bell turned in the one that the 

tutor completed. McGill says that he saw the instructor watch the tutor take Bell’s test for him, 

but "he wouldn’t say anUthing." (Bell says that no tutors ever did his work.) 

Woods says that after he suffered a serious back injuu while weightliffing in 2007, he stopped 

attending classes. At the end of one scmester, a professor asked to meet ruth him in the 

academic center. Woods says the professor asked him, "What do you think you deserve in this 

class?" 

"An F," Woods says he replied. "I’m not going to lie." 

Woods says the protbssor responded, "I’m going to give you a B." 

"tte felt bad [for me]," Woods says. 

After Furr had knee surgeiT in October 2010, he skipped one of his classes for a few months. 

"There was no way I was supposed to pass that class because I missed a loft’ Furr says, "but 

[the professorl just said take good notes ]in the remaining classes] and show them to me eveW 

day, m~d he would guarantee that I passed." 
Cole says he commonly failed to attend a class for the firs1 three months of a semester, then 

would go throughout the last month and negotiate with the instructor to receive a passing grade. 

In one instance, in 2008, he emailed a professor, explained that he had injured his knee and 

needed credits from the course to transfer to a new school. He says that despite the fact that 

he had done no work the entire semester he was awarded an A. 

"They really gave us our credits," says Cole, who transferred to North Texas in 2009. "They 

spoiled us." 

To the charge of players being handed unearned grades by professors, Henley says, "That was 

never brought to Iny attention, but they wouldn’t necessarily do that and, number two, I don’t 

have control over what a professor does." 

In Februa~~ 2003, Henley and others from the academic seiwices department claimed a major 

victory. An article in the Tulsa World reported that all 18 seniors on the football team w-ere on 

course to graduate that spring. "It proves what I’ve always felt from day one -- you can 

graduate student-athletes while putting out a running produck" Henley told the newspaper. 

But it wasn’t quite that simple. The players in the 1998 recruiting class were brought in under 
Bob Simmons. The truer test of Henley’s belief that Oklahoma State could win a~d still 

gradnate its athletes would be the graduation rates of the classes brought in by Miles and 

Gundy, filled ruth the highly ra~ked recruits who helped pnsh the tbotball program to elite 

status. 

Since the 2003-04 academic year, the NCAA has used the Academic Progress Rate (APR) 

to determine a program’s success in educating its athletes. It is a more forgiving tnetric tha~ a 

straightforward graduafion rate, in part because the APR takes into account transfers and 

players who left early for the pros. Oklahoma State’s average APR from ’03-04 to ’11-12 is 
933, which equates to a graduation rate of a little more than 50%. From ’08-09 to ’11-12, the 

period of the program’s greatest success -- including its 2012 Fiesta BoM victory -- the 

Cowboys’ average APR was 926, third worst ant of the 65 BCS schools in 2012. 

So despite all the ghost-written papers and complicit professors and absentee stndents who 
wound up with high grades, the solicitude only went so tiar. "It was all set up to make snre the 

players got on the field Satarday -- period," says one former OSU assistant. "They get on the 

field? We’re good. The rest of that stuff [we’ll] worry about later." 

Not only has Henley’s assertion that the Cowboys conld win a~d graduate players been 

invalidated, the program under Miles and Gundy was one of the least efl~ctive at meefing that 

challenge. "I don’t know if I didn’t learn m~yt2t~ing in college because it is college, as~d you don’t 

learn what you need to know for the real world, or because [at Oklahoma State] it was a big 

joke," says Woods. "I don’t know. I’ll never know." 

To access this article in its’ original setting click here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Kevin Grierson <kgrierson@culhanemeadows.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:05 PM 

Weise, Steven O. <sweise@proskauer.com>; Anthony Cianciotti <ACianciotti@firstcapital.com> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Questions re TM License 

ATT00001 .c 

fn scer~ario 2, the dJs[:ributor is also prob:_~ct,:_~d bv [:he doc[:dne o[ "~)om]native [a~r use", eve~ in advertish~g, so ~o~)g as [:he trademarks are used to Jde~t~fy aL~hen[~c 

goods that are being sold by the former d~stributor and the advertising does not ~ead to confusion regarding d~stribu~or’s status as a distributor. 

So, for example, a car dea~er can advertise that it sells used Hondas without a trademark Hcense agreement w~th Honda so long ~s ~t does not hold itself out as (for 

exm~le) a Honda dealership. 

kwg 

Kevin W. Grierson, Esq. 
Pa1~ner, Co-Chair, lntelle~ual Prope~- Group 

CULHANE ME~OWS PLLC 

Direr: (757) 726-~99 

k~’ierson(~culh~emeadows.com 
Admitted to pra~ce in Virginia and before th e 

~ni~ 3~utes Patent and ~demark O~ce 

The information contorted in ~his e-marl message is only for the personal mid confidential use of the intended recipi~nt(~). If you haw receiwd/his communication in error, please notify us imm~dia/ely by fo~ ~ding this e-m~l m 
b~k)d~k~ c ~ bane m~ad ows.co m. You ~e instruc~d to not rely upon any ~x advice contained in this communication for th~ purpose of avoidin~ U.S. f~der~ t~ obligations. 

~rom: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Weise, Steven O. 

Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 20~3 10:13 AM 

To: Anthony Cianciotti 

Cc: ucclaw-l@l~sts.wa5hlaw.edu 

Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-I] ~uestions re TM License 

This will depend on the terms of the trademark license and the possible application of the first sale doctrine. 

If the terms of the license allow the secured party to sell goods bearing the trademark, then fine. 

If the license does not (as i5 probably the case), then (at least in Scenario 2) the first sale doctrine may allow the secured party to sell the goods bearing the 

trademark because the sale from Manufacturer to Company A may be the "first sale." Even if first sale applies to the goods themselves bearing the trademark, the 

use of the trademark for other purposes (such as advertising) may not be permitted because of the terms of the license. 

See generally the recent Supreme Court decision in ~irtsaen~ vJohD ~i[e~ (discussing first sale ~n the context of copyrights). 

It may be possible to remove the trademark and to sell the goods without the trademark (for a diminished value). 

Steve 

Steven O. We~se 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Century Park East 

Suite 3200 

Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 

d 310.284.4515 

f 310.557.2193 

sweise@proskauer.com 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 5:08 AM, "Anthony Cianciotti" <ACianciotti@firstcapital.com> wrote: 

I am soliciting input regarding the following two fact scenarios: 
Scenario 1: Company A licenses a trademark from Licensor. Company A subcontracts the manufacturing of the product to Company B, who 
affixes the licensed trademark. Company A defaults on its obligations to Lender. Can Lender sell the inventory that is subject to the license? 
Scenario 2: Company A is a distributor of certain finished goods, which it purchases from Manufacturer, pursuant to a distribution agreement 
with Manufacturer. Manufacturer also sells the finished goods directly to end-users. Title to the goods passes when they leave Manufacturer’s 
warehouse. The distribution agreement contains a non-exclusive license to use Manufacturer’s marks in connection with the sale of the 
products, which licenses terminates when the distribution agreement terminates. Company A defaults on its obligations to Lender. Can Lender 
sell the inventory that Company A purchases from Manufacturer? 
Thanks in advance for your thoughts. 
Anthony C. Cianciotti, Esq. 
Vice President - Legal Counsel 
First Capital 
3350 Riverwood Parkway, Suite 1750 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 
678-594-59261 Phone 
678-594-5901 I Fax 
acianciotti@firstcapital.com 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Service" 
http:i/sk)re.westgroup.cona/, with assistance from the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or cha]]ge your settings, go to 

http:/ilisl~s, v~ ashlaw.edu, mailmaMis~inIb/ucclaw-1 

A five service of WashLaw 
/ 
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To ensure compliance with requirements imtx~d by U.S. 
Treasuu Regulations, Proskauer Rose LLP informs you that 

any U.S. t~x advice contained in this communication 

(including any attachments) was not intended or written to 

be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) 
avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 

transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This message and its attachments are ~nt from a law finn 

and may contain intbnnation that is confidential and 

protected by privilege from disclosure. If you are not the 

intended recipient, you are prohibited from printing, 

cowing, forwa~cding or saving them. Please delete the 

message and attachinents without printing, copying, 

forwarding or saving them, and notif?~ the sender 

immediately. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 
David Tatge <DTatge@ebglaw.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:14 PM 

Weise, Steven O. <sweise@proskauer.com>; Scarberry, Mark <Mark.Scarberry@pepperdine.edu> 

ucclaw-I@ lists.washlaw.ed u 

Re: [Ucclaw-I] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

ATT00001 .c 

You could also look at federal and state tax return filings, to see if they conform to the name in the partnership agreement, and obtain supporting certificates re 

the rH~n’u:~ fron’~ the ~8neraJ parLners, 

BeSL regards, David 

EPSTEIN BECKER GREEN ] 

David Tatge Bi<_ , 
t 202.861.1875 f 202.861.3575 

1227 25th Street, NW i Washington, DC 20037 
t 202.861.0900 

From: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Weise, Steven O. 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2053 9:59 AM 
To: Scarberry, Mark 

Cc: ucdaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-I] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 
The secured party has to figure out what the true "name" of the partnership. Because, as you point out, a general partnership is not a registered organization, there 

is no definitive way to determine this. If there is a partnership agreement that can be reviewed (written or electronic), that is probably the best source. If there’s 

any doubt, use the alternative names as additional debtors on the financing statement. 

Steve 

Steven O. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Century Park East 

Suite 3200 

Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 

d 310.284.4515 

f 310.557.2193 

.s____w___e_j__s__e__@£__r_9__s__[£a___u___e___r:__c___o___m__. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 5:10 AM, "Scarberry, Mark" <Mark.Scarberry@pepperdine.edu> wrote: 

Perhaps someone can help me with this question. The answer may be obvious, but I’m struggling with it~ 

How do you det~-:~rnline tfu-:~ name of a genera~ partnership that ~s Lhe debtor, for purposes of a ~naru::~ng sLatement? 

A registered organization (a corporation, ]im~ted par~nersMp, e~:c.} wi~ have a name tha~: ~s stated in ~he latest "puMk: organk: record" per 9.-503(a)(1) 

of the 20~0 text, or #~ a similar "puNic record" per Lhe pre-.2010 texL of 9-503(a)($)~ I suppose, then, that there sNdom wifl be a proMem determin#~g 

the narne o~: a registered organization. 

A gene~a] partnership is not a registered orgm~ization, but the Code st~H seems to require use of the pa~tnersh~p’s name, ~f ~t has one. See the 2010 

version of 9-503(a)(6)(A) (a~ternat~ve A) or 9-503(a}(5)(A) (a~ternative B); and the pre-20IO version of 9-503(a)(4.)(A). And see paragraph 2 of Offic~a~ 

Comment 2 to the pre.-2010 version of 9- 503. (I don’t: see a s~mHar comment to the 2010 te’.<t that says a genera~ partnersh~p"s name must be used ~[ it 

has one, but that seems Lo be required by the language of the Code.) 

As a pract~ca~ rustler, how does the secured party find out whether a genera~ partnership has a narne, and exactly what ~ts narne is? I suppose you 

could ~ook at the pa~tnersh~p’s h~formation returns filed wkh the ]RS (form 10557), or at the partnership agreement (if the~e ~s a written agreement). 

~’m certa~n~y not an expert on partnership law, but ~ think that in California (and I suppose Nsewhere) a general partnership ~sn’t required to fi~e any 

sort of form w~th the sta~:e gMng ~ts name (thoagh ~: *may~ fik~ a statemen~ o[ partnership aa~:horiW under California Corporations Code section 

16303, which must k~clade the par~nersh~p"s name). Under California h~w, as I unders~:and i~, a partnership tha~: doesn’t use the names of a~l the 

general partners b~ the name under wMch ~t does business must rnake a dba fi]h~g under Bus. & Profl Code sections $7900-17930 ~n courtly filb~g 

records~ (Section ~7953 provides thsL Lhe fictitious business name sLatement must provide the names o~: Lhe ~enera~ partners.) BuL ~ doubt that you 

could just treat the dba as the partnership’s name: section 9-503(c) provides that a trade name ~s not suffident. 

Mark S. Scarberry 

Pepperd~ne Univ. School of Law 

ManChu, CA 90263 

(310)506-4.667 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting SePAce" 

._h__t__tp_21’_~N_rLe_:5~Le_h~g!:_o__t_[[?_:_c___Olg:’_, with assistauce from the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or chm~ge your settings, go to 

http:i/lists.washlaw.edu/mailmea~’lis~dnfoiucclaw- 1 
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To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by U.S. 
Treasury Regulations, Proskauer Rose LLP informs you that 

any U.S. tax advice contained in this commnnicalion 

(including any attachments) was not intended or written to 

be used, and cannot be used, for the pnrpose of(i) 

avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 

promoting, marke~6ng or recommending to another party any 

transaction or matter addressed herein. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Editor <edito@ bankersonline.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:44 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 Security Officers Workshop: We’ve got you covered’. 

(Please forward this email to the person responsible for security.) 

Join us live in Philadelphia or by remote video streaming live to your location for this must attend event for all 

Security Directors, OJ~J~icers, StaJ~]~, Auditors, Directors, CEOs, Cashiers, BSA O]~]~icers, Compliance OJ~J~icers, Training 
O]~]~icers, Bank Counsel and Legal Sta~, and White Collar Law Enforcement O~icers~ 

REMINDER: Download the 2013 Security Officers Workshop brochure (.pdf)! Share the detaits with 

management (and ~vith other security officers) and re~Jster today. 

~ Today’s security chailencdes 
are HUGE! 

And they are YOUR responsibility. 

Physical Security. Information Security. Anti-fraud measures. There are a many layers to the 

security function and you are responsible for all of them. We take a ho[istic approach - protecting 

against harm and losses from all the different angles necessary to keep your people, your 

customers, and your bottom line safe and secure. 

This year’s program is fi[ted with valuable information that wit[ keep you and your security staff 

up-to-speed and ready to face today’s chattenges. From security devices to fraud detection to 

deating with viotent situations, we’ve gathered the top banking security experts to deriver the 

most up-to-date information. With 19 years of experience training security professionals, we 

know what you need - and we’ll deliver! 

Review the agenda, read the speaker bios, and re~ister today! 

Option 1. Attend live: We’d [eve to see you in Philadelphia! Register to attend (rooms at 

the hotel are still available at the room Mock rate) and you will also have the opportunity to 

take advantage of pre-workshop sessions held on Tuesday, October 8 (the day before the 

workshop begins). 

Option 2. Stream the workshop to your office: If you can’t attend in person -- no 

problem! You can stream the conference directty to your office or conference room and 

train your staff without the travel time (and travel expenses). 

¯ Option 3. Time shift the event: If you are streaming the workshop to your office, you 

will also have access to the full archive for 30 days. That means that you can train additional 

staff and review all the sessions for a full month. That’s real value and convenience. 

Which ever option you choose, now is the time to 

D From the desk of workshop coordinator, Dana Turner... 

CREDIBILITY- Now more than ever! 
Financial Institution Security Managers need to prove their credibility if and when cha!l.en~ed either by law enforcement, 

when testifyin~ in a court of law, or even by the Board of Directors. This Workshop - the oldest and the lar~est national 
Workshop created ONLY for Security Directors and their staffs - provides that. For 18 years we’ve provided subjects 
that increase your knowledge, your network, and your net worth. Ensure that you are up-to-speed with your peers and 
ioin us at this year’s Security Officers Workshop. We promise to keep the workshop [ivety, informative, and packed 
with value. And remember, you can attend either in-person or view the sessions from the comfort of your office as they 
are streamed live. We look forward to seein~ you in October. 



"We’re interested in the Remote Streaming option direct to our location. 

Can we test our system?" 

Yes, we have a special page set up for that and you can access it by 

"Will there be a chance to get answers to our questions?" 

Yes, there will be Q~tA sessions during the workshop where questions submitted from the in-person attendees and the 

remote participants will be answered. In the event that we cannot answer all of the questions during the conference, we 

will create a follow-up document containing answers we were unable to address during the workshop. 

"Do remote attendees get the same certification credits for attendance?" 

Yes, the entire conference wi[l be streamed in real time, and a[so archived for later viewing. If there is more than one 

person participating remotely, we will supply a certificate for each attendee. 

"Can we submit questions prior to the conference?" 
Yes, we’d love to hear from you prior to the workshop! If you have any questions that you would like to see addressed, 

~!~.~b.~!~..~..~ and we’ll do our best to incorporate them into the program. 

"How will we get access to the materials?" 

All attendees will have the ability to download the materials prior to the conference (with plenty of lead time in the 

event you would like to print them out). They will be made available online for all attendees to download and those 

attending in Philadelphia will also receive a CD-ROM containing the material along with a note pad. 

And if you have more questions... 

Don’t worry! We’re here to help. Head to the conference website and check out the a~enda or download a copy of the 

full brocl~ure. If the information you need isn’t there, don’t hesitate to contact ~s. And once all your questions are 

answered, go ahead and re.~iste~ to attend! 

Along with a wealth of knowledge delivered by some of the best speakers in the industry and valuable tools to help you 

meet the security function’s mission, you will receive credit for attending the workshop! The ~.~.~.E!~y...~.~.~.~.~§ 

Workshop has always maintained a strong reputation in the industry. We’re proud of the reputation we’ve developed 

over the past eighteen years and our reputation for quality training will translate directly into a benefit for you. The 

hours you spend attending the workshop will be recognized by ABA, ICBA, ASIS, and CFE. You’ll receive a certificate 

detailing the hours of training in security and, where applicable, BSA. Register today! 

We promise to keep the workshop lively, informative, and packed with value. We look forward to seeing you in 

October! 

Click here to unsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy J. Peterkin, Esq. <timothy@lmvtothepeople.com> 

~Vednesday, September 11, 2013 3:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Space Still Available tbr 9/13 AND 9/14 CLE Programs 

Friday, September 13, 2013/Durham~ NC£ 
8 General CLE Hours/8;OOam~5;1Opm 
Cost; $2OO~OO (unless you are unemployed or working 

CLE ~ours/1O:OOam~3:3Opm 

Cost: $90~00 for 

Live location: Hote~ ~ndigo ~ocated at 151 Tatum Drive~ 
Durham~ NO 27~03~ This program wil~ a~so be available 
as a ~ive webinar~ 

If you are looking for information on a variety of family law topics, this is the CLE for you. Four attorneys who 
are all board-certified specialists in family law are going to shat~ information about adoption, equitable 
distribution, child support, custody and mediation. They will present the substantive law, with an emphasis 
on practical knowledge 

Click here to download the reqistrNion form 

Click here to re~ister online 

At~.orney Morgan is a collaborative attorney and mediator. He has 
practiced in this area since 2001. He will present on mediation, 
arbitration and collaborative divorce. 

A~torney M[lam has been in ptiw~te practice in Durham, NC since 1987. Her 
~i~cus has been on family ~aw, She has ben recogmzed by Super Lawyers 
Magazine for her work ~n tMs area. She ~s codified to conduct mediations of 
family financial matters and she ~s a~so a trained collaborative family law 

Atlomey M~am will d~scuss cM~d suppod asd cMkJ custody ~ssues. 



Alorney Sandln is a summa cure laude law graduate of NCCU School of Law 
in 1994. She has fecdsed her p~’acHce on famty ~aw since 1999, al:er a 
successflA practice hs ¢omme~s~a~ real estate. ~n addt~on to d~shict cou[l 
ffigafion, she has ll~ated several mad[a~ tor~ c~a~ms and s~gnlican~ cases for 
the NO appellate 
£[orney SandD~ will d~scuss equi[abb d~s[rt)ufion ~ssues. 

Attorney Debra Gdfftlss has been practicing in the family law area since 2003, 
In addition to years as a family law alorney, she has p~esen~ed IOr ~he NC 
Academy el Trial L.awyers and she Has centdbu[ed [e ~he Fatuity Law 
Section’s writlen publications, 
At~erney Griffi~hs will discuss adoption law, 

Sat~rday, $epte~sI~er 14, 2013, 

Director Tan~eRa kester, 
Click here to download the registration form 

Forward this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Buchalter.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 4:05 PM 

’Weise, Steven O.’ <sweise@proskaner.com>; ’Scarberry, Mark’ <Mark.Scarberry@pepperdine.edu-~ 

’ucclaw- l@lists.washlaw.edu’ 

Re: IUcclaw-1] How to determine a general pa~ership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

ATT00001 .c 

The problem is that you have no way of knowing if the partnership agreement has been amended° I have invented a trick of sorts, which perhaps 

give you more certainty, I add, as a dosing document, an amendment to the partnership agreement, amending the name of the partnership to 
that which you believe it to be, Thus, if for some reason you had the wrong name, once the amendment is signed, you have the right name, I also 
add a provision in the amendment which says that any future amendment which changes the name is ineffective unless SP agrees. I think this ties 

up everything pretty tightly. If I am wrong, I guess ~’~ find out in a few minutes. 

(Sent from Tabor, in the Czech Republic, where I am vacationing) 

From; ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Weise, Steven O. 
Sent; Wednesday, September 11, 2013 6:59 AM 
To: Scarberry, Mark 
C~; ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject; Re: [Ucclaw-I] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 
The secured party has to figure out what the true "name" of the partnership. Because, as you point out, a general partnership is not a registered organization, there 

is no definitive way to determine this. If there is a partnership agreement that can be reviewed (written or electronic), that is probably the best source. If there’s 
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Perhaps someone can help me with this question, The answer may be obvious, but ~’m struggling w~th 

How do you determine the n~me of ~ genera~ partnership that ~s the debtor, for purposes of a [:~nandng statement? 

A registered organization (a corporation, ~imited partnership, etc~) will have a name that is stated in the ~atest "public organic record" per 

of ~:he 2010 ~:ext, or ~r~ a similar "public record" per the pre-2010 text of 9.-503(a)(1). I suppose., ~:herh that there seh~om will be a problem de~:errnin~ng 

the name of a registered or~amza~on. 

A ~enera~ partnership is noL a registered organization, but the Code sLHI seems to require use of the partnersh~p’s name, ~f ~L has one. See the 2010 

version of 9-503(a)(6)(A) (a~ternsL~ve A) or 9--503(a)(5)(A) (a~ternative B); and the pre-20$O version of 9-.503(a)(4)(A). And see paragraph 2 of 

Comment 2 to the pre-2010 version of 9-503. (I don’t see a s~mi]ar comment to the 2010 text that says a genera] partnersh~p’s name must be used ~f it 

has one~ but that seems to be required by the language of the Code.) 

As a prac~:~cM matter, how does the secured party find out whether a genera~ partnership has a name, and e>:actly what: ~ts name is? I suppose you 

coLdd k)ok at the partnersh~p"s ~nforma~:k)n re~:urns 5led w~th the ~5 florin 10657), or at the partnership agreement (if there ~s a wr~tte~ agreeme~). 

Vrn certNn~y no[ an expe~t on partnership law~ but ~ think that in California (and I suppose e~sewhere) a ~enera~ partnership bn’t required [o ]:He any 

sort of ]:om~ w~th the stale giv~Rg ~ts name (though ~[ ~may* file a statement o~: 9artne~sh~p authority unde~ California Corpora[ions Code section 

16303, which must ~ndude the ~artnersh~p~s name). Under California ~aw~ as I understand it, a partnersh~ that doesn’t use the names of aH the 

get, era] ~)artners in the name u~der whk:h R does bus~ness must make a dba filing under gus & ProF Code sectk)ns 17900..17930 ~n county 

records. (Sec~:~on 17913 provk~es ~:hat the fictRious business name sta~:ement must provide ~he names of the general partners.) {~ut ~ doub~ ~:hat you 

could just treat [he dba ss the partRership’s name: section 9--503(c) provides that a trade name ~s Rot suff~dent. 
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One of the important unfinished aspects of the DoddoFrank Act ("Act") is tire requirement for 

}:ederat agencies CRegula~ers") to issue regulations implernenting Section 941 of ~he Act 

which generally requires that a securitizer retain at least 5% of the aggregate credit risk for 

assets that are packaged in an asset-backed securitization CABS") issued by the 

securitizer. Tire Regulators originally proposed rules to implement Section 941 over two 

years ago ("First Proposal"). 

On August 28, 2013, the Regulators issued a second proposed rule for public comment 

("Re-proposal"), The Regulators responded to a range of concerns expressed in comment 

letters and made a sedes of impo~lant revisions in tile Re-proposal. Among tile major 

changes proposed by the Regulators are much more relaxed requirements for a residential 

mortgage loan to qualify as a Qualified Residen~iaf Mortgage that would be exempt from risk 

retention requ#ernents, Cemrnents on the Re.-proposal must be submitted by October 30, 

2013, 

Key aspects of the Re.-proposal include tile 

Revisions of Gener~ Rrovisio~s 

Under the First Proposal, the form of a securitizer’s risk retention would have been 5% of the par value of 

either (i) each class of ABS interests (vertical retention), (ii) a first-loss tranche (horizontal retention), or (iii) 

an L-shaped 50-50 combination of eligible vertical and horizontal residual interests. The Re-proposal 

modified the basic form of risk retention in two important ways. First, rather than require the eligible 

residual interests to be calculated based on par value, securitizers would use fair value (as calculated by 

GAAP) to calculate the eligible residual interests. The calculation would be determined as of the day on 

which the price of the ABS interests to be sold to third parties is determined. Second, the hybrid 

vertical/horizontal option was modified to permit any combination of eligible vertical and horizontal residual 

interests Additionally, under the Re-proposal the retained risk interest could be held by one or more 

majority-owned affiliates of the securitizer. 

The Regulators also clarified some issues relating to the form of eligible horizontal and vertical residual 

interests. Securitizers may establish a fully funded cash reserve account held by a trustee in place of all or 

a portion of their horizontal risk retention interest. Until all ABS interests in the issuing entity are paid in full 

or the issuing entity is dissolved, amounts in a cash reserve account could only be released to satisfy 

payments on ABS interests in the issuing entity on any payment date on which the issuing entity has 

insufficient funds from any source to satisfy an amount due on any ABS interest, and any amounts 

released or withdrawn may not exceed the closing date projected principal repayment rate as of the date of 

the release or withdrawal. Under the Re-proposal, a securitizer could retain any interest income on the 

permitted investments in the account, which could include U.S. Treasury bills or FDIC-insured deposits. 

Regardless of whether horizontal interests are held as a single class or multiple classes, such interests 

must absorb any resulting cash flow shortfalls prior to any reduction in the amounts paid to any other ABS 

interest issued by the issuing entity Prior to the issuance of an eligible horizontal residual interest or 

funding a horizontal cash reserve account, a securitizer must calculate and certify to investors that, for each 

payment date, the projected cash flow rate for any retained horizontal interest (or amounts released to any 

horizontal cash reserve account) does not exceed the project principal repayment rate for the other ABS 

interests on such payment date. Eligible vertical interests may either be a single security or a separate 

proportional interest in each class of ABS interests, but may not take the form of a participation interest. 

As a result of the move away from par value to using fair value to calculate retained interests, under the Re- 

proposal, securitizers would be required to provide additional disclosure to investors, including the fair 

value of the ABS interests retained, a description of the material terms of the ABS interests retained and 

the methodology, key inputs, assumptions and reference data used to calculate the fair value. This change 

would tie the retention thresholds to overall deal proceeds. Securitizers would also be required to disclose 

the number of securitization transactions by the securitizer during the previous five-year period in which the 

securitizer retained an eligible horizontal residual interest, and the number (if any) of payment dates on 

which actual payments to the securitizer with respect to the eligible horizontal residual interest exceeded 

the cash flow projected to be paid to the securitizer on such payment date. In the commentary, the 

Regulators stated that the move to a fair value calculation contributed to their decision to remove the 

premium cash capture resewe account (a ’ PCCRA") concept from the Re-proposal, which would have 



required all excess interest on collateral mortgages to be held in a PCCRA until all securities with principal 

balances had been paid in full This change is likely among the most popular changes, as issuers would 

otherwise have had to wait until the end of a deal’s life to receive any profits, and any profits would have 

been at risk any time a transaction suffered even minor losses. 

The Re-proposal also introduced the ability to blend qualified assets with non-qualifying assets in certain 

asset classes ("Blended Pools"), including commercial loans, commercial real estate ("CRE") loans and 

automobile loans. Securitizers ~/ould be able to reduce the risk retention requirement in proportion to the 

ratio of qualifying assets to non-qualifying assets, down to a minimum of 2.5%. Blended Pools could 

contain up to 50% qualifying assets. 

In order to avoid losing the benefit of a qualified asset in a Blended Pool or a fully-qualified exempt ABS 

transaction, if it is discovered that a loan did not satisfy’ the underwriting or other requirements to be 

qualified for that asset type, the securitizer may preserve the exemption from risk retention by repurchasing 

the asset or curing the deficiency within 90 days. 

Exemption from Risk Retention for Qualified Residentia~ Mortgages 

One of the most controversial aspects of the First Proposal was the strict standards for a residential 

mortgage to be treated as a Qualified Residential Mortgage ("QRM"). Securitizations that are composed 

exclusively of QRMs are exempt from the risk retention requirements. 

Under the First Proposal, in order for a residential mortgage loan to be treated as a QRM, it would have to 

have a maximum 80% loan-to-value ("LTV") ratio, a minimum 20% down payment, front-end and back-end 

debt-to-income ("DTI") ratios of 28% and 36% or less respectively, and meet certain credit history 

requirements. A wide range of commenters expressed concern that only a limited portion of mortgage 

loans would meet this standard. The practical effect of these tight standards would, however, have been 

limited since ABS that were subject to a full guarantee of principal and interest by Fannie Mae or Freddie 

Mac ("GSEs") (as long as they remain in conservatorship and have capital support from the U.S 

Government) would be deemed to satisfy the risk retention requirements. 

Under Section 941 of the Act, the QRM definition can be no broader than the standards established for a 

Qualified Mortgage ("OM") by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("Bureau"). In January 2013, the 

Bureau issued a final rule regarding the requirements for a QM ("QM Rule") that will become effective on 

January 14, 2014.1 The QM Rule took a much less strict approach than was contained in the First 

Proposal. It did not establish any maximum LTV ratio, minimum down payment or credit history 

requirements and provided for a much looser 43% maximum back-end DTI. 

Q~-QRM Equivalent Proposa~ 

In the Re-proposal, the Regulators took a sharp departure from the strict approach to QRM contained in 

the First Proposal. The Regulators expressed concern about the restrictive lending conditions since 2008 

for borrowers with lower credit scores, limited equity in their homes or limited cash reserves. They 

indicated that they were concerned that imposing further constraints on mortgage credit availability at this 

time; especially as such constraints might disproportionately affect groups that have historically been 

disadvantaged in the mortgage market, such as lower-income, minority, or first-time homebuyers. The 

Regulators also expressed concern that establishing different standards for QM and QRM loans could 

result in an increase in complexity, regulatory burdens and compliance costs that could be passed on to 

borrowers in the form of higher interest rates or tighter credit standards. 

The Regulators proposed to align the QRM definition with the Bureau’s QM requirements, by directly 

incorporating the QM definition as set forth in the Bureau’s regulations (including amendments to the QM 

Rules), into the definition of a QRM ("QRM Proposal"). 

As a result, under the Re-proposal the following types of QMs will qualify as QRMs: 

[] Astandard QM-that meets QM loan term and structure requirements and the maximum 43% DTI 

ratio; and 

[] A Government-Related QM - that meets QM loan term and structure requirements, but not the 

maximum 43% DTI ratio, and is eligible for purchase, guarantee or insurance by a GSE or certain U.S 

government entities, but that does not actually have to be subject to such a transaction.2 

QMs would qualify as QRMs without regard to whether they are lower-priced and are subject to a safe 

harbor or are higher-priced and are subject to a rebuttable presumption 

In order for a securitization to be exempted from the risk retention requirement, each QRM collateralizing 

the securitization would have to be currently performing (not more than 30 days or more past due, in whole 

or in part) at the closing of the securitization transaction. The depositor for the securitization would be 

required to certify that it evaluated the effectiveness of its internal supervisory controls to ensure that all of 

the assets that collateralize the securities issued in the transactions are QRMs, and that it has determined 

that its internal controls are effective. This evaluation is to be performed within 60 days prior to the cut-off 

date for establishing the composition of the collateral pool. 

As in the First Proposal, a sponsor that relies on the QRM exemption with respect to a securitization 

transaction will not lose its exemption if it is determined that one or more of the residential mortgage loans 

collateralizing the ABS does not meet all of the criteria to be a QRM, provided that: (i) the depositor 

complied with the certification requirements, (ii) the sponsor repurchases the loans at a price at least 

equal to the remaining aggregate unpaid principal balance and accrued interest on the loans not later than 

90 days after the determination that the loans do not satisfy the QRM requirements, and (iii) the sponsor 

provides specified notices to the holders of the ABS The Regulators note that this provision is intended to 

help ensure that sponsors have a strong economic incentive to ensure that all mortgages backing a QRM 

securitization satisfy all of the conditions applicable to QRMs prior to closing of the securitization. At the 

same time, the Regulators note that subsequent performance of a loan, absent any failure to meet the 

QRM requirements at the closing of the securitization, would not trigger a buyback requirement. 

Under the Re-proposal, ABS subject to a GSE full guarantee of principal and interest would be deemed to 



satisfy the risk retention requirement 

While the Regulators incorporated the QM equivalent-QRM Proposal in the text of the proposed rule,3 the 

Regulators in the preamble to the Re-proposal suggest a very different alternative QRM definition referred 

to as "QM-plus" that would be far narrower than the QRM Proposal. In order to qualify as a QM-plus, a loan 

would have to meet the following requirements: 

[] Satisfy Core QM requirements. A loan would have to meet the core criteria for QM status including 

product type requirements, loan term, points and fees, underwriting, income and debt verification, and 

maximum DTI ratio. There would be no distinction between loans that are safe harbor loans and those 

that are rebuttable presumption loans 

Significantly, loans that are QMs because they are Government-Related QMs or Small Creditor QMs, 

would not be considered QRMs under the QM-plus approach 

[] One-to-four family principal dwelling. QM-plus treatment would only be available for loans secured by 

1-4 family real properties that constitute the principal dwelling of the borrower. Other types of loans that 

would be eligible for QM treatment would not be eligible for QM-plus treatment 

[] L.ien requirements. QM-plus treatment would only be available for a first lien mortgage. For purchase 

loans, the QM-plus approach would exclude "piggy-back" loans and no other recorded or perfect liens 

on the property could exist at closing to the knowledge of the originator For refinance loans, junior 

liens would not be prohibited, but would be factored into the QM-plus LTV calculations. 

[] Credit history. In order to make a QM-plus loan, an originator would have to determine that the 

borrower was not currently 30 days or more past due on any debt obligation and was not 60 days or 

more past due on any debt obligations within the preceding 24 months. Furthermore, that borrower 

must not have, within the preceding 36 months, been a debtor in a bankruptcy proceeding or been 

subject to a judgment for collection of an unpaid debt; had personal property repossessed; had any 1- 

4 family property foreclosed upon or engaged in a short sale or deed in lieu of foreclosure. 

[] L.TV ratio. In order to be a QM-plus loan, LTV at closing could not exceed 70 percent Junior liens, 

permitted only in the case of non-purchase loans, must be included in the LTV calculation if known to 

the originator at the time of closing, and if the lien secures a HELOC, must be included as if fully 

drawn Property value would be determined by an appraisal, but for purchase loans, if the contract 

price at closing for the property was lower than appraised value, the contract price would be used as 

the value. 

The Regulators stated that they have concluded that the QRM Proposal covers most of the present 

mortgage market, and a significant portion of the historical market (putting aside non-traditional 

mortgages related primarily to subprime lending and lending with little documentation) The Regulators 

stated that the QM-plus approach would cover a significantly smaller portion of the mortgage market. 

The Re-proposal requests comments on a range of questions about the likely impact on mortgage market 

participants of the implementation of either the QRM Proposal or the QM-plus Alternative.4 

Exemption from Risk Retention for Commercia~ Mortgage Backed Securities 

and Commerci~ Re~ Estate Loans 

The First Proposal included definitions and underwriting standards for qualified commercial mortgage 

backed securities ("CMBS")that, when pooled and securitized, would have been exempt from risk retention 

requirements. Risk retention could be satisfied under the "B-Piece Option" if one third-party purchaser (a 

"B-Piece Buyer") held a horizontal interest (the "B-Piece"). A B-Piece Buyer would be prohibited from 

obtaining financing, directly or indirectly, for the purchase of the B-Piece from any other party to, or affiliate 

of any party to, the securitization transaction at issue The Re-proposal continues to permit securitizers to 

split the 5% risk retention with the B-Piece Buyers, where the B-Piece Buyer would hold a first-loss 

position, and the securitizer would hold a percent share of every tranche in the deal, but unlike in the First 

Proposal, the actual percentages held by each party could be flexible, allowing for greater customization of 

deal terms, so long as the overall 5% target is hit. 

One significant change to the B-Piece Option under the Re-Proposal is that one or two B-Piece Buyers 

would be permitted to purchase the B-Piece in order to satisfy the risk retention requirements If two B- 

Piece Buyers enter a deal, each B-Piece Buyer’s interest must be paripassu, and each B-Piece Buyer 

would have to conduct its own independent review of the credit risk of each securitized asset The B-Piece 

Option could be combined with an eligible vertical residual interest by the servicer if the B-Piece alone is 

not sufficient to achieve the required amount of risk retention. The Re-proposal only permits the B-Piece 

Buyer to be affiliated with the special servicer or any originator who contributes assets constituting less 

than 10% of the unpaid principal balance of the securitized assets at the closing the securitization 

transaction, but no other parties to the securitization transaction. 

On all B-Piece Options, the Re-proposal requires that an independent operating advisor (the "Operating 

Advisor") be appointed to oversee the special servicer. The Operating Advisor may not have any financial 

interest in the securitization other than its fees, and would be required to act for the benefit of the investors 

as a collective whole. When the eligible horizontal residual interest has a principal balance of 25% or less 

of its initial principal balance (when the control period ends), the Re-Proposal would require the special 

servicer to consult with the Operating Advisor in connection with, and prior to, any material decision in 

connection with its servicing of the securitized assets The Operating Advisor would have the authority to 

recommend that the investors remove the special servicer, which could be achieved by an affirmative vote 

of a majority of the outstanding principal balance of all ABS interests voting on the matter, with a minimum 

quorum of the holders of 5% of the outstanding principal balance of all ABS interests 

The Regulators also revised the prohibition on transferring the B-Piece during the life of a deal. The Re- 

proposal permits a B-Piece Buyer to transfer the B-Piece to a new qualified third-party purchaser that 

satisfies the criteria applicable to B-Piece Buyers in that securitization at any time after five years from the 



date of closing of the securitization transaction have elapsed. The B-Piece could be transferred freely to 

subsequent qualified third-party purchasers after that initial transfer, so long as each transferor provides 

notice to the securitizer. The securitizer would be responsible for monitoring the B-Piece Buyers’ 

compliance with the terms and conditions of the transaction documents (including B-Piece Buyer eligibility, 

qualifications and transfer restrictions) and risk retention rules. If the securitizer discovered a B-Piece 

Buyer was not in compliance, the securitizer would be required to promptly notify the investors. Additionally, 

the five-year horizon to the holding period would apply only to B-Piece Buyers, and not to any cash reserve 

account (as discussed above). 

While no change was made to the definition of a qualifying commercial loan, the Re-Proposal modified the 

definition of commercial real estate loans CCRE") to permit repayment from rental income from affiliates of 

the borrower, so long as the ultimate income stream for repayment comes from unaffiliated parties. 

Additionally, loans to REITS would no longer be excluded from the CRE category To be a qualified CRE (a 

"QCRE"), a loan must have: (i) an interest rate that is fixed or fully convertible into fixed using a derivative, 

(ii) no interest only period, (iii) an amortization period of no greater than 30 years for multifamily loans or 25 

years for all other loans, (iv) a maximum LTV ratio of 65% (60% if the cap rate is less than a prescribed 

rate), (v) a maximum CLTV ratio of 70% (65% if the cap rate is less than a prescribed rate), and (vi) a 

DSCR of 1 25 for multifamily loans, 1 5 for leased loans, or 1.7 for all other loans. 

Notably, the Re-proposal does not include any exemption for ’non-conduit" CMBS deals. This would 

include all single borrower and large loan floating rate CMBS. This may lead to a change in how such 

deals are structured 

Risk Retention Rules for Other Asset Types 

The Re-proposal changed the proposed rules for a number of other asset types as well. A few of the 

highlights for these classes are listed below. 

Collateralized Loan Obligations ("CLO") 

The most significant change to the CLO risk retention rules is that a lead arranger in the underlying loan 

would also be permitted to retain risk in certain circumstances instead of only the CLO manager. For 

detailed analysis on howthe Re-proposal will affect CLOs, please see our DechertOnPoint, Risk 

Retention Reproposal’s Impact on CLOs: Loan Arrangers Get Invited to the Party That No One Wants to 

Attend (August 30, 2013). 

Automobile Loans 

The Re-Proposal would modify the definition of "qualified automobile loan" in a number of ways 

Specifically, the changes include: (i) the originator must verify a borrower has at least 24 months of credit 

history, (ii) the maximum permissible age of a borrower’s credit report is 30 days, (iii) a minimum down 

payment of 10%, although additional warranties, insurance, or other requirements may be necessary, and 

(iv) a borrower must make equal monthly payments that fully amortize the loan over a maximum of six 

years from origination for new cars, or ten years minus the difference between the current model year and 

the vehicle’s model year for used cars. It is interesting that the Regulators are requiring a 10% down 

payment for qualified automobile loans but are not requiring a down payment for QMs. 

Asset Backed Commercial Paper 

The main revisions in the Re-proposal for this asset class include permitting a "majority-owned OS 

affiliate" to sell assets and retain risk on behalf of an originator-seller, no longer requiring all interests 

issued by an intermediate special purpose vehicle to be issued to a conduit, removing the requirement to 

disclose the identity of the entity that has retained an interest in the ABS interests unless such entity 

defaults in its risk retention obligations, and broadening the types of assets that may collateralize asset- 

backed securities acquired by an eligible conduit 

Other Asset Types 

The Re-proposal also included rules for master trusts, student loans, municipal bonds, resecuritizations 

and seasoned loans. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

ucclaw-l-bonnces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Stephen V. Falanga <SFalanga@connellfoley.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:21 PM 

’Zadek, Robert ~RZADEK@Buchalter.c( m ; ~ e~se, Steven O. swelse@proskauer.com~-; ’Scarberry, Mark’ 

<Mark.Scarberry@pepperdine.edu> 

’ucclaw- l@lists.washlaw.edu’ 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] How to determine a general pa~ership’s natne as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

ATT00002.c 

Since you control the decision to h-:md, you could also require that the GP make the op[:ional State 5ling as part of the closing (moat States allow ~or it as some have 

mentioned}. Then you have the slate filing as assurance of the proper name and may even get a state id number to reflect in your UCC-1. 

Steve 
Stephen V. Falanga 

Partner 

Connel! Foley LLP 
office: (973) 535-0500 
Direct: (973) 597-4280 
Fax: (973) 535-9217 

website:vwvw.connellfoley.com 

.V_.-_c_._a_r._d_ 

From: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Zadek, Robert 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 4:05 plVl 
To; ’Weise, Steven O.’; ’Scarberel, Mark’ 
¢c-" ’ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu’ 
Subject-" Re: [Ucclaw-l] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

The problem is that you have no way of knowing if the partnership agreement has been amended. ~ have invented a trick of sorts, which perhaps 

give you more certainty. I add, as a dosing document, an amendment to the partnership agreement, amending the name of the partnership to 

that which you believe it to be. Thus, if for some reason you had the wrong name, once the amendment is signed, you have the right name. I also 

add a provision in the amendment which says that any future amendment which changes the name is ineffective unless SP agrees. 1 think this ties 

up evewthing pretty tighdy. If I am wrong, I guess ~ql find out in a few minutes. 

(Sent from Tabor, in the Czech Republic, where 1 am vacationing} 

From; ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Weise, Steven O. 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 6:59 AM 
To-" Scarberry, Mark 

Co: ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject-" Re: [Ucclaw-l] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

The secured party has to figure out what the true "name" of the partnership. Because, as you point out, a general partnership is not a registered organization, there 

is no definitive way to determine this. If there is a partnership agreement that can be reviewed (written or electronic), that is probably the best source. If there’s 

any doubt, use the alternative names as additional debtors on the financing statement. 

Steve 

Steven O. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Century Park East 

Suite 3200 

Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 

d 310.284.4515 

f 310.557.2193 

sweise@proskauer.com 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 5:10 AM, "Scarberry, Mark" <Mark.Scarberry@pepperdine.edu> wrote: 

Perhaps someone can help me with this question "[’he answer may be obvious, but Frn sl:rugg]k~g wi[:h it. 

How do you de,ermine the name of a genera~ partnership that ~s the debtor, for purposes of a financ~r~g statement? 

A regis[ered organization (a corporation, linli[ed partnership, etc~) wilf have a name that is stated in the latest "public organic record" per 

of the 2010 text, or ~n a similar "public record" per the pre-2OtO text of 9-BO~(a)(I). I suppose, then, that there seldom will be a proMem determining 

the name of a registered organization. 

A genera~ par~:nership is not a registered organization, but the Code st~H seems to require use o[ ~:he partnership’s name, ~f ~t has one. See the 2010 

version of 9.-503(a)(6)(A) (alternative A) or 9- S03{a}{S)(A) {a[t:ernative B); and t:he pre-.2010 verskm of 9-503(a)(4)(A) And see paragraph 2 of Of Sc[a[ 

Comment 2 Lo Lhe pro-2010 version of 9--503~ (I don’t see a s~mi[ar comment Lo Lhe 2050 LexL Lhat says a general partnersNp’s nanle must be used ~f it 

has one, but that seems to be required by the language o[: Lhe Code.) 

As a pract~ca~ matter, how does the secured party find out whether a genera] partnersMp has a name~ and exactly what ~ts name is? I suppos~ you 

couJd k~ok at t:he partnersh~p’s m[orrnatkm returns filed wRh the ~RS (form 1065?), or at the part:nership agreement (if there is a walt:ten agreement). 

Fm certainly not an expert on part:nership law, but l think t:hat in CaHforma (and I suppose elsewhere) a generaJ partnership ~sn’t requked to file any 

sort of form w~Lh Lhe slate givb~g ~Ls name (though ~t ~ma~* file a statement of partnership authority under California Corporations Code section 

$630g, which must b~dude the partnersNp’s name). Under California law, as I understand it, a partnersMp Lhat doesn’t use the names of all the 

genera~ partners in the name under wMch ~t does bushless must make a dba filing under Bus. & Prof. Code sections I7900-17930 ~n county fil~ng 

records~ (Section 17913 provides that the fictitious business nm~e statement must provide the nm~es of the general partners.) But ~ doubt that you 

couM just treat the dba as t:he partnership’s name: sectk)n 9-503@) proqdes that: a t:rade name b not suffh::~ent 



Mark S. Scarb~!rry 

Pepperdine UNv. School of Law 

Matibu, CA 90263 

(3~t0)506-4667 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Retx~rting Service" 

!attp:i/store.westgroup:cona/, with assistance from the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or cha~ge your settings, go to 

A free service of Wasl~aw 

http:/,,’washlaw ~edu 
(785)670.1088 

To ensure compliance with requirements imtx~d by U.S. 

Treasury Regulations, Proskauer Ro~ LLP inIbnns you that 

any U.S. tax advice contained in this communicalion 

(including aw attachments) was not intended or written to 

be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penaJties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 

promoting, marketing or recommending to m~other party any 

transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This mes~ge a~d its attaclmaents are sent ti’om a law firm 

and may contain inlbrmation that is conIidential a~d 

protected by pdvilege ti-om disclosure. If you are not the 

intended recipient, you are prohibited ti~m printing, 

cowing, forwa:rding or saving the,n. Please delete the 

message and attaclm~ents without printing, cowing, 

forwarding or saving them, aaad noti~ the sender 

immediately. 

Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you 
received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of 
the error by return e-mail and please delete this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your 
cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, please see http:/iwww.buchalter.com/bt/index.php? 

option=corn content&task=view&it = 151&Itemid = 129. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U,S, 
tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose 
of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction 
or matter addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Weise, Steven O. <sweise@proskauer.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:43 PM 

Stephen V. Falanga -~SFal~mga@co~melltbley.com> 

ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: IUcclaw-1] How to determine a general pa~ership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

ATT00001 .c 

The state filing would be useful evidential information, but not determinative. The "name" is whatever it is and the state filing would not change that 

In the absence ofa tbrmal paCmership agreement, a variation on Bob’s "trick" would be to exercise the control that Stephen ret~rs to by requiring the borrower to enter 

into a tbrmal pa~nership agreement prior to closing. 

Steve 

Steven O. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Centuc¢, Park East 
Suite 3200 

Los Angeles. CA 90067-3206 
d 310.284.4515 

f 310.557.2193 

sweise~;proskauer.com 

On Sop 11, 2013, at 2:21 PM, "Stephen V. Falanga" <~_!~_a_]__~_iNj_a_@£!?_&r!_e_!_l__l_i_?_l__e2f_:£!?_Lr_~~, wrote: 

Since you control the decision to ]end, you could also require that the GP make the optional State filing as part of the dosing (most States allow for it 

as some have mentioned). Then you have the state filing as assurance of the proper name and may even get a state ~d number to reflect h~ your UCC- 

1. 

Sieve 
Stephen V. Falanga 

Partner 

Connefl Foley LLP 
Office: (973) 535-0500 

Direct: (973) 597-4280 

Fax: (973) 535-9217 

emaik sf~iai~@~!col: neiitoley corn 

w e b .~i t ~,~: ~q:_C__Q_n__[}__e_JJ_f_QJ_e__y_:__C_Q__n_). 

V-card 

I=rem: ucdaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucdaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] OB Behalf Of Zadek, Robert 
Se~t." Wednesday, September 1:[, 2013 4:05 PM 
To-" ’Weise, Steven O.’; ’Scarberry, Mark’ 
6¢: ’ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu’ 
$..bject-" Re: [Ucclaw-I] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 
The problem is that you have no way of knowing if the partnership agreement has been amended, I have invented a tricl~ of sorts, 
which perhaps give you more certainty. I add, as a closing document, an amendment to the partnership agreement, amending the 
name of the partnership to that which you believe it to be. Thus, if for some reason you had the wrong name, once the amendment is 
signed, you have the right name: I also add a provision in the amendment which says that any future amendment which changes the 

name is ineffective unless S£ agrees. I think this ties up everything pretty tightly. If I am wrong, I guess I’ll find out in a few minutes. 
(Sent from Tabor, in the Czech Republic, where I am vacationing} 

From; .u...c..cJ..a.A:~:..b..~...u..n...c..e...s..@.~.s..t..%..w...a...s.t)J..a.A‘.e.~.u.. [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] OB Behalf Of Weise, Steven O. 
Seat-" Wednesday, September 1:[, 2013 6:59 AM 
To: Scarberry, Mark 
C¢." ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
$..bject-" Re: [Ucclaw-I] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 
The secured party has to figure out what the true "name" of the partnership. Because, as you point out, a general partnership is not a registered 
organization, there is no definitive way to determine this. If there is a partnership agreement that can be reviewed (written or electronic), that is 
probably the best source. If there’s any doubt, use the alternative names as additional debtors on the financing statement. 

Steve 

Steven O. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Century Park East 

Suite 3200 

Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 

d 310,284.45:15 

f 310.557.2193 

._s___w___e_)__s__e___@_R£_o___s_ls__a___u___e__£.__c__9___m__. 
Sent from my iPad 



On Sep 11, 2013, at 5:10 AM, "Scarberry, Mark" <Mark.Scarberry@pepperdine.edu> wrote: 

Perhaps someone can help me with this question. The answer may be obvious, but i’m struggling with it. 

How do you deb-:~rmine the nam~-:~ of a general par[:nership that ~s the debtor, for purpo~es of a financing statement? 

A registered orga[~zal:hN~ (a corporat~on~ ~m~ted par[:nership, etc.) wH~ have a name that ~s stated in [:he ~atest "public organic record" per 

9--503(a)(~) of the 2010 text, or ~r~ a s~mi~ar "public record" per the pre-2010 Lext of 9-503(a}(1). ~ suppose, then, that there seldom w~ be 

s problem determ~rfing the name of a registered organization. 

A general partnersMp ~s not a registered organization, but the Code still seems to require use of the partnership’s name, if ~t has one. 

See the 2010 version of 9-503(a)(6)(A) (alternative A) or 9-503(a)(S)(A) (alternative B); and the pre-2010 version of %503(a)(4.)(A). And see 

paragraph 2 of Offk:~a~ Comment 2 to the pre.-2010 version of 9-.503. (f don’t: see a s~milar comment to the 2010 text that says a general 

partnership’s name must be used ff ~t has one, but that seems to be required by the language o[ t:he Code.) 

As a practica~ matter, how does the secured part~, find out whether a genera] partnership has a name, and exactly, what its name is? [ 

suppose you co~J[d look at the partnership’s h~format~on returns fi~ed w~th the IRS (form :[065 ~), or at the partnership agreement (if there 

~s a written agreement). ~’m certa~n~y not an expert on partnership ]aw, but I thh~k that ~n California (and ~ suppose elsewhere) a general 

part:nership isn’t required to file any sort of form wRh the state gMn~ Rs name (though it *ma~* file a st:atement of partnership aut:hor~t:y 

under California Corporath:ms Code section 16303, whk:h must include the partnersh~p’s name). Under California ~aw, as I understand it, a 

partnersMp that doesn’t use the names of all [be genera] partners ]n the name under which ~t does business must make a d~a filing 

under Bus. & Prof. Code sections ~7900-.~7930 ]n county l:i]in~ records. (Section ~79~3 provides [bat the fictitious ~usb~ess name 

statement must provide the names of the general partners.) But ] doubt that you could just treat the dba as the partnership’s name: 

section 9-503(c) provides that a trade name ~s not sufficient. 

Mark S. Scarberry 

Pepperdine Univ. Schoo] o[ Law 

Mal]bu, CA 90253 

(3:[0}506-4667 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Service" 

!£t_t_p__?_/:!_s_’_~?__r__e_:):~:_e~Laji~_?__u_p_:__cLLr_L~:’., ruth assistaaace from the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or chaaage your settings, go to 

A free service of WashLaw 

http:i/wasNaw~edu 

(785)670.1088 

To ensure compliance with requirements impo~d by U.S. 
Treasury Regulations, Pmskauer Rose LLP informs you that 

any U.S. tax advice contained in this co~nmunicalion 

(including aaay attachments) was not intended or written to 

be used, and caaanot be use& for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penaNes under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 

promoting, marketing or recommending to another part?- any 

transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This mes~ge and its attachments are ~nt from a law ~rm 

and may contain information flaat is contidential and 

protected by privilege from disclosure. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are prohibited from printing, 

copying, fova, arding or saving the,n. Please delete the 

,nessage and attaclmaents without printing, copying, 

forwarding or saving them, and notify the sender 

immediately. 

Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by 
law. ]f you received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please 
notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your 
system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, please see 
htt p://www, buchalter.com/bt/index.ph p?option =corn content&task=view&id = 15 l&Itemid = 129. 

~’RS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that 
any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be 
used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the ~nternal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending 
to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by U.S, 



Treasury Regulations, Proskauer Ro~ LLP infimns you that 

any U.S. tax advice contaiued in "this communicatiou 

(including any attachments) was not intended or writlen to 

be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penaJties uuder the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 

promoting, marketing or ~ecommending to another party aW 

trausaction or tnatter addressed herein. 

This message and its attachments are s~nt fi~om a law fim~ 

and may coutain information fl~at is confidential and 

protected by privilege from disclosure. If you are not the 

intended recipient, you are prohibited ti~m printing, 

cowing, tbrwaxdiug or saving them. Please delete the 

mes~ge and attachmenks without prin’6ng, cowing, 

forwarding or saving "them, and notify "the seuder 

immediately. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FAN-i-AlVl <info@faniam.com > 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 6:11 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Want On-Field Access tbr a Duke Game? 

PLAY 

Don’t lust watch your team play each ’week~ get involvedl Pick ’Era is an easy-to-play score- 

predictm9 game that 9ires you a chance to win awesome prizes and experiences Just 

pick a sport~ pick a 9ame and pick a score! 

COMPETE 
Show everyone you’re the uitimal:e fan! Work your way up tile ieaderbou, rd by entering 

SAVE 

simply searching online or using the Fan-i-Am app te find deals closest [is you! 

WIN 

Points = Prizes Fans receive points for just about everything Share your game day 

photos view and vote on other fan photos or enter contests to start getting points! Check- 

in at Iocai spots and sporting events for even more chances to earn points towards great 

prizes & fan experiences. 

1-o be eligibl,~! for th,~! ,oriz,~! package, you must b,~! a member of Fan.-I-Am. ]-h,~! winn,~!r wiii be decided by 

random drawing of regisl:,~!r,~!d us,~!rs, rhe ,’:onlesl period ends (9~’!4/13) q tile ’winnerwiii be 

rli,’tified via email of wh,~!r,~! to pick up tile u, warded prize. 

~- 2013 Fan-I-Am Ail dghts !eserved :: 2561 7er!itoriai Road St Paul, MN 55114 
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Call for Papers 

Corporate Governance Symposium 

March 19, 2014, John L Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance, Alfred Lerner College of Business & Economics, University of Delaware 

The John L Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance and the Finance Department of the Alfred Lerner College of Business & Economics at the University of Delaware will host a 

Corporate Governance Symposium on March 19, 2014 The focus of the Symposium will be on "Critical Issues for Boards and Institutional Investors in 2014" The Symposium will 

feature up to four academic papers on corporate governance and a panel discussion featuring speakers from the Delaware judiciary and the academic, business and legal 

communities 

The John L. Weinberg Corporate Governance Best Paper Award will be presented during the symposium luncheon. Additionally, all travel and lodging expenses will be reimbursed for 

the presenting authors and discussants. 

TOPICS: We encourage submission of unpublished papers addressing topics within the field of corporate governance that are of critical importance in 2014 for boards of directors and 

institutional investors with a focus on: board and committee composition and structure, board and/or management succession planning, dual role of the CEO/Chairman, the board’s 

role in monitoring risk, executive and director compensation, shareholder engagement, the role and regulatory issues relating to the proxy advisory industry, and corporate governance 

reform measures associated with the foregoing 

Faculty from both business and law schools are encouraged to submit their research. 

Finally, we welcome everyone to attend the conference whether or not you are a program participant. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Please submit papers in a PDF version no later than November 25, 2013. Please use the following format as the file name when you save your 

paper: Last name (all caps), underscore, shortened name of paper, period, pdf (e.g., DOE_Shareholder Engagement pdf) Please submit your papers to Louisa Cresson at Weinberq- 

corp-gov(~,udel.edu Alternatively, you may send a hard-copy to: 

Louisa K. Cresson 



John L. Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance 

Alfred Lerner College of Business & Economics 

University of Delaware 

Alfred Lerner Hall 

Suite 103 

20 Orchard Road 

Newark, DE 19716 

302-831-2786 

Decisions regarding the symposium program will be made by January 17, 2014. General inquiries regarding the conference should be directed to Louisa Cresson. 

Call For Academic Papers and Conference Announcement 

The 21st Belle R, and Joseph H, Braun Memorial Symposium - "2014 International Elder Law and Policy Conference" 

July 10 and 11, 2014, Chicago, Illinois, USA 

The 2014 International Elder Law and Policy Conference will be held on Thursday, July 10, and Friday, July 11, 2014, in Chicago. This conference will be funded primarily by the Belle R. 

and JosephH Braun Endowment Fund of The John Marshall Law School. 

CONFERENCE ORGANIZERS AND HOSTS: The Conference Organizers and Hosts are: The John Marshall Law School, Chicago, Illinois, USA; Roosevelt University, College of Arts and 

Sciences, Chicago, Illinois, USA; and, The East China University of Political Science and Law, Shanghai, China. 

PURPOSE OF THE CONFERENCE: The Conference will bring international scholars, advocates and policy makers together to participate in an academic discussion about the law, 

policy, and implementation of legal protections for the elderly around the globe This conference is purposely intended to parallel the current discussions of the United Nations’ Open- 

Ended Working Group on Aging The Conference organizers are hoping to draft and develop a model International Bill of Rights for Elderly Individuals based on the research presented 

and the ensuing discussions. 

DETAILS/TOPICS: There will be 6 to 8 general sessions over a two-day conference, and each session is expected to have 2 to 3 authors discussing their current research, with other 

academics and experts serving as moderators and discussants on the panel. This conference is meant to complement and supplement the discussions being held through the United 

Nations pursuant to General Assembly resolution 65/182, based on the following general topics: 

- The elimination of age discrimination; 

- Autonomy, independent living, and health care issues affecting the elderly; 

- Life continuing with dignity because of adequate access to social security and other financial resources; 

- The prevention of elder abuse and violence; and 

- Access to justice for elderly individuals in need of assistance. 

The final agenda for the conference will be determined based on the exact topics and countries analyzed in the abstracts accepted for presentation. 

CALL FOR ACADEMIC ARTICLES AND PAPERS: There is a call for original academic research on laws and policy that can protect elderly individuals around the world, which will be 

presented at the 2014 International Elder Law and Policy Conference in Chicago. From the submitted abstracts, the Conference organizers will develop the agenda for the conference 

The original research can be based on the following general themes (either limited to one or two countries, or a broader analysis of multiple countries): 

- The elimination of age discrimination; 

- Autonomy, independent living, and health care issues affecting the elderly; 

- Life continuing with dignity because of adequate access to social security and other financial resources; 

- Prevention of elder abuse and violence; and 

- Access to justice for elderly individuals in need of assistance. 

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Abstracts may be submitted by academics, graduate students, advocates, and other interested individuals and groups, of all disciplines, as 

long as the proposals focus on the law and public policy Abstracts must be written in English, and should be submitted to 2014elderlawconference~,imls.edu by October 31,2013; 

and, the Conference organizers will contact all authors by November 15, 2013 with decisions on which abstracts have been accepted. Late submissions may be accepted if space 

remains available 

THE FINAL ACADEMIC PAPER SUBMISSIONS: Authors of abstracts accepted by the Conference organizers will be expected to submit a draft of the basically complete article, in English, 

by April 28, 2014. After some general peer-reviewed comments, suggestions, and questions are provided back to each author by May 30, 2014, each author will then re-submit a revised 

draft, incorporating the comments, suggestions and questions, by June 16, 2014. All revised draft papers will be posted on the conference website ahead of the conference, and all will 

clearly be marked "Draft Only - Do not Cite or Distribute." After discussing their research at the Conference, authors will then have until August 15, 2014 to submit the final article, which, if 

accepted as publishable through peer review, will be published in one of the academic journals or law reviews associated with The John Marshall Law School, Roosevelt University, or 

East China University of Political Science and Law. 

Any other author can submit an original academic article or paper in final form by August 15, 2014 for consideration of publication, even if the author did not participate in the conference. 

CONFERENCE CO-SPONSORS (still in formation): 

The Braun Lecture Fund, The John Marshall LawSchool, Chicago, Illinois, USA 

The Chicago Bar Association 

The Sino-American Research Center for an Aging Population 

Chicago Sister Cities International, China Committee 

Chinese American Service League, Chicago 

THE CONFERENCE: Information about the 21st Braun Memorial Symposium, including registration links and travel and lodging suggestions, will open by January 15, 2014, through 

httl3:!/wv, tw. imls. ed u!bra u n 

FURTHER INFORMATION: All questions about this conference, or submission of abstracts or articles, should be directed to Barry Kozak at bkozak~,imls.edu: 1.312.427.2737 ext. 524. 

Please feel free to post this call for papers and conference announcement, and to pass it along to your colleagues. 

Call For Papers 

ACCFSL - American College of Consumer Financial Services Lawyers 2013 Writing Competition 

The American College of Consumer Financial Services Lawyers is pleased to announce awards to be presented for: 

(a) best book 



(b) best publishable article, book chapter, or substantial book review, and 

(c) best student note or comment 

AWARDS: The awards include cash payments of $2,500, $2,000, and $1,000, respectively, a Certificate of Recognition from the College, and travel expenses to attend the Spring 2013 

meeting of the College, which (this year) will be held in Los Angeles. In any given year, depending on submissions, all three awards, or fewer, may be made. 

TOPICS: Eligible entries will address a topic on consumer financial seP,/ices Topics that are predominantly securities regulation, insurance, or the safety-and-soundness aspects of 

banking regulation are not eligible However, works on subjects within these (or other) areas will be considered if they bear directly on consumer financial services. 

Entries must have been written or published betw’een December 2, 2012 and December 2, 2013. The deadline for submission is December 2, 2013. Unpublished entries should be 

typed, double spaced, and in law review format. 

The winners will be honored at the annual meeting of the College held in conjunction with the Spring Meeting of the Business Law Section of the American Bar Association, to be held in 

Las Angeles in the Spring 2014. 

The American College of Consumer Financial Services Lawyers is a nonprofit association of attorneys who have made significant contributions to consumer financial services law over 

an extended period of time. Its members include academics, present and former federal and state regulatory and enforcement officers, authors in the field, private practitioners, counsel 

for financial institutions and other service providers, and representatives of consumer protection and advocacy organizations. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Entries must be submitted in electronic format and should be sent to: 

William L. Stern 

Chair, ACCFSL Writing Competition 

Morrison & Foerster, LLP 

415 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

wstern~,mofo.com 

FURTHER INFORMATION: More information on the College and the Competition may be found at: httl3:!/www’.accfsl.orq 

IGLP: The Workshop - Institute for Global Law and Policy, Harvard Law School 

January 3-11, 2014, Doha, Qatar 

IGLP: The Workshop is an intensive residential program designed for doctoral and post-doctoral scholars and junior faculty This initiative aims to promote innovative ideas and 

alternative approaches to issues of global law, economic policy, and social justice Our aim is to strengthen the next generation of scholars by placing them in collaboration with their 

global peers as they develop innovative ideas and alternative approaches to issues of global law, economic policy, social justice and governance. 

IGLP: THE WORKSHOP - APPLICATIONS: There is no application fee and The Institute is committed to keeping the Workshop as cost-free as possible for admitted applicants, including 

travel, meals and lodging. 

Application Deadline: September 15, 2013 

Apply online: http://vwvw i!qlp.law.harvard.edu/ilqlp-the-workshop 

FURTHER INFORMATION: More information about travel grants can be found at: http:ll~eww.icilp.law.harvard.edultravel-qrants 

York University, Osgoode Hall Law School 

Faculty Positions 

Osgoode Hall Law School of York University, Canada’s largest English-language law school, is committed to setting the standard for excellence in legal education and legal 

scholarship. In the coming year, Osgoode expects to make two faculty appointments (one to be designated at the rank of Assistant Professor and one open as to rank) that will further 

enrich the faculty’s strong and innovative teaching and research program, as well as its diversity. Subject to final budgetary and Osgoode Faculty Council approval, this appointment will 

be effective July 1, 2014 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: In making these appointments, Osgoode Hall Law School wishes to sustain its commitment to a broad and innovative curriculum that responds to the changes 

in Canada’s social, economic, political, and intellectual environments and to enhance its long-standing involvement in interdisciplinary and theoretical teaching and scholarship The 

Law School also encourages applicants with diverse methodological approaches to law, including both quantitative and qualitative approaches. To these ends, the Law School will 

consider all individuals with exceptional records of academic accomplishment in the following areas of priority: 

(1) Indigenous Scholar - Osgoode is committed to deepening its institutional leadership on indigenous legal issues and education by seeking indigenous scholars with strong 

academic records and a demonstrated commitment to legal teaching and research In addition to continuing its scholarly engagement with indigenous legal issues, the Law School 

hopes to engage further with indigenous communities and other schools and also improve the student experience by creating a supportive learning environment for indigenous 

students. 

(2) Quantitative Methods and Empirical Legal Scholarship - Osgoode would like to appoint a member of faculty with expertise in all kinds of empirical research, both quantitative and 

qualitative, including but not limited to law & economics. This priority area reflects the related but distinct recruitment needs in quantitative methods and empirical legal scholarship. 

(3) Private Law - Applications are encouraged from candidates who approach their private-law specialty or specialties, as well as private law as a whole, from a wide range of theoretical 

frameworks 

(4) Environmental Justice and Sustainability - Osgoode wishes to build upon its existing strength in environmental law by hiring a faculty member who addresses the intersections 

among ecology, law, justice, social equity, business and sustainable development (examples might range from toxic torts to green energy). We also plan to enhance the experiential 

dimension of the environmental law curriculum and welcome candidates with interests in this area. 

(5) Special Distinction - The category of "Special Distinction" refers to "candidates who are nationally recognized as one of the top scholars in their selected field(s)," where the field or 

fields need not be one of the above-listed priorities. 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL: Osgoode Hall Law School is committed to equality and diversity. The Law School has an Employment Equity Plan, which aims to ensure that our faculty is 

reflective of the four designated societal groups identified in the federal Employment Equity Act: women, visible minorities, Aboriginal persons, and persons with disabilities The Law 

School welcomes applications from members of these groups and encourages candidates to self-identify in their initial applications (e.g. in cover letters). All qualified candidates are 

encouraged to apply; however, in accordance with HRSDC regulations, Canadian citizens and permanent residents will be given priority. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Interested individuals should send an application with a cover letter identifying their areas of specialization and areas of interest in research and teaching, 

together with a detailed research plan, curriculum vitae, copies of law and graduate transcripts, copies of sample publications, a teaching dossier, and three signed confidential letters 

of academic reference to be received as soon as possible, and in any event no later than Friday, September 27, 2013 to: 



Amanda Wassermuhl 

Secretary of the Faculty Recruitment Committee 

Osgoode Hall Law School 

York University 

4700 Keele Street 

Toronto, Ontario, M3J 1 P3 

Email: facultyrecruitment(~,os~qoode.yorku ca 

Please note that electronic applications are strongly preferred, and hard copies will not be returned 

The teaching dossier should be no more than 15-20 pages and should include a statement of teaching philosophy, an account of teaching experiences and related responsibilities (list 

of courses taught/course outlines; examples of print and digital teaching materials and how they are used), a summary of commitment to professional development (participation in 

teaching workshops; supervision of masters and doctoral students; mentoring new faculty), and evidence of teaching effectiveness (student evaluations; student letters of support; 

teaching awards) Applicants who currently hold faculty positions are invited to contact Professor Allan Hutchinson, Chair, Faculty Recruitment Committee at hutch~,yorku.ca (416) 736- 

5048 or Lorne Sossin, Dean at lawdean~,os~qoode.yorku ca (416) 736-5199. 

Boston College Law School 

Faculty Positions 

Boston College Law School expects to make one or more faculty appointments in subject areas that include: corporations, business law and related subjects Other substantive areas, 

particularly in the first year core curriculum, may also be of interest. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: We seek candidates who understand a range of pedagogies, including skills and experiential training. In addition, applicants must possess a J.D. or equivalent 

degree and outstanding academic credentials. Relevant experience in practice at an advanced level, challenging government service, or a judicial clerkship is strongly preferred. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Boston College and is an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer We strongly encourage women, minorities and others who would enrich the 

diversity of our academic community to apply Boston College, a Jesuit, Catholic university, is located in Newton, Massachusetts, just outside of Boston. 

Interested applicants should contact: 

Renee Jones, Chair 

Appointments Committee 

Boston College Law School 

885 Centre Street 

Nev~on, MA 02459 

or lawappts@bc edu 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND JOB POSTINGS 

If you wish to post a professional announcement or job listing, please contact Announcements@SSRN.com for more information. 
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6:00 PM, United States Eastern Standard/Daylight Time (EST/EDT). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Sterling Financial Corp. (NASDAQ: STSA) has agreed to merge with Umpqua Holdings 
Corporation (NASDAQ: UMPQ) 

Sterling Financial Corp. (NASDAQ: STSA) has agreed to merge with Umpqua 

Holdings Cm’poration (NASDAQ: UMPQ) 

Sandier O’NNll served as exclusive finandal advisor to Sterling Financial Corp. and rendered 

a fairness opini~m in c~mnection n, itb file ~ansacfi~m. TMs ~ansacfi~m is Sa.ndler 

O’Neill’s 98tb bank or thrift transaction since d~ma~3~ 1, 2011. Sandier O’Neill has served as 
a financiN advisor on more bank ~ld *hfit~ transactions thai any other investment bank during 

tim* time period.~ 

Since J~mary 1,2011, S~ldler O’NNll has advised on 21 bank or thrill transactions in the 

western re,on with an agN’ega~e den value of $4.6 biNon, more than ~y o~her invesmient 

PoNand, OR. September 11, 2013 Umpqua Holdings Corporation ~ASDAQ: UMPQ) and 

Smding Financial Cor~ration ~ASDAQ: STSA) announced today that they have entered into a 

&finitive agreement pu~nt k~ which S~fling roll me~e with m~d into Umpq~. The tran~ction 

have a total value of approximately $2.0 Nllion. Un&r the te~s of the agreement, Steding shamhol&rs 

roll receive 1.671 shams of Um~ua common stock and $2.18 cash for each share of S ~ding common 

stuck. The m~m] per sha~e value of~e Stealing merger consi&ration based on the closing price of 

Umpqua shares on September 11, 2013 of $16.96, is 

$30.52. ~ving effect to the ~an~cfion, e~sting shaxeholders of Umpq~ are exNcted to own 

appm~Inately 51% office outs~ding shams of the comNned com~w, mid Sterling shaxehol&rs are 

expected to own appro~Inately 49%. 

The combined orgmfizafion roll have appmfimately $22 billion in as~ts, $15 Nllion in loans, $16 billion 

in deposits, with 5,000 associates and 394 locations across five states Oregon, Washington, Idaho, 

California and Neva~. Um~ua and Sterling have al~ agreed to sml~ a $10 million communiD’ 

foun~fion, under~ofing the companies’ commi~ent ~ se~ing their commuNfies. U~n completion of 

the mergec the company roll operate un&r ~e Umpq~ Bank name a~d brand and remmn 

headqua~ered in PoNand, OR. 

UmNua ttoldings Co~ration will continue m be led by Ray Davis as president and CEO. 

Steding pmsideat and CEO Grog Seibly will join Umpqua Bm~k as co-president, with UmN~ Ba~ 

co-president Co~ O’Haver selving in the same capacity. The boaxds of~th compames have 

unanimously approved the tro~cfion. Upon completion of ~e tl~cfiolL the combined 

Coln~y’s ~aN roll have flfi~een Nrectors, nine mpre~nmtives i?om Ulnpqua 

mid ibur representatives from Stealing. Peg~ FoMer roll coINnue ~ ChaAl~r~n of~e Board. Tholnas 

H. Lee PaWners, L.P. and ~Varbu~ Pincus Private Equi~~ ~ L.P., the ~vo largest shareholders of 

Stealing, each owNng appm~mately 20.8% of Stefling’s ou~tanding common 

s~c~ ~lly sup~ the transaction and expect to designate a repre~nmtive of each firm to ~e of the 

Board of Directors of the comNned company tbllomng closing. 

Completion is exacted during the first half of 2014, and is subject to approval from each com~ny’s 

shareholders, regula~, approval and other customa~ conNfions of closing. 

Umpqua expects the acquisition to be 12 o accretive to 2015 operating earnings per shme with 100% 
o of synergies phased in. Tangible book vaJue per common share is expected to be diluted by 4.6 ~ at 

closing, with a two-and-one-half year em’nback on a profom~a basis. 
(1) Includes fillmlcial seiwdces ~-Nisactions since J~nualy 1, 2011 ; Excludes t~-nfinated ~-ansacfions mid self-advisoW roles 

Som-ce: SNL FhlNlcial 

For ~nore info~atio~ please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 12 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance DaJly 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 12, 2013 @ Number 177 

European Union 

The European Union must not ease up on its economic reforms 
as a fragile recovery is taking hold, European Commission 
President .lose Manuel Barroso said in his state of the EU 
speech .... 

European Union 

$hari~g Provisio~s as P~t of Ur~ior~ P~a~ 

The European Parliament and the European Central Sank (ECB) 
agreed late Sept. 10 on how much information parliamentarians 
should have about ECB decisions on banking supervision inside 
the EU’s banking union .... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily ([SSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
ht:tP:iiwebutii.bna.aoraiemailsignup. 

Request a i:RE~:[ Web tri:~i. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~e!ms ai:d 

co:°:ditlons of the lic~:.nse ~lgi’~:.em~-:nt with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 12 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Dmly 

Banking Daily 

September 12, 2013 

Payment Systems 
~ed L~oks for ~p~t 

The Federal Reserve is looking for input from the banking industry 
over the Bext three months on ways to improve the payments 
system and maintain its safety amid threats in the digital age .... 

~ortgages 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) Director Richard 
Cordray signaled that the agency’s supervisory staff will grant 
some latitude to banks that make their best efforts to comply 

new mortgage regulations that take effect in... 

Mortgages 

The Richmond, Calif., City Council Sept. 11 voted to continue 
using the threat of eminent domain to push mortgage servicers 
into selling to the city underwater mortgages at fair market value 
in an attempt to combat community blight and mitigate... 

Mortgages 
I~ir~ois AG Accuses Prope#W ~irm 

Sept. 11 @ Illinois became the first state in the country to file 
suit against a company hired by mortgage lenders to maintain 
distressed properties, accusing the firm of illegal tactics to enter 
owner-occupied homes, evict the homeowners... 

Bank Supervision 

The European Parliament and the European Central Sank (ECB) 
agreed late Sept. 10 on how much information parliamentarians 
should have about ECB decisions on banking supervision inside 
the EU’s banking union .... 

Accounting 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board voted to extend the 
comment period by 30 days on a narrow-scoped proposal aimed 
at determining how a financial institution should initially and 
subsequently account for the excess in the fair value... 

Accounting 

The staff of the Financial Accounting Standards Board laid out 
potential impacts on U.S. banks’ loan loss reserves of the board’s 
planned accounting model, outlining a large increase in such 
reserves in contrast to likely marked... 

Monetary Policy 
Nouse Republican,s Discuss 



House Republicans continued to question the reach and actions 

of the Federal Reserve Board, as a House Financial Services 
panel held the latest hearing to press leading economists on 
whether Congress should exert greater control over the... 

T~xes 

Co~pa~ Hust D~s~’~b~te ~d~d to 

The U.S. Court of Appea~s for the Eleventh Circuit ruled that a 
bank holding company, NetBank Inc., in Chapter ~ bankruptcy 
proceedings, was obligated by its consolidated group’s tax 
sharing agreement to pay tax refunds to a subsidiary... 

Securities 

The Securities and Exchange Commission Sept. ~0 announced 
that it will hold an open meeting Sept. ~7 to hear ora~ argument 
in an appeal of an initial decision finding that a former investment 
adviser failed to disclose a material conflict off.. 

Lending 
N~w York Govemr>r At~o~<:~s Fir,~t Step 
To Create $~ ~3i~lio~ ~3~k for E~erg’f Projects 

New York Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo (D) announced the first step in 
creation of the New York Green Bank, an initiative he hopes will 
eventually provide $1 billion in state financing for clean energy 
p roj ects .... 

Housing 

Mortgage applications fell in the latest week as interest rates 
rose, the Mortgage Bankers Association reported Sept. 11 .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily ([SSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
~°:ttp:iiwebutii bna co:~’~/emailslgnup. 

Request a .,’-:R[:£ W.~b trial. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Cc.py!ight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the te:-ms ,~nd 

cc:,nditi.:)n:~ ,:)’." th.~ li,::en~e agre.~ment with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

Tel 

Subject: 

WitnessMag~ine <maels2013 witnesslive.in@mafi175.us2.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emafil.unc.edu> 

The Rights & Wrongs of Copyright Amendment Act 2012 @ The 2nd Atmual Media, Advertising & Entertainment Legal Summit 2013, 20th 

September. New Delhi 

Are you decoding the Copyright Amendment Act 2012 ? 
This is something that might be of help. 

See what Zameer Nathani, 

From a perspective of legal professional from a media industry, the biggest challenge 

as per my expe#ence has been the ambiguities brought in by the latest amendments 

to the Copy~ght Act. Numerous interpretation regarding crucial aspects like the 

ownership of copyright in a cinematograph film, calculation and sharing of royalties, 

future modes and mediums of exploitation etc. have stemmed out of the very language 

of these amendments. As a natural corollary to the aforesaid there are increasing 

conflicts of interests and opinions between va#ous stakeholders in the film/programme 

production business resulting ultimately in inordinate delays in contract closures and 

many times falling off of deals! 

Listen to him on 20th September at Hotel Le Meridien, New Delhi 

Sharing thoughts on 



’First Ownership~ v/s ~Aathorship’ of iitera~}i, musical snd drama[it works 

’Assignment of copyright’ vis "Commissioned Works/Work-fo~d-qre~ 

Future Modes and Mediums of exploitation of copyrighted work 

Treatment of ’Royalties’ 

Ana~ys~s of c~a~le~ges pe~di~g against {he Ame~dments. 

Abhishek Malhotra, Managing PaRner, Ti’,/iT Law P~actice 

/\jay Thomas, Registrar. LCIA india 

Alian Collaco, Secretary General~ ASCI 

Ama~j~t S~sgh Cha~sdhbR, Add~t~ona~ So~c~[or Genera~ of ~nd~s, Supreme Court of ~ndb 

Anuj Gsndhk CEO~ hsd~aCast Med~a D~stdbut~on Pdvste Um~ted 

Ashok NamMssan, GenersJ CounseJ, Sony Entertainment Television 

/~x~n~ndra Mohan, P~es~dent (Lega~ & Regu~atory)~ Zee ~etwork 

Ayan Roy Chowdhup/~ Sen~or Manager Lega~ Sony Entertainment Television 

Deepak Jacob~ President & Genera~ Counse~ .- Lega~ 8~ Regu~ato~s~ Affa~rs~ Sta~ ~nd~s 

Ekta I<anade, Assodate Prmc~paJ Counsel~ Disobey UIV 

G. Raghave~@a, D~rec{or, Copyright & Pub~sh~g 

Gowree Gekha~e, PaRser, [t~sh~th Desa~ ~ Associates 

La~t Bhss~n, President, 8~LF 

MM Shsrms, Head-Competition Law and Policy, Va~sh Associates Advocates 

N~sh~th Desa~, Manag~n~ Pa~ner, ~q~sh~th Desa~ Associates 

Pree{ Dhupar, CEO, BBC 

Sha~bsh Shs~, Sec~eta~y Gene~a~, ~d~a~ Broadcasting Fou~sda{~on 

Sr~va~s Kumar~ Genera~ Counse~ & Head Lega~ & Regulato~}~, lnd~aCast bled~a 

Sa~eet Ja~n~ Group Genera~ Coanse~ and Executive V~ce President, V~acom 18 

V~neet Madan~ Chief F~nanc~a~ Officer~ BBC 

V~r Sanghv~, Em~n~ent Member. BCCC 

Zameer Nathan,, Head --- Legal, Ba~a]~ Telefilms and Bs~aj~ Motion P~dures 

@uedes ? We shall be happy to address 

Speake~ Oppo~tu~ities 

Abidaii ,:’.o,,ssa i Abid@Wiin..ssLi~ ...i~ 

Neeiima Mai~eshwari i E: Neeiima@Wi[nessl..K;e.i¢., M: 08800841600 

Neeiima Maheshwari i E: Neeiima@Y;~tnessLive.in M: 08800841800 

Bhupinder Kaurl E: Bhupindei°@~.t,~tlsessLive.in i M: 09654155065 

Pushpmeel Nanda E: P~shpr~~eet@~b4lr~essl..ive.in M: 08130920620 

1": 0i 1434.40000 

w~v.witnessiive.in 



Add us to ~ address bool,; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 3:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: As Obama Pauses Action, Putin Takes Center Stage 

Top News 

~s Obama Pm~ses Action, Putin ’Fakes Center 

Stage 
~.:).: ~’,i~.V~.N L ~..i. ~,:~~.~-:~ 

Preside~t V~adimiP V. Putin has, at least fop now, made Rt~ssia 

indispensable in confining the conflict in Syria. 

A Rare Public View of Obarr~a’s Pivots on Policy 

in Syria Coni~’oni-ai-ion 

President Obama’s ha~dli~g of his eoniYo~tation with Syria has 

bee~ the rare ins~nee of a commander in chief seemingly 

thin,rig ~-~ut ]~~ud al~d ehal~gi~g his mind on the fly. 

Democrats Press Thompson to Forsake a 

Power brokers tin:ned up the p~ssnre on William C. T]aompson 

Jr., fl~e second-place finisher in fl~e primary in khe New York 

City mayor~d race, to back Bill de Blasio. 

~ ~ Video: Mayora~ E~e~on: W~at Happens Next? 

Bsshsr 

Thomvs 

Editors’ Picks 

TECHNOLOGY 

vmEo: 9o Seconds %ith :[ og~e: Steelease 

Gesture 

The Times’s David Pogue tesb out Steelcase’s Oest~re, a chsir 

tha t adapts to muI tiple positions. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

~e||~g t~e Fa~l[asy of Fer4J~ty 

.,~sisted reproductive technoloKv f~ils much more often -. and leaves more scars 

- than we are led to believe. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ii~;io’.,~::i!’ ii:.:i}.:i: ,i!:.:::~::!:!i;~i~ d!’~::i~ !’./o:!; i!:.::~:i~"~!:~:!;k:i!~!:~:i~:i::i! :i:.:i,i:. 

~N BREMMER, the president of Eurasia (;rmtp, a political risk cotast~ltancv on Vladimir 

V. Pt~tin’s t’ole in Syria diplomacy. 

World 

U~So arid Russia Far Apa~ on Eve of TMks Over 

See~ta~7 of S Nte John Kerry headed to tallc~ with his R~tssian 

counteq~at% Sergey V. Lawx,v, on how to secure and ultimately 

destroy Syria’s chemical weapons. 

Nor[h Korea Appears to Restart Ph~torfium r,ior~h 
Reactor : Korea’s 

leader, 

New satel]Xe images show steam emerging from a nuclear 

reactor in North Korea, suggesting that the court [ry may be 

making good on iN prr~mise to resume the production of plutonhma fix" its small 

nuclear arsenal. 

~ Timeline of Nor[h K,o[ea’s Nuclear Pr,og[am 

}ill,rants Kill Soldiers ~n Si~ai, and 
Military Broadens its Craekdo~ 

The new E~’ptian government said it was stepping up its 

erackdow~ o~ Islamist militm~ts there a~d also appeared to be 

moving agains [ non-Islamisk voices of dissent. 

Egy~ia 

U,S, 

Recall Vote on Guns Exposes Rif~ ~n Colorado’s 

Blue Veneer 

Dernoerats control the s~te Iegislatnre and the governor’s 

mansiom but a recall campaign exposed the par~" to popu]ar 

anger as vok’rs ousted two stale senators who supported gun laws. 



Colorado Lawmakers Ousted iR Recall Vote Over GLIR Law 

M~ddle-Aged Men, 1[’oo, Can Blaine Estrogen for 

New research bar found that estrogen, the femMe sex bormo~m, 

plays a much bigger role in dm aging male body than pwviously 

thought. 

Missom-i Republicans Fail to B|ock Vetoes on 2 

Bills 

State lawmakers lacked the votes to overkurn the governoCs 

vetoes of a sweeping tmx cuk and a bill preventing enforcement of 

federal gun laws, 

part in a 

d at the 

Business 

New York Regulator Sees Abuse Increash~g 

Under New h~suranee Rules                              New 

Benjamin Lawsky, the New York financiM regulator, has le~ 

multis~te test of a framework for insurers’ asset reserves, saying industry 

"gamesmanship" was only gekfing worse. 

Union s’ Misgivh~gs on Health Law B~lrst Into 

View 

Labor leaders meeting in Los ~geles approved a sharply worded 

resolution that demanded changes to the federN health care 

Trumka, 

p;esiden 

the 

Faeebook P~vacy Change Is S~ahje~ of F,T,C, 

Inqtfi~°y 

Mtera storm of negative commenLs from users, the Federal 

Trade O)mmission has begun an inquiU into Facebook’s latest 

privacy polh::~es. 

Sports 

YANKEES 5, ORIOLES 4 

Yankees Rally for a Cr~icial Win; the Loss They 

Need Comes Later 

Despite the demoralizing news about Derek deter, the Yankee~ 

tie in 



vaulted past the Orioles and the Indians in the wild--card race and moved 

within a gmne of the Rays. 

, Baseball Roundup: Red SoY Slam Adds to Rays’ Swoon 

~ Yankees Appear Headed to WFAN; Bumping Mats 

Jeter and "l[’emn Agree: His Season Is Finished 

After a series of leg inj uries, the Yankees placed Derek -Ieter on the *5--day 

disabled list and told him he would not come back, even if they made the 

playofl’s. 

ON BOXING 
~ O .... 1 

Ham~ted by Old Foes, De La Hoya Gets De ka I 

T~eatment I-~a at I 

Oscar De I a Hoya checked h~to a treahn ant faeilib~ and said he 

would miss the big l]g~k ~is company is promoting between Noyd Mayweather 

Jr. and Safil Nvarez. 

Slide Show: FigBt Nights 

Fer me:e spoils news, 9¢ [o NYTimes.comtSports ~ 

A~ts 

l-t[a~te Cow, lure fi~r ~ Se|eet Group of Sweaty 

People 

For City Ballet’s fall fund-.mising gala, Sarah Jessiea Parker and 

Benjamin Mil]epied sought out flaree yom~ger designers to outilt 

soloist 

Brittany 

THEATER REVIEW 

%%;hat’s B[~gg~g l},’le°? How Nl[[~eh "[’i~e &~o~ Got? 

In ’Lad] the Faces of Lhe Moon," Mike Daisey pet’f,’)rms a 

different, highly digressive monologue each night fl~rough Oct. 3 

at Joe’s Pub. 

Ailthe 

Faces 

of the 

Moon 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

’lN~rn Left~ and Head for Q~mens 

Jonathan Lethem’s tragicomic new novel, "Dissident Gardens," 

covers gen era6m~s of leftists. 

Obituaries 

Saul Lar~dau, NIaker of Fihns %%qth Le~t~st Edge, 

Dies st 77 

.’,,It’. I~ndau’s passion for asking what he called "the most 

intrusive questions" yielded penetra[ing dnematie profiles of 

leaders like FJdel Castro and SaNador AJ]ende. 

Dies at 77 

Fr~-.,m Softsoap to the fragrance Obsession by CaMn Klein, Mr, 

Taylor’s consumer products made their way into millions of 

E. Clay Shaw Jr.~ Ho~*se Sponsor of WeltRre 

Overhattl, Dies st 74 

Mr. Shaw, a Florida Republican, sponsored and helped shepherd 

a contentious ~996 bill backed by President Bill Clinton to 

overhaul the nation’s welfare sysbem. 

Landau 

Taylor 
built and 



Fashion & Style 

Russell Westbrook, Shedd~ag tl~e Uifiform for 

New York F~lfion Week 

Fluent il~ faahionspeak, Russell Westbrook is considered ’part of 

a newer genera’dora players thak kake fashion as a real badge of 

cool.’ 

~ ~ Video 

Off-the-Court Trend-Setters 

We~-t bro I 
ok, a    I 

FASHION REVIEW 

A review of Michael Kors, Nareiso 

Proel]za Schouler and more. 

Michael 

ENCOUNTERS 

G|enda Bailey: Fashion’s Intrepid Pursuer 

In one day of l~’ashiou Week, Ms. Bailey, editor in chief of 

Ha~per’s Bazaar, embraced designers, saw seven shows, attended 

at least one pro%" and checked page proofs. 

Bailey, 

left, and 

Joanna 

Today’s Video 

~ V~D~O: A~ssessing Obmna~s Speech on 

Syria 

The TJmes’s Michael D. Shear says ttmt after days of 

an [icipa’dom Presiden k Obama’s speech on chemical weapon s in 

Syria left out key specifics. 

~ vm~:o.~ New York Faslfion Week: 

Elements I Co]lot 

£xpe~ence boundless color in this installment in a se~es of daily 

themade vis]_~al diaries :.,f New York Fast@~n Week. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Diplomaey as Deterrent 

Congress and Presiderit Obama sJaould be careful aboa~ ~’awing flew red lines 

the Syl:ia crisis. 

EDITORIAL 

More Mistakes at 

A sulTeiliance cout~[ robllke of t~e agency i~ 2009 for vioiatiug iks own 

p]~eedures in analyzing pho~]e records s~ows, agNn, fi~e dangers in the data 

swe@ps, 

EDITORIAL 

Hard Lessons oftl~e Colorado RooM1 

disgracefifl low point in punitive single-issue politicking by the ga~] lobbyo 

Fo: moi¢ opiaiol:: 2o to NYTimes,c~m/Opini~ ~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

It is dangerous for any eount~,, including America, to see itself 

a s exeep t~ona], wha tever its metiva t~on. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

it’s a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World 

The an ~i--waP-in-Syria crowd finds i~self in the odd ~’ornpany of 

~ Colum n~s~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

New Y~’k Has a ~lessage 

What lesson, s ean non-New Yorkers draw from the db:s primal?: 

elections? Where do we begin? 

, Columnist Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times Irorn anywhere with out suite el apps: 

iPhone’@ l iPad@ Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ >~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-mail Please cio not reply direc[ly [e this e-maii 

You received [his message because yell signed up [er NYTBnes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter, 
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Gatekeeper Liability: A Response to the Financial Crisis 
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Law and Finance: The Case of Constructive Sales 
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Boardrooms" i~i Free Download 
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34 Company Lawyer 43 and 68 (in 2 parts) pp 1-30, (2013) 
Singapore Manaf]ement Un]versRy Schooi of Law Research Paper No, 42/2013 

W~,:[ ~EE WAN, Singapore Management University - School of Law 
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This two-part article considers the extent to which UK company law and takeover regulation may have contributed to the supposed short-termism 
exercised by target directors in takeovers, that is, target directors focusing only on short-term financial gain to the current shareholders, rather 
than the target’s long-term wealth creation. This article argues that general company law and takeover regulation do not mandate target directors 
to strictly prioritise the short-term financial interests of the company when determining whether to recommend a particular takeover bid. While 
company law and takeover regulation require the target board to consider stakeholders’ interests, neither shareholders nor stakeholders have an 
enforceable right of action against the directors in connection with their failure to do so. 

Intangibles" i~i Free Download 
iiiiiii"’Looking Through’ Corporate Expatriatioas for Buried : : 

~L:~Z~a~NETH ~:HORVAT, University of Chicago 

Email: echorvat@uchicago,edu 

Lack of market response to costly signaling is by no means unheard of, especially in the presence of information asymmetries. Nonetheless, the 
lack of price response to corporate inversion announcements represents a puzzle, given the abnormal returns 200 percent above the S&P average 
in the years following the inversion transaction. This paper tests two hypotheses. First, inverting companies exhibit statistically significant excess 
returns as compared to the market and, second, these returns were due in large part to growth in intangibles in low-tax foreign jurisdictions. 
Moreover, I argue that these corporate inversion transactions amount to disguised transfers of high-value "buried" intangibles that have exploited 
a gap in the international tax rules. These transfers have eluded and will continue to elude the remedies prescribed by Congress in the rules 
dealing with related-party transfers until a look-through rule is included to support the commensurate with income standard. 

Response to the Financial Crisis" [~ii Free Download i::i::i::i"6atekeeper Liabiffty: A : " 

GER~I~D W,~G~I~R, Humboldt University School of Law, Erasmus School of Law, University of Chicago Law School 

Email: g wagnet@uchicago,edu 

The first financial crisis, triggered by the burst of the U.S. housing bubble, has many causes. One such cause is the failure of gatekeepers, i.e. 

accounting firms and rating agencies. Consequently lawmakers on both sides of the Atlantic tightened the regulatory regimes for accountants and 
rating agencies, following the same path they had walked earlier, in response to financial scandals such as the one involving Enron and Worldcom. 

However, the liability rules for these institutions remained untouched once again so that accountants and rating agencies continue to work under 

skewed liability regimes. Incentives to err on the side of customers remain strong and unbalanced by adequate liability towards third parties. This 



article explores legislative strategies for a more symmetrical liability regime. In doing so, it takes a critical view of the recent EU Regulation No. 

462/2013. 

iiiiiii"Law an~ Finance; The Case of Ceflstr~tive Sales"I~II FreeDownload ] Annual Review of Financial Economics, Forthcoming 

THOMAS ~o ~R~NNAN, Northwestern University School of Law 

Email: t-brennan@law.northwestern.edu 

This essay illustrates the interaction between law and finance in the particular case of the taxation of constructive sales. The focus is on the 

treatment of variable prepaid forward contracts, and the rules regarding these instruments articulated by Revenue Ruling 2003-7 and the recent 

case involving Philip Anschutz. Simple models are used to show how the tests established by the law fail to reflect important financial 
considerations, such as the volatility of asset returns and the riskiness of dividend payments. These models provide examples that form the basis 

for a critique of the current rules and also indicate a possible path for future reform and improvement of the law, namely the addition of a delta- 

based test to the existing rules. It is hoped that the analysis presented here will encourage future work that applies financial theory to critique and 

improve legal rules in a wide range of other situations. 
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Daily Briefing, September 12: CFPB Gripe File Swells; FHA Rule Change Stokes Fears 

Web Seminars 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 

Today’s Top Stories 

Banks need to revamp customer service 
operations so unhappy consumers complain to 
them rather than to the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau, where a complaint could 
spark added regulatory scrutiny. 

FNA Rule Change Stokes Fears of 
Careless Lending 

Some mortgage experbs are criticizing a recent 
rule change by the Federal Housing 
Administration that would allow borrowers who 
lost their homes to foreclosure or a short sale 
to qualify for a new mortgage in as little as a 
year. 

Critics Assai~ Chase’s Force-P~aced 
insurance Settlement 

The agreement’s architects contend that the 
pact could bring as much as $291 million to 
affected homeowners, but detractors say that 
the final tally is likely to be far lower. 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
Director Richard Cordray sought to downplay 
lender fears Wednesday about the agency’s 
new mortgage rules, pledging to be flexible 
with companies struggling to comply by the 
January deadline. 

PF~ Apps Dominate FinovateFa~ Day One 

Day-one demos from Finovate gave a lot of 
airtime to personal financial management app 
refinements, such as collaboration and data 
visualization. Here’s a look at five. 

FHA Rule Change Stokes Fears of 

Some mortgage experbs are criticizing a recent 
rule change by the Federal Housing 
Administration that would allow borrowers who 
lost their homes to foreclosure or a short sale 
to qualify for a new mortgage in as little as a 
year. 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

View con~pany 

Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

~ 
Deal 

activity 

was 

hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing 

~We 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments¯ Attend 

the A’~’~, B~Pi~ and 

Pro#aid Forum to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas¯ 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 

Intelligent Imaging for 

Improved Banking 

Performance and 

Profitability 

*Short, 4 minute video* 

tderdity "i~eft -- 

Technologies, ~:i~ks, and 

While providing a brief 

background on Identity 

Theft, the focus of this 

one-hour web seminar is 

on the impact of new 

technologies, the 

associated risks, and banks’ 

responsibilities¯ It also 

discusses a brief example 

of how a bank offered an 

Identity Theft product as a 

service to its customers¯ 



Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
Director Richard Cordray sought to downplay 
lender fears Wednesday about the agency’s 
new mortgage rules, pledging to be flexible 
with companies struggling to comply by the 
January deadline. 

Customers Are Now IBa#ks’ Greatest 

Banks need to revamp customer service 
operations so unhappy consumers complain to 
them rather than to the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau, where a complaint could 
spark added regulatory scrutiny. 

Ar~erican Express to Sel~ Publishing 

American Express is selling its high-end 
glossies to Time Inc. in order to comply with 
federal regulations. 

Leverage these 4 Pillars 

of Mortgage Automation 
to Achieve Operational 

Excellence 

Attend this webinar to 

learn and leverage 

industry best practice and 

technology advances to 

address common 

operational issues like: 

poor customer experience, 

lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue. Sign 

~p nawto learn how to 

dramatically shift the 

current mortgage 

production and customer 

engagement paradigm 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 
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Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

Tgd ~:S T~ He~d !!!]P ............................................................................................................. 

VeHzon Nets $49B in Largest Bond Deal; Sharp to Issue New Sha~es 

Vedzon Communications Inc. "~ised $49 billion Wednesday in ~he larges~ 
corporate bond deal ever," the Philadelphia Inquirer (SepL 12, Sweet) 
confi[ms. The sale ess~y topped the p[evious reco[d homer, wMch was 
Apple’s sale of $17 billion ~r~ bonds back ~r~ ApdL Proceeds wil~ help Vedzon 
purchase 1he rest of Vedzon ~Mre~ess, the country’s Mggest wireless provider, 
from ~ts padner in that venlure, Vodafone. "The $130 b~on buyout of 
Vodsfone’s share in Verizon ~reless is expected to rank as the second- 
largest deal when completed," notes ~he ne~spaper. VeHzon w~ll use cash 
and stock to pay for the buyout, 8~on9 w~th the money from its bond sale. The 
debt is set to come due at eight d~fferent times, from three to 30 yeaB. 

Bloomber,q (Sept. 12, Gangar, CMIds) states that Verizon "rewarded investors 
with a profit of about $2.09 b~on for agreeing to buy the record $49 b~on of 
bonds ~t soM yesterday as the pdce of the securities surged." Demand 
sky[ocketed a~er the company offered yields that were Mgher than market 
rates to raise interes~ in the offering. According to data complied by 
81oomber9, the 10-yea[ securities were pdced to yield 225 basis points more 
~han s~m~lar matud~y Treasuries. "Two M]lion seems I~ke a M9 number ~o leave 
on the table," TF Market Adv~sors ~ounder Peter Tchh" rema[ked. "Maybe 
VeHzon was just so happy 1o get the dea~ done~ That’s a pretty big price move 
for any size ~ssue." 

Separately, Wall Street Journal (Sept. 12, Fukase, Negishi) sources are 
reporting that "Sharp Corp. will issue new shares in a public offedng to raise 

Check for iate.-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern. 

~i KPMG Webcast September 2013 

Conf ...... 2013-1 

[ i;~ill BV - NAOD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Info Risk ] 

[ :;~ill BV - Talent Development side ] 

[ :;~i::: BY- Dship 2020: Perf ........ 
Metrics 

Upcoming NACD 

as much as IJS$1.5 billion2 Together with funds from business partne[s, tha~ E~n~ ....................................... 
would pay down roughly 15 percent o~ the Japanese d~sp]ay maker’s interest- 
bearing debL However, [t w[[[ not give Sharp an edge over ~eaner, more NACD Conference 

aggressive competitors. "The Apple ~nc. supplier needs cash to shore up 
finances hit by two straight years of record ~osses, pay for a pension-funds ¯ National Harbor, MD 

shortfall, and p~ease creditors," repo[ts the Journal (Oct. 13~15, 2013) 

Share~~ Facebook ~ 

AlmoatSo~:~Out 

[~i BY- Dship 2020: Asymmetric I nfo Risk 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

NewYork, NY(Dec :3, 
2013) 

Take advantage of Fa# Savings, now through Nov. 1. Learn how NACD 
can meet your needs today by schedule a complimentary consultation 

online, via e=mail, or call 202.572-2101. 

Share[-’]~-~ Faceb°°k ]~l~ 

NACD in the News 

Miami, FL(Dec 12-13, 

20!3) 

Director Pro fessionalisrn® 

® Miami~ FL (Dec. 9-!0, 

20!3) 

Special Evente 

Local NACD Chapter 

Evenl:s 

Peer Exchanges 

Information Flow 

Board evaluations can be a st[esslul and olten very sensitive task. The goal is 
to gain clarity on your strengths, minimize your risks, and promote 
g~owth with c~ear focus--not to simply "check the box." A large number of 
boards are asking NACD to help them see the big pich~re and identify new 
opportunities within the details. Our NACD advisors--all experienced directors 
themselves.--facilitate confidential evaluations designed to uncover insights 

that transform a potentially sensitive exercise into a valuable one. 

NACD Board Evaluations: Focus on What Matters to You ..................................................................................................................................................................... IVlaster Class 



Two ~eridian Consultants Named to NAGD’s Directorship ~ O0 List 

According to 4-Traders.com (Sept. 11), the National Association of Corporate 
Directors (NACD} has named Meridian Compensation Partners LLC managing 
partners Michael Powers and Jim Wolf to the NACD Directorship 100 list. The 
annual lis~ honors top corporate directors and governance professionals who 
exert a significant influence on boardroom pelformance and practices. 
Meridian Compensation Partners is a leading executive compensation and 
corporate governance consulting Iirm. "Michael and Jim demonstr~rte the 
expertise, analytical thinking, and adherence to good governance practices 
that makes Meridian an important and trusted partner to our clients," said Bob 
Romanchek, partner at Meridian. "VVe are very pleased to see them 
recognized by the NACD." 

Audit and Finance 

Best Buy CEO Sells Shares to Pay for Divorce 

Reuters (Sept. 11) is reporting that Best Buy CEO Huber~ Joly "raised about 
$10.4 million through a share sale to help cover costs for his recent divorce." 
According to a r~gulatory filing, Joly exercised an optbn ~o buy 350A67 
shares at $18.02 per share on Sept. 6, after 1he electronbs retailer’s 
Compensation and Human Resources Comm~ltee approved a 
remaining year of the cMef executive’s two-year homing period for the stock 
award. Joly soM ~hose shares a~ an average of $37.01 per share, abng with 
an additional 100,686 shares al $37.08~ Best Buy spokesman Jeff Shelman 
assures, "TMs sab reflects only one tMng - Jo~y has recently gone through 
divorce and needs to sell a port~on of h~s hoMings in order to cove[ the costs 
o~ tha~ unD~tunate event. He remains heaq~y invested in Bes~ Buy." 

P&G Slices Energy Bill With ’Smart Building’ Project 

Using a pilot program by Jones Lang LaSalle, the Cincinnati Enquirer (Sept. 
10, Coolidge) r~ports tha~ Procter & Gamble has been able to slash its 
utilities bill at [is headquarters and other key bur[dings by as much as 16 
percent. Dubbed IntelliCommand, the program has utilized a "sma~ building" 
computerized system to monitor and manage energy use 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week in a dozen of P&G’s bu~M~ngs totaling 3.2 m~]~on square 
feet. As a result, the consumer products giant has managed to recoup ~ts 
~nvestment w~th~n the fiBt three months, saving 4.4 m~H~on kilowatt hours. 
Larry Bridge, P&G’s gbba~ facJfitbs and real es~a~e governance manager, 
remarks, "By converting to a smart building system that uses predictive 
ansiytics to detect b~iiding pedormance abnormalities before they occur, we 
no~ only achieved energy savings ~n our corpol~te real estate pottle]b, but we 
also improved building equ~pmenl [e~aM~ty and the physical comtbrt d our 
employees." 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Clio Pay ~ore Closely ~atches Firms’ IResults 

"The push to more closely align chief executive pay with company 
perlormance is showing signs of working," a Wall Street Journal (Sept. 1 I, 
Thurm) analysis shows. In most instances, CEOs have been clearin9 the 
hurdles put in place by corporate directors. Almost 66 percent met or 
exceeded per[ormance gears attached to s~ock grants given between 2008 
and 2010, notes the study by the Journal and Equilar Inc. "The goals most 
commonly are tied to a company’s financial results or stock-market returns 
over a three-year period," the newspaper reports. "On average, the CEOs 
received roughly 4 percent more shares than projecled in annual proxy 
statements." Pedormance-based stock ranks as the fastest .growing segment 
of executive pay, accounting for 27.4 percent of the value of compensation 
granted to CEOs last year’. 

Sharer’T{ i~ Faceb°°k ]~E] 

Global Executive Pay Up 8~5 Percent in a Year 

Britain’s HR Maqazine (Sept. 11, Newcombe) cites a new study by executive 
search firm Pedersen and Partners in reporting tha~ "executive pay Ior CEOs 

el some of [he world’s larges~ companies increased by 5.5 perx;ent last yeac" 
According to the global study of more than 1,700 executives, the average pay 
package of a top exec in a company with more than 100,000 employees is 
curren[ly 1.35 million euros a year. Germany was found to have the highest 
average executive pay package at 1.4 million euros, ahead of the United 
States (1.3 milfion euros), and the United Kingdom (1.2 million euros). Conrad 
Pramboeck, head of compensation consulting a~ Pedersen and Paflners, 
remarks, "Size el responsibility is the key driver for the remuneration of 

Beyond the CEO; New 

York, NY (Nov. 7, 
20!3) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom issues; 

New York, NY (Nov 
!9, 20!3) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 

York, NY (Dec. 3, 
20!3) 

Webinare 

Quarterly Audit 
Com mifl:ee Update 

(9/25) 

The Next Wave m 

Regulation and 
Compliance: What’s 

Ahead for 2013 (1 !/12) 
Compensation (12/18) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 
board leadership ~for 

dhecLors, by directors. We 
deliver t~e wisdom and insight 

that board Paembers need to 

confidently navigate complex 
business chai[enges and 

enBance shareowner value 

We amplify ti~e collective voice 

of directors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

~ssues Learn more. 

Follow NACD on: 



executives. Executive compensation in the top 100-enterprises in Europe and 
the United States is on average seven times higher than ~he salary of general 
mana,qei~ in small and medium-sized enterprises and 40 times higher than 
the average sala~ of a white,collar employee." 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

¢£[pe[a~ G£~e[P~nce .......................................................................................................... 

Changes in the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the 
boardroom This inlorrna~ien was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer 
Stuart, Sprint Corporation has elected Sara Martinez Tucker to the board of 
directoB. Patricia A. Hemingway Hall has been elected to the board of 
Cardinal Health, elfective September 12th. Edison International announced 
that Ellen Tauscher has been elected to the board of directors. 

Roya~ Caribbean Cuts Director Term to One Year 

Under pressure flora its largest shareholder, A, Wilhelmsen AS of Oslo, Royal 
Caribbean Cruises Ltd. will make directors stand for election every year. 
Accord~n9 to Bloomberg (Sept. 11, Pa~mer~), 1he werkJ’s second-b~ggesl 
c[uiseq~ne operator a~so elected forme[ Ernst & Young G~oba~ CEO W~liam h 
K~msey as its lead director, ~n a s~a~ement, Kimsey wrote: "~ arn pleased by 
the steps our board has taken to fu~her enhance our corporate governance, 
and ~ ~ook fo~ard to working w~th my fellow directors and management to 
~mp[eve shareholder va~ue," D~rectors at Royal Caribbean previously served 
~hree-year ~errns, w~h no more than ~eur s~andin9 ~er e~ecfion at a ~rne. 
Acco~dh~g to the publication, "staggered terms for boards are a hurdle to 
activist investors because they require a multi-year effod to make changes." 

Shar¢~~ Facebook ~ 

New List of the ~ost Powerful African-America~ Corporate Directors in 

TheGrio.com (Sept. 11, Dingle) notes that Black Enterprise has created a 
new Registry of Corporate Directors to spotlight ~hose ,African-American 
professionals "making contributions as some of the nation’s most powerful 
guardians of shareholder value." The roster includes 177 board members and 
includes Ariel Investments LLC President Mellody Hobson, fon~ner PepsiCo 

executive Olden Lee, arrd Darden Restaurants CEO Clarence Otis Jr. 
According to the website, "These days, corporations that don’t have black 
directors on their boards are operating in the Stone Age of business. Shifting 
demographics arrd the burgeoning black consumer and business marke~s 
mean corporations cannot afford to be governed without the presence d 

African Americans in their boardrooms." 

Share[T~ ~ Facebook ]~ 

�~[#~ate S~cia! R~por~!bi!i~y .................................................................................... 

AT&T, Others Stumble Over Sept. 11 Tweets 

Some major companies were called to task for their attempts to 
commemorate the 12[h anniversar’r’ ol the Sept. 11 terrorist a~tacks, tire 
Danbury News Times (Sept, 11, Ortutay) reports, AT&T’s official Twitter 
account caught flak for posting a photo that showed a hand holding one of the 
company’s smar~phones taking a photo of the twin lights that illuminate 
Manhattan’s sky on the anniversary of the attacks each year. The company, 
which was criticized for seeming to use the tragedy to advertise phones to its 
285,000 followers, removed the photo. Marriott Hotels had to issue an apology 
when a photo of a sign at one of its properties was ~wee~ed. The sign read: "In 
remembrance of those we lost on 9il 1, the hotel will provide complimentan,, 
coffee and mini muffins from 8:45 - 9:15 am." The offer was meant as a 
sympathetic gesture to its guests who traditionally have gathered in ~he lobby 
to watch the morning ceremony commemorating the attacks on TV. On the 
positive side, Mac,,,’s got high marks fer this tweet on its Twitter feed: "Hug 
your family. Reflect on the sunset. Look fon~,~ard to the sunrise. Hold your 
head high, Imagine a be~ter worl& And #NeverForget 9/11/2001 ." 

Share[T~ ~ Faceb°°k ]~E] 

C-Suite 

Cargil~ Names ~’~acLennan CEO 

According to the Minneapolis Star Tribune (Sept. 11, HugMett), Cargill Inc. 
President and CO0 David W. MacLennan on Wednesday was also named its 
new CEO. The move caps an executive transition ~hat had been taking shape 
over the past 18 months. Grog Page, Car,~;ilFs CEO since 2007, has agreed to 



become executive chairman, "Page is nearing Cargill’s mandated retirement 
age of 65," notes [he newspape[~ "As executive chairman, he will chair [he 
family-held company’s board and continue to be a #uM~c face for 
notaMy w~th po~icymakers~" Cargill ranks as one of the wodd’s Mggesl 
private~y-he~d companies w~th h~terests ~n more than 60 countries, ranging 
from grain hand~#~g to road salt to processed meal 

Economic Outlook 

Employers Advertise Fewer Jobs but Hire ~4ore Workers 

The Kansas City Star (Sept. 10) cites new Labor Department data in repoding 
that U.S. employers advertised fewer jobs during the month of July but hired 
mole workers ~- a mixed message tha~ suggests only modes~ improvemen~ ~n 
1he job markeL Job openings fel~ 180~000 to 3.7 m~]lion compared to 3.9 
m~]lion h~ June~ "Overall hidng ~ncreased 1o 4.4 mi~on," 1he newspaper adds, 
"up from 4.3 m~on in June and 4.17 million a year ago." Still, h~ring has 
fluctuated ~n recent months and remains below the 5 m~on pace before the 
recession. Layoffs dropped to 1 ~5 milk,on, 1he ~owest according 1o records 
dating back to 2001 ." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 7:57 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TBJ Morning Call: Triangle entrepreneur pla~s global domination 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

SEPTEMBER 12, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Meet the Triangle entrepreneur with g~oba~ domination pMns 

Durham’s Scynexis strikes marketing deal vAth Russian firm 
Saynexis’ arltifungai buy cauld be pu’ying ofF. 

Discuss 

Wells Fargo mortgage exec: No shadow inventory of 
property 
The head ef Wells Farga & Co’s (NYSE: WFC) mer~gage-serv’icir~g business says 

+,he San Frarlaisc, a.-based bu, nk isr¢~ holding ~ "sh~dow h~ventory" af foreclased 

Discuss 

Small businesses losing some optimism 
Small business optimism remained fiat in August, dropping 0.1 points from Julv, 

according to the National Federation of independent Business 

Discuss 

House R~publican leaders po~tjpone vote on fundinq bill 



after Tea Party revolt 

UNC Hospitals char~s $143~ expansion 

......................................................... L~y home builder stakes out ~6 ~ots ~n Car~ 

Post-91~ 1 reality for business travelers: Be afraid and go 

an~ay 

Ask Career Mo~o: How to get a job ~th a big company.,. Am I 
over the hill as a salesperson? 

Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

FREE ’ILITORING PROGI~kM (Eng Esp).doc 

HILLSBOROUGH 2d~gA: 

****Break m m unlocked resider~ce repo~led 09/’11/13, 8:35 pro, 1606 Daniels [?~m~ Rd r~ear Alamar~ce Co. 

The complainant stated fl~at fl~e break in occured yesteNay at a u~nown time she got home and tbund flae t?om door unlocked, and thought that her husbm~d just left 

the door uNocked, but m&y she realized that tNngs were missing, after looking around her house she noticed flaat her whi~ i-pad wifi~ a gray mN)er cover was 

missmg~ a womans orange t~gt~ school cl~ss 97 ring wifl-~ a~qma~ne ~mne and ballem~a slipt~rs on d~e si&, mens weddir~g bar~& her 1am (iathers gold ba~xt with "lo 

rey fiom dkr" e~Nraved inside fl~e ban& a I/3 ct Namond necMace yellow pendant on a yellow gold chdn,a birthstone ring gold band with 4 pm~cess cut ~N 

stones, a yellow gem s~me ling wifl~ a siNer ~nd, and mcta~Nle aqu~na~ine mN with a silver ban& ~u~d an silver mothersday ling win a ruby gem. file 

smmd fllat her husband’s 32 cMiber handgun was missing. We conducmd a neigh~Nood su~ey and found that ~e neigh~r ne~ door saw a whi~e 4 door pick up 

mtck wifl~ a tooI[x~x on file back pNl m ~ing N~ven by a whim male wearing a bNl cap. the neighbor saw ~he rome w,~k up ~o the side entIm~ce to fl~e house ~hen walk 

inside. Ne i~eighbor stated i~ was ~x.een 1100- 1400 hom~. anoCher neigh~:~r advised Chat a white 4 door pick up ~mck beii~g driven by a white male pulled into her 

drive way ai~d when she went to the door ~he track backed out of�he drive way. she advised tiffs was ~round lunch time. VMue $2,720.00 

****Break in to unlocked residence t~po~ed 09/11/13~ 10:58 am, 5504 Old Hillsbomt~gh Rd, near DuNmn Co 

Homeowner needed ~ file a m~ mgaNing a lameny of a gt~itar and 1~r~fip~on medication that had occu~ed at his residence on 09/10/13 bem~een the hours of 

12:00-6:00. There w~ no forced ent~ into the home and them are no suspects to the theft, the gNmr had ~en ~mken from a back room and fl~e medication h~ been 

token from the medicine cabinet in the Mth room. VMue $400~00 

Attached is in~ation concerning a tutoring program sponsored by flae HillsN~mugh PoEce Dept 

Thank you for being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9~ ~. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

9:19-732-6403 Fax 

Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



FREE TUTORING 
PROGRAM 

The Hillsborough Police Department 
and UNC Habitat for Humanity are 
ojfering a free tutoring to all Orange 
County Students. 

All interested please contact Corporal 
Tereasa King at (919) 732-2441 ext. 26 
Tereasa.King@hpdnc. org 



CLA S ES PRI VA D. i S 
GtL4 TIS 

E1Departamento de Policia de 
Hillsborough y H6bitat para la 
Humanidad UNC est6n ofreciendo 
clases privadas para a todos los 
estudiantes del Condado de Orange. 

Todos los interesados por favor p6ngase en 
contacto con el cabo Tereasa King en (919) 
732-2441 ext. 26 o 
Tereas a.Kin g@hp dn e. o rg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constautine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:37 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 9/17 - How to get the TRUTH -5 ~ats left 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$285°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt wit[ be your reg~strat~o~ confh~mat~o~ 

Thursday Sept 19th, 2013 
Last training of the year - book now~ 

only 5 seats 

This workshop seUs out quickly 

Location: 

Conference Center 

State Bar of 

104 Marietta St., NW, Suite 100 

3rd F~oor, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For directions contact: 

Phone: 404-527~g700 ~ 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns at 

Workshop starts promptly at 9:00 - 4:30 

L~nch ProvMed 

CLE Certificate provided and hours 

receive the CLE. 

A[[end tMs workshop and receive your flee gffb the DVD 

and workbook of this Workshop. 

Ca~’~ a~end? No proMem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for purchase 

Contac[ Susan at: 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

~ram also available by DVD 
Questions and Booking: 

Susan Constantine: 

Phone: 407.40§-3417 

Testimonial: 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael She#l, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 



Silent Messsges corn i 808 Langston Oourt i ~’~,~,~nue~ Florida 3280,1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Briefi Geneva Talks on Syria Mark Big Test tbr U.S., Russia 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

Geneva Talks on S~ia Ma~’k Big Test foi" U.S., Rlxssia ~ 

S3~m~ Rebels Hurt by Delay in U.S. A~ack 

l’Vith S~’ia Vote Pos~oned, Congress’s Focus Sh~s 

~ Street’s Top Cop: NEC Tries to Rebuild Its Reputation 

HHton Files for IPO of up to 8~ .~5 Nilion 

ErA Plan i-o Cm*b New Coal-Fi~’ed Power" 

CEO Pay More Closely Matches Firn~s’ ResNts 

Foe Michael Dell, Saving His Deal Is 3~t First Step 

Ntatoil Qaestio~s Reliance on M~ita~" i~ Repoet o~ _~ge~an A~ack 

Cana~an Reg~atot Says OH Mislabeled b~ Rail Disaster 

N~WS V~DEOS 

~ill Clara’s New Plan to Reduce Poll~on Work? 

~Ford Stretches its Brand Upscale 

l’Vl~en Is Stress Good for You? 

Car Designers Run ~V~ Scissor Doors 

Pastrm~fi ~n Paris - - Ooh La La! 

N~WS PODCASTS 

The ~:aH Street Journal This Mo~’ning Sept i2, 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:34 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Since You Asked 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 10:43 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Dell Shareholders Approve $25 Billion Buyout 

Dell Shareh~lders Approve $~5 Billion Buyout 

Dell said its stockholders approved its $25 billion buyout by Chief Executive Michael Dell 

and investment firm Silver Lake Partners, ending a bitter contest to take the computer- 

maker private. 

The company hasn’t disclosed the breakdown of the vote tally. Dell stockholders will 

receive $13.75 in cash for each share of Dell they hold, plus payment of a special cash 

dividend of 13 cents a share. The agreement also guarantees the quarterly dividend of 

eight cents a share for the third quarter. 

See More Covera#e >> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

jim@goodwinsearch.com 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1 l:10 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Aspiring director training 

Are you interested in becoming a Corporate Director.pdf 

Lissa, Goodwin Search will be con&~cting our next Boardroom Prep: The Inside Track workshop for aspiring corporate directors in 
Charlotte on October 11 th. This could be of interest to people on your Diversity Initiative distribution list. As such, attached is the 
announcement and details of the agenda/speakers and the link for registration for anyone interested in attending. I’d appreciate any 
distribution of this to your contacts that you can. Thanks. 
Jim 

.Jim Fraser 

Vice President, Boa, rd Services 

(?:oodwin Exe(:t~iw:_~ Search 



you inte °ested in becoming a 

Boardroom Prep The Inside Track 

,, The Board Environment Today: What You Need 

Panel Discussion: What Do You Wish You d 
Known Before You Became a Board Member? 
Insights from a panel of directors with experience 
on the boards of public and private companies: 

Director RenaissanceRe Soldngs (Bemsuda) 
~’oba ~asberger- Director Bob Barker Co., Evatran 
~avid Car~wrigbt- Director~ HSM Solutions~ former Vice 
Chairman, Olympia Tools 
Cb.c~ Raymond- Retired Chairman Horizon Lines, 
Director WSFS Financial 

¯ What’s Involved? Understanding Director Time 
Requirements and Compensation 

, ¯ What ~t Takes to be a Good D~rector Today - 
Keynote Speaker: Rock Hankin - Chairman of the 
Board, Semtech Corporation (NASDAQ), Vice- 
Chairman, Kavli Foundation 

o 
What Ca.n,, Happen When the Unexpected 

Happens? Chuck Raymond -(Retired) Chairman, 
CEO and President Horizon Lines, Inc. -A 
discussion of Enterprise Risk Management and 
how one company was nearly ruined as the result 
of an Anti-trust prosecution by the U.S. 

. Department of Justice. Your Path to the Boardroom: The Inside Track- 
Understanding the board selection process: 
Developing your targets; where can you add value 
to a board?; Preparing your bio and resume for 



board consideration; Getting on the radar: how to 
maximize networking & search firms 

Preparing for Your Board Interview and Your Due 
Diligence - Interview insights from experienced 
directors, Do you really want this board? Doing 

James Olson - Director, Maple Leaf Foods (MFI), former 
Director, Winn-Dixie 
Jewe~l Hoover- Director, Fifth Third Bank and AARP 
David Cartwr@ht- Director, HSM Solutions, former Vice 

and ~nc~us~on ~n the Goodw~n~, d)rector search database 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Doctors Healthcare Center <carol@chapelhilldoctors.ccsend.com~ 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Seminar on Mindfulness, Stress Reduction and Transforming Your Relationship with Food 

Seminar Annollncement: 
Mindfulness, Stress Reduction, and 

Transforming Your Relationship with Food 
An Eight-~,geek Course in the Art of Conscious Living 

Offered at Chapel Hill Doctors Healthcare Center by: 
The Program on Integrative Medicine, 

UNC-CH School of Medicine 
Beginning Monday September 16, ~o~3, 6:oo-8:3o p.m. 

.~.i Center photo 

Mhldfithmss, Stress Reduction, and 
Transfol~ming Your Relationship with Food 
Course Instructor: Sasha Loring,M.Ed.,LCSW 

Course cost: $375. 
To register or for more information contact: 

Phone: (919)-966-8586 

Email: mind[ulness @ med.une.edu 

Location: 

Chapel ttill Doctors ttealtheare Center 

55 Vileom Center Drive, Boyd Hall 
2rid floor Seminar Room 

Forward this email 

This email was ~nt to Ibroome@eraail,unc.edu by chapelhilldoctors@qmail,com :: 

Update P[ofije/Emajj Address Ins[ant [eme,,’al wi[h SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy! Policy. 

Chapel Hill Doctors :: 55 Vilcom Circle, Suite 110 Chapel Hill NC :: 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <pntallaz@duke.edu;, 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:53 AM 

Robert Taggart <robert.taggart@be.edu>; Nick Hadley <hadley@nmd.edtr~; Carolyn Callahan <cmc@virginia.edu>; Lain.~ Killough 

<larry@t.edn>; Stun Pardue <slpposc@ncsu.edu-~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.anc.edu>; Richard Ca~michael 

<cannich~wfu.edtr~; Janie Hodge <hodge@clemson.edu>; Sue Ann Allen <sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edtr~; Pamela Perrewe 

<pperrewe@cob.fsu.edt~-; Ma~’in Dawkins <mdawkins@miami.edu:>; Susan Albrecht <saa01 @pitt.edtc>; Michael J Wasylenko 

<mjwasyle@maxwell.ur.edu>; Tricia Bellia <pbellia@nd.edtc>; Elaine Wise <elaine.wise@louisville.edu> 

Fwd: FYI - Two media stories re 1A FAR Board position sIatement 

All--Yon may have seen the NCAA governance position statement distributed yesterday by the 1A FAR Board. We ACC FARs have not yet discussed our views on 

governance strncture to this point, but I unders~nd from Brad that it roll be an October joint meeting agenda item and that Jean Frankel roll be joining us. I was the 

only tx~ard member who did not t~el comtbrtable putting out a statement without any inpnt t~om my cont~rence FARs. The others felt it was important strategically to 

pnt out a statement ea~cly in the process to maximize the FBS FARs having an impact. It will be discnssed at the upcoming 1AFAR conference in Dallas. Here axe tw’o 
reactions to the position statement Brian Shannon has forwarded to the Board and I thought I would share them with you as well. 

Martha 

Sent fmln my iPhone 

Begin forwa:rded Inessage: 

From: "Shannon, Brian" <BRIAN .SHANNON({~ttu.edu> 

Date: September 12, 2013, 9:17:20 AM EDT 

To: "ipotuto l(~]unl~edu" <i potuto 1 (d~unl.edu>, "adave’v’~ncaa.or~" <adavey(~]ncaa.org>, "ddickman~ncaa.or~" <ddickman~ncaa.org>, 

"kyurk(a)ncaa~org" <kyurk(a)ncaa~org>, "Dennis~Phillip~a))~sm.edu" <De~mis.Phillip~@usm.edu>, "Tnmer~;agecon.msstate.edn" 

<Turne~o;agecon.msstate.ed~>, "l~egreen@ttoy.edu’’ <t~green@tmy.edu>, "iatwood(i~buffalo.edn" ~iatwood(/~bufIialo.edn~, "putallaz@dnke.edu" 

<putallaz(aMuke.edu>, "Moore, Mefinda" <MEI ,INDA.MOORE(tbtt u.edn>, "bruno. l(tbosu.edn" <brnno. l~;osn.edw~, "david.clou~h@colorado.edu" 
<david.clotNh(/~colorado.edu>, "davjd.sz~,manskjf)~c.edu" <david:~yma!aski(/~ uc.ed~>, "diann(a~)unl.edu" <diann@nnl:edu>, "bil!y~ampscy(a~)sisu.edu" 

Subject: I, YI - Two media stories re IA FAR Board position statement 

See - FYI 

Faculty group lobbies for NCAA changes 
Rachel Axon, USA TODAY Sports 8:34p.m EDT September 11, 2013 

A group of lhculty athletic representatives farm the NCAA’s la~cgest tbotball schools recommended on Wednesday a change to the association’s 

governance structare. 

The 1A FAR Board of Directors, which is made up of representatives from Football Bowl Subdivision school~ submitted its proposal to the NCAA 

outlining recommended changes that would put FBS schools in their own division. 

The proposal suggests the division would have its own board of directols made up of at least one president or chancellor frown each FBS conference. 

Those representatives wonld have one vote each or the voting wonld be weighted for current BCS automatic-qualifier conferences, which currently 

consis~ts of the ACC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac- 12 and SEC. The American Athletic Conference, a successor to the Big East, could also be considered for 

weighted voting. 

The group also recommended a management council made up of an athletics director and faculty athletics representative ficom each conference. Senior 

woman’s administrators and conference commissioners could also be included. 

Over the summer, there was a chores of calls for something to be done about the structure of Division I from com~nissioners of the BCS auto~natic- 

qualifier conferences. 

"If the five conferences were to break of[~ I mean, that’s a colnplicated Inove," ACC Commissioner John Swofford told USA TODAY Sports in July. 

"You’d have to, in esscnce, duplicate the NCAA in some form or fashion, and then what does that mean for intercollegiate athletics? So if you’ve got 

another division, if that’s the answer mthin the NCAA, you can maneuver and find an appropriate way, I think, to address thosc kinds of issues." 

Eaxlier this month the NCAA reqnested input for redesigning the Division I governance fftrncture. With the gap widening between the richest athletics 

programs in the bigges~t cont~rence and schools with smaller bndgets, criticism of the one-size-fits-all rule book has increascd. 

The Division I Board of Directors will hear thoughts ficom eight dilt~rent groups at a meeting Oct. 29. That intbm~ation will then be uscd to build an agenda 

for a town hall- s~le meeting scheduled in conj unction ruth the NCAA convention in January. The tx~ard also has set up an online survey. Those results 

also will be used to shape the Janua~cy town hall agenda. 

"A sepmate FBS division would allow smaJler governance groups that can include ~nore senior level athletics administrators and FARs ruth broad-based 

responsibilities than is possible under the current sti-dctare, a~ld the new governance groups and board could focus directly on FBS issues and be better 

positioned to resolve issues and provide workable and needed solutions for FBS institutions," said Brian Shannon, president of 1A FAR and the 

representative for Texas Tech. 



The group’s recommendation says FBS programs should continue to participate in combined championship events where possible. 

"There is wide consensus that the current Division I governance model is not working. A .separate FBS division offers more stremn-lined governaJ~ce 

mnong schools with comparable revenue streams that face issues either unique to them or that fall on them with more acute impact," .said Jo Potuto, 

immediate past president of 1 A FAR and the representative for Nebraska. 

And from the Chronicle: 

Faculty Leaders Endorse New Division for Richest NCAA Programs 
Septembe~ 1 L 2013, 4:24 pm 

By Brad Wolverton 

The most-.Oowerfu~ atNet~cs conferences should form a new an~ separate NCAA dMs~on w~th theh" own board of dh’ectors 

management cound~, a group of faculty leaders sa~d on Wednesday. 

The proposed "Football IBowl Division," as envisioned by the :IA FAR, a group of faculty-athletics representatives from the 

NCAA’s highest rung, would include the :120 or so institutions in the NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision, 

[gut with a new governance structure, those colleges would have more flexibility to make rules and policies supported by 

institutions at their level, including the ability to provide players with additional money toward their full cost of attendance. 

Such policies have met resistance in Division I, where there are big financial disparities and phifosophicat differences. 

"There is wide consensus that the current Division I governance model is not working," Josephine R. Potuto, a professor o[ law 

at the University of Nebraska and the immediate past president of .1.A FAR, said in a statement. "A separate FBS division offers 

more-streamlined governance among schools with comparable revenue streams that face issues either unique to them or that 

fall on them with more acute irr~pact." 

Under the faculty representatives’ proposal, which was submitted to the NCAA on Wednesday, the fourth NCAA division would 

have a separate board oF directors comprising at least one president or chancellor ifore each FIBS conference. ]"he proposal 

does not specify whether conferences would be given the same voting power or if the biggest leagues would have more say. 

In addition, the proposal envisions a rnanagement council that would include at least one atMetic director and one [acuity 

athletics representative from each FIBS con[erence, with potentiatbi more members coming from the ranks of conference 

commissioners and other senior campus leaders~ 

The management council would combine the current functions of the NCAA’s l.eadership and Legislative Councils. 

The proposal also recommends maintaining combined Division t championship events, such as the NCAA men’s and women’s 

basketball tournaments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Civil & Legal Sciences Joulllal via Linkedln <~membel@linkedin.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

Michele Brooks <mailer@emaiLnaviance.com~ 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:12 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I~ <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Help[h| intb for Naviance users 

Here is a link to the Naviance video that show students how to link common app 

with Naviance, 
"~t~"%’ meo co ~/733840.7...0.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

eFlash: Yahoo alleges impermissible benefits to five SEC players 

Newsletter 

Dear Lissa. 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

As if the potential blockbuster at Oklahoma State wasn ~t enough, here comes another. Yahoo 

Sports released a sizable report (4,500 words) alleging that money flowed from agents and 

financial advisors to five football players: two from Tennessee, t~vo l]com Mississippi State and 

one from Alabama. 

The alleged middleman (or I ~concie~e ~; ) of the operation was former Alabama footbafl player 
Luther Davis, and the Yahoo investigators were able to uncover a trove ofte:d message 

recolds, fund transfers, balff, Jng statements, flight receipts and other financial, material that 

linlced Davis and the five college football players. 

Below is a timely article OLatest college scandals again reveal folly of NC~,L4 rules~ by 

Dan Wetzel of Yahoo Sports in which he reviews the historic and current (changing) attitudes 

toward college sports ~amateufism. ~ [Yes, I deBberately put ~amateurismE in quotation 

marks because it is a word that has almost lost its meaning.] 

Also posted on the Yahoo Sports site today is a mini novel (4,500 woNs) titled ~Documents, 

text messages reveal impermissible benefits to five SEC playersL ; by Rand Getlin and 

Charles Robinson in which they exhaustively cataJog the communications and tra~ctions 

invoNing Davis the [1 concierge. I, Clips has summarized and excerpted that article into a 2- 

minute read, plus we have a link below tbr readers to plod through the whole enchilada if they 

so desire. 

Plus we ~ve got a link to a video of a post-practice press conference in which Coach Nick 

S aban got ~ ah, perturbed ~ when three reporters in a row asked him about the Yahoo 

allegations (this was a£ter he told tl~em he would not take questions about that). Mind you, tiffs 

was three days before the ~Bama-Tennessee A&M game, probably the biggest game of the 

year. 

Yahoo Sports ~ Pat Forde was at that Alabama press conference (in fact, he was the first 

reporter to ask a non-game question of the coach). ~Ve have his eyewitness report at the 

bottom. 

Have a good Thursday Mternoon and eve. 

Nick Inth~te 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w,’~,w.twitt e r.co m!(~Colleq e,~t h Clips 

Latest college scandals again reveal folly of NCAA rules 
Dan Wetzel, Yahoo Sport~; 9-11-13 

Here is the early prediction on what will come 0 at least in terms of NCAA sanctions [] 
from the accompanying Yahoo Sports story detailing how Luther Davis went from s1~arting 

Alabama defensive end to middle nmn possibly funneling money from agents and financial 

planners to a handful of top SEC players, including some in Tuscaloosa. 

Nothing. 

Or, at least, not much. 
The NCAA won’t be able to get enough people to talk. They won’t be able to access the 

paper trail. It’s possible they won’t even muster much of an effort. There isn’t a direct tie to the 

coaching staffs. The schools involved, Alab~una, Mississippi State and Te~messee, roll ~)lemnly 

declare their concern, even though the latter two are already on probation tbr previous tlfings 

that produced soletnn concern. Maybe Volunteers defensive linetnan Maurice Couch, tl~e only 

still-eligible paxticipant, gets hit a little, but tl~afll be it. 

And that’s fine. The NCAA aJways looks foolish when it tries to retroactively s~tfip 



championships ~; in this case, Alabama’s. 

It’s looks even worse when it argues "that something horrible occurred ifa kid such as D.J. 

Fluker, who grew up poor even betbre Hurricane Katrina left him hnmeless and sleeping in a 

car with four others, actually accepted some of the money that just about everyone was willing 

to throw at him because they’ve defined his worth as fay greater than just tuition, roo~n and 

board. 

When it cotnes to these kinds of stories, much of the focus is on the NCAA enforeetnent angle. 

Some just want to lmow what the penalties will be and how it will affect competitive balance. 

Some want retribution along fair-N-fair guidelines ~ the NCAA lit up their favorite program, so 

it’s about time the damn Tide got its comeuppance too. Still others just want to blame the 

media for supposedly doing the NCAA’s investigative work or even propping up the rulebook 

by laying out violations. 

Almost everyone is missing the tbrest for the trees. 

These stories [1 from Johnny Manziel and autographs, to Sports Illustrated’s current series on 

Oklahoma State to North Carolina academics to Nevin Shapiro to UConn hoops to Ceruzzi 

Sports to John Blake to Oregon football to M~atever is coming next ~; contribute to "the pulling 

back of the curtains on how this massive enterprise truly operates. There’s enough media selling 

the fair~tale. We don’t need fewer investigations. 

’][’his is major college athletics. Not those public-relations commercials during the games with 

cinematography, som~ing music and canned concepts propping up "amateuristn" as an~hing 

more than a tax dodge. And this is the river of underground money that flows through major 

college football. It’s everywhere. It’s undeniable. I~s uncontainable. 

The more that truth is exposed, the better. 

Luther Davis must have seen it all firfft-hand as a Crimson Tide player. When he wasn’t quite 
good enough to mal~e the NFL, he got into the business of the business, using his connections 

and credibility with current players who might maJ~e the pros to attract a slew of parties looking 

to gain access to them. If they didn’t use Davis, they’d use someone else. Maybe a high schnol 

or AAU coach. Maybe a ti-iend from home. Maybe a minister or a t~mily member. Maybe 

even a college assist~x~t coach, trainer or workout guy. That’s how it works. Eve~where. And 

it always will. 

Atnateurism is a bankrupt concept. It was invented by British aristocrats in the tnid- 1800s as a 

way to keep working-class athletes from succeeding at their elitist pursuits. Basically, as long 
as guys who had to labor in factories six days a week were worn out from the work and 

lacked time to practice, the rich guys who never dealt with such concerns would continue to be 

superior at sailing or dressage or cricket or whatever. So the bourgeoisie who didn’t need the 

money declared it noble to play for no pay. How nice of them. Their true reasoning, of course, 
waa to assure the continuation of their favored status on an uneven playing tield of competition. 

This detestable idea was later co-opted by the NCAA and the modern Olympic Gmnes (the 

ancient Greek athletes were actually paid). The public was then repeatedly sold the idea of the 

im~ocence of amateurism and ,sold it well. This conveniently allowed the powerthl 
adminis~_rators to control all the revenue produced. 

Amateurism is a shmn in practice, too, one that simply isn’t being followed or respecte& as 

stoW after sto~ after story proves. So many of the athletes, players and adininisq_rators don’t 

believe in it. ’][’hat’s the value of the coverage. It’s made denying the e~ent of the violations 

laughable. 

Enforcing amateurism became so impossible and ridiculous that even the International Olympic 

Committee ~ still in favor ofldckbacks and bribes, mind you [] gave up on it [] nearly three 

decades ago. The Olympics didn’t collapse because Usain Bolt and Michael Phelps can 

appear in TV commercials. It actaaJly got more popular. It’d be no dittErent in "the college 

g~une. 

Besides. it’s not like college administrators I~ commissioners, athletic directors, coaches and so 

on [1 have any use for the spirit of amateurism. 

They long ago ditched any semblance of austeri~" that might come if you were lruly operating 

iust an extracumcular activiU or true non-profit spo~ts enterprise. Instead, they drape 

themselves in huge salaries, private planes, comp caxs and country club course memberships. 

They snatch eveu last fieebie at Nike retreats and lounge on Caribbean cruises funded by 

boM executives. They hold their meetings at palm-lined luxuu hotels. 

The AD at Michigan isn’t paid the same as the AD at Eastern Michigan. The AD at Michigan 

isn’t paid the same as the administrative assis~nt at Michigan. They sure aren’t denying 

themselves the fruits of the open market. It’s Johnny Football who is deemed no different than 
a Universi~ of New Hampshire field hockey player. 

Now, some schools certainly do try to tbllow the rules, if only out of self-interest. There is liNe 
doubt the programs caught up in Luther Davis’ bank records aren’t too pleased. There’s no 

indication anyone on campus ki~ew it waa happening. And Stillwater sure doesn’t ,sound like a 

fun place this week. 

Still, the thinking here is so mt’uriatingly circulax. 

One of the arguments against offering football players a cut of the revenue is that the school 

athletic depa~ments can’t att’ord it. ’][’hen the athletic depaxt~nents, in an effort to matte sure it is 

following the rules (or at least create the perception of doing so), construct massive compliance 

departments to monitor the athletes and stop them from getting any e~ra cash. 

Ohio State’s compliance office, to pick just one example among many, has 15 employees. The 



top guy gets six figures mad a fiee car. Bloating up the budget with all these well-paying 

administrative, non-coaching, non-’n-aJning, non-athletic jobs ~; jobs that are completely 

unnecessary, and serve no basic purpose in the world of either sports or education [1 just 

further drains the available funds and then conveniently backs up the argument that they don’t 

have any tnoney to shme ruth the players. Around and around it goes. 

Collectively, these athletic depa~nents are spending tens of millions of dollars to tnake sure the 

athletes aren’t getting an e_xt~a ditne. 

The NC~ rdlebook is powerful. It isn’t more powerful than the ever-clmming wheels of 
American capitalism. It stands no chance and never roll. This is a country that favors open 

markets and the open market has clearly stated that top college players are more valuable than 

what their schools offer as compensation. 

Maybe it is coaches giving something e~xa on national signing day. or for making big plays. 
Maybe it is boosters expressing their delight at being entertained by giving an envelope ti~ll of 

cash or, as the SI story comically alleges, even paying a player to go fishing. Maybe ills agents 

and financial plmmers ott~ring support today as a bet on future earnings. 

Or maybe it’s memorabilia dealers lined up to give Johm~y Ma~iel thousands of dollaxs m sign 

his own name on a picture of himself. ’][’hat’s the market speaking. These players axe worth 

something. It’s the NCAA that’s trying to hold it back, clinging to the old deal (tuition, room 

and board) that was made about a century ago when the stadiums seated 20,000, the gmnes 

were on the radio and no one ever heard of tier-one cable fees. 

The real scandals don’t involve money; they involve academics or drug-test fixing or other real- 

world issues. Systematic academic fraud [] one that keeps borderline s~dents uneducated [] 

is what should generate the hm~hest penalties, the loudest condenmations and the most 

aggressive NCAA investigations. These are, after all, supposed to be institutions of higher 

learuing. And the schools are very capable of looking into this s~tuffthemselves. 

That isn’t how the ~stem is set up though. 

College sports wants to protect its money [1 making sure every dollax Ma~iel or Fluker or 

whoever can generate comes through them and only them. No side deals directly to the 
players. ThaWs the motivation to stop middlemen. 

Doing so is financially beneficial to the schools in the short term Mille allowing them to pretend 

there is some level playing field thak agafin, allows them to call it "amateur sports" and allows 

them to avoid taxes and then allows them to hoM out the scare tactic that the sanctity of 

competition would be lost if they did open things up financially to the athletes, even if it is just 

embracing the Olympic model of allomng outside income. 

It’s all a big con. It all needs to change or these embarrassing revelahonsjust continue on 

forever and ever [] the slow, piling of straws on the cmnel’s back that continue to ring out a 

simple troth: 

The core problem isn’t the breaking of the rules, it’s the rules that are being broken. 

Dan Wetzel writes f!)r Yahoo Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author N s permi~s’in~. 

Documents, text messages reveal impermissible benefits to five SEC 
players 
Rand Getlin and Charles Robinson, Yahoo Sports, 9-11-13, 4, 523 words~ 

Below is a summarized/excerpted reduction of the 4,523 word [] Documents, text 

messaging[] .... If you []d like to read the whole article, click here. 

An ambitious Yahoo! Sports investigation has found that SEC football s~rs received extra 

benefits prior to completing their collegiate caxeers,. The benefits were conveyed to Universi~ 

of Alabmna offensive tackle D.J. Fluker, University of Tennessee quarterback Tyler Bray, 

Tennessee det~nsive end Maurice Couch, Missi ssippi State University det~nsive tackle 

Fletcher Cox and Mississippi State wideout Chad Bumphis. 

The identities of these players were revealed in a web of financial and text message records 

belonging to former Cmnson Tide defensive end Luther Davis. The records were turued over 

to Yahoo Sports by a source with ties to the NFL agent community who alleged that Davis 

was acting as an intermediary between several high-profile college football s~taxs and multiple 
NFL agents and financial advisers. 

Davis declined to comment for this story. However. Yahoo Sports was able to authenticate 

text message records, Western Union fund transfers, banking statements, flight receipts and 

other financial material linking both Davis and the five college football players. 

Davis was referred to as a "concierge" between budding NFL draft picks, agents and financial 

advisers follomng his college career, five sources told Yahoo Sports. 

A ll told the records show agents andfinancial a&,isers moved at least $45,550 
Din,is between September 2011 and December 2012. During that same timeframe, 

records~ also show at least $12, 700 in cash, airfare, living expenses or other 

receipts mov#~g from Davis to the five players, b~ addition to that amount, Yahoo 

Sports also obtained a line-item invoice of 49 transactions from February 2013 

that Davis emailed to Fluker’s onetime financial adviser Hodge Brahmbhatt. 
Within the entail, Davis listed $33, 755 in expenditures under the subject line 



Fluker Invoice." 

Among the records authenticated by Yahoo Stx~rts: 

[; An entail to Davis" dated,Jan. 15, 2013, f!’om Angels P enninglon ~ ] the mother 

of Fluker’s.f!)rmer Alabama teammate Kyle Penninglon ~ 3 seeking help recouping 
expenses she allegedly incurred on behalf of PTuker’ s mother, Annice. The email 
inchtded auto-generated securi& information linking it to First Community Bank 

in Chatom, Ala. Pennington’s Linkedin page lists’ her current job as vice president 

of operations at a Chatom, Ala., branch of First Community Bank. "lhe email 

rectds’J 

"Good morning, I hope and pray that all is well with you and your f~mily. I have 

attached a copy of the invoice andI know I shouMnot have allow [sic] this’ m go 

this far. Amtice promised me that she was’ taking the job at the hospital when she 

came in January and every month s’he had another Excuse why s’he couldn’t take 

it. I was’ depending on her to keep her end of the bargain andpay me back, but 

she has~,’t. I would appreciate whatever you can do to get my money bacl~ " 

The email was accompanied by a lyped invoice with the header "January 2012- 

May 2012" and listed the name and a corresponding phone number of Fluker’s 

mother Annice. IT~e invoice was’ marked with a digital stamp indicating it had 

been scanned in at the bank where Pennington works. 

The invoice lists’ 15 transactions totaling $2,375. 71, including 11 corresponding 

check numbers allegedly used for paT/ments; as well as’ three listings’for "~ffoney 

Order" and one for cash. The charges #sted various expenses, including $1,311.60 

for rent and an apartment deposit. There were two months of rent paid at/Pleagan 
~tlanor in Chatom, Ala. Yahoo Sports confinnedFluker’s mother b~#efly lived at 

Meagan Manor. The invoice als’o indicated Fhtker’ s mother paid back a portion ~g" 

the balance, with a #he stating ’~nnice paid $500. O0 cash on ~’5/2012, "and that 

the oulslanding debt was $1,875. 71. 

1; A receipt s’howing that on May 18, 2012, Davis sent $300 to a ’9anny Fluker" 

via Western Union from Bruno’s Food & Pharmaw in 7~,scaloosa. D.J. Fluker 

and hisJhther are both namedDan~ Fluker. ]he rece&t noted that the cash was 
picked up at a location in Alabama. Western Union requires a va#d photo 1D in 

the name of the individual receiving the trang~er. 

(Clips Editor: T~s list of emails goes on and on) 

To view this video click here 

Nick Saban’s curt response to allegations against Alabama shows a 

coach, program with much to lose 
Pat Forde, Yahoo Sports’, 9-11-12 

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. ~ In what he certainly hopes is not foreshadowing for this weekend, 

Nick Saban went three-and-out Wednesday. 

He took three questions, each of them about the Yahoo Sports reports that star ofl}nsive 

tackle D.J. Fluker ~J~legedly accepted thoumnds of dollaacs during his Alabama career Ikom a 

runner and former Crimson Tide player Luther Davis. Each answer became edgier and angrier, 

until the g~me’s tbremost control freak sen~d he couldn’t control this media interlude and 

sto~Ined offfive minutes into his post-practice press conference. 

"Appreciate your interest in the game," Saban snapped sarcastically, glaring at repo(ters on his 

way out of the room. 

"The game," of course, is against Texas A&M in College Station on Saturday. It has been 
billed as the bigges~t of the 2013 college football season, and it has all the components ofgreut 

theater: the rebel/antihero leading man in Aggies quarterback Johnny Manziel; the vengeance- 

fueled defending national champions and their hyper-driven coach; the old-guard SEC elite 

against the cheeky newcomen the vas~tly contrasting styles of play; and the title implications 

e~alating tiom divisional 1,~ conlbrence to national 

But lbr ajarsng, plot-twisting afternoon in Tuscaloosa, even that compilation of stoulines was 



subjugated to sidebar status. By dinnertime, the news wa~s all about tbrmer All-Americm~ and 

first-round NFL pick Fluker ~1 what he allegedly took, a~d what the t~llout could be. 

The fallont could be this if the NCAA can find merit to the allegations: vacating of the 2012 

national championship. And if potential problems azise from a second Yahoo Sports s~tory 

indicating agent/runner interactions with safe~ Mark Barton during the 2011 season, it’s 

conceivable that back-to-back could be gone-to-gone. 

So, yeal~, this is serious. Especially for a fan base that is as intense (m~d unbalanced) as any in 

America. 

At Houndstooth, one of the bars on The Strip near campus, the Fluker news intruded on 

A&M talk Wednesday night. The reaction was a mixture of confidence and defiance. 

"First of all I was mad, but I’m not really worried," said Shane Cook, crimson Alabama hat on 

his head, Miller Lite in his hand, cigarette perched on his lips. "How cma you hold us 
accountable, if it happened, and not the other organizations in the same situation? Let’s be 

honest: you know Manziel took the money. You know it and I know it. 

"We didn’t cheat, because we didn’t know about it. I believe we will prevail. It looks bad, but 

when it comes down to it the truth will prevail. This is not going to hold ns back fi~om a three- 
peat." 

Saban may feel the same way, but there has to be significant angst under the surface. For a 

coach who has been outspoken in criticism of sketchy agents in the recent past, it must strike 

even more deeply that one of his former players is alleged to be the bagmm~ with Fluker. Davis 

played at Alabama from 2007-10, and if ~ as a mountain of documentation says ~ he turned 

around and paid a current player or players, that would impugn the school’s stated diligence on 

the subject of agents. 

"We’ve done a lot ofinvestigafing about a lot of things," Sabma said. "Every time somebody 
brings something up about our program we investigate it, we do the best we ca~. There is 

nobody in this organization that waists to do a~ything that’s not above board and we dofft want 

onr players to do i~, either. That’s not what this program was bnilt on, m~d that’s not M~at we’re 

going to do." 

Linebacker C.J. Mosley and receiver Clwlstion Jones followed Saban into the interview room, 

and both moffdy stuck to the obviously rehemsed company line: they knew of nothing improper 

involving Fluker. 

But Mosley did add this: "That’s upsetting to hear, but that was a~other day. That’s what 

happened in the past and the coaches do a great job of informing us and our parents abont 

agents and things like that. So I’m pret~’ snre that won’t be happening again." 

Wednesday began with a crowded news docket in Alabama, where there was no idea what 

was to come. On the radio and elsewhere, people were talking about Syria, the 12th 
anniversary of 9il 1, the 100th anniversary of icon Bear Bryant’s birth [1 and the game 

Saturday. 

On WJOX, a sports-talk station in Birmingham, "the talk was about Texas A&M mad stopping 

its t?ee-lancing quarterback. There also was a world-weary dismissal of Sports Illnstrated’s 

series of stories alleging widespread ~nalfeasance at Oklahoma State. 

At the time, none of the hosts knew that alleged malfeasance was coming home to mos~t in their 

state, m~d likely fill up their airwaves come Thursday. 

In Tuscaloosa, the campus atmosphere was relaxed and hapw. The lunch crowd at Buffalo 

Phil’s was engaged in general football banter. The big game was on everyone’s mind. 

At roughly 4 p.m. central time, the series of stories went live on Yahoo Sports. Mere minutes 

earliec Alabama’s practice was opened to the media for a brief period of observation ~ 

primarily ma oppormni~ for TV s~fions to get "B-roll" video for their newscasts. 

Hours earlier, Yahoo Sports had called Alabmna and asked for comment, so the school was 

fnlly awaxe of the situation at practice time. But it appeaxed to be business as usual in the 

Crimson Tide indoor t~cility. 

The pace of drills was brisk, with Saban moving bet~veen position groups to observe. On the 

sideline, ESPN reporter Shannon Spake was doing a live stand-up via satellite ~ part of a 

week of bud@-buddy ESPN insider coverage of one of its most powerful m~d lucrative 

broadcast partners. 
After five minutes the media was herded out, the doors were shut m~d Saba~ disappeared 

behind them until practice ended. Next time we saw him he wen a stressed-ont three-mad-out. 

snddenly burdened by more than just how to contain Johnny Football. 

Pat Forde writes for Yahoo Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author ~ s permission. 
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TOWARDS A THEORY OF EQUITABLE FEDERATED REGIONALISM IN 

PUBLIC EDUCATION: REVERSING THE ROLE OF SCHOOL DISTRICT 

BOUNDARY LINES IN DISMANTLING BRO~TV V. BOARD OF EDUCATION 

ERIKA K. WILSON* 

ABSTRACT 

Schoo/ qua#ty and resources valy dramatical/y across school 
district boundary #nes. Students who #ve mere miles apart have access to 

vast/y different and disparate educational opportunities based upon which 
side of a school district boundary #he their home is located. Owing in 

large part to metropo#tan fragmentation, most school districts and the 

larger localities in which they are situated, are segregated by race and 
class. Further, because of a strong ideologica/ prgference for loca#sm in 

pub#c education, local government lcm, structures in most states do not 
require or even encourage collaboration between school districts" in order 

to address disparities between neighboring schoo/ districts. As a result, 

the combination of metropo#tan fragmentation and staunch adherence to 

localism in pub#c education leads" to poor and minority students being 
excluded ffom access" to high qua#ty schoo/ districts which are f!)r the 

most part clustered in more affluent and predominately white loca#ties. 

This" Article contends" that given the race and class based 

exclusionary effects" that metropo#tan fragmentation and loca#sm have on 
pub#c education, the time has come to reconsider the who/esale 
commitment to loca#sm in pub#c. It suggests" that in some i/’~sta/’~ces 

pub#c education should be disseminated on a regional basis rather than a 

loca/ basis. It examines how regiona#sm a theoretical framework which 
advocates for the enactment of regional government or governance 

structures might be enacted in pub#c education. Borrowing from two 
specific theories of regiona#sm, equitable regiona#sm and federated 

regiona#sm, it proposes ajkamework entitled "Equitable Federated 
Regiona#sm ".for disseminating pub#c education on a regional basis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I am an ex-jolon. However, I did not burglarize or assau# 

anyone. I did not rape or steal. I was convicted [of] 
falsifying records" about my residency so that my daughters 
could attend a safer, higher-performing suburban school. 1 

In the American system of public education, local rather than state 
or even federal citizenship is paramount. Students receive vastly 
disparate educational opportunities depending upon which side of a school 
district boundary line they live.2 Such disparities are legally permissible 
because they are viewed as race-neutral geographical distinctions beyond 
the remedial purview of courts.3 Indeed, courts consistently find that 
current patterns of segregation and inequality in schools districts today are 
the result of private forces that shape residential location choices.4 Yet, in 
reality, the geographic boundaries that define school districts are the 
products of local government law structures that foster residential 
segregation and exclusion on the basis of race and class,s As a result, 

1 Kelley Willimns-Bolar, I am a Criminal Because I wanted a Good Education for 

Girls, (August 20, 2012), The Skanner, available at 

(http://www.theskanner.c~m/article/Ke~ey-Wi~iamsB~ar-I-am-a-Crimina~-Because-I- 

Wanted-a-Good-Education-for-My-Daughters-2012-08-20). 
~ See e.g., Aaron J. Saiger, The School District Boundary Problem, 42 Urb. Law. 495, 

499-501 (2010) (describing inequalities in public education along geographical lines, 

noting that school district boundaries allocate educational quality according to residential 

location and quality). 
~ See e.g., Pasadena CiO~ Bd. OfEduc. v. Spangle, 427 U.S. 424, 436 (1976) (finding that 

current patterns of segregation in schools is the result of "normal patterns of human 

migration"); ~Iissouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70, 94-96 (1995) (rejecting an inter-district 

school desegregation plan reasoning that demographic changes independent of de jure 

segregation impact the racial composition of student assigmnent plans). 
4 See e.g., Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467, 506 (1992) ( "private factors have shaped 

school systems since the abandomnent of de jure segregation including normal migration 

and white flight from the inner cities.") but cf, Nancy Denton, The Persistence of 

Segregation: Links Between Residential Segregation and School Segregation, 80 Minn. L. 

Rev. 795, 812-813 (1996) ("[b]y lreating school and neighborhood segregation as 

separate, we ignore that the original bases for neighborhood segregation were state- 

sponsored and state-approved."). 
5 See Richard Thompson Ford, The Boundaries of Race: Political Geography and Legal 

Analysis, 107 Harv. L. Rev. 1841, 1842 (1994) ( "local boundaries, once established, are 

difficult to alter; segregated localities form autonomous political units whose internal 

political processes tend to replicate existing demographics."); Myron Orfield, Land Use 

and Housing Policies To Reduce Concentrated Poverty and Racial Segregation, 33 

Fordham Urb. L.J. 877. 878 (2006) ("governmental fragmentation--the proliferation of 

separate political jurisdictions--facililates structures such as exclusionary zoning laws. By 

prohibiting the development of housing that only the better-off can afford, these local 

policies effectively exclude the poor and people of color from the places that erect those 

policy fences."). 
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race, class and geography intersect to shape the opportunities available to 
students and to exclude poor minority students from access to high quality 
schools.6 The case of Kelly Williams-Bolar provides an illustrative 
example. 

In 2011, Kelly Williams-Bolar, an African-American mother of 
two, was convicted of two felony counts of tampering with records.7 She 
was sentenced to five years in prison on each count.8 Her crimes consisted 
of falsifying her address so that she could enroll her two children in the 
suburban Copley-Fairlawn, Ohio, school district instead of the Akron, 
Ohio, school district that her daughters were required to attend based upon 
her actual address.9 In deciding to file criminal charges against Ms. 
Williams-Bolar, the state reasoned that Ms. Bolar-Williams was stealing 
from taxpayers who paid a premium to move into the Copley-Fairlawn 
school district.I° 

Significantly, Ms. Williams-Bolar’s address in Akron, Ohio is only 
four miles from the address that she used to obtain access to the Copley- 
Fairlawn, Ohio school district.ll However, the Akron and Copley- 
Fairlawn, Ohio school districts are vastly different. The Akron school 
district is considered academically low achieving and has a predominately 
black and poor student population. J2 The Copley-Fairlawn school district 
is considered high achieving and has a predominately white and middle 
class student population. 13 

6 See Daniel Kiel, The Enduring Power of.,]~’illiken’s Fences, 45 Urb. Law 137, 144 

(Winter 2013) ( describing the role of local government law in perpetuating racial 
disparities in public education noting that "just as the law had once mandated separation 
based upon race, so too does contemporary district sovereignty, enshrined in law, 
nmndate separation based upon geography."). 
~ Juliane Hiang, Kell1, 14, illiam-Bolar’s Long 14, inded Fight To Educate Her Daughters, 

Colorlines, (May 16, 2012), m,ailable at 

http:iicolorlines.com/archivesi2012i05ikelley_williams_bolar_school_choice.html. 
s Ultimately Ms. Williams-Bolar served nine days in jail, was placed on probation for two 
years and required to perform eighty (80) hours of community services. M. 
9 The address Ms. Williams-Bolar used was her father’s address. Her father was also 

charged with aiding and abetting grand theft but the charges were ultimately dropped. 
See Id. 
lO In addition to the tampering with records charges, Ms. Williams-Bolar was also 

charged with two felony grand theft charges. The felony grand theft charges were 
ultimately dismissed after the jury deadlocked and was unable to reach a verdict on those 
charges. See Id. 
11 Id. 

lZ See Akron Public Schools, 2011-2012 School Year State Report Card. available at 

http://archive.education.ohio.gov/reportcardfiles/2011-2012/dist/043489.pdf (noting that 
sevent-y percent of the students are considered socioeconomically disadvantaged and 
nearly fifty percent are African-American). 
~3 See Copley-Fairlawn Public Schools, 2011-2013 School Year State Report Card, 

available at http:iiarchive.education.ohio.govireportcardfilesi2011-2012idisti043489.pdf 
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The glaring academic and demographic differences between the 
neighboring Akron and Copley-Fairlawn school districts, and the criminal 
prosecution of Ms. Williams-Bolar for attempting to obtain access to a 
higher quality of education for her daughters, serves as a cautionary tale 
regarding the role of local government law structures, specifically school 
district boundary lines, in fostering exclusion and inequality in public 
education along the lines of race and class. 

With few exceptions, school district boundary lines are drawn so 
that students attend school where they live. 14 School districts are 
independent and autonomous local governments, is They are only 
responsible for providing education to the students who live within the 
parameters of the district’ s boundary lines. J6 Metropolitan fragmentation- 
- the existence of numerous local governments within a metropolitan 
area17-- produces high levels of race and class based residential 
segregation. 18 Because school district boundary lines are drawn so that 

(noting that only eighteen percent of the students are considered socioeconomically 
disadvantaged and nearly seventy-five percent of the students are white). 
14 A number of school districts have inter-district open enrollment plans which allow 

students to attend any school witlfin a school district. However, the inter-district plans 
are limited insofar as they allow the receiving school districts to turn a~vw students if 
they lack the capacity to acconwnodate them. Other logistical challenges such as 
transporting students between district lines and limitations on the number of inter-district 
transfers a receiving district will take limits the overall effectiveness of many of the inter- 
district enrollment plans. See Aaron Y. Tang, Privileg~es and Immunities, Public 
Education, and the caseJbr Public School Choice, 79 Geo. Wash. L. rev. 1103, 1115 - 
1118 (2011) (documenting the states who have inter-district enrollment statutes and the 
practical impediments to effectively utilizing the inter-district enrollment options). 
~ Though the provision of public education is one of the powers reserved to the states 
under the tenth amendment to the United States Constitutiork most state legislatures 
delegate this power to school districts. See e.g., State ex rel, School Dist. City of 
Independence v. Jones, 653 S.W.2d 178 (Mo.1983) ("[s]chool districts are bodies 
corporate, instrumentalities of the state established by statute to facilitate effectual 
discharge of the General Assembly’s constitutional mandate to ’establish and maintain 
free public schools for the gratuitous instruction of all persons in this state.’"); Pocantico 
Itome & Land Co. v, Union Free School Dist. of Tarrytowns, 799 N.Y.S. 2d 235,239 
(2005) C[s]chool dislricts in this State are creatures of statute, which can only be formed, 
dissolved, or allered in accordance with the provisions of Title II of the Education Law.") 
16 See Richard Briffault, 7~e Local School District in American Law, in Besieged: School 

Boards and lhe Future of Education Politics 24, 34 (William G. Howell ed., 2005) 
("territorially the school district has aulhority over only the geographically defined 
portion of the state that falls with its boundaries."). 
1~ The terms "metropolitan area" or "metropolitan region" are used interchangeably 

throughout this article to mean % core area containing a substantial population nucleus, 
together with adjacent communities having a high degree of economic and social 
integration with that core." See U.S. Census Bureau definition of metropolitan area, 
available at http://www.census.gov/population/metro/about/. 
~ See Orfield, supra note __ (arguing that metropolitan fragmentation results in 
residential segregation and concentrated poverty); George C. Ghister, Polarization, Race 
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students attend school where they live, the demographics and resources 
available to school districts are a function of the localities in which they 
are situated. 19 

Thus, school districts in more affluent, typically predominately 
white localities have more resources and can offer educational inputs that 
significantly enhance the quality of education students receive. 20 
Conversely, school districts in poorer, typically predominately minority 
localities, have fewer resources and educational inputs to offer relative to 
the need of their students.21 Further, owing in large part to a preference 
for local control of public education, local government law structures in 
most states do not require or even encourage inter-district collaboration in 

~2 order to address disparities between neighboring school districts." In fact, 
as demonstrated by Ms. Williams Bolar’s case, school districts are 
permitted to exclude non-residents through extreme means including 
criminally prosecuting those who impermissibly cross school district 
boundary lines.23 

andPlace, 71 N.C.L. Rev. 142, 1432-1422 (1993) (commenting that a" notable feature 
of most American metropolitan areas is their jurisdictional fragmentation .... It]his 
fragmentation constrains minorities primarily by intensigring income-class spatial 
segregation and attendant fiscal disparities among jurisdictions."). For a fuller discussion 
of the reasons w~~ metropolitan fragmentation leads to race and class based residential 
segregation, see the text in Section I.A inf!~a, and the accompanying notes. 
19 See Denton, supra note at 815 (describing the role of metropolitan fragmentation in 

creating residential segregation and in turn school segregation); Saiger, supra note __ at 
502-503 (describing how school districts take on the financial and racial characteristics of 
the larger locality in which they are situated.). 
2o See e.g., Wayne Bachtis, Urban Sprawl and the Constitution: Educational Inequality 

AsAn hnpems to Low Density Living, 42 Urb. Law. 95, 96-97 (2010) (noting that 
schools and school districts evidence a "patchworl~ of inequality and that while some 
schools are distinguished by their brand new facilities, technological innovation, 
experienced and highly paid staff, and upper middle-class white student body, others are 
noted for their decaying infrastructure, antiquated textbooks, inexperienced teachers and 
poor minority students."). 
21 ]d. 

~2 See Aaron Saigcr, 7;~e Last ~2ave, 7~e Rise of T~e Contingent School District, 84 N.C. 

Law. Rev. 857, 867-868 (2006) (noting that :for suburbanites "educational localism 
provides a method for realiz[ation] of segregation by wealth and taste lbr education; the 
concomitant ability to wall themselves off from responsibility, both fiscal and political, 
for less fortunate school systems; and a way to capitalize their tax investments in public 
school into privately held home values."); Jennifer Jellison Holme, Sarah L. Diem and 
Katherine Cummings Mansfield, Regional Coalitions and Educational Policy: Lessons 
.from the Nebraska Learning Community Agreement, at p. 152 in Integrating Schools in a 
Chanaing Societ’~,: New Policies lbr a Multiracial Generation, the University of North 
Carolina Press (2011) (noting the lack of cooperation between school districts to address 
racial and economic isolation of students.). 
23 ~ee e.g., Eddy Ramircz, Schools Crack Down on Boundary Hopping, March 2, 2009, 

available at .h...t..t.p.;/./353y3y.:..t.~.e..~y..~.....c...~..~..n.&.c..~.!Lc.~.~..i...~....n../.~.~.i...c..~...~.~./...2..()...~.~)..~.~2.~1~.~.~r~t~5y.~ 
._o____n__-__[2__o_~__n__c__t__a____rz_-_[!__o__p_Ri___n_g (woman in Rochester, NY arrested and charged with two felonies, 
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In many ways, the modern day story of inequality and exclusion in 
education described above is part and parcel of a broader story often told 
by local government law scholars about how metropolitan fragmentation, 
in conjunction with localism, the preference for decentralized autonomous 

24 governance structures, creates inequalities between neighboring 
localities in metropolitan regions.25 In the local government law literature, 
regionalism--loosely defined as a theoretical framework which advocates 
for the enactment of regional government or governance structures--is 
trumpeted by scholars as a potential solution to curbing the regional 
inequalities caused by metropolitan fragmentation and localism.26 Under 
the umbrella of regionalism, local government law scholars advance a 
number of different proposal s.27 Although there is vari ance in the 
particulars of the regionalism proposals, almost all of the proposals 
recognize the importance of local governments working together to 
address issues on a regional level so that public goods can be disseminated 
more efficiently and equitably throughout metropolitan regions.28 

third degree larcew and first degree offering of a false instrument for allegedly lying 
about her children’s residence to send them to another school distric0; Mike Colombo, 
Father Could Face Charges for Lying About Address to Enroll Son in Oldham Co. 
Schools, August 28, 2011, available at ~.)..~.~I~j./..~.~w~.~.1.a..~..~..~...c..9~..m../~.~t.).~e~/.~-.2..~8~.5..~.4..~-?-..~...~.~t..~.n~.:. 
See also_.John Nickerson, ~dom Accused of Stealing Education Pleads Guilty, February 
22, 2012, available at .~.g~]../.~:~D.~g.f..~..1~.d...~.a..c..~.~2~.~.c.~.a..!~.e..:~.c.~.~..~g/.~.a..c.‘.~’.~../.~..r..t.~&~D~~:~). 
Ng‘.a..l.j.~g.-..e...d...t.kc...a...t.i..~..1~.-.p..l...~..‘.a...d..~..-.g~.~.i..~..t~2-.:}.3.~2~.:~1~R.(a mother in Bridgeport, Com~ecticut was 
charged with first degree larceny by defrauding a public conwnuni~r for sending her son 
to school in Norwalk, Cmmecticut instead of Bridgeport, Cmmecticut where she lived); 
Rishawn Biddle, Time to End Zip Code Education: A Philadelphia Story, Dropout 
Nation, December 6, 2012, available at http:iidropoutnation.net/2012i12i06itime-to-end- 
zip-code-education-a-philadelphia-storyi (Latino parents charged with thiN-degree 
felonies for sending their daughter to a school in a district where they allegedly did not 
live). 
:4 See ShelTll D. Cashin, Localism, Self-Interest, and The Tyranny of The Favored 

Quarwr: Addressing the Barriers to New Regionalism, 88 Geo. L.J. 1985, 1988 (2000) 
(defining localism as an ideological preference for decentralized local governance). 
Throughout this Article I adopt the same definition of localism. 
:5 See e.g., Richard Briffault, The Local Government Bounda~ Problem In Metropolitan 

Areas, 48 Slan. L. Rev. 1115 (1996) (discussing the ways in which local government 
laws and structures breeds economic and racial disparities between cities and suburbs); 
Cashin, supra note __ at 1991-1995 (noting that the segregation of the poor, affluent, 
wtfite and non-white has increased along with the creation of numerous autonomous local 
governments). 
:6 See e.g., See Laurie Reynolds, Intergovernmental Cooperation, Metropolitan Equi& 

and Ne New Regionalism, 78 Wash L. Rev. 93 (2003); Richard Briffault, Our Loca/ism: 
PartlI Localism andLegal TheotT, 90 Colum. L. Rcv. 346 (1990); Cashin, Localism, 
Self-Interest; and 7~e 7"yranny of T~e Favored Quarter, supra, note __ 
:7 See Reynolds, supra note __ at 112-115 describing the si~nilarities and variations in 

regionalism proposals). 
:~ See Laurie Reynolds, Local Governments and Regional Governance, 39 Urb. Law 483, 
491-493 (2007) (noting that equi~ and efficiency are two important ideological defenses 
of most regionalis~n proposals). 
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While both education law and local government law scholars 
recognize that territorial based fiscal and racial inequalities between 
neighboring school districts are a byproduct of metropolitan fragmentation 
and localism,29 few education or local government law scholars critically 
examine the ways in which regionalism might be applied in the public 
education context.3° In part, the reluctance of scholars to take on this task 
lies in a deep seated belief that localism in public education is so deeply 
entrenched that regionalism in education is politically and practically 
infeasible.31 This article challenges that notion. It critically examines the 
ways in which regionalism might be applied in public education. The 
Article proceeds as follows: 

Part I provides a brief overview of the causes of metropolitan 
fragmentation and the inequalities that occur within metropolitan areas as 
a result of metropolitan fragmentation. It then situates metropolitan 
fragmentation within the literature on localism, examining the benefits and 
costs of localism. Part II analyzes the ways in which adherence to 
localism in the public education context in conjunction with metropolitan 
fragmentation creates disparities between neighboring school districts 
along the lines of race and class. It then makes the normative claim that 
the sole reliance upon localist educational governance structures is 
harmful because it belies the extent to which localities within metropolitan 
areas are interdependent.32 

29 See e.g., Richard Briffault, Our Localism Part I-Localism and Leg~al Theory, 90 Colum. 

L. Rev. 346 (1990) (noting that the "the jurisdictional separation of wealth and need that 
results from the fragmentation of most metropolitan areas into a central ci~7 surrounded 
by a multiplicity of suburbs... [results in] children in poorer localities.., receiving i~fferior 
educations); Kid note __ at 146 -147 (describing the effects of education localism in 
creating educational disparities along the lines of race and class in a highly fragmented 
metropolitan area.). 
3o See e.g., Myron Orfield, The Region and Taxation: School Finance, Cities and the 

HopejbrRegionalRejbrm, 55 Buff. L. Rev. 91 (2007) (discussing the role that state 
equalization of funding has had on lessening the effects of localism in school funding, 
recognizing the role of fragmentation in creating educational inequalities and suggesting 
fl~at state equalization of fl~nding offers hope for New Regionalism theories of 
governance); Elizabeth Dcbray and Erica Fmnkenberg, Federal Legislation to Promote 
Metropolitan Approaches to Educational and Housing Opportunity, at pp. 281 -201 in 
Integrating Schools in a ChangiIN Society: New Policies for a Multiracial Generation, the 
University of North Carolina Press (2011) (recognizing the metropolitan solutions are 
essential to decreasing levels of school segregation and proposing a regional combination 
of housing subsidies and inter-district school transfers as a means of addressing school 
segregation). 
31 ~ee Jellison Holme, et al., supra note __ (noting that regional policies in education 

remain few in number because they are difficult to create). 
32 See Janice C. Griffith, Regional Local Governance Reconsidered, J.L. & Pol. 505, 510- 

512 (2005) (noting that Americans live on a regional scale in terms of travel, sho-pping 
and recreational needs and as a result the economies and social wellbeing of localities 
within metropolitan regions are co-dependem upon one another). 
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Part III sets forth the various theories of regionalism and analyzes 
the ways in which regionalism could be used to eliminate regional 
disparities between school districts. Part IV specifically considers two 
forms of regionalism that could be applied in the public education context: 
equitable regionalism and federated regionalism. Borrowing from 
principles of equitable regionalism and federated regionalism, it proposes 
an analytical framework entitled "Equitable Federated Regionalism" that 
could be used as a guide in enacting regionalism in public education. Part 
V concludes. 

I. METROPOLITAN FRAGMENTATION: CAUSES AND CONSEQLri2NCES 
¯ ¯ ’~4 Metropolitan fragmentation33 and political decentrahzatlon~ are 

prominent characteristics of American local government law structures. 
Scores of independent and autonomous local governments operate 
throughout most American metropolitan regions. 3s The highly 
fragmented and politically decentralized American metropolis is the result 
of conscience design rather than coincidence.36 Metropolitan 
fragmentation is seen as beneficial because it purportedly results in the 
efficient provision of public goods by breeding competition amongst 
multiple localities for residents. 37 Political decentralization on the other 
hand is thought to facilitate democracy and democratic values because 
smaller local governments are closer to citizens and more readily allow for 
citizens to participate in the democracy.3~ 

33 This Article uses the term metropolitan fragmentation to mean the existence of several 

overlapping and independem local governments across metropolitan regions. See 
generally, Gregol)" R. Weiher, The Fractured Metropolis: Political Fragmentation and 
Metropolitan Segregation, at 4, State University Press of New York (1991) (defining and 
discussing the causes of metropolitan fragmentation). 
34 This Article uses the term political decentralization to mean the delegation of political 

power to subordinate unit of government. See generally, Edward Rubin and Malcolm 
Feeley, Federalism: Some Notes on a National Neurosis, 41 UCLA Law Rev. 903 (1994) 
(noting the decentralization has many meanings and discussing the meahing of 
decentralization within the political context.). 
35 See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Census of Govermnents: Organization Component 

Prelinfina~ Estimaitcs (showing that as of 2012, there were a total of 89,004 local 
governments operating throughout the Uniled States and a total of 12, 884 independent 
school districts). See also Laurie Reynolds, Intet2governmental Cooperation supra, 

__ at 94 (arguing that "metropolitan America remains stubbornly resistant 1o attempts 
to limit local government proliferation and lhc political fragmentation and territorial 
overlapping that it produces."). 
36 Weiher, supra note __, at 2 (noting that in olhcr counlries, even where there is 

suburbanization or fragmentation it serves rational public purpose of equalizing economic 
development). 
3~ See Charles M. Tiebout, A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures, 64 J. Pol. Econ. 416 

(1956). 
3~ Weiher, supra note __ at p. 2 (characterizing decentralization and fragmentation in 

American metropolitan regions as Jeffersonian in its’ origins becanse of the emphasis on 
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Yet metropolitan fragmentation and political decentralization come 
at cost, namely economic and racial segregation between localities.39 
This section provides a brief overview of the causes of metropolitan 
fragmentation and describes why metropolitan fragmentation results in 
racial and economic residential segregation, it also discusses how the 
preference for localism or decentralized governance structures, in 
conjunction with metropolitan fragmentation, creates inequalities between 
neighboring localities within metropolitan areas. 

A. Race, Class and Metropolitan l+agmentation 

Metropolitan fragmentation is purportedly race and class neutral. 
Put another way, there are no laws that mandate that localities must 
consi st of persons of a particular race or class. Nevertheless, a substantial 
body of research demonstrates that the more fragmented a metropolitan 
area is, the more racial and economic segregation is likely to exist within 
that metropolitan area. 4o There are a number of factors that lead to 
metropolitan fragmentation occurring along the lines of race and class.41 
Two factors in particular worth highlighting are: (i) the role of federal, 
state and local laws and policies in creating racial and economic 
residential segregation across political boundary lines and (ii) theories 
related to residential sorting. These factors are discussed in turn. 

The Role of State, Federal and Local Laws and Policies In 
Perpetuating Residential Segregation 

A root cause of metropolitan fragmentation is state laws that make 
42 incorporation and the formation of local governments relatively easy. 

States have exclusive control over the creation of local governments. In 
Hunter v. City of Pittsburgh, the Supreme Court held that local 
governments are merely political subdivisions of the state and that states 
have plenary power over local governments in every regard.43 Thus, 
states determine whether or not local governments can be created, the 

local governments with the understanding lhat local governments are supposed to be the 
incubators of democracy, training citizens in their rights and responsibilities.). 
39 ~ee e.g., Kendra Bischolt; School District t~)~agmentation and Racial Residential 

Segregation: How do Boundaries ~{atter, Journal of Urban Affairs Vol. 44 No. 2 all p. 
200 (2008)(finding support for the hypothesis that fragmentation increases residential 
racial segregation through the Thiel Index). 
~0 See Bischoff, supra note __ at 202. 
~1 See generally, Douglas S. Massey and Nancy A. Dentm~ American Apartheid: 

Segregation and the Making of the Underclass (1998) (provided a thorough historical 
account of how neighborhoods came to be racially and economically segregated.). 
~ See e.g., Daniel R. Mandelker, Standards for Municipal h~corporations on the Urban 
t~?inge, 36 Tex. L. Rev. 271 (1958) (describing various state requirements :for 
incorporation and noting the leniency of ma~ state incorporation standards). 
43 207 U.S. 161 (1907). 
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amount of power they can exercise, and their relationship to other local 
governments within a metropolitan region.44 

During the nineteenth century, state legislatures often exercised 
their plenar?- powers to require the annexation of unincorporated territories 
to a neighboring larger central city.45 The preference for annexation 

during this time period reflected an underlying normative belief that larger 
centralized governance structures were more efficient than smaller 
decentralized governance structures. 46 However, during the twentieth 

century, improved suburban services along with racial and ethnic changes 
in the demographics of central cities, particularly an influx &European 
immigrants and African-American migrants from the south, caused many 

suburban residents to resist annexation.47 As a result, state laws in 
relation to unincorporated suburbs began to shift their focus away from 
annexation and towards incorporation.48 Indeed, many states significantly 
relaxed their incorporation requirements.49 

44 Id. at 178-179 (holding that lnunicipal corporations are subdivisions of the state and 

that the state "at its pleasure may ~nodify or withdraw all powers [of the corporation] hold 
itself, or vest in other agencies, expand or contract the territorial area, unite the whole or 
the part of it with another ~ntmicipalit); repeal the charter and destroy the corporation."). 
It is worth noting that many scholars have questioned whether the Court’s description in 
Hunter of states having plenm)~ power and absolute control over local govermnents is 
still valid since states are increasingly voluntarily relinquishing certain powers to local 
govenwnents thereby allowing the local governments to exercise significant 
independence and not absolute control by the state. See e.g., Laurie Reynolds, A Role for 
Local Government in Federal-State-Local Disputes, 43 Urb. Law 977, 992 (2011). 
Nevertheless, the principle of absolute state power over local governments articulated in 
Hunter continues to define the legal relationship between state and local govermnents. 
4s See e.g., Paul Kantor, The Dependent City Revisited, Westview Press, Inc., at p. 55 

(1995) (noting that state laws during the twentieth centu~; ensured that almost no 
alternative to annexation by the central ci~; existed for a suburb that wanted to enjoy 
better public services because state laws did not permit existing township and count)" 
governments to provide maW public services.); See also, Daly v, ~,~[organ, 69 Md. 460 
(Md. 1888) (rejecting an attempt to stop Baltimore from annexing a suburban territol3~ 
reasoning that "In]one knew better tlran the framers of the [Maryland] constitution...that 
the time [would] come...when the extension of the limits of a great cit)" like Baltimore 
would be absolutely necessa~ for its proper development and growth."). 
~6 See Kenneth T. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States 

at p. 144 (1985) (noting that the desire of state legislation to draft laws encouraging 
annexation was the belief that a larger organization was more efficient than a smaller one 
and that economies of scale would accrue from a larger cily government.). 
~4~ See Jackson, supra note __, at p. 150 (stating that annexation fell out: of favor with 

suburban residents and state legislatures because of improved suburban services and 
sharper racial, ethnic and class distinctions in central cities). 
~4~ See Jackson, supra note    , at p. 148- (chronicling the decline in population in 

major central cities in the United States during the twentieth century and suggesting that 
the reason for the decline was a shift from state laws favoring annexation and 
consolidation polices to the enactment of state laws that allowed :for suburbs outside of 
central cities to incorporate with relative ease; Kantor note __, supra at p. 164 (1995) 
C[b] ecause state law in the twentieth centt~r was altered to allow relatively easy 
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While relatively lax state laws related to local government 
incorporation contributed to the current state of metropolitan 
fragmentation that we see today in metropolitan areas, federal laws and 
policies contributed to metropolitan fragmentation being delineated by 
race. A complete account of the role of the federal government in 
contributing to the racialized nature of metropolitan fragmentation has 
been written about extensively by other authors and is beyond the scope of 
this article,sl Nevertheless, it is important to note that the federal 
government subsidized mortgages " and provided states with federal funds 
to build highways53 that made it easier for white middle-class citizens to 
live in suburban outposts and to commute to central cities for work.54 
Significantly, at the same time federal policies were put in place to make it 
relatively easy for whites to move to suburban outposts, federal policies 
~vere also put in place to ensure that poor and minority residents would 

¯ o    5~ 
remain confined to central cities. ~ Most notably, the Federal Housing 
Administration ("FHA") mortgage insurance underwriting program only 
underwrote loans for housing being purchased in white racially 
homogenous communities and explicitly encouraged the maintenance of 

incorporation in order to prevent further annexation by central cities of suburban areas, 

families and businesses moving to suburbia ahnost universally sought municipal 

incorporation in order to control the development of their cormnunities."). 
49 See e.g., Thompson Ford, supra note __ at 1863 (chronicling states that allowed 

incorporation if residents of unincorporated territories could show that a minimmn 

number of their neighbors were in favor of incorporation); Mandelker, supra note __ at 

276-277 (states allowed incorporation via a showing of vague and mininml requirements 

such as that incorporation must be "right and proper" or "reasonable.). 
5o While federal laws and policies heavily contributed to metropolitan fragmentation 

being racially circumscribed, state and local laws and polices also contributed to 

metropolitan fragmentation being racially circumscribed. See e.g.,, Audrey McFarlane, 

Operatively White?: Exploring The Sig~n~ficance of Race And Class Through The 

Paradox Of BlackMiddle-Classness, 72 Law & Contemp. Probs. 163, 173-174 (2009) 

(describing racial zoning ordinances enacting by various municipalities that explicitly 

dictated that areas be zoned for a particular race.). 
5~ See e.g., MASSEY AND DENTON, NOTE __, SUPRA AT 149 (1998); Thonms W. Hanchett, 

The Other "Subsidized Housing"." Federal Aid to Suburbanization, 1940-1960’s, in From 

Tenements to the Taylor Homes 163,171-73 (John I. Bauman et al. eds., 2000); Rusk, 
supra note __, at:. pp. 24-25. 
5z More specifically, the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation CHOLC") was created by the 

New Deal legislation after the great depression in 1933. HOLC offered low-interest 

long-term loans to help families purchase homes. HOLC however developed residential 

maps to categorize the risks associated with lending money to residents interested in 

purchasing houses in a particular neighborhood. The HOLC maps categorized any 

neighborhood with Black residents as extremely high risks. As a result, Blacks were 

often denied loans through both HOLC and the private lending market as the private 

lending market also used the HOLC maps when categorizing the risks associated with 

issuing a mortgage to buy a house in a particular area. See Rusk, supra note __., at 

24-25. 
53 See e.g., McDermott, supra note__ at: 4. 

s4 Massey and Denton, supra note __ at 149. 

s5 See Id. 
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residential segregation as a matter of public policy,s6 While the federal 

government ended these policies during the 1950s, it failed to enact laws 
¯ ~7 

and policies- to prohibit housing discrimination until nearly a decade later, 

by which time it had already heavily assisted in the entrenchment of 

racially identifiable spaces in the cities and suburbs,s8 Further, gaps in the 

enforcement of federal anti-discrimination housing lawss9 and resistance 

to affirmative suburban desegregation programs allowed white racial 

homogeneity outside of central cities to persist unabated well after federal 

anti-discrimination housing laws were enacted.6° 

In addition to federal laws and polices contributing to racially 
delineated metropolitan fragmentation, local governments enacted land 

use and taxation policies that also ensured that only middle-class or 
affluent residents would be able to move to certain localities, usually 
suburban localities.61 Indeed, during the era of mass suburbanization, 

many suburban localities enacted zoning laws that precluded the poor, 
who were also likely to be minorities, from residing in the suburbs through 

56 See Rusk, supra note ___, at 24-25 (noting that when the FHA and the Veteran’s 

Administration, which provided housing loan assistance to militmy veterans, embraced 
HOLC’s racially discriminatoly" underwriting practices. The FHA encourage the use of 
racially restrictive covenants as late as 1950, after the Suprmne Court had found such 
covenants unconstitutional in Shell.v v. Kramer, 344 U.S. 1 (1948)). See also Guy" Stuart, 
Discriminating Risk: The U.S. Mortgage Lending Industry In the Twentieth Centmw 
(2003) (describing the history of discrimination by the FHA in its loan underwriting 
program). 
57 The Fair Housing Act ("FHA" or "Act"), signed into law in 1968, is aimed at 

prohibiting discriraination in the sale, rental, or financing of housing on the basis of race, 
sex, gender, religion or national origin. See 42 U.S.C. § 3604 et seq., (2000). 
Significantly, the FHA was one of the last pieces of federal civil rights legislation enacted. 
The Act was passed largely as a response to rioting by frustrated members of the Black 
conununity who were limited to living in segregated urban ghettos as a result of 
discrimination in the housing raarket. See 114 Cong. Rec. 2276 (statement of Sen. 
Mondale) ("[T]here is a substantial market of financially able Negroes prevented from 
buying housing of their choice because of deeply entrenched patterus of discrimination in 
the sale and rental of housing in our country.") 
5s See Ford, supra note __ at 1848 (arguing that federal governmem policies defined 

space by race and private associations of white homeowners continued the shaping of 
space by race through "threatened boycotts of real estate agents who sold homes to blacks 
and the lobbying of city council for zoning restrictions."). 
59 Prior to the 1988 Amendments to the Fair Housing Act, the Act was widely viewed as 

ineffective due to barriers with enforcement of the Act. See e.g., H.R. Rep. 100-711 at: 15 
(1988) (noting that although the Fair Housing Act "provides a clear national policy 
against discrimination in housing, it provides only limited means for enforcing the law."). 
6o See Erica Frankenberg and Ga~ Orfield, The Resegregation of Suburban Schools: A 

Hidden Crisis in American Education at: 7, the Harvard Education Press (2012) 
(describing efforts by housing urban development CHUD") secretary George Romney to 
implement a suburban housing desegregation program to reduce racial segregation in the 
cities and suburbs that was blocked by then President Richard Nixon). 
6~ State govermnents typically delegate nearly cmnplete authority to control land use to 

local governments. See Kantor, supra note at 153. 
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the adoption of minimum lot size requirements or single family home 
restrictions.62 Such restrictions had the effect of driving up the cost of 

housing so that poor people were priced out of jurisdictions that have 
those types of zoning laws.63 Such zoning laws are still in effect today in 

many suburban jurisdictions and continue to have the same race and class 
based exclusionary effects.64 

(2) Residential Sorting Theories Explain Present Day Metropolitan 
Fragmentation Along the Lines of Race and Class 

While explicit federal, state and local laws and policies undoubtedly 
contributed to metropolitan fragmentation being circumscribed by race 
and class, the persistence of race and class delineated metropolitan 
fragmentation can in some ways also be explained by residential sorting 
theories. Two residential sorting theories that have consequences for race 
and class stratification between school districts are worth noting: Charles 
Tiebout’ s Theory of Local Expenditures65 and Gregory- Weiher’ s theorry 
that political boundaries serve a recruitment function.66 

With respect to the Tiebout’s theory, Tiebout hypothesized that the 
creation of multiple local governments with the autonomy to determine the 
level of public services and the level of taxation to be imposed upon 
residents, causes inter-jurisdictional competition within a metropolitan 
area for residents.67 The inter-jurisdictional competition consists of 
jurisdictions offering varying levels of a public good or service and 
varying levels of taxation in order to provide for that public good or 
service.68 The differentiation in the levels of public goods, services and 
taxation provided by various localities allows residents, who Tiebout 
considers consumer-voters, to "vote with their feet" by moving to the 
juri sdiction that offers the mix of goods, services and taxation levels that 
suits the "consumer-voter’ s" preference.69 

While Professor Tiebout’s theory has been criticized on a number 
of grounds,7° it does have implications in terms of understanding why 

62 Weiher, supra note __ at 13; Kantor supra, nole__ at 165. 
63 Weiher, supra note __ at 13 (urguing that when zoning ordi~mnces prohibit all 

housing except single family dwellings ill increases the price of housing effectively 
precluding the types of people "that suburban dwellers deem undesirable from purchasing 
homes that comply with the zoning requirements). 
64 See Rusk, supra note    . See also Section I.B. infi~a. 
6s See Tiebout, supra note __ 

66 See Weiher, supra note __ 
6~ See Tiebout, supra note __ 
6s See Tiebout, supra note __ 
69 See Tiebout, supra note __ 
~0 Tiebout’s theou is most vocally criticized for its failure 1o lake into account the costs 

to "consumer-voters" of"voting with their feet." See e.g., Richard Briffault, Our 
Localism PartII." Localism andLegal Theory, 90 Colum. L. Rev. 346, 420-422 (1990) 
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metropolitan areas continue to be fragmented along the lines of race and 
class, particularly in the absence of explicit laws and policies that mandate 
or facilitate such racialized sorting. To the extent that residents are indeed 
"consumer-voters" who select the municipality in which they want to live 
based upon their preferences for a particular mix of public services and the 
municipality’s taxation rate, the municipalities that offer higher qualities 
of essential public goods (e.g., public education) charge more to live 
there.71 Consequently, such municipalities often contain a larger number 
of affluent (and usually ~vhite) residents because poor (and typically 
minority) residents often cannot afford to locate to such municipalities.72 

Present day race and class circumscribed metropolitan 
fragmentation may also be explained by Gregory Weiher’s boundary line 
recruitment theory. According to Weiher, boundary lines are inter-active 
and serve numerous functions, including a political, economic, and social 
function.73 The interaction between the political, economic and social 
functions gives social meaning to the area encompassed by the boundary 
lines and provides critical information that helps people to realize 
whatever preferences they may have.74 

For example, ostensibly race neutral local land use and taxation 
policies (the political function served by boundary lines) can often 
disproportionally exclude people of color from a locality.75 The locality 
can become known for its homogeneity thereby allowing whites who do 
have a preference for racial segregation to move into a racially segregated 

(emphasizing the high monetaryT and non-monetary7 costs of citizens "voting with their 
feet", including the fact that poorer citizens have fewer options due to monetalT and non- 
monetary7 constraints such as the lack of affordable housing in some political jurisdictions 
and the need to be located in close pro~mity to a job and/or family and friends who 
provide a social s’afe~ net). For other criticisms, see Id. at 429-430 (arguing that the 
fragmentation contemplated by Tiebout’s theory allows local governments to take actions 
without taking into account the extenralities imposed upon neighboring jurisdictions); 
Gerald E. Frog, CiO, Services 73 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 23, 28-31 (Tiebout’s theory" ignores 
other important local government functions and trivializes hun~anity through its economic 
model of public good consumption). 
71 See Briffault, supra note __ at 423. 
7~ See Briffault, supra note __ at 186. 
73 See According to Weiher, Boundary~ lines serve a political ftLnction in that they ascribe 

political authority to officials to tax, spend and to regulate the land between the boundary~ 
lines. They serve an economic lhnction insofar as businesses locate within the discrete 
areas circumscribed by boundary, lines and the presence (or absence) of businesses within 
the boundary lines dictate the economic vitality of the area delineated by the boundary. 
lines. Finally, boundary, lines perlbrm a social :function insofar as they structure the 
interactions of the people who live within them and give a social distinctiveness to the 
geography between the boundary~ lines. Weiher, supra note __ at 33. 
741d" 
~,s For a discussion of the ways in which race neutral land use and taxation policies can 

exclude minori~- residents from a locali~’, See Section I.B., m~a. 
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locality]6 Similarly, even when minorities have the means to move into 

more affluent predominately white localities, they may also prefer to 
remain in racially segregated neighborhoods and the existence of discrete 
bounda~T lines gives them the information that they need to do SO.77 Thus, 

to the extent that boundary lines provide social meaning to geographic 
spaces, they become recruitment tools that allow residents to locate 
themselves in accordance with their preferences thereby allowing 
metropolitan fragmentation to continue occurring along the lines of race 
and class in the absence of explicit federal, state or local policies.7a 

The Connection Between Fragmentation, Loca#sm and Distributional 
Inequa#ties within Metropo#tan Areas 

The race and class based residential segregation that often 
accompanies metropolitan fragmentation is al so a result of strong 
adherence to principles of localism Localism is the ideological 
preference for decentralized, independent and autonomous governance 
structures]9 Localism is the theoretical foundation that underlies the 
current system of local government structuring in most metropolitan areas 
today,s° One of the central tenants of l ocalism is that local government 
should "enable people who live within [... ] discrete areas to organize 
themselves into distinct political units and give those units power to make 
decisions with respect to a range of public policies and services.’’al 

The scholarly literature on localism offers three separate and 
distinct arguments in support of enacting localist governance structures: 
efficiency,a2 increased citizen participationa3 and inculcation of a strong 

76 See Weiher, supra note __ at 65 (presenting evidence regarding a neighborhood 

tipping point or process of neighborhood transition in which "substantial numbers of 

whites continue to prefer that their residences not be near residential concentrations of 

blacks."). 
77 See e.g., Sheryll Cashin, Adiddle Class Black Suburbs and the State ~[Integration: A 

Postlntegrationist Visionfor~,][etropolitan America, 86 Comell L. Rev. 729 (2001) 
(chronicling the development of middle-class black suburbs and noting that many arc 

created as a result of the apathy and in some instances hostility of middle-class Blacks 

towards living in prcdominately white suburbs). 
7~ See Bischoff, supra note __ at 186; Cashin, supra, ~gIiddle Class Black Suburbs and 

the State of integration __ at 730 (noting that "racial and economic fragmentation of 

metropolitan regions that results from this process of locational sorting reinforces and 

exacerbates social differences."). 
79 See Briffault, supra note __.; Parlow, supra note __; Cashin, supra. Localism, Self 

b~terest, and The Tyranny of The Favored Quarter, nolle __., supra. 
~0 See Richard Bilffault, Our Localism: Part H Localism and Legal Theory, 90 Colum. 

L. Rev. 346 (1990) 
~1 Richard Bilffault, The Local Government Boundar.v Problem in Metropolitan A reas, 

48 Stan. L. Rev. 1115,1115 (1996) 
~ See generally Tiebout note __ at 418, supra. 
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sense of community amongst citizens.84 Each of the justifications 
advanced in favor oflocalism has some merit. Smaller and more 
numerous local governments do in some sense promote efficiency. The 
ever-present threat of citizens leaving one locality within a metropolitan 
region for another creates competition amongst localities which "creates 
an efficient local government marketplace.’’Ss Further, localism has also 
been shown to increase citizen participation. The creation of 
neighborhood councils within localities, for example, has proved 
successful in increasing civic engagement and community involvement in 
decision-making,s6 Finally, there is also support for the argument that 
localism helps to build a sense of community amongst residents. Smaller 
and more homogenous communities have shown an ability to galvanize 
around issues that impact their community and to agree upon collective 
courses of action.~7 

Yet for all of the positive benefits wrought by localism, localism 
has a number of sizable short-comings. The most comprehensive criticism 
of localism is "that the close association of local powers with local 
boundaries generates spillovers, inter-local conflicts, fiscal disparities, and 
exclusion of ’undesirable’ residents.’’~ In a highly fragmented 
metropolis, localism leads to spillovers because local governments are 
each treated as their own "little republic.’’89 They have locally bounded 
regulatory powers that do not empower or encourage collaboration with 
other localities.9° Thus, localities are free to make decisions related to 

83 See e.g., Gerald E. Frog, The Ci& as a Legal Concept, 93 Harv. L. Rev. 1059, 1151 

(1980) (arguing that small government is the best way to obtain civil engagement, to get 
citizens to participate in the democracy and to overall be "better republicans."). 
84 Richard Briffault, The Local Government Boundary Problem in ~,~etropolitan Areas, 

48 Stan. L. Rev. 1115,1115 (1996); Frug, The City as a Legal Concept, note __, at 
1075-78 (arguing that community building and smaller local governments are 
intertwined). 
8~ See Matthew Parlow, Equitable FiscalReg~iona#sm, 85 Temp. L. Rev. 49, 56 (2012) 

(arguing that local govermnents actually do compete for citizens and business or risk the 
consequences of an eroding tax base. The competition results in local governments being 
more i~movative than state or federal governments.). 
8~ See e.g., Jeffrey M. Ben), et al., The Rebirth of Urban Democrac~ 10 (1993) (stating 

lt~at the neighborhood oilers the "possibilily of face-to-lace interaction, which lies at the 
heart oflt~e theory ofparticipato~ democracy"); Matthew J. Parlow, Civic 
Republicanism, Public Choice Theory and Neighborhood Councils: A :Vew ~{odel.fbr 
Civic Engagement, 79 U. Colo. L. Rev. 137, 166-187 (2008) (describing effective 
neighborhood councils and how they were able to increase citizen participation and 
engagement in communities in New York, California, Oregon and Georgia.). 
8~ See Tyson, note __ at p. 57, supra. 
88 Richard Bilffault, The Local Government Boundar.v Problem in Metropolitan Areas, 

48 Stan. L. Rev. 1115,1140 (1996). 
89 Richard Bilffault, The Local Government Boundar.v Problem in Metropolitan Areas, 

48 Stan. L. Rev. 1115,1157(1996); 
90 Cashin, Localism, Self-Interest, and The Tyranny of The Favored Quarter, note __ at 

1998, supra. 
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land use, pollution, taxation that inevitably impact the localities that 
surround them but ~vithout consulting with the other localities that may be 
impacted and not fully absorbing the costs &their actions.91 

In addition, localism also leads to inter-local competition that 
strengthens some localities while weakening others.92 Following the 
Tieboutian theory of local expenditures, many jurisdictions within 
metropolitan regions see themselves as competitors for residents and 
business.93 In the fierce competition for residents and businesses, 

localities have an incentive to enact zoning policies that restrict land 
development to expensive homes and certain commercial properties 
because the inhabitants of such properties provide more revenue and 
require minimal social services~94 Such land use policies allows 

jurisdictions to define themselves in a ~vay that makes them most 
attractive in the competition for so-called desirable businesses and 
residents.95 Unfortunately, it also results in gross inter-local fiscal 
disparities. This is the case because jurisdictions that use exclusionary 
zoning policies to limit land development to expensive homes and certain 
commercial properties are able to obtain more tax revenue while 
simultaneously excluding those such as the poor and minorities who 
~vould require more social services.96 Poor and minority residents are 

91 See e.g., Holt Civic Club v. City of Tuscaloosa, 439 U.S. 60, 69 C[t] he imaginary line 

defining a city’s corporate limits cam~ot corral the influence of municipal actions. A city’s 
decisions inescapably affect individuals living inmaediately outside its borders. The 
granting of building permits for nigh rise apartments, industrial plants, and the like on the 
city’s fringe unavoidably contributes to problems of traffic congestion, school districting, 
and law enforcement immediately outside the city. A rate change in the city’s sales or ad 
valorem tax could well have a significant impact on retailers and property values in areas 
bordering the city .... [y]et no one would suggest that nonresidents likely to be affected by 
tl~is sort of municipal action have a constitutional right to participate in the political 
processes bringing it about."). 
9~ Richard Briffault, The Local Government Boundao~ Problem in .,][etropo#mn Areas, 

48 Stan. L. Rev. 1115,1135 (1996). 
9~ See e.g., David Rusk, Cities without Suburbs (3d ed. 2003). 
9~ Notably, this type of fiscal zoning was sanctioned by the Supreme Court in ~illage of 

Euclid v. Amber Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (1922), where the court upheld a zoning 
ordinance that severely restricted multi-family housing and industrial and commercial use 
of land, reasoning that the restrictions were appropriate in order to maintain the preferred 
residential character of the arcz. ~illage c~/b?uclid provided a blueprint for exclusionary 
zoning techniques currently used by localities to build their tax base while minimizing 
costs expended on social services. 
9~ See Orfied note __, zt 92, supra (arguing that localities compete with each other for 

tax wealth and social status in the form of businesses and nigh-income white residents). 
9~ See e.g., Myron Offield, Metropolitics: A Rezional Agenda for Communit-~ and 

Stabilit’~,, at pp. 62 Brookings Institution Press (1997) (noting that jurisdictions compete 
for property wezlth and that fisczl zoning allows jurisdictions to deliberately develop 
zoning policies that only allow for expensive homes and conunercial prope~" wnich 
enables them to "limit social need and the demand on the tax base it can engender.’). 
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then forced to locate to localities with weaker tax bases and an inability to 
meet the much needed demand for social services.97 

Finally, localism through its reliance upon boundaries to allow for 
discrete self-governance 98 facilitates a perverse type of community 
building that breeds racial and economic exclusion.99 Localities are free to 

build racially and economically homogenous communities that exclude 
poor people and people of color. This is because under the guise of 
localism, the Supreme Court has upheld the validity &local government 
land use decisions that allow localities to construct so called "desirable" 
communities1°° and to enact local land use devices that have the effect of 
disproportionately excluding poor and minority people from a locality. 10~ 

97 
Importantly, as local government law scholars have noted, the competition between 

jurisdictions for desirable businesses and residents is often not on even terms. Affluent 
jurisdictions are able to obtain a larger and disproportionate share of public infrastructure 
investments such as highways and roads that contribute to their ability to attract 
businesses and residents. They are also able to "garner many of the benefits of 
participating in a regional econon\v- such as access to regional labor markets and 
consumers [and regional highway systems] without sharing in the regional social 
burdens." This results in localities not internalizing the tI~e costs of their decisions. See 
Cashin note __ supra at 2004-2005. 
9~ See Section I.B.ii, supra. 
99 Some scholars have gone even farther, arguing that localism does not just facilitate 

racial segregation and concentrated poverty, but instead is a direct causal agent of racial 
segregation and concentrated poverty. See e.g., David D. Troutt, Localism and 
Segregation, 16 J. Affordable Housing & Conununity Dev. L. 323,325 (Sunm~er 2007) 
("it is time that localisnk legal and cultural, be recognized as a primary agent behind 
resegregation."); powell note . supra. 
~oc~ See e.g., Uillage of Belle Terre v. Boraas, 416 U.S. 1 (1974) (upholding a zoning 

ordinance that prohibited three or more unrelated people from living together reasoning 
that that to the extent the ordinance sought to create a "quiet place where yards are wide 
open, people few, and motor vehicles restricted," such a purpose was a pern~issible 
objective and the ordinance was a rational means of achieving that objective."); Young v. 
American ~[ini Theaters, Inc., 477 U.S. 50, 71 (1976) (upholding a zoning ordinance that 
limited the places in which theaters showing sexually explicit movies could be located 
and in doing so reasoned that "the city’s interest in the present and future character of its 
neighborhoods adequately supports" the restrictive zoning ordinances.). 
lOl See e.g., 14~arth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490 (1975) (holding that that: low/moderate income 

residents of the City of Rochester, New York were "outsiders" and lacked even the 
standing to challenge the exclusionaU effects of the neighboring suburb Penfield’s 
zoning ordinance that limited the amount of affordable housing that could be built in 
Penfield.); Arlington Heights v. 3/[etropolitan Housing Development Corporation, 429 
U.S. 252 (1977) (rejecting the plaintiff’s claim that it: was denied a zoning variance that 
would have allowed it to build a low-income housing development outside of Chicago 
because of racial animus after acknowledging that Black people were disproportionately 
affected by the lack of affordable housing caused by the zoning ordinance at issue. The 
court: rejected the plaintiff s claim despite evidence that opponents of the zoning 
ordinance made reference to "what was referred to as the "social issue" the desirability or 
tmdesirability of introducing at this location in Arlington Heights low- and moderate- 
income housing, housing that would probably be racially integrated." !d. at 257-258. ). 
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Disturbingly, as a result of the aforementioned costs of localism, 
the economic and political advantages enj oyed by predominantly white 
and affluent jurisdictions are now institutionalized such that most people 
accept them as "normal" without questioning the inequities they 
represent. J02 The history of government discrimination that aided in 
racially and economically delineated metropolitan fragmentation is not 
readily acknowledged or discussed.l°3 Consequently, "citizens tend to 
view the [current] fiscal, economic and social inequality [within 
metropolitan regions] as reflections of private choice and merit." 104 Many 
are also likely to view the racial and economic stratification of 
metropolitan areas and the accompanying inequalities as the "natural order" 
&things. 10s Indeed, citizens arguably have a difficult time imagining a 
different distributional order.1°6 The end result is that citizens are less 
likely to question rapid inequalities within metropolitan areas, particularly 
to the extent that the inequalities are framed by race and class. They are 
also less likely to desire to take collective action to address inequalities or 
problems that impact the metropolitan region as a whole. 

II. FRAGMEEFI’ATION, EDUCATION LOCALISM AND REGIONAL DISPARITIES 

IN PUBLIC EDUCATION 

Race and class delineated metropolitan fragmentation also impacts 
school districts. School districts are local governments.l°7 The existence 
of multiple school districts within a metropolitan area is called "school 
district fragmentation."1°8 Just as local governments compete for residents, 
school districts also "compete for residents [who] shape their populations, 

102 See Cashin note __ at 2024-2027, supra (arguing that metropolitan fragmentation 

inculcates a parochialism that not only discourages citizens from forming beneficial 
regional alliances but also institutionalizes the advantaged position of the wealthier 
usually whiter jurisdictions such that they come to believe that it is the "natural order" of 
things and are not inclined to question or challenge gross metropolitan inequalities.) 
103 See Cashin note at 2026, supra. See also john a. powell, Race, Place and 

Opportunity, The American Prospect (September 21, 2008) (suggesting that place or 
where one lives has important consequences for the distribution of opportunity in 
America and noting that % myriad of public policies and private practices create these 
spatial opporttmit-y structures and sort people into them."), available at 
http :/Iprospect.org/article/race-place-and-oppommity. 
104 ~5’ee Cashin note at 2026, supra. 
10~ See Cashin note at 2026, supra; cf powell note __, supra (arguing that "lilt is 
critically important to appreciate that [segregation and inequalit-y] are not natural. Racial 
segregation was historically legislated, through direct and indirect means, into the very. 
fabric of our communities. And its legacy continues to undermine our individual and 
communal choices and our capacities to elevate ourselves and our neighborhoods."). 
106 See Cashin note    at 2026. 
107 See e.g., Charles J. Russo, The Law of Public Education, Foundation Press (2012) at p. 

167 (school districts are "creatures of the state" designed by legislatures to carry, out their 
constitutional mandates to educated children entrusted to their care.). 
los Jmmifer Jellison Holme, School Diversity, School DisWict Fragmentation and 

Metropolitan Policy, Teachers College Record (2012) (In Press). 
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tax bases and programs2’1°9 Thus, the same distributional inequities that 

plague general purpose local governments also plague school districts. As 
a result, neighboring school districts within metropolitan areas offer 
differing and disparate qualities of public education creating what this 
Article refers to as regional inequalities in public education. This Section 
describes the relationship between school district fragmentation and 
metropolitan fragmentation. It analyzes how both forms of fragmentation 
create regional inequalities in public education. It also discusses why such 
inequalities matter and analyzes how localism exacerbates the inequalities. 

A. School District Frag~entatiott and Metropo#tan Fragmentation 

There are close to thirteen thousand independent school districts 
operating in the United States. 110 Levels of school di strict fragmentati on 
vary substantially across geographical regions within the United States. 111 
While school district fragmentation is present at different rates across the 
country, it is present at a significant enough level in every United States 
geographic region to raise concerns about how school district 
fragmentation collectively impacts educational opportunities for all 
students. 112 

For example, in a study of United States metropolitan statistical 
areas ("MSAs"),113 researchers found that the average level of 
fragmentation vdthin the MSAs studied was .72; meaning that a 72% 
probability existed that two randomly selected students within a 
metropolitan region woul d attend schools in different school districts. 114 
School district fragmentation is the highest in Northeast at .862; meaning 
that there is an 86.2% chance that two randomly selected students within a 
metropolitan region in the U.S. will attend schools in different school 

109 Aaron J. Saiger, The School District Boundary Problem, 42 Urb. Law. 495, 500 

(2OLO). 
11o See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Census of Govermnents: Organization Component 

PreliminalT, available at http:llwww.census.gov/govs/cog2012. 
11~ Jellison note __ at 5, supra. 
112 For example, even though the South as a whole has school district fragmemation t at a 

rate that is lower than the national average, scholars have recog~fized that the problems 
created by school district fragmentation significanlly impacts educational distributimml 
oppommities and racial segregation in Southern school districts as well. See e.g., Erica 
Frankenberg, Splintering School Districts: Understanding the Links Between Segregation 

and t~)’agmentation, Lcm, and Social Inquiry, Vol. 34, No. 4, 869-909 (2009) (examining 

how the creating of new school districts in Jefferson County, Alabama changed the nature 

of school segregation from intra-distfict segregation to inter-district segregation.). 
113 An MSA is defined by the U.S. Census Bureau to mean a core area containing a 

substantial population nucleus, together with adjacent commtmities having a high degree 
of econonfic and social integration with that core. In order :for an area to be an MSA, it 
nmst have at least one urbanized area of 50,000 or more inhabitants. See 
http:iiwww.census.govipopulationimetroi. 
114 Bischoff, note __ at 197, supra. 
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districts.11s School district fragmentation was similarly high in the 
Midwest at .744 and lowest in the West and South at .691 and .650 
respectively. 116 

Significantly, metropolitan regions with high levels of school 
district fragmentation are the most likely to have severe racial segregation 
in their schools. 117 Further, the more fragmented that general purpose 
local governments are ~vithin a metropolitan area, the more likely school 
districts within that metropolitan area are to be highly fragmented. 118 
Moreover, "the relationship between municipal boundaries and school 
district boundaries has a direct bearing on the levels of school segregation 
and on the fiscal conditions of... school districts.’’119 This is the case 
because the policies that are adopted by municipalities, particularly the 
land use policies, impact the racial composition and socio-economic status 
of the residents from which the school districts will draw. 

Simply put, the combination of metropolitan fragmentation and 
school district fragmentation within a metropolitan region increases the 

11SBischoff, note __ at 197, supra. It is worth noting that of the of all the MSAs studied, 
the MSA with highest level of school district fraginentation was located in the 
Northeast--Nassau-Suffolk, New York which had a fragmentation level of .986, meaning 
that there is a 98.6% chance that two randomly selected students in that area will attend 
different school districts. 
116 Bischoff, note __ at 198, supra. It is worth noting that the levels of frag~nentation in 

the various U.S. geographical regions are a product of the state laws related to 
government fornration and in the case of the South its hiStOlT of rmming two dual school 
systems due to de jure school segregation laws. For example, The Northeast and 
Midwest likely has higher levels of school district fragmentation because historically the 
laws regarding local government formation in those states favored incorporation of 
suburbs into independent municipalities with their own independent suburban school 
districts as well. See Jellison note __ at 5, supra; Fischel note __., at 20-21 (describing 
the laws related to school district formation in the northeast and Midwest and noting that 
the "town remains the sacrosanct atom for school districts in New England" and that the 
Midwest followed the New England model). The South on the other hand has count?,- 
based school systems which means less school district fragmentation because the county 
became the traditional uhit of governance due to the racially segregated system of 
education implemented in the South. See Fischel note __ at 24, supra (noting that after 
the civil-war the south set up separate sub-county districts for schools between blacks and 
whites.). 
117 ~5,~oe Bachlis supra, note __ at 98 (surnnmrizing the findings of a study which showed 

that areas with small school districts and high levels of school district fragmentation were 
also likely to have high levels of racial segregation in their schools.). 
118 ~,~oe For example, states in the Northeast and Midwest have the highest levels of 

nmnicipal fragmentation. Similarly, "school districts [are] more likely to be coterminous 
with city boundaries in the upper Midwestern states and Northeast," and for that reason 
show the highest levels of fragmentation. See William A. Fischel, The Congruence of 
American School Districts With Other Local Government Boundaries: A Google-Earth 
Exploration, Dartmouth College of Economics Working Paper (last updated April 2010). 
a~9 Jellison Holme, supra note __., at 11. 
a~0 Jellison Holme, supra note __., at 10. 
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probability that school districts will be racially and economically 
segregated, have varying levels of student needs and disparate tax bases 
with which to work.121 This in turn leads to regional inequalities in public 

education insofar as localities with more middle class and typically white 
students have higher tax bases to draw from, are able to offer higher 
qualities of education and have higher levels of academic success. 
The converse is true for localities more poor and minority students which 
have lower tax bases from ~vhich to draw- from, offer lower qualities of 

123 education and have lower levels of academic success. 

B. The Significance of Regional Inequafities in Pubfc Education 

The aforementioned regional inequalities in public education 
matter from an economic perspective and from a social equality 
perspective. Economically, metropolitan regions are assuming "greater 
significance in state, national and even international affairs." 124 Indeed, 

many consider regions or metropolitan areas the premier unit of 
competition in the new global economy.lZ5 This is the case because 

people today live their lives on a regional rather than local scale. They 
cross j urisdicfion boundary lines for much of their life activities including 
working, shopping and entertainment. 126 Thus, to the extent that an 

educated workforce is a necessary pre-requisite for economic growth,127 

inequalities bet~veen neighboring school districts within metropolitan 

121 Jellison Holme, supra note __, at 11. 

122 See e.g., Saiger supra, note __ at 502-507 (describing inter-jurisdictional variation 

between school districts as being rooted in fiscal disparities, racial disparities and 
achievement disparities); Myron Orifeld, supra note __ at 40-48 (describing the impacts 
of school district fragmentation in the Mim~eapolis region and noting how concentrated 
pove~ and segregation in the urban schools negatively impacts student outcomes). 
123 

12~ KathlTn A. Foster, Regionalism on Purpose, Lincoln Institute on Land Use Policy at 4 

(200~) 
12s Janice C. Griffittk Regional Governance Reconsidered, 21 J.L. & Pol. 505, 511 (2005) 

(arguing that the "increasing globalization of the economy has transformed metropolitan 
regions throughout the world into cohesive economic units" and that "our artificial 
political boundaries were formed during an era in which travel times were considerably 
longer than at present; economic activily todw cuts across these local jurisdiction lines."); 
Foster, supra note __ at 4, (noting that regions are viewed as the premier unit of 
competition in a global economy. ) but of Richard Briffault, Localism andRegionalism, 
48 Buff. Law. Rev. 1, 13-14 (2000) (suggesting lhat the argument regional units are the 
new unit of economic competition is conlroversial because "[a]lthough there is evidence 
that rates of regional growlh are inversely correlated with the severity of intraregional 
disparities, correlation is not causation," but acknowledging that the econonfic 
competitiveness argument is a significant one in the regionalism literature.). 
126 Griffith note __ at 512 supra; Foster note __ at 4, supra. 

12~ Anthony D. Camevalle, Nicole Smith, Jeff Stohl, Itelp 147anted: Projections of Jobs 

and t~;ducation Requirements through 2018, Georgetown Center on Education, Work and 
the Workforce (Jtme 2010) (documenting the ways in which higher levels of education 
will shape the job opporttmities available to workers.). 
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areas has significant implications for the overall economic well-being of 
metropolitan regions. 

By restricting high quality public education to only a subset of the 
metropolitan region, metropolitan areas breed a shallow labor pool that 
will in the long-run make them less competitive in the new global 
economy. 128 Indeed, scholars have noted that because "of the growing 

number of minority students, if existing educational trends continue, the 
nation risks something it has never before seen: an intergenerational 
decline in its educational level, a threatening outcome in a knowledge- 
based economyY 129 

Further, continued racial and economic segregation perpetuates 
social inequality. The deleterious social impacts of racially and 
economically segregated education have been ~vritten about extensively by 
other scholars.l~° Most notably, students who attend racially and 

economically segregated schools receive a qualitatively inferior education 
which reduces their social mobility and loosens their connections to 
critical social networks~13~ As a result, such individuals are likely to be 

disaffected citizens who are denied the social mobility benefits of 
American citizenship and are therefore more likely to create social ills 
such as crime and malfeasance. 132 To that end, as the racial demographics 

12~ See David D. Troutt, Katrina’s Window: Localism, Resegregation, and Equitable 

Regionalism, 55 Buff. Law. Rev. 1109, 1169 (2008) ("[m]etropolitan areas that continue 

to embrace localism at the expense of shared regional responsibilities tend to be less 
competitive in attracting economic development, keeping businesses and jobs, and 
maintaining a deep and talented labor pool."). 
~9 see Brief for 553 Social Scientists as Amici Curie Supporting Respondents, Parents 

Invoh~ed in Communi& Schools w Seattle School District No~ 1, 551 ~LS. 701 (Nos. 05- 
908 and 05-915), 2006 WL 2927079 (hereinafter Brief for 553 Social Scientists)~ 
~0 For a comprehensive examination of the negative effects of racially and economically 

segregated schools, see Gary Orfield and Chungmci Lee, l~hy Segregation ~datters: 
Poverty and l~ducational Inequality, The Harvard Civil Rights Project (January 2005). 

See also. Brief for 553 Social Scientists, note__ at 10-12, supra 
a~ See Amy Stuart Wells: The Consequences of School Desegregation: The ~{ismatch 

between research and the Rationale, 20 Hastings Const. L.Q 771,705-706 (2001) 

(describing the negative impacts of racially and economically isolated schools and noting 
that "educational instilutions acquire lhcir stalus from their students, and those that serve 
only high-status students arc better connected to the high-status colleges and well-paying 
employers. _This reality contributes to a vicious cycle of poverly and despair for those in 
low-status urban schools. It leads to the anger and violence of teenagers who consciously 
and subconsciously know they have been *790 excommunicated from opporttmi~". It 
leads to the self-fulfilling prophecy of inner-ci~ schools as a place where failure is 
virtually assured."). 
132 

See Erik Thorbecke and Chutatong Charumulind, Economic Inequality andlts 

Socioeconomic Impact, World Development. Vol. 30, No. 9 at pp~ 1495 (2002) (finding 

that income inequality rcduces social capital and increases the probability that those on 
the lower end of the economic spectrum will commit crime because "the alternative to 
crime is less attractive .... and the potential proceeds from crime are greater." Further, [a] 
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shift America closer to a majority minority country, 133 "maintaining 
racially and economically segregated schools and failing to properly 
educate poor and minority students will be borne not only by the 
individual students but also by society as a whole." 134 

The Role of Loca#sm in Creating Regional Inequa#ties In Pub#c 

Education 

As a matter of legal theory, school districts are creatures of the 
state.13s They possess only the powers afforded to them by the state and 
exist to implement the "state’s education mandate locally." 136 However, 
the actual reality of school district authority diverges greatly from the 
legal theory of limited school district authority. As I noted in a previous 
article, in practice, there is a strong preference for localism or "local 
control" of public education.137 While scholars have long documented the 
nebulous manner in which local control is defined in the education 
context,~38 this Article suggests that a fair reading of term, as it is applied 
in case law, is that school districts are afforded broad fiscal and political 
autonomy. Though the amount of fiscal and political autonomy afforded 
school districts varies from state to state, school districts and their 
governing bodies, school boards, for the most part have broad authority to 

. . 139 "c~ rinse and spend revenue for the benefit of their students, assl=n students 
to schools~4° and make education related policy decisions. 141 

rise in inequality may also have a crime- inducing effect by reducing the individual’s 
moral threshold."). 
133 See Sabrina Tavernese, ~}~ites Account for Under Half of Births in The U.S., New 

York Times (May 17, 2012) (describing the most recem results from a U.S. Census 
bureau study which showed tlrat white births are no longer a majority in the United States 
and noting that this demographic shift raises important policy questions including those 
related to education because the United States has a "spotty record of educating minority 
youth."), available at http:iiwww.wtimes.comi2012i05i17iusiwhites-account-for-under- 
half-of-births-in-us.html?pagewanted=all. 
134 See Erika K. Wilson, Leveling Localism and Racial Inequality in Public Education 

Through the No ChiM Lefi Behind Public Choice Provision, 44 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 625, 
649 (2011). 
135 ~ee e.g., Graggv. United School Dist. No. 287, 6 Kan. App. 1522, 156 (1981) ("A 

school district is an ann of the state existing only as a creature of the legislature to 
operate as a political subdivision of the state. A school district has only such power and 
authority as is granted by the legislaturc...). 
136 ~’ee Richard Briffault, 77~e Local School District in American Law, in Besieged: 

School Boards and lhc Future of Education Politics 24, 34 (William G. Howell ed., 2005) 
137 See Wilson, supra note __ at 632-635 (2011) (describing the doctrinal preference for 

local conlrol of schools by the supreme court.). City of Pawtucket v. Sudlum, 662 A.2d 
40, 62 (R.I. 1995) (holding that the prcsel~ation of local control is a legitimate state 
interest and that Rhode Island system for :financing public schools was rationally related 
to that legitimate interest:.). 
138 ~’ee e.g., Briffault note    at    _, supra; 
139 ~’ee e.g., Lujan v. Colorado State Board of Educ., 649 P. 2d 1005, 1023-1024 (Colo. 

1982) (finding that the Colorado’s school financing schmne which called for forty seven 
percent of school funding to be derived from local property taxes was constitutional 
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The most significant import of the broad fiscal and political 
autonomy afforded school districts is that it allows them to function in 
practice as sovereign entities even though they are not such according to 
the actual strictures of state law. Put another way, in practice, local 
school districts--and not the state--are deemed to bear primary 
responsibility for educating students within their geographic boundaries. 142 
Importantly, the practical sovereignty of school districts is reinforced by 
federal and state court decisions in ways that perpetuate race and class 
based inequalities in education. 

For example, court decisions have relied upon the importance of 
local control and the purported autonomy of school districts in declining to 
abrogate school district boundary lines in order to desegregate schools. In 
the seminal case Milliken v. Bradley, the Supreme Court upheld the trial 
court’s finding that racial segregation within the Detroit public school 
system was the result of intentional discrimination. 143 The Court also 
acknowledged that massive "white flight" into the Detroit suburbs had 
occurred and would make it difficult to integrate the Detroit public school 

where the purpose of the legislation was to afford local control to school districts to 
deternfine "how much money should be raised for the local schools, and how that money 
should be spem."); Kukor v. Grover, 436 N.W.2d 568, 585 (Wis. 1989) (using local 
control as a basis for upholding constitutionality of school financing system). 
140 See Parents" Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School Dist. No. !, 551 U.S. 

701,789 (2007) (Kennedy, J. concurring) (noting that the broad authority that school 
boards have to assign students to school including strategic site selections for schools and 
drawing attendance zones with the racial demographics of the neighborhood in mind). 
141 See e.g., Dawson v. East Side ~nion High School Dist., 28 Cal.App.4th 998, 1017- 

1018 (1994) ( upholding the legality of a contract between the east side uuion lfigh school 
district and a television company involving a video program shown to students in 
classrooms which contains commercial advertising. The court reasoned that the 
California "Constitution, and the Legislature itself, have ceded substantial discretionary 
control to local school districts .... [a]nd because of economic, geographic, physical, 
political, educational, and social diversity, specific choices about instructional materials 
need to be made at the local level"); Tinker v. Des~IoinesIndep. Cmty. Sch. Dist., 393 
U.S. 503,506 (1969). 
142 See e.g., Bronson v. Board c~[Educ. Of City School Dist. of City of Cincinnati, 578 F. 

Supp. 1091, 1097 (1984) C[r]eview of the Ohio statutory provisions creating and 
defining the responsibilities of local school districts in Ohio .... [leads] inescapably to the 
conclusion that the state intended to create, and in fact did create, independent locally 
controlled entities responsible for the education of the students within their boundaries."); 
Kiel, note __ at 145, supra ("district sovereignty as it currently functions assures that 
geographic residence will be the primary factor in determining which school a child 
atlends.., access to schools outside of a student’s geographic reach is limited or non- 
existent."). 
143 See Bradley v. ~[illiken, 338 F. Supp. 582, 588 D.C. Mich. (1971) ( finding that the 

Detroit school system "created and altered attendance zones, maintained and altered 
grade structures and created and altered feeder school patterns in a manner which has had 
the natural, probable and actual effect of continuing black and white pupils in racially 
segregated schools."). 
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system. 144 The Court nonetheless relied upon the purported importance of 

local control and autonomy of school districts in finding that an inter- 
district remedy between the Detroit school system and the surrounding 
suburban school districts was unconstitutional. 145 The Court reasoned 
that "school district lines may [not] be casually ignored or treated as a 
mere administrative convenience...because [n]o single tradition in public 
education is more deeply rooted than local control over the operation of 
schools; local autonomy has long been thought essential both to the 
maintenance of community concern and support for public schools and to 
the quality of the educational process.’’146 The Supreme Court has used 

similar reasoning in other cases to strike down inter-district desegregation 
plans. 147 

The Supreme Court also relies upon principles of localism and 
school district autonomy in declining to outlaw local property tax based 
funding schemes that create extreme funding disparities between 
neighboring school districts. Most notably, in San Antonio Independent 

Schoo! District v. Rodriguez, the Court upheld the constitutionality of a 
local property tax based school financing scheme that resulted in gross 
funding disparities between neighboring school districts, reasoning that 
"local control means .... the freedom to devote more money to the 
education of one’s children." J4s A number of state courts have followed 
suit also finding that local property tax based school financing schemes 
that result in fiscal disparities between neighboring school districts do not 
violate state constitutional provisions. 149 

From an educational equity- perspective, federal and state court 
reliance upon education localism to retry the practical sovereignty of 
school districts has allowed "local rights" to replace "states’ fights" as a 
vehicle to preclude states from having to provide substantive educational 

144:~i[[iken, 418 U.S. at 740. 
145 

146 Id. at 741-742. 
147 See e.g., Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70 (1995) (finding that a desegregation order 

imposed by a District Court that sought to attract non-minority students :from outside 
school district to schools within fl~e district was beyond the scope of the court’s remedial 
authority and that the proper remedy would have been an inter -district remedy). 
14s 411 U.S. 1, 49-50 (1974) 

149 See e.g., Hornbeckv. Somet~s~et (-~buntyBd. Oft~;duc., 295 Md. 597, 654 (Md. 1983) 

(noting that: the Maryland legislature shared the view of local control articulated by the 
Supreme Court: in Rodriguez and .~/illiken and upholding local property tax based school 
financing scheme ); Lujan v. Colorado State Bd. oft~;duc., 649 P.2d 1005 (Colo. 1982) 

(upholding the constitutionality of a school :financing system in which forty seven percent 
of the lhnds for public education were derived from local property taxes which created 
fiscal disparities between school districts with wealthier and poorer tax bases); McDaniel 
v. Thomas, 248 Ga. 632,285 S.E. 2d 145 (1981) (finding that spending disparities 

between school districts were rationally related to the legitimate governmental objective 
of local control.). 
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equality to poor and minority students.15° As a result, school districts are 
able to function as their own fiefdoms, providing different and disparate 
qualities of education along the lines of race and class without 

151 consequence. 

D. Regional InequaOties Between School Districts: What It Looks" Like 

The combination of fragmentation and localism creates significant 
disparities between neighboring school district within metropolitan areas. 
The disparities play out in three notable ways: first, despite the moderate 
success of school finance litigation in some jurisdictions,ls2 gross fiscal 
disparities persist between neighboring school districts. 153 School districts 
levy taxes on property that lies within their boundaries and for the most 
part use all of that money to fund their own schools.~54 The amount of 
money that school districts are able to rai se for purposes of funding their 
schools is dependent upon "the tax rate levied by the school district and 

150 See e.g., Bob Herbert, The Ugly Side of the GOP, N.Y. Times (September 25, 2007) 

(documenting a speech by presidential adviser Lee Atwater in using "states’ rights" and 
other euphemisms as a proxy for racial discrimination and quoting Atwater as swing: [y] 
on start out in 1954 by swing, "Nigger, nigger, nigger." By 1968 you can’t sw "nigger"-- 
that hurts you. Backfires. So you sw stuff like forced busing, states’ rights and all that 
sttfff. You’re getting so abstract now [that] you’re talking about cutting taxes, and all these 
things you’re talking abom are totally economic things and a by-product of them is [that] 
blacks get hurt worse than whites. And subconsciously maybe that is part of it.). 
15a See discussion in Section II. C., infra. 
~52 School finance cases in which plaintiffs have bought suits under state constitutional 

provisions related to the state’s constitutionally stated obligation to provide education has 
in some instances proved successful in getting states to contribute more money to the 
funding of public schools and in increasing the amount of money spent on students in 
school districts with poorer tax bases. See e.g., Hoke Coun~ Bd. Of Educ. v. State, 358 
N.C. 605 (2004) (finding that state’s method of funding and providing for individual 
school districts was such that it did not afford all students their state constitutional right 
to opportunity to obtain sound basic education.). For a comprehensive account of school 
finance litigation and its impacts on school equi~ see generally, Michael Heise, Equal 
Educational Opportunities Hollow Victories and the Demis’e of School Finance Equity: 
Theory: An Empirical Perspective and Alternative Explanation, 32 Ga. L. Rev. 543 
(1998). 
lS3 See e.g., James E. Rya~ Five Miles Apart: One City. Two Schools and the Story of 

Educational Opportm~it~~ in Modem America, Oxford University Press (2010) at p. 127 
(noting that "the disparities in spending [between school districts] has traditionally been 
severe, with some districts spending two, three of even ten times more per pupil than 
others."); Laurie Reynolds, Skybox Schools: Public Education as Private Luxury, 82 
Wash. U. L.Q. 755 (2004) (chronicling the funding disparities between wealthy and poor 
districts). 
154 See Saiger note __ at 502; g/Reynolds, supra note __ at 788 (describing school 

funding statutes known as "Robin hood" statutes in Vermont and Texas in the wtfich the 
states "explicitly seize property tax revenues and redistribute them (or force the local 
school district itself to distribute them) to districts with less property wealth.., in both 
statutoD~ schemes the poorer districts’ enhanced state aid comes directly from the wealthy 
districts, with no substantial additional state aid."). 
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the value of the property within the taxing district’s boundaries."lss 
School districts that encompass higher valued property can levy taxes at a 
lower rate yet still collect large sums of money while school districts that 
encompass lower valued property must levy taxes at a higher rate but still 
collect less money, thereby allowing fiscal disparities between districts to 
persist, ls6 Further, even when state courts require equalization of funding 
across school di stricts, they also leave local school districts with the 
authority to tax themselves at higher rates and to provide funding at levels 
about the state mandated equalized level, thereby allowing fiscal 

. 1~7 disparities be~Teen poor and wealthy districts to persist. - Significantly, 
financial disparities between school districts matter. Although the 
relationship between school funding and academic achievement is 
undoubtedly complex and subject to much debate,~s8 a consistent body of 
research has shown that school districts with more money are able to 
provide more challenging curriculum and other educational inputs that 
significantly impact studentacmevement."       ¯ 1s9 

Second, adherence to localism in education incentivizes a perverse 
type of community building that allows high quality school districts to 
exclude minorities and poor students through race and class-neutral means. 
While general purpose local government boundary lines are racially 
stratified, racial stratification along school district boundary lines is 
particularly acute. ~60 Indeed, since the Court’ s decision in Brown 
outlawing segregation in schools, "the territorially sovereign district, 
responsible only for its own resident students and not those nearby, has 
become a preeminent tool for resisting racial integration of schools."~6~ 

15s Reynolds note __ at 757, supra. 
ls~ Reynolds note __ at 757, supra. 
as7 See Ryan, supra note __ at 128-129 (describing state funding equalization methods 

and focusing on a funding mechanism known as the foundation program. Through the 
foundation program states determine a minimum amount of money per pupil required to 
provide students with an adequate education and determines how much each district is 
required to pay towards the foundation amount. The state contributes some portion of the 
foundation amount and determines the tax rate each district will assess in order to meet 
its’ required portion of the foundation amount. However, states also allow districts to 
levy a higher tax rate and to spend more per pupil than the fotmdation program mi~fimum 
floor.). 
158 See e.g., Elliot, Marta, School Finance and Opportunities to Learn." Does ~//oney Well 

Spent Enhance Student Achievement, Journal of Sociology and Education (1998) (finding 
that per-pupil expenditures indirectly increase students’ achievement by giving them 
access to educated teachers who use effective pedagogies in the classroom.) bztt ¢f. 
159 ~’ee e.g., Center l~br American Progress Report: Return on Educational Investment, 

available at 
http ://www. americanprogre ss. org/issues/education/new s/2011/01 / 19/8878/re turn-o n- 
educalional -inve stment-backgro und-inl~b/. 
160 See Saiger note __ at 506; Kid note     at 
161 Saiger note __ at 50, supra. See also Batchis, note __ 98-99 (describing the 

connection between local control and resistance to school desegregation efforts). 
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The race-neutral land use policies that result in racial and economic 
stratification of metropolitan areas results in similar stratification along 
school district boundary lines.162 In the school district context, race 

neutral land use policies are used to create homogeneous school districts 
that the court in Brown outlawed. While many parents profess a desire to 
send their children to racially and economically diverse schools, at the 
same time they fervently defend localist policies that maintain 
neighborhood schools and resist efforts to disrupt the connection between 
housing and schools. 163 Thus, while one of the virtues of localism is that it 

facilitates community building, in the education context, localism is also 
used to build school communities that are racially (and economically) 
homogenous. 

Finally, inter-local competition for residents strengthens wealthy 
white school districts while weakening poorer minority districts. Simply 

put, "because a municipality’s property taxes play a significant role in 
funding education, jurisdictions with higher property values.., are much 
better positioned," to compete for middle-class students.164 The parents of 

white, middle class or upper-class students are the most likely to be in a 
position to exercise their Tieboutian choice to locate to a municipality 
with high property values and a tax base sufficient enough to fund a high- 
quality school district .165 Conversely, poor and minority parents are 

unlikely to be able to change residence in order to change the quality of 
education their children are receiving 166 As a result, school districts 

situated in municipalities with high property values and an ample tax base 
have a significant advantage in the race to lure middle-class students to 
their schools. 167 

Further, the congregation of predominately middle-class or upper- 
class students in one district and low-income students in another school 
districts creates qualitative disparities between school districts. A 
significant achievement gap exists between low-income and middle-class 

162 See Section II.B.ii, supra. 
163 See Jellison. Buying ttomes, Buying Schools note __ at 204-206, supra. 
164 Wayne Batchis, Urban Sprawl and the Constitution: Education InequaliO~ As An 
impetus To Low DensiO~Living," 42 Urb. Law. 95, 97 (2010). 
165 Saiger note __ at 506, supra. 
166 Wilson note __., supra. 
167 Indeed, the status associated with the ammmt of money per pupil a school district 

spends on its sludents co~nbined wifl~ the lype of sludents lt~e district serves, heavily 
influences parents decisions about where to locate for purposes of sending their children 
~o school. See Jellison, Bu.v#N ttomes, Buying Schools, nole __ at 180, supra (finding 
that "parents [in the study] assumed that schools serving the children of high-status 
parents were superior to those serving the children of lower-status parents--the assumed 
quali~" of the schools was directly associated with the status of the families they served.). 
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or upper-middle class districts.168 Poor, predominately minority school 

districts are more likely to have a plethora of schools that are deemed 

failing and in which students are unable to meet minimum state testing 
¯ , 169 reqmrements. Scholars have demonstrated that part of the reason for 

this is that middle-class and upper-class students are a valuable resource 
that enhances the learning environment for all students. 170 Because of the 
environment from which they come, "middle- and high-income students 
tend to bring more educational capital to school and, thus, elevate the 
learning of those around them.’’171 Poor, predominately minority school 
districts are denied this resource. Middle and upper-class parents 
recognize this and therefore seek to enroll their children in school districts 
that have a plethora of middle and upper class students.17: Thus, more 
affluent districts therefore have yet another advantage over poorer districts 
in the inter-local competition for students. 

Notably, some scholars suggest that the primacy of localism and 
practical school district sovereignty in perpetuating educational 
inequalities may be eroding. 173 In making this suggestion, they point to 
various education reforms such as greater accountability measures being 
imposed on local school districts by the federal No Child Left Behind Act 
("NCLB") and by states through the enactment of rigorous academic 
standards and harsh penalties for failing to meet those standards, including 

168 Rothwell, note __, at 14, supra (finding that "variation in lnetropolitan income 

inequality and demographic diversity contributes to the variation in school test-score gaps 
across metro areas and that metro areas with high income inequality and high median 
incomes tend to have significantly larger test-score gaps.). 
169 See James E. Ryan, Five Miles Away, A World Apart: Once City, Two Schools, and 

the Story of Educational Opportunity in Modem America at pp. 157-158, Oxford 
University Press (2010) Chigh-poverty schools, especially high-poverty urban schools, 
almost always have lower levels of academic achievement than low-poverty schools, 
regardless of funding levels."). 
1~o See e.g., Derek Black, ~4iddle-Income Peers As Educational Resources And The 

ConstitutionalRight To EqualAccess, 53 B.C.L. Rev. 373 (2012) (putting forth a theo~ 
of equal access to quality education for poor students through economic desegregation 
efforts on the grounds that access to middle-class peers are an educatioual resource that 
poor students need in order to excel academically). 
1~1 Id. See also, Ryan, note __ at 165, supra (describing research that demonstrates that 

the socio-economic status of a student’s peers heavily influences student academic 
performance and noting that students conform to the dominant culture within the school. 
Schools that are majority poor and urban lack the influence of middle-class sludents who 
bring a culture of achievement. They instead are dominaled by a culture in which 
expectations and motivations for academic success are lower.). 
1~ See Jellison, Buying Itomes, Buying Schools note __ at 201-202, supra. 
1~3 See Richard Briffault, 7;~e Local School District in American Law, in Besieged: 

School Boards and lhe Future of Education Politics 24, 39 (William G. Howell ed., 2005) 
("recent developments have challenged local control and the statllS of local school 
boards); See Saiger hole __ at 873-888 (arguing that while local power remains 
substantial, school districts have lost their power to state agencies, the federal 
govermnent and constituent schools within the school districts.). 
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state take-over or closures of failing schools. 174 They also point to the 

success of adequacy based school finance litigation in getting states to 
increase their share of public education funding in order to eliminate 
wealth disparities between school districts.ITs Finally, they note that the 

proliferation of private market forces such as vouchers and charter schools 
enables parents to select schools and therefore lessens the importance of 
school district boundary lines in determining what school a student 
attends. 176 

To be sure, federal and state education reforms have in some ways 
lessened the practical sovereignty of school districts. School districts no 
longer have a complete monopoly on determining educational content and 
are being held accountable for failing to meet standards set by the state 
and federal government.177 Yet, increased state and federal accountability 
has not for the most part improved the academic plight of poor, urban 
districts. 178 Instead, poor, urban districts are more likely to be penalized 
for failing to meet federal NCLB or state standards and are more likely to 
have schools closed down or be taken over by the state.179 Thus, to the 
extent that federal and state accountability measures are eroding the 
practical sovereignty of school districts and the primacy of localism in 
public education, it is an uneven erosion with salience of localism 
diminishing in poor, predominately minority urban districts while the 
autonomy of middle-class, predominately white districts remains 
unchanged. 180 

Further, although successful school finance litigation caused many 
states to provide a higher share of public education funding, increased 
stated funding has not ameliorated fiscal inequalities between school 
districts. As noted earlier in the Article, this is because even when courts 
require equalized state funding of schools, they have also permitted local 
districts to tax and spend above any basic level of funding provided by the 

181 state. 

174 ~.~ee 

175 ~.~ee 

176 ~.~ee 

177 ~.~ee 

178 See e.g., DaIfielle Holley-Walker, Educating at the Cross roads: Parents hn,olved. 

NCLB and School Choice, 69 Ohio St. L.J. 911,932 (2008) (noting that the majori’.ty of 

schools sanctioned under NCLB are predominately minority and low-income and in 
metropolitan areas with high numbers of racially isolated schools). 
179 ~ee Id. 

18o See Saiger, note __ at 921 (acknowledging that accountability." measures result in 

distressed districts loosing autonon\y while the autonomy of suburban districts remains 
unchanged.). 
181 

For example, in Rose ~. Council l~r Better Education, 790 S.W. 2d 186(1989), the 
Kentucky Supreme Court held that Kentucky’s system of common schools violated the 
Kentucky state constitution. The court reasoned that the state failed to provide enough 
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Finally, similar to federal and state education reforms, the 
proliferation of market based options for parents has weakened the impact 
of localism primarily for poor, predominately minority urban schools, not 
suburban schools.182 Market based options such as school choice, 

vouchers and charter schools are primarily used by minority students stuck 
in failing districts not suburban students.183 Though localism in 

education is being challenged, it is not being challenged in ways that 
thwart disparities race and class based inequalities between school districts. 
Consequently, adherence to education localism still remains a key 
component in the creation of regional inequalities in public education. 

III. REGIONALISM: USING CROSS-JURISDICTIONAL COLLABORATION TO 

AMELIORATE METROPOLITAN DISPARITIES BETWEEN SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

As discussed in the previous two sections, inequalities between 
neighboring localities and school districts are in many ways a result of the 
preference for decentralized autonomous local governance structures. 
Indeed, because of the locally bounded nature of the powers of general 
purpose governments and school districts, such entities often act in a silo, 
neglecting to appreciate the economically and socially inter-dependent 
nature of the metropolitan region as a whole. 184 

In order to correct this deficiency, local government law scholars 
look to a theory of governance called regionalism as a possible solution 
for general purpose governments but not school districts.IS5 This section 

suggests that regionalism should also be looked to as a solution to remedy 
distributional disparities in public education between school districts, it 

filnding to the conm~on schools to ensure that children were receiving an adequate level 
of education and ordered the state legislature to provide funding "sufficient to provide 
each child in Kenlucky an adequate education." Id. at 211-212. Significantly, however, 
the court also held that school districts were free to "assess local ad valorem taxes on real 
property, and personal property at a rate over and above "that set by the General Assembly 
to fund the statewide system of common schools." Courts in other jurisdictions have 
made similar findings. See e.g., Roosevelt Elementary School Dist: No. 66 v. Bishop, 877 
P.2d 806, 814-185 (Az. 1994). 
182 See e.g., Julie Schwekenberg and James VanderHoff, ~}~y Do Charter Schools Fail: 
An A nalysis of Charter School Survival in New Je~s~ey, Rutgers University, Newark 

Working Paper #2013-002, (March 2013) (noting that poor minority~ sludents are more 

likely than white students or nfiddleclass sludents to attend charter schools in New 

Jersey); Brian Gill et. al, Rhetoric versus Reality: FlOat 14Ze Know And IVhat We :Veed To 

Know About Charter SchoolsAnd Vouchers, at pp. 157, The RAND Corporation 

(2007)(conducting an extensive sludy of the demographics of voucher holders and charter 
school attendees and noting that "[i]n most cities, minority racial/ettmic groups have been 
heavily represented in voucher programs."). 
183 

1~4 See Richard Briffault, 7;~e Local Government Boundary Problem, 48 Stan. Law Rev. 

1115, 1129-1130 (1996) (describing the ways in which local govermnent regulatory 

powers and service provision requirements are confined within the localities borders.). 
185 ~ee 
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examines the broader regionalism doctrine and takes the position that 
metropolitan fragmentation and sole reliance upon localist educational 
governance structures create serious race and class based inequalities in 
public education that will persist if we continue to allow public education 
be disseminated solely on a local basis rather than a regional basis. 

Ao The Normative Argument for Shifting Away From Loca#sm In Pub#c 
Education and Towards Regionalism 

Public education plays a critical role in the maintenance of the 
American democracy.186 To that end, localism or local control of 

education is primarily advanced on the same democracy related grounds 
used in support of the broader localism doctrine: citizen participation and 
community building ls7 The argument with regard to citizen participation 
is that a more centralized system of disseminating public education is 

undesirable because it would be bureaucratic, and as a result, less 
responsive to the needs and desires of parents within the local 
community.lSs A more decentralized system of public education on the 
other hand, is purportedly geographically and politically closer to the 
people, more responsive to their needs, and therefore increases citizen 
participation in educational matters~189 In addition to the citizen 

participation rationale, localism in public education is also defended on 
the grounds that it facilitates a type of community building that is 

as6 See Saiger, The School District Boundary Problem, note __ at 522 ("many political 

theorists understand education and self-govermnent as symbiotic processes by which 
people create and maintain good societies.") 
~ See Pedro A. Noguera, City Schools and the American Dream: Reclaimin~ the 
Promise of Public Educatior~ at 84-85, Teachers College Press, Columbia University 
(2003) (citing the prevalence of local control and decentralization of public education in 
the United States as rooted in a perception that such a governance structure is inherently 
more democratic than a centralized system of education.). Efficiency is also used as a 
justification for local control of schools, particularly that allowing parents to "shop" for 
localities that offer educational services that meets their needs breeds competition 
amongst school districts which makes school districts more efficient. See Rodriguez, 411 
U.S. 1, 50 (asserting that local control of schools breeds efficiency because by allowing 
"[e] ach locality.., to tailor local programs to local needs.. [p]luralism affords some 
opportunity for experimentation, innovation, and a health~~ competition for educational 
excellence."); but ~fWilson note __ at 633-634(describing the efficiency justification 
for localism in public education as flawed because of the lack of mobility of poor parents 
and their inability to actually exercise any real choice because they cannot afford to 
change residences as a means of"shopping" for locality that best meets their children’s 
educational needs."). 
~s See Mcdermott, note __ at pp. 16 (positing that "support for local control of education 
is motivated by a belief that decisions made closer to schools and classrooms are better 
fl~an those made and implemented by a tfierarchal bureaucracy."); Noguera, note __ at 
85 ("local governance of public schools ostensibly serves as a means to ensure that 
schools are responsive and accountable to the comnunfities they serve.) 
~9 See Mcdermott note __ at 124 (noting that because local institutions are closer to the 

people geographically and that the smaller the decision-making body, the larger the 
number of people who will be involved in state or citywide school governance."). 
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purportedly essential to building the type of social capital and networks 
that are necessary in a successful democracy. 190 

Yet, the value of localism in public education, particularly with 
respect to its capacity to enhance democracy through citizen participation 
and community building is overstated 191 Despite the smaller and 

geographically closer units of school governance, the levels of 
participation in school governance, including election of school board 
members, and participation in school board meetings, is low. 192 

Moreover, even when citizens do attempt to participate in board of 
education meetings, many board meetings are structured such that the 
opportunity for public discussion is limited and any public discussion that 
does occur typically does not relate to or influence board decisions.193 

Most importantly, as critics of the citizen participation justification for the 
broader localism doctrine have pointed out, citizen participation is 
rendered meaningless if the citizens within a locality lack the financial or 
political wherewithal to translate citizen participation into policy that 
meets the citizens’ needs and desires. 194 

With respect to the community building rationale, the community 
building that localism facilitates is neither broad nor inclusive. 195 Instead, 
because of the racially and economically stratified nature of the larger 

190 See e.g., Milliken, 418 U.S. 717 at 742 ("local autonomy has long been thought 

essential both to the maintenance of conwnunity concern and support for public schools 
and to quali~7 of the educational process."); Mcdern~ott, note __ at 121, supra 
(conceding that local administration of public education reinforces a sense of 
conununity.); Saiger, The School District Bounda~F Problem, note __ at 519-520 
(describing the importance of local control in building social networks and capital in a 
conununity because of the high level of interactions that parents and students have with 
school teachers and administrators.). 
~9~ See Wilsork note __ at 633-634 (debunking the notion that decentralization leads to 

higher levels of citizen participation in public school governance). 
~9~ See McDermott, note __ at 55 (finding that in ~naW conununities, school board 

candidates are elected unopposed and that turnout in school board is as low as if not 
lower than other local elections.); Noguera supra note __ at 85 (noting that low levels 
of community participation in schools follows trends that are similar to other forn~s of 
public engagement.). 
193 Id. at 60-67 (studying the structure of board of education meetings in various 

communities and concluding that most of thc deliberations on substantive education 
policy issues occurs in special meetings, leaving larger meetings open to the public 
largely for ceremonial :functions. The study also noted that that most of the people who 
attended and commented at meetings open to the public were school principals or other 
school district employees and that the public comments made at the meetings rarely 
related to thc items actually on the Board agendas) 
194 ~’ee Wilson note __ at 635; Noguera, note __ at 83 Cconcentrated poverty and racial 

segregation limit the ability of parents to exert control over the schools that serve their 
children and educational leaders in such commtmities often lack the resources to take on 
the task themselx es. ). 
~gs See Section II, supra. 
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localities in which school districts are situated, the sense of community 
that educational localism breeds is "quite narrow both geographically and 
politically.’’1% Indeed, the community building rational for localism 

allows residents who live in high quality school districts to develop a very 
narrow sense of the purpose of public education. They come to view 
public education as just another consumable good for those who can 
afford to move into a high quality school district.197 In conceptualizing 

public education as a consumable good, as demonstrated by the Williams- 
Bolar case, they believe they have the right to exclude "non-payers" or 
non-residents from consuming the same public education that they paid to 

198 consume.    This type of community building stratifies rather than 
enhances democracy. 

Thus, in practice, the democratic based rationales for the strong 
ideological commitment to localism in education do not completely bear 

out. instead, the strong ideological preference for localism is arguably a 
post hoc rationalization for discrimination and exclusion. J99 Put another 

way, localism in education is in many ways nothing more than a rhetorical 
device used to enable localities to legally maintain racially and 
economically homogenous schools notwithstanding the Supreme Court’s 

¯ ¯     .             200 ..... : decision m Brown. Th~s point ~s pamcularly poignant g~ven the stark 
resistance to school desegregation post-Brown,2°1 and the ostensibly 

politically motivated decision in Milliken to preclude inter-district 
desegregation plans, which was a sharp departure from the Court’s 

¯ 
" o "    202 previous ruhngs on school desegregation. 

196 Mcdermott, note at 121. 
~97 See Batchis, note __ at 98, supra; Erika K. Wilsork The Privatization of Public 

Education Through School District Boundary Lines (manuscript on file with the author). 
~9~ See e.g., Jennifer Steinhauer, Beverly Hills Schools to Cut Nonresidents, N.Y. Times, 

Dec. 21, 2009, at A16 (quoting Beverly Hills school board vice president Lisa Korbatov 

on the Beverly Hills School District’s decision to eliminate slots in the school district for 
students who did not reside in the district as saying Membership has its privileges... [b]ut 
anyone can be a member. I made a choice to spend more to live in a home here when I 
could have spent less on a bigger home in another area .... city services...be they fire, 
police, schools, are reseated for residents and their children." ), available at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/21/education/2 lbeverly.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0. 
199 See generally, Troutt, Kat~"ina’s Window: Localism, Resegregation, and Equitable 

Regionalism (suggesting that localism generally is invoked as subterfuge for racial 
exclusion and protection of white privilege. 
~00 347 U.S. 483 (1954). See also McDermott, supra note __ at 16 (noting that support 

for local control of education is at times motivated by wealthier localities desire to not 
have to deal with the problems facing poorer districts.) 
~01 See e.g., Er~vin Chemerinsky, 2/7~e Segregation and Resegregation of /tmerican Public 

Education: l’he Court’s Role, 81 N.C. Law Rev. 1592, 1603 (2003) (describing resistance 
to desegregating schools after Brown and noting that ten years after the decision only 1.2% 
of Black students in the Snuff1 atlended integrated schools."). 
~0~ See James E. Ryan, Brown, School Choice and the Suburban I/eto, 90 Va. L. Rev. 

1635, 1645 (2004) (suggesting that the Court’s decision inMilliken to deviate from its 

previously aggressive interpretation of the remedial scope of the court’s powers in school 
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To be fair, localism in education should not be rejected all together. 
Localism has positive benefits such as making it geographically easier for 
citizens to be involved in their children’s education and to respond to 
citizen preference.2°3 Thus, localism in and of itself is not problematic. 
Rather it is the imbalance and sole reliance upon localism as a defensive 
mechanism to prevent an equitable and efficient sharing of educational 
opportunity and resources that is problematic. In some instances, shifting 
away from a sole reliance upon localism and integrating regionalism in the 
form of inter-district collaboration will more evenly distribute educational 
opportunities, increase diversity in schools and create efficiency. As 
racial segregation in schools reaches pre-Brown levels, and economic 
segregation in schools similarly intensifies,2°4 the time has come to re- 
conceptualize our vision of public education in America. Regionalist 
governance structures offer one such possibility for doing so. The sections 
that follow demonstrate the possibilities for integrating more regionalist 
frameworks in public education. 

B. Regiona#sm In Pub#c Education 

Regionalism is loosely defined as a theory that advocates for the 
creation of "regional [government] or governance structures that wield 
powers over policy areas that transcend local borders’’2°s This Article 
takes the position that in the education context, regionalism offers an 
attractive possibility for increasing efficiency and equity in public 
education. Notably, regionalism in public education offers the most 
promise for improving efficiency and equity in highly fragmented 
metropolitan areas with urban cores, rather than rural districts. This 
section examines the broader theories of regionalism and examines the 
possibilities and obstacles to implementing regionalism in public 
education, particularly in highly fragmented urban metropolitan areas. 

desegregation cases may have been a result: of political influence and reasoning that 
"public sentiment at the time was strongly opposed to cross-district busing .... president 
Nixon delivered a televised address specifically to denounce cross-district busing, and 
politicians from both sides of the aisle introduced measures, prior to Milliken, to prohibit 
it.). 
203 See McDermott:, supra.note __ at 122. 
204 ~5’ee e.g., Gary Orfield et al., Miles to Go." A Report on School Segregation in Virginia 

(March 13, 2013) (describing the increasing racial diversit-y of Virginia public schools 
but also noting the more than fifty years after Brown v. Board of Education. black 
students in Virginia are enrolling in schools that are inte~tsely racially and economically 
segregated), available at http://civilrightsproject.ucla.edu!research/k-12- 
educa~i~n~integrati~n-and-diversity~ni~es-t~-g~-a-rep~rt-~n-sch~-segregati~n-in- 
virginia- 1989-2010/siegel-hawley-miles-to-go-2013 .pdf. 
205 See Cashin note __ at 2033, supra. 
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Forms of Regionalism 

Two distinct doctrinal branches of regionalism exist: traditional 

regionalism and new regionalism Traditional regionalism advocates for 

the centralization or consolidation of government authority into a regional 

government.2°6 More specifically, traditional regionalism calls for 

shifting much of the power currently enj oyed by local governments into a 

regional government. 207 Traditional regionalism is rooted in skepticism 

of local government autonomy, particularly in the face of metropolitan 

fragmentation that is delineated by race and class.2°8 Advocates of 

traditional forms of regionalism believe that the centralization of 

government powers throughout metropolitan regions is necessary in order 

to eliminate distributional inequalities between local governments caused 

decentrahzatmn. They reason that a centralized by localism and 
. . 209 

regional government can operate more efficiently, has the ability to pool 

tax resources and to regulate in a manner that takes into account a region 
as a whole, not just the individual localities within a region~21° 

Traditional forms of regionalism, however, have fallen out of favor and 

are viewed as politically untenable due to their preference for centralized 
211 

government and displacement of local government autonomy. 

206 See Parlow note __ at 64, supra. 
207 See Parlow note __ at 64, supra. 
aos See H.V. Savitch and Ronald K. Vogel, Paths to New Regionalism, State and Local 

Government Review, Vol. 32, No. 3 at pp. 162 (Fall 2000 (describing traditional forms 
of regionalism as being based upon the premise that the primaly ills of local government 
stem from fragmentation). 
ao9 See Id. at 162 (noting that those in favor of consolidation or traditional regionalism 

believe that consolidation will "bring about social justice and equity bet~veen different 

{urisdictions by merging them into one grand public enterprise."). 1o See Savitch and Vogel note    at 162, supra (theorizing that centralized regional 

governments are "able to deal with segregation, income disparities and [problems 
associated with sprawl] by pooling tax-resources to build integrated housing, redistribute 
wealth and regulate land use."). Limited forms of traditional regionalism structures were 
enacted inthe 1960’s and 1970’s as part of federal grant programs involving housing, 
transportation and urban development. Specifically, federal housing and transportation 
agencies required urban metropolitan areas to form regional governing bodies that had 
central planning authority and governance responsibilities as a condition for receiving 
federal housing and transportation grants. See Lisa T. Alexander, The Promise and Perils 
of "New Regionalist" Approaches to Sustainable Communities, 38 Fordham Urb. L.J. 
629, 542-643 (2011) (describing traditional forms of regional governments that were 
enacted as a requirement for receiving federal grants for housing through the Housing 
and Urban Development Act of 1965). 
~11 See e.g., Anthony Downs, New UisionsJbr~VIetropolitan America at pp. 170 (1994) 

(arguing that regionalist proposals to completely displace suburban government are 
doomed and politically unfeasible). Some forms of traditional regionalist governments 
still do exist however but: their success in eliminating in eliminating distributional 
inequalities and creating more efficient structures of govermnent is debatable. See e.g., 
Savitch and Vogel note __ at 162, supra (describing traditional regionalism government 
structures in the form of central city consolidations that have taken place in Jacksonville, 
Florida, Indianapolis, Indiana and Nashville, Tennessee and questiouing whether or not 
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In contrast to traditional regionalism, new regionalism seeks to 
maintain existing local government structures while at the same time 
advocating for the enactment of regional governance structures that 
recognize and address the ways in which localities within a metropolitan 
region are connected,z12 The most significant difference between 

traditional regionalism and new regionalism is that new regionalism 
rej ects the idea of having classical government structures replace local 
governments.213 Instead, new regionalism proponents endorse limited 

metropolitan governance arrangements or various forms of voluntary 
214 intergovernmental cooperative agreements between local governments. 

New regionalism is seen as a preferable approach to addressing 
inequalities within metropolitan areas because it recognizes the strengths 

of powerful local governments while at the same time acknowledging the 
need for local governments to work together on some issues that impact 

I i 215 the metropolitan region as a wno~e. 

In a nutshell, the new regionalism theory" offers a middle ground 
[in] the dispute over the allocation of state and local government power" 
by recognizing the strengths and political necessity for local government 
authority while at the same time acknowledging the need for localities to 
act in concert on some occasions to increase efficiency and to eliminate 
regional inequalities.2~6 As discussed in further detail below, new 

regionalism offers promise for increasing efficiency and eliminating 
inequalities in public education.2~7 

they have actually been successful in eliminating distributional inequalities and operating 
efficiently.). 
:1~ See Parlow note __ at 64-65, supra. 
:13 As described by Savitch and Vogel note __, at 161 supra, government entails formal 

institutions and elections along with established decision-making processes and 
admiNstrative structures. Traditional regionalism favors formal government structures 
insofar as it seeks to displace local govermnents and to enact a centralized system of 
government. 
~ See Savitch and Vogel note __, at 161 supra (noting that governance structures rely on 
fl~e idea that existing institutions can be harnessed in new ways and recognizes that 
localities can enter into inter-jurisdictional agreements to provide services to one another 
without establishing a classical government structure). 
:lS See Alexander note __ at 641-643 supra (describing new rcgionalism as retreat from 

fl~e unsuccessful attempts at displacement of local government powers favored by 
traditional rcgionalism and noting that new rcgionalism instead favors promotes inter- 
local cooperative agreements and limited-purpose metropolitan governments.); Laurie 
Reynolds, Intet~overnmental Cooperation, ~deO’opolitan Equity and the New 
Regionalism, 78 Wash. L. Rev. 93, 112 (2003) (new rcgionalism "notes the repeated 
failure of local government consolidation efforts in major metropolitan areas and stresses 
file permanence of existing multi-purpose local governments."). 
~16 Reynolds note __ at 113, supra. 

:~ The new regionalism literature contains several proposed policy approaches. For 
example, the "linked functions" new regionalism policy proposal suggests that localities 
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The Justifications That Support Enacting Regionali sm In The 
General Purpose Local Government Context Apply In the 
Education Context As Well 

Supporters of regionalism, particularly new regionalism proposals, 
advance four primary justifications for enacting regional governance 
structures: (i) increasing efficiency; (ii) recognition of the economic inter- 
dependence of localities within metropolitan regions; (iii) increasing 
citizen participation and (iv) reducing inter-regional inequalities.218 These 

justifications used in support of enacting new regionalism in the general 
local government context apply with equal, if not greater force, in the 
context of public education. 

With respect to efficiency, in the general local government context, 
localism and the proliferation of independent autonomous localities 
arguably increases public infrastructure costs and creates inefficiencies.219 

Regionalism, by virtue of increasing the governance base while at the 
same time keeping the size of the base small enough to be manageable, is 
increasingly seen as a way to increase the efficiency in the provision of 
public goods.22° In the education context, increasing the territorial base of 

governance through some forms of regional governance structures could 
streamline operational expenses for neighboring school districts.2~ It 

could also result in critical information sharing between districts thereby 
triggering an efficient mechanism to "distribute intangible educational 

should enter into inter-local service agreements for discrete services such as solid-waste 
disposal or economic development that potentially have inter-jurisdictional effects. 
Similarly, the "complex networks" proposal suggests that localities should enter into a 
number of voluntary inter-local agreements in which "numerous jurisdictions with 
overlapping services...allow citizens [to] seek out the most optinral arrangement for 
[their] particular circumstance." Finally, the "multi-tiered" proposal essentially advocates 
keeping local governments in-tact but adding an additional metropolitan or regional tier 
of government provide public services that have inter-jurisdictional effects or require 
redistribution to ensure regional equity. See Savitch and Vogel note __, at 162-164. 
21~ See Reynolds note __ at 113, supra. 
219 See Briffault, Localism andRegionalism, note__ at 8, supra (suggesting that existing 

local governance system exacerbate urban sprawl by "creating a demand for expensive 
new infrastructure--highways and streets, sewage treatment facilities, fire stations, 
schools--in growing communities on the urban fringe."); 
220 See Laurie Reynolds, Local Governments and Regional Governance, 39 Urb. Law. 

483, 491 (2007) (noting that even staunch supporters of localism admit that regionalist 
governance structures would enlarge the territorial base thereby distributing 
infrastructure costs more efficiently.); Kattu3~n A. Foster, Regionalism on Purpose, 
Lincoln Institute of Land Policy (2001) (noting that by virlale of their scale regions have 
the potential to address sprawl and equily issues wrought by metropolitan fragmentation.). 
2Zl See e.g., Kiel note __ at 161 (describing how lhe in~olunta~ merger of the Memphis 

city school district and thc Shelby counly school district provided opportunit-y for costs 
savings via reducing expenses incurred by both districts and allowed for the pursuit of 
operational efficiencies.). 
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resources" such as effective teaching techniques and ways to innovate 
. ~     222 currl CUlUm. 

In terms of appropriately recognizing the inter-dependent nature of 
jurisdictions within metropolitan areas, 223economic growth within 
metropolitan regions is viewed as contingent upon the health of the 
individual cities and suburbs within the region. 224 As such, it is in the 
self-interest of poorer cities and more affluent suburbs to ensure that each 
locality is functioning well.22s This justification has particular force with 
respect to disparities in education. Education is a key driver of economic 
health and growth.226 Recent research has shown that concentrated 
poverty and low- quality public education limits economic mobility within 
metropolitan regions and has a harmful impact on the economic vitality of 
metropolitan regions as a whole.227 To the extent that regional governance 
structures can more evenly allocate public education resources to ensure 
that more students within a metropolitan region at least have access to 
high quality education, enacting regional governance structures in 
education could help to buttress the economic vitality of metropolitan 
regions. 

Further, just as proponents of localism suggest that localism 
enhances democratic values, regionalism proponents also make this 
claim.228 Proponents of regionalism suggest that because localities 
within metropolitan areas are intimately connected but locally bounded in 
terms of their authority, individuals do not have a say in addressing critical 
issues that cross boundau lines such as sprawl and economic 
development.229 Regionalism it is posited would increase democratic 

222 See M. 

223 Reynolds, Intergovernmental Cooperation, .,]Setropolitan Equi& and the New 

Regionalism, note __ at 113, supra; Briffault, Localism andRegionalism, note __ at 12, 
supra (documenting an increasing interest in regionalism due to a belief that a regionalist 
governance structures are a necessity because of the new global economy which 
primitazes the region as the unit of economic competition). 
224 See Reynolds, Local Governments and Regional Governance note __ at 491 

(documenting the "interdependence" argument in support of regionalism which finds that 
suburban economic health is co-dependent upon a strong central cily and for reasons 
therefore rooted in self-interest affluent segments of metropolitan areas should support 
regional redistribution efforts.). Griffith note __ at 512-513, supra 
225 See Griffith note __ at 51 2-5 13, supra 
226 See Camevaelle note __, supra. 
227 See Cherty et al., The kTc’o~omic Impacts ofFkgx Expenditures 

Evidence f?om £’patia~ ~ Dria~io~ A cross ti~e L~ So, ( Jub’ 201:3) (docnmeming the impacls 

spalial variation in laxes and income across metropolilan regions on economic mobilily 
and the health of metropolilan regions.), available al 
t~t{p://obsorc,fa sohaa~ardoedu/che{Iyitax...expendi ture_soi_whitepaper,pdf 
=s See BfiffaMt, Localism andRegionalism, note ~ at 21-24, supra. 

=9 See BfiffaMt, Localism andRegionalism, note ~ at 2 lsupra ( "locN issues like sprawl, 

the adequacy of local mx bases to local se~ice needs, and economic development may 
not be capable of successN1 resolution at the locN level. The indNiduN ~y have a 
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participation by "widening the scale of participation to include all of those 
affected by local actions."z3° In the education context, research has shown 

that while participation in school governance is low, participation 

increases when citizens have access to resources that enable them to 
231 actually make positive changes in school structure or governance. 

Thus, the enactment of regional governing bodies that could ensure a more 
equitable di stribution of public education resources has the potential to 
increase citizen participation.232 

Finally, one of the foremost j ustifications for enacting regionalism 
is to eliminate inequalities equity between neighboring metropolitan 
jurisdictions. Under this rationale, proponents of regionalism advise that 
localist governance structures are in many ways rooted in racism and 
intentionally perpetuate race and class based disparities.233 From this 
perspective, locali st governance structures create social and economic 
disparities between localities by, among other things, allowing localities to 
enact exclusionaw zoning policies which results in localities having 
disparate financial bases from which to draw upon.234 The social costs of 
poverty are therefore borne exclusively by poorer usually central city or 
inner-ring suburbs while more affluent typically suburban localities are 
allowed to enjoy the benefits of being geographically situated within the 
metropolitan region without absorbing any of the social costs.235 For 

larger role in the formulation of local policies, but in the metropolitan context purely 
local decisions may be powerless to solve many critical problems."). 
230 Briffault, Localism and Regionalism, note __ at 21-22, supra. 
~31 See Noguero supra note __ at 101-102 (describing how increased access to resource 

and power increase parental participation in schools). 
~3~ See Section IV, supra. 
233 See e.g., Troutt, Localism, Resegregation, And Equitable Regionalism, note __ at 

1171 (arguing that "the re-entrenchment of racial and economic segregation was 
facilitated by this countu’s legal and ideological commitment to localism" and 
advocating for regionalism in order to restore racial and economic justice.); john a. well, 
What we Need to Do About The Burbs, Colorlines (September 15, 1999) (stating that 
"today, metropolitan regions are divided racially and spatially into largely white and 
affluent suburbs and largely non-white and poor urban cenlers. These dynamics arc at 
heart of racial inequality today. If this inequality is to be effectively fought, suburban 
sprawl and political fragmentation must be combatted by movements for regional and 
metropolitan equity."), available at 

ht~p://colorlines.com/archives/1999/09/whal; we need..to_ do about_ the__burbs.html. 
23--See Georgette C. Poindexter, Towards a Legal Framework for Regional 

Redistribution of Poverty-Related Expenses, 47 Wash. U.J. Urb. & Contemp. L.3, 16-17 
1995 (describing how exclusionau zoning policies create fiscal disparities belween 
localities with the city typically having lower tax revenue available to it and higher 
spending needs in the form of social support and infrastructure that is used by city and 
suburban residents.). 
~3~ See Cashin note    at    (describing the benefits enjoyed by the "favored quarter" 

without having to absorb their fair share of the costs of poverty within the metropolitan 
area."); Poindexter note __ at 15 ("[e]xclusiona~ zoning allows municipalities to take a 
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these reasons, regionalism is seen as necessary to more fairly allocate the 

costs of metropolitan poverty and to lessen the current stark fiscal and 
social inequalities that exist between neighboring localities.236 

In the education context, the reduction of regional inequalities 
offers the most attractive rationale for enacting regionalist governance 
strictures in public education. In particular, imposing regionalist 
structures may discourage the hoarding of quality educational resources 
and instead facilitate the process of metropolitan residents recognizing the 
ways in which the health of urban schools is relevant to suburban schools 
and the overall wellbeing of the metropolitan region as a whole.237 To the 
extent that regionalist structures can increase the permeability of school 
district boundary lines and allow for a more equitable sharing of resources, 
including money, between school districts, such structures also offer hope 
for reducing the gross fiscal and academic achievement disparities 
between neighboring school districts.238 

C. Obstacles to Regionalism In Public Education 

"[A]lmost no one favors metropolitan government except a few political 
scientists and intellectuals.’’239 

While the j ustifications for enacting regionalism are plentiful, 
resistance to regionalism is strong. The primary obstacle to regionalism is 
a philosophical one: America has long been committed to decentralized 
government due to its purported benefits of enhancing democracy and 
promoting efficiency.24° This is particularly true with respect to public 
education. Calls for regionalism are routinely rejected as an infusing an 
unnecessary level of government and overriding the will of the people to 
locate themselves for governance purposes as they see fit.24~ Further, 

"free ride" on the payment of poveW-related expenditures at the expense of other 
conununities in the region."). 
~3~ See Poindexter note __ at 27-28 (advocating for direct or indirect taxation on 

suburban residents in the name of regional equity.). 
~3~ See e.g., Susan Heaton, Learning Con~nunity Nebraska Program Brings Diversity to 

Highly Segregated Public Schools, Huffington Post, (Janaury 28, 2013), available at 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/28/learning-community-nebras n 2568475.html 

(describing the benefits of the inter-district collaboration wrought by the Nebraska 
learning plan.). 
:3s See Section IV.C. inJ?a. 

239 Downs note at 70. 
:40 See Section II.B., supra. 
:~1 See e.g., Gerald E. Frug, Against Centralization, 48 Bull’. L. Rev. 31, 32-33 (2000) 
(decking calls for cenlralization in the form of regional levels of government implies a 
level of coercion and usurping of citizen choice and is therefore politically unpopular and 
impraclicable.); Richard C. Shragger, 7;~e Limits of Localism, 100 Mich. L. Rev. 371, 
425 (2001) C[a]ny proposed limiting principle on local power must differentiate between 
local decisions to exclude and local choices to instantiate a way of life, which are often 
one and the same."). 
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regionali sm proposals are al so philosophically rej ected because of fears 
that centralization of government powers will result in bureaucracy, 
particularly a loss of participatory and responsive democratic governance 
structures that localism enables.242 

In addition to philosophical resistance to regionalism, there is also 
significant political resistance to regionalism The political resistance to 
regionalism is undoubtedly intertwined with the American philosophical 
commitment to localism. To be sure, much of the political resistance to 
regionalism is rooted in self-interest.243 Residents who live in "favored 
quarters" benefit from insulating themselves from the social costs attached 
to living in a metropolitan region while at the same time benefiting from 
their geographic positioning within a metropolitan region.244 As a result, 
they fervently resist regionalist governance proposals in order to forestall a 
redistribution of resources and to protect the status quo which favors 
them 245 Similarly, people who live in the "non-favored quarter" also 
rej ects regionalism, particularly minority communities, due to a desire to 
maintain control over their own communities and fears that regionalism 
will result in them being politically usurped by people who live in more 

1    1.,. 246 affluent lOCalities. 

242 See Richard Ford ThoInpson, Beyond Regional Borders." A Partial Response to 

RichardBriffault, 48 Stan. L. Rev. 1173, 1184 (1996) (taking a position against 
centralization in the form of certain proposals for regionalis~n reasoning that "we will 
lose the opportunities for participatol?.’, or at least responsive, dmnocratic government, 
effective place based political initiatives, and civic interaction and identification with the 
public sphere. Meanwhile govermnent will become more distant, more bureaucratic and 
less responsive."); Clayton P. Gillete, Regionalization and Inter-local Bargains, 76 
N.Y.U.L. Rev. 190, 208 (2001) ("it is by no means clear that centralization translates 
into a greater likelihood that those affected will receive representation."). 
243 See e.g., Br~ffault, Localism andRegionalism, note __ at 27, supra ("the resistance to 

regionalism in the political process is largely a matter of the self-interest of those who 
benefit from the status quo, such as local elected officials, land developers, corporations 
that are the subjects of inter-local bidding, and the businesses and residents located in the 
high-tax base localities of the metropolitan area."). 
2~4 See Cashin note __ at 2030-2031 ("in most metropolitan regions the collective well- 

being of the region is not being pursued, primarily because of the aggregate spillover 
effects of local power being exercised by scores of autonomous localities, each without 
consideration of the impact of local decisions on the entire region."); Briffault, Br~ffault; 
Localism and Regionalism, note __ at 27, supra ( 
24~ See Poindexter note __ at 521 (arguing that the favored quarter embraces localism 

because it allows them to segregate themselves in small homogenous communities 
without having to pay for their lair share of the resources needed [br regional 
infrastructure and social welfare programs.). 
246 See Frug, Against Cent~’alization, note __ at 33, supra ("[m] any African-American 

mayors of declining central cities have become equally enamored of local power, 
preferring to run their cities in their own way rather than submit to centralized control."); 
Cashin, ~diddle Class Black Suburbs and the State q[Integration , note __ at 734 
CAffican-Amefican economic or fiscal sell-interest lies with integration but :for many 
black suburbanites the psychic benefits of "being with one’s own" may be worth the costs 
of segregation."). 
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In attempting to enact regionalism in public education, the greatest 
obstacles are undoubtedly the philosophical commitment to localism and 
the political resistance to regionalism. In order to muster the political will 
necessary to enact regionalism in public education, middle-class and 
suburban voters must understand how regionalism would benefit them. 
One way to cultivate the political will might be to demonstrate to suburban 
residents both the benefits of moving towards regionalist education 
structures and the perils of not doing so. 

In terms of the benefits, research suggests that the overall 
economic health of metropolitan areas suffers when the workforce within 
the area is poorly educated. In particular, crime increases as does the costs 
of social welfare programs when large blocks of students are inadequately 
educated.247 Enacting regionalist governance structures in public 

education would allow more citizens to become better educated thereby 
increasing the economic vitality of metropolitan regions as a whole and 
reducing crime and other social costs associated with an inadequate 
education.248 

Further, the problems associated with racial and economic 
segregation in the central city urban schools are steadily arising in the 
suburbs as well .249 This is the case because of demographic shifts in 

school age population, more minority parents and students residing in the 
suburbs, and an economic recession which has seen loss of jobs and tax 
base for once privileged suburban areas.2s° Thus, given that the same 

problems that plague predominately minority and poor urban districts are 
now migrating to the suburbs, it would behoove suburban residents to 
become invested in solutions that improve the lot of everyone rather than 
utilizing an exit strategy.2sl Indeed, research has shown that communities 

that embrace solutions that seek to effectively integrate an influx of 

247 See HenU M. Levin, The Social Cost qfInadequate b2ducation, The Campaign For 

Educational Equity (October 24-25, 2005) (describing the threat of inadequately 

educating children as children being are more likely to be arrested, become pregnant, use 
drags, experience violence, require public assistance, diminishment of the 
competitiveness of America’s current and l~ture workforce. And they are a civic threat, 
because our children’s overall enfranchisement--their personal stake in society--so 
clearly mirrors their educational levels.). 
248 Id. 
249 See Gary, Orfield and Erica Fmnkberg, The Resegregation of Suburban Schools: A 

Hidden Crisis in American Education, Cambridge: Harvard Education Press (2012). 
250 Id. 
2Sl Id. (noting that at some point, given the dmnograplfic shifts, exit to another localig~ 

will no longer be a viable options for middle-class white parents). 
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minority and poor students into an existing system rather than allowing 
252 white flight are able to maintain stability and cultivate student success. 

With respect to the perils, importantly a fair number of urban 
districts are in such distress that they are unable to sustain their existence 
and are either closing schools or being taken over by the state.2s3 Such 
actions by urban school districts have negative implications for the region 
as whole. For example, in Memphis, Tennessee, the Memphis schools 
went into such a state of financial distress, the Memphis city school board 
voted to voluntarily surrender their charter to the state.2s4 As a result, the 
Memphis City schools and the Shelby County schools were effectively 
dissolved into one school district,2ss ~ffectively creating a "forced" 
regional school "" ¯ " msmct. Further, state takeovers or increased state roles 
in schools have social and financial costs that are ultimately borne by all 
state taxpayers.257 These perilous examples can be used to demonstrate to 
suburban residents why adopting regionalism is in their best interest. 
Simply put, regionalism, if enacted properly, will allow them to maintain 
some of the strengths of local control of education while at the same time 
having a voice in helping to improve public education for the region as a 
whole.2s8 

252 See e.g., Heather Schwartz, Housing Policy Is School Policy, RAND Corporation 

(2010) (describing the efforts in Montgome~T Comity.’, MaDqand to successfully integrate 
an increasing number low-income and minority students into the predominately white an 
affluent school system through inclusionaly zoning programs and policies aimed at 
fostering racial and economic integration.), available at 
http:iitcf.orgiassetsidowuloadsitcf-Schwartz.pdf.; Orfield and Frankenberg, 
Resegregation of Suburban Schools, note __ supra, ("schools and 
neighborhoods.., could be strengthened and other diverse areas stabilized if meaningful 
regional policies designed to support such areas were put in place."). 
253 See e.g., Valerie Strauss, How School Closing Hurts Neighborhoods, The Washington 

Post, March 6, 2013; Issue Brief, School Closings Policy, Pacer Research for Action 
(March 2013). 
254 See Daniel Kid, Memphis Dilemma: A HagCentury of Pub#c Education Refi~rm in 

?~[emphisfrom school desegregation to consolidation, 41 U. Mem. L. Rev. 787, 824-833 
(2011). 
2s5 Kid note __., supra. 
256 See Michelle Wilde Anderson, ~/Iaking a Regional District: ~lemphis (Tily Schools 

Dissolves Into Its" Suburbs, 112 Cohim. L. Rev. Sidebar 47 (March 21, 2012) (arguing 
that the Memphis forced consolidation inlo Shelby County amounted to a forced 
regionalization of the Memphis and Shelby county school districts). 
:sv See Emily Richmond, What Would Happen If the State Took Over Your District, The 

Atlantic, (April 1, 2013) (describing the social and fiscal consequences of the increasing 
number of state takeovers of failing urban schools or increased state involvement in cities 
such as Cleveland, Detroit, and Camden) available at 
http://www.thcatlantic.com/national/archive/2013/04/what-would-happen-if-the-state- 
took-over-your-school-district/274527/. 
:ss See Section IV, supra. 
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Lastly, enacting regionalism in public education also faces the 
practical obstacle of existing state and local government law structures. 
Regional governance frameworks are not part of most state 
constitutions.259 As a result, the creation of regional governance 
frameworks would require complex reworking of and integration of 
regional frameworks into existing state legal schemes~26° In the education 
context, unlike general purpose local governments, school districts are true 
creatures &the state and are heavily regulated by the state. For example, 
states have the authority to define school district boundaries,z61 are 
responsible for financially supporting school districts,2~2 and have the 
ability to set educational policy such as curriculum standards and 
graduation requirements.263 Further, consistent with the high level of 
regulation of school districts by the state, school districts generally are not 
afforded the broad discretion &Home Rule authority that is afforded to 
general purpose local governments,z~4 Because states have plenary po~ver 
over school districts,2~5 as a matter of law, it is possible for states to enact 
regionalist frameworks to govern the dissemination of public education. 

259 See Poindexter note __ at 520-521 (describing the challenges that exist to integrating 

regional frameworks because of existing state construction and state legal regimes which 
for the most part do not contemplate regional government.) but cf Oregon State 
Constitution amended to afford Portland Metro regional govel~wnent Home Rule charter. 
See Carl Abbott and Mary Post Abbott, Metro, People, Places and Open Spaces." A 
History of Metro (May 1991), available at http:iilibrary.oregomnetro.govifilesiiabbott- 
a histo~r of metro_may_1991.pdf 
~ See Reynolds, Intergovernmental Cooperation, ~etropolitan Equip, and the New 
Re~ionalism, note __ at 119-121 (describing the existing state enabling authori~ that 
would allow for inter-municipal agreements regarding the provision of public services.); 
Poindexter note __ at 520-524("because lawmakers have not meshed metropolitan 
governments into state constitutions and legal frameworks, an attempt to fit them into the 
existing govermnent setup faces i~mumerable hurdles.). 
~ See e.g., Sherwood School Dist~ 88Jr. Wash CounO~ Educ., Service Dist., 167 Or. App. 
372, 383 (2000) (a necessary incident of the legislature’s authority to establish a uniform 
and general system of common schools is the authority to establish or change the 
boundaries of school districts.). 
~ See e.g., Butt v. State of Cal~ornia, 842 P. 2d 1240, 1249 (Cal. 1992) (finding that the 
California state legislature was required to provide financially distressed school districts 
with funds so that it would not be forced to close six weeks prior to the end of the school 
year, reasoning that the state of California "has broad responsibility to ensure basic 
educational equality under the California Constitution.’)~ 
~ See e.g., ttancock v. Commissioner c~f t~duc., 822 N.E. 2d 1134 (Mass. 2005) (finding 
that state legislation which set curriculum and established minimum standards for 
receiving a high school diploma were constitutional under Massactmsetts constitution 
education clauses). 
z6~ See Richard Briffault, 7~e Local School District in ~4merican Law, in Besieged: 
School Boards and the Future of Education Politics 24, 34 (William G. Howell ed., 2005); 
Aaron Saiger, The Last Wave: 7~e Rise of The Contingent School Dist~"ict, 84 N.C.L. 
Rev. 857, 866 (noting that school districts have no p~rallel constitutional protections such 
as the home rule protections afforded general purpose local governments). 
~5 See the text of Section II.B and the accompanying notes. 
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Existing Regionalist Frameworks" in Pub#c i*:ducation: Successes and 

Challenges 

The ideological preference for localism in public education is so 
deeply entrenched that there are few examples of regionalism in American 
public education~ In the elementary and secondary public education 
context, the closest parallels to regionalism in public education are 
voluntary choice-based inter-district desegregation plans.266 Such plans 

have been e~n~acted in eight U.S. metropolitan areas: Minneapolis, 
Minnesota;~67 Palo, Alto, California;268 Hartford, Connecticut;269 St. 
Louis, Missouri;27° Rochester, New York;271 Boston, Massachusetts; 

266 For a detailed overview of some of the more comprehensive of the vohmtary choice- 

based inter-desegregation plans "that exist, see Amy Stuart Wells, Boundary (;~ossing F~r 
Diversity, ~2qui& and A chievement: Inter-district School Desegregation and b2ducational 
Opportunif, Charles Hamilton Institule For Race and Justice, Hazard Universily 
(November 2009). 
2~7 ~eapolis Ms tl~ee large-scale multi-district collaborations: the West Metro 

Education Program (~P), the East Metro Integation District (EMID), and the 
No~hwest Sub,ban Integration School District (NWSISD). The collaboratio~ are 
authorized by Mi~mesota state law under a joint powers agreement and expanded ~ter the 
settlement of a lawsuit brought by the Mi~esota branch of the NAACP alleging that the 
~eapolis public schools were segregated by race and class and tMt the students were 
not receMng a si~Nlar education to students in neighboring districts that had fewer 
~nofities and low-income students. See Myron Offield, Regional Strategies for 
Integration of Schools and Housing Post-Parents Involved, 29 Law & Ineq. 149 (Winter 
2011). 
268 ~ 

ht~:iiwww, smcoe.k 12.ca.usiInstn~ctio~lSe~’icesDivisio~flSDiess~agesitinsley.aspx -- 
Crated by lawyers as pa~ of the 1986 settlement of a desegregation lawsuit, the Tinsley 
VoluntaD; Tramfer Program pe~ts up to 1,000 students of color from East Palo Alto’s 
Ravenswood school dist~ct to e~oll in seven nearby dist~cts: Palo Alto, Memo Park, 
Po~ola Valley, Las Lo~tas, Woodside, San Carlos and Belmont-Redwood Shores. 
269 In response to the Com~ecticut Supreme Co~’s decision in Sheffv. 0 ’;Veil, 238 Co~. 

1, 6178 A. 2d 1267 (1996), in wNch the Co~ecficut Supreme Co~ fo~d t~t poor and 
nfinofiD" public school students lind been deNed equal educational oppo~fifies, the state 
created the Ha~ord Open Choice program wlfich allows students to voluntarily transfer 
between the Ha~ford public schools and neighboring subu~an schools. The program 
also es~blished an Inter-district ~gnet school wNch es~blished 50 ~gnet schools t~t 
are open to sludents from districts tt~oughout the metropolitan region. See Robert 
Biffiflco et al., (;~n h~ter-District Choice Boost Student d chievement? The Case of 
ConnecHcut’s Inter-District ~(agnet School Program, Center For Policy Research, 
Syracuse University (2002); Casey Cobb et al., Legally Uiable Desegregation Strategies: 
The Case of Connecticut, in h~tegrating Schools In A Changing Society (edited by Efica 
Fmnkcnberg & Elizabeth DeBmy), UNC-Chapel Hill Press (2011) (analyzing 
Connecticut Inter-District and Open Choice plans ). 
~o See The U.S. Co~: of Appeals ruled in 1980 that the St. Louis Public School Board of 

Education and the State of Misso~ were responsible for maintaining a segregated school 
system. In 1981, the Appeals Court directed that a volm~laU inler-dislfict plan be worked 
out between the city and the com~ly schools. See Lidell v. Board of Education City of St. 
Louis, 693 F.2d 721(8~ Cir. 1981). There are 17 participating school districts. A 
VoluntaD" Inter-district CoorN~ting Council, wNch oversaw implementation of the 
1983 Settlement Agreement, became a non-profit co~oration in 1999, and was re~med 
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin272 and Omaha, Nebraska.273 The central goal of all 

of these programs is desegregation- namely to achieve greater levels of 
racial integration between school districts in light of the geographic limits 
placed on inter-district desegregation remedies by the Court in Mi[[iken.274 

Most of the programs consist of student transfers from city school districts 
to suburban school districts.275 Others include inter-district magnet 
schools that draw students from both city and suburban school districts.276 

All of the programs are voluntary as students must choose to enroll in 
277 them and cannot be compelled to do so. 

These regionalist-like inter-district desegregation programs have 
achieved moderate success most notably in reducing racial segregation 
between school districts and offering students access to high-performing 
suburban schools that they otherwise would not be able to attend.278 

Further, they have also succeeded in helping to close the academic 
achievement gap between minority and non-minority students enrolled in 
the programs, improved racial attitudes amongst students and parents 
within the collaborating districts, particularly white parents, and increased 

the Vohmtary Inter-district Choice Corporation (VICC). Each of the 17 participating 
districts has a vote in VICC business in proportion to the number of vohmtary transfer 
students they sel~’e. Only 3 of these 17 districts have a voting share greater than 10 
percent. See http:iiwww.choicecorp.orgiHistBack.htm. 
:71 Rochester has an urban-suburban inter-district transfer plan CUSIDP"). The USIDP 

developed as a result of a call in 1963 by New York’s Education Conm~issioner for 
districts to consider what could be done to reduce the racial imbalance and improve the 
educational opportunities for disadvantaged students. See Kara S. Finnegan, Inter- 
district Choice as a Policy Solution: Examining Rochester’s Urban-Suburban Inter- 

District Choice Policy, 

Prepared for School Choice and School Improvement: Research in State, District and 
CominuniB7 Contexts Vanderbilt University, October 25-27, 2009. 
~ See http:iilegis.wisconsin.govilrbipubsibudbriefsi99bb 18.pdf. 
~3 See Jennifer Jellison Holmc, Sarah L. Diem and Katherine Cummings Mansfield, 

Regional Coalitions and t~ducational Policy: Lessons j?om the Nebraska Learning 

Community Agreement, note __, supra (describing the Omaha, NE Learning Communit-y 

inter-district desegregation plan). 
:74 See Section II, supra. 

:Ts Amy Stuart Wells et. al., Boundary (;>ossing for Diversity, Equity and Achievement: 

h~ter-District School Desegregation and l~2ducational Opportuni&, Charles Hamilton 

Houston Institute lbr Race and Justice (November 2009). 
:7~ Amy Stuart Wells et. al., Boundary Crossingjbr Diversity, h~quity and Achievement: 
h~ter-District School Desegregation and l~2ducational Opportuni&, note __., supra. 
277 Id. 

:Ts See e.g., Myron Orfield, Regional Strategies jbr Integration of Schools and Housing 

Post-Parents Involved, 29 Law & Ineq. 149 (Winter 2011) (documenting the successes 

of the Mim~eapolis programs). 
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the likelihood that minority students would go on to obtain education 
beyond high school.279 

Nevertheless, despite their successes, as other scholars have noted, 
they also have a number of practical challenges that limit their overall 
effectiveness. First, their scope is often limited.28° They serve a small 
number of students relative to the number of students in the metropolitan 
areas in which they operate.281 They also lack governing bodies with 
proportionate representation and with the authority to make policy 
decisions beyond the desegregation goal of the districts.2~2 For example, 
the desegregation programs in Hartford, Connecticut and Minneapolis, 
Minnesota have regional governing bodies which consist of one 
representative from the participating school districts without regard for the 
size of various districts that make up the regionalist governing bodies.2~3 
The lack of proportional representation makes it likely that the interests of 
the larger districts which are typically poor and minority may not be 
adequately addressed by a regionalist governing body.2~4 

Moreover, the inter-district plans all lack comprehensive and 
effective funding schemes to address fiscal disparities between 
participating districts.2ss Instead, the inter-district plans for the most part 
rely upon voluntary funding or state per-pupil allotments that do not 
adequately address the fiscal disparities between the participating 

279 See An\y Stuart Wells et. aL, Botmda<v Crossing for Diversity, Equip’ and 

Achievement: Inter-District School Desegregation and Educational Opportunity, Charles 
Hamilton Houston Institute for Race and Justice (November 2009). 
2so See James E. Ryan and Micheal Heise, The Political Economy of School Choice, 111 

Yale L.J. 2043, 2071 (2002) (surveying the voluntary inter-district desegregation 
programs in Massachusetts, Missouri and Connecticut and positing that the programs are 
intentionally limited in scope to in order to prevent large numbers of urban students from 
transferring into the suburban districts.). 
2sl See Jellison Holme, School Diversity, School District Fragmentation, note __., supra 

at pp. 22 (noting that the only 450 students in Rochester utilized the inter-district 
desegregation pla~ 5,800 in St. Louis and 7,000 in Hartford); Casey Cobb et al., note __ 
at 134, supra (examining the Connecticut inter-district nragnet program and finding tlrat 
they provide access to less isolated learning environments ~br only a small number of 
students of color). 
282 ~5’ee Jellison Holme, School DiversiOn, School District Fragmentation, note    , supra 

at pp. 30 (acknowledging that the voluntary inter-district plans are the closest parallel to 
regionalism in public education but noting that most "have no authority beyond the inter- 
district transfer programs: they don’t address other fragmentation-related inequities, such 
as the redistribution of revenue to member districts."). 
283 See Id. all 27. 
284 ~5’ee Id. all 28. 
2s5 See Erica Frankenberg and Geneive Siegel-Hawley, Choosing Diversily: School 

Choice andRacial Inlegration in The Age ofObama, 6 Stan. J. Civ. Rts & Civ. Liberties, 
219, 23 8 (2010) (describing the funding deficiencies of most of the inter-district 
desegregation plans and noting that most have faced difficulties in funding the 
administrative and transportation costs of the programs). 
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districts.ZS6 Significantly, with the exception of an inter-di strict plan in 

Omaha, Nebraska, discussed in further detail in~a, none &the inter- 
district plans have revenue sharing plans that would require the 
redistribution of tax revenue to poorer school districts that participate in 
the inter-district programs,zs7 Finally, all of the inter-district programs are 
voluntary.288 This is the case primarily because the political will to enact 

regionalism in public education is weak at best. Thus, the few regionalist 
public governance structures that exist in public education are small in 
scope and voluntary such that they do not challenge the dominant localist 
refrain in public education. Yet the successes of the inter-district plans 
should not be minimized or overlooked and instead suggest that an 

expansion of regionalism in public education at least warrants serious 
consideration. 

IV. EQUITABLE FEDERATED REGIONALISM IN PUBLIC EI)UCATION: A 

PROPOSED FRAlX,~\VORK 

The inter-district school desegregation plans described in Section 
III provide a blue-print as to the possibilities for enacting regionalist 
governance structures in public education. However, they also provide a 
window into the challenges or limitations that exist in enacting 
regionalism in public education. This section examines what a more 
expansive system of regionalism in public education might look like. 
Using the successes and pitfalls of the inter-district desegregation plans as 
a guide, this section proposes a theoretical framework that could be 
followed in order to effectively enact regionalism in public education. 
The theoretical framework proposed by this article is entitled "Equitable 
Federated Regionalism." It borrows from principles of equitable 
regionalism and federated regionalism which are each described inf!~ct. 

The framework responds to the equity and efficiency issues that plague 
urban metropolitan areas and would be most useful when applied to the 
urban metropolitan context. 

2~6 For example, the Hartford, Connecticut CREC is by vohmta~ :funding in the form of 

state and federal grants and private thnds. In addition, local school districts become 
members of CREC with an a~mual fee of 20 cents per pupil. See 
ehttp://www.crcc.org/crec/about/index.php. See also, Jellison Holme note ___, supra at 
pp. 28 (noting that all most all of the inter-district desegregation plans lack revenue 
sharing and/or redistribution of revenue between participating school districts.). 
2~ See Jellison Holme, School Diversity, School District Fragmentation, note __ at 
pp.30, supra (describing a tax base sharing scheme in the Nebraska inter-district 
desegregation plan). See also, section IV. C., in~fka, describing in additional detail the 
Nebraska desegregation plan and tax base sharing scheme. 
2~s See Ryan and Heise note __, supra; Jellison Holme, School Diversity, School District 
Fragmentation, note __ at pp.30, supra 
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A. Equitable Regionalism 

Equitable regionalism is a form of new regionalism that responds 
to the exclusionary aspects of localism and decentralized governance 
structures--namely concentrated poverty and racial segregation.289 

Proponents of equitable regionalism suggest that the resistance to 
regionalism is a reflection of structural racism.29° In particular, they 

suggest that the "preference for localism is rooted in preserving racial 
segregation and perpetuating its corresponding economic advantages and 
disadvantages that fall mainly, but not exclusively, along racial lines." 291 

Thus, localities will not voluntarily cooperate in addressing certain issues, 
even when to do so would be in the best interest of the locality and the 
metropolitan region as a whole.29z 

For example, issues with distinct equity implications such as 
affordable housing, public housing and public education, to name a few, 
are issues that given the impact that they have on metropolitan regions as 
whole, should be amenable to regional cooperation but are not due to the 
strong preference for localism.~93 Notably however, goods with equity 

implications such as housing and education implicate private associational 
preferences. Thus, the strong ideological commitment to localism may not 
truly reflect a desire for small level government and decentralization but 
might instead be a reflection of a strong resistance to racial and economic 
integration.294 Indeed, as suggested by Gregory Wheir’s boundary 

recruitment theory, to the extent that boundary lines have social meaning 
and help people realize particular racialized preferences, regionalism 

295 disrupts those preterences. People are therefore unlikely to voluntarily 
agree to engage in regionalism, particularly in areas such as housing and 
education where regionalism may result in racial and economic integration. 

2~9 See David Tmutt, Katrina’s Window: Localism, Resegregation, And Equitable 

Reg~ionalism, 55 Buff. L. Rev. 1109, 1172 (2008). 
290 See David Troutt, Localism and Segregation, 16-Sum J. Affordable Housing and 

Communi~ Dev. L. 323 (2007). 
29~ Id. at 325. See also Richard Briffault, Localism andReg~ionalism, 48 Buff. Law. Rev. 

1, 27 (2000) (describing the preference for localism and ardent resistance to localism in 
most metropolitan areas as a fimction of self-interests, namely preserving existing 
political control over resources and shielding wealthier localities from having to share 
responsibility in providing for the needs of the socio-economically disadvantaged in 
poorer localities."). 
~92 Troutt, Localism and Segregation, note __ at 337 (arguing that the "legal and 

political deference to [localism], permits self-interested, irrational, and inefficient 
preferences to flourish at the expense of regions, cities, and impoverished minority 
commur~ities within them."). 
~93 See Troutt, Localism, Resegregation, And Equitable Regionalism, note __ at 1172, 

supra ( citing affordable and public honsing, revenue sharing and density control as 
examples of issues that should be snsceptible to regional cooperation but that are not dne 
to localist opposition.). 
:94Id. at 1172. 
~9~ See Section I.A. (ii) supra. 
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Thus, rather than relying upon organic voluntary cooperation, 
equitable regionalism proposes that states enact legislation to facilitate 
cooperation between localities on issues that are unlikely to otherwise net 
voluntary cooperation between localities.2% Equitable regionalists 
envision such state legislation taking many forms including compelling 
....... 297 ~nter-local cooperation or merely ~ncent~vlzlng cooperation. The key is 
the involvement of the state in facilitating cooperation between localities 
rather than leaving it to localities themselves to come together to address 
issues that impact the region as a whole. 

In the case of public education, education is undoubtedly an area in 
which there are immense equity concerns about the ways in which public 
education is disseminated throughout metropolitan regions but in which 
there is immense opposition to changing the localist governance structures 
inherent in public education.29s Scholars and policymakers with 

experience in both voluntary and involuntary coordination between school 
districts, particularly urban and suburban districts, note that state 
leadership is a critical component to the success of any attempt to enact 
regionalism in public education.299 Given the weaknesses inherent in 

voluntary attempts at enacting regionalism in public education, in some 
instances, states should enact legislation mandating regionalism or 
cooperation between neighboring school districts. The Nebraska Learning 
Community Legislation described in Section IV, infra provides a good 
example of the type of state legislation mandating regional cooperati on 

between school districts that has to date been successful. 

While mandatory legislation undoubtedly faces numerous political 
obstacles that may in some instances prove insurmountable, an alternative 
to mandatory legislation in those instances would be for states to enact 
legislation that includes incentives for regional coordination between 
school districts so as to essentially coerce cooperation between school 

296 Id. at 1173 ("equitable regionalism is a principle of local government law re:form by 

wtfich states enact legislation to compel inter-local cooperation where equity, and often 
efficiency, demand it."). 
29~ Id. at 1173 ("[t]he principle may take many forms, :from top-down to bolt:ore-up, 

voluntary and compulsory, population cutoffs--or locality size--for participation 
requirements, commission-driven, and/or legislative."). 
29s See Section II.C., supra. 
299 See Kiel supra, note __ at 17 (describing the merger of the urban Memphis school 

district: and urban Shelby County school district and how the state’s role can either assist 
or undermine regional efforts); McDermott supra, note __ (suggesting that instead of 
purely localist systems of public education distribution, the state should be responsible 
for maintaining equity in public education with assistance from regional organizations.). 
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districts.3°° For example, several states have adopted financial incentive 
programs to reward teachers and students for academic performance with 
moderate success.3°1 Similar financial incentive programs could be 
adopted via state legislation to encourage school districts to participate in 
regional plans that coordinate actions between school districts on key 
issues such as student enrollment. 

Further, the content of such state legislation mandating or 
incentivizing cooperation between neighboring school districts should 
broadly speaking include the following four types of provisions: first, 
legislation should define a geographic region in which cooperation 
between school districts within that region will be required or encouraged. 
The process of defining the region should not be static but should instead 
take into account the geographic proximity of localities within the region 
and the ways in which they are socially and economically inter- 
dependent.3°2 One suggestion for defining the region is to adopt the 
definition of the metropolitan statistical area ("MSA") set forth by the U.S. 
Census Bureau.3°3 While such a definition ~vould not work in all cases,3°4 
it could work in many cases and is an easily definable parameter. 

300 In terms of incentivizing regfiollal cooperation, one potential effective incentive could 

come by way of the federal government rather than the state government. In the words of 
education professor Jennifer Jellison-Holme: 

One possible source for incentives could be the federal goverurnent, which is 
currently using an incentive-based approach to stimulating educational reform in 
stales and districts through "the Race to the Top and Investing in I~movation programs. 
The federal government may also consider providing some exemptions to--or special 
provisions in-- federal accountability requirements as an incentive for greater 
cooperation to improve cross-district diversity. 

301 See generally, Eric A. Hanushek, Outcomes, Costs, and Incentives in Schools, in 

Improving America’s Schools: The Role Of Incentives 29, 31 (Eric A. Hanushek & Dale 
W. Jorgenson eds., 1996). 

302 
See e.g., Gerald E. Frog, Beyond Regional Government, 115 Harv. L. Rev. 1763, 

1834-1835 (2002) (commenting that the definition of a region lbr purposes of 
establishing any type of regional should accommodate as many of those affected by 
regional decisions as possible.). 
303 ~,~oe U.S. Census Bureau definition of metropolitan statistical area, supra note __ 
304 In some cases "the MSA used by the U.S. Census Bureau encompasses portions of 

several states. For example the Washington D.C. MSA used by the U.S. Census Bureau 
encompasses Washington D.C. and parts of Virginia, Maryland and West Virginia. See 
Washington DC Economic MSA, available at 
http://www.census.gov/econ/census/snapshots_center/dc.html. In such a case, the MSA 
would not provide a usefM guideline for establishing a region for purposes of :facilitating 
regional cooperation amongst school districts. Instead, a more flexible definition that 
takes into account geographic proximi~ and practical interactions between the localities 
should be adopted. 
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Second, the legislation should include provisions that increase the 
permeability of school district boundary lines so that students are not 
limited to only attending schools in their school district. Increasing the 
permeability of school district boundary lines must be a critical component 
of any plan to enact regionalism public education.3°s One of the most 

detrimental impacts of the strong preference for localism in public 
education is the way in which it legally perpetuates racial and economic 
segregation in schools.3°6 Legislation that requires school districts within 

a defined region to engage in regionalist mobility strategies like the 
voluntmy inter-district student assignment plans or strategically sited 
magnet schools like that plans already in existence in places like 
Connecticut and Minnesota would be one way to increase the permeability 
of school district boundary lines)°7 School district boundary permeability 

could also be increased if legislation required school districts within the 
region to enact open enrollment across all of the districts within the 
defined region, meaning that a student is entitled to enroll in any school 
district vdthin the metropolitan region. 

In addition, in order to ensuring that schools within a metropolitan 
region at least work towards achieving diversity, the legislation should 
require that there be regional diversity goals that the school district 
members of the region collectively meet. Of course, in keeping with the 
Supreme Court’s admonition in Parents Involved in Community Schools v. 

Seattle School District No. 1 that school districts look to race-neutral 
alternatives to obtaining diversity3°8, any such diversity goals should be 

broadly defined to focus on race-neutral factors that have proven effective 
in increasing racial and economic diversity. Such factors might include 
geography and class in the form of preferences for students seeking to 
transfer from a high poverty urban school district to a low poverty 
suburban school district and vice-versa. 

Finally, the legislation should require resource-sharing between 
school districts in the form of a tax base sharing plan in order to 
ameliorate the fiscal disparities in public education caused by tax base 
inequality.3°9 The specifics of any tax base sharing plan would be limited 

by the strictures of state laws pertaining to school finance. Nevertheless, 
funds from the tax base sharing plan should then be redistributed on a 
needs basis so that poorer school districts within the region can improve 
their schools via an "in-place" strategy. 

305 See Wilson, note __ supra. 
306 See Section II.D., supra. 
3o7 See e.g., the discussion on the Nebraska Learning Community in Section IV.B.,infra. 
3os 551 U.S. 701,733-35 (2007) (finding two voluntary school district desegregation plan 
tmconstitutional where the school districts failed to demonstrate that they made a good 
faith effort to use race neutral altenmtives to obtaining diversity.’.). 
309 Sgg e.g., the discussion on the Nebraska Learning Cormnunity in Section IV.B.,mfra. 
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Federated Regiona#sm in Pub#c Education 

Just as predominately white and affluent localities remain resistant 
to regionalist solutions, many poor, predominately minority localities 
resist regionalist solutions as well.31° Minority resistance to regionalism is 

primarily rooted in fears that regional governance structures will result in 
cultural dilution and loss of political power.31~ With respect to cultural 

dilution, many regional proposals advance mobility strategies aimed at de- 
concentrating minority populations so as to move them towards housing, 
job or education opportunities and to remove the geographic barriers to 
opportunity.~2 Mobility strategies are seen as culturally diluting because 

they require assimilation on the part of minorities without a reciprocal 

embrace of minority cultures and values b3y~predominately white 
communities to ~vhich they are dispersed. 

Regional mobility strategies are also viewed as potentially diluting 
minority political power because they often disperse minorities throughout 
the metropolitan region.~14 Further, even when regionalism does not 

encompass a mobility strategy and instead incorporates a regional 
governance structure of some sort, there is fear that the regional 
governance structure will not be responsive to the needs of minority 
communities~5 Thus, many minority communities reject regionalism, 

particularly regionalist proposals that call for mobility and instead 

advocate for "in-place" strategies that focus on bringing more resources to 

31~ See john a. powell, Addressing Regional Dilemmas jbr Minority Communities, at 228- 

229 in Reflections on Regionalism, edited by Bruce Katz, Brooldngs Institution Press 
(2000) (detailing minority resistance to regionalism and noting tlrat despite the potential 
economic benefits of regionalism, "given the histol3~ of urban renewal and racism in 
general there is a strong concern that regionalism would deal with concentrated poverty 
by dispersing the inner-ci~ minority conununi~.’). 
~ Id. at 229-230 
~ See e.g., Wilson note __ supra (proposing a regional mobility strateg3~ through the No 
Child Left Behind Act public choice provision to allow urban minority students to cross 
jurisdictional boundary lines to enroll in high performing schools); Debray and Erica 
Frankenberg, hole __at pp. 281 supra (proposing increasing federal housing voucher 
program to de-concentrate residential poverty and segregation in urban are~s~); Mark 
Shroder, ~v[oving to Opportunity: ~n Experiment in Social and Geographic Mobility, 
Ci.tvscape Vol. 5, No. 2, Housing Policy in the New Mille~mium (2001), pp. 57- 
67Research (2001) (describing a Housing and Urban Development CHUD’) program 
which enables low-income individuals who receive public assistance in housing to hattie 
portable vouchers which allows them to move to middle-class neighborhoods throughout 
metropolitan ~reas.). 
31~ See powell, nole    ~ddressing Regional Dilemmasfi)r ~Iinority Communities, at 230, 

supra (arguing that integration through regional mobility programs can fragment a 
minority community by requiring assimilation and dilution of minority culture and 
values.). 
314Id. at 230 
315 Id. at 231. 
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minority communities without dispersing minority community 
members.316 

Federated regionalism is advanced as an appropriate framework to 
address these concerns. The quintessential feature of the framework is 
that it integrates regional cooperation while at the same time preserving 
local autonomy.3J7 Under a federated regionalism scheme, "a regional 

authority controls access to the opportunities that have regional 
dimensions," but local authorities control other matters, particularly those 
that call for political and cultural empowerment.’’318 Put another way, a 

new level of regional government is added to metropolitan regions and 
acts to supplement rather than supplant local governments. 

Examples of federated reuionalism in action include the regional 
¯ ~19           320 

governing bodies m Mmneapohs and Portland which allow- for 

regional policymaking and planning on important issues that transcend 

local boarders such as housing, transportation and land-use planning, 

while at the same time keeping power vested in local governments to deal 

with local matters and implementation of regional goals.32~ In addition, 

another example of federated regionalism in practice is the tax base 

sharing plan in Minneapolis, Minnesota that requires localities within the 

Twin Cities to contribute forty percent of their commercial-industrial tax 

316 ]d. at 233. 
317 ]d. at 232 ("federated regionalism requires entities within a lnetropolitan region to 

cooperate on some levels and leaves them relatively autonomous on others."). 
318 Id. at 232. 
319 The Minnesota state legislature e~kacted a regional governing body" for the Twin Cities, 

known as the Metropolitan Council ("Met Council"). The Met Council is empowered to 
review all comprehensive plans of localities within the seven county Twin Cities area 
ensure that~ they conformto regional goals. See Minn. Slat. Ann. § § 473.:t73 (20:t2) 
("[t]he council shall review all proposed matters of metropolitan significance to be 
undertaken by any private organization, independent commission, board or agency, local 
governmental unit, or any state agency."). 
3~0 The Oregon slate legislature in conjunction with local referenda created the Portland 

Metro CMetro") which is a regional government that covers three counties and twenty 
four municipalities. The Metro has responsibilily l~br planning, policy making, and public 
service provision on a regional level. See Oregon Stat. Ann. § 197.005 (2012) 
(establishing the Metro). See also 
http://www.orcgonmetro.gov/indcx.cfm/go/by.web/id=24201 (describing the Metro as an 
elecled regional government that: "Sel~es more than 1.5 million residents in Clackamas, 
Multnomah and Washington counties and the 25 cities in the Portland region."); David 
Rusk, Growth Ma~kagement: The Core Regional Issue, in Reflections on Regionalism 78, 
99-100 (Bruce Katz ed., Brookings Inst. Press 2000) (describing the Metro regional 
govermnent.). 
3~1 Powell note __ at 241-242, supra. 
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revenues to a regional fund.322 The proceeds from the fund are distributed 
across the region on according to need.323 

In addition to seeking to balance local autonomy and regional 
interests, an effective system of federated regionalism should have voting 
schemes that allow for representatives to the regional layer of government 
to be elected through a cumulative voting model.324 Such a model would 
allow minorities to preserve the strength of their voting block without 
requiring them to remain geographically static.325 Thus, under a system 
of federated regionalism, minorities could chose to remain in their 
neighborhoods and still have access to regional power and resources 
because of the regional level of government that would exist. Conversely, 
they could also relocate to another locality within the region but with the 
aid of a cumulative voting system, without risking political dilution.326 

In the case of public education, federated regionalism should be 
enacted in the sense that a regional governing body should be constructed 
that coordinates activities between all of the school districts within a 
metropolitan region. Significantly, the regional body should be directly 
elected through means such as a cumulative voting system that would 
increase the likelihood of significant minority representation in the 
regional governing body. 327 

The regional governing body could have policy making authority 
regarding issues such as school diversity, the use of funds obtained from a 
tax-sharing plan and educational programming aimed at reducing 

322 See The Metropolitan Fiscal Disparities Act, Minn. Stat. Ann. 473F.01 (2012). 

3~3 See Myron Orfield and Nicole Wallace, The Minnesota Fiscal Disparities Act of 19 71: 

The Twin Cities Struggle and Blueprint for Regional Cooperation, 33 Will. Mitchell L. 

Rev. 591,592 (under the tax sharing plark [m] unicipalities are assigned a portion of [the 
regional pool] based on population and the ratio of the total market value of prope~ per 
capita in the jurisdiction to the average market value of property per capita in the region. 
The formula assigns a share of the pool that is greater than a locality’s population 
proportion to municipalities with lower-than-average market value per capita; whereas 
high-market-value localities receive a lower porlion than their population share."). 
324 

3~ Id. at 233. For an ovel~qew of the ways in which cumulative voting schemes help to 

enhance minority voting slrength See generally, Lani Gulnier, Group Representation and 
Race Conscious Distinctions." A Case oj’The Emperor’s Clothes, 71 Tex. Law Rev. 1589, 

1632-1633 C[u]nder a modified at-large system [of cumulative voting], each voter is 
given the same number of votes as open seats, and the voter may plump or cumulate her 
votes to reflect the intensity of her preferences. Depending on lhe exclusion threshold, 
politically cohesive minority groups are assured representation if they vote 
strategicalb~.’’). 
3z~ Notabb~ however, the effectiveness of cunmlative voting in ensuring that minority 

political power is not diluting presumes cohesion of interests amongst minorily groups. 
See Guinier note __ at 1633, supra. 
327 ~ee Jellison Hohne, School Diversi~’, School District Fragmentation,~ ~ ~ note               __,    supra. 
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achievement gaps within the metropolitan area.328 Importantly, a 
federated system of regionalism in public education would allow school 
districts to retain significant autonomy over critical issues such as the day 
to day operations of the school district (e.g., the school district budget, 
inter-district student assignment, school activities and curriculum).329 At 
the same time however, the existence of a regional governing body that 
had poli cymaking authority to address issues of regional diversity in 
schools and distribution of funds received from a tax-base sharing plan, 
could ensure that students who would otherwise be confined to school 
districts with concentrated racial segregation and poverty have the 
opportunity to access a high quality school. 

Equitable Federated Regiona#sm in Practice." What It Should Look 
Like 

As noted by education scholar Jennifer Jellison-Holme, a modern 
day example of a system of regional governance that incorporates 
federated regionalism exists in Omaha, Nebraska.33° A closer viewing of 
the program also demonstrates that it also incorporates equitable 
regionalism. Thus, the Omaha, Nebraska plan is worth highlighting as an 
example of how federated regionalism might work in practice. 

The Omaha, Nebraska Metro Area Learning Community 
("Learning Community") was created "in an effort to resolve educational 
and boundary issues among several school districts in the Omaha 
metropolitan area.’’331 It contains three central elements that exhibit the 

promise of regionalism in public education and more or less demonstrates 
what this Article’s proposed Equitable Federated Regionalism could look 

like. 

1 . I ,.    332 First, it was created by Nebraska state ~egls~anon. Because the 
state mandated the regional efforts, school districts in the Omaha 
metropolitan area are required to participate in the Learning Community 

32~ See Jellison Holme, School Diversity, Schoo! District Fragmentation, supra note __ at 
329 Id. at 
330 lid. at 

331 ~,~oe http://www.governor.nebraska.gov/ncws/2007_05/24_lear~fing.html. The 

legislation was a 
332 ~,~oe Neb. Rev. St. 79-2102 ("A learning community shall be established :for each city 

of the metropolitan class and shall include all school districts for which the principal 
office of the school district is located in the county where lhe city of the metropolitan 
class is located and all school districts for which thc principal office of thc school district 
is located in a county that has a contiguous border of at least five riffles in the aggregate 
with such city of the metropolitan class."). Notabb; the legislation was enacted after the 
Onmha Public School System COPSS") threatened to utilize a statute that allowed OPSS 
to anncx suburban school districts. As a compromise and in lieu of OPSS utilization thc 
annexation provisiork the Nebraska state legislature enacting legislation creating the 
Learning Cormnunity. See Jellison Holme et al., supra note __ at 155. 
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thereby increasing the scope of the program. Moreover, the legislation 
created a regional governance council called the Learning Community 
Coordinating Council ("LCCC"). 333 The LCCC encompasses eleven 
school districts across two counties.334 Significantly, LCCC consists of a 
twenty one member board of individuals who are directly elected.335 
Twelve members of the LCCC are elected through a through "limited 
voting designed to increase minority representation." 336 Six members are 
elected through a caucus of school board members and represent the 
interests of local school boards.337 The final three members are appointed 
by school boards of any districts that fail to win a seat through the election 
or caucus process.338 This proportional voting scheme, along with the 
allowance for direct representation, at least offers the promise that 
minority voices will be represented on the regional governance council 
which addresses the potential concern for political and cultural dilution 
that regionalism often evinces with minority communities. 

Second, the legislation created a mandatory tax-base sharing plan 
for the eleven school districts within the Learning Community.339 A levy 
is assessed across the property tax of all eleven school districts.34° The 
funds from the levy are then redistributed to individual school districts 
based upon their level of need according to a formula generated by the 
state.341 Notably, the tax-sharing plan was subject to much political 
resistance and ultimately a legal challenge. Nevertheless, the legal 
challenges to the tax-base sharing plan were not sustained342 and despite 
political opposition, the tax-sharing plan was recently reauthorized by the 
Nebraska state legislature in 2013.343 

333 See Jellison Holme, School District Diversity, note __ at 30, supra. 

334 ]d. 

33s See Neb. Rev. St. 32-546.01(Each learning communi~7 shall be governed by a learning 

conununity coordinating council consisting of eighteen voting members, with twelve 
members elected on a nonpartisan ballot from six numbered sub-council districts .... and 
with six members appointed from such sub-council districts pursuant to this section."). 
336 

337 ]d. 

338 See Jellison Holme, School District Diversity, note __ at 153, supra 

339 See Neb. Rev. St. 79-2104 (as amended by 2013 :Vebraska Laws L.B. 585) (gives the 

(Gives cording council the authority to levy a common le~T for the general funds of 
member school districts; le~T for early childhood education programs for children in 
poverty; adopt, approve, and implement a diversity plan which shall include open 
enrollment.); Neb. Rev. St. 77-3342 (b) ("for each fiscal year, learning communities may 
le~T a maximum levy for the general fund budgets of member school districts of ninety- 
five cents per one hundred dollars of taxable valuation of property subject to the levy."). 
340 

341 

342 See Sarpy County Farm Bureau v. Learning Community oj’Douglass and Sarpy 

Counties, 283 Neb. 212, 808 N.W. 2d 598 (2012). 
343 See Nebraska Legislative Bill 58, available at 

http :iinebraskalegislature. goviFloorDocsi 10 3 iPDFiIntroiLB 5 8 5. pdf. 
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Finally, and significantly, the legislation requires the learning 
community to create a desegregation plan to ensure socio-economic and 
racial diversity across the eleven school district boundary- lines.344 

Students may attend schools within the Learning Community across 
school district boundary lines and transportation is provided in most 
instances)4s This ensures that school district boundary lines are 

permeable and gives students who would otherwise be denied access to 
high quality educational opportunities)46 

V. CONCLUSION 

The combination of metropolitan fragmentation and localism 
creates race and class based disparities between neighboring localities 
within metropolitan areas. Because school district boundary lines are 
drawn so that students go to school where they live, localism and 
fragmentation create similar race and class based segregation and 
inequality between neighboring school districts. 

In this Article I have argued that in order to ameliorate the race and 
class based disparities between neighboring school districts caused by 
metropolitan fragmentation and localism, some forms of regionalism 
should be applied to public education governance structures. Given the 
equity issues present in public education, the Article specifically suggests 
that equitable regionalism, or regionalism in which the state requires or 
heavily incentivizes cooperation between local school districts, is 
necessary. The Article further suggests that any such legislation should 
include provisions that require or encourage school district within 
metropolitan regions to adopt enrollment plans that allow students within 
metropolitan regions to cross school district boundary lines to attend 
school. The Article also proposes that school districts within metropolitan 
regions be required or encouraged to share financial resources through the 
enactment of a regional tax base sharing plan. 

Finally, the Article recommends that elements of federated 
regionalism also be incorporated into public education governance 
structures. Incorporating elements of federated regionalism would consist 
of putting in place a school district regional governing body that is directly 
elected through some form of proportional voting. The school district 
regional governing body would not displace local school districts, rather 
the governing body would supplement local school districts by having 
policy making authority to address regional equity issues such as regional 
diversity in schools and the sharing of resources. Enacting a combination 
of equitable and federated regionalism, or what this Article calls 

344 See Neb. Rcv. St. 79-2102. 
345 

346 
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~’equitable federated regionalism," would ensure that poor minority 
parents like Ms. Williams-Bolar would be able to obtain access to a high 
quality education for their children without having to violate the law- and 

become felons in order to do so. 
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For the first time, there is universal consensus that athletes who are diagnosed with concussion must not return to play or 

practice that day, and must receive clearance from a clinician with concussion experience before returning to play. While this 

consensus seemingly provides a concrete plan when an athlete suffers a concussion, there are no objective biomarkers to 

diagnose concussion. Thus, concussion remains a clinical diagnosis based on subjective symptoms coupled with physical 

exam findings and ancillary test results. ~A~.~!f~):£.[.~ 

Combine proper nutrition with physical training, conditioning, mental preparation, optimal sleep habits and commitment, and 

athletes are well on their way to successful careers. However, with a multi-billion dollar dietary supplement industry marketing 

new specialized sports nutrition products, many student-athletes fall prey to choosing dietary supplement products over whole 

f°°ds a n d flu ida ~A~"~:#~’?~;! [}~ill     ] 

On the first day of practice after a summer break, 41 members of a Division I swim team 

unknowingly began a series of intense physical exertions before their usual two hours of 

swimming. The drill was to complete as many push-ups as possible in one minute, followed by as 

many body squats as possible in one minute, with the sequence repeated for 10 minutes Other 

upper body workouts continued on the second and third days, along with swim practice Starting on 

the second day and continuing on subsequent days, several swimmers [] men and women [] were 

sub ected to severe pa n, swe ng, mtedmotonofthetrcepsandpectora muscesanddark 

urine All were hospitalized. All went home in three to six days as their symptoms subsided, and all 

returned to college swimming .~.,~.~..~.9~’:&..~. 

Recognizing that the success of injury surveillance programs would not be possible without athletic trainers, the Datalys Center 

has initiated several programs to thank athletic trainers for their decades of support in the prevention of injuries through 

participation in injury surveillance. ~.~9~.~:!2~.¢.~... 

While some athletes may need specific dietary 

supplements to meet nutrient needs, most athletes on a 

balanced diet consume more than adequate nutrients. 

Athletes interested in dietary supplements need to be 

aware that the risk of contamination and poor 

manufacturing practices increase the chance of 

inadvertently putting your eligibility at risk by consuming 

banned supplements. To better understand dietary 

supplements, click the image. 
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educational module for student-athletes The NCAA Sport Science 
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[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted September 12, 2013, 3:41 P.M. ET 

A San Francisco federal judge Sept. 12 said the financial industry will likely lose its challenge 
of a plan by Richmond, Calif., to use eminent domain to force mortgage holders to sell the city 
underwater notes at fair market value (Bank of New York Mellon v. City of Richmond, Calif., 
N.D. Cal., No. 3:13-cv-03664, hearing 9/12/:!.3; Wells Fargo Bank, NA v. City of Richmond, 

Calif., N.D. Cal., No. 3:13-cv-03663, hearing 9/9/13). 

Judge Charles Breyer, U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, said after 
nearly an hour-long hearing that he is sympathetic to the banks’ concerns, yet there is no 
imminent harm from the city’s plan that has not yet been implemented,(101 BBR 264, 8/13/13) 

and thus a challenge is not ripe. 

Breyer told the parties to file supplemental briefs by 5 p.m. Sept. 13 and he will rule Sept. 16, 
" "with the understanding that I do so find it is not ripe for determination.@ The question then 
becomes what is the appropriate procedure for the court to follow and whether to dismiss or 

stay the case, he said. 

Richmond on July 31 sent letters to 32 mortgage servicers and securitization trustees that 
offered to purchase from them about 625 mortgages, which the city and its partners would 
then refinance in part to reduce borrowers’ costs. If the servicers refuse to sell the mortgages 
to the city, Richmond said it is prepared to take them by using its eminent-domain authority 

(101 BBR 264, 8/13/13). 

All of those offers were rejected, said John C. Ertman, a partner with Ropes & Gray LLP 

representing Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. 

Wells Fargo, Deutsche Bank National Trust Co., BNY Mellon and Wilmington Trust Co. sought a 
preliminary injunction to prevent the city from proceeding with the program. Richmond is 
seeking dismissal for lack of jurisdiction and challenging the lawsuits as strategic lawsuits 

against public participation. 

Breyer told the attorneys he agreed with Richmond’s counsel that " "T must dismiss~, and is 
giving both sides an opportunity to file supplemental statements, warning, " "~ don’t need a 

magnum opus on this.@ 
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Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 
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TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

IBo.ian,gles’ C~O to retire 

Charlotte-based Bojangles’ Restaurants CEO Randy 

Kibler will retire when a replacement for him is found, 

the company said Thursday. 

Harris Teeter, Bi-Lo purchase Pigg~y 

~ocations 

Bi-Lo and Matthews-based Harris Teeter dig the pig. 

Char~otte~area foreclosure filings decline 

August was the third month in a row that the Charlotte 

area showed year-over-year declines in foreclosure 

activity, RealtyT~c said. 

Heads of US exchanges agree to steps on 

The heads of U.S. securities exchanges have agreed 

to pursue changes intended to limit technical 

breakdowns and better manage those that occur. 

Housing could sputter when Fed takes foot off 

economy’s gas 

The Federal Reserve could begin withdrawing 

unconventional life support for the US. economy as 

early as next week It raises questions anew, 

especially for the housing sector, about what 

happens when an era of cheap borrowing costs 

comes to a close .. 

Computer ~pgrades cut 

The number of Americans seeking 

unemployment benefits 

plummeted last week 31,000 to a 

seasonally adjusted 292,000. But 

the drop was mostly because .. 

Verizon $49B bond sa~e is biggest in history 

Verizon raised $49 billion on Wednesday in the 

largest corporate bond deal ever. 

Airlines say U,S, case against merger is 

flawed 

American Airlines and US Airways say the 

government’s opposition to their planned merger 

show’s that it doesn’t understand the airline industry. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Trotter Files tbr IPO 

Tu,itter Files 

Twitter said it has confidentially submitted an S-1 farm to the Securities and Exchange 

Commission to begin the process for an initial public offering. In a tweet, the San 

Francisco-based microblogging service wrote, "We’ve confidentially submitted an S-1 to 

the SEC for a planned IPO. This Tweet does not constitute an offer of any securities for 

sale." 

A securities rule change put in place last year allows companies with less than $1 billion in 

annual revenue to file initial IPO paperwork confidentially. The advantage for companies is 

that they can keep their financial results secret until they are closer to pitching their stock 

to investors. Some startup advisers say the confidential IPO option is making some young 

companies more willing to accelerate IPO plans. 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 
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~i Free Download | 
iiiiiii"The Challenge of8oilerp~ate" : J 

3otwell, Forthcoming 

ROB:IN ~RADL~Y KAR, University of Illinois College of Law 

Email: rkr@law,illinois,edu 

Although Margaret Jane Radin is perhaps best known for her work in property theory, she has recently been focusing her formidable intellect on 
questions of contract. Boilerplate reflects her first book length treatment of these topics, and there is much to like about this book. This review 
focuses on one contribution that the book makes to normative jurisprudence, which is to clarify the centrality, pervasiveness (and perhaps even 
inescapability) of a specific problem for modern contract theory. The problem involves what I like to call a generalized lack of theory-to-world fit: if 
Radin’s arguments are valid, then a very broad range of modern contract theories are addressing the wrong subject matter, given the way that 
contracts increasingly work in the modern world. 

The challenge that boilerplate thus poses to a broad range of normative contract theories -- including economic theories -- is much deeper than 
typically recognized. 

iiiiiii"l~e~ectinq the Right to Istersatio8al Arbitr~tio8 on Domestic Public Policy Grounds - The Case o1~ Tethyan Copper Co~pasy in PakistaW’ 

Free Dowo,ood 

~FA~NAL DAUDIPOTA, Advocate High Court 

Email: daudpota@hotmail.com 

On 10 May 2013, the Supreme Cour~ of Pakistan issued its consolidated judgment with reasons, in a high stakes litigation involving a provincial 

government and Tethyan Copper Company, whereby it declared the so-called "Chagai Hills Exploration Joint Venture Agreement" (CHEJVA), as 
illegal - being against public policy under the Pakistan’s domestic law. Consequently the Supreme Court also, in effect, ruled that the contractual 

right to invoke international arbitration pursuant to CHEJVA could also not be respected in Pakistan. 

This paper analyzes the judgment as to its findings in respect of the right to international arbitration as against domestic public policy 
understanding in Pakistan. 

iiiiiii"Unauthorize~l Dispositions of Trust Property: Tracing in Quebec Law" ::~:: Free Download 

Law Journal, ~bPthcoming 

L~ON~L S~ITH, McGill University - Faculty of Law - PauI-Andr~ Cr~peau Centre for Private and Comparative Law 

Email: lionel.smith @ mcgill,ca 



The Quebec trust, which forms part of a civilian conception of the way that rights are held in private law, has a very different conceptual structure 

from the common law trust. This article examines whether the Quebec law of trusts can permit specific claims to the traceable proceeds of trust 
property that has been wrongfully alienated by a trustee. It argues that it can do so, using the civilian concept of real subrogation. 

ANDRI~A ~, BOYAC~<, Washburn University - School of Law 

Email: aboyack@gpqail,com 

The Three and a Half Minute Transaction: Boilerplate and the Limits of Contractual Design, by Mitu Gulati and Robert E. Scott, is a cautionary tale 
about modern legal practice where the protagonist is the standard sovereign debt contract. The book discloses an undeniable flaw in sovereign 
bond boilerplate (the widely used pad passu clause) that, in spite of expensive, sophisticated lawyering, perpetuates a risky disconnect between 
party intent and contract terms. The fact that boilerplate terms persist even in elite sovereign-lending practices suggests that the problem of over- 
reliance on standard form language is ubiquitous.When contract terms diverge from client risk management and intent, lawyers have neither 
provided clients proper representation nor justified theh" fees. 

Situated in the context of sovereign debt failures and a profession at the crossroads, the authors’ engaging book sounds a well-researched wake- 
up call to the law. 

This review explains the context of their study and then builds upon their findings. This review explores two questions suggested but not 
addressed in The Three and a Half Minute Transaction, namely: What does boilerplate stickiness reveal about the continuing validity of certain 
contract law doctrines, and what does it suggest for the evolving role of the modern transactional attorney? The conclusion on both accounts is 
that transactional law practice requires a systemic overhaul, re-focusing lawyerly attention from bulk production of contracts to innovations in 
contract research and design. 

Romanian Review of Private Law no. 3/2013 

LUCIAN II~R(~EA, Independent 

Email: lucian,bercea@drept,uvt,ro 

The paper analyses the impact of the new collective actions for elimination of unfair terms from consumer contracts, with regard to the character, 
the limits and the effects of the judicial intervention. The abandonment of the judicial redistributive adaptation of contract in favour of the curative 

elimination of unfair terms from the contract, the creation of a new type of preventive abstract control of the standard contract models, as well as 

the erga omnes effects of the judgments issued in collective actions change the paradigm of the judicial instruments for correcting unfair terms 

contracts. The problems that the regulation of collective actions may originate require a legislative intervention for optimizing the new judicial 

mechanisms. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Embattled J.P. Morgan Bulks Up Oversight 

Embattled &P. Morgan Bttlks Up Oversight 

J.P. Morgan Chase, facing a host of regulatory and legal woes, plans to spend an 

additional $4 billion and commit 5,000 extra employees this year to clean up its risk and 

compliance problems. 

"Fixing our controls issues is job No. 1 ," Chief Executive Officer James Dimon said in an 

interview. 

See Note Coverage 
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Palaima: If Mack Brown were on the tenure track 

Auslit, American-Stalesman Posted: 12:55 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 12, 2013 Print Edition September 13, 2013 
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By Tom Palalma - Regular Contributor 

The big questions in Austin right now are what grade do we give Mack Brown tbr his pertbrmance as head coach of the University of Texas tbotball team, and whi~ 

gives him his grade? 

Sportswriters are giving out C’s, D’ and F’s for play on the field. Here let me propo~ that it would be much better if decisions about coache~ expenditures, 

admissions and academic standards were made with a wider range of voices, perspectives and values. 

Athletics decision-Inaking has long operated in a silo. Regents, a sports-enthusiast president, other insiders and a few carefully chosen and easily outvoted outsiders 
decide on hiring and firing and set spending priorities in a self-operating sports enterprise. 

What if decision-making in athletics at UT was modeled on the uNNversity’s system for promotion and tenure ? The promotion and tennre system obtains broad 

perspectives from inside and ontside the university. It involves the tem~red facul~ and universi~’ administration at many levels of authority. It virtually eliminates decisions 

based on cronyism, except at the highest levels, where such decisions are at least transparent. It allows at eyed~ s~age for fact-finding and debate. 

Beii~re you my itj ust can’t work, hear me out. And imagine your own analogies "to UT big-time sports. 

Assis~tant prot}ssors apply tier tenure mad promotion generally in their sixth active year at the university. During their first five years, committees and chairpersons or 
directors within their units have assessed their annual reports and given the,n specific advice on how to i,nprove in the year ahead. 

In the promotion and tenure yem~ full dossiers relating to reseamh, teaching and service are compiled and closely reviewed. Five or ,nore evaluations of resea~:ch are 
sought from distinguished scholaacs worldwide, chosen to be knowledgeable about a candidate’s areas of specialization but unbiased. Long gone are the days, for the 
most part, of the good-old-boy wstem, when going to the finest .schools and knowing the right people assured tenure. 

Chairpersons or directors and committees oftennred professors judge each case separately within units. Eveuone knows the stakes are high for the candidates and for 

the future of their units. Budgets are tight. Investing in the right person is crucial. 

The two departmental decisions are scrutinized by a college-wide committee of proi~ssors mad by the dean within each college. Their two college-level decisions then 

go to the provost and president. Not nmch gets missed or overlooked, but appeal sM~guards aace in place in case the process is flawed. 

We complak~ about decision-making by la~:ge committees. Yet UT has ,nade real progress eveu 25 years because of broad-based com,nittees like the Commission of 
125. In the promotion and tenure process, stacking committees upon committees and including the independent opinions of chairpersons, program directors and deans 
really does work. 

It was recently reported to professors that the prevailing philosophy in the provost’s and president’s offices is that UT is not in the bnsiness of awarding tenure and 
promotion to B+ p~ofessors. We were also told that research productivity is the bottom line. Mentoring, advising, award-winning teaching, universi~, p~ofessional and 
community service won’t get assistant professors tenure if they have not gotten an A in research now and for the predictable future. 

These are hard standards. I have seen them used. The assistant prot}ssors M~o received the Texas Exes Jean Holloway Teaching Awm-d the year beibre and aiter I 

received it in 2004 were deNNed tenure. One was a brilliant linguist in Germanic Studies, the other a government professor. 

Imagine a similar process and standards applied to Mack Brown. We wonld discount academic matters like six-yem- graduation rotes of players and the heavy use of 

tutors. We wonld discount as outreach service his fundra~sing and recruiting skills and Longhorn Network appearances. The bottom line would be productivi .ty on game 

days. 

What grade would a broad-based system ofevaluators outside the sports silo give a coach who recruits Aq athletes and coaches them in A ~ + facilities to play against 
mostly B and lower-grade teams? He chooses his own assistants who are paid A+ salaries. 

Right now the problem is defense. But in 2008, 2009, 2010 under Will Muschamp, then-anointed successor to Brown, the Longhorus had the top defense in the Big 

12. 

The silo did not offer tenure to A+ Mu~hmnp. Instead, they gave a$2 million raise to Brown, who has only coached two teams in his entire career to cont}rence titles. 

Would a promotion aM tenure-style committee nmJae and sta~d by the same decision? 



Palaima is a classics prot~ssor at the University of Texas a’t Austin. 
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SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Heartland Bank, a subsidiary of Love Savings Holding Company (Saint Louis, MO), has 
agreed to ~nerge with Midland States Bancorp, Inc. (Effingham, IL) 

Heartland Bank, a subsidiary of Love Savings Holding Company (Saint Louis, MO), has 

agreed to merge with Midland States Bancorp, Inc. (Effingham, IL) 

Sa~ldler O’Neill served as financial ad~@or to Love Sa~@lgs Holding Company and 

rendered a tMrness ophfion M comlecfion Mth the ~’misacfion. TNs ~’misacfion is Sandier 

O’NeiWs 99th bank or thrift transaction nationwide since danua~- 1,2011. Sandler O’Neill has 
se~-ed as a finmldN advisor on more b~nk and thrift ~ans~cfions fllml any other inve~Onent 

b~nk du~ng that time period.~ 
[ffingham, Illinois, September 12, 2013 - MMland States gancor~, inc., ~arent of MMland States 
Bank, headquartered in [ffingham, ~ll~no~s, todag announced ~t has entered into a definitive 
agreement to acquire Heartland Bank and its subsidiaries from kove Savings Holding Com~ang, ~arent 
com~ang o~ Heartland Bank. Terms of the acquisition were not disclosed. 
Jack Schultz, Chairman of Midland States Bancor~, Inc., said, "We expect this transaction to be verb 
powerful ~or our shareholders as well as for our abilitg to serve the St. kouis market. We entered the 
St. kouis market ao~roximatelg 10 gears ago and have experienced steadg growth. The affition of the 
Heartland Bank locations and ~ersonnel will expedite this growth in a significant wag. 
"We have watched MMland’s growth for some time, as well as their commitment to the St. kouis 
area through such ~rojects as the Peabodg O~era House an6 the St. kouis Equit~ Fund, of wNch 
Heartland Bank is also a member," said Andrew S. ko~e, Chairman and co-C[O o~ ko~e Savings Holding 
Com~ang. "Heartland Bank has several strong businesses that we have carefullg built o~er the ~ast 
twentg gears or so, including its residential mortgage origination, business leasing an6 FH& 
mu~tifamil~ and healthcare financing businesses. Bringing these together under a larger organization 
is sometNng we have been looking at ~or some time, and are #eased to have ~ound what we believe 
to be the right ~artner in Midland," added kaurence A. Schiffer, President and co-CEO of kove Savings 
Holding 
Comoang. 

This will be Midland’s ninth acquisition, and its seventh bank acquisition, since 2007. The agreement 
provides for Midland to merge Heartland Bank into Midland States Bank and operate the acquired 
branches under the Midland brand. The acquisition will increase the total number of Midland States 
Bank locations to 48, including 31 locations in Illinois, 15 in Missouri and one each in Wisconsin and 
Colorado. Following the acquisition, Midland will also operate Heartland Business Credit, which is 
headquartered in Denver, Colorado, and Love Funding Corporation, which is headquartered in 
Washington, DC and has offices in 11 other states across the U.S. 
(1) Includes bank or thrift transactions since 2011 ; excludes terminated transactions and self-advisory roles 
Source: SN% Financial 
For more intbrmation, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

http://www.sandleroneill.com/email-disclaimer,htm 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Elite Syrian Unit Scatters Chemical Arms Stockpile 

Elite S3wian Unit Scatters Chemical A~-ms St~ckpile 

A secretive Syrian military unit at the center of the Assad regime’s chemical weapons 

program has been moving stocks of poison gases and munitions to as many as 50 sites to 

make them harder for the U.S. to track, according to American and Middle Eastern 

officials. 

The movements of chemical weapons by Syria’s elite Unit 450 could complicate any U.S. 

bombing campaign in Syria over its alleged chemical attacks, officials said. It also raises 

questions about implementation of a Russian proposal that calls for the regime to 

surrender control of its stockpile, they said. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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International Business & Finance Daily 

September 13, 2013 ~, Number 178 

Financial Institutions 
g~wope~m Parliame#t Backs Ce~tra~ Ba~k 

The European Parliament voted to let the European Central Bank 
take on the role as a Europe-wide supervisor for the 150 biggest 
banks in the euro area .... 

Greece 

A new International Monetary Fund mission will travel to Greece 
on Sept, 17, joined by the other members of the Troika, the 
European Commission and European Central Bank, a fund 
spokesman said Sept, 12 .... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a FREE Web tr:ai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the t~-:=-ms and 

condit=.ons of ti~e license ~greernent with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 
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Banking Daily 

September 13, 2013 ~, Number 178 

Mortgages 
~te ~a~k~9 Committee Le~d~rs Target 

Senate Banking Committee Chairman Tim Johnson (D-S.D.) said 
he is hopeful that members of the panel can reach agreement on 
a bipartisan bill to reform the secondary mortgage market by the 

end of 2013 .... 

Sgstemic Risk 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) called for congressional action 
to limit systemic risks from major financial institutions, saying 
regulatory implementation of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act has stalled... 

Consumer Protection 
CFPg~s Cordrag Tells House He Wek:omes 

The director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
defended the scrutinized agency’s collection of data, and told 
lawmakers he welcomed an examination of the issue as well as 
any suggested improvements .... 

Mortgages 

A San Francisco federal judge Sept. 12 said he likely will rule as 

unripe financial industry lawsuits challenging a plan by Richmond, 

Calif., to use eminent domain to force mortgage holders into 

selling the city underwater notes at fair market... 

Mutual Funds 
Reserve ga~k Preside~[s Raise Red F~ags 

O~ $EC Proposa~ to Limit MNF Redemp~:ions 

Presidents of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks said the Securities 
and Exchange Commission should revise a major proposal that 

would reshape the market for money market mutual funds, 

voicing general support for floating net asset values (NAV)... 

Federal Reserve 
Po~icg G~’o~ I:ss~es Report De~i~ing 

A report says the Federal Reserve’s response to the financial 
crisis was meant to provide liquidity to the markets, rather than 
targeting specific banks for a bailout .... 

Bank Supervision 

The European Parliament voted to let the European Central Bank 
take on the role as a Europe-wide supervisor for the 150 biggest 
banks in the euro area .... 

Foreign Accounts 

Attornevs= %R5 C~rifies %nvestme~ Advisers 
Are~°t Subjec~ ~o ~ATCA Simply for Advice 

The Internal Revenue Service indicated when it corrected final 



rules that investment advisers won’t be subject to the Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act simply because they give 
investment advice, practitioners told Bloomberg BNA... 

Housing 

Mortgage rates were flat in the latest week, leaving the average 
for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage at 4.57 percent, Freddie 
Mac reported Sept. :[2 .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily ([SSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, [no., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
h~[p://webut=.i,bna,comiema=.ls:gnup. 

Request a FR[L~:[ ~,,Veb trial. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~.erms 

conditlons of the lic~-,,nse ~lgi’~-,,em~-:nt with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 
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11-year wrongful-death suit called ’unholy mess’I Yelp claims firm posted fake positive reviews I Best-value private law 
schools? 

The Top Stories of the Week 
September 13, 2013 

’Routine’ wrongful-death lawsuit turns into 1 l-year ’unholy mess’ 

A ~SSAGE FROM THOMPSON REUTERS LEGAL SOLUTIONS 

Rolling The Dice: Why Traditional AlP Sol, are Is A Dangerous Game For Your 
Legal Department 

Yelp says firm posted fake positive reviews, sues over terms violation 

La~wer’s response to client’s bad Avvo review leads to disciplinary complaint 

__B____e____s__t_:__v___a__[_u____e____private law schools named: Which ones are on __t__o__~___._?_ 

Law’yet who abandoned $200K Ferrad to get to court on time gets new wheels 

BigLaw is looking for change in all the wrong places: Part 

Can John Mayer make law textbooks a thing of the past? ’It’s fun pushing the 
envelope,’ he says 

Plus: How designer Margaret Hagan drew her way through law school 

Defense lavwer’s advice was ’playbook on how to lie without getting caught,’ 
sentencing j~dg~ .s~y~ 

Why are clients buying less but paying more? ALM’s editor-in-chief may have the 

Top in-house lawyers get paid a lot less when female, survey says 

thousands 

Judge who had sex with witness in chambers and lied under oath should be 
_r___e__~__o___v_e___d__~____c___o__~__mj___s___s_!___o___n_____s_a__y___s_ 



.Ls____t___h__!__s__jailed former portfolio mana9..e...r.~~.a..~~p....~...s...t~.e...r..~..c...h..!]..d.~~.f.9..r.~~.a..[L.m...~....n..y~~.r...e...f..~....r...m....?.. 

Horn-honkinq is ’small town terrorism.’ says man in suit against 40 neighbors 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

are asked to consider what’s happening in the cartoon and submit clever, original captions. 

ABA Journal staff will review entries, pick their favorites, then ask readers to vote on the best of 
the bunch. The winning caption and credit to the caption writer will appear in an upcoming issue 
of the ABA Journal. 

To submit a caption, send an email to captions[at]abajournal[dot]com with "Caption Contest No. 
1" in the subject line. Entries for Caption Contest No. 1 are due no later than 11:59 p.m. CT 
Sunday, Sept. 15. 

See .t_h~__#£_n_ _te_._s_~_ r_.uJ._e_ .s___h~ r_._e_. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: V~tnat do you ask or tell yourself to clear your mind and 
get a fresh perspective to solve a problem? 

Featured answer: 

Posted by Megan D: "What would the solution be if I took myself and my ego out of this 
situation? Trying to see any dilemma or problem as an objective third person, even if it takes 
some imagination, helps get emotions and pride in check." 

Doyouhave an idea fora future question ofthe week. Ifso, contactus. 
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Today’s tteadlines: Boehner Seeking Democrats’ ttelp on Final Talks 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movios ~ ]oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day 

Top News 

Boeln~er Seeing Democrats’ Help on FiseM ~ s~k~ ] 
Talks Job,, A. I 

Boehner ] 

As Speaker ,Ioh]~ A. Boeh]~er sought a deal to avelt a government 

shutdown a~d raise khe debt ceiling, a bloc of Republicans 

demanded a delay in the federal health care law, whie~ t~e White House calied 

:Listing Oemmids, Assad Uses Crisis to H~s           [i~ ~.i~’~’-~°" 

In exchange for giving up eontro] of his chemical arsenal 

President Bashar a]-Assad of Syria said he wo~fld req~fire the 

U ni ted States to stop arming th e opposi d on, usJ n g Presiden t Oba ma’s owu "red 

line" agai[~st him. 

DEALBOOK 

A Short :Post, a Big Splash: #T~tterI:PO 

The coml.ml~y, wbieb has more than 200 m illion active 

announced that ik karl filed pape[work wRh regulators to 

eventua]Iy seI] shares i[~ a[~ initial public 

~ c ...... 

Costolo, 

Tw~er’s 

Editors’ Picks 



M OVl ES 

The New York Tiracs film elides on "Blue Caprice," Mother of 

George" at~d "The Family." 

OPINION l OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How We Lea~0ned Not to Guzzle 

Over the past 4o yea+~, we have foum:l so maW innovative ways 

to save eneray that we more dmn doubled the economic 

produetivRy d our oil, natural gas at~d electricity. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

dOHNNY NYSETHEN, of Seaside Heights+ N,,J,, afteF a lice destco3 ed a section o[ the 

Boardwalk ~ear{3 a yeaF alter it was bit by Hurricane Sandy. 

World 

Begins to 

A Bt~tish murder investigation has been dosing in on 

tlussain, who has run his brutal Karaehi political empit~ by 

remote control, shrouded in luxm’ious exile fi~ I,om;lom 

:.;~ bAillboa rd 

depiclin 

Clara’s Plan to Curb =4~r Pollution Sets Lh~fits on 

Coal Use and Ve~hJe|es 

The plan represe[~Ls t~e most concrete response yeL ~o growing 

cr4th::ism fbr al]owi~g the com~h3,’s air, soil m~d water to degrade 

to abysmal levels. 

i C7;~ 

LISTENING POST 

l~Ia~ing Admhdstration~s Case, Ke~0ry Finds S~x Words That 

Spell Trouble 

Critics on dm left and the Hght have seized on SeeretaU of State John KenT’s 

use of "boots on the ground" and "unhelievahly smalL" 

U,S, 

Colorado Towns .~e Left Stranded in Deadly 

F~oods 

The flooding killed at least three people and cut off major 
atin9 at I +o I 



highways, isolaked towns and forced the closing of kite main 

cam pu s of th e Universi~ of Colors d o, 

~lhe Lede Video and Photos From tl~e Flooding 

Tax Filings Hint al- Exten~. of Koeli Brother,~ 

Koch, 

David t L Koch, billionuire industNulis N who s uppo[~ Republican 

causes, has ~ven away a sta~eri~% amount of money in recent years. 

Business 

DEAL PROFESSOR 

A~l l[~fitial FiHng~ in Fewer ’i’Nml 14o Characters 

A bill intended to help emoting g~wth companies test the 

I.P,O. wakers outside of the glare of the public, has become a 

popular move, 

BITS BLOG 

Reaetion o~ ’l~,itter to "l[’witter’s LPoO. Plans 

The mieroblogging service posted a development of 

upcoming initial publie ol:I~fing on its plaklbrm, leading to a 

llur~7 of reactions h’om its users. 

lwitter’s 

Fed Prepares f~r Chm~ge f~ Policy m~d h~ Policy 

Makers 

The Federal Reserve is trying to reassure ~nvestors about its 

ef[’oFa to stimulate fl~e economy as ik prepares a shake-up of its 

policy--ma~ng commitkee, 

~ A Group in Flux I Tracking the Fed’s Taper Commen~ 

n;kleeting 

Sports 

PATRIOTS 13, JETS 10 

Jets :Have Opport~mity b~t Fall to Patriots 

Though New England’s defense swarmed and "~e offense 

sputtered, the Jets’ hopes of e3ptuHng khe division lead f3ded 

with each of Oeno Smith’s three interceptions in the ibm’th quarter, 

Box Score 

..... Denn~r 
d of the 



Photos: A Test ofW~||, $~iih a View 

The ~]tra-Trail du Mont-Blane, a ~ o4-mi]e man~thon ~hrougb 

France, Swi~efland and Italy, tests runners’ endurance ~th 

numerous passages in high Ntitude. 

A ’GameDay’ Extravaganza, iViinus the Game 

The popular ESPN program "College OameDay" has set up camp 

in College Station, Tex., but dm showdown between No. 1 

Alabama and No. 6 Texas A&M is not on the network’s television 

schedule. 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 
"~ A @ess 

Threads of Many Cu]t~lres, Embroiderh~g a I ....... 
World 

"I~terwoven Globe: The Worldwide Textile Trade, ~5oo-~8oo," 

opening on Monday at the Met, surveys a eross.-ealtural pollination d sbqes, 

materials and tec}miques. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’FETCH CLAY, MAKE MAN’ 

One Boxed Hianself Im One Boxed His Way Out 

Black stars from two veD’ different generations, Muhammad AIi 

and Stepin Fetehit, meet for advice and conflict in "Fetch Clay, 

Make Man." 

..... Clay, 
Make 

From Welded ~orshipers, a doyfi~l Pneam~atie 

Noise 
g)., BLN ;A,"dlR i-,<~ESi© ~ 

Chieo MacMmt~e has fashioned his robok seulpkm’es into an 

orehea~:a tha~ will perform what he cMls a "mass" in Iris "R~:fl~ofic 

Chinch" installation. 

Movies 

’MOTHER OF GEORGE’ 

Tr,~ng to Be a ParenL for Better or for ~¥orse 

"Mother of Geo~;ge," Andr~;w Dosunmn’s new drama, is not only 

an assimilation skou, but also a keenly obsem’ed kale of two 

people seeki~g guidance in pa~nf~] and complicated c~reumstm~ces. 

, ~ Anatomy of a Scene ’M ot~er of George’ 

George 

Anatomy of a Scene: Video of ’Mother of George’ 

Andrew Dosunmu, the director of "Mother of George," narrates 

a scene h’om the film. 

’BLUE CAPRICE’ 

A Strange Bond Between Killers 

"Blue Caprice" reealls the terror of the Be]Va,ay sniper ease but 

focuses on the Nther-son relations~ip of the mnrderers. 

....... Caprice 

Isaiah 

Obituaries 



Ray Do]~by~ Who Put Moviegoers ir~ the Middle, 

Dead at 8o 

Dr. Dolby, who founded Dolby Laborato~dcs, b’ansformed 

cinema at~d home enter~fimnet~k with the dcvdopment of Dolby 

d~gital sm’rom~d som~d. 

Godfioey Sperlhrg, "Who Made Eggs for Press~ Dies 

at 97 

Mr. Spcriing, a j ournaiist with The Chris tian Science Mo*fitor, 

orga~ized brealgaat meefi~gs that became a Washfi~gton 

ins’dtu’dom brining ne~<smakers ~ogether ~dth news ~vpot~a’rs. 

Fred Katz, Who Married Cello to Jazz, Dies at 94 

Mro Katz was a classieal]y trained edlist who quike by accident 

helped elevate Iris fi~strument to mflike]y stardom h~jazz. 

Katz’s 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Mode~’n Love: Falling in Love at 

Nora Johnson, long divorced, wasn’t Iooki,~g for love when she 

met George, a widowed 8g-year-old. It just happened. 

~ vmEo: Fashion Week: Elements [ 

Silho~mtte 
A khematie visual diary of N ew York Fashio*~ Week i*~spired by 
~he essentia~ building blocks of fashion and style. 

~ VmEO: A~mtomy of a Scene; ~Mother of 

George’ 

Th e director An d few Dosu n m u n at’rates a sequen ee from hi s 

film, 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Who ~ViH Be Left in Egypt, 

:V21er crushit~g the Muslim k~rotherhood, the getmra]s in Cairo who are mrmit~g 

the government are ~ow goi~% after Jibera~s m~d journalists. 

EDITORIAL 

The Marijuar~a Nh~ddle 

Sta tes tha t h ave I egali zed the d m~ g n eed practicaI gui d elines for stayi n g wi thi n 

federal ruleso 

EDITORIAL 

h~ Ca|ifor~tia, Stro~ger Workers’ Rights 

Oov. ,le~" Brown should sig~ a b~l that requires paid overtime fro: maW 

domestic workers. 

Fo; :’~o~e or~ir~ioI~ 9¢ to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

A~ A~mhor|ess World 

"The ogre does what ogres can," wrotc W.H. Auden. Yct no ogre, 

~eask of all it~ Sy*~a, t~)mbles today afker Obama’s waveri*~g, 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rich N[tu~ Recovery 

While the great m@~rity of~e~ea~s a~ still living i~ a 

depressed eccmomy, the rich at the x’ery top are doing just fine, 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Ple.a for Caution From 

It is dangerous for any eount]?~, i~ch~ding Amerk:a, to see itself 

a s exeep lionel, wha Lever iN mauve 

For mo~e ooi¢~ieI~ ~a to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes r:interest 

[] ~i ..,~: ,,~,,,~, i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhond,~) ]iPad(’~D Android ] All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 
He~p Section >> ’ m.nyt,com ,> 

About This E-Mall 

TMa is an eu~omete~ e- maii. Please do not reply directly to this e-rnaiL 

Yod received this message bececlse yod signed clp for N3qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 
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Daily Briefing, September 13: M&A Swells Industry’s Midtier; Card Rewards for Small Banks 

Web Seminars 

FRIDAY, BEPTEMBER 13, 

Today’s Top Stories 

Umpqua~terling Deal Wou~d Add to 

Umpqua Holdings’ agreement to buy Sterling 
Financial is the latest in a series of deals this 
year to pair similarly sized banks, creating a 
new crop of midsize financial institutions. 

Senators Pressing Ahead on GSE Bi~ This 

Fa~ 

The top leaders of the Senate Banking 
Committee said Thursday that they intend to 
reach a bipartisan agreement by yearend on a 
bill to revamp the mortgage finance system 
despite fears that the issue is losing 
momentum. 

HowSma~ Banks Can Make Big Money Off 

Credit Card Rewards 

More community banks are establishing credit 
card loyalty programs in their quest for revenue 
growth. The programs can work provided they 
are easy to understand, pay a lot of cash and 
tie rewards points to local services. 

Warren Slams Regulatory De~ays; Ca~s for 
End of’Too Big to Fail° 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren continued her drive to 
end "too big to fail" in a speech on Thursday, 
arguing lawmakers shouldn’t wait until 
regulators have fully implemented the Dodd- 
Frank Act before taking action. 

By Department 

A~p~e O~ens a Door for Banks in 

Biometrics 

The fingerprint scanner in Apple’s new iPhone 
5S should help banks with consumer 
acceptance as they experiment with newer 
forms of authentication technology. 

Lawmakers Fume Over Unanswered 
Questions to CFPB 

Lawmakers blasted the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau on Thursday, claiming it had 
failed to respond to questions lawmakers have 
about its data gathering activities. 

HowSrna~ Banks Can Make Big Money Off 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

View complete 

D View con~pany 

index 
D Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

M&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 

was 

hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing 

Mobile Banking 

~We 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments. Attend 

the A’~’~, BePg and 

Prepaid Foium to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 

Intelligent Imaging for 

Improved Banking 

Performance and 

Profitability 

*Short, 4 minute video* 

Leverage these 4 Piflars 

of Mortgage Au~mation 
~ Achieve Operational 

Excellence 

Attend this webinar to 

learn and leverage 

industry best practice and 

technology advances to 

address common 

operational issues like: 

poor customer experience, 

lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue. Sign 

~p n~wto learn how to 

dramatically shift the 

current mortgage 

production and customer 

engagement paradigm 



Credit Card Rewards 

More community banks are establishing credit 
card loyalty programs in their quest for revenue 
growth. The programs can work provided they 
are easy to understand, pay a lot of cash and 
tie rewards points to local services. 

The top leaders of the Senate Banking 
Committee said Thursday that they intend to 
reach a bipartisan agreement by yearend on a 
bill to revamp the mortgage finance system 
despite fears that the issue is losing 
momentum. 

Umpqua Holdings’ agreement to buy Sterling 
Financial is the latest in a series of deals this 
year to pair similarly sized banks, creating a 
new crop of midsize financial institutions. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 
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law Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information 
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One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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In this issue: Verizon fans finally mobilized at PNC 

First Look 

Verizon fans ~inally mobilized at PNC 

Price Erosion 

As ex~st#~g home lag, ne~ cor~s~cdo~ 
sp~kes 

F~owe~s says ~eta~ cente~ ready to b~oo~ 

ACA ~)~eak(~own: The 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es >> 

Your September 13, 2013 issue is available 

Th{s Week’s Lists 

Take a look at the largeat amhitec~ firms 

Nod:h Carolina. 

Need an ugdate? Check out the largest 

residential reraode]ing f~rms ~n the Triangla~ 

SPACE 2Q 2013 

Bigshots..S BA insell 

SPACE 1Q 2013 

View ~ha Tdangle B~.~s~ness Journa~ Book of 

Usts 

Do you k~ow where your TBJ 

Hew ~ai~y times have yeu sceLded 
search of a current copy of Tdang~e B~siness 
Journal? We~, search no more. Now you can 
have access ~e the d~g~ta~ version along w~h 10 
e~her £eep~e at the same time ..and eften ~o~ the 
same price you’re paying for regular pdnt 
subscdpfions~ Check out the ~nk below and 
centac{ gebbi Meredi{h i:o ~eam more at 

bmered~lh@b~z~oumals.com. 

Inc~ease you~ access with TBJ’s 
pod:a} today~ >> 

People 

View and contact all People >> 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC coach Larry Fedora ca~ls 

S1 investigation into 
UNC coach 
Larry Fedora 

Oklahoma State ’shocking’ barks at his 

A former assistant at Oklahoma playe~ as 

State, NoRh Carolina coach Larry 

Fedora says he saw "nothing" 

during his time there that raised 

his. 

UNC coach Larry Fedora on Sl Oklahoma 

State report; It was shocking to me 

Before becoming the head coach at North Carolina, 

Larry Fedora was the head coach at Southern Miss. 

And before that, he was the offensive coordinator at 

Oklahoma State, where he worked from 2005 

through 2007. 

UNC running game searching 

for big plays 

Giovani Bernard made it look easy 

during his time with the Tar Heels, 

whose running game has 

struggled amid the loss of one of 

the best players in.. 

UNC’s R .... 
Morris (21) 
rushes for a 
26-yard 
touchdown in 
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September 13, 2013: Twitter Files for Initial Public... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

Today’s Top Headline 

Twitter Fi~es for #~{t{a~ Pub{ic Offe~#~g 

The Wall Street Journal (Sept. 13, Ovide, Demos, Koh) confirms that Twitter 

has filed confidential paperwork to star the process for its highly anticipated 
public offering. "An IPO would mark a business milestone ~o[ seven-year-o~d 
Twitter, wMoh ~s used by more than 200 mi~on peeple and oreated a g~oba~ 
online communication culture, but has yet to prove itself as a b~g and ~asfing 
business in the mo~d of Goog~e h~c. and Facebook ~nc." reports the Journal 
Since the company’s fi~ng was subm~lted to the SEC under the new Jobs Act 
thal enaMes sma~ firms le keep private their ~PO documents, Twitter did not 
revea~ how fast it ~s growing or whether ~t ~s profitaMe. "Twitter has already 
achieved a valuation of more ~han $9 bill~onj notes the newspaper, "as judged by 
pdvate sa~es by employees ef their sleok to BlackRock Inc. earlier this year." 

The London Telegraph (Sept. 13, Will~ams) adds tha~ the ~fite House introduced 
the ~eg~Mafion last year to encourage more start-up companies w~lh revenues of 
~ess than $1 b~on to float. "It means 1hat would-be ~nvestors w~ not get to 
~nspect Tw~tter’s accounts for three weeks," the publication states. "A~I the signs 
are ~hat Twitter will have no shortage of interes~ from the market, howeveU’ 
Analysts say the company needs to ~nvest ~n ~ts advertising sa~es operatiens, 
especially outside the United States. Its acquisition th~s week of MoPub, a 
mobile adveA~s~ng company, was evidence ~hat Twitter ~s eager ~o acqu#e 
technology ~o build and defend ~ts bus~ness. 

The Guardian (Sept. 13, Moore) notes that "Twitter ~s the ~ast ~n ~ts c~ass to go 
puM~c2 Other major rned~a companies, such as Facebook and Unkedln, have 
a~ready commanded b~ions of dollars of value ~n the public markets. Twitter 
c~ah~s approximately 200 m~ion users sending more than 400 m~on tweets a 
day, almost threeqiflhs of those v~a moMle devices. "Despite its reach," the 
newspaper points out, "many have found deducing ~he company’s value to be 
d~ff~cu~l .... Companies traditionally se~ ~ess than 20 percent of lhemselves 
when they debut on the public markets." 

Share~ ~{~ ~ ~ 

~A~D !£~igh~ ~£d ~na!~sis ...................................................................................................... 

I0 Takeaways from NACD Directofship 2020 ~ Los Af~(Jeles EvefR 

This year, NACD began a series of programs designed to address the changing 
nature of directorship. Intended to identify the board composition, processes, 
and fesou~ces necessary for the future board, ~he ~ime frame lends a twis~ to 
this launch.----no defined outcome has been chosen at this initial stage, h~stead, 
with the awareness that the economy, and the boardroom, is in a state of 
unprecedented change NACD Directorship 2020TM is a rnuRbyear initiative 

NA.CD Chap!e : 



designed to help provide clarity to an uncertain picture regarding the future of 
d#ectorship. 

Click here for the 10 takeaways. 

Audit and Finance 

Disney to Buy Up to $8 BiIlio~ of Stock Start#~g Next Year 

According to Bloomber¢l (Sept. 12, Palmeri, Fixmer), Walt Disney Co. has 
announced plans to buy back $6 billion to $8 billion of stock beginning in 2014, 
#ffensify~ng efforis io boost ~nvestor returns as cap~ta~ spending w~nds down~ The 
entertainment g~ani w~l borrow to finance some of the repurchases, bui intends to 
ms~ntah~ ~ts debt ratings. "The buyback comes as o~flsys shdnk from a peak of 
$&78 M~lion ~R fisca~ 2012," no~es the publication. "D~sney could repurchase 
about 6.8 percenl of the stock at current process" 

S~ a ’e~ ~? ~ ~ 

Dell Shareholders Approve $26 Biilion Buyout 

"Dell shareholders have approved a buyou~ proposal worth $25 billion," conlirms 
USA Today (Sept. 13, Melina), "ending months of conflict ever the fale of the 
a~ling pe[sona~ computer make[." Shareholders are due to receive s total of 
$13~88 per share - $13.75 for each common share he~d, p~us a special dividend 
wodh 13 cents pet share~ Approval d the dea~ from founder Michael De~ and 
Silver Lake Parlne[s ~s based on a "preliminary vote tally," a company statement 
~ead. In addition, the dea~ takes the PC maker private after 25 yes~ as a publicly 
traded company. Michae~ De~ has vowed ~o beg~n a "mu~t~yea¢’ effod to expand 
h~to such new areas as enterprise, cloud computing, and secudty se~’ices. He 
remarked, "£%~e plan to go back to our roots, focusing on the entrepreneur~a~ spirit 
tha~ made Del~ one of the fastest growing and most successfu~ companies ~n 

Share~ ~!~ ~ ~ 

B~ackstone’s Hilton Files for $1,26 Billion ~PO in U,S, 

Bloomberg (Sept. 12, Yu) has learned that "Hilton Worldwide Holdings Inc., the 
hotel operator owned by Blacks[one Group LP, Iiled to raise $1 25 billion in a 
U.S. initial public oft~ring as lodging shares trade at close to their highest level in 
six years." The world’s biggest hotel chain will use the proceeds from the offering 
~o pay down i~s debL The Virginia-based ho~elier did not say how many shares it 
will offer or at what price. "The offering size is a placeholder amount used to 
calculate fees and may change," according to Bloomberg. 

Chinese K~ogul Sets His Sights on U,S. Hotel ~anagement Companies 

Bloomber.q (Sept. 11) has learned that Wang Jianlin, owner of China’s biggest 
commercial land developer, has hired a couple of investment banks to acquire 
hotel managemen~ companies, mostly ~R ~he U.S. H~s c~ose~y he~d DaY,an Wanda 
Group ~s ~ooking to build ~odg~ngs Jr~ as many as I0 major c~ies worldwide, 
~nc~ud~ng New York and London. His goa~ is to erect five-star hotels at a rate of 
15 per year. The names of the two ~nvestment banks have yet to be d~sclosed. 
Wang is also [epodedly in d~scuss~ons w~h ove~seas movie ~heater chains 
fo~owing Ms acquisition of AMC Enteda~nmenl Holdings h~c., 1he second-Mggesl 
U.S. c~nem8 operator. 

Law and Policy 

U.S, Bankruptcy Judge Approves A~erican Airlines’ Plan That I~cludes 
~erger With US A#ways 

Federal Bankruptcy Judge Sean Lane "has approved American Airlines’ plan to 
emerge from bankruptcy protection and merge with US Airways," repoils the 
Washinqton Post (Sept. 12), %~though the a~dines must still resolve a lawsuit 
fi~ed by ~he [ede~fl government seeking ~o block the me,germ" A tria~ over that 
~a~,~u~t is sei for November. Lane’s ruling could restore a sense of momenium for 
the merger. The amines had in~fia~ly angled to c~ose the merge[ th~s month, th~s 
creat#~g ihe world’s ]a[gesi ca[tier. They are now a~m~ng for ~he end of December, 
notes the Post, "~f they can either settle the antitrust ~awsuit w~lh the US. 
Justice Depa[tmenl or win the case ~n coud." 

S~ a ’e~ ~? ~ ~ 

New Jersey Senate Approves Biii Overhauling Corporate Tax incentives 

"The New Jersey Senate Thursday gave final legislative approval to a bill 
overhauling the programs through which New Jei~ey gives hundreds of millions of 
dolla~ each year in corporate tax breaks for lob creation and retention," confirms 
NodhJersey.com (SepL I2, Morley). Gov. Chris Christie had sent ~he bill back ~o 
the legislature earlier in the week with some minor revisions in a conditional veto. 
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The Assembly approved those revisions, and the state Senate voted 354o-1 in 
support el the bill dubbed ~he New Jersey Economic Opportunity Act. I1 now 
needs only the governor’s signature to beco~qe law. 

Brazilian Leader Pushing lnternet Bill Requiring Foreign Companies to 
House Servers in Brazi~ 

According to Fox News (Septr 12), Brazil President Dih~qa Rousseff has called on 
that country’s congress "to urgently take up a so-called ’lnternet constitution’ that 
could force foreign technology companies te store data of Brazilian users on 
servers within [he country." This comes after media reports broke about a 
National Security Agency sp,,, p~ogram that has fecused on Intemet traffic in Latin 
America’s largest nation. Rousseff met earlier this week with the bill’s author, 
Deputy Alessandro Melon, asking him to include language specifically ordering 
such foreign companies as Facebook and Goo.gle to keep all data on Brazilian 

users on ser,~ers housed in Brazil. "The Internet bill has been befere Brazil’s lower 
house since 2011 ," notes Bloomberg. "Under Brazilian law, with the President’s 
requesL ~he bill must be voted on within 45 days." 

Corporate Governance 

Josef Acker~r~ann Set to Quit Siemens Board 

The Wall Street Journal (Septr 12, Boston) is repo~ting that former Deutsche 
Bank Chief Executive Josef Ackemqann "will resign from the nonexecutive 
supe{visoP~.’ board of German electronics giant Siemens AG as a result of a c~ash 
w~th the board’s chairman ~asl month over the ouster of the company’s cMef 
executive." His decision to exit the S~emens board 8~so comes two weeks after 
he wcsted h~s post as cha~n~an d the administrative board of Zudch ~nsurance 
after ~hat company’s CFO, Pierre WautMer, committed suicide. Speaking in 
Bed~n Thursday morning, Ackermann stated that he "vehemently rejects" any 
responsibility for Wauth~er’s decision to end h~s own ~fe. WautMe[ gave 
Ackermann par~ia~ Marne ~n a suicide note. "Completely independent of what 
happened at Zudch ._ and because of a discrepanc~f in style and fairness, ~ have 
a~so decided to resign from the s~pe~iso~ board d S~emens," Ackermann 

stated. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

PwC Corporate Directors Survey identifies Contrasting Director Views 

4-Traders.com (Sept. 12) cites new research from PwC US’s 2013 Annual 

Corporate Directors Sur~ey in reporting that "there is a dichotomy in the 
boardroom between directors who believe ~t’s appropriate to communicate about 
governance issues d~rect~y w~th stakeholders and those who do not." The sludy 
found that s~ghtly more than 30 percent of respondents sa~d 
appropriate" to communicate abou~ corporate govemaRce ~ssues~ ArouRd 25 
percenl said the same regarding executive compensation and director 
nominations. The research went on to show that 70 percent of d~rectors say their 
boards have taken action in response to say on pay voting results this year - 
~nc~ase from 64 percen~ in 2012~ 

C-Suite 

Bojang~es C~O Randy Kibier to Retire, Search fo~ Successor Underway 

The Charlotte Business Journal (Sept. 12, O’DanieD reports that Bojangles 
Restaurants Inc. CEO Randy Kibler announced his retirement on Thursday. The 
59o.vear-old says he will retire Item the Charlot[e~based Iast-lood restaurant chain 
once a successor has been named, but remain on the company’s board of 
directors. According to the Business Journal, Bojangles "has hired search fimq 
Spence~ Stuar~ to help identily i~s next leader. Internal and external candidates 

will be considered." 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ [] 

Pandora Taps Ad Exec McAndrews as New 

Pandora Media this week hired Bdan McAnd[ews to serve as i~s new CEO ~o 
help ~he {ntemet radio company build its online ad business, reports USA Today 
(Sept. 11)r The advertising executive and venture capitalist has he~d management 
positions at Madrona Venture Group, MicFosofl, and dig~t~ m~rkefing g~nt 
aQuant~ve. PaRdora ~s regarded as a p~oReer {n ~he bus~ness of streaming o{ 
music over the ~nlernet. 
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FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <cmoore@ml.com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 7:15 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD Fall Speakers Program: 48% Percent of Directors Cited Data Security as their Top Concern in a Recent Study; Come and Learn 
Why 

......................................................................................................................................................... Fall S eakers Pro am on a cntlcall lm ortant to lc" 

......................................................................................................................................................... Directors for corn ames of a I1 sizes should r~n, not walk, 

......................................................................................................................................................... ¯ Do You Real1 Understand Your D1 ltal Foot rmt 

......................................................................................................................................................... ¯ What Does a Best I ractlce Model ior C bet Security/Dlh ence Look 
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Forward this email 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD :: 150 Fayetteville St. i Suite 2000 i Raleigh :: NC 27601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Bfef: Eli’s: Syrian Unit Scatters Chemical Arms Stockpile 

L~TEST STORIES 

Elite Syrian Unit Scatters Chemical Arms Stockpile    ~ 

Emba~led d,P, Morgan B~lks Up Oversight 

Fire S~kes New Jersey Shore 

U+S. Consulate ARacked ~n Western Af~mn~stan 

A To~e Subprhne Mo~gage Bond’s Legacy Lives On 

Twitter Files fo~" IPO 

Google Fo~mders’ Jet Fleet Loses a Pentagon Fuel Perk 

Boe~er ~V~ts 3o~t Ta~s on Debt, Budget 

Poll Nnds Republicans Gain Favor on Key issues 

States Face Decision Day on Sa~g Trah~s 

N~WS V~DEOS 

Four Neliteneed to Deafl~ in Delhi Rape Case 

Fran~rt Mot~m S~ow: ~eek in Re~4ew 

End of Myanmar SectaNan Violence ~n Sight? 

Clfina Eeononfie Rebom~d Could Be Tempo~ai~ 

NATO’s Much U~floved tleadquarters 

The $~:aH Street Journal This Mo~’ning Sept i3, 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara J. Cox, California Western School of Law <aals@aals.ccsend.com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 9:50 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AALS Workshop on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identib, Issues 

Save the Date~ 
We are writ~n# to aRnouRce th~ 2014 Midyear Meet~n# Workshop o~ SexuN 
Or~eRt~tio~ a~d GeRder ~de~tity ~ssues, be~n# he~d i~ W~shiR#toR, DC, from 
June 5 ~o Ju~e 7, 2014 We ~so w~nt to ~v~te you ~o submit a proposN to 
pa~cipate i~ th~s ~vo-day p~ogram, which ~s designed to create oppoAun~es 
for a dch dia~ogu~ sbout th~ meshing, contours, 8rid status of ~qua~ for 
sexual m~nodties, including discussions on "beyond ident~" and "new 
frontiers." In an effoR to be broadly inclusive for al~ scholars writing ~n these 
areas, we are offering ~47o concurrent sessions where schoiars may present 
presenNtions of completed articies or works-in-progress. 
De~i~s about the program, including deadlines and ~nstructions for the 
submission of proposals, are available here. 
Save the date and submit a proposal~ We look fopward to seeing you atthe 
workshop ~n June. More ~nformation wi~ be available in coming months. 

Barbara J. Cox, California Western School of Law, Chair 
Mary Anne Case, University of Chicago Law School 
Sarudzayi Matambanadzo, Tulane University School of Law 
Clifford Rosky, University of Utah College of Law 
Kenji Yoshino, New York University’ School of Law 

] 
This emaii was sent to Ibreome@email,ur~c.edu by .a__a__[s__@_a__a_J_s_=_9_r:~ :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removal widl SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 

Association of American Law Schools :: ~20:t Connecticut Avenue :: Suite 800 Washington i DC i 20036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Jack Burton --~JBurton@rodey.com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 10:15 AM 

Weise, Steven O. <sweise@proskauer.com>; Stephen V. Falanga <SFalm~ga@connellfoley.com> 

ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: IUcclaw-1] How to determine a general pa~ership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

ATT00001 .c 

One last post about the name of a general partnership for purposes of a financing statement. 
It is important to remember that the 2010 amendments to Article 9 did not change the rules for determining the name of a general partnership (or’ any other organization that is 

not a regislered organization). This is one of the few naming rules that did not change. 

Jack 

From: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [ma ilto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Weise, Steven O. 
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2023 3:43 PM 

To: Stephen V. Falanga 

~¢: ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-l] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

The state filing would be useful evidential infom~ation, but not determinative. The "name" is whatever it is m~d the state filing would not change that. 

In the absence of a formal parl~ership agreement, a variation on Bob’s "trick" would be to exercise the control that Stephen refers to by requiring the borrower to enter 

into a formal partnership agreement prior to closing. 

Steve 

Steven 0. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Century Park East 
Suite 3200 

Los !u~p.eles, CA 90067-3206 
d 310.284A.515 

f 310.557.2193 

sweise(a) proskauer.com 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 2:21 PM, "Stephen V. Falanga" <St:ala~a_~@)cormelltbley.con~> wrote: 

Since you control the decision to lend, you could also require that the GP make the optional State filing as part of the closing (most States allow for it 

as some have mentioned)~ Then you have the state filing as assurance of the proper name and may even get a state id number to reflect in your 

I. 

Steve 
Stephen V, Falanga 

Partner 

Connefl Foley LLP 
office: (973) 535-0500 
Direct: (973) 597-4280 
Fax: (973) 535-9217 

website:~v.con nellfole~.com 
V-card 

From: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Zadek, Robert 
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2023 4:05 PM 
To: ’Weise, Steven O.’; ’Scarberry, Mark’ 
Co: ’ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu’ 
Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-l] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

The problem is that you have no way of knowing if the partnership agreement has been amended. I have invented a trick of sorts, 

which perhaps give you more certainty. I add, as a closing document, an amendment to the partnership agreement, amending the 

name of the partnership to that which you believe it to be. Thus, if for some reason you had the wrong name, once the amendment is 

signed, you have the right name. I a~so add a provision in the amendment which says that any future amendment which changes the 

name is ineffective unless SP agrees. ~ think this ties up everything pretty tightly. If I am wrong, I guess I’1~ find out in a few minutes. 

(Sent from Tabor, in the Czech Republic, where I am vacationing} 

From: _u_c___c_[_a__w__-_[_-_b__o_u__t)_c___e_s_~J_[_s_t_s_:k~b_!~=~_~. [~Ln.~.a.~!.t.9~L.u~c~c.!~.a.ky.-.!.-.~.b.9~.n.~.c~e..~.s~@-~.s~t~s.~[~J~9~-~] On Behalf Of Weise, Steven O. 
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2023 6:59 AM 
To: Scarberry, Mark 

Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-l] How to determine a general partnership’s name as debtor for purposes of financing statement 

The secured party has to figure out what the true "name" of the partnership. Because, as you point out, a general partnership is not a registered 

organization, there is no definitive way to determine this. If there is a partnership agreement that can be reviewed (written or electronic), that is 

probably the best source. If there’s any doubt, use the alternative names as additional debtors on the financing statement. 



Steve 

Steven O. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Century Park East 

Suite 3200 

Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 

d 310284.4515 

f 310.557.2193 

sweise@proskauer.com 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 5:10 AM, "Scarberry, Mark" <--M----a--r---k-~--S--c--a--[-b-~-e-~-r~-~-e-~--e-[-d--!--n--e--~--e--d---u-.> wrote: 

Perhaps someone can help me with this question. The answer may be obvious~ but Frn struggling with it, 

How do you determine the narne ot: a general partnership that ~s the debtor, for purposes of a fir~ancir~ statement? 

A registered organization (a corporation, I~m~ted partnership, etc.) wH~ have a name that ~s stated in the latest "public organic record" per 

%503(a)(I) of the 2010 text, or ~n a s~mila~ "puMic ~eco~d~: per the pre-2010 text of 9-503(a)(:[). ~ suppose, then, that there seldom will be 

a problem del:ermkfing the name of a reg~sl:ered organization. 

A 8eneral par[:nersh~p ~s not a registered orsan~zal:h:m., but [he Code sti~ seems to require use of the partnership’s name, if ~[: has one 

See the 2010 version of 9-.503(s)(6)(A} (alternative A) or 9-503(a)(S}{A) (alternative B}; and the pre-2010 version o~: 9--503(a)(4)(A)~ And see 

pa~sgrsph 2 o~: Offic~a~ Cornmen[ 2 [o d~e pre-2010 version of 9-503. (~ don’t see s s~rni~ar comment to the 2010 text that ssys a general 

partnership’s name must be used ~f ~t has one, but that seems to be required by the language of the Code.) 

As a practical matter, how does the secured party lind out whether a genera~ parl:nersh~p has a name, 8rid exactly what i[s name is? ~ 

suppose you could look at the par[:nership’s kdormath:m returns fih~d wRh the IRS (form 10(~57), or at the partnership agreement {if there 

~s a written agreement}. ~’m certa~My not an exper[ on partnership ~aw, but I [Nnk that ~n California (and ~ suppose elsewhere) a general 

partnership isn’t requi~ed to fi~e any sort of fo~m w~th the state g~v~ng ~ts name (though it *~ay* fi~e s sts[ement of par[nershO authority 

u~der California Corporations Code section 16303, wMch must i~clude the partne~sh~p’s ~ame). Under Cahfom~a ~aw, as I u~derstand it, a 

partnersNp that doesn’t use the names of aH the gene~a~ partners ~n the name under wMch ~t does bushless must make a dba filing 

under Bus. & Prof. Code secl:h:ms 17900-.17930 ~n counW filing records. (Section 17913 provides [:hat the ficl:~tk~us business name 

sta[:ement must provide the names of the general partners.} But ~ doub[ [:hat you could jus[ [:teat the dba as [he par[:nership’s name: 

section 9-503(c) provides thai a [rage name ~s not suffic~ent~ 

Marl< S~ Scarberry 

Peppe~di~e Univ. Schoo~ of Law 

Mal~bu, CA 902(~3 

{310)506--4667 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Sewice" 

http://s~:~re.westgn:~up.conv’, with assistance fiom the ~Vashlaw Web. To subscribe or change your settings, go to 

htlp:/ilis~ts.washlaw .edu,’mailmm~/listinfo/ucclaw- 1 

A t~ee service of WashLaw 

http://washlaw.edu 

(785)670.1088 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by U.S. 

Treasury Regulations, Proskauer Rose LLP informs you that 

any U.S. tax advice contained in this communicalion 

(including any attachments) was not intended or written to 

be used, and cannot be used, tbr the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 

promoting, marketing or recommending to m~other party any 

transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This ~nessage and its attachments are sent fiom a law firm 

and may contain information that is confidential and 

protected by privilege from disclosure. If you are not the 

intended recipient, you are prohibited from printing, 

copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete the 
message and attachments without printing, copying, 

tbrwarding or saving them, and no’dt~ the sender 

immediately. 

Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by 
law. Tf you received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please 
notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your 
system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, please see 



htt p://www, buchalter.com/bt/index.ph p?option =corn content&task=view&id = 15 l&Remid = :[29. 

~’RS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the ~’nternal Revenue Service, we inform you that 
any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be 
used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending 
to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by U.S. 
Treasury Regulations, Proskauer Rose LLP infimns you that 
any U.S. tax advice contained in "this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to 
be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) 
avoiding penaJties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 
promoting, marketing or recommending to another paW aW 
transaction or matter addressed heroin. 

This message and its attachments are sent fi~om a law firm 

and may contain information tkat is confidential and 

protected by privilege from disclosnre. If yon are not the 

intended recipient, you are prohibited ti~m printing, 

copying, tbrwa~-ding or saving them. Please delete the 

mesmge and attachmenks without prin’dng, cowing, 

forwarding or saving "them, and notify "the sender 

immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Web Seminm~ <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 11:02 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Ba~l Ill New Capital Requirements: Answers tbr Community Banks 

Register today for 
the web seminar 

With the advent of Base[ [[I and the overa[I {ncrease in 

regulatory vequ{retnents, commut~ity banks face t’egalatovy 

capital mandates that have strained strategic plans more 

than ever, 

On September 25th, juin American Banker editor Paul Davis 

and a pane{ of e>:perts {’or the extcemely timely web seminar 

Speakers ~+’il[ drill down into the nuances and exemptions 

planned part{cttlarIy as the)’ apply to community banks, 

Tim ~web seminar will cover: 

, New Ratio Requiri;ments: Tiec ~ C;]pita]; Total C;]pita]; 

Capita] Conservation Buffer, Leverage Ratio 

~ New Asset Risk-Weight Reqmvements 

o NeT* Prompt Corrective Action Requirements 

Meet the Peesenters; 

i.~.i Paui Davis 

Paul Davis, 

Commtmity Banking Editor, 

Amer’iea~ Baaker" 

:: :N :: Ron 
Farnsworth 

EV P, Chief Financial Officer, 

Umpqua Holdl]~gs Corporation 

::X:: Kekh R 

Fisher 

Keith R, t:{sher, 

Of Counsel, 

]gallard Spain" LLP 

Bob Bean, 

Associate Director, Capital 

Markets Branch, 

FDIC This is a mt~st:attend web seminar to get these answers 

and more on the short and long-~em~ {mp]icat{ot~s of Basel 

g Register today for 
the web seminar 

American Banker 

All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to current registered a~tendees. Offers are not 
transferable and cannot be combined with any other dfer. SourceMedJa cancellation policies apply Please call our Customer 
Service department at 800-803-3424 if you h~ve any questions¯ 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - CBBPNCI3 Webinar as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from Conference - CBBPNC13 Webinar, Click Here. 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists, Click Here. 

Customer Service: 800-803-3424, SourceMedia, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

con ferences@sourcemediamail com 

Privacy Policy I Forward to a Friend 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, September 13, 2013 :[:52 PH 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Reproposed Credit Risk Retention Requirements for Asset-Backed Securities Transactions 

September 13, 2013 

The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection 
Act (the "Dodd-Frank Act’~) was signed into law by President 
Obama on July 21, 2010. On April 29, 2011, the Federal 
banking agencies (the Office of the Comptroller of Currency, 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System), the Securities and 
Exchange Commission ("SEC’~, the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development ("HUD"), and the Federal Housing 
Finance Agency ("FHFA") (collectively, the "Agencies") 
published a joint notice of proposed rulemaking containing 
proposed rules (the "Original Proposal") to implement the 
credit risk retention requirements of Section 941 of the Dodd- 

Frank Act, codified as Section 15G ("Section 15G’~ of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act’S). On 
August 28, 2013, after receipt of comments from over 10,500 
persons, institutions and groups on the Original Proposal, the 
Agencies released a notice of proposed rulemaking (the 
"NPR’~ containing a revised set of proposed rules (the 
"Proposed Rules’~ to implement the credit risk requirements of 
Section 15G. 

~uick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

~]E-mail This Issue 

i:~{ Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Fhm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucdaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Samuel A. Lewis <slewis@FeldmanGale.com> 

Friday, September 3.3, 203.3 2:55 PM 

ucclaw-I @lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-I] Questions re TM License 

ATTOOOO2.c 

Nominative fair use, in the broader context, is a relatively recent phenomenon, and as far as I know, only the 9th and 3rd Circuits have adopted it. The 1st and 4th Circuits had 

opportunities to adopt the doctrine in the last few years, and declined to do so. The last time I checked, the Eleventh Circuit had still not adopted it. 

There is a similar fair use concept applicable to famous marks in comparative advertising. That likely won’t help with the scenarios. 

The traditional fair use defense in a trademark infringement action involves the use of a descriptive mark in a descriptive manner, and most likely does not apply to the scenarios. 

Hope this helps. 

From: Kevin Grierson <-k-gr-!-e--r-~-~--n-~-@-.c-~-!.h-~a--n---e---m--e--a---d-~--.-w--s--‘-~-~--~> 

Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-I] Questions re TM License 

Date: September 11, 2013 3:04:55 PM EDT 

To: "Weise, Steven O." <sweise@proskauer.com>, Anthony Cianciotti <ACianciotti@firstcapital.com> 

Cc: ucclaw-I@hsts.washlaw.edu <ucdaw-I@hsts.washlaw.edu 

In scenario 2, the dist:dbu[or is i~lso prob:}cl:ed by 1:hE} doctrine of "nomir, atiw:} fair use", even in adverti2~ing, so long i~s [he [n~demar~s ;are used to id(}ndfy ;authent:ic goods that 

being sok:~ by the fl_~m’:er distributor anc~ the ac~w~rl:ising does not lead t:o confl.lsion regardh~ dist:dbutor’s st:at:us as a distHbut:or. 

So, fi_~r example, a ,,’:a ~ dealer can advertise that: it selk~ used Honc~as without a tradernarl~ license agreement with Honda so I,,’)ng as it does not h,,’)k:~ it:self out as (for example} a 

Honda dealership 

Samuel A. Lewis 
Board Certified in Intellectual Property Law 
Feldman Gale, P.A. 
One Biscayne Tower, 30th Floor 
2 South Biscayne Blvd 
Miami, FL 33131 
Tel: 305.358.5001 I Fax: 305.358.3309 
slewis@Feldma nGale.com 
www.FeldmanGale.com 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

DailyUpdate: WakeMed CEO: Medicaid owes us $2.5M, and Wos is ba]cely talking 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

W~e~’~ed GK~: He@ca(d owes us 

sin,.’@ ~:~her~ R tames to so~v~r~g hsr~ger~ Go Oran~e~, 

is IigH ~f;)g~ out of a(l (ower-rr)ar@f3_ businesses? 

S~e"d d~mo~~ ~mm ~ohn~on ~ves ~ea"~’:~sl~~ ~e% o~ Bke ...~...2x ......... ,,..,..’....,..,,.,....,..,..., .............. :~: ..,,.....,......,....,.......,.,.,,, ........ ~: ..,,.,.....,......,.....,..., .... 

...................................................... 

S~qn-up Now.,, 

iiiiiiiii H u be..’-~ 

U,S, Retail Saies Rose Less Thar~ 
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Friday, September 13, 2013 3:51 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SEC Proposes Additional Requirements to Regulation D, Form D and Rule 156 

Having trouble reading this email? View i[ in your browser Print email 

ii~. Deched LLP 

nSEC Proposes Additional Requirements to Regulation D Form D and [] 

Rule 156 

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has proposed a suite of 
amendments to Regufation D, Form D and Rule 156 under the Securities Act of 

1933 (Securities Act) (Proposed Rules). According to the SEC, the Proposing 

Release comes in connection with the adoption of amendments to permit general 

solicitation and general advertising in certain circumstances, as discussed in a 
recent OnPoint. A majority of the SEC Commissioners state that the Proposed 

Rules are intended to (i) enhance the SEC’s abifity to monitor how the market will 
irnplement the new private offering regirne and (ii) provide additional investor 

safeguards to combat concerns in connection with permitting issuers to engage in 

general solicitation and general advertising under the newfy created paragraph (c) of 

Rule 506. 

READ MORE (PDF). 
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Private Equity Structuring: The Basics 
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Private Equity Structuring: The Basics 
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On Thursday, October 3, 2013, Morrison & Foerster partner Anna 

Pinedo will participate in an NYC Bar CLE conference She will be 

speaking on a panel entitled "Compliance and New SEC 

Regulatory Opportunities for Private Equity Firms and the Ethical 

Implications" focusing on practical considerations and legal and 

compliance issues arising with general solicitation, crowdfunding 

and hybrid offerings. 

For more information about the event, #l,,!~se visit ti~ event 

NYC Bar will provide CLE credit 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lis~s.washlaw,edu on behalf of 

Kevin Gfierson <kgrierson@culhanemeadows,com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 4:34 PM 

Samuel A. I,ewis <slewis@FeldmanGale.com>; ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Questions m TM Liceuse 

ATT00001 .c 

Well, I was referring to the concept of norninative fair use, i.e. use ot:a rnaFk to truthfully idendfy the mark owners’ product, rather Lhan the specit:ic test employed 

by the Nh~th C~rcu~t h~ Heu of traditional I~ke~H~ood of confusion3 ana~ys~s. Regardless of whether a court applies the 9th C~rcu~t’s nominative fNr use test, or the 3rd 

Circuit’s modified version of ~t, or sometMng abe entirely, a trademark owner m[Jst st~H show a HkeHhood of co~lfusio~l in order to prevail on an infringement 

action. If a ~:h~rd party ~s sel~mg actua~ goods of the trademar~ owner, there ~s generally no (:otffus~on utfless the se~er has faBely stated or kn~h~d ~n some way 

tha~: it is a~fi~iated w~l:h or au~:horized by the l:rademar~ owner, As ~:he Fkst (:ircu~t noted h~ the BOSTON MARATHON case, the ordy "property r~ght" granted by ~:he 

Lsnham Act ~s the right to prevent confusiorL 

Kevin W. Grierson 
C~LHANE MEADOWS PLLC 

Direct: (757) 726 7799 
k:~r ie rsorl~ ClJlhs tie m ead own corrl 

~rom= ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Samuel A. Lewis 

Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 2:55 PM 

Te= ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 

~ubje¢t: Re: [Ucclaw-I] Guestions re TM license 

Nominative fair use, in the broader context, is a relatively recent phenomenon, and as far as I know, only the 9th and 3rd Circuits have adopted it. The ~st and 4th Circuits had 

opportunities to adopt the doctrine in the last few years, and declined to do so. The last time I checked, the Eleventh Circuit had still not adopted it. 

There is a similar fair use concept applicable to famous marks in comparative advertising. That likely won’t help with the scenarios. 

The traditional fair use defense in a trademark infringement action involves the use of a descriptive mark in a descriptive manner, and most likely does not apply to the scenarios. 

Hope this helps. 

Erom: Kevin GrJerson <k£rJerson@culhanemeadows.com> 

Subject" Re: [Ucclaw-1] Questions re TM I.icense 

Date" September 11, 2013 3:04:55 PM EDT 

To: "Weise, Steven O." <sweise@proskauer.corn>, Anthony Cianciotti <AC[anciotti@firstcapital.com> 

ucclaw-l( ’hsts.wa,,;h]a w.edu < ucclaw-]@lists.wa shl aw.e Elu> 
In scenario 2, the distributor ~s also protected by the doctrine of "nominative fair use", even in advertising, so long as the trademarks are used to ~dentify authentic goods that are 

beiag sohJ by the forme~ distributor and the advertisiag does sot teed to coafusion regardiag distribator’s status as a d~str~buto~. 

So, for example, a car dealer can advertise that ~t se~ls used Hondas without a trademark ~cense agreement ~a4th Honda so ~ong as ~t does not hold itself out as (fOr example} a 

Honda dealership. 

Samuel A. Lewis 
Board Certified in Intellectual Property Law 
Feldman Gale, P.A. 
One Biscayne Tower, 30th Floor 
2 South Biscayne Bird 
Miami, FL 33131 
Tel: 305.358.5001 I Fax: 305.358.3309 
slewis@Feldrna nGale.¢om 
www.FeldmanGale.com 
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Please visit http://www.FeldmanGale.com/for more information about our Firm. 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Preferring Foreign Depositors The Final Rule 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ~ ~es~, i~ ~s a web pai~e 

S H [! A.RMA N ~. ST E R.LI N G ~ 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ADVISORY & FINANCIAL REGULATORY 

Preferring Foreign Depositors - The Final Rule 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has issued a final rule adopting with virtually no 
change its proposed approach to depositor preference for deposits payable at foreign 
offices of US banks. While the rule will provide guidance for US banks responding to 
international efforts to require equal treatment of local branch deposits with home-country 
deposits in insolvency, it does not address several outstanding issues. US banks will have 
to tread carefully. 

Vi cw full ~ n e~ n o, ~Preferrir~g Forci gn Dep -.,si ko~’s --- The H n a l R ulc" 



~anKing L~,,~v ~;ommltte~ In wa,~mngton tu b_, ne=d frum 

November 9 with the Committee dinner scheduled for Friday 

d,e ,ede, a, bal,k,~g ~,~gam,les: ~e ha~e ~i,,~l~eJ Sen Ehzabe.h 

~Ir,~r, as ca, lunch spe~ke, We w~ll ,.encl~Je ,,u, 

~e [eok fe,,/aiJ ,o seeing y,,a Jn 

, Com~,,~ttee ~.~,,o~, o,, rr~,~,, Ne~m~,e~ S at ~:00 pm 

¯ Committee Dinner on Friday November 8 

the Cosmos Club: $130 

Gues~ reorns at ~he Ritz-Car~ten W~sh~rigten, D C. are ~vaih~ble 

~t ~ d~co~,n~e~ ~o~,~ ,a~e 

To mare you~ resen,ation, call the Ri~-Cadton WasMngton, 

at 202-835-0500 and men~or, the ABA Business [.~w Section 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: SI Report on OK State Football I~ Part 4 [1 The Sex" 

Newsletter 

Good morning fi~om the ClipseFlashShip. Hope you are well. 

Thes~ Clips eFlash hits keep coming because the almost daily barrage of allegations involving 

Oklahoma State and three SEC schools has captured everyone I~ s attention, ttow do I know 

that? Well, the click-opens for the first two eFlash emails this week were in the top 10% of all 

Clips eFlashes ever. 

Today we have Part 4 of SI.com [J s blockbuster 5-part series detailing a 10-month 
investigation that included independent interviews with 64 Oklahoma State football playem 

from 1999 to 2011, as well as current and fommr football staffer~ reveals the Ineasums that a 

progrmn will take to becolne elite -- and the collateral da~lage that follows. 

Today,s topic is OThe Se~ 0 which follows Paxts 1, 2 & 3: OThe Money, [] OThe 

Academics. [] And [] The Drugs. [] The finale roll be [] The Fallout, [] which roll be availaNe on 

SI/Online next week. 

What can I say about sex? Plenty. But I will say nothing, and I urge you to read Part 4 below. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infaaate 
Clips Editor 

Ed.-(this is a rant).., a quick word about technoloRv. The smooth sailing of the Clips 

~otherShip is dependent upon fiast and reliable internet service. Last night there occurred a 

vicious thunderstorm here in Cheste~; New Jersey (which is in the north central part of the state, 

exactly 42 miles dues west q[TvIadison Square Garden). About a block awayf?om our location 

huge b~onches f!’om several lO0-year old oaks" brought down the power lines (and the cable 

lines9. So, this morning, when ),our eager beaver editor was ready to go, there was no powe~; 

cable o~ internet. I waited hll 5:30 and was the fimt customer of the day at the nearby DunkinO 

Donuts; then ran out of batter3, and learned that they had no electrical outlets" (a clever" wqv fbr 

them to limit length of visits). Next was" Starbucks, but too many people (a couple dozen) meant 

slow internet; andI am now at the Chester Library, andI believe the internet connection here is 

strong enough to execute this gargantuan Clips" eFlash to the immense totality of the Chps 

readership. 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w>~,’~,,twitter,co~N@CollegeA~hClips 

Special Report on Oklahoma State Football: Part 4 - The Sex 

By George Dohrmann, Thayer Evans and :~Ielissa Segura, SI. cam, 9-13-13 



In 2003 one of the nation’s top high school recruits pretzeled his large france into an airplane 

seat and embarked on his official recruifing visit to Oklahoma State. Though several big-time 

schools were pursuing him intensely, the recruit was intrigued by the Cowboys. The previous 

year they had appeared in the Houston BoM -- their first postseason game in five seasons and 

iust "their second in 14 years -- and there was an anmis~akable sense of momentum surrounding 

the program. 

When the recruit amved in Stillwater he received an enthusiastic greeting from two members of 

Orange Pride, a group made up of t~male undergrads "that is described on the uNversity 

website as an "organization that donates their time and effi~rts to assist with Recruiting for 

Oldahoma State and the Football l?rogmm." The women explained that they would be taking 

him to dinner~ the recruit recalls, but first they had a stop to make. A short time later he was 

having sex ruth both ofthetn. "Rock ’n’ rolling, I had the best of the best -- the aces," says the 

recruit, who spoke to SI on the record but is not being named to protect the identities of the 

two wonlen. 

Hostess programs have been part of college football since the 1960s. Friendly, often attractive 

students greet recruits, nsher them and their parents around campus and promote the virtues of 

the school. There have long been suspicions about sexual interactions. In 2004 public scandals 

at Colorado and other schools revealed that sex had been arranged tbr visiting prospects. 

Although no lbrmal campus organization was implicated in those caaes, several colleges 

shutlered their hostess programs or rechristened "them with less suggestive names. That year the 

NC?~k passed legislation that, in part, prohibited "the use of alcohol, drags, sex and gambling 

in recruiting." 

Oklahoma State not only kept Orange Pride intact, but by 2004, multiple sources told SI, the 

group also became a key contributor to the program’s rise. Membership in the organization 

more than tripled; there was a greater emphasis on attracting prettier and more outgoing 

women; and more than a dozen Cowboys who played from 2001 to ’11 told SI that a small 

number of Orange Pride members had sexual relations ruth them or ruth other prospects 

during recruiling visits. According to the former hostesses who spoke to SI, the vast majority 
did not have sex with recruiks. But for those who did, it proved to be an effective inducement. 

"There’s no other way a female can convince you to come play fi~otball at a school besides 

[sex]," says Artrell Woods, a Cowboys wide receiver t]com 2006 to ’08, who says he did not 

have sex with an Orange Pride member on his recruiting visit but was aware of others who did. 

"The idea was to get [recruits] to think that if they crone [to Okla~homa State], it was gonna be 

like that all the ti~ne, ruth ... girls wanting to have sex with you." 
Chm~tal Dmmgole (n ~ e Sanders) an Orange Pride member during the 2003-04 academic year 

says there was a group within the group "m~d I am not that kind of girl, a groupie that is just 

about the football players and trying to sleep ruth the football players." A former Orange Pride 

hostess from the same year who asked not to be named recalls, "People did cross the line. 

That’s why I was only in the program for one year.... It was ve~ dis~arbing. When I found out, 
thal’s why I quit." 

None of the more than 30 tbrmer players or the 14 tbrmer Orange Pride members who spoke 

to SI about the group had direct knowledge of a coach or athletic department staffmember 

instructing a hostess to have sex with a recruit. But a tbrmer Orange Pride adviser and t~vo 

former members of the football staB’.say that coaches sometimes decided which hostesses to 
pair with which recruits. Also, one fo~mer football stax’t’me~nber says that he and at least one 

other colleague were aware that ce~tain Orange Pride members were having sex with visiting 

prospects. What’s more, Oklahoma State football personnel played a central role in vetting 

Orange Pride candidates, with Les Miles, who coached the team frown 2001 to ’04, and 

current coach Mike Gun@ interviemng some applicants -- a practice that does not occur at 

the three other Big 12 schools that confirmed to SI they had hostess programs. 

Asked about his involvement in Orange Pride, Miles responded by email. "The volunteers’ role 



in our program was important and I wanted to stress how seriously we took their duties and 

responsibilities and the manner in which we expected those s~tudents to condact themselves if 

they were selected for Orange Pride." As liar "the role of sex in recruiting, Miles wrote, "I am 

not aware of this ever happening and am quite sure that no staJI’member was a~vare of recruits 
sleeping with this group of s~dents or any other students." 

Gundy declined to comment on Orange Pride, and universi~ officials accused SI of 

sensatioualizing a small number of alleged sexual encounters beiween recruits and hostesses. 

Those officials also say that during Gundy’s tenure the progran~ pulled a scholarship oIt~r to a 

top recruit after an Orange Pride member accused him of unwanted sext~al advances. (That 

alleged incident was never brought to the attention of law enforcemenl, school officials say.) 

Oklahoma State, however, did not deny that Orange Pride has played a prominent role in 

recruiting under Miles and Gundy. Athletic director Mike Holder says a review of the 

organization might be warranted in "the waJ~e of SI’s findings. 

Former players say that on some occasions the role of sex in recruiting was less than subtle. 

Chris Wright, a defensive back, says that in early 2001, shortly after Miles and his s~fl’took 
over, he hosted a recruit. Wright took him to a Stillwater club and to a couple of house parties. 

When the recruit left cmnpus after the weekend, Wright says he met with Joe Deforest, then 

the special teams coach, to review the visit. "You didfft do your job," Wright recalls DeFores~t 
saying. 

Wright says he was confused and asked DeFores~t to explain. According to Wright. the 
assistant coach said that when he had asked the recruit if he had sex the night before, the 

recruit responded that he had not. "He was pissed I didn’t get [the recruit] laid," Wright says of 

Deforest. "He told me I would never host a recruit again." 

In an email, Deforest, who remained on the staffthrough "the 2011 season and is now the 

associate head coach and special teams coordinator at West Virginia, told SI, "I do not recall 

that conversation ever occurred." 

Less than a year al?ter Chris Wright says he was chastised tbr failing in his role as a hos~t, 

Thomas Wright (no relation to Chi-is), a safety from Sweeny, Texas~ took his official visit to 

Oklahoma State. He says that one night during his visit he drank alcohol and smoked marijuana 

until he passed out. He woke up late in the evening at an apartmenk where he had sexual 

relations with an Orange l?ride member who wasn’t his official hos~tess, never bothering to ask 

her name. "It was amazing," Wright says of his official visit. "It was a different world. Yon’re 

like, Why wouldn’t you go to this school? You get what you want." 
Oklahoma State has had a hostess group since at least the 1980s -- the school did not know 

the precise date of inception -- but multiple sources told SI that the group underwent a 

significant transformation alter Miles replaced Bob Simmons in late 2000. Under Simmon~ 

Orange Pride consisted of about 10 to 15 female students, and "they were little more than tour 

guides. No player can recall Simmons’s taking much interest in the group or its personnel. 

"With Simmon~ those girls were just here to make sure recruits got to each place sat~ly 

[during the day]," says Richard Murphy~ a defensive lineman who played in 2000 for Si~nmons 

and in ’01 for Miles. "Then they sent you with the football players who were going to be your 

host [at night]." 

Orange Pride’s gromng prominence coincided ruth the Cowboys’ resragence. By 2002, when 

the football program began putting pictm~es of Orange Pride members in its media guide, the 

group had increased to 48. That year Rivals.com ranked Oklalaoma State’s recruiting class 

(including the sought- after Thomas Wright) No. 25 in the nation. The follomng seaso~, when 

Orange Pride expanded to 54, the Cowboys’ class ranked 15th. (School officials say that this 
season Orange Pride consists of about 40 members.) To be sure, Orange Pride wasn’t solely 

responsible tbr that success. Miles was a deft pitchman and assembled a competent stattl 

More than a dozen tbrmer players tell SI that Orange Pride not only grew under Miles and 

Gun@ but that its culture also changed. They say that there was a small group within a group 

that could be counted on to "take care ot~’ prospects. T.J. Minor~ a defensive end in 2005 and 

’06, recalls watching an Orange Pri& metnber at a recruiting party: "As soon as the recruit 

came in, she was like, Where is he? She just went to town right then. She slept with hi~n on the 

spot. At the time I was thinking, like, Wow, That’s cool. It’s part of recruiting." 
Of course, recruits also had sexual relations on their visits -- arranged by players - - with female 

students who weren’t members of Orange Pride. During his December 2003 official visit, 

linebacker-defensive end Rodrick Johnson says a player led him to the room of a woman who 

performed oral sex on him. "I didn’t say two words to her," he says. Johnson, Woods and 

Calvin Mickens, a cornerback ficom 2005 to ’07, say players also regularly took recrnits to 

another female student who gave them oral sex. 

Two other players on their recruiting visits -- one of which was during the stone month that 

Gun@, the olt~nsive coordinator under Miles, was promoted -- say they had sex with Orange 

Pride members. Linebacker LeRon Furr, who played at Oklahoma State in 2009 and ’10, says 

he didn’t sleep with an Orange Pride member on his official visit, but he knew several recruits 

who did. Says Fun of the small nmnber of hostesses who were having sex with recruits, 

"Those girls knew that they had to show the players a good time and get them [to Oklahotna 

State]: se~ going out, alcohol, smoking [marijuana]." 

Adds a former s~aff member, who says that he and at least one other staffmember under Miles 

were aware that a few Orange Pride members were having sex with recruits: "The thing about 



Stillwater, there’s really nothing to do. The guys come on visits. They stay at [a hotel]. The girls 

would go up, barn, ham, and that was it." 

Bond Ferguson (nile Munson) was nearing the end of her freshinan year at Oklahoma State in 

2002 when a senior she knew asked herto consider joining Orange Pride in the fall. 

(Freshmen a~:en’t eligible.) "We all loved sports," Eerguson says. "She said it was a really neat 

way to get revolved." 

Like most of the 14 former Orange Pride members interviewed by SI, Ferguson enjoyed her 

experience in the group, despite the time and money involved. (She told SI she never had sex 

with recruits.) Hostesses have to volunteer two hours in the football office each week, 
answering phones, stuffing envelopes and doing other clerical jobs. They were required to 

purchase as many as six outfits and had to pay for the candy, cookies, Gatorade and other 
treats they left in players’ lockers. 

As a perk, Orange Pride members were given tickets to home games and traveled to some 

road games. Some hostesses had been cheerleaders or in dance groups in high school; others 

had played sports. Orange Pride off, red them a connection to athletics in Stillwater. "You kind 

of felt a part of the [football] program," says Eerguson, who at the end of her three yeaxs in 

Orange Pride was given a ring by the athletic depaxtment that "matched the football players’ 

Members of hostess groups are forbidden by NCAA rules from contacting a recruit before he 
arrives on cmnpus. The first time Orange Pride members and recruits spoke was often when 

they arrived on campus on Friday night. On game days the hostesses sometimes led recruits 

and their parents on a cmnpus tour and sat with them during a meal, answering any questions 

they had about the universi~ or the football program. 
Hostesses at Oklal~oma State are required to sign two documents, one that states that they will 

"use appropriate conduct which is required of YOU [underlined] within institutional, Big 12, 

and NCAA guidelines. You sbould always use good judgment, common sense and I 

understand that breaking State Laws is out of our institutional hands." The other says that 

Orange Pride members will "conduct ]themselves] with high standaxds of ethics and morals." 

The university says these rules, which s~tricfly prohibit having sex with players or recruits, were 

instituted in 2008. 

In most years Orange Pride had a dedicated coordinator, usually a female member of the 
football staff’; from Februao~ 2003 until March ’04 it was Shayla Simpson, a recruiting 

assistant. Simpson says that she, along with a longtime football secretary and possibly a veteran 

hostess (she could not recall), did an initial screening of candidates. (Then and now, women 

must submit a photo with their application.) Simpson, the secretary and an assis~nt coach then 

met with the most promising candidates. 

"Then [Miles] would do an interview," Simp~n says. "So [the hostess] really got to meet him, 

know what his game plan kind of was, talk about what his expectations were.... It was ve~ 

import~t to [Miles]. He knew, yes, we all knew that the bean~ helped. I’m not going to lie 

about that paxt. It’s a picture. It’s no diff’erent than having a pretty campus. It’s no different than 

having a really big football field. It’s paxt of the whole package, [but[ you couldn’t be pretty aaad 

an idiot and call it good. You had to really understand the gmne because you couldn’t sound 

like an idiot when you talked to recruits." 

Another former football staff’member under Miles adds, "One ofLes’s bigges~t things, he 

wanted more personali~’. I remember our first few recruiting weekends [in 2001], the girls just 

kind of stood in the corner. They weren’t real -personable.... Was part of it to have pretty girls 

too? Let’s get real." 

Asked why she thought the head of a prominent tbotball program would be interviewing 

potential recruiting hostesse~ Ferguson says that Miles "just wanted to know our 

per~naliti es." Similarly, Kennedy Lewellen got an audience with Gtmdy be fibre j oi ning the 

organization in 2008. She recalls his asking her, "What would I say about OSU to try and 

make recruits come here?" (Lewellen, like Ferguson, told SI she never had sex with recruits.) 

After the women were interviewed by Miles, Simpson says, he listed his top candidates. "For 

the ~nost pan’t, he would kind of pick.... We would all kind of sit down and concur." 

Simpson says "we did have coaches who would request [certain hos~tesses]." The pairing 

decisions were typically made by an assistant coach. Under Miles, Josh Henson, the temn’s 

tight ends coach and recruiting coordinator, says he handled the assignments. Henson told SI 

he was not aware of any incidents during which a hostess had sex ruth a recruit. 

One former start’member under Miles who also says he had no direct knoMedge of hostesses 

sleeping with recruits acknowledged that this might have been an unintended, though not 

entirely unwelcome, by-product of the expansion of Orange Pride’s role in recruiting. "Do [the 

allegations] shock the hell out of me? No," he says. "I never l~lt like it was my job to go to 

them and ask, ’Are you sleeping with this recrnit?’ At the end of the day that’s their own 

personal choice.... It was kind of like that thing where you’re sca~:ed to go digging." 

"What knowledge would a fe~nale s~dent have about campus, about the academics and the 

football program that a male s~dent wouldn’t have?" asks Melanie Page, a ps?’chology 
professor at Oklal~oma State since 1998. "You don’t need to have a beautiful woman in that 

Coaches across the country- would disagree, and Oklahoma State is not the only school to 



have its hostess program come uuder scrutiny in recent years. Iu December 2008, The New 

York Times reported that hostesses at LSU sat on the laps of recruits. (The Tigers’ coach then, 

as now, is Les Miles.) In 2011 the NCAA concluded that Teunessee violated rules wheu it 
paid for three members of its hostess program -- also called Orange Pride -- to travel to a Ngh 

school game in South Carolina that featured players Tenuessee was recruiting. Tenuessee 

hostesses also contacted recruits through Facebook and other social networking sites. (In 
neither of those cases were the LSU or Tennessee hostesses alleged to have had sex ruth 

recruits.) 
On the surface, what allegedly occurred at those schools and ruth t~e small number of Orange 

Pride members and recruits in Stillwater might appear hmrnless. But is it? Players told SI there 

was a sense of entitlement among teammates, that they felt that the women on campus existed 

for their pleasure. Says Katherine Redmond Brown, founder of the National Coalition Against 

Violent Athletes, "Things like hostess programs are a big part of that toxic conditioning." 

Says Page: "I was a student manager for the [wrestliug] team in high school, a~d I remember 

how cool that felt to be part of a program. A lot of women’s self-esteem is fled to the attention 

they receive from the opposite ~x. If you are putting women in a position like that [with 

Orange Pride[, even if the sex is voluuta~, those women are s~till being takeu advaaatage o£" 

Asked if she could see the school abolishing Ora~age Pride, Page says, "A lot of blind eyes are 
turued at OSU." She adds, "It would take one statement from Mike Guudy to begin that shift. 

He is a powerful and chm-ismatic figure, and he has the power to shut down [Orange Pride], to 

send a cleax message that we axe not about putting young women in that position [and that] we 

respect women and wm~t to function at the highest level of ethics." 

To view this video click here 

7’o read this article in its original settit~g click here 
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TURNING A BLIND EYE: WHY WASHINGTON KEEPS GWING 
IN TO WALL STREET 

A rthur E. Wilmarth, Jr. * 

As the Dodd Frank Act approaches its third anniversary in mid-2013, 

federal regulators have missed deadlines for more than 60% of the 

required implemen#ng rules. ~Ihe financial industry has undermined 

Dodd l@ank by lobbying regulators to delay or weaken rules, by suing 

to overturn completed rules, and by pushing for legisla#on to freeze 

agency budgets and repeal Dodd Frank’s key mandates. ~Ihe financial 

industry did not succeed in its efforts to prevent President Obama’s re- 

elec#on in 2012. Even so, the Obama Administration has continued to 

court Wall Street’s leaders and has not given a high prioriO~ to 

implementing Dodd Frank. 

At first glance, Wall Street’s abi#O, to block Dodd Frank’s 

implementation seems surprising. Afier all, public outrage over Wall 

Street’s role in the global financial crisis impelled Congress to pass 

Dodd Frank in 2010 despite the financial industry’s intense opposition. 

~4oreover, scandals at systemically important financial institutions 

(SIFIs) have continued to tarnish Wall Street’s reputation since Dodd 

Frank’s enactment. However, as the general pub#c’s Jbcus on the 

financial crisis has waned due in large part to massive governmental 

support that saved Wall Stree~the momentum for meaningful financial 

reform has faded. 

Wall Street’s political and regulatory victories since 2010 shed new 

light on the financial industry’s remarkable success in gaining btvader 

powers and more lenient regulation during the 1990s and 2000s. Four 

principal factors account for Wall Street’s continued dominance in the 

corridors of Washington. First, the financial industry has spent massive 

sums on lobbying and campaign contributions, and its po#tical 

* Pro{~ssor of Law and Executive Director of the Center for Law, Economics & Finance, 

George Washington University Law School. I wish to tha~k GW Law School and Dean Gregory Maggs 

for a summer research grant that supported my work on this article. I am indebted to Sarah Trumble 

(GW Law Class of 2012), Eric Klein (GW Law Class of 2015), and Germaine Leahy (Head of 

Reference for the Jacob Burns Law Library9 for their superb research assistance~ I am also grateful to 

Anat Admati, Lawrence Baxter, Bill Black, Cheryl Block, Bill Bratton, Pe~e~ Conti-Brown, Jim Cox, 

Michael Greenberger, Robert Hockett, Robert Jenkins, Simon Johnson, Dennis Kelleher, Adam Levitin, 

Pat McCoy, Saule Omarova, Frank Parlnoy, Heidi Schooner, Lynn Stout, and parlicipants in 

conferences at the Universi~ of Cincinnati College of Law and GW Law School for helpful comments 

and conversations. Unless otherwise indicated, this article includes developments through June 15, 

2013. 
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influence has expanded along with the growing significance of the 

financial sector in the U.S. economy. Second, financial regulators’ have 

aggressively competed within and across national boundaries to attract 

the allegiance of large financial institutions. Wall Street has skillfidly 

exploited the resulting opportunities for regulatory arbitrage 

7bird, Wall Street’s pofitical clout discourages regulators from 

imposing restraints’ on the financial industr)’. PoBticians and regulators 

encounter significant "pushback" whenever they oppose Wall Street’s 

agenda, and they also lose opportunities for lucrative "revolving door" 

employment from the industo/ and its setwice providers. Fourth, the 

financial industry has achieved "cognitive capture" through the 

"revolving door" and other close connections between Wall Street and 

Washington. A widely-shared "conventional wisdom" persists in 

Washington notwithstanding abundant evidence m the contrar)’ that 

(i) giant SIFIs are safer than smaller, more speciaBzed institutions, 

SIFIs are essential to meet the demands’ of large multinational 

corporations in a globalized economy, and (ii0 requiring U.S. SIFIs 

comply with stronger rules will impair their abiBty to compete with 

foreign financial conglomerates and reduce the availabiBty qf credit 

(Z S. f!~Tns and consumers. 

Despite Wall Street’s continued master), over Washington, two recent 

events couM lead to a renewed pubBc Jbcus on the need for stronger 

restraints on SIl,ls. In March 2013, Attorney General Eric Holder 

admitted that global SI1,Z~ are "too big to jail, " and a Senate 

subcommittee issued a stunning report on petq~asive managerial failures 

and regulator)’ shortcomings surrounding JPMorgan Chase’s "London 

Whale" trading scandal. In response to those events’, Senators Sherrod 

Brown and [)avid Vitter introduced a bill that wouM require SIl~Ts to 

satisfy much higher capital requirements’ and wouM also limit their 

access to federal safety net subsidies. 7"he Brown-Vitter bill couM prove 

to be a milestone because it demonstrates Dodd Frank’s inadequacy 

and also focuses the "too big to fail" debate on issues where Wall Street 

is most vulnerable, including dangerously low levels of capital at the 

largest banks and extensive public subsidies exploited by those banks’. 

"Turn a blind eye": "To knowingly refuse to acknowledge something 
,, 1 ~                            ¯ ¯    ,-2 which you kno~v to be real ; "to refuse to see: be obhv~ous ~ 

1. Turn a Blind Eye, PN~,ASE FINDER, http://www.phrases.org.ulc/~nemfings/lum-a-blind- 

eye.html (last visited Oct. 29, 2012). Admiral ttoratio Nelson reportedly inspired this saying at the 

Battle of Copenhagen in 1801, when he ignored a superior’s signal to disengage Iiom the enemy fleet. 
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"I remind people, we do have the best capital markets in the world." 
(Jamie Dimon, chairman of JPMorgan Chase, June 19, 2012)3 

"[T]he size of some of these [financial] institutions becomes so large that 
it does become difficult for us to prosecute them when we are hit with 
indications that if you do prosecute,.., it will have a negative impact on 
the national economy, perhaps even the world economy." (Attorney 
General Eric Holder, Maxch 6, 2013)4 

"[D]on’t you see? Too big to fail isn’t a problem with the system. It is 
the system .... The bigger [global corporations[ get, the bigger financial 
institutions will have to get." (Robert Rubin, fornaer Treasur~ Secretary 
and former senior executive at Goldman Sachs and Citigroup)~ 

I. Introduction ..................................................................................... 1288 
II. The Financial Industu’s Campaign to Block Dodd-Frank’s 

Implementation ........................................................................ 1296 
A. The Industry’s Lobbying Efforts to Impede Dodd-Frank’s 

Reforms .............................................................................. 1296 
1. Enhanced Regulatou Requirements for SIFIs ........ 1297 

Instead, he put his spyglass to his blind eye and said, "I have only one eye, I have a right to be blind 

sometimes... I really do not see lhe signal." JANmS STANmR CLARKE & JO~N M’ARTI~R, 2 T~ [.WE 

OF ADMIRAL LORD NELSON, K.B. FROM ttIS LORDSHIP’S MANY,SCRiPTS 270 (1809). 

2~ MEPd~AM WEBSTER’S COLLEGIATE DICTION~a~RY 1349 (1 lth Ed. 2004). Kathleen Engel and 
Patricia McCoy have previously used this phrase to characterize the manner in which Wall Slreel 

investment banks "securitize[d] subprime home loans mlhom delermining if loan pools contain[ed] 

predalory loans" and thereby "actively facilitated abusive lending." Kathleen C. Engel & Palricia A. 

McCoy-, Turni~N a Blind Eye: Wall Street Finance ofPredatory Lending, 75 FORDHAIvl L. REV. 2039, 

2040 (2007). 

3. William D. Cohan, Wall Street Forgets its’ Job [s to Create Jobs, BLOOMBERG (June 24, 

2012 6:05 PM), h~tp://www.b~omberg.c~m/news/2~2-~6-24/wa~l-street-forgets-its-j~b-is-t~-create- 
jobs.html (quoting testimony by Mr. Dimon during a hearing on the "London Whale" trading scandal 

before the House Financial Services Committee on June 19, 2012); see also inj?a Part IV(C)(2) 

(describing that scandal and Mr. Dimon’s role in it). 

4. Transcript: Attorney General Eric Holder on ’Too Big to Jail ’, :~vl. BAN KER (Mar. 7, 2013 ) 

(quoting testimony by Mr. ttolder befbre the Senate Judiciary Committee on Mar. 6, 2013) (available on 

Le:ds). 

5. DAVID ROTHKOPF, POWER, INC.: THE EPIC RIVALRY BETWEEN BIG BUSIN~ESS _a2qD 

GOVERNMENT AND TI32E RECKONING THAT LIES AHEAD 266 (2012) (quoting frotn undated recent 

intet~Aew ruth Mr. Rubin). Mr. Rubin served as co-chairman of Goldman Sachs before serving as 

Treasury Secreta~ during the Clinton Administration, and he then served as senior counselor, chamnaaa 

of the executive committee, and a director of Citigroup fi’om 1999 to 2009. During his tenure at 

Citisroup, Rubin encouraged the bm~k to engage in high-risk securitization and trading activities~ Those 

activities inflicted massive losses on Citigroup and led to the bank’s near-failure and bailout by the U.S. 

government in 2008. CtI~’dLLES GASPARINO, T[tE SELLOI~: HOW THREE DECADES OF WALL STREET 

GREED AND GOVEILNMENT MISMANGEM~ENT DESTROYED TtW~ GLOBAL FINANCIAL SYSTEM 145-47, 

190-91, 304-08, 317-20, 482-83 (2009); Eric Dash & Louise Story, Rubin Leaving Cit~group; Smith 
Barney fbr Sale, N.Y. Tlivms, Jan. 10, 2009, at B1; Ken Brow~n & David Enrich, Rubin Under Fire, 

D@nds His Role at Citi, ~ZACC ST. J., NOV. 29, 2008, at A1; Eric Dash & Julie Creswell, CitNroup 

Paysfbr a Rush to Risk, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 23, 2008, at A1. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Almost three years have gone by since Congress passed the Dodd- 
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank)6 
in July 2010, but Dodd-Frank’s reform program still remains largely 
unfinished. During the past year, advocates of financial reform have 
expressed growing disma~v as federal regulators missed deadlines for 
more than three-fifths of the rulemakings mandated by Dodd-Frank.7 

6. Pub~ L. No. 111-203, 124 Star. 1376 (cnacted July 21, 2010). 

7. For recent expressions of this dismas~ see ttaley Sweetland Edwards, He who makes the 

rules, \VASH. MONTb2LY, Mar. 1, 2013, 2013 WLNR 6615176 ("As of now\ rougJaly two-thirds of the 
400-odd rules expected to come from Dodd Frank have yet to be finalized."); Barbara Rehm, 

Regulators’ Reputation Sinks Along w~th lndus~F’s, AM. BANKER, Mar. 28, 2013, 2013 WLNR 

7543392 ("[I]n the 32 months since [Dodd Frank’s] enactment, regulators have done little to restore the 

public’s confidence in lbe government’s abilily to police the financial system."); Gary Rivlin, How V~all 

Street D@nged Dodd Frank, Tt~ NATION, May 20, 2013 (arguing that the failed implementation of 

Dodd Frank provides "a perfect case sludy of the ways an induslry wilh nearly unlimited resources c~m 

avoid a set of touo~-minded reIb~rns it doesn’t like"); see also supra note 29 and accompanying text 

(shomng that regulators missed 175 of the 279 rule~naking deadlines that expired by June 2013). For 

earlier expressions of sitnilar views, see Donna Borak, ~fier Year c~fZ)rog~ss, Dodd Frank Rule Phase 
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As explained in Part II of this article, the financial industry has pursued 
a three-front campaign that has blocked the fulfillment of many of 
Dodd-Frank core reforms. First, the industry’s aggressive lobbying 
efforts have persuaded regulatory agencies to delay or water down 
regulations mandated by Dodd-Frank. Second, industry trade groups 
have filed lawsuits to strike down completed rules. Third, the industry 
helped to elect a Republican majority in the House of Representatives in 
2010 and again in 2012, and Republican leaders have introduced 
numerous bills to repeal or weaken key provisions of Dodd-Frank. 
Although Wall Street failed to defeat President Obama in the 2012 
election, President Obama has continued to court Wall Street executives 
and has not spent meaningful political capital in pushing for a robust 
implementation of Dodd-Frank’s reforms. 8 

In response to the financial industry’s efforts to undermine Dodd- 
Frank, a group of former senior government officials, private-sector 
leaders and financial experts launched a new nonprofit group known as 
the Systemic Risk Council (SRC) in 2012.9 SRC member and former 
Colnmodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) chairman Brooksley 
Born declared that Dodd-Frank’s reforms "are under attack by many of 
the firms who brought us the financial crisis.’’1° SRC chair and former 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) chairman Sheila Bair 
similarly warned that "[t]he public is becoming cynical about whether 
the regulators can do anything right, which is undermining support for 
reforms." 11 

Fiits Roadblocks, Aiv*. BANKER, July 16, 2012 (quoting Cornelius Hurley’s warning that "every day wc 

are realizing more that reforn~ elIbrts are inadequate"); William D. Cohan, Does Congress 14%nt 

Another Economic 3deltdown?, BLOOMBERG, June 10, 2012 (%Vall Street’s well-paid army of lav, yers 

and lobbyists continues to make a mockery of the whole re-regulation process."); Roger Lowenstein, 

Der~va~ves Lobby [[as {~(S. Regulators on the Run, BLOOMBERG, Apr. 17, 2012 ("The derivatives 

indust~ is squeezing WashinNon like a pylhon."); Mall Taibbi, {{o~v IVall Street Killed Financial 
Refbrm, ROLL1NG STOXE, June 24, 2012 ("The Ihte of Dodd Frank over the past two years is an object 

lesson in the government’s inability to institute even the simplest and most obvious reforms, especially 

if those refo,ms happen to clash ruth powerful financial interests."); Nell Baro*~ky, Bung/ed Bank 

Bazlout Leaves Behind Righteous Anger, BLOOMBERG, July 22, 2012 ("Dodd Frank hasn’t solved the 

problem it was meant to address~he power and influence of banks deemed too big to fail .... The 

banks have also been gaming and watering down the [implementing] rules and regulations.")~ 

8. See infi~a notes 183 85,401 403 and accompanying text. 

9. Joe Adler, Bait’s Syslemic Risk Council to Highlight ’~/hat’s ~,Vot Happening,’ _/~\i. B~\~KER, 

June 19, 2012. SRC’s ~nission "includes counteracting elIbrts by the [financial services] indust~2z to 

undercut reforms established by Dodd Frank." Id.; see also Former ]~©IC Chair to Lead Syslemic Risk 

Council, ~lonztor b~inancial Regulation, BUSINESS W1RE, June 6, 2012 (quoting John Rogers, an SRC 

member, who explained that the SRC "roll serve as an essential sounding board for systemic risk 

reforn~s focused on strong investor protection, and offer a critical voice to promote the enlbrcement of 
regulalions, financial disclosure and transparency"). 

10~ Adler, supra note 9 (quoting Ms. Born). 

11. Floyd Norris, Group Forms to Urge Strict Oversight of}Vall St., N.Y. TIMES, June 6, 2012, 

at B4 (quoting Ms. Bair). 
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The financial industry’s ability to delay and weaken the 
implementation of Dodd-Frank seems surprising at first glance. Intense 
popular anger at Wall Street for its central role in causing the financial 
crisis provided the political impetus for Dodd-Frank’s enactment.12 
Public confidence in banks and bankers has fallen to very low levels 
since the outbreak of the global financial crisis in 2007.13 In a survey 
taken at the end of 2011, 56% of respondents agreed that "the power and 
influence of banks and other financial institutions represented a major 
threat to the country.’’14 

The public has directed much of its outrage at the largest banks. 
Consumers have condemned big banks for their role in triggering the 
financial crisis, for opposing the adoption and implementation of Dodd- 
Frank after receiving huge government bailouts, and for engaging in 
abusive foreclosure, debt collection and fee-setting practices.15 As 

12. See, e.g., John C. Coffee, The Political L’conomy oj Dodd bFank: 147~), Financial 
Tends to Be Frustrated and Systemic Risk Perpetuatecl, 97 CORNFX~I. L. REV. 1019, 1020 (2012) (stafing 

that Dodd Frank’s enaclment followed a "financial collapse.., thai threatened finamcial instilulions on 

a global scale and brought lhe problem of systemic risk to lbe attenlion of a public already infurialed at 

financial institutions (and their highly compensated investment bankers) [for] being bailed out at 

taxpayer expense"); Ki~nberly D. Kramec, Don’t’ ’Screu, Joe the PMmmer ’: The Sausage-Making of 

Financial Rejbrm, (Mar. 26, 2012), at 13 ("The public detested the 2008 bailouts and, as economic and 
employment tears lingered into 2010, popular backlash increased, reaching a crescendo as news of 

lavish bonuses and compensafion packages at bailed-out financial firms hit the press."), avazlable at 

http://ssrn.com/abstract 1925431; Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., "/;~e Dodd bFank Act: A b~lawed and 

Inadequate Response to the Zoo-Big-to-Fail Problem, 89 OR. L. REv. 951, 962 (2011) ("The severity 

and duration of the financial crisis, along ruth rising costs of governmental support for troubled [large 

banks], produced public outrage and crealed a strong consensus in favor of reforming financial 

regulation."). 

13. See, e.g., Remarks by FDIC Chairman Sheila C. Bair to the ABA Government Relations 

Summit, Mar. 16, 2011 (stating that "[i]n April 2010, a Pew Research poll found that just 22 percent of 

respondents rated banks and other financial institulions as having a ’positive effect on the way things are 
going            in            the            country’"),             available            at 

http:l/w~vw.fdic.gov/news/news/speeches/archives/2011/splnar1611.html; Andrew Edgeclifl~-Johnson 

& Francesco GueI~cara, ~N public loses fiath in business, FT.coM, Jan. 25, 2011 (reporting on "’a 

backlash against bankers and their bonuses, ruth the number of Americans wlao trust US banks dropping 

to a low of 25 per cent, down from 33 per cent a year ago and 71 per cent before the financial crisis"); 

Da~l Kopecki, lVall Street Leaderless zn Rules h’ight as Dimon Dimznished, BLOOMBERG, Aug. 20, 

2012 (reporting on a Gall up poll in June 2012, ~t~ich found that only 21% of American s had a "~eal 

deal" or "quite a lot" of confidence in U.S. banks, compare ruth 41% in 2007, representing "lbe lowest 

level of consumer confidence in U.S. banks since Gallup Inc. began polling on the question in 1979"); 

see also Barbara A. Rehm, Reputation Remains Industry’s A:o. ] Problem, AM. BANKER, June 7, 2012 

(stating that "It]he banking industry’s image is about as aw~ful as it’s ever been. Polls prove it and 

popular culture reflects it."). 

14. Maurice E. Stucke, Occupy Wall Street and Antitrust, Univ. of Tenn. Coll. of Law Res. 

Paper No. 179, Mar. 2012, at 4 (quoting results of a December 2011 survey by Pew Research Center 

the People & the Press), available at http://ssm.cotn/abstract .2002234. 

15. See, e.g., Carter Dougherty, 3/[~or Banks" Largest Source ofConsu~ner Bureau Complaints, 

BLOOMBERG, June 19, 2012 (reporting that Bamk of America, JPMorgan Chase and Citigroup "were the 

subjects of the largest nmnber of [consumer] complaints to the U.S. Consumer Financial Protection 

Bureau in 2011"); Joe Nocera, }Vhy People Hale the Banks’, N.Y. TIMES, April 3, 2012, at A27 
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explained in Part II(C)(2), a series of recent scandals further eroded 
Wall Street’s reputation. MF Global, a large commodities broker, 
collapsed in late 2011. JPMorgan Chase (JPMorgan), the largest U.S. 
bank, disclosed a huge loss from its "London Whale" trading debacle in 
May 2012. Barclays, UBS and RBS paid large fines in 2012 and early 
2013 to settle charges that they colluded with other major international 
banks to manipulate the London interbank offered rate (Libor), an 
overnight bank lending rate that determines interest rates for more than 
$300 trillion of worldwide debt obligations. Finally, HSBC and 
Standard Chartered, two of the five largest U.K. banks, paid similarly 
large penalties in 2012 to resolve charges that they violated federal la;vs 
prohibiting money laundering, terrorist financing and financial 
transactions with Iranian businesses. 

Notwithstanding these new scandals--which resembled the abuses 
that led to the financial crisis--the financial industry has shown a 
continuing ability to influence politicians and regulators.16 The 
industry’s persistent clout is due to the public’s inability to maintain a 
long-term focus on financial reform, as well as the industry’s 
overwhelming advantages in lobbying and other forms of political and 
regulator>, influence. As John Coffee has shown, financial regulatory 
reform typically follows a "regulatory sine CUll, e," in which (i) a 
financial crisis provokes widespread outrage and public demands for 
reform, which cause Congress and regulators to impose more stringent 

(declaring that "the count~)z.., hates the banks fl~ese days" due to the abusive foreclosure and debt 

collection practices of the largest banks); Robin Sidel, Customers to t?anks: It’s You, Not 3Ale, Vv~ALL ST. 

J., Dec. 2, 2011, at C1 (reporting on customers’ anger caused by "rising tbes" and "a flood of 

tbreclosures" at big banks); Richard Bumett, Consumers unhappy with banks, ORLA~\7)O SENTIN~EL 

(FL), Dec. 23, 2010, at B5 (reporting that most consumcr complaints "involve large banks, while 

community banks and credit unions, though far more numerous, draw f?ar fewer complaints") (available 

on Lexis); Americans’ anger not easing over hanks’practices, CHARLESTON GP, ZETTE (wg), Dec. 10, 

2010, al P3D (available on Lexis) (reporting on customers’ anger over "excessive tees" and "foreclosure 

practices they view as unfair," and quoting lhe view of bank analyst Paul Miller lhal "[t]he culture al 

banks has been to chase profits at all costs, even if it hurts their custotners"); see also Arthur E. 

Wilmarth, Jr., The Dark Side of Universal Banking: Financial Conglomerates and the Origins of’the 

Subprime Financial Crisis, 41 CONN. L. REv. 963, 1046 (2009) (stating that large financial institutions 

"were the primary private-sector catalysts fbr the destructive credit boom that led to the subprime 

financial crisis, and they have become the epicentcr of the current global financial mess"). For 

discussions of etlbrts by large financial institutions to defeat Dodd Frank or, in the alternative, to 

weaken its key provisions, see SIMON- J¢)HNSON ~; J!}ms KWAK, 13 BANKERS: TtIE WALL STRF~T 

TAKEO\,~R AND T~m NEXT FINANCIAL MELTDOWNS" 191 92, 2054)7, 213 14 (2010); Wilmarth, supra 

note 12, at 1025 34; John Cassidy, The Volcker Rule: Obama’s economic adviser and h~s battles over 

thefnancial-r@rm bill, NEW YOIU<_ER, July 26, 2010, at 25. 

16. See, e.g., Phil Mattingl?; Wall Street Supporters in Congress Unmoved by Libor Probe, 

BLOO~rSgm?, July 3, 2012 (reporling that "Wall Street’s defenders in Congress are sticking by lhe 

[financial] industry, undaunted by lbe Barclays fine or trading losses of more than $2 billion at JP 

Morgan Chase"); John Ke~np, Wall St and Republicans team up to curb CFTC, RSUTI~RS, June 7, 2012 

(contending that Wall Street’s Republican allies in Congress were "deeply cs~fical" in voting to cut the 

CFTC’s operating budget ~tfile attacking the CFTC tbr not having adequately regulated MF Global). 
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rules on the financial industry, and (ii) after the crisis has passed and 
conditions seem to return to "normal," the public loses interest in the 
financial sector and the industry pushes Congress and regulators to 
repeal or soften the new rules.17 Thus, as the financial crisis recedes in 
the public’s memory, the financial industry can weaken previously 
enacted reforms by exerting direct political influence through campaign 
contributions and lobbying, as ~vell as indirect influence through 
"revolving door" employment opportunities offered to legislators and 
regulators.18 

The financial industry’s success in obstructing Dodd-Frank’s 
reforms--despite recent blows to Wall Street’s alrea@ tarnished 
reputation--sheds new light on an enduring mystery from the financial 
crisis. Commentators have repeatedly asked why financial regulators 
"adopted policies that induced financiers to take excessive risks" during 
the period leading up to the crisis, even though regulators "often knew 
their policies were destabilizing the financial system many years before 
the crisis.’’19 Part III of this article provides an overview of legislative 
and regulatory mistakes that helped to inflate the enormous and 
unsustainable credit boom which triggered the crisis. From the early 
1990s until the crisis broke out in 2007, Congress and federal regulators 
repeatedly ignored warning signs and implemented policies that 
encouraged reckless lending and securitization practices by banks, 
savings associations (thrifts) and nonbank mortgage companies. Those 
ill-fated policies included repealing restrictions on affiliations between 
banks and securities firms, watering down capital requirements, 
preempting state consumer protection laws, removing regulation of 
over-the-counter derivatives, and giving "superpriority" treatment in 
bankruptcy to derivatives and repurchase agreements for mortgage- 
related securities. After the financial crisis began, federal officials gave 
enormous amounts of financial assistance to threatened megabanks and 
also provided extensive forbearance by suspending mark-to-market 

17. Coffee, supranote 12, at 1029 31. 

18. id. at 1029 31, 1076 81; see also Jomqsc)N & KWAK, supra note 15, at 88 100, 133 37, 

147 49, 175 88 (providing a similar explanation Ibr why financial scandals often do not produce 

effective reforn~s); i@a Part IV (describing the sources of the financial industry’s political and 

regulalory influence). 

1% JAMES R~ BARTH, GERARD CAPRIO JR~, AND ROSS LEVINE, GUARDIANS OF !a’12x~&\’CE: 

MAKrNG REGIrLATORS WORK FOR US 5 (2012); see also IC~THLEEN C. ENGEL & PATRICIA A. McCoY, 
TItE SUBPP, IME VIRUS 149 (2011) ("Federal regulators acted in time to stop a complete collapse of the 

world economy, but where were lhey when consumers and lheir advocates, researchers, cities, and states 

were warning aboul the growing abuses in lhe subprime market?"); ,4a-lhur E. Wilmarth, Jr., The 

Ninarlcia[ Services /~dustry’s /~Iisgu~ded O, uest to Underrm~e the Consumer ~inatlcia[ Prolection 

Bureau, 31 REV. BA_’;KING & FL’;ANCIAL L. 881, 932 (2012) ("Why didn’t ~deral regulators stop 
fina~ncial institutions from generating huge volumes of high-risk credit that exploited consumers, risked 

their own soundness and undermined the stabiliW of the financial markets?"). 
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accounting rules and by allowing the largest banks to defer losses on 
extensive portfolios of impaired second-lien housing loans. 

Politicians, regulators and bankers subsequently asserted that the 
financial crisis was caused by "an unforeseeable confluence of events" 
that created a "perfect storm.., no one could anticipate.’’2° However, 
those claims are demonstrably false.21 A recent study of regulatory 
failures during the credit boom concluded that "financial 
regulators.., repeatedly designed, implemented, and maintained 
policies that helped precipitate the global financial crisis .... [T]hey 
recklessly endangered the global economy.’’22 Part III of this article 
provides additional support for that conclusion. 

Part IV offers four principal reasons for the pervasive legislative and 
regulator}, mistakes that led to the financial crisis, as well as the 
financial industry’s success in undermining the implementation of 
Dodd-Frank. First, the financial industry wields enormous influence 
due to its massive spending on political campaigns and lobbying and its 
outsized share of the U.S. economy. The industry spent more than $8.6 
billion on political contributions and lobbying between 1998 and 2012 
and earned very favorable retums on those investments. The industry 
achieved a series of major legislative victories between 1994 and 2005 
and defeated several bills that attempted to restrict subprime lending. 
While the industry could not prevent Dodd-Frank’s passage, it did 
succeed in weakening several of Dodd-Frank’s key provisions and in 
subsequently obstructing the statute’s implementation. 

Second, regulators have strong incentives to compete within and 
across national borders to attract the allegiance of major financial 
institutions. Competition among domestic and foreign regulators 
encourages officials to follow policies that please their existing 

20. BARTH, C_ht’RIO & LEVINE, supra note 19, at 1; see also ENOEL & McCoY, szclara note 19, at 

11 ("Some people like to call the subpri,ne crisis a perfbct storm. That’s not what it was.., ttad anyone 
in Washington cared, the virus could have been checked."); compare Nelson D~ Schwartz & Eric Dash, 

’~lTh~;re ’~lTas Tl~e lq/’ise 3d’an?, N.Y. ’If’viES, April 27, 2008, § BU, at 1 (quoting Citigroup executive 
committee chairman m~d Ibru~er rreasury Secretary Robert Rubin, who stated, "I don’t know of anyone 
who foresaw a perfect storm, aaad thal’s whal we’ve had here."). 

21. BARTH, C.~d°RIO & LEVEx~, supra note 19, at 1 5, 85 86, 118 20, 204~06; see also zd at 205 

(’°[T]his crisis is not essentially about unforeseeable shocks .... Rather, many regulators made many 
mistakes, problems grew ever worse over years, regulators learned of or should have recognized the 

cumulating problems arising from lheir policies and from lhe obvious chaa~ges in the financial 
landscape, and yet the regulators chose not to respond until it was too late."); ENGEL & McCoY, szcpra 

note 19, at 10, 204 ("[T]he federal govermnent witnessed what was happening [with abusive subpri,ne 
lending] and made a deliberate decision to desist frotn amy ,neaningfhl action .... [T]he fbderal 
goveru,nent bears strong collective responsibility for the subprime crisis and the eno,rnous financial 
ham~ it inflicted on ordinary Americans.")~ 

22. BARTH, CAPRIO & LEVExrE, supra note 19, at 4 5; see also ENOEL & McCoY, supra note 19, 

at 11 ("This book is boru of frustration: fiustration that Congress and federal regulators refi~sed to heed 

warnings about the subprime market mid let subprime loans spiral out of control."). 
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regulated constituents and attract new ones. Similarly, legislators fear 
that restrictive policies might cause global financial firms to move large 
segments of their operations to foreign jurisdictions. During the two 
decades leading up to the financial crisis, large financial institutions 
skillfully exploited these opportunities for regulatory arbitrage and 
secured legislative and regulatory concessions that enabled those 
institutions to expand their operations and assume greater risks. Since 
Dodd-Frank’s enactment, the financial industry has continued to assert 
the need for international "competitiveness" as a rationale for not 
adopting strong new safeguards for megabanks. 

Third, the financial industry’s political clout discourages regulators 
from imposing tougher restraints on financial institutions. Regulators 
who dare to challenge the industry encounter intense "pushback" from 
industry trade groups and their political and regulatory allies. In 
addition, the "revolving door" between government service and 
financial-sector jobs encourages regulators to accommodate industry 
demands for deregulation and supervisory "flexibility." The most 
egregious form of regulatory accomlnodation has occurred in the area of 
law enforcement. Regulators and law enforcement agencies have 
repeatedly invoked the need to preserve financial stability as a reason 
not to impose criminal sanctions (or even harsh civil sanctions) on large 
financial firms or their top executives. As a result, not a single major 
financial firm, or a single senior executive of such a firm, has been 
criminally prosecuted despite widespread evidence of serious 
misconduct at many large financial institutions. 

Fourth, over the past three decades politicians, regulators and industry 
leaders have developed a common "mindset" that promotes deregulation 
and opposes effective supervision of large financial institutions. Prior to 
the outbreak of the crisis in 2007, the "conventional wisdom" in 
Washington and on Wall Street strongly supported "financial innovation 
and deregulation" and opposed "governmental interference in the 
economy.’’23 Officials who disagreed with this consensus "were 
marginalized as people who simply did not understand the bright new 
world of modem finance. ,,24 

Since Dodd-Frank’s passage, the largest banks and their political and 
regulatory supporters have continued to advance lnany of the same 
arguments that were widely accepted as "conventional wisdom" before 
the crisis. As explained in Part IV(B), those arguments include claims 
that (i) large financial conglomerates are essential to meet the demands 
of a globalized economy, and (ii) requiring megabanks to satisfy 

23~ JOHNSON & K~v~zx~<2, supra note 15, at 8940, 97 101 (quoies ai 89, 101). 

24. ld. at 97. 
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stronger prudential regulations will impair their ability to compete with 
foreign universal banks and reduce the availability of credit for 
businesses and consumers. The continued repetition of these shopworn 
arguments by industry representatives and their political and regulatory 
allies--despite the greatest financial crisis since the Great Depression-- 
speaks volumes about Wall Street’s continuing political clout. In 
addition, the industry contends that the "costs" of new financial reforms 
will outweigh their likely "benefits." However, the industry refuses to 
acknowledge the enormous costs that our nation and many other 
countries have incurred due to weak or nonexistent regulation during the 
pre-crisis boom.25 

As explained in Part IV(C), two events in March 2013 demonstrated 
that megabanks remain too big to fail (TBTF) as well as too big to 
manage or discipline effectively. First, Attorney General Eric Holder 
acknowledged during a Senate committee hearing that the Department 
of Justice was very reluctant to pursue criminal charges against the 
largest financial institutions because of the potentially destabilizing 
impact of such prosecutions on domestic and global financial systems. 
Second, a Senate investigative report on JPMorgan’s "London Whale" 
trading scandal revealed systemic failures in risk management and 
oversight by both the bank’s management and the bank’s primary 
regulator, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). 

The analysis set forth in this article might lead to the discouraging 
conclusion that the battle for financial reform is over, because Wall 
Street’s political influence is just too strong and too pervasive for reform 
advocates to overcome. Ho~vever, Part V suggests that Attorney 
General Holder’s "too big to jail" admission and the Senate investigative 
report on JPMorgan’s "London Whale" trades could prove to be 
watershed events. Shortly after those events occurred, a national survey 
found that half of American adults supported a mandatory breakup of 
the largest banks, and the Senate voted 99-0 in favor of a non-binding 
resolution calling for an end to government subsidies for lnegabanks. 

In April 2013, Senators Sherrod Brown (D-OH) and David Vitter (R- 
LA) introduced a bill that would require banks larger than $50 billion to 
maintain significantly higher levels of equity capital, with the most 
stringent capital mandate imposed on banks larger than $500 billion. 
The bill was hailed by some senior regulators and by many policy 
analysts and journalists as a strong challenge to the TBTF subsidies 
enjoyed by megabanks. Wall Street institutions and their lobbyists 
fiercely attacked the bill, and the Obama Administration indicated its 

25. See inf?a Part II(B)(2) (providing a sumtnary of some of the principal costs of the financial 

crisis). 
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lack of support by claiming that Dodd-Frank had already solved the 
TBTF problem. Notwithstanding that opposition, the Brown-Vitter bill 
could significantly alter the TBTF debate by (i) highlighting the 
inadequacy of Dodd-Frank’s reforms, as implemented to date, and (ii) 
focusing the TBTF debate on issues where Wall Street is highly 
vulnerable, including the largest banks’ dangerously low levels of equity 
capital and the extensive subsidies those banks receive from the federal 
government, it remains to be seen whether continued revelations of 
excessive risk-taking and other abuses on Wall Street will finally 
mobilize the American people to demand fundamental legislative 
reforms, like Brow~a-Vitter, which could finally break Wall Street’s 
stranglehold over financial policy. 

II. THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY’S CAMPAIGN TO BLOCK DODD-F1L~&IK’ S 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Financial institutions and their trade associations have pursued a 
campaign on three fronts to undermine Dodd-Frank’s reforms. First, 
they have lobbied extensively to delay and weaken rulemakings 
mandated by Dodd-Frank. Second, they have filed lawsuits to overturn 
final rules that the industry opposes. Third, they helped to elect a 
Republican majority in the House of Representatives in 2010 and again 
in 2012, and House Republican leaders have pushed bills to repeal key 
reforms or to hamstring the ability of federal agencies to carl3, out those 
reforms.26 In mid-2012, former CFTC chairman Brooksley Born 
publicly warned that the financial industry was succeeding in its efforts 
to block Dodd-Frank’s reforms by "lobbying for the dismantling of 
protections in the Act, delay[ing] rulemaking procedures, challenging 
the rules in the courts, trying to defund regulatory agencies and 
preventing appointment of key regulators.’’27 

A. The lndustry’s Lobbying Effbrts to Impede Dodd Frank’s Reforms 

As soon as Congress passed Dodd-Frank, the financial industry 
unleashed a massive lobbying campaign to undermine the ability of 
federal agencies to issue rules to implement the statute.28 Due in large 

26. See, e.g., Edwards, supra note 7; Rivlin, supra note 7; Taibbi, supra note 7. 

27. Adler, supra note 9 (quoting Ms. Born). 

28. See, e.g., Binyamin Appelbaum, On Finance Bill, Lobbying Shifts to Re~lations, N.Y. 

Te~s, June 27, 2010, al A1; Gretchen Morgenson, [t’s 2,:or Over Until it’s in the Rules, N.Y. TIx~s, 

Aug. 29, 2010, at BU1; Stacy Kaper, 2,:ow fbr the Uard Part: I4:riting All the Rules, AM. BANKF~R, July 
22, 2010, at 1; Cheyenne Hopkins, t?ankers Seek I~vs to Gut Prop-]~rading ~?an, AM. BANKER, NOV. 

19, 2010, at 1; Asjylyn Loder & Phil Mattingl?; Wall Street Lobbyists Besiege CFTC to Shape 

Deriva~ves Rules, Bcootv~l~Rc~ (Oct. 14, 2010, 12:20 AM), http:l/www.bloo~nberg.cominewsi2010-10- 
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part to the success of that campaign, federal agencies failed to adopt 
more than three-fifths of the 279 rules whose issuance was required by 
June 2013.29 Prominent examples of the financial industry’s lobbying 
prowess include the industry’s ability to delay adoption of final rules 
governing systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs) as well as 
implementation of the Volcker Rule and Dodd-Frank’s new regulator5, 
regime for over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives. 

1. Enhanced Regulatory Requirements for SIFIs 

After encountering heavy industry resistance, the Financial Stabili~ 
Oversight Council (FSOC) moved at a snail’s pace toward Dodd- 
Frank’s goal of identifying nonbank financial companies that should be 
designated and regulated as SIFIs.3° Dodd-Frank authorizes FSOC to 
designate nonbank SIFIs in order to place those companies under the 
systemic risk oversight regime administered by the Federal Reserve 
Board (FRB).31 However, almost three years elapsed before FSOC 
finally proposed to designate the first group of nonbank SIFIs in June 
2013.32 

After withdrawing proposed rules that were strongly opposed by the 

14/wall~street~l~bbyists~besiege-c~c-t~in~uence-regulati~ns~n-derivafives.html. 

29. Frail: Pompa & Denny Gainer, ~zho Killed Financial Refbr~n: ~er three years, key paris of 

the plan to averl another ~all Street crisis remain undone, USA TODAY, June 4, 2013, at 1A (available 

on Lexis) (reporting that {Ederal regulators Inissed 175 (about 63%) of the 279 Dodd Frank rulemaking 
deadlines that had passed by June 3, 2013, and regnlators tailed to issue proposed rules for 64 of the 175 

missed deadlines); see also DAVIS POLK, DODD FtL~d,~K PROGRESS REPORT 2 (June 2013), available at 
http://www.davispolk.com/files/Publicatiop23ba~b045 -659b-40ff)-be66 00c49ba3b ffdiPresentafioniPubli 

cationAllachment/c5dl 116c-35b9-46db-8ed 1-055523d30e917Jtm2013 Dodd.Frank.Progress.Report.pdf 

(providing same infbru~ation) [hcreinafler Dod&Frank Progress Report]. 

30. Wihnarth, supra note 12, at 993 94 (discussing ])odd Frank’s creation of FSOC and 

FSOC’s responsibility {br designating nonbank financial cotnpanies as SIFIs if "Inaterial financial 

distress" at such compm~ies "could pose a threat to the financial stability of the United States") (quoting 

Dod&Frank § 113(a)(1)). 

31. See Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 993 95, 1006 08 (discussing FSOC’s authority to designate 
nonbank SIFIs, and explaining that the FRB may impose a range of prudential regulations, including 

capital and liquidity requirements, to mitigate the systemic risk posed by nonbank SIFIs). 

32. On June 3, 2013, FSOC "voted to Inake proposed determinations regarding an initial set of 

nonbank financial coInpa~nies [that would be designated as nonbank SIFIs] under section 113 of the 
Dodd Frank Act." Jeff Batcr, Systemic Risk: (7ounczl Votes on Proposed Determinations Of ?~:onbank 

S~hTs," Doesn’t ?~ame t~zrms, 100 BNA’s BANKING REP. 1027 (2013) (quoting Treasury Department 

spokesperson Suzanne Elio). FSOC did not name the firu~s that were subject to the proposed 

deterulinalions, but American lnteruational (koup (AIG), GE Capital and Prudenlial disclosed thal lhey 

received notices of proposed designation from FSOC. Update 3-~ZS. regulators propose scrutzny of 

A]G, Prudential, GE Capital, RFXSTERS, June 3, 2013. Each of the firms receiving lbe proposed 
designations would have the right to request a hearing within 30 days thereafter. If any of those firuls 

did request a hearing, FSOC would be required to hold a nonpublic hearing to decide whether to issue a 

final order designating that fi~rn as a nonbmlk SIFI. ~rd. 
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financial industry,33 FSOC did not issue final rules governing the 
process for designating nonbank SIFIs until April 2012. Those rules 
establish a lengthy procedure--including three stages of FSOC 
evaluation, followed by the right of an identified nonbank financial 
company to demand a hearing and seek judicial review--before FSOC 
can make a final designation)4 Due to FSOC’s long delay in issuing 
even its first set of proposed designations, major nonbank financial 
firms--including leading insurance companies and large asset 
managers--have remained outside Dodd-Frank’s systemic risk 
oversight regime, even though "[t]he ability to keep a closer eye on 
financial giants other than banks is a major aspect of [Dodd-Frank].’’35 

Dodd-Frank authorized FSOC to designate nonbank SIFIs in order to 
"prevent the chaos that occurred’’ when federal regulators were forced to 
bail out American International Group (AIG), the nation’s largest 
insurance company, in the fall of 2008.36 By identi~ing nonbank SIFIs, 
FSOC would bring those companies "within the perimeter of prudential 
rules" and would enable the FRB to exercise the types of supervisory 
powers that it needed but did not possess over large securities firms and 
insurance companies during the financial crisis.37 FSOC’s painfully 
slow progress toward designating nonbank SIFIs has clearly undermined 
one of Dodd-Frank’s primary objectives.38 

33. R. Christian Brace, Systemic Risk: USOC Plans Three-Stage Analysis to Tag Systemically 

Ris~.3~" ~Vonbanks, 97 BNA’s B~qKING REP~ 634 (2011) (reporting that FSOC scrapped its original 

proposal for rules governing the designation ofnonbank SIFIs after that proposal "sparked a chorus of 
protests from critics"); see also Dave Clarke, Financial Risk Council Readzes Systemic Tag, REUTERS 

(Apr. 3, 2012, 6:00 PM), http://w~5~’.reuters.com/articlei2012/O4/03/us-financial-regulation-sifi- 

idUSBRE83211A20120403 (reporting that "[l]arge insurers, hedge funds and olher [nonbmak] financial 

fi~rns are hoping to avoid the systemic designation and have been trying to convince regulators to leave 

tllenl alone"). 

34. Mike Ferrulo, S),stem~c Risk: Officials Say Selectzon, Supervzsion ofS[FIs Wza Be Tailored 

to Each Firm’s Risks, 98 BNA’s BAN~ZlNG R~P. 891 (May 22, 2012) (describing FSOC’s issuance on 

April 3, 2012, of final regulations govenfing the process for designating ofnonbank SIFIs). 

35. Clarke, supra note 33; see also S. REP. N¢). 111-176, at 2.3 (2010) (explaining that Dodd 

Frank authorizes FSOC to "require nonbank financial companies to be supervised by lhe Federal 
Reserve if their fifilure would pose a risk to U.S. financial stability," in order to prevent "the harm that 

could be inflicted on the financial system and economy by the failure of... [systemically important] 

nonbank financial finns operated with inadequate government oversight"). 

36. Clarke, supra note 33; see also FINANCIAL CRISIS INQ-UIRY COMMISSION, ’]’HE FINANCIAL 
CRISIS INQUIRY REPORT: FINAL REPORT OF THE ]N-ATIONAL COIvlI, f-ASSION ON ’rlq~ CAUSES OF THE 

FINANCIAL AND Ec2ONOIvrlC CRISIS IN ’r1~ UNrrgs S’rATgS 139 42, 200 02, 344 51 (2011) [hereinafter 

FCIC Report], available at http:/iw~sv.gpo.govifds53ipkg/GPO-FCICipdfiGPO-FCIC.pdf (describing 

the factors contribnfing to the federal government’s emergency bailout of AIG-, including the lack of 
effective regulation of AIG and the failure by federal officials to identify the systemic risks created by 

AIG’ s massive issuances of credit default swaps). 

3% Daniel K. Tarullo, FRB Governor, Speech at the Conncil on Foreign Relations (May 2, 

2012), available at http://~.federalreserve.gov/ne~vsevents/speech/tarullo20120502a.pdf [hereinafter 

Tarullo, May 2, 2012 Speech]. 

38. Barbara A. Rehm, Editor at Large: Dodd ;~ank’s Big Misses: Systemic Rzsk. Reg Refbrm, 
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The financial industry’s opposition has also bogged down the FRB’s 
efforts to establish enhanced prudential requirements for both nonbank 
SIFIs and bank S1FIs (banking organizations with assets over $50 
billion), as required by Sections 165 and 166 of Dodd Frank.~9 The 
FRB did not issue proposed rules under Sections 165 and 166 until the 
end of 2011, nearly eighteen months after Dodd-Frank’s enactment.4° 
The FRB’s proposed rules included heightened capital and liquidiw 
requirements, counterparly credit exposure limits, risk management 
standards, periodic stress test requirements and early remediation 
sanctions for SIFIs that fail to comply with the FRB’s enhanced 
prudential standards.41 The FRB explained that its proposals were 
designed to reduce the systemic risks posed by large, complex financial 
institutions and to decrease the likelihood of future taxpayer bailouts of 
TBTF institutions.42 

In response, financial industry trade groups attacked every major 
aspect of the proposed rules.43 Five trade associations representing the 

Axv*. BANKER, July 21, 2011, at 1 (contending that Dodd Frank "was supposed to prevent a repeat of the 

2008 financial crisis by identifying ~t~ich firms are too big to fail and lhen subjecting lhem to fighter 

oversight and higher capital standards," mad maintaining that FSOC’s delay in designating nonbank 

SIFIs "exposes a lack of leadership that is fueling uncerlainty and anxiety"). As discussed above, FSOC 
did not issue proposed designations for the first group ofnonbank SIFIs until June 2013. See supra note 

32 and accompanying text. In contrast, FSOC acted ,nore quickly in designating eight "financial market 

utilities" (FMUs) as "systemically important" under Title VIII of Dodd Frank in July 2012. The eight 
designated FMUs operate multilateral systems for clearing, transI~rring and settling payments and other 

financial transactions (including purchases and sales of securities and other financial instruments). 

FINANCIAL STABILITY OVERSIGHT COUNCIL, 2012 ANNEAL REPORT 110 11, 145 87, avazlable at 

hltp:i/x~5~5~’.treasury.goviinitiatives/fsociDocumenlsi2012%20 Annual%20Report .pdf. 

39. See Dodd Frank, §§ 165 66. 

40. Enhanced Prudential Standards and Early Remediation Requirements lbr Covered 

Companies, 77 Fed. Reg. 594 (Jan. 5, 2012) [hereinafter FRB Proposed Rules for SIFIs]; see also R. 
Christian Bruce, Regulatory Refbrm: h~ed Launches ?~rew Phase in Bank O~erszght with 7bugher Rules 

fbr Sys~emzc institutions, 98 BNA’s B.~dqKIN~? REP. 5 (2012). 

41. See FRB Proposed Rules Ibr SIFIs, supra note 40, at 594 602 (providing an overview of the 

FRB’s proposal); Bruce, supra note 40 (sa,ne). 

42. In the preamble to its proposed rules, the FRB stated that "[t]he recent financial crisis 

showed that sotne financial companies had grow~ so large, leveraged, and interconnected that their 

failure could pose a threat to overall financial stability." FRB Proposed Rules Ibr SIFIs, supra note 40, 

at 595. The FRB also observed that "[t]he market perception that some companies are ’too big to thil’ 

poses threats to the financial system" by reducing incentives Ibr market discipline of those companies 

and by producing "competitive distorfions" through lower funding costs for those firms. 

43~ Donna Borak, Regionals, Big Banks Raise t~ears on Slew ojI~ed Rules, .a2vi. BANKER, May 8, 

2012 (reporting that banks and financial trade ~oups filed 90 comment lettcrs, which included claims 

that the FRB’s proposal "went too far and needs to be significantly reworked"); Dave Clarke, Big Isn’t 

Banks     ]’ell    ]~ed,     REUTERS     (Apr.     27,     2012,     6:01     PM), 

ht~p ://u5vw.reuters.c~m/ar~ic~e/2~ ~ 2/~4/27/us-~nancia~-regn~afi~n-fed-idUSBRE83Q ~ 9Q20 ~ 2~4 27 

(reporling that "[l]obbying groups representing the big banks are pushing back against" lhe FRB’s 

proposal); Cheyenne Hopkins & Dawn Kopecki, JPA/[otgan’s Z~bro~v Sa),s Fed Risk Rule :~a), ,r{urt 

2gIarkets, BLOOMBb;RG (Apr. 30, 2012, 8:02 PM), http://ww~.bloo,nberg.cominews/2012-04- 

30/jpmorgan-s-za~brow-says-*~d-risk-rule-may-hurt-tnarkets.html (reporting that JPMorgan’s connnent 

letter argued that the FRB’s proposal went "well beyond" Dodd Frank’s tnandate and sought to impose 
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largest U.S. financial institutions challenged the FRB’s proposals for 
being "premised" on the view that "big is bad" and °~size inherently is a 
major indicator of and contributor to systemic risk.’’44 The associations 
alleged that the FRB ~has set a course to use Section 165 [of Dodd- 
Frank] to achieve.., a reduction in the size of large banks through size- 
based regulation.’’4s The associations maintained that any "approach 
grounded in a ~too big’ or ~big is bad’ concept is... misguided and 

,,46 detrimental to a sound, strong banking system and a strong economy. 
Wall Street firms and trade associations also strongly opposed the 

FRB’s proposal to establish a single counterparty credit limit (equal to 
ten percent of a SIFI’s capital stock and surplus), which would impose a 
ceiling on its aggregate net exposure to any other nonbank SIFI or bank 
holding company (BHC) having assets over $500 billion.47 IndustD, 
participants maintained that the credit limit proposal "would needlessly 
reduce liquidity in the financial system and thereby dampen economic 
activity,’’48 and "could destabilize markets" by restricting the ability of 
SIFIs to execute risk-hedging transactions with large counterparties.49 

In May 2012, senior executives of several major banks held a 
"closed-door meet~n~ with FRB Governor Daniel Tarullo (the official 
who heads the FRB’s bank supervision efforts). During that meeting, 
they criticized the FRB’s efforts to establish stronger prudential 
standards for SIFIs and to implement the Volcker Rule.s° One news 

"°disruptive’ standards"). 

44. Letter from Tile Clearing ttouse Ass’n L.L.C., l~anerican Balkers Ass’n, Financial Services 

Forum, Financial Services Roundtable, and Securities Industry and Financial Markets Ass’n, to tile FRB 

16      (Apr.      27,      2012),      available      at      http://op.bna.co~n/bar.nsf/idicbre- 

8tukx4/$File/tradegroupletter165166.pdf [hereinal~er Big Bank Syste~nic Risk Comment Letter]. Tile 

five trade associations that signed the letter "collectively represent financial institutions accounting for a 

substantial majority of banking and financial assets in the United States." dd. at 1 n. 1. 

45. Big Bank Syste~nic Risk Comtnent Letter, supra note 44, at 16 (pointing out that the 

preamble to the FRB’s proposal stated that the proposed rules ~would provide incentives lbr [SIFIs] to 

reduce their systemic Ibotprint") (quoting FRB Proposed Rules for SIFIs, s~pra note 40, at 596). 

46. ]d. at 16 17; see also ~{~’a notes 696-707 and accompanying te:q (discussing arguments 

presented by the largest financial institutions and their allies in support of tile alleged benefits created by 

big banks). 

47. While Section 165(e)(2)) of Dodd Frank generally limits single-party credit exposures to 25 

percent of a SIFI’s capital and surplus, the statute authorizes tile FRB to adopt roles itnposing stricter 

limits if the FRB deteru~ines such limits are ~°necessary to mitigate risks to the financial stabiliD- of the 

United States." Dodd Frank, § 165 (e)(2); see also FRB Proposed Rules Ibr SIFIs, supra note 40, at 

600, 612 14 (discussing proposed single-counterpar .ly credit limit exposure limits for SIFIs). 

48. Big Bank Systemic Risk Comment Letter, s~¢pra note 44, at 4. 

49. Hopkins & Kopecki, s~¢pra note 43 (quoting and smnmarizing JPMorgan’s comment letter); 

see also Lauren Tara LaCapra, Banks’ Fight Ted’s P~sh to ~ake Them Less Entwine& REu~rERs (Jm~e 

26, 2012, 3:05 PM), http://www.reuters.comiarticle/2012/O6/25/us-banks-derivatives-rules- 
idUSBRE85016820120625 (reporting that "the industry is spooked by [the credit risk exposure] rules"). 

50. Bradley Keoun et al., Joshua Zumbrun & Cheyenne ttopkins, Dimon Cites "Give and Take" 

Affer Bank Chi@ i~eet at Fed, BLOOS~Lr3~RC.; (May 3, 2012, 12:00 AM), 

http:h’www.bloomberg.cominews/2012-05 -03/ditnon-meNs-tarullo-as-ba~fl;s-lobby-fed-on-softer- 
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report described the meeting as "highlight[ing] the magnitude of Wall 
Street’s campaign to blunt new regulations" because it showed the 
determination of "Wall Street bosses.., to personally lobby the Federal 
Reserve about softening proposed reforms that might crimp their 
profits.’’5~ 

Mr. Tarullo did not respond directly to the bankers’ objections at the 
meeting.52 However, in a speech given earlier on the same day, Mr. 
Tarullo stated that it was "sobering to recognize that, more than four 
years after the failure of Bear Steams began the acute phase of the 
financial crisis, so much remains to be done.’’53 He also expressed his 
"concern... that the momentum generated during the crisis will wane 
or be redirected to other issues before reforms have been completed.’’~4 
He further warned that, if regulators failed to complete a "rigorous 
implementation" of Dodd-Frank’s reforms, "we will have lost the 
opportunity to reverse the pre-crisis trajectory of increasing too-big-to- 
fail risks.’’ss The content and timing of Mr. Tarullo’s speech indicated 
that he viewed Wall Street’s lobbying campaign as a significant and 
potentially dangerous obstacle to the accomplishment of Dodd-Frank’s 
reforms. 

In mid-2013--a full year after Mr. Tarullo’s speech--the FRB’s 
proposals for enhanced prudential requirements for SIFIs remained 
unfinished business,s6 Indeed, the FRB and its fellow banking agencies 
(the FDIC and OCC) completed less than two-fifths of the regulations 

rules.html (describing Goveruor Tamllo’s private tneeting ruth CEOs of JPMorgan, Bof A, Gold,nan, 

Morgan Stanle55 U.S. Bancorp and State Street); see also Donna Borak, Fed Discloses Details 

Private _,~’eeting with Ba~k CEOs, :~vl. B~\KER, May 3, 2012 (same); Craig Tortes & Cheyenne 

Hopkins, A h~ed Regulator Who Actually Regulates, BLOOI~:~ERG BUSINESSWEEK, Mar. 26, 2012, at 13 

(explaining that Mr~ Tarullo is "the Fed govcruor in charge of bank supervisions and regulation" and 

’°[i]n the past three years, no one has done more to strengthen the government’s grip on the financial 

system"). 

51~ Keoun e~ al., supra note 50. 

52. Borak, supra note 50 (reporting that Mr. Tamllo listened but did not respond to comments 

~nade by the bank CEOs during the meeting). 

53. Tarullo, May 2, 2012 Speech, supra note 37; see also Keoun, supra note 50 (reporting that 

Mr. Tarullo delivered his speech "earlier in the day" beIbre he met ruth the bank CEOs). 

54. Tarullo, May 2, 2012 Speech, supra note 37. 

55. ]d 

56. Barbara A. Rehm, Regulators’ Reputatzon Sin£s Along with b~dustry’s, AM. BAXK~R, Mar. 

28, 2013, at 1, 2013 WLNR 7543392 (reporting that the FRB had not yet adopted final rules 

establishing "enhanced prudential standards" for SIFIs even thongh those rules "are key to preventing 

the next crisis"); see also Satish M. Kini et al., The h~ederal Reserve’s Proposal and the ~brezgn 
l~ank~tN Community: .4 Practical Cmide fbr F~oreign ~3anks, 32 BA~N’t~I~’G & FINANCIAL SERVICES 

POLICY REPORT No. 5 (May 2013), at 21, 21, 26 (reporting thal the FRB issued proposed rules in 

December 2012 lbat would establish enhanced prudential standards for large foreign banks with 

significant operations in the U.S., and the proposed standards for ~breign banks were "generally 

consistent" ruth the enhanced prudential standards that the FRB proposed Ibr SIFIs in December 2011 

but had not yet adopted in final form). 
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those agencies were required to adopt by June 2013.57 

[VOL. 81 

2. Regulation s Impl ementing the Volcker Rule and Title VII of Dodd- 
Frank 

Wall Street firms and financial trade associations have also waged 
determined wars of attrition against rulemakings designed to implement 
Section 619 (the Volcker Rule) and Title VII ofDodd-Frank.58 By mid- 

2013, industry" members had battled the Volcker Rule to a virtual 
standstill, and they had significantly delayed the implementation of Title 

VII. 
The Volcker Rule prohibits banking organizations from engaging in 

"proprietary trading," and it also limits their investments in hedge funds 
and private equity funds.59 The financial industry has sought to 

undermine the Volcker Rule’s effectiveness on numerous grounds, 
including by persuading regulators to adopt very broad interpretations of 
the statute’s exemptions for "market making" and "risk-mitigating 
hedging.’’6° When federal regulators issued a proposed set of 

implementing regulations in October 20ll, the American Bankers 
Association immediately condemned the "oversized nature and 
complexity" of the proposal and declared that the proposal was 

"unworkable.’’61 A month later, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

57. Dodd Frank Progress Report, supra note 29, at 5 (showing that the FDIC, FRB and OCC 

finished only 40 of 104 rulemakings whose deadlines had passed by June 3, 2013). 

58. See SEx’. REP. No. II 1-176, al 8 9, 29 35, 90 101 (2010) (describing the Volcker Rule and 

the new regime for regulating derivatives under Title VII of Dodd Frank); Pompa & Gainer, supra note 

29 (describing the financial industry’s success in blocking the implementation of the Volcker Rule and 

Dodd Frank’s provisions governing derivatives). 

59. See Wihnarth, supra note 12, at 1025 30 (describing the Volcker Rule, which prohibits 

"proprietary trading" by banking organizations and sharply funits their investments in hedge funds and 

private equiW funds); Kramec, supra note 12, at 14 16 (same). 

60. See, e.g., Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 1028_30; Dave Clarke & Jonathaa Spicer, Regulators 

Split on Hedging Under Kolcker R~de, REUTERS (Sept. 21, 2011, 12:42 PM), 

http:/iw~sv.reuters.comiarticle/2011/09/21/us-financial-regulation-volcker-idUSTRE78K42R20110921; 

Hopkins, supra note 28; Yahnan Onaran, Attack on KoIcker R~de Seen ExaggeratitN Cost of Z)isruption 

to Bond ~/arket, BLOOS, mERO (Jan. 18, 2012, 2:29 PM), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-01- 

18/at/ack-on-volcker-rule-seen-exaggerating-cost-ol;disruption-to-bond-market .html;        Cheyenne 

Hopkins, Silla Brush & Phil Mat/ingly. Kolcker Rule Faces Critics as 5"fj’bctiw; Date ~Vears, 
BLoo~m~a~ (Feb. 14, 2012, 11:13 AM), http:/iwww.bloomberg.com/news/2012-02-14/u-s-volcker- 

rule-faces-harsh -global-critics-months-before-it-taJ~es-efl’ect .html. 

61. Yin Wilczek, Regulatory R@rm: Banking Regulators issue Volck~;r Proposal, 97 BNA’s 

B~-~ING REP. 633 (2011) (quoting the American Bankers Association’s press release issued on Oct. 11, 

2011); see also Phil Matlingly & Cheyenne Hopkins, (2S. Regulators to D@nd Kolcker Rule Ban on 

Proprietary Trades, BLOONm~R~ (Jan. 18, 2012), http://www.businessweek.com/news/2012-01-20iu-s- 

regulators-to-defend-volcker-rule-ban-on-proprietary-lrades.html (reporting that financial firu~s atacked 

the regulators’ proposal to implement the Volcker Rule ibr being "too cotnplex and potentially 

damaging for fina~ncial tnarkets," and noting that the proposal included nearly 1,300 questions and was 

ahnost 300 pages long). 
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attacked the proposal as "the poster child of regulatory complexity" and 
demanded that federal regulators withdraw the proposal and issue a new 
set of proposed rules.62 

The complexity of the regulators’ Volcker Rule proposal resulted in 
part from their decision to include highly detailed exemptions and safe 
harbors in response to concerns expressed by the financial industry.63 
Similarly, the industry persuaded regulators to include in the proposal a 
broad extraterritorial application of the Volcker Rule, in order to "level 
the playing field" between U.S. and foreign banks.64 However, after 
regulators issued their proposal, U.S. bankers encouraged foreign banks 
and foreign regulators to oppose the proposal’s international scope.65 
American financiers also urged foreign officials to object to the 
regulators’ proposal because it would not permit banks to trade foreign 
sovereign bonds, while the statutory language of the Volcker Rule 
allows banks to trade U.S. government securities.66 Due to the intense 
opposition marshaled by financial industry, federal regulators failed to 
issue final implementing regulations for the Volcker Rule by the 
statutory deadline of July 21, 2012.67 A Treasury official subsequently 
predicted that regulators would adopt a "final version" of the Volcker 

62. ~(S. Chamber Calls’ jbr Re-Proposal and Delay oj" Volcker Rule, U.S. CHArv~I~R 

COMMERCE (Nov. 17, 2011), http://www.uschamber.cotn/pressireleasesi2011/november/us-chamber- 

calls-re-proposal-and-delay-volcker-rule; see also Re~latory R@rm: U.S. Chamber Calls on 

Regulators to }Vzthdraw, Repropose Uo[cker Rule, 97 BNA’s BANKING PEP. 890 (Now 22, 2011). 

63. Bankers’ O~jections to ~[c’ker Rule Fail on the )~erits, BLOOMBERG (Oct. 19, 2011, 8:00 

PM), http://~.bloomberg.com/news/2011-10-20/big-u-s-banks-main-obj ections-to-volcker-rule-lhil- 

on-the-mcrits-view.html ("The complexity [in the proposal] is largely financial-industry lobbyists’ own 

doing" because "many of the proposed rnle’s 298 pages and 383 questions are devoted to carving out 

exceptions" requested by the industry); Mattingly & Hopkins, supra note 61 (reporting the view of Rep. 
Barney Frank lhal lhe proposal’s complexity resulted from eftbrts by regulalors to "accommodate[] lhe 

concerns" of the financial industry). 

64. Yalman Onaran, Bank Lobby ~Vzdened Volcker Rule, ]nciting Foreign Outrage, BLOOM~ERG 

(Feb. 23, 2012, 3:56 PM), htlp:iiwww.bloomberg.com/news/2012-02-23ibanks-lobbied-to-widen- 

volcker-rnle-before-inciting-foreigners-against-law.html (quoting Douglas Landy, head of U.S. financial 

regnlalory practice al lhe Allen & Overy law firn~). 

65. [d. 

66. id.; Cheyenne Hopkins, ~,5’. Regulators£;x~loring VolckerExemptionfbrbk)rezgnSoverezgn 

Debt. BLOOS, mERC~ (Feb. 1, 2012, 12:01 AM), http:fw,aas~.bloomberg.com/newsi2012-02-01/u-s- 

regulators-weigh-volcker-exempfion-for-sovereign-dcbt.html. ’l]~e Volcker Rule expressly exempts 

trading by banking organizalions in U.S. government securities bul does not contain a similar exemption 

for securities issued by foreign governments. Dodd Frank § 619(d)(1)(A). 

67~ Donna Donna Borak, Fed’s Raskin Pushes jbr Tougher l/olcker Rule, .~. B~dqI~R, July 25, 

2012 (reporting that "[r] egulators have already missed the statutory deadline to finalize the Volcker Rule 

by July 21"); see also Donna Borak, Fed’s Plosser: "Volcker Rule" Outcome Stdl Murky, AM. BANKER, 

Apr. 13, 2012 [hereinafter Borak, "Fed’s Plosser"] (reporting lhat lhe Volcker Rule proposal was 

"opposed by many banks and even some foreign governments"). In April 2012, lhe FRB issued 
guidance confu~ning that ba~fl~s would not be expected to comply fully ruth the Volcker Rule (as finally 

implemented) unfil July 21, 2014. Donna Borak, Regulators ~or Long-Awaited Guidunce on 

Compliance }Vith Uolcker Rule, _/~\i. BANK~R, Apr. 20, 2012. 
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Rule by the end of 2012.68 However, in mid-2013 the Volcker Rule 
remained unfinished, and final adoption was "nowhere in sight.’’69 

The financial industry has similarly delayed efforts by the CFTC and 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to implement Title VII 
of Dodd-Frank, which establishes a comprehensive regulatory regime 
for OTC derivatives.7° Prior to Dodd-Frank’s passage, the OTC 
derivatives business was largely unregulated and was also a leading 
source of profits for the largest U.S. banks]1 Not surprisingly, major 
banks strongly opposed Title VII’s provisions that mandate centralized 
clearing, public reporting and collateralization of swaps trading, and that 
also require banks to transfer some of their derivatives trading activities 
to separately-incorporated affiliates.72 Since Dodd-Frank’s enactment, 
Wall Street banks and their allies have conducted a massive lobbying 
campaign to weaken or delay the implementation of Title VII that is 

68. Final Uolcker Rule Expected by Year-End Treasury @fcial, REUTERS (Aug. 21, 2012, 

11:50 AM), http:i/w~T.reuters.cotn/articlei2012/08/2 livolcker-ti~neline-idUSL2E8 JL4CB20120821. 

69. Da~ell Delamaide, P~lcker rule delqF shows financial r@rm’s flaws, USA TODAY, April 

10, 2013, available at http ://www.usatoday.com/storyimoneylbusiness/2O l 3/O g l Oidelamaide-column- 

volcker-mle/2070951i; see also Potnpa & Gainer, sup~ nNe 29 (reporting that the VoIcker Rule 

"remains unfinished ~d long behind schedule" in June 2013). 

70. Under Title VII, the SEC re~lales "securi~-based swaps" while lhe CFTC regulates olher 

types of "swaps.’~ The agencies are required to "consult and coordinate’~ in adopting rules and orders 

governing such instrmnents ruth the goal of "assuring regmlato~~ consistency and comparability to the 

e~ent possible." Dodd Frank, ~ 712(a)(1), (2). For discussions of the reforms mandated by Title VII 

of Dodd Frank, see Michael ~eenberger, Ove~,helmi~N a Financml Re~lalory ~lack Hole with 

Legislative Sunlight: Dodd ~?ank’s Attack on Systemic Economic Destabilization Caused by an 

Unregulated ~ult~- Trillion Dollar Derivatives Market, 6 J. Bus. & "I~CH. L. 127, 15 ~55 (2011); Adam 

J. ~ippel, Re~latoO, Overhaul c(f the OTC Derivatzves ~arket: The Costs, Rzsks, and Polmcs, 6 

ENTRF2~. BUS. L.J. 269, 281 97 (201 l). 

71. ~ippel, supra note 70, at 281 82 (explaining lhat five large U.S. banks controlled 96% of 

all derivatives held by U.S. banks and also controlled almost two-fifths of global derivatives markets); 

Kambiz Foroohar, Gensler Evolvin2 in Derivatives War Sees ~Vo Deed Go Unpunished, BLOONNERG 

(June 21, 2011, 7:07 PM), h~p:#www.bloomberg.com/news/2Oll-O6-21/gensler-evolving-in- 

derivatives-war-sees-no-deed-go-unpunished.html (repoSing that flae five largest U.S. banks generaled 

$30 billion in mmual profits from trading in derivatives). 

72. See Alison Vekshin & Phil Mattingly, Lawmakers Reach Compromise on Financial 

Regulation, BLOO?~ERG (June 26, 2010, 12:01 AM), hltp:iiwww.bloomberg.com/news/2010-06- 

25ila~makers-reach-compromise-on-financial-re~lalion.html (describing lobbying battles and debales 

over Dodd FrarN’s provisions regulating OTC derivatives); see also Wihnarth, supra note 12, at 1030- 

34 (explaining fl~at Section 716 of ~dd Frank (the Lincoln _~nendment) was originally desi~ed to 

force banks to move most of their OTC derivatives trading activities into separate nonbm~k affiliates; 

howcver, the House-Senale conference committee si~ificantly weakened Section 716 by inserting 

several excmptions as a result of "intense opposition" Ikom Wall Street bm~ks ~d lheir legislative 

allies); ~ippel, supra note 70, al 28~85 (explaining thal the "watered down" Lincoln .~endment 

applies to less than one-fifth of the OTC defivafives market); see also Jesse Hamilton, OCC Tells Banks 

To Start Planning Safb ~hase-out ofSwaps Trades, BLOO?~ERG (June 12, 2013) (repoSing that the 

(~C and FRB gave U.S. bamks and foreign bamks mlb U.S. operations two additional years~.e., unlil 

July 2015 to comply with the Lincoln zMnendmen/’s requirement to trans{~r equip- swaps, commodity 

swaps and certain non-cleared derivatives to separate affiliates), http:#~a~v.bloomberg.com/news/2013- 

06-12/occ-tells-banks-to-start-planning-safe-phase-out-of-swaps-trades.html. 
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comparable to their epic battle against the Volcker Rule.7~ 
For example, the financial industry persuaded the CFTC and the SEC 

to adopt rules defining "swap dealers" as firms conducting more than $8 
billion of swap trades each year, a much higher trading threshold than 
the $100 million trading level the agencies originally proposed.74 In 
addition, the agencies’ definition of "swap dealers"--which triggers the 
applicability of many of Title VII’s most demanding requirements-- 
allo;vs dealers to exclude hedging transactions in determining whether 
their annual trading volume exceeds the $8 billion threshold.75 Some 
advocates of financial reform viewed the much higher threshold and the 
broad hedging exemption as "discouraging," and one advocate remarked 
that "[t]he $8 billion exemption level.., demonstrates the enormous 
lobbying effort of Wall Street and major energy and comlnodity 
companies that have been working to undermine Dodd-Frank.’’76 

The CFTC and SEC did not adopt final rules defining "swap" and 
"end-user"--terms that govern the scope of many of Title VII’s 
requirements--until July 2012.77 The final definitions of those terms 
contained significant carve-outs from Title VII’s regulatory regime, 
including exclusions of commercial firms and smaller banks from 
clearing requirements as well as exemptions for insurance products, loan 
participations and commodity forwards from the regulatory definition of 
"swaps.’’78 The broad scope of those exemptions provoked a dissent 

73. Loder & Mattingl?; supra note 28; Lowenstein, supra note 7. 

74. Alexandra Alper & Sarah N. Lynch, Update ~ ~S. Regulators Spare All t?ut Biggest Swap 

Dealers, REUTERS (_Apr. 18, 2012, 6:51 PM), http:/lww~.reuters.cotn/articlei2012/04/18ifinancial- 

regulation-swaps-idUSL2E8FI44Y20120418. 

75. ]d. (describing the hedging exemption, and explaining that swap dealers "must register ruth 

regulators and back up their trades with tnore capital and collateral"); Steven Sloan & Jesse Hatnilton, 

Regulators Approve $8 Billion Thresholdjbr Swaps Dealers, BLOOMBERG (Apr. 18, 2012, 4:52 PM), 

http:i/w~’.bloomberg~com/news/2012-04-18iswap-regulators-set-to-approve-8-billion-threshold-for- 

dealers.html (reporting on the new rules defining "swap dealers" and explaining that those dealers "will 

ultimately be subject to the highest capital and collateral requirements for [swap] market participators’). 

76~ Alper & L?~ch, supra note 74 (quoting Tyson Slocum, director of Public Citizen’s Energy 

Program). 

77. Richard ttill, CFTC Adopts D~[inition fbr Swaps; Action Key to BreakitN Rules Loglatn, 44 

SEc. Rg~. & L~ REP. (BNA) 1381 (July 16, 2012) (explaining that mm~y of Title VII’s provisions "conld 

not be implemented" until the CFTC and SEC adopted a final definition of "swap," ~aile a final 

definition of"end-user" was needed to delineate the scope of Title VII’s clearing requirements); see. also 

Alexandra Alper, ~ZS. Regulator Finally Defines a Swap, Starts Refbrm Countdown, R~UTgRS (July 10, 

2012,      2:06      PM),      hltp:i/www.reuters.com/articlei2012/07/10/us-cflc-swap-definition- 

idUSBRE8690S120120710 (noting that lbe CFTC and SEC originally proposed rules defining "swap" 
in April 2011 but did not adopt final rules until July 2012). 

78. Richard Hill, CFTC Adopts Definition fbr Swaps; Action Key to Breaking Rules LogIam, 44 

Sgc. Rgc;. & L. REP. (BNA) 1381 (July 16, 2012); Silla Brush, CFIrC Approves Swap Definition 

Triggering Dodd Frank Rules,    BLOC)MY~)F~RG    (July    l 1,    2012,    12:01    AM), 

http:/i~5~sv.bloomberg.cominews/2012-07-10/cflc-votes-4-1-to-approve-swap-definition-starting- 

ove~t~aul-1-.html (explaining that the end-user exetnption fiom Title VIFs clearing require~nents 

includes bm~ks smaller than $10 billion of assets as well as commercial and ~nanufacturing finns). 
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from Commissioner Bart Chilton as well as expressions of concern from 
public interest groups.79 

Major U.S. and foreign banks also lobbied federal regulators to 
exempt all swaps traded in overseas jurisdictions from Title VII’s 
regulatory regime,s° Section 722(d) of Dodd-Frank authorizes the 
CFTC to apply Title VII’s provisions to overseas swap activities if those 
activities "have a direct and significant connection with activities in, or 
effect on, the commerce of the United States," or if overseas activities 
violate regulations adopted by the CFTC "to prevent the evasion of any 
provision of [Title VII].’’81 CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler advocated a 
broad application of Title VII’s mandates to foreign derivatives trading 
by U.S. banks and by foreign banks with a significant U.S. presence. 
Mr. Gensler pointed out that several major financial institutions 
(including AIG, Bear Steams (Bear), Citigroup, JPMorgan and Lehman 
Brothers (Lehman)) had suffered large losses in recent years from 
overseas trading.82 However, Mr. Gensler failed to persuade a majority 
of CFTC’s five commissioners to approve a proposed regulation that 
would reach overseas swaps trades,s3 

Instead, the CFTC issued proposed guidance on regulation of 
overseas trading in June 2012. The proposed guidance recommended a 
"more flexible" approach for regulating cross-border swaps trading, 
including allowing a limited group of overseas units of U.S. and foreign 
banks to rely on "substituted compliance" by following foreign rather 
than U.S. derivatives rules,s4 Notwithstanding its less ambitious scope, 

79. Alper, supra note 77 (reporting thai Commissioner Chilton dissented because of his concern 

that the final miens exclusion for forward contracts could "creale loopholes for swaps masquerading as 

comtnodity forwards," thereby opening a "new Enron loophole"); Richard Hill, Following Key Dodd 

Frank Rule~naking, Some ~or~y About Exclusions, Exemptions, 44 SEC. RE~. & L. REE. (BNA) 1383 

(July 16, 2012) (describing Comtnissioner Chilton’s dissent and additional concerns expressed by Public 

Citizen and Americans fbr Financial Refbrn~ about the broad scope of several exemptions in the CFTC’s 

final nile). 

80. Silla Brush, Go]dman Sachs ~Ztmong t?anb Fighting to Exempt Ha[j’of Swap t?oob, 

BLOOMBERC? (Jan. 30, 2012, 12:01 AM), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-01-30/goldman-sachs- 

among-banks-lobbying-to-exempt-half-ol~swaps-licom-dodd-frank~html (reporting that more than half of 

the derivatives trading activities of the five largest U.S. banks took place overseas); Gregory Meyer & 

Aline van Du-yn, US Banks Plead to Limzt Ra~Ne of Swap Rub;s, FT.COM (Mar. 16, 2011, 10:01 PM), 
hltp://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/O/fb9blc78-500b-11 e0-9ad1-00144feab49a.hlml#axzz2B 1 t80iX3 

(reporting on lobbying eftbrts byU.S, and foreig~a banks). 

81~ Dodd Frank § 722(d)(i)(1), (2). 

82. Keynote Address by CFTC Chairn~an Gary Gensler on the Cross-Border Application of 

Swaps Market Reforn~ at Sandler O’Neil Conference, Jtme 6, 2013, available at 

http:i/www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/SpeechesTesfimony/opagenslcr-141 [hereinafter Gensler June 6, 2013 

Speech]; Testimony by CFTC Chaim~an Gary Gensler belbre the U~S. House Committee on Financial 
Services, June 19, 2012, available at www.cflc.go’~PressRoom/SpeechesTestimony/opagensler-117 

[hereinafter Gensler Jnne 19, 2012 Testimony]. 

83~ Ben Protess, A Debate Goes YehindDoors, N~Y. TIMES, June 23, 2012, at B1. 

84. ]d ; see also Alexandra Alper, CFTC h~[oats Overseas Treatment oj Swaps Rules, REUTERS 
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the proposed guidance was strongly opposed by CFTC Commissioner 
Scott O’Malia, by foreign regulators, by "market participants around the 
world" and by "dozens of members of Congress" after aggressive 
lobbying by major banks.85 

In June 2013, Commissioner O’Malia and Wall Street trade 
associations urged the CFTC to postpone any further action on its 
proposed cross-border guidance. They also argued that the CFTC must 
harmonize its guidance with the SEC’s issuance of a much weaker 
proposal on cross-border trading. In contrast to the CFTC’s guidance, 
the SEC’s cross-border proposal would give overseas units of U.S. and 
foreign banks much greater leeway to avoid U.S. regulation by showing 
"substituted compliance" with foreign derivatives rules.86 

As described below, the financial industry and its Republican allies in 
Congress have succeeded in cutting or freezing budget appropriations 
for the CFTC and SEC, thereby undermining the ability of both agencies 
to complete dozens of rulemakings mandated by Dodd-Frank.~7 In June 

2012, CFTC Chairman Ga~ Gensler condemned indust~ efforts to 
slash his agency’s budget, declaring that the requested budget cuts 
would "effectively put the interests of Wall Street ahead of those of the 
American public by significantly underfunding this agency.’’~s Due in 
large part to the financial industry’s efforts, the CFTC and SEC failed to 
finish almost half of the rulemakings they were required to complete by 

(June 29, 2012, 6:11 PM), http://www.reuters.comiarticle/2012/O6/29/us-cflc-cross-border- 

idUSBRE85S15M20120629 (explaining that the CFTC’s proposal was issued in the form of"proposed 

guidance"). 

85. Richard tIill, International Developme~ts: O ~alia ~,’ges Fellow CFTC Commissioners To 

ExlendDelay i~ Cross-Border Swap Rules, 45 SI~CUI~ITIES REG. & L. REp. (BNA) 1097 (2013); see also 

Eric Lipton, Baltics Resist Strict (~ontro[s ojForeig~ Bets, N.Y. T11~ms, May 1, 2013, at A1 (reporting 

that "Wall Street bankers and some of the world’s top finance ministers are waging a bitter international 

campaign to block" the CFTC’s proposed cross-bordcr guidance, and that leading banks have lobbied 

heavily to persuade Democratic and Republican members of Congress to oppose the guidance); Alper, 

supra note 84 (reporting that Mr. O’Malia criticized lbe guidance as "overly broad" aud stated that "if I 

were asked to vote on lhe proposed guidauce as final, my w~te would be no"). 

86. Hill, supra note 85; Dave Michaels, Bill to Limit CFIrC Cross-BorderAuthority Faces 

[louse Vote, BLOOMBERG, June 12, 2013, available at http:#~5~5~’.bloomberg.cominewsi2013-06- 

12/bill-to-limit-cflc-cross-border-aulbority-faces-u-s-house-w~te.hlml; see also Yin Wilczek, SEC’s 

Proposed Cross-Border Approach to Swaps Includes ’Substituted Compliance, 45 SECI~ITES REG. & 

L. REp. (BNA) 813 (2013) (describing the SEC’s cross-border swaps proposal issued on May- 1, 2013, 

and reporting that "market participants welco~ned" the proposal but "regulatory watchdog Better 

Markets called the proposal a ’major disappoint~nent’ that would {~il to adequately protect U.S. 

investors"). 

87. See ir~/~?a notes 160-62, 405 and accompanying text (discussing the i~npact of industry- 

backed legislative ~neasures reducing or freezing budget appropriations for the CFTC and SEC). 

88. Stephen Joyce, Derivatives: Censler Criticizes Vote on CFTC Bu@et, Says Dodd Frank 

Requires ~4"ore Funding, 98 B~\~KIXG REP. (BNA) 1030 (June 12, 2012) (quoting speech by Mr. 

Gensler on June 7, 2012, responding to a House subcommittee’s vote to reduce the CFTC’s budget by 

more than 12% compared to fl~e previous ),ear). 
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June 2013.89 As a result, Title VII’s implementation fell far behind 
schedule, and it remained very doubtful in mid-2013 when (or if) Title 
VII would become fully effective.9° 

B. The lndustty’s Litigation Strategy to Block t~?nancial Reforms 

The financial industry has impeded the implementation of Dodd- 
Frank’s reforms through litigation as well as lobbying. The industry’s 
litigation strategy has focused on attacking new regulations for not being 
supported by an adequate analysis of their likely costs and their potential 
benefits. The strategy has been successful to date, in part because 
neither the regulators nor the courts have properly accounted for the 
enormous costs of the financial crisis and the very large potential 
benefits of adopting reforms that could prevent or mitigate similar crises 
in the future. 

1. The Industry’s Reliance on "Cost-Benefit Analysis" in Challenging 
Financial Reforms 

In Business Roundtable v. ~g’F~C,91 the Business Roundtable and the 
Chamber of Commerce attacked the SEC’s proxy access rule (Rule 14a- 
11).92 The D.C. Circuit struck down the rule, agreeing with the trade 
association plaintiffs that the SEC failed to conduct an adequate cost- 
benefit analysis (CBA) as required by the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 and the Investment Company Act of 1940.93 Commentators have 

89~ DODD FRA~\K PROGRESS REPORT, supra note 29, at 5 (showing that the CFTC and SEC 

lhiled to complete 66 of 141 mlemakings whose deadlines had passed by June 3, 2013); Edwards, supra 

note 7 (explaining how the financial industry used lobbying, the courts and Confess to fruslrale the 

CFTC’s and SEC’s ellbrts to implement Dodd Frank); Rivlin, supra note 7 (same). 

90. Rivlin, supra note 7~ 

91~ Bus. Roundtable v. SEC, 647 F.3d 1144 (D.C. Cir. 2011). 

92. See id at 1146 47 (explaining that Rule 14a-11 allowed quali~ing shareholders to no~ninate 

and elect directors by gaining access to the prozG" materials distributed by corporate management). 

Section 971 of Dodd Frm~k gave the SEC discretionary authority to adopt its proxy access rule. See 
infi’a note 102 and accompanying text (discussing Section 971). h~ addition to its role as a plaintiff in 

]3usiness Roundtable, the Chamber of Commerce has played a leading role in lobbying against the 

passage and implementation of Dodd Frank. Wihnarth, supra note 19, at 886 n~ 14 (noting the Chamber 

of Commerce’s determined opposition to Dodd Frank’s crealion of the CFPB); Devin Leonard, Tom 

Donohue: Obama’s Tormentor, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSVv%EK, NOV. 2, 2010 (describing the Chamber of 

Commerce’s implacable opposition to Dod~Frank aa~d its intention to lobby vigorously against 

itnplementation of the statute); Taibbi, supra note 7 (describing the Business Roundtable and Chmnber 

of Cotnmerce as "Wall Street[’s] ... two lhvorite lobbying arms"). 

93. Business Roundtable, supra note 91. at 1146, 1148 (holding that lhe SEC was required to 

"consider" lhe effect of its proxy access rule on "efficiency, competition, and capital formation"); id at 

1148 49 (concluding that the SEC "Ihiled... adequately to assess the economic effects" of the proxy 

access rule and "inconsistently and opportunistically framed the costs and benefits of the rule"); see also 

Jonathan D. Guynn, Afore: The Political Economy ofFinancial Rulemaking after Business Roundtable, 
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questioned whether it was proper for the court to refuse to defer to the 
SEC’s evaluation of the potential costs and benefits of the rule, 
particularly as the SEC’s preamble to the final rule included a lengthy 
economic assessment of costs and benefits that occupied "nearly twenty 
pages" in the Federal Re~ister.94 

In December 2011, the International Swaps and Derivatives 
Association (ISDA) and SIFi~ filed a similar la~vsuit challenging the 
validity of a CFTC regulation, ~vhich established "position limits" for 
commodities trading.95 ISDA and SIFMA alleged that the CFTC failed 
to make a statutorily required finding that its position limits were 
"necessary" to prevent excessive speculation or to deter market 
manipulation.96 The trade associations also charged that CFTC "failed 
to satisfy its independent statutolS, obligation to conduct a meaningful 
cost-benefit analysis.’’97 Thus, the suit against the CFTC’s regulation 
involved the "same issue--the supposed lack of sufficient cost-benefit 
analysis--that the Chamber of Commerce used to derail the proxy 
access rule.’’9s 

In September 2012, the federal district court vacated and remanded 
the CFTC’s regulation, but the court did not address the plaintiffs’ CBA 

99 VA. L. RBV. 641, 659-62 (2013) (describing "five flaws ruth the SEC’s [cost-benefit analysis] that 

the court *bund particularly vexing" in ~?usiness Roundtable). 

94. Gu?~m, supra note 93, al 641, 643-44, 665, 658 (quote), 658n.111 (citing Facilitating 

Shareholder Director Nominations, 75 Fed. Reg. 56,668, 56753-71 (Sept. 18, 2010); see also id. at 667 

("The court’s decision in Business Rout~dlab]e not to defer to the SEC looks nmch more like de novo 

review. The SEC had evidence upon x~!fich to rely, and according to a recent critique of ~?usiness 

Rout~dlab]e, the studies lhvored by the court were tnethodologically flawed as well. The SEC’s 

CBA... would have becn upheld as reasonable under the arbitrary and capricious standard"); Note, 

Admir~istrative Law (.’orporate Governance Regulation D.C. Circuit h~inds SEC Proxy Access Rule 

Arbitra~!~ and Caprzczous fbr _Inadequate ]~’co~omic A~alyszs Business Roundtable v. SEC, 647 h]2d 

1144 (1-).(;. Cir. 2011), 125 HARV. L. RBv. 1088, 1092-93 (2011) [hereinafter l~usiness Roundtable 

Commentary] ("Courts hardly outperform the SEC al evaluating lhe imperfect science of 

economics... NOt surprisingly given the complexity of economic analysis, Judge Ginsburg’s opinion 

[in Busit~ess Roundtable] made missteps similar to those for which he scolded the SEC."); Edwards, 

supra note 7 ("[Judge] Crinsburg appears to iBnore the precedent set by the Ibundational 1984 Chevrot~ 

case, ~!fich... stressed that judges ~nust aftbrd ’deference’ to an agency’s interpretation of a statute, 

especially when it’s ’evaluating scientific data mthin its technical expertise’"). 

95. PlaintilI;’ Applicafion for a Preliminary Injunction, Int’l Swaps and Derivatives Ass’n v. 

CFTC, No. 11-CV-2146, 2012 WL 385627 (D.D.C., Feb. 7, 2012); see also Stephen Joyce & Vin 
Wilczek~ Derivatives: Pubhcation oj Rule Sets Date of’Oct. 12 h~or Start oj’Contested Position Limzts 

Regzme, 99 BANKrN~ R~p~ (BNA) 305 (Aug. 14, 2012) (discussing the filing and stalus of SIFMA’s and 

ISDA’s lawsuit challenging the CFTC’s rule on position limits). Section 737(a) of Dodd Frank 

aulhorizes the CFTC to establish aggregate position limits for commodities trading contracts in order to 

"diminish, eliminate, or prevent excessive speculation" and "to deter and prevent market manipulation" 

while, at the same time, ensuring "sufficient markel liquidity for bona fide hedgers" and preserving "lhe 

price discovery function of the underlying market." 

96. Memorandum in Support of Plaintill;’ Application for a Preliminary Injunction at 19, Int’l 

Swaps and Derivatives Ass’n v. CFTC, No. l 1-CV-2146, 2012 WL 385627 (D.D.C., Feb. 7, 2012). 

9% ~rd. at 27 (citing 7 U.S.C. § 19(a)(2) (2000)). 

98. Taibbi, supra note 7. 
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claim. Instead, the court held that the CFTC wrongly interpreted the 
Commodities Exchange Act as requiring the CFTC to establish position 
limits without making any determination as to whether such limits were 
necessal3, to address excessive speculation or market manipulation. The 
court’s decision did not resolve questions about the nature and substance 
of the CBA that the CFTC would be required to perform before issuing 
a revised position limits rule.99. 

The financial industvy’s demands for extensive CBA studies have 
become a highly effective weapon in the industry’s fight to block or 
delay agency rules needed to implement Dodd-Frank.1°° One analyst 
warned that if courts support such demands with the fervor 
demonstrated by Business Roundtable, the result could be a "judicial 
blockade on complex financial rulemaking, which would impede 
regulators’ ability to police the marketplace in accordance with 
congressional intent.’’l°a The same commentator observed that "[s]uch 
stringent [judicial] oversight should be especially suspect when statutes 
suggest proregulatory congressional intent," as Section 971 of Dodd- 
Frank did in granting the SEC specific authority to adopt a proxy access 
rule.l°2 

99. Int’l Swaps & Derivatives Ass’n v. CFTC, 887 F. Supp. 2d 259, 279-84 (D.D.C. 2012); see 

also Yin Wilczek, ~ture 7"radzng: Court Vacates and Remands’ CF~C Position Limzts Regulation, 99 

B~.~INC~ REP. (BNA) 568 (Oct. 2, 2012) (discussing the impact of the court’s decision on the CFTC’s 

authority to adopt a revised position limits rule); Alexandra Alper, Jonathan Left & Karey Wutkowski, 
Analysis: After Five-Year Push, [s [~ RIP fbr Commoclzty Limits?, REt~TERS (Oct. 1, 2012, 1:03 AM) 

(same), available at http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/lO/O2/us-regulalion-commodities-limits- 

idUSBRE8901C $20121002.). 

100. See, e.g., Gus~m, supra note 93, al 669 ("The financial industry has already responded to the 

Business Roundtable decision by increasing its focus on agency compliance with applicable CBA 

mandales in its comment lelters on proposed rulemaking and by filing lawsuits challenging various rules 

based on an alleged failure to conduct an adequale CBN); Big BaJnk Systemic Risk Comment Letter, 

supra note 44, at 7 (declaring that "any analysis of the impact of a proposed rulemaking, even more so 

in the context of broad re~brms, is incomplete without a cost/benefit analysis"); The Impact ofDodd 

Frank on Customers, Credit, and Job Creators: Hearing Befbre the Subcommittee on Capital Markets 

and Government Sponsored Enterprises, 112th Cong~ 11 (2012) (Testimony of Dennis M. Kclleher, 

President and CEO, Better Markets, Inc.) ]hereinafter Kelleher Testimony] (stating that the financial 

industry’s "latest weapon to kill or weaken financial reform is to claim that every rule and regulation 

passed to implement [Dodd Frank] must be subjected to exhaustive ’cost~enefit analysis’"). 

101. Business Roundtab[e Commentary, supra note 94, at 1092; see also Gu?a~n, supra note 93, at 

671 (’°There is already evidence that the financial regulatory agencies have slowed do~u~ the process of 
issuing rules under lhe Dodd Frank Act as a result of Business Roundtable’s rigorous scrutiny. Many 

agencies feel bullied by lhe requirement to improve their CBA apparatus."); Edwards, supra nole 7 

(stating that Business Roundtable has been "paralyzing for lhe agencies .... How extensive must lheir 

cost-benefit analyses be?... Everyone is trying to figure out how to move ~brward without getting 

sued.") (quoting an unnamed fot~ner CFTC staffmember). 

102. Business Roundtable Commenlary, supra note 94, at 1094~5. Section 971 provides flaat the 

SEC’s proxy rules "may include" a proxy access requirement. Dodd Frank § 971(a)(2). The 

conference report on Dodd Frank explained that Section 971 "authorizes the SEC to write.., proxT 

access rules" but requires the SEC to consider "the burden on small ]corporate] issuers" and the 

appropriateness of"exemptions" fiom such rules, tt.R. REp. No. 111-517, at 873 (2010) (Con£ Rep.), 
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In their joint comment letter, five leading financial industry trade 
groups attacked the FRB’s proposal to establish enhanced prudential 
requirements for SIFIs because the proposal "reflects little or no 
attempt.., to weigh the enormous costs to [SIFIs] and U.S. financial 
markets associated with the proposals against the likely benefits of the 
proposals for the goal of U.S. financial stability.’’1°3 The groups 
asserted that the FRB’s proposed rules would impose "excessive 
limitations on the abiliw of U.S. banks to take controlled risks" and 
would create the danger that "the still nascent economic recovery may 
likely be stalled and future economic gro~vth ~vill be curtailed by a 
reduced availabiliw of credit.’’1°4 The groups also charged that "no 
country has adopted.., legislation or regulations having the scope of 
Dodd-Frank," and the "combined impact" the FRB’s proposed rules and 
other rules implementing Dodd-Frank "may place U.S. banks at an 
unwarranted competitive disadvantage compared to those countries that 
have not implemented a comparable approach.’’1°5 

As explained below, the financial industry previously used the same 
arguments to support deregulation and block effective supervisory 
controls during the unsustainable credit boom that led to the financial 
crisis. During that credit boom, as now, the industry and its supporters 
repeatedly claimed that stronger regulations would impose excessive 
compliance burdens on financial institutions, reduce the availability of 
credit to businesses and consumers, and endanger the global 
competitiveness of U.S. banks and financial markets.1°6 Congress and 
regulators acceded to the industry’s claims and failed to adopt measures 
that could have prevented or mitigated the worst financial crisis since 
the Great Depression.1°7 Given that unfortunate history, policymakers 
and courts should be highly skeptical when the financial industry 

reprint~’.d ~ 2010 U.S.C.C~A.N. 722, 729-30~ The Senate committee report on Dodd Frank stated that 

Section 971 "gives the SEC rode latitude in setting the temps of such prox~’ access." S~ PEP. No. 111- 

176, at 146 (2010). The D.C. Circuit’s decision in Bz~sin~,.ss Ro~¢r~dtable did not include any any 
reference to Section 971 or any discussion of its legislative history. 

103. Big Bank Systemic Risk Comment Letter, szcpra note 44, at 7 8. 

104. Id. at 4. 

105. Icl. al 9; see also id at 4 (warning that "excessive limitations on the abilily of U.S. banks to 
take controlled risks will reduce the role of the United States as a leader in the global financial system"). 

106. See inf?a notes 258-65, 533-49, 696-707 and accompanying texl; see also Kelleher 

Testimony, supra note 100, at 910 (noting lhat "[s]ince lhe emergence of financial markel reNdalion, 

the financial services induslry has argued that new regulalory requirements will have a devastating 
itnpact by imposing unbearable compliance costs" and "[o]pponents of relbrm under the Dodd Frank 
law are *bllomng this t~a,niliar pattern"). 

107. See infi’a Parts III(A)-(C), (F); Kelleher Testimony, sz~pra note 100, al 10 (contending that 
"lhe financial collapse and economic crisis ... were a direct result of too liltle regulation. In the ?’ears 
leading up to the crisis, lmge sectors of our financial maikets (such as swaps) were completely 

unregulated, and other sectors (such as ,nortgage-backed securities) were poorly regulated") (emphasis 

added). 
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presents the same arguments as j ustifications for blocking Dodd-Frank’s 
reforms. 

2. Any Analysis of the Costs and Benefits of Dodd-Frank’s Reforms 
Must Consider the Huge Costs of the Financial Crisis and the 

Comparable Benefits of Avoiding Future Crises 

The financial industry’s cost-benefit arguments are deeply flawed 
because they rarely, if ever, include any detailed consideration of the 
enormous benefits that society ;vould receive from avoiding a 
catastrophic financial crisis similar to the recent crisis.1°8 A 
comprehensive analysis of the costs of the recent crisis is beyond the 
scope of this article. However, the following brief overview of some of 
the major costs inflicted on U.S. financial markets and the general 
economy is sufficient to demonstrate the devastating impact of the crisis 
as well as the huge potential benefits from reforms that could avoid or 
mitigate a similar disaster in the future. 

The financial crisis imposed two principal categories of costs on U.S. 
financial markets and the general economy. First, the federal 
government created serious distortions in the financial markets through 
its dramatic interventions to rescue TBTF financial institutions and 
preselwe market stability: 

The federal government "provided more than $6 trillion of 
support to financial institutions during the financial crisis, when 
such support is measured by the peak mnounts of outstanding 
assistance under the [Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)] 
capital assistance programs, [Federal Reserve (Fed) ] emergency 
lending programs, FDIC debt guarantees, and other asset 

,dO9 purchase and guarantee programs. 

108. See Big Bank Syste*nic Risk Co,nment Letter, supra note 44, at 3 (stating that the five 

financial industry trade associations supported regulatory refo,rn that "protects the financial system 

against potential systetnic ,neltdowns of the ~pe faced in the recent crisis," but the associations tnade no 
e1Ibrt to quanti~’ the potential benefits of avoiding such a crisis); BETTER MARKETS, "lS~vIg COST OF THE 

WALL-STREET CAUSED FINANCIAL COLLAPSE ~ND ONGOIB, G ECONOMIC CRISIS IS MORE THAN $12.8 

TRILLION 8 (2012), available at http:i/w~’.corporatecrimereporler.com/wp- 

contenl/uploadsi2012/09/beltermarkets.pdf [hereinafter Financial Crisis Costs] (declaring that the 
financial industry "’is really advocating for an incomplete and biased version of ’cosl benefit analysis’ 
that.., ignores lhe costs of the crisis to society and also ignores the benefits of financial reform to 
socie~"); see also tIilary J. Allen, A New Philosophy fbr Financial Stability Regulation 13 (Aug. 6, 

2012), available at http:i/papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract id 2085336 (observing that "[i]t is 
very difficult to put a dollar value" on the potential benefits of avoiding financial c~ises, and therefore a 

"strict cost benefit approach" encourages regulators to ignore such benefits and to focus on the more 

easily quantifiable costs of complying with new regulations). 

109. zMthur E. Wihnarth, Jr., Narrow Banking: An Overdue R~{brm That CouM Solve the Too- 

Big-to-Fail Problem and Align [~ and U~ Financial Regulation ofUinancial Conglomerates (Part 1), 
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The federal government rescued eleven large financial 
institutions that were threatened with failure. Officials arranged 
bailouts for two of the three largest U.S. banks (Bank of America 
(BofA) and Citigroup) as well as the largest U.S. insurance 
company (AIG). Regulators provided financial assistance for 
emergency acquisitions of two other major banks (Wachovia and 
National CiU), the two biggest thrifts (Washington Mutual 
(WaMu) and Countrywide), and two of the five largest securities 
firms (Bear Stearns and Merrill Lynch (Merrill)). Regulators 
also granted emergency approvals for conversions of two other 
leading securities firms (Goldman Sachs (Goldman) and Morgan 
Stanley) into BHCs in order to place those institutions under the 
Fed’s protection.lie 

In early 2009, federal regulators publicly announced--in 
connection with "stress tests" for the 19 largest BHCs (each 
having assets over $100 billion)--that the :federal government 
would provide any capital assistance needed to ensure the 
survival of those institutions. As a practical matter, regulators 
thereby certified the TBTF status of all 19 BHCs.1 ~ 1 

Studies have shown that the TARP capital infusions, FDIC debt 
guarantees and Fed emergency lending programs provided "veu large 
transfers of wealth from taxpayers to the shareholders and creditors of 
the largest [financial institutions]" during a period when the recipient 
institutions would have had great difficulty in raising funds in the capital 
markets.112 Other studies have concluded that major banks have 
benefited from large subsidies--including a significantly lower cost of 
raising funds--by virtue of their presumed TBTF status before, during 
and after the crisis.1~~ The federal government’s TBTF rescues 

BANKrNG & Frx. SERVICES POL’Y REP., Mar. 2012, at 1, 3; see also infba notes 283-86 (describing lhe 

massive financial assistance provided by the federal government to large financial inslitutions). 

110. Wilmarlh, supra note 109, at 3. 

111~ Id. at 3; see also Kclleher Testimony, supra note 100, at 5 (quoting a joint statement issued 

by the federal bank regulators on Feb. 23, 2009, which declared that the IEderal government would 

"preserve the viability of systemically important financial institt~tions so that they arc able to mee~ their 
commitments"). 

112. Wihnarth, supra note 109, at 5, 20 nn.40 41 (citing five studies that evaluated the impact of 

lEderal assistance prosrams for the largest banks during the financial crisis). 

113~ See, e.g., Wilmarlh, supra note 109, at 4 5, 19 nn.24~9 (summarizing a s~udy by A. Joseph 

Warburton and Daniz Anginer, finding that large U.S. banks enjoyed a fimding cost advantage (due to 

an implicit TBTF subsidy) equal to $4 billion per year belbre the financial crisis, rising to $60 billion 

annually from 2007 to 2009, and peaking at $88 billion in 2008); Frederic Schweikhard & Zoe 

Tsesmelidakis, The Impact of Government Interventions on CDS and EquiO; ~arkets, June, 2012, al 1 

4, 32.34, available at hltp://ssm.com/abstract 1943546; (concluding that large U.S. banks benefited 

from total reductions in bond funding costs (due to an implicit TBTF subsidy) of nearly $130 billion 
between 2007 and 2010); Kenichi Ueda & Beatrice Weder di Manro, Quantifying Structural Subsi@ 

Values jbr Syslemical@ Important Financial Institutions 3 7, 11 12 (h~t’l Monetary Fund Working 
Paper No. WP/12/128, 2012) (finding that large banks in the U.S. and 15 other developed nations 
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confirmed the existence of those subsidies, thereby weakening creditor 
discipline over large financial institutions and encouraging those 
institutions to assume even larger risks.114 In addition, TBTF subsidies 
give big banks unfair competitive advantages over smaller banks and 
therefore create unjustified incentives for "further consolidation and 
concentration in the financial system.’’~ 15 

The second major category of costs from the financial crisis results 
from the fact that the crisis triggered the most severe economic 
recession since the 1940s.116 The "Great Recession’’117 has inflicted 
tremendous economic losses on the U.S., as shown by the following 
illustrative statistics: 

The U.S. is projected to lose approximately $7.6 trillion of gross 
domestic product (GDP) from 2008 to 2018, representing the 
cumulative difference between the actual and forecast GDP for 
those years and ;~potential GDP--what GDP would have been 
but for the financial and economic crises.’’118 In addition, 
government spending in response to the crises is expected to 

received average funding cost adwmtages (due to implicit TBTF subsidies) equal to 60 basis points in 

2007 and 80 basis points in 2009); ~/~: ShouM ~axpa):’ers Give B~g l~anks $83 ~illion a ?’ear?, 

BLOOMBERG, Feb. 20, 2013 (editorial) (concluding, based on the foregoing study by Ueda and di 

Mauro, that the ten largest U.S. banks receive ’°a taxpayer subsidy of $83 billion a year" and the five 

largest banks JPMorgan, Bol?\, Citigroup, Wells Fargo and Goldman "’account lbr $64 billion of the 

total subsidy, an amount roughtly equal to their ~’pical annual profits"); see also Joseph Noss & 

Rhiannon Sowcrbutts, 7’he implicit Subsidy oj:3anks (Bank of England Financial Stability Paper No. 15, 

May 28, 2012), avazlable at http:i/ssm.com/abstract 2071720 (concluding that large U.K. banks 

benefited from a funding cost advantage of£40 billion in 2010, clue to an implicit TBTF subsidy). 

114. Wilmarth, supra note 109, at 4; FRB Proposed Rules for SIFIs, supra note 40, at 595; Noss 

& Sowerbutts, supra note 113, at 4. 

115. FRB Proposed Rules for SIFIs, supra note 40, at 595 (stating that "[t]he market perception 

that some companies are "too big to fail" ... produces competitive distortions because [such] 

companies.., can often fund themselves at a lower cost than other companies.., and tends to 

artificially encourage further consolidation and concentration in the financial system"); accord 

Wilmarth, supra note 109, at 5.6 ("In recent years, and particularly during the present crisis, [large 

banks] have operated with much lower capital ratios and have benefited from a nmch lower cost of 

funds, compared with smaller banks... Given the major advantages conferred by TBTF stalus, it is not 

surprising that [large banks] have pursued aggressive growth strategies during the past two decades to 

reach a size at which they would be considered TBTF by regulators and the financial markets."); Noss & 

Sowerbutts, supra note 113, at 4 ("[B]anks that benefit frown the i~nplicit [TBTF] subsidy have a 

competitive advantage over those that do not" because the expectation of governmental support results 

in "lowering those banks’ cost of funding" and ’°may enable guaranteed banks to expand at the expense 
of non-guaranteed banks."). 

116. Kevin J. Lansing, Gaugi~N the impact of’the Great Recession, FRBSF ECONOMIC LETTER 

2011 21 (July 21, 2011) (’"][’he ’Great Recession,’ which started in December 2007 and ended in June 

2009, was the most severe economic contraction since 1947."). 

117. ld.; see also Paul Wiseman, US Economic Recover), Is’ I~Veakest Since ~:orM ~:ar 
ASSOCI~TED PRESS FIN. WIRE, Aug. 15, 2012 (reporting that "[m]any economists say the agonizing 

recovery ficom the Great Recession... is the predictable consequence of a housing bust and a grave 

financial crisis"). 

118. Financial Crisis Costs, supra note 108, at 13. 
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"increase the national debt by $8 trillion as of 2018."119 

Due to sharp declines in the prices of homes and financial assets, 
household net worth declined by $19 trillion (in 2012 dollars) 
from July 2007 to the depths of the crisis in early 2009.12° 
Median household net worth fell 38.8% from 2007 to 2010, and 
average household net worth fell 14.7% during the same 
period.121 

Home values dropped by one-third from the peak of the housing 
boom in 2006 through the end of 2011, resulting in a loss of 
about $7 trillion in household wealth. 122 

In March 2013, almost ten million homes (representing nearly a 
fifth of all residential properties with a mortgage) were worth 
less than the outstanding balance on their mortgages.123 "About 
7 million mortgage holders have had to leave their homes since 
2007 because of foreclosure or a short sale, in which a property 
is sold for less than is owed.’’124 Five million additional homes 
were "at least 30 days delinquent or in some stage of 
foreclosure" in March 2(513.125 

8.5 million jobs disappeared between 2007 and 2009, and the 

11% ~rd. at 41, 62; see also Allen, supra note 108, at 12 nA1 (stating that, according to the 

Congressional Budgct Office, "the United States incurred an additional $7 trillion in government debt as 

a direct result of the recession following the Financial Crisis"). 

120. Financial Crisis Costs, supra note 108, at 33~ 

121. Jesse Bricker el al., Changes in ~S. Pami]y Finances f?om 2007 to 2010: Evidencej?om the 

Survey q/~Consumer Finances, 98 FgD. RES. BULL. No. 2, (June 2012), at 1, 16-17 (noting that medi~x~ 

household net worth in 2010 "was close to lea~els not seen since the 1992 survey," wlaile mean 

household net worlh in 2010 "fell to abont the level of the 2001 survey"), available at 

http://www.l~deralreserve~gov/pubs/bulleti~r/2012/pdf!scfl2.pd£ 

122. Financial Crisis Costs, supra note 108, at 36~ 

123. Prashant Gopal, Homeonwers ~th Negative Equity Below 20% qFBorrowers, BLOOMBERG, 

June 12, 2013 (reporting that the ~mmber of ’~underwater homes," whose owners owed more than the 

market value of their homes, declined to "9.7 million, or 19.8 percent of all U.S. homes with 

mortgages.., do~l from 21.7 percent at the end of [2012]"), http://vv~’v~v.bloombcrg.cominewsi2013- 

06-12/homeowncrs-mth-negative-eqnily-below-20-of-borrowers.html. 

124. Prash~t Gopal, Americans Seize Second Chance ~/ior~gages Post-Foreclosure, BLOOMBERG 

(April 3, 2013), http://vv~v~v.b~mberg.c~m/news/2~3-~4-~3/amcricans-seize-sec~nd-chm~ce-p~st- 

foreclosnre-mortgages.html; see also Kathleen M. Homey & Thom Weidlich, Seizures "]7~reatened in 

Massachusetts wzth Naked Loans Challenge: Mortgages, BLOOi~fl3ERG (Feb. 21, 2012) (reporting that 

"[a]bout 5 million homes have been lost to foreclosure" between 2006 mad 2011), 
hltp:i/~5~,w.bloom berg.corn/news/2012-02-21 iseizures-lbreatened-in-massachusel~ s-wilb -naJ~ed-loans- 

challenge-mortgages.html; Dan Levy & Heather Perlberg, Foreclosures Jump as Banks’ Bet on Rising 

~iS. Home Prices, BLOOMBERG (June 13, 2013) (stating that 670,000 additional homes were 

repossessed via foreclosures in 2012), http:i/w~v.bloo~nberg.co~n/news/2013-06-13iforeclosures-jump- 

as-banks-bet-on-rising-u-s-home-prices.html. 

125. John Gittelsohn, Housing Crash Fades as D@ults Decline to 2007 Levels, BLOOMBERG 

(May 6, 2013) (also reporting that the number of hotnes in delinquency or foreclosure proceedings in 

March 2013 were "’down from a peak of 7.7 million in January 2010, [but] still more than double the 2.2 

,nillion non-cm~renct mortgages in Ja~mary 2005"). 
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unemployment rate exceeded 10% at its peak in October 2009.126 
The unemployment rate remained above 8% from February.- 2009 
through August 2012, representing "the longest stretch in 
monthly [employment] records going back to 1948.’’127 In 
addition, the ~’underemployment rate" (which includes 
unemployed workers, part-time workers seeking full-time 
positions and those ~vho stopped looking for jobs) remained 
above 14% during the same period.128 

A Labor Department survey revealed that problems ~vith long- 
term unemployment persisted after the recession ended in mid- 
2009, due to the weakness of the economic recover?’. The smaTey 
found that only- a quarter of six million "displaced workers" who 
lost their jobs between 2009 and 2011 were able to find a job 
with equivalent pay by January 2012. Ahnost a third of those 
workers took a job that paid less, and nearly half were still 
unemployed or had stopped looking for work by the latter 

129 ~                              ..        ¯             " date.    The percentage of faxmhes falhng below the poverty 
line rose from 12.5% to 15.1% bem’een 2007 and 2010, and the 
number of Americans receiving food stamps increased from 33 
million to 46 million bet~veen 2009 and July 2012)3° 

In view of the tremendous losses inflicted by the financial crisis, a 
prominent advocate of financial reform has aptly described as 
"ridiculous" the financial industry’s claims that "it cannot be re- 
regulated to prevent it from causing yet another crisis if the costs it must 
bear are too great.’’131 Even so, the indust~ will undoubtedly continue 
to use Business Roundtable as a basis for challenging the compliance 
costs imposed by Dodd-Frank’s reforms. Without a proper accounting 
of the costs of the financial crisis and the potential benefits of avoiding 
future crises, the industry’s legal challenges pose a ve~ significant 

126. Lansing, supra note 116, at 3. 

127. Paul Wisetnan & Christopher S. Rugaber, US Hiring Picked ~ in July; So Did 

Unemployment, ASSOCIATED Pt~SS F~q_~cI~ WI~ (Aug. 3, 2012) (available on ~s) (reporting 
that the unemployment rate increased to 8.3% in July 2012 from 8.2% in June); Shobhana Chandra, 
Miss in U.S. Payrolls 5~urs ~dk of" New ~d Stimulus, BLOO~ERG (Sept. 7, 2012), 

h~p:i/~’.bloomberg.com/news/2012-09-07ipa~olls-in-u-s-rose-96-000-in-august-j obless-rale- 

falls.html (repo~ing that the unemplo?mcnt rate fell to 8.1% in August 2012, as 368,000 .~ericans left 

the labor force, and the unemplo?ment rate "has exceeded 8 percent since Feb. 2009, the longest stretch 
in monlhly records going back to 1948"). 

128. See Wiseman & Rugaber, supra note 127, at 3 (repo~ing an undcremplo~ent rate of 15% 

in July 2012); Financial Crisis Costs, supra note 108, at 23 & fig. 5 (showing that "lhe broadest measure 

of unemployment, lhe U-6 rate," peaked at 17.5% in October 2009 and remained above 14% through 
July 2012). 

129. Peter Whoriskey, Laid-Off~iorkers Struggle to Reboun& WAStt. POST, Aug. 25, 2012, at 
A01 (describing a Labor Deparlment su~ey of "displaced workers" ~o lost their jobs due to plant 
closings or layofl~ after having been employed for al least lhree years). 

130. Financial Crisis Costs, supra nNe 108, at 55 56. 

131. Kclleher Testimony, supra nNe 100, at 11. 
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obstacle to Dodd-Frank’s implementation, creating a situation in which 
"the public, the markets, and the economy as a whole will once again be 
vulnerable to another financi al catastrophe."132 

C. 7he t~Tnancial Industry’s Legislative Strategy to Roll Back 1,~nancial 
Reforms 

In addition to lobbying and suing regulators, the financial industry 
has pursued an aggressive strategy to secure favorable legislation that 
will (i) repeal or water down key provisions of Dodd-Frank or (ii) 
cripple the ability of regulatory agencies to implement those provisions. 
The industry’s generous contributions helped Republicans to secure 
control of the House of Representatives and to increase their strength in 
the Senate in the 2010 midterm elections. After the new Congress 
convened in January 2011, Republican congressional leaders (with 
support from pro-industry Democrats) orchestrated a multipronged 
series of attacks on Dodd-Frank’s reforms. Republican efforts to 
undermine Dodd-Frank persisted despite a series of new financial 
scandals that further tarnished Wall Street’s already battered reputation. 

1. The Industry’s Legislative Efforts to Undermine Dodd-Frank 

After the financial industry failed to prevent Dodd-Frank’s passage, it 
immediately launched an aggressive campaign to secure legislative 
measures that would ~veaken or roll back Dodd-Frank’s key reforms. 
During the midterm elections of 2010, financial institutions and their 
trade associations gave a majority of their political contributions to 
Republican congressional candidates.133 The industry’s tilt toward 
Republicans in 2010 represented a significant shift from 2008, when the 
industry gave a majority of its support to Democrats.134 That shift 
reflected the industry’s anger over the passage of Dodd-Frank, which 
was supported by most Democrats but opposed by most Republicans in 
Congress. ~5 

132. ]d. at 7. 

133. See Finance/]l~surance/’Real Estate: Long-Term Contributio~ ~rends, C~2NTER FOR 

RESPONSIVE      POLITICS      (last      visited      on      June      14,      2013), 

http:/i~5~sv.opensecrets.org/industries/totals.php?cycle All&ind F (shomng that the finm~ce, insurance 

and real estate sector gave Republican candidates 53% of its $319 ~nillion of political contributions 

during the 2010 election cycle) [hereinafter CRP Political Contnbutior~ Report[. 

134. See id (showing that the finamce, insurance and real estate sector gave Detnocratic 

candidates 51% of its $521 tnillion of political contributions during the 2008 election cycle). 

135. Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 889 90 (discussing reasons for the financial indust~)z’s shift fiom 

supporting De~nocrats in 2008 to supporting Republicans in 2010); see also id at 889 n.25 (noting that 

only 19 Democratic ttouse ~nembers and one Democratic Senator opposed Dodd Frank, while only 

three Republican House ~nembers and three Republicm~ Senators supported it). 
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The 2010 midterm elections gave Republicans control of the House 
and several additional seats in the Senate.~~6 Even before the new 
Congress convened in January, 2011, Republican House leaders 
announced plans to challenge Dodd-Frank’s reforms in several key 
areas.137 The financial industry and its Republican allies particularly 
targeted the CFPB, which they had vehemently opposed during the 
debates leading up to Dodd-Frank’s passage.138 In 2011, Republicans 
passed legislation in the House to weaken the CFPB’s independence and 
authority by (i) replacing CFPB’s single Director with a five-member 
bipartisan commission, (it) expanding FSOC’s authori~ to veto CFPB’s 
regulations, and (iii) removing CFPB’s assured source of funding from 
the Fed and forcing CFPB to rely on congressional appropriations for its 
budget. 139 

In addition, Republican Senators voted to block confirmation of any 
Director of CFPB until the Senate and the President accepted the 
changes to CFPB’s governance and funding proposed by House 
Republicans.14° President Obama sought to overcome this confirmation 
obstacle by using a recess appointment to install Richard Cordray as the 
first Director of CFPB in January 2012. However, the validity of Mr. 
Cordray’s appointment was challenged in a lawsuit filed by a Texas 
bank in June 2012 and was called into further question by a D.C. Circuit 
decision that struck down similar recess appointments issued to three 
members of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). 141 

Legislative allies of the financial industry, introduced legislation to 
weaken several key derivatives reforms in Title VII of Dodd-Frank. For 
example, Rep. Jim Hines (D-CT), whose district in southwestern 

136. Id. at 890. 

137. See, e.g., Cheyenne Hopkins, House GOP Oversight Likely to Shape R@rm Rules, AM. 

BANKER (Nov. 5, 2010), hltp:/iwww.americanbanker.com/issues/175214/house-republicans-dodd- 

frank-1028295-1.html?CMP OTC-RSS; Stacy Kaper, Revieu~ 20] OJ~’revieu, 2011: Redra~,i~g the 

Battle Lines on Refbrm, AM. BANKER (Jan. 3, 2011), http://www.hi~beam.cotn/doci1G1- 

245499160.html; Phil Mattingl~; Derivatives’, ’Volcker’ Rule _,giight Be Targets oj’No~se Republican 

7’aeries, BLOOi~fl3ERG (Nov. 19, 2010), http:iiwww.bloomberg.com/news/2010-11-19/derivatives- 

volcker-rules-ma-y--be-house-republico~l-target s .html. 

138. Wihnarth, supra note 19, at 886 90. 

139. Id. at 891 92, 901 04, 919 ~5. 

140. Id. al 89~93, 895 96. 

141. Kevin Wack, Ci~7’B Suit t~bces Long Odds, 13ut 3/lay Sn[l Have impact, AM. B~adNKER (.Tune 

25, 2012), http://~asas~.americanbanker.com/issues/177 121/cfpb-suit-faces-long-odds-but-may-still- 

have-impact-1050373-1.html (reporting on lawsuit challenging the validity of Mr. Cordray’s recess 

appoinlmenl). In Noel Canning v, N~LRB, 705 F.3d 490 (D.C. Cir. 2013), petitzonf~)r cert. granted, 81 

U.S.L.W. 3695 (June 25, 2013), lhe D.C. Circuit invalidaled Presidenl Obama’s recess appoinlments for 
three members of lhe NLRB. Those recess appointments were made on January 4, 2012, the same day 
that Mr. Cordray received his recess appoint,nent. For a critical assessment of the Canning decision and 
its negative implications for Mr. Cordray’s recess appoint,nent, see Peter M. Shane, The Furore 

RecessAppoimments in LNht ofNoel Canning v. NLRB, 81 U.S.L.W. 1750 (June 4, 2013). 
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Connecticut is the home of many financial executives and hedge funds, 
sponsored a bill that would exempt foreign affiliates of U.S. swaps 
dealers from most of Title VII’s provisions.142 If enacted, Rep. Hines’ 
bill could exempt half or more of the derivatives activities conducted by 
five major U.S. banks from regulation under Dodd-Frank.~4~ 

Republican leaders also introduced bills to repeal FSOC’s authority to 
designate nonbank financial firms as SIFIs under Title I of Dodd- 
Frank.144 The Republican bills would also prohibit the Fed from 
regulating nonbank SIFIs and ~vould thereby prevent the Fed from 
acting to stop excessive risk-taking by large nonbank financial firms 
similar to AIG and Lehman.145 Republicans asserted that designating 
nonbanks as SIFIs ~vould give them "an advantage in the marketplace," 
but that claim is unpersuasive)46 Indeed, large nonbank firms have 
strongly opposed being designated as SIFIs because they want to avoid 
the FRB’s oversight as well as the higher capital requirements and other 
prudential standards that Dodd-Frank imposes on nonbank SIFIs.147 As 
Rep. Barney Frank (D-MA) observed, being designated as a SIFI "is a 
gift that no one wants.’’~48 

House Republicans also sponsored legislation to repeal the "orderly 
liquidation authority" (OLA) created by Title II of Dodd-Frank.~49 The 

142. See Cohan, supra note 7 (criticizing H.R. 3283, sponsored by Rep. Hines); Taibbi, supra 

note 7, at 9 (same, axed also criticizing H.R. 3336, which would grant broad exemptions fiom Title VII 

to any co,npany that maJ~es "extensions of credit" to custotners). 

143. See Brush, supra note 80 (reporting that overseas branches or affiliates accounted for the 

fbllowing shares of derivatives activities at five major U.S. baaaks: 62% at Goldtnan, 77% at Morgan 

Stanley-, 59% at JPMorgan, 53% at Citigroup, and half at BofA). Although the finaaacial industry’s allies 

on Capitol Hill did not succeed in enacting amy of the proposed bills to weaken Title VII in 2012, they 

introduced a new set of similar bills in 2013. See znfi’a notes 404-05 and accompanying text. 

144. Systemic Risk: Bicameral Bill Takes Aim at FSOC SIFI Designations, 99 BNA’s BANKING 
RIi2ORT 266, Aug. 7, 2012, available at 2012 WL 3164880 (discussing tt.R. 6317 and S. 3497 

introduced by Rep. Scott Garrett (R-NJ) and Sen. David Vitter (R-LA)) [hereinafter Systemic Rzsk]. 

145. Id ; see also supra notes 30 38 and accompanying text (discussing the reasons why Congress 

authorized FSOC to designate nonbank SIFIs and the importaaace of Fed regulato~T authori~ over those 

institutions); Wihnarth, supra note 12, at 993 95 (same). 

146. Kevin Wack, GOP Lawmakers Introduce Bill to Repeal Systemic DesNnations, AM. 

B~dqKl~I~ (Aug. 2, 2012), http://www.americanbanker.com/issuesi177 149igop-law~makers-introduce- 

bill-repeal-systemic-designations-1051541-1.html; see also Dom~a Borak, ~rs TBTF Over? Only One 

’Way to ~’md Out, A~ BANK~ (June 15, 2011), http:#ww~’.americanbanker.comiissues/176 114/100- 

big-to-fail-dodd-frank-1038950-1.html (describing Rep. Barney Frank’s critique of efforts by House 

Republicans to rcpeal FSOC’s authori~’ to designate nonbank SIFIs). 

147. See Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 994~95; ~istair Gray, lnsurers ’Warn on ’Too Big to h~ail’ 

Plans, FI~’AXCIAL Te, XES (Dec. 16, 2012), http:/iwww.ft~com/cms/s/O/a528bdOe-460f-1 le2-ae8d- 
00144feabdc0.html#axzz2JO5QOJMM; Bora2, supra note 146. 

148. Borak, supra note 146 (quoting Rep. Frank). 

149. Kevin Wack, House Committee Votes to Repeal Bank Liquidation ~ZtuthoriO~, AM. BANKER 

(Apr.    18, 2012), http:#www.americanbanker.com/issues/177 75/liquidation-authority-House- 

republicans-dodd-frank-cfpb-1048541-1.html (reporting on vote to repeal the OLA by the House 

Financial Services Committee). 
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OLA authorizes the FDIC to liquidate a bank or nonbank SIFI that is 
placed in receivership by the Treasury Secretary.15° Regulators and 
some commentators have supported the OLA as a preferable alternative 
to the "Hobson’s choice of bailout or disorderly bankruptcy" that 
confronted federal officials during the peak of the financial crisis.151 A 
repeal of the OLA would put regulators back in the position they 
occupied when Lehman and AIG teetered on the brink of failure in 
September 2008. As one commentator explained: 

If the FDIC cannot seize a failing firm [under the OLA], regulators are 
left with two choices: let a firm go bm~krupt, a la Lehman Brothers, or try 
finding a way of bailing it out. 

Both choices are equally bad. Lehman’s bankruptcy nearly caused 
the entire financial system to melt down and directly led to government 
bailouts of [AIG and] the laxgest banks.152 

Lehman’s bankruptcy severely disrupted the global financial system, 
and regulators in the U.S. and Europe quickly decided that they would 
not allow a disorderly failure of another SIFI.1~3 Additionally, it took 
nearly four years and $1.8 billion of expenses before Lehman emerged 
from Chapter 11 bankruptcy in March 2012, and Lehman is expected to 
pay less than one-fifth of the $300 billion it owes to creditors.1~4 The 
snail’s pace and high costs of Lehman’s bankruptcy create serious 

150. See Wihnarth, supra note 12, at 993,996 1000 (discussing the OLA). 

151. [d. at 993, 996 (quoting speech on Feb. 26, 2010, by FRB Governor Daniel Tarnllo); see also 

Stephen J. Lubben, Resolution, Order@ and Otherwise: B of A in O]M, U. C~. L. REV., 2~ 

(forthco~ning), available at http:fssm.co~n/abstract 2037915 (describing the potential advantages and 

possible shortcotnings of the OLA procedure in resolving the ~ailure of a large global bank like Ba~ of 

zMnerica, and explaining ~t~y it would be very difficult to a~nend the Ban~uptcy Code to deal 

success~lly ruth such a failure). For a detailed analysis of the strong support expressed by re~lators 

and some commentators lbr the OLA and the opposition voiced by othcr commentators, see Paul L~ 

Lee, The Dodd Frank Act Order@ Liquidation Autkori~: A Preliminary Analysis and Critique Part i, 

128 BANI(NG L.J. 771, 78~97 (201 l) [hereinafter Lee Part q; Paul L. Lee, The Dodd Frank Act 

Order@ Liquidation Authori&: A Prehminaty Analysis and Critique Part I[, 128 BA~’G L.J. 867, 

868 71,901~3 (2011). 

152. Rob Blackwell, [[ouse Banking Panel Cynically Uses Scare Tactics, Symbohc P~a~es, AM. 

BA~a (Apr. 19, 2012), hltp:/i~.americanbanker.com/bankthin~House-Financial-Se~zices- 

Commi~ee-Big-BrNher-1048584-1 .hlml. 

153. See, e.g., FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 335 43, 353~0, 373 86; see also Woll~ang 

Schfiuble, [tow to Protect EU Taxpayers Against Bank Failures, ~ANCIAL ~5~S (~ug. 30, 2012), 

hltp:i/~5~5~.fl.com/inll/cmsisiOid270a89e-~13-1 le1-8973-00144feabdc0.hlml#axzz2JO5QOJMM 

(stating lhm Lehman’s baukmplcy "tippled] the world into a financial and economic crisis of nearly 

unprecedented ma~fi~de" and "[a]fler Lehman BrNher’s collapse, the international cotnmunity agreed 

not to let anNher systemically relevant b~k lhil"). 

154. Linda Saudler, Lehman’s ?~ar-End Fees’, Filings ]~latch ~ With Bzgzest ~ankruptcy, 

BLOO>NER~ (Dec. 21, 2012), hllp:fusvw.bloomberg.cominews/2Ol2-12-21/lehman-s-year-end-t)es- 

filings-match-up-with-biggest-bax~uptcy.hlml; Linda Sax~dler, Lehman Comes Back ~,om the Dead, 

BLOO~ERG    BUS1NgssWEgK,    July    12,    2012,    at    34,    available    at 

http:f~5~sv.businessweek.com/articles/2012-07-12/lehman-comes-back-from-/he-dead. 
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doubts whether Chapter l 1--even if amended to deal with failing 
SIFIs--could successfully resolve the failure of a megabank like BofA, 
which is far larger and more complex than Lehman.155 In any event, 
when House Republicans voted in committee to repeal the OLA they did 
not vote to amend Chapter 11 to address any of the special challenges 
posed by failing SIFIs. 156 

House Republicans and several Senators, including Senator Mark 
Warner (D-VA), also pushed legislation that would require more 
stringent CBA for all regulations issued by the CFTC and SEe.157 As 
described above, the financial industry has alrea@ invoked existing 
statutory references to cost-benefit studies as a basis for challenging 
regulations issued by the SEC and CFTC.158 Imposing even stricter 
cost-benefit requirements would create a further obstacle to the 
adoption of rules under Dodd-Frank.159 

As an additional method for slowing down Dodd-Frank’s 
implementation, Republicans blocked any si~aificant increases in the 
budgets of the CFTC and SEC during 2010, 2011 and 2012.16° CFTC 

155. See Lubben, supra note 151, at 3335 (explaining that a resolution of BofA would be much 

more complicaled and ditlicult lhan Lehman’s Chapter 11 proceeding). 

156. See Blackwell, supra note 152 ("Republicans have now voted to repeal [lhe OLA] and 

replace it with.., nothing.") (ellipse in original); see also Lee Part 1, supra note 151, at 792 97 

(describing (i) significant shortcomings in Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code that make it very diffictdt 

for Chapter 11 to deal effecfively mlh the potential failure of a SIFI, and (ii) legislation thai House 
Republicans introduced in 2009 to address those flaws but t~ailed to pass). 

157. Maria Lokshin, Seeurzties and Ea~c’hange Commission: House Passes Omnibus Bill Tl~at 

}VouM T~ghten Cost Benefit Analysis fbr SEC, CFTC, 44 SEc. REt3. & L. REP. (BNA) 1438 (July 30, 

2012) (discussing House passage of H.R. 4078); Maria Lokshin, Securities and Exchange Commission: 

Senate Bill Targets Cos~ Benefit ~4na@sis c~flndependent Agencies’ R~demaking, 44 Sb2(2. REO. & L. 

REP. (BNA) 1529 (Aug. 13, 2012) [hereinal]er Lokshin, Senate Bill Tacgets Cos~Benefit ~Ztnalysis] 
(discussing introduction of S. 3468, ~taich would require siricter cost benefit sludies by the CFTC, SEC 

and other independent agencies). ’l]~e proposed legislation to reqnire CBA lbr all CFTC and SEC rules 

was not enacted in 2012, but lhe financial industry’s allies on Capitol Hill imrodnced similar legislation 

in 2013. See ~t~i’a note 405 and accompanying text. 

158~ See supra Part II(B)(1) (describing litigation brought by financial industry groups to 

invalidate SEC and CFTC regulations for allegedly inadequate cost benefit studies). 

159. John Kemp, ~lzall St and Republicans Team up to Curb CFTC, REUTI~S (June 7, 2012), 

http:Sw~’.renters.com/articlei2012i06/07/column-kemp-cftc-idUSL5 E8H76GF20120607; Lokshin, 

Senate Bill Targets Cost Benefit Analysis, supra note 157 (citing arguments by House Democrats lhat 

’°requiring [independent agencies] to ramp up their economic assessments wonld effectively parals~e 

their rulemaking"). 

160~ Wilmarth, supra note 19, ai 952 53 (describing lhe Republicans’ success in blocking 

increased fimding for the CFTC and SEC during 2011); Silla Brush, House Repubhcans’ Seek Cuts" in 

~inanezal Dodd h>ankAgeneies, BL©OMBERG (June 6, 2012), hitp:Swww~bloomberg.com/news/2012- 

06-05/h ouse-republicmas-seek-cuts-in-dodd-frank-regulatory-agencies.html (discussing Repnblican 

eftbrts to cut the CFTC’s budget ~md to freeze the SEC’s budget during 2012); Roberl Schmidt et al., 

Tl~e Great Regulator), ?{olclup, BLO©MBERG BUSI~SSWF2K, Feb. ld~20, 2011, at 24 (reporting thal 
Congress froze the CFTC’s and SEC’s budgets for 2011 at their 2010 levels); Kelsey Snell, I~dustry 

Looks to Derail Dodd Fra~k Enfbrcement, NATIONAL JOUIC\AL (Feb. 15, 2011), 
http ://~5~5~.nat i~na~j~urna~.c~tn/~nember/ dai~y/ indust~?/-~ks-t~-derai~-d~dd-frank-enf~rce~nent- 
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chairman Gary Gensler and SEC chairman Mary Schapiro warned that 
budget constraints imposed by Congress jeopardized the ability" of both 
agencies to adopt and enforce the new regulations mandated by Dodd- 
Frank.161 Mr. Gensler (along with critics of the financial industry) also 
alleged that the Republicans’ budgetary actions were consciously 
designed to help Wall Street by undermining Dodd-Frank. 162 

2. The Financial Industry and Its Legislative Allies Have Persisted in 
Their Efforts to Weaken Dodd-Frank Despite Recent Financial Scandals 

The financial industry and its congressional allies have maintained 
their legislative campaign to weaken Dodd-Frank despite a series of 
recent scandals involving major Wall Street firms and leading foreign 
banks. Those scandals further damaged the reputations of large 
financial institutions, which already had plummeted due to public anger 
over abusive financial practices and excessive risk-taking that led to the 
financial crisis.163 The financial industry’s recent embarrassments have 
included the following revelations: 

MF Global, a large commodities broker led by Jon Corzine--a 
former co-head of Goldman Sachs ~vho later served as Nmv 
Jersey’s Governor and a United States Senator--filed for 
bankruptcy in late 2011 after suffering heavy trading losses. 
After becoming chairman of MF Global in 2010, Corzine pushed 
the firm to take highly aggressive trading positions, including 
bets on more than $6 billion of sovereign bonds issued by high- 

20110215?mrefid site search (describing Republican plans to cut the CFTC’s and SEC’s budgets, and 
reporting that Republicans "make no bones about their goal: to defang Dodd Frank"). 

161. Wihnarth, supra note 19, at 952 53; Stephen Joyce, Derivatives: Gensler Criticizes Vote on 

CFTC Budget: Says Dodd Frank Requires 2~’ore Nundi~g, 98 BNA’s BAX~K~ Rb;PORT 1030, June 12, 
2012, available at 2012 WL 2092519; Kevin Wack, Refbrm Implemenlation and Budget Crunch 

Collide, AM. BANKER (July 22, 2011), hltp:Swvv~v.highbeam.comidoc/1G1-261990109.html. 

162. Joyce, supra note 161 (quoting Mr. Gensler’s statement that Republican atte,npts to cut the 

CFTC’s budget would ’°effectively put the interests of Wall Street ahead of those of the ~anerican 

public"); Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 952 53 (criticizing industry-backed eflbrts by Republicans to cut 

the CFTC’s and SEC’s budgets); Kemp, supra note 159 (contending that it would be reasonable to 

describe Republican et’Ibrts to cut the CFTC’s and SEC’s budgets, while demanding ’°smarter regulation 

and more cost benefit analysis,.., as deeply c?~aical"); Snell, supra note 160 (reporting that Mr. 

Gensler’s "worries" about the adverse impact of congressional budget cuts "are music to the industry"). 

163. Se~’., e.g., Da’¢al Kopecki, ’dZall Street Leaderless zn Ruh’.s ~ight as Dimon Dimznish~,.d, 

BLOOivlBERG (Aug~ 21, 2012), http://~asas~.bloomberg.cominewsi2012-08-20/wall-stree:Meadcrless-in- 

rules-fight-as-dimon-diminished.hlml; Floyd Norris, Scattdals z~[ay Cost The Banks Their Clout, N.Y. 

Te~s, July 27, 2012, al B1; The L[BOR Affair: Banksters, ECONOMIST (July 7, 2012), 

htlp:/iwww.economist.com/node/21558260; see also Financial Crisis Costs, supra note 108, al 10 

(declaring that "Wall Street deserves to be at the top of any list of those responsible for causing the 

[financial and economic] crises"); s~¢pra notes 12 15 and accompanying text (discussing public anger 
over the central role of big banks in triggering the financial crisis). 
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risk European cotmtries.164 After investigating MF Global’s 
collapse, the company’s bankruptcy trustee sued Corzine and 
two other senior executives for pursuing high-risk trading 
strategies that "severely strained the company’s liquidit~?’ and 
"ultimately contributed to [the company’s] downfall.’’165 " 

JP Morgan disclosed in July- 2012 that it had lost ahnost $6 
billion--and faced the threat of additional losses--from massive 
trading in derivatives by a London unit within the bank’s chief 
investment office (CIO).166 JPMorgan created CIO to invest 
excess deposits that the bank did not use to fund its loans, and 
the bank’s senior management (including chairman Jamie 
Dimon) encouraged CIO to take aggressive trading risks.167 
CIO’s huge trading positions generated substantial profits in 
2010 and 2011, but produced massive losses in 2012.168 
JPMorgan’s trading losses triggered a congressional 
investigation and severely embarrassed Mr. Dimon, who was 
widely praised for steering JPMorgan through the financial crisis 

I69 wathout reporting a quarterly loss.    In addition, JPMorgan and 
its senior executives faced a variety of potential legal claims 
alter a Senate committee "accused [JPMorgan] of hiding losses, 
...... ,,170 deceiving regulators and m~slnform~ng investors. 

In June 2012, Barclays paid $450 million to U.S. and U.K. 
regulators to settle charges that it conspired with other banks to 
manipulate the London interbank offered rate (Libor") and the 

164. Aza~n Ahmed et al., ~zt Romance ~Fith Risk That Brought 0~ a Panic:, N.Y. Tlivms, Dec. 11, 

2011, at A1; Roben Farzad & Matthew Leising, ’%IF Global’s Jon Corzine Runs Out of Luck, 

BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Nov. 2, 2011), http:i/w~.businessweek.comimagazine/mf-globals-jon- 

corzine-mns-out-of-luck- 11022011 .html. 

165. Richard tfill, Uutu~s Trading: Trustee Freeh Sues C’orzine, Deputies, Alleging They Led ~/iF 

Global Into Ruin, 100 BNA’s BANKNC~ REPO~’r 805 (April 30, 2013) (quoting complaint filed by 

Louis Freeh, bankruptcy trustee for MF Global Holdings Ltd., against Jon Corzine, Bradley Abelow and 
Henri Steenkamp). 

166. Jessica Silver-Greenberg, New UraudInqui~v as JP_,~’organ’s Loss_,~’ounts, N.Y. T~IvlES, July 

14, 2012, at A1 (reporting JPMorgan’s disclosure of $5.8 billion in trading losses and additional 
potential losses of $1.7 billion). 

167. Daw~ Kopecki & Michael J. Moore, Whale q[a Trade Revealed at Biggest (KS. Bank With 

Best Conlrol, BLOOMBERG (June 3, 2013), http://~5~sv.bloomberg.com/news/2013-06-03iwhale-of-a- 

trade-revealed-at-biggest-u-s-bank-mth-best-control.html; see also inj?a Part IV(C)(2) (discussing the 

investigation of JPMorgan’s "London Whale" trading scandal by the Senate Pcm~anent Subcommittee 

on h~vestigations)~ 

168. Kopecki & Moore, supra note 167; Jessica Silvor-Greenberg & Susanne Craig, .JPMorgan 

Trade Loss May Reach $9 Billion, N.Y. TLMES, June 28, 2012, at B 1. 

169. Rob Blackwell, Dimon’s ’BIood-on-the-Leaf ~bIoment ’: How JPM Losses Have Helped the 

I~clustry’s        Opponents,        Aivl.        BAN KER        (May       21,        2012), 

http:#~as~v.americanbanker.com/issues/177 92/j pmorgan-chase-Dimon-trading-loss-Volcker-Rule- 

Dodd Frank- 1049261-1 ~html; Kopecki, supra note 163. 

170. Kopecki & Moore, supra note 167; see also inj?a Part IV(C)(2) (discussing the report issued 

by the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on k~vestigations). 
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euro interbank rate for several years beginning in 2005. 
Barclays’ top two officers (Robert Diamond and Jerry.- del 
Missier) resigned m~der pressure from U.K. regulators and 
politicians.171 Officials investigating the Libor scandal targeted 
more than a dozen major foreign banks--including UBS and 
RBS, which subsequently entered into settlements similar to 
Barclay’s--along with BofA, Citigroup and JP Morgan.172 The 
Libor-rigging scandal included efforts by bank employees to 
earn illegitimate trading profits as well as attempts by banks to 
disguise their precarious financial condition during the peak of 
the financial crisis in 2008.173 The banks under investigation 
faced potentially massive liabilities from official penalties and 
investor lawsuits, because Libor determines the pricing for more 
than $300 trillion in global financial instruments, including 
derivatives, corporate bonds, mortgages and student loans.174 A 
leading financial journal remarked that the Libor scandal 
~’corrodes further what little remains of public trust in banks and 
those who run them.’’175 

A Senate committee report issued in July 2012 revealed that 
HSBC, a leading global bank, engaged in illegal money 
laundering for Mexican drug cartels, terrorists, and rogue states 
(including Iran) between 2003 and 2010. HSBC subsequently 
paid $1.9 billion to settle criminal money laundering charges 
filed by federal prosecutors.176 In August 2012, New York’s 

171. Josh Gallu et ak, The Libor Scandal Claims Its h~irst C~O, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK, 

July 3, 2012, at %16, available at http:/iwww.businessweek.com/arliclesi2012-07-03/lbe-libor-scandal- 

claims-its-first-ceo. 

172~ ld.; Caroline Salas Gage, 147~at’s Fed to Do as 15 of J8 Yanks’ h~ixing Libor Aren ’t American, 

BLOOtvlBERG (Aug. 9, 2012), http://w~v.bloomberg.com/news/2012-O8-O9/~gnat-s-fed-to-do-as-15-of- 

18-banks-fixing-libor-aren-t-american.hlml; see also i@a notes 441-43 and accompanying texl 

(discussing UBS’s agreement to pay $1.5 billion in December 2012, and RBS’s agreement to pay $612 

million in February 2013, in order to settle Libor-rigging charges). 

173. Gary Gensler, CFTC Chaimmn, Testimony Before the U.S. Senale Commiltee on 

Agriculture            (July            17,            2012),            available            at 

hl~p:i/www.cftc.gov/PressRoomiSpeechesTestimony/opagensler-ll8; see also Libor’s Trilhon-Dollar 

Question, BLOOMBERG (Aug. 27, 2012), http:l/w~vw.bloo~nberg.co~n/news/2012-O8-27/libor-s-trillion- 

dollar-question.ht~nl; The Libor Scandal: The Rotten Heart of Finance, ECONOMIST, July 7, 2012, at 3. 

174. Gallu et al., supra note 171; Andrew Harris et al., Wall Street l’~ank [nvestors m Dark on 

LiborLiabil~ty, Bt, OOMBgRG (July 5, 2012), hllp://usvw.bloomberg.com/news/2012-OT-O5/wall-slreet- 

bank-investors-in-da~k-on-libor-liability.html; see also Libor’s Trillion-Dol/ar Question, supra note 

173. 

175. The Libor Scandal: The Rotten Heart of Finance, supra nole 173, al 2; see also The I4~orst 

Banking Scandal Yet?, BLOOMBERC~ (July 12, 2012), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-12/the- 

worst-ba~king-scandal-yet-.html ("The Libor scandal oilers a sad illustration of the moral bm~kruptcy 

that has infected some comers of finm~ce.’). 

176. Joe Adler, HSBC: ./1 Study in Anti-Laundering Blunders, AM. B~\KER (July 18, 2012), 

http:/iwww.americanbanker.comiissues/177 137/hsbc-a-study-in-anti-laundering-blunders- 1050998- 

1.html; Jeff Day, ~’one), Laundering: Senate Probe Finds’ ~/iajor ~/~/iL Problems at HSBC 2003-2010; 

Blasts OCC ~,~L Policy, 99 BNA’s B_a2qKING REPORT 153 (July 24, 2012), available at 2012 WL 
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banking regulator chaxged Standard Chartered, another major 
foreign bank, with illegally laundering $250 billion of funds for 
Iran from 2001 to 2007.1�7 Standard Chartered ultimately paid 
$670 million to settle New York’s allegations as well as separate 
federal claims. 178 

The foregoing scandals further marred the already bruised credibility 
of major U.S. and foreign banks.179 However, the scandals’ negative 
impact on Wall Street’s reputation did not deter the financial industry 
and its Capitol Hill allies from pursuing their anti-reform agenda.18° 
Instead, the industry and its legislative allies redoubled their efforts to 
roll back Dodd-Frank’s reforms, l sl 

During the 2012 political campaign, Republican leaders and industry 
representatives announced that they would seek to repeal or cut back 
several key provisions of Dodd-Frank if Republicans gained control of 
the White House and both houses of Congress in the November 
elections. Top Republicans and industry groups particularly focused on 
(i) weakening the CFPB’s authority and independence, (ii) repealing or 
watering down the Volcker Rule and many of the derivatives reforms in 
Article VII of Dodd-Frank, and (iii) requiring all financial regulators to 
perform stringent cost-benefit studies before adopting any new rules.iS2 

2995498; see also inSka notes 434-38 axed accompanying text (discussing ttSBC’s settle,nent of IEderal 

criminal charges in Dece,nber 2012). 

177. Greg Farrell & Tiflhny Kary, Standard Chartered Still Faces Fed Probes Aj?er ~( K Deal. 

BLOOIVr~EI~G (Aug. 15, 2012), http:i/www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-08-14/standard-chartered-faces- 

fed-probes-after-n-y-deal.ht~nl; Stephen Joyce & Len Bracken, Money Launderi~N: Standard Chartered 

Bank Hid $250 Billion In Iran Dealings, _,~u, York Regulator Says, 99 BNA’s BANKING REPORT 294 

(Aug. 14, 2012), available at 2012 WL 3279507. 

178. Farrell & Kary, supra note 177 (reporting that Standard Chartered paid $340 million to settle 

New York’s clai~ns); Standard Chartered to pay $327 million to resolve ~S. case, R~UTEI~_S (Dec. 10, 

2012) (reporting on Standard Chartered’s agreement to pay- $327 million to settle claims by ~deral 

agencies), http://~,~,~v.reuters.comiarticle/2012/12/10/us-stanchart-settlcment-idUSBRE8B90OT2012 

1210. 

179. Kopecki, supra note 163; Norris, supra note 163, at B1. 

180. Phil Mattingly, lVall Street Supporters’ in Congress LS~moved by Libor Probe, BLOOivlBERG 

(July 3, 2012), http:ii~v.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-03/wa11- street-supportcrs-in-congress- 
unmoved-by-libor-probe.hlml ("Wall Slreel’s defenders in Congress are sticking by the industry. 

undaunted by the Barclays fine or trading losses.., al JPMorgan Chase & Co."); Alan Zibel, Even After 

%/’hale’ Losses, Bankers ?{ammer Volcker, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 10, 2012), 

http:/iblogs.wsj .corn/deals/2012/09/10/even-after-whale-losses-bankers-hamtner- 

volcker/?mod wsj streamin~ stream (reporting that top finm~cial trade associations continued to 

express strong opposition to the Volcker Rule despite the embarrassment caused by JPMorgan’s trading 

losses). 

181. Zibel, supra note 180; see also Cl~’is Bruce, Sec~rities: Volcker Rule _,~eds _,~ajor Red, rite, 

Trade Associations Tell Nouse Committee, 99 BNA’s BA_";KING REPORT 444 (Sept. 18, 2012), available 

at 2012 WL 4067935 (describing lctters writtcn by five leading fino~lcial trade associations to the House 

Financial Services Committee, calling for major cutbacks or m~ outright repeal of the Volcker Rule). 

182. Phil Mattingl?~; ~IZhy Romne), ~Izon ’t Kill Dodd Frank, BLOOI, JA3ERG B USINESSWEEK (Sept. 6, 
2012), http:l/w~.businessweek.c~m/artic~es/2~2-~9-06/why-r~mney-w~nt-ki~-d~dd-frank (reporting 
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The financial industry supported Republicans even more strongly in 
2012 than it did in 2010. The industry gave two-thirds of its political 
contributions to Republican candidates during the 2012 election cycle.183 
The financial industry’s overwhelming support for Republican 
Presidential candidate Mitt Romney in 2012 represented a sharp 
departure from 2008, when the industry gave a significant majority of its 
contributions to Barack Obama.184 The obvious reason for this shift was 
Wall Street’s gratitude for Mr. Romney’s strong opposition to Dodd- 
Frank and Wall Street’s anger over President Obama’s sponsorship of 
the legislation.185 

Wall Street’s lopsided support for Republican candidates did not 
cause Democratic leaders to move aggressively against the financial 
industry. Indeed, many obsel~’ers criticized the Obama administration 

that Republicans, eaton if victorious, probably could not repeal Dodd Frank but would be likely to "try 

to give the financial indust~- something it wants more: a diluted financial reform law that ~vould relax 

restrictions on some of its most profitabl~and riskiest~nvestments’); Kevin Wack, What Romney 

Uictory    I47ould    ~4ean    fbr    Banks;    AM.    B ANKF.R    (Aug.    31,    2012), 

http ://www.americanbanker.com/issues¢177169/what-romney-vzctory-would-mean-fbr-banks- l O52289- 

Lhtml (reporting that Mitt Romney’s "stated goal" to repeal Dodd Frank would probably not happen if 

he won the Presidential election, but Republicans would seek to "chip away at what they see as the 

worst parts of Dodd Frank, continuing a legislative strategy they began in 2011"); Yin Wilczek, 

Regulatory Rejbrm: Shelby Vows to Pursue ’Real’ R~{i)rm ~fRepublicans Regazn Control of Senate, 99 

BNA’s BANKING R~p. 210 (July 31, 2012), avazlable at 2012 WL 3067216 (reporting that Sen. Richard 

Shelby (R-AL) announced plans to push for legislation that "would require all financial regulators to 

conduct rigorous cost~enefit analysis before promulgating any regulalions," amend "flawed" 

provisions of Dodd Frank, and make major ch~mges to the CFPB). 

183. C/L? Po#tical Contribution Report, supra note 133 (sho~ving that the finm~ce, insurance and 

real estate sector gave 68% of its $658 nfillion of political contributions to Republican candidates during 
the 2012 election cycle); see also Jason Kelly & Katherine Burton, }Vall S#’eet ~ins zVeither }Vzth 

Obama    ~Vor    Romney    Amid    Glare,    BLOOMBERG    (June    27,     2012), 

http:i/w~5~’.bloom berg.corn/news/2012-06-27/wall-street-wins-neither-mth-obama-nor-ronmey-amid- 

glare.html (reporting that Mitt Ro~nney had collected $9.4 million frown the securities and investment 

industry~ compared to only $3.4 tnillion for President Oba~na); Kevin Wack, 71 Can’t GetAny Worse" 

~7~y t?anks Are 3/faki~N a One-Sided Political t?el, _7~I. BANKER (May 7, 2012), 
http://www.americanbanker.com/issues/177 87/Mitt-Romney-Obama-bank-industry-campaign- 

contributions-1049066-1.html (reporling that the banking industD’ "is backing Mitt Ronmey and the 

Republican National Committee by a nearly 2-to-1 margin through political donations in the 2012 

campaign"); see also supra nole 133 and accompanying text (shomng lhal the financial industry gave 

53% of its campaign conlributions to Republican candidates during lhe 2010 election cycle). 

184. Wack, supra nole 183, at 1~ (reporting that "[t]he banking industry’s strong backing of 
Romney in 2012 marks a sharp reversal from four years ago," when the industty gave $42 million to the 

Obama campaign ~md only $31 million to John McCain’s campaign); Jonathaaa D. Salant, Goldman 

Sachs Leads’ Split ~’ith Obama, as GE Ji#s ~im ~oo, BCOO:,~EaG (Aug. 9, 2012), 

http:l/www.b~nberg.c~n/news/2012-~8-09/g~dmm~-sachs-~eads-sp~it-mth-~ba~na-as-ge-ji~ts-him- 

too.html (reporting that employees at six ,najor barns BofA, Citigoup, Goldman, JPMorgan, Morgan 

Stanley and UBS gave most of their contributions to Rotnney in 2012 after supporfing Obatna in 

2008), 

185. Jonathml D. Salant, Goldman Sachs ~o Fund Romney Over Obama, BLOOMBEI~3 (Feb. 1, 

2012), http:/lwww.b~mberg.c~m/news/20~2-02-~1/r~mney-sees-surge-in-wa~-street-d~nati~ns-as- 
obatna-s-decline.html; Wack, supra note 183, at 1. 
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for failing to take strong enforcement actions against large financial 
institutions at the center of the financial crisis or their top executives, 
and for not pushing for a vigorous implementation of Dodd-Frank.186 
At the Democratic national convention in August 2012, only one 
primetime speaker--Senate candidate Elizabeth Warren--spoke out 
strongly against Wall Street, while President Obama’s address included 
just a single mild criticism of large banks.187 

Republican leaders’ eager embrace of Wall Street and Democratic 
leaders’ acquiescent attitude toward Wall Street stood in sharp contrast 
to the hostile attitudes of many delegates at both parties’ national 
conventions. One journalist found widespread support among delegates 
at both conventions for proposals that would mandate a breakup of the 
largest banks.188 However, leaders in both parties showed no interest in 
attacking big banks. 189 

Perhaps the disjunct between paw leaders and rank-and-file 
delegates was not surprising, after all. As one critic astutely observed, 
"Why would [part5’ leaders] put pressure on the banks? Just look at 
who’s funding the conventions and the parties.’’19° 

186. See, e.g., Baro1~ky. supra note 7; Simon Johnson, ’Why Does l&~all Street Always 

BASELINE SCENARIO (Aug. 23, 2012), http://baselinescenario.comi2012/08/23/why-does-wall-street- 

always-wini#more-10297; Taibbi, supra note 7, at 2; see also Frank Rich, The Betrayal, OBSER\~R, 

Aug. 14, 2011, at 24 (criticizing lbe Obama Admini slralion for "lhe stunning lack of accountabilily for 

the greed and misdeeds that brougbl America to its gravest finamcial crisis since the Great Depression. 
There has been no legal, moral, or financial reckoning for the most powerful wrongdoers. Nor have 

there been tneaningful refo,ms that might prevent a repeat catastrophe."); inj?a Part IV(A)(2) 

(discussing the lack of effective enforcement eftbrts against large institutions that played major roles in 
the finm~cial crisis or their corporate leaders). 

187. Lisa Lerer & Julie B?komcz, Bankers Erect l~ences to D~flect Attacks" That Don’t Come, 
BLOOMBERG.COM (Sept. 7, 2012), http:l/w~vw.blootnberg.co,n/newsi2012-09-07/bankers-erect-fences- 

to-deflect-attacks-that-don-t-come.html (reporfing that Elizabeth Warren, the Democratic candidate for 

U.S. Senate in Massachnsetts, declared in her convcnfion speech that Wall Street bankers "wrecked" the 

economy and "destroyed millions of jobs," while President Obama said only that "we don’t want 

bailouts for banks that break lbe rules"); see also id (noting that Democratic leaders like Rep. Joe 

CroMey (D-CT), Sen. Charles Schumer (D-NY) and Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel maintained 

friendly relationships with Wall Street); Kevin Roose, Can Wall Street Tame Ehzabeth ~arren?, 

Yop.K MAC3AZ~Ng, Nov. 30, 2012 (providing a more detailed account of Sen. Warren’s speech at the 

Democratic national convention, in which she declared, "The system is rigged" against ordinary people, 

while "Wall Street CEOs lhe same ones who wrecked our economy and destroyed millions of jobs 

still strnt around Congress, no shame, dcmanding favors, and acting like we shonld thank them."), 

available at http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2012/11/can-wall-street-tame-elizabeth-warren~htm. 

188. Kevin Wack, Big-Bank Breakup Popular with Rank and File ofBoth Parties, AM. BANKER 

(Sept. 6, 2012), http:ii~5~sv.atnericanbanker.comiissues/177 172/big-bmnk-breakup-popular-with-rank- 

and-file-1052378-1.html. 

189. Id. 

190. Lerer & Bykowicz, supra note 187 (quoling Ben Carroll); see also Rivlin, supra note 7 

(stating thal, during the 2012 campaign, "President Ob~ana chose nN to lrumpet Dodd Frank so as nol 

to alienate deep-pocketed backers on Wall Street"); Wack, supra note 188 (reporting that the idea of 

breaking up the big banks "enjoys broad bipartisan support," but congressional leaders frotn both parties 

would not allow a floor vote on an5, such proposal due to "the reliance of metnbers of Congress on 
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As discussed below in Part IV(A)(1), the financial industry did not 
succeed in its efforts to defeat President Obama and capture the Senate 
for the Republicans in November 2012. However, the industry’s strong 
support helped Republicans to retain control of the House. As soon as 
the new Congress convened in 2013, House Republican leaders and the 
financial industry renewed their efforts to enact legislation that would 
repeal or weaken key Dodd-Frank reforms. In addition, as explained in 
Part IV(B)(3)(a), President Obama appointed a newT Treasury Secretary 
(Jacob Lew) and a new SEC chairman (Mary Jo White) who had 
extensive Wall Street connections and were widely viewed as 
sympathetic to Wall Street’s interests. Thus, the financial industry’s 
electoral defeats in 2012 did not derail the industry’s long-term 
campaign to undermine Dodd-Frank. 

III. FEDERAL REGULATORS AND CONGRESS FOLLOWED DEREGULATORY 

POLICIES PROMOTED BY THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY THAT ENCOURAGED 

RECKLESS LENDING AND LED TO THE FINANCIAL CRISIS 

The financial industry’s ability to obstruct Dodd-Frank’s reforms is, 
unfortunately, consistent with the industry’s past record of success in 
promoting a deregulatory agenda that set the stage for the financial 
crisis. Federal agencies and Congress adopted a long series of measures 
between 1992 and 2007 that encouraged reckless lending and high-risk 
securitization, thereby fueling an enormous credit boom and an 
unsustainable housing bubble in the U.S. The financial industry eagerly 
supported those actions and helped to spur the greatest expansion of 
private-sector debt since the 1920s.191 The industry also encouraged 
federal regulators to preempt efforts by state officials to stop abusive 
and predatory lending practices. Thus, major banks and their trade 
associations were deeply implicated in regulatory and legislative policy 
mistakes that paved the way for the financial crisis. 

A. Federal Regulators Permitted Financial Institutions to Engage in 

Unsound and Predatory Lending Practices That Produced an 

Unsustainable Credit Boom 

With the financial industry’s enthusiastic support, federal banking 
agencies adopted deeply flawed policies that enabled large financial 
institutions to originate trillions of dollars of high-risk mortgages and to 
spread the risks of those mortgages to far-flung investors through 

campaign contributions from large ba~lks"). 

191. Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 963-67, 971 79 (discussing causes of the credit boom and 

housing bubble that occurred between 1991 and 2007); Wil~narth, supra note 15, at 1002 43 (sa~ne). 
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hazardous securitization. This section highlights key policy errors that 
helped to inflate the nonprime lending boom, which in turn led to the 
financial crisis. 

1. Federal Regulators Issued Weak "Guidelines" That Allowed Banks 
and Thrifts to Engage in High-Risk Mortgage Lending 

In 1991, Congress passed the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Improvement Act (FDICIA) in response to a severe financial crisis that 
resulted in the failures of almost 3,000 banks and thrifts during the 
1980s and early 1990s.192 One of FDICIA’s provisions required the 
federal banking agencies to adopt "uniform regulations" imposing strict 
new standards for real estate lending. 193 Congress expected that the new 
lending standards would be much stronger than the "flexible approach" 
followed by the OCC and other agencies during the 1980S.194 The lax 
regulator5, standards of the 1980s allowed banks and thrifts to make 
"imprudent" and "abusive" real estate loans that inflicted massive losses 
on depository institutions and the deposit insurance funds during the 
second half of the 1980s and the early 1990s.195 

However, when federal banking agencies issued a proposed joint 
regulation to implement the 1991 statute, the financial industry strongly 
urged the agencies to adopt "flexible guidelines rather than 
regulations.’’196 The industry also argued that regulators should avoid 

192~ History c{fthe Eighties: Lessonsjbr the h~umre, FED. DEPOSIT INS. CO~, at 10 11, 102 05, 

186 88, 452 54 (Dec. 1997) (discussing the banking and t~ift crises of the 1980s and early 1990s and 

the enactment of FDICIA) [hereinafter h~IC H~story Lessons]; FCIC Repot, supra note 36, at 34 37 

(same)~ 

193. Michael Frachioni, Leveragzng the La~d: 7’he Changing Loa~ ~o Value Ratio fbr Real Estate 

Lending ~ ~Vational Banks, 112 BAXNN~ L.J. 41, 56 (1995) (discussing the enactment of 12 U.S.C. 

~ 18280 in 1991); ~hur E. Wihnarth, Jr., The OCC’s Preemption Rules Erceed the Agenq~ ’s Authority 

and Present a Serious Threat to the Dual Banking System and Consumer Protection, 23 A~-. REV. 

BA~N~ & ~. L. 225, 301 (2004) (same) [hereinafter OCC’s Preemption Rules]. 

194~ Wilmarth, OCC’s Preemp#on Rules, supra note 193, at 301; see also Real Estale Lending 

Standards, 57 Fed. Reg~ 62890 (Dec. 31, 1992) ("’l~e legislative histo~~ of [12 U.S.C. ~ 1828o] 

indicates thal Confess wanted to cu~ail abusive real estate lending practices in order to reduce risk to 

the deposit insurance ~nd a~ad enhance the safety and soundness of insured depositow institulions.") 

[hereinafter 1992 Real Estate Lenchn2 Standards]. 

195. Wilma~h, OCC’s Preemption Rules, supra note 193, al 301. For description s of the losses 

suffered by banks and lhrifls due to unsound real estale lending during the 1980s, see Frachioni, supra 

note 193, at 53 56; ~D]C [[istoty Lessons, supra hole 192, at 9 10, 137~2, 301~78; L. WmL~AM 
SNDNk~N, FeLL FMTH ~gD CREDIT: ~HE GI~A’r S&L DEBACLE ~%N~ OTHER ~?ASHINGTON NAGAS 138 

64 (1993). 

196. 1992 Real EstaIe Lending Standards; supra note 194 (summafzing comments submitted in 

response to the proposed reNdalion); see also Barbara A. Rebm, Regulators Agree to Ease Limits On 

Rea[~    Loans    by    Banks,    ~hrif~s,    z~l.    B~a    (Oct.    14,    1992), 

http:/i~5~sv.atnericanba~er.cotn/issues/157 106i-18380-1.htmI (reporting that "[b]anks and thrifts 

deluged t~gulators ruth 1,500 comment letters, ar~ing that [the original proposal for binding roles] 
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any "rigid application" of loan-to-value (LTV) limits for real estate 
loans, because such limits "would constrict credit, impose additional 
lending costs, reduce ending flexibility, [and] impede economic 
growth.’’~97 Despite the industry’s lobbying efforts, the FDIC pushed 
for binding regulations that would impose strict LTV limits on real 
estate loans. However, the Treasury Department and the other three 
federal banking agencies (the FRB, OCC and the Office of Thrift 
Supervision (OTS)) agreed with the industry, and they ultimately 
persuaded the FDIC to accept "general guidelines that [would] give 
banks more leeway" in making real estate loans.198 

The four banking agencies issued joint guidelines on real estate 
lending at the end of 1992. The interagency guidelines did not specify a 
maximum LTV limit for owner-occupied 1-to-4-family residences and 
allowed banks to make loans (including second mortgages and home 
equity loans) that exceeded 90% of a home’s appraised value.199 The 
guidelines specified maximum LTV ratios for other types of real estate 
loans, but the guidelines permitted banks to make loans that exceeded 
those limits if "credit is justifiable under the specific circumstances.’’2°° 
More generally, the interagency guidelines allowed banks to make loans 
that did not conform to the guidelines as long as the bank could justify 
such loans as "prudently underwritten exceptions to its lending 
policies.’’2°~ 

In addition to the inclusion of generous exemptions, the 1992 
interagency guidelines did not impose "mandatory" restrictions; instead, 
banks were required only to "consider the guidelines in establishing 
their ow-n real estate lending policies.’’2°2 The 1992 guidelines marked 
the beginning of a fifteen-year trend in which federal bank regulators 
repeatedly issued nonbinding statements of guidance with respect to 
high-risk mortgage lending instead of adopting binding rules with 

would curtail lending"). 

197. 1992 Real Estate Lending Standards, supra note 194 (summarizing comments submitted in 

response to the proposed regulalion). 

198. Barbara A. Rehm, Ff.),~C Eases Tough Plan to Limit Realty Lenchn2, AM. BANKER (Oct. 9, 

1992), hltp://www.americanbanker.com/issues/157 103/-18294-1.blml (reporting that the FDIC’s 

concession represented "a big victor?"’ for baaaks and thrifts); see also Rehm, supra nNe 196 (reporting 

that Treasury officials persuaded three of the four banking agencies to accept more flexible guidelines 

rather than regulations, m~d the FDIC finally gave in to the other agencies). 

199. 1992 Real Estate Lending Standards; supra note 194 (requiring borrowers for residential 

mortgages ruth an LTV ratio above 90% to provide "appropriale credit enhaaacement in the form of 

tnortgage insurance or readily marketable collateral"). 

200. Id. 

201~ Id. 

202. Vincent Di Lorenzo, Principles-,~asedRegu]ation andLegislalive Congruence, 15 N.Y.U.J. 
LEc3IS. & PUB. POL’Y 45, 54 (2012) (etnphasis added). 
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clearly enforceable limits on such lending.2°3 Between 1999 and 2001, 
the federal banking agencies issued three guidances dealing with 
subprime mortgages and high LTV real estate lending. The three 
guidances warned banks about the risks of "abusive lending practices," 
including making loans without regard to the borrower’s ability to 
repay, but the guidances "did not prohibit the abusive practices.’’2°4 In 
2003, the OCC issued two similar "advisory letters" that provided 
"supervisory guidance" rather than binding rules.2°5 

The agencies’ reliance on precatory guidance created a permissive 
environment in which subprime mortgage originations grew rapidly 
from $40 billion in 1993 to $240 billion in 2002.2°6 During the same 
period, several studies by federal agencies found growing evidence of 
predatory, lending abuses, including "(i) loan flipping (i.e., frequent 
refinancing of high-cost home loans); (ii) equity stripping (i.e., the loss 
of equity resulting from repeated refinancing that requires the borrower 
to pay high fees and closing costs), (iii) asset-based lending (i.e., the 
extension of credit based primarily on the residual value of the 
borrower’s home and other personal assets without regard to the 
borrower’s income), (iv) excessive fees and penalty charges, (v) high- 
pressure sales tactics accompanied by inadequate or misleading 
disclosures, and (vi) aggressive foreclosure policies.’’2°7 

The statements of guidance issued by federal bank regulators between 
1999 and 2003 warned banks against engaging in the foregoing abuses 
but did very little to stop them.2°8 After reviewing these regulatory 
warnings, an OCC staff economist recently observed that "regulators 
kne~v the risks of subprime lending well and accurately," and he asked, 

203. ]d. at 54 62; see also ENc~I~L & McCoY, supra note 19, at 165 66, 196 97 (describing 
decisions by fedcral banking agencies to issue nonbinding guidance instead of mandatory regulations 
between the late 1990s and 2008). 

204. Di Lorenzo, s~ipra note 202, at 57 58. 

205. Wilmarlh, OCC’s Preemption Rules, supra note 193, al 30~310. 

206. See EN-C~F~, & McCoY, supra note 19, al 165 66 (stating that agency guidances "allowed for 

slack regulation and permilted lenders to argue that compliance was optional," resulting in a "downward 

spiral in lending standards"); Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., The Transfbrmation ofthe U.S. Financial Services 

[ndustr)~’, 1975 2000: Competition, Consolidation, and Increased Risks, 2002 U. ILL. L. REV. 215, 393 

u.766 (providing 1993 fignre for subprime mortgage originafions); Wil~narth, OCC’s Preemption Rules, 

supra uote 193, at 308 (providiug 2002 fignre). 

207. Wilmarlh, OCC’s Preemption Rules, supra note 193, at 30809 (summarizing findings made 

by govermnent studies of predatory subprime lending practices); see also Kathleen C. Engel & Patricia 
A. McCoF; ~zt Tale ofThree _,~arkets: The Lau~ and Economics ofPredatory Lending, 80 Tk;X. L. REV. 

1260, 1260 70 (2002) (satne); FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 76 77, 93, 95 (same). 

208. Wilmarth, OCC’s Preemption R~des, supra note 193, at 309 10 (noting that cue of the 
OCC’s 2003 advisory letters "coudemned ’abusive’ lending practices that... ’involve unlhir and 

deceptive conduct’" but did not defiue unlawful conduct ruth any specificity) (quoting OCC Advisory 

Letter 2003-2). 
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"[H]ow could the subprime crisis happen.9’’2°9 The unfortunate answer 
is that federal regulators utterly failed to take effective action in 
response to problems they clearly identified.2~° For example, the OCC 
and the FRB issued only three binding rules to address predatol3~ 
lending problems in the early 2000s, and all three rules were weak and 
ineffective.211 

While federal regulators dithered, several FDIC-insured institutions 
that engaged heavily in subprime lending and securitization failed 
between 1997 and 2002, resulting in losses to the FDIC of nearly $2 
billion.212 The most spectacular of those failures involved Superior 
Bank, FSB, a federal savings association with more than $2 billion of 
assets, which specialized in making and securitizing subprime 
mortgages and auto loans. Superior Bank failed due to high rates of 
delinquencies and defaults on its subprime loans as well as massive 
writedowns that it was forced to take on residual (equity or first loss) 
interests that it retained from its securitizations of those loans.213 

209. Douglas Roberlson, So That’s OperationalRisk!,16 (O112 Comptroller Curt. Econ., Working 

Paper 2011-1 ); see also id at 15 (pointing out that the 1999 interagency guidance on subprime lending 

"reads like a prophecy from Cassandra" in describing the risks of ma]dng and securitizing subprime 

loans). 

210. BARTH, CAPNO & LEX,~E, supra note 19, at 88 96, 177 78; ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 

19, at 167 205. 

211. ~e OCC issued two rules in early 2004. ~e first role prohibited nalional banks from 

making real estale loans based primarily on the "foreclosure or liquidation value" of the bo~ower’s 

home and "mthoul regard to the bo~ower’s abilily to repay the loan." Wilmaflh, OCC’s Preemption 

Rules, supra note 193, at 306 (quofing 12 C.F.R. ~ 34.3(b)). However, that rule was relatively weak 

because it allowed national banks to make subp~ime ,nortgages based on the bo~ower’s credit history, 

thereby alIomng national banks to rely on the bowower’s credit score (which fiequen/ly proved to be 

u~eliable during the housing boom). ENOEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 168. ’l]~e second role 

prohibited nalional ba~s I~om maMng real estate loans by using unfair and deceptive practices, but lhat 

role was vague and had li~le force because lhe OCC declared lhal it lacked "aulhori~’ to speci~ by 

regulation lhat particular practices, such as loam ’flipping’ or ’equily slripping’ are unfair or deceptive." 

OCC’s Preemption Rules, supra note 193, al 307 (quoting Bank Activities and Operalions: Real Estate 

Lending and Appraisals, 69 Fed. Reg. 1904, 1911 n.55 (2004)). The FRB issued a regulalion in 2001 

that sli~tly expanded the definition of "high-cost" loans that were subject to the protections provided 

by the ttome O~ership and Equity Protecfion Act (HOEPA). However, that rule had "little if amy 

efi?ct" because it "only covered 1 percent of all subprime leto,s." ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 

19~95; ~thur E. Wilmaflh, ~7~e Dodd b>ank Act’s £;x~ansion c~fL~tate Authori~ to Protect Consumers 
oj~inancial Services, 36 J. Co~. L. 893, 898 (2011) [hereinafter Dodd bFankAct]. 

212. Wihnarth, OCC’s Preemption R~des, supra note 193, at 312 13. 

213. Id. at 314. For discussions of the *~ilure of Superior Ba~, see Christim~ A. Johnson, The 

Faibcre q~Superior Bank, FS~: R<gulalory Lessons Learned, 121 BMqmNG L.J. 47 (2004); Bank 

Regulation: Ana@sis ofthe FaiNre ofSuperior Bank, FSB, ~insdale, Illinois, GAO-02-419T (Feb. 7, 

2002) (Statement of ~omas J. McCool). 
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2. Federal Agencies Adopted Weak Capital Rules That Encouraged 
Banks and Thrifts to Expand Their Involvement with High-Risk 

Mortgage Lending and Securitization 

Unfortunately, federal regulators failed to heed the clear lessons from 
Superior Bank’s failure about the dangers inherent in subprime lending 
and securitization. Federal banking agencies did issue a joint regulation 
in late 2001, which imposed much higher capital requirements on banks 
that retained unrated residual interests from securitizations.214 However, 
banks that packaged subprime loans into residential mortgage-backed 
securities (RMBS) avoided the impact of the 2001 rule by selling the 
residual interests in RMBS to hedge funds and other institutional 
investors, including collateralized debt obligations (CDOs).215 Some 
major banks (including Goldman and JPMorgan) allegedly permitted 
hedge funds that purchased residual interests in subprime CDOs to use 
credit default swaps (CDS) in order to bet against the CDOs’ underlying 
portfolio of RMBS.216 

In addition, the 2001 interagency capital rule contained a major flaw 
that helped to inflate the subprime lending boom. The regulation stated 
that tranches of subprime RMBS and CDOs would qualify for a 20% 
risk weight under the agencies’ risk-based capital rules (with a resulting 
capital charge of only 1.6% instead of 8%) if the tranches were backed 
by credit enhancements, like CDS, issued by a company rated AAA or 
AA by credit rating agencies (CRAs).217 Thus, the 2001 rule gave 

214. ENGFX. & McCoY, supra note 19, at 155; Risk-Based Capital Guidelines: Capital Trealment 

of Recourse, Direct Credit Substitutes and Residual Interests in Asset Securitizations, 66 Fed. Reg. 

59615, 59616 21, 59625 26 (Nov. 29, 2001) [hereinafter 2001 Interagenclv Capital Rule[ (requiring 

lenders to satisfy a "dollar-for-dollar" capital charge by holding capital equal to 100% of retained 

residual intcrests that did not receive an investment-srade rating from a credit rating agency). 

215. Engel & McCoy, supra note 2, at 2065 68. Large banks that securitized subprime loans 

frequently provided credit (as prime brokers) to hedge funds in order to enable those funds to purchase 

residual interests in RMBS and CDOs. In some cases, the lending ba~fl~s suffered large losses when 

their hedge fund borrowcrs collapsed during the financial crisis. Wihnarth, supra note 15, at 1026, 

1030; CHARLES R~ MOPd~S, ’I~E ~l~vVO TRILLION DOLLAR MELTDO}VN 113 23 (2008)~ 

216. See Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 1026 27 (discussing Goldman’s payment of $550 tnillion to 

settle SEC charges that Goldman deficauded institutional investors by selling thcm interests in a 2007 

CDO mthont disclosing that "a large hedge fund, Paulson & Co., had helped to select the CDO’s 

portfolio of RMBS while intending to short the CDO by purchasing CDS from Goldman"); Hugh Son et 

al., ,JPMc)rgan’s $153.6 ]~lilhon Settlement with SEC Recalls Case Against Goldman Sachs, 

B~OO~C~Ea~ (June 21, 2011), htlp://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-06-21ijpmorgan-to-pay-153-6- 

million-to-settle-sec-allegations-over-housing-cdos.htu~l (reporling that JPMorgan paid $154 million to 

settle SEC charges that JPMorgan ’°thiled to tell investors in 2007 that a hedge fund [called Magnetar 

Capital LLC (Maoenetar)] helped pick, and bet against, underlying securities" in a CDO that JPMorgan 

sponsored and sold to investors); FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 191 93 (reporting on Gold,nan’s 

settlement and also stating that Magnetar and other hedge funds purchased residual intcrests in CDOs 

while purchasing CDS to short other tranches in the CDOs). 

217. 2001 ]nteragency Capital Rule, supra note 214, at 59,625 27. In the late 1990s, federal bank 

regulators allowed JPMorgan and other leading banks to reduce their risk-based capital requirements 
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tranches of subprime RMBS or CDOs highly-favorable risk-based 
capital treatment that was equal to the treatment given to much less risky 
RMBS issued by government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs), like Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac, as long as the subprime tranches were supported 
by an AAA-rated or AA-rated company.2~8 

Federal banking agencies adopted the 2001 regulation even though (i) 
Fannie and Freddie pointed out that the rule would allow banks to 
reduce dramatically the capital they ;vere required to hold against 
subprime-related mortgage assets, and (ii) a leading group of economists 
warned that CRAs were subj ect to a dangerous conflict of interest that 
was likely to produce inflated credit ratings, because banks that issued 
RMBS and CDOs paid CRAs for their credit ratings.219 The 2001 rule 
allowed Wall Street banks to reduce their capital requirements 
sig~aificantly by obtaining CDS from AIG or monoline insurance 
companies, and the business of issuing CDS ultimately brought AIG and 
several monoline insurers (including Ambac and MBIA) to the brink of 
collapse in 2008.22° In addition, the 2001 rule "created the incentive for 
[CRAs] to provide overly optimistic assessment of the risk in mortgage 
pools" and also pushed the GSEs to reduce their own lending standards 
"in order to maintain a presence in the [residential mortgage] market.’’221 

Federal regulators also permitted Wall Street banks to sponsor 
structured investment vehicles (SPy’s) and other off-balance-sheet (OBS) 
conduits, which were frequently used as receptacles for RMBS and 
CDOs that banks were unable to sell to arms-length investors. The 
sponsored conduits sold asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) to 
investors and used the proceeds to buy structured-finance securities 
underwritten by the sponsoring banks. The conduits faced a dangerous 
funding mismatch between their longer-term, structured-finance assets 
and their shorter-term, ABCP liabilities. The sponsoring LCFIs covered 
that mismatch (in whole or in part) by providing explicit credit 

from 8% to 1.6% by pooling CDS on corporate loans to create synthetic CDOs and by obtaining CDS 

from AIG to backstop tranches of those CDOs. GILLIAN TETT, FOOL’S GOLD: HOW THE BOLD DREAM 

OF A SMALL TRIBE AT LP. MORGAN WAS CORRIrPTED BY WALL STREET GREED AND UNLEASHED A 

CATASTROPHE 48 56, 60 66 (2009). JPMorgan called its CDO structure ’°BISTRO," and "some 

bankers started to joke lhal ’BISTRO’ really stood for ’BIS Total Rip Oft;’" because JPMorgan used 

CDS from AIG to reduce drastically its risk-based capital requirements established by the Bank for 

Internalional Setllements (BIS) lhrough lbe Basel internalional capital accord. ]d. al 60-64 (quote at 64). 

218. Arnold Kling, ~rot I4:hat They [tad in Mi~d." d History of Pohcies That Produced the 

FittancialCris~s of2008, 25 (Sept. 15, 2009), available atbltp:#ssrn.comiabstract 1474430. 

219. 2001 ]nteragency Capital Rule, supra note 214, at 59,625 (discussing critical comments on 

the 2001 rule); Kling, supra note 218, at 25 26 (same); see also Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 967 70 
(discussing problem s crealed by conflicts of interest at CRAs). 

220~ See, e.g., FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 139 42, 200 02, 276 78, 300~)2, 347 51,376 79. 

221. Kling, supra note 218, at 26; see also FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 120 ~4, 131 33, 146 

50. 
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enhancements (including lines of credit) or implicit commitments to 
ensure the availability of liquidity if the sponsored conduits could not 
roll over their ABCP.222 

Federal banking agencies adopted risk-based capital rules that 
encouraged the use of OBS conduits. Those rules did not assess any 
capital charges against LCFIs for transferring securitized assets to 
sponsored conduits if banks provided only implicit (reputational) 
recourse. Instead, the rules required LCFIs to post capital only if they 
provided explicit credit enhancements to their conduits.2~3 Moreover, 
federal regulators issued a joint regulation in 2004, which approved a 
very low capital charge for sponsors’ lines of credit, equal to only one- 
tenth of the usual 8% capital charge, as long as the lines of credit had 
maturities of one year or less.2~4 

The 2004 joint capital rule was deeply flawed because it allowed 
banks to obtain highly advantageous OBS treatment for ABCP conduits 
under the agencies’ risk-based capital rules, even though the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) had issued a 2003 interpretation 
requiring consolidated accounting treatment for many conduits.2z5 The 
federal banking agencies declined to follow FASB’s approach. The 
agencies concluded that bank sponsors for ABCP programs had only 
"limited risk exposure" and, therefore, consolidated risk-based capital 
treatment for ABCP conduits would "not appropriately reflect" the 
sponsors’ actual risks.’’~26 

The agencies’ optimistic assessment of the risks of ABCP conduits 
proved to be tragically mistaken. After the financial crisis began in 

222. For discussion of the risk exposures of major banks to SIVs and other sponsored conduits, 

see TETT, supra note 217, at 97 98, 127 28, 136, 196 98; Viral V. Acha~’a & Philipp Sclmabl, How 
[3anks Played the I.everage Game, in RESTORING FI~’ANCIAL STABILITY: How TO RFJArR A FAILED 

SYSTEM 83, 88 94 (Viral V. Acharya & Matlhew Richardson eds., 2009); Wilmarlh, supra note 15, al 

1033. 

223. Acharya & Schnabl, supra note 222, at 89. 

224. Risk-Based Capital Guidelines, 69 Fed. Reg. 44,908, 44,910 11 (July 28, 2004) [hereinafter 

2004 Joint Capital Rule]. See also Acha~’a & Schnabl, supra note 222, at 89 (noting that capital 

requirements for short-term "liquidity enhancements" ~vere "only 0.8 percent of asset value"). 

225. 2004 Joint Capital Rule, supra note 221, at 44,909 (explaining that FASB Interpretation No~ 

46-R "requires the consolidation of many ABCP programs onto the balance sheets of banking 

organizations"). 

226~ ~rd. As Carolyn Sissoko has pointed out, the banking agencies issued "guidance" in August 

2005 that further weakened the already lax terms of the 2004 capital rule~ ’l]~e 2005 "guidm~ce" allowed 

sponsoring bm~s to provide lines of credit (as well as implicit recourse) to support mortgage-related 

assets held by ABCP conduits that ~vere seriously delinquent, in default or below investment grade. In 

contrast, lines of credit supporting such doubtful assets would not have qualified for favorable trealment 

under the original 2004 capital role. By expanding the ability of major banks to support low-quality 

assets held their sponsored conduits, the 2005 "N~idance" helped ABCP conduits to secure top credit 
ratings and also greatly increased the risk exposures of the sponsoring banks. Carolyn Sissoko, ]s 

Financial Regulation Struct~rall), t?iased to Favor Deregulation ? 11-22 (USC CLEO Res. Paper C 12-4, 

April 13, 2012), available at http:/issm.co~n/abstract-2039490. 
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August 2007, several leading banks felt obliged, for reputational 
reasons, either to bring the assets of sponsored conduits back onto their 
balance sheets or to provide financial support that enabled their conduits 
to remain in business.227 By allowing banks to disregard FASB’s 2003 
interpretation in calculating their risk-based capital, the 2004 joint 
capital rule encouraged banks to engage in abusive and misleading OBS 
transactions similar to those that banks had helped Enron to engineer-- 
and that FASB had specifically tried to stop.2~8 

As a result of their risk exposures to ABCP conduits and other OBS 
commitments, many of the largest banks were much more highly 
leveraged than their balance sheets indicated.~9 In addition, regulators 
failed to prevent large banks from creating "daisy chains" of CDOs that 
served as additional dumping grounds for the banks’ hard-to-sell CDO 
tranches.~3° Ultimately, major banks (including Citigroup, HSBC, 
Merrill and UBS) suffered devastating losses due to their exposures to 
sponsored OBS conduits and CDOs, and those losses were a "significant 
reason why [Citigroup, Merrill and UBS] "needed extensive 
governmental assistance to avoid failure.’’231 

3. Federal Regulators Allowed Banks and Thrifts to Increase Their 
Exposure to High-Risk Loans by Acquiring Nonbank Mortgage Lenders 

Regulators also permitted leading banks to become deeply enmeshed 
in the subprime mortgage markets by acquiring nonbank subprime 
lenders. For example, National City (a large Mid~vestern bank) 
purchased First Franklin in 1999, and WaMu (the nation’s largest thrift) 

227. Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 975. 

228. William W. Bratton & Adam J. Levitin, A Transactzonal Genealogy of Scandal: F?om 

Michael Mzlken to Enron to Goldma~ Sachs, 46, 59 (Aug. 13, 2012), available at 

h~p:i/ssm.comiabslract 2126778. Several major bank~including Citigroup, Memll and JPMorgan 

played leading roles in helping Enron to stmclure abusive OBS transaclions thai "enabled Enron to 

overstale its cash flow and disguise its [true] debt." Wilma~h, supra nNe 15, at 999. 

229. ~I~TT, supra note 217, at 97 98; James CrNb-, Structural Causes of’the Global ~nancia[ 

Cris~s: A Crmca[ Assessment of’the ?~5ew ~nanc~a[ Architecture’, 33 C~DGE J. ECc~N 563, 570 

(2009); see also H~RY KAI~MAN, ~tE ROAD TO F~ANCIAL RFYOR~6XTION: WARN~GS, 

CONS~Qb~N-CgS, R52oR~s 104, 105 (e~. 8.4) (2009) (showing thal the 15 largest U.S. financial 
inslitutions had total assets of$13.6 lrillion a~ad OBS exposures of $5.8 billion al lhe end of 2007). 

230. Jake Bemstein & Jesse Eisinger, Banks’ Se~ZDealing Super-Char2ed Fmancial Crzsis, 

P~oPt~LIC& (Aug. 26, 2010), htlp:#www.propublica.or~a~icleibanks-self-dealing-super-charged- 

fina~cial-crisi s (repoSing that Memll, Citigoup, UBS and other large banks crealed "t?ke demamd" for 
their subprime CDOs by creating a "daisy chain" in which CDOs sponsored by each barn purd~ased 
ha~l-to-sell mezzanine tramches of CDOs sponsored by the ofl~er ba~s); Jake Bems/ein & Jesse 

Eisinger, Which CDOs and Banks’ Had Deals With the ~(ost Cross-ownership?, P~oPuBLIC’A (Sept. 22, 

2010), h~p:#~’.propublica.orgia~icle/~ho-was-self-dealing-cdos (reporting that "the most cross- 

ownership [of CDO tranches] occu~ed in the CDOs built by the top CDO banks: Merrill, Citi~oup ~d 

U~S")~ 

231. Wihnarth, supra note 12, at 973 (quotes); Wilmarth, supra note 15, at 1033~ 
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bought Long Beach in the same year. Citigroup bought Associates First 
Capital (Associates) in 2000 and also acquired Argent (the parent 
company of Ameriquest) in 2007. JPMorgan bought Advanta in 2001, 
and HSBC purchased Household in 2002. Countrywide, the nation’s 
largest mortgage lender, acquired a national bank and became a BHC in 
2001. Countrywide thereafter established a securitization unit and 
expanded aggressively into subprime and Alt-A lending.232 

The acquiring banks in the foregoing transactions "wagered that they 
could squeeze more fees and profits out of the subprime lending 
business.., by taking over the direct lending function as well as the 
securitization process for nonprime loans.’’233 Federal regulators 
approved the transactions despite the fact that (i) Associates was the 
subj ect of a federal investigation when it was acquired by Citigroup (and 
Citigroup ultimately paid a large penalty to settle predatory lending 
charges against Associates), (ii) HSBC acquired Household after the 
latter company paid almost $500 million to settle predatory lending 
charges filed by numerous states, and (iii) Citigroup acquired Argent 
after Ameriquest paid $325 million to settle predator}, lending charges 
filed by another group of states.234 

Following their aggressive expansion into subprime lending, large 
banking and thrift companies controlled twelve of the 20 biggest 
subprime lenders between 2005 and 2007.2~s Banks, thrifts and 
nondepository lenders originated more than $3 trillion of subprime and 
Alt-A mortgages between 2004 and 2007.z~6 Wall Street banks 
securitized about $2.7 trillion of those nonprime loans to create RMBS 
during the same period.237 In addition to their roles as direct subprime 
lenders, major banks added more fuel to the subprime bonfire by 
funding and securitizing many of the loans originated by nondepository 
lenders.238 

Federal regulators "discovered alarming concentrations of 
nontraditional mortgages at major national banks and federal thrifts" in 

232. For discussions of the Ibregoing acquisitions of nonprime mortgage lenders by BHCs, see 

ENGEL & McCoY, s~¢pra note 19, at 199 203; Wihnarth, supra note 15, at 1017 18; FCIC Report, 

supra note 36, at 75, 92 93, 105. 

233. Wilmarth, s~¢pra note 15, at 1018. 

234. Id. at 1017 18; EXC~EL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 199~03; see a~so FCIC Reporl, supra 

note 36, al 9~93, 96 97. 

235. Wilmarlh, Dodd Fra~kAct, supra nole 211, at 917 18; see also ENGEL & McCoY, supra 

note 19, at 205 (tbl.l 0.1 ) (showing that banking and lhrifl companies regulated by federal banking 

agencies accounled for 12 oflhe 15 top subprime lenders in 2006). 

236. Wilmarlh, supra note 15, al 1016 20. 

23% Kenneth E. Scott, 2"he h~ina,~cial Crisis: Causes andLesso*~s, 22 J. APPLIED CORP. FIN. 3, 22, 
23 (2010) (Subprime and Alt-A mortgages are fi’equently referred to collectively as "nonprime" 

mortgages); Wilmarth, supra note 15, at 1015 16~ 

238. Wihnarth, supra note 15, at 1017 20. 
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2005.239 The agencies responded by issuing two more statements of 
precatory "guidance" in 2006 and 2007, which dealt with high-risk 
mortgages such as (i) option adjustable-rate mortgages (option ARMs), 
(it) mortgages with little or no documentation of the borrower’s ability 
to pay, and (iii) "hybrid" subprime mortgages that featured low 
introductory "teaser" rates followed by sharply higher payments after 
two or three years.24° Both statements of guidance "were presented 
merely as advice on good practices" and "were not directly enforceable" 
by the federal banking agencies.241 

The FRB did not issue binding rules under HOEPA that required 
lenders to verify borrowers’ ability to repay high-cost mortgages until 
July 2008, "a year after the subprime market had shut down.’’24~ 

Moreover, those rules did not take effect until October 2009 and were 
therefore too late to play, any effective role in stopping the predatory 
nonprime lending that led to the financial crisis,z43 Thus, federal 
regulator5, failures pla~ved a major role in allowing the largest banks and 
thrifts to become "the primary private-sector catalysts for the destructive 
credit boom that led to the subprime financial crisis.’’z44 

B. Federal Regulators Failed to Take Effbctive EnJbrcement Measures 

to Stop Predatory Lending and Preempted State EJforts to Do So 

In addition to the very weak "guidance" on nonprime lending issued 
by federal banking agencies, the agencies failed to take effective 
supervisory or enforcement actions to prevent predatory lending. In 
January 1998, the FRB announced that it would not conduct consumer 
compliance examinations of nonbank subsidiaries of BHCs, even though 
several large BHCs owned nonbank subsidiaries that were significantly 
engaged in nonprime mortgage lending.~45 The FRB previously 

239. Wihnarth, Dodd Urankdct, supra note 211, at 901 02. 

240. Di Lorenzo, supra note 202, at 60 61, 64 72 (discussing 2006 and 2007 guidance and lhe 

high risks inherent in nonlraditional mortgages); Engel & McCoy, supra note 19, at 33 37, 174, 176, 

196 (same); Wilmarth, Dodd Frankdct, supra note 211, at 901 02 (same). 

241. Wilmarlh, Dodd FrattkAct, supra note 211, a1902. 

242~ FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 22, 95 96. 

243. Di Lorenzo, supra note 202, at 62; Wilmarth, supra note 211, at 899. 

244. Wilmarlh, supra note 12, at 977 (quoting Wilmarth, supra note 15, at 1046); Wilmarth, 

Dodd Frankdct, supra note 211, al 897 98, 917 18; see also ENOEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 204 

("As the collapse of the financial syste~n unlblded in 2008, ;~t~at had started as the subpmne crisis 

became known as the ’banking crisis.’ One major bank l~ailure catne to light that year after another, 

making painfully obvious that the largest conunercial banking companies all of which were supervised 

by federal banking regulators wcre deeply implicated in the origination and securitization of bad 

mortgage loans?’). 

245. ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 198 203; FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 94 95; 

Wilmarth, supra note 211, at 900 01. 
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declined (in 1992) to apply the interagency real estate lending standards 
to nonbank subsidiaries of BHCs.246 

The FRB maintained its no-supervision policy for nonbank 
subsidiaries of BHCs despite strong criticism of that policy in two 
reports issued by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) in 1999 
and 2004.247 FRB Chairman Greenspan rejected proposals in 2000 by 
FRB Governor Edward Gramlich and members of the FRB’s consumer 
division staff to launch a pilot program to investigate whether nonbank 
mortgage lending subsidiaries of certain BHCs were engaging in 
predatory lending. The FRB imposed a $70 million fine on 
CitiFinancial (a subprime lending subsidiary of Citigroup) for numerous 
consumer la~v violations in 2004, but the FRB did not take any other 
public enforcement action against a nonbank subsidiary of a BHC until 
after the financial crisis broke out in 2007.248 

In July 2007, the FRB finally launched the pilot program that 
Gramlich had proposed seven years earlier to examine subprime 
mortgage lending by nonbank subsidiaries of several BHCs. Two years 
later, the FRB officially reversed its 1998 no-supervision policy and 
began to examine all nonbank subsidiaries of BHCs for compliance with 
consumer laws. However, the FRB’s change in policy "came far too 
late" to prevent widespread predatory lending by nonbank subsidiaries 
of several large BHCs, including Citigroup, Countrywide and HSBC.249 

Similarly, the OTS and OCC compiled very weak records in terms of 
enforcing consumer protection laws against the institutions they 
regulated. In a previous article, I summarized the lamentable 
enforcement records of those agencies as follows: 

[T]he OTS brought only ’five to six’ formal enforcement actions against 
federal thrifts for ’unfair and deceptive practices’ between 2000 and 
2008. 

Between 1995 and the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2007, the 
OCC issued only- 13 public enforcement orders against national banks for 
violations of consumer protection laws. Most of the OCC’s orders were 
issued against small national banks, and none of the orders ~vere issued 
against the top eight national banks, even though large banks were the 
subject of most of the consumer complaints :filed with the OCC.2s° 

246~ 1992 Real Estate Lending Standards, supra note 194, at 62,894; see also supra notes 19249 

and accompanying text (discussing interagency real estate lending standards). 

247. FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 77, 94 95. 

248. Wilmarlh, supra note 211, at 901. 

249~ ~rd.; ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 198~03; FCIC Reporl, supra note 36, at 94 95. 

250. Wihnarth, supra note 211, at 905 06 (Ibotnotes omitted). 
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Even worse, the OTS and OCC aggressively preempted efforts by 
many states to enforce their anti-predatory lending (APL) laws against 
federal thrifts and national banks. Between 1999 and 2007, 30 states 
and the District of Columbia adopted APL laws that prohibited various 
types of unfair and deceptive mortgage lending practices.251 State 
officials also launched aggressive enforcement efforts to clamp down on 
abusive lending practices, "including more than 3600 enforcement 
actions in both 2003 and 2006.’’25~ State investigations produced 
settlements that required large, state-licensed lenders (including 
Household, Ameriquest, First Alliance and Country,vide) to pay more 
than $1 billion in penalties and restitution.~s3 

The OTS and OCC severely undermined the effectiveness of state 
efforts by declaring that federal law preempted states from applying 
their APL laws to federal thrifts and national banks and their respective 
operating subsidiaries and agents. The OTS and OCC also filed amicus 
briefs to support lawsuits brought by federal thrifts and national banks to 
block the enforcement of state APL laws based on preemption claims. 
The preemption initiatives launched by the OTS and OCC received 
enthusiastic support from large federal thrifts and national banks.~54 
Federal agency preemption significantly weakened state APL laws 
because preemption (i) encouraged subprime lenders that were targets of 
state investigations to sell themselves to federally-chartered banks to 
avoid state enforcement, and (ii) discouraged state legislatures from 
passing additional APL laws that would constrain state-licensed lenders 
but would not bind federally-chartered competitors.~ss 

C. The l~Tnancial lndustty Strongly Resisted Attempts by Federal 
Regulators to Impose Tighter Supervision during the Credit Boom 

On the rare occasions when federal banking agencies attempted to 
impose stronger regulations during the credit boom, their efforts 
triggered intense resistance from the financial services industry. During 
a congressional hearing in March 2008, FRB Vice Chairman Donald 
Kohn admitted that encouraging banks to follow more conservative 
lending policies was "a very hard sell" during the credit boom that led 
up to the financial crisis.256 Similarly, Roger Cole, who served as the 

251. ld. at 909. 

252. ld. at 910. 

253. ]d. 

254. ]d. al 910 14; Wilmarth, supra note 193, at 233~6, 276 77, 28297. 

255. Wilmarth, supra note 211, al 913 15. 

256. "Ba~fldng Mortgages: Senators Grill Financial Regulators on Failure to Supervise Banks 

During Mortgage Crisis," 90 BANKING REPORT (BNA) 435 (Mar. 10, 2008) (quoting Mr. Kohn’s 
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FRB’s Director of Bank Supervision from 2006 to 2009, told the 
Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission (FCIC) that FRB officials 
encountered significant "pushback" whenever they urged bank 
executives to follow more conservative risk management policies.257 

Banks, thrifts and nondepository mortgage lenders strongly opposed 
even the weak and nonbinding regulatory guidance that federal 
regulators issued in 2006 and 2007 with regard to nontraditional 
mortgages and hybrid subprime ARMs.258 When the FRB and other 
federal regulators proposed interagency guidance for nontraditional 
mortgages in late 2005, FRB officials "got tremendous pushback from 
the industry as ~vell as Congress as well as... internally... [b]ecause it 
was stifling innovation, potentially, and it was denying the American 
dream [of homeownership] to many people.’’259 The American Bankers 
Association (ABA) asserted that the proposed guidance "overstate[d] the 
risk of nontraditional mortgages,’’26° while the Financial Services 
Roundtable declared that it was "not aware of any empirical evidence 
that supports the need for further consumer protection standards.’’261 
The OTS actively supported the industry by blocking the issuance of the 
interagency guidance for nontraditional mortgages until September 
2006.~6~ 

Similarly, when federal regulators issued their proposed guidance on 
hybrid subprime ARMs in early 2007, trade associations representing 
banks, thrifts and nondepository mortgage lenders vehemently opposed 
the guidance. The Mortgage Bankers Association asserted that the 
proposed guidance would "restrict credit to many consumers in high- 
cost areas and deny credit to many deserving low-income, minority, and 
first-time homebuyers.’’~63 Similarly, the ABA claimed that the 

testimony during a hearing before the Senate Banking Cormnittee on Mar. 4, 2008). 

257. Mr. Cole noted that "a lot of that pushback was given credence.., by the fact that [firms] 

like Citigroup were earning $4 to $5 billion per quarter .... When that kind of money is flowing [in] 

quarler after quarter, and lheir capital ratios are way above lbe minimums, it’s very hard to challenge." 

FCIC Report, supra note 26, at 307 (quofing from interview with Mr. Cole). 

258. See supra notes 240-41 and accompanying text (discussing the 2006 aa~d 2007 slalements of 
guidance). 

259. FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 173 (quoting from interview with Richard Siddique, romper 
head of credit risk for the FRB’s Division of Banking Supervision and Regulalion); see also ict at 21 

(quoting from interview with former FRB Governor Susan Bies, amd also quoting Mr. Siddique’s 

statemenl lhat "[t]he ideological turf war [over the proposed nontraditional guidaa~ce] lasted more than a 
year, wlfile the number of nontraditional loans kept gowing and growing"). 

260. [d. (quoting the ABA’s letler of Mar. 29, 2006). 

261. id. (quoting the Financial Services Roundtable’s letter of Mar. 29, 2006). 

262. Id. at 172 73; ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 176. When the nontraditional guidax~ce 
was finally issued, OTS Director John Reich "refi~sed to defend it. He even described the guidance as 

’extrcmely controversial’ and not something that OTS ’would have issued on [its] ovm.’" ict (quoting 
1?om speech by Mr. Reich in Oct. 2006)~ 

263. Joe Adler, Age~cies Propose Hybrid Clampdown: Crmcs h~et over Credit Access, AM~ 
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proposed subprime guidance would deny "credit options to creditworthy 
borrowers who otherwise would benefit from the flexibility afforded by 
the products covered by the proposed statement.’’264 Due in part to the 
industry’s strong opposition, the 2006 and 2007 statements of guidance 
"were phrased merely as advice on good practices, were not directly 
enforceable by the agencies, and did not give injured borrowers any 
right to file lawsuits if lenders failed to follow" the guidance.’’265 

Federal bank regulators and the SEC also encountered "strong 
resistance" when they tried to issue guidelines to prevent banks from 
engaging in deceptive transactions involving "complex structured- 
finance transactions (CSFTs).’’~66 The agencies issued their first 
proposed statement of guidance on CSFTs in May 2004, after taking 
enforcement actions against financial institutions for arranging CSFTs 
that Enron Corp. used "to shield the company’s true financial health 
from the public.’’~67 For example, Citigroup and JPMorgan arranged 
more than $8.3 billion of "prepaid commodity swaps" (prepa~vs) for 
Enron that "were functionally equivalent to loans" but were structured in 
a way that "enabled Enron to inflate its reported cash flow [from 
operations] and disguise its actual debt obligations.’’~68 Officials at 
Citigroup and JPMorgan "plainly recognized the deceptive nature of the 
structured-finance deals that their banks arranged for Enron.’’"69 

BANKER, Mar. 5, 2007, at 1 (quoting press release from the Mortgage Bankers Ass’n). 

264. Cheyenne Hopkins, ]3ankers F~nd Plenty ~’Vot to Like in Loan Guidance, AM. BAXK~R, May 

10, 2007, at 5 (quoting comment letter from the ABA). When federal regulators issned their final 

guidance on hybrid subpfime mortgages in July 2007, they acknowledged lhal "m~my financial 

institulion commenters expressed concern lhal cerlain aspects of lhe proposed stalement.., could 

unduly reslrict subpfime borrowers’ access to credit." Statement on Subprime Mortgage Lending, 72 

Fed. Reg. 37,569, 37,570 (July 10, 2007). 

265. Wilmarth, supra note 211, at 902 (quole), 9074)8; see also Di Lorenzo, supra note 202, at 

60,61 (holing that lhe 2006 and 2007 stalements of guidance "continued to rely on disclosure, ralher 

lban regulation, in order to protect consumers"). 

266. David M. Katz, Feds Soften Structured-Fznance Stance, CFO.cOM, Jan. 5, 2007 (available 

on Lexis). 

267. Interagency Statement on Sound Practices Concerning Complex Structured Finance 

Activities, 69 Fed. Reg. 28,980, 28981 82, 28,982 n.1 (May- 19, 2004) [hereinafter 2004 Proposed 

Interagency Stalement on CSFTs]. For the SEC’s enforcement orders entered against Citigroup and 

JPMorgan with regard to their involvement with Enron, see [n re Cztzgroup, SEC Administrative 

Proceeding No. 3-11192 (July 28, 2003), available at hltp://~5~5~’.sec.gov/litigatio~fadmini34- 

48230.htm (requiring Citigroup to pay- disgorgement and penalties for its E¢~ron-~vlated ~nisconduct); 

SEC    Litigation    Release    No.    18252    (July    28,    2003),    available    at 

http:/iwww.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr18252.htm (requiring JPMorgan to pay disgorgement and 

penalties for its Enron-related misconduct), 

268. Arthur E. Wihnarth, Jr., Conflicts of Interest and Corporate Governance Failures at 

Universal ~?anks during the Stock _,~arket ~?oom oj’the 1990s: The Cases ofEnron and ~iorldCom, 

(Geo~ Wash. Univ. L. Sch. Pub. L. & Leg. Theory Working Paper No. 234, Nov. 20, 2006), at 12, 

available at http://ssrn~com/abstract 952486. 

269. ]d. at 17. For example, "[a JPMorgan] Chase officer remarked that ’Enron loves [prepay] 

deals as they are able to hide fimded debt from their equity analysts.’ Similar155 Citibank’s Capital 
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The 2004 proposed guidance on CSFTs "called for banks to review 
how companies planned, accounted for, and disclosed CSFTs in both 
their financial and tax reporting.’’27° Even though Citigroup, JP Morgan 
and other banks had incurred heavy financial and reputational injuries 
due to their involvement with Enron,271 financial industry trade groups 
strongly attacked the 2004 guidance for "requiring that [banks] police 
their corporate customers.’’272 Banks and industry trade groups also 
vigorously opposed the 2004 proposed guidance because its broad 
definition of CSFTs appeared to include RMBS, CDOs and ABCP 
conduits.273 In response to the indust~’s determined opposition, federal 
regulators withdrew the 2004 proposed guidance and issued a revised 
and much weaker proposal in May 2006.274 

Federal regulators did not issue final guidelines on CSFTs until 
Janual5, 2007, and those guidelines represented a "considerable retreat" 
from the 2004 proposal.275 Instead of warning banks to refrain from 
engaging in CSFTs that "create significant legal or reputational risks," 
the final guidelines merely advised banks to "take appropriate steps to 
address those risks," including obtaining "representations or assurances 
from the customer.’’276 The final guidelines contained broad exemptions 
and disclaimers that greatly diminished their impact. For example, the 
guidelines stated that they did not apply to RMBS, CDOs, ABCP 

Markets Approval Com~nittee noted that a prepay swap requested by Enron was ’ef{~ctively a loan, 

[but] the fo~n of the transaction would allow [Enron] to reflect its ’liabilities from price risk 

management activily’ on their [sic] balance shee~ and also provide a favourable [sic] impact on rcported 

cash flow l?om operations.’" Id. at 17 18 (quoting from sources quoted in Third h~terim Report of Neal 

Batson, court-appointed bankruptcy examiner for Enron) (footnotes omitted). 

270. Katz, supra note 266; see also 2004 Proposed lnteragcncy Statement on CSFTs, supra note 

267, at 28,983 (stating that a bank should refi~se to participate in a CSFT if the bank determined that "a 

proposed transaction may result in the customer filing materially misleading financial statements"). 

271. Wihnarth, supra note 268, at 24 (stating that, as of Septe~nber 2006, banks involved with 

Enron "had paid more than $8 billion and had surrendered about $3 billion of their credit claims against 

Enron, in order to settle various claims asserted by the SEC, Enron’s investors, and Enron itself"); Eric 

Dash, Citigroup Resolves Claims That it Helped ~ron Deceive investors, N.Y. TIivlES, Mar. 27, 2008, 

at C3 (reporting that Citigroup ageed to pay $1.66 billion to Enron’s baa~kruptcy estale to setlle claims 

by Enron’s creditors, and that Citigroup was "lhe last of l 1 financial institutions to resolve claims going 

back to 2003"). 

272. Tim Reason, Who’s [[oldi~g the Bag?, CFO MAC;., Oct. 2005 (available on Lexis). 

273~ Interagency Statement on Sound Practices Concerning Elevated Risk Complcx Structured 

Finance Activifies, 71 Fed. Reg. 28, 326, 28, 328 29, 28,331 (May 16, 2006) [hereinafter 2006 

Proposed Guidance on CSFTs]. 

274. lcl. at 28,236; see also George M. Cohen et al., Erave US Regulators Been Soft on Banks O~er 

StructuredProducts? 2r’es, (June 2, 2006), at ~4 (criticizing the 2006 revised proposal, and maintaining 

that %vhat began as a presumptive condenmation of deals ruth [deceptive structured] characteristics [in 

the 2004 proposed guidance] morphed into ~laat can (and ~ve believe roll) easily be read as permission" 

in lhe 2006 revised proposal), available at http:iissrn.comiabslract 1523712. 

275. Katz, supra note 266. 

276. Interagency Statement on Sound Practices Concerning Elevated Risk Complex Structured 

Finance Activities," 72 Fed. Reg. 1372, 1379 (Jan. 11, 2007). 
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conduits, or "hedging-type transactions involving ’plain-vanilla’ 
derivatives.’’277 The final document also declared that it "does not, by 
itself, establish any legally enforceable requirements or obligations" for 
banks, including any duties or obligations to bank shareholders, 
customers or other third parties.’’278 

Given the regulators’ long delay in issuing the 2007 guidelines on 
CSFTs and the very weak tenor of those guidelines, it is not surprising 
that the guidelines did not deter major banks from engaging in abusive 
CDO transactions. Goldman and JPMorgan jointly paid over $700 
million to settle SEC charges arising out of CDOs that the banks 
structured and marketed to investors with inadequate disclosures. In 
each case, the bank marketed a CDO’s securities without revealing to 
investors that a hedge fund (i) would selectmortgage-related assets for 
the CDO’s portfolio and (it) intended to short those assets, thereby 
creating a direct conflict of interest with other investors. 279 

Similarly, Citigroup agreed to pay $285 million to settle SEC charges 
that Citigroup marketed $1 billion of CDO’s securities to investors 
without disclosing the bank’s stunning conflict of interest. Citigroup 
sold the CDO’s securities while secretly taking short positions so that it 
could bet against about half of the CDO’s mortgage-related assets.~8° In 
addition, a major Japanese bank (Mizuho) agreed to pay $127 million to 
settle charges that it structured and marketed a CDO’s securities to 
investors while misrepresenting the type and quality of assets that were 
actually held in the CDO’s portfolio.~sl 

The SEC’s complaints against Goldman, JPMorgan, Citigroup and 

277. ~rd. at 1374, 1377. 

278. ]d. at 1375. 

279. SEC Litigation Release No. 21592, July 15, 2010, available at 

http:l/w~T.sec.gov/litigationilitreleases/2010ilr21592.htm (describing Goldtnan’s agreetnent to pay- 

$550 million to settle SEC charges); SEC Litigation Release No. 22008, June 21, 2011, available at 

http:l/w~T.sec.gov/litigationilitreleases/2011ilr22008.htm (describing JPMorgan’s a~eetnent to pay- 

$154 million to settle SEC charges); supra note 216 (describing SEC charges that led to settlements 

with Goldman and JPMorgan). 

280. SEC Litigation Release No. 22134, Oct.    19, 2011, available at 

http:i/v~,~v.sec.gov/litigationilitreleasesi2011/lr22134.htm (describing Citigroup’s agreement to pay 
$285 million to settle the SEC’s charges). A federal district court issued an order rejecting the SEC’s 

proposed settlement with Citigroup, but the district court’s order was stayed by the Second Circuit Court 
of Appeals, and lhe case is currently pending on appeal before the Second Circuit. Yin Wilczek, 

Securities: Second Circuit Stays SEC, Citigroup Case; Slams Lower Court Rejection of Parties’ Pact, 

98 BNA’S BANKrN-G REPORT 502 (Mar. 20, 2012); SEC Enforcement: RakoffDef~nds Reyectzon of 

$285~/1 Pact Bem’een SEC, Citigroup in Brief to 2d Cir., 44 SECUNTtES REGULATION & LAW REPORT 

(BNA) 1560 (Aug. 17, 2012). 

281. SEC Litigation Release No. 22417, July 19, 2012, available at 

htlp:/iw~sv.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2012/lr22417.htm (describing Mizuho’s agreement to pay 

$127.5 million to settle SEC charges that Mizuho structured and marketed a CDO to investors with a 

"portfolio containing millions of dollars in dununy assets that inaccurately reflected the [aclual] 

collateral held by [the CDO]"). 
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Mizuho for structuring and marketing abusive CDOs were disturbingly 
reminiscent of the charges that the SEC had previously leveled against 
Citigroup, JPMorgan and other banks for arranging deceptive 
transactions for Enron.282 Indeed, leading banks must have recognized 
the risk that their structuring ofRMBS, CDOs and ABCP conduits could 
potentially lead to Enron-type problems, because they fought very hard 
(as described above) to exempt those transactions from the agencies’ 
guidelines on CSFTs. 

Bank Regulators and Congress Provided 3/Iassive Assistance to 

Major Banks’ during the Financial Crisis 

Federal officials provided huge amounts of financial assistance to 
large, complex financial institutions (LCFIs) during the financial crisis. 
The 19 largest U.S. banks (each with more than $100 billion of assets) 
and AIG collectively received $290 billion of capital assistance from the 
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) established by Congress. 
Federal regulators also authorized the same 19 banks and GE Capital (a 
large finance company subsidiary of General Electric) to issue $290 
billion of FDIC-guaranteed, low-interest debt. In contrast, banks 
smaller than $100 billion received only $41 billion of TARP capital 
assistance and issued only $11 billion of FDIC-guaranteed debt.283 

Additionally, the Federal Reserve System (Fed) provided enormous 
amounts of liquidity assistance to financial institutions through a series 
of emergency lending programs. The total outstanding amount of the 
Fed’s emergency credit facilities reached a single-day peak of $1.2 
trillion in December 2008. The Fed extended the vast majority of this 
emergency credit to large U.S. and European banks and provided very 
little help to smaller institutions.284 

The Fed and the Treasury also provided extensive support to financial 
institutions and the financial markets by making large-scale purchases of 
debt obligations and RMBS that were issued or guaranteed by Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac.285 In combination, the federal government 

282. FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 59 60, 137 39, 14~ 46, 190 200, 247 48; see also supra 
notes 228, 267-69 (discussing involvement of Citi~oup, JPMorgan and other banks in Enron’s 

1?andulent deals). 

283. ~M’thur E. Wihnarth, Jr., R@rming Financial Re~gulation lo Address the Too-t?ig-to-Fail 

Problem, 35 BROOKLYN J. IXT’L LAW 707, 737 38 (2010). 

284. The highest daily amount of the Fed’s emergency credit to the ten largest U.S. commercial 

and investment banks reached $669 billion, representing more than half of the daily peak amount fbr all 

Fed lending programs. Bradley Keoun & Phil Kuntz, ~VallStreet~Ztristocraciv Got $1.2 Trillion in Secret 
Ued Loans, BLOOi~fl3ERG.COM, Aug. 22, 2011; Bob Ivry, Bradley Kcoun & Phil Kuntz, Secret Fed 

Loans Helped]3anks Net $13 Billion, BLOOivlBERG.COM, NOV~ 27, 2011. 

285. Office of the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program (SIGTARP), 

Quarterly Report to Congress, July 21, 2010, at 118 22, 135 38 [hereinafter SIGTA,RP July 2010 
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provided more than $6 trillion of support to financial institutions 
between 2008 and mid-2010, when such support is measured by the 
peak amounts of outstanding assistance under the TARP capital 
assistance programs, Fed emergency lending programs, FDIC debt 
guarantees, and other asset purchase and guarantee programs.286 The 
United Kingdom (U.K.) and European nations similarly provided more 
than $4 trillion of financial support to their financial institutions by the 
end of 2009.287 

As discussed above, the federal government publicly guaranteed in 
early 2009 that none of the 19 largest U.S. banks would be allowed to 
fail.~88 Regulators also stated that they would not impose regulatory 
sanctions on the top 19 banks under the "prompt corrective action" 
(PCA) regime established by Congress in 1991, notwithstanding the 
non-discretionary nature of those sanctions. Instead of issuing public 
enforcement orders, regulators entered into private and confidential 
"memoranda of understanding" with BofA and Citigroup despite the 
gravely weakened conditions of both banks.289 Federal regulators did 

Report] (showing that the Fed and Treasury had purchased more than $1.6 trillion of GSE debt 

securities     and     OSE-guaranteed     RMBS     by     mid-2010),     aPazlable     at 

http://www.sig~arp.gov/Quarterl?~/o2OReporls/July2010 Quarterl~Repor~toCongress.pd£ In 2009 

and 2010, under its first quantitative easing (QE) program, lhe Fed purchased $1.45 billion of GSE debt 

securities aaad GSE-Nmranteed RMBS, akmg wilh $300 billion of Treasury securities, in order to reduce 

short-tema and long-term interest rales and lbereby produce lower borrowing costs for banks and other 
participants in the financial tnarkets. Id. at 150 54; Michael D. Bauer, Fed Asset Buying and Private 

Borrowing Rules, Nt~SN Economic Letter 2012 16, May 21, 2012, at 1 3, available at 

http:l/www.fibs£org/publications/econo,nics/letter/2012ie12012-16.ht,nl. In order to provide additional 

monetary stimulus to the struggling U.S. economy, the Fed announced a second QE program in late 

2010 (resulting in the purchase of $600 billion of Treasu~’ securities) and a third QE program in 

September 2012 (authorizing the purchase each month of $40 billion of GSE-guaranteed RMBS and $45 

billion of Treasury securities for an indefinite period). Bauer, supra; Aaron E. Lorenzo, :~¢onetary 

Pohqy: Ned’s Open-Ended QE3, Longer Iqzindow on Zero Rate Stronger Than Some Expected, 99 

BNA’s BANKrNO REPORT 445 (Sept. 18, 2012). By May 2003, lhe Fed had purchased "more than $3 

trillion in longer-term Treasury, and mortgage related securities" under its combined QE programs. John 

C. Williams, Economic Outlook: ~,[ovit~g in lhe Right Direction, FRBSF ECONOMIC LETTER 2013-15, at 

4 (May- 20, 2013), available at http:#www.frbs£orgieconomic-research/publicationsieconomic- 
letter/2013/maUeconomic-outlook-moving-right-directioni. 

286. The "high-water mark" of the combined programs, based on the largest outstanding amount 

of each program at any one time, was $6.3 trillion in mid-2010. The Ibderal government’s ma:dmum 

potential commitment under those programs was $23.9 trillion. SIGT,A~RP July 2010 Report, supra note 

285, at116 19,118tbl.3.1. 

287. Adrian Blundell-Wignall et al., The Elephant in the Room: The N’eed to Deal with }Vhat 

Banks" Do, in 2 OR(?. EcoN. CO-OPERATION & DEV. J., ]N-O. 2, at 1, 4 5, 14, 15 tbl.4, available at 
http://w~’.oecd.org/dataoecd/13/8/44357464.pdf (stating that the U.S. provided $6.4 trillion of 

assistance to financial institutions through capital in~sions, asset purchases, asset guarantees, and debt 

guarantees as of October 2009, while the United Kingdom and European nations provided $4.3 trillion 

of sud~ assistance). 

288~ See supra note 110 and accompanying text. 

289. Wilmarth, supra note 283, at 744. A Federal Reserve staff economist detertnined that 

Citigroup’s tangible common equib~ (TCE) ratio (common equity as a percentage of tangible assets) was 
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not issue PCA orders or other formal capital enforcement orders against 
any of the largest banks during the financial crisis, even though two very 
large banks (Wachovia and WaMu) failed and two others (BofA and 
Citigroup) needed extraordinary government assistance to avoid 
failure.29° In contrast, regulators issued hundreds of PCA orders and 
other formal capital enforcement orders against smaller banks from 
between 2008 and 2010, and regulators allowed many of those banks to 
fail.291 

1,’ederal Agencies Provided Extensive 1,’orbearance to the Largest 

Banks during the Financial Crisis 

In addition to forgoing any use of PCA sanctions against major banks, 
federal officials provided extensive accounting and regulatory 
forbearance to large financial institutions. As described below, federal 
officials enabled leading banks to avoid or postpone recognition of large 
losses on troubled mortgage-related securities. Officials also allowed 

"very low" (less than 2%) at the cnd of 2008. The TCE ratio is viewed by analysts and investors as a 

"more conservative indicator of stabilily." Sherrill Shaffer, Fair Value Accounting: Vzllain or Innocent 
Victim~Explor~ng the L~nk Between ~air Value Accounting. Bank Regulatory Capital and the Recent 

Financial Crisis, (Fed. Res. Bank of Boston Quant. Analysis Unit Working Paper No. 10-01, Jan. 31, 

2010), al 1%21, 21 tbl.5, available at htlp://ssm.com/abslract 1543210. A second analyst recently 

reached a similar conclusion as to Citi~oup and also found that Bo~?\ was in a vulnerable condition at 

the end of 2008. Marc Jarsulic, Chief Economist, Better Markets, Inc., Written Testimony at a joint 

hearing on "Examining the Impact of the Proposed Rules to Implement Basel III Capital Standards," 

before the Subcomm. on Financial InsliPations and Consnmer Credit and the Snbcomm. on Insurance, 

Housing and Community Oppor~uni/y of the House Comm~ on Financial Services, Nov. 29, 2012, at 5 

(determining that Citigroup’s TCE ratio ~vas 1.3% at the end of 2008, while BofA’s TCE ratio was 

2.8%), avadable at http://www.betlermarkets.conv’sites/default/files/Belter%20Markets%20Testimony- 

%20FSC-%2011-29-12. 

290. Julie Andersen Hill, Bank (Tapiml Regulation by Enfbrcement: An Empzrical Stu@, 87 IND. 
L. J. 645, 690 993 (2012); see also supra note 110 and accompanying text (discussing failures of 

Wachovia and WaMu and rescues of BofA and Citigroup). In early 2009, FDIC Chairman Sheila Bair 

determined, based on findings by FDIC examiners, that "Citi[bank] was a troubled 4 by every 

established standard used to measure bmfi~ health." SHEILA BAIR, BULL BY THE ItORNS: FIGHTING TO 

SAVE MA1N STREET I~’ROM V~rALL STREET ANN V~rALL STREET I~’ROM ITSELF 168 (Free Press eds., 2012). 
ttowever, Chairman Bair ultimately decided not to insist on a "4" (problem bank) rating for Cifibank 

because she was conccmed that Citibmfi~’s forei~ depositors wonld quickly withdraw their fiends 

they learned that Citibank had been placed on the FDIC’s "tronbled-bank list." ld. at 168~;9. 

291. Hill, supra note 290, at 672 77, 690-93; Wihnarth, supra note 283, at 744, 744 n.145. More 

than 400 banks failed during the four-year period ending December 31, 2011, and only one of those 

institufions (WaMu) had more than $50 billion of assets. In sharp contrast to their unprecedented 

measnres to protect the 19 largest banks, the federal government did not take significant steps to prevent 

smaller banks ficom failing. See Hill, supra note 290, at 668-77, 690-93; Wilmarth, supra note 283, at 

744; 6 FD[C Quarter@ No. 1, 4th Qtr. 2011, at 17 (lbl.II-B) (providing informalion about banks that 

failed         between         2007         an d         2011),         available         at 
http:/iw~sv.fdic.govibank/analytical/quartefly/2012 vo16 1iFDIC Quarterl~Vol6Nol.pdf; 2 FL)IC 

Quarterly No. 4, 3d Qtr. 2008, at 14 (referring to the failure of WaMu, with $307 billion of assets, in 

September                      2008),                      available                      at 

http:/iw~sv.fdic.gov/bmfic/analytical/quarterly/2012 vo16 1/FDIC Quarterlz Vol6Nol.pdf. 
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the largest banks to defer recognition of major losses on second-lien 
housing loans held on their balance sheets. 

1. Federal Officials Demanded Changes in Accounting Rules That 
Enabled Large Banks to Avoid Mark-to-Market Losses on Troubled 

Mortgage-Related Assets 

During the spring of 2009, political leaders, regulators and the 
financial industry pressured the Financial Accounting Standards Board 
(FASB) to relax fair value accounting rules that forced major banks to 
recognize large losses on RMBS, CDOs and other mortgage-related 
investments. Under the mark-to-market accounting practices that 
prevailed before 2009, financial institutions were generally required (i) 
to establish fair values for investment securities based on the most 
recent available market transactions and (ii) to recognize mark-to- 
market losses on those investments unless banks could demonstrate both 
their intention and their abili~ to hold those investments to maturity.292 

Mark-to-market accounting placed great pressure on banks to sell 
their RMBS and CDOs as prices for mortgage-related assets plummeted 
during the financial crisis, in order to avoid the possibility" of even 
greater losses if they continued to hold such investments. As a 
consequence, some observers blamed fair value accounting for creating 
"fire sale" conditions in already stressed markets, thereby forcing 
financial institutions to recognize unwarranted, panic-driven losses.293 

To mitigate the continuing mark-to-market losses that banks were 
incurring, FRB Chairman Ben Bernanke, SEC Chairman Mary 
Schapiro, and House Financial Services Committee chairman Barney 
Frank urged FASB to make changes to its fair value rules.294 In 
addition, the financial services industry launched an intense lobbying 
campaign to force FASB to relax those rules. At a House committee 
hearing on March 12, 2009, members of Congress threatened FASB 
chairman Robert Herz that they, would pass legislation to override 
FASB’s fair value rules if FASB refused to make the requested 
changes.295 

292~ Gauri Bhat et al.,Panacea, Pandora’s Box, or Placebo: I~’eedhack in Bank Mortgage-Backed 
Securzt), Holdzngs and Uair Value Accounting (June 2011), at ~3, 6, 9 10, avazlable at 

htlp:/issm.com/abslract 1856727; Richard A. Epstein & M. Todd Henderson, Do Accounting Rules 

Maaer? The Dangerous Allure of~arkto~arket, 36 J. CORP. L. 513, 517 20 (2011). 

293. Bhat cl al., supra nNe 292, at ~3, 6 10; Robefl M. Bowcn et al., The £)onomic 

Consequences ofRelaxi~N ~ir P~lue Accounting and Impairment Rules on Banb during the b inanc~a[ 

Crisis c~200~09 (Jan. 10, 2010), at 1, 1, 2 n.3, available at hltp://ssm.com/abstract 1498912;Epstein 

& Henderson, supra note 288, at 519 21,534, 544 46. 

294. Bowcn et al., supra note 293, at 10 11, 34 (tbl.1). 

295. Ian ~lz & Jesse Westbrook, Mark-to-Market Lobby Buoys Bank Profits 20% as PASB May 
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In response to the financial industry’s impressive display of political 
clout, FASB issued interpretations that substantially eased mark-to- 
market rules on April 2, 2009. Those interpretations allowed banks (i) 
to use internal models (rather than recent market prices) to determine the 
fair value of securities traded in illiquid or disorderly markets, (ii) to 
reject "distress sale" prices as a reliable indicator of fair values, and (iii) 
to avoid recognizing impairment losses on securities as long as banks 
did not intend to sell the securities prior to maturity.296 In late 2008, 
European politicians and banks forced the Intemational Accounting 
Standards Board to make similar emergency changes to mitigate mark- 
to-market losses by large European banks.297 

According to event studies, FASB’s rule changes produced 
significant gains in stock prices for U.S. banks, and the largest gains 
occurred at banks that had (i) greater vulnerabili~ to contagion from 
Lehman’s failure, (ii) lower regulatol5, capital, (iii) larger amounts of 
illiquid investments subject to treatment as "Level 2" or "Level 3" 
assets, and (iv) higher exposures to potential mark-to-market losses on 
impaired investments,z98 The greatest beneficiaries of FASB’s rule 
changes were Citigroup, BofA and other leading banks that were 
burdened with large exposures to mortgage-related investments.~99 

2. Federal Regulators Postponed the Imposition of Consolidated Capital 
Requirements for Assets Held by Off-Balance-Sheet Conduits 

Regulators also provided accounting forbearance with regard to 
ABCP conduits, SIVs and other OBS entities that major banks 
sponsored and used as dumping grounds for tranches of RMBS and 
CDOs that they could not easily sell to arms-length investors.3°° By 

,~a.F ~-es, BLOOMBERG, Mar. 30, 2009 (reporting that FASB was under "tremendons pressnre" to change 
its lair value rules due to aggressive lobbying efforts by the financial industry-); Susan Pnlliam & Tom 

McGinty, USA Inc.: Congress Helped Banks D@ng K~;y Rule, WALL ST. J., Jnne 3, 2009, at A1 

(describing lhe "multimillion dollar lobby campaign" mounted by finaa~cial finns and lrade groups). 

296. Bhat et al., supra note 292, at 7 8; Bowen et al., supra note 293, at 10 11, 28 29 

(Appendix); Ian Katz, b~AS]3 Eases b’air-Value Rul~;s Amid Lau,maker Pressure (Update 3), 

BLOOi~fl3ERG, Apr. 2, 2009. 

297. Bowcn et al., supra note 293, at 8~; Denise Lngo, Accountzng: b’ormer SE(7 C}~ief 

Accountant 7~rner bears IASL~ Actions ~ay Slou’ U.S. .,~’ove to Ib’RS, 91 BNA’s B~.~ING REP. 779 

(Nov. 3, 2008); Joe Kirmn, Accounting: European Union Quickl~" Approves C)~anges to t~air-Value 

Accounting, 91 BNA’s BANKrNG RgP. 683 (Oct. 20, 2008). 

298. Bo~ven et al., supra note 293, at 3 4, 20~6; se~; also Bhat e:~ al., supra note 292, at 4~5, 26 

27, 33~4 (finding that (i) the largest gains in stock prices after FASB’s rnle changes occnrred at U.S. 

banks that held larger amounts of private label (non-GSE) RMBS and nonperforming loans, and (ii) 

FASB’s revised rules significantly changed reduced lhe adverse impact of "feedback trading" on such 

banks). 

299. Se~; authorities cited supra in note 298; Katz & Westbrook, supra note 295. 

300. S~;e supra notes 222~1 and accompm~ying text (discussing OBS conduits that ~vere 
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early 2008, FASB officials recognized that large banks had exploited 
ambiguities in accounting rules to create OBS risk exposures that 
resembled the abusive transactions created by Enron.~°~ For example, 
Citigroup justified its transfer of $72 billion of assets to its sponsored 
OBS conduits by arranging for outside investors to purchase just $77 
million of "first-loss notes" issued by those conduits. Notwithstanding 
the allegedly independent status of the conduits, Citigroup was later 
obliged (due to reputational concerns as ~vell as liquidi~ backstops) to 
bring most of their assets back onto its balance sheet.3°2 

In the summer of 2008, FASB proposed new accounting rules that 
would force banks to bring many securitized assets back onto their 
balance sheets.3°3 Major financial institutions launched another 
aggressive lobbying campaign to delay the effective date of FASB’s 
proposed new rules. Regulators and members of Congress again 
strongly supported the industry because of their desire to "shore up 
major financial institutions and keep their vulnerabilities from causing 
near-term damage to the ailing economy.’’3°4 In July 2008, FASB 
agreed to defer the effective date for its new rules until January 2010, 
although two of its five members "expressed discomfort with the 
delay.’’3°5 

FASB issued final rules in July 2009 that required consolidated 
accounting treatment (beginning in 2010) for securitized assets held by 
most OBS conduits and many other "special purpose entities.’’~°6 One 

sponsored by large ba~fl;s and later inflicted heavy losses on several of those ba~ks). 

301. David Reilly, Look Under the l’~anks’ Uoods: F.4S~ to Re-Examine Whether Financing 

Uehicles That Added to Woes Should Slay OffBooks, WALL ST. J., Feb. 29, 2008, at CI; Steve 

Burial, older, ~ztccounting: ~ztSB Chief’Blames Loss cf ~S. Reporting System’s Global Credibility on 

Subprime Woes, 89 B_a2qKl_’;c~ RF2.(BNA) 949 (2007). 

302. Reilly, supra note 301; see also Wilmarlh, supra note 12, at 973~5 (discussing Citigroup’s 

decision to absorb $84 billion of assets from SIVs and other OBS conduits). 

303. Harry Terris, FASB Rule Delay: ~mpact Goes Beyond GSEs, Ax4. BANI~gR (July 31, 2008), 

hltp:i/www.americanbanker.com/issues/173 150/-358851-1.hlml; Denise Imgo, Fznancial Coalition 

Igants FAS]~ to Delay Proposals on OfftBalance-Sheet Activities, 40 SEC.REG. & L. REP. 1100 (2008). 

304. David S. Hilzenrath, Potentially Disruptive Lender Rule [s Delc~ved, WAsI-~. POST, July 31, 

2008, at Dl; see also Lugo, supra note 303 (describing lobbying efforts by a "Wall Street coalition" to 

"delay accounting standards under study by [FASB] lhat would require companies to bring certain 

securitized assets back on their balance sheels"). For example, a House Republicaa~ leader urged FASB 

to postpone its rules while using "talking points" that had been prepared by the financial industry 

coalition that was lobbying lbr the postponement. Hilzenrath, supra (quoting letter sent to FASB by 

House Financial Services Committee ranking member Spencer Bachus (R-AL)). 

305. Hilzenrath, supra note 304 (quoting FASB chairman Robert Herz, who stated that "lilt does 

pain me to allow something that has been.., abused by certain ~blks, to let that go on another year," 

and FASB member Lawrence Smith, ~no stated that "[i]n my mind, things have been broken for a 

~vhile, and it’s about time wc fixed the problem"); see also Steve Burkholder, Accounting: FAS]3 Votes 

to D~(i~r Planned Changes on Seeuritizations, Consolidations to 20!0, 91 BANKING REP. (BNA) 185 

(Aug. 4, 2008) (reporting on FASB’s decision). 

306. See Risk-Based Capital Guidelines; Final rule, 75 Fed. Reg. 4636, 4636~7 (Jan 28, 2010) 
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analyst estimated that FASB’s consolidation rules would compel the 
four largest U.S. banks to bring $550 billion of assets back onto their 
balance sheets.3°7 The financial industry pressured regulators to grant a 
further delay before imposing regulatory capital charges on securitized 
assets that would be consolidated under the FASB’s new rules.3°8 As a 
practical matter, consolidated regulator5, capital treatment required 
banks to post ten times as much capital as they previously held for OBS 
conduits under the federal regulators’ 2004 capital rule.3°9 In response 
to the industry’s entreaties, regulators provided a one-year phase-in 
period for consolidated capital treatment, thereby permitting banks to 
postpone full implementation of the much higher capital requirements 
until 2011.310 

3. Federal Officials Provided Forbearance for Second-Lien Loans Held 
by Banks but Refused to Provide Meaningful Principal Relief for 

"Underwater" Homeowners 

Federal regulators granted additional leniency to major banks with 
regard to their extensive holdings of second mortgage liens. During the 
housing boom, many large banks and thrifts made first and second 
mortgages simultaneously in order to permit borrowers to purchase 
homes with little or no down payments. Lenders frequently securitized 
the first mortgages while retaining the "piggyback" second mortgages 

[hereinafter 2010 Capital Rule] (describing FASB’s adoption of Statements of Financial Accounting 

Standards (FAS) 166 ~ld 167 in June 2009); Accountzng Principles: New ~’ASB Rubes fbr 

Securitzzatzons Portend Big Changes to Bank Ledgers, 41 SEC. RE~. & L. REp~ (BNA) 1179 (June 22, 

2009) (same); see also Risk-Based Capital Guidelines: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 74 Fed. Reg. 

47,138, 47,140 42 (Sept. 15, 2009) (explaining lbe acconnting changes made by FAS 166 aud 167, aa~d 

admilting that "the recent turn, oil in the financial markets has demonslrated lbe exlent to which lhe 

credit risk exposure of the sponsoring banking organizations to lOBS conduit] structures (m~d their 

related assets) has in lhct been greater than the [federal banking] agencies had expected"). 

307. David Reilly, Banks ~reed to End $1 Trillion Kzck the Can Game, BLO©MBERG (Sept. 3, 

2009), http:/A~.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid newsarchive&sid acPs3f5Wlny0 (citing report by 

Barclays Capital analyst Jason Goldberg regarding the impact of the new FASB rules on Citigroup, 

JPMorgan, Bo£~k and Wells Fargo). 

308. 2010 Capital Rule, supra note 306, at 4637 39 (stating that fin~x~cial industry cotnmenters 

"overwhehningly supported a delay- and/or phase-in of the regulatory capital requirements associated 

ruth the itnpletnentation of FAS 167 ~br a period of up to three years"). 

309. Bradley Keoun, Cit~group’s Cos@ Gaurantees ~,~ay Be Curbed, BL©OX~F~RG (Apr. 16, 

2010), http://~.b~mberg.c~m/news/2~0-04-16/-~iquidity-puts-that-c~st-citigr~up-tnay-be-c~rbed- 

occ-s-bailey-says.ht~nl (reporting that consolidated treatment of conduit assets under regular©W capital 

rules would force banks to provide "10 titnes as ~nuch capital support" for those assets compared to 

prior rules); see also supra note 224 and accompanying text (describing 2004 capital rule that allowed 

banks to provide liquidily support for OBS conduits ~laile posting only one-tenth of the capital required 

lbr on-balance-sheet assets). 

310. 2010 Capital Rule, supra note 306, at 4638~9. 
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on their balance sheets.31~ In 2006, almost a third of subprime 
mortgages and about one-half of Alt-A loans were made in tandem with 
"piggyback" second mortgages.312 

From 2001 to 2007, home purchase transactions that included 
"piggyback" second mortgages typically resulted in combined LTV 
ratios of 95% or more.313 Regulators allowed banks and thrifts to 
provide "piggyback" second mortgages despite repeated complaints 
from mortgage insurers that those mortgages did not comply with either 
the agencies’ capital rules or their high-LTV lending standards.314 
Banks and thrifts also extended home equity loans and home equity 
lines of credit (HELOCs) that enabled homeowners to extract large 
amounts of cash from their homes.315 

At the peak of the mortgage lending boom in 2007, about $1 trillion 
of second mortgage liens (including home equity loans and HELOCs) 
were outstanding.3~6 The four largest banks--JPMorgan, BofA, 
Citigroup and Wells Fargo--held $475 billion of second-lien loans at 
the end of 2008,317 and they retained about $400 billion of those loans 

311. ~?ernanke: Housing I~l] Stay Strong, NAT’L MoR’roAoE NEWS, July 18, 2005, at 6; Erick 

Bergquist, ~Ve~ Radian CEO Predicts" Pig~g),backs ~Zill ~Vane, ~a-~l. BANKER, May 2, 2005, at 18; Eric 

Bergquist & Marc Hochstein, h~or ~’~(GIC Slou,~;r Growt}~, 7’ougher Rivals; .~. BANKER, July 15, 

2004, at 1; see also Harry Terris, As Home Prices t~all, Banks’ HoM Home J~’quit.F Bag, AM. B~\~2ER, 

April 28, 2011 (stating that "[p]iggyback loans or second liens underwritten simultaneously ruth first 

liens were standard subslilntes for substantial down pa?ments and mortgage insurance in subprime aa~d 

alterualive-A lending, and the data suggests lhat bank balance sheels were a principal source for such 

borrowing"); it(?a note 476 (describing lhe "piggyback" loans provided by Countrywide as part of their 

"80/20" subpmne lending pro~am). 

312. Wilmarlh, supra note 15, al 1021 & n.289. 

313. Donghoon Lee et al., A ~’Vew Look at Second Liens, Fed. Res. Bank of NY, Staff Report No. 

569, (Aug. 2012), at 1W15, 34 (fig. 13), available athttp://ssrn.com/abstract 2130061. 

314. Private mortgage insurers criticized "piggyback" second mortgages because they enabled 

borrowers to avoid buying mortgage insurance, which generally had been required prior to the housing 

boom 1br borrowers wtaose down payments were less than 20% of the purchase price for their homes. 

Bergquist & Hochstein, sz¢pra note 311. In 2003 mad again in 2005, mortgage insurers complained that 

banks and thrifts were using "piggyback" second morlgages to circumvent regulalory standards for 

high-LTV lending as well as agency rules requiring exlra capital for banks aa~d lhrifts that retained 

"recourse" exposures to securitized loans. The I~deral banking regulators refused to act on those 

complaints, asserting that (i) second mortgages, even if originated simultaneously with first tnortgages, 

did not represent a "recourse arrangetnent" Ibr securitized first mortgages, and (ii) regulators were 

applying appropriate "scrutiny" to high LTV mortgage financing. See Oft~ of the Comptroller of 

Currenc?;         Interpretive    Letter    1058    (April    20,    2005),    available    at 

http://~x.occ.gov/static/interpretations-and-precedents/mayO6/intlO58.pdf (joint letter from the 

federal banking agencies to Suzanne Hutchinson of lhe Mortgage Insurance Cos. of Am.); Olll of the 

Comptroller of Currency, Interprelive Letler 987 (Mar. 17, 2003), available at 

htlp:/iw~sv.occ.govistatic/interpretalions-and-precedents/ap~04iint987.pdf (joint letter from lhe federal 

banking agencies). 

315. Lee et al., sz~pra nole 313, al 10; Wilmarth, sz~pra note 15, at 100%10. 

316~ Leeet ak, supra note 313, at 10. 

317. The large holdings of second-lien loans by the top four banks were due in part to Bol?\’s 

purchase of Countr?svide, JPMorgan’s purchase of WaMu and Wells Fargo’s acquisition of Wachovia 
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on March 3l, 2012.~18 
The top four banks were also the largest servicers of first mortgages 

(including securitized loans), and their extensive holdings of second 
liens created a clear conflict of interest.~19 The big bank servicers often 
refused to approve principal reductions for homeowners on their first 
mortgages, through either mortgage modifications or short sales, 
because those transactions would have required the banks to write down 
or write off their second liens on the same properties.32° Indeed, some 
commentators claimed that bank servicers "encourage[ed] borro~vers to 
miss first lien payments ~vhile remaining current on their second liens," 
because banks could postpone writing dow~a second-lien loans as long as 
borrowers kept making payments on them.321 

Analysts strongly criticized regulators for not forcing major banks to 
recognize losses on their second-lien loans, especially for "underwater" 
homes whose market values were less than their combined mortgage 
liens.3~: In 2011, BofA still carried second-lien loans on its books at 
93% of their face value, even though investors typically discounted such 
loans by 50%.3z3 The OCC supported BofA and other big banks by 
declaring that they were "adequately reserved against losses on second- 
liens" in 2011, and the OCC also claimed that national banks did not 
have to write down second-lien loans on "underwater" homes as long as 
the borrowers continued to make payments.3~4 As indicated above, bank 

during 2008. Kate Berry, Surplqsing Surge in Home Equity Loans, i%~. B.~\K~R, July 2, 2009, at 9. 

318. Prashant Gopal & John Gitt~esolm, Second Loans Keep ~ouses in Limbo, BLOO~ERG 

BUSINESS~ZEEK, July 30 Aug. 5, 2012, at 40-1 (reporting that the four largest brans "held 48 percent of 

the $849.5 billion in second liens as of March 31, [2012]"). 

319. ~te Bevy & Jeff Hormtz, Hamp Loan ~ods Su~e at Banks, Languish at ~onbanb, 

BNqKER, Aug. 3, 2012 (reporting that the [bur largest banks and Nly Financial were the top five 

mortgage se~icers and coNrolled the se~icing for 66% of all home loans); Lee et al., supra note 313, at 

2 (describing conflict of interest Nced by ba~fl~s that se~iced first mortgages and held second-lien loans 
on the same properties); Alex Ulam, ~7~ Second’Lien Loans Remazn a lVorry, ~ B~R, May 2, 

2011, at 7 (same). 

320. Kate Bevy, ~IZhy ~iledowns on 2nd ~or~g~ges Are So Scarce, _~I. B~X~R, Sept. 20, 
2010, at 1; UIatn, s~¢pra nNe 319. 

321. Lee et aI., supra note 313, at 2; UIatn, supra nNe 319 (quoting comments by Josh Rosner). 

322. Bewy. supra note 320; Ulam, supra nNe 319; see also Kalhleen HoMey, Banb 

Reprzeve on Home Equity’ Loans in Settlement," BLOO~gR~ (Feb. 27, 2012) 

h~p:/iwww.bloomberg.cominews/2012-02-27/breaks-ran-reprieve-on -home-equity-loans-in-sNtlemen t- 

~nortgages.ht~nl (reporting thN 4.4 tnillion of "underwater "’ hotnes had second-lien loans tNaling $180 

billion in late 2011, representing about 20% of all second-lien 

323. Ulam, supra note 319 (reporting that "[e]xcluding impaired [second-lien] loans it acquired 

ruth its purchase of Countr~ide, BofA’s allowance lbr home equity losses was equal to 6.5% of its 

portfolio at March 31, [2011,] suggesting a ca~ing value of more than 93 cents on the dollar."); Jesse 

Eisinger, ]n Proposed ~(or~gage Fraud Sealement, a Gifi to BN Yanks, N.Y. ~ms, Mar. 17, 2011, at 

B 11 (reporting that investors were "bidding about 50 cents on the dollar" for second-lien loans). 

324. Ula~n, supra nNe 319 (reporting on com~nents by Tim Long, senior depu~ comptroller and 

chief national bank ez~tniner); see also Be~~, supra note 320 (citing statement in September 2010 by 

~C spokesman Bryan ttubbard that a national bm~ "does nN have to classiC" a ho~ne equi~ loan if 
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servicers reportedly urged borrowers to continue making payments on 
"underwater" second liens even after they defaulted on their first 
mortgages.32-~ 

In February 2012, the four largest banks and Ally Financial agreed to 
a nationwide settlement of state and federal charges that all five banks 
had systematically engaged in unlawful and abusive practices while 
foreclosing on mortgages they serviced. The national mortgage 
settlement, which included 49 states and the federal banking agencies, 
required the five banks to pay $5 billion in penalties and to earn $20 
billion of credits by approving principal relief for borrowers through 
mortgage modifications and short sales.326 The settlement allowed the 
banks to receive substantial credits for writing down their second-lien 
loans, even though many of those loans were already "underwater" and 
presumably uncollectible.327 A prominent analyst argued that the 
settlement credits for writing down second-lien loans represented "a gift 
to the banks" because "[s]econd liens would ~pically be wiped out 
before senior-mortgage investors take a loss.’’3~8 The foreclosure 
settlement also gave credits to the banks if they approved principal 
reductions for first mortgages they serviced for others, thereby allowing 
the banks to transfer some of the settlement’s costs to securitized 
mortgages owned by investors.~9 

Shortly before the national settlement was announced, federal bank 

the value of the proper~’ has dropped"). (One analyst suggested that big national banks, which often 

serviced first mortgages owned by investors wtfile holding second liens on the same properties, 

sometimes agyeed to postpone foreclosures on the delinquent first mortgages if the borrowers were 

mlfing to continue making payments on their second liens. Ulam, supra note 319 (quoling comments 

by Josh Rosner). 

325. See supra notes 321,324 and accompanying text; see also Berry, supra note 320 (stating thai 

banks were postponing ~witedowns on "maderwaler" second fiens because borrowers confinued to make 

pa?~nents on those loans; for example, in mid-2010 Citigroup reported lhat 47°/3 of its second liens were 
"underwater," due to combined LTV ratios higher than 100%, but also reported lhat only 2.4% of its 

second-lien loans were delinquent). 

326. Kate Davidson, Kate Berry & Joe Adler, Cheat Sheet: Long-Awaited Final Terms of$25~ 

:~ortgage Settlement, AM. BA~\’t¢ER, Mar. 13, 2012; see also Kate Berry, Too Many Short Sales Mar 

Mortgage Settlement, Advocates Say, AM. BANK~R, Feb. 22, 2013, 2013 WLNR 4457884 (reporfing 

that, m~der the settlement, "servicers get $1 of credit for each $1 of principal Ibrgiveness [through a 

first-lien mortgage modification], but only 45 cents of credit Ibr each $1 in principal *brgiven on a short 

sale, and only 20 cents of it if the loan is owned by an investor?’). 

327. Davidson, Berry & Adler, supra note 326 (reporfing that banks would "receive 90 cents for 

every $1 principal w~ite-down for per*brining second loans. For seriously delinquent second loans, they 

receive 50 cents of credit per $1 of write-down. For second liens that are 6 months delinquent, they 

receive just 10 cents of credit for eatery $1 of xvcite-down?’); HoMe?; supra note 322 (discussing the 

settlement’s favorable treatment of the banks). 

328. ttoMe?5 supra note 322 (quoting Laurie Good,nan). 

329. Id. (citing cotnments by Ms. Goodman and Scott Simon); Kate Berry, M~gs Investors Cry 

Foul Over k,~ational Mortgage Settlement, AM. BANKER, Mar. 20, 2012 ("The settlement allows [bank] 

servicers to receive 45 cents of credit for every dollar of principal reductions paid for by investors" on 

first-lien loans). 
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regulators issued guidance advising banks to create larger loan loss 
reserves for second-lien loans in circumstances where (i) borrowers had 
defaulted on first-lien loans covering the same properties or (it) market 
values of those properties had fallen below the outstanding amounts of 
the first and second liens.33° The national settlement and the interagency 
guidance finally induced the top five bank servicers to begin approving 
loan modifications and short sales due to (A) settlement credits they 
could earn from approving such transactions,331 and (B) regulatory 
pressure to recognize accrued losses on their second-lien loans.3~2 

From March 2012 through March 2013, the five big bank servicers 
provided $44.4 billion of principal relief to 475,000 borro~vers. 
However, servicers provided more than three-quarters of that principal 
forgiveness through short sales ($20.1 billion) and second-lien 
writedowns ($14.2 billion). Servicers provided a much smaller amount 
of principal relief through first-mortgage modifications ($10.1 
billion).333 Consumer and civil rights groups criticized the big bank 
servicers for failing to comply with the "spirit of the settlement," 
because the banks gave "the bulk of relief through short sales and 
forgiveness of second liens"--transactions that frequently did not enable 
borrowers to "stay in their homes.’’~34 

330. Bd. of Governors of Fed. Res. Sys. et al., lnteragency Supervisory Guidance on Allowance 

for Loan and [.ease Losses Estimalion Practices for Loans mad Lines of Credit Secured by Junior Liens 

on 1 4 Family Residential Properties, at 2 3 (Jm~. 31, 2012), available at 

http:l/w~.~deralreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcrep~/bcreg20120131al.pdf (advising banks holding 

second liens to adjust their loss reserves for "high-risk junior lien" lom~s based on factors such as 

"[d]elinquency and modification status of senior lien loans associated ruth an institution’s junior liens" 

as well as the combined LTV ratios for first and second lien loans when compared to the property’s 

current market value). 

331. Berry- & Hormtz, supra note 319 (explaining that the foreclosure settlement and other 

l~deral incentives encouraged the top five bank servicers to approve mortgage modifications m~d other 

transactions resulting in principal reductions); Kate Davidson, 13anl~s’ Can Li~e with $2513 Deal 

Gets’ Approved, AM. BANKER, Mar. 14, 2012. 

332~ See Gretchen Morgenson, Here Comes the Catch zn Home ~2]uity, N.Y. T!I~s, July 15, 

2012, § BU, 1 (reporting that Wells Fargo "moved $1.7 billion of junior lien mortgages to nonaccrual 
sta/us as a result of the [interagency] guidance" in the first quarter of 2012). In June 2012, the OCC 

ordered nalional banks to write down second-lien loans for borrowers who had completed Chapter 7 

bankruptcy proceedings. JPMorgan Chase, Wells Fargo and Citigroup responded by collectively 

charging off more lhan $2 billion of their second-lien loans during the third quarter of 2012. Kate 
Berry, Third-Quarter Earnings Feature More Home EcluiO, Losses, NAT’L MORTGAGE NEWS, Oct. 22, 

2012. The l~act that major brans had not previously written off such lomns indicates the general laxity of 

federal regnlalory treat~nent for second-liens prior to 2012. 

333. Office of Mortgage Settletnent Oversight, Fact Sheet: Updated National Consumer Relief 

Data     (May-    21,     2013),     available     at    hltps://www.mortgageoversight .cotn/wp- 

content/uploadsi2013/05/Fact-Sheet May-progress-reportFINAL.pdP, see also Kevin Wack, ~/iortgage 
Relief’Surpassing Estimates; iowa AG Says, A~ BANKER, May- 22, 2013, 2013 WLNR 12467907 

(reporting on the types of principal relief provided by the five big banks servicers). 

334. Kate Benny, Civil Rights Groups Call jbr 2~’ore Disclosure in MorNage Settlement, 

B_a2qKER, Feb. 28, 2013, 2013 WLNR 4946771 (also noting that the national mortgage settlement 
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Large holdings of impaired second liens by major banks appear to 
have been a significant factor behind the Obama Administration’s 
repeated refusals to adopt programs that could have provided significant 
principal relief to homeowners threatened with foreclosure. As noted 
above, seven million mortgage holders have lost their homes to 
foreclosures or short sales since 2007, and an additional five million 
delinquent borrowers could lose their homes during the next few 
years.335 The FRB and private analysts have pointed to this massive 
;vave of foreclosures as a major problem that has prevented a sustained 
recovel~" of the U.S. housing market and the general economy.336 

In recently-published memoirs, former TARP Special Inspector 
General Neil Barofsky and former FDIC Chairman Sheila Bair strongly 
criticized the TreasuD, Department for rejecting their proposals to create 
federal programs offering substantial principal reductions to 
"underwater" homeowners who could meet their mortgage obligations 
with such assistance.~37 As Barofsky, Bair and other analysts pointed 

monitor, Joseph A. Smith, acknoMedged that "[t]here is a fair amount of discretion that lhe servicers 

have" in determining lhe types of principal relief they would oiler to borrowers under the setllement); 

see also Berry~ supra note 326 ("A chief criticism of the $25 billion settle~nent has been that banks get 

credit for completing short sales wtfich result in borrowers giving up the property when the goal is to 

[have] consutners keep their homes."); Jessica Silver-Greenberg, DesT)ite Aid ~?orrowers Still Face 
b~reclosure, N~Y. TIMES, Feb~ 22, 2013, at B1 (reporting that only 71,000 borrowers had received 

principal relief through first-mortgage modifications trader the settlement, and that other types of 

principal relief including writedowns of second mortgages I?equently did not allow borrowers to 
stay in lheir homes). 

335. See supra notes 124~25 and accompanying text. 

336. See, e.g., Letter liom Ben Bernanke, Fed. Res. Bd. Chairman, to Spencer Baclms, Chairtnan 

of Committee on Financial Services, House of Representatives ~aad Baruey Frank, Rm~king Member of 

Committee on Financial Services, House of Representatives, at 1 (Jan. 4, 2012), (ruth an attached 

Federal Reserve staff study entitled ’°The U.S. Housing Market: Cnrrent Conditions and Policy 

Considerations") (stating that "contim~ed weakness in the housing market poses a significant barrier to a 

more vigorous economic recover?’," and noting lhat "lhe large inventory of foreclosed or surrendered 

properlies is conlributing to excess supply in the for-sale markel, placing downward pressure on house 

prices and exacerbating lhe loss in aggregale housing weallh"), available at 
http:/iwww, federalreserve.gov/publicationsiotl~er-report s/files/housing-white-paper-20120104.pdf, 

Binyamin Appelbaum, Cautious Moves on Foreclosures Haunting Obama, N.Y. Tis:t~s, Aug. 20, 2012, 

at A1 (reporting that "housing, left to fester, had become Mr. Obama’s biggest economic problem" 

because "millions of people lost their homes and the economic recovery stalled somewhere between 

crisis and prospcri./y"); Peter Coy & Robert Farzad, A Long ’Way :?om :\:ormal, 
BUSINESSWEEK, July 30-Aug~ 5, 2012, at 37 (describing continuing problems with delinquent 

mortgages and foreclosures, and noting lhat "[blousing is most Americans’ biggest asset and crucial to 

the health of the overall economy"); Clive Crook, (,~S. JVeeds to Be Much ~ore Forgiving on Home 

Loans, BLOOS:r~F, Rt? (Aug. 7, 2012), http:#www.bloomberg.com/uewsi2012-08-07/u-s-needs-to-be- 
much-more-forgiving-on-home-loans.html ("The housing market is ~aere the Great Recession started. 

It’s the main thing delaying recovery."); Zachary Goldfarb, ~ghy has the C~S. recovery sputtered?, 

WAS~. POST, Nov. 23, 2012, at A1 (citing several senior economists who maintained that home 
foreclosures and underwater borrowers represented "a persistent and largely unaddressed problem" that 

caused "the slow economic recovery"). 

337. NEIL BAROFSKY, BAILOUT: .:~’q ]~\SIDE ACCOUNT OF }-Iow V~rASHINGTON ABANDONED MAIN 

S’r~g~T W~Lg R~SC~r~NG W~LL S’rf~gT 124 ~8, 156 57, 193 ~00, 226 28 (Free Press eds., 2012); 
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out, Franklin Roosevelt’s administration created the Home Owners’ 
Loan Corporation (HOLC) in response to a similar foreclosure crisis 
during the Great Depression. The HOLC restructured and refinanced a 
fifth of U.S. home mortgages with significant principal reductions, 
thereby saving a million families from losing their homes.338 In 
contrast, the Obama Administration rejected proposals for programs that 
could have provided significant principal reductions to large numbers of 
underwater borrowers. The Administration also refused to support 
legislation in early 2009 that would have given bankruptcy courts the 
authority" to reduce the principal balances of individual mortgages by 
ordering "cramdowns" in consumer bankruptcy cases.339 

Instead, the Treasu~ Department created the Home Affordable 
Modification Program (HAMP), which gave mortgage servicers 
financial incentives to modi~ first-lien mortgages but did not provide 
meaningful support for principal reductions. Barofsky, Bair and other 
critics contend that HAMP was poorly designed and lacked crucially- 
needed incentives to persuade mortgage servicers to provide principal 
relief to borrowers.34° As of March 31, 2013, Treasury had spent only 
$7.3 billion on HAMP and other housing relief programs, and $38.5 
billion of TARP-authorized funding for housing programs remained 
unused.341 HAMP’s mortgage modification program produced only 
863,000 permanent first-lien modifications by March 2013, and only 
96,000 of those modifications included principal relief, while more than 
a million modifications failed.342 In August 2009, Treasury" established 
a Second-Lien Modification Program, which offered incentive payments 
to mortgage servicers and investors for wTiting do~vn second-lien loans, 
but that program disbursed less than $360 million and generated only 
142,000 wTitedowns of second liens by February~ 2013.343 

BAIR, supra note 290, al 128 29, 147 53, 248 51. 

338~ Appelbaum, supra note 336; BAIR, supra note 290, at 115, 155; see also Adam J. Levitin & 

Susan M. Wachtcr, The Pub#c Option zn Housi*N Finance 23 26 (Geo. Univ. Law Ctr. Pub. L. & Leg. 
Theory Working Paper 12-051, Mar. 13, 2012) (describing lhe HOLC’s activities), available at 

htlp://’ssrn .com/ab stract 1966550. 

339. See anthorities cited supra in note 337; see also Appelbanm, supra note 336; Clara Benson, 

Obama Housing F’ix Ualtered on (.’arrots-Not-Stzcks Polzcy, BLOOi~fl3ERO (Jan. 11, 2012), 

hltp:/’/~a~a~’.bloom berg.cominewsi2012-06-11 iobama-housing-fix-faltered-on-carrot s-n ot-sticks- 

policy.html; Ezra Klein, The Best Case Against Obama’s Economic Policy, \VAstt. POST, Aug. 21, 

2012, at A10. 

340. See aulhorities cited supra in noles 337 ~md 339. 

341. Office of the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program (SIGTARP), 

Quarterly Report to Congress (April 24, 2013) at 49-50, 59. 60 (tbl.2.12), available at 

http:i/www.siglarp.gov/Quarterl?%20Reports/April 24 2013 Report to Congress.pdfl 

342. Id. at 63 (includingtbl.2.14), 64, 75 76. 

343. Id. at 78 79. Moreover, HAMP’s very limited programs for principal lbrgiveness applied 

only to mortgages that were not ow~ed or guaranteed by Fannie Mac or Freddie Mac. The GSEs 

refused to participate in any mortgage modification programs offering principal reductions to borrowers. 
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According to Barofsky and Bair, the Treasury Department showed no 
interest in providing meaningful principal relief for underwater 
borrowers and instead pursued measures that served the interests of the 
big bank servicers.344 In a hearing before the Congressional Oversight 
Panel during the fall of 2010, Treasury Secretary Geithner stated that 
HAMP would help "foam the runway" for the banks by enabling them 
to "’handle up to ’10 million foreclosures,’ over time.’’345 During a 
meeting with President Obama and seven leading economists in October 
2011, Geithner rejected the economists’ proposal for a plan to go 
beyond HAMP and provide principal forgiveness to millions of 
underwater homeowners. 346 

Similarly, Treasury assistant secretary Herbert Allison stated that he 
wanted to help the banks "earn their way out of this," and he opposed 
principal reductions for underwater mortgages because they could create 
"moral hazard" among borrowers.347 Barofsky concluded that bank 
servicers had fee-based incentives that discouraged them from granting 
principal reductions, and he also decided that Treasury would never 
support a principal forgiveness program that could reduce bank 
profits.348 Bair reached similar conclusions about the motivations of the 
big banks and Treasury.349 

Thus, it seems likely that a major factor behind Treasury’s opposition 
to large-scale principal reductions for first mortgages was Treasury’s 
recognition that such reductions would have forced the four largest 
banks--which were also the four largest mortgage servicers--to 
recognize significant losses on their $400 billion holdings of second-lien 

id at 75; Marceline White, Not enough relief.: Despzte deal reached with banks, too rnany Md. fi~milies 

are still losing their homes, BALTLMC~RE SUN (Dec. 12, 2012), at 21A (reporting that Edward DeMarco, 

acting director of the Federal Honsing Finance Anthority, would not allow Fannie Mac or Freddie Mac 

to include principal reductions in any modifications ofmortguges lhat they owned or guaranteed). 

344. B~d~OFSKY, supra note 337, at 125 28, 193~8; BA~R, supra note 290, at 141 53, 24%56. 

345. B_aXO~’SK¥, supra note 337, at 156 57 (quoting testimony by Geithner). 

346. Goldfarb, supra note 336 (reporting thal Geithner rejected lhe proposal because "he didn’t 
think anything of such ambition was possible"). 

347. BARO~SKY, supra hole 337, al 157, 197. Geithner similarly opposed a principal reduction 
program for underwater mortgages because he feared "it could reward people who tapped home equity 

to support lavish lifestyles." Benson, supra note 339. Given the federal government’s massive 

assistance programs for large banks, Barofsky found it "beyond ironic that Treasury was now 

emphasizing moral hazard with respect to home ow~ners. Though some home o~ners might try to t~ke 

advantage of [a principal reduction] program.., that risk paled in comparison to that created by 

Treasury by the way it had rescued the too-big-to-fail banks." B~d~OFSK¥, supra note 337, at 197. 

348. BA~O~’SKY, supra note 337, at 125 26, 196 07. 

349. BAIR, supra note 290, at 131 53, 24956; see also id. at 153 ("HAMP was a program 

designed to look good in a press release, not to fix lhe housing market. Larry [Summers] and Tim 
[Geithner] didn’t seem to care about the political beating the president took on the hundreds of billions 
of dollars throw~ at the big-bank bailouts... I don’t thistle helping home ow~ners was ever a priority for 

them."). 
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loans. In September 2010, a prominent analyst pointed out that if 
regulators forced the big banks to write down their second liens, it 
would probably compel the banks to "come back to the federal 

,,350 government for additional bailout money. 
The Obama Administration also declined to support bankruptcy 

"cramdown" legislation in 2009 because it "feared the consequences for 
the nation’s biggest banks, which had been rescued just months 
earlier.’’351 Similarly, Lawrence Summers (President Obama’s chief 
economic adviser) rej ected plans to provide extensive principal relief for 
underwater homeowners because he believed those plans could have 
"~effects worse than the cure’..., such as cratering the financial system 
by forcing banks to absorb huge losses.’’352 In short, the Obama 
Administration--like its predecessor, the George W. Bush 
Administration--assigned a much lower priori~ to solving the home 
foreclosure crisis than it did to shoring up the largest banks (which bore 
significant responsibilit?~ for causing the crisis in the first place).353 

F. The Financial Industry Persuaded Congress to Pass a Series of 

Measures That Facilitated the Subprime Credit Boom 

In addition to the financial industry’s repeated successes in obtaining 
favorable regulatory treatment, the industry achieved a series of 
landmark legislative victories between 1994 and 2006. With the 
industry’s fel~Tent support, Congress enacted several key statutes 
thatencouraged rapid gro~vth in the size, revenues and influence of the 

350. Be~’y, supra note 320 (quoting George Mason professor .,M~thony Sanders); see also supra 

notes 317 18 and accompan?~ng text (stating that JPMorgan, Be{?\, Wells Fargo and Citigronp held 

$475 billion of second-lien loans at the end of 2008 and still held $400 billion of those loans at the end 

of the first quarter of 2012). 

351. Paul Kiel, The Great American Uoreclosure Story: The Slruggle fbr Justice and a Place to 

Call Home, PROPUBLICA (Apr. 10, 2012), http:,//www.propublica.or~article/the-great-american- 

foreclosure-sto~’-the-struggle-for-justice-and-a-place-t (discussion under heading entitled ’°Obama’s 

options"); see also id (stating that the Administration was concerned that "[i]f too many consumers 

were lured into bankmptc?; they wouldn’t have only their mortgages reduced~ ’l]~oy might very well 
have oilier debts slashed, such as home-equily loans amd credit-card debt. The cumulalive effect could 

devastate the breaks, plunging the nation back inlo a financial crisis"); Benson, supra note 339 (quoting 

former Obama housing finance policy coordinalor Peter Swire, ~t~o confirmed thai "[g]elting lhe 

finaaacial system to work was a huge priori~ [for the Obatna Administration] .... The vote on cra~n- 

do~ happened in that context."). 

352. Goldfarb, supra note 336. 

353. BAIR, supra note 290, at 131 53, 249 56; see also BAROFSKY, supra note 337, at 124 28, 

19~200, 226 28 ("Under Paulson, Treasury chose to bail out lhe largest banks without insisting that 

lbey effect meaningful morlgage reform. Under Geithner, lbat original sin was compounded by a series 

of furlber choices in progam design (to ’foam the runway’ for the banks) and execution (refusing to 

penalize servicers) that always seemed to put home ow~lers’ interests second. The si~nple truth is that 
Geitlmer and Treasury chose to never treat the foreclosure crisis.., with the satne seriousness 

resolve that they applied to rescuing the banks."). 
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largest banks and also set the stage for the financial crisis: 

In 1994, Congress adopted legislation that (i) authorized bank 
holding companies to make interstate acquisitions of banks and 
(ii) empowered national banks and state banks to establish 
interstate branches. The 1994 statute made possible the 
establishment of large natiomvide banking organizations and 
triggered a wave of bank mergers. As a consequence, the share 

of U.S. banking assets held 3b~ the ten largest banks rose from 
25% in 1990 to 55% in 2005. 

In 1999, Congress enacted the Graanm-Leach-Bliley Act 
(GLBA), which authorized banks to affiliate with securities finns 
and insurance companies by establishing financial holding 
companies. GLBA ratified and expanded a long series of 
regulatory approvals that opened loopholes in the walls 
separating banks from securities firms and insurance 
companies--a trend that culminated in the FRB’s approval of the 
merger of Citicorp and Travelers to form Citigroup in 1998.35s 
GLBA opened the door to the formation of large "universal 
banks" (financial conglomerates). In turn, many of those 
financial conglomerates became the "private-sector catalysts for 
the credit boom that led to the [financial] crisis" as well as "the 
epicenter of the world’s financial turmoil.’’356 

In 2000, Congress passed the Commodity Futures Modernization 
Act (CFMA), which largely exempted OTC derivatives from 
:federal regulation. CFMA’s deregulatory philosophy helped a 
small group of major financial institutions to dominate national 
and global markets for OTC derivatives.357 CFMA was a "huge 
mistake" because it created a "regulatory void" that allowed 
OTC derivatives markets (including the CDS market) to expand 
rapidly and create dangerous concentrations of risk in leading 
:financial firms like AIG.~ 

In 2005, Congress enacted bankruptcy "reform" legislation that 
"radically altered the policies underlying consumer 
bankruptcy.., in favor of creditors" by making it much more 

354. Wilmarlh, supra note 15, at 975~6, 1012 13 (describing the significance of the 1994 

interstate banking legislation); JOtfNSC)N & KWAK, supra note 15, al 89 (same). 

355~ JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 89, 91 92, 13344 (discussing GLBA’s importance); 
Wilmarth, supra note 15, al 972 75 (same); see also Wilmarth, supra note 206, al 306 07 (noting that 

lhe financial indnstry spent more than $300 million on lobbying expenses and political contributions to 

secure GLBA’s enaclment). 

356. Wilmarlh, supra note 15, al 96897, 1008 20, 102746 (quotes at 1043). 

35% JoHNsoN & KWAK, supra note 15, at 7 11, 78 82, 121 26, 13W37; Wilmarth, supra note 

15, at980 81,991 94. 

358. BMR, supra note 290, at 333; see a]so JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 7 O, 92, 134 37, 

169 70, 202 (discussing the impact of CFMA and AIG’s role in the financial crisis). 
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difficult for consumers to use bankruptcy proceedings to obtain a 
substantial or complete discharge of their debts.359 A recent 
study found that the 2005 statute triggered a significant rise in 
the subprime mortgage foreclosure rate by reducing the ability of 
subprime borrowers to discharge their unsecured debts 
(including credit card debts) and thereby free up more income to 
pay" their mortgages.36° The study concluded that the bankruptcy 
"reform" law was one of several factors contributing to "the 
destabilizing surge in subprime foreclosures" adter 2005.361 

BAPCPA also significantly expanded "safe harbors" in the 
Bankruptcy Code that provided highly favorable treatment for 
holders of derivatives and financial repurchase agreements 
(repos).362 As amended by BAPCPA, the safe harbors confer 
two very important rights on holders of derivatives and repos: (i) 
the right to engage in "close-out" and "cross-product" netting 
(i.e., the ability to terminate derivatives and repos immediately 
after a cotmterparty files for bankruptcy, and to set off any 
obligations the holder owes the counterparty" against any 
amounts the counterpart), owes the holder under all such 
contracts), and (it) the right to seize collateral posted by a 
counterpaxty for derivatives or repos either before or a£ter the 
counterparty files for bankruptcy.36~ The safe harbors, as 
enlarged by BAPCA, effectively give holders of derivatives and 

359. Ronald J. Mann, Bankruptcy Re.fbrm and the ’Sweat Box’ ofCredit Card Debl, 2007 U. ILL. 

L. REV., 375, 376 77 (2007) (discussing the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consutner Protection 

Act of 2005 (BzX2CPA)); see generally Eugene R. Wedofl~ Major Consumer Yankr~¢plc7 ~bc~s of 
BAPCPA. 2007 U. ILL. L. REV. 31 (2007) (surveying the changes made by BAPCPA to consumer 

ban "kmptcy statutes). 

360. Donald P. Morgan et al., Szcbprime Foreclosures and the 2005 Yankr~¢plc7 Refbrm, FRBNY 

ECON.    POL’Y    REV.,     (Mar.     2012),    at    47,    47 51,     avadab[e    at 
http://www.ne~orkfcd.org/’research/epr/12vl8nl/1203morg.html. ~I1ais study determined that, Ibr a 

state ruth average home equi .ty exemptions m~d median home prices, the subprime foreclosure rate rose 

by 11% during the seven quarlers following the bankruptcy statute’s enactment in 2005. 12[. at 48, 54~ 

55. 

361. Id. at 48, 55. 

362. Rhett G. Campbell, !financial Market Contracts and B~’U)Cd~q, 79 AM. BANKR. L.J. 697, 

701 09 (2005) (explaining BAPCPA’s expansion of the Bankruptcy Code’s favorable treatment for 

derivatives and repurchase agreements); Stephen J. Lubben, Repeal the Scab Harbors, 18 AM. BANKR. 

INST. L. REV. 319, 32~26 (2010) (same); Mark J. Roe, The Derivatves ~,~arket’s Payment Priorities as 

Financial Crisis Accelerator, 63 STAN. L. REV. 539, 546 (2011) (explaining lhat a "financial repurchase 

agreement~alled "repo" in the market, s a sale ofa finaJacial instrument.., with the seller promising 

to buy that asset back, often the next day. The agreed repurchase price is a little higher thaJa the sale 
price, with the diflbrence being the de !~acto interest. The instrument sold is usually called the collateral, 

as the tramsaction is functionally a loan."). 

363. Campbell, supra note 362, at 702, 7054)6 (explaining "cross-product netting’’ under 

BAPCPA); Rober R. Bliss & George G. Kaufman, Derivatives and Systemic Risk: ~’Vetting, Collateral, 
and Closeout (Fed. Res. Bank of Chi. Working Paper 2005-03, May 10, 2005), at 4 7 (explaining 

"close-out netting" pe~nitted lbr holders of derivatives and repos), avadable at 

http:/ssrn.com/abstract 730648. 
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repos a "superpriori~?’ over other types of creditors who axe 
barred under the Bankruptcy Code from taking similar self-help 

~6~ measures against bankrupt counterpames.~    BAPCPA also 
expanded the classes of repos that receive safe-harbor treatment 
to include repos collateralized by mortgage-related assets 
(including mortgage loans and RMBS).365 

BAPCA’s enlarged safe harbors served the interests of large 
financial institutions that were leading participants in the 
derivatives and repo markets.366 Those institutions pushed hard 
to create and expand the safe harbors, which in turn facilitated 
the rapid growth of the derivatives and repo markets during the 
period leading up to the financial crisis.367 Some experts 
maintain that BAPCPA’s expanded safe harbors (i) weakened 
market discipline and encouraged excessive risk-taking in the 
derivatives and repo markets during the pre-crisis period, (it) 
played a significant role in the failures of AIG, Bear and 
Lehman, and (iii) imposed greater risks on the U.S. government 
as the implicit guarantor for TBTF financial institutions that 
were heavily involved in the derivatives and repo markets.36s 

In addition to the foregoing legislative victories, the financial services 
industry defeated numerous attempts by members of Congress to pass 
anti-predatory lending bills prior to the outbreak of the financial crisis in 
2007.369 The industry successfully lobbied to block more than a dozen 
bills introduced in Congress between 2000 and 2007 that would have 
imposed tighter restrictions on high-risk mortgage lending.37° 

364. Roe, supra note 362, at 546~49 (explaining that the amended "safe-harbor" provisions of the 
Bankruptcy Code give holders of derivatives and repos, "cxernpfions, insnlations and special treatment" 

that amount to "a superpriority over disfavored creditors"). 

365. Campbell, supra note 362, at 702 03 (explaining that, prior to BAPCPzL~ repos qualified lbr 
"sale harbor" treatment only if they were collateralized by government securities, bank certificates of 

deposit or bankers’ acceptances). 

366. Lubben, supra note 362, at 326 (explaining that "the safe harbors are most likely to benefit 

large financial institutions, as these insfitutions are more likely to have either de~nanded pre-bankmptcy 
collateral.., or have a variety of derivative positions ruth a single debtor"); see also Campbell, supra 

note 362, at 712 ("A cynic might argne that the financial sate harbors are indeed a ’bankruptcy opt-out 

clause’ for a certain class of capitalists because their money is more important than anyone else’s .... 

BAPCPA suggests that financial markets conlracts.., fall mlhin lhe privileged class."). 

36% Lubben, supra note 362, at 326 28; Roe, supra note 362, at 543 44, 576 78; Michael 

Sirnkovic, Secret Liens and the h~irmncial Crisis of 2008, 83 ~%’,x. B&\’KR. L. J. 253, 279 83 (2009). 

368. Lubben, supra note 362, at 319 21, 318 32; Roe, supra note 362, at 549~2; Sin~ovic, 

supra note 367, at 282 89. 

369. See BAr~, supra note 290, at 50 (explaining that the financial services industry "successfully 

stopped antipredatory lending proposals on Capitol Hill," including bills proposed by Rep. Barney 
Frank (D-MA), Rep. Spencer Bachus (R-FL) and Sen. Paul Sarbanes (D-MD))~ 

370. Deniz Igan, Prachi Mishra & Thierry Tressel, A Fistful of Dollars: Lobbying and the 

Financial Crisis 10, 17 18, 25 26, 54 59 (Appendix) (Dec. 2009) (IMF Working Paper WP/09/87) 

(Int’l Monetary Fund), available at http://ssrn.comiabstract 1531520. 
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IV. \VHY DOES ~VALL STREET EXERCISE So MUCH INFLUENCE OVER 

V~,TA SHINGTON .9 

A. 7he l~nancial lndustl~v ~Telds Enormous Political Influence through 
Campaign Contributions and Lobbying 

1. The Financial Industry’s Formidable Political Clout 

The finance, insurance and real estate sector (financial sector or 
financial industry) has become a dominant political force in Washington 
over the past two decades by devoting massive resources to political 
campaigns and lobbying.371 Between 1990 and 2012, the financial 
sector spent more than $3.3 billion on political campaigns and was "far 
and away the largest source of campaign contributions to federal 
candidates and parties .... ,,372 The financial industry also spent more 
than $5.3 billion on lobbying between 1998 and 2012 and ranked third 
among all industry sectors in lobbying outlays.373 Indeed, the financial 
industry accounted for 15% of lobbying expenditures by all industry 
sectors between 1999 and 2006.374 The financial sector employed 3,000 
lobbyists in 2007, and many of those lobbyists were former senior 

371~ See, e.g., B.~d~TH, CAPRIO & LEVC~’E, supra note 19, at 7, 38, 210 (observing that "financial 
instilutions spend enormous amounts of time and money on lobbying politicians both to enact 

sympathetic laws and to pressure regulatory agencies to interprel and implement lhose laws in 

s?~npathetic ways"); JEFF CON’NAUGI-tTON, Tim PAYOFF: WHY ~VALL STREET ALWAYS ~VINs 19 24, 

106 10, 144 57, 233 50 (2012) (memoir by former senior Senale aide and lobbyist, explaining that 

"Washington has The Blob [, a te~xn that] relErs to the government entities that regulate the finance 

industry.., and the army of Wall Street representatives and lobbyists that conti~mously surrounds and 

pertneates them"); Jonson & KWAK, supranote 15, at4 11, 89 104, 118 19, 134 37, 55 57, 191 92 

("~lhe Wall Stree~ banks are the new American oligarchy a group that gains political power because of 

its economic power, and then uses that political power for its ovm benefit," id at 6); ESSENTIAL 

][\TOP~MATION & CONSL2MER EDUCATION FOUNDATION, SOLD OL’r: HOW WALL STREET .adND 

WASHINGTON BETRAYED AX~RICA 15 (2009) [hereinafter SOLD OUT] ("The financial sector showered 

campaign contributions on politicians from both parfies [and] invested heavily in a legion of lobbyists," 

spending $1.7 billion on political contributions and $3.4 billion on lobbying between 1998 and 2008). 

372. ~inance/[nsurance/Real Estate: Long-Term Contributzon Trends’, CENTER PUB. INTEGRITY 

(as of Mar. 25, 2013), hltp:/iwww.opensecrets.or~induslries/lotals.php?cycle 2012&ind F; Kiersh, 

Aaron, Finance/Insurance/Real EsIate: !-3ackground, CENTER FOR PLrBLIC ]NTEGRITY (updated July 

2009), htlp:/iwww.opensecrets.org/industries/background.php?cycle 2012&ind F; dnterest Groups, 
CENTER PUB. INTEGRITY (as of Mar. 25, 2013), http:Sw~v.opensecrets.org/industries/index.php 

(shomng that the financial sector made $658 million of catnpaign contributions during the 2012 election 

cycle, an a~nount that was tnore than $100 tnillion larger than the contributions of any other industry 

sector). 

373. Lobbying:       Ranked       Sectors,       CENTER       PUB.       INTEGRITY, 

http:i/w~v.opensecrets.org/lobby/top.php?indexType c (last visited on Jan. 15, 2013) (showing that the 

top three industry sectors lbr lobbying cxpcnditures between 1998 and 2012 were ’°Miscellaneous 

Business," ruth $5.42 billion, "Health," with $5~35 billion, and "Finance/Insurance/Real Estate," with 

$5.34 billion). 

374. Igan, Mishra & Tressel, supra note 370, at 18, 32 (tbl.la). 
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administration officials, members of Congress and congressional 
staffers.375 

The financial industry achieved true political dominance when major 
banks, securities firms and insurance companies put aside many years of 
conflict and joined forces to support GLBA’s passage in 1999. 
Previously, divergent interests among the three groups had stymied 
repeated efforts to remove statutory walls that separated banks from 
securities firms and insurers.376 As previously noted, GLBA endorsed a 
"universal banking" model that encouraged banks, securities firms and 
insurers to affiliate by forming financial holding companies.~77 After 
GLBA’s enactment, the common interests of the largest financial 
institutions coalesced to produce a "new" financial oligarchy" that "used 
its political power to protect its [business interests] from interference 
and to clear awa,v any remaining obstacles to its growth.’’378 

The financial sector received excellent returns from the huge political 
investments it made during the period leading up to the financial crisis. 
As described above in Part HI(F), the financial industry achieved a 
series of landmark legislative victories and also defeated numerous bills 
that tried to impose tighter constraints on subprime and Alt-A mortgage 
lending. A recent International Monetary Fund (INN) staff study 
concluded that lobbying by the financial industry between 1999 and 
2006 significantly increased the likelihood of passage for bills favored 
by the industry, and also enhanced the probability of defeat for bills 
opposed by the industry.~79 

Unfortunately, the business judgment of leading financial firms did 
not match their political acumen during the credit boom that led to the 
financial crisis. According to a second IMF staff study, financial 
institutions that were the most active lobbyists also pursued more risky 
business strategies (including higher-risk mortgage lending and 
securitization) and suffered above-average losses in their stock market 
values during the financial crisis.38° By early 2010, eighteen global 

375. SOLD OlYr, supra hole 371, at 100 01 (reporting flaat the financial sector employed 2,996 

lobbyists in 2007, and lobbyists employed by 20 leading financial firms betweeu 1998 aud 2008 

included 142 individuals v4~o were lbrmerly senior executive branch officials, tne,nbers of Congress 

and congressional staffers). 

376. Sandra Suarez & Robin Kolodny, Paving the Road to ’Too Big to Fail’: ~usmess Interests’ 

and the Pohtics of Financial Deregulation in the ~S., pt. II (June 15, 2010), available at 
http:i/ssm.comiabstract 1625289; Charles C.Y. Yang & Yi David Wang, Explaining the Glas>Sleagall 
~zict’s 

Long L{I{~ and Rapid Eventual Demise 24 36 (Dec. 8, 2010), available at 

http:i/ssm.comiab stract 1722373. 

377. See supra note 355 56 and accompanying text. 

378. Jt)~NSON & KWAI~, supra note 15, al 89, 133 34. 

379. Deniz Igan & Prachi Mishra, Three’s Company: 14~all Street, Capitol Hzll, and L~ Street 4, 

15 18 (IMF Working Paper, June 2011), available at http:#ssrn.com/abstract 1915164. 

380. Igan, Mishra & Tressel, supra note 370, at 44;, 1%20, 22, 24 27; see also Wihnarth, supra 
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financial conglomerates had collectively suffered about $900 billion of 
losses from defaulted loans and depreciated securities)81 

Large financial institutions responded to the crisis by appealing for 
and obtaining government bailouts)82 Political influence played a key 
role in determining which firms received bailouts and how much help 
they secured. Ryan Duchin and Denis Sosyura found that U.S. banks 
were significantly more likely to receive TARP capital assistance if they 
established political connections with government officials, including 
connections based on political contributions and lobbying.3s3 In 
addition, the preferential treatment given to politically connected banks 
could not be explained by merit-based factors. The financial 
performance of politically connected banks and unconnected banks was 
about the same before the TARP program was announced in October 
2008. Moreover, politically connected banks performed significantly 
worse than unconnected banks after receiving TARP assistance.3~4 

The weaker post-TARP performance of politically influential banks 
indicated that "political connections.., benefit[ed] connected firms and 
politicians at public expense.’’385 Similarly, a stud.v by Benjamin Blau 
and others found that politically influential banks received significantly 
larger amounts of TARP assistance, compared with banks that were not 
actively involved in politics. Blau and his co-authors determined that 
financial institutions which lobbied actively and hired lobbyists who 
were former federal government employees "received between $3.73 
billion and $6.18 billion more in TARP support than firms that did not 
have both types of political ties.’’3~6 For every dollar that financial 

note 12, at 963 "75 (explaining that large financial institutions played key roles in inflating the 

unsustainable credit boom that precipitated the global financial crisis). 

381. Wihnarth, supra note 12, at 958 59, 977 "78. 

382. See id at 957 59, 977 81 (discussing government bailout programs in the U.S., United 

Kingdom and Europe). 

383. Ran Duchin & Denis Sosyura, The Politics ofGover~ment .7~vestment 3 4, 16~0 (Ross 

School of Business, Working Paper No. 1127, 2011), available at hl~p:i/ssm.conaiabstract 1426219. 

The study treated a bank as "politically connected" if, during 2008 aaad 2009, lhe bank had any of the 

follomng >,/pes of political ties: (i) one or more of the bank’s directors held a crescent or ~brmer position 

ruth the Treasury, a banking agency or Congress, (ii) the bank ~nah~tained its headquarters in the 

congressional district of a ~nember of the ttouse Financial Services Cormnittee, (iii) the bank made 

political contributions to one or more members of the House Financial Services Committee, or (iv) the 

bank lobbied the Treasury, banking regulators or Congress on financial issues. ~rd. at 3, 11 14. 

study determined that each of those sources of political influence played a statistically significm~t role in 
increasing the bank’s likelihood ofreceiving TARP Capital assistance..Tel, at 4, 17 20. 

384. ld. at 5, 25 28 (finding, based on accounting-based and stock-based measures, that 

politically connected banks performed sigaificoJatly worse than unco~mected banks after receiving 

TARP capital infusions). 

385. Id. at 28. 

386. Benjmnin M. Blau, Tyler J. Brough, & Diana W. Thomas, Coworate Lobbying, Political 

Con~eclions, and the 2008 Zroubled Asset Reliqf Program 4 (Sept. 30, 2011), available at 

http:/i ssrn.co,n/ab stract 1878653. 
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companies spent on lobbying during the five years prior to TARP, the 
same firms received about $500 of TARP support.387 

Due to widespread public anger over Wall Street’s role in causing the 
financial crisis and the federal government’s bailouts of large financial 
firms, the financial industry could not prevent passage of the Dodd- 
Frank Act.38~ However, the financial sector used its political clout to 

weaken Dodd-Frank’s reforms. In 2009 and 2010, the financial 
indust~y retained more than 1,400 lobbyists who were former federal 
employees, including 73 former members of Congress and two former 
Comptrollers of the Currency.3s9 During the same period, the six largest 
U.S. banks employed more than 240 lobbyists who were former 
members of Congress, congressional staffers or senior executive branch 
officials.39° 

During consideration of the Dodd-Frank Act by the Senate and 
subsequently by the House-Senate conference comlnittee, the financial 
industry achieved several notable victories that significantly reduced 
Dodd-Frank’s potential impact on the largest financial institutions. For 
example, the industry and its congressional allies (i) defeated an 
amendment offered by Senators Sherrod Brown (D-OH) and Ted 
Kaufman (D-DE), which would have placed maximum size limits on 
financial institutions and thereby forced a breakup of the six largest U.S. 
banks;391 (ii) blocked proposals that would have required large financial 
institutions to prefund the Orderly Liquidation Fund so that future 
resolutions of failing financial giants would be paid for in the first 
instance by Wall Street rather than by taxpayers;392 and (iii) inserted 
numerous loopholes in the Volcker Rule and the Lincoln Amendment 
that substantially undermined the effectiveness of both provisions.39~ 

According to a recent study by Yu Gao and others, investors in the 

387. ]d. al 4, 22. 

388~ See Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 962, 1026 27. 

389. ]3anking on Connections: ~’inancial Services Sector Has Dispatched ~v~early ],500 

"Revolvzng Door" Lobbyists’ Since 2009 3 (Center for Responsive Politics & Public Citizen, June 3, 

2010), avazlable at http:#v~’~v.cifizen.org/docnments/FinancialRevolvingDoors.pdf (reporfing that 

financial indust~’ lobbyists included Ibrmer Speaker of the House Dennis Hastcrl (R-IL), former Senate 

Majority Leaders Bob Dole (R-KN) and Trent Lott (R-MS), and former House Majorily Leaders Dick 

Armey (R-TX) and Dick Gephardt (D-Me)). 

390. Kevin Conner, ]3ig Bank Takeover: How 7Uo-Big-TU-Fail ’s Army c~Zobbyists Has Captured 
Washington,     INSTITIYrE     FC)R     A?~RICA’ S     FIYrlYP, E     (May     l 1,     2010), 

htlp:/iwww, ourfuture.org/reporl/2010051911/bi g-b amk-takeover. 

391. CON2X, AUGHTON, supra note 371, at 227~1,238 44; Wilmarlh, supra note 12, at 1055. 

392. Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 1015 19; Taibbi, supra note 7. 

393. Wilmarth, supra note 12, at 1028 35; Christine ttarper, Out cfLehman’s Ashes ~Zial[ Street 

Get ~-{ost cf }Vhat it Wants, BLOOMBERG.COM (Dec. 28, 2010), http://w~.bloomberg.com/news/2010- 

~2-28/~ut-~f-~ehman-s-ashes-wa~-street-gets-what-it-wants-as-g~vernment-~b~iges.h~m~; Taibbi, supra 

note 7. 
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stock and bond markets assessed the financial industry’s legislative 
victories as having significantly diminished the possibility that the top 
six banks might lose their TBTF status --including their presumed 
access to future government bailouts--after Dodd-Frank’s passage.~94 
Moreover, after the credit rating agencies evaluated Dodd-Frank’s 
impact on the probability that banks would continue to receive 
"systemic support" from the federal government, the ratings agencies 
were more likely to maintain their bond ratings for the six largest banks 
and to reduce their ratings for smaller banks. Thus, post-Dodd-Frank 
bond ratings indicated that "[credit] rating agencies still assume some 
level of systemic support from the US government for the [top six 
banks]" despite Dodd-Frank’s enactment.395 Similarly, a July 2011 
report by Standard & Poor’s (S&P) concluded that "under certain 
circumstances and with selected systemically important financial 
institutions, future extraordinary government support is still possible.’’396 

In addition to its success in diluting the strength of Dodd-Frank’s 
reforms, the financial industry (as shown above) has used its formidable 
lobbying and litigating resources to undermine the implementation of 
those reforms.~97 Since Dodd-Frank’s passage, the vast majority of 
meetings held by Treasury officials and other federal financial 
regulators to discuss Dodd-Frank’s implementation have been meetings 
with the financial industry’s agents.    For example, industry 
representatives held 351 meetings to lobby regulators on implementation 
of the Volcker Rule between Dodd-Frank’s enactment in July 2010 and 
the federal agencies’ issuance of proposed regulations in October 2011, 
compared with only 31 similar meetings attended by advocates of 
financial reform.398 Similarly, during the t~vo years after Dodd-Frank’s 
enactment, the twenty largest U.S. banks and their trade associations 
held 1,298 meetings with regulators to discuss all aspects of Dodd- 
Frank’s implementation, compared ~vith only 242 similar meetings 
attended by "groups favoring tighter regulations of the financial 
markets.’’399 Seven megabanks--Goldman, JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, 
BofA, Citigroup, Barclays and Wells Fargo--accounted for more than 

394. Yu Gao, Scott Liao, & Xue Wang, The Economic Impact of the Dodd Frank Act on 

Systemically Important F~nancial ~rms: Evidence j?om ~arket Reactions’ 3~, 22~7, 31 (May 21, 

2012), available at http:#ssm.com/abstract 1919630. 

395. M. at 6, 29 30. 

396. Wilma~h, supra note 109, at 12 (quoting S&P repot). 

397. See supra Parts (II)(A) (B). 

398~ ~awiec, supra note 12, at 29~2, 50 (/bl.8). 

399. Lee ~ut~nan, Big Banks’ Dominate Dodd Frank ~(eeti~Ns with Regulators, 

NL~LIGHTFOL~DATION.COM (July 19, 2012), http:h’sunlightlbundation.co~n/blo~2012/07/19/dodd- 

flank-two-years-later/(describing results of s~dy by Sunli~t Foundation). 
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900 of those meetings with regulators.4°° 
The enactment of Dodd-Frank showed, and the 2012 elections 

confirmed, that Wall Street is not omnipotent. President Obama won 
reelection in 2012 despite the financial industry’s overwhelming support 
for his Republican challenger, Mitt Romney.4°1 The financial sector 
also invested heavily in two key Senatorial elections but failed to defeat 
Sherrod Brown (D-OH) and Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), who actively 
campaigned as opponents of Wall Street.4°2 

Even so, the 2012 elections hardly dethroned the financial industry as 
a political heavy;veight. President Obama promptly reached out to Wall 
Street executives and other business leaders after the election, and he 
eagerly invited their support for his economic policy (including his 
budget and tax proposals).4°3 Undeterred by the election results, 
financial industry representatives declared that they would continue to 
push for legislation to weaken Dodd-Frank’s reforms, and would also 
lobby regulators and file lawsuits to undermine Dodd-Frank’s 
implementation.4°4 By June 2013, House Republicans (with support 
from some Democrats) had advanced several bills that would punch 
significant holes in Dodd-Frank’s regulatory regime for derivatives, 
freeze the CFTC’s budget and require the SEC to perform a more 

400. 

401. Susanne Craig & Nicholas Confessore, On }Vall Street, Time to ;~/iend Fences I~Vith Obama, 

N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 8, 2012, at B1; Sarah N. Lynch, Emily Stephenson, & Rick Rothacker, ~lzall Street 

L@ to Rebuild Obama Ties After Backing Romn~v, ~’r~as (Nov. 7, 2012), 
http://~.reuters.comia~icle/2012/11/07/us-usa-campaign-finm~cialre~lation- 

idUSBRE8A60R620121107; David Weidner, ~l[ Street 7bok a Beati~N at Ne Polls, W~L ST. J. 

(Nov. 8, 2012), h~p:5online.wsj.comiaflicle/SB10001424127887324073504578105433706996720.ht 

ml; see also supra nNes 183 85 and accompanying text (cxplaining that the financial sector gave two- 

thirds of its political coNributions to Mr. Ronmey and other Republican cm~didates in 2012). 

402. Robert Scheer, Op-Ed., }Vill Obama Stand up to ~anki~g Industry and ~!zall Street in Second 

Term?, S~x O_~am5 V~LEY TreE. (CA) (Nov. 11, 2012) (available on Le~s); ~thafine Q Seelye, A 

~Vew Senator, Knou’n ;Vat~onally and Sometimes ~?ared, N.Y~ ’l~s, Nov. 11, 2012, at A33; Deidre 

Shesgreen, GOP Spent $40 ~illion ~n UnsuccessLf~[ Attempt to Unseat Brou’n in Ol~zo, ~N~TT NEWS 

SgR~Cg (Nov. 8, 2012) (available on Le~s). 

403. Da~m Kopecki & Margaret Talev, Obama ~eets }[~zt}~ Ylankfbin, Dimon and ~oynzhan 

7Uday, BLOOX~ERG (April 11, 2013) (reporting that Ikesident Obama would meet "’ruth 15 heads of the 

world’s largest banks," including the CEOs of Goldman, JPMorgan, Bof~ Citigroup ~d Wells Fargo, 

and lhat Obama was "seeking to rebuild relalionships ruth big business leaders as he struggles to creale 

more jobs"), hltp:iiwww.bloomberg.com/news/2013-04-11iobama-meets-mth-blankfein-dimon-and- 

mo~ihan-today.hlml; Zeke Miller, Obama ~akes Peace ~’ith Business, BUZZ~ED.COM (Dec. 8, 

2012), ~.buzzfeed.cotn/zekejmiller/obama-makes-peace-mth-business; Nelson D. Schwartz & 

Jonathan Weistnan, Unlikely Backers in a Battle Over Taxes, N.Y. ~s, Dec. 12, 2012, at B1; _~drew 

Tangel & Jim ~an~era, {ZiallSt., ObamaHealingRzf?, L.A. T~s, Nov. 15, 2012, at B1. 

404. Cheyenne Hopkins, Technical Uixes Protnpt Suspicion From Dodd Frank Backers, 

BLOO~ERG.COM (Dec. 10, 2012), hltp://~v.bloomberg.cotn/news/2012-12-10/teclmical-fixes- 

prompt-suspicion-from-dodd-~ank-backers.Nml; Victoria Mc@ane & Jean Eaglesham, Battle Plan 

Sh~fis onDodd Urank, W~L ST. J., Nov. 9, 2012, at C1. 
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stringent cost-benefit analysis before issuing new rules.4°5 
The significant benefits that the financial industry has achieved 

through campaign contributions and lobbying are consistent with more 
broadly-based evidence indicating that business firms exploit political 
influence to secure important advantages. For example, studies have 
shown that (i) from 1979 to 2004, publicly-traded U.S. firms that made 
political contributions to larger numbers of political candidates also 
produced significant "abnormal returns" for their shareholders;4°6 (it) 
from 1999 to 2006, publicly-traded U.S. nonfinancial firms that spent 
larger amounts on lobbying also boosted their stock values 
significantly;4°7 and (iii) from 1997 through 2002, publicly-traded 
financial and nonfinancial companies in 35 countries significantly 
increased their chances of securing government bailouts (including 
bailouts supported by the IMF and World Bank) if the companies 
maintained significant connections with leading politicians.4°8 

405. Richard Hill & Stephen Joyce, Derivatives: [louse ~asi[y Passes I~ill Requiring SI~C, CFIrC 

to Is’sue Joint 1-)odd Frank Rule, 100 BRA’s BANKING RgP. 1080 (June 18, 2013) (reporting lhal the 

House passed H.R. 1256 by a vote of"301-124, with 73 Democrals voting in favor," and explaining that 
the bill "would require the CFTC and the SEC to issue joint rules that would exempt fiom Dodd Frank 

[mly trading in swaps by] any ’non-U.S. person’ ~no is in compliance ruth swaps requiretnents of ally 

Group of 20 metnber nation [that] are ’broadly equivalent’ to U.S. requirements"); Marcy Gordon, 
fIouse passes bz[[ that would exempt fbreign trades, BLOON~:~ERG BUSINESS~.VEEK (June 12, 2013) 

(explaining that, under H.R. 1256, "trading in the nine biggest Ibreign markets for derivatives would be 

exempt ii’om U.S. regulation," thereby negating the CFTC’s proposal lbr regulating cross-border swaps 
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CFTC Spenclzng at $195:~J, 49 SEC. REG. & L. REP. (BNA) 1098 (Jb>-E 10, 2013); Sarah N. Ls~lch, 
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that House Republicans passed a bill (with the support of 17 Detnocrats) that would require the SEC, tile 

Public Company Accounting Oversisht Board and tile Financial h~dustry Regulatory Authority to 

perIbm~ more demanding cost-benefit sludies belbre issuing any new regulations), 
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B~.oo~m~aG (Mar. 6, 2013) (reporting that House and Senale members introduced bipartisan bills to 

weaken Dodd Frank’s Lincoln Amendment (Section 716) by allowing banking organizations to 

continue to trade "[c]ommodity, equily and struclured swaps tied to some asset-backed securities" 
within their banks instead of lbrcing them to conduct such trades mthin separately capitalized affiliates 

that would not have access to the federal sal~ty net); see supra notes 72, 80-86 and accompanying text 

(discussing the CFTC’s proposed guidmlce lbr cross-border swaps trading and the Lincoln :~endrnent, 

which would be vitiated by the foregoing bills). 
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2. Does Wall Street’s Political Clout Help to Explain gVhy Federal 
Officials Have Not Taken Strong Enforcement Actions Against Major 

Financial Institutions and Their Top Executives? 

An even darker side of corporate lobbying emerges when one 
considers evidence that fraudulent and insolvent firms have frequently 
used political influence to mask their unsound condition and to impede 
enforcement measures. For example, between 1998 and 2005--a period 
that witnessed massive accounting frauds at Enron, WorldCom, 
Adelphia, Global Crossing and Tyco--publicly-traded U.S. companies 
that engaged in fraud spent significantly more on lobbying, compared to 
non-fraudulent firms.4°9 Moreover, in contrast to corrupt firms that did 
not lobby, fraudulent companies that actively lobbied succeeded in 
escaping detection for substantially longer periods of time, thereby 
enabling their insiders to sell large amounts of their stock.41° Fraudulent 
companies also used lobbying to reduce si~aificantly the likelihood that 
regulators would discover their frauds. Notably, however, lobbying did 
not reduce the effectiveness of scrutiny, by other types of corporate 
monitors, such as analysts, company stakeholders or the media.41a 

Similarly, during the 1980s Charles Keating (owner of the notorious 
Lincoln Savings) and owners of other fraudulent, insolvent thrifts made 
large political contributions that induced Speaker of the House Jim 
Wright (D-TX) and other members of Congress--including five 
Senators known as the "Keating Five"--to obstruct regulator5, and 
enforcement efforts by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.4a2 Studies 
also found that, during the same period, federal regulators acted much 
more slowly in closing insolvent banks and thrifts if they were located in 
congressional districts whose representatives served on congressional 
committees with direct oversight over financial regulatory policies.4~3 

such a politician). 
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As noted above, an IMF staff study determined that financial 
institutions which were most active in lobbying prior to the recent 
financial crisis also pursued more risky mortgage lending and 
securitization strategies and suffered greater losses during the crisis.414 
That study raises significant questions about the impact of recent 
financial industry lobbying on financial regulatory and enforcement 
policies. Indeed, many commentators have asked why federal officials 
have failed to take vigorous enforcement actions against large financial 
institutions that were at the center of the financial crisis and their top 
executives.415 

As the following discussion shows, the federal government’s 
enforcement efforts related to the financial crisis were pathetically weak 
when compared to the enormous damage inflicted by major financial 
institutions and their senior officers. To date federal officials have not 
secured any criminal convictions against major financial institutions or 
their top executives. In addition, federal agencies have entered into only 

83,986 87). 

414. Igan & Mishra, supra note 370, at 4, 15 18. 
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7, 2013, at A11 (reporting that "no senior bank executives have faced jail time"); Jonalh~x~ Well, Eric 
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a small number of relatively weak civil settlements with large banks and 
a handful of their senior officers. 

a. The Lack of Criminal Enforcement Against Leading Financial 

Institutions and Their Senior Executives 

As of mid-2013--nearly six years after the financial crisis began-- 
not one major financial institution or any senior executive has been 
convicted of, or pleaded guilty to, a single criminal offense.416 In sharp 
contrast, federal officials brought more than 1,100 criminal prosecutions 
against financial executives arising out of bank and thrift failures during 
the 1980s and early 1990s, and more than 800 of those executives 
(including Charles Keating of Lincoln Savings and David Paul of 
CenTrust Bank) were convicted and jailed.417 Similarly, the Department 
of Justice (DO J) successfully prosecuted and jailed senior executives of 
Enron, WorldCom, Adelphia, Rite Aid and Tyco following corporate 
accounting scandals in the late 1990s and early 2000S.418 

Criminal referrals by bank regulators to DOJ fell sharply soon after 
wave of bank and thrift failures ended in the early 1990s. Bank 
regulators made over 1,800 criminal referrals in 1995 but made only 
about 70 referrals per year between 2006 and 2010.419 OTS failed to 
make a single criminal referral between 2000 and 2010, despite the 
collapse of several of the largest institutions it regulated, while OCC 
made only three referrals during the same period.42° 

Beginning in 2004, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) assistant 
director Chris S~vecker issued public warnings about the growing 
"epidemic" of mortgage fraud that threatened to undermine the U.S. 
financial system.421 Swecker repeatedly asked for additional funding to 
combat mortgage fraud, but senior FBI officials denied Swecker’s 
requests and instead focused FBI’s available resources on fighting 
terrorism.422 As a result, FBI assigned only 240 agents to investigate 
mortgage fraud in 2007, compared with the 1,000 agents that 

416~ See authorities cited supra in note 415~ 
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TI~I~s, July 8, 2011, atA1. 
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investigated crimes related to bank and thrift failures during the late 
1980s and early 1990s.423 Although the Fraud and Enforcement 
Recovery Act of 2009 authorized $165 million of additional funding to 
investigate frauds connected to the financial crisis, Congress 
subsequently appropriated only $30 million for that purpose.424 

In addition to the problems created by a lack of adequate resources 
for investigating complex financial frauds, FBI and DOJ chose to 
investigate and prosecute borrowers and mortgage brokers instead of 
pursuing large financial institutions that funded and securitized 
fraudulent mortgages.425 By late 2012, DOJ had prosecuted more than 
2,000 real estate agents, mortgage brokers and borrowers for criminal 
fraud but had not indicted a single top financial executive or any of the 
big financial institutions that financed the housing bubble.4~6 Analysts 
criticized federal prosecutors for focusing on "easy targets--low-level 
fraudsters--while going easy on Wall Street executives whose banks 
packaged billions of dollars worth of toxic mortgage securities.’’427 

DOJ convicted executives of a midsized mortgage bank (Taylor Bean 
& Whitaker) for defrauding Colonial Bank, but that one successful 
prosecution occurred only after SIGTARP officials repeatedly urged 
federal prosecutors to take action.4~8 Federal prosecutors failed to 
convict two hedge fund managers of Bear Steams on criminal fraud 
charges, and they showed little interest thereafter in bringing criminal 
charges against Wall Street bankers.4~9 DOJ ultimately decided not to 
bring criminal charges against any top officials connected with AIG, 
Bear, Countrywide, Lehman or other major financial institutions that 
played key roles in precipitating the financial crisis.43° 
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By mid-20 l 3, only one FDIC-insured bank--Abacus Federal Savings 
Bank, a small New York City thrift that primarily served Chinese 
immigrants--had been indicted for mortgage fraud.4~ As one journalist 
observed, "If the point [of indicting Abacus] was to send a message to 
Wall Street, it was a curious choice .... Compared to the whales of 
global finance, [Abacus is] plankton, with roughly one-ten-thousandth 
the assets of JPMorgan Chase.’’432 

DOJ’s decisions not to indict leading banks or their senior executives 
apparently reflected the Obama Administration’s reluctance to take any 
action that might threaten the stabili~ of systemically important 
financial institutions or the financial markets.433 DOJ explicitly invoked 
those concerns in December 2012, when it declined to file criminal 
charges against two major foreign banks with substantial U.S. 
operations. In early December, DOJ entered into a deferred prosecution 
agreement that required U.K megabank HSBC to pa~v $1.9 billion in 
penalties for massive money laundering violations.434 HSBC’s illegal 
money laundering activities continued for a decade and encompassed 
billions of dollars of prohibited transactions involving nations linked 
with terrorists (including Iran, Burma, Cuba, North Korea and Sudan) 
and Latin American drug cartels.4~5 
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Group is one of the largest financial institutions in the world, with $2.5 trillion in assets," and its 

subsidiao; HSBC North America Holdings Inc. is "one of the ten largest ba~lk holding companies in the 

United States" with $345 billion ofassets)~ 

435. Protess & Silver-Greenberg, supra note 434; Viswanatha & Wolf, supra note 434; Senale 

HSBC Report, supra note 434, at 2 12 (sumtnarizing HSBC’s illegal money laundering activities 
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In announcing HSBC’s deferred prosecution agreement, Assistant 
Attorney General Lanny Breuer (head of DOJ’s criminal division) 
declared that the "record of dysfunction that prevailed at HSBC for 
many years was simply astonishing," and he confirmed that HSBC had 
been a "vital player" in facilitating large-scale money laundering 
involving drug cartels and terrorists.436 However, Mr. Breuer stated that 
DOJ decided not to indict HSBC because of concerns about "collateral" 
damage to the global financial system, and he emphasized that "[o]ur 
goal here is not to bring HSBC down.’’437 Commentators warned that 
the HSBC settlement raised "questions about whether certain financial 
institutions, having grown so large and interconnected, are too big to 
indict.’’438 

In the fall of 2012--just a few months before the HSBC settlement-- 
DOJ obtained guilt5, pleas on criminal money laundering charges against 
G&A Check Cashing, a small Los Angeles store, and two of its senior 
officers. DOJ charged G&A and its officers with illegally laundering $8 
million--a tiny fraction of the billions of dollars allegedly laundered by 
HSBC. Both G&A officers were sentenced to prison following their 
guilty pleas.439 The dramatically different treatment of HSBC and G&A 
and their respective senior officers can hardly be squared with any 
meaningful concept of"equal justice under the law.’’44° 

A week after DOJ settled with HSBC, Swiss megabank UBS agreed 
to pay $1.5 billion in penalties to U.S., U.K and Swiss regulators to 
settle charges that dozens of its managers and traders manipulated the 
setting of Libor rates to generate fraudulent trading profits.441 The 

stretching from 2001 through 2010). 

436. Tom Braithwaite, DoJ Holds’ ’Sword oj’Damocles’ over HSBC, FT.coM (Dec. 11, 2012), 

http:l/www.~.c~m/cms/s/0/dc8~fcf2-43cc-~1e2-844c-~0144feabdc0.htm~#axzz2L~nsP6N.i (quoting Mr. 

Breuer). 

437. M. (quoting Mr. Breuer). 

438. Protess & Silver-(heenberg, supra note 434; see also Barofsky, supra hole 433 (contending 

that the HSBC settlement showed that large global banks "are still too big to fail and lhey are still to 

big to jail"). 

439. U.S. Dept. of Justice, Press Release, Los Angeles Check Cashing Store, ~ts I{ead 3/l~nager 

and Compliance Office Sentenced fbr V~olations of Antz-money Laundering Laws (JaJ~. 14. 2013) 

(stating lhat G&A Check Cashing paid a $1 million fine, u~hile its head manager and compliaJace officer 

were sentenced to prison for five years and eight months, respectively), available 
http:/lwww.justice.gov/opa/pri2013/January,’13-crm-059.html. 

440. See Victoria Finkle, A re Some Banks ’Too Big to Jail’?, AM. BANKER (Jan. 22, 2013), 2013 

WLNR 1675707 (quNing my statement that "[c]oncerns about lhe ’stabilily’ of the financial system do 
not justify- DOJ’s policy of leniency fbr TBTF banks and their executives, especially ~nen DOJ 

routinely indicts smaller institutions and sends their managers to jail *br similar offenses."); Jonathm~ 

Well, ~ghy Didn’t Anyone Get Pinched at HSBC?, BLOOMBERG (Dec. 11, 2012), 

h~tp://~xw‘b~mberg.c~m/news/print/2~12-~2-~/vd~y-didn-t-m~y~ne-get-pinched-a~-hsbc-‘htm~ ("Too 

big to fail has turned equal justice under the law into a mockery."). 

441. Lindsay Fortado, Gavin Finds, & Lia,n Vaugha~n, g~S Is’ Uined $1.5 Billion jbr 

~,~anipulating      Libor      Rales,      BLOO~ERG.COM      (Dec.      19,      2012), 
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charges against UBS "detailed a pattern of repeated, far-reaching and 
brazen lawbreaking over a six-year period," amounting to "a ’simply 
astonishing’ conspiracy to manipulate rates affecting trillions of dollars 
of home loans, derivatives and other financial contracts around the 
world.’’442 UBS’s Libor settlement, like Barclays’s previous settlement 
and RBS’s subsequent settlement, indicated widespread collusion 
involving a dozen or more other global banks, including Deutsche, 
HSBC, BofA, Citigroup and JPMorgan.443 The systematic rigging of 
Libor likely imposed many billions of dollars of losses on parties 
holding contracts with interest rates linked to Libor.444 

UBS was in a particularly vulnerable position, because it had entered 
into two previous agreements with DOJ to settle criminal charges that 
the bank (i) enabled thousands of U.S. clients in to evade taxes and (it) 
conspired to rig auctions for municipal investment contracts.445 

http://~asas~,about.bloomberhlaw.conv’legal-newslub s-is-fined- 1-5 -billion-for-manipulating-libor-rates/.; 

see also ~.,77S’s ’Captain Caos’ Breaks New @ound in Libor Scandal, BLOOM~ERG.COM (Dec. 19, 

2012), http:iiwww.bloomberg.com/news/2012-12-19/ub s-s-captain-caos-breaks-new-ground-in-libor- 

sca~dal.html ("What sets UBS aparl [from olher banks involved in the Libor scandal] is nN only the 

sheer extent of lbe behavior, but also the level of collusion with traders at other banks and the outright 

bribery of brokers who helped coordinale the manipulation."); Alison Frankel, After L~bor, Arguments 

Against Uinancial Regulation Are a Joke, REUTERS (Dec. 19, 2012) (describing "the brazenness of the 

tnisconduct" at UBS, and noting that "[t]he com~ption was breathtoJ~ingly widespread" as UBS bribed 

brokers at other instilutions to cooperate in rigging Libor rates). 

442. Jean Eaglesham & Evan Perez, Critics Say UBS Let Qfr roe Easy, \VALL ST. J. ONLL\E 

(Dec. 21, 2012), http://www/online.wsj.com/article/SB100014242127887324731304578191801981 

480008.html. 

443. Ben Protess, Leniency Denied UBS ~Nit Admits Guilt zn Rate Case, N.Y. TIl~IES, Dec. 20, 

2012, at A1; Liam Vaughan & Gavin Finch, Secret Libor 2>anscripts ?~rpose 7~a&;r Rate- 

~’~anzpulattan, BLOOS!2BERG.COM (Dec. 13, 2012), http:i/www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-12-13/rigged- 

libor-with-police-nearby-shows-flaw-of-ligbt-touch.html; Carrick Mollenkamp, Jennifer Ablan & 

Matlhew Goldstein, Specml Report: How Gaming Libor Became Business as Usual, REb-rERS (Nov. 20, 

2012), http://ww~v.reuters.cotn/articlei2012/11/20ius-libor-fixing-origins-idUSBRE8AJOMH20121120; 

see also Gallu et al., supra note 171 and accompm~ying text (discussing Barclays’ s settletnent of Libor 

manipulation charges in June 2012). In February 2013, RBS entered into a defe~ed prosecution 

agreement with DOJ and paid $612 million to settle Libor-rigging charges by U.S. and U.K. authorities, 

while RBS’s Japanese subsidia~’ pleaded gull .ly to one count of felony wire fraud~ Mark Scott & Ben 

Protess, R.B.S. to pay $612 mzllion in rate-flxing settlement," Japanese. subsidiary pleads’ guilty to charge. 

off+lony wiref?aud. INq-’c H~RA~D TRmb>,r~ (Feb. 7, 2013), al 16 (reporting thal lhe Libor investigalion 

"centered on R.B.S. and a dozen olher banks, including Citi~oup ~md HSBC," and noting thal 

"government complaints against R.B.S. portray a permissive cullure thal allowed rate rigging to persist 

for about four years") (available on Lexis). 

444. Peter Eavis, Makzng 7t Easier to Estimate Libor Losses, N.Y. T~s BLOCKS (Dec. 20, 2102), 

http:/‘/dea~b~k~nytimes~c~m/2~2/~2/2~mmking-it-easier-t~-estima~e-~ib~r-~sses/ (citing government 

report estimating that Libor manipulation may have cost Fannie Mac m~d Freddie Mac than $3 billion); 

Da~ell Preston, Rigged Libor Hits" States-Localities I~th $6 Billion: _,~d’uni Credit, BLOOMBERG.COM 

(Oct. 9, 2012), http://www.b~mberg.c~m/news/2~2-~-~9/rigged-~ib~r-hits-states-~ca~ities-with-6- 
billion-muni-credit.html. (citing estimate by analyst Peter Shapiro that Libor manipulation inflicted $6 

billion of losses on issuers of state and local municipal bonds). 

445. Eaglesham & Perez, supra note 442; see also Jmnes B. Stewart, For UBS, ~zt Record 

Averting Prosecution, N.Y. TI~S, July 21, 2012, at B1 ("UBS obtained a defei~ed prosecution 
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However, federal officials allowed UBS to avoid a criminal indictment 
once again by accepting yet another deferred prosecution arrangement 
(although DOJ did force UBS’s Japanese subsidiary to plead guilt?" to 
criminal wire fraud and also indicted two former UBS traders).446 
Assistant Attorney General Lanny Breuer explained that DOJ "weighed 
the consequences to market confidence" in deciding not to prosecute 
UBS, a globally significant bank.447 Mr. Breuer also stated--in terms 
virtually identical to what he had said about HSBC--that "[o]ur goal 
here is not to destroy a major financial institution.’’448 Senator Charles 
Grassley (R-IA) criticized the DOJ’s settlement, declaring that the 
"reluctance of U.S. prosecutors to file criminal charges over big-time 
bank fraud is frustrating and hard to understand.’’449 

DOJ’s decisions to forgo indictments against HSBC and UBS provide 
compelling evidence that federal officials are unwilling to impose 
criminal sanctions against global SIFIs. It is perhaps not a coincidence 

agree~nent in 2009 Ibr conspiring to defraud the United States of tax revenue by creating ~nore than 

17,000 secret Smss accounts {br United States taxpayers ~ao failed to declare inco~ne mid com~nitted 

tax frand... UBS agreed to pay $780 million in fines mid penalties and disclose the identities of many 

of its United States clients."); U.S. Dept. of Justice, Press Release, UBS AG Admits to Anticompetitive 

Conduct by Former Employees in the Municipal Bond Investments Market and Agrees to Pay- $160 

Million    to    Federal    and    State    Agencies    (May    4,    2011),    available    at 

hltp:i/w~5~’dustice.gov/opa/pr/2Oll/May/l l-at-567.html (announcing thal UBS entered into a non- 

prosecution agreement and agreed to pay $160 million to seltle charges that former UBS employees 

"entered into unlawftd agreements to maJnipulale lhe bidding process and rig bids on municipal 

invest~nent contracts"). 

446. Eaglesham & Perez, supra note 442; Fortado et al., supra note 441. 

447. Jonathan Well, Let Justice Be Done, Though a Huge Bank b~alls, BLOOI~:~ERG (Dec. 20, 

2012), ht~p:i/~.bloomberg.com/news/2012-12-20ilet-justice-be-done-though-a-huge-bank-falls.html 

(paraphrasing Mr. Breuer’s remarks to reporlers). 

448. ]d. (quoting Mr. Breucr). in sharp contrast to its decision not to file criminal charges against 

UBS, DOJ imposed harsh criminal sanctions on a small Swiss private bank, Wegelin & Co., lbr 

engaging in tax evasion aclivities similar to UBS’s misconduct. Two weeks after announcing its 

settlement of Libor-rigging charges against UBS, DOJ forced Wegelin to plead guilly to criminal 

conspiracy with U.S. clients to evade U.S. taxes. Wegelin’s tax evasion work for U.S. clients was 

comparable to the misconduct that resulted in UBS’s defe~Ted prosecution agreement with DOJ on 

similar tax evasion charges in 2009. In addition to Wegelin’s guild,/ plea, Wegelin paid fines and 

forfeitures totaling $74 million, equal to ahnost one-tenth of the $780 million penalty paid by UBS 

tinder its 2009 se:ttlement. Bob Van Voris & David Voreacos, Swiss Bank ~Vegelin & Co. Pleads Guilty 

in ~2S. Tax Probe, BLOOI~ERG (Jan. 4, 2013), http:/iwww.bloomberg.com/news/2013-01-03/swiss- 

bank-wegelin-co-to-plead-guilly-in-u-s-tax-case.html. Yet Wegelin, with $25 billion of assets, id., was 

only one-sixlieth the size of LT~S, which had $1.5 billion of assets al the end of 2011. Andrew 

Cmmingham, Annual Survey: }Vorld’s Biggest Banks: The Big Get Bigger, ()LOBAL FIN. MAG., Oct. 

2012, al 44. Like the stunningly disparale penalties assessed against HSBC and G&A Check Cashing 

for money laundering (see supra notes 434-40 and accompanying text), the strikingly different sanctions 

itnposed on UBS and Wegelin for tax evasion show that DOJ has followed a much more lenient 

enforcetnent policy for TBTF bai~ks. 

449. Eagleshatn & Perez, supra note 442 (quoting Sen. Grassley); see also Baxo{~ky, supra note 

433 (criticizing DOJ’s settlement with UBS, mid noting that "a significant atnomlt of the illegal [Libor- 

rigging] activity took place at the parent cotnpany level" within UBS); Well, supra note 447 ("The 

reali~ is UBS’s punishment was anything but strict."). 
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that DOJ adopted new guidelines encouraging the use of deferred 
prosecution agreements, as a preferable alternative for dealing with 
serious misconduct at large corporations, during the summer of 2008, 
just as "the financial storm brewed.., and [Wall Street] institutions 
feared for their survival.’’45° A major Wall Street law firm advised its 
clients that DOJ’s 2008 guidelines represented "an important step away 
from the more aggressive prosecutorial practices seen in some cases 
under their predecessors.’’451 Similarly, a former federal prosecutor 
recently remarked that large companies facing criminal charges "are 
happy to enter into these deferred prosecution agreements because it’s 
become so commonplace now.... The stock markets don’t even seem 
to punish them.’’4~2 

In defending the lack of criminal prosecutions against major banks 
and their top executives, federal prosecutors and SEC enforcement 
director Robert Khuzami asserted that such cases are difficult to prove 
and the SEC has only limited funding to pursue such cases. The validity 
of those assertions is impossible to evaluate in the absence of even a 
single prosecution of a major financial institution or its senior managers 
for misconduct during the financial crisis.453 It is noteworthy, however, 
that federal prosecutors and SEC officials have sued more than 400 
people and have won 70 criminal convictions for insider trading in the 
past few years, while devoting extensive resources to those cases.454 A 
top SEC enforcement official recently described insider-trading 
investigations as "incredibly labor-intensive" efforts that require 
"doggedness, creative thinking, and meticulous analysis of the 
facts"4SS--a description that would apply equally well to complex 
financial fraud cases. 

The prosecutorial fervor that the SEC and DOJ have shown in 
pursuing insider-trading cases is nowhere to be found when it comes to 
financial misconduct by Wall Street firms, which involved the sale of 

450. Morgenson & Story, supra note 418. 

451. ld. (quoting memo to clients issued by Sullivan & Cromwell in Sept~ 2008). 

452. Douglas, supra note 415 ((quoting Michael Clark). 

453. Jolm J. Curran & Jesse Hamilton, Schapiro’s SEC Seen Ineffbctual As Republicans Race to 

Scuttle Dodd Frank, BLOOMBERG (Mar. 31, 2011); Finkle, supra note 440; Joshua Gallo & Roberl 

Schmidt, Schapiro SEC" ReNn _,~)ars End ~I7ith Rescue ~dission ~Vot Done, BLOOMBERG (Oct. 19, 2012); 

Taibbi, supra note 415. 

454. William D. Cohan, Is This BN Fish }Vorth Catching?, BLOOMBERG BUSrNESS~EK, Dec. 3- 

10, 2012, at 6; David Voreacos, }Val] Street’s £nsider Trading Tricks SpreadAcross U.S., BLOOIvrA3ERG 

(Dec. 21, 2012) (reporting that tnore than 400 people were sued by the SEC or prosecuted by DOJ *br 

insider trading between 2009 mud 2012, and describing the e~ensive personnel and other assets devoted 
by the SEC, DOJ and FBI to those cases). 

455. Sheelah Kolhatkar, The Dangling Man: On the Zrail ofS~C Capital’s Steven Cohen, 

BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK, Jan. 14-20, 2013, at 46, 51 (quoting Sm~jay Wadhwa, senior associate 

director for enforcetnent in the SEC’s New York regional office). 
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hundreds of billions of dollars of toxic mortgage-backed securities and 
CDOs with inadequate or misleading disclosures.456 After examining 
DOJ’s lack of criminal prosecutions against large financial institutions 
and their senior officers, journalist Matt Taibbi concluded that "the 
shocking pattern of nonenforcement with regard to Wall Street is so 
deeply engrained in Washington that it raises a profound and difficult 
question about the ve~ nature of our society: whether we have created a 
class of people whose misdeeds are no longer perceived as 
crimes,... [a] nonjailable class.’’457 Similarly, Senator Sherrod Brown 
(D-OH) declared in Janua~T 2013 that "Wall Street megabanks aren’t 
just too big to fail, they’re increasingly too big to jail.’’4s8 Two months 
later, as discussed below, Attorney General Eric Holder essentially 
conceded during a Senate committee hearing that DOJ viewed global 
SIFIs as too big to prosecute.4~9 

b. Ineffective Civil Enforcement Measures Against Large Banks and 

Their Senior Officers 

The federal government’s record of civil enforcement against major 

456. Cohan, supra note 454; FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 169-70. Moreover, the SEC has 
shown much less appetite for pursuing insider trading cases in recent years wtaen those cases involved 

major Wall Street firn~s or their executives. For example, in 2005 the SEC fired Gary Aguirre, an 

agency cnfbrcemcnt la~er, after he complained that his superiors refi~sed to allow him to depose John 

Mack for possible involvement in alleged insider trading by Pequot Capital Management, a large hedge 

fund. AI that time, Mack ~vas being considered for appoinlment as chairnmn of Morgan Stanley, and 

Morgan Stanley’s outside counsel, Mary Jo White, contacted SEC enforcement director Linda Thomsen 

to discuss the SEC’s invesfigation of Mack. Two Senate comtnittees reviewed that incident and strongly 

criticized the SEC, stating that "[b]y allomng the perception that ’going over the head’ of S.E.C. staff 

attorneys yields results, the S.E.C. undermines public confidence in the integrity of its investigations and 

exacerbates the problems associated with ’regulatory capture.’" (h’etchen Morgenson & Walt 

Bogdanich, S.E.C. ?~)’red On Pequot, Report Says, N.Y. T~5,ms, Aug. 4, 2007, at C1 (quoting joint report 

issued by the Senate Finance and Judiciary Committees); Taibbi, supra note 415 (discussing the 

circumstances surrounding ANfirre’s firing by the SEC). The SEC subsequently paid ANfirre $775,000 

to seltle his claim for wrongful ternfination. Phyllis Diamond, S/~C, Ighistleblower Aguirre Settle 

Lawsuit Over ffzs Termination ~;)r $775A’, 42 SEc. RF~O. & L. REP. (BNA) 1283 (July 5, 2010). In 

addition, the SEC failed to take action after receiving information fiom Ted Parmigiani, a Leh~nan 

analyst, indicating that Leh~nan’s research ~nanagers frequently gave advance tips to Leh~nan’s 

proprietary trading desk and Lelm~an’s hedge fund customers about upcotning changes in stock ratings 

by Lehman’s analysts. After reviemng Mr. Parnfigiani’s evidence, Senator Charles Grassley (R-IA) 

declared that the SEC’s failure to take action against Lehman or its managers raised "serious questions 

about the S~E.C.’s culture of deference to Wall Street and big players going back a long time?’ Gretchen 

Morgenson, Ls’Insicler Trading Part of the Fabric?, N.Y. TI?~s, May 20, 2012, § BU, at 1 (quoting Sen. 

Grassley). 

457. Taibbi, supra note 415~ 

458. Jeff Baler, Enfbrceme~t." Senators Question Justice Departme~t’s Handling qf ~iro~gdoing 

by Big Banks, 100 BNA’s BANKING REp. 244 (Feb. 5, 2013); see also Barofsky, supra note 433 

(contending that DOJ has adopted a "t~vo-tiered system of justice" that treats maj or global banks as "still 

too big to fail~nd.., still to big to jail"). 

459. See znfi’a notes 716-20 and accompanying tex~ (reviemng Mr. Holder’s testimony). 
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institutions and their top executives has been only marginally better than 
the complete lack of criminal enforcement. The SEC has entered into 
several settlements with major banks in which the banks paid relatively 
modest penalties and neither admitted nor denied liability for the 
violations alleged by the SEC. As indicated above, Goldman, JPMorgan 
and Citigroup collectively agreed to pay about $l billion to settle civil 
fraud charges arising out of their marketing of three CDOs to 
investors.46° However, the SEC did not attempt to hold Goldman and 
Citigroup accountable for marketing additional CDOs under similar 
circumstances nor did the SEC sue Deutsche, a major promoter of CDOs 
during the credit boom.461 

The SEC entered into two similar consent j udgments based on alleged 
securities disclosure violations by BofA and Citigroup. The SEC 
alleged that BofA’s proxy statement soliciting shareholder approval for 
BofA’s acquisition of Merrill in December 2008 did not disclose that (i) 
BofA had agreed "to let Merrill pay its executives and certain other 
employees $5.8 billion in bonuses at a time when Merrill was suffering 
huge losses;" and (ii) "Merrill was suffering historically great losses 
during the fourth quarter of 2008 (ultimately amounting to a net loss of 
$15.3 billion, the largest quarterly loss in the firm’s history) 
and... Merrill had nonetheless accelerated the payment to certain 
executives and other employees of more than $3.6 billion in bonuses.’’462 

BofA agreed to pay $150 million to settle the SEC’s charges after 
District Judge Jed Rakoff refused to approve the $33 million fine 
originally proposed by the SEe.463 Judge Rakoff described the revised 
$150 million fine as "paltl~T,’’ and he also observed that the fine 
"penalizes the shareholders for what was, in effect if not in intent, a 

460. See supra notes 27%80 and accompanying text. 

461. Ben ttallman, Federal ]nvestzgators Punt on Goldman Sachs Prosecutions, 
HUI~’IqNOTONPOST.COM (Aug. 10, 2012), http://~a~v.huft]ngtonpost.com/2012/O8/10/investigation- 

goldman-sachs n 1765368~html; see also Yves Smith, ~’hy Robert ~huzami 14/’ould Be a Terrzb/e 

Choice to T[ead the SEC (Now 29, 2012), http://~v.economonitor.comiblog/2012/l l/why-robert- 

ld~uzami-would-be-a-terrible-choice-to-head-the-sec/ (noting that SEC General Counsel Roberl 

Khuzami was General Counsel for the Americas for Deutsche from 2004 to 2009, when Deutsche was 
actively engaged in packaging and marketing CDOs, and asserting thal "Khuzami simply can’t aflbrd to 

dig too deeply in this toxic terrain; questions would be correctly raised as to ~t~y Deutsche ~vas not 

being scrutinized similarly."); FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 129 33, 137 46, 192 99, 235 38, 256 

(discussing major roles of Goldman and Citi~oup in creating and marketing CDOs); U.S. Senate, 

Permanent Subcom~nittee on Investigations, ~Zia]l Street and The Financial @isis: Anatomy of a 

Financial Collapse: ~Iajor~ty and~’~inority Staff’R~ort 7 11, 318 625 (April 13, 2011), available at 

http:i/~v.levin.senate.gov/imoimedia/doc/supporting/2Oll/PSl WallStree:~CrisisO41311 .pdf 
[hereinafter Senate 14/’all Street Crisis Report] (describing leading roles of Goldman and Deutsche in 
creating and marketing CDOs). 

462~ SEC v. Bank of America Corp., 2010 WL 624581, at 1 (S.D~N.Y. Feb. 22, 2010) 

(summarizing the SEC’s charges against BofA). 

463. ]d at 4. 
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fraud by management on the shareholders.’’464 Judge Rakoff further 
criticized the consent judgment because it did not impose any sanctions 
on "the specific individuals responsible for [BofA’s] nondisclosures," 
but he reluctantly approved the settlement while calling it "half-baked 
justice at best.’’465 

Similarly, the SEC alleged that Citigroup misled investors on several 
occasions between July and November 2007 by stating that its exposure 
to subprime mortgage-related securities was $13 billion or less ~vhen in 
fact its exposure exceeded $50 billion. Citigroup agreed to pay $75 
million to settle the SEC’s charges.466 The SEC also charged former 
Citigroup chief financial officer (CFO) Gary Crittenden and former 
Citigroup head of investor relations Arthur Tildesley with participating 
in Citigroup’s disclosure violations. Like Citigroup, Crittenden and 
Tildesley entered into consent judgments (without admitting or denying 
liabili~), and Crittenden paid $100,000 while Tildesley paid $80,000.467 

As Judge Rakoff had done with regard to the BofA settlement, 
journalist Andrew Ross Sorkin criticized the Citigroup consent 
judgment for requiring Citigroup’s shareholders to bear the cost of a 
corporate penalty even though they "were arguably defrauded by 
[Citigroup’s] failure to disclose its exposure to subprime mortgages in 
the first place.’’468 Mr. Sorkin also pointed out that the $100,000 fine 
paid by Mr. Crittenden paled in comparison with the $32 million of 
compensation he received "during 2007 and 2008, even as [Citigroup] 
was foundering.’’469 Mr. Sorkin questioned the fairness of"a system that 
is supposed to hold the financial indust~ accountable and instead seems 

464. ]d. at 4, 5. In contrast to the SEC’s decision not to sue m~y of BofA’s senior officers, Judge 

Rakoff noted that New Yolk Attorney General i~drew Cuomo filed civil charges m~der New York law 

against BofA’s former chief executive officer, Kenneth Lewis, and its former chief financial officer, 

Joseph Price, "accusing them of mastem~inding a massive fraud and manipulafion." ~rd. at 2. In 

September 2012, BoIA paid $2.43 billion to settle a shareholder suit based on the same alleged pro:u 

disclosure violations, while New York’s charges against Lewis and Price remained outstanding. Jessica 

Silver-Greenberg & Susanne Craig, F3ank ofAmerica Settles Suit Over Merrill f~)r $2.43 F3illion, N.Y. 

T~.~s, Sept. 28, 2012, al A1. 

465. Bank of~merica Corp., 2010 WL 624581 at 5; see also id at 6 (stating that the Court would 

have rejected the settlement as "inadequate and misguided" if it had reviewed the agreement "solely on 

the merits," bul the Court felt obliged to accept the setllement based on considerations of "substantial 

deference" aJad "judicial reslraint"). 

466. SEC Litigation Release ~Vo.    21605, July 29,    2010,    available at 

htlp:/iwww.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2010/lr21605 .htm. 

467. S!).C Admznistrat~ve Release )\,~o. 34-62593, July 29, 2010, available at 

http:5~’~’~v, sec.gov/lifigafioniadmir~/2010/34-62593 .pdll 

468~ Andrew Ross Sorkin, Punishing C~ti, or lts Shareholders?, N.Y~ "rLMES, Aug. 3, 2010, at B 1~ 

469. ~rd. In August 2012, Citigroup paid $590 ~nillion to settle a shareholder suit based on the 

saane alleged disclosure violations. Jessica Silver-Greenberg, CitNroup in $590 Million Settlement 

SubprimeLcn~suit, N.Y. TL\~S, Aug. 30, 2012, at B4. 
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to leave shareholders with the bill.’’47° In John Coffee’s view, the SEC’s 
enforcement actions against major banks indicated that the agency was 
following a deliberate policy of seeking "quick, publicity-generating 
settlements" from banks while forgoing "individual actions against 
executives who would be unlikely to settle.’’471 

In 201 1 and 2012, federal and state officials filed civil cases against 
major banks alleging that the banks committed fraud while selling 
mortgage loans and mortgage-backed securities to Fannie Mac, Freddie 
Mac and federal agencies. Those cases have produced additional 
settlements requiring payments by banks, but they have not resulted in 
the assessment of penalties against any senior executives of those 
banks.472 It is doubtful ;vhether sanctions imposed on banks are 
effective in deterring future misconduct by their senior executives, 
because executives are likely to conclude that they can keep most of 
their personal gains from financial fraud even if their companies are 
ultimately forced to pay fines.473 

Federal agencies did file civil lawsuits against top executives of 
Countrywide and WaMu, two of the largest and most aggressive 
nonprime lenders during the housing boom.474 However, both cases 
demonstrate that federal regulators have not acted forcefully in pursuing 
charges of serious misconduct against senior managers of major banks. 

In 2009 the SEC filed a civil suit for securities fraud against former 
Countrywide chairman Angelo Mozilo, former Countrywide president 

470. Id. 

471. Coftbe, supra note 415 (explaining that the SEC "knows that suits against senior executives 

roll often drag on [and] consume considerable resources" while "tnajor financial institutions almost 

always settle ruth the SEC at an early point.., to avoid reputational damage"); see also Donald 

Langevoort, O~ Leaving Corporate Executives ’~Vaked Homeless and ~V~thout Wheels": Corporate 

t~?aud Equitable Remedies’, and the Deba~e Over ]~’r~tity Uersus ind~vzdua[ Liability, 42 WAKE FOREST 
L. REV. 627, 654 (2007) ("II is easier to gel a board of directors to accept a penalty against the company 

than it is to get individuals to agree to painful personal sanctions... [C]ompany sanctions are the palh 

of least resistance; the SEC can claim its victory" by settling with lhe company and forgoing individual 

claims against executives). 

472. Rick Rothacker & Tanya Agrawal, F3ofA Reaches $11.6 {3i[[iotl Settlement with Fannie M~e, 

REUTERS (Jan. 7, 2013), htlp:#www.foxbusiness.com/newsi2013/01/07ibofa-reaches-ll6-billion- 

settlement-wilh-fannie-mae/; Jessica Silver-Greenberg, Mortgage Crzs~s Presents a %rew Reckoning 

Ba~ks, N.Y. TI~s, Dec. 10, 2012, at A1; David McLaughlin, JPJVforgan Rivals Face ~i[]io~s 

Damages ~{fier ~[BS Case, BLOOIv~ERO (Oct. 3, 2012), http:i/www.bloomberg.cominewsi2012-10- 

02/jpmorgan-rivals-face-billions-in-damages-after-mbs-case.html; see also Ben Protess, C(S. Accuses 
]3ank of America ofa ’]3raze~ ’Mortgage t+aud, N~Y. TLMES, Oct. 25, 2012, at A1 (reporting that "[f]ew 

cases have taken aim at top executives" and ’fin the latest [civil] case [flied by fedcral prosecutors] 

against Bank of America, no company officials were sued as part of the complaint2’). 

473~ See Langevoort, supra note 471, at 632, 635~6, 660~51 (questioning the effccflveness of 

corporate penalties in deterring wrongdoing by senior officers). 

474. See EXGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 178 79, 200 02 (describing the reckless lending 

strategies pursued by WaMu and Countrywide). 
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David Sambol, and former Countrywide CFO Eric Sieracki.475 Mozilo 
caused Countrywide to become the largest U.S. mortgage lender in 2005 
and 2006 by aggressively expanding the firm’s menu of mortgage 
products to include high-risk subprime and "Pay-Option ARM" 
mortgage loans.476 During the same period, Mozilo and Sieracki signed 
Countrywide’s annual reports to shareholders, which stated that 
Country~vide’s mortgage lending policies "ensure our ongoing access to 
the secondary mortgage market by consistently producing quali~ 
mortgages.’’477 Moreover, at an investor conference in May 2006 
Mozilo declared that "Countrywide views the [Pay-Option ARM] 
product as a sound investment for our Bank and a sound financial 
management tool for customers. ,,478 

While giving these public assurances, Mozilo acknowledged in 
internal email messages to Countrywide managers that Countrywide’s 
subprime loans were "dangerous" and "toxic" and that Countrywide was 
"flying blind" with respect to the risks posed by its Pay-Option 
ARMS.479 In 2006 and early 2007, Mozilo exercised stock options and 
executed trading plans to sell almost 7 million shares of Countrywide 
stock, from which he realized trading profits of $140 million.48° 

After Countrywide suffered crippling losses due to its large exposure 

475. SEC v. Mozilo, 2009 WL 3807124 (C.D. Cal., Nov. 3, 2009), at 1 2 [hereinafter_,~’ozi]o 
(summarizing the SEC’s claims against Mozilo, Sambol, and Sieracki). 

476. ]d. at 2 3. For exmnple, Countr?~vide offered an "80/20" piggyback subprime mortgage 

progratn that enabled borrowers to finance 100% of the purchase price for their ho~nes by taking out 

simultaneous first and second lien subprime loans (x~!lich typically covered 80% and 20% of the 

purchase price, respectively). Countr~vide’s "Pa-y--Option AI~M" loans allowed borrowers to make 

ve~’ low minimum payments on their mortgages, wtaich resulted in negative amortization until the 

principal balance (including unpaid interest) reached 115% of the original principal amount, at which 

point the borrowers would be required to make much larger pa?~nents for the remainder of the loan 

terns. Comatr?svide also originated many subprime or Pay-Option ARM loaa~s with little or no 

documentalion oflhe borrowers’ income or nel worth. ~rd. al ~6. 

477. SEC v. Mozilo, 2010 WL 3656068 (C.D. Cal., Sept. 16, 2010), at 10 [hereinafter Moz~lo 

(quoting from Countr~’ide’s 2005 Forn~ 10-K annual report and stating lhal "[a] nearly identical 

representation appears in Countrymde’s 2006 Form 10-K"). 

478. [el. at 12 (quoting Mozilo’s remark during an investor conference on May 31, 2006). 

479. In a Mar. 2006 internal email, Mozilo acknowledged that Count~’ide’s 80/20 subprime 

mortgage was "the most dangerous product in existence and there can be nothing more toxic," and in an 

April 2006 internal e-mail he stated, "I consider that product line to be the poison of [our business] ." 

at 17 (quoting emails sent by Mozilo on Mar. 27 and April 13, 2006). In a September 2006 internal 

email, Mozilo admitted that "[w]e have no way, with any reasonable certainty, to assess the real risk of 

holding [Pay-Opfion] loans on our balance sheet... [W]e are flying blind on how these loans will 

perfortn in a stressed environment of higher unetnploNnent, reduced values and slomng home sales." 

]d. at 13 (quoting Sept. 26, 2006 email). 

480. [cl. at 20. The SEC alleged that Mozilo violated SEC Rule 10b-5 by engaging in insider 

trading while in possession of malerial, nonpublic inforn~ation. ~rd. Counlrywide president Sambol 

exercised Countrywide stock options and sold the underlying shares for total profits of $40 million fiom 

2005 througJa 2007. ~[ozilo ~, supra note 475, at 1. ttowever, the SEC did not sue Sambol lbr m~lawful 

insider trading. 
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to high-risk loans, Mozilo arranged an emergency sale of Countrywide 
to BofA in early 2008.481 The Countrywide deal later inflicted huge 
losses on BofA and was a significant factor (along with BofA’s 
subsequent acquisition of Merrill Lynch) in compelling BofA to seek a 
costly federal bailout during the peak of the financial crisis.482 

The SEC sought civil penalties and disgorgement from Mozilo, 
Sambol and Sieracki. A federal district court denied motions to dismiss 
and motions for summary judgment by the defendants.483 Despite its 
success on those motions, the SEC entered into a settlement with Mozilo 
in which he did not admit or deny liability but agreed to pay $67.5 
million in penalties and disgorgement and to be permanently barred 
from serving as a public company officer or director.484 Mozilo 
personally paid only $22.5 million of that settlement, while 
Countrywide’s insurance carriers and BofA paid the remaining $45 
million. As a result, Mozilo was allowed to keep about $500 million of 
the compensation he received from Countrywide between 2000 and 
2008.485 Sambol and Sieracki also settled the SEC’s charges while 
making combined out-of-pocket payments of only $650,000.486 

The FDIC’s civil action against WaMu chairman Kerry Killinger 

481. Gretchen Morgenson, How Countq~m’ide Covered the Cracks, N.Y. TL\IES, Oct. 17, 2010, 

§ BU, at 1; Valerie Banerlein & Jatnes R. ttagerty~ BehindBank ojAmerica’s Big Gamble, WALL ST. J., 

Jan. 12, 2008, at AI~ 

482. Paul M. Barrett & Daw~n Kopecki, Can Brian ~doynihan Save Bank q{ America?, 

BLOOIvrJ3ERO BUSlNESSV~rEbJK, Sept. 12 18, 2011, at 60, 62 64; Steve Mufson, A }Tat@l Slepfbr a 

Banking Giant, WASH. POST, Dec. 5, 2010, at G1; see also Jessica Silver-Greenberg & Susmme Craig, 

Bank c({America Settles Suit Over 3derrill fbr $2.43 Bzllion, N.Y. TIMES, Sept~ 29, 2012, at A1 

(reporting that BofA’s $2.43 billion settlement of a shareholder suit "underscores how two deals in 

2008 the Merrill acquisition and the purchase of [Countrs~vide] earlier that year have weighed on the 
bank," wilh the CountD~wide deal costing BofA "more than $40 billion in losses on real estate, legal 

costs mad settlements"). 

483. &lozilo d, supra note 475; Mozilo 1~, supra note 477. The district court did grant Mozilo’s 

and Sieracki’s molion for partial summaD judgment mlh respect to the SEC’s claim lhat they violated 

SEC Rule 13a-14 by certifying Countrywide’s false and misleading public securities filings. See 

]~, supra note 477, at 21 (holding lhat "’a false Sarbanes Oxley certificalion does not state an 
independent violation of the securities laws"). 

484. dn@aud: Countr)m,~de’s Mozilo Agrees to Pa), Record $22.5M Fine to Settle SEC Cha~es, 

42 SECURITIES REGIYLATION & I_~. REP. (BNA) 2015 (Oct. 25, 2010); see also Gretchen Morgenson, 

Lending Magnate Settles Cl~arges For $67 Mzllion, N.Y. T~s, Oct. 16, 2010, at A1 (noting lhat "Mr. 

Mozilo and his colleagues neither admitted nor denied the government’s charges" in their settletnent 

ruth the SEC). 

485. Michael Hiltzik, Gettzng Tough on Crzmes by Firms, L.A. Te~s, Jan. 6, 2013, at B1 

(reporting that "$45 million [of Mozilo’s settle~nent] was covered by insurance companies and 

Countrs.~vide’s new owner, Bank of :~nerica"); Morgenson, supra note 484 (reporting Mozilo received 

$521.5 million of co~npensation from Countrywide between 2000 and 2008). 

486. Morgenson, supra note 484 (reporting that Sambol agreed to a lifetime ban on serving as a 

public company office or director and to pay $5 million in disgorgement and a $520,000 ~nillion penalty-, 

but also explaining that "Countrywide is paying for all of Mr. Sambol’s disgorged funds," while 

Sieracki agreed to pay-only a $130,000 penalty-). 
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produced similarly unimpressive results.    As Mozilo did with 
Countrywide, Killinger caused WaMu to aggressively expand its 
offerings of pay-option ARM, subprime and home equity loans. 
Killinger initiated this high-risk strategy in mid-2004, declaring that he 
wanted to increase WaMu’s assets "by at least 10% per year" while 
achieving average ROE [return on equity] of at least 18% and average 
EPS [earnings per share] growth of at least ~/o.      Killinger 
proclaimed that "[i]t is important that [WaMu] focus on growth 
initiatives and risk taking. Above average creation of shareholder value 
requires significant risk taking.’’488 

Killinger pursued his high-risk strategy even though he acknowledged 
in June 2005 that the U.S. was experiencing a "speculative" housing 
boom: 

We are currently experiencing the most speculative housing market we 
have seen in many decades .... Whatever the exact outcome, it is highly 
likely that housing will not be a stimulant to the economy and could 
easily become a significant drag on consumer confidence and consumer 
spending.489 

In mid-2006 Killinger further admitted that "[t]he housing market is 
now showing signs of slowing" and "[w]e expect the housing market to 
be weak for quite some time as we unwind the speculative bubble .... 
A collapse of the housing market would significantly increase our credit 
COSTS.’’49° Nevertheless, Killinger continued to press forward with 
WaMu’s high-risk lending strategy.491 By the time WaMu collapsed in 
September 2008--thereby becoming the largest bank failure in U.S. 
history--WaMu had reported huge losses and held more than $100 

487. Complaint ¶ 22, FDIC v. Killinger et al., 2011 WL 910099 (W.D. Wash. Mar. 16, 2011) 

[hereinafter FD[C Wa,.~[u Complaint] (quoting Killinger’s June 2004 Stralegic Direction memorandum). 

488. ld. 7 25 (quoting Killinger’s June 2004 Strategic Direction memorandum). 

48% ~rd. 7 40 (quoting Killinger’s June 1, 2005 Strategic Direction memorandum). Similarly, in 

March 2005 Killinger told WaMu’s chief risk officer, "I have never seen such a high risk housing 

market as market after market thinks they are unique and for whatever reason are not likely to 

experience price declines. ][’his typically signifies a bubble." ~rd. 7 41 (quoting Mar. 2005 email from 

Killinger). 

490. ld. 7 53 (quoting Killinger’s June 12, 2006 Strategic Direction memorandum)~ 

491. In mid-2007, Killinger conceded that the "bursting of the housing bubble" that he had 
predicted for two years "has now turned into a reality." ~rd 7 64 (quoting Killinger’s June 18, 2007 

Strategic Direction memorandum). Even so, in August 2007, Killinger told the American Banker that 
WaMu would continue to expand its "non-confornfing hybrid adjustable-rate mortgages, pa-ymcnt- 
option ARMs, multilhmily loans, and home equip’ loans." ~I’he following month, he told the Seattle 

Times that, despite lhe ongoing decline in lhe U.S. housing market, "lhis, frankly, may be one of the best 

times I’ve ever seen for taking on new loans into our portfolio." ]d. 7 71 (quoling from Killinger’s 

newspaper interviews). Large percentages of WaMu’s loans were concenlraled in California, Florida 
and other states with speculative housing markets, m~d many of WaMu’s loans contained additional 

high-risk l~atures like "’no or low documentation and high loan-to-value (’LTV’) and debt-to-income 

(’DTI’) ratios.’~rd. 77 143 (quote), 157 62. 
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billion of high-risk pay-option ARM and home equiU loans on its 
balance sheet.492 

The FDIC alleged that Killinger--along with WaMu’s former chief 
operating officer Stephen Rotella and former home loans president 
David Schneider--caused WaMu "to take extreme and historically 
unprecedented risks .... They focused on short term gains to increase 
their own compensation, with reckless disregard for WaMu’s longer 
term safety and soundness.’’493 Nevertheless, the FDIC agreed to a 
settlement in which Killinger paid just $275,000 in cash and surrendered 
$7.5 million of dubious claims for retirement benefits against Wablu’s 
bankrupt parent holding company.494 The FDIC obtained similar 
settlements (including modest cash payments) from Rotella and 

¯ 495 Schneider. 
In view of WaMu’s payment of $88 million of compensation to 

Killinger between 2001 and 2007, the FDIC’s settlement was viewed as 
"a pittance" by journalist Gretchen Morgenson496 and as "[p]retty soft" 
by Senator Carl Levin (D-~/[D.497 Moreover, despite strong evidence 
that Mozilo, Killinger and other top executives of Countrywide and 
WaMu consciously pursued reckless lending strategies that inflicted 

492. Id. 7¶2 11, 137, 142, 150, 178. 

493. Id. ¶ I (summarizing FDIC’s claims against Killinger, Rotella and Schneider). From 2005 

through 2008, while WaMu pursued its high-risk lending slralegy. Killinger received $65.9 million in 

compensation, while Rolella and Schneider received $23.4 million and $5.9 million, respectively. Id. 77 

14 16. The FDIC, as receiver for WaMu, sued the three defendants under 12 U.S.C. § 1821(k) for gross 

negligence, ordinagr" negligence and breach of fiduciary duty. Id. 77 12, 181 95. The FDIC allegations 

included claims that Killinger, Rotella and Schneider ignored repeated warnings in 2005 and 2006 from 

WaMu’s risk managers that WaMu’s high-risk lending strategy exposed the bank to a high probability 

of disastrous losses if housing markets weakened and housing prices began to decline. Id. ¶¶ 26 58, 

119~5; see also K]lZSTE~ GREXD, "I~E LOST BANK: THE STORY OF WASHINGTON MUTUAL "][’HE 
BIGGEST BANK FAIL~ rx AMERICAN HISTORY 123~4, 133 35, 149 54, 161.63 (2012) (describing 

how Killinger disregarded numerous warnings from colleagues about lhe dangers of WaMu’s high-risk 

lending slrategy). 

494. Oretchen Morgenson, Slapped I47rists at ~Vca,~Iu, N.Y. T>~s, Dec. 18, 2011, § Bid, at 1. 

495~ Rotella paid $100,000 and gave up a doubtlhl bankruptcy claim against WaMu’s parent 

holding company for $11.5 million in compensation, while Schneider paid $50,000 and surrendered a 

similar ban "kruptcy claim for $5 ~8 million in compensation~ The FDIC also received $3%6 million from 
WaMu’s insuraaace carders and $125 million from lhe bankruptcy estale of WaMu’s parent company. 

See id; Ff)IC Announces Settlement with ~l:ashington .’~utual D~rectors and Officers (Dec. 15, 2011) 

(including Settlement Summary Fact Sheet) [hereinafler FDIC ~l:cdv~u Press Release], available at 
http:/iwww.fdic.gov/news/news/press/2011/prl 1192.html. Thus, as was true for the SEC’s settlements 

with Bol?\ and Citigroup (see supra notes 462-70 and accompanying text), most of the payments 

received by the FDIC in the WaMu case were extracted frotn the shareholders and creditors of WaMu’s 

parent company, not Iicom the senior executives responsible for WaMu’s Ihilure. 

496. Morgenson, supra note 494. 

497. Id. (quNing Sen. Levin, and noting lhat his "dismay over the settlement probably arises from 

his deep knowledge of WaMu and its practices" as a result of the extensive investigation of WaMu by 
the Senate Pe~rnanent Subco~nmittee on h~vestigations, wtfich he chaired); see also Senate ~/a]l Street 

Crisis Report, supra note 461, at 48 242 (presenting results of the investigation of WaMu’s collapse by 

Sen. Levin’s subcom,nittee). 
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enormous harm on the banking industry and financial markets, federal 
prosecutors decided not to bring criminal charges against any of those 
individuals.498 

The settlements described above with eight senior executives of 
Citigroup, Countrywide and WaMu exhibit a disturbing pattern All 
eight officers avoided an3, admission of personal wrongdoing and 
escaped further civil or criminal liability while paying amounts that 
were a tiny fraction of the compensation they received.499 Even more 
disturbing is the fact that those settlements evidently represent the only 
public enforcement actions brought by federal authorities against senior 
managers of major banks. 

Perhaps most remarkably, federal officials have not brought any 
criminal charges--and have filed only a "handful" of civil claims-- 
against senior officers of financial companies for falsely certifying their 
companies’ public reports.5°° Sections 302 and 906 of the Sarbanes- 
Oxley Act impose civil and criminal penalties on senior officers for 
false certifications of annual and quarterly reports.5°1 Sections 302 and 
906 were key components of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act’s effort to hold 
corporate executives accountable by ensuring that "their actions will be 
scrutinized, with the threat of real penalties for violations of their legal 
responsibilities."5°2 

The SEC adopted Rule 13a-14 to implement the civil-liability 

498. tliltzik, supra note 485; Morgenson, s~lpra note 484; Morgenson, supra note 494. Peter S. 

Goodman & Gretchen Morgenson, Saying Yes to Anyone, ~I7caacIu B~lill Empire on Shaky Loans, N.Y. 

TLMES, Dec. 28, 2008, at A1. 

499. See supra notes 466 69, 484 86, 493 98 (describing the SEC’s settletnents with Citigroup 

and Countrb~vide executives rand the FDIC’s settletnent with WaMu oflficers, and noting the lack of a~ny 
admission of liability and the relatively small penalties paid by those individuals in comparison ruth 

their highly lucrative compensation), h~ settling with WaMu’s executives, the FDIC agreed not to bring 

any enforcement actions against them or to make any "disparaging comments" about them. h~IC 

WaMu Press Release (Settlement Summary, Part II), supra note 495. 

500~ Michael Rapoporl, Global h~inance: Lau: ’s Big lVeapon Sits idle Sarbanes Oxley’s .Jail 

Time Threat Hash ’t Been Applied in Crisis-Related Cases, WALL ST. J., July 30, 2012, at C3 (reporting 

that federal prosecutors "haven’t brought any criminal cases for false certification related to the crisis" 

while "It]he SEC says it has brought civil false-cerlification charges against.., executives al companies 

involved in the crisis like Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and Comatr?bvide’). 

501. Joris M. Hogan, The Enron L~Nacy: Corporate Governance Requirements fbr a New Era, 31 

SEc. REG. LAW J. 142, 143 44 (2003) (discussing Section 302 of the SarbaJaes Oxley Act and SEC Rule 

13a-14). 

502~ 148 CONG. REC. E1451 (daily ed. July 25, 2002) (extension of remarks) (statement by Rep. 

Sununu); see also La~wence A. Cunningham, The Sarbanes Ox:ley Yawn: Heavy Rhetoric, Light R@rm 
(AndIt,Just Might IVork), 35 Co.~w. L. REV. 915, 955 56 (2003) (explaining that Sections 302 and 906 

potentially provide "lhe sharpest governance teeth" in Sarbanes Oxley because they "prevent CEOs and 

CFOs from hiding behind the defense ofi~oraJace"); Allison List, The Lax Fmf~)rcement of Section 304 

of Sarbanes O.~c]ey: I/Vhy is the SEC [gnori~g Its Greatest Asset in the Fight Against Corporate 
~V[isconduct, 70 OHIO ST. L.J. 195, 198 99 (2009) (explaining that Sections 302 and 906 are intended to 

protect investors by °’attaching liability- to cotnpany executives responsible ~br financial disclosure"). 
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provisions of Section 302.5°~ However, the SEC filed civil claims 
against bank officers for violating Rule 13a-14 in only two cases: the 
SEC’s lawsuit against Angelo Mozilo and Eric Sieracki of Countrywide 
and a similar suit against Alan Levan, chairman of BankAtlantic (a 
relatively small Florida bank).-~°4 Notably, the SEC has not brought 
enforcement actions under Rule 13a-14 "against executives from any of 
the major banks suspected of misleading the public about their finances 
during the crisis," despite evidence indicating that senior executives of 
Bear, Citigroup and Lehman certified public reports containing material 
misstatements,s°5 

The SEC did file civil suits including Rule 13a-14 claims against 
Daniel Mudd and Richard Syron, the former CEOs of Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac. The SEC’s complaints alleged that Mudd and Syron 
sig~ed public disclosure documents that materially understated the 
exposures of the GSEs to subprime and Alt-A mortgages. The SEC’s 

503. Certification of Disclosure in Companies’ Qnarterly and Annual Reports, 67 Fed. Reg. 

57,276 (Sept. 9, 2002). 

504. See s~¢pra note 483 (discussing the SEC’s clai~ns under Rule 13a-14 against Mozilo and 

Sieracki Ibr falsely certifying Countr?~’ide’s public reports); SEC v. BankAtlantic Bancorp, inc., 2012 

WL 1936112 (S.D. Fla. May 29, 2012) (discussing the SEC’s claim under Rule 13a-14 against Alan 

Levan /br falsely certifying BankAtlantic’s public reports); see also Rachel Witkowski, SEC h~iles 

[~a~ suit Alle2zn2    Fraud at    !-3ankAtlantze,    AM.    BANKF.R    (Jan.    19,    2012) 
http:i/www.americanbanker.com/issues/177 12ibankatlantic-fraud-I awsuit- 1045848-1 .html (reporting 

that BankAllantic had $3.7 billion of assets). A federal district court dismissed the SEC’s claims under 
Rule 13a-14 against Mozilo and Sieracki, concluding that "a false SatSanes Oxley certification does not 

state mn independent violation of the securities laws." ~[ozi[o [,r, supra note 477, at 21. ttowever, 
another federal district court upheld the validity- of the S EC’s claim under Rule 13 a-14 against Levan in 
the Ban/cdtlantie case, and most other recent decisions have similarly concluded that the SEC has 

authority to bring civil enforcement actions for violations of Rnle 13a-14. BankAtlantic, 2012 WL 

1936112 supra, at 23 & n.5; see also, e.g., SEC v. Brown, 878 F. Supp. 2d 109, 118 & n.4 (D.D.C. July 

19, 2012) (reviewing relevant decisions). 

505. Rapoport, supra note 500 (reporting that former chairman James Ca-yne and other Bear 

executives paid $275 million to settle shareholder litigation that inclnded "allegations that Mr. Cayne 

lhlsely certified Bear’s financial reports," ~aile a report by Lehman’s bankruptcy examiner concluded 

"there was enough evidence to support claims that Richard Fuld tailed to ensure the firm’s quarterly 

reports were accurale"); see also William D. Cohan, Obama Keeps the SEC in Pocket of IVal[ Street, 

B~oo~m~a~ (Dec. 2, 2012), hltp://~5~5~,.bloomberg.com/news/2012-12-02/sec-lrades-one-wall-street- 
lapdog-for-another.html (criticizing the SEC for not filing an en~brcement action against Fuld "despite 

the solid evidence of indictable offenses itetnized in the post tnortetn done on [Lehman] by court- 

appointed examiner z~ton Valukas"); William D. Cohm~, ~hy Does the SEC Protect Banks" Dirt), 

Secrets?, BLOOMBERG (Oct. 28, 2012), htlp://x~¥.bloomberg.com/news/2012-10-28/v~!~y-does-the- 

sec-protect-banks-dirty-secre~s-.html (criticizing the SEC for ignoring whistleblower claims filed by 

former Citigonp executive Richard Bowcn, including the lhct that Bowcn sent an "nrgent" email 

message in November 2007 to Citigroup CFO Ga~ Crittenden aaad Robert Rubin, chairman of 

Citigroup’s executive committee, warning them aboul "breakdovms in inlernal conlrols and resulting 

significant but possibly unrecognized financial losses existing mthin our organizalion"); Taibbi, supra 

note 415 (criticizing the SEC for ignoring ~t~istleblower co,nplaints filed by Oliver Budde, a *briner 

Lehman attomey, in ~nich Budde alleged that Lehman significantly understated Fuld’s compensation in 

Lehman’s public disclosure reports). 
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Rule 13a-14 claims survived motions to dismiss and are still pending.5°6 
Given the SEC’s success to date in pursuing Rule 13a-14 claims against 
Mudd and Syron, the agency’s decision not to file similar claims against 
senior executives of big Wall Street firms is more than puzzling 

Unfortunately, the SEC’s decision to forgo Rule 13a-14 claims 
against top Wall Street officials is consistent with the preferential 
treatment given by the SEC to big Wall Street firms and their officials 
who were accused of misconduct prior to the financial crisis. A recent 
study of SEC enforcement actions in 1998 and from 2005 through early 
2007 concluded that the SEC gave significantly more favorable 
treatment to big broker-dealers and their staff compared to small broker- 
dealers and their employees,s°7 The SEC’s preferential treatment was 
manifested in three ways: (i) "SEC actions against big firms were more 
likely to involve corporate liability, exclusively, with no individuals 
subject to any regulatory action," (ii) "big-firm defendants were more 
likely to end up in administrative rather than court proceedings, 
controlling for types of violation and levels of harm to investors," and 
(iii) "within administrative proceedings, big-firm employees were more 
likely to receive lower sanctions.’’s°8 

The shocking inadequacy of federal enforcement efforts against major 
banks was vividly illustrated at a Senate committee hearing in February 
2013. During that hearing, Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) asked 
seven federal financial regulators to specify "the last few times you’ve 
taken the biggest financial institutions all the way to trial.’’5°9 She 
observed that if major banks "can break the law and drag in billions in 
profits, and then turn around and settle, paying out of those profits, they 
don’t have much incentive to follow the law.’’51° After the seven 
regulators failed to cite even one instance in which they had taken a 
major bank to trial, Senator Warren responded, "I’m really concerned 

506. SEC v. Mudd, 885 F. Supp. 2d 654, 657-67 (S.D.N.Y. 2012); SEC v. Syron, 2013 WL 

1285572, at *3 "18 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 28, 2013). 

507. Stavros Gadinis, The SEC" and the Uinancial Industry: Evidence f?o~n Enfbrcement Against 

Broker-Dealers, 67 BLS. LAWYER 679, 692-94 (2012) (describing SEC en*brcement actions included in 

the study5 and explaining that proceedings *iom 1998 were included in the sludy "to allow for variation 
in SEC cnfbrcement policies under Democratic and Republican administrations"). 

508. Id. at 679 (abstract); see also id at 728 (restating same conclusions). 

509. David Uberti, I47arren Rips Deals’ ~vitl~ ~ig ~anks’, Bos. GLOBE (Feb. 15, 2013), 

hltp:i/x~’.bostonglobe.com/news/natio1~’2013/02/14isenator-elizabeth-warren-g~i lls-regulalors-ending- 

quiet-first-month-oIVtice/rWy4bOVnwoFozpkQhZ8mGMistory.html (quoting Sen. Warren’s re,narks 

during a Senate Banking Cotnmittee hearing on Feb. 14, 2013); see also Victoria Finkle, ~garren Takes 

Center Stage in Gril/i~N Regulators on t?ank Prosec~tlions, ±~Avl. BANKgR (Feb. 15, 2013), 
http://~as~w.americanbanker.com/issues/178 32/warren-takes-center-stage-in-grilling-regulators-on- 

bank-prosecutions-1056811-1.html (reporling on Sen. Warren’s statements to regulators during the 

hearing). 

510. Finkle, supra note 509 (quoting Sen. Warren). 
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that ’too big to fail’ has become ’too big for trial.’ That just seems 
wrong to me.’’511 

B. Large Financial Institutions Have Used Regulatory Arbitrage and 

Capture to Undermine Supelwisory Restrictions on Their Activities 

Large financial institutions have skillfully employed arbitrage and 
capture techniques to ~veaken the effectiveness of regulation. Both 
before and during the financial crisis, leading banks exploited flawed 
incentives and governance structures in regulatory agencies to 
encourage regulators to cater to their interests. The financial industry 
also took advantage of "cultural capture"--fostered in part by the 
"revolving door" between industry and government service--to 
persuade regulators to adopt policies consistent with the industry’s 
preferences. 

I. Competition Among Domestic and Foreign Regulators Has 
Encouraged Regulatory Arbitrage 

Financial regulators competed aggressively during the 1990s and 
2000s, both within and across national borders, to attract and retain the 
allegiance of major financial institutions. Regulatory competition-- 
which the financial industry actively promoted--pushed agencies to 
adopt policies that would please their existing constituents and attract 
ne~v ones. The result was regulatory arbitrage, in both domestic and 
global arenas, which undermined the abili~ and willingness of 
regulators to apply rigorous supervisory policies. 

a. Domestic Competition.for Regulatory Charters 

During the 1990s and 2000s, the OCC and OTS actively competed for 
charters by issuing rulings that aggressively preempted state consumer 
protection laws. The OCC’s and OTS’s preemption rulings induced 
many large state-chartered institutions to convert into national banks or 
federal thrifts,s~z Similarly, the FRB, OCC and OTS sought to persuade 

511. ]d. (quoling Sen. Warren, and noting lhat her statements triggered "an unusual smatlering of 

applause from the audience al the he~ing"). 

512. See supra notes 251 55 mad accompanying text (discussing preemption initiatives by OCC 

and OTS); BAIE, supra note 290, at 51 (explaining lhal "by expanding lhe scope of stale preemption, lhe 

GCC hoped lhat large, state-regulated banks such as JPMorgan Chase would ’flip’ lheir charters and 

become national b~mks," and after lhe OCC issued sweeping preemption roles in 2004, "JPMorgan 

Chase starched fiom being chartered by New York State to being OCC-regulated"); BETHANY McLEAN 
& JOE NOCERA, ALL THE DEVILS ±~¢~bi ttgt~: THE }]IDDEN ttlSTOR¥ OF" THE FINANCIAL CRISIS 147 

(2010) (describing how preetnption became a "recruiting tool" that the OCC and OTS used "to expand 
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leading financial institutions to operate within their respective 
jurisdictions by approving new activities and reducing regulatory 
requirements.5~~ In one particularly egregious example of regulatory 
competition, OTS persuaded Countrywide to convert from a national 
bank to a federal thrift in early 2007 by promising to give Countrywide 
and its parent holding company more lenient supervisory treatment than 
they were receiving at that time from the OCC and FRB.514 

The OTS attracted the most severe criticism from Congress for its 
regulatory lapses, and Congress decided to abolish OTS when it passed 
Dodd-Frank.s15 Congressional and Treasury investigators rebuked OTS 
for lax and ineffective regulation that contributed to the collapse of 
WaMu and three other large thrifts (IndyMac, Downey Federal and 
BankUnited).516 Investigators also condemned OTS for allowing 
IndyMac and BankUnited to backdate contributions of capital made by 
their parent holding companies in 2008. Those backdated capital 
contributions enabled In@Mac and BankUnited to report that they 
remained "well capitalized" (and therefore eligible to continue 
collecting high-cost brokered deposits)--a false representation that 
delayed their subsequent failures and likely increased the FDIC’s 
resolution costs.5~7 Investigators also blamed OTS for its very weak 

their ow~ e~npires"); Wilmarth, supra note 211, at 915 16 (explaining how OCC and OTS used their 

preemptive rulings to encourage state-chartered institutions to starch to federal charters). 

513. Wihnarth, supra note 193, at 265,265 n.150, 276 77, 277 n.203; RICHAr~D SCOTT CAP, NELL, 

JONATHAN R. MACEY & GEOFFREY P, MILLER, THE LAW OF B.,M\KL\G AND FL\ANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

61 67, 465 67, 490 94 (4th ed. 2009) (describing competition between OCC and FRB during the 1990s 

to maintain the loyalty of the largest banks, ~aich could choose between status as national banks or as 

state Fed member banks); i~’CIC Report. supra note 36, at 151 54 (describing how OTS and SEC 

competed to encourage the largest securities firms to organize nonbm~k holding companies trader their 

oversight ralher lhan forming bank holding companies lhal would be subject to FRB supervision). 

514. ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 15%60, 201 02; Adam J. Levitin, Igydraulic 

Re, lateen: Regulati*g Credit Upstream, 26 YALE J. oN REO. 143, 160 (2009). 

515. S. Rep. No. 111-176, at 25 26 (2010); see also ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 157 84 

(discussing regulatory failures by OTS); Binyamin Appelbanm & Ellen Nakashima, Banking Regulator 
Played A&,ocate Over ]~’nfbrcer: Agency Let Lenders Grow Out of Control, ~i’)len l~’ail, \VASH. POST, 

Nov. 23, 2008, at A1 (saane). 

516. ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 176 81; Senate 14~all Street Crisis Report, supra note 

461, at 161~55, 20%35; Joe Adler, OTS l~’aulted in BankUnitedI~’ailure, AM. BA~NKER, June 25, 2010, 

at 3; Appelbaum & Nakashima, supra note 515; Louise Story & Gretchen Morgenson, t~’znger-Pofnti~N 
Turns to Regulators, N. Y. TI>!aTs, Nov. 23, 2011, at A1. 

51% Adler, supra note 516; Binyan~in Appelbaum & Ellen Nakashima, Regulator Let ind)~D’ac 

Bank h~alsif) R~ort, WASH. POST, Dec. 23, 2008, at A01; StoW & Morgenson, supra note 516. 

Treasury Department’s inspector general reporledly made a criminal referral to the Justice DepartmeN 
with respect to OTS regional director Darrel Dochow’s approval of IndyMac’s backdated capital 

contribution. However, the Justice Deparlment did not take any action against Mr. Dochow, and he 

retired from OTS in 2009 wilh a full government pension. Story & Morgenson, supra note 516. Mr. 

Dochow had previously been demoted by OTS in the early 1990s after "federal investigators Ibund that 

he had delayed and itnpeded proper regulation of Charles Keating’s Ihiled Lincoln Savings and Loan." 

Appelbanm & Nakashima, supra; see also Black, supra note 412, at 188 205, 209 11 (describing 
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oversight of thrift holding companies, which contributed to the collapse 
of AIG and Lehman as well as Merrill’s near-failure,s18 

The FRB and OCC bore shared responsibility, along with OTS, for 
the near-collapse of Countrywide.s19 In addition, the FRB and OCC 
were jointly at fault for not taking strong regulatory measures that might 
have prevented (i) the near-failures and massive bailouts of Citigroup 
and BofA, (ii) the failure and emergency sale of Wachovia to Wells 
Fargo in a federally-assisted transaction, and (iii) the near-collapse and 
forced sale of National City to PNC in another federally-assisted deal.52° 
The failures and bailouts of so many leading financial institutions made 
it "painfully obvious" that the OTS, FRB and OCC had allowed the 
largest thrifts and banks to become "deeply implicated in the origination 
and securitization of bad mortgage loans.’’521 The competition among 
federal agencies for charters was an important factor that contributed to 
those regulatory failures, because it encouraged agencies to offer "a 
bigger menu of legally permissible banking activities and gentler 
regulation" in order to meet the demand by financial institutions for "the 
easiest regulators and laws.’’522 

Dochow’s role in obstructing altempts by other regulators to take strong measures against Kealing and 

Lincoln in the late 1980s). Dochow regained his regional director’s position in 2007 after he played "a 

leading role in persuading Count,Twide to ,nove under OTS supervision, a ,najor coup lbr the agency." 

Appelbaum & Nakashima, supra; see also Appdbaum & NaJ~ashi,na, supra note 515 (reporting that 

Dochow and other OTS officials offered to provide "more lenient" treatment to Cotmtr~vide than it was 

currently receiving t?om the FRB m~d OCC) (quoting an ummmed Countrywide executive). 

518. ]TCIC Report, supra note 36, at 151 54, 177 78, 200 04, 346, 351 54; EXOEL & McCoY, 

supra note 19, at 221 23. 

519. FC/C Reporg, supra note 36, at 20, 105, 172, 248 50; ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 

159 60, 200 02; MCLEA_’g & NOCE~C~, supranote 512, at 138 49, 214 16, 219 33, 300 05; Wilmarth, 

supra note 15, at 1018, 1045. 

520. 17CIC Report, supra note 36, at 20 23, 111 13, 170 74, 195 200, 263, 302 08, 366 71, 

379 86; ENOEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 158 71, 200 03; Wihnarth, supra note 12, at 978 n.105, 

984 85; Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., Cuomo v. Cleating House: The Supreme Court Responds" to the 

Subprime Uinancial Crisis and De/ivers a Major Victor3, fbr the Dual ~?anking System and Consumer 

Protection (Gee. Wash~ U. Pub. L. & Leg~ ’l]~eory Working Paper No. 479, 2010), at 2641, available 

at http:#ssrn~congabstract 1499216; Binyamin Appelbaum & David Cho, Fed’s approach to regulation 

lg{i banks exposed to crisis, WASHINGTON POST, Dec. 21, 2009, at A01. The Treasury Department 
facilitated Wells Fargo’s emergency acquisition of Wachovia a~d PNC’s comparable takeover of 

Nalional Cily by issuing an extraordina~ ruling, which declared that purchasing banks could use losses 

from acquired ba~ks to reduce taxes on their future income. That ruling reporledly provided tax benefits 
worth $25 billion to Wells Fargo and $5 billion to PNC. Cheryl Block, 3/leasuri<g the True Cost 

Government Bailout. 88 WASte. U. L. Rb~V. 149, 218 19 (2010); Amit R. Pale55 A Quiet ~7/indf~dl Nor 
U.S. t?anks, WASHLNGTOX POST, Nov. 10, 2008, at A01; see also BMR, supra note 290, at 103 04 

(stating that Wells Fargo CEO Dick Kovacevich re1~rred to % recent tax ruling that made the economics 

of the [Wachovia] deal work better"). Congress repudiated the Treasu~-’s tax ruling in a subsequent 

stalute but "included a ’grandI?ather’ clause, giving the benefit of the [ruling] to e~sting contracts the 

Wells Faxgo lransaction, in particular." Block, supra, at 219. 

521~ ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 204~ 

522. Id. at 158, 159; see also id at 166 (contending that regulate,N cotnpetition "encouraged 

lenders to shop *br legal regimes and charters," resulting in a "dow~nward spiral in lending staaadards"). 
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b. International Regulatory Competition for the Allegiance of Large 

Financial Institutions 

A similar regulator.¢ competition took place across national borders, 
especially between the world’s two leading financial centers--New 
York and London. During the global credit boom that preceded the 
financial crisis, federal regulators worried that any attempt to impose 
stricter supervision on large U.S. financial institutions might cause those 
institutions to shift more of their operations to London or other foreign 
locations that offered "light touch" regulation,s23 Federal officials 
therefore repeatedly offered regulatory accommodations in order to 
persuade maj or banks to keep more of their activities in the U. S.s24 

Federal regulators were not mistaken in fearing that large financial 
institutions might shift operations and assets to foreign jurisdictions with 
more accommodating regulatory schemes. A recent stu@ found that, 
between 1996 and 2007, global banks headquartered in 26 developed 
countries were more likely to open branches and subsidiaries in other 
nations, and to transfer capital to their foreign operations, if the 
destination countries (i) imposed fewer activity restrictions, lower 
capital requirements, weaker disclosure rules and looser auditing 
standards, and (it) followed more lenient supervisory policies.525 

523. z~2qAT ±~DMATI &; MARTIN HELLWIG, ’]’lgg BANKERS’ NEW CLOTHES: V~rHAT’S WRONG WITH 

BANKING AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT 9 10, 96, 192 95, 199 (2013); Darinsz Wdjcik, The DarkSide of 

A,T-LOB7: Financial Centres and the Global Financial Crisis (Universily of Oxford Etnplo?ment, Work 

and Finance Working Paper No. 11-12, July 20, 2011), at 7, available, at 

http:i/ssrn.comiabstract 1890644; see also inj?a notes 526 43 (discussing the fierce competition 

between New York and London). For discussions of international regulatory arbitrage and its impact on 

supervisory policies, see Viral V. Acharya, Paul Wachtel & Ingo Walter, [nternatzonal Ahgnment of 

Financial ,%ctor Regulation, in RESTOR]TNG FINANCIAL STABILITY: How TO REPAIR A FAILED SYSTEM 

365, 366 71 (Viral A. Acharya & Matthew Richardson eds., 2009); HEIDI MA~\’DA?qIS SCHOONER & 

MICHAEL W. TAYLOR, GLOBAL BANK REOL%ATION: PRINCIPLES AND POLICmS 283 84, 292 93 (2010); 

John C. Coffee & ttillary A. Sale, Redes\ninE the SEC: Does the Zreasury Have a Better Idea?, 95 

VA. L. REV. 707, 716 17, 721 (2009); Cristie L. Ford, ;~¢acro and;~¢icro Level Effbcts on Responsive 
Financzal Regulation, 44 U.B.C. L~ REV. 589, 608, 610 11 (2011)~ 

524. W6jcik, supra note 523, at 7; Ford, supra note 523, at 608, 611. For example, during the 

quarter cenlury leading up to the financial crisis, U.S. banking regulators sought to avoid i,nposing 
capital requirements on large U.S. banks that wonld place them at a competitive disadvantage compared 

to foreign banks. D~NIEL K. TARULLO, B~NKING CON BASEL: THE F’LTfL~,E OF ~NTERNATIONAL 

FINANCIAL REOI_ZATION 45 64, 84~85, 210 14 (2008); see also BMR, supra note 290, at 3143 

(stating that the FRB and OCC slrongly supported Basel II’s internal risk-based capital standards 
which wonld have allowed big banks to operale with lower capital levels because the FRB and OCC 

wanted to "maintain the competitiveness of the U.S. financial system" wilh Europe). Similarly, as 

described above, in 2004 federal regulators adopted an interagency rule setting a very low capital charge 

for banks that provided backup lines of credit to their sponsored of I’-balance-sheet conduits. See supra 

notes 224 28 and acco,npanying text (discussing adoption of the 2004 interagency rule). In adopting 
that veD’ lenient rule, federal regulators rejected a proposed higher capital charge because that proposal 

"would put U.S. banks at a competitive disadvantage relative to foreign banks2’ Risk-Based Capital 

Guidelines, 44 Fed. Reg. 44,908, 44,910 (Jnly 28, 2004). 

525. Joel F~ Houston, Chcn Lin & Yue Ma, Regulatory Arbitrage andInternatzonal Bank blows 
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The U.K has long been the most prominent and attractive foreign 
destination for large U.S. financial institutions. For example, AIG 
Financial Products--which sold massive volumes of credit default 
swaps that destroyed its parent company--carried on most of its 
activities in London.526 Similarly, JPMorgan’s Chief Investment Office 
(CIO) conducted its ’°London Whale" trading operations--which 
inflicted a $6 billion loss on the bank in 2012--from the CIO’s London 
office.527 

U.K. government leaders actively promoted London as the most 
business-friendly venue for global financial institutions.    U.K. 
politicians pressured the Financial Services Authority (FSA) to adopt 
and follow "light touch" supervisory policies for major financial 
firms.528 The financial industry applauded the U.K’s embrace of "light 
touch" and "principles-based regulation," and the industry pushed 
officials to maintain the U.K’s lenient approach to supervision 
throughout the credit boom of the 2000s.s29 

In October 2006, FSA enforcement director Margaret Cole boasted-- 

(J. FrN., fbrthcoming, .Aug. 26, 2011), at 2 5, 17 19, 2~29, avazlable at 
http:i/ssrn.comiab stract 1525895. 

526. ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 221 23; Fc~rc Report, supra note 36, at 139 42, 200 

02; W6jcik, supra note 523, at 7. 

527. Jatnie     Ditnon     on     the     Line,     V~NITY     F~MR     (Nov.     2012), 
http:#~5~sv.vanit~air.com/businessi2012/ll/jamie-dimon-tom-brad?qmng-in-there (te~ under heading 

"~ller Whale"). 

528. U.K. Financial Services Authori~5 Ehe Failure ofthe Royal Bank ojScotland ~ 3.1.3, ~ 686, 

at 261 [hereinafter F3?~ ~S Report], available at h/tp://~.I~a.gov.u~static/pubs/other/rbs.pd£ k~ a 

press release issued by the U.K. Treasury on May 24, 2005, Chm~cellor of the Exchequer Gordon Bro~ 

declared that he wanted "[njotjust a light touch but a #mired touch" from fl~e FSA in order to improve 

"London’s competitive position" as well as "the ’competitiveness’ office U.K. financial se~dces sector." 

Id. at 261 62 (malerial quoted from the press release in italics). Similarly, in June 2006 a senior U.K. 

Treasury official proclaimed l[~at "we must keep the UK’s r<gulato~F system at the cutting ed2~the 

best m the worM.., nothing shouM be done to put at r~sk a light-touch, risk-based r~gulato(F regzme." 

Id. at 262 n.746 (quoting speech on June 14, 2006, by Economic Secrel~xy to lhe Treasury Ed Balls, 

MP). 

529. Gonzalo Vina & Robe~ Hutton, Brown Says die ~as ~Vrong ~Vot to Toughen 3ank 

Regulation as Finance z~zniszer BLOO~ERG, April 14, 2010 (quNing U.K. Prime Minister Gordon 

Brown, x~t~o stated that he was under "a huge amount of pressure" from the financial-services industW 

to maintain "li~t touch" regmlatoD~ policies); Steph~ie Baker et al., Brown’s "Churchill" )dement 

~as’ks    Failure    of Regulator    He    ~uilt,    BLOO~ERG    (Nov.    26,    2008) 

http:i/~.blootnberg.cotn/apps/news?pid newsarchive&sid auS77akg6dq0 (explaining that Mr. 

Bro~, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, "created the FSA" in 1997 m~d "held np principles-based 

re~lation as a model" because he belicved that "Britain needed to take measures to remain competitive 

in an era of globalization"); see also Howard Davies, Comments on Ross Levine’s paper 

Governance of Financial Regulalion: Refom~ Lessons from the Recent Crisis," (BIS Working Papers 

No. 329, Nov. 2010), al 15, 16 17 (comment by fom~er FSA chairman, stating that "the political climate 

in ufiich [U.K.] re~lalors were operating.., was highly unfavourable to tight regulation" before the 

global financial crisis began in 2007, because "the City of London was seen as a goose that lays golden 

eggs, which should on no account be frightened into flapping its rungs and flying away"), available at 

http:/i~sv.bis.org/publ/work329.pdf. 
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in a speech delivered in New York--that "London’s philosophy of ’light 
touch’ regulation has helped it in becoming the world’s leading centre 
for mobile capital.’’s~° She declared that "[t]he FSA is firmly of the 
view that regulators must be very wary of the damaging effects they can 
have on creativity, innovation and competition.’’531 She further claimed 
that "It]he benefits of this light touch approach to regulation are borne 
out by the figures," and she cited data showing that London was 
attracting more stock offerings than New York.s32 

Two weeks later, Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY) and New" York 
Mayor Michael Bloomberg published an op-ed in the 14/all Street 
Jourt~al and announced that they had commissioned a report by 
McKinsey and Company on the competitiveness of U.S. financial 
markets.533 Senator Schumer’s and Mayor Bloomberg’s op-ed warned 
that "we risk allowing New York to lose its pre-eminence in the global 
financial-selwices sector," and they called for legal reforms to remedy 
"overregulation" and "frivolous litigation" in the U. S.534 They criticized 
U.S. regulators for "often competing to be the toughest cop on the 
street," while they praised the FSA for being "more collaborative and 
solutions-oriented.’’53s Shortly thereafter, Treasury Secretary Henry 
Paulson delivered a speech declaring that the op-ed by Senator Schumer 
and Mayor Bloomberg was "right on target.’’5~6 

Senator Schumer and Mayor Bloomberg issued the McKinsey report 
in January 2007, and they again warned that "New York could lose its 
status as a global financial market" if U.S. financial markets continued 
to be "stifled by stringent regulations and high litigation risks.’’537 The 

530. The UK FSA: Nobody does it belCer?, Speech by Margaret Cole, FSA Director of 

Enforcement,    at    Fordham    Law    School,    Oct.     17,    2006,    available    at 
http:/iwww.fsa.gov.uk/library/co,nmunicatior~ speeches/2006/1017 mc.shtml. 

531. Id. 

532~ Id.; see also Vina & Hntton, supra note 529 (reporting that "[i]n 2005, London surpassed the 

U.S. as the No. 1 choice Ibr stock listings by 1breign companies, especially those from emerging 

markets such as India and Russia"). 

533. Charles E. Schumer & Michael R. Bloomberg, To Save ~’Vew York, Learnf?om Lor~don, Wall 

St~ J., Nov. 1, 2006, at A18; s~’.e also BMR, supra note 290, at 37 (referring to the McKinsey sludy 

conmrissioned by Sen. ScN~mer and Mayor Bloomberg). 

534~ Schumer & Bloomberg, supra note 533. 

535. Id. 

536. Remarks by Treasury Secretary Henry M. Paulson before the Economic Club of New York, 

"On the Competitiveness of U.S. Capital Markets" (Nov. 20, 2006) [hereinafter Paulson Nov. 20, 2006 

Speech], available at http:l/w~vw.treasuw.govipress-center/press-releases/Pages/hp174.aspx. In the 

stone speech, Secretary Panlson criticized a "broken tort system [that] is an Achilles heel for our 

economy," as well as a regulatory enforcement approach that "can appear confusing and threatening" to 

financial institutions and other business firms, id. 

537. Press Release, Bloomber~/Schumer Report, NY in Danger of Losing Status as World 

Financial Center Within 10 Yems Without Major Shift in Regulation and Policy, Jam. 22, 2007, 

ava~lableathttp://~wv.nyc.gov/cgi-bin/misc/pfprinter.cgi?action print&sitename OM&p 13621848 
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McKinsey report called upon U.S. financial regulators to adopt a 
"principles-based" system of regulation and a "measured approach to 
enforcement" similar to the FSA’s policies, which senior financial 
executives described as "easier to deal with" and "responsive to their 
business needs.’’538 The McKinsey report also urged U.S. regulators to 
implement the Basel II international risk-based capital accord--and to 
abandon a U.S. interagency proposal for tougher capital requirements-- 
in order to "place U.S. financial institutions on an equal footing with 
their international competitors.’’539 

Similarly, Treasu~ Secretal)T Paulson’s speech in November 2006 
endorsed a "principles-based system" of regulation that would be "more 
agile and responsive" and thereby "maintain the competitiveness of our 
capital markets.’’s4° The Bloomberg-Schumer report and the Paulson 
speech reflected the intense political pressures exerted on U.S. financial 
regulators to conform their policies to the FSA’s "light touch" approach 
and to the more accommodating Basel II capital standards.~41 Those 

93000. 

538. Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg & Sen. Charles E. Schumer, Sustaining New York’s and the 

US’ Global Fina~ncial Services Leadership (Jm~. 2007), at 17, 81, available at 

http:i/w~w.nyc.govihtml/o~n/pdf/nyreport final.pdf.    As evidence of the FSA’s "measured" 

enforcetnent approach, the report quoted an unnamed CEO of a U.S. securities firm, who stated, "The 
FSA is open to discussing issues constructively and resolvi~N probl~’,ms quietly." ILl. at 84 (emphasis 

added). 

539. ]d. at 88, 112 (quotes). The McKinsey report quoted unnamed "CEOs ~x~d other thousht 

leaders" who criticized the federal ba~nking agencies {br issuing a joint proposal for new capital 
requirements that ~vould (i) include "a leverage ratio, which could require banks to hold more capital 

than would be required under a [Basel II] risk-based system," (it) require banks to hold more capital "if 

the aggregate capital under the [Basel II] regime IMls by 10 percent Ibr the industry as a whole" and (iii) 

reject provisions of Basel II that would allow capital requirements to "decline" in "a slrong economic 

environment." !’d. at 88. The Mc~nsey reporl noted that Citigronp, JPMorgan, Wachovia and WaMu 
had formed a working group to recommend an "alternative" to the agencies’ proposal, and lheir 

"alternafive approach [was] endorsed" by the major banking trade associations. ~rd. at 88, 112. As 

discussed above, Citigroup subsequently needed a lmge IEderal bailout to avoid failure, while Wachovia 

m~d WaMu both {~iled in 2008. See s~¢pra notes 110, 231,290, 520 and accompanying text. 

540. Paulson Nov. 20, 2006 Speech, supra note 536. The "principles-based" objectives set Ibrth 

in Secretary Paulson’s speech were subsequently incorporated in the Treasury Depart~nent’s Blueprint 

fbr a ~V[odernized Financial Reg~dato~y Structure (Mar. 2008), which he strongly advocated. Baker et 

al., supra note 529; s~,’e also Damian Paeltta et al., Paulson Plan Begzns Battle Ow’,r Ho," to Police 

~larket, V~ALL ST. J., Mar. 31, 2008, at A1 (describing Secre:~ary Paulson’s support for proposals to 

’°streamline bureaucracy" contained in the Treasury’s Blueprznt, and noting that the Bush 

Administration "has long been working on reducing regulation that, it argues, has hurt U.S. financial 

instilutions in competition ruth overseas centers such as London and Hong Kong"). Due to the financial 

crisis, Secreta~ Paulson’s Blueprint was never implemented and was superseded by the Obama 
Administration’s proposals that provided the foundation for the Dodd Frank Act. HAL S. SCOTT & 

ANNA GELPERN, INTERNATIONAL FINANCE: TRANSACTI¢INS, POLICY, AND REG-C%ATION 335 (19th ed. 

2012); Da~nian Paletta, r~S. to Toughen Finance Rules, W_aLL ST. J., Mar. 16, 2009, at A1. 

541. See, e.g., BAIf~, s~¢pra note 290, at 24, 27 (explaining that, in 2006, most l~deral bank 

regulators "were still moving in the direction of less regulation, at least fbr larger institutions," 

noting that "[a]dding fuel to the fire was the fact that some of our foreign co~npetitors, particularly in 

Europe, were taking industry selftregulation to new ez~remes [through] ’principles-based’ regulation, 
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pressures eased only when the global financial crisis revealed that the 
Basel II standards were woefully inadequate,542 and when the FSA was 
"thoroughly discredited" after U.K authorities were forced to bail out 
four of the nine largest U.K banks.543 

As the financial crisis has receded in the public’s memol3~, major U.S. 
banks and their allies in Congress have once again invoked the need for 
international "competitiveness" and "level playing fields" as a reason to 
avoid rigorous implementation of Dodd-Frank’s financial reforms.544 
For example, major bank trade associations attacked the FRB’s 
proposals to adopt higher capital standards and other enhanced 
prudential requirements for SIFIs because the proposed requirements 
"may place U.S. banks at an unwarranted competitive disadvantage 
compared to those countries that have not ilnplemented a comparable 
approach.’’545 Similarly, big banks and their political allies have used 

which, in my view, meant articulating high-level standards but then leaving it to lhe baJaks themselves to 

interpret and enforce those standards"); id at 30 39 (describing how FDIC chairman Bair successfully 

resisted intense lobbying by the FRB, OCC a~nd OTS, as well as Senators Schumer and Mike Crape (R- 

ID), to abandon the U.S. leverage capital requirement and con*brm U.S. capital requirements to the 

weaker Basel II standards as implemented by the U.K., Europe and Japan). 

542. ADMATI & t[ELLWIG, supra note 523, at 96 (describing how European banks and U.S. 

invest,nent banks "found ,naaay creative ways to have very high leverage and evade the [Basel II] 
requirements by shifting risks to others or hiding them behind flawed risk models or misleading credit 

ratings"); id at 183 ("[T]he fina~lcial crisis showed that Basel II was flawed."); BAIR, supra note 290, at 

257 ("Europe was to pay dearly for its ill-advised implementation of Basel II and failure to impose a 

leverage ralio."); id at 40 (explaining lhat, due to the financial crisis, "the weight of market opinion had 

swung our way" by the end of 2007, and the Dodd Frank Act "essentially killed Basel II as a means of 

reducing big bank capital"). 

543. BMR, supra note 290, at 192 (describing lhe FSA as "weak and a captive of the induslry it 

regulaled"); see also Ellis Fen-an, The Break-Up of the Finamcial Services Aulhority (Univ. of 

Cambridge Faculty of Law Res. Paper Ser. No. 10/04, Oct. 11, 2010), al 2 5 (discussing lhe "dramatic 

fall from grace for the FSA" and its abolition by Parliament, but suggesting that "there was not a clear- 

cut case for outright abolition of the FSA and.., fixing it was a solid option"), available at 

http:i/ssm.comiabstract 1690523; Patrick Jenkins & Brooke Masters, Finance: London’s Precarious 

Position, FT.COM, July 29, 2012 (reporting that the "FSA’s old reputation for light-touch regmlafion 

comes in for blame repeatedly as enforcement cases lay bare the excesses of the past"); Kevin Crowley 

& Amberecn ChoudN~ry, ~’~lade-in-London Scandals Rzsk C~ty Reputat~on as ~loney Center, 

BLOOXvlBERG, July 6, 2012 (referring to the U.K.’s bailouts of four of its largest nine banks, "costing the 

country more money than any other project in history outside of world wars"); Ali Quassim, 

International Banking: {2K. ’s Chancellor Osborne to Abohsh ’Failed’ Financial Services Authority 

Started by Brown, 94 BNA’s BANKI:N-G RgP. 1237 (June 22, 2010) (describing plaJ~s by the 

Conservafive-Liberal coalition govermnent to abolish the "failed" FSA and replace it with three separate 

agencies that would assume responsibility- for regulating baJaks, protecting consumers and combating 

serious economic crimes). 

544. ADMATI & }]ELLWIG, supra note 523, at 1 3, 10, 194 95, 199; Derma Boark, Three Years 

On, Fears R[ Flight fi’om ~S. Regs, ~%~. BANKgR, June 17, 2011, at 1 (reporting that members of 

Congress "appear consumed again with a very precisis topic: Is overregulafion driving finaaacial 

institutions overseas?"; and quoting, as an example of that concern, a statement by Rep. Shelley Moore 

Capito (R-WV) that "failing to examine the aggregate cost of compliance ~ith Dodd Frank could lead 

to job losses and, in the worst case, a downgrade in the United States as a financial center"). 

545. Big Bank Systemic Risk Comment Letter, supra note 44, at 9; see also id. at 4 (warning that 
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the same global "competitiveness" rationale to block efforts by federal 
regulators to implement the Volcker Rule and Dodd-Frank’s derivatives 
reforms.546 

The financial industry’s repeated calls for international "level playing 
fields" seek to reduce regulatory standards for global banks to the 
"lowest common denominator" followed by any major financial 
center.547 As a practical matter, that approach would "allow foreign 
nations with the weakest systems of financial regulation to set the 
maximum level of supervisory constraints on global SIFIs.’’548 The 
industry’s "level playing field" arguments must be rejected in view of 
the disastrous role played by international regulatory arbitrage in 
undermining financial supervision in the U.S., U.K and Europe prior to 
the financial crisis.549 

2. Structural Flaws and Conflicts of Interest in U.S. Financial Agencies 
Have Increased Their Vulnerability to Industry Influence and 

Regul atory Arbitrage 

Structural flaws and conflicts of interest within U.S. financial 
agencies further weakened the effectiveness of financial regulation both 
before and after the financial crisis. As shown above in Part 
IV(B)(1)(a), the OCC, OTS and FRB actively competed to persuade 
financial institutions to operate within their respective jurisdictions. The 
OCC and OTS had particularly strong financial incentives to adopt lax 
policies that would encourage large depository institutions to operate as 
national banks or federal thrifts. Assessments paid by federally- 
chartered banks and thrifts funded virtually all of the OCC’s and OTS’s 

"excessive limitations on lhe ability of U.S. banks to take controlled risks will reduce lhe role of the 

United States as a leader in the global financial system"). 

546. Cheyenne Hopkins et al., ~S. Volcker Rule Faces Uarsh Critzcs, BLOOMBERG, Feb. 14, 

2012 (citing financial industry arguments that lhe Volcker Rule would hurl the "compelitiveness" of 

U.S. b~ks); Kevin Wack, Regulators: I4~e Don’t Uave all the Answers on Volcker Rule, AM. BAN3KER, 

Jan. 19, 2012, at 1 (reporting on clai~ns by ttouse Republicmns that "’the Volcker Rule will put the 

United States at a disadvantage interuafionally"); Michael J. Moore, Citigroup Says Dodd Frank Drives 

Off Overseas Clients’, BLOOMBERG, Mar. 1, 2013 (describing argument by Citigroup that new 
derivatives rules mandated by Dodd Frank could cause the bank to "lose clients to non-U.S, financial 

institufions that are not subject to the same compliance regime"); Gregory Meyer & Aline van Duyn, 

Banks Plead to Lzmit Range of Swap Rules; REUTERS, Mar. 16, 2011 (citing arguments by BofA~ 
Citigroup and JPMorgan thai proposed derivalives rules conld "damage... their competitiveness in 
foreign markets"). 

547..A~DMATI & HELLWIG, supra note 523, at 10, 94@5; see also Wilmarth, supra note 109 (Part 

II), at 7 (referring to the fino~lcial industry’s argument that the U.S~ "should not implement fimdamental 
financial reforu~s until all olher major developed nations have agreed to do so"). 

548~ Wilmarth, supra note 109 (Part II), at 7. 

549. ADMATI & }]ELLWIG, supra note 523, at 96, 177, 187; BAIR, supra note 290, at 27 38; 192, 

257; Wilmarth, supra note 109 (Part II), at 7. 
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budgets.55° 
For example, the fees paid by WaMu covered about one-seventh of 

the OTS’s total budget, and OTS Director John Reich referred to WaMu 
as "my largest constitutent.’’5sl OTS examiners uncovered "more than 
500 serious operational deficiencies" at WaMu between 2004 and 2008, 
but the OTS continued to rate WaMu as "fundamentally sound" until 
Februal-y 2008 and failed to take any public enforcement action before 
WaMu failed in September 2008.~s2 A Senate investigation concluded 
that the OTS’s forbearance toward WaMu "reflected an OTS culture of 
deference to bank management" as well as the OTS’s likely "recognition 
of [WaMu’s] unique importance to the agency’s finances.’’s53 

Congress abolished OTS for its regulatol~T failings.~s4 However, the 
OCC continues to have "strong budgetary incentives" to please large 
national banks that fund most of the agency’s operations,ss5 The OCC is 
"widely viewed as the most committed regulatory, champion for the 
interests of major banks," and it has consistently acted to "retain [their] 
allegiance.’’ss6 In addition to its aggressive preemption of state 
consumer protection laws, the OCC "issued dozens of rulings that 
greatly expanded the permissible activities of national banks in areas 
such as data processing, derivatives, equipment leasing, insurance sales, 
real estate investments and securities activities.’’ss7 In 2005, Acting 
Comptroller of the Currency Julie Williams assured a group of bankers 
that (i) the OCC’s supervisory approach provided "a spacious 
framework, designed to accommodate change," and (ii) the agency’s 
personnel were "advocates on the national stage [for] measures designed 
to make regulation more efficient, and less costly, less intrusive, less 
complex, and less demanding on [bankers] and [their] resources.’’5~8 

During the debates over Dodd-Frank, the OCC joined major banks 

550. ENGEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 15841; Oren Bar-Gill & Elizabeth Warren, "Making 
Credit Safer," 157 U. PA. L. REV. 1, 81 83, 91 94 (2008); Wilmarth, supra note 211, at 915 16; see 

also BAIR, supra note 290, at 41, 79, 192, 33940 (criticizing lhe conflicts of interest created by lhe 
OCC’s and OTS’s charter-based funding). 

551. Senate 14~all Street Crisis Re.port, supra note 461, at 165, 210 (quoting May- 2, 2007 email 
from Mr. Reich to an OTS colleague), 230. 

552. Senate 14~allStreet Crisis Report, supra note 461, at 209, 161 62, 177, 228 30. 

553. ld. at 209 11; see also supra notes 516-18 and acco~npanying text (citing additional OTS 

tnissteps that contributed to the failures of IndyMac, Downey Federal, BankUnited and AIG). 

554. Wihnarth, supra note 211, at 918. 

555. Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 912. 

556. ld. 

557. ld. at 912 13 (quote); see also supra notes 251 551, 513 (discussing the OCC’s preemption 
of state laws); Saule O~narova, ~he Quiet Metamorphosis: How Derivatives Changed the ’Business of 

Banking’, 63 U~ MIAMI L. REV. 1041, 1051~9 (2009) (describing how the OCC greatly expanded the 

powers of national banks, especially with regard to derivatives activities, by issuing rulings that adopted 
an ever-expanding definition of"the business of bruiting"). 

558. Wihnarth, supra note 211, at 905 (qnoting speech by Ms. Williams on May 27, 2005). 
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and their trade associations in opposing many of the statute’s key 
reforms.5s9 After Dodd-Frank’s enactment, the OCC continued to align 
itself with large financial institutions by resisting significant increases in 
capital requirements for bank SIFIs, by opposing the Volcker Rule, and 
by refusing to make significant reductions in the scope of the OCC’s 
2004 preemption rules.56° In June 2011, Acting Comptroller of the 
Currency John Walsh appeared to question the need for fundamental 
financial reform when he warned that "in the frenzy of the moment, we 
can overreact in response to crisis... [W]e are in danger of trying to 
squeeze too much risk and complexity out of banking.’’561 

Democrats on Capitol Hill strongly criticized Mr. Walsh, and 
President Obama replaced him with Thomas Curry, a former state 
banking commissioner and FDIC board member.562 After taking office 
in April 2012, Comptroller CurD, declared that one of his "goals" was to 
"eliminate [the] perception" that "the OCC is too cozy with the banks it 
regulates.’’~63 He apologized for several OCC mistakes that were 
revealed shortly after he took office, including the OCC’s failures to 
prevent (i) widespread foreclosure abuses by national banks, (it) 
JPMorgan’s $6.2 billion loss from its "London Whale" trading 
operation, and (iii) massive money laundering violations by HSBC.564 

559. Wilmm’th, supra note 19, at 913 (discussing tile OCC’s opposition during the drafting of 
Dodd-Frank to reforn~s that would give greater protections to consumers, require national banks to 

retain a substantial portion of the risk of loans they sell for securitization, and impose greater restrictions 

on executive pay-). 

560~ Id. at913 15. 

561. Id. at 914 (quoting speech by Mr. Walsh on June 21, 2011). Mr. Walsh did not change his 

views after he was replaced by Thomas Curry in April 2012. In a subsequent interviexz Mr. Walsh 

repeated his concern that "policymakers are trying to wring too much risk and complexity out of tile 

financial system." He also cautioned that "[w]e can go too far in the direction of safety" and thereby 

restrict economic growth. Barbara A. Rehm, ~’hat £;v-(;omptroller 14~alsh Really Thinks About the State 

oj~ank~ng, .~¢. B.~qF-~R, Aug. 31, 2012, at 3 (summarizing and quoting Mr. Walsh’s views)~ 

562~ Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 915 16; Kate Davidson, Curry’s 7>icky/3alancingAct at 

POL~T~CO~COM, Feb. 27, 2013 (available on Le~s). 

563. Victoria McGrane, Comptroller Got ’~Vhale’ ofan Intro, WALL ST. J., July 2, 2012, at C9 

(quoting fi’om all interview with Mr. Curry); see also Rob Blackwell & Rachel Witkowski, OCC’s 
Curry on Yig/3ankYreakup, Basel and Preemption, AM. BA~\KER, Jan. 22, 2013, 2013 WLNR 1420945 

(quoting Mr. Cur¢-’s view that the OCC should act as "the cop on the beat" and should have % good 

dose of healthy skepficism" toward the bal~ks it regulates). 

564. Joe Adler, 14~atchdog /3lames OCC Supervision ji)r h~azlure to Catch ’Robo-Szgni*g’ Scandal, 
Axv*. BANKER, June 4, 2012 (describing the Treasu~- inspector general’s crificism of the OCC Ibr Ihiling 

to prevent abusive foreclosure practices by national banks, and reporting that Mr. CurW "generally 

agreed with the watchdog’s recommendations"); Ben Protess, ~,5’. Regulator Concedes Oversight Lapse 

in JP~organ Loss, N.Y. T~ME~S, June 7, 2012, al B5 (reporting thal Mr. Curry "couceded... lhat his 

agency slumbled" by failing to identify’ flawed risk management practices at JPMorgan thal led to a 

"multibillion dollar trading Joss"); Joe Adler, Comptroller Curry Vows Tougher Enjbrcement, ,~[igher 
Ethics at OCC, :Mvl. B~dqKI~R, July 18, 2012 (describing the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on 

Investigation’s criticism of tile OCC for "feeble enforcement" of anfi-money lanndering (:%~L) laws 

against HSBC, and reporting that "CmD" ackalowledged his agency acted too slowly in addressing tile 
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Mr. Curry also developed a plan to "stren~hen" the OCC by giving a 
stronger voice to the agency’s examiners and by "diversifying funding 
so the agency doesn’t have to rely solely on assessments from the banks 
it regulates.’’565 However, Mr. Curry’s efforts to change the OCC’s 
culture--including his appointment of former FDIC colleagues to fill 
leadership positions at the OCC--provoked criticism from bank 
executives and OCC staff members. As a result, some analysts 
expressed doubts whether Mr. Curry could successfully transform the 
OCC into a strong and independent regulator.566 

The Fed is not subject to the same budgetary pressures as the OCC, 
because the Fed independently finances its operations by "drawing on 
earnings from [its] portfolio of Treasury securities and other debt 
instruments.’’~67 However, the banking industry exerts significant 
influence over the Fed through the "unique governance structure" of the 
Fed’s twelve regional Federal Reserve Banks (Reserve Banks).56~ 

Member banks in each Fed district elect six of the nine directors of that 
district’s Reserve Bank, and three of those bank-elected directors vote 
(along with three additional directors appointed by the FRB) to select 
the Reserve Bank’s president,s69 

bank’s problems"); see also Senate HSBC Report~ supra note 434, at 8 11, 283 335 (criticizing the 

OCC’s l?ailure to enlbrce !LML laws against ttSBC, stating that "[d]espite the many AML problems 

identified by its examiners, OCC supervisors took no formal or inlbrmal enforcement actions [fiom 
2005 until 2010], allomng the bank’s AML problems to tester," id at 283); Jesse Hamilton, Bank- 

F~ien@ Regulator Shz/?s to Revamp Reputatzon, BLOOi~fl3ERG, Oct, 8, 2012 (reporting on initiatives 

taken by Mr~ Curry to make the OCC ’°a regulator lbr the public, not a regulator that views itself as 

protecting banks") (quoting former FDIC chairman Sheila Bait, who worked with Mr. Curry at the 

FDIC). 

565~ Davidson, supra note 562. 

566. Id.; ttamilton, supra note 564; see also BAIIL supra note 290, at 341 (noting that Mr. Curry 

would be ’°fighting an uphill battle" in trying to "change the regulatoo’ culture of the OCC and refocus it 

on protecting the public interest, not the banks" becanse "the OCC’s decline as a regulator has been 

ongoing Ibr many years"); Victoria Finkle, If ChUB Needs a Commission, 147O, ~Vot OCC?, AM. 

BANKER, Feb. 13, 2013 (reporting on a proposal by Sen. Mike Crapo (R-ID) to replace the OCC’s 

single-director model of governance with a bipartisan commission, and citing analyst Edward Mills’ 

view thal Senator Crapo’s proposal might "reflect dissatisfaction with the new regime al lhe OCC," 

including Mr. Curry’s eflbrts "to distance the agency fiom the perception that it is too lenient on banks. 

If the agency gets tougJaer on the industry, that tnay prompt tnore calls to change its structure" in order 

to give Republican legislators and the banking industry "more control over Curry than they currently 

have"). 

567. Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 941. 

568. ]d; see also ALLAN H. MELTZER, 1 A HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL RESER\~, 1913 1951, at 
65.67, 483 86 (2003) (explaining that the Fed’s governance slructure, which was established in 1913 

and ~nodified in 1935, represented a "compromise" between those ~!~o wanted a "central bank.., under 

political control" as reflected in the President’s appointment of the FRB’s governors and those who 

wanted a "central bank.., run by bankers," as reflected in the election of two-thirds of each Reserve 

Bank’s directors by member banks); BARTH, CAPRIO & LEVINE, supra hOle 19, at 151 (discussing the 

"many compromises" that produced the "unique... private-public nature of the Fed, as ~vell as its 

centralized-decentralized struclure")~ 

569. Wihnarth, supra note 19, at 941 42 (explaining that (i) member banks elect three Class A 
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Five Reserve Bank presidents are voting members of the Federal 
Open Market Committee (FOMC)--which determines the nation’s 
monetary policy--along with the FRB’s seven governors.57° All twelve 
Reserve Bank presidents participate in the FOMC’s meetings, and each 
Reserve Bank president has shared responsibility" (together with the 
FRB) for supervising member banks and bank holding companies 
headquartered in that Reserve Bank’s district. Thus, Reserve Bank 
presidents--who are subject to substantial influence from member banks 
in their districts--"play significant roles in determining the Fed’s 
monetary policy and bank supervisory policies.’’571 

Boards of directors of Reserve Banks have "typically been dominated 
by senior executives of major banks, large [nonbank] financial firms and 
leading nonfinancial corporations that are customers of the biggest 
banks.’’572 Many of the same banks and nonbank firms received federal 
support during the financial crisis. For example, during the peak of the 
crisis between 2007 and 2009, the New York Fed’s board of directors 
included JPMorgan chairman Jamie Dimon, Lehman chairman Richard 
Fuld, General Electric chairman Jeffrey Immelt, and Goldman director 
and former chairman Stephen Friedman.573 Mr. Friedman’s service as a 
Class C director of the New York Fed provoked substantial public 
controversy because the FRB granted a waiver that allowed him to 
continue serving in that role after Goldman converted to a bank holding 
company in September 2008.574 

and three Class B directors for each Reserve Bank, x~t~ile the FRB appoints three Class C directors, and 

(it) Class B and Class C directors j ointly vote to select the Reserve Bank’s president). 

570~ Id. at 942 (explaining that the president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (New 

York Fed) serves as a permanent voting member of the FOMC, while tour additional FOMC voting 
seats rotate among the other eleven Reserve Bank presidents). 

571. id.; s~.’e also BARTH, CAPRIO & LE’vTNE, supra note 19, at 89 (stating that the Fed "is not 

independent of private banks" becanse "private banks are intimately inter~vdned with [Fed officials] 

charged wi th regul sting th e nati on’ s m aj or b an ks"). 

572~ Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 943; see also Jonathan Reiss, T,~e Regional ~’eds 

In&’.pendenc~’., BLOOivlBERO, Jnne 13, 2012 (pointing out that six of the nine directors of each Reserve 

Bank are elected by the banking industry-, and also noting that the New York Fed’s three current Class C 

directors were appointed by the FRB but were also leaders of "nonprofit corporalions that rely on 

contributions from financial corporations or their executives"). 

573. Wihnarth, supra note 19, at 943; see also U.S. Senator Bernard Sanders (I-VT), Jamie 

Dimon Is Not Alone, June 12, 2012 (identifying 18 former and current Reserve Bank directors 

worked in baaaks and corporations lhat received Fed liquidity assistance during the financial crisis), 

available at hltp://www.sanders.senale.gov/imo,’media/doc/O61212DimonIsNotAlone.pdf; William 

Alden, D~mon Leaves ~Ve~ Fork ~ed ~?oard as [g~s Term Ends’, N.Y. TIMES BLOGS (DEALBOOK), Jan. 8, 

2013 (available on Le:ds) (reporting that Mr. Dimon left the New York Fed’s board in December 2012 

after completing two three-year terms). 

574. Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 944 45 (explaining that (i) "[w]ithout the FRB’s waiver, 

Friedman would have been disqualified from serving as a Class C director unless he resigned his 

Ooldtnan directorship rand divested his Gold,nan stock," and (it) "Fried,nan purchased 37,000 additional 

shares of Goldman stock while his waiver was pending, and during that period the New York Fed 
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Dimon, Fuld, Immelt, Friedman and fourteen other Reserve Bank 
directors worked at institutions that received massive amounts of 
emergency liquidity assistance from the Fed during the crisis.575 In 
addition, academic studies have shown that (i) "banks were significantly 
more likely to receive capital assistance under [TARP] if their 
executives served as directors of either Reserve Banks or Reserve Bank 
branches,’’576 and (ii) banks whose executives served as Reserve Bank 
Class A directors between 1990 and 2009 "experienced significant 
abnormal gains in their stock market values" and %vere significantly 
less likely to fail (compared with other banks).’’577 

During the past two decades the FRB has actively competed with the 
OCC to attract the loyalty of major banks by (A) issuing rulings that 
expanded the securities and derivatives activities of bank holding 
companies, (B) granting exemptions that loosened restraints on 
transactions between major banks and their affiliates, and (C) 
advocating the adoption of less demanding capital requirements for the 
largest banks under the Basel 1I capital accord,s78 Both the FRB and the 
OCC advocated an aggressive bailout policy for leading banks during 
the financial crisis, and they also supported giving lenient terms to major 
banks that wanted "to exit the TARP capital assistance program by 
repurchasing the preferred stock they had sold to Treasury.’’s79 

The foregoing evidence indicates that "large financial institutions 
have exerted substantial influence on Fed policies" as well as those of 
the OCC.sS° The nature and extent of the financial industry’s influence 
on the Fed and the OCC become even clearer ;vhen one considers the 

directed AIG to pay $14 billion to Goldman, represcnting ~11 payment of AIG’s obligations to 

Goldman"). 

575. Wihnarth, supra note 19, at 945 46; see also Sanders, supra note 573, at 1 (stating that "’at 

beast ]8 fbrmer and current directors f?om Federal Reserve Banks" worked in banks and corporations 

that collectively receiw~d over $4 tril[ion in low-interest [oans f?om the Federal Reserve"). 

576. Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 946 (citing a study by Ram Duchin and Denis Sosyura a~nd 

another study by Lei Li). 

577. ld. at 946 47 (citing a studyby Renee Adams). 

578. Sanle Omarova, The Merchants of Wall Street: Banking, Commerce, and Commodities 
(Nov. 24, 2012), at 1 ~14, 33 42 (discussing OCC and FRB rulings that greatly expanded the securities 
and derivatives activities of nalional bamks and bank holding companies), available at 

http:h’ssrn.com/abstract 2180647; Saule Omarova, From Gramm Leach Bliley to Dodd Frank: The 

UnfidfilledPromise ofSection 23A of the Federal Reserve Act, 89 N.C.L. REV. 1683, 1702 03, 1706 

55 (2011) (detailing the generous exemptions that the FRB granted to large banking organizations fiom 
rules limiting affiliate tro~lsactions, both before and during the financial crisis); BArn, supra note 290, at 

31~9 (stating that FRB and OCC officials worked together to promote more lenient capital sto~ldards 

for large U.S. banks nnder Basel II); Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 948 (same). 

579. Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 948 50; see also BAIR, supra note 290, at 95 129, 165 74, 207 

(describing the FRB’s and OCC’s strong snpport for bailouts of large troubled banks and their 
~villingness to allow lenient terms for major bm~ks that wanted to leave the TARP program). 

580. Wihnarth, supra note 19, at 947, 950. 
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contrasting record of the FDIC. As I explained in a previous article, the 
FDIC °~has demonstrated a significantly higher degree of independence 
from industry influence" by virtue of its °~clearly defined mission" as 
well as its °~assured source of funding.’’581 The FDIC’s twin purposes 
are to protect bank depositors and presel~,e the Deposit Insurance Fund 
(DIF), and both goals encourage the FDIC to consider the broader public 
interest and not just the financial industry’s self-interest.582 In addition, 
the FDIC funds its operations by collecting premiums from FDIC- 
insured banks. Because FDIC insurance is a practical necessity for all 
banks that accept deposits from the public, the FDIC--unlike the 
OCC--is not vulnerable to industry influence through "charter 
competition.’’s~3 

The FDIC’s "guaranteed funding source" also means that the agency 
is not subject to congressional domination through the appropriations 
process,s~4 As I previously pointed out, "Congress has frequently 
undermined the effectiveness of CFTC and SEC over the past two 
decades by frequently failing to provide those agencies with adequate 
funds.’’s~s Two former chairmen of the CFTC and SEC recently 
declared that both agencies "need a robust--and dependable--source of 
funding" that is not subject to deep cuts imposed by congressional 
appropriators.5~6 As both former chairmen explained, an independent 
funding source "insulates [agencies] from political pressure exerted by 
the deep-pocketed institutions they regulate" and allows agencies to 
"implement strategic decisions to adapt to changing markets and build 

581. Id. al 947. 

582~ ~rd.; see also BAIR, supra note 290, at 8, 12 13, 21 24, 43 47, 81 82, 19~93, 226, 340 

(describing the FDIC’s strong commitments to protect depositors and preserve the DIF as well as the 

FDIC’s relative independence from the financial industry); Brendan Greeley, Ditch Basel Rules’, Just 

Raise Capital, Vitter Sa),s, BLOOMBERG BUSINESWF~K (May 1, 2013) (stating that the FDIC has 

followed "more conservative" supervisory policies because of its dual role as "both a regulator and an 
insurer"), http://~v.businessweek.c~m/artic~es/20~3-05-0~/ditd~-base~-bank-rules-just-raise-capita~- 

vitter-says. 

583. Wilmarlh, supra hole 19, at 947; see also BAIR, supra note 290, at 340 (stating that the FDIC 

"has repeatedly proven itself to be significantly tnore independent of the big banks than the OCC" 

becanse the FDIC "does not have to rely on fees from the nation’s biggest banks to fund itsell; as does 

the OCC"). 

584. Wilmarth, s~¢pra note 19, at 947. 

585. dd. at 951 53; see also supra notes 87 89, 160.62 (describing successful eflbrts by the 

financial induslry and its congressional allies to cut or freeze the budgets of flae CFTC and SEC mad 

thereby constrain the ability of bolh agencies to implement Dodd Frank’s reforms); BAIR, supra hole 
290, at 342 43 (stating that "industry lobbyists have found that the best way to harass the SEC and 

CFTC and block eftbrts at financial refo~n is through convincing appropriations co~nmittees to restrict 

how these agencies can use their tnoney," and contending that the "eft~ctiveness [of the SEC and 

CFTC] roll not be improved if their senior staff and chairmcn have to spcnd time and resources on the 

Hill constantly battling industry lobbyists lbr enough money to operate")~ 

586. Brooksley Born & William Donaldson, Se~Fundi~g ofReg, dators I4%uld Help Fiscal Mess, 

POLITICO.COM, Mar. 10, 2013. 
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needed information technology.., all of which require multiyear budget 
certainty. ,,587 

Because of the FDIC’s well-defined public interest mission and its 
assured funding, the FDIC has demonstrated a much higher degree of 
independence from the financial industry than the FRB, OCC, CFTC or 
SEC. During the period leading up to the financial crisis, the FDIC (i) 
generally took a tougher position against subprime mortgage lending,588 
and (it) "fought hard to maintain tougher capital rules for U.S. banks 
(including leverage capital requirements) during international 
negotiations over the Basel II capital accord.’’s89 The FDIC also pushed 
the Basel Committee on Bank Supervision to adopt stronger capital 
standards--including a leverage requirement--in the post-crisis Basel 
III accord,sg° although Basel III did not go far enough,s91 The FDIC 
prevailed (over the opposition of New York Fed and Treasury officials) 
in deciding that WaMu’s bondholders would not be bailed out when 
WaMu failed in September 2008.592 The FDIC achieved partial 
success--again despite the contrary, views of Fed and OCC officials-- 
when it pressured the largest banks to satisfy tougher capital-raising 
requirements in order to exit the TARP capital assistance program.593 

Sheila Bair, who served as FDIC chairman from 2006 to 2011, 
deserves much of the credit for the FDIC’s comparatively better 
performance during those years. However, the FDIC’s public interest 
mission and its structural independence from the banking industry also 
appear to be key factors. An example of that independence is shown by 
the fact that, over the past three decades, industDT insiders have 
repeatedly attacked the FDIC for seeking to impose stronger capital 
standards and higher deposit insurance premiums to reduce bank failures 
and protect the DIF.594 IndustDT critics have frequently mocked the 
FDIC’s acronym as standing for "Forever Demanding Increased 
Capital.’’59s An appropriate response to that mockery might be, "Isn’t 
that the FDIC’s job?" 

587. 

588. BAIR, szcpra note 290, at 43 49, 57 58. 

589. Wilmarth. szcpra note 19, at 947 48; see also BAIR, s~¢pra note 290, at 30M0. 

590. B_MR, szcpra note 290, at 257 72. 

591. See ADMATI AND tIELLWIG, supra note 516, at 96, 169 70, 176 88 (showing that Basel III is 

inadequate to ensure that large global balks cm~ withstand future shocks similar to the financial crisis of 

2007 09). 

592. BAIR, supra note 290, at 90 94, 99 100; see also Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 948 49, 949 

n.283 (explaining that then-New York Fed president Titnothy Oeithner and TreasuD, officials strongly 

lhvored protecting WaMu’s bondholders). 

593. BAIR, supra note 290, at 201 07; Wilmarth, s~pra note 19, at 94950. 

594. B~IR, supra note 290, at 2~25; Wilmaflh, supra note 19, at 947. 

595. Wihnarth, supra note 19, at 947, 947~48 n.279. 
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3. The "Revolving Door" and "Cultural Capture" Provide Important 
Sources of Regulatory Influence for the Financial Industry 

The far-reaching deregulation of the U.S. financial services industry 
after 1980 and the resulting proliferation of new financial activities and 
products promoted rapid growth in the industry’s size, profitability and 
compensation.596 For example, U.S. financial-sector assets (including 
assets under financial management) mushroomed from $15.06 trillion 
(254% of GDP) in 1991 to $37.71 trillion (360% of GDP) in 2002 and 
$55.62 trillion (420% of GDP) in 2006.597 Similarly, U.S. financial- 
sector debt rose from 40% of GDP in 1988 to 70% of GDP in 1998 and 
120% of GDP in 2006.598 U.S. financial-sector profits experienced a 
comparable growth curve, rising from 13% of total pretax domestic 
profits in 1980 to 27% of such profits in 2007.599 Stocks of financial 
firms included in the S&P 500 index accounted for the highest aggregate 
market value of any industry sector from 1995 to 1998 and again from 
2002 to 2007.6°° 

Compensation in the U.S. financial industry steadily moved upward 

596. JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 70 87, 104~)9, 120~44; Wilmarth, supra note 15, at 

97~97, 1002 15; see also Thomas Philippon & Ariell Reshe£ Wages andHuman Capital in the ~S. 

Financial fndustry: 1909 2006; Nal’l Bur. Econ. Res. Working Paper No. 14644 (Jam. 2009), al 3~4, 

16~2, 30 (finding that lhe t~vo most important factors behind lhe signific~mt rise in financial sector 

compensation between 1980 and 2006 ~vere (i) deregulation of banking and financial operations and (it) 

expansion of corporate finance activities linked to IPOs and credit risk ~nmnagetnent), available at 

http:l/w~.nber.orp~/papers/w14644. 

597. For lbe U.S. tin,racial industry’s assels in 1991, see Bd. of Governors of Fed. Res. Sys., Flow 

ofFunds~qccounts qfthe United States, 4th Qtr. 1996 (Statistical Rel. Z.1), at 68, 72 "79 (line 1 oftbls. 

L.109, L.114, L.115, L. 116, L.117, L.118, L.119, L.120, L.121, L.122, L.123, L.124, L.125, L.126), 
available at http://ww~.federalreserve.gov/releases/zl/19970314/zl.pdli For GDP in 1991, see Bd. of 

Governors of the Fed. Res. Sys., h~ow ojt~)m&’ Accounts ojthe United States, 3d Q~r~ 1996 (Statistical 

Rel.       Z. 1 ),       at       12      (tbl.F.6,       line       1 ),       available       at 
http:i/~v.federalreserve.govireleases/zl/19961211/zl.pd£ For the financial industry’s assets in 2002 

and 2006, see has. Co. Instit. & Fin. Serv. Roundtable, The Financial Services Fact Book 2008, at 2. 
For GDP in 2002 and 2006, see Bd. of Governors of Fed. Res. Sys., Flow of Funds Accounts ofthe 

United States, 41h Qlr. 2006 (Stalistical Rel. Z.I .), at 12 (tbl.F.6, line 1). See also Steven M. Kaplan & 

Joshua Rauh, ~/all Street and3/fain Street: I/Vhat Contributes to the Rise in the Highest £~comes?, (Nat’l 

Bur. Econ. Res. Working Paper 13270, July 2007), at 18 (nofing that the global capital of the top 50 

U.S. securities firn~s grew by more than 20 times between 1987 and 2004, while total assets under 

management at U.S. nmlual funds rose ficom $135 billion to $8.9 trillion between 1980 and 2005), 

available at http://wvv~v~nber.org/papers/w13270. 

598. The gods strike back: ~1 special ~port on financial risk, ECONOS~IIST, Feb. 13, 2010, at 3 

(Borrowed time chart 1). 

599. Justin Lahart, Has the Financial ]ndustO, ’s ~eyday Come and Gone?, WALL ST. J., April 28, 

2008, at A2. 

600. Elizabeth Stanton, Bank Stocks’ Cede F3iggest S&P IVeightzng to Technology (Update l), 
BLOO~rBERG, May 21, 2008; see also Tom Lauricella, Crumbling Profit Center: Financial Sector 

Showing Lif& but Don’t Bank on Long-Term Revival, Vv~ALL ST. J., Mar. 24, 2008, at C1 (reporting that 

fin~mcial stocks accounted lbr 22.3% of the toal market value of all stocks included in the S&P 500 

index at the end of 2006, "up fiom just 13% at the end of 1995"). 
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in tandem with the dramatic growth in the industry’s size and profits 
after 1980. Wages in the financial sector were approximately the same 
as average wages in the rest of the U.S. economy in 1980. However, 
relative wages in the financial sector increased rapidly thereafter and 
were seventy percent higher than average wages in the rest of the U.S. 
economy by 2006.6°1 The peak reached in 2006 for relative 
compensation in the financial industry matched a similarly high level 
recorded in the early 1930s, which also marked the end of a long period 
of aggressive deregulation and rapid growth in the financial sector.6°2 

The remarkable expansion of the financial industry’s size, profits and 
compensation over the past three decades produced a parallel growth in 
the industry’s political clout. As described above, the financial sector’s 
lobbying expenditures and campaign contributions increased 
dramatically after 1990.6°3 Wall Street’s ability to wield great political 
influence and to offer highly-compensated employment also created 
powerful incentives for a rapidly spinning "revolving door" between 
leadership positions in financial regulatory agencies and senior positions 
at Wall Street firms and their law firms, accounting firms and trade 
associations.6°4 As shown below, the "revolving door" and the related 
problem of "cultural" or "cognitive" capture provide additional 
explanations for Wall Street’s continued ability to shape Washington’s 
financial policies. 

a. lhe Impact of the Revoh mg Door in Magnifying the 1,~nancial 
lndustty’s Influence in Washington 

The "revolving door" between government service and Wall Street- 
related employment has undoubtedly played a major role--along with 
political contributions and lobbying--in helping to foster a pro-industry 

601. Philippon & Reshef, supra note 596, at 3 4, 8 & fig. 1; see also JOt~NSON & KWAK, supra 

note 15, al 113 14, 252 n.77 (discussing lhe study by Philippon & Reshef and noting that the "excess 

relative wage" paid to financial industry workers over other workers ~epresenting "the dift~rence 

between [higher] average finance wages and what one would predict based on educational differences 

reaches a peak of around 40 percentage points in the 2000s"); Kaplan & Rauh, s~¢pra note 597, at 2 6, 
3244, 3740, tbl.8a (concluding that executives of U.S. secnrities firms, hedge funds, private equity 

funds, venture capital funds and mutual funds accounted for more than half of the most highly- 
compensated American individnals in 2004). 

602. Philippon & ResheI; supra note 596, at 34, 8, 16 17 (describing the impact of deregulation 

and the gaowth of IPOs and other corporate finance activities between 1900 and 1930 and again between 

1980 and 2007). 

603. See supra Part IV(A)(1); JobxqsoN & KW_AX, s~pra note 15, at 90 92. 

604. JobxqsoN & Kw_Ax, supra note 15, at 92 105, 113 19; see also B~d~’rH, C~d)RO & LEV~qE, 

supra note 19, at 89, 209 10 (stating that "[t]he revolving door spins often and rapidly" between 

financial regmlatory agencies and Wall Street and noting that "regulator?" officials often raise their 
salaries by a factor of ten, if not tnore, by tnoving fro,n their regulatory offices to financial fi~ns"). 
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outlook among many members of Congress, senior Executive Branch 
officials and financial regulators.6°5 A former senior legislative aide and 
lawyer-lobbyist recently declared, "Money is the basis of almost all 
relationships in [Washington,] DC .... [O]ur political campaign 
system and DC’s mushrooming Permanent Class--who alternate 
between government jobs and lawyering, influence-peddling and 
finance--mean Wall Street always wins.’’6°6 

In recent years the financial industry has employed hundreds of 
former members of Congress, legislative staffers, senior regulators and 
agency staffers as lobbyists and advisers. In 2009 and 2010, as noted 
above, (i) the financial industry hired more than 1,400 lobbyists ;vho 
were former federal employees, including 73 former members of 
Congress and two former Comptrollers of the Currency, and (ii) the six 
largest U.S. banks employed more than 240 lobbyists who were former 
government insiders.6°7 Financial industry trade groups frequently 
appoint former politicians as their leaders.6°8 For example, the National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) recently named former 
Senator Ben Nelson (D-NE) as its CEO. In announcing Senator 
Nelson’s appointment, the president of NAIC declared, "We needed the 
gravitas, the phone calls returned, to go to Capitol Hill, to tell our story, 
defend our turf .... I think all the way up to and including President 
Obama would return Senator Nelson’s phone calls.’’6°9 

605. Jo~s¢~x & KWAK, supra note 15, at 92 93 (contending that the "constant flow of people 

frown Washington to Wall Street and back ensured that i~nportant decisions were made by officials x~!~o 

had absorbed the financial sector’s view of the world and its perspective on government policy, and who 

often saw their fi~ture careers on Wall Street, not in Washington"); see also BARTH, CAPRIO & LE’vTNE, 

supra note 19, at 7, 89, 209 10 (agreeing that the "revolving door" contributes to a situation in which 

"regulators are not completely independent of privale finaJncial institutions"); ~DMATI ~; HELLWIG, 

supra note 523, at 204 05, 325~6 n.56 (reaching a similar conclusion). 

606. C©N2X, AUGHTON, supra note 367, at 11. 

607. See supra notes 389 90 and accompanying text; see also supra note 375 and accompanying 

text (citing study finding that the financial industry employed 3,000 lobbyists in 2007, including many 

lbrmer government insiders). 

608. SIFMA, Wall Street’s pree~ninent trade association, recently hired former Senator Judd 

Gregg (R-NH) as its CEO while retaining lbrmer con~essman Ke~meth Bentsen (D-TX) as its 

president. Stephen Joyce, b~inancial Servzces: SI]@IA ?~ames New Leadership. Says !%cus Shifting 

Away h>om 2008 Crisis, 45 SEC. REG~ & L~ REP~ (BNA) 980 (May 27, 2013). The Financial Services 

Roundlable, wtaich represents most of the 100 largest U.S. financial insfitutions, hired former Minnesota 

Governor and Republican Presidential candidale Tim Pawlenty in September 2012 to replace forn~er 

Texas Republican congressm~a~ Steve Bartlelt. Barbara Rehm, Roundtable’s Pawlenty: A Blunt Boss 

Setfb, rLo~g Haul, :~v~. BANKE~, Dec. 6, 2012. Similarly~ the zMnerican Bamkers Association appointed 

feigner Republicam Oklahoma Governor Frank Keating as its president in 2011. Stacy Kaper, Next 

Leader of ABA ~ws to Put Aside His Po#lics, _A2,~. BANKER, Nov. 24, 2010, at 1, 2010 WLNR 
23356127. 

609. Zachary Tracer & Alex Nussbaum, Ex-Senator Nelson to Run ~nsurer Watchdog Group, 

BLOOMBERG, Jan. 22, 2013 (quoting NAIC president Ji~n Donelson, ~x~d noting that former Senator 

Nelson had previously served as Nebraska’s insurance cormnissioner a~nd Governor). 
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JPMorgan chairman Jamie Dimon confirmed the crucial importance 
of political influence in shaping financial policy when he described 
government relations as JPMorgan’s "seventh line of business.’’61° 
JPMorgan has hired a large number of executives and in-house lobbyists 
who formerly worked as top government officials or senior 
congressional staffers.611 Citigroup has employed a similar array of 
former government heavTrTweights, including former Treasury Secretary 
Robert Rubin from 1999 to 2009,612 as well as former Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) Director and current Treasury 
Secretary Jacob Lew from 2006 to 2008, and former OMB Director 
Peter Orszag since 2010.613 

Goldman Sachs is probably the best-known participant in the 
revolving-door phenomenon. Indeed, the firm is often referred to as 
"Govemlnent Sachs," due to the stea@ flow of senior personnel 
between the firm and government agencies.614 Two former Treasury 
Secretaries--Robert Rubin (1995-99) and Henry Paulson (2006-09)-- 
were chairmen of Goldman Sachs before their government service, and 
Henry Fowler joined Goldman Sachs as a partner after his term as 
Treasury Secretary ended in 1968.6~5 Fowler introduced Rubin to 

610. Jackie Cahnes & Louise Story, In }Vashington, One Bank Chi~/~Slill Holds’ Sway, N.Y. 

TL’v~S, July 19, 2009, at A1. 

611. John McCormick et al., The Administratzon: Fixing the Th~ngs the Chicago I4~y, 

BLC)O~,~BgRC~ B57SrNEssWEEK, Jan. 17 23, 2011, at 25 (reporting that President Obama appointed 

William Daley as his chief of staff after Mr. Daley a former Secretary of Commerce under President 

Clinton worked for JPMorgan ~br seven years as the bank’s "political coordinator") (quoting Leo 

Melamed); Robert Schmidt, JPMocgan Drco~is Republicansfbr Damage Control, BLOOMBI~RCL June 12, 

2013 (reporting that JPMorgan employed former Scnator Mel Martincz (R-F1) as a regional chaim~an 

and Peter Scher, a former Clinton Administration official, as the bank’s head of global government 

relations); Kcvin Wack, JPA~’organ Builds’ Vast ’Web of Staff, Money Connections to Lawmakers’, ~. 
B.,\SrK~a, June 13, 2012 (explaining thal, in addition to giving large political contributions to key 

members of the Senate and House banking commiltees, JPMorgan employed 11 in-house lobbyists u~ho 

were former staffers on Capitol Hill, including six u~ho worked for Democrats and five who worked for 

Republicans). 

612. William D. Cohan, Rethinking Rubin, BLOOMBER~ BUSI~ssWEEK, Sept. 24~0, 2012, at 

60; see also Michael Hirsh, [n Bob We Trust, NATIONAL JOURNAL, Jan. 19, 2013, at 12, 17 18 
(reporting that Rubin advocated legislation to repeal Glass Steagall as Treasury Secretary, and 

Citigroup CEO Sandy Weill hired Rubin in 1999 "to secure a ’highly visible public endorsement’ for the 

repeal of Glass Steagall later that ?’ear"); Wihnarth, supra note 206, at 220 21,306 07 (explaining that 

the passage of GLBA, wtfich repealed Glass Steagall, was necessary to enable Citigroup to continue to 

operate as a diversified financial conglomerate). 

613. Eric Lipton, Advisers’ Ciligroup Ties Raise Questions, N. Y. Te~ms, Feb. 11, 2009, at A21; 

Jonathan Weil, Ciligroup’s Man Goes to the Treasury Departmem, BLOOI’crA3ERG, Feb. 21, 2013; 

Zachary Goldfarb, Regulators’ see chance, to cash in, WASH. POST, Dec. 30, 2010, at A11; David Griffin, 

Citigroup ’s Orszag to Oversee Strategy Unit as’ Chiefs Pzcked. BLOOMBERG, Feb. 25, 2013. 

614. See, e.g., Julie Creswell & Ben \Vhite, The Guysf’om ’Gove~wment Sachs,’ N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 

19, 2008, § BU, at 1; Michael Hirsh, ’Government Sachs, ’ltalian Style, NATIONAL JOIZILNAL, NOV. 10, 

2011 (available on Le~s); Michael J. De La Merced, ]3ank ofEngland’s ~’Vew Leader a ~ember ofthe 

’Government Sachs’ Club, NEw YC)RK TII~s BLO~?S (DEALBOC)K), Nov. 26, 2012 (available on Lexis). 

615. JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 93 95; Joseph Weber, The Leadership h~actoO,, 
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Democratic "powerbroker" Robert Strauss in 1971, a step that launched 
Rubin’s active involvement in politics and government.616 Both Rubin 
and Paulson appointed several of their Goldman colleagues to senior 
Treasury posts during their respective tenures as Treasury Secretary.617 

Man), other former Goldman partners have sel~,ed in senior federal 
government positions since World War II.618 As noted above, former 
Goldman chairman Stephen Friedman had a controversial tenure as a 
Class C director of the New York Fed, and he was also chair of the 
search committee that nominated William Dudley, Goldman’s former 
chief economist, as the new President of the NewT York Fed in 2009.619 

Goldman’s alumni also include t;vo leading international central 
bankers--Mario Draghi (former head of the Bank of italy and current 
head of the European Central Bank), and Mark Carney (former head of 
the Bank of Canada and current head of the Bank of England).62° 

Robert Rubin’s career--including his ability to secure top-level 
government and private-sector positions for his acolytes--provides a 
striking illustration of the revolving door’s powerful ilnpact.621 After 
being mentored by Henry Fowler and Robert Strauss, Rubin was 
appointed by President Clinton as head of the National Economic 
Council in 1993 and as Treasury Secretary in 1995. Rubin received 
widespread praise for "his handling of the Asian financial crisis and the 
bailout of Long-Term Capital Management" in 1998.622 Along with 
FRB chairman Alan Greenspan and Deputy Treasury Secretary 
Lawrence Summers, Rubin "was lionized on the cover of Time, which 
dubbed the troika the ’Committee to Save the World.’"623 Rubin helped 
to arrange the appointments of many of his mentees to senior positions 
in the federal government, including (i) Lawrence Summers as Treasury 
Secretary in 1999 and as chief economic adviser to President Obama in 

BUSINESS\VEEK, June 12, 2006, at 60. 

616. William D. Cohan, Bob Rubin’s Washington Reign Reaches 20 ~ears, BLOOMBERG, Jan. 20, 

2013. 

617. JO~S¢~N & KWAK, supra note 15, at 93 100; Creswell & White, supra note 614. 

618. Weber, supra note 615 (noting, inter alia, lhal former Goldman chairmma Jon Corzine served 

as a U.S. Senator and Governor of New Jersey, while fo~ner Goldman chamnaaa Stephen Friedman 
served as a senior advisor to President George W. Bush). 

619. See supra note 574 and accompaa~ying texl; Wilmarth, supra note 19, at 944M5. 

620. Hirsh, supra note 612; Landon Thomas Jr. & Jack Ewing, Can SuperMario Savie the Day 
fbr Europe, N.Y. TIs!N~,s, Oct. 30, 2011, § BU, at 4; Landon Thomas Jr. & Julia Werdigier, Britain 

Selects a Canadian to Lead the Bank c)fEn2land, N.Y. T~s, Nov. 27, 2012, at BI ; De La Merced, 

supra note 614. 

621. Gabriel Sherman, Revolver, NEW YORK MAt?AZrb,q~,, April 18, 2011 ("More than aa~yone else, 

it was Bob Rubin ~t~o made the Democralic revolving door work as smoothly as it has.") (available on 

Lexis). 

622. Id. 

623. ]d. 
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2009, (it) Timothy Geithner as President of the New York Fed in 2003 
and as Treasury Secretary in 2009, (iii) Peter Orszag as OMB Director 
in 2009, and (iv) Jacob (Jack) Lew as Treasury Secretary in 2013.624 

Three recent Comptrollers of the Currency provide further prominent 
examples of the revolving door between the private sector and 
government service. Eugene Ludwig practiced law at Covington & 
Burling, served as Comptroller from 1993 to 1998 and was a vice 
chairman at Bankers Trust before he founded Promontory Financial 
Group--"a consulting firm that has built a reputation as a shadow 
regulator by hiring scores of former government officials"--in 2001.62s 
John D. Hawke, Jr., served as the FRB’s General Counsel from 1975 to 
1978, practiced law at Arnold & Porter and worked as a top Treasury 
official from 1995 to 1998, after which he served as Comptroller from 
1998 to 2004 and then returned to Arnold & Porter.626 John C. Dugan 
was a senior House banking committee counsel, worked as a senior 
Treasury official and practiced law at Covington & Burling before 
serving as Comptroller from 2005 to 2010, when he returned to 
Covington & Burling.627 

As three economists recently observed, "The speed of the revolving 
door at the SEC makes one’s head spin.’’628 Between 2001 and 2010, 

624. JObZNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 93 100; Jackie Cahnes, Rubinomics Recalculated, 

NEW YORK TIMES, Nov. 24, 2008, at A1; Cohan, supra note 612; Hirsh, supra note 612; Eamon Javers, 

Robert Rubin returns, POLITICO.COM, April 8, 2010 (available on Lexis). 

625. Jean Eaglesham, SEC Ex-Chief Lands at Consultan~ Schapiro Is’ Latest Former ~S. 
Regm[ator to Join Promontory Financial, VV~ALL ST. J., _April 2, 2013, at C1 (reporting that Promontory 

hired lbrn~cr SEC chairman Mary Schapiro to lead the firm’s "governance and markets practice and 

advis[e] clients on risk management and compliance" and noting that "[m]orc than one-iburth of 

Promontory’s nearly 400 full-time employees are former regulators"); see also Jeff Horwitz & Maria 

Aspan, [[ow Ludwig’s Promontory Became a Regulatory Braintrust, AM. BANKER, April 2013 

(describing Ludmg’s career and his success in building Promontory as an "ex-regulator omnibus, 

capable of forecasting, mimicking and occasionally even substituting for the financial industry’s 

supervisors"), available at http://w~,.promontory.comiuploadedFilesiArticles/NewsiIto~62OLudwi 

gs%20Promontor?%20Became%20a%20Regulator~/o20Brainlrust%20%20April%202013.pdf: 

Ludwig: 2]st Century Spells’ Challenge, Change, BA~x’t< INVESTMENT SER~!E~CES REP., Mar. 15, 1999, at 

1 (discussing Ludwig’s career) (available on Lexis). 

626. Arnold & Porter LLP, firn~ biography of John D. Hawke, Jr., available at 

htlp:/iwww.arnoldporter.comiprofessionals.cfu~?u HawkeJohnDJr&action view&id 716. 

627. Covington & Burling, firn~ biography of John C. Dugan, avazlable at 

hlCp:i/w~5~,.cov.comijdugan/; JOtfXSC)N & KWAK, supra note 15, at 95 (explaining thal Dugan served as 

"a Treasury official during the George H.W. Bush administration, [where] he led a study lhat advocated 

the repeal of interstate baJnking restrictions mad of the Glass Steagall Act; as a lawyer advising the 
American Bankers Association, he helped steer [GLBA] throup:Ja Congress"); see also U.S. Dept. of the 

Treasur~; _,~odernizing the Financial System: Reco~mnendations fbr S@r, _,~’ore Competitive Banks 

xviii, 5 8, 49 61 (Feb. 1991) (stating that Dugan was "Study Director" for the Treasury study-, wlfich 

recommended legislation that would anthorize nationwide banking and branching and would also repeal 

the Glass Steagall Act). 

628. B_aXTH, CAP~O & L~VL’~E, supra note 19, at 209 10. The revolving door also spins rapidly 

at the CFTC. _According to one news story, "fully three-quarters of those who had served as CFTC 
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more than 400 SEC alumni filed nearly 2,000 requests to represent 
clients before the SEC within two years after they had left the agency.629 
Former SEC officials have helped Wall Street clients to obtain hundreds 
of special waivers from the agency since 200l. Those waivers have 
allowed Wall Street firms to continue selling securities in public 
offerings as "well-known seasoned issuers," and to sell securities in 
exempt private offerings, even though the firms previously settled SEC 
charges for securities law violations.63° In addition, former SEC 
employees obtained dozens of no-action letters that allo;ved their Wall 
Street clients to provide financial support to sponsored money market 
mutual funds (MMMFs) during the financial crisis.631 SEC alumni also 
actively participated in the mutual fund industry’s lobbying campaign 
that successfully blocked SEC chairman Mary Schapiro’s efforts to 
impose stronger regulations on MMMFs in 2012.632 

The powerful impact of the revolving door is confirmed not only by 
those who enter it but also by those who refuse to enter or decide to 
leave it. In his recent memoir, Nell Barofsky recounts a meeting in 
April 2010 with Herbert Allison, a senior Treasury official and former 
Wall Street executive. After first praising Barofsky as "very talented, 
with a bright future," Allison warned Barofsky that he was causing 
himself "real harm" by issuing reports (in his capacity as Special 
Inspector General for TARP) that sharply criticized Treasury’s 
implementation of TARP.633 Allison advised Barofsky that "[a]ll you 
really have to do is to change your tone, just a bit, and things can really 

commissiouers over the past decade are among the noisy crowd of lobbyists beseeching [CFTC 

chairmaa~ GaD" Gensler] to soften the proposed derivatives rules, delay their implemeutation or simply 

clmck thetn out altogether." Rivlin, supra note 7. 

629. Project on Governmeut Oversight, Dangerous Liaisons: Revolving Door at SEC Creates 

Risk of Re~datory Capture 8 (Feb. 11, 2013) [hereinafter POGO SEC Revolving Door Report], 

available     at    http://w~.p~g~.~rg/~ur-w~rk/rep~rts/2~3/danger~us-~iais~ns-rev~ving-d~r-a~- 
sec.ht~nl?print t; see also U.S. Gov’t Accountability Of I~, Securities and Exchange Commission: 

Existing Post-Employment Controls Could Be Further Strengthened, GAO- 11-654, at 5,10 (July 2011) 

(finding that, between 2005 ~x~d 2010, 224 SEC alumni filed 825 requests to represent clients before the 

SEC mthin two years after those former employees left the agency) [hereinafter GAO SEC Revolving 

Door Study]. 

630. POGO SEC Revolving Door Report, supra note 629, at 8 10; Edward Wyatt, S.E.C. Is 

Avoiding Tough Sanctionsjbr Large Banks, N.Y. "r~MES, Feb. 3, 2012, at A1. h~ many cases the SEC 

granted the requested waivers even though the requesting firms had entered into more than one 

settlement with the SEC. ld 

631. POGO SEC Rcvolving Door Report, supra note 629, at 14. 

632. ld. at 3 6. 

633. BAROFSKY, supra note 337, at xii ×iii; see also supra notes 337 40, 344-49 and 

accompanying text (discussing Baro£sky’s critique of Treasury’s implementation of HAMP); (~etchen 

Morgenson, TARP’s I47atchdog: A Tough Act to Folbw, N.Y. T~,~s, Mar. 20, 2011, §BU, at 1 
(explaining that Barofsky criticized Treasury’s implementation of several T:~dRP programs, aaad noting 

that Barofsky’s reports "often put him at odds with the Treasury officials wt~ose work he [was] charged 

with overseeing"). 
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change for you. Including with the White House.’’634 Allison further 
suggested that the Obama Administration might be willing to offer 
Barofsky "[s]omething else in government" or a "judgeship," but 
Barofsky politely declined to follow Allison’s advice, and he continued 
to criticize Treasury’s implementation of TARP in subsequent reports.635 
Of course, Barofsky did not receive any offers of senior government 
positions or Wall Street partnerships when he completed his government 
service in 2011.636 

While Barofsky’s experience indicates the consequences of refusing 
to enter the revolving door, Gary Gensler’s career reveals the likely 
costs of exiting that door. After working at Goldman Sachs from 1979 
to 1997, Gensler served as a senior Treasury official under Rubin and 
Summers during the Clinton Administration and later helped Senator 
Paul Sarbanes to draft the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002.637 Although 
viewed as a champion of financial deregulation during his Treasury 
service, Gensler adopted a very different approach after he was 
appointed as CFTC’s chairman in 2009. Gensler became the leading 
government champion for enacting and implementing Dodd-Frank’s 
new regime for regulating derivatives markets.638 He also became the 
"driving force" for prosecuting large U.S. and foreign banks for having 
manipulated Libor, in sharp contrast to other U.S. and U.K financial 
regulators who largely ignored evidence of widespread Libor 
manipulation in 2007 and 2008.639 

Gensler publicly declared his independence from Wall Street in early 
2010, while he actively negotiated Dodd-Frank’s derivatives reforms. 
He stated in an intervie;v that he could "take on the banks.., because 
they are part of his past, not his future." 64o As Gensler explained, 
don’t see myself going back to Wall Street .... That’s very 
liberating.’’641 

In response to Gensler’s vigorous reform efforts, Wall Street and its 

634. BAROFSKY, supra note 337, at ~v. 

635. ]d. at xi~ xwi; 200 25. 

636. Icl. al 225 (explaining lhat Barofsky accepted an offer to teach at New York Universily I_aw 
School); see also Morgenson, supra note 633 (reporting that "comments by unnamed Treasury officials 
deriding Mr. Barol~ky and his work often appeared in news articles al]er he published his reports. In 

tnid-Febmary [2011], wl~en he announced his retirement, m~ unidentified Treasury source told The 

Washington Post that the news was ’a nice valentine to us.’"). 

637. Fana Foroohar, The;~/ioney Cop, TIME, Dec. 24, 2012, at 36, 40; Foroohar, supra note 71; Ian 
Katz & Robert Schtnidt, Gensler Turns ~?ack on ~ia]l Street to P~sh Derivatives Overhaul, 

BLOOIv~ERO, Feb. 12, 2010. 

638. See authorities cited supra in note 637. 

639. Foroohar, supra note 637, at 36, 39M0; Liam Vaughan & Gavin Finch, "Secret Libor 
Transcripts Expose Trader Rate Manipulation," BLOO~mERO, Dec. 13,2012. 

640~ Katz & Schmidt, supra note 637 (paraphrasing Mr. Oensler)~ 

641. ld. (quoting Mr~ Gensler). 
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legislative allies blocked his requests for increases in the CFTC’s budget 
and used both lobbying and litigation to obstruct the CFTC’s rulemaking 
efforts.642 Gensler’s term as CFTC chairman expired in April 2012, 
although he could potentially remain in that position until the end of 
2013.643 As of mid-2013, the Obama Administration had not nominated 
Gensler for a second term, and efforts by reform advocates to elevate 
Gensler to a more influential position as Treasury Secretary or SEC 
chairman went nowhere.644 In June, industry lobbyists began to spread 
rumors that President Obama would nominate a replacement for Gensler 
"as soon as July.’’64s Analysts explained the absence of any new 
appointment for Gensler--despite his "brave and lonely battle" to 
implement Dodd-Frank’s reforms--by pointing out that Wall Street 
strongly opposed any such appointment.646 

While bypassing Gensler, the Obama Administration received 
widespread praise from the financial industry when President Obama 
appointed two veterans of Wall Street--Jacob (Jack) Lew and Mary Jo 
White--as Treasury Secretary and SEC chairman in early 2013.647 
From 2006 to 2008 Lew worked as a senior executive at Citigroup, 

642. Foroohar, supra hole 71; see also supra notes 73 89, 95 99, 160-62 aJad accompanying texl 

(discussing the financial industry’s use of lobbying and lifigation to cut tile CFTC’s budget and obstruct 

the agency’s rule~naking). 

643. Silla Brush, Gensler Said to Discuss Chance of 2%cond Term at CFIrC, BLOOM13)ERO, Mar. 5, 

2013. 

644. [d.; Hirsh, supra note 612, at 15; Simon Johnson, 3/[)v Top Five Cho~cesfbr a ~’Vew Treasury 

Secretary, BLOONrBERO, Nov. 1 l, 2012. 

645. Gregory Me?or, Commodity h)¢tures 7>ading Commission fi~ces top-level shake-up, FT.coM 

(June 18, 2013). 

646. Hirsh, supra note 612, at 15; see also Faroohar, supra note 637 (reporting that "some 

insiders speculate that if Gcnslcr hadn’t made so many enemies in fine, ice in the past few years, he 

might be a contender fbr a biggcr gig, like head of the SEC or Treasury"); Ben Protess & Jessica Silver- 

Greenberg, I&?th an Obama Vzcto~y, Wall Street Pivots to Plan F3, NY TIMES BLOCL Nov. 7, 2012, 2012 

WI_NR 23715366 (reporting lhal "lobbyists al several New York banks" were working to prevent any 

reappointment of Mr. Gensler as CFTC chaim~a~a). The financial industry’s abili~ to block lhe 

reappointment of a regulator wllo is a i~arless proponent of strong supervisory policies is not a 

phenomenon limited to tile U.S. h~ the U.K., leading baaaks reportedly helped to persuade Chamcellor of 

the Exchequer George Osborue to reject Robert Jenkins’ application ibr a second term on the Bm~k of 

England’s Financial Policy Committee. Ilae banks opposed Jcnkins’ reappointment because of his 

outspoken advocacy fbr higher bank capital requirements as well as stricter limits on exccutive 

compensation paid by systemically important banks. Ben Chu, How George Osborne threw our 

guardzan angel overboard, Tim IXDEPI~D~XT (London, ILK.), April 5, 2013 (available on Lexis); Iain 
Dey. Treasury to shake up bank watchdog: Two ofClOt’s fiercest critzcs may be axed fi’om regulator set 

up c(¢erfinancial crisis, THg SIJNDAY Tiaras (London, U.K.), Mar. 24, 2013, § Bus., at 2 (available on 

Lexis); see also Meera Louis, Banks’ ShouM Defer Bonuses fbr ~ to lO Years, Jenkins Says, 

BLoOiv~S~ta, Feb. 8, 2012 (reporting on Robert Jenkins’ proposal that "[b]ankers’ bonuses should be 

defei~ed for as long as 10 years to hold executives accountable for risks," and noting that Jenkins also 

"called for higher capital requirements o~ld said ’too-big-to-f?ail, too-big-to-bail and too-big-to-jail’ 
instilutions remain a challenge for regulation"). 

647. Hirsh, supra note 612, at 15 17; William D. Cohan, ~t/iary Jo [Z/hite Spins the SEC’s 

Revo]vingDoor, BLOOS~tB~RCL Mar. 17, 2013. 
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which hired him on Robert Rubin’s recommendation.648 Citigroup paid 
Lew a bonus of nearly $1 million in late 2008, one day after the federal 
government provided a huge TARP bailout to Citigroup.649 In addition, 
Lew’s employment contract with Citigroup gave him a stock-based 
payout worth up to $500,000 when he left the bank to join the Obama 
Administration in 2009.6s° Given Lew’s strong connections with 
Citigroup and Rubin, as well as his past support for financial 
deregulation,651 it is hardly surprising that Wall Street warmly praised 
his nomination.652 

Mary Jo White also attracted strong support from Wall Street when 
President Obama nominated her as SEC chairman.6s3 White served as 
U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York from 1993 to 2002, 
and during her tenure she pioneered the use of deferred prosecution 
agreements instead of indictments to resolve criminal charges against 
large corporations.~54 White then spent more than a decade defending 

648. Jonathwa Weil, Citigroup’s Man Goes to the Treasury l-)epartment, BLOOMBERO, Feb. 21, 

2013; Jia Lynn Yang, Treasuw pickfiaced a storm at Citigroup, WASH. POST, Jan. 25, 2013, at A01. 

649. Victoria Finkle, £e~’ D@nds C~t~ Experience, Outlines ~a~king Vzeu, s, AM. BANKER, Feb. 

14, 2013, 2013 WLNR 3623822; Yamg, supra note 648. 

650. Well, supra note 648; Jonathan Weil, Ls’ ~VYU a Charity? Another Question Orrin Hatch 

Should Ask Jack Le~’, BLOO~ERG, Feb~ 25, 2013. As sho~n by Citi~oup’s payout to Lew, m~or 

Wall Street fim~s have promoted revolving-door behavior by allowing their senior executives to collect 

defewed compensation and cash out their stock option awards x~en they enter government se~ice. 

Susmme Craig, Financial }Vmdfalls fbr }lTa[[ St. Executives Taking Government ,Jobs, N.Y. ~s, Mar. 

21, 2013, at B5; Proj ect on Government Oversight, Big Businesses Oy(br Revolving Door R~ards, Mar. 

21, 2013, available at http:I/~.pogo.orNblog/20131O3/big-businesses-ofl~r-revolving-door- 

rewards.html. 

651. ttirsh, supra note 612, at 15, 17 (noting Lew’s close connection to Rubin and reporting that 

(i) during his confit~nation hearing for OMB Director in 2010, ~w stated, "’I don’t believe that 

deregulation was the proMmate cause" of the finm~cial crisis, and (ii) during Lew’s earlier service as 

OMB Director between 1998 m~d 2001, the OMB cleared both GLBA and CFMA); Finkle, supra note 

649 (repofling that, during Lew’s confimmtion hearing Ibr TreasuW SecretaW in 2013, he disagreed 

ruth the view that Congress made a mist&e when it repealed Glass Steagall in 1999)~ 

652~ Hirsh, supra note 612, at 17 (quoting an u~amed financial-industry lobbyist who said that 

"Lew’s appointment is a huge relief precisely because Wall Street executives believe they’ll get 

something close to another Geithner, or someone even more pliable"); Jim Kuh~enn, Obama p~cks Lew 

fbr I>easury as fiscal issues loom, ASSOCIATED t~SS FN~NCIAL WI~, Jam 10, 2013 (quoting praise 

for Lew’s appointment from ~omas Donohue, head of the Chamber of Commerce, and Rob Nichols, 

head of the Financial Services Forum); "Forum Statement on Senate Confimaation of Jack Lm~;" Feb. 
27, 2013 (press release by the Financial Services Forum, an organization "comprising the CEOs of 19 of 

the largest and tnost diversified finm~cial setwices insti~tions doing business in the United States," 

which praised ~w as having % unique understm~ding of fl~e important role the financial sector plays in 

our econo~ny"), available at http:I/~.financialservicesIbmm.org/index.php/news/press- 

releasesl1403 -fomm-statement-on-senate-confimmtion-of-j ackdew. 

653. Jessica ttolzer, SEC ~Vominee Sig~als Shifi, ~rALL S’r~ET Jo-cg~q_~, Jan. 25, 2013, at 

(quoting Kenneth E. Bentsen, Jr., a "top o~ficial" at SIFM~< "Wall Street’s main trade group," who 

cal~ed White % solid choice"); ICI Statement on ~Vomineefbr SEC Chair, Jan. 24, 2013 (press release by 

Investment Company ~stimte, praising White’s "record of extraordinary accomplishment" and 

%pp~aud[ing] her nomination"), available at hltp:I/~ici.orglpressroom/news/13 secchair nominee. 

654. Dave Michaels, Obama’sSECP~ck~’aryojZealous IVallStreetProsecutions, BLOO>~ERG, 
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Wall Street firms and their executives as a partner at Debevoise & 
Plimpton.655 She declared in 2003 that she feared a "feeding frenzy of 
enforcement" after the Enron and WorldCom scandals, and she 
expressed similar concems in 2012, when she urged prosecutors to 
"distinguish what is actually criminal and what is just mistaken 
behavior, what is even reckless risk-taking, and not bow to the 
frenzy.’’656 In 2005, White made a controversial intervention on behalf 
of a Wall Street client in an SEC insider trading investigation, and an 
SEC lawyer involved in that investigation later called her "Wall Street’s 
protector-in-chief."6s7 

Given White’s past defense of Wall Street interests and the fact that 
her husband is also a prominent lawyer representing Wall Street clients, 
some analysts warned that the SEC’s conflict of interest rules and her 

Feb. 27, 2013 (discussing Mar5, Jo White’s career and describing her "invention of corporate probation, 

or deferred prosecution" in 1994 as a method for resolving crinfinal charges against Prudential 

Securities for "fraudulently marketing $8 billion in ruinous energy partnerships to small investors"); 

Kurt Eichenwald, Brokerage Firm Admits Crimes in Energy Deals, N.Y. TI~!N~,s, Oct. 28, 1994, al A1 

(quoting White’s explanation lhat she approved lbe deferred prosecution agreement with Prudential 
Securities to avoid "’crippling collateral consequences to thousands of i~mocent employees’ that could 

have occurred if the firm had been indicted"); see also Peter Spiw~k & Sujit Ramrod, Regulating the 
?Vew Regulators ’: Current Trends in D~fbrred Prosecution~@reements, 45 ~1. CR£M. L. REV. 159, 164 

(2008) (stating that the Prudential Securities settlement was "the first deferred prosecution agreement 

involving a major company"). For crificisms of the use of deferred prosecution agreements for settling 

criminal charges against large fino~lcial firms, see supra notes 434~49 and accompanying text 

(discussing lhe public outcry against recent deferred prosecution agreements wilb HSBC a~ad UBS); 

Michaels, supra (quoling former Treasury official Jimmy Guruld’s charge that "resolving complex cases 

pursuant to deterred-prosecution agreements is creating a cullure of impunity within lbe financial 

services community"). 

655. Michaels, supra note 654 (reporting lhat Mary Jo White’s clients as a "Wall Street defense 

lawyer" al Debevoise & Plimpton included JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, UBS and Bank of 

America CEO Ken Lewis). 

656. [d. (quoling Wbite’s stalement during a Bloomberg Radio interview in 2003); Roger 

Runningen & Joshua Gallu, Obama ~Vzll ~Vame Former Prosecutor ~’~ar), Jo ~%te SI~UC Chairman, 

BL¢)O~rBERt3, Jan. 24, 2013 (quoting White’s statement at a New York University School of Law event 

in Feb. 2012); see also Talks’ of the Campus, New York UniversiO, School cf Law, TttE LAW SCHOOL 
MA~AZ~Ng 84 (2012) (quoting White as criticizing President Obama’s creafion of a federal-state 

finaaacial fraud task force during a prodam at NYU Law School on Feb. 8, 2012, because "lilt gets back 

to my frenzy concern. You don’t want that kind of pressure in the system. You don’t want the search 

for scalps to be the metric for success~ Politics doesn’t belong in this space at all."), available at 

http:#issuu.com/nyula~;/docs/2012mag?mode embed&layout http%3A%2F%2Fskin.issuu.com%2Fv 

%2Ffight%2Flayout.xml&showFlipBln true. 

65% Jean Eaglesham & Liz Rappaport, 2~7~e Six Degrees oj~g~ary Jo White, WALL ST~ J., Jan~ 26, 

2013, at B1 (quoting Gary Aguirre, "a lbrmcr SEC investigator and whistleblowcr")~ As discussed 

supra in note 456, White contacted SEC enforcement director Linda Thomsen on behalf of Morgan 

Stanley to inquire whether John Mack was implicaled in a~ SEC insider lrading investigation involving 

Pequot Capital. At lhe time, Morgan Stanley was considering appointing Mack as its CEO. The SEC 

fired Aguirre after he sought to depose Mack, a~ad lhe agency took no action against Mack. A Senate 
joint committee report and an SEC’s inspector general report criticized the SEC for responding to 

White’s inquiry and for creafing the impression that White misht have influenced the agency’s 

investigation. Morgenson & Bogdanovitch, supra note 456; Runnigen & Gallu, supra note 656. 
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personal inclinations could discourage her from pursuing strong 
regulatory and enforcement policies against Wall Street firms and their 
executives.6s8 In any event, the career paths of Robert Rubin, Peter 
Orszag, Jack Lew, Mary Jo White, Nell Barofsky and Gary Gensler 
indicate that the revolving door spins quickly and lucratively for those 
who sympathize with Wall Street but repels those who criticize Wall 
Street. 

b. The Impact of "Cultural" and "Cognitive" Capture" in Undermining 

the Effectiveness of Financial Regulation 

In addition to the revolving door between government service and the 
financial industry, extensive professional and social contacts encourage 
regulators to aligla themselves with the outlook of industry officials, a 
phenomenon that analysts have described as "cultural capture" and 
"cognitive capture.’’659 As James Kwak has explained, "’cultural 
capture’ ... operates through a set of shared but not explicitly stated 
understandings" leading to "regulatory actions that serve the ends of 
industry.’’66° Similarly, Willem Butter has argued that "cognitive 
regulatory capture" occurs when regulators "intemalis[e], as if by 
osmosis, the objectives, interests and perception of reality of the vested 
interest they are meant to regulate and supervise in the public 
interest.’’661 The likelihood of cultural capture increases when (i) 
financial regulators feel part of an "in-group" with industry executives 
due to close professional contacts and shared "social networks," and (it) 

658. William D. Cohan, M{ary Jo White Spins the SEC’s ]~evolvi~g Door, BLOOI~ERO, Mar. 17, 

2013; ~drew Ross So,kin, A;omineefbr ’Sher~~’ ~as }Vorn Banks’Hat, N.Y. TE~S, Jan. 29, 2013, at 
B1 (nofing, inter alia, lhat John W. White "is a corporate partner at Cravath, Swaine & Moore" and 

"counts JPMorgan Chase, Credit Suisse and UBS as clients"); Jonalh~ Weil, ~a(~2 .Yo White’s Latest 

Conflict oj~nterest, BLOO~ERO, Feb~ 14, 2013; David Zeiler, Mary Jo White: S~C ~ick Compromised 
by Linb ~o Wall Street. MONEY MOR~O (Jan. 28, 2013), http://mone?moming.com/2013/01/28imaD,- 

j o-wbite-sec-pick-compromi sed-by-links-to-wall-slreel/. 

659~ See ~ence G. Baxter, ’Capture’ in ~nancial Re~latiom Can ~ Channel it 7bward the 

Comon Good?, 21 Cornell J.L. ~ Pub. Pol), 175, 183 86 (2011) (explaining that "cul~ral" and 

"social" capture arise when "lhe language of re~lalion is shaped by lbe common back~omads, 

education, experience and intemfingling of the more powerful players [in government and industry] in 

lbe policy fom~afion process" amd holing the impact of "the veW visible revolving doors between the 
SEC and other financial regulators and industr5~’) (footnotes omitted). 

660. James Kwak, "Cul~ral Caplure and flae Financial Crisis," at 9, in Preventing Capture: 

Special [nterest Influence on R<~ulatzon, and ::ow to Limit It (Daniel Ca~enter & David Moss., eds.) 

(Cambridge Univ. Ness, 2013) (~brthcoming), chapter manuscript available at 

http:~.t~binpr~ject.~r~/sites/t~binpr~ject.~rg/~es/assets/Kwak%2~Cu~ura~%2~Cap~re%2~%28 ~. 

16.13%29.pd£ 

661. Willem H. Butter, Central Yanks and Financial Crises, in ~[aintaining Slabili& in a 

Changing Financial System: Proceedings ofthe 2008 Economic Po#cy Symposium 495,601 (Fed. Res. 

Bank     of    Kansas     Ci~     MO,     Aug.     21 23,     2008),     available     at 

http:/i~5~sv.kansascits~ed.orgipublicat/symposi2008/Buiter.03.12.09.pdf. 
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regulators view industry insiders as occupying a "higher status" based 
on wealth, intellectual achievement and social prominence.662 

Regulators and bankers maintain close working relationships through 
frequent supervisory" meetings as well as policy discussions about 
regulatory" initiatives.66~ Banking agencies maintain continuous contacts 
with megabanks by virtue of their "permanent resident teams of bank 
examiners at the largest banks.’’664 In addition, financial regulators are 
inclined to identi~T with the views and experiences of industry officials 
because (i) regulators "operate within a relatively narrow, insulated and 
expertise-based" field of work that they share with "sophisticated repeat 
players" in the financial industry, and (ii) regulators and industry 
officials frequently have similar educational and professional 
backgrounds and are therefore "likely to share social, educational, or 
experiential ties.’’665 

The New York Fed calls its on-site examination teams "relationship 
management teams,’’666 a term that suggests a very close and symbiotic 
connection between on-site regulators and the institutions they regulate. 
The New York Fed’s self-study of supervisory failures during the 
financial crisis determined that on-site examiners often lacked sufficient 
independence from the banks they regulated. The study found that "the 
Relationship teams [often] become gate-keepers at their banks, seeking 
to control access [by other regulators] to their institutions.’’667 In 
addition, "relationship managers were too deferential to bank 
management and too dependent on the bank’s goodwill and 
[management information systems] to gain information’’668 Bank 
examiners complained that they often did not "receive sufficient support 
from senior management when banks complain about supervisory 

662. Kwak, s~¢pra note 660, at 11 25. 

663. Saule T. Omarova, Bankers, Bureaucrats, and Guarclzans: Toward Tripartism m Financial 

Services Regulation, 37 J. CORP. L. 621,630 (2012). 

664. Levitin, supra note 514, at 159 (noting that permanent on-site teams of bank examiners bear 
"an uncanny resemblauce to [the teams] of outside accountanls al Euron and WorldCom, ~t~o abdicaled 

their reNdatory role to become euablers’). 

665. Ford, supranote 523, at614 15. 

666. Caroline Salas & Bradley Keoun, :Veu~ York Fed’s Dahlg~n Overhauls Bank Supervision to 
Beef’Up OversNhL BL©OMBERG, Mar. 21,2011. 

667. Federal Reserve Bank of New York, "Report on Systetnic Risk and Bmfi¢ Supervision" 

("Discussion Draft" of Aug. 18, 2009 [revl]), at 11 (emphasis added), FRBNY-FCIC-General10080241 

[hereinafter     FRBNY     Systemic     Risk     Report],     available     at     http:i/fcic- 
static.law, stantbrd.eduicdn media/fcic-docs/2009-09-10%20FRBNY%20Report%20on%20 Systemic% 

20Risk%20m~d%20Ba~fic%20Supervision%20drafl.pdf. 

668. [d. at 19, FRBNY-FCIC-Geueral10080249; see also id at 8, FRBNY-FCIC- 

General10080238 ("Banks iuherently have an informalion advmatage over super~zisors .... Getting 
good, ti~nely information is therefbre dependent on the willingness and enthusiasm of bank staff in 

providing that info~nation. Supervisors... believe that a non-contiontational style will enhance that 
process."). 
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intrusion," and one examiner admitted, "Within three weeks on the job, I 
saw the capture set in.’’669 

The precarious position of on-site bank examiners is part of a larger 
context in which politicians and industu leaders have pushed financial 
regulators to treat banks as their "customers.’’67° The Clinton-Gore 
Administration promulgated a "Reinventing Government Initiative" that 
described "government as being in the ’customer service’ business with 
regulatees as the ’customers.’"671 Frank Keating, head of the American 
Bankers Association (ABA) and a former Oklahoma Governor, 
expressed a similar view of the role of regulators. When asked by a 
journalist why the ABA’s members gave a "less than friendly reception" 
to FDIC chairman Sheila Bair at a 2011 conference, Keating criticized 
Bair’s "aggressive" remarks and stated that regulators are "servants of 
the served" while bankers are "regulated people who pay [Bair’s] 
salary.’’672 In contrast to Bair’s strong personal commitment to 
independence from the industry she regulated,673 some bank regulators 
have accepted the industry’s view that they should treat financial 
institutions as their "constituents. ,674 

669. M. at 8 n.2, FRBNY-FCIC-General 10080238. 

670. See supra notes 528 43 and accompanying text (describing intense political pressures on 

U.K. and U.S. regulalors to adopl industw-friendly policies during lhe 2000s). 

671~ Levitin, supra note 514, at 159 n.65; see also National Partnership for Reinventing 

Government, Our Vision jbr the Future: America @ Our t?es~. (stating a goal of achieving "customer 
satisfaction with federal services equal to or better than lhe business service sector" and declaring, "We 

provide our customers with products and infomaalion lhey want and need"), available at 

htlp:/igovin fo.library.unt .eduinprilibraryr’vision2000 .hlml. 

672. Barbara A. Rehm, Edilor at Large: Uow Keati~g Got to A~A and Where [~e ’ll Ta/ce It, AM. 

BANKER, May 26, 2011, at 1, 2011 WLNR 10443141; see also BAIR, supra note 290, at 312 16 

(describing the "combative heckling" she received al the ABA conference in 2011 after delivering a 

speech in which she called for stronger regulation of banks (including tighter restrictions on bank 
overdraft fees) and also suggested that "the success of the financial sector is not an end in itsel£ but a 

means to an end vv!fich is to support the vitality of the real econotny and the livelihood of the 

American people"). 

673. BMR, supra note 290, at 316 (describing Keating’s retnaNs as "[f]rightening, but that is how 

a lot ofindustW lobbyists see the role of regulators. We do not have our jobs to serve the public. The 

banks pay our salary, so we work for them"); id at 8, 41 (declaring that Bair based her regulatory 
decisions on "common sense," including support for "stronger capital and bctter lending standards," as 

wcll as "indepcndence, doing the rigN thing for the general public, and ignoring the special interests")~ 

674. See supra note 551 and accompaaaying text (referring to OTS Director Jolm Reich’s 

description of WaMu as "tny largest constituent"); see also supra note 517 (discussing Darrel Dochow’s 

controversial career at OTS, during which he was criticized for helping Lincoln Savings, Countrywide 

and h~dyMac avoid regulatory constraints); Lcvitin, supra note 514, at 1594;0 (stating that Dochow’s 

career "indicates that at least some bank regnlatory agencies view themselves as a business in which 
supervised instilutions are customers"); Jess Bravin & Paul Beckett, Frien@ I4~atchdog: Federal 

Regulator Often [[elps [3anks Fight~ttg (7ottsumers, WALL ST. J., Jan. 28, 2002, at AI (reporting that 

Comptroller of the Currency John D. Hawke, Jr. appeared in a 1999 OCC video, wtaich described "how 

the OCC and a national ba~fl~ charter can help banking organizations achieve their goals," and also 

quoting Hawke’s statement that the OCC’s preemption of state consnmer protection laws was "one of 

the advantages of a national bank charter, and I’m not the least bit ashamed to promote it"). 
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Beyond the deferential supervisor.r" attitudes produced by a "customer 
service" view of regulation, the revolving door between government and 
the financial industry creates additional pressures for regulatory 
acquiescence. The revolving door encourages a similarity" of views 
between regulators and financial executives because (i) "regulators and 
the representatives of financial institutions are [frequently] the same 
people, only at different points in their careers," and (ii) the continuous 
movement of senior officials between government and the financial 
sector promotes "social connections between people on opposite sides of 
the [revolving] door.’’675 For example, after former SEC Commissioner 
Annette Nazareth retumed to private law practice at Davis Polk & 
Wardwell in 2008, she maintained close connections with SEC 
Chairman Mary Schapiro and SEC General Counsel and Senior Policy 
Director David Becker. Nazareth met frequently with Schapiro and 
Becker, and she sent them Davis Polk’s memoranda analyzing Dodd- 
Frank’s provisions as the legislation proceeded through Congress. 
Nazareth also invited Schapiro and Becker to attend December holiday 
parties hosted by her and her husband, former FRB Vice Chairman 
Roger Ferguson. In extending one such invitation, Nazareth noted that 
"we expect [former FRB Chairman Alan] Greenspan to lead us in a 
sing-along,’’676 

The perceived socioeconomic and intellectual superiority" of Wall 
Street insiders provides further inducements for regulators to accept the 
financial industry’s viewpoints. During the 1990s and 2000s, 
"[f]inancial regulators.., saw firsthand the vast sums of money being 
made by Wall Street bankers and traders. And... the financial sector 
was routinely lionized as both an exemplar of the knowledge economy 
and an engine of economic growth.’’677 Moreover, "as the world of 

675. Kwak, supra note 660, at 15, 23; see also Omarova, supra note 663, at 630 (agreeing that, 

due to %trong professional and personal relationships" between financial regulators and industry- 

executives, regulators "often come to view their instiiutional interests or mission as largely congruent 

with the interests of their regulated industry- constitt~ency"). 

676. Top ,~ank Lau?yer’s E-3/Iails S/~ou~ ~ashinglon’s Inside Ga~ne, BLOOMBERG, Sept. 5, 2012 
(noting that (i) Nazareth me:~ with Schapiro 11 times in 2009 and 2010, "twice as many as any single 

competitor in the law and lobbying business," and (ii) "[wlith Nazareth on board, Davis Polk was hired 

as outside counsel on Dodd Frank by the six largest U.S~ banks and the Securities Industry and 

Financial Markets Association, the Wall Slreet trade group"). In her email correspondence with Becket 

aboul Dodd Frank’s draft provisions, Nazarelh told Becker that the proposed CFPB made her "feel ill" 

and she assured Becker lhat she had urged SIFMA to "lrash" lhe proposed new office of investor 

advocacy at the SEC after hearing Becker’s strong criticism of that office. Id. 

677. Kwak, supra note 660, at 19; see also id at 20~1 (contending that "’as the world of finance 

became more technical, its academic pedigree became more imposing"; as a result, "subscribing to 

culting-edge financial theories" endorsed by "famous economists" offered "perceived stains benefits" to 

regulators); JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 105 ("Over the past twenty years, 

finance... [became] the glistening centerpiece of the tnodern :Mnerican economy .... [W[here it 

tnattered mos~ on elite campuses, in the business and financial media, and in the halls of power in 
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finance became more complicated and central to the economy, the 
federal government became more dependent" on Wall Street executives 
not only as potential candidates for regulatory posts but also as essential 
sources of information and intelligence about financial institutions and 
markets.678 Thus, the standard response by regulators and industry 
officials to outsiders’ critiques of the revolving door was that only 
people who worked on Wall Street possessed the necessary expertise to 
develop enlightened policies for regulating Wall Street.679 

For all of the above reasons, financial regulators and Wall Street 
executives developed a "confluence of perspectives and opinions" in 
which "Wall Street’s positions became the conventional wisdom in 
Washington.’’68° Regulators increasingly vie~ved the "well-being and 
profitabilit?~ of the financial sector as [a policy] objective in its own 
right," regardless of the potential risks of pro-industry policies to the 
broader economy, and consumers.6sl At the same time, regulators 
"marginalized" the views of consumer advocates and other critics of 
financial deregulation, because they viewed such critics as "people who 
simply did not understand the bright new world of modem finance.’’6s2 
In short, cultural and cognitive capture occurred within financial 

Washington ba~fldng becatne the latest chapter in the ,~nerican Dream, the way to ~nake vast riches by 

working hard rand creating innovative new products that would supposedly improve lil~ for everyone."). 

678. JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 9~94; see also id at 94 ("[A]s finance became more 

esoteric and policy questions became more technical, . .. all the people with relevant expertise were 
Wall Street veterans."); Rothkopf, supra note 5, at 259 ("[T]op fin~x~cial executives ol~[~red to political 

leaders.., the ability- to understand m~d communicate with markets that were increasingly seen as vital 

to the economic success or faihre of governments."). 

679. David G. ttilzenrath, SEC head struggles to turn agency around, V~rASH. POST, Oct. 8, 2011, 

at A1 ("Regulators frequently draw staff members from the industries they regulate, saying it’s 

impossible to function without indust~ expertise."); Sherman, supra note 621 (quoting an ummmed 

Ibrmer senior Goldman Sachs partner, who argued that it would be "a dangerous and scary thing" to 

conclude that "someone’s past work on Wall Street disqualifies them I?om playing a role in something 

as complex as government," because in that case "you’ll essentially have people [in government] who 
have no understanding of how financial markets operate’). Former regulators have justified their post- 

government work on behalf of financial clienls in similar terms. For example, former Complroller of 

the Currency Eugene Ludwig defended the former regulators employed by his consulting finn, 
Promontory Financial Group, by stating that "his finn sells expertise and not access to their fo~xner 

e~nployers and co-workers." Jesse ttamilton & Cheyenne Hopkins, ~?anking Consultant Promontory to 

Face ~S. Senate Panel, BLOOMBERG, April 10, 2013 (su~nmarizing interview with Ludwig). Ludwig 
further explained that "people who dedicated their careers to public service can continue to ensure that 

regulations are implemented properly." dd. (same). 

680. JObZNSON & KW_~, supranote 15, at97. 

681. Butter, supra nNe 661, at 602. 

682. JOItNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 97; see also id at 94 ("Financial policy took on lhe 

lrappings of a branch of engineering, in which only those wilh hands-on experience on lbe culling edge 

of innovation were qualified to comment."); Binyamin Appelbaum, As Subprime Crisis Unfblded, 

}Vatchdog Fed Dicln ’t l~other ~arki~, WASH. POST, Sept. 27, 2009, al A1 (reporting that FRB officials 

dismissed repeated warnings by consumer advocates about the dangers posed by subpritne tnortgage 

lending, because officials believed that those advocates did not have sufficient expertise to provide 

reliable advice). 
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agencies as the financial industry persuaded regulators that 
"deregulation was in the public interest" and "unfettered financial 
activity is always good for society.’’683 

FRB chairman Alan Greenspan was the best-known advocate for the 
view that "regulators should seek to minimize any interference with 
innovation and competition in the financial markets" because "market 
discipline and private risk management produced better results than 
government regulation over the longer term.’’684 However, Greenspan 
~vas hardly alone in holding that vie~v. During the late 1990s, Treasury 
Secretary Robert Rubin and his deputy and successor Lawrence 
Summers actively pursued the same public policy goals of encouraging 
financial innovation and reducing regulation of financial markets.6s5 
Rubin and Summers played key roles (along with Greenspan) in passing 
GLBA, which repealed Glass-Steagall, and also in blocking efforts by 
CFTC chairman Brooksley Born to regulate OTC derivatives.6s6 At the 
Presidential signing ceremony for GLBA in 1999, Summers thanked 
Greenspan "for your constant advocacy for modernization of our 
financial system," and he also praised "former Secretary of the Treasury 
Bob Rubin, who worked very hard on this.’’687 Summers lauded GLBA 
as "the right framework for America’s future financial system," and he 
stressed "the crucial role of markets" in the Clinton Administration’s 
"national economic strategy of which this bill is a part.’’6~8 

683. Kwak, supra note 660, at 8 9. 

684. Wihnarth, supra note 211, at 903 04 (smmnarizing Greenspan’s views); see also JozL\soN 
& KWAK, supra note 15, at 100 (stating that there was "no truer believer in tile ideology of free markets, 

fino~lcial innovation, and deregnlation" thm~ Greenspan); E\’GEL & McCoY, supra note 19, at 192 

(stating that "Greenspan made it his nfission to minimize government oversight by outsourcing risk 

management to bm~ks"). 

685. JOHNSON & Kx,v.~d~, supra note 15, at 99 (stating that Summers "shared Rubin’s opinion that 

financial innovation o~ld fi’ee markets were generally good for America"); Hirsh, supra note 612, at 18 

(’°[Rnbin’s] advice always sounded sage: Don’t tampcr too much ruth finance or the flow of capital; 

keep changes minimal."); "America’s Role in Global Economic Integralion," Speech by Treasury 

DepuU Secretary La~rence Summers al lhe Brookings conference on "Integraling National Economies: 

The Nexl Step" (Jan. 9, 1996 [sic]) ("AI Treasury, our most crucial international priority remains the 

creation of a well-lhnded, truly global capital market."), available at http://ww~.treasury.gov/press- 

center,’press-releases/Pages/pr9701091 .aspx. 

686. JOItNSON & KWAK, supra nNe 15, at 8 10, 104, 133 37; Wilmarlh, supra note 206, at 220 

21,306 07; Cohan, supra note 612, at 63 64; Hirsh, supra note 612, at 17; see also ROTHKOPF, supra 

sine 5, at 260 ("Robert Rubin led the Clinton administration to promote an aggressively pro-market 

agenda,... [including] a systetnatic eflbrt.., to continue the process of deregulating the ~nerican 

finaaacial cotnmunity."). 

687. Statement by President Bill Clinton at the Signing of tile Financial Modernization Bill, Nov. 

12, 1999 (remarks of Treasury Secretary Lawrence Smnmers) [hereinafter Sum~ners GLBA Remarks], 

available athttp:i/www.treasury.govipress-center/press-releases/Pages/ls241.aspx. Rubin stepped down 

as Treasury Secretary in July 1999 and joined Citi~oup as co-chairman shortly belbre GLBA’s 

enactment. Wilmarth, supra note 206, at 306; Cohan, supra note 612, at 64 65. 

688. Smnmers GLBA Remarks, s~¢pra line 687. At the same signing ceremony, Senator Phil 

Gramm (R-TX) declared, ’%ve are here today to repeal Glass Steagall because we have learned that 
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Greenspan, Rubin and Summers set the tone for a broader regulatol3, 
"mindset" that favored deregulatory policies during the long boom of 
the 1990s and 2000s. As FRB General Counsel Scott Alvarez later 
acknowledged, "The mind-set was that there should be no regulation; 
that the market should take care of policing, unless there already is an 
identified problem’’689 Richard Spillenkothen, the FRB’s Director of 
Bank Supervision from 1991 to 2006, observed in 2010 that regulators 
had "a high degree of faith that financial markets were largely efficient 
and self-correcting and, therefore, that counterparty and market 
discipline were generally more effective ’regulators’ of risk-taking and 
improper practices than government rules and supervisors.’’69° The New 
York Fed’s self-study in 2009 similarly conceded that regulators placed 
too much faith in the assumption that "[m]arkets will always self- 
CO?TeCt.’’691 

This overriding faith in financial innovation and self-correcting 
markets became part of the "conventional wisdom" among Washington 
policymakers and regulators as well as Wall Street leaders.692 The 

government is not lhe answer. We have learned lhat freedom and competition are lhe answers." [d. 

(remarks of Sen. Gramm). President Clinton agreed mlh Senator Gramm’s view that GLBA 

represented "a victory for freedom and fiee markets," althoush President Clinton also claimed that 

GLBA was "a victory for consumer protection." ]d. (remarks of President Clinton). UnIbrtunately, 

President Clinton’s second claim proved to be illusory. Federal regulators repeatedly failed to protect 

consumers during the subprime mortgage boom that led to the fino~lcial crisis, and the OCC and OTS 

preempted ellbrts by the states to safeguard consumers~ Wilmarth, supra note 211, at 896 919; see also 

supra Part III(B). 

68% FCIC Report, supra note 36, at 96 (quoting from an FCIC interview with Alvarcz)~ 

690. Richard Spillenkothen, "Notes on the performance of prudenfial supervision in the years 

preceding the financial crisis by a fortner director of banking supervision and regulation at the Federal 

Reserve Board (1991 to 2006)," May 31, 2010, at 12 [hereinafter Spillenkothen FCIC Metno]; see also 

id at 27 (stating that "the culture of the Federal Reserve an agency dominated by professional 

economists whose mindset and intellectual biases were to enhm~ce the workings of free markets, not to 

design regulations was reinforced by a Chairman who had a strong, deep, and abiding philosophical 

belief that market and counterparty discipline were more effective in controlling risks lhan 

governmental regulation and oversight"), available at hltp:/ifcic-static.law.slaa~ford.edu/cdnmedia/fcic- 

docsi2010-05-31%20FRB%20Richard%20 Spillenkoth en%20Paper-%20Ob servations%20on%20the%2 

0Performan ce%20of%20Pmdential%20 Supervision.pdf. 

691. FRBNY Systemic Risk Stud?; supra note 667, at 2, FRBNY-FCIC-Genera10080232; see 

also id at 6 (describing "the common expectation [at the New York Fed] that market lbrces would 

efficiently price risks and prompt banks to control exposures in a more effective ~vay than 

regulalors .... Regulators faced mad often shared skepticism that regulators could push for more 

effecfive practices them those required by lhe markel for conlrolling firm risk."). 

692~ JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 105 09 (quotes at 105); see also id at 67 70, 106 07 

(explaining how neoclassical economic theories, including the "Efficient Capital Market Hypothesis," 

provided "lhe intellectual justificalion for financial deregulation. If a free market will always provide 

fundamentally correct asset prices, then the finaa~cial sector can be left to its own devices," ~d at 69); 

J’.JSTIN Fox, TIIE MYTH OF Tim RATIONAL MARKET: A HISTORY OF RISK, REWARD, AND DELUSION ON 
WALL STREET xiii (2009) (explaining that "rational market theory," including "the efficient market 

hypothesis," persuaded ~nany academics and policymakers that "[flin~x~cial ~narkets possessed a wisdom 

that individuals, compmfies, and governments did not."). 
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resulting "group-think" among policymakers, regulators and financial 
executives was "a major reason why the federal government deferred to 
the interests of Wall Street repeatedly in the 1990s and 2000S.’’693 A 
similar mindset held sway in the U.K and at the IMF. Two FSA post- 
mortem reports on the financial crisis found serious flaws within the 
"intellectual assumptions on which previous regulatory approaches have 
been largely built," including (i) misplaced confidence in "[m]arket 
discipline.., as an effective tool in constraining harmful risk-taking" 
and (it) the mistaken assumption that "[f]inancial innovation can be 
assumed to be beneficial since market competition would winnow out 
any innovations which did not deliver value added.’’694 An IMF post- 
mortem study similarly concluded that: 

IMF’s ability to correctly identify the mounting risks [of a global 
financial crisis] was hindered by a high degree of groupthink, intellectual 
capture, [and] a general mindset that a major financial crisis in large 
advanced economies was unlikely... [because] market discipline and 
self-regulation would be sufficient to stave off serious problems in 
financial institutions... [and] ’sophisticated’ :financial markets could 
thrive safely with minimal regulation.695 

Another key component of the mindset shared by Washington and 
Wall Street was the conviction that large financial conglomerates 
(universal banks) were essential institutions for meeting the needs of 
global business corporations and for ensuring the international primacy 

693. JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 97 104 (quote at 97); see also BA~R, supra note 290, at 

17 (wtaen Sheila Bait began her tenure as FDIC chairman in 2006, she encountered a regulatory 
"groupthink" based on the assumption lhat lhe "golden age of banking was here and would last forever. 

We didn’t need regulalion anymore."); id al 27, 41 ( Bait discovered that lhe FRB "had acquired a 

strong anfipathy to regulation" under (~eenspan’s leadership and "the other bank regulalors were still 
moving in the direction of less regulation, at least for larger institutions"; as a result, "early in my 

tenure, I frequently Ibund tnyself isolated in advocating Ibr stronger regulator?" standards."); 

Spillenkothen FCIC Memo, supra note 690, at 8 9 (contending that "the dynamics of group-think" led 
to mdespread confidence by regulators in "a stronger and more resilient financial system" because 

regulators assumed    that "banking organizations’ risk management and measurement 

capabilities.., were generally effective and with the right incentives would continue to improve"). 

694. Financial Services Authority. 2~7~e "])¢rner Revzew: d regulatory response to the global 

banking      criszs      (Mar.      2009),      § 1.4,      at      39,      available      at 

http:i/webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.u "k/20090320232158/hltp://ww~v.fsa.gov.uk/pubsiother/turner re 

view.pdf; see also FSA RBS Report, supra note 528. ¶ 3,1.3, at 260 ("A consensus among praclifioners 

and policy-makers across the world.., confidenlly assumed thal lhe finaaacial system had been made 

more stable as a result of the very financial innovation and complexily which we now understand played 
a significant role in the lhilure both of the overall system and of [major bm~ks] mthin it."). 

695. Int’l Monetary Fund, Independent Evaluation Of£, L,~F Perfbrmance in the Run-Up to the 

Financial and Economic Crisis: L,~F Surveillance in 2004 07, ¶¶ 40, 42 at 17 (2011), available at 
htlp:#www.ieo-im£ orgiieoifiles/com pletedevaluation s/Crisis- 

%20Main%20Report%20(without%20Moises%20Signature).pdf: see also id. at 34 (Annex 7) 

Fund’s general mimlset that markets’ know best and financial iImovation reduces risk would have made 

it difficult for the staffto see the buildup of systemic risks."). 
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of U.S. financial markets. In pushing for GLBA’s passage, Greenspan 
and other advocates maintained that the U.S. must authorize universal 
banks in order (i) to provide global corporations with "full-service 
provider[s] that can handle their entire range of financing needs,’’696 and 
(it) to enable U.S. financial institutions to preserve their 
"competitiveness" in foreign markets and thereby ensure "the global 
dominance of American finance.’’697 

Amazingly, the global financial crisis--and the enormous sums spent 
by the U.S., U.K. and European governments in bailing out failing 
megabanks--did not shake the confidence of Robert Rubin, Lawrence 
Summers and Timothy Geithner in the value of giant financial 
conglomerates as key ingredients for domestic and international 
economic prosperity. During a 2009 interview, Summers declared, "I 
don’t think we can or want to turn back the clock" to a time when the 
federal government imposed strong limitations on bank activities.698 In 
2012, Summers dismissed proposals to reestablish Glass-Steagall-type 
restrictions on banks as "revisionism, warped by hindsight and political 
convenience," and Rubin similarly declared, "It is a myth that the repeal 
of Glass-Steagall contributed to the financial crisis."699 

Summers and Geithner strongly opposed--and helped to defeat--the 
attempt by Senators Sherrod Brown and Ted Kauffman to amend Dodd- 
Frank by imposing strict size limits on banks.7°° In separate meetings 
with Senator Kauffman, Summers argued that breaking up the 
megabanks "would hurt our ability to serve large companies and hurt the 
competitiveness of the United States," while Geithner contended that 
federal regulators could adequately control the risks of megabanks by 
strengthening Basel’s international capital standards, thereby ensuring 

696. Statement by FRB Chairman Alan Greenspan before the House Comm. on BaJaking and 
Financial Services, 83 Fed. Res. Bull. 578, 579 (1997) (providing testimony on H.R. 10, one of GLBA’s 

predecessor bills); see also Ja~nes R. Barth et al., "Policy Watch: The Repeal of Glass Steagall and the 

Advent of Broad Banking," 14 Journal qfEconomic Perspectives No. 2 (Spring 2000), at 191, 198 99 

(contending that GLBA’s authorization for m~iversal ba~fldng powers would benefit the U.S. econo~ny 

by allowing large U.S. banks to provide "one-stop" shopping with improved financing opporlunities and 
’°more product and service choices to their customers"). 

697. Senate Report No. 106-44, at 5 (1999) (quoting Greenspan’s testimony). 

698. ROTHKOPF, supra note 5, at 231 32, 393 (quoting fi’om the author’s interview with Smnmers 

in 2009); see also id at 18, 260 (noting that the author worked with Rubin, Smnmers and Geithner 

during the Clinton Ad~ninistration). 

699. Cohan, supra note 612, al 6364 (quoting statements made by Summers and Rubin in 2012). 

700. CONNAUGtIT¢)N, supra nole 371, at 227 44; see also id al 228 (describing the Brown 

Kaufl]nan amendment, which would have "impos[ed] a strict 10 percent cap on any bank-holding 
company’s share of the United States’ total insured deposits’~ and "limit[ed] the size of non-deposit 

liabilities at finamcial inslilutions (to 2 percent of GDP for baJaks, and 3 percent of GDP for non-bank 
institutions)"); id at 243 44 (explaining that Brown Kaul~[inan was del~ated by a vote of 33 61, and 

quoting a senior Treasury official ~,v!~o said, "If we’d been for [Brown Kauffinan] , it probably would 

have happened. But we weren’t, so it didn’t."). 
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that "U.S. banks wouldn’t be disadvantaged relative to foreign 
banks.’’7°1 Indeed, Geithner believed that he couldn’t solve the 
economic crisis "without keeping the banks intact.’’7°2 

The most adamant defense of megabanks was offered by Rubin 
himself. During an interview with David Rothkopf after the financial 
crisis, Rubin maintained that he and Summers "had advocated the right 
policies [during the Clinton Administration] and would argue the same 
things today.’’7°3 When Rothkopf asked "whether the biggest and most 
influential financial organizations ought to be broken up, whether being 
’too big to fail’ ;vas a problem to be addressed," Rubin’s response was 
immediate and emphatic: 

"~No, [Rubin] said, ’don’t you see? Too big to fail isn’t a problem with 
the system. It is the system. You can’t be a competitive global financial 
institution serving global corporations of scale without having a certain 
scale yourself. The bigger multinationals get, the bigger financial 
institutions will have to get. ,,,7o4 

Trade associations for megabanks have echoed Rubin’s arguments in 
favor of preserving the same universal banking model that precipitated 
the global financial crisis.7°5 For example, five major financial trade 
associations criticized the FRB’s proposed enhanced prudential 
supervisory requirements for SIFIs because the FRB’s proposal sought 
to provide "incentives" for SIFIs "to reduce their systemic footprint.’’7°6 
The trade associations declared that the FRB was "misguided" in 
suggesting that "big is bad," and they also asserted, "Banks must mirror 
the economic system they are designed to serve. In the 21st century, 

701. Id. at 234, 236 (describing arguments made by Smnmers and Geithner during their meetings 

ruth Sen. Kaufinan). 

702. Hirsh, supra note 612, al 17; see also BAROFSKY, supra note 337, at 156 57, 19%200 

(maintaining lhat Geilhner administered HAMP and other TARP programs in order to "foam lhe 

runway" lbr large troubled banks and guara~ntee their survival); JOK"VSON & Kw~<_, supra note 15, at 

208 09 (noting that Diana Farrell, a metnber of President Obama’s National Economic Council, rejected 

proposals to break up big barns and argued that "the genie’s out of the bottle and what we need to do is 

to manage them and to oversee them, as opposed to hark back to a time that we’re unlikely to ever come 

back to or want to come back to."). 

703. ROTHKOPF, supra note 5, at 266. 

704. Id. 

705. See, e.g., Jo~’sc)N & KWAK, supra note 15, at 211 ("A common argument, pul forward by 
[advocates for big ba~ks], is that large corporations require financial services that only large banks can 
provide. Related to lhis is the idea lhat lhe global competitiveness of U.S. corporalions requires lhat 

:~m~erican banks be at least as large as anyone else’s banks."); Lawrence G. Ba~er, Betting Big: Va/ue, 

Caution and Acco~mtabiliO, in an Era qfLa~ge Banks’ and Complex Uinance, 31 Rev. ofBanking & 

Financial L. 765, 786 87 (2012) ("Big ba~l{ executives insist that.., modem global bm~king services 
require larg~’.-scale capacit)" in order to deliver products and innovations that smaller banks could not do 

eI1)cfively ~.. [and] that U.S. bm~ks would need to be large enough to be compcfitive intemafionally."). 

706. Big Bank Syste,nic Risk Cotnment Letter, supra note 44, at 16 (quoting FRB Proposed Rule 

*br SIFIs, supra note 40, 77 Fed. Reg. at 596). 
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companies served by international banks compete in a global economic 
system .... IT]hey need banks that are competitive around the 
world. ,,707 

As Simon Johnson and James Kwak have observed, the arguments 
advanced by advocates for megabanks "suffer from a shortage of 
empirical evidence.’’7°s Most studies indicate that banks larger than 
$100 billion do not generate favorable economies of scale or scope after 
one eliminates the significant funding advantages that megabanks 
currently enjoy due to their huge explicit and implicit TBTF 
subsidies.7°9 Even before the financial crisis began in 2007, studies 
confirmed that large financial conglomerates generated "higher levels of 
systemic risk on both sides of the Atlantic.’’71° Moreover, financial 
markets did not endorse the universal banking model since they applied 
a significant "conglomerate discount" to the value of banks that engaged 
in multiple lines of financial activity]11 

There is no reason to believe that multinational corporations would 
fail to obtain adequate financial services in the absence of trillion-dollar 
financial conglomerates. Large corporations have long relied, both 
before and after GLBA, on syndicates (groups) of banks and securities 
firms--not single institutions--for underwriting loans as well as equity 
and debt securities.7~2 Prior to GLBA’s repeal of Glass-Steagall in 
1999, large U.S. commercial banks and securities firms were widely 
viewed as global leaders in efficiency, innovation and profitability. 
They consistently outperformed European and Japanese universal banks 

707. Big Bank Systemic Risk Comment I_etler, supra note 44, at 17. Similarly. three lrade 

associations representing the largest financial institutions the Financial Services Formn, the Finm~cial 
Services Roundtable and SIFMA issued a j oint policy brief in Mar. 2013, which declared, "The value 

provided by large diversified institutions is parficularly itnportant to large, globally active U.S. 

corporations a~ld the fi~rther development of global markets for U,S. goods and services." Victoria 

Finkle, industry, Lawmakers Clash Over ’Too ]3ig to ~’ai[’ AM. B~\~2ER (Mar. 12, 2013), 2013 WLNR 

6051393 (quoting policy briel). 

708. JOHNSON&KWAK, supranote 15, at211. 

709. ADMATI & tIELLWIG, supra note 523, at 89, 136 39, 143 44, 290 91 nn.28 34; Andrew G. 

ttaldane, "On being the rigJat size," Tr~e 2012 Beesley Lecture at the Institute of Directors (London), 25 

Oct.            2012,            at            12 13,            available            at 
http://www‘bank~feng~and.c~.u~c/pub~icati~ns/D~cuments/speeches/20~2/speech6~5~pd£ As Haldane 
points out, "Over the period 2002 to 2007, the implied annual subsidy to the world’s [29] largest banks 

averaged $70 billion per -y-ear using a ratings-based measure .... ~I1aat is roughly 50% of the average 

post-tax profits of these banks over the period .... By 2009, lhe.., implied monetary subsidy [for the 

largest banks increased to] over $700 billion per ?’ear." [d. at 4. For additional evidence of lhe explicit 

and implicit TBTF subsidies exploited by megabanks, see Wilmarth, supra note 12, al 958 59, 978 84; 

Wilmarth, supra note 109, at 3 5; supra notes 112-15 and acco,npanying text. 

710. Wilmarlh, supra note 15, al 996. 

711. Wilmarth, supra note 283, at 748 49. 

712. JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 212; Wilmarth, supra note 15, at 980 84; Wilmarth, 

supra note 206, at 378 81. 
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in international financial markets.7~~ Indeed, based on the global 
superiority of U.S. commercial banks and securities firms during the 
1980s and 1990s, some analysts concluded that "the decentralized 
financial industry structure mandated by the Glass-Steagall Act 
encouraged competition... [and] spurred continuing innovation by U.S. 
banks and securities firms, [giving] them a clear technical superiority 
over European universal banks.’’714 Large U.S. financial institutions 
would likely recover the innovative and competitive spirit they exhibited 
in the 1980s and 1990s if they were obliged to abandon the excessively 
complex universal banking model along with its bloated TBTF 
subsidies.715 

C. Allorney General Holder’s "Too Big 1o Jail" Admission and 

JPMorgan ’ s "London Whale" Trading Debacle Show that TBTF Banks 

Continue to Operate Wilhout Effective Control by Federal Regulators 

Two events in March 2013 demonstrated that Wall Street megabanks 
remain a major unresolved problem for U.S. financial policy in view of 
their TBTF status and their ability to operate without effective oversight 
or restraint by federal agencies. First, during a Senate committee 
hearing, Attorney General Eric Holder acknowledged that DOJ was 
reluctant to pursue criminal prosecutions against the largest financial 
institutions because of the potentially destabilizing effect of such 
proceedings on domestic and global financial systems. Second, a Senate 
subcommittee’s investigation of the JPMorgan "London Whale" scandal 
revealed that JPMorgan’s executives and the bank’s prima~T regulator 
(the OCC) failed to prevent the bank’s traders from making disastrous 
bets on high-risk derivatives. Both events provided dramatic 
confirmation that the largest banks remain too big to fail, manage or 

713. Wilmarth, supra note 206, at 440 43,451 53. 

714. Id. at 441; see also id. ("Several observers have noted that [Glass Steagall] had an ironic but 

important etl~ct on competition and experimentation in U.S. finm~cial ,narkets.’); "A Turning Point: 
Defining the Financial Structure," Speech by FDIC Vice Chairman Tho,nas ttoenig, presented at the 

22nd Annual H.’nnan P. Minsky Conference at the Levy Economic Institute of Bard College (New York, 

NY), April 17, 2013 ("We have a long tradition of financial institutions competing on a global basis and 

doing so successfi~lly under [a Glass Steagall] model similar to that proposed here. The largest 
commercial baJaks under the umbrella of the safety net would remain mega banks and hold scale capable 

of offering payments services and loans of any size to firms that operale globally. U.S. broker dealers 

and investment banks have long offered specialized capital market services that are competitive 

second to none in the world.") [hereinafter ttoenig April 17, 2013 Speech], available at 

http:i/w~vw.Rlic.gov/news/news/speechesispapr 1713 .html. 

715. See "FinaJace: The tall oflhe universal bank," Ecottomist, Nov. 21,2012 (predicting that "lhe 

power of universal banks will be eroded by market forces" and stronger regulation, amd concluding that 

"[t]he promise of the cross-selling financial supe~narket has long been eclipsed by the destruction of 

shareholder value after the crash"), available at http://www.econo,nist.com/news/21566439-exit-rock- 

star-bosses-thll-universal-bm~k. 
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regulate. 

1. Attorney General Holders’ "Too Big to Jail" Testimony Confirms that 
Federal Agencies Cannot Discipline the Largest Financial Institutions 

Effectively 

During a hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee on March 6, 
2013, Senator Charles Grassley (R-IA) asked Attorney General Eric 
Holder to comment on DOJ’s use of a deferred prosecution agreement to 
settle HSBC’s massive money-laundering violations. Grassley declared 
he was "concerned we have a mentality of ’too big to jail’ in the 
financial sector," and he also noted the absence of "any high-profile 
financial convictions [for] either companies or individuals.’’716 In 
response to Grassley’s question, Holder admitted that "the size of some 
of these institutions becomes so large that it does become difficult for us 
to prosecute them when we are hit with indications that if we do 
prosecute--if we do bring a criminal charge--it will have a negative 

,,717 impact on the national economy, perhaps even the world economy. 
Holder’s candid recognition of the "too big to jail" problem was 

"stunning" and "even more direct" than Assistant Attorney General 
Lanny Breuer’s prior acknowledgments of DOJ’s reluctance to 
prosecute major banks.718 Holder’s statement was also "embarrassingly 
at odds with the Obama administration’s view that too-big-to-fail was 
fixed by the Dodd-Frank [Act].’’719 In addition, Holder failed to explain 
why the "too big to jail" status of megabanks prevented DOJ from 
indicting even one top executive of any of the large financial institutions 

716. 7~anscript: Attorney General Eric Holder on ’Too Big to dazl’, AM. BANKER, Mar. 7, 2013 

(quoting statements by Sen. Grassley and Attorney General Holder during the Mar. 6 hearing) 
[hereinafter Holder Transcript] (available on Lexis); see also supra notes 434 38 and accompanying 

texl (discussing DOJ’s deferred prosecution agreement with HSBC). 

71% Holder Transcript, supra note 716 (also conceding that the size of major banks "has an 

inhibiting influence, impact on our ability to bring resolutions that I think would be more 

appropriale .... The concern you raised is actually one that I share."); see also Rob Blackwell & 

Victoria Finkle, [tow Uolder’s Surprzsmg ’Too Big to Jail’ Admission Changes Debate, AM. BA~\’KER, 

Mar. 7, 2013 (describing Holder’s "stunning admission" and reporting thal his tesfimony "marked lhe 

first time such concerns have been raised by a top member of President Obama’s cabinet") (available 

on Lexis). 

718. Blackwell & Finkle, supra note 717; see also Danielle Douglas, Attorney general says big 

banks" size inhibits prosecution, WASH. POST, Mar. 7, 2013, at A12 (reporting that "Holder’s admission 
bolsters criticisms that federal prosecutors are deeming some banks ’too big to jail’"); supra notes 436 

37, 447 48 (discussing Breuer’s explanafions as to why DOJ chose not to indict HSBC or UBS). 

719. zMldrew Ross Sorkin, Realities BehindP~wsecuting Big Banks’, N.Y. Tl~,~s, Mar. 12, 2013, at 

B1; see also Blackwell & Finkle, supra note 717 (reporting that ttolder’s statement appeared "’to 

conflict ruth" the Oba,na Administration’s repeated claim that Dodd Frank "effectively ended too big 

to fail"). 
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that were at the center of the financial crisis.72° As Andrew Ross Sorkin 
observed, Holder’s concern about the systemic impact of indictments 
against megabanks created a "powerful argument.., that prosecutors 
should focus on the individuals responsible for the misconduct" at those 
banks.721 

During a follow-up hearing before the Senate Banking Committee on 
March 7, 2013, Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-i~L~) pointed out that 
HSBC paid a fine, but none of HSBC’s executives was criminally 
prosecuted or ~vas banned from the banking industry and HSBC was 
allo~ved to continue operating in the U.S.7~ In response to a question 
from Senator Jeff Merkley (D-OR) on how" regulators could "explain 
[the HSBC settlement] to your neighbor," FRB Governor Jerome Powell 
conceded that it was difficult to reconcile HSBC’s treatment with the 
principle that "we’re all equal under the law.’’7~3 Powell also admitted 
that questions about "the fairness of the system" would not be resolved 
until the FRB and other federal regulators demonstrated their ability to 
end TBTF treatment for megabanks.7~4 

2. The Senate Investigation of JPMorgan’ s "London Whal e" Scandal 
Shows that Wall Street Banks Continue to Engage in Speculative 

Risk-Taking While Avoiding Regulatory" Oversight 

On March 14, 2013, the Senate’s Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations (PSI) released its report on JPMorgan’s "London V~,~hale’’ 
trading debacle, which inflicted $6.2 billion of losses on the bank.725 
The PSI’s report presented a "devastating" and "scathing" portrayal of 
systemic failures of risk management and oversight by JPMorgan and by 
its prima~T regulator, the OCC.7~6 As sho~vn below’, JPMorgan’s 

executives (i) allowed the bank’s traders to make enormous bets on 
synthetic credit derivatives that exceeded the bank’s internal risk limits, 
(ii) sought to conceal the bank’s rapidly growing trading losses from the 

720. Sorkin, supra note 719; supra notes 415-16, 426 30 and accotnpa~nying te:~ (discussing the 

absence of criminal prosecutions against any senior executives of major financial instilutions). 

721. 

722. Victoria Finkle, Six Takeaways fi’om Senate Bruising of Regulators on ’Too Big to Jail ’, AM. 
BANKF~I~, Mar. 8, 2013 (describing the Mar. 7 hearing before the Senate B~mking Commiltee) (available 

on Lexis). 

723. 

724. 

725. Mike Ferullo, Bank Supervision: JP ~’o~gan and OCC Q~qcials Face Criticism For Failure 

to Stem Rislg~ Derivatives Trades, 100 BNA’s BANKING REP. 502 (Mar. 19, 2013). 

726. Jessie Eisinger, Lessons Learned Afier Financial Crisis: Nothing 3/?uch Has ChaiNed, N.Y. 

TIMES, Mar. 20, 2013, at B5 (describing the PSI report as "devastating"); Dan Fitzpatrick et al., Senate 

Slams Bank on ’}Vhale" ~anel Says J.P. Mocgan Misled Regulators and Investors, ~gnored Risks" in 

Big Trades, WALL ST. J., Mar. 15, 2013, at A1 (describing the PSI report as "scathing"). 
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OCC until several weeks after the "London Whale" problem was 
exposed by the press, and (iii) made statements to the press about the 
trading losses that were false or misleading. For its part, the OCC 
ignored numerous warning signs about JPMorgan’s high-risk trading 
activities and failed to take prompt and effective action after the agency 
saw press reports about the bank’s trading losses. 

In 2005, JPMorgan created the Chief Investment Office (CIO) to 
invest the bank’s "excess deposits," and CIO began investing in 
..... 727 . synthetic credit derivatives in 2006. CIO d~d not disclose the 

existence of its Synthetic Credit Portfolio (SCP) to the OCC until 
728 . ¯ 

Jm~ua~r 2012.    An internal bank audit in late 2007 stated that 
SCP was pursuing "proprietm~7 position strategies," and aan OCC 
official later described SCP’s operations as ’"classic prop 
trading,’ a view buttressed by the fact that CIO had no client- 
facing customers or client-facing activity.’’729 

Between 2007 and 2011, SCP produced about $2.5 billion in 
revenues for JPMorgan, with peak revenues of $1.05 billion in 
2009.7~° CIO’s traders expanded the aggregate notional amount 
of SCP’s synthetic credit derivatives from $4 billion to $51 
billion during 2011 and generated trading gains of more than 
$450 million by the end of that year.7~r JPMorgaJa’s senior 
management was pleased with CIO’s performance, and CIO 
head Ina Drew encouraged CIO’s traders to try to "repeat their 

,, ¯ 732       . ¯ 
performance m 2012. ~ During 2010 m~d 2011, Drew recev~ed 
total compensation of $29 million, while CIO’s chief investment 
officer, Achilles Macris, received $31.75 million and CIO’s key 
traders--Javier Maxtin-Artajo and Bruno Iksil--received $22.73 
million and $14.08 million, respectively.733 Those employees 
were "among the most highly-paid employees in [JPMorgan], 
and their compensation was reviewed by the bank’s Operating 

727. By 2012, CIO used JPMorgan’s "excess deposits" to create "a portfolio of approximately 

$350 billion, a historic high." U.S. Senate Pe~nanent Subcomtnittee on Investigations, JPMo~gan 

Chase Whale 7~a&~s: A Case History oj Derivat~ves Risks’ and Abuses: M’ajorzty and ~,~nority Staff 

Report 21-22, 35~7 (Mar. 15, 2013) [hereinafter Senate London ’Whale Report], available at 

http://~as~v.leadn, s cnate~gov/newsroomipres sireleaseisenate-inve st igation s-subcommittee-hold s-hearing- 

and-releases-report-on-j pm organ-ch ase-whale-trades/?section alllypes. 

728. ]d. at 35, 38~9. 

729. ]d. at 38, 41 42 (quoting JPMorgan internal audit report dated Nov. 29, 2007, and PSI 
interview ruth Mike Sullivan, OCC, on Aug. 30, 2012). 

730. ]d. at 50, 56. 

731. ]d. al 50 54. 

732~ ~rd. at 54 56. 

733. ]d. at 57 58; see also id at 21 25 (describing the roles of Ina Drew, Achilles Macris, Javier 

Martin-z~atajo and Bruno Iksil mthin CIO). 
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Committee and approved by CEO Jamie Dimon.’’734 

At the end of 2011, JPMorgan’s senior managers told CIO to 
reduce SCP’s risk-weighted assets (RWA) in order to decrease 
the amount of capital would be required to JPMorgan 

,             maintain under "upcoming Basel III standards.’’735 However, instead of 
reducing SCP’s portfolio (which would have involved trading 
losses), CIO’s traders greatly expanded SCP’s notional size from 
$51 billion at the end of 2011 to $157 billion at the end of March 
2012.736 CIO’s traders gambled that their purchases of massive 
volumes of synthetic long positions (which bought protection) on 
investment-grade debt would permit them to reduce JPMorgan’s 
RWA without having to sell SCP’s very large existing synthetic 

"7a7 short positions (which sold protection) on h~gh-y~eld debt. " 

CIO’s traders also gambled that they could generate gains from 
newly-purchased synthetic long positions on investment-grade 
debt that would offset large losses that were already embedded in 
SCP’s existing synthetic short positions on high-yield debt.73s 
Unfortunately, "[n]ot only did the SCP’s short positions lose 
value as the economy improved [in early 2012], but the long 
credit protection the CIO purchased for investment grade 
companies did not increase in value as much as was needed to 
offset the losses.’’739 As a result, SCP’s losses rapidly escalated 
from early Janua~ to the end of March 20 12.740 

When Ina Drew finally ordered CIO’s traders to stop SCP’s 
trading operations on March, 23, 2012, SCP’s portfolio was so 
large that its positions "became visible to the rest of the 
market.’’741 News reports about CIO’s "London W]aale" trades 
began to appear in early April, and hedge funds and other 

734. ]d. at 59. 

735. ]d. al 60~il. 

736~ 2rd. at 62 85; see a&o id. at 93 ("At its height in March 2012, the [SCP] portfblio included 
holdings of more than 100 lypes of credit derivatives, almost all index or lranche holdings, most of 

wtaich had lost value since lheir acquisition."). 

737. lcl. at 65 73. 

738. ]d. at68 85. 

739. ]d. at 75 90 (quote at 78). The PSI report and the OCC subsequently described the behavior 
of CIO’s traders in the first quarter of 2012 as "doubling down" on a "losing trading strategy." ]d. at 82 

(quoting email from El~.~n Wong, OCC, to Scott Waterhouse and others, OCC, dated June 29, 2012). 

740. ]d. al 75 90. 

741. ,;d. al 85 86, 90. On Mar. 23, when Drew told CIO’s traders to stop trading in SCP, Bruno 

Iksil told a CIO colleague that "[i]t is over/it is hopeless now .... I tell you, they are going to 

lrash/destroy us .... I am going to be hauled over the coals.., you don’t lose 500M withoul 
consequences." ~rd. al 123, 124 (quoting lksil’s instant messages to Julien Grout on Mar. 23, 2012). In a 

subsequent message on the same day to another colleague, lksil admitted that "the guys" in the market 
"know my position because [I] a~n too big for the tna~ket .... [I] a~n too visible." ~rd. at 124 (quoting 

instant message frotn Iksil to Ade Adetayo on Mar. 23, 2012). 
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investors placed large bets against SCP’s positions.742 Jaxnie 
Dimon ordered JPMorgan’s derivatives team to "dismantle" 
SCP, and the team transferred most of SCP’s positions to 
JPMorgan’s investment bank for liquidation. JPMorgan’s losses 
from S CP’s trades exceeded $6.2 billion by the end of 2012.743 

SCP breached CIO’s trading risk limits on hundreds of occasions 
without any effective response from JPMorgan’s risk managers. 
Alter SCP surpassed CIO’s value-at-risk (VAR) limit in Januaxy 
2012, CIO persuaded JPMorgan’s risk managers to approve a 
new, unproven and flawed VAR model. The new model--which 

JPMorgan revoked in May 2012~-,reduced CIO’s reported VAR 
by half and thereby doubled CIO s VAR risk limit.744 CIO’s 
traders used the new VAR model to justify large increases in 
SCP’s notional size and risk.745 Similarly, when SCP exceeded 
CIO’s Comprehensive Risk Measure (CRM) in March 2012, 
CIO’s chief market risk officer dismissed the CRM results as 
"garbage" and CIO failed to heed the CRM breach.746 SCP also 
jumped over additional trading restrictions, including "credit 
spread risk metrics," "mark-to-market stress limits," "stop loss 
advisories" and "concentration limits," but JPMorgan’s risk 

747 managers d~d not respond to any of those breaches. The 
Senate PSI report concluded: 

In contrast to JPMorgan Chase’s reputation :for best-in- 
class risk management, the [London] whale trades exposed 
a bank culture in which risk limit breaches were routinely 
disregarded, risk metrics were frequently criticized or 
do~vnplayed, and risk evaluation models were targeted by 
bank personnel seeking to produce artificially lower capital 
requirements. 

... In fact, from January 1 through April 30, 2012, 
CIO risk limits and advisories were breached more than 
330 times.74s 

When CIO finally disclosed SCP’s existence to the OCC in 
Janua~~ 2012, "the CIO downplayed the portfolio’s importaJace 
by misinforming the OCC that it planned to reduce the SCP.’’749 

742. ]d. at 90 93. 

743. [cl. at 92~3. 

744. ]d. at 160, 166 81, 185 87. 

745~ ~rd. at 182~5. 

746. ]d. at 187 92; see also id at 190 (quoting emaiI fiom Peter Weiland to Javier Martin-zMtajo 

dated Mar. 2, 2012). 

747. ]d. al 198~13 (quotes al 198, 207, 208, 211). 

748~ ]d. at 154. 

749. ld. at 216 (quote), 227~9. 
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During Februm’y and March, as SCP’s size and losses steadily 
mounted, JPMorgan "began to omit key CIO performance data 
from its standard reports to the OCC.’’75° As a result, the OCC 
was "surprised" to learn about SCP’s enormous size and 
extensive losses when "media reports unmasked the role of 
JPMorga3a Chase in the whale trades" in April 2012.751 After 
reading these press reports, the OCC asked for more information 
about SCP, but JPMorgan provided "inadequate information that 

¯ ¯ ,,752 ,~ . delayed effective oversight.    Indeed, the OCC received such 
limited data [from JPMorgan] about the trades and such blanket 
assurances from the bank about them that, by the end of April, 
the OCC considered the matter closed.’’7~3 On May 4, 2012, 
shortly before JPMorgan filed its first-quarter financial results 
showing a large loss from SCP’s trades, JPMorgan’s chief 
financial officer, Douglas Braunstein, finally told Scott 
Waterhouse, the OCC’s exmniner-in-chieK about the magnitude 
of SCP’s problems.754 

Despite having more than six~" resident examiners at 
JPMorgan,755 the OCC failed (i) to inquire about CIO’s 

extraordinm’y trading gain of $400 million at the end of 2011, (ii) 
to identify SCP’s rapidly growing size and losses until press 
reports about SCP appeared in April 2012, (ii) to inquire about 
CIO’s adoption of a ne~v VAR model that cut SCP’s risk profile 
in half, (iii) to notice or respond to numerous reports from 
JPMorgan indicating that CIO was breaching multiple trading 
risk limits, and (iv) to notice that JPMorgan omitted key CIO 
performance data from its reports to the OCC in February and 
March 2012.756 The OCC understood CIO’s operations so 

poorly that OCC examiners initially viewed SCP as "a lo~v risk 
hedge-management activity, and thus not a high supervisory 
priority.,,757             - ~                              . 

Even after JPMorgan publicly disclosed large losses :from SCP’s 
trading activities in May 2012, two senior OCC officials at first 
downplayed the seriousness of those losses until Thomas Curry, 

750. ]d. al 216 (qnote), 230~1. 

751~ 2rd. at 217 (quotes), 236. 

752. ]d. at 237. 

753. ]d. at 217 (quote), 237 41. 

754. ,;d. at 24~43; see also id at 243 (stating lhat Waterhouse was "laken aback" by Braunstein’s 

call "since the bank should have updated him about the mounting losses prior to lhal telephone call"). 

755. ld. at 27 (stating that the OCC had "approximately 65 on-site examiners who are responsible 

fbr reviewing nearly every facet of JPMorgan Chase’s activities o~ld operations. Several OCC 
examiners were responsible for overseeing the CIO."). 

756~ 2rd. at 9, 216 17, 226~4. 

757. ]d. at 234, 234 n.1322 (quoting tnetnorandum from Sally Belshaw, OCC, to Mike Brosnan, 

OCC, dated Oct. 26, 2012, entitled "Sm~ounding Losses at CIO and Lessons Learned"). 
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the recently-appointed Comptroller of the Currency, demanded a 
more thorough review.758 The OCC subsequently issued a case- 
and-desist order against JPMorgan in January 2013, which 
required the bank "to undertake a number of actions to 
strengthen its risk management and derivatives trading 

J. ,,759 pracuces. However, as of mid-2013, the OCC had not 
assessed any civil money penalties against JPMorgan despite 
finding that the bank committed "regulatory violations" and 
engaged in "unsafe and sound practices in its derivatives trading 

J. .,. 760 and valuation activities. 

JPMorgan’s evasion of OCC oversight of SCP was part of a 
larger pattern of resistance to OCC supervision. In December 
2010, when the OCC requested better documentation of CIO’s 
investment policies and portfolio decisions, Ina Drew "sternly" 
declared that the OCC was trying to "destroy" JPMorgan’s 
business and remove "necessary :flexibility from the CIO.’’761 
The OCC’s exaxniner-in-charge for JPMorgan admitted that it 
was "very common" for the bank to "push back on examiner 
findings and recommendations," and that senior bank executives 
"yelled at OCC examiners" and called them "stupid" during one 
meeting.76z In early 2012, JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon 
instructed JPMorgan’s investment bank to stop providing daily 
profit and loss reports to the OCC for a week, claiming that the 
OCC did not need such reports.763 When the OCC finally asked 
:for daily profit and loss reports from CIO in May 2012, the head 
capital markets examiner told his colleagues, "Bank ~vill likely 
object to this.’’764 The PSI’s report viewed the examiner’s 
comment as "disturbing evidence of not only the bank’s 
resistance to OCC oversight, but also the OCC’s failure to 
establish a regulatory.- relationship in which the bank accepted its 

758. ]d. al 246 48 (explaining lhat Mike Brosnan, head of the OCC’s Large Bank Supervision 
division, amd OCC Chief Counsel Julie Williams at first did not view JPMorgan’s disclosure of SCP’s 

trading losses as presenting a serious problem for JPMorgan or the OCC); see also id at 234 36 

(reporting that senior OCC officials, including Mr. Brosnan m~d Ms. Williams, "initially accepted the 
brook’s characterization of the SCP as a hedging mechanism intended to reduce bank risk"). 

759. [d. al 250; see also Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, [n re JP~organ Chase Bank, 

A;A., Enforcement Action #2013-001, Jan. 14, 2013 [hereinafter OCC" JP~/io~gan Order], available at 

http:/iwww.occ.gov/static/enIbrcement-actions/ea2013-001 .pdfi 

760. Senate London }Vhale Report, supra note 727, at 236, 249 50; see also OCC .JPJvIo~an 

Order, supra note 759, at 1 4, 25 26 (stating that the OCC reserved lhe future right to assess civil 
money penalties "based on the findings set ~brth in this Order"). 

761. Senate London Ighale Report, supra note 727, at 222~3. 

762. ld. at 224 (quoting PSI interview with Scott Watcrhouse on Sept. 17, 2012). 

763. ]d. at 225 (noting that Ditnon "raised his voice in m~ger" when he learned that JPMorg~xFs 

chief investment officer ordered the investment bm~k to resume providing the daily profit and loss 

reports to the OCC)~ 

764. ]d. at 231 (quoting email from Fred Crumlish, OCC, to Scott Waterhouse and others, OCC, 
dated May- 7, 2012). 
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obligation to readily provide data requested by its regulator.’’765 

In am earnings call with investors, analysts and the media on 
April 13, 2012, Dimon called SCP’s trading problems 
complete tempest in a teapot" and indicated that it was "our job 
to invest that portfolio wisely and intelligently.., over a long 
period of time to earn income and to offset other exposures we 
have.’’766 During the san~e call, Braunstein stated that SCP’s 
trading decisions "are made on a ve~7 long-term basis" and 
"effectivebT balanced from a risk standpoint" so that "[w]e are 
yew comfortable with our positions as they are held today.’’767 
He further maintained that "those positions axe fully transparent 
to the regulators" because the regulators ~’get the information on 

those positions on a r7e~ular and recurring basis as part of our 
normalized reporting." 

The PSI’s report strongly criticized Dimon’s and Braunstein’s 
statements during the earnings call for being "incomplete, 
contain[ing] numerous inaccuracies, and misinform[ing] 
investors, regulators and the public.’’769 The PSI’s report 
concluded that the emqaings call and other statements by 
JPMorgan misled investors, regulators and the public by 
"downplaying the portfolio’s size, risk profile, and losses; 
describing it as the product of long-term investment 
decisionmaking to reduce risk.., and claiming it was vetted by 
the bank’s risk managers and transparent to regulators, none of 
which was true.’’770 

Gretchen Morgenson concluded that the Senate’s PSI’s report 
"disproves the premise" that the Dodd-Frank Act will "make our system 
safe from the kinds of reckless banking activities that brought the 
economy to its knees.’’77~ Similarly, in Jesse Eisinger’s view, the PSI’s 

765. 

766. ~rd. at 259 (quoting Dimon’s comments during the earnings call on April 13, 2012). 

767. ld. at 258 (quoting Bratmstein’s conm~ents during the same earnings call). 

768. ]d. at 258 59 (same). Ditnon had previously approved a list of"talking points" about SCP’s 

trading probletns prepared by JPMorgan’s chief spokestnan, Joe Evangelisti, and many of those talking 
points were echoed by Di~non and Braunstein in the earnings call on April 13, 2012. ]d at 255 56, 

258 59. 

769. ]d. at 252 54. 

770. ]d. at 16; see also ~d al 10 13, 252 55, 265 300 (criticizing JPMorgan’s public disclosures 
related to its SCP trading problems in April and May 2012); Eisinger, supra note 726 ("The Senate 
report ~nakes it clear that JPMorgan tnisled shareholders and the public, particularly on its April 13, 

2012, conference call."). 

771. Grelchen Morgenson, JP,.~[organ’s Follies. fbr All 1o See, N.Y. TI~!SE~,S, Mar. 17, 2013, § BU, 

at I (conlending that the PSI’s report confirms that "JPMorgan is too big to regulate" as well as being 
"too big to be allowed to Ihil and too big to prosecute"); see also Eisinger, supra note 726 (concluding 
that, in view of the PSI’s report, the claim that bankers and regulators "have learned their lesson" fiom 

the finm~cial crisis is only "a sham"). 
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report demonstrates that "[b]ankers aren’t acting cautious and chastened. 
Risk managers aren’t in the ascendance on Wall Street. Regulators 
remain their duped and docile selves.’’772 Simon Johnson agreed that the 
"London Whale" scandal "reinforce[s] the view" that the "largest banks 
have become too complex to manage," while Attorney General Holder’s 
testimony confirms that "too-big-to-fail exists and Dodd-Frank did not 
end it.’’773 

V. CONCLUSION: WALL STREET’ S "VICTORY" OVER DODD-FRANK, Tim 
BRO’C,q’,I-VITTER BILL AND THE FUTURE DIRECTION OF THE TBTF DEBATE 

Based on the analysis set forth above, one might conclude that the 
battle for financial reform has been irretrievably lost. Wall Street’s 
leaders are largely unrepentant for the immense harm their institutions 
inflicted on the U.S. economy during the financial crisis, and their 
outlook and behavior have not changed in any significant wa~v since the 
crisis. Congress and federal regulators continue to knuckle under to the 
enormous political influence wielded by megabanks. Wall Street has 
blocked any meaningful implementation of Dodd-Frank’s reforms that 
might have forced large financial conglomerates to change their 
business model or to reduce their appetite for risk-taking. Financial 
giants continue to make speculative bets and to disregard regulatory 
restrictions, believing that federal agencies will not interfere with their 
gambling ex ante and will not hold their managers personally 
accountable for reckless behavior or legal violations ex post. 
Megabanks and their creditors remain confident that federal agencies 
will arrange bailouts when the next systemic financial crisis occurs. 
"And so, despite Dodd-Frank, we are still threatened by the same 
dangers" from Wall Street.774 

772. Eisinger, supra note 726. In a sinfilar vein, Jonathan Well alleged that the OCC was 
"complicit" in "keep[ing] quict while JPMorgan spread falsehoods," becanse the OCC failed to correct 

JPMorgan’s assertion on April 13, 2012, that SCP’s positions were "Iially transparent to the 
regulators.., on a regular and recurring basis." Jonathan Weil, JP~lorgan Szlent Partner Revealed zn 

Whale Fiasco, BLOOMBERt?, Mar. 21, 2013 (also reporting that (i) during the PSI’s hearing on Mar. 15, 

2013, Scotl Waterhouse, lhe OCC’s examiner-in-chief, acknowledged that lhe stalement on April 13, 

2012, by JPMorgan’s chief financial officer, Douglas Brannstein, was "not true," amd (ii) "[t]his was lhe 

first time anyone from the OCC had said publicly that Braunstein’s state,nent was false"). 

773. Simon Johnson, ~ig ~anks Uave a ~g Problem, NY TI?v~s BLOCJS (ECONOMIX), Mar. 14, 

2013 (available on Lexi s). 

774. Rivlin, supra note 7. In a speech to a Philadelphia conference in April 2013, Columbia 

Universily economist Jeflicey Sachs voiced similar but even stronger conclusions in much staxker 
language. He declared, "I regard the moral environment [on Wall Street] as palhological ... [Wall 

Street bankers believe they] have no responsibility to lheir clients, they have no responsibility to people, 

to counterparties in transactions,.., they have gamed the syste,n to a remmkable extent." Sachs also 
alleged that "finaaacial fraud" was endetnic on Wall Street due to % docile president, a docile White 

ttouse and a docile regulatory systetn that absolutely can’t find its voice .... We have a corrupt politics 
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While it is increasingly clear that Dodd-Frank’s key reforms have 
failed to accomplish their goals, that lamentable fact may contain a 
silver lining. The financial industry may come to regret its remarkable 
achievement in "delaying and undermining the Dodd-Frank financial 
overhaul law and staving off criminal investigations into 
wrongdoing.’’775 Wall Street’s apparent victor5, over Dodd-Frank may 
ultimately prove to be a "catastrophic success.’’7% 

Attorney General Holder’s "too-big-to-jail" admission and the Senate 
PSI’s "damning report" on JPMorgan could prove to be a "crucial 
turning point," because they could trigger a new wave of public outrage 
that would force Congress and federal regulators to adopt "more radical 
solutions" to the TBTF problem.777 In late March 2013, a national 
survey found that half of American adults supported a mandatory 
breakup of the twelve largest banks.778 A few days later, Senators voted 
99-0 in favor of a non-binding resolution calling for an end to implicit 
government subsidies for banks larger than $500 billion.779 

Also in March, Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas President Richard 
Fisher and FDIC Vice Chairman Thomas Hoenig repeated their previous 
calls for far-reaching reforms to address the TBTF problem. Fisher and 
Hoenig argued that Dodd-Frank’s complex and highly discretionary 
reforms would not eliminate large explicit and implicit TBTF subsidies 

to the core, I am afraid to say-, and.. ~ both parties are up to their neck in this." John ?ddan Byrne, ’Wall 

St. ’s Criminal Behavzor: Sachs rzps into bankers, N~Y. POST, April 28, 2013, at 35 (quoting speech by 

Sachs), 2013 WLNR 10678310. 

775~ Jesse Eisinger, ~rn Brow~Vitter Bill, a Bank Ow;rhaul with Possible Teeth, N.Y. T~MES, May 

2, 2013, at B4. 

776. Ezra Klein, Big Banks’ Success CouM Spell Their Doom, BLOOMBERG, April 3, 2013. 

777. Victoria Finkle, Seven Reasons the Debate Over ’Too BN To Fad’ [s [[ere to Stay, AM. 

BANKF~R, April 2, 2013, 2013 WLNR 7937747; see also CBS News, "Banks too big to jail, fail or nail 

face new scrutiny~" Mar. 15, 2013 (available on Lexis) (detecting "a new spirit.., a~nong [Washington] 

policy tnakers, a~nplified by a growing chorus of tnedia voices, that is willing to challenge Wall Street 

and push for additional reform"); Finkle, supra note 707 (reporting that Attorney General Holder’s 
testimony triggercd a petition drive by Moveon.org calling on the Obama Administration "to break np 

the big bo~lks and prosecnte the criminals who used them to destroy our economy"); Ben Weyl, Banks 

on the Block zn GOP Rebrandi~N, CQ-~VEEKLY, Mar. 23, 2013, 2013 WENR 7833025 (reporting that 

Sen. Elizabelh Warren’s "outspoken" altacks on TBTF banks have "drawn popular support"; for 

example, a video clip of a Senate commil~ee hearing in which she "lectured regulators for nol 

prosecuting wrongdoing by large institutions.., has been viewed on YonTube more than 900,000 

times"). 

778. Jeff Baler, ’Systemic Risk’ Surv~F f!’inds Ha~ ofAmericans Would Favor Plan to Break Up 

Banks, lO0 BNA’s BANKrNO Rgp. 551 (Mar. 26, 2013) (reporting on a nalionwide survey released by 
Rasumussen Reports on Mar. 21, 2013, which found that 50°,/o of _~nerican adults supported a 

mandatory breakup of the twelve largest U.S. banks, while 23% were opposed and 27% were 

undecided). 

779. The unanimous Senate vote occurred on a "non-binding" amendment to a Senate budget 

resolution. Cheyenne Hopkins, Senators Give Unanimous Support to Ending Too-Big-to-Fail Banks, 

BLOOMBERG, Mar. 25, 2013; Simon Johnson, The Debate on Bank Size ]s Over, NY T~t~s BLOGS 

(Eco~qo~x), Mar. 28, 2013 (available on Lexis). 
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for megabanks.78° Accordingly, they maintained that (i) the federal 
safety net--including federal deposit insurance and the Fed’s emergency 
credit facilities--must be restricted to the traditional deposit-taking, 
payment sel~,ices and lending activities of commercial banks, and (it) 
nontraditional activities (including derivatives and other capital markets 
operations) must be conducted in separate nonbank entities that would 
not be protected against failure by the federal government.781 Fisher’s 
and Hoenig’s proposals to deny federal safety net subsidies to nonbank 
affiliates of financial conglomerates are conceptually similar to the 
"narrow banking" proposal I have previously advocated as ;yell as the 
"ring-fencing" reforms that are currently being considered by the U.K. 
and EU governments.782 

Hoenig also maintained--like Andrew Haldane of the Bank of 
England--that global bank regulators should abandon Basel III’s risk- 
weighted capital rules. In place of Basel III, Hoenig would establish 
much higher leverage capital requirements for megabanks, to be 
determined by dividing each bank’s tangible equity by its tmweighted 
assets (including off-balance-sheet risk exposures).7s3 Many analysts 

780. Richard Fisher, "Ending ’Too Big to Fail’," Remarks befbre the Conservative Political 

Action Conference, National Harbor, MD, Mar~ 16, 2013 (argning that Dodd Frank’s "promise" to end 

TBTF "rings hollow .... Dodd Frank is long on process and complexily but short on results" and 

"market discipline is still lacking" for the largest banks) [hereinafter Fisher Mar. 16, 2013 Speech], 

available at htlp:/iwv~v.dallasfed.org/news/speechesifisher/2013itM30316.cfm]; Thomas M. Hoenig, 

Stop the subsidiesjbr bN banks’, WASH. POST, Mar. 29, 2013, at A13 ("While some suggest that the 

2010 Dodd Frank Act removed all protections and subsidies for these largest fi~rns, there is no evidence 

to support that assertion."). For additional evidence that Dodd Fra~fl; has not ended TBTF subsidies 

megabanks, see Wilmarth, supra note 109 (Part I), at 1 18; supra notes 113-15 and accompanying texk 

781. Fisher Mar. 16, 2013 Speech, supra note 780; Richard Fisher & ttarvey Rosenblum, 

"Vanquishing Too Big to Fail," Fed. Res. Bank of Dallas, 2012 Annual Report (2013), available at 
http:i/www.dallasfed.org/microsites/fed/annual/2012/ar12b/index.cfm; Hoenig, supra note 780; Hoenig 

April 17, 2013 Speech, supra note 714; Thomas M. Hoenig, ]3ank~ng Safety ?~et ~’akes lVall Street 

Dangerous,    A~I.    BAXKER    (online    ed.),    J~l.    17,    2013,    available    at 

h~p:ll~.americanbanker.c~m/baa~k~hin~c/banking-safe~y-ne~-makes-wa~-s~ree~-danger~us-~55949- 

1.hlml. 

782~ For my "narrow banking" proposal, see Wilmarth, supra note 109 (Part II), at 1 7; Wilmarth, 

supra note 12, at 1034 52. For the "ring-fencing" reforms currently nnder consideration by the U~K. 

and EU governments, see Michael Beaton, !-3ank Ring-Fencing in the UL’: The Fznancial Services 

(~anking     R@rm)     Bill     2013,     Feb.      15,     2013,     available     at 

htlp:/iwww.econ om onitor.com/blog/201302/b~mk-ring-fen cing-in-th e-uk-th e-financial-services-bankin 

g-reform-bill/#idc-conlainer; Julie Palient, ~nternational Banking: ~Vext Stage of the UK’s Banking 

R@rm Bill: Putting L~ llte F’enc~ng. 100 BNA’s BANKING REP. 403 (Feb. 26, 2013); Martin Wolf, 

]~ikanen ~s at least a step fb~ard ~)r EU banks’, FT.coM, Oct. 4, 2012; Alex Barker, EU review wants 

bank trading rin~gfbnced, FT.COM, Oct. 2, 2012. 

783. Thomas M. Hoenig, "Basel III Capital" A WelMntended Illusion," Remarks before the 2013 

Research Conference of the Int’l Ass’n of Deposit Insurers, April 9, 2013 [hereinafter Hoenig April 9, 

2013 Speech], available at hltp:i/www.fdic.gov/news/news/speeches/spaprO913.html; Andrew G. 

ttaldane, "The Dog and the Frisbee," Speech at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City’s 36th 

economic policy s~nposium, Aug. 31, 2012, at 6 14, 18 20, available at 

http:/i~5~5~-.bankoIEngland.co.ulc/publicationsiDocument s/speeches/2012/speech596.pdf. 
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agree that Basel’s regime of complex risk-weighting formulas has long 
been subj ect to gaming and arbitrage by the largest banks, and that much 
stronger leverage requirements are needed to discourage excessive risk- 
taking and reduce the likelihood of a future financial crisis.784 

In April 2013, Senators Sherrod Brown (D-OH) and David Vitter (R- 
LA) introduced a bill (Brown-Vitter) that incorporated key aspects of 
Fisher’s and Hoenig’s reform proposals. Brown-Vitter would (i) direct 
federal banking agencies to abandon the Basel III risk-based capital 
regime and instead impose minimum leverage capital requirements (to 
be phased in over five years) of 8 percent for banks with assets between 
$50 billion and $500 billion and 15 percent for banks larger than $500 
billion, (ii) require large banking organizations to satisfy separate 
capitalization requirements for their nonbank subsidiaries, (iii) prohibit 
FDIC-insured banks from transferring their safety net subsidies to 
nonbank affiliates, and (iv) prohibit regulators from using the federal 
safety net to protect nonbank affiliates.785 Brown-Vitter’s mandate for a 
15 percent leverage capital ratio for banks larger than $500 billion 
would be similar to the capital ratios that large banks maintained 
between the creation of the Fed in 1913 and the establishment of federal 
deposit insurance in 1933.786 Senator Brown declared that the bill 
would impose "more market discipline on the financial services 
industry" and present megabanks with a clear choice: "they can increase 
their capital or bring down their size.’’787 Senator Vitter explained that it 
was time to "level the playing field" between big and small banks and 
remove the government "subsidy" favoring megabanks]88 

784. 2~2g., ,Z~DMATI & HELLWIG, supra note 523, at 94~191, 217 24; Brendan Geele?; Dztch Basel 

Rules; Just Razse Capital,    Yitter Says,    Bus~ sS~VEEK (May    1,    2013), 

h~p:/iwww.businessweek.com/article s/2013-05-01/ditch-basel-bank-rules-j ust-raise-capital-vitter-says; 

Simon Johnson, The Case~;)r~egabanb Fails, NY ~5~s BLOOS (Ecoxo?~X), May 2, 2013 (available 
on Lexis); @etchen Morgenson, Ttying to Slam the Yaibut Door, N.Y. TIMES, April 28, 2013, ~ BU, al 
1; John Plender, ;~ake simplicity a priority in banki~N, FT.COM, Dec. 6, 2012; BN Banb Still dren ’t 

S@ Enough, BLOOS~ERO, April 30, 2013 (editorial); lUhat’s So Radical About a S@r Financial 

Systetn?, BLOO~ERO, April 9, 2013 (editorial). 

785. She~od Bro~ & David Vitter, ;~dake ~%ll Street Choose: Go Small or Go Home, N.Y. 

T~ms, April 24, 2013, 2013 WLNR 9991786; Cjors Bruce, Capital: Senate Bill lUouM Hike Capital 

Requirementsfbr La~e Banb, 100 BNA’s B_~KINO REP. 784 (April 30, 2013); Cheyenne Hopkins, 

Too-YN-to-~2~i[ Bill Pztched as ~ix: fi)r Dodd b’rank dct’s bytes, BLOO~ERG, April 24, 2013. 

786. Z~MATI & t~LLWIG, supra nNe 523, at 243 n.26 (quNing May 16, 2012 op-ed by Alan 

Meltzer, ~id~ stated, "’~ the 1920s, capital ratios for large New York bamks r~ged from 15% to 20% 

of assets."); ttoenig April 9, 2013 Speech, supra note 783 (stating that "the equity capital to assets ratio 
lbr the [bo~king] indust~ [i?om 1913 to 1933] ranged between 13 and 16 percent, regardless of bank 

size"). 

787. Morgenson, supra note 784 (quNing interview ruth Sen. Bro~). 

788. David DaF~n, Banking Regulation: C[osedfbr Business, _~R~C~ PROSPECT BLOGS, April 

24, 2013, 2013 WLNR 10013210 (quoting Sen. Vi/ter); see also Jack Ton’y, Brown billputs onusjbr 

f3iIure on banks’, COLUN~US DISPATCH (Ott), April 25, 2013, at 4A, 2013 WLNR 10171762 (quoting 

Sen. Brown’s statement that "taxpaF~rs shouldn’t have to subsidize.., risk-taNng" by megabanks). 
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Supporters praised Brown-Vitter as a direct challenge to the TBTF 
subsidies enjoyed by megabanks.789 In contrast, Wall Street institutions 
and their lobbyists vehemently attacked the bill for mandating 
"[e]xcessively high capital [that] will restrict banks’ ability to lend to 
business.., and hurt economic growth.’’79° Critics also argued that 
Brown-Vitter would force the largest banks to break up because they 
could not raise the estimated $1 trillion or more in new capital that 
Brown-Vitter would mandate.79a 

Wall Street’s assertion that Brown-Vitter’s higher leverage capital 
requirements would significantly reduce business lending is 
unpersuasive. Additional equity capital would be advantageous as a 
funding source for bank loans (especially if TBTF subsidies are 
removed) because equity investors--unlike depositors and other short- 
term creditors--cannot "run" on banks by suddenly withdrawing their 
investments during a crisis.792 In fact, S&P’s report on Brown-Vitter 
concluded that it would be "manageable" for banks with assets between 
$50 billion and $500 billion to satisfy Brown-Vitter’s 8 percent leverage 
capital requirement.793 Most small banks (with assets under $10 billion) 

789. E.g., Matt Taibbi, Too-]3ig-To-Uail Takes Another t?ody Blow, May 1, 2013 (describing 
Brown Vitter as "a gun aimed directly at the head of the Too-Big-To-Fail Beast"), a,ailable at 

h l~p:i/ww~v.rollin gstone.comipoliticsiblogs/taibblog/too-big-to-fail-takes-an other-body-blow-20130501 ; 

see also Morgenson, supra note 784 ("[I]f you’re a large and powerful financial institutions lhat’s too 

big to fail, you won’t like lhis bill one bit."); Simon Johnson, Brow~Vitter Rearranges Financial 

Refbrm ~?attlefiel& BLOOMBERG, April 28, 2013 ("Intellectually~ the tide has turned .... Brow~n-Vitter 

provides an appropriate roadmap for addressing some of the core proble~ns [of TBTF megabanks] and 

malting the financial system significantly sal~r."). 

790. Mark DeCmnbre, d bank-buster bill," Critics: Regs would cripple big lenders, N.Y. POST, 

April 9, 2013, at 28, 2013 WLNR 8632050 (quoting Rob Nichols, CEO of the Financial Services 

Forum); see also Torry, supra note 788 (quoting Jeff Sigmund of the _&nerican Bm~kers Ass’n, who 

asscrted that Brown Vitter "would harm banks and their customers, local communities and the broader 
economy"); STOMA Statement on ]3rowr~liitter Legislation, TARGETED NEWS SERVICE, April 24, 2012 

(available on Lexis) (quoting SIFMA news release alleging that Brown Vitter "would lbrce financial 
institulions to raise capital excessively higher lhan currenl levels, ~t~ich would limit ma institution’s 

ability to lend to businesses, hampering economic growlh aa~d job crealion"). 

791~ Eisinger, supra note 775 (summarizing arguments made by critics of Brown Vitter); Taibbi, 

supra note 789 (same); see also Standard & Poor’s, "Brown Vitter Bill: Game-Changing Regulation 

For U.S. Banks," April 25, 2013 ("We do not see equity markets being able to meet the massive level of 

common equi~ lhe bill requires of the largest banks .... Instead, the largest banks would need to break 

up    or    deleverage.")    [hereinafter    S&P    Brown Vil~er    Report],    available    at 
http:/iw~sv.standardm~dpoors.com/prot/ratings/articles/en/us/?articleType HTML&assetID 124535076 

2438#ID273. 

792. ADMATI & HELLWIG, supra note 523, al 49 51, 97 100, 107~47; see also Barbara A. Rehm, 

Why 1~e Don ’t ~Veed ~rown Uilter, At Least 3?ot Yet, z%~. B~\K~R, May-2, 2013 (smnmarizing the view 

of Fred Cmanon, director of U.S. research lbr Keefe, Brnyette & Woods, that "higher capital cm~ lead to 

less lending, but it doesn’t have to .... Some barns may- choose to shrink assets, including loans, to 

reach the stricter capital ratios, but othcrs won’k") (available on Lexis). 

793. S&P Bro~l Vitter Report, supra note 791 (detertnining that banks with assets of $50 to 

$500 billion already have an average leverage capital ratio of 6.6% m~d "should be able to meet the 

proposed ~ninitnutn ~vquirement [of8%] in five years," as required by Brown Vitter). 
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already have tangible equity ratios that exceed 8 percent.794 
The largest banks (with assets over $500 billion), which would need 

to satisfy Brmua-Vitter’s 15 percent leverage requirement, devote a 
relatively small share of their assets to business lending. A recent Fed 
staff study found that big banks (with assets over $250 billion) allocated 
only 14 percent of their assets to business lending in 2007, and that 
share declined to 12 percent in 2012. In contrast, smaller banks (with 
assets under $10 billion) devoted 30 percent of their assets to business 
lending in both 2007 and 2012. 795 In 2012, smaller banks also provided 
more than half of all loans to small businesses--the most bank- 
dependent class of business borro~vers--while big banks furnished only 
a quarter of such loans.796 Thus, requiring big banks to maintain higher 
levels of equity capital would be unlikely to reduce lending dramatically 
to bank-dependent business firms. 

Wall Street’s second argument--that it would be impossible for 
megabanks to raise the additional capital required by Brown-Vitter-- 
actually proves the need for the bill. If it is true, as claimed in S&P’s 
report, that megabanks would be "[f]aced with little to no access to 
equity markets," then we should want megabanks to "be forced into 
asset sales, divestitures, or... to break up.’’797 Moreover, contrary to 
Wall Street’s claim that Dodd-Frank has eliminated TBTF subsidies, 
S&P’s report essentially admitted that an implicit TBTF subsidy still 
exists for megabanks. In that regard, S&P’s report warned that 
enactment of Brown-Vitter might force the credit agency to remove its 
current ratings upgrade for the largest U.S. banks because that upgrade 
is dependent on the presumed access of those banks to "government 
support" during a crisis: "Under our methodology, we would potentially 
no longer factor in government support if we believed that once large 
banks are broken up [due to Brown-Vitter], ~ve would not classify those 
banks as having high systemic importance.’’798 

794. lcl. (chart 3) (shomng that all size 8roups of banks smaller than $10 billion had average 

tangible equily ratios higher than 8 percent in 2012, except Ibr banks smaller than $500 million, which 
had an average tangible equity ratio of 5 ~99%). 

795. Je~I]cey W. Gunther & Kelly Kletnme, "A Lender for Tough Times," in Fed. Res. Bank of 
Dallas,     2012    Annual     Report     (text     and     Chart     2),     available     at 

http://~xw.dallasfcd.or~/microsites/IEd/annual/2012/e2/1201e2.cfm. 

796. 

797. Taibbi, supra note 789 (quoting S&P Brown Vilter Report, supra note 791); see also 

Eisinger, supra note 775 (observing that the claim by ~negabanks that "they- couldn’t sell that much 
stock" actually "make[s] Senator Bro~n’s and Senator’s Vitter’s case Ibr them. If investors are so 
terrified of the big banks that they won’t buy their stock, that’s a terrific proble~n"). 

798. S&P Brown Vitter Report, supra note 791; see also Taibbi, supra note 789 (observing that 
the quoted passage represents "an explicit admission that Dodd Frank didn’t fix the Too-Big-To-Fail 

issue," despite Wall Street’s assertions to the contrary). In a previous research report, issued in July 

2011, S&P similarly acknowledged that an implicit TBTF subsidy re~nained Ibr megabanks, 
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In view of Wall Street’s vehement attacks on Brm~m-Vitter and likely 
opposition to the bill from the Obama Administration and key 
congressional leaders, the bill’s chances of passage seemed vel3, 
doubtful in mid-2013, as this article went to press.799 However, some 
analysts suggested that Brown-Vitter had produced three significant 
changes in the political and regulatol3, landscape surrounding the TBTF 
debate. First, Brown-Vitter highlighted the inadequacy of Dodd- 
Frank’s reforms as well as the ve~ poor implementation of those 
reforms,s°° Second, Brown-Vitter focused the TBTF debate on issues 
;vhere Wall Street was highly vulnerable, including (i) the dangerously 
low levels of tangible equity capital held by the largest banks, (it) the 
unfairness of their safety net subsidies, and (iii) the risks to the FDIC 
and taxpayers posed by the ability of megabanks to transfer their 
subsidies to their nonbank affiliates engaged in derivatives and other 
speculative capital markets activities.8°1 Third, Brown-Vitter could 

notwithstanding Dodd Frank’s reforms. The 2011 report concluded: "We believe that under certain 

circumstances aa~d ruth selected systemically important financial institutions, future extraordinary 

government support is still possible." Standard & Poor’s, Global Credit Portal." Rat~ngsDirect." The 
~S. Government Says Support For Banks ~Vil[ Be Dz~t]brent ’Next Time’ But I~[l It?, July 12, 2011, at 

2; see also id at 8. 9 10 (classi~,ing the U.S. as "supportive" of major banks because "[t]he U.S. 

govemtnent indeed has a long track record of supporting its large and systemically important financial 

institutions despite its stated preference for not doing so. [Dodd Frank] may limit this activil?,, but we 

believe the government may try to avoid contagion and a domino effect if a SIFI finds itself in a 

financially weakened position in a fulure crisis."), a~ ailable at http:/i~cvv.politico.comipdf/PPM223 , - 

12-11 - 

the us government says support tbr banks will be different nexttime but will it 071211.pdf. 

799. Donna Borak, Treasury’s Lew Aligns with Fi;d Big Banks in 7’B]7~’ Debate, AM. BA~\N.ER, 

May 22, 2013, 2013 WLNR 12477817 (reporting that Treasury Secretary- Jacob Lew testified during a 
Senate Banking Commitlee hearing that "lawmakers should hold offon further legislative reforms to the 

financial system until Dodd Frank is fully implemented," and he "also expressed worry about [the 

Brown-Vitter] bill"); Dayen, supra note 788 (reporting that Treasury Undersecretary Mary Miller 

"poured a giant bucket of cold water" on Bro~n Vitter in her speech claiming that Dodd Frank had 

"already solved" the TBTF problem and that ~negabanks did not have an "unfair advantage" over 

smaller banks in the ~brm of TBTF subsidies, and noting that "[w]hat’s striking about Miller’s speech is 

how closely it mirrors the arguments set forth in several recent papers put out by the big banks, their 

lobbyists, and their allies"); Victoria Finkle, ’7"00 Big 7b F’ail’ Bill Puts Banki~N Chairmen in Tight 

Spot, A~. BANK~R~ May 1, 2013 (reporting that (i) Senator Tim Johnson (D-SD), chairman of the 

Senate Banking Commitlee, probably would not support Broma Vilter because he was "a staunch 

defender of Dodd Frank" and also maintained "ties with Citigroup," whose "employees and political 

action committee were Johnson’s top contributors during the 2012 election cycle," and (ii) Rep. Jeb 

Hensarling (R-TX), chairman of the ttouse Financial Services Committee, also seemed unlikely to 

support Brow~ Vitter) (available on Lexis); Shahien Nasiripour & Tom Braithwaite, Finance: Out to 

break the banks, FT.cos,~, April 30~ 2013 (stating that many members of Congress "like the donations of 

the biggest [banking] groups and are susceptible to the argument that breaking up banks such as 

JPMorgan would push their business to lbreign groups, such as Deutsche Bank or Barclays, that can 

offer a full suite of products")~ 

800~ Finkle, supra note 777; Hopkins, supra note 785; Nasirpour & Braithwaite, supra note 799. 

801. Rob Blackwell, I,~7O, the Brown Dtter Bill ~’atters Even [Fit Doesn’t Pass, :~vl. 

April 29, 2013 (available on Lexis); Finkle~ supra note 777; Johnson, supra note 789; Nasirapour & 

Braithwaite, supra note 799. 
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provide political cover for federal regulators to wield their (as yet 
unexercised) powers under Dodd-Frank to impose significantly higher 
capital requirements on megabanks and to require divestitures of assets 
by large banks that fail to submit satisfactory orderly resolution plans 
(living wills). 802 

As Senators Brown and Vitter explained in floor statements, the 
TBTF issue raises profound questions about the concentrated economic 
and political power wielded by a small group of megabanks.8°3 In 
1990--before the advent of nationwide and conglomerate banking--the 
four largest U.S. banks held $519 billion of assets, equal to just 9 
percent of domestic GDP.8°4 By 2011, the four largest U.S. banks-- 
JPMorgan, BofA, Citigroup and Wells Fargo--held $7.5 trillion of 
assets, equal to 50 percent of GDP.8°5 Similarly, the total assets of the 
six largest U.S. banks (including Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley) 
grew from 18 percent of GDP in 1995 to 63 percent of GDP in 2012.8°6 

The foregoing figures include only the on-balance-sheet assets of the 
largest banks and considerably understate their actual risk exposures and 
economic significance.8°7 Under international accounting standards-- 
which would require on-balance-sheet recognition of much larger 
amounts of their derivatives exposures and mortgage securitizations-- 
the four largest U.S. banks would have held 93 percent of domestic GDP 
in 2012, while the six largest banks would have held 102 percent of 
GDP.8°8 

802. Blackwell, supra note 801; Michael R. Crittenden, Banks’ Feel bYeat on Capital Long-Term 

Debt Proposal Aims to Ensu1~ Creditors Share in Cost ofFailure, VV~ALL ST. J., May- 2, 2013, at C1; 

Peter Eavis, ./t New Fed Thought fbr ’Too Big to Fail’ ~?anks: Shrink Them, NY T1~s BLOGS 

(DEALBC~oK), May 3, 2013, 2013 WLNR 10900409; Nasiripour & Braithwaite, supra note 799. 

803. 159 Cong. Rec. $994 (daily ed. Feb. 28, 2013) (remarks of Sen. Brown) [hereinafter Brown 

Floor Statement]; id. $995 (remarks of Sen. Vitter) [hereinafter Vitter Floor Statement]. 

804. Fisher & Rosenblum, supra note 781 (text and Chart 1); see also supra notes 354 56 and 

accompanying text (describing 1994 and 1999 federal laws that authorized the creation of nationwide 

banks and financial conglomerates (universal banks)). 

805. Fisher & Rosenblum, supra note 781 (text and Chart 2) (showing lbat the four largest U.S. 

banks in 1990 were Citicorp, BofA, Chase Manhattan and JPMorgan). 

806. Brown Floor Statement, supra note 803, at $994. 

807. Fisher & Rosenblum, supra note 781. 

808. Yalman Onaran, ~S. 13anks 13igger Than GD[~ as Accounting Rif~ ~/[asks Risk, BLOOMBERG, 

Feb. 19, 2013 (providing figure for the four largest banks); Brown Floor Statetnent, supra note 803, at 

$994 (providing figure tbr the six largest banks). Unlike international accounting standards, U.S. 

accounting principles allow U.S. banks to exclude from their balance sheets (i) derivatives positions that 

are subject to netting agreements ruth countcrparties and (it) mortgage securitizations that are 

guaranteed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. The on-balance-sheet assets of major U.S. banks, as 

sho~ under U.S. acconnting principles, understale lheir true risks because (i) derivalives netling 

agreements frequently lZail during financial crises due to dethults by counterparlies, and (ii) since 2008 
the four largest U.S. barns "have faced detnands to t~ke back $67 billion of mortgages sold to 

securitizations backed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac... because the loans hadn’t met under~uiting 

standards"). Onaran, supra. 
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As shown above, the explosive growth and consolidation of 
megabanks during the past two decades have produced a comparable 
expansion of their political clout.8°9 In criticizing the "intense 
concentration of power" held by the largest banks, Senators Vitter and 
Brown pointed to the examples of Senator John Sherman and President 
Theodore Roosevelt, who opposed "unfettered growth and power" 
among the industrial trusts of the late 19th century.81° Similarly, Louis 
Brandeis and Franklin Roosevelt fought against the concentrated 
economic and political po;ver of the largest banks during the first four 
decades of the 20th century.811 Brandeis denounced the leading New 
York investment banks of the early 1900s as a "financial oligarchy,’’s12 a 
term also used by Simon Johnson and James Kwak to describe today’s 
megabanks,sl~ Similarly, Richard Fisher has attacked megabanks as 
beneficiaries of "crony capitalism" that enjoy "an unlevel playing field, 
tilted to the advantage of Wall Street against Main Street, placing the 
financial system and the economy in constant jeopardy.’’s14 

Writing at the end of 2009, Johnson and Kwak expressed serious 
doubts about the Obama Administration’s financial reform plan that led 
to the Dodd-Frank Act. As they explained, the Obama reform plan 
presented a series of "technical solutions" based on the assumption that, 
given additional tools, financial regulators could "regulate large banks 
more effectively.’’sis Unfortunately, as they also pointed out, "solutions 
that depend on smarter, better regulator.r" supervision and corrective 
action ignore the political constraints on regulation and the political 
power of the large banks" and also avoid "tackling the underlying 
problem: the existence of TBTF institutions.’’s16 Accordingly, they 

809. Brown Floor Stalement, supra note 803, al $994 (noting that the four largest U.S. bamks are 
the product of 33 mergers involving 37 barns since 1995, aaad describing the largest brans as "’so often 

having their way in this city and ruth regulators all over the country"); JOHNSON & KWAK, supra note 
15, at 84 152 (discussing the rapid growth of major banks and the political influence they melded 
during the 1990s and 2000s); supra Parts III and IV(A)(1) (describing the financial industry’s political 

clout and its many legislative and regulatory victories over the past two decades). 

810. Vitter Floor Statement, supra note 803, at $995; see also Brow~n Floor Statement, supra note 

803, at $994 (describing Senator Sherman’s opposition to the "outsized economic and political power" 

of the trusts). 

811. JObXqSON & KWAK, supra note 15, at 22 37, 121; see also id at 14 22, 33 34 (poinfing ont 

that Thotnas Jeft~rson and :~drew Jackson provided earlier examples of successful opposition to 
entrenched financial aJad political power). 

812. Lo-c~s D. BRANDEIS, OTHER PEOPLE’S MONEY: _A~ND HOW TNE BANKERS USE IT 3 4 (1914, 
Nortnan ttapgood reprint ed. 1933). 

813. JOItNSON & KWAK, supranote 15, at6, 10, 89 90, 120~1. 

814. Fisher Mar. 16, 2013 Speech, supra hole 780; see also id (criticizing lhe "privileged status" 

of TBTF megabanks lhat "places them above the rule of law" and ’~andermines citizens’ faith in the rule 

of law and representalive dem ocracy"). 

815. JOHNSON & KW.~<~, supranote 15, at 191 92, 205 08 (quotes at 191,207). 

816. id. at 207, 213. 
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called for explicit restrictions on the maximum size of banks, based on 
% popular consensus that too big to fail is too big to exist.’’817 As noted 
above, an attempt by Senators Brown and Kauffman to impose 
maximum size limits on banks was opposed by the Obama 
Administration and defeated in the Senate.81s Instead, Congress passed 
Dodd-Frank, which--as partially implemented to date--has left the 
TBTF status of megabanks largely intact. 

Johnson and Kwak warned that anyone "tak[ing] a stand against 
concentrated financial power" today would face daunting political 
obstacles, just as Theodore Roosevelt faced long odds when "he took a 
stand against concentrated industrial power" in the early 1900S:819 

The challenge we face today is similar to the one faced by President 
Roosevelt a century ago .... The conventional wisdom, shaped through 
three decades of deregulation, innovation, and risk-taking that brought us 
the financial crisis, is that large, sophisticated banks axe a critical pillar of 
economic prosperiDT. The conventional wisdom has entrenched itself in 
Washington, where administration officials, regulators, and legislators 
agree with the Wall Street line on intellectual grounds, or see their 
personal interests (financial or political) aligned with Wall Street .... 
The megabanks used political power to obtain their license to gamble 
with other people’s money; taking that license a~vay requires confronting 
that power head-on,s2° 

Wall Street’s political machine has thus far succeeded in watering 
down Dodd-Frank’s statutory language and in undermining the 
implementation of those provisions that survived the legislative gauntlet. 
Nevertheless, as Johnson & Kwak observed, "the most effective 
constraint on the financial sector is public opinion.’’~2~ It remains 
possible that continued revelations of excessive risk-taking and other 
abuses on Wall Street could finally %hift the weight of public opinion 
against our new financial oligarchy.’’822 Critics of Wall Street must 
persevere in their efforts to persuade the American people to demand 
fundamental reforms, like Brow~a Vitter, that could finally end TBTF 
subsidies for megabanks and thereby break Wall Street’s seemingly 
invincible power. 

817. ld. at 221 (quote). Johnson & Kwak proposed % hard cap on size" of 4 percent of domestic 

GDP (about $600 billion in 2009) lbr commercial banks and a similar cap of 2 pcrcent of G-DP 

investment banks, ld. at 214 17. 

818~ Se~; sz¢pra note 700 o~ld accompanying text (discussing the delbat of the Bro~u~ KaufIhmn 

Amendment). 

819. JOblNSON & KW_~, s~¢pranote 15, at222. 

820. M. al 221. 

821~ Id. 

822. id. at 221~2, 
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U.S., Russia Form Plan for Sy~fia’s Chemical 

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov say they 
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Transformative Tech Tips 

Technological understanding is an essential lawyering 
skill, according to the ABA Law Practice Management 
Section. It helps students manage their time and 
prepare for practice. In this article, some of the 
section’s resident technology experts present their 
best tips for law students. 

Elective Directive: Be Selective 

In today’s competitive legal marketplace, law students 
need to be practice ready. Employers don’t have time 
to train new lawyers and are looking for employees 
that are prepared to lawyer on day one. Picking 
electives selectively and according to a plan is critical. 
This article provides tips to do so. 

How to Make Your .lob Search Fit Your 

Schedule 

A job search is a time-consuming task. However, with 
some careful, upfront planning and fairly minimal 
upkeep, the job search can be both manageable and 
successful. Following this article’s six tips will guide 
you to a job search that fits your schedule. 

Your Verbal Mental, and Material Wealth 

Have you read the new [.D. Hirsch piece, "A Wealth of 
Wordsi’about vocabulary and how important it is to 
your long-term success? Hirsch cites an impressive 
number of studies demonstrating what Johnson 
O’Connor tried to show back in the 1940s and 1950s: 
that the size of your vocabulary is the single best 
indicator of your long-term success, whether in 
business or in the professions. 

Now is the perfect time to consider what you need to 
do to be as successful as possible in law school. Law 
students easily become so focused on staying busy 
and putting in long hours that they may overlook basic 
strategies that will give them greater results for their 
efforts. 
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"From Tee to Shining Tee" as he called it. He was 
golfing to raise money for scholarships for 
impoverished children. 
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about current and emerging issues worlhy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD N~ws 

Mining Big Data To truly make better informed decisions, boards need to adopt a predictive and prescriptive 
approach to analysis---focusing on ’~vhat will happen" and "how can we make it happen." By Steve Weber 

Newly Appointed Directors and C~uite Executives Ford Motor Co. elected James P. Hackett, Stee~case 
CEO, and John C. Lechleiter, chairman and CEO of Eli Lilly, to the board of director. Linda Bammann and 
Michae~ aeal are joining the JPMorgan Chase & Co. board, and Lead Independent Director Lee Raymond w~ll 
be taking on more duties, in an e~o~ to exercise extra supe~ision over Chairman and CEO Jamie Dimon. 

NACD Voice 

Future Boardroom Processes The NACD Directo~hip 2020 program in Los Angeles was intended to identi~ 
the board composition, processes, and resources necessa~ for the future board. This a~icle includes 10 key 
takeaways from the event. 

NACD BoardV~s~on 

NACD BoardVision - Directorship NACD Directo~hip 2020: The Board’s Role in Talent 
2020 Conve~atlon: Asymmetric 

Information Risk 
Pe~ormanoe Metrics Development 
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Upcoming Events 

Sept. 2~ I Webinar I Quaderly Audit Committee Update 

Oct. 1~-1~ I National Harbor, MDI NACD Board Leadership Conference Se~d out 

Nov. 7 I New York, NY I Information F~ow Beyond the CEO 

Nov. 12 I Webinar I The Next Wave in Requlation and Compliance: ~at’s Ahead for 2013 

Nov. 19I New York, NY I Navigating Critical Boardroom Issues 

Dec. 3 ~ New York, NY ~ Leading Minds of Governance 

Dec. 3 I New York, NYI Directo~hip 100 Gala 

Dec. 9-10 I Miami, FL I Director Professionalism 

Dec. t2-13 I Miami, FL I Master Class A~ost Se~d Out 

Dec. 18 I Webinar I Compensation Committee Series 
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Dear all, 

As the press continually reminds us, Lehman failed five years ago this weekend. More important than the random counting of anniversary dates, however, is that the contours 
of post-crisis regulatory t~form are on the verge of becoming clearer. We believe that during the next six months most of the important regulations t~quired by Dodd-Frank will 
become final. As we move from new rules to implementation, what next? We think the next big area of regulatory focus will be the relationship between our increased 
dependence on computers and technology and the safety and soundness of the financial system. The signs of this increased regulatory focus are everywhere. SEC Chairman 
White held a meeting with the heads of the U.S. exchanges about the recent interruption in NASDAQ trading and urged market participants to work together and with the SEC 
to "strengthen critical market infrastructure and improve its resilience when technology falls short." The CFTC t~leased a concept release seeking comments on a large 
number of risk controls and system safeguards that could be implemented by firms using automated trading systems and on whether such firms, if otherwise unregistered, 
should be required to register with the CFTC. The National Institute of Standards and Technology released a "Discussion Draft of the Preliminary Cybersecurity Framework" 
which aims to provide guidance to organizations on how to manage cybersecudty risk. 

According to press reports, the CFTC could vote on a revised version of its position limits rule by end of the month, while continuing to press its appeal of a District Court 
rulinq that invalidated its first position limits rule. As reported by Reuters, CFTC Commissioners Mark Wetjen and Scott O’Malia indicated at a CFTC Technology Advisory 
Committee meeting that they support delaying the SEF Rule’s October 2 compliance date to allow the industry mot~ time to resolve logistical issues and comply with the new 
rules. In a speech at the American Mortgage Conference, CFPB Director Richard Cordray stated that a second set of amendments to the CFPB’s Qualified Mortgage rule 
would be released "any day now" and that the amendments seek to ensure the effectiveness of the rule by making industry compliance easier. 

The European Parliament adopted legislation to implement the EU banking union. The European Commission issued a communication regarding shadow banking in which it 

set out a roadmap "aimed at limiting the emergence of risks in the unregulated system, in particular risks of a systemic nature." The FSB released a report on the "Progress 
and Next Steps Towards Ending Too-Big-To-Fail." Of interest in that report are the FSB’s recommendations for the regulation of banks that are systemically important 
domestically and the FSB’s commitment to prepare proposals for "gone concern loss absorbing capacity" (also known, outside of Eurobabble English, as bail-in debt or, in 
Fed speak, as the minimum debt requirement) by the end of 2014. 

Look out for next Wednesday’s House Financial Sewices Committee hearing on the SEC’s proposed rules for money market funds and the Federal Advisory Committee on 
Insurance’s open meeting to discuss, among other topics, international insurance activities and regulatory developments regarding reinsurance captives. 

You might have missed that the Department of the Treasury released an interesting slide deck chock full of information about the financial crisis, the U.S. government 
response and the costs to jobs and the economy. The report contains an explicit and rare acknowledgement of the fact that the government will profit from TARP and lose 
money on the auto bailout. For those cynical about the government, never fear, with all its details, and in 22 pages of charts and graphs, along with 24 footnotes, somehow 

the Treasury forgot to look at the costs to the taxpayer of the Fannie and Freddie conservatorship or the state of the U.S. mortgage markets. 

Best regards, 

Annette L. Nazareth & Margaret E. Tahyar 

Annette L. Naz~]reth 

Davis Polk & Wardwell 

901 15th Street NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 962 7075 tel 

202 962 7085 fax 

If you do not wish to receive Washington Watch emails, please click here to unsubscribe. 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in t~liance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 

Please refer to the firm’s privacy police! located at w-~,¢¢~,.davispoik.com for important information on this policy. 
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Banks Seer~ .At Risk Five Years After Lehman Collapse (September 10, 2(}13} 

~ In Bloomberg News, Yalman Onaran, Michael J. Moore and Max Abelson report, "Five years after Lehman sank 
on September 15, 2008, triggering the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, Morgan Stanley is safe 
enough to survive a shock that devastating, [Ruth] Porat [the Morgan Stanley banker who advised Treasury on 
its rescue of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac] said .... ’We’re safer, but we’re not safe enough,’ said Stefan 
Walter, who led global efforts to revise capital rules as general secretary of the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision. More than 50 bankers, regulators, economists and lawmakers interviewed by Bloomberg News 
disagreed about what needs to be done .... Congressional inquiries and more than 300 books about the crisis 
have identified many villains: homeowners borrowing beyond their means, banks selling subprime mortgages, 
government-supported agencies backing the loans, Wall Street packaging them for investors, ratings firms 
giving seals of approval, regulators offering little objection and politicians encouraging it all to happen .... As of 
September 3, more than three years after Dodd-Frank was enacted, just 40 percent of 398 rulemaking 
requirements were completed, according to law firm Davis Polk & Wardwell LLC, which monitors progress .... 
Since the crisis, regulators more than doubled the highest quality capital the biggest banks are required to hold 
and subjected them to stress tests. Even so, Wall Street has found ways to soften or delay the impact .... 
’There are some banks that would believe the longer the delay the better,’ [John] Reed [a former Citigroup co- 
CEO] said. ’The world looks pretty benign right now. But it always does until it isn’t.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i:: Related articles: 

American Banker, The Missed Opportunities Of Dodd-Frank 
Banking Daily, Paulson Calls For Requlatory Reforms On Fifth Anniversary Of Financial Crisis 
Bloomberg News, Warren Says Congress Should Act Now On Too Biq To Fail Measure 
New York Times DealBook, Inside The End Of The U.S. Bid To Punish Lehman Executives 
Financial Times, Unfinished Business In Battle To Fix The Banks 
Wall Street Journal, Life On Wall Street Grows Less Risky 
Treasury Blog, The Financial Crisis Five Years Later: Response, Reform, And Progress In Charts 
Wall Street Journal, Chris Dodd On The Financial Crisis 

:::::::::::::::: Davis Polk September Dodd-Frank Proqress Report 

Identifying Gaps ~n Cyber Framework (September 11,2013) 
¯ In Bank Info Security, Eric Chabrow reports, "More than 500 industry and government representatives are 

gathering in Dallas this week to help shape the cybersecurity framework President Obama wants 
implemented by February. They’re tackling a wide range of topics, including the role of cyber-insurance and 
how to apply the framework to a diverse range of industries. This is the fourth and final workshop sponsored 
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology to help determine what should be incorporated into the 
framework, a compendium of IT security best practices that operators of the nation’s critical infrastructure 
could voluntarily adopt. A preliminary draft of the framework will be issued in October, with the final version to 
be published in February, a year after Obama signed an executive order calling for it .... Because the 
government can’t force the mostly privately owned critical infrastructure operators to adopt the framework, its 
drafters -- who include industry and government experts -- seek incentives to get buy-in from infrastructure 
operators .... Obama’s executive order says incentives could include technical and public policy measures 
that improve cybersecurity without creating barriers to innovation, economic growth and the free flow of 
information. One of the incentives expected to be included in the framework is cyber-insurance; it’s seen as a 
way for infrastructure owners to mitigate risk." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i NIST Materials: Workshop information -- Discussion Draft 

Banking Dominoes Are Set To T~mb~e, Still (September 10, 201S) 
~ In The Wall Street Journal’s Market Watch, David Weidner reports, "Forget Dodd-Frank. Forget shadow 

banking. Forget the taper. Forget the U.S. of A .... Remember Iceland?... Now, a disturbing report from the 
Milken Institute shows just how far the global effort has fallen short. ’Although policymakers around the world 
continue to respond vigorously to the problems in financial markets and institutions brought into high relief by 



the global financial crisis,’ the report concluded. ’The overall understanding of those responses remains vague 
and limited’.... The report.., concludes that while regional and country-specific regulators have made efforts 
toward dealing with a 2008-like crisis, the different approaches may make their efforts moot .... That’s why the 
authors called upon the G-20... to beef up the FSB .... Though the report doesn’t say it specifically, it’s easy 
to see what’s happening here. Nations, including the U.S., don’t want to give up their sovereign right to 
regulate banking. And that’s understandable .... In the post-financial crisis era where banks are 
interconnected, when one catches a cold, everyone gets sick. In other words, you may think you have a pretty 
good eye on your domino standing on end, but if someone isn’t watching them all, what good does that do?" 

:::a Full text of article 
:::a Related articles: 

Financial Times, A Plan To Finish Fixinq The Global Financial System 
Financial Times, Credit Suisse Chief Brady Dougan Warns On Systemic Risk 

::i::i::i::i Milken Institute Report 

Two Consultants To Banking ~ndustry Come Under Scrutiny (September 12, 201S) 
~ In The New York Times DeaIBook, Ben Protess and Jessica Silver-Greenberg report, "New York State has 

subpoenaed two consulting firms as part of a broader investigation into the industry’s perceived coziness with 
Wall Street, according to people briefed on the inquiry. The two firms that received the subpoenas in recent 
months -- Promontory Financial Group and PricewaterhouseCoopers -- are among the industry’s biggest 
names. The subpoenas by the New York Department of Financial Services present the latest threat to the 
consulting industry, which is being faulted for inadequately handling recent bank regulatory problems. In 
another sign that the industry’s clout is in jeopardy, federal regulators are rethinking their own reliance on 
consultants, which are often called in to bolster compliance procedures at banks .... Neither firm has been 
accused of wrongdoing, and New York has not indicated that it will penalize the firms." 

:a:: Full text of article 

Culture C~ash Means Banks M~st Sp~it, Says Former Citi Chief (September 8, 2013) 
~ In the Financial Times, John Authers reports, "If anyone is qualified to judge the success of combining 

investment and commercial banks in the same institution, it is John Reed. As chief executive of Citicorp in 
the 1980s and 1990s, he evangelised the attempt to create a ’one-stop shop’ selling many different products 
and took the bank into its historic merger with Travelers Group to form Citigroup in 1998 .... Now retired, 
Mr. Reed firmly believes that the business logic behind the transaction was flawed, and that the old Glass- 
Steagall division should be reinstated .... ’When trading was small in proportion to everything you could 
have a group of high bonus professionals that you treated differently and it didn’t affect the culture of the 
whole organisation,’ said Mr. Reed .... Putting the two cultures under one roof, therefore, made risk harder 
to control, and the organisation harder to manage. And as trading became more important it became a more 
dominant part of the organisation .... For large corporate accounts, Citi still needed to maintain teams of 
bankers who were expert in the company’s needs across the world. The result was that it made no cost 
savings, while the organisation became harder to manage .... Mr. Reed also dismisses objections that a 
Glass-Steagall split would be difficult to reinstate." 

:a:: Full text of article 

UoS. Regulators Neari~~g Deadline On Systemic Tag For Prudential (September 10, 2013) 

In Reuters, Emily Stephenson reports, "U.S. regulators are nearing a final decision on whether to bring mega 
insurer Prudential Financial under the tougher oversight usually reserved for Wall Street’s largest banks .... 
The FSOC, a group of top regulators, proposed in June that Prudential deserves the ’systemically important’ 
distinction, but Prudential has fought back. Prudential has argued in recent weeks that it is not too big to fail 
and that it would be wrong to submit an insurer to regulation designed for banks. The oversight council has 
until September 23 to weigh Prudential’s appeal, and a vote could come up when the FSOC holds a closed- 
door meeting on Tuesday [September 10]. As the first firm to fight being tapped, Prudential has been closely 



watched by experts and industry observers eager for insight into how systemically important firms will be 
chosen and regulated .... A spokesman for Prudential declined to comment on whether the company would 
go to court if it is designated." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

rd.S. Trade Officials Try To Curb Europe’s Expectatio~s (September 12, 2013) 

In The New York Times, Danny Hakim reports, "American trade officials said in interviews this week that 
trans-Atlantic trade talks should not be seen as a panacea for Europe’s economic ills, and they continue to 
resist the idea of including financial service regulations in the discussions. Michael B. Froman, the U.S. trade 
representative, said Thursday [September 12] that the trade talks ’can be a very important element of 
Europe’s effort to get back on a path toward growth, but it’s got to be only one piece of an overall growth 
strategy.’... ’If [Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership] TTIP is seen as a way for Europe to export 
its way out of its problems, it won’t have support,’ Mr. Froman said from Washington in a phone interview. 
’It’s got to be part of an overall effort to promote reform and get their economies moving again.’... ’Our view 
is that there is nothing that we should do, or are going to do through TTIP, that would weaken Dodd-Frank,’ 
Mr. Froman said. ’We think it’s important that the work already under way in bilateral mechanisms, as well as 
forums like the FSB, continue to make progress in parallel alongside the trade negotiations.’... American 
officials cautioned, however, that it was too soon to say much had definitely fallen off the table." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Volcker 

Volcker Ru~e To Curb Ba~k Tradi~g Proves Hard To Write (September 10, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Scott Patterson and Deborah Solomon report, "Hours after being sworn in as 
Treasury Secretary in February, Jacob Lew pulled regulators into a conference room and delivered a blunt 
message: Get the Volcker Rule done. On Tuesday [September 10], half a year later, Mr. Lew found himself 
leading another meeting with regulators about the still-unfinished rule .... Those working on it, including 22 
officials who have a vote on the final outcome, have spent years jousting over everything from trading 
definitions to the location of meetings .... Officials have tried to cut each other out of the process and have 
withheld documents. At one point, a group of regulators agreed to travel across Washington for a negotiating 
session only when tempted by fast-food fried chicken .... Just 40% of Dodd-Frank’s nearly 400 provisions 
have been fleshed out with regulatory language and made final, the law firm Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP has 
estimated .... Regulators now say they might be finished writing language to carry out the Volcker Rule by 
the end of 2013, which would be 3½ years after its authorization. Along the way, an idea that started as a 
1½-page outline from Mr. Volcker has swollen into a document that by the time it is done could total more 
than 900 pages .... Negotiations became so difficult the SEC and some banking regulators began to 
consider writing their own sets of trading regulations. Others warned this could create chaos for banks." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Huffington Post article, Greg Smith Rips Wall Street’s "False Arqument To Stifle The Volcker Rule" 

FDIC 

FD~C Fi[~ishes Ru~e Clarifying Deposits At Ba~~ks’ Foreign Bra[~ches Aren’t ~[~sured (September 10, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "The FDIC approved a final rule that clarifies it does not 
guarantee deposits at foreign branches of U.S. banks. The rule, meant to protect the Deposit Insurance Fund, 
was prompted by a proposal in the U.K. over the treatment of deposits at branches of banks based in non- 
European Economic Area countries. The FDIC’s vote at the September 10 board meeting allows U.S. banks 
with U.K. branches to exercise existing statutory authority that would bring them into compliance with the 
British proposal by making deposits dually payable in the U.S. and thus subject to depositor preference 



without triggering U.S. deposit insurance coverage. ’The final rule protects the Deposit Insurance Fund, while 
at the same time recognizing both the FDIC’s commitment to maintaining financial stability through the prompt 
payment of deposit insurance and the evolving nature of the global banking system,’ FDIC Chairman Martin 
Gruenberg said .... ’It is important to note this measure does not compel or mandate financial institutions to 
take any action,’ [FDIC board member Jeremiah] Norton said. ’However, in the event financial institutions 
elect to offer foreign-based deposits dually payable contracts, the FDIC is using its authority to preclude 
deposit insurance to such instruments. This is consistent with the agency’s responsibility to safeguard the 
deposit insurance fund and to provide for prompt payment to insured depositors in a resolution scenario.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: FDIC Materials: Final Rule -- Press Release 

UoS. Regulator May De~ay Swaps Trading Platform Compliance (September 12:, 2013} 

In Reuters, Douwe Miedema reports, "[SEFs] must comply with the new rules by October 2, but the regulator, 
the CFTC, has so far only approved two companies as a SEF. Two commissioners signaled they wanted to 
give the industry more time to prepare, at a meeting with market participants of the so-called Technology 
Advisory Committee. Commissioner Mark Wetjen, a Democrat, said the CFTC should consider to ’change 
course on these compliance dates,’ and Commissioner Scott O’Malia, a Republican, agreed. ’Based on what 
we expect of the industry and the short timeframe .... we have to delay the October 2 date,’ O’Malia told 
journalists after the meeting .... It was not clear whether the CFTC would grant the delay, which needs the 
approval of Chairman Gary Gensler. Gensler was no longer present at the meeting when the issue came up, 
though staff said he was aware of the issue." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related FX Week article, Pressure Mounts On CFTC For Relief On SEF Rules 
:::::::::::::::: CFTC Statements: Chairman Gensler -- Commissioner Chilton 

Derivatives Wou~d Face Tra~saction Fees Under Obama Proposal (September 12, 2013) 
¯ In Bloomberg, Silla Brush reports, "Derivatives would face new transaction fees to pay for the CFTC budget 

under a proposal President Barack Obama’s administration submitted to Congress. The CFTC, starting in the 
2014 fiscal year, would set a fee for futures, options on commodities, and swaps to fund the agency, 
according to the proposal that Democratic CFTC commissioner Bart Chilton said the OMB sent today 
[September 12] to House and Senate lawmakers. Firms using the derivatives to hedge business risks would 
be exempt from the charges under the plan. Congress would need to pass legislation setting a fee before it 
could take effect. The fee is necessary to ensure the CFTC has adequate resources to oversee derivatives 
markets, Chilton said in a letter to Congress today supporting the proposal. ’A targeted transaction fee (one 
exempting end-users) can remedy these dire circumstances,’ Chilton said in the letter." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC SeeKs Com~ent On Potentia~ High-Speed Trading Cudbs {Septer~ber 9, 2013} 
In Bloomberg News, Silla Brush reports, "The CFTC is seeking comment on whether to require registration for 
automated trading firms, taking a first step in potential restrictions on high-speed and algorithmic derivatives 
trading. CFTC members voted unanimously to issue a concept release requesting input on more than 100 
questions, including whether to expand testing and supervision of high-speed trading strategies. Today’s 
release, a step prior to a formal proposal by the top U.S. derivatives regulator, also considers ways to limit the 
maximum number of trading orders a firm can place in a given amount of time. ’Traditional risk controls and 
system safeguards, many of which were developed according to human speed and floor-based trading, must 
be evaluated in light of new market realities,’ CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler said in a statement .... The 
CFTC concept release was debated for more than a year .... Scott O’Malia, a Republican CFTC 
commissioner, said in a statement that the input is necessary to understand protections already in place and 
whether any additional steps are needed .... ’In general, those involved in financial markets seem to have 



blindly accepted that technology is almost always a good thing,’ Bart Chilton, a Democratic CFTC 
commissioner, said in a statement. ’But it doesn’t work well enough if we continue to see aberrations.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg Businessweek, The CFTC Is Beatinq The SEC On Speed-Trading Rules 
Securities Law Daily, Tradin,q Community Backs Concept Release, But Some Decry Focus On Hiqh- 

Speed Woes 
Waters Technology, CFTC Casts Wide Net On Futures HFT Curbs -- Will The Cath Prove Deadly? 

::i::i::i::i CFTC Materials: Concept Release-- Statements: Chairman GensleE; Commissioner 
Chilton; Commissioner O’Malia -- Press Release 

Federa~ Reserve Official Says Gbbal Derivatives Ru~es Fa~ Short (Septe~hber 12, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jamila Trindle reports, "A top Federal Reserve official raised concerns Thursday 
[September 12] about slow progress on global rules for derivatives markets, five years after the financial crisis 
prompted a push for greater oversight. Federal Reserve Bank of New York President William Dudley said the 
slow pace means ’we are not yet close to a harmonized, robust’ system for OTC derivatives, according to 
remarks prepared for a speech at a conference in Paris .... ’We can’t ascertain whether we have achieved 
what we set out to achieve -- that is, reducing the amount of risk in the system, making the infrastructure 
more secure, and increasing the flow of information so that regulators and others can develop a more 
coherent view of what is happening in the global financial system,’ Mr. Dudley said .... ’The bar needs to be 
higher’ for clearinghouses because they now play a much more central role in the markets, Mr. Dudley said. 
He also said regulators should be careful of clearinghouses that skimp on compliance in order to increase 
profits .... Mr. Dudley also said regulators should ’be prepared to push harder’ to standardize complex 
contracts, if the current rules don’t simplify them enough." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i:: Statement: FRBNY President And CEO Dudley 
~::~::~::~:: Conference Information 

CFTC Readies Vote On Speculation Ru~e (September 8, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jamila Trindle reports, "Regulators are making a second run at a rule designed to 
limit speculation in commodity markets, a year after the CFTC’s initial attempt was tossed out by a federal 
court. The CFTC could vote as early as the end of the month on a revised version of the rule, which aims to 
curb sharp price spikes by limiting the percentage of the market any one firm can control in certain 
commodities. The CFTC has tweaked the rule -- authorized by the 2010 Dodd-Frank law -- to address 
problems identified by the court, including providing further legal justification for the limits as well as a more 
thorough cost-benefit analysis, according to a person familiar with the matter .... The CFTC will continue to 
challenge the court’s decision even as it attempts to pass a revised version of the rule. Lawyers for the CFTC 
and those who challenged the rule -- SIFMA and ISDA -- are scheduled to make their arguments in the case 
on November 25 in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

U.So Centra~ Bankers Criticize SEC’s MoneyMMarket Proposals (September 13, 201S} 

In Reuters, Jonathan Spicer and Sarah N. Lynch report, "Heads of the 12 U.S. Federal Reserve regional 
banks on Thursday [September 12] strongly criticized a component of an SEC proposal aimed at preventing 
runs on money-market funds, saying it does little to change current rules .... The Fed group warned that 
allowing money funds to restrict investor withdrawals could accelerate runs by sophisticated investors before 
triggers are breached, leaving other shareholders in the lurch. The policymakers, however, endorsed an 
alternative in the SEC’s plan that would require prime institutional money-market funds to let the value of their 
shares float .... The letter from central bank officials, in response to an SEC request for comments, came as 
large fund companies and brokerage firms also offered their own views on how money-market rules should 
be reformed. The SEC is still probably months from finalizing any rules on the issue .... Letters on Thursday 



also started to pour in from companies and local government officials who rely on money funds for cash 
management. Many said they staunchly opposed major structural changes .... While the SEC in this case 
went out of its way to use economic data to justify the proposals, some comments on Thursday said the SEC 
is still underestimating how much these rules will cost the sector." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Comment Letter 

House Republicans Question SEC Oversight Of Private Equity Funds (September 13, 2013) 

~ In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "House Financial Services Committee Chairman Jeb Hensarling (R-TX) 
and [Capital Markets Subcommittee Chairman] Scott Garrett (R-N J)... raised their concerns about the 
regulatory regime for private equity funds in a letter sent late Thursday [September 12] to SEC Chair Mary Jo 
White. ’For these advisers, the SEC examination process has proven to be burdensome, costly, inefficient and 
inflexible,’ Hensarling and Garrett wrote. ’Subjecting this set of advisers to the examination process does not 
appreciably further the goals of investor protection or financial stability.’... Hensarling and Garrett said the 
SEC should better prioritize its resources by focusing on advisers who cater to less sophisticated, mom and pop 
investors. The two lawmakers asked for the SEC to respond in writing to their letter by September 20." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

In New General Solicitation Regime, SEC To C~osely Monitor Fund Performance C~aims (September 12, 201,3) 
~ In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Yin Wilczek reports, "When the SEC’s general solicitation rule goes 

into effect, its Division of Investment Management will be closely scrutinizing private fund performance claims, 
director Norm Champ said September 12. ’In particular, this review will endeavor to identify potentially 
fraudulent behavior and to assess compliance with the federal securities laws, including appropriate [1940] 
Investment Advisers Act provisions,’ Champ told a hedge fund gathering. ’1 encourage you to provide us 
information about what you are seeing develop in regards to general solicitation by private funds, particularly 
advertisements that appear to raise concerns.’ More generally, the SEC has formed a group made up of staff 
from its divisions, including IM, to monitor the new regime, Champ continued. ’As part of the work plan, staff 
will, among other things, evaluate the range of accredited investor verification practices used by issuers and 
other participants in these offerings, and endeavor to identify trends in this market, including in regard to 
potentially fraudulent behavior,’ Champ said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Director Champ Speech 

SEC 

SEC Orders Exchanges To Collaborate On Bolstering Markets (September 12, 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Joshua Gallu and Sam Mamudi report, "U.S. securities regulators told stock exchanges to 
collaborate on making markets more resilient, an attempt to prevent another disruption like Nasdaq OMX Group 
Inc.’s three-hour halt last month. After SEC Chairman Mary Jo White’s meeting with the top executives of the 
nation’s stock and options markets in Washington today [September 12], the regulator said it asked them to 
’identify a series of concrete measures designed to address specific areas where the robustness and resilience 
of market systems can be improved.’ NYSE Euronext Chief Executive Officer Duncan Niederauer said they 
have 60 days to respond .... The SEC asked exchanges to develop plans to bolster the SIPs run by Nasdaq 
and NYSE Euronext, review other potential points of failure, and evaluate rules for canceling transactions and 
restarting trading after halts .... The SEC asked market operators to figure out how to implement ’kill switches’ 
that shut trading following a technology breakdown. Gary Katz, the CEO of Deutsche Boerse AG’s International 
Securities Exchange, said the most important outcome of the meeting could be the focus on addressing single 



points of failure, where one computer bug or mistake paralyzes the entire market .... White also told 
exchanges to work on coming up with uniform rules for how to handle erroneous trades in the options market." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

BIoomberg News, SEC’s White To Push Exchanqe Executives For Better Data Backups 
Washington Post, After Nasdac~ Disruption, Regulators Are Urqed To Rethink Decades-Old Technoloqy 

:::::::::::::::: Chair White Statement 

UoS. House Panel Probes SEC’s Use Of Outdated Technology (September 10, 2013} 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "House Oversight Committee Chairman Darrell Issa (R-CA) sent a letter 
on Tuesday [September 10] to SEC Chair Mary Jo White asking for an explanation of why the regulator has 
been so slow to embrace the use of eXtensible Business Reporting Language, or XBRL, even as she seeks 
more funds to hire additional staff. ’Interactive data in financial reporting offers the opportunity for increased 
speed, accuracy and usability through automation,’ Issa wrote to White. ’Given the SEC’s awareness of 
interactive data’s potential, it is surprising that the SEC has not yet integrated interactive data into its internal 
review processes to improve efficiency or reduce costs,’ Issa wrote adding that the regulator was relying on 
’printouts, pencils and calculators.’... In some cases, the SEC has spent money to gain access to 
commercial databases like Yahoo! Finance, which contain the same data being provided by companies to the 
agency for free, Issa wrote. Moreover, the letter said the SEC has failed to take steps to correct ’significant 
errors’ often contained in companies’ XBRL filings .... In his letter, Issa asks the SEC to provide his 
committee staff with a briefing on the issue of implementing and enforcing the interactive data rule. He also 
said he wants the agency to provide documents showing how much the SEC has spent to purchase outside 
databases and internal memos relating to policies and guidance on the use of XBRL." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Chairman Issa Letter 

MSRB Submits [Revised Retai~ Order Period Amendments (September 9, 2013) 
In The Bond Buyer, Kyle Glazier reports, "The MSRB has filed revised amendments with the SEC seeking to 
modify earlier proposed rule changes governing retail order periods. The amendments are in response to 
market participant comments on June proposals seeking to change Rules G-8 on books and records, G-11 on 
primary offering practices, and G-32 on primary offering disclosure on retail order periods, the MSRB said. 
Those changes spelled out new obligations for senior underwriter syndicate managers to disseminate 
information to members of the syndicate, and would require dealers to capture certain additional information in 
connection with orders placed under a retail order period to ensure that such orders are from bona fide retail 
customers .... They seek to revise G-11 to make clear that the MSRB does not intend the definition of retail 
order to apply to order periods during which only institutional orders are solicited, and to clarify that dealers 
submitting institutional orders do not have to submit the additional information intended to relate to orders that 
meet the issuer’s designated eligibility criteria for retail orders." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC 

CFTC’s Chi~ton Says Derivatives Regulators Need More Information On Banks’ Commodities Holdings 
(September 13, 2013} 

@ In The Wall Street Journal, Jamila Trindle reports, "Regulators who oversee trading in commodity futures 
markets need to know how many oil tankers and power plants banks like J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., Goldman 
Sachs Group Inc. and Morgan Stanley own, CFTC commissioner Bart Chilton is expected to say in a speech 
Saturday [September 14]. Mr. Chilton, in prepared remarks viewed by The Wall Street Journal, said it’s 
’nearly impossible to figure out exactly what banks own.’ He said the CFTC can see what banks are trading 
in derivatives markets tied to commodities, but doesn’t know what physical assets like oil tankers and 
aluminum they hold. ’Unless we can see that, we can’t reasonably and responsibly protect against market 
manipulations,’ Mr. Chilton [said] .... Banks that trade commodities have come under fire from government 
officials, companies and consumer groups who say they exert too much influence over markets for some raw 
materials .... The Fed is considering limiting the ability of banks to own physical commodities. Some 



financial-industry executives expect the Fed to issue guidelines as soon as this month scaling back bank 
participation in physical-commodities businesses, the Wall Street Journal reported Tuesday [September 10]." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Bloomberg article, Banks’ Commodity Trade Exemption Should Be Revoked, Chilton Says 
:::::::::::::::: Commissioner Chilton Speech 

FINRA 

FINRA Aims For Transparency With Amende~l "Publicity Ru~e’" (September 10, 2013) 
In Law360, Michael R. Weissmann and Amy Natterson Kroll report, "In the past few weeks, FINRA published several 
regulatory notices, two of which should be of interest to all broker-dealers. Regulatory Notice 13-27 discusses 
recently approved amendments to the oddly named ’publicity rule’ concerning release of FINRA disciplinary 
complaints and decisions, statutory disqualification decisions and other information. Regulatory Notice 13-25 is a 
joint advisory issued with the SEC and the CFTC, discussing business continuity plans and ’best practices and 
lessons learned’ following the wide disruption to the markets caused by Hurricane Sandy in October 2012 .... [The 
publicity rule] changes are intended to provide firms with greater access to information when evaluating their own 
compliance concerns and educating their associated persons, and also to better inform firms that are facing 
allegations of rule violations about existing disciplinary actions (for instance, the underlying facts and sanctions 
imposed) .... [H]aving provided this new [business continuity plan (BOP)] guidance based on the firsthand 
experiences afforded by Hurricane Sandy, such as fuel shortages, telecommunications being down from multiple 
carriers, transportation snarls, and both New York City and significant parts of New Jersey impacted, the regulators 
likely will scrutinize firms’ BCPs and disaster recovery plans closely in the future." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

European Lawmakers E×pa~d Power Of Central Bank (September 12, 2013) 

~ In The New York Times, James Kanter reports, "EU legislators on Thursday [September 12] overwhelmingly approved a 
law that puts about 150 of the euro zone’s largest banks under the scrutiny of the ECB .... On the heels of the approval, 
the so-called Single Supervisory Mechanism is expected to start work during the autumn of 2014 after the ECB conducts 
a ’stress test’ on the lenders coming under its aegis. EU governments still must give the law one final approval though 
that is expected to be a formality .... The approval also was the first step in a multistage process toward a broader, 
pan-European vision of banking being referred to as a banking union. The next stage of that effort -- creation of a single 
system for shutting down or restructuring banks -- is under way. But progress has been slowed by the reluctance of 
Germany to commit to a unified banking system that could lead to euro zone member nations being responsible for one 
another’s debts. Even so, Thursday’s approval was among the ’most important votes of this parliamentary term,’ Michel 
Barnier, the EU commissioner overseeing financial services, told lawmakers after the vote." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: European Commission Materials: FAQs -- Statement By EC President Barroso And Commissioner Barnier 

ESMA Belays Swaps Repo~ting By A Me~th (September 13, 2013} 
In Financial News, Tim Cave reports, "ESMA said today [September 13] that the reporting of swaps to information 
warehouses known as trade repositories would not begin before February 12, 2014, according to a notice on its 
website .... Reporting for swap transactions had been expected to be enforced under EMIR from January 1, 
2014 .... ESMA said today the pushing back of the reporting deadline had been caused partly by ’issues faced by 
those seeking to registrate as repositories.’ ESMA had been expected to approve the first set of repositories by 
September 24. However, it said today that it did not expect to approve any operators before November 7. EMIR 
timeframes dictate that 90 calendar days, plus five working days, need to pass after a repository has been approved 
by ESMA before it can start accepting transaction reports." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Related article: 

Bloomberg, Regulator Delays Start Of EMIR Derivatives Reporting To February 
Risk Magazine, ESMA Blames Repositories For OTC Reporting Delay 

::~::~::~::~ ESMA Press Release 



Watchdog Should Not Have Power To Ba~ Sho~t Se~ling (September 12, 2013} 
In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "Britain has won backing to curb the power of the EU market watchdog to ban 
short-selling in a boost to a campaign against the concentration of financial regulation in Brussels at the 
expense of the City of London. An adviser to the EU’s top court said in an opinion that such an emergency 
power, part of an EU law introduced last year, went beyond what the watchdog could do under the EU treaty. 
’The emergency powers granted by that article to ESMA to intervene in the financial markets of member 
states so as to regulate or prohibit short selling go beyond what could be legitimately adopted as a 
harmonizing measure necessary for the establishment or functioning of the internal market,’ European Court 
of Justice Advocate General Niilo Jaaskinen said in a statement. Jaaskinen said the article in the EU’s short- 
selling law granting ESMA such power should be annulled .... Such non-binding opinions from advocate 
generals are typically endorsed by the full court in a majority of cases." 

i::i::i::i:: Full text of article 

Coe~re Says ECB Needs Globa~ Derivatives Data For E~a~k Oversig~t {September i i, 2013} 
In Bloomberg News, Paul Gordon and Jeff Black report, "ECB Executive Board member Benoit Coeure said 
the ECB will need better access to international data OTC derivatives when it starts to supervise euro-area 
lenders. Access to derivatives data relating to a European bank’s overseas operations ’is key to assessing 
the overall risk exposure of a given banking group,’ Coeure said at an event in Paris today [September 11]. 
’We need to remove barriers to access and provide a mechanism to aggregate data across trade repositories 
and jurisdictions in order to be able to have a comprehensive overview of the risks in OTC derivatives 
markets.’... Coeure said authorities must monitor the impact of regulatory changes and mandatory clearing 
requirements on risk management at the central clearinghouses. That’s because some market participants 
won’t be able to access central counterparties directly but will have to go ’via a direct clearing member.’ ’The 
systemic risk concentration in a small number of global financial institutions is further increased,’ he said. 
’This aggravates the risk that these financial institutions may act as contagion channels for financial 
disturbances and may become or be perceived to be ’too big to fail’.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Coeure Statement 

Bm~k Of England Won’t Shy Away From Conflict On New Bank Ru~es, Bailey Says (September 9, 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Fergal O’Brien reports, "Bank of England Deputy Governor Andrew Bailey said 
regulators are prepared to clash with banks over any resistance to tougher capital rules. ’We don’t believe 
that putting more capital into the system is detrimental,’ Bailey, chief executive officer of the PRA (Prudential 
Regulation Authority), told BIoomberg Television’s Guy Johnson in an interview broadcast today 
[September 9]. ’A better-capitalized system, a more stable system, is good for financial stability, will be good 
for the banking system and good for the economy.’... Bailey said in the interview in London that it’s 
’probably not surprising’ that ’putting more loss absorbency into the system is going to raise a degree of 
conflict.’ Regulators ’haven’t taken a deliberate decision to be aggressive,’ he said. Still, ’there will be times 
when the application of judgment -- our judgment is based on our interpretation of the public interest --is 
perceived to come into conflict with interests of other parties.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Reuters, KPMG Says U.K. Banks Could Need Extra 50 Billion Pounds Under "Basel IV" 
Financial Times, A Hard Stop Would Limit The Costs Of Bank Requlation 

Corzi~e Seeks Dismissa~ Of CFTC Lawsuit Over MF G~oba~ (September 11, 2013} 

In Bloomberg News, Joel Rosenblatt reports, "Jon Corzine, former chief executive officer of bankrupt MF 
Global Holdings Ltd., asked that a lawsuit against him by the CFTC be dismissed .... After ’exhaustive 
investigations lasting 19 months,’ the CFTC hasn’t produced evidence to support its claims, Corzine said in a 
filing yesterday [September 10] in federal court in New York. The CFTC’s complaint ’relies on irrelevant 



allegations calculated to sully Mr. Corzine’s character, as well as rambling hindsight criticisms of complex 
management decisions, many of which were made during times of extreme stress,’ Corzine said in the filing." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Lawmakers Fume Over U~answered Questions To CFPB (September 12, 2013} 

¯ In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "Lawmakers blasted the CFPB on Thursday [September 12], 
claiming it had failed to respond to their questions about its data gathering activities. During the CFPB’s semi- 
annual report to the House Financial Services Committee, lawmakers demanded to know why the agency’s 
director, Richard Cordray, and his staff have not yet answered roughly 200 questions sent to the agency over 
the past two months .... ’Why don’t you just level with us? We’ve asked you these questions over and over 
again. And you come in and you stonewall,’ said Representative Sean Duffy (R-Wl). ’You try to explain. But 
never do we get answers. Never does America get answers.’ But Cordray said that the data is needed to write 
regulations such as the Qualified Mortgage rule and to oversee markets like payday lending .... He ultimately 
vowed to respond to the questions within five days but argued that the committee took a month to write up the 
questions and likewise, it will take some time for the agency to write up its responses." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Banking Daily, CFPB’s Cordray Tells House He Welcomes Examination Of Aqency’s Data Collection 
Washington Examiner, CFPB’s Data-Mininq On Consumer Credit Cards Challencjed In Heated House Hearincj 

More Fixes To CFPB Mortgage Rules Coming "Any Day Now,’" Cor~lray Says {September 11., 2013) 
~ In American Banker, Paul Davis reports, "CFPB Director Richard Cordray sought to allay lender fears 

Wednesday [September 11] about the agency’s new mortgage rules, pledging to be flexible with companies 
struggling to comply by the January deadline. Speaking at a conference hosted by the North Carolina 
Bankers Association, Cordray said the agency would release a second set of amendments to its ability-to-pay 
rule ’any day now,’ bolstering the first set released in May. ’We have made these adjustments with one aim in 
mind: to ensure the effectiveness of our rules by making it easier for [the] industry to comply,’ Cordray told a 
group of anxious and skeptical bankers and mortgage lenders .... Oversight ’will be sensitive to the progress 
made by those lenders and servicers who have been squarely focused on making good-faith efforts to come 
into substantial compliance on time,’ he said .... Bankers at the conference had a mixed reaction to his 
comments. Some applauded Cordray for injecting rationality into the discussion of January compliance. 
Many, however, expressed ongoing frustration with continuous tweaks that are preventing them from taking 
bolder steps to comply .... Cordray tried to assure attendees that the CFPB is working with other regulatory 
agencies to ensure consistent enforcement of its rules." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Director Cordray Speech 

GOP Chairman Vows To Lift "Yoke Of OoddMF~ank’~ From Credit Unions (September 10, 2013) 
In The Hill, Ben Goad reports, "House Financial Services Committee Chairman Jeb Hensarling pledged 
Tuesday [September 10] to use his gavel to push back against a flurry of Dodd-Frank Act regulations he 
warned would stifle the nation’s financial sector .... ’If I had the votes today, I would repeal Dodd-Frank,’ the 
Texas Republican said, drawing applause from scores of credit union operators gathered at the Mayflower 
Hotel. ’1 want to take the yoke of Dodd-Frank from your back.’... Credit unions and community banks have 
complained that the law does not sufficiently distinguish between them and the big Wall Street financial 
institutions blamed for the crisis. They say they are being unfairly penalized by the new rules. 
Representative Maxine Waters (D-CA), the top Democrat on the Financial Services panel, noted to the 
conference that Dodd-Frank provisions ensured credit unions have a seat at the table during discussions of 
rules mandated by the law .... But Hensading and other GOP lawmakers appearing at the conference 
focused their ire at another agency spawned by the financial reform law: the CFPB .... Arguing that CFPB 
Director Richard Cordray has the unprecedented authority to outlaw any financial product he doesn’t like, 
Hensarling said he had designated Tuesdays to focusing the committee’s work on oversight of the agency .... 
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’1 believe that the CFPB is appropriately tailoring its rule-making so that the smallest credit unions are not 
disproportionately burdened by the changes,’ Waters said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

September 16, 2013 Derivatives Trading in the Era of Dodd-Franks’s Title VII -- Information Management Network 
Monday All day ¯ The Union Lea,que Club, 38 East 37th Street, New York, NY 

o Derivatives Trading in the Era of Dodd-Frank’s Title VII conference will examine how market participants are effectively 
implementing technology and generating returns with OTC and exchange-traded derivatives within the parameters of new 
regulation and transparency requirements. Speakers include Susan Ervin, Davis Polk Partner. (._R___e__g)__s__t_r__a__t_!£_n_) 

September 17, 2013 Transaction Reporting Conference (Dodd-Frank and EMIR Reguirements) -- ISDA 
Tuesday 8:15 AM - 5:00 PM * Allen & Overy I..I..P, One Bishops Square, London, E1 6AD 

. Topics include reporting requirements, standard identifiers, transaction reporting, swap data repository reporting and reporting 
obligations. (__R___eg_[_s__t_r__a__t_!£_n_.; ._A_~__e__n___d___a_) 

Small and EmerclingCompanies -- SEC Advisory Committee 

9:30 AM ¯ Muftipu~pose Room, SEC Headquarters, Washington, DC 
. The discussion will include the final rules adopted by the SEC in July to eliminate the general solicitation ban and disqualify bad 

actors from certain securities offerings and its proposal for further amendments to Regulation D, as well as the impact of the JOBS 
Act and steps to facilitate capital formation by smaller public companies and emerging privately held companies. 

September 17-19, 2013 
Tuesday-Thursday 

4th Annual NICE Cybersecurity Workshop -- National Institute of Science and Technology 

A,J[ day ¯ NIST, 100 Bureau Drive, Gaithersburg, MD 
. Workshop will highlight cybersecurity education concepts, tools, and best practices with a focus on successes at the state and 

federal levels in order to highlight cybersecurity awareness. Sessions will be webcast 

September 18, 2013 
Wednesday 

SEC’s Proposed Rules Governing Money Market Funds Hearing -- House Financial Services 

Committee 

10:00 AM o Room 2128 oI [he Raybum House Office Building, Washington, DO 
° The Capital Markets and Government Sponsored Enterprises Subcommittee will hold a hearing on the SEC’s proposed rules 

governing money market mutual funds. 

Consumer Advisory Board Meeting -- CFPB 

11:00 AM - 1:00 PM o Audi[orium o[ Mississippi Valley State University, lt~a Bena, MS 
° The Consumer Advisory Board will discuss access to credit, information and financial resources. 

Open Meeting of the Federal Advisory Committee on Insurance --Treasury Department 

1:30 PM---4:30 PM o Cash Room~ 1500 Pennsyfvania/-\venue NW, Washington, DC 
° Agenda details to come. This meeting will be webcast live. A transcript will be available after the meeting, at 

consumerfinance.qov. 

September 24, 2013 AMG and AMF Swaps Execution Conference 2013 -- SlFMA 
Tuesday 11:30 AM --- 6:30 PM o StFMA Conference Center, 120 Broadway, New York, NY 

o This conference will focus on the business and operational issues that asset managers are facing as they prepare for trading on 
SEFs. A Lunch and Learn on EMIR will precede the Swaps Execution Conference at 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM, and will cover the 
operational and legal implications of the new EU derivatives trading rules. (Re_qistration; Pro~qram) 

Septemfber 30 - 
October 2, 2013 
Monday - Wednesday 

A Window on the World Economy -- Milken Institute 

All day ¯ Heron Tower, 110 Bishopsgate, London, England 
° Find out what’s ahead for the global economy at the Summit, which will bring together expert analysis and fresh perspective. 

Some of the world’s most prominent opinion makers, executives and philanthropists will examine the forces driving the global 
economy and the challenges for the capital markets, public policy, science, energy and more. (Speakers; Program) 

October 2 - 3,2013 Workshop with Indusb¥ -- FSB 
Wednesday - Thursday 1:30 PM - 4:30 PM, Cash Room, 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, DC 

° The FSB working group will hold an international workshop in New York with representatives from the major banks and national 

banking associations. Objectives of this Data Gaps Workshop include providing an opportunity to discuss specific issues on the 
common data templates for bilateral funding sources and a harmonized consolidated balance sheet. ( . _B_ _ _a_ £ _k_ g_ _r_ _o_ _u_ _ _n_ _ _d_ ) 
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December 13 - 14., 2013 Economics of Cross-Border Bankin.cj: Workshoj~ Announcement and Call for Papers -- Federal 
Friday - Saturday Reserve Bank of New York, The Paris School of Economics, the Banque de France, and the Centre 

for Economic Policy Research 

Times ~nd Location ~o be announced o Paris, France 
. Two-day workshop on the economics of cross-border banking that will be held in Paris on December 13 - 14, 2013. Central 

bankers and researchers will discuss theoretical work, empirical findings, and policy implications related to cross-border banking. 
Keynote speaker: Federal Reserve Bank of NY Governor Linda Geldberg (Call For Papers - Deadline: September 30, 2013) 
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To: 
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American Banker Web Seminm~ <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Saturdw, September 14, 2013 12:02 PM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Durbin Domino Effect: How Are Exempt Banks Altbcled? 

i ::~,~ Durbin Domino Effect 

Durbin Domino Effect 

R~d~fi~i~j Deb~t? 

Daniel Wolfe 

Editor in Chief 

Ni Jeremy T 

Ros~nb[um 

d ohn Costa 

Managing Director 

A~wlemma Consulti~g 

Group 

Jerem3 T. Roset]blum 

Balls rd Spabr 

David b~ein 

~:: Register today for 

.... : the web seminar 

Hear a panel of regulatory watchers and 
financial services experts discuss some 
potential decisions and eventualities that 
debit issuers should consider. 

It was in the not-so-flist;mt past that banks wove left to rethink their 

debit strategies when Regulation II capped debit interchange fees~ 

The hit to banks has been estimated at a total of $6 billion lost in fee 

revenue~ 

Now that a district court has tossed out: the initial tee ca]) ruling, 

banks could be at further peril of losing billions more, The Fed p{ans 

to appea[ this decision, but uscertainty [oOmSr 

During this web seminar yen will hear from a panel ef regulatory 

watchers and financial sere,ices experts discuss some putential 

decisions and eventualities that debit issuers shuuld consider, 

Among these are: 

[] Should this t’ecent ruling force banks to completely overhaul 

their debit strategies or wilt i~ be a continuation of what was do~e 

since Reg II? 

[] Does the possibility of fro’thor fee income tosses impact planned 

investments in EMV and other new payments technologies? 

what adjustments are necessary? 

[] tIov~ are exempt banks affected? 

David Stein 

Director 

Promonto~y Finanelal 

Group 

[] Does this seal [he fate of bank-issued debit rewards programs 

altogether? What opportunities open 

) A:.ericsn Bsnke, 

To upda:e ",our promo[ier~ai pr¢~etessce,,’, fo~ o[)zer ~ o’,:rc,F,~edia ii:s::s Click Here. 
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To: 

Subject: 

LinkedIn <linkedin@e Jinkedin.com~ 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 12:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <Ibroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Lissa la~nkin, still haven’t tried LinkedIn tbr iPhone? 

in the Know, On the~Go. 
no matter where you are. 

"~:i:AppS’toreD°Wnl°ad on the l 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 12:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Lissa, you have 10 friend requests 

You have new notificaUons, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since you iast logged in, Here are some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 9:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Claritication: U.S., Russia Form Plan tbr Syria’s Chemical Weal~ns 

Clarification: U.S., Russia For~ Plan for S~,wia’s 
Chemical VVeapons 

The agreement reached Saturday by the U.S. and Russia on a broad framework for 

destroying Syria’s stockpile of chemical weapons does not explicitly address the use of 

force, and military retaliation against the Assad regime remains a sticking point between 

the White House and the Kremlin. An earlier news alert wasn’t clear on this point when it 

said that Russia and the U.S. will seek a U.N. Security Council resolution that could 

authorize military action. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC ~len’s Soccer Draws 2~2 With ~’4aryland 

Two games into the ACC schedule and second- 

ranked North Carolina is still looking for its first 

conference win. 

Dresche~: UNC h~s ct~ance to ~ead on atNetie 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s lack of rigor in getting to the 

bottom of its athletic and academic scandals makes 

it more difficult to move forward. 

Hairston’s court appearance delayed until 

October 

Suspended North Carolina guard P.J. Hairston’s 

court appearance on a speeding charge has been 

delayed another month¯ 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Summers Withdraws Nmne tbr Fed Job 

Smnrners ~Vithdraws Name for Fed Job 

Lawrence Summers, the former U.S. Treasury secretary, called President Barack Obama 

Sunday to say he is pulling out of the contest to succeed Ben Bernanke as chairman of 

the Federal Reserve. 

’1 have reluctantly concluded that any possible confirmation process for me would be 

acrimonious and would not serve the interest of the Federal Reserve, the Administration 

or, ultimately, the interests of the nation’s ongoing economic recovery," Mr. Summers said 

in a letter to the president that followed the telephone call. 

See More Coverage 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 9-15-13 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

It ~ s midnight, I [] m tired, so here ~ s the three- dot dash through the new postings [] there [] s a 
great afiicle abx~ ut enhancing the FB game experience, by retrofitting quasi-sports bars in the 

stadiums ~; there H s another riveting aM award- wofihy Clips Eyewitness Report on 

SportsBusiness Journal H s first-ever ~; Game Cha~gers: The Intersection of Women and 

Sports I~ ~; an eyewitness retx~rt on a Leadership Celebration tbr IMG and George I~ine [1 a 

Clips-exclusive rebuttal of part of the SI.com allegations about the OK State football[] Parts 

2,3 and 4 of SI.com [] s allegations of OK State wrongdoing with money, drags and sex [] a~ 

article on Yahoo allegations about impemfissible benefits to five SEC players [] 

Have a good Sunday evening and a good Monday. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

wu~,~,.twitter.co~r~@CollegeA~hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. ~f 3,~u ar~,. m;,¢ togged in you will get a Ma~d~ white 

An o:.:tside paRel [i]at h,ss studied i~o’,~,/ 



About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
w~wv.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
n ick~,, colleg ea th le ticsclips, com or 908. 879. 9978 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change yore subsci~pdon 
Ul~subscIibe 

ChanRe ~’our subscription 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Lissa Lamkin: Strayer University, Berkeley College and University of Cinciimati ace looking for cm~didates like you. 
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LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 59, 09/16/2013 

Table of Contents 

The Role of Corporate Integrity Agreements in the Expansion of Fiduciary Duties 

Wulf A, Kaal, University of St. Thomas, Minnesota - School of Law 

Elizabeth R, Malay, Winthrop & Weinstine 

M&A as One Component of a Business Planning Course 

Lyman lohrlsorb Washington and Lee University - School of Law, University of: St. Thomas, St. Paul/Minneapolis, NN - School of Law 

Scan Leuba, Caterpillar, Inc. 

A Dutch Perspective on the Takeover Bid Directive in the Context of Corporate Social Responsibility 

Tineke Lambooy, Utrecht University School of Law 

Lana Olup, Utrecht University School of Law 

Takeovers and Countering Short-Termism in Target Boardrooms 

Wai Yee Wan, Singapore Management University - School of Law 

Surplus, Agency Theory and the Hobbesian Corporation 

Chark?s N. Elson, University of Delaware - John L. Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance 

Craig K. Ferrere, University of Delaware - John L. Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance 

Ties that Bind: How Business Connections Affect Mutual Fund Activism 

Dragana Cvi~anovic, University of: North Carolina Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Al’f]il Dasgupta, London School of Economics (LSE), Centre for Economic Policy Research (CEPR), European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Konstaniinos E. Zachatiadis, London School of Economics 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW eJOURNAL 

Of Fi~L~¢i~ry ~UtieS" "’" Free Download 

U of St, i~omas (Minnesota) Legal Studies Research Paper No, 15’-25 

WU[.~ A. ~i&.L, University of St. Thomas, Minnesota - School of Law 

Email: kaa18634@stthomas.ed u 
E[.[~ABET~ R, ~ALA~’, Winthrop & Weinstine 

Email: malaJ057@stthomas.edu 

Academics have long debated the purpose and scope of fiduciary duties. The academic debate has mostly ignored the role of Corporate integrity 
Agreements (CIAs). 

CIAs can blur the line between the law and aspirational governance. As a contractual arrangement, the terms of CIAs between health care 
companies and the government require heightened compliance duties. Unlike regular contractual arrangements, however, the enforcement of CIAs 
goes beyond contractual remedies. The breach of a CIA can be treated like a breach of law for purposes of the duty of care. 

Courts are increasingly recognizing the role of CIAs and their implications for directors’ fiduciary duties. A prominent recent decision, In re Pfizer, 

illustrates the role of CIAs in the evolution of fiduciary duties. Although the court in Pfizer did not conclude that the CIAs actually created fiduciary 

duties, the court opined that the CIAs "imposed affirmative obligations on Pfizer’s board that went well beyond the basic fiduciary duties required 
by Delaware law." A broader reading of this phraseology suggests that fiduciary duties could perhaps be augmented by contractual arrangements 

such as CIAs. It seems possible that future courts, in following this reasoning, may interpret CIAs as expanding the basic legal duty of care. 

[ ::~,{ Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"M&A as O~e Compo~e~t of a B~si8ess Planning Co~rse ......... 

American University Business Law Review, 2013, Forthcoming 

U of ~t, Thomas (,elinnesota) Legal ~tudies Research Paper No. 13-27 
Washington & Lee £ega/.~tud]es Paper No, 20~3-.I5 



,~Y~"~A~ .~OI’~N~ON, Washington and Lee University - School of Law, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul/Minneapolis, MN - School of Law 

Email: ]ohnson LP@wlLLedu 

~,�~.N ~L~U~A, Caterpillar, Inc. 

Email: spleuba@cat.com 

This article describes how mergers and acquisitions ("M&A") can be taught in law school as one component of a business planning course that also 
addresses other stages of a business’s development, such as the start-up and financing of growth stages. This approach to covering M&A is in 

contrast to a curricular offering that focuses solely on M&A for an entire semester. The benefits and costs of such an M&A module approach are 
identified, and the key pedagogical features of the M&A segment are explained. One critical factor for successful pedagogy is for the professor to 

collaborate with both an experienced transactional lawyer and a seasoned transactional business person. Effective partnering in this way requires 

the professor to articulate clearly to those cohorts the importance of transmitting practical knowledge and experience, to be sure, but doing so 
while being especially mindful of the teaching/learning process itself. For those lawyers and business persons who can successfully combine deep 

sophistication with attentiveness to the teaching function -- a challenge in one or two-day "cameo" appearances -- the pedagogical payoff is 

immense. This article pays special attention to the crucial role of the business "deal person" in this approach to M&A. 

University of Oslo Faculty of Law Resear~:h Paper No, 20.13-2~ 

T~N~t~ LA~OOY, Utrecht University School of Law 

Ema il: T, E, Lambooy@uu, nl 

LA~. OLU~, Utrecht University School of Law 

Email:            ,@g mail,co~q 

Even though the Treaty on EU sets high standards for sustainable development, the EU Takeover Directive as it stands today lacks any reference 

to this topic. The practical implications of this shortcoming can be seen, for example, in offer documentation. ]:n 2012, KPN, the Dutch 
telecommunications provider, was fighting a bid by America M6vil, the Latin American mobile group. We note that the offer memorandum did not 

contain any information on corporate social responsibility (CSR), certainly not with respect to KPN’s worldwide operations nor concerning America 

M6vil’s operations. CSR could be regarded as the corporate ’translation’ of sustainable development. 

According to the Directive, an offer memorandum must include information which is necessary to enable the shareholders of the target company to 
reach a ’properly informed decision’ on the bid. The offeror must thus inform the shareholders how it estimates the target company’s value, risks 
and prospects for the future. 

For boards of listed companies, CSR has become a strategic subject which directly relates to a company’s value, risks and prospects for the future. 
Hence, for shareholders it is also important to be informed about the company’s CSR profile as a good profile implies that a company’s board can 
effectively control a company’s impact on the environment and on people, and has assessed how the company can best meet its future needs. The 
CSR profile provides important information for an offeror in order to be able to appredate both the short-term and the long-term risk profile of a 
company. Short-term because causing environmental pollution or dealing inadequately with stakeholders constitutes the risk of legal claims against 
the company and/or the withdrawal of licenses. Long-term, because CSR also requires that a company assesses and reveals to what extent it 
depends on the availability of environmental services such as water and on the appreciation of stakeholders (the ’social license to operate’). An 
ineffective CSR strategy may threaten the reputation of the company, and hence the short-term and long-term prospects of that company. 
Consequently, for shareholders in a takeover situation, it is very relevant to be informed about the CSR strategy and the implementation of that 
strategy by the target company. 

in this article the authors examine to what extent the EU Takeover Directive’s requirements pertaining to the offer memorandum’s content suffice 
in divulging all relevant information, including information relating to CSR - sustainable development. Based on theoretical arguments, the authors 
argue that it is important for a shareholder or an employee, who has to decide whether he supports a takeover bid, to learn about CSR issues in 
order to be able to make up his mind on the basis of a full picture of the risks and opportunities of a business enterprise. The empirical study 
conducted by the authors, consisting of evaluating ten recent sets of offer documentation, has revealed that an offer memorandum typically only 
contains information which is explicitly required by the law. The drafters often follow a ’compliance approach’, as if the Directive provides a checklist 
rather than requiring a full picture to be provided. Based on their research, the authors suggest that a change in the text of the Directive is 
necessary: a clear requirement to provide information about CSR should be part of the Directive’s articles. 
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Singapore Management University Schooi of Law Research }3apef f~o, 42/2023 

WA~ Y~ WAN, Singapore Management University - School of Law 

Email: wywan@smu,edu.sg 

This two-part article considers the extent to which UK company law and takeover regulation may have contributed to the supposed short-termism 
exercised by target directors in takeovers, that is, target directors focusing only on short-term financial gain to the current shareholders, rather 
than the target’s long-term wealth creation. This article argues that general company law and takeover regulation do not mandate target directors 
to strictly prioritise the short-term financial interests of the company when determining whether to recommend a particular takeover bid. While 
company law and takeover regulation require the target board to consider stakeholders’ interests, neither shareholders nor stakeholders have an 
enforceable right of action against the directors in connection with their failure to do so. 

Wake Forest Law Rewew, Forthcoming 

~NAR~ ~o ~L~ON, University of Delaware - John L. Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance 

Email: elson@udel,edu 

~:~A~ ~, ~E~,~, University of Delaware - 3ohn L. Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance 

Email: cferrere@udel,edu 

The agency perspective has allowed us to understand a remarkable range of phenomena. It is the dominant theory for the study of corporations. 
The theory, however, in its current state of development, is limited in its explanatory power. It is capable of describing incentive provision, but it is 
incapable of addressing the allocation of value between the various parties to an enterprise. 

As presently conceived, the main tenants of agency theory, chiefly being the self-interest of rational, self-maximizing actors, lead one to view the 
distribution of value as a result of ceaseless negotiation and conflict. This endless conflict is not however consistent with observation, which 
highlights a difficulty with the theory. In this essay, we will use both the agency analysis and also governance theory, so as to present a fuller, 
modified, conception of the corporation which resolves this difficulty. 

The resolution to what would otherwise seem this unending "war of all against all" comes through governance and authority. The achievements of 
organizational goals require individuals to forfeit their autonomy and accept the stylized roles and duties proscribed to them by a governing party, 
so that the organization may function coherently. In this extension of agency theory, governance theory acts as an important and necessary 
complement to the current structured incentives perspective of agency theory, and the corporation, by deciding and fixing the allocation of value. 

This essay was prepared for the 2013 Spring Business Law Symposium at the Wake Forest University School of Law, in response to the query 



"Agency Theory: Still Viable?" 
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KON~TANT~’NOS Eo ZACNAP,:~AD~$, London School of Economics 
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We show that the proxy voting of mutual funds is significantly influenced by their business ties with portfolio firms. Our result holds at the level of 
individual proposals after robustly controlling for unobserved heterogeneity across firms and fund families and over time as well as for the effects of 
ISS recommendations and fund family holdings. We also find evidence that the influence of business ties on voting is causal, significantly stronger 
for contested proposals, and weaker in the second half of our sample than in the first half. We link this time-variation to the incidence of prominent 
recent class-action lawsuits against 401(K) providers, thus unearthing a new link between the corporate governance role of institutional 
blockholders and investor attention. The robustness of our results is probed from a variety of angles. 
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Today’s Headlines: Summers Pulis Name From Consideration tbr Fed Chief 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

Facing growing oppositio~ il~ Co~gress, I,awrenee H. Summe~,%         9n~ n 

tke former TreasmT secretary and a top contender for Federal 

Rese~5’e chairman, told President Obama that he didn’t want to be considered 

for the job. 

~ Economix: W~alfs Needed in t~e Ne)d: Fed Chief 

Deal Rep~oesents T~irn fo~* Syria; Rebels Deflated 

The accord on chemical arms is seen as a major turning poh~t by both sides in 

S}q~ a, Iea vin g the rebels deft a ked and governm en k suppoz kers j ubilan L 

B~ief Respite fo~" P~oe~ider~t, but No PIPa~ 

Syria 

The Russial~-AmerJca~ deal to desb:oy Syr4a’s ebemieal weapol~s 

gives Pr~?sident Obama some breafl~ing space, but 

things that could still go wrong is daunting. 

Editors’ Picks 

~ VmEO: Tl~e Finaneial C~’iMs, Five Years 

LatelI" 

Andrew Ross Sorkin, The Times’s 1)ealBook columnist, 

remembers the day the economic eolIapse began and ofl)rs answers to three 

tough, lh~gefing 



OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

While educat~o~ ~s a gtva[ equalizer of oppo[ Dm~D,, American 

programs dozfL start early enough. Nor do they prodaee the 

skills that nm~er most for personal and sodeta] prosper4b’. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LAWRENCE N. SUMMERS~ withdrawi[~g from consideration for cha~rm;m of the Federal 

Reserve, 

World 

MAMELODI JOURNAL 

Tradh~g Prh~lege for Prh’afion, Family Hits a 

Nerve in South Ai’ri~ 

A white mid.e-class family’s de~’ision to move [o a poor black 

township fbr a re<ruth bad mal~y debating whether it was abrupt empathy or s]mn 

tourism. 

Reach of Turmoil in Egypt E~tends Ih~to Com~tDoside 

In rural eommut~ities, where tradition has Iong been imdo]abb~, the political 

crisis is tear4~g corn ram} kies aim rt. 

Rebel Rifts on Island Confom~d P~ilipp~nes 

Despite a 2oz2 deal w~th the la<gest g4"oup of Muslim insurgents, 

factionalism complicates peace effoPts on Mindanao, experb 

say. 

~hilippin 

soldier 

U.S. 

Vietnam Legacy: Finding GoL Fathers, and 

C~ldren Left Behind 

For veDrans longing 1o salve "~e sears of an dd war and their 

half--Vietnamese children wanting to ~ow Lheir ~wo~, the need 

to fi]]~:l <me another has become more urge]]t than ever. 

~ Slide Show: Vetera ns and V~etnam Offspdn9 Reach OLl{, Racing Tm~e 

Copelan 
d ar;d 



In Gun Debate, Divide Grows as Both Sides Dig 

in for ]Battle 

Losses have temper~;d the gains supporie~ of tougher gun laws 

have made, and now those on both si&s of the &bate are 

focusing on potential haR]es i~ at least six states. 

More Rah, in Colorado Fmtstrates Rescue Efforts 

After a week of reeord-breatdng storms in I~fimer and Boulder 

Counties, many people were still ~portcd unaccounted for, hut 

o~eials said they hoped those people had simply lost ccmt~ct. 

....... rights    ] 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Looking to Twitter to Re~gnite Teeh L P o O o’s 

Investors and dcal make*~ hope that "D,¥itter’s stock sale will 

help the onee-soari~g teeh sector take flight again. 

Retailers Fight Ex~ile :From Gmail In-Boxes 

Ooogle introduced five new folders for its OmaiI service over the 

summer, inchvting one tbr promotions that puts re ’tailms’ e-mail 

m~der a separate heading. 

Hollywood }rants Numbers on the Digital Box 

Office 

z~ ~gRN Nstribufion ~kes off, some playet~ it~ the film business 

are chafing about a lack of open infbrmath:m on how movies 

perform in on-demand channels. 

Imsies wkh I 
than $1 

~ organ, 

~,so~ 
Aug 27 

Rentr~k’ 

Sports 

BRONCOS 41, GIANTS 23 
~ Pe34°n 

A Little Brother Lea~as a Lesson as the Giants Mannin 

Sputter to O- ~ ~ th~w 

Peyion Manning ef~dently led a muliifaeeted, divcrse offense in 

the Broucos’ vietoW as Eli Manni~g and a one-dime~siona] Giants o~>nse 

sputtered and other components of the team failed. 

, ~ Box Sco~e ~ ~ Slide Show 

, dacobs Ge~ Into End Zone, but GianW Running Game Goes Nowhere 



RED SOX 9, YANKEES 2 
[~ The 

Ym~ks’ Last Crack at Red Sox Leads O~fiy to Dull ....... 
s’ deficit 

After a three.-game sweep hy ~he Red Sox, the Yankees are ~hree 

games out of a ~ld-eard spot - four i~ the loss eolumn - win hvo other teams 

between t~em and the leaders with 12 games remaining. 

~E] Box Scose 

Desperation v’Vins Out As Soriano Plays Hurt 

Labeled a Cheat, but He Has a Story 

Do~ Ramos, who hoh]s several weight-liRh% world records for 

his age group, has had a Forrest Oumpian odyssey, 8o years of 

life that were nullified by one drug best. 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW I’MR. BURNS, A POST-ELECTRIC PLAY,’ 

Strand rLYp~ Sm~dvors; Homer IS With You 

"Mr. Burns, a Post-Ele&rie Play," by Aune Washburn at 

Playwrights Horizons, imagfi~es a postdisaster world where the 

rete]lin g of a "Simpsons" elA sod e helps create security a~ d culh~re. 

New Course for %’Veekend Update,~ m~d _All of 

~SNI/ 
L:;, BILL 

Ceeily Strong will become an anchor on the "Satur&~y Night 

I,ive" "Weekend Update" desk, and six performers will join the 

cast for this next season. 

" Burns; a 
Post- 

..... : Suon’g 

In Giving Pel-raeus an Honor, an Institution 6el-s 

The New-York H~storica~ Soeie~~ p~ans to ho~or [)avid H. 

Peiraeus, a decisio~ that has raised some eyebrows because of 

his past. 

U n’iversi 

Obituaries 

Dro Barman spent his career at Ci~" College because of its 

mission of diversity dud aceessihility. 

Dick Neudck, Sailboat Desig~ Visionm2�, Dies at 
Newick, 
right, 

Mr. NewJc]< desig~ed boats with hvo and three hulls that would a" f 

heat couventiona] yachts in mf~jor races. The AC72 catamarans 

competing fi)r the ~)~e~ea’s Cup descend from concepts he helped develop. 

:Lee Tan~er, ,Jazz Performance Portraitist, Is 

Dead at 82 

Mr. Tanner’s often ethereal images, which graced album covers, 

magazines, exhibitions and books, ineluded subjects like Duke 

Elliugton, Dizzy Oil]aspic and Thelonious Monk. 

Today’s Video 



~ vm~:o:Vowst ,Joe and Thos 

,As the mayor of his hometown~ Joseph Delorio was hesitan~ ~o 

come out of the closet as gay - until he fell in love *q th.ja>:z singer 

Thos ShipIey. 

~ VIDEO: New York Faslfion "Week Deb~ef 

Cathy Hor3m a~d Eric Wilson critique the sp~ng collections 

from the first leg of a four-city Fashion Week relay. 

See the Collections 

~ vm~:o: ]Bill C~m~ingham [ S~mset 

Joyous sunflower colors were a favo~qte of many worsen during 

Fashio*~ Week, on sh~-~es a*~d print dresses. 

For a~o:e video, go to NYTh’nes.comNideo }~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Nyrian Paet 

.,Mining to destroy chemical weapons, the pro~’ess might open ~he way to a 

broader seRlement. 

EDITORIAL 

Progress on PredaloD° Lendhag 

State efforts have curbed some payday loan abuses, but federai regulators 

should do more 

EDITORIAL 

E= Smoking Anmng Teenagers 

A survey shows a notable increase of deetronie cigarettes in middle school and 

high school, making a strong ease for regulatiom 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How to Fall ~a~ Love With Math 

Contemplate the elegance of infinity. Don’t ask "When will I use 

this?" 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Missing Pa~Cmer 
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NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 6:59 AM 
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September 16, 2013: Summers Quits Fed Quest as Democrats Spurn... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Tod~y’~ ~p H~ad!!n~ ............................................................................................................ 

Summers Quits Fed Quest as Democrats Spurn Obama Pick 

Business Week (SepL 16, Goldman, Hopkins, Ma~tingly) [epods 
Lawrence Summers on Sunday officially withdrew as a candidate to succeed 
Ben Bemanke as chairman of the Federal Resole. According to the 
publication, the move came "aRer an unp[eceden~ed campaign 1o stop a Fed 
nominee even before he was announced, spearheaded by Democratic 
senators who look on a president of their own parly." The decision by 
former Treasu~ Sec[etary and economic adviser to President Obama came 
as libers~ and moderate Democrats on the Senate Banking Committee started 
publicly and privately s~gna~ng their concerns about Summers 1o the Obama 
admhs~st[ation. They opposed Summers chiefly on the grounds that he was 
too lax on financia~ regu~afion~ Summers wrote ~n a ~e[~er on Sunday 
Obama: "Any possible confirmation process for me wouJd be acrimonious and 

wou~d not se~’e the interesls of the Federal Rese[~,e, the administration, 
u~fimately, the ~terests of the ~ation’s ongoing recover." 

ABC News (Sept. 16, Pylas, Sampson) notes that Summers’ withdrawal 
"gave stocks a boost and weighed on the dollar Monday, as investors believe 
the move will prolong the U~S. central bank’s monetary s~imu~us~" Summers 
was widely v~ewed as "unenthusiastic" toward the Fed’s aggressive 
quantitative easing program, which he~ped push down h~terest rules to spur 
~end~ng and economic gro~h amid the Great Recession. Fed Wce Chair 
Jane~ YeOmen is now considered a fron[~runner to lop,ace Bemanke when h~s 
term concludes ~n the first quarler of 2014. According 1o Lee Hardman~ an 
analyst st Bank of Tokyo-M~tsub~sh~ UFJ, "her appoh~tment would be v~ewed 
as more suppo[tJve for ~he continuatbn of ~he Fed’s cu[rent ~oose monetary 
policy stance." 

3q~e Wall Street Journal (Sept. 16, Wessel) adds that critics seized on 
Summers’ reputation for abrasiveness, his close ties to Wall S[~eL and even 
past accusations that he was hostile to females. The ~ast was particularly 
damaging g~ven that h~s ma~n dva~ for the Fed cha~¢s pest was indeed YeOmen, 

who ~f nominated and confirmed, wou~d be the central bank’s fi~t chaJ~oman. 
Tom Daschle, the former Senate majority leader, sa~d Summers’ exit 
"s~gnfficanfly clarifies 1he presk~ent’s choices and enhances Ms abi~ly 1o 
~each consensus h~ Cong[ess." 
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Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. ~ 3-~5, 20 ~ 3) So!d 
Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New Yolk, NY (Dec..3, 
2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec !2-13, 

2013) A/moat Sold Out 

..................................................................................................................................................................... Director Professionalism@ 

Board evaluations can be a stresdul and often very sensitive task. The goal is 
to gain clarity on you~ strengths, minimize your ~isks, and p~omote 
growth with clear focus--not to simply "check the box." A large numbe[ of 
boards are asking NACD to help them see the big picture and identify new 
opportunities within the details. Our NACD advisors--all experienced directors 
~hemselves facilitate confidential evaluations designed ~o uncove[ insigMs 
that transform a potentially sensitive exercise into a valuable one. 

Take advantage of Fali Savings, nowthrough Nov. t. Learn how NACD 
can meet your needs today f3y schedule a complimentary consultation 

~, MiamL FL (Dec. 9-10, 

2013) 

8pecia~ Events 

~, Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Peer Exchanges 



oniine~ via e-mall, or 

Audit and Finance 

Retrofits Rise as Companies Opt Against New Buildings 

"Rle Fort Wayne Journal Gazette (Sept. 15, Jackson, Fold) is reporting that 
more and more U.S~ businesses ape opting to save money by renovating 
ex~stin~ commercial buildings ~nstead of erecting new ones - further proof that 
caution persists even as the economb recove~ ]umbeB ~nto ffs fifth year. 
Robe~ Mur[ay, vice president of economb affairs st McGraw Hi~ 
Construction, notes ~ha[ updates 1o comme[cisL manufacturing, and 
~nstitutional s~ruok~res comprised 26.7 percent of tota~ nonresidential buik~i~g 
sta~s ~n the fi~t e~ght months of tMs yea[. That was little changed from the 
26.3 percent average in 2010-12 followff~g the 18-month recession tha~ ended 
~n 2009~ [n a ~ow-grov~h environment, many firms have not been able to justify 
adding new space or expanding their existing d~gs. Brian Jacobsen, chief 
po~folio strategist at Wells Fargo Advantage Funds, states that business 
leadets at~ ~nstead focused on tryfflg to make be~ter use o~ existfflg 
structures ~n order to minimize costs. 

Shar8~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Law and Policy 

Cable Set to Crack Down on ’Rogue Directors’ 

Britain’s Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills Vince Cable 
"will ~oday ~spond to public anger tha~ those responsible for crashing 
Britain’s economy have never been held to account by announcing new laws 
aimed at bringing ’rogue d~[ectors’ to justice," the Yorkshire Post (Sept. 16, 
B~ancha~d) repots. TMs array of new measures will ~nchlde a ban on foreign 
d~reciors who have been prohibited from running fffrns ~n ~heff own countries 
from taking the reins of companies in England. ~n addition, he wi~ extend the 
time avaHaMe to investigate complex cases of director misconduct, as well as 
introduce specia~ corporate training for banned directors who wouM ~ke to run 
a company agah~. CaMe remarks, "Rogue direotors’ decisions affect the Ib’es 
d the employees 1hey are responsibb for and the businesses 1hey dea~ with~ 
That is why I will beef up the ~a~ to ban rogue directo~ from running British 
companbs, so dodgy directors face the s~ronges~ possible consequences ~er 
their irresponsibb actions/’ 

Senate Updates Corporate ~4a~slaughter Statute 

Late last week, MetroWest Daily News (SepL 13) reports, ~he Massachusetts 

Senate unanimously passed legislation to update and reform the state’s 

corporate manslaughter law. The legislation will hike the fine from just $1 

curl~n~ly ~o no bss ~han $250~000. Additionally, corporatbns face the 

poss~Mlity of corporate debarmen~ for up ~o I 0 years. State Sen. Richard J. 

Ross (R-Wrentham) remarks~ "This b~partisan effort ensures the1 prosecutors 

end the Attorney Gene~a~ have the tools to make sure that felonious 

corporations are he~d respons~bb ~er ~heff cr#nes .... No monetary amount 

couk~ ever make up for the bss of life, but ~ am proud the Senate took the 

steps necessa~ to ho~d corporations accountable for the~ actions." 

~ ~ ~X~ Facebook ~ 
~h~[e .... 

Companies Can’t Only Use Debit Cards to Pay Employees 

"Federal regulators say companies cannot requffe employees to receive their 
pay on debit cards," reports the Wichita Eagle (Sept. 14), "citing complaints 
from workers of high and unexpected fees." The Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (CFPB) has issued an oIficial bulletin tha~ warns employers 
against using only so-called "payroll cards" 1o compensate workers. By ~aw, 
the CFPB states, workers must be abb to select how they recebe their 
wages. Those who opt ~o be paid wi~h payroll cards are entitled to such 
protections as discbsure of fees. In New York, the office of Attorney Genera~ 
Edc Schneiderman has been boking at about 20 companbs for theh" use of 
debff cards to pay some empbyees. Ead~er this summer, it sent letters to 
such companies as Costco V~olesab Co[p., Darden Restaurarfls Inc., Dollar 
Tree ~nc., Home Depol, WsI-Mart Stores ~nc. and ~iendy’s Co. "The ~etters 
request documents re~ated to the payroll card systems used by each 
company, ~o ensure that ~he companbs comply with ~he consumer-protection 
~aws for the employees," notes 1he newspapeL 

Compensation 

Companies Use iRS to Raise Bonuses With Earnings Goals 
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According to data compiled by Bloomberg (Sept. 13, Smith), CEOs at 63 

companies in the Standard & Poet’s 500 h~dex got cash incentive-pay 

increases in 2012 even though their share r~turns underperlormed ~he index’s. 

More companies are follew~ng 1he ~ead of Exe~on Corp. whose board of 

d~[ectors tacked on six cents a share ~m earnings ~8st ye8r that the power 

company never made solely lot the pu[pose d calculating bonuses. "Even 

companies w~th robust ~ncome amplify executives’ cash bonuses by setting 

comparatively ~ow targets~" Bloomberg reporls, g~v~ng such e>:amp~es as 

Marsh & McLennan Cos. and Wa~t Disney Co. Sepa[ately, an ~ndiana 

University study shows that d~rec~o~ at 74 of ~he S& P companies set targets 

~ower than ~ Slreet ana~ysW average earnings estimates at ~easi 50 

percent of the time since 2006. 

~ ~ ~X~ Facebook ~ 

Penney’s Board [~lember Bteven Roth Resigns 

USA Today (Sept. 13) is repotting tha~ Vornado Realty T[ust Chaffman arrd 
CEO Steven Roth has resigned from J.C. Penney’s bea[d of directoi~ just 
days after the real estate company announced plans to sell all of its stake in 
the struggling department store retailer. Vemado, which owns and manages 
such commercial properties as shopping malls arrd oIfice buildings, holds 6.1 
pe[cent of Penney’s stock but plans to exit the chain in the "not-too-distant 
future." Roth joined the board in the fi~t quader of 2011. On Friday, he said 
his decision was not tire "result el any disagreement with the company or tire 

boa~d el directors." 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Ford Board to Get Corporate Bustainability insight Fro~r~ Bteelcase CEO 

Automotive News (Sept. 13, Thurlow) is reporting that Fo~d Motor Co. named 
Steelcase h~c. CEO Jim Hackett to its board of directors this past week after 
a ca[eer advancing sustainabifity in the corporate environment. "Corporate 
susta~naM~ffy ~s the notion that a corporation’s business practices are 
environmentally sound for generations to come, and do not deplete or degrade 
the eadh’s natura~ resources," the publication notes. Ford Executive 
Chairman Bil~ Ford has ~ong been known as an advocate for environmentally 
sound p~acfices at the automaker, so ~l’s a good fit. Hackett ~s perhaps best 
known ss 8n advocate of the team-space work environment ~n the m~d-1990s. 
He p[omoted the office4umffure maker’s shif~ in ~ecus from an "F space to a 
"we" space. "TMs meant 1hat the cubicle was no1 going to be the dominate 
p~ace ~n the off~ce and that team spaces we[e," he remarked. 

~ ~ ~X~ Facebook ~ 
~h~[e .... 

ConAgra Foods Named to S~staJ~abJ~ity I~dex for Third Year in a Row 

According to The Herald (Sept. 13), ConAgra Foods Inc. has been named to 
the Dew Jones Sustainability North America h~dex for the third year in a row. 
The company continues to receive high marks for its Good for You, Good for 
tire Community and Good for ~he Plane~ citizenship platform. During fiscal- 
year 2013, ConAgra Foods conducted its third annual ConAgra Foods Week 
of Service, during which nearly 3,000 employees volunteered more than 
bouts el service ~o communityobased programs, g also managed ~o repurpose 
93 pe[cent of leftover materials generated from its facilities that otherwise 
would have gone to waste. ConAgra Foods ranks as one of North America’s 
largest packaged food companies. 

Sha rerTt ii~ii Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

Lufthansa Boss in Line for Roche Chairman Job 

Deutsche Luffhansa CEO Chris~oph Franz has repodedly agreed to take over 
as chairman of Swiss drugmaker Roche, reports Reuters (Sept. 15, Copley). 
The 53-year-old Franz is due to succeed current chairman Franz Humer, who 
plans ~o s~ep down next spring. Roche’s board of directors ~s scheduled ~o 
meet on Sept. 26-27 1o officially e~ect the next cha~r~ Franz has been a Roche 
board member since 2011. "~e he ~scks a pha[maceufics~ background, he 
~s a German speaker wffh experience runnh~g a globa~ listed company and 
know~edge of Switzerland -a~ of which are deemed c[uc~a~ for the ro~e," no~es 
the wire service. Franz, though, is ~8 the m~ddle of a stralegic overhaul at 
Luflhans8 that could complicate h~s exit. He ~s repo~edly in discussions w~th 
the Gem~an affline "about ~he moda~ies of a poss]Me resignation:’ 

S,a re~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Economic Outlook 



MarketWatch (Sept. 13, Bartash) cites new Commerce Oepaltment data in 
reporting that "U.S. retail sales rose 0.2 percent in August - less than Wall 
Street expected" -- and the smallest since April. Sales activity was led by 
automobiles, electronics, and home furnishings. Excluding the au[o sec[o[, 
sa~es ~ncreased by a seasonally ad~usled 0.1 percenL Econom~sls surveyed 
by Ma~ketWatch had prelected [etai~ sales wou~d [ise by 0.5 percent overal~ 
and 0.3 pe[cen~ minus autos. "In the past 12 months," MarketWatch adds, 
"retail sales have r~sen a modest 4~7 percent unadjusted fer 

IBusi~ess Inventories in U,S, Rose More Tha~ Forecast i~ Ju{y 

"Inventories a~ U.S. companies inc[eased more ~han forecast in July," notes 
Bloomber.q (Sept. 13, VVbellert), "trailing a gain in sa~es that s~gna~s a p~ckup 
~n facto~ orders." The Commerce Department reports thal stockpiles c~mbed 
0.4 percent -the most ~n s~x months -after c~imMng a revised 0.1 percent in 
June. At the curren~ sa~es pace, me[chants had enough goods on hand to las~ 
1.28 months - the ~easl s~ce May 2012. "Improved demand for goods 
~nc~uding home furnishings and cars may encourage companies to [ep~enish 
stockpiles," concludes the puM~cation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Regulato~ Symposium <conferences@s~urcemediamail.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 7:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

7 Days Left to Register + Discuss the New Face of Bank Regulation 

ABOUT AGENDA SPEAKERS SPONSOR TRAVEL 

Make sure you don’t miss the opportunity to join an exclusive group of banking regulatory 
executives at the 3rd Annual American Banker Re~nlato~I Symposinm, taking place in 
Arlington, VA, just minutes outside of Washington, DC. 

Register with PROMO CODE: :II~EEN and ~awe $350 off the current conference rates~ 
~er expires Friday, September 20. Relier online or 

Hear first-hand from the players that are shaping the regulatory and legislative agenda - and 
know where the fl~ture of bank regulation is headed. We will tackle hot-button topics with 
some of the industry’s leading thought providers, including keynotes from the CFPB, 
HSBC, Fifth Third, FD]~C and the U.S. Senate~ 

Feature~t Sessions 

GSE Reform: Can It Actually Happen? 
The Who, What And When of Community Bank Regulations Relief 
Fair Lending: Will Disparate Impact Theory Su~ive? 
CFPB: What Comes Next7 
Social Media and the ~FIEC 
Cyber-security and Washington: What Banks Need to Know 

Will we see you there? 
Register now with promo code llf~EEN and ~e $35~ on your conference pass. Two easy 
ways to register: 

Register Online 
Call Ingdd Olsen at (212) 803-8456 

Platinum Partner ~ 
Sponsor: 

ContentLeader ~ 
[ ......... ] ~ Sponsors: 

Sponsorship Ol~portenities 
For sponsorship information, contact Adam Dadich at (2:1.2) 803-6089. 

~SourceMedia ca~lcellation poiicies apply. Aii special o~[ers are vaiid for NE,2~ registra~lts only and cannot be applied to 

current registered attendees Offers are not transferable and cannot be combined with any other offer. Please call our 

Cuslomer Service departme~lt at 800-80%3,;24 or 212-80%6093 if you have any queslio~ls 

You are currently subscribed to Conference o,~.merican Banker Re~julatory Symposium as: ibroome@email unc.edu 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daily Report <~dr@email.alm.com~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 8:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Report’s Professional Announcement of the Week 

Header: Daily Report Professional Announcement 

ROBBINS ¯ ROSS 

ALLOY. BELINFANTE ° LITTLEFIELD LLC 

IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 

Vincent R. Russo 

HAS JOINED AS COUNSEL 

SEPTEMBER 1, 2013 

Vincent Russo joined the Robbins Firm from the Secretary of State’s office, after serving 

simultaneously as General Counsel and Assistant Commissioner of Securities. As General 

Counsel, Vincent was the chief legal officer of the Secretary of State’s Office. He oversaw litigation 

involving the Secretary’s office, and provided legal counsel and legislative expertise on critical issues 

facing Georgia businesses and residents, including: securities and corporate law, regulatory 

compliance, professional licensing, election and civil rights law, open records laws, ethics, and 

charitable organizations. As Assistant Commissioner of Securities, Vincent oversaw the State’s 

efforts to regulate securities, broker-dealers, broker-dealer agents and investment advisers, 

including developing Georgia’s securities regulations, directing state securities enforcement actions, 

and settling multijurisdictional securities cases on behalf of the office. Vincent is a graduate of 

Louisiana State University and Emory University School of Law. Vincent’s practice will focus on 

litigation, securities law, government and election law, 

and governmental affairs. 

Direct: 404.856.3260 

vrusso@robbinsfirm.com 

ROBBINS Litigation and Regulatory Law 
999 Peachtree Street I Suite 1120 I Atlar~ta, GA 30309 

678.701.9381 

www.robbinsfirm.com 

~7: 256 2472 
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CHAPEL H~LLrCA~O~O 

PUBLIC SCHOOL 
FOUNDATION 

Yes! We want to help sponsor the 

17 Annual Walk  ]ducation 
mid help support 

the ~apel Hill.~m.rbol.o 

Name(s): 

Business: 

Address: 

City 

Email: 

Daytime Phone No. 

State Zip Code 

Please check if you do NOT want your name or 
colnpaw name on the ads, brochures, websitc, 
or other publicity materials for the Walk and 
Race for Education. 

OR 
Note here how you wish to be listed. 

[] $100-$499 [] $500-$1,499 [] $1,500-$2,999 [] $3,000-$4,999 
Silver Apple Golden Apple Plutinum Apple Salutatorian Circle 

[] $5,000 and above [] $10,000 azld above Other Amount: $ 
V~ledictofian Circle                 Platinmn Circle 

[] I have enclosed a check lbr ~ny sponsorship OR 

I prefer to pay by: [] Visa [] MasterCard [] ~nerican Express [] Discover 

Name on Card: 

Address Linked with Card: 

City/State/Zip: 

Card Number: Exp. Date: 

Signature: 

WFE2012 

Donate Online*. 
w~v.publicschoolfoundation.org 

Click on "Donate" 
(major cl~|i|s ~m~ls and ~4t~ual checks aeeept¢~l) 

You can sponsor the Walk immediately with a credit card by going to the website and clicking 
the secure button, "DONATE." The Walk sponsorship option is the fifth (5th) option. We can 
also charge your card if you wish to send the information requested above to us. 

Walk and Race donations to the Foundation are tax-deductible. 
Please make checks payable to: 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Public School Foundation 
PO Box 877 

Carrboro, NC 27510 
Or fax your intention to the number below, and we will send a pledge reminder: 

FAX: 919-968-7884 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro Public School Foundation Telephone: 919-968-8819 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 9:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

FREE ’IIJTORING PROGRzMM (Eng Esp).doc 

CRIME REPORTS: 
CEDAR GROVE AREA: 
.... Larceny of bicycles reported 09/15/13, 1806 Daniels farm Rd 
On September 15th 2013 I received a call from the victim stating he had just seen a subject riding one of his slelen bicycles on McDade Store Rd. I responded to the area and 
located the victim on McDade Store Rd. with his vehicle parked across the street from 2417 McDade Store Rd. The subject was described as a white male lwenty two or 
twenty three years old wearing a red shirt. The civtim got his bicycle from the subject and attempted to talk to him. He followed the subject on the roadway to 2417 McDade 
Store Rd. where the subject walked up the driveway to the residence and then walk into the residence. I went to 2417 McDade Store Rd. and spoke with a subject who 
identified herself as the homeowner.. I asked her if there was anyone at the residence wearing a red shirt. She said no and she was the only person there. I informed her that 
a stolen bicycle was recovered and the subject riding it was seen going into her residence. She again stated no one was in the residence. I asked her if she had any children 
and she stated they do not live there but she does have grandchildren and they are not there now. I determined that there is a separate building on the property that someone 
lives in. She says she only knows that subject as Ethan and she calls him E.T.. I checked around the separate building that the subject lives in and found another bicycle 
behind the buildingThe victim was able to identify that bicycle as the other bicycle that was taken from his residence and it was released to him. The victim was advised to 
speak with the magistratre to obtain a warrant from the magitrate for the subject for possession of the stolen bicycle, Value $300.00 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in 1o unlocked veMcle reported 09/13113, 8:51 am, 1903 Bartlette Circle 
Sometime tuesday night her car was broken into. the doors were left unlocked and a pair of Sunglasse and $50.00 cash \AfERE TAKEN. Value $750.00 

****Larceny from rcsidence rcpor[cd 09/13/13, d: I6 pro, 728 Rex l)r 

He advised that the window uni~ on the back side of his residence was now missing. We walked around to the back side of the trailer and the man showed me where the air 
conditioning unit had been. We then entered the house and the man showed me where someone had tried to cut the copper coil for his air conditioner out of its casing. Value 

$200.00 
Break in to locked residence reported 09/13/13, 5:42 pm, 1002 NC Hwy 70A lot 3 
The complainant came home and found her Lv. missing.. The complainant showed me her main entry door which had a loose door knob and appeared to have been pryed or 
kicked loose from the door. two male subjects stopped by the scene and provided information of a vehicle that they had seen on the premises this morning at approximately 
08:45am. the only identifying information of the vehicle was a gold Pontiac. Value $350.00 
.... Break iin to locked residence reported 09113/I3, I2:50 am, 3202 US 70 A Apt B 
The complainant/victim stated that he had just come home a short time earlier and that someone had broken into his apartment. He indicated that the perpetrator(s) gained 
entry into his home by knocking out a pane of glass on his front doer 1hen unlocking it. When i walked up to the door, there was glass in the entryway and the lower lefthand 
pane of glass on the door was knocked out. the complainant went into a back bedroom and came out and said he was missing a rifle .value $250.00 

NOTIC]?~: Although I don’t mind you sending me inl’~mrtatiort on a suspicious condition that you ]la~e encountered. ] would ask that you call 9-11 and repo,t it as it is 

occm~ing. That is the best time to get m~ ol’i~cer out to check it out. Many times the mtbrmation is tiom the &~y beli~re. We do appreciate ~my mibnnation that we 

receive l’rom our citizenK but when I ~eceive it al~er the ihcL it’s too late to catch ~meone m the act. Please call 9-11 tirst and report it as you are seeing it take place. 

Thank you. 

Attached is information concerning a tatoring program sponsored by the Hillsborough Police Dept.? 

Thank you for being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 9:23 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

G.17 Industrial Production 

G.17 Industrial Production 

http:!/federalreserve.gov!releases!g 17!Current!default.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Paqe. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support@govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http://www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 9:40 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Washington Navy Yard Locked Down After Shooting 

¯ ~rashington Na~3~- Yard L~cked Do~ After Sho~)ting 

The Washington Navy Yard was locked down as officials pursued an "active shooter" who 

fired at least three shots and injured at least one person, according to Navy officials. 

Lt. Lauren Dempsey, a Navy spokeswoman, said workers inside building 197, where the 

incident occurred, were ordered to shelter in place. Building 197 is home to the Naval Sea 

Systems command. 

Navy officials said there were three gunshots fired at 8:20 am at the facility, located in the 

southeast quadrant of the nation’s capital. 

See More Covera#e >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Fred Miller via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 9:53 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Joumals <reply@mail- 1.bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:13 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, dick here 

i ::~,< IndustryWatch Newsletter 

Seattle 
~~riin in :;2 biiiion bank mer~ 

Pittsburgh 

New York 

Greensboro/Winston-Salem!High Point 

South Florida 

..................... 2...:.£.......L:t ............................................................ 

Dallas 
Vefizon makes record ~49B bond 

Atlanta 

San Jose 
,r:i~[.e.!i:.~y..W~.r.!!.s...~.E:.C..:.~b.~.£ ~:~ .q n.~:~ ~.~.!’4.~.~.~.£?.~£~.! ~j 

Chicago 

Baltimore 

New York 
~ o~her banks a~~ housin 

Kansas City 

South Florida 
Great Florida Bank shareholders a~x~rove sale 

Birmingham 
Cadence Bank*s ~4iddie Tennessee asse,~ acquired 

Memphis 
National Bankers Trust ~ bu~d new East Mem~ 

/ ~A lock indicates content available to paid | 

subscribers. 

Fealawed Jobs 

~.~!~.-’,.~..)~:?;Aq!~)Z!I - Gateway Global Delivery 

~@~j Counse~ for Gore k~ed~ca~ Produc% - 
W,L, Gore 

~g.~J.@~J!~.~..~.~ - Massachusetts Society of CPAs 

gearcti .}obs Post a 3oh 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Web Seminm~ <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:41 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Ba~l Ill New Capital Requirements: Answers tbr Community Banks 

Register today for 
the web seminar 

With the advent of Base[ [[I and the overa[I {ncrease in 

regulatory vequ{retnents, commut~ity banks face t’egalatovy 

capital mandates that have strained strategic plans more 

than ever, 

On September 25th, juin American Banker editor Paul Davis 

and a pane{ of e>:perts {’or the extcemely timely web seminar 

Speakers ~+’il[ drill down into the nuances and exemptions 

planned part{cttlarIy as the)’ apply to community banks, 

Tim ~web seminar will cover: 

, New Ratio Requiri;ments: Tiec ~ C;]pita]; Total C;]pita]; 

Capita] Conservation Buffer, Leverage Ratio 

~ New Asset Risk-Weight Reqmvements 

o NeT* Prompt Corrective Action Requirements 

Meet the Peesenters; 

i.~.i Paui Davis 

Paul Davis, 

Commtmity Banking Editor, 

Amer’iea~ Baaker" 

:: :N :: Ron 
Farnsworth 

EV P, Chief Financial Officer, 

Umpqua Holdl]~gs Corporation 

::X:: Kekh R 

Fisher 

Keith R, t:{sher, 

Of Counsel, 

]gallard Spain" LLP 

Bob Bean, 

Associate Director, Capital 

Markets Branch, 

FDIC This is a mt~st:attend web seminar to get these answers 

and more on the short and long-~em~ {mp]icat{ot~s of Basel 

g Register today for 
the web seminar 

American Banker 

All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to current registered a~tendees. Offers are not 
transferable and cannot be combined with any other dfer. SourceMedJa cancellation policies apply Please call our Customer 
Service department at 800-803-3424 if you h~ve any questions¯ 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - CBBPNCI3 Webinar as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from Conference - CBBPNC13 Webinar, Click Here. 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists, Click Here. 

Customer Service: 800-803-3424, SourceMedia, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

con ferences@sourcemediamail com 

Privacy Policy I Forward to a Friend 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SCLR 4th Circuit <4thcircui@sclawreview.org> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:37 AM 

SCLR 4th Circuit <4thcircui@sclawreview.org> 

Submissions tbr Fourth Circuit Survey 

Fourth Circuit Survey Letter.pdf 

Dear Professor, 

Please see the attached invitation to submit a case comment, article, or essay to the South Carolina Law Reviews Fourth Citcu# Survey. Thanks in advance for your 
consideration. 

Sincerely, 

John G. Tamasitis 
Fourth Circuit Editor, Volume 65 



L~ N ~ V E R S I T Y 0 F 

September 13, 2013 

SOUT~ CAROLINA LAW 

School or L,,~w 

Dear Professor: 

The South Carolina Law Review cordially invites you to submit manuscripts to be 

considered for publication in Volume 65’s Fourth Circuit Survey. The purpose of the Fourth 

Circuit Survey is to pubIish analytical case comments on principal decisions from the Urfited 

States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, as well as essays or short articles on Fourth 

CircNt practice and other topics of particular interest to the Fourth Circuit’s legal community. In 

addition to the works punished in our print volume, we will also punish a number of pieces in 

our online companion, SCLg Online. Because you are a professor at a taw school within the 

Fourth Circuit, we believe you would be an excellent contributor to the Fourth Circuit Survey° 

The Law Review’s Editorial Board ~dll give serious consideration to every submission 

and will base its publication decisions o~ the work’s originality, comprehensiveness, factual, and 

legal accuracy, clarity, timeliness, and readability. All submissions must be in final form and 

shall comply with the requirements of both The Bluebook." A Uniform Syx~em of Citation (19th 

ed. 20t0) and the Texas Law Review’s Manual on Usage & S~te (12th ed. 201 t). Submissions 

must be the equivalent of a mi~imum of five, but no more than twenty, law review pages° 

Finally, all manuscript submissions should be accompanied by a cover letter and curriculum 

vitae. 

While submissions will be considered, and publication offers extended, on a roiling basis, 

the final deadline for consideration for our print volume is January 1, 2014. However, because 

the timeliness of the comment, essay, or article is "also a factor in the selection process, authors 

are encouraged to submit their work well in advance of the final deadline. Additionally, in order 

to enhance your possibility of publication, please contact us by emaiI as soon as possible if you 

plan to submit, and include a general statement of your topic or case. This will enable us to 

ensure ~at submissions are varied, and that a manuscript on the topic or case has not already 

been accepted for publication. 



The So~th Carolina Law Review accepts submissions by mail or ema~l. 

submissions as a Microsoft Word attachment to 4thCircuit@sclawreview.org. 

submissions to: 

Please email 
PIease mail 

South Carolina Law Review 

Attn: Fourth Circuit Editor 

701 S. Main St., Room 401 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Should you have questions or require any additional information, please feel free to 

contact Volume 65’s Fourth Circuit Editor, John Tamasitis, by email at 

4thCircult@sclawreview.org or by phone at (610) 850-3352. Thank you very much for your 

time m~d cor~sideratior~. 

Sincerely, 

Editor in Chief, Volume 65 

/ 

John G. ~amasitis 

Fourth Circuit Editor, Volume 65 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

ISBS Books <michael@isbs.ccsend.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Constitutional Law Catalog 2013 

F’rom h~ternatio~aa~ Specmhzed Book ~..erv~ces 

Constitutional Systems 
Moral Foundations of American Law 
Faith, Virtue and ~ores 
By Geoffrey C. Hazard 3r. and Douglas W. Pinto ,Jr. 
[SBN 978 :[ 78068 144 3 I h/b I $49.00 Disc Price $39.20 
Intersentia 

Israeli Constitutional ILaw in the Makinq 
Edited by Gideon Sapir, Daphne Barak-Erez and Aharon Barak 
ISBN 978 :L 84946 409 3 I h/b I $:1_70.00 Disc Price $:1_36.00 
Hart Publishinq~ Oxford 

Chan~lin~l Federal Constitutions 
Lessons from z’nternationa/ Comparison 
Edited by Arthur Benz and Felix Knupling 
[SBN 978 3 8474 0000 4 I p!b I $69.00 Disc price $55.20 

Barbara Budrich Publishers 

Constitutions Compared (Third Edition) 
An IntroducUon to Comparative Constitutional Law 
By Aalt Willem Heringa and Philipp Kiiver 
ISBN 978 1 78068 078 1 I p/b I $84.00 Disc price $67.20 



Intel’sentia 

The Constitution of Mexico 
A Contextual Analysis 
By Jos@ Maria Serna de la Garza 
TSBN 978 1 84946 288 4 I p/b I $38.00 Disc price $30.40 

Hart Publishinq~ Oxford 

The Constitution of China 
A Contextual Analysis 
By Qianfan Zhang 
ISBN 978 1 84113 740 7 I p!b I $34.00 Disc price $27.20 
._H__:_2 Et___!~__L_ Lb_ j_Ls__h_ j_L~_.C_L Q__x__f__O__Ld_. 

The Constitution of Spain 
A Contextual Analysis 
By Victor Ferreres Cornelia 
ISBN 978 1 84946 016 3 I p/b I $38.00 Disc price $30.40 

Hart Publishinq, Oxford 

The Constitution of France 
A Contextual Analysis 
By Sophie Boyron 
~SBN 978 1 84113 735 3 I p/b I $34.00 Disc price $27.20 

Hart Pub[ish[nq, Oxford 

Transformation of Church and State Relations in Great 
Britain and Germany 
Edited by Christian Walter and Antje von Ungern-Sternber9 
ISBN 978 3 8329 7862 4 [ p/b I $83.00 Disc price $66,40 

Nornos Publishers 

Rewritinq a Constitution: Georqia’s Shift towards Europe 
With an [ntroduction by Avtandil Demetrashvifi, Chairman of the 
State Constitutional Commission 
Edited by Wolfgang Babeck, Steven Fish and Zeno Reichenbecher 
[SBN 978 3 8329 7168 7 I p!b I $36.00 Disc price $28.80 

Constitutional P]urali sm 
Tra nsco nstit utionalism 
By Marcelo Neves 
~SBN 978 1 84946 418 5 I h!b I $100.00 Disc price $80.00 
._H__:_2 _r_t___!~__L_ Lb_ j_Ls__h_ j_L~_.C_L Q__x__f__O__Ld_. 

National Constitutional Identity and European Inte~lration 
Edited by Alejandro Saiz Arnaiz and CaNna Alcoberro Llivina 
ISBN 978 1 78068 160 3 I h/b I $119.00 Disc price $95.20 
Intersentia 

Constitutional Conversations in Europe 
Actors, Topics and Procedures 
By Monica Claes, Maartje de Visser, Patricia Popelier, et aL 
ISBN 978 1 78068 069 9 I p/b I $133.00 Disc price $106.40 

]ntersentia 

Constitutionalisinq Europe 
Dutch Reactions to an Incoming Tide (1948-2005) 
By Jieskje Hollander 
[SBN 978 90 8952 139 2 I p/b I $72.00 Disc price $57.60 
._E_g__E_O_~_~____Lk ~_~__E~ Lb_J_Ls_b_l,_~_.~ 

EU Constitutiona]ism 
The Constitutional Relevance of the ECHR in Domestic and 
European Law 
An Italian Perspective 
Edited by Giorgio Repetto 
ISBN 978 1 78068 118 4 I p/b I $90.00 Disc price $72.00 

Intersentia 

Constitutional Review in Europe 
A Comparative Analysis 
By Maartje de Visser 
]SBN 978 1 84946 388 0 I h/bl $160.00 Disc Price $128.00 
._H__:_2 Et___!~__L_ Lb_ j_Ls__h_ j_L~_.C_L Q__x__f__O__Ld_. 

EU Constitutional Law (Second Edition) 
An Introduction 
By Allan Rosas and Lorna Armati 
ISBN 978 1 84946 320 1 I p/b I $34.00 Disc price $27.20 

Hart Publishinq~ Oxford 

Social Inclusion and Social Protection in the EU: 
Interactions between Law and Policy 
Edited b~ Bea Cantillon, Herwig Verschueren and Pavia Ploscar 
ISBN 978 1 78068 056 9 I h!b I $77.00 Disc price $61.60 

Intersentia 

Irish a,~.d British Governance 
Final Judqment 
The Last Law Lords and the Supreme Court 
By Alan Paterson 



Constitutional Law 

Catalog 2013 

ISBN 978 $ 84946 383 6 I h/b I $50.00 Disc price $40.00 

Hart Publishinq, OxFord 

The Politics of Coalition 
How the Conservative - Liberal Democrat Government Works 
By Robert Hazell and Ben Yong 
[SBN 978 $ 84946 350 2 I h/b I $40.00 Disc price $32.00 

Hart Publishinq, Oxford 

Parliament and the Law 
Edited by Alexander Horne, Gavin Drewry and Dawn Oliver 
[SBN 978 $ 84946 295 2 I h!b I $$$0.00 Disc price $88.00 
._H_ A _r_t___!~__L_ Lb_ j_Ls__h_ j_L~_.c_[ ,___C_~__x__f__o__Ld_. 

Constitutional Law in Ireland (Third Edition) 
By Michael Forde 
[SBN 978 18476 67380 I h/b I $170.00 Disc price $136.00 

Bloomsbury ProFessional 

Governance & Administration 
Administrative Law of the European Union~ Tts Member 
States and the United States (Third Edition) 
A Comparative Analysis 
Edited by Ren~ J.G.H. Seerden 
ISBN 978 1 78068 109 2 I p/b I $112.00 Disc price $89.60 
]ntersentia 

Administrative Law in Europe 
Between Common Principles and National 71raditions 
Edited by Matthias RuFFert 
ISBN 978 90 8952 132 3 I p/b I $72.00 Disc price $57.60 

Europa Law Publishinq 

The Role of Constitutional Courts in Multilevel Governance 
Edited by Patricia Popelier, Armen Mazmanyan and Werner 
Vandenbruwaene 
ISBN 978 1 78068 106 1 I h/b I $105.00 Disc price $84.00 

_I_n_t_e_r_ s_ A ~3 _t_ La_. 

Administrative Sanctions in the European Union 
Edited by Oswald .1.D.N.L..lansen 
[SBN 978 $ 78068 $36 8 I p/b I $$89.00 Disc price $$55.20 

~ntersentia 

Judicial Decisio   Making 
The Use of Foreiqn Precedents by Constitutional Judqes 
Edited by Tania Groppi and Marie-Claire Ponthoreau 
1SBN 978 $ 84946 275 6 I h/b I $$20.00 Disc price $96.00 

Hart Publishinq, OxFord 

Judicial Decision-Makinq in a Globalised World 
A Comparative Analysis of the Changing Practices of Western 
Highest Courts 
By Elaine Mak 
ISBN 978 1 84946 554 0 I h/b I $90.00 Disc price $72.00 

Hart Publishinq~ Oxford 

Choosinq for Juries 
Application and Development of Juries in Old and New Jury Trial 
Countries 
By Nazim Ziyadov 
ISBN 978 90 466 0589 9 I h/b I $85.00 Disc price $68.00 
Maklu Publishers 

Our Constitutional Law Catalog 
for 2013-2014 is available in PDF 
format for download to your computer or for printing, Just 
click on the catalog cover to open the PDF. 

Forward this ernail 

] 

This email was sent ta li~a_broome@unc.edu by isbs-books@isbs.com 
Update ProFile/Email Address Instan[ removal with SaFeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Mountaintop Opens the Mainstage This Month 

Water 

UPCOMING 
EVENTS 

The Mountair~top~ 
by Katori Haft 
A co-production with 

Sept 18-Oct 6 

by William Shakespeare 

Nov 2-Dec 8 

in rotating repertory with 

by Mary Zimmerman 

based on Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses 

Nov 3-Dec 7 

Holc~ These Truths 

by Jeanne Sakata 

Jan 8-12 

Private Lives 
by Noel Coward 

Jan 22-Feb 9 

Love Alone 
by Deborah Salem Smith 

Feb 26-Mar 16 

music & lyrics by 
Stephen Sondheim 
book by John We/dman 

Apr 2-20 

Finding the Meaning in 
The Moun~ah~to~2 
Q&A with the Director and Cast 

RMH: Raelle Myrick-Hodges (director) 
/M: Lakisha May (playing Camae) 

CM: Cedric Mays (playing Martin Luther King, Jr.) 

What inspiration or experiences did you draw on to prepare for this role? 

LM: Music from the era is inspiring me. particularly Etta James and 

Aretha Franklin. In their music they demand respect and to be 

appreciated as full human beings I have a "Mountaintop" playlist on 

Spotify that I listen to and update every day. Along with songs by these 

women, also James Brown, Ray Charles and songs about having a good 

time and living a fun lifestyle are really useful to get my creative juices 

flowing 

OM: I grew up a church boy in South Carolina; the Black Baptist Church to 

be specific. I understand the customs of that church very well. I 

understand the role of the pastor in that context As a man, I understand 

taking on a mighty task and trying to live up to it. I understand the pride of 

manhood. Those things help me to understand the levels of who King is 

in this play. 

What do you think this play wifl show people about the fife of Martin Luther 

King, Jr ? 

RMH: King was a person. A great one, but one with his "life" thrust upon 

him He was a mere mortal with idiosyncrasies That’s what l hope to 

depict 

LM: I think this play shows him as an exceptional human being with flaws 

just like any man or woman What’s significant is that his flaws don’t 

define him or prevent him from fulfilling his greatness. This play lets us 

see a man who despite his "weaknesses" embraces fear and pioneers a 

movement 

CM: I hope that we get to see him as a man. Just as a man. We have our 

own heroic sense of him. I hope we see the guy behind the curtain and 

accept that he was a real guy; a real dude, just like any other guy. 

What do you think is the effect of focusing on that one night in Dr. King’s 

life ? 

R~H: Playwright Katori Hall has done an excellent job creating a structure 

to examine the possibility of mortality in an icon. The play is fiction.., and 

fiction sometimes allows truths to be understood more fully. 

OM: We get to see the human behavior of someone confronting his own 

mortality. We see the moment before he is made into an icon. He doesn’t 

become the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. we know today until after that 



written & performed by 

Mike Daisey 

Apr 23-27 

night. 

Whatdo you thinkthe play has to say aboutcu~entraciafrefationsin this 

county? 

LM: Many things have changed and some haven’t This play reminds us 

that Dr King was a "radical" who wanted folks to be free regardless of 

their race or class. A lot of what he says in the play still rings true He 

talks about Larry Payne, a 16-year-old boy shot during a march in 

Memphis. In rehearsal as Cedric was saying those lines, all I could think 

of was Trayvon Martin The police shot Larry Payne, but it was still a 

senseless murder 

CM: There is some discussion about race and about poverty, but this is 

not really a political play. It’s a play about the humanizing of an icon. 

Raette, as a director, what unique perspective did you try to bring to this 

production ? 

RMH: Much of my work particularly depicting the African American 

experience lends itself to non-stereotypical staging or theatrical vision 

Don’t come to see a production I’ve directed expecting to a watch live 

television. Come to be enveloped by new thoughts giving space to you, 

as an audience member, to contemplate the themes in the play without 

being told the answers. 

DETAILS 

Tickets to The Mountaintop and all shows in the PlayMakers 2013/14 

Season are on sale now CLICK H~,R~ to purchase online or call our Box 

Office at 919.962 PLAY (7529). 

WHEN Sept 18-0¢t 6; Tues-Sat at 7.30pm, Sun at 2OOpm; 

Sat Oct 5 at 2pro 

WHERE i:~al~,i Gre.÷n 7h,gahe (?enter ~bf Of aromatic ,4r~ i, JNC- Ci?a~ 

The Moun~tein~top is a Co-Production 
with __T___r_La___d________S__t__a__g__e__. 
PlayMakers is thrilled that this regional premiere of [[}’_"_,£_:~_Lo_£_n_t_Air_’,_£o__£ is 

also our first co-production with another leading North Carolina theatre, 

_][_[i_a___d____S_’£~g__e_ in Greensboro. The PlayMakers-Triad Stage co-production 

offers our region a unique opportunity to experience this innovative, 

moving play throughout the fall. And as director Raelle Myrick-Hodges 

says, "Anytime a collaboration makes it possible for more people in the 

community to see the story being depicted and join in the conversation 

that’s wonderfu I." 

Celebrating the Success of 

Our world premiere with Loudon Wainwright III was a sold-out smash. 

We broke attendance records for our post-show discussions and Loudon 

had a blast here in Chapel Hill. What a way to kick off the new season. 

Thanks to all who were able to join us! 



The popular PlayMakers Online Auction is back. 

Launched in 2007, the Online Auction was an 

immediate success with both patrons and the 

theatre. While providing significant support for 

PlayMakers, it gave fans of the theatre access to 

a gallery of area artists, items from wonderful 

retail shops and unique one-of-a kind 

experiences that couldn’t be purchased 

anywhere else In 2012, PlayMakers did not hold 

the Online Auction in order to focus on the 25th 

Anniversary PlayMakers Ball. It was the final 

curtain call for this historic event and was a 

smash hit with record attendance and 

fundraising. However, PlayMakers received 

many calls and emails asking about the auction - and so we’re thrilled to 

launch the 2013 Online Auction from October 10 -19. If you’re on 

PlayMakers email list, you’ll be receiving email information on registering 

and bidding. The Online Auction will culminate in the First Annual Auction 

Gala at the theatre on Saturday, October 19. 

The theme for this black tie event will be Celebrating the Beauty and 

Power of Water in honor of our repertory shows M÷~amo~ho~¢es and 77~e 

7÷mee.~- as well as UNC’s two-year university-wide exploration called 

Water In Our World. The PlayMakers Auction Gala will feature haute 

cuisine, silent auction items lining the Kenan stage and exclusive 

backstage tours of the Paul Green Theatre 

Proceeds benefit PlayMakers nationally-acclaimed theatre, award 

winning educational programs and outreach programs supporting the 

community. 

For more information about PlayMakers Online Auction or the First Annual 

Auction Gala, contact Heather Hodge at 919.5373698 or 

Join the PiaylVlakers Family 
Make your Annuai Fund gift today! 

A gift to the PlayMakers Annual Fund is not 

extra funding for the theatre; it is put to work 

immediately to make our programming 

possible. Join our family today and knowthat 

you are helping to support nationally- 

acclaimed theatre in your own backyard, 

educational programs serving thousands of 

area youth annua y, outreach events 

throughout the community promoting dialogue 

and the exchange of ideas, and the elimination of barriers to PlayMakers 

through efforts such as All Access programs for patrons with disabilities 

and discounted tickets for students and community members. 

Plus, Annual Fund donors get PlayMakers perks - free coffee at evei¥ 

performance, PlayMakers merchandise, special behind-the-scenes 

events, and more. C}ick be~’e to see a complete list of benefits and 

choose the level that’s right for you 

Making a gift makes a difference. Here’s how: 

¯ Give online at ~~r,’. .... .. su,oc~rl:us 

¯ Call 919.962.2481 or email kshef~er@err, lail unc.edu 

¯ Become a Sustainer with automatic monthly credit card contributions 

A little every month equals a lot of support for the work you love. 

Click ~ere for more information. 



There’s Something in the Water 
Two classics. Spectacularly reimagined onstage. 

Poolside. 

The Tempest & Metamorphoses in rotating rep! 

PlayMakers transforms the Paul Green Theatre into a wonderland 

complete with indoor pool for the mythological storytelling of Mary 

Zim merma n n’s Metamorphoses presented in rotating repertory with 

Shakespeare’s stormy epic The Tempest. 

Set in and around a pool of water, Metamorphoses presents Ovid’s poetic 

myths of Midas, Orpheus and Eurydice, Eros and Psyche, and others, to 

juxtapose the ancient and the contemporary in breathtaking storytelling 

and gorgeous imagery, exploring the timeless theme of love in all its 

forms. 

[Tony Award-winner Metamorphoses is] "altogether transcendent" 

- The Chicago Sun-Times 

The Bard’s last play - the theatre’s first work of magical realism. In the 

aftermath of a shipwreck of his own conjuring, exiled Prospero wields 

magical powers and manipulation to restore his daughter Miranda to her 

rightful place His machinations bring about revelations, romance and 

redemption on a mysterious island. 

DETAILS 

Tickets to Metamorphoses and The Tempest~ as well all shows in the 

PlayMakers 2013/14 Season are on sale now. CLICK HEF,~ to purchase 

online or call our Box Office at 919962. PLAY (7529) 

~v’HEN. Nov 2-Dec 8; Tues-Sun at 7.30pm, 

Sat & Sun Matinees at 2.OOpm 

More to Enjoy with Our Arts Partners 

Carolina Performing Arts 

Abyssinian: A Gospel 

Celebration featuring Jazz at 

Lincoln Center Orchestra with 

VVynton Marsalis and Chorale 

Le Chateau 

Thursday, Oct 3, 7:30pm; 

Friday, Oct 4, 8pm 

Memorial Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill 

An integration of sacred and 

secular expression originally 

commissioned by Harlem’s Abyssinian Baptist Church to celebrate its 

2008 bicentennial, The Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Marsalis 

and conductor Damien Sneed leading the Chorale Le Chateau gospel 

choir bring fresh perspective to this masterwork 

North Carolina Symphony 

Beethoven’s 9th 

2013/14 Chapel Hill Series 

Memorial Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sunday, Sept 22, 7:30pro 

Celebrate the Symphony’s opening weekend and Grant Llewellyn’s 10th 

anniversary with Beethoven’s 9th. 

B~la Fleck 

with the North Carolina Symphony 

Meymandi Concert Hall, Raleigh 

Tuesday, Sept 24, 7:30pm 

Enjoy the Southeast premiere of Fleck’s concerto for banjo and 

symphony orchestra. 



CLICK HERE FOR MORE iNFORM/-X, TiON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:45 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreation Association Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?mn tennis] Farm Court Availability This Weekend 

The Farm is hosting a Junior Doubles Tournament this weekend, which will be using aJ~l but two of the courts. We hope to get through the tournament on Saturday 

which would open the cou(ts for Sunday. If it were to rain~ we would have to finish on Sunday. 

The Chapel Hill Tennis Club is making two courts available on Saturday. Please call ahead to make reservations which will be available s~rting Thursday. 919-929- 

5248 

Southen~ Village Club has offered two courts which are a first come first serve basis. 

Please be sure to check in at these pro shops to be sure as to what courts you are on. 

Thanks and feel free to come out and watch some of our local juniors play so~ne great tem~is. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33592112-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d 164a~,~]istserv.unc.edu 
For more inti)rmation, see our website: http://www.anctZarm.oW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 1:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Join Us for ACA’s Fall Compliance Conference (Oct. 9-11, San Francisco) 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

ii~. Dechert L.I..P 

Deohert L.[.P is proud 1:o be a spansor ef tile 2013 Fall Compiiance 
}i~i~iiiiiiii~iiii~.~iiii%iiiii~iiii~iiiiiii~iii~iiii~iiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

To receive 10% offthe cost of 
Conference presented by the ACA Compiiance Group and ACA 

Insight 
this program, please enter 

discount code fallaeadechert10. 

On October 10, Dechert partner Hoiiand West wiiI participate on a 

panel di.,~oussing Gk~bal Derivatives Regula!ions As the world 

marches toward a dmfied system of derivatives regulations, including 

clearance and se~lement, many advisers (and their counterpa~ies) 

are struggling w~th interpreting the legislation and undersl:andh~g 

what it means for them and their clients. ]his session will prowde 

guidance on the new regulations coming into play the Dodd Frank 

and EMiR ISDA protocols, and the "substituted compliance" regime. 

On October 11. Deche!t pa!l:ner Aisba H~at will parlioipate en a panel 

discussing Compliance Considerations in Managing a ’40 Act Fund 

With "liquid alternatives" being the new "in" thing in ~und management 

advisory base. more and more advisers are looking at the potential of 

advising or sub-advisinga mutual fund This session will discuss the 

issues that any adviser should consider w~en contemplating moving 

restrictions, and the Fund’s compliance obligations 

View the Agenda at a Glance. 

When and Where 

October 0-11, 2013 

Dechert is the official sponsor of 

the Welcome Reception on 

October 9th from 5:30 - 7:30 PM. 

The Fairmont 

950 Mason Street 

San Francisco, CA 94108 

Please note, there is a fee to 

attend this event. 

Dechert Speakers 

[] 

~ 
A isha Hunt 

Partner 

BSan Francisco 

~ 
H olland West 

Partner 

BNewYork 

¯About Dechert 
Dechert is a global specialist law firm with a deep bench of experts focused on sectors with the greatest 

complexities and highest regulatory demands We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to 

ou r clients’ most important matters. Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the firm’s 
entrepreneurial energy and seamless collaboration in a way that is distinctively Dechert Learn ~ore. 

c~ 2013 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.corn on our Legal Notices page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Le~sNe~s <reply@lrmewsletters.com > 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Facul~ News: Important updates for fall semesler. 

II I [] 

NORTHCAROLINAUNIVERSiTYOFCHAPELHiLL I Fall2013 

Faculty News, a Newsletter from LexisNexis Law Schools, is designed to keep 

you abreast of relevant information that will help you in your teaching and WHA~ EEGAE 

scholarly work. ~RO~E$SIONAES SA¥i 

[] 

WHAT’S HAPPENING THIS SEMESTER: 
res~ar~h i~t~ ~h~ Go~gi~ #g~i it 

June, kexisNexB~ moved to single ID access to simplify the way faculty and 

students access our products, gour Lexis Advance~ ID and Password is all 

you need now to use Lexis Advance, lexis.corn~’, Web Cour .... and N.~£~:,:. 

Le~N~s c~:~h~;~e’~ f:ee [ ’ ~th’g f~" f. c; % :~rv~ ~t;~de~t:;: Lex~sNexis is the     #~5~ey ~(# 

only research provider offering faculty and students free printing from Lexis 

~’;,~-:.," tr,~h’ii:-,g o:~ ’L,":.::i’~ ;-’~%;.-" ric~’. Use what students use and become more 

proficient researching on Lexis Advance. We have a variety of training 

options available to you from in person to on-demand. 

Drake University Law School. 

;~’~%;.-" ric~ y~~.~r :-,~-::-e::’,rch wi.,’~’i ~i: :~,d,,sa;~ce: Only on Lexis Advance will you 

find state-of-the-art technology combined with exclusive features like Legal 

Issue Trail, ~h~perd’s Graphical, Research Map, Topic Summaries and 

~9.r~. 

i;,’w !~s:}~s<~i s:~s:’ris:i.~k~n,~: This is one of the key findings reported in 

..L.9.g#J...R..9..s..e.#£&[L[&.a....D..[g~#J...A.A.e.," a white paper reporting on a survey of 190 

associates from small and large law firms on how they research today. 

L,’p,&~,,’e,z~ L~ti~:’;.,’<:ti’~,,q Ci! ~,ioI~, Worksi~,~,ioI~,: Teach students citation with the 

new 2013 Interactive Citation Workbooks and 2013 Interactive Citation 

Workstation of online exercises. More.., 

LexisNexis Law School eBooks from the library anytime, anywhere, and on 

FACULTY HUMOR: 

Bou nda n!less 

I I 

II I [] 









Your recording has been processed andyourrnedia is ready. Please visitthe E.:::heCen~!! C.::.u!s,’-~ P.::.!iai to reviewyour course media and 
monitorsfudenfusage. 

Note: Any media marked as Initially" Unavailable will need to be made Available (on the EchoServer) before students can view if.::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Sahl -~ps@uakron.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:51 PM 

SECTPR.annc@lis~ts.aals.org 

[SECTPR.mmc] - On Behalf of Susan Fortney: Executive Committee Nominations Reminder 

Dear Section Members, 

I hope you have had a great start to the semester. 

Below is Jack Sahl’s message s~liciting nominations for the Section’s Executive Committee. If you ave interes~ted in applying or nominating ,someone, please send me a 

CV and brief statement by October I st. 

Thank~ 

Susan 

Susan Saab Fortney I HowardLichtenstein DistinguishedlaroJkssor of Leg,d Ethics 

Director of the Institute for the Study of Legal Ethics 

Maurice A. Deane School of Law at Hofstra Universib~ 
121 Hofstra UniversiF, Hempstead, NY 11549 

(516) 463-47441 susan.fortnev~hofstm.edu 
To read my articles, visit 

http:i/ssm.com/authoi~415779 

Fr~x,n: Sahl,John P [mailto;jp~b~ua]~ron.edu| 

Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 3:39 PM 

To: SECTPR.annc@lists.aa]s.org 
Subject: [SECTPR.annc] - Executive Com~nittee Nominations 

Section Members: 

The Professional Responsibili~’ section solicits nominations for its Execntive Committee. If you’d like to apply, please send a CV & brief statement indicating your 

interest to Susan Saab Fortney at Hofstra. susan.fortney~hofs~tra.edu by October 1. The section depends on the Executive Committee to enrich its work. Thank you 

for considering this opIx~rtunity to set a direction for the section’s future! 

Site Links: View post online View mailing list online Unsubscribe from this mailing list Manage your subscription 

This list is a forum f,ar the exchange of points of view Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 
https://comaect aals org/p/cm/ld/fid 280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:20 PM 

Drew-tdrew@deloitte.com 

IWF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:19 PM 

Caulkins- acaulkin@charlotteob~rver.com 

IWF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:18 PM 

-catharinearrowood@parkerpoe.com 

IWF 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Drew, Theresa (US - Charlotte) <tdrew@deloitte,com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:32 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

RE: IWF 

Thank you. I look forward to it. 

Best, Theresa 
Theresa Drew 
Managing Partner 

Carolinas Practice 

Deloitte & Touche LLP 

Tel: 1 704-887-1910 

Fax: 1 704-409-5098 

tdrew@deloitte.com 

www.deloitte.com 

550 South Tryon Street, Suite 2500 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and is protected by law. If 
you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this message and any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this message, or the taking of any 
action based on it, by you is strictly prohibited. 

v.E.1 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 3:21 PM 
To: Drew, Theresa (US - Charlotte) 
Subject: ~WF 

Theresa - I am delighted you are joining IWF. You will make a great addition and i look forward to meeting you soon. 

Best, 

Lissa 

Lissa h Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

BNA Highlights ~:bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Sep. 17 -- BNA’s Banking Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Mortgages 

The Richmond, Calif., City Council Sept. ~ voted to continue 
using the threat of eminent domain to push mortgage servicers 
into selling to the city underwater mortgages at fair market value 
in an attempt to combat community b~ight and mitigate... 

Mortgages 

Senate Banking Committee Chairman Tim Johnson (D-S.D.) said 
he is hopeful that members of the panel can reach agreement on 
a bipartisan bill to reform the secondary mortgage market by the 
end of 2013 .... 

Mortgages 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) Director Richard 
Cordray signaled that the agency’s supervisory staff will grant 

some latitude to banks that make their best efforts to comply 

with new mortgage regulations that take effect... 

Consumer Protection 

The director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
defended the scrutinized agency’s collection of data, and told 
lawmakers he welcomed an examination of the issue as well as 
any suggested improvements .... 

Mortgages 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has completed 

clarifications and narrow revisions to sweeping new mortgage 

regulations issued in January 2013 .... 

Compensa tion 
CFRE~ g~.e~ninds Et~pk~yers They Can°t Require 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau published a bulletin 
Sept. 12 reminding employers that they cannot force their 
employees to receive wages on a payroll card .... 

Deposit Insurance 

FDIC Finishes Rule Claril[~i~g Deposits 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation approved a final rule 
that clarifies it does not guarantee deposits at foreign branches 
of U.S. banks .... 



Appointments and Nominations 
S~eors Withdraws ~4is ~at~e 

Lawrence "Larry" Summers has withdrawn his name from 

consideration for chairman of the Federal Reserve, President 
Barack Obama said Sept. :[5 .... 

Bank Failures 

Regulators Sept, 13 seized a Texas bank with $3.1 billion in 
assets after finding it was "critically undercapitalized" and shut 
the troubled lender down .... 

Systemic Risk 

The U.S. economy is still vulnerable to systemic crises five years 
after the onset of its worst collapse in generations, and must be 
reformed in three areas to prevent a similar downturn, former 
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson .Jr. said Sept .... 

Payment Systems 

Fe{~ Looks for i~t from 

The Federal Reserve is looking for input from the banking industry 
over the next three months on ways to improve the payments 
system and maintain its safety amid threats in the digital age .... 

Systemic Risk 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) called for congressional action 
to limit systemic risks from major financial institutions, saying 
regulatory implementation of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act has stalled... 

Insurance 

Community banks are asking Congress to step in and stop flood 
insurance premium hikes until a study can be finished to 
determine the impact of rate increases on homeowners and the 
economy .... 

Federa! Reserve 

A report says the Federal Reserve’s response to the financial 
crisis was meant to provide liquidity to the markets, rather than 
targeting specific banks for a bailout .... 

Federal Reserve 

House Republicans continued to question the reach and actions 

of the Federal Reserve Board, as a House Financial Services 
panel held the latest hearing to press leading economists on 
whether Congress should exert greater control over the... 

Securities 

The Financial Stability Oversight Council Sept. :[0 heard a 
briefing on recent Nasdaq trading problems, the FSOC said in a 
readout .... 

Mutual Funds 
£,ese~ve £a#k ~resk~e~ts Raise Re~ ~la#s 

Presidents of the :[2 Federal Reserve Banks said the Securities 
and Exchange Commission should revise a major proposal that 
would reshape the market for money market mutual funds, 
voicing general support for floating net asset values (NAV)... 

Securities 

Guidar~ce ~o A.~sist Registra#ts Wit~-~ For~ PF 

The Securities and Exchange Commission will likely continue 
issuing guidance to help registered investment advisers complete 



Form PF, a key requirement following the enactment of the 
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection... 

Monetary Policy 
g4ue C~-~ip Forecaster,s Say Fed Wil Taper 

A majority of economists expect the Federal Reserve to begin 
tapering its bond-buying at the upcoming meeting of the Federal 
Open Market Committee Sept. 17-18, the Blue Chip private 
survey said Sept. 10 .... 

Economic Outlook 
CFOs Dismiss Possible 7[~te~est R~te Nikes~ 

U.S. chief financial officers’ optimism about the U.S. economy 
increased during the third quarter compared to a year earlier as 
their outlook for corporate profitability in 2014 improved, despite 
a prediction of an uptick in interest... 

Economic Outlook 

Economists should use more inclusive tools to decide when and 
whether market bubbles are appearing to head off the damage 
caused in the ensuing crash, Federal Reserve Bank of San 
Francisco President ]ohn Wiliams said .... 

Foreign Accounts 
Attorneys= :JR5 C~arifies 7[~vestme~t Advisers 

The Internal Revenue Service indicated when it corrected final 
rules that investment advisers won’t be subject to the Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act simply because they give 
investment advice, practitioners told BIoomberg BNA... 

Accounting 

The staff of the Financial Accounting Standards Board laid out 
potential impacts on U.S. banks’ loan loss reserves of the board’s 
planned accounting model, outlining a large increase in such 
reserves in contrast to likely marked._ 

Accounting 

The new chief of the Financial Accounting Standards Board has 
plotted a course that seeks to improve U.S. accounting while 
also avoiding future divergence from global rules as FASB and its 
international counterpart leave what was an exclusive... 

Accounting 

Leslie Seidman, former chairman of the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board, views the controversial lease accounting effort 
conducted by FASB and the International Accounting Standards 
Board as having the potential to turn into a fight... 

Fair Value 

Co~late~’alized Fi~a~ci~g E~tity Proposal 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board voted to extend the 
comment period by 30 days on a narrow-scoped proposal aimed 
at determining how a financial institution should initially and 
subsequently account for the excess in the fair value... 

Health Savings Accounts 
NSA P~a~s Wit}~o~t Prevet~tive Care 

The Internal Revenue Service issued guidance clarifying that a 
health savings account plan won’t lose high deductible health 
plan (HDHP) status for not having a deductible for preventive 
care .... 

Lending 

New York Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo (D) announced the first step in 
creation of the New York Green Bank, an initiative he hopes will 
eventually provide $1 billion in state financing for clean energy 



p roj ects .... 

Consumer Credit 

$$0°4 ~illion in 3~1~ Red ~a~ 

Consumer credit grew $10.4 billion in July as U.S. households cut 
back on credit card use but took on more auto and student loans 
and other types of credit, the Federal Reserve reported Sept. 

Mortgages 

Mortgage applications fell in the latest week as interest rates 

rose, the Mortgage Bankers Association reported Sept, 11 .... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage rates were flat in the latest week, leaving the average 
for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage at 4.57 percent, Freddie 
Mac reported Sept. $2 .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Mortgages 

A federal judge in San Francisco Sept. 12 said he likely will rule 
as unripe financial industry lawsuits challenging a plan by 
Richmond, Calif., to use eminent domain to force mortgage 
holders into selling the city underwater notes at fair market... 

Securities 

Barclays Bank PIc will pay $36.1 million under the terms of an 
agreement filed in Massachusetts Superior Court, resolving 
allegations it financed, purchased, and securitized residential 
loans that were presumptively unfair under Massachusetts... 

Consumer Protection 
Seve~th Circ~it Offers Seceded Chalice 

Meager damages and barriers to effective class notice do not 
rule out the possibility that a class action may be the best 
approach for resolving a plaintiff’s ATM fee notice claims, the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held Sept .... 

Mortgages 

Illinois became the first state in the country to file suit against a 
company hired by mortgage lenders to maintain distressed 
properties, accusing the firm of illegal tactics to enter owner- 
occupied homes, evict homeowners, and remove their... 

Consumer Protection 

The Federal Trade Commission has negotiated a settlement 
worth $25.3 million against an alleged repeat scammer of loans 
and debt collection, and other settlements require the surrender 
of available assets of several other defendants and... 

~[NTERNAT~[ONAL NEWS 

Bank Supervision 

The European Parliament voted to let the European Central Bank 
take on the role as a Europe-wide supervisor for the 150 biggest 
banks in the euro area .... 

Interest Rates 
EU #asses L;=~w A~ains~ Na~i#~l~io~ 

The European Union passed a law to combat market manipulation 



involving benchmark indexes, and the EU Parliament also adopted 
legislation to protect mortgage loan holders .... 

UndeF the UnifoFm CommeFcial Code, it is well Fecognized that a 
secuFed paFty is entitled to possession of its collateral afteF a 
bOFFOWeF’S default. Section 9-609 of the UnifoFm Commercial 
Code pFovides that afteF default, a secuFed... 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Bankruptcy 

The Chapter 11 filing of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc.~the 
largest bankruptcy filing in U.S. history~demonstrates "the 
ability of the bankruptcy system to function in a moment of 
extraordinary crisis," -]udge .]ames... 

JOURNAL 

This email is part of your subscription to BNA’s Banking Report (ISSN 1522- 
5984), which is published on the Web weekly, except for the third Monday 
in August, Labor Day, and the Monday following Christmas, by The Bureau 

of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
ht:~P:iiwebutii.bna,c,:)raiemai}signup. 

Request a i:RE~:[ VVeb trial. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copv:-ight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ie!ms ai:d 

conditlons of the lic~-,,nse ~lgi’~-,,em~-:nt with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Caulkins, Ann--~acaulkins@chaxlotteobserver.com > 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: IWF 

Dear Liss& 

Thank you for your message. I am really looking forward to being a part of the group. See you soon. 

-A~m 

Am~ Caulkins 

Publisher and President 
The Charlotte Observer 
www.charlotteobserver.com 

600 South 7)yon Street 

Charlo[te, Nor[h Carolina 

704-358-5834 

acaulkins(~charlotteobserver, corn 

On Mon, Sep 16, 2013 at 3:22 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ann 

I am delighted you are joining IWF. We are honored to have you as a member. I look ibl-woxd to meeting you soon. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center tbr Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach H~JJ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://¥~v.law.unc.edt~center~/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssm.com/autho~248720 

:: ~:~:; :: Description: 
http:li~,w.law.unc.edulimageslnewslmedialbankingiinance 
web 542 ]pg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: J.P. Morga~ to Agree to $700 Million in Fines, Admit Guilt in ’Whale’ Case 

&P. Morgan to Ageee to $7oo Million in Fines, Admit 
Guilt in ’V~ale’ Case 

Regulators are expected to hit J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. with at least $700 million in 

penalties as part of a settlement related to the bank’s handling of the "London Whale" 

trading loss last year, according to people familiar with the matter. 

The bank is also expected to admit guilt as part of its settlement with the Securities and 

Exchange Commission. A J.P. Morgan spokesman didn’t immediately respond to a request 

for comment. 

Regulators are expected to cite the firm for failing to adequately supervise former traders 

and for lacking sufficient internal policies to prevent an alleged cover-up of their losses on 

the bets, which ultimately lost the company more than $6 billion. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ 1;00x250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome .usa.dell.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 4:22 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

Want Win 7? Swap it out tbr fi-ee &tring Summer Clearance 

~~~ ,Del _ DeU Home I 1-877-887-3355 I Live Chf)t 24x7 
Lapt.ops & Desktops ~ ,’-’,~t- Ai.ienware 
U~.trabooks if>Ones Gaming 

Ztech-onics & ~,~.~bite Services 
S ~f:ware Phones Svore Outlet 

ii~iI Expeot morewith Dellcom 

Enjoythe last days of ....... ith hot PCs and electronics. 

Shop Electronics 



Welcome to the thrill of touch screen computing 

i i~:i F .... 
hipping and easy returns* li i~i America’s best support 1[ I~II Earn 5% l~il Fast and easy fi .... 

ingA 

Over 75 Million PCs repaired ] 

Over 75 million PCs repaired, Take your 

Free FC Health Check andne nowi 

Results in ~ust minutes, 

O~fice 365 Home Premium offers ti~e 

best value for your entire i~ousehetd. 

With an al~nuai subscription, get the 

smartest, most up-to-date Office 

applications and ctoud services on up 

to 5 PCs and on setect 

devices, 

Purci]ase a [ie[[ PC al~d protect ALL your 

devices witi~ l\~,cAfee(?) LiveSafe~" 

service. Easily protect al~d mana£e an 

smartphenes, and tablets. 

DetLcornihome I 1-877-887-3333 I Chat 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 4:41 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Yellen Now Front-Runner for Fed Chief 

Yellen Now Front-Rm:mer f~r Fed Chief 

Federal Reserve Vice Chairwoman Janet Yellen emerged as the front-runner to become 

President Barack Obama’s nominee to lead the central bank after Lawrence Summers 

pulled out of the contest in the face of stiff congressional resistance, according to people 

familiar with the process. 

The process for selecting a nominee is not starting over, senior administration officials 

said, and no new candidates for the position have been added to the mix. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:20 PM 

McDougald, Lisa B. - Lega1 <LBMcDougald@bbandt.com> 

gaadams@smitNaw.com; lee.hogewoo&~klgates.com; Welkin, JoeIle qlWel~in@bbandt.com>; WoodIiel; Connie 

<CWoodlief@BBandT.com>; Johnson, Robert J - Winston-Sale~n, NC --~RJJohnson@BBandT.co~n>; Hedrick, James T. Jr. 
<~lHedrick@mcgui~ewoods.co~n >; Williams. Amy <Amy.William@ldgates.com> 

RE: NC Banking Institute Joumdl C~:reer Tlek -- October 17 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDougald, Lisa B. - Legal <LBMcDougald@bbandt.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Woodliel; Connie <CWoodliet~a)BBandT.com>; Welkin, Joelle ~\lWel~in@bbandt.com> 

RE: NC Banking Institute Joumdl C~:reer T~ek -- October 17 

[ wi[I defer to Connie and Joe[Ie, 
Good luck! Sounds [ike a good program° 

Lisa 

Lisa B. McDougafd, St. Vice President 
Practice Group Manager 
BB&T Legal Dept. 
3200 BeecNeaf Coup1, Ste. 1000 

Raleigh, N.C. 27604 
919.74.5.5065 
919 745.5089 fax 
Ibmcdougald@bbandLcom 

Assistant: Connie WoodliefI cwoodlief@bbandt.com 919745.5062 

I£~ ClRCUI_A£ 230 NOTICE: To ensur(_¯ compliance with requil’ements h-~posed by the IR$, we inform you that any U. ~. tax advice contah-~ed ir~ this commi;nication {of in any attachment) 

is not intended of written to be used and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i} aw)iding penalties Llnd(-~r the ~ntemai Rev(_~nue Code of (ii} promoting, marketh-~g or recor~;lsellding to 

another pal’tg any transaction or matt(_~r addl’ess(_~d in this communication (or in any attachment}. 

CONF~DENTIALITY NOIICE: 7his electronic mail transmission has b~_~en sent by a lawyer. ~t may contain information ti~at is confidential, privil~ged, p~’oD%tary, or oth~rwise legally 
exempt from disclosure. If you ar~ not the intended r~c[pient, you are h~reb~, notifi~d that you ar~ not authorized to r~ad, print, Fetal~, copy or d[ssemhlate this message, any part o[ it, 
or any attachments. If you have rec~[ved the5 m~ssag~ in el’rol’, please delet~ this message and any attachments [rom your system without i’eadi~g the conte~t and ~otify the sender 
immediately of t~e inadw~rtent transmission. ]here 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, September ~6, 2013 5:20 PN 
To~ NcDougald, Lisa B. - Legal 
¢¢~ gaadams@smithlaw.com~ lee.hogewood@klgates.com; Welkin, Joelle~ Woodlief, Connie; Johnson, Robert ~ - Winston-Salem, NQ Hedrick, James T. Jr.; Williams, Amy 
Subject~ RE: NC Banking Institute Journal Career Trek -- October 

Friends--Thanks to you a~l for your kind response. ~ think we need to organize a ca~l with the event planners, which ~ deem to be Joe~le Wekzin and Connie 

Wood~ief of BB&T and Geoff Adsms of Smith Anderson. We could stsrt at BB&T and meet with their personne~ from ].0-1:1.:45 and then from 1:[:45 --. 12:00 travN to 

Smith Anderson and frorn I2.-2:30 have km(:h a mee~: with fo~ks at 5m~:h Anderson, 

{ know that Amy and Jim cannot partidpa~:e, bu~: ~:hey voltln[eeFed John Gardner and Brian Folt as possiMe par~:~cipants. 

Are Joe{le, Connie, and Geoff sva~laMe for a brae1: ca~l on Friday, SepLernber 20 .-- any time frorn 1~:~0 ram. on. Let rne know your availability and ]’1] get a ca~] 

schedu{ed thsL day if: possible. 

Thanks, 

[Jssa L. groome 

We{Is Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for ganMng and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~ 

Chapel H~{], NC 27599.-3:~80 

919,962,7056 

gccegg rnv papers on 

Des,:~dp’tion 
htt p:,’/,,~ww law.uncedu,’images,’news,’media,’bankh?gfinance 
web 542 

From: NcDougald, Lisa B. - Legal [mailto:LBMcDouqald@bbandt.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 11:45 AM 
To; Broome, Lissa L 
C¢: gaadams@smithlaw.com; lee.hogewood@klgates.com; Weltzin, Joelle; Woodlief, Connie; Johnson, Robert J - Winston-Salem, NC 
Subject; FW: NC Banking Institute Journal Career Trek -- October 17 

He~o Lissa, 

Bob forwarded your email to me with a request for our Raleigh office to host the upcoming Career Trek day, We are happy to 

do so and look forward to it! I will be out of the office on vacation that week, so your BB&T points of contact for planning 

purposes will be Joelie We[t~in and Connie Wood[iefo ~ have copied them above so you will have their emai[ addresses, 

Please let us know how we can be of assistance, 

Lisa 

Lisa B. McDouga[d, Sr. Vice President 

Practice Group Manager 



BB&T Legal Dept. 

3200 Beechleaf Court, Ste. 1000 
Raleigh, N.C. 27604 

919.745.5065 
919~745.5089 fax 

Assistant: Connie Woodfief I ._c___w____o___o___d__!Le___f@__b___b___a___n___d___t__.__c___o__~. 919.745~5062 

IRS CIRCULAR 2:30 NOTICE: TO ensure compliance with require!’nents imposed by the I~S, we ~nform you [hat any U,S. tax advice con[a[ned in i:h[s commurfic;~[ion (or in any 

is not intended or wril:[en to be used, and cannot be used, for [he ~)urpose of {[) ;}voiding pena~i:~es under the ]nt~rr~;}~ Revenue Code or (ii} promoth~g, m;}rket[n~ or reo)rnrnendh~g to 

anoth~r party any l:rans;~c~ion or ma~ter addressed in this (:o~H~B;r)icat[on {or in any a~tachment}, 

CQNF]DENTIAL~TY NOTICE: This eiectronic rna[I transmissior! has been sent b~ a lawyer, h: may contain h~forma~ion that is confidential, privileged, propr[el:ar% or o~herwise 

eKe~})~ ~’o~ dis(:~osL~’e, If you are no~ the intended redpient, you are hereby notified l:ha~ you are r~o~ authorized to read, prh~h retah% copy or disseminate this message, any part of h:, 

or anV a~tachments, li: you have receiw~d thh~ message in error, please delete this message and any attachments from your svsi:em wit ~oL~i: readh~ the content and notify ~he sender 

immediately o~ the inadvertent transmission. There is no ~rfl:ent on the part of the sender to waive any privqe~e, ~r}~:~ud~r}~ the aU:orney.-c{[eni: pr~v{~e~e, that {~ay attach to l:h~s 

E~m= 3ohnson, Robe~ ~ - W~nston-Salem, NC 

Seat= Thursday, September 12, 2013 5:32 PN 

To= NcDougald, Lisa B. - Legal 

Sabjeet= ~: NC Banking Institute 2ournal Career Trek -- October 17 

FYL 

From: Geoffrey Adams [mailto:qadams@smithlaw.com] 
Sent; Thursday, September :[2, 20:[3 3:5:[ PH 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Hedrick, James T. Jr.; Williams, Amy; lee.hogewood@klgates.com; Johnson, Robert J - Winston-Salem, NC 
C¢; Kelly Smith; John Jernigan; Charles Kabugo-Musoke 
Sabjeet: RE: NC Banking Institute Journal Career Trek -- October :[7 

]>]ease let us kt’~mv v;hat we can &) [o help. 

Fmra: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Seat; Tuesday, September :[0, 20:[3 :[2:56 PM 
Te: Hedrick, James T. Jr.; Williams, Amy; lee.hogewood@klgates.com; Geoffrey Adams; RJJohnson@BBandT.com 
$~bjeet; NC Banking Institute Journal Career Trek -- October :[7 

Friends - My notes from our recent Center for Bankin~ Board of Advisors meetin8 and subsequent emails indicate that you volunteered to help plan or host this 

year’s Career Trek for journal students on Thursday, October 17 (the first day of our fall break). We have had three Career Treks to Raleigh and one to Winston- 

Salem so now it is Raleish’s turn. 

The purpose of the Career Trek is to expose the students to lawyers who can (a) 8ive them candid advice on job search strategies in a challensin8 marketplace, and 

(b) [ive them a flavor of different career options and career tracks - how a career develops over time. The lawyers who have helped us in the past have enjoyed 

~ettin8 to meet the students and share their wisdom with them. The students have benefitted by learnin8 about different types of careers and how careers 

develops over time. We share with the lawyers in advance the resumes of the students and encourage them to provide feedback as well as help the students think 

about jobs they may be well suited for but didn’t know about. This is not a job interview. 

We need two hosts for the event and one of the hosts needs to provide lunch. For instance, I could envision that we might besin at the offices of BB&T in 

at 10:00, move to one of the firms for lunch and further discussion and adjourn by 2:00 or 2:30. The lunch could include the BB&T attorneys who helped in the 

mornins, and the lunch or subsequent discussion could be structured to learn more about different areas of private practice. This could include attorneys from the 

firm hosting the event or others who are not hostin8 who could provide insight into different types of practice. 

Once we have a contact from the bank and a contact from the firm willin8 to host us, the three of us could have a conference call to set into more specifics about 

the people and practices we would want to get before the students. For instance, they will want to learn about corporate work, financial services work, financial 

services litisaUon, 8overnment relations, real estate, bankruptcy, and other areas in which your firms have particular strensths. We mi[ht also want to identify 

attorneys to join us for lunch and later discussion from state 8overnment positions like the AGs office. 

Let me know how you’d like to participate and we’ll set the specific plannin8 underway. Thank you very much for your commitment to help our students 

understand our profession a little better and ~ain more insight into job options, it is a difficult time to be Iookin8 for a law job and the students really appreciate 

this insiders perspective. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Far[o Professor of Bankin8 Law 

Director, Center for Bankin8 and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law,unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http~//ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 

http://~ffw.law unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web542 jpg 

a n d a~o r ney wo r k pro d uct~ If t h e re a d e ~ o fth is m~ s a g e is no~t h e in t e n d e d reciPient, y o u a re r eq u e s ted n otto re a d~ ¢opy o rdist rib ut e i to r a n y of t h e informa~io n i to o nt a ins 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/16/2013 10:05:29 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; McLean, Susan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mcleanm] 

NY Lect. series chat 

Lissa’s office 

9/26/2013 6:30:00 PM 

9/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L; McLean, Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dbaris@aabd.org on behalf of 

American Association of Bm~k Directors <dbaris@aabd.o~> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 6:17 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AABD Announces Appointments to Inslitute for Bank Director Education Advisory Board 

Xll AABD Logo 

AABD Sponsors 

AON Logo 

BuckleySandler 

Bookstore 

Order AABD 
~ublications on 

~ . .a_ z_ 9. _ _n_ 

Dear Lissa, 

AABD Annotmces Appointments to Advisory 

iEducation 
Find out more about appointees Dave Martin, 
Richard George, Fred Finke, and Anita Gentle 
Newcombe. 

October 2-3, 2o13, New York, NY 
Executive intelligence on strategic issues facing 
bank boards: M&A, capital management and 
regulation. AABD members can receive a 
discount by entering this discount code when 
registering: AABDSNLla 

American Association of Bank Directors 

The AABD was founded in 1989 in the midst of the past S&L 
crisis to represent the information, education and advocacy 
needs of individual bank amt savings institntion direetors. 

The AABD is the only banking assoeiation in the United States 
whieh exelnsively serves individual directors rather than their 
financial institntions. 

American Assoeiation of Bank Direetors 

Forward email 

] 

This ernaii was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu by dbaris@aabd.orq :: 
Update ! rof[le/gma[[AddrflA~ ~nstant Femoval with SafeUnsubscribe ’’ F’riv~c~, PoJj£2. 

125o 24th Street, NW, Suite 7oo 

Washington, DC 20037 

(202) 463-4888 

American Association of Bank Directors :: 1250 24th Street, NW, Suite 700 :: Washington i DC :: 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 7:17 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 16 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted September 16, 2013, 7:06 P.M. ET 

The financial services industry failed to convince a San Francisco federal judge that 
Richmond, Calif.’s plan to use eminent domain to force mortgage holders sell the city 
underwater notes at fair market value was ripe for court intervention (Bank of New York 
Mellon v. City of Richmond, Calif., N.D. Cal., No. 3:13-cv-03664, hearing 9/12/13; Wells Fargo 

Bank, NAv. City of Richmond, Calif., N.D. Cal., No. 3:13-cv-03663, ruling 9/9/13). 

Judge Charles Breyer, U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, told the parties 
after nearly an hour-long hearing Sept. 12 that while sympathetic, the industry’s challenge 
was premature for consideration as there is no imminent harm from the city’s plan that has 

yet been implemented (101 BBR 430, 9/17/13). 

" "The Court further concludes that it must dismiss the case rather than hold it in abeyance. 
Ripeness of these claims does not rest on contingent future events certain to occur, but 
rather on future events that may never occur,@ Breyer said, adding, " " put simply, there may 
never be a "final version.’ Because there is no point at which it will be determined that 
Plaintiffs’ claims are not ripe and will never become ripe, the matter could linger in abeyance 

for an indefinite period of time. Under these circumstances, a stay is not appropriate.@ 

Breyer dismissed the lawsuits filed by Wells Fargo Bank N.A., Deutsche Bank National Trust 
Co., BNY Mellon, and Wilmington Trust Co. without prejudice, meaning they can be refiled. The 
industry had asked for permission to amend the filing. Breyer’s ruling once final could be 

appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. 

The industry rejected offers that Richmond sent to 32 mortgage servicers and securitization 
trustees to buy 625 mortgages for fair market value. The plan is for Richmond and Ban 
Francisco-based Mortgage Resolution Partners LLC to refinance the loans in order to reduce 

borrowers’ costs and combat blight in a city hammered by the housing meltdown. 

The Richmond City council last April 2 unanimously voted to proceed with an agreement in 
which the mortgage company and the city were contemplating using the city’s eminent 
domain authority to seize residential mortgages at below par value, refinance them into new 

mortgages and then sell the new mortgages into new securitizations. 

To contact the reporter on this story: Joyce Cutler in San Francisco at icutler@bna.com 

To contact the editor responsible for this story: Joe Tinkelman at ioetinkelman@bna.com 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (ISSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit h~tp://webut=.i.bna.comiema=.ls=gr~up. 

Request a ~:P.E~ Web l:iial. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the l:er,ms and a,:)n.::liiic;n.~; of t:he lic:.~nse agi.~em.~n~ with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 7:39 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Sep. 17 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 17, 2013 ~, Number 180 

Securities 

@ Investors are increasingly pouring their money into higher-risk, 
higher-yield securities and loans in a search for return, reflecting 
a pattern similar to that before the outbreak of the 2007-2008 

financial crisis, the Sank for... 

Financial Institutions 

Major international banks are continuing to increase their lending 
despite having to meet more stringent global capital 
requirements, according to a study issued by the Bank for 
International Settlements Sept, 15 .... 

European Union 
EU Member States Clash Over 

A key provision in the European Union@s drive to break the link 
between sovereign debt and failed banks faces a familiar 
roadblock, as key EU member states led by Germany, Sweden 
and the United Kingdom outlined opposition to a new resolution... 

Japan 

Japanese banks have once again seized the crown as the world’s 
leaders in global lending, marking a return to the position they 
held before the country’s "lost decades" of growth starting in the 

1990s, the Bank for International... 

Cyprus 

The International Monetary Fund Sept. 16 completed the first 
review of the economic program for Cyprus, which enabled the 

release of a $113 million disbursement .... 

European Union 
£U $~ys Goog~e Cou~r~ Face Antitrust Charges 

Sixteen months of negotiations between the European Union 
antitrust authority and Google to resolve search engine and 
advertising competition problems will come to a head in the 
coming weeks as a decision will be made to either conclude a 
settlement... 

Israel 

From Jan. l, government grants awarded annually to traditional 
industry will be heavily weighted in favor of companies whose 
activities increase innovation and productivity, Bloomberg BNA 

has learned .... 



This email is part of your subscription to international Business & Finance 
Daily (~SSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
bttp:i/webutil.bna.comiemailsignup. 

Request a FR~ ~,S~’eb h=.al. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

cor~di~.=ons of: ~.he lice~se agreeme~ with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Passwords@NACDonline.org 

Monday, September 16, 2013 8:39 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Password Reset Instructions t?om the National Association of Corlyorate Directors 

[ii~iI NACD Home ] 

Reset Your Password 

Click on the link below to reset your login and password. 

Note: If your e-mail progrmn does not accept HT:~IL, cut and paste the link into your web 

browser. 

Reset my password 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

programs@researchu~angle.nacdonline.org 

Monday, September 16, 2013 8:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Order Confirmation (Order# 31770) 

Customer: Lissa Broome 

Order Number: 31770 

Bill To: 

Lissa Broome 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-0001 

Order Details 

Qty Description Price ~i!ount 

1 Fall Networking Event ~0.00 ~0.00 

Lissa Broome 

Badge Name: Lissa 

Wells Fargo P~efesor o~ Banking Law 

UNC School ol Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke~Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S99-0001 

E-mail: lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Subtetal: ~0.00 

Orde~ Total: S0.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 17 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Dmly 

Banking Daily 

September 17, 2013 ~ Number 180 

Regulatory Reform 
©bama Waists ~i~a~cia~ 

President Barack Obama said the tough new rules on banks 
proposed in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis need to be 
finalized before the end of this year to make sure that the job is 

done .... 

Accounting 

The comptroller of the currency gave Ms support to a proposal 

that would require banks to use forecasts to estimate expected 

shortfalls over the I~fe of a loan .... 

Mort_gages 

The financial services industry failed to convince a San Francisco 
federal judge that Richmond, Calif.’s plan to use eminent domain 
to force mortgage holders to sell the city underwater notes at 
fair market value was ripe for court intervention... 

International Banking 
EU Member States Clas~ Ove~" Scope 

A key provision in the European UnionOs drive to break the link 
between sovereign debt and failed banks faces a familiar 
roadblock, as key EU member states led by Germany, Sweden 
and the United Kingdom outlined opposition to a new resolution... 

Directors and Officers 
FDI~C Sett@~ Fast Tempo i~3 Liti~atiot~ 
Against Directo~’s~ Office~’s, Repo~t Sa~s 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is filing lawsuits 
against directors and officers of failed financial institutions on a 
pace that may more than double its 2012 tally, according to a 
report by Cornerstone Research .... 

Bank Failures 
OCC C~oses Na~k in Edi~bur9~ Te~as~ 

Regulators Sept. 13 seized a Texas bank with $3.1 billion in 
assets after finding it was "critically undercapitalized" and shut 
the troubled lender down .... 

Federal Reserve 
Summers Wit~d~’awa~ is Latest O~am~ Defeat~ 

The Fed chairmanship, which appeared to be a strong bet for 

Larry Summers before the August recess, as President Barack 

Obama made it clear he preferred his former economic adviser for 

the job, will not go to him, after the president accepted... 

Capital 

Major international banks are continuing to increase their lending 



despite having to meet more stringent global capital 
requirements, according to a study issued by the Sank for 
International Settlements Sept. 15 .... 

Securities 
5EC~ Regerve FuNd Defe~d~Rts U~ab~e 

The Securities and ~xchange Commission told the U.S. District 

Court for the Southern District of New York that it has not been 
able to negotiate a settlement with the defendants in an 
enforcement action involving the Reserve Primary Fund, the... 

Systemic Risk 

Five years after the collapse of Lehman Brothers, a regulatory 
framework remains a work in process for U~S. policymakers, and 
international coordination on that regime is one of the biggest 
challenges ahead, according to a report by the International... 

Securities 
~ F~ ~a~ ~oke~"~ Dea~e~’~ ~l~ Nave 

The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association 
supports a standard of conduct for broker-dealers that is 
"equally robust as the current standard for investment advisers, 
but also appropriately tailored to recognize and... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
bttp:i/webutil.bna.comiemailsignup. 

Request a FR~ Web h=.al. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

cor~di~.=orls of: ~.be license agreemen~ with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 97, 09/17/2013 

Table of Contents 

The Role of Corporate Integrity Agreements in the Expansion of Fiduciary Duties 

Wulf A, Kaal, University of St. Thomas, Minnesota - School of Law 

Elizabeth R, Malay, Winthrop & Weinstine 

Cash of the Titans: Arbitrating Challenges to Executive Compensation 

Kenneth Robert Davis, Fordham University Schools of Business, Law and Ethics 

A More Realistic Approach to Directors’ Duties 

Nichelle N, Harner, University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law 

The SEC and the Courts" Cooperative Policing of Related Party Transactions 

Geeyoung Nin, University of Virginia School of Law, Yale Law School 

Surplus, Agency Theory and the Hobbesian Corporation 

Charles N. risen, University of Delaware - John L. Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance 

Craig K. Fettere, University of Delaware - John L. Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE e3OURNAL 

Of Fi~L~Ci~ry ~U~:ie~," "’" Free Download 

U of St, Thomas (t,~mnesota) Legal Studies Research Paper No, 13-25 

WU[.~ A. ~J~&.L, University of St. Thomas, Minnesota - School of Law 

Email: kaa18634@stU~omas,ed u 

EL2;~AIBETH R. ~AgAY, Winthrop & Weinstine 

Email: mala 3057 (¢.,~stt he mas, ed u 

Academics have long debated the purpose and scope of fiduciary duties. The academic debate has mostly ignored the role of Corporate Integrity 
Agreements (CIAs). 

CIAs can blur the line between the law and aspirational governance. As a contractual arrangement, the terms of CIAs between health care 
companies and the government require heightened compliance duties. Unlike regular contractual arrangements, however, the enforcement of CIAs 
goes beyond contractual remedies. The breach of a CIA can be treated like a breach of law for purposes of the duty of care. 

Courts are increasingly recognizing the role of CIAs and their implications for directors’ fiduciary duties. A prominent recent decision, In re Pfizer, 
illustrates the role of CIAs in the evolution of fiduciary duties. Although the court in Pfizer did not conclude that the CIAs actually created fiduciary 
duties, the court opined that the CIAs "imposed affirmative obligations on Pfizer’s board that went well beyond the basic fiduciary duties required 
by Delaware law." A broader reading of this phraseology suggests that fiduciary duties could perhaps be augmented by contractual arrangements 
such as CIAs. It seems possible that future courts, in following this reasoning, may interpret CIAs as expanding the basic legal duty of care. 

iiiiiii"Cash of t~e Titans: Arbitrating Challenges to Executive CempeasatioW’ ~:~ Free Download 

Tempie Law Review~ VoL 86, No. Winter; 2014 

brdham ~mversity Scflools o,-Business Research ~aper No, 2320081 

}(I~NN~.TN ROBERT DAV~, Fordham University Schools of Business, Law and Ethics 

Email: kedavis@fordham,edu 

Excessive executive compensation is endemic to U.S. corporations, and the trend is spiraling out of control. To challenge excessive pay packages, 

shareholders sometimes institute derivative suits. This approach has had limited success, however, because several principles of law - most 

notably the business judgment rule - shield directors from liability for awarding exorbitant pay to high-level managers. The business judgment rule 
removes the unreasonableness of compensation packages from the reach of judicial review. This Article proposes that corporations duly approve 

procedures to arbitrate shareholder challenges to excessive compensation agreements. Arbitration is uniquely suited for this purpose. Arbitrators 



are not bound by procedural and substantive law. They could therefore decide the reasonableness of executive compensation packages without 

the constraints of the business judgment rule and other legal impediments. Objections that the business judgment rule should not apply to 
compensation cases are unpersuasive because the justifications for the business judgment rule - (1) to prevent judges from meddling in the 

formulation of corporate policy and strategy and (2) to encourage reasonable corporate risk-taking - do not apply to executive compensation 

cases. Corporations would select private arbitrators, who, unlike judges, would be chosen for their expertise and experience in executive 

compensation cases. 

Transactions: The Tennessee Journal of Business Law, v. 15, 2014, Forthcoming 
U of Mary!and Lega! ~tudies Research P~per No. 2013-52 

~:~�~H~,LIL~ ~, H~,~l~, University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law 

Email: mharner@law, u maryland,edu 

Expectations for what fiduciary duties can achieve in the corporate context are unrealistic. This segment of the law -- and the alleged deficiencies 

therein -- are blamed for corporate scandals, securities fraud, failed business plans, and even a company’s insolvency. Risk is, however, inherent in 
business, and human beings are flawed. Fiduciary duty law cannot change these basic facts. To the extent we think it can, we will continue to be 

disappointed and frustrated. This essay considers recasting (and to a greater extent codifying) directors’ duties in a positive frame to help foster 

better dh’ector oversight. It does not suggest that codifying greater clarity into directors’ duties would result in more or less director liability; rather, 

the primary objective would be to improve director performance outside of the litigation sphere. 

Wr.qinia Law and Economics Research Paper No, 20~3.-06 

G~YOUI~G ~H, University of Virginia School of Law, Yale Law School 

Email:                  @gn-lail,com 

A transaction between a corporation and its director or officer ("related party transaction") presents a risk of conflicts of interest, but it can also 
benefit the corporation. Under the current regulatory regime, to sort beneficial related party transactions from detrimental ones, they are regulated 
through ex ante screening procedures and ex post litigation. Based on a set of hand-collected data on actual disclosures in proxy statements of 
Fortune top 50 companies, I find that regulating related party transactions through the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regulations 
may not be very effective. This is because approving committees, consisting of independent directors, have great discretion not only over approval 
of a proposed related party transaction, but also over determining whether the transaction’s details should be disclosed. On the corporate law 
side, there is a large amount of uncertainty over the applicable standard of review for related party transactions that satisfy certain state safe 
harbor rules, such as an approval by disinterested directors. This paper proposes linking the selective disclosure problem to the question of the 
applicable standard of review. Specifically, this paper argues that the courts should consider using non-disclosure of a related party transaction to 
shareholders as one of the justifications for applying the entire fairness standard rather than the business judgment rule. This paper identifies 
several potential benefits from this proposal, such as creating better incentives for directors to disclose more details on related party transactions, 
giving litigants more predictable rules, and allowing for better accumulation of disclosure data over time, thus providing better guidance to 
companies and market participants in distinguishing between beneficial and harmful related party transactions. 

Wake Forest Law Review, Forthcoming 
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The agency perspective has allowed us to understand a remarkable range of phenomena. It is the dominant theory for the study of corporations. 
The theory, however, in its current state of development, is limited in its explanatory power. It is capable of describing incentive provision, but it is 
incapable of addressing the allocation of value between the various parties to an enterprise. 

As presently conceived, the main tenants of agency theory, chiefly being the self-interest of rational, self-maximizing actors, lead one to view the 
distribution of value as a result of ceaseless negotiation and conflict. This endless conflict is not however consistent with observation, which 
highlights a difficulty with the theory. In this essay, we will use both the agency analysis and also governance theory, so as to present a fuller, 
modified, conception of the corporation which resolves this difficulty. 

The resolution to what would otherwise seem this unending "war of all against all" comes through governance and authority. The achievements of 

organizational goals require individuals to forfeit their autonomy and accept the stylized roles and duties proscribed to them by a governing party, 

so that the organization may function coherently. In this extension of agency theory, governance theory acts as an important and necessary 
complement to the current structured incentives perspective of agency theory, and the corporation, by deciding and fixing the allocation of value. 

This essay was prepared for the 2013 Spring Business Law Symposium at the Wake Forest University School of Law, in response to the query 

"Agency Theory: Still Viable?" 
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Today’s Headlines: Gunman and 12 Victims Killed in Shooting at D.C. Navy Yard 

Top News 

Gm~man and ~ Viethns Killed in Shooting at 

D.Co Navy ya~od 

A former Nax3, resemdst killed at least 12 pe,:@e on Monday in a 

mass shooting at a naval office bNlding in Washington, and ~en 

was Mlled by the poliee, officials sNd. 

~ Graphic: The Site of the Washington Navy Yard Shootin9 

~ ~ Video: Obama on the Navy Yard Shooting 

Forensic Details in UoNo Reoort Point to Assad’s 

Use of Gas 

The report pt~)vided incriminating new evidence of Syrian 

government culpability in the Aug. 21 attack, in whisk banned 

chemical weapons we[~ used. 

~ D URitod Nations Chem~ca~ Weapons Repo~ 

Push for "~k~]l]len to Lead at Fed Gathe~’s Steam 

After Lawrence H. Summers withdrew from consideration, Janet 

L. I~]]en became the presumptive nominee ibr the top job at the 

Fedo 

group 

held s 

candleii 

Sunday 

~ f Janet 

Editors’ Picks 



Affec the ~993 bit movie "Free Willy~" ~ctivists ~d rims 

campaigned ko release khe movie’s s~r - a capdve killer whale 

named Keiko- and launched a sko~T ttollywood couldn’t invet~L 

, Reiated Al~icle 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Let the Poor Have F~u~ 

Do*~’L m~derestimate the power of etKertainment to transform 

developi~g tom,tries like h~dia. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

:!:i~i! ,~::i~ ~i!i~:~::~::.:i: ...i!~:;:::~i~’ ,c/i:. :i,i~’i!i:i:.:i’ i:. !:i.;!’ 

NAN KbglOON, secretary gm~eral of the [J~ited Nations, on cotffirmation of the chemical 

weapons attack in Syria. 

World 

Veteran Diplomat :Fond of Cigars, V~’hiskey 

Outfoxing 

Se~zey %L ~vrov, the Russian fi)reigt~ minister whc~ pushed for 

the Syria ehemh::al arms pact, has spe~t a career ~’ying to keep 

the United S~tes in the&. 

A++ unpublished U++ited N-afio+~s report found that 7o percent of 

the pNieewomen intmwiewed had personally expm%need sexual 

harassment or sexu~d violet~ee. 

Female Afghan Police Commander Dies After Shooting 

Crews Right Cruise Sl~ip in "Waters Off Italy 

The Costa Coneordia, has beet~ lying on its side off" Giglio Island 

since it t’m~ agrom~d laat year, killing 32 people. 

U,S. 



Suspeet ~ Shooting Had ]Interest ~ Tha~ 

Cultm’e, m~d Problems ~’V~th the Law 

Aaron ,Alexis, identified as the gunman in the Washington Navy 

"/ard shooti~g~ had bee~ arres ted t+~ee c.,n firearm.-~lated 

charges. 

~ski~xg for Help, "iI~en Killed by a~ Officer’s 

Barrage 

The family of O o*mtha*~ Ferrell, who while seurching fbr help 

after an accide~t was shot to death by a Charlotte, N.C., officer, 

applauded the city for charging the officer. 

Antibiol-~e-Resistant ]Infections Lead to 23,0oo 

:Deatl~s a Year~ C.D,C, F~nds 

A~ least ~o million people also fi~l] ~II each year, officials found 

in research that was the first to quanti~~ a growi~g public heaRh 

problem. 
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~lPN’Iorgm~ Chase Is Said to Ad~fit Fa~flt 

Settlement of Trade Loss 

Global uuthorifies ure prepu~ng to levy more tha~ 87oo 

in fi~es agai~st 3PMorga~ Chase over the bank’s huge tradh~g loss 

last year. 

DEALBOOK 

Pereh~m~’s Daughter Leads a N asty Legal B~’awl 

A dispute between Ro~mld O. Perelman a~d his ex-.in--laws has 

moved i~to the ne:,=t generatio~ as his daughter argues her m~de 

blocked her inherita~+ce. 

~ +aught 

For Twitter~ Key to Reven~e Is No Longer Ad 

S~mplieity 

Virtually all of Twitter’s revenue, estimated to be 8583 million 

this year, c+m’enfly comes from three basic ad formats. 

Twitter’s 

San 

i o+o0c,=I 

Sports 



Matt Hawey’s injury exposes the t’raility of Iigamen~s and 

tcndons, already stretchcd by the pik:hing modon. As a 

biomedical engineer says, Weloci~ itself ~s a risk factor for injuW.’’ 

, Rei~abiliteSorl ot Surgety? Ligaments Stebility Is Key in Han/ey’s Choice 

New Speedway Ow~mr Faces iLong 

Ann Ymmg, a m~rse and raring enthusiast, bought an abandoned 

track near Bronson, >la., to trT to bring hack Saturday night 

racing the~% but she has faced stiff ehallengeso 

~ Slide Show: Br~ngi~ Bac~ SmaH-lown Racieg 

A .... 
"(,sung, J 

Groups ~A:ant Bad Inmge of Penn State to Go Away 

Current and former faculty, alumni and fans are upset about how they feel the 

Jerry Sandusky scandal has come to define Penn Statc unfairly. 

, On College Footbali: Shrugging Cef Aliegations and Going About Business as Usual 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Step Up fur B~0ook]yn Bridge Park 
sr MiC~-i.\~:.~. <i~,.,u>Ei.~,.,>’,,E 

A vice, ring p]atfl)l~l and lanBeape designs wouM add to khe 

allm’e of Brooklyn B~Sdge Park, on the Brooklyn watedront. 

A~t Dealer Admits to Role in Fraud 

Olafira Resales, a Long Island art dealer, pleaded guilty to fi’and 

on Monday in the sale of eounteffeR works %r more ~han ~8o 

m~llion. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

Grand ’i’het~ Auto V ]Is a Reta~m to the Comedy of 

Violence 

Gran d Theft Auto V inw:~lves three main charaetet~ with Jess 

soul sea~vhing on their minds than dmir predecessor had. 

, ~ Viaeo Review: Grand Thefi Auto V 

Obituaries 

Chin Peng, Malaysian Rebel Dies at 88 

Mr. Peng piktcd himself against Japanese inw~del~, British 

colonialists and his ov~a government in a bloody straggle %r an 

in dependen t Comm n his k eo u n 

Sheldon Hackney, 79, Leade~° in Hlimanities, 

Dies 

Mr. Hackncy was an educator and chairman of fl~e Na~onal 

Endowment for the tiumanities who organized "national 

conversations" dmti n g the cultu re wars. 

~ 7 Reiko Douglas, Entertainer on T~ Talk Shows, 

Dies at 77 

Ms. Dc, uglas was a Japanese-.born enterbfiner who became a 

popular guest on American tall< shows in the 196os and ’7os even 

though she appeared to speak little English. 
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Science 

DNA Double Take 

Your DNA and idenfi~" are not as entwined as once thought. In 

fact raost people have rauRiple genomes floadng around, from 

mut{Rions and remnants of pregnandes or twhis. 

Dancing ~V~fl~ Black Widow Spiders 

A protSssional outdoorsman gets to know some of the blad~ 

widow spiders near his home, fi*~t as a shy, retiring pet, then as a 

black 

Video: An Encounter With a Blacl,; Widow 

FINDINGS 

The Rational Choices of Crack Addh;ts 

Scientists have long known how drugs a~:~ on the brain’s reward 

center, b~R a reseamher shows that socieLal fi~ctors play a large 

role in adNetion, too. 

~ Video: The Scbnce st Dru# Addlctbn 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~x-~: Thc Financia| Crisis, Fiw~ Years 

Late~" 

Andrew Ross Sorkin, The Times’s DealBook cohmmist, 

rer, mmbers [he day the economic eel]apse began and offers 

a n swam to flaree tougj~, lingering qn est~ 

~ vmEo: A Look Back at Thompson’s 

Candidacy 

William C. Thompson Jr. ended his eampaig)~ for the Democratic 

nomination for mayor, dosing the latest dmpter of a long 

polidcaI career in New York City. 

ThomFs 
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EDITORIAL 

End ~andato~’ L~fe Sentences 

.MandateW life without parole sgl~ apphes to some juveniles. 

EDITORIAL 

A Com~ Just for a uvel~es h~ N.Yo 

New York should create a special couri for children under 18 charged wi~a 

nonviolent crimes. 

EDITORIAL 

Gi~{ng Up on Antarctica 

Creative marhm resen~es in the souN polar region would seem like a no- 

brainer. So why are plans being sealed back? 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hard[ T~’uth~ A|+o~t Oor Soft 

St[ldJes and theories about ever)¢h]ng fl’om additives to air- 

condifiouing cloud the bigge~qs-bet~er efl~os that deft ui ~ely 

cc~ntributes to z~ner~ea’s weight pcoblem, 

~ Cok~m~s~ Page ~ Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

]In ,4mge~a Me~0kel Too Boring for German~ 

Is ~M~gela Merkel, who has succeeded ~hrough at~ iron commitment to 

ccmse~sus and harmoey, too bc~rh)g for Germany9 

o~-~ocs 
’56 "W~ys of Sayh~g 1[ Don’t Remember~ 

Alan Berliner explores memory and forgeRing in this short 

experime~ta] doeume~Nry about his cousin Edwi~ t tonig .-- a 

poeL translator and prol)ssor - and his journey t~rough Alzheimer’s disease. 
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Daily Briefing, September 17: Uncertainty Over Yellen; Payment Protection Redux 
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Today’s Top Stories 

Banks Probe Regulatory Limits of Credit 
Card Add-Ons 

American Express, Wells Fargo and Citigroup 
are continuing to sell controversial credit card 
payment protection and monitoring services, 
even as the industry braces for a second round 
of regulatory crackdowns. 

YeOmen No Lock for Fed Chair Despite 

Summers’ Exit 

In the wake of Larry Summers’ withdrawal from 
consideration as Fed chair, many speculate 
that Janet Yellen is now the leading candidate 
to assume the post. Yet there are signs the 
VVhite House may go in another direction, 
according to industry officials. 

Two More Washington State Banks Hunt 
for the Big One 

The acquisition-minded Heritage Financial and 
Washington Banking are said to be seeking 
targets to nearly double their size, motivated in 
part by the recent Umpqua-Sterling deal. 

OCC’s Curry Supports FASB P~an to 

Boost Reserves 

Comptroller of the Currency Thomas Curry 
strongly supported an accounting proposal on 
Monday that may force banks to increase 
reserves based on predictions of credit losses 
in addition to looking at past performance. 

By Department 

iPho~e 5S’s Powerful New Chip Could 
Spawn Ne×t4~en Apps 

The most significant aspect of Apple’s 
forthcoming iPhone 5S smartphone, some say, 
is the powerful new processor it will contain that 
may allow applications to handle large data 
sets more efficiently. 

Banks Probe Regulatory Limits of Credit 

Card Add4~s 

American Express, Wells Fargo and Citigroup 
are continuing to sell controversial credit card 
payment protection and monitoring services, 
even as the industry braces for a second round 
of regulatory crackdowns. 
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was 

hottest 
in 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing 

~We 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 
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world of payments¯ Attend 
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on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 
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*Short, 4 minute video* 

Leverage these 4 Pillars 

of Mortgage Automation 
to Achieve Operational 

Excellence 

Attend this webinar to 
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technology advances to 

address common 

operational issues like: 

poor customer experience, 

lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue. Sign 

~p n~w to learn how to 

dramatically shift the 

current mortgage 

production and customer 

engagement paradigm. 



The financial lure of credit cards has become 
increasingly hard to resist for regional banks 
that exited the business several years ago. 

Ye,re# No Lock for Fed Chair Despite 
Summers’ Exit 

In the wake of Larry Summers’ withdrawal from 
consideration as Fed chair, many speculate 
that Janet Yellen is now the leading candidate 
to assume the post. Yet there are signs the 
White House may go in another direction, 
according to industry officials. 

The acquisition-minded Heritage Financial and 
Washington Banking are said to be seeking 
targets to nearly double their size, motivated in 
part by the recent Umpqua-Sterling deal. 
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Dear Lissa Broome, 

It’s now down to the final couple of weeks. Entries close for this year’s Innovating 

Justice Award at midnight CET on 30 September 2013. 

Have you got an innovation which has, or could transform the justice sector? Do you 

know somebody else who does? Remember - the value of this year’s prizes is 100 000 

euros! 

There are three Award categories this year. 

The Award for Innovative Ideas welcomes ideas that could make a difference in the 

justice sector. The winner will receive support from the community and from the 

partners to realize the idea, make progress and go further. 

The Award for Successful Innovations is aimed at innovations that have proven to be 

successful and that already have made a difference. These innovations contain 

valuable insight for everybody involved in innovating justice. 

The Human Rights Innovation Award aims to raise awareness of the importance of 

Human Rights. We are looking for entrepreneurial initiatives or novel ideas that can 

lead to concrete results in the area of Human Rights. 



The Award ceremony will be held on 11 December 2013 in The Hague, Netherlands. 

Don’t hestitate. If your innovation or idea wins, you can be there! 

Submit your innovation before the deadline or contact us via 

for more information, 

Visit our website for further details: 

With regards frem Hiit.’s~ Innovating ,fusti~,;e Awar(~.~ team 
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Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TBJ Morning Call: Duke gets approval to open university in China 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Bust ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Enter the Blue Devil: Duke qets approval to open university 
in China 
Duke University reached a majer milestone Monday when it anneunced final 

approval for Duke Kunshan Universiiy (DKU), the university in China that will confer 
t[%r~g#Srt~i~5 Duke degrees. Duke, and its partner, Wuhan University. rnay new begin recruiting 

students 

N,C. Commerce incorporates private enti~, for economic 
recruiting 

" I-he No~h Carolina Commerce Department has filed incorporation papers 
~ ~b/e~ re ~gst##~{ establishing the private entity that will handle economic recruitment as pair of the 

state’s new public-private economic development pa~nership. 

~ty ~ ~!~ig~ gets another $5.5M for Union Station 9E~J~ 
-rhe City of Raleigh has recewed another $55 million to upfit the Raleigh Union 

Station complex. 

N.C Gov. Pat McCrory, a Republican~ and President Barack Obama, a DemocraL 

~ B~k~fA~@6d~ have something m common. Beth have sunk to job approval ratings of 39 percent 

each in Noith Carolina~ according to the iatest High Point Umversity Poll. 

Biscass 

Read Morning Call >> 



C~TIE~SiTOWN~ IN TODAY,S TBJ reveals the Trianqle’s 50 f~stest~r£w’in9 c£mp~nies 

Analyst hype propels Re.qado 66 percent highe~ a~ c~osing 

Un~ed Airlines ~o ~n~r dir~ ¢~eap ~ares 

I~M retirees, here are five ~y~hs ~ou ~s~ ~nders~and. 
Sincerely, a health exchanqe CEO 

bisioui~r~sls c(istom®s seP,,ic¢, bisioui~r~sls I~:0 W. Moreb®ad ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~:. 

2018 American City Business Journsis, iac a~d its licenso:~s All dgi~ts i~¢s®l-,~ed H-~¢ material on this site nlsy aot be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Im~ <inn@caxolinainn.com~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:46 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Men’s Basketball Schedule Released’. Book Now’. 

Sec.u.xe ~£om ~.ta5 Nos~, 

~i: Visit Website 

chance to reserve your .stay a{ The Carolina Inn Don’t miss ou{ a‘s datee wi~ go fast. 

:~:.::}.£:iL~{.tq(~ your resewat~on today{ 

Come v~s~t beautiFu~ Chape~ H~H and cheer on Roy W~kame and the team. Enjoy 

shopping on h~stor~c FranMin Street, relish an exquisite meal at Carolina Crossroads 

ResSsurant and Bar, and retl’eat to your cozy guestroom for ultimate comfoll. 

Act now to ~:£:~::@~qO~:~]~ your stay~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cmwfo~t Advisors <~Vebinars@CrawfordWebinars.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 8:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Are You Ready for Open Ei~rollment 2014 - What Employers Must Do 

Dear Lissa, 
Join attorney Patrick Haynes for this important webinar and learn what employers must do for their 2014 Open Enrollment. There are several issues, 
requirements and employer mandates which will dramatically impact open enrollment and benefit plans. These include but are not limited to: 

Communicating "The Individual Mandate" 
Communicating "Health insurance Marketplaces" 
Summary of Benefits and Coverage 
Eligibility Changes and Pre-existing Condition Limitations 

Webinar Date: Thursday, Sep 26th 12:00 PM - 12:35 PM EDT 
Space is limited - click on this link to register: https://wwwl .gotomeeting.com/register/743655673 
Open to all Benefits Professionals - but not ot,~er agents and brokers 

Sincerely, 
Reagan M Crawford, CLU 
Managing Member 
Crawford Advisors, LLC 
410-771-5500 
rcrawford@crawfordadvisors.com 
www.crawfordadvisors.com 

This message was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu from: 

Crawford Advisors I 200 International Circle I Hunt Valley, MD 21031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:17 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

FREE ’ILITORING PROGIL&M (Eng Esp).doc 

CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... *Break in to locked residence reported 09/13/13, 3:51 pm, 
the caller stated that they had just returned home and saw a subject known to them fleeing from behind their residence in a burgundy van with a 
gray bottom. The caller advised that items were missing from within the residence and a vehicle was also missing, the victim stated that they had 
left their residence for a couple of hours and when they returned they saw the suspect pull out from behind their residence and leave travelling east 
on hwy 54 at a high rate of speed, they were wondering what the suspect (their cousin) was doing and then they noticed that a vehicle that had 
been parked at the residence for about two years was missing from the driveway. They stated when they entered their residence they also noticed 
several pieces of automobile electronics and about five hundred dollars us currency were also missing., investigators then arrived on scene with 
the suspect, after speaking with all subjects it appears that the original owner (who nobody knows their name) returned and had the vehicle towed 
and the landlord’s son used a key to the residence and allowed "the owner" and the suspect to enter the residence to retrieve the auto electronics 
which had apparently been removed from the vehicle. The suspect admitted to being inside the residence with "the owne¢’. The only item that can 
be confirmed as stolen is the aforementioned us currency, charges are pending 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in to unlocked vehicle reported 09/16/13,9:02 pm, 21 I3 Us 70 A EZ Quick Mart 
The victim stated that an hour prior to him calling, a white female parked her green in color dodge dakota truck next to his in the parking lot and 
started soliciting patrons at the fuel pumps for money, mr. clapp advised he approached her three times and asked to leave, each time she would 
begin to tell him that her husband had just beat her up on hwy 70 and the cops had taken him to jail leaving her with no monies for gas. Each time 
he would ask her to leave she would retreat to the area of her truck and lean up against his truck (white full size chevrolet). The victim stated that he 
was closing up the store and had placed some items in the truck to take home after closing he advised the last time he observed the female in 
question she was standing beside his truck as he reentered the business, he stated he first heard the suspect vehicle and then observed the 
suspect vehicle leave the parking lot area. it was at this time; he remembered he had left the keys (including the keys to the business) to the vehicle 
inside the unsecured cab of his truck. He stated when he examined the interior of the vehicle; all the items had been taken to include his set of 
keys, drinks, cigarettes, and his favorite camo baseball cap. upon further questioning, he was not only able to provide a name, but a description of 
the suspect female in question, after obtaining the necessary information, I cleared the area and went to the magistrates office in reference to 
obtaining a warrant for the suspect female. The magistrate found probable cause to issue a felony warrant for breaking and entering a vehicle, and 
a warrant for misdemeanor larceny. 
A Community Watch reader asked that I share the below information 

COM~ I[UNI I ~ WATCH- Ir~’o 
I,a~mched in 1972, Co~nmuni~,., Watch is neighbors hdping nNghbOrSo They are extra eyes and ears f~r reporting crime and helping neighbors. 

Members meet thNr rieighbors, lean~ how to m ake their homes more secure, watch o~lt Nr each otl~er and tl~e neighborhood, and report suspidous 
actiniC’ t~ ~he police or sheeifl~s ott~ce. 



Our respo~sibiliries 
¯ Be alert, observant, and caring. I<5~ow your neighbors, and watch out for each other Report suspicious activity or crimes to the police or sherilt~ s departmeut 

immediately. 

Learn how you can make yourself and your community safer. 

Wha~ should we be 
¯ Someone screaming or shouting Ibr help. 

¯ Someone lookinginwindowsofhousesandparkedcars. Property beingtaJ~enoutofhouseswherenooneisathomeorfromclosedbusinesses. 

¯ Cars, vans, or trucks moving slowly with no apparent destination or without lighks. 

¯ Awone being ti~reed into a vehicle 

¯ A stronger sitting in a ca, or stopping to talk to a child. 

Hm~- sho~Rd ~-e report these ir~dde~ts? 
¯ Call 9-1-1 

¯ Give your nmne and address. (optional) 

¯ Explain what happened. 

¯ Briefly describe the suspect: gender and race, age, height, weight, hair color, clothing, distinctive characteristics such as a beard, mustache, ,scars or accent. 

¯ Describe the veNcle if one was involved: coloc make, model, year, license plate, and special features such as stickers. 

Tips 
° Times have changed, and locks have changed, but burglars still look for homes that are easy targets. Lock your doors and set you alarms every time you leave 

your home. 

¯ Keep your vehicles locked at all times. 

¯ Consider keeping outdoor motion ligNs. 

If you will be out of town, notit) the Orange County SheriIt" s ONce at 919-245-2900 and ask tbr a house check. Deputies will come m your home and check 
>-our property. They will ask you what cars will be in your driveway while you are gone, if you will have lights on in your house, and if you expect anyone to come 
and go on your property or in your house while you are away. 

¯ Let trusted nearby neighbors know if you will be away so they can help keep an eye on >-our p~operly and pick np stray newspapers. 

¯ Get to know each other so you will be better able to recognize strangers in your neighboNood. 

¯ Consider purchasing a"Communi~Watch signto post nearyonr home. The more signs there are, the less likelywould-be criminals will viN your neighborhood. 

° Ask people M~o seldom leave their homes to be %vindow watchers," looking out for children and reporlmg any unusual activities in the neighborhood. 

° Consider a block pa~rent program to help children cope with emergencies while walking to and from school or playing in the area. 

° Keep abreast of the facts about crime in your neighborhood. Check police repo~ts, and share intbnnation regarding criminal activity in your area. 

° Physical conditions like abandoned cars or overgrown vacant lots contribute to crime. Sponsor cleanups and encourage residents to beautify" the area. 

° Remember that Neighborhood Watch groups are not vigilantes and should not assume the role of the police. 

i×ii 

Start a Watch Prog,mn today 

Attached is information concerning a tutoring program sponsored by the Hillsborough Police Dept.? 

Thank you for being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9~ 1. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

:106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

9:19-644=3050 Office 

9:19-732=6403 Fax 

on 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 



allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arrowood, Catharine B. <cbarrowood@parkerpoe.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:25 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: IWF 

Thank you! 

Catherine Arrowood 

Wells Fargo Capitol Center I 150 Fayetteville Street I Suite 1400 I Raleigh, NC 27601 
Phone: 9:1.9.890,4142 I Fax: 919,834.4564 I ._w____w____w__:_p__a__E_k___e___rR_o___e_:__c___o____m__ I _v___c_,__a__ti_d_. I __m___a__p. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 3:23 PM 
To: Arrowood, Catharine B. 
Subject: IWF 
Hi Catherine - I am delighted that you will be joining IWR I think it is a wonderful organization with the opportunity for worldwide contacts. Vm also glad you are 

helping to bolster the Triangle membership~ 

See you soon, I hope. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwwwJaw.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com[author=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http://w~*z law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542.jpg 

IR8 CIRCULAR 230 NO’riCE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (or in any attachment) is not intended or 

written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 

in this communication (or in any attachment). 

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDEN’I1AL: This electronic message and any attachments are confidential property of the sender. The information is intended only for the use of the person to whom it was addressed. Any 

other interception, copying, accessing, or disclosure of this message is prohibited. The sender takes no responsibility for any unauthorized reliance on this message. If you have received this message in error, please 

immediately notif~ the sender and purge the message you received. Do not forward this message without permission. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:47 AM 

WoodlM; Connie <CWoodlief@BBandT.com>; McDougald, Lisa B. - Legal <LBMcDougald@bbandt.com> 

gaadams@smithlaw.com; lee.hogewood@klgates.com; WeIlzin, JoelIe <JWel~in@bbandt.com>; John~n, Robert J - Winston-Salem, NC 

<RJJohnson@BBandT.com>; Hedriclc~ James T. Jr. <JHedrick@mcguirewoods.com>; Williams, Amy ~klny.Willimn@klgates.com > 

RE: NC Banking Institute Joumdl C~:reer Tlek -- October 17 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Women’s Forum <iwfnew@i~vforum.o~g> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 10:18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~ 

IVVF Members - On The Board - Deadline Approaching 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

:~:: on the board 

September 17, 2013 

Dear IWF Members, 

The application deadline for the 2014 On the Board program is approaching. Applications are 

due on O~taber 23, 2013. Moving into its second year, On the Board is uniquely designed to 

prepare women leaders to become successful candidates for and directors on the boards of 

publicly traded companies. 

A partnership between IWF and the George Washington University School of Business, On the 

Board provides advanced board-level leadership training, including corporate leadership and 

strategy, ethical and responsible decision-making, audit and financial management, and 

regulatory compliance, as well as personal preparation for board candidacy. Each Fellow is 

matched with a sitting female board director for mentoring. 

Fellows are competitively selected based on leadership achievement and the potential to rise 

to board level roles. Women who are currently serving or have previously served as board 

directors of publicly traded corporations are not eligible. Women with past or current service 

on non-profit boards and the boards of private companies are eligible. 

For more information regarding the program and to view and submit your application, please 

follow the link: _O_._n__.t_ .h__e___B_._o_.a___r..d_.. To be considered, all application materials must be submitted by 

October 23, 2013. 

If you have any questions, please contact IWF Managing Director, Heath Nash. He may be 

reached at hnash@iwforum.org. 

Many thanks. 

IWF Communications 



Forward this email 

This emaii was ~nt to Ibroome@email.unc,ed~i by iwfnews@iwforum.orq 
Update Prof:ile/Email Add[ess Instanl removal with SafeUnsubscribef’~ P[ivacy Policy, 

international Women’s Forum 2120 L Street NW :: Suite 460 :: Washington DC :: 20037 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brendan Goodling <brendan@zapproved.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:09 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sekisui Case a Game Changer for eDiscovery 

Lissa, 

I thought you might be interested in takin~ a look at U.S. District Judge Shira Scheind[in’s (S.D.N.Y) recent ru[in~ that overturned a U.S. Ma~istrate’s previous 

opinion. She forcefuUy rejected trends set by other courts that required prejudice to be demonstrated in order to impose severe sanctions. 

Judge Scheind[in has once a~ain asserted her authority as an influential voice from the bench. Click the [ink to read more about Sekisui America~ Corp. v. 

Hart. 

Best, 

Brendan Goodl.in~ 

~,!~,~ ..!’/~ ..!;:’5..! D%~! :~: i 

www.legalhotdpro.com i @legatholdpro 

~.~.~ ~.~ ~o~o 

Forward to a friend 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@pepperlawupdates.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:11 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ unc edu> 

Join Pepper t taJnilton LLP and The Deal for a Webinax on Private Equity in Emerging Markets - S eptember 26, 2013 

WEBINAR: 
Private Equity in Emerging Markets 
Thursday, September 26, 2013 I 1:00 PM EDT 

In the first half of 2013, commitments to private equity funds targeting emerging markets plunged 
some 52 percent to U.S. $10.8bn~ The amount of capital invested shrank by 11 percent in the 
same time period. The pullback was most marked in the BRIC economies. As Matt Miller reported 
in The Deal in May, "The BRICs are out of favor, except when they’re not." When combined with 
the econotnic slowdown, frozen equities markets, stalled IPO markets and too many private equity 
dollars sloshing mound, these the largest emerging markets at~ made less interesting to 
investors. But valuations and pricing are now becoming more sensible, providing opportunities for 
good returns once more. 

Smaller funds and frontier market deals have been some of the bright spots of the year. Deals in 
Kenya and Malaysia came in second and third respectively in a ranking of the largest emerging 
market private equity deals. Two Vietnamese deals also made it into the top 10. Latin America, 
witnessed a significant jump in funds raised compared to 2013. Both BRIC and frontier market 
economies continue to offer a long-term compelling grov4h story for private equity; a young 
demographic, an expanding, aspirational middle class and, in many cases, improving levels of 
political risk. Where will it go from here? 

How will the ongoing slump in the developed world impact opportunities in the emerging markets? 
How have LPs changed their perspective on these markets and what factors do they consider to 

_ be the most critical when making emerging market investment decisions? What other precautions _ 
should private equity firms take prior to undertaking a transaction? On September 26, join The 
Deal and Pepper Hamilton, as we’ll aim to answer these and other critical questions facing the 
private equity firms focused on the emerging market opportunity. 

Moderator: 
Matt Miller, Editor-at-Large The Deal 

Speakers: 
Valerie Demont partner and chair of U.S.-India practice group, Pepper Hamilton LLP 
James D. Rosener partner and chair of International practice group, Pepper Hamilton LLP 
Jens Thomassen, director, Denham Capital 

For more information and to register, visit http://www.thedeal.com/knowledcle/private-equitv-in- 

emerging-markets.php. 

Berwyn I Boston J Detroit I Harrisburg 
Los Ancleles I New York I Oranoe Countv ] Philadelphia 

Pittsburgh I Princeton I Washington, D,C, I Wilmington 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets I Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

www.pepperlaw.com 

This email 

Designed by eLawMarketinq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/17/2013 3:13:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; McLean, Susan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mcleanm] 

NY Lect. series chat 

Lissa’s office 

9/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

9/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L; McLean, Susan 



Driving Toward Equality: 
Responses to Auto-Loan 
Discrimination 

................................................................................................................................................................. ~ap by prohibiting loan discrimination 

with respect to protected classes. In zoo~, 
plaintiffs brought the first ECOA cases to 

challenge race-based discrimination in 
the auto-lending industry. But, a decade 

later, plaintiffodriven litigation has died 
out without producing effective solutions. 

I argue that government enforcement 
of ECOA is needed to address widespread 

race-based discrimination in auto-lend- 

ing First, I explore why market competi- 
tion has failed to correct for race*based 
discrimination. Next, I analyze the doctri- 

nal applicability and practical limitations 
of ECOA litigation, Finally, I compare the 
results of private class actions and pub- 

lic enforcement cases, and conclude that 
public enforcement is needed to develop 
more robust solutions, 

/I, 
H E CENTER for Responsible 

Lending has described car 

ownership in America as 

’not merely a luxury, but a, 

prerequisite to opportunity. 

Yet the financing that many 

allies need to buy a vehicle, and thus 

n improved mobility and opportu- 

~,, is offered on racially discrimina- 

� terms. In May zmo, the National 

~sumer Law Center released a report 

wing "widespread racial disparities, 

elated to credit risk, in the markups 

ed by auto dealers to auto loan rates 

phasis added]." In every region of 

United States, black consumers 

e paying average markups that were 

,ast ~3o percent what white consum ~ 

vith similar income levels and credit 

histories were paying. Six states, includ- 

ing New York, showed black., over-white 

markup disparities of over 3o0 percent. 

Good credit is no protection from 

race-based markups. Ford Motor Credit 

Company’s largest markup in a re.year 

period, constituting over zoo percent of 

the total risk-based APR, was charged to 

a black customer with the highest level of 

creditworthiness. Even after a settlement 

imposed a strict tiered system for credit-- 

based markups, Nissan Motors Accep- 

tance Corporation (NMAC) bumped black 

consumers to lower credit tiers than the 

tiers for which they qualified at twice the 

rate that white consumers were bumped 

so that higher APRs could be charged. 

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act 

(ECOA) attempted to close the lending 

Market forces have not been able to correct 

for aBtbcompetitive race.based discrimi- 

nation in the auto loan market. Consum- 

ers haggle hard over sticker price but most 

don’t know that dealerships make much of 

their profit by brokering debt through the 

Finance and Insurance (F&I) Office. In a 

typical sale, the F&I agent collects credit data 

from the consumer and shops that data to 

various Auto Finance Companies (AFCs). 

The AFCs then return a "buy 

objective risk--based APR which reflects 

the cost of lending to that customer. The 

dealer may offer the customer the buy rate 

or add a discretionary markup. 

Although race-based markups are 

technically illegal, one subprime lender 

testified in a mortgage case that if a 

customer "appeared uneducated, inar.- 

ticulate, [or] Was a minority" she would 

try to smuggle extra costs into his or her 

loan. As former Supreme Court Justice 

lohn Paul Stevens wrote of discretionary 

sentencing guidelines, in the auto-loan 

market "discretion and discrimination 

travel together," 

In ~he Economics of Discriminatton, 

economist Gary Backer argues that non~ 

discriminating firms will prevail through 

free-market competition. However, his 

model does not explain the continuing 

race-based discrimination in auto lend- 

ing. A trio of market failures contribute to 

this problem. 

First, dealers price gouge because, as 

with a cartel, so long as everyone charges 

anti-competitive prices to minority cus- 

tomers, each dealer can reap higher proF 

its. In a recent article, law professor and 

economist Inn Ayres argues that dealers 

charge black customers more because 



they believe that black consum~rs have 

higher search costs and worse alternao 

rives than white consumers do. This 

differential may reach back to historic 

practices such as redlining, where lenders 

refused to serve minority communities. 

Now, the mere perception by dealers that 

black customers have fewer and worse 

choices is enough to perpetuate a sell 

fulfilling prophecy of continuing price 

discrimination. 

If one dealership wanted to under- 

cut competitors by offering fair rates to 

minority customers, it would face a seco 

ond problem: informing the buyer. Most 

car buyers see the F&I officer as their 

loan agent and do not know that they can 

negotiate rates, much less that dealers 

can make discretionary markups. To ad.. 

vertise competitive loan prices to black 

customers, a dealership would have to 

reveal that F&I officers work at cross- 

purposes with their customers. Publiciz- 

ing this information may not be desirable 

or cost effective, given the relatively low 

percentage of black consumers in the 

overall auto market. 

Additionally, the opacity of the loan 

market further enables price gouging. 

Loans are highly individualized and 

based on sensitive personal information, 

making consumers unlikely to share or 

compare prices. As NYU Law’s Oren Bar- 

Gill and now~Senator Elizabeth Warren 

argue in ~Making Credit Safer," for the 

average consumer, full information is 

not worth its cost in time. Black consum~ 

ers face even steeper information costs: 

controlled experiments show that black 

consumers must spend more time bar- 

gaining with dealers to get pricing infor~ 

marion that dealers more readily disclose 

to white consumers. 

Finally, AFCs could limit dealers’ 

discretion to add discriminatory mark- 

ups. But they are locked into a collective 

action problem: each AFC claims that it 

cannot act because dealers would simply 

cut ties and sell loans to competitors with 

less restrictive terms. Although they hold 

the purse strings, AFCs are unwilling to 

bear that risk. 

~’~: SU~’S A~ SO~.TS O~- 

ECOA mandates that "tilt shall be un- 

lawful for any creditor to discriminate 

against any applicant, with respect to 

any aspect of a credit transaction...on 

the basis of race, color, religion, national 

origin, sex or marital status, or age." 

Regulation B invokes legislative history 

to allow an "effects test" or disparate 

impact model for proving discrimination. 

Plaintiff~ have argued that AFC~ vio- 

late ECOA because their policy of allowing 

dealers to discretionarily mark up loans 

adversely impacts minority consumers. 

By showing that race-based disparities in 

markups exist even after controlling for 

objective factors like creditworthiness, 

plaintiffs have argued that discretion is a 

policy that produces discrimination. 

A discretion~based disparate impact 

proof model offers two main advantages 

over a disparate treatment model First, 

as a matter of aggregation, disparate im- 

pact allows cases to reach AFCs and ag- 

gregate a nationwide pool of loans. Under 

a disparate treatment model, only loans 

coming from the same dealership could 

be aggregated, and litigation costs would 

likely exceed potential awards. Second, 

disparate impact solves a problem of 

proof. Since lending decisions are based 

on many variables, it is difficult to prove 

that a particular plaintiff was charged a 

markup because of race, and not because 

of other factors such as appearance, neo 

gotiating style, or type of car selected. 

In disparate impact cases, plaintiffs do 

not need to prove disCriminatory 

tent. Courts look at aggregated outcomes, 

not simply individual motivations. If 

private litigation is to address the prob- 

lem of discriminatory markups, it must 

proceed according to a disparate impact 

theory of litigation. 

Comparing settlements from private and 

public ECOA enforcement actions illuso 

trates possible benefits of government 

intervention in the auto-loan market. In 

private settlements the majority of the 

award goes to attorneys’ fees (SO - 

million), while a smaller sum is directed 

toward consumer programs ($~5o,ooo - Sa 

million), and an even smaller amount, if 

anything, goes to compensate named 

representatives who were victims of dis- 

crimination ($o .~ $~7o,ooo). Many of the 

private settlements have non-monetary 

programmatic features, including caps 

on future dealer markups. Markup caps 

narrow the range of dealer discretion, but, 

as illustrated by the NMAC example in the 

introduction, discrimination continues. 

Furthermore, since no07, the plaintiffs’ 

bar has stopped bringing these cases. Pro- 

cedural hurdles made these cases more 

difficult: standing requirements were 

forced to preclude participation by impact 

litigation organizations, pleading stan- 

dards have been heightened, class certifi-- 

cation requirements are more difficult to 

me~.t in di.’~cretion.ba~:~vd discrimination 

claims, and, finally, arbitration 

may prevent aggregation. Even a, these 

cases have become more risky, the deep~ 

est pockets haw~ already been emptied by 

early settlements. Remaining claims may 

be too small to be worth the rising r~sk and 

cost of litigation. 

While government enforcement faces 

many of the same procedural hurdles, 

the cost calculus is less prohibitive and 

the government is better positioned to 

clarify the law and negotiate injunctive 

relief. In 2oo7, just as the private bar was 

abandoning this field of litigation, the 

DO] entered the field by filing actions that 

differed from the private litigation in 

two important ways. First, it sued indL 

vidual dealers, a move that private 

litigators have not attempted. Second, the 

settlements required dealers to document 

good faith, competitive reasons for each 

markup that was lower than the capped 

rate. By asking dealers to account for lower 

rather than higher markups, this settle- 

ment clause aligned equal protection 

with business interests. It invoked Justice 

Robert lackson’s maxim that °’the prin- 

ciples., impose[d~ upon a minority must 

be imposed generally" to provide an 

"effective practical guaranty against ar~ 

bitrary and unreasonable" decision.- 

making. These strategic improvements, 

together with the potential for govern- 

ment to avoid some barriers to private 

litigation, reach the merits on a case and 

clarify the law, revealing the advantages 

of government enforcement. 

~~ cAc~ became interested in predatory 

lending practices while working at the 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

during her ~L summer. At NYU Law, she 

was a Root-Tilden~Kern Public Interest 

Scholar, Furman Academic Scholar, co- 

chair of the Coalition for Law and Repre- 

sentation, and editor~in-chief of the NYU 

Law Review. Through the ACLU Racial 

Justice Clinic, Coo also worked on Adkins 

v. Morgan Stanley, the groundbreaking 

mortgage discrimination suit challeng~ 

ing securitizers for their role in producing 

large~ scale racial disparities wrought by 

sub.prime lending. 7his excerpt is from a 

work 4n-progress. Cao is currently clerk.> 

ingfor ]udge ]. Paul Oetken of the US 

District Court for the Southern District 

of New York. She will clerk for ]udge 

Raymond ]. Lohier ’9~ of the US Court 

of Appeals for the Second Circuit in 

the following term and then plans to 

represent borrowers in predatory 

and discriminatory lending cases. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clms Crenshaw <~chris@c3finm~cia£com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:19 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

Financial Topics Newsletter 

1-o vie:^; :~n onlh’~e version of this ernail, click here. 

September 201.3 

Achieving Your Financial Goals is Our Mission 

With the increasing demands of daily life and growing complexity of the 

financial markets, more and more people have sought financial 

advisors to manage their investment needs. They have opted to spend 

their free time with family or relaxing rather than enduring the stress 
of financial planning, all the while having peace of mind because their 

investments receive expert attention. 

As the founder of Chris C. Crenshaw Financial Services, I have over 43 
years of investment advisory experience and offer expertise in a 

variety of areas such: 

Retirement & Investment Portfolio Management 

Personal Financial Planning 

Estate Analysis & Planning 

Risk Management & Insurance 

The mission of Chris C. Crenshaw Financial Services is to provide 

personalized investment services to high-net worth clients that allow 

them to meet their short and long-term goals. By employing a balanced 

approach, we allocate assets to achieve maximum portfolio 
performance relative to a client’s risk tolerance and liquidity needs. We 

also strive to educate our clients on the investment process so they 

have a complete understanding of their financial plato 

Our advisory services are based on a percentage fee, not 
commissions, ensuring that you will receive independent investment 
recommendations. We realize that seeking investment advice is an act 
of trust, and we are dedicated to earning that trust by providing 
superior performance and a broad array of services to meet your 
needs. 

We want to work with you to achieve your goals and ensure a certain 

financial future. To get started, call (919) 493-3669 for a complimentary 

consultation. 

The Vital Importance of Disability Insurance 
Without question, the death of the family 

breadwinner is devastating, but there,s one 

condition that might be even more excruciating: 

l a disability that renders you unable to work to 

support yourself and your family. Unfortunately, 

more people are financially protected against the former than 

they are against the latter. 
[FULL ARTICLE] 

A Financial Plan Should Be a Living Document 
If you,ve ever completed a financial plan, you 

know how much work it is to prepare. So, after 

all that work, youOre done, right? Wrong. The 

wor d is constant y changing, the markets are 

constantly fluctuating, and so is your life. If your 

plan for the future is going to be of any real use, it has to reflect 

Chris C. Crenshaw 

Owner 

Chris C, Crenshaw 

Financial Services, 
LLC 
2727 University Drive 

Durham, NC 27707 

Tel: (919) 493-3669 
e-mail: 

chris@c3financial.com 

As the founder of Chris 
C. Crenshaw Financial 

Services, LLC, I have 
over 43 years of 

investment advisory 
experience and offer 

expertise in a variety of 

areas such as: 

Retirement & 

Investment 

Portfolio 

Management 

Personal 

Financial 

Planning 

Estate Analysis & 

Planning 

Risk 

Management & 

Insurance 

For a complimentary 

consultation, call (919) 
493-3669. 



those changes, too. 
[FULL ARTICLE] 

Caught in the Middle 
At a time when middle=aged couples should be 
saving for their own retirement, many find 
themselves caught in the middle of competing 
needs from two generations. Having started 
families later than past generations, their children 

may just now be entering college or could still be living at home. 
At the same time, aging parents may require financial assistance. 

[FULL ARTICLE] 

Avoid These Estimating Mistakes 
¯ ¯ When determining how much to save by 
ixi retirement age, several variables must be 

considered, some requiring estimates that will 
span decades. Err significantly on those 
estimates and you can end up with little or no 

money left during the later years of your life. Three of the most 
significant estimating mistakes to watch out for are@ 
[FULL ARTICLE] 

Review Your Personal Liability insurance 
A personal liability umbrella policy increases the 
liability coverage of your homeowners and 
automobile policies. Tt also expands coverage to 
inc ude damages caused by nonowned property 
in your possession and suits for libel, slander, 

defamation of character, or invasion of privacy. The policy also 
pays attorney fees to defend you against claims covered by your 
policy. 
[FULL ARTICLE] 

Published by Integrated Concepts Group, Inc. 

Some information provided in this newsletter was prepared by Integrated Concepts. This newsletter intends to offer 

factual and up-to-date information on the subjects discussed, but should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 

these subjects= Professional advisers should be consulted before implementing any options presented. No party 

assumes liability for any loss or damage resulting from errors or omissions or reliance on or use of this material. 

Click ~1~£~2. to forward Lh~s maiiing w~th ycur personal messege, 

2}’2}’ Univers~t~ Driv% Durham~ NC 27707 

CHck ~££ to ieave this mailing list, 

Click here to wew our privacy policy. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Web Seminal~ <confemnces@sourcemediamail.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:01 PM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

This Thur~tay, 9/19: Durbin Domino Effect Web Seminar 

i ::~,< Durbin Domino Effect 

September lq, 2o13 [ "~’.<,.’,>~<~: ~2:oo PM ET 
.~.iI Register today for 

the web seminar 

Shotdd this recent ruling force banks to comp]ete]y overhaul 
their debit strategies or will it be a continuation of what was 
done since Reg II’? 

Hear a panel of regulatory watchers and financial services experts discuss some potential 

decisions m~d eventualities that debit issuers should consider. 

It was in the not-so-distant past that banks were left to rethink their debit strategies when Regulation 

II i:apped debit: inteveha~ge Ices. The hit to banks has been estimated at a ~ota] of $6 billion lost in fee 

rew~nue, 

Now (hat a district court: has tossed out the initial fee ca[} ruling, b;m]~:s could be at ftu~her peril 

losing billions more. The Fed plans to appeal this decision, but tmeertainty looms. 

Discussion topics: 

~ Should (his recent ruling force banks to complete[3 overhaul their debit strategies or will it be a 

continuatio~ of what was done since Reg 

~ Does [he possibility of [t~rthet’ fee income losses impac[ planned in~es[ments in F.MV and other’ new 

payments technologies? If so, what adjustments are necessary? 

~ t{ow are exempt banks affected? 

~ Does this seal the fate of bank-iss~md debit rewards programs altogether? What opportunities open 

Meet the I resenters: 

Rosenb~um                  R~enbkim 

Daniel Wolfe John Costa Jeremy T, Rosenb]am David Stein 

Editor ia Chief M~m agiag Director [’~rl~er Dmector 

Pagme~gsSoaree Aariemma Baliard Spahr Promontory Financ]aI 

ConsulHng (3coup Groap 



American 

Forv,.a rd to 

Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:12 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?mn tennis] Tennis Weekly atthe Farm 

Upcoming Events 

Farm Junior Doubles Championships - We will hold our annual Farm Junior Doubles Championships this weekend. This is 
now a USTA L3 tournament!! Matches will begin on Saturday morning at 8am. Join us for some great doubles matches and 

help us support our Farm juniors participating in the tournament! 

Raise a Racquet Fundraiser - On Friday, October 4th, we will hold our first annual Raise a Racquet Fundraiser to benefit the 
NC Children’s Hospital. This is an all day event that includes tennis for adults in the morning, a lunch, and tennis for the kids in 

the late afternoon followed by a pizza party. We have all kinds of fun planned for the event!! We hope to have you all out! 
There are ongoing silent auctions for the event that are located outside of the pro shop. 

Clinics 

Fall Junior Clinics - At this point, our first session is completely full. We do have some spots left in our second session, so 
please sign up as soon as possible if you are interested in joining us!!! Our clinics and times have slightly changed for this 

season, so please check our web site for updates. New registration forms are available on the web site. We hope to have you 
all out! 

TTL Practice - We will begin our TTL practices on Monday, September 9th from 9-10:30am. These practices are free. We 
hope to have you all out and we are planning for no rain this season!!! 

Our Singles Strategy and Doubles Strategy clinics are postponed during our TTL season. We will continue them this 
Winter! 

**NEW** Tuesday Evening Ladies Drills (with Stacie) will begin next Tuesday evening (9/24) from 6:30-7:30pm and 
continue through the Fall. We focus on both singles and doubles strategy and offer drilling and match play scenarios. Come 

out to work on a specific shot and stay for our ladies night! Cost $12. 

**NEW** Ladies Night - Beginning next Tuesday evening (9/24) and continuing on Tuesday evenings from 7:30-9pm, we will 

hold a ladies night. It will consist of round robin doubles play and possibly a court of singles point 
drills depending on our numbers. Feel free to join our ladies evening clinic as a warm up. A 

pro will be there to get everyone started and play will begin promptly at 7:30. 

Wednesday Evening Men’s 3.5+ Clinic (with Ryan)is an ongoing clinic that will meet on 
Wednesdays from 6:30-7:30pm. We focus on both singles and doubles strategy and offer 

drilling and match play scenarios. Come out to work on a specific shot and stay for our men’s 
night! Cost $12 

Men’s Night - We will hold our men’s night from 7:30-9pm on Wednesday nights. It will 
consist of round robin doubles play and possibly a court of singles point drills depending on 
our numbers. Feel free to join our Men’s 3.5+ evening clinic as a warm up. A pro will be there 

to get everyone started and play will begin promptly at 7:30. 

Thursday Evening Adult Clinic (with Nate) is an ongoing clinic that will meet on Thursdays 



from 6:30-7:30pm. Intermediate to Advanced players. Cost $12 

Shot of the week (with Ryan) will meet on Friday morning from 9-10am. We will work on passing shots this week and 
discuss the best times to go for your passing shots in both singles and doubles play. Cost $12 

Friday Junior Playday - Continuing on Fridays through the Fall, we will hold our Junior Playdays from 5-6pm. They will be 
free. Match play experience is required. A pro will be on hand to get matches organized. We are also hoping to schedule some 

interclub matches this fall with some local clubs. More information to follow. 

Adult "Rust and Dust" Advanced Beginner Clinic and Adult Beginner Clinic (with 
Emily) are both cancelled this Saturday since we will have our junior tournament going on all day. We hope to have you all 

out next weekend! 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

fmrn tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To nnsubscribe send a blm~k email to leave- 33598417-2921055.1 e7797b3 b2 lO02d2346b9119533d 164a~listserv.unc.edn 
For more information, see our website: ht~p:,/www.unct~rm.org/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobo@@ncaa.org 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:17 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Vax~gelder. Marielle A <mvaJ~geld@email.unc.edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu-* 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit https://ama.ncaa.org/waivers/edit/451771 to vie~v the application. 



The September/October issue of tb~, (;aro~i~aAh~.mni ~¢e~i~’s digital edifiol~ is ~ow available, 

G~ t~ ~he new is~e to read: ........................................................ 

Mike Cohe~ a~d his research t,~am have ~raveled a lo~g road with an ant~re~rovh’al approach lo slopph~g 

AIDS ---- a~d have a lo~g way ~o go ---- b~t they have an idea of what ~e ertd looks like. 

For 32 years, Kare~ Shelton has kno~ how ~o win ’era, and she’s learned a lot abo~ ~he grace needed to 

handle khe ones fl:mt slip away. 











Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvmd Alumni Gazette <comtn@harvard.edt~- 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:01 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New Name for Old Quincy, Challenges of a New Era in Higher Ed 

President Drew Gilpin Faust discusses The recently refurbished Old Quincy has 

the "seismic shi~" in U.S. higher been renamed Stone Hall in honor of 

education in her opening-of-year Robe~ G. Stone, Jr. AB ’45. 

address. 

Gazette             Sign up for the Hazard Gaze#e and receive a daily email 

digest of Universi~ news, facul~ research, and campus 

events from Hazard’s o~cial newspaper. 



~ UNIVERSI’IT UPDATES 

~ H~%\ TRAVELS & EVENTS 

Greece F~’:,xilty F,si lm Harvard Football 

SEP 26, 2013 

Harvard Footb~ll 

Comes to Sa~ Diego 

SEP 20-21,2013 



Gh~na with C~rl~ D. 

MAR 14-22, 2014 

Our popular spring break 

trip to Greece for 

students and alumni is 

back in 2014! Plus, we 

are excited to offer an 

additional program to 

Ghana. 

Connect with scholars on 

the front lines of 

innovation. Join fellow 

reunioning Harvard and 

Radcliffe College alumni 

for a series of TED-style 

talks from prominent 

Harvard faculty 

members. 

For the first time in 

almost 70 years, Harvard 

football will travel to 

California to play the 

University of San Diego. 

There will be a welcome 

reception and pre-game 

tailgate. 

~ SEKVICES & BENEFITS 

cribe I 

Harvar~ Ale~r~i Card 

Introducing the Harvard Alumni Card. No annual fee. No foreign 

transaction fees. Exceptional rewards for exceptional alumni. 

Harvard COOP 

Shop the best selection of official Harvard apparel, gifts, memorabilia, 

and more. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lucy A. Leske and Werner Boel, LL.M. <ElonLawDean@wittkieffer.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Elon Universi~ - Dean, School of Law 

ii~~ Witt/Kieffer 

WitgKieffer is pleased to be assisting Elon University in their search for the Dean of the School 

of Law. We think of you as a ~en~ of the ti~, and we’re hoping you will have nominations or 

other ideas regarding this impo~t ~axch. 

Elon Law School was established in 2006 and was fully accredited by the ~a in 2011. The 

school sup~ a ~ll-fime t:acul~ of 38 and enrolls 330 s~,dents. Tree to the his~oD~ and 

achievement ofElon Umversi~’, the School h~ exceeded expectations in its sho~ life span and is 

begi~ing to establish a signature appm~h to legal education. 

The cu~ent Dea~ George Johnson, will re~m to the facul~ at the end of the academic ye~ 

aRer having led ~e School t~ugh its initial accreditation during a time of sigmficant change in 

the landscape of legal education. Over the period of a sho~ seven years, the School has 

accomplished a groat deal and alma@ ~gun making its mark. The National Jurist recognized 

Elon Law as one of the top 20 most innovative law schools in 2012. Its Leademhip Program 

was awarded the a~a’s 20~ 3 e. Smythe Gambrell Professionalism Await. 

Elon seeks a visional dean with the creativity, ~ssio~ drive, and leadership ability to build on 

the Law School’s success ~ date by doing what Elon does best: leading innovation and 

delivering on its promise to its students to provide them with an ou~tanding education ~at 

preNres them to be leaders in their own right. 

The De~ for the School of Law will continue to move ~e School rowan national recognition 
for academic excellence and i~ovmion. The Dean mus~ ~ able to lead effectively within a       ~ 

ca~ng, collegial, innovative commmfi~’ and to set and hold Ngh standards of acNevement. The 

new Dean will be exacted to help tim school and universi~~ capi~lize on their missio~ s~rengths 

and culture while i~sing energetic and creative leademNp into the s~ategic pla~ing and 

implementation process. 

Candida’ms must at a minimum, possess a J.D. degree and have an outstanding record of 

accomplishment in ~e legal acatemy an&’or ~e pr~tice of law which wa~ants appointment as a 

Prol}smr of Law. tte or she will be a successthl teacher, will excel at scholamhip, will be a 

proven leader, and will have demonstrated a commitment to se~dce to the legal profession and 

the public. The UmversiD" actively encourages applications from and nominations ofwome~ 

Ininorifie~ and candidates wifli diver~ cultural bacl~rounds. 

A ~ll leadership profile is ava~lable at v~v~vi~e~}r.com. To matte nomination~ plebe feel 
welcome to contact the consul~nts supposing tNs search by email at 

ElonLawDe~(&wiR~efl~r.com or by telephone at 404-233-1370. 

Tha~ you veu much for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

I,ucy A. Leske Wemer Boel, LL.M. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

UNC banking via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:18 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnkin, let’s connect on LinkedIn 

like to connect with you on Linkedln, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Updates <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Kiln Wie~zel’s new job, and other updates from 5’our uem, ork 

Ben gYearJon is now Associate at A~ston & 8i~cl LLP 

D~v~d Ne,,so~ is celebrating 15 yea~., Henson Fuerst Attorneys 

L~’a R~e is celebrating 9 years at BB&T 

~ev~n CMgne~l is celebrating 17 yea~ at Parker Poe Adams & 

Bernstein LLP 

~:CH&4¢;~:8 b v~- k RF~: WO~:< U’ds~e ,our toffee 

Update ?our photo 

8 
Cc.rnme~ See upd~sted profile 

~,ane T,~da,, has added skills: Administrative Law, Civil Litigation, 

Cornmenl See upd~sted profile 

Insurance 

,t- See updated profile 

g,~an Weyh,~ch Looking for a new job? Check out this great oppo~unity[ 
Know anyone who might be a good fit? We offer cash incentives for great 



Level Atlanta,... 

Dabney G~in~an I recently sort of maybe got dismissed from one of the 
many things I do. I was startled-I’ve only been let go one other time in 
my life. That story, the one of my first firing, makes me smile. A bit of 
backstory.Thirty years ago I was 22 and broken-hearted. At college, I 
never met another undergraduate I wanted to date. I kept my eye out for 
older men, law students, residents, fast talking MBA candidates. For my 
first two years, I was essentially single. Then, in my junior year, I began 
dating a guy five years old than I was who can be summed up as: the 
very bad boyfriend. I was blue when ... 

I recently sort of maybe got dismissed from one of the many things I 
do. I was startled-I’ve only been let go one other time in my life. That 
story, the one of my first firing, makes me smile. Thirty years ago I 
was 22 and broken-hearted. At... 

~ Eamonn K. ~4o~a~ http://Inkd.in/b9ZtNNn 

...... ch: i Daniel Acker I Bloomberg I Getty Images Kovacevich 
TARP stopped short of yelling "liar, liar, pants on fire," but 

he strongly disputed the notion that financial 
institutions had any choice whether to take the TARP 
money or not. "Oh come on, [Paulson]... 

! ~ ~g.~.!’.. ~ "..’! .e...’.L~ 

"ro~y ILat~op MVA Litigation Blog: Federal District Courts Continue to 
Use Local Patent Rules http:l/ow.ly/oROzS 

........................................................................... ~!~..e...L ~.~.! ............... ~i Federal 
Feder~N Distric~ Courls Continue to ~ Patent 

: District    ..R..~.[~.S. 

Courts           In our last post, we discussed proposed 

amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
recently published for comment by the... 

David Hen$o~ Help us take a stand to stop bullying in our youth! 

~i Stop ~ ~.P..~]-:~!!~i.~ ~.~.~’~’t.’.~.~.~ J: ~]-:~!!~ J~ (..~..~.~..1..~ ~ ~ b 

: Bullying 

~’ I http://v~v.lawmed.oom The pe~ona~ inju~ la~ers 
of HensonFue~t are dedicated to preventing bullying 
and helping students, teachers, and schools ensure a 
safe learning environment. Have the courage, stop 
bullying now. 

Ja~ Davis Check out this article about Troy Henikoff! Glad to see this 
positive story about women in tech! 

c~Omen / By Kelsey Meyer If you’ve ever been to a tech 

entrepreneurship event, you might have noticed that 
the men’s line for the restroom is always longer than 
the women’s. It’s so apparent that someone even 
made a Storify about it. While this is... 

i Twitter Inc has filed for an initial public offering with takes fir~ 

U.S. regulatom, the company said on Thumday, 
taking the first step toward what would be Silicon 
Valley’s most anticipated debut since Facebook _. 

other people 

Catha~ine Arrowood is now connected to Bob Hunter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <repl~qcriangle@bizjoumals.com~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 5:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fin(! Business in New Places 

~’~ Triangle Busi .... J ...... I 

.~ Allen Tate Introducing our new 
Newsstand app 

i ::~:: The New Triangle Business Journal App 

i.~ Available on the App Store 

Find business in more places. 

Read the Weekly Edition on your iPad or 

iPhone. Use our newapp to get local 

business news everywhere. See for yourself, 

FREEfor subscribers. 
4 WEEKS FREEfor non-subscribers. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review] New $1.2 million fund hopes to help sta~- up tinns 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

New $1.2 million fund hopes    ix 

to help start-up firms b~ossom ..... 

Innovation Fund North Carolina, a 

pilot program, is planning to 

award up to $1.2 millions in grants 

and loans to high-tech startups 

around the state... 

Old-school tech companies imitaSe younger, 

hipper competitors 

From employee perks to the color of their office walls, 

the old guard of Silicon Valley is taking cues from the 

new 

How to fund your .great idea 

At a breakfast event sponsored by 

ShopTalk and Blue Cross and 

Blue Shield of North Carolina, 

panelists told entrepreneurs how 

to make a successful .. 

e×e¢ to head bankin.g 

program 

Queens University of Charlotte 

said Tracy Grooms, who retired 

from Bank of America in March, 

will teach the banking courses 

planned to be offered through... 

~¥hole Foods opening Huntersvi~le store 

Whole Foods plans to open its Lake Norman store 

next spring in a 35,000-square-foot building now 

occupied by a Food Lion off Interstate 77 Exit 25 in 

Huntersville, a company spokeswoman said 

Tuesday. 

Bank of America pushes to dismiss R~CO 

~awsuit 

Bank of America is seeking the dismissal of a federal 

lawsuit that accuses it of heading up a scheme 

involving the federal Home Affordable Modification 

Program 

Charlotte outlet mall 1o b~eak ground Friday 

Construction crews plan to break ground on 

Charlotte’s first outlet mall on Friday, and executives 

said Tuesday that the mall’s anchor tenant will be 

Saks 5th Avenue OFF FIFTH. 

signs to be tur~ed into punic 

The four "Rising Sun" signs that 

used to greet people entering the 

old Eastland Mall will one day be 

turned to public art 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 



Click here to ~subsclibe from this newsletter 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Likeable La~wer <dasses(~lkeablelaYwer corn> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:44 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@em~Jl uric edu> 

Market Your Law Practice Webinar 9/24 

Learn how to use ),our ciient development time wiseiy! 

1his 1 -hour webinar will g~ide you to cra~ a marketing 

Junlp-stad: your client development plan now: and stay on 

the full agenda. 

~xl k~nger "win.ging i1:" 

Llse strategies that build on your strengths 

Identify key relationships and ways to develop 

Client derek@met!!: bre David Acker~ begins ~isis vvebh~ar 

with an information-packed presentation; and concludes 

with s facilitated process that will leave you with a 

practical advice for client development It has not beer= 

pre-approved for CLE credit 

Cre1~ an fEffe~tive Client 
Development ~an 

~__e__s___@~_,__S_’__e_~_te__~_b__e__L2__4. 

Tui~s,dsy, October 

12- ~ pm Oer=trai 

::X:: The Likeable I_swyer 

....... Continuing Legal Education 

- Stephen Sutton Lathrop & 

Gage 

f__o_LLo__~__o_£_I_~%~_e__r i fb2_O_¢9_£f_a_~}o__o__o__k_ i 

Phone ::~00.52.! 2:£~G ;: F,~x: 5}00.524 k~901 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Fjeld <bounce@tx~unce.myngp.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 8:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hope to see you soon’. 

Hi Lissa, 
I hope you received my note last week about my campaign for U.S. Congress and the upcoming briefing on the campaign for you and other good 
friends and supporters. As I mentioned, I am hoping that you will join me and my campaignDs senior advisors for a discussion on how we can put 
together a successful effort in the year ahead. 
I have set up three briefing times to make it convenient for you and others to attend the one that fits your schedule best. These are confidential 
briefings and are by invitation only. 
So, please let me know which one of these three will work for you : 
In Durham, Monday, Sept. 21}, for lunch at 12:00 p.m. at the RTP Office of Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, 2530 Meridian Parkway, Suite 
400; or 
In Chapel Hill, Tuesday, Sept. 24 at 8:1}0 a.m. at Days Inn Chapel Hill, 1312 North Fordham Boulevard; or 
In Raleigh, Tuesday, Sept. 24, for lunch at 12:00 p.m. at the Raleigh Office of Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, 150 Fayetteville Street, 
#2100. 
I will give you a call soon, but just in case we miss each other, please let me know which, if any, of these three you can attend by emailing me at 
LauraFjeld@LauraforNC.com, or calling Dallas Thompson at 919.245.1337. 
I look forward to hearing from you about how we can work together to keep North Carolina and our nation great. 
I hope to see you soon. 
Kind Regards, 
Laura Fjeld 
(formerly Luger) 

[ l~aid For By Laura Fjeld for Congress CommitteeI 

www.laurafomc.com 

PO Box 635 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email t?om u~ plea~ unsub~ribe. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 10:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 18 -- BNA, Inc. BaJ~king Dmly 

Banking Daily 

September 18, 2013 ~, Number 181 

Accounting 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board and its international 
partner made laborious headway in their crucial project on how 
banks and other companies report loan and other credit losses as 
a FASB member posed the question of what the outlook... 

Accounting 

Arriving at a converged solution for measuring asset impairment 

remains elusive but might not prove impossible despite continuin~ 

strong disagreements between U.S. and international accounting 
standards setters, Finandal Account,ng... 

Mortgages 

Ca~ Re~ace Role of gen~e a~]d ~’edd~e 

Although there appears to be a growing consensus that private 

capital should take on a dominant role in a redesigned secondary 

mortgage market, it is not a panacea for all the problems that 

came to I~ght during the recent housing market crisis,... 

Payment Systems 
Sixth Circ**it Upholds, Limi[s, Ke~ucky Law 

O~ Older, U~cashed ~mex Traveler’s Checks 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit Sept. 17 delivered 
a mixed ruling for a unit of American Express Co., upholding a 
Kentucky law that classifies traveler’s checks as abandoned 
property if they remain uncashed after seven years... 

Mortgages 

To ~BN¥ ~,lie~lo~ i~ ~mi~e~: Domai~ Li~i#a~io~ 

Bank of New York Mellon and Wilmington Trust Co. are the next 
plaintiffs teed up in the legal fight to stop Richmond, Calif., from 
using its eminent domain power to force lien holders to sell the 
city underwater mortgage notes at below par Bank... 

Foreign Accounts 
1AS Issues Frequently A~ked Question,s, 
A~swers o~ F~TCA for ~i~ancial 

The Internal Revenue Service released two new sets of 
frequently asked questions and answers to help taxpayers meet 
the requirements of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act .... 

Consumer Protection 
Co~sumer ~3ureau Lays Out Exam Guideli~3es 
For Payda’~ Lendi~ej to Service Members 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) Sept. 17 
released a set of updated exam procedures to ensure that 
payday lenders are complying with interest-rate caps and other 
restrictions under the Military Lending Act (MLA) .... 

Bank Supervision 
OCC g~]courages Le~diRg ~ He,piing Hand 



A regulator is encouraging lenders to help customers affected by 
the flooding in Colorado, including waiving fees or restructuring 
debt obligations .... 

Futures Trading 

Proprietary trading firm DEW Investments LLC sued the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Sept. :[7 in the U.S. 
District Court for the Northern District of Illinois seeking an 
injunction to bar the agency from filing an expected 
enforcement... 

Securities 

Former .]PMorgan Chase & Co. traders .]avier Martin-Artajo and 
.]ulien Grout were indicted Sept. ::[6 in the U.S. District Court for 
the Southern District of New York on securities fraud charges 
stemming from their alleged roles in a conspiracy... 

Housing 

Builder confidence was flat in September after rising much of the 
past year, the National Association of Home Builders reported 
Sept. :[7 .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily ([SSN 1526-50:[3), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

:[80:[ S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
bttp:i;webutil.bn,a 

Request a FR~ Web h=.aX For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright. (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, inc., 180:[ S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

cor~di~.=ons of: ~.he license agreemen~ with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 10:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 18 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 18, 2013 ~, Number 181 

Finance 

The global financial crisis showed that governments can 
effectively use fiscal stimulus to stabilize economies and the 
effects are especially powerful when central banks have run out 
of room to cut interest rates, the International Monetary... 

Current Account 

Foreign private and institutional investors reversed course in July 
as the sum total of all net foreign acquisitions of long- and 
short-term U.S. securities and banking flows resulted in a net 
inflow of $56.7 billion, according to the Treasury... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a i:RE~:J Web tri:~i. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (~T), excluding most federal holidays. 

Cop~’:-ight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~er!,~s ai;d 

co:°:ditlons of the ]ic~;.nse agr~;.ement with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:36 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Walgreen to Give Workers Payments to Buy Health Plans 

¯ ~ralgreen t~ Give ~Vorkers Payments t~ Buy Health 
Plans 

Walgreen is set to become one of the largest employers yet to make sweeping changes to 

company-backed health programs. 

On Wednesday, the drugstore giant is expected to disclose a plan to provide payments to 

eligible employees for the subsidized purchase of insurance starting in 2014. The plan will 

affect roughly 160,000 employees, and will require them to shop for coverage on a private 

health-insurance marketplace. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



ONGOING SIGNU~S 

OPPORTUNITIES 

TODAY’S ANNOUNCEMENTS 



Speaker Series 

L~b~y 

~ 2L. & 3L. SchcJatshki~Oeadiirie) 
(:. 0/~. 8/20:. 3 ) 

Skaff 

Barbri Fslk 
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(9/19/2013} 
C@]LO Local Volunteer FrMn;.na 

L~smbda Pro Bone (9/~9/2013} 

Hovements and the Future of: Corn 

Hispt~nic/Lsdno Ls~, Students’ 
Assodat~on Gene:-sl Meeting 

Char-loire Professio:salism Ohsner 

(9/25/2013} 
BLSA General 9ods, r~eetm9 

Child ,Action Interest bleednq 

Vvi~liam Horn Batde Society Dinner 

(i0/18/20i3) 

Services 

~ Premdents’ Cou:-:cil Iv!eetinq 
up 

~ David A. Vvinsto:~ Hea~tb 
~effo~,¢sh~p Program ~Dead~h~e] 

Writing and Learn~n~ Resources Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Law & Finance eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 47, 09/18/2013 

Table of Contents 

Public Policy, Entrepreneurship, and Venture Capital in the United States 

Douglas ], gumming, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Dan [.i , The School of Economics and Finance, University of Hong Kong 

CORPORATE LAW: LAW & FINANCE e3OURNAL 

iiiiiii"Pubiic Poiicy, Entrepreneurship, an~ Vent~re Capita~ in the United States" ~II Free Download 
Journal of Col#orate Finance, Forthcoming 

DOUGLAS ~, CU~4J~4~[NG, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Email: dcu m~qing @sch ulich,yorku,~a 

~.~N L~" , The School of Economics and Finance, University of Hong Kong 

Email: lidan@hku,hk 

This paper empirically examines business starts, deaths, venture capital and patents in relation to U.S. public policy. The most consistent evidence 
in the data shows that lower levels of labor frictions and higher levels of SBIR awards are associated with more business starts and higher levels 

of venture capital per population. Counter to expectations, the data indicate a positive impact from the homestead exemption only among the 

bottom quartile homestead exemption states, and otherwise a negative impact. We analyze a variety of other policy instruments and compare the 

effects of policy in regular times with the financial crisis of 2008-2010. 

About this e Journal 

This eJournal distributes working and accepted paper abstracts focused on finance law and related fields of scholarship. 

Submissions 

To submit your research to SSRN, sign in to the SSRN User ~eadQuerters, click the My Papers link on left menu and then the Start New Submission 
button at top of page. 

Distribution Services 

If your organization is interested in increasing readership for its research by starting a Research Paper Series, or sponsoring a Subject Matter 

eJournal, please emaih RI~@SSRN,co~ 
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Legal Scholarship Network (LSN), a division of Social Science Electronic Publishing (SSEP) and Social Science Research Network (SSRN) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:34 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Heaxtlines: Suspect’s Pas~ Fell Just Short of Raising Alarm 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I ~] NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&Wine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~0~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

Suspect’s Past Fell Just Short of RMs~g Alarm 

Aaron Alexis, who is believed t~-~ have killed ~2 pe~-~p]e at the 

Wash~ngto~ NaW Ym’d on Mop,day, had a history of mental 

health prohlems and firearm arivsts flaat fell below a level dmt 

w*-mld have brought a sei~ous response. 

, D Document: Newpo~, R i , Police Repo~ on Aaron Alexis 

Reaping Profit Afte~° Assisting on Health Law 

Those who had a hand in the passage of President Obama’s 

health law are now finding lucrative work in the p*{vate sector, 

as businesses try to u*~derstand the eomplex measm’e or profit 

fi’om it. 

:Donors’ Fm~ds Sidestep Law, Aidh~g Ch~oistie 

While New J ersey’s pay-to-play law limits dm poli d ca1 dons tion s 

of s~te contractors, it~depe*~dent spet~ding campaigns 

nndermine the rules. 

Alexis 

had a 

Hughes. 

a forme; 

Obama 

Chds 

Editors’ Picks 

:Profiles of the Victims 

A look at the lives of the m people Idlled on Monday at the 

Washil~gtcm Nax~: Yard. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Mismeasmoe of Pove~’ty 

I,owedng pover~ means ])oth recognizing the s~ecesses of 

safety net programs we now have a~d devising new pNieies ~hat 

can spread the wealkh e~a~ed by eeor~omie growth. 

ALPHA NANZU~TA, who :h;]s two t’ul[-th~e jobs ;rod lives with her ~.t Va-year--o]d 

daughter iB a New York City homeless shi~’l~er. 

World 

UoN. Data on Gas Attack :Points to Assad~s Top 

:Forces 

Details broiled in a United Nations report indieak" the Syrian 

milita~7 Iaunehed the chemical attack l~’om tt~e same ridges 

used for firing conventional munitions. 

Clam Finds Resistance to Oil Deals in Africa 

Some eash-statwed A~Hean states arc sl~owing an asset~dveness that suggests the 

days of China’s unbridled influem’e as a mega--investor *nay be wuning, 

Brazil’s :Leade~¯ Postpones State Visit to 

~:asl~ir~gton Over Spyi~g 

President Dilma Rousseff, angered over revelations of N.S~A. 

spyirig on her a~d her aides, delivered a shml) rebuke to the 

Obama administration. 

U,S, 

Judge Tl~rows Out Offlce~°s~ Convk~tions ~n 

Kiliir~gs AAer Hm~Ncar~e Katrina 

’Fl~ejudge harshly criticized federal prosecutors £)r making 

a~onymo~4s eommerits on the Web site of a New Orleans 

n ewspaper be%re and dnring the lyiaL 

Housel~old incomes Remain Flat Despite 

Imp~ooving Economy 

A major ammal report c,n poverty, i~suranee and ear~fings shows 

Gisevius 

, ce ~ter 

u p food 



that the improving economy has so fat" failed to benefit mos t 

households. 

Call for Better Tracking of Cases of Excessive 

Force at Borders 

A review of use-og-foree policies used by federal agents guarding 

the nation’s borde~.~ tbund that two systems that track 

complaints did not have a eategor.v for excessive use of force. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
St ndar 

So&Po Bo~d De~|s A~°e on the Rise Since It :~: d ~ 

As hanks began reviving the market ibr bon ds tied to home 

loans, S~mdard & Poor’s tough radngs of fl~ose bonds was hnt~ing ika bottom 

line. 

Graphic Ratings Shift 

Co~eern Over Drug Costs 

Many peol.qe worry that they will have to pay much more for 

their prescriptions, while some of the chronically ill fear they’ll 

have to pay thousang~ for their expensive &~gs. 

A Mag~’a~i~e fo~¯ Fa~om-to-Tab|e 

Modern Farmer seeks to t~ke advantage of a tbod movement 

that has fi~eled growkh in farmer’s markeLs and eomrmmity- 

s upported a~-ieuI Late. 

I Thomas 

a herder 

Sports 

BLUE JAYS 2, YANKEES 0 

Ym~kees Axe Flat as Sitaatio~ Grows LY~oge~t 

The Yankees’ fading p]ayoff hopes were dear another blow in 

Toronto as R. A. Dickey shuk khem down for seven innings, 

wasting a s trong effort by An@ Petd tke. 



ESSAY 

~’~ou]d I Let N[y Son Play Football]l? 

The writer lobbied h~s parents for a chance to p~ay tackle 

fooLha]l when he turned 8, but, he says, because it worked out 

well %r him does not mean it will work out well for eve~?’one. 

Roya|s’ Patience Fiscally Rewarded V~;itlt Playoff 

Push 

The Rwals, whose lasL posLseason appearance was the *985 

World Stoics, are fighting for a wild--card spot, but the field is 

crowded and time is short. 

~ Basebali Roundup: Rangers End Skid and Tie the Rays 

GordoR, 

being 

Arts 

’ENOUGH SAID’ 

The "~Voman V~:ho l~mw Too ~Hmh 
Ev A O ::;COTT 

Nieole Holofi’ener’s "Enou~ Said" skars Julia Louis-Dreyfi~s, 

James Gandolfini and Ca*herine Keener. 

, D Video: Nicole Ha[oftener on ’Enough Said’ 

Gs;ldolfi 

THE TV WATCH 

The Brined of Me~ as Seen o~ TV 

Thia fall, the new Dlevision personalifies who are jostling %r a 

daytime perch are aeeking a talk abow leas to cap a career than to 

expand kheir marketing horizons. 

A Sound, Then Silence (T~°y Not to lBreatI~e) 

The "Monotone-Silence" Symphony, an eccentric 196o work by 

the coneeptnal painter Yves Klein, *qlI finally get a heat{ag in 

New York on Wednesday. 

Obituaries 

Eiji Toyoda, Promoter of the Toyota Way 

:Engineer of Its G~0ouCh, Dies at ~ oo 

The nephew of the Toyota group’s founder was the a~vhkect 

the company’s "lean manuNctnfing" med~od. His work helped 

~umed the automaker into a global powedmuse. 

Shalom Yoran, Jewish Resistmtee Fighter, Dies 

Mr. Yoran and his brother escaped their" oeenpied town in 

Po]and, &~ys befo~v their parents were Mile& to wreak 

vengeance on the Nazis. 

loyoda 

Dining & Wine 

DE GUSTIBUS 

Fami~im°ity Breeds Conten t 

Frank Brnni, a former Times restaurant critic, praises the vh~ues 

of visRing a favo~qte spot again and again. 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I ESTELA 

Hav~ng Db:mer ~,rit~ a MHd Eceerrt~oie 

At Este]a, tbe [~]e differences keep boredom at bay. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

TASTES LIKE HOME 

Indtdgi~tg His lmmr New Jersey Cbd|d 

The chef Bill Telepan revisits tbe hair meta] and onion rh~&s of 

his youth. 

~E~ Slide Show 

the 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Aequain tanees of Navy Yard 

G~n~nan React 

After Aaron Alexis was identified as ~he Washington Navy Yard 

gnnman, family and former acquaintances reacted to the newso 

~ V~DEO: 56 Ways of Sa3~r~g I Don’t             7~.;. 

Remember 

Alan Berliner explores memory and forgetting in this short 

experimental documetlb~D, abont his cousin Edwit~ t ton]g -- a 

poet, t~’anslatoc and professor - a~d his journey through Alzheimer’s disease. 

~ vmEo: Thi~k Back: America and 

From CharIes L~ndbergh to the Sy~{an conflict, the k]ea of 

isolatimfism has a long hJstoW J~ Ame~4ca’s pNitieal debate. Sam 

Tanenhaus explains. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Tim Money Behind tim Shutdo~ Crisis 

GrM~ock o~ Capitol Hill that could ]ead to a govermne~t shutdown is being 

backed by hard--right groups spending millions of dolla[s~ 

EDITORIAL 

Steps Toward a Less Secret Co~ 

The administratim~ has evolved from secrecy to at least tMki~% about openness 

since the disclosure of the N S.A’s sweeping sm~eJl]a ~ee program 

EDITORIAL 

The _Amtibiotkt Resistance Crisis 

A [edera] heaRh reporL issues the first solid numbers on the extent of the 

problem. 

For i:~;re o,oini~n go t~ NYTimes.eom/Opinio# ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e Man W~l-l~ P~nk Hai~" 

See what dealing with the Middle East can d :,, to yo ~r hair? 

, Cekimnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

]Lo~g the Roo~ 

As the capital ~’ee]s, the president ~areens, t~Tin~ to m~de[sta~d 

the capi~l. 

~ Column,S Page 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Fro~t Page i Bay this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTirries Pirll:eresl: 

[] ~I .~.~ ~’"~ I ~E3 

Access The New Yo~k Times flora anywhere with o~r s~ite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit ear mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m,nyt,com ~ 

Aboat This E-Mai~ 

This is an automated e-reaL Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

Yod received this message because yod signed u~ for N3qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Web Seminal~ <confemnces@sourcemediamail.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 7:02 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Tomorrow, 9/19, 12pm ET: Durbin Domino Efl}ct Web Semina, 

i ::~,< Durbin Domino Effect 

D~rbin Domir~o Effect 

September lq, 2o13 [ "~’.<,.’,>~<~: ~2:oo PM ET 
.~.iI Register today for 

the web seminar 

Does the possibility of fl~.,’ther fee income losses impact p]anned 
investments in EMV and other new payments technologies? If 
so, what adjustments are necessary? 

Hear a panel of regulatory watchers and financial services experts discuss some potential 

decisions m~d eventualities that debit issuers should consider. 

It was in the not-so-distant past that banks were left to rethink their debit strategies when Regulation 

II i:apped debit: inteveha~ge Ices. The hit to banks has been estimated at a ~ota] of $6 billion lost in fee 

rew~nue, 

Now tlhat a district court: has tossed out the initial fee ca[} ruling, b;m]~:s could be at ftu~her peril 

losing billions more. The Fed plans to appeal this decision, but tmeertainty looms. 

Discussion topics: 

~ Sl~ould tl~is recent ruling force banks to complete[3 overhaul their debit strategies or will it be a 

continuatio~ of what was done since Reg 

~ Does [he possibility of [t~rthet’ fee income losses impac[ planned in~es[ments in F.MV and other’ new 

payments technologies? If so, what adjustments are necessary? 

~ How are exempt banks affected? 

~ Does this seal the fate of bank-iss~md debit rewards programs altogether? What opportunities open 

Meet the I resenters: 

Rosenb~um                  R~enbkim 

Daniel Wolfe John Costa Jeremy T, Rosenb]am David Stein 

Editor ia Chief M~m agiag Director P~rl~er Dmector 

PagmengsSouvee Aariemma Ballard Spahr Promontory Financ~aI 

ConsulHng Group Groap 



American 

Forv,.a rd to 

Friend 



To~ 
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September 18, 2013: Walgreen S biffs Approach to Worker Health... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

  NACD 

Walgreen Shifts Approach to Worker Health Coverage 

"On Wednesday," the Chicago Tribune (Sept. 18, Frost) reports, "Walgreen Co. 
plans to announce tha~ starting next year, it will move more than I80,000 of ~s 
workers and their families onto an on~ine ~nsurance exchange where they’~ be 
g~ven a set amount of money and asked to choose thek medica~ coverage and 
#~surer." La[ge companies a~ Jnc[eas~ng~y adopting such strategies to save 
money by redt~c~ng their exposure 1o rapidly h~creas~ng hea~th care costs~ For 
workers, such p~ans offer greater flexibility and control ever choosing coverage. 
However, the Tdbune notes, "unless their employer raises annua~ subMdies ~n 
~ne with insurance cost ~nct~ases, ~hey w~ be on the hook for paying a ~arger 
share of their coverage?’ Walgreen employees w~ be able to ~ick from five 
carde~ that can each offer five options. Benefits ~n each option are standa[dized, 
meaning ~nsmance firms wi~ compete on p[~ce, customer service, and the 
phyMc~ans included ~n each career’s network. ~a~green is the tMrd major 
company to outsource ~ls health ~nsurance administration 1o Aon Hew~tt. "The 
share of companies using corporate exchanges for hea~th ~nsu[ance remains 
relatively low," states the Tribune, "but surveys by benefits consultants 
that more than [eu[ ~n 10 companies are considering making the change in the 
yea~ ahead." 

The Wall St[~et Journal (Sept. 18, Mmtin, Weave0 reports the switch will require 
thousands of ½;algreen e~nployees to shop fer coverage on a private hea~th- 
~nsurance marketplace. "Aside from rising hea~th~a[e costs," states the Journal, 
"the company c~ted cornp~ance-re~a~ed expenses associated with ~he new 
[AfferdaMe Care Act] as a reason for the switch." The ceuntry’s Mggest drugstore 
operator is the latest ~n a growing ]~st of major companies making changes to 
their benef~ls. IBM Corp. and T~rne Warner Inc. both ~cen[ly announced [hey wil~ 
move thousands of [e[irees [~m thek own company-adm~nJslered plans ~o p[ivate 
exchanges~ Darden Restauranls ]nc~ and Sears Holdings Corp. meanwhile, plan 
to send employees to a pdvate exchange. According to a recent pol~ of 583 larger 
companies by Towers Watson and the National Business Group on Health, 24 
percent of employers said they were "l~ke~y" over the nexl five yea~ to #rov~de 
access to s private or corporate health exchange where workers choose from 

Check for late-breaking news 
a’~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 



various options. 

Forbes (Sept. 18, Japsen) notes that, according to Aon Hewitt, (AON), V’v~algreen 
will be the biggest employer thus far to ioin its Aon Hewitt Corporate Health 
Exchange. Walgreen has dubbed its marketplace the "Living We~ Benefits 
Stole." KatMeen V~son~Thompson, Wa~gmens’ chief human resou[ces officer, 
remarks, "We are continuing to invest ~n 1he hea~th of our learn members and 
their dependents through expanded choices to pe~ona~ze their hea~th care 
coverage ~r~ a competitive env~ronmenL g~v~ng out dive~e work~orce the flexibility 
they need to meel their hea~th cam needs." 

;~Q!~ NACD B0a~d ~.ead~[ship C0n~e~nce ............................................................... 

Don’t miss this featured session: 

Compensation Strategies to Build Shareholder Value 

Compensation Committees generally list pay for performance as an important 
goal. As such, they have been willing to accede ~o pressure Irorn proxy advisory 
firms like Glass Lewis to reduce non-performance4~ased pay such as perquisites 
and exc~se tax gross-ups~ As Glass Lew~s delves dee~er into pay 1hat 
Compensation Committees consider peffonsance-bssed, though, ~t ~s impo~ant 
for Committees and G~ass Lew~s to have a shared definition o~ pay, and 
agreement on what constitutes good vs. poor pedormance. Join a Compensation 
Committee Chair and representatives from Glass Lew~s and Meridian 
Compensation Pa[tners as they make progress [owa[d a shared understanding of 
pay ~[ performance. 

Share~ }~ ~ ~ 

Audit and Finance 

~icrosoft Raises Dividend, Sets New $40 Billion Share Buyback 

"Microsofl Corp raised its quarterly dividend to 28 cents per sham and authorized 
a new share buyback program on Tuesday," states Reuters (Sept. 17, 
Doulatramani), "two days before investors quiz the software giant on its next chief 
executive and a bold foray into mobile devices~" The 5-cent dividend hike, wo[th 
around $400 m~llion a quarler, is about 3 cenis per share more than most 
analysts had anticipated. ~n addition, the company a~nounced a share 
repurchase p[ogram o~ up ~o $40 billion ~ha/has no expi[a~ion date~ ~t wi~ [eplace 
a $40 b~on program scheduled 1o expire al the end of this year’s [hh’d quader. 
Nomura Securities analyst Rick Shedund remarks, "W~ v~ew tMs as a further 
h~d~cafiom that tMngs are chmng~ng at M~crosofl with respect to co[potato 
governance tha~ we believe couM bemefi[ shareho~de[s over the next s~x to I2 

Huntsman to Buy Rockwood Units fo~ $t,t Billion 

"Huntsman Corp. agreed to buy fellow chemical maker Rockwood Holdings Inc.’s 
pedormance additives and titanium dioxide businesses for $1.1 billion in cash," 
the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 17, Rubin) confirms, "allowing Huntsman to 
become the second-larges~ global producer of ~itanium dioxide and inorganic 
color pigments for uses like paints and industrial coatings." The deal is expected 
to close in the first six months of next year. Huntsman CEO Peter Huntsman 
says a public offering of the newly combined pigments business is likely within 
two years ol compleling lhe purchase. 

Share~ :¢~ ~ ~ 

Why Companies Are Keeping So Much Cash 

The Seattle Times (Sept. 16, Talton) is repo~ting that Juan Sanchez and Emircan 
Yurdagul of ~he Federal Resewe Bank of St. Louis have published a new paper 
that explores why U.S. public companies have amassed ~ecord amounls of cash 
s~nce the end of the recession. Accordh~g to the two researchers, "they’re not 
using it to Mre people or, in many cases, to develop new p~duc[s and services. 
instead, ~t is s~tting in corporate treasuries - or morn ~ke~y, bouncing aroused the 
shadow banMng s~ystem." ~n 2011, companies were holding quadruple the 
amount of cash as [~ 1995 and 11 times as much as in 1979. The reasons do not 
appeal to be correlated to research and development, volatility ~n sates and cash 
flow, or concerns over taxes ~f foreign earnings are repatriated. "The two 
researche~ find a closer fie to unce~ainty over productivity and policy," the 
Times conck~des. 
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Washington Leads in Nonprofit CBO Pay 

The Washington Business Journal (Sept, 17, Clabaugh) cites an annual report 
from GuideStar in repealing that the median pay for a nonprofit CEO in 
Washington, D,C,, ~n 2011 was $152,676 - the e~ghth year h~ a row the nation’s 
capital has led ~he ~st o~ GEe compensation. Behind ~he Die,dot o~ ColumMa for 
median nonprofil CEO pay is New York, al $137,839; Boston ($111,209); and 
San Francisco ($108,009). The research shows that science and technology 
research #~sfi~u~es pay CEOs ~he best, with median annual compensation of 
$172,251~ "The number of femab CEOs continues 1o grow," adds the JoumM, 
"and accounted for 55 percent of bade~ at nonprofits w~th annual budgets of 
$250,000 or less ~n 2011 - up from 55 percent ~n 2001. The majority of 
organ]zatbns w]~h budgets of $1 million or ~ess have women CEOs, although ~he 
percentage of female CEOs declines as budge1 size increases/’ On~y 16 percenl 
of organizations with budgets greater than $50 m~Hon had women chief 
executives in 2011. 

Share~ ~qs~ ~ ~ 

CP[P£[~te G0~{~[na£~e ................................................................................................................ 

Barrick P~ans Board Changes as investors Urge Revamp 

According to the Toronto Globe and Mail (Sept. 17, Nelson, Jang), "Barrick GuM 
Corp. has confirmed plans to add independent directops to its board and review 
how much it pays its executives amid increased shareholder pressure." The gold 
producer has been criticized for its weak financial perlom~ance, the lack of 
independent mining experts in its boardroom, and its extravagant executive pay 
packages. This week, though, Barrick informed investops that they can expect an 
update on its plans during ~he fourth quarter. Spokesman Andy Lloyd t~marks, 
"The board is in the process of fuflher strengthening its governance practices 
through the addition of independent directors and through improvements to 
executive compensation practices in line with the principle of pay-for- 
performance." 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ [] 

Shake-Up Continues in Sier~ens Boardroom 

The Financial Times (Sept. 18, Bryan0 has learned ~hat Siemens AG’s 
supervisory board convened on Wednesday and appointed Rail Thomas, CFO el 
Siemens’ industry unit, as ~ts new group CFO. In add~tbn, 1he T~mes notes, "the 
board rubber-stamped the depa~ure of Josef Ackermann, the fon~er chid 
executbe of Deutsche Bank, who sam ~as~ week he would s[ep down [~m the 
superqsory board following d~sag~eements w~th [Cham~an Gerhard] Cremme." 
Acken~ann was [ep~aced by SAP co-Chad Executive J~m Hagemsnn Snsbe. In 
addition, S~emens paled its management board by agreeing to the eady exit of 
Brig~te Ederer, human resources chbf. "Briefer ~s understood ~o have bs~ the 
suppo~ of Sbmens’ worker representatives, who hum hMf the seals on the 
supeRdso~ board," notes the newspape[. The Ge[ma~ eng~eerh~g company 
remains eager to shrink down ~s Rine~member management team. 

Share~ ~#~ ~ ~ 

££rp~[a~e s(~cJa! Resp~r~sibi!Jty .......................................................................................... 

Micheiie Obama to Urge Companies to Stop K~arketing Unhealthy Foods 
to Kids 

The Hill (Sept. 16, Goodin) has barned that First Lady Mbhelb Obama on 
Wednesday "will urge companies [o stop marke[ing unhealthy food choices to 
children." According to a White House notice about the event, she will call on 
food and media e~ecutives to promote healthy choices while decreasing the 
marketing of unhealthy products to kids. The event is pad of the First Lady’s 
"Let’s Move!" anti-obesity campaign and comes on the heels el her "Drink Up" 
initiative to promote water as the best beverage choice. Earlier in the year, Mrs. 
Obama credited the program when the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention repoAed tha~ pt~oschoolers in 20 sta~es had declining rates of obesity. 

C-Suite 

New CEO Often Clean House, Report Shows 

The Wall Street Journal (Sept. 17, Murphy) cites a new Korn/Feriy International 
report, which found that nearly 33 percent of CFOs are gone within M,o years of 
getting a new chief executive. For its results, Korn/FerP/looked at 504 CFO 
departures since 2010 from 1,000 of ~he larges~ Iirms it tracks. "Around a ~hird of 
new CEOs are hired from outside," repeals Kern/Ferqi, "and that can be a 
tougher slog for the CFO they inherit." Of 257 CFO exits since the first quader of 
last year’, 52 occurred within one year of a new CEO’s hiring. Of ~he I6 who 
departed following an external CEO being hired, 13 were replaced by an external 

CFO. Those CFOs who have successfully navigated a C-suite transition offer 
three tips for survival: good communication: identify the new CEO’s strengths and 
weaknesses and compensate for ~he latter; and, finally, get onboard with his!her 
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new plans, 

Share~ !~’~ ~ [] 

Electronic Arts Promotes Andrew Wiison to 

"Electronic Ails Inc. has tapped an insider to lead the company," confirms lime 
(Sept. 17), "naming Andrew Wilson as its new CEO." Wilson is a 13-year veteran 
of ~he Calilomia-based video game puM~sheL having most recently served as its 
executive vice president of EA Spo~ts and ~ts on~h~e po~la~ for d~g~ta~ games and 

sew~ces. Current CEO Lain/Probst wil~ continue to sewe as EA’s executive 
chairman for 8n indefinite pedod. The announcement comes after a s~x-month 
search. "Its forme[ CEO John RJcc~tie~o s~epped down in March due to 
shodcomings ~n the company’s #edermance," the magazine notes. "EA and 
other traditional v~deo game companies are t~ng to adjust to changing consumer 
prefe[ence ~0[ moM~e devices and cheap, or free, online games." 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Economic Outlook 

Median Income and Poverty Rate HoId Steady, Census Bureau Finds 

The New York Times (Septr 17, Lowrey) cites a new Census Bureau [epor~ in 
noting that median household income did not fall and poverty did not rise for the 
[irst ~irne in ha[[a decade in 2012. Acco[ding to the T~mes, "the repor~ depicts an 
economy that has ~a~ed 1o ~mp[ove the Iol of mosl househoMs and ~efl aboul 46.5 
m~]~on Americans ~v~ng in pove~ty~" Med~an household ~ncome, adjusted for 
h~flafion, was at $51,017 - a heady 9 percent decrease from an ~nflafion~djusted 
peak of $56,080 ~n I999. Income is down 8.3 percenI since 2007, when the 
economy began to conlracL Ron Haskins of lhe Brookings ~nsfitufion remarks, 
"The pove~y and ~ncome numbers 8re a metaphor for the entire economy .... 
Don’t expect things to change unt~ the Amedcan economy begins to generate 
more jobs." 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Consumer Prices Rise Slightly in August 

MarketWatch (SepL I7, Ba[tash) cites new Labor Department data in reporting 
~hat U.S~ consume[ prices rose a seasonally adjusted 0.1 pe[cent las~ month, 
due primarily to higher costs of housing and med~ca~ care~ "Energy pdces fel~ 0~3 
percent to mark the first decline since Apd~," the puM~cafion adds, "whi~e food 
prices edged up 0.1 pe[cenL" Meanwhile, ~a~ or ~nflat~on-ad]us~ed houHy wages 
~nched up 0.1 percent dudng August. Rea~ wages have c~mbed only 0.7 percent 
~n the last 12 months. 

Share~ ~" ~ ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melissa Cartwlight, ENC Foundation <enc@equali~-nc.org> 

~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 7:29 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

It’s Time to Celebrate Our Home. 

Conference&Gala 

Whether you live ~ear the saltwate>soaked scenery of the Lost Colony or have the beautiful Biltmore 
Esthete in your ow~ mountain-lined baekyard (or an.~,~vhere and eve~a~,he~v i~ between!) don’t miss this one- 
of-a-kind Carolina expm%nee, as Equality NC Fonndation welcomes advocates like yon from all across the 
,:7)h-~ North State m~d beyo~d as we come together %r one spedN night to celebrate what we’ve accomplished 
together and prepare to take back the state we love...for EquNity! 

,Just like the grassroots movement for LGBT Equality we’re; leading in North Carolina, at this year’s Equality 
NC Fom~dation GNa we’~v shaking things up by returning to our roots: ])ringing you tbe sigbts, se~sations, 
and sounds of the North Carolina you fell in love with, while featuring the state’s most prolific places, people 
and personalities in an excifi~g eveni~g program sure to inspire your ccafinued investment i~ building a 
state of Equality here at home. 

If you can only attend one homegrown event this year, choose the 2Ol3 Equality NC Foundation Gala - your 
one and only state-.level star-studded "Celebration 

For Equality, 

Melissa Cartw~{ght 
Equality NC Foundation 

P,S. Don’t miss this ~’eat opportunity to sponsor, support (and he showcased at) No~h Ca~x)lina’s signature 
event for our fast-growing Equali~ communib’. K you’re a pro-Equali~ business, organization or 
individual, email ~.~.~).{~.{t~J.~2:{~5~d~rg today to become a ~o13 Equality Gala Sponsor or Table Host 
and join our prominent list belowl 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 7:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TBJ Morning Call: Durham, Raleigh spiraling down economic index 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

SEPTEMBER 18, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

mv~st~ 

Bl~e~_ms~BlueShlel~ .... 

Durham, Raleigh spiraling down, down, down economic 
index 

The lecai economies of Durham and Raleigh have taken a tremendous s{ep 
backwards since this time last year, accarding ta the iatest edition ef the On 

Numbers Eoonemic Index 

Discuss 

The high-rises that weren’t: Raleigh to buy back property of 
failed downtown towers 
The pawners behind a 2007 plan to build two mixed-use towers next to City Plaza in 

downtown Raleigh are cashing out of the ChaRer Square deai after the Raleigh City 

Council on Tuesday approved a plan Tuesday to buy back the property for $20 

million. 

Discuss 

Duke Energy changing retiree health plans 

Duke Energy retirees 65 years and older will no longer be offered company health 

plans starting in 20!3, but wiii be offered a selection of Medicare supplement plans 

developed by UnitedHeaithcare 

One of the most sweeping changes to the health insurance marketplace is coming 

Oct. I, when new marketplaces, also called exchanges, go iive. 

The ~si~ess Journal of the gr~a~ D~scuss 

Read ~orni~g Cal~ >> 



M&A pane!: How to get yourself acquired 

STEM grant helps N.C. State researchers help your kids 

Duke°s b-school to offer master’s program in China 

Raleigh entrepreneur’s Versace mansion auctions for 

Triangle job=seekars: Mark this date on your calendars 

GM to take on Tesla with $30K electric car 

Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 

Te ur~subscdbe ~[ei-n tilis 

reproduced, distributed, transmi~ed, cached or otl:er,^;ise used, except v~ith the prior w=’i~en permissioa of bizioumals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:29 AM 

Jacqueline Garner <JGamer@business.msstate.edu-~; tmcgarr@cbilm~.msstate.edu 

RE: Fwd: Travel reimbursement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Regulato~ Symposium <conferences@s~urcemediamail.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Join the hundreds ofinduslry leaders already signed up 

ABOUT AGENDA SPEAKERS SPONSOR TRAVEL 

You’re in good company at the 3rd Annual American Banker Re~ulatoD" Symposium, 
Join an exclusive group of banking regulatoR/executives at the Symposk~m, taking place 

next week in Arlington, VA, just m~nuLes outside of Washington, DC. 

Engage with hundreds of professionals from across the country as we hear first-hand from 
key policy players about what’s happening in the nation’s capital, and where the future of 
bank regulation is headed. 

Register today and make your plans to join us ne~ week, September 23-24. 

See the full list on the website here>> 

Save $345 off the onsite rate 
Download the brochure and grab your promo code to save on your conference pass. 

Register Online or call In~jrid Oisen at (2~2) 803- 
8456, 

Sponso~ 

Platinum Pa~ner 
Sponsor: 
Content Leader 
Sponsors: 

Sponsorship Opportunities 
For sponsorship information, contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089, 

*SourceMedia cancellation policies apply. All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to 

current re,3istered attendees, Offers are not transferable and cannot be combined with any other offer Please cail our 

Customer Service department at 800.802.3424 or 2f 2-803-8093 if you have any questions 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - American Banker Regulatoi,] Symposium as: ibroome@emaH.unc edu 

1o Unsubscr~be from receivin~ further promotional email from Conference - American Banker Regulatory Sympes~um, Q]j~[~ 

Here~ 

"ro update your promotiona~ preferences for other SourceMedia Hsts, Click Here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Bri@ Walgreen to Give Workers Payments to Buy Plans 

LATEST STORIES 

~,Valgeeen to Give ~,Vox’kers Payments to Buy Pla~s      ~ 

Ver~ct Sunday for Fox’met Cl~ese Conm~mfist ParW Highfl~e~" Bo 
Xilai 

Comp~es Unplug From ~e Ele~ric Gr~d, Delive~’ing 
Utilities 

J.P. Morgm~ Se~iement Doesn’t Resolve ~ ’Whale’ Probes 

FedEx Ea~ngs: Profit Up 6,5% on Hi~er Matins, Groined-Shipping 
Steeng~ 

~:l~al- Eg3~)t ~Vants: Cheaper Bread 

Violent Cen sorsiii p on Rise in Af#lanistan 

Beelusconi Impeachment Vote Looms 

Greek PuBHc Sector Beans ~vo-Day Strike 

NE~S VIDEOS 

Focus on Finials: A Bitcoi~ ETF? 

~:ays to Fight On~e Censors 

When Cocktails Meet Science 

~:hy the Ex-Co~m~ists ~e Sti~ a Force in Ge~’m~y 

Co~’rupfion Sc~dal Shakes PlfiHppine Polffies 

N~WS 

The Wall Street do~ienM Tiffs Mo~fi~g Sept 18, 

[3’~ [heMomingBrief WSJ 300x250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:17 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

WHrI’E CROSS AREA: 

****Break iu to residence reported 09/17/13, I284 White cross Rd 

The vic~m said someone broke ~to her residence ~d stole elec~oNcs a~d m~sicN eq~pme~t. A nei~bor stated that he saw a NNsh ~’een P~nfiac 2 

door turn ohm ~he subdivMon Rd. aro~md 1:30 -2:00. It was occupied by two ~’hite males with shaved heads. No value Wen 

CHAPEL HII ,L AREA: 

***break m 1o locked residence mpo~ed 09/’17/13, 3:45 pm~ 1308 Brookfield Dr 

The complmnant s~ted that she left her msi&nce at 1230 hours and had just amved home and tbund that her side door was un~cum. The complMnant advised that 

she entered the msideime a~d found film several items had ~en token. U~n ~her investigatioiL it was found that end" was Inade by the suspect ~c~ng the fiont 

door omn. The complainant stated ~at some office itelns missing w~ a 42" lg flat scIeen t~;., nm~endo (~ mfl~ abom 25 gmnes, &tl lap~op, eighb, dollars m assorted 

coin~ ,u~d a black gym ~g mfl~ oIm~ge county gsqnnastics wlit~en in orange. VMue $1,100.00 

Tha~ you for ~ing our e~ra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to reoort susNcious activity to ~ ~. 

Community involvement is the biOOest ~eterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

I ii~:~ iI DescriptiI 

;~scripti I 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 
us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 
allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 
through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:18 AM 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebmwn@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lane, 

Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Orr, Ky~n N <o~r@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Postgraduate Scholmship Announcement 

Let’s plan on Tuesday, October :~5 at 3:00. That should work with gyrn’s schedule, also. I wilt see if our conference room is available. 

Let me know if this won’t work for any reason. 

Thanks! 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:55 AN 

To: Brown, Hichelle; Broome, Lissa L; Townsend, Jenn; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Re: NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Postgraduate Scholarship Announcement 
I’m great with any of those times. 

Thanks, 

From: <Brown>, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September :18, 20:13 8:53 AM 

To= Lissa Broome <lbroome@emaikunc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu>, Dana Gelin <d~elin@unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Postgraduate Scholarship Announcement 

Hello, 

I have added my availability below.,, 

Mk:helle 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:31 AN 

To: Townsend, Jenn~ Brown, Michelle~ Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: NCAA Walter 8yers and Jim PlcKay Postgraduate Scholarship Announcement 

Thanks, .Jenn. Good days for me in m~d-October are ~sted below. Let me know ~f we a~l have some common t~me the~ for an hourqong meeting. 

Tuesday, October ~5 (free a~l day) .~ w::~h.&de 

Friday, October 1.8 ([a~] break) (free after :10:30)ava&~=b::e 

Friday, October 25 (free al~ d~;y):~:w~: ~=b~e :~:~:: 

Thanks, 

F~ Townsend, 
~t~ Tuesday, September 17, lOl~ 4:26 9M 

To~ Bmome, Lissa L; Brown, MicheHe; 6elin, Dana E; Lane, ~ricket 
~ubj~tt~ RE: NC~ Walter Byers and ~im McKay 9ost~raduate Scholarship ~nnouncement 

gym w~ be h~ charge of awards, but ~ wN probably 

October in mh?d? ~ have ~ccess to gym’s schedule so we c~n go ahead and work on setting a meeting d~te, 

Jenn 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:35 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Townsend, Jenn; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: NCAA Walter Byers and Jim NcKay Postgraduate Scholarship Announcement 

FYI. ~ wouk~ ~ke ~:o se~: a mee~:~ng of our Awards Commie:tee for some ~:~me in Oc~:ober. M~che~le had mentioned th~;~: Kim m~ght be ~nvolved irish:cad of JemL so 

M~che~le should ~et rne know whose schedule ~ need to be checking. 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

~= Lori Thomas [mai~to: 
Sent~ Tuesday, September [7, 20~3 [0:38 

To~ Broome, Ussa L 
S~bject~ NC~ Walter Byers and Jim NcKay Pos~raduate ScholarsNp Announcement 

To view an online version of this en’laih ,’_lick here, 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Facul~ Athletics Representatives ] 
Directors of Athletics ] 
Senior Woman Administrators ] 

-- at NCAA Member Institutions. 

FROM: Jacqueline Singh 
Director for the Office of Evdluation m~d Program Excellence. 

SUBJECT: 2013-14 NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Scholarship Nominations. 



The nomination process for the distinguished 2013-14 NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay 

Scholaxships is now open. Online nominations must be submitted not later than Wednesday, Januau 

15, 2014, by 5 p.m. EST. 

The Walter Byers Scholarship Progran~ provides one Inale and one female student-athlete a 

$24,000 postgraduate scholarship in recognition of outstanding undergraduate achievement 

(minimum of 3.5 cumulative grade point average) and potential for success in poslgraduate study in 

their chosen careers. The scholarship may be renewed for a second year. 

The Jim McKay Scholarship Program provides for one male and one female student-athlete a 

$10,000 postgraduate scholarship in recognition of outs~nding academic achievement (minimnm of 

3.5 cnmulative grade Ix~int average) and potential to make a major contribntion in the sports 

commtmications indus’~. 

For access to the online nomination system click the tbllowing link 

https:/, we b 1. ncaa. orgiC RS iexec/l ogi n 

Should you have any questions regaxding these two scholarship programs please contact Lori 

Thomas at 317-917-6683 or at J__fl_~R_r_~.~_r!_c__~_Lta_:__odg.. 

Thank you very much for your assistance. 

JS:lmt 

This e~’nail was sel~t to: Ibroome~,ei’nail.unc,edu 

Click ber~ t-o be removed f;,’;c~ ti~is mailing list-. 

Click tle!e to we’<~; our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tammie McGarr <TMcGarr@business.msstate.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:23 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Fwd: Travel reimbursement 

Thank you! 

T ammie M cGarr 
Business Manager II 
Mississippi State University 
College of Business 
662-325-1886 phone 

662-325-2410 fax 
114 McCool Hall 
MS State, MS 39762 
Mailstop 9588 
!_r__~)__c_ g;_a__r_t:@_c___o__b_i!_a__ L~_~ Ln___s:_s_’! _a_ ! #_~ #__d___u_ 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 9/18/2013 8:21 AM >>> 

No problem. Thanks for letting me know~ 

[.issa 

From: Tammie McGarr [mailto:TMcGarr@business.msstate.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:19 AM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Re: FW: Fwd: Travel reimbursement 

Thank you!! I think that will work just fine. I am sending it to our foundation to pay. They only cut checks on Fridays and in order to get it paid this Friday, I had to have it to 

them by noon yesterday. Therefore, it will be next Friday before they will be able to cut a check for you. I hope that this will not be a problem. 

T ammie M cOarr 
Business Manager II 
Mississippi State University 
College of Business 
662-325-1886 phone 
662-325-2410 fax 
114 McCool Hall 
MS State, MS 39762 
Mailstop 9588 

tmcgarr@cobilan.rnsstate.edu 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" < Lb__r._o_£4E!e_@_e_L~_.a_jj_~u_.r_!c_:e__d_.u_.> 9/18/2013 8:04 AM > > > 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, September :t8, 20:t3 8:29 AM 
To-" ’Jacqueline Garner’; ’tmcgarr@cbilan.msstate.edu’ 
Subject-" RE: Fwd: Travel reimbursement 

Hi Jacqueline & Tammie --.See if the attachments will do the trick. 

not, let me know what ,-_~lse t need Lo do. [hank,.; 

Wells Fargo Professor o1: Banking Law 

Director, Center’ for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3~,80, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chape~ H~I[, NC 27599..3380 

919.9e2.7066 

Access 
my papers on SSRN at: --h--t--t~--:./j---s--s--r--n--~-c--9---m--/---a---u--t--h---~---r-:-:--2--4---8--~--2--~- 

N:: Description: 
http:/,",^t,^t,^/ iaw unc edu/images/news~medis/bankingfi~ance 
web 542 jpg 



From: .lacqueline Garner [mailto:_lGarner@business.msstate.edul 
Sent-" Tuesday, September :~7, 2013 3:3:~ PN 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Travel reimbursement 

Hi Lissa, 

Our business manager has requested your SSN and mailing address. If you could just send a quick document that will serve as an invoice, that would be great!. I am sorry to 

have to ask you to do this, but that is what the University needs. See emails below. 

If you have any questions,just let me know! I can forward to her if you want to send to me. 

I think it can just be: 

Your name, why you were here, what days you were here, etc. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

Thank you 

Jacqueline 

Jacqueline L, Garner 

Associate Professor of Finance 

John Nutie and Edie Dowdle Professor of Finance 

316A McCool Hall 

Mississippi State University 
Mississippi State, MS 39762 

662.325.6716 (o) 
j A_c_~_u___e_jj_r_ke__~g_&r_[]__e_E@__E]_&s_t_~_Le__~&_d_u__ 

> > > Tammie McGarr 9/17/2013 2:07 PlVl > > > 

They said an invoice, so if she could just type one up that would be great! Sorry about this, but they are very particular about wanting to pay from an actual invoice. It doesn’t 

have to be anything fancy, just something from her showing her services, charges, date and her SSN and mailing address. 

T ammie M cCyarr 
Business Manager II 
Mississippi State University 
College of Business 
662-325-1886 phone 

662-325-2410 fax 
114 McCool Hall 
MS State, MS 39762 
Mailstop 9588 
!_r__0__c_ g_’_a__r_t:@_c___o___b_i]_a__ L~_~ Ln_s:_s_’_t__a__t_ #_: #__d___u_ 

> > > Jacqueline Garner 9/17/2013 2:05 PM > > > 

Hi Tammie, 
What about the flyer for the event? Will that work? 

Jacqueline L. Garner 

Associate Professor of Finance 

John Nutie and Edie Dowdle Professor of Finance 

316A McCool Hall 

Mississippi State University 

Mississippi State, MS 39762 

662.325.6716 (o) 

jacqueline.garner@msstate.edu 

> > > Tammie McGarr 9/17/2013 2:04 PM > > > 
I think they want something from her showing why she was here....speaking engagement and the dates. Just something to agree with the receipts. 

T ammie M cGarr 
Business Manager II 
Mississippi State University 
College of Business 
662-325-1886 phone 
662-325-2410 fax 
114 McCool Hall 
MS State, MS 39762 
Mailstop 9588 

tmc.qarr@cobilan.msstate.edu 

> > > Jacqueline Garner 9/17/2013 1:54 PM > > > 

Hello Tammie 

Professor Lissa Broome was one of the speaker’s for the event on Friday (VVomen on Boards). 
Here is the bill for Lissa Broome’s flight, She paid for this and we need to pay her back out of the Dowdle $. 

Her hotel was paid for already. 

Let me know if you need anything else! 

Jacqueline 

Jacqueline L. Garner 

Associate Professor of Finance 

John Nutie and Edie Dowdle Professor of Finance 

316A McCool Hall 

Mississippi State University 



Mississippi State, MS 39762 

662.325.6716 (o) 
j ~__c_~_u___e_jj_r_Le__~gg__r_[]__e_E_@__r[_]_%s__t_~_Le__~__d__u__ 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > 9/16/2013 4:28 PM > > > 



[~ii AudioCDaOM Audio CD-~O~ 
Ships 10/11/13 

Union Bank 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gwen Tomasulo <gwen.tom&sulo@chronicleaccounts.com~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Follomng up on lasl week’s emml otter 

Dear Lissa, 

Time is running out. Get reliable reporting and insight into the news, issues, and evolving trends of utmost 

importance to higher education professionals with a subscription to The Chronicle of Higher Education. 

Subscribe today and receive 15% off of the standard yearly rate. 

Instantly benefit from: 

Trusted insight into upcoming trends and points of discussion 

Daily coverage and special reports focused on the current issues in academe. 

Unlimited access to finance and development coverage, including: salary, donations, research 

analysis, and much more. 

This exclusive, introductory offer* gives you the opportunity to access premium, subscriber-only content on 

topics that are vital to you Redeem this special offer and receive 15% off when you subscribe to The 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Best, 

ewen 

Gwendolyn Tomasulo 

Managing Director 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St., N.W I Washington, D.C 20037 

Privacy Policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/18/2013 1:58:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/18/2013 6:15:00 PM 

9/18/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed:: 

Compliance Training <training@info.globalcomplianceImnel.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 10:08 AM 

Broome, I Jssa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

2-day In-per~)n Seminax on Mastering the HIPAA Privacy, Securi~, and Breach Notification Rules: Coping with Rule Changes, Managiug 
Incideuts, Preparing for Audits, and Avoiding Pen~lfies 

Seminar 

$t,295.et) (for 

I attendee) 

Register now 

$200. iEariy 

Bird) 

Overview: 

HIPAA aorn;!iisnce, incbdin.q what’a new iF! the !eg~m~tk)n.s. what’s 

covered entities and business associates 

adequate 

Agenda: 

D ;.," y I 

Lecture f : O’~erview of HiPAA F.?egulatior~s 

Lecture 2: HIPAA Piiw~cy Rule Principb~s Polk:ies and Procedures 

kectu*e 3: Recent and Proposed Changes [o [hn HIPAA Rules 

Lect~re 4: HIPAA Security Rule Principies 

Lect~*re 5: HIP,e~X Security Policies and F’rocedun~s and Audits 

Lect~lre 6: FRisk Analysis for Security and Meaningful Use 

Le~t~re 7: Risk Mitigation and Cempiiance Remedia[ion 

Lecture 8: Documentation~ [raining~ Drills and Self-Audits 

Risl.~ Managers 

Privacy OIficere 

He:,’ Iris Information 

h~dornnst~on Technology 

Managers 

Mndical Officn Managers 

Chie~ Financial 

Legal Counse~ 

About Speaker 

Jim Sheldon-Dean 
D~recto~ o1Co,’np/;~nce Service:.< Lew~.s 
Creek Systems. LLC 

founder and director of compliance 

services at Lewis Creek Systenls, LLC, a 

Vermom-based consultin9 firm His firm has 

;.’eel! provk’~hlg information privacy and 

the Noltheast and nationally s~nce 

GlobalComplk~r~ceFane~ 

~vw.~lo balco m pliance pa nel.corn 

161 Mission Falis Lene, 

Suite 216. £remont CA 94539. bSA 

Phone: 800-447-9407 or 

Fax ~oar PO ~: 302..288-6884 

if you ~o not wish Lo ~eceive [his h<~Jning alelts ~rom GbbalCompliancePanel Ciick Unsubscribe 





Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TIAA-CREF <~tiaa- cref@messaging.tiaa- cre£org~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 10:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Complimentary webinax with Teny Savage, nationally known financial exert. 

promise to make you feel ....... today, t .......... d in the future 

You make promises each and every day -- from the 
simple promise to call your parents ior a chat, to the 
sweeping promise of raising a family with your spouse. 
T1AA-CREF Life Insurance Company (TIAA-CREF Life) 
understands that nothing is as important to you and your 
loved ones as the promise you’ve made to protect their 
fllture, That’s why we’ve committed to provide our 

members with the resources and education to help make 

that promise a ~ea[ity. 

As a part of that commitment, TIAA-CREF Life has 
teamed with Terry Savage -- nationally known financial 
expert -- to put together a webinar designed to teach you 
more about how life insurance can help you keep your 
promises and secure the future for the people you love. 

Please sign up today and join us for this exclusive, 
complimentary webinar on September 19 from 12 to 
1 p.m. (ET). 

In the meantime, if you’d like to learn more about TIAA- 

CREF Life’s insurance products and how they can help 

you keep your life promises, visil us today, or call us at 
855 200-8~4,0. 

Join us for this exclusive, 
complimentary, live webinar 
on September 19 from 12 to 
~ p.m, (ET). 

RSVP Now ] 

~ 
T erry Savage is 
a nationally 
known expert 
who writes a 
syndicated 

column, and is a 
frequent guest on television 
and radio shows. 

"There is one reason ~hat 
even wealthy people buy life 

insurance .---- and that reason 
is becoming more significant 
these days." 

Terry Savage is unaffiliated 
wi~h TIAA-CREF Life. TIAA- 
CREF Life does not endorse 
or recommend her advice. 
The statements made by Ms, 
Savage during her 
presentation are solely her 

own, and TIAA-CREF Life 
expresses no opinion with 
regard to ~hem. 

Learn more about bow it san 
heip you keep your life 
promises. 

CREF:: 

Learn more about 

E] Leg in to your account 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iNi Inline image 1 

Fiona Baker <lhbaker@ncsu.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 10:48 AM 

CLE Credits 

Earn CLE Credits from NC State Unlversi~ 

Did you know that North Carnlina ranks 5th in the country in installed Solar? 

Now is the time to learn more about renewable energy! In a field of over 25,000 lawyers in this state alone, don’t you want to distinguish yourself while earning continuing education credits? 

These two classes are eligible for CLE Credits: 

Overview of Solar Policy and Financial Modelin~ (a.k.a. Solar Business Basics) 

October 10, 2013, Raleigh, NC 

This day-long class covers an overview of global, federal and North Carolina policies that drive the market and how these afi?ct the economics of solar projects¯ Bring your laptops! There 
will be some basic financial modeling in this class, too 

Practical Aspects of Renewable Energy Project Development 

November 19, 2013 Raleigh 

This half-day class reviews policy and contracts to help in risk assessment and mitigation in solar project development It also covers topics on solar project contract structuring and 
documentation. Forrest Milder, one of 2013’s Best Lau5’ers inAmerica, will be teaching the course. 

Register now to get up to $100 o~f~ (;lick on the hyperlinks above to register¯ 

These two cou~:ses are part of the 40-hour Certificate in Renewable Ene~;~" ~Iana~ement (C’RE~) program. The CRE~t~ program will be ~?lf~red in the spring and f~ll of2014. 

Contact Lyra Rakusin at lvra rakusin(O)ncsu.edu or 919-624-3061 for more ir~formation or to unsubscribe. 

Thank you, 

Fiona Baker 

NC Solar Center - Training Programs Intern 

DASA Student Senator 

Environmental Sciences Student Ambassador 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Awo <awomail@awo.com> 

Wednesday, September 18,2013 11:07 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome view your attorney profile 

iXi Avvo logo 

Have you seen your attorney profile on Avvo? 

Attorney in Chapel Hill, NC 

~[:~i I Client Review 

[ ~::: Client Review JN’~ ~::~ 

~ border j 

Dear Lissa, 

Did y,’)~; knew there’s ;~ [~rofi~e ofyoa waiting at Awo? We are the worid’s largos[ orllin,~! legal directory arid C4&,& 

forum generating over 6 million consumer visits and hundreds of thousands of iavcyer contacts each month Over 

150,000 attorneys are active on Avvo and using theh- f~ee profile to attract ~e,,v cliei~ts 

1~:~ checkmarkI U,~t~,,~,,r,,’of,,etoshowcaseyomexperiencea~dach,eveme~ts 

Now youql have a full range of marketing tools at your disposal And you’ii be even more visible to the millions of 

Best regards, 

Mad,; Britton 

CEO & Founder 

- Kelly ?:inser. Attorney 

Free Profile ©&A Ferurn Legal Guides Ad\,e.’Zising Av’~,o Ignite La\,vyernornics Awe Blog 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taft, Jel~]ey P. <JTaft@mayerbrown.comv 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu> 

RE: Consumer Law- and Consumer Qedit Ssanposium -- Festival of Legal Learning 

I have not yet noted it as I was trying to pull together’ my exact topic. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 ll: 14 
T~: Ta~, Jeffrey P. 
~t Weaner, Judith Welch 
Subject: RE: Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium -- Festival of Legal Learnin~ 

rha~ks, Jell, That sour~d~; great, ~f you haven’t done ~;.:~ Mready, please be sure to t~ote trust on the website ~ink bek~w, 

F~m: Taft, Jeffrey P. 
Sent~ Wednesday, September ~8, 2013 ~1:06 AN 

To~ Broome, Lissa L 
Cc~ Wegner, Judith Welch 

Subject~ RE: Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium -- Festival of Legal Learning 

Liss~, 

~ am planning to participate ~g~h~ this year. My topic wM probably be something CFPB-related. Possibly cover recent developments includh~g QM and!or serv~ch~g 

rules. 

R eg;~ r d 5;, J elf 

Senti Wednesday, September ~8, 2013 9:42 AN 
¢~t Wegner, Judith Welch 
Subject: Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium -- ~stival of Legal Learning 

Friends - Thanks for your past participation in the Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium at the Festival of Legal Learning. This is an important 

outreach effort each year for the Center for Banking and Finance and we appreciate your role in making high quality CLE available to our participants on 

these very vital consumer law and consumer credit issues. I have pasted in below the invitation from our Festival director, Professor J udith Wegner for this 

year’s Festival, which will be held in Chapel Hill on February ~4 and ~5. If you are willing to participate again this year, please follow the directions below 

to so indicate. If I can be helpful in any way, please do not hesitate to contact me. If you are unable to participate this year, but have ideas for others who 

would make good presenters on a consumer law or consumer credit issue, please let me know. 

Thanks again and all the best, 

Lissa 

Dear Esteemed Colleague and Friend of UNC School of Law: 

I’m writing to urge you to join us as a member of the faculty for the 2014 Festival of Legal Learning CLE program. The event will take place on Friday and 

Saturday, February 14 and 15, 2014 at the Friday Center near the UNC campus in Chapel Hill. 

This will be the Festival’s 24th year. It represents one of the law school’s yearly shining moments, when our full time and adjunct faculty, esteemed 

members of the bench and bar all join together to offer engaging programming for nearly 800 attendees. I think that nearly everyone who has taught in the 

program comes back glowing and saying that they’ve had a great deal of fun. 

The program began as a "bake sale" to support the law library during the economic downturn back when I was dean, but has now grown to provide the law 

school with revenue of nearly $250,000 a year. These funds are a crucial resource to support such things as faculty summer grants, research assistant 

support, professional development and travel, and law library initiatives. It’s really a wonderful partnership that gets better and better as time goes by. 

Even more importantly it is also one of the law school’s signature service initiatives, one that is deeply appreciated by members of the bar in North 

Carolina and beyond. 

The program will continue in its traditional format, featuring eight concurrent sessions during each of 12 hour-long segments, and running from Friday 

morning through mid-day Saturday. Participants choose a mix of offerings in their fields of interest, and to share in this intellectual feast. Some offerings 

provide introductory or basic coverage in areas that may be unfamiliar to attendees, while others are more advanced. Sessions can be one or two hours in 

duration, as the presenter prefers. 

I’m attaching last year’s Festival brochure so you can see the range of subjects we have covered in the past. I would also be happy to send you some of 

last year’s manuscripts upon request. 

Here’s what we need from you if you’re willing to contribute: 

1.     Complete the on-line form through which we collect simple preliminary information needed for the brochure *{name, brief biographical 

information, title of presentation and two sentence description, availability for time slots on February 14 and 15).* We need you to confirm andcomg 

the form by September 27 {sooner is better, however). Here is a link to the collection point: 

-h---t--t-p--s--:~/~---u---n--c--‘---q--u--a--[-[-.-@-’-~--.--c--~---r--n-/---~-.--E-~?S~D=SV bO53DRSi2w:y___W_____V__r__n___t.. Last year, we had most faculty spots taken very early, so please sign up as soon as you can 

so we can confirm a place for you. You’ll be glad you did. 

2.     Drop me or Jackie Carlock, our wonderful CLE Director an e-mail if you’d like to discuss your topic or focus, or if you have other presenters to 

suggest. Jackie can be reached at jcarlock@email.unc.edu and I can be reached at Judith wegner@unc.edLL 

3. Submit your manuscript by January 10, 2014 (we’ll remind you). 



4. Join us on February 14 and 15. You get free CLE credit for all the hours you take, bonus hours for your presentation, an opportunity to see old 

friends or to meet new colleagues, and the satisfaction of engaging with excellent lawyers and contributing to the quality of the bar. 

Thanks for giving this invitation your careful consideration. We hope you’ll join us, and know that you’ll enjoy it if you can. Warm wishes. 

Judith Welch Wegner 

Burton Craige Professor of Law 

Phone: (919) 962-4113 E-Mail: Jud!th wegner~gunc.edu 

Director of the Festival of Legal Learning 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h ttP:iiwww.!a w=unc, ed u/cent ers/bank!ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

Description: 

http://w~vw.law unc. edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 

IRS CIRCULAR 230:NO;I’ICEI Any tax advice e:;pressed above by Mayer Brown LLI~ was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any" taxpayer 

to avoid U.S. federaJ tax penalties. If such advice was written or used to support the promotion or marketing of the matter addressed above, then each offeree should 

seek advice from an independent tax advisor. 
This email and any files transmitted with it are intended ~lely for the use of the individual or entib’ to whom they’ are addressed. If you have received this email in error 

please notify the system manager. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or cow this e-mail. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathryn Harris <kharris@abfn.org> 

~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 11:22 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

News ti~om the America~ Bar Foundation - White House Conference 

~’-’i abflogo 

The American Bar Foundation’s White House Conference on the Effects of Parental 
incarceration on Children 

On August 20, 2013, the American Bar Foundation and the National Science Foundation 
gathered national experts at the White House to shine light on the collateral costs of 3arental 

incarceration on children. 

Figure I: This chart shows the effect of pare[~tal }mpriso!~ment rab~s on children’s likelihood of ~;raduating from 

These stal:is[h:s illustrate the dramal:[c effect of hav[n~; a father or, eve[~ more so. a mother [rr]pdso[~ed Also 

demonstrated here is that parental [mprise~m]ent does ~et just affect the chik~ren of those [ncarceral:ed: i[~ schools 

where pare~ta~ impr~sonme~t is at 10% (r~’~ab~mal) arid 20% (p~temai), college graduation rates are driven down 

dry, magically. 

~ 
" 
The recent White 

House Conference 
reviewed evidence 
from a growing field 
of research 

demonstrating that the world 
leading rate of American 
parental incarceration is 

harmful to the education, 
health, and general we!l-being 

of children. Children do not 
choose their parents and they 
are innocent of their patents’ 

cdmes. Research on the 
impact on children of the 
imprisonment of parents is 
reframing questions about 
America’s high incarceration 
rate policies from the 
perspective of the rights of 

ABF Research Professor John Ha~qan and 
collaborator Holly Fester, professor of          ::.~.:: 
sociolog2__#_J____T_#__x__a___s____A___&____M__, assembled a 
of national expe~ts ~’~t the VVhile House to 
examine the effects of parental ~ncarcerafion 
on cN~dren, "Parental ~ncarcera~ion h~ the 
United States: Brin[~ng Toga[her Research 
and Po~cTf to Reduce Collalera~ Costs to CM~dren," was jointly 
sponsored by the Amedcan Bar Foundation and the National 
Science Foundation. Held in ~he V~t~N~ House Eisenhower 
Execulive Office Build~ng, the conference brought togelher 
researchers, practitioners 8rid po~[cymakers 

r~,~v i~,~w cu trent knewled!;~.~ about pa r~,mtal impdson m~.m[ a nd 
child well,-be~ng; 
document p[ograms designed to reduce negative effects 
parentsl ~ncsrceration on cN~dren; 
address £reMems s[emm~ng from paren[a~ invo~vemen~ 
the justice system; and 
~den[ify bes[ practices [Or improving the ~ves o[ cN~dren of 

Key themes and findings: 



Marquee Participants 

Jeyc~.~ A~’ditti, Vir.q##a 
Judge Bernice B. Donald, US 
Cour~ d Appea~.% S~xth Circu~ 
Philip Genty, Co~umb~a 
University Law School 
Sena[or Mark Leno, SAute of 
CM~fbm~a 
Jane S~egeL Ru~ers Umverd~, 
Chds Uggen, Unive~dtyof 

Sa~’a Wakefield, Rutgers 
U~vers#y 

Chr~s~ephe~ ~&81deman, Yale 

Nancy Roddguez: Atfzona 
State Un~ve~dty 

Learn More 

Conference website with 
multimedia 
Conli~.rence hkjh[L~h~s on Tw[[ter 

@ABFReseamh 
Full press release 
On-going research by John 
Hagan and Ho~y Foster: 

"Punishment Regimes" 
Curren~ ~ssue o~ the ABF 

VoL 24.3 
V~ew photos ~rorn the even[ 

¯ A fonna~ ~epor~ on 

forlhcom#~g. 

parental incarceration disproportionately affects 
cemmunities el color. 
Many, if not mest, inoa~’ce~aN~d i)arents p~aye~ rolea in 
the~ cMkJren’s ~ves pfio~ to their ~ncarce~ation, d~spelling 
the myth ~hat pa~ents who are h~ca~cer~ted often do not 
have their family’s best ~n~erests in mind. 
Parerfla~ mcarce~aflen ~s linked to a number of nega[ive 
o~Jtcomes for chiMren, ~nckldh~g poo~ school performance, 
physical and mental hea~[h problems, housing ~nstab~y, 
and ecenomic attain, beth [JLEdng and after the 
h~carcerafion occurs. 
CM]dren of incarcerated parents a~so demonstrate d~ff~cu]ty 
trans~fion~ng to succesdul adult ~ves, showing h~gh ra~es of 
unernpk)yment, ~ewer educatk)na~ achk~wm~ent, aR(J ~reater 
dsk of ~nvo~vement ~n the criminal justice system 
[he~ nse~ves. 
Despite the cemptexi~y of these ~ssuea, ~he~e a~’e sk~pa 
that can ultimately be taken across disciplines to ~m~rove 

the s~tuat~on. 

Call for greater cooperation between researcher,s, 
advocates, policyrnakers, and practitioners. 
Policy and pregramming should Iecus on exp~nd~ng 
acheo~-based services and d~ep,-out preventkm fer yeuth 
w~th household member incarceration. 
Judges should be better trained concerning ~he ~mpact of 
pa~enta~ ~ncarceration en ch~kJ~en to ~ake bet[er advantage 
of their d~scret~on in senlenc~ng, particularly when the 

defendant has committed a nosv~olent cdme and has so~e 
or primary paren[ing responsibility. 

Ceud:s s~n)uk~ ~ave l:~n~ ~)ower to [~ke (J~s~an(:e ~rem heine 
h~to account in senlencin~, as we~ as the power to decMe 
where a prisoner should be housed. 

i×ii 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <solutions@chronicleintelligence.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:40 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

EduKan pawners with Peaxson to improve achievement, atti~rdabili~, and access 

you have trouble viewing this e-mail, read the online version. 

Following a customer-centric approach, Pearson has become the world’s leading learning company, offering 

the innovation and expertise to support any online and blended learning environment. Pearson Learning 

Solutions serves as a valuable partner focusing on the needs of the client and building online learning 

programs that allow goals to be reached and budgets to be met 

Download the white papers below to learn how Pearson can help your institution reach its loftiest online 

learning goals. 

Changing Course: Ten Years of Tracking Online Education in the United States 

The 2012 Survey of Online Learning conducted by the Babson Survey Research Group reveals the number of 

students taking at least one online course has now surpassed 67 million. Higher education adoption of 

massive open online courses (MOOCs) remains low, with most institutions still on the sidelines The tenth 

annual survey, a collaborative effort between the Babson Survey Research Group and the College Board, is 

the leading barometer of online learning in the United States. 

EduKan Partners with Pearson to Improve Achievement, Affordability, and Access 

Online Community College Consortium improves student achievement, access ad affordability, using digital 

course content and customized eBooks, all hosted within an innovative cloud-based learning management 

system 

] 

Explore the learning design behind CourseConnectTM 

Learn how CourseConnect, Pearson’s powerful suite of over 130 award-winning, comprehensive online 

courses, uses the latest findings in evidenced-based learning design to promote a quality teaching 

experience for instructors and an impactful, relevant educational experience for students. 

Click here if you no longer wish to receive messages like this from Pearson 

To unsubscribe from future Chronicle e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St., N.W. I Washington, D.C. 20037 

You are receiving this e-mail message because The Chronicle of Higher Education believes that you, 

as a Chronicle account holder, may be interested in products or services offered by our advertisers. 

For more information, please read our Privacy Policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wegner. Judith Welch <~judith wegner@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:52 AM 

Taft, Jet][i~ey P. qlTM~mayerbrown.com>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium -- Fes’~fiva] ofLega] Leaming 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks, Jefi~ Deadline for submission is not until Sept 27 1 think--Judith 

From: Taft, Jeftlcey P. [JTaft@mayerbrown cam] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:15 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Subject: RE: Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium -- Festival of Legal Learning 

I have nut yet noted it as I was trying tu pull tugether my exact tupic. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailtu:lbroume(~!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:14 AM 
To: Taft, Jefftey P. 
Cc: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Subject: RE: Consumer Law and Cunsumer Credit Sympusium -- Festival uf Legal Learning 

Thanks, Jeff That sounds great. If you haven’t dune su already, please be sure to nute that on the website link beluw. 

Lissa 

From: Taft, Jeffrey P. [mailto :JTaft(~r!mayerbrown.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Broume, Lissa L 
Cc: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Subject: RE: Consumer l.aw and Cunsumer Credit Sympusium -- Festival uf Legal Learning 

l_Assa, 

I am planning to participate again this year My topic will probably be sumething CFPB-related. Pussibly cover recent develupments including QM and/or servicing rules 

Regards, Jeff 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome(~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:42 AM 
Cc: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Subject: Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium - Festival of Legal Learning 

Friends Thar~ks for your past participation in the Consumer Law- and Consumer Credit Symposium at the Festival of Legal Learning. This is an important outreach effort each year for the 
Center for Banking and Finance and we appreciate your role in making high quality CLE available to our participants on these very vital consumer law and consumer credit issues. I have 
pasted in below the invitation frora our Festival director, Professor Judith Wegner for this year’s Festival, which will be held in Chapel Hill on February 14 and 15. If you are willing to 
participate again this year, please follow the directions below to so indicate. If I can be helpful in any way, please do not hesitate to contact me. If you are unable to participate this year, but 
have ideas for others who would make good presenters on a consumer laxv or consmner credit issue, please let me l~mw. 

Thanks again and all the best, 

Lissa 

Dear Esteemed Colleague and Friend of UNC School of Law: 

I’m xvriting to urge you to join us as a member of the faculty for the 2014 Festival of Legal Learning CLE program. The event will take place on Friday and Saturday, February 14 and 15, 2014 
at the Friday Center near the L~’~’C campus in Chapel Hill. 

This xvill be the Festival’s 24th year. It represents one of the law school’s yearly shining moments, xvhen our full time and adjunct faculty, esteemed members of the bench and bar all j oin 
together to offer engaging programming for nearly 800 attendees. I think that nearly everyone who has taught in the program coraes back gloxving and saying that they’ve had a great deal of 
fun. 

The program began as a "bake sale" to support the law library during the economic downturn back when I was dean, but has now gro~vn to provide the la~v school with revemae of nearly 
$250,000 a year. These funds are a crucial resource to support such things as faculty summer grants, research assistant support, professional development and travel, and law- library 
initiatives It’s really a wonderfifl partnership that gets better and better as time goes by. Even more importantly it is also one of the law school’s signature sel~’ice initiatives, one that is 
deeply appreciated by members of the bar in North Carolina and beyond. 

The program will continue in its traditional format, featuring eight concurrent sessions during each of 12 hour-long segments, and muning from Friday morning through mid-day Saturday. 
Participants choose a mix of offerings in their fields of interest, and to share in this intellectual feast. Some offerings provide introductory or basic coverage in areas that may be unfamiliar to 
attendees, while others are more advanced. Sessions can be one or t~vo hours in duration, as the presenter prefers. 

I’m attaching last year’s Festival brochure so you can see the range of subjects we have covered in the past I would also be happy to send you some of last year’s manuscripts upon 
request. 

Here’s what we need from you if you’re willing to contribute: 

1.      Complete the on-line form through which we collect simple preliminaly inibrmation needed for the brochure *(name, brief biographical information, title of present.arian and two 
sentence description, availability for time slots on February 14 and 15).* We needyou to confirm and complete the form by September 27 (sooner is better, however) Here is a link to the 
collection point: 
https://unc.qualtrics.col~’SE/?SID SVbO53DRSi2~vvWVmt<https://outlook.unc.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C 8~rmSlObMvE- 
R~LzA52HbFC~VbfxGCggAIgW2aZ6EvLwr~uOihcp7LH30zwPnBetvGuS-h6SH9M.&LrR_L https%3a%2f%2func clualtricscom%2fSE%2f%3fSID%3dSV bO53DRSi2wvWVmt>. Last 
year, we had most faculty spots taken very early, so please sign up as soon as you can so we can confirm a place for you. You’ll be glad you did. 

2. Drop me or Jackie Carlock, our wonderful CLE Director an e-mail if you’d like to discuss your topic or focus, or if you have other presenters to suggest. Jackie can be reached at 



jcarlock@email unc edu<mailto:icarlock(@email.nnc.edu> and I can be reached at Judith wegner@unc edu<mailto:Judith we~ner~unc.edu>. 

3. Submit your manuscript by January 10, 2014 (we’ll remind you). 

4.      Join us on February 14 and 15. You get free CLE credit for all the hours you take, bonus hours for your presentatinn, an opportunity to see old friends or to meet new colleagues, and 
the satisfaction of engaging with excellent lawyers and contributing to the quality of the bar 

Thanks for giving this invitation your carefal consideration We hope you’ll join us, and l~ow that you’ll enjoy it if you can. Warm wishes. 

Judith Welch Wegner 
Btaton Craige Professor of Law 
Phone: (919)962-4113 E-Mail: Judithwegner@unc.edu<mailto:Judith wegner,@,unc.edu> 
Director of the Festival of Legal Learning 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http://www, law.unc.edu/cent ers/banking 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:/issrn.com/author 248720<http:iihq.ssm.com,’GroupProcesses/RedirectClick.cfm? 
partid 248720&corid 649&ranid 6895&arl http:i/ssrn.com/author 248720> 

[Description: http:i/www.law.unc.edu/ima~es/newsimedia/bankin~finance web 542.i’0~] 

IRS CIRCL’LAR 230 NOTICE. An?" tax advice expressed above by- _Mayer Brown LLP was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer to avoid U.S. federal tax 
penalties. If such advice was written or used to support the promotion or marketing of the matter addressed above, then each offcree should seek advice from an independent tax advisor. 
This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the 
system manager If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 12:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Basel Committee a~d IOSCO Release Final Policy Framework for Uncleared Derivatives Margin 

::~:(:i Davis Polk CLIENT M~MORANDUM 

Basel Committee and IOSCO Release Final Policy 
Framework for Uncleared Derivatives Margin 
8eptembei 18, 2013 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supep,4sion ("BCBS") and the InternationN Organization of Securities 

Commissions CIOSCO") on September 2 released their final policy framework on margin requirements for 

uncleared derivatives (the "Framework"). The Framework, which follows two proposals on the topic from 

BCBS and IOSCO, is intended to establish minimum standards for uncleared derivatives margin rules in 

the jurisdictions of BCBS and IOSCO’s members, which includes the United States. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm. is for general information only It is not a full analysis of the 

matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the 

original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s p:iv~:. ,. bcli%, located at dsvispoii corn for important information on this policy 

Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dp,,.maii(! davi,~ pc.lk .:. ~ to your address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from our 

distribution list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Celebration 60 <celebration60@law.harvard.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 1:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

HLS C60 Regi stradon Deadline 9/22 and Alumnae Directory 

The Alumnae Directory is now available online. 
To view the electronic version, please click here and enter the password: HL$C60 

(password is case sensitive). 
Please note. Alumnae registered for Celebration 60 will receive 

Follow us on Twitter! 

To view the updated pregram and for general and hotel information, 
visit the Celebration 60 website. 

Questions? Please contact us at (617) 384-9523 or celebration60(O, law.harvard.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 1:17 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Professional Announcements and Job Openings, 9/18/2013 

Legal Scholarship Network 

Professional Announcements and Job Openings 

September 18, 2013 

Published by the LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK (LSN) 

a division of 

Social Science Electronic Publishing, Inc (SSEP) 

Copyright by SSEP, Inc. 2013--All rights reserved. 

tomorrows research today 

http:I/~ew’w. SSRN com/ 
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Georqe Mason Law & Economics Center 2014 Workshops for Law Professors 

Workshop Announcement 

Journal of Business Ethics Special Issue & Conference on Business Ethics in Greater China: Past. Present and Future 

Call For Papers 

What Law Governs International Commercial Contracts? Diverqent Doctrines and the New Hague Principles 

Symposium Announcement 

RGNUL Financial and Mercantile Law Review 

Call For Papers 

Job Openinqs 

University of Alabama School of Law 

Clinical Faculty: Directors of Civil & Criminal Law Clinics 

University of Alabama School of Law 

P rofessor/Assistant/Associate Professor 

National University of Sin~lapore, Faculty of Law 

Post-Doctoral Fellowships AY2014-2015 

Ave Maria School of Law 

Faculty Positions 

University of British Columbia Faculty of Law at Allard Hall 

Assistant or Associate Professor Appointment 
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Dean, School of Law 
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Tenure-track Position 

LSN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on LSN. 

George Mason Law & Economics Center 2014 Workshops for Law 

Professors 

The Law & Economics Center at George Mason University School of Law invites applications for four LEC Workshops for Law Professors in 2014: 

1. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Risk, Injury, Liability, and Insurance 

http:llwww.masonlecorqleventsleventl156-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-risk-iniu rv-liability-in su ran ce 



January 30 - February 2, 2014, Hawks Cay Florida Keys Resort, Duck Key, FL 

2. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Public Choice Economics 

http://~/.masonlec.orqleventsleventl126-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-pu blic-choice-eco n omics 

March 20-23, 2014, Sheraton Palo Alto and Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA 

3. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Empirical Methods 

http://~/.masonlec.or~I/events/event/152-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-e mpirical-meth ods 

May 19-23, 2014 (lodging is not included), George Mason University School of Law, Arlington, VA 

4. LEC Economics Institute for Law Professors 

http:fl’w’¢~,.masonlec.orct/events!event/157-1ec-eco n omics-institute-law-professo rs 

June 15-27, 2014, Sheraton Steamboat Resort, Steamboat Springs, CO 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL FOUR WORKSHOPS: 

1. NO TUITION 

2. REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT: For each workshop, accepted applicants must make a deposit bonding their attendance within 30 days of acceptance. For each workshop, the deposit is 

refunded within 30 days after successful completion of the workshop. 

3. APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Please use the link below to apply: http://~¢.cvent.com/SurveysNVelcome.aspx?s=921 dfb49-5ceb-44bd-87df-bd63d4acc371 &cp= 1 

4. ACCEPTANCE: The LEC will begin evaluating applications on October 15, 2013 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For more information regarding these conferences or other initiatives of the Law & Economics Center, please visit: http://w’w~w.MasonLEC.orq 

Call or send an email to Jeff Smith, Coordinator, Henry G. Manne Program in Law & Economics Studies, at 703.993.8382 or ismithQ@qmu.edu 

Call For Papers 

Journal of Business Ethics Special issue & Conference on Business Ethics in Greater China: Past, Present and Future 

May 19-20, 2014, Lhasa, Tibet 

SUBMISSION DEADLINES: 

-Conference: January 10, 2014 

- Special Issue: June 30, 2014 

GUEST EDITORS: 

- Douglas Cumming, Schulich School of Business, York University, Canada 

- Wenxuan Hou, Business School, Edinburgh University, UK 

- Edward Lee, Manchester Business School, University of Manchester, UK 

ORGANISING COMMITTEE CHAIRS: 

- Jiandong Chen, Southwestern University of Finance and Economics, China 

- Huiyao Wang, Center for China and GIobalization and HaP, lard University, US 

CONFERENCE VENUE: The St. Regis Lhasa Resort, No.22, Jiangsu Road, Lhasa, Tibet, China 

CONFERENCE LINK: http://vwvw chinadrcentre.orq 

BACKGROUND: Following a successful conference that took place in Beijing, China on April 5-6, 2013, the China Development and Research Center (CRDC, 

http://~/chinadrcentre.orq) will organize a special issue conference in conjunction with the Journal of Business Ethics (JBE) in Lhasa, Tibet on May 19-20, 2014 on the topic of: 

Business Ethics in Greater China: Past, Present and Future. 

SCOPE OF SPECIAL ISSUE: In the aftermath of the financial crisis and recent recession, the center of gravity of global economic growth and competitiveness is shifting toward emerging 

economies. As a leading and increasingly influential emerging economy, China is currently attracting the attention of academics, practitioners, and policy makers. There is a rise of 

research interest and publications on issues relating to China among high quality international academic journals. China’s economic success over the past three decades has been 

hailed as one of the greatest achievement in modern history because it has lifted hundreds of millions of people out of poverty. However, as China aspires to become one of the largest 

economies in the world, the sustainability of its growth and development will become increasingly reliant on business ethics. While China’s economy marches forward, it must also 

address a wide range of business ethics relevant issues for publicly traded, privately held, and family and non-family firms alike, such as: 

- Environment protection 

- Intellectual capital protection 

- Gender equality 

- Religion and culture 

- Political connections 

- Regional development 

- Investor protection 

- Corporate stewardship 

- Corporate social responsibility 

- Corporate transparency 

- External/internal fraud deterrence 

The experiences, challenges, and development of these business ethics areas in China also have important implications for other developing economies. Therefore, this call for papers 

invites empirical studies on a wide range of business ethics related themes mentioned above that focuses on the Chinese setting and could provide useful policy implications. We also 

welcome studies on the cultural and philosophical foundations of business ethics in China as well as contemporary perspectives, including other areas of the Greater China region 

such as Hong Kong and Taiwan, as well as comparative studies of China with other emerging countries. Specific topics and research questions can include, but are not limited to: 

- What kind of regulations or institutional reforms facilitates ethical, sustainable and socially responsible entrepreneurship? 

- What kind of regulations or institutional reforms encourages venture capital, private equity, and capital market investment in ethical, sustainable and socially responsible 

entrepreneurship? 

- Do business ethics and corporate governance mechanisms improve capital acquisition and reduce cost of capital for entrepreneurs? 

- Do sustainable and ethical entrepreneurs perform better and what type of corporate financing approach or corporate governance mechanism improves their performance? 

- What are the appropriate performance metrics for sustainable and ethical entrepreneurs? 

- Do sustainable and ethical entrepreneurship lead to more successful IPO and better post-IPO performance? 

- What factors exacerbate the frequency of fraud in private and publicly traded companies? 

- What regulatory or governance tools mitigate the incidence of fraud among private and publicly traded companies? 

- Do political connections deter fraud and facilitate corporate transparency and corporate social responsibility? 

- How do central and local governments encourage ethical investment in private and publicly traded companies? 



- What is the role of different types of investors (such as private equity, hedge funds, banks, or institutional investors) in mitigating the incidence of fraud among private and publicly 

traded companies? 

- What is the role of different types of investors (such as private equity, hedge funds, banks, or institutional investors) in stimulating new firm creation, particularly those in socially 

responsible industries? 

- How does ethical investment and fraud compare in China with other emerging economics, and what factors (legal, institutional, institutional, or cultural) affect these differences? 

- What are the theories that guide business ethics in China today? How has the field and discipline developed? 

- Are Chinese CSR approaches different from Western concept and in what way? What role if any, play traditional values or concepts such as ’guanxi’? 

- In light of the widespread call for responsible leaders: Are there specific notions of responsible leadership - traditional and modern - in Greater China? What is the meaning of 

responsible leadership in the Chinese context? 

CONFERENCE PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: The submission deadline of the Conference is January 10, 2014. Submission to the Conference is required by email to: 

chinardcentre@.qmail.com. Please specify "JBE 2014 China Special Issue Conference" as the subject heading of the submission email. Authors should submit their papers in PDF 

format, with the title page of the manuscript indicating the name, affiliation, and contact information of the authors. Please also indicate whether you also intend to be considered for the 

JBE Special Issue. Authors of papers accepted for presentation at the Conference will be notified by February 10, 2014. The aim of the Conference is to aid the development of papers. A 

subset of papers presented in the Conference will be invited for consideration of publication in the JBE Special Issue. Acceptance to the conference does not guarantee acceptance into 

the Special Issue. Likewise, Conference attendance is not required for inclusion in the Special Issue. 

SPECIAL ISSUE PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: The submission deadline of the Special Issue is June 30, 2014. Submission to the Special Issue is required through the Editorial 

Manager online system at http:l!w~w.editorialmana.qer.com!busi, once the link becomes available. Please follow the JBE guideline on manuscript presentation: 
http:llv,~J.sprin.qer.comlsocial+sciences!applied+ethicsliournall10551 

By submitting a paper, authors are certifying (a) that the submission is original, unpublished work, (b) that in whole or material part it is not simultaneously under consideration 

elsewhere. Papers will be externally double-blind reviewed according to standard journal policy. Eventual acceptance is subject to the successful addressing of comments by reviewers 

and guest editors. 

KEY DATES: 

- Submission deadline of the Conference: 10 January 2014 

- Acceptance to Conference presentation will be notified by: 10 February 2014 

- Conference dates: 19-20 May 2014 

- Submission deadline for the JBE Special Issue: 30 June 2014 

ABOUT JBE: The Journal of Business Ethics publishes original articles from a wide variety of methodological and disciplinary perspectives concerning ethical issues related to 

business that bring something new or unique to the discourse in their field. All research articles in this journal have undergone rigorous peer review, based on initial editor screening 

and refereeing by two anonymous referees. JBE is one of the top 45 journals used by the Financial Times in compiling the prestigious Business School research rank and is included 

in the Social Science Citation Index 

Symposium Announcement 

What Law Governs International Commercial Contracts? Divergent Doctrines and the New Hague Principles 

Brooklyn Law School, the Dennis J. Block Center for the Study of International Business Law and the Brooklyn Journal of International Law present Symposium: What Law Governs 

International Commercial Contracts? Divergent Doctrines and the New Hague Principles 

Friday, October 18, 2013. 9:15 a.m - 3:15 p.m., Subotnick Center, Brooklyn LawSchool, 250 Joralemon Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201 

REGISTRATION: Please RSVP online at: http://vww~/brooklaw.eduliblsymposium by Wednesday, October 16, 2013 

FREE OF CHARGE 

ABOUT THE SYMPOSIUM: With the continued dramatic grov4h of international commerce, a critical question has become even more important: What law governs the contracts behind 

the commerce? Key issues include: 

- In much of the world, courts accept the choice of the parties to a contract as to what law will govern it - but this principle is not accepted everywhere. Even in nations where it is 

accepted, differences abound. 

- Should the ability of parties to select the law governing their contract be approached differently in the increasingly prevalent world of international commercial arbitration? 

- In many arbitral systems, parties may select not only the law of a sovereign state, but also "rules of law" emanating from non-state sources, such as "principles" promulgated by 

international organizations. Should courts showthe same deference to the parties’ choice of non-state la~,i? 

The Hague Principles on Choice of Law in International Contracts, prepared by the Hague Conference on Private International Law and now nearing completion, are expected to be quite 

influential, both in establishing the principle of party autonomy to select the law governing commercial contracts and in developing the principle and its limits. This symposium 

addresses the important issues described above - from the perspectives of both current law and the "best practices" represented by the draft Hague Principles. 

AGENDA: Viewthe Agenda at: http://www.brooklaw.edu/iblsymposium 

SPEAKERS: 

Nicholas W. Allard, Joseph Crea Dean and Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School 

Nell B. Cohen, Jeffrey D. Forchelli Professor of Law. Brooklyn Law School 

Donald Earl Childress III, Associate Professor of Law, Pepperdine University School of Law 

Robin Effron, Associate Professor of Law. Brooklyn Law School 

Lauro Gama, Jr., Adjunct-Professor, Private International Law and Contracts, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio) Law School 

Marta Pertegas, First Secretary. Hague Conference on Private International Law 

Genevieve Saumier, Associate Professor of Law, Faculty of Law, McGill University 

S.I. Strong, Associate Professor of Law, University of Missouri School of Law 

Symeon C. Symeonides, Alex L. Parks Distinguished Professor of Law and Dean Emeritus, Willamette University College of Law 

Aaron Twerski, Irwin and Jill Cohen Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School 

CLE CREDIT: 

- This symposium provides 4.5 CLE credits in the State of New York. 

- The credits are transitional and non-transitional and the category is Areas of Professional Practice. 

= Partial credit will be given if you do not attend the entire program, however full payment is required. 

- Refunds cannot be granted less than 24 hours before the start of the program. 

COST FOR CLE CREDIT: 

= $55 ($10 per credit) for Brooklyn Law School graduates who hold a current BLS Alumni Association Membership Card. If you would like to join the Alumni Association call 718-780- 

7966. 

~ $220 ($40 per credit) for all others 

- Financial aid policy is available upon request. 



APPLICATIONSiFURTHER INFORMATION: Please email cle~,brooklaw edu for more information. 

Call For Papers 

RGNUL Financial and Mercantile Law Review 

Rajiv Gandhi National University of Law, Punjab (http:flrqnul.ac.in) is one of India’s premiere law schools and is a member of the coveted National Law University club. RGNUL would 

like to introduce to you our law review- "RGNUL Financial and Mercantile Law Review", which is our flagship, student run, peer reviewed, bi-annual review (rfmlawreview org) and would 

like to invite you to associate with us. 

The RGNUL Financial and Mercantile Law Review is now accepting submissions for Volume I Edition I. 

TOPICS: We are looking for submissions which broadly deal with the following areas: 

1. Third World Approaches to International Law and its Impact on the International trade regime 

2. A Study of the Legal Regimes of Developing Nations and how it impacts Cross Border Investment 

3. Corporate Governance and its Impact on Financial Crisis 

4. Indian Financial Market Regime and liberalization 

5. What can WTO do to deal with the Global Financial Crisis 

However, submissions on topics apart from these will be entertained if they are possessed of high academic potential and merit. 

PAPER SUBMISSIONS: Submissions may conform to the following heads: 

- Articles (15,000-30,000 words): An article is an incise and detailed assessment of a legal issue and it details all relevant literature pertaining to the issue and enunciates possible 

solutions to the same. 

- Notes (8,000-10,000 words): Notes are much more specific studies of contemporary issues. 

- Reviews (10,000 words): Book reviews must be done for books published within the past two years and the book must pertain to finance and mercantile law. Book Reviews should 

include all relevant information relating to the book reviewed. It should include the title of the book reviewed, the name(s) of the author(s)!editor(s), publication information, i.e. place of 

publication, name of publisher, year of publication, total number of pages inclusive of the index, the type of binding (soft cover/hardcover) and the price of the book. 

- Essay (5,000 words): Any new ideas and perspectives on an emerging and upcoming or perceived legal issues may be dealt with via this head. The research need not be detailed. 

- Sidebar (1000 words): It is a comment or a short essay on a recent legal event or a comment on an academic piece. 

SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: 

- All submissions must be 1 5 spaced in Times New Roman, font size 12 and justified. The prescribed word limits are exclusive of footnotes. 

- All submissions must be in conformity with The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation (19th Ed.) The review employs footnotes as the method of citation. 

- Only footnotes may be used as the form of citations. End notes shall not be accepted All footnotes must be in Times New Roman, size 10, single-spacing and justified. The Rules of 

Citation are derived from The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation (19th Ed.) 

- Electronic submissions (on website or email) should ideally be made in Word Format (.doc)/(.docx) 

- No biographical information or references, including the name(s) of the author (s), affiliation(s) and acknowledgements should be included in the text of the manuscript, file name or 

document properties. 

- An abstract of not more than 300 words describing the submission must be submitted along with the submission 

CO-AUTHORING OF PAPERS: Co-authoring of papers between individuals of the same or different institutions is permissible The maximum no. of authors per submission is 2, 

however in case of a sidebar, the permissible no. of authors is 1 

SUBMISSION DATE: The first edition of the review has a hard deadline of 15th November; all articles must be sent in on or before EOD 15th November. Late entries will not be 

entertained. However, the editorial board reserves discretion to waiver the above deadline. 

Submissions for the sidebar are processed and published on an ongoing basis. 

University of Alabama School of Law 

Clinical Faculty: Directors of Civil & Criminal Law Clinics 

The University of Alabama School of Law is seeking applicants for tw’o Clinical Faculty who will serve as Directors of its Civil Law and Criminal Law Clinics. The Clinic Directors will 

oversee and/or conduct all phases of legal advocacy for clinic clients, teach and supervise law clinic students, and manage other law clinic staff. The positions will be clinic tenure-track 

or, depending on qualifications, applicants can be considered for a tenure-track position. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum qualifications include a J.D. degree from an ABA-accredited law school, a distinguished academic record, and experience as a clinical teacher or 

practicing lawyer. Candidates must either be licensed to practice law in Alabama or become licensed no later than one year after accepting the position. Preference will be given to 

applicants with significant experience in civil litigation matters (Civil Clinic) or criminal law matters (Criminal Clinic). We seek applications from both entry level and lateral candidates 

with demonstrated potential for outstanding law practice, clinical teaching and scholarly achievement. 

SALARY AND RANK: Salary, benefits, and research support will be nationally competitive. Salary, status and rank within the clinical faculty will be commensurate with experience and 

qualifications. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Apply online: 

Civil - https:flfacultyiobs.ua.edu!postin.qs/33085 

Criminal - https:llfacultyiobs.ua.edulpostings133087 

The University of Alabama is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Women, racial minorities, sexual minorities, persons with disabilities, and veterans are encouraged to 

apply. Requests for reasonable accommodation during the application/interview process should be made to: 

Associate Dean J. Noah Funderburg 

Box 870382 

Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0382 

(205) 3480-4508 

The position will remain open until filled. 



FURTHER INFORMATION: Please refer all other questions about the hiring process to Professor Andrew P. Morriss, Chair of the Faculty Appointments Committee for the 2013-2014 

academic year (email: facappts(~,law.ua.edu). 

University of Alabama School of Law 

ProfessodAssistant/Associate Professor 

The University of Alabama School of Law anticipates making several tenure-track faculty appointments to begin in the 2014-2015 academic year. We seek applications from entry level 

candidates with excellent academic records and demonstrated potential for outstanding teaching and scholarly achievement. The Faculty Appointments Committee also welcomes 

applications from lateral candidates who possess outstanding academic credentials, including demonstrated teaching ability and a record of distinguished scholarship 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: We are interested in the following academic subject areas: civil procedure, complex federal litigation, criminal lawand procedure, legal ethics, federal taxation 

(including basic federal income tax and upper level tax electives, including, but not limited to, corporate and partnership tax, international tax, taxation of nonprofits, tax policy, and the 

taxation of trusts, estates, and gifts) Most candidates will have a JD. degree from an accredited law school. Also, exceptional candidates with an advanced degree, such as a Ph D., 

with scholarly interests related to the law and involving interdisciplinary, jurisprudential, empirical, or social science work may be considered even without holding a law degree. The 

University of Alabama embraces and welcomes diversity in its faculty, student body, and staff; accordingly, the School of Law actively welcomes applications from persons who would 

add to the diversity of our academic community 

SALARY AND RANK: Salary, benefits, and research support will be nationally competitive. Salary, status and rank will be commensurate with experience and qualifications. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Apply online: 

Assistant/Associate Professor - https:l!facultyiobs.ua.edulpostin.qs!33650 

Professor - https:llfacultyiobs.ua.edulpostin,qs133651 

The University of Alabama is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Women, racial minorities, sexual minorities, persons with disabilities, and veterans are encouraged to 

apply. Requests for reasonable accommodation during the application!interview process should be made to: 

Associate Dean J. Noah Funderburg 

Box 870382 

Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0382 

(205) 3480-4508 

The position will remain open until filled. The School of Law will treat all nominations and applications as strictly confidential, subject only to the requirements of state and federal law. 

Interested candidates should apply online at https://facultyiobs.ua.edu. The positions will remain open until filled. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Please refer all other questions about the hiring process to Professor Andrew P. Morriss, Chair of the Faculty Appointments Committee for the 2013-2014 

academic year (email: facappts~,law.ua.edu). 

National University of Singapore, Faculty of Law 

Post-Doctoral Fellowships AY2014-20t5 

As Asia’s Global Law School, the Faculty of Law of the National University of Singapore (NUS Law) is committed to fostering excellence in research among early stage legal scholars 

We invite applications for Post-Doctoral Fellowship positions commencing in AY2014-2015. 

These Post-Doctoral Fellowship positions may be held generally within NUS Law or, for candidates with appropriate backgrounds and expertise, within the Centre for Asian Legal 

Studies (CALS), the Centre for Lawand Business (CLB), the Centre for Banking and Finance Law (CBFL), and a new research centre in AY2014-2015, the Centre for Maritime Law 

(CML). Successful applicants will commence their Fellowships at the start of August 2014 and conclude them at the end of July 2015. 

BENEFITS: Post-Doctoral Fellows will have the following privileges: 

1. Fellows will be appointed to the full-time position of Post-Doctoral Fellow at NUS Law on a one-year contract, with the possibility of renewal up to a maximum term of 2 years, and with 

a fixed remuneration of S$78,000. This all-in sum is inclusive of stipends for housing and living expenses 

2. Fellows will be reimbursed for a return economy class airfare (by the most economical and direct route) up to a maximum of S$2,000 to and from Singapore. 

3. Fellows will be allocated a Faculty Research and Conference Fund allowance of S$3,000 to support attendance at academic conferences. 

4. Fellows will be allocated shared office space at NUS Law or within the Centre for Asian Legal Studies (CALS), the Centre for Law and Business (CLB), the Centre for Banking and 

Finance Law (CBFL), or the Centre for Maritime Law (CML) 

5. Fellows may be given the opportunity to present their research in NUS LaWs Research Seminar Series (RSS) or other seminars hosted by the named Centres 

DUTIES: 

1. Subject to the standard NUS terms as to annual leave, Fellows will be expected to be in residence throughout the term of their appointment 

2. Fellows will be expected to conduct research during the term of their appointment. Such research may include, but is not limited to, the writing of articles for publication in refereed 

journals, contributing to book chapters in edited collections, and preparing a monograph or other book for publication. 

3. Fellows will be expected to assist in the organization of colloquia or other events for NUS Law or the Centres. 

4. Fellows may be expected to teach or co-teach one elective course per annum during the term of their appointment. 

5. Fellows may be expected to participate in and contribute to the Reading Group or the Graduate Research Seminar for doctoral students at NUS Law. 

SELECTION CRITERIA: The selection committee will consider the following criteria in making an appointment to the position of Post-Doctoral Fellow at NUS Law: 

1. The applicant must be of exceptional calibre, having attained a doctoral degree in lawwhich must have been successfully completed and examined during the period 31 December 

2011 to 31 December 2013. 

2. The principal selection criterion will be the applicant’s potential for excellence in research and the proposed programme of research of the applicant. An existing record of publication 

in top journals or participation in research projects are examples of evidence of such potential. 

3. The selection committee will also consider the alignment of the proposed research with NUS LaWs research strengths and priorities. Apart from the core undergraduate curriculum, 

in which NUS Law has long held significant strengths, applicants are particularly sought within the fields of Arbitration Law, Aviation Law, Constitutional and Administrative Law, Criminal 

Law, Environmental Law, Family and Child Law, International and Comparative Law, and Legal Theory and Legal Philosophy. 

4. For positions within the Centre for Asian Legal Studies (CALS), applicants with interests in Socio-legal Studies in South East Asia, Law Reform in Myanmar, or Local Governance and 

Development in Asia are particularly sought. 

5. For positions within the Centre for Law and Business (CLB), applicants are particularly sought within the fields of Intellectual Property, Insolvency, Corporations, Competition Law, and 

Tax Law. 

6. For positions within the Centre for Banking and Finance Law (CBFL), applications are sought from those with interests in Banking and Financial Law. 

7. For positions within the Centre for Maritime Law (CML), applications are sought from those with interests within the field of commercial maritime or shipping law. 



APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applicants are required to submit a detailed curriculum vitae, outlining their research plans for the next two years The application should be supported by 

two references from academic referees. Applicants should arrange for their referees to send their references to the address below by the closing date. The closing date for the receipt of 

applications and references is 31 December 2013. Applicants will be notified within two months of the deadline on the status of their applications. All correspondence should be 

addressed to: 

Mr Arian, Faculty of Law 

National University of Singapore 

469G Bukit Timah Road 

Eu Tong Sen Building 

Singapore 259776 

Email: lawfsc@nus.edu.s,q 

Ave Maria School of Law 

Faculty Positions 

Ave Maria School of Law (AMSL) invites applications for multiple faculty positions from entry-level and lateral candidates, pre- or post-tenure Ave Maria particularly welcomes 

applications from candidates with teaching and research interest in Contracts, Business Organizations, Sales, Negotiable Instruments, Secured Transactions, and related commercial 

subjects Applicants should have superior academic credentials; a record, or the promise, of excellence in teaching and legal scholarship; and an interest and commitment in exploring 

his or her teaching and research interests in an institution that strives to integrate the Catholic intellectual tradition into teaching, scholarship, and service. Entry-level applicants may 

demonstrate scholarly promise by publications in scholarly journals or scholarly works in progress. In the case of any applicant with tenure, a distinguished record of teaching and 

scholarship is required. We especially encourage applications from racial minorities, women, and others who would enrich the diversity of our academic community. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Interested candidates should send their materials to Professor Patrick T. Gillen, current chair of the Appointments Committee. Applications can be e- 

mailed to Professor Gillen at ptqillen(~avemarialaw.edu or can be mailed to his attention at: 

Professor Patrick T Gillen 

1025 Commons Circle 

Naples, Florida 34119 

Resume review will begin immediately and continue until the positions are filled. 

The Ave Maria School of Law, providing legal education enriched by the Catholic Faith, seeks employees whose education, experience and beliefs are consistent with its mission Ave 

Maria School of Law complies with federal and state laws regarding equal employment opportunity. 

Ave Maria School of Law is an EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION employer that values diversity, including diversity in religious affiliation, and strongly encourages 

applications from persons of diverse backgrounds willing to support the institutional mission; it requires compliance with all state and federal laws governing employment 

discrimination. 

University of British Columbia, Faculty of Law at Allard Hall 

Assistant or Associate Professor Appointment 

The Faculty of Law of the University of British Columbia invites applications for up to two full time tenure-track or tenured appointments, at the Assistant or Associate Professor rank, 

expected to commence July 1,2014, subject to negotiation with the successful candidate(s). 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The Faculty seeks emerging scholars with demonstrated potential for international profile and leadership for appointment as an Assistant or Associate 

Professor. Absent exceptional circumstances, an LL.B., J.D. or equivalent law degree plus relevant advanced graduate level education will be required. The successful candidate will 

have an outstanding academic record with a record of scholarship and a research plan that demonstrates the potential to contribute to the internationally acclaimed record of research 

and scholarship of one of Canada’s premier law schools. 

There are no subject area limits for the search process. The Faculty particularly encourages candidates whose work focuses on family law, commercial law (domestic and/or 

international financial regulation), constitutional law, human rights (domestic and/or international), labour and employment law, and law and medicine The Faculty also strongly 

encourages applicants with expertise in these or other core law school subjects who also have a demonstrated interest in: (1) Korean legal studies; (2) quantitative research methods; 

and/or (3) comparative research involving India Applicants with a record of accomplishment in Korean legal studies may be considered through additional procedures for appointment 

to a professorship in Korean Legal Studies. More information about the Faculty’s hiring interests may be posted from time to time at http:llw’ww.law.ubccalfacult,/liobslindex.html 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The successful applicant will be expected to establish a highly productive scholarly agenda including the development of research relationships with researchers 

across Canada and internationally, to provide effective teaching and mentoring of J.D and graduate students, to contribute to the core curriculum of the Faculty, and to take on a 

leadership role appropriate for the appointed rank. Salary will be competitive and commensurate with the qualifications of the candidate. 

ABOUT THE LAW SCHOOL: UBC Law at Allard Hall, one of Canada’s leading law schools, is committed to being one of the world’s great centres for legal education and research. As 

part of an outstanding public university situated in one of the most open, diverse and beautiful cities in the world, we offer an inspiring environment that combines rigorous professional 

legal training with an awareness of the role of law in society 

The Faculty offers a varied program of instruction in a broad array of legal fields to academically talented and diverse law students in the JD., LL.M. and Ph.D. programs. Our faculty 

members encourage students to develop creative and effective approaches to legal analysis and problem solving. As researchers, faculty members are engaged with and connected to 

academics, practitioners, and policy-makers around the globe, and are committed to ensuring that their research makes a difference The Faculty is housed in a new state-of-the-art law 

building, Allard Hall, designed to fully support teaching and research. More information about the Faculty of Law can be found at http://www.law.ubc ca and 

http:il~vww.law.ubc.calstrateqic plan/index.html 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applicants should submit (1) a cover letter indicating interest in a tenure-track or tenured appointment at the rank of Assistant Professor or Associate 

Professor that identifies your academic and research accomplishments and any teaching experience; (2) a curriculum vitae; (3) your undergraduate, law and graduate transcripts; (4) the 

names and contact information for four individuals who you have asked to submit letters of reference; (5) two or three representative scholarly publications or, where publications are not 

available, samples of your written work; and (6) evidence of teaching effectiveness, such as evaluations, if available Publications will not be returned and incomplete applications may 

not be accepted. Reference letters should be sent directly by referees to the Appointments Committee. While unofficial academic transcripts may be submitted with the candidate’s initial 

application, official academic transcripts will be required before appointment 

Electronic applications are required. These can be submitted to: appointments(~,law.ubc.ca. Where necessary, application materials can be mailed to: 

Dean Mary Anne Bobinski 

Faculty of Law at Allard Hall 



University of British Columbia 

1822 East Mall 

Vancouver, B.C. V6T1Z1 

The deadline for applications and references is October 13, 2013 The Faculty may choose to review additional applications after that date, at its discretion Successful candidates 

ordinarily would begin their faculty positions at UBC on July 1, 2014 

UBC hires on the basis of merit, is strongly committed to equity and diversity within its community, and seeks to recruit candidates with the skills and knowledge to productively engage 

with diverse communities. We especially welcome applications from visible minority group members, women, Aboriginal persons, persons with disabilities, persons of minority sexual 

orientations and gender identities, and others who may contribute to the further diversification of ideas. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however Canadians and 

permanent residents will be given priority. 

The University of Akron, Akron, OH 

Dean, School of Law 

The University of Akron invites applications and nominations for the position of Dean of the School of Law, with an anticipated start date of July 1, 2014 Review of applicants will begin 

on October 22, 2013 and continue until the position is filled 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL OF LAW:The University of Akron School of Law is a public law school of 516 students, with both a full-time and part-time division. The school offers the JD., four 

joint-degree programs, a joint J D./LL M in Intellectual Property, an LL.M. in Intellectual Property, as well as various certificate programs. Since its founding in 1921, the school has 

graduated over 6,300 men and women. The school has historically embraced a strong commitment to teaching and public service in the community. It values its small class size and its 

low student/faculty ratio of 12 to 1. Akron has also experienced a surge in faculty scholarship in the last decade, the endowment of numerous chairs and professorships, and the 

establishment of a Director of Faculty Research and Development. The School of Law includes several centers: a Center for Intellectual Property Law and Technology; a Constitutional 

Law Center, one of only four such centers established by Congress; the Joseph G. Miller and William C. Becker Institute for Professional Responsibility; and the Public Health Law and 

Science Center. The Akron trial advocacy program consistently ranks among the top in the nation The new Dean of The University of Akron School of Law will be expected to take a 

strong regional law school to the next level. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The Dean is the chief academic and administrative officer of the School of Law and provides leadership in ensuring academic excellence; supports faculty in 

achieving and maintaining excellence in teaching, research, and engagement in community seP,/ice; cultivates strong alumni and external relationships; and engages in extensive fund- 

raising activities, including in the context of a comprehensive university campaign The Dean reports to the Senior Vice President and Provost/Chief Operating Officer, serves on the 

University’s leadership team, and is centrally involved in realizing an ambitious vision for the University’s future (go to http:llv, Aew.uakron.edulvision2020) 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Candidates for the deanship should have an earned law degree from an ABA-accredited law school; credentials commensurate with appointment as Professor 

of Law with tenure; and a record of accomplishment in legal education or an equivalent record of accomplishment in comparable fields. The ideal candidate will possess demonstrated 

recruitment, outreach, and fund-raising skills; a record of achievement in support of inclusive excellence, diversity, and consensus-building; proven ability to create trust and good 

working relationships with all constituencies; and a strong vision for the future of legal education and The University of Akron School of Law, as well as the ability to lead the School of 

Law in the realization of such vision. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: For complete details and to apply for this position, visit: http://w’,~ uakron edu/iobs, Job # 8047 In addition to the online application, letters of application 

should address the qualifications listed above, and should be accompanied by a complete curriculum vitae and contact information for five references. Position nominations should be 

directed to: 

School of Law Dean Search Committee 

Care of Mrs. Danica Houle 

lawsearch(~,u akron.ed u 

Office of the Dean 

College of Business Administration 

The University of Akron 

Akron, OH, 44325-4805 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Additional information about the programs and services of The University of Akron School of Law is available at http://~A~A~/uakron edu/law. The University of 

Akron is committed to a policy of equal employment opportunity and to the principles of affirmative action in accordance with state and federal laws 

Syracuse University College of Law 

Tenure-track Position 

Syracuse University College of Law invites applicants for one tenure-track position beginning fall 2014. The focus of our search will be on applicants with teaching and scholarly 

interests in law and technology, commercialization of technology, and intellectual property The College of Law is particularly interested in applicants who will bring diversity to the faculty 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Candidates should have an excellent academic record with at least a J.D degree. Preferred post-J.D experience and credentials include advanced degree, 

judicial clerkship, relevant legal practice, or similar experience A demonstrated commitment to excellent classroom teaching and scholarship are required. Candidates will be expected 

to teach a first year course or a core upper-division course 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Interested applicants should send their resume and names of three references, including academic references in a position to assess the candidate’s 

potential as a legal academic, to: 

Professor Margaret M. Harding, Chair 

Faculty Appointments Committee 

Syracuse University College of Law 

Syracuse, NewYork 13244-I 030 

Email: mhardinq~,law.svr edu 

Syracuse University is committed to diversity and is an equal opportunity employer. Applications will be accepted until the position is filledl however, priority consideration will be given to 

applications received prior to October 4, 2013. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 2:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: BlackBerry Preparing to Cut Up to 40% of its Staffby Year’s End 

BlackBe~ry Preparing to Cut Up to 40% of its Staffby 
Year’s End 

BlackBerry Ltd. is preparing to make deep staff cuts by the end of the year via layoffs that 

could cost up to 40% of its employees their jobs, people familiar with the matter said. 

The layoffs will cut across all departments and will occur in waves, likely affecting several 

thousand employees, the people said. They come as the once dominant smartphone 

maker looks for ways to get a handle on costs and shrink its operations to better fit a world 

in which competitors like Apple Inc. and Samsung Electronics Co. have eaten deeply into 

its market share. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 









spectrum of their legal needs, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 2:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board and Federal Open Market Committee release economic projections ti’om "the September 17-18 FOMC meeting 

Federal Reserve Board and Federal Open Market Committee release economic projections from the September 17-18 

FOMC meeting 

http:i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/press/monetary/20130918b.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, plea~se contact suppor~govdelive~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@product.americanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 2:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Securing the Digital Account Opening Process 

Complimentary Web Seminar 

October 16, 2013 I 2 pm ET/11 am PT 

Featuring Live Q&A 

Hello Law, 

Jumio Inc. joined by AI Pascual from Javelin Strategy & Research shares challenges and risks of 

account creation in the digital environment, and explores best practices for reducing fraud between 

consumers and financial institutions Hear some key insights on meeting regulatory compliance 

with greater assurance of identity and how easy it can be to implement new tools to meet standard 

Know Your Customer requirements. 

Hear some key insights on: 

Meeting regulatory compliance with greater assurance of identity 

How easy it can be to implement new tools to meet standard Know Your Ous¢oroer 

requirements 

*There will be a Q&A session at the end of the presentation. 

Presenters: 

Anthony Lanham 

VP North American Sales 

Jumio Inc. 

Sponsored by: 

See it, Be~.ieve 

Share this Event! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here. 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004 
custserv@sourcemedia corn I Privacy Policy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 2:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Corrected: OCC’s Curry Calls for Better Regulatory Coordination on Cybersecurity 

[~ American Banker / Wednesday, September 18, White Papers 

J 2013 Web Seminars 

From the Editors of American Banker 

Today’s version of our Daily Briefing email was sent out with the subject line "OCC’s Curry Calls for 
Better Regulatory Coordination on Cybersecurity." This was done in error, and we apologize for 
any inconvenience. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 
5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail custserv@americanbanker.com 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction 
or forwarding of this publication without the express written permission of the publisher is strictly 
prohibited= Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. 
Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site 
license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 
One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 

[ i~ American 
....... Banker Tech 

Free Trial I Subscribe I Unsubscribe I My Email Alerts I Contact Us I Advertise 

© 2013 SourceMedia. All rights reserved. S .... Media 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 18 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report - Breaking News 

,’~.; BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted September 18, 2013, 3:12 P.M, ET 

Judge Robert N. Chatigny of the U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut Sept. 18 leveled a $100 million fine on UBS 
Securities Japan, a unit of UBS (UBS), following a December 2012 guilty plea to charges of fraud by manipulating rates under 

the London interbank offered rate (U.S.v. UBS Securities Japan Co., D. Conn., No. 12-cr-00268, sentencing order 9/18/13). 

Chatigny adopted Sept. 12 sentencing recommendations by the U.S. Department of Justice, which said the Sept. 18 penalty 
is part of more than $1 billion in fines and disgorgement agreed to by the parent firm, UBS AG, in a December accord with 

U.S., U.K. and Swiss authorities to resolve Libor-related probes. 

A UBS representative did not immediately respond to a request for comment. In a statement, the Justice Department said 

Libor-related enforcement action will continue. 

@As we continue our active and ongoing investigation of the manipulation of LIBOR, our prosecutors and agents will continue 
to tenaciously follow the evidence wherever it leads. Neither UBS, nor the individual UBS defendants we have charged in 
connection with this sophisticated scheme, nor any other bank or individual, is above the law,@ Acting Assistant Attorney 

General Nythili Raman of the criminal division said. 

To contact the reporter on this story: Chris Bruce in Washington at cbruce@bna.com. 

To contact the editor responsible for this story: Joe Tinkelman at joetinkelman@bna.com 

The Justice Department’s Sept. 12 sentencing memorandum is at 

http:/iwww.bloombercllaw.com/puNic/document/USA v UBS Securities Japan Co LTD Docket No 312cr00268 D Corm Dec. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (ISSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, 
Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of: this email will appear in the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit h.’Ap:i/webut=.i.bna.comiema=.ls=gr~up. 

Request a ~:~-I [L~:[ Web trial. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 
Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyiight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the [eir!;s ~nd 
condit=.ons of the license ~gi’eemer~t with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Surprise from Fed: No pullback in bond purchases 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Surpr}se from Fed: No 

pullback in bond purchases 

In a surprise, the Federal Reserve 

has decided against reducing its 

stimulus for the U.S. economy 

because its outlook for growth has 

dimmed in the ... 

New $1,2 million f~nd hopes to help star,up 

firn~s b}osson~ 

Early-stage startups in the Charlotte area now have a 

new potential source for funding: Innovation Fund 

North Carolina, a pilot program planning to award up 

to $1.2 million in grants and loans to high-tech 

startups around the state over the next year.. 

GOP revises pla~ on debt 

~}mit to avert shutdown 

House GOP leaders Wednesday 

announced that they will move 

quickly to raise the government’s 

borrowing cap by attaching a wish 

list of GOP priorities... 

B}ackBerry u~wei}s ~ew 230 smartphone 

Struggling smartphone maker BlackBerry has 

unveiled its new Z30, touting it as the company’s 

biggest, fastest and most advanced smartphone. 

Stocks, bonds rise sharply as 

The stock market hit a record high 

Wednesday after the Federal 

Reserve’s surprise decision to 

keep its economic stimulus in 

place 

Queens picks former gofA 

exec [o head bankin_q 

program 

Queens University of Charlotte 

said Tracy Grooms, who retired 

from Bank of America in March, 

will teach the banking courses to 

be offered through the.. 

Pittenger to speak at US Airways merger ral}y 

in D,C. 

Employees from the two companies attempting to 

create the world’s largest airline plan to rally 

Wednesday on Capitol Hill along with members of 

Congress and key union leaders. 

sRjns to be turned into public 

art 

Eastland Mall’s iconic "Rising 

Sun" medallions have been taken 

down and will be incorporated in a 

future art project on the city’... 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown News <news@mayerbrown.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Webinar: The Telephone Consumer Protection Act: New Risks and Responsibilities for Businesses - October 15,2013 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can 

The Telephone Consumer Protection Act: New Risks 
and Responsibilities for Businesses 

The plaintiffs’ bar has been filing an ever-increasing number of class 

actions under the Telephone Consumer Protection Act to challenge 

marketing and debt-collection efforts by businesses using a variety of 

technologies--including automated telephone calls, text messages, and 

faxes. That trend will likely continue: New rules adopted by the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) are about to go into effect, and a 

number of recent court decisions threaten to subject businesses to 

increased liability. 

Yet companies are not defenseless. Businesses that face TCPA class 

actions can employ an array of cutting-edge strategies aimed at 

eliminating liability altogether, narrowing the scope of putative class 

actions, or securing settlements at a fair price that will satisfy judicial 

scrutiny. 

Please join Mayer Brown partners Archis Parasharami, Kevin Ranlett, 

and Howard Waltzman as they discuss these issues. Key topics that 

will be discussed include: 

The FCC’s new rules restricting what constitutes "prior express 

consent" for telemarketing calls and eliminating the "established 

business relationship" exemption 

The continuing debate about vicarious liability under the TCPA 

Recent trends in TCPA class actions 

Class settlements in the TCPA context 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 

Europe 

6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. CEST 

5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. BST 

United States 

12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. EDT 

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. CDT 

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. MDT 

9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. PDT 

CLE credit is pending, 

Webinar Access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. 

1"~ Regist .... j     [’~;’i: Decli .... ] 

(If: you decline we will not send you 
reminders [:or this event.) 

For additional information, please contact .lean Shim at 

.~[!i.~)3~2).[~ky..e...£!?[~!k~:’.E=c.9.[~ or +1 202 263 3885. 

Learn more about Mayer Brown’s Privacy, Consumer 

~ation & Class Actions_, and Telecommunications practices. 

Date & Time 
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 
12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. EDT 

Speakers 

i~i Amhis A, 

Parasharami 

Washington DC 

::N:: Kevin S. Ranlett 

Kevin S, Ranlett 

Washington DC 

:: ~:+~ :: Howard W. 

...... Waltzman 

Howard W, Waftzman 

Washington DC 

[ii~iI Follow MayeL ...... 
B Twitter 

ii.~ Facebook 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: MetroCorp Bancshares, Inc. (NASDAQ: MCBI) has agreed to merge with East West 
Bancorp, Inc. (NASDAQ: EWBC) 

MetroCorp Bancshares, Inc. (NASDAQ: MCBI) has agreed to merge with East West 
Bancorp, Inc. (NASDAQ: EWBC) 

Sandier O’NNll rendered a fMrness opinion to the Board of Directors of MetroCorp 

Bancshares, Inc. in connection with the transaction. TNs transaction is Sandier O’Neill’s 
10Oth b~k or tilrift t-r~sadion since J~mary 1, 2011. S~dler O’Neill has served as a 

~nancial advisor on more bank ~,d thrift n’ansactions th~ ~ly other inv~anent b~ik during 

TNs transaction represents S~dler O’Neill’s 9th b~k ~md thrill tr~msaction in Texas f{~r an 

ag~egate ~’ansacfion vM~e of $203 biNon s~ce January 1, 2011, more {han rely other 

~lvesmient bank durhlg that ~le period.~ 

East West Banco~, inc. ("East Weft’) ~ASDAQ: EWBC), parent company of East West Bank and 

MetroCorp Bancshares, Inc. (’NetroCorp") (NASDAQ: MCBI), parent of MetroBa~, N.A. and 

Metro Uni~d Bai~, announced today that they have entered into a &finitive agreement lbr the merger 

of MetroCo~ into East West. 

MetroCorp operates 18 branches under its t~vo subsidiary banks, MetroBank and Metro United Bank. 

MetroBank operates 12 branches in Houston and Dallas, and Metro United Bank operates 6 branches 

in Los Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego. As of June 30, 2013, MetroColp reported, on a 

consolidated basis, total assets of $1.6 billion, total loans of $1.2 billion and total deposits of $1.3 

billion. 

Under the terms of the definitive agreemenk East West roll acquire the outstanding shares of MetroCorp 

for the lesser of $14.60 per share and 1.72 times the per share tangible equity, as adjusted, for an 

aggregate purchase price of approximately $273 million based on the 18,699,638 shares cnrrently 

outstanding. The shaxeholders of MetroCorp roll receive two thirds of the merger consideration in 

shares of East West common stock and the remainder in cash. The exchange ratio for determining fl~e 

number of shares of East West common stock deliverable m shareholders of MetroCorp roll be based 

on the weighted average closing price of East West’s common stock over a 60 trading day 

measurement period ending five days prior to the closing. 

The transaction, which has been unanimously approved by the Eas~t West and MetroCorp Boards of 

Directors, is expected to be completed during the first qua(ter of 2014, although delays Inay occur. The 

transaction is subject to custolna~cy closing conditions, including approval by MetroCorp shareholders 

and regulatory, approvals. 
The transaction is expected to be 4% accretive to East West’s 2014 fifll year earnings, excluding any 

one-time merger and restructuring charges. 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla Jmer.htm 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Bankers Association <vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 6:25 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCBA Bulletin- September 19, 2013 

.~.i NCBA Bulletin Header 

September t2. 2013 Bulletin 

N OTE PASSWORD CHANL4E: T]he ne~ user u,~me is ~h~anciall a~d the new passe, oral 

is literac~. 

September 19, 2013 BttRefin 
PRIN TIN G THE BULLETIN: Once you click on the link above and log 

the upper le~ hand comer dgh~ a~:~ve the Back ~ Bt~letin link is a printer icon. If you put your 

cur~r over flae icon it will say "Pratt this Page2 If Sou wot~ld like to pfin~ fl-~e Bulletin, simply 

click on that link and Nen print as 

Use this area to provide your subscribers information about your organization. 

NC Bankers 

P. O Box 19999 

Raleigh, No~ Carolina 27619-9916 

800/662-7044 / 919/881-9909 (Fax) 

Ferward t~i8 email 

] 

This emaii ’~x, as sent to Ibrsome@emaiLunc.edu by y_i_c__k_!_e_~Q£_b__a__n__k_,_�_4_s_:_o__r.cl :: 

Update Profile/Email Address 1astant remevalwith Sa~eUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy. 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh i NC :: 27609 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 19 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance DaJly 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 19, 2013 ~, Number 182 

European Union 

The European Commission proposed Sept. 18 a new 
comprehensive regulatory framework for financial market indexes 
to prevent scandals such as the Libor and Euribor market rigging, 
as well as suspected manipulation of foreign currency 
exchanges,... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of: National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i~ttp:iiwebuui,bi~,a.cc, mi~.~,m ~ilsignup. 

Request a i::R~:J[i Wab tdai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most Federal holidays. 

Copy=’ight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

conditions of tba license agreament with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hagan Newsletter@hagan.senate.gov 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Connecion: Hagan Encourages Students to Attend Military Academy Day 

Kay Hagan I Unitad States Senator for [qo~th Caroina 

i.~.i Official Web Site ~i Kay in NO ~i A~k Kay i.~.i Get Help with a Federal Agency, 

Hagan Encourages Students to Attend Military 

Academy Day 

Like many North Carolinians, I come flom a strong military family. My father- 

in-law was a two-star Marine General. My father and brother served in the 

Navy, and my husband, Chip, is a Vietnam veteran. ][ also have two nephews 

on active duty~ 

One of my nephews, Niles Ruthven, always wanted to fly. His dad says he 

was part of the "Star Wars" generation. His interest in the Air Force began 

during a trip to the Air Force Academy with his Boy Scout troop, and a visit to 

Academy Day hosted by his local congressman eliminated any doubt about 

his preferred college. 



My family was so proud of 

Niles when he was 

accepted to the Air Force 

Academy, and I still 

remember the joy in my 

brother’s voice when he 

called to share the news~ 

Today, Niles is known as 

Major Ruthven, and he is 

living his dream flying F- 

15E Strike Eagles. 

Nearly two decades after 

an Academy Day inspired 

my nephew to serve his 

country, I’m inviting all 

7th through 12th grade 

students, as well as 
middle and high school 

counselors, from across 

North Carolina to attend 

Military Service Academy Day sponsored by my office in Asheboro on 

Saturday, September 21st. The event at Randolph Community College’s 

Learning Resources Center Auditorium will provide an opportunity for 

students, parents and counselors to learn more about the five service 

academies and my office’s nomination process. 

Registration will begin at 9am, while the program and academy fair will run 

from i0am to ipm. Please note that an RSVP is not requh’ed to attend. 

Students will meet with my nominations staff as well as representatives from 

the U.S. Air Force Academy, U,S Coast Guard Academy, U.S. ~lerchant Iv]arine 

Academy, U.S, Military Academy and U.S. Naval Academy. 

MORE INFO-" HAGAN INVITES STUDENTS, COUNSELORS TO MILITARY 

SERVICE ACADEMY DAY 2013 IN ASHEBORO 

Our servicemembers take many paths to begin a military career, and the 

Academies offer an excellent route to military service~ So many Academy 

graduates reflect on the value of their education and how their time spent in 

service to their country instilled in them a sense of responsibility and 

leadership. 

When a service academy accepts a 

young person into its institution, it 

expects more than four years of 

college and a tour of duty; it expects 

to groom the next generation of 

leaders who possess a steadfast 

commitment to service of their 

country, Acceptance into a service 

,~cademy is an incredible honor~ 

I’m proud that so many North 

Carolinians have sought this honor 

and represented our state with 

integrity and character. :[ encourage 

~ny interested young students to 

attend Military Academy Day on 

beptember 2:Lst so my office can 

educate them about the admissions process, help them begin their service to 



our country and make North Carolinians proud. 

]:f you would like more information about Academy Day, please contact my 

Director of Constituent Services, ~lennifer Johnson, at (336) 333-5311. 

Sin,’:erely, 

P.S. To keep up with my work in the Senate and around North Carolina, follow 

me on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. 

~o ~:nsti~ascribs flora Ks"f’!~ Ne’~’,~sieitel, p~es~e ’~s~t ths unsubscribe pa~e 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 10:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: J.P. Morgm~ ’Whale’ Fine Put at More Than $900 Million 

&P. Morgan ’VVhale’ Fine Put at More Than $900 
Million 

Regulators in the U.S. and U.K. are expected to fine J.P. Morgan Chase more than $900 

million for actions tied to its 2012 "London whale" trading debacle. 

Regulators are expected to charge the company with poor controls surrounding the giant 

bet, which ultimately cost the company more than $6 billion. The announcement of the 

settlements is expected to come early Thursday. 

i:~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:58 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 
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Third, mutual fund advisers and legal and regulatory requirements do not provide "normative transparency of disclosure" to fund shareholders and 
therefore implicitly reduce general shareholder ability to make information-efficient, less costly, and more-profitable fund choices. 

Fourth, mutual fund advisers do not provide independent directors with "normative transparency of information" that would enable them better to 
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We use survey responses from 2,901 corporate insiders to assess the costs and benefits of compliance with Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley 
Act. The majority of respondents recognize compliance benefits, but they do not perceive these benefits to outweigh the costs, on average. This is 

particularly true among smaller companies where the start-up costs are proportionately larger. However, the perceived efficiency of compliance 

increases with auditor attestations, years of compliance experience, and after the remediation of a material weakness. Notably, the perceived 
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This paper argues that liquidity, short-termism and low involvement in corporate governance are fundamental ingredients of shareholders’ value 

maximisation strategies. Neither shareholders nor their representatives will voluntarily adopt restrictions which inhibit their ability to pursue these 

strategies, such as those presented by the Stewardship Codes. Utilising Marxist and progressive theory this paper evidences the tendency for all 

capital (including shares) to seek liquidity. It presents historical evidence which shows that political policy can either restrict this tendency, as it did 

in the progressive and post war period, or facilitate it, as it did in nineteenth century England and in the current neoliberal period. The shareholder 
empowerment initiatives examined in this paper are therefore best understood as strategies to justify shareholder claims in the current crisis and 

to thereby protect the neoliberal status quo. 
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While companies have a greater ability to facilitate positive changes within a regime if there is a looming threat of boycott or divestment, what can 
companies that work in industries that cannot be conducted anywhere, such as mineral exploitation, do to facilitate positive change? Put a different 

way, in countries with mineral wealth and authoritarian governance, where there is not a credible threat of private industry led boycott or 

divestment, what principles will provide the best use of finite (and ever-shrinking) corporate social responsibility budgets for the MNCs that exploit 

said mineral resources? 
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Top News 

In Surprise, Fed Decides to Maintah~ Pace of ~ B.~-~ s. l 
N tim~ahis Berr, ank I 

e, the    I 

In a reversal that stunned economists and investors, the Federal 

Reserve said it would eonfimte to bW bonds to encourage 

growkb, ak ]east for another month and quite possibly into next year. 

~ Economix Blog: P~:’~in9 the Fed Announcement 

~FI Decodin9 the Fed’s Sf2tement 

~E:] Bernanke on Fed Stimulus Decision 

:[rm~’s Leaders N~gnal Effort at New Thaw 

President Hassan Rouha~i capped a series of geskures from 

Iran’s ruling establisbmen~ by sa.ving the country would never 

"seek we,~pons of mass destruction, ineludii~g imdear we,~pons." 

Sectarian Vio|ence Reignites in m~ l:raqi Town 

Vi~lage,s in Diyala Province saw much death du*{ng ~e wors[ of 

Iraq’s carnage over the past decade, buL they say wba~ is 

bappe~ing now is far worse. 

Editors’ Picks 

HOME & GARDEN 

.).~ sa-]~, sho~,, SUrE show: Be Careflfl What You 

~V~sh For 

A woman who dreamed of owning a Newport mansion is ~ee-- 



deep in its renovation. Luckily, she’s dating the contractor. 

, Reiated Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bri~g Back the L)q~ae Vaccine 

How a nmrkefing fiasco derailed an important medical development. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

HENRY LOUB GATES Jr., on the di.scovery that the 185o.s novel "The Bondwomatfs 

Narrative" ~’~’;]s wriLten b)’ Itannah Bond, a sla~e on a North Carolina phmt;]tion. 

World 

:Fo~qrner Defense Secretaries Criticize Obm~a on     [:~ ~ob~,~ 

In a joint appearance, Robert M. Gates and Leon E. Panetta were I    ~< 9~ I 
(’rift ca 1 of PresJ d ent Oba nm for as kJ n g Con gress to auth orize the 

use of force against Syria in retaliation for its use of chemical weapons. 

B~oaziliar~ Com’t Allows Alppeals tbr Po]ith~al Figures 

Con,~eted of Co~oruption 

The court rulin g allowing th e reopen i n g of eru e~ al a spee~a of the triN suggested 

that senior polideN figures convicted in a vast yoke-buying scheme may not get 

any hardiN1 ~ime. 

Ge~rnmty’s Effo~ at Clean Ener~~ Proves 

Complex 

Germany’s plan to convert to renewable eneL%v sources is 

running into problems in execution that are fbrcing Germans to 

face the costs of sticking to their pt{ndples. 

Taeuber 

had to 

seek 

U,S. 

Mental Health AZ~An ms Issue i~ G~n :Debate 

Efforts to improve the country’s fraying mental health system to 

help prevent mass shootings have stOIed on Capitol Hill, tied up 

in the broader fight on gun control 

Congres 



Offidals Never iLearrted of Police Do~fl~ts on 

G mnnards Stability 

Naval police in Rhode ~s]and did not a~ert superiors to evidence 

pointing to Aaron Alexis’s mental instabilityo 

Test ofA]lzheh~mr’s D~g Gets Large Federal Grmat 

Tbe 833.2 million grant wil~ help finm~ce a c]h~ical trial to test a treabnent on 

people 6o to 75 who have no symptoms of the disease, hut do have bxo copies 

of a ge~e know~ to greatly increase tbe risk of ge~ng it. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Delay to E~d of tim Stimulus St~rprises V~;all 

Street 

The Fed’s apparent change of heart left many investors on Wall 

Sl]:eet wondering how they got it so ~Tong. 
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S.E.Co Pro]poses Greater Diselosmoe or~ Pay for 
a~i~:, 

The regulator is nearing adopdon of a rule that would require 

chief executives ko compare their pay to the median paid ko ernpk~yees. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

America’s Si~kh~g ~’Iiddle Class 

The standard of living of most :\merieans bas fallen in the last 25 

years. 

~ [] Graphic: S’~anding Still? 

Sports 

YANKEES 4, BLUE JAYS 3 

W~l-I~ Alarm Rising~ Yankees Wake Up 

The V~mkees rallied for fore: runs ~n the eigbth innfi~g to beat the 

Blue days, ending an agonizing four-game ]osing s~’eak and 

animating the clubhouse. 
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Ken No~qo~ a C]hampkms]h~p Fighter Who Broke 

_~’~ Jaw~ ~s Dead a~ 70 

Notto~ rough t three m cm orab]e figh~ wi ~a Muhamm a~ All, 

wimfing once, and went on to become the World Bo~ng O)nndl 

heav}~’eight champion. 

Franco~a’s Approach Draws Raves h~ Cleveland 

After a bitter exi t from Bos ton an d then a year ofl" from 

managing, TerW Frat~eona ~s comfortable with Cleveland’s frotl~ 

o~ce and has the Indians vying for a wild caM. 
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Arts 

Professor Says He Has Solved a Myste~� Over a 

Slave’s Now~] 

A novel praised for its dramatic depiction of Southern life in the 

mM-z85os became a best seller, bu~ ]Ls tantalizing sect’e[ - the 

author’s ~dendb~ -may have beet~ solved. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Ornate Peek at a Re~’eshed G~Ided Age 

The reopening of the Board of O~cets Room will offer the 

public a look a~ the Park Avenue ArmoU wstoration process, 

and a preservation philosophy ~hat aeeepL* flaws at~d signs of age. 

, ~ Into;active Feature: Face-Li~ for a G~lded Age Beauty 

N orman Roekwell’s America, Newly Up for Bid 

Sotheby’s will auedot~ tirade of Norman Roekwell’s best--M~own 

cover paintin gs roy The Satin?day Even in g Post, in d u dJng 

"Saying Grace." 

, ~ S~de Show 

Obituaries 

Marcel Reieh-Ra~fieki, IJtera~" Critic, Is Dead at 

93 

Mr. Rcich-Ranicki, a Polish Jew who grew up in Berlin, became a 

powerful eulturaI figure in postwar Germany as a Iitera~T edtie 

and a television talk show host. 

Stephei~ :Eo MaIawista, Lyme Disease Roseate]mr, 
Dies at 79 

Dr. Malawista and his team were credited with defitfing an 
ailment that was causing disla’ess in ( ~)nneetieut. 

Rick Casares, 8a, a Bear W[~o Got Yards With 
Grit, Dies 

Casares led the National Football i~ague in rushing in 1956 and 
is third on the Bears’ ~treer rushing list. 
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FASHION REVIEW 

Takh~g Stock alt the Londo~ Fashio~ S]hows 

Eugland is home to some world-conque~5~g fashion brands that 

derive a lot of their success from w~i] e~pet~ise. 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

Gueei’s Optflent Gy~ 

A traeksuit and lke omamentaI draftings of Erte seem an odd 

eoui~.qe, but F~da Oiannini brought them together. 

Costmne Designe~0s for TV Have a Big Impaet 
Fas~fio~ 

As television has gained more respect as a medinm, there has 
been a coattail efl)~’t on some of its cos [ume designerso 

..... 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: 19o Seconds "WitJt Pogue: iPhone 

5S 
The Tir~ms’s David Pogue decides whether the iPhone 5S is 
Apple’s ~ewest immvafive miracle, 

~ Related Column 

~ vmEo: Anatomy ofa Seerm: ’Prisoners’ 

Th e director L"e ni s "~ql len euve n arrates a s ten e fl:om h is fi] m 

featu ring Jake Gyllenhaal a n d t tug~ J ackman. 

~ VIDEO: Eggpla~t N~arinara Sandwich 

Me~issa Clark xdsits FrmNies S]:amfino in New York, where 

owners share some eulinaW "grandma ~cks" for maMng a 

memorable e~piant sand~deh. 

~ Related Column 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The l~lareh to Anarchy 

t louse Republicans has ten a government shutdouq~ ]a ker this mon’~ and a 

default with a no-win plan to end health retbrm. 

EDITORIAL 

Staying the Co~arse at [he Fed 

The economy is too weak to justil~j easi~g up o~ supportive policies like 

mul tibilli on -dolla r bon d pn rcha ses. 

EDITORIAL 

A Chanee to Learn From a Senseless Death 

The governor of Maryland is doir~g something ~{ght in creatk~g a commission to 

examine how law enforeeme~t handles people with disabilities. 
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A Gh~stly R.~~-~a]l Repeats 

We are stuck ~n a cycle of savagery as one shooter after another 

catches us in his s~Ls. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

World "War 0 

Seliously, people, why have Lhe Republicans gotten so car~4ed 

away with the issue of health ca~ reform, a k a Obamaca~’e? 

, Column,s2 P~ge 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Faw*ia~s Choice 

A ~4sit to a refugee camp in Jot’dan underscores that Sy~ans 

aren’~ focused on chemical weapons. They’re h)o worried about 

conventional ones. 
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Today’s Top Headline 

Wants IBoss=Employee Pay Gap of~ Display 

"Securities regulators proposed requiring that companies disclose the pay gap 

between chief executives and their employees," reports the Wall Street Journal 
(SepL 19, Ackem~an, Lublin), "a move ~hat is breathing new life into ~he 
executive-compensation debate and could g~ve activist investors more 
ammunition to curb pay." The SEC voted by a 3-2 margin to fleet the 
con~rove[sJa~ tub ~hat wouM require firms to dJscbse median worker pay and 
compare ~t with CEO compensafiom Public companies are already required 1o 
d~sc~ose 1ola~ annua~ compensation fer their top five executives. "Some 
companies including ~ole Foods Market Inc. akeady cap the ratio between the 
CEO’s salary and that of the ’average’ workeL" no~es the Journal "But ~he cap 
doesn’t fader ~n stock options or pensbn benefits, which the SEC ,t~o[J~[J [e[#~ire 
in its rub." Commissionem declined to specify how firms should calculate the 
pay ra~io, s~a~#lg tha~ they couM sebct ~he way of estimating median worker pay 
they deem appropriate. For instance, companies coukJ suPdey a fraction of theh" 
employees rather than the entire wor~orce~ "Such flexibility ~s meant to reso~ve 
concerns of ~arge multinational companies, wMch have said tallying tota~ 
compensatbn for a far4lung, global work~erce would be prohibitively expensive," 
oono~u(Jes the Joumal~ 

HR Magazine (Sept. 19, Newcombe) notes thai "the p~posal is one el two major 
outstanding regulations mandated by the 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street relom~ 
law that the SEC plans to tackle at a public meeting next week." The agency’s 
ruling has been applauded by numerous trade unions. Among the opponents is 
[he U~S. Chamber of Cerame[ce, charging that i~ is too expensive to compib the 
data and will not be useful for investols. 

The Fort Wayne Journal Gazette (SepL I9, Mbhaels) poinls out thai the plan 
does not permit employets to exclude pa~t4ime workers or employees based in 
foreign countries from the calculation. Sen. Robed Menendez (D-N.J.}, who wrote 
the Dodd-Frank provision requiring the discbsure, had cautioned the SEC against 
exempt#~g pad4ime employees and nomU.S, workers. The law stipulates that 
tota~ compensation includes salary, bonus~ ~ong4erm ~ncent~ve pay, stock and 
option awards, and any change in pension value. Menendez wrote the prov~s~on 
to ensure that ~nvesto~ know whether a company’s compensation practices are 
fak and whether "executives are shadng propo[tbnately ~n any sacrifices." 
Proponenls, meanwhib, say a Iopsk~ed ratio could help ~nvestors detect whether 
a firm may have morab proMems among ~ts ~abor force that can affect earnings 
and productivity. 
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Don’t miss fhis featured session: 

Board/C-$uite Expectations 

Many board members understand what te expect from the CEO, CFO, and COO. 
But as more and ~’~ore corapanies c[eate new C-suite roles4[om the chief ethics 
officer and chief risk officer to the cMef information efficer and chief socia~ 
responsibility officer-in response to an ~ncreaMng[y complex business 
env#onmenL ~he I~nes of expectation and communication can become more 
mu[ky~ Join McGladrey to dis~sase bes~ p~actices to narrow ~he potentia~ g~ps is 

information between d~redo~s~ and C-suite officers, ino[udi~# what d[recto~s~ 
should expect to receive in repots from, and deeper questions directom can ask 

of, non-core C-suite officers. 

Share@ :qs~ ~ ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Bernanke Saves Companies $700 Billion as Verizon Leads Sa~es 

Data compiled by Bloomberg (Sept. 18, Abramowicz) shows that "America’s 
companies, from Apple h~c. to Verizon Communications Inc., are saving nearly 
$700 billion in interest payments with the Federal Reseme"s unprecedented 
stimulus?’ In ~he last four yea~s, co[potage bond yields have decreased irom an 
average of &l 4 percent in ~he five years prior to Lehman Brothe~ Holdings Inc.’s 
demise to 4.6 pe[cent - a savh~gs equal to $15.4 m[~on annually per eve@ $1 
b~llion borrowed. Businesses took advantage of the central bank’s ~argesse to 
lock ~n reco[d low rates, extend maturities, and raise cash by selling $&16 tdllJon 
of bonds. Kroger Co. estimates that it ~s paying neady $80 milk,on less in interest 
than ff wou~d have pro-crisis. J. M~chae~ ScMotman, CFO of the OMo-based 
grocer, states, "[The s~imu]us] probaMy kept some businesses fl’om failing 
because they were able to refinance ~heir debt a~ lower ~n~erest payments." 

Cor~panies Unplug From the E~ectric Grid, Delivering a Jolt to Utilities 

The Wall Street Journal (Sept, I8, Smith, Sweet) observes that more and more 
U,S. companies are opting to generate their own electric power, saving money 
while taking money away from utilities. Federal statistics estimate that the 
numbe[ of e~ectdcffy-generafion units at commercial and ~ndust~al Mtes has 

#~creased more thaR ~OurfoJd s~nce 2006 from about 10,000 ~o about 40,000. 
Expels say traction for the trend ~s building as pdces fa~ for solar ~ane~s and 
nature~ gas, and amid growing anxiety that storms wi~ ~ncreasingly cause more 
power outages, An earlier ~port ~rom the Edison E~ec~dc ~nstJtute says the 
h~creaMng number of companies that are at ~eas[ ~a~tia~y energy se~#suff~c~ent ~s 
threatening uti~ty-indust~ revenues and prospects for expansion. Some 
traditional utilities are m~k~ng inroads into the on~te gene[atJon bus~ness, wffh 
Edison #fferna~onal receRt~y acquMng SoCore ERergy, a rooftop solar project 
devebper~ 

Westfieid Selis 7 U.S, ~,~a~ls to Starwood for $1.6 Billion 

Accord#~g to Bloomberq (Sept. 17, Samina~her), Wes~field Group has agreed to 
sell seven shopping malL~ in the United States fer $1.6 billion to a Sta~wood 
Capital Group LLC affiliate. The Australian company is consolidating its U.S. 
port~b~o ~o fund h~gher=retum ac~ivit~es~ Sel~ng the mal~s will enaMe ~ 1o ~deploy 
capital into planned development p[o~ecls. Westfield will retain a 10 percent 
ownership stake in the various cenlers, wMch wil~ be managed by Sta~vood. 
Mo[gan Stanley REIT analyst Louise My]ott notes that, with this transaction, 
Wes~field "has exited all of its M~dwest assets ou~Mde the CMcago area and 
non,ore West-Coast asseis." Following the sale, ~estfiek] w~ own and manage 
40 mal~s throughout the U.S. 
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££rp£fa~e G£~e[£anc~ ................................................................................................................ 

Changes in the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes ~ha[ have recently occurred in the board[oom. 
This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer Stuart. Ne~] 
Montefio[e has been appointed to the board of Comverse. JPMorgan Chase has 
elected Unda Bammann ~o its board of d~recto[s, and Michael Neal ~s expected 
~o jo~n ~he board ~n January 2014, James R, Hackett and John C. Lechleffer have 
been e~ected to the board of Ford Motor Company, w~th LecMeiteCs appointment 
effective Octobe[ 1. Genwo~h Financia~ has e~ected Melina E. H~ggins to join its 
board of directors, John V. Roos and Rob#~ Washington have been appointed to 
the board of Sa~esforce.com. Susser Holdings Corporation has e~ected Andrew 
M. "Drew" A~exander to ~ts board of director. 

Share~ ~" ~ ~ 

CalSTRB 2013 Proxy Season Advances ~ajority Voting Standard 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. 13-15, 2013) 

Sold 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

~ New’Cork, NY(Dec 

3, 2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec. 12-!3, 
2013) A!most SMd 
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Director Professionalism@ 

e Miami, FL (Dec 9.-10~ 

201 

Specia~ Events 

~ Local NACD Chapter 
EvenLs 

Peer Exchanges 

Information Flow 
Beyond the CEO: New 

York, NY (Nov 7, 

2013) 
Navigating Critical 
Boardroom 

Issues; New York, NY 

(Nov !9, 20!3) 
Leading Minds of 
Governance: New 

York, NY (Dec 3, 

2013) 

Webinars 



"The Calilomia State Teachers’ Retirement System (CaISTRS) ton Wednesday] 
announced overwhelming corporate governance success during the 2013 pro~y 
season, 8s 77 of the 82 companies engaged adopted a majodty vote standard ~n 
corporate board electbns," reports the Fo~ Mill Times (Sept. 18). TMs particular 
standard requires that a s~ft~ng dkector receive a majority of the shareholder votes 
cast 1o retain Msiher board seal CalSTRS ma~ntah~s thal the ability to change 
boardroom representatives through a majority voting standard ~s key to effective 
shareholder democracy. CalSTRS Director of Corporate Governance AnRe 
Sheehan concludes, "Our 93 percenl success rate this year is #a~lbu~ady 
satisfying, because we changed o~r focus from large to sme~ cap companies. 
The small cap sector of ~he Russe~ 2000 ~ndex has a d~srna~ rate, wi~h on~y 
about one tMrd maJntain~Rg a major~ voting s~anda[d, so mov~Rg 77 companbs 
from a strict #lurality standard ~s a huge step ~n the dghl d~reclJon." 

S~ a ’e~ ~? ~ ~ 

Polaris Minerals Adopts ~’~ajority Votir~g Policy for Directors 

The Sacramento Bee (Sept. 17) confirms that Polaris MineraFa Corp.’s board of 
directors has adopted a majority voting policy The policy has been impbmented 
in accordance with best corporate governance practices, because board 
members believe ~hat each serving director should have ~he confidence of ~he 
company’s shareholders. Under the policy, the Bee notes, "if a director nominee 

has more votes withheld than are voted in their favor, then the nominee will be 
considered by the board not ~o have received ~he support of shareholders and will 
be expected to submit their ~signation as a director Io[thwi~h." Some exceptions 
may apply such as a proxy battle involving nominees not supported by the board. 

S~ a ’e~ ~? ~[~ [] 

~rP~[a!~ so;Ja! Resp~sibi!Jty ......................................................................................... 

Starbucks Asks U.S. Customers to Leave Guns at Home 

"Starbucks Corp has asked U.S. customers to leave their guns at home after 
being dragged into an increasingly It~ctious debate over U.S. gun rights," reports 
Reuters (Sept. 18, Baertlein). The coffee chain’s policy had been to default to 
local gun laws, including "open carpi" regulations in many U.S. states that allow 
people to bring fiream~s into stores. Last month, this prompted gun-rigMs 
advocates to hold a national "Starbucks Appreciation Day" to thank the company 
for its stance. Locations for Starbucks Appreciation Day events included 
Nev~{own, Conn., where 20 kids and a half-dozen adults were shot dead in an 
elementary school la~e last year. Starbucks closed tha~ caI~ prior ~o the even~ 
happening. CEO Howard Schultz wrote in an open letter to customers late 
Tuesday that Starbucks Appreciation Day events "disingenuously portray 
Starbucks as a champion of ’open carry.’ To be clear: we do not want ~hese 
events in our stores." The chain, however, stopped short of issuing an outright 
ban on guns in its nearly 7,000 company-owned locations. 

Share~ !~..<." ~ [] 

Facebook Apologies for Dating Ad Showing Rehtaeh Parsons 

"Facebook has apologized for publishing a dating ad featuring a photo of a 17~ 
year-old who had killed herself after complaining of being cyber-bullied," confirms 
BBC News (Sept. 18). Canadian Rehtaeh Pa~ons committed suicide eadbr th~s 
spdng having been severely bu~ied after a separate pho~o, showing her alleged 
rape by four boys, was c~rculated via the InterneL Facebook has banned the 
company invobed from the social network. A company statement read: "Th~s is 
an extremely unfortunate exampb of an adved~ser sc~p~ng an image from ~he 
~nternet and using ~t in their ad campaign. This is a gross violation of our ad 
policbs, and we have removed the ad and permanently debted 1he adve~l~ser’s 
account. [~e apobg~ze for any harm tMs caused/’ 

Share~ ~(~ ~ ~ 

Google to Create New Health Firm, Headed by Genentech Chairman 

According to Reuters (Sept. 18".), Googb Inc. has announced plans to establish a 
new company called Calico to devebp technologies to tackle health issues 
rela~ed to aging. Calico will be headed by Genen~ech Chairman Ad Levinson. 
Googb Chid Executive Larry Page wrote on his Google-~ profile: "Don’t be 
surprised if we invest in projects that seem strange or speculative compared with 
out existing Internet businesses. And please remember ~hat new investments like 

this are very small by coraparison to our core business/’ 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ [] 

C-Suite 

Office~,Ja× CEO Won’t Seek Top Job After Merger With Office Depot 

"OfficeMax CEO Ravi Saligram said Wednesday that he was withdrawing as a 
contender for the top job when the [Illinois-based] office supplies chain completes 
its merger with Office DepoL" reports Jhe Chicago Tribune (Sept. 18, Shropshire). 
The merger is expected to close by the end of December. Saligram has been 
president and CEO of the company for the past three years. In a letter to his 

Quarterly Audit 

Committee Update 

(9/25) 
l-he Next Wave in 

Regulation and 
Compliance: Wha’t s 

Ahead for 

2013 (! 1/12) 
Compensation (12/18) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 
board leadership ~for 

directors, by directors. We 
deliver ~he ~,’4sdom and insigi~t 

that beard members need to 
confidently navigate complex 

business challenges and 

enhance shareowne[ value 

We ampli~ the collective voice 
of directors in the national 

dialo9 on beard leadersi~ip 

issues Learn nlore. 



company, he wrote: "As the process has unfolded and integration planning has 
gained momentum, the CEO selection committee has recently begun ~o 
contemplate whether the combined company, in the context of a trt~e merger of 
equals, wou~d be better served by a new ~eader w~th no ties to either company 
who wou~d bring s fresh perspective. Therefore, I have come to the conclusion 
that i~ is in ~he best #fferes~s o~ all constituents to take mysel~ ou~ of ~he CEO 

Economic Outlook 

Bui{der Cofffidence Rema{ns at A#nost IE{ght=Yea[ High 

Confidence among home builders in September remained st the highest level in 
almost eigM years, despite rising mortgage ra~es, according to MarketWatch 
(Sept. 17, Mantell). The National Association of Home Bw]ders~Ze~s Fargo 
housing-m~rket ~ndex stood at 58 ~n September, while August’s confidence leve~ 
was [erased to 58 from a prior estimate of 59. Economists po~ed by 
MerketWetch had expected a rea@~g o~ 59 for Septembeh The component 
measuring v~ews on current se~es conditions remained 8t 62 ~n September. 
Meanwhile, a gauge of prospective-buyer traMc ticked up to 47 from 46 ~n August, 
and a componen~ measuring sa~es expectations fe~ to 65 flom 68. 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Third-ranked Florida State defeated fifth-ranked North 

Carolina 1-0 in women’s soccer action Wednesday 

night at Seminole Soccer Complex. 

Seeking solutions to potential missed goals 

The ESPN3 audience, the TV announcers in the 

booth, and most of the 3,742 fans at Fetzer Field saw 

Crystal Dunn’s goal against Notre Dame Sunday. But 

one person who did not see it - referee Alex Sorondo 

- was the one who counted ... 

Georgia Tech, UNC raee~[ in 

key ACC s[~owdown 

A look at five things to watch 

around the Atlantic Coast 

Conference in Week 4: 

Wake Forest 

University 

senior 

quarterback 
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This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 
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The Morning Brie£ Austerity Seen Easing With Change to EU Budget Policy 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

A~steri~Policy Seen Easing With Change to EU B~dget      ~ 

a.P. Mo~g~ %~rh~e’ Fine Put at Ove~" ~9oo Million 

U.S. JoNess Claims Near 6-Nero" Low 

Rebd-on-Rebel Violence Seizes 

Sto~:k ~nvesl-o~s A~e Le~ ~Vonde~ing ~rhen on Fed’s 

Mortgage Lending Rea~hes 5-Year High 

Obama Adnfi~fistration ~:eighs 1ran Ta~s at U.N. 

Berluseo~fi Vows to Sta~" h~ Polities 

EU, IMF Warn Cypriot Bm~ to Prepa~’e for Mo~’e Upheav~ 

EU Ctts~oms O~eer l~Red in Kosovo 

N~S V~DEOS 

AMa’s R~y on ~Fed Move May Be Fleeing 

I’V~’s Photos of file Day ~ September 18, 

N~x Th~ngs Boon~ers Need to Know Aho~t 

Ron Paul on Fed’s Bond- B~ng 

The ~:aH S~.reet Journal This Mo~’ning Sept i9, 
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Sent: 
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American Banker ~Veb Seminal~ <confemnces@sourcemediamail.com> 
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Today, 12pm ET: Durbiu Domino Elt}ct: Am We Going Backm the Beginning in Redefiniig Debit? 

7 

i ::~,~ Durbin Domino Effect 

THERI ’$ ST rLL T3:M[  
Register Now 

D~rbi~ Domino ~ff~ct 

7egh-~-~h-~g i~ Re~-lel]~i~g OebT~? 

Does the possi bilit3,’ of fu,7{:her fee income losses impact p]anned 
investments in EMV and other new payments tedmologies? if so, 
what adjustments are necessary? 

It was m the not-so-distant past that banks were lea to rethink their debit strategies when Regulation 

II capped debit interchange fees. The hit to banks has been estimated at a total of $6 bilhon lost m fee 

revenue. 

Now that a district court has tossed out the initial fce cap ruling, banl~:s could be at flu~her peril o[ 

losing billions more. The Fed pla~s to appeal this decision, hut nneertai~ty looms, 

Discussion topics: 

~ Should this recent ruling force hanks tu cumplete[y uver~an[ their debit strategies or wilt it be a 

continuation o[ what was done since Reg II? 

~ Does the possihility of [urther tee income [osses impact planned investments i~ EMV a~d other 

payments tee]too]ogles? Ig so, what adjustments are necessat’y? 

~ How are exempt banks affected? 

~ I)oes ~is seal the fate of h;mk-issued debit rewat’ds programs altogether? What opportumties open 

up? 

~ ~:~:~ ~ R~ist~r today for 
the web seminar 

Rosenbium 
% Jeremyr. 

Rosenblum 

Daniet Wolfe John Costa deremy T, Rosenblum David Stein 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: J.P. Morgan Agrees to Pay $920 Million Fine Tied to ’Whale’ Trades 

Morgan Agrees to Pay $92o Million Fine Tied to 
’Whale’ Trades 

Regulators in the U.S. and U.K. fined J.P. Morgan Chase $920 million for actions tied to its 

2012 "London whale" trading debacle, according to an announcement by regulators. The 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 

the Federal Reserve and the U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority charged the company 

civilly with poor controls surrounding the giant bet, which ultimately cost the company more 

than $6 billion. 

The settlement is one of the largest fines a bank has ever had to pay over a single trading 

strategy. In an unusual step that reflects regulators’ recent push to hold Wall Street firms 

more accountable, J.P. Morgan admitted wrongdoing as part of the settlement, 

acknowledging poor internal controls. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 
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Sep. 19 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

~PM &ctio~ to iBoost C<>sts fo~~ Capita~ Markets Ba~k~ 

Posted September :zg, 2013, 10:04 A.M. ET 

A major settlement between JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPN) and U.S. and U.K. regulators will 
mean higher litigation and compliance costs for Bank of America, Citigroup, and other banks 

with capital markets and trading businesses, an analyst said Sept. 19. 

JPMorgan has reached a $920 million settlement with the Securities and Exchange Commission 
and other regulators in connection with lax controls that contributed to $6 billion in trading 

losses by a trader nicknamed the London Whale. 

Jennifer Thompson, a banking analyst at Portales Partners LLC in New York, said regulators 

want to reduce the benefits of being a big bank, in part through higher litigation costs. 

OWe expect regulators to ratchet up the cost of noncompliance with the rules for exactly 
that reason. This is an issue that’s not going away any time soon and we are looking at a 

cyclical rise in litigation expenses for the largest banks,@ Thompson told BNA Sept. :[9. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (ISSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit http:!’/webutii bna com/emailslqnup. 

Request a F[~EE ’,f,~eb h’i~l. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyrigist (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the ~erms and condit=.ons of the license ~£;i’eemer~t with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 
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Don’t miss the 2013 NCAA Sports Wagering Cont~rence! 

A~d 

................................... 

M~SS 

Spor~s 
Wageril~g 
Co~fere~ce! 

October 
8 
and 
9, 
2013 
NCAA 
National 
Office, 
Indianapolis, 
Indiana 

is 

~egistration 

,egister 

:ontact 

~uzanne 
~lrickell 

[at 
~brickell@ncaa. org. 



This year’s 

Deadly Bet, the Jason McGuigan Story 

Robert McGuigan, father of Jason McGuigan, will shaxe his family D s stoly and the tragic event that chm~ged his life forever. 

On Tlmrsday, June 26, 2003, Robert McGuigan was at home when he received a call frotn his son~ s befit friend who said his 

son ~ s house was on television. Robert would eventually find out from Dane Coun .ty SheriffD s Office deputies that his son, 

Jason, and his two roommates were tnurdered over a sports wager that was supposed to have taken place. 

Keynote Luncheon:Mark Lipparel~i 

Mark Lipparelli is the tbrmer Chairman of the Nevada State Gaming Control Board (NSGCB). In 2011, Mark was named to 

m~ Advisory Panel on Sports Wagering to the International Olympic Committee. Prior to his appointment to the NSGCB, 

Mark held va~io us positions with the gaining induslty [1 s leading technology comp~mies and led organizations, M~ich developed 

industry, leading products used by casinos worldwide. Mark is a fi~equent speaker and writer for international industry trade 

shows ~ld conferences, and is frequently quoted in national press, trade publications and local media in relation to his 

indushy expense. Maxk will share his experience in both tile public mad private ginning industi3~ and his view on how 

technology mad social Inedia will continue to revolutionize the gaming mad sports wagering indus~try. 

h~st[tutiona| Perspectives 

NCAA Bylaw 10.3 violations involving athletics administrators and coaches. 

Sports Wagering Be~t Practices 

Colnpliance administrators from institutions located in the State of Nevada will share their best practices regaxding 

sports wagering education and monitoring. 

Please follow instructions below to secure a hotel room reservation. 

Fairfield inn & Suites by Marriott ~ indianapolis Downtown 

501 West Washington Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46225 

Call 866/704-2648 - Group Code SWSSWSB orgo online at: 

I~ook Kin~ Room at Fairfield Inn & Suites ~ndianaoolis Downtown. 
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Sent: 
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2013 Security Officers Workshop: Focus on the agenda, room block deadline, mad more! 

(Please forward this email to the person responsible for security.) 

Join us live in Philadelphia or by remote video streaming live to your location for this must attend event for all 

Security Directors, Officers, Staff, Auditors, Directors, CEOs, Cashiers, BSA Officers, Compliance Officers, Trainin9 

Officers, Bank Counsel and Legal Staff, and White Collar Law Enforcement Officers! 

TWO REMINDERS: 

1. The special room Mock hole[ rate is available through September 27, 2013. Book today! 

2. Download the 20i3 Security Officers Workshop brochure (.pdf)! Share the details with 

management (and with other security officers) and [~N!~r ~d~,i. 

~ Focus on the agenda... 

DAn employee embezzles from A customer defrauds Do want to get back, and the costs you. you. you your money 

of investigating the loss? Then you need to have policies and procedures - and a plan. "Security" isn’t particularly 

helpful towards increasing income for the institution. But "security" can be remarkably helpful in helping the institution 

to reduce and recover losses. The nation’s criminal and civil justice systems both contain mechanisms for recovering 

property, titles, goods or money from offenders. They are often cumbersome and tedious systems that are designed to 

~revent or identify potential mistakes before any harm is done. If you are your institution’s Security Officer, you must 

become knowledgeable in dealing with these components -- and their related processes. Dana will demonstrate that 

your failure to understand how "the system" works may cost you and your institution unnecessary time, resources and 

money. 

Check out the other timely security topics being covered by our panel of experts throughout the 2-day workshop and the 

optional pre-workshop on our a~,enda page! Head on over to our Speakers B~os page to learn more about the presenters. 

Then register now to attend so you don’t miss the most comprehensive security event of the year! 

¯ Option 1. Attend live: We’d love to see you in Philadelphia! Register to attend (rooms at the hotel are 

still available at the room block rate) and you will also have the opportunity to take advantage of pre-workshop 

sessions held on Tuesday, October 8 (the day before the workshop begins). 

Option 2. Stream the workshop to your office: if you can’t attend in person--no problem! You 

can stream the conference directly to your office or conference room and train your staff without the travel time 

(and travel expenses). 

¯ Option 3. Time shift the event: If you are streaming the workshop to your office, you will also have 

access to the full archive for 30 days. That means that you can train additional staff and review all the sessions 

for a full month. That’s real value and convenience. 

Which ever option you choose, now is the time to reqister! 

"We’re interested in the Remote Streaming option direct to our location. 

Can we test our system?" 

Yes, we have a special page set up for that and you can access it by cbcldng here. 

"Will there be a chance to get answers to our questions?" 

Yes, there will be Q~A sessions during the workshop where questions submitted from the in-person attendees and the 

remote participants will be answered. In the event that we cannot answer all of the questions during the conference, we 

will create a follow-up document containing answers we were unable to address during the workshop. 

"Do remote attendees get the same certification credits for attendance?" 

Yes, the entire conference will be streamed in real time, and also archived for later viewing. If there is more than one 



person participating remotel,y, we wil,l, suppl,y a certificate for each attendee. 

"Can we submit questions prior to the conference?" 

Yes, we’d l,ove to hear from you prior to the workshop! If you have any questions that you woul,d l,ike to see addressed, 

email them to us and we’l,l, do our best to incorporate them into the program. 

"How will we let access to the materials?" 
Al,l, attendees wil,l, have the abll,ity to downl,oad the materlal,s prior to the conference (with pl,enty of l,ead time in the 

event you woul,d l,ike to print them out). They wil,l, be made avail,abl,e onl,ine for al,l, attendees to downl,oad and those 

attending in Phll,adel,phla wi{l, al,so receive a CD-ROM containing the material, al,ong with a notepad. 

And if you have more questions... 
Don’t worry! We’re here to hel,p. Head to the conference website and check out the a~nda or downl,oad a copy of the 

ful,l, 12.~.~1~. If the information you need isn’t there, don’t hesitate to ~.~.~..~.. And once al,l, your questions are 

answered, go ahead and ~.g~.’~.~ to attend! 

Al,ong with a wealth of knowl,edge delivered by some of the best speakers in the industry and va[uabl,e tool,s to help you 

meet the security function’s mission, you wil,[ receive credit for attending the workshop[ The Security 

~torkshop has always maintained a strong reputation in the industry. We’re proud of the reputation we’ve devel,oped 

over the past eighteen years and our reputation for quality training will, transl,ate directl,y into a benefit for you. The 

hours you spend attending the workshop wil,l, be recognized by ABA, ICBA, ASIS, and CFE. You’[[ receive a certificate 

detail,ing the hours of training in security and, where appl,icab[e, BSA. 

We promise to keep the workshop hvel,y, informative, and packed with value. We look forward to seeing you in 

October! 

here to unsubscribe 
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SEC Proposes Pay Ratio Disclosure Rules (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Client Alert 

SEC Proposes 
GONYACf US 

raofonews~)3 m ore.co ra 

Marketing Deps~tme~t 

Morrison & Foers{er LLP 

425 MaH~et Sl:ree[ 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Pay Ratio Disclosure Rules 
At an open meeting on September 18, 2013, the Securities and Exchange 

Commission ("SEC") approved for public comment proposed rules to 

implement Section 953(b) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 

Consumer Protection Act (2010) (the "Dodd-Frank Act") regarding the 

requirements for new pay ratio disclosures. 

Section 953(b) of the Dodd-Frank Act directed the SEC to expand the 

existing required compensation disclosures by amending Item 402 of 

Regulation S-K to require companies to disclose: 

the median of the annual total compensation of all employees of the 

issuer (excluding the chief executive officer); 

the annual total compensation of the chief executive officer; and 

the ratio of the median of employee compensation to chief executive 

office compensation. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welboru <joauna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:00 PM 

~Janworkers@duke.edu 

SAF Ulxtate: Harvest of Dignity/CIW event + Bring SAF to your church or organ~ation + SAF Docs in the NC Folklore Festival! 

3. SAF Alumni Scre~:n Docum~:ma~es at the NC Volkiore Veslival-~!t 2g 

1. }larvest of Dignib, Dinner and Screening ~ CIW Troth Tour ~ Monday Sept 23’. 

Harvest of Dignity Dinner, Screening 
& CIW Truth Tour 
Sept 23, 2013 I 5:30-9:00pm 

~;..n....~...~.i.~:..e.r.2&i...m..r..i..a...n....~.J.~.~.‘.:.~:‘.s...a..i.i~.t £c__&~_~:_@__i_p__ 
Durham, NC 

The Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW), an 
internationally recognized worker-based hmnan rights 

organization and leader in the growing movement to end 

modem-day slavery and other labor abuses common in 

agriculture, roll participate in the ttaJ~,est of Digni~ film 
screeuing and pauel discussion on Mouday, Septelnber 23rd 

iu DurhaJn. 

Harvest of Dignity is a co-productiou of Carrboro’s Minnow Media and the Farmworker Advocacy Nem, ork. 
It comes 50 years after Edward R. Murrow’s 1960 landmark documentary Harvest of Shame aud reveals 

many of the same injustices faced by farmworkers today. A posit- screening panel discussion features the 

Coalition of hnmokalee ~Vorkers, Witness for Peace, the North Carolina Council of Churches and the Farm 
Labor Organiziug Committee. A pre- screening dfimer roll feature a presentation by the CIW. 

The Coalition of Immokalee Workers j oins the event as part of their Publix Truth Tour throughont the 

Southeastern US. After fifteen years of campaigning, eleven major retailers, such as McDonald’s, Burger King 

and Subway, have joined their Fair Food Program, in which participating retailers have paid out more than $10 

million in penny-a-pound paylnents to siguificanfly increase income for Florida tomato pickers. In additiou, 

retailers agree to only buy fioln fames that comply ruth a stringent code ofcouduct to protect farmworkers 

from abuse. Publix S upern~arkets, howevel; has refused to join the Fair Food Program. 

The film screening aud pauel discussion begin at 7:00pm and are open to all at no charge. The dinner 

presentation begins at 5:30pro. Seating for the dirmer is limited and a $20 donation is suggested. RSVP for the 

dinuer to i:amworkcreveu~i~gmail.coin 

See the Facebook event here. 

~.’~ Brina.. SAF to yore, church or organizatioa!.         . 

SAF loves to do presentations to groups on a varie~ of issues related to farmworkers 
and/or SAF programs! Some of the presentation topics include: 

Introduction to Famlworkers (living aud working conditions 

Food Justice 

History, of the Fannworker Movement 

Involving Congregatious in the Famlworker Movement 



¯ Farmworker Health 

... Among many others! Visit our website to see a listing of other topics we present on. 

The goal of our presentations is to promote a broader understanding of lhrmworker issues throughout our 
communities to bring awareness and engage the public. 

If vou’re interested in inviling us to speak to your group, please coinplete this f!_M_~_t__e___[9_r_n_!_.. Or emal it 

to Yaz, min Gareia Rico. In order to cover our ..... : ............................................. 

costs for these presenations, we request an 

honorarium for our lime and travel; the rates vary 

depending on in-state or out-of state presentations 

(check the speaker request form for more detaAls). 

Please do not hesitate to submit your request if 

provkting a~ honora~um is an issue, we will t~ 

our best to work mfl~ you! 

Alum~ti, if you are interested in supporting 
SAF by doing presentations please contact 
Yazmin at 919-660-3674. We will have an 

Alumni Train the Trainer & Social to prepare you to be a SAF speaker on November 1 st at the SAF office 

from 5:30pro to 7:30pm! 

Check om the Facebook evem and RSVP at h~ps:/i~vw.facebook.comieventsi160255180836776/ 

3. S AF A}~lm~i Scree~ Doc ume~laries a~ the NC t:01ktore Festival 

NC Folklore Society" Statewide Folklife Festival 
SAF Documentary Screening 

Sept 28, 2013 ] 10-11am 

The Station, 201-C East Main Street 

Carrboro, NC 

We’re so excited to have several SAF alumni screening short doculnentaries as 

pa~ of this s~tewide folklife festival! Join us as we present four alumni-produced 

films aid have a Q&A with the fihnma£ers ~elavoxds. 

See the Facebook event here. 

4. } ]ighlights ti’om ~he SA}: blog 

"There is a waiting list of workers that want to 

obtain an H-2A visa and growers take advantage of 

this. ’Tenemos que trabajar porque si nos 

enfermamos nomas nos compran el boleto para 

regresar y mandan pedir otto trabajador. ’ Growem 

never have a shortage of workers, but f!trmworkers 

have a shortage of mon~, health care, food decent 

living and working conditions." 

- Bernardo Lopez, 2013 SAF Fellow 

Click here to read more student posts on 
our blog! 

Visit tl~e S. ~[’ website [br links to jobs and opporiunities across tl~e U, S. I 

Friend SAF on Facebook! 
Follow us on Twitter! 

SA F St~gf 
Palty Adams ] Operations Manager 

Nadeen Bir I Advocacy & Organizing Director 

Rall Granados Gimez I Migrant Youth Director 
Laxmi Ha’~mes I Program Director 
Yazmin Gacia Rico I National Organizer 



Joanna Welborn i Assistant Director 
Melinda Wi~zgins I F.xecutive Director 
Ranron Zepeda i Youth Orgamzer 

Student Action ~vith Farmworkers is a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 
together to learn about each other’s lives, share resources and skills, improve conditions for f~armworkers, and build diverse 
coalitions working for social change. 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more just agricultural 
system. Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students, farmworker youth, and cormnunity members in the farmworker 
movement. 

SAF depends on financial support from individuals like YOU to continue our ;vork with farmworkers. 

[ ~ 

Want to post an am~ouncement on this list? Email _toatma welbom@duke edu 

If you’re getting this email fbr the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 

your email address If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any time, simply reply to farnlwol-kers- 

request@duke edu with the following command: unsubscribe. We hope you’ll er~joy our updates on farmworker issues and 
the work SAF does to create a more just agricultural system. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

DailyUpdate: Ross hiring 140 people tbr new stores in Raleigh and Ca~ 



iiiii -- 

.~A lock indicates content available to paid subscri~rs. !I~gBZ!L:"~!-2~. 

~nvestors flive Pandora the r’..od b~st critics abo.:.and 

electric car ...... 

Top Nmional Stories 

[~icrosof-t 

............................................................................................................ 

dah~s deal ............................ 

People Commercial Real 

f,lax Refit: $~ 5.00 

Llse 1vie: Lease 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Director Divm~iD- Initiative <directordiversi~,@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:01 PM 

Huggins, Shelia A. <shannhu@aol.com> 

Broome, Lism L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Database of Potentied Directors: An Application Has Been Submitted 

A new application has been submitted for the database of potential directors by Huggins, Shelia A. 

This application will be reviewed and a reply will be sent within two weeks containing a password if you are selected to register for the database. 

If you do not hear from us after two weeks, please contact us at 919.962.7066 or directordiversity@unc.edu to check on the status of your application. 

UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Director Diversity Initiative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <charles recorr@ml.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:15 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Nonprofit Directors’ College Reminder- Oct 11 th 

WHAT: Best Practices Directors College for non1~ refit board members 

Director rofessionalism 

P , g Y g P 

) . , . ¯ ~ I lease forward to our Board members, friends and collea ues who could 

, 

Forward thie email 

] 

This emaii ’~,as sent to Ibreome@emaiLunc.edu by charles recorr@_L!!Lc__o___m_. 



U#~tat~ Profi]~/~m#!]Address instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribe]’’ Priva~Po[icy, 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD i 150 Fayetteville St, :: Suite 2000 :: Raleigh i NC 276011. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Director Divm~iD- Initiative <directordiversi~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:21 PM 

Butler, Seletha R. <seletha96@bellsouth.net> 

Broome, Lism L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Database of Potentied Directors: An Application Has Been Submitted 

A new application has been submitted for the database of potential directors by Butler, Seletha R. 

This application will be reviewed and a reply will be sent within two weeks containing a password if you are selected to register for the database. 

If you do not hear from us after two weeks, please contact us at 919.962.7066 or directordiversity@unc.edu to check on the status of your application. 

UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Director Diversity Initiative 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hollora~ Center <holloranctr@stthomas.edn> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Privacy debate comes to Mimmapolis Oct. 3 

Click here if the e-mail below is not displayed correctly. 

:".:’7;~’:: University of St. Th ..... Mi ..... ta i~ School of Law 

The of St. Thomas School of Law Holloran Center for Ethical in the Professions Government Surveilla 
I 

University Leadership presents nce: Privacy v National Security" 

P~ease...ioi?~ ~s Oct° 3from 5-7 p.m...fbr this special 

The UniversiLy of St, Thomas School of Law’s Hol~ot’m~ 

Center for Ethical Leadership in the Professions is 

bri~gJng internationally known experts in the [~elds of 

privacy and national secari[y to deba[e this topic 

Thursday~ Oct, 3, at the ~niversity’s Minneapolis 

eampus. The event, "Debating Gow~rl~ment Surwd[lanee: 



Click hereto b ..... fan of .... Facebook 
I ~II Click hereto foil ...... Twitter 

7025913,05cl 881 ca56aOea b82 bfaa305272d560@list:prod,stt:homas.edu 





From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

DiAmico, Cecelia <cdiamico@theacc.org> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:31 PM 

Caxolyn Ca]laban (cmc@virgirfia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wi~@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Laity Killough 

(lany@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Puta~l~ PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Ma~in P. Dawkins 

(mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@~r.edu); Nicholas Hadley (ttadley@umd.edu); Peanela 

Perrewe’ (ppe~ewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia.~nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (ceamicha@wfu.edu); Robe~l Taggart Jr. 

(mbert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Peadue (sam paxdue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrulo@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht 

(saa01@pitt.edu); Blake James (bjeanes@mio~d.edu); Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu); Craig Littlepage (ckl9e@virginia.edu); Dan 

Radakovich (drad@clemson.edu); Dau1 J. Gross (djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d yow@ncsu.edu); Jack Swarbrick 
(swarbrick.l@M.edu); Jim Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); 

Cura~ingham, Bubba <bubbac@ema~l.unc.edu>; Mike Bobinsld (mbob@gatech.edu); Ron Wellman (wellmea~r~vfu.edu); Stan Wilcox 

(swilcox2@fsu.edu); Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Tom Jurich (tom@gocards.com) 

Swofford, John <jswot)[brd@theacc.org>; Hosletter, Brad -~bhostette~@heacc.org>; Elliott, Jelt’<jelliot~t@theacc.org> 

NCAA Governance Structure 

Sent on behalf of Commissioner Swofford: 
Colleagues: 
As "y-ou are aware, discussion related to desired changes to the NCAA governance structure are starting to evolve a~ad will be a topic on agendas of several meetings in the 
coming ~nonth. As you head to your respective I-A ~neetings nex~t week ~d engage in ~is discussion, I wanted you to be aware that we have ~ked Jean Fra~el, the 
NCAA consultamt wor~ng with flae Boaxd of Director, to attend our Fall Meetb~g h~ Ralei~ amd facili~te a discussion Tuesday morning on ~e NC~ govemaaace 
review. We have also set ~ide time on Wednesday ~nom~g to continue the discussion as a group. ~ addition, nex~ week this topic will be on the agenda t~r the CCA 
meethag I am attending. Onr discussions at the Fall Meeting will provide a good oppogtunity for ns to discnss ~e taJ~e-away from the vinous meetings mad to begin shaping 
what we believe should be a priority as the discussion continues over the nero several months. I look fo~-axd to our meeting in a couple weeks. 
~aa~. 
CECEL~A D~AM~CO 
Executive Assistant to the Commissioner 

,5!2 We~br~d~e Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 

O: 336 85~.8757 ~ D 33~5369.1209 

cdiamico@theacc.or~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 6:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

eFlash: Clips Truth Squad says Rick Reilly was wrongly dissed 

Newsletter 

Deax Lissa. 

Greetings from Clips. 

There 0 s a lot of good writing out there, and it 0 s not easy to sort through the absolutely 
terrific, the thought-provoking, the spot-on relevant and the yawners. It is easy to eliminate 

from consideration items that are riNm ], in bad taste, unneces~rily disrespectful or ou~mght 

m-American. Some of those I read for chuckles and then move on. 

And then there ~; s Deadspin.com, which I would describe as a sports-centric website that is an 
often immodes~tly ilreverent collection of well-written and well-researched articles that delight, 

edit, raise eyebrows and make readers laugh out loud. 

Deadspin has recently broken into the circle of media entities that provide qualily exposes and 

histories of sports stars. For example, about a Inonth ago they did a Inasterful job on the 
origins of the entire Johimy Manziel family .... "The Long Con: How The ~[anziels 

ConqueredAmerica." Click here This was bravo well done, and it was ofESPN, SI or 

Yahoo Sports quality. 

On Deadspin this morning I came across an article ORick ReillyJust Wrote the Worst Thing. 

LetI~s Remember the Good Times. [J This one hit home, because your Clips editor was a 

big-time, longtime thn ofReilly. I was one of the many who flipped to the back page as soon as 

the latest issue of SI arrived. 
Yesterday; Deadspin author Tfin Marchman took issue ruth Reilly [] s comments on Native 

American nicknan~es, but I think he was mmecessm’ily critical of Reilly [] s piece. Read for 

yourself below, see what you think. 

By the way, the topic of Native American nicknan~es retninded me of the first SportsBusiness 

Journal Intercollegiate Athletics Forum that I attended []in 2005 [] and I witnessed an, um, 

spirited discussion about []hostile and abusive [] nicknames and mascots on a presidential 

panel. Actually, it was more than spirited, it was borderline tesV. Read the relevant portion of 

the Clips Eyemtness Report below. 

Read on, dear reader, read on. 

Nick Inth~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w,’~,w.twitt e r.co m!@Colle.~ e,~t h Clips 

Have the people spoken? 
By Rick Reil~y, ES~ corn, 9-18-13, 6: lOpm ET 

I g~ess this is where I’m supposed to fall in line and do what every other American sports 

writer is doing. I’m supposed to swear I won’t ever write the words "Washington Redskins" 

anymore because it’s racist and offensive and a slap in the thce to all Native Americans who 

ever lived. Maybe it is. 

I just dofft quite know how to tell nay father-in-law, a Blackt~et Indian. He owns a steak 

restaurant on the reservation near Browning, Mont. He has a ha~fl trine seeing the slap-h-the- 

face part. 

"The whole issue is so silly to me," says Bob Bums, my wife’s father and a bundle holder (Ed- 

Click here for explanation of a bundle hoMer) in the Blacld~et tribe. "The name just doesn’t 

bother me much. It’s an issue that shouldn’t be an issue, not ruth all the problems we’ve got in 

this country." 

And I definitely don’t know how I’ll tell the athletes at Wellpinit (Wash.) High School -- where 

the student body is 91.2 percent Native American -- that the "Redskins" name they wear 

proudly across their chests is insulting them. Because they have no idea. 

"I’ve talked to our students, our parents and our commmxity abotu this and nobody finds any 



oltEnse at a]l in it," says Tim Ames, the superintendent ofWellpinit ~hools. "’Redskins’ is not 

an insult to our kids. ’Wagon burners’ is an insult. ’Prairie n ..... s’ is an insult. Those are veW 

upsetting to our kids. But ’Redskins’ is an honorable name we wear with pride. [] In fact, I’d 

like to see somebo@ come up here and t~ to change it." 
Bo55 you t~y" to help some people ~ 

And it’s not going to be easy telling the Kings~ton (Okla.) High School (57.7 percent Native 
A,nerican) Redskins that the name they’ve worn on their unitbrms for 104 years has been a 

joke on the,n this whole time. Because they wear it with honor. 
"We have two great tribes here," says Kingston assistant ,school superintendent Ron Whipkey, 

"the Chicasaw and the Choctaw. And not one member of those tribes has ever come to me or 

our school ruth a complaint. It is a prideful thing to them." 

"It’s a name that honors the people," says Kingston English teacher Brett Hayes, who is 
Choctaw. "The word ’Oklahoma’ itself is Choctaw tbr ’red people.’ The students here don’t 

want it changed. To them, it seems like it’s j ust people who have no coimection ruth the Native 

American culture, people out there "trying to dra~v attention to "themselves. 

"My kids are really at?aid we’re going to lose "the Redskin name. They say to me, ’They’re not 

going to take it fio,n us, are they, Dad?’" 

Too late. White America has spoken. You aren’t off’ended, so we’ll be off’ended for you. 

Same sto~3~ ruth the Red Mesa (Ariz.) High School Redskins. They wear the name with fierce 

pride. ’][’hey absolutely don’t see it as an insult. But what do they know? The student bo@ is 

only 99.3 percent Native American. 

And even thongh an Annenberg Public Policy Center poll found that 90 pement of Native 

Americans were not offended by the Redskins name, and even thongh lingnists say the 

"redskins" word was first used by Native Americans themselves, and even though nobody on 

the BlackfEet side of my mtE’s family has ever had someone insult’them ruth the word 

"redskin," it doesn’t matter. There’s no stopping a wave of PC-ness when it gets rolling. 

I mean, when media s~ars like USA Today’s Christine Brennan, a white woman from Ohio, 

and Peter King, a white man fiom Massachusetts, have jumped on a people’s cause, there’s no 
going back. 

Besides, NFL commissioner Roger Goodell said last week that if"even one person is 

offended" on this issue, we need to "listen." 

One person? 

Headdresses are traditionally worn on important occasions by Native Americans who have 

worked to earn each feather. 

Got it. Guess w-e need to listen to people who are offended by the Kansas City- Chiefs’ name, 

too. That’s one that off’ends my father- kMaw. "You see some little guy wearing a headdress 

made of chicken feathers," he says, "painting his lhce up, making a mockeu of us. I hate that. 

Those are things you earn." 

One person? I know an atheist who is off}nded by religious names like the New Orleans 

Saints and Los Angeles Angels of AnaJ~eim. There are people who who don’t think Ole Miss 

should be the Rebels. People who lost family to Humcanes. There axe people w-ho think 

Wizards promotes paganism. Shedl we listen to aJl of them? 

I guess so. 

Edmundo Macedo, vice president of ESPN’s Stats & Information group, told ESPN 

ombudsman Robert Lips3rte that the term Redskins is abhorrent. "We wonld not accept 

ansithing similar as a team Nckname if it were associated ruth any other etlmicii3. ~ or an5, other 

race," Macedo said. 
Oh, yes, we wonld. 

In Pact, ESPN and many other media companies cover the Notre Dame Fighting Irish, the 

Cleveland Indians and the Atlanta Braves without a single searing search of their social 

conscience. 

Doesn’t matter. The 81-yea~:-old Washington Redskins name is tialling, and everybody better 

get out of the way. For the majori~ of Native An~ericans who don’t care, we’ll care for them. 

For the Native Americans who haven’t asked for help, we’re glad to give it to them. 

Trust us. We know what’s best. We’ll take this away for your own good, and put up bamers 

that protect you fi,om ever being hammed again. 

Kind of like a reservation. 



Rick Reilly Just Wrote The Worst Thing. Let’s Remember The 

Good Times. 

Tim Marchman, Deads~pin, 9-18-13, 6:46pm 

ESPN’s Rick Reilly just published a column about the controver~ over the racis~t 

nickname of the Washington Redskins in which, after consulting a few Native Americans, he 

comp~:es those who’d like the team to change its nickna~ne to those who originadly restricted 

Native Americans to reservations. Seriously: that’s his kicker. 

Tntst us’. 1~ know what’s best. We’ll take this away f!~r your own good and put up 

harriet,s’ that protect you from ever being harmed again. 

I~ind of like a reservalion. 

We dofft ki~ow why he’s essentially equating criticism of overtly racist iconography with the 
forced relocation of entire uations, or how anyone conld possibly publish this; we’re not sure 

we want to know. Probably better to recall the increasingly distant days when Reilly was 

possibly the best sports writer working in the language. This guide to some of his best work 

our Tommy Ciaggs put together a few years ago will help. 

Rick Reilly Before He Was Rick Reillyr~ 

By Tommy Craggs, Deadspin, 6-18-13 

Once upon a time, before he was a walking Fatheds Day card, before his writing 

became a neverending telethon for the blind and the de~£. the palsied and the pinkieless, the 

one-armed and the no-legged, Rick Reilly was really good. 

Reilly has gone in tbr a lot of abnse hereabont~ ~]1 of it richly deserved. B ut there was a time, 

long ago, when he was the sportswriter’s sportswriter, a gny who some days was the best thing 
in the business. And on the days he wasn’t the bes~t, he was, to crib a line, at least in the photo. 

A brief story: In 1998, SI handed over its back page to Reilly, ~aad thus was born the now- 



trademarked "Life of Reilly." I was in college at the time. Every few weeks, my friend would 

teax out a good Reilly colmnn and tape it up in a bathroom s~ll in his dormitory D the door, the 
walls, wherever he could find free space. The stall filled up in no time. To a college student, this 

was the highest of compliments. Of course, today; the whole project seems appropriate in an 

altogether different way. (His latest oft’ering, for instaaace, is a rather sizable piece of shit.) 

My Wednesday in Manhattan.. 
a CLIPS EYEI4/ITNESS REPORT 
In which your intrepid Clips editor made his w~ into the bowels (~’~Ianhattan to 

produce an eye-witness report of the 4th A nnual Intercollegiate Athletics Forum. 

by Clips Editor Nick b(itnte, 12-18-05 

1N TIlE WEE HOURS OF THE MORNING your loyal editor masterfully made his way 

the Mothership into the maw of Meaihattan. 

After illegally peaking at a suburban New Jersey train s~tion, a shoulde~to- shoulder ride 

amidst half conscious commuters, and a packed-like-sardines jostle on the ~E[~ subway line, 

when I walked up the subway s~irs to street level shortly after 7 to see my first light of day (at 

Le~ngton and 51 st), I was greeted by all the bustle and energy that is tmiquely New York. 

My destination was the 4th Annual Intercollegiate Athletics Forum, put on by the fiiendly follcs 

at Street & Smith [J s. 

In j us~t a few years, the Forum has become established as a must-attend by college athletics 

glitlerati. In atten&mce ~ by the mea~y dozens I~ were DI ADs from most of the top schools, 

as well as ea~ impressive showing of presidents eaad people from the NCAA~ NACDA, bowls, 

conferences, vendors and media. 

blah blab blab blah blah blab blab ..... 

blah blab blab blah blah blab blab ..... 

blah blah blah blab blah blah blah ..... 

The tbllowing are highlights a~d quotes t?om most of the dozen or so mundtable sessions 

which included t:acilities, revenue ~n~xi~nization, BCS, Title IX, academic reform, etc. 
The President ~ s Perspective: The Academics Athletics Connection 

This was my favorite session; on the pea~el were TK Weatherell (Florida State), Sidney 

McPhee (Middle Tennessee State), Mike Adams (Georgia), Graham Spanier (Penn State) and 

James Wright (Dartmouth). 

The absolute best part of the session occurred when Florida State President TK ~Veatherell 

eloquently issued a rationale for his school ~] s use of Seminole marks, icons a~d the Chief 

Osceola mascot. The Chief mascot ~1 a real-litE Anglo ~] is a big hit at FSU tbotball games; 



cha~ing into "the stadium atop an Appaloosa stallion and tbrcibly hurling a flaming spear into 

the 50-yaxd line. 

Some real-lit~ Seminoles have ~d theyI~ re offended. 

Weatherell said that the FSU Seminole mascot was no business of the NCAA, that it was an 
[] institutional issue. [] 

Thereupon President Sidney McPhee of Middle Tennessee State jumped in. Mr. McPhee 

began by saying that he [] respectftflly disagreed [] and then he launched into an impassioned 

monologue in which he stated his disagreement in such a gentlemanly maimer that it was hard to 

tell he was really taking jabs unless you really listened hard. 
McPhee I~ s overall point was that the mascot issue is not an [;ins~fitulional issue, ~1 but rather an 

llissue of principle. I1 

The moderator [1 Jeremy Langer of Fox SIyorts Net [1 skillfully (and smartly) steered the 
presidenlial discussion to other matters. 

From the Heart and Hand 

Blackfeet Thunder Bundle Keeping Teaching: George Kicking 

Woman/Darrell Norman and the Thunder Pipe Society, Browning 

[] rm the only one who knows the entire Thunder Pipe ceremony and at my age, I know the 

importance of having this ceremony...for the generations to come. [] - George Kicking Wolnan 

One fonn of religious expression among the Southern Piknni, or Montana Blacld’eet, is the 

bundle and the cerelnony that goes with opening it, including players, dances and songs. 

A bundle is a collection of objects, including bird and animal skins, that is held by a person 

who is the designated owner/keeper of the bundle. He or she has received this bundle from a 

previous keeper, in a line stretching back to the original holder of the bundle, who often 

received instructions tbr creating the bundle through a dream or vision [’tom the spirit world. 

The bundle is opened tbr healing purposes, and the ceremony must take place at certain times 

of the year. 

When the bundle is opened, its keeper or holder must carry, out the proper sequence of songs, 

dances and prayers with the pipe that belongs to the bundle, as well as preparing a feas~t in the 

traditional Inmmer. 

Other people help in keeping and opening the bundle; they are referred to as a socie~. The 

occasion for opening of a bundle can be for a specific healing purpose or to mark or celebrate 

a new season of the year bringing good fortune for the People. It is a way of passing on 

spiritual traditions from one generation of people to the next. Several different bundles can exist 

in a communit.5, and bundles axe often transferred t?om one person to another through a 

ceremony and payment of some kind. 

George Kicking Woman is the spiritual leader of the Thunder Pipe Society in the Blacki~et 

Nation and holder of the "Long Time Pipe," or Thunder Bundle. He was taught "the ceremony 
by his elders and in 1993 was the only person who knew the entire ceremony. According to 

D~rell Nom~an, the cere~nony for opening of the Long Time Pipe is called Ninamska puska, 

Blacld’eet for Thunder Pipe Dance. George Kicking Woman passed on his knowledge of 

Ninamska puska to ~nembers of the socieF, including Dalrell Nonnan. George transferred to 

Darrell the rights to one of several s~ngs and dances that had been given to George by one of 

his teachers from long ago. 

From the Folklife section of the Montana.gov Official State Website 

http://arLmt.gov/folklife/hearthand/thander.asp 
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e-items that range fat and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of out modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 
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Business Review i 1 in 5 Charlotte homes bought by investors 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

I in 5 Chark~tte homes bought by investors 

Of 9,583 Charlotte-area homes sold from May to July, 

20 percent were bought by institutional investors, 

according to the report from real estate data firm 

RealtyTrac. 

Former Wel~s ~Far~o banker agrees to #lead 

guilty to inside~ trading 

A former Wells Fargo investment banker and two 

other people accused in an $11 million insider 

trading conspiracy have reached plea agreements 

with federal prosecutors in Charlotte, joining six 

others who admitted guilt in the case in December. 

Home De#or sends 20,000 part4~mers to 

heMth care exchanges 

Home Depot Inc., the world’s largest home 

improvement retailer, plans to end medical coverage 

for about 20,000 pad-time employees and direct 

them to government-sponsored exchanges 

scheduled to open next month as companies revamp 

benefits to... 

NAPA pul~s sponsorship 
money ~rom Waltrip ~acing 

ove~ NA$CAR chea~in(~ 
scanda~ 

Team owner Michael Waltrip 
acknowledges lines were 
crossed, leading to punishments 

US wants Supreme Co~t to 

take up Hobby Lobby case 

The federal government asked the 

U.S. Supreme Court on Thursday 

to decide whether Hobby Lobby 

and a Christian bookstore chain 

have to provide a wide... 

Oi~ dro#s as Fed euphoria fades; gas below 

The price of oil fell Thursday as excitement faded 

over the U.S. Federal Reserve’s decision to keep its 

monetary stimulus in place. 

Google re~eases digital wallet app fo[ 

iPhones 

Google is bringing its digital wallet to the iPhone in 

its latest attempt to upstage Apple on its own popular 

device 

~MF urges US ~Lo break budge~L stalemate 

International Monetary Fund chief Christine Lagarde 

urged the US. on Thursday not to "put a brake on this 

beginning of recovery" by failing to resolve an 

impasse over the budget and cutting back 

government spending too deeply. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Pricing Glitch Afflicts Rollout of Online Health Excha~ges 

Pricing Glitch Afflicts Rollout of Online Health 
Exchanges 

Government software can’t reliably determine how much people need to pay for coverage, 

as the launch of health-insurance exchanges nears. 

If not resolved by the Oct. 1 launch date, the problems could affect consumers in 36 states 

where the federal government is running all or part of the exchanges. About 32 million 

uninsured people live in those states, but only a fraction of them are expected to sign up in 

the next year. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Banking Daily 

September 20, 2013 , Number 183 

En forcem en t 
Ca~s Rise fo~" Act~ Aga~st Exe<:u~ves 

]PNorgan Chase S Co. will pay $920 million to U.S. and U.K. 
regulators who said weak internal controls left the bank 
vulnerable to $6 billion in losses in 20~2 by a derivatives trader 
nicknamed the London Whale, even as a reported criminal... 

En forcem e~ t 

]PNor~an Chase ~ Co. will pay $80 million in penalties and set 

aside an estimated $309 million for refunds to credit card 
customers who were unfaMy billed for card "add-on-products" 
they did not receive, federal bankin~ regulators... 

Mutual Funds 

The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association told 
the Securities and Exchange Commission Sept. 17 that the 
agency’s money market mutual fund reform proposal could either 
"obstruct" or "alter" the innate... 

Mortgages 

Sept. 19 ~ The New York State Department of Financial 
Services proposed rules Sept. 19 to regulate the force-placed 
insurance industry by controlling rates, prohibiting certain 
business practices, and taking other steps to 3rotect... 

Credit Unions 
GoverR~ne~t A~j÷~cg Wa~:s S~:~’ess Tests 

Big credit unions may be joining banks in opemng their books and 
submitting to annual regulatory tests on how they would fare in 
adverse conditions, a proposed development that prompted 
concerns and a promise of scrutiny by the industry .... 

Accounting 

Banks’ loan loss accounting practices and internal control issues 
in general appear to be current and growing areas of regulatory 
concern and investigatory attention at the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, two senior SEC accountants... 

Derivatives 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission Chairman Gary Gensler 
told the International Swaps and Derivatives Association 
European Conference in London Sept. 19 that with 61 rules 
adopted, his agency has "substantially completed"... 

Payment Cards 
T¢ibu#~l Approves 



To Canadian Debit Sgstem Or~le¢ 

The Competition TribunaFs Sept. 13 approval of an amended 
consent order for Canada’s electronic payment network provides 
the flexibility needed to compete effectively and meet the 
demands of the current highly competitive payments... 

Insurance 

Insurance companies will not be able to provide coverage against 
terrorist attacks if a federa~ backstop supporting such 
compensation is allowed to expire at the end of 2014, industry 
representatives told members of the House Financial Services... 

Securities 

The staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission Division of 
Trading and Markets has granted Lloyds Banking Group PIc (LBG) 
no-action relief from 1934 Securities Exchange Act Rule 102 of 
Regulation M, in connection with a private placement... 

Housing 

Mortgage rates fell in the latest week, taking the average for the 
30-year, fixed-rate mortgage down to 4.50 percent from 4.57 
percent the previous week, Freddie Mac said Sept. 19 in its 
latest survey .... 

Housing 

Sales of existing homes rose again in August, by 1.7 percent, to 
their highest level in more than six years, the National 
Association of Realtors reported Sept. 19 .... 
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Today’s tteadlines: Iran Said to Seek a Nuclear Accord to End Sanctions 

................ ] M~.~st Pcpui::. i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home D@very 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTNISE4~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Mevies ~ ]oday’sVidee 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day 

Top News 

Iran Said to Seek a N~mlear Accord to E~d 

Seizi~g on a percdved flexJbilib, in a letter from President 

Obama to President Hassan Rouhani, Iran’s leaders are £)eused 

Rouharfi I 

I :::o,-I 
on getti~g quick relief fl’om crippling sanctions, a top adviser to the Ira~fian 

]eade~,~hJp said. 

~1~ Multimedia Feature: limeline en V~n’s Nuclear Prog~m 

Listening Post Obama Finds a PeR Pal in iran 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Quick T~irn of Fortunes as Diplomatic Options Open Up 

With SD’~a and Irm~ 

President Obama is racing two unexpeeked diplomatic i~i~adves wikh khe 

United States’ biggesk udversafies in the Middle Eust, Syria und irun, each 

fraught with (gq)or~mi~" and dm~ger. 

:Pope Says Cbure]~ Is ’Obsessed’ V~’ith Gays, 
Abortion and Bigth Control 

Saying that the Roman Catholic Church should seek a "new 

balance," Pope Francis articulated his vision of a~ indnsive 

c~ureh, evoMng gratitude and hope ft~m liberal Catholics who had felt left out 

in Lhe cold. 

~ pop~ 
surprisi;1 

Excerpts From the Pope’s Interview 

Editors’ Picks 



NULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

Looking at Om¯ Horr~etowns 
~.:., J;:, M CS 

A 21sb-~’enkury poI’traik ofz~nzt{ea by high sehooI stude*lts is 

nnveiled today i~ a~ ~nteraeth’e, searchable slide show of more 

than 4,000 user-submitted images. 

OPINION I CONTRIBUTING WRITER 

T:be Violem~e in Ore" Heads 

Schizophrenic ~efiea~s hear more th~atening voices. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

POPE FRANCIS, in an interview in which he said the Romaa Catholic Church had 
become "obsessed" with gay people, abor[ioa and co~traeeptiom 

World 

Se~ior EgTptiar~ Police Officer 1[~ Killed in a Raid 

o~ I.Mamists Near Cairo 
B,. LiAViD D ~-dI,~i"PATF?iCI4, 

Gunmen fatally shot the senior oflheer and wounded lo others 

during a raid by Ezvptian security fGrees to flush out Islamist 

militants hiding c,n the outskirts of Cairo. 

As Oil T|~ieves Bleed Nige/°~a, Report Says, 

Official s Profit 

Thieves steal an average of loo,ooo barrels a day in Nigeria, the 

world’s ~3 th--larges t producer, impeding production, according 

to th e report. 

At Every Conquer, From De~ 1~ to Dmnger~              c~0~ 

Caracas, the Venezuela~ capital, is a traffic-choked, graffiti- 

smeared ci~’ where hints of its past character can still be read in the descriptive 



U.S. 

Na~" Yard 

A call to a hotel where the Navy Yard gunman was staying jnst.- 

4ays before the shooting su~ests that his employer had decp 

concerns about his s~ate of mi~d m~d raisea questicma about bin clearance to 

work ak bases. 

, [] Graphic: A Troubled Past 

Same :Fi~ Did Cheeks on S~owde~ m~d Gmm~an 

ISIS, which condncted a backgronnd check of the former contractor Edward 

Snowden, sNd tha~ it had also ~tm a cheek on ~he former Navy rese~qsk who 

killed ~ ~ t~eople Monday. 

In more than a 5’eat’ on Mars, Curiosity has [onnd no evidence of 

methane, a gas thaL is eonsider~d a possible eNling card of 

microbes, NASA remounted Thursday. 

shadow 

~ [] Curiosity Rover T~acker 

Business 

cotton 

Erupt" of People                                           t~o~@ 

Textile fm’tories are bustling agNn in the United StaLes, buk khe 

savior was automation, metaling i~w of the jobs lost since ~he ’9os came back 

wXh dae planks. 

DEALBOOK 

A~ l[r~qafiries Persist, JPNlorgan Loses Favor 

More than a year alter traders at JPMorgan Chase caused a 

nm]gbill]on-dollar loss, authorities imposed fines on the bank 

and shifted scrutiny senior management. 

~ Once Again~ Punishin~ the Bank but Not IN Top Executives 

, ~ Commen* Comrnen~ 

UoNo Re~ves ,,~Ad Program for Clem~ E~ergy 

A controversial ~ederal loan-gnarantce program intended Lo aupport greener 

ener&v technologies will ship to supporLing developmenL d cleaner oil and coal 



technologv. 

Sports 

BLUE JAYS 6, YANKEES 2 

With Stakes at a High~ the Yard~ees Near a Low 

The Yankees needed a win to keep up the momentum after an 

emotional victory Wednesday night, but instead they endured a 

loss to "dne last-place Blue days on Thursday. 

,~]Box Score 

..... Yankee 

s trailing 

M2L.S, T~’ies to }l~te Frets’ ¥~lga~" Chm~ts 

Some teams in 1%[;%ior l~x, ague Soccer have been [ryillg, with 

mixed success, to stop of-color taunting of opposing 

goalkeepers that at times is audible over TV broadcasts. 

ON GOLF 

The Season ~%*hen Golf and Football Collide 

The FedEx Cup playoffs have provided great ~eater, but the 

start d autumn brings back college football and the NoF.Lo, and 

the p]ayof[~ may not he deliveri~g a l~ew audie~ce. 

Red 

Bulls 

PGA. I 
Champi 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Bad Guy as Hero: Happy E~dh~g? 

ShowtJme’s "Dexter" en d s o~ Su*~ day, and the qn estion is, 

Michael C. Hall’s serial killer head off ko hapw retirement in 

2u’gentina or et~d up in some ldnd of hell’.) 

THEATER REVIEW I IROMEO AND JULIET’ 

Such Sweet 

David [~veaux’s production of "Romeo and d@~et" with Orla~do 

Bloom and Condda Rashad, has opened ak kl~e RJchard Rodgers 

Theater. 

, A Voice ~nstructor for the Leeds in ’Romeo and Julief 

C Hall, 

top, with 

Sam 

Orlando 

Condola 

ART REVIEW 

Living a Day i~ Half an Hour 

"T. J. Wilcox: In the .,~r," at the Whitney Museum, features a 

tilmed, sped-up pmmrama of a day i*~ D)wer Manhattan. 

1 T. J. 
Wiicox: I 
Inthe 

I 

Movies 

’RUSH’ 

Collision Comose, as Rivals Foil]low Theh¯ Dr~ves 

Ron Howmi’s "Rush" tells the stoW cg James Hm}t and Nild 

Lauda, Form@a One dtans and Hvals w~o, in ~976, helped push 

rack@ into rnahlstl~arn consciousness. 

, Ron Howard Switches Gears. Again 

IpRISONERS’ 

After" "l[M’o Cldldren Vmfish, Agony Begets 

Recklessness 

In "Priso~em," a father takes matte~.’s into his ov~a hands after his 

1~.~ ci~is 
..... Hemsw 

orth and 



young danghter and her fl~end disappear. 

~ [] Anatomy of a Scene: ’Prisoners’ 

’ENOUGH SAID’ 

The Womar~ Who ~’aew Too Mud~ 

Nicole Holofeener’s "Enough Said" stars du~ia Louis-Dreyfus, 

James Oandolfin~ and Catherine Keener. 

~ ~ Video: Nico~e Holofcene~ on ’E~ough Said’ 

Gandoffi ] 
niand ~ 

Obituaries 

Hiroshi Yammmhi, Who Helped Drive Nintendo ~ Hi~o~hi 
ID.IO Do~n~nal~ee~ D~e~ ~t ~ Ysmauc 

A~ 22~ Mr, Yamancb~ became president of b~s fami]y’s playh~g-          19~,9. 

card company and later steered it into ~e growiug game 

business, developing hks like Donkey D)ng and the ofiginaI Ma~{o Brothers 

franchises. 

Candaee Pe~% 67, Explore~° of the Brain, Dies 

.~s a Johns Hopkins graduate student, Dr. Pet4 he]ped discover a 

key to brain ehemishT. She went on ~o become a nem’oseientist 

and a m ajor proponent cg alternative medidne. 

ge.raduat 

Jaekie Lomax, British Rock Singer Who 

Recorded With Beatles Members, Dies at 69 

Mr~ Lom>vq who played with the 13 nde~fakers and the Lomax 

AJ]ia~ee, never made it as big as his re]low I,ive~Dool fodders, the 

Bea[les, did. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: Back to ’N~ade h~ A~nei~ea’ 

After yea~s of decline, one (ff the hardest }fit industries in the 

U Mted S b~tes might be malting a eomd-mdc B ut while texdle 

ma~u faehn:i~g m~ght retn m to the Carolina s, the j o bs pro bably 

will not. 

Machines 

This year’s America’s (’.up vessels are more flying maehines than 

yachts. 

~ vmEo: Preserving Ymtgo~ 

Myanmar’s former ~api~fl is home to a large number of Bddsh 

colonial buik~ngs, many of wtfich are in danger of being 

des~’oyed amid ge~trifieation as tt~e isolated cmmt~7 opens up 

to khe wofldo 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

M~other I~s~dt to the Poor 

House Republicans passed a bill that would drastically cut federal food stamps 

and accelerate a long slide for low-inecmm ~Mnerieans. 

EDITORIAL 

Where lNater Is Gold 



The discovery o[ five aew aquifers in Kenya promise relk’f [or a parched 

EDITORIAL 

In ~he Iatest outrage, tim state has ordered health agencies ~o bar e.oanse[ors 

Op-Ed 

CONTRIBUTING WRITER 

T~m Violence ~ Our Heads 

Sob izophreni c :Mnerieans b ear m ore th reatenin g voh::es. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T]~e C~°azy Pa~’~-y 

AI the moment, it seems highly ]ikdy that the Republican 

will f(~r(’e a shutdown of the U.S. government next monfla. How 

did we get here? 

, Coiumnia Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why Greece ]Is Not ~;eMar 

Extremism ~ises in a humiliated nation, but the E. U. saves 

Columnist Page 

...... ~rugma 

For mere oginion go to NYTimes.com/Opinion t> 
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Daily Briefing, September 20: JPMorgan’s Terrible Thursday; Major M&A Deal Out West 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 

Today’s Top Stories 

Thursday 

The various orders, fines and 
acknowledgements of guilt made by JPMorgan 
Chase on Thursday over the London Whale 
and other issues will have enormous 
implications for the rest of the industry. Here’s 
why. 

Move on Texas 

The Los Angeles bank hopes that buying 
MetroCorp in Houston will help its Chinese 
clients develop business ties in the Lone Star 
State. 

Chase Debt Collection Dea~ May Bet 
Template for Industry Reform 

In an agreement hailed by consumer 
advocates, the nation’s largest bank by assets 
consented to a major overhaul of its debt 
collection and debt sale practices. 

NoY. Seeks Ban on Force-P~aced 
Commissions to Banks 

The proposed rules would forbid New York 
insurers from paying commissions to banks or 
servicers and prevent them from issuing 
policies on properties serviced by affiliated 
companies, among other changes. 

By Department 

Software He~ps Opus Bank Prepare for the 

Worst-Case Scenario 

A three-year-old bank that’s never had a loan 
it’s originated default, Opus uses stress-testing 
software to brace for darker times. 

Chase Debt Collection Dea~ May Set 
Template for Industry Reform 

In an agreement hailed by consumer 
advocates, the nation’s largest bank by assets 
consented to a major overhaul of its debt 
collection and debt sale practices. 

East West in California Making a Major 

Move on Texas 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

View complete 

D View company 

index 
u Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

M&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 

was 

hottest 
in 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing. 

Mobile Banking 

~We 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments. Attend 

the A’~’~, Debit an~t 

Re#aid FoIum to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas¯ 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 

Intelligent Imaging for 

Improved Banking 

Performance and 

Profitability 

*Short, 4 minute video* 

Leverage these 4 Pillars 

of Mortgage Automation 
to Achieve Operational 

Excellence 

Attend this webinar to 

learn and leverage 

industry best practice and 

technology advances to 

address common 

operational issues like: 

poor customer experience, 

lengthy time to close and 

therefore revenue. Sign 

~p n~w to learn how to 

dramatically shift the 

current mortgage 

production and customer 

engagement paradigm. 



The Los Angeles bank hopes that buying 
MetroCorp in Houston will help its Chinese 
clients develop business ties in the Lone Star 
State. 

Six Lessons from JPMorgan’s Te~ri#~e 
Thursday 

The various orders, fines and 
acknowledgements of guilt made by JPMorgan 
Chase on Thursday over the London VVhale 
and other issues will have enormous 
implications for the rest of the industry. Here’s 
why. 

Leveraged Loan Volume Seen Reaching 
5500B by 2014 

Institutional loan volume is expected to hit $500 
billion or more this year or next as investors 
look to capitalize on higher interest rates. 
However, the prospects for leveraged lending 
by banks is murkier, according to a survey by 
the Loan Syndications and Trading 
Association. 
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Digital Edition 
Friday, September 20, 2013 [~J~]-[~] 

American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

Six Lessons from JPMor,qan’s Terrible Thursday 

The various orders, fines and acknowledgements of guilt 
made by JPMorgan Chase on Thursday over the London 
Whale and other issues will have enormous implications for 
the rest of the industry. Here’s why. 

East West in California Makin.q a Major Move on Texas 

The Los Angeles bank hopes that buying MetroCorp in 
Houston will help its Chinese clients develop business ties 
in the Lone Star State. 

Chase Debt Collection Deal May Set Template for Industry 
Reform 

In an agreement hailed by consumer advocates, the nation’s 
largest bank by assets consented to a major overhaul of its 
debt collection and debt sale practices. 

N.Y. Seeks Ban on Force-Placed Insurance Commissions 
to Banks 

The proposed rules would forbid New York insurers from 
paying commissions to banks or servicers and prevent 
them from issuing policies on properties serviced by 
affiliated companies, among other changes. 

By Department 

Software Helps Opus Bank Prepare for the Worst- 

Case Scenario 

A three-year-old bank that’s never had a loan it’s originated 
default, Opus uses stress-testing software to brace for 
darker times. 

In an agreement hailed by consumer advocates, the nation’s 
largest bank by assets consented to a major overhaul of its 
debt collection and debt sale practices. 

East West in California Making a ~4ajor ~,~ove on Texas 

The Los Angeles bank hopes that buying MetroCorp in 



Houston will help its Chinese clients develop business ties 
in the Lone Star State. 

Six Lessons from J~Morgan’s Terrible Thursday 

The various orders, fines and acknowledgements of guilt 
made by JPMorgan Chase on Thursday over the London 
Whale and other issues will have enormous implications for 
the rest of the industry. Here’s why. 

Leveraged Loan Volume Seen P, eac~ing $500B 13y 

2014 

Institutional loan volume is expected to hit $500 billion or 
more this year or next as investors look to capitalize on 
higher interest rates. However, the prospects for leveraged 
lending by banks is murkier, according to a survey by the 
Loan Syndications and Trading Association. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 

5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail custserv@americanbanker.com 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction 
or forwarding of this publication without the express written permission of the publisher is strictly 
prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. 
Subscribers who would like multiple copies of Amedcan Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site 
license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 
One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 
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Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 6:57 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

September 20, 2013: House Vote to Set the Stage on Government... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

N CD 

Check for late-breaking news 

atte[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

House Vote to Set the Stage on Government Shutdown 

"In using the threat of a government shutdown as leverage," repeals the Los 
Angeles Times (Sept. 20, Memoli), "House Republicans will vote Friday on 
legislation they view as their single best opportunity to block the president’s 
signature le,qi,~lative accomplishment [the Affordable Care Act] just as it is about 
to take hold." Much of the U.S. government will cease operation at the end of 
September unless Congress passes a continuing resok~tion to "keep the lights 
on." The House vote is intended to do just that, extend the existing funding levels 
for another 75 days. However, there is a catch. "The legiMation includes an 
amendment to prohibit funding to implement the new heMthcare law," notes the 
Times. The "delund Obamacare" erred has been advocated by consewative COP 
legislators and such independent groups as the Club for Grovdh and the Heritage 
Foundation, 

The Washington Post (Sept. 20) notes that "a key part of the law, the opening of 
state insurance exchanges, is set to take effect Oct. 1 ." As a result, the effert to 
gut the health care law has added urgency among COP activists. However, 
Presiden~ Obama this week stated tha~ he will nol be forced into making 
concessions as he did in the 2011 debt crisis, when he accepted $2.1 trillion in 
spending cuts over 10 years. House Speaker John A. Boehner (R-Ohio) accused 
Obarna of "being ready to negotiate with Russian Presiden{ Viadimir Pu{in over 
Syria bu{ no{ to engage wi{h Republicans on increasing the ha{ion’s debt limit." 

The New York Daily News (Sept. 19) states that even top supporters of the plan 

cencede that it has no future ~n the Demecratic-majerity Senale. Senale 
Democrats indeed have the votes to stdp 8way the prov~s~on a~d send the 
s~opgap measure back ~o the House. Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) remarks, "At that 
aoint, House Republicans must stand firm, hem thek ground and continue to 
Hslen le the Amedoan people." 

NACD #~!gh~ ~d Ana!ys!s ..................................................................................................... 

NACD Compensation Con~mittee Chair Advisory Council and Pay 
Disclosures 

On September 4, 19 advisory council delegates, including Fortune 500 
compensation committee chairs and senior leaders from major institutional 
investors,1 met via conference call ~o discuss the findings from ~he National 
Association of Corporate Directom’ (NACD’s) Pay and Perfermance Disclosures 
Suwey and share perspectives on the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-F[ank) pay ra~io disclosure requ#ement. The 



group also discussed topics of interest for future advisory council meetings. 

Click here for the meetinq summary. 

NACD in the News 

Farient Advisors GEe Robin Ferracone Named to 20t3 NAGD Directorship 
I00 List 

Business Wire (Sept. 19) is reporting that Farient Advisors CEO Robin Ferracone 
has been named to the National Association of Corporate Directors’ (NACD’s) 
2013 Directorship 100 for the third consecutive year. According to ~he wire 
service, the annual ~sl "hono~ ~nfluence~ in the corporate governance 
community for their ~eadership and agenda-shaping in boardrooms across 
America." Fadent Adv~so~ is a leading ~ndependen~ executive compensation and 
performance consulting firm. Ferracone siaies, "Promoting continued economic 
gro~,th remains a p~ority for policy makers ~nd corporate governance expels 
a~ike. ~ w~ con~#~ue working to p~npo~n~ and define performance measures tha~ 
~#~k ~o value and b~ng a common ~anguage to the discipline of executive 
compensation." 

Share~ ~" ~ ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Agiient Technologies to Sp~it into Two Pubiic Companies 

Bloomberq (Sept. 19, Pettypiece) has learned that "Agilent Technologies, the 
maker el scientific-testing equipment spun off from Hewlett-Packard Co. mote 
than a decade ago, plans to split into two public companies." One company will 
be comprised of Agilent’s range of electronic measurement products. The other 
will be Iocused on lile sciences, diagnostics, and applied markets, t~taining the 
Agilent name. "The separation is expected to occur through a tax&ee spinoff of 
the measurement business to Agilent shareholde~q" notes the publication. 

Law and Policy 

JP~organ Fined $920 ~illion for ’London Whale’ 

"JPMotgan Chase admitted wrongdoing and was fined roughly $920 million 
Thursday for i~s ’London whale’ trading debacle as the U.S.-based global bank 
settled ~nvestigafions by four oversight agenc~es," confirms USA Today (Sept. 19, 
McCoy). It should be noted that the settlements stopped sho~ of sssess~ng 
Marne aga~ns~ any top executives at ~he country’s biggest bank. h~ addition, 
JPMorgan still faces al least two ongoing investigations. "The rare admission of 
fau]t and one of the ~argest bank fines in h~sto~ focus on an e~dy 2012 episode 
~n which the bank’s London-based traders amassed I~rge and dsky investment 
posit~ons ~n an effort ~o avoid losses ~n a credit portfolio," notes the newspaper. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

U.S, Judge Accepts Guilty Plea From Na~liburton 

Time (Sept. 19, Kunzelman) has learned that U.S. Distric~ Judge Jane Tdche 
Milazzo "accepted a plea agreement Thursday that calls Iot Halliburton Energy 
Set,vices to pay a $200,000 fine for destroying evidence after BP’s 2010 o~l sp~ll ~n 
the Gulf of Mexico." The Houston-based company pleaded guilty to a 
misdemeanor charge resulting fl’om the deletion o~ data dudng a post=sp~ review 
of the cemenl job on BP’s blown-out Macondo wok According 1o M~azzo, the 
plea agreement ~s reasonable and "adequately reflects the seriousness of the 
offense." Additionally, Hallibu~on agreed to make a $55 m~ion contribution to the 
National Fish and W~]d~fe Foundation. The company was BP PLC’s cemen~ 
contractor on the dd~ing dg 1hat exploded ~n 1he Gulf o[ Mexico ~ Apri~ 2010, 
k~ng 11 workers. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Ho~ne Depot Alters insurance for PartoTimers 

"Home Depot Inc. plans to end health-care coverage for about 20,000 part4ime 
employees, instead directing them to government-sponsored insurance 
exchanges," reports the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 19, Beckerrnan). According ~o 
spokesman Stephen Holmes, 1he Affordable Care Act precludes the rela~ler fl’om 
offering the I~mitedq~aMl~ty plans that pad-time staffers presently receive. The 
change will affect about 5 percent of Home Depot’s labor force. "The company will 
continue ~o o~fer part=time workers dental, vision, cd~icalq~lness, and disability 
ceverage," notes the Journal. 

Companies Face Global Risks in Land Claim Disputes 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. 13-15, 2013) 

Goad Oi;f 

NACD Directorship 100 Fon3m 

~ NewYork, NY(Dec 
3, 2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec. 12-!3, 
2013) A!most SMd 
Out 

Director Professionalism@ 

e Miami, FL (Dec 9-10, 
201 

Specia~ Events 

~ Local NACD Chapter 
EvenLs 

Peer Exchanges 

Information Flow 
Beyond the GEe: New 

York, NY (Nov 7, 

2013) 
Navigating Critical 
Boardroom 

Issues; New York, NY 

(Nov !9, 20!3) 
Leading Minds of 
Governance: New 

York, NY (Dec 3, 

2013) 

Webinars 



ABC News (Sept. 19, Heilprin) cites a new study by the U.S.-based Rights and 
Resources Initiative ~hat warns el "a huge risk for global businesses." 
Researchers found that local ce~q~qunities are d~sput~g nearly one4Mrd d the 

~and involved ~n comme[cia~ land dea~s in a doze~ Afdcan, As~an, and South 
Amedcan countries. The study used mapping technobgy to analyze more then 
150 millbn hectares ~censed ~O[ everything ~rom agriculture to forestry ~o m~ning 
in such countries as Argentina, Brazer Cambodia, Malaysia, MozamMque, and 
Peru. The study found st ~east 31 percent of the land overlapped with ~nd~geno~s 
~and cla#ns, pu~tJng a~ risk heady $5 billion worth o~ agriculture production. ABC 
oonohJdes, "The study recomme~ds 1hat ~nternafiona~ ~nveslors do their 
homework through ~oca~ mapping and then examine ~ssues on a nalional leve~ 
such as ~aws, corruption, and protests." 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Cg[P£[~te G0~{~[na£~e ................................................................................................................ 

Pioneer Hayat Hailed for Championing Progress in the Boardroom 

Washington Post (SepL I9) columnis~ Jenniler Rubin applauds Nezha Hayat, 
who is in the United States this week promoting the cause of women in finance 
and on corporate beards. One of Morocco’s leading businesswomen, she 
became the firs~ female boa~ member el Societe Generale Morocco in 1996 and 
recently fou~ded Morocco’s Club of V’~’ornen Corporate Directors to i~crease the 
number of women board members. Her stance is that economic development and 
women’s rights are linked. "Morocco has chosen [a path of] economic 
devebpment" she s~a~es. "It can’t be done without women." 

Share~ ~.~ ~J~ ~ 

Carl lcahn Challenges ’Divine Right of Boards,’ Slams Cell 

CNBC News (Sept. 19) reports that activist shareholder Carl Icahn used a Wall 
S~reet Journal editorial published earlier this week to blast the corporate 
governance system in American business. ~cahn c~ted Del~ as a pdme example 
of what he sees as a "dydunctionaF system. He charged that the PC maker’s 
board lacked strategic ~eresJgh~ and sa~ idly by as billions o~ dollars in market 
va~ue were rest while CEO M~chae~ De~ was at the helm De[~ d~rectors 1hen fl’oze 
out shareho]deB and voted to allow the chief executive to buy the company "at a 
bargain pdce using shareholders’ own cash." He fu~her wrote: "In the M~ddle 
Ages, feudal brds asserted the ’divine r~gh~’ of 
positions while phmdering the peasants~ Today’s boards act ~ike they are vested 
w~th s~m~ar poweB: the d~v~ne right of boards~" 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

C-Suite 

Transportation Chief to Head Oi~-,Gas Unit 

"General Electric Co. has named a new head el its key oil and gas unit," reports 
the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 18, Linebaugh), "one of a number d changes that 
signal the company is grooming executives to eventually succeed Chief 
Executive Jeff hnmelt." Lorenzo Simonelli has agreed to head the oil and gas 
business - a promotion from his current lob running the conglomerate’s 
transportation operations. Dan Heintzelman, the current head of GE’s oil and gas 
business, has been appointed a vice chairman tasked with driving services and 
operations across GE’s businesses. Immelt has been chairman and CEO Ior I2 
years of what is expected to be a 20-year term. "But the company plans early," 
notes the Journal, "methodically rotating executives through positions where they 
can gain experience and show their mettle before advancing to more senior 
roles." GE s~arted succession planning for Jack Welch’s exi~ six years before he 
stepped down, starting with ,3 list of nearly dozen candidates from across the 
conglomerate’s businesses. 

Share~ !~’~ ~ [] 

Economic Outlook 

U.B. CEOs Less Optimistic About Economy - Survey 

Reuters (Sept. 18, Koyit~y) cites a new Business Round,able sun/ey in reporting 
that "U.S. chief executives were less optimistic about the economy ~n the third 
qua~er, with fewer expecting to increase sales or boost cap~ta~ spendh~g than 
~he preced#~g three months." The CEO Economic Outlook Index s~ipped from 
8&3 ~n the second quarter to 7£1 ~n the tMrd qua~ler. Furthermore, 71 percent of 
CEOs po~ed sa~d they expected their sa~es 1o grow over the next six months - a 
decrease from the 78 percent in the s~wey’s June edition. The suwey 
showed tha~ 27 percen~ plan ~o ~ncrease capital spending in ~he United States 
over 1he next six months, a decline flora 37 percent. The w~re service adds, "Fifty 
percent d responding CEOs indicated that the ongoh~g disagreement 
Washington over ~he 2014 budge~ and the debt ceiling is affecting ~hei[ hidng 
plans ~Or ~he new s~x months." 

Share~ ~#~ ~ ~ 

Jobless Claims Rise to 309,000; Backlog Sti{l Been 

Quarterly Audit 

Comrn~Ltee Up’date 

(9/2~) 
The Next Wave in 
Regulation and 

Compliance: What’s 

Ahead for 

2013 (I 1,12) 
Compensation (12/18) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 

board leadership ~for 

d#ec~o~s~ by direo’_ors We 
deliver the wisdom aP, d insight 

that board members P, eed to 

confidently navigate complex 

business challenges and 

enhance shareowneF value 
We ampl~ the co~lectwe voice 

of dhectors in the national 

d~a~og on board ~eaders~ip 

issues Learn more. 

Follow NACD on: 



MarketWatch (Sept. 19, Bartash) cites new Labor Depar[ment data in reporting 
~hat "~he number el people applying Iot" new unemploymen~ benefits climbed 
above 300~000 again and couM rise a bit more ~n ~he next few weeks as a pa~r ef 
states work through a backlog of claims stemm~n~ flora the Labor Day ho~day 
and ~pdstes to their computer systems." Inifia~ ~oMess claims climbed by 15,000 
during ~he week ended Sept. 14 ft~m a s~gfffly rev~se~ 294,000 the week before. 
Economists po~led earlier by Market~atch had projected claims to rump to 
338,000 on a seasonally adjusted basis. Meanwhile, i~t~al c~aims from two 
weeks ago were revised up sligfff~y from an ot’ig~na1 reading of 292,000. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

64260@bizmailtoday.com on behalf of 

Dr. Fuhrman <info@drfuhrman.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 8:14 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc edu> 

Early Bird Pricing Ends 9/30 Seating is Limited 

Dr. Fuhrman’s Fall 2013 Health Immersion, Whippany, NJ 

September 20, 2013 

Dear Lissa, 

Be inspired and motivated in ways you never thought possible 

in nutritionai science easy to understand and immediately applicable. He 

provides attendees with the tools to put t~is knowledge into action at 

home, instantly, with menu planning~ cooking tips and deiicious Nutritarian 

November 22-24, 2013 

Resolves food addictions and cravings 

Helps you safely and permanently lose weight 

Reverses chronic diseases 

Protects against cancer, heart attack, dementia and stroke 

Eliminates the need for medication 

The Hanover 
Marriot Hotel 

11401 Rt 10 E 
Whippany, NJ 07981 

A question and answer session, and book signing, with Dr 

Fuhrman 

Nutritarian cooking instruction conducted by Dr. Fuhrman and 

celebrity chef, Martin Oswald 

A bounty of gourmet, high-nutrient cuisine served at every meal 

Body sculpting exercise classes, led by Dr. Fuhrman 

A complimentary one-month Gold Membership* to Dr Fuhrman’s 

Member Support Center 

Register today! 

Fuhrr~an has aided in the recovery of thousands for whore 

coaventiona~ reedi~al care had left sufferiag a~d medically dependent, 

help you to achieve you~ health goals as well~ 

*New Members Only 

Join our Mailinq List and receive a FREE Healthy Times Newsletter of your choice! 

Pieaee fee~ free to lop, Yard this to aii your f;~miiy a~d friends! 

DrFuhrman.com I t-800474-WELL(9355) 

© ~0~ 3 DrFuhrm~n ,corn, All d~hts rese~,~ed, 
This content rn~¥ be copied in full ~s lon~ ~s eopgd~bt, contact, erector, ~nd website infoFm~tion me ~iven, 

~nd onl9 if used for not-for-proOf purposes, 

DrFuhrman.com 

4 Walter E. Foran Blvd 

Suite 408 

Flemington, NJ 

08822 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 8:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

C~"d~E.L HILL 2d~EA: 
****Break in m locked business repo~ed 09/19/13, 8:45 am, 1111 Dawson Rd~ Niche Garden, 

The victim amved at work to&y and tbund tim gate blocking the drive had been pushed ~rfially open but was s~ill ~cured wi~ a bike lock. She stated she then went 

m the once and discovered the lock broken offthe door. Inside the o~ice she tbund a mfe, camera a~M asw,~ed cha~ge miasi~g~ 

Hmze a groat weekend 

Thm~ you for ~ing our e~ra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report susNcious actMty to ~ ~. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

] Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 
us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 
allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 
through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DICK’S Sporting Goods <DSG@email.dcsg.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 9:18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Free Shipping on The North Face Fleece 

::~:: Store Locator tw;:: Forward to a Frie~;d 

::[:+1] :: Free Shipping Plus Free Returns on Apparel* 

Face 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Whitmore, Lyndon (LNG-HBE) <IVlau.~Vhitmore@le~snexis.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 9:41 AM 

Ardia, David <ardia@email.unc.edu>; Birckhead, Tamax R <tbirckhe@email.nnc.edu-~; Bishop, Kaci <kcbisho~email.unc.edu>; Boger, 

Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edtr~; Collins Britmn, Laura <lebrirto@email.unc.edu-~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brophy, 

Alfred L <abrophy@email.unc.edtr~; Brown, Caroline N <cnbrown@email.unc.edu>; Bryan, Patricia L <plb~an@email.unc.edu>; Burk, 

Bernie <baburk,a~email.unc.eda>; Chernik, Aria Fortune < chemik@email.anc.edu>; Chew~ Alexa <achew@email.unc.edt~-; Chin, Andrew 
<chin@unc.edu:>; Conley, John M <jmconley@email.unc.edtc,; Co~rado, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.unc.eda>; Coyle, John 

~-jfcoyle@email.unc.edt~-; Cmyton, Kareem <kcmyton@e~nail.unc.edu>; Daye, ChMes E. <cdaye@email.anc.edu>; Eichner, Maxine 

<meichne@email.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M <lmevere@e~nail.unc.edu>; Fedders, Barbara A <fedders@email.nnc.edu:>; Flatt, Victor B 
<flatt@email.unc.edn>; Gallina, Timothy J. <tgallina@email.unc.edu>; Gasaway, Lanra N-<LAURA GASAWAY@unc.edu;,; Gerhaxdt. 

Deborah R <dgerhardt~unc.edu>; Gerhardt, Michael J <gerhard~}email.tmc.edu~; Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; 

Hall, Margaret F <~mfl~all@email.unc.edu~; Harmon, Aaron R <harmona@unc.edu;,; Hazen, Thomas <thazen@unc.edn>; Hirseh, Jeffrey 

Michael ~mhirsch@email.unc.edu>; Hitchcock~ Mma@ <mhitchcock@unc.edu;,; Hornstein, Donald T <dhornsle@email.unc.edu~; 
Jacoby, Melissa B <mjacoby@emaJl.unc.edu>; Kalo, Joseph J <jjkalo@email.unc.edu>; Kelley, Thomas A III <tg~elley@email.unc.edu>; 

Kennedy, Jo~ph E <kennedy4@email.unc.edtr~; Kim, Catherine Yonsoo <cykim@email. unc.edn>; Kimbrongh, Jnlie L 

@kimbro@email.unc.edu>; Klinet~lter, Anne <klind~l@email.unc.edu>; Kranse, Joan H <jhkrause@email.unc.edu>; Lau, Holning 

<hslau@email.nnc.edtr~; Maxshall, Bill <wpmaxsha@email.unc.edu>; McCla~ahan, Jon <jonmc@email.unc.edu-~; ra~ncinn@email.unc.edu; 
Melmnut, Steven J <melamut@email.unc.eda>; Muller, Eric L <emalle@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Richard E <~nyer@e~naiLnnc.edu>; 

gnichol <gnichol@email.unc.edt~-; Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email.unc.edtc,; Ommova, Saule T <omaxova@email.anc.edu>; Orth, John 

V <jvorth@email.nnc.edu>; Polsky, Gregg Douglas <polsky@email.unc.edu>; Postema, Gerald J <gpostem@etnail.nnc.edu>; Pryal, 

Katie Rose Guest <katie.rose@nnc.edu:>; Ratlitt; Alice A <aaratlit;(&!e~nail.unc.edu>; Sabbetk Kathryn <sabbeth@e~nail.unc.edu>; Salinas, 

O.J. <osalinas@email.unc.edu>; Sampson, Sara Ann <sasampso@email.unc.edn>; msaunde@emaiLnd.edu; Savasia-Kennedy, Maria S 

<mskenned@email.unc.edn>; Saver, Richard S <save@email.nnc.edu>; Sexton, Nick A. <nsexton@email.unc.edu~; Shela¥ood, James 

W ~ws55@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Craig T <crgsmith@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Robert J. <rjsmith@emaiLunc.edu>; Street, Leslie Anne 

<lastreet@email.unc.edu~; ~imrnie@email.nc.edu; Wegner, Jndith Welch <jnditl~ wegne@unc.edu>; Weidemaier, Mark 

<weidemai@email.unc.edu>; Weisburd, Mark <a~m¥@email.unc.edw~; Weissman, Deborah M <weissman@email.unc.edu>; Wilson, 

Erika K. <wil~mek@email.unc.edu>; Zmain, Janine M -~zanin@email.unc.e&t> 

Levin, Leslie (LNG-CttO) <leslie.levin@lexisnexis.com>; Lewis, Sha~da Se~er (LNG-ItBE) <sha~da.lewi@lexisnexis.com> 

LexisNexis law school publishing representative visit to University, of North Caxolina Weds. Sept 25 

F~112013PRdigitalLibrazyFlyerLYNDON final.pdf 

Dear Professor- 

Hi, I hope you are having a good start to the semester. This is to introduce myself if we have not met, I am the LexisNexis law school publishing representative 

covering University of North Carolina School of Law. I visit the school each year, and will assist anytime, as you consider published materials to use for your 

courses. Our law school publications catalog for winter!spring 20~4 mailed recently, so I hope you received that. It lists titles by subject area, also inside front cover 

has information on support for them. You should also have received the September Law School Publishing news by email sent Monday Sept. :16. I handle our 

published titles for use in classes, and the Account Executive for your school, Shanda Lewis, handles LexisAdvance and our other online resources and support for 

them. 

Please let me know if any of these services is of interest, questions or comments are welcome: 

:1) Book Information Central - a source for you to self help, if you choose, link is in my signature below, and it may be a good site to save as a bookmark. For 

example, you can request a review copy, update us on your subject areas so that we keep you updated, let us know if you move, get information on ebooks, Digital 

Library for professor review copy. 

2) Multiple formats for student purchase - for most titles we have: bound book, ebook (40% less than bound book), loose leaf (20% less than bound book). 

3) Digital Library for professors - new, this Fall. It allows you to check out and review titles in ebook format, for a limited period, to decide whether you would like 

to request a review copy in ebook form or print form from us. It gives full access to text, without you having to wait for delivery or take up your shelf space for 

titles you do not want sent. l am attaching an information sheet. 

I plan to visit the law school next week, Wednesday 9/25/:13, and hope to see you if you have a moment. Leslie Levin, law school acquisitions editor will also be 

visiting. We both look forward to hearing how we can assist with material to be used for your courses. I will be glad to meet you at a specific time, if you let me 

know. Otherwise, I will just see those I happen to find in the office during the day. Thanks! 

Lyndon 

L yndon Whitmore 

Law Schoo[ Pubfishing (MD, DC, ~,%~, NC, SC, GA, FL ) 

voicemai! 800-344-3730 ext 44!0, mary.whitmom@lexisnexis.com 
Book }nformc~ion Control- Complete Faculty and Student Resource for LexisNexis Legal Education Print and Digital Titles, Tools and Information: 
htt p:/iwww.lexisnexis.com/law-sc hool-book--central/horne.page 
Book Supplements (PDFs): 
Professors http://www.lexisnexis.com/supp/lawschool/class/publications/ 
Students http://www.lexisne×is.com/supp/lawschool/study/texts/ 
For Librarians: Digital Library Information: For more info about Digital Library and LexisNexis eBooks, visit http:iiwww.lexisnexis.comiebooksilending/ 
Customer Service: Print & CD Service Center or phone 800-833-9844 



Lex[sNexis 

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS: 
v~ Instant 24/7 restricted access (professors only) to eBook versions of LexisNexis 

books, teacher’s manuals and study aids at 

htt~: Inreviewcop_~.law.overdrive.com 
v~ Device-neutral: laptops and mobile devices (i.e. iPad, Kindle) 
~ Overdrive READ functionality (browser based reading, no e-reading software 

download needed) 
~ Check-out for 30 days - then request personal copy from Law School Book 

Information Central (www.lexisnexis.com/law-schooi-book-central) 
v" Separate ID/password required 

LexisNexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used under license. Other products or 

services may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. ©20~[3 All rights 

reserved. 



HOW TO ACCESS AND BEGIN REVIEWING LAW SCHOOL BOOKS: 

Step 1: Go to the Le×isNe×is Digital Library For Pro~essor ~eview C~pies 

site: http://Inreviewcopy.law.overdrive.com 
Bro~ser ~equiremen~s: LexisNexis Digital Library and OverDrive Read are 

supported on all versions of Mozilla Firefox, Safari and Google Chrome. 

lnternet Explorer users will need to upgrade to IE~O to access full 

functionality. If one of these browsers is not an option, you can choose to 

download eBooks to the e-reader application of your choice (see OverDrive 

Support for Mobile Devices). 

~tep 2: Enter ~our User ~D and P~sswo~d. Ifyou do not yet have or have 

forgotten you ID and Password you can Request your ID and Password 

today from the Law School Book Information Central site 

(www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central). 

_Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Request Digital 
Library 
Credentials 

Search, borrow and download eBooks for review! 

Search for an eBook by title or author name. Once you find the eBook you 

want to review. Select Borrow from the publication page. Click Read (~n 

your browser) to view your eBook immediately via OverDrive Read. You 

can also Download your eBook via the right hand navigation pane to make 

the book available for offiine reading, eBooks may be downloaded for 30 

days; after this time expires, the publications will return to the library site. 

Should you need additional time for review, simply check out the title 

again. If you would like a copy to keep you can Request A Review Copy 

from Law School Book Information Central. Note: some titles may not be 

available for digital copy adoption review. 

Download to an e-reader application [Optional] 

Please note that you need to install software, such as Adobe® Digital 

Editions, before downloading to an e-reader application. 

After selecting Borrow from the publication page, click Download and 

select the format you wish to access. Then Confirm & Download to review 

your selected eBook(s) immediately using your e-reader application. You 

may then sync to your smartphone or tablet. 

QUESTIONS: Contact Your Publishing Representative 

Lyndon Whitmore I 800-344-3730 x4410 (VM) 

Mary,Whitrnore@lexisnexisocom 

LexisNexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used under license. Other products or 

services may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. @2013 All rights 

reserved. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kroener III, ~Villiam F. <kroenerw@sullcrom.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 10:34 AM 

acryaJ~@hndco.com; Amy Durant ~aduran@tx~dmanlaw.com>; Andrew L. Sm~dler (a~ndle@buckleysandler.com); Beth Knickerbocker 

<bknicke@aba.com>; Brett Goodraan <Brett.Goodman@tmutmansanders.com>; brian.christiaa~sen@skadden.cora; 
bsantbrd@promonto~.com; ccalaby@aba.com; Chrislopher J. Bellini (christopher.bellini@friedffank.com); churley@bu.edu; 

czinski@schiffhardin.com; donna.ely@lN’a.gov; do~ma.nesbit@americanbar.org; dorma.williams@araericanbm.org; Edward J. Mc~Amiff 

(tmcaniff@oram.com); Eli Peterson < eli.peterson@bnyraellon.com>; Grovetm Gardineer (grovetta.gardinee@occ.treas.gov); Hams 

Winsberg <HWinsberg@KSLAW.com>; Heath P. Tarbert (heath.tarbert@weil.com); Heather Koenig (Heather.Koenig@bnymellon.com); 

Hubble Ku, Linda <LHubbleKu@FDIC.gov>; Hugh Conroy <hconroy@cgsh.com>; jm~ice.ra.havins@chase.cora; 
jbeccia@bostonprivate.com; jcollins@steptoe.com; Jeffrey Hare <jeffrey.haJce@dlapiper.com>; John B. Rayburn 

(john.rayburn@capitalone.com); John Buchman <jbuchman@law.gwu.edu~; John M. Geiringer (john.geiringer@bfl~n.com); Joseph T. 

Lynyak, III <joseph.lynyak~pillsbn~law.com~; jtucker@buckleysandler.com; Juliana O’Reilly (juliana.s.oreilly@aexp.com); Karol K. 

Sparks (karol.spark@btkpn.com); Keith Fisher <fisherk@ballardspahr.com>; Laurie Schaffer <laurie.schaffe@frb.gov~; Broome, Lissa 

L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Margaret C. Liu <mli~@csbs.org>; margaret:tahyar@davispolk.com; Martin E. Lybecker 

(MLybecke@perkinscoie.com); Maureen A. Young (Maureen.Young@UnionBank.com); mbriggs@tilic.gov; Michael A. Mancusi 

(Mmancusi@kilpatricktown~nd.cora); Michael Bleier (rableie@reedsmith.com); Michael Halloran <michael.hallora~@pillsburylaw.com>; 

Michael Kadish <michael.kadish@rbs.com>; raitch.luca@harlandfs.com; MusselmmL Meghan <mnmsselman@hudco.cora>; Nagar, Dacia 

R. <nagard@sullcrora.cora>; Orme, Caraille L. <Onnec@sullcrora.cora >; Paul L. Lee (pllee@debevoise.cora); Peter Heyward 

<peter.heyward@bnymellon.com>; plee@debevoise.cora; pnmrphy@gklaw.com; prossite@schiffh~xdin.com; Raymond Natter 

(matte@barnett-sivon.com); rharbour@fostersmft.cora; Rich Whiting (rich@fsround.org); rob.hunter@thecle~inghouse.org; Sarah A. 

Miller (smiller@iib.org); sozeck(&!fdic.gov; tdivis@fdic.gov; vhletko@bucldeysandler.cora; William Terapleton 
<william.w.templeton@ rbscilizens.com~; William.Clark@dbr.com 

juliana.s.oreilly@aexp.com; Maaacusi, Michael <mmancnsi@kilpatdcktownsend.com~; pllee@debevoise.com; Maureen Yotmg 

<Mameen.Yotmg@unionbank.com> 

FW: Leader’s Digest 

Time to finalize our programs for the Section meeting in ~.A next April (I know, we have to live our lives with ABA six months ahead) 

From; ABA Business Law Section [mailto:ababusinesslaw@americanbar,org] 
Sent-" Thursday, September :tg, 20:13 :t:30 PN 

To," Kroener III, William F, 
Subject-" Leader’s Digest 

E:-m~-~ii r~ot dis," laying properly? (_~_[i_£~_LL~LLe. to view ii i*t your you~ 

September 19, 2013 

2014 Spring Meeting in Los Angeles by October 4th 

.s__~_b_m. _it__a__Ng_.m_i_n_._a_.ti .o__n____f..o_ r____t h e__ .2__0_~ .4___N a__t_Lo__~a_L P_~_b_!i£_ ~.~i ~_&w~.[d 

TIP of the Week[ 

¯ __H___e_!l?__f__u__! Links 

¯ L_# .a_ d__e_.r_ s__h!p___q_a_!_e_. _n_ d_ a_C~ 

¯ Two weeks to go! Submit CLE Program Slot Requests and Schedule Changes for the 
2014 Spring Meeting in Los Angeles by October 4th 

Planning is already underway for the 2014 Spring Meeting! Please take 10 minutes now to review 
the Planning Memo, with links to reference materials and easy submission forms that must be 
completed by October 4, 2013. All of the information you need may be found by £!j_c___k_i!?(.g__D__e__r_~.. 
Highlights include: 

o The CLE Program Allocation Model 

o How Discretionary Program Slot Requests are Managed and Awarded 
o Explanation of the Section’s Scheduling System and Deadlines 

o Scheduling Tips 

o Help Contact Information 

The memo and all supporting documents and forms have also been posted on the Leadership 
Portal. 
Please feel free to contact ._M___a__[Lk____P___a_g_~ or ._N__[_c_’_o__[#____N_j__k__o___d_#_!_n_. in the Section office with any 
questions. 

Back to Index 



Submit a Nomination for the 2014 National Public Service Award 
Submit a nomination for the ~_0_]_f[..N_a_!j..o_0.’_a_L .P__u_..b_][c___.S__#_r_~_i_£_e__A__w_..a_[.d_ to recognize a law firm, 
corporate legal department or individual with a strong commitment to providing pro bono services 
in a business context. The Award will be presented at the Section’s 2014 Spring Meeting in Los 
Angeles, CA. Nominations are due Friday, January 17, 2014. Please click her_....~.e to download a 
nomination form. More information about the Award and past recipients can be found on the 
National Public Service Award website. 

Back to Index 
TIP of the Week! 
Want to send a message to your Committee listserve, but don’t know or remember how? Simply 
look up your listserve name on the right rail of your Committee webpage. Copy and paste the 
listserv name into the send field of your email and add "@mail.americanbar.org" to make the 
email address complete. Use of your committee listserv is the easiest way to distribute an email 
to your entir~ committee membership. 

Back to Index 
Helpful Links 
Leadership Portal -Announcements, planning schedules, and important documents tailored 
specifically to Section leaders. 
Leadership Directory - An online version d the Section’s directory containing contact information 

for all leadership and staff. 

Back to Index 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 11:38 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: House Votes to Temporarily Fund Government, De fund Health-Care Law 

House Votes to Temporarily Ftmd Government, Def~md 
Healti~-Care Law 

The House of Representatives passed a measure to keep the government funded through 

mid-December but eliminate funding for the new federal health law, setting the stage for 

high-stakes negotiations with the Senate over debt and spending. 

By 230-189 the Republican-led House passed a plan that would temporarily avoid a partial 

government shutdown when the fiscal year ends Sept. 30. Senate Democrats are planning 

to strip out provisions that would eliminate funding for the health law. Members of both 

parties say Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid has enough votes to do so. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Directors Roundtable <karen@directorsroundtable.com~ 

Friday, September 20, 2013 11:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Global Honor tbr Medtronic General Coun~l 

Dear Colleague: 

The Directors Roundtable is pleased to present the leading globaJ honor for Generdl Counsel entitled "World Recognition of Distinguished General Counsel." In 

June of 2013 in Minneapolis, this honor was presented to Can~eron Findlay, General Counsel of Medtmnic in recognition of his distinguished c~reer. 

The edited transcript of this special event is available at this link: 

http:i/~w.directorsroundtable.com/resourcecenter/showTopic.php?topicID 83 

Boards of Directors are looking increasingly to General Counsel to enhance financial and business strategy, compliance, and integrity of corporate operations. 

Furthermore, Directors believe that companies do not receive the positive recognition they deserve. Therefore, key benefits from this series include raising awareness of 

their valuable contributions and distinguished leadership, as well as other concerns of Directors such as legal and regulator’ reform. 

Mr. Findlay addressed the audience and had a Roundtable discussion on key issues facing the General Counsel of an international medical devices corporation with 

Di stinguished Speakers: Robert Cunningham, Baker & McKenzie LLP; Ginger Pigott, Greenberg Traurig LLP; Jodi Scott, Hogan Lovells US LLP; Martin Lueck, 

Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi L.L.P.; and Jack Friedman, Directors Roundtable (Moderator). The subjects include governance; FDA compliance; international 

o~rations and taxation; and intellectual properiy, complex business, and pro&tct liability litigation. 

The Directors Roundtable is a civic group which for 23 years has organized the preelninent worldwide programming for Directors and their advisors including General 

Counsel. This honor is presented in selected ~najor cities globally. This transcript is being made available to approximately 150,000 leaders nationally and globally. For 

the transcripts of prior events in this series and other information about the Directors Roundtable, you may go to our Website mYw.directorsroundtable.com. 

Sincerely. 

Jack Friedman 

Chairman 

Directors Roundtable 

Ks,’rer! Todd I 1222 So Ge!~,e.see ,~\ve. i Los/v~.geles, C~% 90019 



El’ore" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farm Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 11:50 AM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <thrm te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[thrm tennis] Raise a Racquet Silent Auction 

Ore’ Silent Auction for Raise a Racquet has begun!! 

The 7 items that were first put out and already have bids are: 

1)Finley Golf Course Package 

2)A sungla~sses package 

3) Blue Zone Football Tickets Package 

4) A Howard Schroeder Original Wood Sculpture 

5) Farm Camp (includes swim lesson and aftercare) 

6) Tem~is Package (includes racquet, bag, string and lesson) 

7) UNC Basketball signed by the 2012-2013 team including Coach Williams 

New Items are: 

8) Pro Build Gift Certificate for $1000 

9) Jacqueline Fritsch Photography Session 

10) Painting by Lynda Baddour 

11 ) Wall Quilt 

12) Night at The Franklin Hotel 

13) Dinner tbr Two at Oakleaf 

14) Kitchen and Bath Galleries Gift Certificate tbr $250 

15) Handmade Wooden Candlesticks and Bowl 

16) TCBY Frozen Yogurt Pa~~ 

The table with the auction sheets is outside of the Farm tennis shop so ............ 

Let’s Start The Bidding.t.t ! 

¯ -- You are cmveutly subscribed to 

farm tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubseribe send a blank email to leave-33616466-2921055, le7797b3b21002d234669119533d164a~,listserv.unc.edu 
For more information, see our website: http://www.uncfarm.o ,m/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 12:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Speech by Governor Tarullo on macroprudential regulation 

Speech by Governor Tarullo on macroprudential regulation 

At the Yale Law School Conference on Challenges in Globa~ Financial Services, New Haven, Connecticut 

http:i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20130920a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or elnail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact suppo(t~govdelivelv.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit ns on the web at http://¥~vw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USA TODAY High School Sports <editor@schedulestar,com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 1:06 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Help your athletes get tbatured on USA TODAY! 

This is an advertising message from USA TODAY High School Sports If 
you no longer wish to receive promotional emails, click here to !_@_s_u_b_s_c2Lb_e- 

Click here to view our privacy policy 

This email was sent by: USA TODAY High Scheol 8ports 

100 Emerson Lane Suite 1529 Bridgeville, PA, 15017, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Richards. Ed <richards~law.lsu.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 1:17 PM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

Edwmd A. Smith/Missouri Chair in Law-, the Constitution m~d Society 

EDWARD A. SMITH/MISSOURI CHAIR 

IN LAW, THE CONSTITUTION AND SOCIETY 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - KANSAS CITY 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

The University of Missouri - Kansas City (UMKC) School of Law is seeldng nominations and applications for the Edward A. Smith/Missouri Chair in Law, the 

Constitution and Society. The School is especially interested in applicants with strong backgrounds in Environmental Law, State and Local Government Law, Urban 

Law, or Property Law. It is expected that the holder of the Chair will make significant contributions to student learning and scholarship, and will be an active 

leader in bringing creative solutions to the legal and social problems of the wider community. The Chair was established in honor of Edward A. Smith, whose 

distinguished career exemplified the use of law as a tool for shaping a better society. 

The School of Law was founded more than 100 years ago and is located in the beautiful Country Club Plaza area of Kansas City, a diverse metropolitan area 

of more than 2.3 million people. The School provides its approximately 500 students with a comprehensive, affordable legal education supported by a 

collaborative and dedicated faculty, uses a personalized admissions process, and enjoys strong community and alumni support. The School is housed in a 

technologically sophisticated building on a landscaped and vibrant campus. The UMKC School of Law is the only law school in Kansas City, and is one of two law 

schools in the University of Missouri system. 

Nominations and questions may be directed to Professor Doug LindeN,qderD@umkc~edu (816)235-2375. To apply, please submit an application through 

http://www.umkc.edu/hr/career-opportunities/default.asp 

Applicants should submit a cover letter, CV, and other materials the applicant wishes to be considered, before October 15, 2013. Applicants who are not U. 

S. citizens must state their current visa and residency status. 

The University of Missouri-Kansas City recognizes that a diverse faculty, staff, and student body enriches the educational experiences of the entire campus 

and the greater community. To this end, UMKC is committed to recruiting and retaining faculty, students and staff who will further enrich our campus diversity and 

to making every attempt to support their academic, professional and personal success. 

The University of Missouri-Kansas City is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Women, minorities, veterans, and individuals with disabilities 

are encouraged to apply. 



opportunities-in the U.S. and abroad-continue to push ~aA ~nd 

~nterna/ional ventures higher on audit comm~ee and beard 

~n the months ahead, many companies and their boards will delve ~ore #ore 

into the challenges of evaluating a p~votal transaction-whether it’s a Audit Commi~ee 
"mega~eaF that would remake the company, a strategic "bolt-on" Institute 
to acquire needed technology or other competencies, a joint 
venture to ease into a foreign market, or divestiture of an 
underpe~Iorming business. Do we undeBtand the 
value-creation potential of the deal-and the related risks? Is there a 
need for a special board committee to oversee the transaction? Are 
the pitfalls of entering a foreign market4rom FCPA compliance and 

tax issues, to talent and IP risk-understood, and is there a clear 
exit strategy? ACI Videos 

Series~triking the Right Deal: Oversight of M&A and          ’ 
International Ventures-as we explore the critical role of the audit 
committee ~nd the board in helping the oompany assess the 
oppoGunities and risks posed by M&A and other transactions in a 
global environment.                      ~;:~ 

C~ck here to register for th~s Roundtable series online. 

committee agendas and oversight practices, ~PMG’s Audit 

Committee Insiitute (ACl) invites all audit commfftee members to 
pa~icipate in KPMG’s 20~3 Global Audff Committee Member             . 

Upcoming Events Su~e~. The su~e~ nnaings wi, p~oviae time~ i.sights into ~ ,ost of 
issues that are top.f-mind for audit committees and boards today, 
........ KPNG/NACD Quarterly 

from gmmng greater )ns)ght )nto the finance orgamzat~on and 
Audit Committee 

maximizing internal audit, to providing effective ove~ight of risk Webcast - September 
management and evaluating the audit committee’s workload. 25, 2~ 3 

Su~ey paflicipants will be eligible towin an Apple iPad. 

~ssues Conference 
To begin the suwey, click here. January 1445, 

On Governance and Leadership Register wffh ACL 

Share ~ns~ghts 
No, GCs Should Not Be on the Board. In response to an adiole ~ ~ 
in Co~orate Counsel, Hazard senior fellow Be W. Heineman, Jr. I ~ ~.~.~ I~ .~.~ 
contends that the general counsel’s job is to provide advice and I I I ~ 

recommendations on a variety of hare issues, acting as a wise 
counselor who seeks to help the company fuse high peformance 
with high integrity. (The Harvard Law Scha31Fon~m) 

SEC Approves NYSE Rule A~low[n~ Transition Period for 
lntemal Audff Function. The SEC recently approved an NYSE 
rule that allo~ one year for a company that is listing in connection 
with an IPO or by means of a ~Ne-out or spin-off transaction to 
comply with the NYSE requirement to have an internal audit 

function. (KPMG) 

Guide to Annual F#~anc~al Statements. KPMG’s ~SG recently 



through August 15,2013, that are required to be applied by an 

entity that applies IFRS to an annual period beginning on January 

1,2013. (KPMG) 

FABB Chairman Plans New Course for Board. Financial 
Accounting Standards Board chairman Russell Golden marked 
FASB’s 40th anniversary in his first major speech since taking over 
the chairmanship in July, outlining the changes he plans for the 
standard-setting board. (WebCPA) 

o. the 
World Trade: The Protectionism that Wasn’t. In 2009, 
economists were worried that the world was repeating the mistakes 
of the 1930s. As the world entered the Great Depression, countries 
stopped trading. Impo, barriers were imposed by the dozen. 
Governments were under the impression that protectionist 
measures would save domestic jobs. And this worsened the crisis 
as the 1930s wore on, with expo~e~ around the world going bust. 
But the doom-mongeret~ might be proved wrong= Since 2009, trade 
has rebounded. Today, trade volumes are well above their pre~risis 

Markets Despite Challenges. More than three=qua~e~ of 
multinational companies, or 78 percent, expect to gain market 
share in emerging markets, yet only 13 percent feel that they have 
o~ok~d ~h~ ~o~ to ~.~ ~g~.~t ~o~ oom~titor~ i. tho~ 

IPO market and M&A activity in tt,e remaining half of 2013, 
according to tt~e results of a recent poll conducted during KPMG’s 
S~m~-A..~ W.~u~ C~pi~ ~PO W~. ~. H~h~ i.w~tor 
appetite, a robust IPO pipeline, and the desire for PE and VC firms 
to monetize their investments continue to drive a successful IPO 

market. (KPMG) 

Links 

Ac~ Home KPMG FJnancia~ KPM~ Inst~tutes 
Suppo,ing audit Repo,ing Network Helping organizations 
committees and Executive level and stakeholders 
boards with news ,pdates on the latest ,nde~tand the latest 
and insights, financial reposing trends. 

issues. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 

~:(?~)~ out. A~ 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, September 20, 2013 2:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 20 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted September 20, 2013, 2:00 P.M. ET 

Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo says policies addressing the risks of short-term 

wholesale funding are a priority in order to protect the financial system. 

Tarullo, in a speech to a Yale Law School conference, said the levels of such funding have 
fallen from their peaks before the financial crisis, but nonetheless the structural vulnerability 
remains, particularly in funding channels that can be grouped under the heading of securities 

financing transactions, or SFTs. 

He said the use of such funding has the potential to increase again during periods of rapid 
asset appreciation and ready access to leverage. Tarullo said SFTs are an important and 
useful part of securities markets, but that without effective regulation they can create a 
large-run risk, and increase systemic problems that may develop in various asset and lending 

markets. 

The Fed official called for development of measures to control the vulnerability presented by 

short-term wholesale funding. 

@Specific policies to counteract the structural vulnerabilities created by short-term wholesale 
funding are a priority, not just for the stability of our large prudentially regulated institutions, 

but for the financial system as a whole,@ Tarullo said. 

He has said in the past that the systemic risks associated with runs on wholesale funding 
would be worsened if a very large user of the funding came under serious stress. One 
approach to dealing with the problem would be to tie liquidity and capital standards together 
by requiring high levels of capital for big banks unless their liquidity position is substantially 
stronger than minimum requirements, Tarullo has said. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (iSSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit h~[p://webut=.i.bna.comiema=.ls=gr~up. 

Request a ~::RE[~ V*;eb tidal. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyi’=.gi;t (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the terms and co:°:ditlons of the licanse agi’aemant with Bloomberg BNA. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, September 20, 2013 2:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 20 -- BNA, Inc. Banking DaJ~ly - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted September 20, 2013, 2:15 P.M. ET 

Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo says policies addressing the risks of short-term 

wholesale funding are a priority in order to protect the financial system. 

Tarullo, in a speech to a Yale Law School conference, said the levels of such funding have 
fallen from their peaks before the financial crisis, but nonetheless the structural vulnerability 
remains, particularly in funding channels that can be grouped under the heading of securities 

financing transactions, or SFTs. 

He said the use of such funding has the potential to increase again during periods of rapid 
asset appreciation and ready access to leverage. Tarullo said SFTs are an important and 
useful part of securities markets, but that without effective regulation they can create a 
large-run risk, and increase systemic problems that may develop in various asset and lending 

markets. 

The Fed official called for development of measures to control the vulnerability presented by 

short-term wholesale funding. 

@Specific policies to counteract the structural vulnerabilities created by short-term wholesale 
funding are a priority, not just for the stability of our large prudentially regulated institutions, 

but for the financial system as a whole,@ Tarullo said. 

He has said in the past that the systemic risks associated with runs on wholesale funding 
would be worsened if a very large user of the funding came under serious stress. One 
approach to dealing with the problem would be to tie liquidity and capital standards together 
by requiring high levels of capital for big banks unless their liquidity position is substantially 
stronger than minimum requirements, Tarullo has said. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Daily. 

To change your email preferences, visit h~[p://webut=.i.bna.comiema=.ls=gr~up. 

Request a ~::RE[~ V*;eb tidal. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyi’=.gi;t (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the terms and co:°:ditlons of the licanse agi’aemant with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:47 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJNEWS ALERT: BlackBerry to Report NeMy $1 Billion Loss 

BlackBerry to Report Nearly $1 Billion Loss 

BlackBerry expects to report a hefty operating loss of nearly $1 billion in its fiscal second 

quarter due to an inventory build-up of unsold smartphones, and will be laying off 4,500 

employees as its turnaround efforts continue to falter, 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 4:22 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

University jobs in B~mking, Business & Financial Law, Commercial & Bankruptcy Law, and other related areas 

Dear Professor Broome, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Law- features 11 faculty- openings, 8 senior administrative positions, and 4 post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education. 

Issue: Law Sep 20th, 2013 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Bal~mg, Business & Financial Law 
- Commercial & Bankruptcy Law- 

Become a fan of Academic Keys on Facebook! Click here: 
http://wwwfacebook.com/pages/Storrs-CT/Academic-Kevs/56778577910 

Follo~v us on T~vitter! 
http ://twitter. corn/!!/acad emickevs 

Join us on LinkedIn! 
http:/iwww. [inkedin com/~roups/Academic-Ke’~,s-I Ii~her-Education-Professionals-d055169 

POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCE?,/f£~;NT 

Add your department’s positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions: 
- http://En~ineering.AcademicKev, s.con~/client lo~in.php?ta~=LA130920m 

SENIOR ADMI]x’[S’I~{ATIVE POSITIONS: 

Nt:?A~t - Dean, School ofl,aw 
University of Detroit Mercy 
School of Law 
Detroit, MI 
I)atePosted: Sep 17, 2013 

http://*vww.AcademicKeys.con~,r?iob=48684&o=232497&t=LA 130920m-6 

]x~2{W[ - t:.xecutlve Recruiting Consultant 
Academic Keys 
Academic Keys 
Storrs, CT 
Date Posted: Sep. 13, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob=48580&o=232497&t=LA 130920m-0e 

Assoc. Vice-President, Scholarship and Community Engagement 
Vancouver Island University 
Senior Administration 
Nanaimo, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug. 16, 2013 

h~p :/,\wcw.AcademicKeys. com,’r’.’iob=47834&o=232497 &t=LA130920m-Oe 

Dean, School of Law 
Elon Univer sit’y 
School of Law 
Elon, NC 
Date Posted: Aug. 8, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?job=47639&o=232497&t=LA 130920m-6 

Associate/Assistant Dean for Clinical Education, Experien... 
UCLA 
School of La~v 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Jul 29, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job=47386&o=232497&t=LA 130920m-2e 

Head of College 
University- College Cork 
College of Business and La~v 



Cork, Cork, Ireland 
Date Posted: Jul 9, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 46887&o 232497&t LAI30920m-6 

Dean of the School of Law (705-254) 
University of Montan a 
School of Law 
Missoula, MT 
Date Posted: Jun. 11, 2013 

http://xwcw.AcademicKeys.cor~,’r’.’iob 46434&o 232497&t LA130920m-6 

Associate Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 
University of North Texas System 
Human Resources 
Fort Worth, TX 
Date Posted: Jur~. 5, 2013 

http:i/waaa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 46290&o 232497&t LA130920m-0e 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS 

B,~EW[ - Faculty 

Ave Maria School of Law 

School of Law 

Naples, FL 

Date Posted: Sep. 11, 2013 

http:i/waaa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?job 48517&o 232497&t LA130920m-6 

iN~E~V[ - Lecturer or Senior Lecturer in Law 
University of Otago 
Faculty of Law 
Dunedin, Otago, New- Zealand 
Date Posted: Sep. 10, 2013 

http://w~vw.AcademicKeys.con~/r?job 48462&o 232497&t LA130920m-6 

ik~W[ - 2 Faculty Positions -- La~v 
York University 
Osgoode Hall Law School 
Toronto, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Sep. 3, 2013 

http://w~av.AcademicKevs.corpJr?iob 48260&o 232497&t LA130920m-2e 

iN~E;V! - Adjunct, Legal Studies 
Berkeley College 

New- York, NY 
Date Posted: Aug 21,2013 

http:/Ywww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 47910&o 232497&t LAI30920m-6 

NFJW[ - Adjunct, Criminal Justice 

Berkeley College 

New York City, NY 
Date Posted: Aug. 19, 2013 

http:f&vww.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 47846&o 232497&~LA130920m-6 

Canada Research Chair in I,aw (Tier 2) 
Queen’s University 
Faculty of Law 
Kingston, ()N, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug 12, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 47668&o 232497&t LAI30920m-6 

Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Commercial Law 
University of Auckland 
Faculty of Business & Economics 
Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand 
Date Posted: Juh 18, 2013 

http://xwcw.AcademicKc~/s.com,’r?iob 47093&o 232497&t LA130920m-8 

Assistant/Associate Professor -- Chinese Law 



J~iu National University 
Law School 
Jeju, J~iu, South Korea 

Date Posted: Jul 5, 2013 

http:/?www.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 46846&o 232497&t LAI30920m-6 

Career Counselor with JD. 
Charlotte School of Law 
Center for Professional Dcvelopnrent 
Charlotte, NC 
Date Posted: J~. 14, 2013 

http://’,w.a~.AcademicKeys.com,~r?iob 46497&o 232497&t LA130920m-6 

General Connsel 
Point Park University 
Point Park University 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Date Posted: Jun. 10, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?iob 46413&o 232497&t LA130920ru-6 

Assistant/Associate/& Full Prof. in LAW (English and At... 
Prince Mohamruad Bin Fahd University- 
College of Arts and Science 
A1 Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: J~. 10, 2013 

http://’,w.a~.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 46377&o 232497&t LA130920m-6 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS 

E.~E~V[ - Post-Doctoral Fello~vships AY2014-2015 
National Umversity of Singapore 
Facul~ of Law 
Singapore, Singapore, Singapore 
Date Posted: Sep. 11, 2013 

http://u~,vw.AcademicKeys.con~/r?job 48498&o 232497&t LA130920m-6 

N~W! - Earth Inst. Postdoctoral Fellowship Program in Sus... 
Columbia Universi~z 
Earth Institute 
New York, NY 
Date Posted: Sep. 3, 2013 

http://w~v.AcademicKevs.con’2r?iob 48262&o 232497&t LA130920m-6 

Research Fellow (PhD Candidate) with Prol?ssor Anne Peters 
Max Planck Last for Comparative Public La~v and Internati.. 
Research 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Jul 12, 2013 

http:/~www.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 46957&o 232497&t LAI30920m-6 

Senior Research Fellow (Postdoc) with Professor Anne Peters 
Max Planck Last. for Comparative Public Law and Laternati .. 
Research 
t Ieidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Jul. 11,2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 46939&o 232497&~LA130920m-6 

To view more academic jobs, visit: http://www AcademicKe~vs.con~, 

Change your emailisubscribe directly: 

Do you need to update your email in~k~rmation with us? Proceed to the following page: 

http:i/www.academicke~’s.con~,all/user change email php 

Did you receive this e-Flier frora a colleague and would like to continue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Academic Keys’.’ Please proceed to the following page: 

http:i/www, acaderaickevs.corr~all/subscribe.php 

UNSUB SCRIBE: 

This e-Flier was sent to the e-mail address: 



lissabroome@tmc, edu 

If you xvould like to unsubscribe from fmther e-Fliers and other correspondence from AcademicKeys.com, you must proceed to the following web page: 

http://AcademicKcys.com/all/unsubscribe.php?email lissa broorue,@,unc.edu 

Your request to unsubscribe will be processed within 24 ho~s. 

We assure you that we ruake evet?, atterupt to honor requests to ~xsubscribe. Thank you for you patience[ If you have any further comments or suggestions, please send an email to 
EmailUs@Ac ademicKeys, c om 

Sincerely, 

Andrea McCarthy 
arac c arthy @AcaderuicKcy s. c ora 
Academic Keys, LLC 
1066 Storrs Road, Suite D 
Storrs, CT 06268 
USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anne Michelle Tucker <amtucker@gsu.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 5:29 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: LSA Call for proposals 

REMI NDER-- abstract due to me (amtucker@gsu.edu) on Friday the 27th, or at least send me an email title and description so I can group papers. 

Thankyou, 

-AT 

Anne M. Tucker 

Assistant Professor of Law 

Georgia State University College of Law 

amtucker@gsu.edu 

404.413.9179 

From: Anne Tucker <amtucker@gsu.edu> 

Date: Friday, September 6, 2013 5:32 PM 

To: "lissa broome@unc.edu"<lissa broome~unc.edu> 

Subject: LSA Call for proposals 

All, 

The LSA call for proposals for the 2014 annual meeting has already been released. The deadline for panel proposals is October 15th, which requires us to be organized very early 

this year. Because we haven’t passed the torch on organizing yet and the deadline is quickly approaching, I am happy to populate panel proposals again this year. Please start 

thinking about who might like to organize the panels for our group for 2015 and beyond. 

Please see the call for papers below, and please email me the following by Friday, September 27th: 

Paper presentations: 

o Your paper title & abstract 

Participants: 

o Whether you are willing to serve as a discussant and/or program chair. 

Proposals for Autho r-meets-reader sessions 

Proposa/sforSa/ons (from the LSA website: Salons are more informal presentation settings in which 3 to 4 participants and a small interested audience are seated at a 
round tables in a ballroom. Salons permit focused, engaged and intimate conversation about scholars’ work. 

Finally, we have been asked to apply for status as a Collaborative Research Network in light of the number of panels that we submit and our requests that the panels not 
be scheduled concurrently. (The LSA website states that CRNs will be asked to submit a block of panels. Each CRN may expect that a maximum of four panels will be 
scheduled non-concurrently, but CRNs are welcome to submit more panels: A CRN organizer is free to make the case for which panels should be scheduled concurrently 
and non-currently.) I am happy to submit the application assuming there are no objections that we comply with LSA’s request for how we should approach proposing panels. 

The updated contact workbook is also attached. Looking forward to hearing back from many of you on or before September 27th. Please feel free to forward to anyone inadvertently 

excluded from this list. 

-AT 

Anne M. Tucker 

Assistant Professor of Law 

Georgia State University College of Law 

amtucker@gsu.edu 

404.413.9179 

From: "lsa @lawandsociety.org" <lsa @lawandsociety.org> 

Reply-To: "lsa @lawandsociety.org" <lsa @lawandsociety.org> 

Date: Friday, August 30, 2013 11:23 AM 

To: Anne Tucker <amtucker@gsu.edu> 

Subject: Call for Proposals - Law and Society Association 2014 Annual Meeting 

We are pleased to invite you to participate in our 2014 Annual Meeting and 50th Anniversary Party! 

MinneaFolis May 29 -June 1, 2014 
Minneapolis Hilton Hotel 
Minneapolis Minnesota U.S.A. 

Law and Inequafities: Global and Local 

Recent decades have seen the persistence and growth of powerful inequalities within and between groups and within and among nations. The 2014 program theme returns to 



a question central to the Association’s founding: the role of law and legal institutions in sustaining, creating, interrogating, and ameliorating inequalities. The 2014 Program 
invites participants to explore and consider three questions: 

How can Law and Society scholarship contribute to unearthing and understanding inequalities? 

How can Law and Society scholarship contribute to the critical interrogation of discourses of equality and inequality and help to reveal what is at stake in these 

concepts? 
"What impact can we expect these scholarly contributions to have on the persistence of these inequalities and on public discourse about them? 

This year’s Program Committee is Co-Chaired by Penelope Andrews, Albany Law School, and Rebecca Sandefur, University of Illinois. We invite the submission of Individual 
Papers and/or Session proposals. Papers and panels need not be centered on the conference theme. Proposals on any law and society topic are welcome. 

You will find the Call at www.lawandsociety.org/minneapolis2014/Minneapolis2014.htmL We are using a new submission system and it is very important that you 
follow the submission instructions in the Call. In the Call you will find more information about the theme, submission instructions, and more. We will be adding more 
meeting information as time progresses. 

The deadline for proposal submission is October 15, 2013. Registration will begin in early 2014, 

If you have questions, please contact us at Isa@lawandsociety.or,q. We hope you will join in what promises to be a full and exciting program in Minneapolis! 

LSA Executive Office 

Follow us on Twitter 

[ i~i facebook Like us on Facebook 

~ Join us on Linkedln 

This e-mail was sent from Law And Society Association (Isa~,lawandsociety.or.q) toamtucker~,.qsu.edu. 

To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 8:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 23 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance DaJ, ly 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 23, 2013 ~, Number 184 

Bribery 

China’s state-run news agency Xinhua told international firms to 
follow Chinese laws and keep away from the "gray zone" after 
media reports fingered Novartis’s eye-care unit and a Danone 
infant formula manufacturer for... 

Antitrust 

After the European Commission determined that the merging 
parties’ activities are mainly complementary, it authorized the 
acquisition of Kabel Deutschland Holding AG, a German cable 
operator, by Vodafone Group Plc. of the United Kingdom .... 

Antitrust 

Sept. 19~The new heads of Canada’s Competition Bureau and 
Japan’s Fair Trade Commission met on Sept. 12 for the first time 
to discuss priorities for bilateral and multilateral cooperation on 
competition policy and enforcement,... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business &. Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National AFFairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i~ttp : iiwebut il,bi~,a.comie,m ~ilsignup. 

Request a i::RKE Web tdai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most Federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

conditions of tba license agreament with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 8:32 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Proposed Pay Ratio Disclosure Rule Released by the SEC 

ii~:~iI Davis Polk 

Proposed Pay Ratio 
SEC 
Septembei 20, 2013 

CLIENT MBM©RAN©UM 

Disclosure Rule Released by the 

On September 18, 2013, in a 3-2 vote, the SEC proposed a rule implementing the provision of the Dodd- 

Frank Act that requires U.S. public companies to disclose a ratio of their CEO’s compensation to that of 

their median employee. 

The proposed rule, announced a full three years after the enactment of the Dodd-Frank Act, reflects the 

SEC’s struggle with a statutory mandate that many view to be motivated by political interests, rather than 

shareholder benefit. £Mqile the proposal provides helpful flexibility in some areas, such as identifying the 

"median employee", it still leaves companies with the prospect that, starting with proxy statements as early 

as the 2016 season, they will be disclosing a ratio that will arguably form the basis for misleading 
comparisons. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not 
intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or 

to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s pr~,.~,<~ i oi~c~, located at ds~ ispolk sore 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dbWm,dR,~}d,~vis bOlk :.:w,’ to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 3:35 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: House Bill [,inks ttealfl~ Care Law aM Budget PI~ 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i Vide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines  o,o,oo , 

~N THiS E~IAIL I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rrave~ [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

House Bill Links Health Care Law and Budget 

Without a resoluth:m, lmge swaths cd the govemme~t could shut 
douq~ Oct. L and a ~st-ever default on federal debt could 

weeks later. 

Speaker 

Caliibmia is ehallenging the status of citJze~ship with measures 

to let noneitizens sit on jmies, monitor polls ~or elections and 

practice lawo 

Hacking UoS. Secrets, China lhash(~s for Drones 

A two-year haddng operation by a group li~ked to Chi~a’s army 

is the latest sign of Beijing’s anabitious plans to be at the forefront 

of dr’one manufacturing. 

FoI mele top news. ~ to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

TRAVEL 

~~ sl~_t~Sho~,, s~,n~: S~OW: Ea~.ing ~n Silver City, 

Though the to~ ~s sma~ and relatively isolated, its food scene 

has become a draw. 

Related Articie 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The governm ent of Israel should declare that the Os]o process 

has failed. Only then wilI we have the opportunity to lay the 

foundations for a more realistic peace. 

World 

As lit MaRes Overt~,res to Iran, UoSo St, oives l-o Reass~,re 

:Israel 

As the United S~tes reaches out to Iran’s new president, WMte House offidals 

are twing to convince skeptical Isrudis thak khey wiI1 not prematurely ease 

pressure on Tehran to curb its nndear program. 

Syria Meets First Test of Accord on }~’eapons 

The governm en t of Presid en t Bash at’ al-Assad rn ade an "initia] declaration" of 
the chemical weapons it possesses. 

With H:is Remarks on Sexa~al Morality., a 

Su~pNse Pope Keeps on Surprish~g 

Some think Pope Frauds may be tong to shake up the Vatican 

hierarchy and prepare the ground for a mot~ hmdamenk~fl shiR 

in the direction of flae church. 

Francis 
wsved 

U,S, 

Navy Hearing in Rape Case Raises A|arm 
E>" }[:’,"~;qlF:::R 8"I::qNBi:,~::::F~ 

A ease at the Naval Academy illuminates what critics say is 

wrong ~th tr.dng sexua] assault cases in the current military 

iustiee system, which is under scrutiny in Congress. 

Defense 

sg?ressi 

,’:,%-I 

FoBo Io Tries to Trace Last VCeeks of Gunman 

Investigators ave parsing the final conversations of Aaron A]exis’s life for any 

clues to a motive for the Navy Yard shootings. 



A Tur~mbo~t a~. T~0adl~tk~na]l]ly W|fite Soror~th~s~ 

~n N~e Day~ at ~ab~a 

After a campus ne~<~paper’s report on discriminatiom the 

president of the U nive~sib, of ~abama said tha~ traditionally 

white sororities have accepted six minori~ students. 

Business 

COMMON SENSE 

~:hen "i’r~4r~g to Follow R~les Isn’t E~m~agl~ 

As dPMorgan’s general counsel, Sb~phen Cut~er tried to create a 

cnlt~ re of eomlAia n ce. Th e effort couldn’t stop the "Lon don 

w~ale" matter and ot~er regulatoD- woes. 

...... Cutler, 

righ.t, 

Sm~ta NlorAea Bets on Electric Cars, but 

Co,~sm~ers Are Slow to Swite~ 

For a utom akers, re] u trance in Sa n ta Mort i ca, Calif., t~ n derscores 

how diffieuR it ~l] be lk~r d~em b~ meet strict l~deraI and stak" 

mandates on ft~el efficiency and po~lutiom 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
[~ A tofu 

Amid Eco~mmJe Stress, DiftL’rh~g S~.rate~es ...... 
this     I 

Indonesia must get nsed to higher interest rates, its vice 

president said Friday, whib~ India’s central bank decided 

rates. 

india Adjusts ShoR-Term interest R~tes 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

PettiIte Up Next as Dynasty Nears 

An@ PeLtiLte said he struggled with the timing of his 

annom~cement because he dh:l not want to take away fl’om 

Mariano Rivera’s final home game on Sunday. 

E~suring Team Items _/M’e 3 ust a Click Away 

Eanaties is the nation’s largest online seller of licensed sports 

merchandise. It includes more ttmn one million items i)x" 

professional and college teams, conferences and leagues. 

~ Andy ] 
Pettitte, I 
in his    I 

Workers J 

520,000 J 

;s°°-I 



~ [] Slide Show: Pick a Team, Pick a Color and Ti~en Click Away 

Saved by Light Breeze, Oracle Will Race Again 

Oracle Team USA kept the America’s Cup for one more day, 

pulling away fl:om Emirates Team New Zealand in Race 13. The 

Kiw’is lead, 8-3. 

,~ Slide Show: Oracle Charges Past Kiwis 

has won 

fou r of 

Arts 

T~0acking Sto|cn Art, for Profit, and Bh~rring a 

Few Lines 

One of "~e world’s Jargcs t databases of stolcn art ~s held by a 

p~@ate London company [hat is praised by some and criticized 

hy others for its tactics in ~’ying to recover the woH£s. 

The Backlash to the American Invasion of the 

Booker Prize 

Next year, the Man Booker Prize will be open to any work 

originally wri~en in English and published in Br@~dm brh%h% 

concerns that .~eHean novels will dominate. 

LaNd, 

Ks Fierce as She is Fragile: Eiahm Stritch in 

Mic|figan 

Ms. Stretch, who made a dramatic exit fl’om her home at the 

Carlyle Hold fl3is spz{ng, is settling into her new life in 

Birmingham, Mich., cosmos and all 

Elaine 
StHtch 
in her 
home in I 

Obituaries 

Rabbi Philip Berg, Who Updated Jewish 

Mysticism~ Dies at 86 

Rabbi Berg’s Kabbalah (’,e~tur Internafio~m] a~racted celebr4fies 

like Madonna and Bdtney Spears but also dww efi[icism over 

spiNhm] and finan~’ial matters. 

Do Jo Ro B~°uckne~°, Co|mnnist a~d Critic, Dies at 

79 

Mr. Bruekner, who was a longtime editor for The New York 

Times Book Review, hmded on Nixon’s enemies list over his 

syndicated cohmms %r The Iz,s Angeles Times. 

BITS BLOG 

Joy Covey~ Forn~cr Ar~azon Executive, Dies at 50 

Ms. Covey, who was the retailer’s first chief financial officer, was 

]dIled Wednesday when her bicycle collided with a delivery van 

in a remote st~’eteh of Silieon Valley. 

Rabbi 
Philip 

~erg of 

Travel 

3 Favo~°ire 3o~,rrmys on a Bike 

Cycle around western Ireland, Par4s and Lake Champlain as 

three uq~ters take you along on their NvoHte bike z{des. 

right: 

tile 

Great 



NEXT STOP 

Lookb:~g fo~ ~ig Fb~vors ~n a Sm~ll New Me~co 
To~ 

Silver Ci#i, ~n old mining town i~ the southwestern corner of the 

state, has seen iLs creative spirit exLend to the local ff3od scene. 

OVERNIGHTER 

On Mai~][~a~s Vine~’d~ Ce]ebrati~g the Loeal 

Resorts give way to pastm’es, Nrmb~nd a~d wUdlJfe J~ a pocket of 

the island around Chilmark and Menemsha. 

Today’s Video 

~ w#£o: 3PMorgam By the Numbers 

with JPMorgan set to pay $~ bil]io~ in fines, The Times takes a 

closer look at the figm’es behind the sto~7~ 

chief, 

~ vm~:o:W]~o Is ,Janet "tkqlen? 

The vice chairwoman of the Federal Rese~’e, a leading candidate 

t ~ replace Ben Bemanke as head ~[ the agency. ., is favored by. 

DemoeraN a~d eeononfists a~ike. 

Related Article 

The New York Times film critics on "Rush," "P[~sonezs" and 

"Enough Said," 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Biometric ’i’ecba~ology Takes Off 

P~vacy protections lag as business and government use of fingelt~rinting and 

facial recognition exl~ands. 

EDITORIAL 

A Lack of F~_l!!, Accountability 

Bankers go unnamed a ~d unpunished in JPMorgan Chase’s recent 

EDITORIAL 

More Glm Deatl~s, Less Resolve h~ "Wasb&k~ton 

Both the mayhem and the ~itaal that follows seem all too predictable. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ktu~3kaze Congress 

For far-~igh t House Republica n s, i~ their fight agains 

Obamaeare it’s their way or rio way, all or nothing. 

~ GelumnLst Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

K~mw~g ~$~|~er~ to Worry 

T}m government shntdow~ is cm]y days away, peop]e~ Here’s a 

rundown of w~at’s {o come lbr you to pxint out m~d put o~ t~e 

rerx~gerator. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Jamie Dimo~’s I.,o~g Day 

ttow dPMorgan we*~t Dora hem t,-,, goat with government 

regulators. 

~ Colurrm~st Rage ~ Blog 

Nocera 

ON THiS DAY 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

Top Stories of the Week 

11, SAS CEO 3ira Goodni~:DS_on Forbes’ richest Americans 

How H~rd 

_ 

Di.~;~:oveP~ 



13. All connected ----~ Duke i-iealth com...’sletes ~.-HR transformation 

~A lock indicates content available m paid subscfi~rs. 

Top Stories ~on~ tiffs Week’s Pl~t E~fion 

~ Health Care Handoff 

~ Karmanos rift smoldered for a decade~ix?~ 

Upstm~: Editor’s Choice 

Online k~nder~a~ter~;~ Tech be~s o ~ K--t 2 .............................................................................................................................. 

Provided By 
People ~ Commercml Real 

...... ................... ................... m m 
-.~, ~,~ r~...,.q~. I I Pdce per Square Feot: 

[ [ Use Ty~e: Sale 

Featured Event 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espmnaJl.com> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 12:01 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Watch UNC Live Now 

View this email with images here. 

"~ ESPN College Football 

.~ North Carolina              ~iii North Caroli .... Georgia Tech I ii.~ Georgia Tech 

ESPN & Watch ESPN 

i ii.~ 

i i~ Watch ESPN Availa ble On: 

i~ Watch ESPN.corn 

you wPs~ to 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 11:08 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Chinese Court Finds Ex-Ol~icM Bo Xilm Guil .ly 

Chinese Cour~ Finds Ex-Official Bo Xilai GuilD" 

Former Chinese official Bo Xilai was found guilty of bribery, embezzlement and abuse of 

power, and sentenced to life in prison. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 3:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Gunmen Kill Dozens in Terror Attack at Kenya~ Mail 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: SL:bsc:ii~,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [°day’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Day ~ CUSTOMIZE. 

Top News 

Gmmmn Kill Do~ens in Terror Attack at Kenyan ~ K.~-0ya0 ] 

39 people, ttours la~er, police officers dashed through corpse- 
s h’ewt~ corz~dors, hying to find the assailants. A Somali militat~k gro ~p is 

suspected in the a~ack. 

Video: Militants Claim Attack on Mall I [imes Topic: AI Shabab 

For Migran[s, New Land of Opporl-unity Is 

Mexico 

With Europe sputtering and china costly, tl~e "stars are aligning" 

for Mexico as broad changes in ~he global eeot~omy ereatc new 

@n stoics of migration. 

Rom’ilig Waters, Deep Sears: *It Chewed Us Up~ 

After a fast-mmqng disaster, communities around Nordaem 

Colorado face the prospect of a sk.,w and expensive recovery. 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

Witness to a Massacre in a Nairobi Mall 

Tyler Hi&s, a Times photographer, was nearby when gunmen 

opened fire on an upseale Kenyan mall. 

" toa 

M~ssacr 



OPINION I OPINION 

Dinner I~ Ploh~ted 

Will 3-D p~nting save the world? Bring in the apocal)~se? Or ~s 

it.just a gadget tha~ spits out cheap p]asdc ~Hnkets? A~ 

invesfi gafion. 

Noodles 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

FRED NGOGA GATERETSE, An/ffrk’.an Union o~![](’ia[ who escaped injury as ~erroHs~s 

killed dozens of people at a mail b~ Na~robi, Kenya, 

World 

Chinese Official at Center of Scaa~dal Is Fom~d 

G uilty and Given a 

There was never much &mbt that Bo Xilai would be fi-~und guilb~, 

bnt until the end, he remained defiant, p~ead~ng not gnil~ and 

eon~esting nearly eveD’ aspect of fl~e prosecutors’ ease. 

Jews Challenge ihdes to Clakna Heart of 

Jerusa|em 

Tel~sions are growing as more mMnstream Jews seek to visit al~d 

pray at ~e Temple Mom~t in 3erusalem, a sacred site eonkrdled 

%r centuries by Muslims, who call it the Noble SanekuaW. 

, ~ Video: Conflict Grows Over Temple Mount 

The 

LETTER FROM PARIS 

Trendy Green Mystifies Frar~ce. It’s a Job for the 
Kale Crusader! 

One :\meriean woman’s effo~ to lead Parisian, s to embrace kale 

as a mem~ sb~ple has led to some modest victories. 

~ SIMe Show: lntroauck~g Kale to the French 

U.S. 

Once SuicidaI and Shipped Oft; Now BattIing 

Nevada Over Care 

A lawsuit on behalf of a group of homeless and mentally ill 

people claims khey were bused oat of Nevada and left on the 

streets of San Fral~ciseo with little or no medication. 

[~ David 
" 



~ [] Slide Show: Fighting Nevada Over Mentsi-Health Treatment 

Ad Campaigns Cmnpete as Health Law 

As the Obama admi~isU’afio~ prepares to put tbe hegdth care 

in place, it faces an aggressive Rcpublican campaign to prevent 

iN success. 

Obama, 
shown 

Alabama P~mary Pots a Wide Spei~.trom of 

Rep~Iblic~n Views on Display 

The oukcomc in khe state’s First Congr~:ssional District may 

providc some hi~N on how much fm’kher the t£cpubliea~ lurch to 

the rigbi might go. 

Business 

inthnaey on the ~’~’eb, ~¢:ith a Crowd 

Pornography by web,’am is a moncy.-maki~g opportmfity in a 

business eroded by the distfibufio~ of fl’ee sexuN eo~te~t o~ fl~e 

Inlernet. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

The l~lental Strah~ of Nialda~g Do "~Vith Less 

The cc, nsta~k ~stra~’tio~ of restHcti~g calorie i~ kake strains the 

mental eapaeib" of dieters; in a similar way, poverb- 

the poor. 

FAIR GAME 

A Better ~’~ay to Con~pare C.E.Oo Pay 

Peer group comparisons are probably more useful b-~ investors 

thm~ the ~ew pay rule proposed by the Securities a~d Exchm~ge 

Commission. 

...... model 

who 

Sports 

Tomato Can BIues 

Charlie Rowan was a srtmlFtime cage fighter in rural Michigan 

who couldn’t get a break. He owed money to impatie~t people. 

He needed ko start over, but didn’t know how. Then, he came up 

with a plan. 



New Zeala~d Is Kept ~Vaitf~g Agah~ 

Team New Zealand remained one win sho~ of e~aiming the 

America’s Cup after poor win d eondi ~ons caused postponement 

of Sakar&~y’s racing. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Yankees’ Fond, and Not So Fond~ 

The glorions se~d-off for MaHano Rivera stands in contrast to 

okl~er depat kures by Yankees khrouNh the years. 

~ Role Reversals for Rivers and Pe~i~e i Now Making Money for the Yankees... 

~ On Baseball: Pettitte Up Nex~ as Dynasty Nears End 

Arts 

Movers and Shaper’s 

A roundup d the danee~s, choreographers and designers to 

watch ibr this season. 

Backstage Drama at the Met, "Wogtlhy of Ope~oa 

The new prodaetk.,n of "Eugene Onegin," which opens the 

Metropolitan Opera’s season, featnres Anna Netrebko Nong with 

a last-rainuke replaeemenk director and a pdRieal protesL 

A Sensitive Rap Star To~ens Up 

On his now alburn, "Noflfing Was fl~e Same," Drake adopts a 

tougher stance toward perceived antagonists than on his 

previous effort, "Take Care." 

, Look Who’s Catching the Drakewave 

cN, etrebk 

ng at 

the 

Obituaries 

delta KenneH, Advocate of Infant Bonding, Dies 

at 9~ 

1)r. Kcnnell’s research in ~e I96os helped end a common 

pra~’tiee of keeping newly born infanL~ and their parents apart in 

the first hom:s of lif~. 

Kenneil, I 

AlbeN Taylor, 88~ Tracker Whose Work Helped 

the.mid- 

Mr. Taylor, a former Border Pakrol agent, was regarded as a            19, 0s. 

legend in fl~e art of [racking people in the ~]d and helped 

develop a program to teach ehild~m how ko increase their chances of being 

found. 

Mm~n Rainwater, 88, Twang- Country Singer, 

Dies 

Mr. Rainwater was a e]assieally trained pianisk who turned to 

oomph7 music, the~ ~wote a~d recorded the hits "Gonna Find Me 

a Bluebird" and "Whole Loth~ Woman." 

Rainwat 

Magazine 

What scienee is learning about fire and how to live with it. 



EUREKA 

How Robots Ctm Trick Yot~ Into Logang Them 

The secret to robots ~dth be~er social sM~ls? E~)]o]fing human 

Cherry Jones~ nt the Peak of Her Powers 

One of the great theater actresses talks about stage f~ight, vanity 

and her pre-pe~ormm~ce 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: Conflict Grows Over Temple 

Nom~t 

M~.,re mainstream Jews a~v seeMng to en ter and pray at the 

Temple Mount in .~erusalem, one of the most contested religious 

sites in "due world, which Muslims call the Noble Sanctuary. 

Related .&rflcie 

~ vm~:o: Review: ~ao14 Honda Odyssey 

Shop-Vat that retails for $45,280? Fortunately, a new 2o~4 

Odyssey Tonfing Elite van is included. Tom Voelk 

discovers that the built-in vacuum has the power to keep up with 

5-year-old twins. 

The contrast between the eornmeree of Fashion Week and the 

imaginatively dressed crowds, armed with cameras, added a 

festive touch. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

President Rm~hm~ Comes to Tom~ 

The new president of Iran has sent encouraging signNs that could mean the 

beginning of reN change. 

EDITORIAL 

Close the N.S,A/s Back Doors 

The National Seeurib/Agency undermines confidence in communication by 

weakening encryption. 

EDITORIAL 

The Quest for a Lyme Vaccine 

There are glirnrners of hope that newer, rnore effective Lyme vaccines can be 

devek~ped. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

~’~hen I Moved Online 

1,1 endea*~ngly impulsive ways, my parenLs have begun to 

interact with fl~e h~ternet. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Pope’s Radical Whi~per 

The Catholic leadet"s to~m and words are a c(mnte~oint to the 

arrogance and self-aggrandizemen~ dmt define so much of 

modern ]ii~. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Good Populism, Bad Popu|ism 

The most i*movative ideas in the Republican Pal#" are e~-~ming 

fl’om the same co~tingent that’s push~ng the pointless budget 

brinkmanship. 

~ columaist Page ~ Blog 
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Sunday, September 22, 2013 3:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You for Your Inquiry to The New York Times 

~ The New York Times 

Thank you ti~r your inquiry to The New York Times. 
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¯ To view or change your e-mail newsletter subscriplions, sign in to NY~I’irnes.com and 
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¯ To view or change your home delivery subscription information, visit 
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. To view or change your digital subscription intbrmation, sign in m NYTimes.com mad visit 
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Sincerely, 

Customer Care 

The New York Times 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Law- Foundalion <updates@nlfcleonline.com> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 4:37 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NEW! Books On Imvortant Current Issues For Attorneys AvaJdable For hnmediate Download 

National Law Foundation 

NEW to www.NLFforms.com: books on important legal issues [ ~:~ National Law Foundation ] 
facing attorneys today are available for immediate download [ J 
on www.N LFforms.com. 

BOOKS TO DOWNLOAD 
Visit www.NLFforms.com and select "Books To Download" on the homepage for a 
complete list of books available for immediate download. Here you will find our 
offering of books in many areas of law including Business Law, Estate Plannin,q, 

Taxation, and Employment/Labor Law. 

Books are available for individual purchase or select from our bundles and enjoy a 
substantial savin~Ls. Upon purchase, your book(s) are immediately accessible 
(in .pdf format) in your online account Save or print your books as often as needed. 
You have unlimited access to all purchased materials. 

As always, please feel free to email help@nlfforms.com if you need timely assistance. 
You may also opt to purchase via phone on (858) 220-1253~ 

Thank you, 

Hal Measley 

National Law Foundation 
www.nlfonline.com (online courses) 
www.nlfcle.com (self-study materials) 
www.NLFforms.com (online legal forms) 

j Harold F. Measley, Jr. 

Executive Director 

To be removed from this contact list please CLICK HERE to unsubscribe. 

Click here for a timely response to your question(s). 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC comes u~done i~ second 
half of 28-20 defeat against 

UNC coach 
Larry Fedora 

Geo~’gia Tech watches the 

After a holding penalty wiped away scoreboard at 

an 82-yard touchdown, the Noah 

Carolina Tar Heels faltered down 

the stretch and suffered their fifth 

consecutive .. 

UNC defense wea~s down in second half of 
~oss to Georgia Tech 

The Yellow Jackets control the clock for more than 22 
minutes in come-from-behind victory 

College Football Top Shots 

Photos from the top sports 

photojournalists covering the top 

games around the country 

Washington’s 

Cleveland 

Wallace (3) 

knocks away 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 
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Sent: 
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WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 10:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Six Sentence Openings That Irritate Judges 



click here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 12:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Germany Re-Elects Merkel but Coalition May Cha~ge, Exit Polls Show 

Ger~nany Re-Elects Merkel but C~alition May Change, 
Exit Pells Shew 

Germany reelected Chancellor Angela Merkel, but the shape of her new government 

appeared too close to call as exit polls suggested her current coalition partner, the Free 

Democratic Party, might not get enough votes for a place in parliament, following a surge 

in support for a new anti-euro party. 

If the initial projection based on exit polls is confirmed, which is far from certain given the 

closeness of the vote, then Germany is probably heading for a bipartisan "grand coalition" 

between Ms. Merkel’s conservative Christian Democrats and her main rivals, the left- 

leaning Social Democrats. 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 10:28 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: China’s Economy Shows Strength 

China’s Econ~m~y Sho~ s Strength 

China’s economy showed new signs of strength in September as an initial gauge of 

manufacturing activity rose to a-six month high. 

The preliminary HSBC China Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index rose to 51.2 in 

September compared with a final reading of 50.1 in August, HSBC Holdings PLC said on 

Monday. 

A reading above 50 indicates expansion and one below 50 indicates contraction. 

See More {~overage ~ 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 11:29 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: AMC’s ’Breaking Bad’ Wins Emmy Awaxd for Best Drama Series 

AMC’s ’Breaking Bad’ V~rins Emmy Award f~r Best 
Drama Series 

AMC’s "Breaking Bad," captured its first best drama Emmy Award on Sunday, while 

"Modern Family" won its fourth consecutive trophy for top comedy series. 

Netfiix also scored a win as David Fincher took the best director prize for political drama 

"House of Cards." It marked the first victory in a major category for an online video 

distributor. 

Recap: http://blogs.wsj.comispeakeasy/2013/09!22!emmy-awards-2013-1ive-blog/ 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Sent: 
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Witness Magazine <plcs2013 witnesslive,in@mai143,wdc03,rsgsv,net> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 1:10 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The 2nd Annual Pharma Legal & Compliance Summit 2013, M umbai i Limited Seats Left ’. 

i×ii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Tarkington <mtarking@iupui.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 3:04 AM 

SECTPR@lists.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - Registration for 2014 National Professional Reslyonsibili~ Moot Court Competition 

Registration is now open for the 2014 National Professional Responsibility Moot Court Competition (NPRMCC) to be held at Indiana University McKinney School of Law in 
Indianapolis on March 14-15, 2014. 
Early registration ends on October 14; standard registration ends on November 8. 

Please be advised that getting hotel accommodations should be done very early; it’s the same weekend as the Big Ten Men’s Basketball Tournament. 

Also, the 2014 Competition Rules are being slightly revised from last year; they will be posted very soon. 

To register, and get more information about the competition, including information about accommodations, please visit our law school website (mckinneylaw.iu.edu), click "Put 

Law Into Practice," and click "Moot Court." Or you may simply copy and paste this into your browser: bitA~/][NPRI~ICC13 

Please let me know if you have any questions. We hope to see you in Indy next March!! 

Allison Martin 
Clinical Professor of Law 
Faculty Advisor, Moot Court Society 
Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law 

martinad@iupui.edu 
317-278-4776 

Site Links: View post online View mailing list online Start new- thread via email Unsubscribe from this mailing list Manage your subscription 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 
https://comaect aals org/p/cm/ld/fid 280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 3:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Lower Health InsuraJ~ce Premiums to Come at Cost of Fewer Choices 

Top News 

Lower Health lnsm’ar~ee Premim~s to Come at 

Cost of Fewer Choices 
~.:;: RO~.’i. R i i.’~..::,~~ 

With insurance ma~Ne~laees set to open ~ex~ month under the 

new health cain" law, consumers may find that insur~rs have put 

big limib o[~ their choices, 

~ F’~l~r L. ] 

The Shahab co~fld be signa]i~g a wider offensive, despite h:,sses i~ receipt years 

at the hands of the African Union and Kenyan [roops in their home countW. 

A New U,So Player, P~t on SVorId Stage by Sycia 

Samantha Power, the 3ane~can ambassador to ~he United 

Nafim~s, will he on ~he q.~ot as her peffbrmm~ee a* ~he General 

Assembly this ~ek will hdp dekermi~e ~e eount~T’s future 

coarse in Syfiao 

Power I 

For mol~ toi) new’s. ~o to NYTimes.gom ~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRESIDENT OBA~,~, on mass shootings in the Um[ed States as he ealogized the ~2 people 
kiI[ed last week in the rampage at the Navy Yard in Washington. 



World 

Keny~ Presses Assaul~ Agah~s~ Ntili~an~s in ~a~ Kenym~ 

The Kenyan nfi]ita~T annommcd Sunday ni~t that it had retaken ..... ~ 

most of the Nairobi ma~} that had been stomped by Shabab 

militan~ a day earlier and Keed more hostages, though details could not be 

C 011 ~rm e~-L 

,EEl Video: Mili~an~ Claim A~ack on MNi I limes Topic: AI Shabab 

Scores .Are Ki||ed by S~fic, ide Bomb Attack at 

Historic Church in Pakistan 

A suidde attack on a historic church in nm d~western Pakistan 

Mlled at least 78 people on Sunday, in one of the deadliest 

att~u::ks on the Christian minorit3~ in Pakistan for years. 

MerkcI Rc: cIectcd in Show of Strong Support for 

Party 

The surp~fising show of s~’eugth lbr the chancellor and her 

eenter-~ght Chrisfan Democrats mi~t just translate into an 

abs,:flnte parliamentary n~ajori~~, highly mmsual in Germany. 

Chancel 

Angels 

, [] Video: MerkeFs Moment in Germany 

U,S. 

Honogi~g NavyYard Vk~:i~ns, Obama _Asks: ’Do 

We Care Enough~ to Change? 

President Obama laments America’s "creeping resignation" 

toward gun violence but stops shot’s of calling for a new political 

fight against it. 

Detroit Is Now a Charity Case for Carmakcrs 

Genera] Motors~ Fold slid Chwsler are investing head~y in 

plants from Mexico to China. Yet their operations in Detroik 

remains a h’aetion of what they were a half--eentuW ago. 

In the Shadow of ’Old Smokey,’ a Toxic Legacy 

Years after a trash incinerator stopped operating ~n the West 

Grove neighborhood, iks legacy might be morn ominous than 

soiled lann&T: con~minan~ like arsenic remain in the soil. 

General 

Motors 

For more Ut~. r=ews, 90 to NYTimes.com/U8 ~ 



Business 

Chines~ T~tma Tm~kes ~n at Ho||,~wood 

Wa~g Jianlin, r~Out~d to be ( ~hina’s rieh~st man, annoummd 

plans to build a movie-rimmed waI eslate development in what 

he billed as Ctfina’s effort to bee*ram the world leader in 

filmmaking. 

Give Yourself 5 Stars? Onli~m~ It Might Cost You 

A yearlong iuvestigaLion by New York regulators has resulLed iu 

the most comprehensive crackdown to date on deceptive 

reviews o~ the I~ternet. 

F,AoA. Nears New Rules on Devices 

Faced ~dth the flood of persoual eleetrmties ou airplanes, kite 

governm ent has spent the last year looki~g for ways to modi~, 

its policy and keep passengms sal~. 

FAA. 
rules are 

/ 

Spots 

ON BASEBALL 
~ Mari .... 

l’Vith Farewells to Rivers and PetlJtte, the Sun Rivers, 

On an afternoon ihat t)it like Old-:rimers’ Day and a tlall d Fame 

i~duction, Ma~Sano Rivers and Andy PeNCe were honored by Ne Yankees, 

who were unable to deliver a victor3’. 

, ~ Slide Show: Madano Rivers Day ~n the Bronx 

~ A Final Bow ~o~ Rivers ] On Baseball A Yankees Core by Cornm~[tee 

, SpoRs of The Times: Yankees’ Fond, and Not So Fond, Farewells 

In America’s Cup, RivalrT Starts at Hehn 

The skippers of Team New Zealat~d at~d Oracle Team USA have 

gone head to head many dines before "dais America’s Cup, each 

time deepenittg their rivah’y. 

Stenson Gains an Edge From Losing a Big Lead 

Sweden’s Het~ dk Sten son shot a fi n al-round ~o-u ~d er-par 68 to 

finish ahead of Jordan Spieth a~d Steve Sh~ckcr, winning ~e 

Tour Championship a*~d khe FedEx Cup points championship. 

¯ 
Spithill. 

left, and 

Dean 

Stenson ] 

, at 13 

Arts 



Honors for ’Breaking Bad’ a~d ’~lodern Fmnily’ 

It was a night of upsets at the 65th PHmetime Emmy Awards, 

which several HBO series wo~ unex~ected victories. 

, Emmy ~,%’inners aed Nominees 

THE TV WATCH 

The Ohl Guard Kecps Its Grip 

DeslAte all the f~ar m~d anx%b~, Nefflix didn’t steal Emmy night 

in "~e end as established sez%s like ~MC’s "BreaNng Bad" and 

"Modern Family" on ~C took top awardso 

ARTSBEAT 

Despite TV*s Glorious Present, E~n~ny Awards 

Opt to Look Back 

Dave Rzkoffand don Caramanica live blogged the 65th 

Pt~metime Emmy Awards. 

....... rV’s 
Glorious 

Obituaries 

Robert McCabe Jr., a l~dney Donation Specialist, 

After havi~g a do~or kidney flown to Moscow in 197~ when ~o 

domestic recipients were found, Dr. MeCabe used the episode to 

improve the transplant donor systemo 

McCabe [ 

Today’s Video 

~ woEo~ Re*:iew: ~o14 tlonda Odyssey 

A Shop-Vat that retails for $45,280? Fortunately, a new 2o~4 

tt~-~nda O@ssey T~-~nN~g Elite van is fi~daded. Tom Voelk 

discovers that the built-in vacuum has the power to keep up with 

5-year-old t~dns. 

~x,~ to: Bill Cmn~mghmn I Getting Real 

The contrast between the commerce of Fashion Week and the 

imaginatively dressed erowds, armed with cameras, added a 

festive touch. 

FoI more video ",..o to NYTimes.comNideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Dm£t Fear the Sq~cegce NIan 

In New York’s mayoral race, doomsayi ~g is all the rage. 

EDITORIAL 

M~ important Step on Global ~ armoring 

Despite howls by the coal indnstry, the Obama admfifistration will limit power 

]:,]a~t earbon polh~fion. 

EDITORIAL 

Sem~lalo~s Pensioners 

The top federal prosecutor in ManhatNn is z~ght to move to seize state pensions 

from lawmal<e~s convicted on corruption charges. 

For i:~ore oginion 90 to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A J~lT of’Whose Peers? 

Why should juD’ duty be for c.itizens only? 

Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Free to ]Be Hm~gry 

Conse~’adves’ obsession ~dth food sbamps is j ast plain cruel. 

~ Columnist Page ] Blog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Did the Pope Tip the Political Scales in the U oS.? 

Hc~w could Pope Franeis’s cri[tieism of the "obsession" with 

aboVdon and similar issues affect U,S. elections and 

government? 

Pope ] 
Tip the ] 

I 

For mere oginian go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 
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Daily Briefing, September 23: Liquidity Concerns Reemerge; Backdoor Ban on Online Lending? 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 

Today’s Top Stories 

Ban kers 

Deposits continue to slowly trickle out of the 
banking system, creating divided opinions over 
how much bankers should fret over the 
outflows. 

FD~C Accused of Waging Stealth 

Crackdown on Online Lenders 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. is facing 
accusations that it is forcing banks to cut ties 
with online payday lenders, but the agency says 
it is only urging banks to be on guard about 
merchant relationships that elevate their risk. 

Small Bank to Reba~ance Revenues Fast 
Via 

Midland States Bancorp in Effingham, Ill., has 
agreed to buy Heartland Bank in St. Louis to 
lower its reliance on interest income, 
strengthen fee income and improve its chances 
at going public. 

Fad’s Taru~lo Continues Push for 
Wholesale Funding Reform 

Federal Reserve Board Gov. Daniel Tarullo 
said Friday that short-term wholesale funding 
sill poses a risk to the largest banks and that 
fixing such "structural vulnerabilities" is a top 
priority to protect the financial system. 

By Department 

Trojan Variant ’Caphaw’ Targets 24 Banks 

An old malware variant has revisited roughly 
two dozen financial institutions -- among them 
Bank of America, Capital One, U.S. Bancorp 
and Sovereign Bank -- according to in-Me- 
cloud security company Zscaler. 

FD~C Accused of Waging Stealth 
Crackdown on Online Lenders 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. is facing 
accusations that it is forcing banks to cut ties 
with online payday lenders, but the agency says 
it is only urging banks to be on guard about 
merchant relationships that elevate their risk. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

B~&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 

was 

hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are 
worth doing 

~obi~e Banking 

heard it 
again 
and 
again 

from Charaka 
Kithulegoda and 
other bankers 
honored in our 
Mobile Banker of 
the Year package 
this year: 
simplicity and 
ease of use are 
the keys to sound 
mobile banking 
app design. 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments. Attend 

the A’~’~, D~bit and 

Pre#aid Ff~i~m to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 



Deposits continue to slowly trickle out of the 
banking system, creating divided opinions over 
how much bankers should fret over the 
outflows. 

Fee’s Tar~[o Continues Pgs~ for 

Federal Reserve Board Gov. Daniel Tarullo 
said Friday that short-term wholesale funding 
sill poses a risk to the largest banks and that 
fixing such "structural vulnerabilities" is a top 
priority to protect the financial system. 

Via M&A 

Midland States Bancorp in Effingham, Ill., has 
agreed to buy Heartland Bank in St. Louis to 
lower its reliance on interest income, 
strengthen fee income and improve its chances 
at going public. 
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September 23, 2013: Survey Points to Economic Pick-Up Across... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Survey Points to Economic Pick-Up Across Eurozone 

Business Week (Sept. 23) is reporting that Markit’s composite purchasing 
managers’ index - a gauge of business activity across the Eurozone’s 
~qanufacluring and services sector - c~imbed to a 27-monih Mgh of 52J ~n 
Septembe~ from 51.5 ~ast month. "That ~s above the 50 threshold that 
~ndica~es expansbn," notes the publication, "and ~s the lates~ economic 
~ndicator to suggest 1he eurozone economic recoverv ~s gathering pace." The 
closely watched su~ey suggests that economic g~owth across the 17 
European UR~on countries that use the eu[o ~s gainh~g steam and that 
employment ~s stabilizing. Look#~g a~ the Eurozone on a quaderly basis, the 
~ndex measured 0~3 pe[cent gro~,Ah over the p[evious lhreem~onth period. 
"Before that ~t had contracted lot s~x consecutive qua~ers," states Bushsess 
Week, "~ts longest recession since ~he s~ngb European currency was 
~aunched ~n 1999." 

The New York Times (Sept. 23, Jolly) further points out that new orders 
received by businesses drove ~he Septernbe~ gain, climbing at their fastest 
tale since June 2011. "The ~epor~ came after ,:he election victory of Chancellor 
Angola Merkel in Germany," adds the newspaper. "Germany, which has the 
largest European economy, led the eu~ zone with strong new business and 
employmen~ gains, according ~o the Markit sun/ey." 

"In France, the bloc’s second biggest economy, activity increased - albeit 
marginally - for the first time in I9 months," adds Reuters (Sept. 23, 
La~,~on). Markit chief economist Chris ~4~Hamson sam the composite 
which su~eys thousands of companies th[ougho~t the [egbn and is regarded 

as a good guMe to economic greyish, noted a 0.2 percent expansbn this 
quarter~ That matches a Reutem pelt taken eadbr ~n September~ Wfllbmson 
concluded, "Although 1here are still dsks to the Eu~ozone economy, there’s 
cousinly notMng here to suggest any chance of a return to recession soon." 

She r8~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

NACD BAS B ..... 

EXC!USi~’e NACD Pee!: E~hang~ E~en~ .............................................................. 

~nformatio~ F~ow Beyond the CEO 
Nov. 7 i 11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. i The Lotos Ck~b 

Join up 1o 25 of your direclor peers and subject-matler experts, such as Peter 
Bible, partner and chief risk officer and Michael Breit, partner and co-chair of 
Assurance Services F’rac~ice, both of EisnerAmper, for an interactive 
roundlable to discuss how directors evaluale company risks, how the [ole of 
oversight has changed in the last 10 years, and how oversight’s role may 
continue to change. 

Learn more and request an invitation. 

Sh,i~ re[~ ::~:: Faceb°°k ~E~ 

Audit and Finance 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

ii~iI KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 ] 

.ACO ~o~,e ~de~or 

i~il Findan NAODChapter Program 

ii~iI BY- Perf ....... Metrics Sidebar J 

ii~iI BY- NACD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Info Risk 
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Upcoming NACD 
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National Harbor, MD 
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NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New Yo[k~ NY (Dec. 
2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec !2-13, 

2013) A/moat Sold Out 

Director Professionalism® 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9.-10~ 

2013) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Peer Exchanges 

Currency Swings Cost Companies ~oney 

e Information Flow 



The Wall Street Journal (Sept. 20, Chasan) reports that currency swings are 
costing American companies money. "U.S. businesses reported losing more 
than $4 billion to foreign-e’xchange swings ~ast quarter," notes the Journal, 
"and volatility could get worse in the third qt~arter." According 1o an ana~ys~s of 
conference ca~ls by F~REapps, some 233 U.S. companies sa~d currency 
swings h~ their revenue and earn#~gs Jr~ this year’s second quarter. F~REapps 
CEO ~’e~fgang Koester observes, "US. corporations are going on three years 
now where they’ve had no ta~w~nd from currencies." A n~mber of firms have 
~aken steps Jn an e~fort to protec~ themselves. Thermo F~sher Scientific, ~er 
~nsiance, is adding $10 million to ~is resiruciuring actions io offset such 
~mpacis. 

Blackberry to Axe Thousands of Jobs 

According to BBC News (Sept. 21), Blackberry has confim~ed its plans to 
slash 4,500 jobs, or 40 percent of its global payroll, in an attempt to staunch 
huge losses. The Canadian smadphone maker is expecting a loss of as much 
as US$995 million (£(}21 million) when it posts i~s second-quarter earnings 
ne×l week. Last month, the company said it ~’~as evaluating a possible sale. 

Law and Policy 

CBO Wants Companies to Be Able to ’Hack Back’ Against Hackers 

The Daily Caller (Sept. 20, Paterson) is reporting that Chris Rouland, CEO of 
the U.S. cybersecurity Iirm Endgame Systems, has urged Capitol Hill 
lawmakers to allow U.S. companies ~o "hack back against hackers." Rou]and 
made his remarks during a pane~ d~scuss~on ~ate last week at the Carnegie 
Council on EtMcs ~n ~ntemat~ona~ Affair. A number of U.S. corporations, 
a~on9 with the U.& defense and intelligence commun~es, have been 
sounding the alarm for years about the harm hackers cat, so to America’s 
economy. A recent study by the Center for Strategic and ~ntemat~ona~ Studies 
and McAfee found that cyberat~acks cost U.S. businesses $100 bi~on a 
year. "Rouland’s sent#~en~s reflect a wider rea~y - companies are alongside 
govemmenls on the fl’ent ~nes of modem war where cyberspace ~s seen by 
the Pentagon as a new domain of modem wadsre fought by pdvate firms," the 
puM~ca~on concludes. 

Companies Await Reforms From China’s New Leadership 

"U.S. companies in China are taking a cautious view of the new Chinese 
leadership," reports France24 (Sept. 22), "hoping a key November Communis~ 
Party meeting will clear up the oulleok for economic reform." Representatives 
d 1he Amedcan Chamber of Commerce ~n CMna, v~sitin9 ~1~shh~gton ead~er 
~n the month, sa~d that Chinese President Xi J~np~ng had ~ndicated p~ans to 
further open up ~he economy. However, the puM~catJon adds, "i~ was unclear 
whelher he had all the contro~ leve~ al his command ~ess than a year after 
taking power." X~ became head of the Communist Ps~y 10 months ago. 

Oracle CEO Dec~i~es Bonus, Salary Decreases 18 Percent 

"The value el Oracle Corp founder and CEO Larry Ellison’s pay package 
dropped 18 percent ,:his year to US$78.4 million," reports ,:he Taipei Times 
(’Sept. 22), "after the business software company missed its internal financial 
targets and he declined his annual cash bonus." The largest po~on d his 
compensation ~or ~he ~sca~ yea[, which ran through May 31, came in the 
d stock options valued at US$76.9 m~on when t~ey were issued. ~n addition, 
Ellison received nearly US$1.5 million wo~h of benefits, mostly for security. 
"H~s annua~ salary ~s US$1 ," notes the Times. The bonus ~hat he voluntarily 

dec~h~ed wou~d have totaled around US$1.2 m~on. 

Sha re~ ::~:~:: Facebook ~ 

Perks as Big as All Outdoors at Gear-Oriented Portland Companies 

The Oregonian (Sept. 21, Bte~tman) notes ~hat the Portland area’s signature 
industry is outdoor gear and apparel, and keeping employees in this sector 
happy requires a slightly different approach 1ban in other corners of Cerporale 
America. Sports-gear lending libraries, on-site yoga and Pilates, 
complimen~my massages, and paid volunteer ~ime are common. Company- 
sponsored time ot~tdoors to put the gear le the test is another popular perk. 
Bdtt Hermanski, spokeswoman for e-commerce retailer The Clymb, remarks, 
"In order to keep really talented people who are Iamiliar wi~h the industry, it’s 

pretty important 16r [sports equipment] corr~panies these days to. ¯. offer 
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business chalienges and 

enhance shareowner value 
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these kinds of things." Nike set the pace when it moved into its world 
headquarters lo suburban Beaverton in 1990. "it wan~ed ~o create a space 
where sports-oriented employees could work hard and play hard right in one 
place," notes the newspaper. The corporate campus features two emsite 
fitness centers, indoor and outdoor athletic facilities that include basketball 
courts and a swimming pool, a climbing wall, and more. Adidas America’s 
campus in Nodh Portland, meanwhile, boasts an a~tificial k~ff soccer field and 
an on-site gym with fitness classes. 

Women Influencing Corporate Boards, Despite Shortage of Numbers 

The Washington Post (Sept. 22, Censer) repeals tha~ "there is a push from 

companies and outside groups alike to improve the diversity, and particularly 
the presence of women, on corporate boards." A recent Catalyst study 
determined that females he~d just u~der 17 percent of board seats of U.S. 
Fortune 500 compaRies last year, well below the perceRtages d other 
naflons~ Susan Hess, a member of Gannetfs board, has spenl years studying 
the absence of women dkecto~. She remarks, "Chances ~re, the guys on the 
board are Rot going lo be askk~g lhe same questions as women, and indeed 
yo~ wahl to have a diversity of voices." Mardotl International is among the 
ma~or companies fecusing on this ~ssue~ ~t has learned w~lh 
WomenCorporateD~recto~ to host boot camps for women who want to jo~n 
boards. "During ~he one-day sessions," the Post notes, "women meet w~h 

search executives, ~earn how a board h~ter~ew d~ffe[s from a ~ob ~terv~ew, and 
practice p~tcMng themselves for a board spot." The organization chooses a 
pool of about 20 h~gh-[ank~ng female executives or entrepreneurs, to attend 
each camp and provides them w~h a ~ist o~ available board spo~s at the end. 

Sha re~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 

Siemens Chairr~a~ to Quit Axel Spri~ger Board 

Reuters (Sept. 21, Creme0 has learned ~hat Siemens AG’s supewisory board 
chairman Gerhard Cromme is quitting ~he board el publisher Axel Springer ~o 
devote ~qore time to his duties and responsibilities at Germany’s Jargest 
engineering firm. Cromme wiJJ vacate his board seat on Apr~J 16, 2014 when 
lhe company hems its annual genera~ meeting. "A spokeswoman for the 
German publisher confirmed that the entire board wou~d be up fo~ e]ect~on lhat 
day," adds the wke sendce. 

C-Suite 

Kroger CEO Dil[o~ to Retire i~ January 

"Kroger CEO David Dillon will retire from tha~ post when the new year begins," 
reports ABC News (Sept. 20), "but will stay on Ior another year as chairman." 
President and CO0 W. Rodney McM~llen has agreed to step h~to 1he cMef 
executive role, effective Jan. 1, as pa~ of the Ohio-based groce~ retailer’s 
~ong-term succession p~an. K[oger ranks as ~he country’s Mggest tradifiona~ 
supermarket operator. D~]]on has served as its CEO for the pasl 10 yea~. The 
~-year-old McMullen, who has been president and COO since 2008, has 

se~ed as s board member s~nce 2003. ~n addition to its namesake chain, 
K~ger also owns and operates the Ralphs and Fry’s chains. 

Economic Outlook 

Jobless Rates Hold Steady or Fall h~ 32 States 

USA Today (Sept. 20) cites new Bureau of Labor Statistics data in reporting 
that "15 states saw August jobless rates significantly below the U.S. rate of 
7~3 percent." North Dakota continues to have the country’s Iowes~ 
unemployment rate at 3.0 percent, thanks largely to a boom in energy 
production there. Other states w~th ve~ low rates range from South Dakota 
(3.8 percent) and Nebraska (4.2 percenO to Hawaii (4.3 percent) and ~owa (4.9 
percen0. "At lhe other end of the spectrum," holes the newspaper, "Nevada 
still leads the nation as it has for many monihs w~th the highest jobless rate, 
9.5 percent. ~]no~s has the second-Mghest rate rat] 9.2 percent." A total of 18 
states and Washington, D.C., had unemployment rate increases in August 

from the monlh before, 17 states had decreases, and 15 states had no 
change. 

Sha[e~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Home Sales Rise ir~ Spite of Higher interest Rate 

The New York Times (Sept. 20) cites new National Association of Realtors 



data in reporting that the sales of existing houses rose 1.7 percent last isqonth 
~o a si×-and-a-half-yea~ high - a sign tha~ rising borrowing cosis a~e weighing 
only modestly on the economy. Existing houses were se~ing ai an annua~ 
raie of &48 mi~on un~ts~ That ~s the highest leve~ s~nce early 2007 when a 
housing bubble was deflating. The findings took some analysts by surprise, 
as many had been iorecas~ing a decline #~ resales amid rising interest rates. 
Mortgage ~aies have ticked up more than a percentage point s~nce Federa~ 
Reserve Chairman Ben Bern~nke hinted back in May that the Fed could st~ 
reducing i~s economic stimulus soon. 
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NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR INFORNATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

Division III Championships Committee examines bracketing principMs 
The Committee plans to weigh the fiscal implications of bracket expansion in the future. 

Division I1~ Championships Committee updates 
Highlights from the most recent Division Ill Championships Committee meeting. 

New format approved for Division I women’s golf Championship 
The Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet reviewed a format recommendation from the Division I Women’s Golf Committee and approved the use of a stroke 
play/match play format that would provide for the use of match play to determine the national team champion, starling in 2015. 

Division I Championships Cabinet adopts play-in policy 

The Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet adopted a policy to specify that the NCAA will pay expenses for all play-in contests in championships and that all 
teams in the bracket will be considered participants in the championship, including those teams participating in the play-in contests. 

Women’s Basketball White Paper Summit to take place Monday 
A who’s who list that includes conference representatives, campus athletics administrators, women’s basketball head coaches, an on-court official, television executives and 
other stakeholders are set to gather for the NCAA Women’s Basketball White Paper Summit Monday in Indianapolis. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
2013-14 NCAA Drug-Testing Program Appeals Process 
To appeal the penalty for a positive NCAA drug test, institutions should follow this process 

Division I Penalty Structure Matrix 2013-14 
Division I Penalty Structure Matrix 2013-14 

NCAA 2013-14 Championship Drug-Testing Site Coordinator Manual 
NCAA 2013-14 Championship Drug-Testing Site Coordinator Manual This information should be used as a resource for institutions or organizations hosting an NCAA post- 

season championship 

September 2014 Report 
The September Report from the Disivision I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet Meeting is now available on NCAA org 

Division I Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet 
NCAA Division I Recruiting Cabinet Home Page 

NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate APR improvement Plan Resources 
APR Improvement Plan Resources 

Division I Amateurism Fact-Finding Committee 
Main Page to the Division I Amateurism Fact-Finding Committee 

Division I Amateurism Cabinet 
The June 2012 teleconference materials have been posted 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

~ 2013 NCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Bfef: Yellen Would Bring Tougher Tone to Fed 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

Yellen ~,VoMd B~’ing To~ghe~" Tone te Fed                ~ 

Open-Government Laws Fuel Hedge-Fund Profits 

Apple Sells 9 M~on iPhones Over Laund~ l’Veekend 

H ealih~ ~Law Implementafi on to Vary by State 

~Kenya MM] A~aek: Smoke Billows A~ee E~osion 

China’s Data Suggests Rebom~d 

Rethinkh~g Fannie, Freddie--and the 3o-~R~ar Mortgage 

Net~x Scores Wi~ at E~ny Awards as ’Huuse of Cards’ T~es Best 
Director PNze 

Twi~er Pi~ehes Itself to TV Networks 

Obama, at MemoNal, Calls fo~ Ch~ges in Gml Laws 

Senate to begin work o~ budge~ b~H as Oct. ~ dea~h~e nears; conflict 
e~eeted between ~go eh~bers 

N~WS V~DEOS 

WtW a Supe~arket Launehed a Tablet 

Kenya Mall Terror Enters Third Day 

Merkel Seard~es tbr a New Coalition PaN-her 

Boss Talk Asia: DFN Head Philippe 

Typhoon Usagi Strands Thousands of Travelers 

NNWS PODCASTS 

The ~V~ Street Jom’na~ "i~fi~ Mo~g Sep. ~3, ~o~3 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Web Seminm~ <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Ba~l III Update for Community Banks Tane in This Wednesday 

days left to register° for this web seminar 

~r÷~a~i~g f~r N÷~ 
Req~ 

Register today for 

the web seminar 

With the adrent of Baser III and the overall increase in 

regulatory requirements, community banks face reg@atory 

capital mandates that have strained strategic plans more 

than ever~ 

On September 25th, joiu American Banker i;ditov Panl Davis 

and a pane[ of e>;perts [or the extcemely timely web seminar 

Speakers wil! drill down into the nuances and exemptions 

planned particttlarIy as the)’ apply to community banks, 

The ~eb seminar will cover: 

+ New Ratio Requiremet~ts: Tier’ ~ Capi[a], Total Capi[a], 

Capita] Conservation Buffer, Leverage Ra[io 

, NewAsset Pdsk-Weight Reqmrements 

o Ne~* Prompt Corrective Action Requirements 

Meet the Presenters; 

+.~.+ Paui Davis 

Paul Davis, 

Conltntmiky Banking Edi[or, 

Amer4ca~ Baaker 

:: N~ :: :Ron 
Farnsworth 

EV P, Chief Financial Officer, 

Umpqua Holdings Corporation 

::X:: Keith R 

Fisher 

Keith R, t:isher, 

Of Counsel, 

Ballard Spain" LLP 

Bob Bean, 

Associate Director, Capital 

Markets Branch, 

FDIC 

This is a mt~st:attend web seminar to get these answers 

and more on the short and long4em~ implicatiot~s of Basel IIL 

g Register today for 

the web seminar 

7i+ ~,+~rioan eank+r 

All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to current registered attendees¯ Offers are not 

transferable and cannot be combined with any other offer¯ SourceMedia cancellation policies apply Please call our Customer 

Service department at 800-803-3424 if you have any questions¯ 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - CBBPNCI3 WebJnar as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from Conference - CBBPNCf3 WebJnar, Click Here. 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists, Click Here. 

Customer Service: 800-803-3424, SourceMedia, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

con ferences@sourcemediamail .corn 

Privacy Policy I Forward to a Friend 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 9:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HILLLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in to unlocked vehicle reported 09/20/13, 4:25 pro, 5904 Dickson Mill rd., near Durham co. 
The complainant stated that he received a call from his father in-law, who was on the way to the beach advising that his hand gun was missing from 

~is vehicle ~Re complainant advised that the vehicle was left unlocked in the driveway and that the gun was last seen around 9pm on the 19th of eptembeL ’~ Nue $2f0-0~Cr0 
...... Larceny of Cell Phone reported 09/20/13, 5:41 pm, 4918 Hwy 70 E, near Durham Co 
the complainant stated that today his cell phone was stolen. The complainant stated that he had his cell phone at 3:00 pm, while at work and 
noticed it missing when he was getting ready to leave at 1700 hours. The complainant stated that his cell phone is a black Verizon Motorola 
android razor m. The complainant does not have any suspects at this time. Value $200.00 
****Break in to locked residence reported 09/21/13, 9:22 pro, 2419 VValker Rd 
The victims stated that they went out for dinner and when they arrived home the husband noticed his gun cabinet was open. There was no forced 
entry into the residence. The victims stated that the subject must have used a key. The victim stated that he does have a suspect. Six long guns 
and one pistol were taken from the residence. Value $ 9,250.00 
EFLAND AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 09/22/13, 12:48 pm, 3015 Maple Ave 
She advised that the incident occurred sometime between Tuesday 09-17-13 and today’s date. 1he complainant noticed that her shed door was 
open when she returned home today after church. The suspects stole a hedge trimmer, a weed eater, and two leaf blowers. All of the lawn 
equipment listed was electric items. Value $600.00 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
...... Larceny of vehicle reported 09/22/13, 11:48 pm, 3717 Old Greensboro Hwy, 
The victim advised he noticed the unsecured vehicle (Gray Chewolet Impala four door) in question was m~ssing from the property today at 12:00 
PM. He advised the last time he observed the vehicle was 12:00PM today and the keys were still in the ignition. He stated the reason he waited to 
report the vehicle stolen tonight, was because he hoped the vehicle would have returned by now. He stated there was a person recommended to 
him for fixing the missing vehicle. This person is the only one who would have taken the vehicle without his permission. Upon further questioning, he 
advised he had not paid this person for working on the vehicle, so maybe this person just came over and took it without his permission first. He 
does not know the subjects last name, address, phone number, etc. Value $5,000.00 
Thank you for being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644=3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 9:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

Good Morning, 

Orange County and the American Red Cross are teaming together to save lives. We are offering two blood drives; October 30th at Southern Human Services in 

Chapel Hill located at 2501 Homestead Rd and October 31st at the Govermnent Services Link Building at 200 S. Cameron Street in Hillsborough. Both drives are 

from 10am 2:30pro. Pizza roll be served and there will be dmmngs for prizes at each location. All p~esenting donors roll be automatically entered into aJ~ American 

Red Cross Carolinas Region drawing to mn a $1,000 gift caxd! 

Signing up is quick m~d easy. Click here, choose the location where you will be donating, a~d create a New User account if you don’t already have one. The entire 

process takes just a few moments. Each donation caJ~ help save 3 lives. Drinking an extra 16 oz. of water betbre the donation and getting a good night’s sleep are just 

two tips to make your donation a success. Click here tbr more helpfifl tips. 

Thank you in advmace for teaming up with us to make this drive successful mad making a difference in the world we live in! 
The ERC g~ood Drive Committ~ 
Donna Davenport 

Human Resources Technician 
Orange County Human Resources Department 
200 South Cameron St 
H illsbor ough, N C 27278 
(919) 245-2557 
Fax (919) 644-3009 

www .oran,qecou ntyn c.~.!ov 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: All emaiI messages, including any attachments, generated from or received by this account are the property of Orange County Government and as such are 

considered public domain and are subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law. Certain confidential information may be transmitted and any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Thank you lbr being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 9:24 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: Do You Know Where Your Ph.D.’s Are? 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday September 23, 2o13 38~¢~i~¢ ~o lh~ ¢~i~¢ 

This Week’s Highlights 

Do YoM Know Where Your ~h.D/s Are? 

By Audrey Williams June 

A pet project by a longfitne CU~" sodologist to find out where his program’s 

graduates ended up highlights the risk and t~ward of such ef[Lt~. 

’Academic Hostages’ 
Languish at Greece’s 
Beleaguered Universities 
By Paul Hoekenos 

Hundreds of scholars have earned coveted 
tenure-track jobs but wait for yeai~ in 
limbo as the eount~"s higher-edueation 
system is overhauled. 

Some F~orida Colleges Plan 
for New Choice for Remedia~ 
Education: Opting 
By Katherine Mangan 

State and eommunity institutions, whieh 
have stron g programs for un deq)repared 
students, are eonsidedng ~e reforms they 
will make under a new law. 

Worried About Message, Colleges Scrutinize Social ~edia 

By Jennifer Iloward 

Employees, s~mied by the red tape, say maybe it’s not worth it. 

In Other News 

Pem~ Sht~e Eliminates I~’i~es fur Empleyees Who Skip WeI[ness Ques~iorts 

U. of },Iorida Official Says g~dng White Cost Him Ills Job 

Civilizatioa Has Lasted 5,ooo gears, t{o~v About 5 Mi[Iioa?, Scholars Ask. 

Se[~ct~d New Books es Highest Edueafies 

The Chronicle Review 

Dao Rising: Chinese Philosophy Lifts Off in America 

By Carlin Romano 

Students have long gravitated toward it, and now the Western philosophy 

establishment is starting to also. 

Mo!e of The Chrorficle Review 

Commentary 

Take It From an Ex-dournalist: Adapt or Die 
By Byron P. White 

A college administrator looks back on his previous career in newspapers and sees 

parallels with higher edueation’s emTent edsis. 

Advice 

Giving Up Full Custody 

By Nancy Lusignan Schultz 

A department chair who has returned to ~e faculty full time finds it surprisingly 

di~eult to let go. 

More of Advice 

People 



A Decade Later, a Second T~y for a Co~ege"s Presidency Succeeds 
By Peter Monaghan 
Rosalind Fuse-ttall didn’t make the final cut when she sought to lead Bennett 
College 1o yems ago. But this year she did. 

Twitter AnNysis He~ps Economist Land Job in Growing Fie~d of ’Big Data’ 

By Ruth lfammond 

Michael (Zhan) Shi has joined A~fizona State University to teach in its new nine- 

month master’s program in business analytics. 

From the BIogs 

8ottora Line 

PerformanCeoBaSed Appropriations May Not Sway Student Outcomes 

An education-policy eenter finds no compelling evidence that awarding state money to 

eolleges on the basis of student-success measures has moved the dial. 

Head Count 

Are You I.qnoring a Quarter of Your Applicant Pool? 

At a national conference, admissions offieem discuss ways of engaging "stealth applicants." 

Lingaa Franca 

On Quantity 

Is obsession with word count blinding us to the many ways of skinning the writing eat? Lucy 

Ferviss ponders the #GraftonLine Challenge. 

The P~,D, Placement Project 

The Ph.D.-Industry Gap 

His professom told him that with a Ph.D. in eomputer science from Stanford Univmsity, he 

would have no trouble on the industU job market. That wasn’t the case. 

Multimedia 

Slide Show: Studying Safety in Syria; Keeping Dry in Colorado 

Glimpses of Life in Academe From .Aa,ound the World. 

Announcements 

The Almanac of Highe~ Education, 20t3-14 

The latest Almanac of Higher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 

impoltant trends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth analysis of eolleges and 

universities with data on students, professors, administrators, institutions, and their 

resourees. Click here to get a copy. 

The Academic Workplace 20t3 
For faeul~ members and administrators alike, there’s more to success than the ty]fical 
markers of tenm>, raises, or enrollment eounts. They want to know that they’re making a 
differenee. This special issue evaluates career success on campuses and features msul~s of 
Tile Chroniele’s 2Ol3 Great Colleges to Work For survey. Get an in-depth look at this (and 
more) in Th~ Ch’,’onide’s Academic Worl@]ace 2o13. 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e- maii newslede~s on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 
notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

Retrieve user name I Reset your passwo~’d I 

(c) 2013 The Ct~onicle of Highcr Education 
1255 23rd Street iNn2~r 
Washington, DC 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 10:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

C;ips Weekly Update 9-23-13 

Dear Lissa, 

MondayMomingGreetings from the MotherShip. Hope you axe well. 

I shall dispense ruth the usual Herb Caen-inspired three-dot summarizing of the new Clips 

postings belowU instead I will dive into the begim~ing and finishing touches of the riveting 

award-worfl~y Clips Eyewitness Retx~rt of the Michigan at UConn game, which you should be 

receiving in abx~ ut m~ hour and a half 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick hffante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

ww/v.twitter.co~r~@Colle,qeAt hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles (below) on the 
website. I~yot~ are not logged in you w~ll get a blank white screen, 

Leadership Ce~ebration for IMG arid Georqe Pyr~e over 



About our webs#e: Colle~leAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of colle~le athletics 
news and issues witi~ value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription infomTation should Io~1 on to 
t~v.collegeathleticsctips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
n ick(gO, collegea th leticscl ips.com or 908. 879. 9978 

*To be removed from thJ s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
Urtsubscfibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Journals <reply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 10:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are, having trouble viewing this emaiI, dick here 

i ::~,< IndustryWatch Newsletter 

New York 

~ire S~e Buiidil%q ow~:er cues {1~ 

Dallas 

i Albany 

Phoenix 

Atlanta 

Raleigh!Durham 

Houston 

Baltimore 

Pi~sburgh 

New York 

Chicago 

San Antonio 
~ of Americans sN~ ~Mn~vcheck-to,- 

San ~ose 
SEC mows ~ make ~or~t~ons ~ve~ C~O-.~- 

Philadelphia 

Washington, D.C. 

~ InsMe the Hi[~n IPO: ~e deN~s vo{~ don’t 

/ ~A lock indicates content available to paid | 

subscribers. Learn about our ~cri,~tions, 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed:: 

TIAA-CREF <tiaa- cref@messaging.iiaa- cre£org> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 10:38 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Complimenta~ webinaJr with Clark Howard, nationally known radio and TV consumer expert. 

:=:::’:@’:: I promise to make you feel secure, today, tomorrow and in the future 

You make promises each and every day -- from the 
simple promise to call your parents for a chat, to the 
sweeping promise of raising a family with your spouse. 
~qAA-CREF Life Insurance Company (TIAA-CREF Life) 
undei~tands that nothing is as important to you and your 
loved ones as the promise you’ve made to pretect their 

future. That’s why we’ve committed to provide our members 
with the resources and education to help make that 
promise a reality. 

As a pad of that commitment, TIAA-CREF Life has teamed 
with Clark Howard -- nationally known radio and TV 
consumer expert --- to put together a webinar designed to 
teach you more about how life insurance can help you 
keep your promises and secure the future for the people 
you love. 

Please sign up ~oday and join us for this exclusive, 
cornplimentary webinar on September 26 Irom 12 to 
1 p.m. (ET). 

In the meantime, if you’d like to learn more about TIAA- 
CREF Life’s insurance products and how the},, can help 
you keep your life premises, visit us today, or call us at 
855 200-8940. 

Join us for this exclusive, 
comNimentani, live webinar 
with Clark Howard on 
September 26 from 12 to 
p.m. (ET). 

i~i Clark Clark Howard is 
" Ho,a*ar a nationally 

d     known known 

radio and TV 
consumer expert 
who can be 

heard on his radio show, 
which is syndicated 
nationally on over 200 
stations, including HLN and 
CNN. 

"Term life insurance is almost 
always my choice for 
someone, although there can 

be rare circumstances where 
another type of insurance 
v¢ould be the right one. 

level term that will cover 
pretty much the rest of a 
working lifetime, a 15-20 year 
term is probably appropriate." 

Clark Howard is unaffiliated 
with TIAA-CREF Life. TIAAo 
CREF Life does not endorse 
or recommend her advice. 
The statements made by Ms. 
Savage dudng her 
presentation are solely her 

own, and TIAA-CREF Lile 
expresses no opinion with 
regard to them. 

Learn more about how it can 
i;elp you keep yeur i4fe 



Lear,q more about TI,%~oCREF 

[] Log in to your accoLml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy J. Peterkin, Esq. <timothy@la~vtothepeople.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 11:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Some Space Still Available: New Admittee Program 

L~M~TED SPACE AVNLABLE: 
New Admittee Program 
Friday; September 27-SaturdaL 
September 2% 2013/9:00am 

This is a mandatory CLE on professionalism and ethics for all newly 
licensed attorneys. Each day, you win learn practical lessons on 
howto practice law and meet all of the high ethical standards in our 
ptdession. There will be judges’ panels, discussions led by 
seasoned attorneys and law professors. 
This session will be live only. No webinar options will be available. 
The session will be at 

Hotel indigo 

151 Tatum Drive, 

Durham, NC 27703. 
Click here to download the reqistration form 
Cost: $200.00 
*Note, we offer a loyalty discount on subsequent CLE offerings on 
substantive areas! 
Call (919) 931-7825 to register or 
._c_’!l_o___l!__k_ ~_Le___t_Q__[e_ £1j__s]__e_ LO! Jj_o__e_. 

Judge Wanda Bryant, NC 
Court of Appeals. She will 
serve on a judges’ panel 

Forward this email 

rhs emaii was sent to Ibroome@email.u~medu by _tLm___o_t_h~t~ha_~_~_tg_t_!!_e_~__e_9~__[9_&__o_[~ :: 

lJpdate Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafetJnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy, 

Law to the People P.O. Box 1’:t27 Knightdale i NC 275,:t5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

John Mayer <jmayer@cali.org> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 12:59 PM 

LA~PROF (lawprot@cNcagokent.Kentlaw.EDU) 

CALI Board of Directors - Call for Nominations 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR THE CALI BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Deadline: Wednesday, October 9, 2013 

The Center for Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction (CALI) is seeking nominations of qualified and enthusiastic individuals to fill vacant positions on its Board of 

Directors. If yon know of someone who would like to contribute to the research and development, strategic planning and governance of CALI, then consider 

nominating them for the CALI Board of Directors. 

It would be a good idea to clear it with the person first to make sure they WANT to be nominated. Self-nominations are acceptable. 

REQUIRED INFORMATION 

- Phone number of the nominee 

- Email address of the nominee 
- Institutional affiliation of the nominee 

- CV and/or link to home page/hio for the nominee. 

Directors are required to attend TWO tneetings a year (June during the CALI Conference and Janumy during AALS). In addition, Directors se~we on committees at 

the behest of the President of the Board and work on other projects and issues relating to the governance, strategy-setting and promotion of CALI’s mission and 

activities. 

Directors te~rns are for three years at which time their service is evaJuated by the Nominating Committee along with other nominees. Service on the CALI Board is 

volunta~ and gratis. Travel expenses for the Board meetings can be covered by CALI if institutional support is unavailable. 

The liszt of all nominees will be snbmitted to the Nomination Committee who will determine a slate of candidates to be presented to the CALI Membership at the 

Annual Luncheon held on Saturday, January 4, 2014, 7:15-8:30 am in New York City, NY during AALS. 

All nominees will be contacted during the week of October 21, 2013. Nominees who are chosen by the nominating committee and elected by the membership are 

required to attend the CALI BoaJcd meeting tentatively scheduled lbr Saturday, January. 4, 2011 in New York City, NY (9:00am 1:00pm). 

CALI is a dynamic and lift,yard-thinking 501(cX3) non-profit corporation with big plans and big ideas. CALI is supported primarily by membership dues ficom over 

200 US law schools. QuaJlified Directors should have knoMedge and experience that they can contribute to the ongoing marketing, development and strategic planning 

towards CALl’s mission. 

CALI publishes over 900 web-based tutorials that are used by law students and law faculty at over 200 US law schools. We are constantly adding new lessons and 
updating the existing collection. Move information is at ~v.cali.orgilessons. 

CALI publishes e- casebooks and other legal texts in multiple ebook formats under a the eLangdell imprint. These axe distributed under Creative Commons licenses to 

allow for maximum flexibili~ for facnl~ and students to nse in their educational endeavors. More information is at elangdell.cali.org. 

CALI created the A2J Author software plaflbrm that is used by legal aid attorneys and law schools to teach their students la~v process automation. More inli~rmation 

about using A2J Author in law schools is at a2jchnic.clas~as~ter.net. 

If you have any questions or wish to submit a nominations, contact John Mayer, Executive Director at 312-906-5307 or imaver~caJd.or~. 

Regards, 

John 

John Mayer 

Executive Director 

Center for Computer-Assisted Legal Instructior~/CALI 

565 West Adams 

Chicago, IL 60661 

312-906-5307 

312-906-5280 - ~:ax 

imaver~cgd.or~ 
http:/,%-v~-w.caJi.org 

twitter.con~/i ohnp~naver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 1:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: BlackBerry Strikes $4.7 Billion Deal to Go Private 

BlackBerry St~-ikes $4.7 Billion Deal to Go Private 

BlackBerry said Monday that it has agreed to be acquired by a group led by Fairfax 

Financial Holdings for about $4.7 billion in cash. 

Fairfax is one of BlackBerry’s most prominent investors, owning 10% of the company’s 

shares. The deal calls for BlackBerry shareholders to receive $9 a share. The company’s 

stock, which was halted on Monday pending the news, was down about 6% to $8.23. 

See Note Coverage 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bonnces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Washburn, John A. --~J~Vashbum@gouldratner.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 2:42 PM 

’ucclaw- l@lists.washlaw.edu’ 

[Ucclaw-1] 9-510 m~d Continuation Statements 

ATT00001 .c 

The standard form of UCC financing statement amendment prescribed by Section 9-521(b) states in item 4 that "the effectiveness of the Financing Statement 

identified above with respect to the security interest(s) of Secured Party authorizing the Continuation Statement is continued for the additional period provided 

by applicable law." Section 9-509(d) provides that, if there are multiple SPs, each SP may authorize the filing of an amendment under subsection (d), which 

includes continuation amendments. Section 9-510(b) states that a record authorized by one SP of record does not affect the financing statement with respect to 

another SP or record. Does the limitation in 9-510(b) mean that all SPs listed on the original financing statement must be listed on the continuation amendment 

(with additional SPs listed in box 12 of the Amendment Addendum) for the continuation to be effective as to all SPs of record? 
JOHN Ao WASHBURN 
GOULD &. P.~TNER LLP 
222 North LaSalle Street 
Suite 800 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
P: 312.236.3003 
F: 312.236.3241 
jwashburn@qouldratner.com 

www.qouldratner.com 
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DaJlyUpdate: Novant to a~ue why it should build a hospital in Holly Springs, not Rex 
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BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, September 23, 2013 3:25 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 23 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report - Breaking News 

.~.i BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted September23, 2013, 3:16 P.M. ET 

Wells Fargo Bank N.A. won a retraction from a federal judge who said the bank engaged in fraud in by dangling permanent 
loan modifications before home loan borrowers before eventually saying no (Corvello v. Wells Fargo Bank N.A., 9th Cir., 

No. 11-cv-16234, 9/23/13);(Lucia v. Wells Fargo Bank N.A., 9th Cir., No. 11-cv-16242, 9/23/13). 

In his concurrence to an Aug. 8 rulinq, Judge John T. Noonan of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit criticized 
the bank for refusing to grant Phillip Corvello and two other borrowers permanent loan modifications, saying Wells Fargo 

drafted a self-serving temporary arrangement known as a trial period plan (TPP). 

~,No purpose was served by the document Wells Fargo prepared except the fraudulent purpose of inducing Corvello to 
make the payments while the bank retained the option of modifying the loan or stiffing him,@ Noonan said in his Aug. 8 

concurrence. 

Wells Fargo Aug. 22 asked the court to withdraw the statement, saying it should not be judged to have engaged in fraud 

because it did not draft the plan, which was a standard agreement drafted by the Treasury Department. 

@Wells Fargo did not draft either the TPP generally or the specific language contained in Paragraph 2.G that concerned 

the concurring judge,@ the bank said. 

Noonan withdrew his concurrence in a short Sept. 23 order. 

The Aug. 8 ruling with Noonan’s concurrence is at 

http://www.bloomberqlaw.com/public/document/Phillip Corvello v Wells Farqo Bank NA Docket No 1116234 9th Cir /3. 
The bank’s Aug. 22 petition is at 

http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/documentiPhillip Corvello v Wells Fargo Bank NA Docket No 1116234 9th Cir /1. 
The Sept. 23 withdrawal is at 

http:i/www.bloombercjlaw.com/public/document/Phillip Corvello v Wells Fargo Bank NA Docket No 1116234 9th Cir /2. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (ISSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, 
Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a I::[;d:[~ Web tdai. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 
Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. - Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Cop’!rigi~t (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the te:-ms 
and tend:lions of [he i:.cer;se a,.:;reemer;t with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 
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Sep. 23 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted September 23, 2013, 3:29 P.M. ET 

The Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Fnforcement Network Sept. 23 assessed a $37.5 
million civil money penalty against TD Bank, N.A. for failure to file suspicious activity reports 
related to a fraud scheme orchestrated by Florida attorney Scott Rothstein. 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency also announced the assessment of a concurrent 
$37.5 million penalty against the bank for related violations. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission has assessed a separate $:t5 million penalty a~ainst 
the bank for related securities violations. 

The FinC~:N order is at http://www.fincen.c!ov/pdf/~D ASSESSMENT 09222013.pdf 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (ISSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit http:,’/webutil.bn,~.com 

Request a ~:PEE Web trial. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

C,:)~’yii~_?ht: (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the tei’ms and cor~di~.:ons of: the license agreemen~ with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 
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Sep. 23 -- BNA, Inc. Banking DaJ~ly - Breaking News 

.~.i Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted September23, 20!3, 3:45 P.M. ET 

The Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network Sept. 23 assessed a $37.5 million civil money penalty 
against TD Bank, N.A. for failure to file suspicious activity reports related to a fraud scheme orchestrated by Florida 

attorney Scott Rothstein. 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency also announced the assessment of a concurrent $37.5 million penalty 

against the bank for related violations. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission has assessed a separate $15 million penalty against the bank for related 

securities violations. 

The FinCEN order is at http:i/www.fincen.qov/pdf/qD ASSESSMENT 09222013.pdf 

Posted September 23, 2013, 3:45 P.M. ET 

Wells Fargo Bank N.A. won a retraction from a federal judge who said the bank engaged in fraud in by dangling permanent 
loan modifications before home loan borrowers before eventually saying no (Corvello v. Wells Fargo Bank N.A., 9th Cir., 

No. 11-cv-16234, 9/23/13);(Lucia v. Wells Fargo Bank N.A., 9th Cir., No. 11-cv-16242, 9/23/’13). 

In his concurrence to an Aug. 8 ruling, Judge John T. Noonan of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit criticized 
the bank for refusing to grant Phillip Corvello and two other borrowers permanent loan modifications, saying Wells Fargo 

drafted a self-serving temporary arrangement known as a trial period plan (TPP). 

~No purpose was served by the document Wells Fargo prepared except the fraudulent purpose of inducing Corvello to 
make the payments while the bank retained the option of modifying the loan or stiffing him,~ Noonan said in his Aug. 8 

concurrence. 

Wells Fargo Aug. 22 asked the court to withdraw the statement, saying it should not be judged to have engaged in fraud 

because it did not draft the plan, which was a standard agreement drafted by the Treasury Department. 

~Wells Fargo did not draft either the TPP generally or the specific language contained in Paragraph 2.G that concerned 

the concurring judge,~ the bank said. 

Noonan withdrew his concurrence in a short Sept. 23 order. 

The Aug. 8 ruling with Noonan’s concurrence is at 

htt~://www.bloomber(llaw.com/public/document/Phillio Corvello v Wells Fargo Bank NA Docket No 1116234 9th Cir /3. 
The bank’s Aug. 22 petition is at 

http://www.Noomberqlaw.com/public/document/Phillip Corvello v Wells Fargo Bank NA Docket No 1116234 9th Cir /1. 
The Sept. 23 withdrawal is at 

http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/Phillip Corvello v Wells Fargo. Bank NA Docket No 1116234 9th Cir /2. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Bar Association <meetingsandtravel@americanbar.org> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

MAGNA CARTA 2015 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ABA LONDON SESSIONS PLEASE VISIT 

AMBAR.ORG/ABALondon2015 

On June 11-14, 2015 in London, the ABA will present a series of stellar continuing legal education 

programs and plenaxy sessions in conjunction with the 800th Anniversaw of Magna Caxta. The 

ABA London Sessions will be the culmination a yea~clong celebration of this historic charter. 3!ore 

Third Millennium Publishing Ltd and the Magna Carta I>ust 

As part of the 800th AnniversaD~ celebratio~L the ABA is partnering with Third Millennium 

Publishing Ltd and the Magna Carta Trust to produce a lavishly illustrated coffee-table style book 

that brings together leading international experts to tell the stoly of Magna Carta over time and 

explore its enduring legacy. A special ABA edition of this volume will be published exclusively for 

ABA members. If you pre-order a cow, you will have the opportunity to have your name included 

in a Spon~rs’ List within the book. Full details can be found at www.magna-carta-book.com/. 

We hope ABA members will suptx~rt this excellent publication. RoyaNes ficom book ~les will 

benefit the Magna Carta Trust, a non-profit body that works to peipetuate the principles of Magna 
Carta among English- speaJdng peoples and to preserve historical sites associated with the Magna 

Carta. 

Keep up-to-date with other ABA Magna Carta celebration activities and events at 

http:iiwww.ambar.orp_/magnacarta. 

Help the ABA celebrate this historic occasion by making a donation towaxds ABA Magna Carta 

celebration activities: donate.americanbar.org/magnacarta. 

Magna ~),rta and the Rule of Law 

The ABA will publish Magna Carta and the Rule of Law to commemorate Magna Ca(ta’s 800th 

Anniversary. Magna Cea~ and the Rule of Law is a compilation of essays examining Magna 

Carta’s influence on yesterday and today based on the most current knowledge and research. The 

book begins with a foreword by former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’ Connor. 

Thereafter distinguished scholars fi~om around the world analyze a host of topics, including the 

historical background leading up to the Charter, the impact of Magna Carta on the United States, 

its relationship to civil law, and its imIxwtance with respect to the rule of law. 

Magna Carta and the Rule of Law includes topics that have not been closely examined before, such 

as Magna Carta’s relation to women’s rights and its impact on international law. One of Magna 

Carta’s most interesting progeny, the Charter of the Forests is also diseussed. Referred to as the 

Charter oftbe Common Man, the Forests Charter disforested significant parts of England thus 

aJdowing ordinal’ citizens access to lands that had been decla~ced to be "forests" by King John and 

the bmons and increased the uses permitted of the re~na~ning forests. 



Altogether, this book tells a fascinating stoo~ through a series of distinct lenses -- a story you won’t 

want to miss’. Please visit www.ShopABA,org in Summer 2014 (or amazon.com in Winter 2014) 

~ purchase Manna ~arta and ~he Ru!~ o~Law. 

Fhis message was sent to Ibreome@email.unc edu. Your e-mail address will only be used within the ABA and its entities. 
We do not sell or rent e-mail addresses 

Update your profiie Unsubscribe F’rivacy F’o~ Contact Us 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Swanger. Maxy H. <MSwanger@mayerbrown.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:22 PM 

Washbnm, John A. <JWashbum@gouldratner.com>; ’uccla~v-l@lists.washlaw.edu’ 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] 9- 510 and Continualion Statements 

ATT00001 .c 

Yes, each Secured ParW that wants its security interest to be continued should be shown. See the Form UCC-3 instruction for item 9. If there is more than one 

authorizing Secured Party...enter additional names(s) in item ~4 of Amendment Addendum (For UCC3Ad)~ 

M a ~¥ Swa r~ge r 
Mayer grown LLP 
Super’,,’isor of UCC Compliar~ce 
3&2-70 ~.-.? ~ 93 

7~. South Wacker Dr[w~ 
Chica~%liHnois 60606 

F~ ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lis~.washlaw.edu] O~ Behalf ~ Washburn, John A. 
Sent~ Honday, September 23, 20~3 ~:42 PH 

To~ ’ucclaw-I@lis~.washlaw.edu’ 
S~bject~ [Ucclaw-I] 9-5~0 and Continuation S~temen~ 
The standard form of UCC financin~ statement amendment prescribed by Section 9-52~(b) states in item 4 that "the effectiveness of the Financin8 Statement 

identified above with respect to the security interest(s) of Secured Party authorizin8 the Continuation Statement is continued for the additional period provided 

by applicable law." Section 9-509(d) provides that, if there are multiple SPs, each SP may authorize the filin~ of an amendment under subsection (d), which 

includes continuation amendments. Section 9-5~0(b) states that a record authorized by one SP of record does not affect the financin~ statement with respect to 

another SP or record. Does the limitation in 9-5~0(b) mean that all SPs listed on the orisinal financin8 statement must be listed on the continuation amendment 

(with additional SPs listed in box ~2 of the Amendment Addendum) for the continuation to be effective as to all SPs of record? 
JOHN A, W~HBURN 
GOULD & ~TNER LLP 
222 North L~SM~e Street 
Suite 800 
Chicago, [~hno~s 
P: 352.2,~6~,~00,~ 
F: 352,236,324~ 

~washburn@gouldratner.com 

www.9ouldratner.com 

Cele#r~I#~ the ] O0 
NONB~ND~NG NATURE OF TRANSMBS~ON; Nothing in this email message or any sttachment hereto constitutes a binding offer, acceptance, agreement or ~ega~ commitment on behalf of 
any client represented by Gou~d & Rathe[ LLP. 

The ir~formation contained in this eraail message is intended only- for the person or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain corffidential and/or privileged material. Any review, 
retransmission, disseraination or other use of, or taking of an?" action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities othcr than the intended recipient is prohibited. ~1" you received 
this in error, please contact the sender, delete the nraterial frora any computer and destroy all copies. U.S. federal tax advice contained in this connnunication, if any, is not intended and 
cannot be used for the purpose of avoiding tax-related penalties and catmot be used in promoting, marketing, or recotnnaending any entity, investment plan, or arrangernnnt to another 
person. 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE. Any tax advice expressed above by Mayer Brown LLP was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by may taxpayer 

to avoid U.S. t~deral tax peualties. If such advice was written or nsed to suptx~rt the promotion or marketing of the matter addressed above, then each offeree should 

seek advice from an independent tax advisor. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this e~nail in error 

please notify the system tnanager. If you are not the named addressee yon should not disseminate, distribute or cop?" this e-mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

You are Invited: International Developments in Anti-Corruption Enforcement (10.23.2013) 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

ii~. Decheri LI.P 

With the implementation of the UK Bribery Act and the increasingly 

aggressive enforcement of th Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the US 

and the UK have been at the forefront of global anti-corruption efforts. 

That has started to change in a dramatic way. Recent events in China 

and elsewhere in the world demonstrate that other countries are also 

getting serious about tackling bribery and corruption domestically. 

Multinational companies are increasingly vulnerable to local 

enforcement initiatives as well as to the extraterritorial reach of the 

Bribery Act and the FCPA. A thorough review of the effectiveness of 

each company’s anti-bribery policies and risk assessments is 

essential in ensuring compliance with anti-corruption legislation 

throughout the world 

In this seminar, Dechert panelists will: 

Provide an overview of anti-corruption laws in China 

Discuss changes in the enforcement landscape in China, 

including a discussion of the recent raids and investigations 

undertaken by the Chinese authorities 

Provide an overview of recent anti-corruption developments in the 

US, the UK and the rest of the world 

Provide practical advice on steps companies can take to protect 

themselves 

Provide practical advice on what companies should do if they are 

the subject of a raid, including a discussion of e-disclosure and 

data protection considerations 

Dechert Speakers 

Neil Gerrard, Dechert LLP 

Partner, London 

Frederick Herold, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Silicon Valley 

Cheryl Krause, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Philadelphia 

~ 
T homas Lee, II, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Philadelphia 

~ 
J ingzhou Tao, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Beijing 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 

Dechert LLP 

This presentation will be live in 

our New York and Philadelphia 

offices. It will also be simulcast 

as a webinar. Please register to 

attend via links below. 

RSVP to New York 

RSVP to Philadelphia 

RSVP to webinar 

12:00 - 1:30 PM EDT 

5:00-6:30 PM BST 

9:00-10:30 AM PDT 

Live presentation/webinar 

CLE credit for this presentation 

is pending 

Please confirm your attendance 

by Friday, October 18 

Questions? 

Please contact Rabble Murphey. 



~ 
JeremyZucker, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Washington, D.C 

[]About Dechert 
Dechert is a global specialist lawfirm with a deep bench of experts focused on sectors with the greatest 

complexities and highest regulatory demands. We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to 

ou r clients’ most important matters Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the firm’s 

entrepreneurial energy and seamless collaboration in a way that is distinctively Dechert. Learn mere. 

E~ 2013 Dechert LLP All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel, it is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: !60 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review BofA ordered to pay $2.2 million to black Charlotte job seekers 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

IBa~k of America ordered to pay $2,2 million 

to Mack Charlotte job seekers 

Bank of America must pay $2.2 million to more than a 

thousand black job applicants turned down for jobs 

in Charlotte after a federal judge ruled that the bank 

racially discriminated against them. 

3D Systems at epicenter of 

disruptive technology 

Rock Hill-based company among 

the fastest growing technology 

companies in the country. 

Chrysler prepares for }PO 

Chrysler Group is preparing an 

initial public offering of some of its 

shares. 

Fairfe× to buy BlackBerry for 

$4,7 billion 

BlackBerry has agreed to a $4.7 

billion sale to a group led by its 

largest shareholder, Fairfax 

Financial Holdings Ltd., after new 

smartphones failed.. 

WaMViert Stores to expand jobs for 70K 

~’O~r ~ef S 

WaI-Mart Stores is hiring 55,000 seasonal workers 

and is elevating 70,000 more to part- or full-time 

positions as the holiday season ramps up 

Oi~ [al~s $oward $104 a barrel as Syria risk 

fades 

The price of oil slipped closer to $104 a barrel 

Monday despite positive economic news out of China 

and Europe, as the risk premium associated with the 

Syrian crisis diminished. 

Surface, fixes shortcomings 

Microsoft refreshed its Surface 

tablet computers Monday, giving 

them longer battery life and better 

comfort on laps as the sofgNare 

giant continues.. 

Concerns about the strength of the 

economy and the potential for a 

budget fight in Washington 

pushed down the stock market 

Monday 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 7:22 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Kenym~ Officials Claim ttostages Have Been Released 

Kenyan Officials Claim H~stages Have Been Released 

Kenyan officials early Tuesday claimed the remaining hostages were released from the 

Westgate mall in Nairobi, but said security forces were still conducting operations 

throughout the building. 

On Monday afternoon, security forces mounted a major assault in an effort to free the 

people still believed to be inside. Kenyan officials said they had been able to free almost 

all of the civilians inside, but declined to give a figure. 

At least 62 people have been killed in the three-day siege that started on Saturday. 

See More Covera#e >> 
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Sent: 
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BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 8:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sep. 24 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Dmly 

Banking Daily 

September 24, 2013 ~, Number 18S 

Federal Reserve 

The president of the Federal Reserve’s New York district bank 
spoke with optimism about a tool that it will test and develop to 
tighten central bank control over money-market rates .... 

Monetary Policy 

To Taper~ tockl~art Labels Eco~o~e~f ~Weak~ 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York President William C. Dudley 
said Sept. 23 that his decision to vote Sept. 18 not to reduce 
the amount of assets purchased under the Federal Reserve 
Board’s current quantitative easing program was based on... 

Mort_gages 

Wells Fargo Bank N,A, won a retraction from a federal judge who 
said the bank engaged in fraud by dangling permanent loan 
modifications before home loan borrowers before eventually 
saying no (Corvello v, Wells Fargo Bank N,A,, 9th Cir,, No .... 

Bank Supervision 
Regulator fro Revie~ Its Exa~e Process 
For ga~k Supervisio~ Seeks Overseas He~p 

A U.S. bank regulator is reaching across borders for help in 
reviewing the way it examines large banks and thrifts .... 

Securities 

TD Bank N.A. has agreed to pay $52.5 million to resolve claims 
by securities and banking regulators related to its alleged role in 

a Florida attorney’s $1.2 billion Ponzi scheme .... 

Mortgages 

Bank of New York Mellon’s lawsuit against Richmond, Calif., over 
the city’s plan to use eminent domain to force sales of 
underwater mortgage at fair market value is just as premature as 
the just-dismissed lawsuit Wells Fargo Bank N.A .... 

Mortgages 

Even critics of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act say the measure got at least one thing right O 

housing reforms meant to prevent the low-quality and sub-prime 
mortgages that fed the housing bubble collapse... 

Credit Unions 

Credit unions looking to preserve their exemption from corporate 
income tax may find a sympathetic audience among lawmakers 
on the congressional tax-writing committees@more than half of 



them are credit union members themselves .... 

Taxes 

The U.S. Tax Court held that Bank of New York Mellon Corp. is 
entitled to deduct interest it paid to Barclays Bank PLC in a 
structured trust advantaged repackaged securities (STARS) 
transaction, because the loan served a purpose beyond the 
creation... 

Derivatives 

Changes to the swap market brought on in part by the Dodd- 
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act have led 
to the "futurization" of swaps, which affects derivatives’ tax 

treatment, officials said at the American... 

Futures Trading 

The U,S, Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit Sept. 23 
affirmed the dismissal of would-be class Commodity Exchange 
Act claims that J,P, Morgan Chase & Co. and affiliated entities 
aided and abetted a scheme by now failed hedge fund 
Amaranth,., 

Derivatives 

IntercontinentalExchange Inc. announced Sept, 23 that the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission has granted it temporary 
registration as a swap execution facility .... 

Derivatives 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued a 
time-limited no-action letter Sept, 23 to clearinghouse 
LCH.Clearnet Ltd. and its clearing members that will enable them 
to continue to clear certain swaps executed on designated.,, 

Accounting 

Delegates from the community of equipment lessors and others in 
the leasing sector told accounting rulemakers that future 
accounting for lease-related income should be akin to their 
treatment in current rules of the International Accounting,., 
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Freeze-out transactions have been subject to different standards of judicial review in Delaware since 2001, when the chancery court, in in re 
Siliconix Inc. Shareholders Litigation, held that, unlike merger freeze-outs, tender offer freeze-outs were not subject to "entire fairness review". 

This dichotomy, in turn, gave rise to a tension in the literature regarding the potential impact of Siliconix, as well as the treatment that freeze-outs 

should receive. While some defended the regime established by Siliconix, others argued for doctrinal convergence through a universal application 

of entire fairness, and still others proposed alternative variations of convergence based on how the negotiation process is conducted. The 
Delaware Chancery Court itself, in fact, subsequently made a partial step toward convergence by narrowing the scope of its precedent, as 

reflected in In re CNX Gas Corporation Shareholders Litigation. The empirical evidence on the effect of Siliconix (and, therefore, on the practical 

relevance of different standards of judicial review), however, is limited. In particular, in "Post-Siliconix freeze-outs: Theory and Evidence," Guhan 

Subramanian found that minority shareholders obtain lower cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) in tender offer freeze-outs relative to merger 

freeze-outs, and, based on this finding, Subramanian advocates for doctrinal convergence. That article, however, does not formally examine 
whether Siliconix generated a structural change in relative CARs in both transactional forms and, therefore, whether the differences in outcomes 

are actually attributable to the disparity in standards of judicial review. The purpose of this work is, therefore, to fill this gap in the literature. To 

this end, this work uses a difference-in-differences approach, which compares changes over time (before and after Siliconix) between CARs in 

tender offers (the treatment group) and CARs in statutory mergers (the control group). As further discussed in the text, the results seem to 
suggest, in line with Subramanian’s intuition, that Siliconix actually had at least some negative effect on CARs in tender offers, since the estimator 

of difference-in-differences is consistently negative and generally significant. Based on the results, this work discusses specific policy implications, 

particularly in terms of regulatory convergence. 
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The voting rules in Chapter 11 are supposed to ensure that debtor firms are appropriately liquidated or reorganized. However, these convoluted 
and internally inconsistent rules are poorly designed to produce such outcomes, and there is no evidence that they do. However, the major 
proposals for reform, including auctions and options-trading, neglect the fundamentally collective nature of choices in reorganizations. We argue 
that a more appealing reform is the improvement of voting rules through the use of an economically efficient procedure known as quadratic voting, 
according to which stakeholders may cast a number of votes equal to the square root of the liquidation value of their claims. We discuss how 
quadratic voting could be implemented through reform of Chapter 11 and the advantages it would bring. 
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This paper examines the Shareholder Primacy Norm (SPN) as a widely acknowledged impediment to corporate social responsibility and explores the 

role of business schools in promoting the SPN but also potentially as an avenue for change by addressing misconceptions about shareholder 

primacy and the purpose of business. We start by explaining the SPN and then review its status under US and UK law and show that it is not a 

legal requirement, at least under the guise of shareholder value maximization. This is in contrast to the common assertion that managers are 
legally constrained from addressing CSR issues if doing so would be inconsistent with the economic interests of shareholders. Nonetheless, while 

the SPN might be muted as a legal norm, we show that it is certainly evident as a social norm among managers and in business schools -- 

reflective, in part, of the sole voting rights of shareholders on corporate boards and of the dominance of shareholder theory -- and justifiably so in 

the view of many managers and business academics. We argue that this view is misguided, not least when associated with claims of a purported 

legally enforceable requirement to maximize shareholder value. We propose two ways by which the influence of the SPN among managers might 
be attenuated: extending fiduciary duties of executives to non-shareholder stakeholders and changes in business school teaching such that it 

covers a plurality of conceptions of the purpose of the corporation. 
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There is considerable interest in increasing the representation of women on the boards of publicly traded corporations. Currently, only 17 percent 

of independent directors in the United States are women. 

In this Closer Look, we examine the pathways that women took to become the first female directors of Fortune 250 companies. We examine their 
biographies and professional experiences, and compare these experiences to the backgrounds of female directors today. 

We ask: 

* How have the pathways for women to get on corporate boards changed? 
* Did the first female directors have to be substantially better than their male peers in order to stand out? 
* Are the opportunities and obstacles today the same or different? 

Topics, Issues and Controversies in Corporate Governance and Leadership: The Closer Look series is a collection of short case studies through 

which we explore topics, issues, and controversies in corporate governance. In each study, we take a targeted look at a specific issue that is 
relevant to the current debate on governance and explain why it is so important. Larcker and Tayan are co-authors of the book "Corporate 

Governance Natters", and "A Real Look at Real World Corporate Governance." 
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Under an Arrowian framework, centralized authority and management provides for optimal decision making in large organizations. However, Arrow 
also recognized that other elements within the organization, outside the central authority, occasionally may have superior information or decision 
making skills. In such cases, such elements may act as a corrective mechanism within the organization. In the context of public companies, this 
article finds that such a corrective mechanism comes in the form of hedge fund activism, or more accurately, offensive shareholder activism. 

Offensive shareholder activism exists in the market for corporate influence, not control. Consistent with a theoretical framework where the value of 

centralized authority must be protected and a legal framework in which fiduciary responsibility rests with the board, authority is not shifted to 
influential but unaccountable shareholders. Governance entrepreneurs in the market for corporate influence must first identify those instances in 

which authority-sharing may result in value-enhancing policy decisions, and then persuade the board and/or other shareholders of the wisdom of 

their policies so that they will be permitted to share the authority necessary for the policies to be implemented. Thus, boards often reward 

offensive shareholder activists that prove to have superior information and/or strategies by at least temporarily sharing authority with the activists 
by either providing them seats in the board or simply allowing them to directly influence corporate policy. This article thus reframes the ongoing 

debate on shareholder activism by showing how offensive shareholder activism can co-exist with -- and indeed, is supported by -- Arrow’s theory 

of management centralization which explains and undergirds the traditional authority model of corporate law and governance. 

Empirical studies have repeatedly shown that certain types of offensive shareholder activism lead to an increase in shareholder wealth. However, 
the results of empirical studies must be interpreted carefully so as not to overstate their informational value. Empirical research supports the 

argument that certain types of offensive shareholder activism have value, but it does not provide conclusive proof that they have value at any 

specific company at any specific time. Instead, the use of empirical evidence supporting offensive shareholder activism should be understood as 
providing proof that offensive shareholder activists may on occasion successfully rebut the presumption of the superiority of existing managerial 



strategies. 
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While the exact impact of run-away climate change, continued biodiversity destruction and unchecked social impacts of the current financial 

challenges we see is unknown, we know one thing for certain: Business as usual is not an alternative. To shift over to a sustainable path, we need 
companies to contribute. Clearly, our governments, even if they were brave and progressive enough, cannot single-handedly adopt sustainability. 

The contribution of business is needed. And if business shifts in the right direction, customers, employees and indeed whole societies may shift 

with them. 

The pressing question then is whether CSR is an answer. Some interesting developments, including the paradigm shift in the EU Commission’s 
definition of CSR, open up for a revisit of the potential of the CSR concept. We put forward that CSR can play an important part in facilitating such a 
necessary contribution from companies, if the following three conditions are met: Firstly, the promotion of CSR must encompass both the level of 
legal compliance and of action beyond compliance. The well-known business capture of CSR that we have seen as voluntary, as a case of ’don’t 
regulate us and we can talk about how we behave’ does not suffice. This tends to lead to delimitation against legal obligations and an 
unwarranted Corporate Governance/CSR dichotomy. 

The implicit support of shareholder primacy entails that sustainable business, in the environmental and social sense, quickly will hit a ceiling. 
Secondly, CSR must be true or core CSR, dealing with the business of the company, how that is conducted and the impacts of that business. 

Thirdly, CSR must entail an integration of environmental and social concerns in the decision-making of the company in such a way as to lead to an 

internalisation of externalities. 

In the second section of this chapter, we discuss the role of the board in a CSR context, while the third section investigates the recent 

developments at EU level, where we find that despite a paradigm shift in the definition of CSR, little is done to integrate CSR concerns into the 

duties of the board. The fourth section therefore poses the question what role the EU has in this context, concluding that the contribution of the EU 

most likely is a necessary prerequisite to achieving the shift away from business as usual and onto a sustainable path. 
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We are pleased to announce University of Leicester has started a Law School Research Papers - Legal Studies series within the Legal Scholarship Network (LSN). 

UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER SCHOOL OF LAW LEGAL STUDIES RESEARCH PAPER SERIES 

View Papers: http:!/wv, tw.ssrn.com/link/U-Leicester-LEGhtml 

Subscribe: http:flhq.ssrn, com/iourlnvite, cfm?link=U-L eicester-LEG 

Established in 1921, University of Leicester received its Royal Charter in 1957. The School of Law is driven by the ambition to deliver research outputs meeting the 

highest levels of international excellence across a broad range of legal subjects. Its research strategy is committed to a pluralist approach that over the years has 

facilitated the growth of research clusters in both traditional legal disciplines and newly emerging areas. The University of Leicester School of Law Legal Studies Working 

Paper Series is one of several forms in which the research outputs of the School are disseminated. The Series contains legal scholarship in all subject areas from 

members of the School of Law, doctoral students and visiting scholars. The papers are produced electronically and are available online. 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE 

You can subscribe to the e Journal at no cost, by clicking on the "Subscribe" link listed above 

You can change your e Journal subscriptions by logging into SSRN User HQ. If you have any problems, please contact us for assistance by email: Support@SSRN.com or by phone: 

877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435) in the United States, or + 1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30AM and 6:00PM, 

United States Eastern 

SSRN’s eLIBRARY 

SSRN’s searchable electronic library contains abstracts, full bibliographic data, and author contact information for more than 506,400 papers, more than 235,900 authors, and full text for 

more than 413,800 papers The eLibrary can be accessed at http://papers.ssrn.com. 

SSRN supports open access by allowing authors to upload papers to the eLibrary for free through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http:i/hq.ssrn.com, and by providing free 

downloading of those papers. 

Downloads from the SSRN eLibrary in the past 12 months total more than 11 1 million, with more than 69 million downloads since inception 

SSRN’s PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 

Searching on an individual’s name in the author field on our search page at http:ilssrn.comisearch provides the best single professional directory of scholars in the social sciences and 

humanities. Complete contact information for authors, including email, postal, telephone, and fax information, is available there. 

SSRN’s MISSION 

SSRN’s objective is to provide rapid, worldwide distribution of research to authors and their readers and to facilitate communication among them at the lowest possible cost. In pursuit 

of this objective, we allow authors to upload papers without charge And, any paper an author uploads to SSRN is downloadable for free, worldwide. 
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The Legal Scholarship Network (LSN) distributes other e Journals. You can subscribe to these e Journals through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http://hq.ssrn com. 
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Bernard Black and Ronald J. Gilson 

Directors 

Legal Scholarship Network 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Sep. 24: The Age of Divestitures; Social Media, the Ultimate Regulator? 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 

Today’s Top Stories 

Fifth Third CEO: Socia~ Media Keeping 
Banks Honest 

With every action now being scrutinized by in 
real time, banks don’t necessarily need 
guidelines and mandates to know if they are 
doing right by customers and shareholders, 
Fifth Third’s Kevin Kabat says at American 

BankePs Regulatory Symposium. 

Divestitures on Rise in M&A as Banks 
Decide Less Is More 

Nearly half of all M&A activity since 2011 has 
been divestitures, according to a new report 
from Deloitte. The data reflects banks trying to 
streamline their business in the new operating 
and regulatory environments. 

’Satisfactory’ Won’t Cut ~t at Big Banks, 
OCC°s Curry Warns 

Comptroller of the Currency Thomas Curry said 
his agency plans to issue formal guidelines 
about the regulator’s "heightened expectations" 
for large banks under its supervision. 

Royalty Rights Services 

Managing the royalties of oil and gas 
landowners could generate big new fee 
opportunities for well-positioned banks. 

By Department 

Turkish Bank Lets Customers Build Their 
Own Apps 

A new mobile dashboard offered by Garanti 
Bank lets consumers decide what widgets 
appear in their dashboards, including spending 
management tools. 

Branches as Argent Bank 

Sterling Financial in Spokane, Wash., has 
gone ahead with rebranding its California 
operations as Argent Bank despite its recent 
merger announcement. 

Lawmakers Likely to Pursue Piecemea~ 
Approach to Regulatory Relief 

COMPLETE iSSUE 

o View complete 
issue 
o View company 

index 
o Subscribe 

SPECIAL IRE POINT 

Regulation & 

Reform 

~ 
T hree 
years 
after 
passage 
of Dodd- 

Frank, bankers 
are still anxious as 
they wait for some 
rules to be written 
and others to be 
implemented. Yet 
a new set of 
regulatory and 
legislative 
challenges looms. 

At American 
Banke#s 
Regulatory 
Symposium, 
bankers, 
regulators and 
lawmakers share 
their ideas. 

M&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 
was 
hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are worth 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments. Attend 

the A~1~1, Debit and 

Prepaid Folum to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 
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Community bankers may have a long wish list 
of legislative changes for Congress to 
consider, but it is unlikely lawmakers will take 
up a comprehensive bill addressing those 
issues anytime soon. 

FDiC’s Gr~enberg: Leverage Ra~io Must 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. Chairman 
Martin Gruenberg tells audience at American 

BankePs Regulatory Symposium of need for 
"complementary" relationship between 
leverage and risk-based capital ratios. 

First Republic Bank (FRC) in San Francisco 
has acquired a minority stake in Nigro Karlin 
Segal & Feldstein, a Los Angeles business 
management firm that caters to the stars. 

doing. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 
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NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 7:01 AM 
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September 24, 2013: Chrysler Feud Triggers 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

T~d ~:S 7[~ He~d !!!~ ............................................................................................................. 

Feud Triggers IPO Filing 

"Chrysler Group LLC Monday filed Ibr an initial public olfering," repo[ts the 
Wall Street Journal (Sept. 24, Rogers), % move forced by the failu[e of the 
auto maker’s Italian majodty owne[ and its ma~n un~on to agree on the 
company’s value." Rat SpA, which owns 58.5 percent o~ Chrys[eL wants ~o 
own the company oulr[ght and does no1 want a sha~e sale. However, 1he 
United Auto Werkers (UA~ un~on hea~th lrusl - holder of a 41.5 percent 

h~terest h~ Detroit’s No. 3 a~tomobi~e manufacturer, has demanded that ~ts 
shares be offered to the public aider negotiations to se~ them to Fiat 
crumb~ed~ In ~ts Monday filing, Chrysler cautioned that if Fiat cannot get 
control, the Italian company couM turn ~ts back on Chester and scuttle a deal 
~ha[ wee a centerpiece of the ~&&~e House’s 2009 8uto #~dus~ry [escue. 

The New York Times (Sept. 24, de la Merced) notes that the oftering could be 
canceled if Fiat and the UAW agree to terms. The UAW health care trust has 
the legal right ~e cash in a huge part of i~s 41.5 percent stake in Chrysler, 
which is indeed a legacy of a deal brokered four years ago by the Obama 
administration’s auto task force. "At the time," the newspaper notes, "the deal 
was seen as a last effort to save lhe fallering automaker, while preserving 
peace wi~h the UAW. Now, with prelits flowing again and the trust in need el 
cash, it has fermally requested that Chrysler register fer a public oftering 
covering about 16 percent of the company’s overall shares." The offering is 
fudhe[ proof of how Chrysle[ has rebounded since the bailout. 

Business Week (Sept. 24, Ebhart, Spears) states that if the IPO does 
p[oceed, i~ would follow Gene~fl Motors’ $I8 billion ofle[ing in ~he Iall el 2010. 
Lazard Ltd. Vice Cha#man Ren Bloom has [epor~edly agreed to help Fiat 
CEO Sergio Marchionne in trying to strike a deal with the trust. Bloom was 
President Obama’s top manufacturing adviser after the federal government’s 
auto bailouts in 2009 ~hat saved beth Chrysler and GM According to the 
publication, "merging with Chrysler would allow Fiat to tighten cooperation 
among the brands of both companies." 

ShareFT~~ Faceb°°k ]1~ 

ii~iI BV - Performance Metrics Banner 

Share Your Views: KPMG s 2013 Global Audit Committee 

M~mbe!: SU!:Ve~’ ............................................................................................................................ 

To help explore the critical challen,ges and priorities shapin,g audit committee 
agendas and oversight practices, KPMG’s Audit Committee Institute (ACI) 
invites all audit committee members to pa~c~pste ~n KPMG’s 2013 G~obs~ 
Audit Committee Member Su[vey. The su[~’ey findings will provMe timely 
~nsights ~nto a host of ~ssues 1hat are top-ef-m~nd for audit committees and 
boards today, from gaining greater ~ns~ght ~nto the finance organization and 
max#~Jz~ng #fferna] audit, to providing effective oversight of risk management 
and evak~at~n9 the audit committee’s worMoa(L 

SuP,~ey participants will be eligible to win an Apple iPad®. 

Te begin the survey click here. 
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Audit and Finance 

B~ackBerry Strikes Deal to Sell to Fa#fax-Led ~nvesto~ Group for $4.7 

The Wall Street Journal (Sept. 23, Kh~g) is reporth~g that "BlackBerry Ltd. has 
a struck a deal to sell the beleaguered smar~phone maker to a group led by 
investor Faiffax Financial Holdings for about $4.7 biflion in cash2 Fairlax 
ranks as one of BlackBerry’s Mggest ~nvestors, owning 10 percent of the 
company’s shares. Under terms of the transaction, B~ackBer~ shareholdeB 
w~]l receive $9 a share. AccordJn9 to B~ackBerry, its board o~ directors 
"approved the terms of 1he ]etler of ~nlent," and that a conso~um ~nclud~n9 
Merd~ Lynch and BMO Cap~ta~ Markets intended to take the company private. 
The dea~ ~s on track ~er a Nov. 4 completion. 

S,ere~ ~ Facebook ~ 

GIB Wins $I.9 Billion Algerian Power Deal 

"General Electdc Co. said it signed a $1.9 billion contract with Algeria to 

supply turbines for six power plants," reports the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 

23, Linebaugh), "a major contrac~ win for the conglomerate’s crucial bu~ 

struggling pewerqurbine bus~ness." The deal entails Secrete Algerienne de 

Production de I’E~ectHc~te - a unit of A~ged~’s n~fiona~ e~ectricity ~nd g~s 

company, Sonelgaz Group - pu~hasing 26 heavy duty gas turbines fl~m 

That ~s more than the two dozen orders fer gas turbines GE received in the 

entire second qu~Ae[ worldwide. GE’s power and water unit accounted for over 

25 percent tithe company’s $102.8 billion in ~dustria~ revenue in 2012. 

S,ere~ :~ Facebook ~ 

Law and Policy 

Staffing CEO Says Obar~acare Hurts Hiring 

With open emollment for ~he Affordable Ca[~ Act about ~o begin, Express 
E[~qployment Professionals CEO Bob Funk tokJ CNBC News (Sept. 23, 
Belvedere) that smMF and medium-sized businesses are not hiring because 
o~ unce[tain~y surrounding the implementation of the law~ Funk, head o~ 
country’s fiflh-Mggest staffing company, stated~ "Companies are rea~y not 
interested in hiring fufl4ime people. That’s really the issue with Obamacare." 
A fonser chairman of the Kansas City Federal Resep~e, Funk acknowiedged 
that ~h~s ~rend is a "boon" ~or his bus~ness, but "no~ healthy ~or the country as 

a who~e." Earlier this summer, the Obama administration a~(J the TreasuP~ 
Depa~ment announced a one-year de~ay ~n 8 major prov~s~on that wouM have 
requ#ed employers with at leas~ 50 fulNime staffers ~o provide hea~h 
~nsurance or pay a penalty. That w~]] now go ~nto effect ~n 2015. 

Compensation 

Fidelity Dew, ands Companies Make Executive Pay Plans Longer Term 

Fox Business (Sept. 23, Vellacott) has learned that Fidelity Worldwide 
Investment, "one of the biggest investors in European companies, says it will 
start voting agains~ boardroom pay plans next yea[ unless Iirms force 
executives to hokJ shares more than three years befere cashing 1hem ~n." 
Monday’s warning ~s the latest h~st~nce of sharehoMer agitation 
executive compensation, sparked by concerns that some ~op company 
officials were fatlening their wa~ets despite ]acNuster resu]ls. FMe~ly runs 

assets of around $240 billion. ~t has conducted a review of more than 300 of 
Britain’s Mggest ~sted companies and found 238 had either no 
share-based pay plans on the books or ran schemes ~hat had ~oo short a ~irne 
frame~ "The ~nvestment manager sam ~t will vole against company 
remuneration repo~s from the stad of 2014 ~f executives are allowed to cash 
Jn shares awarded as part of thek pay packages w~tMn three years," Fox 
reports. "By 2015 F~de~ty expects companies to extend executive share 
ho~d~ng pedods 1o five years or face w)tes against their remuneration repeals at 

shareholder meetings." 

S,ere~ :~ Facebook ~ 

indian Companies Log Highest Executive Pay Hikes Globally, Says 
Study 

Indian Express (Sept. 23) cites a new study by executive search fimq 
Pedersen & Partners, which found that Indian corr~panies gave ~he highes~ 
annual pay hikes worldwide this year. The repor~ shows thal such firms have 
do~ed out 9.8 percent annual sala~ Mkes s~nce Jan. 1. "Going by the study," 
the pubfica[]on reports, "top executive compensation ~s currently #~creas~ng 
by 7 percent ~o 10 percent on average in emerg#~g markets and between 4 
#ercenl and 5 percent on average ~n Western countries. However, ~n absok~le 
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terms, the findings reveal that the average compensation of top executives in 
India is much lower than o~he[ nations." #~dia is Iollowed by second=place 
South Africa, where top executives’ pay packages have risen by 8.8 percent. 
Globally, average executive compensation is sti~ the Mghest ~n the United 
States and Western European nations. 

¢o~porate Go~<e[nan~ ......................................................................................................... 

CommonWealth RE~T Plans Board, Management Fee Changes 

According to Reuters (Sept. 23), CommonWealth REIT on Monday 
announced plans to add at least three new independent trustees and change 
how it calculates its management fees. The changes come as the office 
p[oper~y company de~ends ]~se~f against activist ~nves~ors’ efforts ~o unsea~ i~s 
board. Hedge fund Co~’ex Management and real estate fund Related Fund 
Management, who together own almost one-tenth of CommonWealth’s 1ola~ 
shares, have criticized the RE~s payments to Reit Management & Research 
LLC (RMR). The management firm is run by CommonWealth ~rus~ees Adam 
Porlnoy and Bar~ Podnoy. CommonWealth plans to add 1he new t~ustees to 
ensure that at least 75 percent of ~ts board are independent. Fu~hermore, 
starting next year, RMR’s management ~ees wou~d be de~errn#~ed by a new 
fermu~a that m~ght result ~n lower paymenls to the company. Finally, RMR 
has agreed to take 10 percent of its base management fees in 
Common£%~ea~th common shares. 

OSC Push to Add More Women to Boards Gains Momentum 

"Canada’s Institute of Corporate Directors (ICD) has thrown its backing behind 
a proposal by the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) to develop a new 
disclosure rule for companies ~o boost ~he number el women on boards of 
direclors," repo~ts the Toronto Globe and Mail (Sept. 23, McFarland)~ The 
vo]untap/organization, which represents approximately 7,600 Canadian board 
members, stated tha~ i~ supports the goa~s o~ the OSC’s new "comply or 
expla#~" d~vers~y proposal OSC officials have asked for a public comment 
pedod through eel 4 on whether it should develop a new polioy requiring 
companies to d~sc~ose the propo~on of women they have on their boards of 
directors and in sen~or management ro~es, as we~] as oufl#~ing ~hei[ policies 
and p~ans to improve gender dive[sity~ "Under the OSC proposal," the 
newspaper notes, "companies would a~so have the option of not complying 
w~th the rule and ~nstead explaining why they have opted out of the disclosure 
- a system known as ’comply or explain.’" 

Michigan’s Top Public Companies Fai~ing to Put Women on Boards, in 
Suite 

The Lansing State Journal (Sept. 23, Priddle) cites a new s~udy from Inforurn 
and the Wayne State University School of Business Administration, which 
found that women currently hold iust 98 of the 850 board seats at M~cMgan- 
based puM~c companies. The lola~ ~s only 12 ~or women of color. Researcf~e[s 
fudher determined that 28 of the companies do not have a single female 
executive, d~rector, or topd~ve compensaled officer. On 1he positive side, 
severa~ companies stand out as examples of progress toward gender parity 
ihe C=su~ie and boardroom. Furniture make[ S~eelcase ~s ~he only lop 
M~chigan company with at ~east 25 perceni female board members, 30 
percent female executive off~cem, and 40 percent in the top4~ve highest paid 
category’. Compuware, meanwM~e, is ihe only lop M~ch~gan fim~ to have two 
females of co,or on its board. Gene[a~ Mo~ors and Kelloggs ate among ihe 13 
employers that have at ~east 25 percent women board members~ 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

American Airlines CEO "fern Norton’s Severance Stricken From lVierger 
Dea~ 

"The American Airlines and US Airways boards have approved changes to 
their merger agreement that, among other things, threw out a Feb. 13 letter 
lhat set out ~he severance package and the future t~le o~ Amedcan Cha#man 
and CEO Tom Ho~ton," repeals the Dallas Morning News (Sept. 23, Maxon). 
However, once Amedcan emerges from bankruptcy and merge with US 
Ai~ays, ~ts new board of d~rectors can do anytMng it wants. As for whether 
Norton wi~ get any severance, a company spokesman sa~d ~hat tf~ere is 
notMng in the works at tMs fime~ "As the ~udge sa~d, that’s a melter for the 
new company," the spokesman stated. "So we’re not going to speculate on 
wfla~ the new company may o[ may not 

S,are~ :~ Facebook ~ 
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New York Life F#es PHvate-Equity Lending CEO 

Bloomber.q (Sept. 23, Tracer) confirms that New York Life Insurance Oo r ~as 
fired Trover Clark, the CEO of the Madison Capital Funding LLC unit, Madison 
Capital co-founder Hu.qh Wade was named acting chief executive. New York 
Lile, the largest U.$. lile insurer owned by policyholde[s, also fired senior 
mana.qin.q dkector Chdsto#her ~M[[[ams~ The two dismissals were fer "v[olatin9 
company po[ic~es pe~ah~ing to pe~onM ~nvestments and personas business 
activities," rope[is New York Life spokesman W~]]iam Werfe]man, "Our 
company’s rules are stdct w~th re.qard to these disclosures ~nd activities so 
we can continue to ma~ntsh~ the highest ~ntegdty and pedormance." 

Share~ £ Facebook ~ 

VeHFone Taps Citi Executive as CEO 

Business Week (Sept. 23) is reportin.q that VeriFene Systems h~c., which 
makes terminals for electronic payments, has selected Citi.qroup executive 
Paul GMant to become its new CEO. The appointment is effective Oct. 1. The 
45oyear-old will also join VedFone’s board o~ d~recto[s. Galan~ has solved as 
cMef executive of Cifl.qroup’s enterprise-payments business since 2010. 
"Longtime ~edFone] CEO Douglas Bergeron stepped down h~ Ma[ch after 
saying ~hat the company had fa~led to tailor pt~duc~s ~o meet merchants’ 
needs and the sales staft had executed poorly," no~es Bus~ness Week. 
"Chakman Richard McGinn held the job on an inlerim basis." 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Late Nits: No reason ~or North Carotina to 

panic, same can’t be said for Duke 

The only highlight in a boring week of college football 

was a questionable call in the N.C. State-Clemson 

game. 

N~eredith earns 143 shutout in soccer; more 

soccer, go~f, voileybMi results 

The Meredith soccer team earned its second USA 

South win Saturday with a 1-0 win against new 

league member Huntingdon. 

UNO comes undone in second 

hMf of 28°20 defeat against 

Georgia Tech 

After a holding penalty wiped away 

an 82-yard touchdown, the North 

Carolina Tar Heels faltered down 

the stretch and suffered their fifth 

consecutive... 

Bryn Renner 
threw his 
second TD 
pass to push 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Applied Materials to Merge With Tokyo Electron 

Applied Materials to Merge With Tokyo Electron 

American chip maker Applied Materials and Japanese electronics company Tokyo Electron 

agreed to merge in an all-stock deal that will create a company with a market capitalization 

of $29 billion. 

Under the terms of the deal, one Tokyo Electron share will be exchanged for 3.25 shares 

of the new entity, and one Applied Materials share will exchanged for one share of the new 

company. The two firms will be united in a joint holding company in the Netherlands. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 
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The Morning Brief: Iran Icebrea]~er Set at U.N. 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

II0a~ IeebI’eake~" Set at U,N,                              ~ 

Kenyan Forces Hmit fo~" RclnMnh~g Holdouts at ~Vestgate 

Tokyo Elects’on, Applied MateriMs Agree to Merge 

In India, Rap~st’s l’Vife Faces Ita~’sh Judge: TraCtion 

BlackBerry NtN kes P~’elimina~’y Dea~ to Sell to Fair~hx-Led Investor 
Group for 84,7 

d,P. Mo~gan Ex-Traders .Are Citing ~:ha]e’ in Theh" 

IteNth Insurer’s Scr~ble to Keep IteNthy C~stomers 

VietoNous ~n Germ~y, Merkel Strands Apart in 

Spain Pa~s Out of Recessio~ 

So~th Korea Pos~ones Choice of Fi~te~ ~ et to Update &~ng Fleet 

N~S V~DEOS 

Kenya Minister Say~ Some Attackcrs L~ved ~n 

Study Tracks NoNh Korea~s N~clear P~’ogram 

Income Investing: Did the Fed MiMead? 

More Gunfire on Day Four of Nah’obi Mall Siege 

Robots May Soon Rcplaee Humans in Chinese Factories 

NNWS PODCASTS 
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Th el’,4,3rn in g Brief WS J 300x250 





Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyer’s Transportation Finance/P3 Confe~nce <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Meet Our Contbrence Co-Chair 

Having trouble viewing thi~ email? View as webpage. 

::~,’~ The Bond Buyer’s 14th Annual Transportation Finance/P3 Conference 

’,He are pleased to announce the conference co-chair for 
The Bond Buyer’s Transportation Finance/P3 Conference: 
Edward Fanter of BMO Capital Markets 

Mr. Fanter brings over 20 years of inffastruclure advisory and 

capital marke~s experience, with sector expertise in 

transportation, water / wastewater, and soc~N ~nfrastructute. Mr. 

Fanter has been assodated w~#~ sb: ~cent #~nsactions that 

we~ t~aff~d "~ea~ d the Year:" 

Our co-chair brings extensive bend undep~’~,dting and advisory 

experience gained over 15 years in the Infrastructure Project 

Finance group at Lehman Brelhers and Barclays Capital. While 
at ~hese firms, his experience includes the Denver FasTtacks 

Eagle P3 Rail project, the Port of Miami Tunnel Proiecl, ,:he JFK 

International Arrivals Terminal Expansion, $R-91 Express Lanes, 

the Central Texas Turnpike project, and the Port of Seattle Fuel 

projecL 

Issuers attend for only $95, Institutional Investors pay $195, and 

All Other Professionals $895. For more information, or to 
register, contacl Dan Tina at (800) 803-5797. 

Susan Riley-Hayes 

Edward Fanter 

Director 

IBMO Capital Markets 

Sponsorship Opportunities Avaffable! 

For more informatien about sponsorships and exhibiting, contact Tara Gonzalez at 

(212) 803-8486. 

::N, CPE 

Credits 

/~OUT I I:::01~’/~I" I PRIVACYI 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:50 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: BofA Executive Faces Criticism in Libor Case 

BofA Executive Faces Criticism in Libor Case 

A former UBS executive is facing criticism for testimony he gave to a U.K. Parliamentary 

committee about the Libor-rigging scandal. 

The former executive, Alex Wilmot-Sitwell, told lawmakers in January that he didn’t recall a 

star UBS trader who has subsequently been implicated in the Libor case. But internal UBS 

emails reviewed by The Wall Street Journal show that Mr. W~lmot-Sitwell was included in 

discussions about how to prevent the trader from defecting to a rival bank. 

Mr. W~lmot-Sitwell, now a top executive at Bank of America Merrill Lynch in London, said 

that he never met the trader and doesn’t recall the email chain. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara~ Michalak <surveys@ithaka.org> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 12:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~l.unc.edu> 

UNC University Libraries need your input 

Dear Colleague: 

I invite you to participate in a survey that roll help tlae library better understaud the impact of digital technologies on your research, teaching, and publishing. The survey 

should take you app~oximately 15 - 20 minutes to complete, and can be accessed with tlae following link, which is unique to your email address: 

UNC Chapzl Hill Faculty Survey Link 

Please be assured that the survey is completely anonymous a~d results will only be reported in the aggregate. Faculty responses to the survey will help to shape the 

futare of the University’s library and inti~rmation services. 

The survey is being adtninistered by Ithaka S ~ R, which is an orgm~ization that helps the academic communi~ use digit~l technologies for research, teaching mad 

preservation of the scholarly record. 

As ~lways, we vaJme your feedback. If you have any questions about this survey, please contact Heather Gendro~ the Universi~ Library’s Assessment Coordinator 

(lib ithakasurvey@tmc.edu). 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 

Sarah Michalak 

University Libra~m~ aM Associate Provost tbr Universi~ Libraries 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@producLamericanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 12:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

EMV Expanding Opportunities Beyond the Card 

View as Web Paqe 
Forward to a Friend 

American Banker 

Complimentary Web Seminar 

October 24, 2013 I 12:30 pm ET/9:30 am PT 

--Featuring Live Q&A 

Click Here to Register 

Hello Law, 

EMV presents an opportunity for your business to expand far beyond just the card October 15th 

marks the 2 year countdown until the U.S. EMV liability shift. With limited time left, it is essential to 

have a roadmap to EMV chip technology, but also into other payment technologies as well. 

In this one hour web seminar, Gemalto will help to provide guidance on how to make the most of 

EMV migration, and of the opportunities to capture payment across all channels including 

contactless and mobile interfaces. 

This complimentary webinar will explore: 

What are key considerations for a successful EMV migration 

Which technologies can be implemented with EMV to expand payment across channels 

Lessons learned and best practices 

Sponsored by: 

Logo 

Share this Event! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004 
custserv@sourcemedia com I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawprof@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Linda Jellum <~jellum l@law.mercer.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 12:49 PM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

Contract Interpretation Exercise 

Dear all, 
I am working with judges in the Republic of Georgia on a training regarding statutory interpretation. I have been asked to add a section on contract interpretation. While many 
of the principles are the same, many are not. This is not my area; thus, if anyone has materials they would be willing to share, I would appreciate it. I am especially interested 
in a short exercise that I could use in the training to make it interactive and a short reading or handout that I can have translated into Georgian. 
I appreciate your time and look forward to your off list replies. 

best, 
Linda 
Professor Linda Jellum 
Mercer University School of Law 
jellum l@law.mercer.edu 
View my ~’e.search on my 5SRN gt~thor ~3age: 

_h__t__t~_:/_ 2 _s__s_~__~:_c__c_t ~_~2 _~ m _tko_ ~:--_--_ ~:_2_ ~ ~ ~ ?. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leo P. Martinez <~als@aals.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:29 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AAI,S Executive Director Sea~cch 

Association of American Law Schools 

Executive Director Search 
The ~LS has retained the executive search firm, Russell Reynolds, to conduct the 
,~LS Executive Director search. Mirah Horowitz of Russell Reynolds will be taking 
the lead in this eftbrt and she will report to a Search Commi~ee whose membership 
includes Professor Paul Marcus of William & Mary Law School, Dean Blake Morant 
of Wake Forest University School of Law, Provost Lauren Robel of Indiana 
U niversi~, Dean Dan Rodriguez of Northwestern U niversi~ School of Law, and me 
as chair. The announcement will appear ne~ week in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education and other selected puNieations. As the announcement states, we seek a 
visionat)" leader as our ne~ Executive Director. Your recommendations and 
suggestions regarding viaNe candidates should be directed to Mirah Horowitz 
(M~_~a!~,_5_~:~_~_~r_~_~_~!k~2~g!_~I~_~c~m) ¯ 
Best, 
Leo P. MaAinez 
Nbert Abramson Professor of Law 
University of Cdifornia, Hastings College of the Law 
200 MeAllister Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415) 565-4683 
ma Ainez@uehastings.edu 

Fort,yard email 

this emaii was sent to Ibroome@email,unc~edu by aals@aals.org :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan[ removal with SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy, 

Association of American Law Schools :: 1201 Connecticut Avenue :: Suite 800 Washington :: DC :: 20036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:41 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Kenya’s President Says Mall Attackers Have Been ’Shamed mad Det~ated’ 

Kenya’s President Says Nail Attackers Have Been 
’Steamed and Defeated’ 

President Uhuru Kenyatta said militants inside an upscale shopping mall in Nairobi have 

been "shamed and defeated," four days after a siege began. In an address to the nation, 

Mr. Kenyatta said five militants had been killed and 11 suspects were in police custody. 

"We have shamed and defeated our attackers," he said. 

Mr. Kenyatta also mentioned unconfirmed intelligence reports that two or three Americans 

were involved as well as a British woman, but said an investigation into the nationalities of 

the attackers was continuing. He said three floors of the mall collapsed and that there are 

"several bodies still trapped in the rubble, including the terrorists?’ 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeatbleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:48 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: NCAA restores some Penn State ~holarships 

Newsletter 

Deaac Lissa. 

Mid-alternoon gl~eetings fi~om Clips. 

There’s breaking news from Harrisburg (,see the profusion of headlines below). In an 

announcement ficom the NCAA Executive Committee, there has been a reduction of the severe 

penalties that were imposed on Penn State for the Jerry Sandusky scandal. 

I roll refer you to the details of the rollback in the superb recap below, which was written by 

Rachel Bachman of the Wall Street Journal while I was taJaing my noon-time nap. AI~ 

included below are judiciously selected excerpts from an AP m~ticle. 

However; at this eaa4y junctare, I will oiler a prediction, which is that is that critics, pundits and 

cotnmentatols roll soon have an absolute field day with this one. I can ahnost hear them 

tapping away at their keyboards already. I predict that their histrionics will be overflowing with 
vitriol, sarcasm, cynicism and I-told-you- so ~ s. Their targets? Well, of course the NCAA. 

And, of course, the man who announced the penalties: NCAA President Mark Emmert. 

Of course, this is an ea~’ prediction to make, since this was an awful and unprecedented 

situation in the first place. And the penalties were way overdone. 

Stay tuned ..... 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vwvw.twitter.co~@Colle,qeA[hClips 

NCAA Lightens Penn State’s Penalty 
Rachel Bachman, Wall Street Joumal, 9-24-13, 12: 43pm 

The NCAA will gradually restore the athletic scholarships it had taken away from 

Pennsylvania State University as part of its punishment of the school for the Jerry Sanduslcy 

sexual-abuse scandal, it announced Tuesday. 

College sports’ governing body cited Penn State’s "continued progress toward ensuring 

athletics integri~V’ in maJ~ing the decision. 

Beginning in 2014-15, five additional scholarships will be restored to the Ibothall team, the 
NCAA said. Five more scholarships will be restored each year until Penn State reaches the full 

allocation of 25 initial schola~rships in 2015-16 and 85 total scholarships in 2016-17. 

"It should not be seen as a precedent of handling other cases but in i:act an example of the 

uniqueness of the circmnstances," NCAA president Mark Emmert said. 

In its initial punishment leveled last year, the NCAA limited Pem~ State to 15 athletic 

scholarships for each of the next four years, beginning with this academic year. The NCAA 

also gave Penn State a four-year ban from postseason play and a $60 million fine, sanctions 

that remained in eil~ct even after Tuesday’s announcement, the organization said. 
"This news is certmnly welcome to our universi~ communi~, particulaa4y the student-athletes 

who may want to artend Penn State and will now have the means to do so," Penn State 

president Rodney Erick~n saJ~d in a statement. "As we promised throughout this process, we 

are committed to continuing to improve all of our tx~licies, procedures and actions." 
The changes were endorsed by the NCAA’s Division I board of directors and based on the 

recommendation of tb~xner Sen. George Mitchell, the independent athletics integri~ monitor for 

Penn State. 

"While there is more work to be done, Penn State has clearly demonstrated its connnitment to 
restoring integri~- in its athletics program," Mitchell said. "The university has substantially 

completed the initial implementation of all the Freeh ReIx~rt recommendations and its 

obligations to the Athletics Integri~ Agreement, s~ relief from the scholarship reductions is 

warranted and deserved." 

Mitchell said he recommended that the NCAA modit~ the reduction of scholarships mad that 

the NCAA settled on the exact numbers. The decision to reduce the sanctions "was not based 



on aJay requests coming ti-om the university," Emmert said. 

Michigan State president Lou Anna Simon mid the agreement between the NCAA and Penn 
State inclnded a reconsideration of Penn State’s postseason ban after two years but declined to 

speculate on future activity, such as a lifting of the boM ban. 

Rachel* Bachman writes for the Wall Street Journal. This article has’ been reprinted on 

Clips with the permission of the Wall Street JourT~al. 

Excerpts from ~N.C.A.A. to Restore Penn State Football Scholarships~ by the AP: 

I~ This action provides an opportunity to recognize Penn State[is sign~cant 

momentum, while als’o providing additional opportunitiesJbr student-athletes, [; 

said Wake ForestI ~s president, Nathan Itatch, who is chairman of the ~ C.A.A. ’s 

Division I board of directors. 

A report commissioned by the university heavily criticized university leaders~ 

respons’e to complaints’ about Sandusky. Penn State and the N.C.A.A. agreed to 

the penalties more than a ),ear ago, shortly after Sandus@ was’ convicted of 45 

counts’ of sexual abuse. The~, also require the Penn State to pay a $60 million fine 

and serve a five-year ban on postseason plc~. The ~\~ C.A.A. eliminated 112 wins’ 

by the f!)otball program. 

Sen. George 3/[itchell, the independent athletics integrity monitorJbr Penn State, 
said the N.C.A.A. said it also might reduce the postseason ban, depending on the 

universi .ty ~s f!tture progress. ~4itchell said it was premature to say which other 

sanctions might be changed 

~ Ibis was a positive response to positive action, and as to the f!tture, we [] II have 

to make judgments in the fiaure. [] 

~klitchell said he recommended the restoration of scholarships, but the specific 

elements were decided by the N.C.A.A. and the Big Ten conference. Earlier this 

month, ~litchell issued a report on the first 3,ear of his sen,ice as monitor, 

crediting Penn State for notable progres:s that included implementation of l 19 

recommendations" made last summer by the JbtTner F.B.L director Louis Freeh, 

who directed the sehool~ ] s investigation into the scandal 





TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~,colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSlTE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only" a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emalled directly" to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular Penn State sanctions eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CollegeAth/eticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and 7~he Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes ~like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from this mailiIlg list or ctlaI~ge the email format please use the links below: 

Chortle vom subscription 
U~s ubsc~ibe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:08 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Prosecutors Propose Settling Criminal Insider-Trading Case Against SAC 

Prosecutors Propose Settling Criminal Insider-Trading 
Case Against SAC 

Federal prosecutors proposed settling a criminal insider-trading case against hedge fund 

SAC Capital Advisors for $1.5 billion to $2 billion, people familiar with the case said. 

SAC lawyers have argued for a lower settlement amount -- and that a separate $616 

million civil regulatory fine SAC paid earlier this year should be deducted from any criminal 

sanction, according to the people. The negotiations still are at an early stage; any deal 

would include an SAC guilty plea, according to the people. It is unclear whether any 

criminal charges would be filed against Steven A. Cohen, SAC’s founder, the people say. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:<250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review Charlotte home prices up 7.6 percent in July 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Charlotte h~>me prices up 7.~ #ercent in du~y 

over last year ..... 

Charlotte home prices rose 7.6 percent in July from a 

year ago, for the 17th month in a row of yearly gains, I -1 "1 

Standard & Poor’s Case-SMiler index said Tuesday, 

US Airways to DOJ: Who have you been 

tNking with? 

US Airways and American Airlines, fighting to save 

their planned merger, on Tuesday sought to force the 

US. Department of Justice to disclose whom they 

interviewed prior to blocking the combination 

Chinese company 

Shareholders of Smithfield Foods Inc. on Tuesday 

approved a plan to sell the world’s largest pork 

producer and processor to a Chinese company. 

Planning expe~t: SL~burban sprawl is the fast 

food of economic development 

Planning consultant Joe Minicozzi says governments 

get far more tax revenue per acre from dense 

downtown development than from suburban projects 

The price of oil fell for the seventh time in eight days, 

as theU.S signaled a willingness to pursue a 

diplomatic path with Iran. 

US home prices rise 12,4 pet. 

n~ost in 7% years 

U.S home prices rose 12.4 

percent in July compared with a 

year ago, the most since February 

2006 An increase in sales on a 

limited supply of available.. 

US consumer confidence dips 

as jobs outlook dims 

Americans’ confidence in the 

economy fell slightly in September 

from August, as many became 

less optimistic about hiring and 

pay increases over the... 

Duke ~ue~ear p~ant to get additional scrutiny 

Duke Energy’s Robinson nuclear plant near 

Hartsville, S.C., will get extra oversight after 

inspectors found maintenance problems with a 

standby generator. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:29 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

The CFPB: Measuring the Progress of a New Agency (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can view it as a web page. 

Morrison & Foerster Article 

B[p~"tis;~~ Policy C÷r~te~° A~-tic~e 
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau: Measuring 
the Progress of a New Agency 
GONTACf US 

Marketing Depa~tmen~ 
Mordso~ & Foerster LLP 

425 Ma[ket Sl:ree[ 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

A new report by Bipartisan Policy Center’s (BPC) Financial Regulatory 

Reform Initiative released today includes several recommendations for 

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and Congress to 

consider to improve the state of consumer protection, increase the 

efficiency of the financial services industry and improve the quality of 

regulation. Rick Fischer of Morrison & Foerster and Eric Rodriguez of the 

National Council of La Raza, co-chairs of the initiative’s Consumer 

Protection Task Force, authored the report. 

To read the report 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States) In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~/ww.sra.org uk Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <Ibroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Sep. 25 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Dmly 

Banking Daily 

September 25, 2013 , Number 186 

Capita! 

Nids~ze banks have one year of transition time to ~ncorporate the 
new Basel III capital changes into tests that judge whether the 
lenders can absorb losses resulting from bad economic 
conditions, the Federal Reserve says .... 

Mortgages 

A federal judge in New York dismissed a cluster of allegations 
against Wells Fargo Bank N.A. in a suit that says the bank 
submitted false certifications on federally backed mortgage 
loans, but said the U.S. government can press its claims that... 

Mortgages 

Sen. Bob Corker (R-Tenn.), the lead Republican sponsor of a 
bipartisan Senate bill to overhaul the secondary mortgage 
market, said he would welcome House passage of a competing 
proposal that takes a very different approach to the federal 
government’s... 

Securities 

Several regulatory agencies are making "lots of progress" on 

finalizing a single rule implementing a controversial section of the 

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 

that bans proprietary trading and limits... 

Credit Unions 

The National Credit Union Administration filed nine new lawsuits 
that said financial firms sold nearly $2,4 billion in flawed 
mortgage-backed securities that led to the collapse of two 
corporate credit unions .... 

Interest Rates 

NCUA Sa~s i~ Suit Over C~’edit U~io~ Losses 

The National Credit Union Administration Sept. 23 sued 13 
international banks, saying they violated federal and state 
antitrust laws by manipulating the London Interbank Offered 
Rate, and caused losses at five now-failed corporate credit... 

Consumer Protection 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is closely 
scrutinizing advance loans and other small-dollar loans offered by 
many banks and payday lenders amid concerns that such 
products often trap consumers in a revolving cycle of debt,... 

Small Business 



Thirteen large banks that pledged in September 2012 to boost 
lending to small businesses by $20 billion by September 2014 
have managed to boost small business lending by $17 billion in 
just one year, three major bank associations announced... 

Foreign Accounts 
The ]~stice Department and ~wi~ ~a~: 

On Aug. 29, 2013, the Tax Division of the U.S. Department of 
Justice announced a special voluntary disclosure program aimed 
at a large group of Swiss financial institutions. The program will 
allow an eligible Swiss bank to avoid criminal prosecution... 

Bankruptcy 

Sen. Charles Grassley (R-Towa) and Rep, Spencer Bachus 
Ala.) sent letters to Attorney General Eric Holder and U.S. 
Trustee Program Director Clifford J. White inquiring about the 
propriety of the USTP’s collection of certain information... 

Accounting 

Two former Mercantile Bancorp Inc. executives agreed Sept. 24 
in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of Illinois to pay 
$100,000 each to resolve allegations they failed to recognize in 
the bank’s financial statements that... 

Mortgages 

The ~C has obtained a $514,9~0 monetary judgment and a 
permanent injunction against a group of companies and 
individuals scamming mortgagors by hawking phony mortgage 
relief services, according to a stipulated final judgment and 
permanent... 

Housing 

Home prices advanced 12.4 percent from a year ago in July, with 
the strongest gains continuing in the Southwest, according to 
the latest Standard & Poor’s Case-Shiller home price index 
released Sept. 24 .... 

Housing 

Home prices rose 1 percent in July and were nearly 9 percent 

above a year ago, the Federal Housing Finance Agency reported 

Sept. 24 .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily ([SSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
ht:t P:iiw~.~butii .bna .c,:)raiemailsignup. 

Request a FREE Web tr:ai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the te!ms ai;d 

condit;.ons of ti~e license ~greernent with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Tech Monthly <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Unmask Wikipedia editors who altered lawyer’s page, suit urges I Clicking ’like’ is protected speech I Does your firm have 
a ’pricing director’? 

This Month’s Top Tech Stories 
September 2013 

Suit seeks to unmask Wikipedia editors who altered lawyer’s page 

5 Mistakes Orqanizations Keep Making ~n Litigation 

Q~ck~ng’~ike’ is protected by First Amendment, 4th Circuit says 

opinions 

Neady evew B~gLaw firm now has a pricing directoK meet an early adopter 

Reviews: 5 too~s for ba~ew char~ing, research 

e d ia P ~e sence tot ra~ k 

A ns~and see results 

FEATUR B LA 

Link rot in SCOTUS decisions documented; half don’t ,go to ori#inal material 

How will 3-D printin,q affect IP Law? Manufacturinq? Product liability? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Defends U.S. Engagement in the Middle Easl 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.d:s: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ii£i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N TNIS E~IAIL I ~] NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&Wine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~0~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

Obama Defends U,So Engagement ~n the Middle 

East 

President Obama declared that fl~e United States would nse NI its 

]evers of power to defend its interests in the Middle East, but 

aeknm~qedged a limited ability to influence g]*q-~al events. 

~ Video: Obamds U.N. Speech in 3 Munutes ~ Ful~ Transcr~N 

Obama 
old th% I 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
[~ ~reside 

ObarnaLs Evolving Doctrine ,~ 

devoting the rest of his presideucy to a negotiated end to ~e 

Iran eonfl’onkation, and creating a separate state for ~he Pa]estinians. 

Offieia|s Detail Premium Costs of Health Plan 

The Obama administration highlighted premimns for eo~smners 

in states where the ~cderal governmen t will ma new insuraace 

markets starting next week, with eosN ik said were generMIy 

lower than prior estimates. 

~ O~ama and CIJRtons Share Seage for Health Care Talk 

, ~ State-by-State Premiums U nder the Affordable Care Act 

Preside 

nt Bill 

Editors’ Picks 



Photos, Like IJfe, Bhirred and Re-Envisioned          uk~ 

traumatic brain ]~!~uw in 2009. tte has since made images tha~ 

reflect his double vision, and this week beans a road tt{p to eon[inue khat work, 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Losing Is Good for You 

Awards can be powerflI1 motivators, but ~m~stop reeognifio~ 

does not inspire children to succeed. Ins[earl, it can cause them 

to underachieve. 

World 

Obax~a and Rouhax~i Miss Each Other, :Diplomatically, at 

The near miss between President Ohama and President Hassan Rouhani of Iran 

at the United Nations General ~sembly illustrates khe acute political 

se~s~fivities that will affect both leaders as they tr7 to embark on a dilAomafie 

path. 

Befo~’e Kenya .Atta~:k, Rel~em’sa|s a~d Placating of 

The plot to attack the Westgak" mall was hak:hed weeks or 

mort ~hs ago, with militan N stu@ing the b N1Nng’s blueprints and 

hiding powerflfl maehfim guns in a sh,:g,, officials said. 

Johnny 

Mutinda 

China Bans Items for Ex~port to North Korea, Fearing Thei~¯ 

Use fax 

The ban on exports of military-like hardware and chemicals is a sign of Ctfina’s 

in erea s i n g con eern a bout the North’s mid ear a bi]iti es. 

U.S. 



Per~tago~ Denies Mo~ey J[~rr G~antAnar~ao 

Ove~ohaul 

,4 lack of Congressional suppo~ doomed a hid to renow~te the 

px~son in Cuba that the Obama administration has been txVing to 

dose, an oftSeial sNd. 

Obsma [ 

adrrdrd£t 

In Corner of Arkansas, Frustration but No Panic 

Over Possible Shutdo~vn 

Residents of northwes tern/~’kansas see the turmoil over a 

possible debt defaul~ as the new normal of Washington rather 

than a seminal political moment likely to affect their lives. 

Time Short, House Says It Seeks a Near Farm Bill 

[bays after [he }touse passed a bill slashing food stamps, I{ouse leade~ said they 

were working with their Senate com~terl?a~s toward a new five-year farm bill, 

bu~ ~he odds were long. 

more US news; ,go to NYT[mes.eom]US ~ 

Business 

UoSo Ho~sir~g Recovery Seems Still on Track 

Home values and home prices are rising, aceording to several 

surveys. 

~ Case..Stfil~er House Prices 

~ ~ CN BC: Sh~ler on the Late~ Housing Report 

DEALBOOK 

dPMorgm~ May Settle l’V~t|~ Group of Age~eies 

During settlement tMks finis week, pr,:g,osals emerged tha~ would 

require JPMorgan Chase to pay anywhere from $3 bilIion to 

about $7 billion, people briefed on the negotiations sNd. 

Street’s S~nn,v Side Costs RetMlers More in Rent 

Store rents in Manhattan can vary snbstantially, even on the 

same block, depending on factors like [o~-.,t traffic and nearby 

stores and aRraetions. 

, [] Graphic: I.ocatio~, L ocatioe 

l¢~a 
Ipoie 

an 
Settle 

Sports 



RAYS 7, YANKEES 0 

Rays All b~at Crt~sh Yankee.s’ Wild-Card Hopes 

With a shubout loss, the Yankees were elimi~ated fl’om the 

American League’s first ~ld-card spot Tuesday as they fell six 

games behind the Rays with five to play. 

After Comeback for the Ages, a Last Dash for 

AAer winning seven races ~n suceession, inelud~ng ~’o Tuesday, 

Oracle Team USA, t~e Cup defender, has ~ied dm series 

Emirates Team New Zealand at 

Building a World C~p Stadi~m in [he Amazon 
~,. %/,M 

Organizers face e~raordinaU hurdles, from hum idi~: to 

bureaucracy, in tl~e construction of a 42,coo-seat stadium in 

Manaus, a ei)~ in dm midst of the rain forest. 

,~ Sl~de Show: A Construction Challenge 

USA,    J 

ers of 
Nsciona 

For more spolts news, t-’,¢ ~o NYTimes.com/Spor~s ~ 

A~ts 

A Star Architect Leaves Some Clie~ts Fm~fi~g 

The architect SanLiago Calatrava is collecting critics as buildings 

develop problemso 

OPERA REVIEW I ’EUGENE ONEGIN’ 

A Fight for Love, i~ the Met and Out 

The Met’s new "Eugene Onegin," directed by Nona Shaw, opened 

on Monday in a @ab production upstaged by critics protesting 

Russian laws intolerant of gays. 

, Gay RighN ProNst Greets OpeNeg Night 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

The Tow~ Is Small~ the Taboos Are Not 

"Local Souls," A}lan Gnrgam]s’s latest book, contains three 

novellas set in eastern Nozd~ Carolhm. 

oNetrebk 

Obituaries 

Da~d H~be|~ Nobe|-%Vinning Scientist, Dies at 

87 

Dr. Habc] was half of a team that studied how the brain 

processed informatJm~ fl’om the rethm. The findi~%s led to a 

better understanding of how to treat ceVmin hirlk defceks, 

[~ Dr 
..... : David 

Hubel, 

Pard Dietzel, Coach %%:ho Led LoS.Uo to its First 

National Title, Dies at 89 

In Louisiana State’s 1958 champio~sb~p season, the footbaU 

coach used a platoon system famous for a scrappy defensive m~it 

known as fl~e Chinese BandiNo 

Paul 
Dietzel 

i~ 1962 

Chr~stophe~° Koch, W~0iter of’Year of Livh~g 

Da~tgerously,~ Dies at 81 

Mr. Koch was widely regarded as one of Australia’s finest 

novdists. His best known book became even beret known as a 



Dining & Wine 

Dog Z~ggiiT: New Jersey’s Own Hot 

A mad trip to lo joints shows that New York hot dogs may haw~ 

nothing oI~ these fl’ankso 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I LAKE PAVILION 

A Special Oeer,.sion, Seven Days a Week 

Lake Pavilion ~h’esses to impress at~d ~s seri :ms about its 

Cantonese seafood. 

, ~ SIMe Show 

Coveted Restaurant Rese~’afions Without the 

G roveHng 

A bit of cleverness eat~ take you far it~ gettir~g that elusive table. 

Davis 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: Obmna’s UoN, Speech in 3 Minutes 

Addressing the United Nations Geimral Assembly, President 

Obmna explai~ed his position, s on Syria and ~ran, and the peace 

process between Israelis and Palestinians. 

Many dog owners ~n Sail Frat~eiseo are protesting proposed rules 

limiting where they ca~ take their pets off leash in the Go~den 

Gate National Recreation Area. 

, Reiated Article 

~ vm~o: Bagels m~d Lox 

Melissa Clark and Niki Russ FDdem~an of Russ &: Daughters 

assemble the classic New Yofl~ hruneh spread. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

President Oba~na at the United Nations 

Irm~ topped the agenda in the preside~tt’s address to the General Assembly, but 

he acknowledgDd other challengDs as well. 

EDITORIAL 

Exposing the Pay Gap 

Chief executives should have to.iusti~’ their pay to shareholders, employees 

al~d the public. 

EDITORIAL 

The Embarrassment of Senator Ted Cl~lz 

Thc Tcxas politician might think people want to hear about his ideas for gDtdng 

~id of the new health law, but he really is only speaki*~g to himself. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Presid~Dt Obama ca~’t catch a break, or 

, Cokimnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ~A’~y We 

While prc~ductivi>,7 cm Capitol Hill ~4~ds to a halt, research 

innovation in the eountt7 sufl~rs. 

~ Co~arn n~a~ Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Is Natural Gas 

Embarking on a huge push to real zcro-earbon-produci~g 

~’enewabies is the oMy responsible path ~o take, 

For m~;re o,oinion go to NYTimes.eomfOpinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes [Ointerest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with ,.)tar stake of apps: 

iPhone:~) l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyLcom ~; 

About This E-MaI~ 

This is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a member o~ the TRUSTs privacy program, we are comsfib’_ed to pro~ecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adve~ise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Likeable La~wer <dasses(~likeablelaYwer corn> 

Wednesday, September 257 2013 5:31 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@em~Jl unc edu> 

Rainm~Jdng Tips [br Lawyers High V~]ue Webinar 9/27 

~ No Rain, No Gain: a 6~hour Cfient 
Development Intensive for Lawyers 

10:30a.m.---5 15pro Central 

Live Webinar ~__e_~_t__e_~LIi?__e_!_2___7_ or ._N___q_v___e_~LIi?__e_L!_5_. 

$299 -- ~lu~ your choice o? 2’-bout CLE ~!.eb.?ar ~o: hee 

lhis 6-houF webinuw will giv.~! you ti~e tools you n.~!ed 

bdiid a qlore profitabk~ and sal:~sfying pracl:~ce Yau will 

your tm]e with targeted strategies to attract F:ew clients 

Strengthen your referral network 

Desigr~ a t~ociuq m.~!d=a s~ralegy ~hal eIl:iok~!n~ly 

Creale a s~!ale.qic .q!e’,,’,d:h plan R)r your prac~k;e 

business development plan that removes the guesswork 

from your rainmaking so you can realize the full poteF:tial 

..’!r.m.appre~’ed for DLE czredit 

~ Building a Successful Law Practice 

9:30.-- 1 !:30 a.m. Cen[rai 

$99 .---. cr Poe with No Rau~. t~o Gain 

For iawyers in all fields; this class will teach you a set of 

leadership tools to achieve better results for your clients 

i~ Cultivatin9 Profitable Relationships 

1:30 - 3:30 p m Centra~ 

Lwe Webmar or October 29 

$99 .---. or hoe w~th No Ra#; No Gab 

relationships and increase your h-~flueRce with clients and 

Register for No Rain, No Gah;, 

Practice er Cultivating ProfitaMe 

Relationships ~or flee That’s 

$99 sav~gs! See dates and 

a~endas and reqisier now. ]e 

out enter P~o~et~o~a~ D~o~t 

Cod¢- NRN~P~US2. 

:::~:: The Likeable Lav,,^/er 

Continuing Legal Education 

Bryarlt ~ FrenciL LLP 

"Even though ~, have been 

m, ar,t;eth;g my ~a:,v practice for 

- Stewa~ Reubens; 

Move OOLfi’SeS 8f’~d 

Formats Available 

Webinar 

CDIDVD and Dawnioad 

On Demand 

follow on Twitter i friend on FacebooK i iead our blo9 

Contact us 

Ti~o Liket::a}e La,,,’yel I 3 } 3 W~.s~ Maw Street :: Austere, 77. ~ 78701 



To unsubscribe, click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, September 25: HSBC’s Dorner on Regulation; Corker on GSE Reform 

....... ~eb Seminars 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 

Today’s Top Stories 

Private Sector Must Share Risk in 

Sen. Bob Corker, a co-author of legislation to 
overhaul the mortgage finance market, 
forcefully defended his proposal that private 
capital take at least 10% of the first loss on 
mortgage-backed securities. Others predicted 
that he’ll have to water it down to advance the 
bill. 

HSBC°s Dor#er 

The CEO of HSBC USA says that stricter 
regulation is crucial to strengthening the 
banking system and winning back customers’ 
trust, but she remains frustrated by the glacial 
pace of the rulemaking 

Mortgage Data Ru~e Changes to Lighten 
Banks’ Burden: CFPB’s Cordray 

Revisions to banks’ duties under the Home 
Mortgage Disclosure Act are coming soon, 
and they are meant to "ease the operational 
and technological burdens" of banks, the head 
of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
said. 

~nsider Threat Rises, ~nfo Security O~cers 
Say 

System and database administrators’ accounts 
are being compromised at an increasing rate, 
according to a survey conducted by Enterprise 
Strategy Group. 

By Department 

Say 

System and database administrators’ accounts 
are being compromised at an increasing rate, 
according to a survey conducted by Enterprise 
Strategy Group. 

HSBC’s Dorner 

COMPLETE iSSUE 

o View complete 
issue 
o View company 

index 
o Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Regulation & 

Reform 

~ 
T hree 
years 
after 
passage 
of Dodd- 

Frank, bankers 
are still anxious as 
they wait for some 
rules to be written 
and others to be 
implemented. Yet 
a new set of 
regulatory and 
legislative 
challenges looms. 

At American 
Banke#s 
Regulatory 
Symposium, 
bankers, 
regulators and 
lawmakers share 
their ideas. 

M&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 
was 
hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments. Attend 

the A ~’~, Debit and 

Prepaid FoIum to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up=to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 

i~] ~nabie im~g¢-s for an optimal e:<pedence 



The CEO of HSBC USA says that stricter 
regulation is crucial to strengthening the 
banking system and winning back customers’ 
trust, but she remains frustrated by the glacial 
pace of the rulemaking 

Valley Nationa~ to ~ssue $125M of Debt to 

Redeem Tru ps 

Valley National Bancorp in Wayne, N.J., is 
offering to sell up to $125 million of 
subordinated notes to repay its trust-preferred 
debt. 

Sen. Bob Corker, a co-author of legislation to 
overhaul the mortgage finance market, 
forcefully defended his proposal that private 
capital take at least 10% of the first loss on 
mortgage-backed securities. Others predicted 
that he’ll have to water it down to advance the 
bill. 

$197M 

The $4.24 billion-asset Banner said Tuesday it 
has agreed to buy Home Federal Bancorp 
(HOME) in Nampa, Idaho, for $197 million in 
cash and stock. 

point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are worth 
doing. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 

[ ~ American 

l:~ Bank ...... Banker Tech 

~iI SourceMedia 



Fi"Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

comes easy after key 
Georgia 
Tech’s 

p8 rsol’~l’~el losses Jemea 

The Tar Heels’ offense set more Thomas (14) 
stops UNC’s 

than 30 single-season school 
EricEbron 

records last season, but (85~ after a 
generating yards and points has 

been far more challenging .. 

UNC’s Presson, Duke’s Bottoff~ 

North Carolina’s Isaac Presson and Duke’s Juliet 

Bottorff were named ACC Cross Country Performers 

of the Week after their weekend events. 

Late Hi~s: No reason fo~ North CarNina to 

paf~i¢, same can’t be sa{d for Duke 

The only highlight in a boring week of college football 

was a questionable call in the N.C. State-Clemson 

game. 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 7:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TBJ Morning Call: Smithfield Foods shareholders OK Chine~ taJaeover 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

SEPTEMBER 25, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Smithfield Foods shareholders approve sale to Chinese 

company 
Smithfield Feocis shareholders orl Tuesday approved +,he carnpany’s $4 7 billion 

acquisil:ien by Shuanghui International Holdings I_imited, the largest-ever purchase 

ef a US company by a Chinese firm. 

Discuss 

Morrisvil~e incubator graduates first class of five companies 
Merrisville incubatar HOTTovatien i~as graduated its First class Five stadups 

padicipated in this year’s programirfifiated by the Morrisville Innovatian Feundation: 

Southwest Airlines to chanqe rewards program 
Dailas-based Southwest Airlines (NYSE: LUV), which is the top carrier at P, aleigh- 

Durham International Airport by passenger count, is making a change to one of its 

rewards programs and giving customers six months warning. 

Discuss 

Ra!~!gh=Durham ranks No. 23 on Retirement Readiness 

The Raleigh-Durham metro area ranked No. 23 on a recent retirement readiness 

index by Ameriprise Fmancial The sum~ey ranks the 30 largest US metros based 

on where cop,~umers are ,he mos, prepared ,or an ~ confid~nt abou, retirement 

~ ~rn~ii B~in~g~ Read Mom{rie~ Ca{l >> 



TOI)AY~S ~RN|NG C~JLL 

North Carolina’s most expensive coastal homes for sale 
(slideshow) 

How a Japanese i~rrn"s European victory means UoS. doilars 
for Morrisvii(e"s Furiex 

Hagan signs on to medical device tax repeal 

Will IBM’s exchanqe cover a retiree’s spouse? And other 
questions 

Chuy’s hiring 175 for new North Hills location 

~G~-v~e~D~n~s-h~u~d~n~r~W-s~r~!~!~B~!~;~:~!~ 

Survey; Americans workinq Ion~ hours 

MBA applications on the rise 

................................................................................................................... 4 things to do so your business survives a natura~ disaster 

Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 

To LI!;sL:bscdbe fism this 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cmwfo~t Advisors <~Vebinars@CrawfordWebinars.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 8:05 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Webinar Tomorrow: Are You Ready for Open Ei~rollment 2014 - What Employers Must Do 

Dear Lissa, 
Join attorney Patrick Haynes for this important webinar and learn what employers must do for their 2014 Open Enrollment. There are several issues, 
requirements and employer mandates which will dramatically impact open enrollment and benefit plans. These include but are not limited to: 

Communicating "The Individual Mandate" 
Communicating "Health insurance Marketplaces" 
Summary of Benefits and Coverage 
Eligibility Changes and Pre-existing Condition Limitations 

Webinar Date: Thursday, Sep 26th 12:00 PM - 12:35 PM EDT 
Space is limited - click on this link to register: https://wwwl .gotomeeting.com/register/743655673 
Open to all Benefits Professionals - but not ot,~er agents and brokers 

Sincerely, 
Reagan M Crawford, CLU 
Managing Member 
Crawford Advisors, LLC 
410-771-5500 
rcrawford@crawfordadvisors.com 
www.crawfordadvisors.com 

This message was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu from: 

Crawford Advisors I 200 International Circle I Hunt Valley, MD 21031 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, September 25, 2013 8:55 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: ICAP Fined $87 Million Over Alleged Rate-Rig~g 

ICAP Fined $87 Million Over Alleged Rate-Rigging 

U.S. and U.K regulators fined interdealer broker ICAP a total of $87 million to resolve their 

investigations into the brokerage firm’s alleged role in the manipulation of benchmark 

interest rates. 

Separately, the U.S. Department of Justice said it had charged three former ICAP brokers 

as part of a continuing criminal investigation into manipulation of the London interbank 

offered rate, or Libor. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, September 25, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Briefi Prices Set for New ttea]lh-Care F~xcbanges 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

Prices Set for New Health-Care Exchanges             ~ 

Iran Applies Brakes to U.N. Mideast Plans 

Prosecutors Propose Up to $2 Billion Settlement ~riib SAC 

Syrim~ Rebel ~i~ce Rejects Western-Backed Leaders 

Kenya Be~s Clearing Besieged Shopph~g M~ 

Deat~ Toll From PaMstm~ Q~mke Crosses 2o0 

Social Democrats Resist do~g Merkel h~ N ew Gover~ent 

N~WS V~DEOS 

Focus on F~mds: Active Managers Running ,Scared 

Trending: $~,~oo Gold iPhones, Eating Gim~ Snails 

B~o~ers C~~ Fo~[ ~n Exec~fion of Street Vendor 

l’Vhat’s Behind New ZeMand’s IPO Success 

N~WS PODCASTS 

The ~:aH Street Journal This Morning Sept ~5, 

Thek4omingBrief WSJ 300x250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA 

7~ *** Attemp~ced break in ~c~ locked re,~idence reported ~9/24i13, S403 Cabe Ford Rd, 

The homeowner was getting ready m take her children to school Mmn the power went out aronnd 7:30 AM. She walked outside and tbund her power meter had been 

pulled out and was lying on the sidewalk. She called Duke Power and then went on and took her children to school. When Duke Power arrived they advised her to call 

911 because it looked like someone was t~ying to break in. No entry was made. 
ALERT: The below Attempted Break- in was in yesterday’s report. Yesterday afternoon, I received information from a citizen that said they had 
been approached by someone saying they were looking for work. They were driving a red car also. Not knowing if it is the same vehicle, but it 
could be. If you are approached by someone matching the description of this person or this vehicle, please call 9-1 1. Below is the description 
provided by this citizen.. 

Red with the shape of a station wagon: the cab level goes to the back bumper and drops down to the bumper in a squarest shape. Not terribly new 
or terribly old... My husband described the individual as follows: African American male, slender build, probably between 25 and 45, probably 5’7" 
to 5’I I" in height.. 

****Attempted break in to locked residence reported 09123113, 1:36 pro, 

I responded to incident location in reference to a breaking and entering in progress, communications advised that they were on the phone with a 
homeowner who advised them that his wife was in their home while someone was trying to break in. The victim advised us that she was in her 
home when she heard the doorbell ring. she said that she didn’t answer the bell but went upstairs to look aout the window and see who might be at 
her door. she said she could not see anyone specific but did see a red car at the end of her driveway, the victim said that while she was upstairs 
she heard what she believed to be someone attempting to come in her door. the victim said called her husband on the phone and he told her to set 
the alarm to go off. The victim said she did so and locked herself upstairs in her bedroom, the victim said that while she was upstairs she could 
hear some noises as if someone were kicking in the door. the victim said she stayed hidden until communications advised her of our arrival. 

COMMUNITY WATCH MEETING FOR FOX RUN COMMUNITY THURSDAY 7:00 PM~ THE MEETING WILL TAK&; PLACE AT THE CORNEl>. OF 
WII.LOW RIDGE & FA’v\qqBROOK DRIVES. 

Tt*e meeting will take place a~ the conler of Willow Ridge & Fawn,brook Drives. 

The following person is WANTED! 
BY THE Orange County Sheriff Office 

Description: Description: 

Description: blaine tyndall 

Warrant for breaking and entering has been obtained on Blaine William Tyndall. He has been charged with breaking into the storage building at 3015 Maple 
Ave. Efland NC on 09/22/2013. 
Thank you for being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~11. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 



i.~.i Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Descripti 

on: 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 
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Subject: 

The Bond Buyer’s Web Seminars <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

The New Muni Advisor Rules Are You Covered? Register Today 

Having trouble viewing thi~ email? View as webpage. 

The New Muni Advisor Rules -- 
Are You Covered? What Will Change? 

Date: 10!2i~ 3 
Time: ~2:00 p,m - 2:15 p.m EST 

Cost: $99 

The SEC ended three years of uncertainty on the definition of municipal advisors 

last week, when it unanimously adopted a new ru~e that requires registration and 

establishes a fiduciary duty for those who provide advice related to municipa~ 

bond issues, 

The detailed, 777-page rule was released Friday evening, and promises to have significant 

implications for how financial professionals - including registered broker-dealers, 

independent financial advisors, commercial bank officers, and others -- interact with their 

public-sector clients. 

Need a crash course in how it will impact you? Join SIFMA and The Bond Buyer for 

this Web seminar to discuss implications for: 

Public-Sector Finance Officers & 
Govern me nt Officials 

Acceuntants 

Underwriters & Broker-Dealers 

Banks 

Financial Advisors 

\,Mth a combination of presentations, panel discussions, and interactive Q&A from the 

audience, the web seminar will address: 

How the rule defines "Municipal Advisor" and the standards MAs will have to meeL 

How will the new rules change the interactions between issuers and their advisors -- 

including new standards for documenting engagements? 

What’s next from the legal and regulatory front, including the outlook for additional 

action by the MSRB and potential action in Congress. 

Speakers: 

Leslie Norwood, Managing Director and Associate General Counsel, SIFMA 

Lynn Hume, Washington Bureau Chief, The Bond Buyer 

John McNally, Partner, Hawkins 

Jeanine Rodgers Caruso, PresidenL NAIPFA 

Addifiona[ panefists fo be announced. 

Continuing Legal Education credits will be available for attorneys, and Continuing 

Professional Education credits will be available for accountants. 

ABOUT I CONTACT I PRIVACY 

*SourceNedia cancellation policies apply. All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to cuq-ent 

registered attendees, Offers are not transferable and cannot be combined with any other offer. Please call our Customer Sewice 

department at 800-~J3-3424 if you have any questions, 

You ,’-,re currenkly subscribed to ~,~!-eb Semi~ar - New N’Iunl Adviser R~le-~ as: lbroo~e~,e~,’-,iL une.edu 
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Subject: 

The Bond Buyer’s Healthcaxe & Higher Education Super Conference <co~fferences@sourcemediamail.com~ 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Join The Nation’s Top Nonprofits 

Havir, g trouble vie~in.c.’ this email? View as webpage. 

[] [] 
To ............ pt of Cenf ....... The 8ond 8u~er’s Super Corlf ......... ils. ~Ollllel~t: i~ Linked In 
please add conferences@sourcemediama~ corn to ~our address book. 

The NatioWs Top No~profit Hospitals & Universities Are Atte~c~i~g 

More than 150 finance professionals fl’em the nation’s lop colleges & univetsities, hospitals & heaN~care 
providers and leading municipal finance participants a~ registered to attend The Bond Buyer’s 

Healthcare & Hi.tiber Education Super Conference, October 27-29 at the Crowne Plaza "Times 
Sqt~are in New York City. 

Amedcan Campus Communities . New York Univei~ity* 

American Hospital Association ~ NJHCFFA* 
Boston University ~ NYU Langone Medical Cente¢ 

Catholic Hea~h Partners* ~ ONe S~a~e University 

CHEFA * Point Loma Nazarene UNvers~bt 
DASNY* . Provident Resources Greup, ~nc. 

Durham Academy ~ Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

GN~at~det University* ~ SEIU* 

Georgetown Un~vers~ * The UNvers~ty Financing Foundation 

Kedren Commun~ly Health Center . Unilypoint Health 

LEADersNp, Education, and ~ University of Ashwood 

Development Program* ~ University of Ulah 

Maryland Health & H~gher Educational ~ Wisconsin Health & Educational 
FacilNes Authority Facilities Authority 

VIEW THE CURRENT LIST OF ATTENDEES 

Nonprofit organization employees and Issuers pay only $145, Institutional Investors $345 and All Other 

Professionals $995. G~up ~r~tes are available. 

or contact Dan Tina at (800) 803-5797. 
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The Fellows of the American Bar Foundation <fellows@abfn.o~g> 

~Vednesday, September 25, 2013 11:32 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Fellows News 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here for a webpaqe version. 

Please visit the FNIows 
online g~ving site to make 

your 2014 annual 

Your online donation w~ 
hel~) our Fellows staff save 
resources by redudng the 

renewal reminders that are 



% ~ Fellows Annua! BusinessBreakfas~ in ~n 



Each member of The 

wHI receive a hard copy o~ 
the 20~3 Fellows Roster 

(complete HstkK~ of 
members) 

But d~d you know thaL a~l or 
the information ~n the 

roster ~s available online via 
the 

Fellows Referral Network~ 
The Referral Network ~s an 
online ~isting of aH current 
Felk~ws, d~daLed monLhly 
and searchable by name, 
givin~i society, c~ty~ state 

and specialty. 
The 20~.3 RosLer w]H be 

available online this win[er, 
To access the 20~2 Roster 

online, chick here. 

send us an ema~l with 
subject Hne "Roster Opt- 

The 2013 Summer Research Diversity Undergraduate 

Fellows (from left to right): Kimberly Quick, Kelsey 

Mollura, Ayesha Akbar, and Diana Lee. 

The American Bar Four, darien was delighted to welcome this 
year’s recipients of the Montgomery Summer Research 

Diversity Fellowship Proqram. Chosen from a competitive 
n~tionwide pool, 

the four undergraduate s~udents spent ~he summer assisting 
ABF research faculty with complex legal and social science 

research pro]ects, 
T.L~..e..~..~....~..n...t.g.~....m..~.e..r.y.~..s...u..E)~..m....e..r.~&e...s...e..a...r.~.~..D..Lv...e...E.sJ~Ee!.b~ hi~ 

Program 
is designed to introduce undergraduates from diverse 

backgrounds to the rewards a~tJ demands of a research- 

orie~ted career in the fields of Jaw and social science, The 
ABF would like ~o thank the 

sponsors oF the 20:!.3 Summer Research Diversity Fellowships: 

National Science Foundation 
Research Experiences for Undergraduates 

At the Partner Level." AT&T Legal Department 
Public Policy 8= Compliance Department 

Donate Online 
Fellows Home 

Fellows in the News 
ABF Home 

] 

Forward email 

This emaii was sent ~o Ibroome@email.unc,ed~ by feliows@abfn.orq 
_U_#__d__a__t__e__Lr_?_f_LL_ejg__m___a_LL_A__d__d__r__e__s__s. ~nstant removal with .S_a__f#..U_n_.s_u_.b_s_.c_r_L_b_.e_ " [_~_Li__v__a_£~__[_~_o_Jj_c_y__. 

American Bar Foundation 750 North Lake Shore Drive :: 4th Floor Chicago :: IL i 606:!.1 
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Call For Papers 

Conference on Financial Market Misconduct 

April 3-4, 2014, Toronto, Canada 

SPONSORED BY: 

- CFA Institute 

- Journal of Corporate Finance 

- Schulich School of Business, York University 

TWO BEST PAPER PRIZES: 

- $2,000 Best Paper Prize 

- $2,000 Best PhD Student Paper 

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Franklin Allen, Nippon Life Professor of Finance, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 

ORGANIZERS: 

- Douglas Cumming, Schulich School of Business, York University 

- Bob Dannhauser, CFA Institute 
- Stuart Gillan, Terry College of Business, University of Georgia 

- Sofia Johan, Schulich School of Business, York University 



- Jeffry Netter, Terry College of Business, University of Georgia 

RATIONALE: Financial market misconduct erodes investors trust, and in turn influences stock market liquidity and performance, and exacerbates volatility Financial market misconduct 

includes but is not limited to fraud Despite the widespread media attention on market misconduct, the causes and consequences of market misconduct are often misunderstood and 

under researched around the world. The evolving structure of markets gives rise to new work on topic. 

This international conference will provide a timely debate on financial market misconduct The conference also encourages, but does not require, submission to the Journal of 

Corporate Finance. Papers submitted to the Journal of Corporate Finance would go through the normal review process 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS: Some research questions that contributors to the conference might address are: 

- Is market misconduct more common in different countries or across different exchanges? If so, what types (earnings management, insider trading, market manipulation, 

dissemination of false and misleading information, other)? 

- What are the causes of international differences in expected or detected misconduct? 

- What are the consequences of market misconduct, and do they differ across countries or exchanges? 

- Can regulation be designed to improve ethical standards and corporate governance? 

- Does high frequency trading mitigate or exacerbate market misconduct? 

- Does crowdfunding facilitate potential financial market misconduct, and how might such potential misconduct be mitigated through regulation? 

- Do intermediaries such as lawyers, auditors, and investment bankers mitigate or exacerbate financial market misconduct? 

- Is financial market misconduct exacerbated or mitigated under different types of ownership, such as government, institutional, or family ownership? 

- How is market misconduct related to activist investors such as venture capital, private equity, and hedge fund investors? 

- How is fraud risk and ethics priced in markets? 

- How does the risk of market misconduct affect corporate valuation? 

- To what extent has the failure of regulation and reporting standards exacerbated the incidence of market misconduct and the recent financial crisis? 

- What encourages the adoption of ethical standards in public firms versus private firms? 

- Related research questions on both publicly traded and privately held institutions are welcome. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Papers are to be submitted to: Douglas J. Cumming, Email: dcumminq~,schulich.vorku.ca, with the subject heading: "CFA-JCF -Schulich 

Conference on Financial Market Misconduct" 

In your submissions, please indicate whether you want your paper to be considered for the Journal of Corporate Finance (JCF). Papers submitted to the JCF should also be submitted 

online at the JCF webpage. Papers will be reviewed following normal JCF standards. 

KEY DATES: 

- To aid in the development of papers, a two-day conference will be held at York University, Toronto, Canada on April 3-4, 2014. The conference will feature an evening reception on April 

3 with a Panel session convened by the CFA Institute and the keynote speaker Conference paper presentations will be on April 3 and 4 at York University. 

- Deadline for submission to the conference is December 15, 2013. Authors will be notified about acceptance to conference by January 31, 2014. Acceptance to the conference does not 

guarantee acceptance into the Journal of Corporate Finance 

George Mason Law & Economics Center 20t4 Workshops for Law 

Professors 

The Law & Economics Center at George Mason University School of Law invites applications for four LEC Workshops for Law Professors in 2014: 

1. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Risk, Injury, Liability, and Insurance 

http:flvwwv.masonlecorqleventsleventl156-1ec-v,,o rksho p-lav,,-professors-risk-iniu rv-liability-in su ran ce 

January 30 - February 2, 2014, Hawks Cay Florida Keys Resort, Duck Key, FL 

2 LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Public Choice Economics 

http:flvvv, vv.masonlecorqleventsleventl126-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-pu blic-choice-eco n omics 

March 20-23, 2014, Sheraton Palo Alto and Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA 

3. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Empirical Methods 

http://vvv, vv.masonlecor~q/events/eventl152-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-e mpirical-meth ods 

May 19-23, 2014 (lodging is not included), George Mason University School of Law, Arlington, VA 

4. LEC Economics Institute for Law Professors 

http:l!ww~J.masonlec.orq!events/eventl157-1ec-eco n omics-institute-law-professo rs 

June 15-27, 2014, Sheraton Steamboat Resort, Steamboat Springs, CO 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL FOUR WORKSHOPS: 

1. NO TUITION 

2. REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT: For each workshop, accepted applicants must make a deposit bonding their attendance within 30 days of acceptance. For each workshop, the deposit is 

refunded within 30 days after successful completion of the workshop. 

3. APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Please use the link below to apply: http:!/www.cvent.com/Surveys!Welcome.aspx?s=921 dfb49-5ceb-44bd-87df-bd63d4acc371 &cp= 1 

4. ACCEPTANCE: The LEC will begin evaluating applications on October 15, 2013 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For more information regarding these conferences or other initiatives of the Law & Economics Center, please visit: http:!I,~vww.MasonLEC.orq 

Call or send an email to Jeff Smith, Coordinator, Henry G. Manne Program in Law & Economics Studies, at 703.993.8382 or ismithQ~clmu.edu 

Call For Papers 

The Center for Law, Economics & Finance (C-Leaf) at the George Washington University Law School Fourth Annual Junior Faculty Business and Financial Law Workshop and 

Junior Faculty Scholarship Prizes 

Sponsored by Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP 

February 7-8, 2014, Washington, DC 

The Center for Law, Economics & Finance (C-LEAF) at The George Washington University Law School is pleased to announce its fourth annual Junior Faculty Business and Financial 



Law Workshop and Junior Faculty Scholarship Prizes. The Workshop and Prizes are sponsored by Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP. The Workshop will be held on February 7-8, 2014 at GW 

Law School in Washington, DC. 

OVERVIEW: The Workshop supports and recognizes the work of young legal scholars in accounting, banking, bankruptcy, corporations, economics, finance and securities, while 

promoting interaction among them and selected senior faculty and practitioners By providing a forum for the exchange of creative ideas in these areas, C-LEAF also aims to encourage 

new and innovative scholarship. 

Approximately ten papers will be chosen from those submitted for presentation at the Workshop pursuant to this Call for Papers. At the Workshop, one or more senior scholars and 

practitioners will comment on each paper, followed by a general discussion of each paper among all participants. The Workshop audience will include invited young scholars, faculty 

from GW’s Law School and Business School, faculty from other institutions, practitioners, and invited guests. 

At the conclusion of the Workshop, three papers will be selected to receive Junior Faculty Scholarship Prizes of $3,000, $2,000, and $1,000, respectively. All prize winners will be invited 

to become Fellows of C-LEAF, C-LEAF makes no publication commitment, but chosen papers will be featured on its website as part of the C-LEAF Working Paper series. 

Junior scholars who have not yet received tenure, but have held a full-time academic appointment for less than seven years as of the submission date, are cordially invited to submit 

summaries or drafts of their papers. Although published work is not eligible for submission, submissions may include work that has been accepted for publication. C-LEAF will cover 

hotel and meal expenses of all selected presenters. 

Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP, one of the leading law firms serving the financial services industry and known for its premier practice in the area of private investment funds and private equity 

M&A, generously sponsors the Junior Faculty Scholarship Workshop and Prizes and provides other financial assistance to C-LEAF. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Those interested in presenting a paper at the Workshop should submit an abstract, summary or draft, preferably by e-mail, on or before October 4, 

2013. To facilitate blind review, your name and other identifying information should be redacted from your paper submission. Direct your submission, along with any inquiries related to 

the Workshop, to: 

Professor Lisa M. Fairfax 

Leroy Sorenson Merrifield Research Professor of Law 

George Washington University Law School 

2000 H Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20052 

Ifairfax(~Jaw.qwu. ed u 

Papers and Junior Faculty Scholarship Prizes will be selected after a blind review by members of the C-LEAF Executive Board. Authors of accepted papers will be notified by November 

15, 2013. Please feel free to pass this Call for Papers along to any colleagues who may be interested. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information on C-LEAF Fellows, please visit our website at: http://www.law.qwu.edu/Academics/research centers/C-LEAF/Paqes/default.aspx, or 

contact us at cleaf(~,lawjqwu edu 

Mcgill University, Faculty of Law 

Peter MacKell Chair in Federalism, Sir William Macdonald Chair(s) and Tenure-track Positions 

Applications are currently invited for the Peter MacKell Chair in Federalism, two Sir William Macdonald Chairs in Law as well as for two entry-level or lateral tenure-track professorship 

positions at the Faculty of Law, McGill University. 

ABOUT THE FACULTY OF LAW: The Faculty of Law at McGill University was established in 1848. Through its research programs and pedagogical initiatives, it reflects a central 

commitment to the study of legal traditions, comparative law and the internationalization of law. In conjunction with this overarching mission for the study of law at McGill University, four 

areas of academic priority have been identified by the Faculty: Transsystemic Legal Education; Trade, Mobility and Enterprise: Public Policy and Private Resources; and Human Rights 

and Legal Pluralism 

PETER MACKELL CHAIR IN FEDERALISM: The Chair is an opportunity for a scholar with a strong interdisciplinary background in law, political theory and public policy to make an 

innovative scholarly contribution to the theory and comparative practice of federalism, understood broadly as a mode of governance and a technique of social organization. The compass 

of the Chair embraces not only state-federalism, but inter-state federalism, federalism in non-state normative orders, and federalism within NGOs, QUANGOs, corporations and labour 

organizations. The Chair holder will be expected to take a leading role in the faculty’s teaching and research programs relating to all aspects of the federal idea, and more generally to 

the place of federalism as a mode of social structuring for the global legal order. The position is tenured and the Chair is fully endowed, with a planned start date on August 1, 2014. 

SIR WILLIAM MACDONALD CHAIR IN LAW: The Sir William Macdonald Chair in Law was established in 1895 and the endowment currently supports the appointment of two new chair 

holders. The Faculty seeks applications from established scholars of international reputation to meet needs in the two following areas: (i) Comparative law and legal cultures, with an 

emphasis on private law and legal traditions; (ii) Trade, corporate and commercial law. The chair holders will teach and supervise undergraduate students and graduate students at the 

master and doctoral levels in the Faculty of Law and will be expected to take a leadership role in research in their field locally, nationally and globally. Chair holders will be committed to 

a comparative, integrated and dynamic approach to their teaching. The position is tenured and the anticipated start date is August 1, 2014. 

TENURE-TRACK POSITIONS: The Faculty of Law is offering one or more entry-level or lateral, tenure-track professorships in Law and invites applications from candidates with a strong 

commitment to innovation and excellence in teaching and research, and who will make a creative contribution to the governance of the Faculty and the University. Subject to budgetary 

approval, the Faculty anticipates hiring up to two entry level or lateral appointments. These appointments are expected to commence August 1, 2014. 

Candidates with demonstrated expertise in Comparative Private Law and Legal Cultures; Federalism; Public Law; Public Policy and Governance; Air and Space Law; Domestic and 

International Corporate, Commercial and Trade Law; Dispute Resolution, Mediation, and Negotiation; Civil Litigation and Evidence are particularly encouraged to apply. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Candidates must envisage teaching and research in several substantive fields of law and we encourage diverse approaches to law, legal research and legal 

education. Given the competitive nature of the applicant pool, entry-level candidates without a doctoral degree are unlikely to be considered. The bilingual environment of our Faculty 

requires successful candidates be able to evaluate written and oral work presented in both English and French. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications including a detailed cover letter, a curriculum vitae, up to three samples of published research (preferably in electronic form) and the names 

and email addresses of three referees, must be submitted to staffappointments.law(~,mcqill. Applications should be addressed to: 

The Chair, Staff Appointments Committee 

Faculty of Law 

McGill University 

3644 Peel Street 

Montreal, Quebec, H3A lW9 

The deadline for applications for the tenure-track positions is November 30, 2013. 

Candidates for the Mackell Chair and the Macdonald Chairs will be considered as of November 15, 2013 Applications for the three chairs will be accepted until incumbents are found 



FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information and to see the complete postings, visit our website at: http:I/~.mc~qill.callaw/about/employment 

McGill University is committed to equity in employment and diversity It welcomes applications from Aboriginal persons, persons with disabilities, ethnic minorities, persons of minority 

sexual orientation or gender identity, visible minorities, women, and others who may contribute to diversification. All qualified applicants are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians 

and permanent residents will be given priority. 

University of Detroit Mercy 

Dean, School of Law 

The University of Detroit Mercy invites nominations and applications for the position of Dean of the School of Law. As Michigan’s largest, most comprehensive private University, the 

University of Detroit Mercy is an independent Catholic institution of higher education sponsored by the Religious Sisters of Mercy and Society of Jesus. The University seeks qualified 

candidates who will contribute to the University’s mission, diversity, and excellence of its academic community. The University of Detroit Mercy is an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action 

Employer with a diverse faculty and student body and welcomes persons of all backgrounds. 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL OF LAW: Founded in 1912, the School of Law is located in the heart of Detroit’s downtown, near state and federal courthouses, major law firms and government 

agencies, and several of the fifteen Fortune 500 companies headquartered in the metropolitan area. It is housed in two historic structures, including a former firehouse that is home to 

its renowned Clinical Law Program The School of Law’s innovative curriculum integrates theory, doctrine, and practice through its nationally recognized Legal Writing Program and the 

Law Firm Program. The School also emphasizes ethics and service to others through its extensive Clinical Law Program and the Public Interest Fellowship Program The School is 

located near the border between the United States and Canada. In addition to offering the standard JD. and a joint JD/MBA degree, the School of Law offers dual degrees with 

universities in Canada and Mexico. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: As its chief academic officer and administrative leader, the Dean reports to the Provost and works in partnership with the faculty, staff and others in advancing the 

mission of the School The Dean’s responsibilities include all matters related to the administration of the School and its programs, faculty and student relations, alumni affairs and 

resource development The Dean represents the School of Lawwithin the University and fosters professional relationships with an active advisory board. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The successful candidate will be an inspired leader and skilled administrator who recognizes the challenges facing legal education and the changing legal 

environment and can foster a curriculum to face those challenges The Dean will be a proven fundraiser; committed to experiential education producing practiceuready graduates; an 

outstanding communicator and listener; able to work collaboratively; a strong advocate for Jesuit and Mercy ethical and social justice values; and able to attract diverse and highly 

qualified faculty, administrators and students. The candidate should be eligible for tenure as a professor. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The school’s website at http://~ANw law udmercv.edu has an expanded statement about the School of Law and the position of Dean. Applications should 

include: (1) a cover letter describing the applicant’s relevant experience; (2) an essay outlining the applicant’s vision for the position and for the School of Law; (3) curriculum vitae; and 

(4) email and phone contacts for five references as outlined in the expanded statement The review of applications will begin immediately and continue until an appointment is made 

Please submit applications via the school’s website Nominations and inquiries may be addressed to Professor Stephen Vogel, Chair, School of Law Search Committee, by email at 

voqelsp(~ udmerc’c.edu 

Tilburg University, Tilburg Law School 

Post-doctorate Researcher in "Security through Law and Social Cohesion" (1,0 fte) 

Tilburg University is a modern and specialized university. With a broad variety of international programmes and innovating research, Tilburg Law School stands for high quality. 

Research at the Tilburg Law School is conducted in an organisation that fosters diversity. The Tilburg Graduate Law School is responsible for the training and guidance of its Research 

Master students and of the Faculty’s PhD researchers. With its open and inspiring atmosphere, this Faculty is a congenial working environment. 

At Tilburg Law School we have an opening for a post-doctorate researcher who will strengthen the research group working on Security through law and social cohesion. The European 

Commission has identified Security as a major societal challenge common to all European countries, and an area which presents considerable potential for Europe to lead the world in 

providing innovative responses to this challenge. 

TLS expertise and research can contribute in various ways and from various perspectives to the challenge of Security, developing a research theme to be labelled "Security through law 

and social cohesion" Following our research interest with respect to citizenship and the intertwined national and European constitutional and legal context of their participation in the 

society, this can be done by: 

u Theoretical analyses concerning the constitutional and legal requirements of Security through law and social cohesion; 

- Research concerning "attentive citizenship" as a means of preventing societal conflicts; 

~ Research on minimally intrusive prevention ie. methods, aiming at lower crime rates and prevention of radicalization, with as little as possible interference with fundamental rights 

JOB DESCRIPTION: In this position you will report directly to the vice-dean Research. The position is functionally integrated in the task force Security through law and social cohesion 

This group brings together the researchers from within the Law School, working on this topic. In particular, the researcher will carry out the legal parts of the research agenda and will be 

part of the core group of the task force. Working on this research agenda, the researcher should be able to qualify for an individual grant within a period of two years. 

The researcher will take an active role in TLS activities, contributing to its fundamental research, as well as attending and presenting in its seminar series and other activities He or she 

will also assist in organizing conferences and workshops. He or she will develop research projects and contribute to funding requests at EC level, within the Horizon2020 framework 

program aimed at Security through law and social cohesion. He or she will contribute to the visibility and reputation of TLS in the Netherlands, at the European level and internationally 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: In the light of the above, we are seeking candidates who have completed their Ph.D in law, with a strong interest for the concept of Security through law and 

social cohesion. Candidates are expected to combine good research skills with excellent networking skills, an entrepreneurial mindset and the ability to help build a consortium 

Candidates are expected to have demonstrable experience with both individual and team-work research, preferably in a European environment, and to have an excellent command of 

English, both written and spoken Candidates should also master Dutch or be willing to learn Dutch rapidly It is expected that the holder of the position will be able to deal with Dutch- 

language materials and with Dutch speakers. 

Within the first two years of appointment candidates are expected to apply for an individual grant such as a Veni grant or ERC starting grant. 

EMPLOYMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Tilburg University offers a good benefits package in accordance with the Collective Labour Agreement for Dutch Universities. The post- 

doctorate researcher will be appointed at one of the departments of the Faculty of Law. The appointment will be for a period of three years, with a possibility of renewal. 

SALARYIBENEFITS: We offer competitive European salaries The appointment will be made at the rank of Researcher 3. The salary for the position of Researcher has a maximum of 

Euro 4462,- gross per month and is based on the scale 11 of the Collective Labour Agreement Dutch Universities 

Tilburg University is rated among the top of Dutch employers, offering very good fringe benefits, such as the possibility to determine your benefits individually through a labour choice 

model and reimbursement of moving expenses Candidates from outside the Netherlands may be eligible for a tax-free allowance equal to 30% of their taxable salary. The university will 

apply for such an allowance on their behalf whenever the criteria are met. 



APPLICATIONSIFURTHER INFORMATION: Additional information about Tilburg University and the Law School can be found on http://w’v~ tilburguniversitv.edu Specific information 

about the vacancy can be obtained from prof. J.Somsen, vice-dean Research, by e-mail frw.pz(~,u\4 nl 

Applying for this vacation can only be done online. The application including a motivation letter, CV and research proposal must be submitted via the link at the bottom of the page no 

later than 30 October 2013. 

Promising candidates will be asked for an interview and may be asked to present their research. 

RECRUITMENT CODE: Tilburg University applies the recruitmentcode (http://vwwv.nvp-p~aza.n~/d~cuments/d~c/s~~~icitatiec~de/s~~~icitatiec~de-engIish2~~9.pdf) of the Dutch 

Association for Personnel Management & Organization Development (NVP) 

The text of this vacancy advertisement is copyright-protected property of Tilburg University Use, distribution and further disclosure of the advertisement without express permission from 
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UCC LISTSERV <uccla~v-l@lists.washla~v.edu> 

[Ucclaw-1] 9-406(a) Account Debtor Notice - Looking for Exan~ples 

ATT00001 .c 

I am looking for examples of secured party pre-default notices to account debtors to make payments to the secured party as provided in 9-406(a) 

In particular interested in more than the "bare bones" of the notification of assignment (e.g. are the post-notice of assignment limits on modifications and 

defenses in 9-404 and 9-405 referenced, is account debtor asked to undertake obligations to the SP to notify of an account debtor!assignor dispute, etc.) 

Thanks 

Lynn 

Lynn A. Soukup I Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittma~ LLP 

Tel: 202.663.8494 I Fax: 202.663.8007 

2300 N Street, NW I Washington, DC 20037-1122 

Email: lyn n.sou ku p@pillsbu rylaw.co m 

Bio: v~w.pillsbu rylaw.co m/lyn n.sou ku p 

www, pillsb u rylaw.corn 

In compliance with IRS and other applicable tax practice standards, any advice in this message (including attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and it 

cannot be nsed, for the purpose of avoiding tax penaJties or for the purpose of promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matters. 

Additionally, fl~e contents of this message, together with any attachments, are intended only for tl~e use of the individual or entity to which fl~ey axe addressed and may 

contain intbrmafion that is legally privileged, confidential mad exempt Ih~m disclosure. If you axe not the intended recipient, you axe hereby notified fl~at any 

dissemination, distribution, or cowing of this mes~ge, or any attachment, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please noti~ the original 

sender or the Pillsbu~ Winthrop Shaw Pittman Help Desk at Tel: 800-477-0770, Option 1, immediately by telephone or by return E-mail and delete this message, 

along ruth any attachments, from your computer. Thank you. 
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Africa Law and Society Call for Papers 

COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH NETWORK CALL FOR PAPERS: AFRICA LAWAND SOCIETY (CRN 13) 

The forthcoming Annual Meeting of Law & Society will be held in Minneapolis from May 29 to June 1. The Africa CRN invites proposals for panels (with submission 

of abstracts and a panel description), proposals for roundtables (with a description), proposals for Author Meets Reader events, or the submission of independent 

papers related to Africa Law & Society issues. Please list your event as being part of CRN 13 when you submit. You should also consider whether other CRN’s may 

be interested in co-sponsoring. The deadline for submissions to the conference is Tuesday, October 15, 2013. All submissions must comply with Law & Society 

rules: http:iiwww.lawandsociety.org/minneapolis2014!2014proposals.html No time extensions will be allowed. 

If you have an independent paper that you would like the Africa CRN to try to match with a panel or would like the CRN’s assistance in organizing a panel or 

roundtable, please e-mail your paper or panel/roundtable proposal to Professor Brian Ray at b.e.ray@csuohio.edu by 5 p.m. eastern standard time on Monday 

October 7, 2013. 

th Among the numerous topics that could be addressed include: the situation of women in African nations; customary law and traditions; the 20 Anniversary of 

South African independence; religion in African nations; constitutionalism and human rights; problems and success in governance at the national, regional, and 

local levels; the rise of Chinese influence in the region as well as other foreign influence; corruption; freedom of the press; problems related to poverty and war; 

issues of health and medical care; judicial functioning; the legal profession; and many other areas. 

Herewith is a description of the Africa CRN: the research focus of this CRN is on African law and society. Open to all, this CRN aims to investigate the variety of 

levels and methods through which African law and society are constituted and change. Recent annual meetings of the LSA have demonstrated that the Law and 

Society Association’s full potential for scholarship by Africans or about African law and society has not been achieved. Likewise, African scholarship falling broadly 

within the law and society or socio-legal studies intellectual tradition has not been as prominent as could be the case. Working both within the LSA and Africa, this 

CRN aims to organize panels for LSA annual meetings in Minneapolis and beyond. The CRN also aims to promote and facilitate participation in African-located law 

and society scholarship initiatives. The CRN is also pursuing funding and holding an African Institute, based loosely on the model of the LSA’s Summer Institutes. 

While the CRN is African rather than South African, this CRN will both recognize and critique the role that South Africa plays in African law and society and in its 

scholarship. 

P.S. Apologies for any list duplication. Please pass this on to anyone else who might be interested, but who is not on this list. Thanks. Mark 
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James Madison Chair in Constitutional Law 

Director, Drake UniversiLy Constitutional Law Center’ 

2507 University Ave., Des Moines, ~A 50~1I 

5:[5-27:[- ~354, 515-271-1858 (fax) 

mark keede@drake.edu 

~uthor, ConstiLutiona~ R~ghts in Two Worlds: South Africa and the Urfited States (Cambridge Univ.}, htt£;//www.amazon.com/ConstitutionaI-R~hts-Two-Worlds- 

$$~ sampl~ papers: kttp:iissrn.oom!author=~;9761 

Center Web Sit~: httP:iiwwwJaw,drake.edulaoademioslconLawi 
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::i::i::i::,,Leaving Conte mpora r~ Legal Taxono my, [ ::"~:: Free Download ] 

Denver University Law Review% Vo/, 90, No, 1, p. 21.7, 2012 

JOSEPH LAVITT, University of California, Berkeley - School of Law 

Email:         @conlcast,net 

[n twenty-first century American courts, dysfunctional outcomes invariably follow the formalistic application of the most salient doctrinal distinctions. 
Attempts by legal taxonomists to delineate the boundaries between contract and tort law are especially ineffectual. Still, courts irregularly 
determine the obtainable remedies for legally cognizable injuries based on the way these capricious taxonomic boundaries are drawn. Doctrinal 
distinctions that demonstrably operate poorly unfairly persist. 

Tellingly, contemporary challenges arising out of a flawed system of classification typified by the tort and contract taxa are not the result of 
ineluctable progress in the legal system of the United States. To the contrary, these classifications are rooted in competing crosscurrents of legal 
theory debated both in the United States and England during a period roughly measured from the mid-nineteenth until the early twentieth century 
(generally, the fin de si~cle). 

Owing to a burst of intellectual vigor and systemic reform during the fin de si~cle, an end might have been achieved to the then-nascent but now 

familiar taxonomy of legal claims. Instead, since this period, purported doctrinal distinctions between tort and contract theory have become ever 

more firmly embedded in the American judicial psyche and legal practice. 

This Article exposes the role that legal taxonomy plays in contemporary legal scholarship and practice, and then accounts for and laments the 
product of fateful choices during the fin de si~cle -- a period of both great progress and regression in the development of the legal system in the 
United States. A neoteric, rights-based juridical model is then presented as a better alternative to parsing claims and restricting relief based on the 
fuzzy legal taxa that are prevalent today. 

iiiiiii"Interrepcid~ D~ U~ Ter~ero En Las N~goci~ciones Precontractu~l~s (Interruption o1~ a Third Party in Pre-Co8tractual N~gotiatio~s}" 

~oo oowo,oo~ 
Revista E-mercatoria, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2013 

JOHN CARLOS CA~ACHO PUYO, Universidad Externado de Colombia 
Email:              @yahoo con3 

La responsabilidad del tercero que se entromete en Ins negociaciones precontractuales, pese a que en principio solo ha reconocido la 
responsabilidad precontractual entre los candidatos a set parte, cuando el causante total o parcialmente o beneficiario de la interrupci6n abrupta e 



injustificada es un tercero, no ha side tratada con suficiencia en el ordenamiento juridico colombiano. Este articuio plantea soluciones para que el 
tercero responda per su injerencia ilegal en la etapa precontractual, 

The responsibility of the third party that he meddles in precontractual negotiations, despite the fact that in principle only has recognized the pre- 

contractual liability among the candidates to be part, when the total originator or partially or beneficiary of abrupt discontinuation and unjustified is 

a third party, it has not been treated with adequacy in the Colombian legal system. This article discusses solutions to the third party responds by 
their illegal interference in the pre-contractual stage. 

[~~ Free Download ] 
(Approxi~atio~ to Lega~ ~eg~atio~s for ¢o~erc~a~ Establ~h~e~t~ ~ View fro~ ~i~trative a~ ¢o~erc~a~ Law) ......... 

Revista E-mercatoria, Vol. 12, No. ], 2013 

El presente articulo tiene come finalidad abordar asuntos que consideramos de importante valia, respecto del funcionamiento de los 
establecimientos de comerdo y, especificamente, en Io atinente al estado de cosas normative y f~ctico actual, en punto de regulaci6n juridica y 
forma de ejecuci6n de los poderes, funci6n y actividad de policia administrativa desde la doble 6ptica del derecho administrative y comerdal. 

The purpose of this document is to consider or address topics and matters certainly relevants, in relation with the commercial establishments 

operation, and specifically, about the current state of legal and facts affairs, in particular with the legal regulation and form of execution of the 

power, function and administrative police activity from a dual perspective: administrative and commercial law. 

iiiiiii"E~ ¢ontrato De Forfaiting Come Est~mulo a La Expertaci~n (Forfaiting as Export Zncentives)" ~ Free Download 
Revista E-mercatoria, VoL 12, No. 1, 2013 

A trav~s de este estudio, se pretende hacer un primer acercamiento al contrato de forfaiting, identificando sus pr~ncipales caracteristicas, algunas 
de sus ventajas y desventajas para las partes que intervienen en el negocio y Ins diferencias fundamentales con el contrato de factoring de 
exportaci6n, al cual viene asimilado con frecuencia; buscando con ello suscitar interns per esta figura desconocida en nuestro ordenamiento 
juridico y dar un primer paso hacia el desarrollo de un estudio m~s profundo de la materia. 

Through this study, it is look to make a fh’st approach to forfaiting contract, identifying their main features, some of their advantages and 
disadvantages for the parties involved in the business and the fundamental differences between forfaiting and export factoring, which is often 
assimilated, seeking thereby stimulate interest in this unknown figure in our legal system and take a first step toward developing a deeper study 
of the subject. 

in the ~o~s~mer Co~tract)" i~i Free Download 
Rewsta E-mercatoria, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2013 

~UAN ~rGNA¢:~O GRAINADOS AR~9T:~ZABAL, Universidad Externado de Colombia 
Email:                   @gmail,com 

The consumer contract has emerged with high relevance as an independent category of the contractual law. Its appearance changed the negocial 
equilibrium and the empire of the will of the contract parties’ paradigms. These paradigms were the foundation of the contract general theory; 
theory that was compiled by the Colombians Civil Code in the 1800s. Later, this theory was ratified by our Commercial Code in the 1970s. ~ndeed, 
the individualistic ideas weren "t enough to react at the new and fast changes of the market dynamics. The market was far away from the 
equilibrium between the parties. In fact, it showed asymmetries that could put at risk the concept of the will of the contract parties and the 
economic and legal interests that were supposed to be protected by the privates’ law contract instrument. Therefore, a new agent appeared (the 
consumer) and he required a special regulatory regime. Due to this reality, the legislator took care of several issues that were very important to 
preserve the contract justice and the market equity. Therefore the legislator developed several measures. For instance, one of the most important 
is the adoption of a catalogue of remedies. These remedies tend to balance the asymmetry of powers in the contracts celebrated with the 
consumers. The good faith as one of the most important principle of the private law has a transcendental roll in order to protect the consumer 
interests. This protection is achieved with the development and application of this principle rules. These rules provide contractual remedies trough 
the integrative function of the content of the contract, in order to accomplish a material contractual justice. From this point of view, the new 
consumers’ law develops the integrative function of the content of the contract from a new perspective. This law has a new regulation of the 
publicity, not because it wasn’t possible to apply before as a rule of the good faith principle, but cause it has a positive mandate. The legislator 
establishes a different treatment for the use of the publicity because it has significant effects in the formation of the consent and the integrative 
function of the content of the contract. In this article we pretend to approach the analysis of the publicity in the consumer contract. We would try to 
contribute to the comprehension of this issue from a systemic point of view. This point of view will allow seeing the real benefits of the use of the 
publicity as an instrument to protect consumers. 

El contrato con el consumidor contrast6 con los paradigmas que sostuvieron el esquema del contrato comSn recogido en C6digo Civil y en el C6digo 
de Comerdo colombiano, los cuales se basaron en el principle del individualismo. Este individualismo no result5 acorde a Ins nuevas din~micas del 
mercado que, contrario a la igualdad que se predic6 en los c6digos dedmon6nicos, evidenciaron profundos desequilibrios que inobservados 
podrian en juego el ideal de la justicia contractual que se pretendia con el instrumento propio de la disposid6n de interese patrimoniales: el 
contrato. Per ello, el legislador se vie en la necesidad de hacer un nuevo tratamiento de Ins nuevas realidades del mercado, tratamiento que, 
desde la perspectiva del contrato con el consumidor, gener6 un importante nt’~mero de remedies contractuales propios de este esquema 
contractual. En este desarrollo los principles medulares de la contratad6n privada y, especialmente, el de la buena re, ban cumplido un papel 
trascendental en la protecci6n de los intereses del consumidor, la cual se Iogra mediante el desarrollo y la aplicaci6n de sus reglas, que se hacen 
presentes proveyendo tales remedies contractuales, mediante la funci6n integradora del contenido del contrato, en pro del Iogro de una real y no 
meramente formal justicia contractual. En el nuevo estatuto del Consumidor se hace expresa la regla de la integrad6n del contrato, 
especificamente, en cuanto a Io que tiene que ver con la vinculaci6n al contrato de Ins prestaciones contractuales que se pueden generar 
alrededor de la publicidad en el mercado, dado que la mismas influyen en la formaci6n del consentimiento y en la integraci6n del contenido del 
contrato. Este es precisamente el an~lisis que se pretende realizar en este escrito desde una perspectiva sistem~tica que pretenda una 
compresi6n cabal del fen6meno, a m~s de entender sus verdaderos suportes dogm~ticos. Dicho an~lisis partir~ desde una perspectiva 
eminentemente contractual. Sin embargo, no se debe dejar de lade el hecho que la protecd6n del consumidor excede mucho m~s que un contrato 
para centrar su atenci(~n en la relaci6n juridica de consume. Sin embargo, un adecuado tratamiento del contrato se convierte en un mecanismo m~s 
para salvaguardad los intereses de los consumidores. 
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Register Ibr "Remittance Flows to Post-Conflict States" It. guest speaker Governor Rahman 

Remittance Flows to Post-Conflict States: 
Perspectives on Human Security and Development 
Thursday, October lOth 
10:00AM - 11:30AM 
Location: Boston University 
Room TBD 
Please join us as we introduce the new Pardee Center Task Force 
Report on Remittance Flows to Post-Conflict States. The Report 
is the outcome of a year-long interdisciplinau research project 
organized by the Boston University Center for Finance, Law & 
Policy in collaboration with The Frederick S. Pardee Center for 
the Study of the Longer-Range Future. 

Featuring Keynote Speaker: 

Atiur Rahman 

Governor, Bangladesh Bank 

Dr. Atiur Rahman took the helm of the Central Bank of 
Bangladesh in May 2009, becoming the lOth Governor of the Bangladesh Bank, the country’s 
monetary policy authority, financial sector regulator and supervisor. 

(2lick here for more information and to register for the event! 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 
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Policy in collaboration with The Frederick S. Pardee Center for 
the Study of the Longer-Range Future. 

Featuring Keynote Speaker: 

Atiur Rahman 

Governor, Bangladesh Bank 

Dr. Atiur Rahman took the helm of the Central Bank of 
Bangladesh in May 2009, becoming the 10th Governor of the Bangladesh Bank, the country’s 
monetary policy authority, financial sector regulator and supervisor. 
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Oracle Team USA ~Vins America’s (;tip in Epic 
Comeback 

Oracle Team USA completed one of the most astonishing comebacks in sporting history, 

returning from the edge of defeat to win eight straight races and retain the America’s Cup, 

yachting’s greatest trophy. Oracle Team USA defeated Emirates Team New Zealand in a 

decisive race in San Francisco Bay to take the first-to-nine-wins series, 9-8. 

See More Coverage 
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Database of Potentied Directors: An Application Has Been Submitted 

A new application has been submitted for the database of potential directors by Zollar Sr., Alfred W. 

This application will be reviewed and a rep~y wi~ be sent within two weeks containing a password if you are selected to register for the database. 

If you do not hear from us after two weeks, please contact us at 919.962.7066 or directo~unc.edu to check on the status of your application. 

UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Director Diversity Initiative 
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Pentagon Contract~r Used Iran for Project 

The company that holds the multibillion-dollar Pentagon contract to supply U.S. forces in 

Afghanistan with food and water brought in supplies to build an Afghan warehouse through 

Iran, in a possible violation of U.S. sanctions. 

Anham FZCO used Iran’s Bandar Abbas seaport last year to land equipment and building 

materials that were then transported across Iran, according to business executives 

involved in the process and corporate emails reviewed by The Wall Street Journal. 

See More {~overa~e ~ 
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Dirty REMICs, Revisited 

David J. F.eiss, Brooklyn Law School 

Bradley T, Borden, Brooklyn Law School 

Business Restructurings: A Case Analysis and Regulations Applicable to Business Restructurings 

}ingyi Wang, King’s College London - School of Law 

’Cleantech’ Venture Capital Around the World 

Douglas 1, Curnl~qing, York University - Schulich School of Business 
~rene Henriques, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Perry Sadorsky, York University - Schulich School of: Business 

~ Too Complex to Perceive? Drafting Cash Distribution Waterfalls Directly as Code to Reduce Complexity and Legal Risk in Structured Finance, 

Master Limited Partnership, and Private Equity Transactions 

P,a[ph C. Hayrell, Independent 

CORPORATE LAW: LAW & FINANCE eJOURNAL 

Bradley T. Borden & David J. Reiss, "Dirty REMICs, Revisited, ~" Probate & Property (2013 Forthcoming) 
Brooklyn Law .~chool, Legal Studies Paper No, 347 

DAV:~D ,~, R]~]:~, Brooklyn Law School 

Email: david,reiss@brooklaw,edu 

B~L~Y T. ~OND~N, Brooklyn Law School 

Email: brad,borden@brooklaw,edu 

We review the differences between two visions for the residential mortgage markets, one driven by the goal of efficiency and the other driven by 
the goals of efficiency and consumer protection. Both visions advocate for structural reform, but one advocates for industry-led change and the 
other advocates for input from a wider array of stakeholders. Broader input is not only important to ensure that a broad range of interests are 
represented but also to ensure the long-term legitimacy of the new system. This is a response to Joshua Stein, Dirt Lawyers Versus Wall Street: A 
Different View, Probate and Property (2013 Forthcoming), which in turn is a response to Bradley T. Borden & David J. Reiss, Dirt Lawyers and Dirty 
REMICs, Probate and Property 12 (May/June 2013). 

~:i~:i~:i)’Business Restructurings," A Case A~alysis a~t Regulations Applicable to Business Restructurings" ~I~ Free Download 

International Transfer Pricing Journal, 2013 (Volume 20), No. 5 (Forthcoming) 

:~:[NGY:[ WANG, King’s College London - School of Law 

Email:        @hotmail,co.uk 

The author analyses known details of a recent transfer pridng case involving an adjustment imposed with regard to a business restructuring. 
Current OECD guidance and Chinese regulations are also considered. Suggestions are provided for drafting Chinese business restructuring 
regulations. 

iiiiiii"’C~e~ntecW Venture Capital Aroune the Worl~l" ~II Free Download 

DOILII~LAS 31, ~LIIMMXN~, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Email: dcumming@schulich.yorku,ca 

"i’Rl~N~ H~ltQL~S, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Email: ihenriqu@schulich,yorku,ca 

~ERI~" SAI~OR~"{, York University - Schulich School of Business 



Email: psadorsk@schulich.yorku,ca 

This paper provides a cross-country analysis of the determinants of cleantech venture capital investment with a unique worldwide dataset of 31 
countries spanning 1996-2010. The data show consistent evidence of a pronounced role for oil prices in driving deantech venture capital deals, 
which is more important than other economic, legal or institutional variables. Cleantech media coverage is likewise a statistically significant 
determinant of cleantech venture capital investment, and as economically significant as other country level legal, governance, and cultural 
variables. Uncertainty avoidance has a negative impact on cleantech venture capital investment, as well as a moderating effect on other variables. 

[~ Free Download 

Pace Law Review, VoL 34, 20~4 (Forthcoming) 

~J~LPFI C. ~AYR~LL, Independent 

Email: ralph, mayrell@post,harvard.edu 

The intricate procedural and data-driven decision trees that play a critical role in complex financial contracts like cash distribution waterfalls in 
structured finance agreement indentures (e.g., collateralized debt obligations (CDOs)), master limited partnership agreements, and private equity 
fund agreements are inefficiently depicted as written contracts. As Professor Henry Hu explains in Too Complex to Depict? the difficulty of 
translation -- or depiction -- between original mathematical models, plain English prospectuses, legal contracts, and programmed execution means 
that often the written depictions that form the basis of disclosures do not accurately define the act of execution. To overcome this, the SEC 
proposed an amendment to Regulation AB that would require disclosure of special-made cash flow waterfalls programs for asset-backed securities 
(ABS) to escape the limitations of language. British and Australian regulators have already implemented a similar code disclosure regime. Likewise, 
Professor Hu goes further and supports a "perfect information" model that presumably would require disclosure of the actual computer programs 
used by, e.g., CDQ trustees to execute cash distributions. 

These proposals and implementations create a new problem: perception. In the status quo, problems of depiction mean that the two disclosed 

documents -- contract and prospectus (or offer memorandum) -- must be interpreted by the parties to determine what the reality of execution of 
the deal -- calculating cash payments -- will or should look like. The SEC and Professor Hu add a third, distinct, legally binding depiction: the code. 

While that code might accurately depict execution before a dispute, in the event of a dispute, all three depictions will be in play and could influence 

what the future reality of cash distribution will be. Each additional legally relevant disclosure increases the challenge for dealmakers trying to 

predict what will happen in the event of a dispute. 

This Article proposes reducing the number of legally relevant depictions of largely procedural arrangements to one: the code. Rather than add the 
code as yet another disclosure, in deals between sophisticated investors concerning these complex products, the dealmakers should not only 
disclose the code but negotiate about the code directly. Following the model of construction contracts that incorporate blueprints, financial 
contracts should incorporate the code that will be used to calculate the cash distribution. This solves the problems of depiction and perception 
because the code both describes and executes the agreement, and in turn reduces risk in these deals. 

Part I.A. describes the exemplar product: the CDO. Part I.B expands Professor Hu’s description of the intermediary depiction problem by explaining 
the problem of perception of the future legal reality and its impact on business risk. Part II.A proposes reducing human discretion in procedural 
financial arrangements to facilitate coded automation of those processes, and in turn incorporating that code into the contract. Part II.B then 
explains how the SEC should adjust its prospectus paradigm and remove unsophisticated investors from certain product markets to permit this 
proposal. It then suggests the SEC should mandate this deal-making model. Finally it addresses the challenge that the bankruptcy regime poses 
for this proposal. 
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Insider Trading as Private Corruption 

Sung Hui Kim, UCLA School of Law 

:Institutional :Investor Activism in a Context of Concentrated Ownership and High Private Benefits of Control: The Case of :Italy 

Nassimo Belcredi, Universit~ Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano 
Luca [:ntiques, LUISS Guido Carli University Department of: Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Critical Developments in Corporate Criminal Liability: Senior Officers, Wilful Blindness, and Agents in Foreign Jurisdictions 

Todd Archibald, Osgoode Hall Law School - York University 

Ken 3~11, Baker & NcKenzie 
Kent Roach, University of: Toronto - Faculty of: Law 

Mergers of Majors: Applying the Failing Firm Doctrine in the Recorded Music :Industry 

Joshua R, Wueller, Brooklyn Journal of: Corporate, Financial & Commercial Law 

~ C orporate Governance as an Economic Theory: Can Non-Economic Principles of Antitrust Law be :Imported to Reduce Shareholder Primacy, 
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Cory Howard, Wake Forest University School of Law 
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Xi Free Download iiiiiii":Insider Trading as Private Corruption ......... 
61 UCLA Law Review (20.14)~ Forthcoming 

UCLA School of Law, Law-Econ Research Paper No. 13-I5 

:~UHG HU~ K:IH, UCLA School of Law 

Email: kim.sung@law.ucla.edu 

Deep confusion reigns over federal insider trading law, including even what the essential elements of an insider trading violation are. On the one 
hand, this uncertainty seems to have encouraged the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and some lower courts to push the boundaries 
well beyond the limits previously established by the U.S. Supreme Court. On the other hand, influential academics continue to express normative 
skepticism about why insider trading is even banned at all. Without a satisfying theory of what’s wrong with insider trading, doctrinal development 
in the lower courts has reached a crisis, with the economic stakes only getting higher. This Article offers a new theory of insider trading law. It is a 
form of private corruption, defined as the use of an entrusted position for self-regarding gain. The corruption theory not only provides answers to 
the normative skeptics but, as compared to the two leading alternatives, the property theory and the unjust enrichment theory, better fits the core 
features of the received doctrine. And, upon close analysis, the corruption theory reveals an implicit coherence to the doctrine that was previously 
unseen. Even better, the corruption theory provides relatively concrete guidance in hard cases, which is the sort of pragmatic theory that the SEC 
and the courts desperately need. 

iiii"lnstitutionai lnvestor Activism in a Context of !3once~trated Ownership and High Private ~enefits of Control: The Case of ltaly" 

Free aowo~oad 

ECGI .- Law Working Paper No. #225 

N1ASS:IN10 ~I~LCN,~,D:I, Universit~ Catt:olica del Sacro Cuore di Milano 

Email: massimo, belcredi@ u nicatt,it 

LUCA ENRI’~UES, LUISS Guido Carli University Department of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: luca@enriques.eu 



This is a draft chapter for a forthcoming volume, The Research Handbook on Shareholder Power, edited by Randall Thomas and Jennifer Hill 

(Cheltenham: Edgar Elgar). This chapter describes the experience with activist institutional investors in an apparently unfavorable corporate 
environment (Italy), commonly depicted as one of concentrated ownership, notoriously inadequate legal protection for minority shareholders and 

an apparent disregard for their interests by controlling shareholders. We document a non-negligible volume of "core" active institutional 

investment, together with some idiosyncratic forms of activism (the appointment of "minority" directors on the boards of Italian listed companies). 

We attempt to evaluate whether what we see is genuine shareholder-value oriented activism or a strategy to engage in a privileged relationship 

with controlling shareholders, in order to share in private benefits of control extraction. We find no sufficient evidence to support a "dark side" view 
of shareholder activism, at least as a general explanatiom Instead, we provide recent anecdotal evidence of initiatives effectively aimed to curb the 

extraction of private benefits by dominant shareholders. 

[ i~i Free Download ] 

Criminal Law quarter!y, VoL 60. pp, 92-127 (2013) 

TO~) AR~:H~’BALD, Osgoode Hall Law School - York University 

Email: tarchibald@osgoode,yorku,ca 

~E~ ~UL~, Baker & McKenzie 

Email: ken jull@bakermckenzie=com 
~EN~ ROACh, University of Toronto - Faculty of Law 

Email: kent,roach@utoronto,ca 

This article updates the authors work on the 2003 changes to corporate criminal liability in Canada. In 2003, Parliament replaced the traditional 
legal concept of corporate liability based on the fault of the corporation’s "directing mind(s)" with a broader concept of "senior officers". This case 
examines a 2012 decision in R. v. P~troles Global Inc., [2012] J.Q. No 5437 and an Ontario case in which a corporation was found liable for the 
actions of its contractors and argues that both decisions accord with Parliament’s intent to expand corporate criminal liability. The article also 
examines how recent decisions equating willful blindness with knowledge and decisions under Canada’s Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act 
also have the effect of broadening corporate criminal liability. It also explores relates issues of risk management for corporations. 

i:~i Free Download 

7 Brook. J. Corp. Fin. & Com. L. 589 (2013) 

~O~HUA R, WU~LL~R, Brooklyn Journal of Corporate, Financial & Commercial Law 

Email:              @gmaiLcom 

Throngs of individuals, companies, and government regulatory agencies around the world adamantly contend that sizeable consolidations of 
intellectual property within the media and technology fields - including the recorded music industry - violate principal notions of antitrust law and 
fair competition. 

However, the U.S. failing firm doctrine and the European Union’s concept of the rescue merger are powerful yet narrowly tailored defenses against 
antitrust scrutiny, and merging companies undergoing such steep opposition would be wise to consider invoking these common law doctrines. 
Despite the volatile nature of technological ventures and their significant propensity for failure, no parties to an acquisition of intellectual property 
have yet to seek protection under the failing firm doctrine. Although most scrutinized mergers involving intellectual property would not meet the 
lofty standards of these defenses, an in-depth analysis of the failing firm doctrine, its E.U. counterpart, and one recent merger of international 
record companies that endured serious divestment requirements from the Federal Trade Commission and European Commission suggests that 
opportunities to employ the doctrines exist and are simply overlooked or dismissed. As competitors acquire technological companies that are down 
on their luck, they should take advantage of the failing firm doctrine and the protections that it affords. 

Promote Stakeholder Objectives?" ~ Free Download 

~O~Y ~OWAR]~, Wake Forest University School of Law 

Email: howacll@wfu.edu 

Scholarly and policy overreaction to the heyday of corporate misconduct has given rise to an era of shareholder democracy. And while shareholder 
say over corporate affairs is an admirable goal of corporate law (as shareholders are, in fact, the firm’s owners), shareholder power has simply 
gone too far. The informal power of shareholders has become the focal point of corporate decision making and has led to decreased stock prices 
and threatened the longevity of corporations in favor of short term profit seeking. As a result, corporate governance needs to adjust the 
framework through which it views the corporations, shedding the shareholder-centric model, for a stakeholder based regime. In order to provide 
academics with a framework as to how to achieve this goal, this article looks to another economic theory that has historically used non-economic 
norms and objectives to further its economic prerogatives: antitrust law. By importing select principles from antitrust jurisprudence and 
implementing them in corporate governance literature, scholars can change the predominant corporate governance model and prevent runaway 
shareholder power. 

Hong Kong Law Journa!, Vol. 43, No. 1, pp. 401-419, 2013 

~IE:[ ~1~, Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) - KoGuan Law School 

Email:            @gmail.com 

The global financial crisis has led to a pressing need for greater corporate accountability and heightened controls over companies, and sparked 

wide-ranging debate about how to improve corporate governance systems. These debates not only attracted public attention but also renewed 
interest in the power of shareholders to police corporate management. Against this background, it is natural that this book, The Foundations and 

Anatomy of Shareholder Activism, is attractive as it may provide the readers with a landscape of shareholder activism within a larger regulatory 
regime. 
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September 26, 2013: J.P. Morgan Is Discussing $11 Billion... 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

J,P. ~organ {s Discussing $11 Billion Settlement 

"The potential cost of a J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. settlement with regulatoPs 
has shot up to $11 billion after U~S. Attorney General Eric Holder rejected the 
bank’s offer of a $3 billion payment to end criminal and civil charges/’ the Wall 
Street Journal (Sept. 26, Barrett, Johnson, SMel) repo~s. The possible pdce 
~a9 has cl#nbed as discussions have w~dened ~o cover more cases w[~h more 
regu~ators. The negotiations remain very fhJk~ end could quicMy crumMe 
withou~ a deal even being struck. "As large as the potential settbmen~ may 
be," Journa~ sources add that "even ~f s deal ~s reached, it may not resobe 
one of the bigges~ dangers for the bank: ~he poten[iai for criminal cha[ges 
s~emming from the mo~1g~ge4)acked secudtbs probe. The possibility of such 
charges Js a key incentive for the bank to tp/to cut a deaL" 

The Washington Post (Sept. 26, Douglas) notes that discussions have been 
going on for months, but started to heat up earlier this week as federa~ 
prosecutors in California were preparing to brh~g civ~ charges against J.P. 
Morgan rela[ed the sab of mor[gage-backe~ secur~tbs between 2005 and 
2007~ "The full scope of ~he deal remains unclear," adds the PosL "But people 
with knowbdge of the negotiations ssJd Jt may include an ag[eement to end a 
~avesu~t fi~ed by New York Attorney General Edc Schneiderman ~n October 
eve[ shoddy moAgage securities, as we~l as s~m~ar federa~ probes." 

CNNMoney (Sept. 25, O’Toole) points out that J.P. Morgan ranks as the 
country’s biggest bank as measured by assets. The publication [eminds tha~ 
it is "fresh off of a settlement last week in which it agreed to pay $920 million 

in connection witl~ the ’London VVhale’ trading debacle. Also last week, 
regulators ordel~d the firm to [elund $309 million ~o customers and pay $80 
million in {ines over alleged unfair credit-card billing practices." 

Share~ ~ Faceb°°k Ill~ 

~iI BV - Dship 2020: Performance Metrics Top 

2!) !3 NACD Bp~rd Leadership CQl~fe~enc~ ........................................................ 

Don’~ miss th~s ieatured session: 

Director-Shareholder Engagement: Limits and Possibilities 

Increased transparency and changes in regulation have led to a new era, 
where a growing number of governance organizations and experts, including 
directors, institutional shareholdeB, actMst shareholders, corporate 
managemenL ~gulato~, and lawye~ have exp[essed interest in more robust 
communication. How much ~s enough and what ro~e, if any, shouk] such 
communication p~ay ~n making major company decisions? Jo~n Bob 
Schifel~te, president of Broadridge’s ~nvestor Communbatbn Solutions 
division, and a panel of experienced dkectors to d~scuss these questbns: 
How ~s the demand for ~ncreased iransparency ~mpacfing director-shareholder 
communication? How ~s shareholder communication overall changing as we 
head towaK~ 2020? 

2013 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
October 134 5, 20t 3 
Gaylord Nationa~ Resort & Convention Center 

Check for iate.-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM ~astern. 

[ ~i KPMGACI Fall RoundtableSedes ] 

~i Make Your M .... 
NACD Fellow 

[ }~ill BY- Dship 2020: Parf ........ 
Metrics 

[ }~ill BV - NAOD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Info Risk ] 

[ }~ill BV - Talent Development side ] 
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NACD Conference 

National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. ’13-’15, 2013) SMd 
Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

NewYork, NY(Dec :3, 
20~S) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL(Dec 12-13, 
20!3) So/d Out 

Director Professionalism® 

Miami~ FL (:Dec. 9-!0, 

20!3) 

Special Events 

Local NACD Chapter 
Evenls 

Peer Exchanges 



Nation~ H~rbor, Maryland 

ShareM~ Faceb°°k "~E] 

Audit and Finance 

Carlyle Buys $2.~; Bigion ReaFBstate Fund of Funds 

"The Carlyle Group has agreed to acquire a reakestate fund of funds 
business," conlirms ~he Wall Street Journal (Sept. 25, Karmin), "taking over 
management of its $2.6 billion portfolio of investments in private-equity real- 
estate funds." The acquisition target is Metropolitan Ree~ Estate Equity 
Management, a p[ope~y manager that invests in 180 [ea~ estate funds 
worldw~de~ The Washington, D.C.=based private-equity firm ~s paying cash 
upflont. ~t wi~ a~so repo~ed~y give Melropo~lan a share of future profits if 
ce~ain return targets are met. "The merger is pa~ d Carlyle’s p~sn to grow 
and d~vers~fy ~ts fund of fund bus~ness under Jacques Chappuis, who was 
recently Mred from Morgan Stanley to build out that un~l," holes the Journal 
Metropolitan President David Sherman, a ~ongtime re~ estate ~nvestor, has 
agreed to become head d rea~ estate fo~ Carlyle’s fund of funds group. Cadyle 
reports that ~ts pdvate equity ~unds akeady have abou~ $12.3 billion ~nves~ed 
rea~ estate direct~y~ 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Commercial Real Estate Company ~4arcus & ~lil~ichap Eyes an IPO 

The Puget Sound Business Journal (SepL 24) is reporting that Marcus & 
Millichap Inc. has filed a registration statement with the SEC for a proposed 
initial public offering of common shares. The California-based company 
employs more than 1,000 ~nvestmen~ brokers na~om’v~de and c~osed over 
6~100 p~operty transactions in 2012 - 1he most of any commercia~ ~ea~ eslale 
brokerage ~n the United States. Ciflgroup G~oba~ Markets h~c. and Go~dman 
Sachs & Co. have agreed to sewe as joint book runners for the proposed 
o[ferin9, wh~]e JMP G[oup h~c. and William Blair & Co. will act as 

~ic~osoft Agrees $237 l’~il~ion Chinese Games JV 

MarketWatch (SepL 24) is report#~g tha~ China’s BesTV New Media Co. has 
agreed to set up a joint venture with Microsoft Corp. to develop "family games 
and related services" with a total ~nvestment d up to $237 million. BesS/, a 
subsid~a~ of ShanghM Med~a Group, is set to t~ke ~ 51 percent owneBMp 
interesL with M~croso[~ ho~din9 the o~he[ 49 pe[cenL "Game consoles at~ 
officially banned in CMna," notes Market~alch~ "There has been ta~k of some 
[e~axafion of the restrictions on sales of game consoles, such as M~crosofl’s 
Xbox, Jr~ the p~anned Shanghai Free Trade Zone, which Js expected to be 
~aunched next month." 

�ompensa~io~ ................................................................................................................................ 

tVlid4Vlarket CFO Pay Rising Faster than CEOs 

The Wall Street Journal (Sept. 25, Monga) cites a new analysis by accounting 

and consulting firm BDO USA LLP in reporting that "CFOs in the retail, ~eal 
estate, energy, and banking sec~ot~ saw their pay jump between 6 percent 
and 18 pe~cenL" By comparison, the results show, CEO compensation 
changes ~n those same ~ndustr~es ranged between -1 percent to 11 percent. 
BDO looked at approximately 600 rn~ddle4~arket puM~c companies w~[h 

revenues between $25 m~on and $1 billion and financial firms w~lh assets 
between $50 million and $2 b~on. Researchem pored over p~oxy statements 
flied between May 15, 2012 sad May 15 oftMs yea~. Randy Ramirez, senio[ 
director a~ BDO, concludes, "CFOs are no longer just the keepers of ~he 
numbers." Indeed, many now he~p CEOs execule broader bus~ness 
strategies, ~nc~udh~g navigating a StF~cteF Fegu~ato~ ~andscape. 

Sh~re~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Some Public Companies ,&re IDivu~ging ~4ore Detai~s About Their 
Political Contributions 

Some of the countqPs biggest publicly traded companies are diw~Jging more 
details about thei~ political contributions, reports the Washington Post (Sept. 

25, EIBoghdady), partly to ward off lav~uits and mounting pressure from 
shareholder~ who increasingly have thrust the issue belore boards ol 
directo~. A new Center for Political Accountability (CPA) study determined 
that 78 percent of the 195 corporations it tracks have improved their political 
spending disclosures in 2013 versus las[ year. "An index thai the group plans 
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to release Wednesday shows that Qualcomm, United Parcel Service, Conoco 
Phillips, and JI3Mor(jan Chase joined the ranks el firms wi~h the bes~ policies 
for the first time s~nce the group began comp~ng the index three years ago," 
notes the PosL A separ~ie study by h~stitutional Sha~eholde~ Services feund 
that the number of shsrehoMer proposMs demanding more transparency in 
~h~s regard has climbed ~rorn 88 ~r~ 2011 to 126 ~h~s year, 

�0[P£Eate G£ve!:nan~ ......................................................................................................... 

Changes in the Boardroom 

NACD notes the fellewing changes that have recently occurred in the 
boardroom. This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer 
Stuart. SanDisk Corporation announced that it has appointed D. Sco~t Mercer 

to ~ts board of dkectors. Me~Ufe ~nnounced that former US. Ambassador 
~ll~m~ E. KennBrd has been elected to its board of dkectors. DIREC~ 
announced that Anthony V~nc~que[ra has joined its board of d~rectors. 
International Paper Company announced the e]ec~on of Admiral Jay L. 

Johnson to its board of directors, effective Odober 1. R~chard C. Breon has 
been appointed to the board of WellCare Hes~th P~ans. Medtor announced the 
election of Thomas L Pajonas to ~s boaK~ of d#ectors, John Short and 

Elizabeth (Liz) Ta]lett have been named to the board of dh’ectors of W~l~PoinL 
Shed’s appo~ntmenl is effective ~mmed~ate~y ~nd Ta~lett wi~ fol~ow on Oclober 
1. F~rstEnergy Corporation announced that Luis A. Reyes has been e~ected to 
the company’s board of directors. Western D~gital Corporation has appointed 
Akio Yamamoto to its board of directors. 

Share~~ Facebook ~ 

Shareholder Urges Bob IEvans to Split into 2 Companies 

"A major shareholder of Bob Evans Farms is urging the company ~o split its 
restaurant and feed-sop, dee businesses," [eports the Columbus Dispatch 
(Sept. 25, Vanac), "and to se~ and ~ease back ~ts substantial lead,state 
holdings to ’unlock sharehoMer value.’" Ead~er ~h~s week, Sandell Asset 
Management fired off a ]et~er to board members of the OMo-based company. 
~n ~t, the hedge fund adviser wrote that Bob Evans "has traded at a perennial 
discount to its restaurant peers, and at an even greater d~scount to 
companies in the packaged foods space" due to the fact ~hat shareholde[s 
unde~’Mue the company’s assels. Sandel~’s solution ~s to split up the 
company, se~hlg off BEF Foods. Sandel~ went on to sssed that many 
sharehoMers p[efer so~s]]ed "p~re p~sys" - companies that operate in a 
s#~g~e ma[ket segment. 

~ore Women Serving on Boards of Term, Public Companies 

"More Tennessee public companies have added women to their boards and 
female representation has slightly increased," reports The Tennessean (Sept. 
25, McGee), "but men continue to make up the majority on those corporate 
boards." That is according to "Women in Corporate LeadersMp: 2012 
Census," a newly released study by Upscomb University College of Business 
and CABLE, a national nonprofit thal connects women w~th bus~ness 
oppo~un~ties. ~t determined that 1he number of companies ~ack~ng femMe 
[epresentafives on boards dropped to 25 - of 40 percent - of 62 publicly 
~raded companies surveyed ~m 29 ~he yea[ before. S~ill, women remain ~n 
1he ove[wheh~ng minority on corporate boards. According 1o 2011 data, 
women held just 53 d 554 director ro~es at Tennessee public companies. 

Share~ x Facebook ~ 

Kellogg Among Best for Putting Women on Board of D#ectors 

The Battle Creek Enquirer (Sept, 25, Priddle) reports that a study from Inforum 
and the Wayne State University School of Business Administration singled 
ou~ Kellogg Co. Ior the s~rides i~ has made promoting women to 

boardroom and the C-suite, Th[ee membe[s of the Battle Creek-based cereal 
giant’s board of dkectors are female: Ma~ Laschinger, sen~or v~ce presMent 
~ntemational Paper Co.; Ann McLaugh~n Koro~ogos, chairman emedtus of 
Rand Corp.; and Cynthia MJlligan, dean emed~us of ~he University 
Neb[aska-Uncoln’s College of Bus~ness Administration. Ead~er tMs monlh, 
Kellogg was named by Working Mother as one of the 100 best companies to 
work for wh~e [aising a family. "Whi~e women only made up 35 pe[cent of 
Kellogg employees," notes the Enquirer, "~hey accounted for 41 percen~ of 
those promoted to management and executive positions ~ast year~ ~t a~so has 
a ’£%~omen of Kellogg’ employee [esou[ce group." On the downsMe, on~y two 
of the company’s nine executive office[s ale women and none of ~s ~op five 
compensated officers are female. 

Corporate Social Responsibility 



Big Gompanies #~crease Carbon Footprint 

Supply Management (Sept. 25, Donati) cites the CDP Global 500 Climate 

Change Report 2013, which found that "the 500 largest listed companies in 
~he world produce 3.(} billion tonnes el greenhouse gas with the 50 biggest 
carbon emitters responsible for neady three quartei~ of it." Researchers note 
that the highest emitting companies mainly operate in the energy, materials, 
and utilities sectors. In IacL ~heir carbon outpu~ has increased by 1.65 
percent over the last four years. According to the publication, "the analysis is 
based on the climate and energy data of 3,892 companies listed on the FTSE 
Global 500 Equity Index." 

C-Suite 

68 Percent Of CEOs Have No Sociai ~4edia Presence Whatsoever 

Forbes (Sept. 25, Brenner) cites a recen~ CEO.corn [eporL which found that 
68 percent of Fortune 500 CEOs have no social media presence whatsoever. 
"Out of the Fortune 500," the study notes, "on~y 28 are on Twitter, 38 are on 
Facebook, and ~ive are on Goog~e." Linked~n has the bes~ representation, w~h 
140 Fortune 500 CEOs on 1he network. Of the 28 Fortune 500 CEOs on 
Twitter, the study adds, on~y 19 are truly "active" - meaning they tweeted ~n 
the 100 days plier to the study. According to CEO.com founder Josh James, 
"Business ~eade~ desire ~n~ermatJon that ~s quick, succincL and easily 
digestible. Twitter more than any other social network de[~vers on that." 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

comes easy after key 
Georgia 
Tech’s 

p8 rsol’~l’~el losses Jemea 

The Tar Heels’ offense set more Thomas (14) 
stops UNC’s 

than 30 single-season school 
EricEbron 

records last season, but (85~ after a 
generating yards and points has 

been far more challenging .. 

UNC’s Presson, Duke’s Bottoff~ 

North Carolina’s Isaac Presson and Duke’s Juliet 

Bottorff were named ACC Cross Country Performers 

of the Week after their weekend events. 

Late Hi~s: No reason fo~ North CarNina to 

paf~i¢, same can’t be sa{d for Duke 

The only highlight in a boring week of college football 

was a questionable call in the N.C. State-Clemson 

game. 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 
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TBJ Morning Call: Health iusurance through N.C. exchanges costs more 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

SEPTEMBER 2~, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

For North Carolinians, heaRh insurance through exchange 
to cost more 
When individuals go +,o +,he federal health insurance exchange b buy insurance ~his 

fall, they rr, figh~ experience sorne sticker shock. 

Discuss 

North Carolina ranks No, 4 on Forbes’ Best States for 
Business list 

for Business" st Eorb~sMaqazlne ................................. 

TWO northeast RaleiRb office buildinqs fetch 
Two office buildings in no{~heast Raleigh near the Wake Tech NoRh campus 

401 have been purchased by Vitus Enterprises for $615 million 

N C env ronmenta r~gu atots cut jobs rgject fedora ..... L____t ......................................................................................... £ .................................... 

~    ~ ~ 

Resources wi~ eliminate about 70 regulatory jobs, according to WRAL 



announcement 

PepS! Bo~lincj Ventures to boost production 
.~_~g_~_~_~. 

Goog~e pic~s Durham’s American Under, round 
en~ep~eneurship initiative 

The Lis~: The Trianqle’s larges~ homebuilders 

................................................................................................................... Samsung to introduce curved-scFeen 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MDM & Data Governance New York <confelvnce@sourcemediamail.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Hundreds of your peers have already signed up 

ABOUT AGENDA SPEAKERS SPONSORS TRAVEL 

expand your network by connecting with forum attendees, who are among the brightest in the 

business. 

Join the hundreds of industry thought leaders and innovators who have already signed up to 

be at the Summit. Seats are filling up quickly and you don’t want to miss out on this premier 

educational and networking opportunity. 

Register by Friday, September 27 to save $200 on your pass with the early bird discounted 

rates. 

Attendees 

See the full list online >> 

[~ :i RegisterOnline Now 

Not at your desk or have questions? 
Call Dan Perkins at (212) 803-8483. 

For sponsorship and exhibit opportunities, contact Tony Carrini at (212) 803-8547. 

Platinum Sponsors: 

Gold Sponsors: 

Silver Sponsors: Mobile App Sponsor: 

Aso~ I CONTACT I PRIVACY 

*SourceNedia canceilation poi~des apply. All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to current 



registered at[erldees, Offers are not [[ensfe[e.ble end ce~ot be combined with ar~y oLhe[ off~r~ Plees~ call our Cus[omer Service 

"JeparLm~rlL eL 800-803-~424 if you ~ave ar~y qu~stiorls. 

Cusb,mer See’vice: 8oo-8o;;-3424~ Sou~.ceMedia, O~e Stale Sly’eeL Plaza, 27Lh Ft,,or, New Yonk, NY lOOO 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 09/25/13.8:58 pm, 350 Warren Ct 
He stated that when he returned home his back door was standing open. The complainant stated that the back door was locked when he left this 
morning. He went in and looked around and found that there were some things missing from his house. I noticed that the window in the bedroom 
was open. The screen on the window was laying on the ground as if someone pulled it off. The complainant stated that is where he believes that 
entry was gained and he believes that the back door is where they left. The complainant stated that a Puget LCP .380 caliber hand gun, a red 
jewelry box was taking from the bedroom and a Samsung Flat Screen 32 inch TV and a Black Xbox 360 was taking from the living room. The 
mattress on the bed in the bedroom was moved and drawers in the bedroom and in the living room were opened. Value $33,550.00 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
****Break in to locked residence reported 09/225/13, 9:34 am, 209 Kink Edwards st 
They advised me that it looked as if the door had forced open. At that time i noticed that the door frame was broken and several pieces were lying 
on the kitchen floor, it appeared that the only thing missing appeared to be two of his guns that he had in the bedroom. One gun was a .45 caliber 
rifle, and the other was a .22 caliber assault rifle. The home owner then showed us the video of the suspect’s description. 
IT APPEARED THAT THE SUSPECTS WERE DRIVING A LIGHT COLORED SUV FOUR DOOR MAYBE A FORD EXPLORER. 
SUSPECT # I : WHITE FEMALE WEARING A PINK TOP HOODIE AND GREY LOOKING PANTS WITH BLOND HAIR. 
SUSPECT # 2: VERY LIGHT SKINNED MALE WEARING CAMOUFLAGE TOP AND CAMOUFLAGE SHORT PANTS. HE WAS ALSO 
WEARING A BASEBALL CAP THAT APPEARED TO BE VERY DARK ON THE BACK AND WHIT IN THE TOP AND FRONT. 
SUSPECT # 3: MEDIUM SIZE MALE OR FEMALE UNKNOWN RACE WEARING A GREY COLORED HOODIE AND GREY LOOKING PANTS. 
SUSPECT # 4: MEDIUM SIZE FEMALE WHO APPEARED TO BE WHITE WEARING A GREY COLORED HOODIE AND GREY LOOKING 
PANTS 
IF YOU RECOGNIZE ANY OF THESE INDIVIDUALS OR VEHICLE, BASED ON THE DESCRIPTIONS GIVEN, PLEASE CALL THE ORANGE 
COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE AT 919-245-2900. 

COMM[~ITY WATCH MEETING FOR FOX RI !N COMMUNITY Tiff JRSDAY 7:00 PM, (tonight) THE MEETinG WILI. TAKE PLACE AT THE 

C()RN ER ()F WI[~L()W RII)GE & FAWNBROOK DRIVES, 

BLAINE TURNED H~NISEL~ IN ~ESTERDAY 
::Xi Description: Description: 

..... Description: Description: blaine 

tyndall 

Warrant for breaking and entering has been obtained on Blaine William Tyndall. He has been charged with breaking into the storage building at 3015 Maple 
Ave. Efland NC on 09/22/2013. 
Thank you for being our extra eyes and ears. 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919=644-3050 Office 

919=732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon 

us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program 

allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond 

through service. 
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Alumni Trips to South Africa, Japa~, Scandiuavia 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Brief: J.P. Morgma Is Discussing $11 Billion Settlement 

L~TEST STORIES 

JoP. Morgan Is Disc~assing $11 Billion Settleme~t       ~ 

Supplier to U.S. Forces in _~hmfistan Sh~pped Through 

_~" Products to Look for New CEO, Adds 

NYSE, Nasdaq Consider" Cooperating to Add~’ess Glitches 

~vii-ter .Adds JoP. Morgan and Morgmi Stanley as Banker’s on 

GOP Eyes a New Fiscal PNze ~:ith HeMth- Law 

HiHary CHnton Advisers RebooNng for Possible 2o~6 

Metro-N oNh, _~ntr~ Co~uters Slog to 

NEWS VID~OS 

Maer~k ~e CEO: Dem~d fo~" Con~ers Rem~s 

_Ad,isol" Spotlight: 3 %~ays to Find VMue 

AHbaba’s S~mb to Hong Kong Co~d H~t IPO 

How SustMnable Is ~e F~s]~ You Eat? 

A Ti~ought- Controlled B~on~c Leg 

NEWS POD~ASTS 

T]~e Wail St~’eet dourna~ This Mo~*ning Sept x6, 2ot3 

TheMorningBrief WSJ 300x250 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Cartwlight, ENC Foundation <enc@equali~-nc.org> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:10 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Top 10 Reasons to Come to the GALA...#1 ... 

Conference&Gala 

Yol] haven’t registered ~yet× for the ~" NC Fomadatlo~ Gala : A Celebration of Home - 

coming up on Satnrday, November 9, in downtown Greensboro? Waiting for a reason beyond the fact that 

it’s the year’s biggest Equa]i~" event tbr the statewide LOBT communib’ an d its allies? 

got yom~ TOP TEN REASONS to l~~~, rl @~t, m~w. 

# 1 - The New "Old Norttt Slate" Theme° We’re calling it ’2k Celebration of tiorne" flar a reason: e~ 
single nook and cranny of this >’ear’s exciting eve~ing Ga]a is ba~hed in t~e best of North Caroli~a’s    I ~ 

variety vacationland-.-lk’om the sighs and sounds of a beachfl’ont overlook to the tastes of mouth-     ~ 
watering mounNin delighN--all fl’om the heart of the Triad, downtown Greensboro’s Empire Room. We’re 
taking onr state back and this is where it all begins~ 

#a - Olx, tire Reeep[iom Yore’ registration today not only guarantees a place at the table for the state’s 
premier Eq~mli~" (-;a]a program, but ;also a show-stopping pro-Gala pa~%% including a mix-n-mingle in the 
Empire Room’s downstaim lounge where youql be welcomed with great ’tastes of the Tar Heel S~te, a 
delightful rnem~ of loeally-owned and grm~-a complimentsW dr~nk options, and the sweet Southern sounds 
of songstress 0 essiea Mashburn. 

#3 - ScrmnpIious Souttter*~ Eats. F~xara the first reception tray to the last of our dinner’s sweet 
desserts, eveW bite ~Td your November 9th nosh will be pure NoF~h Carolina. Get to the Gala early to sample 
the taste sensations ~ff a true Carolina eulinaU experience, inducting Pan Fried Eggplant topped with Blne 
Crab and Hollandaise, Smoked Bluefish Mo~sse piped onto Endive topped with Tobacco Onions, Sweet 
Po~to Biscuits with Chow Chow, Chicken Bites with Cheerwine Olaze_.and did we mention those are just the 
opening appetizers? 

#4 - Ama~,]ng Old No~’th State Arabia nee, Yore: fl?iends and i~maily will want to join you %r this one- 
of-a--kind, visceral love-letter to North Carolina, as we transform O~ensbow’s elegant Empire Room into a 
true Tar Heel eN.~erience, be~nning with a grcamd-floor, of&time ode to the flavors and feel of the coast. As 
you make an entrance to the Oala mNn floor %r showtkne, enjoy an evening walk through ~he North 
Carolina foothills on your way "up t~e mountain" (via the Empire Room s~irease ), wi’~ "~e refreshing 
Western NC-inspi~d banqnet waiting for you at the topo 

# 5 - Awesome Awa rds. This >’ear, Eq uality NC will honor s -ram -~,f the s hate’s bes t and brigh test Equality 
advocates, with the touching addKkm of the Jamie Kirk Hahn Ally Asvard--a beautiful inaugural l~-ibute to a 
friend of Equality taken too soon, and awarded to a high--profile LOBT ally for the ages. 

#6 - The Soutl~ern Exposure. The 2o~3 Equality NC Foundation Gala is not only your chance to 
socialize and nei~vork at the state’s premier par~" %r the LGBT and allied eommuni~’, but also your best 
opportunity at the close of 2Ol3 to see and be seen with some of the biggest names and faces in our 
collective movement. Ws the perfect "southern e:@osure" %r your business, your organization, your 
mission, and your messages._alI for Eqnalib,. 

#7 : Proximity (Provided by the Proximity Hotelt, 
NC Foandatlo~* Gala is also Greensboro% wor~d~re~*ow~ed~ Prox~n~- Hotd Mmre modern 
mo~e meets old world ~ospitality. Take advantage of flaeir heavily-reduced rates - exclusivdy for our Gala 
g~eata - which inelude eatqy cheek-in/late eheek-out, ali-impo~*ant ~’anspo~afion to and fl’om Sat~rday 
evening’s big event, and easy access to the official aftetI~artyo Sit back, relax and enjoy the Proximity -. 
RESERVE YOUR ROOM 

#8 - Greater" Greensboro° Our Triad friends already know that there’s nothing finer than a fahukms night 
out in Greensboro, and R..u..K..f.i.:~.%LLd..~...’4L.I..’.i.:9..-.x.’~L~.~.~.L.I.{.I..q~[ have made it easy to stay in the Gate City for the 
entire weekend. Whether yol~ come early for shopping ;at R~2,t~laeeme~ts Lid, or stay late for a trip to the 
;!i}~!~.!?~}.~:~{~.g~):}:[.E~g~!~!A.]~{/~}.~£-’~{~!?{, make the Equali%’ NC }:oundation ONa the centerpiece of a 
terrific i~vo days in the Triad. 

#9 - 2ut 2una~i~lg Aflerparty. You*’ Gala ticket also gives you exclusive access to the night’s official 
post-Gala afterpat"~y as we return to ~[:.{Ct?:$.~!?.~.[}kl.}{:{.g~t~L%...l~.{K~..~R....g]~.[~ in th{nt Works Bistro Bar, where 
you can danee the night away (or ;at least ~mtil ~ a.m.) to the iamtalizing tunes of DJ Jessh::a Mashhurn. 

#1o - Yo~t ~°e Investing in North Carolinas. Ore" state has taken some hits of lateo But we’ve also shown 



tt~ut we’re t~ot backing down~ This is your chance to it~vest n~-.,t ot~ly it~ the eollective movemet~L to retake 
st;~te, but also dit’eetly suppm~ Equali~~ NC Foundation’s impo~’ta~t statewide work to organize armmd pt’o- 
equul~ty ~ssue edueat~*-.,n, spur dvie engugement, and ehaz~ge tim national *~arrat~ve abouL ore’ great st{Re in 
2o~4 and beyond. 

MeIissa Cu~wr~ght 
Equality NC Founda’don 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:46 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: J.P. Morgm~ CEO to Meet With Holder Amid Settlement Talks 

J.P. Morgan CEO to Meet ~Vith Holder Amid Settlement 
Talks 

J.P. Morgan Chase CEO James Dimon arrived at the Justice Department amid intensifying 

talks of a possible $1 1 billion settlement to end probes of alleged past abuses in 

residential mortgage-backed securities. 

Mr. Dimon arrived at the Justice Department building Thursday morning for a face-to-face 

meeting with Attorney General Eric Holder to discuss terms of a potential deal, according 

to a person familiar with the meeting. The Justice Department has at least seven ongoing 

probes of the bank, and the bank’s leadership is trying to resolve them in a rapid fashion. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:17 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Speech by Governor Stein on yield-oriented investors and the monetary transmission mechanism 

Speech by Governor Stein on yield-oriented investors and the monetary transmission mechanism 

At the "Ba~king, Liquidity and Monetary Policy," a Symlyosium Sponsored by fl~e Center tbr Financial Studies, Fra~kfurt, Germany 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speecl~/stein20130926a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or elnail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact suppo(t~govdelivelv.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit ns on the web at http://¥~vw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 











Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Breaking News: WaJaeMed CEO Atkinson resigns from hospital system 

are havin9 trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

WakeMed CEO Atkinson resigns from hospital system 

Bill Atkinson will step down as CEO,,of WakeMed Health & Hospitals citing"differences in the 
future direction of the organization. 

Read the full story 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncements@federalres~rve.gov> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 11:04 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@em~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of application by One PacificCoast Foundation and One PacificCoast Bancorp 

Federal Rese~,e Board announces approval of application by One PacificCoast Foundation and One PacificCoast Bancorl~ 

http: /iwww.federalreserve govine~x sevent~pres~/orders/20130926a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you hm~e qaestions or problems or need assistance, please contact ~po((~govdelivelszcom. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at h~_t!?:i/v’~-¢~w.federalreselwe, og!2. Follow us on Twitter. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communicalions@mlmerhaleupdate.com~ 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 12:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Eleventh Circuit Holds Again That Tax Refund Belongs to FDIC -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 
SIGN 

Whose Refund Is It? Eleventh Circuit Holds for the Second Time in a 
Month That Tax Refund Belongs to FDIC as Receiver for Bank and 
Not to Holding Company’s Bankruptcy Estate 

Summary: For [i~ s~c’ond lime in less ttn,,n a men[iL the Ei~wenth Circuit i~as held that a ta~ re~urld 

belongs to the FDIC, as receiver for the bank, rather than to the bankruptcy estate of the bank’s holding 

respects unusual the Eleventh Circuit also appears to have discredited arguments that had been 

credited in earlier decisions by district and bankruptcy courts finding that tax refunds were the prope.,’ty of 

the bank Thus these recent Eleventh Circuit decisions create uncertainty with respect to the ownership 

of tax refunds a~ributable to faiied banks. 

By Philip 13, AnkeL Nancy L, f’aanzer 

We recently issued a Client Alert about the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in Zucker v FD!C (in re 

~:3ankUnited Fm Co~;o.), __F.3d__, No. 12-11392, 20!3 WL 4106387 (1 lth Cir Aug. 15, 20!3). 

There, in a decision that conflicted with a line of earlier cases the Eleventh Circuit held that a tax refund 

attributable to losses incdrred by an insolvent bank sdbsidiary belonged to the FDIC, as recewer for the 

bank rather than to the bankruptcy estate of the bank’s ~oldin9 company. The Eleventh Circuit has now 

issued a second decision addressing the same question; this time in the bankruptcy case of NetBank, 

I~c ("NetBank"). Though the Bard~Un~ted and NetBank faots are not the same, the El~wenth Circuit has 

reached the same conclusion in both cases. FDIC v. Zucher (In re NetBaok ~nc.), ~ F.3d ~, No. !2- 

13965, 2013 WL 4804325 (I !th Cir. Sept 10, 2013) ("NetBa~?k 

NetBank was t~e parent company of NetBank, f.sb (the "Bank"), as well as a number of other 

subsid~alies As authoriz~d by InS regulations, NetBank filed oonsolidated ta>’, returns on behalf of i[sel[ 

and all of its subsidiaries, including the Bank and its subsidiaries (t~e "Bank Group"). All members of 

the NetBank consolidated tax group entered into a tax sharing agreement (the "]SA") addressing how 

the tax liabilities of the group would be allocated and paid. !d at "I. 

P~rsuant to the ]SA, NetBank was responsible for preparing and filing consolidated returns on behalf of 

returns, including the right to file and settle any claims for refunds Each member of the consolidated 

group appo~ted He[Bank "as ~ts agent and attomcq-.in faot to take suoh action . . as NetBank deemed 

appropriate"/d at "2-3 If tt~e Bank Group ~nc~rred "a net operating ~oss, a net capita~ loss or [was] 

ent~fled to credits agains[ ta>’." the TSA further requ~r~d NetBank [o pay rise Bank not ~ater [han 30 days 

after the date on which a credit was aiiowed or refund was received "no less than the amount the Bank 

wouk~ haw~ received as a separal:~ entity (~cluding its subsidiaries), r~gard~ess 

consolidated group [was] receiving a refund,= !d. at "2 The TSA fuxher stated that its purpose was to 

allocate "the tax hab~hty in accordance with the Interagency Statement on Income Tax Allocation in a 

Holding Company Structure=, and thus that tax seNements between NetBsnk and the Bank Group 

should "result in no less favorable treatment to the Bank Affiliated Group than if it had filed its income tax 

On September 28, 2007, the Office of ~hri~ Supet~/~sion closed the Bank and appointed the FD~C 

receiw~r On that same day. N~fiBank filed [or Ohap[er 1 !. id at "!. Ther~af[er, both rise FDIC, as receiw~r 

for the Bank, and NetBank’s bankruptcy estate filed for a tax refund aEributable to losses of the Bank. 

declaration that the refund was prope£y of the estate and the FDiC counterclaimed On cross-motions 

for summary iudgment, the bankruptcy cou£ ruled in favor of NetBank~ holding that the ]SA created 

merely a debtor-creditor relationship between NetBank and the Bank. See Zuc!~er v FDiC (/n re 

NetBan~), 459 B.rR 801 (Bankr MD. Fin 2010) In other words, the bankruptcy court decided that any 

refund to be received by NetBsnk, but s~ributable to losses incurred by the Bank Group, was the 

propeRy of NetBank’s bankruptcy estate and that the Bank Group held only a general unsecured claim 

in Nel:Ba~k’s bankruptcy case fi)r the amouN: ef [he refu~d. 

In reaching this conclusion, the bankruptcy couR rel~ed on the broad d~scretion that the ]SA gave to 

NetBsnk could be obligated to pay the Bank regardless of whether or not NetBsnk received a refund 

use of the proceeds. The district COUA summariiy affirmed, noting that the bankruptcy cou£=s decision 

was consistent w~th the "strong maior~ty view." Zucker v. FDIC (/n re NetSank), 2012 WL 2383297~ at "! 



(MD Fla. June 2.5. 2012). 

The Eleventh Circuit. however, rejected the bankruptcy court’s anaiysis, it held that the TSA was 

arqbiguous with respecl to ownership oH:he tax refunds. Ne.t~3ar~k. 2013 WL4804325. "4 Relying on 

Georgia law regarding contract interpretation, t~e cou~ of appeals resolved the ambiguity by 

considering the ’background of the contract and the circm~stances ~nde~ which ~t was entered into. 

pa~icularly the purpose fo~ t~e pa~icular language to be construed" id at 4-6. In the Eleventh Circuit’s 

v~ew~ the Inte~gency Policy Statement was key to all of these factors: ~t not only prowded the bacXground 

R~r the contracL but the TSA expressly prev~ded that [he ]nten[ of the par[lea was [o comply with the Policy 

Statement The Policy Statement. in turn. states that a parent recewes refunds from a taxing authority as 

grant t~e parent ownership of refunds a~dbutabie to the Bank. Id at 5 Based on t~e language of t~e 

TSA and the Pcfik;y Statement. the ceurt of appea~s concluded [ha[ the parties to the TSA re[ended 

c~eate an agency relationship wit~ respect to refunds attributable solely to the BaRk Group~Le. the 

ps~l~es ~ntended that NetBank would hold such refunds as agent for the Bank Group It therefore entered 

judgment for the FDIC. 

In concluding that the TSA created an agency relationship, the Eleventh C~cuit acknowledged that the 

TSA contained some provisions that appea~ed to be i~consistent with that conclusion~most ~etably. 

the obhgation of NetBsnkto pay the Bank an amount equa~ to any tax refund to which the Bank Group 

would have been en[itled ~f ~t had filed a separa[e ta~ re[urn even if NetBank h~ ~ac[ dk~ not receive a 

refund from the InS While concluding that this was a factor causing the TSAto be smbiguous~ the couR 

dec~h~ed k) address who[her No,Bank’s obliga~ien to pay the Bank the ameunt ef any such hypothetical 

refund would be more than a general unsecured debt. as that case was not before the couA The 

Eleven[h Circuit also held [hat ~he absence o~ language in the TSA requiring NetBank [o hold any refund 

attributable to the Bank=s losses that NetBank actually received in trust or escrow was not decisive, as it 

was "offset entirely by the similar absence of any language indicative of a debtor-creditor relationship 

e.g.. provisions for interest and collateral "Id at "6 

The reference to the Interagency Policy Statement in the NetBank TSA~which. as far as we can tell; was 

critical factor for the Eleventh Circuit Thus. like the BankUnited decision, the Eleventh Circuit decision m 

No,Bank might be seen as ~mi[ed to its facts. (In aankU~ited, as we no~ed in our prior Clierfl: AI~rL the 

tax sharing agreement contained an unusual term providing for the bank subsidiary rather than the 

to the members of the consolidated group any tax refunds received on behalf of the consolidated 

group.) But in its cdfique ef [he bankruptcy eour[’s opkfion ir~ NetBank: the Ek~venth Circuit also rejected 

as unpersuasive the argument that the absence of t~ust or agency language in the TSA required a 

fmdm9 of a debtor-creditor relationship, an argument that some of the earlier decisions holding that tax 

refunds belonged to the holding company’s bankruptcy estate had credited This suggests that tRe 

Eleventh Circuit might find an agency or trust relationship even when construing tax sharing 

agreements w~theu[ the somewhat atypical provisions found in the Ne~Ba~?k and BankUni~ed cases 

As we concluded in our BankUmted Client AleR; time will tell what effects the NetBank decision 

to their ~espective facts? O~ will they follow the Eleventh Circuit’s repeated approach to the interpretation 

received by t~e holding company but t~at a~e a~ributable to losses suffered by the insolvent bank 

subsidiary? Stay tuned 

I 

directors, individual creditors and creditor committees. 

Al~:orneys fro[]] v\~ilrnerHale’s Bankruptcy and Financial 

Res[ructtidng Practice p[ovk!.e brief ore[views or 

recent decisions and current trends that are chan2ing 

the bush~ess landscape 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mmccullough@chapelhilluumc.org 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 12:37 PM 

UUMC Weekly News: Sept. 26, 2013 

Care and Compassion: Going through a tough time? Stephen Ministers can help. Stephen Ministers are trained laypeople who will walk with you through 
difficult times in your lives such as divorce, grief and loss, or feeling isolated and alone. They listen and love, without trying to advise or fix things, and 
everything is confidential - no one will know (unless you tell them) that you are seeing a Stephen Minister. If you are feeling the need for support from a 
loving, Christian friend, please call The Reverend Delores Langley at 919-929-7191 or email dlangley@chapelhilluumc.org. 

Fridays on the Front Porch: Join us this Friday for "Fridays on the Front Porch" from 5-7 p.m. at the Carolina Inn (211 Pittsboro St). Look for Pastor 
Carl and others from UUMC at 5 p.m. near the large Carolina Inn sign on the corner of Cameron and Columbia streets. Come enjoy live music with 
friends and neighbors. 

Blessing of the Animals Next Sunday: At 3 p.m. next Sunday, Oct. 6, all animals and their human caregivers are invited to a Blessing of the Animals 
service in the UUMC courtyard. Join us and invite others as we worship God and thank Him for the gift of companionship that we enjoy with the special 
animals in our lives. 

Movie in the Courtyard Next Friday: You are invited to join in the fun for "Movie in the Courtyard" next Friday, Oct. 4, at 7 p.m. Bring your own 
lawn chairs or a blanket and join us as we watch Despicable Me. We will provide the popcorn, goldfish and drinks. Questions? Contact Carol Walker (919- 
493-7182) or Nelissa Miller (919-929-7191 ext. 22 or mmiller@chapelhilluumc.org ). Rain plan is the fellowship hall. 

Family Game (and Pizza) Night: Please join us on Wednesday, Oct. 9, for Family Game (and Pizza) Night. The families of UUMC will host 
Communiversity (an after-school program managed and run by UNC student volunteers that meets at UUMC). We will enjoy a pizza dinner in the parlors 
beginning at 5:30 p.m., then we will bring out the games. We will have BINGO and lots of board games, but feel free to bring your family’s favorite 
game. For more information or to RSVP, please contact Melissa Miller ( mmiller@chapelhilluumc.org or 919-929-7191). We hope to see you there! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:17 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

REGISTRATION OPEN: Global Alternative Funds Symposium (Oct. 24- New York) 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

Dechert’s Symposium will focus on what investment managers must 

know now about evolving laws, opportunities, trends, and risks in the 

current global alternative funds marketplace. The Symposium will 

feature multiple general and concurrent panels comprising industry 

leaders as well as partners from Dechert offices throughout the 

United States, Europe, and Asia. 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 

1:30 PM -2:00 PM 

Registration 

Panelists will include representatives from Apollo Capital 

Management, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, 

Morningstar, U.S. Bancorp, and ACA Compliance Group. The 

Symposium will feature a keynote address from Suzanne Donohoe, 

Chair of the Boards of Trustees and President of the KKR Funds. 

[] 
Topics will include: 

2:00 PM - 6:00 PM 

Symposium 

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 

Reception 

Sheraton New Yerk Times 

Square Hotel 

Offering Alternative Strategy Funds to the Public, Including Mutual 

Funds, Closed-End Funds, BDCs, and UCITS 

Global Reach of U.S. Regulation and Tax -- Practical Impacts 

AIFMD -- Mitigating the Impact 

European andU.S Debt Funds 

Continuing Legal Education 

(CLE): Application for 

accreditation of this program for 

Continuing Legal Education in 

NewYork and New Jersey is 

currently pending. 

Regulatory Gains and Pains in Asia 

Global Regulatory, Enforcement, and Litigation Trends 

There is no fee to attend, but 

space is limited. Please register 

by October 18. 

[]About Dechert 
Dechert is a global specialist law firm with a deep bench of experts focused on sectors with the greatest 

complexities and highest regulatory demands We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to 

ou r clients’ most important matters. Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the firm’s 
entrepreneurial energy and seamless collaboration in a way that is distinctively Dechert Learn more. 

c~ 2013 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 35!8 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 



Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our I.egal Notices page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones Day Commentaries <commentaries@thewritestuff.jonesday.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

The SEC’s Proposed Pay Ratio Rules: Requiring Disclosures with Real Costs and Illusory Benefits 

Click he-re to view with images 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add us to your address book. 

JONES DAY GOVERNANCE PERSPECTIVES September 2013 

THE SEC’S PROPOSED PAY RATIO RULES." RE~,U:[R:[NG DISCLOSURES W~[TH REAL 
COSTS AND ~[LLUSORY BENEFI[TS 

The SEC has proposed the pay ratio disclosure rules required by Dodd-Frank, more than 
three years after the statute’s enactment and after its receipt of hundreds of substantive 
comment letters from trade groups, companies, unions, and investors. The proposal was 
accompanied by strongly worded dissenting statements from two objecting Commissioners. 

We agree with the dissenters. 

View full text in PDF fo[rnaL 

View full text on .]ones Day web site 

Atlanta 

+ 1.404.581.8411 

L~!.~..~.,..~.~.t~.~.~.~ 
Cleveland 

+1.216.586.7264 

!~ _a__~ _s___k__e_ ~_ j__o__r:_~ _s__d__~ ~_:_c__o_’_ V_,: 

New York 

+~..2~.2.326.3800 

Click he[e to fo[ward to a colieaq~e 

http://thewritestuff.ionesday.comiroiff00:[ 279 ’.’ 3deffeS3ce2560fbe468b6c3a 757f80 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anne Michelle Tucker <amtucker@gsu.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:44 PM 

kalces@law.fsu.edu; aafsharipour@ucdavis.edu; shbaker@usfca.edu; oarewa@law.uci.edu; miriam.baer@brooklaw.edu; 

jwbarn@wm.edu; mehrsa@uga.edu; e.beecher@wayne.edu; tamara.belinfanti@nyls.edu; genevieve.beyea@ttu.edu; 
blackbr@ucmail.uc.edu; margaret.blair@vanderbilt.edu; cbradley@law.miami.edu; dana.brakman@brooklaw.edu; Broome, Lissa 
L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; jhill@law.ua.edu; vharperho@ku.edu; roberta.karmel@brooklaw.edu; kimse@illinois.edu; 
akrug@uw.edu; weeksleo@ uga.edu; Jena.Martin@mail.wvu.edu; Therese.Maynard@lls.edu; cmart120@depaul.edu; 
dnagy@indiana.edu; marcianarine@gmail.com; porter@wsulaw.edu; PPuri@osgoode.yorku.ca; rodrig@uga.edu; 
amanda.rose@vanderbilt.edu; irma.russell@umontana.edu; mvs@uga.edu; hsale@wulaw.wustl.edu; ascarlet@slu.edu; 
victoria.schwartz@pepperdine.edu; nan@waikato.ac.nz; stevelmn@ uw.edu; Is483@comell.edu; jtaub@vermontlaw.edu; 
urska.velikonja@emory.edu; wadec@stjohns.edu; wagnerc@slu.edu; awalch@stmarytx.edu; vwinship@illinois.edu; 

obal@case.edu 

sdadush@kinoy.rutgers.edu; pdalley@okcu.edu; defontenay@law.duke.edu; dickdi@seattleu.edu; Claire.Dickerson@tulane.edu; 
mdurkee@uw.edu; wepstein@kentlaw.edu; tgabaldon@law.gwu.edu; agelpern@wcl.american.edu; erika.george@law.utah.edu; 
shaan@uidaho.edu; jellum_l@law.mercer.edu; renee.jones.2@bc.edu; jjj@lclark.edu; cochoa@indiana.edu; 
nsharpe@illinois.edu; ohare@law.villanova.edu; ktesty@u.washington.edu; wagelel@seattleu.edu 

FW: LSA Abstract Proposals due TOMORROW for panel assignments 

All, 

If you would like to be assigned to a panel at the 2014 LSA meeting, please send me an email by the end of the day tomorrow with your name and a brief description of your paper 

topic. Also, please let me know if you would be interested in serving as a chair or discussant in addition to or in lieu of presenting a paper. Registration for LSA closes on October 

15th this year so we have to be organized early. 

Thank you, 

-AT 

Anne M. Tucker 

Assistant Professor of Law 

Georgia State University College of Law 

amtucker@gsu.edu 

404.413.9179 

From: Anne Tucker <amtucker@gsu.edu> 

Date: Friday, September 6, 2013 5:35 PM 

Subject: LSA Call for Proposals 

All, 

The LSA call for proposals for the 2014 annual meeting has already been released. The deadline for panel proposals is October 15th, which requires us to be organized very early 

this year. Because we haven’t passed the torch on organizing yet and the deadline is quickly approaching, I am happy to populate panel proposals again this year. Please start 

thinking about who might like to organize the panels for our group for 2015 and beyond. 

Please see the call for papers below, and please email me the following by Friday~ September 27th: 

Paper presentations: 

o Your paper title & abstract 

Participants: 

o Whether you are willing to serve as a discussant and!or program chair. 

Proposals for Autho r-meets-reader sessions 

Proposafs for Salons (from the LSA website: Salons are more informal presentation settings in which 3 to 4 participants and a small interested audience are seated at a 
round tables in a ballroom. Salons permit focused, engaged and intimate conversation about scholars’ work. 

Finally, vve have been asked to apply for status as a Collaborative Research Network in light of the number of panels that vve submit and our requests that the panels not 
be scheduled concurrently. (The LSA website states that CRNs will be asked to submit a block of panels. Each CRN may expect that a maximum of four panels will be 
scheduled non-concurrently, but CRNs are welcome to submit more panels. A CRN organizer is free to make the case for which panels should be scheduled concurrently 
and non-currently.) I am happy to submit the application assuming there are no objections that we comply with LSA’s request for how we should approach proposing panels. 

The updated contact workbook is also attached. Looking forward to hearing back from many of you on or before September 27th. Please feel free to forward to anyone inadvertently 

excluded from this list. 

-AT 

Anne M. Tucker 

Assistant Professor of Law 

Georgia State University College of Law 

amtucker@8su.edu 

404.413.9179 

From: "lsa @lawandsociety.org" <lsa @lawandsociet¥.org> 

Reply-To: "lsa @lawandsociety.org" <lsa @lawandsociety.org> 

Date: Friday, August 30, 2013 11:23 AM 



Tm Anne Tucker <amtucker@gsu.edu> 

Subject: Call for Proposals - Law and Society Association 2014 Annual Meeting 

We are pleased to invite you to participate in our 2014 Annual Meeting and 50th Anniversary Party! 

Minneapolis May 29 -June 1, 2014 
Minneapolis Hilton Hotel 
Minneapolis Minnesota U.S.A. 

Law and inequalities: Global and Local 

Recent decades have seen the persistence and growth of powerful inequalities within and between groups and within and among nations. The 2014 program theme returns to 
a question central to the Association’s founding: the role of law and legal institutions in sustaining, creating, interrogating, and ameliorating inequalities. The 2014 Program 
invites participants to explore and consider three questions: 

~, How can Law and Society scholarship contribute to unearthing and understanding inequalities? 
~, How can Law and Society scholarship contribute to the critical interrogation of discourses of equality and inequality and help to reveal what is at stake in these 

concepts? 
~, What impact can we expect these scholarly contributions to have on the persistence of these inequalities and on public discourse about them? 

This year’s Program Committee is Co-Chaired by Penelope Andrews, Albany Law School, and Rebecca Sandefur, University of Illinois. We invite the submission of Individual 
Papers and/or Session proposals. Papers and panels need not be centered on the conference theme. Proposals on any law and society topic are welcome. 

You will find the Call at www.lawandsociety.orq/minneapolis2014/Minneapolis2014.html. We are using a new submission system and it is very important that you 
follow the submission instructions in the Call. In the Call you will find more information about the theme, submission instructions, and more. We will be adding more 
meeting information as time progresses. 

The deadline for proposal submission is October 15, 2013. Registration will begin in early 2014. 

If you have questions, please contact us at/sa@/awandsociety.or.q. We hope you will join in what promises to be a full and exciting program in Minneapolist 

LSA Executive Office 

~ Follow us on Twitter 

ii~iI facebook Like us on Facebook 

~ Join us on Linkedln 

This e-mail was sent from Law And Society Association (Isa(~,lawandsociety.or.q’) toamtucker(~,.qsu edu 

To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Editor <edito@ bankersonline.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:57 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

2013 Security Officers Workshop: Hacking a bank, room block deadline, m~d more! 

(Please forward this email to the person responsible for security.) 

.loin us live in Philadelphia or by remote video streaming live to your location for this must attend event for all 

Security Directors, Officers, Staff, Auditors, Directors, CEOs, Cashiers, BSA Officers, Compliance Officers, Trainin9 

Officers, Bank Counsel and Legal Staff, and White Collar Law Enforcement Officers! 

TWO REMINDERS: 

1. The special room block hotel rate is available through Friday, September 27, 2013. Book 

today! 

2. Download the 2013 Security Officers Workshop brochure (.pdf)! Share the details with 

management (and with other security officers) and .[~.N!.~.~;~!2~.9.~t.~3!. 

~ Focus on the Agenda 

D Getting ~nside ~nformation doesn’t just involve a compromise of Information Systems function - done right, your 

it involves a wholesale penetration of your security environment. Information Security Expert and Penetration 

Tester Steve Stasiukonis will explain the numerous ways that your institution can be compromised. White collar 

criminals use everyday people, common processes, and technologies to infiltrate the internal workings of your 

institution’s network. Steve will share his rea! world experiences describing how he and his company used these 

techniques to breach the networks of banks and other financial institutions. Among the topics to be addressed include 

the use of social networking sites, such as Facebook, to compromise your network; leveraging everyday hardware 

devices to circumvent the security controls of your network; and how scamming your own work force can lead to the 

loss of your institution’s critical data. 

Check out the other timely security topics being covered by our panel of experts throughout the 2-day workshop and the 

optional pre-workshop on our agenda page[ Head on over to our Speakers gios page to learn more about the presenters. 

Then register now to attend so you don’t miss the most comprehensive security event of the year[ 

¯ Option 1. Attend live: We’d love to see you in Philadelphia! Register to attend (rooms at the hotel are 

stilt available at the room block rate) and you wi[[ also have the opportunity to take advantage of pre-workshop 

sessions held on Tuesday, October 8 (the day before the workshop begins). 

Option 2. Stream the workshop to your office: if you can’t attend in person--no problem! You 

can stream the conference directly to your office or conference room and train your staff without the travel time 

(and travel expenses). 

¯ Option 3. Time shift the event: If you are streaming the workshop to your office, you will also have 

access to the full archive for 30 days. That means that you can train additional staff and review a[[ the sessions 

for a full month. That’s real value and convenience. 

Which ever option you choose, now is the time to £~a=j.~[.[ 

"We’re interested in the Remote Streaming option direct to our location. 

Can we test our system?" 

Yes, we have a special page set up for that and you can access it by clicking here,. 

"Will there be a chance to get answers to our questions?" 

Yes, there will be Q&A sessions during the workshop where questions submitted from the in-person attendees and the 

remote participants wi[[ be answered. In the event that we cannot answer a[[ of the questions during the conference, we 

wi[[ create a follow-up document containing answers we were unable to address during the workshop. 



"Do remote attendees get the same certification credits for attendance?" 
Yes, the entiFe confeFence wi[[ be stFeamed in Fea[ time, and also aFchived foF [ateF viewing. If theFe is moFe than one 
peFson participating Femote[y, we wi[[ supply a certificate foF each attendee. 

"Can we submit questions prior to the conference?" 

Yes, we’d love to hear from you prior to the workshop! If you have any questions that you would like to see addressed, 

ernai[ them ~o us and we’[[ do our best to incorporate them into the program. 

"How will we get access to the materials?" 

Air attendees wit[ have the ability to download the materiats prior to the conference (with plenty of lead time in the 

event you woutd like to print them out). They wilt be made avaitab[e onhne for a[[ attendees to download and those 

attending in Philadelphia wi[[ also receive a CD-ROM containing the material along with a notepad. 

And if you have more questions... 

Don’t worry! We’re here to help. Head to the conference website and check out the ~j~.~.~ or download a copy of the 

fuU brochure. If the information you need isn’t there, don’t hesitate to contact us. And once a[[ your questions are 

answered, go ahead and register to attend! 

Along with a wealth of knowledge detivered by some of the best speakers in the industry and va[uab[e tools to help you 

meet the security function’s mission, you wi[[ receive credit for attending the workshop! The Security Officers 

Workshop has always maintained a strong reputation in the industry. We’re proud of the reputation we’ve developed 

over the past eighteen years and our reputation for quality training wi[[ translate direct[y into a benefit for you. The 

hours you spend attending the workshop wi[l be recognized by ABA, ICBA, ASIS, and CFE. You’[[ receive a certificate 

detailing the hours of training in security and, where applicable, BSA. Register today! 

We promise to keep the workshop lively, informative, and packed with value. We look forward to seeing you in 

October! 

Click here to unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Palaima <tpalaima@austiu.utexas.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:19 PM 

Austin Chronicle on-line 09-27-13: Major college sports insanity is entrenched at UT- Austin 

http://~wvw.ausfanchronicle.com/news/2013-O9-27ienforcin~-the-double-standard/ 

Enforcing the ’Double Standard’ Major college sports insanit57 is entrenched at UT-Austm 

By Tom Palaima Fri., Sept 27, 2013 

Tom Palaima 

Rebert M. Armstreng Cen~ennial Prefessor 

Director PASP CLASSICS UT AUSTIN 

221@ Speedway }~IL ~ROP C3400 

Austin, TX 787~2-1738 

h~p://blegs.utexas.edu/pasp/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 
Scarberry, Mark <Mark.ScarbenT@pepperdine.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:52 PM 

ucclaw- l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Priori~ of SI in chattel paper claimed merely as proceeds of inventory 

ATT00001 .c 

I appreciate Steve’s taking the time to respond to my poat. 

It’s certainly true that a party (SP2) who takes a security interest with knowledge of another party’s (SPl’s) security interest sometimes can attain priority over SPI, 

even if SP2 knows that its security ~nterest w~ll be sen~or to SPl’s security ~nterest. That could be the case because SP2 knows that 

unperfected, or because SP2 is a purchase money secured par~:y who wouM take priorRy under 9-324 (or because SP2 liked a financing statement sometime ~n the 

past bu~: hadn"~ ~:aken a security m~:erest). However, good fa~:h is not an e>:pHci~ requirement for prk~riW under 9-322 or 9-324. Comment 3 ~:o 9--322 says [ha[: 9.-322’s 

rules "may be regarded as adaptations of the ~dea _ of s race o~: d~ence among creditors/’ ]L’s not clear to me that ~enera~ notions of ~ood ~:a~th have a p~ace in a 

race of d~Hgence that is designed to create pressure on s ~ienho~der to perfecL as soon as possible. 

But both 9-330(a) and %330(b) 

whether a purchaser who knows that the purchase v~o]ates the rights of m~ ~nventory lender can be said to act in good faith. ~f not, then the requirement that the 

purchaser not ~now [:hat i[s purchase v~o~ates the rights of the inventory kinder ~s implicit in (a) and superfluous ~n (b). 

So ~: would be helpful to me ~ sofru~ot~e couh~ provide an example of a case ~r~ whk:h a purchaser can purchase m good faith even though H: ]~nows ~:hat the 

purchase is in violation of the bwentory lender’s r~ghLs. Again, I know Lhat s purchaser can purchase in good fNth if iL s~mp]y knows that Lhe bwenLory lender’ has 

filed a financing statement, or even if k knows that the ~nventory lender h~s ~ security ~nterest h~ the chatte~ p~per as proceeds of the ~nventory. k is certainly 

possible that the debtor wH] have agreed with the inventory ~ender to remit proceeds from sale of chattel paper to the inventory ~ender, such that s~le of the 

chattel paper m~ght well not be ~r~ vk~latkm of the invem:ory lender’s rights; it would ~oHow that the purchaser o~ ~:he chattel paper m such a case would not know 

~:hat the sMe to i~: o~ ~:he chatte~ paper was ~n vh:~lath:m of the ~nventory kmder’s rights. But can the purchaser purchase m good faith ~f ~t *k~ows~ ~:hat the sale ~:o ~t 

of the chattel paper violates the bwentory ~ender’s r~ghts? 

~n a helpful o[:f-.~isL response to my posL, s ~ist member noted that Comment 5 to 9-33I deals with an analogous siLuat~on. It says that s party with s junior security 

interest in rece~vaMes may take the proceeds 

due course of proceeds that are h~ the form of ~n h~strument. Comment 5 suggests that a party who takes m~ ~nstrument that ~s ~roceeds of receivables m~y not be 

a holder in due course if ~t knows ~:hat its co]lec:~:~on of the rece~w~Mes vk?]ates the rights o~ ~:he semor secured party, because the ~urdor secured party ~may* be 

acting ~n bad fa~Lh~ ~ wonder when s party who knows that ~ts actions violate the r~ghts o[: another can be sa~d to act ~n good faith. 

Again, if the purchaser’ of chsLtel paper knows that ~ts purchase v~olsLes Lhe ~nventory ~ender’s rights, I have a hard t~me seeing how the purchaser can purchase in 

good f~ith. M~ybe the purchaser can act in good faith even ~f it knows that ~t ~s ~ss~st~ng the debtor in v~olat~ng a %ontra~* between the debtor and inventory 

lender, if the ~urchaser has not enticed the debtor into breaching (which would seem to be a tort) ~nd if the purchaser believes that the debtor will remit the 

proceeds ~:o ~:he mw~mtory lender, so that the inventory kinder will no~: be harmed On ~:he other hand, to the e:<tem: that the purchase would cut off a property 

interest that the inventory lender has in the cha~:tel paper proceeds, ~t frH;y be more d~fficult to say that the purchaser can a(:~: in good ~a~th; ~t see[T~s [:o frH~ thai we 

o[:ten treat appropriation of someone else’s property as s more serious matter than mere cooperation w~th a party ~n that party’s breach of contract. 

Marl< 

Mark S. Scarberry 

Professor of 

Pepperdme Urdv. School o~ Law 

F~m= We~se, Steven O. [mailto:sweise@proskauer.com] 
$ent= Thursday, September 26, 20~3 6:32 AN 
Te= Scarberry, Mark 
Ce= ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject= Re: [Ucclaw-I] Prbri~ of SI in chapel paper claimed merely as proceeds of invento~ 
A secured party that perfects a security interest with knowledge of another secured party’s security interest does not inherently lack good faith. For example, 

under Article 9 it’s clear that if SP-1 obtains a security interest but fails to file a financing statement to perfect (and does not perfect in any other way), SP-2 can 

obtain priority by perfecting first, even if SP-2 knows of SP-I’s unperfected security interest. So the knowledge requirement in (b) adds an element. 

Knowledge is not part of (a) (where the security interest in the chattel paper is "merely" as proceeds of inventory) because the secured party in an (a) context in a 

sense is an "involuntary" secured party with respect to the chattel paper. The original security interest was in the inventory which the debtor then sold or leased in 

a manner that turned the collateral into chattel paper. 

Steve 

Steven O. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Century Park East 

Suite 3200 

Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 

d 310.284.4515 

f 310.557.2193 

sweise@proskauer.com 
Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 4:07 PM, "Scarberry, Mark" <Mark.Scarberry@pe~perdine.edu> wrote: 

AL Lhe risk ot: embarrassing myseft:: 

Perhaps someone has a good example of a case in which the result in a priority contest over chattel paper differs based on whether a security interest 

in the chattel paper is claimed merely as proceeds of inventory. 

The d~fference between sections 9-330(a) and 9- 330(b) seems k~ss than dear. Subsectkm (b) requires the purchaser of cha~:te~ paper to act ~n good 

faith and without know~edge that ~:he purchase violates the rights of the secured party who does not (:~ah~l a security interest mereiy as proceeds, 

Subsection (a)(1) does not ~ndude [he latter requirement of ~gnorance, but ~sn’[ ~t implicit? How could a party who purchases w~th knowledge [hat the 

purchase v~o]ates the rights of an inventory lender be ~n good fa~thP So ~sn’[ the requirement that [he purchaser not know that the purchase v~o[ates 

the rights of the ~nventory ~ender impHdt in (a)(t) and surp[usage ~n (b)7 Further, if the chattel paper has been stamped wkh a notice of assignment, 



th~-:m the purchaser ~aiis to haw:_~ priority u]lder (a), because of the expl~dt language of (a)(2), am~ ~a~is to have priority Lulder (b), because 9.-330(f) 

provides that [r~ such a case the purchaser has knowledge thaL the pt~rchase v~olates the rights o[: Lhe #~ventory lender. Again, it is hard to see what 

difference ~t makes that Lhe SI in the chattel paper ~s c]aJ~T~ed merely as proceeds of inventory coHaLeraL 

~ must be missing something, Comment 5 to 9~3S0 says that if the compethsg S~ ~s dabbed merely as proceeds, then ~t doesn’t matter what the 

purchaser of chattel paper knows; the only thing that matters ~s whether the chatte~ paper ~nd~cates on its face (e,g,, by way of a qegend") that it has 

been assigned, But (:ommef~[ 5 doesrl’t d~sc:uss the good ~aRh requirement, which even {ruder the pre-revis~o~ delilaH:ion of good faith wo{~ld take 

~Rto 8ccouRt what Lhe purchaser knew at the L#~e of purchase~ It ~s a~so curious that the ~s no "Example" in the comments dealing w~th this point. 

Yours ~n puzzlernent, 

Mark 

MarR S~ Scarberry 

Professor of Law 

Pepperdk~e Univ, School of [.aw 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Service" 
http:i:store.wes~group.com,’, with assistance fi~om the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or change your settings, go to 

http:/ilists.w~shlaw.eduimaihnan/lis~dnfo,’~cclaw- 1 

A free ~rvice of WashLaw 
http:/iwasblaw.edu 
(785)670.1088 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by U.S. 
Treasury Regulations, Proskauer Rose LLP informs you that 
any U.S. tax advice contained in this commm~ication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to 
be used, and cannot be used, tbr the purpose of(i) 
avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party m~y 
transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This message and its attachments are sent fiom a law finn 
and ~nay contain information that is confidential and 
protected by privilege from disclosure. If you are not the 

intended recipient, you are prohibited from printing, 
cowing, forwarding or saving them. Please delete the 
message and attachments without printing, cowing, 
tbrwarding or saving them, a~d notif.h, the sender 
immediately. 



~i~i ~omm~tte~igl~ts S~Pt~be ~ 20! 3 

On Governance and Leadership 
’ ...... AC, 

Do Directors Haw ~n Oversight Respons,bil,t, ,o, Workplace ..... 

Culture? It is widely accepted that directors oversee the 
organization’s strategy. To do so, directo~ must understand how 
corporate culture and strategy interact in ways that affect 
organizational pe~ormance. (Corpo,~te Board member) I 

The 2013 Proxy Season: $~gns Of A Turning Tide In Corporate More from 
Governance? The 2013 proxy season has ended, and many Audit ¢emmi#ee 
public companies are in a period of relative calm on the governance 
front before the season for shareholder proposal submissions 
begins in a few months. This Jones Day recap reflects on some of 

I: : 
the highlights of the past proxy season and trends that may shape ::~:~:: 
the 2014 season. (The Met~iitan Cor~rate Counsel) 

On Financial Reporting 

SEC Proposes Ru~es for Pay Ratio D~sclosure. The SEC’s ACI Videos 
proposed ru~e would require punic companies to disclose the ratio 
of the compensation of its CEO to the median compensation of its ~ .... 
employees. Companies would have the flexibility to determine the ........ 
median compensation of its employees "in a way that best suits its 
padicular oircumstances=" (SE C) 

framework, codincatbn improvement projects cffed as priorities in ...... 

 e ent F S ’ .av so    oup. 

Why Boards ~lust Embrace Big Data. Big data ~nvolves Ng 
numbers and potentially bigger insights, and it’s time for boards to 
get on board. Despffe big data’s growing impedance to 
organizational success, many corporate d~recto~ aren’t taking 
advantage of ft. (NACD D~cto~sh# 

upcomm~ ~vents 
From KPMG 

St[iking the Right Deal= KP~IG’s Fal~ 2013 Audit Committee Committee RoundtaNe 

Roundtable Series. Low financing costs abundant cash and the " 

search for gro~h oppodumhes-~n the U.S. and abroad~ontmue to 
push M&A and international ventures higher on audit committee 
and board agendas " Audit Committee 

~ssues Conference 

January 14 ~5 z0~4 Please join us for KPMG’s Fall Audit Committee Rounatable - , 

Series~triking the Right Deal: Oversight of M&A and 
International Ventures-as we explore the critical role of the audit Register w~th ACI. 

committee and the board in helping the company assess the Share ,nsights 
oppo~unities and risks posed by M&A and other transactions in a 

~ 
global environment. I I 
Click here to register for this Roundtable series online= 

Sha,e Your Views (and W#, an ~Padmb): ACI’s 201S Global 
Audil Committee ~lembe~ Survey, To help explo~e ~he 
chsllenges ~nd pdodfies sheping eudff commff~ee egend~s end 
ove~ighl p~scfices, KP~G’s Audff Commfflee ~nsfi~u~e (ACI) invffes 
811 ~udff commff~ee members ~o padioipa~e in KP~G’s 20i3 
Audff Commff~ee ~embe~ Su~ey. The su~ey findings will provide 
timely insights into 8 hos~ of issues ~he~ a~e ~op~f-mind fo~ audff 
oommff~ees and boards ~oday, from gaining o~ea~e~ insioN into ~he 
finsnoe oFganiza~ion ~nd msx~m~zing in~e~nsl 8udff, ~o pFoviding 
effective ove~sigh~ of Hsk men~gemenl end evelu~ing ~he 

commff~ee’s 



Survey participants will be eligible to win an Apple iPad. 

To begin the survey, click here. 

Links 

.~i SmallACl image .~i Report i~:~i Institute 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG institutes 
Supporting audit Reporting Network Helping organizations 

committees and Executive level and stakeholders 
boards with news updates on the latest understand the latest 
and insights, financial reporting trends. 

issues. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG institutes and more. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <~uo- reply@researchgate.net > 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:39 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emeJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 2 reseexchers viewed your profile 

Take a iook below to ~’~ Ll~’~e the impact of your .::iep~tment’s research output over 

views 149 TOTAL 

dowrdoads 109 iorAL 

~"$~01:i~e ~ LAST W£.F.i< See ~}ews by 

views ~I rob\t ~P.:,F£.t;t 

.~{CHOOL OF LAW STATS 

[~ Lissa L, Broome 

Does Critical Mass Matter? Views From the 
Boardroom 

L~ssa L groome; Joh:~ M Cockney, K}mbedy D 

’1 DO;A,~’ii. CAD 

A Federal Charter Option for Insurance 
Companies: Lessons from the Bank Experience 

Lissa L Sroome 

The Legal Giants that Propelled North Carolina 

Banks to National Prominence: Paul J. Po~king, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MRN International Business & Management Network <MRN@ssrn.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Announcing Third Annual International Conference on Engaged Management Scholarship Online Proceedings on SSRN 

In cooperation with Robinson College of Business at Georgia State University, the Management Research Network (MRN) is pleased to announce The Third International Conference 

on Engaged Management Scholarship Online Proceedings. These proceedings are available to all users at no charge and contain abstracts of the conference papers with links to the 

full text in the SSRN eLibrary. 

The International Conference on Engaged Management Scholarship (EMS) has been established as the venue for the advancement and sharing of knowledge related to engaged 

management scholarship carried out by professional business doctorate programs. The conference is organized yearly by the Executive Doctorate in Business Administration Council 

(EDBAC) (www.executivedba.orq) which has broad international representation of executive doctoral providers. Our purpose is to promote the value of engaged management 

scholarship and to raise its profile internationally. The 2013 EMS Conference is organized by the Executive Doctorate program at Robinson College of Business at Georgia State 

University in the US. Keynote speakers at the 2013 Conference are Andrew van de Ven, Richard Baskerville, and Timothy Bohling. The EMS Conference is the premier international 

meeting place for students, alumni, faculty and managers involved in professional business doctorate programs around the world. 

View Papers: http://wv, rw.ssrn.com/link/3rd-lntl-Conf-Engaged-Mgmt-Scholarship.html 

Conference LIRL: http://w’e~zv.executivedba.orq/conferences/ems2013/ 

SSRN’s eLIBRARY 

SSRN’s searchable electronic library contains abstracts, full bibliographic data, and author contact information for more than 506,900 papers, more than 236,200 authors, and full text for 

more than 414,100 papers. The eLibrary can be accessed at http://papers.ssrn.com. 

SSRN supports open access by allowing authors to upload papers to the eLibrary for free through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http:flhq.ssrn.com, and by providing free 

downloading of those papers. 

Downloads from the SSRN eLibrary in the past 12 months total more than 11.1 million, with more than 691 million downloads since inception. 

SSRN’s PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 

Searching on an individual’s name in the author field on our search page at http://ssrn.com/search provides the best single professional directory of scholars in the social sciences and 

humanities Complete contact information for authors, including email, postal, telephone, and fax information, is available there. 

SSRN’s MISSION 

SSRN’s objective is to provide rapid, worldwide distribution of research to authors and their readers and to facilitate communication among them at the lowest possible cost. In pursuit 

of this objective, we allow authors to upload papers without charge. And, any paper an author uploads to SSRN is downloadable for free, worldwide. 

MANAGEMENT RESEARCH NE13NORK 

The Management Research Network (MRN) distributes other e Journals You can subscribe to these e Journals through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http://hq.ssrn.com 

Sincerely, 

Michael C. Jensen and Timothy M. Devinney 

Directors 

MRN International Business & Management Network 

This is a SSRN general announcement. All subscribers to any SSRN lists automatically receive t,~ese announcements and cannot be removed without removll~g all other subscriptions 

Contact unsubscribe@ssm.com to unsubscribe from aft SSRN subscriptions. 

Search the SSRN eLibrary I Browse SSRN I Top Papers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer.Bdght~(~lexisue~ s.com <Jennifer.Brigh~}mail.lexisnexis.com > 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 6:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Law School PuNications Available tbr Winter/Spring 2014 Courses 

LexisNexis 

Dear Professor: 

We are pleased to announce the following new (first edition) and new edit:ions or books ~,:)r you 1:o review i~’nd conskJer 
i~’dopting ~.:)~ your courses: 

New (First Edition) Books Avai~aMe for Winter/Spring 2014 

The Complete Advocate ll: Employment Liability in Hea~th Care Contexts (Avail.able Now) (Pub No. 3368) by 
A.G. 
The kngM Professiom What is Wrong a~d How to F~x [t (Anticipated November) (Pub. No. 3268) by SheMon 
Krantz 
UnderstaBd~ng ~i~i[ Rights Litigation (Avoi/obie Now) (Pub. No. 3356) by Howard Wasserman 
Understanding Civil Procedure: ~be California Edition {Andcipo,ed hovember) {Pub. No. 33621 by Walter H. 
Heiser, Gone R~ Shrove, Paler Raven Hanson, ,.harles Gardner Geyh 

New Editions Available for Winter/Spring 20:14 

Core Titles 

Business Reorganizations, Third Edition (Anticipnted December) (Pub. No. 78) by Michael A. Gerber, George 
W. Kuneg 
Cases and Materials in Juvenile Law, Second Edition (Ant~cipatedJanuory 2014) (Pub No. 3510) by J. Eric 
Smithburn 
Climate ~hange a~d the Law, Secon~ Edition IAnticipated December) (Pub. No. 3253) by Chds Wold, David 
Hunte~, Melissa Powers 
Consgto~onM kidgagon Under ~ggS, Third E~ipatedeatly]onuary 2024) (Pub No. 3164) M~rk R. 
Brown~ Kit Kh~ports 
Constitutional Theow: Arguments and Perspectives, Fourth Edition {Anticipo~ed eonyJanuary ~014) (Pub 
No 3029) by M~chael J. Gerhardt, Stephen M. Griffin, Thomas D. Rowe, 
~riminal Law: Cases, Statutes and Lawyering Strategies, Third Edition (Anticipated December) (Pub. No. 
3188) by David Crump, Nail P. Cohen, John T. Parry, Penelope Pother 
Evidence: ~ases, Problems and Nateria~s, Fourth Edition (Anticipated November) by Pau~ F. Rothstein, 
Myrna S. Roeder, David Crump 
Introduction to Taxation, Sixth E~ition (Anticipnted December) (P~b. No. 870) by W~]liam D. Popkin 
Law o~ Disability Discrimination, Eighth Edition (Anticipated December) (Pub. No. 3554) by Rut:h Colkec 

Legal Ethics ~n the Practice of Law, Fourth Edition (Andc~poted mid-December) (Pub. No. 3083) by Richard 
Z~tdn, Caro~ M. Landlord, dz Ryan 
N~TA~Modern Tria~Advecacy, Law School, ~eu~sed Third Edition (Antidpated October) {Pub~ No. 28722) by 
Steven Lubet: 
N~TA~der~ ~d~ Adv~cacy: A~iys~s ~nd ~ractice~ ~evised ~u~th Ed~ti~n ~Av~i~b/e N~w) (~ub. N~ 
28728) by Steven Lubet 
Prope~y: ~ases, Documents & Lawger~ng Strategies, ~hir~ Edition IAndcipated tvovember) (Pub. No 362~) 
by Dav}dCrump, Oavid S. CaudiH, D~wkl Hridk 
Trial Practice, Third Edition (Andcipoted December) (P~b. No. 3570) by Michael Martin, Pa~] 
Lawrence A. Dubin, Thomas F. Guernsey 
Unincorporated Business Entireties, ~i~th Edition (Anticipated December) (Pub. No. 3572) by Larry E. Ribstein, 
Jeffrey M. Lipshaw, Elizabeth Mi~er, Joshua Fershee 
WerEers’ Compensation, Nfth Edition (Anticipnted November) (Pub. No. 868) bg I.ex K. I.arson, Arthur Larson 

Ski~ls & Values Series 

Skills & Values: Civil Procedure, Second Edition (Anticipated mid-December) (Pub. No. 3276) by Catherine 
Ross .Dunham, .Don Peters 

Questions & A~swers Series 

Questions & Answers: Property Law, Second Edition (AnJdpated/ate Januart. 20.4) (Pub. No. 3128) by John 
Copeland Nagle 



Understanding Antitrust and Its Economic Implications, Sixth Edition (Anticipated/ate January 2024) (Pub. 
No 891) by E. Thomas Sullivan, Jeffrey L. Harrison 
Understanding Conflict of Laws, Fourth [dJt[o~ (Avei/eb/e Now} (Pub. No. 127) by Wi[Ham M. R[chman, 
W[[l}am L Reynolds, Ch~}s~opher A~ Whyl:ock 

granson 

Understanding lnternationa~ Criminal Law, ~hir~ Edition (Anddp~tedNovember) (Pub. No. 3168) by E~Jen S. 
Pod#o[, Ro~er S. Cbrk 
U~dersta~d~g Juve~ile Law, Fou~h Ed~t~o~ {Anticipated mid-Januafy2OZ4) (Pub. No. 47) by Mart:in R. 
Gardner 
Understand~n~ ~he Law ~f Te[~r~sm~ ~e~nd Edit~n (Antmipat~d e~y J~nu~ry 2~4) (~ub. N~ 3248) by 
Wayne McCormack 
U~Bersta~di~ The Law of Zo~i~ a~d La~d Use Controls, Third Ed~t~o~ {Aw~i/eMe Now) (Pub. No. 1153) by 
Badow Burke 
Unde[standi~ ~uveni~e Law, Fou~t~ Edition (Anticipated mid-J~nu~ry 20~4) (Pub. No. 47) by Matin R. 
Gardner 
Unde[stand~g Securities Law, Fifth Editio~ (Antidp~ted/ate J~nuory2014) (Pub. No. 834) by Ma[c I 
Steinberg 
U~dersta~d~g Torts, Fifth Ed~t~o~ (Aw~i!eMe Now) (Pub. No. 582 by John L.. D~amond, Lawrence C. LevMe, 
Anita Bernsteh~ 

Other tit~es (Document Supplements, Rules Books and Codes} 

Agency, Partnership, and the LLC: Selected Statutes and Form Agreements (20J.3) (Anticipated November) 
(. ub. No. i,003) by J. Dennis Hynes, Mink L Lowens,e~n 
Law of Disability D~scrh~ination, E~ghth Edition Document Supplement Anticipated December Pub. No. 
3554) by Ruth Co~ker, PaLd Grossman 
Le~M ~thics ~ the £~act~¢e of Law: Rules, Statutues a~ Comparisons ~20~ ~d~tioa} (Anddpoted mid-. 
De~(~mber (Pub. No. 3083) by R~chard Z~l:dn, KevM E. Mohr 
Louis~an~ Pocket Civ~ Code, 2058 [dit~o~ Anticipated December Pub. No. 29727 by Alain A. Levasseur 

C~ick HERE to see a pdf of the CATALOG OF PUBUCAT~ONS AVAILABLE FOR W~NTER/SPR1NG 20~4 

As you begin #re#aring for next semester’s courses, we are pleased to provide you with two ways to 
rewew LexisNexi~ Law School books: 

LexisNe×is~’ Digital Library for Professor Review Copies 
Check out eBooks indudin~ study aids on,teacher’s manuals if available) fl-om the LexisNexis~ Digital Library for 
Professor Review Copies (http:!!Inreviewcopy.law.overdrive.com). If youdo not yet have a Library iD and Password, 
~our ID and Password today and we will email your access (:reden~a[s. 

[aw Schoo~ Book information Centra~ 
Request a Review Copy of any book (print or eBook) to keep from Law School Book Information Central 
(wwwJexisnexis.com![aw-school-book-central). 
Contact your Publishin~ Representative listed below if you have any questions or ff there is anythin~ we can do to help 
facilitate your adoption of our materials. For other Law School newsfollow 
us on Facebook and l-witteH 

~Click HERE to like us! 

Sincerely, 

The Law School Publishin~ Team 

Natalie Timmers Carlson 

202-340-9721 

Emaik Natalie.Carlson @lexisnexis.com 

Erin Hagy 

(AL, A,% IA, !L, KS, LA, MO, M~; N#] OK, 
662-617-4023 
EmMk Erin.Hagy@lex~snexis.com 

Leah McGahee 

(PorMego~ Undergraduate, Advanced Degree Programs) 

832-390-7517 

EmaihLeah.McGahee@lexisnexis.com 

Karen Hanson Wel~man 

(AZ, CA, CO, H,I, ID, tt/IT, Nf’Vi, NV, O& UT, WA, 

5 ~0-769-.2989 

Emaih Karen.Wellman @lexisnexis.com 

Lyndon Whitmore 

(DC FL, GA, MD, NC, Sd; ~/~) 
VM: g00-344-3730 x4410 

D-nail: Ma ry.Whitmore@lexisnexis.com 

NITA~’ / Jeanne Phibtoff 

574-246-0774 



Emaih jphilotoff@nita.org 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 6:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Charlotte Chamber lbcuses on making city healfl~ier 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Chester Cout~ty factory sparks hope for 

manufacturing jobs 

A Chinese company’s announcement that it will 

invest $45 million into a new facility in Chester 

County, S.C., has raised hopes in a county with 11.6 

percent unemployment. 

Charlotte Chamber focuses on makir~g city 
hea~thie~ 

Business leaders focus on making Charlotte a 
healthier, more economically vibrant place in 2014 

Ban~t o~ America se~s la~ges~ nurnbe~ of 
branches, report says 

Bank of America has sold more branches than any 
other US. bank so far in 2013, a report shows. 

Dilworth speculators agree ~o p~y f#~es 

resolving fraud claims 

Six people who speculated in real estate in 

Charlotte’s Dilworth neighborhood have agreed to 

pay fines of up to $85,000 to resolve claims that they 

lied on mortgage applications, the US. Attorney’s 

Office in the Western District of North.. 

Charlotte-based Premier shares c~{mb 13% {n 

Premier Inc.’s shares rose more than 13 percent on 

Thursday after the Charlotte-based healthcare 

company debuted on the Nasdaq exchange with an 

initial public offering that raised more than $760 

million. 

Duke I~nergy to build Texas wind farms 

Duke Energy Renewables will build, own and 

operate tw’o large-scale wind farms in south Texas, 

the company said Thursday. 

Wells Fargo exec in line to 

be chamber chair in 20115 

The Charlotte Chamber of 

Commerce said Wednesday it 

has named Wells Fargo executive 

Laura Schulte second vice chair of 

its executive committee, putting... 

delayed for small firms 

Days before the debut of new 

online insurance markets, a 

couple of last-minute technical 

glitches with President Barack 

Obama’s health care law are.. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this news]etter 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 6:26 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.N. Security Council Set to Vote on Syria Resolution 

U.No Securib~ Co~Lmcil Set to Vote on Syria 

The five most powerful members of the United Nations Security Council agreed to require 

the Syrian government to surrender its chemical weapons in a resolution that is set to be 

approved by the full Security Council on Thursday night. 

The resolution implements a U.S.-Russian deal on the destruction of the Syrian arsenal. 

While it adheres to Western demands that it legally bind Damascus to comply, it also bows 

to the Russian demand that it include no immediate threat of enforcement, diplomats said. 

See ~ore {~overa~e ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <’bhighlig@bna.com--- 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sep. 27 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fium~ce DaJJy 

International Business & Finance Daily 

September 27, 2013 @ Number 188 

Financial Institutions 

The European Commission and the European Parliament accused 
the U.K. of trying to obstruct a "necessary change in the culture 
on financial markets" following the announcement by Chancellor 
of the Exchequer George Osbourne of a legal... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a FR~ Web h~.al. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (~T), excluding most federal holidays. 

Co¢~yrigh~. (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

condi~.:ons of: ~.he liceRse agreemeR~ with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 3:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Key Nations at U.N. Reach Agreement on Syria Weapons 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movios ~ ]oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day 

Top News 

We~l~’~ oil ~ N 
y of 

The five permane~t members of the U~ited Na~ol~s Secm:ib~ J~oim 

Council a~’eed on a resolution [hak will require Syria to give up 

its chemical weapons, but there u~I1 be no automatic penalties if the Syrians fail 

to comply. 

~ ]ext of Draft, United Nations Resolution on Syrian Chemical Weapons 

$3oo Million in Detroit Aid, bill No ]Bai h.mt 

The combined federal aI~d private aid is only a fraction of the 

billions the city owes and a reflection of tJae budget and political 

limits on President Obama. 

..... \,scant 

I I 

RouIlani, B]ltmt and Cha~omJng, Pitc]hes a 

Moderate Irm~ 

~id his ferYe~t diplomatic daea~er this week, ik was at times 

hard ko te]l whether Iran’s president, Hassan Rouhani, was a 

ge~finely trm~sformative leader. 

:~.; ~reside 

Hassan 

Rouhani 

Editors’ Picks 



N,Y. / REGION 

Ch~4,stine C~ Qu~nn, onc~ the fi~ont-mnn~r h~ the New York 

mayora~ race, ~osk in the Democratic primary, A behind-the- 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

My State Needs Obamacareo Now° 

Kentucky couldn’t afford not to implement Obamaeare. 

World 

by NI~I~tant~ 

Th~e people were killed in a~taeks on police oft]cers near the 

border with Somalia. The Kenyan anthori6es blamed the Shabab 

militant group, which has take~ responsibility for the mall siege. 

5o-Yem" Se~tenee Upheld fo~" Ex-P~’esident of 

Liberia 

Charles G. Taylor, the former president of I ~iberia, had appealed 

a sentence imposed last year in a ease seen as a watershed for 

modern human z~ghts law. 

gathere 

_&s Merkel Is Showered h~ Glory, Hollande Trudges Through 

Drizzle 

President Fran~oia l!tollande of France is atruggling at home, while across the 

border in Germany, Chancellor Arlgda MerkeI is having a much nicer time of it 

these days. 

U,S, 

Ur~]like]ly Debate on Gay R]ghts ir~ California 

Tow~ 

The issue of a gay p~ide mon[h a~x)se i~ June and has split the 

Central Valley farming community of Porket~ql~e ever since. 

~2] Virginia 
....... G~rrola 



Aider tim Floods in Colorado, a Deh~ge of~Vorry 

About Leaking Off 

As waters rs~eede from C4orado’s dtqlling epicenter, the si~t of 

drowning oil wells has inflamed ~he debate over the 

leaked 

south o~ 

Senators Push to Presen, e NoSoA. Phone Surveillm~ee 

The Sei~ate IntdIigenee Commiktee nppears to be moving quickly to pass a bill 

aimed at b uilding public eorifide~ee in a once--secret Natio~al Security Agency 

call log program. 

Business 

JPMorgm~ Urged to Pay More in Mortgage Deal Di;,~o~, I 
chief of ~ 

J arnie Dimon, the chief executive of O PMorgan Chase, met with I 
the a~orney gener~l to discuss a deal that would fi~vdve a fi~e of 

more than $7 billions, plus $4 hi]lion in r’dief for s’m~ggling homeowners. 

Some Compa~des "i’u~n to Health Exchanges, 
G,E, Seeks a New Path 

See]dug to cut costs a~d improve care for its employees, (-~e~era~ 

Elect*~e has ~ken a hai~ds-on approach with hospitals and 

doeLors. 

Michaei [ 
Ho[liday [ 

%%qth Tastes Growh~ Heart]bier, McDonald s 

Aims to Adapt ]Its Menu 

The [ast-food chain sa~d it would increase i~s offerings of fruits 

and vege~ahles and promote more nut[~tiot~al options to 

chi]dren. 

for a 
r;ew 

Sports 

DisabledSWimmerEnou,g~t]Is Fi~ ring a R~tling: She Is Not           7~{ 

\qeto]~a Arlen was ruled ineligible for ParaIympies competition 

because offidals said she had not provided conclusive evidence 

of a perma~mnt eligible iml.~airment: her doctor believes her conditioll may 

improve. 



L;; ~’:’L ~.N ;<LENEE 

~t~-I Selig, 79, has been the commissioner of M;~or I 

Baseball since ~992, aKer the ouster of Fay Vincent. 

I    has said I 

ON SAILING                                                  :~i The 

T~+; Cup May Stay, +ut The,~’e s No Going Back on I ~kim~ [ 

Speed 

A~ter beadng Team New Zealand ko retain the America’s Cup, 

Ora~’]e Team USA may be facing a e~allenge li"om khe Hamilkon Island Yacht 

Chub of Queensland, Australia, 

Arts 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Late N~g]hl-s? Please, Dear~ It’s Sc.ie~ee 

"Masters of Sex" is a romantic look at the lives of the sex 

researchers WilIiam H. Masters and Virginia Johnson. 

For City Ope~’a, tl~e Ta~ Turns to a Shutdown 

I ~ appea~s increasingly unlikely that the New Y~-.,rk City Opera, 

fonnded 7o yem.~ ago, will be able to meet its sb~ted fired-raising 

goal of $7 million by early next week. 

Joy 

Miller, 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK                                               ~ Oscar 

Issac in New Yo~’k Fihn Festival Is Still Sober, but Har~y 
Joel and 

The 5] st New IR)rk F~]m Fes~val, whM~ somethnes I~e~s Uke a 
punishingb’ stern event, [eabm?s tough dramas, more comeNes khan usual, as 
well as a Godard tribute. 

Slide Show: New Yark Film Festival 

, AR intelview With the Festival Director 

Movies 

ARTSBEAT 

An :[nte~ov~ew l’Vith Kent Jones of the New York 

Film Festival 

The dh’eetor of programming and selection committee ehah’ of 

the New York Nhn Festival disensses tiffs year’s program. 

’DON JON’ 

So Full of Hih~se:lf, Yet R~nnh~g on Empty 

doseph Oordon-Levikk portrays a man hooked on pornography in 

"Don J onj’ which he also wrote and dk~eted. 

Levitt 

I 

’METALLICA THROUGH THE NEVER" 

Headbangi~g After Therapy 

"Metalliea Through the Never," a 3--D concert film, shows the 

rocke~,~ in rol)ust middle-age form. 

, A Closer Look at’MetP, iiica Through the Never’ 

Obituaries 



La~s to Grow 

Mr. van Sweden helped lead a revolt against the we]l-man~cun’d 

lawn~ ~’reaSng naturalistic, eolorflfl gardens inspired by rnaster 

painters. 

Cathev, 

left, ’ 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Paris Faslfion ~:eek Elements 

Text~re 

Explore tl~e notion of texture i~ d~e firs~ of thematic visual 

diaries h’orn Paris Fashion Week. 

~ VmEO; Movie Review: ’Rush’ 

The Tirnes eri fie Manohla Dargis reviews "Rash." 

~ vwEo: Obama Discusses Health Care 

President Obama adrh’essed a crowd in Maryland on Thursday, 

discussing the benefits of the Af%rdable Care Act as well as the 

recent m~’deism from the Republican Path;. 

Oba.ma 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Repub~ean Ranson~ Note 

"1"he ttouse leaders are threatening economic disaster with an absurd list of 

discredited demand, 

EDITORIAL 

Some P~°og~°ess on S~w~a 

Belatedly, the United Nations is beginning to rein in President Bashar aVAssad. 

EDITORIAL 

Food Starr~p Regression in the Statehouse 

At least a half-dozen s~tes are moving on their own to punish the poor by 

changing rales governing food stampso 

For i:~)re o,oinion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Have a Nice Day, NoSoAo 

t tow Brazilians are using humor to fight back against 2u~mrican 

surveillance. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Between Ma~ .~’dom a~ad Diplomacy 

h’an’s embrace of "pntdent modera’don" has raised guarded 

hopes for U .S.-h’an talks. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Plutocrats Fee|ing Pe, rseeul-ed 

Have you heard the latest about M~w bad the richest of the rich 

have it these days? It is reason to f~ar the wrath of the 

pereenL! 
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ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pin~eres~ 

Access The New York Times [rorn anywhere with ou[ suite ol apps: 

iPhone,~ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have t#~estions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section >> ’ m,nyt.com ~> 

About This EqVlail 

]his is an automated e-mail Please ,’!,o not reply directly ta this e-mail 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, September 27, 2013 5:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Top news for Lissa Lamldn: Be Smart. Don’t Use Dumb Quote Marks 

: Dumb Quote Marks 

A ..... CEOJefB .... Amazon CEO Jeff aezos Had His Top Execs 
...... Had His Top Execs Read these Th tee Books 

Read these Three 

Books .h:::::: ::":E:::::Ei: .:::::’:: :.. ::::::::::::::::::::: 0~i ~t~i b!9.~}ir!~’~i~! (il" [iX.~ ’;,’!9~.~k ~ 

An Elite Education, for An Elite Education, for ;ust $10,000 a Year 
....... Just $10,000 a Year 

:~:~:~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: :d:i ~..:~::::~:~,:::::~:~" 53~;~,)~ob~ U~,~%*~rs~tV ~/~ 

* Princeton Review ~[J~C~tO~ £eview ~ames best 

...... names be~ entrepreneurial colleges 
entrep ...... ial colleges 

792 AC~eforHo,i~tic    A Case for Holist~c Assessment of StudenN 
t of audents {and Everyone) 

(and Eye,one) 



| Gdm             I 

/~ ~:.~:~::.~:~:.~~i::::::::~~ Fev,;erth~mi~lfof~he20139rad~ti~:l 
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Follow companies to customize what you see #~ this 

~oo~e & Van Al~e~, PLLC 
Follow 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

U~C 9uard P.J. Ha#ston wilt 

practice, but when will he 
UNC’s P.J. 
Hairston (15) 

Nay? makes a steal 

After an offseason of trouble. NoRh from Ohio’s 

Carolina junior guard P.J Hairston 

will practice with the Tar Heels. but 

it is still unclear when he will 

play.. 

UNC-CH h#es top ~undraiser 

Alumnus David Routh previously worked in donor 

development at UNC-Chapel Hill. He’ll return to lead 

what is a expected to be a major, multi-year 

campaign 

DeCock: ’$erio~s 

consequences’ still yet to 

come for UNC’s Hairston 

North Carolina’s P.J. Hairston is 

back practicing with the team, but 

no one can say how many games 

he’ll miss because no one has 

any... 

UNC’s P.J. 

Hairston (15) 

and James 

Michael 
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Fro~: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 7:07 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

September 27, 2013: J.C. Penney to Sell 84 Million Shares to Fund... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

J.C. Pe~ey to Sell 84 [~i~io~ Shares to Fund Turnaround Effort 

"About eight hours after J.C. Penney Co. said yesterday it was ’pleased’ with 
i~s ~urnaround," reports the San Francisco Chronicle (SepL 27, Townsend), 
"the retailer announced the sale of 84 million shares to raise cash# Goldman 
Sachs Group Inc. has agreed to run the offedng. The ~ndep,,vdteB w~ll have a 
~day option to pu~hase as much as an additional 12.6 milk,on shares. The 
vakse of the sale wou~d be rougMy $1 billion based on Thursday’s closing 
price. Mom~ngstar Inc. analyst Pau~ Sw~nand laments that the fact that the 
company is raising cash "doesn’t bode well" for th~rd-qua~er results. He adds, 
"For a suw~vabi~y po~nL ~t’s obviously better to raise equity wh~le you can, 
ralher than more debt when the debt is a~ready high." 

The New York Times (Sept. 27) notes ~hat Penney executives earlier 
yesterday sought to appease investors who were concerned about its cash 
~k~u[dity and sales after Goldman Sachs analyst Kristen McDuflv issued a 
downbeat forecast on the company. It issued a statement [n which it said how 
p~eased i~ was with ~s ~urnaround efforts. Furthermore, CNBC quo~ed Penney 
CEO Myron E U~lman ~[I as saying that he did not see conditions tMs year 
where "we’d need to raise ]~quMity." Separately, the Chronicle states, 
"Penney said ~n a fHJn9 w~h the Securities and Exchange Commission ~hat ~ts 
senb[ v~ce presMen~ and controller, Mark R. Sweeney, left the company last 
Friday." 

~e Wall Street Journal (Sept. 27, Kapner) adds that ~he departmenbs~ore 
retailer has been tqi[ng to recover from the failed attempt b,,, ex~CEO Ron 
Johnson to relive ~ts fod~nes. Johnson cut back d~scounts and did away with 
some popular house brands without first testing the moves - moves that drove 
away shoppers and plummeted Penney into the ted. Myron "Mike" UIIman re~ 
took the company’s reins back ~n the s#r~ng In addition to bdnging back 
co,pens and promotions, he has been stock~ng more of the house brands 
~hat ~he retailer was known ~er and is ~ookin9 to rework the chain’s home 
depadments. "Suppliers sa~d ~n inte~’iews that Penney’s bus~ness seems to 
be ~mprov~ng each month," notes the Journal, "indicating that sales at stores 
open at least 8 year were fiat to slightly positive ~n September after running 
negative for the previous s~x quarters. S~HL they worried tha~ a challenging 
holiday shopping season could make ~1 more d~ff~cu~t for Penney to gain 
ground." 

Shar8~ ~~ Facebook ~ 
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Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 AM Eastern. 
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Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

~, National hlarbor. MD 
(Oct. ~ 3- 
Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

~ New Yo~k, NY (Dec. 
2013) 

Master Class 

e Miami, FL(Dec !2-13. 
2013) Soid 

Exclusive NACD Peer Exchange Events 
..................................................................................................................................................................... Director Professionalism@ 

~nformatior~ F~ow Beyond the CEO 
Nov. 7 [ 11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. i The Lotos Ck~b 

Join up to 25 of your director peers and subject-matter experts, such as Peter 
Bible, partner and chief risk officer and Michael Breit, partner and co-chair of 
Assurance Services Practice, both of EisnerAmper, for an interactive 
roundtable to discuss how directors evaluate company risks, how the role of 
oversight has changed in the last 10 yeats, and how oversight’s role may 
continue to change. 

~, Miami; FL (Dec. 9.-10~ 

2013) 

8pecia~ Eve~te 

~, Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Peer Exchange~, 



Learn more and request an invitation. 

Audit and Finance 

PayPa~ Agrees to Acquire Braintree ~or $800 Mid{ion 

USA Today (Sept. 26, Burr) has burned that "PayPM agreed to pay $800 
million for Brainhee, a Chicago-based s~mt-up ~hat was Iounded in 2007 and 
has about 4,000 merchants using its service." Mobib commerce cun’ent]y 
ranks as the fastest-growing pa~ of e-commerce ss consumers are 
~ncreasing~y using sms~phones to shop and pay lot th~ngs. BrMnt[ee wil~ 
continue to ope~te as @ separ@te setvbe within PayPa~ under CEO ~i~ 
Re~dy, who wi~ report to PayPM Pres~den~ David Marcus. 8r~ntree’s 
management and empbyees are expected to remain in p~ace. 

Shsrs~ ~~ Facebook ~ 

AS Some Companies Turn to Health Exchanges, GE Seeks a New Path 

The New York Times (Sept. 26, Abelson) observes that some major 
companies are no longer planning to administer health care plans fer their 
empbyees. Ins[esd, these empbyers are gbing those who qualify money to 
buy ~nsurance on a pdvate health exchange. "General Electric is taking the 
opposHe approach," ~he T~mes no~es. "ff ~s using ~s conside[able clout.., to 
work dkecfiy with doctors and hospffa~s to improve care and reduce costs/’ In 
the past severM yearn, GE has pushed fo~ the c[eatbn of so-called medbal 
homes ~n which an individual medba~ practice cbsely coor@la~es a patient’s 
care by having access to al~ of 1he patbnt’s medical records. ~t~at 
distinguishes the effo~ by GE is its d~rect focus on doctom and hospitals. 
"Companies ~ooking to the pdvate exchanges are la[ge~y hoping to s~ve 
money and want ~o be fl~ed ~rorn the headache d administering health 

benefits," concludes 1he T~mes. 

£~mPen~tion ................................................................................................................................ 

Oracle CEO Pay Stirs Mounting Discontent 

"Even though Oracle’s share performance has been mixed," CNBC News 
(SepL 26) states, "CEO LarP~/Ellison’s pay remains high enough tha~ investor 
discontent is mounting and may produce a showdown at its upcoming annual 
meeting." Ellison received a compensation package valued at almost $77 
million during the company’s fiscal year ended back in May. The technology 
fffrn’s stock rose about 28 percent in thai same period, bul later plunged 9 
percent June 21 after it posted flat sales. Even with Ellison’s significant 
ownemhip interest in the company, Oracle only narrowly won investor support 
Ior its executive-compensation practices in 2011 and ach~ally suffered a 
defeat last year. 

Sha reM ii.~.ii Faceb°°k ~E] 

££rp£[a~e 6?~e[£anc~ ......................................................................................................... 

~eet the ~.,lan Picking ~icrosoft’s Next CEO 

"R~e Wall Street Journal (Sept. 26, Clark, Lublin) notes that John W. 

Thompson, Microsoft’s lead independent director, heads the board committee 
charged wi~h finding a successor to CEO Steve Ballmer -- a recruiting process 
that could shape the company’s future for years. "Whoever succeeds Balh~qer 
will be the first Microsoft CEO who won’t be drawn from the sofM~are giant’s 
early leadership team," notes the Journal. Thompson’s ~ask will be ~e 
convince critics that he and his fellow outside directors will net rubber-stamp 
the views of legenda[y Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates. Thompson said in an 
interview Wednesday: "1 didn’t accept the role on the board or the role as the 
bad independen~ director to be Bill’s pawn." He opted not ~e provide details 
about Microsofl’s internal and external search for a new chief executive. 
though. Thompson was an attractive board candidate partly because he had 
been a competitoL having been CEO of Symantec Corp. for a decade. 
Heading up the CEO search team for Microsoft entails many new demands on 
Thompson, including extra travel. "At this point, whatever it takes," he 
concluded, "because this is an awfully, a’Mully important company." 

Sha reM ii.~.ii Faceb°°k ~:I 

Professional Wo~nen in Australia ~Sye 8oardroo~n Quotas as Patience 
Thins 

Debate continues in Australia over whether the government should impose 
quotas to increase Iemale representation on corporate boards, reports The 

Informatiorl Flow 

Beyond the GEe: New 

York, NY (Nov 7, 

2013) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom Issues; 
New York, NY (Nov 

19, 2013) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance: New 

York, NY (Dec 3, 

2013) 

Webinare 

The Next Wave in 

Regulation and 

Compliance: Whafs 

Ahead for 2013 (i 1/12) 
Compensa[ion (12/18) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exempiary 

board ieadersi~ip .---for 

directors, by directors We 
deliver tl~e wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 
confidently navigate cenlplex 

business challenges and 

We emplify the collective voice 

of directors in ~i~e national 

dialog on board leadership 

Follow NACD on: 



Australian (Sept. 27, Tasker). The publication cites a recent suwey of 1,100 
Iemales by Women on Boards, which showed ~hat 68 percent supped 
~egislated quotas fer companies on the Australian S~ock E>:change (ASX) - 
an ~nc~ease from 52 percent two yea~ ago. Ruth Medd, the group’s 
cha~oman, called the increase "extraord~na~. Those suweyed had not 
suppoded ~ for years because they believed companies should be able to 
manage themselves and acMeve good business outcomes. But they have 
to a point where they now say there ~s not enough change and perhaps, 
reluctantly, quotas are ~he answer." However, she adds ~here are s~ill firms 

that need a streng push. 

Hatteras FinanciM Corp. Amends Corporate Governance Guidelines to 
Adopt J’~ajority Voting Policy 

MarketWatch (Sept. 26) repeals ~hat Hatteras Financial Corp/s board of 
directo~ "has voted to amend the company’s Corporate Governance 
Guidelines to implement a majority voting policy w~th ~espect to uncontested 
d~rec[o~ e~ections." These amendments go ~n~o effec~ #nmed~ate~y, with the 
ma~od#¢ vefing policy to be applied whenever any nominee for diredor ~ece~ves 
more "w~thhe~d" votes for Ms/her e~ecfion than "foe’ votes. ~f that happens, the 
dkecto[ w~]] be required to submit a letter of resignation to the board. 
According to Marke~Watch, "the board will ac~ on the resignation offer within 
90 days fo~bwin9 certification of the voting results .... Any d~rector who 
tenders his or her resignation shah not pa~icipate ~n any consideration by the 
board of the resignation orieL" 

Legal Risk I~;~oves Up Boardroom Agenda Amid #~creasing Pressure 
From Regulators 

The lates~ Legal Week (Sept. 27, Mur._qatt~yd) Intelligence Co~pora~e Risk 
Benchmarker shows that "there has been a sharp increase in how often 
re,qulatory and legal risk is d~scussed at board meetings, with 43 percent of 
companies d~sc~ss~ng the subject at eve~ meeting." That ~s an ~nc~ease from 
23 pe~cen~ a year ago. The study, puM~shed in association w~th Delegate, 
delermined 1hat ~ega~ dsk was a board ~ssue for 70 pement d U.K. companies 
with mid-sized turnover. Robe~ Cummins, assistant general counse~ ~t 
satellite communications company Intelsat, s~a~es, "~f ~here is an 
compliance worMoad and an increase ~n boa~d attention ~n some companies, 
~t ~s perhaps because regulators and 1he authorities have been trending 
towards higher fines and more aggressive investigations." 

McDonald’s to Offer Salad, Fruit as Side 

ABC News (Sept. 26, Choi) is repotting tha~ McDonald’s CorF will begin 
giving customers the choice of a salad, vegetable, or fruit as a substitute fer 
french fries ~n ~ts va~ue mea~s ~t no extr~ cost. The fast-food giant p~ans to 
ou~ the change during the f#st querier of 2014. According ~o ABC, McDonald’s 
"already ~ets customers make such swaps ~n some countries, such as 
France." Now, the plan is to make the options avaHaMe ~n 20 of ~ls largest 
markets worldwide, representing 85 percent of ~ts sales. McDonald% hope to 
have ~he menu change in place in 30 to 50 percen~ of the areas w~tMn the 
nexl three years and a~ the regions by the end of the decade. The company 
made the announcement st th~s week’s Clinton G~obM Initiative h~ New York. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Air Products to Look for New CEO, Adds Directors 

"Air Products & Chemicals inc. said Chairman and Chiel Executive John 
McGlade will retire next year and the company will add three new independent 
directoi~ to its board," the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 26, Tadena), "moves 
that come about two months after activist investo~ ~lliam Ackman took s 
mu~fibillion~o~ar stake in ~he ~ndustfial gas makeL" Ak Products is expected 
to ~mmed~ale~y commence a search fer a new chief executive, spearheaded 
by a new~y fon~ed search committee of the board. McG~ade has agreed to 
continue serving as chairman and CEO during the search process, then as 
chakrnan ~[ an agreed-upon ~ransJfion per~od in 2014. The ~ncom#~g CEO wi~ 
a~so be made a dh’ectoc 

Share~ ~:~: Facebook ~ 

Kodak Has a New Chairman of the Board 

The Rochester Democrat and Chronicle (SepL 26) is repotting that Eastman 



Kodak Co. has its first new board chairman since 2005. The printing and 
imaging company ~as named James V. Continenza to the position, effective 
~mmediate~y~ He replaces Antonio M. Perez, who remains a member of ihe 
board. "The move comes as the clock is counting dow~ on Perez’s tenure at 
the helm of the company," notes the newspaper. "He previously said he would 
remain as CEO for a year after the company ended its bank[uptcy, or until a 
replacement was found, whichever came f[rsL" Contine~za joined 1he Kodak 
board back ~n ApdL Company management said one of Ms key attributes was 
h~s experience "as a manager and di[ector with diverse companies that have 
succesdu~y emerged from corporale reslruclur~ng." 

Economic Outlook 

#~dex Shows Home Prices Jump, But Pace May Slow 

The Wall Street Journal (Sept. 25, Timiraos) cites the latest Standard & 

Poor’dCase-Shiller index in reporling that home prices in 20 major U.S. cities 
rose 1.8 percen~ in July flora June and 12.4 pet~ent ~rorn a year earlier. Rdces 
~ncreased at 1he fastest clip ~n more 1hen seven years. However, the re#o~t 
suggested that the rate at which pdces are appreciating may beg~n to pu~l 
back. A~ 20 of ~he c~fies t[acked showed a gain ~or Ju~y, but tf~e pace at 
wMch pdces rose s~owed in 15 o[ those markels. Pdces were up sharply over 
the pasl year ~n many Western and Southwestern markets ~ ~nc~ud~ng Las 
Vegas at 27.5 percent, San Francisco at 24.8 percent, and Los Angeles at 
20.8 pe[cenL 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TBJ Morning Call: Is this Cary sol?tware compmay the next SAS? 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle Busi ..... J ..... I-TBJ Morning Call 

SEPTEMBER 27, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Is this Cary software company the next SAS? 
................................................................................................................... =, MercuryGa~e Intematienai Cary’s nex~ SAS? 

H~bemian restaurant in Raleigh catches ~re again 
bite crews responded ~o anether fire at ~he Hibernian restaurant in Raleigh’s 

Gienwoed Sou~h dis~ric~ on Thursday nigh~, ABC11 repods 

Mattress Firm to open new store in Ra~eiqh 
Mattress Firm, a Housten-based special~y mattress retailer, will epen a new 4,000.- 

square-feot store in Raleigh a~ 2193 Wake Ferest Rd on Friday 

Discuss 

A~zheimer’s costs to skyrocket as baby boomers age 
The graying )f Amerk:a is escaiaJng cos~,s associated with Alzheimer’s and o~her 

dementia a~ an alarming raie, said Harry Johns, national presideni and CEO oH:he 

Chicago-based Aizheimer’s Association, during a recent stop in Dallas. 

~.~..~ ~.B ~.~)9..Q.~.~ ....... 



LexisNexis picks Centennial Campus for expansion 

As Atkinson exits, Wake~ed readies to post $8M ~oss 
.~__o____w_____t___o___g___e__t___y___o___u___r____s__~_E_t__u__p on Lookout CaI?itai% radar 

~U~N~C~H~n~a~e~s~n~w~s~u~n~d~r~a~s~!~n~g~v~!~b~9~!~{~ 
Here’s how much Apple made off your new iPhone 

~.~.~ ~..~.~.~:!).!~ ~..G ~).!!..~P. 

Co,tact Us 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:01 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

REMINDER: Private Placements: What to Expect 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

Private Placements: What to Expect 

Wednesday 

October 2, 2013 
8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m 

Morrison & Foerster 

1290 Avenue of the Americas 

Floor 39 

New York, NY 10104 

Continuing Education Credits: 

Credit is pending for New York and 
California. 

For more information: 

Ab~xa ~owers 

{212) 338-4312 

Over the past year, the SEC and FINRA have made significant 

changes to their rules relating to private placements These 

regulators have also intensified their scrutiny of these transactions. 

Please join us for a panel discussion about these changes, 

including: 

¯ Howdo the SEC’s general solicitation and bad actor rules affect 

private placements? 

¯ How may the SEC’s proposed rules affect private offerings? 

¯ What can FINRA’s recent enforcement actions relating to private 

placements teach market participants? 

Speakers: 

¯ Lloyd Harmetz 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

¯ Nilene Evans 

Of Counsel, Morrison & Foerster 

Dan Nathan 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

Brad Berman 

Of Counsel, Morrison & Foerster 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board. 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~vww.sra.orfl.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Brie£ No Clear Path to Avoid Shutdown as House GOP Stands Firm 

L~TEST STORIES 

NOstandsClearFirmPath to Avoid Sh~tdown as House GOP      ~ 

BlackBerry Posts Loss as Phones Go Unsold 

IPan, U.S. T~ks Seen as ’Good 

U.N. Members Ag~e on S~Tia D~sarmmnent 

Seib & ~Vessel: What ~¥e’re Reafl~g FNflay 

Accountable-Care Orga~zations Give Heath Law Real-~Vofld Test 

BATS Prepares to Take On Big Bell Ringers 

Personal Spending, Incomes Rise 

’1~’o Dead, Dozens Feared Trapped ~a M~bai B~dhlg Collapse 

Kenym~ Eager for ~swers About iege 

PaMstan Presses On ~:ith irma Gas Pipeline Plato CNtieizes 
D~nes 

Soma~ MiHt~ts Tap GlobM Reer~t~g Network 

NEWS VIDEOS 

E~rope’s ~’eek ~ead: Pa~’o~s, ECB, Italy 

Passenger’s Fear Blood-Suekin~ Bedbugs on Clfina s Trains 

Vietnam Trmisformed by Teel~ Compmfies 

A New %~ay to M~age Chronic Illness 

Why _~e Investors ShruN~g at J,P, Morgan’s 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MDM & Data Governance New York <conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Last Call: Disco~mted Rates Expire ToNght 

ABOUT AGENDA SPEAKERS SPONSORS TRAVEL 

Engage with the industry’s innovators and thought leaders. Hear first-hand as more 

than 50 experts from the world’s leading TT organizations share success stories and proven 

strategies regarding their MDM and data governance initiatives. 

Dig deep into the topics. Discover everything you need to know to implement an effective 

NDN program or advance existing NDN efforts over three robust days and 40 dynamic 

sessions. The Summit offers the right mix of case studies, best practices, workshops and 

industry-leading keynotes. 

Join hundreds of your peers at the Summit. Registration is up 25% from last year and 

seats are filling up quickly. Exchange ideas and build connections with the communib/, see who 

you will meet. Don’t miss out on your chance to be part of the event with the most NDN and 

data governance content and experts under one roof in 2013. 

Register now to secure the early bird discounted rate--tomorrow the $1,495 pass will be gone! 

[.~ Reg~sto~On~in~ ~o~ 

Not at your desk or have questions? 

Call Dan Perkins at (212) 803-8483. 

For sponsorship and exhibit opportunities, contact Tony Carrini at (212) 803-8547. 

Platinum Sponsors: 

Gold Sponsors: 

Silver Sponsors: 

ii.~.iI Informatica 

Mobile App Sponsor: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ATM, Debit & Prepaid Forum <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Save Your Seat for these Blockbuster Keynotes 

ii’~ 21st A .... I ATM, Debit + Prepaid F ...... October 20-23 at the Bellagio, Las Vegas 

Setting the Agenda for the Industry 
To help you keep up with the expanding world of paymen~ the ATM, Debit & Prepaid Forum ~s 

bdng~ng a firsbra~e roster of speakers to address the most pressing ~ssues faring the market, 

Register today to ensure that your seat is saved ~> i:ear firstohand their invaiuable ex#ertise on 
navkj~ting ~;ew re!~uiations, ~echn~Io,’jies a~;d strategies. 

Our blockbuster keynote sessions include: 

Leaders in Debit 
Heads of some of the nation’s iatgest debit issuers discuss t~ek business in a postoRegulatio~ I:[ 

Leaders in Prepaid 
The general pc:rpose reloadable (GPR) prepaid spa~e is !?r~win!~ vel~’ qukk~y, offed~g a conve~ent, bw~ 

cost ba~ki~j and payments ~pt~o~ f~r m~llkas d consumers, 

Delivering an Enhanced ATM and Store Experience 

delivers more than efficiency strategies alone, 

Network Showcase 

regulato~ environment, th~s key~ote session provides an unparalleled oppo~lum~ to hear from the 

oq?an~zadoss shap~ncj the future of the payments market, 

MCX: Who, What, Why, When and How?. 
Herchant CuskxT~er Exchan~ie (:’4CX) is looking to bansfom~ the way that consumers s~op, sh~t~ng 

purchases to mobile phone tra~sactbns. But HCX ~s much more tha~ mobile paymenN, 

M~R~ANT ~SL[X SU~R LO~S ~OHL"$ 8[~N~R 

C~STON~R MARK~TS~ INC. CONPA~IES I~C. D~PARTM~NT 

Innovations in Mobile Payments 
Lea@rig banks are coiiaborad,qg on an excit#~g new d~namk: payme,qt tok~ization se~udo~ to improve 

ACH: Friend or Foe? 
As innovation continues and the payments system as we know it evolves, the se~Aces that directly meet 

end useCs needs are those that wH~ emerge as tomorrows .;ok~tbns, 

N&CHA - TN~ ~L~CTRONI~ PAYNEN~ ASSOC~O~ 

Industry Outlook - Investment Analysts Panel 
Keen insi,(!hb; or., the companies ti;at are rnakbg the biggest waves; and how this changes the pa,iments 

ir~dust,,y dyr~amk: flora analyst community veterans, 

Ex~:ha~ge ideas a~d form business partnerships with the leaders of the ~e&~il payme~ts i~dustry at ATM, 

Debit & Prepaid Forum, 



Two Ways to Register 

1. Reqister online 

2, Call .loe Frega at (212) 803-8348 or Ingrid Olsen at (212) 803-8456. 

Lookin~i to forge strategic partnersi~ips witi~ the leading payments executives? Fo,~ sponsorship 

o~r~ottunities,~        ,~rqease contact. Melissa Befit a~: (2::[2}. 803o6067~ 

Na,~k you[ ~alendars for "ACH: Friend or Foe~," ~ key~ot~ s~ss~on p~se~Led ...... 

by ~sn Es~q>, ~~s~de~t ~ C~O of NACHA - The Electronic Payments Assodation a~ ~e 2~st ans~s~ 

Deb~L & P~epaid Forum, As ~he backbone for moving e~ecLronic Raymen~, ~he ACH Network offers 
foundation on which ~> d~vebp ~nnovat~ve sok~t~ons to meet end use~ n~eds, Does th~s make the 

Network a complement or competitor? At:~end ~he session to deride t:o~ yourself, 

F d ..... 
Friend 



Surviving Your Graduate School 
Adviser 

Don’t miss the chance to examine the crucial elements 

of a successful partnership 

Survivin~l Your Graduate School Adviser is a 

collection of essays that will explore how to: 

¯ Successfully navigate the complex relationship 

with your adviser. 

¯ Establish open lines of communication. 

¯ Better manage your adviser. 

With accounts from either point of view, this guidebook 

is essential to make the most of a relationship notorious 

for bringing out the worst in everyone. 

Get your copy today to learn how to navigate the 

dynamics and complexities of the adviser-student 

relationship. 

[~i Purchase My E-Book 

Price: $4.99 

Download your E-Book on your 

preferred reading device: 

[] Kindle 

[] Nook 

[] iPad/iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clark, Susan <SCLARK@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

Friday, September 2"7, 2013 10.’08 AM 

You’re Invited= Federal Bar Association 2013 Fall Banquet and CLE Program 

PLEASE NOTE: You were BCC’d 

Please join L~s for the Middle District Chapter’s CI.E program and our evening banquet featuring The Honorable Thomas D. Schroeder~ Don’t miss the opportunity to 

learn from and soda~ze w~th other Joca~ federal practit~oners~ 

Please £~VP today~ We hope to see you on October 

Chris 

PresMent, Middle D~stdct Chapter 

~ 
~ 2013 Fall Banquet & CLE 

FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA CHAPTER 
2013 Fall Banquet & CLE 
Monday, October 21, 2013 
Embassy Suites 
204 Centreport Drive 
Greensboro 

The Middle District of North Carolina Chapter of the Federal Bar Association cordially invites 

you to attend its 2013 Fall Banquet and CLE Program 

AGENDA 

2:00 CLE REGISTRATION 
2:30 WELCOME 

Christopher R. Clifton, FBA MDNC Chapter President 

Grace, Tisdale & Clifton P.A. 
2:45 REVIEW OF RECENT SUPREME COURT CIVIL CASES OF INTEREST 

Richard D. Dietz, Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
3:30 FEDERAL CRIMINAL CASE LAW UPDATE 

Kearns Davis, Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey & Leonard, LLP 
4:15 BREAK 
4:30 PREPARING FOR TRIAL IN THE MDNC - CIVIL AND CRIMINAL 

Manning Connors, Smith Moor~ Leathen~ood LLP 
William S. Trivette, William S. Trivette, Attorney at Law, PLLC (retired 9/30/13 
after 20 years as Assistant Federal Public Defender, MDNC) 

5:30 RECEPTION 
6:15 BANQUET 

Keynote Remarks by the Honorable. Thomas D. Schroeder, United States 
District Judge 

CLE credit to be requested: 2.5 hours general credit. 

To register, please click here. 

Please register by October 14th. 

For more information about the FBA, or to join, please visit 

FBA MDNC programs and events are for all lawyers, regardless of FBA membership 



Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 815 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



_ __ CAROLINA 
WOMEN’S CENTER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Speer, ENC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 10:29 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Won’t you rid] tbr PRIDE this weekend? ;) 

Equality NC 

Hi Lissa, 

PRIDE~ 

Visit the Eqnality NC pavillion this Saturday, September 28, in the hear[ of the state - Dmtmm, NC .- as thousan(N 
gaflaer for the ammal N~!r.~!L$~.~z~[i.g~.~..!~r.~.@t..~$:~.!~!?.d..~z~.d~. Come early fi:~r a cavalcade of great 
organiza[ions and vendors, stick a~and to hear Equality NC’s new exeentive director address the crowd, a~d stay 
late for a weekend of wild and wonderful nighflil) as the Triangle celebrakes "29 Years of P~de." 

Please contact b~aF~ca~ ~ if you wmfld like to vohmteer at NC Pride. 

~M,d, just as the ]eaves begin to change, it’s also a good time to leave whe~ you are and head west with us on 
Saturday, September ~8, for another fabulous g~:A~A3~t{!R.~.2{~]J.£~:.!}.r~[~b This year’s lk)otMl]s festival ~osks an 
array of exception al perform a n ees, music and sh ows you’re sure to e~j oy. 

Please eot~e ~ ~?~£}.~2~l~{!~ZAg.~rg if you would like ~o volunteer at Catawba Valley Pride. 

Don’t worw, it’s never too late ko volunteer - and it’s a win-win proposition: When you emaiI either Ben or me to 
vohmteer th is Saturday - at either NC Pride or Ca~wcba Valley P~ide - you’ll not cm]y be helping ore? important 
work across the state, you’ll receive our new #stakeol)qualRy shies to book~ 

I’a’s fall y’all - and the forecast looks great for EqualiU~ 

See you soon, 

Chris Speer 
Equality- NC 

::’~:: Tell a Friend Get Involved ~iI Donate 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DPAC <customerservice@dpacnc.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 10:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fall Shows On Sale Now MGMT, Lewis Black, and More 

i~i MGMT header 

iXi MGMT2 

:: :~ :: MGMT33 

i.~.i MGMT44 

i.~.i MIX New Footer 

This email is sent by: Durham Performing Arts Ce~ter 

Don’t Be Fooled: Only DPACnc corn or Ticketmaster for tickets 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 10:47 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

EA and CLC settle w. O [1Bannon; NCAA headed to Supreme Court? 

Newsletter 

Dear Lissa. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope yon are well. 

All hell was breaking loose on the newsmres last night about the settlement agree to by EA 
and CLC in the O MBaimon caae. No details on the settlement have yet been released. 

So now it roll be jus~t the NCAA squaring off against O [;B~mnon et. al. 

From Steve Berkowi~ of USA Today: 

DonaldRe~ said the association has retained one new law firmJbr the purpose 
of trial and another, featuring a former U.S. solicitor general, to handle appeals. 

"We’reprepared to take this all the way to the Supreme Court if we have to," 

Remy said "We are not prepared to compromise on the ease. " 

The NCAA ’ s resolve seemed almost welcomed by lawyers representing the 

plain#fig; who said they are looking fl)rward to being able to concentrate their 

efforts on one case and one target. 

"Fantastic," Robert Carey said "We’ll see them in court. " 

I think that attorneys (and judges) make the most blusterous, pugnacious and ridiculous 

statements that are uttered in our modem society. Of course, politicians, military leaders, 

sportswriters and business~nen are not far behind. 

So now, with the NCAA~ s e~nbedded amateurism model at stake, they may well dig in and 

try. to cut their losses by wem-ing down their opponent. Attorney Remy claims they ~11 take it to 

the Supreme Court if they have to .... if the Supreme Court will have them. 

Below are three of the best articles about the settlemeuts, all reprinted with permission of the 

authors or publications. These will tell you all you need to l, mow at this juncture. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good week. 

Nick Int?~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

~’~,,,,’w.twitt e r .co n’J@Colle9 eat h Clips 

O’Bannon settles with EA and CLC in class action, NCAA still 

remaining 
By Michael McCann, Sl.com, 9-27-13, 9: 51am ET 

Ed O’Bannon’s class action law suit against the NCAA, Electronic Arts and the Collegiate 

Licensing Company took a major step forward Thursday. O’Bannon has agreed to a 

settlement with E~ which has published top-selling college football and basketball video 
games, and CLC, which represents more than 200 colleges, universities, conferences and bowl 

games in licensing contracts. The temps of the proposed settlement remain confidential but are 

poised to accomplish a key goal: compensate college athletes for their image and likeness in 

video games and retail sales. The NCAA remains a defendant in the case. 

The proposed settlement 

U.S. District Jndge Claudia Wilken will have to approve the settlement. She is likely to do ~, 

especially since she has urged the paxties to reach an agreement out-of-court. But betbre she 

approves any settlement, Wilken will demand details about how the settlement would i~npact 

college athletes. She will want to know, ibr instance, which players are entitled to benefit from 

the settlement mid what methodology will be used to determine how Inuch money each player 

receives. Tilning of payments will also be of interest to Wilken, such as whether current college 



players axe compensated immediately or whether they have to waist until their NCAA eligibility 

expires. Wilken will want assurance that the settlement is, on average, t~fir to those who would 

gain ficom it. Along thosc lines, she will likely consider whether a star player descrves more than 

a typical player tbr the usc of their image and likeness. 

Wilken will also want specifics as to how the scttlement would be administered. It has been 

long rumored that a scttlement or players’ victory, in O’Bannon would lead to the creation of an 
adininistrated plan to collect and distribute tnoney. The so-called "Former College Athletes 

Association" is referenced in a lawsuit tiled by former O’Bannon attorney Jon King against 

O’Bannon’s law firm, Hausfeld LLP. Kenneth Feinberg, who has administered the September 

1 lth Victim Compensation Fund and BP Deepwater Horizon Disaster Victim Compensation 

Fund, is thought to be a candidate to adminis~ter an O’Bannon-related fund. 

As ruth an5’ class action settlement, class members -- in this case former and potentially current 

college players -- will have an opportunity to opt-out of the scttlement and preserve their right 

to sue EA and CLC. Many players, however, would likely be deterred by the potential wait 

and associated expensc of litigating. Keep in mind, the O’Bannon case began in 2009. Bawmg 

a settlement between O’Bannon and "the NCAA, the case could last several more years. 

By settling prior to Judge Wilken’s decision on class certification, EA and CLC are likely 

paying either a discount or premium depending on how Wilken decides. Here’s why: the price 

tag of settlement tio~n O’Bannon’s vantage point would be higher ifWilken certifies his class. A 

certitied class would mean potentially tens ofthousa~lds of plaintiffs axe suing EA and CLC 

instead of merely the handful of plaintiffs named by O’Bannon. Conversely, ifWilken declines 

to certify O’Bannon’s class, the case would become smaller and EA and CLC may have then 

paid more to settle than necessao,. An analysis by SI.com of Wilken’s prior certification 

decisions suggests she will likely certifT O’Bannon’s class. If she does, it would reflect well 

upon EA and CLC’s decision to scttle. 

The remaining litigation 

The NCAA is the primal target of the O’Bannon litigation. It remains so atter this proposed 

settlement. The NCAA insists it will continue to wage a fight in court and continue to challenge 

the legal merits of O’Bannon’s claims. It is a tighk especially with appeals, that could last years. 

Wtiile the NCAA presents a tighting spirit to the public, it has likely adopted a more Imanced 

approach behind closed doors. ’][’he truth is the O’Bam~on case was and remains unlikely to go 

to trial. ’][’he litigation is a potentially massive class action lawsuit that, in a worst-case scenario, 

could cause the NCAA and its members to collectively pay billions of dollars. Not only would 

a loss in a trial threaten massive damages, but the NCAA would not control when payments 

are required. With a settlement, the NCAA would likely pay much less and over a longer 

period of time. A settlement could also be portrayed as "win" for eye,one. Perhaps most 
important, a scttlement would provide the NCAA valuable time to gradually implement 

changes to the economics of college sports and to address subscquent legal issues, such as 

how male basketball and football players could be compensated without running atiml of Tide 

IX. 
’][’he NCAA may also be concerned by the ldnd of intbrmation that would be shaxed by EA 

and CLC in a scttlement with O’Bannon. As a condition of the settlement, O’Bannon’s la~wers 
are likely demanding information that would help them advance legal claims against the NC,A~\. 

A scttlement with EA and CLC, in other words, ~nakes one with the NCAA more likely. 

Along those lines, schools that are not represented by CLC and thus are not parties to an 

O’Bannon-CLC settlement may become more vocal advocates of an O’Balmon-NCAA 

settlement. Non-CLC members include several schools with major programs, such as Ohio 

State, the UniversiU of Southern California, Oregon, Michigan State, Baylor, Northern Illinois 

and Vi~inia Tech. 
Also paying attention to the proposed settlement are broadcast and media comDmies that 

O’Bannon or other players could next target. ComDmies which entered into lucrative television 

and other media contracts to broadcast college players may represent the next phase of the 

O’Bannon litigation. 

Impact of proposed settlement on video games 

Eaxlier today, EA Sports announced it would not publish a college tbotball video game next 

year, and it cited legal concerns for the decision. The funing of the EA Sports announcement 

and news of the proposed O’Bannon settlement suggests they may be connected. EA Sports 

not puhlishing a college football game next year means the company roll not "da~nage" players 

who would have arguably appeared in the game. 

Michael McCann is a Massachusetts attorney and the founding director of the Sports and 
Entertainment Law Institate at the Universi~, of New Hampshire School of Law. tte is also the 

distinguished visiting Hall of Fame ProtEssor of Law at Mississippi College School of Law. 

EA Sports settles suits, thousands of players eligible for money 

By De*mis Dodd CBSSports.com, 9-26-13, 5:23 pm k’T 

Electronic Arts Inc. and Collegiate Licensing Co. settled a series of wide-ranging class- 

action lawsuits on Thi~rsday a~ernoon regarding college players’ likenesses for an 

undetermined amount. 

The settlement will alt’ect more than 100,000 current and former college players who have 



appeared in the basketball and tbotbe]l versions of EA Sports’ video games since 2003. It was 

not immediately clear if the eligibility of curreat players roll be affected by accepting settlement 

checks. 

Before the settlemeat filing, EA almo~mced earlier in the day it would no longer manuthcture "the 
popular tbotbe]l game. 

[] I’In disappointed in that because there should be a game, [] said plaintiffs’ attorney Eugene 

Egdor£ []All that has to happen is the NCAA allow players to be paid and there would be a 

game. This is Step 1 to players being paid that should. 

[]There roll be players who play Saturday who should be paid [for their sere’ices] as they 

should be. [] 

The settlement affects lawsuits brought by former Rutgers quarterback Ryan Hart former 

Nebraska and Arizona State quarterback Sam Keller and former UCLA basketball star 
O’Bannon. The settlement does not include the NCAA’s ongoing battle with O’Bannon and 

other plaintitt; in the fight over the rights to player likenesses. 

Essentially each player who has appeared in the football and basketball games marketed by 

EA in the last decade - - approximately 125,000 men -- axe eligible ti~r settlement money. 
According to court docmnents filed Thursday and obtained by CBSSports.com the settling 

parties are in the process of preparing docmnents for the court to approve in order to disburse 

the money. 

’][’he NCAA did not immediately offer a rnles interpretation. In other words~ would the NCAA 

view that money as jeopardizing current players’ amateur status? 

"We learned of this national settlement today," NCAA chief legal officer Donald Remy said. 

"We have asked for, but have not yet received, the terms so we cannot comment further." 

In such class-action settlements, the monies awarded can range from very little to veo~ large. It 

depends on how the money is disbursed. But those players will now be compensated by EA 

using their likenesses in the game without their permission. It is not known yet from the formal 

settlement ifEA is admitting any guilt. 

EA manually manulhctured the populm- college football game which includes tire numbers -- but 

not the names -- of at least every school in FBS. 

EA has maintained throughout that any none of the players’ attributes or physical qualities or 

likenesses is based on an actual player. However, one SB Nation reader found former Florida 

quasterback Tim Tebow’s name in Florida’s playbook in the 2010 version of the football game. 

As a condition of eligibili~, the NCAA requires players to sign a document that guarantees the 

rights to their likenesses in perpetuity to the association. 

Here is some background on the three main plaintiffs -- Ryan Hart, Sam Keller, Ed O’Bannon. 

The Haxt case was filed inNew Jersey. O’Baxanon and Keller were consolidated in California. 

In related news, CBSSports.com confinned the NCAA is headed to mediation in a landmark 

concussion case. 

Dennis Dodd writes fro CBSSporls. corn. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author ~ ~ s permi~s’io~t. 

EA Sports settles with ex-players 

By Darren Ro vell, t:’SP~,~ corn, 9: 23pro ET 

While current NCAA players fight ibr their right to make money, a large group of former 

college football players scored a major victoly- Thursday. 

Shortly after Electronic Arts announced it would s~top producing a college footbe]l gan~e 

beginning next year, the video game company -- together with Collegiate Licensing Company, 

which holds the licensing rights to the trademarks of the majori~ of colleges and tmiversities -- 

filed papers to the U.S. District Court in Northern Caliibrnia that it had settled its case brought 

by former players. 

Although the video games did not use "their names, the tbrmer college athletes alleged EA 

Sports used the same jersey numbers, heights, weights, skin tones, hair colors and home states 

in the in- game bios, not only without their pem~ission, but without compensation. 

Steve Berman, managing partner of the law- firn~ Hagens Bennan, who served as co-lead 

counsel in the class-action lawsuit brought by the players, acknowledged to ESPN.com that a 

settlement had been reache& although the specific terms will re,nain confidentig~. Berman said 

negotiations started in earnest the past few weeks on the heels of an appellate court affirming in 

July a U.S. Dis~trict Court decision that EA could not use a First Amendment defense of free 

speech. 

After the sides met with a mediator, they put the finishing touches on a settlement, which 
Berman says will include between 200,000 and 300,000 tbrmer college football players whose 

likenesses were used in the game. 

Berman would say only that the settlement would provide the ex-players with "something 
substantive." He said a list of players with their current addresses will be compiled and that he 

hopes, once the court approves the settlement and the money is paid out, the players can get 

checks sent to their current residences ins~tead of having to claim the ,noney. 

"When we filed the case, we felt very strongly that EA’s appropriation of student-athletes’ 

images for a for-profit venture was wrong, both in a legal sense and from a more fundamental 

moral perspective," Berman said in a statement. "These guys were busting their butts on the 

field or the court tcr’ing to excel at athletics, oftentimes to help win or maintain scholarships so 

they could get an education. 



"Studenks agreed that by being student-athletes that they could not exploit their per~ual 

commercial value, an agreement they lived up to. The same cannot be saJ~d abx~ut the NCAA 

or its part, mr Electronic Arts." 

For its part, EA Sports -- Maich will not admit any wrongdoing as part of the settlement 

agreement -- said in a statement Tlmrsday that "we follow roles that axe set by the NC2~k -- 

but those roles are being chaJJenged by some stu&nt- athletes." 

EA Spo~ts said the decision will not afi~ct its suppo~t for "NC2~k Football 14," which was 

released in July. ’][’he Redwood City., Cali£, co~npany also said it is working to reassign stalt’ers 

who worked on the game. 

The NCAA said earlier this year that it would take its name off the game, but that does not 

absolve the governing body of previous legal exposure. ~Vith EA Sports and CLC dropped as 
defendants, the NCAA now will be litigated against alone in the class-action lawsuits 

spearheaded by tbrmer college quarterback Sam Keller and tbrmer UCLA basketball player 

Ed O’Bannon. 

The NCAA’s chief legal olticer, Douald Remy, told USA Today that the NCAA was "not 

prepared to compromise on this case." 

Spokeswoman Stacey Osbum said Thursday that the NC?u~k could not comment on the 
settlement without ki~owing the terms. 

’][’he settlement comes just five days af[er the mos~t visible protest by college footbgd players, 

who are seeking to improve their rights. Georgia Tech quarterback Vad Lee, Northwestern 
quarterback Kain Colter and several others wrote "APU" - - All Players United -- on their 

game-day gear Saturday. It was done to protest the NCAA’s treatment of athletes on issues 

ranging from concussions to compensation. 

One la~x?’er involved in the case sugges~ted Thursday’s settlement means current players now 

will be entitled to compensation, too. 

"Today’s settlement is a game-changer because, for the tirst time, s~tudent-athletes suiting up to 

play "this weekend are going to be paid for the use of their likenesses," said Eugene Egdorf, a 
Houston-based la~vyer who litigated on behalf of the timner college players. "We view this as 

the first step towm~ts our ultimate goal of making sure all student-athletes can claitn their fair 

shaxe of the billions of dollars generated each year by college sports." 

EA Sports provided athletic departments with more licensing royaJ, ties than any other non- 

apparel licensee, according to dam released by CLC. 

This article has bee~ repr#~Wd on Clips with the permission of ESP~,k~ com 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@cNlegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: vwvw.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular O’Bannon eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionatty humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery" and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertaimnent cutture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics 

*To be removed fiom lhis mailing list or chaltge the email Ibrmat please use 1he links below: 

Chaltge yore subscription 

Ullsnbscfibe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, September 27, 2013 12:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sep. 27 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

FHA Will ~ $J~o7 ~i~lio~ ~rora Tre~s~wV 

Posted September27, 2013, 12:11 P.M. ET 

Despite recent steps taken to shore up its insurance reserves, the Federal Housing 
Administration (FHA) will need $1.7 billion in assistance from the U.S. Treasury to cover losses 

on mortgages that the agency insured during the recent housing market downturn. 

The FHA has never needed outside assistance since it was created in 1934. But as the 
agency has waded through record loan losses, particularly on mortgages originated between 
2007 and 2009, it has said for months that it would likely need a cash infusion from Treasury. 

The amount requested for fiscal 2014 is significantly higher than the $943 million figure that 
the agency estimated in April. In a letter to Congress dated Sept. 27, FHA Commissioner 
Carole Galante said that the FHA brought in less revenue from newer loans in 2013 than it had 

originally projected. 

@The amount is higher than the estimate provided in the president’s budget because of a 
decline in FHA endorsement volume in the last few months of the fiscal year@consistent with 
the trend in the broader housing market in response to higher interest rates,~, Galante wrote. 

@It is also consistent with FHA’s goal of reducing its footprint in the market.@ 

To contact the reporter on this story: Hike Ferullo in Washington at mferullo@bna.com. 

To contact the editor responsible for this story: Joe Tinkelman at ioetinkelman@bna.com 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report ([SSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit i~tl:p:i/webutil.bi;a.com/~.~,m~ilsignup. 

Request a ~:~[~E Web trial. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact ’four 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

C,:)pyiight: (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the tei’ms and conditions of tha license a(~rean°:e:°:t with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Bill to Fund Government Passes Key Vote in Senate 

Bill to Ftmd Government Passes Key Vote in Senate 

A bill designed to avoid a partial government shutdown next week passed a key test vote 

in the Senate on Friday. 

The Senate voted 79-19 to end debate on the bill and move toward final passage, clearing 

the highest procedural hurdle remaining in the chamber. Senators are expected to make 

changes to the bill later Friday and then vote to send it to the House. 

Republican leaders in the House have already said they won’t pass the version that the 

Senate approves, setting up a weekend of legislative volleying between the Democratic- 

controlled Senate and GOP-led House. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Hold Pro <news@legalholdpro.com~ 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Legal Hold Pro Alert, October 2013 - PREX13 Recap, Kansas City Court Finds No Prejudice, Benchmark Survey Report 

To view this email as a web page, click here 

very Experts and Federal. Jud~_es Focus Recent 

Case Law, Ru[es Amendments, International. Preservation and BYOD 

¯ Kansas Federal. Court Finds No Preiudice as Grounds for Denying Spoliations 

Sanctions 
¯ Legal Hold and Data Preservation Benchmark Survey 

PREX13 Recap - Lead ng E-D scovery Experts~~~ 
and Federal Judges Focus Recent Ca~e Law, 
Rules Amendments, international 
Preservation and BYOD                  Lega[ Hotd and Data 

Prese~at~on Benchmark 
The second annua~ Conference on Preservation          Su ~ey 

Excetk~nce     c.: ~- ..... ¯ ~ ~- ......... 

over ~.s0 I I 

the ::(}13 conterence again d~ew pra~ae bY ~ocusmg o~ ,. 

the ~mportsnce of soun~ data p~eservst~on and best 

practires The goa~ for I>R~X each year ~s to br~m! 5om~~ ~nber Grou LEC the 
of the bes[: mk~ds ~n e--d~scoveFy [oge[:her to d~cuas [:he su~ey measured the preva~tmg 

Ads~otel~an ~de~l of wh;[ Ht~gat~on ho~ds and data attitudes 

preservation c~n be. asNrin~ for excellence when ]t who currenUy o~ersee 

~ar~est stud~ of ~ts kind 

continue reading..,                                organizations are currently 

............................................................................................................................... 

Kansas Federal Court Finds No Prejudice as ~o.tm.~ 
Grounds for Denying Spoliations Sanctions 

the p~a~ntfff cou,d not show prejudice from the 
Contact Us 

defendan[s’ spoliation of ~Sl thai the motion for an 



hsc.~ No. :I.:l-£123-RDR, 20:1.3 WL 4.028759 (D. Kan. Au~. 7~ 

20~3)~ The recommendation, which was adopted in 

by d~e ~es~d~n~ d~sl:rict judge, is (:ouoter to some 

recent derisions in other j(~Hsdictions where prejudice 

can be presumed, 

continue reading... 

LesatHo[dPro.com 

info@tegatho[dp ro.com 
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~ill BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

~Jo~o Dealt ~etback ir~ $25 BiIlio~ A~G ~uit 

Posted September 27, 2013, 1:54 P.M. ~T 

Investors who say they were cheated when the U.S. government rescued American International Group (AIG) can maintain direct 
claims against the government, a federal judge said Sept. 27, denying the government’s motion for an interlocutory appeal on that 

question (Starr International Co. v. U.S., Fed. CI., No. 11-cv-00779, 9/27/13). 

The six-page ruling by Judge Thomas C. Wheeler of the U.S. Court of Federal Claims is a setback for the U.S. government’s effort to 
fight claims by Starr International Co. and class members who say the government owes them $25 billion suit for losses they took 

when the government seized their stakes in 2008. 

In a June 26 ruling, Wheeler said investors may press their suit on a direct basis and not as a derivative suit. 

The government asked Wheeler to certify that question for an interlocutory appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals, but Wheeler denied 

the motion in a six-page order Sept. 27, saying the motion was untimely and that no novel or unique questions of law are at stake. 

@The issue is not whether a direct shareholder claim can ever be brought under Delaware law, but whether under the facts of this 
case, the Government caused the shareholders to suffer the alleged harm, and whether any damages awarded should go to the 
shareholders instead of the corporation. This question cannot be answered in a vacuum, but rather requires a full evidentiary record 
to determine whether the Government used its control of AIG to expropriate the economic and voting interests of the then-existing 

common stock shareholders,@ Wheeler said. 

Other key questions in the case are still up in the air, including whether investors can depose Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben 

Bernanke in connection with the Fed’s role in the 2008 rescue. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit presently is weighing an appeal from a ruling by Wheeler that said the deposition 

may take place. 

The Sept. 27 ruling is at 

http:i/www.bloomberqlaw.com/public/document/STARR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY INC v USA Docket No :t:tlcv00779 Fed CI/13. 
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Senate Passes Stopgap Budget Bill That Keeps Health- 
Law Funding 

The Senate approved a bill designed to avoid a partial government shutdown next week, 

setting in motion the next round of partisan jockeying with the House. 

The chamber voted 54-44 to approve the legislation, which would fund federal agencies 

for the first month and a half of the fiscal year, which begins Tuesday. The bill includes 

money for the new health-care law, which was stripped out by House Republicans last 

week. The legislation now returns to the House, where GOP leaders have said they won’t 

pass the Senate bill. 

Congress must settle on a funding plan by Monday night, or federal agencies will have to 

suspend some services and furlough many workers. 

See More Coverage 
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CAPITAL MARKETS ANNOUNCEMENT 
Anchor BanCorp Wisconsin Inc. (OTCQB: ABCWQ; Madison, Wl) completes $175 million 
capital raise 
Sandier O’Neill + Partners L.P. served as financial advisor and sole 
placement agent toAnchor BanCorp and AnchorBank, fsb in [his 
tran sacti o n. 

This transaction ,represer)ts th,e | 30~h,_~ub[~g: o~ferin_r~ or. ~r.Jvate, placemen~ 
orcommon s~ocK or prererrea sr:ocK rata Dank or rr~r~r~ since .;anuary ~, 
2011 for which Sandier O’Neill acted as book manager, co-manager or 
placement agent, more than any other investment bank during tha~ 
period. These transactions have raised over $17 billion for our clJents.~ 

Anchor BanCorp Wisconsin Inc. today announced that it has completed its previously announced 
~&75 million recapitalization. 

"We have been aggressively working for four years to get to this point, and we’re proud that the 
recapitalization effort is now complete, positioning AnchorBank for a full return to profitability 
and growth," said Chris Bauer, President & CEO for AnchorBank. Bauer came out of retirement 
in 2009 to lead the recapitalization effort, which included reorganizing and recruiting a new 
senior management team. 

"Anchor BanCorp’s pre-packaged reorganization, from beginning to end, was completed in less 
than 60 days. That in itself is a testament to the strength of our plan, and overwhelming support 
for our return to health, which will have extremely positive impact on the Wisconsin economy," 
Bauer said. 

With the recapitalization complete, AnchorBank’s capital levels now exceed the thresholds for a 
"well capitalized" bank under applicable regulatory guidelines and are among the highest 
capital ratios of banks in Wisconsin. 

"We are excited about the many opportunities this recapitalization will represent for 
AnchorBank, its customers, its employees, and the communities we serve," said Chris Bauer, 
AnchorBank President & CEO. "With the recapitalization complete, AnchorBank now has many 
great things on the horizon. With over 700 employees and 55 offices, we can now continue this 
positive momentum in our local communities and around the State of Wisconsin. We look 
forward to being one of Wisconsin’s premier financial institutions." 

[his announcemeh’t is fo~ ih’forn,’ational purposes Oh’iV and does h’ot constitute ah’ offer to buv or 

the ~,olicital:ion of an offer to selJ securities, 

(i) Source: 5NL Financial 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 
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EaStill Tied Up In Knots - IRS and DOL Guidance on Same-Sex Marriage 

Following Supreme Court’s ~,!4ndsor Decision 

As we previously reported, in United States v. Windsor, 133 S Ct. 2675 (2013), the U.S. Supreme Court 

held section 3 of the Defense of Marriage Act to be unconstitutional.1 Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage 

Act provides that, in any federal statute, the term "marriage" means a legal union between a man and a 

woman as husband and wife, and that the term "spouse" refers to a person of the opposite sex. 

In response to Windsor, the Internal Revenue Service (the "IRS") issued Revenue Ruling 2013-17 (the 

"First Ruling") and Frequently Asked Questions (the "FAQs") to provide guidance relating to the marital 

status of a same-sex spouse for purposes of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the "Code") As follow- 

up guidance to the First Ruling, the IRS issued Revenue Ruling 2013-61 (the "Second Ruling") to provide 

special administrative procedures for employers to recover overpayments of employment taxes with 

respect to certain benefits provided to same-sex spouses. In addition, the U.S. Department of Labor (the 

"DOL") issued Technical Release 2013-04 (the "Release") to provide general guidance on the meaning of 

the terms "spouse" and "marriage" under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA") 

and certain provisions of the Code subject to its rulemaking authority 

According to the First Ruling and the Release, for purposes of the Code and ERISA, the terms "spouse," 

"husband" and "wife" include an individual who is legally married to a person of the same sex in any state 

or foreign jurisdiction that authorizes same-sex marriage, and the term "marriage" includes such legally 

recognized same-sex marriage. Such terms do not include any individual who has entered into a 

registered domestic partnership, a civil union or any other similar formal relationship (whether with a 

person of the opposite or same sex). Both the First Ruling and the Release clarify that a same-sex 

marriage will be valid so long as the couple is married in a state that recognizes same-sex marriage, even 

if the state in which the couple lives does not - the so-called "Place of Celebration" rule In taking this 

position, both the IRS and the DOL expressly rejected the alternative approach that would have recognized 

the validity of marriage based on the laws of the state in which the couple lived at any given time. 

The First Ruling has been in effect prospectively as of September 16, 2013. As a result, regardless of the 

terms of the applicable plan documents, all employee benefit plans must be operated in compliance with 

the First Ruling for federal tax purposes. As mentioned in the FAQs, a qualified retirement plan must 

therefore treat a legally married same-sex spouse (but not a domestic partner or an individual in a similar 

relationship) as a spouse for purposes of satisfying the federal tax rules relating to qualified retirement 

plans, such as the requirement for spousal consent in beneficiary designations, even if the employer 

operates in a state that does not recognize same-sex marriage. In addition, plans that provide health or 

welfare benefits to same-sex spouses will no longer report imputed income for such spousal benefits, in 

contrast with the income imputed for benefits offered to domestic partners 

With respect to any employer-provided health benefits or fringe benefits that are excludible from income 

under the Code based on an individual’s marital status, the First Ruling may be applied retroactively to file 

a claim for refund or credit to recover overpayments of employment and income taxes Such retroactive 

relief is available only if the applicable statute of limitations for filing a claim is open (typically, the 

limitations period is three years) and a consistent position is taken on the return or claim. 

In the Second Ruling, the IRS specifically provides special alternative procedures for recovering 

overpayments of employment taxes Such procedures are optional and are intended to ease the burden on 

employers that would othePwise have to file a separate Form 941-X for each calendar quarter for which a 

refund claim or adjustment is made. Under these special procedures, employers are permitted to use the 

fourth-quarter 2013 Form 941 to correct overpayments of employment taxes with respect to the first three 

quarters of 2013, or, alternatively, to file one Form 941 -X for the fourth quarter of 2013 to correct 

overpayments of FICA taxes for all quarters of 2013. Additionally, with respect to any calendar years 

preceding 2013, employers may recover overpayments by filing one Form 941 -X for the fourth quarter of 

such prior year, so long as the period of limitations has not expired (and, in the case of adjustment, the 

period of limitations will not expire within 90 days after filing the adjusted return). 

The IRS has not extended a retroactive application of the First Ruling to matters relating to qualified 

retirement plans. Rather, the IRS has indicated in the First Ruling that it will issue further guidance 

regarding how the Windsor decision will apply to qualified retirement plans and other tax-favored 

retirement arrangements, including guidance regarding plan amendments and any required corrections 

relating to plan operations to preserve the tax-qualified status of the plan Similarly, the DOL has indicated 

in the Release that future guidance will be issued addressing specific provisions of ERISA. 



Pending further guidance by the IRS and the DOL, employers and plan sponsors should review and 

update, as appropriate, all plan documents and plan-related materials to ensure that they comply with the 

guidance described above. Such efforts may involve multiple parties and may require, among others, 

coordinating with the plan’s third-party administrators, insurance providers and trustees, as well as 

communicating with plan participants. Employers and plan sponsors may want to consider whether they 

wish to take any additional steps depending upon their own particular circumstances, even before 

additional guidance is issued. Employers may also wish to consider the use of the special procedures 

available under the Second Ruling to recover any overpayments of employment taxes 

Numerous questions regarding a wide range of employee benefits remain after Windsor The First Ruling 

and the Second Ruling, together with the FAQs and Release, are only the first steps that will be taken by 

the regulators to clarify the way that applicable rules will apply to same-sex spouses. 
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No SEC Shutdown 

No SEC Shutdown 
,.~,.+t..mb~,I 2,, 2013 

The SEC has posted on its website that it "will remain open and operational in the event the federal 

government undergoes a lapse in appropriations on October 1. Any changes to the SEC’s operational 

status after October 1 will be announced on this website." We understand that this means that all SEC 
operations, including review and acceleration of effectiveness of registration statements for securities 

offerings, review of periodic reports and other filings, rulemaking and interpretative advice, staff no-action 

letters and applications for exemptive relief will continue in the ordinary course until further notice. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact, 

650 752 2022 

~350 752 2004 

212 450 4565 

2i 2 4{;0 4t 11 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s i d’,,scV p:::.ih::y located at ,i~ v~!~;, ik ~:,;; 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dpw:-y~3ii@d3v 3poik cCm-: to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list 
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International Business & Finance Daily 

September 30, 2013 ~, Number 189 

Financial Institutions 
Chin~ Deemed ’Co~pli~mt~ 

A body of banking regulators gave China high marks Sept, 27 for 
its efforts to implement the Basel global capital standards, but 
said the evaluation should not be interpreted as a clean bill of 
health for the Chinese banking sector as a whole .... 
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Adopts S3~ian ~reapons Plan 

The Security Council voted unanimously Friday night to launch an international effort to 

destroy the Syrian government’s chemical weapons, capping a diplomatic campaign by 

Russia to head off U.S. military intervention. 

The Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons said it would begin inspecting 

Syrian sites by Tuesday, part of an expedited schedule for eliminating Syria’s chemical 

arsenal by mid-2014. 
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Mortgages 

The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) will need $L7 bilion in 
assistance from the U.S. Treasury to cover heavy losses to 
insurance reserves brought about by the housing market crisis. 

Securities 

Investors who say they were cheated when the U.S. 
government rescued American International Group (AIG) can 
maintain direct claims against the government, a federal judge 
said Sept. 27, denying the government’s motion for an 
interlocutory... 

Mortgages 

O~ Ne~ Loa~ Applic~tio~s~ ~ccordi~9 to Pla~ 

The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) would have to stop 
guaranteeing new loan applications if Congress can’t agree on a 
government funding bill by midnight Sept. 30, according to a 
contingency plan released by the Department of Housing... 

Derivatives 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission Chairman Gary Gensler 
said Sept. 27 that the agency "will likely" issue temporary, 
targeted relief for trading on swap execution facilities (SEFs) 
most likely regarding reporting... 

Securities 

gi-~o~’tfalls i~ Hold Procedures, F~NRA Sa~s 

The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority said Sept. 25 that 
while broker-dealers for the most part established adequate 
policies, procedures and systems to comply with its new 
suitability rule, a small percentage of firms failed to take... 

Accounting 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board’s proposed lease 
accounting guidance wouldn’t be an improvement for private 
companies over the current model under U.S. generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP), a member of the... 

Foreign Accounts 

The Internal Revenue Service in Announcement 2013-45 
corrected final regulations (T.D. 9610) regarding information 
reporting by foreign financial institutions (FFIs) with respect to 
U.S. accounts and withholding on payments to FFIs... 
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about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

Mining Big Data: Why Boards Must Embrace Big Data Six rules for understanding big data for directors. 

A Tough Cop Pledges Enforcement in Full Speaking at an annual investors conference, SEC Chair Mary Jo 
White outlined her enforcement agenda, vowing to be creative, aggressive, and to work continuously to make 
the SEC enforcement stronger. 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives Air Products will add three new independent directors 
to its board and start a search to identify a CEO successor. Sotheby’s named Patrick S. aoClymont, a 
partner and managing director at Goldman, Sachs & Co., to succeed William S. Sheridan as CFO. The Home 
Depot named Helena B. Foulkes to its board. 

NACD Voice 

NACD Compensation Committee Chair Advisory Council Sept. 4 2013 Teleconference Summary 
Advisory counci~ delegates met v~a conference ca, to d~scuss the f~ndings from NACD’s Pay and Performance 
Disclosures Survey and share perspectives on the Dodd-Frank pay ratio disclosure requirement. The group 
also discussed topics of interest for future advisory council meetings. 

NACD BoardVision 

NACD BoardVision - Directorship NACD BoardVision - Directorship 
2020 Los Angeles Recap: 2020 Conversation: Performance 

The Board’s Role in Talent 
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Dear all, 

The looming government shutdown on October 1 has the financial regulatory agencies scrambling to address time-sensitive issues. The most compelling example this week 
involves SEF registration and reporting. Having refused to extend the October 2 deadline, the CFTC is now burning the midnight oil, issuing no-action relief from certain of the 
SEF requirements. Chairman Gensler has publicly acknowledged that the CFTC’s ability to provide all of the necessary temporary exemptions and no-action relief would be 
negatively impacted by a shutdown. The obvious solution--deferring the compliance dates or providing greater clarity concerning the jurisdictional basis for requiring non-U.S. 

SEFs to register--is apparently off the table. In a speech given on Thursday, CFTC Commissioner O’Malia criticized Gensler’s approach and stressed the need for "a time- 
limited extension [of the compliance date] to allow for a smooth transition" for SEFs and a more collaborative approach to cross-border swap regulation, characterizing the 
current approach as "imperialist." On Friday, Commissioner Chilton issued a statement, entitled "Reasonable," in which he also advocated for time-limited relief, noting that a 
two-month delay would provide a reasonable amount of time for SEFs to iron out reporting and onboarding issues. 

This week, the Fed clarified how banks should incorporate Basel III into their capital projections for the 2014 capital planning and stress-testing cycle. The Fed gave a one- 
year transition period for mid-sized banks in the $10 - $50 billion asset range, permitting them to use existing capital standards, not Basel III, for the 2014 stress-test cycle. 
Banks with $50 billion or more in assets do not benefit from this transition period. However, for now, the capital adequacy of the larger banks will continue to be assessed 
against a minimum 5 percent Tier 1 Common capital ratio calculated in the same manner as under previous stress4ests. The Basel Committee issued its periodic r~port 
estimating the capital and liquidity shortfalls of two sample groups of banks under Basel III. The FHFA issued a final rule that requires Fannie, Freddie and the Federal Home 
Loan Banks to conduct annual stress-tests and disclose summaries of their results. 

The Bipartisan Policy Center issued a report on the CFPB’s performance. It praised the CFPB for getting up and running so quickly and for the transparency of its rule writing 
but raised concerns about the closed door nature of its guidance, the open-ended nature of its examinations and its habit of bringing enforcement attorneys to examinations. 
In a speech at the American Banker Regulatory Symposium on Monday, Comptroller of the Currency Thomas J. Curry mentioned that he had invited supervisory personnel 
from Australia, Singapore and Canada, countries whose banks did well during the financial crisis, to conduct a peer review of OCC supervision over large banks and thrifts. 

NYSE and NASDAQ are reportedly exploring the possibility of collaborating to back up each other’s data feeds that disseminate prices. The SEC’s strong encouragement of 
this collaboration comes as no surprise given the recent spate of technical glitches and warnings from SEC officials of "zero tolerance" for further foul-ups. House Republicans 

are pushing for a vote next week to repeal the swaps push-out rule; however, the measure faces little chance of survival in the Senate. 

The EC has denied ESMA’s request for a one-year postponement of Europe’s new derivative reporting rules. Without a postponement, the current deadline of January 2014 
could result in a r~enactment of the scenes unfolding this week in the U.S. The EC did grant a temporary r~prieve to ESMA on its timeline for developing regulations to govern 
EU-related swaps between non-EU parties. Shrinking margins and uncertain signs from the Fed on tapering have reportedly inspired the U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority to 
begin investigating the exposure of large EU hedge funds to the derivatives market. 

Look out for next Tuesday’s Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs hearing on how private label mortgage-backed securities markets function, as well as a hearing 
by the House Committee on Agriculture regarding "The Future of the CFTC: Perspectives on Customer Protections." 

In this week’s ’~’ou might have missed it," the SEC and the CFTC have already issued guidance on what will happen in the event of a government shutdown next week. The 
SEC intends to maintain critical functions. At the CFTC, of the agency’s 680 employees, 28 brave souls have been identified as critical because their work is necessary to 
address imminent risk to human life or the protection of property. These 28 individuals will continue "a bare minimum level of oversight and surveillance of the futures markets, 
clearing operations and intermediaries." And you thought your jobs were important. 

Best regards, 

Annette L. Nazareth & Margaret E. Tahyar 

Annette L Nszareth 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 

901 15th Street NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 962 7075 tel 

202 962 7086 fax 

If you do not wish to receive Washington Watch emails, please click here to unsubscribe. 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 

Please refer to the firm’s privacy polic~,, located at w’¢wv.davispolk.com for important information on this policy. 
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GAO Must Ensure Accurate Accounting ~n TSTF Study (September 24, 2013) 
In American Banker, Cornelius Hurley reports, "Lost in the retrospectives about the failure of Lehman 
Brothers five years ago is the very hopeful fact that the GAO now is studying the TBTF subsidy.., at the 
behest of Senators David Vitter (R-LA) and Sherrod Brown (D-OH) and a unanimous vote of the U.S. 
Senate .... We must be sure [the] GAO’s calculations are accurate to fully account for the taxpayer-funded 
advantages the major banks enjoy .... What makes the GAO study so important is that it goes to the very 
heart of how we understand our TBTF problem and its effect on our financial markets. We need to clearly 
analyze how the markets price in that competitive advantage so we can better understand what to do about 
it. That means that the GAO should be using the right data to fully account for this taxpayer-funded 
benefit .... In arriving at the total taxpayer-bestowed TBTF benefit, the GAO should not deduct the added 
costs of compliance and penalties these firms incur due to their operational failures .... Such are the costs 
of being unmanageable, and they do not come close to internalizing the negative externalities associated 
with the TBTF model. Finally, there is the related matter of the major banks’ exemption from our nation’s 
criminal statutes .... There is substantial economic value in this exemption. Admittedly, it’s not easy to 
model .... Here’s a possible approach: Have the insurance industry tell us what it would cost each major 
bank to insure itself against criminal charges." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Regulation -- Not Lack Thereof- Led UoS. Into Financial Crisis (Septe~ber :24, 2013) 
In American Banker, Representative Jeb Hensarling (R-TX) reports, "Pundits and politicians, including 
President Obama, used the recent anniversary of the Lehman Brothers collapse to once again blame a lack 
of government regulations for causing the financial crisis. The great tragedy of the financial crisis, however, 
was not that Washington regulations failed to prevent it, but instead that Washington regulations helped 
lead us into it .... Perhaps not surprisingly, a federal government which lives beyond its means tragically 
encouraged American families to do the same. One of the most damaging of those initiatives has been the 
Community Reinvestment Act, which was undertaken with good intentions but is today in need of repeal .... 
Along with CRA, no one should forget the central role Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac played in sparking the 
crisis .... But when it came time for Congress to address the crisis, the Democrats produced a bill that 
failed to tackle its root causes. Nowhere in the Dodd-Frank Act’s 2,300 pages will you find one single 
reform to Fannie or Freddie .... So five years after the crisis and three years after the passage of 
Dodd-Frank, where do we go from here? For starters, both parties and the President should work together 
to create a sustainable housing finance system, end the bailout of Fannie and Freddie and phase out their 
failed business model. That’s exactly what House Republicans have proposed to do with the PATH Act, 
which stands for Protecting American Taxpayers and Homeowners." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related American Banker article, Loomin,q FHA Bailout Raises New Prospects For Reform Legislation 

Robbery At J.P. Morgan (September 26, 20~S) 
In an unbylined opinion article, The Wall Street Journal reports, "Government lawyers are backing up the truck 
again at J.P. Morgan to extract another haul from the country’s largest bank. State and federal attorneys have 
burrowed close enough to J.P. Morgan’s vault that the bank is considering a staggering $11 billion settlement 
related to mortgage-backed securities, including one of the largest fines ever against a single company. Trying 
to keep an accurate tally of the government investigations of J.P. Morgan has become a full-time job .... The 
irony is that Mr. Dimon was the rare bank CEO who avoided the credit excesses that ruined so many 
competitors .... Even more preposterous is that the alleged victims in the government suits are almost all large 
institutions, including Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac .... Mr. Dimon’s worst sin in Washington’s eyes may be 
that J.P. Morgan earned record profits last year despite the Whale losses .... All of this is a lesson about the 
politicized world of finance after Dodd-Frank. Mistakes such as the Whale trades ought to be a matter settled 
among shareholders, directors and management. But politicians and regulators now believe that the big banks 



all work for them. Washington is looting J.P. Morgan, and may yet string up Jamie Dimon, as a lesson in what 
will happen to any banker who dares to disagree with his Washington bosses." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

New York Times DealBook, !n J_P_ Morgan Case~AMissed Opportunity To Charge Its Executives 
New York Times DealBook, J.P. Mo~qan’s Le.qa/Hurdles Expected To Multiply 
New York Times DealBook, J.P. Mo~qan May Settle With GroupOfA.qencies 

FDIC’s Grue~berg: Leverage Ratio Must Keep Pace With Other Capita~ Targets (September 23, 2013) 
In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "FDIC Chairman Martin Gruenberg on Monday [September 23] 
sought to bolster the case for a U.S. leverage ratio for big banks that goes further than one supported in 
other countries. Speaking at American Banker’s 3rd Annual Regulatory Symposium, Gruenberg said the 3% 
supplemental leverage ratio requirement instituted by the international Basel Committee was a ’significant 
new standard,’ but that it still fell short of what the FDIC and other U.S. regulators felt would have been 
adequate .... Gruenberg said in deciding to propose the higher leverage ratio requirement, U.S. regulators 
sought to maintain the ’complementary relationship’ between risk-based capital requirements, which [are] 
used to absorb losses during periods of high stress, and a leverage requirement, a tool often used as a 
back-stop mechanism .... ’Without a corresponding increase in the leverage requirement, there is a risk 
that these institutions could employ strategies that may increase their leverage to imprudent levels,’ said 
Gruenberg .... Despite the FDIC’s lead, Gruenberg noted during the question-and-answer session that all 
three banking regulators were on the same page in making improvements to the requirement." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: FDIC Chairman Gruenber~! Speech 

Base~ Com#~ittee: G~oba~ Bm~ks Met Liquidity Ru~e At End 2012 (September 25, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Geoffrey T. Smith repods, "The world’s largest banks made more progress last 
year towards meeting higher levels of capital and liquid resewes stipulated under new global rules, the Basel 
Committee said Wednesday [September 25]. In a semi-annual monitoring repot, the Basel Committee said 
the average weighted ’core tier 1’ capital ratio of 223 of the world’s largest and most internationally active 
banks rose to 9.2% of their risk-adjusted assets last year. That is comfo~ably above the 4.5% absolute 
minimum required by the so-called ’Basel II1’ rules, which are only scheduled to enter fully into force at the 
sta~ of 2018. It is also above the 7% level that banks need to have in order to maintain freedom of action 
over such decisions as bonuses and dividend payments. However, a number of banks still fell shod of the 7% 
level .... Separately, the Committee revealed that the changes it made to its Liquidity Coverage Ratio, which 
is due to be phased in from 2015, had made it markedly easier for banks to comply with it." 

~::~::~::~ Full te~ of article 
~::~::~::~ Related a~icles: 

Banking Daily, Major Banks Repo~ Continued Proqress in Meeting Basel III Rules 
Reuters, Top Banks Have 115 Bin Euro Capital Sho~fall, Most In Europe 

~::~::~::~ Basel Committee Materials: Repo~ ~ Press Release 

Are We On Our Way To Basel IV? (September 23, 2013} 
In American Banker, Mayra Rodriguez Valladares reports, "This summer, the Basel Committee unexpectedly 
admitted that Basel Ill may have become too complex not only for the banks and most investors, but also 
even for most bank supervisors .... The Committee is asking the banking and regulatory community to 
consider ways to improve Basel III with the aims of achieving simplicity, risk sensitivity and comparability of 
Basel Ill across different global banks .... While the Basel Committee’s attempt is laudable, democracy can 
be dangerous. I have no doubt that, since the Committee has requested comments, the next version of Basel 
is likely to be even more complex. This is what happened in transitioning from Basel I to II and then to III .... 
Bank supervisors need to focus on the fact that validating GSIBs’ internal models usually consumes a 
significant amount of valuable resources, undermining the goal of risk based supervision which is to be very 



time efficient so that resources can be deployed to areas of a bank that potentially need more supervision .... 
The comment periods for all those guidelines released in the summer will end in September and October .... 
I expect that the finalized guidelines will place great emphasis on RWA uniformity and transparency, 
something which I and many in the market would welcome." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Trade News article, Basel Committee Urged To Rethink Capital Requirements 

Volcker 

SEC’s White Cites Progress On Sir~gle Vo~cker Rule, Befe~~ds Tougher Enfercemer~t (Septe~ber 24, 2013) 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Stephen Joyce reports, "Several regulatory agencies are making ’lots of 
progress’ on finalizing a single rule implementing a controversial section of the Dodd-Frank Act that bans 
proprietary trading and limits depository institutions’ financial activity, SEC Chairman Mary Jo White said .... 
’On the Volcker Rule, that’s at least on a track to be a joint rulemaking,’ White said September 24 at the 2013 
Bloomberg Markets 50 Summit .... ’The enforcement program has been aggressive but I think you always 
have to be looking to be more aggressive in more places more effectively,’ she said. ’You obviously are bold, 
unrelenting, but fair in your enforcement function as well. That’s the message. And we’ll be everywhere. 
That’s the other message.’... When deciding which cases the SEC will press for an admission, enforcement 
personnel contemplate among other items the degree of misconduct, harm done to investors, and if public 
accountability is important to the credibility of the settlement, White said .... She also said while the 
enforcement function is looking at activity involving all market participants and all market strata, enforcement 
personnel are particularly on the lookout for accounting fraud and reporting fraud." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Federal Reserve 

Fed Gives Midsize Banks A Break On Stress-Test Standards (September 24, 2013} 
In American Banker, Chris Cumming reports, "Banks with assets of less than $50 billion will get a one-year 
reprieve from making their stress tests and capital plans adhere to Basel Ill standards, the Fed said 
Tuesday [September 24] .... iT]he next stress-testing and capital planning cycle begins October 1 and 
runs through the fourth quarter of 2015, overlapping with the rollout of the new Basel requirements. That 
overlap could have left some banks confused about which capital standards to use when conducting stress 
tests. Banks with between $10 billion and $50 billion in total assets can use the Fed’s current regulatory- 
capital rules for the stress testing cycle that begins next week .... Banks with assets of $50 billion will have 
to account for the capital reforms in their next submissions." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Fed Materials: Interim Final Rules: Application Of The Revised Capital Framework; Annual Company- 

Run Stress Tests -- Press Release 

Fede~a~ Reserve Leaves Banks Hanging As Co~hrnodity Asset Deadline Passes (Septe~ber 23, £013) 
In Reuters, David Sheppard and Josephine Mason report, "The future of Goldman Sachs’ and Morgan 
Stanley’s commodity businesses faces even greater uncertainty after a key deadline for them to conform their 
physical trading to U.S. regulations expired at the weekend without word from the Fed. The Fed’s silence 
leaves the two banks even more unsure about whether they will be able to continue owning and operating 
physical commodity trading assets, from power plants to metal warehouses, and the banks questioning 
whether the long-running issue has now been swept into a broader Fed review of the role of Wall Street in 
physical markets .... That issue may come to a head at Senate Banking Committee hearings next month, 
where the Fed and the banks are expected to testify. The close nature of the two dates has led some to 
speculate that the Fed may make an announcement on its review soon, to get out in front of a grilling on the 
Hill. Nevertheless, the Fed’s silence on the expiry of the September 21 deadline came as a surprise to 
some .... The banks will now be waiting for the result of the Fed’s broader review, with some expecting them 
to tighten restrictions on commercial banks’ ability to ship crude oil in tankers and trade pallets of metal." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



FDIC 

FD~C To Rule Or~ Bar~k*Onlir~e Ler~der Relationships (September 26, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Alan Zibel reports, "Pressure from lawmakers is prompting a federal banking 
regulator to clarify how banks should handle relationships with controversial online lenders. The FDIC’s 
move, expected in the coming days, comes amid growing scrutiny on Capitol Hill over efforts by the agency 
and the Justice Department to stamp out fraudulent or illegal transactions made online. The FDIC plans to 
make clear to banks what responsibilities they have in processing transactions for online lenders and will 
instruct them to ensure they are handling payments for legal activities, according to Doreen Eberley, the 
director of the FDIC’s division of risk management supervision. The guidance could provide a measure of 
relief for banks who had been cutting off relationships with such businesses in the face of regulatory 
scrutiny .... But critics say the government crackdown will unfairly rein in legal activity, including online and 
storefront payday lenders who are abiding by state-imposed interest rate regulations. Representative 
Blaine Luetkemeyer (R-MO) and 30 other GOP lawmakers sent a letter last month accusing officials of 
[intimidating] banks and processors of electronic payments with threats of stepped up scrutiny unless they 
stop doing business with online lenders. Mr. Luetkemeyer met with the FDIC’s vice chairman, Tom Hoenig, 
on the issue last week." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

OCC 

[Regulator To Review Its Exam Process For Bank Supervision; Seeks Overseas He~p (September 23, 2013) 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "Comptroller of the Currency Thomas Curry said in a 
speech at a bank regulatory conference [September 23] that the OCC has arranged for bank supervisors from 
abroad to participate in an independent peer review of the process his agency uses for supervision of large 
banks and thrifts. The supervisory personnel are from three countries that showed ’great resilience’ during 
the financial crisis --Australia, Singapore, and Canada. ’We thought we should go a step further to bring an 
independent view of the work that’s being done by the examiners on the ground across the country,’ Curry 
said .... ’We’ll be looking at everything from agency culture to our approach to risk identification, and we’ll be 
looking for gaps in the system that might have led us to miss problems in the past,’ Curry said .... ’In an era 
of stress tests, enhanced data analytics, and expanded capital and liquidity requirements, some of you might 
be wondering why we are placing so much emphasis upon old-fashioned supervision,’ he said. ’The answer 
is, that for all the value that these new tools add, there’s no substitute for supervisory boots on the ground.’ 
Examiners can identify problems before those issues show up in the data, and move quickly to help provide 
fixes .... During a question and answer session, Curry said the Volcker Rule will be ready this year." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: OCC Comptroller Curry Speech 

Swaps Ru~es Worry Industry (September 2& 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Katy Burne and Geoffrey T. Smith report, "Banks, brokers and investors are 
warning of potential turmoil in a major part of the derivatives market on October 2, when new U.S. rules kick 
in governing how instruments known as swaps are traded .... Industry officials are waging a vigorous last- 
ditch lobbying campaign aimed at persuading the CFTC to delay the rules. They argue that the new 
standards have been applied too quickly and could throw the market into disarray .... CFTC officials say 
they could in some circumstances grant waivers for owners of swaps platforms who aren’t ready. ’There 
may be some very limited, targeted relief around the go-live date for SEFs,’ a CFTC spokesman said. 
’Market participants would benefit from getting a time-limited extension to allow for a smooth transition to 
these new execution venues,’ said Scott O’Malia, one of five CFTC commissioners, in a speech Thursday 
[September 26] .... When [the rules] were published in May, they contained a bombshell, buried in 
Footnote 88. The footnote -- which has become a lightning rod for brokers’ grievances -- expanded the 
types of contracts that SEFs had to accommodate from a few dozen products to hundreds .... Other 
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logistical hurdles abound. And there have been heated industry debates over who is responsible if trades 
are rejected before clearing and how to ensure that customers have sufficient credit before trading." 

Full text of article 
Related articles: 

Risk Magazine, Officials Blindsided By CFTC’sSEF Footnote 88, Says Ferber 
Bloomberg, CFTC Poised To Keep October 2 Deadline For Shift To Swaps Market 
Bloomerg, CFTC Should Delay October 2 Swap-Tradin,q Dead/!ne~ O’Ma/ia Says 
Reuters, U.S. Swaps Regulator Rushes Plan Approvals As Shutdown Looms 
Securities Law Daily, SIFMA Seeks Additional Six Months For Compliance With SEF Tradinq Rules 
The Financial Times, Broker-Dealers Urqe CFTC To Delay Reforms 
The Financial Times, Questions On The Derivatives Debacle 
The Financial Times, U.S. Rules ’Endanqer’ Derivatives Reforms 
Wall Street Journal Money Beat blog, New Tradinq Venues Line Up To Compete For Derivatives Business 
Waters Technology, Citin,q Tech Concerns, S/FMA Pushes Back On SEF Dead/!ne 

CFTC Materials: No-Action Letters: 13-55; 13-56; 13-57; Press Releases: 13-55; 13-56; 13-57- 
Commissioners Speeches: O’Malia.; Chilton 

Regulator Tightens Requirement Lh~der New Swaps-Trading Rules (September 27, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Katy Burne reports, "The CFTC wrote to brokers, banks and trading platforms 
Thursday [September 26] clarifying their obligations when handling swaps traded over newly registered 
venues, and sending them to clearinghouses that guarantee trades. The regulator is requiring straight- 
through processing of the trades, speeding up earlier guidelines that allowed industry more time to process 
swaps. ’A near-instantaneous acceptance or rejection of each trade provides certainty of execution and 
clearing, reduces cost, and decreases risk,’ the CFTC wrote Thursday in a joint letter from two of its divisions 
covering market oversight and clearing and risk. The CFTC told clearing brokers they ’must screen orders’ 
before they go over registered platforms and in accepting transactions on behalf of customers, they ’must 
ensure compliance with the limits’ to ensure smooth processing .... In the letter, the CFTC’s division of 
clearing and risk said it previously interpreted the reference in the law to clearinghouses having to act ’as 
soon as technologically practicable’ to mean 60 seconds. But it said that, having looked at data showing that 
clearinghouses can accept at least 93% of trades within three seconds or less, and 99% of trades within 10 
seconds or less, it is requiring clearinghouses to accept or reject trades now ’within 10 seconds.’ Trades that 
fail before they get to be cleared, because they are rejected, should be voided, the CFTC said." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Bloomberg article, CFTC Warns Swaps Markets To Give All Traders Access 
:::::::::::::::: CFTC Staff Guidance 

Derivatives Pushout Bi~ Set To Get U.So House Vote Next Week (September 25, 2013) 
In Bloomberg, Cheyenne Hopkins and Silla Brush report, "The U.S. House plans to vote next week on a 
measure that would undo a Dodd-Frank Act requirement that banks move their derivatives business out to 
affiliates. The bill, included on a schedule released by Republican House leaders, would alter the 2010 
law’s pushout provision by allowing trading of almost all types of derivatives by units of banks with access to 
deposit insurance and discount borrowing .... The revision, which has broad support in the House, hasn’t 
gained traction in the Senate. A companion bill introduced by Senator Kay Hagan (D-NC) hasn’t seen 
movement. The House Financial Services Committee approved a bill sponsored by Representative Randy 
Hultgren (R-IL) and Representative James Himes (D-CT) by a 53-6 vote in May after the House Agriculture 
Committee advanced it by a 31-14 vote in March." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC Ctr~air Gary Gens~er War~s On Fu~d Cuts To Police Derivatives (September 24, 2013} 
~ In The Financial Times, Caroline Binham and Daniel Sch~ifer report, "Gary Gensler, outgoing chairman of the 

CFTC, said that his 680-employee agency, which has an annual budget of $195m, was ’sorely underfunded’ 
and needed to have about 1,000 staff in order to police the $450tn swaps and futures market that it regulates. 
’We do not have the people to do annual examinations of the clearing houses -- these very systemically 
important clearing houses that Congress is saying we have to annually examine,’ Mr. Gensler told the 



Financial Times in an interview. ’In the enforcement area we definitely don’t have the resources; it’s a 
concern.’... Mr. Gensler’s plea for more money.., comes as Congress must approve a budget by October 
in a fractious showdown between the White House and Republicans that could spark a government shutdown 
if not resolved .... ’We are a good investment for the American public because markets will work better,’ 
Mr. Gensler said. ’Just in the last year we brought into the U.S. Treasury more than $2bn in fines. This is like 
15 or 17 years of our funding.’... Swaps dealers are another area of concern, with 82 of them now registered 
with the CFTC as required by the U.S. Dodd-Frank financial reform law. But none of these swaps dealers 
have been visited by the CFTC to ensure policies and procedures are in place, according to Mr. Gensler." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Politically Motivated Reform Creates New Risk (September 23, 2013) 
In Risk Magazine, David Rowe reports, "Sadly, much of the pressure for regulatory change [in the 
derivatives market] has been driven by political rather than economic motivations .... A major 
characteristic of the new conventional wisdom of derivatives regulation is that clearing is inherently safer in 
all respects than the bilateral, OTC market .... The second widely accepted regulatory presumption is that 
remaining OTC transactions need to be fully cash collateralised in a manner similar to the methods 
employed on an exchange .... There is an easy and foolproof way to create similar transparency in the 
OTC derivatives market without destroying the practical effectiveness of these instruments by requiring 
cash collateralisation. The government can simply legislate that all such trades must be reported in a 
standardised electronic form to a non-public, centralised database, and that the terms and conditions so 
reported will constitute the legally enforceable rights and obligations of the reporting entity to its 
counterparty. A potential loss of the legal right to enforce their claims in court would ensure all participants 
reported on an accurate and timely basis. Regulators should have privileged access to this centralised 
database to evaluate current and potential future credit exposure among major market players and to 
conduct stress tests." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Financial News article, Clear!rig Contagion Risk "!gnoredi[ By Regu!ators 

Fed’s Roser~grer~ Slams SEC’s P~ar~ For U.S. Morley Markets (September 27, 2013) 
~ An unbylined article in Reuters reports, "A top Federal Reserve official on Friday [September 27] took a swipe 

at a fellow U.S. regulator’s proposal to rein in money market mutual funds, saying a key part of the SEC’s 
plan is a step backward and should be ditched. Eric Rosengren, president of the Boston Fed branch who has 
long called for reform in the $2.5-trillion industry, took aim at one of the SEC’s two-part plan to protect 
investors in times of stress like the 2008 financial crisis .... ’The SEC proposal to allow funds to impose 
liquidity fees and redemption gates should be dropped,’ he said according to prepared remarks to a workshop 
on stable funding hosted by the New York Fed. ’This particular proposal is, in my view, worse than the status 
quo. It would only increase the risk of financial instability,’ he was to tell the bankers, academics and 
government regulators in attendance. The speech took an even harder stance than a letter the Fed’s 12 
regional banks sent to the SEC earlier this month, in which they criticized the SEC’s plan as doing little to 
change things .... He backed a parallel SEC proposal to require funds to adopt a floating net asset value, or 
[NAV], but urged the regulator to expand it beyond only institutional funds to include retail funds." 

:a:: Full text of article 

SEC 

Noise Of Potential Gov’t Shutdown Worries Advisers (September 27, 2013) 
In InvestmentNews, Liz Skinner reports, "The psychological impact of a potential U.S. government 
shutdown on already skittish investors is a much greater concern to financial advisers than any actual 



economic impact. Most advisers believe that Congress and President Barack Obama will cobble together a 
plan to keep agencies open when the federal government’s new fiscal year begins October 1 .... 
Meanwhile, the government continues to prepare to furlough 800,000 federal workers as early as tomorrow. 
If the government closes October 1, the SEC will have to operate with a skeleton staff. Only 252 of the 
agency’s 4,149 employees will remain on the job, according to the plan of operations the SEC received 
from the Office of Management and Budget on Friday [September 27]. During a shutdown, the SEC can 
continue to handle emergency enforcement matters and monitor its system for receiving tips and complaints. 
It also will monitor market activity and keep its company and individual filing system running, among other 
activities. The agency will have to halt litigation and stop investigations. It will not conduct nonemergency 
rule making, issue no-action letters or consider exemptive relief. It also will not approve applications for 
new financial products or conduct routine oversight of FINRA or other self-regulatory organizations." 

Full text of article 
Related articles: 

Wall Street Journal Washington Wire blog, What To Expect When You’re Expecting A Shutdown 
Financial Advisor, SEC To Stop Advisor Reqistration, Exams During Shutdown 

SEC Shutdown Plan -- Davis Polk Client Newsflash 

SEC Scrutinizing Development Of Platforms Engaged in Reg D Offerings, Official Says {September 2:6, 2013) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Yin Wilczek reports, "The SEC Division of Trading and Markets is 
closely scrutinizing the development of online platforms in the wake of the relaxation of the commission’s 
general solicitation ban, division chief counsel David Blass said September 26. The division has observed 
a growing number of such intermediaries that cater to 1933 Securities Act Regulation D private placements, 
many of which refer to themselves as accredited investor crowdfunding platforms, Blass said. ’Depending 
on how the platforms operate and are set up, they may trip’ into broker-dealer registration requirements, he 
said. He also warned that if the platforms are creating a secondary market, they have to be wary of 
exchange registration requirements, the violation of which can have very serious consequences .... In 
other comments, Blass said the staff hopes to issue guidance ’in the relatively near term’ on private fund 
adviser practices that implicate broker-dealer registration requirements .... Given the pressing nature of 
the issues, the staff is open to issuing guidance so that industry participants ’can make their choices and 
move on,’ Blass said. He urged listeners to send in their questions so that the division can tackle the issues 
raised, or at least be apprised of challenging situations, as it works on the guidance." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC To Shift Enforcement Focus To ~ndividuals, White Says (September 2:6, 2013) 
~ In BIoomberg, Joshua Gallu and Dave Michaels report, "SEC Chairman Mary Jo White said her agency 
will shift its focus to bring more cases against individuals who violate securities laws rather than the 
companies where they work. ’1 want to be sure we are looking first at the individual conduct and working 
out to the entity, rather than starting with the entity as a whole and working in,’ White said today 
[September 26] in a speech in Chicago. ’It is a subtle shift, but one that could bring more individuals into 
enforcement cases.’... ’Redress for wrongdoing must never be seen as a cost of doing business made 
good by cutting a corporate check,’ White said in remarks prepared for a Council of Institutional Investors 
conference. SEC investigators will also seek more mandatory compliance measures in settlements to 
prevent future misconduct and not just punish past wrongdoing, she said .... The agency needs to be 
seen bringing cases that cover the ’whole market,’ White said. Investigators are planning cases in the 
coming year related to sophisticated trading strategies, dark pools and other trading platforms, she said." 

Full text of article 
Related Pension & Investments article, White Says SEC To Crack Down On Sophisticated Tradinq, Dark Pools 
Chairman White Speech 

SEC Extends ~nterim Muni Advisor Registration Ru~e (September 26, 2:013) 
~ An unbylined article in Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily reports, "The SEC September 23 extended to 

December 31,2014, the date at which an interim rule to temporarily register municipal advisors under the 
1934 Securities Exchange Act will sunset. The SEC September 18 adopted a permanent rule to register 
municipal advisors, and the extension of the interim rule serves as a ’transitional step’ until the first 



applications under the permanent registration system begin in July 2014, the commission said in a release. 
’The extension will provide an orderly method for municipal advisors to continue to temporarily satisfy the 
registration requirement’ until their permanent applications are granted or rejected by the SEC. Without the 
extension, the interim rule would have expired September 30." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: SEC Materials: Final Rule 

SEC Sets Zero-Tolerance Objective For G~itches At Exchanges (September 24, 2013} 
An unbylined article in Reuters reports, "Technical glitches and other operational errors at U.S. exchanges 
cannot be tolerated, given the high-speed, interconnected nature of the markets, the head of the SEC said 
on Tuesday [September 24] .... ’The key is a zero tolerance objective,’ SEC Chair Mary Jo White said at 
the Bloomberg Markets 50 Summit in New York. ’We obviously know that in any system you are going to 
have issues, and you also need to have a very robust way to respond, a very quick way to respond, a good 
way to communicate when you actually do have an incident.’ White, who is scheduled to address traders 
next week at the Security Traders Association’s conference in Washington, D.C., also said fines and other 
enforcement actions could be used in the future to deal with such cases." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg, NYSE Said To Join Nasdaq Weigh!ng Plan To Collaborate On Backups 
Securities Technology Monitor, BATs To Use Chicacjo Backup After Computer Issue Shuts BYX Venues 

CFTC 

CFTC A~ready Preppi~~g For Shutdown (September 27, 2013} 
In The Hill, Julian Hattem reports, "Gary Gensler, chairman of the CFTC, told reporters on Friday [September 
27] that he considered the possibility of a [government] shutdown to be a ’real challenge,’ especially in light of 
an upcoming October 2 deadline for derivatives traders to move to government-backed execution systems. 
Unless Congress passes a funding bill by midnight on Monday [September 30], the CFTC’s ability to monitor 
the implementation of that requirement and provide temporary exemptions could be in jeopardy, he said. ’Any 
relief that we might issue, the targeted relief, would get out by Monday,’ Gensler said after an event at the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce. ’Because if there were a government shutdown, employees can’t come in to do such 
things.’... This week Bart Chilton, a CFTC commissioner, sent a letter to members of Congress asking for 
them to approve special funding that would allow the agency to stay open during a possible shutdown. ’In the 
case of the CFTC, the budgetary impact of possible furloughs and a government shut-down will be extreme,’ 
he wrote in the letter on Tuesday [September 24]. ’It will leave the markets untended during a critical phase 
of Dodd-Frank implementation, to the detriment of all market participants.’" 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i CFTC Shutdown Plan 

CFTC Said To P~an October Votes On C~ient Funds And Speculation {September 27, 2013) 
In Bloomberg, Silla Brush reports, "The CFTC next month plans to complete rules to boost protection of 
customer funds and release a new proposal for limits on speculation in oil, natural gas and other markets, 
according to two people familiar with the matter. The agency is debating the regulations internally and 
plans to vote at an October 24 meeting in Washington, according to the people who asked not to be named 
because the schedule is private. The customer protection rules have been under debate for more than a 
year, while earlier rules limiting speculation were overturned by a federal judge .... The agency is 
considering changing the [customer protection] proposal to require the calculation of deficits to be 
completed by the close of business the day after a trade occurs, according to one of the people. The 
change, still being debated, may be phased in and the agency might also require a study to determine the 
feasibility of requiring a faster timeline for calculating deficits, the person said .... The top Democrats and 



Republicans on the House and Senate agriculture committees overseeing the CFTC urged the agency to 
’carefully consider’ the rule’s consequences." 

Full text of article 
Related articles: 

Reuters, Commissioner Says CFTC Should Rethink Controversial Marq!n Rule 
The Financial Times, U.S. Lawmakers Pressure CFTC Over New Rules 

Lawmakers Letter 

CFTC Lacks Successor To Chief As New Duties Loo~ (September 25, 2013} 
In BIoomberg, Douwe Miedema reports, "A leadership vacuum at the top U.S. derivatives regulator could 
weigh down the CFTC’s efforts to police financial markets using vast new powers Congress gave it after the 
financial crisis, lobbyists and people inside the regulator said. The White House has yet to nominate a 
candidate to replace CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler, who will end his five-year term at the end of the year. 
That leaves three options for President Barack Obama. He could come up with a last-minute name, ask 
Gensler to stay on for another term or let the seat remain empty, in which case the Commission would elect 
an acting chairman from its midst .... The latest name to come up as a possible successor to Gensler is 
Elizabeth Ritter, who works for Democratic Commissioner Bart Chilton at the CFTC .... But she has never 
headed a department at the CFTC, and some of the people doubted whether she had enough support to 
lead the agency in what is expected to be an uphill struggle with bank lobbyists and their allies in 
Congress .... If there is no White House nominee, it would be traditional for the most senior Commissioner 
to be voted in as acting chairman. This would make Democratic commissioner Bart Chilton the CFTC chief 
when Gensler leaves in December .... With a lack of a clear candidate, a growing chorus of people say 
Gensler may get renominated, something long deemed improbable because he has few political friends 
who are not critics of Wall Street." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related FinCAD article, CFTC Influence Potentially At Risk After Gensler Steps Down 

CFTC Enforcement Wil~ Seek Agency Votes On Probes, O’Ma~ia Says (Se~)te~T~ber 26, 2013} 
In BIoomberg, Silla Brush reports, "Enforcement lawyers at the CFTC have dropped a policy of acting 
without approval to extend investigations, according to Scott O’Malia, a Republican member who opposed 
the practice. The agency’s enforcement division reconsidered its policy of extending investigations absent 
commissioners’ objections and will now seek their express approval with a vote, O’Malia said in a statement 
today [September 26] .... ’It is imperative for the commission to issue formal orders of investigation that 
are consistent with congressional intent and that reflect the commission’s collective opinion, based upon 
each commissioner’s independent review of the merits of each request,’ O’Malia said. The agency’s 
enforcement process was first highlighted by O’Malia on July 23 at a congressional hearing during which he 
said the policy was undermining commissioners’ oversight. He said he had dissented from an enforcement 
matter because of the procedural shift." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: CFTC Commissioner O’Malia Statement 

Senator Asks CFTC To Look Into Biofue~ Credit Prici~g (Septernbe~ £4, 2013} 
In Reuters, Charles Abbott reports, "The head of the Senate Agriculture Committee asked the regulator of 
U.S. futures markets on Tuesday [September 24] to probe whether traders manipulated the price of biofuel 
credits that soared over the summer and were blamed for raising gasoline prices. In a letter to the CFTC, 
Chairwoman Debbie Stabenow (D-MI) said she was concerned about ’possible manipulation of the markets 
for Renewable Identification Numbers,’ the formal name for RINs .... ’1 would like the CFTC to help 
determine whether factors other than supply and demand have been causing extraordinary volatility in the 
price of RINs and to what extent fraud and manipulation have been affecting the price of RINs,’ Stabenow 
wrote in a letter to CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler. ’1 am concerned that a lack of transparency in these 
markets has made them more susceptible to manipulation. If this is the case, it is a problem that must be 
identified and fixed.’... The Committee is partway through a reauthorization of CFTC, as required every 



few years, and Stabenow asked if there were undue limits on CFTC ’power, expertise or resources that 
could inhibit it from monitoring these markets.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

FINRA 

So~e L£S. Brokers Not Policing ’Ho~d’ Recom~hendations: Regulator {September 26, 2013} 
In Reuters, Suzanne Barlyn reports, "Some securities brokerages are struggling with an industry rule 
requiring, among other things, policies to make sure that recommendations to hold securities are 
appropriate for their investors, according to findings this week by Wall Street’s industry-funded watchdog. 
The FINRA rule, which took effect in July 2012, required that investments recommended by brokerage firms 
be suitable for investors at all times, and not just when investors buy them .... Now, FINRA is finding that 
some brokerages are not doing a good job of meeting the new requirement. The regulator’s findings were 
released late on Wednesday [September 25]. The most common problem: failing to put adequate 
procedures in place to ensure that ’hold’ recommendations remain suitable long past the moment when a 
firm’s broker and customer speak. The firms did not adequately document the recommendation or have 
procedures for supervising such recommendations, FINRA said .... To be sure, FINRA found problems in 
only a ’small percentage’ of the firms it had examined .... Firms that did not have adequate procedures for 
complying with the new rule received letters of caution, FINRA said." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Futures Repo~ting Be~ay "Wi~ Not Take Place," Says EC’s Pearson (Septe~ber 27, 2013) 
In Risk Magazine, Lukas Becker reports, "A one-year delay to Europe’s new reporting rules for exchange- 
traded derivatives will not happen, according to a senior official at the EC. The postponement to the 
January 2014 start date was requested by ESMA on August 6, on the grounds that it was proving difficult to 
apply ESMA’s existing rules to the listed market. ’The decision has been taken that the deferral ESMA 
suggested will not take place. ESMA is now engaged -- and, I think, working -- on a set of clarifications for 
the industry, through FAQs, to ensure the guidelines and guidance is out there as soon as possible for 
industry to start working on its systems,’ said Patrick Pearson, head of the financial markets unit within the 
EC’s internal market and services directorate .... Pearson’s comments shocked delegates. One later said 
it would be ’bonkers’ to force the industry to stick to the original timetable, because even with a change in 
the rules, it would be impossible for reporting to start in January 2014, as originally planned. Speaking late 
last night, a spokesman for ESMA confirmed Pearson’s claim that there had been a meeting of the ESMA 
board on September 24, but declined to say whether the futures reporting issue had been discussed. The 
spokesman said the authority is still waiting for a formal decision from the EC and continues to believe a 
postponement of the start date is needed." 

:a:: Full text of article 

Bank Stress Tests Must Bite This Time: EU Official (September 24, 2013) 
In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "The toughest health check planned so far for European banks must be 
rigorous enough to stop the region’s lenders being more lowly rated than their American rivals, a senior EU 
official said on Tuesday [September 24]. The ECB is preparing a so-called asset quality review of the 130 
euro zone-based banks it will directly supervise from October 2014, including the likes of Deutsche Bank, 
Societe Generale and Santander. It will outline its test next month. Alongside this, the EU’s EBA will 
oversee the same review for banks in non-euro zone member states, as well as a stress test of lenders 
across the 28-country bloc. The two tests are likely [to] reveal that some banks need more capital .... ’We 
have to do a very serious job on the assets side this time. We need a stress test exercise that bites 
throughout the EU, that is robust, that is sufficiently transparent that should help bring back confidence and 
liquidity back to the European banking sector,’ [Martin] Merlin [head of financial services policy at the EC] 
said .... Merlin said the new tests were being well managed by the ECB and EBA and only one set of 
results will be published to minimise market uncertainty .... EU policymakers worry that valuations of 



banks in the region are lower than those of their U.S. peers, making it harder to find private funding to end a 
reliance on ECB money." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

In The Wall Street Journal, Frances Robinson reports, "Europe ’must not lose momentum’ as it creates a 
banking union in the wake of the global financial crisis, especially when it comes to new rules on state aid, 
Europe’s competition chief said Wednesday [September 25]. ’We are addressing the root causes of the 
crisis together with Member states, the ECB, and the other economic and financial authorities,’ EU 
Competition Commissioner Joaquin Almunia said in a speech in Washington, DC .... Mr. Almunia said 
new rules on how governments can assist failing banks would be put through their paces when European 
banks are assessed over the coming months. ’As you can imagine, the new State aid framework for banks 
will be tested in the context of the upcoming balance-sheet assessment and stress test of the ECB,’ he said. 
’With the new rules, we are better equipped to react quickly and to ensure that banks contribute to a 
maximum extent before tapping public aid.’" 

:a:: Full text of article 

Watchdog Writes To Hedge Funds On Derivatives (Septer~ber 26, 2013) 
In the Financial Times, Sam Jones reports, "The U.K. market regulator has written to some of Europe’s 
largest hedge funds to raise questions over their exposure to the $490tn interest rate derivatives market. 
Brevan Howard and BlueCrest Capital, Europe’s second- and third-largest hedge fund managers by assets 
under management, are among those that the FCA has written to, according to people familiar with the 
matter .... The FCA became concerned after volatile swings in markets for some crucial interest rates over 
the summer, in the wake of remarks from Fed chairman Ben Bernanke promising a ’tapering’ of quantitative 
easing. The letters asked how prepared the hedge funds were for sudden rises in rates .... The letters, sent 
over the summer, have become the subject of discussion among some London-based hedge funds’ legal 
advisers and have raised eyebrows in what some have interpreted as a sign of the FCA’s new, more 
muscular approach to supervising market behaviour .... According to a person who has seen their contents, 
the letters are ’exploratory’ in nature and do not contain any allegation or implication of wrongdoing." 

:a:: Full text of article 

J.Po Morgan, Citigroup Lose Bid To Throw Out FDIC Lawsuit (September 27, 2013} 
In Bloomberg, Bob Van Voris reports, "J.P. Morgan and Citigroup Inc. were among the banks that lost a bid 
to throw out a FDIC lawsuit over $388 million in securities sold to a failed lender. U.S. District Judge Louis 
Stanton in Manhattan today [September 27] denied a motion to dismiss the suit, which also targets UBS AG, 
Deutsche Bank AG and Wells Fargo & Co. Stanton rejected defense arguments that [the] FDIC filed the 
suit too late and that the agency failed to make a sufficient claim that could allow it to recover. In the suit, 
filed last year, [the] FDIC alleged that the banks misrepresented the quality of the loans underlying 11 
residential mortgage-backed securities that Colonial Bank purchased in 2007." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

~CAP Fined $87 Million Over L~BOR; Three Former Staff Charged (September 25, 2013) 
In Reuters, Kirstin Ridley, Clare Hutchison and Aruna Viswanatha report, "U.S. and British authorities on 
Wednesday [September 25] fined ICAP, the world’s biggest interdealer broker, $87 million and filed criminal 
charges against three former employees over the LIBOR interest rate rigging scandal .... The U.S. DOJ 
charged former ICAP derivatives broker Darrell Read, his supervisor Daniel Wilkinson, and cash broker 
Colin Goodman with conspiracy to commit wire fraud and two counts of wire fraud -- offences carrying 
sentences of up to 30 years. Simultaneously, the CFTC and Britain’s FCA ordered ICAP’s ICAP Europe Ltd 
unit to pay $65 million and 14 million pounds ($22 million), respectively. ’These three men are accused of 
repeatedly and deliberately spreading false information to banks and investors around the world in order to 



fraudulently move the market and help their client fleece his counterparties,’ said Acting Assistant Attorney 
General Mythili Raman of the Justice Department’s criminal division. ICAP called its former staff ’rotten 
apples’ and said it would improve systems to ensure compliance with regulations .... Prosecutors 
highlighted the activities of Colin Goodman, a cash broker in ICAP’s London office nicknamed ’Lord Libor,’ 
for his efforts. Goodman was in contact with derivatives traders at other institutions and sent out a daily 
email to them with ’SUGGESTED LIBORS,’ prosecutors said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: CFTC Materials: Order-- Press Release -- Chairman Gensler Statement -- Examples Of Misconduct 

TO Sank Agrees To Pay $52o5M To Sett~e Regulators’ C~ain~s Related To $1B Ponzi Seam (September 23, 2013) 
~ In Bloomberg BNA Sanking Daily, Richard Hill reports, "TD Sank... September 23 agreed to pay $15 million 

to resolve SEC allegations that it defrauded investors in connection with a Ponzi scheme operated by Scott 
Rothstein, who now is serving 50 years in connection with the crime .... In a same-day statement, the SEC 
said TD Bank and then-regional vice president Frank Spinosa defrauded investors by producing a series of 
misleading documents and making false statements about accounts that Rothstein held at the bank. SEC 
Co-Director of Enforcement Andrew Ceresney said in a statement that TD Bank, through Spinosa, ’produced 
false documents on bank letterhead and told outright lies to investors, failing in its gatekeeper role.’... 
Meanwhile, on September 20 TD Bank agreed to pay $37.5 million to resolve claims by the OCC that it 
violated the Bank Secrecy Act by failing to file suspicious activity reports in relation to accounts controlled by 
Rothstein’s firm, Rothstein Rosenfeldt Adler .... FinCEN also announced a concurrent $37.5 million 
settlement with TD Bank September 23 for its alleged failure to file SARs related to Rothstein’s accounts .... 
FinCEN said the bank ’willfully violated’ the Bank Secrecy Act’s reporting requirements from April 2008 
through September 2009 .... FinCEN said that ’a lack of adequate training for both the anti-money 
laundering and business staff contributed to the failure to recognize this suspicious activity.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Repor~ Urges Changes At Consu~e~ Protection Bureau (Septe~lber 24, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal Washington Wire, Alan Zibel reports, "The Bipartisan Policy Center on Tuesday 
[September 24 released] an examination of the CFPB’s first two years -- a report that could prod the bureau 
to make changes .... Based on a year’s worth of interviews with banks, nonbank financial firms, consumer 
advocates and CFPB officials, the report says officials have done a commendable job of setting up a 1,200- 
person agency from scratch. But it flags problems in how the bureau does business and recommends 
changes. For example, the report criticizes the process for examining financial firms .... The report 
recommended that the CFPB set up formal timelines for finishing examinations -- a key issue for banks and 
other firms seeking clarity about where they stand. The report notes that many institutions are concerned 
about the level of turnover and lack of experience among the CFPB’s examiners. The report said the CFPB’s 
policy of bringing enforcement attorneys to routine examinations ’stunted the flow of information’ and limited 
the CFPB’s effectiveness .... The report praised the regulator for several rules, including those governing 
mortgage lending, and said it works well when [it] solicits information from both industry groups and consumer 
groups. But the report says the regulator has stumbled when it has issued guidelines without outside advice." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Banking Daily article, Small-Dollar Loans In CFPB Spotl!~ht~ Think Tank Seeks Transparency 
:::::::::::::::: Bipartisan Policy Center Report 

CFPB Denies T~iba~ Payday Lenders’ Appea~ To Stop ~nvestigation (Septe~ber 26, 2013} 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "The CFPB on Thursday [September 26] denied an appeal 
made by several Native American tribal lenders who were seeking to block a civil investigation into their 
online payday lending practices. The CFPB published both the denial and the original appeal made by 
online lenders, Great Plains Lending, MobiLoans and Plain Green, that offer small-dollar loans to tribes. In 
denying the appeal, CFPB Director Richard Cordray said tribal protections do not restrict the CFPB from 



investigating any lender for potential violations of federal laws on areas such as marketing and collection of 
small-dollar loan products .... ’In particular, the bureau has reason to believe that the lenders are making 
loans to non-Indians over the Internet, and it seeks to investigate those lending practices for compliance 
with Federal consumer financial law,’ Cordray said .... Speaking about the three tribal lenders in the 
appeal who argued they needed more time and the agency’s broad requests were too burdensome, 
Cordray said that is ’baseless and must be rejected.’ The agency concluded that it will proceed with the 
investigation and the lenders must provide the requested information within 21 days from Thursday’s 
decision." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg, CFPB Rejects Bid By Tribal Online Lenders To Block Probe 
Wall Street Journal Money Beat blog, Indian Tribes Lose Bid To Block Consumer A,qenc¥’s Probe 

October 1, 2013 ExaminingLe~qislative Proposals to Reform the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau -- 
Tuesday House Financial Services Subcommittee 

10:00 AM o 2128 Raybum House Office Buifding, Washington, DO 
. Hearing witnesses will be: Jess Sharp, U.S. Chamber Center for Capital Markets Competitiveness Executive Director; 

Robert S. Tissue, Summit Financial Group Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer; David Clendaniel, Dover Federal 
Credit Union President and Chief Executive Officer; and Damon Silvers, AFL-CIO Director of Policy and Special Counsel. 

Housinq Finance Reform: Fundamentals of a Functioninq Private Label Mort~lage-Backed Securities 
Market -- Senate Banking Committee 

10:00 AM ¯ 538 Dirksen Sena[e Office Building, Washington~ DC 

. Hearing witnesses will be: Martin S. Hughes, Redwood Trust Incorporated CEO and Director; and Adam Levitin, Georgetown 
University Professor of Law. 

October 2, 2013 The Future of the CFTC: Perspectives on Customer Protections -- House Agriculture 
Wednesday Subcommittee 

9:00 AM ¯ 1300 Longwo~th Ho~se Office Building, Washin,gton~ DC 
o House Agriculture Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management public hearing on the future of the CFTC. 

Agenda and speakers to be announced. 

October 2 - 5, 2013 
Wednesday- Saturday 

80th Annual Market Structure Conference: Wall St. and Washinqton, DC: Finding the Midpoint-- 
Security Traders Association 

AIr day ¯ JW Marriott, Washington, DC 
o Speakers include SEC Chair ~ary Jo White (keynote) and SEC Commissioner Daniel Gallagher. (Speakers; Program details) 

October 10,201:} 
Thursday 

U.S. Cleared Transactions - Swa~ Documentation Post Dodd=Frank-- ISDA 

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM o Globaf Financial Conference Center, 360 Madison Avenue, New Yo~k~ NY 
° Speakers include ISDA Assistant General Counsel Mark New. 

Un-Banked and Under-Banked Areas -- House Financial Services Subcommittee 

10:00 AM o 2128 Raybum House Office Buik]i~g, Washing[or< DC 
° House Financial Services Financial institutions and Consumer Credit Subcommittee meeting on un-banked and under-banked 

areas. Agenda and speakers to be announced. 

October 16, 2013 Fundamentals of Swa~s and Other Derivatives -- PLI 
Wednesday 9:00 AM EST o P[..I Center, 810 Seven[h Avenue, New York, NY - a~d Webcasl 

o OTC derivatives are key elements in many of our financial markets. The Dodd-Frank Act is substantially changing how these 
important instruments are regulated and transacted. This program will discuss both the instruments and their new environment. 

October 17 - 19, 2013    Advanced Swa~s and Other Derivatives -- PLI 

Thursday - Saturday 9:00 AM EST o P[..I Center, 810 Seven[h Avenue, New York, NY - a~d Webcas[ 
o Faculty will provide a comprehensive overview of the new regulatory framework for OTC derivatives and derivatives market 

participants, and explain how the new regulatory framework will affect these products, the structure of the market for these 
products and market participants. 
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Sunday, September 29, 2013 3:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Children and Grins: The Hidden Toll 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i Vide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Dolivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [eday’s Vidoo 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Day ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

N.SoA. Gathers Data on Social Com~e~¢ior~s of 

UoS, C~fizens 

The aimlysis of phone call and e-mail logs fi:~r foreigi~ intelligence 

pmt)oses adds to d~e g4"ou~ng body of knowledge about the 

Keitil    l 
d I 

agency’s access t ;, pr{vate in%rmati ;,n, prompting r:oneern fl’om lawmakers. 

UoSo Shutdown Nears ~N Hoarse Votes to Delay 

I{t:ealth Law 

The federal government o~ Sunday barreled toward JLs fi~t 

shutdown in 17 yea~s as House Republicans yoked to link further 

fundi~% to a o~e-year delay of President Obama’s health care law. 

The 

BEARING ARMS 

Childre~ and Guns: The Ii[~lde~ Toll 

Children shot accidentally - usually by other children - are 

collateral easaalties ~ff khe accessibility of gans in :Mne~ea, their 

deaths at once heart-re~ding m~d eminently prevei~tab]e. 

Previous .Articles in the Series 

For moro top news. ~o to NYTimos.com ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ vine:o: Ro~ahan~ Returns to Iran 

Pres~de~t Hassal~ Rouhalfi of Iral~ was ~eeted upon his arrival in 
Tehran on Saturday by suppot~aers chee~g for him and 



opponents who protested by [hrowing eggs and a shoe. 

, aeisted Xlticle 

OPINION I OPINION 

is the Game 

Baseball has never been healt~fier. So why does it fee] so 

irrelevant? 

QUOTAT~ONOFTNEDAY 

father’s closet, 

World 

Is~oael m~d Others in ~’Iideast View Ove~res of 

U.So and l[rm~ ~’ith Suspidon 

Iran’s rivals worry about its sincerity, and %at that President 

Obama’s desire for a diplomatic deal will only buy h’a~ time to 

continue its march toward buikting a nuclear weapon, 

Greece At’rests Serdo~ ~lembers of Far-NAght 

Pm’ty 

The arrest~ of Go~den Daw~ mere bet~, including the leader of the 

party an d top members in Parliament, are pazk d a widening 

Greek crackdown on extremism. 

Otya ma 

I b, o ..... I 

Michalol 

DAMASCUS JOURNAL 

A S~a~*faee Calm, P~m~,l-m’ed by A~’ti~e~°y and         [~ 

~ea~w Ar~mmnts 

Syria’s capital is now a cib~ of eheckpoinN, new ar~%~als and a 

pervasive sense of war weariness, where even those of opposite views seem 

worn m~t by their differen ces. 

U,S, 

C~’eal-ionists on Texas Panel foe Biology 

Te~books 

The panel reviewing publishet~’ submissions has sdrr~;d 

controversy because some of its members do not aeeep~ 

s and 



evolution and climate change as scientific truth. 

Somali Community in UoS. Fears New "Waw~ of 

Stigma A~er Kenya A~aek 

Peop]e of Somali de~eent in Minneapolis braecd lbr revelationa 

that some Shabab attael<m~ could have come fl’om 

neighborhoods. 

Report Cites Poor Communication Before 

Firefighters’ Deaths in J ~me 

Invesfigato~ did not assign blame tbr the deaths of ’9 men in an 

Arizona wildfire, saying fl~ey %llowed procedure bnt ended up 

trapped. 

~ Andrew 

~ol mo:e US !~evvs go to NYTimes.com]US ~ 

Business 

On the Threshold of Obamaeare, War~ly 

Some uninsured people are eager to sign up for new sb~te 

market,laces, but for others the derision will require a series of 

eompliea led caleula’dons. 

, ~ Graphic: Shopping for Coverage 

FAIR GAME 

~A;hy Judges Aa’e Seowlh~g at Banks 

District court judges are *tot generally knowtt as flamethrowers, but some seem 

to be losing patiel~ce with hanks in cases involving ~e~ding practh::es. 

Breaking Up V~;ith ’Breaking Bad’ Is Hard for 
/~buquerque 

The popular series, which showcased Albuquerque’s grit and 
high-desert beanB5 has helped the city become a star in its o~v~ 
*~ght and given ~qse to an entire "Breaking Bad" economy. 

Sports 

Grooming the Champions of the Ke~tmard 
i.:y .::q.,-’,N ~,~.di.R 

In a so-ca~led gami~g house i~ Alameda, CalK., professimml 

video game players who have joined for~es in a team spend dmir 

time honing their competitive sMlls. 

Chri~op 
her 
Lorange 



AN APPRAISAL 

MaHano R~vera: A Zen ~aster W~t]h a Mean 
dudng a 

In the high-stress vocafiou of nix ~-inning pi[ehiug dominated 

by theatrical personalities, the closer was an ahnc~st extrap]ane[aLv source 

Rivers Says 1here Will Be No Encore Performance 

[] Yimeiine: Mariano Rivers [ [] Slide Show: Career Comes to a Close 

Hype Maehh~e i~ Overdrive, NoFoL Pops Back to 

:London 

The N.F.L., whose efforL~ to build m~ ~ntem~afiona~ fol]ow~ng 

have been modestly successful, is back in London, wifl~ two 

games this seasom 

For more spolss news, go to NYTimes.eom/Sporte ~ 

Arts 

CROSS CUTS 

Never- E~(li~g Sto~°y 
;.:;: /,. 0 SCOiT 

The national "conversation about race" has advanced to another 

phase, but it has no~ nshered in an eva of colorblind e(msensus. 

City Opera Takes What Is Expected to Be a Fir~al 

As New Y~-.,rk City Opera prepares for bankruptcy proceedings, 

its perflx’m anee of ’!An n a Nice] e," on Saturday nigh t will m ost 

]ikely be the last perforraanee in khe company’s 7e-year ~iskoW 

St]|| Making N~usie Together, Far Apart 

Bernie Taupin comes up wkh fi~e words, and Eltc, n John, 

separately, dae music, in a pairing that has been successful for 

decades. 

...... CSSt 

at his 
ranch in 

Obituaries 

~varo N[utis, N ovelist Who Created a Rambling, 

Ruminative Soul, Dies at 9o 

Mr. Mutis’s besbknown character, MaqroI1, wandered the world 

unwfll~ngly, but a]ways with a bed<. 

G ares Brow~, Tigers’ Clutch Pir~ch- HiDer, Is 

Dead at 74 

Mro Brown hit .37o, including .45o as a pineh.-hiRer, b-., help lead 

Detroit to flae World Series i~ ~968. 

Magazine 

We Like You So NI~mh arid Want to Know Yo~ 

An adaptation fl’om "The Circle," the new novel by Dave Eggers. 

, Q. and A W~th Eggers 
, Editor’s Note 



Can a Gay, Caiholie Leflist Actually Sq~aelch 

Rosario Cmcetta is a reform-minded leader in a hi~ly corrupt 

place thak hates change. ~d thak’s only one reason his life 

dangar. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

Freebies for the Rich 

Why are colleges giving away money to rich kids who don’t need 

it? They rnighk value their rankings more khan the economy. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: B~ll Cu~ningham ] Forever 

Grunge is still i~fluenfial 25 yea~x after iL ~rst appeared 

rmm, ay at PertT Elliso 

Melissa (:lark uses coconat milk to make an intensely flavored 

and dahT-free dulce de lecbe. 

Long considered the d usty uniforms of an older, more 

c-mservative generation of Bavaian women, dirndls are making 

a comebaek, even catching the eye of faahion designers. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Dawr~ of a Revoh~tior~ in Hea]lth Care 

Suhskties on new insurance exchanges will make coverage aflbrdahle tbr 

millions. 

EDITORIAL 

Reform ~’Vith Chinese Characn~e~isties 

Chiua is esb~blishiug a fl’ec-trade zone in Shau~ai. Will it lead to the broader 

changes the coun~T’ needs? 

EDITORIAL 

Ame~dcans have ever%’ reasou to be coufused about where the housing market is 

headed. 

Fo; :’~o~e or)i¢~ioI~ 9~ to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Creep~a~g Clo~d 

1984 in 2o13: The Utah death star intereepk~ our whispers. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hassan Does Manhattan 

What is fl~e significance of the new leadership in Tehran? 

~ Columni~ Page 

OPINION 

Knock, I4amck, Knoekin~ on Nobel’s Door 

Bob Dylan, a fierce and m~comprom lsing poet whose wr4ting, for 

50 years and counting, still crackles ~dth relevance, should ~n 

the Nobel Prize in nitemtm’e, 

~ [he Quotable Bob Dyian 

~ r edrns 

Bob 
Dylan at 

a pho~o 

re; :’sere oei:~ion go to NYTimes.comfOpinion >~ 

Sunday Review 

DISPATCH 

On~no~ S~gns, Then a Cruel Attack 

Wi[h Kcnya’s gro~dng aftluence and Lhe mayhem next door 

Somalia, the attack on the mall in Nairobi was inevibg)le. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

’Affm°dab|e Care’ or a Rip-Of~ 

Americans will beg~n s~gning up ne~ week to ])lly insurance, Will 

the polides deliver can" at manageable prices, or will 

"afi~r&ble" seem l~ke a hollow promotion? 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

I’|| Have What She’s Thinking 

Researchers confit~]~ the sl.~oetilrteOllS ol’ga8111. 

A soldier 

searche 

for 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC dr~ps home game to 

~CU fo~ first time since I97B 

East Carolina routed a 

complacent North Carolina Tar 

Heel squad 55-31 for the Pirate’s 

first win at Kenan Stadium in 

Chapel Hill since 1975. 

iXii ECU 

qua~erback 

Shane 

Carden (5) 

DeCock: Big win for East 

Carolina, bigge~ w{n for 

On a field where East Carolina 

hadn’t won since 1975, Ruffin 

McNeill led the Pirates to a 55-31 

win over North Carolina at Kenan 

Stadium, his.. 

ECU head 
coach Ruffin 
McNeill yells 
at the offense 

UNC defef~se agNn doomed by missed 

The Tar Heels had 21 missed tackles in a loss last 

week at Georgia Tech, and UNC again had an 

inability to tackle on Saturday in a disappointing 

defeat against ECU. 
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Ten Ways to Make a Judge Chuckle 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 11: 53 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: USC ~1 s Lane Kiffin fired. Yeah, really. 

Newsletter 

Deox Lissa. 

SundaylVlomingGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

For those who haven[]t heard. Lane Kiffin was relieved of his duties laser night as coach of 

USC. 

Firings are rarely pleasant occasions, and they are carried out in all manner of ways 0 by phone 

(’that way made int~mous at the NCAA), by email, by proxy, by dethnlt, by public opinion, by 

comer pigeon presumably? ~ but Kilfin ~ s was a first for me. 

After USC loser a shootout ignobly to Arizona State 62-41 last night, USC AD Pat Haden was 

waiting for the Trojml’s choxter jet as it lml&d after Inidnight at L~x2, and the firing was 

consnmmated there. That was surely not easy for Pat, and not for Coach Kiffin, but it ~ s best 

they move on. 

And so ..... just four weeks into the season .... here starts the carousel of coach changes. 

WhoOs next? 

We [;ve got a great article below by Dan We~zel of Yahoo Sports, plus some excerpts of a 

hoxd-hit~Ang critique from Deadspin. 

ttave a good Sunday. 

Nick Iat:axite 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www.twitter.com.~@CollegeAt hClips 

USC couldn’t wait until sunrise to fire coach Lane Kiffin 
Dan Welzel, Yahoo Sports, 9-29-13 

It was Lane Kiffin’s occasional habit after watching a play thin was drawn np 

sound but wound up ha~’ire: t te’d crouch on the University of Southern California sideline, 
take his laminated play sheet and spin it in the air between his hands in frusntrution. 

It was like he couldn’t imagine how the Xs and Os that were represented in a certain call from 

that sheet ~ a call that was supposed to deliver yards, points, victory, and continued gloly to 

the Trojans ~ could instead turn so disastrous with sacks, picks, fourth-and-longs and loss 
after loss. 

Yet it wasn’t a typical coaches’ sideline rant or rage [] all teams have failed plays. There was a 
certain resignation, a certain stunned playfnlness, a certain, well, there goes another one and I 

have no idea why. 

Kittin was tired Sunday, in the eoxly hours of the morning, not long otter USC lost 62-41 at 

Arizona State, a gan~e framed by 612 Sun Devils yards gained and tbur Trojans turnovers 

committed. 

The 38-yeoJc-old Kiffin was 28-15 at USC and has lost seven of his last 11 games. It took just 
an 0-2 start in Pac- 12 play for athletic director Pat Haden’s preseason declaration of" 100 

percent" suppo(t to drain to zero. 

Kil"fin had his molnents in L.A., but the momentum was cleo~ly against him at this point. There 

were the losses. There was the poor play. There was even a cooling of USC’s might on the 

recmWng trail [] even locally. Suddenly it was UCLA that was the hot local program. 

The p~ogran~ was suffering from the NCAA sanctions imposed following the Reggie Bush 

scandal. Scholarship limitations sapped depth, which not only changed the way USC could 

play, but also practice. Even Kiffin’s early success at landing a small group of elite recruits 

thiled to pay of£ And the 10 thwer kids he was able to sign each year were showing up 

elsewhere in the Pac- 12, notably over in Westwood. 



Perhaps as much as anything, however, were those visions from the sidelines I~ the spi~ming 
play sheet is jus~t one of the take-yonr-pick visnals of a coach who looked overwhelmed, 
ontdassed or incapable of weathering the considerable NCAA storn~. 
Kiflin, the son ofa legenda~ NFL coordinator (cnrrent Dallas Cowboys assistant Monte 
Kiffin), was once considered the boy wonder of football coaching when he was hired at age 31 
to lead the Oakland Raiders. 
He lasted just tour games into his second season before the late A1 Davis fired hi,n, but that 
blowup was blanmd as much on Davis as Kiffin. By November, Kiffin was tabbed to take 
over at Tennessee. In an eventful 14 months, he raffled feathers, won ,some games, recruited 
like few others (at least on paper) and seemed set to establish himself as a college coaching 
presence. 
Then his old boss at USC, Pete Carroll, left for Seattle, and Kiffin jumped at the chance to 
remm "to Calitimlia* The move was considered betrayal in Knoxville, Tenn., which says all you 
need to know aIx)ut how positively he was once viewed. USC thought it had found the kind of 
presence needed to navigate "the heavy sanctions. Everything looked pretty good [1 USC won 
10 games in 2011 and was preseason No. 1 in 2012. 
And then it all turned to mush, Killh~ looking overwhelmed and unable to even diagnose the 
pmNems, let alone fix them. He became more humble in his punic speaking and a punching 
bag to comedic fans. Suddenly, L.A. area recruits weren’t lining up to commit. USC had just 
seven players verbally committe& a class that ranked 63rd on the current Rivals.corn list. 
It was all veu nn-USC like. 
So, this was inevitable. Haden didn’t bother even waifing unfil sunrise, didn’t even bother 
waifing until October. 
The move allows the Trojans to focus on what ~ or who ~ is next. There’s a philosophy in 
college administrating now, most often credited to Florida A.D. Jeremy Foley, that if the 
decision to change coaches has been made, don’t wait until the end of the sea.son to do it. 
It’s unlikely USC will turn its seamn around and mtx)und ~ that rarel> if ever, works in 
college football. It does put the Trojaa~s in "the l]cont of the line when looking lbr available 
coache~ including giving Haden months to not only scout and run background on a potential 
hire, but also speak with their agents and negotiate (or even recruit). 
The USC program isn’t fundamentally broken. It still has the location, resources and 
commitment to win and win big. Sus~ned mediocri .ty really isn’t tolemNe. By bringing in a 
number of elite talents even in the heart of sancfions, Kiffin actually served the program 
somewhat well. The new gw, finally freed to recruit fi~lly, finds a cupboard that isn’t bare and is 
abont as good as he could expect. 
USC may be the most coveted job as’ailable this year. With the right head coach, it will be 
back I] soon. Perhaps only Texas, should it part with Mack Brown, would be better, and 
that’s probaNy a matter of geographic roots. 
Right now, USC has the leg up. 
So gone, lbr the time being, is Laa~e Kiflin and his sideline visnals of spinning play chaaCts and 
confused fms~hation. He’ll coach somewhere again. 
This one didn’t work out, though, and the Fall was so spectacular, USC couldn’t even wait until 
smwise to make it official. 

This article was’ written by Dan WetzeL It has been reprinted on Clips with the author,s 

permiss’ion. 

Dan Wetzel gels’ it right above, and ]apparentlyNthe wiseacre Malt Hinton does as well 
below, except in a decidedly snar~, nas.ty and scathing sort of way. [But what ok) we 
expect of Deadspin, @er all?] Beh)w are some excerpts" of his remarks, which can be 
encaps~lated in the headline ofhis article: ~Has Any Coach Ever Done Less With More 
l’han Lane Kiffin?, ~ which appears on the Deadspin website. 

Has Any Coach Ever Done Less With More Than Lane griffin? 

Matt Hinton, Deads’t)in, on 9-29-13... Click hereJbr article 

Watch enough f!)otballJbr long enough, and eventually you’ll see eveo~thing. I 

believe this: b, this calendar year alone we’ve seen a one-point sqfety, a Heisman 

finalist cop to hav#Zg an imaginary girlfriend, and a 300-pound left tackle score 

on a hook-and-lateral, among other improbable feats. And I believe that, at some 

point, we will see a head coach whose tenure is so far past its" expiration 

whose team has’ so visibly checked out on him, that his bosses abandon all 

pretense and have him physically escortedJ?om the stadium by security while a 

game is still in progress. I’m convinced this will happen, because I watched 

Washington State’s 10~ 7 upset over USC last Saturday in its’ eniirety, and I’m 
convinced Lane KiJfin nearly became that coach. 

Saturc@, was the home opener .... the scene at the LA. Coliseum simmered 
with the ne~wy discontent of a revolt in the making ....... 



The boos broke out in the ftrst quarter. The of]Onse, which Kiffin fbught to keep 
under his control in the offg’eason, was conservative m the point oJf~rce. The 

quarterbacks, both KiJfin recruits, were too inept fbr it to be anything else. The 

diminished crowd that remained after the game, having just witnessed the mighty 
Tr(?jan offense complete a single pass for a first down against a team it had 

bombed for 45 points per game over the pre~’ious decade, responded in the only 

rational way, by chanting "FIRE’ KIt@~IN! " 

Since we don’t live in a vacuum, we know that this is how it often goes for 

embattled coaches’ when they cross the point of no return, as the scales’ tip 

irrevocably in f!tvor of the critics. After anger, other phases will fbllow: 

Depression as the team fails’ to pull out ~f the malaise, bargaining over possible 

successors; eventually acceptance and probably even some re#ef when the axe 

falls’. A t USC, we’ve already seen the obligatory staff purge. Now comes the part 

where ft’usp,’ated players decide to take things into their own hands’. These th#~s 

cart be surprisingly emotional, but in themselves they rarely catch anyone by 

sv~rprise. 

Almost never, though, have so many people seen the disintegration coming from 
s’o f!tr away. Before Kiff~n coached his ftrst game at USC, there was open 

,speculation about where his abbreviate~ has’tily abandoned tenure at Tennessee 

in 2009 ranked among the worst major coaching hires ofthe decade, enshrining 

hint alongside the likes of Tyrone ~3llingham at Washington, Greg Robinson at 

Syracus’e, and ~Jike Price at A labamafi)r long-telTn well-poisoning of historic 
magnitude. (Vol fms nearly riotedJbllowing his’ abrupt, ovelTlight departureJbr 

his "dream job" in L.A., but within two years KiJJ2n’s only recruiting class in 

Kno~wille had q./fectively evaporated, and the athletic director who ’d hired him 
had beenJbrced out. KiJJ2n’s hastily appointed successor, Derek Dooley, went out 

last year as the.first coach to leave K)to~wille with a losing record overall since 

the early days’ of the Tennessee Valle~v Authority.) 

The challenges to Kifftn’s. credentials fbr the most coveted job in college JOotball 

began befbre he set fbot on the tarmac in Los Angeles. At that point, he was 

already regarded as a kind of villain, in a playful "I poach recruits’, I’ve been 

reprimanded by the SEC on multiple occasions, try and stop me" sort of way. He 

was’ impulsive and entitled, aft’at-boy trust-funder who gave sullen, smdiedly 

bored perfo~Tnances in press’ conJbrences as" if to convey just how little he needed 

this media shit. He had already managed to parlay a meh res~m~ into not one but 

two high-proftle gigs, both of which he seemed to take for grantec~ Tennessee 

gave Kiff~n everything he wante~ The school made his f!tther, Monte, the firs’t 

mil#on-dollar college coordinator. After the debacle in OaMand, UT went way out 

on a limb for L~ifftn, stood by him through an unintern~pted series of controversy 

and pet& embarrass’ments; only to watch him bail at the firs’t available 
opport~mity, hewing proven nothing. 

It’s" fttting that K3Jfin’s 2012 ~LqC team began the season rankedNo. 1. Uneanled 

privilege has’ always been his thing. And in any cas’e the best meas’ure (~’Lane 

KiJfin is the height fkom which he fidls. . ..... 

Has’ an)’ coach in recent memory nlanaged to accomplish less with more? Every 

school has’ its’ reigning pariah coach, the cautionary tale who looms’ ass 

measuring stick for futility by which his successors’ will be judged after nearly 

every loss. But very few of them were ever bequeathed a roster remotely of the 

caliber of USC’ s 
..... Iflast year was" a clinic in how to blow a golden opportunity, last weekend 

was’ a clinic in how to prevent an ostensibly blue-chip lineup from even having a 

chalice. 

Matt Hinton writes about college football for f’ootball Outsiders and SB Nation’s’ 

Football Study Hall. Follow him on Twitter @J~lattRHinton. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Palaima <tpalaima@austiu.utexas.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 1:26 PM 

Austin Chronicle on-line 09-27-13: UT sports iusani~ PLEASE POST COMMENTS ON-L1NE 

Dear Friends, 

Please consider posting a version of your thoughts on the subject and conteuts offl~is piece on fl~e Austin Chronicle ~Veb site in the commeuts section after my article. 

Many thaulc% 

Tom 

http://www.austinchronicle.com/news/2013 - 09-27/enibrcin~-the- double- standarcF 

Enforcing the ’Double Standard’ Major college sports insanity is entrenched at UT-Austin 

By Tom Palahna Fri., Sept 27, 2013 

Tom Palaima 

Robert H. Ar~’strong Centennial Professor 

D] rectx PASP CLASSICS UT AUSTIN 

2210 Speedway HAIL DROP C3400 

Austin, TX 78712-~738 

http ://b] ogs. ";texas. edu/~ asp/ 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy J. Peterkin, Esq. <timothy@lmvtothepeople.com> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 4:38 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Foreclosure Det~nse CLE early-bird rates expires Friday 

Defense Tip #1~ ~i ou,, 

Pursuant to 4 NCAC 3M.0703, a homeowner is 
entitled to a stay of a pending foreclosure if there is 
a good-faith loan mitigation request pending. This 
allows you to DEMAND a continuance of a 
foreclosure hearing for your client if he/she has 
requested a loan modification and has not received a response from the lender. 

Like most laws, there are exceptions, such as if the borrower failed to comply with the 
terms of a loss mitigation plan within the last 12 months. 

If none of the listed exceptions apply, your client is ENTITLED to a continuance of the 
foreclosure hearing or postponement of the sale. 

Friday, October 25, 2013/             ~~~ 
Forec}osure Defense Boot Campf 
9:00am~2:30pm/ 
5 CLE ~o~rs (inc}uding 2 8t~’~ics 

Hours}, Costs: $99~00 on or before 
F~day, October 4, 2013. 
Live location: Hotel Indigo, located at 151 Tatum Drive, Durham, NC 27703. 
The session will also be available as a live webinar. Attending the live webinar 
will not count towards your "on-line" CLE hou~ because it is a program you will pa~icipate in "real- 

time." 

We will cover critical information regarding defending a homeowner facing foreclosure. Professor 
Peterkin has spent almost 10 years in public service and in private practice defending homeowners. 
It is his passion and he will share that passion and experience with you.._C__!i_c___k___h__~_r_9__!__o___r_~Ld____O__LLe____o_[ 

Professor Peterkin’s articles that was written on this topic. 
Get sample pleadings that have already been used and vetted in court. See real case files to assist 
you in getting )tactical training that will empower you to help that client facing foreclosure. 
.-c--!~-c-~-k-~--h-gr--e--~-~-~-~-d-9-~-v-Ln-~[Q~Ld-~-~Le--~!~gi-s-‘-t~-a!i~!)~!~!~(!)~‘ 
You may also call to register over the telephone. Call (919) 931-7825. 

Cost: $99.00 on or before October 4, 2013; $125.00 thereafter. 

Carl (919) 931W825 
www.lawtothepeople.com 

Forward this email 

This ernail was ~nt to Ibloome@email,unc.edu by timothy@lawtothe~eo~le.com :: 
Update Profile/Email Address [nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privacy Policy, 

Law to the PeopM P.O. Box [427 Knightdale ~ NC 27545 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Director Divm~iD- Initiative <directordiversi~@unc.edu> 

Sundw, September 29, 2013 5:22 PM 

@gmail.com-~ 

Broome, Lism L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Database of Potentied Directors: An Application Has Been Submitted 

A new application has been submitted for the database of potential directors by 

This application will be reviewed and a reply will be sent within two weeks containing a password if you are selected to register for the database. 

If you do not hear from us after two weeks, please contact us at 919.962.7066 or directordiversity@unc.edu to check on the status of your application. 

UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Director Diversity Initiative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce]inkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <j obs- lislings@linkedin.com~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 12:39 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Lissa Lamkin: Ohio UniversiF, Millildn Universi~ and Eis~J are looking for candidates like you. 

Ross University View Job rl ........................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 61, 09/30/2013 

Table of Contents 

~ Do Different Standards of Judicial Review Affect the Gains of Minority Shareholders in Freeze-Out Transactions? A Re-Examination of 

Siliconix 

Fernarl Restrepo, Stanford Law School 

Shareholder Activism as a Corrective Mechanism in Corporate Governance 

Paul Rose, Ohio State University (OSU) - Nichael E. Noritz College of Law 

Bernard S. Shar[man, Case Western Reserve University School of Law 

Insider Trading as Private Corruption 

Sun(J Hui Kirn, UCLA School of Law 

Institutional Investor Activism in a Context of Concentrated Ownership and High Private Benefits of Control: The Case of Italy 

NassJmo Belcredi, Universit~ Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Nilano 
Luca EnrJques, LUISS Guido Carli University Department of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Information-Sharing Between Competition Authorities 

Harta Troya-Nartinez, University of Oxford - Department of Economics 

Securities Regulation of Alternative Litigation Finance 

Wendy Gerwick Couture, University of Idaho College of Law 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW eJOURNAL 

iiii"Do Different Stanaards of Judicial Review Affect the G~ins of Ninority Sh~reholder~ in Freeze-Out Transactions? A Re-Examin~tion of 

Siliconix,, [~ Free Download ] 

Harvard Business Law Review (Forthcoming) 

Rock Ce;~te; for Corporate Gove;7~a#ce at Stanford University Working Paper No. 

FEN, NAN RE~TREPO, Stanford Law School 
Email: fernanr@stanford,edu 

Freeze-out transactions have been subject to different standards of judicial review in Delaware since 2001, when the chancery court, in in re 

Siliconix Inc. Shareholders Litigation, held that, unlike merger freeze-outs, tender offer freeze-outs were not subject to "entire fairness review". 

This dichotomy, in turn, gave rise to a tension in the literature regarding the potential impact of Siliconix, as well as the treatment that freeze-outs 

should receive. While some defended the regime established by Siliconix, others argued for doctrinal convergence through a universal application 
of entire fairness, and still others proposed alternative variations of convergence based on how the negotiation process is conducted. The 

Delaware Chancery Court itself, in fact, subsequently made a partial step toward convergence by narrowing the scope of its precedent, as 

reflected in In re CNX Gas Corporation Shareholders Litigation. The empirical evidence on the effect of Siliconix (and, therefore, on the practical 

relevance of different standards of judicial review), however, is limited. In particular, in "Post-Siliconix freeze-outs: Theory and Evidence," Guhan 
Subramanian found that minority shareholders obtain lower cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) in tender offer freeze-outs relative to merger 

freeze-outs, and, based on this finding, Subramanian advocates for doctrinal convergence. That article, however, does not formally examine 

whether Siliconix generated a structural change in relative CARs in both transactional forms and, therefore, whether the differences in outcomes 

are actually attributable to the disparity in standards of judicial review. The purpose of this work is, therefore, to fill this gap in the literature. To 

this end, this work uses a difference-in-differences approach, which compares changes over time (before and after Siliconix) between CARs in 
tender offers (the treatment group) and CARs in statutory mergers (the control group). As further discussed in the text, the results seem to 

suggest, in line with Subramanian’s intuition, that Siliconix actually had at least some negative effect on CARs in tender offers, since the estimator 

of difference-in-differences is consistently negative and generally significant. Based on the results, this work discusses specific policy implications, 

particularly in terms of regulatory convergence. 



PAUL RO:~E, Ohio State University (OSU) - Michael E. Moritz College of Law 

Email: rese,933@osu.edu 

~E~.NA~,~ ~. ~HA~.~AN, Case Western Reserve University School of Law 

Emaih bernardsharfman@g mail.corn 

Under an Arrowian framework, centralized authority and management provides for optimal decision making in large organizations. However, Arrow 
also recognized that other elements within the organization, outside the central authority, occasionally may have superior information or derision 
making skills. In such cases, such elements may act as a corrective mechanism within the organization. In the context of public companies, this 
article finds that such a corrective mechanism comes in the form of hedge fund activism, or more accurately, offensive shareholder activism. 

Offensive shareholder activism exists in the market for corporate influence, not control. Consistent with a theoretical framework where the value of 

centralized authority must be protected and a legal framework in which fiduciary responsibility rests with the board, authority is not shifted to 

influential but unaccountable shareholders. Governance entrepreneurs in the market for corporate influence must first identify those instances in 

which authority-sharing may result in value-enhancing policy decisions, and then persuade the board and/or other shareholders of the wisdom of 
their polities so that they will be permitted to share the authority necessary for the policies to be implemented. Thus, boards often reward 

offensive shareholder activists that prove to have superior information and/or strategies by at least temporarily sharing authority with the activists 

by either providing them seats in the board or simply allowing them to directly influence corporate policy. This article thus reframes the ongoing 

debate on shareholder activism by showing how offensive shareholder activism can co-exist with -- and indeed, is supported by -- Arrow’s theory 
of management centralization which explains and undergirds the traditional authority model of corporate law and governance. 

Empirical studies have repeatedly shown that certain types of offensive shareholder activism lead to an increase in shareholder wealth~ However, 

the results of empirical studies must be interpreted carefully so as not to overstate their informational value. Empirical research supports the 
argument that certain types of offensive shareholder activism have value, but it does not provide conclusive proof that they have value at any 

specific company at any specific time. Instead, the use of empirical evidence supporting offensive shareholder activism should be understood as 

providing proof that offensive shareholder activists may on occasion successfully rebut the presumption of the superiority of existing managerial 

strategies. 

5J UCLA Law Review (2014), Fod:flcom~ng 

UCLA School of La,vy, Law.-Econ Research ,%per #o, 13-.1_ ~ 

~U~G NUI IKIIV~, UCLA School of Law 

Emaih kim,sung@law,uda,edu 

Deep confusion reigns over federal insider trading law, including even what the essential elements of an insider trading violation are. On the one 
hand, this uncertainty seems to have encouraged the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and some lower courts to push the boundaries 
well beyond the limits previously established by the U.S. Supreme Court. On the other hand, influential academics continue to express normative 
skepticism about why insider trading is even banned at all. Without a satisfying theory of what’s wrong with insider trading, doctrinal development 
in the lower courts has reached a crisis, with the economic stakes only getting higher. This Article offers a new theory of insider trading law. It is a 
form of private con’uption, defined as the use of an entrusted position for self-regarding gain. The corruption theory not only provides answers to 
the normative skeptics but, as compared to the two leading alternatives, the property theory and the unjust enrichment theory, better fits the core 
features of the received doctrine. And, upon close analysis, the corruption theory reveals an implicit coherence to the doctrine that was previously 
unseen. Even better, the corruption theory provides relatively concrete guidance in hard cases, which is the sort of pragmatic theory that the SEC 
and the courts desperately need. 

Free Down~ood 
ECISI - Law ~4/or,~iag Paper No, #225 

~A~I~O IBE~,.CRE~I, Universit~ Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano 

Emaih mass,too, he,credO@ u n~catt.~t 
L~¢A ~R~, LUISS Guido Carli University Department of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Emaih luc~@endques,eu 

This is a draft chapter for a forthcoming volume, The Research Handbook on Shareholder Power, edited by Randall Thomas and Jennifer Hill 

(Cheltenham: Edgar Elgar). This chapter describes the experience with activist institutional investors in an apparently unfavorable corporate 

environment (Italy), commonly depicted as one of concentrated ownership, notoriously inadequate legal protection for minority shareholders and 

an apparent disregard for their interests by controlling shareholders. We document a non-negligible volume of "core" active institutional 

investment, together with some idiosyncratic forms of activism (the appointment of "minority" directors on the boards of Italian listed companies). 
We attempt to evaluate whether what we see is genuine shareholder-value oriented activism or a strategy to engage in a privileged relationship 

with controlling shareholders, in order to share in private benefits of control extraction. We find no sufficient evidence to support a "dark side" view 

of shareholder activism, at least as a general explanation. Instead, we provide recent anecdotal evidence of initiatives effectively aimed to curb the 

extraction of private benefits by dominant shareholders. 

iiiiiii"I~formation-Sharing Between Competition Authorities" [ ~~~ Free Download ] 

MARTA TROYA=~ARTI~Z, University of Oxford - Department of Economics 

Email: marta,troyamartinez@economics,ox,ac,uk 

The increasing number of antitrust cases that affect more than one country calls for more active cooperation between competition authorities. I 
analyse the impact of exchange of confidential information between two authorities deciding on a multinational merger. The authorities want to 
clear the merger if the information sent by the firm suggests that the expected welfare in their country will be enhanced and the firm can secretly 
manipulate the predsion with which it transmits this information. The authorities differ in their leniency towards the merger and we focus on the 
cases where the authorities disagree about the decision. Under no information-sharing, the firm chooses an extreme level of precision: very high 
(low) for the most (least) lenient authority. Under information-sharing, the firm is restricted to choose the same precision for both authorities. The 
firm’s choice depends on the level of cooperation in the decision-making between the countries. If the authorities exert their veto power, the firm 
always uses the lowest level of precision. If the authorities also cooperate in the decision-making, the firm’s choice of precision may be non- 
monotonic in the average welfare implications and intermediate levels of precision are chosen. Other situations where the model can be applied 
abound in industrial organisation and political economy. 

~i Free Download 
i:~i:~i:~i"$ecurities Regulation of Alternative Litigation Fisa#ce" ...... 

Securities Regulation Law Journal, 2013, Forthcoming 

W~Y ~RWIC~ COUTURE, University of Idaho College of Law 

Emaih w%outure@uidaho.edu 

Alternative Litigation Finance - or ALF - is a rapidly growing, largely unregulated industry, which poses myriad potential benefits and problems. 



Although ALF has attracted significant scholarly attention, the potential role for securities regulation of ALF has not been widely discussed. This 

Essay seeks to begin that discussion by analyzing the potential securities regulation of the ALF contract - which is the agreement between the ALF 
client (the recipient of ALF funds) and the ALF company (the supplier of ALF funds). 

First, this Essay provides an overview of ALF, including a summary of the potential pros and cons of ALF and the various regulatory responses 

proposed by scholars. Second, this Essay analyzes whether an ALF agreement satisfies the definition of "investment contract" so as to qualify as a 
"security," concluding that an ALF agreement probably qualifies as a security in those jurisdictions that apply a vertical commonality test. Third, this 

Essay considers whether ALF agreements implicate the central policy of the securities laws - full and fair disclosure - and concludes that ALF 

agreements are rife with information asymmetry, thus implicating this policy. Fourth, this Essay analyzes how securities regulation would affect ALF 

contracts, focusing on the prohibitions on the sale and advertising of unregistered, nonexempt securities and the antifraud provisions and 
concluding that these provisions would partially redress the informational imbalances. In conclusion, this Essay argues that the flexibility of 

securities regulation makes it a particularly effective method of regulating an evolving industry such as ALF~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 3:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Qaeda Plot Leak ttas Undermined U.S. Intelligence 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Modia &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

Qaeda Plot Leak Has UnderscOred 
Intelligence 

The disclosure caused more damage to American 

counte~ terrorism effo~ ts than the vast tnwe of data from 

Edward Snowden, some govermne~t ana]ysts said. 

Senate Action on Health Law Mow~s to Brink of 

Shutdown 

The Senate is expected to reject decisively a House bill that 

would delay the full efl~’t of President Obama’s health ea~ law 

as a eonditkm ibr keeping the g:~vernment runni~g. 

In Trial, Rumania Warily Re~Ssits a Brutal Past 

The decision to charge a former Ceauseseu pHson commander 

has r~dsed hopes among vie[ires and advocates that the countrT 

may finally be shaking off a natioiml amnesia about its brutal 

pus t. 

which is 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~i sli~ Sho~ SLm~ s~ow: in Romania, a Reckonir~g 

Faces Obstacles 

The decisio~ to charge a fbrmer priso~ eom maunder raises hopes 

that the countD’ may be able to re-examine a ca] ture of impuni b~. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Psyehotherapy’s hnage Problem 

Tim profession needs to pro, mote its empirically supporked 

m ethods. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LAURA STEFAN, part o[ a group tlha t adw}cates the wt]e o[ law ~n Rums uia, on the 
ge~ocide trial of an 88-year-old former prison eommaudev, 

World 

Mititmtts Blamed ~,M~ter Dozens Kited at Nigerian 

College 

Gunmen believed to be Islamic rnili~nts from [he extremist 

group Boko Haram shot more than 4o studen~ as they slept in 

northeast Nigeria. 

China Sends a Real Estate Mogt~ to Prison 

The banker, Gong Aiai, was senkeneed to three years in prison 

for forgi~% or illegally purchasing &7~euments to bW dozens of 

21’2 
eadier 

A Deadl>° "~:eek h~ No~thweste~ Paldstm~ Ends 
~Aqth a Car Bomb Blast 

A powerfi~] ear bomb ripped tJ-troug}l a matq<etp]ace J~ Peshawar 

on Sunday, killing at leask $8 people in dm third at~mk in and 

around the dry in a week. 

U,S, 

AMERICAN MADE 
Ruth 

A ~¢;ave of Sewing Jobs as Orders Pile Up at UoS.    I ...... Kirchr, er 

Fae|:or~ es , a n 

Factm:ies are 5~ding that years or" doi~g b~]siness overseas has 

withered what once was a "~Hving textile and apparel work force in tke United 

Stakes. 



Votm" ID Law 

The Obama administration is expected to challenge North 

Carolina’s new law requiting shier photo idenfi@.ation as part o~ 

an escalating effort to protect minori~~ vote~. 

MARCELLA HAZAN. 1924-2013 

Changed the Way ~4anerieans Cook italian Food 

Even people who have never heard of Mrs. Haza~ cook and shop 

diflbren[ly because of her, and the six cookbooks she wrote. 

~ D Video: Hazan on Writing 

..... Hazan’s 

cooking 

more US news ,go to NYTimes.com!US ~> 

Business 

DEA~OOK 

Stmtdown I Ca pitoh ] 

With political disag~’eeme~ts appea6ng more ~n~aetable, the 

batde over a shutdown and the d~rea~ of no accord on a debt limit, could 

the markets when ~hey reopen this week. 

For t~e Washington Area. a Second Lightning Strike 

ADVERTISING 

Apple P~sses Coea-Co|a as Most Va]hmble Brand 

Apple, named most wduable brand by Interbrand, a eoq)orate 

idenfib~ and brand consulting company, is one of five techno]o~ 

eornpanies among the top lo. 

, News From the Adve~isin~ k~dust[y 

in BP Trial, the _Amotmt of Oil Lost is at isslm 

The fines against BP hang in the bahmee, and depend c,n the level 

of negJigenee that is determined and how much oiJ was spiJled. 

Sports 

YANKEES 5, ASTROS 1 (14 INNINGS) 

l~le~mrable E~d for h~o; Forgetl-ab|e ~k~a~° I~)r Ya~ks 

After sentimental farewells of their ow~ to Mariano Rivera and Andy Pe~e in 

recent days, ~e Yankees had no tears left as fl~e)’ beat the .&stros to finish the 



season wifl~ an 8577 reec, rd~ 

,[3 Box Scare 

, Rodriguez Grievance Hearing ta Start Monday 

, Keeping Scare: For Quick Return to Pos~eason, the Yankees Must Renova[e 

For Girardi, Yanks’ Goodbyes %’ol£t Get Any 

Easier 

.,% the Yankees lc, ok Lo 2ol4 and a transitional period, Joe 

OirardJ’s exl)erJenee in phasing out franchise stats could be 

invaluahle. 

~ An Appraisal of Ma riano Rivers: A Zen Master With a Mean Cutter 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

N,Fo Lo Protects the Pocket as Black Qua~oterbaeks 
’l’ra~see~d it 

Even as the nmnber of starting black qnarLerhaeks increases, the 

pro *botball establishment ~esists their freewheeling style of play. 

Joe 

For meie sports news, go to NYTimee~eom;Sperta ~* 

Veterans of City Opera, Prot~dly "~istflfl, Reflect 

as l-he C~a~°lai~ Falls 
E,. ;,..uc~-~.~,r:~ CE, OPr:~: 

New York Cib" Opera’s perforators past and present mourn aRer 

what may bare been the company’s final performance. 

, Cib’ Ope~ Takes Wha[ ~s Expected to Be a Fina~ Bow 

Miiler in 

MUSIC REVIEW 

~l~sie ~Vitlt a ~lessage Abo~t :Pove~" 

"[’he second Global Citizen Festival in Central Park featured 

Stevie Wonder, John Mayer, A1]eia Keys, Kings of Leon, Elvis 

Costdlo, as wall as a visit from Ban Ki-moon, of the United Nations. 

, [] Slide Show 

Glow A~t Festival [lltmti~tates a :Beach 

The third installment of Glow, an ovemigj~t event in Santa 

Monies, Cali£, had l)wer arbvorks and a mdlower, more 

ethereal ambience than iN predeeesso~. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Obituaries 

dantes Vau~tt, %’he Led Irm~ tIostage Mission, 

Dies ~t 86 

General VaughL, a combat veteran of the Korean and Vietnam 

Wars, wa s th e eomm ander of the Carter administration’s failed 

~98o mission to fl’ee 5o hostages held in Iran. 

Jean Anyon Dies at 7~a; Wrote ’Ghetto Schooling’ 

Professor _&nyon, who taught at the CRy University of New 

York, asse~ed that the proNems that plagne urban sehods are 

inexh@ably linked to larger social ills. 

James 

Vaught, 

1983 

Today’s Video 



~ vwv:o: An Aeeidenta]l Shooting 

~ 4-year-old Noah MeOuire was accidentally shot hy his fl4end, 

wikh a gun "dnat had been stashed Behind a television. 

~ vwEo:A Govermnent Shutdown, by the 

N~a~bers 

A look at the costs, closings and other ramifications of a 

government shutdown. 

~ vw~o: l[r~ a Father’s Footsteps 

Rya n B~ackwell, a new 15 refi ghter at En gin e 6a in the Bronx, ha d 

his first rescue mission alongside some of his father’s colleagues. 

His father was a tirefighker who was ldlled on 9/~. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The House Rushes to a Shutdow~ 

Scorning the impending deadline, Republicans piled high their ideolo~cal 

demands. 

EDITORIAL 

Bi~qJt Co~trol m~d ~ Bess’s Religion, s Views 

There are no legal grounds to exempt private businesses from the 

contraception mandate in the health care law. 

EDITORIAL 

~A’~r~ tir~g Ofj~" Lives 

With life sentences tm’ning prison, s i~to geHat~-ie tempters, states need to 

encourage more rational sentencing and revive the use of executive clemency. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T|~e Rig|~t Gets Its ~6os 

,Just think of Ted Crt~z as Abbie Hoffman and Obamacare as 

Vietnam. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rebels Withottt a Chte 

The Republicans ate Nt~ing with financial ~saster. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

The Glass- Floor Problem 

Until we let altluenk children fail, talented lower--income 

st~dents will be unable to elimh the ladder of social 
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Prob em 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, September 30: Basel Compounds Rate Risk; Fewer, Pricier M&A Deals 

Dai~y Briefing 
w~b semi~ars 

] 
American Banker j 

Today’s Top Stories 

Base~ Ru~es Wil~ Worsen Big Banks° 
~nterest Rate Woes 

Higher interest rates have cut into bank profits 
in recent months, but that was only the start of 
the problem for big banks. The volatility is also 
hurting the value of their available-for-sale debt 
securities, which could cost them once Basel Ill 
takes effect Jan. 1. 

Bank M&A C~ouded #y Higher Dea~ Prices° 
D.C. Grid~ock 

The third quarter was marked by fewer but 
bigger deals. Higher prices could keep volume 
in check as sellers hold out for more. The fiscal 
showdown in Washington and related market 
swings could also complicate the balance of 
the year. 

Several institutions in one of the nation’s 
hardest-hit banking markets have shed 
enforcement actions, or have hired new 
leaders, as they attempt to stage comebacks. 

Practiced by a Polish Bank 

mBank shows how banks worldwide can 
overhaul their online banking platforms to meet 
customers’ rising expectations. The Polish 
bank offers video tellers and embedded 
personal financial management tools, among 
other features. 

By Department 

The Cutting Edge of Online Banking; as 

mBank shows how banks worldwide can 
overhaul their online banking platforms to meet 
customers’ rising expectations. The Polish 
bank offers video tellers and embedded 
personal financial management tools, among 
other features. 

FHA Commissioner B~ames Accounting 

Ru~es for Bailout Re~}uest 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 

2013 

COMPLETE iSSUE 

u View cor~plete 
issue 
~ View company 

index 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Regulation & 

~ 
T hree 
years 
a~er 
passage 
of Dodd- 

Frank, bankers 
are still anxious as 
they wait for some 
rules to be wd~en 
and others to be 
implemented. Yet 
a new set of 
regulato~ and 
legislative 
challenges looms. 

At Ame#can 
Bankefs 
Regulato~ 
Symposium, 
bankers, 
regulators and 
lawmakers share 
their ideas. 

~ 
Deal 

activi~ 
was 
honest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the adviso~ 
rankings a~er 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 

Take the lead in business. 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work CHck to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-in-Class" by 

CEB TowerGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis 

ii.~ Bn~3ble images f ........ ptim~31 e>rped ....... 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments Attend 

the Ailt~, Debit 

P~apaid Fo~unl to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-tc- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 



FHA Commissioner Carol Galante says 
mandatory accounting rules forced the agency 
to ask for additional funds and don’t reflect 
significant improvements in its mortgage 
portfolio this year. 

Several institutions in one of the nation’s 
hardest-hit banking markets have shed 
enforcement actions, or have hired new 
leaders, as they attempt to stage comebacks. 

Higher interest rates have cut into bank profits 
in recent months, but that was only the start of 
the problem for big banks. The volatility is also 
hurting the value of their available-for-sale debt 
securities, which could cost them once Basel Ill 
takes effect Jan. 1. 

Bank M&A C~ouded by’ Higher Dea~ Prices, 

D.C. Grid~oek 

The third quarter was marked by fewer but 
bigger deals. Higher prices could keep volume 
in check as sellers hold out for more. The fiscal 
showdown in Washington and related market 
swings could also complicate the balance of 
the year. 

taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are worth 
doing. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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...... Banker Tech 

© 20! 3 So[ffcei*Sedia. All rights reserved 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNG’s expectations won’t 

The North Carolina Tar Heels are 

1-3 for the first time since 2007, 

but coach Larry Fedora insists his 

expectations won’t change for a 

team ... 

X UNC players 
Joey Mangili 
(23), Thomas 

Late Hits: E~ig win for the Pirates, motivation 
ias~es fo~ the Ya~ Heels 

ECU’s riding high after a 55-31 win over UNC while 
prospects are looking up for Virginia Tech and Duke 

Fh’st Loo~: E~CU @ UNC I 
09,2.8,13 

284 images of Tar Heels vs. 
Pirates 

First Look: 
Photojournali 
st Ch uck 
Liddy and 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmail.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Happy Birthday from ESPN! 

More Kenny Mayne *>      W 



Take your pl ....... g the mighly! 

Martina Hingis (1980) 

Jeremy Giambi (1974) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect <NCAAconnec@ncaa.org> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 7:47 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR l N~ORfl~-4ATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

Executive Committee to gradually restore Penn State scholarships 
Due to Penn State’s continued progress toward ensuring athletics integrity, the NCAA Executive Committee is gradually restoring football scholarships the university lost 
because of sanctions more than a year ago. 

Rules reform continues on new path 
Late last month, a group of athletics directors, senior woman administrators and compliance practitioners representing all subdivisions of Division I gathered in indianapolis to 
take the next step toward shaping the next phase of rules reform. The approach was a new one intended to bring together those who think about the rules on a high level and 
those who must apply them daily. 

Summit gathering provides step to the future of women’s basketball 
Participants in the Women’s Basketball White Paper Summit came out with a consensus opinion that the Women’s Final Four should be moved a weekend later with a 
Friday-Sunday format and that the top 16 seeds should host first- and second-round games for future Division I Women’s Basketball Championships. 

Lee, Mississippi College enter Division II membership process 
The Division II Membership Committee and Management Council Subcommittees reviewed information related to several schools’ standing in the membership application 
process= 

Division III Championships Committee examines bracketing principles 
The Committee plans to weigh the fiscal implications of bracket expansion in the future. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 

Division I Amateurism Cabinet 
The June 2012 teleconference materials have been posted 

Division I Academic Cabinet 
NCAA Division I Academic Cabinet Home Page 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

@2013 NCAA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 7:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: TBJ Morning Edition: Obama admini~_ration to sue NC over voter ID law 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

BEPTEMBER 30, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

CO~PANII{S IN ~ODA~S i~ 

Obama administration to sue N.C, over voter IO ~aw 
The U.S Departmeni:ef Justkse will sue North Carcfiina fur alleged reciai 

~ ~re~ M~ Government shutdown: Now N.C. reds v~te~ 
The Repub~can.-con{relled LJ.S. Heuse ef Represenl:afives vel:ed 231-192 Sunday en 

a funding bill [ha[ weuld avoid a partial governrr~ent shu[dewn, but i[ was cenditJened 

en delay e[ irnpiemental:ion e[ the A[fordable Care Acfl The Ac[ beoomes e[fecfive Oct 

1 

Amtrak, NCDOT reach agreement to extend passenger rail 
service 

The North Carolina Departmep, t of Transportation and Amtrak have reached an 

agreement to continue operating the Piedmont and Carolinian trains pest Oct 1 

N.C. State receives $50M gift, ~rgest in school history 
NC. State University received its largest giR in school history, $50 miiiion from the 

Park Foundation to start an endowment to fund Park Scholarships 

~N£; H!gher interest rates would benefit bankinq 

Centennial downtown RaMiqh vied for LexisNexis 

expansion 

Could Research Trianqle Park get its ow~ Eiffel Tower? 

Obama to House Republicans: Stop ’appeasing the Tea 
Pa#y’ ~th shutdo~ threat 

Inside Gov. Pat ~cCro~’s house (s~ldeshow} 

Edition >> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

General solicitation is here (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to receive further email messages from 

Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please click here to unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

To manage your email preferences, please click here. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors 

Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers 

(admitted to practice in various US States). In England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 

2007, as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~vww.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law- & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:17 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Register Ibr "Remittance Flows to Post-Conflict States" It. guest speaker Governor Rahman 

Remittance Flows to Post-Conflict States: 
Perspectives on Human Security and Development 
Thursday, October lOth 
10:00AM - 11:30AM 
Location: Boston University 
Room TBD 
Please join us as we introduce the new Center for Finance, Law & 
Policy Task Force Report on Remittance Flows to Post-Conflict 
States. The Report is the outcome of a year-long interdisciplinalN 
research project organized by the Boston University Centerfbr 
Finance, Law & Policy in collaboration with The Frederick S, 
Pardee Center f!~r the Study of the Longer-Range Future. 

Featuring Keynote Speaker: 
Atiur Rahman 
Governor, Bangladesh Bank 

Dr. Atiur Rahman took the helm of the Central Bank of 
Bangladesh in May 2009, becoming the 10th Governor of the Bangladesh Bank, the country’s 
monetary policy authority, financial sector regulator and supervisor. 

Click here for more information and to register for the event! 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

] 

[his email was sent to lissa_broome@unc.edu by .b__~j__c_f_[~_~_b__u_=__e__d__u_ 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy, 

Boston University Center for Finance, Law & Policy :: 53 Bay State Road Boston :: MA :: 02215 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:26 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: How a College Took Assessment to Hea~ 

i~ Chronicle of Higher Education                                                        Ni subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday September 30, 2013 S~sbs¢~ihe to the Chronicle 

This Week’s Highlights 

~ 
H ow a College Took Assessment to Heart 
By Jack Stripling 
An aeereditor’s warning forced Lebanon Valley College to take a hard look at the 
cost of its quest for survival. 

~ 
American Universities Yawn ::~i 
at Globa~ Rankings ¯ ¯ 

By Karin Fischer 
While U.S. higher education has 

dominated international comparisons, a 
sense of complacency may hurt it in the 
long run. 
The World U nive~sity Ranking: View the 
list 

Price 
By Seo~ Carlson and Andy 
Thomson 

Campuses across the eount~T have slashed 
tuition, aiming for gmw~. But these 
"resets" can create their ou~ set of 
probletns. 

In Other News 

z\s~ Advocate for Access Reflects (m Decades o[ Political Battles 

Scholarly Groups Take On a Taboo Topic: ,lobs Outside Academe 

Feder;d Agencies Rev;m~p Standards for College Cybersecurity Program 

Next: A Special Report on Innovation 

~ 
T he New, Lifelong, Nonlinear Path Through College 

By Jeffrey J. Selingo 

Students in the future are likely to attend multiple institutions and providers (not 

just colleges), combine jobs and classrooms, and spend a lot longer learning than 

they do now. 

:\t~other Take: Do-It-Yore’self Education Is the Meal 

:~other Take: In Defense of the Traditional Degree 

How Disruption Can Help Colleges Thrive 

By Clayton M. Christensen and MiehaeI B. Horn 

As online learning has become pai~ of higher education, traditional colleges are 

feeling the pinch. What’s really there, though, is opportunit7. 

What Are the Barriers to ~nnovation? 
Seven scholarly thinkers discuss whether or not it’s realistic to expect meaningful 
change in the academy. 

Read More Articles and Opinion on the Future of Higher l~ducation 

Commentary 

Area-Studies Centers Are Vita~ but Vulnerable 
By Anna Grzymala-Busse 
Programs designed specifically to deepen our knowledge of foreign countries are 
under threat because of deep cuts in federal financing. 

More of Commentary 

Advice 



What They Say About You Behind CIosed Doors 

Bg Amanda I. Seligman 

ttow faculty members on a graduate student’s committee are, and aren’t, like 

cooking-show judges. 

More of Advice 

People 

Professor’s 10oyear Quest identifies Novelist Who Fled Slavery 

By Hannah Winston 

Gregg Hecimovieh, at Winthrop University, says he has identified the escaped 

slave who wrote "Th e Bon dwoman’s Narrative." 

From the 8~ogs 

The Conversation 

The Adjunct Crisis and the Free ~arket 

If we viewed a college education not as a product but as a luxm7 sere,ice, like dining at a fancy 

restaurant, then maybe adjuncts could earn a living wage, argues one of them, Rebecca 

Sehuman. 

Head Cou~t 

Why Counth)g Applications ~s an ~ffy Exercise 

One college president’s call for a review of how admissions data are reported underscores the 

mm’ldness of melx’ies like application totals. 

Lingua Fra~ca 

The Work of Conversation 

Anne Curzan reminds madras of the effort involved in being a good conversationalist, as well 

as the payoffs. 

On Hidn~ 

The Accidental Pay Cut 

What happens when the temporaW extra teaching load, and the money that comes with it, 

goes away? 

Multimedia 

~ 
Slide Show: Art and ~usi¢, i~ a Variety of ~edia 

Glimpses of Life in Academe From .~a’ound the World. 

Announcements 

The Almanac of Higher Education, 2013-14 

The latest Ahnanac of Higher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 

important trends in higher education. It bHn&s ~aders an in-depth analysis of colleges and 

mfiversities with data on students, professors, adminislx’atom, institutions, and their 

resources. Click here to get a copy. 

The Academic Workplace 2013 
For faeulty members and administrators alike, there’s tnore to sueeess than the ~)ieal 
markers of tenure, raises, or enrollment counts. They want to know that they’re making a 
difference. This speeial issue evaluates career success on campuses and features results of 
The Chroniele’s 90~3 Great Colleges to Work For survey. Get an in-depth look at this (and 
more) in The Chronicte’s Academic Workplace 2o~3. 

Did a friend send you this? Go he[e for your own copy. 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e..mail newslerters on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria. 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purcl~ase a subscription to our weekly newspaper 

Retrieve user name I Reset your passwo[d I 

(c) 2013 ~£he Chronicle of Higher Education 

1255 23rd Street N~vV 

Washington, DC 20037 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Monday, September 30, 2013 10:33 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Detroit Bankruptcy Court Refuses Stay of Chapter 9 Eligibility Hearing Under Stern v. Marshall 

September 30, 2013 

On September 26, 2013, Judge Steven W. Rhodes of the U~S. 
Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of Michigan denied 
the Official Committee of Retirees’ (the "Committee’~ motion 
to stay all eligibility proceedings pending its motion to 
withdraw the reference. In re City of Detroit, Michigan, Case 
No. 13-53846, ECF No. 1039 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. Sept. 26, 
2013). Notably, the Court refused to accept the Committee’s 
broad interpretation of Stern v. Marshall, properly applied a 
traditional injunction test to the Committee’s stay motion, 
and confirmed that a bankruptcy court has the power to 
decide issues of state law. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

[~E- mail This Issue 

% Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Fhm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kroener III, ~Villiam F. <kroenerw@sullcrom.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:52 AM 

Andrew Sandler <asandle@buckleysandler.com>; Bill Sweet <wsweet@skadden.com>; C. Dawn Causey <dcausey@aba.com>; 

Carolyn Richter <ca~olyn.richter@ta~utmansa~ders.com>; Christopher Bellini ~christopher.bellini@ti-iedl]ca~k.com:~; Christopher Zinski 

<czinski@schiflhardin.com>; Dave Berson <dberson@banktaxlaw.com>; Derek M. Bush ~dbush@cgsh.com>; Donna Ely 

~onna.ely@ihfa.gov>; Harold B. Finn II --~hfinn@fdh.colr;>; Hugh Conroy <hconroy@cgsh.com >; Jeffrey H~xe 

~-jeffrey.hare@dlapiper.com>; Jim Scott <ji~nscott2012@gmail.com>; John Buchman --~jbuchman@law.gwu.edu>; John Collins 

<jcollins@steptoe.co~n>; Julius L. Loeser <jloese@mnston.com>; Karol Sparks <karol.stmrks@b~kpn.com>; Keith Ligon 

<leith.a.ligon@frb.gov>; Laurie Schafi~r <laurie.schafi~@frb.gov >; Linda Hubble Ku <LHubbleKu@FDIC.gov>; Broolne, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martin Lybecker <~MLybecke@perkinscoie.com>; Meghan Musselman <mmusselman@hudco.com>; 

Michael Halloran <michael.halloran@pillsbm3daw.com>; Michael Kadish <michael.kadish@rbs.com>; Michael W. Briggs 

<mbrigg@fdic.gov>; Patrick Murphy <pmurphy@gklaw.com>; Peter Heyward <~peter.heyward@bnymellon.com~; Raymond Natter 

<matter@barnett- sivon.com~; Rich ~Vhiting <rich@fsround.org>; Richard K. Kim <rkim@Mrk.com>; Ronald R. Glancz 

<rglancz@enable.com>; Saxa Kelsey ~Saxma.KelseyLaw@gmail.com>; Sarah Miller <smille@iib.org>; Timofl~y Divis 

<tdivi@fdic.gov>; Timothy R. McTaggart <tmctaggaxt@willkie.com> 

juliana.s.oreilly@aexp.com; pllee@debevoi~.com; ’Michael A. Mancusi (Mmancusi@kilpatricktownsend.com)’; 
Maureen.Young@unionbank.com; Kroener III, Willimn F. -d~oenerw@sullcrom.com>; Nagax, Dacia R. <nagard@sullcmm.com> 

Request for Some Help 

For sponsorship for cocktails and portion of dinner for the Banking Law Committee dinners .... 

At the fall meeting in DC on Nov 8 (likely at restaurant near Ritz Carlton DC) 

At the spring meeting in Los Angeles next April ~0 (at LA Live restaurant on site) 

Thanks to help from many of you and your firms, we have been able to keep costs down in past dinners and would like to do so again 

Bill Kroener 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:04 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review i Gov’t shutdown, Obamacare loom large 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Char}otto workers~ hea~th 

be~efits iT~ore costly; 

Workers across Charlotte are 

starting to find out what their 

health benefit plans are going to 

look like next year - and the 

res u Its we n’... 

Toyota recalls 6t45,000 Sienna miniwms 

Toyota is recalling 615,000 Sienna minivans in the 

U.S. because they can inadvertently shift out of park 

and roll away 

Catawba tribe says slate s~pport no$ needed 

fo~ casino proiect 

The Catawba Indian tribe’s proposed casino in 

Cleveland County is drawing ardent opposition in 

Raleigh, but supporters say the games could go on 

without state support. 

NASA p~epadng to launch 

NASA is preparing to launch a 3-D 

printer into space next year, a 

toaster-sized game changer that 

greatly reduces the need for 

astronauts to load up... 

Shutdown }mpact: To~,~ista, 

homebuyers hit q~ickly 

A government shutdown w’ould 

have far-reaching consequences 

for some, but minimal impact on 

others. 

More media consumers are cutting the cable 

The vast majority of Americans - 95 percent - still 

watch television using traditional cable or satellite 

options, according to Nielsen. But the number of 

households that choose to opt out of cable or 

satellite TV is on the rise, from.. 

As Whole Foods g~ows, so does the spotlig~t 

As it continues to grow into an internationally known 

brand, Austin-based Whole Foods Market Inc is 

learning a lesson that has been taught to many up- 

and-coming corporations before it. The bigger the 

company gets, the brighter the spotlight -... 

Co~ege-educated workers 

taking jobs that don’t require 

In a packed pub in midtown 

Manhattan, Ryan Flagherty is 

surrounded on three sides by 

people clamoring for his attention. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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Jones Day cordially invites you to a webcast: 

"The New Normal of Consumer Finance Regulation and Compliance: 

Si~Inificant Trends for the Second Half of 2013" 

’~2:00 pomo --’~:00 p.m. (Eastern) 

Re~l,stratl,on v~ll c~ose October" 8. 

This webcast picks up where our June 2013 discussion l,eft off. The coming quarter promises increased 

attention from federal, and state regul,ators in the consumer finance arena. The CFPB has provided its 

"final" proposed rules for mortgage servicers, methods of compensation remain under scrutiny, and 

the enforceabil,ity of agreements cal.!ing for arbitration of consumer claims remains in fl.ux. In addition, 

the CFPB has announced that the January 2014 comphance deadl,ines for critical rul,es wil,l, remain firm. 

An ongoing area of discussion remains how best to communicate with the CFPB, and this quarter’s 

webcast wil,l, address the "business portal." estabhshed by the Bureau. The panel, wil,l, examine the 

continuing development of the regulatory environment for banks and nonbanks, including servicing 

agents, nonbank l,enders, and consumers. 

Panelists for this event incl,ude Chl,p MacDonald and Albert Rota, in Jones Day’s Financial. Institutions 

Litigation ~t Regul,ation Practice, and Jeremy Cole in the Firm’s Business and Tort Litigation Practice. 

Gre~l Hanthorn, al,so in the Business and Tort Litigation (USA) Practice, wil,l, serve as moderator. 

Our panel,ists bring to the tabl,e a weal,th of practical, experience and wil,l, address current best practices 
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iiiiiii"Protecting Reliance" ::~:: Free Download 
Coiumbia Law and Economics WorMng Paper IVo, 454 

V~CTOR P, GOLDBER@, Columbia Law School 
Email: vpg@law,columbia,edu 

Reliance plays a central role in contract law and scholarship. One party relies on the other’s promised performance, or its statements, or its 
anticipated entry into a formal agreement. Saying that reliance is important, however, says nothing about what we should do about it. In this 
paper the focus is on the many ways that parties choose to protect reliance. The relation between what parties do and what contract doctrine 
cares about is tenuous at best. Contract performance takes place over time and the nature of the parties’future obligations can be deferred to 
take account of changing circumstances. Reliance matters in this context since one or both of the parties might want to rely on the continuity of the 
arrangement; but they might also want the flexibility to adapt as new information becomes available. If one party has the discretion to react 
(terminating or adjusting quantity, for example) the other party can confront the decision maker with a price reflecting its reliance. That price need 
bear no relation to the formal remedies of contract law. The paper also considers other roles of reliance, including determination of compensation 
following excused performance, the irrevocability of an offer, and in a particular type of complex transaction -- a corporate acquisition. 

i:~i Free Download | 
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This article confronts several important questions about the sovereign bond market’s inability to resolve contract disputes efficiently. The problem 
stems from the lack of remedies available to creditors when a sovereign breaches a debt contract. Even if the creditors overcome several obstacles 
to win a judgment, they soon find that the doctrine of foreign sovereign immunity makes it nearly impossible to enforce the award. While some 
creditors accept their losses, others have pursued costly remedial strategies -- albeit to little avail. 

In August 2013, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals issued a groundbreaking decision in NML Capital Ltd. v. the Republic of Argentina, which 
threatens to overhaul the sovereign borrowing system. The creditors therein successfully alleged that Argentina breached an obscure, poorly 
understood contract term found in most debt instruments known as the pari passu clause. Now this ruling could flip the balance of power over to 
the creditors, which, as this article demonstrates, would only recreate the same systemic inefficiencies that previously undermined the sovereign 
bond trade. 



To be sure, the manner in which the sovereign debt market encourages actors to poorly allocate scarce resources exemplifies the reasons why 

contracting parties respond inefficiently, yet rationally, to poorly designed contracts. 

This article offers a new theoretical approach to the literature’s understanding of sovereign bonds and general contract enforcement. While prior 

works have typically studied sovereign debt as a unique contract type producing anomalous results, this article switches gears, using a law and 

economics framework to demonstrate that the problems posed by sovereign bonds are quite common. Rational actors -- such as sovereign debtors 

and creditors -- respond predictably to defined conditions and stimuli and thus the incentive structures in which they operate explains their 
behavior~ It follows then that other modern and/or historic agreements may have included mechanisms that overcome some of the same 

underlying inefficiencies engrained in sovereign bonds, which could, by analogy, offer a solution to the sovereign debt crisis. 

St. Thomas Law Review, Vol. 26, 20,!4, Forthcoming 
University of Leicester School of Law Research Paper No. 23-05 

~EZ& BEHI~IHTI, University of Leicester - School of Law 

Email: rb296@le,ac,uk 

The Proposal for a Common European Sales Law (CESL) and the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (SGA) have adopted different approaches toward the 
calculation of damages. Under the SGA, the ’market price’ rule is preferred over the rule governing ’making a substitute transaction’. Where there is 
a market price for the contract goods, a higher or lower price at which the buyer has made a cover purchase for the similar goods is generally 
irrelevant to the assessment of damages. Conversely, under the CESL, the ’market price’ rule for calculation of damages is subsidiary, even if the 
’market price’ rule would have been more advantageous for the buyer. This paper will compare these different mechanisms for calculating damages 
within the context of international sales of manufactured goods. This comparison is based on a novel normative framework. This normative 
framework consists of four criteria: 1) legal certainty, an essential requirement of international sales transactions; 2) performance interest, 
reflecting the specific needs of a buyer entering a commercial transaction; 3) efficiency, concerning whether the remedy can minimize transaction 
costs facing the disputants; and 4) satisfying the norms of relational theory, as international sales of manufactured goods requires a continuing 
relationship between the parties in different stages of contract. This comparison aims to identify which legal regime has adopted the more 
appropriate approach in accordance with the normative framework. Finally, proposals for improving the rules of monetary damages under the CESL, 
which seems to have some defects, are suggested. 

i::i::i::i"Interpretatie~ of Writtea Contracts in ~nglaa~l" II~II Free Download 

University of Cambridge Faculty of Law Research Paper ,~;o. 36,/20~3 

~E:~i.. H, A~R~, University of Cambridge - Faculty of Law 

Email: nhal000@cam.ac=uk 

This article examines the leading principles governing interpretation of written contracts under English law. This is a comprehensive and incisive 
analysis of the current law and of the relevant doctrines, including the equitable principles of rectification, as well as the powers of appeal courts or 
of the High Court when hearing an appeal from an arbitral award. The topic of interpretation of written contracts is fast-moving. It is of 
fundamental importance because this is the most significant commercial focus for dispute and because of the number of cross-border transactions 
to which English law is expressly applied by businesses. 
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Oxford Lega! S~udies Re~eafch Paper No, 90/2023 

DOIROT.~ ~.~CZ~’~:[~W[CZ, University of Oxford - Faculty of Law 
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The article examines the use of the Charter of Fundamental Rights in the so-called "horizontal" cases. For this purpose it investigates three 
questions: first, the formal status of the Charter in horizontal situations; secondly, the problems which arise when open-textured provisions 
guaranteeing fundamental rights are applied horizontally; and thirdly, the different ways in which restrictions could be imposed on the horizontal 
use of the Charter. it argues that the question of the appropriate scope of horizontal application of the Charter goes beyond the technical 
subtleties of distinguishing between the Charter and the "general principles" of fundamental rights, or between their "direct" and "indirect" effect. 
Starting from the assumption that constitutionalisation of contract law should have limits, the article argues for a substantive doctrine to regulate 
the reach of the Charter in horizontal cases. The article considers the possibility of reconciling a traditional private law perspective, focused on 
protection of contractual freedom and efficiency, with the concern for ensuring efficacy of fundamental rights in situations where substantive 
freedom and equality are in need of protection. 

Hong Kong Law Journal, Vol 43 Part 1, (2013) 

W~It ~H~, Shanghai 3iao Tong University (S3TU) - KoGuan Law School 

Email: shenwill2@gmail,com 

}{IEI~Y Y~, Allen & Overy 

The PRC Supreme People’s Court has recently issued its third piece of judicial interpretation on the PRC Contract Law in order to clarify ambiguities 
surrounding the sales contract. Among others, the new judicial interpretation tries to explicitly impose a pre-contractual liability, which is a 

confusingly unsettled but dynamically developing area, not only in China but also abroad. This article is an attempt to understand the connections 

between the PRC Contract Law and the latest judicial interpretation on pre-contractual liability in a logical fashion by outlining a three-stage good 

faith framework. However, tensions and confusions as illustrated in cases of some advanced economies show that there is a need to revolutionise 
this area and in that regard, this article advocates for a new, and more interventionalist approach in determining the liability that could potentially 

flow from conduct that occurs at the pre-contractual stage. 
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Illinois Business News September 2013 

Jeff Brown: Risks to government pension insurer worse than thought More >> 

When the going gets tough, the materialistic go shopping More >> 

How a finance professor turned theory into a $70bn practice More >> 

Exploring the relationship betwen market forces & public policy More ~, 

Josh Pollet explains impact of new companies joining Dow Jones Index More 

What are advantages and disadvantages of ADM’s plan to move HQ? More >> 
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Lyda Iturralde joins Aviva Investors as chief compliance officer !~!~[[.¢...,’.,’. 

Diehard Cubs fan Mark Hogan ’73 likes his new Toyota lineup ~t!9[.~..??. 

Origin Ventures co-founder Bruce Barton ’77 included in Crain’s Tech 50 
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Three MBA students awarded FMC Technologies Fellowships More 
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International Business & Finance Daily 

October 1, 2013 @ Number 190 

Finance 

The world’s economies moved much more in Iockstep during the 
2007-09 crisis than in any other time in recent decades, 
occurring across regions and among advanced and emerging 
market economies, the International Nonetary Fund said Sept .... 

Greece 
~4i,~,~io~ to At~’~s ~i~l Take 

The International Nonetary Fund and its European partners Sept. 
29 said a mission to Athens to review the Greek government’s 
economic program will take a break and resume in coming 
weeks .... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
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Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: House Vote Extends Budget Standoff 

H~mse V~te E.~tends Budget Stand~ff 

The U.S. House of Representatives on Monday night passed the latest Republican plan to 

delay part of the new federal health-care law and keep the government operating, 

extending the partisan standoff over health policy and federal spending with only hours 

remaining before a partial government shutdown. 

The 228-201 vote in the House ensures another round of late-night volleys between the 

GOP-led House and the Democrat-controlled Senate. The short-term spending bill now 

heads back to the Senate. 

See More Covera#e >> 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Congress Misses Deadline to Avert Shutdown 

C~mgress Misses Deadline to Avert Sh~tdox~n~ 

The Obama administration late Monday told federal agencies to begin an "orderly 

shutdown" of parts of the federal government because Congress failed to approve funding 

for the new fiscal year, set to begin on Tuesday, Oct. 1. 

Office of Management and Budget Director Sylvia Mathews said the White House doesn’t 

"have a clear indication" on whether Congress will act to reopen the government on 

Tuesday to limit a lapse in government services, for which agencies were required to 

develop contingency plans. 

See More Coverage 
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iiiiiii,,TheSirenCa~lofEquityCrowdfunding,,[.~:: FreeDownload] 

tM]:CHAEL ~. IDORFI=, Southwestern University School of Law 

Emaih mdorff@swlaw.edu 

The JOBS Act opened a new frontier in start-up financing, for the first time allowing small companies to sell stock the way Kickstarter and RocketHub 
have raised donations: on the web, without registration. President Obama promised this novel form of crowdfunding would generate jobs from 
small businesses while simultaneously opening up exciting new investment opportunities to the middle class. While the new exemption has its 
critics, their concern has largely been confined to the limited amount of disclosure issuers must provide. They worry that investors will lack the 
information they need to separate out the Facebooks from the frauds. This is the wrong concern. The problem with equity crowdfunding is not the 
extent of disclosure. The problem is that the companies that participate will be terrible prospects. As a result, crowdfunding investors are virtually 
certain to lose their money. This essay examines the data on angel investing - the closest analogue to equity crowdfunding - and concludes that 
the majority of the issuers that sell stock to the middle class over the internet will lose money for investors, with many failing entirely. The 
strategies that help the best angels profit will not be available to crowdfunders. Plus, the losses most issuers inflict will not be offset by a few huge 
winners. ~nvestors will not find tomorrow’s Googles on crowdfunding portals because they will not be there; instead, start-ups with real potential 
will continue to use other programs, such as the newly expanded Rule 506 exemption. This outcome is the inevitable result of the nature of start- 
up investing and crowdfunding. No amendments to the Act or rule-making by the SEC can prevent it. The only solution that will protect investors is 
to abolish equity crowdfunding for the unaccredited. 

iiiiiii"Tax Law Influences o~ the Form and Substance of Equity Cor~pensation in the United States" ~II Free Download 

}V~AR~: Po GER~EN, University of California, Berkeley - School of Law, University of Texas Law School 

Emaih mgergen@law.berkeley.edu 

This brief essay was written for a forthcoming book by Prof. Zenich Shisido, Enterprise Law: Contracts, Markets, and Laws in the US and Japan 

(Edward Elger). It summarizes recent scholarship on the influence of tax law on equity compensation in the United States. 

The essay finds there is little evidence or reason to believe that tax law significantly influences the substance of equity compensation, meaning the 
mix between equity and cash compensation and the risk and term structure of equity compensation. For publicly traded firms, tax law generally and 
roughly is neutral in the choice between equity and cash compensation once costs and benefits to both the firm and the recipient are considered. 
Tax law probably also has not had much impact on the form of equity compensation in publicly traded firms. 

Tax considerations do seem to have had an impact on the form of equity compensation in the venture capital ("VC") and private equity industries 

both at the start-up company level and at the fund level. There is an arguable tax bias against giving founders equity compensation in the form of 

founders’ common in start-ups in the VC industry. And there is arguable tax bias in favor of giving fund managers equity compensation in the form 

of a profits interest in the private equity industry, which includes the VC industry. 

But there are reasons to be skeptical about whether these tax biases have had much of an impact on the substance of equity compensation. Start- 



ups are so poorly engineered from a tax perspective that it is unlikely that tax considerations significantly influence the economic deal struck 
between founders and investors. If the tax cost of founders’ common was perceived as an impediment to using equity compensation, then the 
parties would redesign the deals to eliminate those costs. On the other hand, funds are so exquisitely well engineered from a tax perspective that 
that we can expect engineers to design around any tax rules that are more than a minor irritant. The co-existence of these poorly and exquisitely 
designed structures in the same industry is curious. 

~i Free Downlced 

Securities Regulation Law Journal, 2013, Forthcoming 

WI~NDY ~l~Wlr~:l( COUTURE, University of Idaho College of Law 

Email: wgcouture@uidaho,edu 

Alternative Litigation Finance - or ALF - is a rapidly growing, largely unregulated industry, which poses myriad potential benefits and problems. 

Although ALF has attracted significant scholarly attention, the potential role for securities regulation of ALF has not been widely discussed. This 

Essay seeks to begin that discussion by analyzing the potential securities regulation of the ALF contract - which is the agreement between the ALF 

client (the recipient of ALF funds) and the ALF company (the supplier of ALF funds). 

First, this Essay provides an overview of ALF, including a summary of the potential pros and cons of ALF and the various regulatory responses 

proposed by scholars. Second, this Essay analyzes whether an ALF agreement satisfies the definition of "investment contract" so as to qualify as a 

"security," concluding that an ALF agreement probably qualifies as a security in those jurisdictions that apply a vertical commonality test. Third, this 
Essay considers whether ALF agreements implicate the central policy of the securities laws - full and fair disclosure - and concludes that ALF 

agreements are rife with information asymmetry, thus implicating this policy. Fourth, this Essay analyzes how securities regulation would affect ALF 

contracts, focusing on the prohibitions on the sale and advertising of unregistered, nonexempt securities and the antifraud provisions and 

concluding that these provisions would partially redress the informational imbalances. In conclusion, this Essay argues that the flexibility of 
securities regulation makes it a particularly effective method of regulating an evolving industry such as ALF. 

The IUP Journal of Corporate Governance, 2013, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 7-44 
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The complexities and dynamics in the global environment coupled with recent issues in respect of the economic meltdown have a huge impact on 
emergent economies. Emergent economies overtly presented fresh markets for worldwide corporate organisations in the 1990s, and early parts of 
the 21st century. However, these economies, in spite of their worldwide contribution, face some challenges pertaining to good corporate 
governance practices. Therefore, it is extremely important for studies on corporate governance practices to be undertaken in these economies. The 
purpose of this paper is to examine corporate governance practices in Ghana. A qualitative case study approach was used to get hold of an 
depth understanding of corporate governance practices from four large publicly listed corporate organisations on the Ghana Stock Exchange. We 
find that large shareholders actively exert control over corporate decisions. Also, when large shareholders fully involve themselves in corporate- 
derision making processes, boards appear to be advisory bodies. However, on a passive side, evidence shows that with an absence of controlling 
shareholders that closely monitor and control the activities of management, large numbers of independent non-executive directors on boards 
assist in board control function. 
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Federal Government Shutting Dow~ in ~mpasse 

A flur~ of last-m~nute moves by the House, Senate and White House ~ate 
Monday ~ed to break a b~t~er budge~ s~ando~f over RresMen~ Obama’s health 
care ~aw, re#o~ts the New York Times (Oct. 1, We~sman, Pole "s), setting ~n 
motion the first government shutdown ~n heady two decades. After a se[ies of 
rapM-fire back and forth legislative maneuvers, ~he House and Senate ended 
the day with no resolution, and the Senate ha~ted business unfi~ ~ater Tuesday 
while the House took steps to open talks. But Harp� Reid, the Senale majodty 
~eader, dismissed as game-p~ay~ng the House proposa~ to beg~n confe[ence 
committee negotiations. "we w~ll not go to conference with a gun to our 
heads," he sa~d, demand~n{ that 1he House accepl the Senale’s six-week 
stopgap spending b~l, which has no pc]icy prescriptions, before negotiations 
begin. 

~e Los Angeles Times (Oct. 1, Lee) discusses the potential impacl of the 
shutdown on the U.S. economy. The nation ~s currently more than four years 
~nto an economic expansion w~h some momentum behind ~t. But ~he recovery 
from the Great Recession has been shJgg~sh a~(J repeatedly held back by 
politicM budget battles. Most analysts predict that a two-week 
government shutdown would shave 0.3 to 0.4 of a pe[cen[age point ~rom 
economic g[ov~h in the fourth quarter. Mush o~ this wouM be due ~o lost pay 
for hundreds of thousands of furloughed federa~ workers~ A~though not 
devastating, that’s not a smal~ amount eithe[, especially for an economy that 
has been growing [h~s year a~ an anemic annual [a~e of less than 2 percenL A 
~onger downtime would resu]l in increasingly larger and escalating problems 

NACD for the economy. ~t would cause d~srupfions ~n private-sector production and ~com,nu 

~nvestmen~s, as we~ as greater volatility in ~inancJa~ marke~s. ~ents ....................................... 

~e Wall Street Journal (OcL 1, Palelta) notes Congress ~n recent years has NACD Conference 

abandoned ~ts trsdifions~ budget and app[opr~afions process and instead has 
assemb~ed~oflen on ~he fly~as~-minu~e ag[eemen~s tha~ de~ay decisions ~ Nationa~ Harbor, MD 

and fund the government for weeks or months al a time. "The process itself ~s (oct. ~3- ~5, 20~3) 
out 

not working we~, but ~t seems to be lust stymied by the vep/deep 
polarization, so that government becomes nonfuncfiona~ when ~t’s d~vMed," 
says Stephen Wayne, a Georgetown University professor of govemmenL TMs 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

year, Congress hasn’t passed any of 1he 12 major appropriations bil~s 1hat 
fund operations for the fisc~ year that sta~s Tuesday. Tills breakdown was e New Yo~k, NY (D~c. 

2013) 
~he underlying d[iver o~ the 2013 shutdown, which w~ ~as~ until ~awmakers can 
reach a resolution. And even ~fthe current impasse ~s resolved soon.----wMch is 

Ma~er Class 
far fl’om ceda~n-----a dea~ would likely only postpone the next showdown. Thal 
couM come as soon as mid-October when Congress wou~d need to raise the 

federal deM ceiling, 
e Miami, FL (Dec !2-13, 

2013) Soid Out 
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to gain clarity on your strengths, m~n~m~ze your r~sks, and promote Events 
growth with c~ear focus-----not 1o sh~ply "cheek the box2 A large number of 
boards are asking NACD to he~p them see the b~g p~cture and ~dent~fy new Peer Exchange~ 
oppo[tunitJes within the de~a~s. Our NACD advisors~l~ experienced directors 
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themselves facilitate confidential evaluations designed to uncover insights 
~hat ~ransfom~ a potentially sensitive exercise into a valuable ene~ 

Take advantage of Fail Sav~ngs, nowthrough Nov, I, Learn how NACID 
can meet your needs today by schedule a complimentary consultation 

online, via e-mail, or call 2024572-2101, 

Sha reFr7~ ::~:~:: Facebook ~] 

NACD in the News 

More Than 100 Experts to Speak at Largest NACD Board Leadership 

Conference 

MarketWatch (Sept. 30) repo~ts that ihe National Association of Corporate 
Directors is scheduled to host the 2013 NACD Board Leadership Conference - 
- its bigges~ conference to date - Oct. 13-I 5 at the Gayle[d National Resor~ 
and Convention Center just outside of Washington, D.C. The eveni will feature 
more than 150 speakers, ranging from former Sen. Olympia Snowe, currently 
serving as a director of T. Rowe Price Group, to SEC Chair Mary Jo White. 
According to MarkeiWatch, "session topics inck~de ihe impac~ of big data on 
business, risk oversight, and the shifting landscape of social media." Nearly 
1,000 corporate directors from such firms as Ford, JetBlue, JPMorgan Chase, 
and Union Pacific are expected ~o a~tend along with numerous corporate 
governance prefessionals. Additional topics will include cyber security risk, 
shareholder activism, and potential regulatory action in the new year. 

Audit and Finance 

SAIC Takes Final Step to Split ~nto Two Public Companies 

"Science Applications International Corp. (SAIC) on Monday took the final 
stop in its effort ~e split into two as shares in each company began trading 
publicly," the Washington Post (Sept. 30, Cense0 reports. The Virginia-based 
contracting giant has spent over a year dividing ~nto a $6 billion technology 
company ~hat will be k~own as Leidos a~d a $4 b~on government~ervices 
company that w~l retain 1he SA~C name. To create two new stocks to 
represenl the separate fh’ms, s~ockho~ders last week received a pro-rata 
d~vMend of one share of common stock ~n the company that retahss the SA~C 
name Ibr every seven shares o~ common stock held w~h~n ~he ~ormer 
company~ ~n addition, the Post notes, "every feur shares of stock ~n the former 
SAIC were comMned into one shale d Leidos." 

S,a re~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Apple Passes Coca--Cola as ~ost Valuable Brand 

The New York Times (Sept. 30, Elliott} cites a new report from Interbrand, a 
corporate identity and brand consulting company owned by the Omnicom 
Group, which found that Apple topped CocaoCola as ~he world’s mos~ valuable 
brand. The technology giant ~ook the top spo~ based on criteria that include 
financial pedormance. The 2013 repor~ states: "Every so often, a company 
changes our lives, net just with its products, but with its ethos. This is why, 
I011owing CocaoCola’s 13~year run a~ the top of Bes~ Global Bt~nds, Interb[and 
has a new No. 1 - Apple." Researchers estimate the value of the Apple brand 
at $98.3 billion, a 28 percent increase from 2012. The value of the Ceca-Cola 
brand also rose year over year, by 2 percent to $79.2 billion. 

Sha re~[~ ii~ii Facebook ~ 

Brookfieid ~oves to Create Giant Real Estate Bus#~ess 

In a deal that would form one of the world’s largest commercial reM estate 

companies, the Toronto Globe and Mail (Sept. 30, Atkins) is reporiing that 
Brooklield Property Padnors LP is making a bid ~e absorb Brooklield Office 
Properties Inc. The plan is to buy the 49 pement of Broo~~e~d Office ~1 does 
not Mready own. Such a merged entity would boast US$45 bi~on wo~h of 
off~ce, re~a~L and apaAment propeA~es. Nold#~gs #~clude ~he e~gh~-m~llion- 
~uare4eot BrookfieM P~ace New York complex next to Lower Manhattan’s 
Worm Trade Centec Beth firms ewn and operate buildings, but have d~fferenl 
focuses. BrookfieM PropeRy owns ~ndustr~al, mu]fifam~y housing, and reta~ 
assets. Brookfield Office’s name indicates the company’s sole ~ecus. 
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Cooper Tire SharehoMers Approve Sale to h~dia’s Apollo Tyros 

"Cooper Tire and Rubber Co said its shareholders approved its sale to h~dia’s 
Apollo Tyros," repe~ts Reuters (Sept. 30, Raghavan), "bringing ~he ~ire makers 
one step closer to completing their $2.5 billion deal." Nearly 96 percent of the 
shares that were voted at a Monday shareholder isqeeting were in supper[ of 
~he merger. Roughly 78 percent of Coopers outstanding common shares wore 
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voted at the meeting. 
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~llinois House Considering Corporate Tax 

"The Illinois House is considering a bill that would require corporations in the 
state to publicly disclose how much they pay in state income taxes," 

confirms the Alton Daily News (Sept. 30, Gregory). The Illinois Corporate 
Responsibility and Tax D~sclosure Act would mandate that any publbiy traded 
company do~n9 bus~ness ~n ~he state would have to fi~e a form detail~n9 its tax 
payments 1o the state, a~on~ w~th ~ts net and taxable ~ncome and what tax 
credffs it received. Advocates sssed that it wou~d both expose and discourage 

ffaud~ Dan Bucks, former executive d#ector o~ the Mu~bS~a~e Tax 
Commission, remarks, "~f some corporations do not wan1 to defend 1heir tax 
behavior, it may we~ be because they cannel defend what they’re Mding from 
the public." 

Shar8~ ].~.] Facebook ~ 

Japan’s Ruling Parties Give Green Light to Corporate Tax Cut 

"Japan’s ruling paIlies grud.~;ingly agreed Monday to a modest cut in the 
corporate tax," confirms the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 30, Mochizuki), "giving 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe the green I~ght to include the measu[e ~n a~ 
econom~c~flmulus package he ~s set to unveil Tuesday abng w~th a decision 
to proceed wffh s p~anned sales-tax rise from April." For some time, bus~ness 
bbbies have pushed for a reducHon in the co[potato ~ax ra~e - one of ~he 
h~ghest among ~ndustrJalized naHons. La~e Monday, ~he joint ~ax pane~ of 
Abe’s Uberal Democratic Parly and ~ts ~unbr ~a~tner, New Kome~to, agreed to 
"conside¢’ the cut and fins~ize the dec~sbn by Decembe[. The p~an ~s to 
review bo~h tax revenue and corporate effo[ts to raise wages ~ making tha~ 

Sh,[e~ ].~.] Facebook ~ 
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CIock Starts on CEO Pay Disclosure Rule 

The SEC "is set to publish a rule requiring companies to disclose how much 
~hey pay their ~op executives," repo[ts The Hill (Sept. 30, Goad), "s~arting ~he 
clock on a ~wo-month commen~ pe[iod for ~he contentious proposal." The draft 
rub, unveiled eaHbr ~n September, ~s required under the Oodd-Frank Wall 
Street reform ~aw. The statute cal~s lot [eg~afions compelling films to revea~ 
the median income of rank~nd4ib employees and the salaries of CEOs. In 
addition, companies wou~d be required to calculate the pay ratio reflecting the 
d~fference between the two figures. Suppo~ers of the ru~e contend ff wou~d 
he~p shame ~hose employe~s tha~ heap exorbitant salaries on their top 
executives and g~ve bwe[qeve~ s~affe~s mote love[age to negotiate for h~gher 
compensation. "Bul bus~ness groups and banks warn thal the cost of 
complying wffh the new regulations wou~d be ovedy burdensome," notes The 
Hi~, "w~h some estimates p~acing ~he p[ice tag at $I00 mi~on for a singb 
mu~finatbna~ firm To allay those concerns, the draft regulations ca~ for a 
flexiMe app[oach to csbulating the figures, w~th firms sble to choose from a 
ser~es of alternative compliance options." 

Sh,re~ ].~.] Facebook ~ 
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Women Are Under4~epresented in Asia’s Boardrooms 

CNNMonev (SepL 30, Riley) cites a study conducted by McKinsey 
repo~ting that "women occupied only 6 percent of corporate board seats in 
Asia in 2011. That puts the region well behind Europe and the United States, 
where 17 percent and 15 percent of boaid seats are held by women," 
respectively. Only around 1 percent of company board members are women in 
South Korea. Meanwhile, that figure is 2 percent in Japan, 5 percent in India, 
6 percent in hsdonesia, and 7 percent in Singapore. Even in Hong Kong, long 
conside[ed one el the region’s most prog[essive cities, [ecent data shows ~hat 
40 percent of companies have no female representation on their boards. 
"Where we are today is so woefully inadequate," laments Su-Mei Thompson, 
CEO of The Women’s Foundation. "The s~a~istics show the pace of change is 
tOO 
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IEcobank CEO Denies Misconduct Amid Corporate Governance Review 

Bloomberg (SepL 30, BenedeHi-Valen~ini) has learned that Nigeria’s 
Securities and Exchange Cemmission is investigating Ecobank’s governance 



after Laurence do Rego, executive director of risk and finance, told the 
regulator in August that CEO Thie~ry Tanoh and Chairman Kolapo Lawson 
"planned to sell some assets below market va~ue." Tanoh h~s publicly denied 
the a~egations of fr~d. He states, "The bank’s governance norms ~e s~ch 
tod~y that wh~t h~s been said couMn’t have been done. We ~re debug ~ 
review because it’s time also [o~ us io look ai ou~" governance and keep 
~mproving it." Fo~mded ~n 1985, Ecobank operates ~n France and nearly three 
dozen African countries, more than any other lender. 

C-Suite 

Huawei ~s Rotating Its CI~O Every Six Months to Stay Fresh 

The Verge (Sept. 30, Jefffies) is rope[ring thai "Huawei, ihe multibillion-dolla[ 
Chinese ie]ecom infl’astr~cture and mobile device maker, just announced a 
new CEO - but on~y for the nexi s~x months." Eric Xu has agreed to serve as 
~cting cMef executive from Oct. 1 through March 31 unde~ the company’s 
roiai~ng CEO system. The company ~evealed this experimental managemeni 
strategy a year ago~ "Under lhe system," the p~]b~cat~on notes, "three 
executives take turns acting as CEO. The tempo~a~ position entails leading 
meetings w~th the boa~d o~ directors and execrative management, as we~ as 
taking the primary role ~n operations and cds~s managemenL" Each executive 
brings expertise from d~fferent parts of the organ~zafion~ from marketing and 
wireless to research and development. ~th the company and China both ~n a 
period o[ rapid change, Huawe] believes having [h~e CEOs will keep the 
bt~siness n[mb[e~ 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Merck Plans Further Job Cuts 

Merck Plans Further Job Cuts 

Merck unveiled a global revamp to sharpen its commercial and research and development 

focus, a move that includes roughly 8,500 additional layoffs as it aims to save about $2.5 

billion a year by the end of 2015. 

The latest round of jobs cuts, along with roughly 7,500 previously announced workforce 

reductions, are expected to reduce Merck’s total global workforce of 81,000 by roughly 

20%~ The pharmaceutical company expects restructuring costs of between $2.5 billion and 

$3 billion, including $900 million to $1.1 billion in 2013, a majority of which will be recorded 

in the third quarter. 

The company anticipates the substantial majority of savings will come from marketing and 

administrative expenses and R&D. 

See More Coverage 
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The Morning Bfiet! Congress Fails to Prevent Shutdown 
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Dodd- Frank Progress Report 

ii~:~iI Davis Polk 

Dodd-Frank Progress Report 
October I, 2013 

in this Report: 

In the past month, no rulemaking requirement deadlines passed, five rulemaking requirements were 
proposed and one rule was finalized to meet a rulemaking requirement. 

As of October I, 2013, a total of 280 Dodd-Frank rulemaking requirement deadlines have passed. Of 
these 280 passed deadlines, 171 (61.1 %) have been missed and 109 (38.9%) have been met with 
finalized rules. 

addition, 161 (40.5%) of the 398 total required rulemakings have been finalized, while 121 (30.4%) 
rulemaking requirements have not yet been proposed. 

If you have any questions regarding this publication, please contact 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies Refer to the firm’s p:iv~:, ~. bciic~ located at d::wispoii corn 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dpwm,-:ii<,?~)d,-:vi~ polk :-.:-~:-,’ to your 

address book 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 
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Federal Reserve Board issues entbrcement action 

Federal Reserve Board issues enforcement action 

http:i/www, federalre serve.gov/new se,,-ents/press~eni’orcement/20131001 a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the FederaJ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at m~y time on your Subscriber Preferences Paae. You will need to use your 

email acidress to log in. If you have qaestions or problems or need assistance, please contact suppol~govdelively.com. 
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header 

Message from the Chair 
The Honorable Solomon Oliver 

FEATURED ARTICLES 

Here’s to Our Volunteers 
Barry Currier, Managing Director of Accreditation and Legal Education 

Comments Invited for Proposed Standards Changes 

Changes Proposed for Foreign Study Criteria 

NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

ABA Annual Meeting Recap 

Member News 

Comments :~nvited for Upcoming Site Visits 

New Section Publications 

(-’lick here for t:al12013 PDF version ................................................................................ 

SyIlabn.~ is a publication from the Section of Legal Education & Admissions to the Bar 

If you are already a member mid want to sign up for Syllabu~, ,:li<,] he~e. If you would like infomiafion on j oining the ABA, ,:i~c1 here. Yore e-mail ad&ess 

will oIfly be used wit}l~I the ABA and its entities. We do not sell or rent e-mail a&hesses to anyone outside the ABA 

Americml Bar Association ] 321 N. Clmk I CIdcago, IL 60654-7598 ] 1-800-285-2221 

&) 2013 Ametican Bar Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

UNC Banking (Linkedln Groups) <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 11:31 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

UNC Banldng invites you to join UNC Center for Banking and Finance on LinkedIn 

Linkedln 
From: UNC Banking 

Date: 10/01/2013 

Subject: UNC Banking invites you to join UNC Center for Banking and Finance on Linkedln 

UNC Banking wrote: 

I would like to invite you to join my group on Linkedln 

-UNC 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane Russell Coleman & Logan, PC <marketing@krcl.com~ 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 11:31 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Litigation Ale(t - New Arbitration Rules Effective Today 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Litigation Alert 

New and Amended AAA 
Commercia~ Arbitration Rules 

Effective October 1,2013, revisions to the American Arbitration 
Association’s ("AAA") Commercial Arbitration Rules (the 
"Commercial Rules") will take effect for all cases filed on or after 
that date. The revisions reflect an effort to clarity rights of both 
the parties and the arbitrator(s) to manage and conduct the 
arbitration process. While there are myriad changes to the rules, 
this alert is intended to provide a synopsis of significant changes 
and amendments to the Commercial Rules. A full text of the 
revised rules may be viewed at the American Arbitration 
Association’s website. 

Read More 

t~)terested in more {ega~ insights treat #~pact you[ bus#~ess? 

Jei~ us a~ our seminar s~,~ries, Legal h~si,_qh~s for Texas Preli~,ssiomds, 
hosted throt@~ot~t the year in Dallas a~d Houston, Visit our website to 
search dates and topics. 

Michael A. Logan, a founding director of 
the Firm, practices in the Litigation 
Section. Mr. Logan has substantial 
experience in federal and state court 
representing privately held businesses, 
financial institutions, publicly traded 
companies and insurers in tort, 
construction and complex business 
litigation. He also represents physicians 
in a variety of health care matters. 

Logan, Mike 



Joseph A. Hummel, an associate of the 
Firm, practices in the Litigation and 
Financial Services sections of the 
Dallas office. Mr. Hummel represents 
clients through all phases of litigation, 
including pre-trial assessment and 
analysis, pleadings, discovery, trial, 
appeals, and judgment enforcement. He 
regularly litigates cases in both federal 
and state court, and has experience 
arbitrating cases before the American 
Arbitration Association. 

.F_i&m__P__rq_fl_/_e. P._r.a_c_t_i_c__e__A__re__a_.s_. News & Ewwts 
Attorneys Clients 

~ 

KP, CL - Dallas Office KRCL - Houston Office 

3700 thanksgiving rower 919 Milsm Street 

1(;01 Elm Street Suite 2200 

Ds~ss, Texas 75201 Houston, Texas 77002 

l~Copyright@ 2013 Kane Russell Coleman & PC. All reserved. Unless otherwise Logan rights 

|llindicated, the authors are not certified by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization. Legal Notice 

Forward this email 

This email was ~nt to Ib[oorne@ernaiLunc.edu by marketinq@krcl.corn 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privao/Policy, 

KRCL 3700 Thanksgiving Tower :: :[60:[ Elm Street Dallas :: TX i 7520:[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 11:33 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

University of Technology Sydney Joins Law School Research Papers - Legal Studies 

We are pleased to announce University of Technology Sydney Faculty of Law has started a Law School Research Papers - Legal Studies series within the Legal Scholarship Network 

(LSN). 

UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY FACULTY OF LAW LEGAL STUDIES RESEARCH PAPER SERIES 

View Papers: http://w,~rw.ssrn.com/link!U-Technoloqy-Sydney-LEGhtml 

Subscribe: http://hq.ssrn, comliourlnvite, cfm?link=U-Technology-Sydney-LEG 

UTS Faculty of Law houses the richest concentration of socio-legal scholars in Australia. The UTS: Law Research Paper Series presents a selection of current 

publications demonstrating cutting edge research produced by the faculty and doctoral students within our socio-legal expertise and other areas of research strength. 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE 

You can subscribe to the e Journal at no cost, by clicking on the "Subscribe" link listed above 

You can change your e Journal subscriptions by logging into SSRN User HQ. If you have any problems, please contact us for assistance by email: Support@SSRN.com or by phone: 

877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435) in the United States, or + 1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30AM and 6:00PM, 

United States Eastern 

SSRN’s eLIBRARY 

SSRN’s searchable electronic library contains abstracts, full bibliographic data, and author contact information for more than 507,800 papers, more than 236,500 authors, and full text for 

more than 414,900 papers The eLibrary can be accessed at http://papers.ssrn.com. 

SSRN supports open access by allowing authors to upload papers to the eLibrary for free through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http:i/hq.ssrn.com, and by providing free 

downloading of those papers. 

Downloads from the SSRN eLibrary in the past 12 months total more than 11 1 million, with more than 69.2 million downloads since inception. 

SSRN’s PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 

Searching on an individual’s name in the author field on our search page at http:/Issrn.com/search provides the best single professional directory of scholars in the social sciences and 

humanities. Complete contact information for authors, including email, postal, telephone, and fax information, is available there. 

SSRN’s MISSION 

SSRN’s objective is to provide rapid, worldwide distribution of research to authors and their readers and to facilitate communication among them at the lowest possible cost. In pursuit 

of this objective, we allow authors to upload papers without charge And, any paper an author uploads to SSRN is downloadable for free, worldwide. 

LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK 

The Legal Scholarship Network (LSN) distributes other e Journals. You can subscribe to these e Journals through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http://hq.ssrn com. 

Sincerely, 

Bernard Black and Ronald J. Gilson 

Directors 

Legal Scholarship Network 

This is a SSRN general announcement. All subscribers to any SSRN lists automatically receive these announcements and cannot be removed without removing all other subscriptions. 

Contact unsubscribe@ssrn.com to unsubscribe from all SSRN subscriptions. 

Search the SSRN eLibrarv I Browse SSRN I Top Pal~ers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 12:01 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Quarterly reCAP (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email messages from 

Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please click here to unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

To manage your email preferences, please click here. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is regulated by the 

Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our London offices The partners are either solicitors or registered 

foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the 

Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www sra.or~.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Venable News <news@connect.venable.com> 

Tuesday, October 1,2013 1:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Mary Jo White Throws Down the Gauntlet: Vows to Wield the SEC’s Full Enforcement Arsenal Against Corporate and 
Individual V~ongdoers 

Please contact any of the 
authors below if you have 
questions regarding this alert. 

Authors: 

~ichael J, Rivers 
mrivera@Venabie.com 
202.344.4707 

}4i~ry S. Profita 
hsp. reiita@Venable.co~ n 
202.344.4571 

Set;t~.~rnber 29t ::~ 

Mary Jo White Throws Down the Gauntlet: Vows to Wield 
the SEC’s Full Enforcement Arsenal Against Corporate 
and Individual Wrongdoers 

Securities and Exchange Commission Chair Mary Jo White warned that the SEC will pull no punches under 
the leadership of the former federal prosecutor. During a speech delivered to the Council of Institution~ 
I~westors ~ast week ir~ Chi¢~go, Ms. White stated that the SEC would use its enforcement tools 
aggressively and creatively to ensu[~ that its settlements "have teeth" and send a strong message of 
deterrence. Ms. White’s monumental achievements as a prosecutor warrant that market participants should 
pay close attention to her comments or risk being victims of her enforcement arsenal. 

SEC will seek stiffer monetary penalties and impose broader forward-looking undertakings on 
companies. Ms. White said she has encouraged the SEC’s Enforcement Division to assess whether the 
proposed remedies in each case would sufficiently redress the wrongdoing and cause would-be wrongdoers 
to reconsider their actions. Ms. White believes that imposing major fines and penalties is a significant 
deter[~nt of future wrongdoing. Meaningful monetary penalties "make companies and the industry sit up and 
take notice of what our expectations are and how vigorously we will pursue wrongdoing," Ms. White stated. 
Ms. White reiterated her frustration with current laws that limit the SEC’s authority to impose penalties to 
defendants’ ill-gotten gains, which are usually much lower than the amount of investor losses. Ms. White 
supports legislation introduced in Congress that would allow the SEC to seek penalties calculated as the 
greater of three times the amount of investor gains or the amount of investor losses and would permit the 
SEC to pursue additional penalties against recidivists. In the interim, Ms. White said the SEC "must make 
aggressive use of our existing penalty authority" against companies and individuals. 

Ms. White signaled a willingness to move away from the SEC’s 2006 guidance that outlined relevant factors 
the SEC would consider in deciding whether corporate penalties should be imposed and to what degree. 
Ms. White observed that the cun~nt Commissioners each have the discretion to determine whether 
penalties against corporate entities are appropriate. Ms. White stated unambiguously that "corporate 
penalties will be considered in all appropriate cases." This could portend stiffer monetary penalties against 
corporations, which in the past often received lighter penalties to limit the impact on blameless 
shareholders. 

Ms. White warned the public to expect the SEC to mandate in settlement agreements - particularly those 
involving systems control failures - that companies institute new policies, procedures and controls to 
prevent similar wrongdoing in the future. Such "forward looking measu[~s" are often included in FCPA 
settlements, but Ms. White stated they could be useful in other types of cases as well to prevent future 
violations. 

SEC will pursue a continued and expanded use of admissions of guilt in settlements. As has been 
widely reported, in 2012 the SEC began to require admissions of guilt in settlements with parties that had 
pied guilty in a related criminal action. Ms. White reiterated her support for expanding this policy, explaining 
that ’1here are certain other cases not involving any parallel criminal case where there is a special need for 
public accountability and acceptance of responsibility." To respond to the public demand for guidance in this 
area, Ms. White identified the following types of cases as "potentially requiring admissions" in settlement 
agreements: 

cases where a large number of investors have been harmed or the conduct was otherwise eg[~gious; 
cases where the conduct posed a significant risk to the market or investors; 
cases where admissions would assist investors in determining whether to engage a particular party 
in the future; and 
cases where a recitation of "unambiguous facts" would send an important message to the market 
about a particular case. 

SEC will seek more bars and other sanctions against individuals. Ms. White is intent on pursuing 
"responsible individuals wherever possible" because "[w]hen people fear for their own reputations, careers or 
pocketbooks, they tend to stay in line." To that end, Ms. White has encouraged the Enforcement Division to 
"shift" its usual investigative routine of focusing on corporate liability in the first instance. Ms. White 
explained she wants ’to be sure we are looking first at the individual conduct and working out to the entity, 
rather than starting with the entity as a whole and working in." Ms. White added that the SEC would not shy 
away fi9m imposing bars on individuals preventing them from serving on the boards of public companies or 



working in the securities industry. 

SEC will police the "whole market." More broadly, Ms. White expressed the importance of the SEC 
flexing its muscles in every corner of the securities market. Ms. White said the SEC needed ’~o have a 
presence everywhere and be perceived to be everywhere bringing enforcement actions against violators in 
every market participant category and in every market strata." In particular, Ms. White said the SEC would 
continue focusing its enforcement efforts on punishing: (1) misconduct among investment advisors at hedge 
funds, private equity funds and mutual funds; (2) financial statement and accounting fraud; (3) insider 
trading; and (4) fraud in connection with microcap securities. Moreover, Ms. White advised market 
participants to expect to see more enforcement actions this year r~lating to sophisticated trading 
strategies, dark pools and other trading platforms. 

SEC will enhance its trial readiness in anticipation of increased litigation. Recognizing that a more 
aggressive approach to settlement agreements would likely result in mor~ defendants opting for trial, Ms. 
White emphasized a need for the SEC to enhance its trial readiness. Ms. White dispelled the notion that 

the SEC is litigation-shy and lauded the SEC’s ’~ell-estabiished record of winning when we go to trial." With 
respect to the latter, Ms. White highlighted the SEC’s recent trial victory against former Goldman Sachs 
trader Fabrice Tourre. 

Market participants would be wise to heed Chair White’s warnings. Ms. White’s successful tenure as the 
U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York provides ample proof of her strong commitment and 
ability to punish wrongdoers. Indeed, the SEC has filed a deluge of enforcement actions over the last few 
weeks against a broad array of market participants, including a prominent settlement requiring J. P. Morgan 
to pay a $200 million penalty and to publicly acknowledge that it violated the federal securities laws. 
Consistent with Ms. White’s warning, the J. P. Morgan investigation reportedly is continuing to determine 
the liability of individuals. 

For more information regarding this alert, please contact [~ich~e~ J, Rivera or Hi~lary S, Profita, Mr. 
Rivera is Chair of Venable’s SEC E~fo~ceme~ ~d Co~>lia~¢e p~actice g~oup. 

CAUFORN~A D~LAWAR~ MAF{YLAND NEW YORK V~RG~N~A WAS~.~NG~ON, DC 

575 7th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20004 

© 2013 Venabie LLP I WVvW Venable corn I 1 888.VENABLE 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 1:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Obama Blames Republicans tbr Shutdown 

Obama Blames Rept~blicans for Shutdm~ 

President Obama placed blame for the government shutdown squarely on House 

Republicans Tuesday, saying that one faction of one party is holding the country hostage 

over ideological demands. 

"This Republican shutdown didn’t have to happen," Mr. Obama said. "They shut down the 

government over an ideological crusade," he said, referring to GOP demands to limit the 

new health-care law as a condition for passing a temporary spending measure. 

The president called on House Republicans to pass a resolution to fund the federal 

government and end the shutdown. The impact will depend how long the shutdown lasts, 

Mr. Obama said. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Date Octeber 25, 2013 

Time: 1:00 p m - 2:30 p.m. Eastern 

Credits: !.5 requesled 

Hotel: Westin New Orleans Canal 

Place 

B~si~ess IBaB~k~’t~p~cy 

Date: October 30 - November 2 

2013 

Registratiei~: $I 45 

C~edRs: 10 expected 

Location: Atlanta, GA 

Notel: Alanta Marriott Marquis 

12~dvance registration closes fOM 8 

Date: November 4-5, 2013 

Registration: $995 

Credits: 119 expected 

Locat~oa: New York, NY 

Note~: Executive Conference 

Cente~ 

@ate: Novembe~ 7-9, 2013 

Registratiei~: $280 

C~edRs: 9 expected 

Location: Washington, D C. 

Notel: Ri~-Carlton Washington 

/2~dvance registration closes fO/2& 
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Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 3:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Markets rise even as US government shntdown starts 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

f~arkets rise even as US 

government shutdown starts 

Investors stayed calm on the first 

day of a partial shutdown of the 

U.S. government Tuesday and 

sent the stock market modestly 

higher. 

Justice DepSu seeks $o de~ay 

US Airways merger tr{aL 

citing shutdown 

The Justice Department asked for 

a delay in the trial over the merger 

of American Airlines and US 

Airways because of the shutdown 

of the federal government... 

Charlotte School of Law hosts e~inic for 
victiras of Beazer Homes 

Free clinic will be held Saturday, Oct. 19 in uptown 
Charlotte 

Chanticleer He,dings completes purchase of 

American Roadside Bu~gers 

Chanticleer Holdings, the Charlotte-based 

investment company that owns and operates 

Hooters restaurants outside the U.S., said Tuesday it 

has finalized its purchase of Charlotte-based 

American Roadside Burgers. 

Charlo~kte horae prices Hse 7,~3% in August 

Charlotte-area home prices jumped 7.6 percent in 

August from a year ago, below the national rate of 

12.4 percent, according to a report Tuesday from 

CoreLogic 

~3ew~ s~~,~er branches 

Bank of America has become the 

latest bank to experiment with 

smaller branches, unveiling on 

Tuesday ’express centers" 

planned for Charlotte. 

Merck to cut 8,500 more lobs 

Merck & Co. plans to cut another 

8,500 jobs as the drugmaker 

continues its struggle with 

competition from cheaper generic 

medications that have squeezed... 

Durham fi~m buys ~ptown 
Charlotte tower that is home 
to the City C~ub 

The Dilweg Cos. on Monday said it 
purchased the 32-story 121 West 
Trade for $59.6 million. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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NCAA Eligibili~ Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

1-o view :~n onlh’~e version of this ernail, click 

l’o ensure t~-!et: Lhese emails go Lo your inbo:% 

Be sure your prospective student-athlete is on a 
current Institutional Request List (i.e., 13!14 cycle). 
Be sure your prospective student-athlete has 
entered the correct enrollment period. 

3. Be sure your prospective student-athlete includes 
all sports participation information (i.e., club teams, 
expenses, prize money!awards etc.). 

4. On international cases, be sure your prospective 



student-athlete completes al~l academic tasks. 

*Please note: the vast majority of internationa! 
cases pending review are still missing this 
information. Click here to learn why this is 
important. 
Be sure your prospective student-athlete enters 
any previous full-time enrollment at ~ college or 
university (start/end dates) in the Education tab of 
the student’s "My Planner’’ page. 

2= 

To ensure that your PSA can compete this year, be 
sure he or she has requested final amateurism. 
Please note: One-third of fall 2013 enrollees have 
not yet requested final amateurism. 
As a reminder, beginning October 1, midyear 
enrollees can request final amateurism 
certification. The correct enrollment period for 
prospective student-athletes enrolling midyear is 
winter!spring 2014. 
At this time of year you may have late additions to 
IRLs and prospective student-athletes who are late 
registrant& Please allow one day after a 
prospective student-athlete has been added to the 
IRL or completed his!her amateurism questions 
before contacting the amateurism certification 
staff. If the prospective student-athlete has 
competition that day, contact the NCAA Eligibility 
Center customer service staff to request expedited 
review. Due to the amount of time a review may 
take, the amateurism certification staff cannot 
guarantee a decision by the time of competition. 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided 
some reminders regarding: 

1. Academic certification processing; 
2. IRL management; and 
3. Academic Certification Disclaimer. 

Student-completed vs. NCAA Eligibility Center- 
completed tasks : Do you know how to determine 
whether a task must be completed by the student through 
his/her account on ~__e_._JLqL_b_j!_[_ty___c___e___n__t___e__r_=__o___r~ or by the 
NCAA Eligibility Center? If the task states []This task will 

be automatically marked as OComplete[] [] [] the NCAA 
Eligibility Center will complete this task once the 
appropriate information is received (this usually occurs 
with the "SAT/ACT score" and llOfficial transcript 
needed ~ tasks). If this language is not present at the 
bottom of the task, then it is the student[]s responsibility 

to complete the task once the needed information has 
been requested/sent. Prevent delays in academic 
certification reviews by having your prospective student- 
athletes mark their tasks as complete once the required 
information is sent! 



How Courses Appear on a Transcript vs. the List of 
NCAA Courses: A frequently asked question is whether 
a course on a high school. Is List of NCAA Courses is 
the same as the course on a studentlls transcript. 
Ideally, course titles should mirror that which is present 

on the transcript. Not all changes are necessary, 
however. A resource available on the High School 
Portal explains the general rule of thumb. 

Phone: 
Toll Free: 877/544-2950 
Int’l. Callers: 317/223-0700 
Fax: 317/968-5100 

Click here to subscribe. 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click the ’click here to be 

removed from this mailing list’ link in the footer of your email. 

Footer 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Office of Senator Hagan <~Hagan Newslette@hagma.senate.gov> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Counectiou: Concerning the Government Shutdown 

Kay Hagen I United .S~,ates Senator for North C~roiina 

Official Web Site KayinNC AskKay i~ GetHelpwithaFederalAgency 

Concerning the Government Shutdown 

X:: 

From Kay 

During a federal government shutdown, Congressional offices are 
required by law to operate only at a level that permits federal 
representatives to perform basic legislative duties. I hope this 
newsletter will be helpful in understanding how my office will function 
during this government shutdown. 

I also want you to know that I have pledged to donate any pay I 
receive by law during the shutdown to a charitable organization. 

Congress should never play political games with the most basic 
function of keeping the government running. As you continue to 
monitor the ongoing debate concerning funding the federal 
government, please know that I will continue working with my 
colleagues on both sides of the aisle to stop the political game-playing 
and move forward with common-sense, bipartisan solutions for the 
country. 

Sincerely, 

Casework 

If you opened a case with a member of Senator Hagan’s constituent 
service team that concerns a problem with a federal agency, your case 
will be placed temporarily on hold. There is no need to re-open your 
case once the government resumes normal operations; we will do that 



automatically. 

New cases cannot be opened during this time, but if you need help 
with a federal agency, you can visit www.hagan.senate.gov and click on 
"Help with Federal Agencies" to learn more about how Senator Hagan’s 
office can help once the government re-opens. Please be sure to 
complete this privacy release form on the website. A constituent 
services representative will contact you when the federal government 
resumes normal operations. 

How to get in touch with Senator Hagan 

Senator Hagan’s offices in North Carolina and Washington, DC will be 
closed during the shutdown. Phone calls to Senator Hagan’s offices will 
be answered by a voicemail system; every effort will be made to 
respond to you when the government resumes normal operations. We 
appreciate your patience during the shutdown. 

North Carolinians can visit www.hagan.senate.gov to e-mail the 
Senator. 

If you are visiting Washington DC 

If you are visiting Washington, DC, please note that Senator Hagan’s 
regular Wednesday Carolina Coffee will not take place during the 
shutdown. 

Any tours coordinated through Senator Hagan’s office will also not take 
place during the shutdown. This includes tours of the Capitol, the 
Supreme Court, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, the Library of 
Congress. 

Again, we apologize for the inconvenience and thank you for your 
patience. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Triangle re~m;cher~ DOT employees furloughed amid government shutdown 

Today s Top Local Stor,es : 



~ indicates content available to paid subscribers. 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

Purchase a~d ~ro~est w~d-~ Occu~v W~l~ Sbee~ debit c~d? ]~:~~}~ ........................................ 

Ho~,~ ~ cool~ colorflA w~ne tote grew ~r~to ~fest~,,le briand 

Top Nafion~ Stories 

C;~d ~ca~n pushes -F~m Cook for ~J, St4-3 share ~d~back over 

Shutdov,;n sho~,xdowr~ destined to siam medic~sl rese~srch .................................................................................................................................................. 

POD seeks ste~g s a r ne metget s~ t b~ce~cse of sh~ kdown .................................................................................................................................................... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 4:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You for Your Inquiry to The New York Times 

~ The New York Times 

Thank you ti~r your inquiry to The New York Times. 

This e-mail address is not monitored. For assistance, choose one of the tbllomng options: 

¯ To view or change your e-mail newsletter subscriplions, sign in to NY~I’irnes.com and 

visit the My Account area at https:/in~yaccount.m~times.com/membercenter/mw~ccount.html. 

¯ To view or change your home delivery subscription information, visit 

~v.homedelive~5~n’dimes.com. 

. To view or change your digital subscription intbrmation, sign in m NYTimes.com mad visit 

the My Account area at https://mvaccount.nytinres.con~/membevcenter/myaccount.html. 

Sincerely, 

Customer Care 

The New York Times 

help(&nvtimes.com 

This is an antomated e- maJl. If you reply to this e-mail, yon roll not receive a resIx~nse. 

If you would like m see The New York Times’s privacy policy, please click here. 

© 2013 The New York Times Company 

P.O. Box 8041, Davenport, IA 52808-8041 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, October 2: FHA’s Open During Shutdown; St. Louis M&A Drought 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 

Today’s Top Stories 

Cheat Sheet: Online Lenders° Legal 

Internet-based, short-term lenders have various 
routes for setting up business, but most of their 
options expose them to potential legal 
challenges. 

FNA to Guarantee Single=Family Loans 
During Shutdown 

Carol Galante, the Federal Housing 
Administration’s commissioner, sought to 
clarify the agency’s plans for a government 
shutdown on Tuesday, emphasizing that it will 
continue to endorse single-family loans during 
the shutdown in contrast to earlier reports. 

Bank M&A Drought in Sto Louis Frustrates 
WoulduBe Buyers 

With nearly 140 banks and a forecast for 
sluggish growth in the next decade, the city 
should be primed for consolidation. One big 
problem: few bankers seem interested in 
selling. 

Zions Bank Combs Big Data for Customer 

Preference Clues 

The Utah bank learns about the behaviors and 
preferences of the Spanish and Asian 
populations in its footprint by mining a plethora 
of data sources. 

By Department 

Zions Bank Combs Big Data for Customer 

Preference Clues 

The Utah bank learns about the behaviors and 
preferences of the Spanish and Asian 
populations in its footprint by mining a plethora 
of data sources. 

Cheat Sheet: Online Lenders’ Legal 

Internet-based, short-term lenders have various 
routes for setting up business, but most of their 
options expose them to potential legal 
challenges. 

COMPLETE iSSUE 

o View complete 
issue 
o View company 

index 
o Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Regulation & 

Reform 

~ 
T hree 
years 
after 
passage 
of Dodd- 

Frank, bankers 
are still anxious as 
they wait for some 
rules to be written 
and others to be 
implemented. Yet 
a new set of 
regulatory and 
legislative 
challenges looms. 

At American 
Bankers 
Regulatory 
Symposium, 
bankers, 
regulators and 
lawmakers share 
their ideas. 

M&A ~4idyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 
was 
hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 

Take the lead in business. 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work CH~:F; to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-in-Class" by 

CEB TowerGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments Attend 

the Ailt~, Debit 

P~’apaid Fo~’unl to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 



August’s reading provides more proof that the 
slowdown in mortgage activity is curbing 
overall growth in the banking industry. 

Carol Galante, the Federal Housing 
Administration’s commissioner, sought to 
clarify the agency’s plans for a government 
shutdown on Tuesday, emphasizing that it will 
continue to endorse single-family loans during 
the shutdown in contrast to earlier reports. 

Bank M&A Drought in St, Louis Frustrates 
Would-Be Buyers 

With nearly 140 banks and a forecast for 
sluggish growth in the next decade, the city 
should be primed for consolidation. One big 
problem: few bankers seem interested in 
selling. 

taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are worth 
doing. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 
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New York, NY 10004 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

North Carolina will have a void to 

fill while P.J Hairston sec,!es a 

suspension to start the season, 

and sophomore forward J.P. 

Tokoto understands. 

)< UNC’sJ P. 

Tokoto is 

i nterviewed 

on the Smith 

G~and ju~y ~ands up indictmen~[s in UNC 

footb~lFre~ated cases 

An Orange County grand jury heard from an 

investigator with the Secretary of State’s office this 

week on cases related to the 2010 football scandal at 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Indictments were handed up in the cases, but court.. 

St, Aug’s record broken; UNC volleyball 

improves~ Duke tennis in action 

Saint Augustine’s wide receiver Brian Richards broke 

the school career receptions record Saturday against 

Bowie State. 
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~rom: 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:10 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

October 2,2013: No Progress on Ending Government Shutdown... 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

No Progress on Ending Government Shutdown Stalemate; Wal~ Street 
Says Calm 

"The political stare-down on Capitol Hill shows no signs el easing," laments 
the Boston Globe (Oct, 2), "leaving federal government functions, , , in limbo 
from coast to coast." Legislators on both sides of the political divide 
ominously warned ~ha[ the pa[tia~ shutdown migM s~retch flora days ~nto 
weeks. A funding cutoff fo~ much of the government began Oct. 1 as a GOD 
effo~t to e~ther kH~ or de~ay the country’s health care law stalled action on a 
sho~-term, traditionally routine spending b~]l. Even as many federM agencies 
closed [hek doors, health #~surance exchanges ~ha[ a~ at ~he co~ of 
President Obama’s health care law were up and running, takh~g applications 
for coverage that wo~]d beg~n Jan. 1. Republican lawmake~ faulted the 
Democratic-majority Senate for killing a House reques~ ~o open official 
negotiations on a temporary spending bill Senate Majodty Leader Harp� Re~d 
~-Nev.) hem firm, ~nsisfing that 1he GOP ,give ~n and pass his party’s 
continuing resolution. "Late Tuesday," notes the Globe, "House RepuMicans 
sought passage of ]egJs~a[bn a#ned at reopening small slices of the 
government" such as the national parks and the Veterans Affairs Department. 
Democrats rejected the Mea, contendh~g ~t was ~nfair to pick w~nners and 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 2, Hook, Peterson, Lee) cautions that "the lack 
of negotiations between the two parties and the White House raises the 
possibility that the partisan divisions that have brought ~he government to a 
standstill could impede the ability of the Treasuiy to pay the government’s 

Check for iateIIbreaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern. 

[~i 
KPMG ACl Fall Roundtable Series ] 

~i Find an NACD Chapter Program 

[~i .AC~ Mo~,oSide~or 

[ i;~i:: BV - .AOD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Into Risk ] 

[ :~::: BY- Dship 2020: Pod ........ 
Metrics 

[ :~ BV - Talent Development side ] 

bills beyond mid-October." Capitol Hill lawmakePs must approve an increase     Upcoming NACD 

in the federal debt ceiling by then. Failure to do so could result in broader and E~B~ ....................................... 
mo~e troublesome conseguences Ior the country and global economies than 
1he parfia~ federa~ shutdown. U.S. stocks c~imbed despite the federa~ NACD Conference 

shutdown as investors made ~t clear that ~t wouM take a prolonged halt to 
rattle Wail S~reet. ¯ National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. 13~15, 2013) 

Out 
Meanwhile, the Washington Post (Oct. 1, Nakamura, Eilperin) notes that the 
White House’s eye,urea to Asia have been built on the twin premises that the 
U.S. will be a rel~aMe ~rading partner and that ~s democratic values are ~o be 

NACD Dire~orship 100 Forum 

emu~aled. But President Obama now finds Mmse~f set to delay an upcoming 
New York, NY (Dec 3, weekqong trip to the region amid the federM government shutdown and 

¯ 
2013) 

~nc[eased politica~ pressure to stay ~n the nation’s cap~a~ during H~e crisis. 
marks a potentiM embarrassmenl for a pres~denl who has expressed a 

Master Class 
#ersonM inlerest in strengthenh~g the United Slales’ position ~n Asia." notes 
the Post. The trip was to take Obama to Indonesia, MMays~, BruneL ~nd the 
PM~pp#~es. 

¯ M~ami. FL (Dec 12-13. 
20!3) So!d Out 

Sha[e~ 
~ Faceb°°k h Director Pro [essionalism@ 

B 

20!3) 

................................................................. 
Lead#~g #~ds of Governance a Local NACD Chapter 
Dec. 3 ~ Marriott Marquis ~ New York. NY Even~ 

Jo~n NACD for a compliment~ dkecto[-driven forum to exchange ~deas, Peer Exchanges 
~nsights, and off4he-record war stories on aH ~Mngs governance. Participants 



will have the opportunity to interact with America’s boardroom experts and top 
governance gmus, including Steven M. Davidoff of DealBook, in a truly 
tmiqt~e fomqat, where the key ~earn~ngs w~ e~evate even the most seasoned of 

direclors. 

This peer-exchange event will take place on the rnorning of the Directorship 
100 gala. Make the most of your time and attend both! 

Learn more and request an invitation, 

Share[Tf ~ Faceb°°k ]~E] 

Audit and Finance 

l~lerck Laying Off Thousands Amid R&D Revamp 

Drug maker Merck announced Tuesday it will lay off thousands of employees 
as it streamlines its research a~d developme~t a~d other funo~io~s, ~eports 
USA Today (Oct. 1). The company says the job cuts of about 8,500 are 
of "a globa~ ~it~at~ve to sharpen its commemie~ end [esearch end development 
(R&D) focus/’ Merck expects ~o save about $2.5 billion in annual ne~ costs by 
1he end of 2015~ ~t expects to realize $1 bi~on d those sav~ngs by the end of 
realized by the end of 2014. 

Shere~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Apple Now Hoids 10 Percent of Ali Corporate Cash 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 1, Chasan) cites Moody’s review of the more 
than 1,000 companies it rates in reporting that "Apple Inc.’s $147 billion cash 
hoard now counts for nearly 10 percent of all corporate cash held by 
nonfinancia~ companies." U.S. nonfinancia~ companies hem $1 ~48 trillion ~n 
cash as of the end of tMs year’s second quarter. Cash stockpiles have 
~ncreased by heady 2 pe[cent from $1.45 tr~ion st the end of 2012. 
"Corporate cash ~s stil~ concenlrated ir~ just a few hands," notes Ihe 
newspaper, "with the to~ 50 hoMe~ accounting for 62 percent of the totaL" 
Apple, M~crosofl Corp., Google ~nc., Cisco Systems ]nc., and Pfizer ~nc. are 
the companies with the five ImgesI cash hoM~ngs. Together, Ihey hem over 25 
percent of the cash. 

Shere~~ Facebook ~ 

Sales Off 11 Percent, Whi~e Ford Up 8 Percent; Chrysler Up I 
Perce~t 

General Motors on Oct. 1 repo~ted sales fell 11 percent in September from a 
year ago, while Detroit rivals Ford repo~led a nearly 6 percent sales gain for 
September and Chqisler Group eked out a slight 1 percent gabs, according to 
USA Today (Oct. 1). None of the automakeB are expected to [epor~ big yea~ 
over-year gains for 1he month because September 2013 had two fewer se]]in 
days than last year and the big Label Day weekend fe~ ~n August this year. 
But the annua~zed sell~ng rate for the month is forecast to continue the yeses 
momentm~ at a very s~rong 15.3 ~o 15.7 

Buffett Poised to Get $2 Billion Goldman Stake 

"Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway Inc. will get more than $2 billion in 
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. s~ock ~hrough warrants acquired during the depths 
of the 2008 financia~ cds~s," Bloomberg (Sept. 30, Buhayar, Moore) has 
~esrned. Berkshke is set to [ece~ve near~y 13.1 mi~on shares ~n Goldman 
Sachs under terms of an ag[eemen~ tha~ is using the average closing price on 
1he 10 trading days through Monday to calculate Buffett’s slake~ According to 
Buffett, the Goldman Sachs ~nvestmenl was a wager that Federa~ Rese~’e 
Chairmen Ben Bemanke and then-Treasupi Depadment Secreta~ Hen~ 
Pau~son wouM do whatever was necessary to stabilize the U.S. economy. 

Shsre~ :~ Facebook ~ 

I~W ~nd Po!J~ ............................................................................................................................... 

Obamacare Site Goes Live, With Some Glitches 

The Washington Post (Oct. 1, Somashekhar, Sun) repo~ts that the Web- 
based marketplaces that fomq the centerpiece of the president’s health-care 
law were supposed to be open for business Tuesday, bu{ some applicants ran 
into technica~ g~tches that #revenled 1hem from signing up for hea~th 
coverage. People who were trying io s~gn up on Hea~ihcare~ gov, ihe federal 
government’s ma~n po~al Jn 34 states, were getting different error messages, 
]nc]ud#~g one warn#~g ~he "system ~s down" and ano~he[ saying ~hat too many 
people are flooding 1he s~te~ Obama administration off,cia,s sa~d they are 
aware of the problems and are working on them. 

Inforrrlation Flow 
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York, NY (Nov. 7, 

20!3) 
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or d#ec~o[s in ~he na~io~al 

dialog on board leadership 

~ssues. Learn more 

Follow NACD on: 



Creditors Settle Cla#r~s Dispute 

A trust representing "old" General Motors’ unsecured creditors agreed to stop 
trying to reclaim funds that GM had paid to a group of hedge funds, among 
~hem Paul Singer’s Elliot~ Managemen~ and John Paulson’s Paulson Pa~tners, 
~n return for the hedge funds reduc~n~ ~heir c~a~ms against the trust, according 
to the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 1, F~tzgersld), The hedge funds also received 
a $50 mi~on payment from Genera~ Molots Co, in re~um for dropp#~g its 
c~aims against the auto maker, The agreements put an end to a long-running 
JegaJ fight ~nvoJv~ng a #ayment ok~ GM made to bondholders of GM’s Nova 
Scotia unit befo[e the company’s 2009 ba~k[uptcy. 

S,are~ :~ Facebook ~ 

U.S., EU Trade Heads Talk Regulatory Differences 

U.S. Trade Representative Michael Froman says he is optimistic that the 
United States and European Union can overcome their differences on 
regulation to reach an agreement on Iree t[ade, acco[ding to Politico (OcL 1, 
Bradneo. The U.S. International Trade Commission [epods that 
Transatlantic Trade and ~nvestment Pa~ne~Mp co~d create 740,000 jobs 
the United S~a~es, and U.S. businesses are cage[ to spend less on p[oduct 
development and Jnc[ease expor~s across the Atlantic, ~hough many are 
concerned about tougher, new regulatory standards agreed to dudng trade 
negotiations. European Un~on Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht says he 
wouM ~]ke to see a se~ of "horJzonta~ Jules" guide regulatory cooperation. U.S. 
and European negotiators a~[eady are sp]~t on how to handle financ~a~ se~dces 
regulations, with Froman stating that the sector should be addressed 
"para~]el" to the negotiations, and not as pad of the trade ta~ks. 

Shar¢~~ Facebook ~ 

¢£[pe[a~ G£~em~nce .......................................................................................................... 

Union Rift Poses Test for UPS 

United F’amel Service Inc. is caugM in a lift between the leadership of the 

Teamsters unier~ and its rank-and4~[8 members over ~abor contracts, a 
development that could un~ep~e corporate sh[ppe~ and hu~ its holiday 
shipping business, reports the Wail Street Journal (Oct. I, Morris). URS’s 
labor ~ssues wete supposed to be mostly settled in June, when 
company’s domestic package-del[ve~ employees~a majodty of its U.S. 
workers~ approved a newfive~yea[ natioRa[ master contract that included 
wage increases as well as ~vised health and pension benefits. But UPS Js 
styli negotiating separaie]y with many ~oca~ bargaining units across the 
counte/~ver issues ~ke hea~th~are benefits, wages for pa~-fimers and 
restricting overt#no. The timing is tricky for UPS, wMch ~s heading into ~s 
peak hofiday sMp#ing season~ 

Shsre~~ Facebook ~ 

�(~[p(~ate S(~cia! R~p(~n~!bi!i~y .................................................................................... 

The Sacramento Bee (Oct. 1) confirms that Abercrembie & Fitch Co. on 
Tuesday took the wraps off its new anti-bullying initiatives in support el 
National Bullying Prevention Month. Yesterday kicked elf ~he re~aileCs "Are 
you an A~y? _.#Beh~c~us~ve #EraseExclus~on" nodes of interactive 
conferences that wil~ d~scuss the effects of bu~lyh~g and how to prevent ~t. 
Todd Codey, sen~or vice president of d~vers~y & Jnclus~orL states, "Our 
diversity p~og~ams al A&F are designed to align w~th our company culture and 
values and have a h~stopi of yielding incredible results. TMs new conference 
series w~l be an excepfiona~ fit with the ~eam~ng’s that have come from 
internal initiatives." AbercromMe & Fitch is also in~roducin9 a ~ne of 9[aphic 
sh~s to raise awareness for bullying prevention and w~ be makh~g a donation 
to No Bu~y in connection w~th tMs initiative. Ead~er in the summer, 
AbercromMe & F~ch announced plans to offer college scholarships for 
outslanding studenls worldwide who academically persevered while 
experiencing bullying, and those who have ~ed the fight against bullying ~n 

their schools. 

Shar¢~~ Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

Ford: Alan lVl~lal~y Staying Put, Not Going to Microsoft 

Fold Mo~o[ Co. Executive Chairman Bill Ford has ~iterated plans for Alan 
Mulally to ~emain CEO through next year, repoils the Detroit Free Press (Oct. 
1, Miller, Trudell). "The plan is he’s going to stick around," said Ford, 56, ef 



Mulally. "Fm happy he’s sticking around. But we also feel really good about 
where we are in terms ol succession." Ford acknowledged tha~ the CEO does 
not have a coniract, "He’s here as long as he and I would like it to happen .,. 
As good as Alan is, we knew that he wasn’t going to last forever. ,.. We have 
the best team today that we’ve had in my working career. I feel really good, as 
does Alan, about where we are going forward/’ Ford was working Monday to 
quell speculation that Mulally might be leaving for the open Microsoft CEO 
job. 

Share[TfX Faceb°°k ]~E] 

Economic Outlook 

So#telpher IS~4 Factory h~dex Hits 2-Year Nigh 

A measure of manulach~ring activity nationally accelerated in September to 
the highest point in more than two years, reports MarketWatch (Oct, 1, 
Gok~stein), continuing a series of mostly strong readings from the factory 
sector. The Institute for Supply Management said Tuesday its purchasing 
managers index rose to 562 percen~ Irorn 55.7 percen~ in August, topping the 
55 percent expected in a MarketWatch--compiled economist poll. New orders 
fell 2.7 points to a still-strong 60.5 percent, while production edged up 0.2 
points to 62.6 percen~ and employment rose 2.1 points to 55.4 percenL 

ShareFT{-i~ Facebook ]~ 

Abs[rac~ News (’c& Copyright 2013 INFORMATION INC. 

~iii P ..... d bylnf .... tion, Inc. 

Subscriber Tools NACD Governance Resources 

Unsubscribe e View your NACD member benefits 
Feedback ~ View upcoming events 

NACD Privacy Policy ~ Refer a colleaque to NACD 

~ ~ Notaheady a membel~ Join NACD 

today! 

© 201.3 National Association of Corporate Directors 

2001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 500 I Washington D.C. 20006 
Phone 202-775-0509 I Fax 202-~’;z5~4857 i www.nacdonline orq 

Contact NACD to learn about sponsorship opportunities with NACD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, October 2, 2013 7:52 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Berlu~oN Says He Will Support Letta in Confidence Vote 

Berlusconi Says He ~Vill Support Letta in Confidence 
Vote 

Former Italian leader Silvio Berlusconi said his conservative party would vote in favor of 

Prime Minister Enrico Letta in a confidence vote Wednesday, a surprise development that 

looked set to avert the collapse of Italy’s government. 

The former premier earlier had indicated he would withdraw his support for Mr. Letta, 

threatening the country’s coalition. Since then, however, Mr. Berlusconi’s party threatened 

to splinter over the former premier’s hard line, with a slate of his senior lawmakers 

announcing plans to form a new center-right group. 

See More Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:<250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Sommer, Joseph ~oseph.sommer@ny.frb.org> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 8:51 AM 

David I. Ci~r <DCISAR@vonbriesen.com>; ucclaw-l@lisks.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] assigment of PMSI/pa~a2l assignment of suppoNng security agreement 

ATT00002.c 

I think that the issue of one of Wisconsin (presumably) common law, not the UCC. Partial assignments of debts were traditionally disfavored at law: less so in 

equi~:y. As far as I understated, the current: cons~-’_~nsus rule is that an effect:ire partial assignment r~-_~quires either the consent: of ~:he ac(:oun[ debtor, or joinder of all 

parties in enforcemenL litigation. RestatemenL (Second) of ConLract § 326(2) ($98~_). 

From: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of David I. Cisar 

Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:22 Plvl 

To: ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 

Subject: [Ucclaw-I] assigment of PMSI/partial assignment of supporting security agreement 

Creditor holds a pmsi in certain inventory and desires to sell that pmsi debt and the secured position that supports it, or some of it. 

The security agreement also secures other obligations owed to seller that will not be sold, some of which may not be purchase money obligations. The UCC 

amendment form seems to permit a partial assignment of a UCC filing in section 4. 

Can the creditor partially assign rights under the security agreement, so that the buyer of the purchase money obligations being sold obtains the seller’s purchase 

money status and can enforce it against the obligor and the purchase money collateral, yet the seller retains its rights under the security agreement (and UCC 

filing) as to the debt and collateral not sold or assigned? Does the partial assignment of the security agreement fulfill the requirements for attachment and 

enforceability under 9-203 as to the assignee? 

If so, I would think the sale agreement would need to spell out how each creditor is entitled to use and enforce the shared security agreement. Thank you for any 

suggestions or even examples. 

David I. Cisar 

411 East Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1000 

Milwaukee, Wl 53202 

Direct: 414-287-1224 

Fax: 414-238-6526 

dcisar@von br~c,s<~-: con: 

vonbriesen.com 

IMPORTANT: This electronic message is from a law firm. It may contain confidential or privileged information. If you received this transmission in error, please advise the sender of the error and delete this message 

and any attachments 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Any U S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended and cannot be used for the purposes of d) avoiding penalties under the Internal 

Revenue Code or (iO promoting, marketing, or recommending to another part}, any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential or proprietary information. If you are not 

the intended recipient, immediately contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, October 2, 2013 9:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Bfet! Obama Shortens Asia Trip Due to Government Shutdown 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

ShutdownObama Sho~’tens A.~ia Tl’ip D~e to Gove~m~ent        ~ 

Gove~ment Shutdo~: Capit~ Digs In for Long 

:Behind Standoff, a Broken Process in Need of a Broker 

ECB Leaves Rates Unchm~ged 

Berluseoni Throws Support Behind Lena 

Mare dat~obs to Lea~’e I.,o~fis V~fitton to P~’epare IPO of Own Brand 

I.LS. B~lsi~esses Add t 66,ooo J~bs, ADP Report Shows 

U.S.-~an Ta~ Hit Key Stage 

R~ssia Charges Greenpeaee A~ivists With Piracy 

Mall A~ack Di~s Kenya’s Econonfic Luster 

N etanyahu~ ~ U.N. Speech, Assa~s I~’~% New President 

N~S VIDEOS 

%~oo~g Chhm’s Oene~’~o~ Y 

More Soufl~ Ko~’em~ S~dents Choose China 

Government Shutdo~m a Fright? 

Send a Scent Arom~d ~e World ~i~ Yore" Smar~hone 

Bees Get Some Sexa~ 

The Wall Street Jom’na~ Th~s Mo~ing Oel. o~, 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michele B~ooks <mailer@email.naviance.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 10:11 AM 

Broome, I,i s~ I, <lbroome@email unc.edu> 

October deadlines 

We are extending our deadline for the transcript requests that have an Oct 15th deadline. Please make sine you tam iu your requests (greeu fom~s in guidance oit]ce) 

with appropriate signatures NO LATER thau this Friday Oct 4th for any school with an Oct 15th deadliue. 

PS - UNC-CH early deadline is Oct 15th. 

On another note - Please remember all requests are $5.00 each EXCEPT for NC- State. No charge for State, although you still need to put them on the green request 
form. If you are applying to a school that does not need us to send a~ything - but you have to upload an "unofficial" copy of your transcripL there is no charge. We will 

gi~,e all seniors one FREE copy of their unofficial trml~ript, any others alter that will be a $5.00 cha~e. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melissa Cartwfight, ENC Foundation <enc@equali~-nc.org> 

~Vednesday, October 2, 2013 10:38 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Best Reason to Register Now tbr the Gala? FREE HOTEL. 

Conference&Gala 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <~no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:08 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, is this you? 

Cor:fillr: a uthort_~l"..ip to ~ctd them to your profile, 

Lissa L. Broome 

Lissa Lamkin Broome 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Fellows of the American Bar Foundation <fellows@abfn.o~g> 

~Vednesday, October 2, 2013 12:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We have a 2013 MacArthur Fellow Among 

Margaret Stock, a Fe!.iow of the American Bar Foundation and Alaska Feilows State 

Co-�.’.hail% Isas been selected as a 2013 ,~,acA£i~ur FeKovv, Mso Stock is an 

immisration {av,/ye~- in Anchorage~ AK. She joined The Fe{Lows in 2005, and 

became a Stato Co.-Chair of A~ in 201 I, 

Accordir~[5 to their wobsito, "The £acA~’tt-~u~" Fetlo~vship is a fiveoyear grant to 

%dividuals who show exceptionM creatkdty in their work arid the prospec~ For 

s~iL1 more ir~ the Future, The FelLowship % designed t.o provide redp@n~s w~t.h d~e 

flexibility to pursue their creative activi~ies in d~e abser~ce of specific ob~f~at.bns 

or repo~tin~ requir~m~nts~ There are no {ffr£ts on aS~ o~- area of activity~ 

~ndividuais cannot apply for this award; they must be nominated/’ 

Click here for Ms. Stock’s interview with the MacArthur Foundation and her" fuK 

biography. 

~i~ B dati6 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaii was sent to Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu by [_e_LLs~x_s__@a__’_~__f_n_:__o_N 

Update Profile/Email Address instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe~’~’ Privacy Policy. 

American Bar Foundation 750 North Lake Shore Drive :: 4th Floor Chicago :: IL :: 60611 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1A FAR List Serve <DIV- 1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU> on behalf of 

WILSON, KATHRYN <kwilson3@KENT.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 1: 59 PM 

DIV- IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFAI,O.EDU 

Re: 1A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 

~-Ii Melinda 

Thanks, 

Kathy 

Kathwn Wilson 
Kent State University 

From: Division 1A FAR List Serve [mailto:D11/-1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU] O~ Behalf Of Moore, Melinda 
Se~t: Thursday, September 26, 20:~3 9:38 AM 

Te: DIV- 1A-I=ARS- LZST@ LISTSERV. BU FI=ALO. EDU 
Subject: :~A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 
Importance: Low 
Please see the attached minutes for September 5 of the 1A FAR Board Meeting. 

Melinda Moore 
:~A FAR Administrative Assistant 
Texas Tech University 
School of Law 
1802 Hartford Avenue 

Lubbock, TX 79409 
806-74.2-3990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Division 1A FAR List Serve <DIV- 1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU> on behalf of 

Moore, Melinda <MELINDA.MOORE@TTU.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:01 PM 

DIV- IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFAI,O.EDU 

Re: 1A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 

1A FAR Mtg RECEIPT 2013.doc 

Sure. Here it is. 

From: Division 1A FAR List Serve [D~V-IA-FARS-LSST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU] on behalf of W~LSON, KATHRYN [kwilson3@KENT.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 12:58 PM 

To: DIV- 1A- FARS- LIST@ LISTSERV. BU FFALO. EDU 
Subject: Re: 1A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 

Hi Melinda 

attended [:he 1A Far meetings in Dallas last we~-_~k b{4 have not yet received a r~-’_~ceipt for rny {¢:k00 conference registration [e~-_~, Can you ph:_~ase email me a 

Thanks, 

Kathy 

k:atJlryn Wilson 

Kent State University 

From: Division 1A FAR List Serve [mailto:D11/-1A-FARS-L~ST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU] On Behalf Of Moore, Nelinda 
Seat= Thursday, September 26, 2053 9:38 AN 

To= D~- SA- FARS- L[~@ L[S~ERV. BU FFALO. EDU 
Subject: 1A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 
Impo~ance: Low 
Please see the a~ched minu~s for September 5 of the 1A FAR Board Meeting, 
Melinda Moore 
1A FAR Administrative Assistant 
Texas Tech Universi~ 
School of Law 
~802 Ha~ord Avenue 

Lubbock, ~ 79~9 
806-742-3990 



RECEIPT 

2013 Athletic Directors’ FAR Annual Meeting 

The 1A FAR meeting will take place at the Hilton DFW Lakes Executive Conference Center in 
Grapevine, Texas. 

The amount of $100 is due for 1A FAR meeting registration fees prior to event on September 22 

and 23th. 

This receipt shows that $100.00 payment was received representing payment of registration 
fee. 

The check should be made payable to D1A Athletic Directors’ Association and mailed to: 

Attn: Dutch Baughman 
Division 1A Athletic Directors’ Association 
Post Office Box 92514 
Southlake, Texas 76092 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1A FAR List Serve <DIV- 1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU> on behalf of 
j am,ood <j atwood@BUFFALO.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:08 PM 

DIV- IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFAI,O.EDU 

Re: 1A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 

Dear Kathy: 
Do you have any witnesses that you were there? 

Jim 

From: Division 1A FAR List Serve [mailto: D1V-1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU] On Behalf Of VVILSON, KATHRYN 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1:59 PM 

To: DIV- 1A- FARS- LIST@ LISTSERV. BU FFALO. EDU 
Subject: Re: 1A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 

~-Ii Melinda 

attended the :].A Far meetings in Dallas last week but have not yet received a receipt fop my 5:[00 conference registration fee, Can you please email me a receipt? 

Kathy 

Kathryn Wilson 

Kent State University 

From: Division 1A FAR List Serve [mailto:DIV-1A-FARS-LTST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU] On Behalf Of Moore, Melinda 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:38 AM 

Te: DIV- 1A- FARS- LIST@ LISTSERV. BU EFALO. EDU 
Subject: 1A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 
Tmportance: Low 
Please see the attached minutes for September 5 of the 1A FAR Board Meeting. 
Melinda Moore 
1A FAR Administrative Assistant 
Texas Tech University 
School of Law 
1802 Hartford Avenue 
Lubbock, TX 79409 
806-742-3990 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Isley, Alice B <agi~od@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:14 PM 

The law appointments all mailing list. <law appointments all@listserv.unc.edu> 

[law appointments all] Friday visit by Ted Shaw 

Shaw- SignUpFORM.doc 

Hello all, 

We are tying up the loose ends for Ted Shaw’s on Friday. Attached is the sign up form. We realize that many of you are unavailable on Friday & have some limited 

time on Saturday morning set aside. If you are available either day to meet, please email me with a time. Or sign up on the hard copy form in the mailbox area. 

We have received Professor Shaw’s paper; but will hold it until after the Faculty Speaker lunch tomorrow. If you would like a copy before then, please let me know 

whether you prefer a hardcopy or PDF & I will get it to you. 

Thanks! 

Alice 

Alice B. (Girod) Isley 

Academic Affairs Administrative Assistant 

UNC-CH School of Law 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-0357 

agirod@email.unc.edu 

ii~iI cid.ima,qe00l .,,,4if@010E845)D F B20DDS0 



Interview Sign-Up Sheet 

INTERVIEWEE: 

DATE: 

Ted Shaw 
Civil Right Center 

Friday, October 4, 2013 

8:00 Breakfast with Mike Gerhardt, A1 Brophy, Bob Mosteller 

10:00 - 10:30 Jeff Hirsch, Patricia Bryan, 

10:30- 11:00 Erika Wilson, 

11:00 - 11:30 Student Group ............................................................................. Room 4051 

11:30 - 12:00 BREAK ....................................................................................... Room 5066 

12:00 - 1:00    Presentation .......................................................................... Faculty Lounge 

1:00 - 1:30 Break ........................................................................................... Room 5066 

1:30 - 2:00 Elizabeth Gibson, Craig Smith, Joe Kennedy, Judith Wegner, 

2:00 - 2:30 Anne Klinefelter, Kathryn Sabbeth, 

2:30 - 3:00 Bill Marshall, Tamar Birckhead, Charles Daye, David Ardia, 

3:00 - 4:30 Center for Civil Rights with Mark Dorosin & other staff 

5:50 Dinner with Mike Gerhardt and Jeff Hirsch 

All interviews will be in the office of the first faculty member named UNLESS otherwise noted. 



Interview Sign-Up Sheet 

DATE: Saturday, October 5, 2013 

9:00 - 10:15 Breakfast meeting 

10:30- 11:00 LissaBroome, 

11:30 Meeting & lunch with Rob Smith 

l:OOpm Car service to airport will pick up at the Law School 

All interviews will be in the office of the first faculty member named UNLESS otherwise noted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1A FAR List Serve <DIV- 1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU> on behalf of 
Gabriel, Ann <gabriele@OHIO.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:22 PM 

DIV- IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFAI,O.EDU 

Re: 1A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 

I ca~ attest that she was there. 

E. Ann Gabriel, CPA CGMA PhD 

]ames E DaleV Proh:_~ssor of Accoun~:aru::y 

Director, School of Accoantancv 

409 Copeland I-taXI 

Ohio University 

Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-2019 (office) 

7N?-.593-2412 (fax) 

F~m= Division 1A FAR List Sere [maiI~:DN-1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUF~ALO.EDU] On Behalf Ofja~ood 
Sent~ Wednesday, October 02, 20~3 2:08 PN 

To~ DN- 1A- ~ARS- LI~@ LIS~ERV. BU F~ALO. EDU 
Subje~t~ Re: 1A EAR Board Meeting Minutes 
Dear Kathy: 

Do you have any witnesses that you were there? 
dim 

From: Division IA FAR List Serve [mailto:DIV-IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU] On Behalf Of W~LSON, KATHRYN 
Sent= Wednesday, October 02, 20:13 1:59 PM 

To= DIV- ~.A- FARS- LIST@ LISTSERV. BU FFALO. EDU 
Subject= Re: :[A FAR Board Meeting Minutes 

Hi Meli~da 

attended the 1A Far meetings in Dallas last week but have not yet received a receipt for my S:1.00 conference registration fee. Can you please email me a receipt? 

Thanks, 

Kathy 

Kathryn Wilson 

K*-’_~)t State Urliversity 

From= Division IA FAR List Serve [~aJJ$9_~D~:_$&:~_&B_~z~@#~#~#_B_~,_}_#_~E&~Q,_~D_~] O, Behalf ~ Moore, Helinda 
Seat= Thursday, September 26, 20~3 9:38 AN 

To: D~- 1A- FA RS- LIS~@ LIS~ERV. BU FFALO. EDU 
Subject: IA FAR Board Meeting M~nutes 
Impo~ance: Low 
Please see the a~ched minutes for September 5 of the 2A FAR Board Meeting. 
Melinda Moore 
~A FAR Administrative Assistant 
Texas Tech Universi~ 
School of Law 
~802 Ha~ord Avenue 
Lubbock, ~ 79~9 
806-742-3990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@product.americanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Account Creation in fl~e Digit~] Enviroi~ment 

Complimentary Web Seminar 

October 16, 2013 I 2 pm ET/11 am PT 

Featuring Live Q&A 

Hello Law, 

Jumio Inc. joined by AI Pascual from Javelin Strategy & Research shares challenges and risks of 

account creation in the digital environment, and explores best practices for reducing fraud between 

consumers and financial institutions Hear some key insights on meeting regulatory compliance 

with greater assurance of identity and how easy it can be to implement new tools to meet standard 

Know Your Customer requirements. 

Hear some key insights on: 

Meeting regulatory compliance with greater assurance of identity 

How easy it can be to implement new tools to meet standard Know Your Ous¢oroer 

requirements 

*There will be a Q&A session at the end of the presentation. 

Presenters: 

Anthony Lanham 

VP North American Sales 

Jumio Inc. 

Sponsored by: 

See it, Be~.ieve 

Share this Event! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here. 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004 
custserv@sourcemedia corn I Privacy Policy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Why the shutdown will hurt North Carolina more than other states 

Ask Career )’~%]?;~:_ How recruiters car] hel~_y_o~ find a 1oh 

WakeRed taps Vinse( to scout fo~ Atkinson’s re[~lacement 

~,C, DHH~. <~ fudougb;_.,~3/ .... worke~ss due to shutdown 



Economist: [f g.ovemment sh.:_ttdown lasts it’.Co next week.,,           i.~.i 

fundra~ser 

~A lock indicates content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. 

r 

System CEO on Obam~care 

r~qa~c gacobs a~p-kisses Cou~s VuR~on, heads ~n~o IPO sunse~ 

Top N.~o.~ Sto~i~ 

{}ouk~ Bk~d<Serr~ have another lxdder? 

Lou~s~:)lle Slu~ge~ no lonqer No. ~ in 14~:i!!r League Baseball? 

iiiii ~..~-~ .c~ ~--~    ~ -; -- "~    s--    -" "" --~ -- i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ......... I I..b~> .... ; CildI; I~ ~;JI~l =i; [),{., itt~;l ~d ........................................................................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................. ~t.t~ I~’ I 

.......... = Price ~erSquareFoot:50,OO 

Use Type: Sale 

Featured Event                      ++ 





FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TIAA-CREF eDeliveo, ~q]AA-CREF eDelive~@tiaa-cre£org> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:35 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

TIAA-CREF eDelivery Notification 

TIAA--CREF eDelivery noti~cal:ion 

Den r [ nvestor: 

What else is available through electronic delivery? 
You can view prospectuses, account statements and many other documents--all online. If you 
havefft already requested eleotronb delivery for all of these documents, be sure to sign up today. 
Simply log in to your acco~t flora the TIAA-CREF home page, and go to ProfiM & Settings, then 
Contact ~nformation and eDe~ivery Preferences to select the documents you’d prefer to view 
oNine. 

Have questions or need more information? 
Send us an #£~:?~i!. Or call us at 1 800 842-2252 Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. and 

Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. (ET). If you need a paper copy, contact us. 

X 

C:REF: 

Learn more about TIAAoCREF 

[] ~ in to vou~ accouter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:48 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review] Wells Faxgo, Bo£A lhce new criticism of mortgage servicing practices 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Wells Fargo, Bank of America face new 

criticism of mortgage servicing practices 

Bank of America and Wells Fargo are still being 

criticized for their mortgage servicing practices, more 

than a year and a half after a national settlement 

aimed to force big banks to clean up their act. 

Mecklenburg joMess rate di#s to 8,~ #ercent 

County’s jobless rate fell from 9.1 percent in July to 

8.5 percent in August as leisure and hospitality 

sector continues to post big gains 

Burlington Stores shares climb in mar~.et 

debu$ 

Shares of Burlington Stores Inc. soared in their 

trading debut Wednesday, underscoring investors’ 

appetite for a stake in retailers who sell popular 

brands at deep discounts. 

Stocks slip after US hiring 

~epo~t disappoinSs 

Weak hiring and worries about a 

protracted government shutdown 

pushed the US. stock market 

lower Wednesday. 

US companies add 1 

iobs in September 

U.S. businesses added just 

166,000 jobs in September, only 

slightly more than the previous two 

months. The lack of improvement 

in hiring, along with... 

~4adtets rise even as US 

government[ sh~tdown starts 

Investors stayed calm on the first 

day of a partial shutdown of the 

U.S. government Tuesday and 

sent the stock market modestly 

higher 

Wel~s Fargo ~ikely to face N,Y. lawsuit; Ban~t 

of America to avoid act}on 

Wells Fargo is likely to face a suit from the New York 

attorney general’s office - a legal battle Bank of 

America appears to have avoided after agreeing to 

beef up its mortgage servicing 

Bhutdown’s impae~ on 

economy: ~,tinimaL unless it 

drags on 

With the U.S. government starting 

a partial shutdown Tuesday, The 

Charlotte Observer spoke with 

economists to get their thoughts 

on the possible economic... 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Editor <editor@ bankersonline.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 Security Olticers Workshop: There’s still time to attend remotely! 

(Please forward this email to the person responsible for security.) 

Join us live in Philadelphia or by remote video streaming live to your location [or this must attend event for all 

Security Directors, Officers, Staff, Auditors, Directors, CEOs, Cashiers, BSA Officers, Compliance Officers, Training 

Officers, Bank Counsel and Legal Staff, and White Collar Law Enforcement Officers! 

The schedu[e is now avai[ab[e for down[oad (.pdf). 
Download the 2013 Security Officers Workshop brochure (.pdf)! Share the details with 

management (and with other security officers) and re~ister today. 

~ LIVE Streaming: 

You need to keep up to date in many areas. Prosecution and recovery strategies, dealing with active shooters, forgery 

and altered documents, workplace v~oience, social engineering and hackers, security de\dces...the fist goes on and on. 

What if you could stay at the office, part|cipate bye in a two-day workshop, and have access to the ful[ archive of 

the sessions for 30 days? You can! Take advantage of LIVE streaming of the event to your location. For one budget- 

conscious price: 

1. Train as many staff as needed without incurring extra fees. 

2. Learn from the best. You’ll have access to the some of the best banking security experts in the industry and 

you’ll be watching the program bye, streamed as it happens in Philadelphia. 

3. Avoid the costs of travel and lodging. 

4. Earn credit for attending. The Security Officers Workshop has always maintained a strong reputation in the 

industry for quality training and this wit[ translate directly into a benefit for you. The hours you spend attending 

the workshop wit[ be recognized by ABA, ICBA, ASIS, and CFE. You’ll receive a certificate detailing the hours of 

training in security and, where applicable, BSA. 

5. Get answers to your security questions. Have a security question? Get an answer! You can interact and ask 

questions of the speakers. We’ve set aside plenty of time for Q~A and we’re committed to providing a follow-up 

Q~tA document if there are any questions left unanswered. 

6. Time shift your learning. What if you are on the West Coast? Do you need to start at 6 a.m. EDT? No! Start 

when it is convenient for you. Pick up when it is convenient for you. We will attempt to have the morning 

sessions encoded and available by the end of the day so you can still remain up-to-speed. 

7. Date shift your learning. Do you have a time conflict on one of the days? No problem. You’ll have up to 30 days 

to review the program and invite staff to see the parts of the program you find most valuable. 

Check out the timely security topics being covered by our pane[ of experts throughout the 2-day workshop on our 

agenda page! Head on over to our Speakers Bios page to [earn more about the presenters. Then register now to attend 

so you don’t miss the most comprehensive security event of the year! 

I. Visit the workshop website, 

2. ~.~y~.0!.~.~.!b.~..O!:~.~ b.~r.~, 

4. test ~our system (if you are planning on streaming), and 

5. REGISTER TODAY! 

"We’re interested in the Remote Streaming option direct to our location. 

Can we test our system?" 
Yes, we have a special page set up for that and you can access it by 

"Will there be a chance to get answers to our questions?" 

Yes, there will be Q~A sessions during the workshop where questions submitted from the in-person attendees and the 

remote participants wit[ be answered. In the event that we cannot answer all of the questions during the conference, we 



wiLL create a foLLow-up document containing answers we were unable to address during the workshop. 

"Do remote attendees get the same certification credits for attendance?" 

Yes, the entire conference wiLL be streamed in real time, and also archived for Later viewing. If there is more than one 

person participating remotely, we wiLL supply a certificate for each attendee. 

"Can we submit questions prior to the conference?" 

Yes, we’d Love to hear from you prior to the workshop! If you have any questions that you would Like to see addressed, 

~D-~!..~.~!.~..~.~ and we’LL do our best to incorporate them into the program. 

"How will we get access to the materials?" 

ALL attendees wiLL have the ability to download the materials prior to the conference (with plenty of Lead time in the 

event you would Like to print them out). They wiLL be made avaiLabLe online for aLL attendees to download and those 

attending in PhiLadeLphia wiLL also receive a CD-ROM containing the material along with a notepad. 

And if you have more questions... 

Don’t worry! We’re here to help. Head to the conference website and check out the a~enda or download a copy of the 

fuLL brochure. If the information you need isn’t there, don’t hesitate to contact us. And once aLL your questions are 

answered, go ahead and feaster to attend! 

ALong with a wealth of knowLedge delivered by some of the best speakers in the industry and vaLuabLe tools to help you 

meet the security function’s mission, you wiLL receive credit for attending the workshop! The ~.~[~.’~..~!.~.~’.~. 

~[~.~3.~J~ has always maintained a strong reputation in the industry. We’re proud of the reputation we’ve developed 
over the past eighteen years and our reputation for quality training wiLL translate directly into a benefit for you. The 

hours you spend attending the workshop wiLL be recognized by ABA, ICBA, ASIS, and CFE. YouIL receive a certificate 

detailing the hours of training in security and, where appLicabLe, BSA. Register today! 

We promise to keep the workshop LiveLy, informative, and packed with value. We Look forward to seeing you in 

October! 

C[~ck here to unsubscr~be 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:57 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oct. 2 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted October2, 2013, 3:43 P.M. ET 

Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke sounded an optimistic note on smaller banks in a 

speech Oct. 2. 

Bernanke, in remarks prepared for a conference in St. Louis on community banking, 
acknowledged the consolidation in the industry over the past two decades, with the largest 

banks increasing their market share. 

He said banks with assets of $10 billion or less continue to provide vital financial services to 
households, and predicted smaller lenders will be able to deal with competition from larger 

institutions as well as new industry rules. 

@We have confidence that the remarkable resilience of America@s community bankers will 

enable them not only to survive, but also to thrive in the years ahead,@ Bernanke said. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (ISSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National 
Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in 

the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a FF~[~E Web trial. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your 
local Bloomberg BNA Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 

am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyr:ght (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of 
this service is subject to the tei’ms and conditions of tha license af~rean°:e:°:t with Bloomberg BNA. 

Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



Norton Rose Fulbright ForumTM 

This program will ~,ver some of the dimeu~ties Wuesday, Oe, ober 

party payments to p}wsmmns arid teaching 

Medicare & Medicaid Services skar’ting 
(collec’~ion to start 20*3). 

Speakers: 

.......................................................................... Ben Koplm - q, 8sso- at{~ F ~}[ r~<’}~ ~<- 



~ ~nv~te ~,e~, to ~ the ,~B,~ Bu.,~ne.%s Ya,~.’ .S,.~ct~on Prej,.~ct 
Finance and Development Commi~ee 

Committee membership is free and offers endless 

,-~ra~ o~ ~o.,-~nvo~v~m~nt ~ve~ 

Join the Proieot Finance and Development Commi~ee to: 

~,~,,~o,t~t~on, ~n~as~r~,ot~.e and a~h~, proje~:~ 
, Serve as a resource for prelect finance and project 

development transactions, project sponsors, 

governments, EPC contractors, equipment vendors, 

ageno~es~ regional and national development banXs, 

muitilateral financial institutions, credit enhancers, 

practice m~nuals, and other reference works and 

assist in the preparation and publication of these 

engagements on current and relevant topics 

~mpa~:~,~ t~,e ~nd~,~,~. 

There are two simp,e ways to join: 

~ (00185510) 

Lewis T. Smith 

Chair Pro~ect Finsnce snd Dove,cement Committee 

P.S In,crested in another area of bus~ness law? E>:pk;re 

more than 50 Business Lsw Section Committees and ~oin 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <MoFoNews@mofo.com> 

~Vednesday, October 2, 2013 4:59 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

CFTC StaffIssues Commodity Option Frequemly Asked Queslions ("FAQs") - ATTORNEY ADVERTISING 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can view it as a web page 

Morrison & Foerster Client Alert 

CFTC Staff Issues Commodity Option Frequently Asked 
Questions ("FAQs") 
OONTAC’I" U8 AT: 

MarKeting Depar[ment 

Morrison & Foelster LLP 

425 M srke[ Street 

On September 30, 2013, the CFTC’s Division of Market Oversight ("DMO") 

issued a Commodity Option FAQ document. While the document largely 

contains information already set forth in prior CFTC releases, it does 

contain helpful clarifications of potential interest to clients who enter into 

commodity options. These clarifications generally relate to the CFTC’s 

"Form TO," the annual reporting form for trade options. They include what 

trade options must be reported, the reporting period for the first annual 

Form TO filing, the calculation of the notional amount of embedded 

options in forward contracts, and the applicability of the Form TO filing 

requirement to cross-border situations. 

Read our 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~vww sra org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 6:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SEC Releases Final Municipal Advi~r Registration Rule Part I: Who is a Municipal Advisor? 

::~:(:i Davis Polk CLIENT M~MORANDUM 

SEC Releases Final Municipal Advisor Registration Rule 
Part I Who is a Municipal Advisor? 
Octobe~ 2, 2013 

On September 18, 2013, the Securities and Exchange Commission adopted its ".,*i.,’.,~,’.l ~~,.~le on the 

permanent registration of municipal advisors. The final rule replaces the current temporaq,, registration 

scheme for municipal advisors with a permanent registration scheme, and provides extensive guidance on 

activities that trigger municipal advisor status. 

This memorandum comprises Part I of a two-part series of client memoranda on the final rule. This Part 

focuses on the entities that are subject to regulation and registration as municipal advisors. Part II, which 

will be published shortly, will address in detail the mechanics and timing of registration under the SEC’s 

permanent registration scheme. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

202 962 7075 

2 t 2 4.50 4174 

212 450 4737 

2t2 4.50 4951 

212 450 4178 

212 450 4838 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s bdv3:.’. / p©iic~! located at d:~,,i boik., Oi:" 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding :-s.;~v:-,’:ii@:-;:~vi-,fx~i:,- corn to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 
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Is There a ’Duty to Read’? 

Charles L, Knapp, University of California Hastings College of the Law 

The Debtor Class 
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Property as Platform: Coordinating Standards for Technological Innovation 

Henry E, Smith, Harvard Law School 

Wrap Contracts: Foundations and Ramifications 

I~ancy S, Kim, California Western School of Law 

Mobile Wallets and Virtual Alternative Currencies Under the EU Legal Framework on Electronic Payments 

Niels Vandezande, KU Leuven - Interdisciplinary Centre for Law and ICT (ICRI) 

~ La responsabilidad de los talleres de reparacidn de vehiculos pot la falta de conformidad de las piezas de recambio y accesorios (Garages’s 

Responsibility for Lack of Conformity of the Vehicles Spare Parts and Accessories) 

Victoria Picatoste, University of Vigo 
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iiiiiii"Is There a ’]~.~t’~ to IR, ead’?"[1~:i Free Download ]j Revisiting the Contracts Scholarship of Stewart Macaulay: On the Empirical and the Lyrical, Jean Braucher, John Kidwell, & William C. Whitford eds., p. 315, 

Hart, 2013 
UC Hastings Research Paper No, 63 

CHARLES Lo KNAPP, University of California Hastings College of the Law 

Email: knappchOuchastings.edu 

The notion that there is in general contract law a "duty to read" persists in the decisions of American courts. This chapter explores the question of 
what it may mean today to say that there is a "duty to read," and concludes by suggesting what role (if any) that doctrine should play in our 
present-day law of contract. 

The chapter begins by examining various ways in which the "duty to read" is commonly articulated, and compares it to other contract law concepts: 
the "duty to bargain in good faith" and the "duty to mitigate damages." it points out that, like the "duty to mitigate," the "duty to read" (DTR) is 
not technically a "duty" but rather a limitation on a party’s ability to assert what would otherwise be available claims or defenses under the rules of 
contract law. Sometimes described as a "conclusive presumption," the DTR is in practice more of a rebuttable presumption - a "presumption of 
knowing assent" - permitting the adhering/signing party to overcome in some situations the legal fiction that she has in fact read and understood 
whatever written agreement she has signed onto. 

The chapter next considers a variety of ways in which the DTR may be countered or overcome. These include: interpretation (often "against the 
drafter"); lack of "true assent" for some reason (such as forgery, lack of authority, or duress); mistake, either mutual or unilateral; fraudulent 
misrepresentation (or wrongful nondisdosure) of either the nature or contents of the writing, or fraud in the inducement; and other doctrines such 
as reasonable expectations or unconscionability. The chapter also notes and evaluates policy arguments for the DTR rule, such as the law’s desire 
to insulate a written agreement from later challenge (similar to the justification for the parol evidence rule); application of the estoppel principle to 
protect a drafter who has relied on the other party’s representations of knowing assent; and the view that adherence to an agreement can 
properly be seen as a sort of "blanket assent" to its contents. 

Having sketched the legal background of the DTR, the chapter then proceeds to examine a selection of some two dozen cases, all later than 2005, 

which discuss and in some cases rely on the DTR rule. In many of these cases the adhering party was indeed prevented by the DTR from defending 

against enforcement. In some, however, one of the defenses described above proved successful. 

Finally, after thus enumerating the ways in which the DTR should not be applied, the chapter concludes by asking: If the DTR is seen as essentially 
a "rebuttable presumption of knowing assent," what role should that principle play in protecting a written agreement from attack of one kind or 
another? Assuming we trust judges and juries to perform responsibly and fairly their respective fact-finding tasks, it seems all that remains is a 



probably noncontroversial proposition: One who knowingly and voluntarily assents to a contract whose terms are contained in a given writing 

should be held legally responsible for her actions by being held to those terms, in the absence of fraud, mistake, or other excusing cause. 

iiiiiii,,The Debtor ¢~ss,, [ ~ Free Download ] 

Tulane Law Review, VoL 88, 2013 
University of 7bledo Legal S’tud~es Research Paper No. 2013-13 

~,,~.RA 3t, B~U~, University of Toledo - College of Law 

Email: kara,bruce@utoledo.edu 

~n recent years, individuals seeking bankruptcy protection have encountered an unexpected harm: their lenders have misrepresented the amounts 

they owe, lost or misapplied their loan payments, and violated clear requirements of bankruptcy law and procedure. Recent investigations of 
consumer bankruptcy cases reveal widespread abuse of the bankruptcy code, ranging from the filing of unsupported or overinflated proofs of claim 

to violations of the automatic stay and discharge injunction. Such practices undermine consumer bankruptcy’s central goals to provide consumer 

debtors a fresh financial start and to achieve the fair treatment of and distribution of assets to creditors. 

Because many debtors affected by lender misconduct may not have the resources or the financial incentives to fight back individually, class actions 

may serve a valuable remedial role. Class litigation additionally may create a deterrent effect that institutional checks have failed to provide. But 

debtor class actions face two primary impediments: The first is jurisdictional. The concept of a debtor class appears to conflict with fundamental 

principles of bankruptcy jurisdiction. The second emanates from the class device itself, and the Supreme Court’s apparent drive to limit the 
availability of class litigation. 

This is the first of a series examining these hurdles. This Article addresses the threshold jurisdictional challenges facing the debtor class. It 

reconciles the divergent case law and presents a framework for approaching class action proceedings in bankruptcy. It concludes that courts 
generally should not hesitate to exercise jurisdiction over nationwide classes of consumer debtors asserting violations of bankruptcy law. Still, the 

debtor class action is no panacea~ Class relief may be unavailable in many cases, and additional law reform efforts will be needed to fully remedy 

the disconnect between bankruptcy law and creditor action. A forthcoming article will consider these issues. 

Journal of Competition Law & Economics, Forthcoming 

H~IMRY I~. ~IM~:[T~}, Harvard Law School 
Email: hesmith@law.harvard.edu 

This paper examines the coordination of inputs to the development and use of technology as a problem in the theory of property. Recent 
misunderstanding of property, in terms of both the substance of its rights and the implications of its remedies, have presented property as an 
obstacle to - rather than as a platform for - rapidly evolving technology. This paper will first present a framework for property that captures its role 
in organizations, intellectual property, as well as property law itself. An information-cost theory of property stresses modularity, standardization, 
and hybrid systems of private and common rights, which allow for separation of functions and specialization. Modularity and separation in property 
allows for specialization but also give rise to the potential for strategic behavior. Each specialist may only maximize locally, which can lead to social 
losses. To counteract this strategic behavior, a combination of boundary placement and interface rules can be used, as is commonly seen in 
common property systems and their variants. The paper then applies this framework to Standard Setting Organizations (SSQs) and shows that 
separation of the standardization function is yet another type of property separation and specialization. As with other dimensions of separation, 
strategic behavior becomes possible. But contrary to some widespread views, the tools of property do not simply cause the problem of 
opportunistic hold up in SSOs; property also provides some solutions, in this case through doctrines of equity that are aimed at counteracting 
opportunism in general. 

iiiiiii"Wrap (:o~traCts." Federations arid RamifiCations"[[~:: Free Download ]j 
Oxford University Press, Forthcoming 

~A~C~" $o ~:~, California Western School of Law 
Email: nsk@cwsl.edu 

When you visit a website, check your email, or download music, you enter into a contract that you probably don’t know exists. "Wrap contracts" - 
shrinkwrap, dickwrap and browsewrap agreements - are non-traditional contracts that look nothing like legal documents. Contrary to what courts 
have held, they are not "just like" other standard form contracts, and consumers do not perceive them the same way. Wrap contract terms are 
more aggressive and permit dubious business practices, such as the collection of personal information and the appropriation of user-created 
content. ~n digital form, wrap contracts are weightless and cheap to reproduce. Given their low cost and flexible form, businesses engage in 
"contracting mania" where they use wrap contracts excessively and in a wide variety of contexts. Courts impose a duty to read upon consumers 
but don’t impose a duty upon businesses to make contracts easy to read. The result is that consumers are subjected to onerous legalese for 
nearly every online interaction. 

~n Wrap Contracts: Foundations and Ramifications, Nancy Kim explains why wrap contracts were created, how they have developed, and what this 

means for society. She explains how businesses and existing law unfairly burden users and create a coercive contracting environment that forces 

users to "accept" in order to participate in modern life. Kim’s central thesis is that how a contract is presented affects and reveals the intent of the 
parties. She proposes doctrinal solutions - such as the duty to draft reasonably, specific assent, and a reconceptualization of unconscionability - 

which fairly balance the burden of wrap contracts between businesses and consumers. 

Free Download 

M’r~L$ VA~IDI~ZAN~E, KU Leuven - Interdisciplinary Centre for Law and ICT (ICRI) 

Fmail: niels,vandezande@law,kuleuven, be 

[n recent years, the number of mobile payments has risen rapidly. During that same timeframe, the methodology of mobile payments has shifted 
from being mere monetary transactions executed by means of an interconnected network environment - such as the Internet - toward highly 
diverse mobile wallet ecosystems that include different types of services aimed at improving the overall user experience and at fostering customer 
loyalty toward a specific ecosystem. While the basic idea underlying mobile payments still experiences certain hindrances - for instance concerning 
cross-border interoperability of payment transactions between the different EU Member States - the scope of new mobile wallet ecosystems raises 
new questions. Not merely allowing for the execution of a purchase transaction, many of these mobile wallets also include loyalty schemes, 
services for customer social interaction - e.g. bill splitter applications - or even virtual alternative currencies that can be used within a specific 
ecosystem - such as Amazon Coins. By extending the scope of their services beyond that of a simple intermediary, and especially when 
establishing a virtual economy based on a virtual currency, these service providers are bordering or potentially even entering the territory 
governed by more stringent financial regulations. This paper will analyze the extent to which enhanced mobile wallets can become subject to such 
regulation. 
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VICTOR:[A PICATOSTE, University of Vigo 

Emaih victoria.picatoste@uvigo,es 

La equiparaci6n del contrato de compraventa con el contrato de suministro de productos contenida en la legislaci6n sobre falta de conformidad de 

los bienes con el contrato plantea numerosas cuestiones en el marco del Derecho privado espa5ol tradicional. En este trabajo se centra la atenci6n 

en una cuesti6n muy concreta y que tiene que vet con esta problem~tica: la aplicaci6n de las normas sobre conformidad a las piezas de vehiculos 
empleadas en los contratos que tienen pot objeto la reparaci6n de esta clase de bienes. 

The current equivalence of sale and supply contracts in Spanish law whenever there is a lack of conformity of contract goods raises many issues in 
traditional Spanish private law, This paper focuses on an issue that refers to this problem: the application of norms regarding conformity in 
replacement vehicle components in contracts the object of which is repairing vehicles, 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:08 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

CFPB Signals Additional Concerns about Consumer Credit Card Market with Report on CARD Act (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can view it as a web page. 

Mordson & Foerster Client Alert 

CFPB Signals Additional Concerns about Consumer 
Credit Card Market with Report on CARD Act 

GONTAC’I" US AT: 

MarKeting Depa4ment 

Morrison & Foelster LLP 

425 M arke[ Street 

Today, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB’) released the 

"CARD Act Report," a report summarizing the CFPB’s views on the impact 

of the Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 

2009 ("CARD Act" or "Act") on the consumer credit card market ("Report"). 

The Report was issued pursuant to Section 502(a) of the CARD Act, 

which mandates that the CFPB conduct a biennial review of the 

consumer credit card market, including the effect of the Act on the cost 

and availability of credit and the adequacy of protections for credit 

cardholders. With the Report, the CFPB signals that it has concerns 

about four features found in the consumer credit card market: deferred 

interest programs, online disclosures, rewards programs and grace 

periods. The CFPB also highlights continuing concerns about the offering 

of add-on products and pre-account opening fees. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newport Boaxd Group, Laura Bingham <info@newportboardgroup.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, October 2, 2013 7:20 PM 

Broome, I ~issa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

October 9lh Event Reminder 

To view in your browser, click here 

We are looking forward to seeing you at next week’s event! 

Some items to be aware of: 

This event is at capacity. Thank you for arriving early, 

so we can start the program on time. 

Complimentary valet parking is being provided for 

this event. Upon arriwfl, please pull to the 

second entrance for the valet parking. 
Due to the event being at capacity, the availability of 

individual parking will be limited. 

Our event will be held in the Umstead Ballroom. The 
breakfast buffet will be in advance of the program. 

The registration desk will be directly inside the second 

entrance. 

Agenda: 

7:3oam-8:ooam Registration and breakfast 
8:ooam Featured presentation by Doug Tatum 

9 :lSam Questions and Answers 

Best regards, 

Laura Bingham, Partner 

laura.bingh am@newportboardgroup.com 

919-571-992o 
Bob Aquilino, Managing Dii’eetor 

robert.aquilinoO)newpor tboardgroup.coln 

919-619-1339 

EventSponsored bg: 

*Invitation is non-transferable* 

This emaii ’~,as sent to Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu by !-a--~--r-a-~-b--Ln-~c-[[1-a--r-n--@-n-~2~-J~--~-~-t-~-~--~--a--r-d-~c-[E~--u£~-c--~--r-n- 

Update Profile/Email Address £nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Newport Board Group 35 II. Nain Street :: Suite 200 Jasper i GA :: 30:t43 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fredrickson, Barbara L <blf@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 9:03 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: DKM Materials 

Hi Lissa, 

May 1 jt~st show up with my slides on USB? Or should I send them in advance? 
g a r b 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 20~.3 8:56 PM 
To: Fredrickson, Barbara L; Burk, Bernie; ewinslow@brookspierce.com; greg.mcpNin@thomsonreuters.com; Hazen, Thomas; Broome, Lissa L; Batty, David L. 
Co: Carlock, Jacqueline S; Westerlund, Lance S 
Subject: DKM Materials 

Friends---We are looking forward to seeing everyone for dinner tomorrow night (except Barbara) at 7:00 ~n the private dining room of The Caro~b~a Crossroads 

Restaurant at The Carolina ~nn~ Ed, Greg, and David have rooms reserved at The Caro~h~a h~n (to be d~rect b~]~ed to the Schoo~ of 

The program wi]~ beg~n at 9:~0 a.m. (try to arMve by 9:20) at The Center for School [.eadersMp Development (near the gMday Center and d~rect~ons attached)~ 

Barban~ w~l~ join us ~n time to k~c]~ oil her presentation at 12:50 

We are m the process of organizing the attached ma~:erials and w~l have them ~n [oR~ers for the part~dpants. If you have any~:hmg else you would I~ke us to include, 

please get iL to me by 9:00 me1. tomorrow. In the meantime, ] thought you might ~ike an advance ~ook at these ~tems. 

Tomorrow Nght, we w~ g~ve you hard copies of sl~ the materials and have a run through of the discussion we p~an for Friday. 

David Goldman notified L~s on Monday that he needed to have a med~ca~ procedure th~s week that would prevent Nm from attendh~g. We wish David the best for a 

sL~ccessful procedure and a speedy recovery. Fortunately, David Batty of Wh~ston & Strawn was able to step h~ for David Go,dream We very mL~ch appredate David 

Batty (who had plarmed to attend the program) being willing ~:o jo~n our merry crew. 

See you tomorrow evening. 

Regards, 

[~ssa I_ Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor o[ Banking Law 

Director, Center [or Yanking and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--WeLtach 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-3380 

91.9.962.706(; 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN sL: 

Descrigti°n: 

web 542 JP9 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 20:~3 ~.:~:04 PM 
To: Westerlund, Lance S; Carlock, 3acqueline S; Bortz, Conrad 

Cc: Hazen, Thomas; Burk, Bernie 
Subject: DKM Materials 

Friends - I have received some, but not an overwhelming amount of stuff for the program. Many of you received the same stuff. I have attached what I have. Let 

me know if I missed anything or if you have anything else to include. 

I will be out of pocket tomorrow and through mid-afternoon Wednesday. My plan is to try to organize these materials and see if there are any other things that are 

missing (NC Rules of Professional Conduct, etc.) that we will want to include Wednesday afternoon. 

My hope is that Conrad will be available to assist Lance with copying and stuffing folders and nametags on Thursday. I don’t think we need Conrad to attend the 

program on Friday unless he just wants to (in which case to keep his hours in line for the week, he may want to adjust his hours on Tuesday). 

Thanks. See you Wednesday afternoon. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

..h..t..t.P..~].Lw....w....w.~!~.a...w..~y~.n.~.~.:~.e...d...u.~.c.~.e.~..t...e..Ls.Lb.~.~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comJauthor=248720 

Description: 
http:/Iw~q law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



bepress SelectedWorks notification system <norep[y@bepress.com > 

Wednesday, OctobeF 2, 2013 9:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaiLunc.edu> 

Your Latest Readership Report from bepress SelectedWorks 

OCTOBER 2019 

bepress SelectedWorks 

Signaling Through Board Diversity: Is Anyone Listening? 

1~ otal downloads 

[::~] News for Authors 

2100 Milvia Street, Suite 300, Berkeley, CA. 94704 

Technical assistance: support@dc.bepress.com I Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, October 2, 2013 10:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Syrian Regime Chokes OffFood to Town That Was Gassed 

Syeian Regime Chokes Off Food to To~ar~ That Was 
Gassed 

Government forces are tightening the noose around one of the suburbs gassed by 

chemical weapons in August, raising concerns of a fresh humanitarian crisis as residents 

forage for olives, grapevine leaves and other basic foods. 

Pro-regime fighters have encircled about 12,000 people, mostly civilians but also including 

some rebel fighters, in the town of Moadhamiya, according to local and international aid 

workers, opposition activists and people interviewed on Monday in a government- 

controlled section of the town. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Progressive Law Practice <~newsletter@progressivelawpractice.com> 

~Vednesday, October 2, 2013 10:36 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Progressive Law Practice invites you 

Dear, 

We don’t use the word progressive as a term for your legal or political view, but as way of looking at your 
business and how you can continue to succeed. 

Progressive Law Practice is a No Cost weekly newsletter that provides legal professionals technology 
insight for increased productivity and profitability. PLP also keeps you current on water cooler topics 
and cases in the news that appeal to the emotional side of the profession. 

V~qile we would like to begin sending this No Cost weekly newsletter to you, we also value your time. 
Therefore, if you would NOT like to receive Progressive Law Practice, please Unsubscribe. 

Thank you for your time. 

Best regards, 
Kurt Martin 
Progressive Media Group, Inc. 
10 Tindall Road 
Middletown, NJ 07748 

You are receiving this subscription because you are a legal professional and it is not an offer for 
consumer products or services. 

SIGN UP I SEND TO A FRIEND i ADVERTISE 

Calif. Law Targets ’Revenge Porn’ Websites 

California lawmakers this month passed the first law aimed at "revenge porn sites" websites. Such sites feature naked pictures of 

women posted without the women’s permission by their contemptuous ex-husbands or ex-boyfriends, The New York Tiraes 

reports. 

Share: DDD~ 

Law Field Needs Serious Re-engineering: ABA Report 

Finding ways to address long-term structural problems in the practice of law is part of the goal of an ABA task force that recently 

published a draft report dealing with the subject 

Share: ~DDD 

Can You Sum Up Your Legal Career in Six Words? 

Following the lead of a legal writing professor at Marquette University Law School who wanted to challenge her students to be 

concise, The Wall Street Jo~mal’s "Law Blog" is inviting readers to submit six-word stories about law school or the law in general. 

Share: DDD~ 

Judge Lifts NJ’s Same Sex Marriage Ban 

New Jersey’s Superior Court last week held that same sex couples may marry in the Garden State beginning on Oct. 21 because 

the state’s ban on same sex marriages denies couples federal benefits. So reports ~hilly.eom 

Share: ~DD~ 

New Child Abuse ’Failure to Report’ Penalties 

Connecticut is heightening the penalties imposed on teachers and other "mandated reporters" who fail to report child abuse So 

reports ~tpoet.eom. 

Share: ~~ 



Ruling Clarifies Legality of Airbnb Rentals in NYC 

NewYork City’s Environmental Control Board has reversed a ruling that had imposed a $2,400 fine against a man who rented out 
his apartment using Airbnb, an online platform that people use to lease out their living space to short-term guests. So Ferbes 
reports. 

Share: DDD~ 

Most Emailed 

ABA Offers Kits for Conferences on Gender-Pay Equality 
Mize Houser Names 3 Partners 
Terrorist’s Attorney: The Lawyer ’Everybody Hates’ 
Top Lawyer Leaves Skadden for Quinn Emanuel 
Practicing Law with Your Morn 
Divorce Lawyer Dumps Profession, Finds Love 
ABA Tackles Lega~ Grads’ Job Search Struggles 
Lakers’ Kobe Bryant Battles Morn Over Memorabilia 
Marathon Bombing Co-Conspirators Hire Attorneys 
Diversity in Law: Insights from DuPont GC Tom Sager 

Subscriber Tools 

PMG Resources 

-bobscettsinsights.cem 

qheprogressivephysician.com 

-nptechnews.com 

-progressivefinancialadviso r.ce m 

-progressivelawpractice.com 

-successfulbusinessnews.com 

4heprogressiveaccountant.com 

Update Profile I Change Email Address 

U nsubscribe 

Privacy Policy Progressive Media Group, Inc 110 Tindall Road I Middletown I NJ 107748 I US 
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~5 ~redits requested 

The graying of America means that la~ers in all 

fields increasingly encounter older clients with 

impairments related to living longer. Clients with 

varying levels of diminished capacity pose 

special challenges to representation This 

program will provide a practical tool and process 

for capacity screening by attorneys. 

Free CLE for ABA Mem bers 

ABA Members can switch to 

Sprint and save, through 

October 10 





TODAY’S EVENTS 

ONGOING SIGNUPS 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Register for Fail Breskthrouqh, 
Two>Day Pro Bc:,no Ew~nt Ow~r Fall 
Break at 
bit P:iibit,iyifai;:br ea k~h rouq h. 

(s:~u-,up ends 

RegistraP.on (S~gnup ends 
10/Si701.33 
S~ef!: Deveioomen~ CraftiRq Event 

TODAY>S ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Break (Begins Z0iZ6 after 
a,r~einoon classes) (~0/~7/2013) 

From T~tter [] 

f:a,:.s bo,:<k 

¢::ilq Scout Mock Trial 

V~<qnter Bresk Pro Bono ~nterest 

North Caroihqa D:iver’s License 
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~.Oi~.Oi:~O~.S) 
Fall Breakthr.:)uqh (10/.17/20J. 3) 
Fall Breakthrough 

Breakthrough (] 0/17/2013) 

North Cai’olins Law Review 
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in the New ~ra of: Neaiti; Care 
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BNI"[" Yr~:.niRq SessioR wl US 
AttorneT;s Office 
Student Bar AssociaP.on Weekly 
Meetinq 
Screeninc and Disc:Jssion oi: "The 
New Public" (~.0/’i0/2013) 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:28 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 102, 10/03/2013 

Table of Contents 

View from Within the Fortune 500: An Empirical Study of Negative Value Class Actions and Deterrence 

Linda Sandstrom Simard, Suffolk University Law School 

~ Democratizing International Business and Human The Guidelines for Multinational and Rights by Catalyzing Strategic Litigation: Enterprises 
the U.N. Guiding Principles of Business and Human Rights from the Bottom Up 

Larry Cat~ Backer, Penn State Law 

Nabih Haddad, Michigan State University - College of Education 
Tomonori Teraoka, University of Tokyo 

Keren Wang, Pennsylvania State University - School of International Affairs 

Legislating a Woman’s Seat on the Board: Institutional Factors Driving Gender Quotas for Boards of Directors 

Siri A. ~rerjesen, Indiana University Bloomington - Kelley School of Business 

Ruth V. Aguilera, University of Illinois College of: Law, University of: Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - Department of Business Administration 

Ruth Lorenz, London School of Economics & Political Science (LSE) 

The Guidelines of Corporate Governance of Ghana: Issues, Deficiencies and Suggestions 

Otuo Setebour AgyeP, qang, University of Ferrara - Department of Economics and Management 
Nonia Castellini, University of: Ferrara - Department of Economics and Management 

Demand Driven Securities Regulation: Evidence from Crowd-Funding 

Douglas J. gumming, York University - Schulich School of Business 
Sofia ~ohan, York University - Schulich School of Business, Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC) 

The Plaintiffs’ Lawyer’s Transaction Tax: The New Cost of Doing Business in Public Company Deals 

N. Browning ]effries, Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE eJOURNAL 

Ni Free Download iiiiiii"A View from Within the Fortune 500: An Empirica~ Study of Negative Value C~ass Actions and Deterrence ........ 
Znd]ana Law Review, Forthcom]nf2 
SuffoLk. Univem]ty Law Schr_ o! Researcl~ Paper tTo, 13-32 

LINDA SAND~TROIrr4 S~II~ARD, Suffolk University Law School 

Emaih Isimard@suffolk,edu 

This paper takes a look inside the Fortune 500 to analyze the deterrent effect of negative value class actions. The study focuses on the 
relationship between litigation maturity and deterrence by testing three inter-related hypotheses: (1) Future liability is easier to anticipate when 
there is a well-developed record of the factual and legal issues from previous litigation than when there is no track record from previous litigation; 
(2) Corporations who have been held liable for particular conduct will successfully change their conduct to avoid future litigation regarding similar 
conduct; (3) Corporations who are informed about lawsuits filed against their competitors and who rely upon this information in making their own 
business decisions will successfully change their conduct to avoid subsequent similar litigation. 

The study presents compelling evidence to advance our understanding of deterrence and to answer the question that has plagued negative value 
class actions for nearly half a century: when, if ever, does the social utility of these actions outweigh their cost? 

:ii:ii:ii:i"Der~ocratizing international 8usiness anal Human Rights by Catal~fzing Strate ic Liti ation: The Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises 

/ ~i FreeDowNoad I 
the ~IloN, Gu d ng Pr nc p es of Bus hess and Human R ghts from the Bottom Up L ...... J 

LARRY CAT~, NACR~R, Penn State Law 

Emaih LCBll@PSU,EDU 
N&B~H HADD~D, Michigan State University - College of Education 



Email: haddadn2@n-~su,edu 

TONONO~.~ TE&&OKA, University of Tokyo 

Emai[: [omo1988[omo@g mail.corn 
,~E~E[~ W~, Pennsylvania State University - School of [nternational Affairs 

Email: tenkendojo@gma~l.com 

With the June 2011 endorsement of the U.N. Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights by the U.N. Human Rights Council, the international 
community entered a new phase in the approach to the important work of developing global norms for economic activity with human rights impacts, 
irrespective of the states in which these occur. But the business and human rights project still privileges the state and the elite communities of 
enterprises, lawyers and civil society organizations that form the networks of norm creation and operationalization on which the objects of human 
rights discourse are dependent. To effectively implement the Guiding Principles requires an empowerment of all stakeholders down the supply and 
value chain. This empowerment must naturalize the substantive norms embedded in the Guiding Principles into the cultures of business activity 
shared by all stakeholders. This article, then, elaborates our initial framework for a three-phase approach for the Democratizing Human 
Rights/Catalyzing Strategic Litigation (DHR/CSL) initiative, which begins with knowledge production centered on focused toolkits, followed by the 
education/knowledge transmission phase that involves deployment of knowledge-product as toolkits through student centered training, education, 
and technical assistance; finally, the project will move towards the operationalization phase where large networks of stakeholders can both 
effectively and sustainably enforce business due diligence through the implementation of litigation/complaint strategies. The combination of 
knowledge creation, education/technical assistance and targeted litigation/complaint strategies may serve to overcome the problem of evolving the 
current development of business and human rights project from a bauble for the use of global elites and as an instrumental project to protect the 
privilege of states to a mechanics of asserting popular power through the mechanics of markets and the invocation of the international procedures 
which states themselves are bound to honor. 

iiiiiii"Legisiating a Wonlan’s Seat on the ~oard,= :[nstit~,Itional Fad:tots Driving 6etlder (~,iotas for ~oar~s of Directors" Free Download 

Journal of Business Ethics~ Fo~thcomin.q 

S:[R] A. ~E~ESE~, Tndiana University Bloomington - Kelley School of Business 

Email: siriterjesen@yahoo.com 

~’~’~ V. ~,~;L~TLE~, University of illinois College of Law, University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign - Department of Business Administration 

Email: ruth-agu@uiuc,edu 

R~TN} LOrEnZ, London School of Economics & Political Science (LSE) 

Email: Ruth-Lorenz@gmx.de 

Ten countries have established quotas for female representation on publicly traded corporate and/or state-owned enterprise boards of directors, 
ranging from 33-50%, with various sanctions. Fifteen other countries have introduced non-binding gender quotas in their corporate governance 
codes enforcing a "comply or explain" principle. Countless other countries’ leaders and policy groups are in the process of debating, developing, 
and approving legislation around gender quotas in boards. Taken together, gender quota legislation significantly impacts the composition of boards 
of directors and thus the strategic direction of these publicly traded and state-owned enterprises. This article outlines an integrated model of three 
institutional factors that explain the establishment of board of directors gender quota legislation based on the premise that the country’s 
institutional environment co-evolves with gender corporate policies. We argue that these three key institutional factors are female labor market 
and gendered welfare state provisions, left-leaning political government coalitions, and path dependent policy initiatives for gender equality, both 
in the public realm as well as in the corporate domain. We discuss implications of our conceptual model and empirical findings for theory, practice, 
policy, and future research. These include the adoption and penalty design of board diversity practices into corporate practices, bottom-up 
approaches from firm to country-level gender board initiatives, hard versus soft regulation, the leading role of Norway and its isomorphic effects, 
the likelihood of engaging in decoupling, the role of business leaders, and the transnational and international reaction to board diversity initiatives. 

International Business Research, 20~3, Vol. 6, No. ~0, pp. 163-,!73 

OTtO SE~EIBO~, J~,~YE|~’IIA~, University of Ferrara - Department of Economics and Management 

Email: agye mang2708@g mail=corn 
~O~]:A CAS’~’ELL:[[~:[, University of Ferrara - Department of Economics and Management 

Email: cstmno@unife.it 

The worldwide mushrooming of codes of corporate governance has resulted in a formalisation of rules and norms. These rules and norms have 
undeniably been proven to be important constituents in shaping the present corporate governance structures across the globe. The 2010 Code of 
best practices for corporate governance issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Ghana is an archetypical of such codes. It is 
irrefutably the most encyclopaedic guideline for good corporate governance practices presently in Ghana. It contains overarching provisions for 
effective corporate governance practices in Ghana. This paper presents a painstaking review of the code. It first examines key properties of the 
code. Next, the main deficiencies of the code are illuminated by examining the provisions that lack clarity. Also, other unqualified derelictions, 
substandard provisions and common gaffes in the code are highlighted. It then makes suggestions with the idea that they would be taken into 
consideration if future remediation of the code is to be undertaken. 

iiiiiii"Demand Driven Securities Regulation: Evidence from Crowd-F~ndin#"rL~ Free Download ]j Venture Capital: An International Journal of Entrepreneurial Finance, Forthcoming 

DOILII~LAS 3. CI~JI~’4M~N~, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Email: dcu m n-dng @sch ulich.yorku.ca 

SO[P~’A JO~A~, York University - Schulich School of Business, Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC) 

Email: sofiajohan@email.com 

We study the law production race-to-the-bottom/race-to-the-top debate in a unique context of crowd-funding in which potential agency problems 
are extreme. Our empirical setting is based on survey data from Canada in 2013(Q1) when equity crowd-funding was not permitted but was openly 
contemplated by regulators. The data show some tension towards a race-to-the-bottom insofar as start-ups prefer fewer restrictions on their 
ability to crowd-fund, and portals prefer fewer disclosure requirements and fewer restrictions on free trading of crowd-funded shares. However, 
this evidence is tempered by the fact that investors demand more disclosure, limits on amounts entrepreneurs can raise, and lower thresholds for 
audited financial statements, among other things. Based on the ease with which the Internal facilitates cross-jurisdictional investment, we infer 
from the data that investor demands will give rise to a race-to-the-top in the crowd-funding space. 

Free Download 

i~ F’~blic Company 
Berkeley Bus~ness Law ]ourn~/~ Forthcoming 

~o ~OW~lt~ ,~EF~’~E$, Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School 

Email: bjeffries@john marshall.edu 

This article addresses the proliferation of frivolous litigation in the context of public company deals. In 2012 93% of public company mergers and 
acquisitions valued at over $100 million and 96% of such transactions valued over $500 million incurred litigation. Through these "merger objection 
suits," plaintiffs’ attorneys have successfully attached a transaction tax - in the form of attorneys’ fees - as the cost of doing business for public 
company mergers and acquisitions. Armed with the knowledge that time is of the essence in these transactions, plaintiffs’ attorneys understand 



the leverage they have to force a quick settlement with a defendant company’s board. Adding to the attorneys’ leverage and the pressure on 

defendants to settle is the threat of larger-than-normal litigation costs since most large public company deals that attract litigation incur more than 
one suit, often in several different jurisdictions. When given the choice of either paying plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees - particularly when the settlement 

is typically otherwise non-monetary - or jeopardizing a multi-million dollar transaction, boards of defendant companies seem, understandably, 

eager to choose the former. 

This article explores the reasons for the increasing overabundance of merger objection litigation and the solutions that have been proposed or 

adopted to address it. Previous scholarship in this area has focused on the need to eliminate the multi-jurisdictional aspect of this litigation by 

funneling all such cases to the state of the target’s incorporation or otherwise easing the consolidation of cases across jurisdictions. Eliminating the 

multi-jurisdictional aspect of merger litigation would, no doubt, be a step toward curbing abusive strike suits in this arena by alleviating some of the 
settlement pressure imposed on defendants by the high costs of litigating a case in multiple forums. However, the other incentives to settle, 

particularly those imposed by the pressure of the deal timeline, would remain. As such, this article suggests that, in addition to funneling merger 

objection suits to the state of incorporation of the target, there need to be state solutions, beginning with Delaware, to further deter strike suits in 

this area. This article describes a combination of legislative reform and enhanced oversight of merger objection settlements by the Delaware 

Chancery Court as a possible solution to the merger objection litigation problem. 
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American Banker Daily Briefing 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories 

Vet Bank M&A with Regulators Ear~y: OCC 

Bank buyers should run potential deals by 
regulators early to avoid "landmines" and 
speed applications, officials from the Office of 
the Comptroller of the Currency say. Proper 
due diligence, succession planning and risk 
management are among the things they look 
for. 

Banks Vow to Cut Breaks for Customers 
Affected by Shutdown 

Fee waivers on overdrafts, forbearance are just 
some options banks are offering to federal 
employees who could soon miss a paycheck or 
two. 

CFPB Should Take Tougher Stance 
Against Credit Cards, Consumer Groups 

Consumer advocates pressed the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau on Wednesday to 
crack down harder on credit card issuers 
despite recent regulations that largely curtailed 
hidden fees and predatory practices. 

Bank CEOs Warn of Serious Risks 

The top executives from Goldman Sachs and 
Bank of America Corp. on Wednesday warned 
of "serious repercussions" if the U.S. 
government breaches the debt ceiling without a 
political solution. 

By Department 

Mobile Check Deposits, Bill Payments 
Spike in August 

The latest reading of American BankePs 
Mobile Banking Intensity Index shows mobile 
banking usage continues fast growth trajectory. 

Basks Vow to Cut Breaks for Customers 
Affected by ,Shutdown 

Fee waivers on overdrafts, forbearance are just 
some options banks are offering to federal 
employees who could soon miss a paycheck or 
two. 
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W~en Sel~ing a Bank Becomes Preferable 
to Raising Capi~ 

Georgia Commerce’s agreement to buy 
Brookhaven Bank in Atlanta is a sign that it is 
becoming more financially advantageous to 
sell out instead of raising capital, especially in 
a recovering market like Georgia’s. 

CFPB Should T~ke Tougher Stance 
Against Credit Cards, Consumer Groups 

Consumer advocates pressed the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau on Wednesday to 
crack down harder on credit card issuers 
despite recent regulations that largely curtailed 
hidden fees and predatory practices. 

Vet Bank ~&A w~th Regulators Ear~y: OCC 

Of#cia,s 

Bank buyers should run potential deals by 
regulators early to avoid "landmines" and 
speed applications, officials from the Office of 
the Comptroller of the Currency say. Proper 
due diligence, succession planning and risk 
management are among the things they look 
for. 
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October 3, 2013: BP Wins Reprieve Over Gulf of Mexico... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Wins Reprieve Over Gu# of Mexico Payouts 

"BP’s attempts to limit claims over the 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil spill have been 
given a ~ooos~ after a U.S. appeals court halted some payments," confirms 
BBC News (O(:L 3)~ A federal appea~s tour1 has ca~ed on the ~ower d~str~ct 
cou~ to take a new look at whbh claims are ~eg~fimate. The Ngher cou~ 
states that ~f businesses tha~ did not suffer bsses as a resul~ of ~he sp~ll were 
compensated, the who~e settlement couM be inva~N. Thk marks a ma~or 
triumph for the o~ giant, which had argued that the existing payment formula 
was too gene[ous and compensated people who were not han~ed. "BP had 
expected payouts ~o total US$7.8 billbn, but said tha~ the amount was being 
ddven higher by excessive fees and bogus chum&" 

In Wednesday’s ruling, ~he Wall Street Journal (Oct. 3, Fowler) reports, the 
Fifth Circuil Cour~ of AppeaL~ ordered Districl Coud Judge Carl Barbier to 

develop a "narrowly tailored injunction" that/),~ould put a slop some payouts 
while the lower couri continues to study questions raised by BP. According to 
[he Journal, "the [uling at least temporarily slows the pace el hundreds of 
millions of dollars in payments BP is making under a class-action settlement 
to address damages from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill." Earlier in the week, 
Barbier opened ~he middle phase ol a three~pa~t civil t[ial to de,ermine how 
much BP would pay in Clean Water Ac~ Iines. 

"R~e New York Times (Oct. 3, Krauss) quotes BP spokesman Geoff Morrell, 
who states, "Today’s ruling afl’irrns wha~ BP has ~oeen saying since the 
beginnin.~: claimants should not be paid fer ficiitious o~ wholly nonexktent 
bsses." Add~tbna~y, the o~ company has comp~ah~ed that private contractors 
empbyed by the claims office have been was~ng funds and tha~ the office has 
hcked an~ifraud controls. ~n a recent cou[t ~il~ng, BP urged ~hat payments be 
suspended unt~ former FB~ D~rector Lou~s Freeh, who was appointed by 
BarNer to ~nvesfigate wrongdoing in the claims process, he~ps the claims 
d~be better execute an~ifmud procedures. 
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[:~ BV- Dship 2020: Asymmetric Info Risk 

;~0~!:~ NACD B0a[d !~ead~shJp �0nfe[~nce ......................................................... 

Don’t miss this featured session: 

Board/C-Suite Expectations 

Many boa[d members understand what to expect from the CEO, CFO, and 
COO. But as more and more companies c~eate new C-suile roles4~om 
cNef ethics officer and cNef risk officer to the cNef information officer and 
cNef socia~ respons~N~ity off~cer-in response to an ~ncreas~ng~y complex 
bushess environment, the lines of expectatbn and communication can 
become more m~Jrk~ Join McGladrev to discuss best practices to narrow 
potential gaps in information between dkectors and C-suite off~cers, ~ndudh~g 
what dkectors shouN expec~ to [ece~ve ~n repoAs from, and deeper questions 

d~rectors can ask of, non-core C-suite dficers. 

October 3, 20~3 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 
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Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center 
Nationa~ Harbor, Maryland 
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Audit and Finance 

Monsanto Acquires Climate Corp. for $930 Million 

Business Week (Oct. 2, Vance) is reporting that Monsanto has agreed ~o 
ac~#~ire the Climate Oorp, for $930 million, marking one of the largest buys of 
a new-era data analytics company to date. Climate Corp. was founded seven 
years ago under the name Weatherbill by two Google engineers who wanted 
to capitalize on the wodd’s irrcreasingly unpredictable climate~ "The new 
company offered insurance against weather-related incidents such as a 
rainout at the U.S. Open tennis tournament or a concert cancelation," notes 
~he publication. "As time went on, the company set~led en a business model 
that revolved around providing a new ~,pe d insurance for farmers." Monsanto 
views Climate Corp. as a data and analytics service amq that will assist 
farmers usher in a new era of Precision Agriculture. 

She re~[~ ii~ii Facebook ~ 

Walgreen Co. Profit Rises 86 Percent as Loyalty Card Boost Ba~es 

t&<algreen Co., the largest U.S. drugstore retailer, said fiscal feurth-<tuarter 
profit rose 86 pement after its customer-loyalty card boosted sales, 
Bloomberg (CoL 1, Burrit0 reports. Ne~ income irrcreased ~o $657 milk,on, or 
69 cents per sha~e, ~n the qua~er ended Aug. 31 from $353 m~on, or 39 
cents per share, a year earlier. Excluding ce~ah~ ~tems, profit was 73 cents a 
share, rna~ch#~g the average of 20 analysts’ estimates cornp~led by 
B~oombe~g. CMef Executive Officer Grego~ Wasson has used data from 
royalty-card holders’ purchases to improve the se~ect~on of merchandise ~n the 
front of Wa~green’s stores. Ss~es at ~ocafions open at ~esst 12 months 
advanced 4.6 percent in the quaAer as the average purchase size #~creased 
3.6 percenL The number of customers s~p~ed 1.9 percent. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

European Central Bank Holds Steady on Rates 

"The European Central Bank left its benchmark interest rate unchanged at a 
record low Wednesday," corrfirms ~he New York Times (OcL 2, Jolly, Ewing), 
"but it was likely to be keeping a wary eye on political turmoil in the United 
States." At ~ts meeting in Par~s, the ECB’s governing council kept ~ts ma~n 
~nterest rate where ~t I~as been since May -- at 0.5 percent. Tension in the 
cure zone has increased as of late arnM questions about the surqval of 
~la]~an government and 1he pa~al shutdown of the U.S. government. 
Depending on how ~ong the latter lasts, ~t could undercut demand from the 
euro zone’s mos~ impo~tan~ trading partner. "The euro zone has emerged 
a recession thai las~ed a year and a half," notes the Times, "but ~J is a very 
weak recovery that couM eas~Jy be derailed by an external shock~" 

Shar8~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

re[petite Ge~rna!~e ......................................................................................................... 

Changes in the Boardroo~ 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the 
boardroom This information was compiled and provided ~o NACD by Spencer 
Stuart. General Electric has elected James E. Rohr to its board. Steven 
Silverstein has been elected to the board of Ben-Ten Stores. Kenneth J. 
Martin has been appointed ~o the beard of CuMst Rham~aceut~cals. Best Buy 
has announced the appointment of David Kenny to its board. Northrop 
Grumman has e~ected W~ll~am H, Hernandez to ~ls board of directors~ Helena 
B. Fou~kes has been appointed to the board d The Home Depot. Autodesk 
announced the appointment d Betsy Rafae~ to ~s board of dkectors. FMC 
Corporation announced 1he e~ecfion d K’Lynne Johnson to ~ts board of 
dkectom. Paul M. Barbas has been appointed to the board of Pepco 
HoMJngs. AT&T has appointed Beth Mooney to its board of d~rec~ois. 
Shan~anu Na[ayen has been elected to ~he board of Pfizer. Air Produc~s 

announced the addition of Edward Monser, Matthew Pau~ and Senti Ghasemi 
to ~ts board of directors effective immediately. Monser and P~ull will be up for 
election at the 2014 annual meeting, wh~le Ghasem] w~]] s~and for election a~ 

the 2015 annual meet]ng~ 

She re~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 

tt~omen and Minority Corporate Directors Lack Mentoring 

"As more women and minorities were welcomed on corporate boards of 

Information Flow 
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directors in recent decades," notes the University of Michigan News Service 
(Oct. 2), "few have attained elite inner circle slalus that comes from serving 
on multiple boards." According to research from James Weslpha~, p~ofessor 
of strategy at the University of MicMgan Ross School of Business, the ma~n 
reason is that females and racia~ minorities face a d~sadvantage ~n getting 
rnentodng ~rom white ma~e #~cumbent boa[d members. He and co~researche[ 
Michae~ McDonakJ of the University of Texas-San Anlonio feund that women 
and m~nor~fies, respectively, comprise 28 percent and 22 percent of directors 
who serve on a s~ngle board. However, only 8 percent o~ the former and 5 
percent d the latter serve on more than one board. "This is an important 
distinction because holders of multiple board seats tend to be seen by olher 
corporate ~eaders ss members of the corporate e~ite," Westpha~ sa~d. "Those 
with multiple dkec~orships ~end ~o exe[cJse disp[oportionate #ffk~ence over 
corporate policy at each of the firms where they serve as director." The 
researchers stud~ed 2,000 big U.S. firms for their Jesuits. 

Share~ 

Directors Elected With Increased Leveis of Shareholder Support 
Reports Broadridge and PwC 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 2) is reporting that Broadridge Financial 

Solutions Inc. and PwC’s Center for Board Governance this week released 
~heir third Pro×yPulse repo[t covering mete than 4,000 sha[eholder meetings 
from Jan. I through June 29. "It inck~des the finding that directors were 
elected with 95 percent of shares voted in their favor," notes the Journal. In 
addition, 2013 pay plans were approved with 89 percen~ of ~he shares voted in 
t:avor -- a slight increase from last year. Shareholders supported pay plans at 
rates over 90 percent at two-thirds of companies surveyed. Map/Ann Cloyd, 
leader of PwC’s Center for Board Governance, added, "With respect to say on 
pay, we found differences in shareholder support at companies wi~h Iavo~ble 
voting below 50 percent, specifically that retail shareholders supported say on 
pay at higher rates than institutional shareholders." 

Loeb Raises Stake in Sotheby’s and Seeks Board Seat 

The New York Times (Oct. 2, Stevenson) has learned that activist investor 
Daniel Loeb wants to join Sotheby’s board of directors and has called for CEO 
William Ruprech~ to s~ep down. Loeb, the manager ol the hedge ~und Thh~ 

PoinL now ranks as the company’s ~argest sharehok~er w~th a 9~3 percent 
stake. He outlined what he described as "chronically weak operating ma[gh~s 
and deterbrafi~g competitive position re~afive to Christie’s" - Sotheby’s ma~n 
compet~to[ ~ and c[iticized Ruprecht’s pay package. He a~so chastised 
Setheby’s sen~or d~rectors fer e>:travagant mea~s at a famous New York 
restaurant, whe[e "Sotheby’s senbr management feasted on organic 
delicacies and ~mb~bed v~n~age wines a~ a cos~ to sha[eholders of multiple 
hundreds of ~housands o~ do~ars." Sotheby’s has s#~ce responded w~h a 
statemenl d~spuflng Loeb’s criticism and signaling ~t woukJ no1 back down 
without a fight. 

She r8~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

Microsoft Investors Reportedly Press for Bill Gates to Step Down 

"Three of the top 20 investors in Microsoft are lobbying the board to press for 
Bill Gates to step down as chairman of the software company he co-founded 
38 years ago," sources In[ London’s The Guardian (F’cL 2) report. So far, 
there ate no ~ndicaflons that the company’s board of directors wou~d heed the 
wishes of the three ~nvestors, who collectively hold more than 5 percent of 
Microsofl’s stock. The ~denfity of the ~nvestors ~s being kept anonymous 
because the discussions are pdva~e. The lh~e are repo~tedly concerned thal 
Gates’ presence on the board effectively blocks the adoption of new strategies 
and would I~m~t the power of a new CEO to make significant changes. "They 
are also womed that Ga~es... w~elds power out of propoA~on to his declining 
shareho~ding~" adds the newspaper. Gates se~s around 80 m~ion M~crosofl 
shares a year under a pro-set plan, wMch wou~d ~eave him w~lh no financia~ 
stake in the company by 2018 ~f continued. 

Sha re~ :~~~: Facebook ~ 

¢O[Po[~t~ S~ci~I! R~sp~nsib!!!ty~ ................................................................................... 

The Fight Against Bullying in Schoois Expands to Store Shelves 

P~minent cases of ~eenagers committing suicide aI~er be#~g harassed on 
social media networks have, along with strengthening the resolve of 
anfibu[[y~ng organizations, prompted some major corporate brands to take up 
the ~ssue, according ~o H~e New York T~mes (OcL I, ~ewman). The ~ates~ ~s 
Green G~anL the Genera~ M~s [)rand of frozen vegetaMes, which ~s 
~nlroduc~ng a cause marketing campaign, "Raise a G~anl," that a~ms to he~p 
prevent bullying. ’Mean Sth~ks," an snfibu~y~ng effo~ d~[ected at gMs by 
Secret, the Procter & Gamble brand, was #ffroduced in 2011. Mada Bu[quest, 
a P&G spokeswoman, says that along w~th being pM~anthrop~c, he~p~ng 



teenagers address bullying has benefited the brand. According to an annual 
stL~dy by ~he Edelman public relations agency, when quality and p[ice were 
equal, 53 percent of consumers ranked a brs~d’s purpose-driven actMties as 
a deeming p~rchasing factor in 2012, up from 42 percent ~n 2008~ 

C-Suite 

Rev~on CEO Ennis Resigns From Post 

Time (Oct. 2) has confirmed that Revlon Inc. CEO Alan Ennis is leaving to 
pursue other interests. The New York-based makeup company has appointed 
former Chief Executive David Kennedy 1o the post on an ~ntedm basis. "Enn~s 
had sewed as CEO since May 2009," the publication notes. The company 
has been dealing with both declining ~venue and [eg~la~o[y ~ssues ~o[ some 
t~m8 now~ Ead~er 1Ms summer, Rev~on agreed to pay an $850,000 fine to 
settle federa~ charges that ~t w~thhe~d key information fl’om shareholders 
regarding 8 "goh~g-pdvate" transaction. Rev~on expects to name a permanent 
SUGCeSSO[ soon. 

Economic Outlook 

Private Sector Adds t 66,000 Jobs in September, ADP Report Shows 

Reuters ~0~ r 2 , Lopez) cites the latest ADP National Employment Repoil, 
which found that U.S. private companies added 166,000 jobs last month. 
Economists polled earlier by Reuters had Iot~cast an increase of 180,000 
lobs. Meanwhile, August’s private payrolls increases were revised downward 
from 176,000 to 159,000. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News aud Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

North Carolina will have a void to 

fill while P.J Hairston sec,!es a 

suspension to start the season, 

and sophomore forward J.P. 

Tokoto understands.. 

)< UNC’sJ P. 

Tokoto is 

i nterviewed 

on the Smith 

G~and ju~y ~ands up indictmen~[s in UNC 

footb~lFre~ated cases 

An Orange County grand jury heard from an 

investigator with the Secretary of State’s office this 

week on cases related to the 2010 football scandal at 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Indictments were handed up in the cases, but court.. 

St, Aug’s record broken; UNC volleyball 

improves~ Duke tennis in action 

Saint Augustine’s wide receiver Brian Richards broke 

the school career receptions record Saturday against 

Bowie State. 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 7:51 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Shutdown throws sand into gears of coastal business community 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 3, 20i3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Shutdown throws sand into gears of coastal business 
community 
This isnL 1he ,irs~ gevernmen~ shutdown rodee for Daniel Pulien. owner and operator 

ef Cape HaRems-based Daniel Pullen Photography 

Disc~lss 

lBoFA joins Wells Fargo in shrinkinq bank branches 
Barlk of Arrierk;a is debutirlg "expres.,i" bank branches that rely heaviiy en technek)gy 

te handle customers’ banking 

Discuss 

New Raleigh city manager to be named Friday 
The Raleigh City Com~cil will rr, lee~ a~ 10 am Friday Oc’t 4 te narrie ~i~e next ci[y 

rflarlager 

Discuss 

~9~ ~xpected for Durham’s World lBeer Fest 
Thousands of craft beer lovers are expected to participate ip. Saturday’s World Beer 

Fest in downtown Durham. 

Discuss 

r 
Which N.C. Congress members wiR refuse p~y d~r!n~ 
shutdown? 

DispMced by Hurricane Sandy, N.Y. ana~ytics firm opens 
Raleigh office 

Four Wake Count, bridges to be repaired under $2.1M DOT 
contract 

Duke study~ High Point Market has economic impact of 

$__~_:4_B._ 

Triangle’s jobless rate drops to 6.8% 

The List: The Triangle’s largest physician groups 

Obama, lBoehner and Reid will ta~k about government 
shutdown, but dea~ unlikely 



Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumsls c(istomes seP,,ice, bisioumsls I~:0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~:. 

2018 American City Business Journals, iac and its licensor’s All dgi]ts i~eselsled H-~e material on this sits may aot be 

~eproduced, distdbLited tr.snsPai~ed cached o[ otheP,~,,,ise used except ,,~’i~il the prio~ wheaten pem~,issior[ of bizioslmals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daily Report <dr@email.alm.com> 
Thursday, October 3, 20:[3 8:0:[ AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Experience Rewards at The Savannah Harbor Golf Resort/Spa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CarlocL Jacqueline S <jcarlock~email.uncMu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Re: DKM Materials Massaging 

image001 .j pg 

Okay 

JS Carlock 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 8:53 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jackie - I have the DKM materials ready to go. Can you stop by when you get in and we can figure out the best way to divide and conquer. There are 

a couple of things that need to be downloaded and/or cleaned up. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwwwAaw.unc.eduicenters/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Brief: Both PaNes Dread Next Hit From Sequester 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

Both Parties Dread Next Hit From Sequester           ~ 

Sen. R~id Sets Tone for Democrats ~n 

No M ovement in Shutdown 

Budget Nhowdo~ Hits Man~fae~rers 

N~’i~ Regime Chokes OffFood to Touqi That ~as Gassed 

U+S. Is Overtaking Russia as Largest Oil: and: Gas Prod~cer 

I.LS. Jobless Claims ~ek Up 

Faeebook’s Company Town 

"iNe Most Destn~etive, Unpre~e~able Force in Tech 

~e’s ~st Cuts Prices, Pm’s~ng New Members 

Student-Loan Curbs Leave Black Schools 

N~S V~DEOS 

Raw Footage: Migrmi[ Sh~p Sinks 

Is Australia FaMng a ProperW 

Beyond Stocks m~d Bonds 

N~’ian Tou~ Under Siege Se~ed OffFrom/~d Groups 

Europe’s Pm~" Trend: lndi~ ’Holi’ Colors 

N~WS PODCASTS 

The Wall Street Journal Th~s Mo~ing Oct, o3, ~o~ 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 9:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Curse of the Blinking Cur~r 





click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

ThurMay, October 3, 2013 9:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

Brown Enterprise Suspect 2.JPG; Brown Enterprise Suspect 3.JPG; Brown Enterprise Suspect 4.JPG; Brown Enterprise Suspect 5.JPG; 

Brown Enterprise Suspect 6.JI?G; Brown Enterprise Suspect 7.JI?G; Brown Enterprise Suspect.Jl?G 

CRIME REPORTS 
EFLAND AREA: 
****Break in to locked bt~siness reported 10,"02.’13, 900 B~ckhorn Rd (Brown t’;nterprises) 

Around 10:544 pm last night ~o males broke in~ Brown Ente~fi~s. SusNcB were caught on video suB, eillance and were inside the business for a~ut 30 minutes. 

’[’hey were wea~ng black shoes, jeans, gloves, large sweat shirts and each had mask o~*er their heads. A set ofli~ur BMW X5 }:acto~, rims with tires and a~ A~J~i 

watch wifl~ a white w~st band was sto]e~. Copies of the video are attached. As Nways if you happen to recognize or suspect that ?’ou might know who these people 

are. please call the Orange Co. Sheriff’s once at 919-245-2900 

THANK YOU FOR BErG OUR EXT~ EYES ~D EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

~ Description: 
D~sc@tion 
Description. 
Description: 
C.XUser4bci 
a rk~Pictu r@s~ 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919=644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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¯ Approaches to valuations and the methodology behind 

Audio CD-ROM Audio CD-ROM Se@:ien ef Real Property, Trus[ 

Young Lawyers Diqsion ............................................................................................................................................................ 

lan D Schaff 





Twitter by streaming your event live in crisp HD quality’; or create yoL~r 

veIT o~vn learning channel by programming pre-recorded content for 

See for yourself how your fellow educators make the most of their 

budgets and t~me by utilizing the Ustream p]a~orm to teach and inspire, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:11 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies relea~ public sections of the second submission of resolution plans for I 1 institutions 

A~encies release public sections of the second submission of resolution plans for 11 institutions 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/20131003a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivel~, .com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Weise, Steven O. <sweise@proskauer.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:31 AM 

Sommer, Joseph <joseph.somme@ny.firb.org> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edn 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] assig~nent of l?MSIipa~M assignment of supporting security agreement 

ATT00001 .c 

As a general principle, I would think that a partial assignment would be enforceable as between the assignor and the assignee. The account debtor is entitled to pay only 
one person. § 9-406(b)(3). 

Steve 

Steven O. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Centu~ Park East 
Shire 3200 

Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 

d 310.284.4515 

f 310.557.2193 

sweise,~;proskauer.com 

Sent them my iPad 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 5:29 AM, "Sommer, Joseph" <jR~_e_p_!.~_:~Lr_Ln_Le__~:~22_n_y_ .t_i2.b__:9_rg.> wrote 

I think that the issue of one of Wisconsin (presumably) common law, not the UCC. Partial assignments of debts were traditionally disfavored at law: 

less so in equity~ As far as I understand, the current consensus rule ix that an effective partial assignmen~ requires either the consent of the account 

debtor, or joinder of all parties in enforcement litigation~ Restatement (Second) of Contract § 326(2} 

From: .u___c_c_J__a_ky_:J_-___b_9__u_n___c_e__s__@!j_s_t_%_w__a___s_[~_J_¢k~:~!~_ [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces~lists.wasNaw,edu] On Behalf Of David I. Cisar 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:22 PM 
To; ucclaw-I(~ lists.wasNaw.ed u 
Subject: [Ucclaw-I] assigment of PMSI/partial assignment of supporting security agreement 

Creditor holds a pmsi in certain inventory and desires to sell that pmsi debt and the secured position that supports it, or some of it. 

The security agreement also secures other obligations owed to seller that will not be sold, some of which may not be purchase money obligations. 

The UCC amendment form seems to permit a partial assignment of a UCC filing in section 4. 

Can the creditor partially assign rights under the security agreement, so that the buyer of the purchase money obligations being sold obtains the 

seller’s purchase money status and can enforce it against the obligor and the purchase money collateral, yet the seller retains its rights under the 

security agreement (and UCC filing) as to the debt and collateral not sold or assigned? Does the partial assignment of the security agreement fulfill 

the requirements for attachment and enforceability under 9-203 as to the assignee? 

If so, I would think the sale agreement would need to spell out how each creditor is entitled to use and enforce the shared security agreement. Thank 

you for any suggestions or even examples. 

David I. Cisar 

411 East Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1000 

Milwaukee, Wl 53202 

Direct: 414-287-1224 

Fax: 414-238-6526 

d clsa i~@;vc:~: hi1 r~sc, i co n~ I vc-’.=r.t~ I 

vonbriesen.com 

IMPORTANT: This electronic message is from a law firm. It may contain confidential or privileged information. If you received this transmission in error, please advise the sender of the error and 

delete this message and any attachments. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Any U.S federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended and cannot be used for the purposes of (i) avoiding penalties 

under the Internal Revenue Code or (iO promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential or proprietary information. If 



you are not the intended recipient, immediately contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Service" 
http://store.westgroup.comi, with assistance t?om the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or chaJ~ge your settings, go to 

http:i/lists, w~shlaw.edu/mailmaMistin~b,’ ucclaw- 1 

A free service of WashLaw 

(785)670.1088 

To ensure compliance with requirements impo~d by U.S. 

Treasury Regulations, Proskauer Ro~ LLP intimns you that 

any U.S. tax advice contained in this communicalion 

(including any attachments) was not intended or written to 

be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (it) 

promoting, marketing or recommending to m~other party any 

transaction or matter addressed herein. 

This mesmge a~d its attaclmaents are sent t?om a law firm 

and may contain inii)rmation that is contidential a~d 

protected by p6vilege t?om disclosure. If you are not the 

intended recipient, you are prohibited ti~m printing, 

copying, forwa~rding or saving the,n. Please delete the 

message and attaclm~ents without printing, cowing, 

forwarding or saving them, and noti~ the sender 

immediately. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board issues entbrcement action 

Federal Reserve Board issues enforcement action 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/pres~enfi~rcement/20131003a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivel~, .com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Don M Walden -~dmwaJden@JonesDay.com> on behaJf of 

Chip MacDonald <cmacdonald@JonesDay.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 12:07 PM 

IMF/World Bank event at Jones Day on October 13, 2013 

Invitalion.pdf 

Enclosed is a reminder about our IMF / World Bank event on October 13, 2013. We hope you can join us for this very special event. 

Chip 

Chip MacDonald 
Jones Day 

1420 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30309-3053 
Phone: 404.581.8622 
Fax: 404.581.8330 
cmacdonald@jonesday.com 

========== 

This e-mail (including any attachments) may contain information that is private, confidential, or protected by attorney-client or other privilege. If you received this e-mail in error, 
please delete it from your system without copying it and noti~ sender by reply e-mail, so that our records can be corrected. 
========== 



B~’,T,L D~SC~SS~0~," 
6:’5-7:’5 p.~V~. 

MODERATOR PAUL VOLCKER 
Chairman ?f d}e ~,,’ol-:ker kllian~ e a nd Former Chairman 
of the Federal P, eserw 

PANELISTS CHRISTOPHER ]o ])ODD 
Chairman & CEO of the Motion Picture Association of America, 
Former U.S. Senator, and Co.-kudmr of d~e Dodd--Frankkct 

RO{;gR ~!g. FgRGUSON 
President and Chief Exe 7utive Ofticer of the Teachers Insura~ce 
and Ammity ’association College Retirement Equities Fund 
{’rL~;~-.Cl4EF} and Former Vice Chairman of the F~ dera! Reserve 

[[ENRY KAUFMAN 
Presid e~t of Hen ry Km~ fma n & C ompa ny, Inc., and Former 
Managing Director, Member of the Executive Committee, and 
Chief Economist at Sa!omon Brothers 

[~ORI) ADAIR TURNER 
Senior Research Fellow of the Institute for New Economic 
Thin king and Former Ch airm an of the 0.R .’s Fin ancial 
Services A~,thority 

I)AVI [i WRIG~rr 
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Syracuse basketball coach Jim Boeheim has strong thoughts on paying athletes 

Syracuse basketball coach Jim Boeheim was a speaker at the New York State Associated Press symposium Wednesday afternoon at the Genesee Grande. 

Boeheim spoke at length about paying college athletes after being prompted by an audience question. 

Below is the transcript of what he had to say: 

"That’s really the most idiotic suggestion of all time. Jay Bilas has pushed it a little bit. And I respect Jay a lot. I think you have to understand something. It’s really 

very clear. This is really clear. 

"1 laughed all the time at Chris Webber, who said he didn’t get any money at Michigan because they sold his uniform and the school got all this money and he 

didn’t get a penny. He didn’t then say that because of the platform he had at Michigan where he made All-American and they went to the Final Four and that he 

ended up signing a pro contract and ended up making over ~;:100 million playing basketball. Which is what the great players do, and those are the uniforms that sell 

in college. 

"So he didn’t get his ~;30,000 or ~40,000. Well he did, but not by legal means. That’s proven, that’s not something I’m speculating on. But he got his money. Juwan 

Howard played 20 years in the NBA, also on that Michigan team. Made over ~;:100 million. There’s a guy named Rob Pelinka on that team, who got his scholarship, 

his full scholarship, became an agent, is Kobe Bryant’s agent, made a lot of money. But he got his ~50,000 education for free. 

"Our players get a $50,000 education. Some of them use Syracuse to develop their game, get the publicity they need, become a first-round pick and make money 

from basketball. Some of them like me get the scholarship, get the grades, get their education, get the chance to play basketball and then get to start life without 

any debt. 

"One point that’s crucial here that people don’t know. Every one of my kids that has a need-based need gets a full scholarship. If he has need he gets a Pell Grant. 

They get a ~;6,000 or .~7,000 Pell Grant, plus a scholarship. 

"People say that they should be getting compensated because there’s 30,000 people in the Dome. That money all goes to pay for basketball, pays for field hockey, 

pays for volleyball, pays for soccer. We make no money at Syracuse University in the athletic department. Zero. We’re lucky if we break even at the end of the 

year. The only reason we break even is because we’re subsidized in some way for scholarships and we use fund raisers. Our basketball program might make :12 or 

:14 million (dollars) but it all goes to pay for the other sports. The women’s basketball program has the same budget I have. Exact same budget. So who pays for 

that? We do. Who pays for men’s lacrosse? They pay for some of their own. Who pays for track and field? We do. So all that money that we make, it’s not coming to 

basketball. 

"A lot of you said, ’Well, coaches make a lot of money.’ Yeah coaches make a lot of money. It’s a big business. It’s a S:16 million business for Syracuse University and 



college basketball. Am I going to be compensated? Yeah, sure I am. When I started the first five years I made zero to coach full-time. The next five years I made 

~10,000 to coach full-time. As a head coach, the first year I made ~25,000. So I didn’t, obviously, those first 11 years I didn’t get in this to make money. There was no 

TV then. Now everything’s on TV. There was no real NCAA Tournament, no big deal. Now it’s everything. So everything is escalated. There’s no question about that. 

There’s so much money to go around. 

"... The other thing about players, some guys aren’t (future NBA players), maybe they’re just good college players. So they get their education and they get an 

opportunity to get out in the world and some of them play some play in Europe and some play in the developmental league. 

"One of the myths is that one out of every 100 players in college play in the NBA. That’s true. The part of that you don’t know is almost every player that plays in a 

major program can play professionally somewhere. There’s 1,200 players playing professionally in Europe alone. In Europe alone, 1,200 players. China, huge 

market. Philippines. South America. Puerto Rico. All the former eastern-bloc countries. I have a kid playing in the Ukraine. I have a kid playing in Lithuania. Two 

kids are playing in Israel. So there’s basketball for everybody that’s good, pretty good. At some point in time it is over and those guys go out in the world. 

"To answer your question, I don’t believe players should be paid. I think they’re getting a tremendous opportunity. If they’re really good, they get to develop. They 

get the opportunity to play in the NBA. They make a lot of money or they play in Europe and make a good amount of money. And if they’re not quite that good then 

they get free college education. And the kids that have need get a Pell Grant. We tried last year to push through ~150 a month stipend. We tried to push that 

through. The problem with the NCAA is 350 schools voted, 250 of them have no big-time programs. So we get the same vote as the few schools that have big 

budgets. We wanted to help our athletes. We can afford to pay them ~150. Each one of those kids. Some of those schools at the bottom can’t. They voted the 

legislation down. This has caused a little bit of a problem within the NCAA between the big schools and the small schools. The big schools are paying the bills. The 

small schools can veto the legislation that the big schools want. It’s a bad system. It’s a broken system that needs to be fixed. It will be fixed. It will be changed 

some day. 

"We found, this is sad but true, a kid gets a Pell grant. They get a check for ~6,000. In a month it’s gone. This is bad management, but this is what we go to college to 

learn. They buy sneakers. Whatever it is they get. We give them all the sneakers they want. Our kids get six, seven, eight pairs of shoes a year. They buy six, seven, 

eight pairs of shoes per year on average. 

"The other thing about kids when they come from a home, this is a point that people never talk about. This young man, his parents have been feeding him, taking 

him places, take him to the movies, buying him stuff for 17 years. The 18th year they don’t have to spend a penny on that young man. Not food, not really anything. 

So where is all that money that they used all those years? Why can’t they send a couple hundred bucks? And they do. Parents do. People just crying out for a cause. 

"1 just don’t buy into it. I’m not against kids getting money. But the problem is you give the 12 basketball players ~150, now you gotta give the field hockey players. 

So now you’re talking 150 athletes. One-hundred fifty times .~150 times 8. That’s a lot of money." 
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NEW 2ND EDITION 

The Law and Economics of Article 102 TFEU 
Robert O’Donoghue and A dorge Padilla 
"This is a truly outstanding book... With regard to mauy issues, the autbors..achieve au aualytical depth which is not even matched by many journal contributions dealing exclusively with 

those particular subj ects.., a truly seminal book on Article 82 EC that should and will have a major impact on the f~rtber development of this area of EC competition law. The book not only 

deserves to but certaiuly also will be widely read by academic and practising la~3"ers and economists concerned with abuse coutrol." Thomas Eilmansberger, Common x~arket Law Review 

"...this book is one of the best I have come across.., the first to thoroughly integrate the economic and legal discussions into a single text.., au essential book Ibr any practice dealing in 

competitiou law. I would also suggest that it should find its way into university and vocational traiuing law libraries where.., a better overall understanding of Art.82 will accrue." Philip 

Allery’, European Competition Law Review 

"This book is au admirable achievement, and the authors are to be congratulated on producing a work of high class and great iuterest It is handsomely produced, easy to read~ aud 

comprehensive iu its scope. Its publication now is timely, as we await the next stage of the Commission’s review of Article 82... a first-rate piece of work that will be highly influential iu 

the years ahead and that will be gratefully referred to by everyone interested in this fascinating but difficult topic. It is very highly recommended." Richard "v\~ish, Competition Policy 

International Journal 

The Law and Economics of Article 102 TFEU is a comprehensive, integrated treatment of the legaJ and economic principles that underpin the application of ANcle 
102 TFEU to the behaviour of dominant firms. TraditionaJ coucems of monopoly behaviour, such as predatoly priciug, refusaJs to deal excessive pricing, Fing and 

bundling, discouut practices and uulavd’ul discrimiuation are treated iu detail through a review of the applicable economic pnnciples, the case law aud decisioual practice 

and more receut ecouomic and legal writings. In addition, the major cons~titueut elements of A(ticle 102 TFEU, such as Inarket definition, dominance, effect on trade 

and applicable remedies are considered at length. Jointly authored by a lavx)’er a~d a~ economist, The Law andEconomics of Article 102 7E’EU couto~us an 

iutegrated approach to the legal and economic principles that fiame policy in this major area of competition law. Although written primarily with practitioners and in- 
house lawyers in miu& it is essentiaJ reading for m~yone with au interes~t in competition law enforcement agains~ monopoly behaviour. 

Robert O’Donoghue is a barrister at Brick Court Chambers, London and Brussels. 

A Jorge Padilla is Senior ~14anaging Director andHead of Compass Lexecon Europe. 
September 2013 1078pp Hardback 9781849461399 RSP: US$290 

Discount rate to e-m all list subscribers: US$261 

Please click here for more details about this title and to order online 

European Distribution Law 
A Commentary 

Edited by Eckhard Flohr and Michael Martinek 
’][’his handbook covers the European law of dis~tributiou, that is, the European primau aad seconda~ legislatiorL the leadiug decisions of the Europeau courts aud 

supreme cou(ts of the European Member states, and the com~nou principles of European or international dis~tribution law. The nationaJ laws of dis~tribution axe covered 

in so fa~ as they illus~wate the implementation of European law, or when they are of outstanding importance for the dis~ibution practice within the European Community. 

The focus is on supranational EU law relevant for dis~tribution aud service~ coustituting the acquis communitaire in the Member States. 

The book is divided into two parts: 

A) General 
SaJ es agency agreements 

General good thith principles 

Competition law 

Unl?air compelition 

Consumer protection law 

Distribution law- and labour law 

Electronic dis~tributiou 

Conflicts of law 

Alteruative dispute resolution 

Aspects of taxation concerning distribution 

B) Dis~tribution Agreements in detail 

Commercial distribution agreements 

Distribution agreements 

Franchise agreements 

Fina~cial services 

Licence and merchm~dising agreements 

Dr Eekhard Flohr practices law in Germany andAustria and is part4ime professor specialised in the law of dist~qbution. 

Dr kIiebael Martinek is proJbssor of law at the l~%iversity of Saarbrucken. 

’][’his book is a Co-publication bem, een CH Beck and Hart Publishing 

October2013 1500pp Hardback 9781849461931 RSP: US$540 

Discom~t rate to e-nvMl list subscribers: US$576 

Please click here for more details about this title m~d to order oNine 



Integrity, Risk and Accountability in Capital Markets 
Regulating Culture 
Edited by Justin O’Brien and George Gilligan 
The global economy is yet to recover from the aftershocks of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). In particular many national economies axe struggling to adjust to 

ans~teri~ progrums that axe a direct result of the to×ic eftbcts of the crisis. Govenmaents, regulatory agencies, international organisation~ media commentator~ finance 

industu organisations and professionals, academics and affected citizens have offered partial explanations for what has occurred. Some of these actors have sought to 

introduce legislative and other regulatoU initiatives to improve operational standards in capital markets. However, the exposure post-GFC of the scandal surrounding 

the manipulation over many years of the London Interbank Offered Rate (Libor) highlighted that the most important obstacles to counter the destrucfive potential of our 

global finance system are normative not technical. Regulating the culture of the finance sector is one of the greatest challenges facing contempomU society. 

This edited volume brings together leading professionals, regnlators and academics with knowledge of how cultural forces shape integri~, risk and accountability in 

capital markets. The [x~ok will be of benefit not only to industo~, regulatoO~ and academic communities whose focus is upon financial markets and professionals. It is of 

value to any person or organisation interested in how the cnltural underpinnings of the finance sector shape how capital markets actually operate and are regulated. It is 

a stark less~n of histo~ that financial crises will occur. As national economies become ever more inter-connected and inter-dependent under condifions of global 

financial capitalism, it becomes ever more important to know how cultural and other normative forces might be adjusted to militate against the eflbcts of future disasters. 

Justin O’Brien is an Australian Research Council Future Fellow, Professor of Law and Director of the Centre f!~r Law, Markets and Regulation, U,.MS’W 

Law, Universily ~f New South Wales, 5)~ck,ey. 

George Gilligan is a Senior Research Fellow at the CentreJbr Law, AIarkets andRegulalion. 

September2013 318pp Paperback 9781849465670 RSP: US$90 

[)iscomlt rate to e-mail list subscribers: US$81 

Please click here fi)r more details about this title and to order online 

The Spirit of Corporate Law 
Core Principles of Corporate Law in Continental Europe 
G~inter H. Roth and Peter Kindler 
Reading the Company Law Action Plan of the European Commission (issued on 21 May 2003) it is impossible not to gain the impression that Era~opean company law 

policy is focused on listed companies, and that their efficiency will be enhanced, if possible, by means of state competition, and only out of necessi~ by means of 

hannonisation. The mine is true of the new Action Plan on European company law and corporaie governance (issued on 12 December 2012). 

This book adopts a dilt~renl approach, based first of all on the Fact that thronghont Enrope only a small number ofcorporaiions are listed at all the reality of 

co,orate law is dominated by small and median> size enterprises. Theretbre legal standards pertaining to control transactions or investor protection and other topics of 

capital market law are not part of the core principles of corporate law. The question is not how to protect best the interests of shareholders but rather the interests of all 

parties affected by a firm’s activities, including its creditors and third pasties. ’][’he Trea~ on the Functioning of the European Union reminds us not to forget that, 

especially when drawing the attention of the legislator to directives sat’eguaxding "the protection of the interests of members and others" (art. 50). 

’][’his book focuses on the perspective of key jurisdictions in continental Europe, such as (in an alphabetical order) Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, 

while also analysing seminal developments in the Netherlands t ormgal, and the Scandinavian countries. 
Giinter II.. Roth is a former Professor of Law at the University, of lnnsbruclc 

Peter Kindler is Professor of Law at the Ludwigs-Maximilian University Munich. 
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Re: [Ucclaw-1] assigtm~ent of PMSI/paxlial assignmeut of supporfiug security agreement 

ATT00001 .c 

Is it no[ more of a participation than an assignment? 

From: ucdaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Weise, Steven O. 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 7:31 AN 
To: Sommer, Joseph 
C¢: ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
$,,bject; Re: [Ucclaw-I] assigment of PMSI/partial assignment of supporting security agreement 

As a general principle, I would think that a partial assignment would be enforceable as between the assignor and the assignee. The account debtor is entitled to 

pay only one person. § 9-406(b)(3). 

Steve 

Steven O. Weise 

Partner 

Proskauer 

2049 Century Park East 

Suite 3200 

Los Angeles, CA 90067-3206 

d 3:10.284.45:15 

f 3:10.557.2:193 

sweise@proskauer~com 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 3, 20:13, at 5:29 AM, "Sommer, Joseph" <joseph.somrner@ny.frb.org> wrote: 

I think thai: the issu~-’_~ of one of Wisconsin {presumably) common law, no[: the UCC. Part~a~ assignments o[ debts were trad~[:ionaHv disfavored at Jaw: 

~ess so ~n equity. As far as I understand, the current consensus rule ~s that an effective part~a~ assignment requkes e~ther the consent of the account 

debtor, or joinder of a~l psrties m enforcement ~t~gs[Jon. Restatement (Second) o[ Con~:rac~: ~ 326(2) (1981). 

Frem: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.wasMaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces(.@lists.wasNaw.edu] On Behalf Of David I. Cisar 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:22 PM 

To." ucdaw-I_@ lists.washlaw.ed u 
Subject: [Ucclaw-I] assigment of PMSI/partial assignment of supporting security agreement 

Creditor holds a pmsi in certain inventory and desires to sell that pmsi debt and the secured position that supports it, or some of it. 

The security agreement also secures other obligations owed to seller that will not be sold, some of which may not be purchase money obligations. 

The UCC amendment form seems to permit a partial assignment of a UCC filing in section 4. 

Can the creditor partially assign rights under the security agreement, so that the buyer of the purchase money obligations being sold obtains the 

seller’s purchase money status and can enforce it against the obligor and the purchase money collateral, yet the seller retains its rights under the 

security agreement (and UCC filing) as to the debt and collateral not sold or assigned? Does the partial assignment of the security agreement fulfill 

the requirements for attachment and enforceability under 9-203 as to the assignee? 

If so, I would think the sale agreement would need to spell out how each creditor is entitled to use and enforce the shared security agreement. Thank 

you for any suggestions or even examples, 

David I. Cisar 

411 East Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1000 
Milwaukee, Wl 53202 

Direct: 414-287-1224 
Fax: 414-238-6526 
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Ted Shaw 
Center for Civil Rights 

Friday, October 4, 2013 

8:00 Breakfast with Mike Gerhardt, A1 Brophy, Bob Mosteller 

10:00 - 10:30 Patricia Bryan, Judith Wegner .................................................... Room 5075 

10:30 - 11:00 Erika Wilson, JeffHirsch ........................................................... Room 3061 

11:00 - 11:30 Student Group ............................................................................. Room 4051 

11:30 - 12:00 BREAK ....................................................................................... Room 5066 

12:00 - 1:00    Presentation .......................................................................... Faculty Lounge 

1:00 - 1:30 Break ........................................................................................... Room 5066 

1:30 - 2:00 Elizabeth Gibson, Craig Smith, Joe Kennedy ............................ Room 5073 

2:00 - 2:30 Anne Klinefelter, Kathryn Sabbeth, Tamar Birckhead .............. Room 3030 

2:30 - 3:00 Bill Marshall, Charles Daye, David Ardia ................................. Room 5132 

3:00 - 4:30 Center for Civil Rights with Mark Dorosin & other staff 

5:50 Dinner with Mike Gerhardt and Jeff Hirsch 

All inter~iews will be in the office of the first faculty member named UNLESS otherwise noted. 
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DATE: Saturday, October 5, 2013 

9:00 - 10:15 Breakfast meeting with Leslie Winner 

10:30- 11:00 Lissa Broome ...................................................................... Faculty Lounge 

11:30 - 12:45 Meeting & lunch with Rob Smith 

l:00pm Car service to airport will pick up at the Law School 

All interviews will be in the office of the first faculty member named UNLESS otherwise noted. 



Ted.Shaw.Paper 

The Fire Next Time: 
Snatched Victories, 
Convoluted Jurisprudence 
in Higher Education 

Sour Grapes, 

and the Doomed, 
of Diversity 

The 2012-2013 Supreme Court docket was closely watched by civil and human 

rights advocates as any in recent years. The Court announced same sex marriage~, 
voting rights,2 higher educational diversity, employment discriminations, and other 

decisions in civil and constitutional rights cases during the last week of its Term. 

LGBT advocates won a significant victory in a constitutional challenge to a federal 
inheritance tax law that discriminated against same sex couples. Writing for a 

majority, Justice Anthony Kennedy extended equal protection to gays and lesbians 

in a decision that stirred hopes of a new constitutional cognizance in matters 
involving sexual orientation4. The Court narrowed the protections of Title VII of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964 by applying a more restrictive definition of "supervisor" in 
the employment context.5 It struck down the coverage formula that animated 

Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, gutting the statute’s prophylactic anti-shape- 

shifting- discrimination measure and opening the door to legislation aimed at 
fencing would-be voters out of democratic participation6. However, one of the 

term’s most anticipated decisions, Fisher v. University o[Texas7, fell far short of its 
expected effect, leaving race conscious admissions in pursuit of higher educational 

diversity more vulnerable but constitutionally intact. 

Some Court observers saw a method to the Court’s madness in recent cases 

involving race, comparing Fisher’s "no decision decision" to the Court’s 2009 

decision in Northwest Austin Municipal Utility District No.1 v. Holder~. There the 
Court, in an opinion by Chief Justice John Roberts, turned back a challenge to the 

Fannie Lou Hamer, Rosa Parks, and Coretta Scott King Voting Rights Act 

~ Hollingsworth v. Perry, 570 U.S. (2013). 
2 Shelby County v. Holder, 570 U.S. (2013); Arizona, ETAL. v. Inter Tribal Council of 

Arizona, Inc., ETAL., 570 U.S. (2013). 
3 University of TexasSouthwestern Medical Centervo Nassar, $70 U.S. (2013). 

4 UnitedStatesv. Windsor, $70 U.S. (2013). 

~ Vance v. BallState University, 570 U.S. (2013). 
6 [Texas, North Carolina, Georgia, and other states’ post Shelby County enactments]. 

7 570 U.S. (2013). 

m 557 U.S, 193 (1993), 
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Reauthorization and Amendments Act of 20069. While the 8-2 Court left Section 5 of 
the Act temporarily intact, Roberts made clear his view that the Act raised serious 
constitutional questions, and invited Congress to revisit and amend it. NUMUDNO 
was an obvious prelude to another constitutional challenge, which would not leave 
the amended Voting Rights Act intact. Shelby County v. HolderI° was no surprise. So, 
the thinking goes, although the Fisher Court did not strike a death blow to race 
conscious diversity efforts, defenders of diversity measures should not be surprised 
when the Court revisits the constitutionality of race conscious admissions in higher 
education.llAlthough the Supreme Court has allowed selective colleges and 
universities to consider race in admissions for thirty-five years, it has repeatedly 
declined opportunities to overturn its 1978 decision in Board of Regents of the 
University of California v. Bakke12- twice within the first two decades of the Twenty- 
first Century13. Nonetheless, the Bakke/Grutter regime has never earned repose. 

This article revisits Bakke as a major turning point in Fourteenth Amendment 

jurisprudence and returns it to its proper place as a major defeat for the interests of 
African Americans. For thirty-five years civil rights organizations have made the 

defense of Bakke a priority; yet on the day it was decided, for African Americans, 
Bakke was a loss~4. The diversity rationale was not rooted in their interests, and 

even though, over time, they were the beneficiaries of colleges’ and universities’ 

First Amendment interests recognized in Bakke, their voices in the ensuing decades 
of litigation challenging affirmative action and diversity were marginalized or 

muted. While colleges and universities defended affirmative action/diversity efforts, 
they did so on grounds that were often different from those black students would 

have advanced. Moreover, the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence discounted, if not 

doomed, arguments strictly rooted in the experiences and interests of African 
Americans. If they were to advance arguments that would open opportunities for 

them, those arguments had to be "coalition arguments", i.e., not perceived to be 

"black agenda" arguments. While coalition arguments have been well-served by the 
politics of changing demographics, the peculiar experience of African Americans 

have been lost in the resulting jurisprudence, as it was in social discourse. The 
consequence of the ascendency of the diversity rational and the death of the 

9 120 Stat. 577 
10 

11 The specter of a more cataclysmic disaster looming in the future is reflected in a 

prominent passage in African American culture found in literature and spirituals: 
"God gave Noah the rainbow sign; no more water, the fire next time". JAMES 
BALDWIN, THE FIRE NEXT TIME (1963). 
12 438 U.S. 265 (1978). 

~ Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 206 (2003). 
~ The author was atthe Supreme Court on June 28, 1976, when the opinions in 
Bakke were announced and read from the bench. African American lawyers and 
others left the Court that day with the feeling that they had suffered a devastating 
defeat, with a uncertain reservation dependent upon what Justice Powell’s 
"diversity" justification would mean and how much water it could carry. 
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remedial rationale is not solely academic. The end result in contemporary federal 

court litigation concerning issues of race and diversity in higher education is the 
marginalization and silencing of black and brown voices, and the Court’s refusal to 

hear the substantive arguments they would bring to the Court on their own behalf. 

The article then examines what was lost to African Americans in Bakke: 1) the 
remedial rationale, and 2) legal sanctuary for voluntary efforts designed for those 
who have been disadvantaged by the effects of intergenerational discrimination. 

While the ascension of the diversity rationale has inured to the benefit of many 
African Americans and other people of color, the demise of the 
remedial/compensatory rationale created a gaping hole in opportunity efforts in 

which black students from the intergenerational American slavery/lim Crow 

experience are increasingly absent in selective undergraduate, graduate, and 
professional school programs. Affirmative action in higher education once stood on 

two legs: remedial and diversity. The remedial leg has been sawed off, and the 

diversity leg is carrying fewer and fewer sons and daughters of the 
intergenerational African American experience. 

The Origins of Race Conscious Admissions in Higher Education 

African Americans were largely excluded from predominantly white and elite 
institutions of higher education until the late 1960’s. In the South, law segregated 

public colleges and universities, and elsewhere, private higher educational 
institutions were segregated by custom, practice, and tradition. The legal campaign 

against segregation turned its sights on public colleges and universities during the 

1940’s. In a series of cases, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, Inc. challenged the soft 
underbelly of racially dual lim Crow systems of higher education.15Southern states 

were never financially capable of or interested in creating truly equal dual systems 

of higher education. In truth, Plessy’s "separate but equal" regime never intended to 
implement or enforce equality. In spite of Justice Henry Billing Brown’s infamously 

intellectually dishonest passage in Plessy to the effect that it was black people who 
imputed the stigma of inferiority to inhere in laws that required separate but equal 

railroad cars and public accommodations16, racial segregation and the "separate but 

equal" regime was invidiously motivated. It was rooted in a deep seeded belief in the 
inferiority of black people that manifested in hatred and violence.17 Equal treatment 

~SMurray v. Maryland, 182 A.590 (1936), 169 Md. 478 (1937); Missouri ex reL Gaines 

v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337 (1938); Sipuel v. Okllahoma State Board of Regents, 332 U.S. 
631 (1948); McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, 339 U.S. 637 

(1950); Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629 
~ "We consider the underlying fallacy of the plaintiff’s argument to consist in the 
assumption that the enforced separation of the two races stamps the colored race 

with a badge of inferiority. If this be, it is solely because the colored race chooses to 
put that construction upon it." Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, at 551 (1896). 
17 The literature documenting racial hatred and violence directed at African 

Americans is too voluminous to cite. It is a central theme that is woven throughout 
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was inconsistent with the logic and purpose of segregation. The intent was never to 

segregate black people in order to give to them everything white people had. 
Colleges and universities may have been beacons of enlightenment and intellectual 

development, but enlightenment and intellectual development coexisted easily with 

racism and segregation. In fact, leading institutions of higher education were deeply 
entangled with the institutions of slavery prior to emancipation, and with 

segregation during the Jim Crow era.18 Until the late 1960’s, only token numbers of 

black students were enrolled in majority white colleges and universities outside of 
the segregated institutions of the South.19 While affirmative action has its roots in 

mid-sixties governmental policies in employment and contracting2°, affirmative 
action in college and university admissions began in earnest after the assassination 

of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the ensuing violence that wracked American cities. 

Institutions of higher education did not initiate affirmative action in pursuit of 
diversity; the affirmative action initiative began as a remedial imperative2L Public 

and private colleges and universities, foundations, philanthropists, religious 

American history. Accounts of lynching of African Americans include JAMES ALLEN, 

ET AL., WITHOUT SANCTUARY (2000); JAMES CAMERON, A TIME OF TERROR 

(1982); PHILLIP DRAY, AT THE HANDS OF PERSONS UNKNOWN: THE LYNCHING 

OF BLACK AMERICA (2002); RALPH GINZBURG, 100 YEARS OF LYNCHINGS 
(1962,1968); JAMES S. HIRSCH, RIOT AND REMEMBRANCE: THE TULSA RACE WAR 

AND ITS LEGACY (2002); SHERRILYN IFILL, ON THE COURTHOUSE LAWN: 
CONFRONTING THE LEGACY OF LYNCHING IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

(2007); ELLIOTT JASPIN, BURIED IN THE BITTER WATERS: THE HIDDEN STORY OF 

RACIAL CLEANSING IN AMERICA (2007); GILBERT KING, THE DEVIL IN THE GROVE 
(20112). 
18 CRAIG STEVEN WILDER, EBONY & IVY: RACE, SLAVERY, AND THE TROUBLED 

HISTORY OF AMERICA’S UNIVERSITIES (2013) 
19 WILLIAM G. BOWEN and DEREK BOK, THE SHAPE OF THE RIVER (1998). 
20 In a now iconic moment during a June, 1965 speech at Howard University 

President Lyndon B. Johnson famously framed the rationale for affirmative action by 

observing that "you do not take a person who, for years, has been hobbled by chains 

and liberate him, bring him up to the starting line in a race and then say, ’you are 
free to compete with all the others’, and still justly believe that you have been 

completely fair". Shortly thereafter, on September 26, 1965, Johnson issued 
Executive Order 11246, establishing affirmative action in federal contracting. 
21 The University of Washington Law School’s minority admissions program, at issue 

in Defunis v. Odegaard, 416 U. S. 312 (1974), was instituted in recognition of the 
faculty’s "special obligation ... to contribute to the solution of the problems" 

stemming from past exclusion of "certain ethnic groups" from the legal profession, 

including the unavailability of legal services in minority communities, and the 
dearth of "opportunity for full participation in the governance of our communities". 

Id. at 347. The University of California at Davis Medical School began its "special 
admissions program", the subject of the Bakke litigation, to counter the dearth of 

minority doctors resulting from historical exclusion of minority students from 

medical schools. 



institutions, and others established admissions programs, college prep programs, 

test prep programs, leadership projects, scholarship programs, pipeline programs, 
and other efforts designed to open opportunities to African Americans, Latinos, 

Native Americans, and other people of color. The legal footing for the remedial 

imperative was short-lived, abandoned at the direction of the Supreme Court a 
decade later in Bakke. Whatever historical justification for a remedial imperative 

may have existed was effectively rendered constitutionally unviable ten years after 

affirmative action in higher education began, replaced by its half sibling, "diversity". 
For the next quarter century anti affirmative action/diversity advocates argued that 
Powell’ s opinion had dubious controlling effect. 

Bakke followed four years on the heels of the Supreme Court’s first skirmish with 

affirmative action in higher education admissions, DeFunis vo Ode~qaard,22 in which a 

law school applicant challenged the University of Washington Law School’s efforts 
to admit minority students23, Marco DeFunis was provisionally admitted pending 

disposition of his claims, and given his impending graduation by the time the Court 

was poised to decide, the Court dismissed the case on mootness grounds. DeFunis 

was filed in 197/, and Bakke in 1974, evidencing the immediacy of the fight against 

affirmative action in college admissions. Opposition did not arise after a long period 

of implementation that reshuffled the decks of privilege and opportunity in a 
manner that structurally disadvantaged white people.24 Affirmative action was 

under siege from its inception. 

22 416 U.S. 312 (1974) 
23 Douglas dissent, id. at 321. The Law School’s minority admissions program aimed 

to admit a "reasonable representation" of minority students, defined as "black, 
Chicano, Native American, and Filipino". 
24 Of course, "reverse discrimination" arguments by unsuccessful white applicants 

do not depend on arguments concerning structural disadvantage. Admission to 
selective institutions of higher education involves decisions purportedly based on 
individual merit, cutting in a polar opposite direction than decisions that consider 
collective and societal goals and values, including racial integration and diversity. 
Affirmative action in university admissions was a response to longstanding, 
systemic exclusion of African Americans that had systemic effects. Individual 
beneficiaries of pre-Bakke affirmative action did not have to prove that they had 
been individually injured by discrimination by particular institutions. The practice 
and policy was aimed at effectuating a collective remedial goal. 
"Reverse discrimination" litigation springs from a different context. In each 
admissions cycle the strongest applicants among those who were not admitted will 
be disappointed; some will question and challenge the processes under which they 
were denied admission. These individuals may or may not have been admitted if the 
minority students on whom they focus had not been admitted, but race uniquely 
stands out among all factors considered in the admissions process. Ironically, the 
issue of race in the admissions context has salience because of the sordid history of 
systemic subordination of African Americans. White students challenging their 
unsuccessful admissions efforts at majority white institutions have argued, and no 
doubt believe, that they were subjected to racial discrimination that paralleled, or at 
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Advocates for African American communities view the instant opposition to 

affirmative action in historical context. Three hundred and fifty years of legally 
enforced slavery and racial segregation, from 1619 until the assassination of Dr. 

King, was immediately followed by cries of "reverse discrimination" and 

constitutional challenges to programs designed to affirmatively open opportunities 
to black people who were, by any measure, systematically and systemically 

disadvantaged2s. Many white people, especially those who believed they were 

individually disadvantaged by affirmative action, opposed what they saw as the 
abandonment of core principles of merit and the ethic of hard work upon which 

America was built. The fact that the "hard work" upon which the country was built 
included slave labor, and in the generations after slavery, subservient labor of 

people of color with little or no compensation, was, in the view of affirmative 

action’s opponents, unfortunate but irremediable. Nowhere has this view been more 
apparent than in the Fourteenth Amendment jurisprudence of the Supreme Court. 

Justice Powell, in Bakke, repeatedly lamented historical discrimination against 

African Americans, but consigned it to a category of "societal discrimination", for 
which there is no cause of action or remedy. Thus, Powell in Bakke, ten years after 

the end of the three hundred and fifty year slavery/Jim Crow continuum, drew a line 
in the constitutional sands and placed huge portions of racial inequality beyond the 

reach of law. 

The ahistorical, decontextualized constitutional approach to the application of equal 

protection in "reverse discrimination" higher education cases was a perfect blend 

least echoed, the experiences of black students subjected to Jim Crow segregation. 
Whatever the merits of the individualized experiences of rejected white applicants 
have been in admissions to selective institutions that consider race among other 
factors, they are qualitatively different from those who were rejected because they 
were black in the era of Jim Crow. 

Thus, the tensions between the individual and the collective in university 

admissions are intrinsically part of the important distinction between constitutional 

claims in the "reverse discrimination" context and traditional discrimination claims 
that arose from exclusion of black and other people of color. 

2s The first African Americans were brought involuntarily to what is now the United 
States to Jamestown in 1619, three hundred and ninety-four years ago. Using Brown 

v. Board of Education as a cut-off point on the theory that it sounded the death knell 

for governmentally imposed racial subordination, for three hundred and thirty-five 

of those years (eighty-five per cent of their days in North America) African 
Americans have lived in either slavery or Jim Crow segregation. However, Brown is 

much too generous as a cut-off point. Governmentally sanctioned racial 
subordination continued for another decade and a half, through the end of the 

1960’s. Thus, for three hundred and fifty years, nine out of every ten days African 
Americans have spent in what is now the United States, they were subordinated in 

either slavery or Jim Crow segregation. Affirmative action, in place for only fifty 

years, has been contested during its entire existence. 
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with the social and political discourse of the post Civil Rights Movement era of the 

1970’s. While President Richard Nixon promoted affirmative action policies and 

practices in business and contracting 26, he simultaneously opposed school 
desegregation under the mantle of opposition to "busing". Bakke echoed political 

discourse that eschewed the idea that society owed a debt to African Americans that 
could or should be repaid through the implementation of programs and policies 

specifically designed for their collective benefit. As a matter of constitutional law, 

the decision delivered a fatal blow to generalized affirmative action, taken by 
private or public institutions that were not themselves found or admitted to be 

responsible for specific acts of discrimination. 

Sour Grapes 

Bakke’s 4-1-4 split is best known for Justice Powell’s opinion bridging two camps 

that arrived at opposite conclusions with respect to the legality of the University of 
California at Davis Medical School’s "special admissions program". Four members of 

the Court27 voted to find a private right of action under Title VI of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 and to strike down Davis’ program as applied to Alan Bakke on 

statutory grounds, without reaching the constitutional issues raised by Bakke’s 

Fourteenth Amendment claims. Four other members of the Court28 voted to sustain 
the Davis Medical School program by applying a less exacting standard than strict 

scrutiny to the conceded racial classification. Powell’s opinion bridged the two 

camps29. 

Powell’s opinion found 1) that Davis’ "special admissions program" was a racial 
classification subject to strict scrutiny under the Court’s Equal Protection 

jurisprudence; 2) that strict scrutiny applies to all racial classifications without 

regard to membership in a "discrete and insular" minority; 3) that distinctions 
between "benign" and "invidious" discrimination are unavailing; 4) that application 

of the Fourteenth Amendment does not have special meaning in its application to 
African Americans; and 5) that "preferential" classifications in the absence of proven 

constitutional violations cannot withstand strict scrutiny, i.e., "societal 

discrimination" is beyond the reach of law, and therefore not remediable. 

26 KENNETH O’REILLY, NIXON’S PIANO; PRESIDENTS AND RACIAL POLITICS FROM 

WASHINGTON TO CLINTON (1995) Pp. 297-306, 320-321. 
27 Justices Stevens, joined by Chief Justice Burger, and Justices Stewart and 

Rhenquist. 
28 Justices Brennan, White, Marshall and Blackmun. 
29 Powell provided a fifth vote for the proposition that Title VI was coextensive in 

reach to the Equal Protection Clause, thereby requiring proof of racially 
discriminatory intent. However, he assumed, without deciding, as Stevens, et al. 

would have, that there existed a private right of action under the statute. Bakke, at 

283-284. 
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A majority of the Court in Bakke also refused to credit arguments that its Framers 
could not have intended that the Fourteenth Amendment was inconsistent with all 

race conscious measures because the Thirty-Ninth Congress undertook a number of 

legislative measures, including The Freedman’s Bureau Bill, the establishment of 
schools, hospitals, and other institutions with the specific purpose of aiding the 

recently emancipated slaves.3° 

Powell’s opinion rejected arguments proffered by civil rights amici advancing a 

jurisprudence that would have propped open the courthouse doors to those seeking 
to remedy the Nation’s long history of racial subordination in service of white 

supremacy. That jurisprudence would have reached back to the Court’s resurrection 

of the Equal Protection Clause in Caroline Product’s footnote 4, which set the stage 

for Brown.31 Carolene Product’s "discreet and insular majority" analysis was 

consistent with the earliest interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment, insofar as 
Justice Samuel Miller’s Slaughterhouse opinion understood that while the 
Amendment by its terms applied to others, the one clear and pervading purpose was 

to put the recently freed slaves under the umbrella of constitutional protections 
against the exercise of dominion over them: 

[N]o one can fail to be impressed with the one pervading purpose found in 
[the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments], lying at the 

foundation of each, and without which none of them would have been even 
suggested; we mean the freedom of the slave race, the security and firm 

establishment of that freedom, and the protection if the newly made freemen 

and citizen from the oppression of those who had formerly exercised 
dominion over him. It is true that only the fifteenth amendment, in terms, 

mentions the negro (sic) by speaking of his color and his slavery. But it is just 

as true that each of he other articles was addressed to the grievances of that 
race and designed to remedy them as the fifteenth. 

at 71-72. 

Carolene Products, Co., n. 4 similarly recognized, albeit without identifying the 

particular discreet and insular groups in the American polity for whom the ordinary 
political processes did not work, that the employment of racial classification applied 

to members of racial minority groups might require a "correspondingly more 

searching judicial inquiry". 

At first blush, Powell’s summary of the history of the Fourteenth Amendment 
seemed to point toward a robust decision that would refuse to turn from the African 

American cause of equality as the Court had done repeatedly before: 

30 Eric Schnapper, Affirmative Action and the Legislative History of the Fourteenth 

Amendment, 71 Virginia Law Review 753 (1985); Brief of The NAACP Legal Defense 

and Educational Fund, Inc. in No. 7811 
31 U.& v. Carolene Products, Co., 304 U.S. 144 153 n.4 (1938). 
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[The Equal Protection] Clause was "virtually strangled in its infancy by post 
civil war judicial reactivism" [quoting Tussman & tenBroek, The Equal 

Protection of the Law, 37 Calif. L. Rev. 34/, 381 (1949)]. lit} was relegated to 

decades of relative desuetude while the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth 

Amendment flourished as a cornerstone of the Court’s defense of property 

and liberty of contract. [citations omitted] ..... It was only as the era of 
substantive due process came to a close that the Equal Protection Clause 

began to attain a genuine measure of vitality. [citations omitted]. 

Bakke, 438 U.S. 291-293. 

Having succinctly summarized the anemic (pre-Brown) history of the Equal 

Protection Clause’s application to race, instead of turning back to the unfinished 
business of wrestling with the legacy of racial discrimination against African 

Americans, Justice Powell sharply turned in another direction. Powell concluded 

that "[b]y that time, it was no longer possible to peg the guarantees of the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the struggle for equality of one racial minority". Id., at 

293. In the "dormancy of the equal protection clause", Powell wrote, America had 
become a "nation of minorities", many of whom had their own experiences with 

discrimination32. Furthermore, the Equal Protection Clause had been applied to 

individuals from many backgrounds, and in any event, said Powell, the Thirty- Ninth 
Congress, when it framed the Fourteenth Amendment, intended by its terms to 

extend equal protection of the laws to all persons. 

Miller, in Slaughterhouse recognized as much; but that seemed as far as he and 

Powell could go. Powell’s sharp turn led him away from the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s original purpose, presumably in the belief that that purpose was had 

been eclipsed by time. But it was an erroneous understanding of time that allowed 

Powell to make this error. Powell’s .... by that time" language seems to imply a 
passage of time that rendered the conditions that called the Fourteenth Amendment 

into being no longer exigent, an assumption, as we have seen, that failed to 
recognize the slavery/Jim Crow continuum that had only ceased a decade before the 

Bakke decision, and that was manifested in the very conditions he had classified as 
"societal discrimination" and put beyond the reach of law.3~Powell compounded his 

~2 "Members of various religious and ethnic groups, primarily but not exclusively of 

eastern European Ancestry, such as Jews, Catholics, Italians, Greeks, and Slavic 

groups, continue to be excluded from executive, middle management, and other job 
levels because of discrimination based on their religion and/or national origin. 

Powell, citing 41 CFR Sec. 60-50.1(b) (1977) 

~ Even more to the point, it was not just that Powell’s analysis put what became 
known as "structural racism" beyond the reach of law in the sense that he did not 

require a remedy for systemic discrimination; Powell would not allow non- 
discriminators to counter the effects of the actions of discriminators. 

In arriving at his position, Powell was clearly concerned by the cycle of race 

conscious actions (which, since Powell did not distinguish between "benign" and 
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error by assuming that the early American race problem was binary, and only 

binary. While slavery occupied a central place in American history and 
jurisprudence, and while race in America has centered on the black/white divide, 

the United States was never a bi-racial society34. 

Whatever the shortcomings of Powell’s analysis in Bakke, his concerns about 

changing demographics now appear prescient. Powell was certain that American 

ethnicity and race would continue to evolve, and a nation of claimants arising from 
past discrimination would be judicially unmanageable. 

Powell saw further problems with racial "preferences" purportedly designed to 

remedy past discrimination. "IT]he white majority itself is composed of various 
minority groups, most of which can lay claim to a history of prior discrimination at 
the hands of the State and private individuals." ld., at 295-296.3s 

"invidious’ discrimination, intentionally discrimination) and its effects on "innocent" 
white actors. For Powell, the tension between the individual constitutional rights of 

"reverse discrimination" plaintiffs and the collective rights of individuals who 

belong to groups that had been historically victimized by racial discrimination 
appears to be easily resolvable. The Constitution does not recognize group rights. 
34 Alexis De Tocqueville, in his classic work, DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, devoted a 

chapter to The Three Races In America, by which he referred to the white, or 

European man, the "Negro", and "the Indian". DeToqueville’s views on race were 

more typical of his time than not, and he concluded that black and white people in 
America could never coexist as equals. He wrote his book before the Civil War 

brought American slavery to its end, and he predicted race war if "Negroes" were 

emancipated and lived side by side with white people. DeToqueville considered 
Native Americans, or "Indians" to be savages who were capable of civilization, but 

unlikely to achieve it. 
3s Powell does not cite any sources in support of his statement that many of these 

"minority groups" within the white population suffered discrimination at the hands 

of "the State and private individuals". As a general proposition it is no doubt true. 
Powell fails, however, to wrestle with the meaning and significance of white 

supremacy, or even the significance of the classification and term "white". 
The author is of the view that "white"ness does not have any significance or 

meaning outside of the concept of white supremacy. National origin is an enduring 

identifier for Americans, and in "a nation of immigrants" Americans and others who 
live within the United States often maintain relationships with their country of 

origin even after generations have passed. While nationalism is divisive concept in 

many regions of the world, in the United States "Americanism" stands as the 
dominant identifier. One’s identification as "Anglo American", "Italian American", or 

"Irish American" does not carry the same significance as "white" identity. "White- 
ness" means something else, and given our Nation’s history of "Manifest Destiny" 

and the conquest of indigenous peoples, as well as our history of white supremacy, it 

is questionable whether the term has independent meaning. The term stands in 
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Powell’s account of American history refuses to recognize the unique history of the 
African American experience and the role it played in United States. While other 

ethnic groups were surely subjected to discrimination and servitude, and Native 
Americans were victimized by genocide, no other group of people was 

systematically stripped of their names, religion, language, culture, and identity, 
forcibly taken from their motherland, their families destroyed over generations, and 
submitted to chattel slavery. Powell’s recourse to other ethnic groups’ experiences 

with discrimination assumes that the discrimination suffered by other groups 
militates against the fairness of specifically addressing the unique subordination 

suffered by African Americans. It is as if the law is incapable of recognizing massive 

injury to one group because injuries suffered by others make focus on the massively 
injured group unfair. Even if the injuries of others were, as in the case of Native 

Americans, as weighty in their severity, it should not follow that the law is helpless 
to remedy the injuries suffered. Powell located sub-groups of people of European 

descent within the (admittedly rapidly changing) American racial spectrum to blunt 

notions that courts should privilege remedial affirmative action for African 
Americans. If we all belong to groups that have experienced discrimination, either 

we all (impossibly) have a claim to preferential treatment or none of us has. Powell’s 
not so implicit and undocumented comparison of the black American experience 

with that of ethnic European Americans plays to the American equality ethos: "We 

may have come over on different ships, but we are all in the same boat now"36. 

contradistinction with all others who are not "white". In the United States, "white" is 
generally is a proxy for people of European descent. 

While people of European descent have discriminated against and warred with 
each other on the basis of nationality, ethnicity, language, religion, and skin tone, in 

the United States "white"-ness encompassed people of European descent, primarily 

in contradistinction to "black"-ness, which has been defined by any measurable or 

visible African descent. See NOEL IGNATIEV, HOW THE IRISH BECAME WHITE 

White supremacy also subordinates other "people of color", but in the United 
States the extremes of the spectrum of skin and racial privilege have traditionally 
been bounded by "white" and "black", 

36 This quote is often attributed to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., but has also been 

attributed to Bernard Baruch, Whitney Young, and others. 
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The Michigan Cases 

For twenty-five years Bakke stood as the only precedent governing race conscious 
admissions on higher education. Remedial arguments were all but extinguished, 
even with respect to matters involving universities with a history of de jure 
segregation and no finding of unitary status.37 Anti-affirmative action/diversity 
conservatives, in and out of government as administrations turned over, kept Bakke 
in their sights, hoping to find the right vehicles to bring to the Supreme Court. By the 
90’s the Right had established conservative public interest law firms, patterned after 
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, Inc.38; at the Center for Individual Rights 
overturning Bakke was a priority. In the early 1990’s CIR and other conservative 
legal organizations began filing suits challenging affirmative action in public colleges 
and universities39. In 2003 the Supreme Court decided aratz v. Bollinger and arutter 
v. Bollinger. Gratz was a challenge to the University of Michigan’s undergraduate 
program, Literature, Science and Arts (LS&A).Grutter was a challenge to the Law 
School’s admissions program. The NAACP Legal Defense Fund and Detroit based 
lawyers filed a motion to intervene as defendants in Gratz4o on behalf of black and 
Latino high school students who sought admission to LS&A. A coalition of students 
and activists intervened in arutter .41 The aratz applicants for intervention argued 
that in addition to the University’s Bakke defense, there were remedial rationales 
supporting Michigan’s consideration of race, including among other things, 1) a 
history of discrimination by the University and other actors; 2) a racially hostile 
campus; 3) the utilization of admissions policies which had discriminatory effec42t 

37 Podberesky v. Kirwan, (University of Maryland scholarship program 

unconstitutional); University of Georgia; Hopwood (University of Texas);Fisher ; 

(Alabama?) (North Carolina?) 
38 See LEE CORKORINOS, THE ASSAULT ON DIVERSITY: AN ORGANIZED 

CHALLENGE TO RACIAL AND GENDER JUSTICE (2003) 
39 Podberesky v. Kirwan, 38 F3d 147 (4th Cir.,1994) (appellate court strikes down 

University of Maryland Benjamin Banneker Scholarship program for high achieving 
African American students); Hopwood v. State of Texas, ?8 F3d. 3d 932 (5th Cir. 

1996); ]ohnson v. Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Georgia, [cite] ; Smith v. Washington, 

392 F. 3d 367 (9th Cir. 2004) 
40 The author was lead counsel for black and Latino student intervenors in Gratz. 

4~ The author was a faculty member at Michigan Law School form 1990-1993, and 

played a key role in initiating a review of the Law School’s admissions policies and 

practices, and served on the faculty committee that drafted the policy that was 

affirmed by the Supreme Court in 2003. Because he was deposed in the Grutter case 
and had a lawyer-witness issue, the Legal Defense Fund did not represent 

intervenors in the Law School case. 
42 The University utilized an admission policy that combined SAT Scores with GPA, 

weighted by values assigned to high schools. The high schools’ average SAT scores 

determined those values. Interveners argued that, given the fact that black students 
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The two cases were assigned to two different judges, neither of whom granted a 

motion to consolidate. Each judge, after a lengthy delay, denied intervention 

motions, in Gratz on behalf of black and Latino students, and in Grutter, on behalf of 
a racially integrated group of clients. On appeal, the Sixth Circuit reversed and 
ordered the trial court judges to grant intervention under Fed. R. Civ. P. 24. At the 

Supreme Court neither of the interveners was granted argument time. 

CONTINUE WITH GRATZ, AND GRUTTER, THEN PROCEED TO FISHER ANALYSIS 

EXPLAIN GRUTTER AND FISHER’S SUBTEXTUAL REMEDIAL ANALYSIS, INCLUDING 
2 5 YEARS 

RETURN TO POWELL’S DEMOGRAPHIC POINT, ADDING GRUTTER 

REHABILITATE BAKKE’S DIVERISTY ANALYSIS AFTER ALL, NOTWITHSTANDING 
ITS INABLITY TO MEET PROBLEM OF AFRICAN AMERICAN REPRESENTATION IN 
SELECTIVE INSITUTIONS 

TWO REASONS WHY THE SUPREME COURT’S DIVERSITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION 

IS DOOMED JURISPRUDENCE IS DOOMED 

Perhaps more compelling is the argument, touched upon by Justice Powell in his 
Bakke opinion, that, as a practical matter, the Nation’s changing demographics will 

soon eclipse our ability to meaningfully make distinctions that can undergird 
differential treatment based on past discrimination. This argument does not depend 
on the belief that one cannot distinguish the experiences of African Americans in the 

United States from the experiences of other people, or that it is immoral to attempt 
to do so. Nor does this argument turn on whether one believes that it is immoral to 

perform less well, on average, than others, including white students, the use of high 
schools’ average SAT scores was unfair. Racial segregation in high schools would 
give students attending mostly white schools and advantage in admissions, however 
slight, and would similarly disadvantage students attending mostly black schools, 
regardless of individual performance. 
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consider race for purposes of developing programs, policies, and practices aimed at 
providing opportunity for individuals from groups that have historically been 
excluded. Solely for pragmatic reasons, it navigates around the argument that there 
is symmetry between the plight of plaintiffs in contemporary "reverse 
discrimination" cases and traditional plaintiffs (e.g., Hemon Sweatt43) in higher 
education cases. It does so not because those arguments are not worthwhile, but 
because it makes those arguments unnecessary. 

The Court has struggled in "reverse discrimination’ cases with the concept that the 
Fourteenth Amendment holds any special meaning for African Americans. The 
governing jurisprudence holds that it does not, relying in part on the plain language 
of the Amendment, which does not distinguish on grounds of race, but instead is 
couched in universal language, protecting "persons". Still, the history of the Thirty- 
ninth Congress and of the adoption of the Amendment is replete with reference to 
its necessity to protect the recently freed slaves and to put them on equal footing 
with other (white) Americans. Forced to reconcile the undeniable fact that the 
Equal Protection Clause has universal application with the fact of the underlying 
intent of the Amendment’s framers, the Court has felt constrained to choose one of 
these two theories of constitutional interpretation. Yet there is no need to make 
such a choice. The Thirteenth Amendment need not be read separately to be in 
tension with the Fourteenth Amendment. 44 The Fourteenth Amendment can be 

43 Sweattv. Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1950) 
44 1 owe a debt to Judge Guido Calabresi for his insights on this point. Some years 

ago, at a Harvard Law School conference commemorating the centennial of Plessy v. 
Fewuson, at which we were both panelists, we had an exchange in which we pushed 
our agreed view that the Thirteenth Amendment had been read too narrowly, as 
had, in a different manner, the Fourteenth Amendment. My view was informed, in 
significant part, by my reading of Justice Powell’s opinion in Bakke, which left the 
interpreted Fourteenth Amendment often at odds with important aspects of its 
original purpose. As I shared my view that the Fourteenth Amendment’s animating 
purpose to protect African Americans from racial discrimination might be 
considered in sustaining affirmative action programs [see, infra, at ] even while the 
Amendment undeniably, by its own terms, had universal application, Judge 
Calabresi offered the observation that the Fourteenth Amendment can be thought of 
as two amendments: the Fourteenth Amendment for all, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment for African Americans, still marked by racial inequality, with the 
Thirteenth Amendment inside of it. 

Contrary to Justice Bradley’s view in the Civil Rights Cases, in which he opined that 
applying the Thirteenth Amendment’s "badges and incidents of slavery" argument 
to invalidate black code laws that subordinated African Americans would be 
"running the slavery argument into the ground", as Justice Miller wrote in 
Slaughterhouse, the two Reconstruction Amendments could be considered in 
harmony to effectuate their common purposes. Such a reading would not suggest 
that the Fourteenth Amendment is insufficiently able to reach discrimination; it 
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read to have significance for African Americans that creates space for programs and 

policies that are directed at reaching inequality rooted in centuries of racial 
subordination, The Amendment must also be read to protect all persons against 

discrimination and unequal treatment under the laws. 

Reading the Fourteenth amendment to have a dual purpose would be neither new 

nor novel4s. It would return the Amendment to its earliest purposes without 

curtailing its applications that have evolved over the years. Its greatest challenge 
would be to fit the Amendment into contemporary demographic realities and to 

determine whether it would have any contemporary effect. Since the discourse 
about the Amendment’s meaning and application is not merely academic, it would. 

One of the unfortunate effects of the Court’s interpretation and application of the 

Fourteenth Amendment has been a blunderbuss ban on race conscious action that 
equates race consciousness with racism. A race sensitive reading of the Amendment 

might allow measures aimed at addressing the crisis among young black men to be 

addressed with programs specifically designed and targeted at and for young black 

men, 

Reconstructing Admissions to Promote Opportunity and Achieve Diversity in a Race 

Neutral Manner 

Where an affirmative policy or practice designed to eliminate or ameliorate the 

effects of discrimination against individuals from a discrete and insular minority, 

conflicts with the rights of an individual who is from the majority community, the 
Court is not without means to determine what interest should yield. Invidiously 

merely considers that the two Amendments, as is true of the Fifteenth Amendment, 
as a matter of historical fact, were adopted to address the problems of black people 

who had been held in, and still stood in the shadow of, slavery. 
4s Ironically, the "Founding Father"’s struggle to frame the Constitution, successfully 

accomplished only through compromises on the issue of slavery, may provide 

insight on dual purposing that helps to rethink the Reconstruction Amendment’s 

"rebirth of freedom". In reconciling the less savory provisions of the original 
Constitution with its loftier principles Don Ferenbacher wrote: "It is as though the 
framers were half-consciously trying to frame two constitutions, one for their own 

time and the other for the ages, with slavery viewed bifocally -that is, plainly visible 

at their feet, but disappearing when they lifted their eyes." DON E. FEHRENBACHER, 
THE DRED SCOTT CASE (1978) p. 27. 

The long delay in applying the Equal Protection Clause to its original purpose, and 

the persistence of inequality of black Americans along lines of race, invites a bifocal 
view of the Fourteenth Amendment- one in which it is applied to allow race 

conscious measures that are designed to lift, and not to subordinate, and one which 
is available to all persons to protect against intentional, invidious, and subordinating 

discrimination. When the original purpose of the Amendment is served, we may 

never drop our eyes again. 
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motivated discrimination should never yield. Race conscious measures that are not 

intended to subordinate and are not motivated by a belief in inferiority or 

superiority, or racial hostility, should be balanced against the demonstrated harm to 
an individual, with the party implementing the policy charged to take ameliorative 

action at the next available opportunity. 46 

Many colleges and universities are locked into admissions practices and policies 

that incorporate apparently conflicting values, making them vulnerable to litigation 
by unsuccessful applicants. More importantly, too often institutions do not engage in 

periodic reflection about their goals, missions, and values. These failures are 

reflected in a dissonance between their admissions criteria and their stated 
institutional values. Merit is defined and measured narrowly, primarily through the 

use of standardized tests. Standardized tests are one measure of academic 
qualifications and potential, although an increasing body of academic literature 
exists that challenges overreliance on standardized tests.47 Moreover, there exists a 

growing understanding and appreciation of multiple measures of intelligence48. The 
limitations of and overreliance on standardized testing are overlaid with vast 

differences in wealth and educational opportunity that make it impossible to 
blithely rely on traditional measures of "merit". Increasingly, those from 

economically privileged backgrounds use their resources to attain a quality of 

education denied to the poor. The gap between rich and poor is manifested in 
measures of academic performance and potential, and reified in "merit".49 

Colleges and universities could and should recognize these tends and realities as 
they define their missions and their admissions practices. While there are some who 

approach these disparities and the inequality of opportunity they impose by 

challenging the core concept of "merit" as we know it, it is not necessary to burn the 
entire house down in order to build a more just system of admissions. 

The starting place is for colleges and universities to candidly set forth what the 

criteria upon which they rely do, and what they do not. Standardized tests are not 
the Holy Grail of college admissions,s° They should notbe used as the sole measure 

46 An unadmitted applicant who falls into a zone in which she had clearly been 

affected by racial diversity considerations (i.e., there are no candidates with lower 
scores for whom racial diversity considerations would apply who were not admitted 

and with higher scores who were rejected; and there were no candidates from her 
racial and ethnic background with scores lower than hers who were admitted) 

would be offered admission in either the next cycle or could elect to opt for a 

guaranteed transfer from another institution in which she enrolls as long as she 
meets basic academic criteria. 
47 {citations] 

48 [citations] 
49 The argument is not that what we call "merit" is incapable of being measured. The 

point is that what we call "merit" is increasingly a function, at least in significant 
part, of economic privilege. [cite]. 
50 In his Grutter opinion, Justice Thomas observed that the University of Michigan’s 

dilemma followed from its decision to pursue diversity while remaining an elite 
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of qualifications in admissions, and they should not be used to establish cut-off 

scores in admissions processes. Their best use is the measure of where test takers 
sit among bands of their peers, complemented by GPA and other methods of 

measuring academic achievement and competence. Universities could acknowledge 

the strengths and limitations of standardized tests and assessment measures, and 
make known the fact that high performance on standardized tests, while an 

important consideration for schools that use them51, does not entitle one to 

admission. Concomitantly, a poor performance on a standardized test may make it 
less likely that one will be admitted, but test scores alone are not dispositive. 

Whatever the practice of a university with respect to standardized entrance exams, 
applicants, parents and others should not believe that they are entitled to 

admissions if they score at a certain level, even if their chances are improved. 

Colleges and universities can further design admission systems to take into 
account the growing disparities, inferior educational opportunities available to 

some applicants, multiple measures of intelligence and "stereotype threat"52. For 

example, a student coming from schools with concentrations of poverty, or failing 
schools, need not be measured by the criteria weighted in the same manner as a 

student from resource rich schools and economic privilege that had allowed him or 
her to take advantage of SAT or other test prep classes from and early age. 

These considerations can cause an admissions office to adopt a more nuanced, non- 

traditional set of admissions criteria, which nonetheless seek to determine whether 
an applicant is capable of thriving academically if admitted, even though traditional 

standardized test scores/GPA criteria he or she may be less competitive than other 
applicants. To be sure, there may be a significant overlap among the students who 

are judged by the less traditional criteria and race, but the more nuanced criteria are 

not a proxy for race. In fact, the expectation is that the students admitted pursuant 
to the nuanced criteria would be racially, ethnically, and otherwise diverse. 

In the case of selective admissions to a college or university, the individual who 
would seek relief from the effects of the operation of a race conscious diversity 
program would have to prove that he or she would have been admitted in the 
absence of the challenged policy. In the case of a claim that race was the reason the 
applicant was denied admission, the university would have an affirmative defense 
available if it could show that the applicant denied admission fell within a range in 
which applicants of the allegedly "preferred"53 race with higher scores were 

institution. [more discussion about apparent tension between elitism and diversity, 

see also Gratz] 
A growing number of selective institutions of higher education are abandoning the 

use of standardized tests. [cite]. 
52 For this last consideration, see CLAUDE M. STEELE, WHISTLING VIVALDI: AND 

OTHER CLUES TO HOW STEOTYPES AFFECT US (2010). 
53 The term "preference" or "preferential treatment" in reference to race is loaded in 

a way that is, more often than not, outcome determinative. The practices that are 

described as "preferential" usually take place in contexts that are overwhelmingly 

white, in which white people who the vast majority of privileged positions, and in 



rejected, while simultaneously applicants of the same race as the rejected applicant 
who had lower scores were admitted. This formulation should fall within 
constitutionally accepted bounds because the applicant denied admission in the 
foregoing scenario was not rejected because oj~race. However incidentally diversity 
may have impacted the unadmitted applicant’s consideration, its role was not 
decisive, and was in proportion to any other factor taken into account by admissions 
officers on behalf of admitted applicants. Compare Gratz v. Bollin~Ter,~4(mechanical 
assignment of 20 points to weighting process for minority students was an 
unconstitutional feature of the University of Michigan’s undergraduate admissions 
scheme) with Grutter v. Bollin~ter ss(fluid consideration of race as one factor among 
others in pursuit of diversity is permissible). 

which those for whom the "preference" operates can hardly be said to be 
"preferred". The race conscious action described as a "preference" does not privilege 
members of the marginalized group in the sense that they are elevated in status 
above the dominant group. 

[This rejection of "preference needs to be further developed and tested. It does not 
give adequate thought to the relative position of unprivileged white people who do 
not have programs designed to open opportunities for them. There ought to be such 
programs, but because of the asymmetry between black and white race 
consciousness they should not be designed for "white" people. An then, once they 
are designed, unless they are unable to work because the numbers don’t add up, 
regardless of principle the race conscious program for people of color ought to be 
jettisoned and folded into the race neutral program. Needs more thought]. 
~4 539 U,S. 244 (2003) 
ss 539 U.S. 306 (2003) 
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.............................................................................................................................................. Help Jump=Start Our 

Access to Justice 

Campaign 

.............................................................................................................................................. October is National 

Domestic Violence 

Awareness Month 

.............................................................................................................................................. New Cli~on Everett 

Fellows in Richmond 

Coan~ 

............................................................................................................................................... ~NC’s Robin Ames 

Celebrates 3~) Years 

in Law 

............................................................................................................................................... W~nston-Sa~e~ 
interns Reject ~ 

Summer of Service 

~:: Donate to Legal Aid 
...... of Noah O~roiin~ 

Access to J~.~stice 

Make a Leadership Gift to Legal Aid of 

North Carolina this month to help jump- 

start our 2013=2014 Access to Justice 

Campaign, which kicks off in November 

and runs through March. Your Leadership 

Gift will help our campaign get off to a 

running start and will provide much- 

needed support to fellow North 

Carolinians who need legal help. Check 

out our campaign mai~er to learn how our attorneys helped a 

disabled veteran fight eviction and keep his service dog. Leaders will 

receive special recognition during the campaign, which runs from 

November to next summer. Make your donation today. 

You Can Lead the Way 

...... to Equal Justice 

Legal Aid of North Carolina is recognizing 

National Domestic Violence Awareness 

Month by participating in events 

throughout the state, including candlelight 

vigils for victims, educational webinars for 

advocates, CLE events for pro bone 

attorneys and more. To learn more about 

how Legal Aid of North Carolina works to 

p~tect victims of domestic violence, visit 

the websites for our Domestic Violence 

Prevention Initiative and Battered 

Immigrant Project. 

New Cli#e~-~ Eve~’et~ Fellows 

Two newly minted lawyers have started 

their year-long Clifton W. Everett Sr. 

Community Lawyer Fellowships in our 

Rockingham office. The Fellows, Jason 

Senges and Emma Smiley, recent 

graduates of Elon Law and Duke Law, will 

spend a year providing a full range of 

legal services to low-income residents in 

Richmond County. Read a profile of 

the new Fellows in the Richmond 

County Dai~y Journal 



2013 is a banner year for Robin Ames, an 

attorney in our Ahoskie office. Robin 

turned 60 in July, celebrated her 15th 

anniversary with Legal Aid in August, and 

marked her 30th anniversary practicing 

law that same month. Robin, a long-time 

resident of Avon on the Outer Banks, was 

profiled recently in the Outer Banks 

Sentinel. Click here for the article, 

Sea-vice 

Every summer, law school students 

around North Carolina forego a months- 

long respite from responsibility and 

choose to spend their time in our offices 

working with low-income clients and 

learning the ins and outs of poverty law. 

Check out the newsletter from our 

Winston-Salem office to read about the 

experiences of some of our interns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SEC Issues FAQ regarding Superviso~ Responsibilib, tbr Legal and Complim~ce Personnel 

::~?:~:: D~i~ ~o~, CL}~NT NEWSFLASH 

SEC Issues FAQ regarding Supe ,’isory Responsibility for 
Legal and Compliance Personnel 
Octobe~ 3, 2013 

On September 30, 2013, the Securities and Exchange Commission issued a staff response to Frequently 
Asked Questions ("FAQ") regarding the role and duties of the Chief Compliance Officer and other legal and 

compliance personnel at broker-dealers. The FAQ provides guidance to consider when determining 

whether legal and compliance personnel can be held liable as a "supervisor." The FAQ does not break new 

ground. But it does provide clear and concise answers to certain questions that have been of significant 

interest to the securities industry since a number of recent administrative enforcement proceedings 

imposed sanctions on compliance personnel for supervisory failures. 

The FAQ first articulates some general principles regarding supervision. It then states that compliance and 

legal personnel are not "supervisors" of business line personnel solely because they occupy legal or 

compliance positions. Instead, liability for failure to supepAse is a facts and circumstances determination. 

The question turns on whether the legal or compliance personnel have been expressly or implicitly 

delegated supepAsory functions outside the legal and compliance departments, or have othen~vise 

assumed such responsibility. 

The FAQ then discusses the types of activities that legal and compliance personnel can engage in without 

triggering supervisory responsibility. In particular, legal and compliance personnel can: 

Provide advice and counsel concerning legal and compliance issues to business line personnel 
including senior management. 

Participate in and advise management and other business committees without becoming 
supervisors of the business activities involved. 

Implement robust compliance programs including compliance monitoring systems and processes to 
escalate identified sources of non-compliance to line supewisors. 

Keep senior management and other supervisors apprised of the state of compliance by the broker- 
dealer, major regulatory developments, and external events that may have an impact on the broker- 
dealer. 

Address red flags and other instances of noncompliance without becoming a supervisor. 

~M~ile the FAQ goes a long way in clarifying the potentiN regulatory liability of legal and compliance 

personnel for supervisory violations, ambiguities remain, particularly when a legal or compliance officer is 

in a position to prevent a violation from continuing even if he or she is not the line supe~Asor of the activity. 

The FAQ articulates the responsibility of legal and compliance personnel to inform direct line supewisors 
about conduct that raises red flags. Legal and compliance personnel must also continue to follow up in 

these situations to ensure a proper response by management and may be required to escalate situations 

to higher management if they determine that the concerns have not been addressed properly. Failure to do 

so could potentially expose them to supervisory liability. 

The FAQcan be accessed 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 



Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s ~~:~,,~,, ~ i;~.~i~c~, located at da~ is~oi£ corn 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding ~-i~. ~ n-:~:ii~.,".!~-i~:,,i ~. ,i~., ,-..:-~ to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 
Grodner, Marshall <mgrodne@mcglinchey.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:53 PM 

ucclaw- l@lists.washlaw.edu 

[Ucclaw-1] Certificated Securities 

ATT00001 .c 

I’ve got one for everybody. Assume the following facts: 

1.     SP 1 has a security interest in all assets of the debtor, including general intangibles and investment property, perfected only by filing a financing statement 

on 1/1/13. 

2.     Debtor purchases an interest in a limited liability on credit, and the seller takes a security interest in the interest to secure the purchase and files a 

financing statement on 2/1/13. 

3.     On 3/1/13 the LLC issues a "Membership Certificate" that states "This Certificate shall be subject to Article 8 of the UCC" to and in the name of the debtor 

representing debtor’s membership interest in the LLC. There is no similar statement in the Articles or the Operating Agreement of the LLC. The debtor delivers 

(without indorsement) the certificate to the seller. 

4.      On 4/1/13 Debtor defaults on paying the seller the purchase price, and seller takes the certificate back in full satisfaction of the debtor and also has debto~ 

execute a document transferring the membership interest itself back in full satisfaction of the debt. The seller did not do a UCC search or send any notices out 

regarding its proposal to accept the membership interest/certificate in full satisfaction of the debt. 

5. On 5/1/13, Debtor defaults on the obligations owed to SFL. 

Questions: 

1. Does SP-1 currently still have a security interest in the membership interest in the hands of the seller? 

2. If SP-1 does not have a security interest, does it have any other claims against the seller? 

3. Does the fact that there was delivery of the certificate to the seller without a necessary indorsement change the analysis? 

4. Would it make any difference if the "certification" occurred while the seller owned the membership interests, and there were no indorsements upon 

either the sale to the debtor or the pledge back to the Seller? If so, can there be a "cure" at this time? 

I hereby consent to the use of this question on any law school exam. 

Marshall 
R. Marshall (~rodner 

McGlinchey Stafford 

Direct: (225) 382-3651 

Cell: (225) 802-1844 

Fax: (225} 612-7055 

i:~i: McGlincheyStafford PLLG 

301 Vain Street, 14th Floor 

Baton Rouge, iN 70801 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:16 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Live Coverage: Twitter Files tbr IPO 

Live C~verage: T~tter Files for 

Twitter on Thursday filed paperwork for an initial public offering in what will be one of the 

most highly anticipated public debuts since Facebook went public in May 2012. Follow 

along as the Journal digs through the filing pulling out the highlights and key details. 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review Harris Teeter shareholders approve sale to Kroger 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Harris Teeter shareholders approve sa~e to 

Kroger ..... 

The approval by 83 percent of Harris Teeter 

shareholders moves the $2,4 billion Kroger deal one I -1 "1 

crucial step closer to completion, 

Firm to add 177 manufacturing jobs i~ 

C~evela~d Cosnty 

NC. Gov Pat McCrory will be in Cleveland County on 

Friday to announce a new $26 million investment that 

will bring 177 manufacturing jobs, officials said. 

~oynih~n, other finance 

warn of default ris~ 

To Wall Street, the partial 

government shutdown is another 

unfortunate economic speed 

bump caused by partisan political 

fighting. 

Gudge suspends sonde BP sett}ement 

payments 

A federal judge has ordered the administrator of a 

mu Itibillion-dollar settlement over BP’s 2010 Gulf oil 

spill to immediately suspend making settlement 

offers and payments to some businesses that claim 

the company’s 2010 oil spill cost them money. 

Twitter has unsealed the documents for its planned 
initial public offering of stock and says it hopes to 
raise up to $1 billion. 

US T~eas~y warns o[ harm ~om deb[ default 

The U.S. Treasury Department is warning that the 

economy could plunge into a downturn worse than 

the Great Recession if Congress fails to raise the 

federal borrowing limit and the country defaults on its 

debt obligations. 

Judge OKs sale of Desi!#~Line asse[s 

A bankruptcy court judge in Charlotte has approved 

the sale of virtually all of the assets of bus maker 

DesignLine, raising questions about the company’s 

future 

United Tecfmo~ogies may ~ougf~ 5,000 

workers because of shutdown 

United Technologies Corp., which has an aerospace 

division in Charlotte, says it may furlough more than 

5,000 U.S. workers if the federal government 

shutdown continues into next month. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

(;lick here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 6:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oct. 3 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

.~.iI BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted October 3, 2013, 6:13 P.IVl. ET 

A federal judge in New York Oct. 3 blocked a New York law that bars merchants from imposing surcharges on customers 
who pay by credit card instead of cash, holding the law violates free speech rights under the First Amendment to the 

U.S. Constitution (Expressions Hair Design v. Schneiderman, 2013 BL 271203, S.D.N.Y., No. 13-cv-03775, 10/3/13). 

The ruling by Judge Jed S. Rakoff of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York benefits Walgreens 
(WAG), Safeway (SWY) and other retailers who filed friend of the court briefs supporting Expressions Hair Design, the lead 

plaintiff who said Section 518 of the New York General Business Law violated their rights. 

The ruling allows retailers to charge higher prices for credit card transactions, which helps them recoup the cost of 

transaction fees on those cards. 

The ruling is at 

http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/Expressions Hair Design et al v Schneiderman Docket No 113cv03775. 

This email is published as a supplement to Banking Report (ISSN 1522-5984) by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, 
Arlington, VA 22202. Full reports on the contents of this email will appear in the next regular edition of Banking Report. 

To change your email preferences, visit bttp://webutil.br, a.comien-:ailsignup. 

Request a FR~E Web trial. For subscription information, customer assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 
Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. - Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyr=gi% (c) 2013 by The Bureau of: National Affairs, inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of: this service is subject to the te~ms 
and ccndltions of the license agreement with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized access or distribution is prohibited. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 7:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: More Than 5,000 Stockbrokers From Expelled Fire, s Still Selling Securities 

More Than 5,ooo Stockbrokers From ExI~elled Firms 
8till Selling Securities 

More than 5,000 brokers were still licensed to sell securities earlier this year after working 

for one or more firms that regulators expelled between 2005 and 2012, according to an 

analysis by The Wall Street Journal, 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Carson <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 9:00 PM 

katherine.allen@stites.com; ’sames@steamsweaver.com’; ’aboss@drexel.e&~’; ’richard.brown@bryancave.com’; ’da~l.clark@blakes.com’; 

’bob.downey@cat.corn’; ’egross@vedderprice.com’; ’thannon@sidley.com’; ’Kathleen Hopkins’ <khopkins@rp-lawgroup.com>; 

’robert.ihne@gmail.com’; ’mkavanaugh@buchalter.com’; ’eleste@caltonfields.com’; ’lindquistm@lanetx~well.com’; 

’pma, rtinson@sidley.com’; ’camlyn.richter@troutmansanders.com’; ’pstevens@allenmatkins.com’; jeremy.friedberg@lf-pc.com; 

candance.jones,a)ny.frb.com; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; arthur.cohen@haynesboone.com; pguida@duffysweeney.com; 

phodnefi@cscinfo.com; nlding@she~g~zner.com; vtucke@hunton.com 

’Leianne Crittenden’ <leianne.crittenden@oracle.com>; Lynn A. Soukup Esq. (lynn.soukup@pillsburylaw.com); Leitess, Steven 

(steven.leites@lf-pc.com); Chin, Sylvia <schin@whitecase.com>; Rockers, Christopher <Christopher.Rockers@huschblac~vell.com~ 

ACCFL - initial notice of November 10, 2013 meeting of the Board of Regents (by conference call) [Notice to Regents] 

The Board of Regents of the American College of Commercial Finance La~/ers traditionally has a meeting in November of each year, and so it will again this year. 
Notice is hereby given a meeting of the Board of Regents to be held in accordance with the Bylaws of the ACCFL by conference call on Thursday, November 10, 2012 at 4:00 
pm Eastern Daylight Time (1:00 pm PDT, 2:00 pm MDT and 3:00 pm CDr). 
The agenda will be distributed by electronic mail prior to the meeting. 
The dial-in information for the conference call is: 
Telephone no.: 1 (800) 901-9719 
Passcode: 475-085# 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions orto let me know in advance that you will not be available for the call. 
Many thanks. 
Peter Carson, Secretary 

PCarson(~she pparclrn ullin.com i 

Circular 230 Notice: In accordance with Treasuly Regulations we notify, you that any tax advice given herein (or in any attachments) is not intended or written to be 

use& and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of(i) avoiding tax penalties or (ii) promoting, Inarketing or recolnmending to another party any transaction 

or matter addressed herein (or in any attachments). 

Attention: This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you received this transmission in error, please notify the 

sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wegner, Judith Welch ~-~judith_wegner@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 9:25 PM 

Broome, I i s~ I. <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Good j ob today 

You are my heroine. It’s hard working on the fly with 50 lawyers watching you and making suggestions. Thanks for all you do. I had scheduled to go to DKM but 
think on balance ~ need to be at the law school for Ted Shaw interviews so may not get there, Wish I could, Just wanted you to know that you inspire me always.--- 

Judith 



University community to celebrate the University’s 220th birthday on University Day, Saturday, 

Beginning Thursday, October lOth and continuing through Sunday, October 13th, Carolina will 

celebrate tile installation of Chancellor Carol Folt with a series of lectures, panels, musical 

events, and community gatherings. The events begin Thursday, October 10th at 6:30 with a 



Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award 
nominations sought 

The Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for the 

Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award to be presented at the October 12, 2014, 

University Day ceremony. This award was established in 2010 to r~cognize outstanding service 

by a member of the Voting Faculty of the University of North Carolina at ... 

Read online. 

CaLl for nominations for distinsuished 
professorships in the coL[eo~e 

Below are three separate calls for nominations for several distinguished professorships that the 

College will appoint as of July 1,2014 or July 1, 2015: 

~, 2013 Division of Humanities Call for Nominations 

~, 2013 Distinguished Endowed Professorships Call for Nominations 

~, 2013 Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professorships Call for Nominations 

Please note that each nomination must be sent via email to Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office. 

Any questions should be directed to her at alexis_cline@unc.edu or 919-962-3082. All 

nominations are due October 7, 2013. 

Call for Faculty Coundl asenda topics 

The Agenda Committee of the Faculty Council meets eight times a year, usually 7-14 days in 

advance of the regular Faculty Council meeting to set the two-hour agenda (a list of dates is 

available here). If you would like to suggest topics for the meeting agenda, please email 

facultygovernance@unc.edu. 

Tweets and minutes from September 13, 2013 
Faculty Counci( 

Did you miss the September Faculty Council meeting? Here’s a "Storify" (collected archive) of 

the live-Tweets related to the Faculty Council and General Faculty meeting held on Friday, 

September 13, 2013. Or, for a more polished account, check out the minutes, online here. 

Other Upcoming Events 

~, October 8: Performance and Promotion: A Primer for New Faculty 

~, October 8: Clinical Trial otudy Designs 

~, October 9: New PI Training: Data Management, Sharing, and Security 

~, October 10: Academic Publishing 

~, October 10: How Students Learn 

~, October 11 : Setting Goals for Individuals, Groups and Organizations 

~, October 15: Teaching Portfolios 

~, October 16: Mentoring Series: Structuring the Mentor-Mentee Relationshi 

~, October 24: Research Statements 

~, October 25: Finding a Mentor and Making the Most out of the Mentoring Relationship 

~, October 30: Publishing in Peer-Reviewed Journals 

Click here for a full list events sponsored by the Center for Faculty Excellence. 



Student Success Wo~-kshop P~-o~ram offe~-s imc[ass 
p~ese~tatio~s 

Undergraduate Retention and the Center for Faculty Excellence are sponsoring a student 

success workshop series designed to enhance behaviors and habits key to success in college. 

These workshops are especially designed to support student learning and academic development 

in 100 and 200 level courses. For more information, email Candice Powell, Retention Specialist, 

at c.powell@unc.edu with your name, course title, course location, requested date, number of 

students, and workshop number. 

We have migrated our "What were reading" feature to our Facebook page and Twitter account so 

we can post things as we find them. To get those timely links to interesting articles, reports, and 

news, please "like" our page and/or follow us on Twitter @UNCFacGov. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:59 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Obama Cancels Asia Trip Becau~ of Shutdown 

Obama Cancels Asia Trip Because of Shutd~wn 

U.S. President Barack Obama has canceled a planned trip to Indonesia and Brunei, after 

earlier calling off stops in Malaysia and the Philippines. 

Mr. Obama had been scheduled to attend the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation leaders’ 

summit in Indonesia, and a meeting of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations in 

Brunei. 

The White House announcement late Thursday came amid an extended budget fight with 

Congress that has led to a partial shutdown of the U.S. government. 

See More Covera#e >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

15 fairly new law jobs I How to respond to clients who bully I Chemerinsky previews SCOTUS term 

T~e Top Stories of the Week 
October 4,2013 

A ~E~SSAGE FRO~ CATALYST 

..1...~...~!..a.y..s.....t..~......A-v....~J...d.-..E..t..h.J..c-.s.-.D-.a...n.g.ers in the Cloud 

Verein-style law firms are in vogue, but are they ignoring ethics rules on fee- 
__s_~J!_~Ln__g_t 

Biker may be £#ra!yzed after being struck by panicked motorist; should driver be 

A ~ESSAGE FROg’{ ABACUSLAW 

v~rre~t 

Me~ha~tS ~ay I~S ef ~edit ~a~d 
swipe fee~i #i 
Am~na 

Is Florida too touqh #n !~w~eEs #s!£g Linkedln and Twitter? Endorsements and 
short skirts targeted 

Harassed for being unmanly? Full 5th Circuit finds for ironworker in sex-bias case 

term 

~oo!~y Law defamation suit ~gainst law firm and bloqgers critical of its iob sta~s !~ 
nixed by iudge 

Lav~/er who criticized federal iud,qes loses license for 5 years, calls state’s top 
court ’corrupt’ 

How law firms can use nontraditional leqal service providers to their advanta,qe 
(podcast with transcript) 

Scalia says government shutdown is ’not my business’ 

How Bryan Cave ,qrooms rainmakers (video} 



programs 

.J....u....d.~q..e..~g!.~:..e...s..~...m...u..r...d...e....r..e...r..~..5...3.~y..e....a..r...s.~.t...~..~.~.!.f...e..‘~.t...h....e...n..~..c...~....n.~.d....u....c..t...s.~..h.Ls.~...m....a..[[!#g.~ ceremon’ and 
provides cake 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK ~ 

Do you own your home? If yes, why? If no, do you aspire to own or 

.t_h!._q._k__!t~__~t___~b___!_t_Z" ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Earlier this year, a law professor concluded that because of high debt loads and 
a bleak job market, ..n-e...a..@.~..h..aj.f~.~.~.f.~..2-~.~.1-La.~5L.&c-h-~-.qLg.r..a-.d.~.u.~.a..t-e-s. can’t afford to buy    ~x~-’~::: ....... 

a home. 

And last week, tax law blogger (and law grad who has written about having significant school 
debt) Kelly Phillips Erb wrote about selling her home and deciding to become a renter. She 
pointed out some faulty conceptions about the tax advantages of home ownership. 

So this week, we’d like to ask you: Do you own your home? If yes, why? If you rent or have 
another sort of living arrangement, do you aspire to one day own a home, or do you think there 
are better ways to invest one’s money? 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: Write a ’Six-Word Memoir’ of your law career. 

Featured answer: (Thanks to SMITH Magazine’s founder and editor Larry Smith for helping us 

choose our featured "Six-Word Memoir".) 

Posted by BIGLAWFANTASYLEAGUE SWOON: "Living life in increments of .10." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, .c__9_q_f_.a_#_t__.~_t.s_.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 3:55 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Boehner Pledges to Avoid Deti~ult, Republicans Say 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Bi.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home DeWvery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-blAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movies ~ loday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Boeinlel" Pledges to Avoid Default, RepubHeans Nay 

Speaker Ooim A. Boeimer has privately told Republican lawmakers an~ous 

about fallout fl’om the government sImtdow~ that he would not allow a 

pokenfially more crippling l)deraI default. 

Migrmlts Die as Burlfing Boat Capsizes Off l[ta]y 

The deaths of ak least 111 people agaii~ underscored khe 

dangerous, desperate ef%rts by many ii~ Africa and the Middle 

Eask ko reach Europe. 

The 
bodi~ 
of ~ho~e 

DEALBOOK 

"l[’witte~" Filing Opens Books on Higlfflie~" 

Twitter has take~ the cover off its initial public ofl’eri~g, makillg 

public its prospectus and setting the dock on one of tt~e most 

anticipated skock sales of tke year~ 

,in Offering, a Break From Recent Tech Tradition I E] The Filing 

~ Twi~r 1 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

The Moment a Photographer Beeame a Historian 

Bill Eppridge, the pt~otographer wt~o e~ptured ti~e haunting 

image of Robert F. Kem~edy’s assassinatica, died Thursday. He 

was 75. 

The 

~,~ 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The gloderates Who Lig~,ted the 

Why are moderaLe Republican legislators repeating the err’ors of 

a previous generation of moderates who elevated Nev4 O~ngrich 

to party leadership? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LOUIOB ERDR~CH, the novelist, on studies finding that after reading literary fiction 
people performed better on tests measuring empathy, social perception and emotional 

intelligence. 

World 

Thieve~� Comes After Carnage at Ke~ya 

The looting of the Westgate mail in Nairobi has raised suspidons 

that the mi]it~t~- may have taken advant4~ge of the crisis to 

engage in what one Western official called a "shopping spree." 

U.So and Israel Share a Goal in Irar~ Talks, b~t ~ p~im. 
Mirfi~ter Not a Strategy aenjami 

Th e stated goa 1 is to stop Iran fl’om d eve]opin g a n uclea r                "~’~ ..... 

weapon, but the mantra of the Israeli prime minisker is "distrust, 

dismantle and verify." while President Obama focuses on veN~ing the peaceful 

n atm?e of the program. 

U.So arid Japan Agree to Broaden Milita~� 

Alliance 

The agrcemenL which includes a new missile de£ense syskem in 

Japan and coordination on eybe~hreats, signals the United 

States’ increased foens on .Asia. 

Back in Asia, Hagel Pursues Shi~ to Counter China’s Goals in Pacific 

U,S, 

Car C]~ase, ~Vl~te Hoarse to Capitol, Has Fatal 

End 

A woman wi’~n a young child was shot to deakh after [uming her 

vehic]e into a weapon, ramming her way through ba[t~e~s a[ the 

White House and on Capitol Hill. 



Th e 5- Minute Em pathy Workout: Reading 

Chekhov 

A new study found flint readh~g l~erary fk:fion leads to be~ter 

per(~rmm~ce on tests of empathy, sod~] perceptb-m and 

emotional intelligence. 

V~;endy Davis Enters Race fm° Texas Gove~m~° 

With ~ Shorter Speech 

S~te Senator Wen@ Dav~ opened an underdog eampai~ to 

lead a state tha~ last sen~ a Demoera~ ~o the governor’s mansion 

nearly ~3 years ago. 

Business 

Jobs Report Becomes a Castmlty of Shutdown 

The data vae u mn left by the shuttered Labor Departmen ~ has inspired o ther 

ou~ita that track tbe labor market to fight for analysts’ a~enfion. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

Al~er iFra~d, Regulators Go After a Bank 

A government action against TD Bank, brought in connection 

with a customer’s Ponzi scheme, is noteworthy because it is so 

DEALBOOK 
SAC’s 

SAC’s Forcefi~l Ways Shown h~ Massachusetts I ....... Fo~=+,,~ I 
Citi Case t,v~ys 

CiLigroup was also censured by the secretsU of the 

Comm onwea]th of Massaetmse~s for the early release of research related to 

@pie iPhones to three hedge Nnds and snorer client, including SAC Capital 

Advisorso 

Sports 

DODGERS 6, BRAVES 1 

Kershaw Foils Braves &s Dodgers Wh~ EaMly 

Clayton Kershaw humbled the Braves for seven innings, slinging 

fastballs, snapping cmweballs and asserting the Dodgers’ 

presence as the ravin{re to win it all. 



Box Score i On Baseball: Finaliy, It May Be MattJngly’s Moment 

ON BASEBALL 

F’L~aHy, it N[ay Be ~’latt~n~y’s ~’loment 

Don Ma[tingly has [onnd gloq~ and riches arm hun~h’eds of 

victories, but has never appeared on the brightest sh~ge. As 

man~ger of Lhe Dod~ers, he is comin~ closer. 

~ Kershaw and Dodgers Fo~ Breves 

In Form~la One, a Grip Not Easily Loosened 

Bernie Ecclestone, who has wielded unfettered control in Grand 

Prix racing for decades, is facing legal action and criticism from 

Manage 

r Don 

Ma ng 

one is 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

The StIlff of Bliihling and Dcstroy~ng 
E~. N".~BERr.X 

The New Museum’s sm~’ey of" Chris Burden’s pe~orman ces an d 

senlptnres expands and rebalanees onr m~de~standing of his 

~ ~ Slide Show 

DANCE R EaJIEW 

Touching on l~lodern, Hip-Hop m~d Tap 

The fom’[h program of this year’s b’all for Dance fes[ival 

embraces d~e series’s aesthe[ie of diverse styles. 

The tap 

ARTSBEAT 
:~ Gsry 

Show ~s Back at Carnegie, i[mt Without a with 

Set’~lcment I ~,~dh~ I 
wife 

S£~gehands who weut on strike on Wednesday, eansing the 

cancelIafion of Carnegie’s opening-night concert, agreed 1o work on Thm~d3y 

night as negothations continue. 

Movies 

’GRAVITY’ 

Between Eagth arid[ Hcavcn 

In Alfonso Cuardn’s "Gravib’," ~o astronauts marooned in 

space s [ruggle for sn t~’ival in rapiNy ch angin g eh’eu ms ~] n ees. 

~ ~ Anatomy of a Scene 

Bullock, 
top, in 

’A TOUCH OF SIN’ 

In ’AToneh d Sin," [he director Jia Zhang-ke presents four 

sk)ries, based on real events, that illustrate a ec, nntry’s social and 

politieal upheaval. 

’RUNNER RUNNER’ 

One Holds the Cards, the Other Is Bluffing 

In "Rnn n er Runner," J us d n TJmberlake j oins Ben Affleek in 

running an offshore Internet gambling site. 

....... TirrlL~ria 

I    ao., I~t, I 

Obituaries 



MarCo Moate~.~ a ~Varho~ Glamom¯ Awetar, D~es at 

78 

Mr. Montcz was conside~x~d Andy Warhol’s ~i~st drag "superstar" 

and became a fixture in his films. 

Sergei Belov, 69, Star Guard Who Led Soviet 

Upset of UoSo, Dies 

A player called [he Jerry West of Russia, Belov scored 20 points 

i~ the Soviets’ 51.-5o victory over the U ~ited States in the ~972 

Summer Games i~ Mm~ich. 

Eh,ia Ro Heibe~’g Ill, General Who Took 

Ge~?er>d Heibegz, as head of the :~’my C<~]_~s of 

regre~ed his decision to atcg~ fighting fix" bartie~ to protect New 

Orleans, 

Mon~ez 

set of 

Belov, 

rigilt, 

...... Bbin R. 

i~tle bet9 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Outside A= Rod’s _/~d’b~t~°at~on 

Suppot4ers of Alex Rod~dguez gather outside his arbih’afio~ at 

the headquartet~ of M@x" League Baseball where he is appea~i~g 

8 211 game drag suspension. 

~ Rebted Article 

~ VmEO: The Mushroom Hu~ters 

Eve~T ih II, Ch em u lt, Ore., swells with pi ckers a n d buyers who 

flock to the forests to look ~or the prized maksukake mushroom. 

~ Related .Articie 

~ VIDEO: l[OO Seeor~ds With Pogue: Galaxy 

Gem° 

"[’he Times’s David Pogue tests ou[ Samsung’s new smartwateh. 

, Related Re’Aew 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Populatio~ Betrayed 

Rcpublican-Ied s~tes leave many of ~hcir poorcs~ cidzens wRhout hcald~ 

EDITORIAL 

Si~v~o Berl usco~d Un d 

His attempt to bring down Italy’s coalition government was cme Maehiavel]ian 

maneuver too many for his followers. 

EDITORIAL 

Phoney Self-Denial in Co~gress 

~,~ the stmtdowt~ continues, lawmakers are making a show of refl~sing their 

salaries in lieu of doing a more effective job for their paychecks. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

?(etanyahu should ~vtire the Third Rek:h analogies and ik)cus on 

Israel-Palestine. 

~ Co~umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Refo~om ’i’u~ Real 

Even the bad news from the first few days of Ohamaeare going 

into sit)ok is g,-s)d news for the pr,-~gram’s future, 

~ Columni~ Page I Blog 

..... ~rugma 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

When ][s~oae.J Stepped Back From ~.he Brir~k 

Firsthand testimony challenges the popular but misguided nm’radve that Golda 

Meir’s government was on the verge of using nuclear weal)o~)s i~) 1973. 
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Daily Briefing, October 4: Big Banks Gain Deposit Share; CFPB Targets Processors 

Today’s Top Stories 

Big Banks Expand Deposit Share, But 

Big banks once again widened their lead in 
deposits, according to the FDIC’s yearly 
survey. Community banks lost ground 
nationwide, but they held their own in small 
cities and rural areas. Plus, small banks 
slowed deposit-gathering because they’re 
already too liquid. 

CFPB Fle×es Enforcement ~,~usc~es 
Against Payment Processors 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s 
$1.4 million fine against a large third-party 
processor for debt relief companies proved 
that firms can no longer hide in the intricate 
debt collection stream. 

Compliance Costs ’Unbelievable,’ But This 

Banker Has a P~an 

Dorothy Savarese knows as well as any 
community banker the frustrations from 
mounting regulation. Empirical studies can 
illuminate compliance burdens -- and their 
broader consequences -- for policymakers, 
the Massachusetts thrift executive says. 

Fed P~ans Supervision Changes for 

Federal Reserve Board Gov. Jerome Powell 
said Thursday the agency is planning to launch 
a new supervision program for community 
banks next year. 

By Department 

Nonbanks Offer Savings Accounts 

Social Money announced Thursday an API that 
lets PFM and prepaid partners introduce 
savings accounts and goal tools to their digital 
customers. Already, Social Money partners 
with The Bancorp to resell its technology to 
other businesses. 

Mortgage Monitor Orders More Fixes to 
Banks’ Foreclosure Practices 

COMPLETE iSSUE 

o View complete 
issue 
o View company 

index 
o Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Regulation & 

~ 
T hree 
years 
after 
passage 
of Dodd- 

Frank, bankers 
are still anxious as 
they wait for some 
rules to be written 
and others to be 
implemented. Yet 
a new set of 
regulatory and 
legislative 
challenges looms. 

At American 
Banker’s 
Regulatory 
Symposium, 
bankers, 
regulators and 
lawmakers share 
their ideas. 

M&A Midyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 
was 
hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 
point-counterpoint 
addresses the 

Take the lead in business. 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work CH~:F; to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-in-Class" by 

CEB TowerGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments Attend 

the Ailt~, Debit 

P~apaid Fo~unl to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-tc- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 



The monitor of the national mortgage 
settlement plans to force the five largest 
servicers to fix billing and communications 
problems that have plagued homeowners and 
been the subject of tens of thousands of 
complaints. 

Big banks once again widened their lead in 
deposits, according to the FDIC’s yearly 
survey. Community banks lost ground 
nationwide, but they held their own in small 
cities and rural areas. Plus, small banks 
slowed deposit-gathering because they’re 
already too liquid. 

CFPB Flexes 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s 
$1.4 million fine against a large third-party 
processor for debt relief companies proved 
that firms can no longer hide in the intricate 
debt collection stream. 

Talk about living your subject matter. Heather 
Schlegel wants to make a documentary about 
the where the payment system is headed, and 
she’s using a crow-funding website to raise 
funds for it. 

taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are worth 
doing. 
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American Banker Digital Edition for Friday, October 4,2013 

White Papers 
[~ 

AmericanBankerl 
Digital Edition WebSem,oars 
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American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221 =1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

Big Banks Expand Deposit Share But Smaller Banks Hang 
Tough 

Big banks once again widened their lead in deposits, 
according to the FDIC’s yearly survey. Community banks 
lost ground nationwide, but they held their own in small 
cities and rural areas. Plus, small banks slowed deposit= 
gathering because they’re already too liquid. 

CFPB Flexes Enforcement Muscles Against Payment 
Processors 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s $1.4 million 
fine against a large third-party processor for debt relief 
companies proved that firms can no longer hide in the 
intricate debt collection stream. 

Compliance Costs ’Unbelievable ’ But This Banker Has a 
Plan 

Dorothy Savarese knows as well as any community banker 
the frustrations from mounting regulation. Empirical studies 
can illuminate compliance burdens -- and their broader 
consequences --for policymakers, the Massachusetts thrift 
executive says= 

Fed Plans Supervision Changes for Community Banks 

Federal Reserve Board Gov. Jerome Powell said Thursday 
the agency is planning to launch a new supervision program 
for community banks next year. 

By Department 

Savings A~eounts 

Social Money announced Thursday an API that lets PFM 
and prepaid partners introduce savings accounts and goal 
tools to their digital customers. Already, Social Money 
partners with The Bancorp to resell its technology to other 
businesses. 

The monitor of the national mo~gage ~lement plans to 
force the five largest sewicers to fix billing and 



communications problems that have plagued homeowners 
and been the subject of tens of thousands of complaint& 

Big Banks E×pand Deposit Share, But Bma~er Banks 
Hang Tough 

Big banks once again widened their lead in deposits, 
according to the FDIC’s yearly survey. Community banks 
lost ground nationwide, but they held their own in small 
cities and rural areas. Plus, small banks slowed deposit- 
gathering because they’re already too liquid. 

Processors 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s $1.4 million 
fine against a large third-party processor for debt relief 
companies proved that firms can no longer hide in the 
intricate debt collection stream. 

E~se?} Online 

Talk about living your subject matter. Heather Schlegel 
wants to make a documentary about the where the payment 
system is headed, and she’s using a crow-funding website 
to raise funds for it. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 
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October 4, 2013: Debt Limit Fight Looms Large Amid Shutdown... 
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Debt Limit Fight Loo~ns Large Amid Shutdown Stalemate 

"Portions of the federal government have been shut down for three full days," 
reports CBS News (Oct. 4, Condon), "and lawmakers remain stalemated over 
government spending2 HoweveL ~he Obama admin~sh~fion ~s ~ac~ng an even 
bigger concern - raising the nation’s statutory borrowing limit. Capito~ Hill 
lawmakers dec~de v~a separate spending bil~s how much deM to rack up. "The 
debt ~h~t ~s sh~p~y the amount that the U.S. T~easu~ ~s a~owed to pay 
back," notes CBS. The debt l#nJt currently stands at $I6.69 tdlHon - a I~m~t 
the Treasurf h~t back in May and has been using "exlraord~na~y measures" 
s~nce then to avoid defaulting. According to Treasury Secreta~ Jack Low, 
~hose measu[es will be exhausted on OcL I7. At ~hat point, ~f Cong[ess does 

not raise the debt ~imiL the Un~led States wou~d have to use cash bMances 
on hand to fund the hearty $4 trillion ~n operations of 1he federal government. 
"Doing so wouid put at dsk the nation’s financial obiigations to programs iike 
Social Security and Medicare," warns the network. 

CNN (Oct. 4, Cohen, Walsh, Payne) notes that the brewing domestic crisis is 
so dire ~hat the White House canceled Pt~siden~ Obama’s ~rip ~o the Asia- 
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit in Ball Instead, Secre~my el 
State John Kerry has been p~essed into service to lead the American 
delegation in Asia. "The president’s bow from APEC comes as House 
Speake[ John Boehne[ [eportedly told fellow GOP legislators tha~ he will rely 
on Democrats to pass a measure to raise the nation’s debt limit," notes the 
cable news netwerk. Capitol Hill Republicans remain at odds over how to 
structure legislation to [aise the U.S. government’s hot[owing level. At leas~ 
one prominen~ Democ[a~ - Sen. Charles Schumer (N.Y.) - applauded ~he 
prospect of Boehner [efusing to block at least this measure that Democrats 
and the President support. In a statement, Schumer wrote: "This could be the 
beginnings of a signilican~ breakthrough. Even coming close to the edge of 
default is very dangerous, and putting this issue to rest significantly ahead of 
the default date would allow everyone in the country to breathe a huge sigh of 
relief." 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 4, Hook, O’Connor) reports that the House GOP 
is set to hold a closed-door meeting Friday morning to discuss strategy for 
budge~ and Iiscal matters. House Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan (R- 
Win.) has stated thal he wants to include a down payment’ on reducing the 
deficit as pad of any debtqimit Mke~ But Obama on Thursday reiteraled 1hat 
he wou~d not negotiate over raising the debt ceiling. If the borrowing ~mit is not 
raised, he sa~d Jr~ a speech, "the who~e world wi~ have proMems, wMch ~s 
why, generally, nobody’s ever thought to aclua~ly threaten not to pay our bills~ 
~’m going to repeat it: There will be no negotiations over tMs." 

Shere~~ Faceb°°kh 

NACD Board Evaluations: Focus on What Matters to You 

Board evaluatiens can be a stressful and often veP{ sensitive task. The goal is 

growth with c~ear focus---not to simply "check the box." A large number of 
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boards are asking NACD to help them see the big picture and identify new 
opportunities within the details. Our’ NACD advisors--all e×perienced directors 
themselve,~----facilitate confidential evaluations designed to uncover insights 

that transform a potentially se~sitive exercise i~to a valuable one. 

Take advantage of Fal~, Sav#t.~s, now through Now 1. Learn how NACD 
can meet your needs today by schedule a complimentary consultation 
online, via e-mail, or call 202-572-210t. 

S ha re[-T~~ Faceb°°k ]~E] 

NACD in the News 

NACD Names Corporate Governance Expert Elizabeth Snub,tiers to the 
Directorship 100 

PRNewswire (Oct. 3) reports tha~ FTI Consulting Inc.’s Elizabeih Saunders 
has been named to the 2013 National Association of Corporate 
Directors’ (NACD’s) Directorship 100 list. Saunders currently serves as 
Americas Chairman of FTI’s Strategic Communications segment. As such, 
she is one of on~y a handful o~ commun~cai~ons sirateg~s~s io make this year’s 
~ist, reiterating the growing impo~lance of boardroom and executive 
communications. Saunders states, "Ou~ clients ~nd other padners such as 
the NACD have t~cogn~zed the vak~e o~ communications specialists #~ help#~g 
companies activate communications, reputation managemenl, and 
slakeholder engagement strategies to proted and enhance their enterprise 
va~ue." S~unders and the other 2013 recipients will be honored at the 
D~rectorsNp 100 gala on Dec. 3 #~ New York C~ty. 

Audit and Finance 

Twitter Unwraps IPO Details 

"Twitter revealed its filing fer a proposed initial public effering on Thursday 
afternoon," repo~ts MarketWatch (Oct. 3, Pimentel), "setting in motion a 
debut that could be the most significant ~ech ~PO s~nce Facebook inc. went 
puM~c ~asl year." The SEC fi~ng s~gna~s the beginning of a nearly monthqong 
pedod ~n wMch wouk~-be investors weuk~ finally be granted access to the 
social network company’s financial dets~s before it goes public. No share 
coun~ or proposed price range was g~ven ~n the offering, nor d~d Twitter sta~e 
which exchange ~t plans to list ~ls shares on. Twitter plans to list u~der 
ticker symbol "~ffR." 

Share~~ Faceb°°kh 

IDl, Verde Close on $1 ,tB ~erger 

h~ a transaction valued at $1.1 billion. GlobeSt.com (Oct. 3, Bubny) confirms 
that Atlanta-based Industrial Developments International (IDI) and Houston- 
based Ver~e Real~y [rave completed their previously announced merger. The 
deal c~ea[es one of ~he b~gges~ #~dus~ria~ and logistics owneddeve]opers in 
Noah America, boasting a $2-M~lion-plus porlfo~o that contains approximate~ 
45 million square feet spread ac~oss 179 prope~es. The combined company, 
which wiii operate under the IDI name, w~ ma~nta#~ a Georgia headquaAers. 
In addition, ID~ Presk]ent and CEO T~mothy J. Gunter w~[[ retain both 

Sh~re~~ Facebook ~ 

Companies Rush to Lower Earnings Bar 

With third=querier earnings season unofficially kicking of[ next week, the Wall 
Street Journal (Od. 3, Jakab) reports that a record number of lalge U.S. 
companies have told investors to expect worse results than analysts’ 
consensus projections. To date, there have been 89 negative 
preannouncements compared to only 19 positive ones ~o[ S&P 500 members, 
~otes FactSet. ~tdle tMs sou~ds omh~ous, a~a~ysts are staying calm based 
on the sho~ Mstop/of the data series that began h~ 2006. "The second- 
highest ratio d negative warnings came ahead or the last earnings season," 
the Journal holes, "when sleeks continued to rise at an impressive d~p and Mt 
an a~Ftime Mgh." 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Latin American Countries Put Up Front Against Corporate Lawsuits 

"A bloc of a dozen Latin American countries have agreed to take collective 
action to oppose a spa~e el crippling lawsuits increasingly brought by 
multinational corporations against the governments of developing countries fer 
alleged violations of trade agreements," repo~ts MintPress News (Oct. 3, 
Biron). Supporters el fair trade and stricter corporate accountability say tire 
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decision offem a notable precedent for a nascent movement by developing 
countries tha~ are increasingly pushing back agains~ what ihey view as un[air 
trade temrs in investment t~eaties. The majod~ of the ~awsu~ts have been 
~aunched on the backs of M~atera~ ~nveslment treaties s~gned between 
developed ~nd developing nations. 

Shere~ ~ Facebook ~ 

�ompensa~io£ ................................................................................................................................ 

Oracle Defends CEO’s Pay A~nid Shareholder Unrest 

"O~cle is facing a potential share[~older revolt against a compensation 
fermula that has consistently made its billionaire co-founder, Larry EIlison, 
one of the best-pa~d CEOs in the wodd," states USA Today (Oct. 3, Uedtke). 
The software maker this week defended E~ison’s pay in a letter sen[ ~o ~W 
~nvestmen[ Group, the shareholder activist firm, as pa~ of a broader campaign 
1o rally suppo~ fer ~ts board d d~rectors before the 11 membe~; stand for 
election at Oracle’s annua~ meeting on Oct. 31. The ~ette[ was ~n response to 
a scathing attack t~a~ C~W launched a week ago against ~he compensation 
that E~ison has been rece~vh~g fer years~ C~W ~s vowing to organize the 
pension funds of ~abor groups that are stockholders unless Oracle changes its 
ways. "Orac~e’s letter gave no indication tha~ the company Js going to 
1he newspaper notes, "setting the stage for an attempt to ousl at least three 
of Oracle’s directors at 1he annua~ meeting." 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

¢o[P£[ate G£ve[nan~ ......................................................................................................... 

Harris Teeter Shareholders Approve Merger With Kroger 

WSOC-TV (Oct. 3, Wickersham) in North Carolina reports that Harris Teeter 
shareholders on Thursday approved ~he grocery retailer’s merger with Kroger. 
"About 80 percent of the shareholders voted to approve the merger," notes 
WSOC. "If the merger gets regu~ato~ approval the dea~ could close later this 
year." At ~he same ~ime, only 72 percent of shareflo~ders voted to approve 
executive compensation for the merger h~c~ud~ng so~a~ed "golden parachute 
compensation" ~f 1hey are terminated because of the deal ~n fact, CEO Tom 
D~ckson could get a $16 m~on payout. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

�orP£r~te So~ia! R~s#£n~!bi!ity ................................................................................... 

The Companies With the Best CSR Reputations 

Forbes (Oct. 3, Smi~f~) reports that ~he New York-based Reputation Institute 
recently polled over 55,000 consumers across 15 markets to determine the 
world’s 100 most reputable companies. The consulting firm analyzed what 
calls ~he seven d~rnens~ons of corporate [eputa~om workplace, governance, 
c~t~zensh~p, financia~ pe~ermance, leademh~p, products and sepvices, and 
~nnovation~ Three of the seven d~mens~ons - c~t~zenship, governance, and 
workplace -- f~ll ~nto the corporate socia~ responsibility (CSR) catego~. 
Ana~ys~s shows that 41 pement of how people feel abou~ a company is based 
on their perceptions of the firm’s CSR practices. "TMs year," 1he puMication 
notes. "fou~ companies - Microsoft, The Walt Disney Company, Goog~e, and 
BMW - ~ied for No. I ." D~sney won tile "c~tizenship" catego~’, as nearly 
of consumem surveyed agree thal it suppods good causes and protects the 
environmenL MeanwM~e, Goog~e ~’as raled tops in the "workplace" category 
and got high marks for its Google G~ving program. In the last three yearn, the 
company has donated more ~han $353 rnillion ~n grants around the globe and 
Googlem have volunleered nearly 6,200 tola~ days of employee time 1o 
suppod nonprofits. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

SASB to Launch Corporate Sustainabi~ity Pilot initiative 

AccountingWEB (O(~ r 3 , Bramwell) confirms that "the Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board (SASB) is developing a corporate pilot program 
that will help U.S. public companies use SASB standards to disclose material 
enviromnen~al, social, and governance issues ir~ their annual {ilings to the 
[SEC]." The ~i~ol program ~s a Clinton Global Initiative Commitment to 
~t is open to publicly I~sted U.S.-based corporations that operate ~n the hea~th 
care and financ~a~ sectors. A ~o~a~ of ~en companies wil~ be chosen in advance 
of the program’s firsF(#~arter 2014 ~aunch. 

Shere~~ Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

Agrium CBO Wilson to Retire 



Agrium Inc. has named COO Chuck Magro to take the reins as CEO after 
Mike Wilson [e~ires at the end el December, repeals the Wall Street Journal 
(Oct. 3, Calia). Wilson, who h~s se~’ed as Agrium’s chief executive for the 
~ast decade, joined the company as COO in 2000. "Wilson led AgHum to 
v~cto~ earlier this year ~n a proxy battle w~th New York hedge fund Jana 
Partners LLC, which had been pusMng the company ~o split its re[ai~ 
bus~ness off from ~ls fertilizer operation," netes the Journal At 1he time, 
AgHum sam such a spilt would e~m~nate operating efficienc~es between the 
two businesses. Magro also jo#~s Ag[ium’s board of @’ec[o[s, e~fecfive 
immed~ate~y~ 

Share~~ Facebook ~ 

Economic Outlook 

The New York Times (Oct. 3, V’v~assene0 cites a new study by the McKinsey 
Global Institute in reporting that "emerging markets will be the headquarters to 
thousands more el the wodd’s largest companies - as many as half - in the 
next decade o~ two." The worM’s emerging markets currently account for 
heady 33 percent of g~obs~ gross domestic product, but are home to only 
about 25 percerfl of ~he 8,000 companies ~hat generate revenue o~ over $1 
billion annually. As emerging economies ~n Asia and e~sewhere continue to 
outpace the modest greyish seen ~n the developing wedd, [esearche~ say 
their share of large firms w~ also dse. "Abo~t 70 percent of the 7,000 new 
companies ~ha~ are I~ke]y ~o grow ~o the $I bJll~orHevenue mark by 2025 w~ll 
come fl’om emerging markels in Asia and e~sewhere," the report estimated. 
Co-author R~chard Dobbs concludes, "The wodd’s competitive ~andscape will 
be [~nsformed over ~he next 10 ~o I5 yeaB by the [ise of a ~erm~dable new 
bleed o~ large emerging-market companies. The long-established dominance 
of Weslern multinationals ~s about to be challenged." 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 7:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Forraer UNC tutor connected 

to football scandal charrJed 

wit~ violatinf=~ NC sports agent 

Jennifer Thompson, the former 

UNC-Chapel Hill tutor connected 

to the 2010 football program 

scandal, made a first appearance 

in Orange County court.. 

Jennifer 

Lauren 

Thompson, or 

Jennifer 
Wiley as she 

UNC football: Defense takes 

’four steps back’ against ECU 

UNC seemed to figure things out 

a bit against Georgia Tech but 

then gave up 55 points against 

ECU. During one play, it had just 

nine defenders on ... 

ECU .... 
back 
Vintavious 

denn{fer Wi{ey Thompson 
appears in court [ f0.0&f3 

Former UNC tutor indicted 

Jennifer 

...... Lauren 

Thompson, or 

Jennifer 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. Contact us if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday-, October 4, 2013 7:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: BofA’s Moynihan m Obama: Debt ceiling will have serious consequences 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER& 20i3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

BofA"s Moynihan to Obama: Debt ceiling w~i have serious 

consequences 
Bank of America Cerp. (NYSE: BAC) CEO Brian Meynihan and other Wali Street 

~ Wii~iB~fi @g~,,~towB leaders told President Obama and members of Congress this week [hat ~ailing io 

Discuss 

C~ry ~me developer to unleash its zombies on your iPhone 
BitMonster mastermind Lee Perry is prepping for the apocalypse. 

What Obamacare has in common ~th Em~nem, Vanilla ~ce 
If a new poll is te be beiieved, enly 37 perceni ef Arr~ericans eppose the Afferdabk~ 

Care AcL Bu[ a whopping 46 percen[ of those same Americans oppose Obamacare. 

Speaking publicly for the first time since he was hired as the newCEO for 

WHmington Downtown Inc. Ed Wolvelton said one of his primary agenda items is 

luring more entrepreneurs to the Po~ City. 

. . . 
.~¢.~f..E~.~:D. ~g..~.~.g. ~ ....... 

What socM~ media? Viewers rely on word of mouth for 
content discovery 

Xerox to eliminate 508 iobs at Cary cal~ center 

Two Raleigh law f~rms movinq to new$36M GlenLake office 

Finally, resolution of PNC Arena schedulinq conflict on the 
horizon 

Read Morni~.q Editio~ >> 

Contact Us 



Cancel EmaiI ~ubscription 

L:.izjo{iin~ls c~is~emer .~e!’.,ice; L:.izjo{iin~ls 120 ~N. Morehead Si.. C!;~doiie, N.:;r~il Carollna 28202. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy J. Peterkin, Esq. <timothy@la~vtothepeople.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 8:34 AM 

Broome, I ~issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

CLE: Criminal Law and Real Estate 

Dear NC Attorneys, 

We are offering intensive and practice-based CLE programs on Criminal Law and Real 
Estate in November. 
Law to the People, LLC 

Criminal Defense Boot Camp                 $225.00 thereafter 
Saturday, November 2, 2013, 9:00am-5:05pm 
Hotel Indigo 
151 Tatum Drive 

Durham, NC 27703 

7-hour CLE (including 2 ethics hours) 

Cost: $199.00 on or before October 16, 2013 and 

Click here to reclister online 

Click here to download the reqistration form 

Real Estate Boot Camp 
Friday, November 8, 2013, 9:00am-5:05pm 
Hotel Indigo 
151 Tatum Drive 

Durham, NC 27703 

7-hour CLE (including 2 ethics hours) 

Cost: $199.00 on or before October 16, 2013 and $225.00 
thereafter 

Click here to mister online 

Click here to download the reqistration form 

Thank you for your support. 
Sincerely, 

Law to the People, LLC 

(919) 931-7825 

www.lawtoth epeople.com 

Forward this email 

this emaii was sent to Ibroome(’~emaikunc~edu by ~jmot~C~law~e~h~D~eEle~com :: 
Update Prof:ile/Ernail Address Instan~ removalwith SaFeUnsubscdbe" Privacy Policy, 

Law to the People P,O, Box 1427 Knightdale :: NC 27545 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 8:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

mdney noell.jpg 

CRIME REPORTS 
EFLAND AREA: 
...... Break in to motor vehicles reported 10/03/13, 7:34 am, 311 Mt willing Rd (Andrews Automotive) 
11 car break in’s overnight, it occurred at approx... 10:30 pm. Car radios, speakers, and any other items that were in the vehicles were stolen. 
****Break m to locked business rep ~rted "t0/04/13, 12:12 am 400 Buckhorn Rd, Bucld~orn Amoco 

On 10-04-2013 12:02 am, a call for an alarm was dispatched to 400 buckhorn road which is a business known as the Buckhorn BP. Deputies arrived on ,scene and 

advised that he had a window to the business that had been broken out. Shortly after his arrival a depu~ advised that he had located a subject coming out of the woods 

just down the road t?om the BP. The deputy then advised that the subject had run back into the woods but only after he had collected his intbrmation, ttillstx~rough 

police department responded to the scene with their k-9 unit and ran a track staxting at the business. The track took them to the spot where the deputy first located the 

subj ect. A perimeter was set up around the wood line where the subj ect was last spotted with the assistance of Mebane police department. The subj ect was again 

spotted coming out of the woods offbuckhorn road and an otticer with the Mebane police department detained the subject in a grass?’ area behind a residence on 

buckhorn mad until Orange Coun~ arrived and took him into cuslody. Rodney Bernard Noel (see attached photo) was arrested and given a $3750.00 secured bond. 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTI~A~ EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~11. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i~i Descri~,tion: 

Description: 

Description: 

Description: 

Description: 

C:\Users\bcl 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644=3050 Office 

919-732=6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <pntallaz@duke.edu;, 

Friday, October 4, 2013 8:38 AM 

Ro~rt Taggart (robert.tagga~@bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmicha~wfu.edu (carmicha@vq’u.edu)’; 

Janie Hodge <ttODGE@clemson.edu>; Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.I~u.edu>; Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); 
saa01@pitt.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01@louis~ille.edu) 

FW: Clips eFlash: Shannon/Potuto interview on Inside Higher Ed 

Hello AIb---it was wondeFfuf seeing all of you earlier in the week. I am t:orwaFding an interview with Brian Shannon and Jo Potuto describing in more detail their 

plan for governance. 

gesL Martha 

From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick=collegeathleticsclips.com@mail179.us4.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of College Athletics Clips 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 20:t3 5:34 AM 
To: Nattha Putallaz, Ph.D. 
Subject: Clips eFlash: Shannon!Potuto interview on Inside Higher Ed 

Friday morning greetings from Cfips. Nope you are wolf. 

Below is an emait interview conducted by Inside Higher Ed’s Affie Grasgreen with Bhan 

Shannon, president of the tA FAR Board and a law professor ;at Texas Tech University, 

and the past president Josephine R. Potuto, taw p~ofesso~ at the University of NebFaska. 

This interview was posted overnight on the Inside Higher Ed website, and I came across 

it early Friday morning as an offshoot of my insomiatie ways. 

As usual, well done by Allie. and well done by Blian Shannon and .~o Potute. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend 

Nick tnfante 

Cfips F.ditor 

Faculty on the NCAA’s Future 

By A/#e Grasgreen, !~saide Hig/ser Ed, fO-4~ I8 

Many faculty members may resent the money and power big-time athletics programs 

wield on campus, but the fact is that college sports are bigger than ever and they’re not 

goh~g anywhere. WN~ that ~n mind, the D~visbn ~ Faculty Athbflcs Representatives 

Board, wMch represents the designated academic-athbt~c department 

~ia~sons/watchdegs at ~nstkutbns natbnwide, proposed ~[s own ~)~an detailing how ~he 

National Collegiate Athbt~c Association should be ~estructured 

NC.AA governance has been a hot topic of late, with meier conference commissioners 

calling fol a new (or sub-} division that would permit theil plograms more freedom in rule 

making and spending, and theoretically make NC.AA governance mere streamlined and 

efficient./\[ least one of those corr~missioners has said he wants faculty involvement in 

the process, which will get under way at the NCAA’s annuaf convention in January and 

coukt be finaliz.ed as .soon as August 

The IA FAR BoaI’d’s recommendations advocate for a new, separate division (as 

opposed to a subset of Division I) for Football Bowl Series programs, which include the 

10 wealthiest and most powerfuf athletic conferences (pk.ls the University of Notre Dame, 



in foetbatl only). Currently, Division I includes those programs pEis the smafte~-scale 

Footbalf Championship Series ones. The FAR plan also recommends the consolidation 

of some NC~L,~ co).mcHs, cabine[s and commit[cos: w~th broader representation of upper.. 

~evel atMet~c ~dm~str~tors and representat~ves~ inc~adh~g - you guessed it - FARs. 

inside Hi~3her Ed conducted an eomail interview about the ph~n and the rote of faculty in 

NC,%~, matters with B~ien Shannon, president el [he 1A FAR Board and a law pmfasso~ a[ 

Texas Tech University, and the past president Josephine R. Potuto, faw professor at the 

University of Nebraska. Excerpts of their responses follow. 

Q, Was this ~epo~t solicited by the NCAA? A~e they -- or other presidents, 

co~~ference commissioners or athletics directors -o aski~~g you for advice on 

this issue? 

Shannon: Yes, in part. In ea~ty September~ the NCAA seUcited input from FARs, 

presiden~s,’chancelfors, conference offices, and othe~s on [he h.~t~re governance end 

structure for D~v~s~on I. The NCAA requested that responses be provided pdo~ to Nov. 

15. The 1A FAR Board had ;~lready begun work on our propos;~ pdor to the NCAA 

se~idtet~on, however, g~ven that the NCAA hod previously scheduled e "DMsion ~ 

Governance Dialogue" program for the January 2014 ~4CAA Convention. 

Potuto: The IA FAR Bo;~rd ;~lready had its governance model ready to go ~,,\~e thus 

were pesi[ioned to advocate and move policy rethe~ [han simply ~eac~ ~o policies 

devefoped by others. I guess you could say we responded to the general invitation 

before it was sent. 

that [he~ voices a~e excluded. [}oes [h~s hap~e~ often, and wha~ are the 

co~seque~ces w~th ~espec~ to the broade~ co,vexsateen about how college 

athletics should be ~’~n, both ~at~o~a~y and o~ h’~d~v~dua~ ca~)~ses? 

Shannon: There have been occasions when the FAR voice has net been sought on 

certain issues. Pair of our mission as the 1A FAR (association) has been to advocate 

and address issues unique to Division I FBS institutions, ~nd to consistently urge a 

carefut balancing el academic versus athletics in[crests, end [o main[ain e lbcus on 

student-athlete welfare and not solely on competitive success .... 

Os our individual campuses, the FAR often seB~es as the eyes asd ears of his or her 

president/chancellor with regard to the ~ntersection of a[hlet~cs and academics: b~t by 

a~so beh~g ~ facLHty member, the FAR c~n a~so be a bridge to others Jn h~s or her f~culty 

community. Mo~eoveh as we noted ~n our proposal the IA FAR Board beUeves s[rongly 

that FBS governance wou~d be much better-served (and a true d~ve~s~ty of perspectives 

more easily achieved) by centering discussion and policy reso~t~on Jn a group of FARe, 

ethic[ice adm~n~s[ra[ors, and conference commissioners exck~s~vely ~rom the FBS~ 

~otuto: Intercollegiate atMetics~ by definition, is athletic competition engaged in by 

students who are enrolfed ;~t colfeges and uni~ersities. There is no issue that is 

exclusively athletic or exc]usivefy one Ior consideration by the greete~ camp{~s. It is 

~mperat~ve that aH ~m~fications of NCAA policy and bylaws a~e explored and the negative 

consequences avoided, or et ~eas[ ~me]iora[ed~ 

The besto~ticul~ted policy comes from robust discussion with ~1I stakeholde~s at the 

tabfe. That c;~nnot happen when govern;~nce is sitoed, with athfetic diredors and FARe in 

d~fferent rooms disc~ssing d~fferent policy questions -- or d~sc~ss#~g different aspects o~ 

the s~me geee~l pol~cy~ One major risk ~s that the wlues and ethos of Mgher education 

a~e sublimated to the ~equ~sites of m~intaininD h~gh ~eve~ competition or the v~s~biHty of 

athletic teems and programs. The cdtica~ issue here ~s not a parochial, seH’4nterested 

one regarding whethe[ FARs fee~ diseeflaechised, but whether the ove[al~ health of 

#~ercolfeg[ete athletics con be maintained H’ the FAR voice and perspec[[ve ere 

marginal~zed o~ excluded. 

Q. On ~ha~ no~e, wha~ does the [}’! ~AR ~’epo~t add ~o this ongoing deba~e abou~ 



~DAA str~c~Fe and governance? 

Shannon: The 1A FAR Beard supports ,.. a new, separate, NCAA division to be able to 

group together institutions that are mere closely afigned in resources dedicated to 

ethle~ics programs and ~n ~he types of issues faced. Do#~g so would a~ow sma~er 

governance groups that ca~ include more sen~orqeve~ athletics administrators and FARs 

wkh broad-hosed responMMl~ies than ~s possible under ~he current s~rucb.~re= and ~he 

new governance groups and board could focus dffect~y on FBS issues ~nd be bette[ 

9osJt~oned to reso~ve ~ssues and provide wo~kaMe and needed solutions fo~ FBS 

~ns[itu[ions. 

We also were very purposeful in setting forth a list of critical objectives fol any new form 

of governance. Our pfan sets forth one set of ideas There wi~I no doubt be others. The 

IA FAR Beard wants to ~sMs[ in t~y~ng to converge uk#~a~eiy on the bes~ approach ~hat 

Js good for the NCAA ~nd our member institutions a~d student-athletes. By ~king any 

new st~ct~re to s~ecff~c goals and objed~ves, we believe we have created a mechanism 

for movh~g fopdard in a principled fasMom 

Potuto: Moving to a new governance model obvieusfy will require consensus as to 

governing principles end objectives to be echieved~ That is the easy pert= however. What 

is hicky is figuring out hew to make those principles and objectives operational. Until one 

works with a concrete ~roposal one is flying in the sky of abstraction .... We of course 

hope that our model will be adopted in teto~/\t the very least, we expect that our model 

will form a framework for discussion. 

Q. Yo~ plan largely maintains presidential controi even as some critics (and 

p[esidents, such as He,den The[p, who just left the University of No[th Carolina 

at Chape~ N~) have se~d athletics ~s s~ch a peFvaMve ~ssue ~t e~ther becomes 

the number-one job or is just too much to handle. Does your plan take that h~to 

account, or rethink pres~dent~a~ contro~ el a~ to account for the extreme gro~h 

of college sports since ~he ~CAA’s ~as~ restructuring? 

Shannon: We firmly believe that presidents and chancellors must have ultimate authority 

for the direction of intercollegiate athletics and for setting the 9ol~cy and bylaw goats to 

be achieved. But by crea~ing en additional, streamlined Menagement Cound~ compriM~g 

FARs, athletics d~[ectors, and possiMy confelence commissioners a~d senior woman’s 

administrators, we have endeavored to c~eate a body made up of ~ersons more directly 

~vo~ved with athletics and academics on a dai~y hams to develop and implement the 

detai~s of such policies and ~eg~slation~ and to carry out the goa~s and objectives 

estebl~shed by the new FBS boa~d. Doing so, we believe, weuld atlow ~hese charged wi~h 

~mp~emenflng po~ic~es and bylaws to have substant~a~ input ~n their development and~ in 

turn, greater buy-in from member institutions. 

Potuto: Ultimately, presidents end chancellors need to be in control. Period. End ef 

discussion. They can maintain control by attempting to "k~oW’ atMet~cs~ by drafting policy 

and by resoMng ~ssues themselves, or they can ma~nt~h~ contro~ by setth~g overriding 

policy and ~eav~ng ~t to those w~th on-the-ground experience and expertise to m~ke policy 

o~erat~onal ~ doubt any chanceHo~ or president would believe she should administer the 

~aw and medica~ schools by "knowing" ~eg~l or med~ca~ ~ssues the way ~he ~aw and 

medica~ school f~culfies do~ I am celt~in they wouM not u~delt~ke to do a tria~ or 

s~rgery 

The difliculty with the current NCAA Division I governence model is that, for a variety el 

reasons, the presidents and chancellors en the Division I Board increasingly moved to a 

model in which they not only articulated overriding policy but themselves undertook to 

make it operational. Frequently they d~d so by c~rcumventing the regularized process thet 

a~lowed fo[ campus evaluation of policy and proposed bylaws. One reason th~s 

heppened is that the DMs~on i Management Council (now the Leadership and Legislative 

Coundls) was too b~g and d~verse to operate effident~y. Another reason was that 

governance was buried ~n the minutiae of a regulatory model of governance 

The IA FAR Board governance mode1 attempts to resolve these problems by moving te 

a much smalfer division, with institutions and conferences that have more in common: by 

moving the operational poficy function back to those with on the line e>:perience; and by 

essudng that a critical mass ef FARs and ADs are engaged TOGETHER in resolving 



issues and implementing Board poficy, 

subdivision of D1, will accelerate the divide between the "haves and have~nots’" 

i~: the biggest p~og~ams on~y have to wo~y abou~ themselves? 

Shannon: That type of divide has been moving fo~ward for a number of years and will 

likely continue regardless of the I’qO.’AA’s future governance structure. As we noted in our 

report= the 1A FAR Board believes ~ha~ ~he FB¢5 mus~ be the maste~ el i~s own fa~e, 

particularly with rega~d to matters of enhancement of the studenbathlete experience that 

depend on revenue allocation. 

Po~uto: [here is no[hing, at least nothing wi[hin [he range ef the possible, [hat will erase 

the divide between the "haves and have-nots/’ We can continue to live, with Alice~ on the 

other side of the Looking Gfass. The likely result is continued immobilization from making 

elfective change and, ] would say, Item doing all we should de to enhance student- 

athlete well-being and the studentoathbte experience Or we can acknowledge the 

obvious and begin to build a governance s~ructure that can operate efle¢~ive]y and 

efficiently. The 1A FAR Board opted for the fatter course. 

I4ow does you~ p~an ensu~e that ~he welfare of students and acader~sics will be 

preserved? 

Shannon: VVe believe that studentoathlete welfare and academic opportunities for 

student-athletes who atbnd FBS institutions will be p~esei~,’ed and even enhanced il our 

proposed structure could be impfemented, By utilizing a group of FARs~ athletics 

administrators, and conference commissioners exck.lsively from the ~BS for policy 

developmenL those closest to the day-4o.-day campus activities can play an integral mfe. 

ISotuto: How money is spent in cotlege athletics, at least among the major FBS 

programs, is a question of dist~i~oution ef revenues as much as ~t ~s the ameu~ o~ 

~evenues to be distributed. Lesserqesoumed schools spe~d the~l revenues on things 

they believe w~l he~p them to become or stay competitive, namely coach sabdes and 

fedl[tbs. Claims o~ competitive balance [he~ ~ead these lesser-resoumed schools from 

agreeing to adopt bylaws that wou~d permit better-~esou[ced schoob abe to spe~d 

money on things that would ~nure to student~athlete we~-be~ng - ~9_~)S~J;~Z£~)_[D_~ that cover 

the ~u~l cost o~ attendance as one exampte. 

Giouping the ’:have" schools and conferences together should impel them to spend 

money on studentoathtetes and their welfobeing unimpeded by negative votes from 

schools and conferences that befieve they cannot afford to do it too. tn addition, a 

smafter governance structure means that the FAR/campus perspective can be included 

in criticat mass numbers, 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Banldng Anablics Symposium <conference@sourcemediamaiLcom> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

The future of banking is happening now - Get the strategies t~om industry leaders. 

iii~ Banking Analytics 

~ BROCHURIE     AGENDA     SPEAKERS     SPONSORS TRAVEL 

Dear Colleague: Fe~ure~ 
Speakers Include: 

The future belongs to those who understand how to harness data to 

increase profitabilit3,, connect with customers, and manage risk. And 

that future happens at the Banking Analytics Symposium. 

Just 2 weeks remain until the Symposium. if you want to: 

Discover the future of Banking: A mix of peer and expert- 

led sessions on new technology, building an analytics team, 

intelligent security, modern marketing, and applications for 

regional & community banks. 

Understand the trends: See how cutting-edge anal~ics are 

upping the game for the banks large and small. 

Join the innovators: Connect with 150+ peers, thought- 

ladders and suppliers. Be part of the amazing lineup of special 

proqrams happening in Boston. 

. Be inspired: Join some of the brightest minds in the new era 

of banking. 

Replister for the Bankinc! Analytics Symposium. Limited space 
teR?a~,tTa, so reserve Tout spo~ Row. 

Program Topics: 

David Bandied 
KeyBank 

Karen karrimer 

The PNC Financial 
Services Group 

Michael Fowkes 
Zions Bancorporation 

Analy~ics-A Foundation for the Bank of 

the Future 

Affordable Analytics for Regional and 

Community Banks 

Predictive Analytics-Next Best Offer, Roll 

Rates, Customer Retention 

Developing and Managing Credit Score 

Risk Models 

Driving Analytics Adoption and Best 

Practices 

Customer Segmentation and Behavioral 

Insights 

Building an Analytics Team 

New Data Sources far Customer Insight 

and Risk Adjustment 

Don’t miss out on this incredible opportunity to hear from, discuss with and learn from the 

experts, as well as your peers. 

Register Online or (212) 803-6072 

Thanks To Our Sponsors 

ii.~ C ..... ctPlus, Fi .... Inf ..... tion Builders, Neust .... d Zoot 

Sponsorship/Exhibit Packages Available 

For sponsorship information, contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089. 



% Forward to a 

..... Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann Taylor <mm- 11710- 3168875@lawreviewcommons.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 9:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Atmouncing fl~e Law Review Commons 

We’re pleased to announce a new portal for open-access legal scholarship: the Law Review Commons (http://lawreviewcommons.com). The site brings together a growing collection of law 
reviews and legal journals in an easily browsable and searchable format. It contains both current issues and archival content spalming over 100 years from nearly 150 la~v reviews. 

Read more about the Law Review Cormnons on the DC Telegraph (http://blog.digitalconwnons bepress corn/2013/08/21/announcing-the-law-review-commons/), and browse the site at 
http://lawreviewcommons.com. 

Best, 

Ann 

Area Taylor 
Director of Outreach and Scholarly Communications 
bepress 
ataylor@bepress.com 
(510) 665 -1200 x174 
www.bepress corn 

bepress: the frontier of scholarly publishing since 1999 

Check out IR success stories on the DC Telegraph at http://blo~.di~italcommons.bepress.com 

To unsubscribe or to change your email address, please visit: 

http://lawrevie~vcon~aons.com/cgi/unsubscribe.cgi?sending l1710&li 3168875&email lbroome°/M0email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyer--~conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Submission Deadline: TODAY 

:’.’:’?~’:: The Bond Buyer’s 12th A .... 
IDeal of the Year Awa rds / 

| 

The Bo~d B~tyer’s editors are now accepting entries for its 12th A~nual Deal of 

submission ONLY. Dead,me: Friday, October 4. 

The contest, which recognizes innovation in municipal finance, is open to all 

transactions that closed between October 1, 2012 and September 30, 2013, 

The rules have been specifically crafted to encourage applications that represent 

the full diversity of the communities and public purposes that are served by the 

municipal finance market, from the largest to the smallest deals, 

All winners will be invited to attend The Bored Bt~yer°s Awards Gala when the 

event returns to The Waldorf Astoria on December 5, where a national Deal of the 

Year will be announced from among the finM~sts. 

Visit our website to make your submission and for official rules. 

You are invited to participate in this exclusive gathering of the nation’s senior 

municipal bond professionals as an event sponsor, For more information about 

sponsorships and exhibiting, contact Michael Stanton at (212) 803-5552, or 

Tara Gonzalez at (212) 803-8485. 

..... Media Professional Events                  ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Voila Meeting & Event Management <iwfregistration@voilameetings.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

IWF 2013 World Leadership Conference ~1 Sold Out 

we !~Ok fo~a~d to 

:~ Cvent-Web-based SofbNare Solutions ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Roscoe <broscoe@thatsgreatnews.com > 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:15 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Info inside about your article in Roy Williams ON RECRUITING 

~i That’s Great News 

$30 off your article plaque 

For a Limited Time .... 

wanted to ~each out and se~d you a special olfe~ to create a wall plaque of yeur recent p~esa 

tha~ yeu ca~ display, 

If you orde[ youl plaque, we’ll give you $30 off your plaque order, iust use code TGN030 at 

the checkout Start by taki[~g a look at the choice of plaque designs 

Use code TGN030 at the checkout, Alternatively, reply ~e this emaif ~e pay by inveice e~ call on 

1-888o588~7~37 quoting fD 2064157, We would fore fol you to check out your plaque a~d see 

what a great additie~ it wift make to your walll 

Celebrating yeu~ grea~ 



Bob 

All plaques still come wi[h a 30 d~y mercy back guaiantee. 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vartanian, Thomas ~homas.Vartanian@dechert.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 11:13 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

RE: Banking Ins’6tute Panel on Mortgage Lending 

Lissa: 

I just sent her an email asking her to call me when she gets a chance. I am just about there with the outline and proposed speakers. 

Regards. 

Tom 

Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP 
1900 K Street ~V 
Washington, DC 20006 
202-261-3439 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: Vartanian, Thomas 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute Panel on Mi~rtgage Lending 

Let me know if you’d like me to contact Kelly or if you want to do so. Her email is Kelly Cochran@cfpb corn 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Vartanian, Thomas [mailto:Thomas Vartanian(@dechert.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:22 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Banking Institute Panel on Mortgage Lending 

Great. 

Regards 

Tom 

Thomas P. Vartanian 

Dechert I,LP 

1900 K Street NW 

Washington DC 20006 

202.261.3439 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 10:06 AM, "Broorae, Lissa L" <lbroome@emaihunc.edu> ~vrote: 

> Hi Tom -- 
> 

> I like the format you propose. Kelly Cochran, Assistant Director, Office of Regulations is one of our law- school grads and she and I correspond occasionally. We could ask her or if she is 
not the right person, ask her to help us get to the right person. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Vartanian, Thomas [mailto:Thomas.Vartanian(~dechelt.com] 
> Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:16 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Subject: Re: Banking Institute Panel on Mortgage Lending 
> 

> Lissa: 
> 

> We will have to put our heads together to get a CFPB person. Having gone this before ~vith them, I kno~v they are irapossible. But the school’s name ~vill help. 
> 

> Since the subject is so dense, I am thirtking about a moderated Q&AS which I would like also to be point counterpoint. Speeches will be mi d numbing in this area. 
> 

> Happy to hear a y thoughts you have 
> 

> Regards 
> 

> Tom 
> 

> Thomas P. Vartanian 
> Dechert LLP 
> 1900 K Street NW 
> Washington DC 20006 
> 202.261 3439 
> 



> On Sep 9, 2013, at 2:55 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Great. rI1nanks, Tom 
>> 

>> Lissa 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Varmnian, rI1nomas [mailto:Thomas.Vartanian@dechert corn] 

>> Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:52 PM 

>> To: Broome, Lissa L 

>> Subject: Re: Banking Institute Panel on Mortgage Lending 
>> 

>> Thanks Lissa. Yes, working on it. Should have something for you by the end of the week. 
>> 

>> Regards 
>> 

>> Tom 
>> 

>> Thoruas P. Vartanian 

>> Dechelt LLP 

>> 1900 K Street NV~r 

>> Washington DC 20006 

>> 202.261.3439 
>> 

>> On S ep 9, 2013, at 2:48 Pi~{ "Broorue, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc. edu<mailt o: lbr oome(~email.~c, edu>> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Tom I hope ray recollection froru our August board is correct and that you volunteered to coordinate our panel on Mortgage Lending Issues (which could include QM, QRM, 

FannieiFreddie, and the other related issues). I would like to encourage you to begin identifying panelists for either April 3 or 4. We have open slots right now at 11:15 or 11:30 and at 2:00 or 

so on April 3, and then time for three panels on Friday morning, April 4 (the last one to end by 12:30 p.m.). 
>> 

>> Some additional information for panel coordinators is included near the end of the notes from our August meeting which are attached. 
>> 

>> Thartks for your help. 

>> 

>> Lissa 

>> 

>> Lissa L. Broome 

>> Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

>> Director, Center for Banking and Finance UNC School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

>> 919.962.7066 

>> http ://www.law unc.edu/centersibanking 

>> Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn corn/author 248720<http://hq.ssrn.co~r~GroupProcesses/RedirectClick.cfm? 

partid 248720&corid 649&runid 6895&url http://ssm.co~r~author 248720> 
>> 

>> <image001.jpg> 

>> 

>> <August 2013.docx> 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann Taylor <mm- 11710- 3272359@lawreviewcommons.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 12:57 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Announcing fl~e Law Review Commons 

We’re pleased to announce a new portal for open-access legal scholarship: the Law Review Commons (http://lawreviewcommons.com). The site brings together a growing collection of law 
reviews and legal journals in an easily browsable and searchable format. It contains both current issues and archival content spalming over 100 years from nearly 150 la~v reviews. 

Read more about the Law Review Cormnons on the DC Telegraph (http://blog.digitalcon~aons bepress corn/2013/08/21/announcing-the-law-review-commons/), and browse the site at 
http ://iawr eviewcommons.c ore. 

Best, 

Ann 

Area Taylor 
Director of Outreach and Scholarly Communications 
bepress 
ataylor@bepress.com 
(510) 665 -1200 x174 
www.bepress corn 

bepress: the frontier of scholarly publishing since 1999 

Check out IR success stories on the DC Telegraph at http://blo~.di~italcommons.bepress.com 

To unsubscribe or to change your email address, please visit: 

http://lawreviewcommonscom/cgi/unsubscribecgi?sending 11710&rr 3272359&email lissa broome%40unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DechertOnPoint <DechertOn Point@edechert.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 1:47 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

CFTC Extends Certain SEF Reporting, Confirmation, and Documentation Compliance Dates 

Having trouble reading this email? View i[ in your browser Print email 

The Division of Market Oversight ("Division") of the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission ("CFTC") en September 27 and 3(3, 2013 iss~ed several no-action letters to 

ternperarily registered swap e×ecutien facilities ("SEF~s")1 that extend the compliance date 

(flora October 2, 2013): (i) by which a SEF must enforce rules governing i~s epelatiens to 

N.q.~tAE’~!:tA!:..!.,..~.#.’[~;2 (ii) by which certain data for swap transactions axecuted on a SEF is 

required to be reported to a swap data repositoly ("SD~R") to October 29 20’13 or 

.D_~_,_c_-._e_~_[!._b_#_L_l_~__._2_ .0_t__3_ ([depending on the underlying asse~ class of the swap involved);~ and 

(iii) for SEFs to issue written confirmations relating to swaps that are not intended to be 

submitted for clea ring (".~.#.Dz~!A~.!.e.,~!..~,’~#.~?-’.!") to ~..e.:~b..e...£.;~,..~4~.#. or ##.c.,.#.~nb.e~..!.,..~£!.A 

(depending on the asset class of the Non-Cleared Swaps involved).4 There haw) been, and 

continue to be. requests for even further e×tensions of these compliance dates, although 

there is no present indication that the CFTC or the Division will grant any further relief. 

Background 

Prior to the effectiveness of Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Act,5 many market participants utilized electronic 

trading systems or platforms to execute swap transactions, as these platforms represented some of the 

limited venues available for certain swaps trading (other than the bilateral over-the-counter markets). Title 

VII amended the U.S. Commodity Exchange Act as amended ("CEA’) to require the designation, 

re_qistration, and regulation of SEFs (which are defined in the CEA as trading systems or platforms "in 

which multiple participants have the ability to execute or trade swaps by accepting bids and offers made by 

multiple participants" in the systems or platforms).6 Many of the trading systems and platforms used by 

market participants fall within this definition and are, as a result, subject to regulation as SEFs under the 

CEA However, given the time involved in implementing the SEF-related provisions of the CEA, the CFTC 

permitted these platforms to continue to operate on an unregulated basis until the CFTC adopted final 

rules regulating the operations of SEFs.7 

On June 4, 2013, the CFTC adopted final rules regarding core principles and certain other requirements 

that apply to registered SEFs CSEF Final Rules").8 The SEF Final Rules require SEFs to register with the 

CFTC and to comply with CFTC regulations beginning October 2, 2013. As a result, many trading systems 

and platforms that operated in an unregulated capacity pursuant to the Order (and the amendments 

thereto) and the SEF Letters are now required to operate as registered and regulated SEFs.g 

SEF Ru~ebooks and User Agreements 

Under the CEA, a SEF is required to implement rules governing its operations, including rules relating to 

trading procedures for orders executed on the SEF1° SEFs are also required to establish rules and 

criteria governing market participants who utilize a SEF’s services that are designed to deter market 

abuses. In addition to adopting rules, one of the core principles set forth in CEA Section 5h requires a SEF 

to enforce compliance with its rules.! 1 

In order to comply with these requirements, each SEF has adopted its own rulebook CRulebook") 

governing the activities of its participants and has been contacting market participants requesting them to 

execute the SEF’s own user agreement ("User Aqreement") in order to permit participants to trade (or 

continue to trade) on its platform. By executing a User Agreement, a market participant agrees to adhere to 

the SEF’s Rulebook. Citing the limited time that has been available to market participants to review 

properly SEF Rulebooks and User Agreements following the adoption of the SEF Final Rules, the Division 

granted no-action relief to SEFs from their obligations to enforce their internal rules until November 1~ 

2~13. Pursuant to this relief, while SEFs are required to have the rules described above in place, the 

Division will not recommend that the CFTC take enforcement action against SEFs that provide temporary 

access to market participants who do not sign onboarding documents (eg., a User Agreement) until 

November 1, 2013. 

Market participants are encouraged to review carefully SEF Rulebooks and User Agreements and to 

establish appropriate procedures to ensure compliance with applicable SEF rules by the extended 

compliance date While the particulars of each Rulebook and User Agreement vary by SEF, as a general 

matter a Rulebook (among other things) requires participants to adopt appropriate procedures to ensure 

compliance with the SEF’s rules and to supervise the participant’s traders who utilize the platform. These 

documents also generally, among other things: (i) limit the liability of a SEF arising from a participant’s use 

of the SEF; (ii) impose criteria that participants and their traders must satisfy in order to utilize a SEF; (iii) 

grant a SEF the authority to revoke a participant’s access to the SEF; (iv) authorize a SEF to impose fines 



and take other disciplinary actions against a participant in certain instances; and (v) require a participant to 

consent to a SEF’s jurisdiction. As from the new compliance date of November 1, 2013, market 

participants will generally be required to have agreed to the rules of a SEF prior to utilizing that SEF to 

execute swap transactions. 

Swap Data Reporting and Co~firnnatio~s Relief 

Swap Data Reportin.q. Under the CFTC’s real-time public reporting requirements, a registered SEF is 

required to transmit swap transaction and pricing data to an SDR as soon as technologically practicable 

after a publicly reportable swap transaction has been executed on or pursuant to the rules of the SEF.12 

This reporting is designed to enable SDRs to publicly disseminate swap transaction and pricing data in 

real-time. Separately, under the CFTC’s swap data reporting rules, a registered SEF is required to report to 

an SDR certain "creation data" (including primary economic term (’PET") data and confirmation data) for 

each swap executed on or pursuant to the rules of the SEF, as soon as technologically practicable after 

execution of the swap.13 The swap data reporting rules further require swap counterparties (rather than a 

SEF) to report certain swap "continuation data" for Non-Cleared Swaps to the same SDR to which the SEF 

reported creation data for the relevant swap, so that all data in the SDR concerning the particular swap 

remains current and includes all changes to the PET of the swap occurring during the swap’s existence.14 

Multiple SEFs had requested that the Division temporarily provide no-action relief from a registered SEF’s 

compliance with the real-time data and creation data reporting requirements, to allow for an orderly 

transition from reporting of swap data by Reporting Counterparties to reporting of such data by SEFs for 

those swaps executed on or pursuant to the rules of the SEF.15 Similarly, market participants (such as 

Reporting Counterparties) expressed concern about the ability of a Reporting Counterparty to report 

required continuation data properly where the Reporting Counterparty is reliant on information either 

generated by, or otherwise reported to an SDR by, a SEF where the SEF itself is unable to fulfill its own 

swap reporting obligations. 

In response to these concerns, the Division granted the following no-action relief covering the reporting 

obligations for swaps transacted on or pursuant to the rules of a registered SEF: 

¯ Real-Time and Creation Data. The Division will not recommend that the CFTC take enforcement 

action against a registered SEF that does not fulfill its real-time public reporting and creation data 

reporting obligations, until October 20, 2013 for swaps executed on the SEF in the foreign currency 

("FX") asset class and until December 1, 2013 for swaps in the equity and other commodity asset 

classes16 

¯ Continuation Data. The Division will not recommend that the CFTC take enforcement action if a 

Reporting Counterparty: (i) fails to report swap continuation data (or, if a report is made, such report 

includes errors or omissions) due to the failure of a SEF to provide the Reporting Counterparty with 

the identity of the SDR to which creation data was reported, the unique swap identifier for the swap, 

or any other creation data that the Reporting Counterparty requires to report continuation data; or (ii) 

fails to report swap continuation data for a swap as a result of creation data not being reported by a 

SEF in reliance on the no-action relief granted in the SEF Reporting Letter17 This relief extends 

until the earlier of (i) such time as the Reporting Counterparty can fulfill its continuation data 

reporting obligations, or (ii) October 29, 2013 for swaps executed on or pursuant to the rules of a 

registered SEF within the FX asset class and December t, 20t3 for swaps within the equity and 

other commodity asset classes.18 

Confirmations Under CFTC Regulation 37.6(b), a SEF must provide each counterparty to a swap 

transaction with a written confirmation that includes all of the final terms of the transaction ("Confirmation"). 
19 In requesting temporary no-action relief from this requirement for Non-Cleared Swaps, SEFs noted 

various difficulties in obtaining all of the information necessary to issue Confirmations for Non-Cleared 

Swaps, since these swaps currently contain non-standardized terms agreed by the parties in advance of 

execution. Pursuant to the Confirmations Letter, the Division will not recommend enforcement action 

against a registered SEF that does not provide a Confirmation to counterparties of swap transactions 

executed on or pursuant to the rules of the SEF for the period from October 2, 2013 to October 29. 2013 for 

Non-Cleared Swaps in the FX, interest rate, and credit asset classes and from October 2, 2013 to 

December 1, 2013 for Non-Cleared Swaps in the equity and other commodity asset classes.2° 
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"Freedom of contracts" has two components: (1) the familiar freedom to bargain for terms within a contract and (2) the long-neglected freedom to 

choose from among contract types. Theories built on the first freedom have reached an impasse; attention to the second points toward a long- 
elusive goal, a liberal and general theory of contract law. This theory is liberal because it develops an appealing conception of contractual 

autonomy grounded in the actual diversity of contract types. ~t is general because it explains how contract values - utility, community, and 

autonomy - properly relate to each other across contract types. Finally, it is a theory of contract law because it covers the field as a whole, 

including for example marriage, employment, and consumer contracts, not just arm’s length widget sales. 

"Freedom of contracts" illuminates numerous puzzles in contract doctrines from liquidated damages to promissory estoppel and across the ABCs of 
contract types - agency, bailment, consumer transactions, etc. Our approach also generates a range of novel theoretical propositions. For 
example, it explains how sticky defaults and even mandatory terms within a contract type can actually increase freedom, so long as law offers 
sufficient choice among types. Finally, it offers law-and-economics contract scholars a way to situate efficiency analysis within a normatively 
appealing liberal framework. In sum, "fi’eedom of contracts" suggests a refocus of how contract theory should be pursued - and how contract law 
should be designed and taught. 
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The article argues negligent misrepresentation -- and by extension, much of the law of economic negligence -- should be treated as part of 
contract law, and not as part of the law of negligence. Much of the article is an intellectual history of contract law through the early years of the 
20th century, and of negligence law from the mid-20th century to the present. The article juxtaposes classical theories of contract and the 
dominant modern theory of negligence. The theories combine analytical rigor and value neutrality, which makes them very appealing to legal minds. 



The theories have mirror image weaknesses. Classical theories of contract reduce contract to a perfect sphere of private legislation. The dominant 

modern theory of negligence gives the negligence principle of liability for harm carelessly caused a potentially limitless reach. Negligence law can 
reach as far as a court concludes reason justifies. The article shows that negligent misrepresentation came to be treated as a tort because 

classical theories of contract excluded it from the field of contract. The dominant modern theory of negligence makes it possible to subsume this 

body of law in negligence, but at the cost of eliding the relational nature of the claim. Treating negligent misrepresentation as a problem of contract 

improves both fields by loosening contract and restricting negligence, while emphasizing the relational nature of the claim. 

The article also engages with current scholarly debates about the "best" theory of contract and negligence. It argues the best theory to account 

for the core of each field of law poorly accounts for the periphery of the field. Classical theories of contract brilliantly account for the core of contract 

law but overly restrict the field, excluding obligation informally undertaken. The dominant modern theory of negligence brilliantly accounts for the 
core of negligence law but does not explain the field’s limits. 

The article also challenges the prevailing view that 19th century legal theorists thought the law could be derived axiomatically from eternal 

principles. The article shows the better theorists could fairly be described as "pragmatic conceptualists." This is the self-description of a group of US 

torts theorists who are the leading critics of the dominant theory of negligence, including John Goldberg and Benjamin Zipursky. The article offers a 
sympathetic account of their theory of tort law, as well the theory of Robert Stevens, who is a leading English critic of the dominant theory of tort 

law. But the article concludes with a challenge to their theories as either being vacuous or as limiting the reach of tort in undesirable ways. 
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Clients hire corporate lawyers to make useful things for them. Those things are documents, such as contracts and corporate bylaws. Lawyers have 
some good tools for making these products; standard forms and precedents from prior engagements are prime examples. But corporate lawyers 
don’t seem to use other tools whose employment might contribute to the utility and value of the product for the client. Those tools, used by 
designers, include a stance toward the work focused on the reader and actual user experience, and an attention to typography, to facilitating 
communicative effectiveness through careful attention to the presentation of text. This paper reflects some work by corporate lawyers trying to 
learn from designers, their work-products, and their literature, in creating legal documents for clients. The materials considered here are 
governance documents for nonprofit corporations. The paper notes several themes emerging from the literature study, explains why governance 
materials are a good vehicle for this work, characterizes typical executions of those materials, describes in detail and provides examples of the 
documents we developed, and makes a few observations about continuing work in the area. The work here is early-stage. As designers might say, 
we’re doing ideation and prototyping. But we do think the work is suggestive of how even modest awareness of design considerations can make 
our work-products better products for our clients. 
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I propose a new measure to study the law and economics of choice of law: "relative use of law." Relative use of law measures the extent to which 

a state’s laws are disproportionally over- or under-utilized in contract. It is constructed by normalizing the distribution of choice of law clauses by 
the extent of contracting activity within each jurisdiction. 

Using this measure, I study choice of law by analyzing the nearly 1,000,000 contracts that have been disclosed to the Securities and Exchange 

Commission between 1996-2012. These are all contracts that companies registered with the SEC deem "material." I find that from 1996 to 2012, 

(1) only two states are relatively over-utilized: Delaware (an extreme outlier) and New York, and (2) there has been significant and robust 
convergence both in firms’ choice of law and relative use of law toward Delaware, New York, and Nevada. 

I offer hypotheses for this convergence that are based on (1) lock-in effects of the choice of state of incorporation and (2) positive network effects 

of using the same law. I present suggestive evidence that lock-in effects explain convergence toward Delaware and Nevada, while network effects 
explain convergence toward New York. 
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The intricate procedural and data-driven decision trees that play a critical role in complex financial contracts like cash distribution waterfalls in 
structured finance agreement indentures (e.g., collateralized debt obligations (CDOs)), master limited partnership agreements, and private equity 
fund agreements are inefficiently depicted as written contracts. As Professor Henry Hu explains in Too Complex to Depict? the difficulty of 
translation -- or depiction -- between original mathematical models, plain English prospectuses, legal contracts, and programmed execution means 
that often the written depictions that form the basis of disclosures do not accurately define the act of execution. To overcome this, the SEC 
proposed an amendment to Regulation AB that would require disclosure of special-made cash flow waterfalls programs for asset-backed securities 
(ABS) to escape the limitations of language. British and Australian regulators have already implemented a similar code disclosure regime. Likewise, 
Professor Hu goes further and supports a "perfect information" model that presumably would require disclosure of the actual computer programs 
used by, e.g., CDO trustees to execute cash distributions. 

These proposals and implementations create a new problem: perception. In the status quo, problems of depiction mean that the two disclosed 

documents -- contract and prospectus (or offer memorandum) -- must be interpreted by the parties to determine what the reality of execution of 

the deal -- calculating cash payments -- will or should look like. The SEC and Professor Hu add a third, distinct, legally binding depiction: the code. 
While that code might accurately depict execution before a dispute, in the event of a dispute, all three depictions will be in play and could influence 

what the future reality of cash distribution will be. Each additional legally relevant disclosure increases the challenge for dealmakers trying to 

predict what will happen in the event of a dispute. 

This Article proposes reducing the number of legally relevant depictions of largely procedural arrangements to one: the code. Rather than add the 

code as yet another disclosure, in deals between sophisticated investors concerning these complex products, the dealmakers should not only 

disclose the code but negotiate about the code directly. Following the model of construction contracts that incorporate blueprints, financial 

contracts should incorporate the code that will be used to calculate the cash distribution. This solves the problems of depiction and perception 
because the code both describes and executes the agreement, and in turn reduces risk in these deals. 

Part I.A. describes the exemplar product: the CDO. Part I.B expands Professor Hu’s description of the intermediary depiction problem by explaining 
the problem of perception of the future legal reality and its impact on business risk. Part II.A proposes reducing human discretion in procedural 
financial arrangements to facilitate coded automation of those processes, and in turn incorporating that code into the contract. Part II.B then 
explains how the SEC should adjust its prospectus paradigm and remove unsophisticated investors from certain product markets to permit this 
proposal. It then suggests the SEC should mandate this deal-making model. Finally it addresses the challenge that the bankruptcy regime poses 
for this proposal. 
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The parameters of enforceability of mediated agreements seem still unclear in most jurisdictions. According to the prevailing in theory and case law 

as well view, a settlement mediated agreement is actually a contract and thus is governed by the principles of traditional contract law. This means 

that in case of disputes arised over the enforcement of mediated agreements, courts apply traditional contract law principles, in order to decipher 
the truth behind each settlement. Traditional contract law, which provides a stable framework for enforcing properly reached agreements, while 

refusing to enforce invalid agreements, distills important interests that apply in the context of mediation, as well as in other contract settings. 

Nevertheless, the tendency of adopting a contract law approach in mediation has to overcome a lot of obstacles. The major problem is that the 

evidence necessary to apply this framework may necessitate invading the confidentiality of the mediation. And while many scholars call for an 
extended exemption to the mediation confidentiality, exemption which is adopted by model and state legislations as we will examine below, 

applying contact principles flourished in an adversarial framework to the consensual mediation has been the source of a debate pitting the 

fundamental goal of enforcing mediated agreements on one side, and the goal of fostering an effective process for reaching those agreements on 

the other. The main concern is that courts may apply contract law to enforce a settlement agreement, however with little regard to the special 
nature of mediation process. This paper aims to respond whether traditional contract law is suitable for the enforcement of mediated agreement or 

its usefulness and positive results it can bring cannot balance the fact that it may put in peril substantial mediation goals. 
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~ive com#anies n~ake NO job announcen~ents 

as Gov. McC~o~y proclaims ~t ’Manufacturing 
Day’ 

Gov Pat McCrory proclaimed Friday "Manufacturing 
Day" in Noah Carolina as he spent the day appearing 
at several economic development announcements 
around the state. In total, the five announcements 
made Friday are expected to create... 

Janney CEO: Shutdown stirring uncertainty 

The chief executive of mid-sized brokerage firm 

Janney Montgomery Scott says the federal 

government shutdown is creating volatility that’s bad 

for the markets, but he’s more worried about an 

approaching conflict over raising the U.S .... 

Oi~ rises toward $104 on G~[ of Mexico 

The price of crude rose to near $104 a barrel Friday 

as offshore oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico braced for 

Tropical Storm Karen. Investors were also keeping a 

close watch on developments in Washington DC., 

as the partial shutdown of the U.S. government. 

President Barack Obama decided 

to stay home from economic 

summits in Asia as Democrats 

stepped up pressure on 

congressional Republicans to rein 
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Hartis Teeter shareholders 
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The approval by 83 percent of 

Harris Teeter shareholders moves 

the $2,4 billion Kroger deal one 

crucial step closer to completion 

Shutdow~ effects for 

Cha H~.te businesses 

From small businesses to 

mortgage bankers, some 

Charlotte area companies tried to 

fend offthe impacts created by the 

ongoing government shutdown 

Thursday.. 

Contractors brace [or 

Since the government shutdown 

started, one-fourth of 

MicroTechnologies’ workforce of 

400 in suburban Vienna, Va, has 

stayed home The headquarters.. 

A~eva opens North America HQ in Charlot[e 

French energy giant Areva opened its North American 

headquarters in Charlotte on Thursday, solidifying its 

position among the region’s cornerstone energy 

firms. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 4:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board mmo~mces approval of applications by First Farmers Bank & Trust 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of applications by First Farmers Bank & Trust 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.govinewsevent~pres~/orders/20131004a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivel~, .com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vartaniar~ Thomas ~homas.Vartanian@dechert.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 4:46 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

RE: Banking Ins’6tute Panel on Mortgage Lending 

Lissa: 

Her email bounced. Do I have the right email address? 

Kelly Cochran@cfpb corn 

May be .gov? 

Regards. 

Tom 

Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP 
1900 K Street N~V 
Washington, DC 20006 
202-261-3439 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vartanian, Thomas 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 11:13 AM 
To: ’Broome, Lissa L’ 
Sut~iect: RE: Banking Institute Panel on Mortgage Lending 

Lissa: 

I just sent her an email asking her to cal[ me when she gets a chance. I am just about there with the outline and proposed speakers. 

Regards 

Tom 

Thomas P Vartanian 
Dechert LLP 
1900 K Street NW 
Washington, DC 20006 
202-261-3439 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome(~eraail.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:16.41vi 
To: Vartanian, Thomas 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute Panel on Moltgage Lending 

Let me know if you’d like me to contact Kelly- or if you want to do so. Her email is Kelly.Coctnan@cfpb.com 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Vattanian, Thomas [raailto:Tr~omas.Vartanian(d~,,dechert.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, Scptembcr 10, 2013 10:22 ~41vi 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: Re: Banking Institute Panel on Mortgage Lending 

Great. 

Regards 

Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP 
1900 K Street N~V 
Washington DC 20006 
202261.3439 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 10:06 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tom -- 
> 

> I like the format you propose. Kelly Cochran, Assistant Director, Office of Regulations is one of our law school grads and she and I correspond occasionally-. We could ask her or if she is 
not the right person, ask her to help us get to the right person 
> 

> Thanks, 



Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vartanian, Thomas [mailtu:Thumas.Vartanian(~r!dechert cum] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:16 PM 
Tu: Broume, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Banking Institute Panel un Mortgage Lending 

Lissa: 

We will have to put our heads together to get a CFPB person. Having gone this before with them, I know- they are impossible. But the school’s name will help. 

Since the subject is so dense, I am thinking about a moderated Q&AS which I would like also to be point counterpoint. Speeches will be mi d nun~bing in this area. 

Happy to hear a y thoughts you have. 

Regards 

Tom 

Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechctt LLP 
1900 K Street N~V 
Washington DC 20006 
202.261.3439 

On Sep 9, 2013, at 2:55 PM. "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

>> Great. Thanks, Toru. 
>> 

>> Lissa 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Vartanian, Thomas [mailto:Thomas.Vartanian@dechert cam] 
>> Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:52 PM 
>> To: Broome, Lissa L 
>> Subject: Re: Banking Institute Panel on Mortgage Lending 
>> 

>> Thanks Lissa Yes, working on it. Should have something for you by the end of the week. 
>> 

>> Regards 
>> 

>> Tom 
>> 

>> Thomas P. Valtanian 
>> Dechert LLP 
>> 1900 K Street N-\V 
>> YVashington DC 20006 
>> 202.261.3439 
>> 

>> On Sep 9, 2013, at 2:48 PJ~ "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu<mailto:lbroome@email uric edu >> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Tom I hope my recollection from our August board is correct and that you volunteered to coordinate our panel on Mortgage Lending Issues (.which could include QM, QR~I, 
Fannie/Freddie, and the other related issues). I would like to encourage you to begin identifying panelists for either April 3 or 4. We have open slots right now at 11:15 or 11:30 and at 2:00 or 
so on April 3, and then time for three panels on Friday morning, April 4 (the last one to end by 12:30 p.m.) 
>> 

>> Some additional information for panel coordinators is included near the end of the notes from our August meeting which are attached 
>> 

>> Thanks fur your help 
>> 

>> Lissa 
>> 

>> Lissa L. Broome 
>> Wells Fargo Professur of Banking Law 
>> D~rector, Center fur Banking and Finance UNC Schuo[ ufLaw CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
>> 919962.7066 
>> http :i/www.law.unc edu/centers/bankin~ 
>> Access my papers on SSRNat: http://ssrn.comJauthur 248720<http://hq.ssrn.cum/GroupPrucesses/RedirectClick cfm? 
partid 248720&curid 649&runid 6895&url http://ssrn.com/authur 248720> 
>> 

>> <unage001.jpg> 
>> 

>> <August 2013.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espranaJl.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 7:54 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Watch College Football on ESPN 

View this email with images here. 

i’~ Saturdey Night Football 

i i~ 4 Ohio State vs 16 Northwestern 

~[i i’; ADD TO CALENDAR                          ~iii Pat Fitzgerald 

ii~ Tailgate Week Fired Up By’ Kingsford Ch ..... I 

¯ _.i.~ 25 Ma~’land vs 8 Florida State-Saturday 12PM/ET College Football Finale-15 Washingt .... 5 Stanford- 
ESPN WatchESPN - Presented by Cars corn Saturday 10:30PM/ET ESPN WatchESPN 

i i’~ Add to Calendar i,~.~ AddtoCalendar 

ESPN College Gamedey- Saturday NOW AT 9AM ESPN WatchESPN - Live from Eva nston, IL 

ESPN College Football App - Get This Weekend’s College Gameday G .... Get the Latest Gameday G .... 

Scores and Highlights As They Happen - DOWNLOAD SHOP NOW 

NOW 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, October 4, 2013 8:31 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 7 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 7, 2013 @ Number 194 

Switzerland 

Switzerland’s financial regulator announced Oct. 4 that it has 
initiated an investigation into possible manipulation of foreign 
currency exchange rates by Swiss financial institutions and 
indicated that firms outside Switzerland.., 

~h]na 

Bar, ks Latest Tat’£~et 

Of China Pt’ice Probes 

China will begin a price investigation into arbitrary banking 

charges Oct. 10, the latest move from China’s top economic 

planning agency to push down prices in sectors with a wide 

social impact .... 

China 

China’s banking regulator has released a draft revision of rules for 

the administration and licensing of foreign banks in China and will 

collect public comment on the document until Oct. 30 .... 

This email is part of your subscription to ~nternational Business &. Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, ~nc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a FR~ Web h:.aX For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of: this service is subject Lo the terms and 

cor~diL:ons of: the lice~se agreeme~L with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, October 4, 2013 9:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oct. 7 -- BNA, Inc. Breaking Daily 

Banking Daily 

A Federal Reserve Board governor, in another speech promising 
to tailor policies with the size of a bank in mind, said the 
regulator will launch a new consumer compliance supervision 
program in 2014 for smaller banks .... 

Debt Limit 

Finandal markets are preparing for the worst as Capitol HHI 
remains unable and unwilling to forge a debt limit deal, 
threatening a first-ever U.S. default .... 

International Banking 

China’s banking regulator has released a draft revision of rules for 
the administration and licensing of foreign banks in China and will 
collect public comment on the document until Oct. 30 .... 

International Banking 
Ba~ks Latest Tarejet of China Price Probesi 

China will begin a price probe into arbitrary banking charges Oct. 
10, the latest move from China’s top economic planning agency 
to push down prices in sectors with a wide social impact .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily (fSSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
h.’A p://~,¢eb~_lt =.i .bna 

Request a FR~[: WeLi Lri~i. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyrighi (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, [nc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the te:-ms and 

a,:)n.:diiions c,f ihe lic.~nse agi.~er!;ent with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

ARe~ate uni-verse: Football 

~e~F~s chal"~e look ~o Ch~Se 
Noah 
Carolina 

recruits, ~evenue qua~erback 

Call it the Oregon effect, but most 8wn Renner 

college football teams have a 
passes during 

variety of options when it comes to 

what to wear on game day. 

DeCoek: Tar Hee~s headed in wrong1 d#ec~Lion 

From such high hopes going into the opener, North 

Carolina now faces the very realistic possibility of a 1- 

5 start to Larry Fedora’s second season. 

UNC seeking1 season4umin£1 win ~Lo keep a~ive 

division hopes 

The Tar Heels began the season with aspirations of 

winning the Coastal Division, but a loss at Virginia 

Tech would bury UNC in an 0-2 hole in conference 

play. 



Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

Top Stories of the %Veek 

6. HOW t)le situtdowr’., wii( squeeze Resea~cb Triar]qle Pad< 

8iue Cross 

Siqn-uo Now... 

_ 



~A lock indicates content available to paid subscribers. Learla 
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..... 
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I Price per Square 

................................... 
[lse l-y~e: Sale 

Featured Event 
................................................................................................................................ 



about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NAC D News 

Assessing the Right Risks Are we taking the right risks? This rhetorical question may occur from time to time 
in a boardroom, particularly in a strategic dialogue. It is a deceptively simple question that defies a simple 
response. And it leads to another important question: How do we know? By Jim DeLoach 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives Avaya elects two new board members; Noodle & Co. 
names former Vail Resorts CFO to its board; AT&T names Beth Mooney director; Lear Corp. appoints Richard 
H. Bott to board; AOL appoints Hearst’s Eve Bu~on to board: and more newly elected corporate directo~ and 

NACD Voice 

NACD Compensation Commi~ee Chair Advisory Council Sept. 4, 2013 Teleconference Summary 
Adviso~ council delegates met via conference call to discuss the findings from NACD’s Pay and Pe~ormanoe 
Disclosures SuHey and share pe~pectives on the Doad-Frank pay ratio disclosure requirement. The group dis( 
discussed topics or interest for future adviso~ council meetings. 

NACD BoardV~s~on 

NNC~ BoardVis~on - ~irectomhi~ N~C~ BoardVis~on - ~rectorshi~ N~C~ BoardV~sbn - ~eV Issues in 
2020 koa angeles Necap: 2020 Convemafion: Pegormance [xecutive and ~irector 

Asymmetric Information Risk Metrics Compensation 

upcoming 

~ov. 12 I Webinar I The Next Wave in Requlation and Compliance: What’s Ahead for 2013 

Bec. S I New York, NY I Leadinq Minds of Governance 

Bec. 3 I New York, NY I Directorship 100 Gala 

Bec. ~-10 I Miami, FL I Director Professionalism 

Co  en  tion Committee S e,ies 

For a complete listing, visit NACDonline.or;/~vems. 

......................................................................................................................................... 



Equip and optimize your" public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 
exchange forums, and network to lead with the highest standard of excellence. The annual investment in 

NACD Full Board Membership is $3,900 for up to six directors through Dec. 31,2013. To enroll or learn more, 
contact Kelly Dodd, membership development officer at 202-380-1891 or kkdodd@.nacdonline.or~. 

Have a great weekend and thank you for your commitment to boardroom excellence. 

The NACO Team 

Membe~h:p I Boad De’,’e:op ~:ent I Ed:~cat~o~ I Resources I Oonnect:o~s National Association of Corporate DirectoB 
2001 P .... ylvania Ave. NW, Suite 500 

Washington DO 20006 
phone 202-775-0509 I fax 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Weekend Reader, 
pl ..... lick-I ..... 

T ..... bscribe, pl ..... lick h ..... 



Highlights From This Week’s Washington Watch 

Highlights From This Week’s 
Washington Watch ........................ 1 

Systemic Regulation ..................... 2 

EU / U.S. Trade Talks ................... 3 

Bank Regulatory (Volcker / 
Federal Reserve) .......................... 3 

Basel / Capital Requirements ....... 5 

Living Wills .................................... 5 

Swaps ........................................... 6 

Regulatory And Enforcement 
(SEC / CFTC / FINRA) .................. 8 

International ................................ 11 

Consumer Protection .................. 12 

Dates To Watch .......................... 13 

Click here for details 

@DavisPolkReg Twitter feed 
www,twitter.comiDavisPolkReq. 

U.S. Study Says Asset Managers Could Pose Systemic Market Risk 

Regulatory Arms Race Could Benefit Western Banks In Emerging 
Markets 

Michael Froman Says U.S.-EU Derivatives Spat Not Part Of Trade Talks 

Fed Plans Supervision Changes For Community Banks 

Stress Tests For Midsize Banks Are Unnecessarily Stringent 

Banks’ Off-Balance-Sheet Risks Come Under Basel Scrutiny 

Banks File Living Wills Outlining Plans To Dismantle 

~ EU Swaps Platforms In Limbo As CFTC Closed On Deadline Day 
~ SEC Throws Spanner In The Works Of New Derivatives Regime 
~ CFTC Clarifies Position On Commodity Options 

Policing Of Exchanges Questioned 

SEC Advisory-Panel Proposal Calls For Tough Fiduciary Standard 

The SEC Opens Up Its Speed-Trading Data Tap 

Gensler To Step Down As CFTC Chairman 

U.S. Securities Watchdog Proposes New Rules For "Dark Pools" 

~ U.K. Banks Face Higher Capital Demands Under New Tests 
~ EU Watchdog Wants To Charge Foreign Clearing Houses 

HUD Proposes Its Own QM Definition 
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Davis Pofk & Wa]’dwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



Study Says Asset Managers Could Pose Systemic Market Risk (September SO, 201 S) 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "Some activities of asset managers could pose risks to the broader 
marketplace, according to a study released by the Treasury Department on Monday [September 30] that 
boosted the likelihood the largest such firms would face tougher federal scrutiny .... While it does not call for 
new designations, the report does lay out potential factors that could be used to determine if an asset 
manager is risky. Those factors include the use of leverage aimed at boosting returns, such as through the 
use of derivatives, or a reliance on borrowing. The report also discusses how ’herding,’ or the tendency of 
managers to crowd into similar or the same assets at the same time, can also pose risks if the investments 
are illiquid. ’A certain combination of fund and firm level activities within a large, complex firm or engagement 
by a significant number of asset managers in riskier activities could pose, amplify or transmit a threat to the 
financial system,’ according to the report by the Office of Financial Research (OFR), the Treasury’s financial 
research arm .... The findings make it appear more likely that tougher scrutiny is on the horizon for large 
firms such [as] BlackRock, Vanguard Group Inc. and Fidelity Investments. That is because the FSOC, which 
called for the study, has been contemplating whether or not certain large, complex asset management firms 
should be designated as ’systemically important financial institutions.’ Any firm given this tag will face new 
capital requirements and oversight by the Federal Reserve, in addition to any current regulations." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Regulator Materials: OFR Report -- Press Releases: OFR; SEC -- SEC Comment Site 

Counterargume~t: The Case for SIowi~g Dodd-Frank (October l, 2013) 

In American Banker, Barbara A. Rehm reports, "The sooner the rules are on the books, the sooner we’ll 
know what’s working and be able to fix what’s not. This camp believes bringing Dodd-Frank to life is an 
important step toward restoring the public’s trust in the banking business .... In June, I wrote a column 
warning bankers and regulators that the slow-walk could produce a backlash in Congress, which could 
enact an even harsher law. I still believe that, but enough smart people have told me I’m wrong that I 
wanted to present the counter-argument. First, federal rules, once written, are rarely changed .... Second, 
no rule is better than a lousy one .... And finally, even without the formal rules in place, Dodd-Frank’s 
mandates are being applied, especially to the largest banks .... This idea that regulation is broader than 
just the rules on the books is an important and easy-to-overlook factor here .... So like most policy 
questions, there are two sides to this one .... A more complete process would bring clarity to the business 
and would help convince the public that the government has a grip on the risks posed by [the] financial 
system. But it’s also true that we need effective rules because do-overs are unlikely." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Regulatory Ar~s Race Could E~e~efit Wester~ E~a~ks ~n Emergin9 Markets (Septe~ber 30, 20~ 3) 
In the Financial News, Ben Wright reports, "It is a striking feature of the current flux in global finance that 
domestic regulators are, on the one hand, copper-bottoming their own markets (by, for example, asking banks 
to increase their locally held capital and liquidity) while, on the other, poking their noses into other 
jurisdictions .... Some conspiracy theorists believe that this is all part of a U.S. effort to bolster its own clout 
and knock other financial centres (London springs to mind) down to size. But European officials should 
remove the planks from their own eyes. They at least have the wherewithal to compete in this regulatory 
arms race .... The irony, of course, is that these rules were created in response to a crisis that emanated 
from the west .... A further irony is provided by a BIS paper which points out that the developed world is now 
beginning to follow the example of emerging markets in making central banks responsible for financial stability 
and in using ’marcroprudential’ tools. What the emerging markets don’t have is the well-established rule- 
making processes and legal frameworks that exist in the U.S. and Europe. Local regulators are being asked 
to compress decades of market evolution into years if not months. Is this reasonable or fair? The upshot of 
all this may be that global financial rules -- overseen by the Washington-based IMF and World Bank -- will 
become ever-more westemised. It is hard to not see this as a form of regulatory imperialism." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 



Stayir~g A~ive: Weak Ba~ks Har~g On (September 29,2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Michael Rapoport reports, "Five years after the housing crisis nearly killed 
Capitol Bancorp Ltd., the Michigan bank holding company is still fighting for its life .... Bank-failure data 
show that weak banks like Capitol are hanging around much longer than they have in the past. The risk, 
some banking-industry observers said, is regulators’ go-slow approach can prompt banks’ management to 
take extreme risks to survive and can lead to bigger price tags for the government if they ultimately fail .... 
Regulators wouldn’t comment on the idea that they are allowing weak banks more time, but they contend 
they are striking a proper balance between giving struggling banks too much rope and not enough. ’If an 
institution doesn’t have to fail, things do get worked out,’ said FDIC spokesman Greg Hernandez .... The 
OCC, which regulates national banks, has had ’considerable success’ by allowing weak banks to remain 
open if there is a reasonable chance they can return to health, said OCC spokesman Robert Garsson .... 
On average, this year’s failed banks were significantly undercapitalized or worse for 6.3 consecutive 
quarters before failing, compared with 3.5 quarters last year .... The Treasury Department’s inspector 
general’s office, which examines bank failures, has criticized banking regulators for their inaction." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Ba~ks Plan Data Outsourcing Deal To Combat Compliance Costs (September 30, 2013} 
In the Financial Times, Philip Stafford reports, "Four of the world’s largest investment banks are planning 
to outsource a collection of vital client data to a centralised library in an effort to combat rising compliance 
costs. J.P. Morgan, Barclays, Goldman Sachs and Credit Suisse have all signed a memorandum of 
understanding to build a platform to be run by the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation, the U.S. 
post-trade services group. The service will seek to provide client reference data for banks, broker-dealers, 
asset managers and hedge funds for a range of data such as legal entity identifiers, standing settlement 
instructions, regulatory compliance data as well as tax and client background checks. The 
announcement underscores how slashing costs and improving compliance amid a string of new rules has 
risen close to the top of investment banks’ concerns." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Michael Froman Says UoS.-EU Derivatives Spat Not Part Of Trade Ta~ks (September 30, 2013) 
In Bloomberg, Rebecca Christie reports, "U.S. Trade Representative Michael Froman said negotiations 
with the EU on derivatives regulation are taking place outside the context of talks on a transatlantic free- 
trade agreement .... Froman told reporters in Brussels today [September 30] that the negotiations 
involve the European Commission, the CFTC and IOSCO. Froman said the U.S.-EU trade talks would 
include financial services in the context of market access. He declined to give examples of specific 
issues that would be in play, and said that issues like the derivatives rules would be handled ’in parallel 
and on the side of the negotiations’ via two-party and global discussions. ’There’s a good example where 
there’s been a lot of interaction directly between the CFTC, the Commission, IOSCO and other authorities, 
and those issues are getting worked out in that context,’ Froman said when asked if derivatives would 
play a role in upcoming free-trade talks." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Volcker 

Vo~cker Rule Costs Tallied As UoS. Regulators Press Deadline (September 30, 2013} 
In Bloomberg News, Jesse Hamilton and Cheyenne Hopkins report, "The fate of the Dodd-Frank Act’s ban 
on banks trading for their own accounts -- one of the final pieces of the U.S. effort to prevent a repeat of 
the 2008 financial crisis -- may rest with a cluster of economists at the SEC. The agency’s 50 economists 
are attempting to calculate the costs and benefits of the so-called Volcker Rule .... Court challenges that 
overturned other Dodd-Frank regulations because of faulty cost-benefit analysis have increased pressure 



on the SEC economists .... Their work may determine whether the rule could withstand a similar lawsuit 
-- an option banks and trade groups say is under consideration. The economists are racing the clock: 
Regulators are under pressure from President Barack Obama and Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Low to 
finish the rule in the next three months .... ’Hell or high water, we’re getting it done,’ Comptroller of the 
Currency Thomas Curry said in an interview .... In the two years since the first draft was released, the text 
may triple in size [to] reach 1,000 pages, according to one person familiar with the draft .... H. Rodgin 
Cohen, a lawyer at Sullivan & Cromwell LLP who represents large banks, said that whatever its final 
provisions, regulators should expect the Volcker rule to draw a legal challenge. ’Clearly there have been 
several cases recently where the regulatory agencies have been successfully sued,’ Cohen said in an 
interview. ’1 do not put that totally beyond the realm here.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Federal Reserve 

Fed P~ans Supervision Changes For Com~hunity Banks (October 3, 2013) 
In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Federal Reserve Board Governor Jerome Powell said Thursday 
[October 3] the agency is planning to launch a new supervision program for community banks next year. 
Speaking at a joint conference by the Fed and the Conference of State Bank Supervisors, Powell told 
community bankers that the central bank is always on the lookout [for] ways to improve its exam program 
and recently launched a review of its consumer compliance supervision program. ’While Federal Reserve 
consumer compliance examiners have traditionally applied a risk-driven approach to supervision, we 
recognized the need to provide more specific guidance to our examiners,’ said Powell. Under the new 
program, consumer compliance examiners will place a greater focus on an individual bank’s risk profile, 
including its ’consumer compliance culture and how effectively it identifies and manages consumer 
compliance risk,’ said Powell .... ’The Federal Reserve will continue to be alert to the possible unintended 
consequences of regulatory policies, and we welcome input from community bankers as we develop and 
implement those policies,’ said Powell." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Fed Governor Powell Speech 

Stress Tests For Midsize Banks Are Unnecessarily Stringent (October 2, 2013} 
~ In American Banker, Mary Frances Monroe reports, "Under a mandate of Dodd-Frank, the Federal Reserve 

requires banks with consolidated assets between $10 billion and $50 billion (midsize banks) to conduct 
annual company-run stress tests beginning this fall .... However, the stress testing requirements for 
midsize banks add to their already considerable compliance burden, with questionable payback in terms of 
better risk management, at least in the near term. While the federal banking agencies claim the stress test 
rules are tailored to midsize banks, these rules impose onerous requirements on a very diverse class of 
companies, many of which have relatively non-complex operations .... Many midsize banks will need to 
rely on vendors to meet the data and methodological requirements of the rules and proposed guidance .... 
Senior management would be expected to demonstrate knowledge of vendor models and methodologies, 
including their underlying assumptions, limitations and weaknesses .... The new stress testing 
requirements for many midsize banks will require the development of extensive data capabilities, new 
methodologies and robust policies, procedures and internal controls .... Greater flexibility in the application 
of the new requirements and an understanding by the agencies of the need for banks to evolve to these 
heightened standards would be welcome." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Bernanke Soothes Fears Of RegulatoFy Burden On Con~unity Banks (October 2, 2013} 
In American Banker, Donna Borak and Paul Davis report, "Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben Bernanke said 
Wednesday [October 2] that U.S. regulators don’t want to harm community bankers still ailing from the financial 
crisis. The central banker said five years after the 2008 financial crisis, community banks are ’battle-scarred 
survivors’ and are still facing a ’frustratingly, slow recovery, stiff competition’ from larger banks along with the 
’responsibility of complying with new and existing regulations.’ While observers have said such obstacles, 
especially complying with regulations, may prove ’insurmountable,’ Bernanke said the Fed is ’committed to crafting 



supervisory policies and regulations that are appropriately scaled to banks’ size and complexity.’ The Fed has set 
up a committee in order to hear out the concerns of community bankers when it comes to new regulatory laws. 
Additionally, the agency has set up a subcommittee specifically to look at the potential effects regulatory and 
supervisory proposals would have on community banks .... Bankers, by and large, were appreciative of the 
comments, though they remain skeptical as to how his views will resonate in the field." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Fed Chairman Bernanke Speech 

Ba~ks’ Off~Bala~ce Sheet Risks Come Under Base~ Scrutiny (September 30, 2013) 
In BIoomberg News, Jim Brunsden reports, "Banks are set to face a broad international leverage limit that will 
catch off-balance sheet risks and prevent them from hiding their debt, according to the head of the Basel 
Committee. The Basel group is seeking to put a ceiling on indebtedness that will prove robust no matter how 
complicated a bank’s business model, Stefan Ingves, its chairman, said in an interview. ’We want to catch 
leverage in a reasonable way, because one of the things that history has taught us is that when you look at 
episodes ex-post, when things fall apart, the conclusion is almost always that there was somehow too much 
leverage in the system and it was found out way too late,’ said Ingves .... Concerns that banks can reduce their 
capital requirements by simply changing how they measure the risk of losses on their assets have prompted calls 
from some supervisors for more reliance on leverage limits, on the grounds that they are harder for lenders to 
game .... The group.., is in ’a good position’ to complete work on the leverage ratio rule ’towards the end of the 
year or sometime early next year,’ Ingves said .... ’The level that was talked about’ in 2010 ’of 3 percent still 
stands,’ Ingves said .... The Basel group will next month unveil some steps to address this as part of a draft 
overhaul of capital rules for assets that banks plan to trade, Ingves said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

American Banker, Basel Ill Creatinq Headaches For S Corp Banks 
Financial Times, Banks Watchdoq Backs Away From Strict Reguirements 
Reuters, Banks Regulator May Ease Rules On Securitised Debt 

Base~ Rules Will Worse~ Big Ba~~ks~ ~terest Rate Woes (September 27~ 2013) 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "An uptick in interest rates, which regulators have warned banks about for 
some time, translated into a huge drop during the second quarter in the value of banks’ available-for-sale securities, 
and such values could continue to decline if rates rise further. But the largest banks, which must adopt a more 
complex version of Basel III known as the ’advanced approaches’ by January 1, face a double whammy. Lower 
securities values would hurt their capital levels as measured under the new rules .... Unrealized gains and losses 
in available-for-sale securities are already reported in capital calculations under ’Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles.’ But if the securities keep declining in value, those losses would be deducted from banks’ regulatory 
capital measures starting in January .... Luigi De Ghenghi, a partner at Davis Polk, said available-for-sale 
securities provide banks with a tool for complying with other provisions of the Basel rules calling on banks to 
strengthen liquidity. ’1 don’t think anyone will be unloading tons of AFS debt securities,’ he said. ’They still provide 
institutions with liquidity and collateral, and the new Basel liquidity requirements are going to require banks to hold 
more high-quality liquid assets, and those include AFS debt securities.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Banks Fi~e Living Wi~s Outlining Plans To Dismantle (October 3, 2013) 
In BIoomberg News, Jesse Hamilton reports, "Eleven banks including Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and 
Citigroup Inc. envision shareholders absorbing losses, managers getting fired and assets being sold off 
as the firms filed ’living wills’ designed to ensure an orderly wind-down if they should ever go bankrupt .... 
The two New York-based banks were among 11 of the largest lenders.., to submit revised plans this 



week after the global banks failed to convince regulators last year that they could go broke without 
destroying the rest of the system. The solutions include ’bail-ins,’ which typically involve converting 
unsecured debt to equity and wiping out common shareholders. Public summaries were posted on 
regulatory websites today [October 3], with more detailed private versions for examiners .... If the FDIC 
and Federal Reserve aren’t satisfied that each firm has plotted a safe demise, the companies could be 
forced to restructure or sell off pieces .... The first round of living wills last year fell short of what the 
Dodd-Frank law demands, according to Jim Wigand, who stepped down this year as the FDIC official 
responsible for planning for big-bank failures .... Regulators said they wouldn’t rule any of the plans 
flawed in the first round. This year, lenders faced a higher bar. They needed to fix the past faults, and in 
April the regulators outlined demands for more details on strategies for resolving international 
transactions, dissolving trading connections and maintaining liquidity." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg News, B!ggest Banks Face Hiqher Bar in Rewritten Livinq Wills 
Wall Street Journal, U.S. Banks Detail Crisis Plans 

:::::::::::::::: Regulator Materials: Public Sections of Resolution Plans -- FDIC Press Release -- Fed Press Release 

EU Swaps Platforms ~[~ Limbo As CFTC Cbsed On Deadline Day (October 2, 2013} 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Jim Brunsden reports, "Michel Barnier, the EU’s financial services chief, was 
unable to broker a deal with the CFTC ahead of a budget standoff that’s left many government offices 
shuttered. ’1 remain confident in our common capacity to find a definitive agreement,’ Barnier said in an 
interview today [October 2]. What is required is ’to confirm and clarify,’ a broader deal reached by the 
Commission and CFTC in July .... Gary Gensler, the CFTC’s chairman, has held firm on the October 2 
deadline for SEFs to register with regulators, while the agency has granted temporary delays related to 
some other aspects of the swaps rules. The situation ’is clearly problematic, as American rules on SEF 
registration will enter into force today [October 2] and we haven’t received at this stage meaningful relief for 
European companies,’ Barnier’s spokeswoman Chantal Hughes told reporters in Brussels today .... 
Barnier wrote to Gensler this week urging the U.S. to delay the registration requirements until March to 
avoid disruptions in the $633 trillion global market and to give the EU time to complete work on its own 
legislation. He told Gensler the EU is concerned that its firms could face overlapping rules that ultimately 
could lead to a balkanization of financial markets. Hughes said Gensler hasn’t yet replied .... Calls to the 
CFTC today went through to an automated answering service." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Bloomberg, Barnier Presses Gensler For Five-Month U.S. Swap-Platform Delay 
Financial Times, Fragmented Derivatives Market May Cut Global Risk 

SEC Throws Spanner ~n The Works Of New Derivatives Regi~e (October 2, 2013) 
In Financial Times, Tom Braithwaite and Michael Mackenzie report, "The new world of electronic 
derivatives trading that launched this week has hit another snag in the unlikely form of the SEC .... SEC 
officials contacted participants on Wednesday [October 2] and warned them that SEFs should not be 
used to trade certain products because they might fall in to the SEC’s jurisdiction and should only be 
traded on traditional exchanges, according to three people familiar with the situation .... The CFTC and 
SEC have been engaged in a turf war over derivatives regulation, but it was not clear if the CFTC 
approved of the SEC’s intervention. That is because the CFTC immediately sent most of its staff home in 
the U.S. government shutdown this week, while the SEC has enough funds to keep operating for several 
weeks .... The move by the SEC over the quoting of certain derivatives contracts which they deem to be 
security-based swaps was seen by brokers as adding to the general sense of confusion around the 
official start of SEF trading on Tuesday [October 1]." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



Government Shutdown Sad Timin# For Key Market Re#u~ator (October 2, 2013) 
In Politico, Zachary Warmbrodt reports, "The start of the government shutdown Tuesday [October 1] is not a 
welcome development for any federal agency, but the timing is particularly bad for the CFTC. Major new 
policies required by the 2010 Dodd-Frank law are just being put into place, and the agency is also trying to 
vote on pending rules before CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler departs at the end of the year .... October 
was set to be a busy month at the CFTC. On Wednesday [October 2], rules for new swap trading services 
take effect. The deadline for more derivatives deals to go through central clearing houses is October 23. 
Also, later this month, the agency was planning to vote on drafts of rules to tamp down on speculation in 
commodity derivatives markets .... The agency is also working to complete agreements with foreign 
regulators by late December on which country’s rules will apply to transactions that span different 
jurisdictions .... Banks, exchanges, agriculture groups and other market participants that regularly meet 
with CFTC officials to give feedback on the new rules will have to reschedule. This will likely be more of an 
issue now because of what remains on the agency’s plate and the amount of industry hand holding that is 
needed as these policies are implemented." 

:a:: Full text of article 
:a:: Related Wall Street Journal article, CFTC Is Away As New Swap Rules Take Effect 

CFTC Clarifies Position On Commodity Options (September SO, 2013) 
In an unbylined article, Platts reports, "Regulations and reporting requirements regarding commodity options 
were clarified by the CFTC on Monday [September 30], clearing up a key area of regulatory uncertainty for 
the energy industry after passage of the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010. The regulator responded to questions from 
the energy industry in a Frequently Asked Questions bulletin which included general information regarding the 
regulation of commodity options; the filing of CFTC Form TO for unreported trade options; and answers to 
various technical questions regarding Form TO, trade options reporting, as well as reporting and 
recordkeeping provisions .... While the CFTC said that commodity options will still be included in the 
definition of a swap, they clarified that a commodity option involving a physical, as opposed to a financial, 
settlement ’may avoid being fully regulated as a swap if it is: (1) a commodity option embedded in a forward 
contract; (2) a volumetric commodity option embedded in a forward contract; or (3) a trade option.’... The 
CFTC further set certain conditions for commodity options in order to be treated under less-restrictive 
regulations and explained when Form TO must be filed and which transactions are counted toward the $1 
billion aggregate notional value calculation which sets the threshold for reporting requirements to the CFTC." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i CFTC Materials: FAQs -- Press Release 

Swaps Shift Sees Quiet Start As Tabb Says Most Users Wait (October 3, 2013) 
In BIoomberg News, Matthew Leising reports, "Most money managers that use swaps didn’t trade on new 
government-mandated platforms yesterday [October 2] because use of the systems remains voluntary, 
according to a poll conducted by Tabb Group LLC .... Seventy-seven percent [of the 36 investment firms 
polled] said they didn’t use a SEF, 14 percent said they did, and 9 percent said they only sent test trades, 
Tabb said. ’The swaps market was largely unaffected, with volumes steady, despite the mad scramble to 
fix technology glitches and smooth the process,’ according to the Tabb report. ’Firms are still trading swaps, 
and there will be only a limited migration to swap futures in this uncertain transition.’... ’More than three- 
quarters of the firms polled said they plan to start SEF trading in the four months from November 2013 to 
February 2014, as both the Made Available to Trade Rule and the mandatory trading requirement kick in 
across the last two months of 2013,’ Tabb said in the report." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Last-Minute CFTC No*Action Relief Affects One@ay Product Reporting, SD Calculations (October 1,2013) 
In BIoomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Richard Hill reports, "Staff of the CFTC issued several temporary 
no-action letters September 30 addressing swaps trading and clearing, just hours before the government 
shut down and the agency ceased most operations .... The Division of Market Oversight issued relief for 
SEFs and DCMs from the one-business-day product review period requirement. The Division of Swap 
Dealer and Intermediary Oversight issued relief to certain entities from the requirement that they include 



certain swap transactions when calculating their aggregate gross notional amount of swaps activity. Also, 
DMO and the Division of Clearing and Risk issued temporary relief for FCMs and SEFs from complying with 
certain risk-related clearing regulations." 

Full text of article 
Related Risk Magazine article, CFTC Relief Welcomed But Concerns Remain As SEF Rules Beqin 
CFTC Materials: No-Action Letters: 13-60; 13-61 ; 13-62 -- Press Releases: 13-60; 13-61 ; 13-62 

CFTC Issues No-Action Relief To SEFs, Counterpa~ties From Repo~ting Require~ents (Septe~hber 30, 2013} 
In BIoomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Richard Hill reports, "Staff of the CFTC issued three no-action 
letters September 27 and 30 aimed at giving SEFs and market participants more time to comply with rules 
scheduled to become effective October 2 .... DMO September 30 issued temporary relief to provisionally 
registered SEFs from transaction confirmation requirements for non-cleared swaps .... DMO said in a 
no-action letter that without time-limited relief, SEFs would not be able to comply with the rule because they 
do not have all the information necessary to record all of the terms of a transaction. The staff explained that 
many non-cleared swap transactions contain non-standardized terms that are agreed to between the 
counterparties prior to execution via ’relationship documentation.’ Certain SEFs, staff said, have cited the 
need for additional time to incorporate such documentation and the non-standardized trading terms into a 
format that will enable them to provide the required confirmations. The relief expires October 30 for foreign 
exchange, interest rate, and credit swaps, and December 2 for equity and other swap asset classes." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Securities Law Daily article, CFTC Staff Gives Temporary Reprieve To Swaps Market On 

Compliance With Rules 
i::i::i::i CFTC Materials: No-Action Letter- Press Release 

SEC 

Policing Of Exchanges Questioned (October 2, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Andrew Ackerman, Scott Patterson and Jacob Bunge report, "SEC Chairman 
Mary Jo White opened the door to a potential overhaul of financial-market oversight, saying the special 
regulatory status of U.S. exchanges may not best serve investors or public companies .... [I]n a speech 
[October 2] before an annual trading-industry conference in Washington .... [she] said the self-regulatory 
function of stock and options exchanges ’has encountered challenges’ in recent years as the trading venues 
have evolved into for-profit enterprises that compete more directly with brokerages. She added that ’the 
current nature of exchange competition and the self-regulatory model should be fully evaluated in light of 
the evolving market structure and trading practices.’... The review could result in a move to strip 
exchanges of some current responsibilities. It also could lead to tighter regulation for the private venues, 
which could benefit exchanges. More than half of long-term investor orders now are executed on ’dark’ 
venues, Ms. White said. Such competition raises questions about whether exchanges have been able to 
’develop different trading models that preserve pricing transparency and are more attractive to investors,’ 
she said .... Separately, Ms. White said the agency should rethink a ’one-size-fits-all’ approach for the 
trading of publicly listed stocks. She has asked staff to develop a test program that would allow stock of 
smaller companies to trade in increments greater than one penny, partly reversing a 12-year-old rule." 

iiiiiiiiii Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Related Bloomberg News article, Rule That Fraqmented Tradincl Worth Reviewinq,SEC Officia! Says 
::i::i::i::i SEC Chair White Speech 

SEC Chair Chastises Congress Over New Disclosure Rules (October 4, 2013} 
In Reuters, Aruna Viswanatha reports, "In a surprising Thursday [October 3] speech, SEC Chair Mary Jo White 
obliquely referred to several new rules, including a requirement that manufacturers disclose whether their products 
contain ’conflict minerals’ produced in war-torn Democratic Republic of the Congo. She said such rules seemed 
geared more toward influencing social policy than informing investors. ’Recent disclosure directives from Congress 



SEC 

have been quite prescriptive, essentially leaving no room for the SEC to exercise its independent expertise and 
judgment in deciding whether or not to make the specified mandated disclosures,’ White said. White said that while 
the agency must respect Congress and write the rules it is required to, she questioned whether federal securities 
law was the proper vehicle to pursue social changes or end human rights abuses." 

Full text of article 
Related The Hill article, SEC Chief Rips Dodd-Frank Mandates 
SEC Chair White Speech 

AdvisoryoPaRe~ Proposa~ Ca~s For Tough Fiduciary StaRdard (October 2, 2013} 
In Investment News, Mark Schoeff, Jr. reports, "A draft proposal being considered by an SEC advisory group calls 
for the agency to raise investment advice standards for brokers, based on the law that currently governs 
investment advisers. A subcommittee of the Investor Advisory Committee is recommending that the SEC 
proceed with a rule mandating that brokers put the best interests of their clients before their own when providing 
retail investment advice -- the standard that advisers meet. The group wants the SEC to develop the rule by 
narrowing the broker-dealer exclusion from the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Certain sales-related conflicts of 
interest would be permitted if they’re disclosed and managed .... An October 10 meeting of the Investor 
Advisory Committee has been postponed due to the federal government shutdown. But the group could vote on 
the subcommittee proposal in a teleconference. No call has yet been scheduled .... The cost-benefit analysis 
that the SEC initiated this year concerned investor advocates because it contained assumptions about fiduciary 
duty that didn’t mention the best-interests standard." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::/::/::/: Investor as Purchaser Subcommittee Recommendation 

The SEC Ope~~s Up ~ts SpeedMTrading Data Tap (October 4, 2013} 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Matthew Philips reports, "The man in charge of building a better surveillance system 
for the SEC is Gregg Berman .... His primary task is to give the SEC its first view into what high-frequency 
traders are actually doing. Rather than building its own supercomputer, Berman decided it would be better to buy 
one from the same types of traders he’s hoping to keep a better eye on .... Code-named MIDAS (Market 
Information Data Analytics System), the system scours the market for data from all 13 public exchanges .... It 
not only gives the SEC access to the same kinds of market data that most speed traders get, it allows the agency 
to search for patterns and potentially flag manipulative strategies. On Wednesday [October 2], SEC Chairman 
Mary Jo White told a conference room of securities traders that next week the SEC would unveil a public website 
on which it will publish the trading data MIDAS has been collecting for the last nine months. ’We expect this new 
tool to transform the debate on market structure by focusing as never before on data, not anecdote,’ White 
said .... Users will be able to sift through ’easy-to-read charts and graphs’ compiled using the MIDAS data, as 
well as SEC research on the effects that certain speed trading strategies have on the markets, like those that 
cancel a high percentage of orders." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg, SEC Data To Transform High-Speed Trading Debate.WhiteSays 
Bloomberg, SEC Once Slowed By Data Gap To Report High-Speed Trader Research 

SEC Announces $14M Award To Whistleblower; is Largest To Date (October 1, 2013) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Phyllis Diamond reports, "A whistleblower whose information led to an 
enforcement action in which ’substantial investor funds’ were recovered has received a $14 million award, the SEC 
announced October 1. In a release, the agency said the award is the largest made to date by its whistleblower 
bounty program .... ’Our whistleblower program already has had a big impact on our investigations by providing us 
with high quality, meaningful tips,’ SEC Chairman Mary Jo White said. ’We hope an award like this encourages 
more individuals with information to come forward.’... According to the SEC, the whistleblower in this case did not 
wish to be identified. It said only that the individual ’provided original information and assistance that allowed the 
SEC to investigate an enforcement matter more quickly than otherwise would have been possible.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: SEC Press Release 



SEC Ramps Up Fi~e Amounts To Deter Misconduct (October 1,2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jean Eaglesham reports, "The SEC is ramping up its penalties in an ’aggressive’ 
bid to deter misconduct by imposing more punitive sanctions, the agency’s co-chief of enforcement said 
Tuesday [October 1]. ’Monetary penalties speak very loudly and in a language any potential defendant 
understands,’ Andrew Ceresney told a legal conference in New York .... ’There is room for bolder actions,’ 
he said. ’Enforcement needs to be aggressive in our use of penalties.’ Mr. Ceresney also rejected 
concerns by some outsiders that the SEC might be starting to impose excessive fines compared to its 
historic levels, causing undue harm to the shareholders of the companies concerned .... Mr. Ceresney 
said he is concerned that the huge size of some companies means that they might see fines as just a cost 
of doing business. One answer to the potential problem is a renewed focus by the SEC on imposing tough 
penalties on individuals wherever possible, rather than just settling with a firm, he added." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFTC 

Executive Says Customer Insurance For Futures ~n~lustry "Not Feasible~’ (October 2~ 2013) 
In Reuters, Ann Saphir reports, "A public insurance fund to safeguard customer money in the event of a 
futures brokerage collapse would be unfair to the biggest brokers and too expensive, a top CME Group Inc 
executive told U.S. lawmakers on Wednesday [October 2]. A top futures industry regulator and the author 
of an industry-funded study to assess its desirability also oppose the fund, suggesting any push for 
insurance to cover futures traders hurt by brokers in bankruptcy will face an uphill battle. But a government 
regulator who supports insurance said the industry’s opposition will push him even harder to create rules to 
boost margin requirements -- bitterly opposed by CME and most futures brokerages. ’Extra! Extra! 
Industry study says industry should not pay more to protect consumers,’ CFTC Commissioner Bart Chilton 
said in a sardonic email to Reuters. ’That’s not really a news flash in my book.’... ’A government- 
mandated universal futures insurance similar to SlPC for securities is not feasible,’ [CME Executive 
Chairman Terrence] Duffy said in testimony prepared for delivery to a subcommittee of the House 
Agriculture Committee .... Christopher Culp, who wrote the study and submitted testimony to the 
subcommittee, said the research showed a mandatory insurance program would raise costs to traders and 
would be underfunded without a government guarantee." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Hearing Materials: Hearinq Information -- Testimony: Christopher Cu/p; Terrence Duffy-- Press Release 

Gens~er To Step Down As CFTC Chairman (October 3, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Scott Patterson and Jamila Trindle report, "After nearly five years on the job, 
CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler plans to leave the agency by the end of the year, a person familiar with the 
matter said. The widely anticipated departure will end a tumultuous tenure highlighted by a drastic 
revamping of the derivatives market mandated by the 2010 Dodd-Frank law and the prosecution of big 
investment banks for manipulating the interest-rate benchmark .... Democratic commissioner Mark Wetjen, 
former CFTC enforcement chief Geoffrey Aronow, New York Law School professor Ronald Filler and 
Treasury Department official Timothy Massad are among those being considered to succeed Mr. Gensler, 
said people familiar with the situation .... While Mr. Gensler’s term officially ended in 2012, he can stay for 
several more months or until Congress approves his successor .... News of Mr. Gensler’s departure 
comes as one of the last, major planks of the agency’s derivatives overhaul is being rolled out." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Reuters article, U.S. Treasury Official Steps Down, Said To Head To CFTC 

CFTC Enforcement Chief To Leave {September 30, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Scott Patterson and Jamila Trindle report, "David Meister, enforcement chief of 
the CFTC, plans to leave the agency this month, according to an email he sent to the commission late 
Monday [September 30]. Mr. Meister’s departure comes as the agency’s enforcement division is still 
juggling two big cases: civil charges against former MF Global Holdings Ltd. Chief Executive Jon Corzine 
and potential charges against J.P. Morgan for market manipulation in its ’London whale’ trading fiasco. 



’While I certainly will be speaking to each of you before I leave, I did want to make sure to say that I very 
much respect and admire all that each of you do in your service to the American public,’ Mr. Meister wrote 
in the email to the agency’s commissioners." 

Full text of article 
Related Reuters article, CFTC’s Top LIBOR Enforcer Quits 
CFTC Press Releases: Departure of David Meister-- Appointment of Gretchen Lowe 

FINRA 

Securities V~atchdog Proposes New Ru~es For "Oark Poo~s~’ (October 1,2013} 
In Reuters, John McCrank reports, "A U.S. securities industry watchdog has proposed new rules to monitor 
transactions in ’dark pools’ run on alternative trading systems (ATSs), rivals to traditional exchanges whose 
growth critics blame for less transparency in the stock market .... ATSs would be required to report weekly 
volume and the number of trades for each security under the rule proposal the FINRA filed on 
September 30 with the SEC. Investors could use the information to better determine where to route their 
orders, said Tom Gira, head of market regulation at FINRA .... Dark pool proponents say the competition 
the venues provide has kept trading prices on exchanges in line, and that if dark pools did not exist, trading 
prices would likely be much higher .... Under the new system firms would have to use a unique identifier 
for each ATS when reporting trades. FINRA would publish on its website the stocks traded at each ATS 
and the volumes, giving market participants a better idea of what is being traded and where. Because 
trading information can be sensitive, the data would be available on a delayed basis .... FINRA has 
proposed that professional users of the data generated by the ATSs would pay a fee to help recover 
FINRA’s costs, while non-professionals could access the data for free." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Traders Magazine article, Industry Execs OK With FINRA’s New Dark Pool Rule Proposal 

FINRA To Consider Requiring Brokerages To Carry Arbitration ~nsuraRce (October 4, £01,3) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jean Eaglesham and Rob Barry report, "FINRA said it will consider requiring 
brokerage firms to carry insurance to cover the payment of arbitration awards to investors. FINRA, a Wall 
Street self-regulator that oversees brokerage firms, knows there is ’frustration’ over nonpayment of 
arbitration awards, said Susan Axelrod, FINRA’s executive vice president of regulatory operations, in an 
interview with The Wall Street Journal .... ’We’re going to evaluate the whole area and see if there are 
additional steps we can take,’ Ms. Axelrod said in the interview. The move would be part of a look at 
measures that could reduce the level of unpaid awards. The financial cushion at some brokerage firms is 
so thin that just one arbitration award could put them out of business .... FINRA’s Ms. Axelrod said the 
regulator will consider whether brokerage firms should be required to have ’errors and omissions’ insurance, 
which can cover claims for negligence or misconduct by the brokers." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Banks Face Higher Capita~ Demands Under New Tests (October 1,2013} 
In Reuters, Huw Jones and William Schomberg report, "Banks in Britain may have to hold more capital than their 
international rivals under proposals for an annual stress test of lenders put forward by the Bank of England on 
Tuesday [October 1]. The BoE spelled out how it will begin checking for the first time that banks do not pose risks 
to the U.K. economy by being short of reserves, both individually and as a sector. It will start an annual test for the 
top eight U.K. lenders like Barclays, RBS and HSBC in 2014. The test will be broadened out over five years to 
include big U.K. subsidiaries of major international banks, the BoE said .... The test will be mainly used to form 
supervisory approaches rather than just to identify any capital holes to plug .... ’At the very least, banks would 
need to maintain sufficient capital to be able to absorb losses in the stress scenario and not fall below internationally 
agreed minimum standards,’ the BoE said. ’But the level of capital that banks would need to maintain in the stress 
scenario could be set above strict internationally agreed minima and vary across banks.’... [R]emedies could 



include raising margin requirements on derivatives contracts, curbing dividends and bonuses, forcing banks to 
shrink risky business lines and changing management. Unlike past tests, the BoE said it intended to publish the 
results of its future checks, perhaps bank-by-bank." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: BoE Materials: Discussion Paper- Press Release 

Gentlemen, Star~ Your Audits (October 5, 201 S) 
~ An unbylined article in The Economist reports, "The ink on the agreements that will hand supervision of the euro 

area’s biggest banks to the ECB is barely dry. Yet the ECB is already enmeshed in squabbles with national 
banking supervisors over the extent of its powers and the rigour with which it will undertake its first big task, a warts- 
and-all review of the balance-sheets of the banks it will take charge of in a year’s time. Details over how the ECB 
will conduct this asset-quality review will probably be released in the second half of October, but the outlines are 
already beginning to emerge .... Fresh in its mind is the example of the EBA, a young European regulator that lost 
much of its credibility after the collapse of banks that had passed its stress tests only months earlier .... National 
regulators fret that they will be embarrassed by what [the ECB] finds. This has prompted some to push back hard 
to limit the scope of the ECB’s inquiries. Surprisingly, this resistance is... coming from core countries such as 
France and, to a lesser extent, Germany, where seemingly well-capitalised banks may come out of the asset review 
looking threadbare .... The ECB is likely to push for greater consistency in risk weighting, which could force banks 
in France, Germany and elsewhere to raise capital." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

EU Watchdog Wants To Charge Foreign C~earing Houses (September 28, 2013} 
In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "The EU’s markets watchdog wants to charge foreign clearing houses seeking to 
cash in on new derivatives rules being introduced across the 28-country bloc, an EU document showed on Saturday 
[September 28] .... [T]he Paris-based ESMA, has asked the European Parliament in a letter seen by Reuters if it 
could levy an undisclosed fee on clearing houses, also known as central counterparties or CCPs, from outside the 
EU .... ESMA Chairman Steven Maijoor said in the letter dated September 24 that the watchdog will have to vet 
each foreign clearing house that wants to operate in the EU .... It had anticipated seven foreign clearers to request 
authorization during this year and next but the watchdog has already received applications from 34 non-EU clearing 
houses, none of which was named in the letter .... Maijoor said this will involve a ’significant amount of work,’ 
about 45 days per application, or about 7 extra officers. ’European taxpayers should not pay for allowing third 
country CCPs to freely offer their services within the EU,’ Maijoor said. ’Fees dis-incentivise unsubstantiated 
applications, that is incomplete, inaccurate and spurious applications.’" 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Con~odity Benchn~arks Could Fa~l U~der U.K. R:egu~atory Scrutiny (October 1, 2013} 
In Reuters, Clara Denina reports, "Key commodities benchmarks could be subject to U.K. market abuse rules, a 
British financial markets regulator said on Tuesday [October 1], with stiff fines or prison sentences possible as 
punishments for the manipulation of prices .... ’After the LIBOR scandal, we started to look at various 
benchmarks,’ Don Groves, technical specialist at the FCA, told a gold industry conference in Rome. The Financial 
Services Act 2012 brought LIBOR under U.K. regulatory oversight, making it a criminal offence for knowingly 
making false or misleading statements relating to benchmark-setting. ’If the HM Treasury decides that other things 
like gold.., should be covered as a benchmark, then we will add those to the list,’ Groves said .... ’So if you think 
about it, things like natural gas, oil, electricity .... there are a lot of commodities out there and I think that we are 
probably eventually going to see something like a benchmark for those particular commodities.’" 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Proposes ~ts Ow~~ QM Definition (September 30, 2013} 
In American Banker, Kate Berry reports, "HUD on Monday [September 30] issued its own proposed rule 
defining what constitutes a ’qualified mortgage,’ that has two exceptions to the existing QM rule finalized 



earlier this year by the CFPB. To receive QM status, a loan must require periodic payments, have terms 
that do not exceed 30 years, and limit upfront points and fees to no more than 3%. Those requirements are 
’consistent with the private sector and conventional mortgages guaranteed by Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac,’ HUD said in a press release .... Because the FHA serves low-income and first-time homebuyers, 
HUD will not require that borrowers have a debt-to-income ratio of 43% or less, which is a requirement of 
the CFPB’s QM rule .... Like the CFPB, HUD has established two different categories, a safe harbor and a 
rebuttable presumption, offering different protections for consumers and legal consequences for lenders. A 
safe harbor will be given for loans with annual percentage rates equal to or less than the average prime 
offer rate plus 1.15 percentage points and ongoing mortgage insurance premiums .... A rebuttable 
presumption will have an APR greater than the average prime offer rate plus 1.15 percentage points and 
on-going mortgage insurance premiums. HUD is seeking comment on the proposed rule by October 30." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: HUD Materials: Proposed Rule -- Press Release 

In The Washington Post, Danielle Douglas reports, "One of the largest payment-processing companies 
helped debt-relief firms impose illegal upfront fees on struggling consumers, according to the CFPB. The 
agency fined the firm, Meracord, $1.3 million on Thursday [October 3]. The enforcement action is part of a 
broad crackdown on companies that take advantage of people trying to eliminate debt. The bureau is going 
after not just individual firms, but also the infrastructure that lets them withdraw money from consumers’ 
accounts. ’If a business is enabling bad actions that hurt consumers, then we will use our authority to stop 
them,’ Steven Antonakes, deputy director of the CFPB, said on a call with reporters. ’We are making the 
point here, and it applies to all companies that do business with consumer financial providers.’... In 
addition to the fine, Meracord and its chief executive, Linda Remsberg, are banned for life from processing 
payments of any kind for providers of debt or mortgage relief." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFPB Says Card-Fee Problems Persist {October 2, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Alan Zibel reports, "The CFPB, in a report.., released Wednesday [October 2], 
highlighted concerns such as cards that charge high fees to consumers with poor credit when they first open 
an account. The CFPB’s report praised a 2009 law that enacted a slew of changes to the credit-card industry, 
including restricting interest-rate increases on pre-existing balances and imposing fees on consumers who 
exceed credit limits .... The law, known as the CARD Act, reduced fees charged to consumers whose 
balances exceed their credit limit by $2.5 billion last year and chopped late fees by $1.5 billion in the same 
time period, the report said .... The CFPB said it is also concerned about several industry practices that 
haven’t been tamed by the CARD act or other regulatory efforts. These include ’fee-harvester’ credit cards 
issued to consumers with serious credit problems .... CFPB Director Richard Cordray, in remarks prepared 
for a speech in Chicago, suggested the CFPB could soon take action in this area. ’We plan to keep a close 
eye on how card issuers use application fees in connection with opening accounts, and we will determine if 
we should take action under our available authorities,’ he said .... Another area of concern to the regulator is 
the quality of disclosures to consumers." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Related Banking Daily article, CFPB’s CordraySays More Scrutiny Needed For Certain Credit Card Products 
:::::::::::::::: CFPB Materials: Report -- Director Cordray Statement -- Fact Sheet -- Press Release 

October 8 - 9, 2013 Annual Risk Manaqement and Regulatory Examination/Compliance Seminar -- 
Tuesday - Wednesday Institute of International Bankers 

Conference: October 8 - 9 o CUNY G~aduate Center, 365 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 
o Annual Risk Management and Regulatory Examination / Compliance Seminar. Topics include new developments and practical 

insights in preparing for examinations, as well as a solid introduction to the U.S. regulatory system and compliance requirements. 
Speakers include Davis Polk partner Randall Guynn. (Pro,qram; Registration) 



October 9, 2013 Securities Enforcement Forum 2013 -- SEC 
Wednesday 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM o Mayflower Hotel, 1127 Connecticut Avenue NW, Washington, DO 

o Forum includes current and former senior SEC and DOJ officials, securities enforcement and white-collar attorneys, in-house 
counsel and compliance executives, and other top professionals in the field. Speakers include Davis Polk partner 
Linda Chatman Thomsen, SEC Chair I~ary Jo White and former SEC commissioner Troy Paredee. 
(Program; ~; Registration) 

October 10, 2013 
Thursday 

Capital Markets Conference -- ICl 

7:15 AM - 4:15 PM, New York Marrioti Downtown, 85 Wesi Street, New York, NY 
o Conference focuses on regulatory developments, compliance issues, and market structure changes impacting funds and the 

markets in general. Speakers include NYSE Euronext CEO Duncan Niederauer, CFTC Commissioner Scott O’Malia, NASDAQ 
OMX CEO Robert Greifeki, FINRA Chief Legal Officer Robert Colby, FINRA CEO Richard Ketchum, and Davis Polk partner 
Annette Nazareth. (Pro_qram; Re_qjstration) 

U,S. Cleared Transactions -- Swag Documentation Post Dodd-Frank -- ISDA 

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM * Gfobal Financial Conference Center, 360 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 
° Speakers include ISDA Assistant General Counsel ~/lark New. 

Un-Banked and Under-Banked Areas -- House Financial Services Subcommittee 

0:00 AM ~ 2128 Raybum House Oflice Building, Washington, DC 
House Financial Services Financial Institutions and Consumer Credit Subcommittee meeting on un-banked and under-banked 
areas. Agenda and speakers to be announced. 

October 16, 2013 Fundamentals of Swaps and Other Derivatives -- PLI 
Wedr~esday 9:00 AM EST * PLI Center, 810 Seventh Avenue, New ’~ork, NY- and Webcast 

, OTC derivatives are key elements in many of our financial markets. The Dodd-Frank Act is substantially changing how these 
important instruments are regulated and transacted. This program will discuss both the instruments and their new environment. 

October 17 - 18, 2013    Advanced Swaps and Other Derivatives -- PLI 
Thursday- Friday 9:00 AM EST o PLt Center, 810 Seventh Aver~ue. New York, NY---and Webcast 

, Faculty will provide a comprehensive overview of the new regulatory framework for OTC derivatives and derivatives market 
participants, and explain how the new regulatory framework will affect these products, the structure of the market for these 
products and market participants. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC QB ~a~quise Wi~{iams, 

making his first start, a bright 

spot in ~oss 

Playing in place of the injured Bryn 

Renner, Marquise Williams throws 

two touchdown passes and 

accounts for 333 yards but also 

throws two interceptions .. 

UNC 
quarterback 
Marquise 
Williams (12) 

UNC follows same script, 

makes same mistakes in 27~ 

I7 loss at Virginia Tech 

Familiar defensive breakdowns 

and yet another penalty that 

erases a touchdown against 

Virginia Tech dooms the Tar 

Heels to their third consecutive... 

Virginia 

Tech’s James 

Gayle (99) 

and Dadi 

Nicolas (90) 

rush UNC 

ACC basketbNl: North 

Carolina, NC State t~ying to 

catch Lip to Duke 

Collectively, Duke, UNC and NC 

State won’t enter the 2013-14 

season with the kind of 

expectations they shared a year 

ago. Duke is expected ... 

X Duke 

...... freshman 

Jabari Parker 

goes in to 

score over 

Tyler 

Thornton 

during 

practice at 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 9:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Clips Sunday Update 10-7-13 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings fi’om Clips. Hope you are well. 

As for me, the best games I saw over the weekend were definitely the thriller at Knoxville in 

which the hard-luck Tennessee Vols almost upset the Georgia Bulldogs. Then, later that night, 

Northwesteru almost beat Ohio State. 

And now-, in the three-dot style inspired by the late Herb Caen of the San Francisco Chronicle, 

here goes a quick recap of the news and issues in the business of college sports during the 

week... Mike Slive spoke frankly and openly to al.com writer Jon Solomon about the "specio~ 

needs" (my term) oftbe big conferences... Slive s~Jd people in college sports should be "ve~% 
very open to change" that benefits athletes... Meanwhile, commissioners, stafl~rs and advisors 

of the other four of the five were s~trategizing as well.., a WSJ azticle detailed eflbrts to get the 

NBA and NFL to change their draft rules... Meanwhile, on that same topic, bylaw Blog’s 

John Infante says ’wait a minute,’ the obsession ruth the baseball model has to end... Baseball 

and hockey are dittbrent than basketball and football. The tbrmer have minor league systems, 

the latter do not... Meanwhile, best-selling author John U. Bacon made Ms case on how to 

reibrm college sports.., a lengthy aJticle titled "B1G revenue can’t buy BCS titles" explores the 

Big Ten’s rivalry with the SEC... Syracuse BK coach Jim Boeheim quite emphatically offered 

his opinion on colnpensating student-atltletes.., there’s a great interview ruth UConn AD 

Warde Manuel... The Bylaw Blog relninds us that what are comlnonly referred to as "NCAA 

offici~Js" are often not (technic~Jly) at alL. Details on a D1-A FAR recom~nendafion letter to 

the NC~d~ D 1 BOD... Renderings of the Univ. of Cincinnati’s Nippeln[ Stadiuln renovations... 
Techie stuff about the Pac- 12 Network expansion... Stuff about Northwestern FB coach Pat 

Filzgerald... Kiffin, Pasqualoni, ParsegNan, Sherman, Mangini, Johnson, Jensen... Jensen, 

Healy, Morgan, Rover, MG, Vauxhall, Triumph... Norton, Royal Star, Benelli, Bultaco, 

Montessa, Maico, Hodaka._ And finally... 

Other than all tlmt. have a great week ..... 

Nick Inl?ante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w~vw.twitter.co~@Colle,qeAt hClips 

~ ~£!~g~ #ports Goes on the Offensive 

~ Now To Reform College Sports: 
Makes H~s Case c~ps Guest Commentsry O~rg~:sta{~tPo: 



~ D1-A FAR recommendation ~etter to NCAA 

~ U~nc~nnat~ Releases New Nippert Stadium 

G.ras~:ee~-:, ~r~s~d¢ Higher Ed. 1O ,~13 

The Pac-12 and their innovatg~e approach to TV 

Forget USC, Texas: Fitzgerald’s magic works at Northwestern 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.colleqeathleticscliDs.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@ co llegea th leticsctips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed flom fllis mailing list or change the email ~brmat please use 1tle links below: 

Chmtge yore subscription 
Ui~snbscfibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscfibe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 9:59 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Japan Airlines, Airbus Agree on Landmark AircrMt Order 

,Japan Airlines, Airbus Agree on Landmark Aircraft 
Order 

Japan Airlines and Airbus are prepared to announce a landmark aircraft order on Monday, 

breaking the long-time lock of Boeing in the Japanese market. 

JAL announced plans to hold a news conference in Tokyo featuring Airbus President and 

CEO Fabrice Bregier and JAL Group President Yoshiharu Ueki, but did not elaborate on 

the reason for the event. The news conference will be to announce a new plane order, 

said two people familiar with the matter. 

The decision to finally order planes from Airbus comes as Boeing’s Dreamliner 787 jets, 

for which JAL is a big customer, were grounded for a few months after batteries burned on 

two planes, including one operated by JAL. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ :~00x250 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, October 7: RBS Citizens Hiring Hundreds; Confidence Boost for Community Bankers 

MO.OA¥, OC7OBER 7, 2013                          Fll-q l-q 

Today’s Top Stories 

Fed Summit Bolsters Confidence of 
Community Sankers --for Now 

Researchers at a Federal Reserve conference 
in St. Louis provided data backing small 
bankers’ concerns about regulation and 
competition, though it is unclear if the findings 
will led to meaningful change. 

RBS Citizens’ New CEO Hiring Hundreds 

in Reven~e Push 

Royal Bank of Scotland’s U=S. subsidiary is 
adding staff in lending and wealth management 
under new CEO Bruce Van Saun as it looks 
looks to boost its loan portfolio and improve its 
revenues ahead of its widely anticipated public 
stock offering. 

Why the CFPB Could Gain Monopoly Over 
Mortgage Ru~es 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau -- 
not one of the six agencies defining so-called 
"Qualified Residential Mortgages" -- could still 
determine the future of the label under a recent 
proposal. 

Its Chicago Stanches 

Royal Bank of Scotland is said to be looking 
for a buyer for its 105-branch network in 
Chicago, but finding a buyer might be difficult 

.because of market conditions and regulatory 
Issues= 

By Department 

Digitally ID°ing Customers: An ~ne×act 

Science 

As consumers increasingly transact over 
mobile phones and social networks, banks, 
payment networks and policy experts are 
rethinking the nature of consumers’ digital 
identities. 

RSS Citizens’ New CEO Hiring Hundreds 
in Revenue Rush 

COMPLETE iSSUE 

o View complete 
issue 
o View company 

index 
o Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Regulation & 

Reform 

~ 
T hree 
years 
after 
passage 
of Dodd- 

Frank, bankers 
are still anxious as 
they wait for some 
rules to be written 
and others to be 
implemented. Yet 
a new set of 
regulatory and 
legislative 
challenges looms. 

At American 
Bankers 
Regulatory 
Symposium, 
bankers, 
regulators and 
lawmakers share 
their ideas. 

M&A ~4idyear 

~ 
Deal 

activity 
was 
hottest 
in the 

Southeast and 
Midwest, Stifel 
and KBW moved 
up in the advisory 
rankings after 
combining forces 
and a BankThink 

Take the lead in business. 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work CH~;k to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-in-Class" by 

CEB TowerGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis 

ii.~ En~sble images f ........ ptim~sl exped 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments Attend 

the ATM, Debit 

P~epaid Fo~unl to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-tc- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 



Royal Bank of Scotland’s U.S. subsidiary is 
adding staff in lending and wealth management 
under new CEO Bruce Van Saun as it looks 
looks to boost its loan portfolio and improve its 
revenues ahead of its widely anticipated public 
stock offering. 

Researchers at a Federal Reserve conference 
in St. Louis provided data backing small 
bankers’ concerns about regulation and 
competition, though it is unclear if the findings 
will led to meaningful change. 

Why the CFPB Could Gain Monopoly Over 
Mortgage Ru~es 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau -- 
not one of the six agencies defining so-called 
"Qualified Residential Mortgages" -- could still 
determine the future of the label under a recent 
proposal. 

Royal Bank of Scotland is said to be looking 
for a buyer for its 105-branch network in 
Chicago, but finding a buyer might be difficult 
because of market conditions and regulatory 
issues. 

point-counterpoint 
addresses the 
taboo subject of 
whether bank 
mergers are worth 
doing. 
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To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 7:01 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

October 7, 2013: Government Shutdown Enters 2nd Week, No End in... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

Government Shutdown Enters 2rid Week, No Ef~d in S{ght 

"The government shutdown entered its second week with no end in sight and 
ominous signs that the United States was closer to the fimt default in the 
nation’s history as Speaker John Eoehner ruled out any measure ~o boost 
borrowing authority w~thout concessions from President Barack Obama~" 
warns the Seattle Times (Oct. 7, Cassata). On Monday, WasMngton w~ be 
keeping a close eye on the f~ancJal marke~s ~o see Jf tMs la~est round of 
brinksmanship rattles Wa~ Street and global economies only 10 days before 

lhe lhreal of imminent default. Boehner ~nsisted that the White House 
negotiate if it wants to end the shutdown ~nd aveM ~ default that could trigger 
a financia~ crisis. The ddianl Ohb RepuM]can said in a leIev]sion in~e[view, 
"The votes are not in the House 1o pass a clean debt ~m~t, and the p~esident 
~s risking default by not having a conversation w~th us." In response, T~easu~ 
Secretary Jack Lew warned ~hat he exhausls lhe bookkeeping maneuvers he 
has been using to keep borrowing on Ocl. 17. His agency issued a repot1 late 
last week detailing ~n stark lerms whal couM happen if the government 
defaulted on ~ts oMigatbns to senzice the national debt. The Treasu~ repo~ 
said: "Credit markets couM freeze, ~he value of Jhe dollar could piummeL 
interest ~ates could skyrocket, the negative sp~]lover~ could reverberate 
around the wodd." 

The Financial Times (Oct. 7, Cassata) quotes Moody’s Chief Executive 
Raymond McDaniel, who says the U.S. government is unlikely to default even 
if President Obama and the GOP on Capitol Hill fail to raise the debt ceiling 
by OcL 17~ McDaniel said that despite the governrnent shutdown, which 
enters its seventh day today, he hoped a deal would be struck before the U.S. 
Treasury’s deadline for raising the $16.7 trillion borrowing limit. McDaniel 
points to the S&P 500 equity index, which ~se 0~5 percent from ~he 
beginning el the shutdown earlier las~ week until Friday’s close~ He remarks, 
"The fad that the market is reacting more calmly is good, but to the extent 
that policy make~ are going to act when stress or distress reaches a ceP~aill 
level, the market can play a role in indicating thaL" He a~tdbu[ed the marke~s’ 
relative calm so far to the memory of the similar stalemate that was resolved 

in 2011. 

CBS News (Oct. 7) explored [h~ee possible ways the curren~ s~alemate could 
end. Scenario one has Democrats "caving." Last week, after all, a few House 
Democrats suggested they could suppori a smaller-scale alteration of the 
Aftordab~e Ca~e Ac~ at ~he center of [he maelstrom. Sena[e Majority Leader 
Ha~ry Reid (D-Nev.) and Sen. Chuck Schume~ (D-NY.) warned thal such a 
repeM would sel a troubling precedent. Scenario two entails centdst 
Republicans who "are ]~st as unhappy with their ps~y’s str~ngs~ttached 
stralegy as Democrats are" rallying ~o[ compromise. Scenario three wou~d be 
1he stdk~ng of a "grand bargain" that wraps up a spending bill a debt I~m~t 
hlcre~se, and other fiscal policies into one ne~t p~ckage. Rep. Steve Sfivem 
(R~Ohio) explained the appea~ of such a bargain: "The bes[ way out, ~ believe, 
and the only way for everybody to find an acceptaMe ~ong-term solution ~s a 
big negotiation of everFlMng that ~ncludes something on entifiemenls, tax 
reform, something on a spending ~eve~, and wrap it in one box." 

Fellowship B ..... 

Check for iateIIbreakmg news 
after 9:00 AM ~astern. 

[ ~i KPMGACI Fall RoundtableSeries ] 

I Xll AESC Side 

~i Find an NACD Chapter Program 

[ i;~ill BV - NACD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Info Risk ] 

[ i;~ill BY- Dship 2020: Perf ....... Metrics 

[ :;~ill BV - Talent Development side ] 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. 13=15, 2013) Sold 
Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

NewYork, NY(Dec :3, 
20~S) 

Master Class 

Miami, FI. (Dec 12-13, 
20!3) Sold Out 

Director Professionalism® 

® Miami~ FL (Dec. 9-!0, 

20~3) 

Special Evente 

Local NACD Chapter 
Even[s 

NACD Board Evaluations: Focus on What Matters to You          Peer 



Board evaluations can be a stressful and often very sensitive task. The goal is 
to gain clarity on your strengths, minimize your risks, and promote 
growth with clear focus--not to simply "check the box." A lar(je number of 
boards are asking NACD to he~p ~hem see ~he big p~cture and identi~y new 
opportunities w~tMn the details~ Our NACD advi~rs-----8~ experienced directors 
themselves facilitate confidential evaluations designed to uncover h~sJghts 
that transform a potentially sens~tJve exercise ~n[o a va~uaMe one. 

Take advantage of Fail Savings, now through Now 1. Learn how NACD 
can meet your needs today by schedule a complimentary consultation 

online, via e-m~iL or call 202~72-210I. 

Sha,e~~ Facebook ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Companies Are Stashing Away Billions Overseas 

CNBC News (Oct. 5, Cox) states that Capitol Hill lawmake~ could slash the 
budget deficit by just tapping into the foreign profits of the top 20 U.S. 
corporations. Tl~e network cites a study by NerdWal~et Taxes ~n reporting that 
"the upper t~e[ of [he For[une 50 has burrowed away $743 Mllio~ ~ [o[a~ profits 
in offshore accounts, a bounty that woukJ y~eld about $119 billion for the 
Treasu~." General E~ectdc, M~crosofl, and Pfizer 8re among the ~eaders ~n 
o[fshol~ profi[s. Advocates of ~ax breaks for repatriated profits say companies 
are able to use ~he money to expand ~hei[ bus#~esses and hh~ new 
emp~oyees~ Opponents say too many firms are ush~g "dummy corporations" 

ove~eas to hMe profits. 

Sher¢~ ~ Faceb°°kh 

Looks for China Acquisitior~s 

"WaI-Mad Stores Inc. is eyeing acquisitions in China," confirms the Wall 
Street Journal (Oct. 4, Burkitt), % key market where rivals are building and 
where ~he U.S. ~ta~er has struggled to copy the success Jt has Jr~ the U.S." 
The Arkansas-based ~eta~ g~ant currently has 398 stores operath~g ~n 118 
Chinese cities. It is now Iookh~g for dears to bu~M market share h~ markets 
where [t [s not akeady the No. 1 or No. 2 prayer, according to Scott Pdce, 
chief executive of WaFMart’s Asia division. Pdce adds that a dea~ "couM 
~nclude another foreign pJayer, though not necessarily a U.S~ or European 
compaRy." 

Blackstone Buys Dutch B,~a~I Developer iVlulti Corp 

Late last week, reports Reuters (Oct. 3), Blackstene completed its acquisition 
of Dutch shopping center Multi Corporation for an undisclosed slim. Multi 
currently owns and/or operates 56 malls in over a dozen European countries, 
most notably Turkey. The acquisition has received European Commission 
approval "Our acquisition has significantly strengthened Multi’s financial 
position, and its po~folio ~nc~udes some of the Mghest quality retail res~ estate 
~n Europe," remarks Blackstone’s Head o~ European Real Estate Ken Cap,an. 

investor ~arvin Pearlstein Sues BlackBerry 

The London Telegraph (Oct. 5, Mar~in} states that investor Marvin Peadstein 
has filed a class action in Manhattan accusing BlackBerry, CEO Thorsten 
Heins, and CFO Bdan Bidulka of deceiving investors abou~ the potential Iot 
the company’s BlackBerry 10 smartphones and the group’s wider prospects. 
"Pearlstein wants to act on behalf of investors who bought shares in the 
technology business between September 2012 and last month, when the 
group ~vealed it was cutting 4,500 jobs and tha~ second quarter revenues had 
plunged," the newspaper says. BlackBerry, which had been a major player in 
the smartphone market, announced two months ago that its was exploring a 
possible sale el the company, g has since ~entatively agreed to be purchased 
by a consortium led by one of i~s investors~ Other suitors have recently 
emerged. According to the Telegraph, "Google, the software group SAP, and 
Cisco Systems are in talks with BlackBerry about either buying all or part of 
the group." 

Share~T~" ~ Faceb°°k ]E] 

¢£[pe[a~ G£~em~nce .......................................................................................................... 

Directors Need to See Social ~.~edia as Part of the Job 

"Nowhere is the generation gap more apparent than in the parallel universes 
inhabited by social media users and board directors," repeals the Financial 
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Times (Oct. 6, Goodman). In the yea~ to come, even governance 
traditionalists will have ~o concede a role for the board in overseeing financial 
communication across social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. An 
overly ma~aged approach, wMch does ~ot get the balance right between 
corporate control a~d the openness that M[llennia[s expect, w[[I hamper a 
company’s ability to recruit lop, young talent. "Over the past decade," the 
T~mes notes, "ma~y boards a~(J audit committees have extended their 
oversight from securities filings to the press releases accompanying earnings 
and management’s presentations at meetings of equity analysts. Sure~y 
shareholders can expect the same d~rectors to lake a ~ook at what ~s 

disseminated through socia~ media~" 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Twitter’s Corporate Goverr~ance a Mixed Bag 

The Wall Street Journal (OcL 4, Murphy) is reporting that TwitteCs initial 
public offering filing revealed that Twitter did not opt for dual classes of stock, 
which will net make ~t e~g~b~e for the controlled-company exceptions that 
Facebook has. Dua~-c~ass structures enaMe founders or other shareholders 
retain control d the firm even when lhe~r owne~Mp falls below 50 percent 
the outstsnd~ng shares, usually by g~v~ng one class more votes per share. 
Controlled companies are not oM~ga~ed ~o susta#~ a majority of ~ndepe~de~[ 
directors on ~he board, although some do, and their boards can spurn the 
compensation comm~tlees man, dated at other companies. Twitter wi~ have a 
c~ass~fied board in wMch e~ecfions of its seven directo~ w~ll be spread 
over three years. Critics of the practice warn ~hat such staggered e~ect~ons 
entrench management and 1he board by delerdng a full board shakeup ~n any 
given year. 

Shara~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Baiimer Looking to Keep Microsoft Board Seat After Stepping Down as 
CEO 

CRN (Oct, 4, McLaughlin) cites Microsoft’s annual proxy filhxg with the SEC h~ 
reporting that "Steve Ballmer is leaving his post as Microsoft CEO, but still 
wants to re~ain his seat on Microsoft’s board of directors." Ballmer has held a 
seat on Microsoft’s board since taking the chief executive reins from Bill 
Gates in 2000. He is one of nine board members seeking re-election at the 
corr~pany’s annual shareholders meeting set for Nov. 19. "If Microsoft’s next 
CEO follows the course Ballmer laid out in June in his ’One Microsoft’ 
corporate re-organizatio~ around devices and sop.does," CRN ~otes, "it would 
make sense for Balh~qer to stick around to see it through." However, some 
investors are pushing for ~dical change a~ Microsoft and might not be ~hrilled 
with the idea of Ballmer retaining his directorship and keeping the company 
on its present course. 

Share[~~ Faceb°°k ]EI 

Loeb Reacts to Sotheby’s ’Poison Pii£’ Wants CEO Fired 

CNBC News (Oct. 4) notes that hedge-fund titan Dan Loeb wrote a letter to 
Sotheby’s on Friday, chiding it for enacting a "poison pill." According to the 
network, "Loeb wants the company to replace CEO W~lliam Ruprecht and add 
new board members, inck~ding himself." He told CNBC that there is "no good 
reason" why he shouk~n’t be added as a d~rector consk~er~ng that he is the 
biggest shareholder and has a proven h~sto~ of cresting value for 

sharehoMe~. He conck~ded, "~t wou~d be a shame ~f we had to wait until 
proxy season to do anytMng. ~t’s ~ncumbent o~ 1he board to either say it’s 
safidied w~th the CEO’s pedormance or set out a road msp as to how they’re 
going to ~mprove pedormance, ~mprove cost ~ss~es, and ~ts deteriorating 
competitive position." 

C-Suite 

HOP Fires F~aherty as CBO; Na~nes JLL’s Martin as Replacement 

NASDAQ (Oct. 4, Tadena) reports that HCP Inc. has fired James Flaherty as 
its chain~nan and chief executive after a decade at the helm, pointing to a loss 
in conlidence in his leadership style amid a slew of executive ~urnover. The 
REIT has appointed Jones Lung LaSagne (JLL) executive Laura~ee Martin as 
new CEO, adding that its board chose to separate the chairman and CEO 
ro~es to enhance its corporste governance practices. "This ~s not about s new 
direction or a new st[a~egy, but ~s about ~eadersMp," said M~chae~ McKee, 
who the firm appointed as ~ts non-executive chairman. Martin has 35 yea~s of 
experience in commerc~a~ rear estate and has served on the company’s board 
for ~ive years. P~vJous~y, MaA~n was CEO 
F~ahe~ly, who wi~ remain on HCP’s board, w~ receive severance pay. HCP 
ranks as the largest U.S. hea~th~are RE~T by market va~ue. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 



Economic Outlook 

The New York Daily News (Oct. 5) cites a new PwC survey el nearly 500 
business leaders, which Iound ~hat 42 percent el Asia Pacific CEOs are 
confident" of revenue growth over the next year and 68 percenl plan to raise 
their investments in the region. Many [espondents believe Indonesia "wi~ 
s[~rpdse the region with mole bus~ness opportunity than expected," notes the 
st~rvey, "feHowed by Myanmar, China, The Philippines, and Vietnam2 
Researchers add that the trend towards urbanization in many Asia Pacific 
economies, coupled with the emergence of the m[ddle~[ass and the need for 
infrastructure development are ~he pdma[y reasons ~6r ~ncreased confidence. 
The sL~%’ey ft~ther feund that 20 percent d Asia-Pacific CEOs are pursuing 
moM~e p[oducts and/el ser#~ces. F~nM~y, a majority believe "regulato~ 
consistency around #ffel~ectual prope[ty and se[vices co[~ld unleash more 
investment." 

Homeowne[shi# Keeps Falling 

Investor’s Business Daily (OcL 4) cites newly released Census Bu[ea[~ 
statistics in reporting thal the U.S. homeewnership tale slip~oed to 63.9 
percent last year. That is the Iov#esl share on record of Americans who own 
their home, wMch ~ron~caHy coincides w~th the h~ghest ]eve~ of ho~s~ng 
affordab]]]ty s#~ce 2005. 

Shsre~~ Facebook ~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Hall’s hire could create synergies between Raleigh, Chaadotte 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 7, 20i3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

HaWs hire could create synergies between Raleigh, 
Charlotte 
Ruffin Hall’s bess isn’t mad that his assish~nt ci~,y manager is leaving Ci~arieke fer 

Raleigh In fac{, Chariefl:e City Manager Ron Cariee said he looks forward 1o {he 

oppe~lunity Hall’s appeintment presents to s{rengthen the reiationship behveen the 

two cities, 

Discuss 

Cisco’s worldv~de round of layoffs hits RTP 
The iayoffs fereshadowed by Cisce (N;~sdaq: CSCO) CEO John Chain, bets in 

August are a re;~iity this week fer employees a{ the ne{werking giant’s Research 

Triangk.~ Park campus. 

Canes’ parent, N.C. State reach scheduling agreement 
NC. State University Chancellor Randy Woodson ap, d Carolina Hurricanes General 

Manager Jim Rutheilord announced a scheduling agreement at PNC Arena that the 

two said "benefits beth our orgamzations " 

Discuss 

Shou d North Caro na be worr ed about the Ch nese 

it was a matter of time before people started asking this question: Should North 

Carolina be worried about the Chip, ese buying Smithfield Foods? 

The Fayettevilie Observer eiscuss 

Salivating on 470 jobs, N.C. kept upping tax breaks to gun 
maker 

Parade of Homes: A sneak peak of the Trianq~e’s newest 
house designs (s~ideshow} 

Duke’s endowment tops $6EL nears pre-recession level 

~g.e.~.z.~.~.r.!~.n.~g~.s.~..~.~Lu.~.e..~..c.~9.~.s..~.t.~..a.~LtL~.~.n..~.t-~.~bip.~!~ 
..R-a.D!.~..h...~....R-e..~-~..a...t...p...u...t..s....9-.n.J.~..Ln....v.g.s...t..~-r.....h.~.~ 
How can Durham benefit Gooqle? 

Duke Energy’s Jim Roqers w~ns enere~y-efficiency award 

Amtrak’s ’Track A Train’ - there’s no app for that 

R’s the social tech. stupid! 
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Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect <NCAAconnec@ncaa.org> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 7:38 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR IN~ORt’4ATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

Dill review: Reducing non-performance enhancing drug penalty 
At the 2014 Convention, the Division III membership will vote on legislation that would change the penalty for a first-time positive marijuana test at NCAA championships to the 
next 50 percent of the season of competition. 

Division II Championships Committee discusses seMction criteria impMmentation 
The Division II Championships Committee discussed how to implement new policies for the standardization of selection criteria used in determining postseason padicipants. 

Levinson named Women’s Basketball Secretary-Rules Editor 
Jon Levinson has been hired as the NCAA secretary-rules editor of women’s basketball. He will shadow current SRE Debbie Williamson for a year then take over for the 2014- 
15 season. 

Executive Committee to gradually restore Penn State scholarships 
Due to Penn State’s continued progress toward ensuring athletics integrity, the NCAA Executive Committee is gradually restoring football scholarships the university lost 
because of sanctions more than a year ago. 

Rules reform continues on new path 
Late last month, a group of athletics directors, senior woman administrators and compliance practitioners representing all subdivisions of Division I gathered in Indianapolis to 
take the next step toward shaping the next phase of rules reform. The approach was a new one intended to bring together those who think about the rules on a high level and 
those who must apply them daily. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 

Division I Legislative Council 
NCAA Division I Legislative Council Home Page 

DI Leadership Council agenda and supplements for October 23-24, 2013, Meeting 
DI Leadership Council agenda and supplements for October 23-24, 2013, Meeting 

201243 Web-Based Institutional Manual for NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Improvement Plans 
Instructions on how to create and or updated an NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Improvement Plan 

Division I Amateurism Cabinet 
The updated June 2013 teleconfet~nce t~port has been posted 

Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Blanket Waivers 
Division I SLR Blanket Waivers 

NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate APR improvement Plan Resources 
APR Improvement Plan Resources 

NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Improvement Plan 2013-14 Requirements 
The first section of this document outlines the standards by which APR Improvement Plans will be reviewed to determine if an institution has implemented its improvement 
plan submitted for the previous academic year The second section of this document outlines the minimum requirements for a new or revised APR Improvement Plans 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

@2013 NCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina Bar Association CLE Department <clei~ffo@ncbar.org> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 8:04 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Entire CLE Bookstore discounted now through 10/21 

Upcoming Featured Programs * Nearch CLE Courses 

http:!!www.ncbar.org/c~e, (819) 6~’7-0561/{8001 228-3402, ask for CLE, 

&~ Copyright 2013, NC Bar Association Foundation 

8000 Weston Parkway. Ca~, NC. AI~ Rights Reserved. 

For~va ~ email 

T~is email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu by cleinfo@ncbar.org :. 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

North Carolina Bar Association CLE Department I 8000 Weston Parkway I Cain! I NC I 275~3 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Prof. Vernellia Randall <randall@udayton.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 8:30 AM 

sectpr <SECTPR@lists.aal s.org> 

[SECTPR] - Fwd: Proposal: Legal Elhics atthe Movies 

Dear Colleague, I am interested in teaching a 1 to 2 credit hour fully online asynchronous course: on ’’..L...e..g..a..[....E..t...hj..c..s.....a...~...t...h...e.....~.4...~..&~.L.e..s..’’ in the 
spring. Do you think your school would be interested? Who should I contact?PLEASE CONTACT PIE OFF-LIST. 

This course examines the many issues of ethics and the role of lawyer by watching and discussing films. Novies and TV provide a unique 
opportunity to study legal ethics. Using film clips and small group discussion, and reflection papers this session explores ethical issues that 

arise in a wide variety of practices. Students will review films and critique them enlight of the ABA Nodel Codes of Rules. 

The course could be I or 2 credit and would be fully online, ft is targeted to 
thirdyear students who have taken professional responsibility. This course provide opportunity for students to expand their understanding of 
professional responsibility and ability to apply the model rules to practical situations. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Vernellia R. Randall 
Emeritus Professor of Law 
University of Das~n 

Race, Racism and the Law 

http:fracism.org 

No Democrats! No Republicans! 

Go Green! Go Socialist Democratic Party! 

Life in a Post-racial America. Ain’t it Grand! 

A rising tide lifts all boats, 

sinks all rafts and 
drowns the people treading water! 

Site Links: View- post online View mailing list online Start new thread via email Unsubscribe from this mailing list Manage your subscription 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American La~v Schools 
Use o17 this emai l content is governed by the terms o17 service at: 
https://conn ec t.aals, or~ip/cm/ld/fid 280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 8:42 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 
CH_,~EL HILL AREA: 

****Larceny from reside~ce reporied 10/04/13, 5:30 pm~ ~40 Pii~e Acres Dr 

The victim advised Fed EX delivered a replacement phone (Sarnsung Galaxy 3 White) to her front porch today at 1:30pm. She stated when she arrived home; the package in 
question could not be located. Value $I50.00 
.... Break in te k~cked residence reported 10104113, 8:13 pro, 1235 Brook field Dr 

She advised that when they returned home at 8:15 pm they noticed that the carport door leading to inside the house was open¯ The victim’s son walked inside and noticed 
that a TV was missing so he came back outside. We then checked throughout the house for any possible intruders. After clearing the home the victim came inside and 
advised that the fiat screen TV’s were missing ou~ of all three bedrooms. There was also an apple i-pod, a droid cell phone, a 13anasonic portable DVD player, and a wallet 

taken. Value $1,280.00 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Larceny ol Auto reported 10/05.’13,9:00 am, 4532 Linden Rd,near Durham Co. 
The victim stated her 2000 Plymouth voyager van, white in color was stolen. Registration: zrm-2700. Front passenger section of bumper has hole in it. The passenger side 
front hub cap is ak~;e mi.~;sin.( ¯ There are two "terrific kids" yellow in color stickers on the back of the w~n. She stated she last observed the van last night, 10-04-2013 at 
approximately 10:30pm she explained she has three kids who may have left the van unlocked. She also advised she couldn’t find the key to the van. I checked the area it was 
last parked and found no evidence of broken glass from a forcible entry. A neighbor reported seeing the van this morning 10-05-2013 AT 5:30AM. Vak~e $10,000.00 
.... Larceny ef Aute reperted 10105/13, 12:11 pro, 500 Buckhorn rd,, near Alamance Ce. (Flea market) 
The victim told me that someone had stolen her 2006 Honda Pilot. She said she comes to the Flea Market often and that this time she parked her car near the entrance. She 
told me that she asked several people about the car, but no one saw anything. The market did not have cameras where the car was stolen. Value $10,000.00 

THANK YOU I?OR BEING OUR EXTIL& EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i~i Descri~,tion: 

Description: 

Description: 

Description: 

Description: 

Description. 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 9:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Briet! Boehner Ties DeaJ to TaJks on Debt 

LATEST STOR~E~S 

Boelmer T~es Dea~ to Talks on Debt 

UoS. Stoek Fut~res Fall as Budget Stalemate Drags On 

Lockheed Martin Trims Plan for FuNoughs 

Campaigm Giving Tops High CrowN’s Docket 

So,ware, Design Defects Cripple Health-Care WebMte 

d_~, ~rb~s ~mmmee Lm~n~k Order 

"i’wi~er*s Luer~five Data Nil~g Business 

U,S. RMds Terror Targets in SomMia, ~bya 

Eg3~m~ Clashes Leave at ~Least 5~ Dead 

Ex-~arlords Vie for Af~mn Presidency 

Meet Liu He, Xi Jinping’s Choice to F~x a Faltering Cl~mse Economy 

NEWS V~D~OS 

Previewing the Supreme Court’s Fall Nesshm 

Trio ~ins Nobel Pfi~e in PhyMology or Medieine 

Inl-e~’iew ~rith Indonesia’s Gow~rnor of Central Java 

China E-Conuneree a St~le for U.S. Retailers 

Shutdown Makes D.C. a Skater’s Paradise 

NgWS POD~ASTS 

The Wail Street Journal This Morning OeL o% 2ot3 

"[ heMomingBrief WSJ 300x250 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 9:06 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Talk of a settlement in O [;Bmmon case. Finally. 

Newsletter 

MurkyMondaylVlorning greetings from MotherShipNorth. It~ s like pea ,soup in much of the 

Northeast. 

However, in the world of college sports, one thing is cleax, and that ~s the everywhere, 

everyday bummer of the O ~ Bannou likeness lawsuit that has hung around everyone ~ s uecks 

like the cla~ky chains ou the repentant soul in the Ebiueezer Scrooge movie. 

Anybody who kmows ~mything about "the NCAA MO in litigation kmows that the NCAA 

Fpically lmnkers down, eugages tl~e sere’ices of ;quad; i;latoon; battalions of attorneys, and 

waits out the iuevitable suffbcation/s~ta~,ation of their adversmy to (eventually) result in a 

settlemeut. This tactic has worked over and over again, Inost recently witl~ the EA/CLC 

bowiug out of the O ~ Bmmon suit. 

That appeared to be the strategy of the O ~Bannon case. But there ~ s word (a scoop, even?) 

from Brad Wolverton of The Chronicle of Higher Education that there might be a ,settlement. 

And not on the far horizon, but, here, now, soon, in our lifetimes. 

Two of the more interesting things O ~ Barmon attorney Mike Hausfeld said to Wolverton: 

’!~)u don’l have to s~, 7’m paying you, ’"he said regarding the concerns over 

p~zf!)r-play 

And." ’~ union is not necessary..." 

Read on, Dear Reader, read on .... 

Nick Iat:axite 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w~w~,.twitter.com/@CollegeA~hClips 

O’Bannon Lawyers Signal Openness to Settlement Talks With 
NCAA 
By Brad Woh,erton, The Chronicle of Higher Eck~cation, 10-7-13 

The plaintiffs’ lawyers in a fedem] antitrust lawsuit iuvolving the rights of college 

athletes say they are open to settlement discussions with the National Collegiate Athletic 

Association, a potential sign of compromise in the closely watched case. 

Lawyers for Ed O’Bmmon, the former UCLA staudout who is suing the NCAA over 

perceived injustices in its system, say they have sent siguals to NCAA lavx?ers suggesting a 

willingness to resolve the case belbre "trial. But in a statement to The Chronicle, Donald M. 

Remy, the NCAA’s top lavxTer, said "that the plaintiff~ had "not reached out to the NCAA" 

about a possible settlement and any such assertion was "patently lhlse." 

Mr. O’Bannou and a poteutial class of current and former players have argued that the NCAA, 

through its a~tiquated sys~tem of mnateurism, illegally preveuts athletes from earning their fair 

shme of the money the NC,A~\ brings iu from commercial products~ including video games and 

other merchm~dise. The plaintiff’s me also laying claim to poteutially hundreds of millions of 
dollars in television revenue. The NCAA has vigorously denied the claims, aud last month 

vowed to fight the case to the Supreme Court, ifnecessau. 

The judge in the case, which is being heard in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District 

of California, is considering whether to certify the plaintiffs as a class. A trial date has been set 

tbr next summer. 

The lawsuit has sparked widespread debate about whether players should be paid. But 

Michael D. HauslNd, the lead lav~Ter for the plainfiff~, said that the suit’s unstated thnction is to 

ch~mge the relationship between players, their college~ and the NCAA. 

To do that, he told The Chronicle, the association would not need to pay players explicitly. 

"You dofft have to say, Tm paying you,’" he said. "ffs not the NCAA paying; it’s the licensee 



giving a share of their revenue" to players. 

’A Union Is Not Necessary’ 

Legal experts say the two sides could resolve their biggest differences by tbcusing less on 

payments to players [1 whi ch NCAA colleges have said they are umvilling to provide [J and 

instead exaanining new ways of providing benefits to players. Such ideas could include 

improved health care, increased scholarship aid, and more opportunities for athletes to 

co~nplete their education. 

Those proposals would not undercut the NCAA’s amateur ideals, said Matt Mitten, a law 

professor and director of the National Sports Law Institute at MaNuette University. 

"If the plaintitt~ were rolling to consider something other than, ’Hey, here’s a pool of money 

elt~ctively used to compensate athletes for their playing services,’ arguably that’s consistent 

with furthering the educational aspect of intercollegiate athletics," he said. 
Mr. Haust~ld said his team would be open to any changes that would provide players ruth a 

more equitable role in big-time sports. 

"We’ve cited what a nonrestrictive market wonld look like," he said, but he would not de~ribe 
specific examples of what players might be seeking. If the NCAA agreed to sit down, he said, 

the two sides could find out where they might have common ground. (His mllingness to discuss 

a settlement, he added, was not indicative of any deviation from the plaintiffs’ "absolute resolve" 

to continue with the litigation, if necessary.) 

For the plaintiffs, any settlement would probably need to provide increased rights to players, 

including mo~e due-process protections involving alleged NCAA violations, fewer restrictions 

on transfers, and more negotiating power. 

"A nnion is not necessary, but an association of students is," Mr. Hansfeld said. "The NCAA 

claims to have student-athlete representation within the organization.... But how can you have 

a legitimate independent voice if yon’re being controlled by the very association that 

supposedly represents you?" 

In recent weeks, many leading athletics officials have suggested that colleges were open to 

considering new ways of supporting athletes, but they oppose unionization. Such eflbrts, they 

believe, would lead to attempts to treat athletes as employees. 

"There’s a huge disparity bem, een looldng at the scholarship model and revisiting what s~dent- 

athletes receive to the leap that the lawyers in this suit go to," said one official, M~o asked not 

to be identified because of the sensitivi~ of the matter. 
For its part, the NCAA has consistently defended its position on amateurism and shown no 

signs of backing down in the lawsuit. In an interview last month with USA Today, Mr. Rem~; 

the NCAA lm~er, said the association was "not prepared to compromise on the case." 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission of The Chronicle of Higher 

Education. 

The [] featured ~ editorial from the Editorial Board of the New York Times last week was 

devoted to the O ~Bannon case. Please note that the editorial did not appear on the sports 

page, but on the editorial pa~e. They actually signed off by saying that the NCAA has a 

[] plantation mentali~ [] with regard to student- athletes. Here [] s an excerpt: 

[] Unfair Business in College Sports, [] The Editorial Board, New York Times, 10-3-13 

The ~ C.A.A. argues that players should get nothing more than a scholarship 

(which colleges may cancel), because payment from cofeges or outside companies 
would tT¢in the amateur model of collegiate ~porls. That model, however, is 

fimdamentally unfair. Walter Byers, the first executive director of the ~ C.A.A. 

and now a critic of the way it does busine~s:~, aptly described the athletesU plight in 

his memoir: I1The college player cannot sell his own.feet (the coach does that) nor 

can he sell his own name (the college will do that). This is the plantation 

mentality resurrected and blessed by today []s campus executives. 

(emphasis added) 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy" subscriber base. el=LASHes are emailed d/rectty to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular O’Bannon eFLASH has been sent to aft Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of coflege athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Financial Sen,ices Marketing S~posium <conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11: 56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Best Rates End Friday. Review Agenda Inside. 

Fi .... ial Services Marketing +1 ..... tion Symposium 

Best Rates Friiday 
Use promo code NYC150 for instant extra savings 

execntive~ i~ ~r i~dnstryo 

~ Zero-in on overlooked pockets of opportunity 

~ Nurture innovation to create new revenue streams 

William A, Donius, Authou ~OUGHT REVOLU~ON: HOW TO UNLOCK YOUR INNER GENIUS 

> > full description 

How to Get from ’Like~’ to Social Sales 
Clara Shih, CEO & Founder, HEARSAY SOCIAL 
Rober~ ("Bucleg") Wright, Chief Sales Officer, AXA EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
> > full description 

Lodger-Term Innovation - Ho~ Do Yon P~n F~r The Wh~teYer I, Beyond ~e 

Miranda Hill, Vice President, Product Management Nanageu WF Labs and Incubotor, WELLS 

FARGO ~BS 
> > full descdptbn 

T~e E~oMng Customer Jo~rney 

Jeffrey Boorjan, Regional Vice President of Marketing,Eastern Division, CAESARS 

ENTERTAINMENT 

> > full description 

E~lance The C~omer E~perie~¢e Via Mobile Payments 
Toby" Russell, Vice President, Enterprise Mobile, Web & Emerging Channels, CAPITAL ONE 
>> full description 

View additional sessions online 

REGISTER ONLINE NOW 

or call (212) 803-6072 
Save $350 off the standard rate with promo code NYC150 

Sponsorship Opportunities 
For a customized package, please contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089, 

You a~e currently subscribed to Conference - Financial Services Marketing Syrup as: Ibroome@email uric edu 











This book is a comprehensive resource for stuciyh~g the sections of A~licie 9 of the 

Uniform Commercial Code. it offers a clear and understsndsble d~scussJon of the 

sections and concepts of AA~cie 9 and includes abundant examples. 1[ examhses every 

aspect era secured transaction, including ~ne ~op~ o, Aiticie 9, a~achment and 

~e~ecfion of s seuu~ ~ty in~ ~l ~a,t, ~..~ =,~,~ =~y an ~,~,~ ~ competing secudty interests, default, 

choice-olClav,/ru~es, and sss~gnrnent o~ rights. The chap{ers foibw the organ~za{ion of 

Article.,9 making i{ easy ~br the reader to 1~)0u5 or~                                             ~8~t~,-ular ........ ,’onc~r?s, ........ ,w s~ud’y the book 

from cover to cover. The msjodty of jurisdictions have adopted the 2010 Amendments 

to A£~cle 9 and the book exp~ahss the amendments; ~n addition to providing explanations 

of the ru~es of pre-amendment A~tide 9. 
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Subject: 

DechertOnPoint <DechertOn Point@edechert.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

CFTC Adopts New CPO Rules for Registered Investment Companies and Others 

Having trouble reading this email? View i[ in your browser Print email 

ii~. Dechert LLP 

[]CFTC Adopts New CPO R~les for Registered Investment Companies 

and Others 

The U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") recently released its long- 

awaited "Final Rule" to harmonize CFTC disclosure, reporting, and recordkeeping 

requirements vgith parallel U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("~.~.~") requirements 

fo~ registered inves~rnent advisers ("[~).~") a~so ~equ~red to reg~ste~ as cornmodi~y £0ol 

operators ("£~£~A") wkh ~espect to thek operation of certain inves~rnent companies 

("~iste~ed funds") ~eg~stered unde~ the U.S. ~nvestment Company Act of 1940 as amended 

("19-40 Act")~ ~ the F~na~ Rule, the CFTC substantially cha~ged course from the Proposed 

Ru~e. h~ summary, the Fh~a~ Ru~e ~s "grounded h~ the concept of substituted compliance" but 

~s not wkhout some addkiona~ operational obligations, and ~t does not address al~ ~ssues 

re~ated to th~s new "harmonized" regh~~e. 

The Final Rule’s simplified approach to CFTC disclosure, reporting, and recordkeeping 

obligations for regL%ered fund CPOs i.~ in stark contrast to the Proposed Rule, which had 

instead focused on removing existing barriers to duplicative disclosure and otheR, vise would 

have la~gefy subjected registered fund CPOs to all of the same ongoing CFIC Part 4 CPO 

regulations as are applicable to CPOs of public commodity pools in addition to parallel 

obligations under the existing SEC regime. The Proposed Rule drew a broad spectrum of 

industry comments that were generally concerned that such a non-synchronized approach 

would result in increased costs that woukt ultimately be borne by registered fund investors 

and cause investo~ confusion, without substantively improving upon the SEC’s e×is~ing 

disclosure, reporting, and recordkeeping regime for registered funds. 

Read More (PDF) 
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[] 
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M. Holland West ~ Robert G. Zack ~ L. Audrey Wagner 
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Subject: 

Cmwford, Benjamin <~benjamin.cmwford@lyon.edu;, 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:49 PM 

Crawtbrd, Benjamin <benjamin.crawtbr~lyon.edu> 

RE: Faculty & StafflUpdate Notification} 

Dear U ser~ 

The follomng evaluations have been assigned to your account Plea~ complete these evaluations. 

CLICK ttERE TO EVALUATE ACCOUNT 

NOTE: Your account ewluations wifi time out after an hour of ~etth~g this notification. Your responses will be lost if you do not click on the "evaluate" 

button before 60 minutes lapses. There is no prompt M~en your 60 minute session has expired. Please save extensive comments periodically and check your time. 

Please reduce your mailbox size. Delete any items you don’t need from your mailbox and empty your Deleted Items folder. 

Help Desk. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 1:05 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

University jobs in Bm~king, Business & Financial Law, Commercial & Bankruptcy Law, and other related areas 

Dear Professor Broome, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Law- features 17 faculty- openings, 11 senior a&ninistrative positions, and 3 post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education. 

Issue: Law Oct. 7th, 2013 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Balf~mg, Business & Financial Law 
- Con~mercial & Bankruptcy Law- 

Become a fan of Academic Keys on Facebook! Click here: 
http://wwwfacebook.com/pages/Storrs-CT/Academic-Kevs/56778577910 

Follo}v us on T}vitter! 
http ://twitter. corn/!!/acad emickevs 

Join us on LinkedIn! 
http:/iwww. [inkedin com/~roups/Academic-Ke’~,s-I Ii~her-Education-Professionals-4055169 

POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEiVff~;NT 

Add your department’s positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions: 
- http://En~ineering.AcademicKev, s.con~/client lo~in.php?ta~=LA131007m 

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS: 

Nt:?&7! - Lateral Law Facul~-Seinor Chaired Appointment in .. 
Umversity of Minnesota 

Minneapolis, MN 
Date Posted: Oct 3, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob=49569&o=232497&t=LA 131007m-Be 

NEW! - Assoc. Dean for Experim. Edu. & Clinical Prof of Law 
Boston University 
School of Law 
Boston, MA 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.com!r?iob=49561&o=232497&t=LA 131007m-6e 

iN~EW! - Director of Legal Clinics 
St. Louis University 
School of Law 
St. Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

h~p :/,\wcw.AcademicKeys. com,’r’.’iob=49560&o=232497 &t=LA131007m-6e 

ix~EW! - Director, Law Admissions 
Barry University 
Dwayne O..amdreas School of Law 

Orlando, FL 
Date Posted: Sep. 27, 2013 

http :i/waa~’.AcademicKeys. com/r’, job=49~49&o=232497 &t=LA131007m-2e 

iN~E;V! - Dean, School of Law 
Universi~z of Detroit Mercy 
School of La~v 
Detroit, M1 
Date Posted: Sep. 17, 2013 

http ://vavw.AcademicKeys. cona/r?job=48684&o=232497 &t=LA13100 7m-6e 

ix,~W[ - Executive Director, International 
University- of British Columbia 

Office of the Executive Director, International 



Vancouver, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Sep. 13, 2013 

http:/?www.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 48606&o 232497&t LA131007m-0e 

Nt~’?~7! - Executive Recruiting Consultant 
Academic Keys 
Academic Keys 
Storrs, CT 
Date Posted: Sep. 13, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 48580&o 232497&t LA131007m-0e 

Associate/Assistant Dean for Clinical Education, Experien... 
UCLA 
School of Law 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Juh 29, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.confr?iob 47386&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Qatar Olympic Cormnittee Professorial Chair in Sports Sci. 
Qatar Universib" 
Sports Sciences Program - College of Arts & Sciences 
Doha, Qatar, Qatar 
Date Posted: Juh 25, 2013 

httr~://’,wcw.AcademicKe’vs.com,’r?iob 47304&o 232497&t LA131007m-0e 

Head of College 
University- College Cork 
College of Business and La;v 
Cork, Cork, Ireland 
Date Posted: Juh 9, 2013 

http://w~a~’.AcademicKeys.corpJr?job 46887&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Dean of t2ae School of Law- (705-254) 
University of Montana 
School of La~v 
Missoula, MT 
Date Posted: Jun. 11, 2013 

http:/,’vavw.AcademicKeys.com/r?job 46434&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS 

iN~E;V! - Non-tenure-track Acting Asst. Professors (several .. 
New York University- 
School of La~v 
New- York, NY 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:/?www.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 49572&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

NF?Z7! - Law Center: Asst. or Assoc Pro:~ - Two (2) Pos~ti... 
Umversity’ of Houston 
Law Center 
Houston, TX 
Date Posted: Oct 3, 2013 

http:f/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 49567&o 232497&~LA131007m-6e 

NEW! - Clinical Associate Pro:[’essor of La~v 

Boston University 

School of Law 

Boston, ]Xd[~ 

Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 49562&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

N}~’JAT[ - Assistant,’ Associate/Instructor/Lecturer in Law (.. 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd Umversity 
College of Arts & Science 
A1 Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Sep. 30, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r’.’iob 49308&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

ix~EW! - Law Full Professor (AA3427) 



University of Washington 
School of Law 
Seattle, WA 
Date Posted: Sep. 27, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 49267&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Adjunct, [regal Studies 
Berkeley College 

New- York, NY 
Date Posted: Aug. 21, 2013 

http://~wcw.AcademicKeys.com,~r?iob 47910&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Associate Professors/Assistant Professors/Chairs 

An’lerican Univcrsi)- of Beirut 

Olayan School of Business 

Beirut, Lebanon 

Date Posted: Aug. 19, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?iob 47854&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Adjunct, Criminal Justice 
Berkeley College 

New York City, NY 
Date Posted: Aug. 19, 2013 

http://~wcw.AcademicKeys.com,~r?iob 47846&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Faculty Positions Open 
University of Denver 
Daniels College of Business 
Denver, CO 
Date Posted: Aug. 12, 2013 

http://w~’.AcademicKeys.corpJ1-?job 47701&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Canada Research Chair in Law (Tier 2) 
Queen’s University’ 
Faculty, of Law 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug 12, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.con~/r?job 47668&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Senior Lecturer/Lecturer 
Polytechnic of Namibia 
School of Management 
Wmdhoek, 9000, Namibia 
Date Posted: Jul. 23, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 47211&o 232497&~LA131007m-6e 

Assistant/Associate Professor -- Chinese [raw 
J~iu National University 
Law School 
Jeju, J~iu, South Korea 

Date Posted: Jul 5, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 46846&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Lecturer/Associate Professor in Accounting 
Xi’an Jiaotong-L~verpoo] Umversity 
lmernational Business School Suzhou 
Su/hou, Jiangsu, China 
Date Posted: Jun. 25, 2013 

http:L/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 46672&o 232497&~LA131007m-6e 

Career Counselor with J.D 
Charlotte School of Law 
(;enter for Professional Development 
Charlotte, NC 
Date Posted: Jurl. 14, 2013 

http:i/waaa~’.AcademicKeys.cor~fr?iob 46497&o 232497&t LA131007m-6e 

Assistant/Associate/& Full Prof. in LAW (English and At... 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University- 



College of Arts and Science 
Al Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Jun. 10, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob=46377&o=232497&t=LA 131007m-2e 

Faculty Positions at IBA, Karachi (Business Administration) 
Institute of B usiness Administration 
Facul)- of Business Administration (FBA) 
Karachi, Sindh, Pakistan 
Date Posted: Apr. 11, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob=45197&o=232497&t=LA 131007m-6e 

Assistant Professors -- School of Business 
Australian College of Kuwait 
School of Business 
Kuwait Ci~, Kuwait 
Date Posted: Apr. 2, 2013 

h~p:/,\w~v.AcademicKeys.com,’r’ iob=45010&o=23.497&t=LA 131007m-6e 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS 

NEW! - Doctoral Research Scholarships AY2014-2015 
The National University of Singapore 
NUS Law 
Singapore, Singapore 
Date Posted: Sep. 30, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=49345&o=232497&t=LA 131007m-6e 

Research Fellotv (PhD Candidate) with Professor Anne Peters 
Max Planck Inst. for Comparative Public Law and Internati .. 
Research 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Jul. 12, 2013 

http://w~’.Aca demicKeys.corcYr?iob=46957&o=232497&t=LA 131007m-6e 

Senior Research Fellow (Postdoc) tvith Professor Anne Peters 
Max Planck Inst for Comparative Public Latv and Internati.. 
Research 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Jul 11, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKevs.com/r?iob=46939&o=232497&t=LA 131007m-6e 

To view- more academic jobs, visit: http://www.AcademicKevscom/ 
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Do you need to update your email information with us’? Proceed to the ~2~1 lowing page: 

http://www.academickeyscom/all/user chan~e email.php 

Did you receive this e-Flier from a colleague and would like to continue to receive this or other e-Fliers l~om Academic Keys? Please proceed to the ~7~llowing page: 

http :/iwww. academick ey s. com/allisubscri be.php 
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If you would like to unsubscribe l?om further e-Fliers and other correspondence from AcademicKeys cam, you must proceed to the following web page: 

http:i/AcademicKevs.comiall/unsubscribe php,email=lissa broome~lunc.edu 

Your request to unsubscribe will be processed within 24 hours. 

We assure you that we make every attempt to honor requests to unsubscribe. Thank you ]7~r your patience[ If you have an?’ further comments or suggestions, please send an email to 
EmaiIUs@ AcademicKeys cam 
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Andrea McCarthy 
amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com 
Academic Keys, LLC 
I066 Starts Road, Suite D 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 1:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 8 -- BNA’s Banking Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Securitization 

Although it has shown signs of recovery since the financial crisis, 
the market for private-label mortgage-backed securities (NBS) 
will not return in force unless structurM changes are made to 
instill greater confidence among investors .... 

Community Banks 

A Federal Reserve Board governor, in another speech promising 
to tailor policies with the size of a bank in mind, said the 
regulator will launch a new consumer compliance supervision 
program in 2014 for smaller banks .... 

Systemic Risk 

Federal regulators released portions of big banks’ blueprints for 
winding down in a crisis, a part of the process laid out in the 
financial regulatory overhaul to guard against systemic risk .... 

Debt Limit 

A U.S. default would cause an economic crisis that would 
outstrip the 2008 recession, and cause residual damage lasting 
years, the Treasury Department said in a strongly worded report 
on the macroeconomic impacts of the debt ceiling impasse .... 

Credit Cards 

Needed for Certait~ Cre<ft Card Products 

Oct. 2 @ Total consumer expenses for maintaining credit card 
accounts declined two percentage points between 2008 and 
20~2 due in part to reforms imposed on the industry by the 
Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure... 

Mortgages 

The Federal Housing Administration, after acknowledging the 
need for a hefty withdrawal from the U.S. Treasury, spoke 
optimistically of its finances, with Commissioner Carol Galante 
pointing to "significant improvement" in... 

Mortgages 

The monitor of the 2012 national mortgage servicing settlement 
with large banks has issued four new standards to measure 
compliance with the landmark agreement .... 



Economic Outlook 
Big ~a~kers ~eet 

The head of Goldman Sachs Tnc., after a meeting at the White 
House between President Barack Obama and corporate leaders, 
said the government shutdown and a failure to extend the U.S. 
borrowing authority would hurt an economic recovery that’s... 

U.S. Treasury 
Nat’kets Fear ~i.~;g~e~" Proble~e 
Sh~tdow~ am Debt Ceili~ 

The government shutdown may be dominating headlines, but 
markets are looking past the relatively small dents it may cause 
the economy to fiscal D-Day, when the Treasury Department 
finally hits its borrowing limit and the U.S. government faces... 

Debt Limit 

Financial markets are preparing for the worst as Capitol Hill 
remains unable and unwilling to forge a debt limit deal, 
threatening a first-ever O.S. default .... 

Payment Systems 

A federal regulator has clarified how banks should manage 
payment-processing relationships with high-risk customers, 
emphasizing the lenders should practice due diligence to assure 
themselves they are not serving as conduits in the commission... 

Community Banks 

W}~ Help Comm~mity ga~ks S~,zive 

Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke sounded an optimistic 
note on smaller banks in a speech Oct. 2, expressing confidence 
the lenders can overcome competition from larger institutions as 
well as new industry rules .... 

Student Loans 
CFP~3’s Cordray Cites Big Debt o~ Cam#us, 

The head of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, citing a 
big climb in student debt, expressed concerned that schools 
might be encouraging students to use financial products that 
don’t offer the best deals and called for helping... 

Community Banks 
Paper- De~ive~’ed at Fed Co~fet’e~ce Argyles 

The 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act will likely increase the regulatory costs of 
community banks and place them at a competitive disadvantage 
to large, complex financial institutions, a speaker told a 
conference... 

Accounting 

:In :[~s~r~ce~ A8A Calls for ScoNe O~ 

@ Guidance being developed by the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board for insurance contracts would wrongly require 
banks to account for credit risk-related banking products and 
transactions as insurance, when by nature their... 

Securities 
S~F~4A," W~rr~t~ D~te T~i~ejers R~i~g 

The Securities ~ndustry and Financial Association weighed in 
Sept. 26 on a dispute over timeliness under New York law of 
breach of contract claims relating to certain residential 
mortgage-backed securities (ACE Securities Corp. v. DB 
Structured... 

Derivatives 

Cou~teq~r~ies F~o~ Repor~:i~g Requireme~:s 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued three 
no-action letters Sept. 27 and 30 aimed at giving swap 
execution facilities and market participants more time to comply 

with rules scheduled to become effective Oct. 2 (CFTC No- 



Action... 

Derivatives 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued 
several temporary no-action letters Sept. 30 addressing swaps 
trading and clearing, just hours before the government shut 
down and the agency ceased most operations (CFTC No- 
Action... 

Mortgages 

A mortgage broker licensing test that combines separate federal 
and state evaluations into one test that’s accepted in every 
signatory state was expected to have been adopted by ~2 

states as of Oct. 1, only six months after it first became... 

Accounting 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board approved the issuance 
of two narrowly scoped accounting proposals ratified by its task 
force unit related to embedded derivatives and stock-based 
compensation .... 

Accounting 

The types of repurchase transactions that figured in the 2011 
sinking of MF Global, the giant derivatives broker and investment 
bank, are to be the relatively narrow focus of accounting rule 
improvements planned by the Financial Accounting... 

Lease Accounting 
FAiR Chair~a~ ~ays Boa~d Will Need 

Financial Accounting Standards Board Chairman Russell Golden 
told members of the Private Company Council it was clear that 
the board will have to change aspects of its lease accounting 
proposal because there has been disagreement and mixed... 

Investment Advisers 
Report~ ’Data Gaps’ About Asset ~4anagers 

There are "significant data gaps" regarding the activities of asset 
managers that make it difficult to fully analyze or measure the 
threat posed by the industry to financial stability, the Office of 
Financial Research said Sept .... 

Eleven-term Rep. Spencer Bachus (R-Ala.), who as chairman of 

the House Financial Services Committee during the 2011-2013 

term, took a leading role in challenging several assumptions of 

the 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer... 

Monetary Policy 
Onconve~tiena~ ~,,lonetary Polic~" New ~ormal 

Unconventional monetary policy for the time being is the new 
normal as unemployment remains high, San Francisco Federal 
Reserve Bank President John Williams said Oct. 3 .... 

Mortgages 
Rakes ~all ~:or Third Week~ Taking 

Mortgage rates declined again in the latest week, taking the 
average for the 30-year mortgage down to 4.22 percent from 
4.32 percent the previous week, Freddie Mac reported .... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage applications softened in the latest week as higher 
refinancing loans were not enough to offset a decline in 
purchases, the Mortgage Bankers Association reported Oct. 2 .... 



LEGAL NEWS 

Mortgages 

New York Attorney General Eric T. Schneiderman (D) Oct. 2 said 

Wells Fargo & Co. is not meeting its obligations in accordance 

with a landmark $25 billion mortgage settlement agreement and 

asked a federal judge to force the bank into compliance... 

Payment Cards 

~ederaB 3ud,~)e ~k,~:ks New Y~>rk Law 

A federal judge in New York blocked a New York law on Oct. 3 

that bars merchants from imposing surcharges on customers who 

pay by credit card instead of cash, holding the law violates free 

speech rights under the First Amendment to the U.S. 

Constitution... 

Securities 

A whistle-blower whose information led to an enforcement action 
in which "substantial investor funds" were recovered has 
received a $14 million award, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission said Oct. 1 .... 

Consumer Protection 

~a~k of A~erica ]In $32 Mi~ion Accord 

To ~ett~e A~od~a~ C~a~ O~4e~ TCPA 
Bank of America has reached a preliminary $32 million settlement 
with consumers who say the bank violated the Telephone 
Consumer Protection Act (Rose v. Bank of America Corp., N.D. 

Cal., No. ~2-cv-02390, motion 9/27/~3) .... 

Consumer Protection 

A leading debt-settlement payment processor must stop 
allegedly helping others to collect millions of dollars in illegal up- 
front fees from consumers and must pay a $1.376 million civil 
penalty, according to a proposed settlement filed... 

Securities 
Ci~:i~roup L~it A~ree~ to $30 ~i~lio~ £i~e 

Oct. 30 Citigroup Global Markets Inc. Oct. 2 agreed to pay a 
$30 million penalty to resolve Massachusetts securities 
regulators’ allegations that a Citi research analyst provided large 
U.S. hedge fund and institutional clients... 

Mortgages 

Wells Fargo & Co. has reached a settlement on "substantially all" 
of the firm’s repurchase liabilities for loans sold to Freddie Mac 
prior to 3an. ~, 2009, Wells Fargo said Sept. 30 .... 

Mortgages 

A divided U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit Sept. 27 
upheld dismissal of a contract breach suit against Bank of 
America after the bank demanded increased flood insurance 
coverage, as judges said the borrower’s reading of the 
contract... 

~NTERNAT~ONAL NEWS 

Foreign Accounts 
Switzer~at~d ParEan~ent Approves 
Delay ~:or ~ATCA’s Entry ~to ~or~e 

Switzerland’s parliament approved a six-month delay to enforce a 
bilateral Swiss-U.S. agreement on implementation of the U.S. 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act .... 

International Banking 
B,a~ks L,a~;es~; Target of Chi~a Price Probes; 

Gover~n~ent Threatens to E~rorce Refunds 

China will begin a price probe into arbitrary banking charges Oct. 



10, the latest move from China’s top economic planning agency 
to push down prices in sectors with a wide social impact .... 

International Banking 

China’s banking regulator has released a draft revision of rules for 
the administration and licensing of foreign banks in China and will 
collect public comment on the document until Oct. 30 .... 

Through various affiliated entities, large financial institutions may 
have multiple touch points to a company client or multiple roles 
in a complex financial transaction. For example, one affiliate 
could have an equity interest in a company,... 

JOURNAL 

This email is part of your subscription to BNA’s Banking Report ([SSN 1522- 
5984), which is published on the Web weekly, except for the third Monday 
in August, Labor Day, and the Monday following Christmas, by The Bureau 

of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i~ttp:iiwebuui.bi;a.cc, mi~4m ~.iIsignup. 
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access or distribution is prohibited. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 2:19 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Tone at the Top (of the SEC): Tough 

DavisPoN 
CLIENT MBM©RAN©UM 

Tone at the Top (of the SEC): Tough 
October 7~ 201;3 

As the fiscal year comes to a close--even while the Securities and Exchange Commission, amidst the 

government shutdown, continues to fund its operations through a carryover balance from FY 2013--it is a 

good time to review recent signs of SEC skepticism regarding financial statement reporting practices and 

the SEC’s current focus on public company officers, directors, and auditors as targets of potential 

enforcement actions. Since Mary Jo White was confirmed as the new Chairman in April, and George 

Canellos and Andrew Ceresney were named Co-Directors of the Division of Enforcement later that month, 

a number of enforcement actions and SEC statements suggest a heightened vigilance, particularly with 

respect to potential corporate accounting failures. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s i !i’,,scV p:::.ih::?: located at 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding :-J~.;~v:-,’ :ii@:s:~vi-~.;oi:,- corn to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 2:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review Business incentives stir big battle 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Cabarrus board takes aim at 

irmentives; c~itics say county ..... 

Some officials say governments 

shouldn’t give tax breaks or cash 

to lure relocating or expanding 

companies, but supporters of the 

practice say... 

Comn~u~ications 

Time Warner Cable will buy the Charlotte-based 

regional fiber optic net~vork company DukeNet 

Communications for $600 million including the 

repayment of debt, the cable company said Monday. 

N.C, lawmakers wooed by 

overhaul 

Business leaders are working 

behind the scenes to press 

House Republicans to bring 

immigration legislation to a vote. 

Twitter tunes in to ~V partnerships ahead of 

People don’t just watch TV anymore; they talk about it 

on Twitter From the comfort of couches, they share 

reactions to touchdowns and nail-biting season 

finales --and advertisers and networks are taking 

note. 

SRS contractor fudougt~s t,4.00 employees 

A contractor that manages highly radioactive liquid 

waste at the Savannah River Site near Aiken is 

furloughing 1,400 employees during the federal 

government shutdown. 

Stocks fal~ as government 

shutdown drags on 

Investors kept their focus on 

Washington Monday, sending 

stocks lower as few signs 

emerged of a deal to end the U.S. 

government shutdown and raise. 

Twitte~ tunes in to TV par[nerships ahead o~ 

People don’t just watch TV anymore; they talk about it 

on Twitter. From the comfort of couches, they share 

reactions to touchdowns and nail-biting season 

finales --and advertisers and networks are taking 

note 

Airpo~[ valet service ~o disclose sea~ch policy 

For $19 a day, travelers at Charlotte’s airport can 

forgo parking hassles and leave their cars just 

outside the terminal. For a fee, valet attendants will 

even give them an N.C. auto inspection or a wash. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Editor <edito@ bankersonline.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 3:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 Securi~ Officers Workshop: Attend (Live Streaming) on Wed/Thu t~om your oltice! 

(Please forward this email to the person responsible for security.) 

Join us live in Philadelphia or by remote video streaming live to your location [or this must attend event for all 

Security Directors, Officers, Staff, Auditors, Directors, CEOs, Cashiers, BSA Officers, Compliance Officers, Training 

Officers, Bank Counsel and Legal Staff, and White Collar Law Enforcement Officer!! 

The schedu[e is now avai[ab[e for down[oad (.pdf). 

Download the 2013 Security Officers Workshop brochure (.pdf)! Share the details with 

management (and with other security officers) and re~ister today. 

~ There’s still time! 

You need to keep up to date in many areas. Prosecution and recovery strategies, dealing with active shooters, forgery 

and altered documents, workplace v~oience, social engineering and hackers, security de\dces...the list goes on and on. 

What if you could stay at the office, participate [i\,e in a two-day workshop, and have access to the ful[ archive of 

the sessions for 30 days? You can! Take advantage of LIVE streaming of the event to your location. For one budget- 

conscious price: 

1. Train as many staff as needed without incurring extra fees. 

2. Learn from the best. You’ll have access to the some of the best banking security experts in the industry and 

you’ll be watching the program live, streamed as it happens in Philadelphia. 

3. Avoid the costs of travel and lodging. 

4. Earn credit for attending. The Security Officers Workshop has always maintained a strong reputation in the 

industry for quality training and this will translate directly into a benefit for you. The hours you spend attending 

the workshop will be recognized by ABA, ICBA, ASIS, and CFE. You’ll receive a certificate detailing the hours of 

training in security and, where applicable, BSA. 

5. Get answers to your security questions. Have a security question? Get an answer! You can interact and ask 

questions of the speakers. We’ve set aside plenty of time for Q~A and we’re committed to providing a follow-up 

Q~tA document if there are any questions left unanswered. 

6. Time shift your learning. What if you are on the West Coast? Do you need to start at 6 a.m. EDT? No! Start 

when it is convenient for you. Pick up when it is convenient for you. We will attempt to have the morning 

sessions encoded and available by the end of the day so you can still remain up-to-speed. 

7. Date shift your learning. Do you have a time conflict on one of the days? No problem. You’ll have up to 30 days 

to review the program and invite staff to see the parts of the program you find most valuable. 

Check out the timely security topics being covered by our pane[ of experts throughout the 2-day workshop on our 

agenda page! Head on over to our Speakers Bios page to [earn more about the presenters. Then register now to attend 

so you don’t miss the most comprehensive security event of the year! 

I. Visit the workshop website, 

4. test ~our s,istem (if you are planning on streaming), and 

5. REGISTER TODAY! 

"We’re interested in the Remote Streaming option direct to our location. 

Can we test our system?" 

Yes, we have a special page set up for that and you can access it by 

"Will there be a chance to get answers to our questions?" 

Yes, there will be Q~A sessions during the workshop where questions submitted from the in-person attendees and the 

remote participants will be answered. In the event that we cannot answer all of the questions during the conference, we 



wiLL create a foLLow-up document containing answers we were unable to address during the workshop. 

"Do remote attendees get the same certification credits for attendance?" 

Yes, the entire conference wiLL be streamed in real time, and also archived for Later viewing. If there is more than one 

person participating remotely, we wiLL supply a certificate for each attendee. 

"Can we submit questions prior to the conference?" 

Yes, we’d Love to hear from you prior to the workshop! If you have any questions that you would Like to see addressed, 

~D-~!..~.~!.~..~.~ and we’LL do our best to incorporate them into the program. 

"How will we get access to the materials?" 

ALL attendees wiLL have the ability to download the materials prior to the conference (with plenty of Lead time in the 

event you would Like to print them out). They wiLL be made avaiLabLe online for aLL attendees to download and those 

attending in PhiLadeLphia wiLL also receive a CD-ROM containing the material along with a notepad. 

And if you have more questions... 

Don’t worry! We’re here to help. Head to the conference website and check out the a~enda or download a copy of the 

fuLL brochure. If the information you need isn’t there, don’t hesitate to contact us. And once aLL your questions are 

answered, go ahead and feaster to attend! 

ALong with a wealth of knowLedge delivered by some of the best speakers in the industry and vaLuabLe tools to help you 

meet the security function’s mission, you wiLL receive credit for attending the workshop! The ~.~[~.’~..~!.~.~’.~. 

~[~.~3.~J~ has always maintained a strong reputation in the industry. We’re proud of the reputation we’ve developed 
over the past eighteen years and our reputation for quality training wiLL translate directly into a benefit for you. The 

hours you spend attending the workshop wiLL be recognized by ABA, ICBA, ASIS, and CFE. YouIL receive a certificate 

detailing the hours of training in security and, where appLicabLe, BSA. Register today! 

We promise to keep the workshop LiveLy, informative, and packed with value. We Look forward to seeing you in 

October! 

C[~ck here to unsubscr~be 



Your recording has been processed andyourrnedia is ready. Please visitthe ~:-:.:::i’~.:::,{:i.:!~rs~!! C.::.u!s,’-~ P.::.!iai to reviewyour course media and 
monitorsfudenfusage. 

Note: Any media marked as Initially" Unavailable will need to be made Available (on the EchoServer) before students can view if.::::::::::::::: 

Rich Media Playback: k~ o: ksv,’uchoc:6:3/;d, ~:~" edu:80~S,’ess,’~" ~;prese~ a ~tr>’~:;00f3ed.-~ ,’~b’;-t.’~5-~faf-;’:s~s2a~:sf~’3~ ;’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <-reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: PHOTOS: Companies celebrate TBJ’s Best Places to Work Awards in retro t?ashion 

carr~per~s~io~, Click to learn how you can utilize 
this new offerin!!, 

Hotels hot agai...-f? Sheraton, Harrioll hotels sold to 

Canes~ Sem(n bur~&3H house from local reai estate exec Don 
Wa(ston 

~ ~£__your real estate license 

Siqn-up Now,,. 



~Carl @reczy_:H:ersuade investors on !@o£cier’..ce? 

Shouid North Carolilsa be worried about the Chinese tS, eover of 
SmRhfield Foods? 

~ A lockindicates content available m paid subscfi~rs. Learn 

D~ck Costolo s:~ars wkh cdt~cs over Twitter% all--male board 

abou) selline stock ................................................ 

Can Georqe ]etson and ~;_~Xain ~irk hel~ sell $arnsung 
smartwa~ches ? 

SLZDESHOW: Luxuries for r~ch or g.ett~ng.£here ent~eorene ...................................................................................................................................................... 

Entrepreneurs of the week: A 82B e>pe:t ~eams consumer 
Ho:ters ambassador.: and more £globai " 

N 
I Use Type: Sale 

Featured Event 

www.seventh: ene:al:~on.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 3:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 

Media Contact 
Muriel Williman 
Orange County Solid Waste Management 
Phone: 919.968.2788 
recycling@ora ngecountync.gov 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ORA.NGE COUNTY INVITES PUBLIC TO PARTICIPATE IN SHREDATHON 2013 

ORANGE COUNTY, NC (October 7, 2013)--The Orange County Solid Waste Management Department will sponsor two free Shred-A-Thon 
events in cooperation with University Mall, the Chapel Hill Police Department, and the Partnership for a Sustainable Community. 
Orange County residents and businesses, including those in the Town of Chapel Hill within Durham County, and local government employees who 
work for Town of Carrboro, Chapel Hill, Hillsborough, or for Orange County may securely destroy their personal confidential documents at no cost. 
Both events are from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. and will take place atthe following locations: 

Thursday, October 10 - University Mall on Estes Drive in Chapel Hill, near Dillard’s. 

¯ Saturday, October 12 - Hampton Pointe Shopping Center on Highway 86 in Hillsborough at the 24-hour recycling drop-off site located 
behind Home Depot. 

There is a limit of five "banker-box" sized boxes or five large bags of paper per person, and a limit of one trip per person or business. Note that 
this is reduced from 10 boxes in the past. 
Prior to bringing loads to the Shred-a-thon please remove any non-paper materials, such as plastic bags, plastic binders, plastic folders, metal 
tabs, laminated paper, computer disks, or other electronic media. The shredded paper will be recycled and these materials are contaminants as 
well as being potentially harmful to the shredder blades. 
Shredding will take place on-site in full view of the people delivering paper. 

### 
Regards, 

Director of Public Aftairs 
Orange OoLlnty Government 
200 S. Cameron Street 
HH~sborough, NO 27278 
Office: 919.245.2302 
Mobile: 919475.6650 
www:orangec£untync:gp~ 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXT~ EYES ~D EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

::~:: Description: 

Description 

Description: 

Description. 

Description: 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch ~lark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

holloranct((} stthomas.edu 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Urfiversity of St. Thomas Law Journal Fad1 Symposium: "What Legal Employers and Clients Want - The Competency-Model Approach to 
LegaJ Success" 

Click here if the e-mail below is not displayed correctly. 

.~.i University of St Thomas, Minnesota School of Law 

University of St. Thomas Law Journal S~mposium, "What Legal Employers and Clients Want - The Competency-Model Approach to Legal Success" 

UMversity q/St. 77~.omas Law dOurna~ Fall ~..ymposmm: 
"What Legal Emph~yers and Clients Want - The 
(~empeteney-Modei Approach to Legal S~ccess" 

The Holk~ran Center for Ethieal Leadership as(] the 

~Yniversity of St. Thomas La w d ore’hal present on 

Monday, Oct. ~8: "What Legal Employers and Clients 

Want-.The Compe~euey-.Model Approach ~o I,ega[ 

The symposiam [eatures national expet’ts speaking 

directly to educators, recruiters, trai~ers a~d partners 

about ~he capacities successful lawyers and students 

need, and how to evaluate and promote [heir stage- 

specific growth~ 

Feat~*red presentations ave: 



Click here to b ..... fan of .... Facebook ] Xll Click here to foil ...... Twitter 

Click here to joi ...... twork on Linkealn I ~i Click here to visit our blog 

Click here to visit ou r youtube chart nel j 

7323766.256a 3b8649f08610080d2221 lec889fc@listprod.stthomas.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 7, 2013 5:16 PM 

Broome, I,issa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bryan, Patricia I, <plbryan@emaJl.unc.edw~ 

RE: Reschedule Birthday Dinner -- now on October 21 

Sot~ds iike a p~ett¥ flimsy exct~se, but ~sovir~g i[ a week is fir~e with me, 

EHzabeth 

S. EHzabeth @bson 

Burton CrabBe Professor of I.aw 

5073 Van Hecke.-Wel:~:ach H~I~ 

Uniw~rs~tv o~ North Carolina ~: Chape~ 

C.B. # 3380 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--3380 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-8~6 

Fax: (919) 962-1277 

~= Broome, Lissa L 
SeBt~ Monday, October 07, 20~3 

Te~ B~an, Patricia L; Gibson, S, Elizabeth 
8~ject~ Reschedule Bi~hday Dinner -- now on October 

Elizabeth and Patricia - I was just looking at my calendar for another purpose and saw our dinner for Monday, October 21 and then looked at the next day where I 

saw my colonoscopy scheduled at 9:30 a.m.H I don’t think dinner on the 21st would be a very good idea. I’m sorry I did not pick this up before. The following 

Monday, October 28, would work for me. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/bankin~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: htt~://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryan, Patricia L <plb~an@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 6:29 PM 

Broome, I,issa I <lbroome@email unc edu>; (?ib~m, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth_~ibson@unc.edu> 

RE: Reschedule Birthday Dinner -- now on October 21 

As I know weil from experience, not a good night to go out to dinner!lhe next Monday, October 28, is fine witi~ me and I have it on my calendar. Good 

luck with the procedure, Lissa - we can celebrate your birthday and also that you’re finished with that for quite a few years .... 

Pstricia 

I=rera: Broome, Lissa L 
8e~t; Monday, October 07, 20~3 5::[3 PN 
"Ire: Bryan, Patricia L; Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
$~bject; Reschedule Birthday Dinner -- now on October 2:[ 

Elizabeth and Patdcia - I was just Iookin~ at my calendar for another purpose and saw our dinner for Monday, October 2:1 and then looked at the next day where I 

saw my colonoscopy scheduled at 9:30 a.m.]] I don’t think dinner on the 21st would be a very 8ood idea. I’m sorry I did not pick this up before. The followin~ 

Monday, October 28, would work for me. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Farso Professor of Bankin8 Law 

Director, Center for Bankin~ and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: .-h--t--t~-:~-/-/--s--s-~--n-:~-c--~-~--m-~---a-~-u--t---h--~---r------~-2---4--8-~-7-~-2---~- 

Description: 
http:/Iw~*z law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 7:01 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ unc edu> 

RE: Get together 

I indicated my availability below. 

thank you for taking the h:_~ad or~ sel:ting th~:_~s~? up for us. ~ truly s;pprec~ate it 

Mk:hel~e 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Nonday, October 07, 2013 5:12 PN 
To: Brown, Nichelle; Rennet, Joy J; Panter, A. T. 
Subject: Get ~gether 

I think it might be time to schedule a monthly get-together. Some possible dates are: 

Oct. 15 (except for 3-4) open excepL [or 10:15-11:30 

October 16 (except for 12:45 to 2:15) not open except for 1I:00 

October 18 (fall break -only after 10:30) open a~ day 

October 24 (except for 12:45 to 2:15) open NI d~y after 9:45 

October 25 (all day is good) o9en a~ day after 9:30 

Any common time. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

:: ;:*;; :: Description: 

...... http:/Ivw~q law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 





~i hunger in watauga county 

She (}a~;e Us Hot)e 

Meet the Snothedy sisters: two healthy, active teenagers who love to play soccer. 
Despite their youth and athleticism, both girls have suffered ACL injuries, 
resulting in painful surgeries and many months of physical rehabilitation. Both 
sisters came to UNC to participate in a research study, and they gained valuable 
knowledge to help them avoid repeat injuries. 

[~iI watch v[deo     ] 

UNC researchers and 

grads help support 

parents in challenging 

situations and keep kids 

out of foster care. ~UNC 

Climate Chan..qe Action 

Could Save 530 000 Lives 

/~,nnua]iy, Study Says: The 

benefits would be 

especially striking for 

China, according to a 

study by environmental 

scientist Jason West. 

{National Geograp~i 

"The main reason that our unemployment rate is high--it’s not 

that we haven’t been creating jobs, it’s that our work’force has 

been growing fast." 

--Brent Lane, in Ne!th Carolina’s jobbss tale is.qs behinc’: 

nation’s as economy struggles to recover (~"ayettev}lle Obsei-,iei) 

U NC RE S EA R G H 

UNC soJentis~s identify brain oircu~try ~at triggers overeating 

(U£4C Hea~th Care 8rid L~NC Schoo~ of Med~c~ae) 

rate (UNC News Service ~) 

New study sinews on balance treat prostate cancer prevention 

drug appears 1:o provide benefit (UNC L.~eberge~ 

Sun, zey of adolescent males a~d their parents shows ~ow HPV 

vacch’=ation rates (UNC Lhw~b{~rger Co~npre~er~swe Cancer 
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WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Meltdowns Hobble NSA Data Center 

Meltdo~s Hobble NSA Data Center 

Chronic electrical surges at the massive new data-storage facility central to the National 

Security Agency’s spying operation have destroyed hundreds of thousands of dollars 

worth of machinery and delayed the center’s opening for a year. 

There have been 10 meltdowns in the past 13 months that have prevented the NSA from 

using computers at its new Utah data-storage center, slated to be the spy agency’s 

largest, according to project documents reviewed by The Wall Street Journal. 

See More Ooverage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 
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Oct. 8 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 8, 2013 @ Number 195 

Food Prices 
Head of FAO Tells Cou~:ries to Expect~ 

The head of the United Nations Food and Agriculture 
Organization said Oct. 7 that, despite recent stability in world 
food markets, price volatility would return and that countries 
should take steps to adapt to what he called a "new normal"... 

Comm unica tions 
£C Uses Telecom Re!~tr~ry Po~ers 

The European Commission has used its regulatory powers to 
challenge national telecom authorities in Finland and the Czech 
Republic over concerns that various decisions each has made will 
not foster market-opening opportunities for new... 

Finance 

Effective management of risks, ranging from economic crises to 
natural disasters, can make countries more resilient and help 
achieve anti-poverty goals, the World Bank said in a report 
released Oct. ~ .... 

Antitrust 
::[s~’ae~i A~t}~o~’ity Operas Probe 

Israel’s Antitrust Authority on Oct. 2 opened an investigation 
into Google Inc@s acquisition of Israel’s Waze online 
navigational service .... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
ht:~P:iiwebutii.bna.a,:)raiemailsignup. 

Request a i:RE~:[ Web tri:~i. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~e!ms ai:d 

condit:.ons of ti~e Iicer~se ~;i’eerner~t with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 
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Banking Daily 

A coalition of community activists have asked federal regulators 
to delay a California bank acquisition and hold hearings, citing an 
unacceptable performance on community reinvestment 

activities .... 

Mortgages 

At Far, hie a~d ~reddie in Secor~d Quarter 

Loan delinquencies at government-sponsored housing finance 
enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Mae and Freddie continued to fall 
nationally in the second quarter of 2013, according to a report 
from the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) .... 

Mergers and Acquisitions 
Georf~ia Supreme Court Ruli~N 

The Georgia Supreme Court Oct. 7 reinstated a foreclosure- 
related appeal by PNC Bank N.A., reversing an intermediate 
appeals court that said the bank failed to clear a procedural 
hurdle after acquiring National City Corporation in 2008 

(National... 

Lesso~s Learr~ed 

Mezzanine capital was prevalent in financing real estate 
development and construction projects before the real estate 
market collapsed. Developers and owners often used mezzanine 
loans to fill the gap between cheaper "traditional"... 

Investment Advisers 

While the total number of registered investment advisers 
increased by only 22 from July 2012 to April 2013, there was a 
shift in the composition of the industry, an Oct. 3 report said .... 

Foreign Accounts 

The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association is 
asking the government to ease the burden on agents who must 
withhold under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, saying 
agents should be allowed to rely on electronic documentation... 

Economic Outlook 
Fir~ancial I~dustry Leaders 

The Senate Banking Committee Oct. 7 announced that it will hold 
a hearing Oct. 10 to consider the impact on economic stability 
and growth if the United States defaults on its payments .... 

Consumer Credit 
$~;ude~t~ ,,~u~;o Loa~s Accelerate 



Consumer credit grew at a 5.4 percent annual rate in August, up 
from June’s 4.1 percent rate, according to the latest figures 
released Oct. 7 by the Federal Reserve Board .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily (ISSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Panter, A. T. <panter@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 9:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J 
<Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Panter, A. T. <panter@ad.unc.edu> 

Re: Get together 

Hi Lissa, Michelle, and Joy! 

Sorry in advance for these limited times. I have a crazy October. 

Available October 15 before 10:30, after 2:15 
Can’t do October 16 
Can’t do October 18 
Available October 24 before 10:30, after 2:15 
Can’t do October 28 

Thanks! 

A. T. Panter 
panter@unc.edu 

From: <Broome>, LBsa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 7, 2013 5:11 PM 

To: "Brown, Michelle" <__m__)__c___h___e_!Le___b__r___o_~__q_@__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Renner, Joy J" <_J_9_Y. Renner@med.unc.edu>, "A. Panter" < _p_ _a_ _ _n_ _ _t_ _e_ _r_ _@ _a_ _ _d_ _._ _ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > 

Subject: Get together 

I think it might be time to schedule a monthly get-together. Some possible dates are: 

Oct. 15 (except for 3-4) 

October 16 (except for 12:45 to 2:15) 

October 18 (fall break -only after 10:30) 

October 24 (except for 12:45 to 2:15) 

October 25 (all day is good) 

Any common time. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h tt p:iiwww.!a w:unc, ed u/cent ers/bank!n~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: _h___t_t_p__~/_/___s__s_[_n__:_c___o___m__i___a__u___t__h__9__r_:E_2_[!_~Z~_~ 

:: "~ :: Description: 

http://www.law unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Past Ril?ts Over Greece Cloud Talks on Rescue 

Past Rifts Over (~reece (;loud Talks on Rescue 

The International Monetary Fund proceeded with its record 2010 bailout of Greece despite 

deep internal divisions over whether it would work, according to confidential documents 

that contradict the fund’s public statements. 

The new details of the rift come as the crisis lender is now pressing European 

governments to forgive some of the country’s debt in a fresh round of difficult talks. The 

idea is unpopular with Germany and other European nations because their taxpayers 

would take the hit. But it stands a chance because the IMF is now making future support 

conditional on significantly reducing Greece’s debt burden. 

The topic will be high on the agenda when finance ministers from around the world gather 

in Washington this week for the IMF’s annual meeting. 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Tense Negotiations Inside the Fed Produced Muddled Signals to Maxkets 

Tense Negotiati~ms Inside the Fed Produced Muddied 
Signals to Markets 

The Federal Reserve’s decision to continue its controversial bond-buying program 

followed six months of tense negotiations inside the central bank, and a stumbling effort to 

let the public know what was going on. 

A small group of Fed officials has been privately pushing Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke to 

plan an exit from his signature program. But glimmers of a weakening economy prompted 

the Fed in September to keep the program going--surprising markets primed by months of 

central-bank suggestions that a wind-down was nearing. 

The saga shows how hard it is for a central bank to communicate about plans that are 

complicated, evolving and conditional on the economy. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ :~00x250 
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LSN Corporate Law: Law & Finance eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 52, 10/08/2013 

Table of Contents 

Common Banking Supervision in the Eurozone: Strengths and Weaknesses 

Guido A. Ferrarini, University of Genoa - Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

I.uigi Chiarella, University of Genoa 

Goliath Versus Goliath in High-Stakes MBS Litigation 

Bradley T, Borden, Brooklyn Law School 

David 3. Reiss, Brooklyn Law School 

Institutional Investor Activism in a Context of Concentrated Ownership and High Private Benefits of Control: The Case of Italy 

Massimo Belcredi, Universit~ Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano 
Luca Enriques, LUISS Guido Carli University Department of: Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Turning a Blind Eye: Why Washington Keeps Giving In to Wail Street 

Arthur E. Wiknarth, George Washington University Law School 

CORPORATE LAW: LAW & FINANCE eJOURNAL 

i~i Free Download 
:ii:ii:ii:i"Common g~nking Supervision in the Eurezone: Strengths allld We~|~llless~s 

ECGI - Law War, inS Paper No. 22.~/~0.t 7 

~UI~)O Ao F£R~J~R’tN’t, University of Genoa - Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: guido.ferrarini@giuri.unige.it 
LU[G[ CHIAR~LLA, University of Genoa 

Email: luigi.chiarella@g mail.corn 

In this paper we analyse various instances of supervisory centralization either implemented or proposed in Europe in the aftermath of the financial 
crisis and the sovereign debt crisis. Our central thesis is that supervisory fragmentation is a cause of systemic risk, as cooperation amongst 
national authorities is bound to fail in crisis situations, while the absence of common resolution mechanisms and common deposit guarantee 
schemes aggravates the costs of a banking crisis and increases the chances of a bailout. We argue, in particular, that the current European 
supervisory architecture introduced in 2010 substantially belongs to the model of ’enhanced’ cooperation, despite including elements of the other 
two models of supervisory centralization (lead supervisor and single supervisor), and is the outcome of a political compromise. Presently, European 
supervisory authorities, including EBA, coordinate the national ones, rather than supervising financial firms directly. National authorities cooperate 
in a network (the ESFS) under local mandates and are therefore prone to domestic biases, particularly in crisis situations. 

The situation will be different under the Banking Union when the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) is in place. We argue, however, that the SSM 

includes elements of cooperation and delegation, which will help the ECB to perform its tasks as a central supervisor, but will also give rise to 

conflicts of interest and information asymmetries. Moreover, the SSM will be limited to the eurozone, so that the enhanced cooperation and lead 
supervisor’s models will nevertheless apply in the relationships with other countries. The ECB will also have to cooperate with EBA that will keep its 

regulatory and mediation tasks, as ah’eady provided by the 2050 reforms. As a result, cross-border banking groups will often be subject to 

substantial supervisory fragmentation. The seriousness of these weaknesses could be tempered by an extension of the Banking Union to a 

sufficient number of non-euro countries under the regime of close cooperation. However, we show that the incentives for these countries to opt 
into a similar regime are modest and that there could be greater incentives to stay out of the SSM and exploit the voting power of non-euro 

countries within the EBA’s Supervisory Board. 

iiiiiii"Go~iath Versus Goliath in High-Stakes NBS Litigation" ~ Free Download 

Bradley T. Borden and David J. Reiss, Goliath Versus Goliath in High-Stakes MBS Litigation, Westlaw Journal Securities LitLqation & Regulation (September 4, 

2013) 

Brooklyn Law School, Legal Studies Paper f~o, 356 

~RADLEY T. ~ORDEN, Brooklyn Law School 

Email: brad.borden @brooklaw.edu 
~AV~D 3, R~:[SS, Brooklyn Law School 

Email: david.reiss@brooklaw.edu 



The loan-origination and mortgage-securitization practices between 2000 and 2007 created the housing and mortgage-backed securities bubble 
that precipitated the 2008 economic crisis and ensuing recession. The mess that the loan-origination and mortgage-securitization practices caused 
is now playing out in courts around the world. MBS investors are suing banks, MBS sponsors and underwriters for misrepresenting the quality of 
loans purportedly held in MBS pools and failing to properly transfer loan documents and mortgages to the pools, as required by the MBS pooling 
and servicing agreements. State and federal prosecutors have also filed claims against banks, underwriters and sponsors for the roles they played 
in creating defective MBS and for misrepresenting the quality of the assets purportedly held in MBS pools. This commentary focuses on the state of 
this upstream litigation. It reviews claims of several complaints and discusses some decisions on motions for summary judgment in several of the 
cases. The commentary is not a comprehensive review of all the activity in this area, but it does provide an overview of the issues at stake in this 
litigation. The litigation in this area is still relatively new, but with hundreds of billions of dollars at stake, it will likely last for years to come and 
should reshape the MBS landscape. 

Free Download 

ECGI - Law Wofk#Lq P~.per No, #22S 

Email: massimo, belcredi@ u nicatt.it 
L~:A ~, LUISS Guido Carli University Department of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: luca@enriques,eu 

This is a draft chapter for a forthcoming volume, The Research Handbook on Shareholder Power, edited by Randall Thomas and Jennifer Hill 

(Cheltenham: Edgar Elgar). This chapter describes the experience with activist institutional investors in an apparently unfavorable corporate 

environment (Italy), commonly depicted as one of concentrated ownership, notoriously inadequate legal protection for minority shareholders and 

an apparent disregard for their interests by controlling shareholders. We document a non-negligible volume of "core" active institutional 
investment, together with some idiosyncratic forms of activism (the appointment of "minority" directors on the boards of Italian listed companies). 

We attempt to evaluate whether what we see is genuine shareholder-value oriented activism or a strategy to engage in a privileged relationship 

with controlling shareholders, in order to share in private benefits of control extraction. We find no sufficient evidence to support a "dark side" view 
of shareholder activism, at least as a general explanation. Instead, we provide recent anecdotal evidence of initiatives effectively aimed to curb the 
extraction of private benefits by dominant shareholders. 

Free Download 
~iving :~n to Wal~ Utr~et" I iiiiiii"Turning a U~ind ~ye: Why Washi~gto~ R~ps ....... 

University of Cincinnati Law Review, VoL 8~, No.4, 20~3 
GWU Legal Studies Research Paper No. 20~ ~ ..~ ~ 7 

GWU Law School Pub!it Law Research Paper f¢o, 20Z3-~ ~ Z 

ARTHUR ~, W:[LI~ARTNI, George Washington University Law School 

Email: awilmarth @law.gwu.edu 

As the Dodd-Frank Act approached its third anniversary in mid-2013, federal regulators failed to meet statutory deadlines for more than 60% of the 

required implementing rules. The financial industry has undermined Dodd-Frank by lobbying regulators to delay or weaken rules, by suing to 

overturn completed rules, and by pushing for legislation to freeze agency budgets and to repeal Dodd-Frank’s key mandates. The financial industry 

did not succeed in its efforts to prevent President Obama’s re-election in 2012. Even so, the Obama Administration has continued to court Wall 
Street’s leaders and has not placed a high priority on implementing Dodd-Frank. 

At first glance, Wall Street’s ability to block Dodd-Frank’s implementation seems surprising. After all, public outrage over Wall Street’s responsibility 

for the global financial crisis impelled Congress to pass Dodd-Frank in 2010 despite the financial industry’s intense opposition. Moreover, scandals 
at systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs) have continued to tarnish Wall Street’s reputation since Dodd-Frank’s enactment. However, 

as the general public’s focus on the financial crisis has waned -- due in large part to massive governmental support that saved Wall Street -- the 

momentum for meaningful financial reform has faded. 

Wall Street’s political and regulatory victories since 2010 shed new light on the financial industry’s remarkable success in gaining broader powers 
and more lenient regulation during the 1990s and 2000s. Four principal factors account for Wall Street’s continuing dominance in the corridors of 
Washington. First, the financial industry has spent massive sums on lobbying and campaign contributions, and its political influence has expanded 
along with the growing significance of the financial sector in the U.S. economy. Second, financial regulators have aggressively competed within and 
across national boundaries to attract the allegiance of large financial institutions. Wall Street has skillfully exploited the resulting opportunities for 
regulatory arbitrage. 

Third, Wall Street’s political clout discourages regulators from imposing restraints on the financial industry. Politidans and regulators encounter 

significant "push-back" whenever they oppose Wall Street’s agenda, and they also lose opportunities for lucrative "revolving door" employment 
from the industry and its service providers. Fourth, the financial industry has achieved "cognitive capture" through the "revolving door" and other 

close connections between Wall Street and Washington. A widely-shared "conventional wisdom" persists in Washington -- notwithstanding 

abundant evidence to the contrary -- that (i) giant SIFIs are safer than smaller, more specialized institutions, (ii) SIFIs are essential to meet the 

demands of large multinational corporations in a globalized economy, and (iii) requiring U.S. SIFIs to comply with stronger rules will impair their 
ability to compete with foreign financial conglomerates and reduce the availability of credit to U.S. firms and consumers. 

Despite Wall Street’s continued mastery over Washington, two recent events could lead to a renewed public focus on the need for stronger 

restraints on SIFIs. In March 2013, Attorney General Eric Holder admitted that global SIFIs are "too big to jail," and a Senate subcommittee issued 
a stunning report on pervasive managerial failures and regulatory shortcomings surrounding JPMorgan Chase’s "London Whale" trading scandal. In 

response to those events, Senators Sherrod Brown and David Vitter introduced a bill that would require SIFIs to satisfy much higher capital 

requirements and would also limit their access to federal safety net subsidies. The Brown-Vitter bill could prove to be a milestone because it 

demonstrates Dodd-Frank’s inadequacy and because it also focuses the "too big to fail" debate on issues where Wall Street is most vulnerable -- 
including dangerously low levels of capital at the largest banks and extensive public subsidies exploited by those banks. 
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Today’s Headlines: Egyptian Attacks Are Escalating Amid Stalemate 
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Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Egyptiar~ Attacks A~oe Escalating Amid Stalemate 

The lethal conflict between g&vpt’s mili[aEv-baeked government 

a~d its IslamJst opponents grew on Mm~day, with an e:,~mnsJon 

of attacks againsk govermnenk kargeN. 

s~-;u rity I 

fomes I 

Defa~flt Threat Generates Fear A~oom~d Globe 

Five years after a financial crisis in the United Skates ~adped spread a deep 

globN reeession, much of the world again fears c~:qlateral damage. 

Veto I{talts Bill for Jury I)~b" ]by None~tizens in 

Califorrfi~ 

After signing into law numerous measures praised by 

immigrants’ fighN groups, Gov. Jerry Brown denied noncJtize~s 

w~at he called a "respon sibility of eRizens~ip." 

~ Governor=s Letter to the California Assembiy 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ vmEo: The Maki~g of Mala~a 

The skoW of Pakistani schoolgirl Malala Yousafzai told by The 

Times’s Adam B. Elliek, who made a 2oo9 documentary about 

her before she was an internatio~a] star. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~,. %K~-’,N 

Despite what the president says, he has the power to avoid a debt 

defiud L 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

REPRESENTATIVE CHARUE DENT, Republican of Pennsylvania, on moderate measm’es he 

has supported in opposition to his party, 

World 

The Uig)mrs, a Muslim people who make up ~he Iarges[ ethnic 

group i~ th e Xinj iang region, complain of ha ~rie~ to 

employment and the free exercise of reli~on. 

Af[er Y ears on Rim, Libyed~ Was Fom~d ~V~th 

Family 

Nazih N)dul-Hamed al-Ruqai, apprehended by American forces 

this weekcnd in T[ipoli, Libya, was enjoying being home u~th his 

family for tile fi~st dine in yeal.% his son said ill an intelMew. 

~ oo Specialists to Carry Out Tricky Syria Disa~mment 

The speeialist~q wi]] be sent to Syria over the next eight months to carK~z out the 

extremely hazacdous task of destroying its chcmical wcapons a~senal, dm 

U nited NaSons secretatT general said Monday. 

U.S. 

BiBio~s in Debt, Detroit Faces Millior~s h~ BiBs 

for Bankruptcy 

Even as it wrestles with $~8 billion h~ debt, the rib" has been 

chargcd more than g~9-* million by the firms and individuals 

hired to so~ through the banM’uptcy. 

, DealBooK: Worsening Debt Crisis Threatens Pue~o R~co 

Health Exchange Delays Tied to Software Crash 

in Early R~sh 

President Obama’s top technolo©" adviser sa~d the ihilure 

~ Ke~’Tn 
Orr, th~ I 

center 
in 



o~-eurred in the part of the Web site tha[ lets people create user 

a ccom~ts at th e begio o ing of th e io su ran ce sign -up lX’ocess. 

Garee~ New Los ~,~Be~es ~layor~ 

Chm~gi~g City 

Mayor Eric GarcetU seems ~o embody a host of ethnic, 

ideological and eul~u’al stralns that are trans%rming the 

but unlike Ms predecessor, ~e s~ves ~o avoid ~he spotlight. 

eledion 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

~Ano~’seni~g De bt Cr~ s~ s T]hreaten s ;P uerto Rico 

Mired in debt, Puerto t~eo has been effec.Uvely shuL out of the 

hood market and is finaodng its operations with bank credit 

okher shorbterm measures. 

To IJft Hong Kong Pm’k~ Disney Deploy,~ Iron 

An Iron Man-themed thrill ride, photo pavilion aod shopping 

area will open at ttong Kong Disneyland in late 2o16. 

With the collapse of the sugar and pineapple indus~4es, seeds 

have become the state’s leading agricultural commoNb, bu[ 

residents a~ eoneernedo 

The 
Mystic 

Point 

Sports 

RAYS 5, RED SOX4 

~¢:ith a Ninth-i~u~g Home R~r~, the Rays Stave 
Off E|b~gnaUon Agai~ 

Jose Dg~aton’s borne mn wiQ~ two oub in the ninth inning lifted 

the Rays, who ~?ail in the series bvo games to one. 

A Growing Race %~ith iBig Risks 

A death at ao extreme obstaele-eonrse event in West ~,,irginia 

@ril has raised concerns over the risks posed by the event’s 

challenges. 

:: Lobaton 

’s ninth- 

who 



A Humbled K~ek Tries to F~t In, Hoping to 

Avoid Ntovh~g on Yet Agah~ 

Chris Dougias.-Robe~s, who was signed by the ~deks as part of 

thdr ~aining camp, has faced long odds throughout his 

pro%ssionaI career. 

Knicks’ 
Cil~is 

Arts 

Art, From Conception to Bi~ in Qatar 

In an unusually prow:~eat~ve move, the young sheikba who rims 

Qatar’s museums authority has unveiled ~4 giant sculptures by 

Damien Hkst, chatting an infant’s devdopment in the womb. 

, ~ Video: Hirst Sculptures Unveiled 

9° 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

A Painting as Talisman, as End~ng as Loved      7~ 

Ones Are N ot 

"The Goldfinch," a suspenseflfl nowq by Donna Tat kt, follows 

the sen fimental education of a boy whose life is upended when a bomb goes off 

at the Metropolitan Museum. 

:Plashing Boundaries of Rumba Feb’or 

I~ifteen yea*~ after leaviug Cuba, Pedfito Mm tfnez, a first-call 

player for recording sessions of all Muffs, is releasing his firsk CD 

as a banNeader on Tuesday. 

Cuban 

percussi I 

Obituaries 

Ruth Benerito, 97, Is Dead; Nlade Cotton Cloth 
:Behave 

Dr. BeneHto, long affiliated *dd~ kl~e United States Deparh~aent 

of Agriculture, helped perfect modern wrinkle-free cotton in 

work that she and her c41eagues began in the late ]95os. 

Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, Spiritt~al Leader of Israel’s 

Sephardic Jews, Dies at 93 

Rabbi Yosef was a fie~7 figure in israeli politics who, as the 

leader of the Sbas Parb~, fought for the interests of Jews of 

North Afl~ean and Middle Eastern origin. 

Ovadia 
’fosef in 
20! 1. 

Robe~ C. Stebbins, Chronicler of}Veste~ Reptiles m~d 

AmphiMa~s, Dies al- 98 

Pro%ssor Stebbins’s ~966 field guide - V*TiReu in longjmnd aud ~l~ed by his 

wife, Annarose - is considered an indispensable rod in a he~t~eDlogist’s field 

pack. 

Science 

For 3 Nobel ~aThnmrs, a Nlolecular NlysterT 

Solved 

,James E. Rothman, Randy W. Schekman, and Thomas C. Siidhof 

were recogn ized for their work i nvo] ving "~ e tran sport sy s tern d 

cells. 



Tiny Parl-ie|e Looms Large on Eve of Top Physics 

Prize 

Many expected that Peter Higgs, 84, whose name is attached io a 

landmark discovery, will be awarded a Nobel Prize in Physics, 

but fl~ere are order strong candidates. 

Higgs 
on July 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE 
Michael 

Focusing on Fnfit l?’k~es, C~r[os[ty Takes F~ght 
] ..... 

Dk~kh~s ] 

For Michael Dickinson, a MacArthur prizewinning scientist, the --- 

humble fruit tly ~s a dream maehkie, and its brain a treasure 

trove of comp~exiU that shmdd be sh]died fay its own sake, notj nst insigj~t into 

Today’s Video 

RETRO REPORT 

A Bombing Suspect, m~d the R~sh to Judg~mnt 

While many news outleks identified what thW said was the 

leading suspect in the ’996 Olympics bombing, the exeeuth’e 

editor held The Thnes back. 

~ VIDEO: ScienceTake: The Jellyfish Engine 

The moon jellyfish is slow, but Lhere’s a reaso~ for thaL Its 

undulating pace allows it to swim more et~ciently than jus t about 

an34hing ~n ~he ocean. 

~ wo~o: The Flight of the Fly 

Michael Dickinson has spent his career stud3qng how flies fly and 

researchers in his Iah have invented new devices to hlvestigate 

the complex feat of insect flight. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Politicians for Sa|e 

The Supreme Com’t should follow its own p~vcedent and uphold overall 

campaign contribution Iimiks. 

EDITORIAL 

The international Fallout 

With the shutdown in efl%ct and the debt c~{sis looming, ~Mnerica is paying a 

price abroad as well as at home. 

EDITORIAL 

A Breakthrm~gh on Iraqi Visas 

In "the midst of the federal shutdown, members of Cougress mauaged to rescue 

an important program that extends visas to Iraqi translatocs. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

N azis~ Lynching and Obamaeare 

Ore" hmguage, like our politieal debate, has gone off the rails. 

I,et’s show words and histoW more respect. 

, Columnist Page I [Slog 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Jew Not Q~ite 

The father of Britain’s Labour ~eader is a~acked as a dia]oya~, 

s chemi n g Bolshevik im mi grant. 

, Colum nis~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why the Debt Ce~l~g Matters 

What would happen if Congross lets the Unitod States 

government default? 

Columnis~ Page I Blog 

For more opinion; go to NYTimes.eom,~Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Bay this Front Page 

FOLLOW de: Facebook ~@NYrJmes Pinterest 

[]     iI~’~"’~l i[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ I iPad® I Android I 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store >> ’ Help Section >~ ’ m.nyt.com ,, 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-mail Please do not reply directly [e this e-maii 

You received this message because you signed up get NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 
As a member of the TRUSTs privacy program, we are cornmittscl to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions := Change Your E-Mail := Privacy Policy I Contact i Advellise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

West Academic <eupdates@westacademic.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:05 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

(Sve your students online access to 470+ stu@ aids 

As a law school professor you have free access to more than 470 study aids and 
ancillary titles from West Academic Publishing, Foundation Press®, and Gilbert® as part of 
the West Academic Study Aids Subscription. Many of these faculty-authored titles are likely 
ones that you require or recommend to your students for class= 

Now through October 16, your students can activate a 30-day free trial and gain 
unlimited, 24/7 online access to these 470+ titles, including those in the Hornbook 
Series®. 

Your students can activate their 30-day free trial now by following these simple steps: 

Log on to lawschool.westlaw.com 

Go to the My eProducts tab 

Click on the Free Trial link 

Did you know that your students could continue to obtain free access to these same 
titles and save significantly on book costs? Your school can easily purchase a school-wide 
subscription that would give your students free, round-the-clock access to: 

Law Stories 

Nutshells 

Hornbook Series® 

Concise Hornbooks 

Black Letter Outlines 

Exam Pro® 

Acing Series® 

And more 

With a school-wide subscription, all of these study aids would be available online at no cost to 
your students. 

WITH A SCHOOL-WIDE 

SUBSCRIPTION, ACCESS 
FOR YOUR STUDENTS IS ..... 

EASY: ..... :: ......... . ............................................... 

~:::~.....-............- 

2. Go to the My ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..................................................... ~:.::~::s 

eProducts                                        ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

3. Click on the West                                                 :... ............... 

Study Aids ........................ 

Suhscrinfion ..................... 2:::: ........................... ::::.: ...... ::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... 

Or go to: lawschool.westlaw.com~eproducts 

For more information about a school-wide West Academic Study Aids Subscription, contact 
your account manager at: accountmanager@westacademic.com 

or 800-313-9378. 

~FOUN DATION ~WEST @GILB:ERT 
PRESS                 ACADEMIiC 



Privacy policy 

This message was sent to LBROOME@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

West Academic I 610 Opperman Drive I Eagan, MN 55123 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <~charles recorr@ml.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 7:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Nonprofit Directors’ College: Last Chance to Register! Oct 1 lth 

COST: NACD members- free, Non NACD members $250, there are a 



Forward this email 

I]Ih~s ~maJi ’~,as sent to Ibroome@emaiL~ir~c.~d~ by charles recorr@m[:££m 
Update Profiie/Email Address ]~r~stant iemova[ with Saf:eUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy. 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD :: 150 Fayetteville St. :: Suite 2000 :: Raleigh :: NC 27601 



~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFGNC.COM> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 7:02 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

October 8, 2013: Debt Ceiling Taking Center Stage as Government... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Debt Ceiling Taking Center Stage as Government Shutdown Continues 

"The federal 9ovemment shutdown and Ioornin9 deadline to raise the debt 

ceilin9 have merged into one major problem on Capitol Hill," reports CBS 
News (Oct. 8), "though neither issue has a resolution in sight as the 
government shutdown heads into its second week." ~t wouN appear that 
RepuN~cans and Democrats du9 fu~her into their respective positions 
Monde? The former ~s callk~9 on the htter to negotiate over a sho[t4erm 
spending b~l and a debt~e~ing increase. The ~M~te House re~terated that it ~s 
ready to negotiate over any topic - once the GOP passes ~eg~shfion to m- 
open the 9overnment and m~se the U.S. borrow~n9 ]~m~t without any 
conditions, "Senate Democrats have begun workb9 on a b~ tha~ wou~d just 
rake the debt ceiling ~nd no~ change any other policy," notes CBS. ’%s 
unclear how many Republicans would vote for such s bilF ss Npa~san 
support would be needed. The vo~es mJgN no~ beg~r~ unt~] the h~ter pert of ~hk 
week because ef procedura~ rules that 9overn the Senate. The United States 
~s set [o ru£ our d ~s ability to borrow money on OcL 17~ The curm~ debt 
~m~t ~s $16.7 tr~]lion. If the limit ~s not raised, the federal government w~ll have 
~o wJthhoM payments like Serial Security, and Jt wouM jeopardize the flow of 
cmd~l werldw~de. 

3]me (Oct. 8, Schuman) stares that perhaps in no way is the U.S. more 

"exceptional" than in its role in the global economy. "The dollar remains the 
unrivaled No. 1 currency [n 1he workJ and the basis for international trade," 
repo~s the pub[[catbn. "Eve~tNng from oil to corn is priced [n the 
greenback:’ Furthermore, America’s economy [s still the world’s biggest by 
far~ So, what happens w~th~n it has an outsize impact on the rest of the world. 
Additionally, U.S. government bonds remah~ the "bedrock of global 
~nvestmenL" perceived worldwide as an "unmatched store of wealth." 
According ~o Time. "a~] tha~ is being threatened by the embarrassing arm 
wrestling ~n Washinglon over the debt ceiling." 

The New York Times (OcL 8, F’opper) is reporting that a majority 
strategi.s% are closely monitoring how much investors are will~ng 1o pay for 
Treasup/ b~Hs that are s~ated to come due in the days immediately after Oct. 
17. "Normally as the due date for a b~ll dra~ closer," the Times notes, "it 
becomes morn expensive, trading a~ less of a d~scount ~o its par value. Now, 
though, the b~Hs set 1o pay out in the near term are getting much cheaper as 
~nvestom question whether the government w~ be able to pay them off." A 
second barometer of stress is ~he price of hsumnce contracts on Treasury 
bonds, also known as credit default swaps. ~n the past couple of weeks, the 
cost of pumhas~ng proleetion against bsses on bonds has more than 
douNed. "St&" the T~mes concludes, "the Fice of swaps 
was in the summer of 2011 when politicians hst a~bwed the country 
approach ~ts borrowing 

Share~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Executive Professionalism ] 

20~i3 NACD B(~a~d Leadership �(~nte!~en~ ........................................................ 

~)n’t rni.ss this featured session: 

Os~ober ~, 20~3 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 ] 

id A~SC Side 

Make Your M ..... NACD Fellow ] 
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Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Conference 

National Harbor, MD 

(Oct. ~ 3-~5, 20 ~ 3) So!d 
Out 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New Yo[k~ NY (Dec. 
2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec !2-13, 

2013) Soid Out 

Director Professionalism@ 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9.-10~ 
2013) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Board Governance Across Small- Mid-, & Larcle-.Cap Companies Peer Exchanges 



W~th median market capitalization of all public companies at $450 million, 
small~ap companies are ~r~ th~ major~ty~ Th~ roles o~ directors a~ m~d- to 
~arge-ca# companies versus small-cap companies (including emerging pdvale 
and preqPOs) cot~ld not be more differenL Razor lMn margh~s, smaller staffs, 
and limited resources mean small company dkectors enter a wodd of cds~s 
management and adventure, often walk~ng an unclear ~ne between 
management and board ro~es. As a brand evolves across ~ts many stages of 
greyish and ~fe cycles, so too must the board’s outlook, composition, and 
priorities. Join HeMrick & Struggles and panel expeds as we discuss the 
critica~ d~fferences and d~stingt~isMng characteristics ~n board priorities and 
management across small-, mid-, and ~arge-cap companies. 

2013 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
October 134 5, 2013 
Gay~ord National Resort & Convention Center 
Nationa~ Harbor, ~ary~and 

She re.F~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

Audit and Finance 

JAL Orders $9.5 Billion Worth of Airbus Jets 

"Airbus announced a $9.5 billion order from Japan Airl#~es on Monday," 
reports the New York Times (Oct. 7, Pfanne0, "giving the European 
builder ~ts Mggest breaklhrough to dale ~n Japan, where Boeing has been the 
ma~n supplier d jet~ners for decades." The Japanese carrier is set to 
purchase a toIa~ of 31 A350 wide-body jets to replace Boe#~g 777 jetliners 
the career’s Iong-hau~ I~neup. Deliveries w~ begin in 2019. The order a~so 
~nc~uded options for 25 more aircraft. The T~mes notes, "A~though ~t is the first 
A~rbus pu~hase for JAL, the a~rline acquked Japan Air Systems a few years 
ago and inherited some Airbus ]els in the1 transaction?’ 

~cahn Takes Nearly � Percent Stake in Talisman Bnergy 

~e Wall Street Journal (Oct. 7, MacDonald, Dummet0 is reporting tha~ 
ac~ivis~ investor Carl Icahn "has bought nearly 5 percent of Talisman Energy 
h~c, 1he Canadian o~-and~as company whose efforts to reslrudure have had 
mixed results." Icshn says he may next have ta~ks with Tal~sman’s 
rnanagerneRt regard~Rg s~rategic a~tematives and board sea~s. Tal~sman, 
wMch has been Mt hard by a s~ump ~£ Noah Amedcan natural-gas prices, 
recently announced plans to raise cash by sel~h~g up to $3 billion in assets. 

Share~ 

Largest Latina43wned Firm in U,S, Forms Key Ailiance 

The South Florida Sun-Sentinel (Oct. 5, Hemlock) has learned that SDI 
International, the largest Latina-owned business in the U.S., has formed an 
alliance with London-based Xchanging to tap into a broader group of clients 
worldwide. Terms of the deal were no~ disclosed. According to ~he newspaper, 
"both companies help corporale clients manage thek suppliers and 
purchases, sometimes acting as their procurement depeAment ~n a field 
known as ’bus#~ess process outsourc#~gY SDI Js strong w~th information 
technology firms and in soda,led "back-end" sePvices~ while Xchanging ~s 
active with ~nsurance and financia~ services companies and in st~ch "front-end" 
seP~ces 8s des~gnh~g purchasing systems. 

S,,8 r8~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

Tobacco Companies Rejected by U.S. High Court in F~orida Case 

"The U.S. Supreme Coud [ejecled lhe lobacco indust[y’s appeal of a Florida 
ruling that may help thousands of smokers sue cigarette makers over 
smoMng-re]ated ~Hnesses," confirms Business Week (Oct. 7, Stoh0. On 
Monday, the country’s highes~ cour~ turned away arguments by three major 
companies -A[tr~a G~ou~ b~o.’s Ph~p Mords USA, ReynoMs American ~nc.’s 
RJ. ReynoMs Tobacco, and Vector Group Ltd.’s Liggett unit - who 
challenged a $2.5 million ~ward to the family d Charlotte Douglas. ~n 2008, 
Douglas died o~ ~ung cancer a~ the age of 62~ "The Supreme Coud has 
repeatedly declined to ~ntePvene h~ lobacco ~figafion in F~or~da, where more 
th~n 4,500 smoker su~ts are pending," notes the puM~cat~on. To date, juries in 
~he Sunshine S~a~e have resumed verdicts tota~#~g more than $500 million 
aga~nsl the industry. 

Chevron Won’t Face J~ry in l~cuador Case 

"Chevron Corp. will face a judge buI nol a jury when it heads Io federal court in 
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New York next week to t~ to unden~nine a $1 g billion environmental verdict in 
Ecuador," reports the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 7, Gilbert). On Monday, U.S. 
Judge Lewis Kaplan ruled that there were no longer grounds fe~ ~ ju~y tda~ 
after the oil giant agreed to dro# moneta~ damages against attorney Steven 
Donz~ger and other representatives of the Ecuado[ean villagers who won the 
judgment two years ago. Chevron ~s suin~ Donz~ger and his associates for 
fraud and racketeering, contending they used ~mproper tactics to w~n the 
env~ronmenta~ case. "The defendants deny the charges and accuse Ohevron 

of unethical practices," no~es [he Journal. "A Ida1 ~s se~ ~o[ OcL I5." 

Show Alleged Pay-to-Play Between Drug Companies, FDA 

CBS News (Oct. 7, Kaplan) is reporting tl~at Ohio attorney Craig Mayton I~as 
oMained e-mails "tha~ show thai pharmaceutical companies have been paying 
lens el thousands of do~ars to at[end meetings o~ a panel of academics and 
health industry regulators that advise the Food ~nd Drug Adm~Mstration on ~ts 
drug po~c~es for ps~nk~llers." Medical professors Robe~ Dwork~n of the 
University of Rochester and Dentils Turk of ~he University of Washington 
estaM~shed 8 pane~ to advise the FDA on how ~o test the safety and 
effectiveness of painkillers - a $9 M~l~on market ~n the United States alone. 
~e e-mails reportedly show ~hat pharmaceutical companies pa~d as much as 
$35,000 each to attend meetings of the panel Accordin# to CBS, the e-mails 
raise concern 8bout a possiMe pay4o-p~y relationship between dru~ 
companies and the FDA. Mayton charges, "~nstead of protecting the public 
health, ~he FDA has been allowing the dru# companies ~o pay for a sea~ at a 
sma~ tame where a~l the ru~es were written? 

Sha re~ ~;~ Facebook ~ 
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FTSE 100 Companies Stil~ 66 Female Directors Short of Boardroom 
Target 

"The latest half-yearly report on the target se~ by Lord Davies Ior FTSE 100 
boards to be 25 percent Iemale by 2015 shows tha~ the proportion el women 
has increased to 19 percent, up from 12~5 #ercenl when the former banker 
fi~t reposed in Februa~ 2011," repo~s London’s The Guardian (Oct. 7, 
T[eano0. Meanwhile, da~a cornpiled for the British government by Pro~ess~ona~ 
Boards Forum Boa[d~alch shows the proportion d non-executive directors 
has almost reached 24 percent, an ~nc[ease from 15.6 percent over that same 
time span. ~ile the number of all-male boards in the FTSE 100 has 

~ncreased to s~x in the last six monlhs, there were 21 all-male boards when 
the target was set. Heather Jackson, founder of the ~emen’s Business 
Forum, remarks, "S~mp~y putfimg women on boards is a sho~-term, cosmetic 
so~ufion~ V~a[ we really need to be concent~t~ng on ~s fix#~g and developing 
the leaMng p~peline of female talent at m~dd~e managemenL" 

Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Wants OSC to Force Firms to Add 
Female Directors 

"The giant Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan wants the province’s securities 
regulator to require all public companies to have at least three women on their 
boards," reporis the Toronto Globe and Mail (Oct. 7, McFadand), "saying a 
vokm[a[y option ~s unlikely to have much impact." Teachers outlined ~ts 
proposal in an Ocl. 4 lelter to the Ontario Securities Commission, saying 
firms that fail to have at least three [emale board members after a transition 
period - which ~t suggests se~tJng a~ 2020 - should be de~Js~ed from ~he 
Toronto Stock Exchange. ~n Canada, females currently accoun~ for around 11 
percent of d~recto[s on the boards of compaMes in the S&P/TSX composite 
~ndex - a number that has barely moved ~n recent years. According to Wayne 
Kozun, senior vice president of public equities at Teachers, ~he pension ~und 
fee~s that three women is a reasonable number to propose because research 
has shown ~t is a minimum leve~ for a board to substantially benefit from 
diversity. "Teachers has ~eur women on its board out o~ nine directo~," notes 
the hero.paper, "inck~ding Chaiwvoman Eileen Mercier." 

Raising the Bar With a New Corporate Governance ~ndex in the U,K, 

Forbes (Oct. 7, Medland) has learned that Restoration Padners Chairman 
Ken Olisa is leading an initiative in support of a "good governance index" in 
the United Kingdom that would recognize those companies that demonstrate 
a blend of corporate governance, remuneration governance, and sustainability. 
He s~a~es, "Our code of corporate governance in the U.K. has been our 
biggest competitive advantage over the last 20 years, but it needs policing. At 
the moment it’s like telling people there’s a ’speed limit’ without telling them 
exactly what it is." The idea of such an index has been widely explored by 
both the IFC and ~he World Bank. in ~he pas~ 12 years, a to~al el eight s~ock 
exchanges worldwide have launched corporate governance indexes, including 



Brazil, China, Italy, Mexico, and South Korea, "A new index in the U,K. may 

ernula[e some el the charac[e[is[ics of The FTSE4Good index, which has 
been one that has incorporated Envi[onmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
dsk and pe~1ermance of companies worldwide," concludes Forbes~ 

Sha[e~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Edward Knight: Raising the Curtain o~ Proxy Advisers 

Wall Street Journal (Oct. 7) columnist Edward S. Knight, Nasdaq OMX G[oup 

Inc.’s general counsel, writes thai "an increasingly expensive distraction for 
the managers of puM~c companies are proxy battles eve[ co[porate 
governance ~ssues." ~nvestor Sha[eholder Services (~88) and G~ass Lewis & 
Co~ iogether cont[o~ areund 97 percent of the market fer proxy adv~sorf firm 
se~ces. Many companies ~sted on Nasdaq shape their shareholder 
proposals to avoid a negative vote [ecommendat~on from ~SS and Glass 
Lew~s. "Despi~e theh" outsize ~nfluence," Knight notes, "relatively ~tfle ~s 
known about the poHc~es and methodologies ihese iwo proxy advisory firms 
use to determine the recommendations on proxy votes that many investo~ 
rely o~." They operate beMnd c~osed doors, denying puM~c companies the 
op~o~lunity to review the accuracy of the facts that serve as the basis for their 
recommendations. Glass Lewis ~s pa~a~y owned by the Ontado Teachers’ 
Pension P~an, ~tse~f an ~nvestor h~ ma~y of the companies with shareholders 
proposals on which ~he ~irm opines. Meam’vhi~e, ISS’s relationships are often 
unknown by the shareholders and companies affected by ~ts ratings. "For 
corporate d~recto~," the Jouma~ concludes, "preparations for the 2014 proxy 
season w~ll beg~n eady next year. For ~he best interests of ~hei[ sharehoMers, 
the SEC must act now to pu~ the proxy adviso~ firms out from the shadows2 

She re~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 
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How Does Ernst & Young {EY} Th#~k About CSR? 

Forbes (Oct. 7, Kanani) notes that Deborah K. Hoh~qes is celebrating her 
tenth year as head el Ernst & Young’s (EY’s) Americas Co[pora~e 
Responsibility function in the Americas. She credits former Chairman J~m 
Tudey with beh~g ~nstrumenta~ ~n recognizing the va~ue of estaMishin~ EY’s 
corporate soc~a[ responsibility (CSR) function back [n 2003. In the test 
decade, the f#rn has p~aced more emphas~s on skates-based vo~untee[ing, 
wMch Hoh£es says has been shown to "contribule 10 t~mes more to sociela~ 
groups than provM~ng a ’pair of bands.’ ~e a~so had to sharpen our focus on 
soc~eta~ ~ssues that were a~gned with o~r bus~ness strategy [that] a~so 
rna~tered to our people." Ho~mes added tha~ she ag[eed w~h former Coca- 
Co~a Chairman a~ld CEO Neville ~sde~ who recently stated that the business 
wodd ~s moving from CSR to "socia~y responsible corpo[afions," where social 
values and susta#~abH~ty are now being integrated into day-to-day ope[a~ons 
~nstead of being pu~ued by another arm of the company. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Higg~ Englert Win Nobel Prize in Physics 

Higgs, Englert V~rin Nobel Prize in Physics 

The Nobel Prize in physics was awarded jointly to Britain’s Peter Higgs and Belgium’s 

Fran~;ois Englert for proposing the existence of the Higgs boson, which explains how 

particles acquire mass. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 
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Morning Edition: North Carolina’s economy -- why you’re better off’in Raleigh or Chaadotte 
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North Carolina’s ~c~nomy~yyou’re b~tt~r off in Ral~ig~ 
or Charlotte 

~ ~Y~ When PNC Bank on Thursday released its semi-annual economic outlook for Noah 

Carolina, the results indicated a pessimistic turn in the minds of business owners 

Discuss ................. 
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1 Week Left to Register + Discover the Future of Banking firom These Leaders 

iii~ Banking Analytics 
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The Banking Analytics 
Symposium Kicks off Next Week! 
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Make sure you don’t miss the opportunity to join an exclusive 

group of banking executives at the Banking Analytics 

Symposium, October 17-18, 2013 in Boston. 

Register before October 15,2013 to save $100 off the on- 

site rates. Register online or call Glen VanDusen at (212) 

803-6072. 

Hear first-hand from industry leaders on how they are 

harnessing data to connect with customers, manage risk, 

and drive profitability. Youql learn key strategies from the 

executives who are putting these ideas to work, including 

case studies from Discover, Keybank, PNC, Regions, and 

Zions ([to name a few). 
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Future 
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Center for Finance, Law- & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 9:13 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Register lbr "Remittance Flows to Post-Conflict States" tL guest speaker Governor Rahman 

Remittance Flows to Post-Conflict States: 
Perspectives on Human Security and Development 
Thursday, October lOth 

IO:OOAM - 11:30AM                                           ~:: 

Coffee and light re)~eshments wil! be served before the event 

Location: Hotel Commonwealth 

500 Commonwealth Avenue 

Please join us as we introduce the new Center for Finance, Law & 

Policy Task Force Report on Remittance Flows to Post-Conflict 

States, The Report is the outcome of a year-long interdisciplinary 

research project organized by the Boston University" Center,for 

Finance, Law & Policy in collaboration with The Frederick S, 

Pardee Center for the Study of the Longer-Range Future. 

Featuring Keynote Speaker: 
ktiur Rahman 
Governor, Bangladesh Bank 
Dr. Atiur Rahman took the helm of the Central Bank of Bangladesh in May 2009, becoming the 10th 

Governor of the Bangladesh Bank, the country’s monetary policy authority, financial sector 

regulator and supervisor. 

Click here for more information and to register for the event! 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 
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Sent: 

To: 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: IMF Cuts Global Crrowth Outlook 

Cuts Global Growth Outlook 

The International Monetary Fund cut its world growth forecast amid deteriorating emerging 

market prospects, urging authorities to shore up their economies as the U.S. prepares to 

exit its easy money policies and wrestles with a budget impasse that threatens to derail the 

global recovery. 

In its sixth consecutive downward revision, the IMF cut its growth forecast for this year by 

0.3 percentage point to 2.9% and next year by 0~2 percentage point to &6%, compared to 

the fund’s last assessment in July. 

See More Covera#e >> 



From," 
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Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

F1NRA Issues Notice To Members Discussing Examination Findings Regaxding "the Revised Suitability Requirements 

Davis Polk CLIENT NEWSFLASH 

FINRA Issues Notice To Members Discussing 
Examination Findings Regarding the Revised Suitability 
Requirements 
(?ctob#;r 8.2013 

As the second anniversary of FINRA Rule 2111 rule approaches, FINRA has issued Regulatory Notice to 
Members 13-31 (the "Notice") summarizing its observations from examinations of firm compliance with 

the new rule. VVhile the Notice does not alter the rule or provide new guidance, it offers some interesting 

insights into FINRA’s approach to those examinations and its views relating to compliance with the new 

suitability requirements, including identifying effective compliance practices. 

FINRA’s suitability rule become effective on October 7, 2011. While it maintained mony of the some 

requirements of the prior rule (NASD Rule 2310), it introduced some significant changes, including 

broadening the rule to specifically cover recommended investment strategies (including explicit 

recommendations to "hold" a security) and modifying the institutionaFinvestor exemption in a number of 

important ways. 

Genera~ Examination Findings 

In the Notice, FINRA notes that because the suitability rule amendments are still relatively new, many firms 

have not yet had a completed cycle examination. Of the firms examined, however, FINRA examiners found 

that most had updated policies, procedures and systems to address the new suitability requirements. 

Among firms where FINRA found deficiencies, inadequate procedures for hold recommendations (e.g., 

how the firm supervises and, when necessary, documents such hold recommendations) were the most 

frequent deficiencies. FINRA states that most of these deficiencies were addressed through a "Cautionary 

Action" that cited firms for inadequate supervisory procedures. FINRA will consider, however, formal 

disciplinary action for more serious violations when appropriate, such as cases involving unsuitable 

recommendations. FINRA notes that the few examination findings that have already resulted in referrals to 

the FINRA Enforcement Department involved suitability violations that were actionable under the 

predecessor suitability rule. 

Exam#~atio~ Approach 

The Notice states that examinations for suitability compliance would typically begin with an analysis of a 

firm’s controls, largely through interviewing principals responsible for preparing the firm’s suitability policies 

and procedures, and considering the products the firm sells and the types of customers with which the firm 

conducts business. In addition, the Notice provides examples of the types of questions and information 

requests that can be expected in these examinations, including information about a firm’s readiness to 

control risks related to suitability. The examination would generally include assessment of: 

the firm’s training on suitability issues, including whether the training covers investment strategies 
and hold recommendations; 

the firm’s supervisory and compliance procedures for reasonable-basis, customer-specific and 
quantitative suitability; 

the firm’s tools, such as exception reports, to identify in-and-out trading and high turnover rates and 
commission-equity ratios; and 

to the extent a firm uses portfolio analytic tools or models, how the firm determines whether the tools 
or models make recommendations subject to the suitability rule. 

FINRA examiners would then conduct a review of the internal firm controls to determine whether firm 

procedures are followed, with a particular focus on "red flag" transactions, including where the same 

security is held in the account or strategy implemented for multiple investors of a particular representative 

despite differing customer profiles. 

Observations of Effective Compliance Practices 



Acknowledging that the relevance and feasibility of particular practices vary widely depending on factors 

such as a firm’s size, business model, products offered and customer base, the Notice highlights various 

examples of effective practices at firms relating to: 

new product vetting processes; 

product-focused trainings; 

technology-based tools for capturing and accessing customer profile data required for customer- 
specific suitability analyses; and 

systems for categorizing customers by specific suitability profiles or flagging vulnerable investors. 

Of particular interest are FINRA observations regarding "hold" and other investment strategy 

recommendations. FINRA observed the following effective practices: 

systems that have a "hold ticket" or a "hold blotter" that captures hold strategy recommendations; 

systems that capture notes of discussions with clients regarding explicit hold or other strategy 
recommendations by associated persons maintained in customer files; 

firm branch office inspections that focus on the documentation of hold and other strategy 
conversations with clients; 

modified new account forms that list specific investment strategies, and that require the associated 
person to identify on the form any that are recommended at the time of account opening; 

account forms that require signature by the customer when associated persons recommend 
changes to a previously recommended account investment strategy; and 

a prohibition on associated persons engaging firm clients in the associated persons’ outside 
business activities. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact, 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s i d’,,scV p:::.ih::~ located at ,i~ v~!~;, ik ~:,;~ 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dpw:-y~3ii@d3v 3poik c¢~n-: to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list 
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Federal Reserve Board issues redesigned $100 note 

Federal Reserve Board issues redesigned S100 note 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/new~ventffpress/other/20131008a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Feder~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 
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Broome, Lism L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Database of Potentied Directors: An Application Has Been Submitted 

A new application has been submitted for the database of potential directors by 

This application will be reviewed and a reply will be sent within two weeks containing a password if you are selected to register for the database. 

If you do not hear from us after two weeks, please contact us at 919.962.7066 or directordiversity@unc.edu to check on the status of your application. 

UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Director Diversity Initiative 
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Be the tirst to download the brochure 

Having trouble viewing thi~ email? View as webpage. 

::~,’~ The Bond Buyer’s 14th Annual Transportation Finance/P3 Conference 

Join us at The Bond Buyer’s Transportation :~i:~ Download the Conf ..... Brochure 
Finance Conference to find out how public- 

sector agencies and other stakeholders around 

the nation have built coalitions to draw on varied 

sources of financial and political support to push 

needed projects from conception through financial 

close. Get your copy here. 

All transpo~fation modes - including roads and 

bridde& airports, ports, and transit - need to 

adopt new tactics to keep their networks up to 

date in a time of austerity budgets Get the 

advice and ana~icN tools you ~eed in 

Chicago this November, 

Issuers attend for only $195, Institutional Investors 

pay $295, and All Other Professionals $995. For 

more information, or to register, contact Dan Tina 

at (800) 803-5797. 
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DechertOnPoint <DechertOn Point@edechert.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

AIFMD Reporting Obligations - ESMA Issues Its Final Report 

Having trouble reading this email? View i[ in your browser Print email 

ii~. Deched L.I..P 

[]AtFMD Reporting Obligations - ESMA Issues Its Final Report [] 

The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) published its long-awaited final report (the Report) 

on 1 October 2013, setting out detailed guidelines relating to (i) the reporting obligations under Articles 3 

(3)(d) and 24(1), (2) and (4) of the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) and (ii) how 

certain parts of the European Commission’s AIFMD regulatory reporting template form should be 

completed. The reporting itself was mandated in Annex IV of the European Commission’s AIFMD "Level 2" 

Regulation, which has direct effect in all member states of the EEA1. 

The delay in issuing the Report, which comes more than four months after ESMA’s 24 May consultation 

paper, has caused much frustration in the alternative investment management community. The regulatory 

reporting obligations are one of the key remaining operational parts of the AIFMD which the industry will 

need to understand and get to grips with quickly - both the timelines for the coming into force of the 

reporting regime, and the speed with which alternative investment fund managers (AIFMs) will need to 

report following the end of relevant reporting periods, pose considerable time, cost and organizational 

challenges. 

In this update, we provide a brief reminder of the key provisions of the AIFMD reporting obligations and set 

out some of the key points on which the Report offers some clarity. 

Wh~t is this reporting regime ~bout? 

One of the key themes of the AIFMD is the requirement for AIFMs to provide regular and detailed reporting 

both in relation to themselves and the alternative investment funds (AIFs) that they manage. The AIFMD 

contains a number of other reporting regimes, such as those applying to AIFs that acquire a certain level of 

voting rights in an underlying portfolio company, and requirements to provide ongoing information to 

national regulators in relation to operational matters affecting the AIFM itself. 

The reporting obligations that are covered by the Report deal, broadly, with investment strategies, 

exposure and portfolio concentration of reportable AIFs, total value of assets under management and 

turnover of reportable AIFs and the principal markets and instruments in which investments are made, 

along with detailed information on the risk profile (including risk measures, liquidity profiles and leverage 

levels) of reportable AIFs. The guidelines contained in the Report are described by ESMA itself as helping 

to "standardise the reporting across the EU. It wi!! also facilitate the exchange of information between 

national regulators, ESMA and the ESRB" 

The exact extent to which these reporting obligations apply depends on a number of factors, but the 

following AIFMs will become subject to some or all of the reporting obligations described in the Report: 

[] Authorised AIFMs. 

[] Non-EEA AIFMs which market EEA or non-EEA AIFs in the EEA. 

[] ’Small" AIFMs which qualify for exemption under Article 3 of the AIFMD as managing AIFs belowthe 

~100m m/~500mm thresholds. 

Which A~Fs does an A~F[~ need to report on? 

Authorised AIFMs (currently, only EEA AIFMs can be authorised) must report on all AIFs that they manage 

(including non-EEA AIFs not marketed in the EEA) to their home regulator. 

Non-EEAAIFMs marketing under Article 42 of the AIFMD (ie using a national private placement regime, 

where available) must report only on each of the AIFs that they are marketing. However, this reporting 

obligation is owed to each Member State in which Article 42 marketing is being conducted - meaning that 

a non-EEA AIFM may need to comply with multiple (and possibly differing) reporting obligations to a 

number of national regulators. There is speculation that ESMA may offer a form of centralised reporting 

which could be used on a voluntary basis by EEA national regulators, but it has not yet done so. 

Additional reporting obligations apply to AIFs that use substantial amounts of leverage ("substantial" for 

these purposes means leverage of greater than three times NAV calculated using the commitment 

method). 

What does the Report give clarity on? 

The 24 May draft guidelines gave rise to a number of practical and operational concerns around the speed 

and frequency with which AIFMs are required to report. The key issues on which the Report now gives 

some clarification are as follows: 



[] Reporting periods will be aligned with the calendar year (that is, quarterly reporting periods wiii end on 

the last business day of March, June, September and December, half-yearly reporting periods on the 

last business day of June and December, and annual reporting periods on the last business day of 

December). 

[] Whether reporting is required during the transitional period that commenced on 22 July 2013 will 

depend on the way in which transitional provisions have been implemented in each Member State, the 

Commission’s view of transitional provisions and the authorisation status of the AIFM concerned. This 

removes - albeit in a somewhat convoluted way - the confusion around when reporting is required to 

start, and whether there is a reporting requirement for AI FMs otherwise able to use the transitional 

period. For UK transitional AI FMs, this means that they will only need to report as of the end of the first 

quarterly reporting period (regardless of whether they ultimately report quarterly, half-yearly or annually) 

starting after (i) the date on which they vary their FCA permissions to become either full-scope UK 

AI FMs or small authorised UK AIFMs (if they are for FCA authorised firms) and (it) the date of their first 

notification to the FCA for marketing under AIFMD Article 42 (if they are non-EEA AIFMs). In other 

words... 

[] Reporting will need to cover the first day of the quarter following that in which the obligation to report 

arises - for instance: 

[] An AIFM that is subject to half-yearly reporting and whose reporting obligation starts on, say, 15 

February, would report for the second quarter only (commencing on 1 April), and then on a half, 

yearly basis thereafter. 

[] An AIFM that is subject to annual reporting and whose reporting obligation starts on, say, 15 

February, would report for the three quarters commencing on 1 April (and ending on 31 

December) together, and then on an annual basis thereafter 

[] The Report sets out (in section XI Procedures ,4,hen AIFMs are subject to new reporting 

obligations) how the reporting obligations change for AIFMs that move be~.~xeen quarterly, half- 

yearly and annual reporting obligations part way through a reporting period. Annex I of the Report 

contains a series of flow charts that provide an analysis of the frequency and content of reporting 

based on whether the AI FM is authorised, registered or a non-EEA AI FM using the Article 42 

national private placement marketing regime. 

[] Reporting should be made once per reporting period; if no information is to be reported in relation to 

a given AI F (for instance because that AIF has not yet raised any capital), then a report will still need to 

be made. 

[] Where there is a change in AIFM, the newAIFM should report for the entire reporting period during 

which the change of AIFM occurred. 

[] Liquidated or merged AIFs should provide "the last report" once they have been liquidated or merged 

(there appears to be no prescriptive content on what this report should contain). 

[] Feeder AIFs will - notwithstanding responses to the draft guidelines to the contrary - need to be 

reported individually, rather than being aggregated with the underlying master fund. The report for a 

feeder fund should not look through to the master fund and report on the master fund’s underlying 

investments (although were a feeder AIF to invest outside the master, those investments would be 

subject to reporting). 

[] Fund of Fund AIFs should not, as is the case with feeder AIFs, look through underlying funds when 

reporting 

[] Master AIFs whose feeders are either (i) EEA AIFs or (it) marketed in the EEA may need to be reported 

separately, regardless of whether or not the master AI F is itself an EEA AI F or marketed in the EEA 

ESMA has asked national regulators for their views on the need to report on non-EEA master AIFs in 

master-feeder structures that are not themselves marketed in the EEA and in which the master AIF 

has a separate AIFM to its feeder AIFs (this would be the case, for instance, where the master AIF is a 

self-managed AI F). 

[] Umbrella AIFs should be reported on a sub-fund by sub-fund or compartment by compartment basis. 

In a change of position from its 24 May consultation paper, ESMA has moved certain matters from the 

guidelines to an accompanying "opinion" to EEA national regulators. Specifically, ESMA opines that 

national regulators "could require" AIFMs to report these items of information on a periodic basis pursuant 

to AIFMD Article 24(5) The proposed guidelines moved to the opinion include: 

[] The use of value at risk (VaR) reporting. 

[] Reporting for a non-EEA master AIF that is not marketed in the EEA, where one or more of its feeder 

AIFs is an EEA AIF or is marketed in the EEA 

[] Information on high frequency trading. 

[] Information on geographical focus. 

Along with the Report, ESMA also published technical supporting material (covering a consolidated 

reporting template, detailed IT guidance for filing of the XML and the ×SD files) that will facilitate the 

reporting by AIFMs to regulators. 

What are the r~ext steps? 

The Report will now be translated into each official EU language and published on ESMA’s website. This 

will trigger the commencement of a two-month period by the end of which national Member State 

regulators must notify ESMA whether they comply, or intend to comply, with the guidelines set out in the 

Report (on the same day on which ESMA published the report, it also published the translations of MiFID 

guidelines on remuneration policies and practices - these took just under four months to translate) 

Footnotes 
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FW: New from NCAA Research - Reseaacch Extxa Point 

bdayXPfina12.txlf 

The NCAA research staff" introduces Research Extra Point, a periodic one-page summary that highlights interesting college atNetics resealch findings in a concise and 

visual format. These updates connect research on NCAA athletics (and sometimes raw data for further exploration) with current events, trends and changes occurring 

on NCAA campuses. We encourage you to check out each edition of Research Extra Point as it is released. 

The current Research Extra Point, ’~I’he birtlhdav effect h~ colle~,e athletics’; (attached) examines whether youth sports age-cutoffs impact who ends up becoming a 

college student-athlete (spoiler: The effect appears to exist in certain NCAA sports). Previous Research Extra Points have examined: 

¯ ~_!~__e__N:_a~_,_?__n_~ i.~?...b..e..~.e..e...n....N....c.~:.6...A....r..eg..t.d.a..t.::.r.~...c..~r.a..~g..e.~.:~!)..~.D..c.‘:.a...d..e...mi.c.‘..~..u..c...c..e. ~__s__r_~_t__e_ ~__i__r_~__!)_i 5:_i_~i__o_!)___I____b__a___s__e_D_!_l_. 
¯ Data on whe’fher colleo_e s~dent- athletes across division view Nemselves more as stt~dents or athletes~ 

¯ Trends m atl~letics expenses in Division hi. 

A new Research Extra Point will be published every couple of weeks. Future topics include new infommtion on student-athlete drag use, gambling concerns among 
men’s golfers and trends in transfer behavior among Inen’s and wolnen’s basketball student-athletes. Want to be notified when a new Research Extra Point is 

available? Click here to subscribe. 
ENoy and be sure to follow ((~N Cz’u*M),esearch on Twitter’. 

Todd A, Petr 
NCAA Managing Director of Research 
3:17-917-6305 

tpetr@ncaa.arg 

This emaJl and any attachments may contain NCAA confidentiaJ and privileged intbnnation. If you m-e not "the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 
by mtum email, delete this message and deslroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this intbnnation by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 
and mW be illegal. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Obama Tries to Raise Pressure on GOP 

Obarna Tries to rCadse Pressure on 

President Barack Obama sought to raise pressure on Congress to end a week-old partial 

government shutdown as the House and Senate headed down separate tracks to break a 

stalemate on government spending and the nation’s borrowing limit. 

Mr. Obama, speaking from the White House on the eighth day of the government 

shutdown, called on Republicans to vote to re-open the federal government and increase 

the nation’s borrowing limit, saying failure to act would create the "significant risk of a very 

deep recession." The president said he is willing to talk with Republicans but only after 

they pass legislation to fund the government and raise the debt limit. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Afternoon Edition: Kerr Drug to eliminate 84 jobs atter sale to Walgreens 



Chariotte 
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outlook 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
****Break in to locked residence reported 10/07/I 3, 4:45 pro, 6311 Acorn Ridge Trail 

The victim advi~d that he and his wit~ returned home today at approximately 4:45 to discover their t~ont door s’m~ding open. The door had not been kicked in and 

neither had the ~ckdoor. the suspects had ~ssibly entered the residence through the rea, doggy door at the rear of the residence. The suspects stole a flal screen, 

and mm~edous jewet,y ~u~d other items. There were also a few small items that had ~en dropped in the driveway possibly from where the suspects e~ted the residence 

tNough the front door. ~-o packages had been delivered to the residence at 12:44 hours and one was taken during the break-in, this nan~ws the time beh~-een 1244 

hours and 1645 hours that the house was broken into. Value S7,475.00 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTI~& EYES ~D EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t. 
Community involvement is the biggest dete~ent to crime that we can have 

Description?: 
Description: 

r3escripfion 

Description: 

Description?: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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Oct. 9 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 9, 2013 @ Number 196 

Economics 

IM~ Cuts ~Iobal ~ro~vth ~o~ec~s~, 

The International Monetary Fund lowered Oct 8 its global 
growth forecast for this year to 2.9 percent and to 3.6 percent 
in 2014, from 3.1 percent and 3.8 percent it had in July .... 

Economics 

Administration officials will be the chagrined hosts this week of a 
Group of 20 meeting of finance ministers and central bank 
governors in Washington D.C., as the government shutdown and 
debt limit anxieties threaten to overshadow the G-20... 

Currency 

Co~lusio~ to Manipulate Cur~’e~<:~f T~’adin!~ 
The European Union antitrust authority has launched a probe 
into possible collusion to manipulate currency market trading 
within the European financial services industry, after receiving 
preliminary information from various sources... 

Financial Institutions 
I:I8 gu~acey Analyzes Bankinf~, Securities 

The ~nstitute of International Bankers Oct. 7 released its 26th 
annual Global Survey of Regulatory and Market Developments in 
Banking, Securities and Insurance, which provides a country-by- 
country analysis on sovereign banking environments... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (~SSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, ~nc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
ht:~P:iiwebutii.bna.coraiemailsignup. 

Request a F:R[L~:[ Web trisl. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~e!ms ai;d 

coRdiP.ons of ti~e license ~greernent with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 
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Getting back onto Facebook 

Sorry you’ve been having trouble logging into your Facebook account. 

You can also get passwerd he~p or ~o~ he~p on Facebook. 

Thanks, 
The Facebook Team 
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Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 9:08 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Welcome back to Facebook 

Hi Lissa, 

Facebook is a great way to catch up with friends, especially if you’ve been away for awhile. 

l 
~ii.!~ Find your friends using Facebook’s automatic Friend Finder: 

Thanks, 

The Facebook Team 
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LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 63, 10/09/2013 

Table of Contents 

Merger Policy at the Margin: Western Refining’s Acquisition of Giant Industries 

biicholas Kreisle, U.S. Federal Trade Commission - Bureau of Economics 

The Plaintiffs’ Lawyer’s Transaction Tax: The New Cost of Doing Business in Public Company Deals 

I’L Browning ]effries, Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School 

Changes in Russia’s Regulatory Base of the Budgetary Process in July 20~L3 

I~laxim Goldin, Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration 

The Comply-or-Explain Principle: Stakeholders" Views on How to Improve the ’Explain’ Approach 

Petra Inwinkl, MSnk~Sping International Business School 
,Sofia ]osefsson, Jonl<oping University - Jonl<oping International Business School (JIBS) 

Marie Wallrnan, 3onkoping University - 3onkoping International Business School (~IBS) 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE 8~ TAKEOVER LAW eJOURNAL 

::i::i::i)’lNerger Policy at the Nargi~: Western Refini~g’s Acquisitio~ of Giant Industries" ~i:: Free Download 

U.S. Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Economics, Working Paper No. 319 

NICHOLAS KREISL~,, U.S. Federal Trade Commission - Bureau of Economics 

Email: nkreisle@ftc.~lov 

In May 2007 the Federal Trade Commission failed to win a preliminary injunction in U.S. District Court that would have blocked the merger of two 

refiners that served Albuquerque, NM and surrounding areas. This study compares estimates of the post-merger price effect to the price effects 

predicted by economic experts on both sides of the case. I find little scope to interpret the evidence as consistent with an anticompetitive post- 
merger price effect. I also highlight difficulties involved in econometrically identifying small effects even with an abundance of pricing data. 

Free Download 
in P~blic Company Deals" 

Berkeiey business Law JouFnal, Forthcoming 

N, ~ROWNrNG 3EFFR’tES, Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School 

Email: bjeffries@john marshaU,edu 

This article addresses the proliferation of frivolous litigation in the context of public company deals. In 2012 93% of public company mergers and 
acquisitions valued at over $100 million and 96% of such transactions valued over $500 million incurred litigation. Through these "merger objection 
suits," plaintiffs’ attorneys have successfully attached a transaction tax - in the form of attorneys’ fees - as the cost of doing business for public 
company mergers and acquisitions. Armed with the knowledge that time is of the essence in these transactions, plaintiffs’ attorneys understand 
the leverage they have to force a quick settlement with a defendant company’s board. Adding to the attorneys’ leverage and the pressure on 
defendants to settle is the threat of larger-than-normal litigation costs since most large public company deals that attract litigation incur more than 
one suit, often in several different jurisdictions. When given the choice of either paying plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees - particularly when the settlement 
is typically otherwise non-monetary - or jeopardizing a multi-million dollar transaction, boards of defendant companies seem, understandably, 
eager to choose the former. 

This article explores the reasons for the increasing overabundance of merger objection litigation and the solutions that have been proposed or 
adopted to address it. Previous scholarship in this area has focused on the need to eliminate the multi-jurisdictional aspect of this litigation by 
funneling all such cases to the state of the target’s incorporation or otherwise easing the consolidation of cases across jurisdictions. Eliminating the 
multi-jurisdictional aspect of merger litigation would, no doubt, be a step toward curbing abusive strike suits in this arena by alleviating some of the 
settlement pressure imposed on defendants by the high costs of litigating a case in multiple forums. However, the other incentives to settle, 
particularly those imposed by the pressure of the deal timeline, would remain. As such, this article suggests that, in addition to funneling merger 
objection suits to the state of incorporation of the target, there need to be state solutions, beginning with Delaware, to further deter strike suits in 
this area. This article describes a combination of legislative reform and enhanced oversight of merger objection settlements by the Delaware 
Chancery Court as a possible solution to the merger objection litigation problem. 



Free Download 

Russian Economic Developments, Moscow, 2013, #8, pp, 66-57 

~v~A)[:IM GOL~)ItN, Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration 

Email: goldin@iet,ru 

In July 2013, in the regulatory base of the budgetary process the following developments took place: amendments providing for grants in the form 

of subsidies to legal entities have been introduced into the Budget Code of the Russian Federation; conditions of buying-out of state property by 
entities of small and mid-sized business have been liberalized by amendments to a number of federal laws. 

~i Free Download 
::i::i::i::’The Corap~y®or~Explai~ Principle: Stai~eho~aers° Views on Now to :~rnprove the ’Explain’ Approach 

PETRA ~NW~NI{L, J6nk6ping International Business School 

Email: peLra Jnwinkk@tuwien.ac.at 
~OF:[A ~O~EF~ON, Jonkoping University - Jonkoping International Business School (JIBS) 

Email: sofia,josefsson8 7@g mail,corn 

MAR:[~, ~LL~4~N, Jonkoping University - Jonkoping International Business School (JIBS) 

Emai[: mariewa[Iman@g mail.corn 

The comply-or-explain principle is a central element in the EU corporate governance framework which was put in place by Directive 2006/46/EC. 
Whilst avoiding an inflexible "one size fits all" approach, the principle has lately been questioned because of the quality of corporate governance 
reports it has allowed European companies to produce; these companies can either comply with code provisions, or may explain why they do not 
comply, i.e., why they deviate from a provision of the code. Seidl et al. (2012), in analysing 257 listed companies that had produced some 715 
records of deviations, and their respective "explanations", found that, in contrast to the original idea of comply-or-explain, which emphasised the 
possibility of justifying deviations with situation-specific reasons, a significant number of the deviations analysed were either not justified at all 
(that is, they were simply disclosed) or were justified on the basis of objections of principle (e.g., that the code provisions were inappropriate 
because they failed to embody best practice). An increasing number of studies provide evidence that corporate governance statements disclosed 
on European stock markets lack quality, mainly in terms of the explanations they include when the companies do not comply with code provisions. 
In addressing this issue, the European Commission launched a wide-ranging consultation seeking views on how the "explain" approach could be 
improved. From this consultation we analysed 244 stakeholders’ responses, generating an empirically derived taxonomy of responses. First, we 
examine these by providing a descriptive account of the different ways in which stakeholders agree that the "explain" option should be used, and 
what kind of alternative solutions companies should disclose. Second, we discuss the possible implications for code regimes and for management 
control. 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Trio Wins Nobel Prize in Chemistry 

Trio Wins Nobel Prize in Chemistr~cj 

The Nobel Prize in chemistry was awarded jointly to Martin KarNus, Michael Levitt and 

Arieh Warshel for the development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems. 

In the 1970s, the scientists laid the foundation for powerful programs that are used to 

understand and predict chemical processes, the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences said 

in a statement. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

AfteF a foot injuFy kept him out of 
the TBF Heels’ loss against 
ViFginia Tech, quarteFback BFyn 
RenneF Fesumed pFactice with the 
first-team offense.. 

UNC 

quarterback 

Bryn Renner 

(2) did not 

play against 

UNC QB Bryn Rennet: I’~ be back for Miarni 

Tar Heels quarterback Bryn Renner resumes 

practicing with the first team, says he’ll be ready to 

play against Miami 

CoUege soccer: No. t$ Tar Heels fa~{ to 

C~emson; NCSU, Wake tie 

After No 6 North Carolina played its sixth ACC game 

on Tuesday, the Tar Heels still don’t have an 

conference win North Carolina fell to No 17 

Clemson 2-1 in overtime at Fetzer Field to fall to 0-1-5 

in league play and 3-2-5 overall. 
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The Morning Brief: Tensions Ratchet Up in Debt Battle 

L~TEST STORIES 

Tensions Ratchet Up i~l Debt Battle                     ~ 

Bill Comes Due fin" Brazil’s Middle C~ass 

KRPpI~ Le~i~, l’V~rshei %~in Nobel Prize in Cl~emistry 

lean Readies Offer to L~m~t Its Nuclear Program 

Jmiet Yellen~ a Backer of :~lshing fl~e Fed’s Policy Bom~dar~es 

HoNzons GlobM C~: YeHen Non~afion Offsets Market’s Debt Ce~ng 

Fears 

YeHen B~d G~ves Stock F~lres a Stm~doffRepfieve 

Shutdown Ntirs Investor Anxiety 

IMF’s Pessimism on Global Growth ~Videns 

U~N. to Nuspend Most Fin~eiM ~d to Eg3~t 

KarzM Brotl~er See~ ~ghan Presidency 

P~oseeutors Detain ~eged ’SMppe~~ i~ itNy Slfipw~eck 

Maine to ~ow Prescription-Dr~kg hnpo~s 

NEWS VIDNOS 

Trio l’V~s Nobei Prize in Chenfistry 

A~istralim~ Un~verMfies Target Foreign S~ldents 

Cb~na’s Retail Investors Return to Top Cites 

Vicious ~rtle on fl~e ~Loose in Oerm~y? 

NEWS POD~ASTS 

The ~aJ] Street Jo~lma] This Morning Oct, o9, 2ot3 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LinkedIn <linkedin@e.li ~±edi n.com:~ 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa La~nkin, try a tiee month of Linkedln Premium 

As thanks for being a loyal member, we’d like to give you a f}’ee 
~r~o[~th of Linkedln Premium with these additional benefits: 

days of details on who’s viewed your 
profile, how they found you and more 

InMail messages per month to contact 
members outside your network 

additional search filters and 7X more 
results to help you find the right people 

5 ~}~" 
the reach with access to full profiles of 
everyone in your network 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Financial Services Marketing S~posium <conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 10:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Best Rates End Friday. Review Agenda Inside. 

Best Rates End Eriday 

Use promo code NYC150 for instant extra savings 

Tiffs year’s agenda is chock full of valuable insights from some of the most creative executives in our industry. 

Zero-in on overlooked pockets of opportuni~ 
Nurture innovation to create new revenue s[reams 

AGENDA ItlGItLIGHTS 

Pre-Conference Workshop --Thinldng Differently: Unlocking Innovation, Problem Solving mid Creativity 

William A. Donius, Author~ THOUGHT REVOLUTION: HOW TO UNLOCK YOUR 1NNER GENIUS 

>> full description 

How to Get from ’Likes’ to Social Sales 

Clara Shih, CEO & Fotmder, HEARSAY SOCIAL 
Robert ("Buck-") Wright. Chief Sales Officer. AXA EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

>> full description 

Longer-Term Innovation - How Do You Plan For The ~atever Is Beyond The Next Generation Of New Technology 

Miranda Hill, Vice President, Product Management Manager, WF Labs and Incubator, WELLS FARGO LABS 

>> full description 

The Evolving Custoiner Journey 

Jeffrey Boo,jan, Regional Vice President of M~xketing,Eastem Divisio~ CAESARS ENTERTAINMENT 

>> ihll description 

Enhance The Custolner Experience Via Mobile Payments 

Toby Russell, Vice President, Enterprise Mobile, Web & Emerging Channels, CAPITAL ONE 

>> full description 

Vie~, additional sessinns online 

Business as usual has a new look. 
Start to re-train your thought process with us. 

REGISTER ONLINE NOW 

or call (212) 803-6072 
Save $350 offthe standard rate with promo code NYC150 

Sponsorship Opportunities 

For a customized package, please contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089. 

*SourceMedia cancellation policies apply. All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to currem registered attendees. Offers are not 

transferable and cannot be combined with an5, other offer. Please call our Customer Service depaxtment at 800-803-3424 or 212-803-6093 if you have any questions. 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - Financial Services Marketing S3~ap as: lbroome@email.unc.edu 

To Unsubscribe t?om receiving further promotional email ~om Conference - Financial Services Marketing S~3np, Click Here. 

To update your promotional preferences tbr other SourceMedia lists Click Here. 

Customer Service: 800-803-3424, SourceMedia, One State Street Plaza~ 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 ] conferences@sourcemediamail.com 

Forward to a Friend ] Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The American Law Inslitute <ali@ali.org> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 10:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Message ficom Roberta Ramo: Director Search 

The American Law institute- 

Dear Fellow ALl Members, 

As you know, some time ago Lance Liebman indicated his desire to retire from his 
position as Director of the American Law Institute. After 14 amazingly productive years 
we were of course understanding. A subcommittee of the Nominating Committee worked 
through the fall, with a number of suggestions from our members~ h~ January with 
enormous enthusiasm the Council unanimously approved the recommendation that 
Professor Dan Meltzer of the Nap,~ard Law School be named Director Nominee, to star[ 

at the close of the Annual Meeting in May, 20I 4. 

During the summer Dan informed us that he had been diagnosed with an early-stage 
cancer and that he thought in view of the treatment regimen that would take place from 
September through spring of 2014 it would be difficult for him to sep,~e. Lance has 
generously agreed to se~,~e until we complete this search~ Dan will rejoin the Council. 

We have reconstituted our search committee. It is once again chaired by Judge Diane 
Wood, our Nominating Committee chair; Gerhard Casper and I are the other members. 
As before, if you have suggestions please email them to 2<.e...&(~.!?..c..R.~?.Q:t(g~.e..~!.~&![:~!£g, a 
special email box that has been set up for the search. Your emails and suggestions will 
be kept confidential. Neither the names ef those proposed nor those who made 
suggestions will be known to anyone but the Search Committee and Judy Cole who will 
staff the Committee. We need these suggestions by October 30th. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and please use the email to make any 
suggestions that you might have. I know that Dan’s recovery will be helped along by all 
of your good wishes. 

Roberta 

i~ii 
TheAmerican Law 

Institute 

4025 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 I 215.243.1600 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Turkel <rturkel@uniteforsight.org> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation to Attend Social Entrepreneurship Institute 

DearLissa, 

I hope that this email finds you well! You and your colleagues and students may be interested in attending the Social Entrepreneurship Institute on Friday, December 6, 

2013, at the Shubert Theater in New Haver~ Connecticut. Presented by Unite For Sight. the Social Entrepreneurship Inslitute provides mentoring, guidance, and 

successful strategies for paNcipants to apply to their work in global health, social entrepreneurship, and international development. In addition to tmique interactive 

sessions by leaders in global health and social entrepreneurship, the Institute also includes brealdiast, lunch, and dinner networking receptions ruth the speakers. 

Space is limited, and early registration is encouraged. A very reduced early bird registration rate is oflbred through October 15. We would appreciate it if you could 
also please tbrward this message to others who may be interested in attending. 

The confirmed Social Entrepreneurship Institute speakers axe: 

Ke.vnote Address 

o "Rethinking Social Entrepreneurism: Mm4ng fi’om Bland llhetoric to hnpact," Ned Breslin, CEO, Water For People 

Key Lessons From Immvators hi Global Health and Social Entrepreneurslfip 

o "Growing an NGO and Malting Systemic Change," Jane Aronson, MD, CEO, Founder, Worldwide Orphans Foundation; Clinical Assistant 

Professor of Pediatrics, Corneli Weiil Medical College and Cohmlbia University; Global Health Center, Mr. Sinai School of Medicine 

o "Business with a Mission: Do You Have What It Takes?" Ron Bills, Chairman and CEO, Envirofit International 
o "Breaking Cultural Barriers: Design with Empathy," "Will Harris, Designer. Design that Matters 

Building an Effective Organ~ation 

o "Global Health 2.0: Creating Health Care Systems in the World’s Most Impossible Places," Mark Arnoldy, Executive Director, Nyaya Health 

o "City tIealth Works: Creating Sustainable Jobs in Communities that Struggle with Chronic Disease," Donya A. "Williams, Director of 

Operations, City Health Works 

o "Launching a Tech Startup with a Social ]~Iission," Jell Chiou, Executive Director, Crisis Text Line 

Measuring Impact 

o "Quantity and Quail .ty: Integrating Monitoring, Evaluation mid QualiD- hnprovement for Action and Impact," Lisa Hirsclfllorn, Monitoring, 

Evaluation, and Quali .ty Improvement Director, Partners In Health 

o "Creating and Applving Evidence to Tackle Health and Poverty Problems," Annie Duflo, Executive Director, Innovations for Povel~’ Action 

o "The Challenges of Measuring Impact and the Strategies to Overcome Them," Salimah Walani, Director, Global Health Programs, March of 

Dimes 

Reaching Potential: How to Successfully Scale 

o "Let’s Be tIonest: V~’hat it Takes tu Grow a Successful Organ~ation," Debra Eschineyer, Co-Founder and Vice President of External Al~[hirs, 

FoodCorps 

o "Leveraging the Marketplace and a For-Profit Modal to Maximize Impact," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Inlbrmation tbr the Public and 
Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

o ’"Fools and Strategies tbr Staving True to Mission," Sophie Earls, CommuniF Development, B Lab 

Complete details and the Institute schedule can be seen at http:/iwww.uniteforsight.ora/inslitutei 

This emaJi was sent to iissa_broome@clnc.edcl by Rachel Turkel 

Unsubscribe from Unite For Sight Conference Announcements. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown News <news@mayerbrown.com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11:24 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Webinax: Relying on treaties to protect investments in Eastern Europe Webinar, 23 October 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’.,().9.[~,.’..i~..#[#..#..2~L~.R~£I~ 

Bilateral and Multilateral investment treaties are an important tool for 

both promoting and protecting foreign investments. These treaties 

provide a wide range of substantive provisions on which foreign 

investors may rely when facing abusive, expropriatory, or 

discriminatory measures, as well as unfair treatment, by the host 

State. Foreign investors may bring arbitration claims against a host 

State that breaches these treaty provisions, thus avoiding recourse 

to that State’s own courts. Eastern European countries have signed 

dozens of these bilateral treaties, as well as the Energy Charter 

Treaty, one of the few multilateral treaties providing protection for 

foreign investors. Claims brought by foreign investors against Eastern 

European States have increased in recent years. 

However, the wording of each treaty is different, and even a slight 

variation in wording may lead to considerable changes in the degree 

of protection. Foreign investors should know their rights as well as 

potential pitfalls under investment treaties at the stage of their 

investment planning to benefit from the most protective available 

treaty. And when a dispute arises with the host State, it is important 

to know the rights conferred by these treaties to determine the 

likelihood of success on any compensation claim against the 

authorities. 

This webinar explores the main provisions of investment treaties in 

Eastern Europe and how investors can rely on them to obtain - and 

maximize - protection when investing in this part of the world. 

Wednesday, 23 October 2013 

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. GMT 

5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. CET 

10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. CDT 

Teleconference access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the 

event. 

If you would like to register for this webinar, or sign up to listen to 

the recording please click on the register buttons below: 

you decline we will not send you 

reminders for this event.) 

For additional information, please contact Suzanne Chandler at +44 

20 3130 8416 or schandler~’erbrown,com. 

Please visit us at E?_,?_2erbrown,com. 

Wednesday, 23 October 

2013 

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. GMT 

5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. CET 

10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. CDT 

Speakers include: 

Special Counsel, 

Washington DC 

Partner, Paris 

Jel~lh-e W, Sar~es 
Partner, Chicago 

Of Related Interest 

Follow Mayer Brown on Twiller 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 1:10 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

You are Invited: International Developments in Anti-Corruption Enforcement (10.23.2013) 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

ii~. Deched LLP 

With the implementation of the UK Bribery Act and the increasingly 

aggressive enforcement of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the US 

and the UK have been at the forefront of global anti-corruption efforts. 

That has started to change in a dramatic way. Recent events in China 

and elsewhere in the world demonstrate that other countries are also 

getting serious about tackling bribery and corruption domestically. 

Multinational companies are increasingly vulnerable to local 

enforcement initiatives as well as to the extraterritorial reach of the 

Bribery Act and the FCPA. A thorough review of the effectiveness of 

each company’s anti-bribery policies and risk assessments is 

essential in ensuring compliance with anti-corruption legislation 

throughout the world 

In this seminar, Dechert panelists will: 

[] 

[] 

[] 

Provide an overview of anti-corruption laws in China 

Discuss changes in the enforcement landscape in China, 

including a discussion of the recent raids and investigations 

undertaken by the Chinese authorities 

Provide an overview of recent anti-corruption developments in the 

US, the UK and the rest of the world 

Provide practical advice on steps companies can take to protect 

themselves 

Provide practical advice on what companies should do if they are 

the subject of a raid, including a discussion of e-disclosure and 

data protection considerations 

Dechert Speakers 

Neil Gerrard, Dechert LLP 

Partner, London 

Frederick Herold, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Silicon Valley 

Cheryl Krause, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Philadelphia 

~ 
T homas Lee, II, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Philadelphia 

~ 
J ingzhou Tao, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Beijing 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 

Dechert LLP 

This presentation will be live in 

our New York and Philadelphia 

offices. It will also be simulcast 

as a webinar. Please register to 

attend via links below. 

RSVP to New York 

RSVP to Philadelphia 

RSVP to webinar 

12:00 - 1:30 PM EDT 

5:00-6:30 PM BST 

9:00-10:30 AM PDT 

Live presentation/webinar 

CLE credit for this presentation 

is pending 

Please confirm your attendance 

by Friday, October 18 

Questions? 

Please contact Robbie Murphey. 



~ 
JeremyZucker, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Washington, D.C 

[]About Dechert 
Dechert is a global specialist lawfirm with a deep bench of experts focused on sectors with the greatest 

complexities and highest regulatory demands. We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to 

ou r clients’ most important matters Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the firm’s 

entrepreneurial energy and seamless collaboration in a way that is distinctively Dechert. Learn mere. 

E~ 2013 Dechert LLP All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel, it is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: !60 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard- webannouncement@federalres~rve.gov> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee, September 17-18, 2013 

Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee, September 17-18, 2013 

http:i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/20131009a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the FedemJ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pint}fences Paae. You will need m use your 
email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~govdelivmw.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http:/Tvwvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, October 9, 2013 2:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Fed Minutes Show Olticials Still Hope to Taper This Yeax 

Fed Minutes Show Officials Still Hope to Taper This 
Year 

Minutes from the Federal Reserve’s September policy meeting show officials concerned 

about acting in a moment when the U.S. economy still looked weak and new risks were 

emerging on the horizon, but still hopeful they could begin to wind down the Fed’s $85 

billion-per-month bond-buying program by year end. 

Officials also expressed considerable angst about the Fed’s efforts to communicate with 

market participants, and how the market would react to a decision not to reduce the bond- 

buying program, the minutes from the Sept. 17-18 meeting showed. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foers~ter-cmofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:13 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

Tdecontbrence: Dodd-FraJ~k Title VII vs. EMIR 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Te~econference 

Dodd-Frank Title VII vs. EMIR 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EDT 

3:30 pm. -4:30 p.m. BST 

Dial-in: 
North America: 

(855) 339-1978 
Other Countries: 

(619) 377-3936 
Conference ID: 

80705664 

Continuing Education Credits: 

Pending for New York and 
California 

This briefing will cover the similarities and differences between the 

US, and European approaches to derivatives regulation The 

participants will focus as well on the extraterritorial application of 

each regulatory regime, and aspects of substituted compliance, We 

will also provide brief updates on the rulemaking status of Title VII, 

EMIR and MiFID, 

Speakers: 

¯ Peter Green 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

¯ Jeremy Jennings-Mares 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

Anna Pinedo 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

James Schwartz 

Of Counsel, Morrison & Foerster 

RSVP to Joe Marano at (212) 336-4316 or at imarano(~mofo.com. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~vww.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Is WakeMed a takeover candidate? 

Ask Career .."o’..’oj~);_ (qo~,,~ workers older titan 50 can mitiaate 

Peor))e .- 20:L3-:L0.-09 

’2 ......................... 

Wt-’..ich non.profit CEOs nxake the most money]>. 

reeiecled 

~¢eet a bone with YeOmen pick fo~ Fed 

A lock indicates content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. 



Top National Stories 

Anaipst: o]OS, A, Bank4"~1~n% W~arhouse tie~up~ would 

Comcast to@ connects T~,vkter t.o TV ............................................................................................... 

Seattle @h~@ren% researcher finds ~ due to the ~:~i?.! of NDS 

People ~ Colnnlerclal" Real Provided By 

...... ..................................................... 
[ I [ Us~ Type: Sale 

Featured Event 

CIO Awards 
....................... 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FORTUNE Magazine <~FORTUNEMagazine@fomme.chtal~.neip 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 3:31 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Protbssional Subscription Discount 

Watch Your Mail For This Special Offer! Click here to view a web version of this email. 

Dear LISSA, 

Be sure to watch for this envelope in your mail next week. Look inside 
and you’ll find special offers reserved exclusively for professionals like 
you. 

Don’t want to wait? Access your special offer now! 

CLICK HERE 

Enjoy savings on additional publications to keep your clients happy while 
they wait 

Regards, 
Michelle Korchinski-Ogden 
Vice President, Consumer Marketing 

EMAI[. 

you i:~tirei not Iec~dw~ em:dl si;bscriptioil ~)ffei,,~ %: i:%:itipi~ magszbres fi~)m FORTUNE. click here ~)r co,%’ ,sqd p.sste this iink into your 

https://subscription.timeinc.com/storefront!privacy,~ortune/.qeneric mthost optout online.html?dnp-source=D 



Application Instructions 

Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning aboard Seat 
Wednesday, May- 28, 2014 

Rizzo Conference Center, Chapel Hill, NC 

Sponsored by the UNC School of Law Director Diversity Initiative 

1. Please’, fill out the application form on the next page. For each question, write a one to 

two paragraph response. *Feel free to adjust spacing as needed* 

Please attach a current resume that includes: 
¯ Current job title and responsibilities 
¯ Significant prior employment 
¯ Educational background (college and graduate degrees and institutions) 
¯ Current or former service on boards of directors, including community and 

nonprofit organizations 

Other community involvement 

To submit your application, e-mail the completed application page and your resume as attachments 
to I~issa Broome, Director of Center for Banking and Finance at (lbroome@email.unc.edu). For 
questions, please call Professor Broome at (919) 962-7066. 

Applicants that submit their materials by May 5 will be notified by May 9 if their application has 
been accepted for enrollment. Those who submit their materials May 6’t’ and later will be notified 
within one xveek of the receipt of their application. Enrollment in this program is limited. Priority 
will be Wen to applicants from sponsoring entities. Sponsorships are available for $1,000. Each 
sponsoring entity will receive recognition in all program materials and two complimentary program 
enrollments. Please contact Lissa Broome, lbroome@email.unc.edu for additional information 
about sponsorship. 

Upon notification of enrollment for applicants who are not sponsored, a registration fee of $260 
must be paid to UNC School of Law to reserve your space. Please mail checks to: 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
UNC School of Laxv 
CB # 3380, Van ttecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



Broadening Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board Seat 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 

Rizzo Conference Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Sponsored by the UNC School of Law Director Diversity Initiative 

Name: 

Firm/Company: 

Address: 

City, State: Zip: 

Daytime Phone: 

Email Address: 

Please state why you xvould like to attend this program. 

List the values you believe you xvould bring to a board. Include specific competencies (e.g., finance, 
marketing, human resources) and other qualities (e.g., judgment, creativi~T). 

Enrollment in this program is limited and priority will be given to applicants from sponsoring 
entities. Please indicate if your employer is a program sponsor. 

If you are accepted for enrollment and are not sponsored, the program registration fee is $260. 
Please note here if that amount is a hardship for you and why. We will notify you upon enrollment 
if you quality for the reduced tee of $160 (to partially cover actual costs) OR (to help cover costs). 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 4:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Statement by Federal Reserve Board ChaJ, rman Bernanke on the nomination of Vice Chair Yellen by President Obama 

Statement by Federal Reserve Board Chairman Bernanke on the nomination of Vice Chair Yellen by President Obama 

http:/iwww.federalreser~e.gov /newsevent~press/other/20131009b.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivel~, .com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USA TODAY High School Sports <editor@schedulestar,com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 4:30 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Massey Matchups is back! 

This is an advertising message from USA TODAY High School Sports 

If you no longer wish to receive promotional emails, click here to !~!~A~A#L[t2~ 

Click here to view our privacy policy 

This email was sent by: USA TODAY High School Sports 

100 Emerson Lane Suite 1529 Bridgeville, PA, 15017, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 5:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Professional Announcements and Job Openings, 1019/2013 

Legal Scholarship Network 

Professional Announcements and Job Openings 

October 9, 2013 

Published by the LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK (LSN) 

a division of 

Social Science Electronic Publishing, Inc (SSEP) 

Copyright by SSEP, Inc. 2013--All rights reserved. 

tomorrows research today 

http:I/www. SSRN com/ 

Table of Contents 

Professional Announcements 

Eighth Annual Conference on Empirical Legal Studies 

Announcement 

Symposium: Religious Freedom and Equal Treatment: An International Look 

Announcement 

Georqe Mason Law & Economics Center 2014 Workshops for Law Professors 

Workshop Announcement 

McGill Universitv, Facultv of Law, Centre for Human Riqhts and Leqal Pluralism 

O’Brien Graduate Fellowships 2014: Call For Applications 

Job Openinqs 

University of Windsor Faculty of Law 

Tenure-Track Assistant/Associate Positions 

Hamline University" School of Law 

Dean Search 

Florida State University Colleqe of Law 

Tenure-track Faculty Positions 

Pace University, White Plains, New York 

Dean, School of Law 

University of British Columbia Faculty of Law 

Walter S. Owen and Douglas McK Brown Visiting Chairs in Law 

Lovola University Chicaqo School of Law 
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and notices. 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on LSN 

Eighth Annual Conference on Empirical Legal Studies 

Friday Oct. 25 & Saturday Oct 26, 2013 University of Pennsylvania Law School 

This year’s keynote address will be given by Bill James, Senior advisor to the Boston Red Sox & founder of the "Moneyball" revolution. 

Registration deadline: Friday, October 18, 2013, midnight (EST) 

https://www law u pen n edu/academics/confere nces/cels2013 



The Eighth Annual Conference on Empirical Legal Studies (CELS 2013) will be held at The University of Pennsylvania Law School, in Philadelphia, PA, on Friday, October 25 and 

Saturday, October 26, 2013. The conference features original empirical legal scholarship by leading scholars from a diverse range of fields. 

If you previously registered for the conference, but did not sign up for the Keynote dinner and would now like to attend, please email celsloclistics(~,law upenn.edu by the registration 

deadline. 

ABOUT BILL JAMES: Bill James is a baseball writer, historian, and statistician whose work laid the foundation for baseball’s "Moneyball" revolution. Since 1977, James has written more 

than two dozen books devoted to baseball history and statistics. His approach became a tool of mainstream baseball when general manager Billy Beane began applying its principles 

to running the Oakland Athletics in the late 1990s, an innovation recounted in Michael Lewis’s book (later a movie) Moneyball. He has been named to the TIME Magazine 100 as one of 

the most influential people in the world. Last year he published "Popular Crime" exploring the impact of crime on popular culture. James works for the Boston Red Sox as a Senior 

Advisor on Baseball Operations. 

CELS 2013 CO-PRESIDENTS: 

David S. Abrams 

Theodore W. Ruger 

Tess Wilkinson-Ryan 

Symposium: Religious Freedom and Equal Treatment: An International Look 

October 11 -12, 2013, Brooklyn Law School 

Brooklyn Law School and the Journal of Law and Policy, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the International Network of Civil Liberties Organizations (INCLO), and the 

Information Society Project at Yale Law School present Symposium: Religious Freedom and Equal Treatment: An International Look, Friday, October 1 I, 2013, 9:00 am. -4:30 p.m - 

Saturday, October 12, 2013, 9:00 am - 2:00 p.m. at Subotnick Center, Brooklyn Law School, 250 Joralemon Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201. 

REGISTRATION: Please RSVP online at: http://ww’w.brooklaw edu/reliqiousfreedom by Wednesday, October 9, 2013 

FREE OF CHARGE 

ABOUT THE SYMPOSIUM: How legal systems address threats to religious freedom, as well as the use of religious liberty claims to limit equal treatment, varies dramatically around the 

world. This conference will gather distinguished global experts from the academic and advocacy communities to discuss legal and advocacy challenges in different parts of the globe; 

offer new theoretical and doctrinal approaches to the potential conflict between these most fundamental individual rights; broaden the academic debate and develop new advocacy 

strategies; and build lasting cross-border networks among academics and advocates 

The goal is to cast light on international experiences and doctrinal developments, ultimately invigorating discussion of religious freedom and equal treatment in legal forums worldwide - 

including in the United States, where there is substantial activity on these issues Panels include: 

- Religious Freedom: Expressing Religion, Attire and Public Spaces 

- Reproductive Freedom and Claims of Conscience 

- Equal Treatment for LGBT People and Claims of Conscience 

- Case Studies: When Religious Opposition Prevents Recognition of Basic Rights 

AGENDA: View the Agenda at: http://vwvw brooklaw.edu/reliqio usfreedom 

SPEAKERS: 

Abdullahi Ahmed An-Naim, Emory University School of Law 

Noa Mendelsohn Aviv, Canadian Civil Liberties Association (CCLA) 

Hossam Bahgat, Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights (EIPR) 

Jack M. Balkin, Yale LawSchool 

Eva Brems, Human Rights Centre, Ghent University 

Luisa Cabal, Center for Reproductive Rights 

Shami Chakrabarti, Liberty (The National Council for Civil Liberties) 

Margaret C. Crosby, American Civil Liberties Union of Northern California 

Hagai EI-Ad, Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI) 

Frederick Gedicks, Brigham Young University, J. Reuben Clark Law School 

Susan Herman, Brooklyn Law School, American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) 

Monicah Kareithi, Kenya Human Rights Commission (KHRC) 

Mark Kelly, Irish Council for Civil Liberties (ICCL) 

Alejandro Madrazo Lajous, Centro de Investigacion y Docencia Economicas (CIDE) 

Susanna Mancini, The Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), The Johns Hopkins University, University of Bologna Law School 

Louise Melling, American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) 

Jay Michaelson, Arcus Foundation 

Karon Monaghan QC, Matrix Chambers 

Sibongile Ndashe 

Lawrence Sager, University of Texas School of Law 

Priscilla Smith, Information Society Project at Yale Law School 

Nelson Tebbe, Brooklyn Law School 

Lucy Vickers, Oxford Brookes University 

Robert Wintemute, School of Law, King’s College London 

Christina Zampas, International Reproductive and Sexual Health Law Program, University of Toronto Faculty of Law 

George Mason Law & Economics Center 2014 Workshops for Law 

Professors 

The Law & Economics Center at George Mason University School of Law invites applications for four LEC Workshops for Law Professors in 2014: 

1. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Risk, Injury, Liability, and Insurance 

http:flvwwv.masonlecorqleventsleventl156-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-risk-iniu rv-liability-in su ran ce 

January 30 - February 2, 2014, Hawks Cay Florida Keys Resort, Duck Key, FL 

2 LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Public Choice Economics 



http://vvvwv.masonlecorqlevents/eventl126-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-pu blic-choice-eco n omics 

March 20-23, 2014, Sheraton Palo Alto and Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA 

3. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Empirical Methods 

http:llvwwv.masonlecorqleventsleventl152-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-e mpirical-meth ods 

May 19-23, 2014 (lodging is not included), George Mason University School of Law, Arlington, VA 

4 LEC Economics Institute for Law Professors 

http:llvwwv.masonlecorg/events/eventl157-1ec-eco n omics-institute-law-professo rs 

June 15-27, 2014, Sheraton Steamboat Resort, Steamboat Springs, CO 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL FOUR WORKSHOPS: 

1. NO TUITION 

2. REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT: For each workshop, accepted applicants must make a deposit bonding their attendance within 30 days of acceptance. For each workshop, the deposit is 

refunded within 30 days after successful completion of the workshop. 

3. APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Please use the link below to apply: http:!/www’.cvent.com/Surveys!Welcome.aspx?s=921 dfb49-5ceb-44bd-87df-bd63d4acc371 &cp= 1 

4. ACCEPTANCE: The LEC will begin evaluating applications on October 15, 2013 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For more information regarding these conferences or other initiatives of the Law & Economics Center, please visit: http:!I,~vww.MasonLEC.orq 

Call or send an email to Jeff Smith, Coordinator, Henry G. Manne Program in Law & Economics Studies, at 703.993.8382 or ismithQ~clmu.edu 

McGill University, Faculty of Law, Centre for Human Rights and Legal Pluralism 

O’Brien Graduate Fellowships 2014: Call For Applications 

The O’Brien Graduate Fellowship was established in 2005 through a very generous gift from David O’Brien for outstanding Masters or Doctoral students studying in the area of human 

rights and legal pluralism in the Faculty of Law, McGill University. 

O’Brien Fellows become members of the Centre for Human Rights and Legal Pluralism, a focal point for innovative legal and interdisciplinary research, dialogue, and outreach on 

human rights and legal pluralism. The O’Brien Fellowships are valued at $25,000 per annum 

QUALIFICATIONS: Successful applicants will have an outstanding academic record and a strong research proposal in the field of human rights and legal pluralism. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The deadline for O’Brien Fellowship applications is December 15th, 2013. Further information and application instructions are available on the web at 

http:llwww.mcgill callaw-admissionslqraduateslfinanciallobrien 

University of Windsor Faculty of Law 

Three Tenure-Track Faculty Assistant/Associate Positions in All Areas of Study 

The Faculty of Law at the University of Windsor invites applications for up to three (3) tenure-track positions at the ranks of Assistant or Associate Professor commencing July 1, 2014. 

We welcome scholars in all subject areas who share Windsor La~,is commitment to access to justice, interdisciplinary scholarship, experiential learning and community. We are 

looking for individuals who think across subject and jurisdictional boundaries in their teaching and their research. We particularly encourage applications from those whose research 

and teaching focus on Private Law, Administrative Law, Access to Justice, Aboriginal Law and Legal Traditions, and Dispute Resolution. These positions are subject to budgetary 

approval. 

ABOUT THE LAW SCHOOL: With over 600 students, 32 faculty members, and 5,500 alumni and alumnae, Windsor Law provides students with an excellent legal education built on a 

comprehensive curriculum that is delivered in a supportive community environment Students participate in a variety of clinical and outreach programs, including two legal aid clinics, the 

Law, Technology and Entrepreneurship Clinic (LTEC) that focuses on intellectual property, commercialisation and business law, and an environmental law clinic operated in 

conjunction with the Great Lakes Environmental Law Centre at Wayne State University Law School in Detroit. In addition to the Canadian JD, Windsor Law offers a Canadian and 

American dual degree program with the University of Detroit Mercy, allowing students to obtain in three years the degrees necessary for practice on both sides of the border. Students 

may also choose combined JD/MSW and JD/MBA degrees with Windsor’s School of Social Work and Odette School of Business The Faculty is also establishing a research-based LLM 

program. For more information, visit the website at http:i/~vww.uwindsor.ca/law 

Access to justice and transnational law are integral components of Windsor Law’s identity and culture. Professors, staff, students and alumni are dedicated to making access to legal 

education, the legal system and, ultimately, justice, more attainable for all members of society. Our unique location at the Canada-US border and our Canadian and American Dual JD 

program open up teaching and research opportunities that cannot be replicated elsewhere. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The Faculty of Law is seeking candidates who possess a graduate degree in law or equivalent exceptional experience beyond the first law degree, who have a 

demonstrated record of, or the potential for, excellence in teaching and in achieving national and international leadership in research, and who will be collaborative colleagues who 

contribute to the life and gro~^Ah of the Faculty of Law The salary and benefits package is attractive and competitive. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications will include: 

- a letter of application which addresses the qualifications and attributes identified above and includes a statement of citizenship/immigration status indicating entitlement to take 

employment in Canada; 

- a current curriculum vitae; 

- a teaching dossier or statement of teaching philosophy; 

- a statement of research interests and a research plan; and 

- three current academic letters of reference 

To ensure full consideration, complete applications should be submitted by October 21, 2013 to: 

Camille Cameron 

Dean, Faculty of Law 

University of Windsor 

401 Sunset Avenue 

Windsor Ontario, N9B 3P4 

Tel: (519)253-3000, Ext 2930 

Fax: (519) 973-7064 

Email: adawson(~,uwindso r.ca 



Applicants who currently hold faculty positions are invited to contact the Dean of Law directly and in confidence; Dean Camille Cameron, 519-253-3000, ext. 2930, 

cca mero n(@,uwindsor ca 

Applications may still be received after the deadline date. The acceptance of a late submission is at the discretion of the appointments committee. The University of Windsor is 

committed to equity in its academic policies, practices, and programs; supports diversity in its teaching, learning, and work environments; and ensures that applications from members 

of traditionally marginalized groups are seriously considered under its employment equity policy. Those who would contribute to the further diversification of our faculty and its 

scholarship include, but are not limited to, women, Aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities, members of visible minorities, and members of sexual minority groups. The University 

of Windsor invites you to apply to our welcoming community and to self-identify as a member of one of these groups. International candidates are encouraged to apply; however 

Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. To ensure that you are considered within the priorities of the Employment Equity Program, you may self-identify in your letter of 

application or in a separate letter to the Presidential Commission on Employment Equity, clo Gerri Pacecca, Office of the Provost and Vice-President Academic, 511 Chrysler Hall Tower, 

University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4. The University of Windsor, one of Ontario’s leading academic institutions, provides a learning-centred approach which prepares its 

graduates for the challenges of tomorrow. Information about the University of Windsor and its programs may be found at: http://~A~v.uwindsor ca 

Hamline University School of Law 

Dean Search 

Hamline University School of Law traditionally has focused on preparing students for the hands-on practice of law and for challenging careers in both traditional and nontraditional 

fields. As a result, Hamline is well positioned to adapt to ongoing change in the market for new J.D. graduates. The next Dean of the Hamline University School of Lawwill lead a 

process in which the existing strengths of the School will be enhanced and new, exciting opportunities will be engaged. These strengths include nationally-ranked institutes in 

alternative dispute resolution and health law; and a business law institute that leverages Hamline’s strong connection to the regional business community; a talented and energetic 

faculty with strong commitments to research, teaching, and service; an excellent JD. employment record and network of accomplished alumni; experienced and dedicated staff; and, the 

benefits of being part of a University with a College of Liberal Arts and Schools of Business and Education Working with the strong support of the faculty, including the new Associate 

Dean for Experiential Learning and Curriculum, the Dean will lead the movement toward bridge-to-practice programs of high-impact experiential learning and other curricular changes in 

the J.D degree; expand existing non-J D. degree programs, including the LL.M. and Master in the Study of Law (MSL); and continue a tradition of developing innovative cross-disciplinary 

certificate programs. For more information about the Hamline University, the School of Law, and the search for the new dean go to http://law hamline eduilawdeansearch 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The new Dean will be characterized by the following qualities: 

- A visionary outlook on the future of legal education. The new Dean will lead the Law School during a period of change in legal education. He or she must be able to share a clear 

strategic vision of how Hamline Law will thrive in the coming years 

- A clear sense of possibilities for Hamline University School of Law Hamline enjoys a well-deserved reputation for preparing good lav6~ers A very high proportion of its graduates are 

employed within nine months in very diverse traditional and non-traditional settings, particularly in small and medium-sized law firms. The Law School’s Institutes, including the highly 

ranked dispute resolution and health law efforts, further distinguish it The new Dean will incorporate these and other strengths of the Law School into planning for the future 

- The ability to relate to diverse constituencies. The Law School has a number of constituencies, including current and prospective students, faculty, and alumni. Perceptions of the 

School of Law held by the legal and business communities and civic leaders also are important. The new Dean will manage the public face of the law school in ways consistent with the 

needs of its constituents, and clearly convey the mission of the Law School to the larger world. 

- A talent for fundraising. The Law School has launched an ambitious fundraising campaign in support of faculty and students. The new Dean will play a pivotal role in this effort. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: In order to accomplish these goals, the next Dean of the Hamline University School of Law will have the following knowledge and skills: 

- Be knowledgeable about emerging trends in legal education, the practice of law, and non-traditional careers where a J.D education is valued 

- Be a strategic thinker and planner, who can challenge faculty, staff, and students to examine their vision of law practice, law school curriculum and teaching methodologies. 

- Be a lawyer with an established academic, legal or business reputation who demonstrates the highest level of ethics in his or her professional dealings 

- Be a person of astute business judgment, comfortable with effective methods of raising revenue, budget analysis and other fiscal issues. 

- Have significant experience in fundraising and the creation of a culture of philanthropic giving. 

- Possess collaborative interpersonal communication skills. 

- Possess the ability to lead with and to foster cross-cultural awareness in an increasingly diverse academic and professional environment 

The next Dean of Hamline University School of Law should have and be strongly committed to furthering the following values: 

- Rigor, creativity and innovation in teaching, learning, and research. 

- The continued importance and relevance of the JD. degree to a meaningful career in law practice, tempered by a sense of the changing environment for J.Ds. 

- The role of law schools in educating lawyers to be competent and ethical members of law as a service profession and to be problem-solvers for clients and society as a whole. 

- The traditional role of the faculty in shared governance of the law school. 

- The central role played by the intellectual contributions of the faculty to law school and to the larger community of scholars. 

- Innovation that is respectful of institutional tradition and responsive to changing legal needs of the public. 

- A professional ethic of social justice, civic responsibility and inclusive leadership and seP,/ice 

The next Dean of Hamline University School of Law will possess the following credentials and experience: 

- The JD. degree. 

- Scholarly, judicial, legislative, professional or other accomplishments appropriate to the position of Dean 

- Significant experience and accomplishments in leadership roles in an organization of comparable complexity to a law school. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The Hamline Law Dean search committee will begin to review candidate materials immediately and will continue to the time of selection. To ensure full 

consideration, applications should be received by October 25; however, applications will continue to be received until the position is filled. The new Dean will assume office prior to the 

2014 - 2015 academic year and as early as January 1, 2014. 

Application materials should include a letter of candidacy responding to the agenda and desired attributes for Hamline’s next Dean, a curriculum vitae, and the names and contact 

information (including e-mail addresses) of five references, none of whom will be contacted without the formal permission of the candidate. 

All applications will be received and considered in full confidence, and should be submitted electronically to LawDeanSearch@hamline.edu 

SEARCH COMMITTEE: Co-Chairing the search committee are: 

- Sharon Press, Professor of Law, Hamline University School of Law, spress01 @hamline.edu 

- Ken Morris, President and Chief Executive Officer, CorCardia Group, Inc., Member, Hamline University Board of Trustees, kmorris04@hamline.edu 

Nominators or prospective candidates may contact either Professor Press or Mr. Morris with questions or nominations. 

Hamline University is an Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, ancestry, sex, marital status, disability, religion, 

age, sexual orientation or veteran status in its education and employment programs. 

Florida State University College of Law 



Tenure-track Faculty Positions 

The Florida State University College of Law seeks to hire several tenure-track faculty in the coming year. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: While all highly qualified candidates are encouraged to apply, the Appointments Committee would particularly welcome applications from senior lateral faculty 

Named professorships are available for especially accomplished faculty candidates 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Interested individuals should send a cover letter and CV to Professor Wayne Logan, Appointments Committee Chair, at wlo~qan~,,law.fsu.edu. FSU is an 

Equal Opportunity/Access/Affirmative Action Employer and encourages applications from women and members of minority groups. 

Pace Law School, White Plains, New York 

Dean Search 

Pace Law School seeks a dean with the creativity, passion, drive, and stature to build on the Law School’s success to date The new Dean of the School of Law will combine exemplary 

achievements in the field of law with strategic leadership ability; outstanding interpersonal and communication skills; collaborative and creative energy; and a passion for the unique 

missions of both the School and the University. In collaboration with the faculty of the School, s/he will articulate a vision and strategic plan that will advance the School’s national and 

international reputation and recognition 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL: Founded in 1976, Pace LawSchool is a student-centered academic community committed to excellence in legal education. The Law School’s relatively small 

size, along with the faculty’s historical focus on teaching and culture of mentorship, have fostered an intimate and supportive learning environment Pace’s history is rooted in a culture of 

student-centeredness, emphasis on teaching, practice-experienced faculty, and student mentoring Pace’s intellectually stimulating environment helps students to develop judgment, 

read and analyze carefully, hone their writing, advocacy and counseling skills, and think broadly and critically about legal problems As the only law school between NewYork City and 

Albany, Pace occupies a unique role in the community. The school serves as an intellectual center for practicing lawyers, policy-makers, judges, local and state government officials, 

and community groups. Pace Law School alumni are among the school’s greatest assets. 

The school’s core curriculum, clinics, externships, law reviews, moot court programs, simulation courses, and student organizations reflect a strong passion for developing well- 

rounded students. The school prides itself on innovative programs in environmental law, land use and real estate, women’s justice, criminal law, intellectual property, international law, 

and clinical education Great effort is dedicated by the faculty and staff to keep these programs innovative and exciting. The law school faculty is known for its accessibility, practical 

experience, scholarly endeavors, and service to the community and legal profession. Faculty includes the leaders of today and the future in several fields 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The Dean of Pace Law School will be an energetic, self-assured leader of stature with a track record of distinguished contributions to the field of law, preferably 

in legal education. The Dean will be a capable executive with skills in fiscal and human resource management and in fund raising and development. He or she must have the social 

acumen, powers of persuasion, and authentic personal leadership style necessary to advance the School and inspire its faculty and students. Candidates must have a JD, be eligible 

for tenure as a Professor of Law, and have demonstrated administrative and leadership skills, experience managing change, and a deep commitment to student success and faculty 

development. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: A complete application will include a letter of interest, a current curriculum vitae, and contact information for five professional references. Credential review 

begins immediately and will continue until the position is filled Nominations, applications, expressions of interest, and requests for the complete leadership profile should be sent 

electronically to Manny Berger or Werner Boel, the Witt!Kieffer consultants for the Pace University School of Law Dean search, at PaceLawDean(~,wittkieffer.com All inquiries, 

applications, and nominations will be kept strictly confidential absent permission to proceed otherwise. 

Pace University is committed to achieving full equal opportunity in all aspects of University life. Pursuant to this commitment, the University does not discriminate on the basis of actual 

or perceived sex, gender or gender identity; race; color; national origin; religion; creedl agel disability; citizenship; marital or domestic partnership status: sexual orientation or affectional 

status; genetic predisposition or carrier status; military or veteran status; status as a victim of domestic violence, sex offenses or stalking; or any other characteristic protected by law 

federal, state or local law, rule or regulation. 

University of British Columbia Faculty of Law 

Walter S. Owen and Douglas McK. Brown Visiting Chairs in Law 

The Faculty of Law at the University of British Columbia invites applications for the Walter S Owen and Douglas McK. Brown Visiting Chairs in Law for 2014/15. The Visiting Chair 

program is intended to bring leading legal scholars from around the world to UBC Law to participate in the intellectual life of the Faculty and to contribute to our program of legal 

education 

JOB DESCRIPTION: Visiting Chairs are expected to give a public lecture in one of the Faculty’s lecture series and to offer an intensive 2-credit course (amounting to 26 hours of 

classroom instruction) on a topic of their choice to be determined in consultation with the Associate Dean Academic Affairs Applicants will provided with office space in Allard Hall, and 

should be prepared to be in residence at the Faculty for at least three weeks, preferably during the Fall or Spring term. 

Visiting Chairs will receive an honorarium of $10,000, with up to an additional $5000 available to cover approved travel expenses and accommodation. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Please send expressions of interest, including a current CV., a cover letter outlining possible course and lecture topics, and an indication of availability, to 

Dean Mary Anne Bobinski. Electronic applications are preferred and should be submitted to: 

visitin~qscholars~,law, u bc.ca 

Hard copy applications may also be sent to: 

Dean Mary Anne Bobinski 

Faculty of Law at Allard Hall 

The University of British Columbia 

1822 East Mall 

Vancouver, BC 

Canada V6T 1Z1 

The deadline for applications is December 15, 2014. 

Loyola University Chicago School of Law 



Bernard J. Beazley Chair in Health Law and Policy 

Loyola University Chicago School of Law, a well established urban Jesuit law school is currently seeking candidates to fill its recently created chair in health law and policy, named in 

honor of law school alumnus and donor Bernard J. Beazley This twelve month position will entail an appointment to an endowed chair to be made at the level of full Professor of Law 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The responsibilities of the Bernard J. Beazley Chair include: 

1) Scholarly research and publication; 

2) Teaching courses in health law and policy and related areas of individual expertise; 

3) Participation in faculty governance; 

4) Active involvement in student mentoring and counseling; 

5) Engagement with faculty on health law and policy matters both within the School of Law and throughout the University; 

6) Together with other chairs and senior faculty, providing leadership for integrative research activities; and 

7) Significant engagement with academic institutions and professional organizations in health law and policy, including frequent participation in meetings and symposia. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The qualifications required for the Bernard J. Beazley Chair are: 

1) Juris Doctor degree (J.D.); 

2) Broad recognition for scholarly distinction in a recognized area of health law and policy; 

3) Established publication record in health law and policy; 

4) Clearly developed long term research agenda; and 

5) Extensive teaching experience. 

Additional valued qualifications include: 

1) Significant practice experience in health lawand policy or related area; 

2) Strong commitment to social justice issues; and 

3) History of active engagement with legal practice groups in areas related to health law and policy. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Interested candidates should submit an application at: http:/!w’ww.careers.luc.edu. At that location they should provide: 

1) A letter of interest highlighting experiences and accomplishments relevant to the position 

2) A current curriculum vitae 

3) Names of and contact information regarding three professional references 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For further inquiries, please contact Professor Spencer Weber Waller, the chair of the search committee, at swalle 1 @luc.edu. Review of applications will 

begin in the fall and continue until the position is filled. 

For further information about Loyola University Chicago, consult: http://w’ww.LUC.edu. Loyola University Chicago, is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer with a strong 

commitment to diversifying its faculty. 
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From: dennis.kennedy@nationaldiversitycouncil.org 

Sent: Wednesday, October 9, 2013 6:52 pIvI 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Register Now for the October Webinars! 



To unsubscribe from the National Diversity Council mailing list: 
To update your mailing list preferences: dds 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Filbrandt & Company <Advisors@badgerinternet.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Live Webinar: 2013 Market Update for University Retirement Plan Participants 

Live Webinar! 
Fail 2013 Market Update 

Wednesday, October 16 
5 p.m. Eastern Time, 4 p.m. Central Time 

Register Now 
Spedfically for University of North Carolina retirement plan participants. Learn how to reduce risk and position your 

university retirement accounts as you approach retirement, 
Speakers James Haygood, AWIVIA® and Robert Parham, CFA® and Chief Investment Strategist of Filbrandt & Company, a firm 
that specializes in working with university retirement plan participants, will help you learn: 

ff those approaching retirement from the university should be concerned with the large market growth over the ~ast few years 

How to capture recent market growth within your university retirement p~an tax-efficiently 

How a rising interest rate environment can hurt your university retirement p~an and strategies you can use to protect yourself 

How to identify and avoid unnecessary risk within your university retirement p~an as you approach retirement 

How investments considered "safe" might be riskier than Vo~ th~nk go~ng forward 

Register Now 
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Insolvency is one of the grounds for winding up of a company. There are some general provisions which apply to both compulsory and voluntary 

winding up of a company. One such provisions is relating to the contributories. Contributories are person who are liable to contribute to the assets 

of a company in the event of its being wound up. The concept of contributory arises only at the time of winding up of a company. A contributory 
refers to a shareholder or member of a company. Contributories are again divided into two types- present members placed under ’List A’ 

contributories and past members placed under ’List B’contributories. It is important to know when and to what extent the past members are liable 
to contribute during winding up of a company. Since the past members are also a contributory, the general provisions relating to contributories are 

also applicable to them. Therefore, this paper addresses the provisions relating to the liability of contributories generally and past members 
particularly under the Companies Act, 1956, Companies Bill, 2012 and the Insolvency Act, 1986. Again, this paper makes an attempt to explain the 

provisions with the help of case-laws. 
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The comply-or-explain principle is a central element in the EU corporate governance framework which was put in place by Directive 2006/46/EC. 

Whilst avoiding an inflexible "one size fits all" approach, the principle has lately been questioned because of the quality of corporate governance 
reports it has allowed European companies to produce; these companies can either comply with code provisions, or may explain why they do not 

comply, i.e., why they deviate from a provision of the code. Seidl et al. (2012), in analysing 257 listed companies that had produced some 715 



records of deviations, and their respective "explanations", found that, in contrast to the original idea of comply-or-explain, which emphasised the 

possibility of justifying deviations with situation-specific reasons, a significant number of the deviations analysed were either not justified at all 
(that is, they were simply disclosed) or were justified on the basis of objections of principle (e.g., that the code provisions were inappropriate 

because they failed to embody best practice). An increasing number of studies provide evidence that corporate governance statements disclosed 

on European stock markets lack quality, mainly in terms of the explanations they include when the companies do not comply with code provisions. 

In addressing this issue, the European Commission launched a wide-ranging consultation seeking views on how the "explain" approach could be 
improved. From this consultation we analysed 244 stakeholders’ responses, generating an empirically derived taxonomy of responses. First, we 

examine these by providing a descriptive account of the different ways in which stakeholders agree that the "explain" option should be used, and 

what kind of alternative solutions companies should disclose. Second, we discuss the possible implications for code regimes and for management 

control. 
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A common assumption of lawmakers and judges is that publicly-held corporations dominate the production of corporate political speech. Advocates 

of corporate political speech disclosure reform have targeted publicly-held firms for enhanced campaign finance disclosure with almost laser-like 

focus, and while those efforts have achieved some successes, they have overlooked something important: Privately-held, for-profit business 
entities engage in significant election-related spending. 

In this Article, I analyze data on outside spending from the treasuries of for-profit business entities in the 2012 federal election - the very spending 

unleashed by Citizens United v. FEC. I find that the majority of reported outside spending came from privately-held, not publicly-held companies, 
including a significant proportion of unincorporated business entities such as LLCs, and that more than forty percent of spending by privately-held 

businesses was characterized by opaque transparency: Though fully disclosed under existing campaign finance disclosure laws, something about 

the origin of the money was obscured. This happened when political expenditures were spread among affiliated business-donors, typically 

donating similar amounts to the same recipient(s) on similar dates, and when for-profit business entities were used as shadow money conduits. 

I also argue that, due to differences between access-oriented and replacement-oriented electoral strategies, for-profit businesses engaged in 

outside spending in a federal election are likely to be experiencing insider expropriation. The expropriation of a business entity’s political voice by a 

controlling person is another potential way in which voters are misled in our current disclosure regime. 

In light of these spending patterns, and evidence of insider expropriation of the political voice of many privately-held business donors, I argue that 
privately-held business entities that engage in federal election-related spending should be compelled to reveal the individual(s) who control them. I 
argue in favor of a control-oriented, rather than an ownership-oriented disclosure requirement, offer a set of key principles for balancing the 
informational interests of voters with First Amendment considerations, and propose a streamlined controlling-person standard. Compelled 
disclosure of the identity of individuals who control election spending by privately-held business entities will advance voters’ interests in learning 
"where political campaign money comes from," promote First Amendment values, and possibly even enhance management accountability to owners 
at politically-active privately-held companies. 
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Unlike the central governance issue in the Anglo Saxon world, which is essentially that of disciplining management that may stop being accountable 

to the owners, who usually are dispersed shareholders, the central challenge in corporate governance in India is that of disciplining the dominant 

shareholder and protecting the interest of the minority shareholders. 

Besides family ownership, other forms of domination, such as domination by government or a foreign group, also exist in Indian organizations. 

Additionally, often promoters of companies exercise influence that is disproportionate to their actual shareholding. 

Our study finds that differences in the nature of the dominating shareholder(s) result in significant differences in the firm’s corporate governance 
characteristics and in firm performance. These differences lead to serious doubts on the efficacy of a uniform, prescriptive corporate governance 
code - as is being attempted in India. 

The need for deeper research, leading to fresh insights that would help in developing a more effective policy for corporate governance, is 

emphasized. 
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This Article examines whether the management fee waiver strategy used by private equity firms to convert ordinary income into long-term capital 
gains actually works. Scholars have almost uniformly condemned the strategy, calling it "extremely aggressive," "profoundly piggish," or illegal. 

However, this Article shows that the critics substantially overstate their case (the provision of law most frequently cited by the critics doesn’t even 

exist), especially in light of the changes in the tax-administrative law landscape wrought by Mayo v. United States. 

Although the arguments against the fee waiver strategy should fail under existing law, the Treasury is currently studying fee waivers and might 
promulgate guidance regarding them. The enjoyment of low tax rates by the ultra-wealthy raises legitimate policy concerns, and those concerns 
support regulations prospectively curtailing the fee waiver strategy (or legislation phasing out the capital gains preference for the ultra-wealthy). 
However, the Treasury has improperly exercised its rulemaking power on several recent occasions and has suffered significant judicial rebukes. 
This Article consequently argues that the Treasury should observe general administrative law doctrines in promulgating any guidance regarding fee 
waivers and offers recommendations to change the agency’s current rulemaking practices, so as to take into account the Supreme Court’s rejection 
of tax exceptionalism in Mayo. 
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The corporations are run by natural persons and these peoples’ actions can be criminal, tortuous and contractual in nature and can sometimes 
even result in great economical as well as human loss to the society. The directors are ultimately held responsible for the wrongs of the companies 



as they are the brains and the only brain of the company. Under the Negotiable Instruments Act, the director’s liabilities are covered under Section 
141 and are framed very rightly, punishing the director who committed the offense, and protecting those who are not in charge of the day to day 
affairs and are not responsible for the conduct of the company. 
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Roy Cooper Headlines 2013 Equality Gala 

Conference&Gala 

We’re proud to a n n ot~n ee th at North Caro]i~ a Atton~ey G en eral Roy Cooper will b e th e keyn ore speaker at 
the 2Ol3 Equality NC Fovmda tion Gala: "A Celebrakion of ttome," November 9, 2o,3, in downtown 
Greensboro. This beloved North Carolina native son, vocal opponent of Ame~dment O~e, and all-around 
svtpporter of LGBT rights, will headline t}~e year’s biggest p~x-~,--Eqvmlity event. 

Last year, Re~,~. Dr. William J. Barber II of the N~gACP of North Carolina captivated the Eq~mlity Gala 
audience with a stirring message that introduced what would become t~e nationally-recogcnized .Mora~ 
M-today movement he wo~ dd go or~ to lead. 

This year, we’re excited to bear from Attorney General Cooper on his work with the LGBT eommuni’~y "~he 

ACLIJ laws~it to challenge the ban on marriage eq~mli~ in North Carolinas, and his tho~@~ts tSr the ful~n’e of 

all North Carolinians. 

If you can only attend one homegrown eszent this ~ear choose the 
¯ - your one and only star-studded "Celebration of ttome." 
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Executive Director 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Ora~ge DA adds sta’~ to 

pursue sports agents; Georgia 

man cha~ged in UNC probe 

OFange County’s top pFOSeCUtOF 
will deputize thFee special 
assistant district attorneys to help 
him navigate the uncharted wateFS 
of the state’ 

Ter~ Watson 

(left) a sports 

agent from 

Marietta Ga 

DeCock: Tar Hee~s stil~ paying 
pr{ce 1or t#n{ng of Davis firing 

The decision to fire Butch Davis on 

the eve of the 2011 season 

already wasted one football 

season at North Carolina, and it 

threatens to gobble up .. 

UNC .... h 
Butch Davis, 
center, was 

fired just 

Terry Watson, sports agent, charged with 
providing three former UNC football players 
with il~ega~ benefits 

The North Carolina SBI case against Watson, others, 
is believed to be the first of its kind in the nation. 
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October 10, 2013: Government Shutdown: Is the Thaw... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

Today’s Top Headline 

Govemme~t Shutdown: ls the Thaw 

CBS News (Oct. 10, Kaplan) is hopeful there are early signs of a Capitol Hill thaw 

that could result in a deal where legislators reopen the federal government and 
raise the debt ceiling, perhaps wi~h some concessions flora both sides. But "for 
eveB, s~gn lo~ard progress~" notes the network, "there are other ~ndicafions that 
both Democ[ats and RepuM~csns have dug in their heels snd are unw~ng to 
move." House Republicans, for instance, announced they wou~d only be send#~g 
a sma~ group d negotiators Thursday to a ~tdle House ~nv~tation meefing~ The 
n~nth day of 1he pa~al government shutdown dk~ fealure a 40-m~nute meeting 
beM~een House Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio), M~jority Leade[ E[ic C~nto[ (R- 
Vs.), M#~o[~ty Leader Nancy Pe~osi (D~aliL), and M~nodty WMp Steny Hoyer (D- 
Md.} at the request of the Democrats. g was the first time 1he 1we pa~t~es have 
moved beyond press conferences and actually talked. Late[ Wednesday, the 
House Democ[a~s ~raveled to the ~&&~e House to mee~ w~th P[esident Obama - 
the first meeting belween 1he Ova~ Office and ~awmakers s~nce eel 2. Today, 
Obama w~ ~ndeed meet w~th Senate Democrats a~(J House RepuM~cans. 

The New York Times (OcL 10, Weisman) notes tha~ House Republicans, "began 
on Wednesday to consider a path out of the fiscal impasse that would raise the 
debt ceiling for a few weeks as they press for s broader deficit reduction deal" - 
an approach tha~ could poss~My se~ aside the figh~ over the AffordaMe Care Act, 
which prompted the shutdown. In a meeting w~th ~he mos~ ardent House 
conservatives, Rep. Pau~ D Ryan (R-~1sc~) ~a~d out a ~ackage focused on a path 
toward a comprehensive s~mplificafion of the tax code and an overhaul d 
Medicare. The ~efl showed theh" own cracks, no~es the T#~es. "Twenty-six House 
Democrats p~anned to a~end a bipartisan event on Thursday morning w~th the 
g[oup No Labels, cal~h~g for negotiations to sta~ immediately - a challenge to the 
presiden~ and ~o Democratic leaders who say they w~ll not negotiate unfi~ the 
government reopens and the debt ceiling ~s I~Red," repo[ts the T~mes. 

Bloomber.q (Oct. 10, Tiron, Hunter, Rubin) warns that if the United States does 
not raise the debt limit by Oct. 17, the federal government will have $30 billion 
plus income revenue to pay its bills. The Congressional Budget Office slales that 
~t wou~d sts~ m~ssing scheduled payments, ~nc~ud~ng benefits, between Oct. 22 
and Oct. 31. "The c~rrent politica~ deadlock ~n the United Ststes ~s needlessly 
putt#~g a~ [isk the s~abil~y and growth not on~y of the U~S. 5u~ also the woHd 
economy," cautions Ange~ Gurr~a, the secretar~teneral of the Organization for 
Economic Coopersfion and Development. "We st~ see the probability of fa~h~g to 
raise the debt ceiling as low, but as the govemmeni shutdown drags on, the ~eve~ 
of concern is ratcheiin 
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NACD Board Evaluations: Focus on What Matters to You 

Check for late-breaking news 
a’~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 



Board evaluations can be a stressful and often very sensitive [ask. The goal is [o 
gain c~arity on your strengths, minimize your risks, and promote growth 
with ciear focus--not to simply "check the box." A large number of boards are 
asking NACD to help them see the bi,_q picture and identily new opportunities 
within the details. Our NACD advisor----all experienced directors themselves ..... 

facilitate confidential evaluations designed to uncover insights that transform a 
potentially sensitive exercise into a valuable one. 

Take advantage of Pa~J Sav#~gs, now through Nov, 1, Learn how NACD 
can meet your needs today by schedule a complimentary consuftation 

online, via e=mai~, or ca~l 2024~72=2101~ 

Audit and Finance 

Men’s Wearhouse Rejects Jos, A, Bank’s $2.3 Billion Offer 

"Men’s Wearhouse Inc. rejected a $2.3 billion cash ~akeover offer flora Jos. A 
Bank Clothiers Inc.," confirms Bloomberg (Oct. 9, Rupp), "saying the bid 
under,~alued the company and wasn’t in the best interest d investors." ~n addition, 

it adopted a shareholder dghts plan. Me,land-based Jos. A. Bank had made a 
non-Mnd#lg proposal to acquire its [~val for $48 a share - 36 percent higher than 
Tuesday’s closing price. 

Share~ ~" ~ ~ 

WaFMart Drops Ambitious Expansion Pian for ~ndia 

"WaI-Mart Slores gave up on h~dia’s huge marke~ on Wednesday," ~ports the 
New York Times (Oct. 9, Harris), "announcing that it had indefinitely delayed its 
once-ambitious plans to open hundreds of supersteres across the country." In 
doing so, ~he Arkansas~based re~ail giant is ending i~s joint eflort wi~h Bha[ti 
Enterprises to operate 20 wholesale "cash~’~nd-carry" stores in the country that 
sell to such other businesses as retaile~ and restaurants. £%~aFMart is set to 
purchase Bharti’s 50 percent owne~hip interest in the venture, and the two 
companies will subsequently operate independent businesses in h~dia. 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ [] 

McKesson in Advanced Talks to Buy Ce~esio 

Wall Street Journal (Oct. 8, Henn#~g) sources are reporting tha~ San Francisco- 
based "McKesson Corp. is in advanced negotiations wi~h the maio[ity 
sharehoMer of Celesio AG to buy the German rival for more than 3.74 billion 
eures (US$5.08 billion)." The U.S. drug distributor confirms that it has gained 
access to the books of Celesio, which ranks as one el Europe’s three bigges~ 
pharmaceutical wholesale distributor,s. McKesson may announce a bid as early 
as this month if it decides to move fo~vard. "McKesson would also assume 
Celesio debt," notes the Journal, "putting the company’s enterprise vMue - equity 
and debt - around &38 billion cures." 
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Corporate Governance 

Changes {n the Boardroom 

NACD notes the fellowing changes that have recently occurred in the boardroom. 
This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer Stuart. 
ConAgra Foods has appointed Thomas "Tony" K Brown ~o its board el directors, 
effective October 15. Actavis has announced the appointment of James H 
Bloom, Tamer D. Hewson, John A. King, Ph. D, Jiri Michel, Sigurdur eli Olafsson 
and 13a~rick J. O’Sullivan ~o its board el directors. Tim Gi[zel has been elected to 
~he board el The Mosaic Company. 
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Urges Vote Against Murdoch at Fox’s SharehoMer Meeting 

"Proxy advisory group ISS has urged Twenty~First Cenk~.’ Fox Inc. shareholders 
to vote against the re-election d Chairman Rupert Murdoch and some other board 
members at an annua~ sharehoMers meeting this month, criticizing the 
company’s adoption d a poison p~fl," [epo~s Reute~ (Oct. 9, Bake0, Eadier tMs 
spring, Nev~ Corp~ implemented a poison p~ prov]s~on for one yea[ after the 
splitting off its media and entertainment businesses, seeking to prevent hostile 
takeover. The provision wiil be triggered if someone acquires more than 15 
percent o{ either company’s shares. "Saying the company should have put the 
plan to a sha{~holde[ vote, Inst{~ut~ona] Shareholder Services ca~ed for an 
{ndependent board chairman to replace Murdoch," notes the wire service. ~t also 
recommended voth~g against his sons James and LacMsn Murdoch, 21st 
Centu~ Fox executive Chase Carey, as weii other nom#~ees David DeVoe, 
Rodedck Edd{ngton, James Breyer, Wet Dinh and Alvaro Uribe. However, ~1 
endorsed three ~ndependent d~FectoB. 
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2013) 

Webi#are 

The Next Wave #r 

Regulation and 



Baks CEO Stephen Badove ~s Joining J,C. Penney’s Board 

The Dallas Mornin.q News (Oct, 9) is repelling that Sake Into Chairman and CEO 
Stephen Sadove has a,greed to join J.C, Penney Co/s board of d~redo~L Sadove 
~s in the process of ~eav~ng Saks ss pa~ of the chain’s pending me[get w~th 
Hudson’s Bay Co. When that merger ~s complete, he w~ officially join the 
Penney boar& "Sadove fi~s the b~ for cdtics of J.C~ Penney’s board who sak~ ~t 
doesn’t have enough retail experience ~n the m~x," notes the newspaper. "He ~s 
h~gh[y [egarded ~n ~he bus#~ess and serves as chmrman of ~he boa[d o[ the 
Nafiona~ Retai~ Federation." After the #ast two years of upheaval al the P~ano- 
based department store chain, cdtics have urged 1he board to add new voices 
who know the industpi. Sadove currently se~es on both Colgate-Palmolive and 
Ruby Tuesday’s boards of d~rec~om. 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ ~ 

Activist Pushes for Bp~it of Darden Restaurants 

Activist investor Badngton Capital Group LP is pushing for Darden Restaurants 
Inc. to Iorrn two separate companies, Wall Street Journal (OcL 9, Mattioli) 
sources report. The New Yorkq)ased hedge fired has also urged the Florida- 
based restaurant operator to tpi and cash ~n on ~ts commercia~ rea~ estate. 

Da~den has more ~han 2,100 restaurants ~n North America and owns the ~and at 
more 1ban 1 ~000 of ~ts eateries. Other companies have extracted va~ue from 1heir 
rea~ estate by using sale4easeback hansacfions or creating RE~Ts. ~n terms of a 
sp~Jt, Badngton has u[ged management to create one company with Darden’s 
Olive Garden and Red Lobster restaurant chmns and a second w~th ~ts h~gher- 
grot~h chains, including the Capital Gd~e~ A Da~den spokesman saR~ the 
company’s board of d~rectors "wil~ take the time necessa~ to thoroughly evaluate 
Bar#~g~on’s suggestions, just as the company does for any of its shareholders." 

Share~ ~(~ ~ ~ 

NAPF Ends lSS Corporate Governance Licensing Deal 

The U.K.’s National Association of Pension Funds (NAPP) has decided to end its 
corporate governance licensing arr~mgement with Ins~itulional Shareholder 
Services (ISS), according lo Professional Pensions (Oct. 8, Rainey). Since 2006, 
NAPF and ISS have worked cooperatively under the Research, 
Recommendations, and Electronic Voting (RREV) brand. The current accord will 
not be renewed when it expires in at the end of next yeaCs second quarter. NAPF 
further stated that it has no plans to tender for a fl~ture corporate governance 
research pariner beyond June of next year. David Paterson, NAPF’s head of 
corporate governance, described ~he existing deal as "a loose arrangemenV’ in 
which NAPF provided research support arid guidance on corporate governance 
policy advice to ISS. 

St a ’e~ ~’~ ~[~ ~ 

Caribbean Corporate Governance institute Launched 

CavCompass.com (OcL 9) confirms that ~he Caribbean Corporate Governance 
Institute (CCGI) has officially launched. Headquartered in Port of Spain, Trinidad, 
the CCGI is a nonprofit membership-based organization dedicated to 
s~rengthening principles of good corporate governance throughout the Caribbean. 
According to the website, the chief aim is to "become a re,gional provider of 
guidance and resources, world-class director training, and professional 
development opportunities in the area el corpor~rte governance." Alex Kjorven has 

been named chief executive of ~he Institute. He remarks, "While we are 
especially proud of the notable achievements made in a vert short period of time, 
we remain committed to creating e×ceptienal value for our members, setting 
s~andards of best practice arid galvanizing change ~owards improved corporate 
governance in the region." 

Share~ !~" ~ [] 

N0np[efi~ G~e[m~nce .................................................................................................................. 

National Association of Theater Owners Re-Elects Chair, Prepares for Year 
A head 

According to Deadline.com (Oct. 9), the National Associalion el Theatre Owners 
(NATO) on ½iednesday announced the election of new officers to two-year ternqs 
by the Executive Board of Di~ectors, h~c]ud~ng 1he re~ect~on of Carmike 
C~nemas ~nc. President and CEO S. David Psssman ~1~ as the group’s cha~[mam 
Under Ms leadership, NATO w~ll continue to benefit flom a structure ~ha[ ~s 
designed to encourage member participation h~ the association’s activities, 
benefits, and deliberations of the association. "An AdvJso~ Board, comprised of 
rnot~ than 100 representatives o~ the domestic and ~nternat~onal exMbJfion 
community, deliberates on exMbJt~on ~ssues, studies and promulgates best 
practices, and makes po~c;t recommendations to the Executive Board of 
D~recto~," repo~s the websJte. Despite the ongoing government shutdown, 
NATO members were recently aMe to meet with Capi[o~ Hil~ lawmakers to 
d~scuss exh~Mtor concerns ranging fl’om the ~mp~emeniation of new hea~th care 
regulations to access for disabled patrons. 

Compliance: What’s 
Ahead for 

2013 (i 1/12) 
Compensation (12/1.,.,’) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 
board leadership ~tor 

di~ecto~s, by directors We 

deliver the wisdom and insi.qht 

thai board members need to 

confidently navigate complex 
business challenges and 

enhance shareowner value 

We amplify ~he collective voice 

of directors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

issues Learn more. 

Follow NACD on: 



Economic Outlook 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 9, Vranica, 8tewar0 cites new da~a flora the 
Interactive ,Advertising Bureau in reporting ~hat "mobile=ad spending in ~he U,S. 
totaled $3 billion in the first half-- up from $1.2 billion a year eadierZ’ Advertisers 
had for a time been hesitant to devote significant funds to the mobile catego~, 
concerned 8bout technological hurdles and the diMcul~ies of measu~’in9 
8ud~enoes, Now, sMMng dollars to moM~e hss become a "no braine¢’ considering 

the amount of time consumers are on such devices, notes Ga~l Tffford, Unilever’s 
senior media d~recto[ of the company’s Noah Amedca bus~ness. Among the 
msjor wJnne[s ~s Goog~e, wMch anticipated the moM~e 8dver~ising shift when it 
developed 1he Android moM~e o#ersting syslem in the [eu~h qua~er of 2007. 
"Android now dominates the mobile market," repots the Journal, "[and] Goog~e ~s 
expected to capture 46,8 percent share of the U,S. moM~e ad marke~ this year." 

Share@ ~ ~ ~ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 7:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Could the government shutdown set back Kroger’s Harris Teeter deal? 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 10, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Could the government shutdown set back Kroqer’s Harris 
Teeter~de_al~? 
Kroger Co. is awaiting approval from the Federal Trade Commission for its pian~ed 

$24 billion acquisition of Matthews-based Harris Teeter Supermarkets inc., but the 

federal government is shut down, thanks to Congress. 

~arket for mea~, ~eats and other eats faces uncer~intv 
aaid shutdown 
Raleigh-based expoAer Piedmont Trading Inc. said the shipment of its poultry meat 

and seafaod hasn’~ been delayed by the gevernment shutdown like seme 

econemists predicted. 

Discass ................. 

~ Ci~i~ 
We~$ Fargo ’exploring options’ for its advertisin~ account 

~ B~D~!ii~Y ~#i~S Wells Fargo & Co. (NYSE: WFC) has used the siogan, "Tegeiher we’ll go far," for 

sew~rai yearn Haw much farther the bank will ge with its curreni adw~r~ising 

reia~ionships is now up far debate. 

Noah Carolina has 3 cries on ’10 poorest’ list 
Three Narth Caroiina cities are ameng the 10 peorest in the nation based on data 

re#e~tedbytheUS Censust, ureau’sAmerk;anCemmunity..:~urveyfor2012 

Read ~orn~ng Edition >> 

:: 

Citdx to miss revenue ~uidance ...................................................................................... 

~s WakeMed a takeover candMate? 

These ~o small biz owners do their best to convince 
Congress to chan~e Obamacare 

GE opens new Car~ office ~th 60 people; more hires 
#~pected 

shutdo~ 

The Ust: The Trianqle’s largest private companies 

TOS~;~ r~RNi~ ................................. Read ~om~ng ~d~t~on >> ....................................................... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:01 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Brief: Shutdown StaJadoffShows Signs of a Thaw 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

Shutdow~ Standoff Shows Nighs of a Thaw 

U.So Treasm~~ Seeretm~~ Lew I’Vm~s Ca~ngress on Debt-Ceiling Breach 

Malsda ~¥ins EU Hmnan Ri~ts Prize 

Sot~th Korea In~ets loo on Cor~tp~on Charges 

~lrkey’s Sp>~nastee Plots Own Couese on S~ia 

Mobile Advel~ising Beans to Take Off 

Vonage to .Aeq~fire Vocaloeity tier $~3o Million 

Senate Confirmation Hearing to Test Yelle~’s NMHs of Co~m~mfieafion 

~byan PNme Mi~fister ~i Zidan Freed ~er ~ap 

NoNN Korea Replaces Hard-L~m MiRtary Clfief 

Edward Nnowde~’s Faflmt ~rives ~ Moscow 

N~WS V~DEOS 

/~ee Mm~ro Wins Nobel Prize ~ L~tera~re 

Beyond Stocks and Bonds 

Mistakes at F~,kusl~na E~ose %’orkers to Radiation 

World Likdy to Have ~ ~ TNllionaires %~i~in Two Genera~ons 

The Forei~ Bureau: }VSJ’s GlobM Video News Update 

The ~:aH Ntreet Journal This Morning Oet. 



~ TheMomingBriel WSJ 300x250 

[] po~,~ered t_?" [] sd choices 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Draft II -- Return of the Curse 



click here 

UpdaLe your preferences Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ATM, Debit & Prepaid Forum <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:31 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Register now to free up your to-do list 

iii~-~ 21st A .... I ATM, Debit + Prepaid F ...... October 20-23 at the Bellagio, Las Vegas 

Discover eveR/thing you need to know to keep ul:~ with the expandirg world of payments at ATlVl, 

Debit & Prepaid Forum. ;t is tse one meeting place where you wiii find aii tlse key piayers discussing 

ti~e most pressing issues in payments. 

Offer expires Fri@y, October 11, Register new >> 

Leading executives fl°on:, all of the major payments i:,et.,~orks, debit issuers, banks, processors and 

merchants ~,,iil be speaking about the markers new con~pefive dynamics and strategies 

~_e._bj .t_ overha%oo 
~a~? Hundreds of debit issuer executives at 

the Forum consider the Jatest deb~t dynamics 

w~th sessions runnhg the garnet from Reg iI ~o 

i~stance ~ssuance to fraud preventon~ 

a rapid pace~ the sessions on virtu8 

currendes/gitcOn and n~oble payments miiht 

upstage ~1 others ~s the most buzz~wo~y of 

.P_L_e_!__a__[O :]Is ]In 
~t’~ tie ~ew #l~¢ko Some of the brightest 

minds in prepaid present the latest trends and 

share their visio,,’~ for t’.,e [uture of the ir~dustry. 

r..ad~ ,.~ hear where 

rhe Forum is just ~rou~d the comer so it is time to register anct cross that of~ your to-do 

Reg~4er by Friday, October 11 with promo code 2WEEKS and s~ve 

L.ookh]g to forge strategic pa~nerships with the leading paymen~.s executives? For sponsorship 

opportuP.,ities~ piease contact Melissa Sefic at (212) 803-6067. 

[lark yo:~ c~31~da,:s for "ACH: Friend or FoeU’ ~ keynot~ s~ss~o~ p~sented ....... 

by 3a~ Es~@~ P[es~den~ & CEO of NACHA - The Electronic Payments Assodalon a~ t~¢ 2&st a~nual 

Debit & Prepaid Fort~m, As the backbone for r%ving elect~o~c paymenLs, the ACi-I [leLwork offers 

[ ~:: s Media Professional Events ..... 
A/oil? i co~T,¢c-i, i r)B,VACy 
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Global 
Partnership 
Fund 

The Global Pa~tnemhip Fund is 

designed to help sustain and develop 

partnerships between the U~iversity 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and 

international institutions, Awards will 

be made to support faculty, staff, 

and students engaging ~n collabora- 

tions with colleagues at ~nternational 

~st~tutio~s, w~th preference ~ve~ to 

proposals that ~nc~ude designated UNC 

(see list at h~P:/iglobal<unc~edui 

globabpa rtne~s/st~ateglo~partne~si }, 

Individuals collaborating with colleagues 

at any international institution are 

welcome to apply, 

SuppoK is provided by the Global 

Education Fund, the only pan-university, 

unrestricted fund that suppo~s UNC’s 

top global priorities< 

Fund Information: 

~- $20,000 to be awa{ded a~nually 

~- $500 to $3,000 given pe{ award 

Awards from the Global Pa[tnership Fund are intended to be used for travel expenses 

(ai[-~are, transportation, lodging, per diem) for UNC faculty, staff, or students to visit 

a partner institution to facilitate joint research or course development, organize 

conferences/symposia, present papers/’lectures, provide training, ser~,e on graduate 

student committees, or engage in other collaborative activities. Other expenses may 

be considered. Awards cannot be used for stipends, conference registration, or for 

students to enroll in coursework or study abroad programs/exchanges. 

Who Is Eligible? 

*~ Applicants must be full-time faculty/staff at any UNC-Chapel Hill unit. 

~ UNC faculty may apply on behalf of full-time Carolina students or for faculty from 

partner institutions to visit UNC (preference given to outbound UNC personnel). 

*~ Recipients are limited to one award each academic year. 

Application Information: 

~ Proposals are reviewed on an ongoing basis from August ~_ through May ~_ 

or until annual funding has been allocated~ 

~ For more information and to submit an application, visit 

httP:ii~!.iobal.ur~c.ed~.liglobaip~:~tnersi~.~.lob~:~lpartn~rs/iip4und 

Evaluation: 

Proposals are evaluated on the followin~ criteria: 

Does the initiative have the potential to advance a partnership? Does it expand 

a partnership to a new UNC unit or engage a new faculty member? is a 

strategic or emel~ing partner involved? 

Is the initiative adequate and appropriate to achieve the expected results? 

Is the proposal specific and well-written? 

Is the budget clear and reasonable? Are alternate sources of funding identified? 











Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Credit risk in "the Shared Nalional Credit porttblio unchaJ~ged 

Credit risk in the Shared National Credit portfolio unchanged 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/20131010a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivel~, .com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O~eill <Iuvestmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Huntington Bancshares Iucorporated (NASDAQ: HBAN) has agreed to acquire Camco 

Fiuancial Corporation (NASDAQ: CAFI) 

Huntington Bancshares Incorporated (NASDAQ: HBAN) has agreed to acquire Camco 

Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: CAFI) 

Sandier O’Neill acted as finan6al advisor to Huntington gancshares Inc. in connection with 

the transaction. This transaction is Sandler O’Neill’s lOOth bank or thrift transaction since 

January :t, 20:t:l. Sandier O’Neill has served as a financial advisor on more bank and thrift 

transactions than any other investment bank during that time periOdo~ 

Columbus, OH. - Huntington Bancshares Incorporated and Camco Financial Corporation jointly 

announced today the signing of a definitive agreement under which Huntington will acquire 

Camco Financial, the parent company of Cambridge Ohio-based Advantage Bank, in a cash and 

stock transaction. Under the terms of the agreement, which was unanimously approved by the 

boards of both companies, shareholders of Camco Financial may elect to receive 0.7264 shares 

of Huntington common stock, or $6.00 in cash, for each share of Camco Financial common stock, 

subject to proration provisions specified in the merger agreement that provide for a targeted 

aggregate split of total consideration of 80% common stock and 20% cash. Based upon the 

Wednesday, October 9, 20:13, closing price of ~;8.:12 per share of Huntington common stock, the 

transaction is valued at approximately S97 million, including outstanding options and warrants. 

"This is a great oppo~unity to enhance our presence in several areas within our existing 

footprint and to expand into several new attractive geographies," said Steve Steinour, chairman, 

presMent and CEO of Huntington Bank. "We are pleased to welcome the more than 55,000 

customers of Advantage Bank to Huntington. Our new customers will now have access to some 

of the highest rated customer service in the industry and to some of the most innovative 

banking products and services, wNch have helped to grow our customer base by more than 30 

percent in the past three years. The acquisition will also give our current customers the 

convenience of more branches." 

"Huntington has a well-known legacy of investing in its customers and communities," said l~m 

Huston, chairman, president and CEO of Cameo Financial and Advantage Bank. "We believe our 

customers will enjoy excellent service along with Huntington’s broader suite of products." 

The transaction is expected to be completed in the first half of 2014, subject to the satisfaction 

of customary closing conditions, ~ncluding regulatory approvals and the approval of the 

shareholders of Camco Financial. G~ven the s~ze and structure, the transaction has a de minimis 

impact to tangible book value. With over 45% geographic overlap2, Huntington expects the 

acquisition to be accretive to earnings per share in the first full year. In completing diligence, 

Huntington reviewed over 75% of the loan portfolio. 
(1) Excludes terminated transactions and self-advisory roles 
(2) 45% geographic overlap defined as branches within L5 miles of a Huntington branch 
Source: SNL Financial 

For more informatio~ ple~e click here. 

For the press release, please click helv. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::N~;~;~;~;~;~i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

http:/iwww.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htrn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ropes & Gray <ropesgmyllp@roNsgmy.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:22 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Please Join Us: Employee Benefit Plan Reboot: What You Need to Be Doing Post-Windsor 

~!mployee Benefit Plan Reboot: What You Need to Be 

10:4~ a,m, PT 

it: June: the Supi-el:qe Court ruled Sootier: 3 of the Defer:se of ~,~arfi~ge Act (DOMA) unconst~tutio~-~al 

dec~sio~-~ h-:vai~dated the sootier: of DOr,~A that prevented ss~:qe sex marriages 

::’~:: David         ~:: Ellen 

Kirchner            Benson 

Harvey i~-~ Sabrina 
Cotton " Glaser 

CLE INFOR ~1A’[’ION 

CONTACT INFO RGEVENTS@ROPESGRAY.COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wilson, Becky <rkwilson@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:37 AM 

Isley, Alice B <agiro&~email.unc.edtr~; Pit’tmm~, Teresa C <pittman2@email.unc.edu>; States, Michael James <mstates@email.unc.edu>; 

Jensen, Kris <krijen~@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lems, Brim~ D <brimMems@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.nnc.edu-~; Dorosin, 

Mark <dorosin@email.unc.edu>; Irvine, Mary <mirvine@email.unc.edu>; Cobb, Melissa B <mcobb@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Westerlund, Lmace 

S <la~cew@unc.edu>; Reid, Allison <Allison Reid@unc.edu>; Spmigler, Phillip L --~pspa~gle@email.unc.edu>; Edge, Debra Rogels 

<dedge@email.unc.edu>; Clark Jen L <clarkjen@email.nnc.edu>; Salaam, Nadera qiadera@email.unc.edu>; Edmunds. Doug 

~-edmunds@unc.edu>; Sizemore, Beverly A <bevsize@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Sandy <sjones2@email.unc.edu>; Novinsky, Sylvia K 

<snovinsk@ema~l.unc.edu>; Kasprze&~ John B <kaspizak@email.unc.edu>; Frey, Patricia T <pfrey@elnail.unc.edu>; Sessoms, Sharon R 

<srsessom@email.unc.edu;, 

On the Docket Newsletter 

Oct 2013.pub 

I am using information gathered from staff meeting announcements for our upcoming On the Docket newsletter, but also wanted to give you the opportunity to 

provide additional information~ Please send me int:ormatior~ for your’ department by Wednesday, October 2~~t. Thank you very much. 

At~achrnent: Drs[:t Oct. 2053 Newsletter 

UNC kaw School 8eceptionist 

CB#3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone: 919-962-5106 

Fax: 919-843-7939 







MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Carolina I,aw Faculty 

I<~is Jensen, Associate Dean of Advancement 

Octobe.r 10, 2013 

2013 Carolina Law Alumni Reunion Weekend 
Honoring the Classes of : ’63, ’68, ’73, ’78, ’83, ’88, ’93, ’98, ’03 and ’08 

Greetings from the Office of Advancement. In just a few short weeks we: will be hosting the 
Carolina Law Alumni Reunion Weekend on October 25-26, 2013. 

Each year, ~;aculty and their guests are invited and encouraged to participate in many of our 
Reunion events. Our ahmmi enioy seeing former professors and meeting the newest 
additions to the faculty. This year, we invite you to join us as our guests at the following 
events: 

Carolina Laxv Alumni Class Reunion Celebration 
o Friday, October 25~ at 7:00 p.m. 
o Top of the Hill 
® Join with reunion alumni in celebrating their return to Carolina Laxv. This 

event is designed to encourage alumni, faculD-, and friends to mingle and 
chat over great food and drinks. This year, a DJ will provide our 
entertainment. 

Bluegrass and BBQ 
o Saturday, October 26, two hours prior to kick-off (tbd) 
® Front Lawn of Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
® Wear your Carolina Blue and enjoy great BBQ. Children welcome. 

A full schedule of other events and a Law Alumni Weekend reservation form are in your 
mailbox. Please: complete: the reservation form and return it to Kelly Mann, alumni and 
donor relations coordinator, or email it to her by October 21. 

If you have any specific questions, please contact Kelly at 445.0170 or 
kmmann@email.unc.edu. We hope: you will make plans to join us! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benefits Newsletter <news@crawfordnewsletter, com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:28 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Benefiks Newsletter Now Available from Crawtbrd Advisors 

Dear Lissa, 

Many benefits executives have asked if we provide a newsletter as a companion to our webinar series. We’re pleased to now offer our complimentary newsletter 
to all members of the benefits community. This newsletter includes up-to-date legislative information, and useful tips and strategies that help organizations like 
yours stay on top of the latest happenings in the world of Employee Benefits. The first article has been published to our blog as a preview of the type of content 
available in the newsletter. A few of the latest articles include: 

Exchanqe Premiums Released by HHS 

HHS Issues New HIPAA Sample Privacy Notices 

IRS Employment Tax Overpayment Procedural Revisions 

2013 Revised Healthcare Reform Timelines 

IRS Proposes New Rules on Employer Mandate 

Click here to start receiving it today: http:!iwww.crawfordwebinars.comi?newsletter si.qnup=l 

Also join our Linkedln group to stay informed on the latest benefits legislation: http:i/www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4956139&trk=hb_side_g 

Note: Always an easy opt-out, click the Unsubscribe link below. 

Sincerely, 

Reagan M Crawford, CLU 
Managing Member 
Crawford Advisors, LLC 
410-771-5500 
rcrawford @crawfordadvisors.com 
www.crawfordadvisors.com 

This message was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu from: 

News l 200 International Circle, Suite 4500 I Hunt Valley, M D 21031 

U~sabsc~i~3e 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Tennis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:45 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <titan tenni@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?mn tennis] Courts Oct. 10th 

Due to the ongoing rain and cloudy conditions, all courts are closed at The F~:rrn for the remainder of the day. Please check the tennis shop message at 8 mn for oaa 

update on courts for Friday. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

fmrn tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave-33708489-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d164a@listserv.unc.edu 

For more information, see our website: ht~p:,/www.unct~rm.org/ 



Your recording has been processed andyourmedia is ready. Please visitthe ~:-:.:::i’~.:::,{:i.:!~rs~!! C.::.u!s,’-~ P.::.!iai to reviewyour course media and 

monitorsfudenfusage. 

Note: Any media marked as Initially" Unavailable will need to be made Available (on the EchoServer) before students can view if.::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday’, October 10, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Toll Brothers plarming new neighborhood in north Raleigh 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

No~ Oni~~dt m,; beliefs are ~_~LPedor to yours 

¢ompe~satio~, Click to learn how you can utilize 
this new offerinc)!, 



lock indicates content available to paid subscri~rs. !i~.~3.~!!i~4).~ 

Top National Stories 

People 
~ 

Commercial Real 

............................................................................. Esmte 

~, ~, . I I Pr ce ~e’ 5~t a’e ~ot 

................................... J I ~k~n~ ~,~ze: ~,4~ ,~r- 
............ ................................................................................................................................................................. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown News <news@mayerbrown.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 3:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder - Webina~r: The Telephone Consumer Protection Act: New Risks and Restx~nsibilities tbr Businesses - October 15, 2013 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can 

The Telephone Consumer Protection Act: New Risks 
and Responsibilities for Businesses 

The plaintiffs’ bar has been filing an ever-increasing number of class 

actions under the Telephone Consumer Protection Act to challenge 

marketing and debt-collection efforts by businesses using a variety of 

technologies--including automated telephone calls, text messages, and 

faxes. That trend will likely continue: New rules adopted by the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) are about to go into effect, and a 

number of recent court decisions threaten to subject businesses to 

increased liability. 

Yet companies are not defenseless. Businesses that face TCPA class 

actions can employ an array of cutting-edge strategies aimed at 

eliminating liability altogether, narrowing the scope of putative class 

actions, or securing settlements at a fair price that will satisfy judicial 

scrutiny. 

Please join Mayer Brown partners Archis Parasharami, Kevin Ranlett, 

and Howard Waltzman as they discuss these issues. Key topics that 

will be discussed include: 

The FCC’s new rules restricting what constitutes "prior express 

consent" for telemarketing calls and eliminating the "established 

business relationship" exemption 

The continuing debate about vicarious liability under the TCPA 

Recent trends in TCPA class actions 

Class settlements in the TCPA context 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 

Europe 

6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. CEST 

5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. BST 

United States 

12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. EDT 

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. CDT 

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. MDT 

9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. PDT 

CLE credit is pending, 

Webinar Access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. 

1"~ Regist .... j     [’~;’i: Decli .... ] 

(If: you decline we will not send you 
reminders [:or this event.) 

For additional information, please contact .lean Shim at 

.~[!i.~)3~2).[~ky..e...£!?[~!k~:’.E=c.9.[~ or +1 202 263 3885. 

Learn more about Mayer Brown’s Privacy, Consumer 

~ation & Class Actions_, and Telecommunications practices. 

Date & Time 
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 
12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. EDT 

Speakers 

i~i Amhis A, 

Parasharami 

Washington DC 

::N:: Kevin S. Ranlett 

Kevin S, Ranlett 

Washington DC 

:: ~:+~ :: Howard W. 

...... Waltzman 

Howard W, Waftzman 

Washington DC 

[ii~iI Follow MayeL ...... 
B Twitter 

ii.~ Facebook 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beres, Melinda <mberes@hunton.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 3:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

2014 Breaking Institute: questions regarding panelists 

Lissa, 

With apologies for the several e-mails over the short span of two days, I had a few general questions for you regarding panel participants and the exact location of 

the conference: 
:1. [ assume that all panel participants pay for their own travel and hotel if an overnight stay is necessary. Is this correct? 

2. Are panel participants invited to/expected to attend lunch on Thursday (if not, I would like to make other arrangements to take them out)? 

3. Are panel participants invited to attend the rest of the conference? 

4. Will the conference be held in the Ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton? 

Once we have confirmed all of our panel participants, [ will send you those names. 

Thank you, again, 

Me[inda 

Hunton and ~¢~e~i r~d~ 

Williams Partner 

Hurton & Williams LLP 

Bank of America Plaza, St 3500 
101 South Tryon St 

Charlotte, NC 28280 

Direct: 704378.4766 

Fax: 704.331.8154 

Circular 230 Disclosure: 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you 

that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including 

any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 

for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or 

(ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction 

or matter addressed herein. This advice may not be forwarded (other than 

within the taxpayer to ,,~4xich it has been sent) ~thout our express written 

consent. 

This communication is confidential and is intended to be privileged pursuant 

to applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, 

or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, 

you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of 

this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message 

in error, please notify Hunton & Williams LLP immediately by telephone 

(877-3744937) and by electronic mail to: help_desk@hunton.com and then 

delete this message and all copies and backups thereof. 



From: Vandeplas Publishing LLC <office@vandeplaspublishing.com> 

Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:05 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Wisconsin Law of Trusts and Estates: Cases and Materials 

Wiisco    siir  Law of Trusts and Estates: Cases 

and fidL=ciar’.,, duties. /\ i=.rIfited r~umbel ,_!: r~o~es Ilighligi~ [he areas in which W~scor~s=.n law depar[s h’om the nat=.ond r~omt. As s consequence 

Vandeplas Publishing, LLC 
801 International Parkway, 5th Floor 
Lake Mary, FL. 32746 
USA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Wall Street rallies as threat of US default eases 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Wall Street rai~ies as $[~fea$ of 
US default eases 

You can almost hear Wall Street 
exhaling. 

Loca~ investors buy BNlan[yne Village 

Vision Ventures and Mount Vernon Asset 

Management paid $26 1 million for the Ballantyne 

Village complex, a spokesman said 

Light rail brings apartment 

boom to SoL~th End 

Driving through South End these 

days is like touring one giant 

building site, with eight apartment 

and mixed-use complexes under 

construction and two. 

o~ ~aud, o~de~ed to pay $2 

mi~io~ to plaintiffs 

A Mint Hill broker has been found 

guilty of fraud and must pay three 

California firefighters $2 million for 

misleading them when he asked 

for investments.. 

Char~otte4)ased Chanticleer Ho~di~gs raises 

$1,$M through private offering 

In the announcement Thursday, Charlotte-based 

Hooters operator, Chanticleer Holdings, said the 

deal involves 11 investors and roughly 426,667 

shares. 

Charlotte foreclosure activity drops 4¢% in 

SepSe~be~ 

According to RealtyTrac, default notices, auctions and 

bank repossessions were reported on 708 

properties in the metropolitan area, a 28 percent 

decrease from the previous month 

~alkets perk up on US debt 

ceiling hopes 

Financial markets were decidedly 

perkier Thursday as President 

Barack Obama was set to meet 

with top Republican leaders in an 

effort to end the budget... 

Piedmont Natura~ Gas, regulators agree to 

3,6% rate hike 

Average N.C. residential bills would go up $1.67 a 

month, starting in January, under a settlement 

agreement reached last week between Charlotte- 

based Piedmont Natural Gas and the consumer arm 

of the N.C. Utilities Commission. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 



Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Latrice Sales <lsales@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAA SSI Newsletter, Vol 1, Issue 5 

Volume 1 I Issue 5 I October 2013 

The primary function of a football helmet is to protect against catastrophic brain injury and skull 

fracture. Member institutions need to take a cautious approach with regard to helmet changes, and 

assure that every playerDs helmet is fitted properly The [qHelmet OffD Rule is an important 

component of helping to assure player safety in college football. Re~# more [:~ 

Doping refers to the use of performance-enhancing drugs and has always been a part of sport; 

whenever there is a combination of competition and rules of engagement, there are competitors who 

seek a competitive advantage. Just as we make decisions about the rules and equipment of sport, 

we a so make dec s ons to deter dop ng n sport. ~e~td mo~’e ~i 

The health and well-being of student-athletes is the primary focus of all athletics departments 

However, we need to ask ourselves if we are taking the necessary steps to help ensure that 

programming intended to promote student-athlete health and wellness are effective. ,~e..~.~.~.~..[.. 

The NCAA is a nonprofit association committed to providing more than 450,000 student-athletes with 

academic and athletic opportunities. As a higher education association, it serves more than 1,200 

higher education schools and conferences through a governance structure of Divisions I, II and III. 

The NCAA[Js nonprofit status is designated through IRS 501 (c)(3) status as an association that has 

an educational affiliation. This affiliation occurs through the NCAA[Js commitment to academics and 

student-athlete success in the classroom and is a vital part of the association mission. 

Predominantly, the expenses of the association are allocated to initiatives that support member 
institutions and student-athletes. ~.~.~?~qt~~.[~i. 

Student-athlete safety in pole vaulting has been a chief concern for the NCAA in recent years. In partnership with USA Track & Field 

and the National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS), the NCAA Sport Science Institute has taken significant 

steps to keep pole vault student-athletes safe. Re.~d 

Compared to the student body, collegiate student-athletes have 



been found to drink more and do so more often than the general 

collegiate student population¯ When consumed in excess, often 

referred to as binge drinking, the social and physical 

repercussions can be especially detrimental to student- 

athletes. K~e~d mo~’e "’ 

Understanding Dietary 

Supplements 

Alcohol and Athletic Performance 

Click the image to learn the effects of alcohol on athletic 

performance. 

i"~i SportskH 
:~-~ C ...... ion 

~ 
Urine 

~i 
::~i A ..... ¯ 

" Maendcict~ Education PSA Color : Your 

Chart Hydration 

Status 

Share this Newsletter ~.~.~ Facebook I i~’. Twitter I Linkedln _ Follow us on Twitter 

@NCAA_$SI 

Click here t-.o fo[ward Lhis maiiing with yolar personal message, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 5:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 14 No. 70, 10/10/2013 

Table of Contents 

Can We Be Obliged to Be Selfless? 

Lionel Smith, McGill University - Faculty of Law - PauI-Andr~ Cr@peau Centre for Private and Comparative Law 

Social Media and the Rise in Consumer Bargaining Power 

Wayne Barnes, Texas A&M University (TAMU) - School of Law 

Contractor Agreement: Non-Compliance with Contractual Terms - Raising Grounds of Exemption of Liability - Conditions for Admissibility 

Minodora Condoiu, Spiru Haret University 

~ The Repo Man Did What? A Secured Creditor’s Article 9 Right to Repossess Collateral and When Lenders Have Liability for Repossessions 

Gone Awry 

.Jennifer S, [,~artin, St. Thomas University - School of Law 

The Particularities of Contractual Liability and Criminal Liability in Agreements between Professionals 

Dot-el .]ulean, Independent 

Action for Lease Agreement Termination Against a Company Involved in Insolvency Proceedings: Court with Material lurisdiction 

Gheorghe Buta, Independent 

CONTRACTS & COMMERCIAL LAW eJOURNAL 

iiiiiii,Can We E~e Ob~icjea to ]~e Selfless?, [ ~:i Free D°wnl°adI 

A. Gold and P. #lille& eds., Philosophical Foundations of Fiduciary Law, Oxford University Press, 2014 

LXONE[, SP4ITP~, McGill University - Faculty of Law - PauI-Andr~ Cr~peau Centre for Private and Comparative Law 

Email: lionel.sn-~ith @ mcgill.ca 

it is generally agreed that fiduciary law is concerned with obligations that relate in some way to loyalty. The usual understanding is that there is 
something called a duty of loyalty. This paper explores the question whether there is a legal obligation of loyalty; and if so, what does it require? 
My argument is that the duty of loyalty is not a duty in the strict sense, that corresponds to a claim-right held by another person, instead, the law 
incorporates a requirement of loyalty into the way in which the fiduciary exercises her discretionary powers. [f they are exercised disloyally, the 
exercise can be set aside retroactively. This understanding helps us to make sense of the structure of fiduciary law, including the relationships 
between and among the requirement of loyalty, the no-conflict rules, and the no-profit rule. 

Power" ~i Free Download iiiiiii"Socia~ He~ia and the Rise in Consumer ~rg~ining ~ " 

14 U. Pa. g. Bus, L, 661 (2012) 

W~,YNII,~ ~ARNES, Texas A&M University (TAMU) - School of Law 

Email: wbarnes@law.ta nlu.ed u 

Consumers are constantly entering into form contracts, both offline and online. They do not read most of the terms, but the duty to read says the 
contracts are nevertheless fully enforceable. Moreover, consumers lack any real bargaining power when assenting to such contracts with 
merchants. Not only that, but if the products malfunctions, or they are somehow damaged by it, they will likely face the prospect of being limited in 
their available remedies because of boilerplate terms which are favorable to the merchant. In the "old days," the consumer had no real recourse 
but to call a 1-800 number, and hope to catch a customer service representative on a good day. Otherwise, the company would likely stand behind 
its contract term and deny any relief. Recently, however, several notable consumers have taken their complaints to the web 2.0 world of social 
media, either through Facebook or Twitter, or YouTube videos. Some of these consumers’ postings have gone "viral," generated lots of attention, 
and thereby caused their merchants to reconsider dealing with their problems. As such, an interesting shift in bargaining power has arguably 
occurred, giving such consumers a greater voice in negotiating favorable contractual outcomes with their much more well-capitalized merchant 
contracting partners. This article describes this phenomenon, and discusses some of the favorable implications for consumers and contract law. 



Romanian Case Law Review no. 3/2013 

~ltNODOR.~ CONDOltU, Spiru Haret University 

Email: drept condoiu,minodora@spiruharet.ro 

The applicability of the force majeure or the Act of God as grounds of exemption of liability is not absolute, the effects of these two events can be 
removed in two situations: when even the law removes them and when the parties remove them. 

In principle, when the fault is established on behalf of the debtor’s obligation undertaken under the contract and not fulfilled, the Court cannot 

order its liability exemption by virtue of the occurrence of the Act of God, even more so when, according to the will of the Contracting Parties, only 

the force majeure was referred to as exempting liability ground for the non-execution, late execution or improper execution of the contract. 

~ ~iI Free Download 
Gone 

28-5 Commercial Damages Reporter 1, 2013 

~I~’i’FER $, [I~.~T:~, St. Thomas University - School of Law 

Email: jmartin@stu.edu 

This Article observes that there is not a clear consensus among courts in how to describe the scope and nature of a breach of the peace when a 
lender elects self-help repossession and things go awry. That does not mean that courts have not deduced some guideposts that parties can use 
in deciding whether to proceed with self-help repossession. Relevant considerations for the reasonableness of the repossession arguably fall into 
several components: "(1) where the repossession took place, (2) whether the debtor consented to the repossession, (3) the reaction of third 
parties, (4) what premises were entered into in order to repossess the collateral, and (5) whether the lender deceived the debtor." Yet, there is no 
firm consensus on these core considerations or how they might be applied or weighed. Due to the factual nature of the inquiry, courts (and 
lenders) are seemingly left with making decisions as to matters involving repossessions, breach of the peace and remedies in general on a case by 
case basis. 

This lack of consensus in approaching self-help repossessions undermines uniformity, which ultimately underscores the policy of the Code and 

subjects both lenders and borrows to unpredictable outcomes. This Article argues that while amendment of Article 9 is not always needed or 
desired to achieve an adequate level of uniformity in UCC cases, this objective can be satisfied by employing an approach to breach of peace that 

recognizes a limited right of self-help that a lender can only exercise when it can ensure that no violence will occur or is likely to occur as a result of 

the repossession. Courts should not overextend self-help repossession under the mistaken overreliance on the lender’s property interest where 

the lender can use the judicial repossession mechanism of section 9-609 in all cases. That is, a lender is not always entitled to self-help 
repossession upon default. 

Romanian Case Law Review no. 2/2013 

Email: julean gornic@clicknet.ro 

The aggravation of the worldwide economic, as well as social crisis has brought about certain features of instability to commercial relations, 

especially as regards the purpose of their conclusion, the good-faith in agreements between professionals becoming almost a myth, which is 

currently harder and harder to respect. Therefore, the issue of a flawed consent in case of commercial relations implies a frequently sensitive 

borderline between contractual liability and criminal liability. 

Romanian Case Law Review no. 1/2013 

GHEOIRGHE ~UTA, Independent 

Email: GButa@musat.ro 

According to art. 79 and art. 80 of Law no. 85/2006 it appears that, if fraudulent documents were signed by the debtor to the detriment of 

creditors’ rights, the official receiver or, where applicable, the liquidator may bring to the syndic judge an action for annulment of property rights’ 

establishment or transfer to third parties and for the latter’s restitution of the value of the assets transferred and other services performed. 

Characterizing an action that seeks termination of a lease agreement as "common law" excludes the material competence of the syndic judge 
authorized to settle, according to art. 11 of Law no. 85/2006, the requests pursued by the liquidator or the official receiver in accordance with art. 

79 and 80 of Law on Insolvency, if the action does not refer to the cancellation of documents concluded to defraud creditors. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 5:05 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board mmounces agreement in principle with S unTrust Banks, Inc. over $160 million in monetary sanctions for unsaJi~ and 

unsound mortgage practices 

Federal Resen’e Board announces a~reement in principle with SunTrust Banks, Inc. over S160 million in monetary 
sanctions for unsafe and unsound mortgage practices 

http:i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/press/enfi~rcement/20131010a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Twitter. 



R~sk management continues to be viewed largely as a "defens~e" 

function-to minimize or avoid risk; yet risk management efforts can 

also play a valuable offensive role-suppofling smad risk-taking, 

shaping strategy, and adding value to the business. 

¯ ;~.~,. ....... ,~,. On the latest KPMG/NACD 

~ ~ .............. ~ Quaderly Audit Committee Audit Commi~ee 

I I Webcast, attended by more InsOtute 

I I membeB, other directors and I . 

~ ~ semor execuhves, ~w~cnae~ 
~                    Hofmann, former chief risk 

offioer of Kooh Industries and a 
director at Ca[pin~ Corporation~ ghar~d hig thou~htg on what ~ood    ~ 
rigk manao~m~nt lookg lik~ today~ and how th~ board oan h~[p 
foster the culture, communication and mindset to tap into the ACI Videos 

strategic value of risk management. "1 look at risk management not , 
) 

as a function, but as a capability for improving decision-making and 

~voia~,~ ~t~,~,o~h~c r~,,,",,~a .o~m~nn.            ’ 

For more highlights, replay the full Webcast, read o.r repe. or 
w~toh ~ vi.~o ~pt. 

OR Governance and Leadership 

the off=season to inform and educate institutions on their unique 

corporate governance principles and to explain outliers that do not    ~.~_~ 
fit the proxy advisors’ specific guidelines. (NACD Oir~torsMp) 

~s LeadersNp an Increasingly Difficult Balancing Act? The 
notion that organizations increasingly will have to pursue transient 
strategic advantage rather than sustained advantage intensifies the 
challenge for leadem, says Professor Jim Heskett. (HBS Working Upcoming Events 

Committee RoundtaNe 

On Technology 
November 

~#fl~g ~ig O~ta. Steve Weber, retired e~e~utive p~ner of ~a~ner 
Inc., I~ys out ~ ro~d m~p for boards as they ~ttempt to 
the risks and oppo~unities associated with big data. (NACD KP~IG’s 10th Annua~ 

D~r~totship) Audit Committee 

January 14-15, 2014 

On the Economy 

U~ban World: The SN~ing G~oba~ Business Landscape. 
Register with ACL 

Emerging markets are changing where and how the world does Share ~nsights 

business. New research from the McKinsey Global Institute sho~ ~ x~ ~ ~ ~ 
that emerging economies’ share of Fodune Global 500 companies i -... i-... i 
will probably jump to more than 45 percent by 2025, up from just 5 
percent in 2000. 

From KPNG 

SEC Proposes Pay Ratio Disclosure Ru~es. The SEC recently 
voted to propose new rules required by the Dodd-Frank Act would 
require issuers to disclose the total compensation of their chief 
executive officer compared with other employees. (KPMG ~flning 

Issues) 

Keeping the ’What4fs’ on the Table. The October issue of ACl’s 
Di~ctom Qua~edy, features updates on key accounting and 
legal/regulato~ developments, an a~icle on how boards and audit 



committees can add strategic value to the M&A process, 
considerations for addressing the due diligence and compliance 
challenges posed by the SEC’s Conflict Minerals rules, and an 
interview with Blythe McGarvie, senior lecturer at Harvard Business 

School and director at Viacom, Accenture, Wawa and LKQ, on 
maintaining good auditor/audit committee communications. 

Links 

Xll SmallAClimage Xll Report i~i Institute 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG Institutes 
Supporting audit Repo[ting Network Helping organizations 
committees and Executive level and stakeholders 
boards with news updates on the latest understand the latest 
and insights, financial reporting trends. 

issues. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 
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WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 6:31 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: WSJ/NBC News Poll Finds CK)P Blamed More for Shutdown 

¯ ~rSJ/NBC News Poll Finds GOP Blamed More for 
Shutd.o~ 

Americans have come to hold a harshly negative view of the Republican Party during the 

government shutdown, giving the GOP a far larger share of the blame for a political brawl 

that many believe is harming the economy, a new Wall Street Journal/NBC News poll 

found. 

The poll of 800 Americans found scant confidence that President Barack Obama and 

Republicans in Congress can find a way out of the morass. 

In all, 53% of those polled blamed Republicans for the shutdown, compared with 31% who 

blamed Mr. Obama. 

~ee ~o~e Oover~ge ~ 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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ResearchGate <~no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 7:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 6 researchers downloaded your publications 

Take a iook below to ~’~ Ll~’~e the impact of your .:iep~rtme~t’:~ research output over 
time 

TOTAL 

~dowrds:,ads 120 -iorAL 

SOHOOL OF LAW STATS 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:30 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

Oct. 11 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 11, 2013 @, Number 198 

Finance 

Christine Lagarde, managing director of the International 
Monetary Fund, Oct. 10 said she was confident the Federal 
Reserve, including under its new chairman-designate, Janet 
Yellen, will manage the exit from bond purchases in a way that... 

Finance 

The view outside the U.S. is that President Barack Obama and 
House Republicans will resolve the fiscal standoff that has 
brought a government shutdown and debt ceiling uncertainty, 
European Central Bank President Mario Draghi said .... 

Finance 

Achieve A~ti~ Poverty" Goals, gim Says 

World Bank President Jim Yong Kim said the restructuring of the 
bank, along with a strong replenishment for the bank’s 
concessional window known as the international Development 
Association (IDA), will help it achieve the ambitious... 

Economics 

Argentina Oct. i0 extended for 45 days a fuels price freeze that 
was implemented in Apri~ and was about to expire .... 

Financial Institutions 
Basel CommitLee Cites ~rogress 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision said Oct, 9 that 
Brazil, Saudi Arabia and Turkey have taken additional steps to 
implement the new Basel III global capital standards .... 

This email is part of your subscription to international Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
bttp://webutil.bP, a.comiemailsignup, 

Request a FRK[: Web ~ri~i. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Co.eyrighi (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

a,:)n.::~iiions of ihe license agi.~er!;ent with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Oct. 11 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

CFPB Removes E~forcemer~t Attorr~eys 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) enforcement 
attorneys will still be involved in routine bureau examinations but 
they will no longer be physically present in the exams 
themselves, a spokesman told Bloomberg BNA Oct. l0 .... 

F~a~c~ Groups ~pe~ Out 
To Congress of No~ Ra~s~# U,S, Debt 

Under a probing inquiry of senators within a week before a feared 
deadline, financial industry groups spelled out the consequences 
of failing to raise the U.S. government’s borrowing capacity, 
including a drop in value of the $3 trillion... 

Mortgages 

The Federal Reserve says an agreement in principle has been 

reached with SunTrust Banks, Inc., and certain subsidiaries over 
the issuance of $:[60 million in sanctions for allegedly unsafe and 
unsound practices in residential mortgage loans... 

International Trade 
EU Officia~ Says TT:[P Ta~s Sho~d Resolve 

Dff~:ere~ce Over Fir~a~cial Bervi~es Re~u~atio~ 

European Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht said the 
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership agreement 
between the European Union and the United States should 
resolve financial service regulatory differences as part of the 
pact .... 

International Finance 
C~A:s F~rman, IEMF’s Laparde Expect 
Resolutio~ to U,S, De[~t~Cei~i~# [~passe 

Jason Furman, chairman of the president’s Council of Economic 
Advisers, expressed confidence that the United States will raise 
the debt ceiling and avoid a crisis .... 

International Finance 
kaparde Upbeat Fed Wi~ Man, ape 

Christine Lagarde, managing director of the International 

Monetary Fund, Oct. :[0 said she was confident the Federal 
Reserve, including under its new chairman-designate, Ianet 
Yellen, will manage the exit from bond purchases in a way that... 

International Finance 
View O~side U,S, iEs Optimism [row Resolvi~# 

The view outside the U.S. is that President Barack Obama and 
House Republicans will resolve the fiscal standoff that has 
brought a government shutdown and debt ceiling uncertainty, 
European Central Bank President Mario Draghi said .... 

Securities 



F~c~:or in D~:~nda~ts~ Coll~t~r~l Z~p~cts 

In determining whether to seek admissions in the settlement of 
an enforcement action, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
will not take into account any collateral consequences that 
might befall the defendant in question, Andrew Ceresney,... 

Enforcement 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has filed a petition 
asking a California federal district court to enforce a commission 
order requiring Barclays Bank PLC to pay $435 million for alleged 
schemes to manipulate electricity prices... 

Accounting 
For,~igr~-8~~s~d Audits E~ergim~j ~rea 
Of Focus fo~’ PCAO8 Et~for<:en~e~t ~ivisio,:~~ 

Foreign-based audits are an emerging area of enforcement 
scrutiny for the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 

Claudius Modesti, director of the PCAOB’s Division of Enforcement 
and Tnvestigations, said .... 

Accounting 
PCAOB Adapts ?i~l S~andards ~ror Audi~s 

The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board unanimously 
finalized two standards for audits of broker-dealers that aim to 
protect customer funds from fraud or misappropriation .... 

This email is part of your subscription to Banking Daily ([SSN 1526-5013), 
which is published on the Web daily by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 

1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
http:i/webutii bna com/emailslgnup. 

Request a FRE:E W.~i) trial. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Cc.py!ight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the te=-ms ,~nd 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, October 11,2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Man in courtroom still legally dead I Scalia: Devil getting ’wilier’ I Court shutdown looms I How did boy, 9, board plane 
without ticket? 

The Top Stories of the Week 
October 11,2013 

Man who appeared in court is legally dead, judge says 

A tVtF~SSAG~ FRO~ WF~STLAWNE×T 

Transforming in a "SmaIF Way: Practice Manaqement Solutions for Small Law 
Firms 

Scalia: The devil is getting ’wilier’ and society is getting coarser 

9-year-old boy’s spree: Crashed stolen truck into cop car. boarded flight to Vegas 
without ticket                                                            ~ 

Weeping disbarred lawyer is sentenced to prison for aiding client’s plot to hide 
THIS WEEK’S FEATURED BLAWG 

Federal courts aim to stay open throuqh Oct. t7 by tightening spending during 
shutdown 



says dean (video) 

O£ps. Former bar prez accidentalN ££12 to# court on email about its ’iIFconceived 

and uninformed questions’ 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

[_f__yg____u___r____t_!_t_[_e______a___c____c___u___r___a___t__e__[Y_card say? described y~.~....u.~.r.~j~.~....b.~...w...h.~.a...t.~.v..~..~.~.u.~[.d..~y~.~....u.~.r.~.b..~.u.~..s.!~.~.~§. 

While we’ve previously asked you to show us creative lawyer business cards 
that you’ve encountered (see our .~allery), the job title on them is still usually something along the 
lines of attorney at law. 

So this week, we’d like to ask you: If your title accurately described your job, what would the title 
on your business card say? Disaster Cleanup Specialist? Duchess of Despair? Please include 
your actual job title and job description along with your submission. 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: Do you own your home? If yes, why? If no, do you 
_a__~ p__jr_e____t _o____9_~_v__0___9_r____t_bL0_kj_t_~__s_____q_9__t__~:~_#_~ ~_)~2 

Featured answer: 

Posted by Helen C. "When buying, if you buy, don’t buy at the top of the pricing levels you can 
afford. Instead, go moderate and get a 10-to-15-year mortgage. You save tens of thousands of 
dollars on interest and own your home outright in an instant. (It feels like an instant, looking back 
from 50-plus years.) Best advice money can buy, for free! You’re welcome. (She bows, accepts 
flowers, bows again gracefully.)" 

This week’s question was suggested by Ken Bresler. Do you have an idea for a future question 

of the week? If so, contact us. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Friday, October 11,2013 4:55 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Announcing New LSN Clinical Law Teaching & Practice Sponsored Subject Matter e Journal 

We are pleased to announce a new Legal Scholarship Network (LSN) Sponsored Subject Matter e Journal - Clinical Law Teaching & Practice e Journal, sponsored by New York Law 

School. This e Journal is the successor to the Clinical Research Institute Research Paper Series. If you are subscribed to the Clinical Research Institute Research Paper Series, you will 

automatically be subscribed to the e Journal. 

CLINICAL LAW TEACHING & PRACTICE e JOURNAL 

View Papers: http:!!ssrn.com!link!ClinicaI-Law-Teachinq-Practice.html 

Subscribe: http:!lhq.ssrn.com!iourlnvite.cfm?link=ClinicaI-Law-Teachinq-Practice 

Editors: Stephen EIIman n, Professor of Law; Director of the Office of Clinical & Experiential Learning, New York Law School and Richard Marsico Professor of Law, New York Law 

School 

Sponsor: New York Law School has a longstanding commitment to preparing its graduates for the world of practice, and to scholarly examination of lawyering skills and law~ering 

pedagogy. The school’s skills education program begins with an 8-credit, full-year Legal Practice course in the first year, in which students study legal writing, oral advocacy, 

interviewing, counseling and negotiation. In upper years students can build on this foundation with a wide range of externships, simulation courses, moot competition teams, upper-year 

legal writing classes, project-based learning classes, and 26 different clinical offerings. NYLS has also been the home of the Clinical Theory Workshops for over 20 years. 

Description: This e Journal distributes working and accepted paper abstracts with a focus on postings of works of clinical scholarship. We define "clinical scholarship" broadly, to 

embrace any examination of lawteaching or law practice that reflects or grow’s out of a focus on educating law students by giving them experience in the practice of law. Such 

scholarship includes articles addressing clinical pedagogy, developing clinical models for the practice of law, or offering clinically-based appraisals of lawyers’ work or of legal 

institutions and rules We are especially interested in posting works-in-progress, so that authors can receive feedback on their ideas while they are still developing them, and we 

encourage clinicians (and others) in the US and elsewhere to submit their manuscripts for posting 

Advisory Board 

The members of the Clinical Law Teaching & Practice e Journal Advisory Board are: 

Deborah N. Archer 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, Professor of Law, New York Law School 

Susan Bryant 

Professor, CUNY School of Law 

Robert Dinerstein 

Professor of Law and Associate Dean, American University - Washington College of Law 

Randy Hertz 

Vice Dean, Professor of Clinical Law, NYU School of Law 

Kate Kruse 

Professor, Hamline University - School of Law 

Donna H. Lee 

Professor, CUNY School of Law 

lan Weinstein 

Associate Dean for Clinical and Experiential Programs, Professor of Law, Fordham University School of Law 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE 

You can subscribe to the e Journal by clicking on the "subscribe" link listed above 

You can change your e Journal subscriptions by signing into SSRN User HQ. If you have any problems, please contact us for assistance by email: Support(o~,SSRN.com or by phone: 

877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435) in the United States, or +1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30AM and 6:00PM, 

United States Eastern 

SSRN’s eLIBPJ~RY 

SSRN’s searchable electronic library contains abstracts, full bibliographic data, and author contact information for more than 509,600 papers, more than 237,100 authors, and full text for 

more than 416,600 papers. The eLibrary can be accessed at http://papers.ssrn.com. 

SSRN supports open access by allowing authors to upload papers to the eLibrary for free through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http:flhq.ssrn.com, and by providing free 

downloading of those papers. 

Downloads from the SSRN eLibrary in the past 12 months total more than 11.3 million, with more than 69.5 million downloads since inception. 

SSRN’s PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 

Searching on an individual’s name in the author field on our search page at http:!/ssrn.com!search provides the best single professional directory of scholars in the social sciences and 

humanities. Complete contact information for authors, including email, postal, telephone, and fax information, is available there. 

SSRN’s MISSION 

SSRN’s objective is to provide rapid, worldwide distribution of research to authors and their readers and to facilitate communication among them at the lowest possible cost. In pursuit 

of this objective, we allow authors to upload papers without charge. And, any paper an author uploads to SSRN is downloadable for free, worldwide. 

LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK 

The Legal Scholarship Netw’ork (LSN) distributes other e Journals. You can subscribe to these e Journals through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http:!!hq.ssrn.com. 



Sincerely, 

Bernard Black andRonaldJ Gilson 

Directors 

Legal Scholarship Network 

This is a SSRN general announcement. All subscribers to any SSRN lists automatically receive these announcements and cannot be removed without removing all other subscriptions 

Contact unsubscribe@ssrn.com to unsubscribe from all SSRN subscriptions. 

Search the SSRN eLibrary I Browse SSRN I Top Papers 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Organisation tbr the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons Wins Nobel Peace Prize 

Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical V~reapons 
VVins Nobel Peace Prize 

The Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons was awarded the Nobel Peace 

Prize Friday for "extensive efforts to eliminate chemical weapons." 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:4250 
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Top news for Lissa Lmnkin: Harv~xt Business School Launching Online Le~zning Initiative 

: School L .... hing    Learning ~nitiatiw 
Online Learning 
Initiative :..::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .:":::i~: H~rvv)..’d:~ co~.,rs~, i,~ ~, ~ro~."~,r~ 
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Friday, October 11,2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[CAUTION: Potential Spam!Scam] Daily Briefing, October 11 : Syndicated Loans Sour; Barbara Desoer Returns 

*** Be wary of unexpected e-mails, especially those that ask you to take an action immediately Links to viruses are often found with these types of e-mails You can not trust a message 

based on the sender e-mail address alone; just as anyone can fill out a letter with a different sender address. *** 

American Banker ] Dai~y Briefing webWhiteSe~i~arsPaPers 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories 

"Widespread Weaknesses’ in Under~rtiting 
of Large Leveraged Credits 

The Shared National Credits report cited alarm 
about syndicated loans made to borrowers with 
higher leverage than normal, with 42% of such 
credits "criticized" by regulators. 

Consolidation Trend Hit~ Wa~ets of S~ate 
Regulators and Sma# Banks 

Bank mergers, failures and charter 
consolidations are cutting into the exam fees 
that provide the financial lifeblood for regulators 
in Idaho, Montana and other states. Their 
attempts to balance the budget can cause 
small banks to pay higher fees. 

Fed Supervisory Head: Regulators 

the Need for Cornn~unity Banks 

Julie Stackhouse at the St. Louis Fed admits 
that some regulators who once questioned the 
role of smaller institutions are now committed 
to hearing their concerns and making 
improvements. 

Citi Hires Former B of A Mortgage Chief 

Citigroup named Barbara Desoer chief 
operating officer of its banking subsidiary and 
said she will "deepen" a male-dominated 
management bench. Desoer, one of the 
industry’s most prominent women, retired from 
Bank of America in 2012 after her duties were 
gradually diminished. 

By Department 

Smarter Perps; Better Collaboration Mark 
Banks° Cybersec~N~y Battle: Aite 

Cyberthreats continue to multiple like Tribbles 
and corporate account takeovers keep bank 
security executives up at night. But on the bright 
side, banks are getting better at sharing threat 
information with merchants. 

Citi Nires Former B of A Mortgage Chief 

Barbara Oesoer 

COMPLETE ~SSUIE 

u View complete 

index 

SPECIAL REPORT 

TechnoIogy 

~ 
Over ~he 

past 
year, 
banks 
have 

been bombarded 
with cyberattacks 
of all kinds: 
distributed denial 
of service, 
phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a 
few. VVho’s 
attacking the 
banks and why? 
What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, 
and what work has 
yet to be done? 
This special report 
looks at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

Regulation & 

Reform 

~ 
T hree 
years 
after 
passage 
of Dodd- 

Frank, bankers 
are still anxious as 
they wait for some 
rules to be written 
and others to be 
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Citigroup named Barbara Desoer chief 
operating officer of its banking subsidiary and 
said she will "deepen" a male-dominated 
management bench. Desoer, one of the 
industry’s most prominent women, retired from 
Bank of America in 2012 after her duties were 
gradually diminished. 

Julie Stackhouse at the St. Louis Fed admits 
that some regulators who once questioned the 
role of smaller institutions are now committed 
to hearing their concerns and making 
improvements. 

of Large Leveraged Credits 

The Shared National Credits report cited alarm 
about syndicated loans made to borrowers with 
higher leverage than normal, with 42% of such 
credits "criticized" by regulators. 

Consolidation Trend Hits Wallets of State 
Regulators and Small Banks 

Bank mergers, failures and charter 
consolidations are cutting into the exam fees 
that provide the financial lifeblood for regulators 
in Idaho, Montana and other states. Their 
attempts to balance the budget can cause 
small banks to pay higher fees. 

implemented. Yet 
a new set of 
regulatory and 
legislative 
challenges looms. 
At American 
Banker’s 
Regulatory 
Symposium, 
bankers, 
regulators and 
lawmakers share 
their ideas. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Friday, October 11,2013 6:07 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

American Banker Digital Edition for Friday, October 11,2013 

White Papers 
[~ 

AmericanBankerl 
Digital Edition WebSem,oars 
Friday, October 11,2013            [~J~]-[~] 

American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221 =1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

’VVidespread Weaknesses’ in Underwriting of Large 
Leveraged Credits 

The Shared National Credits report cited alarm about 
syndicated loans made to borrowers with higher leverage 
than normal, with 42% of such credits "criticized" by 
regulators. 

Consolidation Trend Hits Wallets of State Regulators and 
Small Banks 

Bank mergers, failures and charter consolidations are 
cutting into the exam fees that provide the financial lifeblood 
for regulators in Idaho, Montana and other states. Their 
attempts to balance the budget can cause small banks to 
pay higher fees. 

Fed Supervisory Head: Regulators Realize the Need for 
Community Banks 

Julie Stackhouse at the St. Louis Fed admits that some 
regulators who once questioned the role of smaller 
institutions are now committed to hearing their concerns 
and making improvements. 

Citi Hires Former B of A Mortgage Chief Barbara Desoer 

Citigroup named Barbara Desoer chief operating officer of 
its banking subsidiary and said she will "deepen" a male- 
dominated management bench. Desoer, one of the 
industry’s most prominent women, retired from Bank of 
America in 2012 after her duties were gradually diminished. 

By Department 

Cybersecurity Battle: gi~e 

Cyberthreats continue to multiple like Tribbles and 
corporate account takeovers keep bank security executives 
up at night. But on the bright side, banks are getting better 
at sharing threat information with merchants. 

Citigroup named Barbara Desoer chief operating officer of 
its banking subsidiary and said she will "deepen" a male= 



dominated management bench. Desoer, one of the 
industry’s most prominent women, retired from Bank of 
America in 2012 after her duties were gradually diminished. 

Julie Stackhouse at the St. Louis Fed admits that some 
regulators who once questioned the role of smaller 
institutions are now committed to hearing their concerns 
and making improvements. 

The Shared National Credits report cited alarm about 
syndicated loans made to borrowers with higher leverage 
than normal, with 42% of such credits "criticized" by 
regulators. 

Bank mergers, failures and charter consolidations are 
cutting into the exam fees that provide the financial lifeblood 
for regulators in Idaho, Montana and other states. Their 
attempts to balance the budget can cause small banks to 
pay higher fees. 
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Subject: 

Bryan Hamilton, Publisher <reply@mail.-1 .bizjournals.com> 

Friday, October 1 1,2013 6:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

In this issue: Stiefels pour miftions into health research 

First Look 

Stiefe~s pour r,~i{}ions i~Ro hea{th research 

Re~chho~d, ~E~ plar~ o~ mov~g cer~tra~ 
off{cos 

Wa~greens charts ~ayoffs at Ke~ Drug aRer 
b~y 

New bu~t4ns ~nclude espresso ~ake~s, dog 

}~sects welcome ~# tMs RTP wo~k 

V~ew al~ a~c~es >> 

Your O@,ober 1 t, 2013 issue is avaitabb 

Th{s Week’s Lists 

Are you nol enle~tained? Check out the 

T’dan~lle’s largest pe~o~rn~ng ads oq~ardzalkms. 

Sma~ scaW? Not to these companbs~ Check 

out ~he Triangle’s Nano[echno]ogy Corapan~es. 

SPACE 2Q 2013 

Bigshots..S BA insell 

SPACE 1Q 2013 

View ~he Tdangle Bus~ness Journa~ Book of 

Usts 

Hew ~ai~y ti~T~es have yeu sceLded 
search of a current copy of Tdang~e Bus~ness 
Journal? We{{, search no more. Now yea can 
have access ~o the d~g~tal ve~sbn along w~h 10 
e~her £eepb at the same time ..and eften ~o~ the 
same pdce you’re paying for regular pdnt 
subscdptbns~ Check out the B~k below and 
centac~ gebbi Meredith to team more at 

bmemd~lh@b~z~oumals.com. 

Inc~e~se you~ access with TBJ’s 
pod:a} today~ >> 

People 

View and ccmtact all People >> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 7:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

I~maits show U~G doubts 

departure 

Amid the swirl of rumors and 
speculation after Maryland 
announced that it would leave the 
ACC to join the Big Ten, North 
Carolina athletic director.. 

UNC’s A.J. 

Blue (15) 

scores 8 

touchdown 

Column: The curious case of 

Jennifer Wiley Thorn#son 

I keep thinking that Jennifer Wiley 

Thompson must think this is a 

nightmare, and eventually the 

alarm will go offand she will get 

ready to go to ... 

Jennifer 

Wiley 

Thompson 

leaves the 

Too smal~ to p~ay college 
football? Not these six under 
$4eet 
Playmakers Jamison Crowder, 
Bryan Underwood, Ryan Switzer, 
Darnell Evans, Marquise Grizzle 
and Michael Jones stand tall on 
the football field. 

Shaw&#x201 

9;s Marquise 

Grizzle, left, 

and Darnell 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday-, October 11, 2013 7:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Fortune ranks Dnke Energy CEO Lynn Good as 16th ’most powerful’ businesswoman 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 11, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Fortune ranks Duke EnerRyCEO Lynn Good as l(}th ’most 
powerful’ businesswoman 
~o~une ~agaz~ne hes chesen Duke ~nergy Cer~ ,’~¥S~: DU<) C~O ’Wnn Good 
among the 50 Most Powedul Women in American business 

OPAg rank~ third in ~,8. for ticket sale~ 
Sh~ ~h~ P~o~ ~ C~nt~ h~ ~n ~ ~ao. a ~o~ US ,,e~u~ 
based on ticket sales, according to Pollstar Magazine 

~ V)~,~-~i~y ~ >.*~h .............................. 
C~orox ~ooks to gurt’n Bees for emommeree expertise 
E-comme~ce is a new priority for Clorox (NYSE: CLX) and its Bu~’s Bees d~vision, 
based in Durham, is leading the strategy. 

Travel to OBX on N.C. 12 will be easier next season 
Beaehgoers driving ta the Ou+.er Banks will hu, ve an easier time navigatirlg N.C 12 

with bridge replacement en Pea Island planned for early 2014 

........................................................... Read ~om~ng ~dit~on >> 

....... 
.......................................................... , ~ 

No local beer? Now you’ve really done it, %deral 
government shutdo~ 

A BB&T ~eadersh~p challenge in a mobile app 

What doctors need to know abo~t social med~a 

Slideshow: Porsche exhibit at N.C. Museum of Art 
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~~’s corn 

Cance~ Email Subscription 

]e unsubscribe from this email 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 8:23 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <plyogge@unc.edtr"~ 

RE: Athletics Council Meeting Friday, October 18 

Hello, 

I am available to attend and e×plain the changes and plans~ 

Thank you for the in~’itation, 

Michelle 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, October ~.0, 20:13 9:57 PM 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L; Norton, Molly; Brown, Nichelle 
~¢~ Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Su~ject~ Re: Athletics Council Meeting Friday, October 18 
Good idea about Michelle. 
I will ask about here availaMlity? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universit~ of North Carolina 

From: <Broome>, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:11 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@ema~l.unc.edu>, Molly Norton <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Co: Vince Ille <[[J_¢_@_£_Q~_:A#_#_>, "Pogge, Paul" <#££~g_�_@9£~:_#_~_~.> 

Subje~: RE: Athletics Council Meeting Friday, October 18 

HI gubba --- ~ could chair the meeting any t~me after t0:30 on October :[8. Could Mol~y work w~th GAA to find the best t~me for their board members, find a place for 

the meeting, and communicate the agenda, l:~me, p~ace, and roster to the commRtee members? 

7he agenda looks fine. One other possible ~:em wou~d be to as~ M~che~le to attend and explain her plans for academic support, but ~ leave that to your d~screl:~on. 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, October ~0, 20~3 ~:0~ PN 

To= Broome, L~ssa L 
~¢= 1lie, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject= Athletics Council Meeting Friday, October ~8 

Lissa, 

As you recall, I will be out of town on October ~8 and cannot be present for the Athletics Council meeting. 

If you are able to lead the meeting, please let me know if the below agenda works for you. You can choose the time of the meeting based on your schedule and 

when the GAA Board meets. 

Thanks. 

Bubba 

DRAFT Athletics Coundl Meeting Agenda 

Friday, October ~8, 20~3 

L £awlings Repe~ (Breome} 

2. Agents-Seereta~ of State (llle & Pogge} 

3. Facul~ Council Meeting (Broome} 

4. Facul~Athletics Commi~ee (Broome} 

5. 6eneral Questions from Coundl (All) 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The UniversiW ef North Carolina 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 8:28 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Improved Credit Litts Wells Fargo, but Mortgage Unit Suffers 

Improved Credit Lifts Wells Fargo, bt~t Mortgage Unit 
Suffers 

Wells Fargo reported a 13% rise in net income amid sharply lower provisions for loans 

gone bad, beating Wall Street estimates even as its lucrative mortgage business slowed 

from the year earlier. 

The largest mortgage lender in the U.S. reported net income of $5.58 billion, compared 

with year-earlier income of $4.94 billion. Per-share earnings, reflecting the payment of 

preferred dividends, were 99 cents versus 88 cents a year earlier. Revenue dropped 3.5% 

to $20.48 billion. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:<250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Clearing House <brianne.schmidt@mcveigh.com~ 

Friday, October 11, 2013 8:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Only 5 Days Left to Register at Early Bird Pricing! Join us tbr The Cleating House Annual Conference Nov. 21-22, 2013 

Click here to decline or unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Web Seminm~ <conferences@sourcemediamail,com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Get a heads up tbr your regulato~ exams 

Dear Colleague: 

Join America~; Banker on October ~_S at it2:00 p.m. ET to hear what the OCC, FDIC, Federai 

Reserve, NCUA and CFPB are Iookin~ at. Preparing for re~uiatory exams is often a year- 

round process, but ~ettin~ a heads up about what examiners are focusing on can heip fine- 

tune the process. 

Save your spot--register now, 

This one hour web seminar is based on the results from a survey of 165 banks and credit 

unions about their most recent safety and soundness exams, and supported by anecdotal 

evidence from bank compiiance akkornevs. 

We’ll look at specific questions asked, discuss quotes and highlights from specific 

regulatory bodies and talk about recommendations for improvement in each of these areas. 

Presenters, including industry experts from Crowe Horwath and Sageworks, will specifically 

discuss issues around: 

Credit administration and asset quality 

Allowance for loan and lease losses 

Stress testing 

Managernen[ and compliance with [ederal banking regula[ions 

Register now and join us from the comfort of your office on October :tS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Brief: J.P. Morgm~ RepoVts Loss on Massive Legal F~xpen~ 

L~TEST STORIES 

3.Po Morgan Reports Loss on Massive iLegal E~ense 

Obarna, GOP Open Talks Over Temporal’ Debt 

WelJs Fargo Income Ri~es 

U,N. Stock Futures l~se o~ Stalemate Hopes 

Militia Grabs, Then Frees Libya’s Prime Mhfister 

Ba~les Rage Arom~d S~a Chemic~ %~eapons Sites 

EU Takes R~ssia to %WO Over Recye~ng Fee 

No~ Korea Allows Mo~er of Detained Ameriem~ to ~5sit Him~ Frostily 
Says 

N~WS V~DEOS 

Em’ope’s Week .Ahead: U.S. Shoaldown, Luxury Goods 

N obel Peace PNze ~:im~er ~o~3: ~:hat Is the 

Investil~g ~1~ Frontier Markets 

Chemical-X’Veapol~s Watchdog Wins Nobel Peace Prize 

China Set to Become Top OPEC Impo~-ter 

NEWS PODCASTS 

The ~:aH Street Journal Tiffs Mo~g Oct. 11, 2013 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beres, Melinda <mberes@hunton.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 10:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 Banking Institute: questions regarding pa~elists 

Thank you, Lissa! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 10, 2013, at 5:28 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbmome~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Melinda- See below. Also, page _5 of the attached docum~:_mt may be he~p[ul. 

kissa 

F~m= Beres, Nelinda [mailto:mberes@hunton.com] 
Sent= Thursday, Oc~ber ~0, 20~3 3:54 PN 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= 2014 Banking Institute: questions regarding panelists 

Lissa, 

With apologies for the several e-mails over the short span of two days, I had a few general questions for you regarding panel participants and the 

exact location of the conference: 

<~--[if IsupportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->l assume that all panel participants pay for their own travel and hotel if an overnight stay is necessary. Is 

this correct? 

No. We pay For coach class airfi~re, one n~gh~: at The RRz Carlton (we confirm which rdght the speaker needs ia room, book i~:, i~nd haw? ~t direct b~l]ed to 

us), ~nddenta~s (parMng, cabs, etc.). 

<!--[if !supportUsts]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Are panel participants invited to/expected to attend lunch on Thursday (if not, I would like to make other 

arrangements to take them out)? 

~t would be n~ce if they could. Fo~ks nl~ght want to ask follow up questions over hmch. We wN ~so have an after4unch speaker who m~ght be of 

~nterest. Th~s gesr’s speaker ~s not yet confirmed, but in the past we hsve hsd the general counse~ of a bsnk speak. If you’d rather do something else, 

that’s fine too. Just let rne know it~ advi)r~ce 5;o w~ won’t have your parcel in our ~unch hei~d count. 

3. Are panel participants invited to attend the rest of the conference? 

Yes. No registration fee. 

4. Will the conference be held in the Ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton? 

Yes. 

Once we have confirmed all of our panel participants, I will send you those names. 

Thank you, again, 

Melinda 

<image001.png> ~’,,~ti r~da 
Partner 

Hunton & Williams LLP 

Bank of America Plaza, St 3500 
101 South Tryon St 

Charlotte, NC 28280 

Direct: 704378.4766 

Fax: 704.331.5154 

Circular 230 Disclosure: 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you 

that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including 

any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 

for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or 

(ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction 

or matter addressed herein. This advice may not be forwarded (other than 

within the taxpayer to which it has been sent) without our express written 

consent. 

This communication is confidential and is intended to be privileged pursuant 

to applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, 

or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, 

you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of 

this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message 

in error, please notigj Hunton & Williams LLP immediately by telephone 

(877-374-4937) and by electronic mail to: help desk@hunton corn and then 

delete this message and all copies and backups thereof. 

<August 2013.doc:~> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherry Barretta <sbarrett~visioncor.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 11:18 AM 

Sherry K. Barretta <sbarretta@visioncor.com> 

IWFNC Member News E-blast 

IWFNC Member News E- blast Announcelnent - October, 2013.docx; IWFNC - Member News - Oct 2013.docx 

Dear IWFNC Member: 

In keeping with the primary purposes of IWFNC -- "to promote communications among its members, and to "enhance the connectedness of women in the U.S. and 

throughout the world" -- the IWFNC Board has approved a Member News e-blast. This e-blast will be brief, easy-to-read, and keep us up-to-date on member 

happenings. To be respectful of your time and your email privacy, the e-blast will appear bi-monthly. Due to the bi-monthly schedule, immediate news (such as 

deaths in the family, hospitalizations, or surgeries) will be sent on a case-by-case basis as it occurs. To bridge the gap on months that the Member News e-blast is 

not published and to support the "connectedness" aspect of our IWF mission, follow-up notes to members regarding special achievements, awards, promotions, 

etc. as well as condolences for losses in the family will be sent as events occur. 

Your Role as a Member of IWFNC 

I am asking for your help in identifying member news throughout the year for sharing in the e-blast, and with IWF Global as appropriate. Be on the lookout for 

news that’s acceptable and submit it to me at _s_b__&r_r_._e_t__t.&@_g_!s_!_o_._n_.c__o_._r:.c_ .o__m_.. The committee and I will vet it for publishing and also make sure that any news regarding 

personal events is vetted with the member prior to publishing in order to respect member privacy preferences. 

As VP of Communication and Member Engagement, I am currently seeking 4 committee members to serve on our first IWFNC Communication & Member 

Engagement committee. Committee meetings will be kept to a minimum and scheduled on am~ded basis. There will not be a huge time commitment. If 

you have an interest in serving, committee member responsibilities are outlined in the attached document as well as background information and responsibilities 

for the new Communication and Member Engagement role. 

Below, is a quick list of the criteria for submitting Member News. Please adhere to these guidelines when you submit information to share with our membership. 

Criteria for Submitting Member News 

¯ Member news will be news such as awards, recognitions, promotions, new job roles, family events (graduations, weddings, babies, deaths, etc.) 

¯ News promoting special charities, political campaigns, etc. will not be accepted or promoted in the IWFNC Member News e-blast in order to maintain a fair 

and balanced approach to news for all members. 

¯ News should be brief and well-written, and not more than 2-3 short paragraphs detailing the honor, award, recognitions, etc. 

¯ All news will be submitted via email to the VP of Communication & Member Engagement for review prior to publishing. News should be current (within 

the last 2 months.) The VP of Communications and Member Engagement and/or the committee retains the right to refrain from publishing any news that 

appears to be sales-oriented in nature, special interests promotions, personal favorite charities, etc. or any information that appears to be intrusive or 

biased in opinion, and the committee also retains the right to edit submitted news for brevity and clarity. 

NOTE: Our next IWFNC Member News e-blast will be published on December :11. Please submit any news no later than December 4th. 
Please help us share and stay connected by submitting member news. IWFNC will be what we make of it. Let’s make IWFNC the best chapter ever! For more 

information describing the new VP of Communication and Member Engagement role, committee members duties, etc., please read the attached document. 

if you have questions, or would like to volunteer to be a committee member, please contact me at sbarretta@visioncor.com. 

Warm regards, 

Sherry 

IWFNC, VP of Communication & Member Engagement 

CEOiOwner 

2 0 { 2 ~e~ipie~t o~: Certificate of ~,lerit ~:or Exceile~ce i~ Ve~do~ Part~erships 



Dear IWFNC Member: 

As part of an ongoing effort to create and maintain a healthy IWFNC chapter, the IWFNC 

board created and approved a VP of Communication and Member Engagement role and a 

subsequent committee. This position will be in keeping with the primary purposes of IWFNC 

as stated in its by-laws. That is, this role will bring focus and leadership to the following 

aspects of the IWF mission: 

ARTICLE II, Purposes: (b) "to promote communications among its members 

ARTICLE II, Purposes: (e)...," enhance the connectedness of women in the United 

States and throughout the world." 

Sherry Barretta was appointed by the board to the VP role, and she has accepted. In the 

spirit of communication, below is information to keep you informed as to the responsibilities 

of this role and how you may help Sherry and her committee keep our members connected 

with each other. 

VP of Communication & Member Engagement Role Description 

The VP of Communications & Member Engagement will be responsible for the following" 

Global Communications 

o Submits news from IWFNC events and recognitions to IWF-Global in 

cooperation with the IWFNC President. 

Internal Communication!Connected hess 

o Focuses on internal communications that help foster connectedness among 

IWFNC members. Ex. Member News e-blast, follow-up notes to members who 

have received recognition/awards, new board positions, family events 

(graduations, weddings, babies, deaths, etc.) 

o Promotes friendship, fellowship and engagement among members at IWFNC 

events. 

o Analyzes reasons as to why IWFNC members remain engaged and what factors 

contribute to why members disengage from IWFNC. 

Communication & Member Engagement Committee 

Sherry is currently seeking four (4) Communication committee members to do the following" 

¯ Keep a lookout for members in the news and share news such as special recognitions, 

awards, promotions, new board positions, family events (graduations, weddings, 

babies, deaths, etc.) with the Communication & Member Engagement VP for 

publishing in the IWFNC Member News eblast. 

¯ Assist with writing congratulatory notes to members on their accomplishments and 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } I ~> ;~ ~-~ <~ 



recognitions. Assist in writing condolences to members who experience a death in the 

family, etc. 

Serve as welcoming ambassadors of IWF at chapter meetings helping to welcome new 

members, guests, and existing members. 

Assist in analyzing reasons as to why IWFNC members remain engaged and why they 

leave IWFNC. 

Getting Started 

Since IWFNC did not have this role previously, Sherry has prepared the following" 

¯ Designed and created a Member News communication vehicle that is easy-to-read, 

and conveniently accessed. (See attached ist issue of Member News.) 

Note: For ease-of-use, and a user-friendly format, a traditional newsletter style was 

not included nor recommended. Rather, a short easy-to-read "e-blast" format was 

selected allowing members to quickly skim and scan information. IWFNC members 

are highly-accomplished women often with little time in their schedules. While a 

traditional newsletter style may be preferred by some, it is assumed that the majority 

of successful women do not have the time or the appetite to read a lengthy, text- 

intensive, multiple-page newsletter. 

¯ Established and documented criteria for the submittal of news items to the Member 

News communique. (Included within this document.) 

¯ Prepared an announcement to be disseminated to the general membership to advise 

members of the Member News publishing schedule, and its criteria for submitting 

member news. (This document addresses both.) 

Member News E-blast 

Criteria for Submitting Member News 

¯ Member news will be news such as awards, recognitions, promotions, new job roles, 

family events (graduations, weddings, babies, deaths, etc.) 

° News promoting special charities, political campaigns, etc. will not be accepted or 

promoted in the IWFNC Member News in order to maintain a fair and balanced 

approach to news for all members. 

° News should be brief and well-written, and not more than 2-3 short paragraphs 

detailing the honor, award, recognitions, etc. 

¯ All news will be submitted via email to the VP of Communication & Member 

Engagement for review prior to publishing. News should be current (within the last 2 

months.) The VP of Communications and Member Engagement and/or the committee 

retains the right to refrain from publishing any news that appears to be sales-oriented 

in nature, special interests promotions, personal favorite charities, etc. or any 

information that appears to be intrusive or biased in opinion. 
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Publishing Frequency 

Based on the current size of IWFNC, it is proposed to publish and disseminate an electronic 

Member News blast on a bi-monthly basis. With a smaller number of members, a monthly 

news blast is not warranted at this time. A bi-monthly schedule was selected by the board in 

lieu of a monthly schedule because IWFNC does not want to publish a news blast that 

members receive on a monthly basis with no meaningful content in it. 

Consideration was given to publishing the news blast on a "once-a-quarter" basis; however, 

there is a concern that any member news would become too stale prior to publishing it. On a 

bimonthly basis, news would be relatively current if it occurred the month prior to the 

publishing date, and would also be amenable for publishing any upcoming news such as 

awards, galas, etc. As IWFNC grows, the bi-monthly schedule may be amended to a 

monthly schedule as needed. 

Consideration for special news items: 

Due to the bi-monthly schedule, immediate news, such as deaths in the family, 

hospitalizations, or surgeries, special announcements can be sent to alert the IWFNC 

members on a case-by-case basis. 

To bridge the gap on the months that the member news blast is not published and to support 
the "connectedness" aspect of our IWF mission, follow-up notes to members regarding 
special achievements, awards, promotions, etc. as well as condolences for losses in the family 
will be sent as events occur. In this manner, IWFNC will reach out at the appropriate time for 
a personal "touch point" with its members as well as publish member news to the general 
membership on the bi-monthly schedule. 

Member News Publishing Schedule 

The following schedule is slated for the 2013-2014 year. 

Hember News Blast Schedule 

Honth News Submission - (1st Wed.) Publishing Date - (2nd Wed,) 

October 2013 October 2 October 9 (This is the initial 

announcement to the members.) 

December 2013 December 4 December 11 

February 2014 February 5 February 12 

April 2014 April 2 April 9 

June 2014 June 4 June 11 

August 2014 August 6 August 13 

October 2014 October 1 October 8 

December 2014 December 3 December 10 
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Hember News Format 

A simple Word format (on the attached 1St edition) was selected as the format along with an 

accompanying by-line (located in the left margin) for the Member News blast. 

A Word format was chosen because it is the lowest common file format that will ensure that 

all members can access the news no matter what technology platform and graphics capability 

they may have. 

Your Role as a Hember of IWFNC 

The VP of Communications & Member Engagement is asking for your help in identifying 

member news for sharing in the IWFNC Member News and with IWF Global as appropriate. 

Be on the lookout for news that is acceptable and submit it to Sherry Barretta at 

sbarretta@visioncor.com. Sherry and the committee will vet it for publishing and also make 

sure that any news regarding personal events such as sickness, surgeries, death, etc. is 

vetted with the member prior to publishing in order to respect a member’s privacy 

preferences. 

If you would like to volunteer for a role on the Communication Committee, please contact 

Sherry at sbarretta@visioncor.com. Meetings will be at a minimum throughout the year. 

Please help us share and stay connected by submitting member news. 
IWFNC will be what we make of it. Let’s make IWFNC the best 
chapter ever! 
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IWFNC Member News October 9, 2013 

Honors & Recognitions 

Deborah Aguiar-Velez of Systemas, Inc. was honored on October 5th at a Black 

Tie Event held at the Westin hotel in Charlotte, NC. La Noticia honored Deborah as 
part of its Latin-American Excellent~ Awards Gala. Deborah was recognized as 
Business Woman of the Year for 2013. Congratulations, Deborah! 

New Members 

IWFNC President, Linda Farthing, welcomed new members to IWFNC at the 

annual meeting on Sept. 19th. New members include: Krista Tillman, former 

President of Bell South, NC and former Dean of the Hayworth College at Queens 

University of Charlotte; Theresa Drew, the Managing Partner for Deloitte- 

Carolinas; Ann Caulkins, President and Publisher of the Charlotte Observer; and 

Catherine Arrowood, the first woman Partner on the Parker Poe Adams and 

Bernstein Board and the incoming President of the North Carolina Bar Association. 

Get it On Your Calendar Now == Upcoming Events 

¯ IWF World Leadership Conference, Vancouver, October 16=18 

¯ Annual Holiday Dinner, Tuesday, December 17, 6-’30 - 8-’30 pro. Free to 

members; Venue" The Carolinas’ Room at Myers Park Country Club, Charlotte, NC 

Submitting Hember News 

To promote member communication and connectedness, and to submit member news, please contact 

Sherry Barretta at sbarretta@visioncor.com when you have newsworthy events or special occasions 

to share with our membership. Of interest are special recognitions, honors, promotions, births, 

illnesses, deaths, etc. The next published e-blast will be December 11, 2013. Submit your news no 

later than December 4th. Special consideration is given to illnesses, surgeries, death in the family 

and may be submitted as events occur. 



To make you~ reservation, call the Ri~-Cedton 

¯ Business Law Section nqembe~s (join new’B: 

¯ All othe~s: $355 

Banking L~w Committee in WasMngton to be held from 

Thursday evening November 7 through noon Saturday 

rnorninq. 

¯ webome Receptien en Thursday, No~ember 7 at 

. co,.~,,~ttee L~no~, on ~,~d~A No~,~e~ S at ~:00 

¯ Committee Dinner on Friday November 8 

BuckieySandler LLP) 
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Professional Announcements 

Sun Yat-Sen University, Sun Yat-Sen Business School, Guangzhou, China 

International PhD (IPHD) in International Management 

M RN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on MRN. 

Sun Yat-Sen University, Sun Yat=Sen Business School, Guangzhou, China 

International PhD (IPHD) in International Management 

ABOUT SYSBS: Established in 1985, Sun Yat-Sen Business School (SYSBS) was the first business school in mainland China instituted by an overseas foundation. As one of the oldest 

and leading business schools in mainland China, SYSBS has been accredited by AMBA in 2010, EQUIS by EFMD in 2011, and AACSB in 2013. In 2012, its EMBA was ranked #11 and 

Master’s in Management #58 worldwide by FT. In 2013, its business administration programs at undergraduate, master’s and doctoral levels was tied with Tsinghua U. for the second 

best nationwide awarded by the central government. 

SYSBS is located in Guangzhou, the capital city of Guangdong Province, China, also adjacent to Hong Kong and Macau. Guangzhou is the third largest city in China. Visitors have been 

drawn to the metropolitan glamour and excitement of Guangzhou for the diversity and richness of economic, cultural and social life found here. 

IPHD PROGRAM: The International PhD (IPHD) Program at SYSBS is a small yet much focused top Ph.D program designed to foster doctoral students to become top-notch scholars in 

both China and the world. At present, the program concentrates on one major - international management (IM) - coached by a team of domestically and internationally renowned faculty 

in the field. It is a full-time, up to five-year, fully funded program offering the students tuition waiver and stipend. The program also institutionally arranges and financially supports each 

student one-year overseas training and research mentored by internationally reputed scholars. The program aims to place its doctoral students, after completing the program, in top 

Chinese business schools and internationally recognized business schools abroad. 

PROGRAM DISTINCTIONS: 

- The program focuses on establishing a solid theoretical and methodological foundation on which the doctoral students can build for their future research and academic career. Most 

courses (theories, methods, advanced topics), specifically designed for this program, will be offered by internationally reputed scholars (mostly from the U.S.). Courses are taught in 

English. 

- Each student will be mentored throughout the program by a faculty team consisting of internationally established scholars from the U.S. and from SYSBS. The students are expected to 

sharpen their skills in research and publications not merely through coursework but by collaborative research with their international mentors or advisors. 

- The program will financially support each student for up to five years by covering his or her all tuition and stipend in commensuration with living expenses in Guangzhou, providing they 

maintain satisfactory progress in the program. 

- After completing core courses, each student will be sent overseas, studying under and researching with his or her international advisors for up to one year. This overseas study/visit 

will be financially sponsored by the program (currently at a rate of RMB 11,050 per month). 

- I PHD students for this program are recruited globally (foreign and Chinese students) using international standards (e.g, GMAT). Likewise, once completing the program, their job 

placements are global too 

- The program also offers each student an opportunity to enhance teaching skills, conduct field studies, and financially support their international travel to attend and present at major 

international conferences. 

APPLICATION CREDENTIALS: To be eligible for admission to this competitive program, an applicant is required to have (at least) a bachelor’s degree from an internationally or 

regionally reputed university, top at his or her classes, and excel in English. All doctoral students are admitted for a full-time degree program, beginning in the fall. 

All applicants are required to complete their GMAT or GRE test by the application deadline, which is December 30, each year The test must be taken within the past five years 

International students must also submit an official report of TOEFL An exception is made for foreign students who obtained a bachelor’s degree in the US. or another English-speaking 

country. 



FURTHER INFORMATION: For detailed information about the program, please contact Ms. Justine Xu at iphd(@,mail.sysu.edu.cn, Telephone 86-20-84112624. Please also see SYSBS’s 

weblink for this program at: http:I/bus.sysu.edu.cn/en/prolqramsaspx?typeid=Oe5daf86-8a6d-4df2-ad64-913ab9b618ab 

Application Deadline for 2014: December 30, 2013 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND JOB POSTINGS 

If you wish to post a professional announcement or job listing, please contact Announcements~,SSRN corn for more information. 

HOW TO UNSUBSCRIBE 

You can unsubscribe from these Jobs & Announcements emails by clicking here. 

You can change any of your other e Journal subscriptions in the following ways: 

I. Log into SSRN User Headquarters at http:/ihq.ssrn com. Click "Subscriptions" on the left side of your screen, click on the appropriate network name, and then uncheck 

"Professional Announcements and Job Postings" at the bottom of the page 

2. Email Support(@,,SSRNcom 

3 Call 877-SSRNHelp (877777.6435) in the United States, or +1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States. We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30 AM and 

6:00 PM, United States Eastern Standard/Daylight Time (EST/EDT). 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE TO SSRN JOURNALS 

Site subscription membership 

Many university departments and other institutions have purchased site licenses covering all of the journals in a particular network If you want to subscribe to any of the SSRN 

journals, you may be able to do so without charge by first checking to see if your institution currently has a site license. 

To do this please click on any of the following URLs. Instructions for joining the site are included on these pages 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law <law-news@law.umao,land.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 11:27 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[UM Carey Law] The Business Law Bulletin is now online! 

The new edition of the Business Law Bulletin is now online! 

In this issue- 

Professor Robed: Ritee talks about training transactional lawyers. 

Professor Miohelle Harner is providing practical insight on Enterprise Risk Management 

Professor Du, niel Goldberg discusses his new book, The Death of the Income Tax. 

The spring symposium of the Joumai o~ Ea, usiness & ]e,’:hnok~gy Law examines the legal 

effects of social media. 

Click here to read more 

University of Maryland Francis King Carey School 

of Law 

500W. Baltimore St. I Baltimore, MD 21201 

v¢,~v.law.u marylan d.edu 

a .... - S MD 21201 University o[ b ry ,, !5 Frsncis Kirig Carey School o[ Law I 500 W. ,~,,It: m :~, .. 1 j Bsltime!e. i~i iContact - Tq¢ It Free! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Clark <tim.p.clark@frb.gov> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 12:57 PM 

Gregg.Rozansky(a!thecleannghouse.org, salL .belshaw@occ.treas.go~, ’Steve.Kaplan@c[~b.gov’; ’paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com’; 

CHunley@soverelgnbank.com, Rlchaxd.ne,nam@uspwc.com 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emofil.unc.edu> 

Re: TCH Ammal Coat’erence Panel: Ett~ctive Compliance Risk Mm~agement 

Lirffor~unatety I wilt be ou~ ot: U~e country on boU~ dates, Could we set up a call where I could get a read out of the group calf? I am back on October 

Thanks 

Tim 

From: Rozansky, @egg [mailto:Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org] 
Sent: Friday, October :~:[, 20:[3 :~2::~6 PM Eastern Standard Time 
To: ’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’ <’sally.belshaw@occ~treas~gov’>; Tim Clark; Kaplan, Steve <Steve~Kaplan@cfpb~gov>; ’paula~dominick@bankofamerica.com’ 
<’paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com’>; Hunley, Carol <CHunley@sovereignbank.com>; ’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’ <’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’> 

Cc: Broome, Lissa <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: TCH Annual Conference Panel: Effective Compliance Risk Management 

Please advise if you ar~-:~ available at the following times for a 30 minute prep call: 

10/21 ll:30am--12pm 
10/24 4-4:30pm 
Thanks, 

Gregg 

From: Paulsen, Vanessa 
~n[: Wednesday, October 09, 20~3 4:31 PM 
To: ’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’; Clark, Timothy; Kaplan, Steve; ’paula.dominick~bankofamerica.com’; Hunley, Carol; ’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’ 
~e: Rozans~, Gregg 
Subje~t~ TCH Annual Conference Panel: Effective Compliance Risk Management 

We are beginning our preparations for The Clearing House 2013 Annual Conference. As panelists on the "Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly 

Changing Regulatory Environment," with Gregg Rozansky, Lissa Broome, and Richard Neiman, we would like to schedule two 30-minute prep calls before the event 

November 21-22. 

We are looking to schedule the first call the week of October 21st. Please advise if you are available at any of the following times. 

10/21 9am-12:3Opm 

2:30-5pm 

10/23 lO:30am-12:3Opm 

2:30-5pm 

10/24 9am-12:3Opm 

2:30-5pm 

All times Eastern Standard. If these times are not convenient, please be so kind as to offer some alternative dates and times. 

Thank you! 

Vanessa ~aulsen 

Executive Assistant 

The Clearing House : 212.613.9827 : 347.326.0815 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 1:18 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Lissa, you have notifications pending 

Hi Lissa, 

Here’s some activity you may have missed on Facebook. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 1:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 15 -- BNA’s Ba~king Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

October 15, 2013 ~ Volume 101 Number 14 

LEADING THE NEWS 

Federal Reserve 
[~a~k ~[ndust~’g Grou#s Praise Yelle~ 

Banks big and small praised the "wealth of experience" of 

President Barack Obama’s choice to run the Federal Reserve, 
Janet Yellen, and analysts predict a smooth Senate confirmation 
for the career economist despite the perception... 

Bank Supervision 
CFPB Remeves E~forcen~ent Attorneys 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) enforcement 
attorneys will still be involved in routine bureau examinations but 
they will no longer be physically present in the exams 
themselves, a spokesman told Bloomberg BNA Oct. 10 .... 

Accounting 

So~ne ~ASB Advisers See No Need to @Rush@ 

Bankers who sit on the main advisory council of the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board told FASB members that they do 
not see a need to issue a new standard on accounting for loan 
and other credit losses in the first half of 2014 .... 

Accounting 
FASB to Study Ne~ Pakh ~:er Lea~ Lasses., 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board plans to explore a new 
model for the reporting of loan and other credit losses even as it 
will continue to try to refine a pending proposal that FASB sees 
as being subject to persistent misunderstanding .... 

Debt Limit 

Under a probing inquiry of senators within a week before a feared 
deadline, financial industry groups spelled out the consequences 
of failing to raise the U.S. government’s borrowing capacity, 
including a drop in value of the $3 trillion... 

Deposit Insurance 
Rates 8a~ks Pay for Deposit ~;~sur~ace 
Unlikely ~o Change, FD~C Chief Sa~s 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is giving another 
upbeat assessment of its insurance fund, but the chairman of 
the agency said it was unlikely insurance premiums charged to 

banks would be lowered, or raised .... 

Financial Institutions 
FDI¢ Stresses Banks Sheu~d be Prepared 

A federal regulator is emphasizing to banks the importance of 
managing the risks they face when interest rates begin to rise .... 



Federal Reserve 
Oba~a ~o~it~ates Yel~et~ for FerYs To# S#ot~ 

President Barack Obama formally announced Oct. 9 his 
nomination of Federal Reserve Board Vice Chairman .Janet Yellen 
to replace outgoing Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke, whose term 
expires 3an. 31, 2014 .... 

Enforcement 
Fe~ A~ou~<:es A~ree~er)t with S~r)Trust 

The Federal Reserve says an agreement in principle has been 

reached with SunTrust Banks, Inc., and certain subsidiaries over 
the issuance of $160 million in sanctions for allegedly unsafe and 
unsound practices in residential mortgage loans... 

Mort_gages 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) penalized two 
mortgage lenders and issued a warning to others in the industry 
about their obligations to submit accurate information under the 
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) .... 

Lending 

A composite ratio of eight different loan types calculated by an 
American Bankers Association survey increased 0.06 percentage 
point during the second quarter of 2013, though the data also 
showed loan delinquency rates continued to fall... 

Mergers and Acquisitions 
Community Gro~ps Ca~ o~ FO[C~ Fed 

A coalition of community activists have asked federal regulators 
to delay a California bank acquisition and hold hearings, citing an 
unacceptable performance on community reinvestment 
activities .... 

Systemic Risk 

The Financial Stability Oversight Council Oct. 8 heard feedback 
from the Securities and Exchange Commission and the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission on their ability to 
"respond to potential market events" as the debate over... 

Retirement 
Direct #ebit of Pla~ Loa# Repay~e#ts 

Defined contribution plan sponsors should consider allowing 
participants to repay their plan loans through direct debit from 
their personal bank accounts, which could reduce the number of 
loans in default, Aon Hewitt said in a recent report .... 

Compensa tion 
Other Dod~Er~r~k Pay Requiremer~:s 

In the wake of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s recent 
proposal on pay ratios, other executive compensation 
requirements under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act are "on the way," a senior... 

Compensa tion 

Chief executive officer pay increased 6.5 percent in 2012 and a 
similar increase is expected in 2013, the head of an executive 
compensation research firm said during a Practising Law Institute 
conference session on pay trends .... 

Money Laundering 
Cr>~orr~do~ Washit~gtot~ Govs Seek Gui<~a~(:e 

Oct. 8@Colorado and Washington are working with the Obama 
administration to receive assurances banks will not be exposed 
to federal civil and criminal penalties for offering banking services 
to licensed marijuana businesses in their... 



Investment Advisers 

To Shif, t in ResDonse to ~odd~F~ank Act 

While the total number of registered investment advisers 
increased by only 22 from July 2012 to April 2013, there was 
shift in the composition of the industry, an Oct. 3 report said 

Economic Outlook 
:[#vestor ¢on~ridence High But Threatened 

While a majority of investors have confidence in U.S. capital 
markets and U.S. public companies, just 39 percent responding 
to a survey said they would have confidence in those same 
markets if the U.S. government defaults on meeting its 
financial... 

Monetary Policy 

Members of the Federal Reserve Board’s Federal Open Market 
Committee (FOMC) were on the whole slightly more concerned 
with downside risks to projections for economic growth, 
according to minutes of the Sept. 17-18 FOMC meeting 
released... 

Foreign Accounts 
Gove~n~e#t Shutdown Co~ld De~ay FATCA 

The ongoing government shutdown could make it tough for 
taxpayers trying to comply with the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act and possibly lead to delays in both guidance and 
U.S. efforts to negotiate FATCA agreements with other 

countries,... 

Foreign Accounts 

The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association is 
asking the government to ease the burden on agents who must 
withhold under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, saying 
agents should be allowed to rely on electronic documentation... 

Accoundng 

The Private Company Council voted to finalize two standards 
that will provide private companies that are not financial 
institutions with alternative accounting under U.S. generally 
accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for interest... 

Cybersecudty 

As a result of the government shutdown, the Department of 
Commerce must delay publication of a draft cybersecurity 
"framework" for the private sector, the agency said .... 

Mortgages 

At ~nie ~nd ~reddie in Second Q~a~te~~ 

Loan delinquencies at government-sponsored housing finance 

enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Mae and Freddie continued to fall 

nationally in the second quarter of 2013, according to a report 

from the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) .... 

Consumer Credit 
Studen~ A~to Loans Accelerate 

Consumer credit grew at a 5.4 percent annual rate in August, up 

from June’s 4.1 percent rate, according to the latest figures 

released Oct. 7 by the Federal Reserve Board .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Enforcement 
FERC Asks Court ~o E~fo~’ce ~y O~’de~~ 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has filed a petition 
asking the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of California 
to enforce a commission order requiring Barclays Bank PLC to pay 



$435 million for alleged schemes to manipulate... 

Mortgages 

A federal judge in New York Oct. 8 stayed a National Credit 
Union Administration suit that blames Ally Securities LLC for 
credit union losses on mortgage-backed securities after both 
sides said they have reached an accord that may lead to a 
settlement... 

Securities 
~up~e~e Court: WeigB~ ~LU~A Cha}~er~ge 
To ~ui~s ~ased o~ St~a~:o~d Po~z~ 

The U.S. Supreme Court kicked off its 2013-2014 term Oct. 7 by 
hearing oral argument in a jurisdictional dispute arising from R. 

Allen Stanford’s $8 billion Ponzi scheme (Chadbourne ~ Parke LLP 
v. Troice, U.S., No. 12-00079, argued... 

Payment Cards 

Court De~ie~ Motio~ to Certifv C}ass 

A federal district court Oct. 4 denied a motion to certify a 
proposed class of WaI-Mart Stores Inc. customers whose 
telephone numbers and addresses the store allegedly collected in 
violation of California’s Song-Beverly Credit Card... 

Corporate Governance 

The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia Oct. 8 
dismissed for a second time a double derivative action against 
Capital One Financial Corp. directors relating to "add-on" 
products such as payment protection insurance... 

Hedge Funds 

The New York State Department of Financial Services (DFS) said 
Oct. 7 that hedge fund manager Philip Falcone and his firm 
Harbinger Capital Partners are banned from exercising direct or 
indirect control over Fidelity & Guaranty Life Insurance,.. 

Mergers and Acquisitions 

Georgia Supre~e Court Ruli~9 

The Georgia Supreme Court Oct. 7 reinstated a foreclosure- 
related appeal by PNC Bank N.A., reversing an intermediate 
appeals court that said the bank failed to clear a procedural 
hurdle after acquiring National City Corporation in 2008 

(National... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

International Trade 
EU Official Says T~P Ta~ks Should Resolve 

Difference Over Fina~cia~ Services Regulatio~ 
European Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht said the 
Transatlantic Trade and Znvestment Partnership agreement 
between the European Union and the United States should 
resolve financial service regulatory differences as part of the 
pact .... 

Debt Limit 
Vie~v Outside U,S, ~s Optit~is~ for Reso~vir~9 

The view outside the U.S. is that President Barack Obama and 
House Republicans will resolve the fiscal standoff that has 
brought a government shutdown and debt ceiling uncertainty, 
European Central Bank President Mario Draghi said .... 

Monetary Policy 
Lariat’de Upbeat £e4 Wi~ Ma~a~je 
Taper, War~s o~ Debt CeiE~9 I~pact 

Christine Lagarde, managing director of the International 
Honorary Fund, Oct. 10 said she was confident the Federal 
Reserve, including under its new chairman-designate, 3anet 
Yellen, will manage the exit from bond purchases in a way that... 

Monetary Policy 



As the Federal Reserve begins to transition out of a long period 
of ultra-loose monetary policy, there is a chance long-term 
interest rates could overshoot, the International Monetary Fund 
said .... 

International Banking 
~[~[~ $~e~ At~aIVzes 8a~ki~g, Securities 

The Institute of International Bankers Oct. 7 released its 26th 
annual Global Survey of Regulatory and Market Developments in 
Banking, Securities and Insurance, which provides a country-by- 
country analysis on sovereign banking environments... 

Accounting 

O~; Focus for PCAOB E~rorcemer~t DivisioR 

Foreign-based audits are an emerging area of enforcement 
scrutiny for the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 

Claudius Modesti, director of the PCAOB’s Division of Enforcement 
and Investigations, said .... 

BNA INSIGHTS 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) latest 
enforcement action brings the total count relating to ancillary 
credit products to five. A common theme in the resulting consent 
orders is service provider management~the... 

JOURNAL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hunley, Carol A <chunley@santander.us~, 

Friday, October 11, 2013 1:44 PM 

Rozansky, Gregg <Gregg.Rozansky@theclea~inghouse.org>; ’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’; Clark, Timothy <Tim.p.clark@t?b.gov>; 

Kaplan, Steve <Steve.Kapla~@cfpb.gov>; ’paula.dominick@bankot~merica.com’; ’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: TCH Armual Contbrence Panel: Eftbctive Co~npliance Risk M~agement 

The 2].st works for me 

caro~ A Nun~ey 
EVR/CNef Compliance Officer 
Ma~l Code: 
75 State St[eet 
Beston. MA 
1-el: (617) 346-7213 

F~= Rozans~, @egg [mailto:Gregg.Rozans~@theclearinghouse.org] 
8ent~ Friday, October 
To= ’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’; ClaFk, ~mothy; Kaplan, Steve; ’paula.dominick@bankofamedca.com’; Hunley, CaFO~ A; ’Richard.ne~man@uspwc.com’ 
C¢~ Broome, Lissa 
SubjeCt~ ~: TCH Annual Conference Panel: Effective Compliance Risk ~anagement 
Team: 

Ple~se ~dvise if you are ~va~bl~ ~t the folk~wing times for a 30 minute prep call: 

10/24 4-4:30pm 

Thanks, 

Gregg 

F~m= Paulsen, Vanessa 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 20~3 4:3~ PN 
Te= ’sal[y.be[shaw@occ.treas.gov’; Clark, Timothy; Kaplan, Steve; ’pau[a.domiNck@bankofamedca.com’; Hunley, Carol; ’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’ 
~¢; Rozans~, @egg 
Subject: TCH Annual Conference Panel: Effective Compliance Risk Hanagement 

We are beginning our preparations for The Clearing House 20~3 Annual Conference. As paneIBts on the "Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly 

Changing Regulatory Environment," with Gregg Rozansky, Lissa Broome, and Richard Neiman, we would like to schedule two 30-minute prep calls before the event 

November 2~-22. 

We are looking to schedule the first call the week of October 2~st. Please advise if you are available at any of the following times. 

10/21 9am-12:30pm 

2:30-5pm 

~0/23 10:30am-12:3Opm 

2:30-5pm 

~0/24 9am-12:3Opm 

2:30-5pm 

All times Eastern Standard. If these times are not convenient, #ease be so kind as to offer some alternative dates and times. 

Thank you~ 

Vanessa Paulsen 

Executive Assistant 

The Clearing Nouse : 2~2.6~3.9827 : 347.326.0815 

On October 17, 2013, Sovereign Bank, N.A. is changing its legal name to Santander Bank, NA. We have changed our email addresses to reflect 
our new name. Please update your records accordingly. This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you 
are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information 
contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail, and delete or destroy the message. 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Plazabridge Group <info@plazabridgegroup.com> 

Friday, October 11,2013 2:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Turning Trends Into Profitable New Products: A CEO’s Checklist for Success 

112A B!o~dw ~y Street 

Durham, NO 2Yi’01 

Update Profile/Email Address 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Belshaw, Sally ~ally.Belshaw@occ.treas.gov> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:10 PM 

’Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghonse.org’; ’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’; ’tim.p.clark@t?b.gov’; ’Steve.Kaplm~@ct~b.gov’; 

’paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com’; ’Cttunley@sovereignbank.com’; ’Richaxd.neiman@uspwc.com’ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emo~l.unc.edu> 

Re: TCH Animal Coifference Panel: Ett~ctive Compliance Risk Mm~agement 

Yes, I could be availsNe. 

From: Rozansky, @egg [mailto:Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org] 
Sent: Friday, October ii, 2013 12:16 PM 
To: ’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’ <’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’>; Clark, Timothy <Tim.p.clark@frb.gov>; Kaplan, Steve <Steve.Kaplan@cfpb.gov>; 
’paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com’ <’paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com’>; Hunley, Carol <CHunley@sovereignbank.com>; ’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’ 
<’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’> 
C¢: Broome, Lissa <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: TCH Annual Conference Panel: Effective Compliance Risk Management 

Please advise if you are available at the following times for a 30 minute prep call: 

10/21 ll:30ar~’~- 12prr~ 

:1.0/24 4--~k 30pm 

Thanks, 

Gregg 

F~m~ Paulsen, Vanessa 
Sent~ Wednesday, October 09, 2013 4:31 PN 
T~ ’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’; Clark, Timothy; Kaplan, Steve; ’paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com’; Hunley, Carol; ’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’ 
~e~ Rozans~, @egg 
Subjeet~ TCH Annual Conference Panel: Effective Compliance Risk Management 

We are beginning our preparations for The Clearing House 2013 Annual Conference. As panelists on the "Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly 

Changing Regulatory Environment," with Gregg Rozansky, kissa Broome, and Richard Neiman, we would like to schedule two 30-minute prep calls before the event 

November 2~-22. 

We are looking to schedule the first call the week of October 21st. Please advise if you are available at any of the following times. 

10/21 9am-12:3Opm 

2:30-5pm 

10/23 lO:30am-12:3Opm 

2:30-5pm 

10/24 9am-12:30pm 

2:30-5pm 

All times Eastern Standard. If these times are not convenient, please be so kind as to offer some alternative dates and times. 

Thank you! 

Vanessa Paulsen 

Executive Assistant 

The Clearing H~use : 2~2.6~3.9827 : 347.326.0815 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <-reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: September home sales rise 16% in Trim~gle 







From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 4:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review i Wells again posts record profits despite mortgage slow-down 

[ ii.~.iI Charlotte Observer 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Wel~s IFargo again posts 

mortgage s~ow~dow~ 

Wells Fargo once again posted 
record profits in the third qua~er, 
the bank said Friday, despite the 
long-expected slow-down in its 
mo~gage division. 

New GOP shutdow~tdebt 

p~an, bus no a_qreeme~t yet 

Efforts accelerated in Congress 

on Friday to keep the U.S 

Treasury from defaulting as early 

as next week and to end the partial 

government shutdown. 

The closer Washington gets to a 

deal over the debt ceiling, the 

higher stocks go. 

Owners of EpiCen$~e, 

Vi~age to portfolio 

Vision Ventures and Mount Vernon 

Asset Management paid $26.1 

million for the Ballantyne Village 

complex, a spokesman said. 

New focus serves C[~adotSe 

When John Fennebresque Jr. 

started his namesake investment 

bank in 2007, he found it easy to 

snap up top employees leaving 

Charlotte’s struggling .. 

As defa~$ $~fea$ eases~ Wa~ 

St~eet has best day since Jan, 

2 

House Republicans said they 

would advance legislation to 

extend the government’s 

borrowing authority. 

Federal judge rejects their request for the names of 

those the government interviewed before merger was 

blocked. 

boom to South End 

Driving through South End these 

days is like touring one giant 

building site, with eight apartment 

and mixed-use complexes under 
construction and g.~o. 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

wfi~c-members-bounces@rtpnet.org on behalf of 

V.K. Fields <valefie@vldlelds.com~, 

Friday, October 11, 2013 5:40 PM 

member@womensforutnnc.ovg 

[Women’s l~’orum] Save the Dates: Friday evening reception & Saturday program (11/15-11/16) 

WI~NC Fall Meeting Dates.jpg; ATT00001 .c 

WOMEN’S FORUM OF NORTH CAROLINA - RECEPTION & FALL MEETING: "The State of Women" 
Look for Invitations to RSVP next week’. 
Reception: 
Friday, November 15, 2013 5:30 pmto 7:00 pm 
Join [he Women’s Forum of North Carolina to honor past and present members for their service on 
statewide Boards & Commissions and preview- the new Boards & Commissions report during the Friday evening reception. 

Fall Prod:am: 
Saturday, November 16, 2013 - 8:30 am to 2:30 pm 
Featuring: Kim Strach, NC State Board of Elections / Melinda Lawrence, NC Justice Center 
Plus: The new Boards & Commissions Report and an Interactive Pover~z Simulation & Discussion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 3:53 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Divide NaJrows as Talks to Resolve Fiscal Crisis Go On 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i Vi&,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’s Video 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Divide Narrows &s Talks to Resolve F~sc~l Crisis 

Go On 

Preside~t Obama am:l Cxmgressiona~ Repnb~icana on FrMay 

showed greater flexibility but headed inb> the weekend without a 

deal to reopet~ the government at~d rNse the debt eeiling. 

2 States Plan ")-’ller System for Balloting 

;u.izo~m and Ka~sas, which req uh’e proof of citizenship for voter 

regJsh’ation, are planni~g a two-tiered system with one set of 

ballots for ~cderal elections and another for state and local votes. 

N etanyahu Takes a Lonely Stance Denom~eing 

As Wester~ l:,owers prepare for talks on h’an’s m~dear program, 

an inermsingly isolated Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 

continues his push for stronger action. 

~ ~ Time~ine on l~ffs Nuclear Pro9rsm 

regislrati 
on drive 

Editors’ Picks 



FASHION & STYLE 

~ VmEO: Tim Gram, a Lueky G~y 

Mr. Gunn, a recent Emmy Award recipienL has emerged a8 a 

breakou ~ star of "Proj eet Runway." 

, Relate0 .Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tackling, at the Tm’n of the CenOary 

Roosevelt spoke about reforming football. Obama should too. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

MITCHELL tSARAK, a Jet’usa[em polities[ consu[tant who wot’ked for Pt’ime Minister’ 
Be~.iamin Ni;tanyahu o{’ ~st’ael iu the early 199os. 

World 

CImnfieal ’Weapons "WateItdog V~’ins Nobel Peace 

P~ize 

The Nor~vegian Nobel CommRtee a~r’ded the 2o13 Peace Prize 

on Friday to khe Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical 

Weapons, now working to desh’oy Syria’s stoc~>ile. 

Pakistard Girl, a Globa~ Heroine After m~ _Attack, 
Has C~oities at Home 

There were mixed fedin&~ il~ Pakistan as specuDfion grew that 

the teenager, who was shok by the Taliban for championing 

education for girls, might win a N obeL 

, ~ Documenting a Pakis~ni GirFs Tpangormation 

Julian 
Tangaer l 
e left. 

~"~ I 

:: Yousalz 

si spoke. 

Berluseo~fi bddi~g ~:ar Victims? italy Speculates o~ His 

The former Prime Minister Silvio Berluseoni has petitioned to sewe his tax 

fraud sentence by doing community sewice, and Ib~ly is abuzz u~th speeulafiom 

serious and okherwise, on what he might do. 



U,S, 

Ra~sh~g the GoEoDo Bar Stirs Concern for Students 

Educators worry tha t n ew s ta n dards in J a n uaU ~11 make i t 

harder fbr young adults tr~ pass the hi~ sd~ool equivale~cy 

...... Balvin, 
21, of 

A Bridge Between ~’Vester~ Sdenee and Eastern 

Faith 

A sinai] ba~d of Tibetm~ monks and a team oftmns]ators have 

been working to b*Sng Western sdenee to the monasde 

education system i*~ India. 

The 
Dalai 
[.am~ 

In Ca|H~rda, New Package of Gun Laws but One ..Snag 

California passed a sweeping package of gun control bUls, but Gov, ,Jerry Brow~ 

vetoed a ban on semiaukomatie Hlles. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

dPMorgan’s Loss is Corporate Law Firms’ Gai~ 

dP}vlo~an’s numerous regulatoW problems are p~)ving to be a 

boon for the eount~T’s most s(g~]listieated law firms, 

~ DealBooK: We~s Fargo QuarNdy Earnings Jump ];% 

J~Morg 

Airlines Cash In on EverT h~eh, Even the 

Jammed Biers Overhead 

Travelers and flight crews are contending with an increasingly 

aggressive battle over those eompar~me*~ts. 

Strapped In, but Still at Risk 

Though the number of deaths of childre~ i~ car seats has 

declined, about three out of every four seaks are sdll installed 

improperly o 

....... 9ers 

I~svhl9 

Klinger, 

left, 

Rockvill 

Sports 



A Bash Brother Returns to St. Louis, Wearing 

Dodger BUm 

The hitting coach Mark MeGwire and outfielder Skip Schumaker 

will tD" to help the Dodgms beat their old team, the Cardinals, as 

the N.L.C.S. beans on Friday ni~t. 

, Cra>,¢ord Reaiscovers Himself With Los Angeles 

N.L C.S. 
, wh ich 

With a Ht~ge IA~e to Cover, the Jagt~ars Cm-~ Still 

Hope 

The matchup between d~e Denver Broncos and the da&sonville 

daguars is by all indications a brutal mismatch, one {hat has 

become the talk c@ the 

Beltrtm, Cards "Fop LA 3-2 i~ L3 in NLCS Opener 

Carlos Belb’an kept protesting t~at he’s j net one player. 

Arts 

The Fox Says, ’I Cm~ Slake Yo~ Famo~as~ 

Bard and Vegard YMsaker, t~e Nor~vegian brodmrs beMnd "The 

Fox (What Does the Fox Say?)," made khe hik song as a joke. 

~ ~ Popcast: gMs and the New ClolJ~ of Novelty Pop 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Another ~S]prh~g,~ and ,4mother Storm to ~Ve~the~" 

The MaNinsky Orchestra, conducted by Vale~T Oergiev, 

performed Stravinslq’s "Rite of Spring" at ( ;arnegie Hall on 

Thursday. 

The 

New Arrest ir~ Inq~fiD" on Art Looting 

z~/i invesfgation into khe Ne~x York antiquities dealer Subhash Kapoor has led 

to the arrest of his sister, accused of hiding st~tues looted from India. 

Obituaries 

Erich Priebke, Nazi "Who Carried Out NIassacre 

of 335 Ital~m~s, D~es at ~oo 

Mr. PNebke, who was m3der house arrest in Rome, helped 

organize khe execution of 335 men and boys a~ the :M’dea{ine 

Caves in 1944. 

.James Ao Emanuel, Poet Who ~:rote of Racism, 

Dies al- 92 

Mro Emanuel, a poet, educator and efifie frustrated by racism in 

the United States, moved to France permanently af~er the death 

of ~is only child. 

Priabke, 

Travel 

Keroua&s Nlex4eo 

To him, the countD- w-as "a ft’en~z and a dream." ALHp to see if 

thak vision mn still be tBund, 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Making 



EXPLORER 

Ethiopia: Land of Dust~ Eucalyptus and Hope 

Some 8,o0o feet above sea ~eve] m~d relatively m~to~ched by 

tourism, the Tigray regio~ has a~ air of mystery. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS I WESTON, W.VA. 

~.:y ;©,HN SEARM.S 

A former mental hospital in West Vh’ginia, ramored 1o be a 

hotbed of paranormN aetivig,, lets visito~ search for their ow~ 

ghost stot7 to tel1. 

, ~ Video: Ghost Huntin9 

The 

Today’s Video 

~ vu)Eo: Anatomy of a Scene: Escape From 

Randy Moore, "~e writer and director of "Escape From 

T*-~morrow," narrates a sequence fl’om his fihm 

~ vmgo~ %Vu Man Plays the Pipa 

Th e nmsieian perform s ;a 1A eee o~ her pip;a, a tra d:itional Ch i nese 

instrument. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Rotting the Dice on Food-Borne Ilb,esses 

The shutdown increases the Hsk "chat the public will suffer from contaminated 

producers. 

EDITORIAL 

A %%;a~°~fing to Eg.~t’s.    . Oene~’als 

If th e Obama a dmi his tration’s reduc ti on in mill taEv ai d doesn’ t work, more euLs 

EDITORIAL 

Neighborhood Wateh Fantasists 

Florid a’s Senate ,lud h:4a~3, Comm i~ee ha s approved sore e revision s to th e 

s~te’s notorious Stand Your Ground law. It’s a s~t~a. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

And Now, Ted Cruz Cloned 

Wh at’s with New dersey’s Sen ate e~eetJ on ? A~d why sh o~]d we 

care? 

, Columni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Fa~ly s Need to Know 

Two very different eases two determined searches for answers. 

, Columnist Page ] glo9 



OPINIONATOR 

I an} a]ways s}}ockei] that the~:e a~’e sfi]~ a ~}andf~]] or" defen~]e~’s 

the d~bious pz’acBce of abstinence, surely the worst idea since 

chocolate--severest ants. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Freest Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPl~one@ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section ~> ’ ~n,nyt.co~n ~ 

Abo~t This E-Mai~ 

[his is an aubmated e-maiL ~lease do not reply directly t.o this e-maiL 

You received this message beca~ise you signed ~ip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines ~ewsleL~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Sclbsc~iptions i Change Yodr ~-Mail i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <-no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 5:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jolm CoNey has 2 new publications 

John ConVey 

2 new pu biications 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Duke. UNG 

UNC Duke and NC State are the 
only three teams with an 0-2 ACC 
record. There is time to change 
that, of course, but sustained 
football success has.. 

N.C. State 

head coach 

Dave Doeren 

yells to his 

players during 

the second 

UNC’s Eric Ebron: Will make 

plays against Miami 

Tar Heels tight end Eric Ebron 

says it doesn’t matter how many 

Miami players cover him Thursday 

night. He’s still going to find a 

,A~y... 

UNC’s Eric 
Ebron (85) 
and his 
teammates 
prepare for 
their game 
against 
Georgia Tech 

Frank Beamer on taking the 

UNC job, and givin(.l it back 

Frank Beamer accepted an offer to 

become North Carolina’s head 

coach in 2000, but he changed his 

mind and remained at Virginia 

Tech 

Virginia Tech 

head coach 

Frank 

Beamer and 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <:reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 8:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 



Durham schooi nurtures ~ove o£ math and sdence {~:{~~{~{{}(~~~:~~ .......................... 

Upsta~: Editor’s Choice 

adver)~semen) .................................... 

People ~ Commerdal Real ~<~ " 

........................................................................... 

gu~ld~n~ S~ze: 16,0OO SF 
Use Tgpe: Lease 

~ate~ 2013-1 (1-17 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Andrew Beckerman-Rodau <arodau@suffolk.edu> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 8:19 AM 

lawprot~,,chicagok ent.Kentl aw.EDU; ’ipproti~- o wne@lisk~erv .1 aw. unh.edff 

Crash Course in IP Law 

Crash Course--What is IP Anyway? 

Friday, October 18th 

Sponsored by Suffolk University Law School IP Concentration & Center for Advanced Legal Studies 

Location: Suffolk University Law School, 295 

Time: 9:00AM - 5:00PM Info: 
617.573.8627, _a_J__s_@___s___u__f__f__o__[_k__:__e__d___u_~ .w__w__w_:_La___w_:_s__u___f_f___o__!_~:_e___d___u__/__a__!_s- 

Questions about this item? Please contact als@suffolk.edu 

Andrew Beckerman-Rodau 

Prof. of Law & Co-Director IP Law Concentration Suffolk University Law School 

120 Tremont Street 

Boston, MA 02108 

617-573-8557 

arodau@suffolk,edu 

htt p:i!www.la wprofessor.org 

Publications: http://lawpro[essor,org/publications/articles.htrnl 

SSRN Author Page: http://ssrn:com/author=215386 



about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NAC D News 

Treasury Oversight Requires Boards to Better Understand Cash, Credit Risk Volatility in the capital 
markets has forced companies to focus more on cash management---working capital, liquidity, and credit risk- 
putting the spotlight on the corporate treasury department and adding new complexities to governance issues 
for directors. By Robe. J. Baldoni 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives Men’s Wearhouse appoints B. Michael Becker to 
board; Former chief of staff for Hillary Clinton named to BlackRock board; Loews senior vice president David 
Eaelson to succeed Peter Keegan as CFO; Qualoomm elects former Ambassador Ranat to board; Charles 
Harrington joins AES board. 

NACD Voice 

Stay connected with #NACDBLC Hard to believe, but it’s time again for the annual NACD Board Leadership 
Conference. While attendees will see much of what they’ve come to expect from the NACD Board Leadership 
Conference---outstanding programming, venue, and speakers--here’s what’s new at the 2013 event. 

NACD Boa~dV~s~on 

NNC~ BoardVis~on - ~irectomhi~ N~C~ BoardVis~on - ~rectorshi~ N~C~ BoardV~sbn - ~eV Issues in 
2020 koa angeles Necap: 2020 Convemafion: Pegormance [xecutive and ~irector 

Asymmetric Information Risk Metrics Compensation 

upcoming 

~ov. 12 I Webinar I The Next Wave in Requlation and Compliance: What’s Ahead for 2013 

Bec. S I New York, NY I Leadinq Minds of Governance 

Bec. 3 I New York, NY I Directorship 100 Gala 

Bec. ~-10 I Miami, FL I Director Professionalism 

Co  en  tion Committee S e,ies 

For a complete listing, visit NACDonline.or;/~ve~ts. 

......................................................................................................................................... 



Equip and optimize your" public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 
exchange forums, and network to lead with the highest standard of excellence. The annual investment in 

NACD Full Board Membership is $3,900 for up to six directors through Dec. 31,2013. To enroll or learn more, 
contact Kelly Dodd, membership development officer at 202-380-1891 or kkdodd@.nacdonline.or~. 

Have a great weekend and thank you for your commitment to boardroom excellence. 

The NACO Team 

Membe~h:p I Boad De’,’e:op ~:ent I Ed:~cat~o~ I Resources I Oonnect:o~s National Association of Corporate DirectoB 
2001 P .... ylvania Ave. NW, Suite 500 

Washington DO 20006 
phone 202-775-0509 I fax 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Weekend Reader, 
pl ..... lick-I ..... 

T ..... bscribe, pl ..... lick h ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Annette Nazareth <aunette.nazareth@davispolk.com~ 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 4:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Davis Polk Washiugton Watch 

ww 101113.pdf 

Dear all, 

Janet Yellen’s long-anticipated nomination this week signals the start of a new era at the Fed. We refer not only to the historical importance of being the first woman to chair 
the Fed, but also her experience in both bank t~gulation, as well as monetary policy. On the regulatory side, the Fed has a vet?/full agenda over the next quarter or two. By 
our count, the list includes the Volcker Rule, minimum debt requirements, enhanced prudential regulation, the intermediate holdco requirement for foreign banks, more capital 
regulations and a review of over 120 living wills. 

In a speech on Wednesday, SEC Chair White re-emphasized her vision of the SEC as "that kind of cop...that covers the entire neighborhood and pursues every level of 
violation." In recent remarks, Co-Director of Enforcement, Andrew Ceresney, has predicted higher corporate and individual penalties that are designed to send a strong 
message. A DPW client memo analyzing the SEC’s aggressive stance under Chair White’s leadership and the promised flurry of enforcement activity can be accessed here. 
CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler indicated that as soon as the shutdown is over the Commission will begin policing SEFs that give preferential treatment to big banks. The 
CFPB has announced that it will no longer have enforcement attorneys present during compliance examinations and also released updated examination procedures that they 
will use to verify the accuracy of institution-reported HMDA data and resubmission schedule guidelines. The PCAOB has finalized two standards for audits of broker-dealers 

aimed at protecting customer funds from misappropriation. Pending approval by the SEC, the standards will become effective for audits for fiscal years ending on or after June 
1,2014. 

More than three months after the Fed and OCC approved the U.S. Basel Ill final rule, it was officially published in the Federal Register this week. This delay, among the 
longest we have ever seen, means that a number of technical changes were made by staff. Among other changes to the July 2013 draft version, the Federal Register version 
resolves the Tier 2 trade creditor issue in a similar manner to the Federal Register version of the FDIC’s interim final rule. 

As noted last week, at the request of the FSOC, the OFR published a report on asset management and financial stability. This week, the report has come under intense 
criticism from the asset management sector. In a highly unusual move, the SEC solicited public comment on what was supposed to be a final report and publicly signaled 
that its views were not reflected in the report. There is more at stake here than the public tug-of-war between the SEC and the FSOC over the supervision of asset managers 
and their activities or the usual reaction of a regulated sector to the suggestion that more regulation might be necessary. Also at stake is the reputation of the OFR, which has 
not distinguished itself for its quality in this, its first ever official report. We are still a long way from the promised independent researcher and weather mapper of the financial 

sector that the OFR was meant to be. 

Asian banks, including some major regional players, have begun issuing Basel III compliant gone-concern CoCo bonds, which some are now calling Basel Bonds. Asian retail 
investora have been some of the biggest buyera of the bonds, which has led some to question whether they are adequately understood and whether the pricing is right. 

In this week’s ’~/ou might have missed it," we point to a recent New York Fed Conference where regulators discussed a repo resolution authority and higher collateral 
requirements. Across the pond, outgoing Deputy Governor of the Bank of England Paul Tucker also made the argument that the Bank of England should be given the power to 

vary collateral requirements in some financial markets. 
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Regulators Look At "Tir~e Out" For Repo (October 8, 2(}13) 
In the Financial Times, Tracy Alloway and Michael Mackenzie report, "[A] ’time out’... [was] one strategy 
[proposed at a Federal Reserve Bank of New York conference last week, that] some think could help calm 
the next major episode of a bank running into trouble in the ’repo market,’ where financial institutions pawn 
their assets in exchange for trillions of dollars’ worth of short-term loans .... A repo resolution authority 
would allow lenders in the tri-party market to liquidate, or sell off, the collateral which secures their loans to 
a troubled bank or other financial institution. The idea is to give lenders and borrowers some extra time, 
with backing by regulators such as the FDIC or the Fed .... The creation of a repo resolution authority, 
however, strikes at the heart of how the market has functioned down the years; namely that a lender can 
liquidate collateral immediately instead of waiting several weeks, months or even years to get the securities 
back by engaging in a long and complex bankruptcy process .... However, government authorities have 
been contemplating tweaking the bankruptcy code to eliminate the provisions which exempt repo assets 
from the ’automatic stay’ which usually prevents securities from being seized during a bankruptcy .... An 
alternative proposal to a resolution authority is transferring the complex infrastructure which underpins the 
tri-party market from BNY Mellon and JPMorgan to create a repo ’clearing utility.’ Such a utility, again 
backed by the Fed, would in theory help resolve alleged conflicts of interest and work to cushion the market." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC Sees F~aws ~n New Treasury Asset Massager Report (October 8, 2013} 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "Federal securities regulators had warned of flaws in a U.S. Treasury 
draft report that could lead to costly regulations on large asset managers, people familiar with the matter told 
Reuters on Monday [October 7]. Last week the OFR released the report, which found that activities of asset 
managers could pose risks to the broader marketplace .... The SEC, however, had been quietly advocating 
for major changes to the study for months, according to the sources. One of the SEC’s chief concerns stems 
from an earlier draft of the report that the agency felt exaggerated the riskiness of the business. The SEC has 
also been concerned that the people involved in the study lack a fundamental understanding of the fund 
industry itself, these people said. The Treasury’s research arm failed to take a number of the SEC’s critical 
feedback into account, said the sources. As a result, the SEC decided last week to issue the report for public 
comment, in a move designed to give the industry a way to vent, one person familiar with the matter said .... 
The SEC’s decision to seek public comments on the controversial report could lay the groundwork for a turf 
battle between the SEC, the traditional regulator of mutual funds, and the FSOC." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Financial Times, Big Fund Manaqers Go Into Battle Over Tougher U.S. Capital Rules 
Wall Street Journal, Funds’ 31 Pages Of Woe 

UoS. Default ~s the U~timate Systemic Risk (October 11, 2013} 
In American Banker, Clifford Rossi reports, "Just this week, a number of GOP Congressmen at the center of 
the debt-ceiling showdown were quoted as thinking a default by the U.S. government might not be a 
significant event for the economy. That perspective is dangerous and shows a complete lack of 
understanding of the basics of financial markets, panic and contagion .... A U.S. default has a reasonable 
likelihood of sparking a liquidity crisis on par with that of 2008, leading to recession in the U.S. and 
abroad .... [C]onsider how three critical markets that contributed to the last crisis and continue to pose 
substantial risk to the economy in the event of a U.S. default would perform under this scenario .... 
[Money market mutual funds’] position in Treasuries presents the possibility of large redemptions leading up 
to a default event and afterward .... One of these markets that could be affected by money fund 
dislocation is asset-backed commercial paper .... In light of a U.S. default it is hard to imagine how repo 
markets would not be disrupted given the heavy reliance on Treasuries and the uncertain treatment of 
defaulted securities as eligible collateral in repo agreements." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Financial Times article, Big Banks Make Continqency Plans For U.S. Default 



The Big-Bank Subsidy (October 10, 2013} 
In The New York Times, Simon Johnson reports, "[T]he GAO is assessing the extent to which big banks 
and others receive advantages because they have implicit backing from the government .... Not 
surprisingly, representatives of the big banks are pushing back as hard as they can on the notion that they 
receive subsidies of any kind. So far, however, this is not going well for the big banks -- as is made clear in 
the papers presented at a conference earlier this week at New York University .... The Clearing House 
was an organizer of Tuesday’s [October 8] event and helped pick the industry papers, so it is reasonable to 
see these as the best they can do. Their arguments have three main weaknesses. First, in the height of 
the crisis the subsidies (in the form of a huge range of government support) suddenly became apparent -- 
and suddenly became very large .... Second, it is hard to argue that ’Dodd-Frank has fixed too big to fail’ 
when implementation of Dodd-Frank has so been slow, in part because of industry opposition .... Third, 
the best evidence developed by independent researchers (i.e., those not employed by the Clearing House 
or its allies) continues to run strongly in favor of the notion that big subsidies still exist." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

FSOC Weighs Responses By SEC And CFTC if Debt Ceiling Logjam Spooks ~nvestors (October 8~ 2013} 
In BIoomberg BNA Banking Daily, Chris Bruce reports, "The FSOC October 8 heard feedback from the SEC 
and the CFTC on their ability to ’respond to potential market events’ as the debate over the debt ceiling 
continues, a spokeswoman for the FSOC said in a readout of a meeting convened by telephone .... The 
readout did not detail what CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler and SEC Chairman Mary Jo White said in the 
meeting. Earlier in the day, Jaret Seiberg, a financial institutions analyst with Washington Research Group, a 
unit of Guggenheim Partners, said the SEC is expected to run out of cash within a month. If that happens, he 
said, any initial public offering or other public offering that still requires the SEC to sign off ’will come to a halt 
as the agency won’t have people on board to approve the paperwork.’ Release of the readout signals even 
more focused attention by the FSOC on what might happen if the U.S. government defaults on its debt, even 
as the council of regulators already is monitoring recent trading problems." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Bloomberg News article, Lew Convenes Financial Stability Oversight Council On Debt 
:::::::::::::::: FSOC Meetinq Information 

Analysis: Canceled EU-UoS. Ta~ks Complicate Trade Ambitions (October 6, 2013} 
In Reuters, Robin Emmott and John O’Donnell reports, "Even before the cancelation of the latest round of 
EU-U.S. talks, negotiations to create the world’s largest free-trade deal were getting into difficult territory .... 
Now, just before negotiators were due to get down to the nitty gritty in the search for a deal by the end of next 
year, the U.S. government’s partial shutdown has forced next week’s talks in Brussels to be scrapped. If that 
were not enough, a split is emerging between Europe and the United States on one of the most critical areas 
of the proposed pact: finance .... So it was with some frustration that U.S. Trade Representative Michael 
Froman rang his EU counterpart Karel De Gucht on Friday [October 4] to cancel the second round of talks 
because of the effects of the Congressional budget dispute. De Gucht, who handles trade for the EU’s 28 
countries, said the postponement ’in no way distracts us from our overall aim of achieving an ambitious trade 
and investment deal.’ Assistant U.S. Trade Representative Dan Mullaney is expected in Brussels on Monday 
[October 7] to find a date for a second round of talks .... The EU wants financial regulation to be a central 
part of the deal, whereas Washington is resisting, worried about losing control over its financial industry." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Federal Reserve 

How YeOmen Wi~ Shape The Federa~ Reserve~s Banking Regulatio~ (October 9, 2013} 
~ In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Janet Yellen is expected to take a more hands-on role in bank 

regulation than her predecessors if she is confirmed to be the next chairman of the Federal Reserve. For 



the first time since former Chairman Paul Volcker, Yellen would come to the job with significant bank 
regulatory experience, having served as the head of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco for six 
years .... Speaking from the White House on Wednesday [October 9], President Obama officially named 
Yellen, the current No. 2 at the Fed, as his nominee to succeed [Chairman Ben] Bernanke. He also noted 
the regulatory challenges she will face if she gets the job, including ending the perception that some 
institutions are ’too big to fail.’... Still, exactly what Yellen’s views are on regulatory matters is unclear. 
During her tenure at the board, she has kept her remarks on bank supervision and regulation to a minimum. 
Many said that even if she takes a more active role in regulation, she is not likely to radically depart from 
Bernanke’s actions .... Yellen has only given a handful of speeches on regulatory reform, but in them she 
has largely endorsed the views of [Governor Daniel] Tarullo .... She has already spoken of the need for 
setting higher capital requirements on the biggest banks, requiring SIFIs to hold long-term unsecured debt 
to facilitate resolution planning, reforming the shadow banking system, and requiring capital requirements to 
mitigate risks related to short-term wholesale funding." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg Businessweek, When Yellen Speaks World Listens As Fed Plans U.S. Course 
The Economist, Dove Ascendant 
Bloomberg, Yellen Fed To Stick With Tougher Rules For Riskiest Banks 
Bloomberg News, Yellen As Americans’ Favorite Shows Fed Is Captured By Democracy 
New York Times Business Day, Obama To Pick Yellen As Leader Of Fed 

:::::::::::::: Fed Statements: Vice Chair Yellen -- Chairman Bernanke 
:::::::::::::: Other Statements: House Financial Services Chair Hensarlinq -- Senate Bankinq Committee Chair Johnson 

Fed Announces Agreement With SunTrust Over Alleged Unsafe Mortgage Practices (October 10, 2013} 
~ In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "The Federal Reserve says an agreement in principle 

has been reached with SunTrust Banks, Inc., and certain subsidiaries over the issuance of $160 million in 
sanctions for allegedly unsafe and unsound practices in residential mortgage loan servicing and foreclosure 
processing. ’The $160 million to be assessed against SunTrust takes into account the maximum amount 
prescribed for unsafe and unsound practices under the applicable statutory limits, the comparative severity 
of SunTrust’s misconduct, and the comparative size of SunTrust’s foreclosure activities,’ the Fed said in a 
news release .... The regulator said it will monitor spending on borrower assistance and the counseling 
program and compliance by SunTrust with the requirements of the monetary sanctions issued by the Fed’s 
board." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Fed Press Release 

Asia’s Warning About Base~ Bonds (October 9, 201,3) 
In an unbylined article, The Wall Street Journal reports, "Asian banks are in the vanguard in issuing new bonds 
complying with Basel III capital standards .... These ’Basel bonds,’ also known as Basel Ill-compliant non- 
viability contingent capital securities, or CoCos, function as regular bonds in good times. But if a bank’s 
regulator determines the institution is no longer viable, Basel bonds will be the first claims to be wiped out or 
converted to equity before the bank goes into bankruptcy, is acquired by a rival or is otherwise wound down .... 
Asia’s experience [with the Basel bonds] raises serious concerns about the new rules. Markets are having 
trouble correctly pricing this new hybrid debt instrument .... Whatever the reason, regulators are growing 
worried about an obvious mismatch between risk, price and retail-investor participation .... The other major 
problem is that banks are issuing Basel bonds before regulators have clarified how they will define the ’point of 
non-viability’ at which bondholders are supposed to be wiped out .... Basel bonds are supposed to reduce the 
need for government bailouts, but investors might be onto something with their apparent belief that 
governments won’t be able to help themselves .... Relying on innovations such as Basel bonds to eliminate 
moral hazard is folly if governments won’t allow financial institutions to fail in an orderly way." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



Updates Accou~ting Guidance For Basel ~11 (October 11, 20~3} 
In American Banker, Chris Cumming reports, "The OCC has updated its accounting guidelines to reflect 
the new regulatory-capital requirements outlined in Basel Ill set to take effect next year. The updated 
guidelines, released Thursday [October 10], also adds advice on troubled debt restructurings, 
accounting for acquired loans, transfers of servicing rights and making allowances for losses. It includes 
updated guidance on topics such as investments in debt securities, stock sales and lease 
classification .... The guidance is meant to help banks resolve commonly asked questions and 
consistently apply accounting standards across their financial reporting, the OCC said. It plans to issue 
updated guidelines at least once a year." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: OCC Accountinq Guidelines 

Centra~ Sank Of ~reland Diverges From Sase~ I~ On AFS Bonds (October 9, 201S} 
In Risk Magazine, Lukas Becket reports, "The Central Bank of Ireland plans to let its banks exclude 
unrealised gains and losses on government bond portfolios when calculating capital numbers, contradicting 
the Basel III framework, which removes the long-standing filter .... That is expected to anger the U.S., 
which applied the Basel III rule to its larger banks despite fierce protests. Tm not sure we’re going to have 
convergent rules between the U.S. and Europe. When national discretions are introduced, it’s impossible to 
know what the end result is going to be,’ says an industry lobbyist .... Article 467(2) of the CRR --which 
together with CRD IV implements Basel III in Europe- gives national supervisors the option of allowing 
banks to apply the filter for any unrealised gains or losses on their exposures to central governments in the 
AFS portfolio, keeping those changes from affecting common equity Tier I numbers. Basel III does not 
allow that option. European regulators have to transpose CRR and CRD IV nationally before they come 
into force on January 1,2014, but a number of European countries -- including Spain and Italy -- have yet 
to reveal their plans .... A source close to the Basel Committee declined to comment on the issue, but said 
the committee will be conducting a review of differences between CRD IV and Basel III in 2014, which is 
likely to raise the issue." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC’s Gens~er Warns Firms On Swaps Trading (October 11,2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jamila Trindle reports, "CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler warned new trading 
venues that handle derivatives transactions not to give preferential treatment to certain traders. ’We’ve 
found a few things that when we come out of this shutdown, we’re going to be calling a few of these 
platforms and saying, ’1 don’t think that’s consistent with what Congress put in place,’ Mr. Gensler said in a 
speech at Georgetown Law School Friday [October 11] .... Mr. Gensler said some trading platforms ’have 
tried to set up a two-tiered process’ that gives big banks, which have traditionally dominated the market, 
preferential treatment .... Mr. Gensler said the CFTC’s oversight of futures and swaps markets during the 
government shutdown is ’cursory at best,’ but the Agency is still getting data it could use to go after any 
wrongdoing, after the shutdown ends. The government shutdown has also delayed other rules Mr. Gensler 
wanted to finish this fall, before he leaves the Agency at the end of the year. Trading limits for commodity 
markets and new protections for futures customers after MF Global blew up have both been delayed. Mr. 
Gensler said the schedule of future votes will depend on when the shutdown ends." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

E×c~usive: U oS. Watchdog Readies Tighter New Commodity Limits RL~Ie (October 11,2013} 
In Reuters, Douwe Miedema reports, "The U.S. derivatives regulator is finishing a new rule to curb 
speculators with large positions in commodity markets that is in parts tougher than the previous version, two 
sources with direct knowledge of the plan said .... ’[CFTC Chairman] Gary [Gensler] wants to get this 
done before he leaves,’ said one of the sources, asking not to be named because he was not authorized to 
talk to the press .... The new rule will contain a better legal justification to conform with the U.S. District 
Court ruling that the CFTC had failed to prove that the limits were needed, the first source said .... It would 



drop an important irritant for the bank groups who fought the rule before the court, by allowing broad 
exemptions for positions held by firms in which they own minority stakes of between 10 and 50 percent, as 
long as the banks can prove they don’t control the firms .... Both sources stressed that the rule still was 
not final, and details could change, but they also sounded confident that it would get adopted soon once the 
agency reopens .... Another crucial change in the new text means a less favourable deal for large 
commodity traders such as Cargill and Bunge, the first source said, who will lose a core exemption known 
as ’anticipatory hedging,’ using derivatives to hedge against a future cash deal .... The CFTC is also 
planning to reintroduce so-called conditional limits, which means parties can hold as much as 125 percent 
of the deliverable supply of a particular commodity as long as they hold no physically settled futures." 

~/~/~/~ Full text of article 

CFTC’s O’Malia Says Bi~io~~s h~ Contracts Traded As Swap P~atforms Ramp Up (October 10, £013) 
In The Wall Street Journal’s Money Beat blog, Jacob Bunge reports, "[Speaking Thursday, October 10, at 
an event hosted by the Investment Company Institute in New York, CFTC Commissioner Scott O’Malia said 
that] roughly $450 billion worth of derivatives linked to interest rates and credit changed hands on 18 so- 
called SEFs over the new trading venues’ initial days of trading... [and that of the] roughly 6,500 trades 
made on the new platforms, about 50% have been executed electronically and the rest negotiated over the 
phone or via other means .... ’We haven’t heard of significant glitches so far,’ Mr. O’Malia said, though he 
described difficulties getting consistent data regarding the number of transactions made on the SEF 
platforms so far. However, Mr. O’Malia warned that the evolved structure of the U.S. swap market -- with 
contracts tradable on multiple venues and processed at multiple clearinghouses -- could come to resemble 
the fragmented nature of the U.S. stock market .... Mr. O’Malia said he wants to ensure that swap-trading 
platforms have time to build in credit checks to prevent traders from building up overly risky positions. This 
would involve more closely integrating credit hubs and brokerages. ’Integrating all the platforms is easier 
said than done and market participants should be given adequate time to test the systems,’ Mr. O’Malia 
wrote in an email." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Gensler Assesses UoS. Swap Rules’ Debut By Phone Amid Shutdown (October 7~ 201S) 
In Bloomberg News, 8ilia Brush & Robert 8chmidt report, "Gary Gensler spent much of the past month 
fending off Wall Street’s campaign to slow the move to electronic swaps trading. 8o when the platforms 
went live last week, the top U.8. derivatives regulator wasn’t going to let a government shutdown stop him 
from monitoring its progress. With most of the staff at the CFTC’s Washington headquarters on furlough, 
Gensler, in his final months on the job, had to pick up the phone and call around to make sure the system 
was working. He pronounced himself satisfied. ’It was a very good start,’ he said in an interview. ’Though 
the CFTC is in darkness with the shutdown, we’ve been able to bring some additional light to the 
marketplace.’ Market participants were more tentative .... It was a quiet start for one of the Dodd-Frank 
Act’s main solutions for making derivatives transactions less opaque .... The agency is unable to keep a 
close eye on the markets because of the shutdown. ’We have no ability at this point in time to monitor 
markets, to do surveillance and investigations,’ Gensler said in an interview. ’We’re but a skeleton staff. In 
many departments we have no people at all. And in others, we have people to just [ensure] the technology 
and property [are] secure.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

UoS.~Europe Derivatives Ru~emaking Deal ’°Fa~s At First Hurdle" (October 8, 2~I S} 
In Banking Technology, Elliott Holley reports, "’The Path Forward document has failed at the first hurdle,’ said 
Anthony Belchambers, chief executive at the Futures and Options Association in London. ’It’s all very well 
making speeches about cooperation, but words and agreements need to be followed by actions. If regulators 
on both sides are really serious about transatlantic progress, the issues for SEFs need to be sorted out and 
it’s just not been happening.’... The deal was hailed at the time as a significant breakthrough and a sign 
that global coordination towards the G-20 agreement on derivatives reforms was working .... Belchambers 
said .... ’It]he reality is the U.S. is ahead of Europe. That means either the EU has to catch up -- which is 
unlikely, given the complexity and sovereign powers of its member states -- or the U.S. has to slow down. 



Unless there’s a rationalisation, you get extra-territorial problems. I can only hope that IOSCO will get a grip 
on this, because these international disputes really do have to be sorted out.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Euromoney article, Federal Shutdown Compounds Footnote 88 Confusion 

EU Firms Forced To Take Action To Avoid U.So C~earing Rules (October 10, 2013) 
In Financial News, Anish Puaar reports, "U.S. banks are facing a loss of business from small and mid-tier 
European buyside firms because of the cross-border application of derivatives rules included [in] the 
Dodd-Frank Act. The rule in question requires firms trading with branches or affiliates of U.S. banks to 
begin clearing OTC derivatives trades from today [October 10]. But some European buyside firms are not 
prepared to clear their swap trades, leading them to either switch to U.S. banks’ European entities or stop 
trading with them altogether .... The obligation to clear swaps trades started in the U.S. on March 11 
[2013]. However, its introduction included an exemption from clearing for the affiliates and branches of U.S. 
banks until October 9. Many European buyside firms typically trade swaps with a branch of a U.S. bank, 
rather than a European subsidiary .... Larger buyside firms have been preparing, which has made it easier 
for them to switch to a U.S. bank’s European entity." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Fiduciary Duty Ru~e Sti~ In SEC’s Sights, Agency Chair Says (October 9, 2013) 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "U.S. regulators are still working their way through the thorny question 
of whether they should write rules to create a harmonized fiduciary rule for retail brokers and investment 
advisers, SEC Chair Mary Jo White said Wednesday [October 9]. ’It’s a major focus of our efforts,’ White 
told reporters on the sidelines of the annual Securities Enforcement Forum in Washington, D.C. ’1 can’t 
predict time wise when we actually reach it, but it’s obviously something very important to both work on and 
resolve where we’re going on it.’ The SEC has struggled for some time over how to tackle different 
standards of care that advisers and brokers owe to their customers. Advisers are held to the higher 
standard and must put their customers’ interests ahead of their own. Brokers, by contrast, are only required 
to make investment recommendations that are ’suitable’ for their customers .... Brokers have embraced 
the concept, saying they are supportive of a new standard as long as they can continue selling products. 
But advisers have said they fear the SEC’s rule could water down the fiduciary duty and create potential 
conflicts of interest." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

NASAA Says There ~s Little Difference Between Type, Frequency Of ~A Deficie~cies (October 7, 2013) 
In an unbylined article, Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily reports, "The North American Securities 
Administrators Association (NASAA) announced October 7 that according to a report by state securities 
regulators, there is ’little difference in the type or frequency of deficiencies’ between existing state- 
registered investment advisers and those who switched from federal to state oversight pursuant to the 
Dodd-Frank Act .... NASAA said that between January and June 2013, 44 state and provincial securities 
examiners reported sample examination data .... NASAA said the top five deficiencies for advisers with 
less than $30 million in assets under management involved books and records, registration, contracts, 
privacy, and brochure delivery. The top five deficiencies for investment advisers with more than $30 million 
in assets under management involved: books and records, registration, contracts, advertising, and fees. 
Based on the 2013 sample data, NASAA recommended several ’best practices’ for advisers developing 
compliance procedures, including: prepare and maintain all required records; back up electronic data; 
document checks forwarded; and review the firm’s Form ADV and disclosure brochure annually." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Registered Adviser Population Continues To Shift ~ Response To Dodd*Frank Act (October 7, 2013) 
In any unbylined article, Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily reports, "While the total number of registered 
investment advisers increased by only 22 from July 2012 to April 2013, there was a shift in the composition 



of the industry, an October 3 report said. The report, 2013 Evolution Revolution, found that 10,533 advisers 
were registered with the SEC in 2013, compared to 10,511 in 2012. The change in numbers resulted from 
the fact that in 2013, 619 advisers newly registered with the commission while 597 de-registered, the report 
said. ’It appears that most of the de-registrations may be attributable to smaller advisers belatedly 
switching to state registration.’... The requirement in the Dodd-Frank Act that smaller advisers switch to 
state registration has resulted in a net decrease in the number of advisers registered with the SEC, said IAA 
Executive Director David Tittsworth in a release. The report underscores the ’profound impact’ the financial 
reform statute has had on the profession, he said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Evolution Revolution Report 

SEC 

PCAOB Adopts Fina~ Standards For A~dits Of Broker@ealers To Coordinate With SEC (October 10, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Laura Tieger-Salisbury reports, "The PCAOB unanimously finalized two 
standards for audits of broker-dealers that aim to protect customer funds from fraud or misappropriation .... 
The first adopted standard, Attestation Standard No. 1 -- the Examination Standard -- requires auditors to 
provide reasonable assurance about whether the broker-dealer: (a) had effective internal controls over 
compliance, (b) was in compliance with the net capital rule and reserve requirements rule, and (c) based its 
assertion regarding compliance on information derived from the books and records of the broker-dealer. The 
second adopted standard, Attestation Standard No. 2 -- the Review Standard -- establishes requirements 
that apply to an auditor’s review of the broker-dealer’s statements in an exemption report .... The PCAOB 
also adopted Auditing Standard No. 17- Auditing Supplemental Information Accompanying Audited 
Financial Statements- which requires auditors to give reasonable assurance on whether the supplemental 
information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the financial statements as a whole .... The 
board and staff members all expressed the need for auditors to improve their practices in light of the 
disappointing results of the interim inspection reports in which inspection staff had identified audit deficiencies 
in 57 of the 60 audits selected for inspection." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: PCAOB Materials: Final Attestation Standards -- Final Supplemental Standards -- Fact Sheet -- 

Statements: Chairman Doty; Board Members: Lew!s Ferguson; Jeanette Franzel; Jay Hanson; Steven Harris 

SEC Taking The "Tough Cop" Approach, Mary Jo White Says (October 9, 2013) 
In Law360, Brian Mahoney reports, "The SEC wants capital markets participants to know it’s watching them 
closely for potential wrongdoing and no alleged illegal activity is too small to draw regulatory scrutiny, agency 
chairman Mary Jo White said Wednesday [October 9] in a speech in Washington. White said the agency has 
adopted a ’tough cop’ approach to policing the securities markets, referring to the ’broken windows’ strategy 
of former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani, who emphasized policing both small crimes, such as vandalism, 
and more serious crimes to promote general order. ’One of the goals is to see that the SEC’s enforcement 
program is and is perceived to be everywhere -- pursuing all types of violations of our federal securities law, 
big and small,’ said White, who gave the keynote address at the annual Securities Enforcement Forum. ’The 
SEC is, in very important part, a law enforcement agency and should be seen by their investors to be their 
cop,’ she later added. ’And the SEC must continue to be a tough cop. Because in many cases, particularly 
where there’s no criminal violation, it is the only agency that can play that role.’... White said the agency will 
also harness technology to assist in regulating certain markets and making them more transparent." 

Full text of article 
Related Wall Street Journal article, SEC Drops 20% Of Probes After "Wells Notice" 
Chair White Speech 

Other DoddMFrank Pay Requirements To Follow Ratio Proposal~ SEC Officia~ Says (October 8, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Yin Wilczek reports, "In the wake ofthe SEC’s recent proposal on pay 
ratios, other executive compensation requirements under the Dodd-Frank Act are ’on the way,’ a senior 



official said. Anne Krauskopf, special senior counsel in the SEC’s Division of Corporation Finance Office of 
the Chief Counsel, said October 8 that the division staff is ’hard at work’ on developing recommendations -- 
including those for clawbacks and employee hedging -- for the Dodd-Frank measures. However, it is 
’premature to suggest dates or the order’ that the proposals will appear, Krauskopf said. She added that the 
SEC likely will issue proposals on other more immediate priorities, such as crowdfunding and Regulation A 
Plus, ’before we come out with the rest of our new product line on exec comp.’ The SEC official spoke on a 
panel at a Practising Law Institute executive compensation conference .... Panel participant Robert Jackson 
Jr., an associate law professor from Columbia University, said he found it ’puzzling’ that the SEC acted on 
pay ratios before the other executive compensation measures. For example, Jackson said, clawbacks is an 
even more important issue for investors than pay ratios .... Moreover, the SEC’s failure to act on hedging 
disclosure has resulted in uncertainty for issuers, Jackson continued." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC Goes Live With Public Website For Crunchir~g E×char~ge Bata (October 9, 2013} 
In Compliance Week, Joe Mont reports, "As previewed in a recent speech by SEC Chairman Mary Jo White, 
the [SEC] on Wednesday [October 9] launched a website that gives investors the ability to interactively 
crunch billions of market activity data records from exchanges .... Traditionally, only sophisticated market 
participants have had access to all of this data, and even fewer have had the ability to process it, a 
statement from the SEC says. The next step was to disseminate this data to the public and the SEC’s 
website allows users to explore key market metrics and trends based on aggregate analyses of tens of 
billions of MIDAS records over the last year .... At a press conference, White described the new site as a 
’game changer.’ ’We’ve made great strides here at the SEC transforming how we take in market data, store 
it, and share it throughout the agency,’ she said. ’By also making this information publicly accessible, two 
great things should happen: It should increase efficiency so people don’t have to struggle to find this 
information. And it should spur innovation by unlocking the power of data and research to unlock a wealth 
of ideas from investors, market participants, and academics.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Traders Magazine article, SEC Launches Market Structure Data And Analysis Website 
:::::::::::::: SEC Materials: Press Release -- Market Structure Website 

MSRB: Iss~ers Averaged 202 Days To Disclose A~dited Financia~s (October 8, 2013} 
In The Bond Buyer, Lynn Hume reports, "Municipal issuers took an average of 202 calendar days after the 
end of fiscal years to disclose their audited financial statements, the MSRB found in its first ever report on the 
timing of disclosures. The MSRB report, released Tuesday [October 8], analyzed disclosures made to 
[Electronic Municipal Market Access] EMMA between January 2010 and June 2013 and the Board found that 
annual financial information was disclosed an average of 188 calendar days after the end of issuers’ fiscal 
years. These findings cover a subset of the disclosure data and do not include what the MSRB calls ’catch- 
up’ submissions -- filings made more than 12 months after the end of fiscal years where issuers were trying 
to correct prior year failures to meet disclosure deadlines .... The MSRB stressed that the report does not 
evaluate an issuer’s or borrower’s compliance with its continuing disclosure agreements .... SEC 
Commissioners, institutional investors, analysts and others have complained for years that some issuers’ 
deadlines for filing disclosures are so long after the end of their fiscal years, their annual financial information 
is already stale when posted on EMMA." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: MSRB Report 

CFTC 

CFTC Should Fund ~tse~f With Sett~e~nent Money, Commissioner Says (October 8, 2013} 
In the Financial Times, Gina Chon reports, "The CFTC should be allowed to use the money it obtains from 
settlements -- such as the millions it received to resolve the global interest rate-rigging scandal -- to help 
fund the agency, CFTC commissioner Bart Chilton will argue in a speech on Wednesday [October 9] .... 
On the last day of the fiscal year on September 30, Mr. Chilton said the CFTC returned $1 bn in settlement 
money collected over the past year, with some of those funds going into general federal coffers .... ’We 



had zero, zip, nada -- no money to operate,’ said Mr. Chilton, according to a copy of a speech he is to give 
before the National Association of Credit Managers. ’How nutty is that? Chock-full o’ nuts it is.’... 
Mr. Chilton added that the ’utterly senseless thing’ is that keeping CFTC regulators on duty could have 
easily been accomplished if the agency was self-funded .... ’Instead, boom boom, out went the lights,’ 
Mr. Chilton said. ’We aren’t doing the required futures and swaps oversight and enforcement. It is very 
disappointing, and is preventable.’ He has called on lawmakers to alter the way the CFTC is funded, an 
argument supported by CFTC chairman Gary Gensler." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Stepped Up Oversight Of Energy Markets May Push Some Trading Firms Out (October 11.~ 201 S} 
In Forbes, Julie Carey, Cliff Hamal and Ben UIIman of Navigant Economics write, "Trading in energy 
commodity markets, including electricity, natural gas, and crude oil, is receiving heightened scrutiny from 
regulators and being brought before the courts with unprecedented consequences. Hundreds of millions of 
dollars in fines and disgorgements have been levied against companies for energy market manipulations in 
recent years .... Trading firms need to find ways to greatly reduce the chance of such adverse outcomes 
or abandon trading all together .... The recent surge in manipulation allegations results from two decades 
of market developments .... To step-up its oversight of energy market manipulations, the FERC improved 
its access to market-participant level data for electricity markets .... The CFTC has responded to the 
Dodd-Frank [market manipulation] mandates by investing in technology and analytical resources to 
increase surveillance efforts .... The heightened surveillance and enforcement capabilities suggest that 
the agencies believe that manipulation of the energy market is occurring and greater authority is likely to 
dissipate incentives to manipulate .... There are strong reasons to believe that the increased oversight will 
focus on trading activity itself, rather than on communications (emails, etc.) that have proven critical in so 
many prior investigations." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

BOErs Tucker Flags Gap ~n Stability Panel’s Toolkit (October 8, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jason Douglas and Geoffrey T. Smith report, "The Bank of England should be 
given the power to vary collateral requirements in some financial markets to plug an important gap in its 
policy toolkit, a senior Bank of England official said Tuesday [October 8]. Paul Tucker, deputy governor for 
financial stability, told lawmakers that so-called ’shadow banks,’ financial firms that act like banks but aren’t 
regulated as closely, could pose a future risk to financial stability and need to be better policed. Giving the 
central bank’s Financial Policy Committee (FPC) -- Britain’s ’macroprudential’ authority responsible for 
safeguarding financial stability -- the power to set and vary collateral requirements for trades in certain 
markets would be a ’real revolution’ in financial-sector regulation that extends regulators’ reach beyond 
banks and other big firms, he said .... Mr. Tucker’s remarks underscore regulators’ concerns that future 
crises may emerge not from banks but from hedge funds, money market funds, special purpose investment 
vehicles or other shadowy parts of the financial system. He called for the FPC to be given the power to set 
and vary margin requirements on derivative contracts and set minimum haircut requirements on sale and 
repurchase agreements." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Chinese Think Tank Puts Shadow Banking At 4~0% Of GDP (October 9, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Grace Zhu reports, "As the fastest-growing part of China’s financial sector, 
shadow banking is no longer the sideshow it was five years ago. The sector grew from almost nothing a 
few years ago to the equivalent of 40% of gross domestic product at the end of 2012, the Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences said in a report published Tuesday [October 8] .... The government think tank report 
put the size of the sector -- which covered all shadow-lending activities from most well-known wealth- 
management products and trusts to interbank business, finance leasing and private lending -- at 20.5 
trillion yuan ($3.35 trillion) as of the end of 2012. But the calculation is conservative compared with those 
done by international research houses .... The differences in calculations are partly due to the opaque 



nature of shadow banking and a lack of regulation compared with the traditional banking system .... While 
its exact size is unknown, the rapid growth of shadow banking has triggered concerns over potential risks 
that threaten financial stability due to its close link to the traditional banking sector .... The growth of 
shadow financing could also make regulators’ credit-control measures less effective and may pose systemic 
risks to the economy, the think tank warned." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Winding Down EU Banks: The Job No One Wants (October 9, 201,3) 
In The Wall Street Journal’s Real Time Brussels blog, Tom Fairless reports, "The top job in Europe’s new 
bank resolution regime has become something of a poisoned chalice. Lawyers for EU states this week 
urged the EC -- which plans to become chief decision-maker in the new system -- to take on even more 
powers over winding down troubled banks. But the commission immediately said it didn’t want them. The 
ECB -- set to become the euro zone’s single banking supervisor -- has said it can’t take the job either .... 
In a second legal opinion published Monday [October 7], the lawyers warned that as the [single resolution 
mechanism] proposal stands, the powers exercised by the board are too broad and would violate EU 
treaties. They called for the board’s powers to be either more narrowly defined, or passed on to an EU 
institution such as the commission .... [A] number of EU governments -- particularly those outside the 
euro zone -- worry about the potential conflict of interest of placing powers to wind down banks in the 
hands of the region’s competition regulator, the commission. The fear is that the commission might be 
tempted to sell a bank’s assets even if that harmed competition .... Well aware of such concerns, Michel 
Barnier, the EU’s top financial regulator, signaled Wednesday [October 9] that he was willing to compromise 
-- by promising to hand over resolution powers to another EU institution at a later date." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Wall Street Journal article, EU Lawyers: Bank Resolution Agency Must Have Narrower Powers 

Banks Scour E~ai~s Amid Probes ~nto Currency Bench~ark (October 9, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Katie Martin, Chiara Albanese and Clare Connaghan report, "Several of the 
world’s largest banks have scoured through emails and other electronic communications of employees in 
response to probes by European regulators into suspected manipulation of foreign-exchange markets, 
according to people familiar with the matter .... The actions indicate that examinations of currency markets 
by regulators in Switzerland, the U.K. and Brussels are gaining traction. Early Wednesday [October 9], Swiss 
Finance Minister Eveline Widmer-Schlumpf raised eyebrows by telling reporters that manipulation of foreign- 
exchange rates ’has taken place.’ Later in the day, however, a spokesman for the Swiss Federal Department 
of Finance said that she had misspoken and meant to say the Swiss market regulator was examining the 
issue .... Much of the concern centers on ’fixes,’ daily snapshots of where currencies are trading. Some 
investors already are steering clear of these fixes. They worry that they are receiving disadvantageous prices 
for currency transactions and that the process for determining the fixes is too opaque .... In addition to the 
Swiss regulator, the EU’s antitrust commission is looking at allegations of exchange-rate manipulation ’at a 
very preliminary stage,’ said spokesman Antoine Colombani on Tuesday [October 8]." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Bloomberg Businessweek article, EU Regulators Start Inquiry Into Currency Rate-Manipulation 

C~earing Houses Are The Biggest Risk, Says Tucker (October 8, 2013} 
In The Telegraph, Harry Wilson reports, "Paul Tucker, who is the most senior Bank of England official 
responsible for financial stability, said so-called central counterparty clearers could be at the heart of a new 
crash if they were not regulated properly .... ’The banks became too big to fail by accident, central 
counterparties have almost been mandated by the G-20 leaders to be too important to fail. We need to make 
sure these institutions are sound and well regulated and could recover in distress,’ said Mr. Tucker .... Most 
clearers are owned by private companies .... However, Mr. Tucker warned that having ’for-profit’ companies 
running clearers could be storing up problems for the future. ’1 worry that they are either for-profit institutions, or 
embedded in for-profit institutions. If ever a CCP does fail anywhere in the world, people will say, I can almost 
hear the response immediately: ’what on earth were we doing allowing them to be for-profit institutions.’ I don’t 
subscribe to the view that banks are purely utilities, but central-counterparties are purely utilities,’ he said. 



Mr. Tucker said he thought CCPs should be subject to similar stress tests to those that have been imposed on 
banks since the financial crisis as well as being forced to hold more capital against potential losses." 

~/~/~/~ Full text of article 

Watchdog Has Power To Take Back Bonuses From Market Abusers (October 7, 2013) 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Ben Moshinsky reports, "The U.K.’s banking watchdog said it has the authority 
to claw back bonuses from insider traders and market manipulators without needing beefed-up enforcement 
powers. The PRA’s ’powers are sufficient’ to recover ’vested remuneration in the cases of individuals who 
have been the subject of successful enforcement action,’ the Bank of England said in response to a June 
report from the Parliamentary Committee on Banking Standards .... The Committee also said that parts of 
bonuses should be deferred for as long as 10 years and that ’reckless’ management of lenders should be 
made a crime. ’We welcome the report and, with few exceptions, intend to take forward its recommendations,’ 
the Bank of England said in a statement on its website. The FCA, which polices financial markets from its 
headquarters in London, also responded to the Committee’s report today [October 7] saying it agreed with the 
’wider recommendations on remuneration,’ according to a statement published on its website." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Bank of England Materials: Report -- Press Release 

Of ESMA Clarity De~ays Progress OR FX Trade Reporq[~g (October 8, 2013} 
In Risk Magazine, Kathy Alys reports, "A lack of clarity from ESMA on trade reporting requirements in Europe 
is making it difficult to find a workable mechanism to report foreign exchange trades after ESMA’s recent 
rejection of a proposal put forward by the industry, according to banks and industry associations. At the heart 
of the problem is the need for trades to be reported by both counterparties to a trade .... Dual reporting is 
particularly challenging in foreign exchange as there is no central infrastructure to issue a unique trade 
identifier (UTI) to both counterparties .... Karel Engelen, director and head of technology solutions at ISDA 
in New York, says other issues have also arisen, and the industry body is awaiting answers from ESMA to 
questions outlined in its recently updated reporting standards document over how participants should 
generate, monitor and communicate the UTI to relevant parties through the lifecycle of the trade .... Firms 
have begun building the necessary infrastructure, but will find it difficult to meet the deadline [expected in 
February 2014] without clarity from ESMA, says ISDA’s Engelen." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Big Europea~ Compar~ies Reject Third@arty Reportir~g For Derivatives (October 7, 2013} 
In Risk Magazine, Fiona Maxwell reports, "Large corporates are ignoring a reporting short-cut in EMIR that 
allows them to delegate the job to a third party, arguing they will be forced to do much of the work anyway 
and would still shoulder the risk of something going wrong. Companies are currently expected to start 
reporting their derivatives trades to new repositories from February [2014], but have been given the option 
of delegating that work to a third party-- the obvious choice being a dealer. But regulators have made it 
clear that the obligation to comply cannot be outsourced, leaving the company ultimately responsible for 
any mistakes made by a reporting provider. In addition, there is no reporting exemption for intragroup 
trades -- and with no dealer involved in these transactions, larger companies believe they would have to 
build reporting capabilities anyway .... Lawyers are exploring whether the regulatory obligation could be 
passed contractually to a reporting provider, and some companies have asked would-be providers to 
consider providing indemnification or insurance of some kind .... Market participants also remain confused 
about the rationale for the new reporting regime, which, unlike its equivalent in the U.S. and elsewhere, 
encompasses exchange-traded as well as OTC derivatives." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFPB Pulls Enforceme~t Attor~eys From Its Exams {October 9, 2013} 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "The CFPB has agreed to pull its enforcement attorneys out 
of exams with financial companies after relentless opposition from bankers to their presence. The agency 



confirmed the change late Wednesday [October 9], saying it would no longer physically send enforcement 
personnel as part of a regular exam. The banking industry has long been concerned with the process, 
saying the presence of enforcement attorneys was seen as a threat and hampered open communication 
with examiners .... ’Supervision examiners and enforcement attorneys will continue to work closely to 
ensure that the financial institutions that we oversee are following the rules,’ said [CFPB spokesperson 
Jennifer] Howard in an e-mail. ’Instead, we have decided that enforcement attorneys will continue to 
coordinate with examiners offsite. We think this approach will result in better overall oversight.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Banking Daily, CFPB Removes Enforcement Attorneys From Exams, But Coordination Will Continue 
Wall Street Journal, Consumer Requlator To Stop Bring!rig Lawyers To Firm Exams 

CFPB Takes Aggressive Action Against HMDA Violators (October 9, 2013) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "The CFPB penalized two nonbank mortgage lenders on 
Wednesday [October 9] for incorrectly reporting data to regulators in a move certain to draw significant 
attention from the rest of the industry .... Though lenders have reported the [mortgage] information for 
decades, the CFPB... issued a strict notice in addition to its enforcement actions that made it clear it will 
be scrutinizing lenders for HMDA compliance. ’When financial institutions report inaccurate information, it 
obstructs the purpose of the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act and makes it more difficult for the CFPB to 
discover and stop discriminatory lending,’ said CFPB Director Richard Cordray in a press release. ’Today 
we are sending a strong signal that no mortgage lending institution -- whether bank or nonbank -- should 
be able to mislead the public with erroneous data.’... Even though the CFPB acknowledged many lenders 
are in compliance with the law, it released a bulletin to all institutions and resubmitted guidelines for how its 
examiners [will] review HMDA data during an exam. In particular, the CFPB said it will press lenders not 
only to report the data, but also to prove that they have an ’effective’ compliance management system that 
audits, tests and evaluates the data internally." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i CFPB Materials: Bulletin-- Examination Procedures 

CFPB Regulations May C~t Off Payments To Conflict-Torn Areas: Report (October 8, 2013} 
In American Banker, Chris Cumming reports, "New rules that the CFPB hopes will protect consumers could 
choke off remittances needed to rebuild countries after a crisis, according to an essay by Raymond Natter 
published in a Boston University study of remittances and post-conflict states released Tuesday [October 8]. 
The heavy regulatory burden and unrealistically stringent disclosures the new rules require could encourage 
remittance providers to leave the field once the rule takes effect on October 28, writes Natter, a former 
deputy chief counsel for the OCC and senior staffer with the Senate Banking Committee .... Post-conflict 
zones often lack the stable financial institutions and infrastructure needed to track remittance payments with 
the precision that the CFPB’s rules require, the report says .... ’The legislation and regulations were 
designed for a model in which the remittance transfers are subject to known rules and regulations, where all 
fees can be determined beforehand, and where exchange rates and timing can be predicted with near 
certainty,’ Natter writes. ’This model does not exist for remittances sent to many post-conflict countries.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Boston University Report 



October 13 - 15;, 2013 National Association of Cor]3orate Directors Leadership Conference -- NACD 
Sunday - Tuesday All day ¯ Gaylord National, Baltimore, MD 

o Speakers include SEC Chair Mary Jo White ("l-he SEC Agenda for 2014"). (A~enda; S~oeakers) 

October 16, 2013 Fundamentals of Swaps and Other Derivatives -- PU 
Wednesday 9:00 AM EST o PLt Center, 810 Seventh Aver~ue, New York, NY--- and Webcast 

° OTC derivatives are key elements in many of our financial markets. The Dodd-Frank Act is substantially changing how these 

important instruments are regulated and transacted. This program will discuss both the instruments and their new environment. 

October 17, 2.013 
Thursday 

14th Annual Market Structure Conference -- SlFMA 
9:00 AM ---5:00 PM ~ New York Marriott Marquis, 1535 Broadway~ New York, NY 

. Discussions of off-exchange trading venues; benefits and challenges of electronic trading; the steps market participants should 
take to address the impact of systems issues; the role the SROs should play in today’s market structure; tick sizes and more. 
Sessions include "U.S. Equity Market Structure - Has the time come for a Holistic Review?" moderated by Davis Polk Partner 
Annette Nazareth and a one-on-one with SEC Commissioner Daniel Gallagher, among others. (Registration) 

October 17 - 18, 2(}13 Advanced Swaps and Other Derivatives -- PLI 
Thursday- Friday 9:00 AM EST ~ PLI Center, 810 Seventh Avenue~ New York, NY---and Webcast 

. Faculty will provide a comprehensive overview of the new regulatory framework for OTC derivatives and derivatives market 
participants, and explain how the new regulatory framework will affect these products, the structure of the market for these 
products and market participants. 

October 18, :Z013 
Friday 

Planninq for the Orderly Resolution ofa G!obal System!ca/!y/mportant Bank- Federal Reserve 
Board and Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 

8:00 AM - 5:30 PM, Mayflower Renaissance Hotel, 1126 Connecticut Avenue NW, Washington, DC 
. The Federal Reserve Board and Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond are sponsoring a conference to discuss orderly resolution 

strategies and planning for large financial firms. Speakers include Federal Reserve Governor Daniel K. Tarullo, Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York President William C. Dudley, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond President Jeffrey M Lacker and Davis Polk 
Partners Randall Guynn and Donald Bernstein. 

October 28, 2013 2013 New York Reqional Seminar --SIFMA Compliance and Legal Society 
Monday 8:00 AM - 6:30 PM o Conrad New York Ho[el, New York, NY 

° Topics include: Current regulatory and examination priorities; Derivatives - Dodd-Frank implementation updates; Status of 

uniform standard of care; Retail compliance issues; Ethical issues for legal and compliance professionals; and Significant 
enforcement actions. Speakers include: SEC Division of Enforcement Co-Director Andrew Ceresney, FINRA Chair and CEO 
Richard Ketchum, CFTC Swap Dealer and Intermediary Oversight Division Director Gary Barnett and CFTC Enforcement 
Division Director David Meister, FINRA Chief Legal Officer Robert Colby, and Davis Polk Partners Linda Thomsen and 
Annette Nazareth. (Pro_qram; Re_qistration) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Bob Jarvis <jaxvisb@nsu.law.nova.edu;, 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 6:02 PM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

Call for Papers (for those teaching legaJ~ histou) 

Dear all: 

The October 2013 issue of the American Journal of Legal History (www.ajlh.org) contains a symposium on teaching legal history in U.S. law schools. As a follow-up, 

the symposium’s essays are going to be republished in a book entitled "Teaching Legal History: Comparative Perspectives."The book’s publisher is the esteemed 

l,ondon firm of Wildy, Simmonds & Hill. 

Because the space available in the book is greater than what was available in the Journal, we are seeldng additional contributions that follow the style of the 

existing essays. Accordingly, we would be pleased to receive your submission. The operational details are as follows: 

1) Completed essays are due by February 15, 2014 and should be e-mailed, preferably in Word, to Professor Bob Jarvis, Nova Southeastern University, at 

jarvisb@nova.edu. This deadline is firm and extensions will not be possible. Acceptance!declination decisions will be made as soon after the deadline as 

possible. 

2) Essays cannot exceed 1,500 words and should describe how you teach the course and why you teach it as you do. The word length will be strictly enforced 

and footnotes, if any, should be kept to a minimum. 

3) While we’re open to a wide variety of styles and approaches, we really want practical (as opposed to theoretical) pieces. In other words, we want to know 

what people are really doing in their classrooms when they teach legal history. 

4) Although we appreciate that many folks include a lot of legal history in their non-legal history courses (particularly if they teach, for example, 

constitutional law), this book, like the symposium, is limited to actual legal history courses taught in U.S. law schools. 

5) Lastly, if you do not have access to a copy of the Journal, please e-mail Bob Jarvis for a sample essay. 

Regards, 

B 

Professor Robert M. Jarvis 

Nova Southeastern University Law Center 

3305 College Avenue 

Fort Lauderdale, FI_ 33314-7721 

Telephone: {954) 873-9173 

Telefax: {954) 262-3835 

E-mail: iarvisb@nova.edu 

Web site: www,nsulaw.nova,edu 
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National Law- Fouudation <updates@nlfcleonline.com> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 1:33 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

"Surviving Government Workplace Inspections" - 3.25 Pre-Approved NC CLE Credits 

National Law Foundation 

E~RN 8 25 PRE~APDROVED NORTH GAROEIN~ GEE GREDITSi 
"Surviving Government Workplace Inspections" 
This pre-approved course is available Online at www.nlfonline.com. 

North Carolina attorneys must complete 12 CLE Credits each calendar year, 

of which 2 Credits must be earned in Professional Responsibility (Ethics) or 
Professionalism subjects. Additionally, at least once every three calendar 
years, each attorney must complete one hour on Substance Abuse and 
Debilitating Mental Conditions. 

North Carolina allows you to earn ONE-THIRD (4) of your CLE Credits, 
including Professional Responsibility, Professionalism, Substance 
Abuse!Debilitating Mental Conditions, and General Credits, through 
participation in approved interactive recorded courses. 

National Law Foundation is pleased to offer North Carolina-approved 
streaming audio online courses on www.nlfonline.com and audio CDs/DVDs at 
www.nlfcle.com. 

Online 
CLE l-Year Subscription: 7-Credits Only I~ Nati°nal Law F°undati°n] 

~www.nlfonline.coml 

Take advantage of National Law Foundation’s www.nlfonline.com 7- 
Credit Subscription for JUST $11 per credit. 
ALL current courses plus any added during your one-year subscription 
period are included. After purchasing a subscription, choose 7 credits 
from any of our courses. 

All courses are available 24/7 online, on-demand. 
Make The Most Of Your Subscription: Use National Law Foundation’s 
7-credit subscription to earn 4 CLE credits for your 2013 deadline and 
then, before your one-year subscription expires, return to your active 
www.nlfonline.com account to earn the remaining 3 CLE credits towards 
your 2014 requirement. 
Alternatively, courses are available for individual purchase. Click here, 
North Carolina for a full list of our North Carolina approved courses and 
individual course pricing. 

Study of interactive Audio CD/DVD Courses 
Visit our product Web site wvwv.nlfcle.com for information about many useful 
topics approved for North Carolina CLE credit, available in convenient DVD and 
audio CD formats. Ground shipping is FREE on all courses at vvww=nlfcle.com. 

ONLINE FORMS FOR A~’rORNEYS (www, NLFfo~msicom) 
NEW! 3 Delaware LLC Forms: Certificate of Formation for Delaware Series 

Limited Liability Company (1 Page) Delaware Series Limited Liability Company 
(45 Pages), and Operating Agreement For An Investment Series Delaware LLC 
(40 Pages) 

Save $38 when you purchase all 3 Delaware LLC Forms. Alternatively, each 
form is available for individual purchase. For a detailed description of each 
form and to purchase click here - 3 Delaware LLC Forms - or visit 

www.NLFforms.com and click "Deal For A Week & New Form(s)" on the 
homepage. 

Thank you, 

[~ Hal Measley JHarold F. Measley, Jr. 

Executive Director 
National Law Foundation 
www.nlfonline.com (online courses) 
www.nlfcle.com (recorded video/audio courses) 
www.NLFforms.com (online legal forms for attorneys) 

To be removed from this contact list please CLICK HERE to unsubscribe. 

Click here for a timely response to your question(s). 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 3:53 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: From the Start, Signs of Trouble at Health Portal 
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Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ today’s Vidoo 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Oay ~ CUSTO~IZE, 

Top News 

From the Start, Signs of Trouble at Health PoNal 

Intcrviews and an exarnina~ion of confidential documents point 

to a seres of missteps - financial, technical and managerial - that 

led to ~e troubles wfth the new online insurance marketplace. 

~ ~ Graphic How the Federa~ Exchange is Supposed to ~]x]ork, an~ How ~t Didn’t 

GoOoP2s tlopes to Take Se~mte _~’e D~mming 

Repub]icans are being forced to explain w-by khey are not to b]ame for "d~e 

government shutdown, while Tea Parity activists pose an insurgent threat. 

PAYING TILL IT HURTS 

Tl,e Som’ing Cost o~[’a Simple B~’eath 
~.:.: ~.L h~.k~.~ H ~-0:~.~ THP.L 

The h~gh price of corn mon]y used m edi cations for con ditions 

like asthma eonkributes heavily to health care costs and certainly 

causes mo[~ widespread anguisho 

For more toi) news. 9o to NYTimos.¢om ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS I PHOTOS 

W]ho~s on Line 

October basel)all is kt~own to be e:,~reme]y eompefith% even fbr 

iN Nns, who, through the years, have vied lk)r good World Seres 

tickers. 



OPINION I OPINION 

City o£ ~A’~atc’r 

Can New York keep i~s revived wa~effron~ dry? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DR, PETER BACH, director of the Cester for Health Policy asd Outcomes at Memorial 
Sloa~.-Kettering Cancer Center, on the regulatory system’s role {n the ris{ng price of 

drugs, 

World 

Family ~’]{~ Or~e Day, R~be]l Fig]hter l-]~e Next 

Thonsands of men who once held ordinatwjo])s in Syria have 

turn ed in to pa rt- ti me figh te~s, leavin g gmir refn gee l}m~ilies to 

return to the war. 

TaIks (;lear Path fo~° UoSo-Afghan Deal o~ Troops 

In remounting the progress, Secret~tW (ff State John KenT and 

Presiden~ Hara~d Karzai said one mRior issue remained - 

immuni~’ from prosecution for ~Mner~ean troops who stay arm’ 

~o~4. 

Hamid 

Behind FIt~rry of Killii~g, Potency of Hate 

A former assassin ~5"~ the Irish Republican Array has particular 

insight in to a rece*~ t flurry of hor~fic bloodletting in the world, 

U,S. 

O~Iine Applieation ~’~oes i~¢Iakc" Stude~ts 

A|~ous and P~t Colleges Behind Sehed~le 

As deadlines fr~r early derision applications near’, stndents wetU 

timy have missed sometifing or messed up, wifile colleges face 

delays in reviewing applications. 

Cost of Flood I~ts~ranee R~ses, Along %~ith 

V¢orries 

Sharp increases in federal flood i*~sura*me rates at~ sta~i*~g to 

hm~ proper~ values and housing sales in areas just beginning to 

recover from dm recession, according to reaidenks and legislator~. 

:: Ge~ger 

~,atche 

{or saJe 



Computer Faih~re Cuts Off Access to Fo~d Be~efits 

Xer~-~x announced late ~n ~hc evening that access had been restored for nse~ in 

~he 17 s{a~e8 affeeted by ~he fa~lut’e~ hours a~er ~he first problems were 

reported. 

Business 

CORNER OFFICE 
CIockwi 

Four Exe~:utives on Suceeedir~g in B~Mness as a ~ 

~Olll~ 
top 

The cxe~’utivcs, ranging from the presMent or a beaub’ prodm’ts ~ 

company to the generM cotmse] at Pfizer, shared their storSes 

about headwqnds "~ey have navigated over t~e years and advice to women 

wanting to sneeeed at w~)rk. 

, ~ Commons 

FAIR GAME 

When the Stock Price Hides ’lh’ouble 

Experts in corporate finance say that stock price, commonly 

used in setlJng pay, is imperfect as a gauge of managers’ ability to 

create value. 

STRATEGIES 

Riding Out the Politic, a| Si-o~’m 
~-:1.’ J~J ’~ SGMWi~J~ 

Investment s trategis ts say it’s likely that long-term inves tors 

who s~d~ to a we]]-thoughbout plan can ride ont awMvard 

periods like the eurrs?nt conflict in Waskington with few ill effects. 

Sports 

TIGERS 1. RED SOX 0 

Tigers Lose No-Hit Bid b~t Not Game 

The game’s s~r was Aniba] Sanehez, w-hose postseason line was 

unlike any befbre .- 6 innings pitched, 6 walks, ~2 strikeouL~, o 

hits allowed. 

On Baseball: Tigers’ Torii Hunter Seeks Elusive Titie 

Keep ng Score Packing a Puncl~ on the Bases. 1oo 

Spo~ots Legends Selling Relies? Hey, That Glove 

:Really l:s Gold 

Some former athletes regard their game-used wares with 



sentimentality, but to a lesser exten t than mos t people think. 

.lets’ Willie Colon Tends to His South Bronx 

Roots 

,Jets offensive lineman Willie Cdon left the Melrose Houses 

~ool for Ho£stra U niversib~ und then his N.F.L. career, but he 

returns o~en to see rdafives and lon~hne 

~ 81ide 8how ] Video 

signing 
autogra I 

A~s 

The Sun-Dgied Kid 

Robert Redford, who battles the elements in u lonely voyage in #. 

C. Chandor’s ’~AII Is Lost," finds sdace in poetU, natm’e and a 

la& of vanity. 

,~ Slide St~ow: Robe~ Redford 

Redford 
on the 
grounds 

An Essentially ~,Mnerican Narrative 

Nelson George discusses the film "12 Years a Shwe" with its 

director, Skeve MeQueen; the artist Kara Walker; the actor 

Chiwetel Ft}iofor; and the histo~ao Eric Foner. 

Slaking Tracks %~ith a New Old Sound 

The pop singer Diane Biroh go~ admiration but ]it0e traction 

from her 2009 debuL Four years and some w~iter’s lqoek later, 

she’s trying agNn. 

Birch 

pedormi 

ng this 

Obituaries 

Donald Cabana, Warden Who Lost-heal Deatlh 

PenalW~ Dies at 67 

Mr. Cahana, who worked in corrections for more than 25 years, 

argued that capital punishment was ineffectual, expensive und 

~nhumane. 

:Rod Grams, Mimmsota Anchorman 3qm°ned 

Senator, Is Dead at 65 

A rare conservative ~o be elected to statewide office from 

Democrafic-leaoing Minnesota. 

Cabana 

1n2003 
I 

Rod 

Grams 

n 2006 

Magazine 

All Is Fair in Love and Twitter 

The sweet, innocent ideas and ruthless power plays that created 

Twitter. 

The Fin al In su|t in the Bush- Cheney Marriage 

ttc.,w Dick Cheney finally lost the president. 

Nicolas Jaar Tests the Limits of Dance Music 

you cure for a little Ethiopiun jazz with your teehnc.,? 

George 

~ aar in 



Today’s Video 

; mEC ¥ OWe: Kerry ea~d Clu’is 

Kerry WiehelIo and Chris Belair *net while working behind the 

scenes on "The I~ate Show With L"avh3 I,et~erman/’ They pla*~ to 

spend the rest of their lives laughing together. 

~ vmEo: Bill Otmrfi~gham I Netted 

Fashion Week in Paris is fulI of ideas, both on the runway and 

fl’om the public atte,~ding the shows. 

~ VIDEO: Wll~s ~,¥eek~s ~]ovies: Oe[. 11~ 2o13 

The New York Times movie critics on "Captain Phillips," 

"CBGB," a*~d "Romeo & Juliet." 

video, go ~e NYT[mee.eomN[deo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

:It’s Not O~fly l~lothers a~d Childrert 

An fi-poverty progra ms u n fairly skoYtckange childless adults. 

EDITORIAL 

Haiti’s l~nported Disaster 

The U hired Nations is taken to task for ducking responsibility for a cholera 

epidemic i*~ Haiti. 

EDITORIAL 

:Fightirtg Back Agai~st Revenge :Por~ 

A few states are figh ring back against revenge pore - puhlishing sexual photos 

withe u t permissiom 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Is Nh~sie the Key to Stmeess? 

What it is about serious music training that seems to eorrelate 

with :mtsJze suceess in ma*w dive~,~e fields? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

College’s IdentiD" Crisis 

How do we increase the accessibility of higher education, lower" 

its costs and improve its quality aI1 at once? 

, Columnist Page I glog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Mad Tea Pa~° 

At a mad tea party, Ted and Chris and Rummy and Cheney and 

Scooter a*~d Rnped. all clink their cups. 

Sunday Review 
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Shawn Newman <snewman@stmartin.edu> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 3:19 PM 

acclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

[Ucclaw-1] Bmfl~ruptcy - Foreclosure - Art. 9 Question 

ATT00002.c 

I am new to the listserve and have a basic question presenled to me by one of my stxldents. 
Bank recently disclosed that it "sold" student’s mortgage note to Freddie Mac. 
Student previously filed Ch. 7 and baI~k moved for relief of stay, clainfing it acquired note and mortgage via merger. 
Relief granted but no mention of Freddie’ s interest and Freddie did not file for relief. 
Can bank collect on a loan it sold to Freddie prior to the bm~ptcy? 
Does Freddie need to perfect its security interest in the loan payments via Art. 9 filing of a financing statement? 
If so, if Freddie fails to perfect is the debt discharged? 
Shawn T. Newman, J.D. 
Saint Martin’s University 

Adjunct Professor Business & Economics 

5300 Pacific Ave. SE 

I~tcey, "vVA 98503 

(360) 866.2322 

(866) 877.9941 t~ 
snewmm~@sm~m~in.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Faculty 

Lissa Broome, Chair, Tenure and Promotion Committee 
October 11, 2013 
Revisions to Revised Promotion and Tenure Standards 

At the October 3, 2013, faculty meeting, the faculty voted in favor of three changes to the 
revised Promotion and Tenure Policy adopted on February 7, 20113. Two of the changes were 
not subject to much discussion. The third change, adding a standard relating to exceptional 
engagement and providing a definition of that term, was discussed extensively. The faculty 
adopted that provision as well with some changes proposed at the meeting. I circulated a memo 
dated October 8, 2013, that set forth all three changes and invited any further discussion of the 
"exceptional engagement" definition and standard prior to a meeting of the Tenure and 
Promotion Committee on October 10. That memo noted one further change suggested after the 
faculty meeting regarding the standard related to exceptional engagement and included it in 
highlighted language. Following the circulation of the October 8 memo, I scheduled an 
opportunity for the faculty to discuss the definition and standard again at lunchtime on Monday, 
October 14. 

The Tenure and Promotion Committee met yesterday and revised slightly further the 
language on page 4 of the memorandum and highlighted in blue. Please carefully review this 
language and either join us on Monday for discussion at noon in the faculty lounge or provide 
your comments to me or another member of the committee (Charles Daye, Rich Saver, Mark 
Weisburd, Judith Wegner) before the lunch meeting. Following that meeting, we can circulate 
the final version of the language. We can also discuss on Monday whether an additional vote is 
needed and whether it should be by email or an in-person meeting. 

Clarify Import of Statements Made by Dean at the Annual Review 

The language underlined below was added to Section II.B. of the Policy: 

In each case of review for tenure or promotion, P&T will review the candidate’s 
scholarship, teaching, and service as described below. The dean also meets at least 
annually with every faculty member to review what he or she has done over the past year. 
In these annual reviews, the dean discusses with untenured faculty members and any 
faculty members contemplating promotion their progress in fulfilling the requirements for 
tenure or promotion. Any statements made by the dean in this annual review should not 
be relied upon as an indication of whether a faculty member will ultimately be awarded a 
promotion or tenure. 

This change is made at the suggestion of University Counsel to clarify the role of the dean’s 
annual review. 
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Effective Date 

The language underlined below was added to Section IV. of the Policy: 

IV. Effective Date and Applicability 

This policy will be effective on [the date approved by the Provost] (the "effective date"). 
This policy will apply to all tenure-track law faculty members whose employment with the 
university begins on or after the effective date. Law faculty members who accepted an offer 
of employment prior to the effective date and who are subj ect to review for reappointment, 
tenure, or promotion may elect to have that review conducted under this policy or under the 
policy in effect immediately before the effective date. That election should be communicated 
to the dean by August 1 of the academic year in which the review will occur. 

This changes the effective date from "July 1 immediately following its adoption by the faculty 
and final approval by the university" to the "date approved by the Provost." When the Provost 
approves the Policy, that date will be substitute in the policy for the language that is bracketed 
above. 

Substantive Standard of Exceptional Engagement 

The language underlined below was added to Section III. Of the Policy: 

III. Substantive Standard 
A. Forms of Scholarship; Engagement 
B. Quantitative Expectations for Scholarship 

1. Introduction and Definitions 
C. Qualitative Standards 

1.     Definitions 
The following terms have these meanings in this section III.C (in order of appearance rather 
than alphabetically): 

"Committed and effective teacher": This term has two components. "Committed" refers to 
the continuing, career-long effort to maintain one’s teaching at the highest possible level. 
This effort should include keeping abreast of relevant developments in law- and scholarship; 
adjusting course content as appropriate to take account of such developments; continually 
reassessing the effectiveness of one’s teaching methods, making adjustments if needed; and 
responding to students’ reasonable requests for assistance outside of class. An "effective" 
teacher is one who develops and implements coherent plans for courses and individual 
classes; prepares thoroughly; uses teaching methods that are appropriate to particular 
contexts; communicates well with students, whether the teacher is lecturing, questioning 
students, or responding to student questions; manages class discussion well and at an 
appropriate intellectual level; and grades student work fairly, with reasonable promptness, 
and in a manner that is appropriate to the nature of the work. This definition is not intended 

to state a preference for any particular method or style of teaching. On the contrary, it is 
intended to recognize that a great range of methods and styles--for example, socratic 
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questioning, lecture, making extensive use of technology, etc.--can be highly effective, 
depending on the teacher and the context. 

"Exceptional teacher": An exceptional teacher is a committed and effective teacher who, in 
addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law school’s educational mission. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including by inspiring a high level of 
student enthusiasm for his or her subj ects and classes; by communicating with particular 
effectiveness, especially in the most difficult contexts; by significant innovation, whether in 
course design or teaching methods; by producing significant pedagogical scholarship; or by 
successfully taking on unusual burdens, whether in classroom teaching or working with 

students outside of the classroom. 

"Significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of continued future achievement": 
"Significant scholarly accomplishment" means the production of scholarship that reflects the 
ability to identify significant issues; creativity; the ability to carry, out research appropriate to 
a particular topic, and to use that research effectively to support one’ s assertions and 
conclusions; analytical skill; and the ability to communicate one’s positions effectively. 
Scholarship at this level is worthy of serious consideration in important scholarly debates. 
"The promise of continued future achievement" is demonstrated by the quality of a 
candidate’s current work; the commitment to scholarship that it reflects; and the 
development, at least at a preliminary" level, of a coherent longer-term scholarly agenda. 
"Scholarly excellence:" To achieve scholarly excellence, a candidate must meet the standard 

of significant scholarly accomplishment and, beyond that, produce scholarship that makes a 
significant contribution to important scholarly debates; embodies a high level of creativity, 
research, analysis, and communicative skill; and reflects the development of a coherent 
scholarly agenda. 

"Service": This means contributing to the improvement of law, the legal profession, the 
administration of justice, and government; efforts on behalf of the public, including pro bono 
legal service; and service to the law school, the university, and education in general beyond 
one’s regular faculty duties. The term usually refers to service for which no compensation, 
other than a nominal honorarium, is received. This definition of service is meant to 
encompass the concept of faculty engagement discussed in section III.A, with the specific 
obsew’ation that engaged scholarship may be relevant for purposes of evaluating both 
scholarship and service. 

"Developing commitment to service": This means developing an awareness, early in one’s 
career, of the importance of performing service. It requires thought about the public 
consequences of one’ s work; an openness to the possibilities for engagement and other forms 
of service; and a willingness to seek and accept opportunities for service, commensurate with 
the other demands placed on a faculty member in the early stages of an academic career. 

"Demonstrated commitment to service": This means seeking and accepting opportunities for 
engagement and other forms of service at a level reasonably commensurate with one’ s other 

duties. 
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"Exceptional service": A candidate who performs exceptional service shows a demonstrated 
commitment to service and, in addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law 
school’s service mission. That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including 
through a high level of faculty engagement; an unusual level of service to students, the law 
school, the university, or the legal profession; or the significant commitment of time to pro 
bono legal activities. 

"Engagement": As defined earlier in this document, ~ngag~m~nt Ni~ scholarly, creative 

or pedagogical activit~ for the public good, directed toward persons and groups outside the 
university. Such activity! (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develop as 
collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

"Exceptional engagement": A candidate who demonstrates exceptional engagement shows 
~iiii~i~i~iiii~ii~ engagement and, in addition, makes an extraordinary further 
contribution to collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including through extraordinar5~ service 
to short and long-term societal needs. 

2. Standards 
For reappointment at the rank of assistant professor, a candidate must show diligent 
effort and reasonable progress toward becoming a committed and effective teacher 
and demonstrating significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of 
continued future achievement. 
For tenure at the rank of associate professor, a candidate must be a committed and 
effective teacher, must have demonstrated significant scholarly accomplishment with 
the promise of continued future achievement, and must have a developing 
commitm ent to service. 
A professor must have met and continue to meet all of the criteria for tenure at the 
rank of associate professor and, in addition, must have a demonstrated commitment to 
service and must either have attained scholarly excellence or be an exceptional 
teacher. 
In rare circumstances, appointment or promotion to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has met all of the criteria for tenure at the rank of 
associate professor and, in addition, has performed exceptional service. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in the cases of librarians and other tenured and 
tenure-track faculty members whose primary duties lie in areas other than teaching 
and scholarship. 

In other rare circumstances, appointment to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement. ~ii~iiiii~~ 
is specifically intended to be used in cases where a faculty member serves as the 
director of one of the law school’ s ~~:i~:iNN~i~:i~:~i~:i~:i~!iN~:i~:i~ii~N~i~i~i~i~!i~ 

The changes in the underlined language (but not highlighted) made to the language at the 
faculty meeting substituted the word "extraordinary" in the definition of exceptional engagement 
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for "significant" and "unusual." The change made to the standard related to exceptional 
engagement eliminated the possibility that someone could be promoted based on exceptional 
engagement, reserving this category for someone hired at a senior level to lead a Center. This 
question was raised again in the last round of commenting. The committee determined that the 
concept of"exceptional engagement" should be limited to a candidate whose seniority merited 
an appointment at full professor. 

The change added in yellow to the standard for exceptional engagement is meant to 
indicate that a person hired under this standard must still engage in teaching and scholarship 
(which could include engaged scholarship) in addition to directing a Center. 

The changes added in blue to the definition of "exceptional engagement" substituted 
"shows an outstanding record of engagement" for "shows a well-established commitment to 
engagement." The committee thought that this language better conveyed the intent that the 
candidate has already achieved an outstanding record of engagement. 

The changes added in blue to the standard for "exceptional engagement" were intended to 
clarify that this standard is not intended for ever}, center c!i,n~ic director, but only in cases where 
the director position requires exceptional engagement. The revised language also omits the 
preamble language included in the prior version, "without limiting the contexts in which this 
alternative standard may be applied," since the committee thought we did want to very much 
limit the contexts in which this standard could be applied. 

A question raised was whether this standard would be sufficient to confer tenure when 
other tenure track professors are subj ect to a different standard. Dean Boger can relay further on 
Monday comments on this question from Provost Jim Dean. In addition, we did review the 
tenure and promotion standards of the School of Journalism that allow for a Research Tenure 
Track and a Professional Tenure Track, suggesting that different tenure standards are permissible 
for different purposes. 

We hope to see you Monday at noon for further discussion or to have heard any further 
comments, suggestions, or concerns you have before Monday’s meeting. 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Duke. UNG 

UNC Duke and NC State are the 
only three teams with an 0-2 ACC 
record. There is time to change 
that, of course, but sustained 
football success has.. 

N.C. State 

head coach 

Dave Doeren 

yells to his 

players during 

the second 

Too smal~ to Nay college 
~ootbat~? Not these six under 
$4eet 
Playmakers Jamison Crowder, 
Bryan Underwood, Ryan Switzer, 
Darnell Evans, Marquise Grizzle 
and Michael Jones stand tall on 
the football field. 

Shaw&#x201 

9;s Marquise 

Grizzle, left, 

and Darnell 

UNC’s Eric Ebron: Will make 

plays against Miami 

Tar Heels tight end Eric Ebron 

says it doesn’t matter how many 

Miami players cover him Thursday 

night. He’s still going to find a 

way 

UNC’s Eric 

...... Ebron (85) 

and his 

teammates 

prepa re for 

their game 

against 

Georgia Tech 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Trio Wins Nobel Economics Prize 

Trio V~rins Nobel Economics Prize 

The Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences was jointly awarded to Eugene F. Fama, 

Lars Peter Hansen and Robert J. Shiller "for their empirical analysis of asset prices." 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR IN~ORNATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

Rules Working Group recruiting proposals move forward 
Coaches could send unlimited text messages and other forms of electronic communications if a recruiting rule proposed by the Rules Working Group is approved in January 
by the members who serve on the Division I Legislative Council= 

The Record (October 2013) 
The Record (October 2013) 

Division Ill committee addresses preseason scouting 
The Division III Interpretations and Legislation Committee recommended altering a proposed rule change regarding scouting limitations at its Sept. 26-27 meeting in 
Indianapolis. 

Subcommittee proposes new football recruiting rules 
Division I football coaches could have both new recruiting rules and increased access to their student-athletes in the summer if a group of rules changes is adopted by the 
Board of Directors later this month. 

Championships staff receives more than 1,900 bids to host events 
The NCAA Championships and Alliances staff has received 1,948 bids in across all divisions that will eventually be awarded to more than 500 preliminary and final host sites 
for the 2014-15 through 2017-18 academic years. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
Division I Membership Information 

Division I Membership Information 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

~ 2013 NCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: N.C. Chamber to ottbr private insurance exchange 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 14, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

N.C, Chamber to offer private insurance exchanq~ 
The North Carolina Chamber of Commerce has decided to offer its own private 

Insurance exchange¯ 

WTVD {~iscaes 

Shutdown day 14: No resolution on ~atioWs debt liar 
PaRy leaders in the U.S. Senate failed to resolve their budget differences Sunday, 

while the clock is ticking on the Oct 17 deadline to raise the nation’s borrowing 

authority. 

......................................... 

Commerce’s Decker iatervie~nq applicants for private-side 
CEO 
N.C. Commerce Secretary Sharon Decker is looking for a private-side chief 

execufiw~ fer ~he reorganized department whe has Nar[h Carolina "experience or 

roets " 

TOBA~S m~NiNe ................. 

i 

iPhone 58 harder to find~ while 5C founders 
While the iPi~ene 5S, Apple’s i~igi~er-end new smartphene, is becaming harder ~o 

find, the Cuperfine, Calif company is cutting production ef its 5C as its pepuiari{y 

has fallen shert of projections. 

~ad ~[nin~.l Edition >> 

~!m{~gton named No. I ci~ ~ ~pot a ceMbri~ 

Museum of D~rham Histo~ opens 

Should North Carolina take a page fro~ Utah’s shutdo~ 
playbook? 

......................................................... Triangle home sa~es r~se 16% ~n September 

’Deadliest Catch’ star tells Senate about shutdo~’s threat 

Read ~orni~g ~ditio~ >> 

Contact Us 

Contac~ Us Fo~ 81i inqL:hies [egarding ~his offe~ or ssbscdption [o the Triar~gle BLiSi!;eSS Josm~al; piease email L:S a~: 



Cancel Email Subscription 

2013 Americer~ City Bssir~ess Jeumals i~c 8~d its licer~so~s All dgh~s reserved Ti;e meteiiei e!; this site me? ~e[ ~e 
~epredslced; distdbs[ed; ~ransmk~ed, caches er otherwise used, except ’,,,ith ~ile prior ,,,’d[[en permissie!; of biz.loemals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Te~mis <fanntennispros@gmafil.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 7:52 AM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?arm te~mis] Cou~ts closed 

Due to the rain, all courts are closed for this morning. Please call the tennis shop at noon for an update. 

--- You are currently subscribed to farm tennis as: lbroome@email.uaac edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33719106-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d164a@listserv.unc.edu 
For more information, see our website: http://www.ua~cfarm.org/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Pardue <slpposc@ncsu.edu.; 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:21 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@ema~l.unc.edu>; Cunrfingham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Re: Presentation at ACC Meeting 

Lissa 

I have not forgotten you I spoke with Brad at the ACC and his only 
hesitancy about for Dec meeting is that so few ADs traditionally attend 
He is polling the interest among the ADs. If it is high, he suggested 
Lago Mar in late JanuaW may be a better option. Once I hear back from 
Brad we can make some definitive plans 

On 10/2/2013 10:30 PM. Broome, Lissa L wrote: 
> Hi Kevin -- That is terrific I have copied Sam so he will have the good news You and Sam can coordinate on whether you will be joining us in person or via a webinar, the exact time of the 
presentation, and about the content that Sam has in mind 
> 

> Thanks for your prompt and gracious acceptance, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Ouskiewicz. Kevin M 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:18 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Cc: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Subject: RE: Presentatinn at ACC Meeting 
> 

> Hi Lissa, 
> I’d be happy to do this I just had a good talk with Bubba this afternoon as we were both leaving campus. I think he would agree that we could share some of our successes with managing 
concussion on the field and in the classroom I gave a similar talk about 4 years ago ~2~r Jack Evans at the FAR meeting in Dallas, which was well received. I will likely work li’om that talk...Let 
me know if you want to connect prinr to this. 
> Thanks, 
> Kevin 
> 

> Kcvin Guskiewicz, PtlD, ATC 
> Kenan Distinguished Professor, Exercise and Sport Science Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Original Message ..... 
> Froru: Broome, Lissa L 
> Sent: Wednesday-, October 02, 2013 9:41 PM 
> To: Ouskiewicz, Kevin M 
> Cc: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Subject: Presentation at ACC Meeting 

> Hi Kevin - I hope you are doing well and enjoying your new administrative position in the College. At o~tr Atlantic Coast Conference fall rueetings yesterday- and today, the ACC 
President, Sam Pardue front NC State, identified student-athlete health and ~vell-being as his major initiative during this academic year while he serves as president. One particular area of 
interest was concussions and Sam describes his specific areas of interest in the email below. Accordingly, I ant honored to extend an invitation to you front the ACC to attend (in person or 
via webinar) our next meeting, ~vhich will be Saturday morning, December 7 in Charlotte in conjunction with the ACC Football Championship. This meeting is for the ACC faculty athletics 
representatives and the senior women’s adrainistrators, although Sam hopes that some Athletic Directors may also wish to attend the program. 

> Please let me know at your convenience if you might be able to join us on December 7 in person or viltually. Thanks so much for considering this request. 

> Lissa 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law- 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance LrNC School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-¥Vettach Hall Chapel Hill, ix.-C 27599-3380 
> 919962.7066 
> http://www.law.unc edu/cent ers/banking 
> Access my- papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comiauthor 248720 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sam Pardue [mailto:slpposc@ncsu.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday-, October 02, 2013 4:50 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Subject: Kevm Guskie;vicz 

> Lissa 

> Thank you for suggesting Kevin Ouskiewicz as a possible resource for better informing us about Concussions and Concussive Disorders If you would be so kind as to extend an 
invitation to him to consider meeting with us via a ;vebinar or, if he would like, in person for our December 7th meeting in Charlotte Should he ;vish to visit with us face to face, we ;vould 
need to ask the Conference office to provide him with accommodations and tickets to the game should he so desire 

> Ideally I would like an ovel-.ziew of the underlying biology on concussions, the gradations in effects (short and long term), how a SA is assessed, treatment and possible preventative 
measures All in 45-60 minutes. I would hope that the ADs ;vould want to j oin us Could you contact Kevin on behalf of the FARs? 



> 

~ ~hanks 
~ Sam 

~ SamuelL Pardue 
~ Associate Dean & Director, Acaderaic Programs College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Faculty Athletic Representative NC State L’niversity Raleigh, NC 27695-7642 
> 919-515-2614 Voice 
> 919-515-5266 FAX 
> 

> "All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third 
parties." 
> 

Samuel L. Pardue 
Associate Dean & Director, Academic Programs 
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences 
Faculty Athletic Representative 

NC State University 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7642 
919-515-2614 Voice 
919-515-5266 FAX 

"All electronic mail raessages in connection ~vith State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third 
parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:46 AM 

Sam Pardue <slpposc@ncsu.edtr~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu-~ 

RE: Presentation at ACC Meeting 

Either can ~vork for me 
Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Guskiewicz. PhD, ATC 
Kenan Distinguished Professor, Exercise and Sport Science 
Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sam Pardue [mailto:slpposc(@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 8:21 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Guskiewicz. Kevin M; Cunningham, Bubba 
Sut~iect: Re: Presentation at ACC Meeting 

Lissa 

I have not J2~rgotten you I spoke with Brad at the ACC and his only hesitancy about for Dec meeting is that so few ADs traditionally attend. 
He is polling the interest among the ADs If it is high, he suggested Lago Mar in late January may be a better option. Once I hear back from Brad we can make some definitive plans. 

Sam 

On 10/2/2013 10:30 PM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 
> Hi Kevin -- That is terrific. I have copied Sam so he will have the good news. You and Sam can coordinate on whether you will be joining us in person or via a webinar, the exact time of the 
presentation, and about the content that Sam has in mind. 
> 

> Thanks for your prompt and gracious acceptance, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Ouskie~vic7~ Kevin M 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:18 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Cc: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Subject: RE: Presentation at ACC Meeting 
> 

> Hi Lissa, 
> I’d be happy to do this. I just had a good talk with Bubba this afternoon as we were both leaving campus. I think he would agree that we could share some of our successes with managing 
concussion on the field and in the classroom. I gave a similar talk about 4 years ago for Jack Evans at the FAR meeting in Dallas, which was well received. I will likely work from that talk...Let 
me know- if you want to commct prior to this. 
> Thanks, 

> Kevin Guskiewicz, Pl-tD, ATC 
> Kenan Distinguished Professor, Exercise and Sport Science Senior 
> Associate Dean, Natural Sciences University of North Carolina at 
> Chapel Hill 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Broome, Lissa L 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 9:41 PM 
> To: Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
> Cc: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Subject: Presentation at ACC Meeting 

> Hi Kevm -- I hope you are doing well and enjoying your new administrative position in the College. At our Atlantic Coast Conference fall meetings yesterday and today, the ACC 
President, Sam Pardue from NC State, identified student-athlete health and well-being as his major initiative during this academic year while he serves as president. One particular area of 
interest was concussions and Sam describes his specific areas of interest in the email below. Accordingly, I am honored to extend an invitation to you from the ACC to attend (in person or 
via webinar) our next meeting, which ~vill be Saturday morning, December 7 in Charlotte in conjunction with the ACC Football Championship. This meeting is for t]ae ACC faculty athletics 
representatives and the senior ~vomen’s administrators, although Sam hopes that some Athletic Directors may also wish to attend the program. 

> Please let me know at your convenience if you might be able to join us on December 7 in person or virtually Thanks so much for considering this request 

> Take care, 

> Lissa 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 



> Director, Center [’or Banking and Finance UNC School of La*v CB#3380, 
> Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 919962.7066 
> http:i/www.law.unc edu~,centers/bankin~ 
> Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssm.com/author 248720 

Original Message ..... 
> [Vrom: Sam Pardue [mailto:slpposc@ncsu.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 4:50 PM 
> To: Broorue, Lissa L 
> Subject: Kcvin Ouskiewicz 
> 

> Lissa 
> 
> Thaak you for suggesting Kevin Guskiewicz as a possible resource for better informing us about Concussions and Concussive Disorders. If you would be so kind as to extend an 
invitation to him to consider meeting with us via a webinar or, if he would like, in person for ottr December 7th meeting in Charlotte. Should he wish to visit with us face to face, xve would 
need to ask the Conference office to provide him xvith accommodations and tickets to the garue should he so desire. 
> 

> Ideally I would like an overview of the underlying biology- on concussions, the gradations in effects (short and long terra), how a SA is assessed, treatment and possible preventative 
measures. All in 45-60 minutes. I xvould hope that the ADs would want to j oin us. Could you contact Kevin on behalf of the FARs ? 
> 

> thanks 
> Saru 

> Samuel L. Pardue 
> Associate Dean & Director, Academic Programs College of Agriculture 
> and Life Sciences Faculty- Athletic Representative NC State University 
> Raleigh, NC 27695-7642 
> 919-515-2614 Voice 
> 919-515-5266 FAX 

> "All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third 
parties." 

Samuel L. Pardue 
Associate Dean & Director, Academic Programs College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Faculty Athletic Representative NC State University Raleigh, NC 27695-7(>42 
919-515-2614 Voice 
919-515-5266 FAX 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records La~v and may be disclosed to third 
parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Briet! U.S. Trio Wins Nobel Economics Prize 

L~TEST STORIES 

U,So "i’,~io "Wi**s Nobel Economies Pi~lze                  ~ 

Twitter Squeezes Banks on IPO 

*BM~y Hope’ Case Heats Up With One Tip 

B~T N~rike Ave~ed for Now 

Xeeox computer ~teh block~ food-stamp processing in ~7 states 

Com~ Docket: ~rmaNve Aetio~ in College A~ssion~ 

N~S V~DEOS 

U.S. Trio Awarded Nobel Pri*e for Economies 

Cyelone Phailin Pounds So~iheast India 

Raw Video: Migem~ts AwM[ Rescue After" Boat Capsizes 

~ae Memori~ in Normm~dy Closed Due to Slmtdouqi 

Fl~ng Sq~firrels Get Frisky 

The ~:aH Ntreet Journal This Morning O~t. ~4, 2o~3 

Thek4omingBrief WSJ 300x250 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Kern <jkem@gmiratings.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

You’re Invited to a Webinar Exclusively tbr Investors 

i~i GMI Ratings 

Empirical Evidence that GMI’s Forensic Alpha Model (FAM~") Delivers Returns 

GMI Ratinqs invites you and your investment colleagues to a Webinar on the use of forensic governance and accounting analysis to improve risk-adjusted 

returns of equity and fixed-income investment portfolios. The empirical evidence below validates that forensic algorithms can help investors identify risk and 

boost portfolio performance. That’s where GMI’s Forensic Alpha Model goes to work. 

Ophir Gottlieb, GMI’s Head of Quantitative Research, will discuss the FAM methodology and the return and factor attribution results that are being generated by 

the model. He’ll also highlight the latest research on the economic impact of fraudulent and aggressive accounting and will outline applications of FAM for 

asset managers, asset owners, hedge funds, educational endowments and foundations. 

Webinar Details 

* Date: Wednesday, Oct 16 

* Time: 1:15pm PT!4:15pm ET 

Space is Limited. Register today at: 

https :/Iwwwl ,~otomeetin~.comlreflister1613342424 

’¸ ] 
i i~:*;~i .... 

d bottom shadow 

Contact Us 

This email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. ’~f you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:01 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: The HaJd Climb to Climate-Change Consensus 

i~ Chronicle of Higher Education ~i subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday October 14, 2013 S~.~bseril,3e ~o ~:he O#~’O~li~tle 

This Week’s Highlights 

The Hard C~imb to Climate-Change Consensus 

By Paul Voosen 

A behind-the-seenes look at the aeademk’,s who wrote the latest U.N. report. 

~ 
C o~eges Contemplate a 

Race-Neutral Future 

By Erie ltoover 

More admissions deans are 

planning for a day when they must don 

blindfolds and admit a class without 

considering race. 

~ 
T he Libera~ Arts Meet Fiscal 
Reality at Edinboro U. 

By Erie Kelderman 

Like regional institutions across 

the country, the public college in 

Pennsylvania is straggling to retain its 

aeademie mission while eutting programs. 

In Other News 

Search for Best "Way to Rate Research Papers Finds No Good Options 

Big ~2 Commissioner Backs New Benefits Short of Payments for Athletes 

The Chronicle Review 

Why Can’t the Sciences and the Humanities Get A~ong? 
By DavidA. Hollinger 
Both test inherited pieties and entrenched interests, both are crucial to society, 
and both are under threat. 

Commentary 

~ 
Weicome, Freshmen. You Do Not Deserve to Be Here. 

By Kevin Carey 

The Stanford freshman convocation speech that wasn’t. 

More of Commentary 

Advice 

~ 
K now the Vital P~ayers in You] Career: The Head of the Tenure 

Committee 

By David D. Perlmutter 

In eveW depat’tment, certain figures can profoundly affect your progress in 

academe. 

People 

~ 
U rban Economist Joins LSI~ as Part of lts G~obal Push 
J. Vernon Hendemon says that moving from Brown Universib" to London brings 

him closer to the researeh he is doing in sub-Saharan Afriea. 

From the Biogs 

Boltom Line 

On Her Way Out, U. of Mich. Chief Gives St=Million for SchoBarsMps 

The gift from Maty Sue Coleman and her husband brings their lifetime giving to the 



university, to $1.79-tnillion. Has any college ehief topped that? 

Head Count 

lVtore Detai~s on Common Application ’Nightmare’ 

Technological glitches have frustrated students and admissions officers alike. 

Lingua Franea 

Old Hat (Warning: Adult Content!) 

Anne Curzan explores the taboo origins of this now trite phrase. 

Announcements 

The Aimanac of Higher Education, 2013-14 

The latest Almanac of Higher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 

important Ix’ends in higher edueation. It brings readers an in-depth analysis of colleges and 

universities with data on students, professors, adminisIx’atots, institutions, and their 

resourees. Click here to get a copy. 

The Academic Workplace 2013 
For faeul~ members and adminisix’ators alike, there’s more to success than the tyl)ical 
markers of tenure, raises, or enrollment counts. They want to know that they’re tnaking a 
differenee. This special issue evaluates career success on campuses and features t~sulN of 
Tile Chroniele’s 9Ol3 Great Colleges to Work For stanley. Get an in-depth look at this (and 
more) in The Chronid(~’s Academic Workplace 2o~3, 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy 

in addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e-maii newsle~ers on technology, communi~ colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

Retrieve user name I Reset your password I 

(c) 2013 The Ct~onicle of Higher Education 
1255 23rd Street Nq2~r 

Washington, DC 20037 
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SAVE THE DATE: 2013 Fast 50 Awards 

Join the l ns-.:ngle’s 50 fs.:stest 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Journals <reply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are, having trouble viewing this emaiI, dick here 

i ::~,< IndustryWatch Newsletter 

New York 
3P~um in near-. 

Boston 
Banks regulators move ahead with ~RECx~.~arations for 

Tampa Bay 
~ ~ss~es at We~ls ~ec~d to edge for more 

]ac~onv~lle 

FJnanda~ firms c~n’t kee~ees..,but 

Kansas Ci~ 

Milwaukee 

Crosse functions 

Louisville 

cents per si;are h; firs~ ~ua~er 

Birmingham 

Tampa Bay 

Pittsburgh 

~n ~uvina ONe bank 

Charlo~e 

Orlando 

Kansas Ci~ 

i Albuquerque 

~ Fewer new companies means fewer VC deals 

Austin 

/ ~A lock indicates content available to paid | 

subscribers. Learn about our a~crb~tions, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clark, Susan <SCLARK@kilpatricktownsen&com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:25 AM 

Final Reminder: Federal Bar As~ciation 2013 Fall Baa~quet aa~d CLE Program 

ii~~ 2013 Fall Banquet & CLE 

FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA CHAPTER 
2013 Fall Banquet & CLE 
Monday, October 2t, 2013 

Embassy Suites 

204 Centreport Drive 

Greensboro 

The Middle District of North Carolina Chapter of the Federal Bar Association cordially invites 

you to attend its 2013 Fall Banquet and CLE Program. 

AGENDA 

2:00 CLE REGISTRATION 
2:30 WELCOME 

Christopher R. Clifton, FBA MDNC Chapter President 
Grace, Tisdale & Clifton P.A. 

2:45 REVIEW OF RECENT SUPREME COURT CIVIL CASES OF INTEREST 
Richard D. Dietz, Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 

3:30 FEDERAL CRIMINAL CASE LAW UPDATE 
Kearns Davis, Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey & Leonard, LLP 

4:15 BREAK 
4:30 PREPARING FOR TRIAL IN THE MDNC - CIVIL AND CRIMINAL 

Manning Conners, Smith Moore Leathe~vood LLP 
W~lliam S. Trivette, William S. Trivette, Attorney at Law, PLLC (retired 9/30/13 
after 20 years as Assistant Federal Public Defender, MDNC) 

5:30 RECEPTION 
6:15 BANQUET 

Keynote Remarks by the Honorable. Thomas D. Schroeder, United States 
District Judge 

CLE credit to be requested: 2.5 hours general credit. 

To register, please click ~e. 

Please register by October 14th. 

For more information about the FBA, or to join, please visit w,,~w:~e~b~r,oL~ 

FBA MDNC programs and events are For all lawyers, regardless of FBA membership 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 8!5 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 











M cAfee® LiveSafeTM ] 

Purchase a DeK PC and pro~.ecL ALL your 

devices with N,c£fee@ LiveSal:eTM 

undmited number of compu~ers~ 

smartphones~ and tab[eLs, 

~i C~er 75 Million PCs repaired ] 

Over 75 mii.[ion PCs repaffed~ Take your 

Free PC Health Check online now[ 

Results in just minutes. 

DeK.com/home I i-877-887-3355 I Chat 

Did someone fc[’~arc you tiffs messa~.e? Subscribe ~o receive De[i. Direc[ emaii., 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bortz, Conrad <cbo~z@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 11:11 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

soft coW of career trek redo 

2013careertrek.pdf 

Hello Lissa, 

I will bring a color copy to our 3pro meeting. 

Conrad K. Bortz 

Business Services, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.843.9288 

http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

i,~,i http:llww~,law, unc,edulimageslnewslmedialbankingfinance web 542,jp9 

The world breaks everyone, and afterward, many are strong at the broken places. 

E.M. Hemingway 



A B 

2 Date Subject 

3 

4 27-Jan INTRODUCTION 

5 

6 

7 3-Feb BUSINESSAND STATEAND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

8 

9 

10 10-Feb 

11 17-Feb REGULATION AND THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY MELTDOWN 

12 

13 

14 24-Feb 

15 

16 3-Mar MANAGING THE GOVERNMENT 

17 

18 

19 24-Mar DOING BUSINESS WITH THE GOVERNMENT 

2O 

21 

22 31-Mar TAXES AND BUSINESS 

23 

24 

25 7-Apr 

26 

27 14-Apt HEALTH CARE 

28 

29 

30 21-Apt BUSINESS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

31 

32 

33    28-Apt BUSINESSAND INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENTS 

34 

35 

36 5-May 

37 



2 Topic 

3 

4 

5 Course Overview 

6 Overview of Regulated Industries 

7 

8 Business and Local Government 

9 Business and State Government 

10 Business and Politics 

11 

12 Citi Case 

13 Too Big to Fail Movie 

14 History of Financial Regulation 

15 Should Lehman have been Bailed Out? 

16 

17 Running a Branch of Government 

18 Cybersecurity: Private or Public Job? 

19 

20 Government as a Customer 

21 Government as a Source of Capital 

22 

23 How Tax Policy influences Business Decisions 

24 How Business Influences Tax Policy 

25 Cost of Doing Business--State Level (CA case) 

26 Cost of Doing Business--Local (benchmarking) 

27 

28 Healthcare in Global Markets (GSK Case) 

29 Regulation of Medical Devices 

30 

31 Regulating Fracking--Role Play Commission Hearing 

32 The Regulator’s Perspective 

33 

34 Foreign Investment in Ireland Case 

35 Special Economic Zones in India Case 

36 Is China Socialist or Capitalist? 

37 Course Wrap-up 

D 

i Discussion Leader(s) 

i Michael Jacobs 

iDon Hornstein 

i Freyda Bluestein 

i Norma Houston 
iVarious Elected Officials 

iMichael Jacobs 

i Michael Jacobs 

i Lissa Broome 

iJacobs & Broome 

i Linda Combs 

iPeter Phillips 

iLane Kjellsen 
iChip Mahan 

i Doug Shackelford 

iShackelford & Jacobs 

i Michael Jacobs 

i Marcie Hawkins & Jen Polera 

iMichael Jacobs 
iBill Starling 

iMichael Jacobs 

i John Skvarla 

iJacobs and Fred McCoy 

iMichael Jacobs 

iMichael Jacobs 

iMichael Jacobs 



2 Position 

3 

4 

5 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 

6 Professor, UNC School of Law 

7 

8 Professor, UNC School of Government 

9 Professor, UNC School of Government 

10 Moderated by Bluestein & Houston 

11 

12 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 

13 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 

14 Professor, UNC School of Law 

15 Professors, Kenan-Flagler & Law School 

16 

17 Former CFO of United States 

18 BankofAmerica Cyber Security Dept. 

19 

20 CEO, K2 Solutions (special ops defense co.) 

21 CEO, Live Oak Bank (top 5 SBA lender) 

22 

23 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 

24 Professors, Kenan-Flagler 

25 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 

26 Students from 2013 863 class 

27 

28 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 

29 CEO, Synecor 

30 

31 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 

32 NC Secretary of DENR 

33 

34 CEO, NeuroTronik Limited 

35 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 

36 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 

37 Professor, Kenan-Flagler 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 11:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Davis Polk Welcomes Real Estate Partner BlJm~ S. Lichter 

::~?:(:: D~vi~ ~o~, FIRM ANNOUNCEMENT 

Davis Polk Welcomes Real Estate Partner Brian S. 
Lichter 
October 14, 2013 

V’Je are pleased to announce that Brian S. Lichter will join Davis Polk as a Real Estate partner in New York. 

Mr. Lichter was most recently a partner in the Real Estate Practice at Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & 

Jacobson LLP and has extensive experience representing owners, developers and real estate investment 

trusts (REITs) in a broad range of commercial real estate transactions, concentrating in the acquisition and 

sale of office and retail properties, commercial mortgages, mezzanine and construction financings, debt 

restructurings and joint ventures. 

Davis Polk’s premier real estate team has advised on some of the sector’s most important transactions. 

Mr. Lichter’s broad background will help us to meet very strong client demand for advice on real estate 

transactions, and he will be an important part of the growth of Davis Polk’s real estate practice. 

For more information, please contact New York partner Johi-’,,/-’,.. t:?ick or your regular Davis Polk contact. 

Notice: This announcement, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a 

full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice, if you have received this email in error, please notify the 

sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s privy,% i oi~cy located at 

d,:%s poi~ :.o::~ for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding 

,~ w~ ~ ~@,~ ,,~ ~c~ corn to your address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these announcements, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed 

from our distribution list. 

Attorney Advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome 
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Sent: 
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WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:26 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Obama, Congressional Leaders to Meet on Shutdown, Debt Limit 

Obama, Congressional Leaders to Meet ~m Shutd~wn, 
Debt Limit 

President Barack Obama and congressional leaders from both parties will meet at the 

White House at 3 p.m., as the White House and lawmakers continue attempts to break an 

impasse over funding the government and raising the U.S. borrowing limit. 

The meeting comes on the 14th day of the government shutdown and just days before the 

U.S. is expected to reach its borrowing limit. 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alan W. Duncan <jpe@ncbar.org> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 2:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

NCBA Judicial Peflbrmance Evaluation Survey Arriving Soon 

Dear Member of the North Carolina State Bar: 

The North Carolina Bar Association is conducting its bi-annual Judicial Performance Evaluation using a confidential survey of lawyers to evaluate 
North Carolina Superior and District Court judges. This year the survey includes trial court judges whose terms expire in 2014 and were sworn in 
prior to March 31,2013, and Special Superior Court judges. 

We are all aware of the need to provide N.C. voters with meaningful information to enable them to make informed voting choices. This survey is 
designed to meet that need. 

I am writing to ask you to be on the look out for the JPE survey which will arrive within the next 24 hours from the following sender: 

bcrossland@bdo.com (via surveymonkey.com) 
Subject: NCBA Judicial Performance Evaluation Survey-Phase I 

Your participation will take only a few minutes and will provide important value to our state. 

The completed confidential surveys will be received by BDO USA, LLP, which will protect each sender’s anonymity. 

We urge all lawyers who have had significant professional contact with any of the listed judges to fill out a survey for all such judges. If your 
professional contact with the judge has not given you a basis for evaluating all of the listed qualities, rate only those qualities that you feel qualified 
to rate. Professional contact is not restricted to courtroom appearances before the judge. 

Paper surveys are available upon request and have been sent by U.S. Mail to all government attorneys and judges. Additional information is 
available: ipe(~.ncbar.om or 919=657-1553. Next spring you will be asked to evaluate candidates who file to run against any of the judges on this 
survey, as well as our newest trial court judges. 

Thank you in advance for participating in this important project 

Alan W. Duncan 
NCBA President 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, ENC Foundation <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 2:27 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Celebrate Roy Cooper Coming Out tbr Mamage Eqnali~’. 

Conference&Gala 

"We can~[ let [heir liate tarnish [his amazing momentim~ in our state, And now we’ve inade 

it even easier for you to show your snpport for Ailorney General Cooper.~ 

With your registratkm today, you’ll not oMy gvmrantee your seat at the table -at the special "Roy Cooper 
rate" - to honor onr state’s top pro-equality champions, but also cement your role in helping to move onr 
state fo~’ard in 20,4 and beyondo 

For Equality 

Chr{s Sgro 
Exeeutiw~ Director 
Equality NC Foundation 

P.S. Don’t miss this great opporttmi~- to spot,sot, suppol~ (and be showcased at) Notq, h ~Mrolina’s signature 
event for our fasbg~>wing Equalib, community. If you’re a pro-Equality business, o~anizafion or 
i~dividua], emai] mel~ssa(~ a~fllt~c~r,, today to become a 2013 Equali~’ Gala Sponsor or Table Host 
and join our p~x)rninent list belowt 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, ENC Foundation <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 2:29 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Celebrate Roy Cooper Coming Out tbr Mamage Eqnali~’. 

Conference&Gala 

"We can~[ let [heir liate tarnish [his amazing momentim~ in our state, And now we’ve inade 

it even easier for you to show your snpport for Ailorney General Cooper.~ 

With your registratkm today, you’ll not oMy gvmrantee your seat at the table -at the special "Roy Cooper 
rate" - to honor onr state’s top pro-equality champions, but also cement your role in helping to move onr 
state fo~’ard in 20,4 and beyondo 

For Equality 

Chr{s Sgro 
Exeeutiw~ Director 
Equality NC Foundation 

P.S. Don’t miss this great opporttmi~- to spot,sot, suppol~ (and be showcased at) Notq, h ~Mrolina’s signature 
event for our fasbg~>wing Equalib, community. If you’re a pro-Equality business, o~anizafion or 
i~dividua], emai] mel~ssa(~ a~fllt~c~r,, today to become a 2013 Equali~’ Gala Sponsor or Table Host 
and join our p~x)rninent list belowt 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 2:46 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Reid, McConnell Optimistic on Senate Budget, Debt Deal 

Reid, McConnell Optimistic on Senate Budget, Debt 
Deal 

Top Senate leaders said they were within striking distance of a deal to sidestep a looming 

debt crisis and reopen the government two weeks after a partisan deadlock forced it to 

shutter. 

Senators signaled a bipartisan resolution could come as soon as Monday afternoon, when 

top congressional leaders are scheduled to meet with President Obama. 

"rm very optimistic we will reach an agreement that’s reasonable in nature this week to 

reopen the government, pay the nation’s bills and begin long-term negotiations to put our 

country on sound fiscal footing," Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid said on the Senate 

floor. Minority Leader Mitch McConnell seconded Mr. Reid’s optimism, saying he expected 

to "get a result that will be acceptable to both sides." 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Robotic tools manufacturer expanding, adding 200 jobs in Apex 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

~-’. y___~} tt e r ".. t i o ..."t 

~.foodbankcenc.orQ/donate money. 

R]-’~ sdentist nabs pres~i@ous award 

Siqn-up Now,,. 

NcCrorx rdeases 9750K ~n a~d for ~t,C, food banks 

drama closely ................................... 

Shou(d t~orth Carol)ha take a ~4¢~S from Utah’s shutdown 

Fariev 



9rocks ooen Io~,~er aMer no debt deal reached over the weekend 

~ A lockindicates content available m paid subscfi~rs. Lear~ 

Three/--,medcans who showed us how asset ~20£~ works w~n 
economk:s ~,~obel 

...................... 

Ask Shama: How to launch a successful @@tal Pf~ campak.l~;~ 

Top N.tion~ Sto~i~s 

Twitter s~,] banks on ~ts 

wake ............. 

~    C~mme~eial Real People 
Estate 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foers~ter-cmofonews@mofo.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 3:31 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

REMINDER: Teleconference: Dodd-Frank Title VII vs. EMIR 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Te~econference 

Dodd-Frank Title VII vs. EMIR 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EDT 

3:30 pm. -4:30 p.m. BST 

Dial-in: 
North America: 

(855) 339-1978 
Other Countries: 

(619) 377-3936 
Conference ID: 

80705664 

Continuing Education Credits: 

Pending for New York and 
California 

This briefing will cover the similarities and differences between the 

US, and European approaches to derivatives regulation The 

participants will focus as well on the extraterritorial application of 

each regulatory regime, and aspects of substituted compliance, We 

will also provide brief updates on the rulemaking status of Title VII, 

EMIR and MiFID, 

Speakers: 

¯ Peter Green 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

¯ Jeremy Jennings-Mares 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

Anna Pinedo 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster 

James Schwartz 

Of Counsel, Morrison & Foerster 

RSVP to Joe Marano at (212) 336-4316 or at imarano(~mofo.com. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~vww.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Law & Finance eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 54, 10/15/2013 

Table of Contents 

Risk-Shifting Through Issuer Liability and Corporate Monitoring 

IVlarLin Gelter, Fordham University School of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Investment Adviser Regulation 

Wulf A. Kaal, University of St. Thomas, Minnesota - School of: Law 

REMIC Tax Enforcement as Financial-Market Regulator 

Bradley T, Borden, Brooklyn Law School 

David .], Reiss, Brooklyn Law School 

Mixing Management Fee Waivers with Mayo 

Andy Grewal, University of: Iowa - College of: Law 

CORPORATE LAW: LAW & FINANCE e3OURNAL 

[~ :: Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"ll~i~k-$hifti8g Through :Issuer Liability an~ Corporate Mo8itoring ........ 

European Busine~ O~ganization Law Review, 2014~ Forthcoming 

~brdham Law Lega, Studies Research ~oer No, 233572~ 

ECGf - Law WorMng Paper Forthcom)ng 

MARTIN ~LTER, Fordham University School of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: mgelter@law,fordha m,edu 

This article explores how issuer liability reallocates fraud risk and how risk allocation may reduce the incidence of fraud. In the US, the apparent 

absence of individual liability of officeholders and insufficient monitoring by insurers undermines the potential deterrent effect of securities litigation. 
The underlying reasons why both mechanisms remain ineffective are collective action problems under the prevailing dispersed ownership structure, 

which eliminates the incentives to monitor set by issuer liability. This article suggests that issuer liability could potentially have a stronger deterrent 

effect when it shifts risk to individuals or entities holding a larger financial stake. Thus, it would enlist large shareholders in monitoring in much of 

Europe. The same risk-shifting effect also has implications for the debate about the relationship between securities litigation and creditor interests. 
Creditors’ claims should not be given precedence over claims of defrauded investors (e.g. because of the capital maintenance principle), since 

bearing some of the fraud risk will more strongly incentivize large creditors, such as banks to monitor the firm in jurisdictions where corporate debt 

is relatively concentrated. 

[i~ Free Download ] 
iiiiiii":[~vestment Adviser Regulation" " ..... 

RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON CORPORATE LAW AND GOVERNANCE, Jerry W. Markham & Rigers Gjyshi eds., Edward Elgar, 2014, Forthcoming 
U of St, Thomas (,~linnesota) Legal Studies Research Paper No. 13-32 

W~LF A, KAAL, University of St. Thomas, Minnesota - School of Law 

Email: kaa18634@stthomas.ed u 

The Dodd-Frank Act and SEC implementation rules have changed investment adviser regulation. This book chapter summarizes the most pertinent 
rules for investment advisers, emphasizes recent changes in the law, and shows how the updated rules have been implemented into the existing 
regulatory framework for investment advisers. 

iiiiiii"REMIC Tax ~,nforce~ent as Finaneia~-Mar,ket Regulator" 

15 U. PA. J. BUS. L. __ (2014 Forthcoming) 

BrooMyn Law Schoal, Legal Studies Paper flo, 357 

BRADLEY T, ~ORD~N, Brooklyn Law School 

Email: brad.borden @brooklaw.edu 
~AV[~ ,~, REI~, Brooklyn Law School 

Free Download ] 



Email: david,reiss@brooklaw,edu 

Lawmakers, prosecutors, homeowners, policymakers, investors, news media, scholars and other commentators have examined, litigated, and 
reported on numerous aspects of the 2008 Financial Crisis and the role that residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) played in that crisis. Big 
banks create RMBS by pooling mortgage notes into trusts and selling interests in those trusts as RMBS. Absent from prior work related to RMBS 
securitization is the tax treatment of RMBS mortgage-note pools and the critical role tax enforcement should play in ensuring the integrity of 
mortgage-note securitization. 

This Article is the first to examine federal tax aspects of RMBS mortgage-note pools formed in the years leading up to the Financial Crisis. Tax law 
provides favorable tax treatment to real estate mortgage investment conduits (REMICs), a type of RMBS pool. To qualify for the favorable REMIC 

tax treatment, an RMBS pool must meet several requirements relating to the ownership and quality of mortgage notes. The practices of loan 

originators and RMBS organizers in the years leading up to the Financial Crisis jeopardize the tax classification of a significant portion of the RMBS 

pools. Nonetheless, the IRS appears to believe that there is no legal or policy basis for challenging REMIC classification of even the worst RMBS 
pools. This Article takes issue with the IRS’s inaction and presents both the legal and policy grounds for enforcing tax law by challenging the REMIC 

classification of at least the worst types of RMBS pools. The Article urges the IRS to take action, recognizing that its failure to police these 

arrangements prior to the Financial Crisis is partly to blame for the economic meltdown in 2008. The IRS’s continued failure to police RMBS 

arrangements provides latitude to industry participants, which facilitates future economic catastrophes. Even without the IRS taking action, private 
parties can rely upon the blueprint set forth in the Article to bring qui tam or whistleblower claims to accomplish the purposes of the REMIC rules 

and obtain the beneficial results that would occur if the IRS enforced the REMIC rules. 

FTorlda 7~x Review.. Vo! 15~ 20~4.. FOrthcoming 
U Iowa Legal Studies Research Paper No. 1.2-,27 

.~NDY GREWAL, University of Iowa - College of Law 

Email: andy,grewal@gmail.com 

This Article examines whether the management fee waiver strategy used by private equity firms to convert ordinary income into long-term capital 
gains actually works. Scholars have almost uniformly condemned the strategy, calling it "extremely aggressive," "profoundly piggish," or illegal. 
However, this Article shows that the critics substantially overstate their case (the provision of law most frequently cited by the critics doesn’t even 
exist), especially in light of the changes in the tax-administrative law landscape wrought by Mayo v. United States. 

Although the arguments against the fee waiver strategy should fail under existing law, the Treasury is currently studying fee waivers and might 

promulgate guidance regarding them. The enjoyment of low tax rates by the ultra-wealthy raises legitimate policy concerns, and those concerns 

support regulations prospectively curtailing the fee waiver strategy (or legislation phasing out the capital gains preference for the ultra-wealthy). 
However, the Treasury has improperly exercised its rulemaking power on several recent occasions and has suffered significant judicial rebukes. 

This Article consequently argues that the Treasury should observe general administrative law doctrines in promulgating any guidance regarding fee 

waivers and offers recommendations to change the agency’s current rulemaking practices, so as to take into account the Supreme Court’s rejection 

of tax exceptionalism in Mayo. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:50 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headliues: Senators Near Fiscal Deal, but the House Is Uucertaiu 

................ ] ~.’i~.~::~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~,:id~,< Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Senators Near Fiscal Deal, but the House Is 

Unee~l-ain 

While Senate leaders praised the progress that was made ca a 

deal ko reopen the government and raise "dne debt limit, ik was 

(:lear khat the most eonsem’ative membem of the t touse were hoe goit~g to go 

along qu i etly, 

Senate V~;omen Lead in Effort to Find Accord 

Senator Susan ColIins, Republican of Maine, frustrated with the 

lack of progress ot~ the government shutdowm p~R together a 

bipa ~isa 1~ group to m ore things along. 

Be~een Big Cities, a Road Passes tt~e R~ssia Lef~ 

Bebi~d 

~dong the highway betweet~ Moscow ai~d SL Pekemburg -- a 12- 

hour ~?ip hy ear - o~m sees great ne~ee~ed stretches of land that 

seem drawn ba&~v~rd in time. 

14, and 

her 

Editors’ Picks 

~vmEc : ~ hat Is the Debt Ceilir~g? 

The Times’s David Leot~hardt explains the debt limit a*~d how a 

failure to raise it in the ne:;t several days could ;affect the 

economy both at home and abroad. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Heartache of an ~m~g~0ar~~- Family 

Most rni~’an~ don’t want to b~ave home. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SENATOR KELLY AYOTTE, a Republican who joined a bipartisan effort to work on a fiscal 
compromise. 

World 

in Bhutar~, a Bid to ~lh~r~ Basketball From 
Royal Sport to a National One 

A~er decades of beh% a largely royal presets"e, basketbNl 

Bhukan is abou[ [o have iks breakout momenL as a Soukh Kozvan 

coach has been hired to bnild a nation~d Learn. 

i~arket 

A day after migrant workers were beaten and ke~ToHzed by 

~c, ters, officers detained aboak 1,2oo of khem to cheek for 

outstanding warrants. 

In N ew Nuclear T~lks, ’i’eelu~ologktal Gah~s by 

Ira~ Pose Cha||enges to the West 

~,M~ American official said the U hired Stakes and iks parkners 

would wait for h’an to take concrete steps to constrain the pace 

and scope of iks nuclear program before easing any sanctions. 

s st the 

F’elkhil 

police 

searche 

..... woman 

U,S. 

Richmond .Awaits a Bold A~tipoverty Plan 

Mayor Dwight C. Jo~es has seve~ antipove~%- task fbrces 

presen’dng plans dmt include mixed-income housing and job 

training, bnt he faces limited resources and some skepticism. 

~ wight 



A~ Arrmr~ea~ Sh u~down Rea~hes the Earth’s En d 

If the government shutdo~ s~qnies Antarctic research plmmed 

for d~is year, it could jeopardize sdentific studies Built on 

decades of worL 

sh~s 

Former Defense Chief Says Fisea~ Star, doff]Is Hur~h~g 

Military Readh~ess 

Leon E. PaneUm faulted bod~ parties for the "self-inflicted harm" to the United 

S~tes caused by the shutdown and the sequestration spending cuts. 

Business 

Economists Clash on Tl~eory, but Will Still Share 

the Nobel 

The work of the prot~sso~, E agone F, Fares, Lars Peter Hanson 

a~d Rober~ a. Sheller, shows that stock p~ces tepid to follow 

established rules in fl~e long term. 

, Econom~ BIog: Shinier on Boom, Bu~ and Human Nature 

, Be V~]amed: Mr Bubble’s V~]orried A9ak~ 
, Buy~ Seth Have a Bee0 Dueling Gurus (and Pa~s) 

O~ a New ,Jersey Is]let, Twilight of the La~td]l~te 

After Hurricane Sa~dy, Verizon sMd it was too ex3~enMve to 

replace landlines iu Mantolo~ng. The move mW presage the end 

of the lines ae~x~ss the nadon. 

king, 

Netflix, as Easy as Cha~ging the Channe| 

In a sig~ of the shift toward the h~ternet delivew of ~elevisiou, 

cable companies arx; talking with Nefflix about maldng it 

available like any other channel. 

shows 

ke 

Sports 

DODGERS 3, CARDINALS 0 

Dodgers Get Key Hits tu~d Crucial Win h~ ~;mne 3 

The Dodge*~ j umped back in the N .L.C.S. the same way the 

Cardiuals had taken the lead in it, with a dominating pitchiug 

performance, a few dutch at-bats and heads-up plays. 

,~]Box Score 



Dodgers Shol~tstop Fights dabs of Pain as the 

Temn Batlles to Stay Alive 

Hanley Ramirez cracked his Hb in Game I a~ter he was hit by a 

pitch but is determined to remain in the lineup. 

Tigers’ Ver|ander Rediscovers a Maehinelike 

Efficiency 

After a season filled ~dth st~’u?@es, Dek’dt’s anstin Vcflander 

has his mechanics in place and is leading a starting r,’)bation that 

is dominating playoff opponents. 

Verland 

e~ had 

Arts 

Troupe Has the Courage of Its Commissions 

San Franciseo Ballet thrives on new commissions: they’re pa~ of 

the vision of its director, Helgi Tomasson. 

Roll Over~ Stradivarius 
~.~ i./,Ri: : R©~T~.R 

"Inventing the American Guitar" argues that C. F. Martin 

Company played a groundbreaking role in developing 

instrnment in the 183os and ’4os. 

NEW MUSIC 

Angst El’ldure.~ for a Pioneer of Grunge 

New albums h:om Pearl dam, Paul Me( ’.artney, Cassadee Pope 

and Dr. Lonnie Smith are being released Tuesday. 

of Pearl 

Obituaries 

Pa~ Rogers, ~;ide- Ran~ng Stage Aetor~ Dies at 

96 

Mr. Rogers came to fame as a versatile Shakespearean in his 

native EngJand and later won a Tony award for his performance 

in Harol d Pin ker’s laarrrmJ ng faro ily d ram a "The Homeeomi n g." 

Mark B, Read, Clan’drill Tin’ned Author, Dies at 

Mr. Read, known as Chopper, based top-selling books and stand- 

up ped:ormance on his violent and varied life of crime. 

’Fonuny Scott, Singer-Songwriter and Pitelnnan, 

Dies at 96 

Mr. Scott, who wn:~te coun~T and bluegrass hits, sang and 

performed come@ in a a’aveling medicine s~ow long after such 

productions had become raft ty. 

Rogers 
odginate 

Brandon 

Read 

based 

Science 

A Maryland Hill’s Prehistoric Secret 

On a Maiyland tfi]ltop, what is believed to be an ancient 

ceremonial site o~rs a tantalizing v~ew into prehistoric 

gatherings. 

The ] 
archaeo 

I 
Iogist AI ] 



L~ i~M EOELdN9 

Pop~flations across fl~e continent are e~>eriencing a shar~ 

decline, and ~l~e exact cause is a mys[etT. But there ~s a common 

thread among possible factors: climate change, 

Nature Overflows h~ These M~sty Rooms 

A rare open house in London allows vMto~s a peek fi~to the 

Herbarium at Kew Gardens, a vase cNIection of plant spedmens 

and other tn~asu~s, some from Da~xin and Livingstone~ Gilders 

Keech, 

righl, s 

herb~riu 

built 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: The Solar" Robots 

A CalJff~rnJa company thinks robots that can inst~fl] and (’lean 

thousands of solar panels may make solar energy competitive 

with fossil 

~ V~D~O: SeieneeTake: Sharing a Peahen’s 

Gaze 

Do a peacock’s feathers, in all their iridescent beauty, really win 

the girl? Seienkists put an eye-tracking hdmet camera on a 

peahen to find out where her gaze linge~vd. 

S u zy Men kes sits down x~ith Davi d I auren to disen ss Ralph 
Lauren’s donakion to restore and modernize the geole des BeaK~-- 

Arts in Paris. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Se[~ate T~ies l-o Er~d the Crisis 

Senate negotiators need to ens m’e that a ~entative agreement to reopen the 

government doesn’t give ~n to Republk’an blackmail 

EDITORIAL 

Fukushhna Polities 

J apan’s former prhne minis ter, once a s apporter of nuclear power, now wants a 

total ban, 

EDITORIAL 

Testing E~rope~s Cow, science 

The drowning of hundreds of migrants near the Italian island of Lampedusa is a 

human tragedy that reqaires more help from Enrope and beyond. 

For more opi!~L~:; go 

Op-Ed 

LOOKING FORWARD 

The Middle East 

A scenario of endless conflict in the region is plausible. Yet there 

are glimmers iff hope. 

Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

pt’ophede? The book is a wat’ning about how we ate" ~11 on our 

way to losing the last sht’ed ofpdvaq, we have. 

~ Columnis2 Page ~ BIog 

OP-ED I T M LUHRMANN 

i4mov~qng God intimately is ha~’d, a*~d maybe ha~’d.-wi*’ed, too. 

[~ Joe 
: :: Nocera 

Fo; me~e oei:~ioI~ go to NYTimes.eomtOpinion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

[] ~i ..~; ~’"~ i ~[] 

Access The New Yolk Times flora anywhere with ot~r st~ite of apps: 

iPhond,~) l iPad(’~D Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 
He~p Section ~> ’ m,nyt,com ,} 

About This E-Mall 

Tibia is an au~omatecl e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message becaclse you signed clp for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette[ 

As a member of t~e rRUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[CAUTION: Potential Spam!Scam] Daily Briefing, October 15: Blah 3Q Results at Megabanks; Big Changes at CFPB 

*** Be wary of unexpected e-mails, especially those that ask you to take an action immediately Links to viruses are often found with these types of e-mails You can not trust a message 

based on the sender e-mail address alone; just as anyone can fill out a letter with a different sender address. *** 

American Banker Daily Briefing White Papers 

Web Seminars 

TUEBDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories 

CFPB R~anning Big Changes to Exam, 
Ru~emaking Process 

Removing enforcement personnel from exams 
is just the start to a broad overhaul designed to 
make the process faster and free up personnel 
to pursue their own investigations outside of 
exams, according to Steven Antonakes, the 
CFPB’s No. 2. 

for Community 

Bertha Garza, who has used her role at IBC 
Bank in Brownsville, Texas, to help spread 
financial literacy, was given American 
BankePs Community Impact Award, presented 
for the first time at our annual gala celebrating 
the industry’s most powerful women. 

Core Res~ts a Sign of B~ah 

Yearend for Banks 

The underlying results of JPMorgan’s third 
quarter were mediocre, even excluding heavy 
litigation costs. Its loan outlook for the current 
quarter is unencouraging. Expect a lot of other 
banks to continue the theme this fall. 

Mortgage Revenue Drop Bodes ~ll for 
Wel~s Fargo, ~ndustry 

A sharper-than-expected decline in third- 
quarter mortgage revenues at Wells Fargo 
could spell bad news for other home lenders. 
The bank eked out another record profit by 
releasing loan-loss reserves. 

By Department 

Why the Nybrid C~oud Matters to Banks 

Microsoft announced new hybrid cloud 
products this week. Banks have long taken to 
this mixed approach, in which they can keep 
sensitive data within their walls. 

JP~°s Core Results a Sign of B~ah 

Yearend for Banks 

COMPLETEISSU£ 

issue 
u View company 

index 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Wealth 
Management 

~ 
W ealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Technology 

~ 
Over ~he 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 

Take the lead in business 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work. CHck to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-in-Class" by 

CEB TowerGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis. 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments. Attend 

the A ~’~1, Debit arid 

Pre#aid Foium to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 



The underlying results of JPMorgan’s third 
quarter were mediocre, even excluding heavy 
litigation costs. Its loan outlook for the current 
quarter is unencouraging. Expect a lot of other 
banks to continue the theme this fall. 

Bertha Garza, who has used her role at IBC 
Bank in Brownsville, Texas, to help spread 
financial literacy, was given American 
BankePs Community Impact Award, presented 
for the first time at our annual gala celebrating 
the industry’s most powerful women. 

Removing enforcement personnel from exams 
is just the start to a broad overhaul designed to 
make the process faster and free up personnel 
to pursue their own investigations outside of 
exams, according to Steven Antonakes, the 
CFPB’s No. 2. 

Bank of the Ozarks posted a 16% rise in 
quarterly profit after completing an acquisition 
and reporting strong loan growth. 

phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 
What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 

American Bank 

:: Banker ...... Tech 

2013 Source~iedi,3. All rights reserved. 
~iI SourceMedia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Web Seminal~ <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Last Chance - Register now to join What the Examiners are Examining today! 

Register for What the Examiners are Examining Web Seminar on October 15 at 12:00 pm. 

Get a Heads Up for Your Exam Preparations 
This web seminar starts today at 12 p.m. 
Register now! 

Join American Bankertoday at t2:00 p.m. ET to hear 

what the OCC, FDIC, Federal Reserve, NCUA and 

CFPB are looking at in regulatory exams. We’ll look at 

specific questions asked, discuss quotes and 

highlights from specific regulatory bodies and talk 

about recommendations for improvement in each of 

these areas. 

This one hour web seminar is based on the results 

What the Examiners are 
Examining 
Trends in Bank Exam Topics 

Date: Tuesc!ay, October 15 

Time: 12:00p.m. - 1:00p.m. ET 

Register Now    ] 

from a survey of 165 banks and credit unions about their most recent safety and soundness 

exams, and supported by anecdotal evidence from bank compNance attorneys. 

Presenters win specifically discuss issues around: 

Credit administration and asset quality" 

ANowance for loan and lease losses 

Stress testing 

Management and compliance with federal banking regulations 

Moderator 

.~.i Joe Adier Joe Adler 

Deputy Washington Bureau Chief 

American Banker 

Speakers 

~iI Regan Camp Regan 

Camp 

Senior Risk 
Management 

Censu#ant 
Sageworks 

i~i Rick Chiids Risk ChiMs, 

CFA, CPA 
Director; 
Financial 

institutions 

Crowe 

Horwath LLP 

Jonathan 
Fo)c/ 

Jonathan 

Foxx 

~resident & 
Managing 

Dbector 

Lenders 

Compliance 

Group 



Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HilL Highlights <info hiil.org@mai169.us2.rsgsv.net> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 7:48 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&i> 

Hill ttighlighks October 2013 

Just a few more days to 
vote... 

Fer ti~e third yea! rurinirig, we 

are preserfi.ing the HiiL 

I n n ovatin g J u stice Awa rd - 

I rinew~tiw~ idea 2013 and 

Successful [nnovatien 2013 In 

cooperation with the Dutch 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, we 

are also featuring the Human 

Rights Tulip this year. Over the 

past few months, we have 

scouted a quite amazing 

amount of high-quality, 

interesting innovations from 

around the world. 

On the ?~’.¢R~!;¢, you can read 

about our nominees~ learn more about their work and support 

them with your vote. See how apps, sociai media aP, d eiements of 

therapy enter the justice sector Find out how legal procedures are 

reinvented Vote for your favourite before 17:00 Central European 

Time on Friday 18 October. Together we can get justice 

innovation going! 

All 93 entries in the three categories will be featured oP, -[witter 

Follow ~.[[?:3.,.g:=[.~i~.t[.c:p~. now 

Evi Pouwelse 
Innovations Acquisition Manager 

Human Rights Tulip 

The Dutch Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and HilL are proud to 

present: the Human Rights Tulip 
for human rights defenders who 

prornote and support human rights in innovative ways. 

Individuals and organisations can win global recognition and 

support to further develop and scale up their innovation, 
Vote for your favourite human rights entry now 

award 

HiiL will, for the third time, award 

prizes for the best Successful 

Innovation - innovative justice initiatives that made the biggest 

difference. The winners receive recognition as top innovators 

and join the energising Innovating Justice network. 
Vote for your favourite successful innovation now 

~nnovative idea award 

Since 2012, HilL has been 

awarding a prize for the best 

Innovative Idea - new ventures or 

novel ideas with a strong 

potential of delivering concrete justice results. The winnner this 

year will receive access to scale-up and funding opportunities. 
Vote for your favourite Innovative Idea now 



~ The jury members for the Innovating Justice Awards have been 

annnounced and are: 

¯ Anne van Aaken, Professor of International Law & 

Economics, University of St Gallen, Switzerland 

¯ Hassane Cisse, Deputy General Counsel Knowledge and 

Research, Legal Vice Presidency World Bank, United 

States 

Gabriela Knaul, Special Rapporteur on the Independence 

of Judges and Lawyers, United Nations, Switzerland 

John Morrison, Executive Director, Institute for Business 

and Human Rights, United Kingdom 

Barbara Oomen, Dean of College Roosevelt University, 

Netherlands. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 7:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: UNC women’s basketball coach Hatchell diagnosed with leukemia, steps aside tbr now 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 15, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

UNC women’s basketball coach Hatcher diaqnosed with 
= JN~_ Hea,~ ~_are ................................ leukemia, steps aside for now 

........................................... dN~-ChapJ Hill women=s basketball head coach Sylvia Hatcheii will "temporarily" 

~iid ,M’iinii~iir~i~iii step down from the bench after a recent diagnosis with leukemia. 

Ca~’$ MacGregor Village ~11 get six new stores 
~t~ati~ Six new sto~es a~e coming to the MacGrego~ Village shopping center in Ca~y: 

Rex opens new hematoloqy oncologg practice in Garner 
Rex Healthcare, a wholly owned subsidiary of UNC Health Care, has opened Rex 

Homatology Oncology Asso~iato< of Garner 

Discuss .................. 

Half of oMer workers say they’ll retire later than planned 
Abou~ half ef U.S. werkers aged 50 and older say they will delay retiremeni by an 

aw~rage oH:hree years laier~’" 

Read Mo[n~n~ Edition >> 

._A_p____e___x_. 
Wells Fargo CEO defends accepting customers’ cash amid 
torrent of deposits 

Amtrak: The Carolinian may soon get crowded 

Scott3f McCreery re,eases second a~bum, ’See You Tonight’ 

.......................................................... Read Morning Edition >> 

~7~ 

Contact Us 

Co~tact Us For a{i inquiries iegar,.’Ji~9 this offer or subs,.’.:’iptioq to the Triang{e Bi~s{ness .Jo~imal, please emai{ us at: 

t ............ ~ ............................ manole~.biziodmalscom 



Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Briet! Senate Leaders in Striking Disiance of a Deal 

L~TEST STORIES 

Senate Leade~’~ in St~ki~g Distance of a Deal          ~ 

Citigroup Res~dts }tit by ~Veak Fixed I~eome Trading 

Bm’elay~s tlector Nants T~es Leave of Absence for Stress 

Apple H~res Burbe~’~~ CEO as Re~] Chief 

Currency Probe Look~ at Forme~ RBN Trader 

Russia, EU "i’Ve Different Tacks h~ Trying to ~’Voo the N ei~bors 

Overspend~g by British RoyNs Draws Scrutiny from 

M Qaeda Suspect Transfer~’ed to New York to Face 

NEWS VIDEOS 

Cyclone Slmns India 

I’Vlmt Burber~"s Angela Ahrendts Can Do for Apple 

Best Bonds for a DefaulW Day 

Ph~Hpp~nes Tests Ch~na’s Isled C1Mms ~n Cou~ 

Af~mns Seeking Asylum S~ck ~n Limbo 

NEWS PODCASTS 

Tl~e Wail St~’eet Journa~ Tl~is Morning Oct. ~5~ ~ot3 

TheMorningBrief WSJ 300x250 





about) the Common Core Standards, it is vital to remind ourselves 

that high standards in any field are never met the first time, Thus, 

the quality of the feedback (and the opportunities to use it) become 

a centra~ feature of effective ~nstruction and ~mproved ~earnh~g, 

Grant [~ggins wi~ explain what true feedback ~s and isn’t, and how 

to ensure that students get more of ~t--without sacdfic#~g 

achievemenL 

~ R~ister 

Tuesday, October 29 

Featuring Melody Pickle, Kapian University Writing Center 

substantive student feedback increases student engagement in oniine learning Specifically this 

presentation demonstrates how Academic Support Centers develop web-based tutoriais, offer 

personalized video feedback, provide live, online tutoring and workshop sessions to create ieamin9 



: / ack    Featuring"~’ ~ ~ ~:~Stephanie Lewin-Hardy, Kean Unwersity 
Hardy’ / 

This session w~ explore ways to iategrate assessment ~nto one’s lesson plan in order to 9row as an 

educator and to be a more dynamic instructor. Learn how to utilize feedback effectively and develop 

sl<~ils to make learning a more effective and enjoyable e~perience. 

Wednesday~ O~teber 3~ 

Featuring Nancy Deorey, K-.12 Cen~er a~ ETS@ 

How can formative assessment processes and tools be used to adjust instruction based on individual 

student needs and improve student learning’7 This session will provide a framework fo~ thinking about 

the various types of research-based formative assessment processes and too~s now awilable, from 

teacher-student interactions to carefully crafted educabon3l games w~th embedded formatwe 

assessments, in addil:ien, wfil:ed repositories of resources specl[ical~y aligned to [he Common C:ore 

8ta~e Standards will be discussed. 

:~ R~ister 

Featuring E~zabe,h Jenes~ No,re Eame o, Maryland Urfi’ ersi,y 

This session will provide real-world examples of expanding the use of rubric data to generate course- 

ievel assessments and to make program-level changes. Courseqevei examples examine 

development ef cdtical thinking and comparison between online arid [ace.-[o-[ace sec[ions Program.- 

Featuring a Panel of Students 

This session will discuss the impact of the types and timing of feedback students receive as well as 

1,000 students conducted by Turnit~n entitled, "Closing the Gap: What Students Say About Instructor 

Feedbaok" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Board <CollegeBoard@noreply.collegeboard.org> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:09 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Save 20% on expert college application books 

code COLLEGE14 to save 20%! 

College Planning 

Help your chiid master application essays and ace coilege inter~,iews 

with up.-to-.dste advice from the Coilege Board. Choose from the titles 

below or *,__s~_~_£,~_£Lf~_~[!_*,_’_,.£!£f~!]~_~."_~ and save 20%. 

The College 

Application Essay 

This best-seller removes anxie~>, from the wdting 

process and gives studen~,s simpie s~,rategies to 

show coileges what makes them, unique, 

2Enter0% p~-omo code COL£EGE14 at checkout to s 

i.~ Campus Visits & 

College 

Interviews 
Make .*he right ~mprees~on ~n coilege " ~ v~,,.,~ 

get the most out of campus visits The ~atest ed~tio~ 

packed w~th checkJists, t~ps, ~ntepdew questions ar 

more. 

20%Enter promo code COLL~G~t4 st ch.%’kout to .~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~la~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu.; 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:49 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: November 6: NCAA RegulatoD’ Review 

Thanks! 

I=m~: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:33 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: November 6: NCAA Regulatory Review 

Thanks, Molly. 9:15 is great. 

Lissa 

I=rera: Norton, Molly 
Se~t~ Tuesday, October ~5, 20~3 9:3~ AN 

T~= Broome, Lissa L 
S~ject~ RE: November 6: NC~ Regulatory Review 

Sorry about that~ 

Vb~ce asked ~f you can ~o~n the meeting with Jack Evans at 9:15am? 

Thanks 

Mo~y 

E~= Broome, Lissa L 
Seat= Tuesday, October $5, 20~3 9:09 AN 
Te= No,on, Molly 
S~bject= RE: November 6: NC~ Regula~ry Review 

MoHy---Oops[ ] teach from 1--~:55 on November 6. Any way you can adjusL my time? ~ am free the rest of the day. 

Thanks 

L~ssa 

E~= No,on, Molly 
Seat= Tuesday, October $5, 2053 9:04 AN 
Te= Medley, Anna Rose; Rebekah Cast~llo@kenan-flagler.unc.edu; Broome, Lissa L 

~¢; [lie, Vince 
S~bject= November 6: NCAA Regulato~ Review 

Dear Lissa, Anna, and Rebekah, 

Below is the meeting agenda for M~ :. =~:~: ~=::=s~:~::~:~ .]:~v P=fi~ on Wednesday, November 6: 

~:]27~?_~L~!~?Z2!3_~:j~ from 9=~5- ~0 a.m. in Ernie Williamson Athletic Center (EWAC) 236 

~:::~~.a~~:~::=:~:]~::=~-~:o==:~: from &O=~5- ~=~5 a.m. in South Building 

~:~: ~:~ ]::~ ==~::~ ~:~ ~::: ~ ~~ ~=~ ~~ =.:. h ~:~ ~:~"~ f r o m & & =~ 0 a.m. - & 2 =30 p.m. i n B u b b a ’ s O f f i c e ( I u n c h c a t e r e d ) 

L:=:~:~s~: =~?.~-~::~;~::~;~:~"~;~: from ~2;30- &;~O p.m. in EWAC 236 

Please recall that Mr. Jay is visiting the University of North Carolina as a result of our agreement to participate in an NCAA Regulatory Review. 

The Executive Committee of the NCAA commissioned two law firms to undertake a review of the regulatory functions of the NCAA, particularly the Eligibility 

Center, Academic and Membership Affairs, and Enforcement. A link to a memo from President Simon, Chair of the NCAA Executive Committee, to the NCAA 

Membership regarding this Review can be found i~:~:~:~.,~:. Mr. Jay is an attorney for Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. 

As part of this Review, Mr. Jay is one of several attorneys who are visiting campuses across the country and all three divisions to assess the effectiveness of these 

regulatory functions and consider how closely they meet the NCAA membership’s expectations. 

If you have any questions or need additional information, please let me know. 

Thanks for your help! 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Clearing House <brianne.schmidt@mcveigh.com~ 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:58 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Last Day to Register at Early Bird Pricing! Join us ti)r The Cleating House Almual Cont~rence Nov. 21-22, 2013 

Click here to decline or unsubscribe. 



Joelle Weltzin 
Business Unit/Division General Counsel, SVP, and Corporate Secretary for premium 
finance companies 

Education: 
Bradley University 1990 - Political Science and German 
SIU School of law 1995 

Emplovers/Experience: 

State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co. and State Farm Bank, F.S.B. (Springfield & 
Bloomington, IL) ~ 8.75 years 

Claims, Corp. Law Operations Unit, Corp. Law Litigation Support, financial services, 
compfiance 

Hinshaw & Culbertson (Peoria, IL) <1 year 
Insurance defense and general fitigation/collecfions 

Wells Fargo, N.A. (West Des Moines, IA) < 2 years 
Credit/debit/prepaid card compfiance 

BB&T (Raleigh, NC) ~7.75 years 
Credit card, merchant services, treasury services, corporate governance, insurance 
premium finance 

Advice: 

Always listen to anyone who calls to ask if you are interested in a job and keep all 
contact information. 
Be open to new work challenges/different areas of law/change; be careful of being 
pigeon-holed in a corporation. 
Compensation is not just salary but includes equity, pension, 401k matching 
contributions, insurance, vacation, sick days, bonuses, merit increases, relocation 
benefits, etc.; add it all up before making a decision based solely on a big salary 
offer. 
Remember: it is not how much you make but how you spend it. 
Volunteer in the community. 



Lori Mahmoud 
Senior Attorney, VP (support Enterprise Spend Management) 

Education: 
UNC Asheville 1996 - Biology/Organic Chemistry 
NCCU Law School 2000 

Employers/Experience: 

Progress Software Corporation (Morrisville, NC) ~ 1 year 
Part of Commercial Legal Services - supported sales team 

PEOPLEFLUENT, INC. (RALEIGH, NC) ~ 4 YEARS 
SaaS technology provider - supported sales team and handled general corporate 
matters 

Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, PLLC. (Raleigh, NC) ~ 2 years 
Supported large-scale products fiability fitigation 

SpectraSite Communications, Inc. (bought by American Tower) (Cary, NC) ~ 7 mos. 
Telecom/technology - supported business development and handled commercial 
negotiations 

Durham County Office of the Public Defender (Durham, NC) ~ 3.5 year 
Handled juvenile defense, child support, district and superior criminal, 
abuse/neglect/dependency, involuntary commitments and guardianships 

SpectraSite Communications, Inc. (Cary, NC) ~ 7 months 
Telecom/technology - supported business development and handled commercial 
negotiations 

Advice: 

Always be courteous - it never pays to be rude 
Keep in touch with associates and former employers 
Use Linkedln so you have a central repository for contacts and their information 
Focus on the area of law that interests you the most and become the best at what 
you do 



Dean Scharnhorst 
Assistant General Counsel, VP 

Lead attorney for IT Services and Digital Channels (online and mobile banking, 
ATM, IVR) 
IP Counsel (patents, trademarks, trade secrets) 

Education: 
Old Dominion University, B.S. Computer Science 
The University of Tennessee, M.S. Computer Science 
Regent University School of Law, J.D. 

Employers/Experience: 

Williams Mullen, associate in IP practice group - 3 years 
Freelance management consultant - 3 years 
Cambient (software consulting), founding-CEO - 4 years 
MRC Partners, director of commercial consulting - 2 years 
Symbolics, manager of consulting - 2 years 

Advice: 

Where you start doesn’t have to define where you finish. 
Especially when starting out, pursue colleagues and roles more than titles and 
salaries. 

o Think "this is what I learned" or "this is what I accomplished" versus "this is 
who I was" 

o Find good mentors 
Show up, be on time, and do what you say you are going to do (i.e., follow 
through). 
Learn to speak, listen, read and write well. 
Take care of those who are taking care of you (be loyal, give back). 
Stretch yourself. 



Robert Wirth 
Senior Attorney, VP 

Education: 
UNC School of law 2003 
Lynchburg College 1990 - Business Management 

Advice: 

Do whatever you do as best you can, "It takes many good deeds to build a 
reputation and only one bad one to lose it." - Benjamin Franklin 
Attitude is more important than fact. 
"Great minds discuss ideas, average minds discuss events, and small minds discuss 
people." - Eleanor Roosevelt 
Volunteer in the community. 



Lucrecia Moore 
Assistant General Counsel 

Education: 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC - Bachelor of Arts, English - May 1992 
Marquette University Law School, Milwaukee, WI - Juris Doctor - May 1995 

Employers/Experience: 

U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission, Washington, D.C. 
Attorney/Adviser- September 1996 to September 1998 
Division of Market Regulation, Qffice of Risk Management and Control, Clearance 
and Settlement Group 

Office of Thrift Supervision, Department of Treasury, Washington, D.C. 
Attorney II - September 1998 to April 2000 
Qffice of Chief Counsel, Business Transactions Division 

Kirkpatrick & Lockhart LLP, Washington, D.C. (currently K&L Gates) 
Associate - April 2000 to November 2002 
Financial Institutions Group 

Moore Law Office, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Qwner & Solo Practitioner- January 2004 to September 2006 

Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Fiduciary & Regulatory Consultant, Vice President, Institutional Retirement & Trust, 
Wells Fargo Executive Benefits (~’WFEB"), September 2006 to April 2012 

Advice: 

Trust your inner voice. 



Tammy Nicholson 
Assistant General Counsel, VP 

Education: 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill- 1994-B.S. in Business Administration, 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
North Carolina Central University School of Law-1999 

Employers/Experience: 

Fidelity National Title Insurance (2001-2005) 
Title Counsel 

Wachovia Bank/Wells Fargo Bank (2005-2009) 
Assistant General Counsel, Commercial Lending 

PNC Bank/RBC Bank (2009-2012) 
Senior Counsel, Commercial Lending 

BB&T (2012-present) 
Credit Card, Merchant Services 

Advice: 

Identify as early as possible what your strengths are and what strengths would work 
well in any job/organization; do not assume the strengths that you had prior to law 
school or during law school will be the same strengths that you have as an attorney. 
Always want and be prepared to learn new things and new areas of the law; this will 
help to open more doors for you and develop your overall skill set as an attorney. 
Never lose focus on developing and growing relationships with your colleagues and 
clients; the world is smaller than you think; everything comes back full circle. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:23 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: House GOP to Take Up Parts of Senate Budget Plm~ 

House GOP to Take Up Parts of Nenate Budget Plan 

House Republicans were planning to take up pieces of an emerging Senate deal to avert a 

debt crisis and reopen the government and add a number of changes favored by party 

members. 

Lawmakers exiting a closed-door meeting of House Republicans said the proposal would 

fund the government and raise the nation’s borrowing limit through early 2014, as 

contemplated by the Senate plato The House could hold votes on the altered plan as early 

as Tuesday, lawmakers said. House Speaker John Boehner announced the plan in closed- 

door caucus meeting Tuesday. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:21 AM 

Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; Larry Killough (lar~,@vt.edu); ’Carolyn Calla~han 

(cmc@virginia.edu)’; Sam Paxdue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmich~r@wIi~.edu 
(carmicha@wfu.edu)’; Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.edu-~; Sue Am~ Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela 
<ppe~rewe@cob.fsu.edu>; Marvin P. Dawkins 0ndawkins@~niami.edu); saa01@pitt.edu; ~njwaule@max~-ell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia 
(pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eomse01@louis~ille.edu) 

I:W: cfaa-elite-clips U-Wisconsin bom~t weighs in on thture relationship ruth NC,A~A~ 

Hello All--Here is another forwarded emai[ for you, this time from Jo Potato. Another one to go! 
Martha 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cfaa-elite-clips [mailto:cfaa(a)i-aa.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 5:59 AM 
To: Jo Potuto 
Subject: cfaa-elite-cIips U-Wisconsin board weighs in on furore relationship with NCAA 

Please join CFAA in supporting college ~2)otball! 

Athletic Board weighs in on future relationship with NCAA 

Jack Baer 
UW Daily Cardinal 
14 October 2013 

The University of Wisconsin-Madison Athletic Board ruet Friday- to discuss the NCAA’s role in the future of the "Group of Five" conferences and the possibility of paying student athletes. 

Athletic Board Chair Dale Bjorling expressed an interest in re-evaluating the NCAA’s relationship with the "Group of Five," a collection of power conferences including the Big Ten 
Conference and Southeastern Conference. 

"There are scveral issues that are running parallel within the NCAA and one of thcm is their ability or inability to effcctively enforce current guidelines and policy," Bjorling said. "A second 
is whether or not those policies and guidelines are even applicable in the current environraent." 

Bjorling later supported the idea of covering a student athlete’s "Full Cost of Attendance," in which a stipend would be given to cover a student athlete’s extra academic costs in addition to 
tuition, and downplayed a "Pay-for-Play" model that attempts to pay student athletes their "~air ruarket value." 

Athletic Director Barry Alvarez also announced to the Athletic Board that the University of Wisconsin Board of Regents had formally approved a football game against Louisiana State 
University at Lambeau Field in Green Bay for the 2016 season opener. 

Follow @CFAAEliteClips on Twitter 

Subscription Reminder: You’re Subscribed to, cfaa-elite-clips 
Using the address: jpotuto 1 @unl. edu 

From: c~aa@i-aa.com 
College Football Annual Advantage (CFAA) 

P. O. Box 92086 

Lakeland, FL 33804-2086 

Unsubscribe Automatically: 
http ://i-aa.com/cgi-bin/dada/mail cgi/u/clips/ipotuto l/unl edu/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clms Crenshaw <chris@c3finaJaciaJ,com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:45 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

FinanciaJ Topics Newsletter 

1-o vie:^; :3n onlh’~e version of this ernail, click here. 

October 2013 

Achieving Your Financial Goals is Our Mission 

With the increasing demands of daily life and growing complexity of the 

financial markets, more and more people have sought financial 

advisors to manage their investment needs. They have opted to spend 

their free time with family or relaxing rather than enduring the stress 
of financial planning, all the while having peace of mind because their 

investments receive expert attention. 

As the founder of Chris C. Crenshaw Financial Services, I have over 43 
years of investment advisory experience and offer expertise in a 

variety of areas such: 

Retirement & Investment Portfolio Management 

Personal Financial Planning 

Estate Analysis & Planning 

Risk Management & Insurance 

The mission of Chris C. Crenshaw Financial Services is to provide 

personalized investment services to high-net worth clients that allow 

them to meet their short and long-term goals. By employing a balanced 

approach, we allocate assets to achieve maximum portfolio 
performance relative to a client’s risk tolerance and liquidity needs. We 

also strive to educate our clients on the investment process so they 

have a complete understanding of their financial plato 

Our advisory services are based on a percentage fee, not 
commissions, ensuring that you will receive independent investment 
recommendations. We realize that seeking investment advice is an act 
of trust, and we are dedicated to earning that trust by providing 
superior performance and a broad array of services to meet your 
needs. 

We want to work with you to achieve your goals and ensure a certain 

financial future. To get started, call (919) 493-3669 for a complimentary 

consultation. 

Retirement Derailers 
In a February 2013 survey of 1,000 employed 

I and retired Americans ages 50~70 with $100,000 
or more in investable assets, 90% of respondents 

said they had experienced a ~retirement 

derailer~ ~ a specific circumstance that 

’ seriously impacted their retirement plans or 

reduced their retirement savings (Source: Ameriprise Financial, 

February 2013). Approximately 37% of respondents had 

experienced five or more such circumstances. 

[FULL ARTICLE_.Retirement Derailers] 

When Can You Retire? 

Chris C. Crenshaw 

Owner 

Chris C, Crenshaw 

Financial Services, 
LLC 
2727 University Drive 

Durham, NC 27707 

Tel: (919) 493-3669 
e-mail: 

chris@c3financial.com 

As the founder of Chris 
C. Crenshaw Financial 

Services, LLC, I have 
over 43 years of 

investment advisory 
experience and offer 

expertise in a variety of 

areas such as: 

Retirement & 

Investment 

Portfolio 

Management 

Personal 

Financial 

Planning 

Estate Analysis & 

Planning 

Risk 

Management & 

Insurance 

For a complimentary 

consultation, call (919) 
493-3669. 



When can you retire? ft depends ~ on how old 
you are; how much you have saved; the extent 
to which you,ll rely on Social Security, a 

I pension, or tax-advantaged retirement accounts; 
how your investments perform; the kind of 

lifestyle you want in retirement; and how long you,ll live. 
[FULL ARTICLE...When Can You Retire?] 

Help Your Beneficiaries Avoid IRA Mistakes 
¯ ¯ While annual contributions to IRAs are still 
i.~.i 

relatively modest, the ability to roll over 401(k) 
balances to an TRA can result in significant IRA 
balances. In addition to retirement planning 

I vehicles, IRAs are thus becoming estate planning 
tools. If you are in that situation, help your beneficiaries avoid 
these common ]~RA mistakes. 
[FULL ARTICLE...Help Your Beneficiaries Avoid IRA Mistakes] 

Factors to Consider When Reviewing Your Life 
insurance 

¯ ¯ No matter how well you set up your life insurance 
i.~.i policy when you first took it out, the policy may 

no longer fit your needs~ After all, life is marked 
by changes, and it~snot unusua for those 
changes to render your life insurance policy 

unsuitable in one or more way 
[FULL ARTICLE~..Factors to Consider When Reviewing Your Life Insurance] 

Assessinc~Your 401 (k) Plan 
At least annually, you should thoroughly review 
your 401(k) plan. Here are five items you should 
consider regarding your objectives, contributions, 
asset allocation, rebalancing, and the features of 
your 401(k) plan. 
[FULL ARTICLE...Assessing Your 401(k) P an] 

Published by Integrated Concepts Group, Inc= 
Some information provided in this newsletter was prepared by Integrated Concepts. This newsletter intends to offer 

factual and up-to-date information on the subjects discussed, but should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 

these subjects. Professional advisers should be consulted before implementing any options presented. No party 

assumes liability for any loss or damage resulting from errors or omissions or reliance on or use of this material. 



ii~.~ On a Whim - Stay two nights save 20% 

i i’~ Special Offers 

Omni Rancho Las Pa~mas Resort & Spa 
Palm Springs CA 

Rise & I~ine Package 

Enjoy luxurious accommodations~ daiiy breakfast for two, waived 

resin1 se~,’ice fee and two Rancho Las Paimas Passport 

savings books, featuring exceptional offers for reso~l amenities 

and activities 

Rise& Dine Package 

The Omni Homestead Resort 
Hot Springs, VA 

Adventure Package 

Escape 1:o the Allegheny Mountains and get your chek;e of one 

complimentary acl:iv~ty per day of your stay, complimentary 

parking [or one vehicle. 50% off K~ds Club and 15% off any 

additional ac[iv~ties 

Adventure Package 

Black Friday in ProvideBce 

Stay at the Omni Providence Hotei for $99 per night and be the 

first in line on Black Friday! Connected to the Providence Place 

Mall, the Omni Providence Hotel puts you closest to the action 

Black Friday in Providence 

Great Cities¯ Great Rates 



ii~ Omni News 

Omni Nashville Hotel 

The Omni Nashville Hotel has opened its doors to 

business and leisure travelers searching for an 

authentic taste of Nashville. 1he hotel, dubbed The Key 

Te Music City, truly embedies [i~ raw and hen~!st 

numerous dining and leisure options, in addition to the 

city’s only roo~op pool 

Nashville 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wegner. Judith Welch <judith wegner~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:11 PM 

Gerhardt, Michael J <gerhardt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Copy of letters sent to folks reques~ting tenure letters 

Hi, Mike. I think the closest Ii’om last year would be Dana Remus (associate professor hired *vith tenure). I think Lissa should probably coordinate since she’s chairing the committee this 
year. Lissa, could you get those to Mike? 2vlaybe also JeffHirsch and Richard 2vlyers (were promotion to full protEssor from associate with tenure). Thanks--Judith 

From: Gerhardt, Michael J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:50 AM 
To: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Subject: Copy of letters sent to folks requesting tenure letters 

Hi, Judith, I hope you do not mind, but as we await final word on the standards we should use for Ted I was thinking it might help to get a copy or two of the formal letters you sent asking 
folks to write tenure evaluations :[’or us. ()f course, we do not have to write up a tenure file, but we do have to at least begin to provide the 12~undation for one. Your letters would be useful 
templates for us Thanks. 

Michael Gerhardt 
Samuel Ashe Distinguished Professor in Constitutional Law & Director, Center [’or Law and Government 
UNC School of Law 
919843.5600 



described The processes for responding to requests for copies of electronic records end restrictions of 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerhardt. Michael J <gerhardt@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:45 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu>; Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegner@unc.edu> 

Re: CoW of letters sent to tblks requesting tenure letters 

Thanks, I appreciate it. 

Michael Gerhardt 

Samuel Ashe Distinguished Professor in Constitutional La~v & Director, 
Center for Law and Government 
UNC School of Law 
919.8435600 

On 10/15/13 12:32 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi Mike -- I think these are the letters Judith was referring to. I hope 
>this is helpful. 
> 

>Lissa 
> 
>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Wegner, Judith Welch 
>Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:11 PM 
>To: Gerhardk Michael J 
>Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
>Subject: RE: Copy of letters sent to folks requesting tenure letters 
> 

>Hi, Mike. I think the closest from last year would be Dana Remus 
>(associate professor hired with tenure). I think Lissa should probably 
>coordinate since she’s chairing the committee this year Lissa, could 
>you get those to h/hke? Maybe also JeffHirsch and Richard Myers (were 
>promotion to iSll professor from associate with tenure). Thanks--Judith 
> 

>From: Gerhardt, Michael J 
>Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:50 
>To: Wegner, Judith Welch 
>Subject: Copy of letters sent to folks requesting tenure letters 
> 

>Hi, Judith, I hope you do not mind, but as we await final word on the 
>standards we should use for Ted I was thinking it might help to get a 
>copy or two of the formal letters you sent asking folks to write tenure 
>evaluations for us. Of course, we do not have to write up a tenure file, 
>but we do have to at least begin to provide the foundation for one. Your 
>letters would be useful templates for us. Thanks. 
>__ 

>Michael Gerhardt 
>Samuel Ashe Distinguished Professor in Constitutional Law & Director, 
>Center for Law and Government LrNC School of Law 
>919.843.5600 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brittany D. Marshall <BMarshall@~)lrick.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:54 PM 

BaJ~king & Financial Institutions <Banking@wyrick.com> 

Wyrick Robbins Client Alert - Third-Party Vendor Diligence - A CriticaJ Element of the Risk Management Process 

Client Alert - Third Party Diligence.pdf 

On behalf of the Banking & Financial Institutions practice group, we have attached a Client Alert that may be of interest to you. The attached Client Alert is 

regarding the importance of due diligence in managing risk associated with third-party vendor relationships. 

If you have any trouble opening the attachment or need any other assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Brittany D. Marshall Wyrick Robbins Yate8 & Ponton LLP I i~l~ http I 

LEGAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
4101 Lake Boone Trail. Suite 300 

Raleigh, NO 27607 

P: 9197814000 F: 919.781.4865 

b ma rs ha I I@wyrick co m                                                  www.wyrick.com 

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: TO comply with requirements imposed by the United States Treasury Department, any information regarding any U.S. federal tax 

matters contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, as advice for the purpose 

of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter 

addressed herein. 
The contents of this e ma[i message may be privileged and/or confidential. If you are not the fntended reciuient, any review, dissemination, copying, dfstr[bution or other use of the contents of this message or any attachment by you is st Bet bt prohib’ted If 

you rece’ve thfs com municatfon in error, please not’fy us immedfately by return e maii or by telephone {929 781 4000}, and please delete this message a nd all attach ments from your system. Tha nk you. 



CLIENT 

Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP 
5,.T-~©i:,"i~.-. fS A-~ i. AW 

410I I..8,ke ~;oe,,"~e ir~qi, S@.e 300, R~ieigi~, NC 27607 

PO D~s,?,,e~ 17803, Rs~e~{:#~ NC 27519 

P: 919.781.4000 F: 919781 48~:.;5 ~.~rick.com 

ALERT 
Bank}n~ & Financial Institutions Practice Group Update October 

THIRD-PARTY VENDOR DILIGENCE - A CRITICAL ELEMENT OF THE RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

A financial institution’s oblisation to properly manase third-party risk is not a new concept, but it is an 

element of risk manasement that has been receivin8 increased attention from the federal and state bankin8 
resulators in recent years. This increased attention is partly attributable to the sisnificance of these third- 

party relationships (or outsourcin8 relationships) at community banks, which often outsource key operational 

functions, such as their core data processin8 systems, in order to take advantase of technolosical 

developments and expertise that they simply do not have and/or cannot afford to maintain in house. Addin8 

to the increased resulatory scrutiny are the hishly visible data breaches that have occurred at some of the 

more prominent third-party vendors, such as the 20:~1 data breach at Fidelity National Information Systems 

("FIS"). The FIS data breach demonstrates the reputational and compliance risks that inevitably accompany 

financial institutions’ most sisnificant third-party vendor relationships. 

A financial institution’s board of directors and senior manasement are ultimately responsible for 

manasin8 activities conducted throush third-party relationships, and identifyin8 and controllin8 the risks 
arisin8 from such relationships, to the same extent as if the activity were handled within the institution.~ 

Resulatory 8uidance has identified four main elements of an effective third-party risk manasement process: 
(1) risk assessment, (2) due dilisence in selectin8 a third party, (3) contract structurin8 and review, and (4) 

oversisht. One of the most critical, and often overlooked, risk manasement tools is the due dilisence process. 
The due dilisence process provides manasement with the information needed to address qualitative and 

quantitative aspects of potential third parties to determine if a relationship would help achieve the financial 
institution’s stratesic and financial 8oals and mitisate identified risks.2 Comprehensive due dilisence involves 

a review of all available information about a potential third party, focusin8 on the entity’s financial condition, 

its specific relevant experience, its knowledse of applicable laws and resulations, its reputation, and the scope 

and effectiveness of its operations and controls. If done thoroushly and effectively, the dilisence process can 

often identify risks and threats before the third-party relationship is established, which may enable the 

financial institution to avoid a costly mistake in choice of vendors. 

Third-party relationships are a critical component of a community bank’s competitive arsenal, as those 

institutions seek to stay ahead of the competitive curve by utilizin~ technolosical solutions to compliance and 

efficiency problems that are unique to smaller institutions. New technolol~ies and software solutions, 

however, often create the 8reatest risk and warrant the most thoroush dilisence process. For example, 

technology solutions often necessitate providin8 a third-party provider with electronic access to sensitive and 

confidential customer information. An institution needs to evaluate on the front-end whether the third-party 

vendor understands its oblisations with respect to safesuardin8 and disposin8 of nonpublic personal 

information and other confidential information. Contractual provisions need to be put in place that clearly 

1 See, Third-Party Risk: Guidance [or Managing Third Party Risk (FIL-44-2008). A copy of the FDIC 8uidance is attached to this Alert. 

~ld. 



address the vendor’s responsibilities with respect to the handling of such information. Additionally, any 

software solution that a third-party vendor may provide should be governed by a written agreement in which 

the vendor makes representations and warranties with respect to its right to license or sub-license the 

software to the institution and should contain meaningful indemnity provisions for the benefit of the financial 

institution. Proper diligence and a well-structured contract can substantially reduce the risks associated with 

the third-party relationship. 

Ultimately, as federal agency guidance makes clear, the banking regulators will evaluate activities 

conducted through third-party relationships as though the activities were performed by the institution itself. 

The FIS data breach referenced earlier in this Alert is a perfect demonstration of this concept. The federal 

agencies have recently issued a confidential report related to their examination between October 2011 and 

2012 of FIS and its information security, risk management and internal audit functions. This report, which 

addressed specific regulatory findings, was then distributed in May, 2013 by the regulatory agencies to a 

subset of FIS’s financial institution clients,3 presumably with reminders of such institutions’ obligations to 

manage third-party risk. As this action demonstrates, the final responsibility to conduct banking and related 

activities in a safe and sound manner and in compliance with the law lies with the financial institution and that 

responsibility cannot be contracted out. While these relationships inevitably involve a certain degree of risk, it 

is important that proper diligence is done and systems put in place that document the institution’s risk 

management process. 

If you have any questions about this Alert, please feel free to call (919.781.4000) or e-mail your Wyrick 

Robbins contact or one of the following members of our Banking & Financial Institutions practice group: 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr. (tgaeta@wyrick.com); Todd H. Eveson (teveson@wyrick.com); Alexander M. Donaldson 

(adonaldson@wyrick.com); Jonathan A. Greene (jgreene@wyrick.com); or Stuart M. Rigor 

(srigot@wyrick.com). 

3 Source: FIS Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed with the SEC on August 2, 2013. 

V~lyrick Robbi~ls Yates & Po~lton LLP 



Attachment 

GUIDANCE FOR MANAGING THIRD-PARTY RISK 

An institution’s board of directors and senior management are ultimately responsible for 
managing activities conducted through third-party relationships, and identifying and controlling 
the risks arising from such relationships, to the same extent as if the activity were handled within 
the institution. This guidance includes a description of potential risks arising from third-party 
relationships, and provides information on identit~,ing and managing risks associated with 
financial institutions’ business relationships with third parties.~ This guidance applies to any of 
an institution’s third-party arrangements, and is intended to be used as a resource for 
implementing a third-party risk management program. 

This guidance provides a general framework that boards of directors and senior management 
may use to provi de appropriate oversight and risk management of significant third-party 
relationships. A third-paW relationship should be considered significant if the institution’s 
relationship with the third party is a new relationship or involves implementing new bank 
activities; the relationship has a material effect on the institution’s revenues or expenses; the 
third party performs critical functions; the third party stores, accesses, transmits, or performs 
transactions on sensitive customer information; the third part}, markets bank products or services; 
the third party provides a product or performs a service involving subpfime lending or card 
payment transactions; or the third party poses risks that could significantly affect earnings or 
capital. 

The FDIC reviews a financial institution’s risk management program and the overall effect of its 
third-party relationships as a component of its normal examination process. As noted, the FDIC 
evaluates activities conducted through third-party relationships as though the activities were 
performed by the institution itself. In that regard, it must be noted that while an institution may 
properly seek to mitigate the ri sks of third-party relationships through the use of indemnity 
agreements with third parties, such agreements do not insulate the institution from its ultimate 
responsibility to conduct banking and related activities in a safe and sound manner and in 
compliance with law. 

Management should consider the principles addressed in this guidance and ensure that 
appropri ate procedures are in place, taking into account the compl exity and ri sk potential for 
each of its third-party/relationships. The precise use of a risk management process is dependent 
upon the nature of the third-party relationship, the scope and magnitude of the activity, and the 
ri sk identified. 

Background 
Financial institutions generally enter into third-party relationships by outsourcing certain 
operational functions to a third party or by using a third party to make products and ser¥ices 
available that the institution does not originate. Also, financial institutions may enter into 
arrangements with third parties in which the institution funds certain products originated by a 
third party. As the financial services industr?, continues to evolve, some financial institutions are 
also using third parties for functions that are either new or have traditionally been performed in- 

~ Tiffs guidance supplemems, but does not replace, previously issued m[brmation on third-parb’ risk and is intended 
to assist in the management of third-party relationships. 



house. For purposes of this guidance, the term :’third party" is broadly defined to include all 
entities that have entered into a business relationship with the financial institution, whether the 
third party is a bank or a nonbank, affiliated or not afiqliated, regulated or nonregulated, or 
domestic or foreign. 

The FDIC recognizes that the use of third parties can assist management in attaining strategic 
objectives by increasing revenues or reducing costs. The use of a third party also commonly 
sers, es as a vehicle for management to access greater expertise or efficiency for a particular 
activity. The deci sion about whether to use a third party should be considered by an institution’s 
board of directors and management taking into account the circumstances unique to the potential 
relationship. The use of third parties in no way diminishes the responsibility of the board of 
directors and management to ensure that the third-party activity is conducted in a sa~ and sound 
manner and in compliance with applicable laws, regulations, and internal policies. 

Thi s guidance provi des a general framework for the implementation of an effective third-party 
risk management process~ This guidance does not supersede previously issued FDIC and 
interagency guidance on managing third-party risk in the context of specific functions or 
activities. Also, transactions with affiliated entities remain subject to sections 23A and 23B of 
the Federal Reserve Act--------the specific requirements of which are not addressed here. 

This guidance applies to any of an institution’s third-party arrangements, and is intended to be 
used as a resource for implementing a third-paW risk management program, including functions 
and activities not specifically addressed in other guidance. The guidelines should not be 
considered a set of mandato~5~ procedures, but management should ensure that sufficient 
procedures and policies are in place to control the risks associated with a particular third-party 
relationship. 

Potential Risks Arisin~ from Third-Part~, Relationships 
There are hum erous ri sks that may arise from a financial institution’ s use of third parties o Some 
of the risks are associated with the underlying activity itself, similar to the risks faced by an 
institution directly conducting the activity. Other potential risks arise from or are heightened by 
the involvement of a third party. Failure to manage these risks can expose an institution to 
regulato~ action, financial loss, litigation and reputation damage, and may even impair the 
institution’s ability to establish new or service existing customer relationships. 

Not all of the following risks will be applicable to evex5" third-party relationship; however, 
complex or significant arrangements may have definable risks in most areas. The financial 
institution’s board of directors and senior management should understand the nature of these 
risks in the context of the institution’s current or planned use of third parties. The following 
summary of risks is not considered all-inclusive. 

.__S__t___r___a___t___e_g~___c____~_j___s___k__:. Strategic risk is the risk arising from adverse business decisions, or the failure to 
implement appropriate business decisions in a manner that is consistent with the institution’s 
strategic goals. The use of a third party, to perform banking functions or to offer products or 
services that do not help the financial institution achieve corporate strategic goal s and provide an 
adequate return on investment exposes the financial institution to strategic ri sk. 



Reputation risk. Reputation risk is the risk arising from negative public opinion. Third-party 
relationships that result in dissatisfied customers, interactions not consistent with institution 
policies, inappropriate recommendations, security breaches resulting in the disclosure of 
customer information, and violations of la~v and regulation are all examples that could harm the 
reputation and standing of the financial institution in the comnmnity it serves. Also, any 
negative publicity involving the third party, whether or not the publicity is related to the 
institution’s use of the third party, could result in reputation risk. 

Operational risk. Operational risk is the ri sk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal 
processes, people, and systems or from external events. Third-party relationships of~cen integrate 
the internal processes of other organizations with the bank’ s processes and can increase the 
overall operational complexity. 

Transaction risk. Transaction risk is the risk arising from problems with service or product 
delivery. A third party’s failure to perform as expected by customers or the financial institution 
due to reasons such as inadequate capacity, technological failure, human error, or fraud, exposes 
the institution to transaction risk. The lack of an effective business resumption iplan and 
appropriate contingency plans increase transaction risk. Weak control over technology used in 
the third-party arrangement may result in threats to security and the integrity of systems and 
resources. These issues could result in unauthorized transactions or the inability to transact 
business as expected. 

Qr._e__d_i.t___._r_i__s_._k:. Credit risk is the risk that a third party, or any other creditor necessas, to the third- 
party relationship, is unable to meet the terms of the contractual arrangements with the financial 
institution or to otherwise financially perform as agreed. The basic form of credit risk involves 
the financial condition of the third party itself. Some contracts provide that the third party 
ensures some measure of performance related to obligations arising from the relationship, such 
as loan origination programs. In these circmnstances, the financial condition of the third party is 
a factor in assessing credit risk. Credit risk also arises from the use of third parties that market or 
originate certain types of loans, solicit and refer customers, conduct underwriting analysis, or set 
up product programs for the financial institution. Appropriate monitoring of the activity of the 
third party is necessary to ensure that credit risk is understood and remains within board- 
approved limits. 

Compliance risk. Compliance risk is the risk arising from violations of laws, rules, or 
regulations, or from noncompliance with internal policies or procedures or with the institution’ s 
business standards. This risk exists when the products or activities of a third party are not 
consistent with governing laws, rules, regulations, policies, or ethical standards. For example, 
some third parties may engage in product marketing practices that are deceptive in violation of 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, or lending practices that are discriminatory in 
violation of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and the Federal Reserve Board’s Regulation B. 
Additionally, the ability of the third party to maintain the privacy of customer records and to 
implement an appropriate information security and disclosure program is another compliance 
concern. Liability could potentially extend to the financial institution when third parties 
experience security breaches involving customer information in violation of the safeguarding of 
customer inform ati on stan dards under FDIC and Federal Trade Corn mi ssion regul ation s. 
Compliance risk is exacerbated when an institution has inadequate oversight, monitoring or audit 
functions. 



Other risks. The types of risk introduced by an institution’s decision to use a third party cannot 
be fully assessed without a complete understanding of the resulting arrangement. Therefore, a 
comprehensive li st of potential ri sks that could be associated with a third-party relationship is not 
possible. In addition to the risks described above, third-party relationships may also subject the 
financial institution to liquidity, interest rate, price, foreign currency translation, and country 
risks. 

Risk Management Process 
The key to the effective use of a third party in any capacity is [Br the financial institution’s 
management to appropriately assess, measure, monitor, and control the risks associated with the 
relationship. While engaging another entity may assist management and the board in achieving 
strategic goals, such an arrangement reduces m anagement’s direct control. Therefore, the use of 
a third party increases the need for oversight of the process from start to finish. This guidance 
provi des four main el ements of an effective third-party risk management process: (1) r~ sk 
assessment, (2) due diligence in selecting a third party, (3) contract structuring and review, and 
(4) oversight. 

While these four elements apply to any third-party activities, the precise use of this process is 
dependent upon the nature of the third-party relationship, the scope and magnitude of the 
activity, and the risks identified These guidelines are not intended to result in an expansion or a 
decrease in the use of third parties by financial institutions, but to provide a frame~vork for 
assessing, measuring, monitoring, and controlling risks associated with third parties. A 
comprehensive risk management process, which includes management of any third-party 
relationships, will enable management to ensure that capital is sufficient to support the 
institution’s underlying risk exposures and that the third party is operating in a manner consistent 
with federal and state laws, rules, and regulations, including those intended to protect consumers. 

i. Risk Assessment 
Risk assessment is fundamental to the initial decision of whether or not to enter into a third-party 
relationship. The first step in the risk assessment process should be to ensure that the proposed 
relationship is consistent with the institution’s strategic planning and overall business strategy. 
Next, management should analyze the benefits, costs, legal aspects, and the potential risks 
associated with the third party under consideration. Expanded analysi s would be warranted if the 
product or service is a new activity or product for the institution~ It is key for management to 
develop a thorough understanding of what ~he proposed relationship will accomplish for the 
institution, and why the use of a third party is in its best interests. A risk/reward analysis should 
be performed for significant matters, comparing the proposed third-party relationship to other 
methods of performing the activity or product offering, including the use of other vendors or 
performing the function i n-house~ For such matters, the analysi s should be considered integral to 
the bank’s overall strategic planning, and should thus be performed by senior management and 
reviewed by the board or an appropriate committee. 

Responsible bank personnel should have the requisite knowledge and skills to adequately 
perform the analysis. Certain aspects of the risk assessment phase may include the use of 
internal auditors, compliance officers, technology officers, and legal counsel. This phase should 
also identify, performance criteria, internal controls, reporting needs, and contractual 
requirements that would be critical to the ongoing assessment and control of specific identified 



risks. For example, if the activity involves consumer products and services, the board and 
management should establish a clear solicitation and origination strategy that allows for an 
assessment of performance, as well as mid-course corrections. In addition, assessing the best 
method of providing information security and meeting customer privacy requirements should not 
be ox;erlooked during this phase. 

After completing the general assessment of risks, particularly relative to the institution’s overall 
strategic plan, management should review its ability to provide adequate oversight and 
management of the proposed third-party relationship on an ongoing basis~ While identif}’ing and 
understanding the ri sks associated with the third party is critical at the outset, the long-term 
management of the relationship is vital to success. For significant third-party relationships, the 
board may consider appointing a senior manager to be responsible for the relationship, including 
due diligence, implementation, ongoing oversight, and periodic reporting to the board. This 
management official should have the requisite knowledge and skill s to critically review all 
aspects of the relationshipo The board and management should also ensure that the institution’s 
compliance management system is adapted to effectively address the third-party relationship and 
appropriately respond to emerging issues and compliance deficiencies. 

A final part of the initial risk assessment phase for significant relationships involves carefully 
estimating the long-term financial effect of the proposed third-party relationship. The board 
should take into account all aspects of the long-term potential of the relationship, as well as the 
managerial expertise and other associated costs that would result from the decision to use a third 
party, and not be unduly influenced by short-term cost savings. The long-term financial risk 
resulting from an initial incomplete accounting of costs and/or an ox;erestimation of benefits can 
undermine appropriate decisions in other phases of the risk management process. 

2. Due Diligence in Selecting a Tl~ird ParO~ 
Following an assessment of risks and a decision to proceed with a plan to establish a third-party 
rel ationship, management must sel ect a qualified entity to implement the activity or program 
The due diligence process provides management with the information needed to address 
qualitative and quantitative aspects of potential third parties to determine if a relationship would 
help achieve the financial institution’ s strategic and financial goal s and mitigate i dentified ri sks. 
Not only should due diligence be performed prior to selecting a third party, but it should also be 
performed peri odically during the course of the rel ation ship, patti cularly when consi dering a 
renewal of a contract. 

The scope and depth of due diligence is directly related to the importance and magnitude of the 
institution’s relationship with the third party. For example, large-scale, highly visible programs 
or programs dealing with sensitive data integral to the institution’s success warrant an in-depth 
due dili gence of the potenti al thi rd party, while the due diligence process for i solated 1 ow-risk 
third-party activities woul d be much I ess comprehensive. 

Comprehensive due diligence involves a review of all available information about a potential 
third part5’, focusing on the entity’s financial condition, its specific relevant experience, its 
knowledge of applicable laws and regulations, its reputation, and the scope and eff’ectiveness of 
its operations and controls. The evaluation of a third party may include the following items: 



Audited financial statements, annual reports, SEC filings, and other available financial 
indicators. 
Significance of the proposed contract on the third paW’s financial condition. 
Experience and ability in implementing and monitoring the proposed activity. 
Business reputation. 
Qualifications and experience of the company’s principals. 
Strategies and goals, including service philosophies, quality initiatives, efficiency 
improvements, and employment policies. 
Existence of any significant complaints or litigation, or regulatory actions against the 
company. 
Ability to perform the proposed functions using current systems or the need to make 
additional investment. 
Use of other parties or subcontractors by the third party. 
Scope of internal controls, systems and data security, privacy protections, and audit 
coverage. 
Business resumption strategy and contingency plans. 
Knowledge of relevant consumer protection and civil rights laws and regulations. 
Adequacy of management information systems. 
Insurance coverage. 

3. Contr¢tct,Structuring and Revie~ 
After selecting a third party, management should ensure that the specific expectations and 
obligations of both the financial institution and the third party are outlined in a written contract 
prior to entering into the arrangement. Board approval should be obtained prior to entering into 
any material third-party" arrangements. Appropriate legal counsel should also review significant 
contracts prior to finalization. Any material or significant contract with a third party should 
prohibit assignment, transfer or subcontracting by the third party of its obligations to another 
entity, unless and until the financial institution determines that such assignment, transfer, or 
subcontract would be consistent with the due diligence standards for selection of third parties. 

The level of detail in contract provisions will va~, with the scope and risks associated with the 
"~hird-party relationship. The following topics should be considered as a contract is structured, 
with the applicability of each dependent upon the nature and significance of the third-party 
relationship. 

Scopeo The contract should clearly set forth the rights and responsibilities of each party to the 
contract, including the following: 

Timeframe covered by the contract. 
Frequency, format, and specifications of the service or product to be provided. 
Other services to be provided by the third party, such as software support and maintenance, 
training of employees, and customer service. 
Requirement that the third party comply with all applicable laws, regulations, and 
regulator7 guidance. 
Authorization for the institution and the appropriate federal and state regulatory agency to 
have access to records of the third party as are necessary or appropriate to evaluate 
compliance with laws, roles, and regulations. 



Identification of which party will be responsible for delivering any required customer 
disclosures. 
Insurance coverage to be maintained by the third party. 
Terms relating to any use of bank premises, equipment, or employees. 
Permissibility/prohibition of the third party to subcontract or use another part?, to meet its 
obligations with respect to the contract, and any notice/approval requirements. 
Authorization for the institution to monitor and periodically review the third party for 
compliance with its agreement. 
Indemni fi cati on. 

Cost/compensation. For both the financial institution and the third party, the contract should 
outline the fees to be paid, including any fixed compensation, variable charges, and any fees to 
be paid for nonrecurring items or special requests. Other items that should be addressed, if 
applicable, are the cost and responsibility for purchasing and maintaining any equipment, 
hardware, software, or other item related to the activity. Also, the part?’ responsible for payment 
of any legal or audit expenses should be identified. 

Financial institutions should employ compensation programs that are consistent with sound 
banking practices and consumer protection laws. Compensation schemes should be structured to 
promote favorable long-term performance in a safe and sound manner. Volume and short-term 
incentives should be subject to strict quality control, and in the area of loan originations, are of 
particular concern. The FDIC expressly discourages the use of compensation arrangements 
which may encourage third-party originators to inappropriately steer borrowers into higher cost 
products. 

Performance standards. For certain relationships, clearly defined performance standards should 
be included to serve as a b asi s for measuring the performance of the third party, and may also be 
used as a factor in compensation arrangements. Indust~, standards may be used as a reference 
for certain functions, or standards may be set to reflect the particular relationship between the 
third party and the financial institution. Management should periodically review the 
performance measures to ensure consistency with its overall objectives. 

Reports. The contract should specie, the type and frequency of management information reports 
to be received from the third party~ Routine reports may include performance reports, audits, 
financial reports, security reports, and business resumption testing reports. Management should 
also consider mandating exception-based reports that would ser~e as notification of any changes 
or problems that could affect the nature of the relationship or pose a risk to the financial 
institution. 

Audit. In addition to the types and frequency of audit reports tha the financial institution is 
entitled to receive from the third party, the contract should also specify the institution’s right to 
audit the third party (or engage an independent auditor) as needed to monitor perforn~ance under 
the contract. Management should ensure that the third party’s internal control environment as it 
relates to the service or product being provided to the financial institution is sufficiently audited. 
If material to the arrangement, specific internal controls to be maintained by the third party 
should be defined in the contract. 



Confidentiality and security. The contract should prohibit the third party and its agents from 
using or disclosing the institution’s information, except as necessary to perform the functions 
designated by the contract. Any nonpublic personal information on the institution’s customers 
must be handled in a manner consistent with the institution’s own privacy policy and in 
accordance with applicable privacy laws and regulations. Any breaches in the security and 
confidentiality of information, including a potential breach resulting from an unauthorized 
intrusion, should be required to be fully and promptly disclosed to the financial institution. 

Customer complaints. The contract should specit}~ whether the financial institution or the third 
party has the duty to respond to any complaints received by the third part?, from customers of the 
financial institution. If the third paw is responsible for such responses, a copy of any complaint 
and the response should be forwarded to the financial institution. The contract should also 
provide for periodic summa~ reports detailing the status and resolution of complaints. 

Business resumption and contingency plans~ The contract should address the third party’s 
responsibility for continuation of servi ces provided for in the contractual arrangement in the 
event of an operational failure, including both man-made and natural disasters. The third party 
should have appropriate protections for backing up information and also maintain disaster 
recovery and contingency plans with sufficiently detailed operating procedures. Results of 
testing of these plans should be provided to the financial institution. 

Default and termination~ To mitigate ri sks associated with contract default and/or termination, 
the contract should address both issues. The contract should specify what circumstances 
constitute default, identify remedies, and allow" for a reasonable opportunity to cure a default. 
Similarly, termination rights should be identified in the contract, especially for material third- 
party arrangements and relationships involving rapidly changing technology or circumstances. 
Termination rights may be sought for various conditions, such as a change in control, substantial 
increase in cost, failure to meet performance standards, failure to f~Afill contractual obligations, 
inabilit?, to prevent violati ons of I aw, bankruptcy, company closure, and insolvency. The 
contract should state termination and notification requirements, with operating requirements and 
time frames to allow" for the orderly conversion to another entity without excessive expense. 
Return of the financial institution’s data, records, and/or other resources should also be 
addressed. 

Dispute resolutiono The institution should consider ~vhether the contract should include a dispute 
resolution process for the purpose of resolving problems expeditiously. Continuation of the 
arrangement between the parties during the dispute should also be addressed. 

Ownership and license. The contract should address ownership issues and the third party’s right 
to use the financial institution’s property, including data, equipment, software, and intellectual 
property such as the institution’s name and logo, trademark, and other copyrighted material. It 
should also address ownership and control of any records generated by the third party. 

Indemnification. Indemnification provisions require a third part?, to hold the financial institution 
harmless from liability as a result of negligence by the third party, and vice versa. Incorporating 
these provisions into a contract may reduce the potential for the institution to be held liable for 
claims arising from the third party’s negligence. It bears repeating, however, that such 
provisions cannot shift to third parties the institution’s ultimate responsibility to conduct banking 



and related activities in a safe and sound manner and in compliance with laws, regulations and 
sound banking principles. Also, the existence of indemnification provisions will not be a 
mitigating factor where deficiencies indicate the need to seek corrective actions. Where 
violations of consumer protection or other laws, regulations, and sound banking principles are 
present, or when banking and related activities are not conducted in a safe and sound manner, the 
FDIC’s consideration of remedial measures, including restitution orders, will be made 
irrespective of the existence of indemnification clauses in third-party contracts. 

Limits on liability. A third party may wish to contractually limit the amount of liability that it 
could incur as a result of the relationship with the financial institution. Before entering into such 
a contract, management of the financial institution should carefully consider whether the 
proposed damage limitation is reasonable compared to the amount of loss the institution could 
experience should the third party fail to adequately perform. 

4. Oversight 
In stimti ons should maintain adequate oversi ght of third-party activi ti es an d adequae qual ity 
control over those products and services provided through third-party arrangements in order to 
minimize exposure to potential significant financial loss, reputation damage, and supex~isoD, 
action. The board should initially approve, oversee, and review at least annually significant 
third-party arrangements, and review these arrangements and written agreements whenever there 
is a material change to the program. Management should periodically revie~v the third party’s 
operations in order to veri~, that they are consistent with the terms of the written agreement and 
that risks are being controlled. The institution’s compliance management system should ensure 
continuing compliance with applicable federal and state laws, rules, and regulations, as well as 
internal policies and procedures. 

Management should allocate sufficient qualified staff to monitor significant third-party 
relationships and provide the necessary oversight. Management should consider designating a 
specific ofi]cer to coordinate the oversight activiti es ~vith respect to significant relationships, and 
involve their compliance management function and, as necessaD,, involve other operational areas 
such as audit and information technology, in the monitoring process. The extent of oversight of 
a particular third-party relationship will depend upon the potential risks and the scope and 
magnitude of the arrangement. 

An oversight program will generally include monitoring of the third party’s quality of service, 
risk management ipractices, financial condition, and applicable controls and reports. Results of 
oversight activities for material third-party arrangements should be periodically reported to the 
financial institution’s board of directors or designated committee. Identified weaknesses should 
be documented and promptly addressed. 

Performance monitoring should include, as appropriate, the following: 

Evaluate the overall effectiveness of the third-party relationship and the consistency of the 
relationship with the financial institution’s strategic goals. 
Revi ew any licensing or regi strations to ensure the third part5, can legally perform its 
ser~dces. 
Evaluate the third party’s financial condition at least annually. Financial review should be as 
comprehensive as the credit risk analysis performed on the institution’s borrowing 



relationships. Audited financial statements should be required for significant third-party 
relationships. 
Revi ew the adequacy of the third party’s insurance coverage. 
Ensure that the third party’s financial obligations to others are being met. 
Review audit reports or other reports of the third party, and follow up on any needed 
corrective actions. 
Review the adequacy and adherence to the third party"s policies relating to internal controls 
and security issues. 
Monitor *~r compliance with applicable laws, rules, and regulationso 
Review the third party’s business resumption contingency planning and testing. 
Assess the effect of any changes in key third party personnel involved in the relationship 
with the financial institution. 
Review reports relating to the third party’s performance in the context of contractual 
requirements and performance standards, with appropriate follow-up as needed. 
Determine the adequacy of any training provided to employees of the financial institution 
and the third party. 
Administer any testing programs for third parties with direct interaction with customers. 
Review customer complaints about the products and services provided by the third part}, and 
the resolution of the complaints. 
Meet as needed with representatives of the third party to discuss performance and operational 
issues. 

Proper documentation will facilitate the monitoring and management of the risks associated with 
third-party relationships. Therei’ore, institutions should maintain documents and records on all 
aspects of the third-party relationship, including valid contracts, business plans, risk analyses, 
due diligence, and oversight activities (including reports to the board or delegated committees). 
Also, retain documents regarding any dispute resolution. 

FDIC Supervision of Third-Party Relationst~i~t~s 

A t5 nanci al in stimtion’ s board of directors and seni or management are responsible for i denti*}q ng 
and controlling risks a~Jsing from third-party relationships to the same extent as if the third-party 
activity were handled within the institution. The FDIC reviews a financial institution’s 
management of significant third-party relationships in the context of the normal sulpervisory 
process. In addition to safety and soundness examinations, the FDIC compliance examinations 
evaluate the quality and effectiveness of an institution’s compliance risk management program as 
it pertains to third-party arrangements, and reviews these operations to ensure that the products, 
servi ces, and activiti es of a third party comply with consumer protection and civil rights laws and 
regulations. Further, reviews of third-party arrangements are often a critical area included in 
examinations of the trust and information technology functions. 

The principal focus of supervisor, efforts is the review of management’s record and process of 
assessing, measuring, monitoring, and controlling risks associated with an institution’s 
significant third-party relationships. The depth of the examination revie~v will depend upon the 
scope of activity conducted through or by the third party and the degree of ri sk associated with 
the activity and relationship. 

]0 



Review of third-party relationships contributes to the FDIC’s overall evaluation of management 
and its ability to effectively control risk. Additionally, the use of third parties could have a 
significant effect on other key aspects of performance, such as earnings, asset quality, liquidity, 
rate sensitivity, and the institution’s ability" to comply ~vith la~vs and regulations. Findings 
resulting from the re¥iew of an institution’s third-party relationships will be addressed as needed 
in the Report of Examination. Appropriate corrective actions, including enforcement actions, 
may be pursued for deficiencies related to a third-party relationship that pose a safety and 
soundness or compliance management concern or result in violations of applicable Federal or 
State laws or regul ations. Financial in stitufions are reminded that indemnity or other contractual 
provisions with third parties cannot insulate the financial institution from such corrective actions. 

Finally, financial institutions should in all cases take care to comply with Section 7 of The Bank 
Service Company Act ( 12 U.S.C. 1867) which requires insured financial institutions to notify 
their appropriate federal banking agency in writing of contracts or relationships with third parties 
that provide certain serx~ices to the institution. These services include check and deposit sorting 
and posting, computation and posting of interest and other credits and charges, preparation and 
mailing of checks, statements, notices, and similar items, or any other clerical, bookkeeping, 
accounting, statistical, or similar functions performed for a depository~ institution. Refer to 
Financial Institution Letter 49-99, dated June 3, 1999. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony Gaeta <tgaeta@wyrick.com~ 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Center Advisory Board 

I will run the "ethics" issue and get back~ I don’t think it will be an issue but will find out and get Ray Grace in the loop here. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Anthony Gaeta 
Subject: RE: UNC Center Advisory Board 

Eli Tony---That wouk’[ be fine. One th~ng we m~ght want to d~scuss w~th her is that when we have the gank Directors’ College (~t was on h~atus th~s year) we retained 

Lhe excess of the registration fees over the costs. Because of thaL Joe Smith did not thk~k he shokdd be on our board wh~fe he was Com~Tfiss~oner. ~at~e may not be 

in the decision-making ~rocess about the D~rectors’ College, but we may want to alert her to this possible concern. 

We can ~nvite her to attend the sprh~g kmch meeting and vote on her then. 

[Jssa 

F~m: Anthony Gae~ 
Sent~ Tuesday, October 15, 20~3 2:20 PN 

Tot Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UNC Center Adviso~ Board 

Lissa: hope all is well. I would like to nominate Katherine Bosken to the Advisory Board. Katie was an attendee last spring to the Institute and serves as counsel to 

the NC Commissioner of Banks and the Banking Commission. She has indicated to me that she would be honored to serve and would be an enthusiastic participant. 

[ think she adds a perspective we currently do not have on the Board besides being a terrific talent. I am sure I can get you her resume if you felt we needed it. I 

believe she will attend in the spring again and hopefully at the luncheon thereafter we can add her to the Board unless you thought we could do it by polling the 

group or the Steering Committee in advance. 

Enjoy fall break! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Skanska bags $65M Duke campus project 

Today’s Top Local Stories 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welborn <joanna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:30 PM 

~mworkers@duke.edu 

SAF Update: LLI and SOS kickoff+ SAFistas honored + Alumni Social + Volunteers Needed 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve suppmted Student Action with Farmworkers and given us your elnail address. If you’d 
like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any tilne, simply reply to farlnworkers-r equest(g~duke.edu with the following corrm~and: ~mst~bscribe. 

2. SAlq s~s l>nored as IN ~ ~t~le [ :ati no s of the T~ ad 
..................................................................................................................... 

3, SAF Alumrn SocJaF ’I’~Nn flw T~Nner Event on No~. 

4. Vohmk:e~ Needed R~r Day of 43e Dead 5K Run/Walk in 

Kick offof ot:~r [ .evante I .eadership lassitude and Smdeut Organizh~g gchool 

Meet our 
new class 
of Levante 
Leadership 
Institute 
and 
Student 
Organizing 
School 
students! 

On September 28 and 29 SAF’s Lew~te Leadership Iuslitute aud 

Student Organizing School students met for a two day orientation at the 

Short Journey Retreat Center in Smithfield, NC. Paxticipants learned 

about the Let’s Learn NC and Ha~’est of Dignily Campaigns, how to 

organize their campuses, and received trainings on time management 

ett~ctive communication skills, and anti-oppression. They also used the 

beautiful SAF mural to learn about the history of the fazmworker movement 

This retreat provided an oplx~rtunity ti)r middle schools and high school students to interact with college studems and share kuowledge 

and experieuces about t:aa~nworker jus~tice aud education equity. We had thirteeu middle school and high school studeuts from 

Johnston and Sampson counties aud college students representing Duke, Duke Divinity School, UNCG, ECU, and NC State. 

2. SAFistas honored a,:; Notable Latir~os of ti~e Tciad 

This past Thursday, SAF’s Natioua] Organizer Y~min Garcia Rico was tBatured as oue of the 

"Notable Latinos of the Triad" by the Latino Communi~ Coalition of Guiltbrd County, a progrmn 

of the Center tbr New North Carolinians at UNCG. Irving Zava]eta Jimenez, 2006 SAFista and 

current SAF h)ard member, was also recognized at this event at tbe Immigration Matters Summit 

at the Greeusboro Historica] Museum. 

The "Notable Latinos of the Triad" were acknowledged for making a difference in their 

communities. Their names and coutribulions will be highlighted during upcoming eveuts and a press 

release. Congratulations Yazmin and Irving! 



SA~ s A] umrfi ~ ocm] + 
Train the "Framer 
Fri&U Nov 1> 20 

(}e~r J’or ]}ocumer~-~h5 S~udies, Durham j Map 

All SAF alumni axe invited to our next gathering to meet a~d reunite with other alumni, 
network m~d get great information on how to better represent SAF at presentations, 
conferences and events! Refreshments will be provided. Don’t miss out this ftm and exciting time to 
mingle ~vith other SAFistas and take advantage of this great training opportunity. 

Check out the Facebook event pane and RSVP here. 

4. Vo]m~te(:r~ Needed f4:~r Da5 of the Dead 5K Rtm Walk m Raleigl~ 

Day of the Dead/Dia de los Muertos honors our love ones who are deceased. SAF roll 
be celebrating this holiday by partnering ruth Cent~o restaurant on the Day of the Dead 

5k in downtown Raleigh. 

This event will take place on November 2nd from 7:30am to noon and we are 
looking for volunteers to hdp with kids activities such as face painting and papel 

[ficado! Please contact Yazmin Garcia if you are interested in supporting SAF at 
this event. 

For more info about the event or if you would like to paxticipate in the race sign up here: 

http://w’a,’a,.fsseries.com/index.php?action event&event ida60 

Visit ihe SAF website fer [mks to jobs and opportunities acress the I J. S, ! 

Friend SAF on Facebook! 

i~ Follow us on Twitter! 

SAF Staff. 
Patty Adams ] Operations Manager 
Nadeen Bir ] Advocacy & Organizing Director 
Ra61 Granados Gfimez ] Migrant Youth Director 
Laxmi Haynes ] Program Director 
Yazrrm~ Garcia Rico ] National Organizer 

Joanna Welborn ] Assistant Director 
Melinda Wi~ I Executive Director 
Ramon Zepeda ] Youth Organizer 

Student Action with Farmworkers is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization ~vhose mission is to bring students and falmworkers together to learn about each 
other’s lives, share resources and skills, improve conditions for farmworkers, and build diverse coalitions working for social change. 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more ju st agricultural system Since 1992, we have 
engaged thousands of students, farmworker youth, and communi~z members in the fanmvorker movement 

SAF depends on financial support from individuals like YOU to continue our ~vork with farmworkers. 

Want to post an announcement on this list? Email joanna welbom(@duke edu 

If you’re getting this email :[’or the :first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us your email address If you’d 

like to remove yourseK fi’om this mailing list at any time, simply reply to farmworkers-request@duke, edu with the following command: unsubscribe. We 
hope you’ll enjoy our updates on falmworker issues and the work SAF does to create a more just agricultural system. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elon University School of Law <e-link@elon.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:35 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Elon Law Annual Relyort 2013: Interventions, Innovation~ Integrations & Influence 

I NTE NVEN IONS; IN NOVAI"I ONS, I NTE@ATI ONS & IN ENCE 

MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN 

As legal education is being challenged to prepare students more 
readily to move into the world of practice, Elon University School 
of Law is deliberately and thoughtfully responding to the 
changing dynamics of the legal profession. Elon Law is proud to 
be advancing both the indispensable aspects of a sound legal 

education and the innovative programs that will enable lawyers to 
meet the challenges of this new era. 

George R. Johnson, Jr., Dean and Professor of Law 

~iI Geor9~ R. Johrlson, Jr. 

FEATURE ARTICLES 

Interventions: Aiding the persecuted through law 

Through the Humanitarian Immigration Law Clinic, Elon Law students help 
clients who are fleeing war or who have experienced persecution on account 
of race, religion, nationality or political opinion. _R_.~.a_d___Ln__q_[9_ 

innovations: Preparing students for the changing dynamics of 
law practice 

Elon is preparing future lawyers for the changing dynamics of law practice 
and for influential roles in the profession and in society by incorporating 
leadership development into its program of legal education..R._e__a_d___._m_.9_r__e_ 

Integrations: Learning through the prism of a working court 

One of the many ways that Elon bridges the study and practice of law is by 
housing a working court - the North Carolina Business Court - inside the 
law school. Read more 

Influence: Faculty members are influencing the formation of 
law and policy through scholarship and service 

Members of the Elon Law faculty regularly apply their scholarship and 
expertise to improve law and policy at state, national and international 

levels. Read more 



NEWS BRIEFS 

Learn about new people and programs at Elon Law, as well as special events and inititatives 
from the 2012-2013 academic year. Program highlights include a national award for the 
Leadership Program, an expanded Extemship Program to allow for a semester in practice, a new 
Business Fellows Program and a new JDiMBA Program. Event highlights include forums 
featuring U.S. Secretary of Transportation Anthony Foxx and former U.S Attorney General 
Michael Mukasey Read more 

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT 

Students get valuable experience working at the U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs. Read more 

Student leadership highlights. __R___e___a___d___~_~_o__Le_. 

ALUMNi ACTION / CLASS NOTES 

Learn about recent ak=mni achievements, service and leadership, including the work of Anna 
Buonya L’10, an advocate for human rights in Vietnam and the first Elon Law alumna to testify 
before members of the United States Congress.._R___e___a___d____r_D__o__r__e__ 

HONORING DONORS 

Learn about endowed scholarship supporters, attorneys who vokmteer their time with Elon Law 
students, the high rate of giving by Elon Law faculty, staff and alumni, and special recognition of 
The Joseph M. Bryan Foundation. __R___e_-a__d___~_~_o__Le_- 

Access EIon Law’s 2013 annual report 

Eion U~iive!si[? Schcoi .’)[ 

Gree!~sbo[o. NC 27~01 

(33~)-279-.9200 I (888) ELONLA\N 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:44 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] New tlyatt hotel opens in Skye condo tower uptown 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

New Hyatt hotel opens in 

Skye condo tower uptown 

Uptown Charlotte’s newest hotel 

opened for business Tuesday, 

punctuating the rebirth of a condo 

tower project whose problems 

once made it one ... 

Fate of Ioca~ job-rec~i[ment agency an 

"open question" as statewide revamp moves 

ahead 

N.C. Economic Development Board Chair John 

Lassiter said the role of groups like the Charlotte 

Regional Pa~nership remains unclear under a new 

state job-recruitment stategy. 

Ann Arbor, ~ieh company to relocate 

headquarters $o Gas$onia 

Affinia Group Inc, a firm that designs, manufactures, 

distributes and markets industrial grade products 

and services, will relocate its Ann Arbor, Mich., 

headquarters to Gastonia, home of its Global 

Filtration group. 

MetLife changes name of retail netwod< 

MetLife said Tuesday it is changing the name for the 

network of firms that sell its retail products, which 

includes property and casualty insurance. 

Apple hires Burberry CEO Ahrendts to end 

retai~ head search 

Apple has hired Burberry Group Chief Executive 

Officer Angela Ahrendts as head of retail operations, 

ending a yearlong search and adding the first woman 

to its executive team. 

Sony’s $200 srna~twatch works with Android 

phones 

Sony says its new computerized wristwatch will sell 

for $200 in the U,S, and will work with a variety of 

Android phones 

SC"s i~and port open for business i~ Greet 

South Carolina’s more-than $50 million inland port 

near Greer is now operating. 

k~wer, miss estimates 

Citigroup said its earnings fell 

slightly in the third quarter after a 

$1 billion drop in revenue from its 

bond trading business and a 

slump in mortgage,,, 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farm Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:19 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecrealion As~cialion Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?~a~m tennis] Tennis Shop S~le 

Final Te~mis Shop Sale 

The Fam~ Tennis Shop is having a HUGE Sale!!! 

All Clothes Marked Down l !p To 75% off 

Shoe Sale--- 10%-40%off 

New mid Used Adult and J~mior Racquets at Great Prices 

Demo Racquets on Sale 

Come m SOON to get your new eqnipment,,.,be~bre it is all 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

I:arm tennis as: lbmome(Fbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33728544-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d164a~listserv.unc.edu 

For more information, see our website: hitp://~v.uncfmrn.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
****Attempted Break in to locked residence reported 10/14/13, 1 1:12 pm, 1301 Bartlett Circle 
I responded to an alarm call at the listed address. I observed the daughter of the victim parked in the driveway area of the residence. When questioned, she stated she 
received the same message from the alarm company in reference to window activation in the living room. I immediately observed the window in the open position. I observed 
numerous foot tracks in the wet grass area between the residence and the wood line. It was at this time, I observed the screen exterior cover for the open window located in 
the wood line from where I was standing. A few minutes later, the Hillsborough Police K-9 unit arrived on scene and began a track. The track led to a location in Churton Grove 

where it appeared someone had been waiting in a vehicle or or the suspect had a vehicle parked. Nothing stolen, no entry was made. 

EFLAND AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 10/14/13, 4:43 pro, 4124 Mill Creek rd 
The victim stated that the residence has been under construction for the past couple of months. She stated that the realtor was showing the residence on 10-11-2013 and 
someone had stolen the stove and refrigerator in the residence. Value $1,900.00 
*"~*8reak in to locked residence reported 101t41t3, 6:59 pro, 5615 Bradshaw Quarry 

The complainant advised 2 bb guns and a paintball gun were missing. The complainant also advised a hunting bag with fishing equipment inside was missing as well. Value 
$I .350.00 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i~i Description: 
Desaiption 
Description. 
Description: 
Description: 
Desaiption 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919=644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:47 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

CFPB Reaches Consent Orders lbr HMDA Violations (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you have problems viewing this email, you ca~ view it as a web page. 

Morrison & Foerster Client Alert 

CFPB Reaches Consent Orders for HMDA Violations 

CONTA©T US AT: 

Marketin9 Depar~raent 
Morrison & Foelster I..LP 

425 Market Street 

San F!sn(;isco, C& 94105 

On October 9, 2013, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau CCFPB") 

reached consent orders with two companies, Mortgage Master, Inc. 

("Mortgage Maste¢’) and Washington Federal, encompassing payment of 

civil penalties for violations of the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act 

CHMDA") The two orders resulted from examinations conducted by the 

CFPB that uncovered "violations of law and deficiencies" in the HMDA 

compliance systems of each entity Under HMDA, mortgage lenders that 

meet certain threshold conditions must collect loan-level data in order to 

fulfill federal reporting requirements. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 5:11 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 
Structured Thoughts: News lbr the tinancial services communi~. (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Newsletter 

Structured Thoughts: 
News for the financial services community. 

CONTA©T US AT: 

Marketing Depa=t:ment 

Morrison & Foelster LLP 
425 Market Street 

San F!an(:isco, CA 94~05 

In this issue of Sguctured Thoughts we discuss: FINRA’s Report on 

conflicts of interest issues for the structured products market; and 

structured notes, their hedges, and Dodd-Frank. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www sra ora.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton Rose Fulbright <clientrela~ons.u@enortonrosefulbfight.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Webcast - Cross Border Investigations: Will Your Data Be a Problem? 

Will Your Data Be A Problem? ~ N~ii I~ 

Managing an internal investigation is costiy and time-consuming. Evidence sug9ests trlat most organizations are 

ill-equipped to handle the data requirements involved and are totally un-prepared should the investigation span 

mull:iple ,’:ountries ~,,nd j~jrisdi(;tions Yet, the ability to sec:ure, coH~ot and ana~yz~ data in su(;~ (;~ses is absoh~tely 

crucia~ 

In Ibis webcast, di~n ~roo~,s, President and CEO, Oenlrel Risks Am~tricas,and David Kess~e*, eDiscovery and 

information governance la~ier,,qit~ No,on Rose FulbrJg~t, w~ s~are thek-insights and advice on howto 

e[f~ol:~w~ly mana9~ eD~soovery in a cross border ~nvestigation ~nd r~il:igate t~ risks associated with data 

collection. 

Discuss the crucial steps to identify and process data when conducting a cross border investigation 

Provide practical steps you can take to mitigate the risks involved in data collection 

Outline the k~terplay belx~/een who ~s running the inves[igal:~on and who ~s celled:ing and transferring 

data 

Provide guidance on t~e policies aRd protocols you should ~ave in place now to protect your 

Address the ro~e of data protection agencies and the ~ssue of why you need to know where your data 

Got a question’? Register your question to the panel now. 

TO REGISTER FOR THIS EVENT ~L~K 

Control RisXs is one of the worid’s ieading risk management consultancies, helping organizations t’nanage the 

For general enquiries or to request a recording after the event, contact 

[Jpdate your profile o Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Goldfarb, Richard L. <RLGOLDFARB@stoel.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:54 PM 

ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Perkins Jr., Joseph J. <JJPERKINS@stoel.cotn> 

[Ucclaw-1] 9-109(d)(6) 

ATT00002.c 

Sometimes you have a transaction that fits squarely into one of the exceptions to Article 9 and sometimes not so much. 

Is there any learning on 9-109(d)(6) other than the words of the statute and the very general statement in comment 12? 

The transaction we’re talking about is a convoluted set of rights and obligations relating to working interests in oil and gas leases. The main question is how clear 

the assignee must be "obligated" under the contract assigned. Could it, for instance, have an option to perform without necessarily, as between the parties, having 

a mandate to perform (but still incur some damages if it doesn’t)? 

Any color would be appreciated. 

Thanks in advance for any guidance. 

Rick 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Doodle: Awards Committee 

Do not for,,qard this e-mail * 

this poll on ~,our dashbo,~rd 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

Yo~ have created your Doodie 

"Awards Committee" 

You sho,~Id keep this e-maii in case ya~.i want to edit yo,~r poli or 

invite, more pa~licipants Eater on. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:36 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emoAl.unc.edu> 

Doodle: Link for poll "Awards Committee" 

You have initiated a poll "Awards Committee" at Doodle. The link to your poll is: 

l~,eow3f6e48z6zamb~v 

Share this link ~vith all those who should cast their votes. Do not forget to cast your vote, too 

(If you did not initiate this poll, somebody must accidentally hax e used your e-mail address; simply ignore this e-mail, please.) 



3 Session @ 430 4 5 6 Session @ 430.7 8 ? 

10 Session @ 430 ] ] 12 ] 3 Session @ 430 14 ] 5 16 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Awaxds Committee" Uvdate 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Dana Gelin" j~.ist provideci information to the poll "Awards 

CO Rin~i~e@." 

Helpdesk Ticketing System 

Award-winning heipdesk system with an inbuilt KBase, forums, canned 

respons~!s & mor~!. Try stap~!r us~!r [ri~!ndly Freshd~sl< [aday. ( 2 

m~nutes, You’ll set it up!) 



Is your child applying to college? Even though the registration deadline has 
passed, there’s stifl time to regioter for the No~. 2 test and send scores to 
colleges.* 

S ~.’~e~~.. "lests’’’~ can help students: 

® Stand out even more on their applications. 
~ Show colleges what they know about their favorite subjects. 

If your child studies a foreign language, don’t ferget that Nov 2 is the only 
test date this school year when the Language with Listening SAT Subject 
Tests will be offered. 

Please no~e: The~e is art addMonai S27 Fe~. for iate registration 



ensure that eolh g~ b,::~r,:] or~ emaii is not ineom’~ ,::t]v i& nafied as s~an~ ~lease add 
Collegeboard@ ...... ply.eollegeboard org to y ...... dd:c:,s book. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 65, 10/16/2013 

Table of Contents 

Must Salmon Love Meinhard? Agape and Partnership Fiduciary Duties 

Stephen M, Bainbridge, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) - School of Law 

The Role and Obligations of Non-Executive Directors Under Maltese Law 

Emma Grech, University of Malta - ELSA Malta Law Review 

Legislation and Case Notes: Irregularities in Procedure -- Reconsidering Section 392 

Peal’lie M,C, Koh, Singapore Management University - School of Law 

Corporate Governance in Chinese Companies Going Global 

Roman Tomasic, University of South Australia - School of: Law, Durham University - Law School 

Why Reorganization of Firms Fails: Evidence From Estonia 

Oliver Lukason, University of Tartu 

Artjol~q Urbanik, University of Tartu - Faculty of: Economics and Business Administration 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW eJOURNAL 

::~{ Free Download 

UCLA School of Law, Law-Econ Research Paper No. 

STEPHEN M, 8AI:NNRIDGE, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) - School of Law 

Email: bainbrid@law.ucla.edu 

Jeffrie Murphy has noted that "John Rawls claimed that justice is the first virtue of social institutions," but Murphy then went on to ask "what if we 
considered agape to be the first virtue? What would law then be like?" When I was asked to contribute a paper on business organization law to a 
conference organized around Murphy’s question, the conference call immediately brought to mind then-Judge Benjamin Cardozo’s opinion in 
Memhard v. Salmon, which famously held that a managing partner "put himself in a position in which thought of self was to be renounced, however 
hard the abnegation." The parallels between Cardozo’s framing of the partner’s duties and a standard definition of agape, which holds that it is a 
"self-renouncing love," are obvious and striking. 

What then would partnership fiduciary duty law be like if it were organized around the value of agape? This essay concludes that partners need not 
love one another, at least as a matter of legal obligation. Agape is simultaneously too indeterminate and too demanding a standard to be suitable 
for business relationships. On the other hand, however, I conclude that partners ought to love one another. An analysis of Cardozo’s rhetoric and 
the intent behind it suggests that agape has great instrumental value. Partners who love one another can trust one another. In turn, partners who 
trust one another will expend considerably less time and effort -- and thus incur much lower costs -- monitoring one another. Agape thus should 
not be the law, but the law should promote agape as best practice. 

To be presented at the Law and Love Conference, to be held at Pepperdine University School of Law, on February 7-8, 2014. 

Free Download | 
iiiiiii"The Ro~e asd Ob~igatioas of No8-Executive Directors Under ~a~te~eLaw" ...... J 

ELSA ,M, alta Law Rewe’,% Vol. 3, 2013 

EMMA GIVE,H, University of Malta - ELSA Malta Law Review 

Email: emmagrechgZ@g mail,corn 

The corporate governance debate has, in the last two decades, reached a stronghold in Europe. Perhaps the most valuable aspect of a company’s 

governance is the constitution of its boardroom. Non-executive directors, in their independent and impartial, supposedly external nature, serve to 

keep the company’s managerial section in check. Indeed, their function is primarily supervisory, working to ensure that the company’s interests are 

looked to by the company’s executive guise. Unfortunately, Maltese law does not regulate the post of the non-executive director in a hard and fast 
manner. Instead, the authorities have chosen to recognise this entity through the inclusion of his role in various non-binding guidelines and soft 

law mechanisms. The question that shall be tackled in this paper is whether it is acceptable, in this day and age, for the non-executive director is 



post which deserves a proper defining of its role and obligations within hard law. A brief comparison to foreign jurisdictions has been included for 

the sake of completeness. 
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In corporate administration, procedures, and their due compliance, are often of as much significance as the outcomes of the proceedings they 

regulate. The consequence of a failure to comply with procedures, whether laid down statutorily or in the company’s constitution, is often the 

invalidation of the subject proceeding.Such invalidation may perhaps be justified on the basis that faithful compliance does much to foster a 
perception that the outcomes determined at the proceedings so held are fair, a perception that is vitally important to the acceptability of the 

outcome by all concerned. Nevertheless, it is also the case that corporate proceedings should not be invalidated only by reason of an over-concern 

for matters of form, and indeed, there are potentially many situations of procedural non-compliance, or irregularities, that might fall within this 

category. Section 392 of the Companies Act is crafted to achieve some balance between the two extremes. 

(pp. 127-144) in The Australia-China Investment Relationship - Law, Governance and Policy (ed by G Nicoll, G Brennan and J Golley), Canberra, Australia 

Centre on China in the World, ANU, 2013. 

University of South Australia - School of Law, Durham University - Law School 

Corporate governance reform is a major challenge facing Chinese firms trying to establish themselves in global markets. When they enter foreign 

markets, Chinese enterprises are likely to bring their pre-existing corporate governance practices with them. This paper examines how the 
corporate governance practices of foreign listed corporations operating in China have been received and how major Chinese companies operating 

outside China have responded to corporate governance requirements of foreign countries when listing abroad. The pervasive role of the state 

within individual Chinese companies is fundamental to understanding China’s corporate governance practices both at home and abroad. Because 

the state in China is somewhat fragmented, (its various agents operating at the national, provincial and local levels), large company shares may be 
held by different state agencies and may be used in different ways. This can result in conflicting obligations to the State. 

Although China may have copied Western corporate laws, stock market rules and corporate governance codes, the local meaning of these 

transplants is inevitably different due to the dominance of the state in large listed companies both as a shareholder and as the regulator. The "Go 
Global" campaign of senior Chinese officials might have been expected to consolidate the transposition of corporate governance practice and 

hastened some convergence between Chinese an Anglo American corporate governance practice. However, this does not seem to have happened 

as expected. So, the listing of Chinese companies on foreign stock exchanges does not seem to have resulted in these companies absorbing more 

refined principles of Anglo-American corporate law and governance. 
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Discussions on Estonian economic policy: Theory and practice of economic Policy in the European Union, 2013, No. 1 
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Although most countries have firm reorganization option in legislation (either as a separate law or part of insolvency code), the practice of 
successful reorganizations has remained modest. Reorganization law was introduced in Estonia in late 2008, but only a few firms have been 

successfully reorganized since. Derived from previous the article studies, what are the reasons for firm reorganization failure? From a legal 

viewpoint, the main causes are found to be that firms under reorganization do not submit reorganization plans to court and the preconditions for 

reorganization lapse. The financial ratios for successful and unsuccessful reorganizations are not significantly different according to independent 
samples median test. Unsuccessfully reorganized firms perform worse than successful ones in the year before reorganization year, but the 

opposite phenomenon occurs two and three years before reorganization year. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Apple Is Said to Be Reducing Orders tbr iPhone 5C 

Apple Is Said to Be Reducing Orders f~)r iPhone 5(; 

Apple has notified its two assemblers for the low-cost iPhone 5C that it is reducing orders 

of the smartphone for the fourth quarter, people familiar with the situation said, raising 

concerns about weaker-than-expected demand and its pricing strategy for the device. 

See More Coverage 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Russia~] Court Suspends Navalny’s Prison Sentence 

Russian Court Suspends Navalny’s Prison Sentence 

A Russian appeals court has suspended anti-Kremlin activist Alexei Navalny’s five-year 

prison sentence on embezzlement charges in a case seen as a bellwether for a crackdown 

by Russian authorities on opposition campaigners. 

A lower district court had handed the sentence to Mr. Navalny in July after convicting him 

of embezzlement during a trial the activist described as a Kremlin-orchestrated move to 

sideline him from politics, The Kremlin denied any involvement in the case. 

The Kirov Regional Court’s decision keeps alive a fledging anti-Kremlin opposition 

movement that the activist and lawyer has directed since it exploded into public view in 

2011. 
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George Mason Law & Economics Center: The Unique Contributions of Armen Alchian, Robert Bork and James Buchanan to the George Mason University School of Law 

Friday, November 8, 2013 at George Mason University School of Law 

The Law & Economics Center is pleased to announce its Third Annual Henry G Manne Law & Economics Conference on Friday, November 8, 2013 at George Mason University School 

of Law This year’s topic is "The Unique Contributions of Armen Alchian, Robert Bork, and James Buchanan to the George Mason University School of Law". The conference is organized 

by the Law School’s Journal of Law, Economics, and Policy and sponsored by the Law & Economics Center. 

This one-day symposium will reflect on the lives and works of three great scholars who contributed in significant ways to Law and Economics at George Mason University School of Law: 

- Armen A Alchian taught in the LEC’s Economics Institutes for Judges and Law Professors for over 20 years; 



- Robert H. Bork taught as an adjunct professor at the law school during its formative years; 

-JamesM Buchanan was instrumental in the hiring of HenryG. ManneasDeanofGMUSchooloflawin 1986 - the same year in which Buchanan was awarded the Nobel Memorial 

Prize in Economic Sciences. 

PANELS: The symposium will consist of four panels - one dedicated to each of the scholars and a penultimate panel that synthesizes the contributions of all three. Confirmed panelists 

are: 

- Jonathan H. Adler, Case Western Resei~/e University School of Law 

- Terry L Anderson, Property and Environment Research Center (PERC) and The Hoover Institution, Stanford University 

- Daniel K. Benjamin, Clemson University (retired) and Property & Environment Research Center (PERC) 

- Peter J. Boettke, George Mason University 

- Donald J. Boudreaux, George Mason University 

- The Honorable Ronald A. Cass, Dean Emeritus, Boston University School of Law and Cass & Associates, PC 

- Eric R. Claeys, George Mason University School of Law 

- The Honorable Douglas H. Ginsburg, United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and George Mason University School of Law 

- Charles J. Goetz, University of Virginia School of Law 

- David D. Haddock, Northwestern University School of Law 

- John C. Harrison, University of Virginia School of Law 

- Thomas W. Hazlett, George Mason University School of Law 

- Bruce H. Kobayashi, George Mason University School of Law 

- Thomas A. Lambert, University of Missouri Law School 

- Geoffrey A. Manne, Lewis & Clark Law School and International Center for Law and Economics 

- Henry G. Manne, Dean Emeritus, George Mason University School of Law 

- Fred S. McChesney, University of Miami School of Law 

- John O. McGinnis, Northwestern University School of Law 

- Timothy J. Muris, George Mason University School of Law 

- Maxwell L. Stearns, University of Maryland School of Law 

- Richard E. Wagner, George Mason University 

- Joshua D. Wright, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission and Professor (on leave), George Mason University School of Law 

- Todd J. Zywicki, George Mason University School of Law 

REGISTRATION: You may register through the link below: httD:!lw~w.cvent.com!eventslthe-un ique-contributions-of-armen-alch ian-robert-bork-and-iames-buchanan-to-the-qeorqe- 

maso n-univers/event-su mmary-b49be4d1189149afbcfc91871 c2a2944.aspx 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information regarding these conferences or other initiatives of the Law & Economics Center, please visit: http:!/w~,~w’.MasonLEC.org 

Call or send an email to Jeff Smith, Coordinator, Henry G. Manne Program in Law & Economics Studies, at 703.993.8382 or ismithQ(@,gmu.edu 

George Mason Law & Economics Center 2014 Workshops for Law 

Professors 

The Law & Economics Center at George Mason University School of Law invites applications for four LEC Workshops for Law Professors in 2014: 

1. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Risk, Injury, Liability, and Insurance 

http:llwww.masonlec.orqleventsleventl156-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-risk-iniu ry-lia bility-in su ran ce 

January 30 - February 2, 2014, Hawks Cay Florida Keys Resort, Duck Key, FL 

2. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Public Choice Economics 

http://www.masonlec.orqleventsleventl126-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-pu blic-choice-eco n omics 

March 20-23, 2014, Sheraton Palo Alto and Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA 

3. LEC Workshop for Law Professors on Empirical Methods 

http://www.masonlec.orcl/events/event/152-1ec-wo rksho p-law-professors-e mpirical-meth ods 

May 19-23, 2014 (lodging is not included), George Mason University School of Law, Arlington, VA 

4. LEC Economics Institute for Law Professors 

http:fl,www.masonlec.orq/events!event/157-1ec-eco n omics-institute-law-professo rs 

June 15-27, 2014, Sheraton Steamboat Resort, Steamboat Springs, CO 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL FOUR WORKSHOPS: 

1. NO TUITION 

2. REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT: For each workshop, accepted applicants must make a deposit bonding their attendance within 30 days of acceptance. For each workshop, the deposit is 

refunded within 30 days after successful completion of the workshop. 

3. APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Please use the link below to apply: http://wv,~t¢.cvent.com/SurveysNVelcome.aspx?s=921 dfb49-5ceb-44bd-87df-bd63d4acc371 &cp= 1 

4. ACCEPTANCE: The LEC will begin evaluating applications on October 15, 2013 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For more information regarding these conferences or other initiatives of the Law & Economics Center, please visit: http://w’w~w.MasonLEC.orq 

Call or send an email to Jeff Smith, Coordinator, Henry G. Manne Program in Law & Economics Studies, at 703.993.8382 or ismithQ@qmu.edu 

Call For Papers 

1 lth ASLI Conference Announcement = Law in Asia: Balancing Tradition & Modernization 

May 29th - 30th 2014, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

We are pleased to announce that the Asian Law Institute (ASLI) Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore and the University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur (UM) will hold the 1 lth 

Annual ASLI Conference in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on 29th and 30th of May 2014. We look forward to welcoming you, and value your contribution to the ongoing success of this annual 

conference. 

ABOUT THE 11TH ASLI CONFERENCE 2014: The last conference in Bangalore was a special occasion which marked the 10th anniversary of the ASLI conference series and 



appropriately bore the theme "Celebrating Diversity". As we enter a new decade of the ASLI conference series, we begin a new chapter and now invite you to explore the past, consider 

the present and dream of the future. Asia has a heritage of exceptionally ancient, rich and diverse traditions that continue to shape and inform our present legal regimes. But at the same 

time. Asian countries are developing rapidly and embracing modernity. How well we balance these sometimes opposing forces will determine the legacy we leave for future 

generations. The theme for the XI ASLI Conference is "Law in Asia: Balancing Tradition and Mordernization" 

We are also pleased to announce that ASLI XI will see the introduction of a new system of panel sponsorship which is designed to encourage the pre-organisation of panels. It is hoped 

that this will encourage greater interaction amongst legal scholars in Asia and those working on Asian law-related issues, particularly those who have had the benefit of the networking 

opportunities offered by previous ASLI conferences. If you wish to organise a panel for the ASLI XI conference, you may apply to ASLI for sponsorship. The sponsorship will consist of a 

conference fee waiver for all panel participants. ASLI XI will provide sponsorship for up to three panels For more information on the requirements please visit the Call for Paper’s Page 

2014 is also Visit Malaysia Year and we hope that you will take the opportunity to explore the many delights of our country. We look foPward to welcoming you to the Faculty of Law, 

University of Malaya in May 2014. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Please visit our conference web site at http:l!law.nus.edu.sct/asli/1 lth asli cont/index.html for selection criteria, guidelines for abstract or paper submissions 

and other related conference information. 

SUBMISSIONS OF INDIVIDUAL PAPERS, POSTERS & PANELS: 

- Click here for online submission of individual: https:l!law.nus.edu.sqlasli abstract/submit abstract.aspx 

- Click here for online submission of panels: https:!!law.nus.edu.s.q/asli abstract/submit panel.aspx 

- For more information on sponsorship of pre-arranged panels please click here: http:l!law.nus.edu.sqlaslill lth asli conf/call for papers.html 

The website, which will be updated periodically with the latest information on tentative panel sessions and programme schedule, also contains information on recommended 

conference hotels. 

We regret that no subsidies are available for expenditures such as air flights, hotel charges and conference fees. A detailed and finalized programme (speaker panels, etc.) will be 

made available to all registered participants nearer the date of the conference. 

We would very much appreciate your help in bringing this conference to the attention of your faculty/law school colleagues, as well as to anyone whom you think might be interested in 

attending, whether as a paper presenter or otheFz,,ise. 

For enquiries regarding the conference, please contact the ASLI Secretariat at: asliconference~,nus.edu.sq 

Thank you and we look forward to seeing you in Kuala Lumpur in May 2014. 

Yours sincerely, 

Associate Professor Dr. Johan Shamsuddin Bin Hj Sabaruddin, Dean, University of Malaya 

Professor Andrew James Harding, Director, Asian Law Institute, Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore 

IMPORTANT DEADLINES: 

- Submission of Abstract: 1 December 2013: Participants will be notified within a month after the deadline on the status of their submission 

- Deadline for Early Bird Registration and Payment: 28 February 2014 

-Submission of Completed Paper: 31 March 2014 

- Closing date for Registration and Payment: 31 March 2014 

- Conference: 29 & 30 May, Thursday & Friday 2014 

Call For Papers 

Sixth Annual Meeting of the Society for Environmental Law and Economics 

23-24 May 2014, Chicago, Illinois 

The Sixth Annual Meeting of the Society for Environmental Lawand Economics will be held on 23-24 May 2014. at Illini Center in Chicago, Illinois The meeting is sponsored by the 

University of Illinois College of Law (http://law.illinois.edu). 

We hope to build upon the great success of past meetings, and continue to build a community of scholars interested in working at the intersection of law, economics, and environmental 

issues. We welcome both theoretical and empirical papers, as well studies looking at problems at the local and international levels. 

CONFERENCE DETAILS: In the spirit of collegiality, the meeting will take place in a workshop format, in which all sessions will be plenary. We strongly encourage all attendees to attend 

all presentations. Our goal is to create a program that includes a variety of disciplinary perspectives, ideally consisting of 20-25 papers over the two-day period. 

As in past years, no funding will be available for travel or lodging expenses, but the University of Illinois College of Law will provide food and drink during the workshop for the speakers 

and will host a dinner for the participants on the first day of the conference. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Further information regarding accommodation, the conference program and other logistic matters will be posted on: http:!/w~,tw.envlawecon.wordpress.com 

Inquiries can also be sent to Prof. Arden Rowell at karowell@illinois.edu 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: To submit a paper, please email a Word or PDF file to Arden Rowell at karowell@illinois.edu with the subject line "SELE SUBMISSION," by 

November 18. 2013. We will review all the papers and get back to you by December 16. 

Hope to see you in Chicago! 

Arden Rowell, Associate Professor of Law & Richard W. and Marie L. Corman Scholar, University of Illinois College of Law 

Daniel H. Cole, Professor, Maurer School of Law and the School of Public and Environmental Affairs, Indiana University. Bloomington 

Shi-Ling Hsu. Larson Professor, Florida State University College of Law 

Jonathan R. Nash, Professor, Emory University School of Law 

Josephine van Zeben, Postdoctoral Fellow, Vincent and Elinor Ostrom Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis, Indiana University, Bloomington 

Lesley Wexler, Professor, University of Illinois College of Law 



Announcement and Call for Papers 

Annual Comparative Law Work-in-Progress Workshop 

March 7 and 8, 2014, University of California at Los Angeles School of Law 

American Society of Comparative Law, Maximo Langer, University of California at Los Angeles Kim Scheppele, Princeton Program in Law and Public Affairs, Jacqueline Ross, University 

of Illinois College of Law 

We invite all interested comparative law scholars to consider submitting a paper to the next annual Comparative Law Work-in-Progress Workshop, which will be held on Friday and 

Saturday, March 7 and 8, 2014, at the University of California at Los Angeles School of Law. Participants should plan to arrive on Thursday evening March 6 and to leave on Sunday 

March 9. 

OVERVIEW: The annual workshop continues to be an important forum in which comparative law work in progress can be explored among colleagues in a serious and thorough manner 

that will be truly helpful to the respective authors. We will accept up to seven papers and select a mix of both junior and senior scholars. 

The participants will consist of the respective authors, commentators, and faculty members of the host institutions. The overall group will be kept small enough to sit around a large 

table and to allow serious discussion. Each paper will be discussed by two commentators and all authors are expected to have read and to be prepared to discuss all of the papers 

selected for the workshop. The papers will not be presented at the workshop. They will be distributed well in advance and every participant must have read them before attending the 

meeting. Commentators will present and discuss the papers, after which the workshop participants will be invited to join in the discussion. The author will be given an opportunity to 

respond and ask questions of his or her own. There are no plans to publish the papers. Instead, it is up to the authors to seek publication if, and wherever, they wish. 

The Workshop will be funded by the host school and by the American Society of Comparative Law, subject to final approval of our annual co-sponsorship proposal at the upcoming 

meeting of the ASCL. Authors of papers and commentators will be reimbursed for their travel expenses and accommodation up to $600.00, by either the University of California at Los 

Angeles School of Law or by the American Society of Comparative Law, in accordance with the ASCL reimbursement police (as posted on its webpage.) The ASCL asks that authors 

inquire into funding opportunities at their home institutions before applying for reimbursement by the ASCL. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Interested authors should submit papers to Maximo Langer at langer@law.ucla.edu by January 5, 2014. We will inform authors of our decision by 

the end of January. 

"Work in progress" means scholarship that has reached a stage at which it is substantial enough to merit serious discussion and critique but that has not yet appeared in print (and can 

still be revised after the workshop, if it has already been accepted for publication). It includes law review articles, book chapters or outlines, substantial book reviews, and other 

appropriate genres. 

Our objective is not only to provide an opportunity for the discussion of scholarly w’ork but also to create the opportunity for comparative lawyers to get together for two days devoted to 

nothing but talking shop, both in the sessions and outside. We hope that this will create synergy that fosters more dialogue, cooperation, and an increased sense of coherence for the 

discipline. 

Call For Papers 

Fordham Urban Law Journal 2014 Symposium Book = Smart Law for Smart Cities: Regulation and the Transformation of Urban Technology 

February 27th - 28th, 2014, Fordham Law School, New York 

The Fordham Urban Law Journal is pleased to announce a call for papers for its 2014 Symposium, Smart Law for Smart Cities: Regulation and the Transformation of Urban 

Technology. As the second-most cited law and public policy journal and one of the few journals publishing articles directly related to urban law, the Fordham Urban Law Journal is 

committed to providing meaningful scholarship on issues related to urban law The 2014 Symposium will focus on topics associated with contemporary urbanism and the potentially 

disruptive advances in urban infrastructure related to innovative technology, sustainability and "big data" All authors chosen for publication will be asked to speak on a panel at the 

Symposium, which will be held at Fordham Law School on February 27th and 28th, 2014. The Symposium is being co-organized by Fordham’s Urban Law Center, Urban Studies 

Program, Center on Law and Information Policy, and Center for Digital Transformation. 

TOPICS: The Smart Law for Smart Cities Symposium will focus on how contemporary urban life is marked and shaped by technology, as well as the law and regulatory complexities that 

are arising from this technological transformation The Symposium will include panels examining changes to both the physical and non-physical landscape in urban life resulting from 

such changes. The topics include: 

- Citizen Engagement, the technological interface between citizens and cities; 

- Local Service Delivery, the transformation of traditional urban local-government services such as policing, education and public safety; 

- Broadband and the New Digital Divide, the physical changes in urban infrastructure to accommodate the demand for broadband, and challenges in equal access to this new market; 

- Energy and Infrastructure, with technological advances comes the need for advances in energy usage and an infrastructure that can support it, despite the fact that urban areas are still 

working within the regulatory and legal framework of past generations; 

- Cities and Surveillance, the dichotomy between the need for safety in an urban atmosphere and risks such as crowd sourcing and false accusations is examined in a post-9!11 and 

post-Boston Marathon Bombing world; and 

- Regulating Big Data in Urban Governance, the dueling relationship between the collection and deployment of large amounts of data needed for urban governance and privacy and 

other regulation concerns. 

The Fordham Urban Law Journal is seeking papers related to these topics for discussion at the Symposium and inclusion in the Volume 42 Symposium Issue, slated for publication in 

fall 2014. Authors should submit a one page proposal to the Journal’s Symposium Editor, Alex Berke, at symposium@urbanlawiournal.com. If you are already working on a draft paper, 

please include that draft with your submission. The deadline for proposal submissions is Friday, October 25th at 5pm. We will inform you if your paper has been accepted by November 

1st. Please contact Alex Berke with any questions. 

Call For Papers 

Virtual Museum and Archive of the History of Financial Regulation Writing Award 

In Conjunction with the Center for Audit Quality Gallery on Corporate Governance 

http://wvwv sechistorical orq 

Competition Ends December 31st 



The deadline for submissions is soon approaching for the inaugural writing award of the virtual museum and archive of the history of financial regulation at http://www sechistorical org, 

recognizing an essay on corporate governance, to be part of the Center for Audit Quality Gallery on Corporate Governance, opening December 1, 2014 The essay selected must 

incorporate at least one material from the museum collection at http:l/vwwv.sechistorical orq 

ELIGIBILITY: All visitors to http://wv,~v sechistorical orq are welcome to enter 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Submission information - including the guidelines and release form - is available by choosing the 2014 Writing Award button under What’s Newon 

http:/lwww.sechistorical.orq. All submissions must be received by December 31, 2013 

AWARD: The essay selected will be permanently added to the collection of the virtual museum and archive, and linked within the Center for Audit Quality Gallery on Corporate 

Governance, opening December 1, 2014. 

The award recipient will receive a $5,000 cash prize atthe June 5th Annual Meeting program in Washington, D.C., broadcast live on http:/!w~’w.sechistorical.orq 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For further information, contact: curator@sechistorical.orq 

City University of Hong Kong, School of Law 

Chair Professor/ProfessorlAssociate ProfessodAssistant Professor 

Worldwide Search for Talent 

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY: City University of Hong Kong is a dynamic, fast-growing university that is pursuing excellence in research and professional education As a publicly-funded 

institution, the University is committed to nurturing and developing students’ talent and creating applicable knowledge to support social and economic advancement. Currently, the 

University has six CollegesiSchools. Within the next two years, the University aims to recruit 100 more scholars from all over the world in various disciplines, including science, 

engineering, business, creative media, energy, environment, humanities, law, social sciences, and other strategic growth areas. 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL OF LAW: The School of Law was established in 1987. High on the School’s agenda are three goals: becoming a world renowned centre for research and 

teaching of law; equipping students with global knowledge, skills and perspectives; and establishing a trusted relationship with local and international legal establishments. These 

goals are reflected in the composition of the faculty, the curriculum and enrichment activities. The School of Law is one of the 15 schools invited by the United Nations Conference on 

Trade and Development (UNCTAD) to join the G-15 of law schools specializing in international investment law. The School of Law has developed special programmes for judges from 

Mainland China, including LLM and JSD programmes 

It is the School’s goal to provide quality legal education for students and to broaden their horizons. The School of Law offers a broad range of degree programmes: LLB, JD, LLMArbDR, 

LLM, JSD and PCLL Applications and nominations are invited for candidates offering expertise in the following areas of law: Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure, Evidence, Civil 

Procedure, Intellectual Property and Arbitration: Chair Professor/Professor/Associate Professor/Assistant Professor, School of Law [Ref. B/962/49] 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Suitable candidates must have a superior academic record This normally includes a doctorate or its equivalent. Candidates must demonstrate a record of, or a 

strong potential for excellence in scholarly research and teaching They should in addition have the ability and willingness to contribute to the intellectual and scholarly life of the Faculty 

community and to the University more generally. 

SALARY AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE: Remuneration package will be driven by market competitiveness and individual performance. Excellent fringe benefits include gratuity, leave, 

medical and dental schemes, and relocation assistance (where applicable). Initial appointment will be made on a fixed-term contract 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Further information on the posts and the University is available at http:flwww.cityu.edu hk, or from: 

The Human Resources Office 

City University of Hong Kong 

Tat Chee Avenue 

Kowloon Tong, Hong Kong 

Email: hroiob~,cityu.edu.hk 

Fax: (852) 2788 1154 or (852) 3442 0311] 

Please send the nomination or application with a current curriculum vitae to the Human Resources Office Please quote the reference number in the application. Applications and 

nominations will receive full consideration until the positions are filled and only shortlisted applicants will be contacted. Shortlisted candidates for the post of Assistant Professor will be 

requested to arrange for at least 3 reference reports sent directly by the referees to the Human Resources Office, specifying the position applied for. The University’s privacy policy is 

available on the homepage. 

The University also offers a number of visiting positions through its "CityU International Transition Team" scheme for current graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, and for early- 

stage and established scholars, as described at http:!lw~w.cityu.edu.hk!provost!cityu international transition.htm 

City University of Hong Kong is an equal opportunity employer and we are committed to the principle of diversity. We encourage applications from all qualified candidates, especially 

those who will enhance the diversity of our staff. 

City University of Hong Kong was ranked 5th among the world’s top 50 universities under the age of 50 in the Quacquarelli Symonds 2013 suP,~ey. 

htt p:/!www.cityu, ed u. h k 

University of Surrey, Faculty of Business, Economics & Law 

Lecturers, Senior Lecturers, Readers & Professors in Law 

The University of Surrey is an international university with a world-class research profile and an enterprising spirit. Inventive and fo~/ard-thinking, its heritage shows a recurring theme of 

doing things differently - and achieving notable results. Applications are invited for Professors of Law 

ABOUT THE FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT: The Faculty of Management and Law was originally established in 2007, combining the expertise of the School of Management and the 

School of Law Since then the Faculty has continued to excel, and in August 2011 it reinforced this progress with the launch of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law. This exciting 

development involved the creation of three new schools: the University of Surrey Business School; the School of Hospitality and Tourism Management; the School of Economics; and a 

Department of Health Care Management and Policy. 

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY: The University of Surrey has a long, thriving history and association with the provision of law as a subject area. The School of Law is looking to further expand 

its range of LLM degrees, which now include International Commercial Law and International Law. A doctoral programme has been instituted and we have a strong and growing body of 



PhD students. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Candidates will bring with them an outstanding record of achievement in scholarship and research at an international level. They will be keen to collaborate in 

developing their profile further through securing sustained research funding, and take pride in providing high quality teaching at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, working to 

improve methods of delivery and assessment They should be able to demonstrate leadership and management skills by successfully supporting and developing junior academic staff 

and research students, and by contributing to efficient management and administration. 

We are particularly interested in hearing from people with interest in all areas of commercial law. common law and legal theory. 

READERS/SENIOR LECTURERS: Candidates will be able to demonstrate sufficient experience in order to make a significant contribution to the advancement of their own specialist 

area, which is recognised at an international level. To undertake research in line with the School’s research strategy and to contribute to the development and effective coordination of 

undergraduate and postgraduate teaching programmes. Evidence of secured research funding is highly desirable. 

LECTURERS: Candidates should be keen to show resourcefulness and enthusiasm for improving learning and teaching at undergraduate and postgraduate level and demonstrate the 

ability to collaborate with colleagues and work as part of a supportive team. Candidates will normally hold a relevant Doctorate (or have recently submitted for a Doctorate) and be able to 

demonstrate excellent research activity, a record of publications and a willingness to contribute to the research ethos of the School. 

We are particularly interested in hearing from people with an interest in criminal law, intellectual property law, property law and commercial law. All candidates must be able and willing 

to contribute to the teaching of at least one foundation subject of a qualifying law degree. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For an informal discussion about the above positions please contact Rob Jago, Acting Head of the School of Law, on 01483 686207 or email 

r. iacJo(~.s u rre,/.ac, u k 

Please indicate on your application the post which you would like to be considered for. 

In return we can offer a generous remuneration package, which includes relocation assistance where appropriate, an attractive research environment, the latest teaching facilities, and 

access to a variety of staff development opportunities. 

Closing date for applications: 14th November 2013 

Interviews are planned to take place on 15th and 17th January 2013. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Apply on-line or alternatively please contact Human Resources. either via email on FMLHR@surrey.ac.uk. or by telephone on 01483 683986 (24 hours). 

Further information about the School of Law, its research centres and the research interests of individual staff can be found at http:ll~^t,~/.surre,~aculdlaw 

We acknowledge, understand and embrace cultural diversity. 

Queen’s University, Faculty of Law 

Tenure-track Appointment 

Queen’s University Faculty of Law seeks to recruit and to nominate a Canada Research Chair in Law (Tier 2) 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The federal government has established the Canada Research Chair program to attract outstanding researchers to the Canadian university system Tier 2 

nominees need to meet the specific requirements for Tier 2 appointment: 

- excellent emerging world-class researchers who have demonstrated particular research creativity; 

- demonstrated potential to achieve international recognition in their fields in the next five to ten years; 

- an original, innovative research program of high quality; and 

- potential to attract excellent trainees, students and future researchers. 

For more information on Canada Research Chairs, see: http://wvcwchairs-chairesjqc.calpro~qram-pro~qramme/nomination-mise en candidature-enq.aspx 

Applicants should be Assistant or Associate Professors or possess the necessary qualifications to be appointed at these levels. Absent exceptional circumstances, the candidate will 

be expected to have a Doctorate in law or a cognate discipline, with the candidate having completed his or her highest degree no more than ten years prior to nomination for the Chair. 

The Faculty is committed to diverse and interdisciplinary approaches to law and welcomes applications from all areas of legal study. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The successful candidate will be expected to establish a highly productive scholarly agenda including the development of research relationships with researchers 

across Canada and internationally, to provide effective teaching and mentoring of J.D. and graduate students, to contribute to teaching the core curriculum of the Faculty. and to take on a 

leadership role appropriate for the appointed rank. Salary will be competitive and commensurate with the qualifications of the candidate. 

ABOUT QUEEN’S LAW: Queen’s Law is one of Canada’s leading law schools, with a distinguished record of outstanding teaching and research. Located in historic Kingston, Ontario. 

Queen’s Law is a mid-sized law school with an exceptional degree of faculty and student engagement. Queen’s Law also has a curriculum and research profile that is global in scope. 

including Canada’s largest law school study-abroad spring international law program, operated at the Queen’s University Bader International Study Centre at Herstmonceux Castle in 

the UK. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The University invites applications from all qualified individuals. Queen’s is committed to employment equity and diversity in the workplace and welcomes 

applications from women, visible minorities, Aboriginal people, persons with disabilities, and persons of any sexual orientation or gender identity. All candidates are encouraged to 

apply; however. Canadian citizens and permanent residents will be given priority. Canada Research Chairs are open to individuals of any nationality. 

Each completed application must include: 

- a curriculum vitae; 

- copies of all university transcripts; 

- copies of sample publications; 

- a statement outlining howthe candidate meets the requirements for a CRC Tier 2 appointment, including a description of the applicant’s current and prospective research interests 

and accomplishments; 

- a statement outlining experience with teaching and supervision at the J.D. and graduate level, including all available course outlines and evaluations; and 

- letters from at least three referees sent directly by the referee to the address below. 

Electronic applications and letters of reference are strongly preferred, ideally in PDF. Applicants should also supply information concerning any interruptions in their academic career. 

Writing samples will not be returned and incomplete applications may not be considered 

Applicants should submit their file along with letters from referees by November 15, 2013 If letters from referees are not available by this date, they should be submitted as soon 

thereafter as is possible The Committee may still consider applications after this date. 



Additional information which may be of interest to prospective faculty members can be found at: http://wv~queensu.calfacultyrecruitmentJindexhtml 

The academic staff at Queen’s University is governed by a Collective Agreement between the Queen’s University Faculty Association (QUFA) and the University which is posted at: 
http:~www.queensu.ca~pr~v~st~facu~t‘/~facu~tyre~ati~ns~qufa~c~llectiveagreement.htm~ 

The Faculty will work with the successful candidate to submit a CRC nomination to the CRC Secretariat by April 2014 The successful candidate may assume a tenure track or tenured 

faculty position at Queen’s as early as July 1, 2014; however, the CRC competition is subject to final review and approval by the CRC Secretariat. 

Electronic applications and letters of reference should be sent to Dean Bill Flanagan at: w flanaqan~,queensu ca 

Hard copies should be addressed to: 

Dean Bill Flanagan 

Faculty of Law 

Queen’s University 

Macdonald Hall 

Kingston, Ontario 

Canada K7L 3N6 

Website: http:!!law.queensu.ca 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND JOB POSTINGS 

If you wish to post a professional announcement or job listing, please contact Announcements~,SSRN.com for more information 

HOW TO UNSUBSCRIBE 

You can unsubscribe from these Jobs & Announcements emails by clicking here 

You can change any of your other e Journal subscriptions in the following ways: 

1 Log into SSRN User Headquarters at http://hq.ssrn.com. Click "Subscriptions" on the left side of your screen, click on the appropriate network name, and then uncheck 

"Professional Announcements and Job Postings" at the bottom of the page. 

2 Email Support@SSRN.com 

3. Call 877-SSRNHelp (877.7776435) in the United States, or +1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30 AM and 

6:00 PM, United States Eastern Standard/Daylight Time (EST/EDT). 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE TO SSRN JOURNALS 

Site subscription membership 

Many university departments and other institutions have purchased site licenses covering all of the journals in a particular network. If you want to subscribe to any of the SSRN 

journals, you may be able to do so without charge by first checking to see if your institution currently has a site license. 

To do this please click on any of the following URLs. Instructions for joining the site are included on these pages. 

o Accountinq Research Network 

o Cognitive Science Network 

o Corporate Governance Network 

o Economics Research Network 

o Entrepreneurship Research & Policy Network 

o Financial Economics Network 

o Health Economics Network 

o Information Systems & eBusiness Network 

o Legal Scholarship Network 
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o Social Insurance Research Network 
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If your institution or department is not listed as a site, we would be happy to work with you to set one up. Please contact site(~ssrn.com for more information. 

Individual membership (for those not covered by a site subscription), complete our web subscription form at our secure site: http:l!,z, rw~J.ssrn.comlsubscribe 
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American Banker Daily Briefing White Papers 

Web Seminars 

WEDNEBDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories 

Why Bankers Need to Know North 

Dakota’s Freshman Senator 

In just under a year, Sen. Heidi Heitkamp has 
emerged as a key player on the Banking 
Committee, helping to work on a bipartisan 
housing finance reform bill and championing 
legislation to provide relief to small banks. 

The Troy, Mich., bank’s agreement to buy the 
four remaining bank units of Capitol Bancorp in 
a bankruptcy auction would strengthen its 
Midwestern profile, but it has to accept two far- 
flung units and navigate some trick regulatory 
issues to get the deal done. 

Gordon Baird plans to launch an application at 
Independence Bancshares that ties together 
mobile banking and real-time processing - a 
technology that some industry experts say 
could revolutionize banking. 

Revenue at Citi’s North American retail bank 
fell 35% year over year and officials warned 
that lower mortgage originations and continued 
spread compression would crimp revenues in 
the fourth quarter, and perhaps beyond. 

By Department 

RBS Citizens Adds Wire Transfer Positive 
Pay to Mobile App 

The second generation of the bank’s home- 
grown app for businesses adds useful cash 
management features. 

Citi’s 3Q Results Reveal Lackluster 

Revenue at Citi’s North American retail bank 
fell 35% year over year and officials warned 
that lower mortgage originations and continued 
spread compression would crimp revenues in 
the fourth quarter, and perhaps beyond. 

COMPLETEISSUE 

u View complete 

index 

SPECIAL REPORT 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Technology 

~ 
Over ~he 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 
phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 

Take the lead in business 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work. Ctick to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-in-Class" by 

CEB TowerGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis. 

Explore the expanding 

world of payments. Attend 

the A ~’~, Debit arid 

Pr~.#aid Foium to join 

other bankers and 

payment technology 

innovators sharing up-to- 

date business insights, and 

cutting edge ideas. 

Executives from payment 

networks, processors, 

merchant acquirers and 

ATM manufacturers also 

provide their viewpoints 

on sustaining a healthy 

business while embracing 

the new. 



for S#~a~ S,C, Ba~k 

Gordon Baird plans to launch an application at 
Independence Bancshares that ties together 
mobile banking and real-time processing - a 
technology that some industry experts say 
could revolutionize banking. 

Why Bankers Need to Know North 
Dakota’s Freshman Senator 

In just under a year, Sen. Heidi Heitkamp has 
emerged as a key player on the Banking 
Committee, helping to work on a bipartisan 
housing finance reform bill and championing 
legislation to provide relief to small bank& 

Breaks New Ground 

The Troy, Mich., bank’s agreement to buy the 
four remaining bank units of Capitol Bancorp in 
a bankruptcy auction would strengthen its 
Midwestern profile, but it has to accept two far- 
flung units and navigate some trick regulatory 
issues to get the deal done. 

What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc 

New York, NY 10004 
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3rd Annual International Conference on L3: Call For Papers 2014 

Please view our onUne newsletter if you are unable to view the below message 

If you wish to stop receiving further updates pertaining to these conferences, please reply to unsubscribe@.qloba~stf, or.~ 

with the subject "Unsubscribe". 

www.13-conference.orq I in fo(~,13-con feren ce.or~! 

CONFERENCE THEME 

Language is at a nexus of interrelationships between individuals, society and culture. The interface between 

language and literature has been the object of considerable interdisciplinary research on methods of analysis 

that can be applied across the two fields and their sub-areas. Less research has focused, however, on the 

influence of the new technologies on this interface, which transcends borders and cultures, with the process 

of translation adding yet another dimension to the already complex picture. 

The 3rd Annual International Conference on L3 will examine the various issues and factors that intervene at 

the interface of language and literature, not least the cultural context(s) in which it is situated. 

The conference will bring together multi-disciplinary expertise from all relevant fields. We invite submissions 

for an abstract of a research-based paper in any of the relevant fields, including but not limited to: 

¯ Second-Language Acquisition ¯ Public Service Interpreting and Translation ¯ Comparative Literature 

¯ Linguistics ¯ Translation and Interpreting ¯ Curriculum Design 

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS 

2 Keynote Addresses will be delivered by: 

1 } Prof, Daniel Newman 

Head, Arabic Department 

Course Director, M.A. Arabic-English Translation and Interpreting 

School of Modern Languages and Cultures 

University of Durham, England 

2) Dr. Li Zeng 

Associate Professor of Chinese 

Advisor of Chinese Studies 

Dept. of Classical and Modern Languages 

University of Louisville 

~The Conference Proceedings (Print ISSN: 2251-3566, E-Periodical ISSN: 2251-3574) will be indexed by 

EBSCO, CrossRef, ProQuest, Ulrichsweb and will be submitted to Scopus, 



ScienceDirect and Cabell’s Directories amongst others, where applicable 

¯ L3 2013 Accepted Papers ¯ L3 2012 Accepted Papers 

~ Journal: Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and other editorial considerations, 

eligible research articles will be invited for publication in the GSTF Journal on Education (JEd) (ISSN: 2345- 

7163) which is indexed by EBSCO, CrossRef, ProQuest & Ulrichsweb. 

~Best Paper Awards and Best Student Paper Awards will be conferred at the conference (in order to 

qualify for the award, the paper must be presented at the conference) 

~Book : Selected authors will be invited to contribute book chapters in "New Directions in Language and 

Literature" to be published by GSTF. The editor of the book is Prof Daniel Newman from University of 

Durham, UK 

~L3 2014 will also constitute a Special Panel Session 

~ Panel Proposals are invited for submission to the L3 2014¯ A minimum of three papers centering on a 

specific topic will be accepted for submission under Panel Cateqory. 

Important Dates 

Full Paper Submission Deadline: 

Final Paper (Camera-Ready) Submission Deadline: 

Early Bird Registration Deadline: 

Late Registration Deadline: 

Conference Dates: 

6th December 2013 

7th February 2014 

31st March 2014 

9th May 2014 

9th - 10th June 2014 

Additional Publication Opportunity 

~i JEd GSTF Journal on Education (JEd) 

(ISSN: 2345-7163) 

Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and 

other editorial considerations, eligible research articles will be 

invited for publication in the GSTF Journal on Education (JEdl which 

is indexed by EBSCO. CrossRef, ProQuest & UIrichsweb. 

L3 2014 PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

Prof. Daniel Newman 

Head, Arabic Department 

Course Director, M.A. Arabic-English Translation and Interpreting 

School of Modern Languages and Cultures, University of Durham, England 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Dr. Cheung Yin Ling 

Nanyang Technological University 

Singapore 

Dr. David Brookshaw 

Bristol University, UK 

Prof. Thomas Docherty 

University of Warwick, UK 

Assoc. Prof. Alex Kostogriz 

Deakin University, 

Australia 

Dr. Elena Semino 

Lancaster University, UK 

Dr. Peter Roberts 

The University of West Indies, 

Cavehill Barbados 

Dr. Plus Adesanmi 

Carleton University, Canada 

Dr. Maya Khemlani David 

University of Malaya, KL Malaysia 

Dr. Yuhuan Wang 

Mount Royal University, Canada 

For a complete list of the Committee, please click here: 
http:llwww.13.conference.or~qlCommittee.html 

GSTF PARTNER UNIVERSITIES 

For a list of GSTF Partner Universities, please visit: 
http:l/www.globalsff.orq/partner-universities.php 



We support anti-spam and respect personal privacy. If you wish to stop receiving further updates pertaining to these conferences, 

Please reply to ~/)~)~=~Li~2~’.@~=~.[’._4~[:£.[~ with the subject "Unsubscribe". 
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3rd Annual International Conference on LRPP: Call For Papers 2014 
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www.law~onference.orq l info~,law-conference.orq 

CONFERENCE THEME 

The laws of the land lay the foundations of peace and order, and to ensure people progress in all aspects 

of their lives - whether in business, education, travel, health or recreation. The role of public officials is to 

create, scrutinize, implement and uphold the laws in order to protect the rights of every individual, corporate 

entity or institution. 

Educators of law thus possess the task of not only shaping each and every generation of legal 

practitioners into knowledgeable and responsible agents, but also the study of issues which surround the 

practice of law and its implementation across jurisdictions 

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS 

2 Keynote Addresses: 

1) Prof. Chan Winq Cheonq will deliver "ConstitutionalRestraints on 

Mandatorv Imprisonment Sentences" 

Faculty of Law, 

National University Singapore 

2) Prof. Bradley Myers will deliver "The Future of Legal Education: The 

Impact of Regulation~ Technology and Globalization on the Training of 

Lawyers" 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 

Associate Professor of Law 

Randy H. Lee Professor of Law 

University of North Dakota,USA 

~The Conference Proceedings (Print ISSN: 2251-3809, E-Periodical ISSN: 2251-3817) will be indexed 

by EBSCO,CrossRef, ProQuest, Ulrichsweb and will be submitted to Scopus, ScienceDirect and Cabell’s 

Directories amongst others, where applicable. 

¯ LRPP 2013 Accepted Papers ¯ LRPP 2012 Accepted Papers 

~ Book: Selected authors will be invited to contribute book chapters in "Contemporarv Social Science 

Insiqhts" to be published by GSTF. The editor of the book will be Edward P, Wolfers, CSM CMG BA PhD, 

Foundation Professor of Politics, University of Wollongong (NSW, Australia) 



~ Journal: Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and other editorial 

considerations, eligible research articles will be invited for publication in the GSTF Journal of Law and 

Social Sciences (JLSS} (Print ISSN: 2251-2853, E-periodical: 2251-2861) which is indexed by EBSCO, 

CrossRef, ProQuest, Ulrichsweb and Cabell’s Directories. 

~Best Paper Awards and Best Student Paper Awards will be conferred at the conference (in order to 

qualify for the aw’ard, the paper must be presented at the conference). 

~LRPP 2014 will also constitute a Special Panel Session. 

~ Panel Proposals are invited for submission to the LRPP 2014. A minimum of three papers centering 

on a specific topic will be accepted for submission under Panel Cateqory 

iMPORTANT DATES 

Full Paper Submission Deadline: 

Final Paper (Camera-Ready) Submission Deadline: 

Early Bird Registration Deadline: 

Late Registration Deadline: 

Conference Dates: 

6th December 2013 

7th February 2014 

31st March 2014 

9th May 2014 

9th - 10th June 2014 

ADDITIONAL PUBLICATION OPPORTUNITIES 

Contemporary Social Science Insights 

Selected authors will be invited to contribute book chapters in 

"Contemporary Social Science Insiqhts" to be published by GSTF. 

The book will be edited by Edward P. Wolfers, CSM CMG BA PhD, 

Foundation Professor of Politics, University of Wollongong (NSW, 

Australia). 

GSTF Journal of Law and Social Sciences (JLSS) 

Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and other 

editorial considerations, eligible research articles will be invited for 

publication in the GSTF Journal of Law and Social Sciences (JLSS) 

(Print ISSN: 2251-2853, E-periodical: 2251-2861) which is indexed by 

EBSCO, CrossRef, ProQuest, UIrichsweb and Cabell’s Directories 

LRPP 2014 PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

PROGRAM CHAIR 

Dr. K.C. Sunny 

Dean, Professor and Head 

Department of Law, University of Kerala, India 

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

Professor Tony Carry 

SirY. K. Pao Chair of Public Law, 

Faculty of Law, The University of Hong Kong 

Dr. Willem de Lint 

Flinders University, Australia 

Prof. Denise Meyerson 

Macquarie University, Australia 

Prof. Jiunn-rong Yeh 

National Taiwan University, Taiwan 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

Dr. Jianfu Chert 

La Trobe University, Australia 

Prof. Paula Baron 

La Trobe University, Australia 

Prof, Abu Bakar Bin Munir 

University of Malaya, Malaysia 

Dr. Christoph Antons 

Deakin University, Australia 

Dr. Anqi Shen 

Teesside University, UK 

Prof. Mohd Altaf Ahangar 

Universiti Islam Sultan Sharif All, 

Brunei 

For a complete list of the Committee, please click here: 

http:l/www.law-conference.orglCommittee.html 



GSTF PARTNER UNIVERSITIES 

For a list of GSTF Partner Universities, please visit: 

I~ttp://www.~qlobalstf.or~qlpartner=universities.php 

We support anti-spam and respect personal privacy. If you wish to stop receiving further updates pertaining to these conferences 

Please reply to unsubscr~be@globalstf.or,~ with the subject "Unsubscribe". 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Bank of America Earnings Surge on Improved Credit 

Bank of America Earnings S~rge on ImproxTed Credit 

Bank of America’s third-quarter profit surged as the banking giant benefited from sharply 

improved credit quality that helped offset wider losses at its consumer real estate and 

markets divisions. Bank of America reported a profit of $2.5 billion versus a profit of $340 

million a year earlier. Revenue missed Street views. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Stephanie Ansaldo via LinkedIn <member@linkedin.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 8:18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 

Stephanie Ansa~do 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Wyderko <Susan.Wyderko@mfd£org> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:12 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Conversation? 

Friday afternoon would work well for me. Would 2:00 be good? My office number is 202-507-4490, why don’t you call when convenient, 

Susa~’~ 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October !5, 20:[3 9:58 PN 
To~ Susan Wyderko 
Subject: RE: Conversation? 

Hi Susan --- How n~ce to hear from you. ~ was out of the office the day you sent your en~a~, so unfortunately it got buried and I apologize for not replying sooner. 

~ wou~d love to chat about our research. Why don’t we set 

anything there that works for you 

Friday, October ~8 between I:30 and 5:00 

Monday, October 21 a[:ter 

Tuesday, October 22 after 2:t5 

Wednesday, October 23 between 2::[5 and 5:30 

?hursday, October 24 after 2:3.5 

Friday, October 25 alter 10:00 

Thanks and give my best to Carolyn. 

L~ssa 

F~m~ Susan Wyderko [ma~to:Susan.Wyderko@mfdf.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Oc~ber 01, 2013 12:08 PP1 

Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subject~ Conversation? 

Lissa, 

I hope you are well. I spoke at one of your Director Diversity panels in 2008, I believe. I’m a colleague of Carolyn McPhillips, who thinks extremely highly of you. 

I read with interest your recent paper ’~he Danger of Difference: Tensions in Directors’ Views of Corporate Board Diversity." If you have a minute (and it isn’t 

pressing) I would very much like to chat with you about the conclusions one can or should draw from your very interesting research. My number is 202-507-4490, or 

you can shoot me an email (susan@mfdLorg) to let me know when might be a good time to chat. 

Susan 

Susan FerrB Wyderko 

President, CEQ 

Mutual Fund Directors Forum 

Susan@mfdf.org 

www.mfdf.org 

202-~7-~90 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:24 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Awaxds Committee" Ulxtate 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Beth Miller" juet provided information to the peli "Awards 

Marketing on a budget? 

Join the waiting list for our newest ebeok on How to Run Ads on an 

Erltri.>p!ene~J r’s Budget 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clark, Susan <SCLARK@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9.’27 AM 

The Middle Ground Newsletter for MDNC Chapter of FBA 

The Middle Ground Vol 3 Issue 2 October 2013.pdf 

Please find attached the latest issue of The Middle Ground, Vol. 3, Issue 2. 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 815 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein 
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President’s Message 
By Chdsiopher R. C@on 
Grace Tisdale & Cleon PA. 

The collegiality and professionalism exhibited in the Middle District have 
consistently distinguished it from other districts throughout the years. This 
organization was established to foster these critical, but sometimes overlooked, 
aspects of legal practice. Now, more than ever, our association’s mission is 
essential to preset~e these ideals and to set a good example for the younger 
attorneys joining our ranks. 

Recently, I was talking with a good friend who has been in a civil practice for 
many decades and our conversation landed on this vet), subject. He was 
bemoaning the state of collegiality and professionalism ~vithin our ranks 
compared to ~vhen he began his practice. He saw the ability, through 
technology, to conduct an entire legal practice from behind a desk as the 
biggest culprit in diminishing these characteristics of our profession. 

Most of the technology vve use was invented to keep us connected no matter 
where we are--to make the world a smaller place. As my friend pointed out, 
while the world may be smaller, it is also less friendly. For it is far easier to 
snipe at and belittle someone you have never met in person and will never see 
face to t~ace. I assured my friend that the federal bar in the Middle District had 
not fallen into the disrepair he had observed overall, but it is up to all of us to 
ensure that does not happen. 

I challenge each of you to take time during your week to get out of the office. 
Try to have face to f;ace meetings with other attorneys. Get to know the 
lawyers you are working with--even the ones you may never have to deal with 
again. Go to lunch together. Come to Federal Bar Association meetings. They 
are a great ~vay to meet other attorneys within our association on a 
professional axtd social level. Get to know your colleagues, thereby becoming a 
more effective advocate for your client and maybe even a little nicer to be 
around in your own office. 

I look forward to having t;ace to face conversations ~vith many of you during 
this year and finding new ways to foster the spirit of respect and cooperation 
that have long been hallmarks of this distinguished bar. 

Thank you for having the confidence in me to lead this group. I am honored 
and will do my best to maintain the high level of service we have enjoyed for 
the last three years. 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

This newsletter was produced by the Younger Lawyers Committee for the MDNC 

Chapter of the Federal Bar Association and edited by Laura J. Dildine. Interested in 

being published in the next issue of The Middle G~’~und# The editorial staff is currently 

accepting articles for upcoming issues. Please direct all inquiries to LauraJ. Dildine at: 
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Judge Duncan Headlined Spring 
Event 
By Juhe Thea/l Ea~ 
Smida Moore Leadm~/ood LLP 

The 2013 Spring meeting of the Middle District chapter was 
held at the Koury Convention Center on May 22, 2013, with 
more than 90 attorneys, law students, members of the 
judiciary and guests in attendance.    Following an 
introduction by former law clerks Kathleen Gleason and 
Matt Leerberg, the Honorable Allyson K. Duncan, United 
States Circuit Court Judge for the Fourth Circuit Court of 
Appeals, delivered the keynote address. Judge Duncan 
shared her thought-provokng "Observations on Judicial 
Independence from 10 Years on the Bench." 

Also on the agenda, and back by popular demand, was the 
Honorable John Bmbaker, Clerk of the Middle District, to 
deliver the "Bmbaker Report." As always, Mr. Bmbaker 
provided timely and practical information to an appreciative 
audience. 

Elected by the membership as officers of the Chapter for 
the 2013-14 fiscal year were: President: Chris Clifton; 
President Elect: Randy Loftis; and Secretary Treasurer: 
Brian Anderson. In addition, Laura Dildine agreed to take 
on the Newsletter this year and will chair the Younger 
Lawyer’s committee. Kearns Davis, Adam Chames and Julie 
Theall Earp will continue to ser~e on the Board as past 
presidents. 

Members of the chapter who are interested in writing for 
the newsletter, presenting at a meeting, or becoming an 
officer are welcome and should make their interests known 
to any officer. 

Keynote Speaker Judge )dlyson Dtu~can 

U.S. Magistrate Judge Peake, Clerk of Court 
Brubaker, Kathleen Gleason, Matt Leerberg, and 

other guests 
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Introducing Our New President, Chris Clifton 
By lF~b# Pierce 

One of our founding officers, Chris Clifton, has taken the helm of the FBA’s MDNC Chapter. After having 

served as Membership Chair and then as Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. Clifton intends to use his new position as a 

means to "foster the collegiality that has always existed in the Middle District." In addition, Mr. Clifton hopes to 

carry on the, outstanding work of our outgoing President, Julie Theall Earp. 

After graduating from the Wake Forest University School of Law, Mr. Clifton served as an Assistant District 
Attorney in the state’s 19th Prosecutorial District. In 1997, he joined Michael A. Grace’s Winston-Salem law 
practice:, where Mr. Clifton remains today. There, he has built a thriving practice focused on appellate and post- 
conviction representation. In 2010, for example, he brought the case of Sandako Meshawn Brandon before the 
Supreme Court of the United States. Mr. Clifton obtained a favorable ruling, a new sentencing, and Mr. Brandon’s 
eventual release. 

In addition to the Supreme Court of the United States, Mr. Clifton is admitted to practice’, in all of the North 
Carolina appellate courts, and the Fourth, Eighth, and Eleventh Circuit Courts of Appeals. Among his numerous 
other professional and community activities, Mr. Clifton sits on the North Carolina Sentencing and Advisory 
Commission, where he advises the: North Carolina General Assembly regarding sentencing guidelines. 

Mr. Clifton takes over the presidency while our Chapter is still young, so he will have a significant say in charting 
our course. As President, Mr. Clifton hopes to add laxv students to our roster. According to Mr. Clifton, laxv 
students represent our best bet for increasing our membership, and including them in our ranks will help "keep us 
focused on what’s important." Welcome, Mr. Clifton. 

Whiz Pie~ce is av associate a~ Smith Moof~ Leadae,w~ood. LL2 iv G~’eevsboro, NC, aM a fo~ef" !an: cle~& ~o dae Ho~o,~able Samuel G. Wi/s0~, b\S.Dis~d~r 
Ju@ fo,~ ~he Western Dis~dc~ of PTgi~ia. 

Notable Civil Decisions from the Supreme Court 
By Thu~ron H. Webb 
Kilpa~dck To~’~sevd ~ S~oc,&ov LL2 

United States v. Windsor, 133 S. Ct. 1521 (2013) 

In a closely watched and highly anticipated opinion, the Supreme Court struck down ~ 3 of the federal 
Defense of Marriage Act ("DOMA"), xvhich amended the Dictionary Act to define "marriage" and "spouse" 
as excluding same-sex partners. In an opinion written by Justice Kennedy, who was joined by the Court’s four 
more liberal Justices, the: Court held ~ 3 unconstitutional based on a rationale that combined federalism and 
equal protection principles. Justice Kennedy reasoned that states, not the federal government, have historically 
been responsible for defining and regulating marriage, and many states have decided to allow same-sex couples 
to marry. But despite the historical role states play in regulating marriage, DOMA intended to and did injure 
legally married same-sex couples, One: very class state law was meant to protect. Therefore, the Court found 
that it must use heightened scrutiny to evaluate the rationale of ~ Ys definition of marriage. The Court then 
found that ~ Ys definition of marriage was improperly motivated by animus, and thus violated the Fifth 
Amendment. 

The Court also held that despite the Obama administration’s decision not to defend ~ 3’s constitutionality, the 
Court had jurisdiction to consider the merits of the case. The Court found that Windsor’s ongoing claim t-or a 
refund from the United States, which the United States refused to pay, established a controversy sufficient t-or 
Article III jurisdiction. Further, the: substantial arguments supporting ~ 3’s constitutionality by the Bipartisan 
Legal Advisory Group, a group established by the House of Representatives to defend ~ 3 of DOMA, were 
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sufficient to satisfy the prudential considerations that 

demand adversarial presentation of the issues. 

However, Justice Kennedy’s opinion left open 

numerous questions. Most notable, it is unclear what 

effect the opinion will have on state laws that prohibit 

same-sex marriage. Further, the Court did not address 

whether the opinion is retroactive, or whether it xvill 

affect ERISA and other benefits statute.s. These, and 

many other unanswered questions, will likely be 

vigorously litigated over the next few years. 

Ass’n for Molecular Patholog-y v. Myriad~ 133 S. Ct. 

2107 (2013) and Bowman v: Monsanto Co., 

133 S. Ct. 1761 (2013) 

The. Court decided two important patent case.s this 

term. First, in Ass’~ for ~{o/ecular Patho/o~, ~. ~{~a4 ~e 

Court unanimously ruled that naturally occurring genes 

are not patent eligible. Myriad Genetics, Inc. had 

patented ~e isolation of ~o hmnan genes that show a 

high risk of breast and ovarian cancer. The Court 

found that because ~ese genes are naturally occurring 

DNA sequences and were not created by ~e company, 

they were not e.ligible to be patented. }towever, the 

Court made it clear that a synthetic form of ~e genes 

were eligible for a patent, as it was created and not 

naturally occurrin5 as was any me~od to isolate the 

genes. 

Second, in Bo~>~an ~ Monsanto, Co., the Court 
unanimously held that the patent exhaustion doctrine 
did not forbid Monsanto from prohibiting ~;armers who 
buy its patented "Roundup Ready" soybean seeds to 
use newly grown seeds for subsequent plantings. A 
~:armer who had done just this was sued by Monsanto 
for patent infringement. The ~armer based his defense 
on the argv~ment that the patent exhaustion doctrine, 
which holds that the initial sale of an item terminates all 
patent rights in that item, prohibited Monsanto from 
preventing him from using the second generation 
seeds. The Court unanimously rejected this argument, 
which it called the "blame-the-bean defense," holding 
that a purchaser of an item does not have the right to 
make and sell copies of a patented item. 

Clerk’s Corner: An Update 
from the Clerk of Court for the 
United States District Court for 
the Middle District of North 
Carolina 
By John S. B~ubaker 

Proposed Local Rules Posted. Proposed 
amendments to the local rules have been posted on 

the Court’s website at www.ncmd.uscourts.gov. The 
Court welcomes your comments, which should be 
submitted by November 1, 2013. 

Nexv Bankruptcy Judges Appointed. Benjamin 
A. Kahn and Lena M. James have been appointed to 
the position of U.S. Bankruptcy .Judge for the 
Middle District of North Carolina. Mr. Kahn will 
succeed Judge William L. Stocks and will be 
stationed in Greensboro, North Carolina. Ms. 
James will succeed Thomas Waldrep and will be 
stationed in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 

Mr. Kahn and Ms. James xvill be sworn in after 
completing the required background check 
investigation. 

Helpful Hints. 
Proposed Orders. Proposed orders shall be 
submitted with motions not requiring briefs 
and motions for temporaU restraining 
orders. A PDF version of the proposed 
order should be filed in CM/ECF as an 
attachment to the related motion. A version 
that is compatible with WordPerfect should 
also be e-mailed to the appropriate address 
listed in section L of the Electronic Case 
Filing    Administrative    Policies    and 
Procedures iManual. If your office uses 
Word, please save the document in rich text 
format before sending it. 

Viewing Sealed Documents. If you are 
viexving a sealed document in CMiECF in 
which you have been granted viewing access, 
you will be required to enter your CM/ECF 
filing logm ID and password as a security 
measure. If you are being served a copy of 
the document via CM/ECF and entitled to a 
free look, you will not be charged for 
accessing the document. 
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State Court Removals. If you are filing a notice of removal m CM/ECF, file,, the notice’, of removal using 

the CM/ECF Petition for Removal event and add each state court document as a separate a~achment. 

Please do not combine all of the documents filed in ~e state court action as one attachment. 

Briefs. In CM/ECF, file briefs using the "BrieF’ or "SE:~ED BNeF’ events. Do not file briefs as an 

attachment to a motion. 

Certificates of Se~qce. Certificates of se~qce should be filed for all documents requiring se~rice, even if 

se~qce is effectuated ~rough CMiECF. For signature authenfici~~, the ce~ificate of se~ice should be 

signed by the attorney xvho is filing the certificate in CMiECF. 

Bill of Costs. Please review ~e Bill of Costs Guide on the Court’s website before submitting a Bill of 

Costs. Allowable costs are not always easily understood, and costs have been denie.d where the file.r did not 
provide adequate supporting documentation. 

Preparing for a Civil Trial in 
the Middle District 
By Daniel M. Vandel~dff 
Ki~aldck To~’n.~end d~ 3?ock~on 

2although the federal courts are very busy, there 
xvere less than 5,500 "civil trials" before the 677 
Article HI judges in the 94 federal district courts 
during the year ending September 30, 2012.~ That 
number includes both trials to a judgment and 
contested evidentiary hearings regarding temporary 
restraining orders, preliminary injunctions, and 
other matters that were not seeking a final 
judgment or verdict. Of those "civil trials," only 8 
occurred in fine Middle District, and only 3 of those 
were full trials. During the year ending September 
30, 2011, there were 6 trials to judgment. 

It is hard to predict exactly which cases will result 
in a trial. Thus, preparing for a civil trial is a part of 
every case. To start with, the choice of a case- 
management track under Local Rule 26.1 can 
significantly impact the duration and breadth of 
discovery. Likevdse, failure to develop the facts 
needed for trial during discovery leads to obvious 
difficulties at trial. 

Once discovery has closed, and the parties have 
filed motions f-or summary judgment, it is time to 
focus on organizing fine: case for trial. First, 
attorneys must keep in mind the many deadlines 
triggered by the impending trial date. Under Rule 
26(a)(3), witness and exhibit lists are due 30 days 
before trial, and objections may be filed to the 
opposing partT’s designations within 14 days 
thereafter. Except for evidentiary objections under 
Rules 402 and 403, all other objections not made 
arc: waived. 

In between those deadlines, under Local Rule 
40.1, the trial brief and either proposed jury 
instructions or (for non-jury trials) proposed 

findings of fact and conclusions of law- are due 21 
days before trial. This is also the time to file 
proposed jury verdict sheets, proposed voir dire, 
and motions in limine. These filings are a crucial 
part of developing the boundaries for trial. 
Additionally, during this process, attorneys should 
continue conferring with opposing counsel in order 
to narrow the issues for trial by agreeing on 
stipulated t:acts, joint exhibits, and exhibit lists. 
Notxvithstanding all of those efforts, trial strategT 
has to remain flexible because, under Local Rule 
56.1@, parties may still be awaiting a ruling on 
summary judgment until the outset of trial. 

Finally, as the trial date draws near, attorneys 
need to simultaneously prepare for the pre-trial 
settlement conference while still assuming they are 
proceeding to trial. Although Local Rule 83.2 
offers some guidance on courtroom practices, 
attorneys should do as much as possible to learn 
about how their assigned trial judge prefers to 
handle jury selection, objections, asking to approach 
the witness, and time limitations. Also, attorneys 
should make sure to learn how the logistics of the 
trial will work, including the use of electronic 
presentation devices. Those are not things to be 
worried about the day before trial. 

For more guidance on preparing for a civil trial 
in the Middle District, be sure to attend the 
October 21, 2013, CLE presentation by Manning A. 
Connors of Smith Moore Leathetavood, LLP, xvho 
will share: what he has learned about trial 
preparation through practicing in the Middle 
District since 1995. 

~ The United States Courts websit:e produces a report and tables every 

December detailing what has occurred in each judicial district. All of the 

s~list:ics used in this article ~vere gal}~ered from t:he tri~l s~tistics included in 

the ;;T" rubles.     The most current statistics are available at 

ht:tp: / / www.uscourts.gov / St:atis fi c s / ludieia]Bu sin es s / 2012.a spx. 
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The Courts Remain Open for Business in Trying Times- Lessons 
from Sequestration and Shutdown 
Co-authored by Sophia Ha~,ey of L&o Harvey PC and Chris jackson of Ellis ~ Win~e~s LLP 
Wilh .~pedal ~hanks m ~he U.S. Bankn~p~(~ Count, [,.S. A~/or~e.j s Ql~ce, U.S. Ma~:~haIs Send< U.S. Probation g~ P,~e-Tdal Sendces, and CJA Pant 

On March 1, 2013, following the expiration of a temporary budget and a protracted congressional 
standoff, President Obama issued a sequestration order, canceling around $85 billion in federal funding for the 
2013 fiscal year. According to the official website of the United States courts, the sequestration called for a 
five-percent reduction in judiciaU funding during FY 2013, as compared to FY 2012.~ 

For a judicial system with already-strained resources, further reductions raised genuine concerns about 
the continued operation of our federal courts. On August 13, 2013, eighty-seven federal district chief judges, 
including Judge Osteen from the Middle District of North Carolina, wrote to Vice President Biden, as President 
of the United States Senate:, "to express Itheir] grave concern over the impact the flat fimding of the last few 
years, followed by sequestration, is having on the Judiciary’s ability to carry out its constitutional and statutory. 

’~’*’. ’ ,,2" responslt)mtles. Seven weeks later, the federal government shut down. 

This article’s initial purpose was to highlight the effects of sequestration on various agencies and 
departments within the Middle District of North Carolina. However, on October 1, 2013, sequestration 
became part of a bigger stoU. Believing that the lessons learned from sequestration would prove valuable 
during and after the government shutdown, xve forged ahead. What follows is an overvie~v of the plans of the 
federal courts - and more specifically the Middle District of North Carolina - for operation during the 
shutdown, as well as the sequestration experiences of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court, U.S. Attorney’s Office, U.S. 
Marshals Service, U.S. Probation & Pre-Trial Services, and CJA Panel of the Middle District that we hope will 
prove educational even after the government reopens for business. 

On September 24, 2013, the Honorable Judge John D. Bates, Director of the Administrative Office (AO) of 
the United States Courts, sent a memorandum to all federal judges, federal defender offices (FDOs), and others, 
titled, "Status ofJudiciaU Funding and Guidance for JudiciaU Operations During a Lapse in Appropriations.’’~ 
Judge Bates noted that, in the event of a shutdown, the judiciary would use: fees and no-year appropriations to 
continue operations for an estimated ten business days. (As of publication, this fimding extended to 
October 17, 2013.) During this time, "[c]ourts and FDOs [would] continue to operate," but Judge Bates 
warned that "funding should be conserved as much as possible by delaying or deferring expenses not critical to 
the performance of... Constitutional responsibilities." 

Following this interim period, the JudiciaU would operate under the _/~mti-Deficiency Act, 
31 U.S.C. ~ 1341-1342, which alloxvs xvork deemed "essential" to the exercise of Article III power to continue 
during a lapse in appropriations. Employees deemed necessaU to perform such tasks would continue working 
on non-pay status, with the expectation of being paid upon the passage of appropriations. All other employees 
would be furloughed. The AO left to each court and FDO the task of implementing a "shutdown plan" and 
defining "essential work." 

On October 11, 2013, the U.S. District Court for the Middle: District of North Carolina issued its 
shutdown plan.4 The Court concluded that sequestration cuts had already caused staffing levels to fall below 
those allowed by AO metrics, such that all employees not already furloughed were deemed "essential." This 
plan suggests that court offices will continue to operate at sequestration capacity during the shutdown, with the 
salaries of non-furloughed employees being deferred. The remainder of this article attempts to summarize the 

hltp ./g uews. ~s( ) ~*ts.govg issues! sequest aft )u 

hI:tp://news.uscourts.gov/si’ms/defiauk/files/ChiefJudges I.eI:te~ to_Joseph Biden.pdf 

Available at hI:tp:g g onlme.wsj.com,’pablicg resourc:esg documenI:s,’shutdowncourts.pdf 

Available at hI:tp://wsv~v.nemd~uscourts.govisiI:esidefaulI:/filesif:y2014 plan.pdf 
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specific impact of sequestration and shutdown on various departments within the Middle District, based on 
publicly available information from both government publications and key individuals within these departments. 
Although the situation remains fluid, the: goal is to provide objective information and maintain a well-informed 
local federal bar. 

U.S. Bankruptcy Court 

According to Reid Wilcox, Clerk of Court for the U.S. Bankruptcy Court of the Middle District of North 
Carolina, the sequester has combined with a broader trend of funding cuts to result in a 24% reduction in staff 
over the past two years. Thanks to advances in technology, Mr. Wilcox says that the Court xvas previously able 
to mitigate: the effect of these staffing cuts. However, when the sequester began, fine: Court lost three additional 
employees, putting the Court below the: already reduced work-unit metrics that had been instituted by the AO. 
There is concern in the Court that when appropriations are eventually passed, sequester-level funding will be 
established as the "new normal," xvhich could result in further staff reductions. 

Following fine: shutdown, the U.S. Bankruptcy Court has thus far continued to operate as normal. Because 
sequester cuts had already reduced staff to a level below the AO’s work-measurement formulas, the Court 
declared all remaining employees to be essential to the exercise of Article III judicial poxver. The Middle 
District’s shutdown plan made clear that the Constitution mandates that judges be paid, regardless of any lapse 
in appropriations. Other Court employees will work on non-pay status until the shutdown ends, with the 
expectation that back pay will be awarded upon passage of appropriations. 

U.S. Attorney’s Office 

The U.S. Attorney’s Office of the Middle District of North Carolina continues to prosecute criminal and 
civil cases on behalf of the federal government, but is doing so on a reduced staffing level. The civil division is 
operating on a skeleton staff, while the criminal division remains largely fully operational as a result of being 
excepted from furlough. Court schedules have not to this point been impacted by the shutdown and no stays 
have at this time been requested in criminal cases. 

The U.S. Attorney’s Office had been operating with fewer staff as a result of budget cuts. Prior to the 
shutdown, a hiring freeze: had reduced the number of Assistant United States Attorneys by 15% and resulted in 
five or six support staff positions remaining vacant and unfilled. As a result of the shutdown, the DOJ has no 
funding to pay salaries going fotavard, and as it currently stands employees of the U.S. Attorney’s Office xvill 
work without a salary until the shutdown ends. 

U.S. Marshals Service 

As an agency within the Department of Justice, the: U.S. Marshals Ser~ice was not required to furlough 
employees during FY 2013. As first announced by Attorney General Eric ttolder in an April 24, 2013 
memorandum to DOJ employees, additional funding from the final FY 2013 funding bill, combined with a 
hiring freeze and other cost-cutting measures, avoided the need t-or any furlough days during FY 2013. 
According to Bill Stafford, the U.S. Marshal in the: Middle District, the local office has been fully operational 
since the sequester. However, the current hiring freeze has left the office understaffed. Two deputy positions 
and one staff position are currently vacant, with a third deputy position set to be vacant via retirement later this 
year. 

Since the shutdown began, the txventy-three remaining employees within the Marshals office have continued 
to work as normal, but none have been paid. This includes U.S. Marshal Stafford, seventeen sworn deputies, 
and five administrative staff members. The office also retains forty-four court-security-officer contractors and 
one asset-forfeiture contractor. These contractors were being paid at the beginning of the shutdown, but 
funding for these contracts is set to expire in the middle of October. According to U.S. Marshal Stafford, it is 
currently unclear what cuts, including furlough days, will be imposed during FY 2014. 
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U.S. Probation & Pre-Trial Services 

The U.S. Probation Office in the Middle District of North Carolina had a 10% reduction in funding in 
the FY 2013 budget due to sequestration. The office has avoided employee furloughs through flexibility in 
funding other items and departures of employees who were not replaced. It has lost five people over the past 
year, including two U.S. Probation Officers and one Supervisory U.S. Probation Officer. The inabilibT to replace 
employees has resulted in staffing at 77% of the office’s ordinaU needs, based on AO metrics. Despite this 
understaffing and one: of the highest-risk populations in the: nation, however, the office has continued to meet 
Court deadlines for reports, maintaining one of the country’s best rates for offenders successfully completing 
supervision. Since the shutdown, the office has utilized non-appropriated funds to continue the Court’s work, 
but after October 17, it ~vill further curtail its duties and maintain essential staff on non-pay status. According to 
the office, the dedicated staff continues to address the risks of the local population, but the continued lack of 
adequate resources makes this a progressively difficult task. 

Criminal Justice Act Panel 

The members of the CJA Panel continue to receive appointments in federal criminal cases during the 
shutdown. Payment of CJA vouchers had been suspended for the last two weeks of FY 2013, and had been set 
to resume October 1, 2013. Ho~vever, since the shutdo~vn ~vent into place, it does not appear that CJA vouchers 
will be paid until the shutdown ends. Nevertheless, members of the CJA Panel continue to provide 
representation to the indigent and work with the U.S. Attorney’s Office to ensure the criminal justice system 
continues to operate. 

Sophia Ha~¢:~.,~ is principal a/ Liao Har~’ey PC in Wins/on-Salem, NC aMja~ver law clerk ~o ~he Honorable Thomas D. S&meder o.f ~he U.S. Dis~dc~ 
Cou~r fo~ dae Middle Dis~d~r of No~rl~ Carolina. 

Preparing for a Criminal Trial in 
the Middle District 
By Lau~’a J. Dih~)~e 
5~i~h Moo~’e Lea~he,~ood LLP 
Special/hauks ~o E~ic Placke of £,e Fede~aI Public DefeMer’s Q~z~ of 
dae M. D.N. G 

Preparing for a criminal trial in the Middle 
District requires diligence, a keen eye for detail, 
diplomacy, and stamina. As experienced trial 
attorneys know, a meaningful investment of time 
before trial pays dividends dudvg trial. 

Scheduling Order.    Attorneys must pay 
attention to the Court’s Scheduling Order provided 
at arraignment. In addition to setting deadlines for 
plea agreements and dates for changes of plea and 
trial, this Order specifies key deadlines by which 
motions must be filed and information concerning 
requests for preliminary instructions. It is important 
to read the Scheduling Order carefully, because the 
Orders contain different substantive information, 
depending on the assigned trial judge. For instance, 
some Scheduling Orders may require and provide 
deadlines for trial briefs. On the other hand, other 

judges add details relevant to the Scheduling Orders 
as minute entries on PACER. If attorneys have any 
scheduling questions, they should not hesitate to call 
or e-mail the assigned trial judge’s Case Manager for 
the judge’s preferences. 

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. In 
addition to deadlines and directives in the Scheduling 
Order and on PACER, the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure mandate particular actions. For example, if 
the U.S. Attorney requests notice of an alibi defense 
pursuant to Rule 12.1@, the defense attorney has 14 
days, unless otherwise set by the court, to serve 
written notice of such a defense.    In addition, 
according to Rule 12.2(a), if a defendant intends to 
assert an insanity defense, his attorney must notify the 
U.S. Attorney xvithin the deadline set in the 
Scheduling Order for pre-trial motions. The Rules 
also require the government, upon the defendant’s 
request, and the defendant, upon the government’s 
request, to provide the other side xvith a written 
summary of any expert testimony that is intended to 
be used at trial. Fed. R. Crim. P. 16 (a) (1) (g), 
16(b)(1)(C). Codifying the Jencks Act, Rule 26.2 
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requires an attorney, on motion by opposing counsel, 
to disclose particular witness statements. In short, 
attorneys should be well-versed in the Rules of 
Criminal Procedure e, arly in a case. 

Open Dialogue with U.S. Attorney. It is also 
important to maintain an open dialogue with the U.S. 
Attorney prior to trial. The finer points of scheduling 
can be ironed out. The attorneys may be able to 
determine what issues they can resolve and what 
issues are for the court to decide. For instance, in a 
felon-in-possession case, the attorneys may agree to 
stipulate to the fact of the prior felony conviction. 
On the other hand, issues on which the attorneys 
cannot agree should be presented to the court in a 
trial brief, if appropriate, or in a motion in limine. 

Meaningful Dialogue with Client. If a federal 
criminal defendant has trial experience, it is likely in 
the state court system, which can be a veU different 
experience. Therefore, it is important t-or the defense 
attorney to explain fine: trial process, admissibility, or 
inadmissibility, of evidence, and the attorney’s ethical 
obligations during trial.    The attorney should 
thoroughly cover the defendant’s right to testit~ at 
trial, examining both the benefits and consequences 
of testifying. A defendant should also understand the 
significance of his or her behavior and demeanor in 
the courtroom. 

Technology. If attorneys arc: going to use fine: 
Court’s technology during trial, they should contact 
the Systems staff at least one week before trial to 
reserve a Digital Evidence Presentation System 
(I)EPS) and must receive: training by the: Systems 
Department. If attorneys plan to use their own 
technology system, they must contact opposing 
counsel and the trial lud>e s Case Manager at least one 
week prior to trial. In addition, attorneys can request 
authorization to bring cell phones, laptops, tablets, or 
other electronic devices inside the M.D.N.C. 
courthouses. It is also recommended that attorneys 
and/or their staff visit their assigned trial courtroom 
beforehand to assess courtroom logistics. 

Access to Client. Up to the date of trial, the U.S. 
Marshals Service typically keeps a criminal defendant 
at the facility, where he: or she: has been held. On the: 
Thursday or Friday before trial begins on Monday, the 
defendant is often moved to the Guilford County~ jail 
if the trial is to be held in the Greensboro courthouse 
or the Forsyth County jail if the trial is to be held in 
Winston-Salem. Prior to the first day of trial, a family 
member should take the defendant’s trial clothing to 
fine: jail so the defendant can dress for court before 

transport to the courthouse. During the trial, as a 
result of transportation from the counD- jail to the 
federal courthouse, a defense attorney should not 
expect to have a great amount of time ~vith the client 
prior to court in the mornings. 

Assistant Federal Public Defender Eric Placke vdll 
present "Preparing for a Criminal Trial in the 
MDNC" at the MDNC Chapter’s October 21, 2013 
CLE. 

Laura J. Di/dive is av assoda~e az Smizh Moo,~ Lea~he~’ood LLP i,z 
G~e~sbo~, NC a~d a.~er law clerk ~o ~he IIo~o~able N. CarL~ov 
Til@ )< d~ dae U.S. Di~rmr dbuv Jar ~he Middle Dis~dc~ ~ North 
Caro/iva. 

Supreme Court Criminal 
Update 
By 7)nisha PaIda 
Brooks, Pierce, McLe~dov, Humphrey ~ L~onard LLP 

Law 

The United States Supreme Court has issued 
numerous substantive opinions in the past year on 
topics ranging from xvithdrawal from a conspiracy to 
searches and seizures to what constitutes a Fifth 
Amendment violation. This article sheds liglnt on 
some of these decisions, while Keams Davis’ federal 
criminal law update at the October 21, 2013 CLE 
xvill provide criminal laxv practitioners with a more 
in-depth look at recent decisions from both the 
United States Supreme Court and the Fourth Circuit 
Court of Appeals. 

Burden of proof is on the defendant for 
withdrawal from a conspiracy. Before the Court’s 
opinion in Smith ~. U~ited States, 133 S. Ct. 714 
(2013), the circuits were divided as to whether 
xvithdra\ving from a conspiracy before the statute of 
limitations period shifts the burden of proof to the 
government to prove beyond a reasonable doubt 
that the accused was a member of the conspiracy 
during the relevant period. Id. at 718. In ocmi/h, the 
Supreme Court unanimously resolved this split, 
holding that establishing withdrawal from a 
conspiracy is an affirmative defense in xvhich the 
burden of proof rests on the defendant, regardless 
of ~vhen fine: puq)orted withdrawal took place. Id. at 
720. 

Petitioner Smith was convicted, later alia, of 
various conspiracy charges. Id. at 717-18. Petitioner 
argued these conspiracy convictions were barred by 
the applicable 5-year statute of limitations, since 
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Petitioner presented evidence that he withdrew from 
the conspiracies more than five years before he was 
charged, as he had spent the last six years of the 
charged conspiracies m prison for a felony conviction. 

[~. at 718. As a result, Petitioner contended that the 
burden of proof shifted to the Government to prove 
Petitioner’s membership in the conspiracy persisted 
within the applicable five year windo~v--which the’, 
Gove.mme.nt did not do. Id. at 718-19. 

In addressing Petitioner’s argument, the Court first 
reaffirmed that the relevant date for statute of 
limitation purposes with conspiracy crimes is the date 
when the conspiracy concludes or the date when a 
defendant withdraws from the conspiracy. Id. at 718. 
The Court further emphasized that withdrawal is an 
affirmative defense that requires affirmative acts 
inconsistent ~vith the goals of conspiracy that are 
communicated to the defendant’s co-conspirators. Id. 

Justice Ginsberg, who authored the opinion, noted 
that with affirmative defenses, the burden of proof lies 
usually with the defendant unless the: affirmative 
defense negates an element of the crime. Id. at 719. 
However, as the affirmative defense ofxvithdrawal does 
not negate an element of the: conspiracy crimes charged 
and instead presupposes the defendant committed the 
offense (in order to be able to withdraw from it), the 
Supreme Court held that the burden of proof for 
~vithdrawal likewise: does not shift to the Government. 
Id.    The Court further noted that ~vith regard to 
withdrawal, Petitioner, as the one claiming he withdrew 
from the conspiracy, would be in the best position to 
provide proof of that withdrawal since the Petitioner 
vw~uld know what steps, if any, he: took to dissociate 
from his co-conspirators. Id. at 720. 

Moreover, since the commission of a conspiracy 
within the applicable statute of limitations period is 
also not an element of the conspiracy offense, the: 
Court held that the burden is on the defendant to 
prove the statute of limitations has expired. Id. As a 
result, the Supreme Court affirmed Petitioner’s 
convictions for conspiracy because he did not meet his 
burden of proof in presenting the affirmative defense 
of withdraxval or the expiration of the statute of 
limitations. Id. at 721. 

Only occupants in the immediate vicinity of 
the area to be searched pursuant to a search 
warrant may be detained. In Bai@ ~,. Uviied StaZea; 
133 S. Ct. 1031 (2013), the defendant was detained by 
officers after leaving the premises in his car just before 
officers began executing a search warrant for the 
premises. Id. at 1336. Ofricers in an unmarked car 

followed defendant for .7 miles before detaining 
and bringing him back to the apartment being 
searched, ld. at 1045. By the time they returned, 
the search team had found a gun and drugs in plain 
view inside the apartment, ld. at 1036. Defendant 
was arrested, and his keys were seized incident to 
the arrest, ld. Officers later learned one of the keys 
opened the door of the apartment being searched. 

At trial, the defendant moved to suppress the 
apartment key and statements he made when 
detained by the officers .7 miles from where the 
search was occurring, contending the evidence was 
obtained from an unreasonable seizure in violation 
of the Fourth Amendment. ld. While the district 
court and the Second Circuit disagreed, the 
Supreme: Court sided with the defendant. Id. at 
1037, 1041. 

Justice Kennedy, authoring the majori~ 
opinion, first noted the general rule: that Fourth 
Amendment seizures are reasonable only if based 
on probable cause to believe an individual has 
committed a crime, ld. at 1037. The Court 
recognized the narrow exception laid out in Mich~av 

~: Summe< 132 S. Ct. 2710 (2012), by which officers 
executing a search warrant may detain occupants of 
the premises being searched xvithout the necessity 
of probable cause, due to law enforcement interests 
of officer safety,, facilitating the completion of the 
search, and preventing flight. Id. at 1037-38. The 
Court reasoned that none of these rationales, 
however, apply with similar force to the scenario 
where the defendant is detained outside the 
"immediate vicinity" of the premises being 
searched. Id. at 1041. Justice Kennedy also noted 
the additional intrusiveness on the defendant’s 
personal liberty, of being detained while on the 
premises versus being detained after having left its 
immediate vicinib~, ld. In the former scenario, the 
public stigma associated with the search itself would 
only be minimally added to and the defendant 
would avoid the inconvenience and indignity of 
being detained somewhere besides his home. ld. 
ttowever, detention after the defendant has left the 
premises will resemble a full-fledged arrest and 
therefore be more intrusive on the defendant’s 
personal liberty, ld. 

The Court finally emphasized the need for a 
spatial constraint to the Summer’s exception because 
the exception grants officers the substantial 
authority to detain individuals outside the traditional 
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rules of the Fourth Amendment. Id. at 1042. Justice 
Kennedy wrote that limiting the Summers rule to the area 
xvhere an occupant poses a "real threat to the sate and 
efficient execution of a search warrant ensures that the 
scope of the detention incident to a search is confined to 
its underlying justification." Id. Once the occupant is 
beyond the "immediate vicinity" of the premises being 
searched, officers may no longer detain the occupant 
pursuant to Summers and will have to have another lawful 
rationale for the stop (such as an arrest based on 
probable cause or a brief stop pursuant to Te~r~ ~. Ohio). 
Id. Otherwise, the occupant may not be detained. 

Of note is that the Court did not define what 
"immediate vicinity" means because there was no doubt 
the defendant in this case xvas outside the immediate 
vicinity, ld. The Court did, however, indicate lower 
courts could consider a number of factors to determine if 
an individual was detained in the immediate vicinity of 
the searched premises, including but not limited to the 
lawful limits of the premises, whether occupant was in 
the line of sight of the premises, and the ease of reentry 
from the occupant’s location. Id. 

Justice Scalia wrote the concurrence and noted that 
the majority’s balancing test was inconsistent with the 
bright line, categorical rule provided in Summers and 
would make it harder for officers to know, whether a 
seizure was constitutionally permissible before carrying it 
out. Id. 1043-45. Justice Bryer authored the dissent and 
contended that the majority applied an arbitrary 
geographical rule instead of weighing out Fourth 
Amendment concerns, ld. at 1045-50. 

Failure to use Sentencing Guidelines in effect at 
time of offense violates the Ex Post Facto Clause. In 
Peugh ~. U~dted States, 133 S. Ct. 2072 (2013), Petitioner 
Peugh was convicted of five counts of bank fraud for 
conduct that occurred in 1999 and 2000. Id. at 2075. At 
his sentencing hearing~ Petitioner was sentenced under 
the 2009 Sentencing Guidelines in effect at that time 
instead of the 1998 Sentencing Guidelines that were in 
effect at the time of his offenses. [d. at 2078. I)etitioner’s 
sentencing range under the 1998 Guidelines would have 
been 30 to 37 months, while his nmge under the 2009 
Guidelines increased significantly to 70 to 87 months. Id. 
at 2078-79. The district court rejected Petitioner’s 
argument that sentencing him under the 2009 Guidelines 
was an ex post facto violation and sentenced Petitioner to 
70 months in prison pursuant to the lower end of the 
2009 Guidelines (which was still 33 months higher than 
the high end of the 1998 Guidelines range). Id. at 207Z 
The Seventh Circuit affirmed the district court on appeal. 
ld. 

Because there existed a split amongst the Circuit 
Courts as to whether the Ex PostlVacto Clause could 
be violated when a defendant is sentenced under 
Guidelines promulgated after he: committed his 
crimes when such Guidelines provide a higher 
applicable sentencing nmge than the version in 
place at the time of the offense, the Supreme Court 
granted ce~tiora,k I~ Writing for the majority, 
Justice Sotomayor provided that under 

18 U.S.C. ~ 3553(a)(4)(A)(ii), district courts must 
apply the Sentencing Guidelines "in effect on the 
date the defendant is sentenced." ld. at 2081. 
However, the Sentencing Guidelines include the 
provision that "[ill the Court determines that use 
of the Guidelines Manual in effect on the date that 
the defendant is sentenced would violate the ,,~T2]x 
~T)~7ost /~7acto [Qj/ause of the United States 

Constitution, the court shall use the Guidelines 
Manual in effect on the date that the offense of 

conviction was committed." Id. (alteration in 
original) (citing USSG ~ IBl.11(a), (~)(1) (Nov. 
2012)). 

At issue here xvas the category of ex pos~fac/o 
laws that inflict a greater punishment than the: law 
annexed to the crime when committed. Id. 

Because the 2009 Guidelines call for a greater 
punishment than the 1998 Guidelines, Petitioner 
argued the Ex’ Post Facto Clause was violated, while 
the Government contended that because the 
Guidelines were merely advisory, they are not 
"laxv" and there can thus be no ex pos~ f&~/o 
problem. Id. As each party, could point to 
precedent in support of its position, the Court 
focused on the touchstone of the Court’s inquiry 
concerning exposifacio violations, which is whether 
a particular change in a law presents a "sufficient 
risk of increasing the measure of punishment 
attached to the covered crime." Id. at 2082. 

Relying on the prior Supreme Court holding in 

Miller,s,. Flo,~da, 107 S. Ct. 2446 (198), the Court 
noted that "applying amended sentencing 
gmdelines    that    increase    a    defendant’s 
recommended sentence can violate the Ex Pos~ 
facto Clause, notwithstanding the: ~;act that 
sentencing courts possess discretion to deviate 
from the recommended sentencing range." Id. As 
the federal sentencing scheme aims to achieve 
uniformity amongst sentences, the Guidelines are 
to anchor sentencing decisions and remain a 
meaningful benchmark through the process of 
appellate review, ld. at 2083. District courts must 
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begin their analysis for sentencing with the Guidelines 
and failure to calculate: the correct Guidelines range: 
constitutes procedural error. Id. at 2083. Thus, the 
Court held the Guidelines have the "intended effect of 
influencing the sentences imposed by judges." Id. at 
2084. Based on these findings, the Court held the Ex 

Post Facto Clause forbids the government from altering 
the substantive formula used to calculate the applicable 
sentencing range to enhance a defendant’s measure of 
punishment. Id. at 2088. 

Accordingly, the Court held that the district court’s 
refusal to apply the previous Guidelines in effect at the 
time of defendant’s offenses created a type of expos/ 

jflct0 law that changed the nature: of the crime by 
inflicting a greater punishment than would be applied 
when the crime was committed. Id. Going forward, the 
Court held that district courts must begin their 
sentencing analysis with the guidelines in effect at the: 
time the defendant committed his crimes. Id. at 2087. 
However, the Guidelines in effect at the time of 
sentencing are not necessarily deemed pointless, as they 
may serve as a reason for deviating from the older 
Guidelines. 

Silence is not enough to invoke the privilege 
against self-incrimination. In a plurality decision 
concerning the Fifth Amendment right against self- 
incrimination, the Supreme Court held in Sahaas ~’. 

Texas, 133 S. Ct. 2174 (2013) that one who desires the 
protection of the Fifth ~,Mnendment must expressly 
invoke it. In 1992, Petitioner agreed to accompany 
police to the station for questioning concerning a 
murder. Id. at 2178. Petitioner answered the officer’s 
questions over an hour but fell silent when asked 
questions about whether his shotgun would match shells 
recovered at the murder scene. Id. Instead of 
responding, he "[1]ooked down at the floor, shuffled his 
feet, bit his bottom lip, cl[e]nched his hands in his lap, 
[and] began to tiglnten up." Id After the interview, he 
was released due to a lack of evidence to charge him 
with the murders. Id. By the time police found a 
witness who heard Petitioner confess to the crimes, 
Petitioner had absconded. Id. In 2007, he was found 
living under an assumed name. 

At his trial, Petitioner did not testi~. However, 
over his objection, the prosecution used his silence in 
response to the officer’s question regarding his shotgun 
during the 1992 interview as evidence of his guilt. 
Petitioner was found guilt?, and sentenced to 20 years in 
prison. The Court of Appeals of Texas affirmed his 
convictions, rejecting Petitioner’s argument that 
prosecutors’ use of his silence to evidence his guilt 

violated the Fifth Amendment. ld. The Court 
reasoned that I)etitioner’s pre-arrest, pre-Miravda 
silence: was not "compelled" within the meaning of 
the Fifth Amendment. Id. The Texas Court of 
Criminal Appeals affirmed on the same grounds. Id. 
at 2179. 

Justice Alito authored the opinion, in which the 
Chief Justice and Justice Kennedy joined, beginning 
with the general principle that the Government has 
the: right to everyone’s testimony. Id. at 2179. The 
exception to that general rule is the Fifth 
Amendment, and the Court emphasized that it has 
long held this exception must be claimed by the one 
who desires its protection. Id. Although Justice 
Alito recognized that scenarios exist where one need 
not expressly invoke the Fifth Amendment to gain 
its protection, those exceptions are united by the 
common principle that a witness need not do so 
where "some form of official compulsion denies 
him a free choice to admit, deny, or refuse to 
answer." ld. at 2180. Petitioner, however, could not 
benefit from any of these exceptions because his 
interview with the police was voluntaU. Id. 
Accordingly, Petitioner had to expressly invoke the 
privilege of the Fifth Amendment to prevent the 
prosecution from using his noncustodial silence as 
evidence of his guilt. [d. As he: did not, the 
prosecution was free to use his silence against him. 
Id. 

Justices Thomas and Scalia agreed with Justice 
Alito, but concurred to write that even had 
Petitioner expressly invoked his privilege, his silence 
could nevertheless be used as evidence of his guilt 
because the prosecutors’ comments about his 
silence: did not compel him to give: self-incriminating 
testimony. Id. at 2184. The remaining four justices 
dissented, emphasizing that using the Petitioner’s 
silence against him compels the Petitioner to take 
the: stand to explain his silence, and the prosecution 
may then introduce a prior conviction for 
impeachment purposes that the laxv would 
otherwise: make inadmissible. Id. at 2186. The 
dissent also commented on the impracticality of the 
Court’s holding and questioned how the common 
man xvould knoxv to expressly assert legalese 
invoking the Fifth Amendment, instead advocating 
for an approach analyzing the individual’s silence: 
and the surrounding circumstances to determine if 
the Fifth Amendment had been invoked, ld. at 
2190-91. 
Ta~dsha Palvia is a~ assoda~e a~ Brooks, Pierre; McLe~do~, Humphrey ¢5~ Leovard LLP is Greevsbo~o, NC 
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New United States Bankruptcy Judges Appointed 
By Brian R. Atlde~son 
Nexsev P~rce~, PLLC 

The Middle: District of North Carolina Chapter of the Federal Bar Association welcomes two new United 
States Bankruptcy Judges to our district. The United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit has 
appointed Benjamin A. Kahn and Lena M. James to the position of U.S. Bankruptcy Judge for the Middle 
District of North Carolina. 

Mr. Kahn graduated from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill with a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Political Science and HistoU in 1990. He received his Juris Doctorate with Honors from the University of 
North Carolina School of Laxv at Chapel Hill in 1993. Mr. Kahn is a member of Nexsen Pruet, PLLC, and 
previously served as law clerk to the: ttonorable JetU G. Tart. He is a Conferee of the National Bankruptcy 
Conference, a non-profit organization comprised of bankruptcy judges, practitioners, and law professors who 
assist the United States Congress xvith bankruptcy legislation. Mr. Kahn will succeed the Honorable William L. 
Stocks and will be stationed in Greensboro, North Carolina. 

Ms. James attended Swarthmore College and graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in English Literature in 
1992. She received her Juris Doctorate with Honors from the University- of North Carolina School of Law at 
Chapel Hill in 1998. Ms. James serves as the Chief DepulT for the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Middle 
District of North Carolina. She: previously worked as career law clerk to Chief Bankruptcy Judge Catharine R. 
Aron and as an attorney at Womble, Carlyle, Sandridge & Rice. Ms. James will succeed the Honorable 
Thomas W. Waldrep, Jr. and will be stationed in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 

The officers and members of the Chapter congratulate Mr. Kahn and Ms..lames. 

Brian R. Anderson is an associate at Nexsen Pruet; PLLC in Greensboro, NC and aJbrmer law clerk to the ttonorable Thomas 
W. Waldrep, Jr. of the United States Bankruptc.v Court of the Middle District of North Carofina. 
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Federal Bar Association 

Middle District of North Carolina Chapter 

cordially invites you to attend its 

FALL 2013 CLE PROGRAM 
AND BANQUET 

featuring: 

Christopher R. Clifton, Grace Tisdale & Cfifton P.A. 
Welcome, FBA MDNC Chapter President 

Richard D. Dietz, Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton, LLP 
"Review of Recent Supreme Court Civil Cases of Interest" 

Kearns Davis, Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey & Leonard, LLP 
"Federal Criminal Case Law Update" 

Manning Connors, Smith Moore Leatherwood L_LP 
Eric Placke, Assistant Federal Pubfic Defender, MDNC 
"Preparing for Trial in the MDNC - Civil and Criminal" 

The Honorable Thomas D. Schroeder, United States District Judge 
Keynote Remarks, Banquet 

Monday, October 21, 2013 

2:00 CLE Registration 
2:30 CLE 

5:30 Reception 
6:15 Banquet 

Embassy Suites 
204 Centreport Drive 

Greensboro, NC 

To register, please go to: 
http://events, kilpatrickstockton.com/imaqes/FBA2013FallBanquetandCLE.pdf 

For more information about the FBA, or to join, please visit www.fedbar.org. 
FBA MDNC programs and events are for all lawyers, regardless of FBA membership. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

~Vednesday, October 16, 2013 9:54 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Lissa, you have notifications pending 

Hi Lissa, 

Here’s some activity you may have missed on Facebook. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LinkedIn <linkedin@e.li ~±edi n.com:~ 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:58 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emafil.unc.edu> 

Lissa La~nkin, try a tiee month of Linkedln Premium 

Use your fr{-.,e mor~t~~ to: 

E] See the full list of who’s viewed your profile 

~] View details on 35x more expanded profiles 

E] Contact anyone on Linkedln with ~nNai~ 

~] Search better with premium filters 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Awaxds Committee" Ulxtate 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Kym O1"¢’ }ust isrovided information to the poil "Awarcis 

Retargeting on Facebook? 

Get more sales and conversions with Facebook retargeting Try it free 

[or 14 days. S~fi up takes jt~sl: minutes! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Kern <jkem@gmiratings.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:35 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Final Reminder: You’re Invited to today’s Webiuar Exclusively tbr Investors 

i~i GMI Ratings 

Empirical Evidence that GMI’s Forensic Alpha Model (FAM~") Delivers Returns 

This morning will be your last chance to register for GMI Ratings’ Webinar on the use of forensic governance and accounting analysis to improve risk-adjusted 

returns of equity and fixed-income investment portfolios. There is incredibly strong empirical evidence validating that forensic algorithms can help investors 

identify risk and boost portfolio performance. That’s where GMI’s Forensic Alpha Model goes to work. 

Ophir Gottlieb, GMI’s Head of Quantitative Research, will discuss the FAM methodology and the return and factor attribution results that are being generated by 

the model. He’ll also highlight the latest research on the economic impact of fraudulent and aggressive accounting and will outline applications of FAM for 

asset managers, asset owners, hedge funds, educational endowments and foundations. 

Webinar Details: 

* Date: Wednesday, Oct 16 

* Time: 1:15pm PT/4:15pm ET 

Space is Limited. Register today at: 

https :l/wwwl .qotomeetinq.comlre~qister1613342424 

i ii.~.ii .... d bottom shadow ] 

Co nt’.;ct Us 

This email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive these smalls you may unsubscribe at any time. 



for W~cked ~n NewYork City 

Watch a sneak eek of W,,,cked 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard- webannouncement@federalres~rve.gov> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Regnlators release mnended consent orders tbr EverBmak 

Regulators release amended consent orders for EverBank 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~press/bcreg/20131016a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federa~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pint}fences Paae. You will need m use your 
email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~govdelivmw.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http:/Tvwvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ed Winslow <EWlNSLOW@brookspierce.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:16 AM 

Bernie Burke <bernie.burk@bernieburk.com>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

They should be calling you 

http~//b~~gs~hbr~~rg/2~:I3/:[~/~hy-~aw-firm-pedigree-may-be-a-thing-~f-the-past/ 
Ed Winslow 
ewinslow(,~brookspie rce.com 

Brooks Pierce 
2000 Renaissance Plaza 
230 North Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
T 336-271-3112 
F 336-232-9112 
www.brookspierce.com 

Confidentiality Notice: 

The information contained in this e-mail transmittal is privileged and confidential intended for the addressee only. If you are neither the intended recipient nor the employee or 
agent responsible for delivering this e-mail to the intended recipient, any disclosure of this information in any way or taking of any action in reliance on this information is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the person transmitting the information immediately. 

This e-mail message has been scanned and cleared by MaiIMarshal SMTP. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentba~aking@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:25 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sandler O’Neill Releases Third Quarter Update on As~t Management M&A aJ~d Capital Raising 

Sandler O’Neill is pleased to offer an update on M&A and capital raising activity in the asset 
management sector in the third quarter of 2013. This update also highlights the trends 
driving transactions this year. To access it, click here. 

ht:tp:/iwww.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.cam> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:54 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Awaxds Committee" Uvdate 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Michelle Brown" j~.ist provideci information to the pail "Awarda 

Easy Voice Broadcasting 

Upiead Your Customer Contact List Record Voice Messages. Ciick 

C:all -.- Reach Everyo e In S~!conds. Try C:u, ilFir~! For Free To See 

Easy Calling Can Be. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eichner, Maxine <meichner@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

FW: Notice of Full Professors Meeting on Thursday, December 5th 

Hi, tissa, 

Can you tell me what is on the agenda for this meeting? 

Thanks, 

Max 

From: Pierce, Catherine Ringo [mailto:cringo@email.unc.edu] 
Nellt; Wednesday, October :16, 20J.3 9:20 AM 

T~: The law_full_professors mailing list 
Subject: [law_full_professors] Notice of Full Professors Meeting on Thursday, December 5th 

Dear All, 

I’m writing on Jack’s behalf to notice a full professors meeting for Thursday, December 5th from noon-l:3Opm in the board room. Should the matters at hand 

require more time, the full professors will reconvene immediately following the regularly scheduled faculty meeting that begins at 4:15pm that afternoon. Lissa 

Broome, as chair of the Promotion and Tenure Committee has let us know that her committee will be ready to put forward several recommendations to be 

considered by the full professors. All materials will be distributed in a timely manner in advance of the December meeting. 

Best regards, 

Catherine Pierce 

Catherine Ringo Pierce 

Assistant Dean for Policy and Special Assistant to the Dean 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

P(919) 843-2409 

F(919)962-1170 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 

B reak-h’s have been happening in area 13 the last couple of weeks. Area 13 ~s no~lh ~f Interstate 85 to Alamance Co~ H~’,)~ 86 north~ west t ~ Alamance cc to 

Caswell Co. 

The areas that have been hit so far are as tbllows: 

*Sundown Road 

*Daniel Farm Road 

*Mill Creek Road 

* Mace Road 

*Lebanon Road 

*Maple Ave. 

* Casey Lane 

*High Rock Road 

*Gov. Hunt 

*Widgeon Way (offMill Crk.) 

Point ofent~ usually has been to unlocked residences, through a window or point of entry has not been determined. Some times by p~ing a door. 

Items taken aJre usually jewels, money and guns. 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

::X:: Description: 
....... Description: 

Desc~iption 

Description: 

Description: 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, October 16, 2013 12:28 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Senate Leaders Reach Bipaxtism~ Deal to Avoid Debt Crisis, Reopen Government 

Senate Leaders Reach Bipartisan Deal to Avoid Debt 
Crisis, Reopen Go,,,ei’nment 

A Senate deal would lift the debt ceiling until Feb. 7 and reopen the government through 

Jan. 15, 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:4250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dow Jones <noreply@e.dowjones.info~ 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ - Snbscription Information Updated 

Please add this email address to your contacts to ensure that you receive future emails. Please do not repiy to this email dilectly See 
below for contact information. 

Dear LAW LIBRARY UNCCH 

[hank yo~ for contacting us [his email confirms that the following request has been processed: ~[LL[NG 

Online 

If you require fu~her assistance or if you believe you received this email in error, please contact Customer Seta,’ice 

Regards, 

WSJ Custorr~er Service 

Website: http:!Icustomercenter.wsj.com! 

Email: o nlinejou rnal@wsj.co m 

Address: 4300 Route 1 North 

South Brunswick, NJ 08852 

Phone: 1-800-JOURNAL (1-800-568-7625) 

1-800-568-7625 

Hours: Monday - Friday: 7am to 10pm ET Saturday: 7am to 3pm ET 

Global Support: http:/ihelp wsj.com/global 

,:© 
Copyrigh[ 2013 Dow Jolles & Company, Inc All Rigilts Rese~ved.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.w&shlaw.edu on behalf of 

Jack Burton --~JBurton@rodey.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:04 PM 

Goldthrb, Richard I, <RI,GOLDFARB@sloel.com>; ucclaw-l@lisks.washlaw.edu 

Perkins Jr., Joseph J. <JJPERKINS@stoel.cotn> 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] 9-109(d)(6) 

ATT00002.c 

Rick, 

See In re SemCrude, L.P., 407 B.R. 82 (Bankr. D.Del. 2009). 

Jack 

John P. Burton 

iburton@rodey.com 
505.954.3906 

119 East Marcy Street, Suite 200 

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 
fax: 505.9543942 

Rodey, Dickason, Sloan, Akin & Robb, PA. 

www:rodey:com 

Circular 230 Disclosure: Unless otherwise expressly stated, any federal tax advice contained in this email, including any attachment, is not intended or written to be used, and may not be used, for the purpose of (1) 

avoiding tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matter addressed in this email or any attachment. 

This message is confidential and may be protected by the attorney-client privilege. If you believe that it has been sent to you in error, please reply to the sender that you received the message in error and then 

delete it. Thank you. 

From: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Goldfarb, Richard L. 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:54 PM 

To: ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
Co: Perkins Jr., Joseph ~. 
Subject: [Ucclaw-I] 9-109(d)(6) 

Sometimes you have a transaction that fits squarely into one of the exceptions to Article 9 and sometimes not so much. 

is there any learnin8 on 9-109(d)(6) other than the words of the statute and the very 8eneral statement in comment 12? 

The transaction we’re talkin8 about is a convoluted set of rishts and oblisations relatin8 to workin8 interests in oil and 8as leases. The main question is how clear 

the assignee must be "oblisated" under the contract assisned. Could it, for instance, have an option to perform without necessarily, as between the parties, havin8 

a mandate to perform (but still incur some damases if it doesn’t)? 

Any color would be appreciated. 

Thanks in advance for any 8uidance. 

Rick 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Fjeld <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:25 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Look what we did’. 

Dear Lissa, 

I@rn wrRing to give you just a quick update on our campaign for US Congress. 

YesLerday we filed our quarterly financial repot[ with the Federal Election Commission. 

While we@re only been in the race for a few weeks, the campaign raised nearly 

$:1.30,000! 

We were so successful that even national news publications like Roll Call 

(http://atr.rollcall.com/house-campaigns-rush-to-file-fundraising-reports/) noted our 

good showing. 

I am also pleased to report that we raised more money than our opponent, incumbent 

Congressman Howard CoNe. Congressman Coble has been in Washington for nearly SO 

years. His campaign is being funded by Washington DC special interest groups and 

political action committees. 

I@n-~ grateful for the outpouring of support our campaign has received, It@s dear that 

our message of restoring problem solving leadership back to Washington is resonating 

with North Carolina fami~es, Congressman CoNe@s shutdown of our nation@s 

government is hurting North Caro~inians at every le~’el and deI~vering a seIf-infl~cted 

wound to our economy that famiI~es and businesses cannot afford ¯ but itOs also 

reinforcing just how out of touch Congressman CobleOs recMess Washington politics 

are with the values of North Carolina families, Everywhere I go I hear the same 

message: [!orth Carolinians are hungry for a new ~eader who wi~l care about their best 

mtetests and who will work with both Republicans and Democrats to fix problems, end 

~he hsrtrffu~ dysfunction in Washington and finally focus on growing a healthy economy 

where businesses can create and sustain good jobs for Nor[h Caroliniens. 

I cannot thank you enough for your eaMy support, With your help we can bring new 

leadership and new ideas to Washington, 

Kind regards, 

Laura Field 

PS Show your support today by liking us on Facebook and following us on Twitter! 

l Paid For By... 



Laura Fjeld For Congress Committee 

PO Box 635 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

If you believe you received this message in elror or wish to no longer receive email from u~ please unsubscribe 





weekend tasting, ~earnin~] 

and eating w~th an amazing 

group of ~ood~es and fliends, 

...................................................... 

Our gold med~.al--winning 

TOPO Cs~o~irs~ 

when ~t joins forces w~th 

de~ectaMe Lar~"s Beans 
coffee @.~..~b.9..Bg.~.(~.fl~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Beige Book 

Beige Book 
Informal review by the Federal Reserve Banks of current economic conditions in their Districts 
http:/!www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy!beigebook!default.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support(~,.qovdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http:i/www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

membership@unc- gaa.com 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Request tbr intbrmation about GAA programs/services 

Thanks for being a GAA member. We are in the process of updating your 
official alurmai record so you’ll receive future communications (e-mail 
and/or print) about the programs you requested. If you have specific 
questions about any GAA services or member benefits, please don’t hesitate 
to contact membership sel~’ices at membership@uric, edu or (800) 962-0742 
We look forward to sel-,zing you 

All the best from Chapel Hill, 
Stephanie J. Miller ’83 
Director of Membership 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:57 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review] Bo[A beats estimates ruth profit of $2.2 billion 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Ba~lk of America beats estin~ates ~ith p~ofit of 

$2,2 billion 

Bank of America narrowly beat Wall Street estimates 

in the third quarter, earning $2.2 billion for 

shareholders or 20 cents per share, the bank said 

Wednesday. 

Democratic congressmen u~ge Obama, DOJ 

to ~et US Ahways and American me~ge 

Congress may have been preoccupied with the 

government shutdown and debt ceiling Wednesday, 

but 68 Democratic lawmakers found time to send 

President Obama and the Department of Justice a 

letter asking them to let US Airways and American 

Airlines merge.. 

mortgage ~elief unde~ settlement 

Bank of America was quicker than its big-bank peers 

in extending help to delinquent borrowers required 

under a massive legal settlement, but the Charlotte 

bank lagged behind in helping their customers 

refinance, according to report released Wednesday.. 

Stocks ra~y afte~ Senate 

A last-minute Senate agreement 

to avoid a US. default and reopen 

the government boosted the stock 

market Wednesday, pushing the 

Standard & Poor’s. 

"open question" as sta~ewide ~ew~np moves 

N.C Economic Development Board Chair John 

Lassiter said the role of groups such as the Charlotte 

Regional Partnership remains unclear under a new 

state job-recruitment stategy. 

gunTrust to eliminate Charlotte ~obs as part of 

nationwide cuts 

SunTrust Banks said Tuesday it will eliminate 800 

jobs nationwide, including in Charlotte, the result of a 

slowdown in its home loan refinancing business. 

Apple hires Burbe~y CEO AIwendts to end 

~etai~ head sea~cf~ 

Apple has hired Burberry Group Chief Executive 

Officer Angela Ahrendts as head of retail operations, 

ending a yearlong search and adding the first woman 

to its executive team 

New Hyatt hotel opens in 

Uptown Charlotte’s newest hotel 

opened for business Tuesday, 

punctuating the rebirth of a condo 

tower project whose problems 

once made it one.. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 



Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AALS Creditors-Debtors Committee Discussion List <AALSCREDITORS@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU> on behalf of 
Hamer, Michelle <mhamer@LAW.UMARYLAND.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:58 PM 

AALSCREDITORS@LISTSERV.UMKC.EDU 

[AALSCREDITORS] ABI Student Writing Competition 

All: I hope you are well. The ABI asked that I share the information below with the members of the Creditors’ and Debtors’ Rights Section. Best regards, 
Michelle. 

ABI LAUNCHES SIXTH ANNUAL WRITING COMPETITION FOR LAW STUDENTS 

Law school students are invited to submit a paper between now and March 4, 2014 for ABI’s Sixth Annual Bankruptcy Law Student Writing Competition. ABI 

will extend a complimentary one-year membership to all students who participate in this year’s competition. Eligible submissions should focus on current 

issues regarding bankruptcy jurisdiction, bankruptcy litigation, or evidence issues in bankruptcy cases or proceedings. The first=place winner, sponsored by 

Invotex Group, Inc., will receive a cash prize of $2,000 and publication of his or her paper in the ABI Journal. The second-place winner, sponsored by 

Jenner & Block LLP, will receive a cash prize of $1,250 and publication of his or her paper in an ABI committee newsletter. The third-place winner, 

sponsored by Thompson & Knight LLP, will receive a cash prize of $750 plus publication of his or her paper in an ABI committee newsletter. For 

competition participation and submission guidelines, please visit http://papers.abi.org. 
Michelle M. Harner 
Professor of Law 
Director, Business Law Program 
University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law 
500 West Baltimore Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 
410.706.4238 
email: mharner@law.umaryland.edu 
papers: http:i/ssmcom/author=657187 

To add or remove from this mailing list, please go to <http:#1istsew.umkc.edu!scripts/wa.exe?SUBEDl=AALSCREDITORS&A=l> or send an email message to the address listsew@listserv umkc edu, with the text 
SIGNOFF AALSCREDITORS in the body of the message. 

You are subscribed to the AALSCREDITORS list as &*TO;. 
Problems or questions should be directed to manager@listser~, umkc.edu. 



Your recording has been processed andyourrnedia is ready. Please visitthe ~:-:.:::i’~.:::,{:i.:!~rs~!! C.::.u!s,’-~ P.::.!iai to reviewyour course media and 
monitorsfudenfusage. 

Note: Any media marked as Initially" Unavailable will need to be made Available (on the EchoServer) before students can view if.::::::::::::::: 

Rich Media Playback: k~fi p:,, ksv,’u choc:60/;d,une, udu:f~0r~0 ’ess ,’ed~c:, preser:~ a~un ,’0~ d~ bge3-fb49-.l fi_b-~’~03;~-~’~a00e ~ 0be~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Prescott <epresco@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:06 PM 

Parr Center tbr Ethics MaJding List <parrcente@listserv.unc.edu> 

[parrcenter] NC High School Ethics Bowl! Judges needed 

Dear Friends of the Parr Center, 

First of all, many thmaks to those of you who have attended onr events so far this year. We’ve consistently had great audience discussions, and I’m sure there’s more 

where that came fi~om. 

I’m ~xdting today to invite your participation in maother flagship program here at the Parr Center The North Carolina High School Ethics Bowl, taking place on 

November 16th. Specitically, we really need judges to help decide who among the students will advance to each round and, ultimately, who will go on to represent onr 
nd state at the 2 Annual National ttigh School Ethics Bowl. 

The Ethics Bowl is an innova~fve competi~fon that brings together high schi~ol students to debate real-world moral dilemmas. The wogram develops critical thinking, 

enconrages civil discourse, and nurtures problem solving skills in tomorrow’s leaders in politics, medicine, science, media, education, and business. 

These events ~xe a great opportunity to introduce young people to ethics and ethical discourse. They are also a lot of fun and encouraging to see these stadents engaged 

in such discourse! I hope you will share with your colleagues M~at fun it was last yem so that we con have even more judges to accommodate this rapidly growing 

event. 

Judges include professors, ethics officers, academics, ethicis~ts, and community leaders. They evaluate students on depth of thought, completeness of moral evaluation, 

and ability to think on their feet when posed questions based on their presentations. 

We would like to identify onr teach ofj udges as soon as possible, so if you would, please send a quick note to epresco@emaJl.unc.edu confirming that you axe on 
th board, Saturday November 16 . Whether you can join us tbr the whole day orjnst serve tbr a single ronnd, your assistance will be invaluable m~d greatly appreciated. 

And we do provide traiNng. 

I look fo~wead to working with yon. For more information on this year’s event visit our website at: http://parrcenter.unc.edu/hseb/north-caxolina-hi~- school-ethics- 

bowl 

All the Best, 

Elizabeth Prescott 

Assistant to the Director 

Parr Center tbr Ethics 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Skiing Magazine <newslette@email.skiingmag.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:07 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Mullets, Moguls, and Rippin’ Chicks 

You are receiving this message because of your customer relationship with Skiing Magazine e-newsletter 

Click here if~ou wish to unsubscribe. 

Mullets, Moguls, and Rippin’ Chicks No images? Viewthe online version. 

Warren Miller Entertainment 

This email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

Update your profile I Unsubscribe I Read our Privacy Policy 

Copyright © Active Interest Media, 5720 Flatiron Parkway, Boulder, CO 80301 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Prescott <epresco@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

[parr center t~llows] NC High School Ethics Bowl! Judges needed 

Dear Parr Center Fellows, 

For those of you I have not met yet, allow me to intl~oduce myself. I am Elizabeth Prescott, Dr. Jan Boxill’s new assistant here at the Parr Center for Ethics. I want to 

say how excited I am to be a past of the dynamic programming and lively cross-campus discussion that all of you make possible. Thank you for your involvement. 

I’m writing today to invite your participation in another flagship program here at the Parr Center The North Carolina ttigh School Ethics Bowl, taking place on 

November 16th. Specitically, we really need judges to help decide who among the students will advance to each round and, ultimately, who will go ou to represent our 
nd state at the 2 Annual National ttigh School Ethics Bowl. 

The Ethics Bowl is an innova~fve competi~fon that brings together high school students to debate real-world moral dilemmas. The program develops critical thinking, 

encourages civil discourse, and nurtures problem solviug skills in tomorrow’s leaders in politics, medicine, science, media, education, and business. 

These events axe a great opportunity to introduce young people to ethics and ethical discourse. They are also a lot of fun aud encouraging to see these stadents engaged 

in such discourse! I hope you will share with your colleagues M~at fun it was last yem so that we can have eveu more judges to accommodate this rapidly growing 

event. 

Judges include professors, ethics officers, academics, ethicis~ts, and communi~’ leaders. They evaluate students on depth of thought, completeness of moral evaluation, 

and abili~’ to think on their feet when posed questions based on their presentations. 

We would like to identify our team ofj udges as soon as possible, so if you would, please send a quick note to epresco@emaJl.unc.edu confirming that you axe on 
th board, Saturday November 16 . Whether you can join us tbr the whole day or just serve tbr a single round, your assistance will be invaluable and greatly appreciated. 

And we do provide training. 

I look fo~wmd to working with you. For more information on this year’s event visit our website at: http://parrcenter.unc.edu/hsekVnorth-caxolina-high- school-ethics- 

bowl 

Best, 

Elizabeth Prescott 

Assistant to the Director 

Parr Center tbr Ethics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Raleigh’s General Paxts sells for $2 billion to Advance Auto Pa~ts 

I 

Duke S 

................. 



Self-Hel o~ce building for 

~ A lock indicates content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. Lear~ 

EstateC°mmereial Real 

Nax Rent: 

Ivlh’~ Reat: 813,35 

guitdin~ Si2e: 16,000 SF 
{Js~ Type: 

................................................................................. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Tmmis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:19 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[thrm telmis] Fa~n Junior Clinics tbr Wednesday Oct. 16th 

Smashers (3:45) and Aces (4:30) roll be on the clay courts 2-5 today due to maintenance of the hard court lights. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

fmra tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 
To tmsubscribe send a blm~k email to leave-33733124-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d164a~listserv.unc.edu 
For more information, see our website: ht~p:i/www.unct~rm.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:54 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

MoFo Resources (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email messages from Morrison & 

Foerster’s Marketing Department, please click here to unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

To manage your email preferences, please click here. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Awaxds Committee" Uvdate 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Cricket Lane" just isrovided information to the poil "Awards 

Learn from successful entrepreneurs, 

Pici,: up tips and advice from the noteworthy when you subscribe to 

S[artup Frontier! R~ad interview.~; on how [h~!y iaunc’h~!d and built their 

businesses 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Rozansky, Gregg [Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org] 

10/16/2013 8:23:55 PM 

Neiman, Richard [Richard.neiman@uspwc.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Belshaw, Sally 

[sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov]; Clark, Timothy [Tim.p.clark@frb.gov]; Dominick, Paula 

[paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com]; Hunley, Carol [CHunley@sovereignbank.com]; Kaplan, Steve 

[Steve.Kaplan@cfpb.gov] 

alicia.stallworth@ bankofamerica.com; mbermude@santander.us 

TCH Panel Prep: Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment 

Dial In: (888) 242-1836 / International: 954-622-3154 / Access Code: 9701119 

10/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

10/24/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Jurist Insider <callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:25 PM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Whittie~’s diversity numbers highest since probation 

To view Lhis e~-r~ail as a web page, go here. 

Whittier’s diversity numbers highest since 
probation 
Whittier Law School has made a historic rebound on its diversi*y 
numbers~ ~ie Costa Mesa, CaiiR~mia school repoged 5 L 58 
perce~*t diversiB, For i{s 2013 incoming class. 

>> Read More 

Survey says: Fewer smdems, more 
practical training 
Law schools have cot~tinued to wN~le down Neir class sizes a~d 
kItroduce more practica~ trainh~g, according to a recent su~’ey of 
law school admissions oNcers. 

According to a sur~ey rele~<ed b3 Kaplaa~ Test Prep, 54 percent 
of ~a~v school admissions officers reposed downs~zmg thdr 
i~*coming class fk>r the enamoring cl~<s of 2013. 

-’-" More Suwey Results 

Florida international adds LL.M. *Br tbreign 
a~omeys 

Florida In~emado~*al Univemity College of[my is adding a 
Master of Laws de~’ee [br l;)reign attorneys fl~at will Mck off 
1~1 2014. 

’II~e one-year progwam fbr attorneys holding law de~ees 
outside the Unked States wil~ provide an introduction to the study 
of United States law and give students a general conversant 
level of understanding of I 7nked States lega~ 
sobstm~tive law, m~d practice~ 

>> More About ~is Pro~am 

Dayton unveils certificates m cyber law, 
global corporate compliance 
Paul McGreal is making chaa~ges at ! rniversity of Da3~on School 
of I ,aw. ~lt~e third-year dean has unvd~ed a series of inkia~ves 
desi~ed to encourage academic soccess and prepare students 
tbr l~tb beyond the cla;sroom 

>> More ~ ~is CertNcate 

] 

Rankings: Best VaJue 

Ouide to LL.M. 
Pro r  s 
No. 1 in Moot Court 



I ~aw student banned from campus 

Cooley defama’6on suit dismissed 

Best in World: H~,ard still No. 1, but most US 

schools drop 

Profile Center i Unsubscribe 



Bulletin: October 17, 2013 

NORTH CAROLINA 
THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Oct. 20 NCBAiCBS Board Meeting, Pinehurst 

Oct. 20 North Carolina. Bankin~ Hall of Fame Induction, Pinehurst 

Oct. 20-22 _M__._a_._n_._a_ge__._m_e__n__t_[!_~.e__a_.m___.C_._o_._n__f._e_.r_e__~!c_e_., Pinehurst 

Nov. 4-7 Carolinas Regulatory_ Compliance School, Raleigh 

Nov. 5 Carolinas Regulatory Compliance School Alumni Update, Raleigh 

Nov. 5-8 ~..n-t...e..r-..m.....e...d.i...a..t..e.~C.~m.....n..~..e-r-c..i....a..~...g...e..~.{..~.~.t~.t~.~.L~.~.i.~g..~.{~L Raleigh 

Nov. 11 Veteran’s Day 

Nov. 13-14 IRAs Made Easier Seminar, High Point 

Dec. 10-13 A..d.~..a....n....c...e...c.L.c.....~..m..m.....e.~.r...c..i..a...~......&.......I.~.c..~..s..tr..i...a.L..L-e..~.c..~i...n.g.~..c....h....~....~...~.~ Ral eigh 

Jan. 6 Economic Forecast Forum, RTP 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

i BUY AMERICAN 

NCBA Health Benefit Trust Welcomes Franklin Street Partners 

iiA special welcome to Bob Newell, President, Franklin Street Partners, and 
iall their staff who will be j oining the NCBA Health Benefit Trust effective 
iMarch lSt! 



Your association sponsored health plan provides benefits to over 3,000 employees from more 
than 50 member banks. Participants are able to customize their packages as the NCBA offers 

five traditional PPO medical plans, a 1-2-3 plan and three HSA eligible, high deductible medical 
plans. Participating members have access to the largest provider network in the state, Blue Cross 
Blue Shield of North Carolina. Participants are able to take advantage of flexible plan design, 
rate stability, innovative wellness and disease management programs. We look forward to 
working for the Franklin Street Partners team! 

Due to the Trust’s performance over time and reserves that are well within the acceptable range 
for a plan of its size, the NCBA Health Benefit Trust (NCBAHBT) medical plan has approved a 
premium holiday for 2014! All art’c’~ 1 2014 will be eli ible for 
a waiver of premium in Au ugustt. Whether you are evaluating your current group benefit plan, 
or looking at options for 2014, your inquiry is encouraged. Please contact Lauren Perry 
(lauren@ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044) for more information. 

Management Team Conference And 5th North Carolina Banking Hall Of 
Fame Induction 

This is LAST CALL to register for the 2013 Management Team Conference in Pinehurst! We 
want to have YOU with us next week, October 20-22, to hear from a stellar group of speakers 
who will address timely topics. We assure a great learning experience for all who attend! 



Our current banking and economic environments certainly offer much for speakers - and for you 
and your peers - to discuss. Please plan to attend. Only through banker involvement can the 
NCBA remain a strong and effective voice for North Carolina’s banking industry_ - a strong 
voice upon which we rel~T now, more than ever. 

Also plan to attend the 5th Annual North Carolina Banking Hall of Fame induction Sunday 

evening, October 20, honoring seven North Carolina banking icons. A separate 
registration is required for the Hall of Fame banquet - all are invited! 

Chef Chef Chef Chef 

Goi ns Loeser Medley Smith 

Chef Chef Chef Chef 
Sturges Talbert White Williamson 

Chef Chef Chef Chef 
Begley Cherry Cline DeFerrie 



Click HERE for complete Management Team Conference registration information. You are 
encouraged to bring your spouse! For more information, please contact our Meetings 

Department at 800-662-7044 or christy@ncbankers.org. 

Hope You Like This 

With thanks to our friend Denise Stevenson of Diversified Learning Services: 

ht the past 7 days, Origami Bank has folded and Sumo Bank has gone belly up. 
Bonsai Bank plans to cut some of its branches. 

Karaoke Bank is up for sale and may go ft)r a song. 
Kamikaze Bank is suspending operation after the shares nose dived 

500 of the stqff of Karate Bank got the chop and there is somethingftshy going o~t at Sushi Bank 
where it is feared that the employees will get a raw deal. 

Ninja Bank took a hit but is currently still in the black. 

Proud And Continuing Our Mission Of Financial Literacy 

Every member of the NCBA can be prond of our 20 year joint venture at Camp 
Challenge. To date, we have taken 8,300 rising 6th, 7th, and 8th grade children from low- 
resource families through this program. Its success is unparalleled. It is nationally 
renowned. Thanks for all you continue to do to make Camp Challenge fulfill the promise 
of an educated public for our future protection and direction. 

Richard Cordray, Director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau feels strongly about 

financial education. "Financial education should be as.fundamental as the education we are all 
required to receive in (ZS. history and government. Within the ft~amework of our repubfc, we 

have bui# the greatest system of economic #berry in the history of mankind }’el, it will only 
endure if we lake lhe steps necessary to strengthen that syslem from the bottom up, starting with 

the individual," he added. He repeated CFPB’s call for financial education to be integrated into 
the curricula of schools, and for financial concepts to be incorporated into state-administered 
standardized tests. He also noted that school bank programs, entrepreneurship training, and 

games "can help students deepen their financial knowledge and build financial capabifty." 

Banks Nearing Completion Of Settlement Consumer Relief Obligations 

Joseph A. Smith, Jr., Monitor of the National Mortgage Settlement, has filed with the U. S. 
District Court for the District of Columbia interim credit reports on Bank of America, Chase, 
Citi, and Wells Fargo. These reports cover credited consumer relief and refinancing conducted 
through December 31, 2012, and demonstrate each bank’s progress toward its total consumer 
relief obligations. A summary report can be downloaded here; a fact sheet is available here. 

Fraud-Net Is A Great Tool ~ Use It 

Recently at an event taking place in Jacksonville, Florida, a bank member of Fraud-Net shared 
how great the new functionality in Fraud-Net works and how it allows her to keep track of other 



users in her area. Also, a member of a federal law enforcement agency sais how envious her 
colleagues were that she had a resource like Fraud-Net to help in her day-to-day work. These 
types of comments demonstrate that we are on the right track with Fraud-Net, but it doesn’t end 
there. Plans are underway for the development of phase two of Fraud-Net. We think this phase 
will make Fraud-Net an even greater resource to help us take a bite out of financial crimes ... 
stay tuned. If you are not a subscriber to Fraud-Net, have any questions, or need additional 
information, please contact Vickie Bowers (.v.j_._c_._k.i_..e_@:~.c__l~_.a__.n_.k_~_.r__s__._o._rg) or Dawn Thompson 
(dawn@ncbankers.or~) at 800-662-7044. 

Get The Lawyers Out Of Here 

The CFPB will no longer include its enforcement attorneys in examinations of financial 
institutions. The new policy, which takes effect November 1, follows concerns about the 
importance of not inhibiting communications between banks and examiners. 

Basel III Seminar 

Save the date for our Basel III Seminar that will be presented by Grant Thornton on Thursday, 
December 5, in High Point. Topics/presentations will include: 

¯ Basel III/Equivalent Regulations App#cable to Community Banks" (up to SLOB), and 

Banks from S10B $50B 
¯ Regulatory Repor#ng & Disclosure 
° CapitalRegula#on 
° Stress 7’es~ing 
¯ Regulatory PanelDiscussion 

Registration will open soon, but be sure to go ahead and mark your calendar! 

CBS Spotlight 

ANOVA Financial Corporation 
FDIC Insured Investment Alternative to Fed Funds - Earn 30-35 bps 

ANOVA offers banks with excess liquidity a Treasury investment alternative to Fed Funds that 
has: 



¯ Unlimited FDIC Insurance in our network of"Well-Capitalized Banks," 
° Daily Liquidity, and 
¯ High Yield (30-35 bps). 

ANOVA Financial Corporation is an endorsed partner of Community Bank Services (since 
2004) and provides alternative Public and Non-Public Funds investment programs including: 

° ANOVAFunds - FDIC-Insured investment alternatives for banks and their depositors 
¯ ANOVACore - alternative wholesale funding with no credit or collateral requirements 
° ANOVA Reciprocal Deposit Program - fully FDIC insured liquid reciprocal deposits 
¯ ANOVA Fee Referral Program - earn fee income for referral deposits 

Bank Benefits of the ANOVA suite of products: 

° Eliminates Collateral Commitments - no collateral or compensating balance 
requirements 

¯ Low Cost Stable Source of Deposits - 18-36 month average retention 
° Reduces Credit Exposure - significantly reduces the bank’s risk exposure 
¯ Liquidity - DDAs vs. CDs means there is no management of maturity dates 
° Contingency Funding Sources - diversifies and improves the quality of funding sources 

ANOVA would like to meet with you in person or via webinar to present the benefits that they 
can bring to community banks, local governments, our state, and its taxpayers through these vital 
depositor and banking programs. For more information, please call Derek Blair (888-266-8293 

or dblair@anovafinancial.com) or Janice Royster (800-662-7044 or janice@ncbankers.org). 

CFPB Updates Mortgage Servicing Rule 

The CFPB has issued an interim final rule clarifying servicer obligations when a borrower is in 
bankruptcy or sends a cease communication request under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act 

(FDCPA). The interim final rule provides that if a borrower is in bankruptcy, a servicer is not 
required to provide periodic statements or comply with the servicing rule’s early intervention 
requirements. Similarly, servicers are not required to comply with the early intervention 
requirements when a borrower has invoked the FDCPA’s cease communication 
provi sions. Many of you called us about this potential unintended consequence and we worked 
with the CFPB to explain why this could be a problem. We are thrilled they have changed the 
rule and offered guidance prior to the rule being effective in January 2014. 

IRA Seminar 

Are you confused by the new" IRS rules and requirements or need a refresher? Register for our 
IRA Seminar to help your staff break down all the material into manageable pieces. Registration 
materials are available for the IRA’s Made Easy Seminar on November 113-114 at High Point 
Bank. This year’s seminar will be presented by Denise Stevenson of Diversified Learning 
Services. 



Day 1 Basic IRA Seminar topics include: 

Re vocation Rights and Disclosure Requirements 
IRA Eligibi#ty Rules 

Contribution Limits" 
Excess Contributions 

General Distribution Requirements and Rules 

IRS Penalties Assessed on IRAs 

Day 2 Intermediate IRA Seminar topics include: 

1RA Distribution Requirements at Age 70 1/’2 
Death Distribution Rules 

Rollovers 
Direct Rollovers aitd Trustee Tranqfers 

Federal and NC Withholding Rules 
Roth IRAs and IRS Reporting Requirements 

A certificate of completion for continuing education is available for all seminar attendees. 
Registration is $325 for both days, and $225 for one day. The fee includes all materials, 
continental breakfast and lunch. Click HERE for complete registration details and to view the 
proposed agenda. For more information, please contact our Meetings Department (800-662- 
7044 or chri sty@ncbankers.org). 

Fitch Threatens U.S. Downgrade 

Fitch Ratings has said it may label U.S. debt "rating watch negative" due to the prolonged debate 
over lifting the federal debt ceiling by October 17. "Although Fitch continues to believe that the 
debt ceiling will be raised soon, the political brinkmanship and reduced financing flexibility 
could increase the risk of a U.S. default," the rating agency said. During the last debt ceiling 
crisis in the summer of2011, Standard & Poor’s downgraded U.S. debt from AAA to AA+, 
while Fitch and Moody’s maintained triple-A ratings. 

Industry Update 

Hendersonville-based 1 st Financial Services and Raleigh-based First Citizens Bank (FCNCA) 
have entered into a securities purchase agreement with the U.S. Treasury Department as a means 

of effectuating the merger of 1 st Financial Services and its unit Mountain 1st Bank (FFIS) into 
First Citizens Bank. On the same day, I st Financial Services, Mountain 1st Bank and First 
Citizens amended and restated the merger agreement in order to reflect the existence and effect 
of the TARP agreement. The securities purchase agreement provides for First Citizens to 
purchase all outstanding shares of 1 st Financial Services’ TARP preferred stock and the related 
warrant immediately prior to the closing of the merger. The merger is expected to close no later 
than the first quarter of 20114, subj ect to customary closing conditions, including regulatory 
approvals and approval of 1 st Financial Services’ shareholders. 



Atlanta-based SnnTrust Banks (STI) has announced that it will cut 800 j obs nation,vide in the 
coming months due to decreasing demand for housing mortgage refinancing. The bank is 
adjusting the workforce in its mortgage business to reflect the current market conditions. 

Order Your Holiday Poster Kits! 

Make sure that you order your 2014 Holiday Poster Kits. Dou’t miss out. You will want 
to order euough sets for all of your offices (frout door and drive-up window)! Each kit 
contains one poster for each Federal banking holiday on standard white 8½" x 11" card 
stock with black printing. We offer two different sets of Holiday Poster Kits. Set #1 is for 
the traditional banking holidays and set #2 is for those institutions that have Satnrday 
operating hours. A sample poster is attached to today’s Bulletin. The cost is $10 per 
set. That includes shipping, handling, and sales tax. For your convenience, we have 
attached an order form to today’s Bulletin. Orders and payments will be received 
through November 12. That will allow us sufficient time to have the kits prepared and 
ready for mailing to you the first week of December. Please be aware that extra kits will 
not be available after November 12. Don’t hesitate to contact Vickie Bowers 
(vickie(~ncbankers.or~ or 800-662-7044) should you have any questions. The kits come in 
Spanish, too! 

Carolinas Regulatory. Compliance School & Alumni Update 

Where can you send your staff for the best, most cost-efficient compliance training? The 
NCBA’s Carolinas RegulatoO, Compliance School is the best, most cost-efficient training you 
will find anywhere around. The Compliance School is conducted by Professional Bank 
Services, a renowned consulting firm for financial institutions which has extensive experience in 
providing compliance training and also participates in the training of the federal agencies’ 
compliance examiners and has received outstanding evaluations over the years. This year’ s 
program will be held at the Raleigh Marriott Crabtree Valley, November 4-7. The Compliance 
School curriculum covers all federal regulations that are the subj ect of compliance examinations 

by the federal regulatory agencies. Attendees will learn not only the regulatory requirements, but 
also how to anticipate and prevent potential violations and how to develop a comprehensive 
compliance management program. You may sign up for the entire program (November 4-7) or 
one of the modules (Module I - Deposits - November 4-5 or Module II - Lending - November 
5-7). Click FIERE to register for the School or one of the modules. 

If you are a past attendee of the School, you need to make sure that you attend this year’s 
Alumni Update session which will focus exclusively on the regulator}, provisions of the Dodd- 
Frank Act which become effective in January 2014. This should provide attendees an excellent 
last chance to gain clarity on the volume &printed materials associated with these crucial 
regulatory changes. Participants will receive a different manual that addresses the Dodd-Frank 
rules. Click !_:~. to register for the Alumni Update session. 

For more information on either of these programs, please contact our Meetings Department 
(christy@ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044). 



Advisory On D&O Liability Insurance 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has issued an advisory that banks should be 
aware of exclusionary terms in their director and officer liability insurance 
policies. Noting an increase in these terms, the FDIC cautions that such terms might leave 
directors and officers nnder-insured and exposed to greater liability in civil suits. "D&O 
LIABILITY h¥SURANCE IS AN IMPORTANT RISK MITIGA TION TOOL FOR 
FINANCIAL I~TITUTIONS. IT IS VITAL FOR DIRECTOI~ AND SENIOR 
EXECUTIVES TO FULL Y UNDEI~TAND THE PROTECTIONS AND LIMITA TIONS 
PRO VIDED B Y SUCH POLICIES," the FDIC warns. 

FDIC also reminds banks that they may not purchase insnrance policies indemnifying 
directors and other officers from civil money penalties assessed against them. 

These coverages are confusing, subject to change, and vital to the very existence of your 
banking institution should their purpose of protecting you ever have to be 

activated. Responsibility for overseeing and understanding such policies for your bank 
should, not be left to small, independent insurance agencies that are not adept at handling 

your questions and concerns and certainly not adept at understanding the complicated 
nature of the coverage and the oversight of a Washington agency so important to your 

current and future operations. We recommend the NCBA ’s advisor on such issues, Bob 
Graham of KeenanSuggs (803-799-5533 or bgrah~m(~keen~suggs.co#~). To the best of our 

knowledge, Bob has no peer. He is trustworthy, reliable, and available when you 
call. Management responsibility cannot be understated as related to these coverages which 
are so often not given the high level of attention they require. 

With Both Sadness And Hope 

Betsy Montgomery, a prominent Asheville swimming coach, ~vho guided her daughter to a berth 
in the 1972 Munich Olympics, has died in an automobile accident at age 88. Her husband, Dr. 
Wayne Montgomery, 88, a former Asheville Mayor and orthopedic doctor, and their daughter 
Mary, 57, were seriously injured in the crash last Friday on 1-77 near Elkin as the family was 
traveling to Maryland to attend a field hockey game where Betsy and Wayne’s granddaughter 
was competing. The Montgomery’s are the mother and father of Swope Montgomery, longtime 
North Carolina banking leader. No memorial plans have been made at this time. A date for such 
an event will be announced later. Our thoughts and prayers are with S~vope and his family. 

Salute To The Troops 

iat the Capital City Club in Raleigh, November 5. The keynote speaker for this special 
annual luncheon is Lieutenant General Joe Anderson, Commanding General of the 18th 
iAirborne Corps at Fort Bragg. We welcome you to join us for this event as our 
iiguest. The first nine responders will be guaranteed a seat at our table for this emotional 



iiand patriotic event as North Carolina’s banks continue to demonstrate at every 
iopportunity our support for the military within our state ... North Carolina the nation’s 
most militaryf!~iendly state. Come join us by contacting Grace Sampson at 800-660-7044 

iior ~race~ncbankersoor~. 

Cartoon Of The Week 

State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective October 16 the rate of interest charged to 
banks and savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings 

certificates is 3/8%. 

WORK HARD. PLAY BY THE RULES. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 7:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Vision Series: A First Look at Metamorphoses & The Tempest 

Co-Director 

Dora in i~l__u____e_. Serrand 
Co-Director 

Jan Chambers 

Co-Designer 

McKay Coble 
Co-Designer 

Join Joseph Haj and 
Dominique Serrand 
In a conversation about 
PlayMakers’ 2013/14 Rotating Repertory 
The Tempest & Metamorphoses 

You’re invited Go take a first look at the inc~edibfe design 
and vision for our upcoming rotating repe~Sory of twe 
p~ays wrestling w~th the themes of love, bss a~d 
redemption: Shakespeare’s fina~ masterpiece, The 
Tempest, and Ma~y Z~mmen~an’s contemporary 

examination of Ovid’s Metamo~:Dhoses~ 

W~th the Vision Series, you have the unique opportunity to 
barn direc~fy flom the artists involved in the creation of 
these two landmark productions. CooDirectors Joseph Hai 
and Dominique Serrand will join co-scenic and costume 
designers Jan Chambers and McKay Coble as weft as 
musician/composers Ari Picker and Emma Nadeau from 
the Chapel Hill band Lost in the Trees. 

Wednesday, October 23 
6:30pro A Conversation ",,;t~#? the 
7:15pm Reception #~ the Lobby 

This event is free and open to the public, Please reserve 
your spot by calling the Box Office ([919962.7529) or 
emailing prcboxoffice@unc.edu. 

The Vision Series is made possiMe in part ~rough the 

Chape~ Hifl and Dos Perros in Durham, 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, October 16, 2013 8:18 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Senate Passes Deal to Break Impasse 

Senate Passes Deal to Break Impasse 

The U.S. Senate put in motion the final steps of a bipartisan solution to the weekslong 

budget drama, voting 81-18 to raise the nation’s borrowing limit and fully reopen the 

federal government. 

The 1 lth-hour agreement, approved on a solid bipartisan vote, diminishes the threat of a 

U.S. debt default by allowing the government to continue borrowing money through Feb. 7, 

2014. It also reopens the partially closed government through Jan. 15, ending a shutdown 

that began 16 days ago because of a bitter political impasse over spending and the 2010 

health-care law. 

The agreement now goes to the House, where lawmakers were expected to pass it and 

end a weekslong stalemate that rattled financial markets, splintered the Republican Party 

and showcased Washington dysfunction. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAler~s WSJ 300x250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 17 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 57, 2053 O Number 205 

No issue will be published for this service today. 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 5534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 5805 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
~’~t [ p://~,~’ebu t =.i .bna .comiema=.ls:gnup. 

Request a i:Ri!~:J Web trial. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-5033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (FT), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copv:-ight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1805 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the ~.e;ms 

co:°:ditlons of the lic~;.nse agi’~;.ement with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, October 16, 2013 9:57 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Cory Booker Wins New Jersey Senate Seat 

CoW Booker Wins New Jersey Senate Neat 

Newark Mayor Cory Booker on Wednesday became the fourth African-American popularly 

elected to the U.S. Senate, winning a special election in New Jersey that occurred against 

the backdrop of the federal government shutdown. 

With 55% of precincts reporting, Mr. Booker, a Democrat, won 55% of the vote to 44% for 

his Republican challenger, Steve Lonegan. The Associated Press called the race for Mr. 

Booker at 9:30 p.m., but Mr. Lonegan, the former mayor of the New York City suburb of 

Bogota, N.J. and a tea-party-aligned conservative, didn’t immediately concede. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Banking Law list <BANKLAW-L@LISTS.CUA.EDU> on behalf of 

Schooner, Heidi M <SCHOONER@LAW.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:30 PM 

BANKLAW- L@LISTS.CUA.EDU 

The Road Traveled: Assessing Dodd-Frank Five Yeaxs after the Crisis 

Trouble Viewing this email? Read it here<http://docs.law.gwu.eduinewslettericleaf doddfrankl 3 html> 
[http://docs.law.gwu edu/newsletter/images/lrimg/Header evite.JPG] 
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The Road Traveled: Assessing Dodd-Frank Five Years after the Crisis 

The George Washington Universi~" Law School 

(;enter ~k~r Law, Economics & Finance (C-LE~F) 
Fifth Annual Financial Regulato~ Reform Symposium 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 
8:30 am 3:30 pm 

Jack Morton Auditorium 
805 - 21 st Street, N~V 
Washington, DC 20052 

Keynote Speakers: 

Gary S Gensler, Chairman, Commodi~ Futures Trading Commission 

Thomas M. Hoenig, Vice Chairman, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Eugene A. Ludwig, Founder and CEO, Promontory Financial Group and 27th Comptroller of the Currency 

Panel Discussion: 

Global Systemically Important Bat~s: 
Too Big (and Too International) to Regulate? 

The Future of Housing Finance: Finding a New Direction? 

Lunch will be selwed. To register, please click here<https://sshlaw.gwu.edv.’webformsiCLEAF DoddFrank.htral>. 
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Oct. 17 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

October 17, 2013 ~, Number 201 

Preemption 

The New York Bankers Association Inc. Oct. ~6 asked a federal 
judge in New York to invMidate a law that could affect which 
banks are eligible to receive more than $6 billion in New York City 
deposits (New York Bankers Association Inc. v. The City... 

Consumer Protection 
~t~de~t Lo~ ~ervicer~ F~ce 

Opaque or inaccurate payment processing practices by private 
student ~oan servicers have emerged as a significant trend in 
complaints received by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB) and could be subject to additional regulatory... 

Debt Limit 

The bipartisan agreement crafted in the Senate to temporarily 
reopen the government and extend the debt ceiling is good as 
far as it goes, but lawmakers will be in the same position in a few 
months unless budget conferees can reach agreement on... 

Debt Limit 
Debt Squabble’s :[mpac~ on Basel ~ 

Even assuming the agreement averts for now a default on U.S. 
debt, the episode raises questions about the reliability of U.S. 
securities, and the key role they play in connection with new 
liquidity requirements under the Basel III framework,... 

Federal Reserve 

The Federal Reserve Board won a partial but uncertain victory as 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit temporarily 
blocked a bid by investors to depose Fed Chairman Ben S. 
Bernanke about his role in the 2008 rescue of American 
fnternational... 

Enforcement 
JPNorga~ to PaV $:tO0 NilIio~ 

3PNorgan Chase & Co., the ~argest U.S. bank, Oct. $6 agreed to 
pay $$00 million to resolve Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission claims that the company’s London traders last year 
deployed a reckless strategy in derivatives (In re... 

?axes 

:[R~ Wish List for Reopening ~clude~ 

The [nternal Revenue Service wil have no lack of things to do 
once it gets back to business, now that a deal has been struck 
to reopen the government .... 

Mortgages 



The Massachusetts Division of Banks has filed new regulations 
that prevent national and state lenders from foreclosing on a 
property if an application for a loan modification is in process .... 

Economic Outlook 

Economic growth continued at a modest to moderate pace 
during September and through early October, according to the 
Federal Reserve Board’s latest Beige Book, a survey of economic 
conditions across the 12 districts of the Federal Reserve... 

Farm Credit 
C£~#£~ression~l Crop-[#s~ra#ce Cu~:s Test 

Rural groups say they’ll fight a proposed $:[00 million-a-year cut 

in crop insurance subsidies, a measure that has won the support 

of both houses of Congress and could be a test of agriculture’s 

influence in Washington .... 

Housing 

Builder confidence fell two points in October, a reflection of 

higher mortgage rates and the fiscal gridlock, the National 

Association of Home Builders said Oct. 16 .... 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Congress Passes Debt, Bndget Deal 

C~mgress Passes Debt, Budget Deal 

A potentially crippling U.S. debt default was averted late Wednesday, as Congress passed 

legislation to end a two-week political battle that had rattled financial markets, splintered 

the Republican Party and showcased Washington dysfunction. 

The House voted 285-144 for the bill to reopen the government through Jan 15, effectively 

suspend the debt ceiling through Feb. 7 and lay the groundwork for talks over broader 

budget issues. The Senate earlier Wednesday night had approved the bill on a vote of 81- 

18. 

President Barack Obama is expected to sign the bill promptly, ending a partial government 

shutdown that saw more than 800,000 federal workers furloughed and government 

services across the country curtailed. 

See More Coverage 
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The Wonder-Clause 

Anna Gelpern, Georgetown University Law Center 

~ CEO Compensation in Copyright-Intensive Industries 

Jonathan Band, policybandwidth 

Influence of Intellectual Property, Foreign Investment, and Technological Adoption on Technology Entrepreneurship 

Saurav Pathak, Michigan Technological University 

Emanuel Xavier-Oliveira, Michigan Technological University - School of: Business & Economics 

Andre LapkHr~e, independent 

Prestige Without Purpose? Reputation, Differentiation, and Pricing in U,S. Equity Underwriting 

ChiLru S= Fernando, University of: Oklahoma - Michael F. Price College of: Business 

Vladimir A= Gatchev, University of Central Florida - Department of: Finance 
Anthony D. May, Wichita State University - W. Frank Barton School of: Business 

William L. Megginsorl, University of: Oklahoma 

CORPORATE LAW: LAW & FINANCE eJOURNAL 

ANNA G]~i.P]~N, Georgetown University Law Center 

Email: agelpern@wcl,american,edu 

The Greek debt crisis prompted EU officials to embark on a radical reconstruction of the European sovereign debt markets. Prominently featured in 
this reconstruction was a set of contract provisions called Collective Action Clauses, or CACs. CACs are supposed to help governments and private 
creditors to renegotiate unsustainable debt contracts, and obviate the need for EU bailouts. But European sovereign debt contacts were already 
amenable to restructuring; adding CACs could make it harder. Why, then, promote CACs at all, and cast them in such a central role in the market 
reform initiative? Using interviews with participants in the initiative and those affected by it, as well as observations at policy and academic 
meetings, we attempt to shed light on the puzzle and draw implications for the role of contract techniques in market construction. 

JONATHAN BAND, policybandwidth 

Email: jband@[3olicybandwidth.com 

For the past six years, the CEOs of firms in copyright-intensive industries received significantly higher compensation than the CEOs of the firms in 

the other industries we used for comparison (construction, transportation, and mining). For example, in 2012, copyright-intensive industry CEOs 

received $22.9 million on average in compensation, while the CEOs in the other industries received $7.4 million, in other words, the 2012 
compensation of copyright-intensive industry CEOs was more than triple the compensation of CEOs in the other industries. During the entire six- 

year period, copyright-intensive industry CEO compensation on average was 2.8 times higher than CEO compensation in the other industries. 

Moreover, between 2007 and 2052, CEQ compensation in the copyright-intensive firms grew by 45%, while it increased by only 8% in the other 

industries. 

Additionally, CEO compensation as a percentage of revenue was more than twice as high in the copyright-intensive industries as in the other 

industries. CEO compensation as a percentage of revenue in the publishing industry was four times higher than in the transportation industry, 

almost three times higher than the non-copyright average, and twice as high as in the motion picture industry. 

in the copyright policy debates, the labor unions representing workers in copyright-intensive firms have joined with management in demanding 

greater intellectual property protection, indeed, copyright policy is one of the few areas where the AFL-CIO and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

routinely agree with one another. They contend that copyright infringement is causing job loss in the United States. Nonetheless, during this period 

when the copyright-intensive industries purportedly are losing jobs because of attacks by ph’ates, CEO compensation has increased dramatically, 
both in absolute terms and relative to CEO compensation in other industries. These generous compensation packages belle the suggestion that 



the copyright industries confront an existential threat from infringement. Moreover, these upwardly trending compensation levels demonstrate that 

the copyright industry CEOs are not sharing the pain infringement allegedly causes their employees. 

]oufflal of ~3dsiness Research, VoL 66; #~o. 10o 20.I3 

~*~URAV ~A’IFHAK, Michigan Technological University 

Email: Saur~v~cbs@g ma~l,com 

E~A~UEL ~AV~ER~OL~VE~RA, Michigan Technological University - School of Business & Economics 

A~D~ LAPLD~E, Independent 

Using a multi-level modeling approach, the present study empirically examines how intellectual property rights, inflow of foreign direct investment 

and barriers to technological adoption affect the likelihood of individuals’ entry into technology entrepreneurship in a sample of 20 emerging 
economies. The results suggest that regimes with strong intellectual property rights protection combined with high levels of foreign direct 

investment per capita decrease the likelihood of individuals’ entry into technology entrepreneurship, whereas low barriers to technological 

adoption increase this likelihood. These findings contribute to understanding the influence that national institutions and foreign investment 

exercise on the entrepreneurial behavior of early-stage technology entrepreneurs in emerging economies, for which the extant literature shows 

mixed results. 

(~H~TI~U ~, ~E~l~l~O, University of Oklahoma - Michael F. Price College of Business 

Email: £ [eFrlando@ou.edu 

VL~ A. ~T(~EV, University of Central Florida - Department of Finance 

Email: vgatchev@bus,ucf,edu 

~’~.~IT~OI~I~" ~. ~Y, Wichita State University - W. Frank Barton School of Business 

Email: anthony, may@wichi~a.edu 

W3{LL3{A~I L. MIECgG:[NSO~, University of Oklahoma 

Email: wmegginson@ou,edu 

We revisit recent suggestions of underwriter collusion in U.S. equity underwriting, and document considerable evidence of price and service 
differentiation based on underwriter reputation. We model and control for the endogeneity of firm-underwriter choice using a two-sided matching 
model and show that, both in IPOs and SEOs, higher reputation banks earn underwriting spreads that are significantly larger than the spreads 
obtained by lower reputation banks. According to our estimates, top reputation banks, when compared to their lower reputation counterparts, 
receive an average reputational premium of $1.15 million per IPO and $1.23 million per SEO. This premium is 0.65% (0.47%) of average IPO (SEO) 
proceeds underwritten by top banks and constitutes around 10% (13%) of their underwriting spread. After controlling for endogeneity and other 
factors, we show that top underwriters earn their reputational premiums by (a) obtaining higher valuations for issuing firms in both IPOs and SEOs 
and by (b) providing issuing firms considerable non-price benefits, including larger and more reputable syndicates, and all-star analyst coverage. 
And net of reputational premiums, top underwriters charge lower percentage underwriting spreads. Overall, our evidence is strongly supportive of 
a competitive market in U.S. equity underwriting. 
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Decision of Merger and Division: Particular 

Bejan Felicia, Independent 

Corporate Governance of Banks and Other Financial Institutions after the Financial Crisis: Regulation in the Light of Empiry and Theory 

Klaus J. Hopt, Nax Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

The Role and Obligations of Non-Executive Directors Under Maltese Law 

Emma Grech, University of Malta - ELSA Malta Law Review 

Legislation and Case Notes: Irregularities in Procedure -- Reconsidering Section 392 

Pearlie M,C, Koh, Singapore Management University - School of Law 

The Evolution of Malaysian Shareholder Protection: l Legal Origins Analysis 

Vivien Chert, Monash University 

Corporate Governance in Chinese Companies Going Global 

Roman Tomasic, University of South Australia - School of Law, Durham University - Law School 
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PRO PATRIA LEX JOURNAL OF LEGAL STUDIES AND RESEARCH Volume XI, no, 1 (22) / 2013 

l~l~JAN FI~L:I~3:~A, Independent 

Email: bejanf@digi,ro 

The general meeting approval is the key-step of a merger or division procedure. This article aims to emphasize the peculiarities of the decision- 
making process. The study critically analyses the national law concerning the competence, timing, quorum, majority, as well as the doctrine and the 
jurisprudence in the field. Matters on which the current legal framework requires improvements are highlighted and therefore some de lege ferenda 
proposals are made. 

~J"Cor orate Governance of l~anks and Other Financia~ Instilulions after the Financia~ Crisis: Regulation in the Lighl of Empio/and Theory" 

Free Download 

Peer version in the Journal of Corporate Law Studies, Vol, 13 Issue 2 (October), Forthcoming 

,~LAU~ ~, HO~, Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: hopt@mpipriv.de 

Corporate governance of banks and other financial institutions differs considerably from general corporate governance. For financial institutions the 
scope of corporate governance goes beyond the shareholders (equity governance) to include debtholders, insurance policy holders and other 

creditors (debt governance). From the perspective of the supervision of financial institutions debt governance is the primary governance concern. 

Equity governance and debt governance face partly parallel and partly divergent interests of management, shareholders, debtholders and other 

creditors, and supervisors. Failures in the corporate governance of banks and other financial institutions contributed to the financial crisis. 

Corporate law reforms are less suited to achieve better governance of financial institutions, strengthening supervisory law requirements is more 
promising. Prominent proposals include clearer separation of the management and control function, possibly by a two-tier board as for Swiss and 

Belgian banks; establishment of a separate risk committee of the board or an independent chief risk officer; dealing with the problem of complex or 

opaque structure and organization; and group-wide corporate governance in single entities as well as in the group. Appropriate supervisory law 

requh’ements are needed for the internal procedures of banks and other financial institutions, specifically for risk management, internal control and 
compliance, and internal and external auditing. Supervisory fit and proper tests for the board, the management and major shareholders are useful. 

Qualification and experience of board members of banks and other financial institutions are more important than independence, though having a 
number of independent directors is useful. These and other requirements of the regulation and supervision of banks and other financial institutions 

concerning better governance are demanding and even severe, but are necessary for regulated industries such as financial institutions. However 



the temptation to let them spill over indiscriminately to the corporate governance of the firm must be strictly resisted. This article analyses the 

economic, legal and comparative research and covers the reforms by the European Commission, the European Banking Authority, CDR IV and 
Solvency II up to mid 2013. 

Free Download 

ELSA Malta Law ~ewew, VoL 3, 2013 

~}~4J~, ~I~CH, University of Malta - ELSA Malta Law Review 

Email: e nlmag rech 9:[ @g Kqail,coi~’l 

The corporate governance debate has, in the last two decades, reached a stronghold in Europe. Perhaps the most valuable aspect of a company’s 

governance is the constitution of its boardroom. Non-executive directors, in their independent and impartial, supposedly external nature, serve to 
keep the company’s managerial section in check. Indeed, their function is primarily supervisory, working to ensure that the company’s interests are 

looked to by the company’s executive guise. Unfortunately, Maltese law does not regulate the post of the non-executive director in a hard and fast 

manner. Instead, the authorities have chosen to recognise this entity through the inclusion of his role in various non-binding guidelines and soft 

law mechanisms. The question that shall be tackled in this paper is whether it is acceptable, in this day and age, for the non-executive director is 
post which deserves a proper defining of its role and obligations within hard law. A brief comparison to foreign jurisdictions has been included for 

the sake of completeness. 

[ ~i Free Download ] 

Singapore Journal of Legal Studies, p. 467, December 2012 

PEARL:~ ~,~:, KOH, Singapore Management University - School of Law 

Email: pearliekoh @smu,ed u=sg 

In corporate administration, procedures, and their due compliance, are often of as much significance as the outcomes of the proceedings they 
regulate. The consequence of a failure to comply with procedures, whether laid down statutorily or in the company’s constitution, is often the 
invalidation of the subject proceeding.Such invalidation may perhaps be justified on the basis that faithful compliance does much to foster a 
perception that the outcomes determined at the proceedings so held are fair, a perception that is vitally important to the acceptability of the 
outcome by all concerned. Nevertheless, it is also the case that corporate proceedings should not be invalidated only by reason of an over-concern 
for matters of form, and indeed, there are potentially many situations of procedural non-compliance, or irregularities, that might fall within this 
category. Section 392 of the Companies Act is crafted to achieve some balance between the two extremes. 

[ i~ Free Download ] 

Singapore Journal of Legal Studies, p. ~00, July 2013 

VltV~’E~ ~’ll~, Monash University 

Email: vivien.chen@ n~onash.edu 

In the aftermath following the Asian financial crisis, the World Bank prescribed regulatory reforms as a remedy for weak financial fundamentals. 
These reforms reflect the claims of the strong form legal origins hypothesis that countries with common law legal traditions have stronger investor 
protection laws and better financial outcomes than countries of civil law origin. This paper seeks to test the legal origins hypothesis through an 
examination of the evolution of Malaysian shareholder protection from 1965 to 2010. Comparison with six other countries in the time series studies 
indicates that Malaysia had the highest growth in formal shareholder protection. Persistent borrowing from the regulations of other common law 
countries suggests that inherited legal tradition has, to an extent, influenced the evolution of Malaysian shareholder protection. The influence of 
other common law countries’ regulations is explained by institutional complementarities, supporting the claims of the weak form legal origins 
hypothesis. 

(pp. 127-144) in The Australia-China Investment Relationship - Law, Governance and Policy (ed by G Nicoli, G Brennan and J Golley), Canberra, Australia 

Centre on China in the World, ANU, 2013. 

University of South Australia - School of Law, Durham University - Law School 

Corporate governance reform is a major challenge facing Chinese firms trying to establish themselves in global markets. When they enter foreign 
markets, Chinese enterprises are likely to bring their pre-existing corporate governance practices with them. This paper examines how the 
corporate governance practices of foreign listed corporations operating in China have been received and how major Chinese companies operating 
outside China have responded to corporate governance requirements of foreign countries when listing abroad. The pervasive role of the state 
within individual Chinese companies is fundamental to understanding China’s corporate governance practices both at home and abroad. Because 
the state in China is somewhat fragmented, (its various agents operating at the national, provincial and local levels), large company shares may be 
held by different state agencies and may be used in different ways. This can result in conflicting obligations to the State. 

Although China may have copied Western corporate laws, stock market rules and corporate governance codes, the local meaning of these 

transplants is inevitably different due to the dominance of the state in large listed companies both as a shareholder and as the regulator. The "Go 

Global" campaign of senior Chinese officials might have been expected to consolidate the transposition of corporate governance practice and 
hastened some convergence between Chinese an Anglo American corporate governance practice. However, this does not seem to have happened 

as expected. So, the listing of Chinese companies on foreign stock exchanges does not seem to have resulted in these companies absorbing more 

refined principles of Anglo-American corporate law and governance. 
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American Banker Daily Briefing White Papers 

Web Seminars 
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Today’s Top Stories 

What Ye~en°s Ascension Means for Fed’s 
Tarullo 

Fed watchers are sharply divided over whether 
Yellen will rely on Tarullo to set banking policy 
for the central bank or if she will marginalize 
him. But there’s a bigger question that matters 
more. 

Bank of America posted strong revenue growth 
in the same quarter its big rivals showed 
weakness on bread-and-butter banking. But 
concerns about its higher litigation expenses 
overshadowed the good news. 

Bankers~ Regulators Work to Prevent 

E~der Financial Abuse 

Fraud against the elderly is expected to rise as 
the nation’s baby boomers near retirement. 
Bankers and regulators are keen on trying to 
get ahead of the issue. 

Loan Growth is a Bright Spot for Regional 

PNC, U.S. Bancorp and KeyCorp all reported 
loan growth of at least 5% in the third quarter 
as they focused heavily on strengthening 
customer relationships and reaped the benefits 
of expansion into new markets or business 
lines. Still, revenue and other challenges 
remain. 

By Department 

Citi Launches Tablet App for Commercial 

Citi announced Wednesday the tablet edition 
for its commercial banking portal, CitiDirect BE 
Tablet. 

B of A Outdoes Megabank Riva~s in 3Q, 
But Dark C~ouds Linger 

Bank of America posted strong revenue growth 
in the same quarter its big rivals showed 
weakness on bread-and-butter banking. But 
concerns about its higher litigation expenses 
overshadowed the good news. 
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Chapel Hil~ braces for a rare 
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UNC seeks to start over 

against No. t0 Niami 

After a 1-4 start, the Tar Heels are 

hoping to move past their early- 

season mistakes and start anew 

against the No. 10 Hurricanes. For 

months, UNC.. 

UNC coach 
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unit after 

Roy Williams says NCAA to 
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Hairston suspension 

Tar Heels coach Roy Williams 

says the number of games 

embattled junior guard P.J. 

Hairston will miss will be 
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season... 
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Hairston (15) 

drives to the 

basket 

against 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Verizon Profit Jumps 40% on Subscriber Growth 

Verizon Profit ,Iumps 40% on S~Llbscriber Gro~!~h 

Verizon Communications saw its third-quarter profit improve 40% as the largest U.S. phone 

carrier continued to build up its base of customers. Verizon reported a profit of $2.23 

billion, from $1.59 billion a year earlier. 

Verizon Wireless added 927,000 of the most profitable postpaid subscribers, down from 

~54 million additions a year earlier and 941,000 additions in the second quarter. It added 

.06 million total subscribers during the quarter. 
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Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 
CPLA2~EL HILL _AJLEA: 

****B~eak in to unlocked vehicle reported 10/16/13, 7:52 am, I03 Le~ngton Rd 

She a&dsed she noticed the glove box was o~n when she got in the car to ~ke her danghter to school. She a&dsed that the daughter closed the glove box. She 

noticed that her purse was not where she thought she had letl it. When she got b~k home she checked the car a~d house tbr the purse. She then realized that someone 

had entered her car during the mgN. Value $~0.00 

MEBANE AREA: 

****Break in to tmlocked velticle repo~led 10/16/13, 8:13 pro, 6517 Amber Dr 

The victim s~ated mound 8:00 am tNs morning she noticed her G[~S system missing ffo~n her vehicle. She s~ted that she returned home yesterday at around 3:30 pm 

and le~ the windows down on her vehicle. She was outside wi~ her cNldren and did not see anyone mound the veNcle. She was Nso aw~ke until around 1:00 am tNs 

morning and did not hear anyone outside, she no,ally keeps the doo~ locked on her vehicle but the~ was no forced ent~~ to the vehicle ~ she ~lieves the doors 

were le~ unlocked. Value $I 90.00 

THANK YOU FOR BENG OUR EXT~ EYES ~D EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9~ t. 
Community involvement is the biggest dete~ent to crime that we can have 

Description: 

Description: 

Desc~ipfion 

Description. 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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Two More GAA Member Benefits 

UNC GAA 

.~iI Thank you! I,ate Night With Roy 

Friday, Oct. 25 Dean E. Smith Center 

Join us tbr Late Night with Roy 2013, UNC’s aimua] kickoff .~ Lat~ Night 
event for basketball season. Your General _Mtmini 

Association will have a section of 1,300 seats reserved 

exciusively for G.~ members on a first-come, first-served 

basis, lhese seats ,,ill be reservedJbr a limited time @er 
the Smith Center doors’ open. 

Simply show your GAA member caxd at Entrance C, from 3:30 

5:30 p.m., to receive a wristband. GAA members are allowed 

to bring one adult guest and any chiktren under flae age of 18. Only individuals wearing an 

official wristband will be allowed in the GAA reserved section. The GAA section will be 

reserved from 4 p.m., when the Smith Center doors open, until 5:30 p.m. when any 

unclaimed seats in the section axe released (or until all seats are filled). For more information 
and an event ti~neline, visit dtu~rali.unc.edu/latenightht. 

UNC vs. UNC-Wilmington 

Tuesday, Dec. 311 Dean E. Smith Center 

GAA members may purchase $10 upper level tickets, based on availabili~, to the UNC vs. 

UNC-Wihnington men’s basketball game on New Year’s Eve at 5 p.m. Use this link to 

purchase tickets online. 

::N:: Basketball 

THANK YOU FOR BEING A GAA MEMBER 

Alumni activities, communications and services axe not a line item in fl~e UniversiF budget 

but are made possible because of GAA member dues paid by you mad 67,000 other 

members. You can take pride in knomng that your membership contributes to all this and 
more. Your GAA membership inclu&s m~:ay other valuable benefits ~ld selvices and a 

subscription to the digital and print versions of file Carolina Ahmmi Review. 
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Two enduring lessons from 
Elinor Ostrom 

BRETT M. FRISCHMANN* 

Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, ~’shiva University, New York, NY 10003, USA 

Abstract: This article is a tribute to Elinor Ostrom. It explores two enduring 
lessons she taught: a substantive lesson that involves embracing complexity and 
context, and a methodological lesson that involves embracing a framework-driven 
approach to systematic, evolutionary learning through various interdisciplinary 
methodologies, theories, and empirical approaches. First, I discuss Ostrom’s work 
on environmental commons. I illustrate the two lessons through a discussion of 
the tragedy of the commons. Next, I explain how the two lessons play a 
significant role in recent efforts to extend Ostrom’s work on environmental 
commons to knowledge/cultural commons. I draw a parallel between the tragedy 
of the commons allegory and the free-rider allegory, and show how many of the 
problems Ostrom explored in the environmental context are manifest in the 
cultural environmental context. I discuss an ongoing research project that follows 
the path that Ostrom blazed and systematically studies commons in the cultural 
environment. 

Elinor Ostrom taught many lessons, as an amazing mentor, teacher, scholar, and 
human being. She had a profound influence on me, and I am honored to offer 
this tribute to her. 

Like many others, I was inspired by Ostrom’s design principles for natural 
resource commons and the demonstrated feasibility of community-based 
management for shared resources, and I tried to follo~v her lead. In fact, my first 
academic talk was about lessons from the literature on environmental commons 
that map to the study of other types of resource commons, such as information 
and Internet commons. I will return to the theme of that talk here. I will not 
discuss her theoretical or empirical contributions as such; many others have done 
so and will continue to do so, and for good reason. Instead, I will discuss two 
enduring lessons Ostrom taught about social science research.1 

*Email: frisch~na@yu.edu 

The author *vishes to thank the editor-in-chief, two anonymous referees, Michael Burstein, Daniel 
Cole, Michael Madison, AI Roundtree, Charles Schweik, Alex Stein, and Katherine Strandburg for their 
constructive commen~s and suggestions. The usual disclaimer applies. 

I Throughout this article, I refer to contributions ~nade by Ostrorn and do not list all of her many 
collaborators or people who also made related contributions. But I want to be clear that she collaborated 
~vith many others and she readily acknowledged the independent contributions of many others working 
on similar issues. 
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The two lessons can be summarized as follows: 

Substantive Lesson. Embrace complexity and context - or simply, reality; avoid 

distorting reductionism, and overstated gains from simple models. 

Methodological Lesson. Embrace systematic, evolutionary learning through 

various interdisciplinary methodologies, theories, and empirical approaches, 

including case studies; be aware of, and try to avoid, path dependencies from 

disciplinary or methodological blinders. 

The first lesson leads to the second. Anyone can say that one should embrace 

complexity and study reality, and many people do. What makes Elinor Ostrom 

incredibly special is that she worked tirelessly to develop a robust framework 

for doing it, and she did it, time and again, and in a collaborative way that built 

an international interdisciplinary community. 

In Section 1, I discuss Ostrom’s ,york on environmental commons. I illustrate 

the t~vo lessons in the environmental context with a discussion of the tragedy 

of the commons. Ostrom’s theoretical and empirical contributions probably 

are best recognized in the environmental context. Her contributions extend 

much further, as the Nobel Prize Committee recognized when it a,varded her 

the 2009 prize along with Oliver Williamson. Still, there is plenty of work 

to be done in exploring and extending her contributions in other contexts. In 

Section 2, I focus on that exploration and explain how the two lessons play 

a significant role in recent efforts to extend Ostrom’s ,vork on environmental 

commons to knowledge/cultural commons. I dra~v a parallel bet~veen the tragedy 

of the commons allegory and the free-rider allegory, and then sho,v how 

many of the problems Ostrom identified and explored in the environmental 

context are manifest in the cultural environmental context. I briefly discuss an 

ongoing research project that aims to follow the path that Ostrom blazed and 

systematically study commons in the cultural environment. 

1. Two lessons from Ostrom°s work on environmental commons 

Elinor Ostrom’s pioneering work challenged the notion that rational human 

beings would be helplessly trapped in social dilemmas. Much of her work focused 

on environmental commons and confronted the then-dominant and still powerful 

concept of the tragedy of the commons. 

The term ’commons’ generally coniures up the notion of a shared community 

resource, such as a public park or a common pasture. The term gained 

considerable notoriety among economists, political scientists, and other social 

scientists after the publication of Garrett Hardin’s essay The Tragedy of the 

Commons in Science (1968). Hardin (1968) described the tragedy of the 

commons as follows: 
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Picture a pasture open to all. It is to be expected that each herdsman will try 

to keep as many cattle as possible on the commons ..... As a rational being, 

each herdsman seeks to maximize his gain. Explicitly or implicitly, more or less 

consciously, he asks, ~What is the utility to me of adding one more animal to 

my herd?’ This utility has one negative and one positive component. 

(1) The positive component is a function of the increment of one animal. Since 

the herdsman receives all the proceeds from the sale of the additional animal, 

the positive utility is nearly +1. 

(2) The negative component is a function of the additional overgrazing created 

by one more animal. Since, however, the effects of overgrazing are shared 

by all the herdsmen, the negative utility for any particular decision-making 

herdsman is only a fraction of -1. 

Adding together the component partial utilities, the rational herdsman 
concludes that the only sensible course for him to pursue is to add another 

animal to his herd. And another; and another .... But this is the conclusion 
reached by each and every rational herdsman sharing a commons. Therein is 
the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his 
herd without limit - in a ~vorld that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward 
which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes 
in the freedom of the commons. Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.2 

Hardin’s formulation has been the subject of extensive analysis and critique. At 

its core, the tragedy of the commons allegory illustrates a standard externality 

problem - each individual rationally maximizes his or her private welfare without 

accounting for external costs, i.e., the costs imposed on others) Avoiding tragedy 

seems to require collective action to manage use of the shared resource. Simply 

put, unconstrained consumption is not sustainable, and thus, constraints must 

be introduced if the resource is to be sustained. 

What should the constraints consist of? Hardin recognized t,vo (top-do~vn) 

solutions: government regulation and privatization. Government can constrain 

consumption by directly managing or regulating use of the shared resource. 

Alternatively, government can establish a system of private property rights 

delineating o~vnership of the resource. The former presumes that the government 

will take into account the aggregate effects and manage use of the resource 

efficiently over time, and the latter presumes that well-defined private property 

rights will facilitate market exchanges and lead to an efficient allocation of 

access and use rights, and consequently, efficient management of the resource 

over time (Demsetz, 1967). Both approaches eliminate the commons; no longer 

do commoners freely choose for themselves ho,v to manage a shared resource, 

for such freedom, Hardin claims, ’brings ruin to all’. Both approaches rely on 

2 I include the block quote because it is useful to see what Hardin actually said. Paraphrasing Hardin 
often leads to adjustments that obscure or improve t lardin’s simple story. 

3 In Coasian terms, it is a joint cost problem (Coase, 1960). 
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collective action through government to introduce constraints. The approaches 

differ substantially in terms of the manner in which ongoing (month-to-month, 

day-to-day, minute-to-minute) resource allocation decisions are made. 

The tragedy of the commons allegory became the starting point for examining 

common pool resource problems and solutions. Many analysts assumed that 

the tragedy of the commons model described a normal problem (at least for 

common pool resources) and a binary solution set followed: to avoid tragedy, 

society must turn to government command-and-control (micro-management) 

or private property-enabled markets. Economists, political scientists, and many 

others analyzed and debated how well these two types of regulatory solutions 

work. Will command-and-control regulation by government lead to efficient 

outcomes or would society be better off relying on private ordering by markets? 

Elinor Ostrom challenged the entire enterprise at its roots by asking two 

foundational sets of questions: first, how well does the tragedy of the commons 

allegory describe reality? Is it a useful theory for making predictions about 

real-world behavior of individuals sharing common pool resources? Does it 

describe a normal or exceptional situation? Does it provide a useful basis for 

choosing or designing regulatory solutions? Second, does the binary choice 

between government command-and-control regulation and private property- 

enabled markets reflect the full range of options? Are there alternative (bottom- 

up) institutions and/or means for collective action? 

Critically, the two sets of questions are related, particularly when one begins 

with the tragedy of the commons allegory. Hardin blurred resource system 

with resource management. In his allegory, the shared resource system is the 

pasture, and open access sharing among herders is the resource management 

or governance regime. As did many social scientists, Hardin made a series of 

assumptions with respect to both resource and resource management that limit 

the gcneralizability of his allegory. As Ostrom (2007: 15183) explained: 

Hardin envisioned a pasture open to all in ~vhich each herder received a direct 

benefit from adding animals to graze on the pasture and suffered only delayed 

costs from overgrazing. Translating his metaphor into a theory requires five 

assumptions: 

(i) the resource system is a pasture; 

(ii) no governance system is present related to the resource system; 

(iii) the mobile individual resource units (the animals grazing on the pasture) can 

be identified and are the property of their owners and, when fattened, can be 

sold for cash; 

(iv) a sufficient number of users, given the size of the pasture, are using the pasture 

to adversely affect its long-term productivity; and 

(v) the resource users independently make decisions to maximize their own short- 

term returns. 
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These five assumptions ... lead to a theoretical prediction of very high 

harvesting of the pasture grasses and severe overharvesting or destruction of 

the ecological system. 

Situations characterized by these assumptions, in which individuals 

independently make anonymous decisions and primarily focus on their own 

immediate payoffs, do tend to overharvest open-access resources. Researchers 

have repeatedly generated a ’tragedy of the commons’ in experimental 

laboratories when subjects make independent and anonymous decisions in 

a common-pool resource setting. 

Making one small change ... in the structure of laboratory experiments, 

a change that is predicted by game theory to make no difference in the 

predicted outcome, has repeatedly had major impacts on interactions and 

outcomes. Simply enabling subjects to engage in face-to-face communication 

between decision rounds enables them to approach socially optimal harvesting 

levels rather than severely overharvesting the commons. In the face-to-face 

discussions, participants tend to discuss what they all should do and build 

norms to encourage conformance.4 

Note that when the assumptions hold and fully describe the resource setting, the 

theory’s predictions may be useful. But this is exceptional. Reality is considerably 

more complex. The tragedy of the commons allegory rarely describes shared 

resource settings in a sufficiently complete manner as to qualify as a useful theory 

for making predictions or prescribing regulatory solutions. More is needed. 

Of course, it may be convenient to work within the confines of the allegory 

or model - and perhaps to assume that reality conforms to those confines - 

because doing so makes analysis tractable and leads to a well-defined problem 

and possible solutions to compare and evaluate. But this is a fundamental mistake 

and an example of distorting reductionism. It can lead the analyst to miss ,vhat 

is most important and focus on what is least relevant. 

40strom (2000) also critiqued reliance on the rational actor model *vhen analyzing collective action 
and social dilemmas. After establishing a series of ’well-substantiated facts’ about human behavior based 
on extensive fieldwork: ’I believe that one is forced by these well-substantiated facts to adopt a more 
eclectic (and classical) view- of human behavior’ (Ostrom, 2000: 141). She developed a ’second-generation 
model of rationality’ in which humans are ’complex, fallible learners who seek to do as *veil as they 
can given the constraints that they face and who are able to learn heuristics, norms, rules, and how to 
craft rules to improve achieved outcomes’ (Ostrom, 1998: 9). The second-generation model of rationality 
predicts that reciprocity, reputation, and trust as ’core relationships’ can lead so increased net benefits 
(Ostrom, 1998: 13). This theoretical model identifies ’individual attributes’ that are particularly important 
in explaining behavior in social dilemmas: these attributes include ’[1] the expectations individuals have 
about others’ behavior (trust), [2] the norms individuals learn from socialization and life’s experiences 
(reciprocity), and [3] the identities individuals create that project their intentions and norms (reputation)’ 
(Ostrom, 1998: 14). 
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As Ostrom (2007) explaiued in the quote above, a slight change, which takes 
you outside the confines of the model, gives rise to solutions that completely 
escaped atteution and would not be predicted to be relevaut. Relaxing one 
of the assumptious, or just recognizing that some other factor is relevant to 
the situation, can chauge everything; cooperatiou to avoid tragedy becomes 
theoretically feasible without resort to one of the two ’solutions’. As is uow 
well understood in the field of institutioual economics generally, community 
managemeut, social norms, and other institutional arrangements are relevant 
solutious that can and often do outperform government regulation and market 
regulation. 

Ostrom’s contributiou goes well beyond recognizing the limits of models and 
acknowledging what is theoretically feasible. While it is important to understand 
Ostrom’s concerns about model-iuduced myopia, it is equally if uot more 
important to appreciate how she responded to those concerns. In Governing 
the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action, for example, 
Ostrom (1990) explained ho~v models such as the tragedy of the commons lead to 
myopic analysis of solutions aud policy prescriptions. She suggested that neither 
the Leviathan (governmeut regulation) nor Privatizatiou (market regulation) is a 
panacea, and that model-induced myopia leads analysts to ignore alternative 
institutional arrangements that may be more effcctivc tools for governance. 
But that is merely the beginning - literally, chapter one of the book (Ostrom, 
1990). 

Ostrom was a scientist. Her response to concerns about model-induced 
myopia was to do the scientific work of systematically studying actual resource 
systems and governance institutions. 

Over decades, Ostrom demonstrated through a rich empirical program how 
self-organized community governance often is an effective alternative for a 
wide range of shared resources. In some contexts, communities can and do 
solve tragedy of the commons, collective action, and other related resource 
management problems without (turning to) government regulation or market- 
driven allocation as a panacea. They do so in a variety of ways, often relying on 
informal mechanisms for coordinating behavior. Community solutions do not 
always succeed or always fail; they sometimes succeed and sometimes fail. ’The 
temptation to seek out regulatory panaceas based on universal models, whether 
through private property, state action, or even notions of community, must be 
resisted in favor of a more nuanced approach’ (Madison et al., 2010a: 676). 
Context matters. 

Recognizing that people sometimes cooperate cffcctively and build institutions 
to enable sustainable shared use of common pool resources opened up 
the ’solution space’ and focused scholarly attention on complexity, context, 
communities, and institutions. This broader field of vision not only brought 
informal institutions into view and encouraged their systematic study, but it 
also improved our understanding of formal institutions by revealing the many 
different ways that government, market, and community institutions depend 
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on each other to be successful,s And it yielded two significant lessons, one 

substantive and one methodological. 

Ostrom’s Substantive Lesson: 

Embrace complexity and context - or simply, reality. There is tremendous 

value in systematically studying actual contexts that present potential tragedies 

and institutional arrangements aimed at averting tragedies. 

Be wary of mode!-induced myopia, supposed panaceas, and binary thinking. 

The deep problem with Hardin’s tragedy of the commons allegory is not the 

allegory itself or its translation into a model or even a theory about bow’ people 

might externalize costs in specific settings. The deep problem is the myopia that 

the model induced and the binary government-or-market thinking that followed. 

We consistently make the mistake of thinking in binary terms, individual or 

social, private or public, market or government. This leads to great distortions 

in our perceptions about the world and the plans we make. Reality is much more 

complicated. 

Standing alone, this lesson may be underwhelming, or perhaps even offcnsive 

to the scholar. You might be thinking, ’This is not a lesson. We all know that 

studying reality beats studying fictitious scenarios that do not match reality’. 

Naturally, the next question is how should one go about studying reality? This 

leads to the second lesson.6 

Ostrom’s Methodological Lesson: 

Embrace systematic, evolutionary learning through various interdisciplinary 

methodologies, theories, and empirical approaches, including case studies. There 

is tremendous value in a research framework that facilitates such learning while 

itself being subject to adaptation and refinement over time. 

Ostrom did not presume community-based institutions were successful 

or ubiquitous. Community-based institutions required systematic study. To 

facilitate research on these institutions across diverse resource systems, Ostrom 

worked for decades on developing a scientific approach to studying and 

evaluating institutions. She devoted incredible energy to methodology, bridging 

disciplines, and enabling systematic, collaborative social science. 

To systematize research, she developed the Institutional Analysis and 

Development (’IAD’) framework.7 It encourages interdisciplinary research 

5 As explored in a recent book, Ostrom’s vision allows us to appreciate that government regulation 

of shared environmental resources does not replace or eliminate the commons altogether - for that would 

be the true tragedy! Rather, in many cases, government regulation constructs a semi-commons where a 

narrow range of resource usersh~ses are constrained in order to sustain ’freedom in the commons’ for a 

xvide range of other resource users/uses (Frischmann, 2012). 

6 The risk of model-induced myopia that Ostrom identified also provides a strong basis for taking 

a pluralistic approach to thinking about, and teaching, economics, especially if one cannot go out and 

study reality as Ostrom did. 

7 I discuss the IAD framexvork as a prominent example, but the reader should understand that Ostrom 

extended her ideas to the development of a more complex framework for the analysis of Social-Ecological 
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and seeks to avoid path dependencies from disciplinary or methodological 
blinders, problems akiu to the model-induced myopia discussed above. The IAD 
framework structures a common set of research questions to apply across diverse 
contexts. Ostrom (2005: 28-29) explained the relationships betweeu a research 
framework, theories, and models: 

The development and use of a general framework helps to identify the elements 
(and the relationships among these elements) that one needs to consider for 
institutional analysis. Frameworks ... provide the most general set of variables 
that should be used to analyze all types of settings relevant for the framework... 

The development and use of theories enable the analyst to specify which 
components of a framework are relevant for certain kinds of questions and to 
make broad working assumptions about these elements. Thus, theories focus 
on parts of a framework and make specific assumptions that are necessary 
for an analyst to diagnose a phenomenon, explain its processes, and predict 
outcomes .... Microeconomic theory, game theory, transaction cost theory, 
social choice theory, public choice, constitutional and covenantal theory, and 
theories of public goods and common-pool resources are all compatible ~vith 
the IAD framework .... 

The development and use of models make precise assumptions about a limited 
set of parameters and variables. Logic, mathematics, game theory models, 
experimentation and simulation, and other means are used to explore the 
consequences of these assumptions systematically on a limited set of outcomes. 
Multiple models are compatible with most theories .... 

The framework-driven approach is functionalist. It seeks to integrate theoretical 
and empirical research in coherent manner. Critically, Ostrom did not reject 
theories or models, but instead embraced the idea that different theories and 
models could work better for some observed phenomena than for others,s 
The lAD frame~vork aims to systematize research efforts by facilitating ’a 
more rigorous evaluation by matching and testing of theories and models with 
observed phenomena, and most generally, enable learning over time’ (Madison 
et a!., 2010a: 678). It depends heavily on empirical data, and consequently, on 
a systematic approach to gathering data. 

Systmns (Ostrorn, 2009). Moreover, even when applying the IAD fraxnework, the specific context shaped 
the research protocols. For example, as reported in Hayes and Ostrom (2005), Ostrom and colleagues 
associated with the Center for the Study of Institutions, Population, and Environmental Change (CIPEC) 
and the Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis, both at Indiana University, developed a 
complex question-based frame,york tailored for analyzing forests: ’Our research team spent two years 
developing a series of ten protocols’, that ’enable scholars to examine the impact of diverse ways of 
owning and governing forests (such as individual o~vnership, joint ownership by a coxnrnunity, and 
different forms of govermnent ownership) on investment, harvesting, protection, and managing activities 
and their consequences on forest conditions, including biodiversity’ (Hayes and Ostrorn, 2005: 603-604). 

8 She did reject the idea of a one-size-fits-all theory. 
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The IAD framework identifies the most general set of variables that should 
be used to analyze all types of settings relevant for the framework and divides 
the investigation of such variables into groups.9 The first group is exogenous 
variables and includes biophysical characteristics, community attributes, and 
’rules-in-use’ (or governance mechanisms). With respect to the analysis of a 
particular situation, these attributes of a commons are fixed. In the case of the 
lobster fishery, for example, these attributes might include the relevant biological 
characteristics of lobsters, such as the rates at which they age and reproduce; 
attributes of the community of fishermen, such as the proximity in ~vhich they 
live to others, the existence of familial relationships, and the skill sets needed for 
lobster fishing; and the rules - explicit or informal - that govern fishing. 

The second group is the ’action arena’, which ’refers to the social space where 
participants with diverse preferences interact, exchange goods and services, 
solve problems, dominate one another, or fight (among the many things that 
individuals do in action arenas)’ (Ostrom, 2005: 14). In other words, the ’action 
arena’ is the context in ~vhich the exogenous variables combine in particular 
instances, leading over time to observed patterns of interactions and outcomes. 

Ostrom’s work emphasizes the diversity of possible combinations of 
exogenous variables that determine what actually happens in particular instances 
and, hence, the outcomes that result. The rules governing lobster fishing 
contribute to the activity’s long-term sustainability, for example, but the patterns 
of interaction actually observed depend on the richness of the particular 
environment for lobsters, the degree to which rules are actually enforced, 
seasonal factors such as weather, and interaction with outside influences such 
as pollution and the state of the larger economy. Understanding the observed 

success or failure of a commons enterprise such as a lobster fishery may require 

accounting for all of these factors, even though it may turn out that outcomes 

are relatively impervious to some of them. 

The foundation of the framework-driven analysis is structuring questions in 
clusters about the exogenous variables, the action arena, and the patterns of 
interactions and outcomes. This approach aims to systematize data gathering 
across complex, diverse phenomena while remaining amenable to diverse 
disciplinary perspectives and empirical methodologies. 

One interesting aspect of the lAD framework is its accommodation of and 
heavy reliance on case studies. Case studies are an important component to 
the research program because case studies provide rich, detailed descriptions of 
institutional arrangements in context. In addition, case studies provide feedback 
for the research framework itself.1° Of course, case studies also slow things 

9 The following four paragraphs are adapted from Madison et al. (2010a: 678-680). 
10 To implement the IAD frame,vork, Ostrom and her collaborators employed a three-pronged 

approach. First, they engaged in a broad range of case studies of natural resource comrnons to form a 
basis for a bottom-up practice-based taxonomy of successful and unsuccessful approaches ~o resource 
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down, making the empirical work more laborious, contentious, and incremental. 
Arguably, this is a virtue. Good (social) scientific research often takes time. A 
framework-driven approach is particularly attractive for studying the complex 
interactions between ecological and social (institutional) systems because of the 
many different disciplines and methodologies that must be brought to bear if 
progress is to be made (Ostrom, 2009). 

Ostrom’s embrace of complexity goes further than studying reality and 
adopting a framework to accommodate different theories and methodologies. 
She also embraced collaboration among different people, disciplines, and 
cultures. She worked hard to ’establish[] a common ground in the fractured 
academic world of the natural and social sciences’ (Becket and Ostrom, 1995: 
114). Her work was forcefully interdisciplinary, and throughout her career, 
she called on various disciplines to remove their disciplinary blinders. In her 
Presidential Address to the American Political Science Association, for example, 
Ostrom called for expansion of the ’type of research methods regularly used in 
political science’ and suggested that more understanding is required across the 
social and biological sciences (Ostrom, 1998). 

Ostrom recognized that studying commons requires a kind of commons of 
its own, an interdisciplinary community for sharing skills, knowledge, research, 
and experience. So she built one.11 With ’an ad hoc group of scholars including 
political scientists, anthropologists, economists, historians, and natural resource 
managers’ she founded the International Association for the Study of the 
Commons (IASC).12 She was the first President of the IASC. The IASC’s three 
goals are 

(1) To encourage exchange of knowledge among diverse disciplines, areas, and 
resource types; 

(2) To foster mutual exchange of scholarship and practical experience; and 
(3) To promote appropriate institutional design. 

In pursuit of these goals, the IASC hosts major international conferences, 

publishes The Commons Digest and the International Journal of the Commons, 

management. Second, they developed a framework, based on the initial case studies, for identifying the 
variables that are significant in determining the success or failure of a commons enterprise and of the 
viability of institutions in particular contexts. Third, they preserved flexibility in their framework so 
that it could be adapted and revised in response to learning derived fi:om the case studies. Based on the 
information obtained by applying their frame,york to structured case studies, they developed theories and 
models for particular commons situations, designed experiments to test those theories, and advanced a 
set of design principles for successful natural resource co~nmons (Madison et al., 2010a: 676-677). 

11 Actually, she built many. Of particular note, with her husband Vincent Ostrom, also a renowned 
political scientist, she founded tile Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis. The Workshop is 
an autonomous research center at Indiana University dedicated to the interdisciplinary, collaborative, and 
co~nparative study of institutions (see Indiana University Bloomington, 2008). In honor of the couple, 
IU renamed the workshop, The Vincent and Elinor Ostrom Workshop in Political Theory and Policy 
Analysis. 

12 See International Association for the Study of the Commons (2012b). 
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and engages in many other activities that promote knowledge sharing and 

build social capital and connections among those concerned with commons.13 

Ostrom’s legacy is most vividly seen in the thousands of people around the world, 

in many different disciplines and professional settings, who consider themselves 

a part of the research commons she helped construct. 

2. Applying Ostrom’s lessons to commons in the cultural environment 
(or knowledge commons) 

Ostrom may be most well kno~vn among environmental scholars, but her lessons 

extend well beyond natural environmental resources. Here, I focus on commons 

in the cultural environment. This label sometimes confuses people; so let me 

briefly explain. I use the term ’cultural environment’ to refer to the various 

cultural, intellectual, scientific, and social resources/systems that we inherit, use, 

experience, interact with, change, and pass on to future generations. Commons in 

the cultural environment thus refers to information commons, science commons, 
cultural commons, data commons, and other types of intellectual resource 

commons (Frischmann, 2007; Frischmann, 2012: 253-314; Madison et al., 

2010a). As shorthand, I and others sometimes refer to these as knowledge 

commons (Hess and Ostrom, 2005). There are good reasons for casting a wide 

net and grouping information, science, knowledge, culture, data, and so on 

together. For brevity, I may refer to one member or another, but the analysis 

that follows applies to all. 

It turns out that intellectual resources have their own ’tragedy of the 

commons’-type allegory. It usually invokes the ’free rider’ as the selfish actor. 

Replace Hardin’s pasture with an intellectual resource - for example, an idea 

- and consider what happens when the resource is openly accessible to all. 

Everyone who can profitably make use of the idea will do so, as much and as 

often and in whatever manner suits them. ’So what?’ you may ask, ’Where is 

the tragedy in that? There is no depletion and so there is no ruin’. Ideas are 

public goods, not common pool resources; ideas are consumed non-rivalrously; 

they have infinite capacity and are not congested or depleted. Unconstrained 

consmnption does not seem to pose a problem. However, there is a catch. 

We posited an existing idea. The trouble is that, unlike a pasture, ideas are 

products of human intellect; they must be created and often require investment. 

Unconstrained consumption of intellectual resources presents a risk for potential 

investors because it may be difficult to recover a sufficient return from those who 

consume the idea. We might call these consumers ’free riders’ because they are 

getting a free ride on the idea creator’s investment.> The result of flee riding is 

13 For more details, see International Association for the Study of the Commons (2012a). 
14 There are a number of complications. First, even if consuxners pay something to contribute to the 

production of the public good, they may behave strategically and misrepresent their actual preferences 
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not too much consumption; rather, it is consumption without payment, and that 

might lead to an underproduction of the shared resource, that is, the idea. 

When viewed from a dynamic perspective, tragic underproduction of 

intellectual resources appears to be an inevitable social dilemma so long as 

consumption is unconstrained. In fact, the underlying problem can be modeled to 

look exactly like Hardin’s tragedy of the commons allegory. At its core, the free- 

rider allegory also illustrates a standard externality problem - each individual 

rationally maximizes his or her private welfare without accounting for external 

costs. In this context, the social costs encompass the risk to investment and 

resulting underproduction of public goods over time. Again, the model can be 

easily translated into a classic collective action problem. Avoiding tragedy seems 

to require collective action to manage use of the shared resource. Simply put, 

unconstrained consmnption appears unsustainable. A solution is needed. 

In remarkable parallelism, many analysts simply assume that the free- 

rider allegory describes a normal (rather than exceptional) problem. Again, 

a binary solution set naturally follows. To avoid tragedy, society must turn 

to production subsidized by government or to intellectual property-enabled 

markets. Government subsidization does not involve introducing constraints 

on consumption. Instead, the underproduction problem is dealt with head-on. 

Government directs funds to research activities that yield intellectual resources 

and thus investment risks no longer matter. These intellectual resources can be 

shared openly and freely. On the other hand, intellectual property rights, such 

as patents and copyrights, lower the costs of exclusion, enable transactions, 

and mitigate the risk to investment posed by free riders. Intellectual property 

rights thus enable markets to function more effcctively in supplying intellectual 

resources. Both approaches rely on collective action through government but 

differ substantially in terms of the manner in which resource allocation decisions 

arc made. 15 

The flee-rider allegory, like the tragedy of the commons allegory, has played a 

powerful role in shaping the relevant discourse, policy, and law" (Lcmley, 2005). 

It figures prominently in the classroom (textbooks), courtroom (legal opinions), 

and halls of Congress (political debate). 

Yet, we should focus on reality and be wary of powerful allegories. Following 

Ostrom, we should ask two foundational sets of questions. First, how" well 

does the free-rider allegory describe reality? Is it a useful theory for making 

with the objective of letting others bear a greater proportion of the costs (Sarnuelson, 1954). This is a 
variant of the free-riding problem discussed in the text, but it does not correspond to ex post opportunism 
and is not solved by exclusion via intellectual property rights (Frischmann, 2012: 265). Second, so~ne 
consumers (competitors) who obtain access to the resource can share it wi~h others at a marginal cost of 
zero. Such sharing may fuel competition but undercut investors’ ability to secure a return. 

15 For a discussion of how govermnent and market resource allocation decisions depend on 
fundamentally different demand signals and evaluation, and how these differences impact the cultural 
environment, see Frischmann (2012: 109-110, 253-314). 
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predictions about real-world behavior of individuals? Does it describe a normal 
or exceptional situation? Does it provide a useful basis for choosing or designing 
regulatory solutions? Second, does the binary choice between government 
subsidization and intellectual property-enabled markets reflect the full range 
of options? Are there alternative institutions and/or means for collective action? 

Free riding - the act of freely using resources generated by another person 
without payment or even authorization - is normal. As I (Frischmann, 2012: 
161 ) argued recently: 

free riding is pervasive in society and a feature, rather than a bug, of our 
economic, cultural, and social systems. There are innumerable examples of 
free riding in society, and there is little reason to think that such behavior 
is inefficiently suppressing investment incentives systematically throughout 
society. Rather, idea diffusion and competition, among other important social 
processes, depend significantly on free - unauthorized, unlicensed, unapproved 
and often unpaid - riding. 

The more difficult question is whether free riding that involves intellectual 

resources systematically reduces incentives to invest in such resources. Does such 

free riding normally lead to a social dilemma? The claim that it does hinges on 

certain premises about the behavior of investors. How does free riding impact 

actual people who invest time, money, effort, or other resources to produce 

intellectual resources? Does the risk of flee riding diminish their incentives to 
invest?16 

Whether private incentives are in fact inefficiently suppressed by this risk 

depends on the type of investment, the intellectual resource in question, and the 

particular context. Many intellectual resources plainly are not subject to this 

particular concern, as evidenced by the fact that people consistently generate the 

resources without being disabled by concerns over misappropriation. In many 

situations, people make investments because the expected private benefits exceed 

their fixed costs, regardless of whether or not others free ride. Appropriating 

benefits through market exchange of the intellectual resource or some derivative 

product may not be relevant to the investor. For example, we engage in many 

intellectually productive activities because participation itself provides sufficient 

private benefits (Frey, 2008: 35; Madison et al., 2010a). Participation can be 

fun, intellectually stimulating, educational, service-oriented, among other things 

(Benkler, 2006; Schweik and English, 2012). Participation may not be effortless 

or free; it may require substantial investment. Regardless, the private value 

derived from participation may be sufficient, and external benefits conferred 

to others that use or consume the output (i.e., the intellectual resource) may 

16 If free riding does diminish incentives to invest, we would still need to investigate how and to what 
degree. Axnong other things, reducing free riding via intellectual property rights likely exhibits diminishing 
returns in terms of the impact on incentives. For further discussion, see Frischmann and Lemley (2007). 
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be irrelevant to incentives to invest.17 Similarly, in many situations, people 
create, invent, and innovate because the anticipated returns from their own 
use of the results are sufficient to justify the investment. There is a rich literature 
on user innovation that demonstrates how many significant innovations result 
from users seeking to solve their own particular problems, needs, or curiosities 
(Strandburg, 2009: 871-888; Von Hippel, 2006). People often engage in such 
activities without disabling concern over free riding. 

There arc many other examples, but the point should be clear. Free riding 
does not necessarily reduce incentives to invest and does not inevitably lead 
to a social dilemma. Reality is considerably more complex than the free-rider 
allegory suggests, and there is no good reason for systematically marginalizing the 
many situations in which free riding that involves intellectual resources does not 
reduce incentives to invest. Such myopia is inexcusable. The bottom line is that 
the allegory rarely describes shared resource settings in a sufficiently complete 
manner to qualify as a useful theory for making predictions or prescribing 
solutions. Much more is needed. 

My hypothesis is that free riding negatively impacts investment incentives 
and leads to social dilemmas in only exceptional circumstances, but frankly, I 
do not have empirical evidence to test this hypothesis (nor does anyone else, 
to my knowledge). My hypothesis is based on anecdote and observation, as 
well as a broad conception of the relevant universe of free riding phenomena 
and circumstances (investment opportunities). Regardless, as noted above, I 
confidently claim that free riding is ubiquitous and often quite beneficial in 
the sense that it is an important feature of competition and idea diffusion in 
society, often generating positive externalities as free riders use ideas productively 
(Frischmann, 2012). Consequently, we must take care ~vhen prescribing solutions 
to solve supposed social dilemmas associated with free riding. 

Even in situations ~vhere free riding reduces incentives to invest and a 
social ’underproduction’ dilemma arises,is it turns out that there are many 
complications that are too easily overlooked. Ostrom’s substantive lesson applies 
with equal force. First, there are no panaceas. Government subsidies and 
intellectual property rights are prominent means for addressing social dilemmas, 
but both ’solutions’ are far from perfect; both are incomplete and introduce their 
own complications, biases, and inefficiencies.19 Second, and more important for 
purposes of this article, there are many alternative solutions that people regularly 
employ to avoid tragedy. Commons in the cultural environment are an important 
set of alternatives that deserve systematic study (Hess and Ostrom, 2005). 

17 Even if those benefits could be internalized, such internalization could potentially decrease 
incentives to invest and prove quite costly (Amabile, 1996: 17; Benkler, 2006: 298; Frischmann and 
Lemley, 2007; Pink, 2010: 37). 

18 The classic example of a context in which this dilemma arises is the pharmaceuticals industry (Burk 
and Lemley, 2009.) 

19 There is a rich literature that defies a brief summary. 
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Before proceeding, it is important to be clear about what I mean ~vhen I refer 

to commons; the concept is remarkably fluid and varies considerably in its usage 

across different disciplines. Here is how I use it: 

Commons is an institutionalized community practice, a form of community 

management or governance. It applies to resources, and it involves a group or 

community of people, but the commons itself is not the resources, the community, 

a place, or a thing. Commons is the institutional arrangement of these elements. 

’The basic characteristic that distinguishes commons from non-commons is 

institutionalized sharing of resources among members of a community’ (Madison 

et al., 2010b: 841). Critically, there is incredible variance among commons in 

terms of the types of resources and communities, and consequently, in terms 

of the institutions through which governance is practiced or implemented. Of 

course, there are various obstacles to sustainable sharing. The tragedy of the 

commons allegory highlights one, and the free riding allegory highlights another. 

In reality, communities can and often do overcome these and other obstacles 

through constructed as well as emergent commons.~° And yet, as Ostrom made 

clear, commons can and often do fail, and thus demand systematic study. 

Commons in the cultural environment refers to the institutionalized 
community practice of sharing information, science, knowledge, data, and other 

types of intellectual and cultural resources. Many communities regularly share 

such resources and overcome concerns about free riding and other dilemmas,zl 

Most obvious may be research commons, given the importance of sharing 

and collaboration norms within scientific research communities (Merton, 1979; 

Reichman and Uhlir, 2003). Reichman and Uhlir (2003) examined scientific 
data commons, pressures on the ’sharing ethos’ within various scientific 

communities, and institutional means for reconstructing commons. Cook- 

Deegan and Dedeurwacrdcre (2006) examined research commons in the life 

sciences and mapped out some of the relationships between the structure and 

function of the resource commons and the relevant community. The National 

Research Council of the National Academics sponsored an international 

confcrence in 2009 that explored microbial research commons. Participants 

examined how" upstream microbial research inputs - microbial data, literature, 

20 The distinction between constructed and emergent commons arose in the exchange we had with 
Professors Wendy Gordon and Gregg Macey in the Cornell Law Review (Gordon, 2010: 735, n.14; 
Macey, 2010: 785-780; Madison et al., 2010b: 846-847). 

21 Some dilemmas arise frown the traditional solutions to the free rider problem. For example, 
intellectual property rights can interfere with productive use of intellectual resources and deter investments 
in areas where investors perceive a threat of exclusive rights ’blocking’ utilization or further development. 
I will not explore the various dilemmas here, but I ,vould like to make clear that commons are sometimes 
constructed to overcome problems created by intellectual property rights (e.g., avoiding a so-called anti- 
commons). Yet in other contexts, intellectual property rights are critical inputs for creating a commons 
and facilitating cooperation and joint production (e.g., open source software development projects, such 
as Linux; Madison et ai., 2010a). 
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and research materials - can be managed as a commons (Reichman et al., 
forthcoming; Uhlir, 2011). 

Madison et al. (2010a) discussed the following less obvious examples: 
intellectual property pools, in which owners of patents in a technological domain 
license their patents to a common ’pool’ from ~vhich producers of complex 
products can obtain all of the permissions needed to make and sell goods that use 
the patents; open source computer software projects, ~vhich offer users of open 
source programs the ability to create and share modifications to the programs;2~ 
Wikipedia, which offers users of this Internet encyclopedia the power to add to 
and edit its contents; the wire service for journalism operated by the Associated 
Press, which allows individual member media outlets the opportunity to publish 
work produced by other members; and ’jamband" fan communities, which 
record, share, and comment on musical performances of their favorite groups - 
with the permission of the artists themselves. We mentioned additional examples, 
including medieval guilds, ’the modern research university and the departmental 
and disciplinary structures that lie within and above it’, and the Request for 
Comments (’RFCs’) series that defines the technical protocols of the Internet. 
During a conference hosted at New York University in 2011, scholars presented 
case studies that ranged from rare disease research consortia to recreational roller 
derby leagues. 

There are many different commons in the cultural environment. Yet we know 
very little about them: How do such commons work? Where do they come from, 
what contributes to their durability and cffcctivcncss, and what undermines 
them ? 

In the past decade, scholars in various disciplines have become interested in 
studying these types of commons, and some have begun case studies. However, 
their research too often is focused narrowly on the specific case or an isolated 
area, such as academic publishing or open source software, and fails to investigate 
the broader institutional questions and to appreciate the need for systematic 
analysis.~3 As a result, they tend to consider only a limited number of descriptive 
variables, which makes integration and learning from a body of case studies 
quite difficult. 

Guided by Ostrom’s methodological lesson and building on her IAD 
framework as well as her pioneering book with Charlotte Hess (Hess and 
Ostrom, 2005), Madison et al. (2010a) developed a research framework 

22 For a systematic study of open source software projects using the IAD Frame,york, see Schweik 
and English (2012). 

23 This is not a critique of those scholars. The point is that someone carefully studying a particular 
information commons - say, a patent pool - may not appreciate - much less have the tools or incentives to 
observe, record, and evaluate - the many descriptive variables concerning the shared resources, community 
members, institutions, and context that *vould facilitate comparison with other commons in the cultural 
environment - say, other intellectual property pools, open source projects, online co~nrnons-based peer- 
production, jambands, and so on. 
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to facilitate systematic study of commons in the cultural environment. The 
underlying nature and structure of the inquiry as well as the focus on complexity, 
context, communities, and institutions unites our project with her legacy. 
Nonetheless, we needed to adapt and extend the IAD framework to account 
for significant differences between commons in the natural environment and 
commons in the cultural environment. Most obvious, the resources are different, 
and as a result, the obstacles that must be overcome for institutionalized sharing 
to work are different. Thus, for example, the governance structures for commons 
in the cultural enviromnent manage existing resources as well as production and 
integration of ne~v resources. Another interesting complication is the complex 
role of legal institutions in delineating intellectual resources, for example, by 
defining ~vhat constitutes the expression in software that might be governed 
by open source software licenses. Notably, this complication raises resource 
boundary and corresponding resource management issues that are less salient 
for commons in the natural environment. 

Madison et al. (2010a) explored these and other differences extensively, and 
explained why the differences call for a series of inquiries specifically tailored 
to commons in the cultural environment. It turns out that the exogenous 
variables are more intertwined in this context because separating the managed 
resources from the attributes and rules-in-use of the community that produces 
them can be incredibly difficult, if not impossible in some contexts. Moreover, 
distinguishing outcomes from resources and community attributes is not always 
strictly possible, since the interactions of the participants in these commons arc 
inextricably linked with the form and content of the knowledge output, which in 
turn is itself a resource for future production. At this stage, we have identified the 
most general set of variables that should be used to analyze all types of settings 
relevant for our framework and divided the investigation of such variables into 
groups of questions, summarized in the following abbreviated outline: 

(II) 

Background environment 
(a) What is the background context (legal, cultural, etc.) of this particular 

commons ? 

(b) What is the ’default’ status of the resources involved in the commons? 
Patented? Copyright? Open? 

Attributes of the commons 
(a) Resources 

(i) Identify all resources being pooled and how they are created or 
obtained 

(ii) Describe the characteristics of the resources, such as whether they 
are rival or non-rival, whether they are tangible or intangible, the 
technologies needed to create, obtain, or maintain them, and the 

technologies and skills required to use them 
(b) Community members 

(i) Identify community members and describe their roles 
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(ii) Describe the degree and nature of openness of the community 

with respect to each type of community member and the general 

public 

(c) Goals and objectives of the commons 

(i) Identify the goals and objectives of the commons 

(ii) Identify the history and narrative of the commons 

(III) Governance 

(a) What are the governance mechanisms of the commons (e.g., membership 

rules, resource contribution or extraction standards and requirements, 

conflict resolution mechanisms, sanctions for rule violation) 

(b) Who are the decision-makers and how are they selected? 

(c) What are the institutions that govern decision-making? 

(d) What informal norms govern the commons? 

(e) How do non-members interact with the commons? What institutions 

govern those interactions? 

(f) What legal structures (including intellectual property rules, subsidies, 

contract and licensing la~v, antitrust provisions) govern the functioning 

of the commons? 

(IV) Patterns and outcomes 

(a) What benefits are delivered to members and to others (including 

innovations and creative output, production, sharing, and dissemination 

of those innovations and output to a broader audience, and social 

interactions that emerge from the commons?) 

(b) What costs and risks are associated with the commons, including, for 

example, any negative externalities? 

Essentially, these clusters of issues guide more detailed inquiry. Case studies 
across disciplines and reviews of existiug literature that address commons iu the 
cultural environment will help specify relevant attributes ~vithin each cluster. We 
are developing a coding manual for case studies, and we expect the framework 
to evolve further as researchers apply it to specific case studies. This process is 
currently underway. 

Taking another page from Ostrom’s lesson book, ~ve have beguu to build an 
international and interdisciplinary research community. Many case studies are 
underway; more are being planued. It may be a while before we have any major 
scientific findings to report; it may be slo~v-going, laborious, and iucremental. 
But that is flue because, as Ostrom showed us, good (social) scientific research 
often takes time. 

3. Conclusion 

Elinor Ostrom received the Nobel Prize because of her groundbrcaking and path- 
setting research. Many people arc only starting to realize and understand the 
import of her theoretical and empirical contributions to institutional economics. 
These contributions will continue to shape research and education in economics, 
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political science, law, and other disciplines concerned with institutions that shape 

collective action and community governance of shared resources. 

The two enduring lessons I highlighted in this article arc more basic. They 

derive from her scientific approach to research, and her corresponding demand 

for rigorous, systematic inquiry. I aill grateful to have learned these lessons, as 

I believe they provide a basis for continuing her work and extending it to other 

contexts. Commons in the cultural environment arc one example, but there arc 

others - e.g., infrastructure commons and privacy commons. Simple models of 

social dilemmas, as well as binary thinking about solutions (government versus 

market), arc legion. 

I am grateful to have known Elinor Ostrom and to have learned all that she 

taught me. She is missed, but she remains present in the minds and hearts of 

the many people she influenced, as her dedication and insights inspire and fuel 

future work. 
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Meet This Year’s Equality Champions. 

Conference&Gala 

NI of flaese great honorees wil] be on-hand at flae Gala, and - 
mee~ and greet these amazing equalig~ heroes - all a~ a speNal reduced rate. 

Spedal thanks to Sen. Skein, Rep. (k?tham, Ms. Joyner, Ms. Hahn, and the Freedom Center for Sodal 
fi:~r daeir worn to m ake North Carolina a be~er place for LGBT 

~d ~hank YOU, Lissa for ~’~ri~o to<l~v to help build a state of equality. 

For Equality, 

Melissa 
Eq uality N C Founds 

P.So Don’t miss this ~’eat oppo~vmi~y to sponsor, support (and be showcased at) North Carolina’s signa~m’e 
event for our faat-growh~g Equali~: eommunib~. If you’re a pro-Equa]i~" business, organ izat~on or 
individImL emMl }~[},~,5~£~{~3:~,~;}1~N today to become a 2Ol3 Equality Gala Sponsor or Table tiost 
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Video: Empirical Evidence that GMI’s Forensic Alpha Model (FAMTM) Delivers Returns 

i~i GMI Ratings 

Empirical Evidence that GMI’s Forensic Alpha Model (FAM~") Delivers Returns 

Thank you for attending GMl’s second Forensic Alpha ModelTM webinar yesterday. We hope you agree that it was a compelling presentation detailing the 

methodology, construction and predictive capabilities of FAM. The demonstrated performance results of FAM go beyond simply gauging the health and 

strength or risk parameters associated with individual companies. The Forensic Alpha Model is a purely thematic and uncorrelated approach to capturing 

governance effects on stock returns. Below, please find a link to a replay of yesterday’s webinar, the second in a series. 

Video: Forensic Alpha Model (FAM) - Second in a Series: Western European Optimization 

As shown in the webinar, the data for year-to-date 2013 demonstrates the strongest returns yet. 

Please contact sales@flmiratin~qs com to undertake a back-test of FAM 

For those not able to attend the webinar, we invite you to watch the replay and contact us for additional information. 

d bottom shadow 

This email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time. 
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Thursday, October 17, 2013 11:07 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.K. Expected to Name Alleged Co-Couspirators in Libor Scandal 

U.K. Expected t~) Name Alleged C~)-Conspirat~)rs in 
Libor Scandal 

British fraud prosecutors next week are expected to publicly name roughly two dozen 

traders and brokers who they believe were involved in a scheme to manipulate benchmark 

interest rates, according to people familiar with the plans. 

Lawyers representing the U.K.’s Serious Fraud Office are due to appear in a London 

courtroom Monday for a hearing about their criminal-fraud cases against a former bank 

trader and two former brokers. 

At that hearing, the lawyers plan to publicly identify other traders and brokers who 

allegedly conspired with the defendants to rig the London interbank offered rate, or Libor, 

these people say. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ 1;00x250 
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Federal Reser~e Board issues enforcement action and tennination of enforcement actions 

Federal Reserve Board issues enforcement action and termination of enforcement actions 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/pres~enfi~rcement/20131017a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivel~, .com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 
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RE: 3 --FW: October 17, 2013: Obama Signs Bill to Raise Debt Limit, Reopen... 

Hi l.issa, 

i hope career trekking is GREAT! 

Is it safe to assume you mean~: to add this to in the media., no~ cu[~ and 

Cheers~ 

~ Broome, Lissa L 
~Btl Thursday, O~tober ~7, 26~3 8:~ AM 

T~ Bor~, Conrad 
~je~t~ 3 --~: O~tober ~7, 20~3: Obama SNns Bill to Raise Debt Limit, Reopen... 
Cat and paste for DDt ere 

It’s Time for Tech Companies to F~x the Gender lmbMance, Coluranist Urges 

And 
O8G’s Women on Boards... 
Thanks, 
Lissa 

Fmm~ NACD Directors Daily [mailto:NACD~INFOINC.COM] 
Sent= Thursday, October 17, 2013 7:02 AN 

To~ NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 
Subject= October ~7, 2013: Obama Signs Bill to Raise Debt Limit, Reopen... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message bebw or are usm~ a mobile device 

Today’s Top Headline 

",after shu~ting down ~he U,S. govemmenJ for 16 days and driving ~he naJion 

toward the brink of default," reports the Washinflton Post (Oct. 17, 
Montgomepi, He~derman), "a chastened Congress voted late Wednesday to 
reopen ~ederal agencies, call hundreds of ~housands of cb~l se[varfls back to 
work, and raise the $16.7 ~d~lion deM I~m~L" An accord reached by Senate 
Majority Leader Harry M. Reid (D-New) and Minori~ Leader Mirth McConnell 
(R-Ky,) ended the stMemate and gave President Obama aimost exactly what 
he requested months ago: 8 bill ~o fund the government and increase the 
Treasury Department’s borrowing power wit[~ no strings altached. The Senate 
ratified the deM Wednesday Nght by an 81-to-18 margin. A few hours later, 
~he House of Representatives approved ~he measut~ by a vote of 285 to 144. 
"Obama s~gned ~he measure into law shodly after mMnighU’ no~es the 
Journal, "reopening parks and monuments across 1he nation, restoring 
government sew~ces, and putting furloughed federa~ employees back on the 
job." The measut~ also guarantees ~hose workers back pay for time spent at 
home. Enforcement of the debt limit is suspended until Feb. 7~ and federal 
agencies are funded through Jan. 15. 

CBS News (OcL I7, Kaplan) no~es that Congress’ approval rating has taken 
hits throughout the shutdown. The latest Ga[[up tracking poll shows that 
disapproval of both Democrats and Republicans has risen since the beg~nNng 
o[ this month, and Congress saw an eighbpo~nt drop - from 19 percent ~o 1 I 
percent - from the slad of Seplember to early Ootobec "The polarization h~ 
Congress stems from ~ deep po~arizatbn ~n American society," states the 
network, "and RepuM~can ~eadem indicated they have no ~ntenfion of dropping 
~hek quest to tepea~ Obarnacat~ or albwing spending cuts mandated by the 
sequester to be undone. Thal means the pa~isan fights are I~ke~y to continue 
far into the future." 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 17, Meckle0 adds that the budget stalemate 

has left major business groups and the Republican Par~y, Iongtime political 
allies, at a crossroads. "In interviews with representatives of companies large 
and small," slales ~he newspaper, "executives predicted a change in how 
business would approach politics." Few are predk:ting a new alignment with 
Democrats, but many are forecasting increased political engagement with 
cenlrist Republicans. Some are even contemplating a disengagement wi~h 
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politics altogether. For ~he mos~ pint, business executives have expressed 
dismay that some GOP bgislatom opted net to heed their warnings that 
shutting down the government and risking default would hurt the U.S. 
economy. "The episode has prompted top business lobby groups, including 
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, to consider taking sides in Republican 
primaries next year in hopes of replacing tea-party censeP,~atives with more 
business4riendly pragmatists," conf#ms ~he Journal. 

Share [] [] i~i Facebook [] 

Exclusive NACD Peer Exchange Event 

Lead{rig I~;~inds of Governance 
Dec. 3 I Marriott Marquis I New York, NY 

Join NACD for a cemplimentapi director-driven forum to exchange ideas, 
insights, and ell-the-record war slories on all things governance. Pa~bipants 
wi~ have the opportunity to ~oterad w~lh America’s boardroom experts and 
governance gurus, ~nc~uding Steven ~. Dav~doff of DeMBook, in a truly 
unique ~em~aL where ~he key learnings w~ll elevate even the mos~ seasoned of 
dkectors. 

This peer-exchange event will take place on the morning of the Directorship 
I00 9ala~ Make ~he mos~ of your time and a~tend both! 

Learn more and request an invitation. 

Share [] [] i~i Facebook [] 

Audit and Finance 

Advance Auto Parts to Buy General Parts lnternationa~ 

"Advance Auto Parts Inc. plans to buy General Pads International Inc. for iust 

over $2 billion," confirms the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 16, Cimilluca), 
takeover that would create one of North America’s largest aftemqarket auto- 
parts previde~s." The acquisition would create a company wi~h $9.2 billion in 
annual sales, cemparaMe in size to the market’s current largest player in this 
niche, AutoZone Inc. Advance Auto posts nearly $6 billion in annual sales, 
with approximately 4,000 locations selling everything from batteries 
fresheners to engine parts. For its part, General Parts has some $3 billion in 
annual sales, operating about 2,600 Carquest bcatiens. "The deal would 
enable Advance Auto to penetrate more deeply into the bigger and faster- 
g~wing commercial auto parts market," states ~he Journal. 

Share [] [] ::g:: Focoboo~ [] 

~K~l Sells Dispenser Business to Berkshire for $1.1 Billion 

’IMI PLC agreed to sell its beverage dispenser and merchandising businesses 
to Berkshire Hathaway Inc.’s Marmon Group for about $1.1 billion in cash to 
focus on industrial valves and fluid control systems," repeals Bloomberg (Oct. 
16, Noel). The Birmingham, England-based company’s decision eaH~er in the 
year to expbre options fer ~ls soda-pop d~spenser - used by such major 
corporate c~ents as Coca-Co]a Co., PepsiCo ~nc., and McDonMd’s Corp. - 
prompted Marmon ~o make an unsolicited approach. ]MI shareholders w~ll 
receive 620 million pounds (US$991 mil~on) of the proceeds, with an 
additions] 70 m~]lion-pound pensbn contribution expected. The publbation 
states, "Berkshire w~H use ~Ml’s beverage d~spensers and mixers, whbh are 
a~so benefiting from growing demand fer cM~bd beers served on tap, 1o boost 
the retai~ and feed operations of ~ts Marmon business." 

sh~ ~ ~ ~8~ Face~oo~ ~ 

Companies Tapping High Yieid in Droves, Says ~oody’s 

"Smaller companies are tapping the European high yield market in greater 
numbers ~han ever befere," reports ReuteB (OcL 16, omith~, citing new 
Moody’s data. A~most 20 percent of this year’s debul Mgh yield ~ssuers have 

had EMtda of ~ess than US$100 m~Hbn - over three-times more than h~ 
prevbus yea~s. "It ~s encouraging ~o see the success of these relatively smal~ 
companbs ~n ~ssuing bonds at the bottem of the ratings spectrum," says 
Chetan Modi, a managing director in Meody’s European ~everaged finance 
team. "However, ~t remah~s to be seen whether tMs is a tempora~ 
consequence of #westors’ search for ybld, ~hat wi~ d~m~nish as Jnteres~ [a~es 
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"JPMo[gan has been slugged with yet another big fine as [~ works to mop up 
the mess created by the London Whale trading scandal," confirms 
CNNMoney (OcL 16, H~rrison). The investment bank w~ pay $100 million to 
the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, scknowledging "reckless" 
behavior ~ed to ~he trading debacle that generated nearly $6 billion ~n ~osses. 
Former London-based JPMorgan 1fader Bruno ~ks~l, whose learn ~s thought 1o 
be responsiMe for the complex derivatives bet, was n~cknemed the "London 
~ale" because d ~he massive t~d~ng position. The CFTC said in a 
Wednesday statement that by selling a %taggedng volume" of 1hose swaps ~n 
a concentrated period, the bank "recMess~y d~sregarded the fundamenla~ 
precept on wMch market pa~icipants rely, that pdces are estaM~shed based 
on ~eg~timate forces of supply and demand." 

Sh~,~ ~ ~ ~g~ F~c~ook B 

How Companies Can Shape Effective BYOD Rules 

USA Today (Oct. 15, Durbin) is urging companies to fermulate a response to 
the growing trend of personal devices in the workplace. "As more corporate 
data is ’allowed’ on personal devices for employee use," the newspaper 
states, "[businesses] are now relMnk~ng Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), 
seeing it as an area of ~otent[a~ Hsk, rather than an oppo~un[ly 1o acMeve a 
higher level of workplace productivity." Executive leade~h~p must ensure 
employees are aware of what constitutes good work#~g p~actices for mobile 
devices by crafting an AcceptaMe Use Policy that all staff members should be 
required to sign that is enforceaMe through disc~plins~ and/or financial 
sanctions. "Wi~h the p~pe[ policies in p~ace," USA Today conck~des, "users 
are free ~o cornMne work and personal ~asks and data, work remotely, and 
have a back-up p~an shouk~ the devices be lost or stolen." 

sh~ ~ ~ ::~:: Face~oo~ a 
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it,s Time for Tech Companies to Fix the Gender h~bala~ce, Colur~nist 
Urges 

Washin.qton Post (Oct. 16) columnist Vivek Wadhwa laments that technology 
companies have few female board members, and that’s because executives 
say ~he[e is on~y a sma~ poo~ of technJca~ women ~o recruit ~rom. Wadhwa 
asks: "~s there ~ea~y a shortage of women who are qualified to be o~ 
technology-company boards?" She then answers thai it depe~ds on how one 
defines the qualifications. If the requirement ~s that d~rectors must have strong 
~echnica~ sk~l~s, then she concedes there ~s a shortage. But ~hen she adds 
that this cfilerion ~s "disingenuous or d~shonest." Wardhwa reasons: "Board 
meetings are not ’heckathons’ ~ which geeks come together to write 
computer code. They ate about corporate governance and proteding 
~n~e~sts d shareholders." ~ndeed, ~he ~raditJona~ ~spons~bili~ies of boards 
~nck~de reviewing CEO pedermance, monitoring finances and budgels, 
approving compensation, and he~ping to set corporate strategy. "Having an 
understanding of the industry Js very helpful," she concludes, "but not every 

board member needs 1o be an ex~e~t. There are lhousands of women who 
do this." 

Share ~ ~ ~X~ Facebook ~ 

DSW Stock Split to Help ~inority Shareholders 

"h~ a move designed to irr~prove corporate governance," t~pofls ~he Columbus 
Dispatch (Oct. 16, Fe[an), "DSWshareholders have approved a ~wo.for-one 
stock sp~it of DSW’s common stock." The s#l~t wil~ go ~nto effect on Saturday, 
Nov. 2. On the fo~owh~g Monday, DS[~s shares will begin tradh~g on a spl~t- 
adjusted bas~s. "V~file most stock splits are done ~o boos~ interest ~n 
company shares," notes the newspaper, "the stock s#lit at the Columbus- 
based footwear and accessories company also se~es to curb the voting 
power of C~ess B shareholders." Among those applauding the move is 
corporate-governance expe~t Eleanor Bloxham. She states, "Usually rn~no[~ty 
shareholders are qu~te ha~py to have the voting of the ma~od#¢ diluted 
because they’re more ~ke~y to get a better shake. This sounds ~ke a step ~n 
tha~ d~rectJon." 

Share ~ ~ ::’g’:: Facebook ~ 

OSC’s Women on Boards initiative Won’t Work, Teachers CEO Warns 

The Toronto Globe and Mail (Oct. 16, McFarland) quotes Jim Leech, the head 
of Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, who warns that "Ontario’s proposal to 

create a voluntary disclosure rule to boost women on boards is unlikely to 
cause much improvement and will likely have ~o be turned into a quota." 
Leech delivered his remarks at a public forum Wednesday hosted by the 
Ontario Securities Commission. He predicted that voluntary disclosure rules 
can be attempted for a few yeats, but will ultimately be [ejec~ed as 
inadequate. Leech has proposed skipping this "intermediate step" and instead 
requiring all public company boards to have at least three women directors. 



The OSC organized Wednesday’s meeting to gather feedback on a possible 
new "comply or explain" disclosure rule, hearing corrrments from such 
business ~eaders as Leech and incoming Royal Bank of Canada Chak 
KatMeen Taylor. 
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sets 2020 Environmental Goals 

Environmental Leader (Oct. 15) is repor~in9 ~hat Dell has arrnounced its 2020 
Legacy of Good plan, which sets a dozen environmental obiectives designed 
to reduce the environmental effects of the company’s operations and promote 
~echnology’s role in meeting env#onmental challenges, amen9 o~her th#~gs~ 
Two of the 12 goals De~ has set for ~tself ~nck~de d~ved~ng from ~andfills 90 
percent of the waste the company’s bu~Mings produce, and ensudn9 that ali of 
its product packaging ~s sourced from sustainable materials by 2020. Deil wiil 
not announce the baselines for ~he 2020 goals un~H ~s corpol~te resporrsJMi~ty 
repo~ nexl summer, mainly because of recent acquisitions and the ~ntdcacy 
of measuring past greenhouse gas emissions and how they fit into Doll’s 
overall baseline. More ~han three-quarters of ~he company’s requests-for- 
proposM tea[ure a CSR elemenL 

C-Suite 

Toys R Us Picks interim CEO for Top Post, Gets New U.S. President 

Reuters (CoL I6, WoM) reports that Toys R Us Inc. has named interim CEO 

Antonio Urcelay to [he position [ull4ime, effective irrrmedia~ely. Umelay joined 
the retailer in 1996 and has been serving as interim chief e×ecutive since 
May. Toys R Us has also hired Hank Mullany to se~’,~e as president of Toys R 
Us U.S., ending an eight-month leadership search just in time for the holiday 
season. His appointment is effective Nov. 5. The 55-year-ok~ previously sensed 
as CEO of The Ser~iceMaster Co., executive vice president of WaI-Ma[t U.S., 
and president of WaI-Ma~t’s northern business. 
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Economic Outlook 

Reports: Fast Food Companies Outsource $7 Billion In Annua~ Labor 
Costs to Taxpayers 

"Two new reports released this week have shed light on how America’s fast 
I0od companies have quietly outsourced a signilican~ chunk of ~heir labor 
costs to the taxpayer," repeals Forbes (Oct. 18, O’Connor). According to a 
University of California, Berkeley study, front-line fast-food workers earning a 
median wage of $8.69 an hour are more than ~wice as likely to depend on 
public benefits pregn~ms as the rest of the workforce - 52 percent versus 25 
percent. Researchers fulther found that 68 pement of these low-wage earners 
are the primary breadwinners in their households, with mere than 25 percent 
raising children. Forbes adds, "A corrrpanion repor~ released by the National 
Employment Law Project found that the 10 biggest fast food corporations in 
the country are responsible for nearly 60 percent, or $3.8 billion, of the annual 
$7 billion outlaid by tire taxpayer Ior Iow~age workers. These same 10 
companies made a cumulative $7A billion in profits in 2012." 
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Clips eFlash .... CFP 13:12 wise men, 1 wise womm~ 

Newsletter 

Greetings from the Clips CFPShip. Hope you are well. 

The big news yesterday 0 and for the whole week maybe? 0 was the olticial am~ouncement of 

the CFP selection committee. 

There might still be some tblks unlhmiliar with the CFP acronym (it sta~ads for ~; College 

Football Playoffl ~ ) but that acrowm roll soon become thmiliaJc to aJl college tbotba]l tbns. 

What has been the BCS this past decade-plus roll next year (and for approximately a decade 

thereafter) become the CFP. 

So the BCS will morph into the CFP. Sorta. But there will be two big dilt~rences. 

Firs~t, The CFP will be a bona fide playott; unlike the nmch maligned BCS. The CFP will be a 

four-team playofl; but already [;even before we [] ve gotten started[] the cv~ies are clamoring 

for sin eighL twelve and, or sixteen team playoIt~. 

Second, the CFP selection process will ditt~r subs~ntia~ly from the tried- mad-untrue BCS 

selection process in that it will be hulno~-centric rather than poll-centric. Human- centric in this 

case memas a selection colnmittee of thirteen people will do the heavy lifting, silnilox to the 

mariner in which men ~ s and wo~nen ~ s basketball committees handle selections for file NCAA 

tonmaments. 

And here are the thirteen people officially mmounced yesterday (this is admittedly not new 

news, as the names were leaked by Ounnamed sources a week ago). 



As you cm~ imagine, sportswriters commentators, bloggers, talking heads and radio talk show 

hosts were unabashedly rude, crude mad j udgmental in their opinions on each of the chosen 13. 

I read a couple dozen axticles and bits and pieces of several others, and my take was that there 

was aJ~ overall lhvorable opinion of the people selected, if not for’the near impossibility of the 

task itself2 

The bulk of the crilicisms about the com,nittee selection had to do with the []impmprieW [] of 

having selected a woman for one of the committee slots. So what if that womm~ is a tbnner 

SecState aJad fo~mer Staat’ord Provost, with athletics reporting in to her? (Sarcasm intended). 

Go Condie! Or is it Condee? 

Hem below are what I think were the throe best articles of the past two days, including a 
hilarious []cave man[] farce by Pat Forde of Yahoo Sports. 

Brave New World. 
ttave a good Thursday. 

Nick Infa~te 

Clips Editor 

gZe start ~?~with a,!~ne overview ar!Jcle b3# ]van ~aisel of~E\qP~M com. 

The selection committee got it right 
By Ivan Maisel, ESI)A;. corrt, 10-16-13 

The College Football Playoff announced Monday that JeffLong would chair the 

selection committee, and immediately the inquiry light glowed red. The Southeafftern 

Conference representative in charge? Puh-leez. It’s like putting Walter White in charge of the 

D.A.R.E. program at J.P. Wynne High. The conspiracy theorists, their backroom scenarios in 

tow. axe sure to believe that the (insert conference here) will be deprived of its rightful place 

among the college football elite. 

Fi~t of all, aJayone w-ho recalls Long’s decision-making concerning Bobby Petrino and his 
choice of motorcycling compaJ~ions should have no concern about Long’s integrity. Second, I 

t~el certaJn that Long will show no t~voritism m the school M~ere he played football and 

baseball. There is no chaJ~ce that Ohio Wesleyan will get a leg up on one of the fonr berths 

available liar college tbotball’s natioual playottl 

Long is the athletic director at Arkansas, which is in the Southeastern Conference, which has 

won the lafft seven BCS chaJ~pionships. Long’s 30-plus yeaxs in athletic administralion include 

iobs in the Big 12 (Oldahoma); ACC (Virginia Tech, Duke m~d North Carolina State); Big Ten 

(MichigaJa); Conference USA (Rice); 8J~d Mid-American (Miami, Ohio). Depending on how 

strict the committee makes its recusal role, Long may be in the room only long enough to 

discuss Oregon. 

All kidding aside, the committee is in good hm~ds. And even if Long took the job and p~oved 

to be as dense as Bertie Wooster, executive director Bill Hancock is there to act as Jeeves. 
The entire committee was announced Wedne~ay at a news conference in Dallas. Once the 

traditionalis~ts ~mknot their shorts over the inclusion of former Secretary of State Condoleezza 

Rice, they roll realize that Hancock aJ~d the commissioners who assembled the committee 

performed good work. 

The co~nmittee includes one member who w-on a national ch~anpionship (USC athletic director 

Pat Haden) as a player, one as an assistant coach (Wisconsin athletic director Barry. Alvarez) 

and one as a head coach (Nebraska icon To~n Osborne). It includes forn~er quarterbacks who 

threw (Haden and West Virginia athletic director Oliver Luck), one who mn (three-time head 



coach Ty Willingham) and one who did both (National Football Foundation chair Arehie 
Manning). 
In the end, however, if the committee works as it is expected to work, the style ofplW with 
which the committee members are thmiliar won’t matter. Neither will the schools where the 
members work or used to work, or the weather, or the number of stars at the resort where 
they meet. 
George Mason athletic director Tom O’Connor served on the NCAA Division I Men’s 
Basketball Com,nittee tbr five seasons, chairing it six yeaacs ago. 
"If you trust the people that are working with you, they can work through all of the 
discussions," O’Connor said MondW. "That was relatively eaW when I was on the committee, 
because there was a high level of trust.... Yon find out that people are all worldng for the same 
goal and the stone objective: to get it right, and get it right for. firs~ and foremost, the student- 
athlete, then to get it right lbr eveuone else, the school, the t:ans and what not." 
O’Connor remembers his first season on the committee, when he tblt like a rookie. The football 
committee is sIarting l}om scratch. They are all rookies. A tbw have served on the basketball 
committee, including fi)rmer Big East commissioner Mike Tranghese. A decade ago, 
Tranghese scrved as BCS chair, a tenure best remembered tbr his reaction &ring the 2003 
fiasco, when No. 1 USC somehow failed to make the BCS National Championship Game. 
"I tl~nk we made a mistake," Tmnghese said at the time. 
Tranghese, an early and vocal proponent of a selection committee, will smooth the path ahead. 
There are already plen~ of relationships among the group -- Rice and Willingham are good 
friends; Alvarez not only served as a Big Ten AD with Osborne, but he plwed for the Hnskers 
in the late ’60s when Osborne served as an assistant coach to Bob Devaney. 
But as hokey as it sounds, and as much as it miscs the hackles of the cynical, what O’Connor 
said really will drive these deliberations. Athletic directors and coaches alike got into the 
bnsiness fi)r the sanre reason. They had a coach who influenced their lives tbr the good and 
they want to pay it forward. The good ones in the business never tbrget why they got into it. If 
they keep that responsibility, this committee will be fine. 
Unless we see Ohio Wesleyan playing Oregon. 
Ivan Maisel writes.for SI. com. lhis article has been reprinted on this Clips et~Taal~ with 
the author~ s permission. To access the ESPN. corn website click here 

Despite skepticism, selection committee based on sound principles 
By Stewart Mandell, SI.com, 10-16-13 

We live in an age where evegvthing in sports is either amazing or awful, with nothing in 

between. So it shonld come as no surprise that the Twitterversc made np its collective mind 

that the College Football Playoff selection committee will be awful before organizers even sent 

out "the official release early on Wednesday afteruoon. 

For coutmrian’s sake, however, it’s worth asking: Is it possible to at least entertain the notion 

that "the newly anointed committee might actually be... a good thing? 

Laugh, I know. How could I possibly be so dense as to think that something conceived by 

college £botball’s power brokers -- in fact, most of the san~e exact people (Bill Hancock and 

the conference commissioners) who run the BCS -- won’t be a colossal disas~ter? In fact, why 

are we even bothering to stage this much-anticipated playoffthat eveuone spent decades 

clangoring for when we already know it’s going to be a complete train wreck, right? 

That outcome is entirely possible. Your skepticism is certainly warranted. 

But here’s where why I came away enconraged from Wednesday’s mmouncement. It had little 

to do with the names of the 13 members, who have already been known for more than a week 

at this point‘ All of them are extremely distinguished professionals, and all are perfectly qualified 
to pertbrm this task, provided they commit the necessaD’ lime. 

I came away encouraged because t?om the day it was first announced that there would be a 

committee some 16 months ago, the process always loomed more importaut than the people. 

On Wednesday, along with nantes and bios, playoffofficials released a selection committee 

"Fact Sheet" detailing the mission, principle~ voting process and more. Among the highlights: 

[] Remember the hubbub last year over whether the four-team playofffield should be limited 

solely to teams that win their conference’? The commissioners ultimately nixed that idea, bat 

canoe up with a list of five principles the committee will use to "dis~tingnish among othe~-~vise 
comparable teams." That list includes conference championships, strength of schedule, head- 

to-head competitions, comparative outcomes of common opponents (without incenting margin 

ofvictoD~) and "other relevant factors such as key injuries that may have affected a team’s 

performance during the season or likely would affect its postscason performance." 

Whether the members actually stick to those principles remains to be scen. But on paper, it’s 

hard to argue those axe anything but sound tiactors to consider. That’s particularly true tbr the 

last part. which acknowledges that reruns axe not exactly the stone in early December as they 

were in early September. 

Most impo~taa~tly, by simply writing down these criteria, the playoffaJ~ready has ,nore clearly 

defined parameters than the sport’s past 77 years of poll-selected chanipions. 

[] The voting process roll be condacted by "a series of bedlots through which the co,nmittee 

members first select a pool of teams to be considere& then rank those teams." This is the exact 

same process used by the NCAA basketball committee, and which SI.com used in its mock 



selection exercise last sea~m. It’s much more intuitive than trying to rank 25 teams at once, as 

it allows members to first hone in and compare a small number of teams to each other betbre 

comparing them with a laxger group. 

[1 "Committee members directly associated with any team under consideration during the 

selection process will recuse the~nselves from any deliberations associated with that team, and 

will not paxticipate in any votes involving that team." This tneans that Bany Alvarez, for 

example, will have no say in determining Wisconsin’s fate. This role may sound obvious, but ills 

important, and on a conference call on Wednesday, cotnmittee chair Jeff Long said the group 

will consider whether to implement further recusals. (For instance, should Oliver Luck recus~ 

himsclf when discussing Stanford?) 

[] ’~qo one single metric will be identified as parmnount over all other data." In other words, 

this committee will not have an equivalent to RPI, an outdated system that remains a 
centerpiece of the basketball selection process. This is a good thing, too, provided the 

committee members to subscribe to some sort ofhaxd data to supplement simply watching the 

ganges. 

[J The committee will meet in per~n scveral times, begim~ing in midseason, betbre sitting down 

during the final weekend to devise the official pairings, both for the semifinals and the other Big 

Six boMs. This will be particularly important during the first yea~; when members go through 

this process for the first ti~ne. They’ll be more comfortable with both the process and each 

other by the time they sit down to do the real thing. 

The word I would use to describe all of the above principles is "sound." Now. if you believe it’s 

all a smokescreen and that a former Secretary of State, Air Force superintendent and Hall of 

Fanrc coach will ignore thesc guidelines -- instead spending their meetings smoking cigars, 

playing golf and ultimately sclecting the four schools at which their closest friends work -- hey, 

don’t let me stop you. On Wedne~tay’s conference call at least, all parties used words like 

"lmmbled" (Alvarez) and "honored" (Tyrone Willinghan~) to describe their new roles. 

"... You don’t punch a clock in any of the business I’ve been in, whether coaching or athletic 

director, you just go ’til you get the job done," said Alvarez. "I’ll go about this the same way, 

whatever the time takes to get it done, I’ll get it done." 

"This was such a great step for college football, I couldn’t say no," said Willingham, "... even if 

it took 24 hours a day." 

Now-, I do have one major quibble. According to Hancock, the committee will release its own 

Top 25 mnkings "about every other week," four to five times, starting in midseason. The goal is 

to ~eplicate the "excitenrcnt" generated by the current weekly release of the BCS s~ndings. 

Yet this system is supposed to be a departure from the BCS, not a replication. One of the 

flaws of the current ustem is the horse race nature of Top 25 polls. The committee will 

essentially release its own version, which will then go out into the ether, inevitably be met with 

criticism, which in turn might influence the group’s next sct of rankings. 

ttancock insisted the committee will start from scratch each "time. In addition, committee 

members will be provided condensed cutups of games (j ust the actual plays) to watch during 
the week and they’ll be provided with reams of statistics (hopefully advanced s~tistics) and be 

individually assigned to monitor a specific conference and report back to the group. 

If executed properly, all of these represent infinite improvements over the existing AI? and 

Coaches’ polls, for which there axe no stated guidelines besides "don’t be blase&" and which 

the only ganges many participants see are the ones they either cover or coach on Saturday. 

Sithng in a room and deliberating with 12 other people charged with the same task should oNy 
further inform and enlighten committee members’ decisions. 

For all of those reasons, I’d suggest trying to temper the skepticism at least a little bit and give 
this thing a year to see if maybe, possibly it actually works. It probably will be neither am~ing 

nor awful, but tbr a public that’s endured 16 years of the harebrained BCS standings, it could 

be a lot worse than "sound." 

Stewart Mandell writesJbr SI.com. This article has been reprinted on this Clips eFlash 

with the permission of the author. 7’o access the SI website click here 

A nd nowfbr the yucks, f?om Pa~ ]~’orde of Yahoo Sports. 

Caveman thinking vs. Condoleezza Rice 
Pat Forde , Yahoo Sports, 10-17-13 

"I-Icy gays! rm not going an~t~ere." 

"ttear ye, hear ye. The Ancient Order of Football Cavemen calls its weekly meeting to ovcter, 

cave leader Pat Dye presiding. Lay down your clubs mad spears, light "the torches on the walls, 

spread out the animal skins on the floor and huddle up. 

"All Cavemer~ get in a three- point stance [] hand in the dirt! [] and repeat our creed: ’We 

support the manly activi~ of football. We will protect it frown outside influences seeking to 

soften our ~nost ~nasculine sport. We are manly men, and we believe in the manly men 

play and coach the game. No women allowed.’ 

"OK, first vice president Zog, please bring us up to speed on the urgent threat we’ve been 

dealing with for the past two weeks." 

"Coach Dye, the news is bad. The reports were tree: Condoleezza Rice has been nanrcd to the 

College Football Playoffselection committee I~ and not just to serve cott~e or lead cheers or 

knit matching sweaters for the manly men. They’re going to let her have a vote and voice 



opinions and eve .rything. Onr way oflit} is in jeopardy." 

"Thank you, Zog. Fellow Cavemen, we’re in tronble ~] but the game isn’t over yet. We need a 

god-line stand against the sisw-tication of our sport. We need to be ready to react when 

Condi Rice opens her mouth and exposes herself a.s a poser football thn. We have to pounce 

on the opportuni~" to call her out and t~3~ to pressure her offthe committee. Grog, we need you 

to s~rt crafting the counterattack." 

"Urn, the news is bad there, too, Coach l)ye. They put Condi on a conference call with 

reporters Wednesday, and everyone says she was veu i,npressive." 

"How can that be, Grog? She’s a girl who never put her hand in the dirt. She doesn’t know 

anything about the importance of a good three-technique to a defense. She’s never sight- 

adjusted a route to a hot read. Why, she wouldn’t know a good trap block if she saw it." 

"Actually, Coach Dye, she said her dad was an offensive lineman. He taught her to always 

watch the line." 

"t tmmm. Well, she certainly can’t know anything abx ut t( otball h~stot3’. 

"Uhhh, she cited the 1966 10-10 tie between Notre Dame and Michigan State, and Fighting 

Irish coach Ara Parseghian playing for the tie to preserve a backdoor national titJe. Said she 

listened to it on the radio as a kid growing up in Alabama. She mentioned it as her first 

realization of the fan frusqtmtion ruth the college tbotball system of crowning a national 

"But what has she ever had to do with college sports, other than watching games as a fan?" 

"When she was provost at Stanford, athletics reported to her for six years. She was on the 

search committee that Nred Dennis (2heen, and said she was involved in the hiring of Ty 

WillingS~m." 

"Well, I’m not impressed. She’s still a dadgum ontsider. Shonldn’t that be held against her?" 

"She was asked about that as well, Coach Dye. She said there is a reason corporate boards 

are not all compri~d of CEOs, in order to gather input from diverse sources. She said the 

committee needs ’people who will make critical jndgments.’ " 

"That’s easy to say, harder to do. What’s she going to do when 10,000 Alabama fans email her 

on a daily basis to lobby for file Crimson Tide? How will she handle that?" 

"Well, Coach. You do reme,nber that she was Secretary of State, right’? Not to sound 

disrespectful, but not even SEC fans are as intense as tile Middle East. As she sai& ’I think 

I’ve experienced plenb, of heat in my life.’ " 

"OK, I’ve about heard enough of this, Grog. You sound like yon almost believe she should be 

on this committee." 

"Well, Coach, she did sound intelligent and confident. Check ont what she said about the 

committee’s work being as open and accessible as possible to the public: ’There shonld be 

enough transparency about how this process works so coache~ players and thns have 

contidence in the process. I~ We want to encourage transparency but not hamstring committee 

members ballot by ballot.’ And she "talked a lot about the importance of’head-to-head 

competition,’ which means setthng championships on the tield. Almost eveuone wants that, 

"I am appaJled at my own lodge brothers buying into this sabotage of our values and beliefs. 

We caralot weg~cen our resolve to maintain the masculine status quo. Lis~ten, one of the keys to 

keeping football a man’s sports is to make the whole tiling sound as complicated as possible [] 
like there’s no way to understand the ganae if you haven’t played it. That’s why I made the 

hand-in-the-dirt comment to begin with. The more complex it seems to the average fan, the 

more they need the manly men who played and coached to explain itto them." 

"Coach, I thi~ we could do nothing but speak in football jargon for the next year and she 

wonld figure it out. I hate to ~y it, bnt she’s smarter than we are." 

"This is all too much for me. Zog, cue up video of the 1987 Iron Bowl so I can enjoy the manly 

attributes of a 10-0 ballgame and escape from this terrible as~ult upon our way oflit~. 

Meeting adjourned." 
Pat Forde writes for Yahoo Sports. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author [] s permission. 
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INVITATION i KPMG’s 10th Annual Audit Committee Issues Con[brence 

REMINDER 

AUDIT COMMITTEE INSTITUTE 

KPMG’s 10th Annual Audit 
Committee Issues Conference 
Governance Challenges & Priorities 

Driving the 2014 Agenda 
J ~ ~ "y " 4.15.2{}14 i Ptloerli~. ~’%~! 

~[ Arizona B]ltmore Hotel 

Dear Audit Committee Members and Directors, 

It’s shaping up to be a challenging year ahead~from data analytics 

reshaping business strategies, a growing consumer class in China 
and around the world, and new cyber security threats, to critical 
supply chain dependencies and a legislative/regulatory arena in flux. 
The dizzying army of challenges and opportunities shaping the 
business and risk landscape are setting the stage for a challenging 

2014. Audit committees and boards~across industries, from small- 
caps to blue chips~will be put to the test as they help guide their 
companies fo~’~ard in an increasingly complex and high-speed 
environment. 

On behalf of KPMG’s Audit Committee Institute, the National 
Association of Corporate Directors, and Well, Gotshal and Manges 

th LLP, we cordially invite you to join us for KPMG’s 10 Annual 
Audit Committee issues Conference, January 14-15, 2014 at the 
Arizona Biltmore in Phoenix, AZ. 

It will also offer timely insights and practical takeaways~from large 
and mid/small=cap perspectives--to help drive your own boardroom 
discussions and shape your governance agenda in 2014. 

This conference brings together audit committee members, directors, 
governance professionals, and business leaders for a timely, candid 
dialogue on the challenges and priorities shaping audit committee 
agendas in the year ahead. 

2:00 - 5:00 p.m. Audit Committee Peer Exchanges 

5:30 - 7:00 p.m. Networking Reception 

7:45 a.m. - Conference 

3:00 p.m. 
2014 Global Economic Outlook 

Beyond Best Practice: What Makes a 

Board Truly Effective? 

Developments in Washington D.C. & 

Delaware 

Financial Reporting & Audit Hot Spots 

Cyber Insecurity: How Safe Can the 

Company’s Data Assets Be? 

Striking the Right Deal: Oversight of 

M&A and Other International Ventures 

Information Asymmetry 

Managing Risk for Strategic Value and 

Continuing Education 

Participants are eligible 

to earn CPE and NACD 

credits for attending. 

CPE Logo 

[ :,’~ NACD 7 

skill- 
.... 

KPMG’s ACl 

..... Celebrating 15 

Years 



Competitive Advantage 

~, Other Hot Topics on the Audit 

Committee’s Agenda 

We hope you can join us in Phoenix. 

(We will tetum to Miami in 2015.) 

Register today at 2014 Issues Conference. 
(Historically, this event has sold out. Re,lister today.) 

Dennis T. Whalen Kenneth Daly Ellen J. Odoner 

Partner in Charge & President and CEO Partner 

Executive Director National Association Well, Gotshal & 

KPMG’s Audit Committee of Corporate Directors Manges LLP 

I nstitute 

IT o conespondence yore- m ailing preferences, you may contact an lmsubscribe from all NACD click HERE. To othei~vise 

NACD Concierge at co~tcierge~NACDonline org. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elon University School of Law <e-link@elon.edu; 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 2:59 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Elou Law Faculty Report 

Friends, 

The annual Elon Law Faculty Report explores scholarly and service contributions of 

the faculty at EIon University School of Law. This edition includes articles about 

professors Enrique Armijo, Steven Friedland, Scott Gaylord, and Heather Scavone, 

news highlights about the significant professional and public service rendered by 

faculty members in the past year, and a report on scholarly publications of the faculty 

during the 2012-13 academic year. 

We are very proud of these accomplishments, and we are delighted to share them 

with you. 

All the best, 

George R. Johnson, Jr. 

Dean and Professor of Law 

Profiles 

Advancing international freedom of expression 

Assistant Professor of Law Enrique Armijo has taken on an advocacy role at an 

international level through his freedom of expression work in Rwanda, Jordan, 

Yemen and other countries throughout the Middle East and South America. His 

most recent work is in Myanmar (Burma), which is in the midst of democratic 

reforms after 50 years of oppressive military rule. 

Read more 

Developing experiential learning in the law school classroom 

Professor of Law Steven Friedland is on a mission to boost experiential 

learning in law school classrooms through hands-on techniques like simulations, 

role-playing, small group problem solving and interactive workshops. His 

teaching "team" includes fingerprint experts, K-9 police officers and their dogs, 

prosecutors, defense attorneys and Elon Law graduates. 

Read more 

Examining First Amendment rights regarding fl’eedoms of speeeh and 
religion 



The recent scholarship of Constitutional Law expert Scott Gaylord examines the 

scope of First Amendment speech and religious liberty under the Roberts Court. 

Read more >~ 

Preparing students for practice and serving the most vulnerable 

Each semester, Heather Scavone, Assistant Professor of Law and Director of 

the Humanitarian Immigration Law Clinic, oversees upper level law students who 

represent refugees, asylees, asylum seekers, parolees and victims of human 

trafficking with federal immigration benefits. 

Read more >> 

News 

Highlights of faculty service 

In addition to teaching and scholarship, Elon Law faculty members enrich public 

understanding of law and contribute to the legal profession through a variety of 

professional service and public commentary. Some of the faculty’s contributions 

during the 2012-13 academic year are featured here. 

Read more 

Scholarship 

Elon Law faculty publications - 2012-’13 

Elon Law faculty members published books, books chapters, essays and 

scholarly articles last year, including articles in the following law journals: 

American Criminal Law Review, American University Law Review, Berkeley 

Business Law Journal, Columbia Journal of Tax Law, Connecticut Law Review, 

Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy, Macquarie Journal of Business Law, 

Michigan State Law Review, North Carolina Law Review, Santa Clara Law 

Review, Seton Hall Law Review, South Texas Law Review, Touro Law Review, 

Uniform Law Review, University of San Francisco Law Review, and University of 

Toledo Law Review. 

Read more 



the best rot the schoo~ ’!ear, 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 3:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: China’s Lenovo Weighs Bid for BlackBerry 

China’s Lenovo Weighs Bid f~)r BlackBerry 

Lenovo Group is actively considering a bid for all of smartphone maker BlackBerry, 

according to people familiar with the matter. 

The Chinese company has signed a nondisclosure agreement that enables it to look at 

BlackBerrys books, one of the people said. Spokespeople for both companies declined to 

comment. 

Last month, BlackBerry reached a preliminary $4.7 billion buyout deal with Fairfax 

Financial Holdings. Lenovo is one of several other potential bidders that have been 

circling BlackBerry, according to people familiar with the matter. BlackBerry officially put 

itself up for sale in August after years of declining market share. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: CIO Awards recognize Triangle’s top tech talent 

Today’s Top Local Stories c ....... twith us 

~ ’_______~_:_(::oS¢ience beg:ns ~33~v: Rese:rch Tria.nq:e Pa.rk 

........................................................................................................................... 

Red Hat CEO Wh~ehcust ~Iks about Team g~m~ 

T~r Heeb: to bust out al.-bb~ck urifi:rms ~;£::ams~ M~ar?:~ for ~Zero ............. 
Dark Thursday’ (Pi-~OTOS) 

HOw ~o raise $12,5~4 fo~ ~~;~y --- an ~:-:s~de look :~ 
fund~aiser 

....................................................................................................................... 

Congress 

~4anagn<:~: Can i ask ~ disabled ar~icant these.questions?,,, 

Shu~ow~ 



.......................................................................................................................................................................... 
3 lessons flor..1 l’,lark Oubarl’s co.wt~oom victory, over the S~.C 

Top Nation~ Stories 

,~obn ~ngr~m on that t~me ~eff Bezos oft~red to sell ~0% o~ 
l~mazo~ ..................... 

CEO be i~d £04~m ema~l cu4ew wai%s t:o cha~ ho~,~ we wolk 

Peo le ..... ~"~ ~’ p ~ommerc~a~ ~ea~ 
................................................................................................. Es~te 

U~e " - 

Featured Event 

FeaSted Jobs 

- 

2or~ ArcMtect - HireNetworks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail -<lebevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 3:41 PM 

debevoi semail <debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

Debevoise’s Paul L. Lee Discusses Cross-Border Resolution of Banking Groups: International Initiatives mad U.S. Perspectives 

you are having trouble viewing this e-mail, please click here. 

F’(I Debevoise & Plimpton LLP 

We hope you find this information useful, but if you prefer not to receive future announcements, 

please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" as the subject. Many thanks. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 4:54 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Obama to Nominate Ex-Pentagon La~?er for Homeland Security Posl 

Obama to Nominate Ex-Pentagon La~yer for 
Homeland Sect~rity Post 

President Barack Obama on Friday will nominate former Defense Department General 

Counsel Jeh Johnson to lead the Department of Homeland Security, according to an 

Obama administration official, picking someone who has advocated more transparency in 

the administration’s counterterrorism operations. 

The choice of Mr. Johnson, 56 years old, was something of a surprise because he was not 

among the leading names mentioned to succeed Janet Napolitano, who announced her 

departure in July to become president of the University of California system. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:<250 



A 

ACC Faculty Athletics Representatives 

Availability Chart 

Marvin Dawkins - Miami 

Please place an "X" in the time frames when you are available for a conference call. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. 

10 10 a.m. to 11a.m. 

11 11a.m. to 12 noon 

12 12 noon to I p.m. 

13 1to 2 p.m. 

14 2 to 3 p.m. 

15 3 to 4 p.m. 

16 4to S p.m. 



B C D E F 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Oct. 21 

X 

Oct. 22 

X 

X 

X 

Oct. 23 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Oct. 24 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Oct. 25 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wi~h, Robert <RWirth@BBandT.com~ 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 6:26 PM 

Broome Lis~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

BB&T externs 

Good seeing you today. 
As a follow up, we are currently looking at externs for spring and summer. If you forwarded any resumes to Bob, I did 
not receive them. However, I wdll review what you may have to offer. 
RobeetA. Wieth V.P. ] Senior Attorney 
BB&T Legal Department I rwirth@bbandt.eom 
919 - 745 - 5133 I FAX 888 - 635 - 1385 ] MC: 172-88-1oo-oo 
3~oo Beeehleaf Court, Suite lOOO, Raleigh, NC 276o4 
Assistant: Connie Woodlief 
Cwoodlief@bbandt.eom ] 919.745.5o62 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <~no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 6:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 1 resesxcher viewed your profile 

Take a iook below to ~’~ Ll~’~e the impact of your .::iep~rtme~t’:~ research output over 
time 

TOTAL 

~ ~"*~01:i~e 1 kA&.T V’&.Li< See ~}ews by 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.conF- 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 7:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Oct. 18 -- BNA, h3c. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

October ~.8, 2013 ~, Number 202 

Economic Policy 

The Federal Reserve System’s current policies aimed at fueling 

an extended economic recovery from the 2008 financial crisis, 

including labor-market recovery, must be accompanied by sound 

tax and spending fiscal policies because off.. 

LiquMity 
F~d ~c~edu~ Oct, 24 

on proposed rules to implement the first of two major new 
liquidity mandates under the Basel III framework .... 

Money Laundering 
Federal Reserve Hits Crsmmerzbank 

The Federal Reserve Board Oct. 17 issued a cease and desist 
order against Commerzbank AG of Frankfurt, calling for beefed-up 
anti-money laundering controls at the bank’s New York branch .... 

Derivatives 

Commodity Futures Trading Commissioner Scott O’Malia said Oct, 
17 that the agency currently wasn’t capable of monitoring 
compliance with the more than 60 rules and interpretations it has 
adopted in the last three years under the,,. 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) latest 
enforcement action brings the total count relating to ancillary 
credit products to five. A common theme in the resulting consent 
orders is service provider management@the... 

Housing 

Mortgage rates ticked back up ahead of the budget ceiling 
deadline, taking the average for the 30-year, fixed-rate 
mortgage to 4.28 percent from 4.23 percent the previous week, 
Freddie Mac reported Oct. :[7 .... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 7:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 18 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 18, 2013 @, Number 202 

Finance 

The heads of the World Bank and International Nonetary Fund 
welcomed the congressional agreement to reopen the federal 
government and lift the debt ceiling and urged policymakers to 
focus on steps that will strengthen economic growth .... 

Financial Institutions 
~ed ~c~ed~es Oct, 3:4 Meeti~9 to Cow,sider 

The Federal Reserve Board scheduled an open meeting Oct. 24 
on proposed rules to implement the first of two major new 
liquidity mandates under the Basel III framework .... 

Antitrust 

One of the patent battles being fought around the world by 
Samsung Electronics Co, Ltd, and Apple Inc, showed some signs 
of easing when the European Commission launched a market test 
of concessions on Oct, :[7 that Samsung offered to avoid legal,,, 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business &. Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i~ttp : iiwebut il,bi;a.comi~.~,m ~ilsignup. 

Request a FR~ Web h=.al. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright. (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms an,:5 

cor~di~.:ons of: ~.he liceRse agreemeR~ with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hagan Newsletter~hagan.senate.gov 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Connection: Congress Must Stop M~ufacturing Crises and Instead Work to Crrow Our Economy 

Kay Hagan I Unitad States Senator for [qorth Caroina 

i.~.i Official Web Site ~i Kay in NO ~i A~k Kay i.~.i Get Help with a Federal Agency 

Congress Must Stop Manufacturing Crises and 

Instead Work to Grow Our Economy 

This government shutdown was completely unnecessary. Congress should 
have never gotten to the point where the government was shut down and on 
the verge of a default crisis, and neither Republicans nor Democrats should 
attempt to take a victory lap after last night’s vote. 

However, I am glad the Senate passed a bipartisan plat] to re-open the 
government and avert a default crisis that would have been disastrous for our 
economy and our middle class families. I wasn’t elected to shut down the 
government or play political games, and it’s time for Congress to stop 
manufacturing crises and get to work on a long-tern], bipartisan and balanced 
plat] to get our fiscal house it] order, grow our economy and give certainty to 
families and business owners. 

Now that the governemnt has re-opened, my office stands ready to once 



again provide constituent service to any North Carolinian who needs 
assistance with a federal agency. Whether you’re a veteran seeking your 
hard-earned benefits from the the Department of Veterans Affairs, a senior 
trying to reach the Social Security Administration, or a small business owner 
applying for a loan from the Small Business Administration, my staff and :[ are 
here to help. 

You can contact my office and my constituent services staff toll-free at (877) 
852-9462, or you can submit a request for help online by clicking here. I am 
committed to providing first-rate constituent services to all North Carolinians. 
If you run into bureaucratic red tape, please know that the doors of my office 
are always open, 

Sincerely; 

P.S. To keep up with my work in the Senate and around North Carolina, follow 

me on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:33 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: China GDP Grew 7.8% in Third Quarter 

China GDP Gl~ew 7.8% in Third Q~larter 

China’s growth accelerated in the third quarter, putting to rest for now fears that the 

world’s No. 2 economy was headed for a sharp slowdown that would rattle world markets. 

Scrutiny will now fall on coming quarters to see whether China’s economy - a major global 

growth engine - can sustain that faster pace. 

China’s gross domestic product grew 7.8% from a year earlier, according to data from the 

National Bureau of Statistics released on Friday. That compares with 7.7% in the first 

quarter and 7.5% in the second. It also matched the median forecast of 18 economists 

surveyed by The Wall Street Journal. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:36 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Health Website Woes Widen as Iusurers Get Wrong Data 

Health ~Vebsite V~roes ~Viden as Ins~Ltrers Get Wrong 
Data 

Insurers say the federal health-care marketplace is generating flawed data that is straining 

their ability to handle even the trickle of enrollees who have gotten through so far, in a 

sign that technological problems extend further than the website traffic and software issues 

already identified. 

Emerging errors include duplicate enrollments, spouses reported as children, missing data 

fields and suspect eligibility determinations, say executives at more than a dozen health 

plans. The flaws could do lasting damage to the law if customers are deterred from signing 

up or mistakenly believe they have obtained coverage. 

See More {~overage ~ 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Magazine <grandmasters~vitnesslive.in~mail71.us4.mcsv.net> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 12:35 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Announcing The Gra~d Masters 2013 : Corporate Counsels Legal Besl Practices Summit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Felony charge for overbiling I BigLaw firm reveals nuts and bolts of pay system I Posner changes his mind on voter ID case 

The Top Stories of the Week 
October 18, 2013 

A ~E~SSAGE FRO~ CATALYST 

~.c....a...q~..Y....~..u.~..c..u...t..t...h.e....c..~....s...t..~..L.E...-..DJ.s...c.~#~Z~I~!~!~[~[~I#~Z~#~ 

Juror who flipped the bird at defendant is partner at elite law firm; will she stay on 

A ~’7~ESSAGE FROM ZENCASH 

Training Your Customers to Pay on Time 

~HIS WEEK S FEATURED BLAWG 

Letting 3Ls earn both school credit and pay for externships could make a dent in 
debt crisis 

Can lawyers ethically smoke pot in states where it is legal? One bar group seeks 
.’_y___e__s_L__a__n____s____w___e_r_ 

Zero-tolerance policy zaps honor student who gave drunk friend a ride home; her 
fam!!y ~s 

__5___t__h____grader is convicted in plot to murder classmate 

’Shocked’ lawyer says he was convicted in gambling scheme for merely giving legal 

Bar exam results should be reported to law schools by all jurisdictions. ABA 
committee u r.cj#~ 

(video) 



2 rabbis among t0 charged in claimed kidnap-and-torture plot to force religious 
._d_!x_o_r_c__e__s_ 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 
~ 

What is the worst email you accidentally sent or received? And what 
weE~ th~ ~ons~qM~es~ 

Last week, we noted a story in which a former bar president _sent an email which i,-~::x:~ ........ 
derided the Cl~i~n~ presented by justices on the Nebraska Supreme Court in a recent oral 
argument--and mistakenlg cc’d the couP’s chief justice. The sender ol the email ~rom~tlg 
a~olo~ized, and the justice assured the ~a~ies in the case that the email wouldn’t affect the 
couP’s deliberations. 

So this week, we’d like to ~sk you: ~t is the worst em~il gou ~ccMentslly sent or received? 
And what were the consequences~ (We admit we asked A_~_~J_~_L~_~J_9_~ more than We gears 
a~o, but we’re ~ivin~ it another ~o.) 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: !~your title accurately described yoM[job what would 
y_o___u___r____b_M__s_j__n___e___s___s____c_a_r__d_____s___a_y__~. 

Featured answer: 

Posted by DeadHead: "Problem Ender. Motto: I may not solve your problem, but I will end it. 
(Actually articulated that to a client 20-plus years ago, and he immediately got it. Best client 
ever!)" 

This week’s question was suggested by NoleLaw. Do you have an idea for a future question of 

the week? If so. contact us. 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Li~kedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, October 18, 2013 5:53 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Top news for Lissa Lamldn: 5 Challenges Wolnen Entrepreneurs Face And How to O~ercome Them 

: Entrepreneurs Face -- ~.rld How to Overcome Them 
And How to Overcome 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Washington Is a Perfect Washington ~s a Perfect Example of How Not 
....... Example of How Not to tO Negotiate 

Negotiate 

::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::..:: :::k:.:kd:: ::: "~f\,?~er! two !;~ou )~ ~u!! 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

TheStateof Social The Shte of Social Business 2013 [Report] 
...... Busi .... 2013 [RepoA] ::}~ : :.:: : :: ~} ~::.::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ik ~’8C8~/~ Sb~VBV ~)V }BdeBd.coK8 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~            " . 

....... Revi ........... its ~ FT.com 

criti~ - FTcom 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::                                                                                                                                      ~~~~ 0    0    0 

....... aale~at .... !      rite gence 
Emotional Intelhgen~ 

As you probably kr~ow, 
Cor~g~ess passed a b~ ~ss[ n~]ht ~o reopen the government 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

BB&T 

Follow 

Bank of America 



Subject: 

Bryan Hamilton, Publisher <reply@mail.-1 .bizjournals.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 6:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

In this issue: Raleigh continues to fose HQ operations 

First Look 

Ra}eigh cow,tissues to lose HQ operation,s 

Hospitals ~e~ge~s Unmasked 

Hesp~ta~ f~&As f~oed hea~th ca~e 

Why do hosp~ta}s mer~e? 

Yech companies hook employees w~th 

A~ ~dustr~a~ Autom~t~o~ adds 200 jobs 
Apex 

Hea~th ca~e spe~d~ng s~ewed toward 
s~ckest patients 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es >> 

You.~ Oc~,ober 18, 2013 issue is available 

Th{s Week’s Lists 

® Tectmical Staffing Companies 

~ I’~" Netwerkin~l ()empa~ies 

See More Lists 

Speeia~ Pub[icatior~s 

SPACE 2Q 2013 

BigshotsoSBA i~sefl 

SPACE 1Q 20’f3 

View the Tda~Xqle B~siness Journal Book of 

Lists 

How many times have you scouted your office in 
search of a current copy of Tdangle Bus~ness 
JOLEma~? ~[~’e~ search r~o mo~e, ~qow ~’od car~ 

have access 1o the d~g~ta~ ve~on along w~lh 10 
other people at [he same [ime...snd o~ten for ~he 
same pdce you’re psy~ng for regu~sr p~int 
subssdptbns~ Check out the ~mk below arid 
contact Bobbi Meredith to ~eat’n more at 
bmered~th@b~zjoumals.com. 

}f~c[ease yOU[ accesa with T~J’a 
po~tal today{ >> 

People 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

No, 10 Miami, 27-22- 

A season of misery and 

heartbreak continued for North 

Carolina on Thursday night. After 

leading Miami most of the game, 

the Tar Heels gave up a late... 

UNC guard 

Landon 

Turner drops 

to his knees 

Necord~settng night for Nbron 

not enough for Tar Hee~s 

North Carolina tight end Eric 

Ebron caught eight passes for 199 

yards and a touchdown, including 

a 32-yard catch with nine seconds 

left that put the... 

Eric Ebron 

breaks away 

from Raphael 

Kirby and 

romps 71 

yards on a 

Bass from 

Qt~arterback fotatior~ 

iumpstarts UNC’s offense in 

the first hMf 

Earlier in the week, North Carolina 

quarterback Bryn Renner 

announced that he would definitely 

be back for Thursday’s game 

against Miami, ... 

~.~ Nor[h 

Carolina 

quarterbacks 

Bryn Rennet 

and Marquise 
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October 18, 2013: China GDP Hits 7.8 Percent Amid Credit... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

China GDP Hits 7.8 Percent Amid Credit Concerns 

"China’s economy powered ahead in the third quarter," reports CNN (Oct. 18, 
Riley, Yan), "taking some pressure off the country’s leade~ as they seek 1o 
execute painful structural referms," The Nafiona~ Bureau of Statistics repo~ted 
Fdday mom~ng that gross domestic product grew 7.8 percent d~dng the July- 
~hrough-Septembe[ period versus ~he ~h~[d quarter of 20I 2, The pedorrnance 
matched the 7~8 percent median estimate of economists po~ed eaHier by 
CNNMoney. "China’s GDP is the most comprehensive gauge of the country’s 
economic heMth - an ~mpo~snt number to monitor as the government works 
to bring about stability after decades of runaway expansion," states CNN 
"The counl~ averaged gro~h of around 10 percent a year ~n the past three 
decades, propelling ~t ~p the fist of Mggest economies." 

USA Today (Oct. 18, Hjelmgaard) notes that China’s economic growth 
rebounded in the three-month period ended Sept. 30 from a two-decade low ef 
7.5 percent in the second quarter, propelled by government stimulus 
measures. China’s accelerating economic growth was uncle[writing gains in 
U.S. stock futu[es early Friday. Standard & Poor’s 500 index futures improved 
0.2 percent, Nasdaq index futures gained 0.5 percent, and Dow Jones 
industrial ave~ge index futures climbed 0.2 percent. 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 18, Cottle) reports that "analysts welcomed 
China’s return to something like form, but many still werry about the 
sus~ainability of ~his new pep." UniCredit arid Danske Bank say ~he most 
pressing question now is whether the recovery momentum wi~ be mah~tained 
~n the months to come. Both banks’ analysts doubt that the tM[d~ua~e[ 
nurnbe[s w~H mark a turning point towards a sustained 9[o,Mh [ecovery. A 
Danske Bank statemen~ lead: "We expect 9ro,Mh to start slowJn9 eady nex~ 
year as 1he h~pact from 1he government’s minhstimuk~s starts to ease (Q1 wi~ 
be peak ~n year-on year grov~h). ~f gro~h does not slow next year compared 
w~h the current pace, the CMnese governmen~ could be ~o[ced to tighten 
monetary policy." h~deed, w~thout an increase in domestic consumption, there 
is no guarantee the pace of gro~,~h wi~ be maintained in the quaders to come. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

1:~ BV- Key l ..... in Compensation Top ] 

Relive the 2013 NACD Board Leadership Conference 

This year’s Board Leadership Conference was a great success with over 
1,000 attendees and 150 speakei~. NACD’s Research and Editorial team 
compiled---and posted to the NACD blog--written summaries and full-length 

videos for plenary sessions. Click here for a list of these sessions with links 

to each speaker profile and links to the blog posts with summaries and 
videos. 

Share[TI~ Faceb°°k ~E~ 

NACD in the News 

lsaca CBO Working With NACD on New Video Series 

Check for iateIIbreaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern. 

[ ~i KPMGACl Fall RoundtableSeries ] 

~i Find an NACD Chapter Program 

~i Make Your M .... 
NAOD Fellow 

[ i;~ill BY- Key l .... in Compensation 

[ i;~ill BV - NACD Dir 2020 Asymmetric Info Risk ] 

[ i;~ill BY- Dship 2020: Perf ....... Metrics 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Direc[olship 100 Forum 

New York, NY (Dec. 3, 

20!3) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec. 12-13, 

2013) So!d Out 

Director Professionalism® 

Miami. FL (Dec 9-~0, 
20~3) 

Special Events 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Information Flow 

Beyond the CEO; New 

York, NY (Nov. 7, 

20~3) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom Issues; 

New York, NY (Nov 



Computer Weekly (Oct. 17, Ashford) reports ~hat non Hale, ac~ing CEO of 
global IT security association Isaca, believes Isaca has a vital role in 
facilitating communication between security practitione~ and business. He 
s~a~es, "We aim to be the glue in ~he middle to bridge the gap and enable 
organizations to tie dsk and wJlneraMlities to business goMs2 As pa~t of this 
aim, he is collaborating w~th the National Association of Corporate Directors 
on a nodes of free v~deos for boards around the globe to create awareness of 
cyber security, h~ addition, the publication reports, "lsaca plans ~o introduce 
content 1hat w~] enaMe organizations to benchmark themseN’es against top- 
pedorm~ng organizations in bus~ness metdcs such as Iow~ost compliance." 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Heidrick & Struggles Congratulates Partners Named to NACD 
Directorship 100 

According to Globe Nev~wire (Oct. 17), Heidrick & Struggles h~temational 
inc. this week announced ~hat "Bonnie W. Gwin, vice chaim’~an and ~’~anaging 
pmtner, Nodh America Board of Dkectors Practice and Theodore L. DysarL 
v~ce chakman and ~eader w~th~n the g~oba~ CEO & Board Practice, were again 
named to the National Association of Corporate Directors D~rectorsMp 1002 
The former has been named to ~he I~st every year s~nce 2009, whi~e tMs 
marks the ~atteCs sixth time on 1he D~[ectorsMp 100 s~nce 2007. The annual 
list is based on a suwey of 15,000 public company d~recto[s and off~ce[s. Jo~ 
Madno, ~ntedm CEO of HeMrick & Struggles, remarks, "The fact that the 
Nat~ona~ Association o~ Corporate D#ectors has chosen to bestow this 
on Bonnie and Ted year-after-year ~s a testament 1o the ~rofess~onal~sm, 
knowledge and counse~ they bdng to boardrooms on a dai~y bas~s." 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

N.C. Corporate Tax Cuts CouM Lower Utility Rates - a Little 

"The North Carolina Utilities Commission has established proceedings to 
consider whether recently approved utility rate increases should be reduced 
because of tax cuts approved by the N.C. General Assembly that take effect 

over the next two years," reports the Triangle Business Journal (Oct. 17, 
Downey). In calculating the proper revenue requirement for each u~HJty, 
comm~ss~one~ ~nc~uded money to cover the corporate income tax and the 
gross receipts tax ps~d by each ufilffy. But state legislation this year 
el~m#~a~ed ~he 3.22 percent gross receip~ tax as of July 1. ~ also introduced a 
two-step redudion ~n the state’s corporate ~ncome tax. "The current corporate 
tax rate of 6.9 percent w~H 9o down to 6 percent Jan. 1 ," states 1he Bus~ness 
Journal. "~t w~]] drop to 5 percent on Jan. 1,2015." 

S,are~ :~ Facebook ~ 

Law and P~!icy ............................................................................................................................... 

Oii Comparfles Are Sued in Waste of Natura~ Gas 

"In the sharpest challenge ye~ 1o ~he surge in flaring of natural gas in ~he 

Bakken shale oil fieM," states the New York Times (Oct. 17, Krauss), "North 
Dakota mineral owners this week filed 10 class-action lawsuits seeking 
millions of dollars in lost royalties from some of the naiion’s largest 
companies." Approx~maie]y 1,500 fires bum above western Noah Dakota due 
to the deliberate burning of natural gas by companies scrambling to drill for oil 
w~thout having sufficient pipeih~es to transpo~ their production. W~th cheap 
gas bubMin9 to ihe lop wffh expensive o~], the various firms do not have 
economic ~ncenfive to erect the necessa~ pipelines. As a result, they flare 
the excess gas. Among the companies being sued are Continental 
Resources, Maid, then OH, and XTO Energy. "North Dakota regulators allow 
companies to seek exemptions for fladng as they connect their wel~s to gas- 
gathering ~ines," notes ihe newspaper. "Bui the su~ts accuse the companies 
of vioJat~g deadlines and other limitations." 

Shar¢~~ Facebook ~ 

T1F Proposal Takes Aim at Corporate Execs’ Pay i~ Chicago 

Under a proposed ordinance submitted this week at Chicago’s City Council 
meeting, companies seeking tax-increment financing subsidies or other 
financial support Irom the Windy City would be required lo disclose how much 
their executives are paid re~afive to I~ne workers~ "Specifically," Crain’s 
Chicago Business (Oct. 16, H~nz) repots, "the p[oposa~ would requke publicly 
~raded companies to de~a~ the ratio of executive pay ~o tha~ of ~he rank and 
file." The measure, wMch ~s based on a proposa~ now before the SEC, Js co~ 
s~onso~ed by C~ty Cou£c~ Fh~ance Committee Chairman and 14th ~ard Aid. 
Ed Burke. Burke states, "Companies that grossly overpay their top executives 
are simply no~ desewing of puMic subsMJes. Burke, though, d~d not define 
what wou~d constilute overpay. 

!9, 20!3) 

Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 

York, NY (Dec. 3, 

20!3) 

Webinare 

The Next Wave in 
Regulation and 

Compliance: What’s 

Ahead for 2013 (1 I/!2) 
Compensation (12/!8) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 
board leadership ~for 

directors, by dkec~o[s We 

deliver the wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 
confidently navigate complex 

business ci~aiienges arid 

enhance shsreowner value. 

We ampli~’ the collective voice 

or d#ec~o[s in ~he national 
dialog on board leadership 
issues. [.earn more 

Follow NACD on: 



�ompensa~i~[~ ................................................................................................................................ 

Congress’ Wrong-Way Approach to CEO Pay 

Los Anqeles Times (Oct. 17, Dorl0 cokmmist Michael Delhi writes tha~ Capitol 
Hill lawmakers have created onerous regulations that simply will net reduce 
compensation for the nation’s CEOs. "If Congress rea~y wanted to target CEO 
pay by enhancing disclosure," he s~a~es, "~ should have ~ecused on a 
1hat realtors much more 1o d~rectors and the shareholders they represent: 
CEO compensation to corporate profits." As chief executive pay has soared, 
Jt has absorbed an ~nct~asing~y ~atger share of corporate earnings - earnings 
that could o~he#vJse have gone to shareholders as d~v~dends or been 
re~nvesled to grow the bus~ness. RequMng firms to Mghlight this fact could 
give directo~ some pause before they approve the next compensation hike. 
"Plus," Delft conck~des, "this ~s a very simple number to calculate because 
companies are already requh’ed to d~sc~ose both earnh~gs and the lop five 
executives’ pay totals." Dodf ~s an author and a professor of ~aw 
Southwestern Law Schoo~ in Los Angeles. 

Shar¢~~ Facebook ~ 

¢£[#£[ate s£cia! R~pon~!bi!i~y .................................................................................... 

Office Depot Celebrates 10 Years of Transparency with 20t3 Report 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 17) observes that OIfice Depot Inc. is ~outing i~s 
tenth consecutive year of sustainability metrics repe~ting with the launch d its 
2013 Corporate Citizenship ReporL Since 2013, the company has grown its 
greeR product assortment from more than 2,000 products to near~y 1 I 
~tems. Over thal same time span, Office Depot’s total carbon feot#dnt is down 
43 percent even though the total square footage of ~ts facilities has grown. 
Also ~n the ~ast 10 yea~, Office Depot has recycled 105 m~lion ~nk & toner 
cartridges. Finally, the retaJ~er has completed more ~han 3~500 g~oba~ factory 
~nspect~ons t~r ve~dor compliance aud~ls s~nce 2002. Office Depot Chairman 
and CEO Nei~ Austrian states, "We pride ourselves in doing business the right 
way, wh~]e a~so putting ~he customer final We take our role as an outstanding 
corporate citizen seriously." 

[~licrosoft Tops Corporate Socia~ Responsibility Rankings 

"Mic[oselt has topped the Reputation Institute’s Global CSR RepTrak 100 
Study fer the second year in a row," according to CRM Buyer (Oct. 16, 
Adhikad}. For its results, the h~stitute sup,~eyed 55,000 consumers areund the 
globe about the~[ attitudes toward the [ep~tafions of companies in terms of 
corporate soc~a~ respons~M]ity. Research has shown that CSR reputations 
directly ~mpact customer re~afionsMps. According to the sludy, for ever~ five 
points a company’s CSR reputation goes Lip, recommendations from 
consumers ~ncrease by 9 percent. Interestingly, four of the top 10 companies 
~n the shady are ~n ~he ~echno~ogy fie~d: M~crosoR, third-place Google, seventh= 
place ~nte~, and No~ 9 App~e~ 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

"Video-streaming service Hulu on Thursday named Mike Hopkins as its new 
chief executive, effective immediately," repeAs the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 
17, Calla). Hopkins succeeds Andy Forssell, who had se~’ed as acting CEO 
since March when Jason Kilar exited. Hopkins previously served as president 
el Fox Ne~works Group, a division el 21st Century Fox Inc., since 2008. He 

has been a member of Hulu’s board of directors since 2011~ 

Economic Outlook 

2014, Workers’ Share of Hea~th Costs Nearly $5,000 At Large 
Compa~ies 

"Companies that have long provided health coverage continue to pile a larger 
share of medical costs onto ~hei[ workers as employees next year Iace heady 
$5,000 in premiums, co-payments, deductibles and other forms of co- 
insurance," reports Forbes (Oct. 17, Japsen), citing a new study by Aon 
Hewitt. The benelits consul~ancy projects ~hat aversge health care costs will 
increase 6.7 percent to $11,176 per employee in 2014. Of the total premium, 
employees ate projected to pay 22.4 percent of the total, or $2,499. 
Furthermore, employees are projected to see a jump by more than 10 percent 



in their out-of-pocket costs, including co-payments and deductibles, from 
$2,239 this year to $2,470. "Such cosbsharing has escalated in recen~ years 
as corporate America tries to slow the growth of company-paid medical 
expenses," states Forbes, "Aon Hewitt’s data comes from a d~base of 516 
~arge employe~ that spend more than $61 b~lion annually on hea~th care 
benefits for more ~han 12 million employees and their dependents" 

The Eau Claire Leader Tele rag£am (Oct. 17) notes that the National Association 
el Home Builders;Wells Far,_qo builder sentiment index has slipped to a 
reading of 55 this month, down fl’em 57 in September. Researchers point to 
unceriainty over the budget impasse on Capitol Hill as the main reason for the 
drop. The partial governmen~ shutdown made it more dilficult for some buyers 
to close on a mortgage, raising concern that a prolonged shutdown could 
undermine the health of the residential real estate recovery. Nevertheless, 
builders remain optimistic that the rebound will continue, as any reading 
above 50 indicates ~hat more builders view sales conditions as Iavor~ble 
instead of unfavorable. NAHB estimates that builders in September broke 
ground on single-family homes at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 
620,000 to 630,000 homes, which is in line with the previous month’s pace of 

628,000. 
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TU College of Law <tu-law@utulsa.edu> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dean’s Note: From Dean Jm~et K. Levit 

At ]he University of Tulsa College of Law, our faculty are dedicated to testing the boundaries of law 

and the legal profession. They recognize that, in reaiity, the word "laW’ must always be foilowed 

by "and," that the success of iegai scholarship and practice is measured, in part, by openness to 

interdisciplinary insight. Some of the fruitfui conjunctions recently explored by our faculty include: 

copyrights, soclainorms, and modemist authors the First Amendment and commercial speech law, 

healthcare, and bioethics: and the legal contexts that shaped the life and writings of Oscar Wilde 

Robert Spoo, Chapman Distinguished Professor of Law and Associate Dean for ~ 

Faculty Development, has recently published Without Copyrights. Piracy, Publishing, 

and the Public Domain, with Oxford University Press. The book probes the failure of U.S. 

copyright law to protect foreign authors for more than a century after the first federal 

copyright act in 1790. American publishers responded to this copyright vacuum by agreeing 

to recognize each other’s "rights" in uncopyrighted foreign works, often paying authors 

unrequired honoraria and royalties. Informal publishing norms--called "trade courtesy"-- 

filled the gap created by law, though these norms were always threatened by "pirate" 

publishers who refused to play the courtesy game. Professor Spoo shows how copyright 

and courtesy affected nineteenth-century writers as well as modern authors such as 

James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, and T.S. Eliot. The book has received enthusiastic comment 

in The Nation, Publishers Weeldy, and other venues. 

Univ of Michigan Press has re-released Tamara R. Piety’s book, Brandishing the ~ 

First Amendment Commercial Expression in America, in paperback. Professor Piety 

is the Phyllis Hurley Frey Professor of Law at The University of Tulsa College of Law and a 

nationally known critic of commercial and corporate speech. In her book, she explores 

strategic litigation by corporations to win more expansive First Amendment speech rights 

and argues that this expansion imperils public health, safety, and welfare; the reliability of 

commercial and consumer information; the stability of financial markets; and the global 

environment Professor Piety participated in two major conferences this year - the Freedom 

of Expression Scholars Conference at Yale Law School in May, and the Privacy Law 

Scholars Conference at the University of California-Berkeley in June She also participated 

on two panels at the Law & Society Association annual meeting in Boston in June and 

most recently spoke at The Ethical Society of St. Louis last month. 

The Tulsa Law Review hosted its annual scholarship symposium on Friday, October ~ 

4, 2013. This year’s event, Health Law Policy. Legal Issues in the Evolving Heatthcare 

Market, honored the work of Einer Elhauge, Petrie Professor of Law, Harvard Law School, 

and founding director of the Petrie-Flom Center for Health Law Policy, Biotechnology, and 

Bioethics. We were proud to host a panel of distinguished scholars at John Rogers Hall: I. 

Glenn Cohen, Professor of Law, Harvard Law School; C. Scott Hemphill, Professor of Law, 

Columbia Law School; Abigail R. Moncrieff, Associate Professor of Law, Boston University 

School of Law; Arti K. Rai, Elvin R. Latty Professor, Duke University School of Law; Barak 

Richman, Edgar P. and Elizabeth C. Bartlett Professor of Law & Business Administration, 

Duke University School of Law; Christopher Robertson, Associate Professor, James E. 

Rogers College of Law, University of Arizona; and Talha Syed, Assistant Professor of Law, 

University of California-Berkeley. 

On November 7-8, 2013, TU College of Law will host an interdisciplinary conference, ~ 

Oscar Wilde & the Law, exploring the ways in which law shaped the life and legacy of 

the famous Irish playwright and wit. Merlin Holland, Wilde’s grandson, will speak 

on ’Copyrights and Wrongs"; other panelists will address the effect on Wilde and his 

writings of laws regulating homosexuality, blackmail, and libel, as well as the impact of 

Wilde’s three public trials and his incarceration for "gross indecency." Panelists will include 

Professor Laura Appleman, Willamette University College of Law; Professor Margot 

Backus, English Department, University of Houston; Professor Russell Christopher, TU 

Law College; Professor Joseph A. Kestner, TU English Department and Film Studies; 

Professor Sean Latham TU English Department and Editor, James Joyce Quarterly; 

Professor Robert Spoo, TU College of Law; and Professor Simon Stern, Toronto Law 

Faculty Events are open to the public. 



I look forward to keeping you posted on the achievements of our fine faculty, thought- 

p[ovoking conlerences, and o[her developments~ I hope the beginning of your academic year 

has been successful thus far. 

~an a~d Dtan 3ohn Rogers Endowed Chair 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Do you know Bren Spafling, Che~l Chew or shannon ~nci:ayden? 

Lissa Lamkin, 
Staying in touch with valuable contacts can help you in your career. 

Quickly connect to some people we think you know. 

Sparling 

Bren Sparling 

Pediatric ICU nurse at 
UNC Health Care 

Other people you may know 

~ 
C heryl Chew 

Attorney 

~ 
L ynn Boone 

ke~al Oareer Counselor at the 
Universitg ol Noah Oarol~na School 

ol kaw 

~ C~nnect w~th Lynn 

~ shannon mef~yden 
Leadership Consultant 

Ce]ie Richardson 

Nichardson kaw Group 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Fidelity’s updated RTP campus bolsters mcrnitment strategy 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 18, 2013 - Business news essential to Rabigh’s leaders. 

~ U~ N~iea~Regw~tory 

Fidelity’s updated RTP campus bolsters recruitment 
strategy 
Fidelity investments, a Boston-based financial services firm, unveiled its newly 

renovated and expanded Research Triangle Park campus in Durham on Thursday 

Durham, Chapel Hil~ ranked amonq nation’s most liveable 
cities 
Durham is ranked No 4 and Chapel Hill is ranked bin. 70 on the list of top 100 

places to live in the U.S., according to iiveability.com 

Duke Ener.qy sees slowing demand, more renewables in 
long-term plan 
Duke Energy Carelinas’ currem break in new powerIplan[ censtruotien is likeiy ,o be 

brief, wiih 1he cempany brecasting [he need fer a 680--megawat[ natural gas plan~ in 

2017 and an addibenai 840 megawatb; ~n 2019 

Discuss 

CIO Awards recognize Triangle’s top tech talent (PHOTOS) 
Triangle Business Journal’.,i 2013 CIO Awards brough~ the Triangle’s tep [ech talent 

oui ef the office and into the dewntown Raieigh Marriott Thursday 

j__O__~__~__ 

Red Hat CEO Whitehurst ~l~s abo~t ’Tea~ ~i~’ 

~ losers fro~ the shutdown saqa 

......................................................... Accounting and finance professionals shouM see 3% raise 

......................................................... next year 

......................................................... Oregon footbafl team to wear pink for Kay Yow fund 

......................................................... Read ~orn~n# Edition >> 
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~i~i ~omm~tte~igl~ts Oct o~!8 ~0! 3 

On Governance and Leadership 
I,x, AC, 

Directo~ are increasingly pulled into the debate about whether to 
disclose a Foreign Corrupt Practices Act violation to enforcement 
authorities-voluntarily. "Isn’t that like calling the a~ille~ in on your 
own position?" ask some, whose wahine metaphor is intended to I 
suggest that "self-repotting" is a self-evidently bad idea. The issue, 
however, has become more common and less simple. ( Cot~rate More from KPM~’s 

Board ~embe~s: Can You Ace TNs Test on Compliance. All 
corporate directom should know the answers to at least 10 basic I . 

Hoe nan ~¢ dee ( hp questions about compliance at the corporations they help to 

On Financial Reporting 

Standards. The PCAOB voted to adopt two attestation standards 
pe~aining to audits of brokers and dealers along with an auditing 
~t~d~d fo~ b~o~e~=~r ~dit~. Th~ ~ ~t~d~rd~ ~e p~ o~ ~n ........ 
effo~ to protect customer funds by enhancing the quality of 
compliance information provided to the SEC and used in its 
regulato~ oversight of broker-deale~. ~’ebCPA) 

~nWS,OFS ~igh ~n O~ FASB Credit Loss Proposals. The CFA~::*:;~ IL~t;1~         I 
~nstitute has released the results of a suHey of ~nvestor attitudes 
toward the va~ing proposNs by the F~nanc~al Accounting 
Standards Board and the International Accounting Standards Board 

FASB and IASB Refocus o~ F~a~c~a~ D~sc~osures. The FASB 
and IASB are revealing fu~her details about their Iong~talled Nans 
for creating a Disclosure Framework to help accountants decide on 
which notes to include with financial statements. (WebCPA) 

Upcoming Events 

on 
KPNG’s Fail 

Leading Practices from Global Acquirers. In order to gain a    co~mittee RoundtaNe 

deeper understanding of ~eaaing global M&A practices, KPMG and 
Professor Nancy Hubbard of Goucher College collaborated on a December 1 
su~ey of 160 companies and a series of high level inteHiews with 
over 70 senior executives. The key findings from the analysis reflect 
current M&A strategies both from a regional and emerging market Audit Committee 
pempective (KPMG) ~ssues Conference- 

On the Economy 

CAQ "Main St,dot" Investor Survey. Nearly seven in ten "Main Share ~nsights 
Street" investom had confidence in the U.S. capital markets and a 
record 79 percent had confidence in investing in U.S. I 
publicly-traded companies just prior to the government shutdown on 
October 1, according to the Center for Audit Quality’s (CAQ) 2013 
Main Street hwestor Suwey. (CA@ 

The F~ancial Executive’s Role ia Influencing 
Transformation. Though the past decade has not been easy, the 
turmoil has given financial executives first-hand experience with 
many of the drive~ of transformation, and opens new opportunities 
for the CFO’s organization, the Audit Committee, and board 
membem to influence and champion business model changes to 
drive gro~h. This adicle discusses transformation as a competitive 
advantage, the role of the financial executive in their organization’s 



transformation, and the four key drivers of transformation. (EEl) 

Managing Risk for Strategic Value and Competitive 
Advantage. On the latest KPMG/NACD Quarterly Audit 
Committee Webcast, attended by more than 1,600 audit committee 

members, other directors and senior executives, Michael Hofmann, 
former chief risk officer of Koch Industries and a director at Calpine 
Corporation, shared his thoughts on what good risk management 
looks like today, and how the board can help foster the culture, 
communication and mindset to tap into the strategic value of risk 
management. Video highlights are also available at 
kpmg.com;aci~,ideo. 

Links 

"~iii SmallACI image ~iii Report ii~iI Institute 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG Institutes 
Supporting audit Repotting Network Helping organizations 
committees and Executive level and stakeholders 
boards wRh news updates on the latest understand the latest 
and insights, financial reporting trends. 

issues. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome .usa.dell.corn> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 10:23 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.e&~> 

Introducing the all new Dell tablets, s~xting at $149.99 

Meet ~.he new family of 7" and 8" Android and Windows ~abLets *. fre~ shipping 

October 18~ 20!3 On a mobile de’,dce:s V~ew Emait or Shop t4obi~ Site. 

[tech-onics & t,~.~bi[e Services Dett 
S ~f:ware Phones Store Outlet 

Expect more with Dell com 

¯ :i~:i When you meet your perfect tablet, anything’s possible. 



Meet our over-achieving tablet family 



i’~’i Add the extras that add value. 

" i~:i F .... 
hipping and easy returns* li i~i America’s best support 1[ I~II Earn 5% l~il Fast and easy fi .... 

ingA 

DelLcom/home I 1-877-887-3355 I Chat 

Update ~4y Preference~ Questions or Comments 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Speer, ENC <~enc@equalitync.org> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 11:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Don’t miss Norfl~ Carolina’s PRIDE final!! 

Equality NC 

::X:: Tell a Friend 

] .~.iI Donate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 11:24 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "AwaJrds Committee" Ulxtate 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Jenn ]ownsend" just provided infol’mation to the poli "Awards 

Start a campaign today, 

Reach niche audiences via emaii with LaunchBit an ad network for 

email i1: only takes a row minutes [o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Connections <com~ections@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, October 18, 2013 1:18 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

See Tess’s connections, experience, and more... 

RN at UNC Health Care 

Co~eot [] 

Legal Counse~ at Olympus NDT 

deremy 

Intellectual PropeRy and ]ransact~o~a~ Law FeHow 

Laeti~a L, Che~tenham 

Associate Attorney at Nexsen Pruet 

............................................................................................................................................................................... ~,~-?Z’. ~ ’~~-:~ ".. ............................................................................................................................................................................ 

~ Follow Company ~ 

~ Foiiow Compar:y B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 2:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ttow to ~ve money on your holiday flights 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Now to save money on your holiday f~ghts 

Here’s what to know before you book those tickets for 
Thanksgiving or December travel.                                                                      ~ ~ ~ .~. I 

Goo@~ stock crosses $~,000 n~ark 

Strong third-qua~er results have sent Google’s stock 

past the $1,000 mark for the first time. 

Kaiser estimates 3~ 8,710 North 

~a~ in ’cove~a£e gap’ 

An estimated 318,7]0 low-income North Carolina 

residents will fall into a health insurance ’coverage 

~ap" and are likely to remain uninsured despite the 

federal health overhaul, accordin~ to a new analysis 

by the Naiser Family Foundation. 

hicJh afte~ US deb[ dea~ 

The stock market hit an all-time 

high Thursday as investors put the 

government shutdown and debt 

ceiling crisis behind them and 

focused on corporate.. 

Calmer, n~ore a##ea~ing TSA checkpoint 

comi~g to Charlotte Douglas 

Comfortable ’recomposure area’ for use after 

screening will help travelers keep their journey 

moving along 

We3~s ~=ar~jo cuts more 

Charbtte mortgage jobs 

Wells Fargo is laying off 925 

employees in its mortgage unit, 

including seven in the Charlotte 

region, citing a slowdown in 

refinancing activity. 

Telerx to create nearly t $0 new fu~4ime jobs 

at its Kings Mountain facility 

Telerx, the second-largest employer in Kings 

Mountain, has announced it will create nearly 160 

new full-time jobs by the end of January. 

Nucor third~arter profit beats anMysts’ 

estimates 

Nucor Corp, the largest U.S. steelmaker by market 

value, reported third-quarter earnings that beat 

analysts’ estimates amid a recovery in the US. auto 

industry. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this news]etter 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 2:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Enter our Halloween Pet Photo Contest and ~TN tickets to The Nutcracker 

YOU COULD WIN TICKETS TO CAROLINA 
BALLET’S NUTCRACKER* 

~ Deess up yore° pet - How about a s~aperhero, complete v~qth a cape? Or a 
tSiry princess (don’t forget the tiara)? Maybe a clown or a pirate? 

~Vote - Get Friends and family {o vote tbr your pho{o! 

:< First Place goes to the photo with 
the most votes, receiving 
tickets l-o Cm’olina 
Nutc~’acker 

No fees to paYtieipate. All entries faust be 
received by O(¢ober 28 at 9:oo p.m. 
Voting ends November ~s~ at midnig[~t. 

Dirty Dog Spa 

Good luck and I-{[appy l?-Ialloween.~ 

Contact Us I About Us ] Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use ] About our ads ] Copyri.qht 

Forward to a FHend! 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer and/or our advertising partners. To manage your email newsletter 
subscriptions, please go to t:he new.~;cbserver.(:cr!~ ~o’nts; ?a( e and check the appropriate boxes (after logging in) Cc:,!~tast: us if you have further questions or 

concerns. 

This email was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass mailing. 
~i9..[~.~L~, to opt out of future email offers, , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <:reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Altemoon Edition: SAS strikes big-data deal mr: Silicon Valley tim: 



~ A lock indicates content available ~o paid subscribers. 

paid subscrm~io~s. 

Hone~_;£¢s of the week: Sof-~bank dreams in Finnistl~ Facebook 
wants the worid, and Veeva blows out ~ ~PO 

submarine ............................ 

The haul; A run on 
and 

From Forrest Gum~? to Bo~ier Room~ :~.8 movies to ~nsDire ¯ 

SL~DESHOW; 7 wacky subscdo~on reta~i sites ..................................................................................................................... 

Top Nafion~ Stories 

Goo@e ~nc, shares bR ~.~000 ead~ ....................................................................................... 

Court orde~’s k~SB£ 

SEC mas£ ease crowdfun@n<~ vedficatbn new week 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@peppedawupdates.com~ 

Friday, October 18, 2013 3:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

SEC Hits the °Reset Button’ on Failure to Supervise Liability tbr Legal and Complim~ce Personnel - Client Alert - October 18, 2013 

Client Alert 
October 18, 2013 

Legal and C~mp[[ance Personnel 

This article originally appeared in the October 2013 issue of NSCP Currents. 

On September 30, 2013, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) - quietly, and with 
little fanfare - released an informal statement of policy in the form of frequently asked questions 
(FAQ), in which it addressed its recent case against Ted Urban. In doing so, the SEC shed light on 
when and how the agency will seek to hold legal and compliance personnel ~sponsible for failing 
to supervise employees on the business side. 

Read more 

The authors wish to thank Michael Ambinder, a law clerk in the Washington, D.C. office, for his 
contflbutions to this article. 

3000 Two Logan Square [ Eighteenth and Arch Streets I Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

Ti~is email was ser~t by: Pepper Hamilton 

3000 ]-’,^,’o Logan Square Philadelphi,% PA, [9:[03 USA 

Go here to remove your address ~rcrn r_h~s publication ONLY, 

:rf you wish to remove you[ address from ALL ,’;f this publisi~e[’s mailing lists, qo to the Subscription 

Center, scroll down to the bottom of the pag% and follow the directions to "Unsubscribe F:rom All", 

Go here to modify your email address and ether subscHbeF mforn’lation and preferences, 

Designed by eLawNarketing 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 4:09 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: J.P. Morgan Reaches $4 Billion Settlement With FttFA 

Morgan Reaches $4 Billion Settlement ~,rith FHFA 

J.P. Morgan Chase has reached a tentative agreement of roughly $4 billion to settle claims 

the bank misled mortgage-finance companies Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac about the 

quality of mortgages it sold to them during the housing boom. 

The amount J.P. Morgan is willing to pay is less than the $6 billion initially sought by the 

Federal Housing Finance Agency. FHFA and J.P. Morgan declined comment. 

See More Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:4250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, October 18, 2013 8:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 21 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 21, 2013 @, Number 203 

Antitrust 
~razil’s A~tiLr~st Age#cv La~nches Probe 

Brazil’s antitrust agency Oct. 11 announced that it is 
investigating accusations of anticompetitive practices by Google 
in online search results in Brazil .... 

Antitrust 

Canada’s federal government pledged on Oct. 16 that it will act 
to address consumers’ concerns about excessive rates for 
wireless telecommunications services, bundling of television 
programming, and hidden fees for credit and... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a FREE Web tr:ai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the t~-wms ,~nd 

condit=.ons of ti~e license agreement with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



ONGOING SIGNUPS ~ OPPORTUNITIES 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

classes) 

ZL aqd 2L Students (11/19/2013) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 2:48 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Lissa, you have notifications pending 

Hi Lissa, 

Here’s some activity you may have missed on Facebook. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 3:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: States Are Focus of Eflbrt to Foil Health Care Law 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~t ~:,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: i:;i.:i.~:~c:ii~,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IA~L I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Conse~wative ~oups are ii~ereasingly t~king the fight agMnst 

Presidcnk Obama’s heal~ cain" law ko skates likc Vh:ginia in an 

block Medicaid expansion, 

C~lifornia Sees G/°id]oek Ease in Governing 

New election roles in Califi:~rnia, once a symbol of govermnent 

@sfunction, may be taring their desired efl’eet of Ieaehing some 

of the partisanship out d politics. 

Bribery and reversals of proseentors’ efflx% by other officials 

have hampered the efforts of environraental investigators. 

~ [] Vidgo: Policin9 ti~e Amazon 

, [] Slide Show: I[le~ai Loggirl~ Thrives irl Peru, Environmentalis[s Say 

B!own 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

~ vine:o: The New Nice G~ays of Comedy 

In an era when the most celebrated television dramas ask you to 

iden fi~" wi kh often- repelien t an 5heroes, the n ew s Ears of late 

night are ingratiating nice gws. 



Related: Critic’s Notebook 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

A Year Abroad vs. a Year Wasted 

The cost of college cm~finues to rise. Mem~wbile, there’s growing 

pressure for U.S. studeuN to stu@ abroad. How important is 

this global experience? 

"Yea r 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DAN SCHNUR, the director of the ,gessi; M. Un [tth iustit~tte o[’ Polities at the Uui’, et’sity 

Sou~het’n California, on i;hanges in ~he California Li;gislatut’e. 

World 

Lobbyi~g Bor~anza as Firms T~-y to ][nfl~aenee 

~s the European [uion has emerged as a regulateW superpower 

affecting 28 eountt{es, lobbying in its seat of power has become 

ever lllore competitive. 

in Ke~ya lh, quiry, N oraa, ay Looks at Somali 

Migra,~t 

Investigators are questioning Lhe family and f~ends of Hassan 

Abdi [)huImlow, a Norwegian citizen born ~n Somalia, whose 

sister and he began b~king "long vacations" ~ere in 2009. 

, Kenya Fresident W~H Not Have to A~end All of His Hague Trial 

Houston 

-based 

...... 
the four I 
mil~ants 

Nm~di Arabia Rejects U.No Neettrity Com~eiI Seat 

in Protest Nove 

A day aRer wim~ng a highly coveted Seeufi~" Coundl seat, Sandi 

Arabia angrily dted the body’s response to Syt{a and Iran in 

turning it down. 

....... AbduJla 
h of 

U,S, 

Low-Cost B.A. Sta~’ti~g Slow|y i~ Two States 

The $*o,ooo degrees are available in Florida and Texas - but not 

f,’)r many students, not for many majors and not on the flagship 

~] Maggie 
...... Biegelse 

n and 



Kenl-ueky~s Case of the MisMng Bourbon 

Som e,:me stole 65 c,~ses of Pappy Van Winkle, one of the nation’s 

most soughbar[er bourbons, h’om a warehouse in Frankfot% Ky. 

ba;rels 

San Francisco Area Transit Strike Stynties 

Conmmters 

The sttqke by employees of the Bay Area’s main comm~Rer 

raihx)ad vdI1 fi~ree hundreg* of thousands of people to seramble 

to fim:l akema~e ~’anspo~atkm. 

Business 

Britain Looks to :Fraeking as NoFth Sea Oil 

Dwi~dIes 

While the government has endorsed shale gas development, 

environmental g~oups worW about water pdlution, ~oise 

od~er disruptions. 

Afl-er Rm~ning Hot, Market for Used Cars Is 

Cooling 

Prices for used ears jumped dur{~g the recession, when supply 

could not meet demand. Now more ears are coming oft" their 

]eases, and pt{ees ate expected to fall. 

Canada mtd Europe Reach Tentative Trade 

Agreement 

The deal which still needs ratification by both sides, could 

increase bilateral trade by about ~3 percent, or $35 biI]ion, by 

lifting quotas and fine-tuning regula~ons. 

Barbsn, 

Harper, 
Canada’ 

Sports 

CARDINALS 9, DODGERS 0 

Cardinals V~ in Pemmnt Once ~lore, V~;~th Feeling 

The Cardhm~s domi~ated the Dodgers i~ Game 6 of the N.L.C.S. 

and are headed back to the World Set{ca for the font~_h "dine in ~o 

,rqBox Score 

Cardinal 

s’ David 



Giaats~ the Sta|warts of a City, Suddenly Can’t 
g, iak~ It There 

A proud and consistent frm~chise for decades, the <3ia~t.s have 

plummeted ko o-6 for the first time since ~976 as i~inries, 

bloated contracts and a lack of depth have t~ke~ a toll. 

, D Video: G~ants’ Losing Streak, by rise Numbers 

g,has 

Tone Changes in One of En~and’s Toughest Jobs 

(3us Poyet has r~placed Paolo di Canio, who alie~a~ed rims and 

players at a widely supported English Prs;mier I*~ague soccer 

club thak is [acit~g relegation, 

Sunderl 

Arts 

OPERA REVIEW 

A Stage on a Stage, and Reality in Illusion 

The director Stefan Herheira made his highly antidpa~ed BHtish 

debut with VerdJ’s sprawling Wapres Siciliennes." 

....... V~pres 

Dh%" ~,~tebellum Secrets ~n Ivory Towers 

In ~Ebony and Ivy," Craig Steven Wilder~ an M.I.T. histo~%n, 

takes a broad look at the role of slavery in the growth of 

America’s earliest m~iversitJes. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’ROOSEVELVIS’ 

Finding Your Fl~r~ Pompadour Optional 

A South Dakotan takes on her inner Elvis, a~d channels suppo~ k 

from Theodore Roosevelt, in the T~Dd company’s new bud@ 

comedy at the Bushwiek Stm’r. 

Eivis; 

wkh 

Obituaries 

Thomas FoJey, House Speaker, Dies at 84; 

Democrat Urged Parties to Collaborate 

Mr. Foley, a Democrat fl’om Washi~gton State, became speaker 

in aurae ’989 and urged "ore’ frieng~ ot~ the Republiean side ko 

come together and put away biRerness an d division a~ d hostUib~." 

[homas 

~;l~’ I 

C. %~. B~ Young, Longthnc :Florida 

Congressnmn, Dies at g2 

Mr. Young was No~da’s longesbsendng member of Congress 

and a Rel.~uhlican hawk on milita~" spending during his 43 yea~ 

in Washington. 

I ~ Rep ..... I 

Bran Phillips, Colorful Football Coaeli, Dies at 90 

Phillips coached [he Honston Oilers (snecesshdly) and khe New 

Orleans Saints (unsuccessfully), m~d left a mark on the game wNa 

his h’ademark attire and down-home aphorisms. 

Phillips I 
spent I 

Travel 

Lessons From Living in :London 

eveLyihing fl’om getting lost to finding the d~’~s best walk to 

:~] The 
:: Millenni 

~;ildge 



interpreting the word "sor~7." 

Reflections on a Paris ][,eft Behind 

Moving o~ after five years as The Times’s Paris bureau chief, the 

anthor tackles the city’s clieh(’s and clashes, beanty and filth, 

walks and wcaltho 

brdge. 

PURSUITS 

Good Beer in BerlhW Fhm]l]ly, Yes 
E~. r.\:.-’,~i ~:.~L 

In the last few years, new microbreweHes, beer bars am] bo~le 

s~ops have opened in Beflim ehalleuging the city’s repuh~tiou as 

a good-.beer deserL 

bre,~p[i 

~ Hops 

Today’s Video 

Howard Slatkin. a~ interior decorator, gave T Magazi~e’s Sara 

Ruff in OastelIo a tout’ of his pala’dal Fifth Avenue apaYtment. 

~ ¥IDEO~ Th~s $’~’eek’s Nlo~ies: Oct° 17, 2o13 

The New York Times film critics on "Cart~e," "All Is Lost" and 

"12 Years a Slave." 

~ V~DEO: Rio Soeee~¯ Reaches New I-tIeights 

Driven by a passion to play, young Brazilians carve a soccer field 

li"om the side of a mour~tain by hand. 

~ Related A~ic~e 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

No V~eaneies 

New York has a housing crisis. I t needs ideas energy and flexibility to tackle it. 

EDITORIAL 

Shortsighted A~ms Dereg~flation 

The Obama administration has gone too far in relaxing controls on military 

exports. 

EDITORIAL 

Continuing Sahnonella Outbreaks 

Because of weak federal regulations, contaminated chicken is s~II being sold 

months after it sk~kened hundreds of people. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Talk About Political Dysfimetion 

In Libya, no one is strong enoqgh to seize power, but evet?’one is 

powerflfl enough to get in the way. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T]he P~esidenl~Ls P~ 

The decision to revisit immigration refl)rm is a brilliant move. 

~d Republicans know it. 

, Co,urania Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Ted Cr~z on Every Corner 

When it comes to Republican extremism from Texas poli~idans, 

why is evewbody focusing ot~ly on Ted Cruz? There a~’e so many 

oth ors ~ 

~ Columnist Page 

Fo: moie opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ii:,::~c<::m si:!:~::: ::i{i~~.8). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC haunted by de~ay 

penalty in ~oss against Miami 

Instead of using one of their three 

timeouts on Thursday, the Tar 

Heels took a costly delay of game 

penalty that helped set up the 

Hurricanes’ game... 

UNO’s 

Quinshad 

Davis (14) is 

stopped by 

UNC secondary delivers in loss against Miami 

UNC’s secondary had given up some big plays, but it 

responded Thursday night by producing four 

interceptions against the No. 10 Hurricanes. 

UNC coach Larry Fedora has 

difficulty explaining costly 

delay of ~ame penalty 

UNC needed to convert a 3rd-and- 

inches play near midfield, but 

instead committed a costly delay 

of game penalty that set up 

Miami’s game-winning 

touchdown.. 

Jabari Price 

..... and the North 

Carolina 

defense 
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about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

Key Questions to Consider for the Risk Appetite Dialogue Developing robust frameworks to determine risk 
appetite requires directors to ask management for specific answers. 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives NYSE Euronext CFO moves to ADT. Spencer Stuart’s 
Julie Daum joins bank board. Occidental Petroleum Corp. adds two directors. Toys R Us appoints new leaders. 
State Street names Jose E. Almeida to board. Christopher M= Flink joins E’TRADE Financial board. 

NACD Vo}ce 

Relive the 2013 NACD Board Leadership Conference NACD and PwC collaborated to bring you conference 
coverage. See summaries and video of plenary and concurrent sessions. 

"Success cannot happen without the right talent," Introducing the 2013 NACD Blue Ribbon Commission 
Report on Talent Development: A Boardroom Imperative. Featuring the 10 imperatives for effective board 
oversight of talent development programs. Complimentary download for NAOD Full Board Members. 

........................................................................................................................................ NNG~ BoardVis~on - Nepo~ olthe ................ 

NNG~ Blue N~bbon Commission on ........... ~eV lasuea ~n 

2013 NACD 
from the 2013 NACD Board ~ . Director 

Leade~h~p Conference Compensahon 

NACD BoaraVision - The SEC Agenda NACD 8oaraVision - Michael Woodford: 
for 2014: Key Takeawavs from the Key Takeaways from the 2013 NACD 

2013 NACD Board Leadership 
Board Leadership Conference 

Conference 

U pcor[~}r~ Ever~ts 

Nov. t2 I WeMnar I The Next Wave in Regulation and Compliance: ~at’s Ahead for 2013 

Dec. 3 I New York, NY ~ Leading Minds of Governance 

Dec. 3 I New York, NY ~ Directomhip 100 Gala 

Dec. 9-t0 I Miami, FL I Director Professionalism 

Dec. 18 I Webinar ~ Compensation Committee Series 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

NACD Beard Evaluatiens: FO~US on What Ma~tel-s to You 

~#day by S~h~dg!iag a ##~p!i~eata~y #~es~!tati~a online~ via e~ai!~ o~ ~a!! 202~72-2!0~ 

Are all of your boards enrolled in NACD Full Board Membership? 
E~i~ ~na o~,~e ~o~ ~u~,o, ~i~te, ~na nonprofit ~o~as ~th t~e too=s, ~esou~oes, ~ee~ kno~"ea~e 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 2:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: J.P. Morgan Reaches Tentative $13 Billion Deal With U.S. 

Morgan Reaches TentathTe $~3 Billion Deal ~Vith 

J.P. Morgan Chase has reached a tentative $13 billion deal with the Justice Department to 

settle a number of outstanding probes of its residential mortgage-backed securities 

business, according to a person familiar with the decision. 

The general terms of the deal were struck Friday night in a phone conversation between 

Attorney General Eric Holder, his deputy Tony West, and the bank’s general counsel, 

Stephen Cutler, the person said. 

The deal has not been finalized and some particulars are still being discussed, such as the 

final wording of the agreement, the person said. If finalized, the deal would represent the 

largest settlement the U.S. government has reached with a single company. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ 1;00x250 





























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Konzelmann <~s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.uk~ 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 5:21 AM 

Sue Konzelmann <s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.uk> 

LCCGE Research Seminar - Friday 25 October 2013 

Hi everyone, 

I’m pleased to invite you to the first Seminar of the London Centre for Corporate Governance and Ethics (LCCGE) 2013-14 Seminm Series 

(http://w~v.lccge.bbk.ac.uk/news’seminar) 

David Bholat, Analyst for the Bank of England, will be speaking on ~lacro-pr~MentialPolicy: HistoricalPrecedems a~MPossible LegalPi(falls’ 

The Seminar takes place in Birkbeck’s Main Building, Room 629, from 6 - 7:30 pm on Friday, 25 October. Drinks and light refreshments will be served. All are 

welcome, so please feel free to circnlate this more widely. 

I look forward to welcomning you to Birkbeck and to a very interesting seminar. 

take care, 

Sue. 

Dr Suzanne J. Konzelmann 
Reader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 

Director, Post Graduate Progmmmes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 

Birkbeck~ University of London 

MaJet Street Bloomsbury 

London WC1E 7HX 

tel. +44 207 631 6799 

fax. +44 207 631 6769 

LCCGE website: http:i/~’w.lccge.bbk.ac.uL/ 

Personal webpage: http:i/www.bbk.ac.uk/manop/managemenVsVatFkonzelmann.shtml 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssn~.com/antho~349753 

See my latest book: Banking Systems in the Crisis: The P’aces of Liberal Capitalism 

http:/iwww.routledge.comibooks/details~’9780415517898~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Te~mis <fanntennispros@gmafil.com> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 7:29 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?~m tennis] Tax tteels are Playing in the Doubles Semi-FinNs and Singles Finals at ITAs Tomorrow Moming! !! 

> 

> The Heels ended tap dominating the doubles field of 64 teams with all three of our U~’C doubles teams advancing to the semi-finals tomorrow morning at 10:00 am. So, two of our doubles 
teams will be playing each other in one of the semi-finals and our third U~’C doubles team will face Clemson in the other semi-final. The Heels also prevailed in Singles with second seed 
Freshman Hayley Carter from UNC facing top-seed Beatrice Capra of Duke at 11:15 in the singles final. 
> 

> So - if you’re not doing anything else tomorrow morning, come out and support the Heels!! Admission is free and the temais will be great’.! 
> 
> C~) HEELS’. [ 
> 

> 

--- You are currently subscribed to farm tennis as: lbroome@email.unc.edu. 
To unsu.bscribe send a blank email to leave-337452&q-2921055 le779763b21002d2346b9119533d164a@listsetw.unc edu 

For more information, see our website: http:i/www unc farm. orv/ 



TODAY’S EVENTS 

ONGOING SIGNUPS ~ OPPORTUNITIES 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
Career Deve~opmen~ 

* Career Pbsnning 10],: lhe Fu:nd,smentais l’Avcock) (10/~2/2013) 
~ Careei" Plann:.na 102: Preser~inq You:rsel[ Professior~adv in Wrkinq (Coates) (10/28/2013} 
e B[.SAiCDO Professional Development Group Meeting 
e BLSAiCDO Professional Devekspmen~ Group MeeNng (] 1/21/2013) 

Fa~u~ty 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 66, 10/21/2013 

Table of Contents 

Human Rights, Extractive Industries and the Home State Advantage: A Governance Framework 

Audrey 1’4acklin, University of Toronto - Faculty of Law 

Compliance and Multidimensional Firm Performance: Evaluating the Efficacy of Rule-Based Code of Corporate Governance 

Yasir Bin ]ariq, Mohamrnad All 3innah University (MAJU) 

Zaheer Abbas, International Islamic University 

Blatant Disregard or Inadequate Advice? Norwegian Authorities" Guidance on Fish and Phosphates Extraction from Western Sahara 

Hans Marten Haugen, Diakonhjemmet University College 

When Making Money and Making a Sustainable and Societal Difference Collide: Will Benefit Corporations Succeed or Fail? 

loseph Karl Grant, Florida A&N University - College of: Law 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW e3OURNAL 

[[~ Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"Huma~ Rights, Extractive ~Gdustries and the Home State Advantage: A GoverGaGce Framework" ...... 

The Governance Gap: Human Rights, Extractive Industries, and the Home State Advantage, Routledge, 2014, Forthcoming 

A~DRE¥ ~v~AC[~LIN, University of Toronto - Faculty of Law 

Email: audrey, macklin@utoronto,ca 

This chapter by Prof. Macklin is the culminating chapter of a co-authored book, The Governance Gap: Human Rights, Extractive Industries, and the 
Home State Advantage (Routledge, forthcoming 2014, co-authored with Penelope Simons). John Ruggie’s Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights is constructed on three pillars: the state duty to protect human rights within its jurisdiction, the corporate responsibility to respect 
human rights, and the need for effective judicial and non-judicial remedies. 

The author’s intervention focuses on the first pillar, and looks specifically at the duty and authority of home states to regulate their transnational 

corporate ’citizens.’ Bracketing off the important question of political will, the author asks ’what might home state regulation look like if states took 

seriously their duty to protect human rights?’ 

The author answers this question with a governance template that comprises norms, monitoring, and consequences. The goal is to leverage the 

specific governance capacity of ’governance rich’ states to support (rather than supplant) human rights protection by host states and to 

complement, (rather than displace) existing multi-lateral and international initiatives. The core of the model is an independent, arms-length 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Agency. The CSR Agency would engage in pre-investment human rights impact assessments, as well as 

ongoing monitoring of corporate citizens operating in weak governance zones. The incentive for corporate participation would be access to a range 

of public benefits that states routinely extend to corporate citizens, including export tax credit, risk insurance, consular and trade support, 

protection under investment agreements, etc. Compliance with the norms, as evidenced by independent evaluation and monitoring, is the 
prerequisite to obtaining and retaining public support. Only companies that wished to secure public support would be subject to the Agency’s 
purview. 

Separate features of the model (apart from the CSR Agency) include disclosure requirements similar to those currently emerging from the US (Dodd- 
Frank) and the EU (Accounting Directive) and conventional public sanctions, such as criminal liability, capital market discipline and trade/investment 

sanctions. These mechanisms, while important, are intended to play a less prominent role. With respect to civil liability, the author proposes a 

statutory model that adapts principles of corporate citizenship and parent-based liability from existing tax and anti-corruption regimes, and which 

remains appropriately attentive to objections of extraterritoriality. 

::i::i::i)’Compliance a~d Multidimensiona~ Firm Pe~orma~ce." Evaluating the Efficacy of IRu~e-Based Code of Corporate Governance" 
Economic Hode/hng, VoL 35, 2013 

YASIR 8IN TAR;iQ, Mohammad All Jinnah University (MAJU) 

Email:                 @yahoo,cam 

ZAH££P. AG8AS, International Islamic University 

Email:               @yahoo.com 



This study seeks to evaluate the efficacy of the Pakistani Code of Corporate Governance by finding out its impact on firm’s performance and 
efficiency, This exploration is done in the context that Securities & Exchange Commission of Pakistan’s choice of corporate governance regulations 
is heavily influenced by Anglo-Saxon approach, whereas de-facto realities of Pakistani corporate environment are quite in contrast, 

Using a panel data of 119 firms for the period of 8 years i.e. 2003 to 2010, and using a multidimensional performance framework i.e. financial 

performance and technical efficiency, we find that the extent of compliance has increased since the issuance of code in 2002. After controlling for 
firm size, growth, dividend payout, age and leverage, we find significant positive impact of compliance on firm’s performance (ROA, ROE and ROCE). 

We also find a weak positive relationship between compliance and technical efficiency. We suggest that compliance is not linearly related with 

financial performance and we find that high compliant firms are less profitable than average or low compliant firms. This implies that one-size-fits all 

approach along with mandatory compliance is a questionable approach for Pakistani firms. 

This study is first in Pakistan in providing empirical evidence on efficacy of the rule-based Code of Corporate Governance and also adds to growing 
but underdeveloped literature on compliance and firm performance in emerging/developing economies. Further, this study offers insight to policy 
makers on the efficacy of current corporate governance regulations and offers a research framework for assessing the extent of compliance, 
effectiveness and economic impact of code of corporate governance. 

International and Comparative Corporate Law Journal. VoL ~ ~ ~, No. 2, 2013 

~A~ I~OI~,T~I~ ~A~I, Diakonhjemmet University College 

Email: haugen @diakon hjen-~pqet, no 

Based on Western Sahara’s status as a non-self-governing territory and the rights of peoples in such territories over their natural resources, the 
article analyzes the Norwegian policy addressing Norwegian business enterprises operating in Western Sahara. In addition to relevant treaties 
and resolutions, the article assesses the scope of the revised OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights, both adopted in 2011. In both the OECD and UN non-binding standards, enterprises are asked to undertake a human 
rights due diligence and to prevent adverse human rights impacts that are directly linked to their operations, products or services by their business 
relationships. Norway has listed Western Sahara as an exceptional case in its 2009 White Paper on CSR, and made available an explicit 
recommendation against investing in Western Sahara (’dissuasion’). However, the text of this dissuasion is far from perfect. First, the text does not 
refer to international law, but rather refers to the ’situation’ in Western Sahara. Second, the central feature of the text is whether or not the 
economic activities promote the ’interests of the local population’, rather than the rights and wishes of the peoples of the non-self-governing 
territory of Western Sahara. This article also analyzes statements, policies, rejections and secrecy of specific IIorwegian companies, showing that 
some of these companies simply chose to ignore the impact of their conduct towards the original peoples (the Saharawis). This is in clear 
contradiction to the duty to undertake human rights due diligence and to prevent negative human rights impacts resulting from their operations, as 
specified in the OECD and UII standards. It must be acknowledged, however, that there are some Saharawis who are collaborating with Moroccan 
companies, and are receiving substantial financial benefits. 

o~" Fai~?" Free Download iiiiiii"When ~Bkin~J ~eney ~nd ~aking a Sustainable and Societai Difference Collide: Will Benefit Co~’poratiens Succeed ...... 

indiana Law Review, Vol. 46, No. 3, 2013 

30~EP~ ~IL ~.4~T, Florida A&M University - College of Law 

Email: joseph,grant@fa mu,ed u 

A quiet, but important, corporate revolution is afoot in the United States. Many of us, laypersons and corporate scholars alike, have not even 
noticed. A new type of corporate entity has been created-the benefit corporation. 

This article explores benefit corporations as a tool entrepreneurs can use to make money, foster environmental sustainability, and create societal 

improvement. Part I briefly examines who has been advocating for the creation and passage of benefit corporation legislation in the United States. 

Part II analyzes the statutory requirements to form a benefit corporation. Specifically, Part II discusses the issues of purpose, accountability, 
transparency, rights of action, and enforcement of those rights in connection with the creation and operation of a benefit corporation. Part III 

highlights the states that have passed benefit corporation statutes and highlights those considering similar legislation. Part IV examines the pre- 

existing use of benefit entities, in unincorporated form, through exploration of the benefit certification process. Finally, Part V offers a future 

prognosis and debates whether benefit corporations will succeed or fail. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Monday, October 21,2013 6:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[CAUTION: Potential Spam!Scam] Daily Briefing, Oct. 21 : Happy Days for Bank Sellers; FHFA Under Force-Placed Review 

*** Be wary of unexpected e-mails, especially those that ask you to take an action immediately Links to viruses are often found with these types of e-mails You can not trust a message 

based on the sender e-mail address alone; just as anyone can fill out a letter with a different sender address. *** 

American Banker Daily Briefing White Papers 

Web Seminars 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories 

FDIC Has Major Stake in Battle Over D&O 
Coverage 

In an advisory, the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corp, urged banks to be mindful of gaps in 
liability coverage for director and officer 
lawsuits- the same lawsuits the FDIC is filing 
against failed-bank managers. 

You Think 

Multiples are stronger in historical terms than 
many bankers assume, buyers’ stock prices 
are going up and banks need to getto $25 
billion of assets to thrive, says David Olson of 
River Branch Holdings. 

FHFA Watchdog Opens ForceoP~aced 

~nsurance Review 

FHFA Acting Director Ed DeMarco has been 
vague about why the regulator rejected 
Fannie’s force-placed proposal, a decision that 
has drawn sharp criticism from consumer 
advocates. 

Effective; Organic Growth 

The New York firm has historically avoided 
investing in acquisition-minded banks, 
preferring low-key institutions with good 
leaders and plans for making solid loans. 

By Department 

Why Cost*Conscious Bankers Sho~d 
Cheer an App~ess Future 

Banks continue to spend big bucks to develop 
secure mobile banking apps for various 
platform& But some day soon the web browser 
may offer equal security at a fraction of the 
cost. 

FHFA Watchdog Opens Force-P~aced 
~nsurance Review 

FHFA Acting Director Ed DeMarco has been 
vague about why the regulator rejected 
Fannie’s force-placed proposal, a decision that 
has drawn sharp criticism from consumer 
advocates. 

COMPLETEISS~E 

issue 

index 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Wealth 

~ 
Wealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Technology 

~ 
Over ~he 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 
phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 

Take the lead in business 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work. CHck to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-in-Class" by 

CEB TowerGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis. 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 



The New York firm has historically avoided 
investing in acquisition-minded banks, 
preferring low-key institutions with good 
leaders and plans for making solid loans. 

FDIC Has Major Stake in Battle Ove[ D&O 
Coverage 

In an advisory, the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corp. urged banks to be mindful of gaps in 
liability coverage for director and officer 
lawsuits- the same lawsuits the FDIC is filing 
against failed-bank managers. 

Multiples are stronger in historical terms than 
many bankers assume, buyers’ stock prices 
are going up and banks need to getto $25 
billion of assets to thrive, says David OIson of 
River Branch Holdings. 

What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 6:12 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: France Summons U.S. Ambassador Over NSA Swing Allegations 

France Smnrnons L .N. A~nbassador O~Ter NNA Npying 
~Mlegations 

France summoned the U.S. ambassador to explain new allegations of spying on French 

citizens, pushing surveillance and privacy to the top of the agenda as U.S. Secretary of 

State John Kerry arrives in Paris for a scheduled visit. 

French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius said he had summoned the U.S. ambassador to 

France to explain a story published in Le Monde, based on documents it said were 

provided by former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden. 

According to Le Monde, the NSA collected more than 70 million phone records in France, 

including recordings of conversations and text messages, between early December 2012 

and early January 2013. 

"This type of practice between partners is an assault on privacy, and is totally 

unacceptable," Mr. Fabius said, speaking before a European Union meeting in 

Luxembourg. 

See More Coverage 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Directors & Boards Magazine <dshaw@directorsandboaMs.bmsend.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 6:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

From Jim Kristie: Directors & Boards Legal Services Survey 

Third Quarter 2013 cover 

i-tsviI~g trouble ’,,ie’,~,iR9 ~his emsii? click here 

Directors & Boards Magazine Research 
Legal Services and Top Law Firms 

Jim Kristie here. I’d like to invite your participation in Directors & 
Boards magazine’s annual survey on legal services and law firms 
for the boards of public, private and not-for-profit companies. The 
results of this anonymous survey will be included in Directors & 

Boards’ Annual Report issue, to be published in next month 

Please take a few minutes to complete the survey, which you can 
find by clicking the link below: 

Click here to complete the survey. 

The deadline for completing this survey is October 29, 2013 (next Tuesday), but if you 
could fill it out today, I’d appreciate it. This survey should take no more than 5-7 minutes of 
your time-and probably less. 

As always, your answers will help shape the content of Directors & Boards magazine, and 
are held in the strictest confidence and used only to create pooled averages. 

You can also forward this email to colleagues who are board members and/or senior 
corporate executives. I’d like their feedback as well. 

As always, I appreciate your time and your opinions. 

Thank you! 

xi Jim Kristie and the team at Directors & Boards 

Unsubscribe I Manaqe Subscription == Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Tar Heels’ wome~ fa~l as Cars continue 

With the star player from each team away for national 

team duty, it would be up to the supporting casts to 

decide Sunday’s ACC women’s soccer showdown 

between No. 1-ranked Virginia and No. 4 North 

Carolina. Score it for the Cavaliers. 

Late Hits: Big week for Florida State; first 
ACC rankings of the season 

Florida State turns backthe clock with a 51-14 win 
over Clemson And who’s No 14 in the ACC? 

Carolinas C~ipboard: Look back a[ week 8 of 

col~e(.le football 

What worked and what didn’t for Duke, North 
Carolina, East Carolina and Wake Forest? 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into [h~~xm.:e ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~:2.[~#.~.~..~).& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edi’don: Debate over parking tbes brewing in downtown Durham 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 21, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

D#~# £ver parM£.q gees brewing in downtown Durham 
The Durham City Council is considering increasing parking fees in the downtown 

and biinth Street areas, and some local businesses and residents are hot under the 

collar. 

Durham Herald-Sun Discuss 

Duke to study ocean’s impact on climate chanqe with $16M 
grant 
Duke University will share a $16 million grant to study how ocean currents carry 

warm water north toward the Arctic Ocean and cool water south toward the equator. 

Raleigh’s .W,,asteZero pMns $3M expansion in S.C. 

Raieigh-based ¢#asteZero a mJnicipal waste reduction company plans to invest 

$3.1 million in am, anufacturing ph,,nt expansion in Williamsburg County. S C. 

iSAS N.C, coast be~omin~ popular "~ do" destination 
Coas{al North Carolina counJes are seeing higher marrage rates than in other 

i i~ ~ ~{~}j{~ ~{~i~r~[ ~ areas of the siate, according te the the Staie Center for Health Statistics. 

Read Morn~n~ Edition >> 

....... 

What’s s~ndin~ ~n the way of Lenovo buying Bl~ckBerry~ 

Noah Carolina’s h~qhest-paid s~te employees 
{SUDESHOW} 

New VC report shows 10% drop in U.S. deals 

Apple beats Android as mobile pla~orm of choice for 
businesses 

20 T~tter resources for job hunters .................................................................................................. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu~ 

Monday, October 21, 2013 9:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Event: "Quantitative Easing and the Role of Forward Guidance" - It. Michael P. Dooley 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

] 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 9:38 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Break in to unlocked shed reported 10/18/13, 3:22 pro, 
The victim stated that sometime in the past month someone went into their unlocked shed and stole their air compressor. Value $150.09 
.... Larceny of Auto reported 10/19/1:3, 8:05 am, 304 Home stead Rd, apt A 
As i was enroute i had communications put out a bole on the vehicle, prior to my arrival mebane police found the vehicle on the side of hwy 85 at the on ramp of buckhorn rd. 
While enroute, there was a r~port of another larceny of auto at a different location just down the road from where the victims vehicle was located. The supervisor advised that 
he was behind the second reported larceny of auto occupied 2 times.He confirmed that he was out with the suspect from my larceny of auto and a friend of his. After a brief 
investigation both subjects were placed under arrest and transported to the sheriff’s office, the suspect stated that he took the car at the above incident location until it broke 
down then he walked up buckhorn road looking for another vehicle to take. A carrboro officer called and confirmed that the items found on their possession were stolen the 
night before from unlocked vehicles in carrboro. Both suspects(Horacio Galvin Ramirez) see attached photo and Roberto Carlos Madinez Cardenas (No photo available) were 
arrested and placed in the PC Jail. 
EFLAND AREA: 
.... Attempted Break in to locked residencereported 10/20/13, 5:13 pin, 3909 Gym Rd 
Homeowner said someone try to Break and Enter her r~sidence. She had gone for a walk and when she returned her son had found the glass broken in the side entrance of 
her residence. Entry was not made due to a Pit Bull inside the home. 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in ~o unlocked vehicle reported 10;19/I3, 11:05 pro, 6313 M~ Hero,an Ch Rd 
Complainant advised that sometime in the past few days someone entered his unlocked vehicle and moved items around. The complainant advised that when he went to leave 
this afternoon he found the driver’s side door slightly open and the bench seat pushed fowvard. He advised that he is unable to lock the vehicle and that nothing appeared to be 
missing. 

MEBANE AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 10/19/13, 11:01 am, 3601 Springhollow Ct. 
The victim advised that when she returned to the residence today she noticed the rear door (south side) was open and the glass portion was shattered so she immediately 
called 911. the only missing item is approximately 5 dollars in change that was dumped from a glass jar, jar still on scene 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 10i18/13, 5:13 pro, 1009 Pintail Dr, 
The victim advised that when she returned home from work and entered her residence she noticed several drawers and cabinets doors open and items that appeared to be 
dumped out onto her bed. entry / exit point is unknown at this time. only a small amount of jewelry was reported to be missing a metal gun safe located in the closet had 
been pried open, but no items appear to be missing from inside. VNue $1 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence repo~ted 10/18/13, 4:53 pm, 1015 Crown Ct 
The break in was discovered when the complainants neighbor came by the r~sidence to drop off vegetables. The residence was entered from the back door. The suspect used 
a pounding tool to break the door in. Stolen was a safe, nt~mereus jewelry items, Silver Flatware. Vak~e $18,540.00 

.... Break in to unlocked shed reported 10/18i13, 1:37 pro, 1101 Tupelo Dr, 
The complainant advised that sometime between 1:00 pm,on today’s date 10-18-13 and 9:00 am on the day before, someone went into his unlocked shed and stole several 
items. The items stolen were a gas jug, a pellet gun, a bayonet knife and a Dewall belt sander, the complainant advised that when he saw that there were items missing out 
of his shed he came out to call 911 and noticed two white males walking towards the house next door which also belongs to the complainant, he stated that the two subject 
walk around the house to the carport and walked up to the back door, at that time he advised he yelled at the subjects and they ran towards the next street over which is 
Jacob’s trail. Deputies brought out his k-9 and attempted to run a track on the subjects, but nothing was located. The suspects are ~wo whi~e males wearing camouIlage tops 
and bottoms. One of the males was about 5 feet 9 inches tall and ~he other was about ~wo inches shoder. The subjects were last seen headed ~owards Jacob’s trail. Value 

$215.00 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i.~.i Description: 

Description: 

Description 

Description: 

Description: 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919~644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 9:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Oct. 22 -- BNA’s Ba~king Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

October 22, 2013 ~. Volume 101 Number 15 

LEADING THE NEWS 

Bank Supervision 
EU Finalizes ECB Ro~e for BaNking Union~ 

The European Union finalized a law Oct. 15 that puts the 
European Central Bank in charge of supervising the largest EU- 
based banks, as EU finance ministers approved a measure 
considered to be the first pillar of a banking union designed to 
rectify... 

Student Loans 
St~de~ Loan Servicers ~ace Scr~:i~y 

Opaque or inaccurate payment processing practices by private 
student loan servicers have emerged as a significant trend in 
complaints received by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB) and could be subject to additional regulatory... 

NEWS 

Mortgages 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has adjusted 
its mortgage servicing regulations that take effect in early 2014 
to clarify how servicers should communicate with borrowers who 
invoke certain bankruptcy protections .... 

Liquidity 
Fed Sched~es Oct, 24 Meeting to Consider 

The Federal Reserve Board scheduled an open meeting Oct. 24 
on proposed rules to implement the first of two major new 
liquidity mandates under the Basel III framework .... 

Insurance 
R~,gu~ators S~k Comment o~ L~d~r 

Five regulatory agencies Oct. 11 released a request for comment 
on proposed flood insurance rules under the Biggert-Waters 
Flood Insurance Reform Act @ one of which would require lenders 
to accept private flood insurance policies .... 

Bankruptcy 
Taru~o Sags Amended Ba~kraptcv Code 

Amending the Bankruptcy Code to deal with failures of large 
financial firms could give regulators another option in stressful 
episodes, Federal Reserve Board Vice Chairman Daniel K. Tarullo 
said Oct. 18 .... 

Federal Reserve 
Ye~e~ Faces Co~fh’matio~ with 

Janet Yellen last appeared before a congressional committee in 
2010, when the economist was nominated to be vice chairman of 



the Federal Reserve Board. In the next few weeks, Yellen will 
reappear before the Senate Banking Committee, this time... 

Money Laundering 

On A~,~L Co~tro~s At Ne~ York 

The Federal Reserve Board Oct. 17 issued a cease and desist 
order against Commerzbank AG of Frankfurt, calling for beefed-up 
anti-money laundering controls at the bank’s New York branch .... 

Monetary Policy 

Federal Reserve Governor Jerome Powell Oct. 11 took issue with 
criticism that the Federal Open Market Committee’s 
communications strategy was damaged by the Federal Open 
Market Committee’s unexpected decision Sept. 18 to keep... 

Monetary Policy 
bivergent Fisca~ ~4onetar~ ~olk:ies T~-~reatet~s 

Unstable fiscal policies and an uncertain political environment are 
a bigger threat to the Federal Reserve’s independence than the 
unconventional monetary policies that have quadrupled the Fed’s 

balance sheet, New York Federal... 

Systemic Risk 
~,~or÷ Work Needed to 
~n Resok~tio~ P~a~ning~ Fed’s Lacker Says 

More work is needed before regulators and policymakers can 
convince market participants that unassisted bankruptcy rather 
the government intervention is the best option for resolving 
systematically important financial institutions,... 

Systemic Risk 

The Federal Reserve System’s current policies aimed at fueling 
an extended economic recovery from the 2008 financial crisis, 
including labor-market recovery, must be accompanied by sound 
tax and spending fiscal policies because of... 

Enforcement 

3PNorgan Chase & Co., the largest U.S. bank, Oct. 16 agreed to 
pay $100 million to resolve Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission claims that the company’s London traders last year 
deployed a reckless strategy in derivatives (In re... 

Mortgages 

In a letter to the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), the 
American Securitization Forum urged the agency to at least 
marginally reduce loan limits on mortgages guaranteed by Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac, a move that ASF believes would help... 

Cybersecurity 

Interest by banks in participating in an annual simulated 
cyberattack continues to grow because of the persistent threat 
to an institution’s reputation, infrastructure and ultimately its 
customers, Dennis Simmons told Bloomberg_. 

Investment Advisers 

The Securities and Exchange Commission Division of Investment 
Management issued updated guidance Oct. 10 on two fronts, 
including when an entity that temporarily serves a fund "at cost" 
or for no compensation is an investment adviser... 

Broker-Dealers 
F~NP~& [.~s~e.~ Re#oH on lest Pr~<:tice.~ 
B~’ Fin~s to Co~t~ter Conflicts of ~terest 

The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Oct. 14 published a 
report on best practices used by broker-dealers to manage 
conflicts of interest .... 



Compensa tion 

~ractitio~ecs Indicate White S[~eech Sh~ws 

Corporate governance specialists said they agree with Securities 

and Exchange Commission Chairman Mary Jo White’s assertion 

that Congress in some instances has forced the SEC to impose 

disclosure regimes on U.S. registrants that have... 

Derivatives 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission Division of Swap 
Dealer and Intermediary Oversight (DSIO) issued a no-action 
letter Oct. 17 offering relief from potential swap dealer 
registration for certain non-U.S, persons (CFTC No-Action... 

Financial Institutions 
Stat~dar’d & Poo~"s Predict,~ ~4ore Growth 

Business development corporations (BDC), a cluster of smaller 
players in the shadow banking system that help finance small 
and midsized enterprises, could grow in coming years, Standard 
& Poor’s said, saying the group generally... 

Tax Administration 
1RS Wish List for Reopet~it~j 

The Internal Revenue Service will have no lack of things to do 

once it gets back to business, now that a deal has been struck 

to reopen the government .... 

Farm Credit 

Far~ Po~e¢ as R~ral Lobb~ Pushes Back 

Rural groups say they’ll fight a proposed $100 million-a-year cut 
in crop insurance subsidies, a measure that has won the support 
of both houses of Congress and could be a test of agriculture’s 
influence in Washington .... 

Mortgages 

The Massachusetts Division of Banks has filed new regulations 
that prevent national and state lenders from foreclosing on a 
property if an application for a loan modification is in process .... 

Housing 

Mortgage rates ticked back up ahead of the budget ceiling 

deadline, taking the average for the 30-year, fixed-rate 

mortgage to 4.28 percent from 4.23 percent the previous week, 

Freddie Mac reported Oct. 17 .... 

Rea! Estate 

Two Poi~ts in October to 5B 

Builder confidence fell two points in October, a reflection of 
higher mortgage rates and the fiscal gridlock, the National 
Association of Home Builders said Oct. 16 .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Preemption 
~4ore That~ $6 Bi~iot~ in Deposits at Stake 

The New York Bankers Association Inc. asked a federal judge in 
New York to invalidate a law that could affect which banks are 
eligible to receive more than $6 billion in New York City 
government deposits (New York Bankers Association Inc. v. 
The... 

Securities 

Shareholders of a unit of HSBC Holdings PIc won a $2.46 billion 
judgment in a long-running class suit that said the firm and top 
executives misled investors about its lending practices and 
inflated its share prices (Lawrence E. Jaffe Pension... 



Futures Trading 

~P~or~a~ Chase to Pa~ ~00 ~illio~ 

3PMorgan Chase & Co. , the largest U.S. bank, Oct. 18 agreed to 

pay $100 mi[lion to resolve Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission claims that the company’s London traders last year 

dep[oyed a reckless strategy in derivatives (In re... 

Federal Reserve 

The Federal Reserve Board won a partial but uncertain victory as 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit temporarily 
blocked a bid by investors to depose Fed Chairman Ben S. 
Bernanke about his role in the 2008 rescue of American 
International._ 

Earnings 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. is heading into the fourth quarter of 2013 
with roughly $23 billion in litigation reserves, the New York-based 
bank said, citing escalating demands from government 
regulators .... 

Securities 
K~ight Capita~ Agrees to Pay $ 2~2~4 ~o Sett~e 

Broker-dealer Knight Capital Americas LLC Oct. 16 agreed to pay 
$12 million to settle Securities and Exchange Commission 
allegations that it violated the market access rule in connection 
with an August 2012 trading incident that caused the... 

Data Security 

A former supervisor for the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago was 
ordered to serve five months in a work-release facility after 
pleading guilty to criminal charges for theft of confidential 
computer files pertaining to the bank’s duties... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

Payment Systems 

Of Disclosures for Ce~tra~ Cou~terparties 

The Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems (CPSS) and 
the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) 
issued a joint proposal Oct. 15 setting out minimum disclosure 
requirements relevant to central counterparties .... 

International Banking 

#Check Tax~ ~ror T~o ~4ore 
Argentina’s Senate voted into law the extension of a 
controversial tax on financial transactions, known as the "check 
tax," for two more years .... 

BNA INSIGHTS 

In December 2012, the Federal Reserve proposed new enhanced 
prudential standards for foreign banking organizations ("FBOs"). 
An FBO is a foreign bank that has a banking presence in the 
United States either because it operates a branch,... 

~o Satis~:~" Do{~d~Fra~k 

On Sept. 18, 2013, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
("SEC"), following a narrow three-to-two vote of the 
commissioners, proposed new rules to require the disclosure by 
public companies of the ratio of CEO pay to median employee... 





FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Keyes <intb theinstit ute.net@maJl182.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 10:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Leadership Progr~ tbr Black Men 

The Institdte will begin .sccepting .s pplications tor .’:’.uns mer 2014 
pregrams ,:x~ Novern~;er 1~, 2013 

The Institute prepares high-achieving African American men to be ieaders of great 

character who make sig¢..iiicant con[ributions io iheir communities, our couniry, ~nd the 

world. 

OUR INTENSIVE TWO-SU~K~ER PROGRA~ INCLUDES: 

High.-levei paid internships 

Rigorous academic co~rsework 

Comprehensive ieadersMp and pro~ess~ona~ development workshops 

Pdvate bdefings ~,v~th ~nfiuentisl ~eaders 

Hoas~ng provided by the Institute 

Sep/~ce as teachers and mentors ~n the Institu~e’s Youth Scholar Academy 

Participants join a network of more than 150 talented African Amei°ican men across the 

world. 

Applicants must be coibge sophomores, demonstrate strong academic performance, 

exhibit leadership potential, and commit to two summers, Ail majors are encoui°aged to 

appiy, 

Robert Fisher °14 

Robert Fisher atteads the University of 

Tennessee at Chattanooga~ where he 

mai¢..tains a 4,0 GPA as a Poii[icai 

Science major and History minor. Robert 

~s Student Body President and a V;~l~am 

E, Brock Scholar ~n the University% 

Honors College, He a~so mentors 

e~emeatap/schoo~ students threugh the 

UTC School o~ Educa{~on. Recen{~y= he 

was appo~n{ed [o the Tennessee Higher 

Edacat~on Commission as the student 

representative of the University of 

Tennessee system, During h~s first 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haward Alumni Card <~donotreply~arvard.edu@mai162.at131 .mcdlv.net;. 

Monday, October 21, 2013 10:32 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Exclusive Invitation to Apply: The ttarvaxt Alumni Ca~cd 

i i~ Startat H ..... d. Goanywh .... 

Harvard Alumni Card 

A. best-in-class rewards card designed 
exclusively for Hm~ard alumni. 

As a ttaI~ard alum, you’re on a unique personal journey. Enhanee that journey with the 

best-in-elass travel rewards that only eome from the ttarcard Alumni World 

MasterCard(g~. 

You can book any flight, hotel, eruise, or ear rental, with no restfietions, blackout dates, 

or limitations. You’ll also enjoy no annual fees and no foreign transaction fees. 



L .... More ii~iI Apply Now 

[ ~ HARVAR ] TheHarvardAhmmiCardisofferedbytheHarvardAlnm~d I ~:: HARVARDj Association in part~ers}~ip ~vit}~ the Harvard Universib" Employees 

Credit Onion 

Program Rules Terms o[Serviee i Contact I~rs 



focus in particular on ~ssuring the vah~e of the 3L year, 

And ore- preeminent tax program is offeMng a new, 

partly in ~esponse to a number of major companks 

expressing interest m having the Law Schoo~ offer 

::~_~:_:~:[[j~:f., a new b~og for the analysis of ~aw, rights, 

and US natiorla~ seo.Hity 

Goodman, Other 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyets Snper Conference <conferences@som~emediamail.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 11:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A New Approach To Financial Management 

)lease add conferences@sourcemediama~ corn to ~our address book. 

HEALTHCA  & 
HIGHER EDUCATION 
SUPEN CONFENENCE 

A N~W APPNO~CH YO 
F~NANC~AL MANAGEMENT 

Higher Education institutions have utilized fund accounting 

as the major ton for allocating resources for their 

institution. 

A group of higher education leaders are challenging this 
approach and bringing forth ideas which may produce 

better outcomes for optimal resource manageiT~ent. 

This vanguard movement will be presented- with 

applications for institutions large and small. 

Panelists include: Pamela Brow~), Executive Director of 
Decision Support and Office of Planning and Analysis, UC 

BERKELEY and Ntis) Gore, former Associate Vice 
Chancellor & CFO, UC Berkeley, EXECUTIVE VICE 

PRESIDENT-NATIONAL MANAGER EDUCATION & 

NONPROFIT BANKING, WELLS FARGO. 

Join us, next week, for the for The BondBu&~eKs Health 
~.i~..~:..~.i.g!:!~L.#:~.!~.~.i~.i.~.!:L.~p..e...!:..~.!1[.e...!:~.!:~.~ and learn 

new debt-management strategies for ALL types of nonprofit 

institutions. 

Nonprofit organization employees and Issuers pay only $t95, Institutional Investors $395 and 

All Other Professionals $1,095. Group rates are available. 

or contact .~#.!!..~.!~).#. at (800) 803%797, 

For more information about sponsorships, contact ~[~..!~..e.,!)~[~!!~..7... at ([212) 803-8486. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail -<lebevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 1:00 PM 

debevoi semail ~debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

GuidaJ~ce (And a Touch of Solace) For Compliance and Legal Personnel on Potential Supervisory Liabili~ 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] US Airways adds 4 international flights ti’om ChMotte 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

So~flc Automotive to take on Car~,~a× in used- 

car market 

Charlotte-based Sonic Automotive plans to open its 

first standalone used-car dealership in late 2014 in 

Denver. Colo. " ’Why not?’ "says VP of Operations 

Jeff Dyke. 

Carlisle to sel~ tire business for $375g.~ 

Carlisle Cos. said Monday that American Industrial 

Partners is buying its tire division in a $375 million 

deal that will take Carlisle out of the business on 

which it was founded. 

US Airways adds four 

international flights flora 

Charbtte 

US Airways is adding nonstop, 

seasonal sea,/ice from Charlotte 

Douglas International Airport to 

four European cities, the company 

said Monday 

world 

Carrie moves objects with her mind. Wolverine’s skin 

heals instantly. Darth Vader and Batman use 

lightsabers and grappling guns. 

US stocks a~e mixed as 

company earni~gs roll in 

The Standard & Poor’s 500 index 

held its record high Monday as 

investors assessed third-quarter 

earnings news. 

health care sN%lp problems 

President Barack Obama on 

Monday said there was "no 

excuse" for the cascade of 

computer problems that have 

marred the rollout of a key element 

in his... 

Big Hugs Blrao, o[hers raake 

Target’s hot toy list 

An Elmo that gives out hugs, 

Barbie’s Dream House, and a new 

striped Furby all made Target 

Corp’s list of top toys for the 

holiday season. 

Survey: US economists upbeat on economic 

growth 

Despite uncertainty in Washington and rising oil 

prices and interest rates, companies are upbeat on 

the prospects for economic growth in the next year, 

according to a quarterly survey of business 

economists. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance <~groups-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Welco~ne to UNC Center for Banking and Finmice on Linkedln 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance welcomes you 

UNC Center 

for Banking 

and Finance. 

Daily or ,,,veekiy email digests 

Updates about the iatest activity in the group 

Joining like-minded professionals 

See what your fellow group members are up to... 

~ 
U NC Banking, Center for Banking and Finance 

See UNC’.% u,c[i~il:y )> 

else should be a port of this group? 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Radisson RTP hotel to be demolished atter .sale 

reach a broad b~d the n~)xt 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Siqn-up Now.., 

stinks 

~%ctlael go~ da~s C41cauo rr~ar’..s(on to hit auction block 



~,.’}iI/;.S,’ didn’t Obamacare bdna in tecb...start.:.aF:S sooner? w~.q as zt silesia 

The scarX fa’.ct abou~ Tw:tter that could undermir:e :PO ¯ 

hustie her colleagues 

Top National Stories 

~ 
Commercial Real People 

............................................................................. Estate 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Speer, ENC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 5:39 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Suptx~rt Your Favorite ACC Team (and Equality)! 

Equality NC 

Dear Ft~ end of Eq uality, 

~2£~:!$.-’£.~}.{;~:t~ and sport your [avo~{te ACC-.flavored tee at the next big game, knowing that your pro’chase will help 
fight for Eqnality in Nort ~ Carolina - the home of the ACC! And here’s the kicker: 

For Eq uality. 

Chris Speer 

D ireetor of OrganJ z in g 

Equality NC 

P.S. Don’t forget to tag a photo of yourself in your Equality NC tee - on Faeebook, on Twitter, or on Instagram - 
using the hashtag #stateofeqna]i~’! 

::X:: Tell a Friend 

I .~.iI Donate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Speer, ENC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 5:41 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Suptx~rt Your Favorite ACC Team (and Equality)! 

Equality NC 

~2£~:!$.-’£.~}.{;~:t~ and sport yOUF [avo~{te ACC-.flavored tee at the next big game, knowing that your pro’chase will help 
fight foF Eqnality in Nort ~ Carolina - the home of the ACC! And here’s the kicker: 

For Eq uality. 

Chris Speer 

D ireetor of OrganJ z in g 

Equality NC 

P.S. Don’t forget to tag a photo of yourself in your Eqtmlity NC tee - on Faeebook, on Twitter, or on Instagram - 
using the hashtag #stateofeqna]i~’! 

::X:: Tell a Friend 

I .~.iI Donate 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shearman & Sterling LLP <pnblica/ions@shearman.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 5:44 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

ESMA Advice on Third-CountO, Equivalence Under EMIR, II 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ~ ~es~, i~ ~s a web pai~e 

S H [! A.RMA N ~. ST [! R.LI N G ~ 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ADVISORY & 

FINANCIAl, REGUIATORY & DERIVATIVES 

ESMA Advice on Third-Country Equivalence Under EMIR, II 

On 3 September, ESMA published its technical advice to the European Commission on the 
equivalence of the US and Japanese derivatives frameworks to the EU rules. On 2 October, 
ESMA supplemented its technical advice with complete equivalence findings on Australia, 
Switzerland, Hong Kong, Singapore, Canada, South Korea and India. The advice is not the 
final EU statement on the equivalence of these regimes because the European 
Commission is charged with adopting legislative acts on equivalence. Once it has 
considered ESMA’s advice, the Commission has a discretion (not apparently limited to 
concerns about financial services) to declare equivalence. Broadly speaking, these 
countries’ rules on derivatives have been considered equivalent but this is subject to market 
participants agreeing to apply European standards, where higher. 
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Norton Rose Fulbright Forum’~’~ 

Leara best legal practices to take to ensm’e    T .... day, ~ ....... bet 5, 

comt~hance wlkhm your organization 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subiect: 

Savasta-Kennedy, Maria S <mskenned@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 2x, 2ox3 6:49 PM 

Broorne, Lissa L </broorne@ernail.unc.edu> 

Re: BB&T externs 

That’s great news. They have 8 applicants for Spring Externship so hopefully they will find a good match. 

Thanks for your support! Best, 

Maria Savasta Kennedy 

Clinical Professor of Law 

UNC School of Law 

9x9.843.98o5 office 

Faculty Profile 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 21, 2013 3:43 PM 

To: Maria Savasta-Kennedy <mskenned@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: BB&T externs 

Hi Maria .-- BB&T folks are anxious to have more externs. I took 15 students Lo Lhe Raleigh office on Thursday and we had a great time, 

l.issa 

From: Wirth, Robert [mailto:RWirth@BBandT.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 6:26 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: BB&T externs 

Good seeing you today. 
As a follow up, we are currently looking at externs for spring and summer. If you forwarded any resunles to Bob, I did 
not reeei~ them. However, I will review what you may have to offer. 
Robert A, Wirth] V.P. I Senior Attorney 
BB&T Legal Department [ _r3__~Li_Et_h_~}2_[2~Lr_Ld__:_t__.__c_’_9__t_~ 

919 - 745 - 5133 I FAX 888 - 635 - 1385 ] MC: 172-88-1oo-oo 
3200 Beeehleaf Court, Suite lOOO, Raleigh, NC 27604 
Assistant: Connie Woodlief 
Cwoodlief@bbandt.eom] 919.745.5o62 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbaa~king@sandleroneill.com> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 7:31 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Heritage Oaks Bancorp (NASDAQ: HEOP; Paso Robles, CA) has agreed to merge with 

Mission Community. Bm~corp (OTCQB: MISN; San Luis Obispo, CA) 

Heritage Oaks Bancorp (NASDAQ: HEOP; Paso Robles, CA) has agreed to merge with Mission 

Community Bancorp (OTCQB: MISN; San Luis Obispo, CA) 

Sandier O’NeiJJ served as financial advisor and provided a fairness opinion to Heritage Oaks 

[~ancorp in this transaction. This transaction represents Sandier O’NeiJFs 101st bank or 

thrift transaction nationwide since January 1, 2011. Sandier O’Neil~ has served as a financial 

advisor on more bank and thrift transactions than any other investment bank during that 

time periodo1 

Since January 1, 2011, Sand@er O’Nei@l has advised on 22 bank or thrift transactions gn the 

western region wgth an aggregate deal va@ue of $4.7 b~lgon, more than an~ other 

investment bank during that time pergod.~ 

Paso Robles and San Luis Obispo, CA (October 21, 2013) - Heritage Oaks Bancorp ("Heritage 

Oaks") and Mission Community Bancorp ("Mission Community") today announced that they 

have signed a definitive agreement and plan of merger ("Agreement") whereby Heritage Oaks 

will acquire Mission Community and merge their respective banks, Heritage Oaks Bank and 

Mission Community Bank. Under the terms of the Agreement, holders of Mission Community 

common stock, warrants and options will receive aggregate cash consideration of $8.0 million 

and aggregate stock consideration of 7,541,353 shares of Heritage Oaks common stock. Based 

on the shares outstanding of Mission Community as of September 30, 2013, each share will be 

exchanged for approximately 0.8614 shares of Heritage common stock and cash consideration 

of approximately $0.19. The total value of the merger consideration is $56.4 million, based on a 

$6.42 closing price of Heritage Oaks common stock on October 18, 2013. 

Heritage Oaks expects that the transaction will be immediately accretive to EPS, excluding deal 

related and restructuring expenses in 2014, and expects earnings accretion to be in excess of 

20% in 2015. Heritage Oaks expects tangible book value dilution of approximately 5.7% at close 

to be earned-back within 2.75 years. The transaction is currently expected to close in the first 

quarter of 2014, subject to customary conditions, including the approval of bank regulatory 

authorities and the shareholders of both companies. 

Upon completion of the transaction, the combined bank will be the largest community bank 

headquartered on the Central Coast of California, and will operate under the Heritage Oaks 

name and brand. The combined organization will have approximately $1.5 billion in assets, $1.3 

billion in deposits, and $1.0 billion in loans, and will operate primarily in San Luis Obispo, Santa 

Barbara and Ventura Counties. 
(1) includes b~nk ~nc/thrift transactions sinc~ J~nu~W 1, 2011; Excludes teffninated transactions ~nc/self ~dvisory roles 

Source: 5NL Financial 

For more intb~ation, please click here. 

For the press release, please click hem. 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co miemail-discla imer,htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, October 21, 2013 8:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 22 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 22, 2013 ~. Number 204 

European Union 

The latest plan to resolve the problem of underfunded European 
banks has triggered a clash between the European Central Bank 
and the European Commission over bail-in rules for financial 
institutions that fail an upcoming series of stress... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
http : I i~,\,ebuUi.bi;a.cc,!,~i~4,m ~.ilsignup. 

Request a FR£~ Web h=.al. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Non. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

condit:ons of: the license agreemen~ with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Magazine <graaadmaste~ mtnesslive.in@mail147.wdc02.mcdlv.net~ 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:44 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Are you a Grand Master or just an In House Counsel ? The Grand Masters 2013 - Corporate Counsel Legal Best Practices Summit 

Le:< ~N~[~e~s-. ~.:Ji~’~ 1st Ma.~zlne ~:,~ Le~!a~ & C¢:.[pora~e Af%irs # 42~. 2rid Fb:>:~r, rvK% R.:~a¢~ Gh~tomJ New De~h~ !10030 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The IPR Exchange : An INDO US IPR Summit <~theiprexchange mtnesslive.in@maJ174.us2.mcsv.net~ 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Announcing The IPR Exchange : An 1NDO US IPR Summit, 6th December 2013, The Leela, Mumbai 

The IPR Exchange 

Le:< W~[[le~s.. ~?~.:J~;~’~ 1st Ma.~;~zlne ~:,~ Le#a~ & Co[porate Af%irs # 42~, 2nd Fb:>:~r, MG R.:~ac~ Gh~tomJ New Oe~h~ !10030 ~nd~a 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Civilian Deaths in Droue Strikes Cited in Report 

Top News 

Civilian Deaths in Drone Strikes Cited in RepoN 

The s[u@ asserb that the C.I.Ao &’o~e eampaig~ il~ Pa~stan has 

at times killed eivilim~s i~diser~mhmte]y. In intemqews, residents 

spoke of terror and s~’ain within a society caught be~weeu 

militat~b and the d~nmso 

,~ Graphic: The Drone Strike Capi~i of the Wodd 

dealer’s I 

Mirsm I 

Obama Adnfits Web Site Flaws on Health Law 

Presiden~ Obama ~fered an impassio*md defet~se of the 

Afforda ble Ca re Act, aekn owledging the teeh niea] failures of the 

HealdaCare.gov Web site, buk providing little new in formation 

abou~ Lhe p~)blems. 

~ Video: Obama on Health Site Glitches 

Contractors See Weeks of Work on Health Site 

Obema 

spoke 

As Gays Wed in New Jersey, Christie Ends 

Fight 

Gov. Chris Christie, m~ opponent of same-sex marriage, 

concluded that he was out of legal options ark’r a unanimous 

S~te Supreme Coal1 ruling last week. 

Editors’ Picks 



U.S. I RETRO REPORT 

Not ,]~st a Hot C~p Anymore 

In ~992, MeDonaM’s coffee was at the center of a lawsuit 

revisited in a Ret~x) RepoM video. For consumers, much has 

changed since the uproar over the ease. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Politicim~s’ Extortion Racket 

A legal shakedowu to e~’act campaign contribution,s. 

World 

In Syria~ Doctors :Risk :Life and d~ggle Ethics 

As Syria moves toward destroying its chemical stockpile, some 

say the credit lies with doctors who risked their lives- and 

coalS:outed questions of medical efl~ies - to e:,~)ose the weapons’ 

, ~ Video: Doctors Without Fear 

Qaeda-iAnked Group Is Seen Complicating the Drive for 

Peace in Sy~oia 

The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria eould make exkrading concessions fl’om the 

governme~t more clif~Scuk at a peace eoni~w~ee i~ Geneva, an Americm~ 

offieiaI said. 

French Condemn S~arveillar~ce by N,SoA. 

The Naficmal SecuHb" Agency has carried out e~ffe~sive 

eleekronie surveillance in France, a N’eneh newspaper repoMed, 

drawing an angry castigation fl’om an impoAant ~eriean ally. 

, European Union Panel Backs Plan to Shieid Online Dat~ 

The 

U,S. 

:Language- Gap St~,dy Bolsters a I~sh for Pre- K 

A Sta~tbrd psychologist fouled th at affluent ch i ld ren h ad learned 

3o percent more words from 18 months to ’2 yeats of age than 
Fremont 



¢.hildren fi’om low--income homes. 

, [] Video: Tracking the Vocabulary Gap 

Medicaid Expansion is Set for Ol~oans 

De~’ing the Republican majorities in both houses of the Genera] 

Ass embly, Oov. ,lob n R. I<a sieh, a Rel.~ub]ican, pu sh ed through 

t~e expansion under the health care law. 

Deal Is Reached to End Bay _~ea Tr~s~ Ntri~e 

Cc, mmuter trains in the San Francisco area were set to, begin 

framing again Tuesday after unions and the Bay Area Rapid 

Transit system came to an agreement. 

John 

Kasich 

s2,o 

on line 

mlB|n|ll 

Business 

An Odd Alliance in Patagonia 

The great potential of an oil field called Vaea Muerta, or Dead 

Cow, has m~ked an Ame~fican oil giant and a politically w:~latfle 

country. 

Nettlix Hits Milestone and Raises Its Sights 

The video service said on Monday khat ik had sm’passed :3o 

million U.S. subscribers and it repo~*ed third-quarter results 

tha~ bea~ most expectations. 

Ruling Near, J.Co Pem~ey Capitulates to Macy’s 

After a com’t suit fl’om Macy’s claimed an exelusive contract 

with Mat Lha Stewart, Penney scNed back iks Skewark line as a 

eom’k deadline appeared near. 

~] Sign~ 
point to 
explorati 

Ma~ha 
: StevcaR 

~nd her 

Sports 

GIANTS 23, VIKINGS 7 

Throwback Night as Giar~ts Ear~ First Victory 

The O~anLs’ defense recovered t~) fim~bles and Eli Manning led 

the offense on muI~iple scoring drives tc~ leave the home erc~wd 

cheering and happy for the first time in nearly 300 days. 

Giants Fans Are Blue but No[ Arlg[y 

..... Giants’ 

Rueben 



SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
L 

Anti- Doping Agency E×]posed Arms~rong~ but 

What About Ofl~ers? 

Dozens of people were mentioned in the report that exposed 

Lat~ee zM’~nstwt~g’s lies, but a year after the reporL, we still do not ~ow Lhe 

identities of most (ff them, 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

ga~tmsn~ar~ship Cont~a~tms to Color ,Jets-Patriots 

Rivalry’ 

Jets Coach Rex Ryan deeli*md to say ~Ole~her his s~aff asked 

o~eials to watch the Pa~5ots, whose pena]b~ led to the Jets’ gain e-winning 

goal, with increased viNlance on Sunday. 

, On Pro Football: Another Backside Debacle, TNs Time at Patriots= Expense 

~ Jeb 30, Patdots 27 (OT): Redemption, ariel i,’_’s Good~ as Jets Foil Patrio~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Slhades ofOediIms fo~° Hip-Hop Titans 

Drake and Ka~ye West both began their new tours last weekend, 

but their approaches couldn’t have been raore different. 

A Vagabond Troupe gets Its First Home 

Theater for a New.,M~dience, long without its own space, is 

open ing its fi~ .st permanent home on Tuesday in the orbit of the 

BrooMyn Academy of Music cultural district in bbtt G reene. 

THE TV WATCH 

~ the ~’VorId’s a Bat" at (;hmnml From Esqtfire 

The Esquire N e~work has a slate of Iifesbqe shows ge*~teel 

e~ough to appeal to the prohahle target audie~ce of m,:meyed 

rn eh’osexuals. 

New 

Obituaries 

iLawret~ee R, Klei~t, Eeo,m~tfie Tl~eorist, Dies at 

9a 

Professor Kldn was widely regarded for his statistical models 

used to predict global economic trends, for which he was 

awarded the ]98o Nobel in economic science. 

ce R 

1990 

Lou Seheimer~ ~IW CaNoon Producer, Dies at 84 

Mr. Seheimer’s company, i,’ilmatiom produced "Fat z~bed arid 

the Coshy Kids," "The A~vhie Show" m~d "He-Mm~ and the 

Masters of the Universe," among other cartoon set~es. 

1987. 

Science 

SINOSPHERE BLOG 

C|fi~tese CiW’s Po|h, tio,~ goes Offthe Charts 

School was canceled and traffic was nearly paralyzed in Harbin 

ot~ Mot~day as off-the-charts pollufiot~ &’opped visibili~" to less 

~ha~ ~ o meters in parts of the cib~. 



A Quiet Trip ~o the Ozone Ho~e 

A team of specialists and entreprenem~ is hoping to send a g~ider 

17 miles high for a closer look at what ails the atmosphere. 

New Technique Holds Pro~nise for Hair Growth 

Researchers said the procedure, tested in mice. would not just 

relocate hair, as in a transplan L b u t would inerea se its a mouut. 

Christis~ 

suthor 

Today’s Video 

~wom: Soaring to the Stratosphere 

The I erlan t rqject is building a carbon-fiber glider to carW two 

pilots to 9o,ooo feel IN mission is to set an altitude record and 

to e:,~plore the high reaches of atmosphere. 

~ wo~o: Obama on Health Site Glitches 

Presid ent Obama said dm technical problem s on Health Ca re.gov 

dkt not indicate a failure of the 2ff[brdable (2are Act. 

Related Ar[icle 

Obsma 

spoke 

~ vmEo; The New Nice Guys of Comedy 

In an era when dm most celebrated teb~vision dramas ask you 

identi~ with offen-repe]len~ antiheroes, the new stars of late 

night are ingra’da~ng nice guys. 

, Related: Critic’s Notebook 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Hea|th Site’s Chaolic Debut 

The Obama administration ~meds to step up efforts to repNr the t~deral Web 

site and work around the damage. 

EDITORIAL 

Beijiag’s _Assault on Acade~fie Freedom 

~m economist who angered the authorities is the latest casualty of "ideologiea~ 

1: m:itica6on" in Jhina. 

EDITORIAL 

How to Oisarn~ the Debt-CeNng T|u’eat for Good 

"1"he mechanism to prevent the use of the debt ceiling as a weapon already 

existso It’s called the McConnell rule. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Fear vso Radiation: "iJ~e Nlisnmtd~ 

Evidence that ionizing radiafon is a relatively low health risk 

contradicts common feat~. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Great Desperation 

Si]vio Berlusco ~i’s mad legacy goes well beyond italy: It 

symbolizes the corruption of European cultm’eo 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’l’l~e 3 Roles of Miel~ael do Fox 

If ParIdnson’s disease is ever" tamed, the actor w~ll be a big part 

of the ~eason, 

ON THiS DAY 

]i:~’i o::::i~,.]:::::::~q. J,::::~n i:’.. i’::.~.:i~i~::.::]::’~~ 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

[] ~l~’w"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® ]iPad(0 Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Sto~e >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyt.com ,, 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-maiL Please do Rot reply directly to this e-maii. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[CAUTION: Potential Spam/Scam] Daily Briefing, October 22: JPM Deal’s Greater Meaning; Mortgage Originators’ Tech 
Dilemma 

*** Be wary of unexpected e-mails, especially those that ask you to take an action immediately¯ Links to viruses are often found with these types of e-mails. You can not trust a message 

based on the sender e-mail address alone; just as anyone can fill out a letter with a different sender address. *** 

X American Banker Oa[~y Briefing white 
...... Web Seminars 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories 

Four Takeaways from 3PM°s Massive 

JPMorgan Chase’s record $13 billion 
settlement has significant implications for the 
financial industry, but they may not be what 
casual observers expect. Following is a guide 
to the key takeaways from the deal. 

Lenders’ Dilemma: ~nvest in Tech or Exit 
Mortgage Business 

The cost to originate a home loan is 
skyrocketing as lenders try to comply with 
stricter rules to catch problem loans. 
Technology would better automate the loan 
process, but can small lenders justify the 
investment? 

New ABA Chair: Stop Fretting About 
Regulations, Focus on Customers 

Bankers must resist the urge to obsess over 
the hassles of QM and other new rules, says 
Jeff Plagge, the new chairman of the American 
Bankers Association and CEO of Northwest 
Financial in Iowa. Doing so distracts them from 
adequately serving customers and contributing 
to economic growth, he says. 

Former Amex executive David Bonalle has 
created an analytics center of excellence and is 
ensuring that every major decision at the bank 
is backed up with numbers. 

By Department 

Why and How KeyBank Has Become Big 

Former Amex executive David Bonalle has 
created an analytics center of excellence and is 
ensuring that every major decision at the bank 
is backed up with numbers. 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

u View corn plate 
issue 

index 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Wealth 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Technology 

~ 
Over ~he 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 
phishing, malware, 

Take the lead in business. 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work. CHcI~ to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-in-Class" by 

CEB To~verGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 



The cost to originate a home loan is 
skyrocketing as lenders try to comply with 
stricter rules to catch problem loans. 
Technology would better automate the loan 
process, but can small lenders justify the 
investment? 

New A~BA Chair: ,Stop Fretting About 
Regulations, Focus on Customers 

Bankers must resist the urge to obsess over 
the hassles of QM and other new rules, says 
Jeff Plagge, the new chairman of the American 
Bankers Association and CEO of Northwest 
Financial in Iowa. Doing so distracts them from 
adequately serving customers and contributing 
to economic growth, he says. 

Four Takeaways from JPM’s Massive $13B 

Mortgage Settlement 

JPMorgan Chase’s record $13 billion 
settlement has significant implications for the 
financial industry, but they may not be what 
casual observers expect. Following is a guide 
to the key takeaways from the deal. 

Pacific Natio~a~ in Miami Agrees to Sa~e 
Buyer Not A~ou~ced 

Pacific National Bank in Miami has found a 
buyer. 

and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 
What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Allen <jennifer@connect-goal-evems.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Litigation Conference, London 2014 

Hello, 

We are interested in inviting you to explore the opportunities at our upcoming global event on "Global Litigation Conference and Exhibition" taking place ha London on the 11 & 12 of 
March, 2014. 

We are looking for Law Firms who are interested in providing their services to the In-House Counsel 

Participation: Delegate, Speaker or a Sponsor 

Venue: The Law Society of England and Wales, London 

We look forward to welcome you and your firm on board with us. For fulther queries, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Regards, 

Jennifer Allen 
Conference Leader 
Global Outsourcing Association of La,a)’ers (GOAL) 

To unsubscribe, please reply to this email with the subject line as ’Unsubscribe’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC coach Larry Fedora: 

Time to circle the wagons 

Amid the Tar Heels’ 1-5 start, 

coach Larry Fedora has 

challenged his players to rally 

around each other and not give in. 

After a 

heartbreaking 

loss against 

Miami, UNC 

Tar Heels’ women fa~l as Cars continue 

perfect season 

With the star player from each team away for national 

team duty, it would be up to the supporting casts to 

decide Sunday’s ACC women’s soccer showdown 

between No. 1-ranked Virginia and No. 4 North 

Carolina Score it for the Cavaliers. 

Lake Hits: Big week fo~ Florida State; first ACC 

rankin.£~s of the season 

Florida State turns backthe clock with a 51-14 win 
over Clemson. And who’s No. 14 in the ACC? 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell SL. Raleigh, NorLh Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~:~Rt?!#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 7:47 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: IBM’s mp local exec ~ys RTP renovation ’maJ~es all awful lot of sense’ 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 22, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

~ R~search~riang!~ 

IBM’s to~ ~ocal exec says RTP renovation ’makes an awful 
lot of sense~ 
Bob Greenberg, iBM’s (NYSE: IBM) top local executive who was recognized this 

week as Triangle Business Journal’s CIO Lifetime Achievement Award winner, is of 

the belief that Big Blue, where he has worked for 36 years is changing with 

Research Triangle Park. 

Triangle Startup Weekend cominq in November 
oot a new idea for a b~siness~ Tr~an~ie Sta~up Weekend i~ Nov. ~ 5-~ 7 i~ Ch~i 

................. 

MetUfe exec: B~g dat~ would solve the Obamacare website 
fiasco 
Wha+,’s wrong with the Affordable Heu, lti~ Care Act websita? 

Radisson RTP hotel to be demolished after sale 
The Radisson Hotel a+, Reseu, rch Triangle Park in Durhu, m, whici~ hu, s serw.,d u,s 

go--to meating place for local businesses over the past +,wo decades, will soon 

Discuss 

Contact Us 

CoRtac[ ijs Fo~ 81i inqL:hies regarding Ibis offe~ or ssbscdption [o the Triar~gle Busi!;ess Josm~al; piease email ~.:s aL 

Cance~ Email Subscription 



1o unsubscribe from this email ~ ciick here 

mizioemsIs custome~ service, mizioemsIs 120 W Morehead St; ChmHo~J;e, i’qorth Carolina 28202 

~epiodeced, distributes, timnsmi~ed cached o~ othelwise used; except ,,q~il the prio~ ’~’~d~cen pem;issior~ of biziotlmals 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 8:38 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. employers added only 148,000 jobs in September 

employers added only ~t48,ooo jobs in September 

U.S. employers added only 148,000 jobs in September, a sign hiring stumbled heading 

into Washington’s latest round of budget battles. The unemployment rate was 7.2%. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Brie£ Nokia Unveils Its First Tablet 

L~TEST STORIES 

Nokia Unveils Its First °l’ablet                           ~ 

Spy Clfief Distm~ees Saudis From 

U+S, :Fails to Meet Drone ARack Criteria, ~ghts Groups Say 

H~ghlights ~om fl~e September Jobs Repo~ 

U.S, Stock ~Fu~res Rise 

J,P, Morgan Aimed to I.,i~fit Damage 

~Vall Street P~’ofits May Halw~ in Second Half 

EvangeHcM Leader Preache~ P~back F~om PoHNes, C~dt~re ~Vars 

Obama Nods to Rocky Start on Health Law 

indian Headnfist~ess Charged With Murder h~ Poison~g Case 

~ssa~ Says H&s Not Leaving 

NEWS ViDeOS 

Mieroso~ Tests ~Vearabie De~ee Sinfilar to Google Glass 

NoMa Lmmc}les Its First-Ever Tablet 

Good Time tim Alibaba to List in U 

l’Vlmt to Expect From Prince George’s Christe~fing 

Indians S~l SkepficM Over Free Lunc]~ Programs 

NEWS POD~ASTS 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



5 r~asons to tq a digital subscription at th~ m~9~ rat~ 

There’s never been a better time to try a digital subscription to 

~ .~w Yo,~ ~i~ ~t th~ co,~ R.t~. 
I~ I"~" Bringing you award~inning news from the paper that’s 

I- ~ won112 Pulitzer Prizes. 

~ 12, Up4o-the~i~te coverage means the news comes to you 

~ ,hrou~hou,,h~ ~. 
3. Unlimited access to exclusive a~des, blogs, oNnion, mobile 

apps and interactive features as only The Times can provide. 

4, Convenience of 24/7 access on your computer, sma~phone, 

tablet or any Web~nabled devil. 

~3, Great value on subscriptions at our College Rate. 

Act now and discover even more reasons why a Times subscription ~s 

indispensable. 

T~ it today. 

must a ls o ha ve~ va~olleg e ~ u n~v e ~sit~ e m a ila d d ~ e s s~ N~ ~ usua!ly e n dsi~: ed US m a~ph~n e a n d tab! 

s up p ~ e n~ii ~ e v~ e s D ~ e s n~ i ~i ~ de-re~ d e~e d!~!o n s~e m~u m C ~ s s w ~ s o~The a e w~ ~ ¯ ~!me s C~o 
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¯ Approaches to valuations and the methodology behind 

Audio CD-ROM Audio CD-ROM Se@:ien ef Real Property, Trus[ 

Young Lawyers Diqsion ............................................................................................................................................................ 

lan D Schaff 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Do you know Emily Erdman Mauney, Edward Paul Gardner and Stephen Lareau? 

Here are some people you may know on Facebook, Connecg with fiiends, l:amiiy, dassmages and coworkers to 
see their updates~ photos and more, 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:28 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

University jobs in Bm~kiug, Business & Financial Law, Commercial & Bankruptcy Law, and other related areas 

Dear Professor Broome, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Law- features 18 faculty openings, 11 senior a&ninistrative positions, and 3 post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education. 

Issue: Law Oct. 22rid, 2013 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Balf~mg, Business & Financial Law 
- Commercial & Bankruptcy Law- 

Become a fan of Academic Keys on Facebook! Click here: 
http://wwwfacebook.com/pages/Storrs-CT/Academic-Kevs/56778577910 

Follo~v us on T~vitter! 
http ://twitter. corn/!!/acad emickevs 

Join us on LinkedIn! 
http:/iwww. [inkedin com/~roups/Academic-Ke’~,s-I Ii~her-Education-Professionals-4055169 

POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEiVff~;NT 

Add your department’s positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions: 
- http://En~ineering.AcademicKev, s.con~/client lo~in.php?ta~=LA131022m 

SENIOR AD~/fIN[STRATIVE POSITIONS: 

Nt:?&7! - Lateral Law Facul~-Seinor Chaired Appointment in .. 
Umversity of Minnesota 

Minneapolis, MN 
Date Posted: Oct 3, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con’b’r?iob=49569&o=232497&t=LA 131022m-Be 

NI~W! - Assoc. Dean for Experim. Edu. & Clinical Prof of Law 
Boston University 
School of Law 
Boston, MA 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http :i/wa~’.AcademicKeys. c om!r’, iob=49561 &o=232497&t=LA 13102~ru-6e 

i’~EW! - Director of Legal Clinics 
St. Louis University 
School of Law 
St. Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

h~p:/,\w~v.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob=49560&o=232497&t=LA131022m-6e 

ix,~EW! - Assistant Dean, Law- Admissions 
Barry University 
Dwayne O. ~amdreas School of Law 

Orlando, FL 
Date Posted: Sep. 27, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.com!r’, job=49~49&o=232497&t=LA 13102~ru-6e 

i’~E;V! - Dean, School of Law 
Universi~z of Akron 
School of La~v 
Akron, OH 
Date Posted: Sep. 23, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job=48997&o=232497&t=LA 131022m-6e 

Dean, School of La~v 
University of Detroit Mercy 
School of Law 



Detroik MI 

Date Posted: Sep. 17, 2013 

http:/Tv,~ww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 48684&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

Executive Recruiting Consultant 
Academic Keys 
Academic Keys 
Storrs, CT 
Date Posted: Sep. 13, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKe’,/s.com,’r?iob 48580&o 232497&t LA131022m-0e 

Assoc. Vice-President, Scholarship and Corrmmni~" Engagement 
Vancouver Island University 
Senior Administration 
Nanainro, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug. 16, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 47834&o 232497&t LA131022m-0e 

Associate/Assistant Dean for Clinical Education, Experien... 
UCLA 
School of Law 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Jul. 29, 2013 

htt~://xwcw.AcademicKevs.com,’r?iob 47386&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

Qatar Olynrpic Committee Professorial Chair in Sports Sci. 
Qatar University 
Sports Sciences Program - College of Arts & Sciences 
Doha, Qatar, Qatar 
Date Posted: Jul. 25, 2013 

http://w~av.AcademicKeys.corpJr?job 47304&o 232497&t LA131022m-0e 

Head of College 
University College Cork 
College of Business and Law 
Cork, Cork, Ireland 
Date Posted: Jul 9, 2013 

http://vavw.AcademicKeys.con’v’r?job 46887&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS 

iN~E;V! - Assistant Professor, Law (2 Tenure-track Positions) 
University of Victoria 
Faculty, of Law 

Victoria, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 18, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 50331&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

NF?&7! - Assistant/Associate Professor in Law (Tenure-track) 
Queen’s Universi~ 
Faculty of Law 
Kingston, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2013 

http:~&vww.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 50261&o 232497&~LA131022m-6e 

N~EW[ - Assistant Professor of Law 
Universi~ of Copenhagen 
Facul~ of Law 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 50206&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

NI:?AT! - Assistant/Associate/& Full Prol~ in Law (English. 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd Univcrsi~- 
College of Arts and Science 
A1 Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Oct. 10, 2013 

http://xwcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 49922&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

N~EW! - Assistant or Associate Professor Appointments 



University of British Columbia 
Facul~ of La~v 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 9, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 49830&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

NI~’?&7! - Non-tenure-track Acting Asst. Professors (several. 

New York Universi~- 
School of Law 
New- York, NY 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http://~wcw.AcademicKeys.cor~,’r’.’iob 49572&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

N~EW! - Law Center: Asst. or Assoc. Prof. - Two (2) Positi... 
University of Houston 
Law- Center 
Houston, TX 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 49567&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

N~EW! - Clinical Associate Professor of Law 
Boston University 
School of Law 
Boston, 2~{A 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http://~wcw.AcademicKeys.cor~,’r?iob 49562&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

5,~W! - Assistant/Associate/Instructor/Lecturer in Law (.. 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
College of Arts & Science 
A1 K~obar, Easteru, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Sep 30, 2013 

http://w~’.AcademicKeys.corpJr?job 49308&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

iN~E;V! - La;v Full Professor (AA3427) 
University of Washington 
School of La;v 
Seattle, YVA 
Date Posted: Sep. 27, 2013 

http://vavw.AcademicKeys.con~/r?job 49267&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

Ac~junct, Legal Studies 
Berkeley College 

New York, NY 
Date Posted: Aug. 21, 2013 

http:Z/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 47910&o 232497&~LA131022m-6e 

Associate Professors/Assistant Professors/Chairs 
American University of Beirut 
Olayan School of Business 
Beirut, Lebanon 
[)abe Posted: Aug 19, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 47854&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

Adjunct, Criminal Justice 
Berkeley College 

New Yo~k City, NY 
Date Posted: Aug. 19, 2013 

http:t/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 47846&o 232497&~LA131022m-6e 

Faculty Positions ()pen 
University’ of Denver 
Daniels College of Business 
Denver, CO 
Date Posted: Aug. 12, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.cor~fr?iob 47701&o 232497&t LA131022m-6e 

Canada Research Chair in Laxv (Tier 2) 
Queen’s Universib" 



Faculty of 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug. 12, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob=47668&o=232497&t=LA 131022m-6e 

Senior Lectureff Lecturer 
Polytechnic of Namibia 
School of Management 
Windhoek, 9000, Namibia 
Date Posted: Juh 23, 2013 

http :i/wa~’.AcademicKeys. c orrgr ?iob=47211&o=232497&t=LA 131022m-6e 

Assistant/Associate Professor -- Chinese Law 
Jeju National University 
Law School 
Jeju, Jeju, South Korea 
Date Posted: Juh 5, 2013 

h~p:/,\wav.AcademicKeys.com,’r’ iob=46846&o=23.497&t=LA 131022m-~e 

Lecturer/Associate Professor in Accounting 
Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool Universi~ 
International Business School Suzhou 
Suzt~ou, Jiangsu, China 

Date Posted: Jun. 25, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr’, job=46672&o=232497&t=LA 13102~m-6e 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS 

N~W! - Doctoral Research Scholarships AY2014-2015 
The National Universi~z of Singapore 
NrUS La~v 
Singapore, Singapore 
Date Posted: Sep 30, 2013 

http :/’/w~’.Aca demicKeys, c orc2r ?j ob=49345 &o=232497&t=LA 131022m-2e 

Research Fellow (PhD Candidate) with Professor Anne Peters 
IVlax Planck Inst for Comparative Public Latv and Internati.. 
Research 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Jul 12, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKevs.com/r?iob=46957&o=232497&t=LA131022m-6e 

Senior Research Fellotv (Postdoc) with Professor Aline Peters 
Max Planck Inst. for Comparative Public Law and Internati .. 
Research 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Jul. 11. 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob=46939&o=232497&t=LA 131022m-6e 

To view more academic jobs, visit: http://wwwAcademicKev~s.con~/ 

Change your emailisubscribe directly: 

Do you need to update your email inl7~rmation with us? Proceed to the following page: 

http:i/www.academicke~/’s.con~/all/user chan~e email php 

Did you receive this e-Flier :[’ram a colleague and would like to continue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Academic Keys? Please proceed to the :[’allowing page: 

http:i/www.academickev, s.com2all/subscribe.php 

UNSUB SCR[B}~: 

This e-Flier was sent to the e-mail address: 

lissa brnnme@unc.edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe from fmther e-Fliers and other correspondence from AcademicKeys.com, you must proceed to the following web page: 

http://AcademicKe-fs, com/all/nnsubscribe.php ?email=lissa broome,@,unc, edu 

Your request to unsubscribe will be processed within 24 hours. 

We assure you that we make evet?~ attempt to honor requests to ansubscribe. Thank you for your patience[ If you have any further comments o1 suggestions, please send an email to 



EmailUs@AcademicKeys.com 

Sincerely, 

Andrea McCarthy 
amccarthy@AcademicKey s corn 
Academic Keys, LLC 
1066 Storrs Road, Suite D 
Storrs, CT 06268 
USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Forensic Reseaxch-2014 <forensicresearch2014@omicsonline.net> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Spotlight at Forensic Re,arch-2014 San Antonio, USA 

Dear Dr. Lissa Lamkin Broome, 
As an eminent pioneer in the m’ena of forensic and scientific investigations, OMICS Ch’oup would like to taJ~e the privilege to announce and invite you to be a speal~er for its 
218th event, ’Ihe 3rd International Conference on Forensic Resem’ch & Teclmology-2014 slated on October 06-08, 2014 at San Antonio, USA. 
Forensic Reseaxch-2014 will focus on "Advanced Research and Assessing Technology in Forensics for Combating Crime" and looks forward to provide forum for a 
newly principled approach to pave a way to gather visionm’ies through resem’ch talks and pmael discussions. 
The annual ~neet aims to atOp’act investigators, lawyers & bnsiness executives frotn the relevant province and emphasizes on 
Compntational Forensic 
Digital Forensic 
Forensic Accounting 
Forensic ~athropology 
Forensic Chemistry 
Forensic DNA Analysis 
Forensic Engineering 
Forensic Entomolo~v 
Forensic Geology & Geophysics 
Forensic Pathology 
Forensic Psychology & Forensic Psychiatry 
Forensic Toxicology 
Wild LitE Forensic Science 
We m’e confident that you will enjoy the Scientific Progrmn of this upcoming Conference. 
For more information a~nd abstract submission Click on the following link: http:!!fore.nsicresearch20:l.4.conferenceseries.net!c~a.php 
Join us at Forensic Research-2014 ~s we gather together to share ideas, insights and advances in the field of Forensic Resem’ch & Tecknology. 
We appreciate your time and look forwaxd to hem’ing from you. 
Yours Sincerely, 
Chm’lene Cmnpbell 
Forensic Research-2014 Organizing colnmittee 
Tel: 1-650-268-9744 
Clinical Conferences- OMICS Group 
EmaAl: forcnsicresearch2014(a;omicsonline.net 

This email has been scanned by the Symaxatec Email Security.clond service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal regulators provide guidm~ce on Qualified Mortgage t~ir lending risks 

Federal regulators provide ~uidance on Qualified Mortgage fair lending risks 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~press/bcreg/20131022a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federa~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivelv.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 
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This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

What’s your favorite color, Lissa? 
We just know you’re thinking orange. Homecoming is October 26, 

and we’re helping Illini near and far get in on the 

action with major giveaways. 

Head over to the University of Illinois Alumni Association Facebook 

page, where you can ~-~.~~:,:-~i t<~ ~vi~~ ~-~l~,~.li(~l.~-; illi~i f:~ii:.!:(-~;. Five lucky 

alumni will win, so throw your name into the virtual hat today! 

Don’t use Facebook? Click here to enter. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Apple ~mveils new Macs, iPad ahead of holidays 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Cadisle reports hi.qher third-quarter profit 

Carlisle Cos reported higher third-quarter earnings 
than a year ago, as sales were boosted by an 
aerospace and electronics industries supply 
business it acquired in December. 

Apple unveils new ~acs, 

iPad ahead of holidays ...... 

Apple unveiled a new, thinner, 
lighter tablet called the ’iPad Air’ 
along with a slew of new Macs 
ahead of the holiday shopping 
season. 

Regiona~ par[nerships, Commerce pitching 
state bus~ness e{}n~ate }n ~ew York 

N.C Gommerce Secretary Sharon Decker and the 
head of the state’s three urban regional economic 
development pa~nerships will work together next 
month to pitch the state to location advisers and 
journalists in New York, the agency said Tuesday. 

So~s ol h~te deve~eper Henry ...... 

~a~son suing Ms firm 

The sons and estate of late 
Charlo~e real estate developer 
Henry Faison are suing his 
company over nearly $200 million 
in assets he was trying to ... 

White replaces s~ver as favorite car co,or 

Move over, silver. 

Delta Air Lir~es posts profit of 

$t,37 billion 

Delta Air Lines made more than a 

billion dollars in the third quarter 

as more passengers paid a little 

bit extra to fly. Even its new oil 

refinery ... 

August 

Spending on U.S. construction projects rose at a 

solid pace in August, helped by further gains in 

residential building Overall construction activity 

climbed to the highest level in more than four years 

table~k 

Nokia is expanding its lineup of Windows phones 

and introducing its first tablet computer, all sporting 

the powerful camera technology found in its flagship 

Lumia 1020 smartphone. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this ne~vs]etter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robin Gallaher <mailer@email.naviance.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Upcoming College/University Representative Visits to CHS 

The following is for information purposes olfly. 

The following are upcoming college/university visits to CHS. Sign up in the CIC and receive a permission slip to be signed by your teacher. 

Conncil on International EducalionaJ Exchange (CIEE) offers study abroad, high school study, and gap year programs and will be here Wednesday, 10/23 @ 12:20. 

(wx~-.ciee.org) 

Radford University in VA, Wednesday, 10/23 @ 3:00 

Dartmouth College in NH, Thursday, 10/23 @ 1:10 

Bos~ton Universi .ty in MA, Friday 10/25 @ 3:00 

Robertson Scholmship Information Session with a former CHS student who is a Robertson recipient, Tuesday, 10/29 @ 9:45 (mbertsonscholars.org) 

Becker College in MA, Wednesday, 10/30 @ 11:30 

Earlham College in IN, Thnrsday, 10/31 @ 10:15 

University of Colorado-Boulder, Thursday 10/31 @ 11:30 

Carleton College in MN, Thursday, 10/31 @ 1:00 

Take the opportunity to t~Jk with college and universiF representatives about admissions, calnpus life, scholarships, and more. If you are planning on attending a 4-yeax 
z / uni~ ersi .ty, college, the better infoi~med and prepmed you will be if you take time to t~J,k with these representatives. All high school students can lenn~ from the 

experience. 

Please check the CIC Calendar on the CHS website for additional college representative visits, htt ?s’,..%ite,~;.~ oo~ le.com!aichccs.k~ 2.nc.u,~.:ch,~-cicicic~ 

Follow the ClC on Twitter: @CHSeas 

Like us on Facebook: "CHS Career and College Information Center" 

No Facebook or Twitter accounts? No Problem. All of our information is on the GIG Website: [~‘~!‘~j~{q4~(~‘~[e~t~c?R~:~‘~:~?[~?i~£~ 

Robin GallaJ~er 

(Ms. G) 
Career Development Coordinator 

Carrboro High School 

919-918-2200 ext.25044 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC The Farm <uncfarm@hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:54 PM 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information <farm_general@listserv.unc.edu> 

[farm_general] Haunted House this Friday in support of Paws4Ever! 

A Spooky Greetings from The Farm, 

This Friday is the highly anticipated Haunted House. This is a one night event so be sure to mark your calendars! We are also raising money for Paws4Ever 
(A guaranteed-adoption animal shelter and sanctuary dedicated to improving the lives of cats and dogs through adoption, training and education). We 
hope you will support our cause with a monetary donation for walking through the house. 

Farm Haunted House = This Friday, October 2Sth (6:30-9:00 pro) Donation Encouraged 

Get ready for scares like you have never seen before and make sure to tell your friends. The non-scary tours will be from 6:30-7:00 and the scary tours are 
from 7:00-9:00. YOU MUST BE IN LINE AT 8:30 TO WALK THROUGH THE HOUSE! The last tour will be at 9:00 PM. Sorry, members and guests arriving past 
8:30 will not be guaranteed a tour. There will be a kid’s carnival in the clubhouse as well. 

-Seth Pomerantz, Assistant Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_general as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu, 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33756343-2435570,47d4593d8elld651e5d3bcd97bOab835@listserv, unc,edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boston Universi~ Center for Finance, Law & Policy <jking@bu.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 5:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

CFLP Upcoming Events, including "Bitcoin Now" on 11/4 

BITCOIN NOW 

! :00PM 2:30F’M 

NEW CFLP 
REPORT 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS: 
NOVEMBER 2013 

To read the Center’s tepod, includixg 

its media coverage, please visit otar 1 7 

website: 24 

Click here to read more. 

.STAY C O,N,N~O ;"~D 

No~ T~e Wed Thu Fri S~t 

4 5 6 7 8 9 

11 12 13 14 15 16 

18 19 20 21 22 23 

25 26 27 28 29 30 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

A pane.~ discussion w~th Petr Gandalo~4c, 
Czech Ambassador to ~he U.S. and Peter 
Kmec, Sk~vak Ambassador ~o #~e U.S. 

October 23, 2013 
2013 marks 20 years since the "Velvet 
Divorce," or the break up d Czechoslovakia 
inle Ix~e indep~;nd~m[ sla[e.s Jeil~ us £)r a conversatk)n wilh the 
Czech a~d Slovak Ambassadors who wll disct~ss subsequent 
developments ~n their cou~tr~es, in particular, since jobbing the EU. 
Clck here to read more about the event. 

F~ atun))g P~fessor Michae~ P. 

November 14, 2013 
Professet DeeN~y joined ~he faculy at UCSC 
1992 folowi~N mere tha~ lwenly yeats 

at lhe Board of Goveme~ of the Federal 
Reserve oystem and the Research 
Depad:ment ef the ~ntematienal Mene~a~y Fund. Hia teaeatch 

including Bret[on Woods H, crises i~ emerging markets, debt 

management, caplal conl:rek;, capital 1’t9h[ and Hberatzalen of 

financial markets. Click here for more ~nformation. 

i 



Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to [issa..broome~!unc,edu by jkirlg@bu.edu 

._U_~__d___a_t__e___f_~_Lo__fjj_e_LE_~_~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_~’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_E_o_[Lc_Y., 

Boston University Center for Finance, Law & Policy :: 53 Bay State Road Bostom :: PIA :: 022~.5 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 7:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 23 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 23, 2018 0, Number 205 

Mergers 

To Acquire ~erma~ ~iva~ i~ Ceme~t ~d~,st~ 

As two global suppliers of cement and other building materials 
plan to combine their operations, the European Commission on 
Oct. 22 announced that it will take a closer look at the 
transaction to ensure that competition remains in certain 
areas .... 

Economics 

ItalyOs antitrust authority approved the governmentOs plan to 
sell off state corporate assets in the latest effort aimed at 
reducing government debt .... 

Bribery 

Russia has amended two laws, one on corruption and the other 
on jurisdiction in cross-border cases .... 

Current Account 

Banking flows and foreign investors’ acquisition of U.B. securities 
came to a net total of -$2.9 billion in August, according to the 
Treasury Department’s Treasury International Capital (T[C) 
data .... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1584-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 

Request a FRE~ Web tr:ai. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Mon. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Copyright (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the t~-wms and 

condit;.ons of ti~e license agreement with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 8:57 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oct. 23 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

October 23, 2013 ~ Number 205 

Remittances 

~o~" I~te~’~atior~al Mo~ey T~’a~sfer Ru~e 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has released 
the procedures it will use in examining financial institutions for 
compliance with its international money transfer rule, which 

takes effect Oct. 28 .... 

Mortgages 

Five federal financial institution regulators released guidance 
saying lenders generally will be able to focus only on a special 
class of new loans known as qualified mortgages without 
violating anti-bias prohibitions under the Equal Credit... 

Capital 

A group representing community banks praised a proposal 
requiring a higher leverage ratio for the largest lenders, but 
others warned that the rule would put the U.S. industry at a 
competitive disadvantage .... 

Mortgages 

A report released Oct. 22 from the Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) examines options available to poicymakers to 
improve the fiscal health of the Federal Housing Administration 
(FHA) and/or reduce its presence in the mortgage market .... 

Bribery 

Diebold Inc., an Ohio-based manufacturer of ATMs and bank 
security systems, settled Justice Department and Securities and 
Exchange Commission allegations that it violated the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act by bribing officials and employees... 

Futures Trading 
Chilto~ Urges Co~]%ress to Toughe~ 
Enforcement i~ C~C Reauthoriza~o~ 

Commodity Futures Trading Commissioner Bart Chilton recently 
urged Congress to give the agency authority to levy heavier 
penalties on those who violate the Commodity Exchange Act in 
the upcoming C~C reauthorization bill .... 

Securities 

The "message" behind the Securities and Exchange Commission 
Division of Trading and Markets’ recent guidance on supervisory 
liability is that the agency will not target compliance officers as 
the "guarantors" of... 

Compensa tion 



Members of United Steelworkers Local 2635-06 have ratified a 
new four-year contract with AmeriServ Financial Bank that 
increases wages by 3 percent each year for some 188 employees 
in ~8 branch offices throughout western Pennsylvania, a... 

Current Account 
Foreign ~ve~o~s Re~~ai~~ed ~e~ ge~[e~’s 

Banking flows and foreign investors’ acquisition of U.S. securities 
came to a net total of -$2.9 billion in August, according to the 

Treasury Department’s Treasury International Capital (T~C) 
data .... 
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Job Openings 

Queen’s University Faculty of Law 

Tenure-track Appointment 

Tilburg University, International Victimology Institute Tilburg (INTERVICT) 

Professor Victimology 

University of New Brunswick 

Dean, Faculty of Law 

University of Victoria, Faculty of Law 

Tenure-track Assistant Professor 

LSN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices. 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on LSN 

Queen’s University Faculty of Law 

Tenure-track Appointment 

Queen’s University Faculty of Law invites applications for a tenure-track appointment at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor, to begin no later than July 1, 2014. The Faculty 

welcomes applicants from all areas of legal study. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The main criterion for selection is academic and teaching excellence. The successful candidate will demonstrate strong potential for innovative and high quality 

scholarly research leading to peer-assessed publications, as well as for outstanding teaching contributions and an ongoing commitment to academic and pedagogical excellence, in 

support of the Faculty’s programs. The successful candidate will also be expected to make substantive contributions through service to the Faculty, to the University, and/or the broader 

community. Except in exceptional circumstances, the successful candidate will have a J.D./LL.B. or equivalent and a doctorate in law or a cognate discipline. Salary will be competitive 

and commensurate with the qualifications of the candidate. 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL: Consistently ranked among Canada’s top law schools, Queen’s Law has a distinguished record of outstanding teaching and research. Located in historic 

Kingston, Ontario, Queen’s Law is a mid-sized law school with a proud history of a high degree of faculty and student engagement. Queen’s Law has a curriculum and research profile 

that is global in scope, including Canada’s largest international law program, operated at our Bader International Study Centre at Herstmonceux Castle in the UK. The Faculty leads 

Canadian law schools in interdisciplinary study opportunities, including combined J.D. programs with business, economics, public administration and industrial relations. The Faculty 

is also home to a vibrant LL.M. and Ph.D. program that draws students from around the world, the Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s, and 

four clinical programs in poverty law, prison law, business law and elder law. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The University invites applications from all qualified individuals. Queen’s is committed to employment equity and diversity in the workplace and welcomes 

applications from women, visible minorities, aboriginal people, persons with disabilities, and persons of any sexual orientation or gender identity All candidates are encouraged to 

apply; however, in accordance with Canadian Immigration requirements, priority will be given to Canadian citizens and permanent residents. Each completed application must include: 

- curriculum vitae; 

- copies of all university transcripts; 

- copies of sample publications; 

- a statement outlining any experience with teaching and supervision at the J.D. and graduate level, including all available course outlines and evaluations; and 

- a statement of current and prospective research interests; 

- letters from at least three referees sent directly by the referee to the address below. 

Electronic applications and letters of reference in PDF format are strongly preferred. Applicants should also supply information concerning any interruptions in their academic career 



Writing samples will not be returned and incomplete applications may not be considered. 

Applicants should submit their file along with letters from referees by October 31,2013. However, if letters from referees are not available by this date, they should be submitted as soon 

thereafter as is possible. The Committee may still consider applications after this date. 

Additional information, which may be of interest to prospective faculty members, can be found at http://vwvw.queensu ca/facultyrecruitment. The academic staff at Queen’s University is 

governed by a Collective Agreement between the Queen’s University Faculty Association (QUFA) and the University, which is posted at: 
http:~www.queensu.ca/pr~v~st~facu~t‘//facu~tyre~ati~ns/qufa/c~llectivea~qreement.htm~ 

Applications and letters of reference should be sent to: 

Dean Bill Flanagan 

Faculty of Law 

Queen’s University Kingston 

Ontario Canada K7L 3N6 

Tel: (613) 533 - 6000, extension 74285 

Fax: (613) 533 - 6509 

Email: w.flanaqan@queensu.ca 

Website: http://law.queensu.ca 

Tilburg University, International Victimology Institute Tilburg {INTERVICT) 

Professor Victimology {1,0 Re) 

The International Victimology Institute Tilburg (INTERVlCT) is a multidisciplinary research institute based at Tilburg University. Within the Institute, a chair in ’Victimology’ will be 

established, appointed by Tilburg Law School 

ABOUT INTERVlCT: INTERVlCT aims to work towards a comprehensive, evidence and practice based body of knowledge of victim empowerment and support. ’The victim’ in the studies 

of INTERVlCT refers primarily to victims of crime and abuse of power The experience of injustice and being wronged and the related responses of moral indignation and retribution are 

distinctive features of victimisation by crime The experience of injustice, or wrong, is also the rationale behind the public nature of victimisation by crime Victimisation by crime is not 

solely a private matter, but involves the state and its actors as well, with criminal law concerning itself with wrongful acts 

THEMES: The new chair aims to enhance understanding of the position of victims of crime within criminal justice processes The upsurge of the victim of crime is without a doubt one of 

the most important developments in criminal justice systems in various Western jurisdictions over the past decades and there is good reason to assume further strengthening of this 

position in the coming years. There is considerable momentum in the development of legislation, policy and practice concerning victims’ rights and victim assistance Key topics 

concern instruments to strengthen the position of victims of crime within criminal justice processes, such as victim impact statements, and the development of alternative avenues 

offering victim input in the justice processes and outcomes, such as those contained under the banner of restorative justice 

Understanding the development of victim’s rights and the position of victims of crime more generally entails situating this within its auxiliary context: the wider societal, cultural, economic 

and political processes that interact with and shape the societal ecology of victims’ rights. Within the European setting a particularly important issue in this respect is the emergence of 

the European Union as a key policy actor in the field of victims’ rights, culminating in the 2012 Directive on this matter. The chair will enhance comparative understanding of the 

development of the position of victims of crime against the wider societal background, with a specific emphasis on European Union policy 

The development of the position of victims of crime has - at least in part - been fueled by empirical research into the position of victims of crime However, academic knowledge on the 

position of victims in criminal justice is still patchy Available empirical findings mostly do not transcend satisfaction surveys - which are of dubious value to the study of victims of crime - 

and/or depend upon one particular disciplinary perspective only. The research programme foreseen under the new chair is explicitly interdisciplinary in nature. The empirical research 

conducted into the areas of inquiry mentioned above should include and deploy relevant insights, theoretical perspectives and research methods from criminology, moral and social 

psychology, political science and public administration Moreover the chair will advance understanding of legal and moral philosophical aspects of victims’ rights, in part fueled through 

the integration of the findings from the empirical research programme. 

Taken together the chair will significantly contribute to the development of victimological theory concerning victims’ experiences with justice processes, advance empirical and 

philosophical understanding of victim’s rights, while simultaneously offering valuable insights for policy and practice in the field of victim’s policy. In addition, the chair’s work will form the 

basis for a significant part of INTERVlCT’s education programme - the MSc in ’Victimology and Criminal Justice’ - with the chair contributing/coordinating several courses. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The successful candidate: 

-Is holder of a PhD in a relevant disciplinel 

- Is a social scientist, with a proven track record in working within an interdisciplinary environment, including collaboration with legal scholarsl 

- Has an extensive and demonstrable knowledge on the themes mentioned, including victim impact statements, restorative justice, victim’s rights within the European Union, 

victimological theory; 

- Has authored and co-authored numerous national and international publications on the themes mentioned and has a network of international contactsl 

- Has a proven track record in the acquisition of funding and development of research projects on the themes mentioned, including so-called 2nd and 3rd stream funding; 

- Enjoys an international reputation in the field of victimology; 

- Has demonstrated a high-quality capacity to supervise and stimulate research by others, including PhD researchers; 

- Has displayed excellence as an academic teacher on the themes mentioned; 

- Has a first class command of English; 

- Has a proven track record in the valorisation of research, including its use for policy-makers and practitioners; 

- Has a demonstrated ability to assume managerial tasks, within an academic setting. 

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT: Tilburg University offers a good benefits package in accordance with the Collective Labour Agreement for Dutch Universities. The salary for the position 

of Professor has a maximum of Euro 7.285,- gross per month and is based on the scale Professor 2 of the Collective Labour Agreement Dutch Universities. The appointment will be for 

a period of three years, with a possibility of extension. 

Tilburg University is rated among the top of Dutch employers, offering very good fringe benefits, such as an options model for terms and conditions of employment and reimbursement 

of moving expenses. 

Candidates from outside the Netherlands may be eligible for a tax-free allowance equal to 30% of their taxable salary. The university will apply for such an allowance on their behalf 

whenever the criteria are met. 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: Additional information about Tilburg University and the Law School can be found on http://w’ww.tilburquniversity.edu. Specific information 

about the vacancy can be obtained from prof mr. JE.J. Prins, dean of Tilburg Law School, by e-mail via fP,^z pz(~,uvt.nl 

Applying for this vacancy can only be done online Your application, including your Curriculum Vitae, letter of motivation and list of publications, must be submitted via the link at the 

bottom of the page no later than November 4, 2013 



University of New Brunswick 

Dean, Faculty of Law 

The University of New Brunswick invites applications for a Dean, Faculty of Law. 

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY: The University of New Brunswick (UNB), Canada’s oldest English language university, plays a significant role in enhancing the social and economic lives of 

the people of New Brunswick. With two main campuses in Fredericton and Saint John, UNB provides innovative and diverse programs to almost 11,000 students annually while several 

thousand more take advantage of distance education and programs at partner campuses around the world. The environment, the cost of living and the commitment to innovation are 

just some of the advantages of living and working in New Brunswick. To learn more about the University of New Brunswick please visit http://w’v~ unb.ca 

ABOUT THE FACULTY OF LA\~/: Founded in 1892, UNB’s Faculty of Law offers the JD degree and a JD/MBA program in a distinctly supportive and collegial environment The Faculty 

defines its mission as providing high quality, accessible, university-based legal education to approximately 240 students Offering a highly structured JD program, the faculty prepares 

students for the professional practice of law, in a way that is consistent with the university’s traditional role of fostering critical inquiry and personal growth. The Faculty’s research 

mission extends throughout Canada and overseas while the Faculty maintains an Atlantic focus and a commitment to service to the province of New Brunswick. For more information, 

please go to http:fl,~vww.unb.ca!frederictonllaw 

JOB DESCRIPTION: Reporting to the Vice-President Fredericton (Academic), the Dean of the Faculty of Law provides leadership and is responsible for the administration of the Faculty, 

including academic programs, personnel, budgets, alumni relations and fundraising. Working collaboratively with professors and support staff to advance the Faculty’s mission, the 

Dean represents the Faculty of Law internally and to a wide range of external constituents. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: A distinguished individual, the Dean of Law will continue to expand on the Faculty’s theme of preparation for practice. A member of the University’s management 

team, the Dean will bring experience in administration, be a visible and vocal champion of UNB and the Faculty, and be active in raising the profile of the Faculty of Law and increasing 

support for students. He or she will have experience as an exemplary leader, an inspirational communicator and educator with outstanding professional experience. All qualified 

candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. The University of New Brunswick is committed to the principle of employment 

equity. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Should you want to learn more please call Danielle Conn or Maureen Geldart at (604) 926-0005 or forward your CV, a letter of introduction and the names 

of three referees, in confidence, to danielle@thegeldartgroup.com 

University of Victoria, Faculty of Law 

Tenure-track Assistant Professor Appointments 

The University of Victoria, Faculty of Law invites applications for tenure-track Assistant Professor Appointments. 

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY: Since our founding in the mid-1970s the Faculty of Law at the University of Victoria has sought to make a unique contribution to legal education in Canada, 

striving for innovation in the classroom, creativity and leadership in research, with due attention to the needs of Canada’s most marginalized communities Home to some of Canada’s 

most innovative and dynamic thinkers, the Faculty of Law has created a vibrant, student-centred learning environment based on a commitment to social justice, humane 

professionalism and civic responsibility, and critical interdisciplinary policy-oriented research and teaching. And we do all of this in Canada’s most beautiful urban paradise. We are also 

a faculty with a commitment to diversification across our ranks, particularly, although not limited to: racialization, marginalized sexualities, gender identity, Indigeneity and disability 

JOB DESCRIPTION: With our diversity needs in mind, the Faculty invites applications for up to two full-time, tenure-track positions commencing July 1, 2014 Appointment(s) will be at 

the rank of Assistant Professor In accordance with the University’s equity plan and pursuant to s. 42 of the BC Human Rights Code, preference for the first hire will be given to members 

of the following designated grou ps: Aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities and members of visible minorities Candidates who wish to qualify for preferential consideration are 

encouraged to self-identify. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: There are no subject limits for this current search process, nonetheless we welcome applications from candidates with the capacities to teach and research in 

the areas of: Corporate, Commercial and Consumer Law, Employment and Labour Law, Contracts, Property, Administrative, Regulatory, and Human Rights Law, Evidence and Civil 

Procedure. We are seeking candidates who demonstrate an interest in teaching a full-year course in our first-year curriculum, and who have capacity and desire to be part of the 

mentorship and supervision of graduate students 

The successful applicants will have an LL.B. or J.D and an LL.M., Ph.D or other relevant graduate degree, demonstrated excellence or a potential for excellence in teaching and 

research, and a commitment to equity in their scholarship, teaching and community engagement. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications, consisting of a cover letter that specifies areas of teaching and research interests, a curriculum vitae, copies of LL.B. (or JD.) and graduate 

transcripts and the names of (and contact information for) three academic referees should be addressed to the Appointments Advisory Committee and sent by email to the Chair, 

Appointments Advisory Committee, at lawapps~,,uvic.ca. The Committee will begin considering applications on November 15, 2013 and until the position is filled. 

Applicants who have special requirements for confidentiality are invited to contact Professor Gerry Ferguson, Chair, Appointments Advisory Committee, at qfercluso(~uvic.ca, or Dean 

Jeremy Webber at lawdean@uvic.ca 

Information about the Faculty of Law can be found at http://w’ww.uvic.ca/law 

The University of Victoria is an equity employer and encourages applications from women, persons with disabilities, visible minorities, Aboriginal Peoples, people of all sexual 

orientations and genders and others who would contribute to diversity in the University. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, in accordance with Canadian 

immigration requirements, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. 
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories 

Blacks and Hispanies Likely to Be Hurt By 

Blacks and Hispanics are likely to find it more 
difficult to obtain credit or face paying higher 
prices when the "qualified mortgage" rule goes 
fully into effect, a process that could take up to 
seven years. 

Boston° Minneapolis Man, date 
°Responsible" Lending by Banks 

The two cities join New York, LA. and other 
cities in trying to force the banks that hold 
municipal deposits to make more loans in low- 
income neighborhoods. Some industry officials 
oppose them, while others welcome them. 

Scrarnble to Adapt to QM Ru~e 

The new qualified-mortgage rule is pressuring 
vendors of loan origination systems to work 
with lenders to re-code their systems. There’s a 
lot of work to be done before the Jan. 10 
deadline. 

Region, s, Synovus Grilled on Expe~ses~ 
While Signature Wows 

Analysts hammered Regions and Synovus for 
a rising cost base amid weak economic 
conditions, while Signature Bank in New York 
was given a pass since its revenues are 
growing faster than its expenses. 

By Department 

Mortgage 8oftware Vendors 

The new qualified-mortgage rule is pressuring 
vendors of loan origination systems to work 
with lenders to re-code their systems. There’s a 
lot of work to be done before the Jan. 10 
deadline. 

Regions~ Synovus Grilled on Expenses, 
While Signature Wows 

COMPLETE iSSUE 

View con~ plate 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Wealth 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Technology 

~ 
Over ~he 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 

Take the lead in business. 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work. CHcI~ to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-in-Class" by 

CEB To~verGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 



Analysts hammered Regions and Synovus for 
a rising cost base amid weak economic 
conditions, while Signature Bank in New York 
was given a pass since its revenues are 
growing faster than its expenses. 

The two cities join New York, L.A. and other 
cities in trying to force the banks that hold 
municipal deposits to make more loans in low- 
income neighborhoods. Some industry officials 
oppose them, while others welcome them. 

Blacks and Hispanics are likely to find it more 
difficult to obtain credit or face paying higher 
prices when the "qualified mortgage" rule goes 
fully into effect, a process that could take up to 
seven years. 

Bancshares 

Northrim BanCorp (NRIM) in Anchorage, 
Alaska, has agreed to buy Alaska Pacific 
Bancshares (AKPB) in Juneau. 

phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 
What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

For furLher information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 
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October 23, 2013: LacMuster Jobs Repeal Means Federal Reserve... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

"[Od~:S ~[~# H~d!i~e ............................................................................................................. 

Lack{~ster Jobs R~port ~eans Federai R~serve Likely to Continue 
Stimulus Efforts 

The Bradenton Herald (OcL 23, Hall) laments that "a disappo#ffing jobs report 
fer September released by the government Tuesday points to an economy 
that was s~ow~ng even before the shock hit from a pa~iM government 
shutdown and threat e~a debt defau~L" Employe~ added only 148,000 jobs 
last month, acco~dh~g to ~he Labor Department. Mainstream economists had 
expected as many as 180,000 new jobs. As a result, the Federal ResePve is 
now likely to maintain ~ts purchases of $85 billion a month in government 
bonds to prop up the U.S. economy. The cerflral bank had hoped to beg~n 
tapedn(j off the stimulus as the economy gained steam, bu~ now ~t ~ooks like 
its buyh~9 activity w~H conth~ue at least into the first qua~er of 2014. Nell 

Durra, d~rec~or of reseal~h ~or Renaissance Macro Research, remarked, "The 
labor market #~¢ture wJ~l be mudd~ed over the next ~wo months because of 
su[~,ey ~ssues from the shuMown, fu~her reinforcin(j the case fer a ~ater taper 
date." 

Check ~or lats-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern 

KPMG ACI Fall Roundtable Series ] 

Find an NACD Chapter Program 

Make Your M ..... NACD Fellow 

Upcoming NACD 
Events 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 23, Pe[tlock, House) adds that "news about the ......................................................... 
Washington dysfunction knocked down consumer confidence between 
September and October at the fastes~ pace s~nce oeptem~er ~008, when the 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

[~nancia~ cds~s was at its heights? ThaL ~n turn, may [est[a~n spend~n9 H~is 
New York, NY (Dec. 3, 

monlh. Hewever, many economists expect the effects te be shorlq~ved~ They 
~ 20!3) 

point to GaHup’s daily ~ndex of economic confidence, wMch recovered ro~gMy 
33 percent o~ its losses after Capitol Hill legislators leached a deal to suspend 

Master Class 
the debt ceiling and reopen the govemmenL "The experience of the 2011 debt- 
ceiling fight showed that sharp declines in confidence don’t necessa[ily spur 
protracted declines ~n spend#~g," notes the Uoumal. 

Reuters (Oct. 23, Kitano) notes that "the dollar ,set an ei,ght-month low versus 
a basket of currencies on Wednesday after weak U.S. jobs data cemented 
expectations for the Federal Reserve to keep its s~imulus in place until next 
year? The greenback ~ndeed iouched a flesh iwo-year ~ow versus ihe euro in 
the wake of the disappointing employment numbeB. ~t s~so extended ~ts 
losses versus the yen ~n the As~an afternoon as a drop ~n [eg~ona~ shales 
dented r~sk sentiment. SMnicMro Kadota, currency strategist a~ Barclays, 
echoed the sentiments of many in stating: "~t’s becoming difficult for ihe 
Fede[M ReseP~e to reduce ~ts stimulus tMs year." 

Share~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 

I ii.~.ii Mobile App b ...... ] 
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The Next Wave in Requlation and Compliance 
Nov. 12, 2013 
2-3 pro. 

Each time corporate directors reach the point of understanding and 
interpolating with a new set ol regulato[y ~quiremen~s o[ new s~andards 
around executive pay progrsms, there seems to be more chan,ge coming over 
the horizon. Along with still-unfinished [e,gulatoPi guidance [elated to the 
details of implementing multiple aspects of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 
Relom~ and Consumer Protection Act, companies continue to grapple with 

Miami; FL (Dec. 12.-13~ 

20! 3) Sold 

Director Professionalisme) 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9-10, 
2013) 
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2013) 
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hew ~o deliver pay for perlormance and meel dgid proxy advisory slandarda, 
while keeping their highqevel programs geared te their organization’s specific 

bus~ness needs~ 

Tune-in Ior a complimentary webinar ~o explore these issues, and offer 
guidance on how organizations can best prepare to meet the challenges 
ahead. 

Learn mere and reqister. 

ShareFTl~ 
::.~ Faceb°°k ]1~ 

Audit and Finance 

Cari lcahn Dumps More Than Half of His Netfli× Stake 

Activist investor Carl Icahn has sold mere than half his owne~hip stake in 
Netflix, [eports CNNMoney (Oct. 23, Pepitone), netting a tidy profit. In 
October 2012, Icahn directly purchased or took out options on 5.5 miflion 
Netflix shares, [ep[esenting a 10 percent interesL He has now sold off 5.5 
percent of that stake. ~,M~en he bought into the company a year ago, Icahn 
said it "would be a nice takeover target for a larger company looking to add 
s~reaming video to ~heir po[t[olio2 Suflicienfly spooked, Ne~flix soon after 
adopted a stockholder rights plan, or "poison pill," designed to prevent activist 
shareholders flora launching a hostile takeover. Icahn cha~ged that the move 
was "discriminatoR/" and blasted the company’s board of directors for having 
too much power over shareholders~ "But Ne~flix began ~o lurn around soon 
after Icahn bought his stake," notes CNN, "so the investor made his money 
and the company remained independent." 

SEC, DOJ Charge Diebold in Foreign Bribery Case 

USA Today (Oct. 22, McCoy) is reporting ~hat the SEC and lhe Justice 
Depadment have charged DieboM with spending ~oughly $3 million to bribe 

officials at banks in China, Indonesia, and Russia between 2005 and 2010 as 
pad of a coordinated effoA to w~n and keep lucrative business deals. "Wolating 
the Foreign Corrup~ P[actices Act," ~he agencies allege, D~ebold’s agents and 
subsidiaries "~av~shed internafiona{ ~eisure trips, entertainment, and other 
improper g~fls" on officiMs in the three countries. Federal prosecutors say 
they would seek dismissal of cr#nina~ charges i~ the OMo-based ATM 
manufacturer complies with the terms of ~he defer[ed prosecution accord. 

Share~ ::~, Facebook ~ 

Smaller Law Firms Grab Big Slice of Corporate Legal Work 

The Wall Street Journal (OcL 22, Srnith) cites a new analysis by 
CounselLink, a legal soI~ware provider and a division of LexisNexis, in 
repo~ting that "companies that once regularly hired the pricey titans of the 
legal business are sending more work to smaller, cheaper firms - and not just 
[o[ routine jobs." Midsize law fim~s with between 201 and 500 attorneys have 
almost doubled their share of bigqicket litigation in the last three years fl’em 
22 percent to 41 percent. Over that same time span, firms with more than 750 
lawyers have seen their share of overall legal biflings drop from 26 percent to 
20 percent. By contrast, midsize Iirms boosted ~heir overall market shat~ to 
22 percent. "The larger the firm, the higher the cost," comments Don H. Liu, 
general counsel for Xerox Corp. "Big law fimqs don’t have a monopoly on 
talent." 

ShareFT~ ::.~ Faceb°°k ]1~ 

CEO Pay Skyrockets on Soaring Stock ~arket 

"CEOs’ wallets are turning into one of the biggest winners from the rising 
stock market, with the top 10 payouts hitting a record $4.7 billion," states 
USA Today (Oct. 22, Krantz), "and they’re likely to get even fatter next year." 
GMI Ratings [esea[ch shows that CEOs saw ~hei[ total 2012 "[ealized" pay 
jump by a median 8.5 percent after casMng in lucrative stock options they got 
when stocks were taking a beating. For its results, GMI looked at the money 
paid to 2,259 CEOs who have sewed at Ieast the pasl two yeaB ir~ their jobs. 
"The number ~ncludes base salar~ pa~d to CEOs~" noles the newspaper~ "~n 
addition to the va~ue of options granted ~n previous yeaB that CEOs soId in 

2012." 

Share~ ::.~ Facebook ~ 

CEO Spouses Travel on Company Dime in Little=Known Perk 
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A USA Today (Oct. 22, Strauss) analysis of corporate filings finds a number 
o[ companies paying for ~he ~ravel expenses of ~op executives’ spouses~ 
Advocates say covering such costs Dsters belte~ ~elationships among 

d~rectors and execut~ves~ Corporale governance experts, though, argue 1hat 
spousa~ travel benefits for well-compensated execs and pad-time directom 
cross a line. Among the numerous firms cited in ~he a[ticle is Baxter 
International, which says ~t reimburses 1ravel expenses of "s~gnificant others 
of directom" because board members believe it helps "to create a sense of 
collegiality" and "~n fulfilling their responsibilities." There ~s a similar rationale 
at ConocoPhi~ps, wMch re~mbumes executives and d~recto[s fer spousa~ and 
gUeSt trave~ to suoh functions as retirement parties. According the company’s 
proxy, "the boa~d believes that such costs are expenses of cresting a 
collegial envi[onmen~ tha~ enhances the effectiveness of the board." Nearly 20 
percent d Fortune 500 companies po~ed by Tewers Watson provide spousa~ 
travel perks. Conside~h~g many execs are permitted personal use d co~po~ate 
a~rcra~, spousa~ trave~ costs may be under-rope[ted. 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

�orp~l~ate G~e~nan~ ......................................................................................................... 

Research Examines impact of Prestige on Corporate Board Dynamics 

PhvsOrg.com (Oct. 22) cites new research from authors at the Penn State 
Smeal College of Business, who R~und that adding prestige in the boardroom 
can come at a cost. "Though prestigious directom are often seen as indicative 
o~ a firm’s qua~y," notes ~he website, "Far~e~ Pro~essor o~ Entrepreneu~ship 
T~m Po~ock and ~ecent doclora~ graduate AbMjith Achar~a feund that.. ~ the 
costs associated - pad~cu~arly with ~egard to established we~k routines and 
existing s~a~us h~erarchies - eventually beg~n to outweigh the benders." The 
~esea~chem detem~ined that ~he mo~e prestigious the existing d~recto~s, the 
more likely they would be to recruit additional prestigious directors. However, 
the effects of adding additional prestige over time were shown to diminish. The 
researchers concluded: "Prestigious directors are mo~e I~kely than non- 
prestigious d~ectors to asse~t themselves in ways thal d~srupt the current 
w~th~n-gFoup status order and threaten others’ power and discretion." 

Women Bought on Boards in Corporate india 

Bloomber,q (Oct. 22, Shrivastava) is repofling that "Egon Zehnder 
International, an executive search firm, is getting three times as many calls 
as last year at its Mumbai office from Indian companies seeking women for 
boa[d pos~ions~ spu[red by a new ~aw? Enacted ~his past summer by ~ndia’s 
parliament, the Companies Act requires every ~sted company 1o have at ~east 
one female director w~tMn the next yea~. Other companies reposing m~nimum 
revenue of 3 Ml1~on rupees (U8549 million) have ~hree yearn ~o comply. 
According to 1he Spencer Stuart 2012 ~ndia Board Index, females accounted 
for just 7 percent of d~rectors on Bombay Stock Exchange 100 companies 
last yea~. Companies that ~ack a female board member ranged from Reliance 
Indush~es Ltd. to Sun Pharmaceu~ca1 ~ndus[ries Lid. As~a’s bigges~ genedc 
dnJgmake~ 

Activision CI~O, Co.4~hairman Control 26 Percent of Votes 

Fox Business (eel 2I) is reposing that "Activision Blizzard Inc. CEO Bobby 
Kotick and co-Chairman Brian Kelly control more than a quarter d votin.~ 
interest in the company after completing their $8.2 bi~on deal to buy back 

most of its shares from V~vendL" Earlier th~s month, Ac~v~sion closed a deal 
unde~ which French med~a conglomerate V~vend~ soM mos~ of ~s controlling 
interest in the company. Acfiv~s~on earlier p~ed~ed to buy back 429 m~ion 
shares from Vivendi fo~ $5.83 b~on. Under the deal Kotick and Kelly led ~n 
inves[o~ group ~ha[ separately ~ough~ abou~ 172 m~on Activ~sion sha~es ~m 
Wvendi for $2.34 M~lion. According to Fox, "the two executives, who 
pe~onally invested $50 million each as pa~ of the deal together control 
ASAC’s vo~ng power? 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

O~acie"s Hurd Not P~anning to ~ake ~ic~osoft CEO Job 

PC World ~Oct. 22) has learned that Ol~cle President Mark Hurd has [aken 
himself out of the running to replace Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer. In a 
Tuesday interview on CNBC, Hurd said, "I’m vei~- happy at Oracle. I plan en 
going nowhere? Other candidates that Mic~eseI~ has repor[edly pegged for 
considen~tion include such members of its executive staff as Operating 
Systems Engineering Group leader Ter~ Myerson and Devices and Studios 
Engineering G~oup chief Julie Lawson-Green. Tony Bates, the former Skype 
presiden~ who was recently appointed head el the Business Development and 



Evangelism Group, is also a possibility. 

S ha reFr7~ ~:~-~ Facebook ]E] 

Smithsonian Board Begins Search for New CI~O 

"The Smi~hsonian’s Board of Regents is beginning a search for the nex~ CEO 
to lead the world’s largest museum and research complex," confirms the 

Associated Press (Oct. 22). The board, which has formed a search 
committee, hopes to have a new leader in place by the slimmer or early fall of 
2014 before Smi~hsonian Secretary Wayne CIough re~ires. Chaidng the 
search committee is John McCa~ter~ the former president of Chicago’s Field 
Museum. He states that the board w~ll cast s w~de net in seeking someone 
with Cbugh’s characteristics. Board member SNrby Ann Jackson adds that 
the Sm~thsonian "needs a person with a v~sbn and who can raise money." 

Economic Outlook 

D[Napol[: Wall Street Profits May Slow 

"Though Wall Street recorded $10.1 billion in profits for the fi~t half of 2013," 
reports New York Newsday (Oct. 22, Virtanen), "New York’s comptroller said 
Tuesday tha~ federal budget dithering, higher interest ra~es, and litigation may 
slow earnings for the last half in a securities industry thal’s kept tr~mm~ng 
jobs." Comptro~br Thomas D~Napo~ projects that overa~ earnings will be 
limited to $15 billion this yea[ versus $23.9 b~bn in 2012. The annual 
comptro~bCs repo~l fudher stated there were 163,400 1ola~ pbs on Wall Streel 
in August, a decrease from 168,700 a year earlier. "However/’ the ne~paper 
adds, "New York’s financial sector st~ had 2.5 times more jobs than No. 2 
California and ~hey pay an average $360,700 salary - or about f~ve times 
than the rest of New York C~ty’s private seclor." 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 7:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Commerce’s Decker headed for Big Apple to pitch North Carolina’s business credibility 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 23, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

.................. Commerce’s Decker headed for Biq App!9 to pitch North egtonal 

Carolina’s business credibility 

~ F’i~d~t ~i~d N.C. Commerce Secretary Sharon Decker will travel to New York City next month 

with the heads of the state’s urban economic pa~nerships ~ the Research Triangle 

Pa~nership, the Charlotte Regional Pa~nership and the Piedmont Triad Pa~ne~ship 

State Fair~ Panthets~ BBQ festival boost Amttak traffic 
~a~ti~ More than 2,4OO people rode Amtrak passenger trains over the past seveml days to 

,~t t~ state ~r, ~ Su~’~ C~o~ ~t~ ~ ~ t~,,~ to othe~ 
destinations, according to the Noah Carolina Depa~ment of Transpo~ation. 

~SAS ................. 

SAS exec: Hadoop could someday prove a~iens’ existence 
if ~here’s ~lien life oui there, Hadeop ceuld help us find iL 

~.~.~. 

2013 Sir Waiter Raleiqh Award winners honored (PHOTOS) 
The 2013 Sir Waiter Raleigh Aw~rd winners were celebrated at a ceremony Tuesday 

evening at 7 p.rri, a~, the Contemporary Ar~ Museum in down~,own Raleigh. 

Discuss 

SAS, SAP ink anal}tics partnership 

Done! Peace completes $20M Seaboard Station buy in 
Raleigh 

~RS to begin 2104 tax filing season 1-2 weeks Mter 

Whatever you do, don’t speed on G~enwood Avenue 

Contact Us 

C,,’~tact Us For a{i inquiries i¢gal,,’Ji~9 this offer ,,’~r subs,,’.:’iptie:~ t,,’~ the Triang{e Bi~s{ness .Jo~imal, please emai{ us at: 

m~nole~,.b{z~odrna~scom 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

clay@facul~bookclub.com 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:03 AM 

Do you have any unu~d books? 

Hello Professor, 

I wanted to let you know I will be buying books this week Wed. THROUGH Fri, 10/23-10/25, If tomorrow doesn’t work for your mention a 
time that does. I’m local! 

If you’d like me to stop in please respond with a good time, your building and room number. 

I promise to be brief as I know you are quite busy. 

Clay T,~., s~;c’c:.,~r cc~c:i~ 

Our mission is simple; to provide students with the most affordable textbooks in the market. 



To unsubscribe; respond with unsubscribe in the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <chronicle@chroniclefyi.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:48 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Educators -- Act soon to get Creative Cloud for $19.99 per month 

This sponsor message is sent to you by The Chronicle of Higher Education on behalf of Adobe. 

Get C:r~a~i,:e Ci~ud fo~ .iu~t U85! 9 99imonth ~?.i.!)..~!~.,,~L 

Ending soon X:: Ado 
be 

Adobe Creative Cloud .q.t[ident and Teacher Edition Create like a pro. For $19 99/month. 

Make it with Creative Cloud 

Adobe Creative Cloud Student and Teacher Editiont brings your entire creative world together in 

one place. You get all the latest versions of every Adobe creative tool -- including Photoshop CC 

and Illustrator CC -- plus services that let you share your work seamlessly, including integration 

with Behance, the world’s leading creative community. And right now, save 60%:~ during this limited- 

time offer. 

800-585-0774 



if you do no[ wish [0 receive such n!essages fron! 1he C;hror!~de please go here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, October 23, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Bfie£ ttigh-End Spenders Shrug Off Headwind 

L~TEST STORIES 

High-End Spender~ Shrug Off Headwind               ~ 

~l~o’s Chinese SMes Plummet 

Caterpillar Ear~fings: Outlook :Lowered An~id ~e~ Demmid for 
Mining E~fipment 

R~se ~n E~o~s Helps End Recession ~n Spain 

BOE Gives U.K. Rates Hint 

J.P. Morgan Faces Anoi-lier Potential Huge Payout 

College ~ifion Increases Slow, but Gove~umient 

Judge ~ows S~t Ch~eng~g Health-Law Subsides 

Com~ Rides ~%:~rant N reded for GPS "f’racM~g of Ve~cles 

Apple U~ils New iPads 

NEWS VID~OS 

Fh~ng Val~e Stoc~ ~n Japa~ ~d Europe 

~:NJ’s Photos of tl~e Day - Oel-obc~" ~2, 

New Apple iPad Air and Mini: Markets Perspective 

~:ali Mossbe~N Rcports on New iPads and MacBook Pro 

~orldStrean~: First ~Look at Apple’s Two New 

N~WS POD~ASTS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edtw 

eFlash... College Board: A decrease in the increa~ of tuitions 

Newsletter 

Dear Lissa. 

WednesdayMorningCheetings from Clips. Hope yon are well. 

With the backdrop of vicious finger-pointing due to the recent govermnent shntdown 

brinksma~ship, and the more recent (yesterday, today and tomorrow) blame-gaming regarding 

the online debacle that the Affordable Care Act (is that what ObamaCare is officially 

callecf~), I couldn[;t help but laugh out loud when I read the accolades about the decrease in 

the increase of this year ~ s average college tuition costs. 

Mind you, tuition cos~ts went up for the 30th straight year, but the rathe of increase was snmJder. 

Gimme a break. 

Here [] s the headline I will use when I convert this riveting and award-worthy Clips eFlash into 

a riveting and award- worthy posting on the Clips website [yes JL at UC, there is a Clips 

website] ... "Tuition Increases Slow Down".... and the subtitle: "Stats from the 
College Board show that the latest rise (2.9%) in avg. published price for in-state 

students at 4-year public colleges is the smallest increase in three decades. "Hey, a gny’s 
gotta make a living .... 

The news I?om the College Board’s latest snrvey is "not as bad as it has been in previous 

years, according t( one of the report’s authors. Kinda sonnds like politicians ~ying that the 

rate of federal entitlement spending could/should ~ ]rise at a slower pace? [~ Bnt the tom] cost 

goes up. Semmitics? Wordsmithing? 

Have a good Wednesday. Oh, by the way, I give the SecHealth no more than 48 hours before 

she becomes the i:all guy for the Oba~naCare computer glitches. You heard it hear (not a typo, 

get it?) first 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

wvw~,.twitter.comJ@CollegeA~hClips 

From an article in today 0 s Chronicle of Higher Education 0 Tuition Increases Slow Down~ 

but There’s More to College Affordability U .... 
After years of seeing tuition and fees at four-year public colleges rise rapidly, 

some observers probably believed the patten, of steep price increases was 

pe~nanent. But the latest rise in average published price for in-state students at 

four-year public colleges[]2.9 percent[]is the smallest in three decades, according 

to a new report from the College Board 

For the 2013-14 academic year, that average sticker price rose to $8,893, up from 

$8,646 the year before, shows the annual "Trends in College Pricing" report, 

which, along with its companion, ’Trends’ in Student Ai~ "was released on 

Wednesday, Oct. 23. 

Public colleges raised their prices sharply in recent years, not to ny to gouge 

students or go on a big 6pending 6pree, but to make up for falling state 

appropriations. 

But the latest seg~nent on the trend line is less steep. ’7~he news is not as bad as it 

has been in previous years, "saidSandy Bantu, one of the authors of the reports, 
in a call with reporters. 

But that is not to say that college has become any more affordable. Vikile sticker 

prices went up less sharply, the~, still went up. 

Average published tuition and fees at private nonpr(~t four-year colleges for 

2013-14 grew to $30,094, up from $28,989 the year beJbre, according to the 

pricing report. And at two-year public colleges, average published tuition and fees 



grew to $3,264 from $3,154, an increase of 3.5 percent. The report also tracks 

room and board charges’. 

Below are a t~w ClipsChart~ culled from a fantastic ~rtable-by-seven categories Mo’ther 

Chart t~’om the Chronicle of l~igher Education, which, in turn, extracted the data fi-om and even 

more elaborate trove of figures from the College Board. 

Please note~ the ch~s below are about one-one hundredth of the stats that we~e released 
today for over 3,000 institutions of higher education, including 4-year public/private, 2-year 

public/private, for-profits~ etc. Click onto the links provided if you w~t to bu~ your nose into 

the immensi~- of it all. 

Here are the 40 most expensive schools’ of the 3,167 surveyed Note that all of the forty 
most expensive schools’ are over $58,000. I remember when George Washington 

University In 2006?) was the first school to break the $50,000 barrier. Congrats" to 

GWU, th<} re not even on the top 40 now. [ think that’s’ a good thing? 



Here’s what the full charts" look like (we had to lose a few columns to make it fit onto 
this eFlashiwebsite posting.., yes’, JL) 

About the DaUa 

If an institution charges in-state and out-of-state residents" the same rate, the 



amount is repeated in the "Out-of-sTate" columns so that readers’ can sort 

institutions accordingly. Many institutions, including most communi& colleges, 

not offOr room and boar~ In those cases, a dash (-O is s’hown in the ’7otal" 

CO[~t~S. 

The figures ~vpresent cha~ges to first-time, Jhll-time un~raduates base~ 

O~ically, on a nine-month aca~mic year Qf 30 semester hours or 45 quarter 

hours. Ihe ~ta do not r~flect the cost of attendance at an ins#tution after grants 

and other student aid are consi~re~ That net cost is lower than the published 

fees shown. Room-and-boardj~es charged by colleges m~v represent 

mmtbers of meals per week and so m~v not be comparable among institutions’. 

Historical &~m are in ~al dollars’ by ~Jhult, but can be adjustedjbr inflation, 

based on Bureau of Labor Stafis#cs national figures; using the toggle button in the 

expanded historical view. 

The College Board collected the figures f!gr 2013-14 in its ’~ nnual Su~ey of 

Colleges" 2013." 

To access College Board stats click here 

Sources: 

"Fuition Increases Slow Down, but There’s ~klore to College Afjbrdability" 

by Beckie Supiano, Chronicle of Higher Education, 10-23-13 Click here 

College Board (click 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~,,collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSlTE: wvvw.colleqeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emafled directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular "decrease of the increase" eFLASH has been sent to af Clips 

subscribers. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), ~vhich are a~vardwvorthy 

e-items that range fat and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of out modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

~y, Oct° 23, 2013 

Duke Named ACC Women’s Basketball Preseason Favorite 
Bh~e Ribbor~ Parcel a~d Coac~t~es" Pick Blue D~’ils to repeat as c]~ampiol~, T]~omas" as Plq~Ter g, f Year 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - Defending ACC champion Duke has been named as 2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference Wom.en’s 
Basketball preseason favorite in separate polls of the league’s Blue Pxibbon Panel and its 15 head coaches. 

The Blue Devils, who return all five starters, 11 letterwinners and top seven scorers from last season, s team that fin- 
ished 33-3 and reached the regional final of the 2015 NCAA Women’s Championship, were listed as this year’s presea- 
son favorite by 39 Blue Ribbon Panel voters~ 

ACC newcomer Notre Dame received 14 first-place votes and placed second in the voting, followed by Maryland (three 
firs>place votes) and North Carolina (one first-place vote). 

Florida State and Gem\gia Tech tied [’or fifth in the Blue Ribbon Panel balloting, while Syracuse was seventh, Virginia 
eighth and Miami ninth. NC State (10th), Boston College (1 lth), ~,~(-~ke Forest (12th), Virginia Tech (13th), Clemson 
(14tH) and Pittsburgh (I15th)rounded out the poll. 

Duke received 10 first-place votes in dm ACC coaches’ balloting, while Notre Dame received five. The coaches’ predict- 
ed order of finish nearly mirrored that of the Blue Ribbon panel, with the exception of Georgia Tech being chosen fifth 
outright instead of sharing the spot with Florida State (which placed sixth in the coaches’ vote). 

Two-time ACC Player of the Year Alyssa Thomas of MaD’land was predicted to become a three-time winner in 2013-14 
in both the Blue Ribbon Panel and the coaches’ votes° 

Thorn as earned All-Am erica hon ors a s a jm~ior after leading the ACC in scoring (18.8 ppg), rebounding (10.3 wg) and 
assists (5°5 apg)o The Harrisburg, Pa., native also led the conference with 20 double-doubles, including 12 in 18 regu- 
lar-season ACC gaines. 

Thomas was joined on the 2015-14 Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason All-ACC Team by Notre Dame’s Natalie Achonwa and 
Kayla McBride, Duke’s Chelsea Gray, Tricia List:on and Elizabeth Williams, Georgia Tech’s Tyaunna Marshall, North 
Carolina’s Xylina McDaniel, Virginia’s Ataira FranMin and Wake Forest’s Chlesea Douglas. 

Thomas, McBride, Gra>; Williams, Liston, Marshall, McDaniel and Franklin were also named to the Coaches’ Preseason 
All-ACC team, along with Notre Dame’s ]ewell Loyd and North Carolina’s Diamond DeShields. 

DeShields was chosen to the Blue Ribbon Panel’s Newcomer Watch List, along with Georgia "Dch’s Kaela Davis, Notre 
Dame’s Taya Reimer, Duke’s Oderah Chidom and Kendall McCravey-Cooper, and Mawland’s Lexie Brown. 

DeShields, Davis. Rei~ner and Chidmn were also featured the Coaches Newcomer Watch List, along with Florida State’s 
Morgan Dues. 



Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason Poll 
1, Duke (843 point:s, 39 first-place votes) 
2. Notre Dame (794 points, 14 first-place votes) 
5. Maryland (745 points, 3 first-place votes) 
4. North Carolina (715 points, 1 first-place vote) 
T5. Georgia Tech (52 7 points) 
TS. Florida State (527 points) 
7. Syracuse (517 points) 
8. Virginia (,-170 points) 
9. Miami (419 points) 
10. NC State (365 points) 
11. Boston College (50,-1 points) 
12. Wake Forest (265 points) 
15. Virginia Tech (213 points) 
14. Clemson (159 points) 
15. Pittsburgh (102 points) 

Blue Ribbon Pauel Preseason All-ACC Team 
Chelsea Gray, S~:, G, Duke 
’Dicia Liston, Sr., G, Duke 
Elizabeth Williams, Jr., FTC, Duke 
Tyamma Marshall, St., O, Georgia Tech 
Alyssa Thomas, Sr., E Maryland 
Natalie Achonwa, Sr., E Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, St., G, Notre Dame 
Xylina McDaniel, So., E North Carolina 
Ataira FranMin, St., G, Virginia 
Chelsea Douglas, St., O, Wake Forest 

Blue Ribbon Pauel Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa Thomas, Mawland 

Blue Ribbon Pauel Newcomer Watch List 
Oderah Chidom, Fr., E Duke 
Kendall McCravey-Cooper, Pr., F/C, Duke 
Kaela Davis, Fr., G, Georgia Tech 
Lex~e Brown, Fr., G, Mawland 
Diamond DeShields, Fr., G, North Carolina 
Taya Reimer, Ft. E Notre Dame 
**an ~rr,,a member was added to the team due to a tie 

ACC Head Coaches Preseason Poll 
1. Duke (220 points, 10 first place votes) 
2. Notre Dame (21 I points, 5 first place votes) 
3. Maryland (195 points) 
4. North Carolina (182 points) 
5. Georgia Tech (1,-16 points) 
6. Florida State (157 points) 
7. Syract~se (155 points) 
8. Virginia (128 points) 
9. Miami (103 points) 
10. NC State (90 points) 
11. Boston College (75 points) 
12. Wake Forest (68 points) 
13. Virginia Tech (58 points) 
14. Clemson (34 points) 
15. Pittsburgh (20 points) 

Coaches Preseason AII-ACC Team 
Chelsea Gra}; St., G, D~ke 
Tricia Liston, Sr,, O, Duke 
Elizabeth Williams, Jc, F/C, Duke 
Tyaunna Marshall, Sr., G, Oemgia Tech 
Myssa Thomas, Sro, E Maryland 
Jewell Loyd, So., G, Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, SI:, G, Notre Dame 
Diamond DeShields, Fr., G, North Carolina 
Xylina McDaniel, So., E North Carolina 
Ataira Franklin, St., G, Virginia 

Coaches Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa Thomas, MauIand 

Coaches Newcomer Watch List 
Oderah Chidom, FI:, E Duke 
Morgan Jones, pro G, Florida State 
Kaela Davis, Ft., G, Georgia %ch 
Diamond DeShields, Pr., G North Carolina 
Taya Reimer, Fr., E Notre Dame 
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Afternoon Edition: Red Hat CIO: Open source will change the way companies do businesses 

Today’s Top Local Stories c ...... ~ ~ifl~ us 
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Failure to ~a~m~nCh; What the A#orda()k~ Care Act and ’Grand Theft 
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Penn Law Business & Corporate Law E-Brief- Fall 2013 
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elected Research Associate to 

European Corporate Goveruanee 
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and ~achte~* co:author study on ~f 

a~d hm+" shareholder’s matter for 

social welfa~e 

Petal Law and Wharton School 

launch first:og~ts:kh~d 

management program fl~r law 

students 
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The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review US Airways CEO: We want Jerry Orr back 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

US Airways CEO: We want ~erry Orr back 

US Airways CEO Doug Parker emphatically voiced 

his support behind embattled former Charlotte 

aviation director Jerry Orr on Wednesday, praising 

Orr’s past performance and saying he should be 

back running the airport. 

&.~’y finds BofA’s Countrywide iX 

~iab~e for defrauding Farmie, ¯ .... 

~’edd~e 

Bank of America Corp.’s 

Countrywide unit has been found 

liable for defrauding Fannie Mae 

and Freddie Mac by selling them 

thousands of defective... 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina will 

open the first of two Charlotte stores Friday at 9325 

Center Lake Drive, Suite 130, near Northlake mall. 

The grand opening is Friday from 11 am to 3 p.m. 

Cha~b~te Observe~ chief financia~ officer $o 

~eave 

Victor Fields, the Observer’s Iongtime chief financial 

officer, is leaving to take a job with Kannapolis-based 

Cardinal Innovations Healthcare Solutions. 

glitches: "unacceptable/’ 

Sen. Hagan of North Carolina says glitches keeping 

Americans from signing up for insurance through 

healthcare gov are "unacceptable" 

USDA }ssue.s ~ecall fo~" meats sold }~ Nort~ 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture says about 

22,800 pounds of meat products distributed by a 

Kansas company in 27 states, including North 

Carolina, is being recalled because of possible 

contamination. 

August 

Just one in every five flights was late in August the 

government says, an improvement from earlier in the 

summer. 

earnings, fal~ing oil 

A four-day streak of record closes 

ended for the Standard & Poor"s 

500 index Wednesday after 

Caterpillar reported weak 

earnings and falling oil prices.. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Crowdfunding Proposal: Quick Firs~t Look (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Mordson & Foerster Client Alert 

Crowdfunding Proposal: Quick First Look 
GONTACf US 

raofonews~03 m ore.co ra 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foers{er LLP 

425 MaH~et Sl:ree[ 

San Francbco, CA 

Today, the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission" or 

the "SEC") voted to approve the release of proposals that would provide a 

framework for crowdfunding as required by the Jumpstart Our Business 

Startups (JOBS) Act. In this alert, we provide some brief background on 

the statutory provisions of the JOBS Act relating to crowdfunding, and 

highlights of the SEC’s proposal based on today’s open meeting. A 

detailed analysis of the proposal will follow once the proposing release 

is made public. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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NCBA Bnllefin - October 24, 2013 
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October 24, 2013 Bulletin 
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Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 
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SOP TRANSACTION ANNOIYNCEMENT: Washington Bm~king Company (NASDAQ: WBCO; Oak ttarbor, WA) and Heritage 

Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: HFWA; Olympia, WA) Agree to Merge 

Washington Banking Company (NASDAQ: WBCO; Oak Harbor, WA) and Heritage Financial 
Corporation (NASDAQ: HFWA; Olympia, WA) Agree to Merge 

Sandier O’Neill served as financial advisor and provided a fairness opinion to Washington 

Banking Company in this transaction. This transaction represents Sandier O’Neill’s I02nd 

bank or thrift transaction nationwide since January 1, 2011. Sandier O’Neill has served as a 

financial advisor on more bank and thrift transactions than any other investment bank 

during that time period.* 

Since January l, 2021, Sandier O’Neill has advised on 23 bank or thrift transactions in the 
western region w~th an aggregate dea~ value of $4.9 bgH~on, more than any other 

inuestment bank? 

Heritage Financia~ Corporation and Washington Banking Company jointly announced today the 

signing of a definitive agreement under which Heritage and WasNngton Banking will enter into 

a strategic merger to create one of the premier community banking franchises in Western 

Washington and the Pacific Northwest. 

Based on financial results as of September 30, 2023, the comNned company w~ll have 

approximately S3.3 billion in total assets, $2.9 billion in total deposits and $2.3 billion in total 

loans with 73 branch ~ocations from gel~ingham, Washington to Portland, Oregon. 

Under the terms of the merger agreement, WasNngton Banking shareholders w~ll receive 

0.8900 shares of Heritage common stock and $2.75 cash for each share of Washington Banking 

common stock. Based on the closing price of Heritage common stock of $15.89 n October 23, 

2013, the consideration value per share for Washington Banking was $16.89, or approximately 

$265 million in aggregate. Upon consummation, the sharehoMers of Washington Banking will 

own approximately 46% of the combined company and the shareholders of Heritage w~ll 

approximately 54%. 

The leadership team of the combined company will be comprised of executives from both 

organizations. The Washington Banking branches will adopt the Heritage Bank name in all 

markets, with the exception of six branches in Whidbey Island markets wNch will continue to 

operate using the WNdbey Island Bank name. The corporate headquarters of the comNned 

company will be in Olympia, Washington. 

(1) IncNdes b ank and thr~)O Wansactions since January 1, 2011; ExcNctes terminated Wansactions and se~LadvisotT roles 
Source: S_~ Financial 

For more information, please click here 

For the press release, please click here 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co rn/ernail-discla imer.htm 
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Oct. 24 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 24, 2013 ~. Number 206 

Financial Institutions 
Rabeba~k Expects Settleme~[s i~ Two Weeks 

The Rabobank Group, a major Netherlands-based financial firm, 
said it expects to reach settlements "within the next two weeks" 
in connection with probes over the bank’s role in the interest 
rate-setting process .... 

Antitrust 

Supply adjustment coordination acts by auto parts 
manufacturers, together with bearing maker cartel acts, were 
among 20 Japan antitrust cases that led to penalties in fiscal 
2012, according to an annual report of the 3apan Fair Trade 

Commission .... 

Economics 

Brazil’s gradual economic recovery is continuing, with growth 
expected to reach 2.5 percent this year, but Latin America’s 
largest economy will grow below its potential if it fails to boost 
investment and productivity, the International... 

This email is part of your subscription to International Business & Finance 
Daily (ISSN 1534-4428), which is published on the Web daily by The 

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. 

To change your email preferences, visit 
i~tt p:i,&~,ebu t=i. b~;~ .comiema:ls’.gnup. 

Request a FR~E W.~i) trial. For subscription information, customer 
assistance, and other inquiries, contact your local Bloomberg BNA 

Representative or call the Customer Contact Center at 800-372-1033, Men. 
- Fri. 8:00 am - 8:00 pm (ET), excluding most federal holidays. 

Cc.py!ight (c) 2013 by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1801 S. Bell 
Street, Arlington, VA 22202. Use of this service is subject to the terms and 

conditi.:)n!~ ,:)f ti~.~ li,::en!~e agre.~menl: with Bloomberg BNA. Unauthorized 
access or distribution is prohibited. 
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LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 14 No. 72, 10/23/2013 

Table of Contents 

Legislation and Case Notes: Agreements to Negotiate in Good Faith 

Joel Lee, National University of Singapore (NUS) - Faculty of Law 

The Third Party Beneficiary Rule in the New York Court of Appeals 

Christopher Michael Shipp, Pace University - School of Law 

Do the Contract Terms that the New Civil Code Deems Unwritten Represent an Autonomous Sanction? 

Carmen Iamara Ungureanu, Alexandru Ioan Cuza University - Faculty of Law, Independent 

Discussions About the Uncertainty of the Right of Access to a Fair Trial of a Tenderer Who Has Won the Public Procurement Procedure 

Angelica Rosu, Independent 

~ P rinciple-Nature Provisions Under the Regulation of Law No. 72/’2013 on Combating Late Payment in Commercial Transactions between 
Undertakings or between Undertakings and Contracting Authorities 

Sorana Popa, Independent 

The Questionable Reception of the CISG in the Baltic States, Belarus, Bulgaria & the Ukraine 

Tadas Klhnas, Independent 

CONTRACTS & COMMERCIAL LAW eJOURNAL 

iiiiiii"Legis~ation and Case Notes: Agreements to Negotiate in Good Faith" i.~ Free Download 
Singapore )ournal of Legal Studies, p.2~2, )uly 20~3 

JOEL LEE, National University of Singapore (NUS) - Faculty of Law 

Email: lawleej@nus,edu,sg 

It has been the position for quite some time in English jurisprudence that an agreement to agree and an agreement to negotiate are invalid and 
unenforceable. This was the position established in Walford v. Hiles and Courtney & Fairbairn Ltd. v. Tolaini Brothers (Hotels) Ltd. The rationale for 
this was that such agreements were too uncertain to be enforceable. This is certainly true for an agreement to agree; one could not accurately 
predict whether an agreement is possible in every case especially when there may be structural constraints to the factual matrix that make an 
agreement impossible. 

Yor~ Cou~ of Appeals" i"~i Free Download Third Party Beneficiar~ R~le i# the New " " 

CNIR:E:BTOPHER H~CHA~L SH:[PP, Pace University - School of Law 

Email: csh]pp@law,pace,edu 

This paper addresses leading New York Court of Appeals decisions on third party beneficiary law from its beginnings in Lawrence v. Fox, through its 
developmental stages, and culminating with the modern Court’s adoption of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts (198~) in Fourth Ocean 
Putnam Corp. v. Interstate Wrecking Co., Inc. Subsequent developments in the Second Circuit are then addressed, notable for the intersection of 
third party beneficiary law with priority among secured creditors. 

The goal of this paper is to trace the development of the Court’s varied approaches to the unique problems presented by these cases, and outline 
some of the equitable solutions and guidelines used by the Court of Appeals in its leading decisions on the topic. Throughout, this paper will 
attempt to draw a thematic thread through these decisions, and close in a reprise attempting to follow the thread backwards to the early Court of 
Appeals, analyzing whether and to what extent the Court has evolved in its view on the topic. 

i:~i:~i:~i"Do the Contract Terms that the New Civil Code Deems Unwritten Represent an Autoaomoas $~8ctio87" 
The review Dreptul no. ~ 0,/2013 

#J~RN~N TAHARA UNGUR~ANU, Alexandru Ioan Cuza University - Faculty of Law, Independent 



Email: @yahoo co "G 

The new Romanian Civil Code (Law no. 287/2009, republished) contains a new concept, namely the sanction of clauses deemed unwritten, which 

are incident to all areas covered by the Civil Code. 

In this study, the author makes a comprehensive analysis of this new concept, concluding that we are faced with an autonomous sanction. 

Although it has an autonomous nature, with regard to its legal system, the author believes that this autonomous sanction is, by analogy, subject 

to the rules for invalidity. 

The review Dreptu! no. 10/2013 

ANGEL~:CA ROSU, Independent 
@yahoo,com 

This study was occasioned by the different manner in which the National Council for Solving Complaints and the courts have construed the laws 

under which the successful tenderer in the public procurement procedure is granted a right of access to a court, often bringing adverse procedural 

consequences. 

Although the jurisprudential solutions analyzed were delivered under the old procedural rules, we find that the latest amendments made to both 

the Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006 and the Code of Civil Procedure were not a remedy for the deficiencies noted, as the ambiguity 

of the laws stating that the successful tenderer can be party to the administrative jurisdictional procedure, namely party in a complaint to the court, 

is a source of legal uncertainty. 

The review Dreptul no. 

~ORANA POPA, Independent 

Emaik                @yahoo,corn 

This study aims to identify ways to reflect in the special law (Law no. 72/2013) some genuine civil law guiding ideas, Into sensu, and some 

principles applicable to the relationships between professionals, but also the extent to which the application of these principles to the cases 

envisaged by the legislator in the special regulation referred contributes to the purpose of the law concerned. 

TADAS IKL:E~A~, Independent 

Email:       @ mikrovisata, net 

The history of the accession to or succession to the CISG by the six countries is described, and the information in the main databases is critiqued. 
Cases are examined and problems of reception are identified. Certain commonalities are noted, and it is posited that the problems derive from 

holdover Soviet legal theory. Notably, certain of the countries do not know of and reject in their domestic law the notion of substantial 

performance; it is thus problematic as to what similar requirements in the CISG might mean to those courts. 

Since this is the case, it is entirely unclear what ’accession’ to the CISG might mean in the context of the six countries studied. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: McKesson Contirms Otter tbr Celesio 

McKesson Confirms Offer for Celesio 

McKesson confirmed its offer for Celesio, valuing the German pharmaceutical retailer at 

�23 a share, or $8.4 billion, including debt, both companies said. 
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Harvard Law School Joins Law Research Centers Papers 

We are pleased to announce Harvard Law School Program on the Legal Profession has started a Law Research Centers Papers series within the Legal Scholarship Network (LSN). 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Gennmay S ummons U.S. Ambassador Over Merkel SW Claims 

Germany Sm~nmons U.S. A~abassador O~Ter Merkel Spy 
Claims 

Germany’s Foreign Ministry summoned the U.S. ambassador over claims that U.S. 

intelligence agencies may be spying on Chancellor Angela Merkel’s cellphone, a ministry 

spokeswoman said. 

John B. Emerson, the newly appointed U.S. ambassador to Germany, will meet Foreign 

Minister Guido Westerwelle Thursday afternoon, she said. 

"The German government’s position will be clearly presented to [Mr. Emerson]," the 

spokeswoman said. The U.S. Embassy referred questions back to the German Foreign 

Ministry. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

West Academic <eupdates@westacademic.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 6:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

2014 AALS Author Reception i Save the Date’. 

WEST 
ACADEMIC 

SAVE THE DATE! 

While you are attending the 2014 AALS Annual Meeting in New 
York City, please join us at our annual reception honoring West 
Academic Publishing and Foundation Press® authors. 

WHEN: Friday, January 3, 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. 

WHERE: Details coming soon! 

WHAT: Live music, full bar, and delicious appetizers 

QUESTIONS? 
No reply is necessary. For more information, please contact your 
account manager at 800-313-9378 or 

accountmanager@westacademic.com 

@FOU NDATION ~WEST 
PRESS                      ACADEMIC 

Contact Us 

Privacy policy 

This message was sent to LBROOME@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

West Academic I 444 Cedar Street, Suite 700 I St. Paul, MN 55101 

U~subs~ribe 
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Sent: 
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Foundation Press <eupdates@westacademic.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 6:01 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

New Edition by Manning and Hanks Legal Capital, Fourth Edition 

Manning and Hanks’ Legal Capital, Fourth 
Edition 

The late Bayless Manning 
James J. Hanks Jr. 
ISBN 9781599417721 

Legal Capital Fourth Edition recently published and is available for 
Spring 2014 courses. View a complimentary digital copy. 

About the Casebook: 
Legal Capital is the classic exposition of the origin and evolution of 
the rules governing shareholders’ contributions to a corporation’s 
capital and the corporation’s payment of dividends and other 
distributions to shareholders. Written in plain English for students, 
practitioners and scholars of business law, accounting and finance, 
Legal Capital traces the development of par value and stated capital 
and exposes their economic artificiality, intellectual incoherence 
and practical irrelevance---even to creditors, their supposed 
beneficiaries. The disappearance of minimum capital requirements, 
at least in the United States, and the adoption, operation and 
application of the equity and balance sheet solvency tests--in 
which the authors played important roles~are fully explored. These 
modern rules are contrasted with the survival of the ancient regime 
in Delaware, the European Union and elsewhere. Widely cited by 
scholars, Legal Capital is credited with having played a critical role 
in the devastation of the old order and the birth and early 
development of the new, principally through the financial provisions 
of the Revised Model Business Corporation Act, the basis for the 
general corporation statutes of over 30 states and the District of 
Columbia. in only 221 pages, the Fourth Edition of Legal Capital 
adds new historical material, updates and reviews the statutes and 
recent case law in the U.S. and other countries, including Canada, 
India, South Africa and the U.K. Along the way, readers are 
introduced to basic accounting concepts, including the function and 
limitations of the balance sheet and the interaction of law and 
accounting. The book walks the reader through the law and 
accounting for 24 representative corporate transactions, including 
formation, profit, loss, dividends, share repurchase, preferred stock, 
merger and dissolution. Legal Capital works well as the text for a 
short course or as a supplement to a casebook in business 
associations, corporate finance, accounting and t~lated courses. 

(See more...) 

Professors who would like to review a print copy of this title may 
request a complimentary copy by contacting their Foundation 
Press Account Manager at accountmanaqer@westacademic.com. 

Contact Us 

444 Ced’~r L;tre.:¢ SJife 700 

Privacy policy 
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From: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 7:00 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

October 24, 2013: Contractors Point FingePs Over Health-Law... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

N CD .... 

¯ Audit a*H Fh~c~ ~ ~ZZ!g~z Checkfor late-breaking news 
affe[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

Contractors Point Fingers Over Health~aw Webs~te 

"A new round of finger-pointing w~ kick off Thursday morning when a House 
committee grills ~our con~racto[s ~nvo~ved ~r~ the deve~opmen~ of HeaRhCare.~ov, 
the troubled site where uninsured censumers are supposed to s~gn up for health 
h~sur~nce," repots the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 24, Schatz). The ~e~d contractor 
for HealthCare.gov, CGI Federal, sa~d Jr~ its test#noW that ~s system passed 
multiple technica~ reHews prior to going live and thal problems came ~nstead frem 
a system that verifies users’ kJenfifies designed by Un~ledHea~th Group ~nc.’s 
Optum unit. That "created a bottleneck that prevented the vast majo[ity of users 
~rom accessing" ~he exchange, testified Che~ CampbeK serfio[ v~ce presiden~ at 
CG~ Federal. Optum group executive v~ce president Andrew o~av~tt sakJ ~n Ms 
testimoW that a decision to d~saMe anonymous shopping may have c~used 
~roMems w~h qhe registration system tha~ wouk~n’t have occurred ~f consumers 
could ’w~ndow shop’ anonymouMy." Earlier ~n the week, CG~ executives tom 
House ~nvesfigators that ~ite Heuse officials made a late4n4he-game change 
to s~de~ne a feature on the site that wou~d have permuted for anonymous 
shopping Users instead had to create accourfls p[~or ~o viewing ra~es ~ a 
dec~s~en that has s~nce been rove[sod. 

Fox News (Oct. 24) pokfls out ~hat several Democratic senators are now cal~ng 
on ~he Obama admin~st[a~on "to delay enforcemen~ of ~he health cam law’s 
~ndividual mandale, joining their Republican colleagues ~n sav~n~ ~t wouM be 

unfair to penalize Americans for failing to buy insurance when the pdma~ s~gn-up ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
webs~te doesn’t work/’ A key player ~r~ this ~s Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.), 
whe has circulated a ~etter urgin{ the White House to extend enml~ment beyond :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
the end of 2014’s fi~t qua~er. Shaheen and severa~ moderate Democrats 
suppor{ing her, ~t should be ~oted, are up for re*~ecfion in next year’s m~d4em,s. 

MSNBC (Oct. 23~ Frum~n} notes 1hat those Americans who lack insurance 
coverage after the March 31 dead~h~e could be fined by the ~ntemal Revenue ~:::: ................... ~::;:: :. :::~ ........... 
So[vice. h~ addi{ion {o a de~ay, ohaheen wrote the Obama adm~nis{rafion to seek ................ .............. . ................................ 
c~arification if Americans wi~ be fined if 1hey run into technica~ proMems on the 
webs~te, contending "they should not be penalized." Hea~th and Human Sewices 
Secretaw Kathleen Sebel~us has come u~der fire for the tech g~tches and is .............................................................................................................. 
expected to testify on Cap~to~ H~ as early as next week. 

:~: ~ ~ ~::~:.:~{ ~ ~:.:~:::~:; ~:~:~: ~ ~’:~’~:: :"~ ~::{~5 ....................... ~} ~*:*i::::: *~t’ ............................................................................. ~<~} {:~ ~}{~ ............... ~’ ~:~ ............................................................................................................... 

..................................................... 
Board evaluations can be a simssfu~ and often very sensitive task. The goal is ie 
gain c~adty on your strengths, ~in~ize yo~ risks, and promote growth 
wRh c~ea~ focus~not to s#np~y "check ~he box." A ~a[ge number of boards 
asking NACD to he~p them see the big p~cture and identify new o#podunifies 
w~th~n the dets~s. Ou[ NACD adviso~a~ expe[ienced d~rectors themse~ves~ 
facilitate confidential evaluations designed to uncover insights that transfo[m a 
potentially sensitive exe[cise ~nto a va~uaMe one. 

Take advantage of Fa~ 8avi~#s, now th[ough Nov. 1. Learn how NACD 
can meet your needs today by schedule a comp~#nentary consuRation Upcoming NACD 

online, v~a e-ma~, or ca~ 202~72-2101. Events 



NACD in the News 

NACD: Assisting Directors in Understanding Their Responsibilities And 
Avoiding Liability 

The Metropolitan Corporate Counsel (Oct, 23) interviews Peter R Gleason. 
managing director and CFO of the National Association of Corporate Directors 
(NACD), on a variety el issues. One area he commen~s on is NACD’s role in 
suggesting steps that directors need to take in order to prevent reputational 
damage to the corporation that might reflect on them. He states, "We believe 
staying informed about critical issues, leading practices, and emerging trends is 
tire best way to avoid reputational damage or situations ~hat can cause 
reputational damage. All of NACD’s resources are designed to help directors stay 
on top of current issues." One of the things that NACD suggests directors 
investigate before ~hey join a boaK~ is compliance. To ~his end, Gleason remarks, 
"You need to look at the compliance programs and where they reside in the 
organization and assure yourself that reports up through the board are made. You 
also want to make sure that, as a board, you’re not overly involved in the details 
of compliance so tha~ you lose sigh~ of ~he strategic aspects." 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Two Commercial Property Giants to Combine in $11.2 Billion Deal 

The New York Times (Oct. 23, Gelles) confirms that American Realty Capital 
Properties and Cole Real Estate Investments have agreed to an $11.2 billion deal 
in which the former will buy the latter wi~h a mix o{ cash and s~ock. The dea~ 
bring to an end tensions between the RE~Ts, two of the nation’s largos1 owners of 
commerc~M real estate, that have simmered for much of the past year. American 
Realty CEO Nicholas ochoBch concludes, "TMs merger represents a new 
beginning [o~ forme~ competitors, and we look fowvard to uM~ing ~wo of the 
hldustP{’s most talented organizations. Far more can be accomplished by these 
two great companies workh~g together than e~ther one could have hoped to 
achieve independently." The comMned entity will lease space to such Mg-name 
companies as Bed Bath & Beyond, FedEx, and Wa~greens~ 

Loeb’s Third Point Shrinks, Takes Stake in Nokia 

MarketWatch (OcL 23, Friar’) has learned that Daniel Loeb’s Third Point LLC 
hedge fund purchased an owne~.~hip interest in Nokia Oy after the Finnish 
company disclosed that it was selling its handset business to Microsoft. Terms 
of the deal were not disclosed. "Loeb told investors in a thirdoquarter update letter 

~hat Nokia’s estimated $I 1 billion in cash reserves could result in a shar’e 
buyback or special dividend," repods the publication. 

Law and Policy 

Key House Republican P~esses Tech Companies on Obarnacare G~itches 

Reuters (Oct 23. Comwe ) s report ng that Darrell Issa, chairman of the House 
Oversigh~ and Government Refor’m Corrrmi~tee, has asked Google, Oracle, 
Verizon Enterprise ,~ok~tions, Expedia, and Microsoft to provMe detai~s on 1heir 
possible involvement ~n a "tech su[ge" aimed at fixh~g a website ~mplemenfing 
P[esident Obama’s signatu[e healthcare law. ~ssa says he ~s Iook#~g for 
"information on contacts ihe compaMes may have had w~th the ~te House 
aboul the Hea~thcare.gov webs~te by Friday." TMs so-cal~ed "ro]lin9 ~nqu~rv" could 
end up including other companies. The five rimmed co~porat~ons were chosen 
because o~ media ~epor~s a~out ~he# potential [nvolvemen~ in fixing ~he site~ 

ShaFe~ ~ ~ ~ 

Big Companies Push Back Against G20 Tax Avoidance Plan 

"Big companies have pushed back against an international drive to crack down 
on corporate ~ax avoidance," reports the Economic Times (Oct. 23). Tire Paris- 
based Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
puM~shed ~etters from such European firms as D~sgeo and Gazprom and groups 
representing the lat’gest U.S. multinationals, cal~ng on ~t ~o reconsider p[oposed 
measures on t[ansparency and on tacMh~g tax avoidance. They ar(;ue that these 
p~ans could negatively impact 1fade and ~nvestment. Last month, the Group of 20 
(o~ G20) major developed and developing economies announced their suppo~ of 
an OECD draft plan that advocated perm~t~ng countries to ~gnot~ #fief-company 
contracts a~med at channe~n9 p~ofits into tax havens~ 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Bank of America Liable for Countrywide Mo[tgages F[aud 

"Bank of America Corp was found liable for Iraud on Wednesday on claims 
related to defective mortgages soM by its Countiywide unit," reports Reuters 
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(Oct. 23, Raymond), "a major win for the U.S. government in one of the few big 
~rials s~emming h~m the financial crisis." At ~he conclusion of a four-week ~rial, a 
10-member federal juP{ ~n New York City found the Charlotte-based bank ]laMe on 
one c~v~ fraud cha~ge. Government officials charged Couni~wMe with odginaling 
shoddy home ]oans, in ~ process dubbed "Hustle," and so~d them to F~nn~e M~e 
and F~eddie Mac, "A decision on how much ~o penalize the bank wouM be left to 
U.S~ Disldct Judge Jed Rakoff," slales the wire service. 

After Wild Swings, Pay for Corporate Directors Calms Down 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 23, Feintzeig) cites a new analysis from human- 
resources censultancy Mercer in reporting tha~ "outside diaectors’ pay aose 3 
peacent fl’om 2011 io 2012 - the lowest year-over-,,,ear change in four years." 
Total compensation for directors topped a median $221,700 last year, an 
increase flee $215,600 in 20I 1, Pay hikes stalled during the aecession years of 
2008 and 2009, then ramped back up in the yeaas ai,:er as beard members’ jobs 
9or more complex and more time-consumin9, That resulted in pry increases in 
the range of 7 percent in both 2010 and the foUewing year. "As directors and 
companies have grown accustomed ~e the demands," concludes ~he Journal, 
"pay increases have shrunk." 

Share~ !~,’.~" ~t~ [] 

U.S, CEOs Break Pay Record, Study Shows 

"Foa the firs~ time ever," London’s The Guardian (CoL 23, Rushe) reveals, "the 10 
highest-paid chief executives in the U,S. received more than $100 million in 
compensation last year and two took home billion-dollar paychecks." According 
te GMI Ratings’ annual poll of executive compensation, Faceboek co-founder 
Mark Zuckerbeag was America’s highest-paid boss in 2012 with ~e~al 
compensation topping $2.27 billion, li should be noted that five of the lop 10 are 
company founders, while the other half are appointed executives. "All told," the 
newspaper reports, "the top 10 CEOs in ibis year’s poll took home ovea $4.7 
billion between them." 

Share~ !~.’.~" ~t~ [] 

�£[p£[~t~ Go~~ma!~e ................................................................................................................ 

Changes {n the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the boardroom. 
This information was corr~piled and provided ~e NACD by Spencer Stuart. SCANA 
Corporation has announced ,:he election of AIfredo "AI" Truiillo and John "Jack" 
F,A.V, Cecil ,:o its board of directors. Jos~ (Joe) E. Ah~eida has been appointed 
to the board of State Street Corporation. AES Corporation has announced the 
appo#flrnent o~ Charles Harrington to its board of directors, effective November 1, 
QuMcomm has announced the election of former Ambassador to the People’s 
RepuM~c of China C~srk Randt to its board of d~rectors. B~ackRock announced 
the appo~ntmen~ of Cheryl D, M~]]s ~o board of d~rec~o[s, effective November 20. 
Stephen L Sadove has been elected ~o ~he boaK~ of J,C. Penney. William R. 
K~esse and Gone L. BatcheMer have been e~ecled to the board of OccMenta~ 
Petroleum Corporation. Caro~ R. Ksufman has been appointed to the board of 
~nspedty, effective Novernbe[ 1, Johnson & Johnson has announced tha~ Mark B. 
McC~eUan, M.D., Ph.D., w~ll join the company’s board of directors. E’TRADE 
F~nanciM Corporation announced that Christopher M. FHnk has been appointed to 
the company’s board of directors. N~cho~as K. Ak~ns has been appointed to the 
board of F]]~h Third Bancorp. EquJfax announced ~hat Robert D Marcus has been 
e]ecled 1o the board d the directors effective November 1. Grog C. Gadand has 
been appointed to the board of Aragon. ]ngred~on announced the appointment of 

Rhonda Jordan and V~ctoda Re~ch to its board o~ d~recto[s, both effective 
November 1. 

Economic Outlook 

Six Feet Under as a Retirement Plan? 

CNBC News (Oct. 23, Rosenbaum) cites Wells Fargo’s annual retirement study 
of Americans earning between $25,000 and $100,000 a year, which found tha~ 37 
percent of respondents expect ,:o work until they die or become too s~ck. 
According to CNBC, "We]Is ~nc]uded 1he question based on a ~ar(;er 1rend 
exposed when participants have been asked how many expect to work unfi~ they 
are at ]eas~ 80. That number was at 34 percent ~n ~h~s year’s su[~’ey, a s~gn~ficant 
dse fl’om 25 percent two years ago." ~n addition, 59 percent sa~d 1heir top 
financis~ concern ~s eye,day MHs, w~th 42 percent stsfing that ~t ~s not possible 
~o both pay ~hem and save for retirement. "As much as we read about the 
economy turning around, people in middle-class America are no~ feeling ~t yet," 

sa~d Laurie No~d~#~ist, head of We~s Far~o h~stituflona~ Retirement and Trust. 
F~nally, the su~ey found that 75 percent of m~dd~eqncome Americans are not 
confident the stock marke~ is a safe place to save for ret~rernenL 

Share~ :¢~ ~ ~ 



The Richmond Times Dispatch (Oct, 23) cites new Commerce Depa[tment data 
in repoAing that an L~pswin9 in residen[ial building helped push outlays on 
constrt~ction projects 1o a solid pace in August, Constr~cfion spending rose 0.6 
percent from the previous month. The government also revised Ju~y’s data to 
show an ~nc~ase tha~ was more than ~oub~e the #~tial fig[~r8, Ove[a~ 
construction ~n August rose ~o 
- the fastest pace s~nce A#r~ 2009. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News aud Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Dean ~mith, others wi[~ get 

Presidential Meda~ of 

F~eedom Nov. 20 

President Barack Obama on Nov 
20 will present the Presidential 
MedN of Freedom to Dean Smith 
and I~ others, the White House 
announced on Wednesday.. 

With a table 

full of 

reporter’s 

tape 

recorders to 

his left, former 

UNC 

picked to win ACC, UNC 

picked [ou~th 

UNC, picked to finish fourth, will 

be without coach Sylvia Hatchell, 

who recently was diagnosed with 

leukemia. 

Duke head 

coach 

Joanne P. 

McCallie, 

right, is lifted 

by Ka’lia 

Johnson, left, 

as they 

celebrate 

¢olte(je Notebook: UNC’s tSbron wins national 

weekly award for tight ends 

Eric Ebron of North Carolina was named the John 

Mackey tight end of the week. The junior had a 

career-high eight catches for a school-record 199 

yards and a touchdown last Thursday during a 27-23 

loss to then-No 10 Miami. Honorable mentions for.. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~Rt?!.a..~.L.~.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Winters <tenntxtbooks 17@gmail.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 8:58 AM 

tenntxtbooksl 7@gmail.com 

Unwm~ted Textbooks 

Have some books you want to get rid ot? I will be in the area today" giving top dollar for all your unwanted textbooks. If you would be interested in settAng up a time to 

meet or have any queffdons, please just reply to this em~l ruth the best lime for you. Thanks, and look fora, alxt to meeling with you. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:56 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Icahn Boosts Stake in Apple, Pushes tbr a $150 Billion Buyback 

Icahn Boosts Stake in Apple, P~shes for a $~5o Billion 
Buyback 

Carl Icahn has boosted his investment in Apple by about 22% to 4.73 million shares, and 

continues to push for a massive $150 billion buyback at the company, according to a letter 

he sent to Apple Chief Executive Tim Cook. 

The billionaire investor suggests the company use a self-tender offer to buy back the 

stock, and pledges that he himself wouldn’t sell the stock and take profits. 

As part of his thesis, Mr. Icahn suggests that three years after the buyback, with the 

benefit of earnings growth, Apple’s shares could hit $1,250. The stock Thursday slipped 

0.3% to $523.31. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Fed Proposes Stricter Liquidi~ Rules tbr Largest U.S. Banks 

Fed Proposes S~-icter Liq~L~idib7 Rules for Largest 
Banks 

The Federal Reserve moved to strengthen the ability of the largest banks to withstand 

periods of market stress, pushing them to hold additional levels of safe assets to fund their 

operations. 

The proposal outlined by Fed officials goes beyond international agreements, requiring 

the largest banks to hold enough safe assets--such as cash or those easily convertible to 

cash--to fund their operations for 30 days if other sources of funding aren’t available. 

The rules are intended to prevent a repeat of the 2008 financial crisis, when financial 

markets froze due to a lack of liquidity. 

See More {~overage ~ 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 24 -- BNA, Inc. Bm~kJng Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted October 24, 2013, 11:21 A.M. ET 

The Federal Reserve, moving to ensure big banks can weather a short-term credit crisis, has 
proposed a liquidity rule for those lenders with $250 billion or more in assets. 

The proposal is a response to the 2007-2009 financial crisis and designed to make sure the 
biggest banks have a pool of high-quality liquid assets to address potential short-term net 

cash outflows. 

Fed Governor Daniel Tarullo said the proposal being reviewed is a @super-equivalent~ to the 
Basel Committee’s liquidity coverage ratio standard. @That is, the proposal is more stringent in 
a few areas, such as the transition timeline, the definition of high-quality liquid assets, and 

the treatment of maturity mismatch within the LCR’s 30-day window,@ he said. 

Banks with assets between $50 billion and $250 billion would be subject to a less stringent 

version of the proposal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony Gaeta <tgaeta@wyrick.com~ 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:34 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

RF~: Thanks’. 

L3ood; I didn’t think Nick would want to learn tSerrnan anyway so I figured he would le,~ue it for you to p~ck up[ 

Great to hear about Beth; ~ tNnk she wi~ be terrific. 

A~I ~s wel~ here; workit~g a who~e Jot more than I i~n~:~dpal:ed [rank~y; go~t~g to have ~:o do something about third But my M&A di~ss ~s, I th~nk, gok~g we~; havk~g good 

~t~:end~nce s;t~d ~ tok~ the studen~:s I appredated ~:hal:~ TaJk to you soon; I w]JI stop in afi:er class one @y if you are not tied up 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [maJlto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, October 24, 20~3 ll:3i AN 
Te= Anthony Gaeta 
Subject= RE: Than~[ 

Hi Tony-- Thsnks. J got the bag. Unfortunstelv, I won’t be abJe to attend your panek Thanks for dohg thst for our students. The bsnk~ngjournal ~s a co-sponsor of 

~:he program. We hind a gres~: (::areer Trek li~sl: week at BB~.? (in Raleigh) stud Smith Anderson 

Beth DeS~mone said she wou~d give the generaI counsel speech. ~ th~nl< she wiIl be good. 

Take care and hope to see you soon. 

Lissa 

F~m= Anthony Gae~ [mailto:tqaeta@v~rick.com] 
Senti Thursday, October 24, 2013 ~1:06 AN 

Te; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= ~an~ 

Lef~ your Ro~et~a ~tone ba~ a~ your door; hope you found i~; thank~ ~or le~in~ me borrow it. I will be bad< a~ ~he law ~hool a~ 4pro for panel on 

pra~i~e ~o if you are no~ in ~he law ~hool and wan~ me ~o pi~k i~ ba~k up ~or ~afe keeping, le~ me know. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 12:24 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Twirter IPO Price Range Expected to Be Set TNs Week 

Twitter IPO Price Range Expected to Be Set This ~reek 

Twitter plans to set a price range for its initial public offering in the next day or two and 

could price the deal in the first week of November, according to people familiar with the 

company’s plans. 

The setting of a price range means Twitter can begin shopping its IPO, which is set to 

raise $1 billion, directly to investors. The process would begin by meeting with sales 

people at the investment banks, then meetings with investors. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Clearing House <brianne.schmidt@mcveigh.com~ 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 12:29 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now for Nov. 21-22 TCtt Annual Cont~rence Fea’mring Ethics Panel on Setting the Values Bar ttigh 

Setting the Val~es Bar High 

Fo[[o~qng the financial crisis there has been an increased focus on the ethical and 

social responsibilities of banking institutions. Panelists v,4[[ discuss challenges, 

trends and practical strategies for promotion of a strong ethical culture in today’s 

regu[ato~5~ and political environment. Pending approva[, attendees wi[[ be ab[e to 

earn CLE ethics credits. 

To decline or unsubscribe click here 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <chronicle@chmnicleaccounts.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 12:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NEXT: The Future ofttigher Education 

Purchase Your Supplement Now I View in Web Browser 

Shaking Up the Status Quo (and Why It’s So Hard to Do) 

Get your copy ofN]~:" ~!7~e Future of Higher Education 

NEXT: The Future of Higher Education looks at 

colleges that are doing things differently--questioning 

the traditional degree, reinventing the academic 

calendar, "flipping" the classroom or physically 

reconfiguring it, seeking new ways to evaluate what 

students know, and helping them navigate life after 

college. 

What’s inside: 

VVho Drives Changes on Campuses? 

New Classroom Spacers for New Learning 

Styles. 

Building a Faculty Culture of Change. 

Order this special issue today to hear from a 

diverse group of scholars and thinkers about whether 

innovation can actually stick. 

Order today and have it 

delivered however you 

choose: 

Digital Edition: $6.95 

Print Edition: $9.95 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St., N.W. I Washington, D.C. 20037 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Employment Insider <Callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 12:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Why Immigration Law Is a Hot Practice Area 

To view Lhis e~-r~ail as a web page., go here. 

] 

Hot: Practice Area: Immigration Law 
I~rmfl~ation a2~d citizenship law 

will be wkh us as hmg w; we have 

borders, m~d that ~ikdy means a 

~on~)ong time. ~d it’s aho a 
practice area expected to flourish 

into ~he lbreseeable fi~ture, flaa~ 

~ in large pa~l to the immi~:atiot~ 

issues taking center s~age in Washington, D.C. 

"~-What you need to know to land a job 

] 

Winter and Spring study abroad programs 
gaimng pop~lariW. 

"II,ere has bee,, a shirt inthe study 

abroad market. La<, students used 

to flock to summer locales like 

I,ondon, Paris a,,d eve,, Nah’obL 

But the toughjob market has led 

more students to tbcus on geeing 

I ~egM expe~ience Jr~ fl~eJr sunm~ers. 

’Dtat, i~ turin has opened the door tbr alternative s~dy abroad 

pro~’ams, which are often sho,*er, cheaper m,d oft)red at more 

convenient times, 

>> Read More 

] 

Spring break options 
The words spring break 

~ make you thh~k about relaxing on 
a tropical beach. But many law 

school students have turned the 

one-or tw(>week break into a lot 

more: eve~3,~hi~g t?:om studyh~g 

the legal system in titraway places 

I to helping low-income fmnilies. 

Maybe yore: law school doesn’t provide spring recess 
oppommities like these. You can sometimes find them at other 
schools that will let yon enroll or participate. 

>> Read More 

The Good & The Bad 
It was a GOOD week for o.o 

~ Zealo~s advocac3, after a former death row inmate 

I crea*ed a scholarship to honor the a~omey who 
I helped exonerate him. Read More 

It wa~ a BAD week for 

~ Pr~teeth~8 privacy, a~er a computer hacker may 

Ihave breached the ir~bm~ation of abom nine thousand 
Ipeople with ties to The University of Arizona 

E. Rogers College of Law. The hacker obtained 

i~dbm~ation about Fourier students and law school applicants. 

Now Available in App 

Editio!! 

Download for Free 

Read DigitaJ Edition 



Read More 

Lincoln iMemoria! records 81% bar pass 
rate for inaugural class 
Lincoln Memorial UNve~ity~s Dtmcan School of Law m~y have 

jnst completed a remarkaNe t~marom~d. Two 3ea~ ago, the ~aw 

school was ie~l ~r dead, after the ~ericm~ Ba" Associatio~ 

denied accredi*a~don m~d the the~>dea~ claimed fl~e denial would 

cause i~reparab]e harm to the small Te~messee school But ot~e 

year ago, the school dropped i*s lawsui{ against the ABA 

replaced ks i~>unding dean, Sydney Beckm;m~ wkh a seasoned 

ve*erm~ Parham Williams. 

>> Read More 



he Pubtish~ng News 

Welcome to L~w School Publishing News (LSPt¢) the 

monthly communication designed to keep professors 

apprised of Law Schoe~ book-re~ated events both a[ 

LexisNex~sL#) and in the fieM Each montMy 

cemmumcatkm will ~nclude updates on Lex~sNexis Law 

Schoo~ Books, h~ghHghts of Law Schoel Book-Re~ated 

Products, upda[es from the fie~d and other noteworthy 

news from the schools. 

Feedback from ~he ~’ie~d 

a~ready receWed posit{re feedback~ 

News on ~aw schoo~ book-re~ated products 

A Law Schoo~ Casebook available on Loxes Advance@. new S~udy 

/bd Duos and mdMdual Sk~Hs Exercises from the SA-i#s & Vaiues 

News from U~e schools 

I ~r~ (2013) 

LexisNexise Legal & Pro~ess[onal: L~w Schools 



9443 Spdngboro P,~e, Miamisburc OH 45342 







logo image 

i~ BizMix 
Title Sponsor: Platinum Gold Sponsor: Sponsors: 

2013 Fast 50 Awards returns to the Raleigh Convention Center 

Join the l n{..-.:n~le’s 50 ff..-.:stest cS~owin~ pdvate comp{..-.:nies on Ts÷s#ay~ 

ie~dership, 



BioAgilytix Labs 

Cenduit LLC 

d-Wise Technologbs 

FarMed Urgent Care 

MedPFo Rx 

Ne~e~ive, b~c, 

The Select Grou~ 

TriM~rk Solutions 
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Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <:reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Cabela’s to open store in Garner; WakeMed nmnes interim CEO 

Business Pulse Sulwey c ....... twith us 

Is our nation in need of a c:.-~m...?reh~_nsive overhaul cf our 

ToO.y’  Top .......................................................................................................................................................................... 

Videos 

Get WebEx Today.! 

;~i~:~d:~:: Hosp~ts:Is strugi,Ile to reduce res:dm~ss~on rates 

Cag}itoi Broadcast na bets on real estate startur) Grou :dfloo ..................................................................................................................................................... 

=I~ A lock indic=es co=ent available to paid sub~ribers. :.*am =bout 

Upstaa: E~tor’s Choice 





From: dennis.kennedy@nationaldiversitycouncil.org 

Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:16 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: NDC Carolinas Early 2014 Calendar of Events 

To unsubscribe from the National Diversity Council mailing list: 
To update your mailing list preferences: ~ids iir~X 
To forward a message to a friend: d~is hni. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communicalions@mlmerhaleupdate.com~ 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:39 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NIST and DoD Issue Cybersecurity Guidance and Rules -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 
SIGN 

NIST and DoD tssue Cybersecurity Guidance and Rules 

The government promulgated b,,vo important cybersecurity documents this week that will be of interest to 

a wide range of companies that track developments to improve security of critical U.S. computer 

First. the! National in.~;fil:ute of Standards and Techn,’)iogy ("NIST")issu~td a pr~fliminary version of 

voiuntary cybersecurity standards, known as the Cybersecurity Framework1 NISI was directed to 

Cybersecurity" issued by President Obama on February 12, 2013.2 ]his preliminary Cybersecurity 

Framework will be subject to a 45-day public comment period. ]he pubiication of this preliminary 

Framework also stars a 90- day clock for agencies responsible for regulating the security of critical 

infrastructure to report to the President on whether current regulatory requirements are sufficient in iight 

on the Framework to address cyber ris~:s, and whether any additional authority is required to address 

cyber risks to criticai infrastructure3 The final version of the Cybersecurity Framework is scheduled to 

be released in February 2014.4 

Second, the Department of Defense ("DoD") issued a final rule on the Defense Industrial Base ("DIB") 

V,’lluntary Cyb~r S~!curil:y and inforraatien A.~;surance (’CSIiA") program.5 The DiB prograra is aimed el: 

providing a framework for the government and certain defense sector companies to voluntarily share 

cyber threat information. 

In August, NIST released a discussion draft of the preliminary Framework. the general structure of 

which has been maintained in the version released this week.6 The preliminary Framework creates 

voluntary cybersecudty standards for protecting private sector computer networks owned or operated by 

Framework Profile, and Implementation Tiers. 

The Framework Core is designed to identify key cybersecurity activities common across all critical 

infrastructure networks These are activities that companies should address when creating programs to 

pr,’)l:~ol: critical oomput~!r systeras end that identify best practices for cemmunk:ating dsks threugheut an 

organization Specifically, the Framework Core consists of five functions designed to provide company 

subdwided into categories of outcomes: 

"foundational for effective implementation of the Framework" 

Protect- ]his function includes access control, training, and data security, and is to be 

implemented consistent with risk strategies from the "identify,= function 

Detect - [his function inciudes anomalies and events, monitoring, and detection processes to 

Respond -]his function includes response piannmg, mitigation, and improvements, and is to 

be p~!rR,’rm~!d consis[enl: wi[h the s[ral:egi~s dev~loped under the "identify,= funobon 

Recover- This function includes recovery planning and communications, intended to suppo£ 

timely r~covery aRer a cyber incident cons~stCmt with "strategies deM~loped under the "id~mtigy" 

function. 

For each function, the preliminary Framework identifies existing technical standards, from NISI and 

other standards bodies, to sepce as "informative references,= in support of the technical implementation 

of the functions. 

The Framework Profile is intended to help organizations "establish a roadmap" for priodtization of 

and eliminating gaps be!z, veen the "Current Profile/’ which identifies cybersecurity outcomes currentiy 



risk management goais. 

The preliminary Framework includes severai appendices, including one providing organizations with 

"methodologies to address privacy and civil liberties considerations around the depioyment of 

cybersecuqty activities and in the protection of [pe~onaliy identifiable information].=, An earlier versienof 

the privacy appendix in the discussion draft raised some concerns for possibly going beyond the scope 

emphasizing more clearly that the provisions are advisory and not mandatory But cdtical infrastructure 

new’informative references" section to the appendix which, similar to the ’informative references" in the 

methodologies. 

The DIB CS/iA program is a voiuntary cybersecurity information-sharing program between DoD and 

eligibieDiBcompanies The final rule issued this week responds to comments from an interim final 

ruk~, published in May 2012. whioh es[abiished the DIB CS/IA program and previded eligibili[y 

requirements for participation in the program. 

In responding to the comments submitted in response to the interim finai rule, DoD made three 

changes to the interim finai rule. Specifically. the final rule adds defini[k)ns of ’US based’,~ and 

citizen’’8 to the definition sections and eliminates a statement found in 32 C.F.R § 236.6(c} allowing the 

government to "request from any DIB pa..’ticipant additional information or assurances regarding such 

DiB participant=s policies or practices, or the determination by the DIB participation that such policies or 

practices comply with applicable legal requirements." 

Companies wishing to participate in the DIB CSilA should not only conduct a careful assessment as to 

wi~elher lhey meet Li~e eligibility requirements R;r partioipal:ion set Forth in 32 C.F.R § 2367. but sheuld 

also evaluate what types of information they will share with the government through the program and the 

32 C FR. § 236.6(c). 

1 The preliminary Cybersecuri[y Framework is available here. The [eiease ef Lhe preiinlinery CybelsecuHty 

Franlework, eriginally schesLfled ~o[ Octo#er 10, 2013; was delayed due to Lhe recent govemmen[ si~utso’wn 

2 Exec. Order No 13636, Improving Critical infrastructure Cybersecudty, 78 Fed. Reg. 1 I;38. {~i;(e) (Feb. 19, 2013), 

s Exec Order No 13835, 

4 A description ef Lhe executive order and ti~e vaHeds Lasks it assigned Lo differenL Executive Branch agencies can 

5 78 Fed Reg. 62~.30 (Oct 22, 2013) 

.,S R fl.ilther discussion on the discussion dratL is avaiiable here 

The [ina] rdle defines "US. based" to mean "p~o’,,isioned, maintained, er operated within the pi~ysical boundaries ef 

~he United St~.~tes" 

~ 1he final rule defir!es "U S cil:izen’ to mean "a person born in the United S£~tes e: naturalize,-!,." 

L 

Wiinled-leWs Commu!lications, Privacy and InLe~neL 

borders to secure results for our clients while bringing 
together some of the most tsiented communications 

lawyers flora around the woHd vqth experience 

aspecLs ef this industry 

More information 

WilmerHale Partners Jonathan Cedarbatlm, Reber~ 
Finkel and Heather Zachary provided an update on the 

latest devebpments, potential risks and areas of new 
:’egu~ation that could have a major impact on how 

financ~a~ k)sfltutions, F#~Tech companies and their 

serqce prev~de[s de business 

Vbw weMnar materials 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott, Jennifer <,lennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org~ 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:55 PM 

Rozansky, Crregg <Gregg.Rozansky@thecleaJdnghonse.org>; Neiman, RichaJrd <RichaJrd.neiman@uspwc.com>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Belshaw, Sally <sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov>; Clark, Timothy <Tim.p.clark@t~b.gov>; Dominick, Paula 

<pauIa.dominick@bankot?america.com>; HnnIey, Carol <CHunley@~)vereignbank.com>; KapIa]L Steve <Steve.KapIan@cfpb.gov>; 

Belshaw, Sally <sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov > 

alicia, stallworth@lmnkoi~america.com; mbe~:mude@santander.us 

RE: TCH Panel Prep: Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatoi)~ Environment 

Piease note the change in Access Code: 9830535 

Dial-in is the same: 

U.S.: (888) 242-1836 

International: 954-622-3154 

..... Original Appointment- .... 
From: Rozansky, @egg 
Sent; Friday, October 18, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Rozans~, @egg; Scott, Jennifer; Neiman, Richard; Broome, Lissa; Belshaw, Sally; Clark, Timothy; Dominick, Paula; Hunley, Carol; Kaplan, Steve; 
sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov 

C¢: alicia.stallworth@bankofamerica.com; mbermude@santander.us 
Subject; FW: TCH Panel Prep: Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment 
When; Thursday, October 24, 2013 4:00 PM-4:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where-" Dial In: (888) 242-1836 / International: 954-622-3154 / Access Code: 9830535 

..... Original Appointment- .... 

From: Paulsen, Vanessa On Behalf Of Rozansky, Gregg 

Sent; Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Rozansky, Gregg; Neiman, Richard; Broome, Lissa; Belshaw, Sally; Clark, Timothy; Dominick, Paula; Hunley, Carol; Kaplan, Steve 

C¢; alicia.stallworth@bankofamerica.com; mbermude@santander.us 

Subject; TCH Panel Prep: Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment 
When; Thursday, October 24, 2013 4:00 PM-4:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where-" Dial In: (888) 242-1836 / International: 954-622-3154 / Access Code: 9830535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Leak, Dariell [DarielI.Leak@theclearinghouse.org] 

10/24/2013 7:56:26 PM 

Neiman, Richard [Richard.neiman@uspwc.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Belshaw, Sally 

[sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov]; Clark, Timothy [Tim.p.clark@frb.gov]; Dominick, Paula 

[paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com]; Hunley, Carol [CHunley@sovereignbank.com]; Kaplan, Steve 

[Steve.Kaplan@cfpb.gov] 

’alicia.stallworth@bankofamerica.com’ [alicia.stallworth@bankofamerica.com]; ’mbermude@santander.us’ 

[mbermude@santander.us]; Scott, Jennifer [Jennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org]; Radetsky, Alex 

[Alex.Radetsky@theclearinghouse.org]; ’Hunley, Carol A’ [chunley@santander.us] 

TCH Panel Prep: Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment 

Dial In: (888) 242-1836 / International: 954-622-3154 / Access Code: 9830535 

Start: 10/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/24/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Neiman, Richard; Broome, Lissa; Belshaw, Sally; Clark, Timothy; Dominick, Paula; Hunley, Carol; Kaplan, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Leak, Dariell [DarielI.Leak@theclearinghouse.org] 

10/24/2013 7:56:26 PM 

Rozansky, Gregg [Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org]; Neiman, Richard [Richard.neiman@uspwc.com]; Broome, 

Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Belshaw, Sally [sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov]; Clark, Timothy 

[Tim.p.clark@frb.gov]; Dominick, Paula [paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com]; Hunley, Carol 

[CHunley@sovereignbank.com]; Kaplan, Steve [Steve.Kaplan@cfpb.gov] 

’alicia.stallworth@bankofamerica.com’ [alicia.stallworth@bankofamerica.com]; ’mbermude@santander.us’ 

[mbermude@santander.us]; Scott, Jennifer [Jennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org]; Radetsky, Alex 

[Alex.Radetsky@theclearinghouse.org]; ’Hunley, Carol A’ [chunley@santander.us] 

TCH Panel Prep: Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment 

Dial In: (888) 242-1836 / International: 954-622-3154 / Access Code: 9830535 

Start: 10/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/24/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Neiman, Richard; Broome, Lissa; Belshaw, Sally; Clark, Timothy; Dominick, Paula; Hunley, Carol; Kaplan, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erin Essenmacher <Registration@NACDonline.org> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 4:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NACD Directorship 100: Celebrating F~xemplau Board Leadership 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~?~ ~!,~ p¢i!,~4~:~4~ i4 !!~.~!.S 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 5:03 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&~> 

High Quali~ Liquid Assets (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Client Alert 

High Quality Liquid Assets 

C;ONT.,S,CT US AT: 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Stree~ 

Sail Francis,:;,:~, CA 94105 

This is not about top-shelf liquor, it is about today’s notice of proposed 

rulemaking... At an open meeting today, the Federal Reserve Board 

("FRB") approved a proposed rule implementing a liquidity coverage ratio 

("LCR") requirement (the "Proposed Rule"), written jointly with the Office 

of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC") and the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation ("FDIC," and collectively, with the FRB and the 

OCC, the "Agencies"). With certain exceptions noted below, the Proposed 

Rule is broadly consistent with the Basel Committee on Banking 

Supervision’s LCR standard (the "Basel LCR Standard")issued in 2010. 

We will supplement this alert with a more detailed analysis in the coming 

days. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~,vww.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW 



~i~i ~omm~e~igl~ts Oct o~ ~ ~0! 3 

On Governance and Leadership          ’ ...... AC,    I 

Report. The California State Teachers’ Retirement System has I 
punished its inaugural corporate governance repod. ~ile 
CalSTRS pursues a variety of initiatives throughout the year, their 

~ 
engagements focused on four main themes: executive I I 
compensation; majority vote standards; diversity of corporate 
boards; and sustainability. (~he Ha~ard Law School Forum) More #om KPMe’s 

Audit Cemmi#ee 
How Quickly Should a New CEO Shi~ Corporate Resources’~ _.,.,. ,. 
Mowng early to reconfigure the business podfoho and 
top-management team improves corporate peformance and the I . I 

c " s 
:t.:’: Ho~msn V~deo Clip odds for a lengthy tenure. (M,K~n, ey) ~zz~ ...... 

On Financial Reporting 
I I 

FAS8 Reverses Decision on Repos-to-~atur~ty. At a recent 
meeting, the FASB reversed its previous decision and tentatively ACI Videos 
decided to require repurchase-to-maturity agreements 
(topos-to-maturity) to be accounted for as secured borrowings ~ .... 
(KPMG Defining Issues) ........ 

Canadian Securities Administrators has proposed changes to its    __ 
auditor overnight rules with the goal of giving securities regulators 
more insight into situations where Canada’s audit firm regulator has 
imposed sanctions on an audit firm. (WebCPA) 

From KP~G                                -- 
Q3 Focus: Reporting, Accounting, and Regulatory " " 

DevNopments. This qua~er, and the months ahead, a number of 
developments impacting financial repoding will need to be front and 
center for audit committees. The following updates and remindem 
are intended to help audit committees stay apprised of current 
financial repoding issues and changes on the horizon, and to Upcoming Events 
suppod timely discussions with the financial management and 
audit teams supporting the financial reposing process. (KPMG’s Kpi~e’s Fall Audit 
A C0 Committee RoundtaNe 

Series 

November 
KP~G’s I 0th Annual Audit Comm~ee ~ssues Conference - December 19 
Governance Challenges & Priorities Dr~v~ng the 20~4 Agenda, 
This conference brings together audit committee members, KPNG’s i 0tb Annual 
directors, governance professionals, and business leaders for a Audit Committee 
timely, candid dialogue on the challenges and priorities shaping ~ssues Conference 

audit committee agendas in the year ahead, 
danuary ~445, 2014 

In addition to moderated panel discussions and keynote speakers Register w~th ACL 

on Janua~ 15, we’ll also host Audit Committee Peer Exchange Share insights 

sessions on Janua~ 14 as an oppo~unity for audit committee ~ 
membem to dialogue with their peers in a small group setting on 
critical issues of the day. 

Registration is now open. 

Links 

X~ SmalIACI image X Repo~ ~ InNitute 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG 
Suppoding audit RepoAing Network Turning knowledge 



committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with news updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reporting our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Thursday, October 24, 20:[3 5:25 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Court Holds that San Bernardino is Eligible to File for Chapter 9 

October 24, 2013 

On October 16, 2023, the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the 
Central District of California ruled that the City of San 
Bernardino is eligible for protection under chapter 9 of the 
Bankruptcy Code. In re City of San Bernardino, Cal.,Case No. 
12-28006, 2013 WL 5645560 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. Oct. 16, 
2013). The Court’s decision is an important milestone, as it 
clarifies that a municipality that does not file a plan with its 
petition may still meet the Bankruptcy Code requirement that 
it "desires to effect a plan to adjust [its] debts." The 
decision also establishes that a city can prove that it met 
the requirement that pre-petition negotiations were 
impracticable simply by showing that it has a large number of 
creditors. Both of these rulings may ultimately have 
significant implications in the pending eligibility dispute in the 
City of Detroit’s chapter 9 case. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

[~E- mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. :It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown Events <events@mayerbl~own,com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 6:19 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Save the Date: 4th Annual S ub~ription Credi t Facility and F und Finance Symposium - Janua~ 16, 2014 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can 

~iI Mayer B .... [:~i ....... 

.~i1 4th Annual Subscription Credit Facili~, and Fund Finance Symposium 

Save the Date 
Please save the date for our 4th Annual Subscription Credit Facility 

and Fund Finance Symposium on January 16, 2014 in New York. 

Agenda 

A detailed agenda is forthcoming. 

Date & Time 

Thursday, January ~6, 2014 

1:30 p.m.- 6:00 p.m. 

Reception to follow 

Location 

Convene (formerly Sentry Midtown East) 

730 Third Avenue, 17th Floor 

(Between 45th &, 46th Streets 

New York, NY 10017 

CLE credit is pending. 

There is no charge to attend this program. 

For additional information, please contact Michelle Stinga at 

mstin~erbrown,com or +1 212 506 2453. 

For sponsorship opportunities, please contact Erin Boswell at 

eboswell~a}maverbrown,com or +1 704 444 3552. __: .............. :___=~_ ........... x ............................ 

Learn more about our ,~.a..!)..k’.[!).g..:.&..]’.:i!!&~g..e. and Private In~ estment Funds 

practices, 

Please visit us: 

ma.yerbrown,com 

~lobal,com 

Date 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 

Program 

1:30 p.m.- 6:00 p.m. 

Reception to follow 

Location 

Convene (formerly Sentry 

Midtown East) 

730 Third Avenue 

17th Floor 

(Between 45th & 46th 

Streets) 

New York, NY 10017 

Follow Mayer Brown on Twitter 

Face~ook 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawpmf@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Andrew Beckerman-Rodau <arodau@snffolk.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 7:22 PM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.Kenfl aw .EDU 

Design Patent Program 

Design Patents: Modernizing an Old Property Interest 
Friday, November 22, 2013 
Suffolk University Law School 
Boston, MA 
Co-Sponsored with 
Intellectual Property Law Concentration 
Social Law Library 
About the Conference 
A juW recently ordered Samsung to pay Apple Computer more than $1 billion for infringement of several design and utility patents. This has 
sparked renewed interest in Design Patents. 
Highlights include: 
Attorneys involved in the ongoing patent litigation war between Apple and Samsung also will be part of the program. Iong K. Choi of Samsung will 
moderate a panel on litigating design patent infringement. Nichael T. Zeller of Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan (who represented Samsung). 
Attorneys from the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office will prowide an insider’s wiew of how design patents are handled. 
Two nationally known experts in design protection, Christopher V. Carani and Perry Saidman, will discuss design protection legal issues. 
Finally, the special damage provisions for Design Patents will be analyzed by a leading expert on patent damages. 
Attend and Learn 

* The PTO’s perspective on prosecution of design patents 

* How the recently enacted Hague TreaLv ~ll affect design patent practice 

* How to interpret and apply design patent law 

* How to handle design patent litigation including damages and functionality 

* Tile overlapping protections under design patent, trade dress & other IP law 
To register for the course online go to: 
ttp://www.su~~lk.edu/law/kn~wledge/center-for-advanced-legal-studies/2272~.php?cid=841 

Andrew Beckerman-Rodau 

Prof. of Law & Co-Director IP Law Concentration Suffolk University Law School 

120 Tremont Street 

Boston, MA 02108 

617-573-8557 

arodau@suffolk.edu 

htt P:iiwww.la wprofessor.org 

Publications: http://lawpro[essor,org/publications/articles.htrnl 

SSRN Author Page: .h__t_t_p_~JZs__s_r__n__:_c__9___m_f_a__u_t__h__9_r_y__2__l__~_~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Filbmndt & Company <Advisor@badgerintemet.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 7:29 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Live Seminar tbr University Retirement Plan Pazlicipanks 

Live Seminar[ 
Decisions in 2013 That Affect Your Retirement Planning 

Wednesday, November 6th 
5PM at the Friday Center 

This Even~ is Free to Attend b~t Space is Limited 

.B__e_g_i___s___t___e__r______N___0_____w_ 
Specifically for University of North Carolina retirement Nan participants. Learn how to reduce risk and position your 

university retirement accounts as you approach retirement. 
o~c~University Retirement Specialists Travis Cliff CFP® and Mike Filbrandt ChFC% CLUe will help you learn: 

If those approaching retirement from the university shouM be concerned with the ~arge market growth over the last few years 

How to capture recent market growth within your university retirement plan ta×-efficiently 

How a rising interest rate environment can hurt your university retirement plan and strategies you can use to protect yourself 

How to identify and avoid unnecessary risk w{thin your university retirement plan as you approach retirement 

How investments considered "safe" might be riskier than you think going forward 

Register Now 
OF call 

1-800-431-9740 

Filbrandt & Company 
8401 Greenway Blvd., Suite :212 

Middleton, W153552 
Advisory services are offered through Filbrandt Investment Advisers., Inc. (FIA). FIA is an independent, fee only, advisory firm that works primarily with university professionals. FIA is not associated with any 

university or any retirement vendor. FIA is not associated with the university benefits office, nor did the university release any private retirement or personnel information, All e-mail, phone number or department 

affiliation was obtained from public sources, For further information about FIA, please contact us at advisors@badAeripternet,com or call at (800} 431-9740, To be removed from this mailing list, reply to this email 

and type, "REMOVE" in the subject line, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 8:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 25 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 25, 2013 ~, Number 207 

Finance 

The Institute of International Finance expects that capital flows 
to emerging markets will recover gradually, as the underlying 
forces that drive flows are still in place, but with continued 
volatility, chief economist Charles Collyns... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 8:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oct. 25 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

October 25, 2013 ~ Number 207 

Liquidity 
Fed Pro#r~ses Liq~iditV N~a~dard 

The Federal Reserve, trying to make the financial system safer 
by helping banks weather future credit crunches, proposed 
liquidity requirements that are more aggressive than the 
international standard and tougher on the biggest lenders .... 

Bank Supervision 
State £,a~k Re.~j~lators Urge Wore Foc~s 

The Conference of State Bank Supervisors is calling for 
heightened focus on supervisory expertise as the Federal 
Reserve Board moves into a major period of transition, saying 
vacancies on the Fed’s Board of Governors highlight the need... 

Mortgages 

W}~ Come i~ La~e November~ DeMarco SaVs 

Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) acting Director Edward 
DeMarco said the agency will soon reveal its decision whether to 
reduce the size of mortgages guaranteed by Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Sac .... 

Securities 

A Bipartisan Policy Center task force Oct. 24 recommended a 
data-driven approach to implementing the Volcker rule that it 
said will help regulators and the market clearly distinguish 
permissible market-making activities conducted by banks... 

Regulatory Policy 

O~ Dodd~Fra~k Oi~rsit~ Proposal 

The Securities and Exchange Commission, the Treasury 
Department, the Federal Reserve Board and three other 
regulators Oct. 23 requested comment on a proposed policy 
statement that would establish joint standards for assessing the 
diversity... 

Accounting 

Money market funds that are required to comply with Rule 2a-7 
of the Investment Company Act of 1940, and those that operate 
in accordance with requirements similar to those in Rule 2a-7 of 
the Act, will be excluded from the scope of, Consolidation,... 

International Finance 
IZF Projects G~’adua~ Recoverv 
Z~ Capita~ ~lows to gmergir~g Markets 

The Institute of International Finance expects that capital flows 
to emerging markets will recover gradually, as the underlying 
forces that drive flows are still in place, but with continued 
volatility, chief economist Charles Collyns_. 

Payment Systems 



The French data protection authority (CNIL) announced Oct. 23 
that it is investigating data privacy protection practices at 
PayPal Inc.’s French operations in response to the company’s 
"unilateral" changes to its privacy... 

Consumer Protection 
Feder~l Co~rt R~es E~4ai~s Are Perso~a~ 

The California Supreme Court would likely decide that an e-mail 
address constitutes "personal identification information" under 
the state’s Song-Beverly Credit Card Act, the U.S. District Court 
for the Eastern District... 

Securities 

Fulfilling a prediction by Securities and Exchange Commission 
Chairman Mary Jo White, the SEC Oct. 23 sanctioned three 
investment advisers and their owners for allegedly ignoring 

problems with their compliance programs (Tn re Modern 
Portfolio... 

Enforcement 

The Los Angeles-based mortgage broker Prospect Mortgage LLC 
will pay a $3 million penalty to New York state and provide 
restitution for alleged deceptive lending practices, under a 
consent order with the New York State Department of 
Financial... 

Foreign Accounts 
Florida Doctor Convicted oil 

A Florida doctor has been convicted in federal court of conspiring 
to defraud the [nternal Revenue Service by concealing millions of 

dollars in assets and income in offshore bank accounts, the 
Department of Justice said .... 

Housing 

Mortgage rates fell to their lowest level since the summer amid 
market speculation that Federal Reserve policymakers will wait 
until next year before cutting back on bond purchases, Freddie 
Mac said Oct. 24 .... 

New York will provide $20 million in grants to organizations across 
the state that help homeowners avoid foreclosure, Attorney 

General Eric T. Schneiderman (D) announced Oct. 23 .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Meet a master of self-promotion I Is Groupon-style marketing OK? Ethics opinion is wary I Death row exoneree funds 
scholarship to honor lawyer 

The Top Stories of the Week 
October 25, 2013 

Tom Ford suits, Michael Douglas hair, Facebook and purple-ink motions help 
!~w’yH[ promote himself 

A ~7~ESSAGE FROM A~CUS ATTORNEY 

How Your Law Firm Miqht Be Losing Big Money (And How to Stop the Bleeding) 

Can lawyers use Groupon-type marketing? ABA ethics opinion sees problems with 
p[#paid deals 

honor his lawyer 

Law’yet who flipped the bird at defendant is removed as iuror: was taxi conflict the 

Once the ’meanest lanai ~£ ~£~££,’ author shares sto~ of ~ove for his murdered 
brother (podcast) 

rights su~t 

~L~_£_~__#__[~_gfads have trouble with bar exam? Law 

sees poss~Me ~mpact 

Is your firm changing its bus~ness model or is ~t ~n a stage of failure? 

requirement 



Saudi Arabia licenses its first women larders 

claim? 

High school football team faces bulb/in# probe over 91-0 blowout 

C~UESTION OF THE WEEK 

Do you take ’four pet to work? Would you if it were possible? 

Earlier this month at Attorney at Work, Phoenix solo Ruth Carter wrote that if she 
rents office space for her law practice, she would want her dog to be allowed. 
She also surveyed other solo and small-firm lawyers about whether they take 
their dogs to work (or would want to), and what they considered the pros and cons of having their 
dog on the premises. 

So this week, we’d like to ask you: Do you take your petto work? Would you if it were possible? 
(And we realize that not everyone favors dogs: Lawyer and blogger Rick Georges keeps parrots 
at his law office in St. Petersburg, Fla.) 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: What is the worst email you accidentally sent or 
received? And what were the consequences? 

Featured answer: 

Posted by Dorner: "During my undergraduate years, I held two positions with a fairly large 
market research firm. To pass some time, one of my co-workers and I would play a game where 
we would e-mail each other song lyrics periodically throughout the day, and we would guess the 
song. I’ll never forget when my boss came out of his office and asked his secretary whether there 
was anything wrong with [my co-worker] because of an odd e-mail he had received. She had 
accidentally sent lyrics in a ’reply all’ that included our boss, his boss, other bigwigs and the 
president of the company. The lyrics? Natalie Imbruglia’s. ’1 am cold and shamed, lying naked on 
the floor.’ I can still see my boss’s face as he asked his secretary to ’check on [co-worker] 
because she just said she’s lying on the floor.’ I never laughed so hard in my life." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, contact us. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Allen <do-not-reply@davidco.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 5:38 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Productive Living: Are you in angst-ridden limbo? 

If you have trouble viewing this message or would like to share it, please click here¯ 

Produc’~ive Living 

i~i David Allen 
Hi there, 

Gird your loins for a cranky and direct communication, in my 

essay below. Hopefully it will inspire more than offend. It’s just 

my rant about the irrational behaviors continually engaged in by 

the vast majority of even the smartest people. They have a 

psyche, and they have a system. And they don’t really trust 

either one. 

All the best, 

"~’i David 

Are you in angst-ridden limbo? 

If you’re not willing to keep everything out of your head, why 
keep anything out of your head? 

Have you ever done some version of a list-making clearing of 
your thoughts, unloading your mind of its resident vibrating 
concerns, and felt better? More in control, more focused? If so, 
why don’t you do that anytime and every time you have things 
yanking your psychic chains? If you’ve ever made a list and felt 
more relaxed and in command, why havent you figured out why 
that works, and then instilled that practice permanently to 
ensure that you feel better all the time? 

If you think it’s useful and important to maintain a calendar of 
your time-based commitments, managed in an external tool 
and system, why do you not find it equally critical to keep track 
of any and every non-time-based commitment you have, in a 
similarly maintained and reviewed system? Is the fact that you 
probably have over 200 of such commitments (buy a light bulb, 
hire a nanny, set up your trip to Spain, deal with Dad’s estate, 
order a new adapter, etc.) keeping you from tracking them 
externally and reviewing them all objectively and regularly? If 
that’s so, then the more appointments you have, the more you 
would want to give up tracking them all! 

If anyone has the chance to see my own lists of things I’ve 
committed to do, they may well freak out--"Oh wow, you’ve got 
too many lists and too many things on them!" My response is, 
"Then throw away your calendar. How can you justify keeping 
track of some commitments and not others?" 

Oh, I get it. Your commitments with other people, clearly made 
(appointments), when broken, feel a lot worse in the moment 
and create obvious negative results (they canceled their 
contract because you didn’t show up!). 



But as you move to the next level of subtlety about agreements, 
and when you don’t keep a commitment with a client which no 
one was clear in the beginning about what, exactly, it was...that 
gives you a little more wiggle room to avoid managing that 
detail for yourself. (Who, exactly, was supposed to get back to 
whom, exactly, about what, exactly, after this meeting?) 

And when the commitment is simply with yourself (get my sister 
a cool birthday present, ahead of her birthday), and it’s lost or 
mismanaged, the price paid is merely a private one, and 
"minor" in your greater scheme of things. 

Obviously people have put a different value on the necessity to 
track different kinds of commitments with themselves. Major 
error in approach. Any broken commitment with yourself, no 
matter how small, instantly and automatically lowers your self- 
trust. And that’s a hugely needed commodity, in this 
challenging helter-skelter world. 

Unfortunately, hardly anyone trusts any system they’re using for 
all of this enormous inventory of psychic involvements. People 
don’t trust, really trust their planners, their cool apps, or their 
heads. If whatever they’re using for lists of objectives to 
accomplish, projects to finish, and actions to take, are 
incomplete, their psyches can’t really let go and trust that their 
data and regular engagement behaviors with them are 
complete and consistent by themselves. And because they 
know that their mind is really incapable of keeping track of 
everything, in every form, at every horizon, at every level of 
functional detail, they don’t trust their head to manage it all 
either. 

So the vast majority of people who have the luxury of 
discretionary time and choice live in an angst-ridden limbo 
between the options, on the one hand, of having everything 
they’re engaged with mapped into a trusted self-management 
model and on the other, everything in their head. Anything in- 
between is worse than either of those options. Most people 
live there. 

Choose. 

Worrying is the interest paid on a debt you may not owe. -- 
Unknown 

What is the best way to allocate time to work on a project? 

David: For me it is very situational. At certain times I can take 
advantage of short little windows, ad hoc. Many other times I 
need to block at least a half day to dive in and work deeply. 

I think the trick is to pay attention to what has your attention 
about the project, and then lay out your landscape 
appropriately. And that could change, day to day. 

News CON~ERENCE 

InMan News shared their top tskeaways from the Conference: 

"There’s something to be said about being organized. 

Having your thoughts all in one spot for you to easily catalog, 
search and reference. After all, Evernote’s closing keynote was 
David Allen, author of "Getting Things Done," and I’m certain I 



can speak for all of us at the conference that we all had an aha 
moment when he said, "Your mind is for having ideas, not 
holding them." 

Allen’s thought process was a beautiful way to wrap up an 
amazing two-day conference full of awesome speakers, 
panels, content and, most importantly, all of us who love and 
use Evemote on a daily basis." 

GTD Tools 

GTDCommun~ly        IN COHVERSATION WITH TODD HENRY 

David Allen interviewed Todd Henry, author of The Accidental 
Creative and Die Empty about susta nab e creat ve work. 

Here’s an excerpt of what Todd shared: 

"We know that there are many enemies of focus in the world 
today, not the least of which is this little dynamic I call ’the ping’. 
And the ping is this perpetual pinprick in my gut that says 
something like, ’You should go check your email right now.’ Or 
’You should go check your Twitter feed right now.’ Or, ’You 
should go check your phone because maybe the President of 
the United States is calling with a National Security Crisis,’ 
right? And the ping delivers this level of urgency that screams 
at you. The life philosophy of the ping, David, is: Something out 
there might be more important than what’s in front of you." 

Listen to the full interview on GTD Connect. 

Not a GTD Connect member yet? Sign-up for a two-week 
guest pass. 

...... GT~ PUBLIC GTD Events 

Give us a day and we’ll tach you the fundamentals of GTD in an 
engag ng n-person c ass. 

Berlin, Germany -- October 28 



Phoenix Arizona -- November 12 
Dublin, Ireland -- November 14 
Dallas, Texas -- November 21 
San Francisco California -- December 12 

Give us an hour and we’ll sharpen your GTD skills in an 
interactive online class. 

Mana.qing Email -- November 7 
GTD~ & Outlook® -- November 14 
Keys to Getting Things Done® -- November 20 
GTD~ & Evernote~ for Windows~ -- November 21 

ABOUT GETTING TUINGS DONE & TNE DAVID ELLEN 

Getting Things Done® is the work/life management system 
created by David Allen. Learn more 

The David Allen Company is a global training and consulting 
company, based in beautiful Ojai, California. About us 

GTD®, Getting Things Donee, GTD Connects, and GTD-Q~ are 
registered trademarks of the David Allen Company. 

~ 
~ ~ I~ilP°dcasts 

[.~.iI Free Articles ] 

~ake ~t u Make ~t ha en 

© 2013 David Allen Company. All Rights Reserved 

SUBSCRIBE TO PRODUCTIVE LIVING 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 6:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Join PlayMakers Poolside! 

Dive into Rotating Repertory 

Our talented designers and the PlayMakers prod~ction team have p~lled out all the stops 
to t~anslerm the Paul Green Theatre into an aq~atic wonderland, It’s theatre magic like 
you’ve never experienced before. 

Jein us.. the wateCs finel 

MORE ~NFORMATION 

Tickets for The Ten~ and 
~__~_~!!~_[~_[t_o_[#~!~_s_’~t_s_" are ON SALE 
NOW. Tickets available for 
every budget, every night. 
Starting at $15. 

WHERE 
PlayMakers is located in the 
Center for Dramatic Art. Our 
Mainstage productions are 
performed in the Paul Green 

Theatre. 

WHEN 

NOV 2-DEC 8 
Tues-Sun at 7:30pm 
Sat & Sun Matinees at 2:00pm 

No shows Nov 9, 23, 28, 30 
Click "Resources" on website 
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Friday, October 25, 2013 6:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[CAUTION: Potential Spam/Scam] Daily Briefing, October 25: Northwest M&A Heats Up; Fed Liquidity Plan Gets Tougher 
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American Banker Dai~y Briefing 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 201:3 

Today’s Top Stories 

How Regulators Toughened New Liquidity 

Regulators unveiled a proposal Thursday that 
would institute tough new liquidity requirements 
on U.S. financial institutions, acknowledging that 
their plan is harsher than a global framework 
suggested by international supervisors. 

Farm Credit System 

Community bankers have become increasingly 
concerned about the government-sponsored 
enterprise as it has grown and expanded its client 
base. 

~&A Super Wednesday in Northwest Seen 

Nobody has told banks in the northwestern U.S. 
that bank M&A is in the doldrums. Two deals 
were announced and another terminated there 
after the markets closed Wednesday, and that will 
put pressure on banks in the region to keep 
buying each other. 

De~arco Wi~ Not Cut GBE Loan Limits 
Near Term 

Edward DeMarco, acting director of the Federal 
Housing Finance Agency, said Thursday that the 
agency has no immediate plans to lower the size 
of the loans the government-sponsored 
enterprises can buy, though he left the door open 
for future reductions. 

By Department 

This week at the ATM, Debit and Prepaid Forum 
in Las Vegas, bankers cast aside differences 
and started to talk about the evolving payments 
landscape. 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is 
suing a Kentucky law firm on allegations that it 
received illegal kickbacks from certain charges 
on real estate settlement& 

View comlp~ete 

View company 

Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Wealth 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Technology 

~ 
Over the 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 
phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 

Take the lead in business. 

EMC transforms your 

business with software and 

cloud solutions that 

connect information to 

work. C~i~;k to find out why 

EMC Documentum was 

found "Best-i n-Class" by 

CEB TowerGroup analysts 

in all four technology 

categories of their CEB 

TowerGroup Retail 

Banking, Enterprise 

Content Management and 

Technology Analysis 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

20!3. 



Credit System 

Community bankers have become increasingly 
concerned about the government-sponsored 
enterprise as it has grown and expanded its client 
base. 

Regulators unveiled a proposal Thursday that 
would institute tough new liquidity requirements 
on U.S. financial institutions, acknowledging that 
their plan is harsher than a global framework 
suggested by international supervisors. 

Nobody has told banks in the northwestern U.S. 
that bank M&A is in the doldrums. Two deals 
were announced and another terminated there 
after the markets closed Wednesday, and that will 
put pressure on banks in the region to keep 
buying each other. 

What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, inc. 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 6:10 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

American Banker Digital Edition for Friday, October 25,2013 

White Papers 
[~ 

AmericanBankerl 
Digital Edition WebSem,oars 
Friday, October 25, 2013            [~J~]-[~] 

American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

How Regulators Toughened New Liquidity Proposal 

Regulators unveiled a proposal Thursday that would institute 
tough new liquidity requirements on U.S. financial 
institutions, acknowledging that their plan is harsher than a 
global framework suggested by international supervisors. 

Bankers Set Lobbying Sights on Reforming Farm Credit 
System 

Community bankers have become increasingly concerned 
about the government-sponsored enterprise as it has grown 
and expanded its client base. 

M&A Super Wednesday in Northwest Seen Spurring More 
Bank Deals 

Nobody has told banks in the northwestern U.S. that bank 
M&A is in the doldrums. Two deals were announced and 
another terminated there after the markets closed 
Wednesday, and that will put pressure on banks in the 
region to keep buying each other. 

DeMarco Will Not Cut GSE Loan Limits in Near Term 

Edward DeMarco, acting director of the Federal Housing 
Finance Agency, said Thursday that the agency has no 
immediate plans to lower the size of the loans the 
government-sponsored enterprises can buy, though he left 
the door open for future reductions. 

By Department 

~n Dicey Payme~ts Game, Bankers Are Picking Sides 

This week at the ATM, Debit and Prepaid Forum in Las 
Vegas, bankers cast aside differences and started to talk 
about the evolving payments landscape. 

CFPB Accuses Title Sett~eme#t Firm of 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is suing a 
Kentucky law firm on allegations that it received illegal 
kickbacks from certain charges on real estate settlements. 

f.:;=r;,.~=-~, ~r.~.~= ~.~ ~.~,i ~i y ii:::i~.r~ n ii.~: i ~r.qi:ii 

Baskets Se~ Lobbyisg Signets on Reforr~i#g Farm 



Community bankers have become increasingly concerned 
about the government-sponsored enterprise as it has grown 
and expanded its client base. 

How Regulators Toughened New Liquidity Proposa~ 

Regulators unveiled a proposal Thursday that would institute 
tough new liquidity requirements on U.S. financial 
institutions, acknowledging that their plan is harsher than a 
global framework suggested by international supervisors. 

M&A Super Wednesday in Nor~#west Seen Spurring 

Nobody has told banks in the northwestern U.S. that bank 
M&A is in the doldrums. Two deals were announced and 
another terminated there after the markets closed 
Wednesday, and that will put pressure on banks in the 
region to keep buying each other. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 

5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail custserv@americanbanker.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

LJ~G hur~ by lack of ~ed-zone 

touchdowns 
UNC 
offensive 

The Tar Heels have failed to score guard 

a touchdown on nearly 50 percent Landon 

of their red-zone drives - a failure 

that has confounded North 

Carolina coach Larry... 

Jacobs: ACC basketbal~ 

~[eams vMue defense 

Just because Duke and North 

Carolina, the ACC’s traditional 

standard bearers, operate at a 

high level offensively doesn’t 

mean the league undervalues... 

Notre Dame 

player Jerian 

Grant 

answers a 

Duke, UNC, NC State excN in ~atest NCAA 

graduat{en Fate figures 

Duke, North Carolina and N.C. State rank above the 

national average in the NCAA’s latest Graduation 

Success Rate figures, which were released 

Thursday Duke’s overall GSR for student-athletes is 

98 percent, which exceeds the national. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage youremail newsletter subscriptions, please log into[h~~)unte ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~:2.[~#.~.~..~).& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

richa~d.neiman@us.pwc.com 

Friday, October 25, 2013 7:06 AM 

Rozansky, Crregg <Gregg.Rozansky@thecleafinghouse.org>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: TCH Annual Contbrence Panel: Eltbctive Compliance Risk Management 

Gregg - I too thought it went well You pulled together a great group. And thank you Lissa for putting pen to paper. 
Richard 

From: "Rozansky, Gregg" [Gregg Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org] 
Sent: 10/24/2013 11:20 PM AST 

To: "Broome, Lissa" <[broome@email unc edu>; Richard Neiman 
Subject: RE: TCH Annua[ Conference Panel: Effective Compliance Risk Management 

was ~-’_~xtr~:_m~ely pleas~-:~d with today’s (:all. Won(t~-:~rf{~l job, Kind r~:,gards, Gr~:,gg 

The information transmitted, including any attachments, is intended only ibr the person or entiF ~o which it is addressed and may conta~n confidential and/or privileged 

materia£ Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the 

intended recipient is prohibited, m~d all liability, arising therefrom is disclaimed. If you received this in erl~or, please contact the sender and delete the materia1 from any 

computer. PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP is a Delaware limited liability partnership. This communication may come from PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP or one of its 

subsidiaries. 
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NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 
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October 25, 2013: Twitter Says IPO May Value It at $11.1 ... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

Tod~:S [[~# H~d!i!~e ............................................................................................................. 

Twitter Says 1PO May Value It at $1 I,I Billion 

"Twitter Inc. on Thursday said it would price its shares at $17 to $20 in an 

initial public effering," reperis the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 25, Demos, 
Jarzemsky), "valuing the messaging service at up ~o $I 1,1 billion." Analysts 
note that the proposed market value wouM make Twitter worth almost twice 
as much as Groupon Inc., but less than 10 percent of social-media rival 

Facebook Inc, Twit~er’s IPO could raise as much as $1,6 billion for ~he 
company as proposed. The service has grown to more than 230 million 
monthly active users since the first "tweet" was sent seven years ago. %Mth 
a price range established," the Journal notes, "Twitter Call now begin to pitch 
investors who would have access to the s~aHing IPO price# 

The New York Times (Oct. 24, de la Merced, Goal) fur~her notes that 
"Thursday’s amended prospectus by Twitter signals the quickly approaching 
conclusion of the metamorphosis of the six-year-old micro-messaging sap, dee 
into a publicly traded company, one that has been in the works for months." 
Indeed, the price range was the last major piece of information that the 
company needed to disclose prior ~o kicking elf next week’s ~ad show for 

Check ~or lats-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern 

KPMG ACl Fall Roundtable Series ] 

~i NACD MobileSidebar ] 

Find an NACD Chapter Program 

Upcoming NACD 
Events 

investors. Twitter executives are expected to crisscross the nation in a series ......................................................... 
of meetings regarding the offering, starting in the Baltimore-Washington, D.C., 
marke~ then rnov#~g on ~o such cities as New York, Boston, Chicago, and 
San Francisco. "In addition," the Times states, "top management is expected 
to roll out a vkJeo presentation, available to indivkJual investom on the Web." 

BBC News (Oct. 25, Cellan=Jones) notes tha~ IPO documents show that 
roughly 500 million tweets are sent a day. "However," the British news se~’ice 
states, "all those users and tweets have not yet resulted in a profit. Twitter 
[l~ported] a loss el US$69 million in the first six months of 2013, on revenues 

of $254 million." Some marke~ wa~chem said tha~ while ~he Iowe[4han- 
anticipated pricing may help Twitter’s stock prices in the days to come, Iong- 
ten:q investors will still need to see the company generate profits. Michael 
Yoshikami of Destina~ional Wealth Management comments, "in ~he end, even 
fer $11 billion, the question is: ’Can they come up with earnings to 
substantiate that number?’ And it’s unclear that they’re going to be able to do 

that." 

Share[~ ::.~ Facebook ]~ 

Fellowship B ..... 

CemP!!m~nt~ni NACD W~bina!: ....................................................................................... 

The Next Wave in Requlation and Compliance 
Nov. 12, 2013 
2-3 p.m. 

Each time corporate directors reach the point of understanding and 
incorporating wi~h a new set of regulatory requirements or new standards 
around executive pay programs, there seems 1o be more change comh~g over 
the horizon. A~ong w~th still-unfinished regulato~ guidance re~sted to the 
details of implementing multiple aspects of the Dodd-Frank Wa~ S~reet 
Referm and Consumer Protection Act, companies continue 1o grapple w~lh 
how to deliver ~ay for pedermance and meet rigM pro>:y advisory standards, 
while keeping their highqevel programs geared to their organization’s specific 
bus#~ess needs. 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New York, NY (Dec. 3, 

20!3) 

Master Class 

Miami; FL (Dec. 12-13, 
20! 3) So}d O!.q 

Director Professionaiisme) 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9-10, 
2013) 

Specia~ Events 

Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Peer Exchanges 

Information Flow 

Beyond the CEO; New 

York. NY (Nov. Z, 

2013) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom Issues; 

New York, NY (Nov. 

19, 2013) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 

York, NY (Dec, 3, 

2013) 

Webinare 

The Next V’~,a/e 
Regulation and 



Tune-in for a complimentary webinar to explore these issues, and offer 
guidance on how organizations can best prepare to meet the challenges 
ahead~ 

Learn more and register. 

Audit and Finance 

Carl ~cahn Cent{hues to Push Apple foB $150 Bill{on Stock Buyback 

"Activist investor Carl Icahn boosted his investment in Apple Inc. by 22 
percent ~o 4.73 million shares," conlirms the Wall StB~et Journal (OcL 24, 
Benoit), "and continued to push for a massive $150 billion buyback at the 
company." ~n a letter that the Mllionake ~nvestor sent to Apple CMef Executive 
T~m Cook, he suggested the company use a self-rondel offe[ to b~y back the 
shares and said that he himself wou~d not sel~ his stock and take a pro~t. 
’1cahn now owns about 0~5 percent of Apple," notes 1he Journal, "a stake 
wo~h roughly $2.5 billion based on the stock’s c~os~ng pdce Wednesday of 
$531.91. Icahn suggests doing the buyback at $525 a shale." He calculates 
that, three years afte[ the buyback, Apple’s sha~s could hit $I ,250 wi~h the 
benefit of earnings grot~h. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Large Companies Find Ways to a Zero Tax Rate 

A USA Today (Oct. 24, KB~niz) analysis of data from S&P Capital IQ shows 
that Apple h~c. is one of a surprising number of corpo[ations in the Standard & 
Poet’s 500 that have found ways to pay effective tax rates of zero. "The 
e~fecfive tax ra{e is a popular measure used by inves{o~s to compare how 
much companies pay in tax re~afive to profil," holes the nev,~;papec Such 
corporate giants as Bristol-Myers Squibb, Eaton, and Verizon aH reposed 
effective tax rates of 0 percent during the last year. Among the ways 
companies are slashing their tax bi~s is by es{abl~shing foreign subsMiades to 
make raw materials and components in nations with low tax rates. "The 
companies’ U.S. operations then purchase these paas from the foreign units 
a~ well above cosL" reports USA Today. 

Sha,e~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 

McKesson Launches Bid for German Drug Peer 

"McKesson Corp. confirmed its offer for pharmaceutical retailer Celesio 
valuing the German peer at �23 pe[ share or �6.I billion (US$8.4 billion) in 
total," repeals the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 24, Hennin.g). Under terms d the 
proposed deal, California-based McKesson has al[eady secured the 
acquisition of a Celesio stake held by the Haniel family, its biggest 
shareholder. McKesson olficials expec~ the tender offer to begin by ~he end 
this year and to conclude sometime after Jan. 17. McKesson Chairman and 
CEO John N. Narnrnergren states, "The combination of McKesson and 
Celesio will c[eate a leading global health~care services platlorm that will 
advance ou[ customers’ ability ~o delive[ be~ter, more efficient heal~h~care 
soEdions." 

More Large Companies Offer Transgender Workers Health Benefits 

The San Jose Mercury News (Oct. 24, Perrone) is reporting that % growing 
nurnbe[ of Fodune 500 companies expanding their health care benefits to 
meet the needs d workers who have gender dysphoria, the medical term for 
those who identify themselves as the opposite gender that they were 
assigned a~ bir~h." Currently, almos~ 25 pe[cen~ of Fodune 500 corr~panies 
cove[ medical expenses associated with ~ransgender care -- an increase Item 
19 percent a year age. Among the bigmame firms that have made such 
strides are Apple, General Mills, and EMC. "Corporate America’s outreach to 
transgender workers points ~o the increasing visibility of a group once 
relegated to society’s fringes," notes the newspaper. "The trend also shows 
how much companies want their workplaces to be perceived as welcoming 
and progressive." 

S ha reFT~ ii.~ Faceb°°k 
]1~ 

Corporations Push Sack Against Mexico’s Proposed Junk-Food Tax 

A.qence France-Presse (Oct. 24) obsewes that "big companies and health 
advocates are pressing lawmakers in a fight over soda and junk4ood taxes to 
cu[b Mexico’s obesiiy epidemic." The Mexican Senate is now deba~ing 
legislation thai wouM impose a 5 perceni tax on such high-calorie snacks 
such as candy and potato chips along with a surcharge of one peso (8 US 
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cents) per liter of sugapi drink. The lower house already passed the measures 
a week ago, adding the Iood levy ~o a fiscal reform package introduced by 
President Enrique Pena Nieto, Mexico is a country in which 71 percent of 
adults and rougMy 33 #ercenl of cM~dren are e~ther eve[weight or obese. "The 
escalating battle has d[awn prominent names from ab[oad, notably the 
neighboring Un~ed Slates," [eports the w~re so[vice. "The ~obb~es represent 
international companies such as Coca-Cola, Nestle, and Kraft Foods" who 
argue that such taxes ate ~neffecfive because m~fiple facto[s cause obesity. 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

P&G’s Passerini Tops List of Best-Paid Corporate C1Os 

The Cincinnati Enquirer (OcL 24) cites a list compiled by U~ah-based Janco 
Associates in repelling that Prooter & GamMe’s Filippe Passerini is Corporate 
America’s highest-paid CIO. Passerini’s compensation totaled almost $5 
million for the year ended June 30, topping CIOs from such Fodune 500 
companies as Allstate, FedEx, and WelIPoinl Inc. P&G’s 2013 proxy filing 
lists Ms base salai¥ at $837,500 and values his total package, including 
equity, at $4,958,794. A company statement read: "P&G’s fundamental 
objeclive is to c~a~e value Ior our shareholders a~ leadership levels, on a 
consistent Iong4erm basis. To accomplish this goal, we design executive 
compensation programs that emphasize pay for pelformance, pay 
competitively, and focus on long-term success." 

ShareM ::~ Facebook ]~ 

�0[#£[ate G£Ye[nan~ ......................................................................................................... 

Few Women Ho~d Top Positions in Louisiana Public Companies, 
Concludes Btudy 

"Women hok~ only 7.2 percent of corporate board seats and 13.6 percent of 
executive officer positions among most of the publicly traded companies 
based in Louisiana," concluded the New Orleans Times-Picayune (Oct. 24, 
Vvhlle0, citing a study by Tu~ane University’s Newcomb College ~nstitute. The 
repo~ was the fi~l ~nstallmenl of what could become an annua~ barometer of 
female pa~c~pat~on ~n highdeve~ bush~ess roles. ~n focusing on the state’s 
most active publicly t~aded companies, researchers de,ermined ~hat 26 
women are among the 363 board members and 39 women were among the 
287 executives. On~y one publicly traded Louisiana company had more than 

three women on its board - CKX Lands, ~nc~ - and out of 16 states w~th 
groups p[oducing s~m~a[ reports, Louisiana ranked ~asi on ~ts board seat 
count for females. Susan M~ler Adams, a professor at Bentley University, 
laments that companies "often c~te a ~ack of open seats on boards, and they 
sometimes decrease the io~a~ number of sea~s when they have a vacancy 
instead of seekh~g a replacement but then add seals back when they find 
candidates who have the connections to prompt the move." 

Focused Effort to Narrow the Gender Gap on Corporate Boards 

The New York Times (Oct. 24, Ok~on) cites a new Alliance for Board Diversity 
study in reporting that "men hold most of the 5,488 board seats at American 
companies." Females lag at 16.6 percent, a level that has remained nearly 
constan~ for the past nine year’s when the alliance began monitoring such 
data. A program at George Washington University Schoo~ d Bus~ness 
t~]ng a two-pronged ~nifiative to attack the problem: helping women make it 
on~o the sho~t lists ~o be considered for open board seats and training women 
to be [eady 1o step into those directorships when chosen. Dubbed On 
Board, the program has 15 female executives ~n ~ts first class, most of whom 
are top managers st major corporations but have ~tt~e or no experience s~tting 
on corpo~eIe boards. The Times holes that one o~ its f~mt ~e~ows, An~Ia 
Sands, a group managing d~rector at UBS W~a~th Managemenl Americas, 
was nominated and e~ected on Tuesday to the board of the g~oba~ secudty 
sofIware gianI Symantec Corp." 

Sh~re~ ::.~ Facebook ~ 

Bothef3y’s Faces Shareholder CaIls on Property 

To free up $1.3 billion in cash, Sotheby’s shareholder Marcato Capital 
Management LLC has called on the auction house to sell its London and New 
York propeAies and use shor~4erm debt to fund some operations, Bloomberq 
(Oct. 24, McLaughl[n) repoils. Marcalo founder Richard McGu~re believes the 
stock could c~mb from $52.58 presently to $68 a share ~f such measures are 
adopted. "Sotheby’s adopted a shareholder-rights plan on Oct. 4 to pro~ect 
itself from hostile takeovers after hedge4und manager Daniel Loeb increased 
Ms stake in the New York-based auctioneer and called on Chief Executive 
Oft~cer Wild,am Rup[ecM to resign," no~es the publication. 



C-Suite 

The Cincinnati Enquirer (Oct. 24) is repo~ting that Procter & Gamble Chief 
Executive A,G, Lafiey will not take part in Friday’s conference call with 

analysts to discuss quarterly financial Jesuits. "Lafley s~so wil~ skip other 
[egular qumtedy cal~s," no~es the newspaper, "excep~ ~o[ the regu~a[ 
conversation in August when P&G d~scusses annual results for ~ts fiscal year 
ending June 30." Other top executives wH~ answer analysts’ questions ~n his 
p~ace. Accord#lg to P&G, the move makes sense as ~he company has a~so 
ceased providing quarterly p[o]ec~ons on earn#lgs and other f~nanc~a~ targets. 
Spokesman Pau~ Fox noted that such other major companies as American 
Express, Go~dman Sachs, IBM, Nestle, and Un~ever have done this. 

Sh~re~ ::.~ Facebook ~ 

Economic Outlook 

Rise in E×#orts He~ps End Recessio~ in Spai~ 

"Spain’s central bank Wednesday said a two-year [ecession in the euro 
zone’s fourth-largest economy ended in the tMrd qua~ler," repo~ts the Wall 
Street Journa~ (Oct. 23, Roman), "when Spsh~ posted 0.1 percent g[o~h from 
the previous quintet in I~ne w~th government p[ojec~o~s." Acco~ing ~o ~he 
Bank of Spain, ~he ~mp[evement was primarily due to a s~rong contribution 
from the expo~l sector coupled with a decrease in impo~ts - a continuation of 
trends seen in previous que~e~. The Spanish economy’s return to 
was applauded by financ~a~ ma[kets eady Wednesday, as 10-year bond 
pdces rose c~ose to their Mghest leve~s in more 1hun five months, lain Slealey, 
a po~fo~o manager at J.P. Mo[ga~ Asset Management, comments, "This 
another sign that the eu[o zone is doing the dght th~ngs to come out 
[ecess~on~ With ~he Fed now unlikely to taper bond purchases until next year, 
liquid~ly ~n financial markets is here to slay and that is g~’dng investors the 
confidence to hunt for returns." 

Share~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC The Farm <uncfarm@hotmail.com> 

Friday, October 25, 20~L3 9:00 AM 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information <farm_general@listserv.unc.edu> 

[farm_general] Haunted House is TONIGHT! 

A Spooky Greetings from The Farm, 

Tonight is the highly anticipated Haunted House. This is a one night event so be sure to mark your calendars! We are also raising money for Paws4Ever (A 
guaranteed-adoption animal shelter and sanctuary dedicated to improving the lives of cats and dogs through adoption, training and education). We hop 

you will support our cause with a monetary donation for walking through the house. 

Farm Haunted House = This Friday, October 2Sth (6:30-9:00 pro) Donation Encouraged 

Get ready for scares like you have never seen before and make sure to tell your friends. The non-scary tours will be from 6:30-7:00 and the scary tours are 

from 7:00-9:00. YOU MUST BE IN LINE AT 8:30 TO WALK THROUGH THE HOUSE! The last tour will be at 9:00 PM. Sorry, members and guests arriving past 

8:30 will not be guaranteed a tour. There will be a kid’s carnival in the clubhouse as well. 

-Seth Pomerantz, Assistant Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_general as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu, 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33769838-2435570,47d4593dSe:£[d65:[e5d3bcd97bOab835@listserv, unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Briefi JapaJ~ Pfme Minister Abe Says Japan Ready to Counter China’s Power 

L~TEST STORIES 

Japan Prime l~linister Abe Says Japan Ready to        ~ 

Cou~ter Chi~m’s Power" 

China Lmmches Prime Lend~ng Rate 

Violence Reverses O~ns in ~raq 

Tunisia Opposition Gives Rulers Ultimatum 

Sa~di Women’s Plan to De~, DNving Ban Si-irs Conflict 

European Leaders Accuse U,S. of Violating Trust 

Cm~ Emer~g Mm’kets Survive Tapering? 

N oNh Korea Retawns Six Men to South Korea 

Xi U~kely to Target Bo’s 

Wal-Nart h~vests in Be~er Food Safety ~ C~a 

~nazon Beats Sales Targets, Shares 

NEWS PODCASTS 

The ~taH Street Journal This Morning Oct. ~5~ 2o13 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 9:23 AM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <thrm te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[thrm tennis] Singles and Doubles Clinic 

Our Singles Strategy and Doubles Strategy Clinics 
will pick back up next week 10/28 and 10/30. Singles clinic will meet on Monday mornings from 9-10am and doubles clinic will meet on 
Wednesday mornings from 9-10am. These will be point play based clinics as in the past and will focus on strategy, during point play. Cost 

$12 
Please RSVP 

* -- You are currently subscribed to 

fmrn tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To tmsubscribe send a blm~k email to leave- 33769992-2921055.1 e7797b3 b21002d2346b9119533d 164a~listserv.unc.edu 

For more information, see our website: htlp:i/www.uncfarm.or~/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 9:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

AME Flyer.pdf 

CRIME REPORTS 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 

****Break in to uniocked vehicle reported 10/24/13, 11:58 am, 720 Churton Grove Blvd 

The victim stated that during the listed time frame someone entered his unlocked vehicle and stole his ipod. He stated that he left the vehicle in his 

driveway at approximately 2:20 pm the previous day (10-23-2013) and when he returned to it today at 9:00 am, he noticed his ipod (electronic 

music device) was missing. Value $150.00 

.... Break in to unlocked vehicle reported I0/24/13, 9:37 pm, 1509 Starmont Dr 
The victim stated while hunting this evening, he realized his handgun was missing from the middle console. He described the firearm as a Ruger Icr .38 black in color revolver~ 
SN# 54001546 .Value $402.00 
.... Break in to unlocked vehicle reported 10/24/13, 2:04 am 1506 Starmont Dr 
I responded to the above incident location in t~ference to a reported suspicious condition. The complainant repotted he was woken to the sound of his garage door opening, he 
walked outside to find his car door ajar and interior light on. No items were reported to have been out of place or stolen. 
NOTE: SEE Aqq-ACHED FLYER ON DRUG DROP 

THANK YOU FOR BE1NG OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~11. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

:: ::*;; :: Oescription 
...... Description¯ 

Description: 

Description: 

Description 
Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

9:t9-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carrboro Farmers’ Market <sarah@thecarrborofarmersmarkeLccsend.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carrboro Farmers’ Market Weekly Newsletter - Fall Feslival This Saturday! 

What’s Happening At Market? 

Hello All! 
Alright folks, it’s the last 7am Market of the season! (Next 

week we open at 9am!) Set your alarms and come out to 

celebrate at our Fall Festival! Starting at 8:30 we will be 
sampling yummy sweet potato and pumpkin pies in the Market 

gazebo. Throughout out the morning there will be kid’s activities 

by Kidzu Children’s Museum, music, face painting, pie recipes, 

beekeeping demos and a cider pressing demo! 

Demo Schedule: 
(Demos will last 10-15 minutes and will be followed by kid’s 

activities from Kidzu Children’s Museum!) 
9am - Beekeeping with Charles fleckenstein of Little Flying 
Cow Honey, Charles will be showing his beekeeping equipment 

and demo how to use a smoker, one of the first skills a new 
beekeeper learns! 

10a m - Cider Pressing with Market Assistant Manager 

Margaret Krome-Lukens. Learn how to press apples into cider, 

and have a taste of the fresh cider! 

11am - Beekeeping with Marry Hanks of Just Bee Apiary. 
Marty will show off his teaching hive and share a taste of his 

Orange County honey! 

The fun doesn’t stop there! On Wednesday we will be hosting a 



Halloween Pumpkin Party! Kids and adults can come in costume and 
enjoy treats at the market info booth, pumpkin painting, a costume 

contest, cornhole and more! 
Stay for dinner after Market for a Food Truck Rodeo from 7-gpm 
featuring Baguettaboutit, American Meltdown, Foster’s on the Fly, Only 
Burger, and beer from Steel String Brewery. Partial proceeds will go to 
the Market’s Sustainable Agriculture Scholarship Fund a Central 
Carolina Community College. There’s more info about the scholarship 
on the left! 
Erin .lobe 
Market Manager 
Carrboro Farmers’ Market 

Need Cash? 
Use the brand new Town Commons ATM! 

we are thrilled to announce that 
the Town Commons is now 
home to a permanent ATM, and 
this isn’t just your average ATM! 
When you use the ATM on 
Market days, half of the 
surcharge goes back to the 
Market. We will use this money 
to sustain our food outreach 
programs that increase access 
to fresh and local foods in our 
community! 
The good news doesn’t end 
there! Since the ATM is open for 
business 24 hours, half of the 
surcharge proceeds on non- 
market days go back to the 
Town of Carrboro! 
Thanks to builder Francisco 
Plaza, Jim Spencer Architects, 
Bonneville Electric, and the Town of Carrboro staff for their 
fabulous work installing the beautiful pavilion that houses the 
machine. This pavilion will also be home to a fancy new recycling 
and trash unit in the near future! 
*The machine surcharge is $3, and $1.50 of that goes back to the 
Town or the Market! The Machine is located just behind the Market 
Information Booth near the main Town Commons parking area. 

What’s at Market? 
FRUITSNEGGIES: BROCCOLI, SPINACH, CAULIFLOWER, 
KOHLRABI, TURNIPS, BEETS, RADISHES, PUMPKINS, NAPA 
CABBAGE, KALE, LETTUCE, BROCCOLI RAAB, figs, pea shoots, 
purslane, mushrooms, chard, arugula, bok choy, lemongrass, okra, 
butterbeans, sweet potatoes, butternut squash, apples, tomatoes, 
sweet corn, eggplant, bell peppers, hot peppers, asparagus, pumpkin, 
lettuces, new potatoes, sMshito peppers, green beans, garlic, summer 
squash, cucumbers, dried peppers, collards, fresh herbs, Asian greens, 
greenhouse tomatoes, onions, and much more! 
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY: Smoked fish, farm raised tilapia, lamb, 
goat, chicken, pork sausage, prosciutto, breakfast links and br~ts 
along with various other cuts of pork, various cuts of beef, ground beef, 
veal cutlets, local hot dogs, whole turkey, and more. 
CHEESES and EGGS: an assortment of goat and cow cheeses, fresh 
and aged, farm fl~sh eggs (duck, chicken, goose and quail!) 
FLOWERS: zinnias, celosia, lilies, tuberoses, lisianthus, sunflowers 
hydrangeas, and many more! 
SPECIALTY ITEMS: truffles and artisan chocolates, honey, hot 
sauce, sauerkraut, kimchi, jams, jellies, potted plants including ferns 
and aloe and medicinal herbs and fall vegetables, breads: whole wheat, 
sourdough, english muffins, nut butters, bagels, baguettes, and much 
more also granola, kombucha, donuts, cinnamon rolls, pies, cakes, 
tortes, chow chow, wines, muscadine juices, honey, frozen pastas, 
fermented foods, stone ground grits, whole wheat flour, vegan and 
gluten free options and others. 
CRAFTS: potten/, baskets, wood and metalwork, quilts, woven rugs, 
yarns, handmade soaps and much more. 

Photos of What’s At Market by Jackie He~vey 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@peppedawupdates.com~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Webinar: BYOD (Bring Your Own Device)... *Liability and Data Breach Sold Separately 

WEBINAR 

December 12, 2013 I 1:2:00-1:00 PM (EDT) 

A majority of people recently surveyed believe that their cellphone is the first thing that gets noticed 
about them. With smartphones becoming a part of our identity and the convenience of carrying and 
using just one device, many have started using their personal mobile devices for work related tasks. 
This phenomenon, aptly dubbed "Bring Your Own Device," or "BYOD," raises a variety of legal 
issues both for the user and for the corporation. 

Join Pepper Hamilton attorneys Sharon R. Klein ~ Diamond and Odia Ka agAQ.n for this 
webinar as they present and address some of these issues, including: the employee’s expectation of 
privacy, adequately securing the corporate information on the device, e-discovery and specific 
compliance issues for regulated organizations. 

Register online at !_~_t__t_~:s__]/_~v2_,b3~:!~_r_’_e:_~jpnline.con’~IBYOD12 ’1213. 

CLE c[edit available in CA, NY, VA (Pending). NJ credit available through [eciprocity. 

For more information or questions, contact Bdan Dolan at dolanb~erlaw.corn. 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets I Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

"~i~is ernail was sent to: Ibroome(_~emlMLunc,edu 

This email was ser~t by: Pepper Hamilton 

3000 ]-wo Logan Square Philadelphi,% PA, ~9:[03 USA 

Go here to rerno~e your address [rcrn th~s publication ONLY, 

If you wish to remo~,e yo~r address from ALL of this puSiisher’s mailing lists~ qo to the SubscFiption 

Center, scroll down to the bo~tora of the pag% ,~nd follo,,’~ ~he directions to "UnsubscriSe F:rom All", 

Go here to modify your email address end ether subscriber m[orrnation and preferences, 

Designed by eLawNarketing 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jen Jones, ENC Foundation <enc@equali~nc.org> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:51 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

BOO! Only 3 Days Left to Register at the Early Bird Rate 

Conference&Gala 

I shudder to thi~k a bout you missing the year’s biggest statewide Equa]i~" event (ilMudi~g that not-to-be 
missed Roy Cooper keynote, a speeiaI tribute to N orth Carolina’s most high-profile LGBT allies, special 
g~ests from o~e of the state’s most important fights fl)r Equa]i~’, amid an m~fl:~rgetkable backdrop of "A 
Celebration of Home.")---all as as we edebrate our shared work to move our state fox,yard %rid~ all at an 
easier-to-afford rate! 

t tappi es [ of Hall oweens - Brave F~ end of Eq u slit)’, 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 1:29 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: White House Expects Health-Law Website to Be Fixed by End of Novemebr 

¯ ~ite HO~LXSe Expects Health-Law V~rebsite to Be Fixed 
by End of No~’emebr 

The Obama administration said it has named a unit of UnitedHealth Group to oversee 

repairs to its troubled health-insurance website and for the first time gave a specific 

estimate--the end of November--for when the site would be fixed. 

The move followed a congressional hearing Thursday at which contractors for the site said 

each of their individual parts functioned but no one in the government made sure all of 

them worked together properly. 

A spokeswoman for the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services said the government 

has tapped Quality Software Services, a unit of UnitedHealth Group’s Optum, to act as the 

general contractor for what officials have described as a "tech surge" to fix the site. 

See More Covera#e >> 

News.~,la~s WSJ 1;00x250 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: ttow WaJ~eMed found its interim CEO 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

SurtVise! Ik~teiah ranks 82n(~ out: of ~02 me~os ~n ece~]om~c 

........................................................................ 

....................................................... 

Get WebEx Today~ , 

.......................................................................................................................... 

~ .................... ~ ........ ~:::~.A~...u ............ ~::.....:.~....~..k?.:.:~£l~..:..g..~.:......~..~.u.....~:~ ............ lb........~..::~ ..... 



Desig£... setwices fit’m doubles [4orrisville foo<pdnt 

~A lock indicates content available to paid subscfi~rs. ~.{~X.~}~S2X~. 
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Top Na~onM Stories 

Sen, B~own on hea d: exc :anae : x)biems: ~: bbme the White 
House’ 

Commercial Real 
Estate 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review] Gantt arcNtecture tinn buiMing on a strong li)undation 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

IDevek~pers eye housing projects in 

SouthPark, Oi~worth 

Charlotte City Council recently approved two rezoning 

requests by David Weekley Homes. One is for a 36- 

home luxury neighborhood near Phillips Place. The 

other is for a 22-town house community in Dilworth. 

Gantt arch{tecture f}rm 

Hap,,ey Gantt on his architecture 

firm’s sale to NewYork company: 

"We have just re-energized 

ourselves" 

Swiss manufacturer Huber + Suhner bringing 

North American headquarters to Charlotte 

Swiss electrical connection manufacturer Huber + 

Suhner Inc. said Friday that the company will move its 

North American headquarters to Charlotte, bringing 

50 jobs. 

Charlotte firm Gantt 
Nuberman Architects names 
new principals 

Charlotte firm Gantt Huberman 
Architects named three leaders as 
principals on Thursday night. 

Char~otte4)ased Chanticleer buys Hooters in 

England 

Charlotte-based Chanticleer Holdings is buying the 

only Hooters restaurant in England, in a $3,15 million 

deal that gives the company its first Hooters in the 

U,K, 

Electrolux cutting jobs overseas as Europe 

hurts earnings 

Electrolux is cutting 2,000 jobs as it deals with a 

tough economic climate in Europe, but the company 

said its North American results are strong and its 

Charlotte operations won’t be affected 

AT&’[ boks to fil~ C[~adot[e jobs 

AT&T said Friday that is looking to fill 100 positions in 

North Carolina, a quarter of them in Charlotte, to keep 

up with demand for its expanding network. 

N.C, attorney genera~ to appea~ Duke Energy 

~ate increase - again 

N.C Attorney General Roy Cooper plans to appeal - 

for a second time - a 7.2 percent rate increase for 

Duke Energy, a move believed to be the first time the 

same utility rate increase will be appealed twice to 

the NC. Supreme Court 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:35 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: J.P. Morgan Near $4 Billion Settlement With Fmmie, Freddie Regulator 

Morgan Near $4 Billi~m Settlement V~rith Fannie, 
F~’ed.die Regulator 

The regulator of mortgage-finance companies Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac intends to 

announce a $4 billion settlement with J.P. Morgan Chase as early as this afternoon, said 

people close to the talks. 

The pact would resolve a lawsuit alleging the bank misled Fannie and Freddie about the 

quality of mortgages it sold them during the housing boom. The amount is less than the $6 

billion initially sought by the regulator, the Federal Housing Finance Agency. 

J.P. Morgan hopes to wrap the FHFA deal into a larger pact with the Justice Department 

that would resolve several probes into the bank’s sales of mortgage bonds and settle 

potential civil and criminal charges, these people said. The Justice Department and the 

bank have discussed a total of $13 billion. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 5:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 25 -- BNA, Inc. Breaking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted October 25, 2013, 5:17 P.M. ET 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. Oct. 25 reached a $5.1 billion settlement to resolve all mortgage- 
backed securities litigation with the Federal Housing Finance Agency, the conservator for 

Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. 

~Today’s settlements totaling $5.1 billion are an important step towards a broader resolution 
of the firm’s MBS-related matters with governmental entities, and reflect significant efforts by 
the Department of Justice and other federal and state governmental agencies,~ the firm said 

in a statement. 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

De Lancie, Nicolas <NDE@JMBM.COM> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 5:32 PM 

ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Kaplan, Robert B. <RBK@JMBM.com> 

[Ucclaw-1] Successor Liability on Contract (General Intangible) Sold in UCC Disposilion 

ATT00001 .c 

Assmnptions: 

SP has a secuxity interest in D’s general intangibles, which include an executory contract under which both D and D’s contract counterparty 
(CP) have obligations to the other, such as, for example, indemni~ obligations. 

After default, SP disposes of D’s general intangibles by a UCC disposition by’ sale (public or private) at which P purchases them. 

P is not carrying on the business of D. 

Questions: 

Is there aW basis for CP to assert ttmt P now has liabili~ to D on that execntory contract as D’s successor? 

Is there any clear defense to such an assertion? 

Thanks in advance for any answers or research leads. 

Nick 

Nicolas De Lancie of 
JMBM I Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell LLP 

Two Embarcadero Center, Fifth Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3824 

(415) 984-9675 Direct 
(415) 398-8080 Main 
(800) 615-9389 Facsimile 

NDeLancie@jmbm.com 
JMBM.com 

All "the usual confidentiali .ty and Circular 230 disclosure stuff. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shearman & Sterling LLP <pnblica~ions@shearman.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 5:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dodd-Frank: The Liquidity Proposal Is Issned 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ~ ~es~, i~ ~s a web pai~e 

S H [! A.RMA N ~. ST [! R.EI N G ~ 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ADVISORY & FINANCIAL REGULATORY 

Dodd-Frank: The Liquidity Proposal Is Issued 

The three Federal bank regulatory agencies have reached agreement on the terms of a 
proposed regulation that, for the first time, would impose quantitative requirements on major 
US banks’ liquidity management practices. The proposal generally follows the international 
standard issued by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision in early 2013 but with 
some twists, including an accelerated phase-in schedule. The comment period extends to 
the end of January 2014. 

View rid] 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 9:26 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Tells S uspect It Used NSA Surveillance in Criminal Ca~ 

U.S. Tells Suspect It Used NSA St~r~,eillance in Criminal 
Case 

For the first time, the U.S. government notified a terror suspect that National Security 

Agency surveillance was used to build a criminal case against him. 

The notification was filed to the lawyer of Jamshid Muhtorov, who is charged in Colorado 

with providing material support to a designated terrorist organization, specifically the 

Islamic Jihad Union. 

The notification to Mr. Muhtorov’s lawyer marks the first time the government has 

acknowledged a criminal case against a terror defendant was derived at least in part from 

communications gathered by the NSA. 

See More {~overage ~ 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 9:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oct. 28 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. reached a $5.1 billion settlement that 

resolves all of its mortgage-backed securities litigation with the 
Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) as the conservator for 

Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae .... 

International Banking 

Banking regulators should set out clear rules on how they expect 

banks to integrate liquidity stress tests results into their 

prudential risk assessments, the Basel Committee on Banking 

Supervision said .... 

International Banking 

EU Leaders Agree to Fi~fze ~a~kh~g U~ion 
~g Nid~2OJ,4, Before Toug~ New Stress Tests 

European Union leaders agreed to finalize by mid-2014 all 
outstanding legislation required to complete the new EU banking 
union, including a new single resolution mechanism for failed 
cross-border banks and an EU-wide bank account guarantee... 

Derivatives 

Re#, David Scott Defe~ds Bils to A~ter 

Rep. David Scott (D-Ga.), ranking member of the House 
Agriculture General Farm Commodities and Risk Management 
Subcommittee, in a recent interview with Noomberg BNA, 
defended his co-sponsorship of several bills that would amend 

the 2010... 

Federal Reserve 
Fed Reserve No~ni~ee Yelle# to Neel: Week 
Of Oct, 2,8 With Senate ~a~ki~g Meanders 

Janet Yellen will begin meeting with members of the Senate 
Banking Committee the week of Oct. 28 ahead of her 
confirmation hearing for the job of chairman of the Federal 
Reserve Board .... 

Debt Instruments 

The insurance and banking industries are urging the government 
for flexibility in taking tax deductions for bad debts they have 
been forced to write downOan issue that has been percolating 
since the financial crisis of 2008 and its accompanying... 

Taxes 

Canada’s Federal Court of Appeal dismissed an application by ]P 
Norgan Asset Nanagement (Canada) Inc. for judicial review of 
the Canada Revenue Agency’s reassessment of its income tax 
returns to address the deductibility of fees... 

Small Business 



The small and medium-sized banks that have received low-cost 
capital from the Treasury Department specifically to boost 
lending to small businesses have used it to lend out $10.4 billion 
over what they would have done otherwise over the past... 

Foreign Bank Organizations 
Tr~#sactio#al ~r~plicaLio~ o~: the ~:~deral Reserve’s 

Ba~ks 

In December 2012, the Federal Reserve proposed new enhanced 
prudential standards for foreign banking organizations ("FBOs"). 
An FBO is a foreign bank that has a banking presence in the 
United States either because it operates a branch,... 

Financial Institutions 

The fnternal Revenue Service Office of Chief Counsel, in a chief 
counsel advice memorandum, said a subsidiary that doesn’t take 
deposits for safekeeping fails to qualify as a "financial 

institution," and cannot be excluded... 

Executive Compensation 
Wealt~h Ac¢~r~l~tio~ ~la~ Not ER~SA ~>la~ 

A wealth accumulation plan sponsored by a financial services 
company isn’t an employee pension plan subject to the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act, the Securities ]:ndustry and 
Financial Markets Association argued in an amicus... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+kj dm3j 13~j 1 m@pages.facebookmaJl.com~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Law at Firs~t Sight is on Facebook 

Like Law at First Sight on Facebook 

Since you’re already subscribed to their email updates off: of Facebook, Law at First Siqht has 
suggested you like their Page to stay connected. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+kj dm3j 13~j 1 m@pages.facebookmaJl.com~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Law at Firs~t Sight is on Facebook 

Like Law at First Sight on Facebook 

Since you’re already subscribed to their email updates off: of Facebook, Law at First Siqht has 
suggested you like their Page to stay connected. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 1:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, you have 11 friend requests 

You have new notificaUons, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since you iast logged in, Here are some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Magazine <gmndmasters~vitnesslive.in~mail81.us4.mcsv.net> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 2:25 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Grand Masters 2013 - Corporate Counsel Legal Best Practices Summit, New Delhi 

Le:< ~N~[~e~s-. ~.:Ji~’~ 1st Ma.~zlne ~:,~ Le~!a~ & C¢:.[pora~e Af%irs # 42~. 2rid Fb:>:~r, rvK% R.:~a¢~ Gh~tomJ New De~h~ !10030 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 3:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Promised Fix for Health Site Could Squeeze Some Users 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Some User’s I 

The White House said that it would fix the ins~ranee                   ~/eside 

marketplace by Nov. 30, raising t~e questiou of how people 

whose current policies do not comply with the law u~ll get new coverage in time. 

White House Pitches, Rosy View of Health Care Site 

[] Problems That Have Crippled HealthCare 

immigration Po~es Threat of A3~other 

push to., bring legislation to., the tlouse floor, led by a coalition 

of executives, conservatives and evangelical leaders, could 

affeck campaign con[~-ibutic.,ns before the midterm eleetionso 

[] Graphic: Progress on en I mmi9ration OverheuI in 5 Areas 

A~gry Over Sy~toiar~ War, Sardis Fault 

Sau(~ z~’abia is threatening k~ break wi~h ~he United Skates and 

pmsue a more robust r~:fle Jl~ SUl.g,o~ing the ~vl)el~ion against the 

Syrian government. But offieiNs wor~y about alienating a 

and helping jiha~sbo 

Arable, 
frustl-ate 

d with 

Editors’ Picks 



ARTS I SPECIAL SECTION 

Fine, A~o~.s & Exhibits 

Never mind the record auction prices for art: d~ere are 

overlooked pod<ets of the art world still withi~ the realm of 

af[?~rdability to eo]leckors. With news about galleries, museum 

exhibitions, previews and 

, Fine k~ 8 Exhibits: Prices That F~y U nder the ~eadlines 

, Fine A~ g Exhibits: Galleries as the Aa 

, Go te 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I MEASURE FOR MEASURE 

l)~’opping a Nmne (Or, Good]bye, 3oh~ Wes|ey 

Harding) 

z~ter 25 yea~s of performing with a stage name, I’ve 5nNly 

reclaimed my own, and it’s all a ~ea$ relief. 

QUOTAT~ONOFTHEDAY 

CARNEN TARTLETON, who underweut a face transpla~t after hi;lug att;~cked wit:h 

industrial lye. 

World 

U,No, Fem’ing a Polio Epidemic h~ S}Tia, Moves to 

Vaccinate Millions of Cliildren 

Officials said th3[ the diseove 

paralyzed yonng children in Deir N-Zour, a heavily eo~tested 

city in eask?rn Syria, had prompted ~eir 

~ Hardsaips Mountin9 gor Re~c~gees Inside 

~ No~way Rejects U S Reqc~est to Help Des[~oy Sydan Chemical Weapons 

Chiidren 

carried 

Ihei[ 

:Roma, Fem’ed as Kidnappe~’s, See Theit- Ouqi 

Cl~dren at Risk 

A backlash against members of the ethnic group has l)d ~ega~ve 

skereot)~es~ but many say it is they who must worry about losing 

their children. 

Ruseva, 

holding 

I 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

in Spy Up~oa~ ’Eve~oyone Does it’ ,J~st ~’Von~t Do 

The uproar in Europe has obscured a ~ew reality: The digital age has merely 

expanded the ability ~ff nations to do to one another what they have done 

centuries. 



U,S, 

For Vh~’t]m of Gl~astly Crime, a New Face, a New 

Beginning 

Six years zfter bei~g beaten and burned beyo~d recognition, 

Carmen Tarleton is adjusting ko a transplanted face. 

Dm*g Tests Falter as "Way fi~r States to Deny 

:Public Aid 

Proposals tr~ refi~se weli~re m~djoNess aid based on fa~led tess 

have proved hard to enact and have had a 5mired eN~et. 

FoD.Ao B~ds to Regulate Ardma] Food, .Actb~g 

!’d~tcr Recall m~d Dcat~zs 

The Food and Drug Admi his kratio~, h opi n g to preven k ff>od 

borne illness+ proposed rules tbr pet food and farm animal 

Rick 

~j syder 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
[~ A 

Mid~cvel Bank Execrative Is a New Face of the ....... fedepal 

Rebecca S. Mairone, a midlevel executive at Bank of AmeNea’s 

Countrywide mortgage unit, seems the most unlikely of culprits to emerge from 

the housing debacle. 

Bottled Water Sales Rish~g as Soda Ebbs 

By the end of the decade~ sa]cs of water - whether plain, flavored 

or carbonated - u~ll s arpass khose of sodas 5ke Coke and Pepsi. 

dPN’Iorgan Reaches DeM With Agency Over Loans      ~’1~o.’~ 

The Federal Housing Finance Agency, which helped forge a 

ten tative $13 billion settlement with d PMorgan Chase, split off 

wNa its own deal, e~racting z ~4 bJllio~ payout fl’om the nation’s biggest 

~ Graphic: Trackk~g the JRMorgan ~nves[~gations 



Sports 

At. Grambl~ng, a Proud Foot-ba[~ Program at- R~sk 

Tension over money and eon~:ol simmered for months be%re 

exploding in a boycott by players. 

~ ~ Slide Show: At Grumbling, Struggles for a Tradition- Ric~ Team 

~ Games to Watch on Saturday 

ON BASEBALL 

Cardinals’ Histm?" Remains in the Details 

For the L’.eWJtt family, whose roots in baseball reach baek nearly 

a centre3’, keeping with tradition in muuing tl~e Cardinals is a 

priority. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Pigeon Racing: Faste~¯ and Farthe~o, blot FaiF.a 

Pigeon raNng’s folIowers were stunned when six BelNan birds 

fulled tes ks for banned pefformunee--enhanNng drugs. It would 

be eomieal if it weren’t true. 

~ e,.,.s u med 

Manage 
r John 
Mozelia 

coop in 

For more ,,=,polts news, 2o to NYTimes.com/Sports ~ 

Arts 

DANCE REVIEW 

Afl-er a ~ oo-Year Sleep~ a Beauty~Vakes to 

Vampires 

"MaRbew Bonrne’s Sleeping Beaub;’ takes Tehaikovsky’s ballet 

and makes it the ehor~?ographer’s own. 

A Farewell to P~anists Who ,4din t’or the Gut 

A Saturday night concert by Bowed Piano Ensernble, whose 

members reach into the piano’s guts with morley tools to extract 

sound, may be its last in New York. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Real Politktian of Louisiana, at Home 

Edwin Edwards, the %truer governor of I~uisiana, sen’ed a 

decade in prison. Now he has a young mate, a new baby and 

plenty of trouble on "The Governor’s ~vffe." 

The ] 

Obituaries 

i a~fl Reiclmmm~, ~ ho Helped Develop the 

~’~orld Financial Center, Dies al 83 

Mro Reiehmann took enormous business risks, made and Iosk 

billions of dollars and built e:,~ensJvely in Toronto, New Yo~q< 

and London. 

Deborah Turbeville, Fashion Photographer, Dies 

at 8~ 

Ms. Turbeville took fashion photography from sedate to 

shocking, with stylized imagery steeped in decay ttiat were 

~ Slide Show 

Bill Sharman, Two-Time Basketball Hall of 

Famer~ Dies at 87 

A guard for the Boston CelLic~ in the 195os, Sharman went on to 

Sharms 

n being 

honored 

n ?¢~ 19 



lead the Lakers to their first N.B.A. title in Los Angeles, in 1971-. 

72, and is credited with introducing the morning shootarom~d. 

Travel 

Relying on instiller, hospitality and a bit of teehnolo&5~, the 

au thor di scorers the rewa rds of exploring the Moroccan eit?"s 

meNna wikhout a Nfide. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

OffIrel~nd~ a Rugged dourney to Remote Ruins 

It ~kes a sturdy stomach and a strong sen se of" purl~ose to hrave 

the trip to Skellig Michaol, an island eight miles off the coast of 

Ireland. tlere’s what people find once they get there. 

Q&A 

Gabriel]e Hamilton, chef of the New York restaurant Pmme, 

shares some of her Nvoi~te spoN in the Etornal City. 

~ ~ Video: How Ms Hami~[en Packs for a Trip 

gate 

M chaeL 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o:Abramson arid "i’ar~enl~aus on        7~{ 

New York Times F.xect~tive Editor Jill ,M)l’am son and Sam 

’Fanenbaus discuss the man?’ books devoted to ,lbK, bow his 

presidency changed t}~e media, and t}~e proibund effee~ his asaassina~on }rod on 

Hami|ton 

Paeldng for ~dsiL~ to t{orile wi[h [he (:her and res~mrant owner. 

~ VmEO: Review: 2o14 Ac~lra RLX P-AV~;S 

Advance 

Steering wikh khe fronk wheels has worked wo1I since [he day 

automobiles were invented. Is 4-wheel steering hetter? Tom 

Voelk d,~ves t~e p-.A.\VS equipped 2ol4 Acura RLX to lind out. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Repal’ations Fl’on~ Bank~ 

The government ~ns against Bank of America and nears a seRIement with 

J PMorgan Chase o 

EDITORIAL 

N,~oAo Snooping m~d tl~e Damage l)one 

Trust among allies is also a national securi~" interest, and America’s extensive 

eavesdropping in France and Germany undermines khat trust. 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e G~’~mbling Football Boycott 

The players’ hoyeott of conditions at their athletic complex brought attention 



budget eats that have hurt the entire university, 

FO; me~e oeinioI~ 90 to NYTimes.eomtOpinion >~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~efore 

Pashtun society was, for ma~y years, a center of Ga~dhian 

nonviolent resis Nnee agains k Bt~ fish ruleo 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Billio~aires’ Row and %%;elfare Lines 

The widely divergent fortunes of the ~qeh and poor in khis 

countU are an unsustainable imbalaneeo 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Roll O~t the Health Ca~’e 

I t’s about eomputerso So how could it possil-@ work out the first 

time arcmnd? 

, Cekimnist Page 

Fo: maie epinien: g~; te NYTimes,com/Opinion ~* 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

P,J, Hah’ston ~eee{ves warm 

~eception at UN¢’s Late Night 
UNC’s James 
Michael 

With Roy McAdoo (43) 

P. J. Hairston, the Tar Heel junior is introduced 

guard, scores 20 points to lead all 
duringthe 

scorers in UNC’s Blue vs White 

scrimmage. It’s still unclear.. 

UN¢ hosts Late Night with Roy: Reflections 

and notes 

P.J. Hairston receives a warm reception and 

Kennedy Meeks shows promise during the Tar 

Heels’ Blue vs. White scrimmage. 

UNC footba~ at the m{dpoint: 

What went right, what went 

w~ong 

A look atthe good and the bad 

from the Tar Heels’ 1-5 start. Not 

even the most pessimistic of 

pessimists could have envisioned 

this. The goal of ... 

It was that 

kind of first 

half of the 

season for 

Contact Us ] About Us [ Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use [ About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowe[I St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~Dumte 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter, g~2!]~&9.L.g.~ if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

10. /~¢3:pr(se! ~,"a(e(clh ra:-’..ks 82rid out of 1.02 metros 

Get WebEx Today!, 

11...."4etL(fe exec: £~.(j data would so(ve the Oban"..acare website 

6asco 

12. i~ti@((]~I~S 

15. :v:asslve Wendel) Fa(ls ~2gets new )~% with new 

developer 

Fra.."..s 3ohalssson~ CEO of The 

What W~ We Learn from Next 



~A lock indicates content available to paid subscribers. 

Top Stories from this Week’s Print Edition 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

[~ack ~} Link,:.< The next ~i’,,a~:~ fig ~t 

C~n t.hJs ~nternet. ent.rer)reneur ovel’~hrow 

People 

........................................................................... 

Featured Event 
................................................................................................................................ 



about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

What Every Director Should Know About Shareholder Derivative Actions Being aware of a company’s 
policies and procedures concerning derivative actions will help prepare you for when a claim is filed. Knowing 

what to ask prior to accepting a directorship is key. 

A Cautionary Tale for New Compensation Committee Members Compensation committee members need 
to understand the company’s culture and its interplay with compensation. This is especially critical for 
newcomers. 

~ointed Directors and C-Suite Executives Morningstar names NYSE Euronext chief accounting 
officer to CEO post; Philips 66 chairman, president, and CEO appointed to Amgen board; Vicente Wright joins 
AK Steel’s board of directors; Annie’s Inc. appoints Zahir Ibrahim CFO; Michele G. Buck joins New York Life 
Board. 

NACD Voice 

Recaps From the 20t3 NACD Board Leadership Conference Missed a session during the NACD Board 
Leadership Conference? Summaries and videos of eve~ session are available cou~esy of a joint collaboration 

~et~een NACD ~na ~. 

,.lust Released: The ~3-2~4 flat# Public Co~paay 6ovemaace $u~ey The su~ey allows public 

company boards to benchmark their governance practices against other companies in their indust~ and 
provides insights into the top issues directo~ are facing. This year’s repo~ features a section on executive 
compensation, segmented into 24 indust~ sector. The su~ey is available for purchase at a reduced rate for 
NAOD membe~ in the NAOD Bookstore. 

NACD BoardVision - Directorship 
NACD BoardVision - 

2020: Key Takeaways from the 
Key Issues in 

Board Leadershi : Ke Takeawa s 
2013 NACD Board Leadership 

Executive and 
from the 2013 NACD Board 

Conference 
Director 

Leadership Conference Compensation 

NACD BoardVision - The SEC Agenda NACD BoardVision - Michael Woodford: 
for 2014: Key Takeaways from the Key Takeaways from the 2013 NACD 
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Dear all, 

The U.S. banking agencies issued a proposal to implement the liquidity coverage ratio in the United States. The proposal contains two versions of the LCR: (1) a super- 
equivalent version for advanced approaches banking organizations, their $10 billion or mot~ U.S. bank subsidiaries and Dodd-Frank nonbank SIFIs; and (2) a lite version for 
other $50 billion or more bank holding companies and savings and loan holding companies. SIFIs and savings and loan holding companies that are significantly engaged in 
insurance unde~vriting are exempted. The Fed was silent on how the U.S. LCR proposal would interact with its FBO proposal. Key differences between the U.S. LCR proposal 
and the Basel Committee’s version include a narrower definition of high-quality liquid assets, a more stringent method for calculating net cash outflows over the 30-day liquidity 
stress period and a two-year compliance timeline that’s more accelerated than Basel and CRD IV. Be on the lookout for materials from Davis Polk. 

We had assumed the recent crescendo of articles and rumors about regulations under the Volcker Rule meant that the working group was nearing a consensus, but recent 
media reports suggest that CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler and SEC Commissioner Kara Stein at~ pushing to tighten the hedging exemption even further, that the President’s 
wish to have the regulations out by year-end may not come true and that there may be an interim final rule with 30 days for the industry to make fatal flaw comments. Our 
view is that an interim final rule is a chimera, since it is very hard to find any time when comments resulted in a change to an interim final rule. We commend for your reading 
pleasure a report by the Bipartisan Policy Center, co-authored by Annette Nazareth, James Cox and Jonathan Macey, which argues that regulators should take a metrics- 
based phased-in approach to the implementation of the Volcker Rule and a wait-and-see approach to the swaps push-eut rule. 

The FDIC published a proposed information collection on stress-tests for banks with total assets of $10 billion to $50 billion. In a speech this week, FDIC Board of Directors 
Member Jeremiah Norton shared his views on how regulators might approach credibility reviews of living wills. 

After coming under increased pressure from Congress, the SEC issued a proposal to permit companies to offer and sell securities through crowdfunding. The DPW memo is 
here. In a post-shutdown flurry, the CFTC has been busy. It released a final rule excluding clerical or ministerial employees of swap dealers and major swap participants from 
the definition of associated person, is rumored to be considering treating trades by U.S. personnel of a non-U.S, person as if they were done by a U.S. person and has 
scheduled an open meeting for next month to discuss the position limits rule. In response to concerns raised by the CFTC staff’s straight4hrough processing .quidance, which 
states that SEF-executed swaps that are intended to be cleared but fail to clear are void ab ##rio, CFTC staff issued temporary relief that essentially allows market 
participants to correct operational or clerical errors that result in swaps failing to clear. The letter sets out specific and detailed requirements for SEFs, clearing members, 

swap data repositories and other market participants to facilitate these types of corrections. 

The CFPB, OCC, FDIC, NCUA and the Fed issued an interaqency statement, which attempted to comfort banks that compliance with the new ability to repay requirements 
for qualified mortgages would not create disparate impact problems for them under the fair lending laws. The comfort, however, was quite soft because other unnamed ’~actors" 
must be absent. Readers will recall that the Supreme Court a.qreed to hear the Mr. Holly case on disparate impact this term. The CFPB published its examination procedures 
on remittance transfers and launched an online tool designed to make regulations easier to find, read and understand. 

ESMA issued an updated Q&A on EMIR implementation. The Bank of England released a report on liquidity insurance. The ECB released an overview of the key features of 
its stress tests for the largest EU banks amid press speculation that perhaps the tests might have some teeth this time with some major banks failing. 

Next week, the House Financial Services Committee will hold a hearing on "Examining Legislative Proposals to Reform the CFPB." The CFTC will hold an open meeting on 
customer protection and the FDIC an open meeting on liquidity risk standards. 

In our rare "nobody missed it" category, earlier this week a ~ held Bank of America liable for fraud, and Friday evening, JPMC and the FHFA announced a settlement of $5.1 

billion with the other settlements in the $13 billion package still being negotiated. A copy of the settlement agreement is here. 

Best regards, 

Annette L Nazareth & Margaret E. Tahyar 

Annette L Nszareth 

Davis Polk & Wardwell 

901 15th Street NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 962 7075 tel 

202 962 7086 fax 

If you do not wish to receive Washington Watch emails, please click here to unsubscribe. 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 

Please refer to the firm’s privacy polic~,, located at w’¢wv.davispolk.com for important information on this policy. 
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The U.So, Basel ~s A F~oor, Not A Ceiling (October 24, 20i S} 
In Politico Pro, Kate Davidson reports, "On Thursday [October 24], the Federal Reserve unveiled a new liquidity 
proposal intended to make sure banks have enough high quality liquid assets on hand to pay their bills during a 
crisis. It goes beyond the standards laid out in the Basel agreement by, for example, setting a shorter timeline 
for banks to comply and narrowing the assets that can be used to meet required thresholds .... [T]he decision 
by U.S. regulators to go beyond the accord’s requirements in key areas illustrates their continued concerns with 
whether post-crisis reforms have gotten it right or are tough enough amid the persistent debate over whether the 
failure of a large financial institution could still rattle the economy and financial markets .... Fed Governor Daniel 
Tarullo dubbed the liquidity rule ’super-equivalent’ of the Basel III standard .... Some bank lawyers and analysts 
said the more stringent requirements will also raise questions about whether it will be harder to compare the 
health and resiliency of financial institutions across the globe -- a goal of international regulatory agreements. 
Andrew Fei, an attorney with the law firm Davis Polk, said minor differences are inevitable as each country 
implements the Basel III standards .... ’If one of the purposes of having internationally harmonized standards is 
to enable investors, customers and counterparties to compare different banks based on their regulatory capital 
and liquidity metrics, then having significantly different capital and liquidity rules in each jurisdiction undermines 
that comparability goal,’ Fei said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

American Banker, How Rec]ulators Touqhened New Liclu!dity Proposal 
Bloomberg News, Federal Reserve Liquid!ty Proposal Seen Tradincj Safety For Costlier Credit 
Wall Street Journal Market Watch, New Fed Rule Could Boost Bank Bond Purchases 

:::::::::::::: Fed Materials: Proposed Rule -- Statements: Chairman Bernanke; Governor Tarullo -- FAQ -- 
Press Release -- Staff Memorandum 

Fed to Propose Banks Hold Fu~ds for Credit Drought (Octo~ber 24, 2013) 
In Bloomberg, Jesse Hamilton and Jim Brunsden report, "Banks would have to hold enough easy-to-sell 
assets to survive a 30-day credit drought under a rule .... proposed today [October 24] by the Federal 
Reserve that may have the greatest effect on banks with big trading operations .... The rules.., advanced 
by the Fed today must also be proposed and opened to public comment by the FDIC and OCC .... The 
liquidity coverage ratio was at the center of an international tussle last year, as some central bankers and 
regulators warned that a draft version of the standard risked causing a credit crunch, while others urged 
against a wholesale watering down of the measure .... ’It’s clearly a significant component of the overall 
Basel III capital and liquidity framework,’ said Luigi L. De Ghenghi, who advises banks on regulation at Davis 
Polk & Wardwell LLP in New York. He said it’ll be watched with ’great interest.’" 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

JPMorgan Reaches Deal With Agency Over Loans (October 25, 2013) 
In The New York Times Dealbook, Ben Protess and Peter Eavis report, "JPMorgan Chase has secured important 
concessions in a $13 billion settlement over its mortgage practices, allowances that could ultimately reduce the 
bank’s financial burden and leave the government itself on the hook for a small portion of the cost. The 
concessions emerged on Friday [October 25] in an agreement with one of the federal regulators suing JPMorgan, 
the nation’s largest bank. The regulator, the FHFA, ran ahead of a broader deal that the Justice Department and 
other authorities were negotiating with the bank. The housing agency, which oversees Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac, extracted a $5.1 billion payout on Friday .... And in a provision buried in the settlement, the agency 
effectively allows JPMorgan to try later to recoup about $1 billion from another federal regulator: the FDIC .... The 
Justice Department, which has orchestrated the $13 billion settlement, is conversely demanding that JPMorgan not 
pass on its liabilities to the FDIC .... ’Nothing in this agreement shall be used as an admission or concession that 
JPMorgan,’ the deal said, ’contractually assumed or is otherwise liable for any alleged liabilities or wrongdoing of 
Washington Mutual Bank.’ Armed with that wording, JPMorgan could file a claim against Washington Mutual’s 
receivership fund, which is maintained by the FDIC." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i FHFA Press Release and Settlement 



JPMorgan Sett~e~nent Move Spurs Riva~s To Act {October 25, 2013) 
In Financial Times, Kara Scannell reports, "Global banks have started to approach New York’s attorney- 
general about paying billions of dollars to settle charges they mis-sold mortgage-backed securities that were 
at the heart of the financial crisis, following JPMorgan Chase’s tentative agreement to a $13bn settlement. ’1 
have already had expressions of interest from other institutions,’ Eric Schneiderman, New York attorney- 
general, said in an interview with the Financial Times.’ It is my hope that [JPMorgan’s deal] is the first of a 
series of settlements that collectively will be the largest financial settlement in the history of the U.S.,’ he 
added .... He declined to identify which institutions had contacted his office but at least nine banks, 
including Royal Bank of Scotland, Credit Suisse and Bank of America, are under investigation for mortgage 
securities sales in the lead-up to the financial crisis, as previously reported by the FT .... Mr. Schneiderman 
said he viewed JPMorgan’s tentative deal as ’a template’ for future settlements. ’Some banks may provide 
more consumer relief or more cash. The idea is it’s time to pay up for the misconduct that caused the bubble 
and crash of the American housing market,’ he said .... It is not clear if any executives will be charged in 
the ongoing investigations." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

JPMorgan Sett~es With FHFA (October 25, :2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Devlin Barrett, Dan Fitzpatrick and Nick Timiraos report, "JPMorgan Chase 
agreed to $5.1 billion in settlements with mortgage-finance companies Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, but a 
larger pact with the Justice Department is hung up over a spat with one of the bank’s regulators, according to 
people close to the talks .... [D]iscussions about [the] larger deal [with the Justice Department] hit a snag 
over whether JPMorgan or the FDIC bear ultimate responsibility for liabilities linked to Washington Mutual, 
said people close to the talks .... At issue is how the various costs of poor-performing mortgage bonds 
issued by Washington Mutual will be handled by participants in the tentative pact. JPMorgan has been trying 
to preserve its ability to pursue the receiver for any Washington Mutual-related liabilities, said people close to 
the talks. The Justice Department, however, has been trying to insert language into its deal with JPMorgan 
that none of the costs the bank pays over Washington Mutual will be passed onto the FDIC, said people 
close to the talks .... So far, the bank and the government haven’t reached an agreement on adding that 
language, these people said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Justice Department Sees $13 Billion JPMorgan Dea~ As Template For Future Bank Settlements (October 21, 2013) 
In The Washington Post, Danielle Douglas and Sari Horwitz report, "The Justice Department plans to use its 
tentative $13 billion settlement with JPMorgan Chase as a blueprint for reaching similar deals with other 
banks in probes related to bad mortgages and the 2008 financial crisis, a law enforcement official familiar 
with the negotiations said Monday [October 21]. If such an effort is successful, it could usher in an era of 
high-priced settlements throughout the banking industry. Justice Department officials plan to expand the use 
of a 1980s law that carries a relatively low burden of proof and gives prosecutors 10 years to pursue such 
cases, twice as long as under standard securities law. Under this model, the department would also require 
that some of the settlement money be directed to consumers; in JPMorgan’s case, $4 billion would be set 
aside for struggling homeowners. The department would also refuse to allow banks to avoid criminal 
prosecution by paying higher civil penalties. The strategy will give the Justice Department several more 
years to extract multibillion-dollar fines from banks eager to rid themselves of crushing legal burdens .... 
While other banks may not pay as much as $13 billion, Justice Department officials said it is not going to be 
cheap for firms to settle civil cases, especially since JPMorgan is not considered the worst actor of the 
financial crisis .... The Justice Department has been routinely criticized for not holding Wall Street 
accountable for the financial crisis, a perception that may change in light of this new strategy, analysts said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Senator Warren To Financia~ Regulators: Get Aggressive (October 23, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal Washington Wire, Ryan Tracy reports, "Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) asked 
three top financial regulators for information about their enforcement records, opening a new front in a public 
push to make the agencies more aggressive. Ms. Warren sent a letter Wednesday [October 23] to the 



agencies requesting the number of criminal charges, convictions, and prison sentences they secured 
between 2009 and 2012, among other things. The letter went to the SEC, which regulates public companies, 
as well as to two regulators of banks -- the Federal Reserve and the OCC. The regulators don’t have 
authority to bring criminal charges, but they can refer cases to law enforcement agencies, such as the 
Department of Justice, and work with them to bring charges .... ’There have been some landmark 
settlements in recent weeks for which your agencies and others deserve substantial credit. However, a great 
deal of work remains to be done to hold institutions and individuals accountable for breaking the rules and to 
protect consumers and taxpayers from future violations,’ Ms. Warren said in Wednesday’s letter." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Senator Warren Letter 

Insurance Needs A Federal Reg~ator-- But Not The Fed (October 25, 2013} 
~ In American Banker, Jim Sivon and Greg Wilson report, "The FSOC’s recent designation of AIG and 

Prudential for enhanced regulation and supervision by the Federal Reserve Board invites a reexamination of 
proposals for federal insurance regulation .... The problem with the dual regulation by the Fed and 
individual states is the lack of symmetry between the two distinct regulatory systems .... [S]tate risk-based 
capital standards for insurers are tied to a range of factors including asset quality, liability risk, interest rate 
risk, and underwriting risk .... [Blank capital rules are tied primarily to a bank’s risk-weighted assets and are 
designed to ensure that funds are available in the event of a run .... Federal insurance regulation would 
solve the problems inherent in our insurance regulatory structure .... If we are going to pursue a path of 
naming large insurance companies for tougher regulation to protect financial stability and prevent systemic 
risk, then we also should consider what is in the best interests of insurance consumers and the companies 
they depend on for their protection and investment needs. Federal insurance regulation that is geared to 
address the risks associated with the business of insurance and is in line with international supervisory 
standards would achieve that goal." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

FDIC 

FD~C, China To Coordinate On Cross-E~orde[ Resolution (October 24, 20i 3:~ 
In American Banker, Chris Cumming reports, "The FDIC and the People’s Bank of China entered into a 
memorandum of understanding that lays out plans to share information and cooperate to manage troubled 
banks during a crisis, the agency announced Thursday [October 24]. The FDIC and the central bank agreed 
to collaborate on analyzing cross-border recovery and resolution issues for banks that operate in both the 
U.S. and China, by exchanging technical data and running simulations of different crisis scenarios .... 
[The agreement] signals the two institutions’ desire ’to forge effective international working relationships, to 
demonstrate their commitment to the principles of comprehensive consolidated supervision and cooperation 
among banking agencies, and to enhance each party’s role in financial regulatory initiatives and policy 
deliberations,’ it says. ’China and the U.S. have a shared interest in maintaining and expanding our 
interaction on economic and financial issues, particularly in the areas of deposit insurance and cross-border 
resolution issues,’ said FDIC Chairman Martin Gruenberg in a news release." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: FDIC Materials: Memorandum Of Understanding!-- Press Release 

FBIC Sends Lette~ Describing ~nfo~rnation Needed From W~idsize Banks Fo~ Stress Tests (Octobe~ 2i, 20i 3} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "A federal regulator has sent a letter to midsize banks that 
describes the information needed to carry out company-run stress tests under the Dodd-Frank Act. The FDIC 
letter contains instructions for preparing the annual stress-test reporting template and documentation for covered 
banks with total consolidated assets of $10 billion to $50 billion. The regulator issued the notice to describe the 
reports and information required to meet the reporting requirements under the law .... ’The data collected 
through these templates will be used to assess the reasonableness of the covered bank’s stress test results and 
provide forward-looking information to the FDIC regarding a covered bank’s capital adequacy,’ the agency said. 



Financial companies of that size must conduct annual company-run stress tests beginning this fall under rules 
the agencies issued in October 2012 to implement mandates under Dodd-Frank." 

iiiiiiiiii Full text of article 
iiiiiiiiii FDIC Financial Institution Letter 

FD~C Officia~ Prods Regulators To Address Challenges ~n Big Ba~k Resolution Process (October 21, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "In remarks prepared for an American Bankers 
Association meeting in New Orleans, Jeremiah O. Norton, a board member of the FDIC, discussed the 
current state of resolution planning among large, complex financial institutions (LCFIs) .... Norton said there 
seems to be universal agreement that these systemically important banks should be resolvable in an orderly 
fashion, adding that a great deal of effort has been spent addressing impediments and complications of 
differing resolution frameworks .... The FDIC has come up with what is known as a single point of entry 
(SPE) private sector recapitalization approach to the failure of a large, complex financial institution .... 
No,on said one issue involves how much long-term debt must be issued at the holding company level in 
order for an SPE strategy to work .... Another issue, No,on said, is the effects the implementation of an 
SPE strategy might have on the competitive landscape in the various market segments in which the holding 
company’s subsidiaries operate .... ’To be clear, in the event sufficient debt is not required, the market 
equilibrium could shift in favor of LCFI subsidiaries,’ he said. ’The converse could be true if too much debt is 
required at LCFIs.’" 

~ Full te~ of article 
~ Board Member No,on Speech 

OCt 

Big Bm~ks Are Padding Profits With Reserve Cash (October 25, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Michael Rapoport reports, "Federal regulators have warned banks to be careful 
about padding their profits with money set aside to cover bad loans. But some of the nation’s biggest banks 
did more of it in the third quarter than earlier this year .... Accounting rules allow the money to flow directly 
into profits .... The moves come at a time when banks are being slammed by revenue slowdowns .... The 
banks justify the releases. They cite improvements in credit quality and economic conditions--which make it 
less necessary for them to hold large amounts of reserves as a cushion against loans that go sour--and they 
say they are following accounting rules that require them to release funds as losses ease .... But the OCC, 
which regulates nationally chartered banks and federal savings associations, is reiterating warnings to banks 
about overdoing it. In a statement to the Journal, Comptroller Thomas Curry said the OCC is monitoring 
banks’ loan-loss allowances ’very closely’ and that ’we continue to caution banks not to move too quickly to 
reduce reserves or become too dependent on these unsustainable releases.’ He didn’t comment specifically 
on the banks’ third-quarter releases, but said OCC examiners ’will continue to challenge allowances on a 
bank-by-bank basis if necessary.’ If the regulator finds problems with a bank’s reserves, it can issue a 
’matter requiring attention,’ a specific finding of a deficiency that a bank must address, an OCC spokesman 
said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Volcker 

Vo~cker Ba~ Could Make Swaps Ru~e Redundant, Bipartisan Group Says (October 24, 2013} 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "Policymakers should consider scrapping a pending requirement that swaps 
be fenced off in nonbank entities if the Volcker Rule is implemented successfully, a non-governmental group said 
Thursday [October 24]. The Bipartisan Policy Center paper mostly focused on how to implement the Volcker 
Rule .... But one of the report’s takeaways was that the trading ban may preclude the need for the separate swaps 
measure .... The center urged regulators to take a ’wait-and-see approach’ on requiring banks to ’push out’ swaps 
business to nonbank affiliates .... The push-out rule ’could be repealed’ if lawmakers are ’satisfied’ with the final 
Volcker Rule, the paper said .... Meanwhile, the paper outlined six principles regulators should follow in writing the 
Volcker Rule .... The bipartisan center urged regulators to use data-gathering to help determine what trading is 
permissible and impermissible under the ban; focus on more general activities and products rather than look at 



single trades; and avoid applying the ban too generically among differing markets and asset classes .... The paper 
also recommended that agencies phase in the rule to focus first on ’products and markets where regulation can be 
implemented with greater ease and speed than for other products and markets due to differing complexities.’ The 
report also called for ’iterative’ updates to the rule to allow regulators to refine the ban over time, and recommended 
that policymakers follow existing Fed rules in applying the rule to activities that occur overseas." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
iiiiiiiiii Bipartisan Policy Center Materials: Report-- Press Release 

Volcker Ru~e Hedging E×e~otion Said Disputed By Gens~er, Stein (October 24, 20~ 3) 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Jesse Hamilton reports, "Gary Gensler, chairman ofthe CFTC, and Kara Stein, a 
Democrat on the SEC, want to make it more difficult for banks to classify [proprietary] trading as legitimate 
hedging activity, according to three people familiar with the negotiations. The dispute could make it harder for 
the five agencies drafting the rule to meet a White House-imposed year-end deadline for completing the 
regulation. Gensler and Stein are concerned that the latest draft of the rule wouldn’t prevent another episode like 
last year’s ’London Whale’ trades at JPMorgan Chase that cost the bank more than $6.2 billion, said one of the 
people, who spoke on condition of anonymity because the deliberations aren’t public .... While the five 
regulators drafting the Volcker rule had already revised it in response to the JPMorgan losses, Gensler and Stein 
say it may not go far enough, the person said .... Final draft language continues to circulate among the five 
agencies, including the SEC, CFTC, Federal Reserve, OCC and FDIC, the people said. The deliberations have 
highlighted differences between banking and market regulators .... The job of policing a poorly written rule will 
largely fall on the SEC and CFTC, said Republican SEC Commissioner Daniel Gallagher. The rule could force 
his agency to chase minor missteps that banking regulators would have the ability to fix behind closed doors, he 
said in an interview .... The SEC’s Gallagher said the agencies should re-propose the rule and give firms three 
weeks to identify what they consider its most damaging provisions -- a process he called a ’fatal flaw’ review. 
He acknowledged a re-proposed rule is unlikely." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Banks Face Risk-Mode~ C~ampdow~ In Base~ Trading-Book Review (October 2i.~ 2013) 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Jim Brunsden reports, "In a bid to address weaknesses uncovered by the financial 
crisis, the Basel Committee may publish draft proposals as soon as this month on capital rules for assets that banks 
intend to trade, according to members of the group. It may mean ’less freedom for the banks using their own models’ 
for measuring whether they have enough capital, Sabine Lautenschlaeger, vice president of the Bundesbank and a 
member of the Basel Committee, said in an e-mail. ’The potential for banks to optimize their models with respect to 
capital requirements will decline too.’... The Basel proposals will address variations in different banks’ risk 
measurement and will go beyond toughening rules on how much information banks have to disclose about their 
models, Wayne Byres, the Basel Committee’s secretary general, said in an e-mail. ’We want the new methodology 
to be more robust, and produce more consistent outcomes, than is currently the case,’ he said. While the Basel 
plans are meant to tackle risk measurement on [banks’] trading books, work is also under way to tackle similar issues 
affecting lenders’ banking books, where they log assets intended to be held to maturity, Byres said. The committee 
will propose measures on that front next year, he said. These plans ’could include improved disclosure, greater 
supervisory scrutiny of a bank’s choices in defining its modeled risk parameters or constraints on the use of, and/or 
inputs into, risk models,’ he said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Britain To Ratchet Up Capita~ Requirements For Banks (October 2~, 20113) 
In Reuters, Steve Slater reports, "Britain’s financial watchdog’s plans, still under consultation, would require 
the banks to strengthen further their capital safety nets so taxpayers will not have to foot the bill if there is 
another crisis, bankers and analysts said. Proposals being finalised by the PRA could result in banks having 
a capital safety net of nearly 12 percent of their risk-weighted assets, significantly higher than the 10 percent 
they had been working towards .... ’The bar has been raised more quickly than we thought it would be,’ 



Simon Hills, executive director at the British Bankers’ Association, said. He said banks’ main concern was 
that the PRA does not plan to phase in reductions from capital between 2014 and 2019 as the global rules 
allow .... British banks are already required to top up the global minimum with a surcharge because they 
are among the biggest in the world and also have a counter-cyclical buffer for bad times. The PRA may also 
apply a buffer based on banks’ individual strength and wants them to hold more than half of their so-called 
discretionary capital as top quality equity." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Swaps Regulator To Vote On Commodity Limits Rule (October 23, 2013} 
In Reuters, Douwe Miedema reports, "The U.S. derivatives regulator will meet next month to [propose] a rule 
that [would] curtail Wall Street’s ability to speculate with commodities, a measure investment banks are 
fighting in court. The CFTC is revising the rule on so-called position limits, even as its lawyers are preparing 
to defend an earlier version knocked down by a U.S. court last year. But Mark Wetjen, one of the CFTC’s 
four commissioners, said this week that the dual strategy of pursuing the appeal and a new rule at the same 
time was not necessarily the best, and that the agency could drop the appeal. The new rule would contain a 
better legal justification to conform with the U.S. District Court ruling that the CFTC had failed to prove that 
the limits were needed, and will better weigh the costs and benefits of the rule. Separately, the CFTC said it 
would meet next Wednesday [October 30] to adopt a rule telling futures brokers to better protect their clients’ 
money, a measure put in place after the collapse of MF Global in October 2011 ." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Reuters, U.S. Swaps Watchdog May Drop Anti-Speculation Rule Appeal 
Securities Law Daily, CFTC Schedules Hearinqs On Position Limits, FCM Client Protection 

Banks Said To Seize On Footnote 513 To Keep Swap Trades Private (October 2:3, 201S} 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Robert Schmidt and Silla Brush report, "Wall Street, trying to preserve profits 
from swap trading in the face of tougher scrutiny from Washington, has found a new way to keep some of its 
overseas deals private. It’s called Footnote 513 .... The deals in question include swaps for foreign clients 
that are arranged by U.S.-based traders or brokers and then booked through a U.S. bank’s overseas affiliate. 
Bank lawyers say that if the trade goes through an affiliate it can stay private and doesn’t need to be handled 
on one of the public electronic trading platforms approved by the CFTC, two people said .... ICAP asked 
the CFTC to issue formal guidance on the debate over the footnote, three people briefed said. The CFTC 
hasn’t yet responded, in part because of the 16-day government shutdown over the budget. Bart Chilton, 
one of the CFTC commissioners, said he favored having the agency publish new guidelines. ’1 want to 
ensure everyone is playing according to the same rules, and regret the lack of clarity,’ Chilton said in an 
interview .... Industry executives and attorneys who spoke on condition of anonymity said the banks aren’t 
using the footnote as a loophole to skirt the law. Rather, they are striving to interpret often-murky guidelines 
and ICAP is the only major firm to push back on their position, they said. In an interview, [CFTC Chairman 
Gary] Gensler said he was aware of the controversy. While he declined to discuss the footnote, he said 
swap dealers must be careful how they interpret regulations. He said trades made in the U.S. are meant to 
fall under CFTC rules." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEFs Are The Weak Link In OTC Regulation (October 25, 2:013) 
In Financial Times, Neal Wolkoff reports, "Transparent trading of off-exchange swaps via electronic 
marketplaces known as SEFs was a key goal of the Dodd-Frank Act. Unfortunately, it will result in a market 
structure for trading OTC derivatives that is fundamentally unfair to many investors .... We will see a 
disconnected patchwork of independent trading systems, which lack basic customer protections that should 
be part of any trading scheme involving multiple market centers offering the same products .... [SEFs] 
address a criticism about the profitability of banks as intermediaries in the swaps market. However, they do 
not provide a solution for the systemic weaknesses that brought the financial system to its knees .... [N]ot 
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only have SEFs been difficult to launch, but they also fail to provide a basic level of investor protection as 
they are not interconnected when trading the same products .... Ironically the dealers should thrive in this 
disjointed structure rather than face the wrath of it .... As the market sees a rocky rollout of SEFs, it is not 
too late to focus on the key deliverables of clearing, recordkeeping, and post trade price transparency 
without imposing a full-scale, deeply flawed trading regime." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

TrueEX Files BFTC Application To Offer RateoSwaps Trading (October 21, 2013} 
In Bloomberg, Matthew Leising reports, "TrueEX Group LLC filed an application to offer the most active 
interest rate swaps on its exchange platform, joining another firm in an action that may hasten the migration 
of derivatives to public markets. The step is part of a process that eventually will move trillions of dollars of 
derivatives to government-mandated platforms under the Dodd-Frank Act. While SEFs were required by the 
CFTC to be ready for business by October 1, trading on them is voluntary. Once approval is granted for an 
application such as trueEX’s, swap users will be forced to buy or sell contracts on the new systems. The 
filing by trueEX, based in New York, covers contracts denominated in U.S. dollars, lasting for 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 
15, 20 and 30 years, Sunil Hirani, the chief executive officer, said in a telephone interview. An application 
last week by Javelin Capital Markets LLC covered interest rate swaps in U.S. dollars, British sterling and 
euros that last between one month and 51 years in duration." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: Wall Street & Technology, A Tale Of Two SEFs: Javelin And TrueEX On Swap 

Tradinq 
:::::::::::::::: CFTC Materials: Letter- Comment Request 

Risk USA: Foreign Banks Cannot Escape Swap Oea~er Status, Warns CFTC’s Barnett (October 22, 20i3} 
In Risk Magazine, Peter Madigan reports, "The CFTC will seek out foreign banks that have not registered as 
swap dealers and force them to comply with the Dodd-Frank Act, according to one of its top staffers. Delivering 
the keynote address at the Risk USA conference in New York this morning [October 22], Gary Barnett, director of 
the division of swap dealer and intermediary oversight at the CFTC, said that while the regulator is currently 
focused on compliance at registered firms, it will at some point seek to bring other banks into the regime .... 
Barnett also defended the CFTC’s approach to rule-making, which has been attacked by market participants, 
industry associations and Republican congressmen for its reliance on eleventh-hour no-action letters to postpone 
some reform elements, as well as for including major changes to the terms and scope of its rules in footnotes -- 
most notoriously, in the form of footnote 88, which appeared in the CFTC’s final rules on SEFs .... He also 
argued the CFTC has achieved an impressive amount given the limited resources the commission has had to 
work with -- especially in light of the relative lack of progress at the better-resourced SEC." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

The Future Of Futurisation (October 22, 2013! 
In an unbylined article, Futures and Options World reports, "Many end-users are concerned that OTC 
execution will become too expensive as a result of mandatory clearing, and are looking at futures as a viable 
and cost effective alternative. Simon Weetman, Head of Clearing and Custody Sales, EMEA at Nomura, 
explains why a wholesale change in end-user preference is unlikely in the short-term .... While [derivatives 
market reforms] will increase costs for OTC derivatives users, it is often overlooked that they will also lower 
the traditional barriers to entry such as credit ratings and legal documentation, allowing new entrants to 
access the market .... It is, however, far from certain whether these costs will trigger a market move en 
masse from OTC to futures. We may see a shift in products where initial margin (IM) levels are lower for 
futures vs. OTC (1 or 2 day vs. 5 day IM), but the capital requirement on the clearing members is risk-based 
regardless of whether it is a futures contract or OTC derivative .... In practice, this would negate any 
potential headline IM savings, and means other factors will have to drive the process of futurisation .... The 
most important participants, end-user clients, have to date keenly observed the latest developments and 
encouraged competition from the sidelines." 

iiiiiiiiii Full text of article 



Chair White: SEC Lookir~g To 8ring Actions 1to Stress Support For Compliance Functions (October 22, 20i3) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Yin Wilczek reports, "The SEC is looking for more cases to bring to 
emphasize its support for compliance programs, Chairman Mary Jo White said October 22 .... White also 
observed that the Compliance Program Initiative -- an effort by the Enforcement Division, the Office of 
Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE), and other SEC staff to identify repeated compliance 
shortfalls by registered investment advisers -- so far has yielded six settled cases. She added that more 
actions ’are in the pipeline.’ On yet another enforcement front, OCIE has several specialized working groups 
in areas such as securities valuation, marketing and sales practices, and fixed income and municipal 
securities, that are working with enforcement staff to bring cases, White said .... White assured the 
audience that even though the SEC has sued compliance officers in the past, those who perform their 
responsibilities diligently and in good faith need not fear a commission action. She also said that not every 
deficiency warrants an enforcement response .... In other remarks, White told the audience that other 
divisions at the SEC are working to support the role of compliance officers. For example, she observed that 
OCIE now is more transparent with respect to its examination priorities, and is issuing alerts to raise 
registrants’ awareness of high-risk areas." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related article: Financial Advisory Magazine, SEC Chair Chastises Advisors For Aidinq Man!pulation 

By Short Sellers 
:::::::::::::: Chair White Speech 

Brar~ch Supervision Weak As Advisors Expand, SEC Exam Chief Says (October 21, 2013} 
In Financial Advisor Magazine, Ted Knutson reports, "Financial advisory firms are showing weak branch 
supervision as they expand to multiple locations, the SEC’s enforcement director said today [October 21]. 
The SEC is seeing the trend as many broker-dealers switch to an investment advisor model, said Drew 
Bowden, director of the SEC Office of Compliance Inspections and Examination .... Increasing oversight of 
compliance operations at investment advisory branches will be one of OClE’s top priorities for 2014, Bowden 
announced. Another priority will be closer scrutiny of technology operations, said Bowden, adding that just 
five minutes of tech problems can put a firm out of business. While the OClE only examines about 9 percent 
of advisory services per year, that doesn’t mean advisors who aren’t examined aren’t being watched, he said. 
Data sweeps allow the unit to look over a wide spectrum of advisors to spotlight potential problems, he 
said .... Also at the meeting, Martin Kimmel, the SEC’s Investment Management Division Senior Special 
Counsel, said the unit’s effort to develop the first valuation guidance for investment companies in 40 years is 
going on aggressively, but a proposal ’is not imminent.’ The guidance is likely to cover areas not covered in 
previous SEC directives on valuation, including derivatives, foreign currency and the use of pricing services, 
he said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related article: Banking Daily, SEC OClE Exam Priorities For 2014 Include Dual Reg!strants~ 

Te ch n o I oqy Use, JOBS Act 

SEC 

Crowdfunding For IRtemet Stock Sales Approved By SEC (October 24, 2013} 
In Bloomberg News, Dave Michaels reports, "Startups and small businesses could sell ownership stakes in 
their companies by soliciting investors over the Internet under a proposal advanced by the SEC .... The 
rules, which the SEC voted 5-0 to release for public comment yesterday [October 23], may boost the nascent 
crowdfunding movement and help the agency through its backlog of regulations required by the JOBS Act 
and Dodd-Frank law .... Businesses using crowdfunding could raise no more than $5,000 a year from 
someone whose income or net worth is less than $100,000. Investors with income or net worth greater than 
$100,000 could contribute as much as 10 percent of their annual income or net worth, to a maximum of 
$100,000 in one year. The proposal doesn’t require businesses or funding portals engaged in crowdfunding 
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to verify compliance with those restrictions. Instead, a crowdfunding portal must ask investors to disclose 
their income or net worth as a means of determining compliance .... The SEC estimates that 50 portals will 
initially participate in the market once the rules are adopted. Portals aren’t allowed to recommend deals or 
give investment advice .... A company using equity crowdfunding is limited to raising a maximum of $1 
million per year. While companies raising smaller amounts would have to share financial statements and 
income-tax returns with investors, a business looking to raise more than $500,000 would have to provide 
audited financial statements." 

iiiiiiiiii Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Investment News, Bipartisan Senate Group Pushes SEC On Crowdfundinq Rules 
Investment News, FINRA Will Be In Charqe Of Crowdfundinq Platforms 

::i::i::i::i SEC Materials: Proposed Rule -- Press Release And Fact Sheet 
:::::::::::::::: Davis Polk Client Memorandum 

SEC Division To Beef Up Exam Unit Through "Enhanced ~nfor~hatior~" (October 24, 2013} 
In an unbylined article, BIoomberg BNA Securities Law Daily reports, "The SEC Division of Investment 
Management is working on two ways to make its Risk and Examinations Office (REO) ’even more effective 
with enhanced information,’ Director Norm Champ said October 22 .... Champ told the audience that first, 
the division is reaching out to the investment management industry -- including directors and senior fund 
management -- to get a ’better and first-hand understanding’ of its workings .... ’In these discussions, we 
want to learn from directors and fund management about specific fund risks and how they manage those 
risks,’ he said. ’We also want to know what you perceive to be the critical risks to the industry as a whole.’ 
Second, the division is working to improve REO and its ability to collect and analyze data, Champ 
continued .... [T]here is a ’hodgepodge of data collection and reporting forms with outdated technology’ for 
other types of funds, including closed-end funds and exchange-traded funds. ’That is why Division staff is 
undertaking an initiative to consider potential ways to streamline the fund reporting forms and develop 
reporting for funds other than money market funds that could give us timely and accurate information about 
their operations and portfolio holdings,’ Champ said .... In other comments, Champ observed that REO has 
the authority to conduct its own exams. However, REO staff will join staff from the SEC’s OCIE on their 
exam visits where practical, he said." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Director Champ Speech 

SEC P~ans P~sh To Cut Credit Rating References, Gal~agher Says (October 25, 2013} 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Dave Michaels reports, "The SEC is nearing adoption of rules for cutting 
references to credit ratings from regulations including those determining how much capital a broker must 
hold to meet obligations, Commissioner Daniel M. Gallagher said in a New York speech. The SEC will ’start 
the final push’ toward removing all references to credit ratings from its rules by the end of the year, Gallagher 
said at a conference sponsored by the American Institute of CPAs and the SIFMA .... ’Overreliance on 
credit ratings was, after all, at the heart of the collapse of securitized products that played a key role in the 
financial crisis,’ Gallagher said in his remarks .... Dodd-Frank, the 2010 regulatory overhaul enacted in 
response to the 2008 credit crisis, directed the SEC to replace ratings in federal regulations with an 
’appropriate’ standard for gauging risk." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Related article: Reuters, SEC’s Gallaqher Slams Effort To Adopt Political Disclosure Rules 

CFTC 

CFTC To Furlough Workers After Co~ecting $1.7 Billion (October 24, 2013) 
In BIoomberg News, Matthew Leising reports, "The CFTC, the main U.S. derivatives regulator that pried $1.7 
billion in fines and other penalties from the firms it regulates during the past year, is furloughing workers 
because it doesn’t have enough money to pay them. ’This is the budget reality we face,’ CFTC Chairman 
Gary Gensler told employees today [October 24] in an e-mail, which announced they would be asked not to 
work on as many as 14 days in the fiscal year that began this month .... ’I’m deeply troubled, though not 



surprised’ by the development, Representative Maxine Waters of California, the top Democrat on the 
Financial Services Committee, said in a statement .... The government should ’fully fund our nation’s 
derivatives cop before more harm is done to America’s agriculture, manufacturing and business sectors,’ 
[she said]. Gensler mentions the need for increased funding in almost every speech he delivers, noting that 
the swaps market that just fell under the CFTC’s jurisdiction is more than 10 times bigger than the regulator’s 
prior territory. Nevertheless, the CFTC employs 676 people, only 40 more than it did 20 years ago, he said 
today during an interview .... ’Our agency is smaller than any of the large law firms,’ Gensler said .... The 
forced time off affects everyone in the agency except the four active commissioners, said Steven Adamske, 
a CFTC spokesman .... The CFTC avoided furloughing employees this year with extra money left over from 
2012, cost cuts and $10 million in funds that Congress earmarked for technology, Gensler said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: Reuters, Cash-Starved U.S. Swaps Watchdoq To Furlouqh Staff In 2014 

CFTC Asked Major Forex Banks To Scrutinize Records (October 21,2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Katie Martin and Chiara Albanese report, "The CFTC has asked major currency-dealing 
banks -- including Deutsche Bank AG and Citigroup Inc. -- to trawl through their records as part of a global probe 
into possible currency-market manipulation and hand over any evidence of wrongdoing, according to people familiar 
with the matter. Deutsche Bank, the world’s largest foreign-exchange-dealing bank by market share, is spending 
millions of dollars scouring traders’ emails and chat sessions looking for specific dates, phrases and keywords, said 
one person familiar with the matter. Neither Deutsche Bank nor Citigroup have so far handed over materials to the 
CFTC, according to people familiar with the matter .... A slew of international authorities are working on the probe, 
including officials in Hong Kong and Switzerland .... While banter and information sharing among traders is neither 
new nor unusual, regulators are hunting for evidence that this may at times have crossed the line into collusion to 
jack up markets to the benefit of traders. ’It looks like this will turn on the question of at what point does discussing 
market color become inappropriate disclosure,’ said a person familiar with the internal investigation taking place at 
Citigroup." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg News, Rabobank Said To Reach $1 Billion Settlement In LIBOR Inquiries 
New York Times DealBook, 22 Under Investiqation In LIBOR Case In Britain 
Reuters, CFTC Asks Citiqroup, Deutsche Bank To Inspect Records 
Risk Magazine, Singapore Regulator Joins In Global Benchmark Manipulation Probe 

Farm State Lawmakers Urge CFTC To Examine Vo~ati~e R~NS Market (October 22, 2013} 
In Reuters, Cezary Podkul reports, "Thirteen U.S. lawmakers on Tuesday [October 22] urged the derivatives market 
regulator to examine fraud and manipulation in the cash market for ethanol blending credits known as RINs, as 
political scrutiny of the market intensifies following an unprecedented 2,900 percent spike in prices earlier this year. 
The group sent a letter to CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler asking that his agency ’use its expertise and authority in 
overseeing markets for commodities futures to look into what extent fraud and manipulation have played (a role) in 
the volatility of RIN prices.’... The request follows a similar letter to the CFTC sent by Senate Agriculture Committee 
Chairwoman Debbie Stabenow (D-MI) last month, in which she expressed concern about the ’possible manipulation’ 
of the market for the credits and asked for the CFTC’s help in determining the cause for the sudden spike. It is 
unclear whether the CFTC has opened an inquiry into the RIN market in response to Stabenow’s letter, or even what 
jurisdiction it has to do so. RINs are mostly traded on a cash over-the-counter basis via instant messages, email or 
over the phone -- a realm outside the CFTC’s purview." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

FINRA 

Senator: F~NRA Too Weak To Go After Deadbeat Brokers (October 25, 2013} 
In Investment News, Mark Schoeff Jr. reports, "The lawmaker who 20 years ago wrote the legislation that led to the 
creation of a database containing background information about brokers is calling on financial regulators to crack 
down on brokers who violate securities rules and continue to practice. In a letter Friday [October 25], Senator 
Edward J. Markey (D-MA) told SEC Chairman Mary Jo White that the commission should take ’remedial regulatory 



action’ to address what he calls weaknesses in the FINRA’s ability to protect investors from ’unscrupulous 
brokers.’... ’Plainly, the FINRA rules need to be strengthened,’ Mr. Markey wrote. ’[A]II arbitration awards and 
settlements should be reported by BrokerCheck. Expungement should truly be rare, and arbitrators should not be 
allowed to decide that an award should be expunged. Rather, FINRA should establish an internal process that 
determines whether a particular award or settlement meets stringent expungement criteria.’ The SEC, which has 
authority over FINRA, also should prevent brokers from wiggling out of paying arbitration awards by shutting down 
their operations or declaring bankruptcy .... ’Current regulations allow brokerages to open with far too little capital 
-- certainly not enough to pay an arbitration award,’ Mr. Markey wrote. ’The SEC needs to investigate these 
deadbeat brokers and amend existing or promulgate new rules to address this problem.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

ECB Capita~ Definitior~ Tougher In Stress Test Than Review (October 23, 2013} 
In BIoomberg News, Stefan Riecher and Jeff Black report, "While the ECB confirmed that it will require lenders to 
have a capital ratio of 8 percent, what qualifies as capital will change over the course of the three-part assessment, 
the central bank said in an e-mailed statement. The capital definition applicable on Jan. 1,2014 will be used for the 
asset-quality review and the definition in force ’at the end of the horizon’ of the stress test will be used in that 
evaluation, it said. Ignazio Angeloni, who is head of the ECB’s financial stability directorate, said today [October 23] 
in Frankfurt that officials haven’t yet decided on a timeframe or details for the stress test .... The ECB said the 8 
percent capital requirement will include a common equity tier 1 ratio of 4.5 percent. On top of that is a 2.5 percent 
capital conservation buffer and a 1 percent add-on ’to take into account the systemic relevance of the banks 
considered significant,’ it said .... The [ECB and EBA] ’will agree on, and communicate, further details on the stress 
test, the methodology and the scenarios to be used and the correspondent capital thresholds in due course,’ the ECB 
said .... At the end of the assessment, the ECB will publish aggregate data at country and bank level, together with 
any recommendations for supervisory measures, the institution said .... If capital shortfalls are identified, banks will 
be required to adopt ’corrective measures,’ the ECB said, adding that it will be able to monitor and enforce the 
implementation of those measures in its new capacity as supervisor." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Financial Times, Draghi’s Blunt Warning On Bank Stress Test 
New York Times, The Man Wholl Do Triaqe On Europe’s Banks 

:::::::::::::: ECB Materials: Comprehensive Assessment Overview -- Press Release 

Toughest Bank Rules Are Beneficial For Funding, ~ngves Says (October 25~ 2013} 
In BIoomberg News, Johan Carlstrom reports, "Sweden’s growing capital requirements are helping the nation’s 
banks fund themselves at more competitive rates than some of their European peers, Riksbank Governor Stefan 
Ingves said. ’There are other banks in Europe that have all sorts of issues and that can’t really fund themselves in 
the same way, so it’s hard to argue that raising capital on Swedish banks has hurt them,’ Ingves, who also heads the 
Basel Committee, said yesterday [October 24] in an interview in Stockholm. ’It’s actually, I think, the other way 
around.’ The comments signal that global regulators won’t be swayed by bank industry complaints that stricter 
capital requirements are hurting their ability to do business .... Sweden’s four biggest banks need to hold at least 12 
percent core Tier 1 capital of their risk-weighted assets by 2015, a ratio they already all exceed .... Sweden’s efforts 
to ensure its banks are well-capitalized go beyond setting reserve requirements. Other measures include a cap on 
mortgage lending, while risk weights on mortgage assets were tripled this year." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

High-Frequency Trading Targeted ~n EU Dea~, Law,baker Says (October 23, 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Jim Brunsden reports, "European Parliament lawmakers have reached a draft deal with 
national governments on high-frequency trading curbs as part of a push to toughen the bloc’s financial 
market rulebook, said the chief legislator working on the plans .... The provisional deal, reached by 
legislators and officials from Lithuania, which holds the EU’s rotating presidency, includes a so-called tick 
size regime limiting the minimum size of price movements on financial markets, [Markus] Ferber [the 



lawmaker leading on the measures] said. ’This will slow down high-frequency trading significantly,’ he 
said .... Under the provisional agreement, ’traders will have to have their algorithms tested on venues and 
authorized by regulators to minimize systemic risk,’ Ferber said in the e-mail. ’Moreover, we introduced 
circuit breakers that will stop the trading process if price volatility gets too high.’... While EU parliament 
lawmakers secured some of the curbs they had sought on high-frequency trading, they have also had to give 
up some of their goals, including EU-wide penalty fees for traders who cancel excessively large numbers of 
orders, according to the document. Under the draft deal, such fees would be ’a national option for the 
member states,’ according to the document. The draft deal also excludes a parliament initiative to set a 
minimum length of time that orders must be kept in the market." 

=/==/==/==/= Full text of article 

Jury Finds Ba~k Of America Liable ~ Mortgege Case (October 23, 2013) 
In The New York Times DeaIBook, Landon Thomas Jr. reports, "Bank of America, one of the nation’s largest 
banks, was found liable on Wednesday [October 23] of having sold defective mortgages, a jury decision that 
will be seen as a victory for the government in its aggressive effort to hold banks accountable for their role in 
the housing crisis. Moreover, the jury also found a top manager at Bank of America’s Countrywide Financial 
unit liable, pinning some -- if not all -- of the responsibility for the bad acts on an individual. During the trial, 
federal prosecutors accused Rebecca Mairone, a top manager at Countrywide at the time, of having opted 
for quantity over quality in its mortgage-writing program, which resulted in the bank’s churning out to 
unqualified buyers housing loans that were destined to fail .... The program linked bonuses to how fast 
bankers could originate loans and as a result, the credit quality of the borrower was given short shrift, the 
government contended .... Prosecutors have asked that Bank of America pay a fine of $848 million, 
although the judge presiding over the case, Jed S. Rakoff, will determine the penalty .... The jury ruling 
held Ms. Mairone liable on the one fraud charge brought against her, although it is unclear what penalty she 
may face .... [T]he jury’s decision is likely to spur a torrent of class-action suits that could cost Bank of 
America many billions of dollars in settlement payments." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Federal Reserve Files Appea~ On Coert’s h~tercha~ge Ruling (October 21, 2013) 
In American Banker, Donna Borak repods, "Lawyers for the Federal Resewe Board filed an appeal Monday 
[October 21] against a judgment that invalidated its 2011 rule placing a cap on debit interchange fees. In a 
113-page brief filed with the U.S. Coud of Appeals, the Fed argued it had followed congressional intent in 
drafting the provision required under the Dodd-Frank Act, which mandated that the central bank establish 
how much banks can charge merchants in interchange fees for debit cards. ’The board exercised its 
rulemaking authority in complete fealty to the tea and the purpose of the statue notwithstanding 
congressional silence on impodant issues,’ according to the brief. ’This is precisely what Congress expects 
when it delegates rulemaking authority to federal agencies, and the board’s interpretations are entitled to 
deference as a result.’... The central bank also said that while the merchant’s view represents ’one possible 
interpretation, it is not the best ~ and is cedainly not the only ~ reading of the statute.’ The Fed pointed out 
that Congress was silent on cedain aspects of the law, including limitations caused by merchants or 
consumers. Additionally, the Fed said it had established a standard for assessing whether interchange fees 
were ’reasonable and propodional,’ and pointed out the fact it had slashed fees to roughly half of their pre- 
rule levels." 

::~::~::~::~ Full te~ of a~icle 
~::~::~::~ Fed Brief 

Dod~%Fra~k Is~Yt For Foreign W~hist~eb~owers, Ju~lge Says (October 21, 2013) 
In Law380, Ben James reports, "A New York federal judge ruled Monday [October 21] that the Dodd-Frank Act’s anti- 
retaliation protections for whistleblowers don’t apply outside the U.S., tossing a suit brought against Siemens AG by a 
former compliance officer who claimed Siemens’ Chinese subsidiary used kickbacks to boost medical equipment 
sales .... [U.S. District Judge William] Pauley noted Monday that the only connection between the case, which was 



brought by a Taiwanese resident against a German company over alleged corruption in China and North Korea, and 
the U.S. was the fact that Siemens’ American depositary receipts were traded on a U.S. exchange. The ruling also 
said that the only other court to consider whether Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliation provision had extraterritorial reach 
concluded that it did not, and pointed to a Texas federal court’s June 28 ruling in Asadi v. GE Energy. The notion that 
Dodd-Frank’s whistleblower provision is ’purely a domestic concern’ is bolstered by language allowing the SEC to bring 
enforcement actions for some conduct or transactions outside the U.S., Judge Pauley noted, adding that such 
language would be superfluous if the rest of the law applied outside the U.S. Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliation provision is 
silent on the issue of potential extraterritorial application, which translates to a strong presumption that it is not 
applicable overseas, according to the decision." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Whist~eb~ower Action Proceeds; Post-Firing Co#~p~ai~~ts To SEC No Bar (October 2i~ 2Qi 3) 
In an unbylined article, BNA Securities Law Daily reports, "A financial planner who alleged that his employment was 
terminated after he raised concerns as to possible securities law violations at his employer may proceed with a claim 
under whistleblower provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act .... Judge Richard Stearns rejected the company’s claims that 
because the financial planner complained to the SEC only after he was fired, he does not meet the statutory definition 
of a Dodd-Frank whistleblower .... The court said that the amended complaint ’adequately pleads a retaliation claim 
under Dodd-Frank,’ and denied the defendants’ motion for judgment on the pleadings. In so ruling, the court said that 
the gist of the argument made by [defendants] ’hinges on § 78u-6(h)(1)(A) of Dodd-Frank, which prohibits an 
employer from retaliating against a "whistleblower." ’... It is apparent, the court said, that Congress intended that an 
employee terminated for reporting the specified types of violations to a supervisor or outside compliance officer, ’and, 
ultimately to the SEC, have a private right of action under Dodd-Frank whether or not the employer wins the race to 
the SEC’s door with a termination notice.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Court Opinion 

Fo~owing QM Wi~ Not Spur Fair Le~ding Charges: Regulators (October 22, 20~3) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "Financial regulators said Tuesday [October 22] that lenders who only 
make so-called qualified mortgages should not be concerned about inadvertently triggering a fair-lending violation. The 
joint statement from the five banking and credit union regulators addressed a significant industry concern. Lenders 
have been worried that they could be cited for discrimination, even if it’s unintentional, if they only seek to provide QM 
loans, noting that many minorities would not qualify for that status according to recently released statistics .... Both 
[the QM rule and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act] ’promote creditors acting on the basis of their legitimate business 
needs,’ the regulators said. ’The agencies do not anticipate that a creditor’s decision to offer only Qualified Mortgages 
would, absent other factors, elevate a supervised institution’s fair lending risk.’ The regulators indicated creditors 
should not become overly concerned with a single element of the QM definition, including a debt-to-income 
requirement, saying that there are several other factors that need to be taken into account to make a ’reasonable, good 
faith determination’ that the borrower has the ability to repay a loan. Still, regulators did not go so far as promise that 
banks are completely protected from any fair lending violations when making QM loans." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Interagency Statement 
:::::::::::::::: Press Releases: CFPB -- FDIC -- Federal Reserve -- NCUA -- OCC 

CFPB Re~eases Examination Procedures For ~nternational Money Transfer Rule (October 22, 2~i 3} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Mike Ferullo reports, "The CFPB has released the procedures it will use in 
examining financial institutions for compliance with its international money transfer rule, which takes effect October 
28 .... CFPB examiners will test transactions, review disclosure forms, and determine whether the entity’s internal 
controls are adequate to ensure compliance with the new standards, according to the procedures. The CFPB said its 
examiners will also review the activities of international money transfer providers for other consumer risks, including 
potentially unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices. ’When necessary, examiners will coordinate and work 
closely with the CFPB’s enforcement staff to take appropriate enforcement actions to address harm to consumers,’ 



the agency said .... The CFPB said the new exam procedures were coordinated with other regulators through the 
FFIEC, to ensure they all have a shared understanding of the new consumer protections for money transfers." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i CFPB Materials: Examination Procedures -- Press Release 

Regulators Propose New Diversity Stan~lards (October 23,2013) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "Financial regulators are seeking to establish new standards to 
gauge the racial and gender diversity policies at companies including everything from employees, customers and 
suppliers. Six federal regulators jointly proposed diversity standards Wednesday [October 23] that will be monitored 
by a division at each agency called the Office of Minority and Women Inclusion. Regulators will look at the policies 
and practices of financial companies based on four main areas: their commitment to diversity and inclusion; the 
employment profile and practices; procurement and business practices and supplier diversity; and transparency of 
organizational diversity and inclusion. The regulators said the directors of their diversity division at each agency has 
been meeting with industry representatives, trade groups and consumer advocates to help form new diversity 
standards that were required under the Dodd-Frank Act. ’Information obtained from those discussions helped shape 
the proposed standards,’ the regulators said. They also stipulated that they will account for other variables during 
diversity exams such as the asset size, employee count, location, contract volume and amount of customers at each 
company." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Regulator Materials: Proposed Interaqency Statement -- SEC Commissioner Aquilar Statement -- 

Press Releases: CFPB; FDIC; Federal Reserve; NCUA; OCC; SEC 

October 28, 2013 2013 New York Reqional Seminar--SIFMA Compliance and Legal Society 

Monday 8:00 AIr1 - 6:30 PM o Conrad New York Hotel, New York, N¥ 

o Topics include: Current regulatory and examination priorities; Derivatives -- Dodd-Frank implementation updates; Status of 
uniform standard of care; Retail compliance issues; Ethical issues for legal and compliance professionals; and Significant 
enforcement actions. Speakers include: SEC Division of Enforcement Co-DirectorAndrew Ceresney, FINRA Chairman and 
CEO Richard Ketchum, CFTC Swap Dealer and Intermediary Oversight Division Director Gary Barnett, CFTC Enforcement 
Division Director David ~/leister, FINRA Chief Legal Officer Robert Colby, and Davis Polk Partners Linda Thomsen and 
Annette Nazareth. (Program; Registration) 

October 29, 2013 Examining Legislative Proposals to Reform the CFPB -- House Financial Services Subcommittee 

Tuesday 3:00 P~,;] ¯ ,,1 .z~ Rayburn House Office Building, Washin.gton, DC 

° Financial institutions and Consumer Credit Subcommittee hearing. Witnesses: U.S. Chamber Center for Capital Markets 

Competitiveness Executive Director Jess Sharp; Summit Financial Group SVP and CFO Robert Tissue, on behalf of the West 
Virginia Bankers Association; Washington Gas Light FCU President and CEO Lynette Smith, on behalf of the NAFCU; and 
American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations Policy Director and Special Counsel Damon Silvers. 
(~ommittee Memorandum.) (Rescheduled from 10/24/13) 

October 30,201:} Open Meeting on Customers Protections -- CFTC 

We@~esday 9:30 AlVl ¯ CF]C Headquarters Conference Center, Three Lafayette Centre, 1155 21st Street NW, Washington, DC 

o Open meeting to consider enhancing protections for futures customers and other business. (Webcast) 

October 30, 2013 
Wednesday 

Open Meeting on Liquidity Risk Standards -- FDIC 
1:30 PM ¯ FDIC Building located at 550 17th Street NW, Washington, DC 

° Open meeting to consider a proposed rule to implement liquidity risk standards for certain FDIC supervised institutions. 
(Webcast) 

FSOC Closed Meeting-- FSOC 
Cfosed Session ¯ Washington, DC 

° Treasury Secretary Lew will chair a meeting of the FSOC in a closed session. 



November 5, 2013 2013 Closed-End Fund Conference --ICl 

Tuesday 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM o Marriott Downtown, New York, NY 

o Davis Polk partner Susan Ervin will be on a panel entitled "Facing the Emerging Challenges of Managing a Closed-End Fund." 
Other speakers include: BlackRock Director Jonathan Diorio, Morgan Stanley Executive Director David Rosen and UBS 
Executive Director Sangeeta Marfatia. (Program; Registration) 

Open Meeting on Position Limits- CFTC 
9:30 AM ¯ CFTC Headquarters Conference Cer~ter~ Three Lafayette Centre, 1155 21st Street NW~ Washingtor~, DC 

. Open meeting to consider proposals on position limits and other business. (Webcast) 

November 11 - 12, Annual Meeting 2013: Helping Americans Succeed, Helping Main Street Prosper -- SIFMA 

2.013 4:30 f>M - 9:30 PM Monday, 8:00 AM - 7:00 PM ]uesday o Marriott Marquis, New York, NY 

Monday - Tuesday o Davis Polk partner Annette Nazareth will moderate "Derivatives Regulation and the Volcker Rule: Managing Risk and Liquidity 
After Dodd-Frank." Davis Polk associate Gabe Rosenberg will be a panelist on ’The Futurization of Swaps: The Next 
Derivatives Trade for Asset Managers?" Featured speakers include: Clinton Foundation Founder Bill Clinton; Barclays Senior 
Advisor Jeb Bush; Goldman Sachs Chairman and CEO Lloyd Blankfein; BlackRock Chairman and CEO Larry Fink; SEC 
Chair Mary Jo White; FINRA Chairman and CEO Richard Ketchum; BNY Mellon President Karen Peetz; and Robert W. Baird 
Chairman, President and CEO Paul E. Purcell. (~; Registration; Speakers) 

November14 -16, 
2013 
Thursday- Saturday 

2013 National Lawyers Convention: Textualism and the Role of Judq~# -- The Federalist Society for 
E~w ~nd P~l~lic Poiic~ S~clies 

All day each day ¯ The Mayflower Hotel, 1127 Connecticut Avenue NW, Washington, DC 
° Davis Polk partner Randall Guynn will speak on %oo Big to Fail: What Now?" (Program, Speakers and Re,qistration) 

November 21 - 22, Annual Conference -- The Clearing House 

2:013 7:30 AM ---8:45 PM - The Mayflower Hotel, 1 127 Connecticut Avenue NW, Washington, DC 

Thursday - Friday ° A forum for industry leaders to examine the bank regulatory and payments landscape in the post@odd-Frank era. Regulators, 

academics, industry executives, and legal and regulatory professionals will participate in workshops and panels on two thematic 
tracks -- the changing financial regulatory landscape and the dynamic world of evolving payments technology. Speakers 
include: New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg, CFPB Director Richard Cordray, FDIC Chairman Martin Gruenberg, 
Federal Reserve Governor Jerome Powell and Davis Polk partner Randall Guynn who will moderate the "Resolution and 
Recovery: Bankruptcy Not Bailout" panel. ( _P_ _ _r_ _o_ g_ _r_ _a_ ~ ; _ _S_ p_ _ _e_ _ _a_ _ _k_ _e_ _r_ _s_ ; _ _R_ _ _e_ g_ ! _s_ _t_ _r_ _a_ _t!_ _o_ _ _n_ ) 
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News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

10 victory against Boston 
Boston 
College 

Co~e£]e quarterback 

The Noah Carolina Tar Heels hold Chase Retie 

the Eagles to 262 yards and then 

celebrate the end of a long four- 

game losing streak. 

UNC defense {im{ts b{g Nays, excels against 

the #ass 

The Tar Heels load the field with defensive backs 

and give up just 59 passing yards - the fewest they 

allowed in any game since 1997 

UNC vs. Boron College: It’s 

game day 

North Carolina hosts Boston 

College at Kenan Stadium: Some 

pregame thoughts 

Can A.J. 

Blue, T.J. 

Logan (not 
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This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. £:R[~#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sue Konzelmann <~s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.uk~ 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 7:36 AM 

Sue Konzelma~n <s.konzelma~n@bbk.ac.uk> 

FW: Improving Corporate Behaviour Cont~rence - (ICBC2) 

ICBC Conference - Flyer BAM .pdf 

Hi everyone, 

Don Nordberg forwarded the attached information about an event that may be of interest ... His email (below) explains more about it. 

take care, 

Sue 

Dr Suzanne J Konzelmarm 
Reader in Management 

Director, London (;entre for Corporate Governance & F, thics 
Director, Post Graduate Programnnes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 

Birkbeck, Universi~ of London 
Malet Street Bloomsbury 
London WCI E 7HX 

LCCGE website: http ://www [cc~e.bbk. ac.uk/ 
Personal webpage: http://wwwbbk.acukJmanop/mana~ement/staff/konzelmannshtml 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssrn.com/author 349753 

See my latest books: 

The Economics of Austerity 
http://www.e-el~ar couk/bookentry main.lasso?id 15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: The Faces of Liberal Capitalism 
http:i/w~vw routled~e corn/books/details/9780415517898/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Donald Nordberg [mailto :donald(&nordberg. org.uk] 
Sent: Stm 27/10/2013 11 : 17 
To: Sue Konzelmatm 
Subject: FW: Improving Corporate Behaviour Conference - (IC’~3C2) 

Sue, 

Another enjoyable evening. I’m sorry I couldn’t hang around to chat longer. 

I mean to mention it last night, but attached you’ll find a flyer for a 
rrm~i-conference the British Academy of Management’s corporate governance SIG 
is having in November at the House of Cormnons. It’s aimed mainly at PhD 
students, although some of your Master’s dissertations might fit the bill. 
The idea is short - five minute - presentations, all quite rapid fire. 
Elevator pitches, in effect, to emphasize the need to communicate xvhy the 
research matters. 

I’m not directly involved in organizing it, and it could be that all the 
slots have already been filled But if not, I’m sure they welcome ideas fi-om 
some of the people around the table last night 

Best wishes, 

Don 

From: Brookes, Alexandra [mailto:Alexandra.Brookes. 1 @citv.ac.uk] 
Sent: 18 October 2013 13:33 
To: Undisclosed recipients: 
Subject: Improving Corporate Behaviour Conference - (ICBC2) 



Dear All, 

Please see the attached flyer from The British Academy of Managemem, 
Corporate Governance Special Interest Group, regarding a conference which 
may be of interest to you 
’]?here is no need to submit a paper to attend this. 

’]?he conference is being held at the Palace of Westminster on Tuesd~U 26th 
November 2013, from 6.30 - 900 pro. 

If you wish to attend, please cor~firm back to my colleague, Ruth Massie, on 
Ruth.Massie. 1 @cass.city. ac uk 

Thanks in advance. 

Kind Regards, 

Alex Brookes 
Faculty Assistant, Faculty of Management 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7040 0289 ] Fax: ~44 (0) 20 7040 8328 
Cass Business School i 106 Burdnill Rosy, London, EC 1Y 8TZ 

<http:i/~vw~v.cass.cits,.ac.uk/> w~’.cass.city.ac.uk 



BAM British Academy 
~~: Management 

LONDON 

Papers are invited for the 2nd Improving 
Corporate Behaviour Conference 

Tuesday 26th November 2013, 6:30-9pm 

Committee Room 16, Palace of Westminster, London, SW1A 0AA 

Hosted by: The Corporate Governance Special Interest Group of 
The British Academy of Management 

ICBC2 welcomes papers of 2000-3000 words relating to the conference theme: 

"Improving Corporate Behaviour". The theme can be approached from a number of 

angles (e.g. Corporate Governance, Company Law, Public Relations, Accounting, Business 

Ethics, HRM, Business History etc.). 

Accepted presenters will each have eight minutes to present a synopsis of their paper. 

Following each presentation, a panel of experts will question the presenter. Prizes will be 

awarded to the winner and runner-up. 

Abstracts of 200-300 words or full papers of 2000-3000 words should be submitted to 

Professor Stephen Perkins (London Metropolitan University) s.perkins@londonmet.ac.uk 

The abstract deadline is :lSth October 20:13, and the full paper deadline is 4th November 

20~L3. Referencing must follow a standard format such as APA, Chicago, Harvard or 

Vancouver. 

Sponsorship and corporate enquiries should be made to the Conference Director, Daniel 
Valentine (Oxford University) daniel.valentine@ke!logg.ox.ac.uk 

Following the conference, the two winning papers will be published on The British Academy 

of Management’s website. (www.bam.ac.uk) 

The conference is free, but spectators should book via www.bam.ac.uk/training-and-events 

as places are limited. 

The mission of the ICBC is: "To improve and strengthen capitalism in the UK, through study of 

the structure, governance, history, ethics, philosophy & future development of capitalism 

and business enterprise". 

Directions to the venue can be found here: www.parliament.uk/visiting/directions!d!rections! 
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WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The 10 MUths of Legal Writing 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Jen Jones, ENC Foundation <enc@equali~nc.org~ 
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ENDS TODAY: Eaxly Bird Equality Gala Regis~tration 

Conference&Gala 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jen Jones, ENC Foundation <enc@equali~nc.org~ 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 10:26 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ENDS TODAY: Eaxly Bird Equality Gala Regis~tration 

Conference&Gala 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 8:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Obama Unaware as U.S. Spied on World Leaders 

Obama Unaware as [ ,S, Spied on W(~rld Leaders 

The Notional Security Agency ended a program used to spy on German Chancellor 

Angela Merkel and a number of other world leaders after an internal Obama administration 

review started this summer revealed to the White House the existence of the operations, 

U.S. officials said. 

Officials said the internal review turned up NSA monitoring of some 35 world leaders, in the 

U.S. government’s first public acknowledgment that the U .S. government tapped the 

phones of world leaders. European leaders have joined international outrage over 

revelations of U .S. surveillance of Ms. Merkel’s phone and of NSA’s monitoring of 

telephone call data in France. 

The VVhite House cut off some monitoring programs after learning of them, including the 

one tracking Ms. Merkel and some other world leaders, a senior U.S. official said. Other 

programs have been slated for termination but haven’t been phased out completely yet, 

officials said. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 
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To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <j obs- lislings(~linkedin com> 

Snnday, October 27, 2013 10:55 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Lissa Lamldn: UniversiLy of Virginia- Mclntire School of ComInerce, Washington State University and UniversiF of Kansas Medical Center 

looking for candidates like yon. 

Associ~te Dea.q to.~ Adrnir~istl;~fion & Ci:ief 

Unive~ity of Virginia- Mclnfire School of 

Charlottesville, Virginia Area 

Ac;~demic Di.~ector 
Washington State Univemity 

Portland, Oregon Area 

Vice Chsnceiio~ for 
Unive[sity of Kansas Medical Center 

Kansas City, Missouri Area 

Associ;~fe De;~:. St~de~:t ;~:d Alumni Affairs 

New York University 
Greater New York City Area 

G~apMc .~)esig n 

Penn State University 

State College, Pennsylvania Area 

Assk~tantlAssocia[e Prolessor, Msn~gement of 

Saint Maqi<s College of California 

San Francisco Bay Area 

Director; ~:-]xec~.."tive [."~duc~tior~ Corporate 
Program,s ~nd ~-Zxec.’.~five Oevetopmenl 

University of Ulah - Employment 

Greater Salt Lake City Area 

Associ;~k÷ Dean< STL")VI 

Central Piedmont Corrlmunity College 

Charlotte. North Carolina Area 

Relalions 

University of Maryland 

Washington D.C. Metro Area 

Associ~le Vice Chsncello.." of lntbrm~tion 

Universit~ of California 

Merced, California Area 

View Job B 

View ,Job 
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View Job [] 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Grand Masters 2013 : Corporate Coun~ls Legal Best Practices Summit <grandmasters witnesslive.in@mai122.at151 .rsgsv.neD 

Monday, October 28, 2013 12:45 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@enmJl.unc.edu> 

Checkmate Your Legal Business Clmllenges @ The Grandmas’ters 2013, 22nd Nov, New Delhi 

The Grand Masters 2013 

W TNE55 
presents 

The Grandmasters 2013 
CORPORATE COUNSELS LEGAL BEST PRACTICES gUMMIT 

22nd November 2013 I Le Meridier’.., New Delhi 

www,grandmasters2013.com 

The Summit Concept 

’¢~th the ever changing legal and reg~iatoB,’ domain Corporate CorP.,sol have a larger 

role te play; it is vital for to be the grandmasters and piay a key role in strategising and 

poiicy framing for the organisatiens. V~qth the same the~ght Lax Witness brings up 

severai discussions with the peers and expe,,ts of the legal fraternity to attain legai best 

practices. 

New and Innovative thoughts to Arm You with the Winning Edge 

8eiP.,g val,ue odentedl discover the sec>~ts to maximise the performaP, ca. Fu.:’thermore~ 

ieam how to be proactive in giving strategic advice to the stakehoiders. 

Legal Risk Management: Problem Solving to Problem Prevention 

V%nt to siay out of litigaiion? [.ePs see how the best minds of the f~atemity analyse the 

risks in\;oived and I’.,ow do they manage to keep ti~emselves away 1?ore iitiga[ion. 

Legal Knowledge Management 

Discuss the meg efficient informatio~ strategies, i~frastructure and automation 

opportunities available in the legal professionai’s work environment to drive efficiencies 

and increase work productivity. 

Legal Updates 

’,,,’g’ith s~ch a versatiie set up of amendments; it’s a 24*7 ieb for the profassionals to 

keep themselves clpdated. The Grandmastecs 2013 d~scc~sses a few major 

developments, which has ~e~ mostly with a grey shade and ~t needs to have a black 

and white. 

Compeddo~ Act & Compe~ftmn (Amet~dmen~ B~}’I, 2012 

Companies Act, 20 f3 

Role Enhancement 

There is always a room for improvement; there is always a better choice. The great 

may s[ili get barter. Enhap, ce major role piays witi~ the Gurus 



L:)ispute Reso@tlens 

Co~np;;at,,ce Management 

!nvesd~adon and Mitigation of F~ud and V!/hite Co!@~ C~imes 

Technical Sessions 

Discuss a~d Unders[and [he Technicali[ies and Ddve Solu[ions that e~ route Practical 

I m pie m e ,,’~ [a t io ,,’~s 

Le,~a7 Aud7Ds 

Knowledge Care 

A <~iltevagJation session to emboss [he le~mi¢.,g of[he day; sh~re your knov,;ledge 

gain more from your peers 

Makes Sense ? Get invo~ved 

Bh~@inder Kau~i E: Bhup~de~@%~tnessUve,~n ~ M: 09~54155065 

Neetma Maheshwari E: Neetma@WRnessL~ve.i~ ~M: 08800841600 

Delegate Reg~strat~o~s 

Pus~pmee[ N~nda ~ E: Pushprnee[@W~tnessUve.h~ M: 08130920620 

klma~ S~ngh i E: kIma~@V~tnessUve,~n ~M: ~85z,, z~09 

Neha Sa~rdi E: Neha@~f,~tnessUve]n ~ M: 0981043t 898 

A Lex Witqsss Reader Co!;necI initiative 

L.ex Witness - India’s !st Ma~ezine o1= Legal g Corporate 
428: 2q~ Fbor, MG Read 

Gb~tora~ 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 3:19 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 108, 10/28/2013 

Table of Contents 

Investor Relations: Corporate Governance and Investor Relations 

t,~aynlond Wai Pong Yuen, Universidad Empresarial de Costa Rica 

Compliance and Multidimensional Firm Performance: Evaluating the Efficacy of Rule-Based Code of Corporate Governance 

Yasir Bin ]ariq, Mohammad All .]innah University (MAJU) 

Zaheer Abbas, International Islamic University 

The Corporate Finance Case for Deliberation-Oriented Stress Testing Regulation 

Robert F. Weber, University of Tulsa College of Law 

Blatant Disregard or Inadequate Advice? Norwegian Authorities" Guidance on Fish and Phosphates Extraction from Western Sahara 

Hans Norten Haugen, Diakonhjemmet University College 

When Making Money and Making a Sustainable and Societal Difference Collide: Will Benefit Corporations Succeed or Fail? 

.Joseph Karl Grant, Florida A&M University - College of Law 

Fiduciary Duties in Business Entities Revisited 

Edwin W. Hecker, University of Kansas - School of Law 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE e3OURNAL 

[[~ Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"Investor IRe~ations: Corporate Governance and ~nvestor Relations" ..... 

Institute of Financial Planners Hong Kong Seminar, Nov 20~3 

~L~’MOND WA:[ PONG YUI~N, Universidad Empresarial de Costa P.ica 

Email: rayyuen203.0@g mail.corn 

This is a set of presentation training on "Investor Relations and Corporate Governance". The presentation covers: Corporate Governance and 
Investor Relations; Corporate Governance: Basics related to Investor Relations; IR related laws, rules and guidelines; Company Bills Amendment 
2014; Securities and Futures Ordinance Amendment 2012; Guidelines from Securities and Futures Commission; Listing Rules of Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange and trading halt. 

i::i::i::i"Compiiance and Multidimensional Firm Pedormance: Evaluating the Efficacy of Rule-E~ased Code of Corporate Governance" 

Econofflic A1ode/lin¢ VoL 35, 2013 

YASI~R BIN TARIQ, Mohammad All Jinnah University (MAJU) 

Email: yasirbintariq@yahoo,com 
Z~R A~A$, International Islamic University 

Email: harral2002@yahoo,com 

This study seeks to evaluate the efficacy of the Pakistani Code of Corporate Governance by finding out its impact on firm’s performance and 
efficiency. This exploration is done in the context that Securities & Exchange Commission of Pakistan’s choice of corporate governance regulations 

is heavily influenced by Anglo-Saxon approach, whereas de-facto realities of Pakistani corporate environment are quite in contrast. 

Using a panel data of 119 firms for the period of 8 years i.e. 2003 to 2010, and using a multidimensional performance framework i.e. financial 

performance and technical efficiency, we find that the extent of compliance has increased since the issuance of code in 2002. After controlling for 

firm size, growth, dividend payout, age and leverage, we find significant positive impact of compliance on firm’s performance (ROA, ROE and ROCE). 
We also find a weak positive relationship between compliance and technical efficiency. We suggest that compliance is not linearly related with 

financial performance and we find that high compliant firms are less profitable than average or low compliant firms. This implies that one-size-fits all 

approach along with mandatory compliance is a questionable approach for Pakistani firms. 

This study is first in Pakistan in providing empirical evidence on efficacy of the rule-based Code of Corporate Governance and also adds to growing 



but underdeveloped literature on compliance and firm performance in emerging/developing economies. Further, this study offers insight to policy 

makers on the efficacy of current corporate governance regulations and offers a research framework for assessing the extent of compliance, 
effectiveness and economic impact of code of corporate governance. 

The Ioumal of Corporation Law, VoL 39, 2014 

RO~IERT F. WEBER, University of Tulsa College of Law 

Emaih robert r.weber@g mail.corn 

Stress testing regulation has become a pillar of the financial regulatory apparatus in recent years. In previous work I have argued in favor of a 

regulatory regime that seeks to embed a more deliberative, mindful decisional infrastructure in financial institutions. Such a "deliberation-oriented" 
stress testing regulatory program could serve as an antidote to certain decisional pathologies that inhibit institutional learning about risk. But the 

normative case for deliberation-oriented stress testing regulation depends also on resolving an organizational question: even if regulators are 

successful in encouraging greater deliberation on stress and failure within the firm, how will the heightened awareness of risk and the possibility of 

loss translate into different decision outcomes? This article addresses that question by using basic corporate finance principles such as discounted 
cash flow valuation methods and the net present value rule to explain how decisions are likely to change - for the better, from the perspective of 

regulators and the public. I also will show how more specialized capital budgeting tools such as value-at-risk, expected shortfall, risk-adjusted 

return on capital, economic capital, scenario analysis, decision tree analysis, and Monte Carlo simulation will similarly yield better decision 

outcomes. 

IntemaUona; and Camparative Corporate Law Iou~na/, VoL .10~ IVo. 2, 20.13 

HA~ ~ORTEN ~,~�~11~, Diakonhjernmet University College 

Emaih haugen @diakon hjem met. no 

Based on Western Sahara’s status as a non-self-governing territory and the rights of peoples in such territories over their natural resources, the 
article analyzes the Norwegian policy addressing Norwegian business enterprises operating in Western Sahara. In addition to relevant treaties 
and resolutions, the article assesses the scope of the revised OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights, both adopted in 2055. In both the OECD and UN non-binding standards, enterprises are asked to undertake a human 
rights due diligence and to prevent adverse human rights impacts that are directly linked to their operations, products or services by their business 
relationships. Norway has listed Western Sahara as an exceptional case in its 2009 White Paper on CSR, and made available an explicit 
recommendation against investing in Western Sahara (’dissuasion’). However, the text of this dissuasion is far from perfect. First, the text does not 
refer to international law, but rather refers to the ’situation’ in Western Sahara. Second, the central feature of the text is whether or not the 
economic activities promote the ’interests of the local population’, rather than the rights and wishes of the peoples of the non-self-governing 
territory of Western Sahara. This article also analyzes statements, policies, rejections and secrecy of specific Norwegian companies, showing that 
some of these companies simply chose to ignore the impact of their conduct towards the original peoples (the Saharawis). This is in clear 
contradiction to the duty to undertake human rights due diligence and to prevent negative human rights impacts resulting from their operations, as 
specified in the OECD and UN standards. It must be acknowledged, however, that there are some Saharawis who are collaborating with Moroccan 
companies, and are receiving substantial financial benefits. 

Indiana Law Revie’4; Vo], 46, ]Vo, 3, 2013 

.~O~EPH t4ARL GRANT, Florida A&M University - College of Law 

Ernaih joseph.grant@fa mu,ed u 

A quiet, but important, corporate revolution is afoot in the United States. Many of us, laypersons and corporate scholars alike, have not even 
noticed. A new type of corporate entity has been created-the benefit corporation. 

This article explores benefit corporations as a tool entrepreneurs can use to make money, foster environmental sustainability, and create societal 

improvement. Part I briefly examines who has been advocating for the creation and passage of benefit corporation legislation in the United States. 

Part H analyzes the statutory requirements to form a benefit corporation. Specifically, Part H discusses the issues of purpose, accountability, 
transparency, rights of action, and enforcement of those rights in connection with the creation and operation of a benefit corporation. Part IH 

highlights the states that have passed benefit corporation statutes and highlights those considering similar legislation. Part IV examines the pre- 

existing use of benefit entitles, in unincorporated form, through exploration of the benefit certification process. Finally, Part V offers a future 

prognosis and debates whether benefit corporations will succeed or fail. 

Kansas Law Review 923 (2012), 

~I~W~ W. IH~(~R~R, University of Kansas - School of Law 

Emaih whecker@ku,edu 

The trend of Kansas courts looking to Delaware precedent has continued unabated. However, the trend of homogenization of fiduciary duty law as 

applied to different forms of entity has suffered some setbacks with respect to partnerships and limited liability companies. In addition, the law of 

corporate directors’ and officers’ fiduciary duties underwent a major paradigm shift shortly after publication of the original article. Like the original, 
the modest goal of this Article is to survey generally the law of fiduciary duties with respect to Kansas corporations, partnerships (general and 

limited liability), limited partnerships, and limited liability companies, and to illustrate the extent to which corporate law concepts and precedents 

are being applied (or not applied) in the context of these other forms of business organization. Part H considers fiduciary status, Part [H the duty 

of care, and Part ~V the duty of loyalty. 
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Looking back at the Week 9 of the College Football 
season 

UNC; defense ~irNts big p~ays, exce{s against 

the pass 

The Tar Heels load the field with defensive backs 

and give up just 59 passing yards - the fewest they 

allowed in any game since 1997. 
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Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

KKR to Invest $100 ~illion to Build Wireless Infrastructure 

"U.S. private equity firm KKR & Co will invest $100 million alongside 
investmen~ Iirm Associated Partners LP to build wireless communications 
infrastructure," Reuters (Oct, 28, Prasad, A,gga[wal) has confirmed, Under 
terms of the deal, KKR will make minority investments in a trio of businesses 
managed by Associated Partners, In addition to ~he initial investment, KKR 
could contribute more funds at a later date, 

MSN Money (Oct. 28) notes that Associated Partners is aiming to ramp up 
its business upgrading wireless systems in rural areas. Such markets 
generally lag behind urban areas in terms of data handling capacity, The deal 
with KKR is expected to be formally announced by the end of Monday. 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 28, Dezember) add,<; that Associated Padners 
has about 20 teams nationwide focused on rewirin{~ hard-to-reach cell sites 
with the latest high-speed equipment on behalf of such major carders as 
AT&T I nc, and Verizon Wireless~ KKR’s tie-up with ~he corr~pany comes as 
the New York-based private-equity firm and its competitors are looking to 
expand beyond the traditional buyout. The Journal notes that "the Associated 
Partners deal has similarities ~o partnerships KKR has s~ruck in ~he oil patch 

with such corr~panies as Chesapeake Energy Corp. and Schlumbe~ge[ Ltd~ 
It’s also a bet that just as the boom in U .S r oil-and-gas drilling has opened up 

big investment opportunities building new pipelines, Americans’ love affair with 
smartphones has created a need to revamp wireless networks." KKR will be 
investing in these ventures by tapping its infrastructure fund, which targets 
deals with lewer risk than the pools of money it taps for corperate takeovers. 
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NACD Board Evaluations: Focus on What Matters to You 

Board evaluations can be a siressful and often rely sensitive task. The goal is 
to gain clarity on you~ strengths, minimize your risks, and promote 
growth with clear focus--not to simply "check the box." A large number of 
boards are asking NACD to help them see the Mg picture and Menfify new 
oppo~un~fies w~th~n the deta~s. Our NACD adviso~a~l experienced d~rectors 
themselves facilitate confidential evaluations designed to uncover ~ns~ghts 
that ~randorm a potentially sensitive exercise ~nto a va]uaMe one. 

Take advantage of FMI SaWt~gs, now through Nov. 1. Learn how NACD 
can meet your needs today by schedule a complimentary consultation 

online, via e~ma~l, o~ c~ll 202~72-2101. 
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Miami, FL (Dec. 9-10, 
2013) 
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19, 2013) 
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2013) 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 27, Rapopor~) is reporting that federal regulators Webinare 



have cautioned banks against padding their profits with money allocated to 
cover bad loans. However, some of lhe country’s la[gesl banks did more of it 
in this year’s July4hrough-September period than in the previous quaffer. The 
Journal notes thal "J.R Morgan Chase & Co., Welts Fargo & Co, Bank of 
Amedca Corp., and C[figroup [nc. --the nation’s largest banks by assets - 
tapped a total of $4,9 bHIbn in loan-loss reserves in the third quarter, up by 
about a tMrd from both the second quarter and 1he year,go quader after 
adjustments." Aft of the banks w~th the exception of Cifigroup repoRed s~zable 
increases compared w~{h the second quintet. 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

Blacks[one’s Tony James Se~ls 3.25 II~i[Iion Shares, Filing Shows 

Bloomber.q (Oct. 26, Sabo) has learned that "Blacks[one Group LP President 
Tony James [last] week sold aboul $88.6 million in company stock, al least 
his third sale of ~he year, as shares trade near a six-year high/’ Between Oct. 
23 and Oct. 25, an SEC filing shows that James sokJ 3,25 milfion shares at 
prices ranging from $26.71 to $27.85. The sales were through a company 
controlled by James, his wife, and a lrusl Ior his olfspring. Blacks[one ranks 
as the workJ’s largest manager of alternative assets such as real estate and 
private equity. Its shares are up 71 percent since Jan. 1. 

PCAOB Warns on intema~ Control Problems 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 25, Chasan) repeals that the Public Company 
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) "is telling corporate auditors they need 
to do a better job making sure companies’ internal controls are working 
elfectively to pro~ect againsl fl~rud." In an abr~ sent on Thursday, lhe U,S. 
accounting watchdog repo~ted "s[,~nificant audit deficiencies" in cases 
involving audite~ that failed to identify and test corporate controls. Such 
procedures are designed by companies ~o prevent material financial 
misstatements. The PCAOB said audit committees on corporate boards of 
directors may ~’~a nt to discuss with their auditor how best to address such 
deficiencies. 

ShareICT~ ::~ Faceb°°k ]l~ 

La~(and P£!icy ............................................................................................................................... 

Nasdaq Expects to Pay $41.6 Miilio~ for Facebook IPO Claims 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 27, Bunge) is reporting that "Nasdaq OMX 
Group Inc. expects to pay out $41.6 miflion in compensation to firms that lost 
money due to problems trading during the May 2012 Facebook Ins. initial 
puMic oftering, substantially less than ~he exchange company’s 
estimate/’ A F~nanc[al ~ndust~ Regulato~ Authority analysis recently 
determined thai figure as "the to[at value of valid subm~lted claims" based on 
the criteria for the review approved by the SEC. The total undemhoots the $62 
milibn allocated by Nasdaq lo cover losses in the episode. The 6oumaI 
tecalls, "Problems with the aulomated processes Nasdaq used to match up 
trades to form the opening transaction in Facebook shares resulted in some 
traders buying and selling lhe stock for hours without a char idea o~ their 
positions, bading 1o bsses," 

Share~ ::~, Facebook ~ 

Corporate Governance 

Vodafone to Refresh IBoard 

Facing a major overhaul of its board over the next two years, the London 

Teleqraph (Oct. 27, Quinn) reports that Vodafone is in the initial stages of 
searching Ior up to three new non-executive direclors. "The telecoms gian~ 
r [S looking to add new blood to its board as the flint pal[ of a phased refresh," 
states the newspaper. By the thee of the company’s ~ext annua~ meeting 
the summer of 2014, three of ~he FTSE 100 company’s non-executives 
have se~’ed n~ne or more years~ By the fellow[ng year, six d the nine non- 
executives wi~ have sepyed fer at ~easl nine years~ "Under cor#orale 
governance guidelines," notes the Telegraph, "no~xecutbes are no ~o~ger 
deemed independent aRer nine years. But ~hey a~low for directors ~o remain 
on a board ~f colleagues deem that he or she is stil~ independent." 

Arizona-Company Directors Bring Expertise From Around World 

The Arizona Republic (Oct. 26, Wiles) observes ~hat most of Arizona’s larger 
corporations do business throughout the country and world. So, the 
newspaper notes, it should come as no surprise they "recruit board members 
fl~m across state lines and even international boundaries. S~iii, community 
booslers say il’s good when at least some of the men and women who serve 
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as directors.., have local roots." Currently, about two in three Arizona- 
company directors have to travel to ~he state for corporate matters, no~es a 
Republic analysis of the 100 highest-paid hoard members. Due to 1he fact that 
d~rectors sign off on such issues as where to ~ocate factories and where lo 
s~te corporate hesdq~a~ers, their votes can reverberate locally. Grooming and 
recruiting more ~eade[s ~o sit oR puMic-company boards could emich and 
deepen 1he business base here, says former Pinnacle ~st Capita~ Cor~. 

Cha~[man and CEO W~am Post, who s~ts on the boards of three Arizona 
corporations. He adds tha~ directors who ~Jve ~n a company’s home state 
a better appreciation for the business c~imate and Ioca~ 

Sha,e~ ::~, Facebook ~ 

Cyber Risk a Top Concern for C-Suites 

The National Law Review (Oct. 27) notes tha~ panelists at the recent Advisen 
Cyber Risk insights conference agreed tha~ "risk managers no longer have a 
preblem .(letting the attention of their company board and executives when it 
comes to cyber issues. At Royal Ahold N.V., for instance, a supePvisory- 
board is now in place ~hat insists on an annual review of insurance policies, 
including those pertaining to cyber-[elated matters. Nicholas Parillo, ’,,ice 
president of global insurance for the company, states that giving his annual 
presentation to the board is made much easier because "the person before 
me is ~he chiel security olficer and before that, the CIO and it’s good to know 
that they are saying the same things I’m saying. That’s the level this kind of 
risk has achieved within major corporations." 

S ha reFT~ ii.~ Faceb°°k ]E] 

C-Suite 

Serco Chief Executive Resigns i~ Wake of Fraud Allegations 

On Friday, ~he London Telegraph (Oct. 25, A[rnstrong) [epor~s, Chris Hyman 
unexpectedly (#~it as CEO of the multinational outsourcing company Serco. 
Ed Casey, who has headed Serco’s Americas d~v~s~on for the past e~ght 
years, has been named to ~he board as acting group chief executive effective 
immediately. ~n ~he wake of ~raud allegations, Serco sa~d Jt was "appropriate 
to ~ook outside of the bus~ness" fer a new cMef executN’e and that 1Ms search 
has akeady sta~ed. "Serco has been embroiled h~ a~egsfions that it had 
overcharged ~he M~nistry of Justice for e~ectron~c tagg#~g," states the 
Telegraph. "In AugusL ~t also emerged that Serco employees were a~eged to 
have falsified pdson van documents." The company ~s now ~n the process of 
launcMng measures to ~mp[ove transparency, w~th plans to spl~t ~ts U.K. and 
European d~v~s~on ~r~ two. 
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Study Uncovers Scares and Phantom Purchases at the Nation’s 
Nonprofits 

A Washington Post (Oct. 26, Stephens, Flahe[ty) analysis of filings from 2008 
to las~ year determined tha~ more than 1,000 nonprofit organizations have 
uncovered a "s~gn~ficanl d~versJon" of assets, d~sc~os~ng losses atldbuted to 

theft, ~nvestment fraud, embezzlement, and other unauthorized uses of funds. 
According to the Post, "the d~vers~ons drabbed hundreds of m~ions of defeats 
from ~ns~tutions that ate underwritten by puM~c donations and government 
funds." Only 10 of the Mggest d~sclosures ~dent~fied by the Post cited 
comMned losses to nonprofit groups and their affiliates that potentially totaled 
over $500 m~lien. "The findings are str~k~ng because organizations are 
[e(#~ired to repo~t on~y dN’ers~ons of mote than $250~000 or those identified as 
having exceeded 5 percent d an organization’s annua~ gross receipts o[ tota~ 

assets," states the Post. 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

Economic Outlook 

Cyber Shopping to Drive Shipping this Noliday Season 

Hispanic Business (Oct. 27) is reporting that "the ceraing holiday rnailing 
season could be the biggest on record with two of the nation’s largest 
shippers - United Parcel Service and Federal Express Corp. - predicting a 
strong jump in online shopping tha~ will boost ~he number of packages they 
will de~ver~" The season is expected to be so strong 1hat UPS recently 
deta~ed p~ams to Mre approximately 55,000 seasona~ employees nat~omwide 
to wo[k as package sode~, Io8ders, umloaders, 8nd dr~vers. The Nat~ona~ 
Retai~ Federation’s most recent holiday shopp#~g survey forecasts tha~ the 
average consumer p~ans 1o do 40 percent of Ms/her ho~k~ay shopping on~ne 
this year. "More online shopping means more packages w~ll be sMpped," the 
publication reasons~ 



Durable-Goods O~ders Rise 3.7 Pe~ce~t in ~eptembe~ 

"A snapback in contracts for Boeing jets boosted U.S, orders for durable 

goods in September." reports MarketWatch (Oct. 25, Bar[ash). "but business 
investment softened again and underscored the inability of the U.S. economy 
to jump onlo a faster-grov~h p~ane." Commerce Depadment research shows 
that o[de~ for d~raMe goods rose 3.7 percent ~ast month, indeed ~ed by a 
whopping 57~5 percent increase in a~rcraft bookings. In U.S. marke~s, s~ocks 
c~imbed s~ghtly as ~nvestors focused mainly on so~d corporate earnings 
repor[s. "Business equ~pmenl spending should be dr~ving U~S. economic 
gro~h," repods Dan~e] Meckstroth, chief economist of the Manufacture~ 
A~]ance ~o[ Productivity and Innovation. "What is m~ssing ~s the confidence 
that economic gro~4h w~H accelerate and 1hat there will be profitable bus~ness 
oppo~unities in tMs count~." 
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Morrison & Foerster Seminar Series 

Morrison & Foerster 

1290 Avenue of the Americas 

Floor 39 

New York, NY 10104 

Continuing Legal Education 

Credits are pending for New York 

and California. 

Please RSVP to Alexa Powers at 

alexapowers@mofo.com or (212) 

336-4312, and indicate which 
complimentary sessions you would 
like to attend. 

For more information: 

AIexa 

(212) 
~mofo.com 

Targeted Uses o~~ P{PEs and Registered Direct 

Offeri~)gs 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 

8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. EST 

Breakfast will be served 

This session will provide an overview of recent developments 

affecting PIPE transactions, including FINRA Rule 5123, and 

registered direct offerings. We will discuss targeted use of these 

offering methodologies for acquisition financing, in distressed, 

change-of-control transactions, to place secondary (selling 

stockholder securities), as well as for other strategic uses. 

Speakers: 

Anna Pinedo 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster LLP 

James Tanenbaum 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster LLP 

Bought Deals, Block Trades and Con~identia~y 

Marketed P~b~ic Of~erings 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 

8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. EST 

Breakfast wi!! be served. 

This session will review issues to consider in connection with 

bought deals and block trades, including variable re-offer and other 

pricing matters, timing of required disclosures and documentation 

issues. We also will review best practices related to confidentially 

marketed public offerings. 

Speakers: 

Anna Pinedo 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster LLP 

James Tanenbaum 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster LLP 
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London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time These can be accessed at http:/iwww.sra or~l.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:19 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

G.17 Industrial Production 

G.17 Industrial Production 

http:!/federalreserve.gov!releases!g 17!Current!default.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Paqe. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support@govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http://www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <connections@mTitter.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:44 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Etta D. Piano, Dennis Papadatos, and Anayat ur Rehman are still waiting for you to join Twitter... 

Etta D. Pisano, Dennis Papaflatos, and Anayat ur 
Rehman are still waiting for you to join Twitter... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&l> 

Event: "Bitcoin Now: Exploring the New Frontier of Digital Cnrrency" 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

This email was ~n[ to Ibloome@emaiLunc.edu by bucflp@bu.edu 

._U_t?_d___a_t__e___r!Lo__fj!_e_LE_Lr_,_a_j!__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_![b__s_c_liib_N" [__r_i_v__a__c_!/__E_o_LLc~ 

Boston University Center for Finance, Law & Policy :: 53 Bay State Road Boston :: NA :: 022~5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu~ 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Event: "Bitcoin Now: Exploring the New Frontier of Digital Cnrrency" 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

This email was sen[ to lissa..broome~!unc,edu by bucf:lp~lbu.edu ._U_p__d___a_t__e___r!?2o__fjj_e_LE_[~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s- 
lnstant removal with S_’.a_f_e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_c_13b__ey" [__rj_v__a__c_3__~_o_[[_c~, 

Boston University Center for Finance, Law & Policy :: 53 Bay State Road Boston :: MA :: 02215 



other professionals, Here are some groups your connections have joined 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Xi North Nor~|!~ Carolina Bar Association (NCBA} Carolina Bar 

Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro ENC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 11:47 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

CALL NOW: Protect LGBT Workers I Support ENDA 

Equality NC 

It’s our turn to call the IJ.S. Senate right now and help make LGBT workplace dise~4mination histor?:. 

l~ght now, our North Carolina senators -- Kay Hagan and l~ehard Burr --. are preparing to vote on the 
Employment No~-Disefiminafion Act (or ENDA), a bill that would finally protect hardworking LOBT Americans. 
This would be the flint UoS. Senate vote on the Employment Non--Discrimination Act (or ENDA) in 17 yems -- and 
we need your help to make these all-important projections happen now. 

%’o~’t yo~ call ~ow a~d s~pport ENDA2 It only takes a m~m~te to make a differe~ce. 

Pirst, call Sen. Burr who supported the repeal on "Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell," and who could be a deciding vote in the 
passage of ENDA. 

Sen. Richard Burr (~o2) 2~4-3~54 

Here’s what you shouh] say when the senator’s staffer answers the phone: 

Hi, my name is           , aud ] ii~e in            (cily/lou~u), NVarlh Curogna, in            (zip code). 
ea~ling ~o u~?Te ~he sen~or ~o vo~ejbr ~he Empiob’ment Non-Discrimination Act. 7~nk you. 

Once you say goodbye, make sure to call Sen. Hagan - who has e~)ressed support tbr ENDA. 

Sere Kay Itagan [ (202) 

Here’s what you should say ~o that senator’s stall)r: 

Hi, mg name is , and l live in (eitg/town), Nor*h (2~rolina, in (zip code). 

It’s that easy to help make ENDA happen and make wot{<pIaee ~serimination a thing of the past. 

Please, ea]I now. Shat~ this with [~ien& and family. ~D~d thank you for N1 you do %r Equalib~. 

For Equality, 

Chris Sgro 
Executive Director 
Equality NC 

i.~.i Tell a Friend 1 Get Involved .~.iI Donate 



Fron~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 20:13:12:3:[ PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Additional P&T Revision 

Lissa, I’ve got a meeting with Jack today and will raise this. The push for this revision came before my tenure as Assoc. Dean, so I wasn’t privy to the discussions that led up to it-- 

otherwise I’d hopefully have been able to give you a better answer by now. 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 28, 2013 at 10:48 AM 

To: "Boger, Jack" <jcboger@email.unc.edu>, Jeffrey Hirsch <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Mosteller, Robert Paul" <rmostell@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Additional P&T Revision 

Hi Jack and Jeff --- I arn sorry not to have responded earlier Lo Lhis message. I have noL taken Lhis proposal to the T&P committee for approval, but couJd d~scuss it 

with the committee th~s week if you wou~d ~l<e me to, 

The proposa~ does not seem SLE]}staf~L~ve]y different to me from the language included m the new guidelines and g~ven all of our issues w~:h ~:he T&P pohcv ~ don’t: 

know ~f tMs is worth pushing h:~rward, t~ you would I~ke me to proceed, however, f 

Jeff: says the key clarification ~s that the right Lo request review for promotion to full is solely in the dean’s d~scret~on. The language thsL ~s currently in Lhere 

says ’~the dean wH] determine," which seems to me to g~ve the dean a ~ot of discretion --. he gets to deride[ Everything else is ~dentica~ (akhough ~n a s]ighdy 

different order}, pk~s there is the addition of ~anguage that it is customary that ~n ~aw schools that untenured professors may achieve full professor at the t~me of 

the tenure grm~t and that assocbte professors w~th tenure will be promoted rebdvely soon after being granted tenure in accord w~th I~mitat~ons h~ University 

policy upon demonstra[~on of add~:~onal qua~ffh::atkms 

Th~s was not one of the ~ssue h~ghHgh[ed by Offk:e of Un~w~rsiW Counsel 

Let me know how you’d Hke me to proceed w~th the T&P Committee. Additional background for the proposed charge would be helpful ~f you wbh us to proceed. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

E~= Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 
Seat= Sunday, October 20, 2053 6:58 PN 
Te= Broome, Lissa L; Boger, Jack 
$~bje¢t= Additional P&T Revision 

Hi L~ssa, 
I’m attaching an additional, proposed revision to the new P&T policies. As I think Jack mentioned to you, this revision is not intended to change anything in our current policies. 

Rather, ~ts purpose is to clariN those policies because of some earlier confusion from the Provost’s office over th~s provision. It deals with a tenure Assodate Professor’s ability to 

request review for promotion to full professor. The key clarification ~s to stress that such an Assoc. Professor can request review for promotion 12 months after tenure or denial of 

promotion--but the review remains solely in the Dean’s discretion. This contrasts with the right to review that occurs 5 years after tenure or denial of promotion. Again, my 

understanding ~s that thB is all consistent with our previous policies. 

Let me know if you or the committee have any questions. 

-Jeff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kearns, A~mie (Research Contractor) <~akeams@ncaa.org> on behalf of 

Research Projects <researchprojects@ncaa.org> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 12:49 PM 

Research Projects <researchprojects@ncaa.org> 

ILEMINDER: 2013 NCAA Eligibility Center Request for Feedback 

Dear Administrator: 

Two weeks ago, we invited you to participate in the NCAA Eligibility Center Customer Service survey. If you already have completed the survey, THANK YOU ! If you 

have not yet had a chance to take the survey, we encourage you to do so. Your feedback is very important as your comments will be used to evaluate and enhance 

the procedures and processes used in serving you, our customer. 

Your information will be strictly anonymous, and your participation is voluntary. There will be no way to link your survey responses back to you or your institution. 

The survey is a one-time submission and should take no longer than 20 minutes. You need only to answer the questions that pertain to your experiences. If you 

receive the survey more than once, please complete it only one time per person. Please feel free to forward the survey to those on your campus who have worked 

with the NCAA Eligibility Center during the past calendar year. 

Please complete the survey no later than Friday~ November :1. If you have any questions regarding the survey, please contact Annie Kearns, NCAA research, at 

akearns@ncaa.org. You 
may access the survey at the following link: .-2---~-~--3-----N---C---A---A----E--[!NL-b-!j-!-t-y----C---e---n--t--e---r---S---u---r--v--e--y- 

Thank you for helping us serve you better. 

This emafil m~d any attaclmaents may contain NCAA confidentiaJ and privileged iat’onnalion. If you axe not the intended recipient, please noti~ the sender itnmediately 

by return e~nafil, delete this message and destroy a~y copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 
and may be illegal. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~v~c-members-bounces@rtpnet.org on behalf of 

Nelda Howell <NHOWELL@ec.rr.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 1:05 PM 

member@womensforumnc.org 

[Women’s Formn] Fletcher-Pe~ & Whit[Md Honored 

ATT00001 .c 

Isabelle Fletcher Perry and Marguerite Whitfield, Women’s Forum members since 1983 and 1991 respectively, were inducted into the Dr. Jane S. 

McKimmon Family and Consumer Sciences Hall of Fame at N.C. State University Sun., October 27, 2013. They were among "...27 unstoppable women." 

honored at the North Carolina Extension and Community Association celebration of 100 years of extraordinary service to this state. The organization was 

formerly known as Home Demonstration, Extension Homemakers and now Extension and Community Association. The event was held at the McKimmon 

Center for Extension & Continuing Education with 900 in attendance from all over the state. 

Isabelle Fletcher Perry: 63 years of service, Lenoir County Extension and Community Association. Isabelle Fletcher Perry, at age 95, remains a force for 

the well-being of Lenoir County families and all of North Carolina. She became the first Diary Marketing Specialist with the NC Department of Agriculture 

in the 1930s. When her family moved back to Lenoir County after living in Washington, DC, she joined her local Home Demonstration club and was 

"hooked". She served in leadership positions at the club, county, district, state, national and international level, including state president and secretary of 

the National Council of Home Demonstration Clubs. She was the first woman elected to the Lenoir County Board of Commissioners and the first woman 

named to the Tobacco Stabilization Board. 

Marguerite Whitfield: 60 years of service, Lenoir County Extension and Community Association. Marguerite spent most of her life giving back through her 

involvement in many organizations. She served in top leadership positions at the local, state and national level of NC Extension Homemakers, serving as 

state president in 1980. She developed the Certified Volunteer Units program still used by ECA. Its objective is to add value to the skills developed when 

working as a volunteer. She was a Guardian Ad Litem volunteer, advocating for children going through the court system. She served for two years as chair 

of the Lenoir County Mental Health Board. She was elected to the Lenoir County Board of Commissioners, serving for 12 years. [Due to her death in 

January 2013, her daughter Melrose accepted her award.] 

It was great to see these women honored and to participate in the event as a Home Economic Agent that worked with Home Demonstration clubs in Hyde 

and Craven Counties with the North Carolina Extension Service and as an District Extension Director with Clemson Cooperative Extension in South 

Carolina. 

Nelda Howell 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoEco i Volunteering Abroad <goeco@goeco.org> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 1:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Holiday Season Volunteering [br Law Students ] 2013-2014 

Hello Lissa Lamkin, 

This holiday season, GoEco is providing global volunteering opportunities for unh~ersity 

students, faculb/, and staff of Law. Volunteers can choose from a variety of 

placements focusing on animal and environmental research and data collection as well as 

humanitarian aid, using their knowledge and skills to provide a personal contribution. 

Please click the following link for a full list of volunteer projects available over the 

Christmas and New Years holiday period. F~r [~k~la¥ sea~n ~r~]ect~ ~e5.~ here 

To download a PDF file with our fantastic holiday season flyer click the link below 

G~E¢o is a leading volunteer provider with eight years of experience, during which time 

we have successfully placed over five thousand volunteers in numerous projects around 

the globe. GoEco provides a safe and effective platform for student volunteers, allowing 

for access to unique opportunities that can supplement university studies by providing 

experience in specific areas of interest. 

Accommodations 

Full board 

Full pre-departure & in-country assistance, training, and support 



Ashleigh, a GoEco volunteer at the Tiger 

and Lion Park, wrote a post on our 

volunteer blog about her experience in 

South Africa. Here’s an excerpt: 

"There were so many exciting experiences 
and oppo~±unities [ had during my stay at 
the Tiger and Lion Park, As soon as I arrived 
[ was greeted by the lion and tiger cubs and 
introduced to air of the other w~ld[~fe. My 
jaw dropped to the floor when ] met ]ce, the 
white ~engal T[ger~ who was 8 weeks a~ the 

time. ~ 

Read Ashleigh’s story on the GoEco Blo( 

Like GoEco’s fan page on Faeeb~k and follow us on T~er for exciting updates and 

promotions! Also head over to our G~E~ ~ to read posts by our volunteers about 

their personal experiences or check out exciting project and volunteer videos on our 

The GoE,co Team 

US: +1 646 481 9981 

UK: +44 207 193 7733 

AU: +61 2 8003 3883 

~q~Le_,__c_~!@_g_9___e__c__9_~91 ~q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentba~aking@sandleroneill.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 2:04 PM 

Bmome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Cove~s Am~ounces Agreement to Acquire OtLA HoMings, Inc. 

Coverys Announces Agreement to Acquire OHA Holdings, Inc. 

Sandler O’Ndll is acting as finandaI advisor to OIlA Ilohtings, Inc. 

TNs transaction represenN Sandier O’Neill’s 134fl~ finandal se~-ices transaction since 

dam~ary 1, 2011, more than any other investment bank over this period.~ 

FinCor Holdings, Inc., a mem~r of Cove~’s which is based in Boston, am~ounced to~y that ~ey have 

entered into m~ ~mement to acquire OHA HolNngs, Inc. and i~ wholly-owned subsidia~ OHA 

Insurm~ce Solutions ("OHMS"), located in Columbus, ONo. 
For more than three decades, Cove~s m~d its predecessors have ~en trusted providers of medicaJ 

professional liabiliF insurmice for healthcare professionals. OHNS was created by the Ohio Hospital 

As~ciafion ("OHA") in 2003 ~ bring long-turin avmlabili~-, pmdicmNli~ and stabili3~ to the ONo 

medicaJ professional liabili~ marketplace for hospi~Js m~d physici~s. 

Covelys’ acquisNon of OHmS roll bring together m-o o~an~ations that have similar s~en~hs 

competencies. These s~rengths inclu& ex~Nse in the ONo hospital and physician markets, suppoNve 

risk management ~’ices and resolute claim mmmgement. E~h group adheres to a philosophy of 

conservati ve managemenL put,fit of fi nancial strength and longevity, aggm ssive &t~nse of good 

meNcine, p~tive risk managemenL and the impo~nce of patient sat~ty and physician education. 

~,eM1, both comNnies have demonstrated a long-tem~ commitment k~ the hea~hcare commumF. 

The transaction has been approved by OHA and is subject to customary regulato~ approvals. Both 

organizations ale evaluating the integration of OtLMS associates with Cove~s. At the present time, 

Coverys and OHAIS expect the transaction to close by January 1, 2014. 
]) Source. SNL Financial. tx’xcludes terminated ~a~sactions and self-advisory roles 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

htt:p://www.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.hLm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noieply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Updates <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 2:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&t> 

Stephanie Ansaldo’s new skill, and other updates from your network 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

,t" See updated profile 

~ Grace Ue~g has added skills: Market Analysis, Acquisition Integration 

t" Sea updated profile 

~ Comment See dpdate~ prone 

I27rl BlytheNcGa~vieRun don’twalk to your tablet or PC and buyAnita 

I ~ ~ I Elberse’s book Blockbuster. You will love ,t and learn the nght way and 
~ wrong way of risk-taking.http://Inkd.in/bupFyci 

...... Takes ~~a and... 

;72 it" i.,h   or, a o, 
’ ente~ainment? ~ich authom, musicians, 

filmmakers, athletes, designem, and ether creative 

people reach the top? ~ich books, films, television 

shows, songs, and video games find success, and 
wh~*... 

~ 
Know anyone who might be a good fit? We offer cash incentives for great 

referrals! 

I 2 Z;?-I No.h_. 

I 2~ ~l ~latt Cordell The Fed may be becoming more comfoaable with inflation. 

~ http://ow.ly/2661be 

"’": In Fed 
Jr~ Fed ar*d Out Many Now Thl~l* Inflation 

...... and Out, Some economists say more inflation is just what the 
....... American economy needs to escape from a half- 

decade of sluggish gro~h and high unemployment .... 



Catherine A~owood Proud of our partner Melanie Dubis a tireless 
advocate for quality education for all children. She is the Tar Heel of the 
Week http://Inkd.in/bsjfU6W 

...... of the built on advocac~ .Z=. 

.W.~ek:. Melanie Dubis is now the lead la~/er for poor school 
districts in the long-running Leandro case. She 
started on it as a law clerk in 1994. 

Kath~een 

Latin At the second annual New York conference for the 
American AS/COA Women’s Hemispheric Network, 85 Broads’ 

Sallie Krawcheck shared leadership lessons with 
more than 180 young female professionals. 

Kim Wie,zel I think of Facebook as hanging out with my friends and 
family-not as a professional platform. Should we recruit on FB? 

[aceboo Facebook’s growing focus on recruitment will usher in 
a new era in online talent search as companies can 
now get access to more than 1.15 billion ... 

!~gjp.’..~T!.e...!.~ 

G~ace. Ueng My very neat client is looking for a VP Marketing. Great 
opportunity! 

President Join us and make a big impact on the way humans 
of share science. Research Square is a quickly growing 

firm in Durham, NC. We do Operations, Customer 
Service, and Pmlnerships really well. We are looking 
for a Marketing leader to help us in the... 

La n do,,Sea n ~stache is now co nn act ed to K~ ,~e~a Gad d y 

~~ UNC Ba n k,ngisnow connected to Ra myn"Rsy" At,’, 

SteotherVe n Gepeoplebeaux is now con n acted 1o E,ic Ka n,,~ etz,y and 

Peopie you may know 

Matt 

hew 

Mare 

~’~atthew B.~a rvin 

[] Connect 

Shya 

la 

Rum 

Shya]a Rumsey 

[] Connect[ 

Piete~ Wo~ters 

Radboud Uniw~!siiy 

Nijme.~en 

[] Connect 

shannon mcfayden 

[] Connecl 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Laura Fjeld <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 2:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Visit our new website’. 

Dear Lissa, 

Thank yon! 

It’s been just over two months since I lannehed our campMgn for the 6fl~ Congressional 

District seat, and, thanks to you, we are building mornentmn for this race every dayo 

With every conversation that I bare, I am more eonvineed that No~N~ Carolinians are 

stand up for what’s right, and not play" pdities at their expense. 

Our fellow d’dzens in the 6th are fed up with politidans who will do any’d3ingjust to hdd 

onto their seat, rather than benefit our regkm am:l our state. The recent government 

shutdown cost "~e economy hillions of dollars, and caused rs?al harm to cbildren, 

families, businesses, and veterans ri~t here in North Carolina. It shoNdn’t have 

happened, and I wo~fld have worked hard with others in ConD:ess to aw:~id it. One more 

rational voice; one more p~~si~ive onte~-~me for North Cat~>linians and all ~Mnerieans. 

Today, I am pleased to invite you to visit our new expanded website. As the eampaig~ 

grows, so will the site. Please fi)llow us on Twitter and like us on Faeebook. Also, I 

encourage yot~ to fcmward this emall to your friends, neigl~bors a~d 

colleagues, and ask them to join our team by signing up to reeeive updates and suppotq. 

the eampaign. 

Together we can wino 

Kind regards, 

[ Paid For By... ] 

Laura Field For Congress Committee 

PO Box 635 



~illsborough, NC 27278 

If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from us. pleas~ nnsub~ribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, October 28, 2013 2:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oct. 29 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Liquidity 

The Federal Reserve, trying to make the financial system safer 
by helping banks weather future credit crunches, proposed 
~iquidity requirements that are more aggressive than the 
international standard and tougher on the biggest Mnders .... 

Capital 

A group representing community banks praised a proposal 
requiring a higher leverage ratio for the largest lenders, but 
others warned that the rule would put the U.S. industry at a 
competitive disadvantage .... 

Mortgages 

Five federal financial institution regulators released guidance 
saying lenders generally will be able to focus only on a special 
class of new loans known as qualified mortgages without 
violating anti-bias prohibitions under the Equal Credit... 

Accounting 
Bar~kir~g., Other :[nd~stries .~drgi~g IRN 

The insurance and banking industries are urging the government 

for flexibility in taking tax deductions for bad debts they have 

been forced to write downOan issue that has been percolating 

since the financial crisis of 2008 and its accompanying,.. 

Bank Supervision 

The latest plan to resolve the problem of underfunded European 
banks has triggered a clash between the European Central Bank 
and the European Commission over bail-in rules for financial 
institutions that fail an upcoming series of stress... 

Systemic Risk 

A key bank regulator says progress has been made in setting up 
a process for resolving a troubled megabank, yet called on 
policymakers to address a number of challenges, including a 
requirement of the minimum amount of long-term debt a 
company... 

Systemic Risk 
FD:[C ~e~ds Letter Describing [~:ormatior~ 

A federal regulator has sent a letter to midsize banks that 



describes the information needed to carry out company-run 
stress tests under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act .... 

Federal Reserve 

The Conference of State Bank Supervisors is calling for 
heightened focus on supervisory expertise as the Federal 
Reserve Board moves into a major period of transition, saying 
vacancies on the Fed’s Board of Governors highlight the need... 

Mortgages 

Decision on Fan#ie" and Freddie" Loan Limits 

Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) acting Director Edward 
DelVlarco said the agency will soon reveal its decision whether to 
reduce the size of mortgages guaranteed by Fannie Mae and 

Freddie Mac .... 

Remittances 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has released 
the procedures it will use in examining financial institutions for 
compliance with its international money transfer rule, which 
takes effect Oct. 28 .... 

Enforcement 

A U.S. senator is prodding federal regulators on their treatment 
of those who broke the law during the financial crisis and asking 
for information on enforcement actions .... 

Federal Reserve 

Oct. 25OJanet Yellen will begin meeting with members of the 
Senate Banking Committee the week of Oct. 28 ahead of her 
confirmation hearing for the job of chairman of the Federal 
Reserve Board .... 

Mortgages 

A report released Oct. 22 from the Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) examines options available to policymakers to 
improve the fiscal health of the Federal Housing Administration 
(FHA) and/or reduce its presence in the mortgage market .... 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 

Lender C~allen~ted b~f ~nks in Te~econ~ iDe"a~ 

A rural lender challenged by a group representing community 
banks over involvement in the financing of a telecommunications 
deal says part of its mission is to support infrastructure in the 
farm community .... 

Smafl Business 

The small and medium-sized banks that have received low-cost 
capital from the Treasury Department specifically to boost 
lending to small businesses have used it to lend out $10.4 billion 
over what they would have done otherwise over the past... 

Regulatory Policy 

Re#, D~vir~ S(:r, tt Defends ~i~s to Nter 

Rep. David Scott (D-Ga.), ranking member of the House 

Agriculture General Farm Commodities and Risk Management 
Subcommittee, in a recent interview with BIoomberg BNA, 
defended his co-sponsorship of several bills that would amend 
the 2010... 

Securities 

$EC OCIE Exam Priorities ~or 20:14 Zndude 

The Securities and Exchange Commission Office of Compliance 
Inspections and Examinations’ exam priorities for 20$4 include 



issues arising from the continuing convergence of the broker- 
dealer and investment adviser professions,... 

Corporate Governance 

The Securities and Exchange Commission, the Treasury 
Department, the Federal Reserve Board and three other 
regulators Oct. 23 requested comment on a proposed policy 
statement that would establish joint standards for assessing the 
diversity... 

Data Security 

While a cybersecurity exercise 00Quantum Dawn 2" 0 

conducted earlier this year yielded a number of positive results, 
"it also identified opportunities to improve incident response and 
crisis management procedures... 

Accounting 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board said it is seeking 
comment on two narrow-scoped exposure drafts that were 
deliberated by its task force unit related to embedded 
derivatives and stock-based compensation .... 

Securities 

A Bipartisan Policy Center task force Oct. :~ recommended a 
data-driven approach to implementing the Volcker rule that it 
said will help regulators and the market clearly distinguish 
permissible market-making activities conducted by banks... 

Foreign Accounts 
~RS P~’ogra~ ~4aV Offer Pet~alty Relief 

Nultinational taxpayers that missed filing reports of their foreign 
bank accounts and other key cross-border tax information forms 
may be able to avoid penalties under an Internal Revenue 
Service program allowing taxpayers to catch up on... 

Taxes 

CCA O~:li~es Req~ireme~ts for ~xcl~di~g 

The Internal Revenue Service Office of Chief Counsel, in a chief 
counsel advice memorandum, said a subsidiary that doesn’t take 
deposits for safekeeping fails to qualify as a "financial 

institution," and cannot be excluded... 

New YoFk will pFovide $20 million in gFants to oFganizations aCFOSS 
the state that help homeowneFs avoid foFeclosuFe, AttoFney 
GeneFal EFic T. SchneideFman (D) announced Oct. 23 .... 

Real Estate 

Sales of existing homes fell 1.9 percent in September, with 
declines in three of the four regions, the National Association of 
Realtors reported Oct. 21 .... 

Mortgages 

IVlortgage rates fell to their lowest level since the summer amid 

market speculation that Federal Reserve policymakers will wait 
until next year before cutting back on bond purchases, Freddie 
Hac said Oct. 24 .... 

Mortgages 

Nortgage applications dropped 0.6 percent in the latest week as 
refinancing loans declined while purchases increased, the 
Hortgage Bankers Association reported Oct. 23 .... 



LEGAL NEWS 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. reached a $5.1 billion settlement that 
resolves all of its mortgage-backed securities litigation with the 
Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) as the conservator for 
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae .... 

Mortgages 

A federal jury Oct. 23 found Bank of America Corp. and one of its 
senior officers, Rebecca Mairone, liable for processing mortgages 
devoid of qualitative practices intended to guard against the 
bank making risky mortgage loans (U.S.v. Bank... 

Payment Systems 
Federal Reset~e~ Trade A~ociatiot~ 

The Federal Reserve Board Oct. 21 asked a federal appeals court 
to overturn a July ruling that invalidated a key regulation on 
debit fees and network access under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 
Reform and Consumer Protection Act, joined by trade... 

Terror Financing 

The U.S. Supreme Court Oct. 21 invited a brief by the U.S. 
Office of the Solicitor General in an appeal by a Jordanian bank 
hit with sanctions for not making disclosures it says are 
protected by foreign bank secrecy laws (Arab Bank PIc v. 

Linde,... 

Enforcement 

The Los Angeles-based mortgage broker Prospect Mortgage LLC 
will pay a $3 million penalty to New York state and provide 
restitution for alleged deceptive lending practices, under a 
consent order with the New York State Department of 
Financial... 

Mortgages 

A California appeals court said two homeowners can sue 
JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A. for breach of contract and other 
claims after the bank failed to offer them a permanent loan 
modification, bypassing a settlement of the case and holding the 

borrowers... 

Taxes 

E~UBS ~nker Surrenders to U,S, 

A former UBS AG banker surrendered to U.S. authorities to face a 
2051 indictment that he conspired to help wealthy U.S. 
customers evade taxes by hiding accounts in a smaller Swiss 
regional bank .... 

Consumer Protection 
Federa~ Court Ru~es E~4ai~s Are Perso~a~ 

The California Supreme Court would likely decide that an e-mail 
address constitutes "personal identification information" under 
the state’s Song-Beverly Credit Card Act, the U.S. District Court 
for the Eastern District... 

Secudties 

[n a move that could have significant implications for Delaware 
as a leading domicile for U.S. and global business entities, a 
divided U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit Oct. 23 said a 
state law permitting companies to resolve disputes... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

Liquidity 



Banking regulators should set out clear rules on how they expect 
banks to integrate liquidity stress tests results into their 
prudential risk assessments, the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision said .... 

European Union 
~U Leaders A#ree to ~i~lize ~a~ki~j U~io# 

European Union leaders agreed to finalize by mid-2014 all 
outstanding legislation required to complete the new EU banking 
union, including a new single resolution mechanism for failed 
cross-border banks and an EU-wide bank account guarantee... 

Interest Rates 
R~bo[~k Expects Settlement% i~ Tyro Weeks 

The Rabobank Group, a major Netherlands-based financial firm, 
said it expects to reach settlements "within the next two weeks" 
in connection with probes over the bank’s role in the interest 
rate-setting process .... 

Taxes 

Appellate Court Rejects ~P NoL~an 
Cha~e~ge of Tax Age~cg°s b~scret~o~ 

Canada’s Federal Court of Appeal dismissed an application by 3P 
Norgan Asset Nanagement (Canada) Inc. for judicial review of 
the Canada Revenue Agency’s reassessment of its income tax 
returns to address the deductib~lity of fees... 

Data Security 

European Parliament lawmakers Oct. 23 cited alleged surveillance 
by U.S. agencies of European Union citizens’ data in passing a 
nonbinding resolution calling for the suspension of data sharing 
under the U.S.-EU Terrorist Finance Tracking... 

Securities 

Banking flows and foreign investors’ acquisition of U.S. securities 
came to a net total of -$2.9 billion in August, according to the 
Treasury Department’s Treasury International Capital (TIC) 
data .... 

Economic Outlook 
:ElF Pro~ects Gt’adua~ Recovery 

The Institute of International Finance expects that capital flows 
to emerging markets will recover gradually, as the underlying 
forces that drive flows are still in place, but with continued 
volatility, chief economist Charles Collyns... 

NetBank, Inc. is the parent corporation of a number of 
subsidiaries, including NetBank, fis.b. ("the Bank"); NetBank filed 
consolidated income tax returns on behalf of itself and its 
subsidiaries pursuant to a Tax Sharing Agreement... 

JOURNAL 
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From: 

Sent: 
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Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <-reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: New leader for Wake Counly Economic Development; Remembering Gary. Hock 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 4:00 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emM.m~c.e&t> 

MoFo Tax Talk: Volume 6, Issue 3 (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Newsletter 

MoFo Tax Talk: Volume 6, Issue 3 
C;ONT.,S,CT US AT: 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Stree~ 

Sail Francis,:;,:~, CA 94105 

As our readers are no doubt well aware, increasing political gridlock 

at the close of Q3 over the debt ceiling, among other points of 

Congressional disagreement, ultimately culminated in partial 

closure of the government Most relevant to our corner of the world, 

although some of our readers may not have even noticed it, was the 

suspension of many Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") operations 

due to the resulting "lapse in appropriations." Now, after more than 

two weeks of stalemate, the House and Senate finally approved 

legislation to fund federal agencies and temporarily suspend the 

federal debt limit through February 7, 2014, staving off a potential 

debt default and reopening the government. As thousands of 

federal employees get back to work, including more than 85,000 

furloughed IRS employees, it’s time we, too, get busy and bring you 

Tax Talk 6.3. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.ord.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FAN-i-AlVl <info@faniam.com > 

Monday, October 28, 2013 4:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Duke Fan-I-Am Weekly Replay 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <announcements@sandleroneill.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 4:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

A video tbr clients of Sandler O~eill + Partners 

Earlier this ~nonth, renowned inves~tor Stanley Dmckenmiller and Sandler O’Neill Senior 
Managing Princil~] Jimmy Dum~e led a discussion about entitlement reform at the University of Notre 
Dame. To access it, click on one of the links below: 
Vie’~v Video - low bandwidth version 

View Video - high bana%idth version 

The presentation included the following points: 
* In 1960. aboat 28% of federal spending went to entitlelnents, compared to 68% today 

* The elderly have received a massive transtEr payment from younger generations. The bnrden on the 
young to pay this will increase in the next m,o decades as Baby Boomers age past 65. For the next 22 
yeaxs, 11,000 people a day will turn 65 

* If currently promised generosity to Seniors was moved to the government balance sheet, the widely 
cited $17 trillion in federa] debt woald have a present va]ue of $205 trillion 

Entitlement spending has hnge economic and social implications and is worthy of examination and 
politica] action, pa(ticulaxly by young people 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htm 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Monday, October 28, 2013 6:01 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Master Asset Vehicle II: Redemption Unwind Process 

October 28, 2013 

On October 2, 2013, after a multi-year implementation 
process, amendments to the transaction documents of 
Master Asset Vehicle II and related documents were 
executed. The Amendments establish a mechanism that 
allows holders of the Notes issued by MAV II to optionally 
redeem their Notes prior to the stated maturity thereof. 
Cadwalader, Wickersham &Taft LLP and Davies Ward Phillips 
& Vineberg LLP acted as United States and Canadian counsel, 
respectively, to a group of MAV II Noteholders represented 
by Moelis & Company LLC ("Moelis") in connection with the 
multi-year process that culminated with the implementation 
of the Amendments. The purpose of this Clients & Friends 
Memo is to highlight certain features of the Redemption 
Unwind process that may be of interest to MAV II 
Noteholders. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein 
have the meanings set forth in the applicable MAV II 
transaction documentation, as amended. 

I~uick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

[~E- mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Oct. 29 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 29, 2013 ~. Number 209 

Financial Institutions 
G~30 CMIs for Board-Re#ulna[or ~ar~digm 

Citing a need for a new era of interaction between supervisors of 
the largest global banks and the boards of directors of those 
institutions, the Group of Thirty Oct. 28 called for the 
establishment of new relationships based on increased 
supervisory... 

Regulatory Policy 

gi~ds Red Tape Reductio~ ~P :18 Perce~t 

The move to cut red tap accelerated in the past year, as 
countries made a total of 238 regulatory changes aimed at 
improving their business climate, an increase of 18 percent over 
the previous year, the World Bank said .... 

European Union 

Google~s latest proposal to settle European Union antitrust 
search engine complaints is not "fundamentally different" from its 
first flawed offer and will not resolve the competition problems 
outlined in 20:[2 by the European... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Michael Froomldn - U.Mimni School ofLm¥ <fi~oomkin@law.rniami.edu~ 

Monday, October28, 2013 10:ll PM 

list lawprof <lawprot@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu-~ 

We Robot 2014 Abstracts Due Soon 

A reminder that 1-3 page abstracts for proposed papers to We Robot 2014 
(la~v & policy relating to robots) are due Nov. 4; this year’s conference 
will be hosted at the University of Miami on April 4 & 5, 2014. We will 
pay reasonable travel & lodging expenses for people ~vhose papers are 
accepted, and for discussants. 

Full details at: http:/irobots.law.miami edu~’2014/call-for-papers/ 

The last two conferences have been interesting and fun. 

Call For Papers 

We invite submissions [’or "We Robot 2014: Risks & Opportunities" - a 
conference at the intersection of the law, policy, and technology of 
robotics, to be held in Coral Gables, Florida on April 4-5, 2014. We 
Robot is now in its third year, returning to the University’ o:[’Miami 
School of Law after being hosted by Stanford Law School last April. The 
conference web site is at http://robots law miami.edu/2014. 

We Robot 2014 seeks contributions by academics, practitioners, and 
developers in the form of scholarly papers or presentations of relevant 
pr~iects. We invite your reports from the front lines of robot design and 
development, and invite contributions for works-in-progress sessions 
Through this interdisciplinary gathering, we are encouraging conversations 
between the people designing, building, and deploying robots, and the 
people who design or influence the legal and social structures in which 
robots will operate We particularly encourage contributions resulting 
from interdisciplinary collaborations, such as those between legal or 
policy scholars and roboticists. 

Robotics is becoming a transformative technology that presents man?’ legal 
and social challenges This conference will build on existing scholarship 
that explores how the increasing sophistication and autonomous 
decision-making capabilities of robots and their widespread deployment 
everywhere from the home, to hospitals, to public spaces, and even to the 
battlefield disrupts existing legal regimes or requires rethinking of 
various policy issues. 

Scholarly Papers 

Topics of interest for the scholarly paper portion of the conference 
include but are not limited to: 

* Risks and opportunities of robot deployment in the workplace, the 
home, and other contexts where robots and humans work side-by-side. 
* Issues related to software-only systems such as automated trading 
agents. 
* Regulatory and licensing issues raised by robots in the home, the 
office, in public spaces (e.g. roads), and in specialized environments 
such as hospitals. 
* Design of legal rules that will strike the right balance between 
encouraging innovation and safety, particularly in the context of 
autonoraous robots. 
* Issues of legal or moral responsibility, e.g. relating to autonomous 
robots or robots capable of exhibiting emergent behavior. 
* Usage of robots in public safety and railitary contexts. 
* Privacy- issues relating to data collection by robots, either built for 
that purpose or incidental to other tasks. 
* Intellectual property challenges relating to robotics as a nascent 
industry, to works or inventions created by robots, or otherwise peculiar 
to robotics 
* Issues arising from automation of professional tasks such as 
unauthorized practice of law or medicine 
* How legal scholars should think about robots, and how- roboticists 
should think about the legal code 

These are only some examples of relevant topics We are very interested in 
papers on other topics driven by actual or probable robot deployments. 
The purpose of this conference is to help set a research agenda relating 
to the deployment of robots in society, to inform policy-makers of the 
issues, and to help design legal rules that will maximize opportunities 
and minimize risks arising from the increased deployment of robots in 
society 

Discussants 

We also invite expressions of interest from potential discussants. Every 
paper accepted will be assigned a discussant ~vhose job it will be to 



present and comment on the paper. These presentations will be vep)~ brief 
(no more than 10 minutes) and will consist mostly of making a few points 
critiquing the author’s paper to kick oft’the conversation Authors will 
then respond briefly (no more than 5 minutes) The rest of the session 
will consist of a group discussion about the paper moderated by the 
discussant. Attendees will need to read papers in advance to understand 
and pamcipate in each discussion 

Works-in-Progress Presentations 

Unlike the scholarly papers, proposals for the works-in-progress 
presentations may be purely- descriptive and designer/builders will be 
asked to present their work themselves. We’d like to hear about your 
latest innovations - and what’s on the drawing board for the next 
generations of robots as well, or about legal and policy issues you have 
encountered in the design or deploy- process. 

How to Submit Your Proposal 

Please send a 1-3 page abstract outlining your proposed paper, and a c.v. 
of the author(s). 

Paper proposals accepted at http:irobots.law.miami.edu/papers starting 
Oct. 1, 2013. See http:/robots.law.raiami.edui2014 for further irfformation. 
* Call for papers closes Nov 4, 2013 
* Responses by Dec. 2, 2013 
* Full papers clue by March 14, 2014. They will be posted on line at 
the conference web site. 

We Robot 2014 will be hosted by the Universi~ of Miami School of Law, 
Coral Gables, Florida on April 4-5, 2014. Venue details are at the 
conference web site. 

We anticipate paying reasonable round-trip domestic coach airfare and 
providing hotel accon~aodation for presenters and discussants. 

A. Michael Froomkin, http://www.la~v.tm Blog: http://~vw~v.discourse.net 
Laurie Silvers & Mitchell Rubenstein Distinguished Professor of Law 
Editor, Jotwell: The Journal of Things We Like (Lots), jotwell.com 
U. Miami School of Law, P.O. Box 248087, Coral Gables, FL 33124 USA 
+1 (305) 284-4285 ] +1 (305) 284-6506 (fax) ] froomkm@law ~n 

-->It’s pret~ ~varm here<-- 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Likeable La~wer <dasses(~likeablelaYwer 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 4:22 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@em~Jl uric edu> 

CLE Webinars: Beyoud Logic - Persuading the Unconscious Mind 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 6:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[CAUTION: Potential Spam!Scam] Daily Briefing, Oct. 29: CFPB and Remittances; Small Bank’s Big Turnaround 

*** Be wary of unexpected e-mails, especially those that ask you to take an action immediately Links to viruses are often found with these types of e-mails You can not trust a message 

based on the sender e-mail address alone; just as anyone can fill out a letter with a different sender address. *** 

American Banker Daily Briefing White Papers 

TUEBDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories 

Wil~ CFPB°s New Remittance Rule Raise 
Costs? 

Industry observers are bracing to see whether 
the cost of international wire transfers will 
skyrocket once a new Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau rule goes into effect starting 
today. 

~side a Community Bank°s Aggressive 
Turnaround 

Reliance Bancshares in St. Louis was headed 
toward potential failure when a semi-retired 
banker, Tom Brouster, stepped in as an 
investor. Executives broke down their 
challenges into manageable tasks, focused 
intently on cleaning up bad loans and are now 
ready to start lending and pursuing M&A, he 
says. 

Portfolio Managers More Pessimistic 

About Credit Markets 

Corporate default rates and other conditions in 
U.S. credit markets can only worsen in the 
current interest rate environment, according to 
a quarterly survey of the International 
Association of Credit Portfolio Managers. 

How Far Should the CFPB Go to Save 
Consumers from Themselves? 

Sendhil Mullainathan, the agency’s former head 
of research, speaks in an interview about when 
it’s appropriate, and when it’s not, for the 
government to try to influence consumer 
behavior. 

By Department 

Citi SAP Partner to Directly Connect 
Corporate Customers to the Bank 

The New York bank has subscribed to SAP’s 
Financial Services Network, which lets banks’ 
computers communicate directly with their 
corporate customers’ systems. 

How Far Should the CFPB Go to Save 
Consumers from Themselves? 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

Wealth 
Management 

~ 
W ealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Technobgy 

~ 
Over ~he 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 
phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Access American Banker’s 

award winning coverage 

from your iPad and 

receive essential news, 

analysis and tools all at 

your fingertips From the 

latest regulatory updates, 

to community banking and 

consumer finance news, 

the American Banker iPad 

app provides you with the 

comprehensive 

information you need to 

build your business - 

accessible anytime, 

anywhere 



Sendhil Mullainathan, the agency’s former head 
of research, speaks in an interview about when 
it’s appropriate, and when it’s not, for the 
government to try to influence consumer 
behavior. 

~nside a Community Bank’s Aggressive 

Reliance Bancshares in St. Louis was headed 
toward potential failure when a semi-retired 
banker, Tom Brouster, stepped in as an 
investor. Executives broke down their 
challenges into manageable tasks, focused 
intently on cleaning up bad loans and are now 
ready to start lending and pursuing M&A, he 
says. 

Wil~ CFPB’s New Remit2ance Rule Raise 
Costs? 

Industry observers are bracing to see whether 
the cost of international wire transfers will 
skyrocket once a new Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau rule goes into effect starting 
today. 

Portfolio Managers More Pessimistic 

About Credit M~rkets 

Corporate default rates and other conditions in 
U.S. credit markets can only worsen in the 
current interest rate environment, according to 
a quarterly survey of the International 
Association of Credit Portfolio Managers. 

fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 
What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YourABA Editor <YourABA@AMERICANBAR.ORG~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 6:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

YourABA - November 2013 - Manage lawyer rankings; Ethics of group coupon deals; Successful leadership strategies; more 

¯ "..’:i.’~.i YourABA November 2013 

Strategies to succeed at law firm leadership 
The new book "Lessons in Leadership" outlines the ideal 
qualities of an exemplary law firm leader and how to hone 
leadership skills. 

Mastering the art of saying no >> 

8 keys to exposing billable time killers 
Boosting billable hours and making better use of your time 
can be done with a personal productivity audit. 

Quantify mundane tasks >> 

7 pointers to get paid for your work 
Lawyers must be confident in knowing that they provide 
value to their clients, and just like any other profession, they 
deserve to be paid for their work. 

Elements of a written fee agreement >> 

Tailor your career to fit your strengths 
Before you can tailor your legal career to match your 
personal strengths, you need to discover what those 
strengths are. 
Recommended assessment tools >> 

10 tips for approaching lawyer rankings and ratings 
A positive ranking can be a nice feather in the cap for a 
lawyer or law firm, but as the rating business has expanded 
and changed, experts on an American Bar Association 
panel advised lawyers on the best ways to manage their 
participation in this industry. 

Be selective in decidincl which ratings organizations to work 
with >> 

Choosing between the cloud desktop or hybrid 
solutions 
Many lawyers have struggled with whether to join the cloud. 
The "anytime, anywhere" accessibility of the cloud is 
tempting, but the desktop tools that lav~,ers are 
accustomed to may be too comfortable to let go. 
Pros and cons of the cloud >> 



How to avoid common mistakes in appellate practice 
A veteran appellate attorney shares his tactics. 

Rehearsing oral a~. uments is key >> 

Top female lawyers share leadership insights 
At a recent teleconference based on the new ABA book 
"Learning to Lead," notable female leaders in the legal 
profession shared the most important characteristics that 
define a promising and inspiring leader. 

5 "forgotten" leadership characteristics >> 

Building a paperless law office 
Many lawyers are unsure of howto make the paperless 
leap. But as more courts and agencies move toward 
electronic-only document submission, lawyers must adapt 
to new papedess ways or be left behind. 
Ti ~a in the chart e to a a erless firm >> 

What to consider before joining a board 
Before making the commitment, find out more about what is 
at stake regarding your time, finances and personal liability. 

Analyze the organization’s expectations >> 

FIRST ASSISTANT PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 

Cuvaho~qa Countv Prosecutor’s Office 

Cleveland - Oct. 22 

MANAGING ATTORNEY 

Center for Medicare Advocacv inc. 

Mansfield Center, Conn. - Oct 18 

CORPORATE COUNSEL 

Swissloq 

Denver- Oct. 18 

TAX ATTORNEY 

Kundra & Associates 

Rockville, Md. - Oct. 16 

Browse all job postings 

on the A£A Job Board 

"YourABA" is a monthly publication emailed to all ABA 
members who have provided an email address. 

If you would like information on joining the ABA, click her~e. 

Your email address will only be used within the ABA and its 
entities. We do not sell or rent email addresses. 

Update your profiJe Mana.qe your ernail preferences Unsubscribe 
Privacy Policy Contact Us 

American Bar Association I 321 N Clark, Chicago, IL 60654- 

7598 1800-285-2221 I 312-988-5522 

© 2013 American Bar Association 
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Sent: 
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News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

NC Stats UNC coach 
Larry Fedora 

UNC coach Larry Fedora wants celebrates 

his players to be as hungry to beat the Tar 

NC State as they were last 

season, but the game he really 

wants the Tar Heels to ... 

Wolfpack gives UNC the silent 

[~ea[ment 

As far as NC State is concerned, 

North Carolina’s Eric Ebron can 

tweet or talk all he wants UNC’s 

star tight end will have to wait until 

Saturday.. 

Richmond 
wide receiver 
Ben Edwards 
(6) after 

At start of NC State weNq 

UNC a~jain finds red in ~ocker 

As UNC begins preparing for the 

Wolfpack, Tar Heels find red NC 

State "Our State" signs in their 

locker roam, serving as a 

motivational prop. 

Bernard&g-x2 

019;s game- 

winning punt 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)un.’..~; 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~Rt?!.a..~.L.~.& if you have further questions or concerns. 
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October 29, 2013: U.S. to Hit hffosys With Record h~qmigration... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

  iNACD 

Today’s Top Headline 

U.$. to Hit lnfosys With Record Immigration Fi~e 

Fox News (Oct. 29) reports that the federal government is set to slap Infosys Ltd. 
with the largest immigration fine ever $35 million - claiming the Indian 
outsoursing gian~ illegally placed employees on visi~or, rather ~han work, visas at 
major corporate clients across the United States. The Department of Home,and 
Secudty and the State Depa~ment conducted a joint investiafion to determine 
thai In~osys was aMe to bring a number of its workers ~o this country for ~ong- 
term slays by using B-1 v~sas ~nstead of the more ex~ens~ve H-1 B v~sas~ 
v~sas are meant to be used for sho~t stays and can be obtNned in a matter of 
days for $160," notes Fox. "N-1B v~sas entitle the ho~der to remah] hi the U.S. for 
as ~o~g as three years. The U.S. issues a maximum of 65,000 H-1B visas per 
year and acquiring one can cos1 up to $5,000 per ~nd~v~duaL" 

The Times of India (OcL 29) notes tha~ Infosys is known Ior doing India~based 
computin.g and other technolo.gy services for Western clients. "But it also 

features thousands of U.S.-based employees who develop and install software for 
accounting, logistics, and supply-chain management in the retailing, finance, and 
manulacturing sectors." 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 29, Jordan, Schectman) states that "the probe 
comes amid a deba~e over whether Ioteign workers, particularly in ~he soltware 
sector, ate displacing qualified Americans because they are cheaper." The 
findings spurred federal officiaL,~ to say they plan to tighten regulations that critics 
charge enable employers to abuse the immigration system. The alleged practice 
allowed hffosys ~o undemut competitors in bids 16r work performed for clients. 
Infosys’ U.S. clientele has ranged from Cisco Systems to Goldman Sachs Group 
to V%~aI-Mart Stores h~c. 

g~mp!imen~a~ ~!/~CD Web!n~ .............................................................................................. 

The Next Wave in Regulation and Compliance 
Nov. 12, 2013 
2-3 p.m, (ET) 

Each ~ime corporate dkec~ors reach the point el understanding and incorporating 
with a new set d re.qulator~, requirements or new standards around executive pay 
programs, there seems to be more change coming over the horizon. Along with 

still-unfinished regulatory guidance related to the details of implementing multiple 
aspects el the Dodd-Frank Wall S~reet Reform and Consumer Protection Act, 
companies continue to grapple with how to deliver pay for performance and meet 
rigid proxy advisory standards, while keeping their higMevel programs geared to 
~heir organization’s specific business needs. 

Tune-in for a complimentary webinar to explore these issues, and offer guidance 
on how organizations can best prepare to meet the challenges ahead. 

Learn more and reqister. 

Share~ !~" ~ [] 

Audit and Finance 

Check for late-breaking news 

af~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

near 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 



Consol to Sell Five Coal M#~es to lt.~lurray Energy for $3.5 l~i~lion 

"Consol Energy Inc. has agreed io sell five Appalachian coal mines to Murray 
Energy Corp.," confirms the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 28, Miller, Maher), "in a 
deal valued at $3.5 billion." This marks the company’s most aggressive move yet 
in shifting the fecus d ~ts bus~ness away fl’em coa~ and toward natura~ gas~ 
Consol’s executive management team is ~ndeed restructuring the 150-year~M 
company to take DI~ advantage of the U.S. gas boom. Murray has agreed to pay 
$850 m~HJon ~n cash and ~ake over ~he McEl[oy and Shoemaker mines on the 
Ohio River and anolher three m~nes ~n~and. "The five, representing abot~t haft d 
Censor’s coal pdmad[y supply the U.S. domestic power market," notes the 
Journal 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Moody’s Warns of Risky Rise in U,S, Corporate Lending 

According to the Financial Times (Oct. 28, AIIoway), Moody’s this week warned 
~hat "regional banks in the U.S. have sharply increased their corporate lending at 
the expense of undelwriting standards and roan pricing." Banks have been 
making ~ncreas~ngly [is~ corporate ~osns ~n an attempt to boost their anemic 
prdJts and ~ight oft competition from other lenders and the bond market, where 
companies can a~so ~ise ~unds~ "Commerc~a~ ~oan growth has ~ed to heightened 
competition, resulting Jn weaker underwriting standards and narrower pricing," 
obsep~es Moody’s analyst Megan Snyder. "This gro~,th has occurred wh~le 
corporate borrowe~ have become more levered as lhe# debt has ~ncreased more 
than their profits2 The concern is that by maMng riskier corporate Ioans, at lower 
rates, a real problem could develop should company default rates sta~ to rise. 

Vivendi Finalizing $1.3 Billion Deai to Buy Lagardere Stake in Canai P~us 

"Vivendi and La.gardere have nearly reached a deal over lhe minority slake in 
French pay-TV giant Canal Plus," states the Hollywood Reporter (Oct. 
"following years of negotiations and a months-long legal battle over cash 
management ~etween the two French media companies." Vivend~ owns 80 
percenl of Cana~ Plus~ ~t ~s set to acqt~ire the remaining 20 percent stake from 
Lagsrdere group for around US$1.38 billion ~p[ 1 b~H~on euros). A tentative des~ 
was reached over ~h~s past weekend and shouM be finalized by the end d ~h~s 
week. 

S~ a ’e~ ~ ~ ~ 

G4S Rejects $2.6 Billion Offer for Cash Solutions Unit 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 28, Evans) is reporting that G4S PLC on Monday 
"[eiected a £1.55 billion (US$2.5 billion) offer for its cash-handling business, 
highlighting the wdnerability of the world’s biggest security group a little more 
than a yea[ after it failed ~o supply enough guards for the Olympic Games ~n 
London :’ The condit~ona~ ofte[ from Cha~terhouse Cap~a~ RaAners was described 
as "higMy oppo~lunisfic2 G4S’s board of d~reclors sam Jt believes 1he offer 
~ndewalues the b~s~ess and ~ts prospects. "The approach comes two months 
after ac~ivis~ investor Cev~an Capi~a~ Ud. bu~ a 5.1 percent stake ~r~ G4S," the 
Journa~ notes, "maMng the Anglo-Swedish grotap the company’s lMrd-largest 
shareholder." Cev~an has prodded G4S to se~ its cash handling bush~ess ever 
s~nce buying the shares. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

La~ aPd P~i!cy ..................................................................................................................................... 

Settlement Approved in Googie Stock Split Lawsuit 

"A Delawareit~dge on Monday approved a settlement in a shareholder lawsuit 

challenging Google Inc.’s plans to split its stock and issue a new c~ass of 
nonvoting shares," repo~s the Philadelphia Inquirer (Oct. 28, Chase). Chancellor 
Leo S~dne Jr.’s ruling paves the way for Google ~o issue shares o~ "Class C" 
nonvoting stock for each share of existing stock. Str~ne s~gned off on the 
settlement despite noting that, wM~e ~t ~s designed to ensure that co-fo~nde~ 
Larry Page and Sergey Brin [e~a~n contro~ of the Ca~orn~a-based Interne~ search 
9ianL the two are not being forced to g~ve any concessions to other shareholders. 
"lnslead," the newspaper states~ "like other shareholders~ Page and BHn w~l 
receive Class C shares in an amount equa~ to their current C~ass B stock 
hold#~gs ~ more ~han 24 mi~Hon shares each:’ S~rine further no~ed ~hat the 
settlement ~nc~udes impodant corporate governance safeguards and g~ves more 
authority to independent board members. 

Share~ )~" ~ ~ 

~4cDona[d’s Squeezes Out Heinz Over New CEO Pick 

After Iour decades, CBS News (OcL 28) repeats, McDonald’s is parting ways with 
Heinz ketchup due to a long-standing rivalry. "The decision was made after Heinz 
appointed the fomqer head of Burger King, Bemardo Hoes, as its new chief 
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executive officer," notes the network. In three yeaB at BK’s heh~q, Hoes remade 
[he chain into a viable competito~ to ihe Big Mac. In a statement, the Illinois- 
based fast feeder sakt: "As a result of recent management changes at Heinz, we 
have decided to transff~on our bus~ness to other suppliers over time# R~chard 
Lev~ck, CEO of Levick PuM~c Relations, understands the move. He explains, 
"[Hees] was the former CEO of Burger King, and so ~hey feel that ~’s 
~nappropdale that thek 40-year relaflonsMp w~th Heinz continue~ There are a lot of 
other places that they can get ketchup." In the United States, McDonaM’s only 
offered Heinz Jr~ MffmeapolJs and Pittsburgh. h~ternationaHy, ~hough, Heinz has 
been more wMely available at the company’s thousands of eateries. 

share~ ~# ~ ~ 

C-Suite 

I~artha Stewart Living Names Board Member as CEO 

ABC News (Oct. 28) is reporting that Martha Stewart Living has appointed board 
member Daniel W. Dienst ~o take ~he ~ins as CEO. Dienst most recently served 
as chief executive of Sims Metal Management. He steps into a role tha~ had 
been vacant since Lisa Gersh resigned late last year. The New York-based 
media and merchandising company believes Dienst will be a good fit because of 
his success wi~h repositioning and growing public companies. "Diens~ solved as 
chaimqan and CEO of Metal Management Ltd. from 2003 to 2008, when it was 
sold to Sims," notes ABC. "He then took the helm at the newly combined 
company, helping to guide it through the recession." 

Share~ i~# ~ [] 

Study Shows Most CBO Alumni Worldwide 

The Houston Business Journal (Oct. 28, Pulsinelli) repeals on the newly released 
Times Higher Education Ah~qa Mater h~dex: Global Executives 2013, which ranks 
I00 schools from around the globe based on ~he number ol Fortune Global 500 
CEOs among their alumni. Ranking No. 1 is Ha~’ard University, which has 
awarded 31 degrees to 25 Fortune Global 500 CEOs. "The U.S. has the most 
schools on the list with 38," notes the Journal, "followed by China with 15." The 
list’s rankings are determined by the total number of degrees a~’~arded to chid 
executives of 2013 Fortune Global 500 companies, then the total number of CEO 
alumni, and finally the total revenue of the alumni CEOs’ companies. 

Share~ i~# ~ [] 

Economic Outlook 

~,4ore Companies See Advantage to Manufacturing in the 

Business Week (Oct. 28, Sirkin) cites a new BCG survey of U.S.-based 

corporate executives, a majority of whom say they either have plans to bring 
production back to the Unffed States or are actively considering ~t. For ffs results, 
BCG po~ed more than 200 survey respondents and found tha~ 54 percent o~ them 
have p~ans in ~lace to "reshore" or are seriously considering ff. "Asked the same 
question ~n Februa~ 2012," notes the publication, "lust 37 percent of 
respondents were considering such plans. The new su[vey also [eund a 
s~gnificant ~nc~ase in the percentage of companies ~ha~ ah~ady have ~aken 
steps to sMft p~oducfion back to the U~S." ~n fact, 21 percent sam they are 
"actively doing this" or will do th~s "~n the next two years" - more than twice the 
2012 percentage. Among the rna~n ~ctors driven9 ~he ~eshodng decision were 
tabor costs, proximity 1o cuslomers, and supply-chain eff~c~encies. 

Share~ ~# ~ ~ 

More Companies Seen Cutting Costs to Grow 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 28, Chasan) cites a new su[vey ol more ~han 2,200 
executives fl’om The Corpon~te Executive Board Co. (CEB) in ~eporting that 
"roughly two out of three executives expect cost-cutting pressures to ~nc[ease in 
the coming year as ~hey t~y ~o Hfl profi~ margins ~n ~he ~ace o~ tepM revenue 
growth." The average p~o[it margin of S&P 500 companies ~s holding sieady at 
aboul 18 percenl, up from 15 percent four years ago. Wall Street analysts are 
projecting that margins wi~ r~se even fu~he[ to around 20 percent by 2017 mainly 
v~a cos~ cont[ols. Kruti Bharucha, senior dffector o~ the finance practice at CEB, 
states, "There’s aiso a ~ot of pressure ~n terms of consumer price expectations, 
Hsh~g ~nput costs, and mater~al costs, and that’s real~y going to squeeze the 
ma[gh~s lot ~ ~ot of organizations." At the same thee, cost cuts ate ra[ely 
sus~ainaMe. EaHier research by McKinsey & Co. shoves ~hat only about 10 
percenl of cost cutting programs were aMe to sustain their reductions after three 
years. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Industrial Production Improves in Septembe[ 

MarketWatch (Oct. 28, Robb) cites new Federal Resolve data in repolting that 
industrial production rose 0.6 percent in September - the biggest monthly gain in 
seven months. Economists surveyed by Marke~Watch had projected 0.4 pet~;ent 
growth last month. Economists cautioned that the oven~ll gain in industrial 
production during September was led by utilities output, which climbed 4.4 



percent after five consecutive months of declines, "Utility production is often a 
Iunc~ion ol weatheF patterns," no~es Marke~’atch. "Excluding ~tilities, overall 
production only inched up 0,1 percent." 
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The Morning Bfet! CEO Out as Dutch Bank Reaches $1 Billion Libor Settlement 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

CEO Out as Dutch Bank Reaches ~l Billion Libor Settlement 

UBS, De~tsehe Bank Pl~bed Over Foreign-Exchange 

Nokia Sells Record N umber of Lumia Smar tpliones 

U,S, to Hit Infosys With Record ~gration Nne 

Google, Microso~ Threaten End to CooMe Tracking 

First Ann~versm~~ of Nan@ M arked 

The Cliinese Co~n~fist Pa~’ly~s Polifieal GHdloek 

Google Joins Smarl-watd~ Raee 

~:l~al- Is China~s New Citizens Movement? 

Raise a Stein In Na~fi bia for Oktoberfest 

NNWS PODCASTS 

The ~V~I Street Journal Tlfi~ Mornhlg Oct, ~9, ~o13 

lheMorningBriet WSJ 300x250 
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Sent: 
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Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of entbrcement action 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of enforcement action 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pres~enfi~rcement/20131029a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivelv.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 
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Inside Carolina Proof 

UNC Athletics, 

] can send you a plaque of your press below with a free 30 day period - just emaiI me back to confirm, 

Let me know your color preference; rnaho£}any & gokl, blar_k & silver or Lur_inda option, Are you okay with the layout? 

Roy, if you have ~ny questions or need any assistance p~acing ~n order I’m h~ppy to he~p, 

Publication: [nsk~e Carolina 

Date: 4./1/2012 
Subject: Roy WilHams ON RECRUITING 
Price: $~69 ($20 Add’l for [.udnd8 Acrylic Series) 

Click Here to v~ew your plaque 

The plaque is $1.~9 (sh~pph~gihandHng is 10%) plus ] can give you a FREE SHIPPING if you use code BK10, 

Celebrating your great news, 

Bobble K, .]anota 

Account Planager 

That’s Great News 

888-249-3893 

That’s Great f~ews is not affiliated w~th Yns~de Carolina 



Sent: 

$~bject: 

The Bond Buyer <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 12:16 PM 
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DEADLINE: Extended 

Did you miss Friday’s Early Bird Discount Deadline for The Bond Buver’s Transportation Finance/P3 Conference this November in Chicago? You’re in luck, because we 

are ex~endin9 ~he deadlff~e until this F[iday, November 1. 

REGISTER NOW: Use promo code DEADLINE and take $100 off the current rate, or contact Me.qan Downey at (212) 803-6092. 

Representatives from TX DOT, IL DOT, MD DOT, MI DOT, NC DOT, US DOT are among the more than 150 participants registe[ed to attend. 

All special offers are valid for NEW registrant.~ only and cannot be applied to current registered attendees. Offei~ are not transferable and cannot be combined with any other 

offer. SourceMedia cancellation policies apply. Please call our Customer Sewice depa[tment at 800-80%3424 if you have any questions. 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - Bond Buyer Transportation Finance P3 as: Ibroeme@email.unc.edu 

To Unsubscribe from [eceiving Iu[the[ promotional email from Conference - Bond Buyer Transportation Finance P& Click Here. 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists, Click Here. 

Customer Selvice: 800-803-3424, Seu[ceMedia, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 I conferences@sourcemediamail.com 

Privacy Policy I Fowvard to a Friend 
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UNC Legal Studies Research Paper f~o, 23309~ 4 
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A~IN~t~ GELPER~, Georgetown University Law Center 

Email: agelpern@wcl.american,edu 

Injunctions against foreign sovereigns have come under criticism on comity and enforcement grounds. We argue that these objections are 
overstated. Comity considerations are important but not dispositive. Enforcement objections assign too much significance to the court’s inability to 
impose meaningful contempt sanctions, overlooking the fact that, when a foreign sovereign is involved, both money judgments and injunctions are 
enforced through what amounts to a court-imposed embargo. This embargo discourages third parties from dealing with the sovereign and, if 
sufficiently costly, can induce the sovereign to comply. Nevertheless, we are skeptical about injunctions in sovereign debt litigation. They are prone 
to dramatic spillover effects precisely because they cannot reach their primary target, the sovereign government. Recent decisions in NML v. 
Argentina illustrate the way in which a court’s inability to compel compliance by the sovereign may lead it to impose dramatic and potentially 
unwarranted costs on third parties, turning traditional equitable analysis on its head. 

iiiiiii"Core Grammar for Lawyers= Teacher’s Nanual"[[~II Free Download ]] 
’Core Grammar for Lawyers’ (Carolina Academic Press, 2011) 
UNC Legal Studies Research Paper f~a, 2322530 
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N~TIE ROSE GUEST PRYAL, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Emaih pryal@unc.edu 

’Core Grammar for Lawyers’ (CGL) is an online, self-directed learning tool designed to help law students, pre-law students, paralegal professionals, 
and practicing attorneys acquire the grammar and punctuation skills that are prerequisites to successful legal writing. This Teacher’s Manual 
describes the teaching philosophies that underpin the program, CGL’s learning objectives, and best practices for using CGL in the classroom. 
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Over the last decade, the problem of orphan works -- i.e., copyrighted works whose owners cannot be located by a reasonably diligent search -- 

has come sharply into focus as libraries, archives, and other large repositories of copyrighted works have sought to digitize and make available 

their collections online. Although this problem is certainly not limited to digital libraries, it has proven especially challenging for these organizations 
because they hold diverse collections that include millions of books, articles, letters, photographs, home movies, films, and other types of works. 

Many items come with a complex, unknown, and (often) unknowable history of copyright ownership. Because U.S. copyright law provides for both 

strong injunctive relief and monetary damages (in the form of statutory damages of up to $150,000 per work infringed), organizations that cannot 

obtain permission often do not make their collections available at all. 

In October 2012, the U.S. Copyright Office initiated a new study of orphan works and mass digitization, and has indicated that it is a high-priority 
policy issue for the office. That study, and the work that preceded it, has highlighted the wide array of perspectives about why and how to address 
the orphan works problem. In this article we present evidence that the orphan works problem is very real and that it inhibits many socially valuable 
uses of copyrighted works by libraries, archives, museums and other memory institutions. We then canvas the array of potential solutions, and 
ultimately conclude that fair use, combined with the Copyright Office’s remedy limitation approach, are better approaches for addressing this 
problem in the United States than alternatives proposed elsewhere. Finally, we explore future-looking changes, such as the reintroduction of 
copyright formalities and the development of registries, that would reduce the number of orphan works in the future. 

:ii:ii:ii:i"Rethinkia~J .~edg~e.ts Reciprocity" ~:i Free Download 

~7ortk Carolina Law Review, Yortkcoming 

UNC Legal Studies Research Paper No~ 2332290 

31OHN l~o COYLY, University of North Carolina School of Law 

Email: j,f,coyle@gmail.com 

Scholars have long debated the criteria that U.S. courts should use when deciding whether to recognize and enforce money judgments rendered 

by foreign courts. One of the proposed criteria -- reciprocity -- would require proof that the rendering court would enforce a U.S. judgment if the 
situation were reversed. Advocates of reciprocity claim that it is necessary to create incentives for foreign states to recognize and enforce U.S. 

judgments. Critics argue that a policy of judgments reciprocity is both costly to administer and highly unlikely to bring about any change in foreign 

state practice. 

This Article makes two original contributions to this debate. First, it draws on historical examples of successful reciprocal legislation to construct an 

analytical framework for determining the conditions under which such legislation is most likely to change foreign state behavior. These examples 

show that that a particular state’s response to such legislation will in many cases be shaped by the reaction of interest groups within that state. 

Second, the Article seeks to evaluate how interest groups within specific foreign states -- those that currently refuse to enforce U.S. judgments -- 
would be likely to react to a new U.S. policy of judgments reciprocity. Drawing upon a hand-collected dataset of reported cases and federal 

complaints, it argues that judgment creditors in many of these states are likely to suffer few, if any, economic losses as a result of such a policy. In 

the absence of such losses, the Article concludes that a new U.S. policy of judgments reciprocity is unlikely to prompt foreign states to change their 

laws and, consequently, is unlikely to achieve its goal of making it easier to enforce U.S. judgments overseas. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: NSA Says France, Spain Conducted Their Own Spying Operations 

NSA Says France, Spain Conducted Their ()x~] Spying 
Operations 

Widespread electronic spying that ignited a political firestorm in France and Spain recently 

was carried out by their own intelligence services and not by the National Security Agency, 

U.S. officials say. 

The phone records collected by the Europeans then were shared with the NSA, U.S. 

officials said, in an account that upends the version of events as reported in Europe. 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 
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Photo of Chuck 
Hammond 

Charles (Chuck) Hammond 3r. knows something about corporate 
finance and economics and their effect on financial markets. 

Photo of a 

woman smiling 

A Gift of Stock Can Cost Less 

U.S. stocks are on the rebound lately, but some analysts are 
becoming concerned that the markets may be experiencing another 
bubble. 

Photo of a man 

with a hat smiling Later 

You can establish a deferred gift annuity and generate an immediate 
income-tax deduction. However, payments will not begin until the date 
you select at the time of funding (usually your planned retirement 
age). 

Photo of a 

student at 

graduation The Center for World University Renkings (CWUR) recently ranked the 
University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign number ... 

Read mo:-e 

Photo of a 

grandfather and 

two grandchildren Between now and year end, individuals meeting certain requirements 
can still make a qualified tax-free charitable distribution from an iRA 
to the University of illinois Foundation and enjoy these benefits ... 



Photo of Taylor 
Rooks 

"Ply scholarship has allowed me to pursue my broadcasting career, 
complete internships and even ... " 

Photo of a 
graduating 
student with her 
dog 

If you’re one of our many alumni or friends who would really like to 
help but are unable to do so during your lifetime, you may be pleased 
to learn that many individuals just like you have discovered some 
very simple ways to make a gift to the U of [ through their estate. 

Copyright @ Pentera, Ine, All rights reserved. 
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Business Review Chaxlotte home prices up 7.3 percent in August 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Charlotte home prices up Z3 percent in 

August over lest year 

Charlotte-area home prices rose 7.3 percent in 

August from a year ago, for the region’s 18 month in 

a row of year-over-year gains, according to the 

Standard & Poor’s Case-Shiller index report. 

Sears considering spinning off Lands’ ~nd 

Sears is considering separating its Lands’ End 

catalog business and Sears Auto Center businesses 

from the rest of the company as it continues to 

struggle with declining sales and stiff competition. 

interact, et~trance ~oad 

Travelers at Charlotte Douglas 

International Airport should soon 

notice faster internet in terminals 

and energy-efficient lighting on the 

new airport. 

~nfosys said to reach U.S. sett{ement with 

on visa probe 

Infosys Ltd., India’s second-largest software exporter, 

has reached a settlement resolving a U.S. 

investigation into the company’s use of visas, two 

people familiar with the matter said. 

IBackstory: Love of Heels at~d 

heels ~eads couple to shoe 

company 

Rebecca Lakey s love of heels led 

to herto start, along with her 

boyfriend and business partner 

Demian Dellinger, Fan Feet, a 

Garner-based, .. 

Dow approaches record high 

as Fed meetit~g begins 

Investors pushed stocks higher 

Tuesday and drove the Dow Jones 

industrial average close to an all- 

time closing high on expectations 

that the Federal.. 

kex~s tops reliability ratings; 

Carney, RAV4 ~ose 

The dominance of Japanese 

automakers in Consumer 

Reports’ annual auto reliability 

ratings is starting to fade, with two 

European automakers and.. 

Legal arguments in airpo~ 

Is the newly-created Charlotte 

Douglas International Airport 

Commission part of the city 

government, or a distinct legal 

entity? 
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October 2013 Newsletter 

Oea~ NC~CL 
The Fraser Institute released its anrala] ~ 

the Economic Freedom of the Wbrkt, The 
repo~, co-published w~th the Care ~nstitute, 
measures the policies and institutions of 152 
countries to eva~ua[e their leve~s d economic 
freedom. 

There are D~’-two variaMes used ~o measure 
the degree of economic freedom Jr~ five 

Size of Government: 
Legal System and Property Rights; 
Sound Money; 
F[eedom to Trade Internationally; 
Regulation 

Our ½;ebsite 
Donate Now 

Email Us 

CLE Program 
Once again, Hen9 Kong and Singapore hold the top two positions (CLB Credit: 2.25 general hours 
with New Zealand, Switzerland, United Arab Emirates, Mauritius, approved) 
Finland. Bahrain. Canada and AustrM~a rounding out the top ten. NCICL is taking its free CLE 
The UNfed S~a~s ~s ranked 17th dropping ~rom the 2nd pos~t~on it 

pregram on the read. ~/e will 
held in the 2000 report. present our NC Supreme Cou~ 
The continuing decline of 1he United States ~s fudher reviewed ~n the & Coud of Appeals Review & 
fi~t chapter of the Fraser repo~ as well as a E#~£!1~ from the Cato    Constitufiona~ Primer pregram ~n 
h~s~itute. Both reports note increased spending, weakened rule el 
law. worsened menetary policy, increased trade barriers and 
regulations are to blame for the decline of the US ranking. The 
authors conclude that uNess there is a reversa~ ~n the po~c~es 
undem~ini~g econotnic fleedom, the U,> wi~ cont#~ue [o see a 
dec[~ne~ 
The correlation between economic freedom and prosperity is strong. 
Court,des w~h the most economic ~reedom show sbonger ~ndicators 
of ~mpreved human we~ being that ~nchJdes greater political and civil 
~ibe~es, longer ~ffe spans, and ~ower pove~y. It is especially 
trouN~ng to find the US declining. 
~e s~dve to educate the public, the s~a~e bar and state officials tha~ 
eur state censtitut~on puts ~m~ts on the power of the ~ ovemment 
and thst the true power ~s w~tl~ the people of the state. Enforcing 
constitutional ~m~a[ions on government he~ps ensu[e economic and 

#ersona~ freedem. 
We need your supper1 to continue eur effods. Fe~ward our 
newsletter to fdends and family, shale our wMte pspers with 
colleagues, reques~ a speaker ~or one of your ~unc[ions and/or send 
a donation to us he[e. Jo~n us in our fight fer freedom and faimess~ 

November at the following 

location: 

Nov. 13 - Breeks Pierce 
Law Firm, 230 N. Elm 
St., Greensboro, NC 

Program brae is 2:30 pm - 5:00 

pm with registration beginning at 

2:00 pm. Our speakem are NC 

Supreme Cour~ Justice Paul 
Newby, Jeanette Doran and 
Tyler Yeunts of NCICL The 
program is free, bu~ we do 
require advance ~s~ratkm~ It is 
open to attorneys, ~aw students, 
~udges, professors and ether 
members of the ~ega~ profession~ 

NCICL News 

On October 30, Jeanette Doran will be a panelist at the 
Manhattan Institute for Policy Research Iorum on "over- 
criminalizing" the Tar Heel State. NCICL is a co-sponsor of 
this event. 

On October 21, NCICL and the State Archives co-sponsored 
a continuing legal education program and public outreach 
reception. Speakers included Justice Paul Newby, Professor 
John Orth and NCICL’s Jeanette Doran. 

On October 16, Jeanette Doran spoke about the Affordable 
Care Act and its constitutional issues in Sylva, NC. 



In honor of Constitution Day, Jeanette Doran spoke to area 
middle school and high school students about the US 
Constitution on September 17, 2013. 

Litigation Update 

Rockford-Cohen Group, LLC, et al v. NCBAA 
The NC Couri of Appeals heard oral arguments on August 16, 2013, 
and we expect a decision in several months. To check the status of 

the case or teed the briel, click here ¯ The case raises issues 
involving the Monopoly Clause of the NC Constitution (Ari.I, E34). 

White Papers and Research 
¯ This month NCICL released a two part 

.~.i A~icle Image Memorandum of Law concerning the NC 
Pre-K program for "at-risk" children 

~i!}~!~==[[.(.l!~.[!~.=..~:!![!.).’’ by Jeane~te Do[an 
d~scusses the courl cases that resulted 
in the mandate that the state provide 

p[e-k~nderga~en programs for "st-r~sk" children. 

Doran lakes a ~ook at olher measures imp~emenled by the stale to 
he~p "at-risk" cMIdren prepare for school 

~ 
Questions about these pape~ may be d~rected to Jeanette Doran at 

919-838-5313 or doran@nc~cLorg. 

NCICL Press Room 

Emen! Dalesio, News & Observer 
NO high court weighs ~eed for statewide pre-K plan 
Craig Jar~is, Charlotte Observer 
NO Senate over,ides vetoes. (~ ovemor fires back 
Scott Drenkard, Tax Foundation 
State and Local Sa~es Tax Rates Midyear 2013 

Welcome Extems 
NCICL recently welcomed our 
law student externs for this fail 
David Barnes is a second year 
law student at Campbell 
University School of Law¯ David 
worked as an extem from late- 
August to mid~ctober. Wills 
Ci~ty ~s a second year ~aw 
student al UNC Schoo~ of Law~ 
~M~s ~s exteming w~th us for the 
duration d the fal~ semester. We 
appreciate their conbibutbns to 
NCICL and wish them the besl 
d ~uck in their future endeavors. 

"i knew ne sat~ depositery ef 

the ultimate powers of the 
socfeb, but ~he people 

themselves; and ff we think 
them not enlightened enough to 
exercise ~heir control with a 
wholesome discretion ~he 

~me@ is not to take it frem 
them, but to intbrm their 
discretion by edL~cadon. This is 

consb~utiona~ po~t: " -Thomas 
Jefferson 

Constitution Day 
On September 17, 1787, thiriymine men signed the constitution el 
the United States. This unique document set the framework of our 
country’s government. The constitution created a government that 
answered to the governed. The founders believed the c~tizen~ 
should have ~he right to be free and puBue their lives in ~hat 
freedom The government’s role is 1o prolect 1hat freedom. 
As a nation, we should take time to consider how truly unique and 
exceptional our cou~t~’ is compared to ~he wor~d~ Our freedoms 
have a~bwed our country to grow from a rabble of protesters 1o a 

~OWe[~UI work~ leader. ~ have the constitution to thank for 
ensuring that our inherent I~be~y wil~ be protected¯ 
The fo~bwk~g are some ~terestk~g v~deos ~rom LeamLiberty.o[g on 
our r~ghts: 

What are R~ghts 
Where Do Ri~ hls Come F~rn 

Properlv R~ghts: The Utile Guy’s Best Fdend 
Does The NSA Wolate Your Constitutional Rk~hts 

We Need Your Support 
Please consider making a tax-dedudible donation to help NCICL 
help North Carolina~ NCICL operates solely on the generosity of 
people who support our fight tbr freedom and fairness. NC~CL does 
not ~ecebe h~ndouts or funds from the government. NClCL depends 

contributions from [ndMduals, businesses and foundations. 
~en you g~ve to NCICL, you are supposing freedom and fairness. 
As a 501(c)(3) organization, all contributions are tax-deductible. 

Donate Online 
or ma~ your donation to: 
Executive O~rector 
Noah Carolina Institute for Constitutional Law 

~414 Faye~tevJ~le Sbeel 

Su~le G 
Raleigh, NC 27601 



"Let [the Constitution] be taught ir~ school& in seminarie& and in coflege& Jet i~ be wrigen in primers, 

#~ spelling book~ and in ~#~anaos, le~ J~ be preached t~om the pugged, preclaimed in legi~la#ve hails, 
~nd enfomed Jn courts of justice. And. h~ shot~, let Jt become the pofitical religion of the nation., 

- Abraham Lincoln 

Please visit our website at vw~,w.nciel,or’_q. 
Donate to our cat~se at wv~,*#,ncicl.orq/dona~e. 

’Would you like to forward this email to a friend? Click here. 
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Tuesday, October 29, 2013 4:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oct. 29 --BNA’s Banking Report- Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted October 29, 2013, 3:59 P.M, ET 

The Internal Revenue Service Oct. 29 issued guidance (Notice 2013-69), including a draft 
agreement, for foreign financial institutions to comply with the information reporting and 

withholding tax provisions of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act. 

The notice is the next step in implementation of FATCA, which requires FFIs to report their 
U.S.-owned accounts to the IRS or pay a 30 percent withholding tax on certain U.S.-source 
payments made to them. 

The notice @previews proposed guidance,@ IRS said, and provides a draft agreement for 
participating FFIs that are directly engaging in agreements with the IRS and for those 
reporting through a Model 2 intergovernmental agreement (IGA). IRS said the FFI agreement 

will be finalized by Dec. 31. 

The notice also incorporates updates to certain due diligence, withholding and other reporting 
requirements. The Treasury Department and the IRS said they will continue to provide more 

detailed guidance on FATCA implementation @as necessary.@ 

Notice 20:[3-69 will be published Nov. :[2 in Internal Revenue Bulletin 2013-46. 

/ ~ Text of Notice 2013-69 is at http://op.bna.com/dt.nsf/r. Open=dhan-gcxp9i. A Treasury news 

release is at http:i/op.bna.com/dt.nsf/r?Open=dhan-gcxpu6. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 4:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJNEWS AI,ERT: SAC to Plead Guilty to Secufties Fraud 

SAC to Plead Guilty to Securities Fraud 

SAC Capital Advisors will plead guilty to securities fraud as part of a landmark criminal 

insider-trading settlement with federal prosecutors set to be announced by next week, 

people familiar with the discussions said. 

SAC, run by Wall Street titan Steven A. Cohen, also will agree to stop managing outside 

money and pay the government criminal penalties of about $1.2 billion, according to these 

people--which would be the largest-ever insider-trading penalty. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



August 2013 Vol. 22, No. 8 

FEDERAL COURT RULES THAT FRB~S 
24-CENT INTERCHANGE FEE IS TOO HIGH 
UNDER THE STANDARDS OF THE DURBIN 
AMENDMENT 

p rior to Dodd-Frank, interchange fees for processing 

debit cards were in the neighborhood of 44 cents per 
transaction. Merchants were very unhappy with these market 
rates. Then came the Durbin Amendment to Dodd-Frank, 
which requires that fees charged by the issuer of a debit card 
must be ~reasonable and proportional to the cost incttrred by 

the issuer with respect to the transaction." Rate-making under 
this standard was delegated to the Federal Reserve Board. 

In its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking of December 28, 
2010, the FRB proposed that the interchange fee standard be 
limited to the costs associated with "authorization, clearing, 
and settlement" (ACS) on an dectronic debit transaction that 
vary with the number of transactions sent to the debit card 
issuer. Under this proposed standard, the interchange fee 
would be capped at about 12 cents. Merchants were jubilant, 
but banks were horrified at the size of the cut from prior 

market rates; the banks argued that other costs should be 

 LexisNexis" 
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included in the rate base, thus raising the cap. 

After receiving awhopping 11,500 comments to its proposal, 
and in an apparent attempt to strike a compromise between 

the warring parties, the FRB added some new categories of 
costs to the rate base that would yield an interchange fee cap 

of 24 cents. The Final Rule also adopted the banks’ position 

that Dodd Frank doesn’t require two unat~iated payment 
card networks available to the merchant for each method of 

authentication--PIN and Signature. The Final Rule was 
published July 20, 2011 and became effective on October 1, 

2011. (The final nile is codified at 12 CFR Part 235.) 
Six weeks later, a consortium of retail merchants sued the 

FRB in the District of Columbia federa! district court, seeking 

a declaratory judgment that the Final Rule~ interchange 
fee and network nonexdusivity provisions were arbitrary, 
capricious, and inconsistent with the plain language and 
purpose of the Durbin Amendment. The plaintiffs sought 

summary judgment. The court permitted amicus briefs to 

be filed by (1) a consortium of major nationwide bank and 
credit union trade associations (which notably supported 
neither party), (2) a group of retail merchants operating 
small convenience stores, and (3) Senator Richard Durbin, 
the primary author of the Durbin Amendment. 

In a hard-hitting 58-page opinion grandng the plaintiff’s 
summary judgment motion, Judge Richard Leon agreed with 
the merchants right down the line. Some commentators 

have described the court’s langnage as "snarky." The FRB has 
decided to appeal the decision. 

Debit cards and their networks. The court started by 

describing the characteristics of debit cards and the networks 
within which they wodc ARer decades of slow growth, the 

volume of debit card transactions increased rapidly in the mid- 

1990s, growing more robusdy than credit cards. This upsurge 
continued in the 2000s, reaching approximately 37.9 billion 
transactions in 2009. By 2011, debit cards "were used in 35 

percent of noncash payment transactions, and have eclipsed 
checks as the most frequently used noncash payment method." 
Debit cards have proved to be a very convenient way to pull 
funds out of a consumer’s deposit account, and they are now 

accepted universally by merchants around the country. 

The court explained that most debit card transactions 
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involve four parties, in addition to the network that processes 

the movement of funds from the consumer to the merchant: 

(I) The cardholdedconsumer who presents the card to the 
merchant in payment for goods or services; (2) the issuing 

bank, which holds the consumer’s deposit account and issues 
the card to its customer; (3) the merchant, who accepts the 

debit card after proper authentication; and (4) the acquirer 
(usually the merchant’s bank), which receives the debit 

card transaction information from the merchant and then 

facilitates the authorization, clearance, and settlement of 
the transaction on behalf of the merchant. "The network 

provides the software and infrastructure needed to route debit 

transactions; it transmits consumer account information 

and electronic authorization requests from the acquirer to 

the issuer; and it returns a message to the acquirer either 
authorizing or declining the transaction." Based on the total 
messages received each day, the network settles net debit 

positions between issuers and acquirers. There are two types 
of debit card transactions--PIN and signature, each of which 
requires its own infrastructure. The PIN type of debit card 
authentication evolved from ATM networks, while signature 
transactions utilize credit card networks. 

The rapid ir~crea~e of irtterchange fees. The basic 

interchange fee is set by the network and paid by the 

acquirer to the issuer to compensate the latter for its rote 

in the transaction. The network also charges acquirers and 

issuers a "switch fee" to cover its own transaction-ptocessing 

costs. "Once these fees are assessed, the acquirer credits the 

merchant’s account for the value of its transactions, tess a 

’merchant discount,’ which includes the interchange fee and 

network switch fees charged to the acquirer." Judge Leon 

then describes how interchange fees have skyrocketed, to the 

detriment of merchants: 

When PIN cards were first introduced, most regional 
networks set their interchange rates at "par" [like checks], 

ofiCering no cost subsidization to either merchants or 
issuers .... As debit cards became more popular, inter- 
change fee rates and the direction in which the fees 

fiowed began to shift. By the early 2000s, acquirers were 

paying issuers ever-increasing interchange fees for PIN 
transactions. Interchange fees for signature transactions, 
meanwhile, were modeled on credit card fees and were 
even higher than for PIN. In recent years, interchange fees 

have climbed sharply, with PIN outpacing signature debit 
fees. From 1998 to 2006, merchants faced a 234 percent 

increase in interchange fees for PIN transactions.., and by 

2009 interchange fee revenue for debit cards totaled $ !6.2 
billion. For most retailers, debit card fees represent the 
single largest operating expense behind payroll. 

The court then explains how MasterCard and Visa 
dominare the debit card networks. Those two networks 

"exercise considerable market power over merchants with 
respect to debit card acceptance .... Merchants know that if 
they do not accept those cards and networks, they risk losing 
sales, and losing the sale would be costlier to the merchant 
than accepting debit and paying the high interchange fee." 
The court concludes that the networks have an incentive to 
continuously raise merchants’ interchange fees which flow" 
from merchants to issuers--as a way to attract issuers to 

the network. In addition, Visa’s and MasterCard’s "Honor 
All Cards" rules force merchants that accept their networks’ 

ubiquitous credit cards also to accept their signature debit 
cards with their corresponding high signature transaction fees. 

As a practical matter, merchants c~’t put downward pressure 
on interchange fees by rejecting network-affiliated debit cards. 
Merchants have responded by raising the price of goods and 
services to offset the fees. Finally, network fees have also been 

going up. The FRB has determined that total network fees 
exceeded $4.1 billion in 2009. 

Impact of the Durbin Amendment. As a result of 

skyrocketing debit card interchange fees, the Dodd-Frank 
Act included the Durbin Amendment as a critical element 

of the new legislation. It imposes various standards and rules 
governing debit card fees and transactions. The Durbin 
Amendment defines "interchange transaction fees" as "any fee 
established, charged or received by a payment card network 

for the purpose of compensating an issuer for its involvement 
in an electronic debit transaction." The FRB is directed to 
establish standards to determine whether the amount of 

an interchange fee is "reasonable and proportional" to the 
transaction costs incurred by the issuer. Congress instructs the 
FRB that it must consider the functional similarity between 

electronic debit transactions and check transactions that are 
required within the Federal Reserve System to clear at par. 

The Durbin Amendment also requires the FRB to 

distinguish between (1) the "incremental cost" incurred by 
an issuer in "authorization, clearance and settlement" (ACS 
costs) of a particular transaction and (2) "other costs incurred 
by an issuer which are not specific to a particular electronic 
transaction .... " Once the FRB establishes the fee standard 

based on allowable costs, it can adjust the fee upward a bit 
to allow for fraud-prevention costs. In a market-oriented 
approach, the Durbin Amendment also instructs the FRB 

to regulate network fees by prohibiting networks and issuers 
from restricting the number of payment card networks on 

which a debit card transaction may be processed. This part of 
the Durbin Amendment mandates network nonexclusivity. 

The FRB’s initial fee limit: 12 cents. In its Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking dated December 28, 2010, the FRB 
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proposed that~ in determining interchange f~es, only ACS 

~vansaction costs could be considered. Under this standard, 
network processing fees, as well as fixed and overhead costs 

common to all debit transactions, ~vere excluded. Fraud- 
prevention costs were also excluded from the basic interchange 
~e on the ground that they could only be recovered through 
the later adjustment process. Thi~ standard, which was 

enthusiastically embraced by the retail merchant groups, 
would a!|ow an interchange fee in the neighborhood of 12 
cents, a drastic reduction from the 44-cent "market" level. 

With respect to network nonexclusivity, the FP, B proposed 
that neither issuers nor networks could inhibit a merchant’s 

ability to direct the routing of an electronic debit transaction 
(signature or PIN) over any available network. 

The FRB’s final rule: a fee limit of 24 cents. In 
response to the outpouring of comment letters from all 

sides, the FRB took another look at the statute and found 
that Congress contemplated three categories of costs: (1) 
incremental ACS costs must be considered in the fixing 
of fees; (2) issuer costs that are not specific to a particular 
transaction (i.eo, overhead) may not be considered; and (3) 

costs that are specific to a particular transaction but don’t 
qu~i~ as ACS costs may be considered by the FRB in 
its discretion because Congress was silent on whether these 

costs are recoverable. In its final rule, tile FRB amended the 
standard to include, in addition to ACS costs: (1) fixed costs 
related to processing a particular transaction such as network 
connectivity and software, hardware, equipment and labor; 
(2) transaction-monitoring costs; (3) an allowance for fraud 

losses; and (4) network processing fees. With respect to the 
nonexclusivig~ standard., the final rule requires only that 
two unaffiliated networks be available for each debit card, 
not for each authorization method. 

Not surprisingly~ merchant groups were bitterly 
disappointed that the final rule lifted fee limits from 12 
cents to 24 cents, and backed away from its original, more 
pro-merchant position on nonexclusMty. Debit card issuers 

were t~appy with the final rule when compared with the 
proposed rule but still were bitter about the general concept 

of fee regulation found in the Durbin Amendment and the 
big drop from the market interchange fee of 44 cents. They 

emphasized the large shift in wealth from card issuers to card 
acquirers. It is notable that the issuers filed amicus briefs, but 
not in support of the final rule. 

Co~ r~es that the FRB exceeded its auchori~ when 
it found a third category of expenses to justify higher 
interchange fees. The federal district court ~med with the 

plaintiffs that the Durbin Amendment limited the FRB’s 
consideration of allowable costs to incremental ACS costs. 

It granted the retailers summary judgment on this key point. 
In reaching this conclusion, the court employed a variety 
of tools of statutory construction. First, it ~und that the 
plain language of the Durbin Amendment contained only 

two categories of expenses for the FRB to consider: 
ACS fees specific to a particular transaction, which "shall be 

considered" in determining allo,vable interchange fees and 
(2) "other costs.., incurred by an issuer which are not specific 

to a particular electronic debit transaction," which "shall not 
be considered." 

The court rejected the FRB’S position that the statute is 
silent with it comes to costs that are specific to a particular 

transaction but are not incremental ACS costs, and that this 
"silence" creates a gap that can be filled by the regulation. 
The court concluded that the plain statutory language 
"bifurcates the universe of electronic transaction costs" into 

only two categories, not three. In effect, the court applied 

a negative implication flowing from the incremental ACH 
costs that are clearly spelled out in the statute as allowable in 

fixing interchange fees. All costs not on the list that Congress 
provided don’t qualify. 

The court was heavily influenced by the Congressional 

Record statements of Senator Durbin, which "confirm 
that Congress intended to bifiarcate the universe of costs 

into incremental ACS costs includable in the interchange 
fee standard and all other costs to be excluded." The FRB 
admitted that Senator Durbin’s statement appeared to divide 

the universe of costs into two categories, but downplayed 
file relevance of a floor statement as "legislative history." 
The court was also influenced by the language in the statute 
directing the FRB to consider the "functional similarity" 

between electronic transactions and check transactions, both 
of which pull fiands out of the consumer’s account. The court 

reasoned that limiting allowable debit card issuer costs was 
consistent with the required practice of paying checks at par. 

The court cited Senator Durbin’s floor statement, where he 
explained that "there are zero transaction fees deducted ~vhen 
you use a check," in contrast to interchange fees, ,vhich "are 

deducted from every [debit] transaction left for the seller." 

In the court’s view, tile bottom line was that Congress had 
dearly limited allowable fees to variable ACS transaction fees. 
That was the key to the decision. 

Network nonexclusivity regulation also invalid. Judge 
Leon also held that the FRB "disregarded the plain meaning 
of the Durbin Amendment and rnisconstrued the statute by 

adopting a network non-exclusivity rule requiring all debit 
cards be interoperable with at least two unaffiliated payment 

networks, rather than requiring that all debit transactions be 
able to run over at least two unaffiliated networks." The court 
concluded that the statute requires that merchants be provided 



with a choice between multiple unaffiliated networks for each 
transaction, whether it be authorized by PIN or signature. 

The court noted that total network f~es exceeded $4. ! billion 
in 2009, due in large part to a lack of competition resulting 
~}om exclusivity requirements. The court explained: 

Accordingly, it defies both the letter and purpose of 

the Durbin Amendment to read the statute as allowing 
networks and issuers to continue restricting the number of 
networks on which an electronic debit transaction may be 

processed to fewer than two per transaction. Indeed, prior 

to the Amendment’s passage, Senator Durbin explicitly 
confirmed that Congress wanted [his amendment] to 
ensure the availability of at least two competing networks 
for each method of cardholder authentication on which an 
electronic debit may be processed. 

Once again, the court quoted from a Senate floor statement 
by Senator Durbin that -was right on point. Judge Leon 
concluded that the final FRB rule "not only fails to carry out 
Congress’s intention; it effectively countermands it!" 

The Durbin Amendment, as construed by Judge Leon, 
brings about a massive shift in allocating the cost of debit 
card processing. Merchants will bear ACS transaction 
costs (about 12 cents), but "all other costs will be borne by 
the banking industry..adthough community banks with 
tess than $10 billion in assets wodt be directly affected, 
competitive market forces are likely to keep them from 

charging anything dose to the 44-cent fee that applied 
before Durbin. 

The Federal Reserve Board has decided to appeal the 
decision to the District of Columbia Court of Appeals. 
How will the appeal come out? Although Judge Leon’s 
decision is carefully reasoned, vdth close analysis of the 
language of the statute, its commercial context, and its 
legislative history, federal appellate courts have a long 
tradition of deferring to the federal agency in charge of 
implementing the statute. This is the so-called Chevron 

rule. It is possible that the appellate court wit! read the 
Durbin Amendment as containing enough ambiguity to 
support the FRB condusion that the universe of debit card 
processing costs is divided into three categories, not just 
two. On the other hand, some observers view the FRB’s 
24-cent resolution as an obvious "political compromise" 
on the issue, which might not deserve judicial deference. 

In any case, it seems like the Fl~’s decision to appeal 

raises the ante, since an affirmance could lead to a trial 
court order for refund of excess charges. Either way, this is 
a case that is likely headed to the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Will Congress step in to reinstate the FRB’s 24-cent final 
rule as a reasonable compromise, or repeal the Durbin 

Amendment altogether? Those scenarios seem very. 
unlikely, given the Senate majority enjoyed by Senator 
Durbin and his Democrats, not to mention the likely 

position of the ~)q~ite House on the issue. 

One o~’the biggest takeaways from the case is the remarkably 
powerful role played by Senator Durbin. Not only did he 
single-handedly draft the amendment and get it through 
Congress at a late point in the legislative process, but his 
presence is felt throughout Judge Leon’s decision. His 
Senate floor remarks read into Congressional Record. were 
treated as gospd by the court. His public comment letter 
in response to the FRB’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
was undoubtedly influential in the FRB’s original proposed 
role, which the court effectively reinstated. And he was even 
given the opportunity to do his own amicus briefl Shades of 
James Madison in die 1790s. 

G iven the level of animus toward Dodd-Frank and 

the CFPB, it’s not surprising that lawsuits have been 
brought challenging the constitutional validity of the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Now we have our 

first reported decision. On August 1, 2013, the U.S. District 
Court for the District of Columbia ruled that the plaintiff, a 
relatively small national bank from Texas, had no standing to 
bring a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of the CFPB. 
State Nat’t Bank of Big Springs v. Lew, 2013 U.S, Dist. LEXIS 

108308. Although the decision runs to 30 pages, it is clear 
that the plaintiff never had a chance because the court felt 
that the injury claimed was way too attenuated. The court 
never grappled with the constitutional issues, and it granted 
the government’s motion to dismiss. 

The CFPB was given birth in Title X of the omnibus 
Dodd-Frank Act. In Count I of the complaint, the bank 
challenged the validity- of Tide X on the ground that it 
violates the separation of powers by "delegating effectively 
unbounded power to the CFPB," coupling that power with 

provisions insulating the CFPB against meaningful checks by 
the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial Branches. This was not 
a challenge to a specific regulation, but was a frontal attack 
against all of Tide X. In Count II, the bank challenged the 
recess appointment of Richard Cordray as CFPB Director on 
the grounds that he was appointed without the Senate’s advice 
and consent in violation of the Appointments Clause of the 
U.S. Constitution. (The Supreme Court has agreed to hear a 
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Journal of Intercollegiate Sport 

Asa FacultyAthletics Representative (FAR) who receivesasubscription 

tothe~ercoffe i~teS ort JfS,youlikelyknowthatthe 

NCAAannouncedearlierthisyearthatitwill no Iongerfinanceyour 

Human Kineticswill continueto publish JtS, providing articleson a 

range of topics from leading researchers, university presidents, and 

scholarsfrom aroundthe nation Tocontinuereceivingthievahlable 

To make this manageable, we are offering FARs individual 1-year 

online subscriptionsforonly$30--morethan 50% off the standard 

To ensure this important online journal content is available to other 

faculty and students at your college or university, you may also ask your 
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subscriptions are available at an introductory rate of $99--again more 

To purchase a discounted subscription toJIS, please call Human 
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Vitae is now live. We invite you to join. 

you have trouble viewing this e-mail, read the online version. 

Vitae, The First Online Community Dedicated to Higher Ed Is Finally Here 

It’s official - Vitae is live The Chronicle is proud to announce Vitae, the only online career hub dedicated to 

making it easier and more rewarding for faculty and administrators to do their job each day. 

Built with you in mind, Vitae brings together all the best career management tools, advice and news, 

community, and jobs needed to help advance your career. 

~.~’}!.,’.~.~,[!~!~..,,.’}.,=’!~’,.,’, using your existing Chronicle account Iogin, following these steps: 

1. Go to 

2. Click the "Already have a Chronicle.corn account?." link. 

3. Enter your e-mail and password on the right of the page, then click Log In. 

4. You’ll be navigated to a short signup form partially filled in with your existing Chronicle account 

information Fill in the rest of the form, agree to the Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, and then 

click Sign Up. 

5. Start building your profile! 

Vitae delivers news and advice to help crack the code for succeeding in an academic world, including: 

F~om ~,’#el~’are t~ t}~.~ Tee<~re 

Last year, Melissa Bruninga-Matteau starred in a Chronicle report about Ph D.’s on food stamps--and 

came in for some withering criticism. Since then, her story has only become more interesting. 

As a scholar, you’re probably accustomed to writing for nothing--but when you enter the media world, it’s 

time to get serious about compensation. Here’s howto ask for what you’re worth. 

When my dean asked me to sacrifice my home on campus, I was surprised and conflicted. But losing the 

office--and the investment in space as signifier--has been liberating. 

It’s new. It’s easy. It’s free. 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St. NW. I Washington. DC. 20037 

Privacy Policy 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Nuclear Clea~up Eltbrt Leaves Questions Lingering at Scores of Old Sites 

N~L~clear Clean~Ltp Effort Leaves Questions Lingering at 
Scores of Old Sites 

The nation’s effort to build nuclear weapons has left the country with a $350 billion 

cleanup project scattered at hundreds of sites in dozens of states. 

A Wall Street Journal investigation raises questions about the massive government 

program established to handle the cleanups. 

Among the findings: Record-keeping has been so spotty that the Energy Department says 

it doesn’t have enough documentation on several dozen sites to decide whether a cleanup 

is needed or not. And more than 20 sites initially declared safe by the government have 

required additional cleanups, sometimes more than once. 
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Oct. 30 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 30, 2013 @, Number 210 

Switzerland 

Switzerland’s financial regulator has forced the country’s largest 
bank to temporarily boost its capital after finding fault with the 
way the bank calculated its legal and other operational risk 
exposures, UBS has announced .... 

Canada 
Ca~sadia~ A#e~cy Wil~ ~Regularize~ 

Use of O~’ders ~o Co~pe~ Evidence 

Canada’s Competition Bureau is "regularizing" its approach to the 
use of orders under the Competition Act to compel the 
production of evidence in civil cases, including documents, 
written returns, and testimony, Competition... 

Canada 
Darl#~9 ~r~te~’natio~a~ Hay Acquire ~sir~ess 

Canada’s Competition Bureau on Oct 25 indicated that it wil~ not 
challenge the C$645 million ($6~9 million) acquisition of a 
Canadian rendering and biodiese~ business by a U.S. recycling 
firm .... 
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Sizemore, Beverly A <bevsize@email.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Why Immigration Law Is a Hot Practice Area 

I am at the NAFSA Regional Conference and out of the office until mid-day Wednesday (20/30). I will have limited email contact during that time so replies might 

be delayed. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kennedy, Joseph E <kenned~4@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Why Immigration Law Is a Hot Practice Area 

I am out of the country attending an academic conference. My ability to respond to emails during this t~me will be limited. 
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LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 67, 10/30/2013 
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Reforming Ohio Corporate Law and Securities Regulation to Facilitate Investment in Ohio 
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The recent Rana Plaza factory disaster in Bangladesh is yet another bloody and stark reminder of the real legal, reputational and economic risks 
facing corporations at the top of the supply chain for human rights infractions further down it. By reviewing such litigious avenues as the US Alien 
Torts Statute (even after Kiobel) and other tortious routes in UK and Europe, along with the impacts of individual retailer accords, the authors 
highlight the fact that the extraterritoriality of human rights abuses is no shield against liability. The article explains the reasons why companies 
need to be aware of the serious possibilities of legal action in their home jurisdictions for human rights abuses with which they may be associated 
by way of their supply chains relations, and argues for serious reforms to the current levels of due diligence in supply chain management. 
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Still in the wake of the Citizens United decision, the next question of corporate rights is heading to the Supreme Court soon: corporate free 

exercise of religion. A survey of Supreme Court cases reveals that affording constitutional rights to corporations is actually remarkably common. The 
rationale in such cases can illuminate the discussion brewing in the lower courts -- and sure to find its way to the Supreme Court soon -- as to 

whether corporations have First Amendment religious rights. 
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Against a backdrop of theoretical and empirical evidence, this article explains why and how the Ohio General Assembly should reform Ohio 

corporate law and securities regulation. As a foundation, theoretical and empirical evidence explains why reforming Ohio corporate law will facilitate 

investment in Ohio, including data showing that Ohio corporate law raises the cost of capital to Ohio firms. Further demonstrating that capital 



markets disfavor Ohio corporate law, Abercrombie & Fitch Co. failed in its 2011 attempt to reincorporate in Ohio. 

The Ohio General Assembly should reform Ohio corporate law and securities regulation to encourage firms located in Ohio to incorporate in Ohio. 

Clear corporate law implementing non-extreme policy decisions in a straightforward manner can remedy the complexity and extremity that are the 

hallmarks of Ohio corporate law. With reference to specific statutory provisions, including anti-takeover laws, fiduciary responsibility provisions and 

shareholder voting provisions, this article advocates reform to Ohio law and refutes objections to reform. 
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This essay approaches the scholarship of the late Professor Larry Ribstein from a progressive vantage point. It argues that Ribstein’s revolutionary 
work upended the "nexus of contracts" theory in corporate law and provided a potential alternative to the regulatory state for those who believe 

in worker empowerment and anti-cronyism. Progressive corporate law scholars should look to Ribstein’s scholarship not as a hurdle to overcome, 

but as a resource to be tapped for insights about constructing a more egalitarian and dynamic economy. 
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The 2010 Dodd-Frank Act directed the SEC to study the issue of whether the Commission should, by regulation, decree broker-dealers ("registered 

representatives") subject to the same fiduciary standards applicable to investment advisers, applicable at least since SEC v. Capital Gains Research 
Bureau, 385 U.S. 180 (1963). The SEC completed such a study in 2011, predictably recommending that the Commission exercise the authority 

Dodd-Frank had given it, namely, waving its wand, declaring brokers fiduciaries. Many able academics and regulators have adumbrated the pros 

and the cons of such a regulatory step. To date, however, the SEC has done nothing, undoubtedly overtaxed with implementing both the JOBS Act 

(April 2012) and other Dodd-Rank schemata. No matter what the result, however, on the fiduciary duty issue, the purposes of this article are two in 
number: one, to point out the reasons, such as holding themselves out as financial advisers ("FAs"), that run-of-the mill brokers already may be 

fiduciaries, and two, the small upgrades that will result from such a regulatory action, such as a duty to recommend securities based upon the 

customer’s best interests rather than just what is suitable. 
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One of the more anomalous features of the corporate income tax is the dividends received deduction, which permits a corporation to deduct from 

income an amount equal to some or all of the dividends it receives in its capacity as a shareholder of another domestic corporation. It is neither a 

device for avoiding multiple layers of taxation, since some intercorporate dividends are only partially deductible, nor is it a device for differentiating 
true dividends from distributions that are mere shifts in money from a corporation’s right pocket to its left pocket, since even a corporation that 

owns a single share of stock in a large public corporation can still exclude most of the dividend from income. Treasury’s Office of Tax Policy has 

called the provision distortionary and identified its reform as one method of improving the competitiveness of U.S. businesses abroad. 

This paper, written for a Florida State University College of Law symposium on the 100th anniversary of the federal income tax, explores the 

evolution of the tax treatment of intercorporate dividends. The original rationale for taxing intercorporate dividends was to discourage the 



formation and continued existence of corporate pyramids, or multi-level corporate chains of ownership in which the investors at the top of the chain 

are able to leverage a relatively small investment in one corporation in order to exercise power and influence over the entire group. At the time, 
this pyramidal structure was thought to facilitate corporate governance issues, tax evasion, and undue political power and influence. Although the 

resulting tax burden from the introduction of intercorporate dividend taxation was too small to force an immediate change in organizational 

structures, it was part of a multi-faceted campaign against corporate pyramids that included the enactment of the Public Utility Holding Company 
Act and the repeal of the consolidated return filing privilege. As concern about pyramids declined and the consolidated return was revived, the 
continued existence of the intercorporate dividends tax was ripped from its original moorings and left to drift toward its current incoherent position. 

Although reform efforts have been largely ineffective over the last several decades, the rise in multinational corporations may force movement in 

this area. 
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Over recent decades small jurisdictions have become big players in cross-border corporate and financial services. To date, however, their nature, 
legal status, and market roles remain under-theorized. Lacking a coherent vocabulary to describe the functions that such jurisdictions perform -- 

and the peculiar strengths of those small jurisdictions actually achieving substantial success in the global financial marketplace -- we find ourselves 

unable to evaluate their social and economic impacts in a nuanced and rigorous manner. Accordingly, this article proposes a new conceptual 

framework with the dual aim of refining the debate regarding the legitimacy and desirability of their activities, and reorienting that debate toward 
more productive inquiries. 

Part II canvasses extant conceptual frameworks used to describe and evaluate the roles of small jurisdictions in cross-border corporate and 

financial services. These include literatures exploring globalization and the impact of English legal origins, as well as literatures variously 
characterizing such jurisdictions as "tax havens," "offshore financial centers," "micro-states," and "global cities." Finding each paradigm incapable 

of accounting for the range of small jurisdictions that have achieved substantial success, Part Ill proposes a new concept that better captures their 

market roles and salient characteristics -- the "market-dominant small jurisdiction" (MDSJ). 

[ first set out an ideal type, identifying the central, consequential features giving rise to their competitive strengths and fueling their substantial 
successes. Notably, MDSJs (1) are small in both population and land area; (2) are poorly endowed in natural resources, limiting their economic 
development options; (3) possess legislative autonomy (if not full sovereignty); (4) are culturally proximate to major economic powers, and 
favorably situated geographically vis-a-vis those powers, often performing critical "bridging" functions among them; (5) heavily invest in human 
capital, professional networks, and related institutional structures; (6) consciously balance close collaboration with and robust oversight of the 
financial professional community, at once conveying flexibility, stability, and credibility; (7) exhibit low levels of perceived public corruption; and (8) 
actively seek to minimize the political and diplomatic salience of cross-border corporate and financial services. 

The foregoing ideal type provides a benchmark against which to evaluate four jurisdictions that have achieved global dominance in particular areas 
of cross-border corporate and financial services: Bermuda, well established among the world’s preeminent insurance markets; Singapore, a rising 

power in wealth management; Switzerland, the long-standing global leader in private banking; and Delaware, the predominant jurisdiction for the 

incorporation of U.S. publicly traded companies and a globally prominent competitor in the organization of various forms of business entities. 

Part IV concludes, suggesting that notwithstanding MDS]s’ apparent vulnerability to exertions of economic and diplomatic pressure by major 
markets, the practical significance of MDSJs will likely continue to grow - as will the practical need for a more effective means of theorizing the roles 
they play in cross-border corporate and financial services, and the global dynamics their ascendance reveals. Accordingly, we should not remain 
content with flawed conceptual frameworks and vocabularies that lack sufficient nuance and all too often facilitate glib -- and even hypocritical -- 
generalizations about their social and economic impacts. 
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Fiduciary political theorists have neglected to explore sufficiently the difficulty of mapping fiduciary-beneficiary relationships in the public sphere. 
This oversight is quite surprising given that the proper mapping of fiduciary-beneficiary relationships in the private sphere is one of the most 
longstanding and strongly contested debates within corporate law. After decades of case law and scholarship directed towards the question of to 
whom do a corporation’s directors or managers serve as fiduciaries, private law theorists remain deeply divided. This debate within private law 
should be of perennial interest to public fiduciary theorists because the cartography of public fiduciary relationships is essential to operationalizing 
the project. After all, it is only through identifying the relevant fiduciary and beneficiary that one is able to determine the precise contours of the 
fiduciary framework’s ethical architecture. As such, loose mapping of fiduciary-beneficiary relationships in the public sphere precludes a clear 
understanding of whose interests are pertinent to the public fiduciary’s representation, and what the public fiduciary is to do when beneficiaries’ 
interests collide. The purpose of this chapter, then, is to explore the central debate in corporate law about fiduciary-beneficiary relationships to 
help translate fiduciary principles into public law configurations. 

Monetary and Economic Studies v.31 (November 2013 Forthcoming) 
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A central challenge for international financial regulatory systems today is how to manage the impact of global systemically important financial 

institutions (G-SIFts) on the global economy, given the interconnected and pluralistic nature of regulatory regimes. This paper focuses on the 

Financial Stability Board (FSB) and proposes a new research agenda for the FSB’s emerging regulatory forms. In particular, it examines the 
regulatory architecture of the New Governance (NG), a variety of approaches that are supposed to be more reflexive, collaborative, and 

experimental than traditional forms of governance. A preliminary conclusion is that NG tools may be effective in resolving some kinds of problems in 

a pluralistic regulatory order, but they are unlikely to be suitable for all problems. As such, this article proposes that analyses of the precise 

conditions in which NG mechanisms may or may not be effective are necessary. [t concludes with some recommendations for improving the NG 

model. 
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Davis Polk Perspectives - October 30, 2013 

Davis Po~k Pers£ectives 

Dear Lissa, 

We continue to be amazed at the amount of money the federal government is extracting from the largest banks. By our count, the payments 

made or agreed to by the largest banks since 2011 to settle various claims easily exceeds $20 billion, not including the recently announced 

$5.1 billion settlement by JPMorgan Chase with the Federal Housing Finance Agency related to mortgage bonds sold before the financial crisis. 

With the continued calls to break up the big banks, re-impose Glass-Steagall, and extract penalty after penalty, one can legitimately ask 

whether the government has declared all-out war on large banks. But a more interesting question remains: Is there a war on small banks as 

well? 

We get lip service from time to time from Congress or the regulators about the special nature of community banks, but somehow other than a 

relatively modest sop from time to time, the community banks are subject to the same daunting array of regulatory overkill that is crippling our 

largest banks. The difference is that JPMorgan Chase has the ability to devote an additional 4,000 people and an additional $1 billion to 

controls and compliance. It can devote "500 dedicated professionals" to the Fed’s stress testing, and devote 750,000 man-hours to compliance 

training= The community bank is lucky to have a handful of employees, and there are not enough hours in the day to devote to keeping up. And 

each page of the 14,000 pages of Dodd-Frank regulations creates a minefield of compliance traps, with 20,000 pages yet to come. 

I doubt you will find one regulator in Washington or one legislator that would admit it, but whether or not community banks are the target, they 

are certainly suffering a great deal of collateral damage. 

Best regards, 

John Douglas and Randall Guynn 

Davks Polk Perspeclives is a periodic analysks of trer~ds ar topics of ~rnpor~ance to ou~ c~ierfl:s and ~dends p~ovided by Jahi~ Dauglas, head a~ Davis Polk’s Bank 

Regulatory Practice and former General Cau~sel of the FD~C I1: is ~)1: an in-.depl:h analysis of ~he matters tha~ may be discussed, bu~ is designed to proqde context 

Davis Polk ] 
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Today’s Top Stories 

Why U.So Banks View Tough Leverage 
Proposa~ as Counter-Productive 

A draft plan by U.S. regulators to significantly 
increase a leverage requirement for top U.S. 
financial institutions is at odds with a separate 
proposal to force banks to hold highly liquid 
assets to buffer against market crises, 
according to senior bank executives. 

M&A is time=consuming and expensive, and 
it’s especially painful for small banks like First 
Scottsdale, an aspiring consolidator in Arizona, 
when their deals fall apart. 

Banks Welcome Fee Waiver on Smallest 
SBA Loans 

The Small Business Administration is 
temporarily waiving fees on loans of $150,000 
or less, and community bankers say it will 
encourage lenders and borrowers to pursue 
loans that they had shied away from in recent 
years. 

Warren Detai~s Her GSE Reform Views 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren weighed in publicly for 
the first time on the substance of the housing 
finance reform debate on Tuesday, endorsing 
a limited but explicit government guarantee, 
strong underwriting rules and servicer 
oversight, and secondary market access for 
smaller institutions. 

By Department 

Treasurer’s Trove: The Corporate Porta~ of 

the Future 

Customized pages, more integrated content, 
transaction analytic& Banks are motivated to 
making corporate portals more useful than 
ever. 

Homeowner Relief Fund 

A report released Tuesday says that Treasury 
and the states are not moving quickly to help 
unemployed homeowners make their mortgage 
payments. 

COMPLETEISSUE 

issue 
u View company 

index 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Wealth 
Management 

~ 
W ealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Technology 

~ 
Over ~he 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 
phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Access American Banker’s 

award winning coverage 

from your iPad and 

receive essential news, 

analysis and tools all at 

your fingertips From the 

latest regulatory updates, 

to community banking and 

consumer finance news, 

the American Banker iPad 

app provides you with the 

comprehensive 

information you need to 

build your business - 

accessible anytime, 
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Banks Welcome Fee Waiver on Smallest 
SBA Loans 

The Small Business Administration is 
temporarily waiving fees on loans of $150,000 
or less, and community bankers say it will 
encourage lenders and borrowers to pursue 
loans that they had shied away from in recent 
years. 

Proposa~ as Counter-Productive 

A draft plan by U.S. regulators to significantly 
increase a leverage requirement for top U.S. 
financial institutions is at odds with a separate 
proposal to force banks to hold highly liquid 
assets to buffer against market crises, 
according to senior bank executives. 

M&A D~a~ Cancellations Sting Sm~l~ Banks 

M&A is time-consuming and expensive, and 
it’s especially painful for small banks like First 
Scottsdale, an aspiring consolidator in Arizona, 
when their deals fall apart. 

What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

strength for UNC game Florida State 
defensive 

The Wolfpack has struggled on back 

offense this season, in part Lamarcus 

because of injuries to key players, Joyner sacks 

most notably quarterback Brandon 

Mitchell. The Pack ... 

Triangle players will have 

impact in the NBA 

JJ. Redick’s move to Los Angeles 

bolsters the Clippers’ title hopes. 

But many more area players are 

chasing the same dream. 

Los Angeles 

Clippels 

coach Doc 

Rivers, right, 

UNC’s Fedora ~ooks ahead to 

NC State 

UNC coach Larry Fedora wants 

his players to be as hungry to beat 

NC State as they were last 

season, but the game he really 

wants the Tar Heels to .. 

UNCcoach 

Lany Fedora 

celebrates 

the Tar 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)tmts 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~2[~.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 7:01 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

October 30, 2013: As Obamacare Issues Fester, White House and... 

here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

TOd~!~:S ~# H~d!i~!e ............................................................................................................. 

As Obamacare ~ssues Fester, White House and Sebe~ius P~ay Defense 

"Thirty days after the botched launch of HealthCare.gov," reports CBS News 
(OcL 30, Condon), "the nation on Wednesday will hear Irorn bo~h President 
Obama and Heai~h and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius about 
the ongoing proMems associated w~th the Affordable Care Act." The former 

will address ~he ~ssue ft’om Faneuil Hall ~n Boston, the site where ~n 2006 
then-Gov. Mitt Romney s~gned the Massachusetts health law that served as a 
mode~ for the Afferdable Care AcL The latter w~l lestify before the House 
Energy and Commerce Committee. Obama ~s expected to poh~t out that just 
like the AffordaMe Care Act, the Massachusetts law ~ook some time ~o gain 
momentum - more than 20 percent of enrollees waited unfi~ the last month~ 

Nevertheless, ~he Wall Street Journal (Oct. 30, Radnofsky, Mad#r) notes, 
"problems surrounding the launch of the federal health-care law broadened 
Tuesday as concerns thal thousands of Americans are gelting ~nsurance- 
cance~afion notices" gah~ed traction ~n the med~a and on Capitol Hill. 
HJgM~ghtin9 a growing number of such no~ices, GOP legislators are 
hammering Obama on Ms ofl-repated promise: "~f you ~ike your health-care 
p~an, you w~H be aMe to keep your health-care plan." h~surence-p~an changes 
affec~in9 mi~ons of Americans who buy coverage through the #~d~vidual 
marke~ because they can’t get it ~rorn an employer or government program are 
at ~ssue. Under Obamacare, most new p~ans aimed al ind~vMua~s must offer 
more~enerous benefits and often come 8t a Mgher pdce. "While insurers may 
keep se~ing current customers existing plans tha~ da~e to Marsh 2010 or 
before," notes the Journal "many are c~t~ng the law as they end okJ policies." 

Business Week (Oct. 30, Tozzi), meanwhile, recalls that just days prior to ~he 
Oct. 1 launch date, oIficials delayed the part ol tire federal website ~hat was 
supposed to enable small employers to shop for health plans, stating it weuM 
be ready ~n November. "Now, make that ~ate November, according to 
testimony h~m Marilyn Tavenner, chJd of the Centers ~or Med~ca~ and 
Med~caM Serdces, which ~s ~n charge of the federal hea~lh exchange," notes 
the puMicafion. "That doesn’t ~eave a lot of time for companies that want to 
buy insurance poHc~es effective for Jan. 1,2014." The delay was d~sc~osed 
during a Tuesday headng tha~ Republicans ~n ~he House used to gd[[ Tavenne[ 
over 1he [a~u[es or Hea~thCare~gov. MeanwM~e, the Span~shqanguage version 
of the website is on the same ~ate schedule. 

Share~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 

[’~:iI NACD BAS B ..... ] 

Exc!USi~ NACD Peel: E~cha!~g9 E~en:t ................................................................. 

Leading ~inds of Governance 
Dec. 3 i Marriott Marquis i New York, NY 

Join NACD for a complimentary director-driven ferum to exchange ideas, 
insights, and elf-the-record war stories en all things governance. Participants 
will have the opportunity 1o interact with America’s boar@~om expeds arrd top 
governance gurus, ~nck~ding Steven ~. Oavidoff of Dea~Book, ~n a truly 
unk~ue formah where 1he key ~earn~ngs w~ e~evate even 1he most seasoned of 
d~recto[s. 

Check For la~eIbreakJng news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern 

[~ KPMG AC, Fall Roundtable Series ] 

Find an NAOD Chapter Program 

Make Your M ..... NACD Fellow 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New Yod% NY (Dec. 3~ 

20!3) 

Master Class 

Miami; FL (Dec. 12.-13~ 

20! 3) Sold 

Director Professionalisme) 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9-10, 
2013) 

Events 

Local NACD Chapter 
E~ents 

Peer Exchanges 

Information Flow 

Beyond the CEO; New 

York, NY (Nov. Z, 

2013) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom Issues; 

New York, NY (NOV. 

19, 2013) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 

York, NY (Dec, 3, 

2013) 

Webinare 

The Nex~Wave 



This peer-exchange even~ will take place on ~he morning of the Directorship 
100 gala. Make the most of your time and attend both! 

Learn more and ~uest an invitation. 

ShareFT~ ~~ Faceb°°k ]1~ 

NACD in the News 

NACD Survey Details Record Corporate Director Time Commitment 

"The National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) has released its 
2013-2014 NACD Public Company Governance Survey," r~pods Globe 
Newswire (Oct. 29), "[after] more tha~ 1,000 corporate directors shared their 
perspectives of the state of their boards." This year’s survey found that 
average annual director ~irne commitmen[ has increased to 235.9 hours per 
board - an increase from 218.6 hou~ h 2012. Researchers a~so Du~d that 
ablest 60 percent of boards replaced or added at leas~ one d~rector 
past year versus 41 percent in 2012. h~ addition, when Iookh~g to fil~ open 
boar~ seats, directors are most likely to use nom~natbn by board committees 
(72.3 persoN) than personal networks (69.9 percent)~ "~t~ether it’s add~tiona~ 
regulato~ actMty or leg]s~atbn, demands from shareholders, or scruth~y from 
the med~a and public, the pressures of corporate diredo~shJp continue 
increase," commented NACD PresNenl and CEO Ken Daiy~ "NACD’s an~ua] 
punic company governa~ce survey cap~ures a s~apshot of today’s boardroom 
environment to ensNe us to better anticipate trends, devebp ~ead~ng 
practices, and kfform fulu~ decisions." 

Sha,e~ ~, Facebook S 

NACD Honors KomIFerry ~nte~national Partners 

The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 29) is reporting that the National Association of 
Corpor~te Directors (NACD) has named Rober~ Hallagan and S~ephen Mader, 
both vice chairmen and managiiLg directors of KorniFer~ Internafio~al, to the 
NACD D~[ectorship 100. The assodafion has issued its Directomh~p 100 eve~ 
year for heady the past 30 years, l~cognJzhg "the most influential people ~n 
the boardroom community." Ha~agan, Mader, and ~he ether hono[ees w~ be 
recognized al an awards gala on Dec. 3 h New York Qty. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Standard Register Appoints NACD’s Raiser to Board 

4-Traders (Oct. 29) is repo~ting that S~andar~ Register Ce.’s board or direders 
recently increased its number of directors from seven to nhe~ appointing 
Robe~ A. Pe~ser and Anthony J. D~Ne]Io to sewe until the 2014 annus~ 
meeting of shareho~ders~ The former ~s a member of the Natbna~ Assoc~atbn 
of Corporate Diredo~ and served as past chair d the association’s Texas 
cities Chapter. He is the current chairman of two punic companies: Prima~ 
Energy Recycling Corp. and USA Truck ~nc. The ~atter ~s an ~nvestment 
professbna~ at Silver Ro]n[ Capital and is a diredor of Granite Broadcasting 
Inc. and Naufic GDba~ Group ~nc. 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Blackstone Adds to Biggest Year for RI~IT Pea Since 2004 

"The debut of Brixmor Properly Group Inc. is adding fuel to what is already the 
bigges~ year for U.S. real estate initial public offerings in almost a decade," 
repor[s BIoomber.q (Oct. 29, Yu). Owned by Blackstone Group LP, the 
nation’s No. 2 shopping-center landlord raised $825 million in its IPO on 
Tuesday. Blackstone took its first REIT public in what is expected to be a 
wave of property IPOs by the world’s bigges~ alterna~ive-asse~ rnanager~ "The 
U.S. economic recovei% falling commercial real estate vacancies and Dw 
interest rates have primed the pump for public offerings with REIT stocks at 
close to six-year highs," notes the publication. Bloomberg da~a shows tha~ 
property-rehted IRes have indeed registered their biggest year since 2004 in 
terms of money raised. Si~ce the first of the year, real estate IPOs have 

raised $4.7 billion versus $3 billion in all of 2012. 

Share[T~ ::~ Facebook ]~ 

La~ and Pg!icy ............................................................................................................................... 

Clock Is Ticking on Some Major Tax Breaks 

Tlle Wall Street Journal (Oct. 29, Murphy, Chasan) ne[es that a ~o~al of 55 

federal tax breaks are due to expire on Dec. 31, and the unce~lainty over their 
fate is already complicating financial forecasts for 2014. According to the 
Journal, "topping the liar of business breaks [are] a tax credit for investing in 
research and development; the so-called ’look through rule’ that allows 

Regulation and 
Compliance: What’s 

Ahead for 2013 (11/i 2) 
Compensation (!2/~3) 

About NACD 

NACD aclvances exemplary 
board leadership ~for 

directers, by directors. We 

deiiver the wisdol~q a~ld insight 

~hat board members need b 

confidently navigate complex 
business challenges and 

enhance shareowner value 
We arnpii~y t~e collective voice 

of directors in the nationa~ 
dialog on board leadership 

issues. Learn more. 

Follow NAC[3 o~: 



multinational oompanies to shift some profits between their foreign 
subsidiaries tax flee; and [he bonus-depreciation rule [hat allows a company 
to write off half of its equipment purchases in a sin,gle year," The 
Congressional Research Service calculates that extendinD a~ of these breaks 
for another year couM cost the federal government st ~east $54 billion over 10 
years, "Tha~ could make them a flashpo#ff ~er members of Congress who 

want 1o overhau~ 1he tax code fer businesses and consumers," the Journal 
concludes. 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

Tech Companies Seek Fast Action on U.S. ’Patent Troll’ Bill 

"Technology companies on Tuesday urged fast action on a patent reform bill 
in testimony before the House Judiciary Committee," reports Reuters (Oct. 
29, Krasny), "~nck~d~ng tackling what ~hey tem~ed ~he Hs]ng ~ide o[ cos~ly 
lawsuits by ’paten~ trolls.’" The goal of the Innovation Act ~s to ~ncrease 
t~ansparency and accountaMl~ty ~n the palent ~figat~on ~stem. Patent 
Asse~on Entities (PAEs), or "patent trolls," are companies that typically do 
no~ inven~ or manufacture products, ~nstead, they buy or ~cense pa~ents from 
others chiefly for the purpose of obtaining ~cens~ng fees or fi~ng ~nfdngement 
lawsuits. "Companies have sam the increase in such I~tigafion stifles 
innovation and costs billions of dollars in lega~ fees," states the w~re so,ice. 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

�0mpen~ti~!~ ................................................................................................................................ 

European Executive Pay Beats Inflation as incentive Plans Grow 

Business Week (Oct. 29, Woodifield) cites a new Hay Group study in 
~eportin9 that "total compensation fer senior executives at Europe’s largest 
companies rose more than twice as fast as inflation last year, helped by cash 
bonuses and Iongqerm perlom~ance plans2 Researchers collected data on 
more than 1,500 senior executives at 332 companies in 21 countries. They 
found that pay rose 6.9 pement in 2012 compared with the European inflation 
~a~e o[ 2~6 pe~cenL The median salary increase was 2~5 percenL The base 
salaries of CEOs rose by a median I .I percent compared with neady 3 
percent fer CFOs, the study adds. Total cash payments to CEOs climbed by 
1.5 percent, while their median direct compensation was just over 3 million 

euros (US$4.1 million)~ 

ShareFTF~" ::~ Facebook ][~ 

�oops[ate G~e[nan~ ......................................................................................................... 

Microsoft $harehoiders Advised to Vote Against Director Thompson 

Reuters (Oct. 29, Rigby) reports that "Glass Lewis has recommended that 
Microsoft Corp shareholders vote against the re-election of lead independent 
director John Thompson, who is in charge of [he company’s efforts to find a 
new chief executive." In a no~e ckculated to its clients, ~he proxy adv~so~ firm 
expressed concerns aboul possible conflicts of interest fo~ Thompson ~n his 
ro~e as CEO of W~ua~ h~struments, a c~oud-compufing firm that sells licenses 
and devices to M~c~sofl. Thompson, a forme~ IBM executive, was appointed 
to Mic~osoft’s board in the first ~#~ade~ of last year. M~crosofl’s next 
shareholder meeting ~s set for Nov. 19. "Under Micmsefl’s ru~es," the wire 
sep~ice notes, "a d~rector ~s elected ~f the number of shares cast ’for’ exceeds 

the numbe~ of vo{es cast ’aga~ns{’ a direc{er." Glass Lewis ~s urging 
shareholders to re-elect the company’s olher eight d~redors, includ~n9 
Chakman B~ Gates. 

C-Suite 

Time Warner Cable CEO Glenn Bdtt Discloses Recurrence of Cancer 

"Time Wame~ Cable Chairman and CEO Glenn Brit~ has had a recurrence of 
cancer," repeals Variety (Oct. 29, Spang~eO, "bul wi~ continue to run 
came operator through the end of the yea~." Th~s p~st summer, T~me W~mer 
CaMe disclosed that Britt we~d be refidng in December and current PresMent 
and COO Rob Marcus wouM ~ake the reins soon afteL ~n a memo to 
employees, Bdtt wrote that he ~ecenfiy underwent tesls to determine the 
cause of an ongoing ~ssue w~th h~s voice. Doctors determined that he has 
cancer again five years a~er having recovered from melanoma, Bri[~ says he is 
"optimistic" rega~dh~g Ms prognosis, adding that the lransition to Marcus 
taking over as CEO w~s we~ under way pdo~ to Ms d~agnos~s. He concluded: 
"The transition has been seamless so far ~nd is heady complete." 

Shar8~ ::.~ Facebook ~ 

CenterPoint Energy’s Scott M. Prochazka Named President and CEO 



According to MarketWatch (Oct. 29), CenterPoint Energy Inc. President and 
CEO David M McClanahan is s~eppin9 down at ~he end ol this year, The 64- 
year-ok~ is also a member of the company’s board of directors~ The board has 
named 47-year-o~d Scott M Prochazka as his successor, He currently serves 
as CenterPoint’s COO. "McC~snahan will [ema~n ss an officer with the 
company and special advisor to the CEO du[ing ~he ~irst half of 2014," notes 
MarketWatch, 

Economic Outlook 

Cof~surner Cof~fidence in U,$, Slu~nps by Most $if~ce August 201I 

Bloomberg (Oct. 29, Schenkel) has learned that "confidence among U.S. 
consumers declined in October by the mos~ since A(~gus~ 2011 as ~he budget 
impasse and debFce[ling negotiations in Washington took a toil on outlooks." 
The Confe[ence Board’s ~ndex fell from a revised 802 ~n September to 71 ~2 ~ 
the weakest ~n s~x months. Looking ahead, such factors as fimited 
employmenL scan~ wage gains, and ~he prospec~ of ye~ another budget battle 
in early 2014 raise the dsk of restrained holiday sa~es. W~Hs Fargo & Co. 
economist M~chael Brown remarks, "What we’re seeh~g ~s more hesitancy 
among consumers 9~ven ~he fisca~ poficy uncertainty and ~he absence o~ 
confidence about future employment prospects. ~t’s very c~ear that consumers 
are going ~nto 1Ms holiday season more reslrained 1hun last year ~n terms of 
the pace of spending." 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hamilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Sauls named Raleigh eco-devo mmmger; N.C. State sells research forest 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 30, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Sau~s named Raleigh economic development manager 
James 8auis has been named Raleigh’s new economic development manager, 

and he said he is looking foF,~,,ard to digging in and working on redevelopment 

projects. 

Discuss 

N.C. State sells 79,000-acre Hofmann Forest for $150M 
Hofmann Forest, a 79,000-acre wooded property near Jacksonville, N C., that’s 

owned by the Board of Trustees for the Endowment Fund of N C 8tate University, 

has been sold to Jerry Walker an agri-businessman from Illinois, for $i 50 million 

City of Durham offers $25,000 traininq grants to emp~oy.ers 
The City of Durham is accepting applications from employers for training grants of 
up to $~5,000 to address skill gaps in the work force. 

~ 8~r~y FBI: Cary has lowest crime rate in the nation 
The Tewn o~ Cary has the lewest crime ra[e in ~he nation ,at oities wi~h populatien 

from I00,000 io 500,000, aocerdh~g to the roDS1 recen~ FBI reperL 

Read Moming Edition >> 

......................................................... grMngle Business Journal unveils area’s 

Woffpack’s Rodon named USA BasebMl’s Play.or of the Year 

Kuteher, Lenovo% newest ’product engineer,’ lifts 
YogaTabMt 

SEA loans see third-biggest ~ear; spiflot open again after 
shutdo~ 

~gg]e smartwatch launch inches closer 
__S__{g_n______o___f____e_c__9__n____o___m__Lc____r_e___c__9__v___e___r_y_: Gamblers p___a__y!___n_f___t__h____e_~_r_____d___e____b__t___s_ 

Read Mornin~ Edition >> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:18 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 
CHAPEL HiLL AREA: 
****Break in to ~ocked residence reported t0/29/13,, 9:30 am, 2534 New Hope Ch. Rd 
The victim advised when arriving home the rear bathroom window was broken out of the residence. The window screen was cut to gain access to the glass then an unknown 
item was used to break the glass pane. The only property that appears stolen at the time of report was 2 LCD Flat panel televisions. Vak~e $700,00 
*"~*8reak in to unlocked residence reported 10129~’t 3, 7:25 pro, 201 Partin Farm Rd, 
The victim stated that when he returned home from work he realized the garage door (under the main floor of the residence) was open and when he entered he noticed several 
copper plumbing pipes had been cut and removed. He then went inside the residence and discovered that his 37" Ila~ screen ~elevision was missing but there were no signs of 
forced entry, val~Je 

TtlANK YOU FOR BE1NG OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

:: ~:*;; :: Desc~iption 
Descd~,tion: 

Description: 

Description: 

Desc~ipfion 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

9:t9-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



MCLEZ corn <mail@mclez.com> 

Wednesday, Octot~e~ 30:. 2013 g:45 AM 

Broome: Li:~sa L <lbroome@ema~I.ut~c.edu> 

4 Credit - N~rth C~a:olma CLE Bund~:e- $49 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu:, 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:14 AM 

Robert Taggart (robert.taggaW~:bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; LarO’ Killough 

(laro’@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmich~wfu.edu (cannicha@~4"u.edu)’; 

Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.edu>; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 

Ma~dn P. Dawldns (mdawkin@mimni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; tnjwasyle@ma_va, ell.syr.edu; Tficia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 

(eomse0 l@louis~’ille.edu) 

IfW: cfaa-elite-clips NC~*’~ board chair Hatch doestft envision a superdivision 

ttello All--I have two articles to forward to you from Jo Potuto, both dealing with the meeting yesterday in Indianapolis. ttere is the first. 
Best, Martha 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cfaa-elite-clips [mailto:cfaa(@i-aa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:31 PM 
To: Jo Potuto 
Sutzject: cfaa-elite-clips NCAA board chair tlatch doesn’t envision a superdivision 

Please join CFAA in supporting college football! 

NCAA board chair ttatch doesn’t envision a superdivision 

Dan Wolken 

USA TODAY 

30 October 2013 

INDLANAPOLIS As high-rar~:ing college athletics officials gather today and Wednesday to discuss a new governance structure for the NCAA, Div. 1 Board of Directors chairrrlan Nathan 
Hatch told USA TODAY Sports in an exclusive interview he did not envision the process resulting in a new subdivision for the wealthiest football-playing schools. 

"From what I’ve heard in the association, I third: people would like to have one Division I, but in some xvays, a structure that xvill make certain differentiations between Srrla11 conferences and 
big conferences," said Hatch, president at Wake Forest University. "I think people like having one division." 

RELATED: Facul~ group lobbies for changes 

Sparked by the recent frustration of schools and conferences, xvho have xvatched a number of significant reforrrl proposals die within the bureaucratic process, the NCAA expects to have a 
new, more nimble structure ready for implementation by next .august. 

Several groups with an interest in the outcorrle, including organizations representing coaches, athletes, athletic directors, conference commissioners, compliance directors and facul~, met 
with the Board of Directors on Tuesday at NCAA headquarters to present ideas for what the new- Division I structure should look like. 

Hatch’s assertion that the 300-plus Division I schools won’t be subdivided betxveen those who have big-time football programs and everybody else runs cotmter to the rhetoric that spread 
throughout college athletics this summer, as commissioners of the five wealthiest conferences pulqicly pushed for more autonorrly to make their own roles. 

But instead of a so-called "Division IV," in which those schools would operate as a separate legislative entity, it appears the Board of Directors favors a system in which a federation of big 
schools within Division I could make rules that allow them to use more of their resources, while other conferences can choose whether or not to folloxv suit. As an example, if wealthier 
schools decided to deregulate how rrlany rrleals they could feed athletes, Srrlaller-revenue schools in Division I would theoretically be able to operate with the same freedom if they could 
afford it. 

That shift would forrrlalize the groxving opinion within the NCAA that its mlebook shouldn’t be used to create the illusion of a level playing field. 

"There will have to be some give and take as we go down the road, but the fact that all 351 (Division I) athletics directors are speaking out of the same hyrmaal, it’s the first time in my 20 
years," said Purdue athletics director Morgan Burke, who represented the 1A Athletics Directors Association at the meeting. "I think we recognize there are unique demands, pressures and 
resources (on the big schools), so there has to be some autonomy on some select issues, but there’s an awful lot of commonality." 

The question becomes where those lines get drawn, which set of schools have voting power on which issues and how- that results in a smoother legislative process to implement things like 
the so-called "full cost of attendance" stipend, which got vetoed by the smaller-revenue Division I schools (mostly those without Football Bowl Subdivision programs) in 2011 

Parsing those details may be the most difl~icult palt of the process, but with the NCAA facing numerous legal and public relations challenges to its amateurism model, splitting up Division I 
based on financial strength might not be the best strategy 

Whatever the result, most of the changes to the NCAA structure are unlikely to be noticed by fans but potentially significant to those directly impacted by the association’s voluminous 
rulebook 

Under the current structure, groups of university presidents have a heavy hand in both creating and adopting NCAA policy, often without much input from the practitioners in athletic 
departments who have to carry it out. YVhat’s likely to result from the reorganization is a presidential Board of Directors that would be "an overarching governance board, not an operational 
board," Texas Tech faculty athletics representative Brian Shannon said, with a council of "key stakeholders" like athletics directors and faculty representatives underneath it that would play 
a much bigger role in evaluating proposals from within the NCAA and developing policy on its own. 

"There’s celtain receptivi~z to that," Shannon said 

There’s also a strong desire to uaatangle the current model where policies are adopted by the Board of Directors and then vetoed by the membership because consensus wasn’t built on the 
front end or unintended consequences were discovered after the fact 

"If we’re going to talk scholarships, let’s have a financial aid person in the room If you’re going to talk football, let’s have a football coach and student-athlete in the room," said Julie Cromer, 
an executive associate athletics director at Indiana who represented the association of compliance officers. "That’s not always happening right now. So the idea hatches, it comes out of a 
connnittee that may or may not include people who really are in touch with that issue on campus." 

Following this week’s meetings and the armua[ NCAA convention in January, Hatch said he will lead a subcommittee of seven Board of Directors members that will work with NCAA 
president Mark Emmert to come up with a template for the new governance structure over the next several months. 

Asked ifEmmert, who has been the target of significant criticism during his tenure over a host of issues, would still be in office to implement the changes, tlatch said, "I fully expect that." 



Though all parties said Tuesday’s discussion was productive, how to keep Division I together while satist~/ing the sometimes disparate interests of the group is far from settled. 

"That’s the kind of thing we’re going to wrestle with," Hatch said. "I do think the big conferences have to be granted certain degrees of freedom; their issues are so much different than much 
smaller institutions that somehow if we’re going to have the big tent, one division, we’re going to have to take into account that they’re very different There’s great um~ on certain things 
like student-athlete welfare, academic standards, those sorts of things, and it’s one of the reasons we want to stay together." 
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To: 
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Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <pntallaz@duke.edu;, 
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Robert Taggart (robert.taggaW~:bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsn.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmich~wfu.edu (cannicha@~4"u.edu)’; 

Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.edu>; She Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 

Ma~dn P. Dawldns (mdawkin@mimni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; tnjwaule@max-a, ell.syr.edu; Tficia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 
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And the second 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cfaa-elite-clips [mailto:cfaa(@i-aa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:33 PM 
To: Jo Potuto 
Sut~ject: cfaa-elite-clips Athletic directors lobbying NCAA for more control of college sports 

Please join CFAA in supporting college football! 

Athletic directors lobbying NCAA for more contrnl of college sports 

Dan Wetzel 
Yahoo Sports 
30 October 2013 

[NOTE: See also the AD’s’ proposal: http://i-aa.corrgcgi-birddada/mail.cgi/r/clips/301494507091i ] 

Division I athletic directors made a presentation Tuesday in Indianapolis to the NC.~’s Board of Directors that laid out a new governance system that would return much of the influence 
over the day-to-day operation of college sports back to ADs, Yahoo Sports has learned. 

The plan would even call for athletic directors to be placed on the Board of Directurs itself. That group is c~ucrently made up solely of university presidents. 

The athletic directors, who believe they- are on the front lines of the issues confronting college sports, are hoping to take a more hands-on approach and leave university presidents, who 
currently hold ahnost all power, to "broad policies, approving budgets, examining external trends" and other global issues, according to a document outlining the plan obtained by- Yahoo 
Sports. 

Morgan Burke and )¢hke Alden, athletic directors at Purdue and Missouri respectively-, made the presentation on behalf of the Division IA Athletic Directors Association and the National 
Association of College Directors of Athletics. 

[Related: See the athletic directors’ proposal right here: http:/ii-aa.con~2c~i-bir~dada/mail.cgi/r/clipsi301494507091i ] 

The board of directors is set to discuss the raerits of the proposal Wednesday. The board, as part of an ongoing open conversation over the future of college athletics spm~ced by president 
Mark Emmert, invited various groups to come to Indianapolis and raake a presentation. 

That included groups representing coaches, cotffurence commissioners, athletes, compliance directors, faculty groups, the Knight Commission and others. 

Nothing would be enacted this week and there would be further oppott~mity for discussion at the NCAA’s annual convention in JanualN. 

The athletic directors’ proposal is considered particularly irNuential because of their roles of running the on-campus operations of some 350 schools of all shapes and sizes. 

One source believes the proposal made by the athletic directors is, in general, similar to one made by the conference commissioners, easily the other most influential group in college 
athletics. 

The athletic directors believe a group from their ranks would be better equipped to see potential pratfalls of new legislation and interpretations, react quickly and offer the from-the-trenches 
perspective of ho~v governance from Indianapolis is playing out on campus 

There is widespread dissatisfaction with both the speed and transparency of the NCAA and its rulebook. It is also seen as too involved in uamecessary minutia and too inflexible to real 
world circumstances All of this is playing out as the organization faces a number of lawsuits challenging its basic business practices. 

The athletic directors’ proposed administrative group might also include student-athlete representatives, according to a source. 

"The new governance system should continue to have oversight by Presidents," the ADs’ one-page proposal handed to the NCAA reads. "We recommend their focus be on broad policies, 
approving budgets, examining external trends, selecting the CEO, and selecting experienced ADs for the governance system. The?, should maintain veto po~ver over legislation the?, deem 
incompatible with the general principles of the organization. 

"This new governance system must have fair, timely, and efi)cient compliance and enforcement standards and practices. 

"Experienced AD’s should be essential leaders of the new governance system and should be represented at all levels The AD’s, who were selected by their Presidents, are in the position of 
leadership, responsibility and accountability for Intercollegiate Athletics and the well-being/welfare of student-athletes on their campus" 

The concept of AD influence over the NCAA is not new. Up until last decade, athletic directors handled most of college sports governance, including seeing one of their own move up to 
president of the organization. 

Umversity presidents, however, took over in 2002, believing a more academic-minded group would better sep~’e the NCAA and steer college sports away from trouble. 

However, after numerous missteps and scandal, they may be willing to step back. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Scott, Jennifer [Jennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org] 

10/30/2013 2:37:50 PM 

Scott, Jennifer [Jennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org]; Clark, Timothy [Tim.p.clark@frb.gov]; 

angela.y.eugene@frb.gov; richard.neiman@us.pwc.com; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Rozansky, Gregg 

[Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org]; Radetsky, Alex [Alex.Radetsky@theclearinghouse.org] 

TCH Annual Conference Panel Prep Call 

Dial-in: (888) 242-1836 I Access Code: 9830535 

Start: 11/4/2013 9:30:00 PM 

End: 11/4/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Clark, Timothy; angela.y.eugene@frb.gov; richard.neiman@us.pwc.com; Broome, Lissa; Rozansky, Gregg; Radetsky, 

Alex 

All: 

Please use the following dial-in information to join the call: 

Dial-in: (888) 242-1836 
Access Code: 9830535 

Regards, 

Jenn 

Jennifer Scott 
The Clearing House 
(212) 612-9280 
jennifer scott@theclearinghouse org 
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Rozansky, Gregg [Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org]; Radetsky, Alex [Alex.Radetsky@theclearinghouse.org] 

TCH Annual Conference Panel Prep Call 

Dial-in: (888) 242-1836 I Access Code: 9830535 

Start: 11/4/2013 9:30:00 PM 

End: 11/4/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Clark, Timothy; angela.y.eugene@frb.gov; richard.neiman@us.pwc.com; Broome, Lissa; Rozansky, Gregg; Radetsky, 

Alex 

All: 

Please use the following dial-in information to join the call: 

Dial-in: (888) 242-1836 
Access Code: 9830535 

Regards, 

Jenn 

Jennifer Scott 
The Cleating iHouse 
(212) 612-9280 
le nnlfer, scott~,qJ:thecleannghouse.org 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott, Jennifer <,lennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org~ 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: TCH Annual Conference Panel Prep CaJl 

Wonderful, thank you[ 
..... Original Appointment- .... 

From: Broome, Lissa 
Sent; Wednesday, October 30, 2013 :[1:03 AM 

To: Scott, .~ennifer 
Subject-" Declined: TCH Annual Conference Panel Prep Call 
When-" Monday, November 04, 20:13 4:30 PM-5:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where; Dial-in: (888) 242-:[836 I Access Code: 9830535 
HiJenn-Thanks for the info. If my schedule changes, I will join the call. Otherwise, I will leave it in Richard and Gregg’s capable hands. 
Thanks, 
Lissa 
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Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

F.xclusive Forum Provisions: Is Now the Time to Act? 

~:~?:~:: a~i~ Pol, CLIENT NEWSFLASH 

Exclusive Forum Provisions: Is Now the Time to Act? 
October 30, 2013 

Exclusive forum provisions in corporate bylaws and certificates of incorporation are back on the agenda for 

many companies. We reviewed the trend data in a ./~./ne 20i2 b,deli,,"=g and predicted that few companies 

would adopt exclusive forum provisions until there was guidance from then-pending litigation in the 

Delaware Court of Chancery. That guidance came this past June in the form of Chancellor Strine’s 
decisio,,": upholding the validity of board-adopted exclusive forum bylaw provisions at Chevron and FedEx. 

Most recently the plaintiffs in that litigation dropped their appeal, so for now Chancellor Strine’s decision 

stands in support of the proposition that, unsurprisingly, Delaware views the selection of a Delaware forum 

as at least facially valid. 

In the wake of these developments the adoption of exclusive forum provisions has resumed, and by our 

count there are now about 120 companies, largely but not exclusively Delaware corporations, that have 

gotten on board since the Chevron decision. VVhile these are still small numbers in the context of severn 

thousand U~S. public companies, we expect the number to continue to grow in the coming months. 

Companies considering exclusive forum provisions should, we think, look not only at the tactical merits of 

these provisions in the context of stockholder litigation but also at the potential collateral consequences to 

the company’s overall governance position. 

it is easy to see the attraction. An exclusive forum provision can in principle limit or even eliminate the 

plaintiff bar gamesmanship that can result in multiforum stockholder litigation. By channeling the litigation to 

a single highly knowledgeable court with a well-established body of precedent, an exclusive forum provision 

can save money and management distraction, lead to more predictable outcomes, and in general promote 

stockholder welfare. \2¢t~at’s not to like? 

To start with, exclusive forum provisions are not self-enforcing. A company seeking to enforce the provision 

in the face of litigation outside of Delaware will have to move to dismiss the case. The non-Delaware judge 

considering the motion may be influenced, but will not be bound, by the Chevron decision. We may 

imagine, and some have confidently predicted, that over time a body of law will develop upholding these 

provisions under the internal affairs doctrine. But that day has not yet arrived, and in the meantime 

companies will have to fund some level of litigation to defend their position. These companies may, like 

Chevron and FedEx, have the satisfaction of having moved the law in a positive direction, but others may 

be happy to have the trailblazers reap the honor. 

Even assuming enforceability, though, there remains the question of stockholder reaction. It is not yet clear 

where the consensus of stockholder opinion lies on this issue. The governance advisory ser,/ices are, for 

largely unpersuasive reasons, mildly (ISS) or firmly (Glass-Lewis) negative. The stockholder voting 

patterns in the few cases that have come to a vote are inconclusive. And the tactical response of the 

activist stockholder community to a new wave of exclusive forum provisions is yet to be seen. If, as with 

most companies, the exclusive forum provision would be a board-adopted bylaw, boards should consider 

the possibility of future stockholder proposals, withhold recommendations against governance chairs, and 

other potential tactical responses. All of these may be withstood, but prevailing may consume time and 

effort and stockholder goodwilk 

So the question for most boards will come down to this: how much do we care about this issue? There are 

certainly companies that, as a matter of principle or because they have been plagued by multiforum 

stockholder litigation, will decide to be in the vanguard on an innovation that, if widely adopted, would be a 

positive development in corporate governance. Companies that take this step should make sure that they 

have a welPdeveloped board record supporting the decision and a communications plan to explain the 
benefits of an exclusive forum provision. 

But a well-considered decision may not be enough. Remember that the last wave of exclusive forum 

provisions was halted by a tactical response (the filing of the Chevron litigation) that caused numerous 

companies to reverse course. £%qth that history in mind, we think that for now many companies are likely to 

stay on the sidelines as spectators rather than potential combatants as the contest continues to unfold. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bmndon Wright <brandon@ncbankers.org> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:59 PM 

Carolina Banker Article Submissions mad Advertising 

Greetings! 

This is a reminder that articles being submitted for consideration to run in the Winter issue of Carolina Banker are due by November 14. Remember, articles must 

be original to Carofina Banker and information based. Please contact me if you have any specific questions. 

Furthermore, the deadline for reserving advertising space in the Winter issue of Carofina Banker is November 15. If you have already reserved a spot but need to 

submit new artwork, please submit by November 15. There is great value in advertising with us. Carofina Banker, the quarterly magazine published by the North 

Carolina Bankers Association, is the only publication in North Carolina -- the second largest banking state in the nation -- that exclusively covers banks, savings 

institutions and trust companies as well as affiliated financial industries. Because North Carolina businesses and our financial institutions share common ground, 

this publication is an advertising vehicle that produces significant results. 

With a circulation of nearly 6,000, Carolina Banker reaches all financial institutions in North Carolina, their customers and their boards of directors - many of whom 

are community and business leaders. Regulatory agencies and CPAs also receive the magazine, in addition to the Association’s affiliate members consisting of 

attorneys; mortgage bankers; consulting firms; investment bankers; insurance, securities, software and other finance-related companies. Carolina Banker is also 

distributed to every college and university in North Carolina, as well as the North Carolina General Assembly and members of Congress. 

Please contact me if you would like to advertise. We have many active advertisers, so reserve the best space available today! 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

All the best, 

Brandon 

Brandon Wright 

Director of Communications ] NC Bankers Association 
3601 Haworth Drive I Raleigh, NC 27609 

W: 919.781.7979 I F: 919.662.7044 I Toll Free: 800.662.7044 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bond Schoeneck & King PLLC <communication@bondschoeneckking.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC Announces Higher Education Law Report Blog 

The Higher Education Practice Group of Bond, Schoeneck & King PLLC is pleased to announce the publication of its blog, the Higher Education Law Report, 

and invites you to subscribe. 

Bond has provided legal services to more than 100 colleges and universities in a wide array of areas. Relying on this breath of experience, the Report will 

provide current information and insight on a range of issues affecting colleges and universities, including academic, business and student affairs; 

athletics; endowment administration; environmental matters; federal and state regulatory compliance issues; institutional advancement and development 

matters; intellectual property and technology transfer issues; and labor, employment, immigration and employee benefits issues; among many others. 

Recent postings address such topics as: 

NACAC on International Recruitment: The New Chapter 

Race and Admissions - Some Clarification? 

Kerry Rose Fire Sprinkler Notification Act Requires Fire Safety Disclosures By New York Colleges and Universities 

Bond was founded in 1897. The Firm’s 200 attorneys reside in offices across New York and in Florida and Kansas. For a complete list of practice areas and 

industries served visit the Bond, Schoeneck & King website at www.bsk.com. 

Please confirm your contact information and subscription preferences, by clicking here. 

Attorney Advertising I ~9 2013 Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC i ~wvw bsk.com 

Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC: Albany BuNalo Gmden Cii3~ Ithaca New York Oswego Rochester Syracuse Utica, NY; Oveflmld Park, KS; Naples, FL 

Privacy Policy: Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC does not share or sell any individual’s contact infmanation or nniqne identifiers to any advertiser or third pat-h.: 

Ttds document may be considered Attorney Ad’cerfising under rile roles of some states or a solicitation as set foi~h in the CAN-S PAM Act of 2003. 

If you do not wish to receive fntm-e Bond Electrollic Commu~fications, click here to mlsubscribe.. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, October 30, 2013 2:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Federal Reserve Holds Bond Purchases Steady 

FederM Reser~,e Holds Bond Pro-chases Steady 

The Federal Reserve on Wednesday held steady on its signature $85 billion per-month 

bond-buying program and gave very few new signals on when officials expect to pull back 

on the program or how they see the economic outlook changing. 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 
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Protecting Lenders Providing Condominium Construction Financing 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review Fed leaves low interest-rate policies nnchanged 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

I~ed ~eaves k~w interest4ate policies 

uric hanged ..... 

The Federal Reserve says the U.S. economy still                                                         I :~ij X I 

needs support from the Fed’s low interest-rate I -1 "1 

policies because it is growing only moderately, 

Piedmont expects higher ~aturM gas bills this 

wi~te~ 

Piedmont Natural Gas expects monthly bills will be 

$5 to $7 higher this winter for typical residential 

customers in the Carolinas, reflecting higher 

wholesale gas costs, 

case 

North Carolina owns the license plates it issues to 

motorists and has the right to use them to convey its 

preferred anti-abortion message, an assistant state 

attorney general told a federal appeals court 

Wednesday 

Stocks decline afte~ 

Stocks were at their lows of the 

day late Wednesday as investors 

reacted to the latest 

announcement from the Federal 

Reserve, which said the 

economy... 

US consumer prices rise just 

0,2 pct. in September 

U.S. consumer prices increased 

only slightly in September, as 

higher energy costs offset flat food 

prices. The figures are the latest 

evidence that... 

~p by t .~; pe~cen[ 

Social Security benefits for nearly 

58 million people will increase by 

1.5 percent next year, the 

government announced 

Wednesday 

Airpor~ ~o upgrade wi~eless 

~nternet, entrance road 

~ighting 

Travelers at Charlotte Douglas 

International Airport should soon 

notice faster Internet in terminals 

and energy-efficient lighting on the 

new mrport... 

expected to ~eope~ Charlotte 

A bankruptcy court judge on 

Tuesday approved the sale of 

most of busmaker DesignLine’s 

assets to a California investor who 

said he plans to reopen.. 
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Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: 23-story aparbnent tower slated for downtown Raleigh 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

.............................................. 

Wheat’s ~w th)s tax se,~so~"~ 
Click here for our 20~3 - ~4 Web Tax Guide 

State% Cer~tenn(a~ Carat)us 

Peop(e - 2013q.0-30 

Get WebEx Today~ , 

[%jng stir1<s, and other exotanations fbr staanant air<rave) st~ts 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Wednesday, Oct. 30, 2013 

Complete Release: h~p~//theacc.co/WBBTtix103013 

Andrew Brown, Greensboro Coliseum, (336) 373-7456 

Amy UJ:nowski ACC, (336) 369-!003 

TICKET BOOKS ON SALE FRIDAY FOR 2014 ACC WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - Ticket books for the 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament, to be held March 5-9 at 
Greensboro Coliseum, will go on sale Friday, Nov. i at 10 a.m. 

Books, which include tickets for all 14 games of the five-day tournament, will remain at last year’s price - ~99.00 

each. 

"Get your tickets early! The 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament is an event that you will not want to miss, 

and you will have the best seats with the early purchase," said ACC Senior Associate Commissioner Nora Lynn 

Finch. 

"There is quite a bit of buzz and anticipation surrounding the start of the season as we have four ACC teams 

ranked in the Top 11 in the nation," Finch added. "The combination of three new teams, improved veteran teams, 

and three hall of fame coaches on the sidelines set the stage for what may prove to be the most competitive ACC 

Championship ever! The tournament games will begin on Wednesday with all 15 conference teams competing for 

the championship crown, and every game will excite, thrill, and amaze! Greensboro is Tournament Town, and the 

Greensboro Coliseum is the home of the ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament!" 

Ticket books may be purchased at www.ticketmaster.com, via Ticketmaster’s charge-by-phone network at 1-800- 

745-3000 and at the Coliseum box office. 

The 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament will mark the 15th consecutive year the Coliseum has played host 

to the event, the most of any venue. The 2013 Tournament drew over 60,000 fans. 

For more information on ACC women’s basketball, visit theACC.com or follow ACC women’s basketball on Twitter 

@accwbb. 

EVENT: 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball Championship 

VENUE: Greensboro Coliseum 

TICKET PRICES: $99.00 book (all games) 

First Round - Wednesday, March 5 
Game 1: Seed #12 vs Seed #13 - 1 p.m. 

Game 2: Seed #10 vs Seed #15 - 3:30 p.m. 

Game 3: Seed #11 vs Seed #14 - 6:30 p.m. 

4512 WEY6RIDGE LANE ~ GREENSBORO, NC * 27407 ~ PHONE: 336.854,8787 



Second Round - Thursday, March 6 

Game 4: Seed #5 vs Game 1winner - 11a.m. 
Game 5: Seed #8 vs Seed #9- 2 p.m. 

Game 6: Seed #7 vs Game 2 winner - 6 p.m. 

Game 7: Seed #6 vs Game 3 winner-8 

Quarterfinals - Friday, March 7 

Game 8: Seed #4vs Game 4 winner- 11 a.m. 
Game 9: Seed #1vs Game 5 winner- 2 p.m. 

Game 10: Seed #2 vs Game 6 winner - 6 p.m. 

Game 11: Seed #3 vs Game 7 winner- 8 p.m. 

Semifinals - Saturday, March 8 

Game 12: Semifinal 1-5 p.m. 

Game 13: Semifinal 2 - 7:30 p.m. 

Championship - Sunday, March 9 

Game 14: Winners of semifinal contests - 7 p.m. 

About the ACC 

The Atlantic Coast Conference, now in its 61st year of competition and 15 members strong, has long 

enjoyed the reputation as one of the strongest and most competitive intercollegiate conferences in the 

nation. ACC members Boston College, Clemson, Duke, Florida State, Georgia Tech, Maryland, Miami, 

North Carolina, NC State, Notre Dame, Pitt, Syracuse, Virginia, Virginia Tech and Wake Forest, continue 

to build upon the cornerstones on which the league was founded in 1953 with a consistent balance of 

academics, athletics and integrity. For more information, visit theACC.com and follow @theACC and on 

facebook.com/theACC. 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: U.S. Treasu~, Tmcgets German Economic Policies 

U.S. Treasury Targets German Ec~momic Policies 

The U.S. used sharp language Wednesday to criticize Germany’s economic policies in a 

semiannual currency report, saying the country’s export-led growth is creating problems 

for the euro zone and the global economy. 

The U.S. identified Germany ahead of its traditional target, China, and the most-recent 

problem country, Japan, in the "key findings" section. The move indicates U.S. concerns 

about Germany’s policies have moved to the forefront while U.S. angst over the yuan and 

the yen is abating. 

See More Covera#e >> 
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l l8th Annual Convention - Start Making Your Plans For The Breakers 
Today! 

We are pleased to announce our 118~h Annual Convention, May 31 - June 4, 2014, at The 
Breakers in Palm Beach, Florida Make plans to join us at this elegant and legendary resort for 
family fun and a great adventure on the coast! We are arranging grand entertainment for the 
2014 banquet and want to remind you that seating for this spectacular event wvill be based on 
when you register.., so register today to ensure a prime seat for our banquet festivities! 

Once again we will have our NCBA Foundation Golf and Tennis Tournaments. These 
tournaments are designed for all skill levels, so don’t be shy. Golf will be played at The Ocean 
Course which enj oys the distinction of being Florida’s first 18-hole golf course. 

Click HERE for everything you need to register for Convention and reserve your room at 
The Breakers. Don’t delay! As always, we expect a tremendous response. For more 
information on registration and lodging, please contact our Meetings Department at 800- 
662-7044 or christy(~ncbankers.org. 

Agencies Propose Rule to Strengthen Liquidity Risk Management 

The OCC and the FDIC have proposed a role to strengthen the liquidity risk management of 
large banks and savings associations. The proposed liquidity rule is substantively the same as the 
proposal approved by the Federal Reserve Board at the end of last week. That proposal, which 
was developed collaboratively by the three agencies, is applicable to banking organizations with 
$250 billion or more in total consolidated assets; banking organizations with $10 billion or more 
in on-balance sheet foreign exposure; systemically important, non-bank financial institutions that 
do not have substantial insurance subsidiaries or substantial insurance operations; and bank and 
savings association subsidiaries thereof that have total consolidated assets of $10 billion or more 
(covered institutions). The proposed rule does not apply to community banks. 

Motion Filed To Move Forward On Rep. Mel Watt Nomination 

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) has filed a procedural motion to move forward on 
the nomination of Rep. Mel Watt (D-NC) to be Federal Housing Finance Administration (FHFA) 
Director. The "cloture" motion could bring the nomination to a final vote by the end of the 
week. 

Report On The Small Business Lending Fund 

The latest quarterly report for the Treasury Department’s Small Business Lending Fund shows 
that banks have increased their small-business lending by $10.4 billion above baseline levels 
since the program began, and they increased their lending by $1.4 billion in the second quarter. 
The total increase represents a 48% rise over the baseline, which is calculated based on the 
small-business lending of similar-sized banks that did not participate in the program. 



Basel III Seminar 

Register today for our first Basel III Seminar on Thursday, December 5, in High Point - 
presented by Grant Thornton. Your NCBA will be all over this new challenge and it will be a 
Top Priority for us in 2014. Topics will include: 

¯ Basel III/Equivalent Regulations App#cable to Community Banks (up to $10B), and 

Banks from $10 $50B 

¯ Regulatory Reporting & Disclosure 
° CapitalRegulation 
¯ Stress Tes#ng 
° Regulatoo~ PanelDiscussion 

A certificate of completion for continuing education is available for all seminar 
attendees. Registration is $225 and includes all materials, continental breakfast and lunch. Click 
HERE to view the agenda and for complete registration details. Please contact our Meetings 

Department (800-662-7044 or christy@ncbankers.org) with any questions. 

FDIC Premiums Falling For Some Banks 

In their earnings reports, a number of large banks have cited to falling FDIC insurance premiums 

as a key factor behind lower noninterest expenses in the third quarter. This could be a sign of 
growing balance-sheet strength. However, rates are still elevated as the FDIC faces a statutory 

deadline for the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF) to hold 1.35% in equity relative to the nation’s 
total insured deposits by 2020. The DIF’s reserve ratio at the end of the last quarter was 
0.63%. Most banks pay within a range of 2.5 and 9 cents per $100 of assets minus equity. 

CFPB Remittance Rule May Raise Costs 

The CFPB’s new r__e_._n_.!i___t.t_a_=~!c_e__.t_r__a_._n__s_f_e_r___~_-u._l_._e_ went into effect on October 28th, raising questions 

about whether the cost of international wire transfers will increase substantially as a result. The 
global average cost of sending $200 was 8.93% in the third quarter. Banks are one of the most 
expensive means of sending money according to the World Bank, averaging a 12.9% cost in the 
third quarter. 

Debit Card Volume 

There will be an estimated 56 billion debit card transactions in the U.S. during 2013. The high 
volume &transactions means lots of inquiries from customers. Ten percent of the calls to Bank 

of America’s call center are for debit-related issues. Despite unresolved issues surrounding the 
Durbin Amendment’s debit-routing rule, many banks are investing heavily in tools to reduce 

costs associated with debit-related problems and fraud, and make it easier to issue debit cards to 
new customers. Like some institutions, Wells Fargo offers instant issuance of non-EMV-chip 
debit cards at its branches through supplies of non-personalized, embossed plastic cards that 



consumers can receive when they open a checking account. Later, customers are mailed a 
permanent, personalized card that they can customize with unique photos. 

Carolinas Regulatory Compliance School 

There is still time to register for the NCBA’s Carolinas Regulatory Compliance School. This is 
the best, most cost-efficient compliance training you will find anywhere around. With all &the 
upcoming regulatory changes that ~vill soon be taking effect, you can’t afford not to have 
someone from your institution at this program. The program will be held at the Raleigh Marriott 
Crabtree Valley, November 4-7. Attendees will learn not only the regulatory requirements, but 
also how to anticipate and prevent potential violations and how to develop a comprehensive 
compliance management program. Click ._t_:~_~ to register for the School. 

If you are a past attendee of the School, you need to make sure that you attend this year’s 
Alumni Update session which will focus exclusively on the regulatory provisions of the Dodd- 
Frank Act which become effective in January 2014. This should provide attendees an excellent 
last chance to gain clarity on the volume of printed materials associated with these crucial 
regulatory changes. Participants will receive a different manual that addresses the Dodd-Frank 
rules. Click HERE to register for the Alumni Update session. 

For more information on either of these programs, please contact our Meetings Department 
(christ¥@ncbankers.ora. or 800-662-7044). 

Residential Mortgage Volume 

According to one estimate, residential mortgage originations are expected to drop 32% next year 
to $1.2 trillion due to a decline in refinancing activity. Refinances could drop 57% to $463 
billion as interest rates rise. 

SEC To Issue Proposed Rules On Crowdfunding 

The SEC will propose rules under the 2012 Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act (JOBS Act) to 
permit companies to offer and sell securities through crowdfunding, whereby companies sell 
ownership stakes by soliciting investors over the Internet. Businesses using crowdfunding could 
raise no more than $5,000 per year from someone whose income or net worth is less than 
$100,000. Investors with income or net worth greater than $100,000 could contribute as much as 
10% of their annual net worth, to a maximum of $100,000 in one year. 

Order Your Holiday Poster Kits 

Time is running out for you to order your 2014 Holiday Poster Kits. You will want to 
order enough sets for all of your offices (front door and drive-up window)! Each kit 
contains one poster for each Federal banking holiday on standard white 8½" x 11" card 
stock with black printing. We offer two different sets of Holiday Poster Kits. Set #1 is for 
the traditional banking holidays and set #2 is for those institutions that have Saturday 
operating hours. A sample poster is attached to today’s Bulletin. The cost is $10 per 



set. That includes shipping, handling, and sales tax. For your convenience, we have 

attached an order form to today’s Bulletin. Orders and payments will be received through 

November 12. That will allow us sufficient time to have the kits prepared and ready for 

mailing to you the first week of December. Please be aware that extra kits will not be 

available after November 12. Don’t hesitate to contact Vickie Bowers 

(vickie(~ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044) should you have any questions. The kits come in 

Spanish, too! 

Foreclosure Rate Falls 

The national foreclosure inventor5, continues to decrease. Through the end of September, 2.6% 
of active mortgages are in this status. Since September 2012, the rate has fallen approximately 
32%. 

2013 SBA Lenders Conference & Awards Luncheon 

Make plans to join the NCBA on December 3 at the Hilton Charlotte University, Place for the 
2013 North Carolina SBA Lenders Conference and Award Luncheon. The morning will begin 
with a training session on the SBA’s lender and certified development company participation 
requirements in SOP 5010 5 (F) that will be effective January 1, 2014, followed by the Awards 
Luncheon. The morning session will be conducted by Dianna Seaborn, Financial Analyst from 
the Office of Capital Access, Washington, DC. With years of experience as a banker and nov,, as 
a leader in helping SBA create user-friendly processes for financial intuitions, Dianna brings a 
unique perspective that will help your team move forward with changes impacting the SBA 
program in January, 2014. Mark your calendar today for you and your team to attend! Click 
HERE for complete registration materials. Please contact our Meetings Department at 800-662- 
7044 or christy@ncbankers.or~ with any questions. 

Fee Waiver On Small SBA Loans 

The SBA is suspending fees on its smallest loans in an effort to spur more lending for start-ups 
and other companies. The SBA is eliminating fees on 7(a) loans that are $150,000 or less. The 
change is retroactive back to October 1 and lasts one year. 

OCC Offers Advanced Approaches Guidance 

The OCC has posted the first emry in its Guidance otl Advanced Approaches series for large 
banks. The guidance, which does not generally apply to banks with less than $10 billion in 
assets, explores supervisory expectations for determining capital requirements under the Basel III 
Advanced Approaches rule. 

School Of Commercial Lending 

This is your last opportunity to register for the Intermediate CRE Lemling course to be held next 
week, November 5-8! The NCBA and Credit Risk Management put this school together to 



ensure that your institution has the properly trained lending talent that it will take to survive 
during these times. All courses take place at the Credit Risk Management Training Facility 
located in Raleigh. Registration is also open for the Advanced C&ILending course in 
December~ Click on the links below to register for our fall classes: 

Intermediate Commercial Real Estate Lending: November 5-8 

Advanced Commercial and Industrial Lending: December 1{)-13 

Please contact our Meetings Department at 800/662-7044 or christy@ncbankers.org with any 
questions! 

CFPB Releases Guides For Caregivers And Fiduciaries 

The CFPB has released four ~,uides for those charged with handling money on another’ s 
behalf. The guides, which cover powers of attorney, court-appointed guardianship, trusteeship 
and designated payees for government benefits, outline responsibilities of those who handle the 
affairs of the millions of elderly Americans who use the assistance of a financial 
representative. They also focus on fiduciaries’ role in spotting and preventing elder financial 
abuse. 

Treasury Criticized Over Relief Fund 

The $7.6 billion fund established by the Treasury Department to help underwater and 
unemployed homeowners make their mortgage payments will aid far fewer borrowers than 
initially intended. Treasury used TARP funds to create the Hardest Hit fund in 20110 and is 
deploying the funds through state housing finance agencies. A prior estimate predicted that 
546,562 homeowners would receive relief. Since then, the estimate has been slashed by one- 
third to 367,290. The Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program 
(SIGTARP) said that the Treasury and states are not moving fast enough getting money into the 
hands of struggling homeowners. 

Agencies Revise Classification Of Bank-Held Securities 

The Federal Reserve, FDIC, and OCC have revised the ._c___l___a____s___s__i__f!___c__gt__i___o__~ of assets and appraisal of 
securities held by banks to align with Dodd-Frank Act-mandated changes. Updating a 2004 
agreement, the guidance removes all references to credit ratings in regulations on classifying 
securities held by banks. The agencies provided examples of how to apply the new standards 
and emphasized the importance of fundamental credit analysis to properly managing risk 
associated with bank assets and clarified that banks’ security creditworthiness assessments 
should not rely solely on external credit ratings. 

Flood Insurance Fix Introduced 

Representative Maxine Waters (D-CA) has introduced a bill that would delay for four years 
increases in federal flood insurance premiums required by the Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance 



Reform Act, which she says were an unintended consequence of the earlier legislation. The 
delay would apply to primary, non-repeat-loss homes that are grandfathered, as well as homes 
that were sold or for which a new policy was purchased after July 6, 2012. The bill would 
require FEMA to complete an affordability study within two years of enactment. FEMA would 
then have 18 months to propose a regulator?- framework that addresses issues identified in the 
study, and Congress would have six months to review the framework and authorize FEMA to 
issue affordability rules. 

IRA Seminar 

Are you confused by the new IRS rules and requirements or need a refresher? Register for our 
IRA Seminar to help your staffbreak down all the material into manageable pieces. Registration 
materials are available for the IRA’s Made Easy Seminar on November 13-14 at High Point 
Bank. This year’s seminar will be presented by Denise Stevenson of Diversified Learning 
Services. 

Day 1 Basic IRA Seminar topics include: 

Revocation Rights" and Disclosure Requirements 
IRA Eli~zibi#ty Rules 

Contribu#on Limits" 
Excess Con~ibutions 
General Distribution Requirements and Rules 

IRS Penalties Assessed on IRAs 

Day 2 Intermediate IRA Seminar topics include: 

o IRA Distribution Requirements at Age 70 1/2 

o Death Distribution Rules 

o Rollovers 

o Direct Rollove1~" and Trustee Transfers 
o Federal andNC Withholding Rules 

o Roth IRAs and IRS Reporting5 Requirements 

A certificate of completion for continuing education is available for all seminar 
attendees. Registration is $350 for both days or $250 for one day. The fee includes all materials, 
continental breakfast and lunch. Click HERE for complete registration details and to view the 
proposed agenda. For more information, please contact our Meetings Department (800-662- 

7044 or chris _ty@ncbankers.org). 

Sen. Warren Seeks Prosecution Details From Bank Regulators 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) has written a letter to the Federal Reserve, OCC, and SEC citing 
the work of the Special Inspector General of the Troubled Asset Relief Program (SIGTARP) in 
securing criminal and civil convictions since December 2008 and recovering $4.3 billion in 
restitution and civil judgments. Sen. Warren asked the regulators for a tally of the total number 



of individuals and the number of senior officers the agencies charged criminally and civilly 
between 2009 and 2012, along with the number of convictions obtained, punishments, and the 
amount of funds received through orders of restitution and civil judgments. 

Patent Troll Bill In Congress 

In a j__o_j_n_L~___e_t_t___e_r_, the national trade groups for the banking and credit union industries have written 
to House Judiciary Committee Chairman Bob Goodlatte (R-VA) commending his bipartisan 
Innovation Act to restrain "patent trolls," those "non-practicing entities" (NPEs) that bring 
abusive patent litigation against banks and other businesses. Rep. Goodlatte’ s bill would 
enhance pleading standards to make it harder to bring frivolous patent infringement claims, allow 
waivers for costly fees to investigate a patent’s validity and limit discovery costs borne by 
targeted business. They urged Rep. Goodlatte to add provisions that would distribute liability 
more equally between suppliers and end users. They also recommended that the validity review 
process be expanded to patents filed since 2011, and they suggested additional changes to 
address the concerns of targeted businesses. 

Quote Of The Week 

Listen to the words of Jackson Browne’s classic, Running on Empty. They may remind you of 
the business plan and daily actions of small banks and thrifts still doing what they’ve done for so 
long in local communities throughout our state and across America. It’s encouraging to 
remember the words of the Sage Neff Smith, the late CEO of First Savings and Loan in Mebane, 
"There will always be the need for a small town thrift ... unless we are regulated out of 
business 2’ 

Card Signatures 

An estimated 40% of American consumers have chosen not to sign the back of their payments 
cards, instead writing "see ID" or leaving it blank in an attempt to require merchants to verify 
their identities. However, 87% of the participants in a study said that in most cases they are never 
asked for ID by merchants. 

Industry Update 

CNN’s Money magazine has published an article entitled The Best Banks" in America. NCBA 
member TD Bank (TD) was one &two banks featured in the article on the best big banks in 

America with over 1,000 branches. 

Square 1 Bank, Durham, as agreed to purchase the assets of Saratoga, CA-based Sand Hill 
Finance LLC. Square 1 expects to receive regulatory approval for the deal by November 15 and 
hopes to close the transaction by year-end. 

First South Bank (FSBK), Washington, has announced that it has adopted a plan to repurchase 
up to 5.0%, or approximately 487,560 shares, &its outstanding common stock. The stock 
repurchases will be made periodically as permitted by securities laws and other legal 



requirements and will be subj ect to market conditions as well as other factors. Repurchases may 
be made in the open market, through block trades or otherwise, and in privately negotiated 
transactions. 

Bank of America (BAC) is set to lay off 59 employees in its consumer banking-legacy asset- 
servicing unit in Hillsboro, OR, on December 22 as part of the company’s plan to consolidate 
operations there. 

Carolina Bank (CLBH), Greensboro, has announced that the bank eliminated 12 administrative 
positions during the third quarter. Recently, the bank opened loan production offices in Chapel 

Hill and Sanford. 

Wells Fargo (WFC) has created a new browser-based, mobile-optimized "CEO Mobile" 
site. The new site is designed to facilitate business banking sew’ices and allows for tasks to be 
divided across different people. For example, one person may initiate a payment template, 
another person may make a payment for that template, and a third may approve the 
payment. Wells Fargo will test the new site until the end of the year and plans to roll it out 
formally in 2014. 

CBS Spotlight 

As a leader at your bank do any of the following things worry you? 

Regulatory Examinations 
Net Interest Margin 
Efficiency Ratio 
Increased Competition 

If so, then learn how nCino’s Bank Operating System has helped other banks in North Carolina 
drive increased profitability and productivity gains as well as an improved efficiency ratio and 
regulatory compliance. Sitting alongside the bank’s core, the nCino system provides seamless 
integration and the security of SOC 2 Type I cloud architecture, the most advanced data security 
platform in the world. 

To learn more about nCino and to schedule a demonstration, please visit www.ncinoocom. If 
you want to speak with someone directly about nCino, please contact Brianna Montgomery (910- 
777-5420 or brianna.montgomery@ncino.com) or Janice Royster (800-662-7044 or 

janice@ncbankers.org). 



ncino 
CFPB Updates QM Small Entity Compliance Guide 

The CFPB has updated its Small Entity Compliance Guide to the Ability-to-Repay/Qualified 
Mortgage Rule, which takes effect in January. The updated guide reflects clarifications and 
changes made to the rule since it was issued in January 2013. 

Ord÷r A Copy 

Agencies Offer Clarifications On Troubled Debt Restructuring 

The Federal Reserve, FDIC, and OCC have issued guidance to clarify issues related to troubled 
debt restructurings. The guidance clarifies how TDR loans should be accounted for, as well as 
when any impaired loan is defined as collateral-dependent. It also clarifies that impaired 
collateral-dependent loans should be measured for impairment based on the fair value of the 
collateral. 

NIST Releases Preliminary Cybersecurity Framework 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology has released a prelimina~ cybersecurity 
framework that follows President Obama’ s executive order on cybersecurity in 
February. President Obama’s order directed NIST to work with public and private stakeholders 
to develop a voluntary framework to reduce cyber risks. The framework includes steps 
customizable to various industry sectors and firm sizes that aim to provide a consistent 



cybersecufity approach. It also provides common mechanisms for institutions to assess their 
current cyber risk readiness and cybersecuvity goals. 

U.S. Financial Institutions Complete Quantum Dawn 2 Cybersecurity 
Exercise 

The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA) has published the results of 

its Quantum Dawn 2 cybersecurity exercise. The exercise involved over 50 financial 
organizations, tested participants against several simulated cyberattacks, and led to a report on 
the observed strengths and weaknesses of financial sevvices cybersecurity. Information shaving 
between the private sector and government once again proved to be one of the most effective 
means of combating cyber attacks. 

Little Things Mean A Lot 

I heard the story recently about Tina Turner ... not the one famous for singing with Ike or 
singing about Proud Mary. Thi s woman of little wealth tried hard as a child to save money at the 
bank. The banker encouraged her and was her friend, calling her by her first name any time she 
came in the door of that local banking institution. He advised her to work hard to meet her goal 
of saving $1,000. The day came that she showed him her savings book with a total of $999 on 
deposit. The banker gave her $1 to round-up her nest egg to an even $1,000. Even though the 
bank has sold seven times since Tina was that child, she has never forgotten the kindness and the 
encouragement of the banker. Tina remained a committed customer of the bank, no matter its 
many name changes. I’m sure that goes for all the people who greeted her when she came to the 
bank from their various posts as tellers and customer service representatives scattered around the 
lobby. It’ s easy to forget that small acts of kindness are, more often than not, never forgotten. 

Cartoon Of The Week 



State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective October 30 the rate of interest charged to 
banks and savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings 
certificates is 3/8%. 

WORK HARD. PLAY B Y THE RULES. 
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Approach to Determining the Convention’s Scope 

Ulrich G, Sch~oe[~r, University of Nannheim - Faculty of Law 

A Fragment on Legal Innovation 

Andrew Tu[t, Yale University - Information Society Project, Yale University - Law School 

Franchise Contracts 

Pankaj Rathi, National Law University, Jodhpur 

Formalizing Gratuitous and Contractual Transfers: A Situational Theory 

Adam ], Hhsch, University of San Diego 

~ C ritiques and Suggestions as to Construction and Approach Regarding Zslamic Law Clauses in the Contracts; Two Case Illustrations in 

Common Law 

Selim Serbes, Independent 

CONTRACTS & COMMERCIAL LAW e3OURNAL 

~i Free Downlced 
iiiiiii"Contract a~’~d Property Law: Distinct, but not Separate .... 

MEPLI Working Paper Series 2013-14 

SJEF VAN ERP, Maastricht European Private Law Institute, University of Naastricht - Faculty of Law 

Email: S,van Erp@ ~ R, unimaas,nl 

Contract and property law are traditionally seen as rather distinct parts of a legal system. However, there is growing awareness that contract and 
property are not so separate at all. We can observe more and more fuzzy boundaries. Four examples (case studies) are discussed: reclaiming 
money, the non-accessory mortgage, protection of mortgagors, private re-registration of mortgages in the US: Mortgage Electronic Registration 
Systems (NERS). The fuzzy boundaries make us realise that the distinction between contract and property (in the classical, 19th century, model of 
private law: the absence or presence of the binding force of an arrangement on third parties) is becoming less of a binary and more of a gradual 
natu re. 

It seems that a growing category of intermediary rights is developing, rights between contract and property law, which may very well prove to 
have become no longer a dogmatic anomaly, but a necessary supplement to the traditional distinction between contract and property law. If this 
analysis is correct, it might imply that we have to rethink our categorisation of private law into a law of contract and a law of property, as we had 
to rethink the categorisation of private law into a law of contract and a law of tort after Gilmore’s famous statement that contract law was dead, or 
at least drowning in a sea of tort. It is not argued that contract law, again, is dead, but that contract law may have begun a new life as part of a 
broader category of arrangements regarding objects with burdening effect vis-i~-vis third parties, where classical contract is one end of the 
spectrum (no third party effect) and property is the other end of the spectrum (full third party effect). 

P4ART:~:~A RECHBERGER, Johannes Kepler University Linz 

Email: pn[J@jku,at 
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Due to the growing relevance of output and outcome orientation in the public sector, contracts are becoming more important in public sector 
networks. Especially the core objects of cooperations between the public sector and non-profit organisations (NPOs) are to obtain a certain 
outcome, which is mainly due to fixed arrangements pointed out in contracts. What are the requirements for outcome-based contract design? How 
are outcome-based objectives implemented in contracts? What is the status of implementation of outcome-based contract management in Austria? 

[ ~ Free Download ] 

Zngeborg Schwenzer & Lisa Spagno!o (eds,), Boundaries and Zntersections: The 4th Annual HAA Schlechtriem CZSG Conference, The Hague: Eleven 
Znternationa! Publishing, 2014 

ULR:~CH ~, 9CHRO~=T~=A, University of Mannheim - Faculty of Law 

Email: mail@ ulrichschroete[,com 

Throughout the history of uniform law for international sales, the rules governing the validity of cross-border sales contracts have proven 

particularly difficult to harmonize because they differ greatly between the various domestic laws. This dilemma inter alia resulted in the "validity 

exception" in Article 4 sentence 2(a) of the United Nations Convention for Contracts for the International Sale of Goods of 11 April 1980 (CISG) 

being adopted as compromise, a provision that supposedly excludes such matters fl’om the scope of the uniform sales law. The present article 

attempts to demonstrate that this provision in fact provides little assistance in deciding which validity-related matters are governed by the 
Convention and which are not, and that the "validity exception" is therefore in truth irrelevant. 

It continues by outlining a novel two-step approach to determining the CISG’s scope with respect to validity issues. According to this approach, a 

domestic law rule (pertaining to validity matters or other issues) is displaced by the Convention if (1) it is triggered by a factual situation which the 
Convention also applies to (the "factual" criterion), and (2) it pertains to a matter that is also regulated by the Convention (the "legal" criterion). 

Only if both criteria are cumulatively fulfilled, the domestic law rule concerned overlaps with the Convention’s sphere of application in a way that will 

generally result in its preemption. 

In the last part of the article, three issues that may be viewed as concerning the "validity" of international sales contracts are discussed, each in 
turn being viewed through the traditional lenses of Article 4 CISG and the alternative two-step approach. These issues are: Mistakes and their 
effect upon CISG contracts; Consumer rights of withdrawal; The so-called "button solution" under recent e-commerce laws. 
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¯ ~.NDR~W TUTT, Yale University - Information Society Project, Yale University - Law School 

Email: tutt,andrew@gmaiLcom 

This lighthearted essay explains how the ideology of private commercial lawyers indirectly but profoundly shapes society. It is meant to counter a 
somewhat common view that commercial Iitigators acting in their capacity as commercial litigators have little impact in shaping public values and 
public policy. 

Legal innovations crafted by private lawyers in private litigation have proven an important aspect of American lawmaking throughout American 

history. The notion that lawyers only seek to zealously take advantage of legal loopholes and maximize client wealth misses something important 

about how American private lawyers conceive of themselves and their role in the legal system. 

Lawyers have long understood that they make private law into public policy through a process of definition and contestation that occurs within the 
courtroom and the boardroom -- not merely through service in legislatures, professional societies, and regulatory agencies. That is, as long as 
there have been American lawyers, they have been developing legal strategies and legal tools that do more than serve immediate client interests 
but rather also serve deeper structural principles that improve society. 

This has important consequences for both legal education and the legal profession for it reveals that the ideology of commercial lawyers, separate 
and apart from movement lawyers and society proper, are a powerful generative force. The ideology of these private lawyers shapes public values 
in countless innovations promulgated collectively in court rooms and boardrooms, through decisions about how to argue individual claims, structure 
transactions, and pursue private litigation. 

Free Download ] 

PA~KA~ RATH:I, National Law University, Jodhpur 

Email: pan kaj. rt h @g mail.con-~ 

When we are entering in shopping mall or commercial complex almost anywhere in the world, one encounters many familiar shops, fast-food 
restaurants, clothing retail stores, and service providers of different kinds, mostly with familiar brand names that have attained worldwide 
recognition. Many of these enterprises are not belongs to any of large multinational chains but are, in fact, independently owned businesses of 
local entrepreneurs. So, how is it that small entrepreneurs around the globe are able to sell the same products, use the same trademarks, and 
have the same shop decoration and have employees dressed almost identically same? How these local entrepreneurs are legally allowed to do 
this? The answer is through the franchising system. 

Franchise contract is a symbiotic relationship between businesses typically requiring a contractual arrangement between legally separate firms in 

which the franchisee pays the franchisor for the right to use trademarks and a business format, selling associated products or services, in a given 

location for a period of time. 

i~i Free Download 
iiiiiii"For~alizing Gratuitous ~nd Co~tract~B~ Transfers; A Sit~atio~lal Theoq/ 

Washington Unive~:s~ty Law Review~ Voi. 9~, No, 4, 2014 

,t~DA~M~ ~o H:[RS~IH, University of San Diego 

Email: ahirsch@law,fsu.edu 

By tradition, gifts, wills, and contracts are formalized according to protocols established within each legal category. This Article examines the 
policies that underlie these "formalizing rules" and concludes that the utility of those rules depends fundamentally on the background conditions 
under which a gift, will, or contract occurs. Those background conditions, rather than the category into which the transfer falls, dictate the optimal 
formalizing rule for a transfer. In light of this observation, the Article proposes an integrated approach to formalizing rules that varies the required 
formalities for a transfer on the basis of situational criteria rather than the prevailing categorical ones. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: WSJ/NBC Poll: Obama’s Approval Hits New Low 

¯ ~rSJ/NBC Poll: ()bama’s Approval Hits New Low 

The popular discontent that engulfed Republicans amid the partial government shutdown 

has now washed over President Barack Obama, whose job approval rating has sunk to an 

all-time low in a new VVall Street Journal!NBC News poll. 

Mr. Obama saw his job approval fall to 42%, with 51% of respondents disapproving of his 

performance as president. That marked a drop in his approval rating from 47% in early 

October and 53% at the end of 2012. 

See ~ore Oovera~e ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 
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U.S. Basel III Liquidi~ Coverage Ratio Proposal: Visual Memora~&~m 

::~:(:i Davis Polk CLIENT M~MORANDUM 

U,S. Basel III Liquidity Coverage Ratio Proposal: Visual 
Memorandum 
October i~0~ 201 i~ 

The U.S. banking agencies have issued a proposal to implement the Basel III liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) 

in the United States. The LCR requires large banking organizations to maintain a minimum amount of liquid 

assets to withstand a 30-day standardized supervisory, liquidity stress scenario. The U.S. LCR proposal is 

more stringent than the Basel Committee’s LCR framework in several significant respects. 

Davis Polk’s visual memorandum uses diagrams, flowcharts, timelines, examples and comparison tables 

to illustrate key aspects of the U,S, LCR proposal, 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please contact any of the lawyers listed below or your 

regular Davis Polk contact, 

D~:vis Polk’s memoranda, vis~.~ais, interactive ..*,oois ~:nd webc~:sts on isank capit~:l, liquidity and other 

;xude..’~{iai s[ar:dards ~re {~vait~ble at 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies Refer to the firm’s p:iz.,::.y :!~iicv located at ~.:::wi-,f.;~.~ik c~.~m 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dpw:-y~3ii@d3v 3poii< c¢m-: to your 

address book 
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our distribution list 
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CONTA©T US AT: 

Marketing Department 
M,orrison & Foelster LLP 

425 Marke~ S~reet 

San F[ancisco, CA 94~05 

Since adoption of the Jumpstart Our Business Startups (JOBS) Act, 

emerging companies have a broader array of financing alternatives, 

including the opportunity to rely on the accommodations available to 

emerging grm^Ah companies under the Title I’IPO on-ramp" provisions. 

Our recently updated IPO Field Guide provides an overview of the path to 

an initial public offering. You may access a copy here. 

For a discussion of other financing alternatives, including employing 

general solicitation in private offerings, as well as timely updates on the 

JOBS Act, visit or subscribe to our ~. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www sra org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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Oct. 31 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

October 31, 2013 @, Number 211 

Currency 

China made large-scale purchases of foreign exchange over the 
course of 2013, actions that are inconsistent with allowing 
market-determined exchange rates, the Treasury Department 
said Oct, 30 .... 
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College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Clips Wednesday Update 10-30-13 

Dear Lissa, 

WednesdayNightG~eetings from MotherShipNorth. Hope you are well. 

Below is a mid-week installment of new postings tbr Clips subscribers. 

Have a good rest-of-week. 

Nick hffaute 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vwvw.twitter.co~@Colle.qeAt hClips 

Relnember, you must be logged in with your usemame and password to view the ardcles 

(below) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a bla~Jk wlfite screen° 

Sebelius over!under . . . 6 days 

About our webs#e: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues witi~ value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 



PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should Io~1 on to 
t44~v.colle~leathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick~collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this mailiIlg list or chaI~ge the email format please use the links below: 

Chaltge yore subscription 
Uilsnbscfibe 

Change ,your subscription 
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BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 
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Oct. 31 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

October 31, 2013 * Number 211 

Liquidity 

Banks are well-positioned to meet the tighter deadlines of a U.S, 
liquidity rule that implements an international standard for havin~ 
on hand enough hi,h-quality assets that ~an be turned easily 
into ~ash durin9 a ~risis, regulators say .... 

Dedvatives 

T~ Limit D~dd~Fra~k ’Push~OuV C~use 

By a vote of 229 to 122, the House Oct. 30 cleared the Swaps 

Regulatory Improvement Act (H.R. 992), a bill that would that 
would repeal most of the "push-out clause" set out in Section 
7~6 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer... 

Cybersecurity 

The United States is now at war in the cyber arena, a former 
U.S. intelligence official said as bankers renewed their call for 
Senate action on cybersecurity legislation .... 

Risk Management 

About: Risks from Third-Partg Relatio~ships 

A federal regulator is warning banks about minding their third- 
party relationships, advising lenders in updated risk management 
guidance to monitor activities of outside companies and to 
negotiate written contracts that outline rights... 

Monetary Policy 

Fed Maid,rains Currer~t Qg Pace After Weeks 

The Federal Reserve Board’s Federal Open Market Committee 
voted Oct, 30 to maintain the pace of its monthly asset 
purchases, citing a need to see more stable economic 
recovery .... 

Futures Trading 
CFTC Customer Protectio~ Ru~e 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission adopted a customer 
protection rule Oct. 30 that includes a compromise on the 
controversial topic of how futures commission merchants will 

collect and maintain "residual interest" from... 

Securities 

The trustee liquidating Bernard Madoff’s investment company to 

repay victims won a court ruling easing his ability to sue 
customers of feeder funds that profited from the con man’s $17 
billion Ponzi scheme (Sec. Investor Prot. Corp .... 

Currency 
Evidence Shows Chi~a Resumed Curre~cy 
:[nterver~io~ Over ~ast ~ear, Treasury Says 



China made large-scale purchases of foreign exchange over the 
course of 2013, actions that are inconsistent with allowing 
market-determined exchange rates, the Treasury Department 

said Oct. 30 .... 

Housing 

Mortgage applications rebounded in the latest week as loans to 
refinance and purchase homes both increased, the Mortgage 
Bankers Association said Oct. 30 .... 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Boston Red Sox Win World Series 

Boston Red Sox Win ~Vorld Series 

For the first time since 1918, the Red Sox celebrated a title at Fenway Pork after defeating 

the St. Louis Cardinals, 6-1, in Game 6 of the World Series, which they won four games to 

two. 

It marks their third championship in the last 10 years, a run that has altered the psyche of 

their now-spoiled fan base and made them the envy of the industry. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:4250 
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Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

Federal Reserve and oflaer central banks convert temporary bilateM liquidity swap arrangements to standing arrangements 

Federal Reserve and other central banks convert temporary bilateral liquidity swap arrangements to standin~ 
arrangements 

http:,/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press, monetary/2013103 la.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Pgg~. You will need to use your 
email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, plea~se contact suppor~govdeliveu.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://vwvw.federalreserve.go_v. Follow us on Twitter. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

owner-lawprof@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Andrew Beckerman-Rodau <arodau@suffolk.edu> 

Thursday, October 31,2013 5:58 AM 

’ipprofs-owner@listserv.law.unh.edu’; I awprot~:chicagokent.Kentlaw.EDU 

Call for Papers 

ABA-IPL 

Intellectual Proper~ Law Scholarslfip S)anposium 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 
Arlington, VA 

CALL FOR PAPERS 
’Ihe American Bar Association Section of Intellectual Property Law is pleased to host its first Intellectual Property- Law Schola~hip Symposium during fl~e ABA-IPL 

Section’s 29th .amnual Intellectual Property Law Conference, April 2-4, 2014, at the Crystal Gateway Marriott in Arlington, VA. 

The Symposium will taJ~e place on Wednesday, April 2, 2014 from 3:00 pm 4:30 pm as paYt of the conference’s Professional Practice Day. The event will provide m~ 
opportunity for intellectual property scholars to present a complete or near complete, work of IP scholm’ship to a~ audience of practitioners distinguished in their field, and 
to acquaint conference attendees with importamt evolving scholarship. The Scholaxship Symposium orgmaizers will select 3 papers, each of which will be presented by the 
author, with a practitioner aaad an academic commentator. 

Please send an abstract (approximately 300 words) describing a current scholarship project in one of the following areas: (i) patent; (it) copyright; or (iii) 
trademark/unfair competRion to iplaw(~iameric~mbaroor~ by December 15, 2013. Please indicate witlfin the subject of the e-~mfil: Abstract SubmissiouJbr 

the ABzt-IPL Intellectual ProperO’ Law Scholarship Symposium. 

The organizers will then select 3 papers (the goal is to have one paper tbr each subject m’ea), to be presented atthe Symposium. Selections will be am~ounced by Ja:nuary 
31, 2014. For each selected project, a near complete draft of the paper must be submitted by March 1, 2014. Only unpublished papers may be submitted (Drafts 
of’papers posted on S~RN are not considered published and are acceptable for submission). After the conference, authors are free to publish their papers in a law 
journal or other venue of their choice. 

’Ihe selected Scholaacs will receive complimentaacy registration to 29th Intellectual Property Law Conference, including complimentaxy tickets to all of the networking events. 

For fitrther information about the ABA-IPI, Intellectual Property Law Scholarship Symposium, andior the 29th Intellectual Property Law Conference, please contact Cm:ey 

Farley, ABA-IPL Section Associate Director of Programing at ca~’ey.farley{?aamericanbm’.org or 312-988-5595. 

The ABA-IPL Intellectual Property" Law Scholm’ship Symposium organizers axe: 

Susan Barbieri Montgomery, Northeastern University School of Law 

Andrew Beckermam-Rndau, Suflblk University Law School 

June M. Besek, Columbia Law School 

Andrew geckerman-Rodau 

Prof. of Law & Co-Director IP Law Concentration Suffolk University Law School 

120 Tremont Street 

Boston, MA 02108 

617-573-8557 

arodau@su[folk.edu 

Publications: . _h_ _t_ _t_ p_ _ JJ__[_a____w__p_r_p_f__e__s__s__9___r:_9__r_gz’_p___u___b_J_[Sk ~!2 ~ ~_~ [ ~!~_[~_~:_~ ~ ~_[ 

SSRN Author Page: httR;//ssrn.com/apthor=215386 
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[CAUTION: Potential Spam/Scam] Daily Briefing, Oct. 31 : Private Placement Ads Catch On; WaMu Wars Continue 

*** Be wary of unexpected e-mails, especially those that ask you to take an action immediately Links to viruses are often found with these types of e-mails You can not trust a message 

based on the sender e-mail address alone; just as anyone can fill out a letter with a different sender address. *** 
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Today’s Top Stories 

What’s Behind the FD~C, JPM Dispute Over 

Wamu 

JPMorgan Chase’s reported attempt to get the 
FDIC to pay part of its settlement with the 
government is yet another chapter in a long- 
running dispute over the 2008 resolution of 
Washington Mutual. 

Sma~ Banks Embrace Chance to Advertise 
Private P~acements 

The Securities and Exchange Commission 
recently lifted its ban on advertising private 
stock offerings, and it’s just in time for 
community banks that are struggling to attract 
money from sophisticated investors to bolster 
capital and avoid selling out to other banks. 

HomeStreet Expands in Mortgages in 
Contrarian P~ay 

The 92-year-old thrift is doubling down on 
home lending after its mortgage unit posted a 
net loss of $2.2 million in the third quarter. 

He°s Not Out 

Rep. Mel Watt, D-N.C., faces an uphill 
confirmation battle this week to head the 
Federal Housing Finance Agency, but it’s 
unlikely to be the end of that war. 

By Department 

First Look: Can An App Motivate 
Consumers to Change Their Financial 

Habits? 

Post recession, companies are designing 
software meant to rejuvenate saving account 
activities. 

HomeStreet Expands in Mortgages in 
Contrarian P~ay 

The 92-year-old thrift is doubling down on 
home lending after its mortgage unit posted a 
net loss of $2.2 million in the third quarter. 

Sma~ Banks Embrace Chance to Advertise 
Private P~acements 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

Wealth 
Management 

~ 
W ealth 
management 

has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Technology 

~ 
Over ~he 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 
phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Access American Banker’s 

award winning coverage 

from your iPad and 

receive essential news, 

analysis and tools all at 

your fingertips From the 

latest regulatory updates, 

to community banking and 

consumer finance news, 

the American Banker iPad 

app provides you with the 

comprehensive 

information you need to 

build your business - 

accessible anytime, 

anywhere 



The Securities and Exchange Commission 
recently lifted its ban on advertising private 
stock offerings, and it’s just in time for 
community banks that are struggling to attract 
money from sophisticated investors to bolster 
capital and avoid selling out to other banks. 

What’s Behind the FD~C JP~ Dispute Over 

JPMorgan Chase’s reported attempt to get the 
FDIC to pay part of its settlement with the 
government is yet another chapter in a long- 
running dispute over the 2008 resolution of 
Washington Mutual. 

Expenses Rise 

Cullen/Frost Bankers (CFR) in San Antonio 
reported a small downtick in quarterly profit 
after announcing a merger that would expand 
its business in the Texas energy sector. 

What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jen Jones, ENC Foundation <enc@equali~nc.org> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 6:10 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A *Very Scary* HaJloween End to the Early Bird ;) 

Conference&Gala 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News aud Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

back up words vs, NC State 

Eric Ebron is through talking. UNC 

hopes his play Saturday against 

the Wolfpack is what people are 

talking about afterward. 

UNC’s Eric 

Ebron runs 

past Boston 

College’s 

Kevin Pierre- 

Louis in the 

Remembering The Return: 

Punt, ~esu~t motiva~ke NC 

State 

For the past year, NC State players 

have had to deal with the result, 

aftermath of Gio Bernard’s game- 

winning 74-yard punt return. 

North 

Carolina 

running back 

Giovani 

Bernard (26) 

returns a punt 

Attendance remains a 

struggle across new4ook ACC 

It’s been tough for Atlantic Coast 

Conference schools to fill their 

stadiums - even during one of the 

league’s best seasons on the field 

in years. 

FILE-In this 

Miami 

quaRerback 

Stephen 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 7:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Quintiles President Rafliffresigning 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 31, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Quinti~es President Ratliff resig£~£g 
John Ratliff, president and chief operating officer of Quintiies (NYSE: Q). has 

resigned, effective Dec. 31. 

Discuss 

Commerce Department takes possession of $100M in RurM 
Center funds 
The NC. Rurai Economic Development Center will transfer $I 00 million in state 

funds to the N.C. Depa~ment of Commerce as part of an agreement signed on 

Wednesday by Commerce Secretary Sharon Decker. 

~ CBR~ 

IBM exec’s education idea could serve North Carolina well 
~tew~ ~i~a~ Stun Litow, vice president of corporate citizenship for IBM (NYSE: iBM), says NoRh 

economic dewflopmen~ 

RDU’s Terminal 1 renovation time-lapse (Video) 
The time-h,,pse video u, bow., of Raieigh-Durhu, m internatienal Airpo!t’s new Terminal 

1 security checkpoint shows the dramatic changes {hat have taken place during the 

Edition >> 

.......................................... Construction to sta~ on 23=stor~ ~partment tower in 

Stock Building’s finances offer an inside look on housing 
trends 

Obama: ’Keep it’ didn’t mean what you thought when it 
comes to health insurance 

Former J.C. Penney CEO Ron Johnson slams critics as 

~!~[g#!Y inaccurate’ and ’surpri~#g!~ uninformed’ .T....W.!.#..e...r..~...~...e...s.....v..!..s...u....a.]~....a...d....d..s...~m..a.,,~..e...s- to feed 

......................................................... Read ~orninQ Edition >> 
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From: Vickie Bowers <~vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:18 AM 

To: 

Subje~’t: October 31 NCBA Bulletin 

Attacl~: 131031.pdf 

Here is the NCBA October 31 Bulletin with the links in it. Thin,ks and let me know if you have any trouble mtl~ the file. 

Vickie Bowers 

Director of Human Resources 

North Carolina Bankers Association 

P. O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619-9916 

919/781-7979 / 800/662-7044 



NCBA Bulletin: October 31, 2013 
NORTH CAROLINA -- THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Nov. 4-7 

Nov. 5 

Nov. 5-8 

Nov. 11 

Nov. 13-14 

Nov. 28 

Dec. 3 

Dec. 5 

Dec. 10-13 

Dec. 25 

Jan. 1 

Jan. 6 

Carolinas Regulatory Compliance School, Raleigh 

Carolinas Regulato~ Compli ance School Alumni Update, Raleigh 

Intermediate Commercial Real Estate Lendin~ School, Raleigh 

Veterans Day 

IRAs Made Easy Seminar, High Point 

Thanksgiving 

SBA Lenders Conference & Awards Luncheon, Charlotte 

Basel III Seminar, High Point 

Advanced Commercial & Industrial Lendin~ School, Raleigh 

Christmas Day 

New Year’s Day 

Economic Forecast Forum, RTP 

HAPPY HALLO WEEN 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

i BUY AMERICAN 



118th Annual Convention - Start Making Your Plans For The Breakers 
Today! 

We are pleased to announce our 118th Annual Convention, May 31 - June 4, 2014, at The 
Breakers in Palm Beach, Florida. Make plans to join us at this elegant and legendary resort for 
family fun and a great adventure on the coast! We are arranging grand entertainment for the 
2014 banquet and want to remind you that seating for this spectacular event will be based on 
when you register.., so register today to ensure a prime seat for our banquet festivities! 

Once again we will have our NCBA Foundation Go, and Tennis Tournaments. These 
tournaments are designed for all skill levels, so don’t be shy. Golf will be played at The Ocean 
Course which enj oys the distinction of being Florida’s first 18-hole golf course. 

Click HERE for everything you need to register for Convention and reserve your room at 
The Breakers. Don’t delay! As always, we expect a tremendous response. For more 
information on registration and lodging, please contact our Meetings Department at 800- 
662-7044 or christ~’(h)ncbankers.org. 

Agencies Propose Rule to Strengthen Liquidity Risk Management 

The OCC and the FDIC have proposed a role to strengthen the liquidity risk management of 
large banks and savings associations. The proposed liquidity rule is substantively the same as the 
proposal approved by the Federal Reserve Board at the end of last week. That proposal, which 
was developed collaboratively by the three agencies, is applicable to banking organizations with 
$250 billion or more in total consolidated assets; banking organizations with $10 billion or more 
in on-balance sheet foreign exposure; systemically important, non-bank financial institutions that 
do not have substantial insurance subsidiaries or substantial insurance operations; and bank and 
savings association subsidiaries thereof that have total consolidated assets of $10 billion or more 
(covered institutions). The proposed rule does not apply to community banks. 

Motion Filed To Move Forward On Rep. Mel Watt Nomination 

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) has filed a procedural motion to move fov~vard on 
the nomination of Rep. Mel Watt (D-NC) to be Federal Housing Finance Administration (FHFA) 
Director. The "cloture" motion could bring the nomination to a final vote by the end of the 
week. 

Report On The Small Business Lending Fund 

The latest quarterly report for the Treasury Department’ s ...S.~.g~..~.....B.....u....s...i...n....e....s...s......L..~..e...n.....dj.~g...I.!~..u.~..n....d.. shows 
that banks have increased their small-business lending by $10.4 billion above baseline levels 
since the program began, and they increased their lending by $1.4 billion in the second quarter. 
The total increase represents a 48% rise over the baseline, which is calculated based on the 
small-business lending of similar-sized banks that did not participate in the program. 



Basel III Seminar 

Register today for our first Bas’el II1 Seminar on Thursday, December 5, in High Point - 
presented by Grant Thornton. Your NCBA will be all over this new challenge and it will be a 
Top Priority for us in 2014. Topics will include: 

¯ Basel IlI/Equivalent Regulations Appfcable to Community Banks (up to SLOB), and 

Banks from $10 $50B 

¯ Regulatory Reporting & Disclosure 
° CapitalRegulation 
¯ Stress Testing 
° Regulatory PanelDiscussion 

A certificate of completion for continuing education is available for all seminar 
attendees. Registration is $225 and includes all materials, continental breakfast and lunch. Click 

!._-~2~. to vie~v the agenda and for complete registration details. Please contact our Meetings 
Department (800-662-7044 or christy@ncbankers.org) with any questions. 

FDIC Premiums Falling For Some Banks 

In their earnings reports, a number of large banks have cited to falling FDIC insurance premiums 
as a key factor behind lower noninterest expenses in the third quarter. This could be a sign of 
growing balance-sheet strength. However, rates are still elevated as the FDIC faces a statutory 
deadline for the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF) to hold 1.35% in equity relative to the nation’s 
total insured deposits by 2020. The DIF’s reserve ratio at the end of the last quarter was 
0.63%. Most banks pay within a range of 2.5 and 9 cents per $100 of assets minus equity. 

CFPB Remittance Rule May Raise Costs 

The CFPB’s new remittance transfer rule went into effect on October 28th, raising questions 
about whether the cost of international wire transfers will increase substantially as a result. The 
global average cost of sending $200 was 8.93% in the third quarter. Banks are one of the most 
expensive means of sending money according to the World Bank, averaging a 12.9% cost in the 
third quarter. 

Debit Card Volume 

There will be an estimated 56 billion debit card transactions in the U.S. during 2013. The high 
volume of transactions means lots of inquiries from customers. Ten percent of the calls to Bank 
of America’s call center are for debit-related issues. Despite unresolved issues surrounding the 
Durbin Amendment’s debit-routing rule, many banks are investing heavily in tools to reduce 
costs associated with debit-related problems and fraud, and make it easier to issue debit cards to 
new customers. Like some institutions, Wells Fargo offers instant issuance of non-EMV-chip 
debit cards at its branches through supplies of non-personalized, embossed plastic cards that 



consumers can receive when they open a checking account. Later, customers are mailed a 
permanent, personalized card that they can customize with unique photos. 

Carolinas Regulatory. Compliance School 

There is still time to register for the NCBA’s Carolinas Regulatory Compliance School. This is 
the best, most cost-efficient compliance training you will find anywhere around. With all of the 
upcoming regulatory changes that will soon be taking effect, you can’t affbrd not to have 
someone from your institution at this program. The program will be held at the Raleigh Marriott 
Crabtree Valley, November 4-7. Attendees will learn not only the regulatory requirements, but 
also how to anticipate and prevent potential violations and how" to develop a comprehensive 
compliance management program. Click HERE to register for the School. 

If you are a past attendee of the School, you need to make sure that you attend this year’s 
Alumni Update session which will focus exclusively on the regulatory provisions of the Dodd- 
Frank Act which become effective in January 2014. This should provide attendees an excellent 
last chance to gain clarity on the volume of printed materials associated with these crucial 
regulatory changes. Participants will receive a different manual that addresses the Dodd-Frank 
rules. Click .i_-!~.~ to register for the Alumni Update session. 

For more information on either of these programs, please contact our Meetings Department 
(chri sty@ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044). 

Residential Mortgage Volume 

According to one estimate, residential mortgage originations are expected to drop 32% next year 
to $1.2 trillion due to a decline in refinancing activity. Refinances could drop 57% to $463 
billion as interest rates rise. 

SEC To Issue Proposed Rules On Crowdfunding 

The SEC ___W__i_~__l____p_Lo__pose rules under the 2012 Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act (JOBS Act) to 
permit companies to offer and sell securities through crowdfunding, ~vhereby companies sell 
ownership stakes by soliciting investors over the Internet. Businesses using crowdfunding could 
raise no more than $5,000 per year from someone whose income or net worth is less than 
$100,000. Investors with income or net worth greater than $100,000 could contribute as much as 
10% of their annual net worth, to a maximum of $100,000 in one year. 

Order Your Holiday Poster Kits 

Time is runniug out for you to order your 2014 Holiday Poster Kits. You will want to 
order enough sets for all of your offices (front door and drive-up window)! Each kit 
contains one poster for each Federal banking holiday on standard white 8½" x 11" card 
stock with black printing. We offer two different sets of Holiday Poster Kits. Set #1 is for 
the traditional banking holidays and set #2 is for those institutions that have Saturday 
operating hours. A sample poster is attached to today’s Bulletin. The cost is $10 per 



set. That includes shipping, handling, and sales tax. For your convenience, we have 
attached an order form to today’s Bulletin. Orders and payments will be received through 
November 12. That will allow us sufficient time to have the kits prepared and ready for 
mailing to you the first week of December. Please be aware that extra kits will not be 
available after November 12. Don’t hesitate to contact Vickie Bowers 
(vickie~ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044) should you have any questions. The kits come in 
Spanish, too! 

Foreclosure Rate Falls 

The national foreclosure inventor}, continues to decrease. Through the end of September, 2.6% 
of active mortgages are in this status. Since September 2012, the rate has fallen approximately 
32%. 

2013 SBA Lenders Conference & Awards Luncheon 

Make plans to j oin the NCBA on December 3 at the Hilton Charlotte University Place for the 
2013 North Carolina SBA Lenders Conference and Award Luncheon. The morning will begin 
with a training session on the SBA’s lender and certified development company participation 
requirements in SOP 50110 5 (F) that will be effective January 1, 2014, followed by the Awards 
Luncheon. The morning session will be conducted by Dianna Seaborn, Financial Analyst from 
the Office of Capital Access, Washington, DC. With years of experience as a banker and now as 
a leader in helping SBA create user-friendly processes for financial intuitions, Dianna brings a 
unique perspective that will help your team move forward with changes impacting the SBA 
program in January, 2014. Mark your calendar today for you and your team to attend! Click 
HERE for complete registration materials. Please contact our Meetings Department at 800-662- 
7044 or christ~.ncbankers.org with any questions. 

Fee Waiver On Small SBA Loans 

The SBA is suspending: fees on its smallest loans in an effort to spur more lending for start-ups 
and other companies. The SBA is eliminating fees on 7(a) loans that are $150,000 or less. The 
change is retroactive back to October 1 and lasts one year. 

OCC Offers Advanced Approaches Guidance 

The OCC has posted the first entry in its ..(.~...u..~..c’../..a...~.~.~g....~..~L*..d....d....v...a...~.~.~..~..%/....A..I?.p...~..~....a.£./..Le...:.s.~ series for large 
banks. The guidance, which does not generally apply to banks with less than $10 billion in 
assets, explores supervisory expectations for determining capital requirements under the Basel III 
Advanced Approaches rule. 

School Of Commercial Lending 

Thi s is your last opportunity to register for the Intermediate CRE Lending course to be held next 
week, November 5-8! The NCBA and Credit Risk Management put this school together to 



ensure that your institution has the properly trained lending talent that it will take to survive 
during these times. All courses take place at the Credit Risk Management Training Facility 
located in Raleigh. Registration is also open for the Advanced C&ILemling course in 
December. Click on the links below to register for our fall classes: 

Intermediate Commercial Real Estate Lendin,~: November 5-8 

Advanced Commercial and Industrial Lending: December 10-13 

Please contact our Meetings Department at 800/662-7044 or chri sty@ncbankers.org with any 
questions! 

CFPB Releases Guides For Caregivers And Fiduciaries 

The CFPB has released four guides for those charged with handling money on another’s 
behalf. The guides, which cover powers of attorney, court-appointed guardianship, trusteeship 
and designated payees for government benefits, outline responsibilities of those who handle the 
affairs of the millions of elderly Americans who use the assistance of a financial 
representative. They also focus on fiduciaries’ role in spotting and preventing elder financial 
abuse. 

Treasury Criticized Over Relief Fund 

The $7.6 billion fund established by the Treasury Department to help underwater and 
unemployed homeowners make their mortgage payments will aid far fewer borrowers than 
initially intended. Treasury used TARP funds to create the Hardest Hit fund in 2010 and is 
deploying the funds through state housing finance agencies. A prior estimate predicted that 
546,562 homeowners would receive relief. Since then, the estimate has been slashed by one- 
third to 367,290. The Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program 
(SIGTARP) said that the Treasury and states are not moving fast enough getting money into the 
hands of struggling homeowners. 

Agencies Revise Classification Of Bank-Held Securities 

The Federal Reserve, FDIC, and OCC have revised the classification of assets and appraisal of 
securities held by banks to align with Dodd-Frank Act-mandated changes. Updating a 2004 
agreement, the guidance removes all references to credit ratings in regulations on classifying 
securities held by banks. The agencies provided examples of ho~v to apply the new standards 
and emphasized the importance of fundamental credit analysis to properly managing risk 
associated with bank assets and clarified that banks’ security creditworthiness assessments 
should not rely solely on external credit ratings. 

Flood Insurance Fix Introduced 

Representative Maxine Waters (D-CA) has introduced a bill that would delay for four years 
increases in federal flood insurance premiums required by the Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance 



Reform Act, which she says were an unintended consequence of the earlier legislation. The 
delay would apply to primary, non-repeat-loss homes that are grandfathered, as well as homes 
that were sold or for which a new policy was purchased after July 6, 2012. The bill would 
require FEMA to complete an affordability study within two years of enactment. FEMA would 
then have 18 months to propose a regulatory framework that addresses issues identified in the 
study, and Congress would have six months to review the framework and authorize FEMA to 
issue affordability rules. 

IRA Seminar 

Are you confused by the new" IRS rules and requirements or need a refresher? Register for our 
IRA Seminar to help your staff break down all the material into manageable pieces. Registration 
materials are available for the IRA’s Made Easy Seminar on November 113-114 at High Point 
Bank. This year’s seminar will be presented by Denise Stevenson of Diversified Learning 
Services. 

Day 1 Basic IRA Seminar topics include: 

Revocation Rights and Disclosure Requirements" 
IRA Eligibi#ty Rules 

Contribution Limits" 

Excess Contributions 
General Distribu#on Requirements and Rules 

IRS Penalties Assessed on IRAs 

Day 2 Intermediate IRA Seminar topics include: 

IRA Distribution Requirements" at Age 70 1,,’2 

Death Distribution Rules 
Rollovers 

Direct Rollovers and Trustee Transfers 
Federal and NC Withholding Rules 
Roth IRAs and IRS Repor#ng Requirements 

A certificate of completion for continuing education is available for all seminar 
attendees. Registration is $350 for both days or $250 for one day. The fee includes all materials, 
continental breakfast and lunch. Click HERE for complete registration details and to view the 
proposed agenda. For more information, please contact our Meetings Department (800-662- 
7044 or christy@ncbankers.org). 

Sen. Warren Seeks Prosecution Details From Bank Regulators 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) has written a letter to the Federal Reserve, OCC, and SEC citing 
the work of the Special Inspector General of the Troubled Asset Relief Program (SIGTARP) in 
securing criminal and civil convictions since December 2008 and recovering $4.3 billion in 
restitution and civil judgments. Sen. Warren asked the regulators for a tally of the total number 



of individuals and the number of senior officers the agencies charged criminally and civilly 
between 2009 and 2012, along with the number of convictions obtained, punishments, and the 
amount of funds received through orders of restitution and civil judgments. 

Patent Troll Bill In Congress 

In a joint letter, the national trade groups for the banking and credit union industries have written 
to House Judiciary Committee Chairman Bob Goodlatte (R-VA) commending his bipartisan 
Innovation Act to restrain "patent trolls," those "non-practicing entities" (NPEs) that bring 
abusive patent litigation against banks and other businesses. Rep. Goodlatte’s bill would 
enhance pleading standards to make it harder to bring frivolous patent infringement claims, allow" 
waivers for costly fees to investigate a patent’s validity and limit discovery costs borne by 
targeted business. They urged Rep. Goodlatte to add provisions that would distribute liability 
more equally between suppliers and end users. They also recommended that the validity review 
process be expanded to patents filed since 2011, and they suggested additional changes to 
address the concerns of targeted businesses. 

Quote Of The Week 

Listen to the words of Jackson Browne’s classic, Running on Empty. They may remind you of 
the business plan and daily actions of small banks and thrifts still doing what they’ve done for so 
long in local communities throughout our state and across America. It’s encouraging to 
remember the words of the Sage Neff Smith, the late CEO of First Savings and Loan in Mebane, 
"There will always be the need for a small town thrift ... uuless we are regulated out of 
business." 

Card Signatures 

An estimated 40% of American consumers have chosen not to sign the back of their payments 
cards, instead writing "see ID" or leaving it blank in an attempt to require merchants to verify 
their identities. However, 87% of the participants in a study said that in most cases they are never 
asked for ID by merchants. 

Industry Update 

CNN’s Money magazine has published an article entitled 7he Best Banks’ in America. NCBA 
member TD Bank (TD) was one &two banks featured in the article on the best big banks in 

America with over 1,000 branches. 

Square 1 Bank, Durham, as agreed to purchase the assets of Saratoga, CA-based Sand Hill 
Finance LLC Square 1 expects to receive regulatory approval for the deal by November 15 and 
hopes to close the transaction by year-end. 

First South Bank (FSBK), Washin~on, has announced that it has adopted a plan to repurchase 
up to 5.0%, or approximately 487,560 shares, of its outstanding common stock. The stock 
repurchases will be made periodically as permitted by securities laws and other legal 



requirements and will be subject to market conditions as well as other factors. Repurchases may 
be made in the open market, through block trades or otherwise, and in privately negotiated 
transactions. 

Bank of America (BAC) is set to lay off 59 employees in its consumer banking-legacy asset- 
servicing unit in Hillsboro, OR, on December 22 as part of the company’s plan to consolidate 
operations there. 

Carolina Bank (CLBH), Greensboro, has announced that the bank eliminated 12 administrative 
positions during the third quarter. Recently, the bank opened loan production offices in Chapel 
Hill and Sanford. 

Wells Fargo (WFC) has created a new browser-based, mobile-optimized "CEO Mobile" 
site. The new site is designed to facilitate business banking services and allows for tasks to be 
divided across different people. For example, one person may" initiate a payment template, 
another person may make a payment for that template, and a third may approve the 
payment. Wells Fargo will test the new site until the end of the year and plans to roll it out 
formally in 2014. 

CBS Spotlight 

As a leader at your bank do any of the following things worry you? 

¯ Regulatory Examinations 
¯ Net Interest Margin 
° Efficiency Ratio 
¯ Increased Competition 

If so, then learn how nCino’s Bank Operating System has helped other banks in North Carolina 
drive increased profitability and productivity gains as well as an improved efficiency ratio and 
regulatory compliance. Sitting alongside the bank’s core, the nCino system provides seamless 
integration and the security of SOC 2 Type I cloud architecture, the most advanced data security 
platform in the world. 

To learn more about nCino and to schedule a demonstration, please visit www.ncinoocom. If 
you want to speak with someone directly about nCino, please contact Brianna Montgomery (910- 

............................................. ~ ................. r_.~., 
777-5420 or bfianna.montgome~ (~,ncino.com) or Janice Royster (800-662-7044 or 

ianice@ncbankers, or~). 



CFPB Updates QM Small Entity Compliance Guide 

The CFPB has updated its Small Entity Compliance Guide to the Ability-to-Repay/Qualified 
Mortgage Rule, which takes effect in January. The updated guide reflects clarifications and 
changes made to the rule since it was issued in January 2013. 

Agencies Offer Clarifications On Troubled Debt Restructuring 

The Federal Reserv’e, FDIC, and OCC have issued guidance to clarify issues related to troubled 
debt restructurings. The guidance clarifies how TDR loans should be accounted for, as well as 
when any impaired loan is defined as collateral-dependent. It also clarifies that impaired 
collateral-dependent loans should be measured for impairment based on the fair value of the 
collateral. 

NIST Releases Preliminary Cybersecurity Framework 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology has released a preliminary cybersecurity 
framework that follows President Obama’s executive order on cybersecurity in 
February. President Obama’s order directed NIST to work ~vith public and private stakeholders 
to develop a voluntary framework to reduce cyber risks. The framework includes steps 
customizable to various industry sectors and firm sizes that aim to provide a consistent 
cybersecurity approach, it also provides common mechanisms for institutions to assess their 
current cyber risk readiness and cybersecurity goals. 



U.S. Financial Institutions Complete Quantum Dawn 2 Cybersecurity 
Exercise 

The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA) has published the results of 

its Quantum Dawn 2 cybersecurity exercise. The exercise involved over 50 financial 
organizations, tested participants against several simulated cyberattacks, and led to a report on 
the observed strengths and weaknesses of financial services cybersecurity. Information sharing 
between the private sector and government once again proved to be one of the most effective 
means of combating cyber attacks. 

Little Things Mean A Lot 

I heard the story recently about Tina Turner ... not the one famous for singing with Ike or 
singing about Proud Mary. This woman of little wealth tried hard as a child to save money at the 
bank. The banker encouraged her and was her friend, calling her by her first name any time she 
came in the door of that local banking institution. He advised her to work hard to meet her goal 

of saving $1,000. The day came that she showed him her savings book with a total of $999 on 
deposit. The banker gave her $1 to round-up her nest egg to an even $1,000. Even though the 
bank has sold seven times since Tina was that child, she has never forgotten the kindness and the 
encouragement of the banker. Tina remained a committed customer of the bank, no matter its 
many name changes. I’m sure that goes for all the people who greeted her when she came to the 
bank from their various posts as tellers and customer service representatives scattered around the 
lobby. It’ s easy to forget that small acts of kindness are, more often than not, never forgotten. 

Camp Challenge Workday Canceled 

This year’s Camp Challenge Workday scheduled for Saturday, November 2, has been 
canceled. If you have any questions, please contact Ellis Weber at 800-662-7044 or 

elli s@ncb an kers. org. 

Cartoon Of The Week 



State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective October 30 the rate of interest charged to 
banks and savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings 
certificates is 3/8%. 

WORK HA RD. PLA Y B Y THE R ULES. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:54 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS 
CRIME REPORTS 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
****Break it~ to ~ocked residence reported 10~’30113, 10:22 pro, 829 Smith Leve~ Rd, 
The victim returned home at 9:45 pm to discover his rear kitchen window had been broken and a laptop, PlayStatien ÷ games, Google Tablet and i-pod was stolen. Value 

$1270.00 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
....... Larceny Irom residence repo~ted 10130/13, 5:34 pro, 4030 Lat~imore D~ 
she stated that she had sub contractors from Iowes home improvement at her house installing flooring, after they left she noticed a box of floering missing from the garage, i 
advised her to contact Iowes and asked about the box of flooring. Value $49.54 
.... Break in ~o locked residence reported 10130113, 8:I0 pro, I012 Grassland Ct 
The victim advised that someone had broken into her house and stole several pieces ofiewelry. She stated that they made entry through the front window. She advised that 
she believes they entered the home on two different occasions. She stated that they took the screen offthe front window and also placed it back on. She said that whoever 
did it only took jewelry. Value $4,250.00 
....... Break in to locked residence repoded 10/31113, 3:26 am, 107 Paper Birch kn, near Durham Co. 
repsonded to the initial alarm call. when i arrived on scene i located the front door on the residence standing open. i stood by until my cover unit arrived on scene, other 
depities arrived on scene and proceeded to check the rest of the exterior of the residence while i stood at the front door. we located another open door on the rear of the 
residence and found it to be forced open. i proceeded to check the area and found that the suspect had pulled the power meter off of its power source in order to attempt to 
disable the alarm, after checking the rest of the exterior of the residence i found that the rear door had been pryed and forced open. after the suspect gained entry into the 
residence they proceeded to tear the alarm system from the wall and had pulled the alarm speaker form the wall. the key holder arrived on scene and advised that he did not 

believe that anything was missing from the residence the key holder advised that his wife is in charge of the property and is a sales representitive for the victim, the victim was 
not at home at the time of incident. 
ARMED ROBBERY: Occurred this merning at 5:25 am, Buckhern BP station on Buckhorn Rd. White male. aprox 170 Ibs wearing a blue sweat shirt and Gorilla mask 
conforonted clerk outside and forced her inside and took rnoney from cash register. He left on foot, no vehicle seen. 
NOTE THE LITTLE GHOST AND GOBLINS WILL BE OUT TONIGHT TRICK OR TREATING, PLEASE REMEMBER SAFET’( FIRST. 

THANK YOU I?OR BEING OUR EXTIL& EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i.’~i Descri~,tion: 

Description: 

Description: 

Description 

Description: 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Brief: U.S. Treasury Blasts Germa~y’s Economic Policies 

LATEST STORIES 

Watchdog: SyNa Destroys Che~i~l-A~’ms 

Snowden Gets Job in Russia, Says I~wyer 

Eike Bafista~s Empi~’e Soa~’ed, Then Melted Into Ba~k~’uptcy 

Fed Opts to Ntay Easy-Mo~ey Com’se~ for Now 

Shell Tlfird-Quarter Profit Falls 3~% 

Sony C~ts F~ll-Year Profit O~tlook A~er Second-Quarter Loss 

Plfillips 66 to B~ild Texas Tern~inM to E~o~ 

RetMlers Brace for Reduction in Food Stamps 

Hon HM M~es Push Into So,’are Development, Telecom SedUces 

Erie Schmidt C~[l-~ei~es South Korcan Corporations 

Boston*s Ul~ely Japanese Hero: Koji Uehara 

Why Your Po~oHo Needs MLPs 

N YC Mayoral Debate: De Blasio’s Tax 

NYC Mayoral Debate: Bendm~ark~ For S~ecess 

NEWS PODCASTS 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Brill, Ralph <rbfill@kentlaw.iit.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31,2013 9:05 AM 

LRWPROF-L@iupui.edu; lawprot@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

Which Undergraduate Majors Score the Highest on LSAT?: 

Josh Blackman’s BIog, VV~sich Ll~de~graduats:,. Ma,tors Score the klighest o..’~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Financial Services Marketing S~posium <conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 9:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fostering Innovation: Wells Fargo Labs, M&T Bank, Capital One, AXA Equitable 

This is a quick reminder that tomorrow is your last chance to save $160 offthe cmTent rates. Be sure to use promo code OCTI60 to regisler online before Friday at 
midnight. If you’re away from your computer just call Glen Van Dusen at (212) 803-6072 to lock-in your discounted rote. 

From: Financial Services Marketing Symtx~sium [mailto:conference~urcemedia~nail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 7:02 AM 

Subject: Fostering Innovation: Wells Fargo Labs, M&T Bank, Capital One, AXA Equitable 

Fi .... ialServicesMarketing+l ..... tiooSym~o~,omI 

What sho : ld be g riimary role as a 
marketer arid iirmovator? 
Guide your institution towards revenue growth. But while this 
is no easy feat, we can help to give you a head start, 

At the 11th Annual Financial So.ices Marketing & Innovation Symposium taking place 
December 5~6, 2013 in New York City at Crowne Plaza Times Square, you win hear from 
innovative execs who will be presenting such as Wells t=argo Labs, M&T Bank, Capital One and 
AXA Equitable who will share how in their own way [hey’re fos[edng innovation, 

Here are some sessions: 

Longer-Term Innovation - How Do You Plan For The Whatever Is Beyond The Next 

Generation Of New Technology 

Learn how financial institutions are advancing an aggressive innovation agenda in,emoting wi~h 

emerging consumer behaviors to revolutionize banking. 

How to Get from ’Likes’ to Social Sales 
Ci~ Shih~ C~7.O & Foimder~ il~7..~.B~.~A’g SOCL~& 

Robert {’~cky") Wright, Chief Sa~es Office~, AXA FQU~fABi_~ L~FF iNSURANCT. CONPAr4Y 

Hear from ~ Chief Sales ~icer Bucky Wright and Hearsay Social CEO Clara Shih sharing 

qualitative insights and concrete actions eve~ financial executive should be taking to get from 

"likes" to sNes on Facebook, Tw~er, LinkedIn, and a growing host of popular social med~a s~tes~ 

Winning Locally With Digital Marketing 

Expbre how to boost ~ocal market grov~h by uniquely applying digital market~ng as a pa~ of 

the overaN value proposNon ~n each competitive se~ing. 

Enhance The Customer Experience Via Mobile Payments 

Toby Russell will outline some of the key dynamics in the mobile payments space, and make 

some predictions on how the space will evolve. 

For a customized package, please contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089, 



~SourceMedia cancellation poiicies apply. Aii special o~[ers are vaiid for NEW registrants only and cannot be spplied to 

current registered attendees Offers are not transferable and cannot be combined with any other offer. Please call our 

Cuslomer Service department at 800-803-3,;24 or 212-803-6093 if you have any queslions 

You are currently subscribed to Confe,’er~ce ~ Financial Services [~a~’ketin~ Syrnp as: Ibroome@email unc edu 

To Unsubscribe ,from recei,ving further p[ornolional errlail [tom (:orffe~ef~se ~ Fif~ancial Services rt~arketing Syrup. Click ~iere 

1o update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists Click Fiere. 

Cusb,mer See’vice: 8oo-8og-3424, S,,urceMedia, One State S~’ee[ Plaza, ~7~ Fl,,,,r, New Y,,rk, NY loon4 i 

I:oPfferd to a I:riend I Privacy Po!!cy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cooper, Karen <KCooper@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 9:35 AM 

hazelwd@louisimaa.edu; bbennett@ulm.edu; wdemaff(~:lsu.edu; ja~nesl@a~s.latech.edu; elaine.wise@louisville.edu; kjpeters@Imu.edu; 

bstanko@luc.edu; loberbroeckling@loyola.edu; strong@maine.edu; shawn.ladda@manhattan.edu; John.Ritschdortt@marist.edu; 

mccomas@marshaIl.edu; hmbmoks@umes.edu; mandeIl@umbc.edu; hadley@umd.edu; rspencer@psych.umass.edu; 
msoileau@~ncneese.edu; estevens@memphis.edu; hugdeN jd@mercer.edu; mdawkins@miami.edu; lipnicsc@~nuohio.edu; 

acurzan@umich.edu; kasavana@msu.edu; Hmold.Whiteside@~ntsu.edu; hoov001@umn.edu; phleo@umn.edu; rrychlak@olemiss.edu; 

tumer(~agecon.msstate.edu; gburke@mvsu.edu; jmneshutte@nlissourisiate.edu; FranzL@missouri.edu; Fe~gusonK@umkc.edu; 

r~’eit@monmouth.edu; dusten.hollis%~!umontana.edu; haynes@montana.edu; p.osbome@morehead-st.edu; ivis.forreste@molgan.edu; 

mcgovern@msmary.edu; david.gesler@murraystate.edu; jpotutol@unl.edu; brackley.frayer@unlv.edu; davec@unr.edu; 

beather.barbe@unh.edu; misieg@oa£.njit.edu; bova@unm.edu; jthomas~nmsu.edu; mbonis@uno.edu; jbs@niagara.edu; 

cbanks@nsu.edu; hhol@unca.edu; highsmig@ncat.edu; les@nccu.edu; samA~ardue@ncsu.edu; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu;,; jleak@uncc.edu; dlvx?’rick@uncq.edu; combsc@uncw.edu; sue.jeno@med.und.edu; deland.myers@ndsu.edu; 

jcolemm~@unt:edu; Jero,.Thomas@unt.edu; £wiseman@neu.edu; debbie.craig@nau.edu; robert.heiny@unco.edu; mstreb@niu.edu; 

lisa:~epsen@uni.edu; bi~oej@nsula.edu; r-gundlach@northwestem.edu; pbellia@nd.edu 

FW: FARA Election,/Division I Governance Review 

Supp - 1A FAR - FARA - COIA common sumlnal3~ statement on governm~ce redesign 10 21 13.pdt~ Supp - FARA Position Govemmice 

Re&sign flnal.lxtf 

FARA ELECTION 
Colleagues: Just a final reminder that the elections for the FARA Executive Committee are ongoing~ The polls will close 
Thursday, November 7 at 5 p.m. Eastern. Information on the candidates can be found on the FARA website at 
www.farawebsite.org. You can also go directly to the ballot at www.tinyurl.comiFARA~2013. Individuals attending the FARA 
Annual Meeting and Symposium will be able to vote onsite. 

DIVISION I GOVERNANCE REVEI/V: The FAR Perspective 
Attached to this email is" a document that lays out the FARA Executive Committee’s perspective on the Division I Governance restructuring ef~brt. As 

you are all aware the issues associated with the ongoing review of Division I Governance are extremely complex. In an ef~brt to gather opinions from a 

broad variety of pe~s’pectives the Division I Board of Directors" solicited comment from a diverse group stakeholders" to help inform them as they address" 

these issues. Also attached is a statement that contains six key points on governance that the executive committees of FARA, D1A FAR, and COIA have 

endorsed as being central to any proposed governance structure. These two documents will be the ~bcus of much discussion at the FARA Annual 

Meeting and Symposium in Baltimore. Those who are unable to attend are invited to visit the FARA website and specifically the Division I Forum page 

(?~tt;V~4,~’~ruw~"~i~.o:~/ d~ff.s~;~-~..(~ra-)~rumz’) to review the documents and offer their comments. 

This emaA1 and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged iat’onnation. If you a~e not the intended recipient, please noti~ the sender i~nmediately 

by retarn e~noA1, delete this message and destroy any copies. A31y dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 
and may be illega£ 



1A FAR, FARA, and COlA Points for Discussion 

The 1A FAR, FARA, and COlA appreciate being invited to send representatives to the October 29, 2013, 

Division I Board of Directors/Presidential Advisory Group meeting. As the Board Steering Committee on 

Governance begins its work on a governance redesign, we collectively urge the following six points upon 

which our groups agree: 

1. There must be a strong faculty voice in NCAA governance to assure a continued commitment to the 

academic success of student-athletes. 

2. The future NCAA Division I governance structure must be designed in a manner to assure the ability to 

maintain and continue recent progress on academic benchmarks such as progress-toward-degree, APR, 

and initial and transfer eligibility standards. 

3. The future NCAA Division I governance structure should strive for clarity, efficiency, transparency, and 

the minimization of redundancy. 

4. There must be a continued commitment to the collegiate model. The perception of intercollegiate 

athletics in general and NCAA Division I in particular must instill confidence that policy is adopted and 

problems are solved in an efficient and timely fashion in a way that embodies the values of higher 

education and the student-athlete experience. 

5. Presidents/Chancellors must have ultimate authority for the direction of intercollegiate athletics and 

the policy and bylaw goals to be achieved. But, the role of the governing board should be to set 

overarching policy, engage in strategic planning, approve budgets, and hire and review the performance 

of the chief executive officer. Correspondingly, the goals and ethos of our colleges and universities must 

be front and center in the consideration and adoption of policies and bylaws. Among our groups, the 1A 

FAR Board and FARA support continuing to have a Division I governing board comprised solely of 

Presidents/Chancellors. COIA has separately proposed that presidential control could be enhanced 

through limited, shared representation including presidents (in majority), athletics directors, faculty, and 

"representatives of the public" at the governing board level. 

6. Those charged with implementing policies and bylaws should have meaningful opportunities to 

participate in their development. There are few issues pertaining to intercollegiate athletics that are 

solely athletic or solely academic in nature. Successful NCAA policy development will hinge on utilization 

of an NCAA governance structure that assures the cooperation, communication, and interactive 

engagement (early and throughout the process) of all stakeholders. 

Separately from the foregoing points of agreement, we have differing points of view as to the best way 

to go about a redesign effort. Each of our groups has included a few highlights of its positions. 

IA FAR: The 1A FAR Board in mid-September submitted a detailed set of "Principles and Model for a 

New Governance Structure" and would urge that the members of the Board Steering Committee on 

Governance review and consider the proposal. The full document should be in your meeting materials, 

or see http~//oneafar.org/Governance Proposal.pdf. The 1A FAR Board has urged that the FBS must be 



the master of its own fate in any new governance design, particularly with regard to matters of 

enhancements of the student-athlete experience that depend on increased revenue allocation. In 

addition, the 1A FAR Board believes that optimal achievement of a principle-based redesign of NCAA 

governance can best be accomplished through frequent and ongoing cooperation, communication, and 

interactive engagement of a critical mass of both senior-level campus athletics administrators and a 

critical mass of FARs. FARA concurs with this latter view. 

FARA: FARA is developing a proposal that would maintain subdivisions within Division I. Each subdivision 

- groupings of institutions with similar financial resources - within Division I would have greater ability 

to choose how to use campus resources to promote academic excellence while still maintaining a 

common core of principles regarding the collegiate model and integrity. 

COLA: COlA has taken no position on the issue of maintaining or dividing Division I, but recommends that 

the reorganization should be systemic and focused on key leverage points. In addition to proposing that 

the DI Board of Directors be reconstituted, COlA argues that the NCAA’s mission statement should be 

rearticulated, and suggests that reorganization issues should be resolved according to long-term 

strategic considerations designed to reverse current trends toward professionalization, fast-rising cost 

structures, institutional dependence on uncertain revenue streams, and risks to tax-exempt status. COlA 

also has urged increased engagement of faculty, including faculty governance leaders, within the NCAA 

structure and in athletics governance on campuses and in conferences. COIA’s position statement on the 

NCAA reorganization is available among the handouts for this meeting, and online at 

http://b~~gs~c~mm~psu~edu/thec~ia/~p-c~ntent/up~~ads/C~~A-NCAA~ref~rm~princip~es~and~ 

recom mendations-October-2013.pdf. 

Page 2 of 2 



FARA Executive Committee Position Regarding Governance Redesign 

FARA has been serving the needs of FAR’s in all Divisions for more than 20 years, and is 
pleased to offer some suggestions on governance redesign. 

The FARA Executive Committee suggests that the institutions against whom one primarily 
competes should determine the Division of membership. To maintain traditional rivalries and 
retain interest and support of fans, the institutions that currently comprise Division I should 
continue to compete against one another as one division. 

There are common core themes within all of Division I. These are encapsulated within the 
Commitments to the Division I Collegiate Model as well as the core values listed in the 2004 
NCAA strategic plan: 



the collegiate model of athletics in which students participate as an avocation, balancing 
their academic, social, and athletics experiences; 

the highest level s of integrity and sportsmanship; 

the pursuit of excellence in both academics and athletics; 

the supporting role that intercollegiate athletics plays in the higher education mission and 
in enhancing the sense of community and stren~hening the identity of member 

institutions; 

inclusive culture that fosters equitable participation for student-athletes and career 
opportunities for coaches and administrators from diverse backgrounds; 

respect for institutional autonomy and philosophical differences; 

Presidential leadership of intercollegiate athletics at the campus, conference and national 
levels. 

Thus all members of Division I are committed to matters related to academic 
standards/benchmarks and most student-athlete well-being topics to the same degree as well as 
other commitments. However, some members &Division I may have the ability and desire to 
have diversity within the Division in some areas; potentially including Financial Aid, Awards 
and Benefits, and Recruiting. The final delineation of common and federated areas of interest is 
and should be up for debate. 

There exist significant differences in financial resources among Division I institutions. This 
creates frictions which have led to suggestions for substantial change and for the desire for more 
flexibility to adopt rules within the collegiate model. 

There are likely multiple ways of achieving the above goals. In evaluating these alternatives, the 
FAIL~ Executive Committee maintains: 

We believe that retaining a single Division I is the most practical option. 

The new governance structure that evolves within Divi sion I must recognize and 
accommodate the diversity of member institutions, in the context of the Commitments to 
the Collegiate Model. 

Additionally, most FARA Executive Committee members seem to be opposed to weighted 
voting. Creation of a subdivision system with autonomy should render the need for weighted 
voting obsolete. 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The FARA Executive Committee does not suggest throwing out all of the governance structure 
that has been developed over the past 100 years. Much of the structure has served the 
membership well, albeit there is now pressure for reform. A general comment is that the 
established structure should be utilized. When multiple groups operating with different 
processes (i.e. working groups, committee’s that replicate the work of an existing cabinet) pass 
legislation on different timelines it becomes difficult for institutions to feel like their input is 
important or even heard. 

The FARA Executive Committee believes the Board of Directors should be comprised of a small 
group of visionary Presidents and CEO’s looking to position intercollegiate athletics through the 
changing and challenging landscape of American society. This should not be a policy making 
group, but rather a group setting the overarching agenda and providing oversight of the NCAA 
leadership. 

As stated above, there are likely multiple governance structures beyond the Board of Directors 
that will work. In evaluating these alternatives, the FARA Executive Committee maintains: 

We believe that retaining a single Division I is the most practical option. 

The new governance structure that evolves within Division I must recognize and 
accommodate the diversity of member institutions, in the context of the Commitments to 
the Collegiate Model. 

Additionally, the FAIL4 Executive Committee believes that the structure below the Board must 
support the following principles: 

Goals and ethos of colleges and universities must be front and center 
o Presidents and Chancellors must have ultimate authority in all areas 



® FARs need a seat at the table in all areas 

The structure, policies, and rules need to have credibility, buy-in, and enhance the public 
perception of the NCAA 

Those charged with implementing policies (ADs, SWAs, student athletes, 
compliance, financial aid, coaches, commissioners) must have input in 
development 
The policy and rule making process must be responsive to the membership and 
promote meaningful membership participation 

~ Parts of the governance structure must act with the association in mind 
Thus spots on boards, councils, and committees should be position based 

(student athlete, AD, FAR, etc.) rather than conference based. 
~ All else equal - simpler is better 

Schools need to feel that the association and the structure promote their interests and that 
they control their own fate. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyer’s Transportation Finance/P3 Confe~nce <conferences@sourcemediaraail.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

See Who You’ll Meet Attendee List Enclosed 

Having trouble viewing thi~ email? View as webpage. 

::~,’~ The Bond Buyer’s Transpor[ation Finance/P3 Conference 

Connect w~th transportation finance directors, CEOs, CFOs, commissioners, 
controllers, treasurers and more - at the only event that covers all types of 
financing for all modes of infrastructure: The Bond Buyer’s Transportation 
Finance/P3 Conference, November 13-15 at the Swissote~ Chicago. 

More Than 150 Attendees 
~ssuers, Speakers & Sponsors 

Accuity* e Illinois Finance Authority* 

American Society of Civil Engineers* ~ Illinois Tollway 

Assured Guaranty* ~ h~frasttucture On,argo 

Bsnk of America Me[ril~ Lynch e K~ew~t 

Barclays Cap~a~ e Kro~l Bomd Ratings Agency* 

BMO Cap~ts~ Msrkets* ~ Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw LLP* 

Build America Mutual* ~ MD Depadment d Transpo~at~on* 

Chesapeake Bay BrMge & Tunnel* e Metropolitan Planning Council* 

Chicago Department of Aviation* ~ M~cMgan Department of Transportation 

CMca9o Metropolitan Agency for Planning e NJxon Peabody LLR 

CMca9o Transit Authority* ~ Noah Carolina Depadment d 

Cintra Develoments LLC Transpo[tatJon 

City of Chicago* ~ Notion Rose Fu~brighl* 

City of Ottawa e Nossaman LLP* 
City of VkginJa Beach e PennDOT 

Da~as Felt Worth Irflerna~ional Akpo[t ~ Port of Corpus Christi 

Denver ~ntemafional A~rpo~ e Regional Transpo~ation Authority* 

E-470 PuM~c Highway Authority ~ R~-Denver 

Ernst & Young Infrastructure Adv~so~ e Standard & Poors Rath~g Services* 

FederN High~%~ay Administration ~ Sum~tomo M~tsu~ Banking Corporation 

Fidelity Capital Markets* ~ ~* 

Fitch Ratings* ~ ~DOT 

Goldman Sachs & Co. e U.S. Government AccountaM~y Office* 

HOCHTIEF PPP Solutions Nodh Amedca, ~ UniveBity of Hl~no~dCMcago 

Inc. ~ USDOT* 
H~no~s Depa~ment of Transpo~afion* e VDOT 

~ ~lmington Trust" 

View the current list of participants *Indicates muNple attendees 

Call Megan Downey at (212) 803-6092 to register, or for rnore information. Group ra~es availaNe. 

Sponso~sh{p Opportunities Avaffable! [x CPE 
For more information about sponsorships and exhibiting, contact Michael Ballin.qer ..... Credits 
at (212) 803-8486. 

mou-r I co~,o~r I PRIVACYI 



Priwcy P~licv i F~rward to a Friend 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College of Business at ILLINOIS <info business.illinois.edu@createsendl.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Illinois BusinessNews October 2013 

View OrlN!~e ~: Forward to a Frie!~d ~: Unsubscribe 

ILLINOIS produces most sitting CFOs of Fortune 500 and S&P 500 firms 

Mao Ye: Public not privy to a chunk of stock trades 

Jeff Brown explains the real reasons America’s pensions are hurting 

Vyacheslav Fos: The disciplinary effects of proxy contests 

ILLINOIS’s MS in Financial Engineering ranked among top U.S. programs 



Retiring JPL deputy director Gen. Eugene Tattini ’65 passes the torch More >> 

SpectraScience appoints Lowell Griffhorn ’69 as new CFO Mere >> 

Steelcase announces James Keane ’81 as next CEO ~,Jlore >> 

Wise, Siebel ’83 MBA inducted into American Academy of Arts & Sciences More 

Mark Essig ’85 EMBA named to AK Steel’s board of directors 

Mike Small ’89 inducted into Illinois Golf Hall of Fame as youngest member 

CNO Financial Group names Scott Goldberg ’92 to lead Bankers Life & Casualty 

Chris Locke ’93 joins ePrize as CFO 

Brent Hathaway ’97 PhD appointed dean of Lee Business School 

Arizona Humane Society names Dr. Steven Hansen ’05 EMBA CEQ 

Entrepreneur Steve Marciniak ’11 launches legislative tracking app with TrakBill !t~!~[[~...,’.,’. 

Jo~o Castro Neves ’14 MBA, AmBev CEO, featured in Forbes. 

Golfer & Illini of the Week Brian Campbell shatters records, wins first tournament More 

ILLllqOIS finishes 2rid in stock-picking competition at U of Michigan 
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Chris Locke ’93 joins ePrize as CFO 
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BECOME A DOULA 
Serve as a Labor Companion 

Open to all disciplines! 

Nursing 680, Supporting the Childbearing Family is a service-learning elective. 

This 2 credit hour course will meet on Wednesday afternoons Spring Semester. 

Attend Doula training and volunteer in the UNC Volunteer Doula Service! 

Applications required. 

For more info, visit APPLES’ 

*** ¯ 
Apphcatmns due Nov. 3*** 
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New International Law Titles I 10%off+ FREE Shipping 

?’Te c~rr:~ olfr:~rirl(J FREE SHIPPING erl ,:~li lilies ipcIu,::ied irl Ibis e!’r!c~il. To redeem ycc~r 10% 

discount an~ Free Shipping offer, please use discount code E~/,1013B[AW al checko~t. 

/~Discount valid untfl No,;ember 15 2013. Free shipping offel available 

Rethinkinq the New Yo~k Convention: A L~w and Economics 

By Shen Wei 

Rethinking the New York Convention - A Law and Economics Approach offers a 

unique jurisprudence-oriented analysis of the New York Convention by applying 
two major analytic approaches, Darwinian legal theory and game theory. Four key 

topics are analyzed in the book: the evolution of the treaty, the competition among 

various jurisdictions, lex mercatoria and governing law in arbitration, and the 

doctrine of public policy. Read More~: 

~ntersentia PuNishing I p/b I 9781780681122 I $112.00 

lnte#rit¥ Rise and Accountability/in Capital Markets: Requlatin,q 

Edited by ,Justin O’Bden and George Gilliflan 

This volume brings together leading professionals, regulators, and academics with 

knowledge of how cultural forces shape integrity, risk, and accountability in 

capital markets. The book will be of benefit to industry, regulatory, and academic 
communities whose focus is upon financial markets and professionals. It will also 

be of value to any person or organization interested in how the cultural 

underpinnings of the finance sector shape how capital markets actually operate 

and are regulated. Read More... 

~.~[L ~.~.~!.!~.t~.!B.g,..Q~[9[~! I p/b I 9781849465670 I $90.00 

Forum Shopping in the ~nternational Commercial Arbitration 
Context 
Edited by France Ferrari 

For many, "forum shopping" is a term with disparaging connotations, indicating 
something "evil." That is why various policies against forum shopping exist, both 

on a domestic and an international level May a litigant pursue the most favorable - 

rather than the simplest or closest- forum? To what extent is forum shopping 

relevant in the international commercial arbitration context? The contributions in 
this book, written by renowned authors, provide answers to these questions and 

more. Read More... 



Edited by Oswald Jansen 

Published by Intersentia Publishit~g 
PaperI 9781780681368 I $189.00 

The Building of Peace 
A Hundred Years of Work on Peace Through Law: The Peace Palace 1913 -2013 
By Johan Jeer and Heikelina Verrijn Stuart 

Published by Eleven International Publishing 
Cloth 19789462360860 I $67.50 

Reimagining Common Law Procedural Traditions 
Edited by Paul Roberts and Jill Hunter 
Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
PaperI 9781849464956 I $45.00 

Daihuisen on Transnationa~ Comparative, Commercial, Financia~ and Trade Law 

~(.9.!M.~}.¢..~. (Fifth Edition) 
Financial Products, Financial SeP,,ices and Financial Regulation 
By Jan Dalhuisen 

Published by Had Publishing, O~ord 
Cloth 19781849464536 I $250.00 

Feminist Perspectives on Transitional Justice 
From International and Criminal to Alternative Fom~s of Justice 
Edited by Estelle Zinsstag and Martha Albertson Fineman 

Published by Intersentia Publishing 
Cloth 1978178068142915105.00 

The ~nternational Court of Justice 
By Robert Kolb 

Published by ._H___a__Lt____P__u__ _b__/_~_h_Ln_g,__Q__x_(_o__t_:(_i 
Cloth I 9781849462631 I $290.00 

The Law of Private Nuisance 
By Allan Beever 

Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
Cloth 19781849465069 I $70.00 

Lega~ Education and Judic{a{ Trainin~ in Eu~’ope 
The Menu fer Justice Proiect Report 
Edited by Daniela Piana, Philip Langbroek, Tomas Berkmanas, et aL 
Published by _E__l__e_!_v__e_.__n___!L!t__e_!r__f_!_a__t_i__o__~_~_~!l____P__{!~!~!~B~ 
Paper I 9789462360556 I $75.00 

Limitation of Actions in End!and and Waies 
By Martin Canny 
Published by BIoomsbuty Professional 

Cloth I 9781780433356 I $275.00 

Maritime Law Evolving 
Thirty Years at Southampton 
Edited by Malcolm Clarke 
Published by ,_H___a_L_t_____P__u__~_/_Ls_!_~_!.g,____O_~’_o__&d_ 

Cloth 1978184946399715150.00 

Edited by Alexander Horne, Gavin Drewry and Dawn Oliver 

Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
Cloth I 9781849462952 I $110.00 

Private Antitrust Litie}ation in the European Union and Japan 
A Comparative Perspective 
By Simon Vande Walle 
Published byMaklu Publishers 

Cloth 19789046605264 I $99.50 

Edited by Corinne Jorgenson 

Published by Eleven International Publishinq 
Cloth I 9789462360839 I $165.00 

Ree}u~ating Dispute Resolution 
ADR and Access to Justice at the Crossroads 
Edited by Felix Steffek, Hannes Unberath, et aL 

Published by Hart Publishing. Oxtbrd 



Cloth 1978184946258715120.00 

Regulatory Competition in Contract Law and Dispute Resolution 
Edited by Horst EidenmiJller 
Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 

Cloth 19781849464857 I $320.00 

Returned from Russia (Second Edition) 
Nazi ArcMval Plunder in Western Europe & Recen[ Restitution Issues, newAI~ePT~ord 
Edited by Patricia Kennedy Grimsted, F.J. Hoogewoud and Eric Ketelaar 

Published by Institute of Art and Law 
PaperI 9781903987285 I $60.00 

Selected Cases and Materials in lnternationa~ lnstitutiona~ Lsw 
Edited by Snezana Trifunovska 
Published by _E__l__e__v___e_z!_Z~_~__t__e__r__n___a__t_~_o_zLa__l___P___u___b_J_Ls__h__i_&g 
Paper I 9789462360822 I $88.50 

Space Law: Reconsiderin.q the Definition/De~imitation Question and the Passage of 

By Marietta Benk5 and Engelbert Plescher 

Published by Eleven International Publishinq 
Cloth 19789462360761 I $82.50 

Towards ~nnovation in Legal Education 
Edited by Pasquale Policastro 
Published by _E__l__e_Lv__e_.__n___l_L!t__e_!r__&a__t_i__o__~_~_~3L_P__~_!_b__l_~!~ 
Paper I 9789462360570 I $45.00 

An International Corrlparative Study of Plural Policing 
By Jan Terpstra, Bas van Stokkom and Ruben Spreeuwers 

Published by Eleven International Publishinq 
Paper I 9789462360792 I $49.00 

~hose Responsibility? 
A Study of Transnational Defence Rights and Mutual Recognition of Judicial Decisions 
within ~he EU 
By Malin Thunberg Schunke 

Published by Intersentia Publishing 
Paper I 9781780681757 I $77.00 

tt~hy Jamaica Wants to Protect Champagne 
h~tellectual Properly Protection in EU Bilateral Trade Agreements 
By Anke Moerland 
Published by Wolf Legal Publishers 
Paper I 9789462400405 I $59.50 

Yearbook of Private internationa~ Law 

Volume XlV (2012/2013) 
Edited by Andrea Bonomi, Petar Sarcevic, Gian Paolo Romano and Paul Volken 
Published by ._s_#~_Le__r___c_-,_~_!_r__o_./ZC_-La_Z!__/_&_w__~___u__b__/_Ls__h___e__r__s_" 

Cloth I 9783866532380 I $239.00 
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I Three UNC archaeology I How can multimedia (and 



course of treatment, the interior United States. j _ history? 

VIDEO 

record ambient sounds and interviews, and compose those sounds into full songs 
that help promote each organization’s mission. 

[ %1: watch video      ] 

potential cause of autism: 

Key enzymes may help 

illuminate environmental 

factors behind autism 

spectrum disorder. (UNC 

Health Csre) 

Sebsey’s simpler water 

The Compartment Bag 

"If people want to engage in a genetic parlor game, that’s fine. 

The truth is that finding anything worthwhile about your health 

from one of their tests is really rare" 

--Jim Evans, in De yoti want to i,;now whu~ will kill yoti? iSaion~ 

Pot Fragile X. autism (UNC 

UNC neuroscient~sts discover new m~Fdmeura~ computer’ m tr~e 

[.ar.qe-scale. high-quaiity public preschool pays o~f (FP~G Child 

Oeve~opment h~sfi!:ute) 

Duke, UNC to receive 1we federai grants wcdh nearly $102 



UNCCh~pe~H~.CB,1106 Ch~pe~H~,b~c~7599 USA 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oct. 31 --BNA’s Banking Report- Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted October 31, 2013, 1:03 P.~, ET 

By ~ike Ferullo 

Republican senators blocked a confirmation vote Oct. 31 for Rep. Nel Watt (D-N.C.) to head 
the independent agency that oversees government-sponsored housing finance enterprises 
(GSEs) Fannie Nae and Freddie Mac. 

A Senate cloture motion failed, 56-42, as Democrats came up short of the required 60 votes 

to end debate on the nomination. 

Watt was selected Nay 1 by President Obama to lead the Federal Housing F~nance Agency 

(FHFA). The Senate Banking Committee advanced the nomination July 18 in a party-line vote. 

Senate Democrats have praised Watt as a leader on anti-predatory mortgage lending 
legislation and on incorporating tougher standards in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 

Consumer Protection Act. 

But Republicans have called for a OtechnocratO with financial management experience to 
watch over the GSEs, which own or guarantee more than $5 trillion in mortgages and have 

been under federal conservatorship since 2008. 
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Sent: 
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Oct. 31 -- BNA, Inc. Breaking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted October 31, 2013, 1:33 P,M, ET 

By Mike Ferullo 

Republican senators blocked a confirmation vote Oct. 31 for Rep. Mel Watt (D-N.C.) to head 
the independent agency that oversees government-sponsored housing finance enterprises 
(GSEs) Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

A Senate cloture motion failed, 56-42, as Democrats came up short of the required 60 votes 

to end debate on the nomination. 

Watt was selected Nay 1 by President Obama to lead the Federal Housing Finance Agency 

(FHFA). The Senate Banking Committee advanced the nomination July 18 in a party-line vote. 

Senate Democrats have praised Watt as a leader on anti-predatory mortgage lending 
legislation and on incorporating tougher standards in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 

Consumer Protection Act. 

But Republicans have called for a ~,technocrat~ with financial management experience to 
watch over the GSEs, which own or guarantee more than $5 trillion in mortgages and have 

been under federal conservatorship since 2008. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gayle Davis <gdavis@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Division I Ovemde Period Expires Sunday, December 29 

1-o view :~n onlh’~e ve~-sion of this email, click 

Information related to the current NCAA Division I legislative ovemde period is now available on 

the NCAA website under Legislation and Governance, Rules and Bylaws, Legislative Actions and 

Issues, and Division I. It may also be accessed by clicking on the tbllowing link: 

Ovemde Period Expires Sunday, December 29 

Note: This requi~es you to login to ncaa.org. 

Please contact Leeland Zeller at the NC~k national office 317-917-6222 if you have may 

queslions. 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you are listed as one of the recipients for this 

information (either lisled recipient or carbon copy recipient). 

[The e-mail addresses used for this distribution list were taken [~om the NCAA membership 
database and your institution should forward any corrections m flae list to Michelle Vauglm 

(mv aughn@ncaa.org) in NCAA academic and membership m"faJrs. 

Thank you. 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Fannie Sues Banks in Libor Case 

Fannie Sues Banks in Libor Case 

Fannie Mae sued nine of the world’s largest banks over alleged manipulation of interest 

rates, joining the legal battles in the rate-rigging scandal. 

The lawsuit, filed Thursday in federal court in Manhattan, said that the mortgage-finance 

giant suffered an estimated $800 million in damages from banks that allegedly 

manipulated the London interbank offered rate and other financial benchmarks. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard- webannouncement@federalres~rve.gov> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board approves fee ~hednle for Federal Reserve Bank priced services 

Federal Reserve Board approves fee schedule for Federal Reserve Bank priced services 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/new~ventffpress/other/20131031 a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pint}fences Paae. You will need m use your 
email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~govdelivmw.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http:/Tvwvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Trotter. 
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Sent: 
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WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communicalions@mlmerhaleuIxtate.com~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New OCC Guidance on Third-Party Relationships -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 
SIGN UP 

OCC Releases New Guidance on Thhd-Party Risk Management 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (the "OCC")issued on October 30, 2013 updated guidance 

(OCC Bulletin 2013-29) on managing the risks presented by vendor and other third-party relationships. 

addressing safety and soundness~ consumer protection and other compliance risks, and the OCC’s 

new bulletin restates many of the OCC’s expectations already described in existing guidance,I but it 

emphasis on three steps in the risk management life cycle: contingency planning; the documentation of 

third-pa.,’ty risk management activities; and the responsibilities of the board of directors and senior 

management 

pace with the growing risk and complexity of third-party relationships, it reiterates that a bank’s faiiure to 

banking practice that could prompt a downgrade in a bank=s CAMELS management rating or lead to an 

suggest that t~ird-pad:y risk management will remain an enforcement priority going forward 

Critical Aetivitiee 

providers or all banks Instead the OCC expects that a bank’s risk management practices Will be 

commensurate with the risk u, nd complexity of tile bank’s third..pu, rl:y reh,,tionships The OCC does seem 

to go o~e step gusher than the existing guidance by highlighting ce~ain third-pa~y relationships that 

involve "critical activi[ies.=’ According to the OCC, these critical activities include significant bank 

functions (e,g payments clearing, settlements or custody), significant shared seP¢ices (e,g 

infortaation technoiogy) and ether activibes that: 

could cause significant customer impacts; 

could cause the bank to face significant operational, compliance, reputationai or other risks if the 

third pady fails to perform as proraised, 

require a significant investment to impiement the third-naVy relationship; or 

could have a major impact en the bank’s eperabons i[ the bank must find an a~iernal:e l:Mrd par[y 

or bring the services in-house 

With respect to these critical se~a,’ice providers, the OCC expects that the bank will: 

conduct more extensive due diiigence of the sea/ice provider; 

provide summaries of those due diligence findings to the board of directors: 

provideq 

condition, including in some cases by appointing a senior officer responsibie for that oversight; 

periodically arrange independent testing of the bank’s risk controls 

The OCC’s prior guidance described a risk management process that requires, for each third-party 

diligence to select the service provider; negotiation of an appropriate contract with the selected sewice 



Ti~e OCC’s new bulle[in in,’:orporate.% the.%e risk managem~mt practices and aiso iden[ifi~s several 

other practices that should be a part of the "risk management iife cycle=, including: 

contingency piannin9 for the termination of the serMce provider relationship; 

documentation and reporting measures designed to facilitate appropriate service provider 

oversight; and 

These prapl:i,’:es were g~m~t!aiiy described in the OCC’.% prior guidance, but by identifying them as 

separate aspects of the risk management life cycie the OCC=s bulletin underscores their importance 

One notable new emphasis is on contingency planning While prior OCC guidance made clear that 

service provider contracts should inciude appropriate post-termination transition se~,’ices provisions, 

the OCC now specifically requires planning for the eventual end of a third-party reiationship In some 

cases, that planning shouid include the development of an exit strategy in the event that the bank must 

This planning should also ensure that the bank has the timing and resources required to transition the 

management activities These documentation practices should require the retention of due diligence 

reports, the internal and third-party reports obtained in connection with se~,’ice provider monitoring and 

also the reports delivered to senior management or the board of directors. 

Consistent with the OCC’s continued fopus on gow.~rnanc~t, ~he OCC also i~igi~iigi~ts the roies and 

responsibilities of the board of directors and senior management in managing third-pa£y risRs. In 

particular, the OCC expects N~a~ the board or directors w~, at i~as~ with respec~ to each eriNeal servic~ 

provider review summaries of the due diligence findings and review and approve the proposed 

In addition to the OCC’s emphasis on these aspects of the risk management life cycle~ the OCC has 

reiterated, and in some respects expanded upon, its existing expectations. For instance the OCC=s new 

bulletin provides that: 

the ser,4ces to a new service provider following the termination of the relationship. 

cases, an analysis of the service provider’s financial condition that is as comprehensive as the 

For customer4acing ser~4ce providers, due diiigence should include reference checks with 

externai organizations such as industry associations: the Better Business Bureau, the Federal 

Trade Commission and state regulators. 

Sepvice provider contracts should appropriately restrict subcontractin& include pertorrnance 

customers) and require appropriate reporbn9 on customer complaints and mater~al 

developraents affec[ing the servk;e provider. 

Se~dce provide~ contracts should address compliance with applicable law and specify 

Monitoring of each septice provider should adapt over time to c~anges in the ser~4ce provider’s 

risk profile and~ for customer-facing se~’~ce providers~ should extend to the volume, nature and 

trends of customer complaints. 

1 The OCC’s new bL:iletin replaces OCC Bulletin 2001-47 and OCC Advisory LoLLer 2000-.9 It is intended to 

sclpplemen~ N~e Federal Fina!~cial i!~stitL~tiens Examination COLmCii’S guidence on outsoc~rcing ~echnology services The 

OCC does tier refer to [he CFPS’S 2012 bc~le[~n on ove[sigh~ of service provide[s (CFPB Bulletin 2012-.03); but the 

I 

v\~ilmerHale’s Regulatory ~n,’!, G‘ovemmenl: Aff~irs 

Depa=-~raent comprises approximately 150 ~swye~s and 

other professionals whose practices ~ocL=s 
advis#~g clients and litigat~t~g ma~ters where 

intersect. Read 

chailenging federal regulatory and legislative, litigation, 

database ‘operators. ,online fi=’ras and other financiai 





F~om: 

Sent: 
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Subje~: 

Student La~.5,er Magazine <studentlawyer@AMERICANBAR.ORG~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

October: Advice on MaI:ing Rejection an Opportunib, and More... 

S<udem L:~wy{sr, October 2013 

If you have trouble viewing this newsletter, 
To ensure that this newsletter is delivered to your inbox, add studentlawyer@AMERICANBAR.ORG to your address book. 

[~ Student La~,er 

Student Lawyer Home I Law Student Division Home I Join I 

October 20~3 

Advocacy in the Internet Age 

The Internet has changed lawyering forever. Lawyers 
scrutinize potential jurors’ online lives before jury 
selection. Cases are tried to the jury and to the public. 
A properly crafted case theory may include a Twitter- 
style marketing strategy. Jurors sometimes provide 
their own online commentary. The public can 
participate too. This article looks at how advocacy is 
changing in the Internet age. 

INCubator=Style Proglrams Growinq Amonq 

As legal services employment remains stagnant, law 
schools are developing post-graduate training 
programs. Some programs hire students as fellows 
who provide legal services. Others provide a law firm 
office environment and mentoring for new lawyers 
starting solo practices. These programs are growing in 
number and providing innovative training to new 
lawyers while often representing an underserved 
community. This article looks at programs from coast 
to coast and explores options for new graduates to 
find similar work. 

Rejection stings, but it’s often accompanied by 
opportunity if you’re attentive enough to see it and 
industrious enough to pursue it. Recognize a rejection 
for what it most likely is: a statement of "not now" 
rather than "not ever."This article has six tips for 
moving past disappointment and toward opportunity. 

Restatements: An Influential Secondary 
.s_ o_qr .c_e. 

Restatements get a love from the courts--making 
them a resource you should be familiar with. 
Resta[ements are not the law, bu[ [hey are influential 
and can become part of the law if a court adopts them 
in a case’s holding. Learn tips for using Restatements 
as part of your go-to research tools. 

Making the Case for You: Professional 

Interviewing Skills 

Learn how to prepare for an interview the same way 
that you would a trial. You need to communicate your 
story both verbally and non-verbally. You need to 
advocate for your case and be prepared to take the 
employer through a direct examination. This article 
gives pointers on how to develop your case for the 
interview. 

In Session 

CounseHnq! Combat Vets 
Sean Dennis has had many titles, including chaplain 
and veteran. As a former Army chaplain, and a 

current law student, he counsels combat veterans. He 
served in Iraq and Afghanistan. He understands his 
fellow soldiers’ difficulty with reintegration to society. 

Dennis assists and advocates for vets, even when it 
makes him put his studies aside. 

Wish rd Known 

A better-prepared generation than ever before. 

In ~rief 

Tips to develop a thick skin, avoid amateur writing, 
and make your own luck. 

~i L L M. Alabama - Unive~ity of Alabama 

Nil Liberty Mutual: Spend a Little, Protect A Lot 

Division News 
hlational Appellate Advocacy Competition 

__E___n_t____~___D____e___a___dJ_Ln__e__:___~_p____v_J. 
MPRE Exam: Nov. 2 

ABA Haiku Contest for Law Students 

Stay Connected to the Division 



Secret Lawyer 

Eobert ~u~lewhit~ took hi~ 3~ to the executive suite. 
He uses his legal training to assess risk, ~rame logical 
arguments, and effectively persuade in his role as 
CEO of 2,200-person company. 

Division Dialogue 

.~__E~_~_~ki]!_~__~_~_~,__~g_b_~ 
Competition 

O~cially Speaking 
Opportunities Abound with Law Student 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:40 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

FW: [thearg] Rudi and ESPN 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:37 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] Rudi and ESPN 

ESPN did a piece on the ’Carolina Way’ and Rudi gave some thoughts. Not 
exactly hard-hitting journalism, but kind of interesting (And Rudi 
scores some points ) The comments are..sobering. 

http :/iespn.go. com/mens-colle~e-basketba ll/storv/ /id/9901476/north-carolina-erosion-carolina-wav 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: JoyRenner@med.unc edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists unc edu/u?id 67643430.5e23cb330d016el 5946b9e2dd66aSa0e&n T&[ thearg&u 33798703, or send a blank emai[ to leave-33798703- 

67643430 5e23cb330d016el 5946bge2dd66aSa0e@listserv.unc.edu. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:01 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Credit S uisse Says Trader Racked Up Nearly $6 Million in Losses 

Credit Suisse Sa3 s T~-ader Racked Up Nearly $6 Million 
in Losses 

Credit Suisse Group said a London trader within its investment bank racked up nearly $6 

million in losses that haven’t previously been made public. The incident has sparked an 

investigation and attracted continuing scrutiny from British regulators, according to people 

familiar with the matter. 

The losses were sustained late last year, but Credit Suisse this week dismissed an 

exchange-traded-funds trader, Rohit Jha, in connection with the money-losing positions, 

these people said. The Swiss bank in January suspended his boss, Matthew Tagliani, who 

oversaw the bank’s London ETF-trading desk, the people said. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Senate blocks Mel Watt’s nomination to lead Fannie, Freddie 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Charlotte classic car rotation 

to be simu~cast - in Abu Bhabi ..... 

Millions of dollars worth of shiny 

chrome and engines with 

hundreds, or even 1,000, 

horsepower filled the Charlotte 

Convention Center on Thursday, ... 

in the Senate 

Efforts to confirm long-time 

Charlotte congressman Mel Watt 

as the head of the agency 

overseeing Fannie Mae and 

Freddie Mac were dealt a major 

setback... 

US stocks edge lower on 

mi~ed earnings 

Stocks were mixed on Wall Street 

Thursday, keeping the market’s 

big gain for October in check, as 

investors assessed some 

disappointing corporate 

earnings.. 

Faceboo~ 5Q ~esults fly £as[ 

expectations 

Concerns about Facebook’s ability 

to keep young teens coming back 

every day spooked some 

investors, even though the 

company’s latest quarterly 

results.. 

unemployment aid f~r $rd 

wee~ 

The number of Americans 

applying for unemployment 

benefits fell 10,000 last week to a 

seasonally adjusted 340,000, a 

sign that employers are laying... 

I~ed ~eaves ~ow i~terest4ate 

The Federal Reserve says its low 

interest-rate policies are still 

needed to invigorate a subpar U.S. 

economy. 

Ecor~omist to Charlotte 

busir~ess owners: Borrow big 

now for economic upswing 

coming later 

Speaker at Vistage All-City event 

encourages owners and CEOs to 

expand companies now so they’re 

ready for next upswing in the 

economy 

Divisien of En~)loyment Security is c~tting 



The state Division of Employment Security, which 

collects unemployment taxes from employers and 

pays unemployment benefits to the jobless, is cutting 

costs as it overhauls the way it operates. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The American Law Institute <~Ai@ali.org> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:38 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

America~ Law Institute Elects 69 New Members 

%i The American Lawlnstitute 

THE AMERICAN LAW ~NSTITUTE ELECTS 69 NEW MEMBERS 

The American Law Institute (ALl) today announced the election of 69 new members. 
This group includes highly accomplished individuals in many areas of the law, 
recognized both nationally and internationally. We welcome to membership 15 jurists, 
29 practicing lawyers, and 25 scholars from 24 states and the District of Columbia, 
and one new international member from Austria. 

Short biographical sketches of each of the new members are on the Newly Elected 
Members page on ALI’s website. 

Election of these members raises ALI’s total number of elected members to 2,760.* 

The new members are: 

-Alabama 
Ronald J. Krotoszynski, Jr., TuscNoosa - Professor, University of Alabama School of 
Law 

Arizona 
William C. Canby, Jr., Phoenix- Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit 
Betsy J. Grey, Tempe - Professor, Arizona State University, Sandra Day O’Connor 
College of Law 
Joseph A. Kanefield, Phoenix - Partner, Ballard Spahr 
Barak Orbach, Tucson - Professor, University of Arizona, James E. Rogers College 
of Law 

California 
Nathaniel Persily, Palo Alto - Professor, Stanford Law School 
Conrad L. Rushing, San Jose - Presiding Justice, California Court of Appeal, Sixth 
Appellate District 
Kathleen Smalley, Los Angeles - Partner, Boies, Schiller & Flexner 

Connecticut 
Peter R. Kochenburger, Hartford - Professor, University of Connecticut School of 
Law 
Patricia A. McCoy, Farmington - Director, Insurance Law Center, University of 
Connecticut School of Law 
Paul A. Slager, Stamford - Partner, Silver Golub & Teitell 

District of Columbia 
Jan Witold Baran - Partner, Wiley Rein 
E. Mark Braden - Partner, Baker & Hostetler 
Julie S. Brill - Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission 
Reid Peyton Chambers - Partner, Sonosky Chambers Sachse Endreson & Perry 
Walter Dellinger III - Partner, O’Melveny & Myers 
Meg Kinnear - Secretary-General, International Centre for Settlement of Investment 
Disputes 
Royce C. Lamberth - Judge, U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia 
Trevor Potter- Partner, Caplin & Drysdale 
Venus McGhee Prince - Deputy Solicitor for Indian Affairs, U.S. Department of 
Interior 
Virginia E. SIoan - President, The Constitution Project 
Daniel J. Solove - Professor, George Washington University Law School 
Edward T. Swaine - Professor, George Washington University Law School 



Reggie B. Walton - Judge, U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia 
Matthew L VMener- Executive Director, Administrative Conference of the United 
States 

Florida 
Margaret Casey Rodgers, Pensacola - Chief Judge, U.S. District Court, Northern 
District of Florida 
William H. Widen, Coral Gables - Professor, University of Miami School of Law 
Stephen N. Zack, Miami - Partner, Boles Schiller & Flexner 

Georgia 
Harlan G. Cohen, Athens - Professor, University of Georgia School of Law 

Hawaii 
J. Michael Seabright, Honolulu - Judge, U.S. District Court for the District of Hawaii 

Illinois 
Virginia M. Kendall, Chicago - Judge, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Illinois 
Andrew D. Leipold, Champaign - Professor, University of Illinois College of Law 

indiana 
Brian J. Paul, Indianapolis - Partner, Ice Miller 

iowa 

Mark W. Bennett, Sioux City - Judge, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Iowa 

Massach usetts 
Michael C. Harper, Boston - Professor, Boston University School of Law 
Patti B. Saris, Boston- Chief Judge, U.S. District Court, District of Massachusetts 

Michigan 
Bridget M. McCormack, Lansing - Justice, Michigan Supreme Court 
Margaret Jane Radin, Ann Arbor - Professor, University of Michigan Law School 

Minnesota 
Kevin R. Reitz, Minneapolis - Professor, University of Minnesota Law School 

New Jersey 
Paulette Brown, Madison - Partner, Edwards Wildman Palmer 
Adam N. Steinman, Newark- Professor, Seton Hall University School of Law 
Beth Stephens, Camden - Professor, Rutgers School of Law 

New Mexico 
James O. Browning, Albuquerque - Judge, U.S. District Court, District of New 
Mexico 

New York 
Ronald G. Blum, New York- Partner, Manatt Phelps & Phillips, 
P. Kevin Castel, New York - Judge, U.S. District Court, Southern District of New York 
Adam O. Emmerich, New York- Partner, Wachtell Lipton Rosen & Katz 
James Gadsden, New York - Partner, Carter Ledyard & Milburn 
Erin E. Murphy, New York - Professor, New York University School of Law 
Richard Pildes, New York - Professor, New York University School of Law 
Stephen J. Schulhofer, New York - Professor, New York University School of Law 
Catherine M. Sharkey, New York - Professor, New York University School of Law 

North Carolina 
Guy-Uriel Charles, Durham - Professor, Duke University School of Law 
Elpidio Villarreal, Research Triangle Park - Sr. Vice President, Global Litigation, 
GlaxoSmithKline 

Ohio 
Steven F. Huefner, Columbus- Professor, Ohio State University, Moritz College of 
Law 
Marc Spindelman, Columbus - Professor, Ohio State University, Mofitz College of 
Law 

Pennsylvania 
Mitchell S. Goldberg, Philadelphia - Judge, U.S. District Court, Eastern District of 
Pennsylvania 
Ann C. Juliano, Villanova - Professor, Villanova University School of Law 
David N. Wecht, Pittsburgh - Judge, Superior Court of Pennsylvania 

South Carolina 



Susan P. McWilliams, Columbia - Partner, Nexsen Pruet 
Stephen G. Morrison, Columbia - Partner, Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough** 

Texas 
John B. Attanasio, Dallas - Professor, Southern Methodist University, Dedman 
School of Law 
Herbert J. Hammond, Dallas- Partner, Thompson & Knight 
Will Pryor, Dallas- Sole Practitioner, Law Office of Will Pryor 
Reagan W. Simpson, Austin - Partner, Yetter Coleman 
Craig Smyser, Houston - Partner, Smyser Kaplan & Veselka 

Washington 

Kevin J. Hamilton, Seattle - Partner, Perkins Cole 

Wisconsin 
Cecelia Klingele, Madison - Professor, University of Wisconsin Law School 

Wyoming 
Joseph B. Bluemel, Kemmerer - Partner, Bluemel Law Office 

International 
Austria 
Christiane Wendehorst, Vienna - Professor Doctor, University of Vienna, 
Department of Civil Law 

* The Institute’s elected membership of lawyers, judges, and law professors is limited 
to 3,000. The total membership of more than 4,300 includes ex officio members, 
honorary members, and life members (those elected members who have attained 
more than 25 years). 

** Stephen Morrison was elected to the American Law Institute on October 18, 2013, 
but sadly died on October 27 while traveling on business. We send our condolences to 
his wife, Dr. Gail Morrison and his son, Gregory, and to his colleagues at Nelson 
Mullins Riley & Scarborough. 

Institute 

4025 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 1215.243.1600 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Event: "Bitcoin Now: F,-;ploring the New Frontier of Digital Currency" It. Jeremy Allmre & John Beccia 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

This email was ~n[ to Ibloome@emaiLunc.edu by bucflp@bu.edu 

._U_t?_d___a_t__e___r!Lo__fj!_e_LE_Lr_,_a_j!__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_![b__s_c_liib_N" [__r_i_v__a__c_!/__E_o_LLc~ 

Boston University Center for Finance, Law & Policy :: 53 Bay State Road Boston :: NA :: 022~5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Event: "Bitcoin Now: F,-;ploring the New Frontier of Digital Currency" ft. Jeremy Allmre & John Beccia 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

This email was sen[ to lissa..broome~!unc,edu by bucf:lp~lbu.edu ._U_p__d___a_t__e___r!?2o__fjj_e_LE_[~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s- 
lnstant removal with S_’.a_f_e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_c_13b__ey" [__rj_v__a__c_3__~_o_[[_c~, 

Boston University Center for Finance, Law & Policy :: 53 Bay State Road Boston :: MA :: 02215 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Thursday, October 31, 2013 5:13 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject-" Article of Tnterest: Alibaba Structure Forces Hong Kong Stock Exchange to Assess its Position on Corporate Governance 

October 20:t3 

Alibaba Group, the holding company for a group of People’s 
Republic of China-based Internet e-commerce companies with 
sales that exceed those of eBay and Amazon combined, has 
announced plans to make an initial public offering of its 
shares and to list those shares in, most likely, Hong Kong or 
the United States. The company’s plans and resulting 
pressure on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong to capture this 
highly-prized listing have forced the SEHK to look at certain 
of its corporate governance standards for listed companies 
and assess whether they permit the SEHK to compete 
effectively with stock exchanges in other major global 
financial centers - and to engage in some soul-searching as 
to whether the ability to compete in this regard is even a 
high priority at this point in time. Alibaba’s ultimate choice, 
and the results of the SEHK’s self-contemplation, will likely 
have a significant effect not just on Alibaba, but on other 
Asian companies seeking Hong Kong listings and, increasingly, 
on non-Asian businesses seeking primary or secondary listings 

on the SEHK. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

[] Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

[~E-mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. ~[f you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CALl <feedback=cali.org@mail 15 .atl 11 .rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 5:28 PM 

Broome, I,issa I, <lbroome@em~Jl.uuc.edu> 

ttelp Your Studeuts Prepare for Finals 

Hello! 

Ready or not, finn] exams are right around the corner! Even if you’re not planning on 

writing your Iinal exam any time soon, November is when ~aw students beg#~ their serious 

p~eparafion for their fi~a~ exams. Thanks to you~ ~nst~tut~on’s membersMp ~ Center fo[ 

Comp~te~Assisted Lega~ h~strucfion, you can offer your students an extra st~dy tool 

that’s [orally free for them to use - CAU lessors[ 

CALI lessons ere written and edited by Iaw feculty end libredans. If yo{~ have never used 

CAM lessons, they a~e more than just multiple choice questions ~ they provide 

substantive education on legal s~bjects, ask q~estions in a vade~ of formats and then 

provide ~mmed~ate feedback ~o students allow#~g ~or serf-assessment. ]Ms educete-test-. 

feedback p~ocess has been shown to be an excellent method for h~folm~tio~ ~etent~om 

~,~e currently have over 900 lessons ~n 35 legal s~bjects w~th more being added every 

semester~ 

Pteese consider recommending CALl lessons to your students, either in generet or: il 

you’d like to pick specific lessons, we have them listed via Casebeok col-~elation. ~ 

and ..%!:(!J~!#.:.:..~:!.i!~!.-:!iA!:t~.. The Faculty View fink by the Run Lesson b~tton on ~ lesson page 

allows yo{~ ~o view the entire contents el e Iesson on one webpage. St{~dent scores are 

generally hidden from you. ho~,’,~ever~ if you would fike to use CALf Lessons as a formative 

essessmen~ [oo] or Ior finals review session planning, our ~.~.~:~¢!D..Li.~]~: lecture allows you 

to c~eate a special URL for a CALl lesson and then view student scores and answers to 

q~estions. 

If you would like more infolmation about CALl fessons or using Lesson Link, I wilf be 

hosting brief webinars on these subjects I;~ter in November The Ih~ks to n~g~ster fo~ 

these, as we~] as to ether CAM ed{~ca~onal events, can be fo{~nd et eur ~.U...~E~F. 

C;~lendar. 

If you have any questions~ please don’t hesitate to contact me at the emaif o~ phone 

n~m~ber below. 

Thanks (and Happy 

Sa ra h 

Sarah G]assmeyer, J D M LS 

Director o1’ Community DevefopmenL 

Center fo~ Computer~Assisted Legal Instruction (CALI)~ 

565 ~,~est Adams, 

Chicago, IL 60661 

Phone:312.-906-.5316 

EmaiL Sa~ah@c~lLorg 





Norton Rose Fulbright Forum’~’~ 

Leara best legal practices to take to enam’e    T .... lay, N 

comphance ~vlkhlB VOL1P organization 

regarding tile False Clmms Act 

Speakers: 

..................................................... ......... fri~a~ds of No~o~ Rose 

.......................................................................... ~ - - ~} * "’~3 o5~ ; ~ 9 .......................................................................... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I~ <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 1 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 1, 2013 ~. Number 212 

Foreign Investment 
UN Ager~c’¢ CRes Rise i~ FD~ 
Wit~ Deve~opi~g Co~tries i~ Lead 

Global foreign direct investment (FDI) increased in the first half 

of 2013, fueled mainly by new investments in developing 
countries, a United Nations agency said Oct. 31 .... 

Economic Outlook 
Emergir~9 Narke[s Ca~:ch~Up Will 8e~e!rit 

As emerging markets move to catch up with their richer 
counterparts, this convergence will create "vast markets" for the 
advanced economies, but to get there, countries need to better 
manage the risks arising from interconnectedness,... 

Financial Institutions 
Basel ~k~el Revises Proposed Cha~ges 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision issued a revised 
proposal on Oct. 31 aimed at tightening existing rules on capital 
set-aside requirements for banks’ trading book exposures .... 

China will take steps in the coming months to ease registration 
requirements for companies, including lifting registered capital 
requirements for certain companies, replacing annual inspections 
with annum report filing, moving to make... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patricia McConney <pmcconney@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:18 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

2014 Emerging Leaders Seminar 

TO: Division I, II and III Conference Commissioners ] 
Faculty Athletic Representatives ] --of NCAA Member Institutions. 
Senior Women Administrators ] 

FROM: Dawn Buth 

Associate Director of Leadership Development. 
SUBJECT: 2014 Emerging Leaders Seminar (ELS). 

The NCAA would likc to announce that the 2014 Emerging Leaders Seminar will takc place January 29- 

31, 2014, in Indianapolis, IN at the NCAA national office. 

The Emerging Leaders Seminar provides transitional and leadership education for interns and graduate 

assistants from NCAA member institutions, conference offices, and the national office who are interested 

in pursuing a career in intercollegiate athletics. By attending the Emerging Leaders Seminar, participants 

will gain a foundation tbr leadership, an in-depth view of the inner-workings of intercollegiate athlctics, as 

well as the opportunity to expand their professional network by engaging with industry experts and peers 
in the field. 

The NCAA will cover the cost of registration, meals, conference materials, and hotel accommodations for 

two nights. Participants will be responsible for the cost of transportation to and from Indianapolis and to 

and from the designated hotel. Please note all participants will be roomed with another participant of the 
same gender. 

Interns and graduate assistants from your institution who have completed their bachelor’s degree will be 

eligible to register lbr the Emerging Leaders Seminar oil Friday, November 1, 2013, at 8 a.m. EST. Tile 

application deadline is Tuesday, December 1O, 2013, at 5 p.m. EST. Due to demand, registration has 

been increased to serve up to 200 participank~. Registration will be determined oil a first-come, first- 
served basis. 

To register for the Emerging Leaders Seminar, applicants will need to log-in to the NCAA.org website 

using their personal login intbrmation. Applicants may access the log-in page by clicking on the 

~Member Login~ link in the upper right hand corner of the NCAA.org website. Once logged in, 
applicants will hover over [] Student-Athlete Programs [] on the top bar and select ~Programs and 

Grants. ~ Applicants will then click on the link under the Intcrns and Graduate Assistants Programs and 

Resources subgroup entitled []NCAA Emerging Leaders Seminar. [] To apply, applicants will click on the 

[]NCAA Program Hub [] link. 

Please feel fi’ee to contact me at 317/917-6973 or dbatb@ncaa.org, if you have any questions regarding 

tile Emerging l.eaders Seminar. We look ~brward to a terrific event this January. 

cc: NCAA Staff Members 
If you have any questions regarding the NCAA Emerging Leaders Seminar please contact: 

D~wn Buth 

Associate Dn’eclor of Leadership Development 

NCAA 

Teleph one: 317,’917-6873 
Email: dbuth@ncaa.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, October 3 l, 2013 11:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Nov. 1 -- BNA, Inc. Banking DaJdy 

Banking Daily 

N .... bet 1, 2013 ~ Number 212 

Appointments and Nominations 
Sea,ate Repub~i<:ans ~o<:k Vote o~ ~att 

Republican senators blocked a confirmation vote Oct. 31 for Rep. 

Nel Watt (D-N.C.) to head the independent agency that 
oversees government-sponsored housing finance enterprises 

(GSEs) Fannie Mad and Freddie Mac .... 

Interest Rates 
~ann~e Na~ W~elds kR>or 

Fannie Mad Oct. 31 sued more than a dozen banks and banking- 
related groups, saying they manipulated the London interbank 
offered rate (Libor) and asking a federal judge to award $800 
million in direct damages, plus as-yet undetermined 

Risk Management 
Reg~ators Ba~ keverage~ Risk~Based Ratios 
Work in Tar~dem to Protect Ba~ks 

A Federal Reserve official participating in a think-tank discussion 
on bank capital requirements argued that a leverage ratio is 
important as a backstop to risk-based capital .... 

Mortgages 

For Private Capita~ i~ Ne~v Housing System 

Witnesses urged members of the Senate Banking Committee Oct. 
31 to accommodate multiple sources of private capital as they 

draft legislation that would create a new housing finance system 
with limited government guarantees for the marketplace .... 

Systemic Risk 
FSOC P~ts Focus on #~set Nanagement~ 
CRes ~itial Disc~ssion~ Airier OFR Report 

The Financial Stability Oversight Council held "an initial 
discussion" on asset management at a closed meeting Oct. 31, 
signaling ongoing interest in potential risk posed by asset 
managers following a recent report citing gaps... 

Capital 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision issued a revised 
proposal on Oct. 31 aimed at tightening existing rules on capital 
set-aside requirements for banks’ trading book exposures .... 

Federal Reserve 
Fed Approves Slight ~[~crease In 

The Federal Reserve said the ~eve~ of fees for services will rise 
very slightly in 2014 .... 

Derivatives 

Approval and Withdrawa~ of Pending Appea~ 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission member Bart Chilton said 
he expects his agency will approve Nov. 5 a proposed rule 



imposing position limits on derivatives and subsequently withdraw 
a pending appeal related to an earlier position-limits,.. 

To :[~prov÷ CFTC ~wap E~a~a Colle~tio~ 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission Chairman Gary Gensler 
said Oct. 31 that while the agency is now receiving detailed 
information on swaps trades, "that doesn’t mean there isn’t work 
to be done," to improve the way it collects... 

Housing 

Mortgage rates fell for the second week in a row, taking the 
average for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage down to 4.10 
percent from 4.13 percent the previous week, Freddie Mac said 
Oct. 31 .... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 1:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 110, 11/01/2013 

Table of Contents 

The Regulation of U.S. Money Market Funds: Lessons from Europe 

Latoya Brown, Florida International University (FIU) - College of Law 

Human Trafficking and the Private Sector: A Role for Corporate Counsel 

.Jonathan Todres, Georgia State University College of: Law 

Merger Under Companies Bill, 2012 

AntLi Augustine, National Law University, 3odhpur 

Larry from the Left: An Appreciation 

Grant N, Hayden, Hofstra University - Maurice A. Deane School of Law 

Matthew T. Bodie, Saint Louis University School of Law 

~ I controlli lateral Belle societ~ quotate. Gli assetti della disciplina italiana e i problemi aperti (The Internal Controls in Industrial Listed 

Companies. The Evolution of the Italian Legal Framework and the Unresolved Problems) 

Gior(Jio Gaspam, CONSOB (Commissione Nazionale per le Societ~ e la Borsa) 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE eJOURNAL 

9 BYU Int’l L. & Mgmt. Rev. 201 (2013) 

LATOYA t~IROWN, Florida International University (FIU) - College of Law 

Email: Ibrow01 l@fiu,edu 

The recent financial crisis challenged long held perceptions of money market funds (MMF) as stable and highly liquid instruments. Regulators in the 
United States and in Europe now seek to impose additional rules on MMFs to buttress the funds’ ability to sustain runs. In the United States, the 

debate is drawing even more media attention as the question of which regulatory body should lead the way -- the Securities and Exchange 

Commission, the Treasury Department, or the Financial Stability Oversight Council -- has taken interesting twists and turns. This article examines 
primary reform options being proposed in the United States, and concludes that additional rules that were implemented by the SEC in 2010 have 

adequately strengthened the perceived weaknesses of the MMF industry, which has for the most part proven itself reliable. If, after further in 

depth study and analysis, regulators conclude that additional regulations are advisable, the proposal of a capital buffer is the most promising 
reform option. The paper’s ultimate conclusion is informed by the experiences of the European fund industry which, provide invaluable lessons for 

U.S. regulators on what reform options are viable. 

[~ Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"H~man Trafficking and the Private Sector: A Ro~e for Corporate Counsel 

International Law News (ABA Section of International Law), Vol 42 No. 4, pp 18-20 (Fall 2013) 

JONATHAN TODRES, Georgia State University College of Law 

Email: jtodres@gsu,edu 

The private sector plays a critical role in the area of human trafficking. It can both facilitate exploitation and help prevent it from occurring. This 
short article discusses the emerging role of the private sector in preventing and responding to human trafficking, the evolving legal landscape, and 

the implications of this trend for corporate counsel. 

[ i~i Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"Merger Under Companies Bill, 2012 

A~TU AU~USTltNE, National Law University, 3odhpur 

Fmail:              @gmail.com 



Due to change in corporate structures and practices the government has introduced Companies Bill 2012 which was passed by Lok Sabha on 18th 

December 2012 and by Rajya Sabha on 8th August 2013. A more comprehensive framework has been built in through Chapter XV for compromises, 
amalgamations and arrangements in the Companies Bill 2012. The Companies Bill contains 10 clauses i.e., 230-240 regarding M&A whereas 

Companies Act, 1956 contained only 7 sections of which only 4 particularly dealt with M&A. While some of the proposals are intended to make it 

easier for companies to implement schemes of arrangement, others impose the much required checks and balance to prevent possible abuse of 

these enabling provisions by companies. 

iiiiiii,,L~ try fl.om the L~ft: An Appreciation,, [ ~ Free Download ] 

Virginia Law & Business Review (2013) Forebooming3 

G~T ~o P~,4~VII~E~, Hofstra University - Maurice A. Dearie School of Law 

Email: lawgmhOhofstra.edu 
~,~.~H~W T. ~O~)~I~, Saint Louis University School of Law 

Email: mbodie@slu.edu 

This essay approaches the scholarship of the late Professor Larry Ribstein from a progressive vantage point. It argues that Ribstein’s revolutionary 
work upended the "nexus of contracts" theory in corporate law and provided a potential alternative to the regulatory state for those who believe 
in worker empowerment and anti-cronyism. Progressive corporate law scholars should look to Ribstein’s scholarship not as a hurdle to overcome, 
but as a resource to be tapped for insights about constructing a more egalitarian and dynamic economy. 

~:[O~[~:[O ~;,4~S]~,~RIR,[, CONSOB (Commissione Nazionale per le Societ~ e la Borsa) 

Email: g,gasparri@consob,it 

II lavoro affronta il tema dei controlli interni nelle societ~ quotate non finanziarie, analizzando I’evoluzione storica del quadro giuridico di riferimento 
e i problemi aperti, con particolare riferimento alle societ~ organizzate secondo il sistema tradizionale. 

Dopo una premessa di carattere generale, volta a delimitare l’estensione del concetto di "controlli interni", l’attenzione ~ rivolta all’elaborazione 
operata sul tema nell’esperienza applicativa italiana. 

Si &, quindi, evidenziato il passaggio da una concezione riduttiva dei controlli interni, appiattita sugli aspetti meramente contabili, a una 
maggiormente integrata, ispirata al perseguimento dell’efficacia e dell’efficienza delle operazioni sociali e al presidio dei rischi aziendali. 

II sistema di controllo inferno ~ stato, poi, trattato con riferimento al contesto regolatorio italiano, tanto nella sua componente normativa quanto 
nelle correlate espressioni dell’autodisciplina, muovendo, in particolare, da una ricostruzione in chiave storico-critica delle norme primarie che hanno 
contribuito a determinare l’attuale configurazione della materia. 

Per meglio valutare i punti di tensione e i nodi critici individuati attraverso la lettura diacronica delle riforme intervenute, l’indagine si sofferma sulla 

concreta articolazione organizzativa dei controlli, quale risultante del binomio che vede associate raccomandazioni autodisciplinari e norme 
imperative. 

Song stati, pertanto, analizzati i tratti salienti degli attori del sistema, sia negli aspetti strutturali sia in quelli funzionali, non senza descrivere i 

rapporti interorganici e i flussi informativi endosocietari. 

La ricostruzione sviluppata, arricchita dall’analisi della dottrina, ha messo in evidenza che l’architettura del sistema dei controlli e l’assetto delle 
competenze delle relative funzioni, quand’anche strutturati dalle societ~ quotate in coerenza col disegno tracciato dalle disposizioni normative e 

dagli standards di best practice dell’autodisciplina, presentano inevitabili ridondanze e duplicazioni, the potrebbero finite col pregiudicare l’efficacia 

stessa del sistema. 

II lavoro ripercorre, in conclusione, le proposte di riordino, razionalizzazione e semplificazione della disciplina emerse nell’ambito dell’intenso 
dibattito dottrinale formatosi sul tema. 

The study addresses the issue of internal controls in industrial listed companies, analyzing the historical evolution of the legal framework and the 
unresolved problems, with particular reference to companies adopting the latin system. 

After a general introduction, aimed at defining the scope of the concept of "internal controls", the focus is made on the experience of 
implementation in Italy. 

It is, therefore, highlighted the shift from a narrow conception of internal controls, focused only on merely accounting aspects, to a more integrated 

vision, inspired by the pursuit of effectiveness and efficiency of operations and of the social enterprise risks. 

The internal control system was then treated with reference to the Italian regulatory framework, both in its normative component as in the related 
expressions of self-regulation, moving, in particular, from a historical-critical reconstruction of the primary rules that have contributed to determine 
the current configuration of matter. 

To better assess the stress points and critical issues identified through the history of the reforms introduced, the study focuses on the 
organizational structure of the controls, that is the result of the combination of self-regulatory recommendations and statutory rules. 

The salient features of the actors of the system were, therefore, analyzed, in their structural and functional aspects, describing also the 
relationships between the organs and corporate information flows. 

The developed reconstruction, enriched by the analysis of the doctrine, pointed out that the architecture of the control system and the structure of 

the skills of its functions, even if structured by listed companies in accordance with the plan outlined by the regulations and the standards of best 
practice, inevitably create duplications and redundancies, which could end up undermining the effectiveness of the system itself. 

The study traces, in conclusion, some proposals for reorganization, rationalization and simplification of the discipline emerged in the context of an 

intense legal debate. 
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The recent financial crisis challenged long held perceptions of money market funds (MMF) as stable and highly liquid instruments. Regulators in the 
United States and in Europe now seek to impose additional rules on MMFs to buttress the funds’ ability to sustain runs. In the United States, the 
debate is drawing even more media attention as the question of which regulatory body should lead the way -- the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, the Treasury Department, or the Financial Stability Oversight Council -- has taken interesting twists and turns. This article examines 
primary reform options being proposed in the United States, and concludes that additional rules that were implemented by the SEC in 2010 have 
adequately strengthened the perceived weaknesses of the MMF industry, which has for the most part proven itself reliable. If, after further in 
depth study and analysis, regulators conclude that additional regulations are advisable, the proposal of a capital buffer is the most promising 
reform option. The paper’s ultimate conclusion is informed by the experiences of the European fund industry which, provide invaluable lessons for 
U.S. regulators on what reform options are viable. 

Moment" Free Download iiiiiii"The Real Sharia~ Risk: Why t~e Unite~ States Caanot Aflord to Miss the Islar~ic ~Finance ...... 
University of H/inois Law Review~ VoL 2013, No. 3, 2013 

TODD ~, SCHMID, Mayer Brown LLP 

In the wake of the recent financial crisis in the United States, there has been a call for greater accountability and transparency in the financial 

industry. The resulting regulatory initiatives have profoundly impacted numerous facets of global finance, including Islamic financial models in the 

United States. Islamic finance, which is largely uncharted territory for many domestic practitioners and policy makers, is a promising mode of finance 

that the United States should not overlook. This note examines the current regulatory hurdles that are limiting integration of Islamic financial 
products into the conventional financial system. Ultimately, this Note argues that financial regulations in the United States may best manage 

"Shariah risk" through the implementation of internal Shariah systems and controls that are audited or rated by external players. The note further 

argues that Islamic finance must be understood in the context of economic globalization and not as the mere traditional application of Islamic law 

to financial principles. 



~. ~:~TU GUI..AT:[, Duke University - School of Law 
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The attached letter from one Horatio D. Gadfly will form the basis of the term project for my class at the Duke Law School in the spring semester of 
2014. The course is entitled "International Debt Transactions". 

Holders of long-defaulted bonds issued by the Chinese Imperial Government and Tsarist Russian Government have faced two insurmountable 
obstacles to the enforcement of those instruments in U.S. courts: 

(i) Federal courts had previously ruled that the "absolute" theory of sovereign immunity which prevailed in the United States until 1952 applied to 
debt obligations issued by foreign governments prior to that time. (Under the absolute theory of sovereign immunity, foreign states could not be 
sued in U.S. courts without their consent.) 

(ii) The statute of limitations (six years for contract cases in New York) will have long since expired on those old bonds. 

A Supreme Court case decided in 2004 (Austria v. Altmann) reversed the old rule about applying absolute sovereign immunity to claims arising prior 
to 1952. Under the Supreme Court’s new approach, a federal judge should apply the U.S. sovereign immunity rules prevailing at the time an action 

is commenced, not the rules that existed when the debt was issued. 

As for the statute of limitations, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in 2012 that a debt instrument containing a financial covenant (in that 
case, a promise to maintain the equal ranking of bonds) is breached each time the issuer makes a payment to other creditors in violation of the 

covenant. The decision may imply that the statute of limitations is commenced afresh for the enforcement (by specific performance or injunction) of 

the financial covenant in the old bonds each time a payment under new instruments is made in violation of the covenant. See NML v. Argentina. 

Taken together, these two decisions could possibly, just possibly, breathe life into the nostrils of some sovereign bonds that have for 60 years 

been esteemed principally for their aesthetic, as opposed to their financial, characteristics. At the very least, magnifying glasses will be trained on 

framed sovereign bonds hanging in foyers, physician waiting rooms and bathrooms around the country. 

ST~PH~N ~o SHAY, Harvard Law School 
Email: sshay@law, harvard.ed u 
J, (::IL~IFTON F[,E~N(~, Brigham Young University - 3. Reuben Clark Law School 

Email: Flemingc@lawgate.byu.edu 
ROBERT ~o P~=AON:~, University of Texas at Austin - School of Law 
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This article reviews proposals by House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Camp and Senator Mike Enzi to shift the United States from its 
current system of deferring taxation of active foreign income to a system that would exempt foreign business income from U.S. tax. (Neither 
proposal would materially affect the present U.S. system for taxing U.S.-source income.) The major contributions of the Camp Proposal lie in its 
recognition of the need to (i) make the treatment of foreign branches and foreign subsidiaries more neutral, and (ii) protect the U.S. tax base from 
excess interest deductions and the base-eroding incentives of very low foreign tax environments that stimulate U.S. income shifting. However, 
these improvements to current law would not justify changing to an exemption regime under the Camp Proposal in light of its many weaknesses, 
which include (but are not limited to) (i) material under-allocation of expenses to exempt foreign income, (ii) material loopholes in its anti-abuse 
rules for protecting the U.S. tax base, 0ii) an apparent failure to tax gain upon transfers of appreciated assets into the exemption regime, (iv) 
foreign tax credit changes that would result in additional erosion of the U.S. tax base and (v) a misguided proposal for a reduced tax rate on 
royalties earned from foreign persons. The Enzi Proposal has similar weaknesses while lacking the strengths of the Camp Proposal. 

Our analysis of the Camp and Enzi Proposals highlights that U.S. international tax reform is integrally related to U.S. corporate, shareholder and 
business pass-through taxation. A full consideration of any international business taxation proposal must be in the context of the overall income 
tax regime within which the international rules must operate. Chairman Camp has promised a comprehensive tax reform proposal; and business 
and financial products elements have been put forward. However, a final evaluation of his international proposal must await release of a 
completed, integrated tax reform package, including final corporate and individual tax rates. Senator Enzi’s proposal is a stand-alone reform and 
apparently is intended for adoption irrespective whether the corporate tax rate is reduced or other tax reforms are enacted. 

In a recent article we articulated how a principled exemption system should be designed so as to protect the U.S tax base. It is possible to modify 
the Camp and Enzi Proposals to address their weaknesses in ways consistent with a principled exemption system. We recognize that such 
changes would make them unattractive to many in the multinational corporate community; however, that likely is true of any exemption system 
that would be a material improvement over current law. In our view, unless a shift to an exemption system would constitute a material 
improvement over current law, the likely revenue losses and transition costs of such a change would outweigh the benefits. 
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Under Title II of the JOBS Act, commonly known as Accredited Investor Crowdfunding, technology company executives can publicly solicit potential 

investors. The major change in the new way of crowdfunding capital from the traditional venture capital method is that there will not be a period of 

time for private negotiations between the company and different groups of investors, under Reg D Rule 506(c). 

In the new method, the CEO will establish the terms and conditions of the investment at the very beginning of the offering process, and like the 
Field of Dreams, if the investors like it, they will invest. 

In order to avoid the allegation of fraud in a public solicitation, the technology company must prepare the terms and conditions of the offering 
before making public statements about the offering. Otherwise, what is said by the executive in public to one set of investors may turn out to be a 
false representation, if the company changes the terms with a second set of investors, in private, non-public negotiations over the terms. 

Getting the offering terms and subscription agreements right from the start has serious implications for the estate settlement plans of the owners 
of technology companies. In other words, there is a critical nexus of financial and legal issues for the CEO between crowdfunding and estate 
settlement that the owners need to get right, before the crowdfunding project begins. 

This article is a first effort to explore how estate settlement plans of technology executives change as a result of crowdfunding. This is a new area 
of law and finance, and the analysis provided in the four articles is speculative and untested by experience, so senior executives should be 
cautioned to seek legal counsel on how to adjust their current estate settlement plans, if they intend to engage in a crowdfunding project. 
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The Top Stories of the Week 
November 1,2013 

10 trials that changed the world 

A ~IESSAGE IFROI~¢~ CATALYST 

The ’Secret’ Side of Technology-Assisted Review: Read the Report 

La~/er’s refusal to stand for Pledqe leads to funding loss for park district 

A ~ESSAGE FROM Z~NCASH 

One Sim£!~ ~h~ng~ That Will Get You Paid Faster? 

~50K in car service rides leads to suspension for former Sidley partner 

Chemednsky: SCOTUS to revisit separation of church and state next week 

Do JDs in nonlav~/er corporate roles require new ethics model? 

the answer 

Was ’satanic’ pay raise for law profs intended as retaliation for union activities? 

disadvantages? 

Jailed based on mistaken identity, some are held days~ weeks 

~HIS WEEK S FEATURED BLAWG 



Is big#er better for the bottom line? Why these BigLaw firms miqht merge (video) 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

QUIESTtON OF THIE 

What pump-up songs do you play on your earphones on the way to 

court? 

We’ve asked you before how you physically prepare for ’game days’ in your 
!#ga! practice. 

This week, we’d like to know: What pump-up songs do you play on your earphones when you 
walk into court? Or in your car on the way the courthouse or some other "game day" in your law 
practice? 

We’ve previously asked you what music y_o__y listen to while y___o__y__~_v___o___r_k, but that’s not what we’re 
after today. We want to know what songs get you excited versus calm and focused. Something 
like "Right Now" from Van Halen. Or nothing like "Right Now" from Van Halen. You get the idea. 

Answer in the comments, and feel free to include with your answer a link to a YouTube video 
playing your song. 

Read the answer to last week’s question: Do you take your pet to work? Would you if it were 
possible? 

Featured answer: 

Posted by Ask your co-workers: "Maybe the question should be: would your co-workers 
welcome your pet? I was taking my dog to work for a week or so. I worked in a health-care 
setting, and the staff would come and get her to take her down to interact with some of the 
patients. It was a win-win. She was not bored all day. I did not feel guilty leaving her alone so 
much, and it was therapeutic for the patients. Then I discovered that my boss was highly allergic 
to dogs and had been suffering in, well, almost silence ... sneezing and coughing aside. I 
stopped bringing her when I learned I was causing my boss to suffer so badly." 

This week’s question was suggested by Ken Bresler. Do you have an idea for a future question 

of the week? If so, contact us. 
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Top News 

Court Blocks Stop- and- Frisk Changes for N ew 

York Police 

A federal appellate panel says Judge Shira A. Scheindlin, who has 

been overseeing litigation on the tactic, violated a judiciaI code 

of conduct. 

Judge I 

sh~ A I 
Schamd I 

~AZhen Insurers Drop PoHeies: Threw Stories 

Now that new Jnsm’ance market#laces ate ~:g~ening m~der the 

Affordable Care Act, insurance companies arc canceling millions 

of individual plans thut fail [o meek minimum s ban&~rds. 

Troubled Start for Heall-li Law Has Democrats 

Fee|trig Anxious 

President Obama now faces broad and mounting Democratic 

concerns that the troubled sbar~ of the insurance pie)gram will 

impact Democratic candidates in ne:;t year’s midterm election,s. 

McDon 

Editors’ Picks 

BOOKS 

[~II 
SLIDE SI][O}V, d?k ~loating I-t[~storian~s 

Slide Show 

:H:ot-Ah" Adve~ta~re 

Richard Holmes, author of "Falling Upwards," tukes a ride in u 

halloon. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Beh~g ’Part]ly dewisl~’ 

Children who grow up fi~ i~teffaith eommm~it~es, learnh% a~d 

eelebra~ng bog~ rami]y rdigions, a~s~ not ]ost ~o audaism. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~{~::i!~i~:-~ :i!:;.i:.i~~i::,#:~. :i~i? :i ,<!: ¢i,:~?:!:; ;,i,:~:?i!i" 
RAY ~gGOVERN, a fro’met CA.A. official who met with Ed~,ard & Snuwden three weeks 

ago, on the conditions of his life in R~ssi& 

World 

Syria Destroys Chemical Sites, i~spectors Say 

While Syria met an imporbmt deadline, it still has ~,ago metric 

tm~s of chemical weapon,s it must destroy hy mid-2oI4, 

inspectors said. 

In Sl~adows, Hints ofa IJfe and Ewm a Job for 

Snowden 

Edward a. S~owde~, a former Nations Secure" Agency 

con tractor who received tempora W asy] u m i n Ru ssia, will sNtk 

work on Friday at an Interact company, a lawyer sNd. 

with the 

I F~ I 

nowde 

Ge~oman Polifidan Meets V~’ith Snowden 

A member of the pmqiame~tary committee that ove~.~ees (Yerma~ fi~tellige~ce 

met Edward ~. Snowden to explore whether he would testify’ in an inquiry of the 

N.S.A.’s mo~itorh~g of Chancellor A~gela Merkel’s calls. 

U.S. 

Ttmrm] for Srnugg|ir~g Found Under U,S,-Mexico 

:Bo~’der; Tons of D~’ugs Seized 

The sophisticated m~dergrom~d passageway featured e]eetrh::iU,, 

ventilation and an electronic rail system and to& about a year to 

build, officials said. 

In ReversM, Com0t Allows Texas Law on Abortion 

Days aRer a federal judge blocked a Texas law that threatened to shut dow~ 

many of the skate’s abortion clinics, an appeals eout’a said khe rule should take 

effect while the case goes forward. 



Whal bc’gan as a public relations predi~mcn~ for ~hc companies 

has evolved into a moral and business crisis thak khreab~ns thdr 

husin eases. 

Business 

When federal reg~flatoi.~ decided to make. the fot~aaer chief of a 

dissolved company personally responsible for a recall, husii~eas 

and legal groups took action. 

Time ~:arner Left Br~dsed in Fee Battle With 

CP, N 

The eah]e eompa~y lost 3o6,0oo ~elevision suhaeribers in the 

third quarter, hut’s by a eonkrack dispute khat resulted in a 

blackout c.,f CBS pro~’amming. 

Po|and, Wedded to Coal Spurns Europe on 

C|em~ Energy Targets 

A fossil-fuels holdout, Poland has actively worked to blo& the 

European Union’s ei]?)A to more tightly control greenhouse gas 

emission, s. 

:: Zucker, 
former 
head of 

Marcus 

s largest 
coa I- 
fired 

Sports 

Cliie£s Owner’s Plan Yields Quick Fix (but Not a 

’Faking a more active I~le in running the ChieN, khe o~aer Clark 

ttunt, whose father, ~mar, founded the keam, has led a 

remarkable ~mmi~und. 

, ~ Slide Show: A Rapid Revival for the C~eN 

~ N.FL Rotilldup Dolphins Top Benga~s With Sate~ in LNe~ime 

Net ~’or Marathon, Ex-Addiel-s Find Their 

The San Patfignano ?d’ug rehahilita[ion renter in Ita]y is nok a 

t3~)ieal training ground fi:~r n~arathoners, but it will send a team 

of six former drug addicts ko eompeke in Sunday*s New York CRy 

The 
Chiefs 

(8-05 are 

Februar 

y, the 



No L~gl~ts or Came~0a,% but Drat~ Has 

The N.B.A. Development I,~ague on Friday will stage its annual draft, 

unglamorous exercise thak is nonetheless essen[ial for reeruRing players whom 

teams see value in developing. 

’ENDER’S GAME’ 

aa~d a Clfild Shall Lead Them Into Space Battle 

"gnder’s C-sine" imagines a fahm~ in whirh youngstcrs a~ 

trained as warriors fi’om an early age to fight EmiJ~’s enemies, 

t~e largc, inseeflike D~rmics. 

...... Steinfel 
d and 

DANCE REVIEW 
~ America 

Leap~a~g Into a New Home~ ~Vitl~ Poet~w and r~ sailer ] 
[heater 

American Ballet Theater ope~}ed its fidl season} at its new L~nco]n 

Cen ter home udth a world premiere of "The Tempest’ by AIexei Ratmansky. 

Oh, to Slip tim Bonds of Em~tl~ 

Richard Holmes, whose new tfistoU of balloon travel, "Falling 

!Tpwards," was published this wed<, takes to the sides in C’.range 

County, NA’. 

~ [] Slide Show 

Movies 

’DALLAS BUYERS CLUB’ 

Taking O~ Broncos a~d a Plague 

Matthew McCxmaugbey sta~.~ as an unlikely advocate 

patients wilk H.LV., taking his trea’mmn t into his ou~ hands in 

"Dallas Buyers Club." 

’ABOUT TIME’ 

l~Ian]}@ Y’es, ir~ T]~at Prese~t-Day B~-it.is|~ Way 

A Hugh Grant wannabe (Domhnall Gleeso~) and his fi~ther (Bill 

Niglv) indulge the supernaturN taleut shata’d by the men in khdr 

family. 

Ar~atomy ofa See~m: V~deo of About Time 

Rich ard Cu rfis ~arrates a seethe from b is corn edy feat~]rin g 

Domhnall Gleeson and Rachel McAdams. 

Obituaries 

Mmma Dey, 94, the Voice ofl~l~my a Bollywood 

Star, Dies 
L:7 ~!AF?ESH 

Mr. Dey was an acclaimed playback singer fi:~r Bengali as well as 

Boll3~vood films, but like most Bollywood singers, he was not 

secn on serecn. 



Lou Seheimcr, Whose Cartoon St~ldio 

Ente,~ained Generation X, Dies at 84 

Mr. Scheimer’s company, Filmatiom produced "Fat .~bert and 

the Cosby ~ds~" "The ~’ebie Show" and "He--Man and tim 

Masters of the Ihfiverse," among other cartoon series. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Guardim~ Scholars 

New program s to assist former foster children with college. 

, Children of the State, SRidenN on Their Own 

~ vwEo: intersection: The Warsaw V~:ay 

In Poland’s Savior Square, Martitm Matwiejezuk, a singer, 

displays bet degant nonchalant si3. qe through mixing simple and 

avan t--garde pieces. 

~ vwEo: Can’t Go ~:ithout: Gabrielle 

HamPton 

Paeki~}g for visits to Rome with the chef and restaurant owner, 

Related .&rticie 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Bad Ruling on Stop-and-Frisk 

A federal appeals court was m~wise to block necessary changes ordered by 

Judge Sbira Sehei~dJin. 

EDITORIAL 

The Politics of Petulance 

The latest casualty of the Senate Republican filibuster is PatHda Ann Millett, a 

highly qualified j udicial nominee. 

EDITORIAL 

Germm~y’s Blind Spot 

A~ obsession with expo~s is earn ing at a high cost %r other em:o eountries and 

iN own economy. 

Fo; :’ne~e oeinion 90 to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Journa|ist g’ith a l~lission 

Glenn Oreenwald believes that be faces possible at~’est if be 

returns to the United States but is unbowed. 

~ CehJmniat Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A War on l-lm Poor 

What happened to the Republican Pa~fy? It’s almost as if the 

par~ is solely fbcused o~ its bostilib~ to the less fbrhmate. 

, Columnis1 Page I Blab 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Yom~g, RestIess mtd Indian 



W hat is the mood of privileged y :~ung people it~ India today? 

Fe~ me~e oeinioi~ ~o to NYTimes.comiOpinion 
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American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

V, Jhy GSE Reform Needs to Happen Slowly 

Another big law like Dodd-Frank could be harmful to the 
mortgage market, but an incremental approach to housing 
finance reform might be the perfect solution. 

Banks Brace for End of Prepayment Penalty Boom 

Call it the second wave of the mortgage-refinancing 
collapse. Prepayment penalty income is about to crash. 
Hard. Especially in New York. 

F.N.B.’s Refuels But Where (and What) Will It Buy Next? 

The Pennsylvania company is raising $150 million. Two- 
thirds of it will go toward redeeming trust-preferred 
securities, but the remaining funds could be used to do 
bigger deals. 

Senators Ask CFPB to Justify Auto Lender Warnin.qs 

Nearly two-dozen senators are seeking data the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau used as basis for warning auto 
lenders they could be committing fair-lending violations. 

By Department 

Beyond Goog~e G~ass: Wearable Computing as a 
Banking Tool 

Watches. Eyeglasses. Wristbands. Wearable computing is 
fast shaping into a potential tool bankers may someday use 
to speak to customers. 

CARD Act Disclosures May Nave Little Sway Over 

Some of the disclosure requirements in the landmark credit 
card reform law have made scant difference in nudging 
consumers to make more prudent financial decisions, a 
new study suggests. 

Banks Brace for End of Prepayment Pe#a~ty Boom 

Call it the second wave of the mortgage-refinancing 
collapse. Prepayment penalty income is about to crash. 
Hard. Especially in New York. 



Nearly two-dozen senators are seeking data the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau used as basis for warning auto 
lenders they could be committing fair-lending violations. 

Next? 

The Pennsylvania company is raising $150 million. Two- 
thirds of it will go toward redeeming trust-preferred 
securities, but the remaining funds could be used to do 
bigger deals. 
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In this issue: German firm picks Raleigh for U.S. HQ 

First Look 

Ge~ma~ fi~m pic{<s Raleigh fo~ U.$. ~Q 

E~o~ey o~ the move: How wealth m~grates 

~ome b~ye~s as~t abo~t everything from 
schools to snakes 

Reg.}atoms approve Duke’s ene~gy~av~g 
payout p~a~ 

Joseph DeSh~one to step down from Ke~a~ 

~st 

Va~t~g from e~g~neer to founde~ 

~eve~ 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es >> 

Your November 1,2013 {ssue is r.~vr.~itable 

Patents 

Comme~ciaf Real Estal:~,~ Dew~ope~s 

~]ee More Lists 

Specia~ Publications 

SPACE 3Q 2013 

SPACE 2Q 2013 

BigshotsoSB~ inse~t 

View the Tda~Xqle B~siness Journal Book of 

Lists 

Get the Newsstand gpp for FREE 

Congratulations. As a subscdbe~, you now 
receive Iree access to Triangle Business 
Journal’s N~,~w.sstand App o~ yo~r iPhone o~" 

iPad. 

People 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Heels QIB Rennet benefits 
from experiencing former 

roommate T,J, Yates 

UNC quarterback Bryn Renner 
lived through T.J. Yates’ hard 
times, which is helping him cope 
with his trying senior season. 
Renner has not had it so.. 

UNC 

quarterback 

Bryn Renner 

(2) and 

preseason Top 25, but 

Kentucky gets to# bil~h~g 

Duke and Syracuse, one of the 

ACC’s three basketball 

newcomers, are in the top 10 of 

the preseason AP men’s 

basketball Top 25. Topping bath 

ACC contenders... 

Kentucky 

head coach 

John Calipari 

watches his 

Remembering ’The Return’: 

Pun[, result motivate NC 

State 

For the past year, NC State players 

have had to deal with the result, 
aftermath of Gio Bernard’s game- 

winning 74-yard punt return Junior 

UNC linebacker .. 

X N.C. State 

..... : linebacker 

Brandon 
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November 1,2013: Europe News: Gemqany Bites Back: RBS to Split Off... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

I~urope News: Germany Sites Sack; RSS to Split Off Troubled Loans 

Much of the breaking business and economic news is coming out of Europe this 
morning. For instance, ~he Wall Street Journal (Nov. 1, Torrey, Talley) is reporting 
that Germany has reiected the United States’ criticism of the county’s expo~- 
focused economic policies as "incomp[ehensiMe." German off~d~s countered 
tha~ the global appetite fo[ German automobiles and macMRery was driven by 
market faotors and nothing e~se, The Economics M~n~st~ staled: "The trade 
surpluses retied the strong competitiveness of ihe German economy and the 
~nternafiona~ demand for quality products from Germany." In Washh~gton, 
however, Treasury Depa[tmen~ officials hem ~irm ~o a stance outlined ~n a repo~t 
published Oct. 30 8ocus~ng Germany of dragging down the g~oba~ economy by 
consuming too ~tfle wh~e running s~gn~ficant surpluses w~th many of ~ts pdma~ 
t[adJng padne[s. "The tone and tkn#~g o~ the repo~t, coming amid growing outrage 
~n Germany over U~S. Nafiona~ Security Agency su~’e~ance programs, was seen 
by some h~ Berlin as a cheap she1 a~med at smiling 1he debate away from 
spyh~g," notes the Journal 

Meanwhile, the New York Times (Nov. 1, Werdigie0 has learned that Royal Bank 
of Scotland (RBS) "said Friday that it would put its bad loans into a separate 
entity as pa~t el a plan ~o speed up its revamp and return money to ~axpayem." 
RBS Js principally owned by the B[~tish governmen~ following a 2008 bailout. Its 
p~an [nchJdes the creation of a so-ca[~ed bad bank w~tMn RBS~ This strategy 
comes afle[ the government had requested a review ~nto whether RBS should be 
sp~t up. "RBS a~so said ~t wouM focus on [e~a~ and comme[cia~ bank#~g in its 
home market, Br~ta~n, raising questions about the future of Rs operations in the 
United States and other fo[e~gn markets," the T~mes adds. 

Finally, the Economic Times (Now I) repo[ts tha~ the eum dipped ~o a ~wo~week 
low agah~st the dollar this morning, extending losses into a fifth consecutive 
session as slowh~g e~ro zone inflation bolstered expectations of ~ooser moneta~ 
policy from the European Central Bank. "The s~ngle currency’s weakness was 
bmad-based~" notes the publication, "as ~t tumMed to a near three-week ~ow 
agah~st the yen and a two-week trough against the Br~fish pound." 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Board evaluations can be a stressful and often very sensitive task. The goal is to 
gain clarity on your strengths, minimize your risks, and promote growth 
with clear focus-----not to simply "check the box." A large nu~’~ber of boards are 
asking NACD to help them see the big picture and identify new opportunities 
within the de~ails. Our NACD advisors--all experienced directors ~hemselves-- 

Check for late-breaking news 
affe[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 



facilitate confidential evaluations designed to uncover insights that transform a 
potentially sensitive exercise into a vak~able one. 

Take advantage of Fa,~; Savings, nowthrough Nov, 1. Learn how NACD 
can meet yo~ needs today by scheduie a complimentary consultation 

online, via e=mail, or cal~ 2024572-2101. 

Shared ~¢!~ ~ ~ 

NACD in the News 

NACD Recognizes Egon Zehnder Global Board Expert with Directorship 
100 Distinction 

Reuters (Oct. 31) has learned that George L. Davis, Jr., to-leader d Egon 
Zehndees Global Board Practice group, has been named to the National 
Association of Corporale Directors (NACD) Directorship 100. Making the annual 
~st ~s one of the country’s most v~siMe acknowledgements of ~nd~v~dua~ 
excellence ~n board governance and leade~Mp ms~ers. TMs marks Davis’ fifth 
year ~R a ~w ~hat he has been so ~cognJzed. DamPen O’BderL Egon Zehnder’s 
9~obal Chairman and CEO, comments, "We are extremely honored tha~ the 
NACD has recognized George’s continued efibMs to lead corporate boards as a 
committed and trusted advisor, across a mydad of strategic govemsnce matters 
~rom ~eadersh~p change and succession planning to ~he rising t~des challenging 
corporations against the activist ~andscape? 

S~ a ’e~ ~ ~ ~ 

Audit and Finance 

MSCI Puts ~$S on IB~ock Amid Proxy P#m Headwinds 

"MSCl Inc. announced in its third quarter earnings release that it was exploring 
strategic alternatives for its inIluential proxy advisor and governance=services 
provider ISS," reports the Wall Street Journal (Oct. 31, Milknan). The revelation 
comes as the proxy advisory business has come under ~ncreased regu~ato~ 
scrutiny and questions regarding the validity of ~ts ana~yfica~ mode~s. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Btarwood to Spi~ Off Home4~e~tai Divisio~ Into New REIT 

Bloomber.q (Oct. 31, Gittelsohn) has learned that Starwood Properly Trust Inc. is 
set to spin off its single-family rentaFhome unit into a REIT headed by Waypoint 
Real Esla~e Group’s management division, which is being acquired in ~he deal. 
Dubbed Starwood ~aypoint Res~dentia~ Trust, the spinoff held $750 million in 
more than 4,200 homes and non-pedorming ~oans on 1,549 propeRies as of the 
end o~ the tMrd quintet. Accord#~g ~o the publication, "the new REIT wiii receive 
$100 miiiion in cash flora its parent, a $400 million ~ine of credil, and no debl, 
wMch w~ll position it to be the secondqargest publicly traded s~ngle-fam~y renla~ 
RE~T by poRfo~o wk~e." 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

La~ ~!!]d P£!!cy ..................................................................................................................................... 

Tech Companies Urge Lawmakers to Reform NSA Programs 

According 1o the Washington Post (©cL 31, Timberg), six major technology 
companies - AOL, Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo - have 
called for significant refon~ns to the federal government’s su~e~ance programs. 
These programs have come under ~re in the wake of revelations by ex=Na~ona~ 
Secudly Agency contractor Edward Snowden. "The letter, sent to top members 
of the Se~ate J~diciapi Committee, endorses greater transparency ~n suwe~ance 
progrsms - ~ong 8 goa~ for tech companies that must comply w~th government 
data requests from around the wodd," reports the Post. Capito~ Hil~ legislators are 
a~so being urged to enact reforms that woukJ ~nc~ude appropriate oversighl and 
accountability mechanisms for the programs. 

Share~ $~ ~ ~ 

�£mp~£sa~!£n ....................................................................................................................................... 

Oracle ~nvestors Reject CEO Effison’s Pay at Ann~al Meeting 

"Oracle Corp. shareholders rejec[ed [he pay packages of Chief Executive Officer 
Lariy Elli.son and other top managers for a .second year," confirms Business 
Week (Oct. 31, Ricadela), "hewing to the recommendation of a proxy adviser that 
said their compensation is out of sync w~th [he company’s pedormance." 
Shareholders also went against ~he recommendation of Institutional Shareholder 
Services dSS) and re-elected a~ of ~ts d~ectorm ~SS had urged that votes be 
w~thhe~d from Chairman Jeff Henley and seven ~ndependent directo~, including 
~hree on ~he compensation committee. "Whi~e ~he vo~e on pay ~s nonbJnd~ng," 
notes the puM~cafion, ’51 underscored the growh~g unrest among shareholders." 
On~y a dozen companies ~n the Russe~ 3000 Index have ~ost more than one such 
vote, including Abercrombie & Fitch. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 
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Wall Street Firms Poised to Disappoint Bankers on IBonuses 

Bloomberg (Oct. 3i, Moore, Faux) is reporting that "Goldman Sachs, along with 
the investmen[obanking divisions of six of its biggest U.S. and Eu[opean rivals, 
allocated a collective 39 percent el revenue Ior compensation in the fi~[ trine 
months." That is a decrease from 42 #ercenl a year earlier and the 50 percent 
some firms earma[ked pdor to the fi~anc~a~ cHs~s. ~ncreased revenue at many 
banks ~s stok#~g staffers’ hopes for Mgger bonuses. "Firms #~stead are prepa[ing 
1o shrink compensation for indMdua~s amid investor #ressu[e to ~mprove return on 
equity," notes the publication. 

Time Warner Expands Board to 12 with Election of Former Ke~oggs C1EO 

"Time Warner has expanded i~s board of directom to 12 members with the 
election of former Kelloggs Chairman and CEO Carlos Gut~errez," Variety (Oct. 
31, Litfleton) states. Gutier[ez was the U.S. Sec[etary of Comme~ce ~n the 
George W. Bush administration. Currently, he is vice chairman of the AIbdght 
Stonebddge Group, a leading consulting fkm. "T~me Warner emphasized in 
announcing Gufierrez’s election that 11 of its 12 board members are independent 
d~rectors, a key metdc for corporate watchdog [organizations]," concludes the 
puM]ca~on. 

C-Suite 

Revlon Names Lorenzo Deipani President, CEO 

Crain’s New York Business (O(~ r 31) is reporting lhat Revlon h~c. has named 
Lorenzo Delpani as its new president and CEO, effective immediately. David 
Kennedy had been serving as the beauty products company’s interim chiel 
executive since Alan Ennis stepped down in early October. Kennedy, who was 
Revlon’s CEO from 2006 to 2009, will continue to serve as vice chairman. 
"Delpani was the CEO of Colomer Group," notes Crain’s, "which Revlon [recently] 
bought for about $660 million in an all-cash deal." Delpani will also serve as a 
Revlon board membe~ and as a director fer the Revlon Consume~ P~oducts Corp. 
operating subsidiary. 

Share~ !~..<.*" ~ [] 

B~oomingda~e’s Michael Gould Steps Down as CEO 

"Bloomingdale’s Michael GoukJ will be stepping down after 22 years as its 
chairman and CEO," reports Bloomber.q (Oct. 31, Forte), to be succeeded by 
President and Chief Operating Officer Tony Spring in February. Gould previously 
sewed as presiden~ and CEO of Giorgio Beverly Hills. Spring has been 
Bloomingdale’s president and CO0 since 2008 in charge of the company’s 
stores, marketing, creative services, finance, operations, and restaurants. "He 
began his career with Bloomingdale’s in 1987 as an executive tr~rinee in the 
~Nhite Plains, N.Y. store," the publication notes. 

Share~ !~..<." ~ [] 

Economic Outlook 

Euro-Zone ~nflation Sinks to Near Four-Year Low 

"Inflation in the euro zone fell to its lowest in almost four years in October," 
reports the Wall Street Journal (OcL 31, Bri~tain), "raising pressure on the 
European Central Bank to ease the money supply and support the region’s fragile 
economy at its rate decision next week." Preliminary figures from Eurostat, the 
European Union’s statistics agency, shows that the annual rate of consumer 
price rises slipped Irorn 1.1 percent in September ~o 0.7 percen~ this past month 
- the lowest since November 2009. The results reflect weak domestic demand in 
the euro-zone economy, which has struggled to gain steam since its second- 
quarter rebound from a year-and-a-half downturn 

U.B. Jobless Claims Drop I 0,000 to 340,000 

"The number of people who applied for U.S. unemployment benefits last week fell 
by I0,000 to 340,000," reports MarketWatch (Oct. 31, Bartash), "but initial 
claims are still abeve end-of-summer levels even though California says it has 

fixed computer problems that delayed thousands of claims ever the past two 
months." Economists suweyed by MarketWatch had expected claims to fall to a 
seasonally adjusted 337,000 in the week ended Oct. 26. The four-week average 
of claims is typically a more reliable number. It rose by 8,000 to 356,250 - the 
highest level since isqid-April. 
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From: 

Sent: 
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Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Fridw, November 1, 2013 7:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Land tbr 2,250 homes sold in Raleigh; Red Hat m fix Hea]thCare.gov 

If you are havin,q trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 1, 20!3 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Land for 2,250 new homes se~ls for $13M in north Raleiqh 
it’s a miiestone moment for the long=dormant 5401 North development praiect in 

north Raleigh 

Discuss 

Red Hat picked to fix HealthCare.gov 
Red Hat has be.n peggea to rescde Hea~h~ a,e gay. 

Here’s how Kroqer’s Harris Teeter buy wRI help both 

companies 
Kroger Co.’~ $2.4 billion aoquisition of Matthews-based Harris Teeter Supermarkets 

inc. should help out both supermarket chains in their battle against giant competitor 

Get ready for N.g,’s last tax4ree weeRend 
This weekend ~s the lasi eppodunity North Carolina shoppers will have to shop for 
Energy Siar appiianees - ar any eiher goads - ta~.4ree 

Read Momin~ Edition >> 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Peglow <membership@ncbar.o~g> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 8:05 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

NCBA Brings Exclusive UPS Savings to its Membership 

N:: UPS 

North Carolina Bar Association 

Dear, 

The NCBA is pleased to announce that we have selected UPS® as our preferred member shipping carrier. This decision was based on the needs of NCBA 

members, as well as the opportunity to offer an enhanced member savings program. 

The UPS Savings Program offers NCBA members some of the most competitive rates available on shipping services along with more service options, 
superior ground-delivery coverage and overnight delivery by 10:30 a.m. to more ZIP Codes than any other carrier. Plus, with the convenience of more drop- 
off locations and innovative UPS technology to help streamline shipment processing, members can receive value that goes beyond cost and on-time 
delivery. 

Through the program, NCBA members can now save up to 34% on a broad portfolio of UPS shipping services, including; 

Up to 34% on UPS Air letters* 

Up to 30% on UPS Air packages (1 lb.+)* 

Up to 32% on UPS International imports and exports 

Up to 16% on UPS Ground shipments 

Savings begin at 70% on UPS Freight® shipments over 150 Ibs. 

Members interested in enrolling in our new UPS Savings Program can visit savewithups.com/ncba to start saving. 

We look forward to continuing to bring you value-added benefits on the business services you need the most. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine T. Peglow 
Director of Membership 

*Discounts exclude UPS Express Critical® and UPS Next Day Air® Early AM.#~ 
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Col~ O~’der Let~ NYPD Cont~le ’Stop-and-FNsk* 

Atter Tiananmen C~’ash~ China Clamps Down in Dusty ~rest 

Congo Halts Oftk~nMve Against M23 tbr Peace Talks 

Eme~’ging Mm’kets: Avoid fl~ese Pitfalls 

~Emer#~lg Mal’kets: Avoid ~ese Piff~s 

I’V1W Sony Should T~e a Page Feoln Panasonic 

Can China M~t~ Economic G~’o~’? 

NEWS POD~ASTS 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 9:32 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Foreign-Exchmage Probe Escalates 

Foreigna-Exchange Pr~be Escalates 

Barclays and Royal Bank of Scotland put a slew of traders on leave in connection with an 

escalating probe into potential manipulation of the $5 trillion-a-day global foreign- 

exchange markets, said people familiar with the matter. 

Barclays put six on leave and RBS put two on leave, according to the people. 

More than 10 traders at five major currency-dealing banks are now on a leave of absence 

in connection with the global investigation into the clubby world of top currency traders. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 9:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dodd- Frank Progress Report 

Davis Polk 

Dodd-Frank Prooress Report 

In this Report: 

In the past month, no rulemaking requirement deadlines passed, six rulemaking requirements were 
proposed and one rule was finalized to meet a rulemaking requirement. 

As of November 1,2013, a total of 280 Dodd-Frank rulemaking requirement deadlines have passed. 
Of these 280 passed deadlines, 170 (60.7%) have been missed and 110 (39.3%) have been met 
with finalized rules. 

,, In addition, 162 (40.7%) of the 398 total required rulemakings have been finalized, while 115 (28.9%) 
rulemaking requirements have not yet been proposed 

If you have any questions regarding this publication, please contact 

dedd,lra I’,k y.,rog~ <~ss Ie po rt@d@,.: islseik,ce m, 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies Refer to the firm’s p:iv~:, ~. bciic~ located at dsvispoii corn 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dpwmaib?~)davi~polk :-.:-~:-,’ to your 

address book 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jacobs Capital <mjacobs@jacobscapital.net#, 

Friday, November 1, 2013 10:14 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Governor Appoints Jacobs to Two Boards 

~iii JacobsCapital, LLC 

Governor Pat McCrory has appointed, and the North Carolina senate has 
confirmed Michael Jacobs to serve on the Board of Trustees of the Teachers’ 
and State Employees’ Retirement System ("TSERS"). TSERS is responsible for 
administration of the Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System, the 
Consolidated Judicial Retirement System, and the Legislative Retirement 
System. The Board serves as trustee and the State Treasurer is custodian of 
and makes decisions concerning investment of System funds of approximately 
$60 billion. 
Jacobs will fill the role of the representative of higher education on the Board. 
He is Professor of the Practice of Finance at the UNC Kenan-Flagler Business 
School and CEO of Jacobs Capital, an investment banking firm dealing with 
mergers and acquisitions. 
The Governor has also appointed Professor Jacobs to the board of the North 
Carolina Financial Literacy Council, where he will represent the interests of the 
UNC system. The role of the Financial Literacy Council is to educate North 
Carolina residents from school age children to retirees on financial concepts 
that are used in everyday life. 
Jacobs also serves on the boards of Biscuitville, Cortical Metrics, K2 Solutions, 
Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Triangle, and the Carolina Ballet. 

Forward this email 

This emaii was sent to Ibroome@email.unc,edu by mjacobs@jacobscapitaLnet 

Ugdate ProfilejErnail Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Poljcy. 

Jacobs Capital, LLC 157 E Franklin St Chapel Hill NC :: 27514 
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Sent: 
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debevoisemail <debevoisemail@debevoise.com> 
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debevoi semail <debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

The LCR Proposal: Questions aJ~d Answers 
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Friday, November 1, 2013 12:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RegiS_ration is closing ~on! Join us Ii~r The Clearing ttouse Annual Cont~rence - Nov. 21-22, 2013 

To decline or unsubscribe click here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Friday, November 1,2013 12:17 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dechert Submits Comment Letter to the SEC that is Highly Critical of the Office of Financial Research’s Report on "Asset 
Management and Financial Stability" 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print ernaii 

Research’s Report, on °’Asset Management and I>:i I Thomas Vartanian 

Fii~a~’~cia~ Stability’ I .... I Partner 
I 

IBSend an email 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Chair of Dechert’s Financial Institutions I I T: +1 202 261 3439 
practice, responded to the U,S Securities and Exchange 

Commission’s (SEC) request for comments, on behalf of certain I Xi I Robert Ledig 

clients, by comprehensively criticizing the methodology, operating ~ I Partner 
predicates and lack of factual or legal support for the Office of I 

1OSend an ernail 

Financial Research’s Report on Asset Management and Financial I I T: +1 202 261 3454 

Stability (Report). [] 

Dechert’s letter lays out a series of fundamental legal and logical 

defects in the Report: 

1. It fails to appreciate the fundamental differences between the 

role played by asset managers as agents for investors and 

balance sheet companies that act as principals. 

2. It simplistically homogenizes a diverse asset management 

industry and discusses very different investment vehicles, 

structures and investment strategies in a one-size-fits-all 

manner 

3. Its implications regarding risks that may be associated with 

floating net asset value mutual funds are unsupported by 

empirical evidence or models. 

4. It does not properly consider the critical role of SEC regulation. 

5. It does not provide the foundation for informed discussions of 

asset management entities, activities or markets, let alone a 

valid legal or logical basis for regulatory action 

~ 
T homas Bogle 

Partner 

rlsend an email 

T: +1 202 261 3360 

Corey Rose 

Associate 

/BSend arl email 

T:+I 704 339 3164 

Download the comment letter (PDF) 

E]About Dechert 
Dechert is a global specialist law firm with a deep bench of experts focused on sectors with the greatest 

complexities and highest regulatory demands. We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to 

ou r clients’ most important matters Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the firm’s 
entrepreneurial energy and seamless collaboration in a way that is distinctively Dechert. L, ea~n mole. 

E]:~ 2013 Dechert LLP All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: !60 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 

IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any U.S. 

federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and 

cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or 

recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 
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Financial Regulators Issue Proposed Standards lbr Assessing Diversity Policies and Practices of Regulated Entities 
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Sent: 
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WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 12:57 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Leader of Pakistani Taliban Killed in Drone Strike 

Leader of Pakistani Taliban Killed in Drone Strike 

The leader of the Pakistani Taliban, Hakimullah Mehsud, was killed Friday by a missile 

strike from a U.S. drone aircraft in Pakistan’s tribal areas, according to Pakistani security 

officials. 

Mr. Mehsud was coming from a meeting of his Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan movement, a 

group that is closely linked to al Qaeda, in the North Waziristan tribal areas near the 

Afghan border. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review i Judge won’t rule on key airport question 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

airport question 

A judge on Friday declined to rule 

on some of the critical questions 

surrounding the new Charlotte 

airport commission, deferring to 

the Federal Aviation... 

New marke[ing team $ack~es sale of 

Concord’s old F’hilip glorris USA can~pus 

The old Philip Morris USA campus in Concord has 

sat dormant since the tobacco giant shut the site 

down in 2009, taking more than 1,000 jobs and one 

of the region’s most significant manufacturing 

operations with it. People have been speculating... 

US n~anufacturing data 

Stocks lost momentum heading 

into midday trading Friday despite 

an increase in US. manufacturing 

last month. 

PAA to allow gate4o~ate use of #ersonal 

eleetro~ics 

Air travelers will soon be able to use their tablets and 

other electronic devices from gate to gate, the 

Federal Aviation Administration announced Thursday 

CommunityOne Bancorp changes 

headquarters to Charlotte from Asheboro 

CommunityOne Bancorp has quietly changed its 

headquarters to Charlotte from Asheboro, following a 

merger and renaming of the holding company this 

summer. 

University City Partners names new executive 

director 

University City Partners said Thursday it has tapped a 

Charlotte Center City Partners official as its new 

executive director 

ca~e website 

Red Hat is among the high-profile high-tech firms 

brought in to fix the federal government’s 

healthcare.gov website. 

Harris Teeter Supermarkets Inc, said Friday that 

sales increased 4,5 percent in its fourth quarter 

compared with last year, to $1,2 billion but expenses 

from its upcoming acquisition by The Kroger Co ate 

into the Matthews-based grocer’s ,,, 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Sent: 
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Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Altemoon Edition: Move that dirt: Construction begins on $110M MetLife butdings 
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Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide 
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Airbnb defies N~Q~_5~rorr~otes marathon housing 
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Sta~¢u~s’s anti--ra~£ sho~’cs and underwear leave some ~n a 

Top NationM Stories 
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In the latest Global aoardroom Insights, seasoned audit committee 

members-from Canada, Hong Kong, the U.K., and the UmS.-share ( I 
their views on how audit committees can help ensure audit quality, 
the impoflance of robust communications with auditors, and More from KPMG’s 
providing shareholders and others with more insight into how the 

Audit Commi#ee 
audit comm=ttee carnes out ~ts respons=bfl~hes. (KPMG’s AC0 

How the Board Can Help Capture More M&A Value ....... 

For many audit committees and boards, evaluating an acquisition 
and helping to ensure the deal deliveB on its expected value can be I 

a formidable challenge. Read our latest Board Perspective on M&A. I               I 

Our upcoming Audit Committee RoundtaMe Sedes will also dig 
deeper on the topic in more than 25 cities from November 19 to ~0, 
December 19. (KPMG’s A C0 

Video Insights from ACl and KPNG 

I II II I 

Ieatures excluaive ~Cl videos as weU as inai~hta from around 
KPMG. You can subscribe to the KPMG Med~a Channel or          ~x~ 
bookmark out playHst for the latest videos of interest to directors ....... 
and audit committee members. 

On Governance and Leadership~ 

What Eve,y D(rector Should Know About $hareho(der Upcoming ~vents 
Derivative Actions. Being aware of a company’s policies and 
procedures concerning derivative actions will heIp prepare you for Kp~le’s ~a(( ~ud(t 

when a claim is filed. Knowing what to ask prior to accepting a co~,mittee RoundtaNe 

direotorshipiskey.(NACDDi~ctorship) 
a ...... 

2014 Proxy Season Preview. Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP 
paflner, Holly Grego~, identifies potential hot topics for the K~e’s ~ 0th Annua~ 
upcoming proxy season and provides steps companies can take Audit Committee 

.............................................................................. now to ~re~are. #¢~.#. Gotshal & Manq..s LLP} .............................................................................. 
January 14-15, 2014 

Genera Counse "Pursues ve Course or" a~d "Guard an of 
Register w~th 

Corporate Integrity. E. Norman Veasey, a Weft corporate padner " 

and former chief justice of Delaware, discusses the role of the Share Insights 

general counsel in creating a proper corporate governance culture. ~ 
(~il, Gotshal & Manges, LLP) I 1 " " I 

On Financial Reporting 

PCAOB Issues Staff Audit Practice A~ert in Light of 
Deficiencies Observed in Audits of Internal Contro~ over 
F~nanc~a~ Reporting. The PCAOB has issued StaffAudit Prac#ce 
Ale~t No. I f: Considera#ons for Aud#s oHntemal Control Over 
F#~anc~al R~#oPdng (PDF), which discusses the application of 
ce~ain requirements of Auditing Standard No. 5 and other PCAOB 
standards to specific aspects of audits of internal control. 

( PCA 

SEC Issues Proposa~ on Crowdfund~ng. The SEC voted 
unanimously to propose rules under the JOBS Act to permit 
companies to offer and sell securities through crowdfunding. 



Crowdfunding describes an evolving method of raising capital that 
has been used outside of the securities arena to raise funds 
through the Internet for a variety of projects ranging from innovative 
product ideas to artistic endeavors like movies or music. (SEC) 

From KPMG 

Despite Regulatory Scrutiny, Co~npanies Often r~iss Risks 
Posed By individuals And Businesses. Five year~ after the global 
financial crisis, businesses are struggling to manage the mounting 

risks posed by ever increasing regulatory requirements. (KPMG) 

Links 

.~:: Small ACI image g Repo. ::~:: I n~itute 

ACl Home KPMG Financial KPMG 
SuppoSing audit RepoSing Network Turning knowledge 

committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with news updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reposing our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACl, other KPMG Institutes and more. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, November l, 2013 7:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 4 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 4, 2013 ~ Number 213 

Antitrust 

Indirect purchasers have a cause of action against Microsoft 
Corp. for illegally creating an overcharge on its software at the 
top of the distribution chain that allegedly reached them through 
higher prices "passed on" through the.,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, November l, 2013 9:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 4 -- BNA, Inc. Banking DaJly 

Banking Daily 

N .... bet 4, 2013 ~, Number 213 

Risk Management 

The Federal Reserve released h~pothetical scenarios that will be 

used in the 2014 capital plannin~ and stress testin~ program for 

bi~ O.S. banks, with the most dire featurin~ a severe recession 
which the jobless rate soars to more than 

Gouernment-Sponsored Enterprises 

Tr~stees of ~so~ve~t Co~ered Bo~d Estates 

A bill to wind down Fannie Nae and Freddie ~ac and lay out rules 
for the U.S. covered bond market would impose taxes on the 
notes if their issuers go insolvent .... 

Regulatory Reform 

Federal banking and securities regulators continue to play catch 
up on the nearly 400 rules required under the Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, according to a new 
analysis from Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP .... 

Systemic Risks 

A Sept. 30 report by the Treasury Department’s Office of 
Financial Research (OFR) on possible systemic risk posed by 
asset managers is being criticized in an early crop of comments 
sought by the Securities and Exchange Commission .... 

Regulatory Reform 

The leading advocate for the state bank regulatory system, 
warning of the perils of industry consolidation, urged policy 
makers to improve their understanding of the merits of 
community lending and to devote more energy to create an 
appropriate... 

International Banking 
UoK, Treas~W to Spilt Ro~al Ba~k 

Royal Bank of Scotland PLC, which required the largest bailout in 
the history of the European Union, is to be split into a @good@ 
and a @bad@ bank to relieve some of the weight on British 
taxpayers and to separate the... 

Securities 

The Securities and Exchange Commission will launch an 
investment adviser examination initiative in 20!4 aimed at its 
"never been examined population," including those advisers 
domiciled outside the U.S., SEC Office of Compliance... 

Derivatives 
LEls Endorsed by 



The Commodity Futures Trading Commission said Oct. 30 that 
parties subject to the agency’s swap data recordkeeping and 
reporting requirements now may use any "legal entity identifier" 
that is issued by a provider endorsed by... 

Mutual Funds 
Ass~; ~,~a~jers S~3~Jes~; New 

Eight money market mutual fund managers Oct. 31 recommended 
that the Securities and Exchange Commission carve out a new 
definition for retail funds under its proposal to reform regulation 
of the $2.6 trillion industry .... 

Derivatives 
C~q~C Extends R~li~r 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission staff extended no-action 
relief on Oct. 30 to allow an Australia-based trading platform to 
continue to operate as a swap execution facility (SEF) until Dec. 

1 (CFTC No-Action Letter No. 13-67, 10/30/13) .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 3:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Climate Change Seen Posing Risk to Food Supplies 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~N 
THiS E~IA~L I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ OnThis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

A 

] 

Clin~ate Chm~ge Seen Posing Risk to Food 
United Supplies 
Nations I 

A ~eaked draft of a repo[f by the Intergovernmental Panel on ~oi~t~, I 

Climate Ch ange said tha t climate eh ange couM redu ee on tpu t 

and send pNees higher in a period when global fo )d demand is expected to soar. 

Drone St~0ikes Are Said to Kill TaHban Chief 

The killing deals a m@:~r blow to a group that has terrorized 

Patdskan and tried to set off a car" bomb in New 5%rk in 2olo, 

aeec, rding to, PaNs ’tani intelligence offieials and militant 

....... photo 

sho~ved 

¯ ~ Democrats Split on Tactics to Fight MiHtm°y 

Sex Assatdts 

As Senators l~drsten Oillibrand an Claire MeCasN]l mount fierce 

separate campaigns, the conflict has created an nneomtbrtab]e 

division between the Senake’s women. 

~..i Senator 

s Claire 

McCask 

Editors’ Picks 

M OVl ES 

~ vmEo: Breakth~’ou~ Perfo~nances 

Logan ttill loolc~ at some of the notew~-~rthy performances of the 

holiday movie season. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Restor~ng Trans-Atla~tk~ Trust 

After the revel~tio~s of America’s spying o~ its gurot~ean allies, 

the question is how to rs;build d~e relationship. 

World 

A Fiscal Scold, Merkel Softer~s To~e at Home 

Chancellor Angela Merkel ~~f Germany is being pushed to accept 

policies t~mt would s~m~]y increase domestic spendi~g, even as 

she shows few sig~s d easing austerity for the rest of Europe. 

S~owde~ Asks UoSo to Stop Treating Him lake a 

Traitor 

In a letter handed to a Oem~an politician, fl~e f~)rmer i~te]]igenee 

contractor says tkat "my governmenk continues to treat dissent 

as det)efiom" 

,D Document: Snow~en’s Le[[er of Appeal [o Washington 

~ Ch .... I I I,.,?.:o~i~ I 

Christisn 

Q AND A. 
:~ Pakis[s 

How [l~e Pakista~fi Ta]l~lban Became a Deadly ~ Am~y 

~ ~ 

Formally founded in 2oo7, a gronp traces iLs rooLs to cross- 

border radk~alization spread by the z~ghan Taliban and fighte~s from N Qaeda. 

U,S. 

Security A~e~t Is Killed at Los _~geles Airport 

The police said several o[her agents were i~!jured in a shooting at 

Los A~geles Internatio~ml Airport thai led to the evacuafio~ of 

thousaads d passengers. 

video 

fi-ame 



Doel-ors Fear LosinB Leukemia Dr~lg Deemed 

Risky 

The Food and Drug Adm~n~s~’ation auuounced R would ban "~c 

sale of ~clusig, which D keeping patients alive but has grave s~de 

effects. 

Brian 

DrukeL ] 

o~ the 

Ex-Governor of Florida Seeks Old gob in New 

Party 

The governor’s race will no doubt be cme of next year’s most 

e~)enaive and rancorous, ofi~ring a contrast between Charlie 

CdsL a centNst, and Gov. Rick Scott, a Tea Pat%’ conservative. 

Business 

Russian Service, and ~%~ith Please and Thank 

Russian companies are ~’~mying out elaborate training that is 

producing a new generation of service employees who are 

customer-or{ented. 

DEALBOOK 
[~ii A 7 + S + hiqu~ry Broadens h~to JPMorgan’s AMa ....... Beiiin9 

office 

filing indicates ~aat federal authorities are looking into the 

JPMorgan Chase’s ’~)usiness relationships wi[h eez~air1 related clients in the z~ia 

Pacific region" and its work with consulta~ts there. 

This :Little LED of Mine 

"1"be common complaint about compact fluorescent lights, the 

harsh glow~ may have an enerKv-.eflieien t answer, especially as 

;LED bulbs fall trader $~ o each. 

Sports 

Nets Show Heal That Rivalry Has Two Sides 

The Nets gained their first win over the Miami Heat after a 13- 

game losing strmk against flae k’am, and it improved their record 

to 1-.1. 

Nets 

had lost 

to the 



At No~re Dame~ a Parents* Day Game Might 

Require a Red Carpet 

The singer Jon Bon Jovi and athletes like To~i ttunter aud David 

Robinson, among o~her celebrities, have sons on ~he Hghfing 

Irish %otball team. 

~ ~ Video: No~;e Dame Players Sing ’L[vin~ on a Prayer’ 

After Boston Bombings, New York Police Plan 

Tight Security at Marathon 

Almost the entire New ~%rk City Mar’a~on route will be 

covered, Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly sam on 

Friday, and hundreds of cameras ~lI be monitored in real time. 

, ~ Video: New Yerk City Marathon, by the Numbers 

Arts 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

Assessing a F~ture From ~2o Years Ago 

In "Opening the Vaults: Wonders or [he *893 WorId’s Fair," ~he 

Field Museum ~n Chh;ago considem a historh; eN>os~tion and 

wflues behind 

Opening[ 
W°nder I 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

It’s Not Costu~nes That Make T]hem Creepy 

The bamfs IZaime (eleckroni~’a) and the Bo@ (metal) put on 

Halloween night shows in Brooklyn that were genuinely eer{e. 

Provi~g That the Medi~m~ Really Is the Message 

Galleries and museums are rediscovering the work of Robet~ 

tldneeken, who used found imageU to explore themes that still 

fed urgen t today. 

Buford, 

left~ and 

i I 

X Robe~! 

I ....... 

Obituaries 

Johnny Kueks, Who Pitched Yanks to Tit-le, Dies 7~{] From 
[eft, th¢ 

at 8~ 
Yankee 

Kucks had a mostly undistinguished six-season career in                ~’~h ...... 

baseball, except when he helped the Yankees clinch the seventh 

game of the ]956 World Ser4es with a shut out of the Brooklyn Dodgers. 

Roberi llJmat~lt, Green Beret Ensnared in 

Vietnam Murder Case, Dies at 87 

Colonel F&eault inspired two disparate Vietnam-related 

narratives: Brando’s Kurtz character iu "Apocalypse Now" and 

Daniel Ellsberg’s leak of the Pentagon Papers. 

:": Robel! 

Rhemdt 

in 1969, 

I 

William Harrison, 79, Novelist and ’Ro[lerball’ 

Writer, Dies 

Mr. Hard, son also wrote the fih-a "Mountaius of the Moon" and 

taught at the U niversib~ of~M’kansas. 

Travel 



IMPRINT 

Norman Roekwe|Ps New England 
S,. DL ~".XL::,H SOL OMO~ 

You can sleep and wander whe~ the a~ist once did in a sma]~ 

Vermont town, bu~ finding deeper clues abou~ h~s 1i% and work 

requires more explora~iom 

TH E G ETAWAY 

Whose Feet Are Those? Negotiating Air:Travel 

As holiday travel approaches, when padenec B~]] he/es~ed~ 

~ From Twi~er: Bad-Behavior Stories 

The 

36 Hours in D~isseldorf~ Germany 

No, it’s not Berlin or MunM+, but this city on the l~ffne has more 

than enough a~ractions to fill a rewarding weekend. 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: Creating [he Broccoli Craze 

What happens if an a&~ertising agency markets fresh fruits and 

vegetables the way they do processed foods? 

VWEO: Critic s Perspective: A. Oo Scott 
A. O. Scott offers a few insighk~ on being a film ct~tie at The New 

York Times. 

Tt}e New York Times fi lm crities on "En d er’s (3an]e," "Dallas 

Buyers Club" and "About Time." 

video, gO tO NYTh’aes.comNideo +> 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Can Iraq Be Saved? 

Alter creating disorder in i~is eount~T, P~ime Minister N m’i Kamal al-Maliki 

suddenly wanN more :\reel:lean help. 

EDITORIAL 

Budget Grief for the Poor and J obless 

Congress is ignoring cuts that have already taken place even as it looks for 

EDITORIAL 

A Bad Reversal on [he Texas Abortion Law 

A federal appeals eom’t has dealt a g~ievous blow to the reproductive health and 

Hgh ks of Texas women. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cm~rt F~gh t 

Judicial al~pointme~t~ are among a president’s most lasting 

]egades. Consider the judidal lea~ings of the leading Republican 

presidential eot~tenders lbr 2o16, 

~ Colum~s2 Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Fa|| of[he "WMI? 

Manageme*~k moves at Time Inc. have to make anyotm whc~ 

cares about thejournalisth:: integ~" of the compa~y’s magazines 

a little ner~-ous. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

Nocera 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Delaware, Den of’i’lfleves? 

Stakes shouldt~’t be allowed to register anonymous shall companies, which eat~ 

be used for underground tSeandng, tax evasicm aed other bad deeds. 

more opiniol-:: g~ to NYTimes,com/ONnion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 
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News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC-NC State footbMl: A state 

of despair 

It has been 20 years since the Tar 

Heels and Wolfpack last played 

each other as ranked opponents. 

The mediocrity of North Carolina’s 

two marquee... 

New-look UNC ex~)e~iments 

final exhibition 

The Tar Heels start two point 

guards, and the 6-foot-9 James 

Michael McAdoo plays small 

forward for the first time during 

UNC’s 82-63 victory... 

UNC’s 

Kennedy 

Meeks (3) 

muscles his 
way to the 

One-on,he with UNC 

receive~ Qa#)shad Davis 

Tar Heels receiver Quinshad 

Davis has five touchdown catches 

this season, matching his total 

from last season He hopes to 

add to that Saturday at, 

UNC&#x2019 

;s Quinshad 
Davis is 
averaging 
13.Syards 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Konzelmann <s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.ukv 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 7:42 AM 

Sue Konzelma~n <s.konzelma~n@bbk.ac.uk> 

FW: CPD Foundation Hams Annual Debate - Ethics; lost in traJ~slafion? 

Hi everyone, 

Olivier forwarded this to me since it may be of interest. So rm forwarding it on to you ... 

take care, 

Sue. 

Dr Suzanne J. Konzelmann 
Reader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Progran~aes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 

Birkbeck, University of London 

Malet Street Bloomsbu~z 
London WC1E 7HX 

LCCGE website: http ://www. lcc~e bbk. ac.uk/ 
Personal webpage: http://www.bbk ac.uk/manop/mana~ement/staf[/konzehnnnn.shtml 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssrn.com/author 349753 

See my latest books: 

’]7he Economics of AusteriW 
http://www.e-elgar.co.uk/bookentry mainlasso?id 15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: 7]ae Faces of Liberal Capitalism 
http://www.routled~e, con’s, book s/details/9780415517898/ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Butzbach, Olivier [mailto:olivier butzbach(~kcl.ac.uk] 
Sent: Sat 02/11/2013 11:35 
To: Sue Konzelmann 
Sut~iect: FW: CPD Foundation Harris Annual Debate - Ethics; lost in translation? 

I don’t know if this came from you but I am forwarding it in any case since it might be of interest for LCCGE members... 

Cheers, 

Olivier Bmzbach 
King’s College London 
Department of Management 
Franklin-Wilkins Building 
150 Stanfford Street 
SE1 91x?H London 
United Kingdom 

From: RICS President <President@rics.org> 
Sent: 31 October 2013 12:15 
To: Butzbach, Olivier 
Subject: CPD Foundation Harris Annual Debate - Ethics; lost in translation? 

Dear Dr Olivier Butzbach, 

CPD Foundation Harris Annual Debate - Ethics; lost in translation? 

I am delighted to invite you to the first aimual CPD Fom~dation Harris debate which this year will have the theme Ethics; lost in translation? 

The debating panel, chaired by Lord Bichard KCB<http:/ien.wikipedia.org/wikiiMichaelBichard Baron Bichard> - Chair, Social Care Institute for Excellence, comprises Philippa Foster 
Back OBE CDir<http:i/www.ibe.org.uk/indcx.asp?upid 16&msid 2>-Director, Institute ~f Business Ethics, Ken Creight~n<http ://www.rics.~rg/mk/ab~ut-rics/wh~-we-are/executive- 
team/ken-creighton/> - Director of Professional Standards, RICS and Robert Barrington<http ://w~vw transparency.org uk/component/content/articlei5-uncategorised/225-biography-robert- 
barrington> - Executive Director, Transparency International. The panel will discuss the complexities surrounding the application of ethics in a global business environment, including 

* Trust and reputation, Why acting ethically is good for business 
* Best practice in embedding ethical standards 
* Setting standards and their international implementation 
* International conventions and ethical relativism 

The annual debate is held in recognition of RICS Past President Jonathan Hams CBE’s<https://www.cpdfoundation.col~’ne~vs/39> the founder of the CPD Fouaadation, no~v over 30 years 
old which has been part of RICS since July 2011. 

The debate will take place at RICS HQ, Parliament Square, London SW1P 3AD on 14 November from 18:00 to 20:30 The debate will be will be followed by a networking drinks reception. 



Please RSVP to harrisdebate@cpdfoundation com<mailto:harris debateffd)cpdfou~dation corn> and I do hope to welcome you to this prestigious event. 

Yours sincerely, 

Louise Brooke-Smith FRICS 
RICS President Elect 

T +44 (0)20 7334 3707 
W w;vw.rics.org<http://w;vw rics or~/> 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity, to ~vhich it is addressed and may contain inJk~rmation that is privileged, confidential and exempt fi-om disclosure It is 
strictly prohibited to disseminate, distribute or copy this communication if you are not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible ~k~r delivering the message If you have 
received this cowanunication in error, please accept our apology Please telephone the sender on the above number, ~44(0)20 7222 7000, or email them by return 

Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) 

Registered o:t?Sce: RICS, Parliament Square, London SW1 P 3AD 

Registered Company no 000487 

VAT No. GB 584940013 

’]?his email message has been scanned for viruses by Mimecast 
Mimecast delivers a complete managed email solution fi-om a single web based plat~k~rm. 
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about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

Cyber Security: The Burden Approaches the Boardroom With no specific legal road map on how to 
address cyber security issues, directors should consider making cyber security a regular agenda item. 

Pa¥in,q for the Best of the Worst? How to handle long-term incentive payouts when shareholders lose. 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives Revlon names Lorenzo Delpani president, CEO; 
Bloomingdales announces new chair, CEO. Owens & Minor has elected three healthcare veterans to its board. 
Hulu adds former Disney exec to CFO post. Former surgeon general named to Herbalife board. 

NACD Voice 

Director Decision Makin~ A Sensible AJ~:~roach Board decisions affect shareholders and other 
stakeholders, such as employees, customers, regulators, and local communities. NACD’s complimenta~ 
white paper offers a check list of basic decision-making steps to help directors navigate complex situations. 

NACD BoardV~sio~ ......................................................................................................................................... JNt IJ-  
NACD BoardVls,on Repod of the NACD BoardVision - 

NACD Blue Ribbon Commission on Key Issues in 

Board Leaae~hip: Key Takeaways 
NACD BoardVision - Board 

Executive and 
from the 2013 NAOD Board 

Dynamics 
Director 

Leaae~hi# Conference Compensation 
¯ ,::~ ........ ~:~:~:~:~:. .::~:~:~:~:~:~:~. 

......................................................................................................................................... 
NACD BoaraVision - The SEC A~enda NACD BoardVision - Michael Woodfora: 

for 2014: Key Takeaways from the Key Takeaways from the 2013 NACD 
2013 NACD Board Leadership 

Board Leadership Conference Conf~r~.oe 

Upcom~tg Events 

Nov. 12 I WeMnar I The Next Wave in Regulation and Compliance: ~at’s Ahead for 2013 

Dec. ~1 New York, NYI Leading Minds of Governance 

Dec. 3 I New York, NY ~ Directo~hip 100 Gala 

Dec. 9-10 ~ Miami, FL I Director Professionalism@ 

Dec. 18 I Webinar ~ Compensation Committee Series 

Feb. 20-21,2014 I Washington, DC I Battlefield to Boardroom 



Aug. 14-15, 2014I Dana Point, CA I Director Professionalism® 

Oct. t2-t4, 20t4I National Harbor, MD I NACD Board Leadership Conference 

Dec. 11-12, 2014 i Fort Lauderdale, FL I Master Class 

For a complete listing, visit NACDonli~)e.o~/Even~s. 

Are all of yo.r boards enrolled in NACD Full Board Membership? 
Equip and optimize your public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 
exchange forums, and network to lead with the highest standard of excellence. The annual investment in 
NACD Full Board Membership is $3,900 for up to ~ix director~ through Dec. 31,2013. To enroll or learn more, 
contact Kelly Dodd, membership development officer at 202~80-1891 or kkdodd~nacdonline.or~. 

,~w ~ ~t ~nd ~nd th~ ~ou ~o~ ~o~r ~o~t~nt to ~o~oo~ 

The NACD Team 

Mert~bersh~p [ B,:~ ~r~ Deve~a~meut I [E:du~:at~o~ I ~esour,:;e~ I Conuec[~a~ National Association of Corporate Directors 
2001 P .... ylvania Ave. NW, Suite 500 
Washington DC 20006 
phoue 202-775-0509 I fax 202-775-4857 

To uusubscribe from NACD email communications about Weekeud Reader, 
lick, ..... 

T ..... bscribe, pl ..... lick h .... I 
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Highlights From This Week’s Washington Watch 
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DavisPolkReg Twitter feed 
www.twiller,¢om/DavisPolkReq. 

Dodd-Frank Is Indeed Taking Root 

Former Central Bankers Urge Better Scrutiny Of Bank Boards 

J.P. Morgan, Regulators Wage War Of Wording 

Large Banks To Be Tested On New Standard 

U.S. Regulator Aims For December Vote On Volcker 

FDIC, OCC Propose Tougher Liquidity Standard For Large Banks 

Banks Face Tougher Basel Capital Rules For Trading Books 

House Votes To Repeal Dodd-Frank Provision 

Compromise On Customer Protection Rule 

Gallagher Urges SEC Review Of Proxy Firms, Thresholds For Issuing 
Shareholder Proposals 

U.S. House Votes To Delay Rules On Retirement Investment Advice 

Draft U.S. Municipal Debt Adviser Rules Should Be Ready Next Year 

ECB Liikanen Warns Some European Banks May Be Allowed To Fail 

EU’s Swaps Rule Plan May Breach G-20 Accords, Barnier Warns 

Bank-Structure Plan Dealt Blow As EU Lawmaker Says No Time 

~ CFTC Votes To Drop Court Appeal Of Position Limits Rule 

Davis Pofk & Wa]’dwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



DoddoFrank is Indeed Taking Root (November 1, 2013} 
In The New York Times DealBook, David Zaring reports, "The slow rollout of the Dodd-Frank Act has left 
many frustrated, but in reality, much progress has been made in shaking up the financial industry. To size up 
any new law, it’s best to examine the progress it has made in three stages: a congressional stage, where the 
law is passed; an agency stage, where the rules are written; and [a] judicial stage, in which the courts say 
whether the rules that the agencies wrote can actually be imposed on the industry. The agency stage has 
been a case study in slow progress. But the good news for the government is that, in the early days of 
judicial review, it is holding up reasonably well .... [S]o far, 42 words of regulations have been promulgated 
for every word of text in [the] Dodd-Frank Act - a number that will grow, as regulators have finished less than 
half of the rule-writing required by the statute, by the calculations of the law firm Davis Polk .... Moreover, 
the time spent [rule-writing] may be paying off when the agencies get taken to court. It is early days, but the 
government has won more cases related to its rules than it has lost .... The early successes may pave the 
way for later ones, as no court is going to want to be known as the place where a major legislative initiative is 
strangled if it is doing so without company .... For now, American financial regulators are winning their fight 
to put through Dodd-Frank the way they think it must be done." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Reg~l~to~s Bicke~ Over How To Measure Dodd-F~ank Progress (October 29, 20i 3} 
In The Financial Times, Gina Chon reports, "When Treasury Secretary Jack Lew met bank executives earlier 
this month, he complained about the perception that not much progress has been made on reforms aimed at 
preventing the next financial crisis .... One culprit he pointed to was the monthly progress report put out by law 
firm Davis Polk & Wardwell, which tracks how many rules have been finalised by U.S. regulators out of the 
hundreds mandated by the Dodd-Frank legislation passed in 2010. The seemingly innocuous report and related 
regulatory tracker, which keeps tabs on all the pieces of the Dodd-Frank bill, have become a prominent sore 
point for U.S. regulators .... U.S. regulators argue the report is not a good metric of what has been 
accomplished, partly because it diminishes accomplishments by not giving different weights to rules according 
to their impact .... Instead, regulators say accomplishments should be measured by their significance, such as 
the setting up of the CFPB .... ’The progress report was never meant to be a report card on how well the 
regulators are doing since it’s a data-driven exercise rather than a qualitative one,’ said Margaret Tahyar, a 
Davis Polk partner who helped create the regulatory tracker along with associate Gabriel Rosenberg. ’We 
actually sympathise with the regulators’ frustration. Congress gave the regulators mission impossible to meet 
these deadlines and then didn’t give them enough resources.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Davis Polk November Progress Report 

Policing Banks: The Feds’ Big Fai~ (Octobe~ 3i, £0i3} 
In a CNBC article, John W. Schoen reports, "Five years after the financial system collapsed under a pile of 
risky debt, federal regulators have implemented fewer than half the rules ordered up to prevent another 
banking meltdown .... Worse, say critics, even when the rules are finally written, none of the thousands of 
pages of new regulations would prevent the collapse of one of America’s handful of giant banks .... To be 
sure, some pieces of the sprawling reform bill have been implemented and are providing effective 
safeguards .... But more than three years after Dodd-Frank was enacted, only 40 percent of the rules 
required under Dodd-Frank have been finalized, another 30 percent have been proposed, and another 
30 percent have not yet been proposed, according to Davis Polk & Wardwell, a law firm that is tracking the 
Dodd-Frank rulemaking progress .... ’For every new rule that’s written, there are probably two or three 
old rules that have to be conformed or changed,’ said Gabriel Rosenberg, an attorney at Davis Polk who 
advises banks on Dodd-Frank reform. ’It’s a hugely monumental task. And if you look at the deadlines 
Congress set, it’s pretty clear they underestimated the size of the task ahead.’... In the meantime, 
bankers -- and many of their customers -- who are still operating under the old rules have become leery 
about setting up new lines of business that might soon run afoul of new regulations, said Rosenberg." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



Former Ce~tral Bar~kers Urge Better Scrutir~y Of Batik Boards {October 28, 2:013} 
In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "[As] new rules that will force lenders to hold more capital.., are being 
phased in, the Group of Thirty’s chairman, former ECB President Jean-Claude Trichet, said it was time to 
improve the quality of day-to-day supervision of bank boards. A ’new paradigm’ is needed to make the 
boards of big banks take supervisory relations seriously and demonstrate that they understand its 
importance to improve public trust, Trichet said. ’They need to be open to supervisors so supervisors can 
do their job. More boards need to focus on risk culture,’ he told a news conference at the Bank of England 
in London. The 61-page report urged a shift away from banks’ focus on short-term profitability which has 
created a temptation to take risky decisions. ’High quality supervision is a lot less expensive than a 
financial crisis,’ John Heimann, a former banking supervisor at the OCC said .... Regulators gleaning 
lessons from the financial crisis found overpowering chief executives dominating boards stuffed with non- 
executives who did not fully understand risks in activities such as financial derivatives and who failed to 
challenge CEOs .... ’When difficult issues must be addressed at an individual financial institution, or in 
times of financial system stress, solid supervisory-board relations can help immensely in achieving an 
expeditious solution,’ [the report] added." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i G-30 Report 

Culture Of Fear {Nover~ber 2, £013} 
In an unbylined article, The Economist reports, "A week of settlements, fines and provisions by big banks in 
Europe and America underscores just how ready authorities are to raise the whip hand and how quick banks 
are to pay up rather than go to court. Lost in the flurry of payouts is any clear adjudication of what banks 
have done wrong, and therefore any guidance for setting things right .... SNL Financial, a data firm, 
reckons that over the past three-and-a-half years America’s six biggest banks have agreed to pay more than 
$65 billion in settlements related to the financial crisis and mortgages. Further claims and expected 
settlements will soon push this figure to $85 billion, it says. Add in settlements agreed to or being negotiated 
by European banks and the bill easily tops $100 billion .... To a public angry at banks for their role in the 
financial crisis, this may all seem like reasonable retribution. Yet in many cases the rush to punish is 
overturning basic principles of justice .... The merciless pursuit of settlements through the threat of criminal 
prosecution and the withdrawal of licences not only denies banks the right to a fair hearing, but also 
sometimes forces them to waive other rights .... Besides raising costs for banks and their clients the current 
climate of fear poses a number of longer-term risks to the financial system." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Morgan,, Regulators Wage War Of Wor~li~g {October 31,2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Dan Fitzpatrick and Ryan Tracy report, "In the frenzied final hours before J.P. 
Morgan acquired the banking operations of failed thrift Washington Mutual Inc., the bank’s lawyers tangled with 
regulators over the wording of the 39-page purchase agreement. Five years later, J.P. Morgan and the FDIC 
are still fighting over the meaning of those words. The question of who bears responsibility for Washington 
Mutual’s legal liabilities is taking on increasing urgency as J.P. Morgan negotiates a pact with the Justice 
Department .... J.P. Morgan wants the ability to recover costs associated with Washington Mutual from the 
FDIC receivership that liquidated the thrift in 2008. The settlement talks are at risk of falling apart over this and 
other disagreements, said people close to the talks. At issue is exactly which liabilities J.P. Morgan assumed 
when it took control of Washington Mutual in September 2008 .... [T]he bank cites a key section in the 
original purchase agreement: The FDIC receivership ’agrees to indemnify and hold harmless’ J.P. Morgan for 
any liabilities of Washington Mutual that ’are not assumed’ by J.P. Morgan .... Another point of contention is 
the true meaning of a section in the original purchase agreement stating that J.P. Morgan ’agrees to pay, 
perform and discharge all the liabilities of the Failed Bank which are reflected on the Books and Records of the 
Failed Bank as of Bank Closing.’ The phrase ’Books and Records’ isn’t defined." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:/::/::/::/: Related article: Bloomberg View, JPMorgan Still Isn’t Sure What It Bouqht in 2008 
:::::::::::::: Purchase and Assumpt!onA.cjreement 



Wail Street FuRdi~g Advantage Is All Too Real (October 30, 20i 3) 
In American Banker, Camden R. Fine reports, "With the GAO scheduled to release its report on the ’too big to fail’ 
subsidy this fall, Wall Street consultants, think tanks and lobbyists appear to be doing their best to swing the 
report in their favor. Abby McCIoskey of the American Enterprise Institute has even argued the funding 
advantage for these large and systemically risky institutions, which benefited from trillions of dollars in federal 
assistance during the financial crisis, is actually a disadvantage .... [T]here have been numerous studies on the 
funding advantage enjoyed by the largest financial institutions, and virtually all of them have concluded that such 
an advantage exists. I would expect no different from the GAO. There is no better time to measure the subsidy 
than when it is obvious .... Worse than nitpicking about the size of their multibillion-dollar cost-of-funds 
advantage, McCIoskey attempts to deduct the regulatory costs of being ’too big to fail.’ Citing an estimated $34 
billion annual cost of complying with the Dodd-Frank Act, she claims that Wall Street actually operates at a 
disadvantage .... As Boston University professor Cornelius Hurley wrote, large bank compliance costs and 
penalties should not be discounted from these funding estimates. These are the costs of being unmanageable, 
and taxpayers should not be on the hook for them. As Hurley noted, the GAO should focus on the gross benefit 
of being ’too big to fail,’ not the benefit net of fines, penalties and regulatory burdens." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Derivatives Dispute Harming EU*UoS. Free-Trade Talks (October 29, 2013} 
In Reuters, Luke Baker and Stephen Adler report, "Ambitious plans for an EU-U.S. free-trade agreement 
may be put in jeopardy by Washington’s failure to finalize a deal coordinating rules in the $630 trillion 
derivatives market, the EU’s financial markets chief has warned .... Michel Barnier, the Frenchman in 
charge of European financial regulation, said he hoped to conclude an agreement with CFTC Chairman Gary 
Gensler in the months ahead .... Without agreement on a common approach, including mutual recognition 
of each other’s rules, it would be difficult to move ahead with the EU-U.S. free-trade negotiations, which 
Europe expects to incorporate financial regulation, Barnier said. ’In the medium-term, it is a bad signal for 
the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership,’ he told Reuters in an interview, using the formal name 
of the free-trade talks. ’1 hope all elements of the derivatives agreement from July can be implemented right 
away,’ he said, adding: ’The TTIP negotiations will be difficult enough without also adding on top of it the 
financial services issue.’... Bamier linked the time frame to the end-of-year deadline the German and 
French governments set last week for reaching an agreement with the Obama administration on a ’no-spying’ 
pact .... Barnier, a former French foreign minister, described himself as a ’big advocate’ for the free-trade 
deal .... But he said [the deal] wouldn’t be complete without incorporating financial regulation, and doing 
that depended on reaching an agreement on derivatives rules, as well as on resolving problems with how 
European banks are treated in the U.S." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Federa/ Reserve 

Large BaRks To Be Tested On New Standard (Nove~ber 1~ 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Michael R. Crittenden and Ryan Tracy report, "Major U.S. banks hoping to 
reward shareholders will have to show the Federal Reserve they could successfully weather a sharp 
economic downturn that triggers a global recession and the ’instantaneous and unexpected’ default of their 
largest counterparty as part of this year’s round of ’stress tests.’... In a new wrinkle, eight large banks must 
now test how their short-term lending and derivatives books would be affected by the sudden failure of their 
largest counterparty .... The addition of the test could force these banks to take a closer look at deals like 
repurchase agreements .... A total of 30 banks with more than $50 billion in total assets must submit 
dividend and share repurchase plans to the Fed annually as part of the stress-test process. Banks’ capital 
plans, loan and trading portfolios are subjected to hypothetical scenarios outlined by the central bank to 
ensure banks have enough capital to continue to operate in times of stress .... The most dire scenario 



outlined by the Fed Friday [November 1] calls for a severe recession in the U.S. that results in 
unemployment hitting 11.25% in mid-2015, real gross domestic product falling nearly 5% by the end of 2014 
and a 25% decline in house prices." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

American Banker, Fed Unveils Details Of 2014 Stress Test With A Few Twists 
Bloomberg News, Federal Reserve To Test Banks For Interest Rate Rise, Housing Collapse 

::i::i::i::i Federal Reserve Materials: Su~)erv!sor¥ Scenarios -- CCAR Guidance -- Press Release 

Federal Reserve Probes Bm~ks’ Exposure To Mortgage Vehicles (October 27, 2013} 
In The Financial Times, Tracy Alloway, Arash Massoudi and Michael Mackenzie report, "Regulators at the New 
York Fed have been probing banks’ exposure to a type of mortgage investment vehicle that has proliferated 
since the financial crisis amid concerns that a rapid rise in interest rates could trigger a sell-off. The private 
discussions, described by one person as a ’deep dive’ into the topic, underscore regulators’ growing concerns 
about the rapid expansion of mortgage real estate investment trusts (MReits) .... ’In the spring they came into 
a lot of the banks and kind of did a deep dive in that topic,’ said one person familiar with the discussions. The 
person added that the Fed was seeking to better understand dealer banks’ exposures to MReits but did not 
explicitly ask them to curb their financing of the mortgage vehicles .... Earlier this month, the IMF also 
identified MReits as a growing component of the unregulated shadow banking system. ’There is definitely 
interest in how to figure out the systemic relevance of MReits in the repo market and ascertain how, in a period 
of stress, withdrawal from the market might impact it -- almost like money funds in September 2008,’ said 
another person familiar with the discussions between banks and the Fed." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Volcker 

Regulator Ai~s For December Vote On Volcker (October 30, £013} 
In Reuters, Douwe Miedema reports, "U.S. regulators hope to vote in December on a rule that would bar 
banks from gambling with their own money, the nation’s top derivatives regulator said on Wednesday 
[October 30], a sign that the controversial Volcker rule may soon become law .... The six agencies working 
on the rule still have not agreed on a final text of more than 1,000 pages, said Gary Gensler, chairman of the 
CFTC, though he indicated a consensus was nearing. ’1 am hopeful to try to schedule a public Commission 
meeting in the second week of December or third week of December,’ Gensler said, speaking at an 
unrelated public meeting of the agency .... Gensler said the main difficulty with the law was how to define 
proprietary trading and distinguish it from market making, in which banks use their own money to support 
client trading, or hedging risk .... ’The Volcker provisions of law are some of the most challenging, prohibit 
proprietary trading.., but at the same time permit market making, hedging, underwriting et cetera,’ Gensler 
told journalists after the Wednesday meeting. He was responding to a request from fellow Commissioner 
Scott O’Malia, who was urging him to disseminate the text in time for the meeting, to give the CFTC enough 
time to read the law and comment on it. ’1 don’t have a document to send at this point in time but if I do in 
the next couple of days I will share it,’ Gensler told O’Malia, a Republican. Gensler is the first person directly 
involved in the process to set a tentative date for a decision. ’1 think this can get done,’ he also said, adding 
that there were still ’lots of very constructive discussions’ on the issue between the regulators." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

FDIC, OCC Propose Tougher Liq~uidity Standard For Large Banks (October 30, 2013} 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "The FDIC and the OCC on Wednesday [October 30] officially signed 
off on a joint proposal with the Federal Reserve that would implement new liquidity risk standards for large 
banks. The proposal, which would become effective starting in 2015, would require large institutions to hold 
a sufficient amount of high-quality, liquid assets -- including central bank reserves, government-backed 
securities and corporate debt -- that could quickly be converted into cash during a crisis. Institutions would 



have to be fully compliant with the rule by January 2017 .... The requirement, which is a more stringent 
version of a standard imposed by the international Basel Committee, would apply to banking companies with 
over $250 billion in assets and those with over $10 billion in foreign exposures, as well as their bank 
subsidiaries with over $10 billion in assets. The Fed approved a nearly identical version of the proposal on 
October 24, which also imposed a modified version of the rule on holding companies with at least $50 billion 
in assets. ’The proposed liquidity rule will help ensure that a bank’s cash, and not taxpayer money, is the 
first line of defense if it faces a short-term funding stress,’ Comptroller Thomas Curry said in a press release." 

:a:: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Davis Polk Visual Memorandum 
:::::::::::::: Regulator Materials: Proposed Rule -- Comptroller of the Currency Curry Statement -- FDIC Financial 

Institution Letter-- Press Releases: FDIC; OCC 

Banks Face Tougher Basel Capita~ Ru~es For Trading Books (October 31, 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Jim Brunsden reports, "The Basel Committee, which brings together supervisors from 
27 nations including the U.S., U.K. and China, proposed an overhaul of its bank trading-book rules, seeking 
to limit discrepancies in how lenders measure the riskiness of their investments. The draft rules would better 
capture the kinds of losses that banks might suffer in ’a period of significant financial stress,’ the Basel group 
said in a statement on its website today [October 31] .... The Basel plans would change the system banks 
should use for calculating losses, moving from a measurement method known as Value-At-Risk, or VaR, to 
an alternative known as ’expected shortfall.’ Regulators have said that the revised approach is better at 
capturing the extreme losses that can occur during episodes of systemic turmoil. The measures would also 
toughen the approval procedures that banks have to go through if they want to be allowed to use internal 
models to measure their capital requirements .... The Basel group said it would seek views on the 
measures until January 31 [2014] .... A Basel study based on a sample of large banks found ’substantial’ 
differences in how much capital lenders thought was needed to guard against possible losses on trading- 
book assets, the group said earlier this year. Differences in the risk-models used by banks was an ’important 
source’ of the variation. Today’s measures seek to incorporate lessons learnt from the study so that there is 
consistent implementation of capital rules across banks, the Basel committee said." 

:a:: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related article: The Financial Times, Regulators Propose Touqher Measures On Cap!ta/Requirements 
::i::i::i::i Basel Committee Materials: Consultative Paper-- Press Release 

Regulators Say Leverage.~ Risk-Based Ratios Work h~ Tande~ To Protect Bm~ks (October 31,201,3) 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "Michael Gibson directs banking supervision and 
regulation at the Fed and he spoke at a Brookings Institution event held to air views about the requirements 
designed to protect banks and the financial system .... Gibson said the combination of a leverage ratio and 
a risk-based capital ratio works better than either one by itself. ’In particular, the combination of the two 
reduces the ability of a bank to game the system,’ he said .... If combined, Gibson said, the risk-based ratio 
should be the binding one, with the leverage ratio as the backstop. ’If the leverage ratio were the binding 
ratio, that would create a perverse incentive for banks to take on more risks,’ he said. ’What the risk-based 
ratio does is it requires more capital for more risk. That’s what we want capital requirements to do. That 
creates the right incentive.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Why U.So Ba~ks View Tough Leverage Proposa~ As Cou~~terMProductive (October 29, 2013} 
In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "A draft plan by U.S. regulators to significantly increase a leverage 
requirement for top U.S. financial institutions is at odds with a separate proposal to force banks to hold highly 
liquid assets to buffer against market crises, according to senior bank executives .... U.S. banks argue that 
the proposal would subvert the purpose of Basel Ill by discouraging firms from holding reserves of liquid 
assets .... The biggest bank holding companies would have to meet a 5% leverage ratio while their insured 
subsidiaries face a 6% ratio .... But affected firms say they will wind up being penalized for complying with a 
separate requirement called the Liquidity Coverage Ratio, or LCR, which requires banks to hold a buffer of high 
quality liquid assets against expected stress outflows over a 30-day period. A higher leverage ratio, they say, 



would create pressure on banks to shed liquid assets above the minimum required under the liquidity rule and 
encourage banks to curtail activities that put liquid assets on their balance sheets .... Firms also expressed 
worry over the impact a binding constraint would have on U.S. banks by altering certain types of financing or 
potentially causing international pricing dislocations." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

House Votes To Repea~ Dodd-Frank Provision (October 30, 2013) 
In The New York Times DeaIBook, Eric Lipton reports, "The House of Representatives, with bipartisan 
support, passed legislation on Wednesday [October 30] that would roll back a major element of the 2010 law 
intended to strengthen the nation’s financial regulations by allowing big banks like Citigroup and JPMorgan 
Chase to continue to handle most types of derivatives trades in house. The bill, which passed by a 292-122 
vote, would repeal a requirement in the Dodd-Frank law that big banks ’push out’ some derivatives trading 
into separate units that are not backed by the government’s insurance fund .... Advocates of the legislation 
argued on the House floor that the federal government is partly responsible for the slow rate of economic 
growth because it imposed excessive new regulations .... But opponents of the measure said that reckless 
activity by banks like JPMorgan Chase, where a group of traders in London ran up $6 billion in losses in 
2011, demonstrate that the tough requirements contained in the Dodd-Frank law, passed in 2010, should not 
be weakened .... The House legislation, formally known as the Swaps Regulatory Improvement Act, has 
little chance of becoming law, as the Senate has not proceeded with its own version, and the Obama 
administration has spoken in opposition to it .... The banks and lawmakers who support the proposal hope 
that the bipartisan support the bill received in the House will send a strong message to the administration to 
tread carefully as it drafts the remaining regulations necessary to fully enforce Dodd-Frank." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

American Banker, House Votes To Roll Back Dodd-Frank Swaps Provision 
New York Times DealBook, House, SetTo Vote On 2 B!/!s, !s Seen As An AI!y Of Wall Street 
Wall Street Journal, House Is Expected To Pass A Chanqe To SwalDs Rules 

::i::i::i::i HFSC Chairman Hensaflinc] Remarks 

Compromise On Customer Protectio~ Rule Wi[[ Have Five-Year Residual h~terest Phase@~ (October 30, 20i 3) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Richard Hill reports, "The CFTC adopted a customer protection rule 
October 30 that includes a compromise on the controversial topic of how FCMs will collect and maintain 
’residual interest’ from their customers .... Under the rule, FCMs will be required to maintain residual interest 
that is at least equal to its customers’ aggregate undermargined amounts for the prior trade date .... [T]he 
residual interest requirement will be phased in over five years, beginning one year after the rule is 
published .... O’Malia voted against the rule after commissioners opposed an amendment he offered that 
would have eliminated the requirement that FCMs hold residual margin at the end of the daily settlement cycle 
after the five-year phase in .... [T]he rule also institutes several other new protections. For instance, FCMs 
must adopt risk management programs that address potential risks related to operations, capital and customer 
fund segregation .... Meanwhile, prior to its public meeting, commissioners voted seriatim October 30 to 
adopt rules on segregation of margin for uncleared swaps, and ownership and control reports. The votes were 
unanimous. The uncleared segregation rule requires swap dealers and major swap participants to notify 
uncleared swaps counterparties of a counterparty’s right to have any initial margin held in a segregated 
account maintained by an independent custodian. The ownership and control rule requires new, electronic 
reporting to the commission regarding accounts that surpass certain trading volume thresholds." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg Businessweek, CFTC to Adopt Client-Funds Rule After MF Global, Peregrine Cases 
New York Times DealBook, CFTC Approves Tighter Commodity Trading Rules 
Wall Street Journal, Futures Requlator Moves To Boost Protection For Customer Funds 



CFTC Materials: 
Ownership and Control Reports: Final Rule -- Fact Sheet -- Q&A -- Chairman Gensler Statement 
Customer Protections: Final Rule -- Fact Sheet -- Q&A -- Chairman Gensler Statement -- 

Commissioner O’Malia Statements: Residual Interest Amendment; Dissent 
Segregation: Final Rule -- Fact Sheet -- Q&A 

May Iss~e New Ru~e On Margins, ~ssue Tit~e V~ Ru~es In "Bite~Sized Pieces" (October 29, 2013) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Stephen Joyce reports, "The SEC will likely contemplate 
reproposing a 2012 rule imposing margin requirements on certain swap trades due to new margin 
requirements released in September by [the Basel Committee and IOSCO], said John Ramsay, acting 
director of the SEC Division of Trading and Markets .... ]Ramsay also] said the SEC will likely review Title 
VII rules already proposed or made final by the CFTC to analyze any possible differences between the CFTC 
rules and any rule proposed by the SEC. The SEC could affirmatively choose to issue rules that do not fully 
align with the existing CFTC rules, he said .... Ramsay also outlined the order in which the SEC could 
propose rules to implement those sections of Title VII of Dodd-Frank .... ’1 think in terms of adopting Title 
VII, we’re going to try to do it in more bite-sized pieces over a period of time and not answer all the cross- 
border questions at one time,’ he said. ’Probably first up on the agenda is adopting some of the core 
definitional provisions. So, how do you define a security-based swap dealer in the cross-border context, how 
do you deal with guaranteed affiliates, how do you define the term "U.S. person," for example, probably will 
be first up for us,’ he told reporters. Following those proposed rules, the agency may move to address 
provisions dealing with swap data repositories and the reporting of security-based swap trades, Ramsay 
said .... As of October 29, the SEC had finalized 10 Dodd-Frank Title VII rules and proposed 17, a Davis 
Polk & Wardwell LLP spokeswoman told Bloomberg BNA." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Gensler Says "More Work" Necessary To ~mprove CFTC Swap Data Co~ection (October 31, 2013) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Richard Hill reports, "CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler said 
October 31 that while the agency is now receiving detailed information on swaps trades, ’that doesn’t mean 
there isn’t work to be done’ to improve the way it collects and analyzes data .... Regarding the format of the 
submitted information, Gensler observed that the agency ’thought we were pretty prescriptive’ when setting 
the formatting standards for submissions. However, according to the chairman, swap markets participants 
are asking for more standardization .... Gensler said three SDRs, which collect trading information from 
dealers and then submit it to the CFTC on demand, and a group of swap dealers are working with the CFTC 
to remedy the problem. On the international front, Gensler said that one of the last sticking points between 
U.S. and EU regulators seeking to harmonize their swaps rules is in the realm of trading platforms. SEFs 
began operating in the U.S. on October 2, but the EU has yet to create a rule that would authorize the 
operation of similar venues on that continent .... He also said that ’there is more work to be done’ to sort 
out regulations to oversee trading on U.S. SEFs by ’foreign persons.’ Other gaps, though smaller ones, also 
exist in data reporting and clearing requirements, Gensler said .... Nevertheless, he said, ’1 think we’re in a 
pretty good place’ with respect to harmonizing the rules." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::~::~::~::~ Chairman Gensler Speech 

Gal~agher Urges SEC Review Of Proxy Firms, Thresholds For Iss~ing Shareholder Proposals (October 31,2013) 
In an unbylined article, Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily reports, "SEC member Daniel Gallagher 
October 30 called on the agency to issue ’commission-level guidance’ to ensure that investment advisers are 
not violating their fiduciary duties by abdicating their voting responsibilities to proxy advisory firms .... 
Gallagher also urged the SEC to explore possible reform of the proxy advisory industry, ’including, but not 
limited to, requiring them to follow a universal code of conduct, ensuring that their recommendations are 
designed to increase shareholder value, increasing the transparency of their methods, ensuring that conflicts 
of interest are dealt with appropriately, and increasing their overall accountability.’ Moreover, the 
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commissioner said the SEC should review its shareholder proposal rule to determine whether the thresholds 
for submitting resolutions ’are high enough to justify the significant costs to companies in terms of issuer 
outreach, associated costs, and management time.’... Gallagher again charged that the SEC’s rule 
amendments pertaining to investment advisers in 2003, and the issuance of two 2007 staff no-action letters 
led to ISS and Glass Lewis & Co. LLC’s dominance of the proxy advisory industry .... Gallagher said the 
shareholder proposal process has become a vehicle ’for social and political agendas.’" 

:a:: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Commissioner Gallaqher Sl~eech 

SEC To Take ’°Swipe" At R~As That Have Never Been Exa~i~ed (October 31,2013) 
In Investment News, Trevor Hunnicutt reports, "The SEC plans to make examining the estimated 4,000 
[registered investment advisers (RIAs)] who have never been visited by regulators an enforcement priority 
next year, according to Andrew J. Bowden, director of the SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and 
Examinations. Speaking in Manhattan on Thursday [October 31], Mr. Bowden said the commission will zero 
in on about half of the firms that have never been examined, a group that includes those that have been 
registered for more than three years and are based in the U.S .... The Commission has aegis over nearly 
11,000 advisers, about 40% of which have never been examined. But Mr. Bowden said Thursday that about 
half of that number, 2,180, comprises firms that have been registered for under three years and about 600 
that are not domiciled in the U.S .... Mr. Bowden emphasized that the commission’s approach is geared 
toward preventing lapses rather than surprising advisers with enforcement actions. ’Part of our mission is to 
promote compliance -- we’re not engaged in a game of gotcha,’ said Mr. Bowden." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related article: Investment News, Advisers Back SEC Initiative On Exams 

After "The Switch," State Regulators Pounced On Advisers Changing Jurisdiction (October 30, 2013) 
In Investment News, Mark Schoeff Jr. reports, "State securities regulators cracked down on more investment 
advisers last year after thousands of midsize advisers switched to state oversight from the SEC. A total of 
3,564 license applications were withdrawn in 2012 during the vetting process, a 27% increase from 2011, 
according to a new enforcement report from the North American Securities Administrators Association Inc. 
(NASAA) slated for release Thursday [October 31]. In addition, the states denied or revoked another 736 
licenses .... State regulators issued letters of deficiency to many of the advisers who had never been 
examined by the SEC, resulting in withdrawal of the application .... ’The added attention the states gave 
these advisers who switched brought to light some of the issues that may not have been identified by the SEC,’ 
said Judith Shaw, Maine securities administrator and former chainNoman of the NASAA enforcement section. 
The problems that came up included firms having unlicensed investment adviser representatives, failing to 
document suitability in their investment recommendations and not providing appropriate privacy notifications to 
clients .... For the most part, the problems did not indicate fraud .... The two products at the center of the 
most enforcement actions in 2012 were unregistered securities and oil and gas investments." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC 

House Votes To Delay Ru~es On Retirement ~nvestment Advice (October 30, 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Margaret Collins reports, "The U.S House voted to delay a Labor Department effort to 
expand investor protections for more than $13 trillion worth of private retirement accounts, including 401 (k)s 
and IRAs. The legislation, which passed 254-166 yesterday [October 29], would stop the department from 
issuing a proposal to prevent conflicts of interest in retirement-investment advice until 60 days after the SEC 
finalizes a similar rule. The bill also would make the SEC rule-writing task harder by requiring the agency to 
show that investors have been harmed by existing rules governing brokers’ advice .... The White House 
opposed the bill, which now goes to the Democrat-controlled Senate .... President Barack Obama’s advisers 
would recommend a veto of the bill because it would derail rulemakings ’critical to protecting Americans’ hard- 



earned savings and preserving their retirement security,’ the Administration said in a statement on Monday 
[October 28] .... The House bill requires the SEC to show that investors are being hurt under the existing 
standard and that the new rule would reduce investor confusion over duties of brokers versus investment 
advisers. Those stipulations may cause the agency to write a weaker rule that doesn’t trigger industry 
resistance, [director of investor protection for the Consumer Federation of America Barbara] Roper said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: Banking Daily, Financial Planners Urqe Rejection Of "Name Only" Consumer Protection 

Draft UoS. Mu~icipa~ Debt Adviser Ru~es Should Be Ready Next Year {October 28, 2013) 
In an unbylined article, Reuters reports, "The first draft rules governing activities of those who counsel states, 
cities and other authorities on debt sales and investments should be released by mid-2014, U.S. municipal 
bond market rulemakers said on Monday [October 28]. Because the SEC issued a long-delayed definition of 
who counts as a municipal adviser last month, the MSRB can press ahead with regulating a group that has 
mostly escaped oversight. The group said it is crafting specific directives on five key areas. The first rule, 
targeted for release well before June, will detail advisers’ fiduciary duties, MSRB Chairman Daniel Heimowitz 
said on a conference call with reporters. Also on tap are rules on the supervision of advisers, political 
contributions, gifts, and the duties of solicitors, MSRB Executive Director Lynnette Kelly said on the same 
call .... The $3.7 trillion market roundly rejected the first adviser definition that the SEC proposed for being 
too broad. The Commission took more than two years to rewrite the proposal, forcing the MSRB to shelve 
draft rules on professional conduct and qualification examination requirements. Kelly said the board would 
not simply dust off those draft rules, but create new ones." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: MSRB Press Release 

Switches May Lead To Systemic Risk, Expert Warns (October 31,201 S) 
In Risk Magazine, Jessica Meek reports, "Regulatory efforts to shut down rogue trading algorithms could 
backfire, industry experts are now warning. The SEC has advocated kill switches be implemented on trading 
platforms since Knight Capital’s $440 million losses in August 2012 owing to a technical glitch .... But some 
industry commentators believe that kill switches -- especially ’static’ switches set to fire on a fixed trigger level 
-- could do more harm than good. ’The systemic implications are grave,’ says David Lauer, market structure 
and technology consultant at Verdande Technology. ’Imagine every participant and exchange using static kill 
switches -- which is what regulators want to happen. Now imagine extremely stressful market conditions. 
Many of these firms would have their kill switches fire, resulting in a dramatic reduction in liquidity in market. 
This could trigger a positive feedback loop, resulting in more switches firing, more firms exiting the market, and 
soon you have another flash crash, or potentially much worse.’... Lauer emphasises that static monitoring 
systems often throw up far too many false positives -- and kill switches would be no different." 

iiiiiiiiii Full text of article 

Exchange "Glitches" Are A Feature Of The System, Not A Bug (October 29, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal Money Beat, Paul Vigna reports, "Last spring, when Nasdaq’s trading system 
imploded on the morning that Facebook went public, the high-profile gaff was seen by-and-large as a one-off. 
Since then, a series of ’glitches’ -- including another one this morning [October 29] -- have interrupted 
trading, but markets have hardly reacted. The one-off has become a normal, if annoying, fact of life. This 
morning, trading in a number of indexes maintained by the Nasdaq including the Nasdaq 100 was halted for 
nearly an hour when a ’glitch’ blocked the transmission of data related to those indexes. Trading in the 
stocks that make up the index themselves weren’t affected .... Such data feeds serve as pipelines for 
quotes and prices to traders, and breakdowns can take out large swaths of the market .... It’s a measure of 
how commonplace these breakdowns have become that the broader market hardly noticed the halt .... The 
problem is these breakdowns are occurring a little more often than ’from time to time,’ even if the damage 
has been minimal. There have been five such glitches this year, with the worst being the August breakdown 
at Nasdaq that shut down the entire exchange for three hours." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 



Related articles: 
Reuters, Nasdaq Says Human Error Behind Latest Tradinq Snafu 
Wall Street Journal, Earlier Nasdaq Glitch Cued Talk, No Action 
Bloomberg News, Data Feed Breakdowns Show Market Stress As VlX Lurches 

CFTC 

CFTC De~ays Cases, Shelves Probes, ~n Funding Squeeze {October 31,2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jean Eaglesham reports, "The CFTC is so cash-starved that the agency is being 
forced to delay cases, shelve certain probes and decided not to file charges against two former traders over 
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.’s ’London whale’ trading mess, a top official said. In an interview, David Meister, 
who stepped down this week as the CFTC’s enforcement chief, said the agency is ’absolutely undersized’ for 
the sprawling futures and options markets it must police. ’We will do everything we can.., but we have 
limited staff and limited resources,’ Mr. Meister said. ’Ultimately, it comes down to the math.’... The volume 
of cases already has slackened: The agency in the 12 months to September 30 filed 82 enforcement actions, 
down a fifth compared with the previous year. And ’serious budget challenges’ are causing delays and other 
problems, Mr. Meister said. Complaints about funding pressures are standard from regulators, such as the 
CFTC, that rely on Congress to approve their budgets .... His enforcement division is trying to do extra 
cases with fewer people, he said. It has about 155 officials, down 10% from when he started, and roughly 
the same level as 11 years ago .... In a brief interview Wednesday [October 30], Mr. Gensler echoed the 
worries about the impact of budget pressures on enforcement, saying: ’Occasionally, we are having to put 
some investigations on the shelf.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::/::/::/: Related article: Huffington Post, Wall St. Watchdog Too Broke To Do Any Watching (Thanks to Austerity) 

FINRA 

With Big Data, C~oud Technologies, F~NRA Is Poised For Enforcement "Transformation" (October 30, 2013} 
In an unbylined article, Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily reports, "FINRA, using emerging innovations such 
as ’big data’ and cloud technologies, is poised for a ’new day’ in regulation where ’we can see information in a 
new way, and better protect investors,’ Chairman and CEO Richard Ketchum said October 28 .... The self- 
regulatory organization will ’have a broader and deeper scope of information in which to run our surveillance 
and analytics,’ he said. ’All the data we collect from firms and exchanges will be accessible with one search, or 
surveillance query.’ Ketchum spoke at the SIFMA Compliance and Legal Society New York Regional Seminar. 
Ketchum told the audience that FINRA has spent the last few years modernizing the technology for its 
examination platform to make it more risk-based .... Looking ahead, FINRA plans to collect additional data 
electronically so that it has the information upon which to conduct the necessary quantitative analysis, Ketchum 
continued. He observed, for example, that the FINRA board has approved a proposal for the SRO to develop 
an automated system to collect account information that firms maintain as part of their books and records." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

ECB Liikanen Warns Some European Banks May Be A~owed To Fail (October 31, 2013} 
In an unbylined article, Reuters reports, "Europe has to allow banks with unsustainable strategies to fail after 
years of debt and financial turbulence which showed banks’ capital was far too low, ECB Governing Council 
member Erkki Liikanen said on Thursday [October 31]. The main challenge, he said, is to implement a 
regulatory reform that will redirect the sector to support the economic recovery that has been very slow, while 
removing ’perverse incentives’ for banks to expand too much .... ’It is essential that banks with 
unsustainable strategies are allowed to fail,’ he told a business conference in Porto in northern Portugal. 
Both Liikanen and fellow ECB board member Carlos Costa urged European banks to ensure they had 
adequate capital buffers to face next year’s stress tests under a new euro zone-wide banking supervision 
mechanism. ’We need to ask banks to have capital to absorb losses if needed,’ Costa said in a speech. 
Liikanen, who heads Finland’s central bank, said the crisis in Europe showed the importance of 



understanding when its banking sector is growing ’excessively,’ noting that leading European banks are very 
large compared to international peers, particularly in relation to the size of their countries." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

EU’s Swaps Ru~e P~an May Breach G~20 Accords, Barnier Warns (October 31, 2013} 
In BIoomberg Businessweek, Jim Brunsden reports, "The EU’s financial services chief told legislators that a 
planned overhaul of the bloc’s rules for trading swaps may breach international agreements, threatening EU 
access to overseas markets. Michel Barnier, the financial services commissioner, is urging changes to the 
blueprint which, as it stands, could ’lead to an increase of trading of derivatives instruments on dark venues,’ 
undermining transparency agreements reached in 2009 by the Group of 20 nations, according to a letter sent 
to legislators obtained by Bloomberg News .... As well as allowing many forms of derivatives trading to 
continue ’in total opacity,’ the revised legislation would also be a missed opportunity to improve transparency 
in bond markets, Barnier wrote in the letter dated October 30 .... The EU has pledged that ’standardized 
and sufficiently liquid derivatives should be traded on transparent venues,’ Barnier wrote. Were the EU’s 
transparency regime ’not to meet the G-20 commitments, there is a risk that some G-20 members may 
assess the EU regime as being less stringent than their own rules and refuse access to EU entities.’... ’Like 
derivative markets, bond markets are dominated by dark trading which hinders effective price formation, and 
this opacity protects from competition a handful of brokers,’ Barnier wrote. Exemptions from transparency 
that are being weighed by legislators and officials would be ’harmful,’ he wrote." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

British Watchdog To Crack Down On Fund Manager Fees (October 30, 2013) 
In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "Britain’s financial regulator plans to crack down on the 5.2 trillion pound 
($8.4 trillion) fund management sector for unfairly making customers pay too many of its costs, its chief 
executive said on Wednesday [October 30] .... A specific concern is that some asset managers stretch the 
definition of research and use client commissions to cover non-eligible costs and services, Martin Wheatley, 
chief executive of the FCA, told the watchdog’s annual asset management conference .... ’Examples of this 
poor practice include firms allocating significant sums of their Bloomberg and Reuters subscriptions, not all of 
which could be justified as viable research,’ he said. He also cited funds’ payments to brokers for arranging 
meetings with top company managers being passed on to customers. ’We estimate that anything up to 500 
million pounds of dealing commission was spent in 2012 to facilitate corporate access,’ Wheatley said .... 
Wheatley will consult with asset managers from November to see what changes are needed to rules on 
research that have been in place since 2006 .... Mutual funds are regulated under EU rules and Wheatley 
said he would include policymakers from the bloc in the consultation in order to have a pan-EU approach." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: FCA Materials: CEO Wheatley Speech -- Press Release 

OTC Trade Repo~ling Begins In Singapore (October 30, 2013) 
In The Financial Times, Jeremy Grant reports, "Banks and swaps dealers in Singapore will for the first time 
be able to report their OTC derivatives trades to a central data registry to meet part of sweeping G-20 
regulatory rules. The city-state on Thursday [October 31] launches a trade repository, a requirement under 
new rules created by legislation such as the Dodd-Frank Act in the U.S. and EMIR being finalised in 
Brussels .... This makes Singapore the third country to begin trade reporting in Asia. Australian banks and 
dealers began reporting earlier this month, while Japan started the process in April .... Reporting in 
Singapore will start with 19 banks and dealers approved by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, the city- 
state’s watchdog .... Banks and dealers will have a three-month voluntary reporting period, during which 
they will prepare their systems for mandatory reporting at the end of that time." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

EU De~ays Bank Capita~ Rule Fo~owing Nordic Protest (October 29~ 2013} 
In Bloomberg News, Frances Schwartzkopff reports, "The EC will take an extra month to decide on rules 
affecting how banks calculate their capital ratios after Scandinavia criticized existing plans that the region 



argues would unduly penalize its banks. The decision to delay follows an outcry from bankers associations 
in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland, who say an EBA proposed reporting requirement for capital 
buffers would overstate the risks associated with their mortgage assets. The Commission had been due to 
decide on the EBA’s proposal this month. ’The Commission is aware of the demands from among others, 
Danish banks and will assess this strictly on the basis of the relevant articles in the Regulation before 
proceeding to the formal adoption of the standard,’ Chantal Hughes, a spokeswoman for the Commission, 
said in an e-mailed response to questions late yesterday [October 28] .... The Commission now has until 
the end of November to decide whether to approve the EBA’s proposal. It can endorse all or part of the draft 
or require the EBA to make changes .... At issue is how to interpret a floor on capital requirements 
designed to prevent banks underestimating balance sheet risk... [C]ountries have employed different 
methods for arriving at the floor." 

:a:: Full text of article 

Bank-Str~cture P~a~ Dealt B~ow As EU Lawmaker Says No Time (October 28, 2013) 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Jim Brunsden and Eshe Nelson report, "Michel Barnier, the EU’s internal 
market commissioner, has left it too late ahead of parliamentary elections to submit promised proposals to 
prevent banks being too internally complex, Sharon Bowles, chairwoman of the Parliament’s economic and 
monetary affairs committee, told reporters in London today [October 28]. Delays in unveiling the blueprint 
mean there is ’no chance’ of his plans becoming law before the assembly adjourns in preparation for 
elections next year, Bowles said. ’Whatever he does is likely to be controversial, and secondly we’ve got 
other issues in the pipeline that we would really have to finish and would take priority.’ Regulators are 
seeking ways to overhaul banks’ operations so that riskier activities are separated from core lending and 
backed by capital reserves .... ’Considering the likely date for the adoption of our proposal,’ as well as other 
key financial regulation priorities, ’we of course know there cannot be a final agreement on our forthcoming 
proposal during this legislature,’ Barnier said in an e-mailed statement via his spokeswoman Chantal Hughes. 
The Commission’s aim is that legislators, after making progress early next year, will ’resume discussions in 
the next Parliamentary session to reach final agreement later in 2014,’ he said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

BofA Says U.S. Could Fi~e Civil Suit On Mortgage Securities (October 30, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Shayndi Raice reports, "Bank of America Corp. said a U.S. attorney plans to 
recommend the Justice Department file a civil lawsuit against the bank over soured mortgage-backed 
securities, according to a regulatory filing .... Meanwhile, the Federal Home Loan Banks of Boston, 
Chicago and Indianapolis and a hedge fund named Cranberry Park told a New York state court that they 
were removing their objections to Bank of America’s $8.5 billion settlement with investors over mortgage- 
backed securities. The largest objector remaining to the deal is American International Group Inc., which 
also has a separate outstanding $10 billion lawsuit against Bank of America for allegedly misleading the 
insurer about the quality of mortgage-backed securities it sold. The Charlotte, N.C., bank said the 
investigations into its sales of residential mortgage-backed securities are coming from a working group made 
up of members of the Justice Department, the SEC and the New York attorney general .... Any 
J.P. Morgan’s settlements, including a $5.1 billion deal with the FHFA, could put pressure on Bank of 
America to settle allegations that it misled mortgage-finance firms Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac over the 
quality of mortgages sold to them during the housing boom. The bank faces $57.5 billion in claims and the 
FHFA is seeking $6 billion from the bank, people familiar with the matter have said." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFTC Votes To Drop Court Appea~ Of Positio~ Li~its Ru~e {October 29, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Andrew Ackerman reports, "The CFTC voted to abandon a court challenge of a 
rule designed to limit speculation in commodity markets, agreeing to drop the agency’s appeal as it works to 
advance a revised version of the rule. The CFTC voted to drop its appeal of a September 2012 decision 



tossing out the agency’s ’position limits’ rule, which aimed to curb sharp price spikes by limiting the 
percentage of the market any one firm can control in certain commodities .... The agency is expected to 
vote on the revised rule next week .... Republican Commissioner Scott O’Malia Tuesday [October 29] said 
the CFTC wasted taxpayer dollars by pursuing an appeal of the court ruling at the same time it worked to 
revise the rule. ’As I pointed out at the time, the district court concluded that the Commission had failed to do 
its homework in drafting the rule,’ Mr. O’Malia said in a statement. ’The clear lesson for the Commission, 
then, was that it needed to go back to the drawing board and propose a new rule with the proper statutory 
and empirical foundation.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Reuters. U.S. Trading Watchdog To Drop Appeal In Commodity Limits Case 
Securities Law Daily, CFTC’s Chilton Predicts Position Limits Rule Approval And Withdrawal Of 

Pendinc~ Appeal 
::i::i::i::i Commissioner O’Malia Statement 

Fa~ie Mae Sues Ba~ks ~n L~BOR Case (October 31, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Nick Timiraos reports, "Fannie Mae sued nine of the world’s largest banks over 
alleged manipulation of interest rates, joining the legal battles in the rate-rigging scandal. The lawsuit, filed 
Thursday [October 31] in federal court in Manhattan, said that the mortgage-finance giant suffered an 
estimated $800 million in damages from banks that allegedly manipulated LIBOR and other financial 
benchmarks .... Four of the banks targeted in the suit -- Rabobank Group, Royal Bank of Scotland PLC, 
UBS AG and Barclays PLC -- have reached settlements with regulators in which they admitted wrongdoing. 
Fannie alleges that the banks colluded to suppress the U.S. dollar LIBOR, causing it to lose money on 
interest-rate swaps that it uses to hedge risks of investing in mortgages. The lawsuit included an analysis 
that found the banks’ LIBOR submissions ’were particularly striking on days in which they settled large swap 
positions with Fannie Mae,’ according to the complaint .... Fannie said in the filing it was seeking at least 
$800 million in damages for estimated losses plus punitive damages." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Fannie Mae Complaint 

Rabobm~k Fined $1 ol Bi~lio~~ Over L~BOR, EUR~BOR Mm~ipulatio~~ (October 29, 2013} 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Maud van Gaal and Suzi Ring report, "Rabobank Groep, the co-operative 
formed in 1898 to lend to Dutch farmers, was fined 774 million euros ($1.1 billion) and the chairman resigned 
as the scandal over the rigging of benchmark interest rates ensnared a fifth firm. The fines by the CFTC, the 
DO J, the FCA and the Dutch public prosecutor’s office bring the total settlements in the rate-rigging probe to 
$3.7 billion. The Utrecht, Netherlands-based lender entered into an agreement with the Justice Department 
to accept responsibility for manipulation of LIBOR and EURIBOR to avoid prosecution, the DOJ said .... In 
e-mails disclosed by the FCA that didn’t identify anyone by name, a Rabobank trader asked a colleague if 
anyone would notice if they submitted a lower yen LIBOR rate. ’Don’t worry, mate- there’s bigger crooks in 
the market than us guys!’ the submitter responded .... Thirty current and former employees of the Dutch 
lender were involved, Rabobank executive board member Sipko Schat said today .... The lender is also 
clawing back 4.2 million euros in bonuses, Rabobank said in a statement .... ’Today’s settlements don’t 
mean the investigations are over,’ Schat said, as several regulators haven’t completed their probes yet." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Sm~ators Ask CFPB To Justify Auto Lender Warnings (October 31,2013) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "Nearly two dozen senators are seeking data the CFPB used 
as [a] basis for warning auto lenders they could be committing fair-lending violations. In a bipartisan letter to 
the CFPB dated Wednesday [October 30], the 22 senators asked for details about what drove the agency to 
issue its controversial March bulletin to indirect auto lenders that contract with car dealerships .... The letter, 
which followed a similar request made recently by House members, argued the bulletin puts pressure on 



’lenders to eliminate or severely limit an auto dealer’s discretion to negotiate competitive financing for their 
customers.’ While the senators said they supported the CFPB’s efforts to ’eliminate any unlawful lending 
practices,’ they questioned the agency’s use of the highly controversial ’disparate impact’ policy for auto 
lenders. The policy means a lender can be accused of fair-lending violations even if its alleged mistreatment 
of a protected class is unintentional .... The senators asked the CFPB to provide documentation on its 
statistical methodology for identifying disparate impact on an auto creditor’s portfolio; its coordination with the 
Federal Reserve and FTC in developing the bulletin; and why the agency chose to release a bulletin rather 
than issue a notice of proposed rulemaking process that would be subject to public comment." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Se~ator Warre~ Sacks Firmer Mortgage R~es To Bar Return To Lax Lendi~g (October 2:9, 201S} 
In Bloomberg News, Cheyenne Hopkins reports, "The U.S. Congress should consider strengthening 
mortgage-servicing standards to ensure banks don’t return to higher-risk lending in a future housing boom, 
Senator Elizabeth Warren said in a speech today [October 29]. The qualified mortgage rule, which requires 
lenders to verify a borrower’s ability to repay by confirming income and assets, needs to be bolstered 
because the version taking effect January 10 has insufficient penalties for noncompliance, Warren said at a 
Mortgage Bankers Association conference in Washington. ’The potential liability associated with writing non- 
QM loans is relatively small, and in good times, lenders can compensate for those possible losses with 
higher rates or fees,’ said Warren, a Massachusetts Democrat who was elected last year .... Warren, who 
shaped the consumer bureau before running for office, used the speech to lay out her housing-finance 
priorities .... Any housing-finance legislation should include an explicit government guarantee and solve 
servicer and trustee problems for modifying mortgages, Warren said. The new system shouldn’t increase 
advantages for large banks, which would exacerbate the problem of lenders being deemed too big to fail, 
and the U.S. guarantee must serve the entire primary market, she said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: American Banker, Warren Details Her GSE Reform Views 

Cordray Pledges F~exibility On QM I~ple~er~tatio~ (Octolber 28, 2013) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "CFPB Director Richard Cordray said [Monday, October 28] 
that some lenders’ concerns about meeting the deadline for new mortgage rules are warranted but not their 
fears over legal protections in complying with the regulations. In a speech to the Mortgage Bankers 
Association’s annual conference in Washington, Cordray said the agency’s supervision team ’will be 
sensitive’ to lenders in the months following the effective date of the new mortgage rules -- including the 
Qualified Mortgage rule- so long as lenders make ’good-faith efforts’ to be in compliance by January 10 
[2014] .... Industry advocates have been pushing the CFPB in recent months to extend the deadline for the 
QM rule in order to get lenders and their third-party providers in compliance. While the agency has not 
relented on the date, officials have begun to offer some verbal flexibility during early examinations .... 
Cordray spent half of his speech trying to debunk lenders’ fears that they would violate fair lending laws by 
choosing to write only the safest QM loans; or that they would run into other legal risks under the so-called 
safe harbor protection. Some lawyers and consultants have said that the numerous requirements within the 
QM rule give a borrower more options to sue the lender in arguing a loan was not a qualified mortgage, 
threatening the safe harbor protection for lenders. But Cordray said the agency ’strongly’ believes the safe 
harbor will keep banks safe from such legal actions, arguing the temporary allowance for GSE-approved 
loans and the 3% cap on points-and-fees is broad enough to cover most loans." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Director Cordra¥ Speech 

Senate Republicar~s B~ock Vote Or~ Watt To Head Regulator Of Fanr~ie Arid Freddie (October 31, 2013) 
In BIoomberg BNA Banking Daily, Mike Ferullo reports, "Republican senators blocked a confirmation vote 
October 31 for Representative Mel Watt (D-NC) to head the independent agency that oversees government- 
sponsored housing finance enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. A Senate cloture motion 
failed, 56-42, as Democrats came up short of the required 60 votes to end debate on the nomination .... 



Senate Democrats have praised Watt as a leader on anti-predatory mortgage lending legislation and 
incorporating tougher standards in the Dodd-Frank Act .... But Republicans have called for a ’technocrat’ 
with financial management experience to watch over the GSEs .... The White House said October 31 that it 
has no intention of withdrawing the North Carolina congressman from consideration .... [FHFA Acting 
Director Ed] DeMarco also has been critical of the slow pace of GSE reform efforts in Congress. He has 
taken action as conservator of Fannie and Freddie to prepare for their eventual demise and facilitate the 
return of private mortgage capital to the marketplace. Jaret Seiberg, a financial institutions analyst with 
Guggenheim Partners, said the failed cloture vote could result in DeMarco moving ahead with plans to 
reduce the conforming loan limits for Fannie and Freddie mortgages." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: Wall Street Journal, Democrats Renew Push To Confirm Housinc]-Agency Pick 

November 5, 2013 
Tuesday 

2013 Closed-End Fund Conference -- ICl 
8:00 AM - 4:00 PNq ¯ Marriott Downtown, New York, NY 

Davis Polk partner Susan Ervin will be on a panel entitled "Facing the Emerging Challenges of Managing a Closed-End Fund." 
Other speakers include: BlackRock Director Jonathan Diorio, Morgan Stanley Executive Director David Rosen and UBS 
Executive Director Sangeeta Marfatia. (Pro_qram; Re_qistration) 

Open Meeting on Position Limits- CFTC 

9:30 AM ¯ CF]C Headquarters Conference Center, lhree Lafayette Cenhe, 1155 21st Street NW, Washington, DC 

, Open meeting to consider proposals on position limits and other business. (Webcast) 

November 11 - 12, 2013 Annual Meetinq 2013: Helpin,q Amer!cans Succeed~ He!ping Main Street Prosper -- SIFMA 
Mor~day - Tuesday 4:30 PM - 9:30 PM Monday, 8:00 AM - 7:00 PM Tuesday o Marriotl Marquis, New York, 

, Davis Polk partner Annette Nazareth will moderate "Derivatives Regulation and the Volcker Rule: Managing Risk and Liquidity 
After Dodd-Frank." Davis Polk associate Gabe Rosenberg will be a panelist on ’qhe Futurization of Swaps: The Next 
Derivatives Trade for Asset Managers?" Featured speakers include: Clinton Foundation Founder Bill Clinton; Barclays Senior 
Advisor Jeb Bush; Goldman Sachs Chairman and CEO Lloyd Blankfein; BlackRock Chairman and CEO Larry Fink; SEC 
Chair Mary Jo White; FINRA Chairman and CEO Richard Ketchum; BNY Mellon President Karen Peetz; and Robert W. Baird 
Chairman, President and CEO Paul E. Purcell. (__P__r_%_r__a____m_.; ._R___e_..q!_s__t__r__a__t_[_o___n_; _S_ _ p_ _ _e_ _ _a_ _k_ _ _e_ _r_ _s_ ) 

November 14 - 16, 2013 2013 National Lawyers Convention: Textualism and the Role of Judcles -- The Federalist Society for 
Thursday - Saturday Law and Public Policy Studies 

’All day each day ¯ The I’qayflower Hotef, 1127 Connecticut Avenue NW, Washington, DC 

o Davis Polk partner Randall Guynn will speak on ’%o Big to Fail: What Now?" (.P...r..~.£[.r..a.~‘...s..p...e...a..k...e..r..s....a...n..d.....R...e.g!.s..t..r..a..t~..~...n.~ 

November 21 - 22, 2013 Annual Conference -- The Clearing House 
Thursday - Friday 7:30 AM - 8:45 PM ¯ The Mayflower Hotel, 1127 Connec[icut Avenue NW, Washing[on, DC 

, A forum for industry leaders to examine the bank regulatory and payments landscape in the post-Dodd-Frank era. Regulators, 
academics, industry executives, and legal and regulatory professionals will participate in workshops and panels on two thematic 
tracks -- the changing financial regulatory landscape and the dynamic world of evolving payments technology. Speakers 
include: New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg, CFPB Director Richard Cordray, FDIC Chairman Martin Gruenberg, 
Federal Reserve Governor Jerome Powell and Davis Polk partner Randall Guynn who will moderate the "Resolution and 
Recovery: Bankruptcy Not Bailout" panel. (_P___r__o_g_r__a___m__.; _ _S_ p_ _ _e_ _ _a_ _ _k_ _e_ _r_ _s_ . ; . _R_ _ _e_ g ! _s_ _t_ _r_ _a_ _t!_ _o_ _ _n_ ) 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Suspect in LAX Shooting Charged With Murder 

Suspect in LAX Sh~oting Charged W~th Murder 

Federal officials charged the 23-year-Nd suspect in Friday’s shooting rampage at Los 

Angeles International Airport with two felony counts, including a murder charge that could 

carry the death penalty. 

The suspected shooter, identified as Paul Anthony Ciancia, was charged with killing a 

federal employee, which could carry the death penalty. He was also charged with 

committing a violent act at an airport, which could carry a penalty of life in prison. 

Mr. Ciancia was wounded in a shootout with police and remains hospitalized and 

"unresponsive," federal investigators said. 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Google’s Schmktt Lambasts NSA Over Spying 

Google’s Schmidt Lambasts NSA O~Ter Sps~ng 

Google Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt bristled at reports that the U.S. government 

allegedly spied on the company’s data centers, describing such an act as "outrageous" 

and potentially illegal. 

"It’s really outrageous that the National Security Agency was looking between the Google 

data centers, if that’s true. The steps that the organization was willing to do without good 

judgment to pursue its mission and potentially violate people’s privacy, it’s not OK," Mr. 

Schmidt said in an interview with The Wall Street Journal. 
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Today’s Top Stories 

How Ban k-Defeated ’P~an-Vanilla" 
Mortgage Requirements Live On 

Stopping a proposed requirement that banks 
offer "plain-vanilla" credit products was an 
industry victory in the run-up to Dodd-Frank, but 
many believe it still survived. 

Bank M&A Dea~r~akers Less Afraid of 
Washington Gridlock 

Half of banking and other business leaders 
expect a stronger economy, and 44% expect a 
stronger M&A market, in the next 12 months, 
according to a new survey. Regulation remains 
a concern, but dealmakers are largely ignoring 
the lingering problems in Washington, 
observers say. 

Technology from Vendors 

A nascent network technology user group 
made up largely of bankers is insisting that 
vendors provide flexible, software-controlled 
networks. 

CSBS’ Ryan Ca~s for Re!#u~atory Rethink 

for Small Banks 

The head of the state bank supervisors’ group 
said he sees a quiet push to "reform our 
regulatory structure to better reflect the 
business models of our largest banks." 

By Department 

Bankers Den~and Open Network 
Technology from Vendors 

A nascent network technology user group 
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juncture. The 
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practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
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sources of growth, 
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covered. (~ 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

reserved. 



made up largely of bankers is insisting that 
vendors provide flexible, software-controlled 
networks. 

Over~ooked by GSE Reformers 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have been the 
primary source of multifamily financing since 
the financial crisis. But in crafting legislation to 
wind down the government-sponsored 
enterprises and restructure the housing finance 
system, the lawmakers in the House and 
Senate have largely ignored the GSEs’ 
multifamily businesses. 

Ex-BB&T Exec Doll Roe~’s Derivatives 
P~ay 

Small banks often find themselves squeezed 
out of the derivatives market by larger players. 
To former BB&T executive Dolf Roell, that’s a 
sign of opportunity. 

Stopping a proposed requirement that banks 
offer "plain-vanilla" credit products was an 
industry victory in the run-up to Dodd-Frank, but 
many believe it still survived. 

Bank M&A Dea~#~akers Less Afraid of 
Washington Grid~ock 

Half of banking and other business leaders 
expect a stronger economy, and 44% expect a 
stronger M&A market, in the next 12 months, 
according to a new survey. Regulation remains 
a concern, but dealmakers are largely ignoring 
the lingering problems in Washington, 
observers say. 

Technology 

~ 
Over ~e 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 
phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 
What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 
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Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 
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November 4, 2013: SAC Capital Advisors, U.S. to Announce Record... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

SAC CapitM Advisors, U.S. to Announce Record Insider-Trading 
Settlement 

Hedge4und group SAC Capital Advisors LP and federal prosecutors in 
Manhattan are e~pected to announce a record insider4rading settlement 
Monday, according to the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 4, Eaglesham, Rothfeld). 
Under ~he deal, the firm run by Steven A. Cohen ~s expected to ag~e to pay 
about $1,2 MH~on ~n cdm~na[ penalties, plead guilty to an indictment obtained 
in July by prosecutors alleging the firm encouraged rampant insider trading, 
and stop managing outside money. The penalty wouM be the ~argest ever for 
an insMer4rad#~g case. 

Reuters (Nov. 4) repoits the settlement does not resolve a separate civil 
lawsui~ that ~he SEC brougM agains~ Cohen in July, accusing him of Iailing to 
supeP~’ise his employees. Six former SAC traders have pleaded guilty to 
insider trading crimes. Cohen is still negotiating with the SEC to resolve a 
separate civil lawsuit that is seeking to ban him from the securities industpi 
for allegedly ignoring signs of insider trading a~ his firm, 

SAC’s publicly reporied assets under management remained roughly constant 
at around $I5bn until shortly before its last update at the end of September, 
says the Financial Times (Nov. 4, Foley). The cornpany ~s already preparing 
its transition to a family office, and people familiar w~th the firm say aH outside 
money will be returned by year-end. Matin SMaL an attorney at Kle~nbe[g 
Kaplan, says ~hat SAC’s ~nvestmen~ s~rategy as a family office w~ll determine 
how many staff ~1 u~fimate~y needs. At its peak, the firm accounted for up to 3 
percent of all trading on the New York Stock Exchange on some days, as its 
$15 billion in assets were magnified by borrow~n9 ~rorn Wall Street prime 
brokers ~hat swelled its investmerfl Hrepowe[ ~o $50 MHbn. 

[ ~i BV - BLC Recap 

Comp!!m~nt~r~ NACD W~bina~ ....................................................................................... 

The Next Wave in Requlation and Compliance 
Nov, 12, 2013 
2-3 p.m. 

Each ~ime corporate directors reach the point el understanding and 
incorporating with a new set of regulatory requirements or new standards 
around executive pay programs, there seems to be more change comh~g over 
the horizon. A~ong w~h sHll=unfin~shed regulatory guidance [e~ated to the 
deta~s of implementing multiple aspecls of the Dodd--Frank Wa~ Slreet 
Reform and Consumer Protection Act, companies continue to grapple with 
how to deliver pay for pedormance and meet rigM proxy sdviso~ standards, 
while keeping their highqevel programs geared to ~he~r organization’s specific 
bus~ness needs~ 

Tune-in Ior a compl#nen~aty webinar ~o explore these issues, and offer 
guidance on how organizations can best prepare to meet the challenges 

ahea(L 

Check for la~e-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern 

KPMG ACI Fall Roundtable Series ] 

Find an NACD Chapter Program 

~i NACD MobileSidebar ] 

[ii"~ BM- SEC Agenda ] 

ii.~.iI BV - Woodford 

ii~iI BV-Talent BRC 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

NewYerk~ NY(Dec. :3~ 

20~3) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec 12-13, 
20!:3) Sold Out 

Director Professionalism@ 

Mismi, FL (Dec. 9=10, 
20!3) 

8pecia~ Eyelets 

Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Peer Ezchanges 

Information Flow 

Beyond the CEO; New 

York; NY (Nov. 7, 
20!3) 
Navigating Critical 



Learn more and register. 

S ha re~T~ ~,~ Faceb°ok ]1~ 

NACD in the News 

NACD Chapter Head Weighs in on the Progress of Women 

The Boston Globe (Nov, 3, Leung) talked to male and female corporate 
executives about progress in the American workplace, asking such questions 
as "Have we made good progress in getting woFnen onto corporate boards?" 
and "is it hard ~o find women ~o serve on boards?" Mintz Leqn Chairman R. 

Robert Popeo, who is also #resk~ent of the National Association of Corporate 
D~recto~’ New England chapter, weighed ~n on the latter. "We spend a bt of 
time thinking and looking at this," he stated. "There is a process by which 
you qualify yourse]fl Wemen have to stad that process, and ~t may be you 
serve on ~ not4or-profi~ board and start getting some Me8 of how boards 
function." Others quoted in the feature h~c]ude Jay Hooby, chairman and CEO 
of State Stt~e~ Corp.; BJ’s Whobsal8 Club CEO Laura Sen; and L~nda 
Zecher, chbf e~ecut~ve of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. 

Sh~re~ ~L~ Facebook ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Taking Corporate Susta#~abiiity Reporting to the Next Level 

"Large multinational companies are producing more information about their 
carbon footprints and s~aff diversity," reports ~he Wall Street Journal (Nov. I, 
Chasan), "but e×ecutives say the data need 1o be high quality and rebvant 1o 
investors. Standard~etflng groups are sla~t~ng to rebase cons~slent melhods 
for reposing metrics. ~n December, for example, the ~ntemafiona~ Integrated 
Repofl~ng Council plans to unveil the firs~ version of a framework to ~nk 
sustainabil~ty and financial repotting data. Among the examples is German 
software company SAP, wMch began producing more sustainabi~ty data s~x 
years ago. The newspaper notes, "SAP ~ncreased its focus on questbns that 
were teleran1 to ~ls bottom ~ne such as calculating empbyee turnover, staff 
d~vers~ty, and customer safidadion." 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

Bardc~t Goid Sells Shares to Fix Balance Sheet 

"Barrick Gold Corp. is raising at bast $3 billion in Canada’s biggest equity 
issue since 2009 and shelving its embattled Pascua-Lama proiect as the 
miner scrambles to ~ed~ce debt after the metal plunged tMs year," repods 
Bloomberg (Nov. 1, H~II, Donville). The wodd’s b~ggest gem m~ner has agreed 
to se~l at ~east 163.5 milk,on shares for $18.35 a share - a 5A percent 
d~sco~nt to where the stock closed ~n New York prior to the announcement. 
The Toronto-based company has been under #~creased pressure tMs year 
w~th gold prices falling 21 percent and debt moun~ing. "CUd Executive O~ficer 
Jamie Sokalsky has explored olher cash-raising options ranging from a 
strategic equity ~vestment to a sale of a stake h~ its copper business o[ 
Pascua-Lama," notes the pub~icafion~ 

Sha,e~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 

La~ and P£!icy ............................................................................................................................... 

Companies Shift ~ore Health Costs Onto Workers 

"Companies are bracing for the impact ef the Affe[dable Care Act," reports 
WBIR-’I’V (Nov. 3, DuBois), "and many are changing the health benefits they 
o~fer empbyees." Nea~th insurance costs accounted for 7.7 percerfl of 
pay[o~ expenses for private-sector empbyers last year, according to ~he 
Naflona~ Institute for Hea~lh Care Managemenl (N~HM). Over the next four 
years, researchers note, 69 percent of empbyers plan to sMfl more d the 
cos~ of health care onto empbyees. "In real ~erms," NBC’s affiliate ~r~ Knoxvi~b 
slales, "that can mean much Mgher premiums fer people, especially for 
employees t~ing to get coverage for their families." The type d coverage w~ 
change, too. N~HM officials forecast that 40 m~llbn American empbyees w~]l 
be enrolbd ~n private exchanges by 2018. Empbyers may g~ve empbyees a 
set amount 1o he~p purchase hea~th coverage ~n th~s model offering an array 
of plans that staff can choose from. "~f they choose a p~an that ~s more 
expensive than the employer’s contdbutbn," ~he statbn notes, "the employee 
must pay the d~fference/’ 

India Asks iBM Unit to Pay ~4ore Tax 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 1, Krishna) is repotting tha~ India’s tax oIfice has 
asked IBM Corp. "to pay 53.57 billion rupees (US$865 million) in taxes, 

alleging that the global technology company’s Indian unit has underreported 
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its income," According to an unnamed senior income tax official, Big Bbe’s 
India unit reporbd only 20 percen~ to 30 percent of its income in India for the 
financial year e~ded March 2009. iBM does have the ri(;ht to appeal the order. 

Sha[e~ ~, Facebook ~ 

¢o[P£[ate G£~eman~ ......................................................................................................... 

Asians Aim for Seats in New Z~aland 8oardrooms 

A recent Ernst and Young study found that only 17 percent of New Zealand 
firms had Asians as corporate directors or senior executives, according to the 
New Zealand Herald (Nov. 14, Ihaka). This despite the Iac~ that Statistics NZ 
ferecasts that Asians are e~ pace to comprise 15,8 percent of the country’s 
population by 2026. Attorney Mai Chen has founded the New Zeahnd Asian 
Leaders group b he~p boost Asians’ p[esence ~n ~he count[y’s boardrooms. 
Chert remarks, "To engage properly with As~an marke~s and busbess~ New 
Zeabnd companies need to up their game by building their ne~works w~th 
Asian bus~ness people ~n New Zealand." 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

�oq~£r~e Sofia! R~s#£n~ibi!i~y ................................................................................... 

Microsoft Raises l~atcNng Funds in Giving Campaign 

Each October, ~he Seattle Times (Nov. 2, Tu) reports, "Microsolt employees 
pail[cipate in the Giving Campa[‘(~n, a month4oKg series of events in which 
they focus on raising money for a variety of nonprofits." Dud% the 2012 Giving 
Campaign, the company announced [hat empbyees had lapsed $1 b~bn for 
more than 31,000 no~profits worNwide since the program was instituted three 
decades earlier - a figure that incNdes Microsoft matching what an empbyee 
g~ves up to $12,000 a year. "This year," the T~mes states, "the company 
announced ~t’s upping its ma~ching ~unds b $I5,000 b[ each employee and 
giving newly hired Microsoft empbyees a $50 donafio~ 1o a nonprefit of their 
choosing." While the empbyee g~v~ng prog[am runs th[oughout the year, the 
October Given9 Campaign features spedfic ac~M~ies b ~ise money, ~ncludhg 

Goldman Plans $250 ~iilion ’$ocia~ Impact’ Fund 

The Financial Times (Nov. 3, Braithwaite) observes that Wall Street banks 
increasingly vying for ~he acchim - and cash - tha~ can come with investing 
in projects intended to improve conditions in U.S. cities For insta~ce, 
GoNman Sachs recently announced that it is bunching a $250 million "social 
impact fund" whose returns at~ finked to ~he success of such projects as 
affordable housing and pre4~chool education. "Morgan Stanley on Friday said 
it was establishing the Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainabb Investing," 
adds ~he Times, "with ~he goal of attracting $10 billion of client funds for 
projects inbnded b provide social benefits as well as financial returns." 
Severeig~ wealth funds are also .(letting into the act. One that stands out is 
Qatar’s $100 billion sovereign wealth fund, which recently invested $400,000 
b boost ~he supply chain el agricultu[al goods in east Aflica. 

Share~T~ ~.~ Facebook "~ 

C-Suite 

Gates P~ans to Tutor New Microsoft CEO 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 3, Ovide) has learned that Microsoft Chairman 
Bill Gates plans to spend considerabb time working with the next CEO. What 
isn’t clear is whether Mic[osoI~’s board el direcb[s has asked Gates to help 
break in lhe next chief executive. Microsoft is preparing Ior "its fitsl chief 
without ties to the company’s feundin.(~," the newspaper notes. Paul Ghaffari, 
head of Paul Albn’s Vulcan Capital investment tin,q, warned that if Microsoft 
chooses a CEO withou~ experience in the bchnology industry, ~he cerr~pany 
sho[Jld consider paidng him or her with a tech-oriented exee[jtive. "That’s 
become 811 issue since Ford CEO Alan Mulally emerged as a contender for 
the Microsoft CEO job," concludes the Journal. 

S ha re[~ ii.~ Facebook ]~ 

Economic Outlook 

Activity Expected to Pick Up 

The Fed Wayne Journal Gazette (Nov. 3, Pyhs) cites Erns~ & Young’s labst 
sur,~ey of executives, which feund that "growing optimism over the gbbal 
economy is likely to lead to a marked pickup in the number of mergers and 
acquisitions over ~he corr~ing months." E&Y notes ~hat 35 percent of 
compa~ies polled said they are likely to pursue acquisitions in the next year 



compared with just 25 percent in 2012. Researchers further determined that 
65 pe~’cent of executives expect the global economy ~e imp[eve ove~" ~he next 
year as feai~ of a Chinese slowdown continue to ease and optimism spreads 
across Europe. P~p McCrostie, Ernst & Young’s g~oba~ head of M&A, 
confirms, "AI~ of th~s is underp~nned by growing confidence in a g~oba~ 
economy on sounder foo~ing - ~mp[ov~ng economic conditions Jn mature 
economies and more staM~zafion in the major emerging markets." 

Chinese Compa~ies Target U.S, and U.K, 

"The United S~a~es and B~’itain have emerged as the brigM spots for eve[seas 
Chinese investments lately," repo[ts the South China Morning! Post (Nov. 4, 
Shah). According to the Rhodium G[oup, CMnese firms spent US$7.5 bi~on in 
the United States from Ju~y th[eugh September. The bulk of ~hat third-qua[ter 
investmen~ was ~he ~akeover ~y Shuanghu~ International o~ Smithfield Foods 
for US$7.1 Milton, the ~argest s~ng[e lransacfion by a CMnese firm ~n the U.S. 
A Rhodium statement read: "The successf~ Smithfield takeove[ douMes the 
number of U.S. wo~’kers rece~v#~g paychecks ~rom Chinese~owned companies 
from 33,000 to more than 70,000." According to Graham RoMnson, a g~oba~ 
brashness consultant of P~nsent Masons, Chinese brayers ~nvested over £6 
b~on ~n Bdta~n ~ast year. RoMnson forecasts, "~th Br~t8~n positioning itself 
as one of the top destinations fo~" ~nves~ment ~n Europe, this wi~ mean a 
sign~ficanl increase h~ ~nveslment from China ~nto Britain’s ~nfrastructure and 
real estate markets." 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Eligibili~ Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 7:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

1-o view :~n onlh’~e version of this ernail, click 

l’o ensure ,’d-!et Lhese emails go Lo your inbo:% 

The academic certification staff has provided both 
domestic and international student reminders this month 
regarding: 

Official high school transcripts; 
Proof of high school graduation; 
Proof of high school graudation exception; 
Proof of high school graduation letter; 
Items that do not satisfy the proof of graduation 
requirement; 



6. Missing educational documents; and 
7~ Unregistered students. 

The amateurism certification staff has provided updates 
this month regarding: 

1. Spring 2014 enrollees; 
2. Fall 2014 enrollees; and 
3. Sports participation information. 

Read More 

In order to provide better visibility to the high school 
review process, the NCAA Eligibility Center is changing 
the way some schools appear on the NCAA Eligibility 
Center website: specifically, schools that do not respond 
or send incomplete responses to the review 
questionnaire and required documentation. Read More 

As a reminder, cases which do not meet initial-eligibility 
requirements but do meet NCAA Division I or II 
"obvious" or "automatic waiver’’ criteria are released as 
"nonqualifiers" or potentially "partial qualifiers" (Division 
II only). In these cases, the term "Automatic Waiver 
Approved" will appear in the waiver section found in the 
"PSA Detail Report" on the Member Institution Portal. 
Student-athletes with "Automatic Waiver Approved" 
status are eligible for aid, practice and competition. In 
prior years, these cases were released as "Final 
Qualifiers" with a designation of "Waiver Approved" in 
the waiver section for the division(s) for which the waiver 
is approved. This change maintains consistency in the 
treatment of all cases that have a deficiency waived and 
aligns with NCAA legislation. Click here to review the 
Division I Obvious Waiver Sliding Scale Index and here 
to review the Division II Obvious Waiver Sliding Scale 
Index. 

Division II institutions are reminded that under NCAA 
Division II Bylaw 14.3.1.1.2.1 [submission of final 
transcript(s)], an institution must submit a final high 
school transcript(s) (official or unofficial) to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center by November 15 following a student- 
athlete’s initial full-time enrollment for any student-athlete 
who is certified as a qualifier pursuant to the early 
academic certification exception. 

The customer service staff provided reminders this 
month regarding: 

1. Mid-year enrollees; 
2. IRL management; and 
3. Ensuring high schools have a List of NCAA 

Courses. 



Read More 

Member institutions can view the courses used in a 
prospective student-athlete’s certification by running a 
report from the Search Student Details page. Click the 
linkto find out how. Read More 

Summer school coursework taken after a prospective 
student-athlete’s junior year in high school may be 
considered for inclusion in a preliminary academic 
review. Many high schools provide transcripts at the end 
of the regular school year. If you know a student has 
taken summer school coursework between the junior and 
senior year, please encourage him or her to ask the 
school to provide an updated transcript to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Mondw, November 4, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: N.C. driver licenses t~tce delay; Raleigh baby boomers among fittest 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER& 20!3 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

............. ~eh ~les .................................................................... 

Dispute with Virqinia co~tractor c~M d~l~ N,C, ~river 
licenses 
North Cam~ma has pai~ $i million to ~ Virginia contractor to ~velop more sec~r~ 

~ ~6 ~66~Y ~ ~dver’~ licenses, but ~isputes regarding the terms have ~e~yed the project. 

Mann+H~mmel exec: We’re shining our f~cus ~th Raleiqh 
investment 
Manfred Wolf, president and ~eneral manager of the Automotive and Industrial 

Business for Mann+Hummel, had just completed his second ribbon-cu~ing for the 

day when he look the time to chili with rne abou[ his cemp~ny’s growing im/es[men[ 

m Neath Carolina 

Duke Energy looks to build solar in its re~uMted utilities 
Duke Energy Corp. (NYSE:DUK) has esh]biished a greup th;~ will de~ermine i~ewte 

develop and opera[e solar proiects ;~ its regui;~ed u~iiibes. 

Raleigh among top 10 fittest baby boomer cities 
The Am.ericarl Pi~y.,ik;;~l Therapy As.,iociation calls Raleigh erie of [he 10 "fit~es~ baby 

boemer cibes" in J]e coumry, a r;~nking J]a[ was further validated en Sund;~y with the 

City of O~ks Marathon ~nd Rex Healthc’,are Hail M~rathon. 

Ne~ t4 D~scus~ 

Move that dirt: Construction begins on $110M MetLife 

An inside look at how MetLife wants to hire 1,200 ~p~ !~ 
Cary 

Premature ejaculation drug’s U.K. launch triggers $5M 
milestone for Furie× 

Thorp reflects on smafl-college life after UNC 

Michael Jordan sees better day~ ahead for Bobcats 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Center fer Practice Management <cpm@ncbar.org> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:05 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Time Savers ] Focused on MS Word 2010 

Time Savers I Using Outlook to Manage Your Time Wisely 

Most of us use MS Word nearly every day. But did you know that you are probably missing out on some great, time-saving tips? 
Join us at Noon, Tuesday, November 12, for a FREE one=hour webinar. 

Learn what you’re missing when you join us for Time Savers: MS Word 2010. 

You’ll learn about: 

Formatting Tips 

Style Tools 

Themes 

Layout Help 

Citations 

Review Tools 

Register now for this FREE one=hour web conference! 

About the Presenter I Joyce Brafford is the assistant director of the N.C. Bar Association’s Center for Practice Management. She is a North Carolina attorney 
and practice management adviser= She helps members of the bar association start, build, market and wind down their practices, as well as helps them make 
smart choices about technology and human resources. 

The NCBA Center for Practice Management is proud to bring you Time Savers. This series will deliver tips and t~fcks to help you and your practice operate more efficiently. 
Each hour-long conference focuses on a different topic. Free to NCBA members, we welcome all legal professionals regardless of experience or practice size. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect <NCAAconnect@ncaa.org> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:29 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR INFOR~t’4ATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

With her time on the line, Jaylee Brown helps another runner 
Jaylee Brown, a cross-country runner at Division II Northern Michigan University, was not afraid to help an opponent in need 

Northwestern’s James Montgomery earns celebrity with his scholarship 
To date, nearly 1 million viewers have watched the YouTube video of Northwestern basketball student-athlete James Montgomery and his family learning that he would receive 
a full scholarship his senior year. 

Hain~ine and Division I~1 Presidents Council discuss array of health and safety issues 
NCAA Chief Medical Officer Brian Hainline joined the Division Ill Presidents Council during its fall meeting to discuss team physicians and football helmet use, among other 

topics. 

Division I~ Presidents Council opposes exempt contest legislation 
The Division II Presidents Council voted to oppose membership-sponsored legislation that would allow two contests each year to be exempt, provided they are part of a 
conference challenge event. 

Mat-side video review rule available in wrestling 
With the 2013-14 wrestling season underway, fans of the sport should look for new rules in effect, including the optional use of the mat-side video t~view rule= 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
Report of the NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Issues Committee September 30 - October 2, 2013 Meeting 
Report of the NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Issues Committee September 30 - October 2, 2013 Meeting 

NCAA Division I Override Period Expires Sunday December 29 
DELETE Adopted Proposals Override Memo 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

@2013 NCAA 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:46 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: BlackBerry Abm~dons Sale Process, Replaces CEO 

BlackBerry Abandons Sale Process, Replaces CEO 

BlackBerry abandoned its plan to sell itself and instead will sell $1 billion of convertible 

debt to its major shareholder, Fairfax Financial Holdings, and other institutional investors. 

The company also said it will replace Chief Executive Thorsten Heins. John S. Chen will act 

as interim CEO. 

Struggling to compete with bigger rivals, the Canadian smartphone maker agreed to a 

tentative deal in September to sell itself to Fairfax for $4.7 billion, but the Canadian 

insurance company struggled to raise financing for the deal. BlackBerry was recently down 

about 18% in in pre-market trading in New York. 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Brief: BlackBerry Abandons Sale Process 

LATEST STORIES 

BlackBer~T Abandons Sale Process 

Gougle~s ENe Sehrnhit Lambasts NSA Over Spying, Following New 
Snowden Revelations 

Pentagon Toils to Build a Bomber on a Budget 

Investors Re~u~ to IPOs h~ Force 

SAC, U.S~ to Annom~ce Record ~nsider-Trad~ng 

New Homes Get Built ~:ith Renters in Mind 

Yellen’s Confirmation Process to Test GOP 

Ai~mrt Shooting Renews Debate on Armed Ofl~cers 

Poll: New York ~berM Leads in Mayor~ R~ee 

Ooo~e*s Se~dt on NSA, Clam ~d N o~h Korea 

inca to Lam~ch Asia’s F’irs~ Spaeecra~ to Mars 

NYC ~araflmn Draws Record Nmnber of 

Federal Prosecutors on ~ Shooting 

~ Police Clfief BNe~s Reporters on ShooNng 

NEWS PODCASTS 

The ~V~ Street do.riM Tiffs Mor~fing Nov. 04, ~o13 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Staple- Clark <j staple@uniteforsight.org> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:11 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Health and Social Entrepreneurship hlstitute 

Dear Liss& 

I hope that this email finds you well! You and your colleagues nlay be interested in attending the Social Entrepreneurship Institute on Friday, December 6, 2013, at the 

Shubert Theater in New Haven, Connecticut. Presented by Unite For Sight, the Social Entrepreneurship Institute provides mentoring, guidance, and successful 

strategies for participants to apply to their work in global health, social entrepreneurship, and international development. In addition to unique interactive sessions by 

leaders in global health and social entrepreneurship, the Institnte also includes breald’as~, lunch, and diraler networking receptions ruth the speakers. 

Space is limited, and early registration is encouraged. A very reduced eaxly bird registration rate is ott~red through November 10. We would appreciate it if you could 
also please tbrward this message to others who may be interested in attending. 

The confirmed Social Entrepreneurship Institute speakers axe: 

Ke.vnote Address 

o "Rethinking Social Entrepreneurism: Mm4ng fi’om Bland llhetoric to hnpact," Ned Breslin, CEO, Water For People 

Key Lessons From Immvators hi Global Health and Social Entrepreneurslfip 

o "Growing an NGO and Malting Systemic Change," Jane Aronson, MD, CEO, Founder, Worldwide Orphans Foundation; Clinical Assistant 

Professor of Pediatrics, Corneli Weiil Medical College and Cohmlbia University; Global Health Center, Mr. Sinai School of Medicine 

o "Business with a Mission: Do You Have What It Takes?" Ron Bills, Chairman and CEO, Envirofit International 
o "Breaking Cultural Barriers: Design with Empathy," "Will Harris, Designer. Design that Matters 

Building an Effective Organ~ation 

o "Global Health 2.0: Creating Health Care Systems in the World’s Most Impossible Places," Mark Arnoldy, Executive Director, Nyaya Health 

o "City tIealth Works: Creating Sustainable Jobs in Communities that Struggle with Chronic Disease," Donya A. "Williams, Director of 

Operations, City Health Works 

o "Launching a Tech Startup with a Social ]~Iission," Jell Chiou, Executive Director, Crisis Text Line 

Measuring Impact 

o "Quantity and Quail .ty: Integrating Monitoring, Evaluation mid QualiD- hnprovement for Action and Impact," Lisa Hirsclfllorn, Monitoring, 

Evaluation, and Quali .ty Improvement Director, Partners In Health 

o "Creating and Applving Evidence to Tackle Health and Poverty Problems," Annie Duflo, Executive Director, Innovations for Povel~’ Action 

o "The Challenges of Measuring Impact and the Strategies to Overcome Them," Salimah Walani, Director, Global Health Programs, March of 

Dimes 

Reaching Potential: How to Successfully Scale 

o "Let’s Be tIonest: V~’hat it Takes tu Grow a Successful Organ~ation," Debra Eschineyer, Co-Founder and Vice President of External Al~[hirs, 

FoodCorps 

o "Leveraging the Marketplace and a For-Profit Modal to Maximize Impact," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Inlbrmation tbr the Public and 
Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

o ’"Fools and Strategies tbr Staving True to Mission," Sophie Earls, CommuniF Development, B Lab 

Complete details and the Institute schedule can be seen at http:/iwww.uniteforsight.ora/inslitutei 

This email was sent to lissa_b[oome@anc.edu by ,~ennifer Staple-ClarK. 

Unsubscribe from U~ite For Sight Co:qfere:qce A~nou:qcements. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:39 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: With Open Plattbrm, Stantbrd Seeks to Reclaim MOOC Brand 

i~ Chronicle of Higher Education                                                        Ni subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday November 04, 2013 S~sbs¢~i~e ~o the. Cb~o~ic.le 

This Week’s Highlights 

With Open Platform, Stanford Seeks to Reclaim MOOC Brand 

By Steve KoIowich 

By embracing the open-source software Open ecLK, the university hopes to create 

its own reputation as a MOOC provider. 

~ 
S yrian Students Find a 
Haven in Rural lilinois 
By Libby Sander 
Monmouth College is among the 

American institntions that have made room 
for students whose studies, and entit£ lives, 
have been interrupted by a brutal war. 

~ 
F ixing a Gender Pay Gap Can 
Lead to Faculty Discord 

By Audrey Williams June 

One provost felt the heat when 

faculby members felt out of the loop. Pay is 

a sensitive issue, officials say, and 

communication is key. 

Overseas Health Programs Let Some Students Do Too Much, Too Soon 
By Karin I~scher 
The number of students going abroad to study health disciplines has tripled in the 
last ~o years, but guidelines for such pro~’ams have lagged behind. 

In Other News 

Maker of Net-Price Calculators Updates Its Language Bah’trig Aggregators’ Access 

Even in New York, Adjuncts’ Paychecks Can T;~ke Their Sweet Time 

Once Sideshows, Colleges’ Mobile Apps Move to Center Stage 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Lady Economists in an Economan’s World 
By Kate Bahn 
Economics has a long history of being a macho science as well as a dismal one. 
That’s changing, but is it changing quickly enough? 

Market Crast) Course: Dossiers With Dignity 
By Rebecca Schuman 
Your dossier is an expression of your entire scholarly and pedagogical being-- 
which only makes the era’rent process for wrangling it all the more ludicrous. 

Adjuncts Are Addicts 
By Josh Boldt 
My teaching habit is expensive, and it’s cost me everything. One of these days I’m 
going to !dek it. One of these days ... 

The Chronicle Review 

The WouldqBe Philosopher-King 
By Evan R. Goldstein 
Michael Ignatieffleft Harvard and reinvented himself as a politician. A smTeal rise 
and dizzying fall ensued. 

Commentary 

Academe, C~aim Your Political Power 
By Milton Greenberg 
tiigher education has not only the ability but the responsibility to influence 
polities. 



Advice 

Student-Centered Graduate Teaching 

By Leonard Cassuto 

Most academies dream of teaching doctoral seminars. Why do we spend so little 

time thinking about how to do it well? 

More of Advice 

People 

t~uest to ~mprove Students’ Chinese Brings Professor Back to Alma 

Mater 
Yea-Fen Chen, new direc.tor of Indiana University’s Chinese flagship program, 

hopes to turn out gradnates who can engage in complex conversations. 

Engineer Connects His Research With a Campus Pedestrian-Bridge 
Project 

Atorod Azizinamini has been t~37ing to speed up the process of replacing bridges. 

Now a Florida International University project is giving him a testing ground. 

From the B~ogs 

I~ottorn Line 

Venture Capitalists Call Patent Aggregators Negative Forces for Innovation 

In two new studies, the investors said they were wmy of having an~hing to do with so-called 

patent trolls. 

The Conversation 

Ah, the Unhumanities! 
Not evetTone’s good at everything, David Yaffe writes, and stt]dents who are good at and 

passionate about the humanities shouldn’t be hounded away fi’om them. 

Lingua Franc;] 

Linguistic Fuel for a Political Brushfire 

Did government ministers respond to rising energy prices by telling people to don sweaters? 

No, says Oeoff Pullum, but the way negation works in English helped the news media to make 

it look that way. 

The Return of the Liberal Arts to Europe 

There are signs that colleges there m’e looking to offer degrees with more breadth, says Nigel 

Thrift. 

Multimedia 

~ 
S lide Show: Cheers, Protests, and Other Moments 

Glimpses of Life in Academe From .ax’ound the World. 

Announcements 

NEXT: The Future of Higher Education 
This special repot~ looks at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the 
traditional degree, reinventing the aeademie calendar, "flipping" the classroom or physically 
reeonfiguring it, seeking new ways to evaluate what students know, and helping them navigate 
life after college. Order this special issue today to hear from a diverse group of scholars and 
thinke[s about whether innovation can indeed stick. C~ick here to get a copy. 

The Almanac of Higher Education, 2013oi4 

The latest Almanac of Higher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 

important trends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth analysis of colleges and 

universities with data on students, professors, adminis U’ators, institutions, and their 

resources. Click here to get a copy. 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e- maii newsle,Le[s on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 
premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

Retrieve user name I Reset you[ password I 

(c) 2013 The Ctnonicle of Higher Education 
1255 ~3rd Street iNq2~ 

Washington, DC ~0037 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 11:13 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CHESTNUTR[DGEFLYER draft.doc; suspect buckhorn bp 1 :iPg; suspect buckhorn bp2:ipg 

CRIME REPORTS 
The OCSO is asking anyone that might have been in the vicinity of the Buckhorn BP on Buckhorn Rd on the morning of the below crime and might have seen anyone hanging 
around or anything oul of the ord#~a~’ to please cN~ the Shedff’s office at 919-245-2900 and ask ~or ~nvesfigator Hunter. ~ have attached an image captured from a security 

camera inside the store, Although it doesn’l show much, we are hoping someone m~ght recognize 1he person or cbthing. 
ARMED ROBBERY: Occurred this momhJg 10/31/13 at 5:25 am. Buckhorn BP station on Buckhorn Rd, ~ite male. aprox 170 ~bs wearing a Mue sweat shirt and 
mask conforonted c~erk outside and forced her inside and took money from cash register. He ~efl on foot, no vehicle seen. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t. 

Community involvement is the biggest dote[lent to crime that we can have 

~N~ Description: 

Description: 

Description: 

Description 

Description: 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyer’s Transportation Finance/P3 Confe~nce <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 12:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Connect The DOTs 

Having trouble viewing thi~ email? View as webpage. 

::~,’~ The Bond Buyer’s Transportation Finance/P3 Conference 

Join These Top Transportation Professionals 
"~:iI Transportation Professionals Logos ] 

VIEW THE CURRENT LIST OF MORE THAN 150 ATTENDEES 

Call Me.qan Downey at (212) 803-6092 to register, or for more infermation. Group rates available. 

Sponsorship Opportunities AvailaNe! 

For more infon-nation about sponsorships and exhibiting, contact Michael Ballinger 

at (212) 803~8486. 

CPE 

Credits 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mullen, Christine (LNG-HBE) <chfisline.mnllen@lexisnexis.com> on behalf of 
LNG-ALB-AALS Auth Reception z4kALSAnthorReception@lexisne~s.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 1:38 PM 

2014 AALS LexisNexis(~ Author Reception 

Description: cid:image001 .png@01CED95D.B3DA57E0 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

leonaxd.gilber~hklaw.com 

Monday, November 4, 2013 1:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
2014 Breaking Institute 

Greetings, Lissa, 

I am doing my budget again, and have this down for Apr3-4. What is the rate for the hotel this year? Thanks. Leonard 

Leonard H. Gilbert I Holland & Knight 

Partner 
100 North Tampa Street, Suite 4100 1 Tampa FL 33602 
Phone 813.227.6481 I Fax 813.229.0134 

leonard.gilbert@ hklaw.com I www.hklaw.com 

****IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE IRS, WE INFORM YOU 
THAT ANY TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS) IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN 
BY HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, FOR THE PURPOSE OF (I) AVOIDING TAX-RELATED 
PENALTIES UNDER THE iNTERNAL REVENUE CODE, OR (11) PROMOTING, MARKETING, OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER 
PARTY ANY TAX-RELATED MATTER HEREIN.**** 

NOTE: This e-mail is from a law firm, Holland & Knight LLP ("H&K"), and is intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If you believe you received this 

e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete the e-mail from your computer and do not copy or disclose it to anyone else. If you are not an existing client of H&K, 

do not construe anything in this e-mail to make you a client unless it contains a specific statement to that effect and do not disclose anything to H&K in reply that you expect it to 

hold in confidence. If you properly received this e-mail as a client, co-counsel or retained expert of H&K, you should maintain its contents in confidence in order to preserve the 

attorney-client or work product privilege that may be available to protect confidentiality. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Surveys and Reports 

Surveys and Reports 
Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices, October 2013 
http:/!www.federalreserve.gov!boarddocs!sn LoanSurvey!default.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support(~,.qovdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http:i/www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

leona, d.gilber~hklaw.com 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:14 PM 

Broome, Lism L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Cadock, Jacqueline S <jcarlock@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2014 Banking Institute 

Thank you, both. I hope to be there in 2014. 

Leonard H. Gilbert [ Holland & Knight 

Partner 
100 North Tampa Street, Suite 4100 1 Tampa FL 33602 
Phone 813.227.6481 I Fax 813.229.0134 
leonard.gilbert@ hklaw.com I www~hklaw.com 

F~: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu] 
Semi: Monday, November 04, 201~ 2:12 PM 
¯ o: Carlo�k, Ja~queline S 
~c: Gilbert, Leonard H 0rPA - Y~6~1) 
Subject: FW: 2014 Banking Institute 

Hi Jackie --. Could you pass along the Ritz room rate to Leonard Gilbert? Thanks, 

Lissa 

Frem: leonard.g!!bert(.~!~k!aw.com [mailto:leonard.g!!bert~@hklaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 1:40 PM 
Te: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: 2014 Banking Institute 

Greetinss, Lissa, 
I am doin8 my budget a~ain, and have this down for Apr3-4. What is the rate for the hotel this year? Thanks. Leonard 

Leonard H. Gilbert I Holland & Knight 

Partner 

100 North Tampa Street, Suite 4100 I Tampa FL 33602 

Phone 813.227.6481 I Fax 813.229.0134 

leona rd.gilbert@ hklaw.corn I www.hklaw.com 

*~qRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE IR$, WE INFORM 

YOU THAT ANY TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS) IS NOT INTENDED 
OR WRITTEN BY HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, FOR THE PURPOSE OF (I) AVOIDING TAX= 
RELATED PENALTIES UNDER THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, OR (ll) PROMOTING, MARKETING, OR RECOMMENDING TO 
ANOTHER PARTY ANY TAX-RELATED MATTER HEREIN.**** 

NOTE: This e-mail is from a law firm, Holland & Knight LLP ("H&K"), and is intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If you believe you 

received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete the e-mail from your computer and do not copy or disclose it to anyone else. If you are not an 

existing client of H&K, do not construe anything in this e-mail to make you a client unless it contains a specific statement to that effect and do not disclose anything to 

H&K in reply that you expect it to hold in confidence. If you properly received this e-mail as a client, co-counsel or retained expert of H&K, you should maintain its 

contents in confidence in order to preserve the attorney-client or work product privilege that may be available to protect confidentiality. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carlock, Jacqueline S <~jcarlock@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:18 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emml unc edu> 

RE: 2014 Banking Institute 

Jsc 

]acquelit~e S. Carlock, CM P 

Director of Cor~tit~uit~g [.egN [~duEi~Lion 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380 160 Ridge Road 

Chapel HH~, NC 27514 

Mah~: 9~.9-962-,:[679 

[)#e(:t: 919-.843-B~ 
F~x: 919--84g-7779 

F~m; Broome, Lissa L 
~nt; Monday, November 04, 20~3 2:~2 PM 
To~ Carlock, ]acqueline S 
~ leonard.~Hbe~@hklaw.com 
~bj~¢t; ~: 20~4 Bankin~ Institute 

Hi ,Jack~e --.Could you pass a~ong the R~tz room rate to I.eonard GHbert? Thanks, 

Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 1:40 PN 
To: Broome, Ussa L 
Subject: 2014 Banking InstituM 

Greetings, Lissa, 

I am doing my budget again, and have this down for Apr3-4. What is the rate for the hotel this year? Thanks. Leonard 

Leonard H. Gilbert I Bolland & ~ight 

Partner 

lO0 North Tampa Street, Suite 4100 I Tampa FL 33602 

Phone 813.227.6481 ~ Fax 813.229.0134 

[A£fA~#_:gH bert @ hid aw.com I www.hklaw.com 

****IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE IRS, WE INFORM YOU 
THAT ANY TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS) IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN 
BY HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING TAX-RELATED 
PENALTIES UNDER THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, OR (il) PROMOTING, MARKETING, OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER 
PARTY ANY TAX-RELATED MATTER HEREIN.**** 

NOTE: This e-mail is from a law firm, Holland & Knight LLP ("H&K"), and is intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If you believe you received this 

e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete the e-mail from your computer and do not copy or disclose it to anyone else. If you are not an existing client of H&K, 

do not construe anything in this e-mail to make you a client unless it contains a specific statement to that effect and do not disclose anything to H&K in reply that you expect it to 

hold in confidence. If you properly received this e-mail as a client, co-counsel or retained expert of H&K, you should maintain its contents in confidence in order to preserve the 

attorney-client or work product privilege that may be available to protect confidentiality. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 5 -- BNA’s Banking Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

November 5, 2013 @, Volume 101 Number 17 

LEADING THE NEWS 

C ybersecu rity 
~a~ks Urge Senate Actioh o~ C’~,fbersec~wit~/ 

The United States is now at war in the cyber arena, a former 
U.S. intelligence official said as bankers renewed their call for 
Senate action on cybersecurity legislation .... 

Capita! 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision issued a revised 
proposal on Oct. 31 aimed at tightening existing rules on capital 
set-aside requirements for banks’ trading book exposures .... 

NEWS 

Appointments and Nominations 
5e~ate Republican, s B~ock Vote o~ Watt 

Republican senators blocked a confirmation vote Oct. 31 for Rep. 
Nel Watt (D-N.C.) to head the independent agency that 
oversees government-sponsored housing finance enterprises 

(GSEs) Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac .... 

Risk Management 
Fed Re~eases 20~4 $tress Test 5ce~arios 

The Federal Reserve released hypothetical scenarios that will be 
used in the 2014 capital planning and stress testing program for 
big U.S. banks, with the most dire featuring a severe recession in 
which the jobless rate soars to more than 11... 

Mortgages 

Witnesses urged members of the Senate Banking Committee Oct. 
31 to accommodate multiple sources of private capital as they 
draft legislation that would create a new housing finance system 
with limited government guarantees for the marketplace .... 

Derivatives 

By a vote of 229 to 122, the House Oct. 30 cleared the Swaps 
Regulatory Improvement Act (H.R. 992), a bill that would that 
would repeal most of the "push-out clause" set out in Section 
716 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer... 

Liquidity 

Banks are well-positioned to meet the tighter deadlines of a U.S. 
liquidity rule that implements an international standard for having 
on hand enough high-quality assets that can be turned easily 
into cash during a crisis, regulators say .... 



Risk Management 
Re~u~ators BaV Leverage~ Ris~ased Ratios 

A Federal ReseFve official participating in a think-tank discussion 
on bank capital FequiFements aFgued that a leveFage Fatio is 
important as a backstop to Fisk-based capital .... 

Systemic Risk 

The Financial Stability Oversight Council held "an initial 
discussion" on asset management at a closed meeting Oct. 31, 
signaling ongoing interest in potential risk posed by asset 
managers following a recent report citing gaps... 

Systemic Risk 

A Sept. 30 report by the Treasury Department’s Office of 
Financial Research (OFR) on possible systemic risk posed by 
asset managers is being criticized in an early crop of comments 
sought by the Securities and Exchange Commission .... 

Mutual Funds 

Eight money market mutual fund managers Oct. 3:[ recommended 
that the Securities and Exchange Commission carve out a new 
definition for retail funds under its proposal to reform regulation 
of the $2.6 trillion industry .... 

Risk Management 

A federal regulator is warning banks about minding their third- 
party relationships, advising lenders in updated risk management 
guidance to monitor activities of outside companies and to 
negotiate written contracts that outline rights... 

Mortgages 

In a hearing that highlighted sharp partisan differences, House 
Republicans branded a government agency that insures 
mortgages as "bailout broke," and said its condition underscores 
the need for overhaul legislation that would... 

Mortgages 
Consulter Advocates Urge Senators to Omit 

Consumer advocates urged members of the Senate Banking 
Committee not to include minimum down-payment standards and 
other underwriting criteria in legislation to overhaul the 
government’s role in the secondary mortgage market .... 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 

Bill to Close ~annie~ ~reddie ~dudes Tax O~ 

A bill to wind down Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and lay out rules 
for the U.S. covered bond market would impose taxes on the 
notes if their issuers go insolvent .... 

Federal Reserve 

The Federal Reserve said the ~eve~ of fees for services will rise 
very slightly in 2054 .... 

Appointments and Nominations 

Ye~e~ Confirmation Hearing for Nov, ~4 

The Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee is 
considering Nov. 14 as a possible date for the confirmation 
hearing of,]anet Yellen, the nominee to be the chairman of the 
Federal Reserve Board, according to a Senate aide .... 

Cybersecurity 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has 



launched a 45-day public comment period on a draft 
cybersecurity framework consisting of voluntary best practices 
for the private sector .... 

Community Banks 

The leading advocate for the state bank regulatory system, 
warning of the perils of industry consolidation, urged policy 
makers to improve their understanding of the merits of 
community lending and to devote more energy to create an 
appropriate... 

Regulatory Policy 

Federal banking and securities regulators continue to play catch 
up on the nearly 400 rules required under the Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, according to a new 
analysis from Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP .... 

Derivatives 

G~ns~er Sa~Cs °~4ore Wo~’k~ Ne<:essa~¢ 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission Chairman Gary Gensler 
said Oct. 31 that while the agency is now receiving detailed 
information on swaps trades, "that doesn’t mean there isn’t work 
to be done," to improve the way it collects... 

Derivatives 
CFTC°s Chilto~ #re(~i<:ts #osition Limits R~e 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission member Bart Chilton said 
he expects his agency will approve Nov. 5 a proposed rule 
imposing position limits on derivatives and subsequently withdraw 
a pending appeal related to an earlier position-limits._ 

Derivatives 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission staff issued a no-action 
letter Oct. 25 temporarily relieving swap execution facilities from 
certain execution requirements and permitting a "new trade, old 
terms" procedure (CFTC No-Action... 

Futures Trading 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission adopted a customer 
protection rule Oct. 30 that includes a compromise on the 
controversial topic of how futures commission merchants will 
collect and maintain "residual interest" from... 

Derivatives 
S~C ~4ay 7Issue÷ New R~e on ~rgi~s, 

The Securities and Exchange Commission will likely contemplate 
reproposing a 2012 rule imposing margin requirements on certain 
swap trades due to new margin requirements released in 
September by international financial supervisors,... 

Znvestment Advisers 
~qEC to Launch Ex~in~tio~ Progra~ in 2024 

The Securities and Exchange Commission will launch an 
investment adviser examination initiative in 2014 aimed at its 
"never been examined population," including those advisers 
domiciled outside the U.S., SEC Office of Compliance... 

Monetary Policy 

Fed ~4~i~t~ins C~rrent Q~ Pace A~:~:~ Weeks 

The Federal Reserve Board’s Federal Open Market Committee 
voted Oct. 30 to maintain the pace of its monthly asset 
purchases, citing a need to see more stable economic 
recovery .... 

Money Laundering 

Financial institutions invested billions of dollars to strengthen 



anti-money laundering compliance after the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks but more than a decade later compliance is "drifting," 
PdcewaterhouseCoopers warned in a... 

Housing 

A forward-Ooking indicator of home sales fell in September for 
the fourth month in a row to its lowest reading since last 

December, the National Association of Realtors said Oct. 28 .... 

Housing 

Home prices jumped 12.8 percent in August from a year ago, the 
biggest annual increase since February 2006, according to the 
Standard & Poor’s Case-Shiller index released Oct. 29 .... 

Mortgages 

The Mortgage Bankers Association expects originations to drop 
by 32 percent in 2014 as rates rise and refinandngs fall .... 

Mortgages 

Nortgage rates fell for the second week in a row, taking the 
average for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage down to 4.$0 
percent from 4.$3 percent the previous week, Freddie Nac said 
Oct. 31 .... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage applications rebounded in the latest week as loans to 
refinance and purchase homes both increased, the Mortgage 
Bankers Association said Oct. 30 .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

International Banking 

FaeRie Nae Wields Libor Sett~et~et~ts 

Fannie Mae Oct. 31 sued more than a dozen banks and banking- 
related groups, saying they manipulated the London interbank 
offered rate (Libor) and asking a federal judge to award $800 
million in direct damages, plus as-yet undetermined 
compensatory... 

International Banking 

$IB i~ Fir~s o~ D~tch ~k i~ Libor C~se 

Cooperative Centrale Raiffeisen-Boerenleenbank B.A. agreed Oct. 
29 to pay more than $1 billion to criminal and civil authorities in 
the United States, England, and the Netherlands, resolving 
allegations it manipulated Libor for nearly... 

Securities 

Securities and Exchange Commissioner Luis Aguilar Oct. 25 called 
on the commission to rewrite its penalty guidelines to more 
appropriately focus on egregiousness of the conduct and 
deterrence .... 

Consumer Protection 

A federal judge denied a motion to dismiss a claim against a bank 
in connection with charges for debit overdrafts, holding a 
checking account that includes a debit card feature is a 
"service" under California’s Consumer Legal... 

Retirement 

U.S. Bancorp’s equity-heavy pension plan investment strategy is 
now the subject of a second class action complaint, with plan 



participants alleging that the decision to invest "approximately 
100%" of plan assets in equities... 

Consumer Protection 

A state court action by over 100 plaintiffs that challenged the 
mortgage practices of multiple banks was properly removed to 
federal court as a "mass action" under the Class Action Fairness 
Act, even though all but the named plaintiffi.. 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

International Banking 
Swiss Regulator Forces UBS to Boost Capita~ 

Switzerland’s financial regulator has forced the country’s largest 
bank to temporarily boost its capital after finding fault with the 
way the bank calculated its legal and other operational risk 
exposures, UBS has announced .... 

Directors and Officers 
G-30 Calls ~:o~ Board~R~gulator Paradigm 
8,~s~d on Tr’~st, K~owled.ge of B~r~k Boards 

Citing a need for a new era of interaction between supervisors of 
the largest global banks and the boards of directors of those 
institutions, the Group of Thirty Oct. 28 called for the 
establishment of new relationships based on increased 
supervisory... 

Foreign Accounts 
IR~ U~veiL~ FF~: Drr~ft Agreemet~t~ FATCA 

The [nternal Revenue Service has issued guidance, including a 
draft agreement, for foreign financial institutions to comply with 
the information reporting and withholding tax provisions of the 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act .... 

Cybersecurity 

Canada’s federal financial services regulator published Oct. 28 a 
guidance document intended to help banks and other federally 
regulated financial institutions self-assess their vulnerability to 
cyber-security threats .... 

International Banking 
UoK, Treasur~ to Split Royal 

Of Scotland to Create :~ter~al 4#Bad@ Ba~k 

Royal Bank of Scotland PLC, which required the largest bailout in 
the history of the European Union, is to be split into a @good@ 
and a @bad@ bank to relieve some of the weight on British 
taxpayers and to separate the... 

Currency 

China made large-scale purchases of foreign exchange over the 
course of 2053, actions that are inconsistent with allowing 
market-determined exchange rates, the Treasury Department 

said Oct. 30 .... 

BNA INSIGHTS 

The heightened focus on corporate governance by regulators, 
stock exchanges, and investors over the past decade has made 
periodic evaluation of members of a board of directors 
increasingly important. A robust program of evaluation of 
individual... 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Liquidity 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Board of 
Governors and the Federal Reserve System, and the Federal 



Deposit ]~nsurance Corporation jointly proposed a rule on Oct, 24 
to implement a quantitative liquidity requirement similar,.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:13 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: New restanranks tbr Raleigh, Ca~; Durham Co. k) get 56 mnt~. jobs 

’:2 ............... ;: ...................... : ............................. :::~,-2 .............................................................. 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

...................................................................................................... 

Au<o parts manufacture~" to add S6 iobs in Durham 

L~st~n up entre~~ biil~on %r 
g~’abs 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide, 

iiiii =727 ~ ....................................................................................................................................... iiiii 

fi.~tur~ w(l( b~ built on ~nalvt~ca( 

D~s~ t~ w kh V rg n~a contractor could d~Aav N,C, drWe~ licenses .......................................... Christmas; 



Thor_~ t’efl~cts on srrtail--colleq~s life a’.ftet" 

P,~leiab.. among tot) :t.0 fit:test baby_ boomer citie:: 

~A lock indicates content available to paid subscribers. Learr~ 

Top National Stories 

workouts 

MackBem; rEO out corn .{~n’; :~’bandons bid to sell ~tse~.~ .................................. ~: .................................... ~!.......~: ....................................................................... , .................. 

N~sr]’s Wearho.:_~s~ r~i~cts .]os, A, Bank E~bl~st for information 

People ~ Commerdal Real 

........................................................................... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colasurdo, Alexa <Alexa Colasurdo@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:25 PM 

Relay For I.ifE Gala - November 13 

Relay For Life of UNC would like to invite you to our 
Second Annual Gala ANight Under the Stars 

~iI cid:image001.png@01CEO95E.44D78010 

Wednesday, November 13 I 7:oo-9:3opm 
R&R Grill I 137 E. Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC 

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Noel Brewer 
Founder of NC Cervical Cancer Coalition 

Silent Auction I Hors D’oeuveres I Door Prizes I Photo Booth 

Ticket and Auction proceeds benefit the American Cancer Societg 
Dress is Semi-Formal 

Tickets 
$20 for Students 

$3o for Adults 
$5o for Adult Couples 

Purchase Online .................................................... 

i~ http:/,staticapp.icpsc.com/icp/Ioadimag 
e. ph p/mogile/1405243/d4d 13378809ef 

aa72a686a be62a 9385e/ima ge/jpeg 

uncrelay@gmail.com 
w~v.relayl’orlife.org/uncne 

Relay For Life of UNC began in ~996 and has raised over $~5o,oo each year with 

the majority of money coming back to UNC Hospitals for cancer research. 
The main event in the spring brings together students, faculty, and the Chapel Hill eommunib~ 

to celebrate, remember, and fight back. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton Rose Fulbright <clientrela~ons.n@enortonrosefulbfight.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Webcast - Cross Border Investigations: Will Your Data Be a Problem? 

Will Your Data Be A Problem? ~ N~ii I~ 

Managing an internal investigation is costiy and time-consuming. Evidence sug9ests trlat most organizations are 

ill-equipped to handle the data requirements involved and are totally un-prepared should the investigation span 

mull:iple ,’:ountries ~,,nd j~jrisdi(;tions Yet, the ability to sec:ure, coH~ot and ana~yz~ data in su(;~ (;~ses is absoh~tely 

crucia~ 

In Ibis webcast, di~n ~roo~,s, President and CEO, Oenlrel Risks Am~tricas,and David Kess~e*, eDiscovery and 

information governance la~ier,,qit~ No,on Rose FulbrJg~t, w~ s~are thek-insights and advice on howto 

e[f~ol:~w~ly mana9~ eD~soovery in a cross border ~nvestigation ~nd r~il:igate t~ risks associated with data 

collection. 

Discuss the crucial steps to identify and process data when conducting a cross border investigation 

Provide practical steps you can take to mitigate the risks involved in data collection 

Outline the k~terplay belx~/een who ~s running the inves[igal:~on and who ~s celled:ing and transferring 

data 

Provide guidance on t~e policies aRd protocols you should ~ave in place now to protect your 

Address the ro~e of data protection agencies and the ~ssue of why you need to know where your data 

Got a question’? Register your question to the panel now. 

TO REGISTER FOR THIS EVENT ~L~K 

Control RisXs is one of the worid’s ieading risk management consultancies, helping organizations t’nanage the 

For general enquiries or to request a recording after the event, contact 

[Jpdate your profile o Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:59 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Charlotte’s banking sector doing ’reasonably well’ expert says 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Duke I~ergy’s R}verbend 

The red-brick Riverbend power 

plant, whose eight smokestacks 

have towered over Mountain Island 

Lake for 84 years, will come down 

in 2016, Duke Energy... 

Chariot[o’s banking sector 

doing ’reasonably well," 

Richmond Fed president says 

Richmond Federal Reserve 

President Jeffrey Lacker will focus 

on economy and workforce 

development during tw’o-day 

Charlotte visit. 

US Airways fined $t,2 million for wheelchair 

complaints 

US Airways has been fined $1.2 million for providing 

poor wheelchair service to disabled travelers at 

Charlotte and Philadelphia, officials said Monday 

US factory orders rise 1.7 

percet~t in September 

Orders to U.S. factories rose in 

September on a big jump in 

commercial aircraft demand But 

businesses cut back sharply on 

machinery and other goods.. 

to pay $1.SlB penalty 

SAC Capital Advisors will plead 

guilty to criminal fraud charges, 

stop investing money for others 

and pay $1 8 billion --the largest 

financial... 

J&J to pay $2,2B to sett~e 

r~a rketi~!~ a~ega[io~?s 

Johnson & Johnson has agreed to 

pay over $2.2 billion to resolve 

criminal and civil allegations that 

the company promoted powerful 

psychiatric drugs... 

Stocks edge higher in 

afte~oon [~ade 

Investors picked over a stock 

market that is already near all-time 

highs on Monday, doing enough 

selective buying to send indexes 

slightly higher. 

BlackBerry abat~dons bid to 

sel~ itself, CEO out 

BlackBerry abandoned its bid to 

sell itself on Monday, and 

announced it will replace its chief 

executive 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DiAmico, Cecelia <cdiamico@theacc.org> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 4:20 PM 

James F Barker <jbarker@clemson.edu>; Donna Shalala <dshalala@miami.edu-~; Eric Barron <ebarron@t?~u.edu>; Willimn P. Leahy 

<leahy@bc.edu-~; Charles W. Steger <steger@vt.edu>; Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); jurich@louisville.edu; Ron Wellmm~ 

(wellman@wfu.edu); Mike Bobinski (mbobinski@gtaa.gatech.edu); Daryl J. Gross (djgros@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d~5~ow@ncsu.edu); 

Cunningham, Bubba <Subbac@email.nnc.edu>; jstrawley@tnimni.edu; jm2y@irginia.edu; Theresa Wenzel 

(p,~-enzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Renee M. Baumga~ner (nnbaumga@ss~.edu); Donna Sanfl (dsatfft@athletics.pitt.edu); pbellia@nd.edu; 

Sam PaJcdue (sam pardue@ncsu.edu); Brootne, Lissa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu>; Carolyn Cdllahan (ctnc@irginia.edu); Robert Taggart 

Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu) 

Swofford, John <j swofford@theacc.org>; Lynde, Tim <tlynde@theacc.org>; Sandy McKinney <stm@clemson.edu~; Lucy Mascaro 

<lmascaro@miami.edu>; preskema~bc.edu; Sandy Smith <ssmith@vt.edn>; Bakker, Cheryl (cbakker@admin.fsu.edu) 

Request tbr your involvement in ACC Branding Initiative 

Sent on behalf of Commissioner Swofford: 

All - 

In just under eight months, the ACC’s expansion will be finalized when the University of Louisville officially joins the league on July 1, 2014. The Grant of Rights has 

solidified the league’s future, and the addition of the new schools will enhance the current fan bases, markets and rivalries. Due to the positive momentum and 

change within the conference, it is the appropriate time to examine all aspects of the ACC’s brand and perception - logo(s), positioning, differentiation in the 

marketplace, etc. 

As you know, the ACC has many great messages and stories to tell. The league is comprised of the best collection of academic institutions that compete at the 

highest level of Division I athletics. ACC universities attract many of the best and brightest students and student-athletes not only from the East Coast but across 

the United States and now an ever-increasing number from around the world. ACC universities represent some of the best college towns and major metropolitan 

areas this country has to offer. Six of the top nine US cities are represented in the new ACC footprint. These markets are not only relevant in the US, but also 

around the world. The ACC has an incredible tradition and an even brighter future, and we want to ensure the brand is positioned correctly moving forward. 

To that end, we have commissioned NY-based branding firm, SME, to work with us on this project over the coming months. One important piece of the research 

they will conduct is phone interviews with key stakeholders across the conference membership to collect a variety of perspectives of the league. 

We have selected a cross-section of President’s, AD’s, FAR’s and SWA’s within ACC member schools. Our request is for you to participate in an individual 45- 

minute phone conversation with SME over the coming weeks to share your thoughts on the Atlantic Coast Conference and its future. Please respond back to Tim 

Lynde (Sr. Associate CommissioneU Brand Marketing~ and copied on this email) with whether or not you are willing to participate and also copy the person on your 

staff who coordinates your schedule. Upon receiving your confirmation email~ Tim will ask Conor CFlaherty from SME to work with your assistant to schedule a 

call. 

Thanks in advance for your involvement in this important initiative. 

Best regards, 

John 

Exec~Live Assistant to the Comrrfissioner 
4512 WeybrkJge Lane 
Greensboro~ NC 27407 

O: 336.85,~ 8787 I D: 331~.369 1209 
~dia~eo@thea~e.org 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Skiing Magazine <newslette@email.skiingmag.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 4:33 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Couloirs, Wine, and "the Best Outerwear 

You are receiving this message because of your customer relationship with Skiing Magazine e-newsletter 

Click here if~ou wish to unsubscribe. 

Couloirs, Wine, and the Best Outervvear No images? Viewthe online version. 

Nil Get Skiing Magazine on Your Tablet 

This email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

Update your profile I Unsubscribe I Read our Privacy Policy 

Copyright © Active Interest Media, 5720 Flatiron Parkway, Boulder, CO 80301 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communicalions@mlmerhaleupdate.com~ 

Monday, November 4, 2013 4:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Whose Refund Is It? Round Three Goes to Bank Holding Company Bankruptcy Estate -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 
SIGN 

Whose Refund Is It? Round Three Goes to Bank Holding Company 
Bankruptcy Estate 

Summary: In the first decision on the issue since the Eleventh Circuit decisions in B, aokUnited and 

Ne.tBar~k holding that tax refunds belonged te the FDIC as receiver ff)r [he insolwmt ba~k rather [ha~ [o 

the bankruptcy estate of the banK’s holding company, the Bankruptcy Cou£ for the District of Delaware 

arising from the bank’s losses belonged to Downey Financial Corporation=s bankruptcy estate, and not 

to the FD~C as receiver ~or the failed Downey Savings and I..ean. The Delaware bankruptcy ceud 

concluded that the Eleventh Circuit decisions were factually distinguishabie, and [eiied on eadier, Iowe[ 

court precedent to find that the tax shadng agreement among the Downey enbties created only a 

creditoF-debto~ relationship between the ~oldin9 company and the bank and thus that the refunds 

payable to the holding company were the propeRy of the holding company’s estate 

By Philip 9, A~keL Nancy L, Na~zer 

in prior Client AleRs. we reported on two recent Eieventh Circuit decisions (BankUni~ed and NetBan~) 

that. in a seeming break with the established precedent in lower codRs, held that tax refunds 

attributable to losses incurred by an insolvent bank belonged to the FDiC as recewer for the bank, 

rather than to the bankruptcy estate of the bank’s holding company that received those refunds In those 

AleAs we suggested that because of unique facts in those cases, other couAs might limit those 

decisions to their facts and reach a different resdlt ~n future cases [hat is exactly what the Bankruptcy 

Court for the District of Delaware d~d in its recen[ decision in [he bankruptcy case of Dow~ey Financial 

Corp. ("DFC"). the holding company of Downey Sawngs and Loan, F A (’Downey Bank" orthe ’Bank"). 

See Giulia~?o v FDiC (/n re Dow~?y Fin. Co~.), ~ B.R ~, No. 10-.53731. 2013 WL 5531392 (Bankr D. 

Del. Oct. 8 2013) 

in a bankruptcy case filed by a bank holding company a~er its subsidiary bank ~ts primary asset, was 

placed ~ato recewe~ship by the Office of thrift Supecvis~on In Dowoey Financial. the Director of Thri~ 

Super,,ision appointed t~e FDIC as receiver for Downey Bank, w~ch ~mmediateiy thereafter sold 

substantially all of the Bank’s assets DFC filed its voluntary Chapter 7 bankruptcy case four days later. 

id at *2-.3. 

A~er the DFC bankruptcy case began, the trustee, on behalf of the bankruptcy estate, filed amended tax 

returns seeking a tax refund aris~g frora the oarryback of Downey Bank’s net operating leases i~ 2008. 

totaling more t~an $373 miiiion. !d at *5-6. The FDIC filed a claim in the DFC bankruptcy case for. 

among ether things, the ta:< refund; it also ~ed with the ~RS various statemen[s asserting the FD~C=s 

right to the tax refund. /d at "3.6-7 The bankruptcy trustee commenced a~ adversary proceeding 

seeking a declaration as [o the ownership o~ the ta~ re[uraJ, araJ subsequen[~y, joined by the indCmture 

trustee for t~e holders of DFC’s bonds sought summary judgment t~at the tax refund beio~ged to the 

bankruptcy estate !d. at’3 

Prior to the DFC bankruptcy case, DFC and its affiliates including Downey Bank, had executed a tax 

sha ring agreement (~’TSA") Pursuant to the ]SA. estimated taxes for each member of the group were 

cak:ulated on a standak?ne basis, ref~eot~r~g eaoh member’s tax liability had ~ filed separately. Each 

member then paid ~ts estimated taxes to DFC, which DFC deposited ~nto ~ts operating account. ]he ]SA 

gave DFC broad au[hority regarding the preparaticm, filing, and prosecutie~l of [he group’s jo~rfi 

returns id. at’a. If a member of the group made an overpayment of taxes, the TSA requi~ed DFCto 

overpayment from the taxing authorities" or when the overpayment was reflected i~ reduced tax 

payments by the consolidated group to the taxing authority, ld at "5 

Faced on summary judgment with the issue of whether the anticipated tax refund was pFope~y of DFC’s 

bankruptcy estate or whether it belonged instead to the FD~C as recewer for the Bank. the bankruptcy 

court, consistent with both the ~eventh C~rcuit decisions and ead~er precedent, held thai the agreement 

of the paRles as set forth in the [SA controlled whether the TSA created an agency or merely debtor- 

creditor relationship belx~/een DFC and Downey Bank /d. at "10. Re~ying on ead~er, lower cour[ 

precedent, the court focused on three factors to make this determ~nabon: (!) whether the ]SA created 

fu~gible paymen[ obligaticms between the parties; (2) whether the TSA required DFC te hold any ta~ 

refund it received ~n esc~ew for the Bank; and (3) whether the TSA delegated the tax filer (DFC) w~th sole 

discretk?n regarding ta~ matters. Id at "11 The court held that eaoh of [hose [ac[ors favored a finding 



that the! TSA e.%tablisheci ne more than a debto[..c!¢~diter !¢fiationsi~ip b~lw¢~en DFC and the Bank. ~[ 

reasoned that the TSA created a system of intercompany payments and reimbursements that could 

provisions, segregation provisions e~ other restrictions on DFC’s use of any refund, and that nothing in 

the agreement imposed any duty on DFC to ho~d any refund in trust for the other members of the group. 

id. at * 11-12 Rather, it found that DFC "has complete dominion and control" over ~efunds ~eceived for 

over a week, and Downey Bank’s rights were ~mited to the "expectancy of payment of a sum at a future 

da~e "id. at "14. 

The bankruptcy cou~t acknowledged the Eleventh Circuit’s decisions ~n BankUoited and NetBank, but 

TSA: the provisions in the BankUni~ed tax sharing agreement requiring the bank rather than the holding 

company to pay the group’s tax liability and dishibute refunds, and the ~ncorporatien of th~ inl:~ragency 

Policy Statement in the Net~anktax sharing agreement id. at "12-13 Citing to these differences the 

cou~t concluded that ’[a]lthough the BankUnited and NetBaok cases seem to offer contrary decisions 

. , they are factually distinguis~abie and do not persuade this CouR that DFC and Downey Bank had 

anything other than a debtopcreditor relationship" !d at "14. 

The FDiC has appealed the bankruptcy couP’s o~der to the Delaware distdct couR, and p~esumabiy will 

continue the appeal to the [bird C~rcuit if the d~str~ct couR affm~s the bankruptcy couR decision. Thus; 

although the bankruptcy oour~ limi[ed the Elev~mth Ciroui[ cases to their facts and reach~d a contrary 

result, it remains to be seen if that view will sunvwe appeai or whether the Third Circuit will be more 

inclined 1:o follow [h~ Eleventh Circuit’s approach on this ~ssu~. 

WRiie which judicial approach will prevail still remains to be seen, the cases are in agreement tRat the 

tax sharing agreement will control. Given that approach, interested pa~ies on all sides have every 

incentive to try to ensure: going fon~,’ard, that any appiicable tax sharing agreement be~veen a bank and 

its holding company states clearly the intentions of the paRies as to whicR entity owns any tax refunds 

and contains terms; such as those focused on by the Downey couP: consistent with those intentions 

~mpact on the recoveries of the respective pa~ies in the case of the ~nsolvency of the bank and the 

holding company. 

Our a~,orneys handle bankruptcy, insolvency and ,othe~" Altorneys from WilmerHale’s Bankruptcy and Financial 

restrucb~lring ma~ers e!~ behalf or debtors; boards o~ Restructuring Practice provide bde~ overviews of 

Read more the business landscape. Receive updates 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro ENC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 6:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

BREAKING: #ENDA Passes the Senate! 

Equality NC 

Friend of Equality 

Moments ago the U.S. Senate voted in iiwor of the Employment Non-Discriminath:m Act (ENDA)in a historic 
bipat’dsan Yore that pushed forward federal protections for gay and transgender workers. The bill now moves to 
the ILS. House of Representatives for final Congressional approYal. 

Ox~er the past several days, Eq~ml~- NC was prm~d to help deliver thousa~nds of messages of 
ENDA s~pport .--- from falr-mlnded North Carollnia~s j ust Hke ym~ .--- to m~r U.S. Senators ~chard 
Burr and Kay Hagan. 

While tbe federal ENDA faces an uphill baRle in the U.S. House, we’re heat~ened tbat in this effo~% so many people 
alI across our great state worked so hard to protect U3BT workers all across ~he eountq¥. :M~d we’re emboldened 
by yore: a~Nol~s to re-double our own efforts to not only help pass workplace protection pdieies il~ cities 
counties all across this greak state -.- as we’ve been doing for a decade .--- but to tinally achieve stakewide p~x-~tee~ions 
%r ha rd worki n g LOBT North Caro]ini aria. 

R~ght now, in 29 sta~tes -- inch~ding Noah Carolina -- gay and transgender workers can be legally 
harassed or fired for reaso~s that have ~mth~ng to do wlthjob performa~ce, 

And so, yet agNn, we need your help to change that -- together. 

EN[)A is our best ebanee in bvo deeades to fix our nafio~’s employment d~sc~SminatJon laws. And yon’re our best 
chance ko b~ng that same type d employment equality home. 

1"hanks for all you do for Equality. 

For Equality, 

Chris Sgro 

Exeeu[ive Director 

Equality NC 

P.S. [)on’t forget to ~ister now for the 2ol~ml]tv NC Fmmdatlon Gah~ - ~tbis Salem-lay,x November 

9, in Greensboro -. where weql recognize khe Iegisla~ive leaders wortdng to advance s~tewide workplace protection 
policies for Norlk Carolina’s gay and transgender workers in "2ol3 and beyond! 

::N:: Tell a Friend ] ~] Donate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro ENC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 6:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

BREAKING: #ENDA Passes the Senate! 

Equality NC 

Moments ago the U.S. Senate voted in iiwor of the Employment Non-Discriminath:m Act (ENDA)in a historic 

bipat~dsan Yore that pushed lbrward federal protections for gay and transge~der workers. The bill now moves to 

the IJ.S. House of Representatives for final Congressional approYaL 

Oxyer the past several days, Eq~ml~- NC was prm~d to help deliver thousa~nds of messages of 
ENDA s~pport .--- from falr-mlnded North Carollnia~s j ust Hke ym~ .--- to m~r U.S. Senators ~chard 
Burr and Kay Hagan. 

While tbe federal ENDA faces an uphill baRle in the U.S. House, we’re heat~ened tbat in this effo~% so many people 
alI across our great state worked so hard to protect U3BT workers all across ~he eountq¥. :M~d we’re emboldened 
by yore: a~Nol~s to re-double our own efforts to not only help pass workplace protection pdieies il~ cities 
counties all across this greak state -.- as we’ve been doing for a decade .--- but to tinally achieve stakewide p~x-~tee~ions 
%r ha rd worki n g LOBT North Caro]ini aria. 

R~ght now, in 29 sta~tes -- inch~ding Noah Carolina -- gay and transgender workers can be legally 
harassed or fired for reaso~s that have ~mth~ng to do wlthjob performa~ce, 

And so, yet agNn, we need your help to change that -- together. 

EN[)A is our best ebanee in bvo deeades to fix our nafio~’s employment d~sc~SminatJon laws. And yon’re our best 
chance ko b~ng that same type d employment equality home. 

1"hanks for all you do for Equality. 

For Equality, 

Chris Sgro 

Exeeu[ive Director 

Equality NC 

P.S. [)on’t forget to ~ister now for the 2ol~ml]tv NC Fmmdatlon Gah~ - ~tbis Salem-lay,x November 

9, in Greensboro -. where weql recognize khe Iegisla~ive leaders wortdng to advance s~tewide workplace protection 
policies for Norlk Carolina’s gay and transgender workers in "2ol3 and beyond! 

::N:: Tell a Friend ] ~] Donate 
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BNA Highlights <’bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 5 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

N .... bet 5, 2013 * Number 214 

Securities 

Commenters are voicing significant concerns about a risk- 

retention proposal issued by the Securities and Exchange 

Commission and other regulators, saying it could seriously impact 

the commercial loan marketOan important funding... 

nedvatives 

A Commodity Futures Trading Commission Nov. 5 public meeting 
could help end a five-year push by C~C member Bart Chilton to 
establish position limits on certain financial contracts, but an 
existing court case and a possible future legal challenge... 

Liquidity 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Board of 
Governors and the Federal Reserve System, and the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation jointly proposed a rule on Oct. 24 
to implement a quantitative liquidity requirement similar... 

Mortgages 

A secured creditor’s lien is not void simply because the creditor’s 
claim on that lien was disallowed in a bankruptcy proceeding, the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit said Nov. 4 (Shelton 
v. Citimortgage Inc. (In re Shelton),... 

Payment Systems 

Electronic bill payment is increasing, and banks could draw even 
more customers by making it easier to change accounts, 
according to a survey by a non-profit group that shows a 
continuing shift from traditional paper checks to mobile and 
online... 

Monetary Policy 

The Federal Reserve Board’s recent round of asset purchases will 
need to continue at their current pace if labor markets are to 
recover within the next few years, or else risk exacting a "heavy 
human toll" according to Eric Rosengren,... 

Mortgages 

Bank of America N.A. will pay $45,000 to settle claims that the 
bank violated the Fair Housing Act by refusing to approve 
mortgage loans of two couples .... 
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In this chapter, we identify a fundamental contradiction in the law of fiduciary duty of corporate directors across jurisdictions, namely the tension 
between the uniformity of directors’ duties and the heterogeneity of directors themselves. Directors are often formally or informally selected by 
specific shareholders (such as a venture capitalist or an important shareholder) or other stakeholders of the corporation (such as creditors or 
employees), or they are elected to represent specific types of shareholders (e.g. minority investors). ]n many jurisdictions, the law thus requires or 
facilitates the nomination of what has been called "constituency" directors. Legal rules tend nevertheless to treat directors as a homogeneous 
group that is expected to pursue a uniform goal. We explore this tension and suggest that it almost seems to rise to the level of hypocrisy: Why do 
some jurisdictions require employee representatives that are then seemingly not allowed to strongly advocate employee interests? Looking at US, 
UK, German and French law, our chapter explores this tension from the perspective of economic and behavioral theory. 

iiiiiii"What Shapes the Gatekeepers? Evidence fP~m G~obai S~pply Chain Auditors" ~:: Free Download 

Harvard Bus~ness .~chool Technology & Operations ~Vgt, Unit Working Paper No, ~4-032 

3OD:[ L, ~HORT, UC Hastings College of Law 

Email: shortj@uchastings.edu 

~I~CH~EIL W, TOIFIFEL, Harvard Business School (HBS) - Technology & Operations Management Unit 

Email: mto[fel@hbs.edu 
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Private gatekeeping institutions, from credit rating agencies to supply-chain auditors, are important players in contemporary regulatory regimes. 
Yet little is known about what influences the decisions of the individual accountants, auditors, analysts, and attorneys who interpret and apply the 

rules embodied in the regulatory schemes they help to implement. Drawing on insights from the literatures on street-level bureaucracy and on 

regulatory and audit design, we theorize and investigate the economic incentives and social institutions that shape the gatekeeping decisions of 

private supply-chain auditors. We find evidence to support the argument that auditors’ decisions are influenced by financial conflicts of interest. But 
we also find evidence that their decisions are shaped by social factors, including an auditor’s experience, gender, and professional training; 
ongoing relationships between auditors and audited factories; and gender diversity on audit teams. By demonstrating the contributions of both 

economic incentives and social institutions to gatekeeping decisions, our research significantly extends the gatekeeping literature’s narrow focus 

on economic incentives. By providing the first comprehensive and systematic findings on supply-chain auditing practices, our study also suggests 

strategies for designing private regulatory regimes that will more effectively detect and prevent corporate wrongdoing. 

Florida Law Review, VoL 65-~ fTo. 1089, 20~,3 

31~lt~A I~Rlt~K~ON, University of Richmond School of Law 

Email: jerickso@rich mond.edu 

In 1995, Congress solved the problem of professional plaintiffs in shareholder litigation -- or so it thought. The Private Securities Litigation Reform 

Act (PSLRA) was designed to end the influence of shareholder plaintiffs who had little or no connection to the underlying suit. Yet it may have failed 
to accomplish its goal. In the wake of the PSLRA, many professional plaintiffs simply moved into other types of corporate lawsuits. In shareholder 

derivative suits and acquisition class actions across the country, professional plaintiffs are back. They are repeat fliers involved in dozens of 

lawsuits. They are the attorneys’ spouses, parents, and children. They may even be entitles created for the primary purpose of filing litigation. 

These new professional plaintiffs have flown almost entirely under the radar of corporate law scholarship. This Article pulls back the curtain on 

professional plaintiffs, examining couFt filings and other public records in the first comprehensive study of professional plaintiffs’ role in corporate 
law. In most instances, professionalism is a good thing -- but not when it comes to choosing plaintiffs. 

~L:~A~I~T~ ~)[I~N, Nottingham University Business School 

Email: elisabeth,ded man@wbs,ac,u k 

In 2003, reforms to the UK corporate governance Code included the recommendation that the CEO should not become chairman of the board of his 

own firm. This study examines the impact of this reform on the routine top management succession practices of UK firms, testing an economics- 
based, efficiency argument that the reform was unnecessary, against the regulator’s argument that the reform is beneficial in preventing powerful 

CEOs from holding onto control for too long. Analysing a sample of 225 CEO routine departure events from 1996-2007, reveals a significant 

reduction in the proportion of CEOs becoming chairman of their own boards post-2003. UK firms were commonly adopting a ’relay-style’ process of 

top management succession prior to the reforms but this is no longer the case. We find no evidence that firms which retained their CEOs as 

chairman suffer weaker performance in the post-handover period, nor that powerful CEOS were refusing to leave their boards, both providing 
support for the economic view that boards of companies in competitive capital markets will organise their processes efficiently in the absence of 

regulation. This attribute of UK corporate governance reform provides no apparent benefit to shareholders, while restricting the succession options 

available to companies. 

R~Y ~Y~IKO~.O~I~, SIV]C University, Switzerland 

Email: nyukorong.remy@student.student,swisspqc,ch 

Considering the number of high-level corporate scandals, leading up to the worldwide financial meltdown starting in 2007, a medium-size 
entrepreneur and politician called Thomas Minder initiated a movement "against rip-off salaries" (gegen die Abzockerei). In March 2013, the citizens 
of Switzerland voted in a national referendum to place new restrictions on executive pay within the country. This paper provides a description of 
the specific provisions contained in the new resolution. The paper further reviews the pros and cons of the Swiss new law on executive 
compensation in the light of recent corporate governance developments. We make a case that binding say-on-pay can transform the power 
structure in the boardroom, in that way, facilitating the deinstitutionalization of suboptimal pays that pertains to powerful chief executive members 
of Swiss corporations. We caution, however, that while a binding say-on-pay may possibly bring about a 360 degrees transformation in the 
executive pay setting, it may not produce a global cure. This is because influential shareholders are likely to sway opinion for executive pay plans 
that further shareholders parochial interests at the disadvantage of key constituencies in the company, including less prevailing stockholders, 
employees and debt holders. As a key element of corporate governance, executive compensation should persistently endeavour to harmonize the 
inducement packages of senior managers with stockholders and all the various constituencies of the corporation. 

Free Download 
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~O~ ~, ~OATE~, ]:V, Harvard University - Program for Legal Profession 

Email: jcoates@law, harvard.edu 
~I, JRAJ ~l~.~t~, Harvard Business School 

Email: ssrinivasan@hbs,edu 

We review and assess research findings from 120 papers in accounting, finance, and law to evaluate the impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. We 

describe significant developments in how the Act was implemented and find that despite severe criticism, the Act and institutions it created have 

survived almost intact since enactment. We report survey findings from informed parties that suggest that the Act has produced financial reporting 

benefits. While the direct costs of the Act were substantial and fell disproportionately on smaller companies, costs have fallen over time and in 
response to changes in its implementation. Research about indirect costs such as loss of risk taking in the U.S. is inconclusive. The evidence for and 

social welfare implications of claimed effects such as fewer IPOs or loss of foreign listings are unclear. Financial reporting quality appears to have 

gone up after SOX but research on causal attribution is weak. On balance, research on the Act’s net social welfare remains inconclusive. We end by 

outlining challenges facing research in this area, and propose an agenda for better modeling costs and benefits of financial regulation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 3:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Big Money Flows inNew Jersey Races to Thwart Chrislie Agenda 

Top News 

Big Mormy Flows i~ New Jersey Races to Thwm~t 

LV N~CNC:L,~,L C~" ~YLSLC:F?~. 

Democrats and nnio~s spe~t more than $35 milhon in the state 

t@ng to prevent any shirLs in the Le~slature that would give 

Gin< Chris Christie mo~ power. 

REMAKING MEDICINE 

For Uninsul°ed, Ck~a~°ing a Way to 
L:7 .::q.: ~w GO,’~3NC:UGN 

Kentue~, and oflael" states are usil~g eotmse]ors to seek out 

sign up uninsured residen L% providing a dear view of how 

enro]hnet~k m~der the health care law should 

Video: Eligible to Enroll ] Slide Show: Kentucky Ahead in Enrollment 

Eg3~pt’s Ex-President is Defim~t at M[urdee ’i’gi~l 

The trial, on e~aarges c,f ineitit~g the m re’tier of protesters, was 

Mohamed Mo~si’s {51st public appearai~ee since his removal from 

office in d~fly. It was adjourned for two months. 

, The Lede: Reaction on the Streets and Oniine in Egypt 

~ [] Video: Ousted Egyptian Presic~ent in Court 

~ Advocate for Restraint in Egypt Tiptoes Around Compromise 

;~.; Keili 

The 

For more tot) news. ~o to NYTimes.com ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



U.S. I BOOMING 

HopeJ~l G|i~m~ee~ in L+mg W~l° on Cance~" 

A Retro Report a~d a medical walter ret~ect on "~e grand hopes 

and stutte~qng progress of i~e~ard Nixot~’s "war on cancer." 

OPINION ] OP-DOC8 

’The Animated I.~k~ of AoR. "~Ta||aee’ 

A shone fihn celebrates Alfred Rusael Wallace, who is co-credited 

with discovering the theory of natural selection. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ERIK P~T]GURA, a graduate sb~dent at the University of California, Berkeley, who 
conducted a three-year analysis~ estimating that the Milky Way contains as many as 

4o billion habitable Earth-size planets~ 

World 

Report of N azi-Looted Trove Puts 

an Up,’oar 

The discover?" i~ Mm~ich of what are sMd 

confiscated or banned by the Nazis has ptx?mpted er~fieism of 

w}~y Germany did not disclose ~he find more ~hat~ two years ago. 

The 

Munich 

~ p~rtme 

As U.So Weighs Spying C][mnges, Ott~cia|s Say c~;~ 
....... Keith B. 

The Obama adminisb’a~on is co ~side~ng reini ~g in ma~y N.S..~ I    ai;~,,,, I 

practices overseas, bat for ~ow, offieials have cow,eluded thak 

there is no workable alternative to the collection of huge qua~fities of 

"metada ta." 

Americans Jailed fo~° Months in Qa~.ar At’~.er 
Daugl~ter’s Death 

Supporters described the case as a eombhmtJon of flawed or 

nouexistent evidence, ethnic prejudice aud exkreme cultural 

misunderstandings. 

U.S, 



Aider Los .Angeles Airport Shooting, No Easy 

_~swers on Seem’iD" Strategies 

The Los Angeles Interna~ionaI Airport shooting that left one 

Tnmsportation SeeuFi~" Administration official dead has 

seeuri~ expe~±s re-examini~g strategy fi)r making airports safe. 

Seattle’s Mayor Faces Challenge, Despite Sig~s of 

On the eve of Election Day, polls suggested khat Mayor Mikc 

Me(Nm~ was in trouble, even though the economy is doing pre~" 

well and job numbet~ are growing. 

....... McGirm, 

right, 

: ee { n9 

Medical Ethics Haw’, Been Vio|ated at Detention Sites~ a New 

:Report Says 

A ~oup of exl.~e~ts in medici~e, law a~d ethics accused the United S~tes 

governmenk of directing d,-wb-~ts and others to ign,-~re their p~x-~t)ss%nal codes 

of eNies by abusing 

For more Bg. r:ews, 9o to NYTimes.¢om/U,S s. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

SAC to Plead G~filb~ and Pay $~o2 Billion fro" Inshler Trading 

SAC Capital Advisors, the hedge fund owned by Steven A. Cohen, has agreed to 

plead guiI~y to insider tra~ng violatb-ms, becoming the first large Wall Street 

firm in a ge~erafion to confess to cfimi~al conduct. 

, .~i] Comment Commerts 

J.&J, to Pay 8"~o~ Billion in R~sperdal Settlement 

Federal offMals said .~ohnson & ,lotmso~ promoted the 

an[ipsyehodc drug as a way to treat dementia pa[ien~s for many 

ailments, when ik was only approved for schizophrenia. 

Holder 

Jr., the 

DEALBOOK 
:~ Tho[£te 

BlackBer~ Drops Effm-t to Sell Itself; C.E.Oo to 
chief of Step Down 

The company will instead receive a 81 billion investment fl’om 

i~stih~tJona] investors, includi~g Faiffax Financial..Man S. Chem former chief 

of Sybase, will be interim chief executive. 

, N] Comment Commerts 

~ ~ Video: Epic Fail, the Business Edition 



~ DealBook: What a Bi9 Investment Says About BiackBerry’s Endgame 

Sports 

In Btdlfing Case~ Questions on N,F,L, C~t~re 

The unfolding saga betwee~ the o[~,nsive linemen Jonathan 

Martin and I~ehie Incognito of the Miami Dolphins is [o~:.ing the 

league to start defining the gray areas be>veen l:,ra~ks and 

bullying. 

~ 
Ricilie 

Incognit I 

o le~t. I 

Hockey Histm% as Docam~ented by Prime 

Stephen ,l. Harl)er, the Canadian prime minister, took nine years 

to r~;search, w~te and publish "A Great Game," a new addition to 

the great w-.,lame of hoel~ey books produced by Canada. 

Reports of a Positive Test in 2oo6 Call 

Rodriguez’s Words Into Question 

Two people ~dth knowledge of the situation confirmed the 

Yankees’ slu~er was found to have used a ba*med subs ’tanee. 

Arts 

Defectors Land on TNeir Feet 

Seven defectors from the National Ballet of Cuba have found 

jobs with American ballet companies since flaeir arrival in the 

spring. 

~ At Ballet 

"[’he Bidding is Sluggish at a Special Estate Sale 

At a sale of paintings, drawings and sculptures fi’om the estate of 

.Jan Krugier, a Geneva-based dealer, many ex>ensive works did 

not sell at all, or went far below expectations. 

Playing the Game Agaim ~qth an Insider’s Look 

at the Players 

"Don ble Do~ ," the follow-up to "Gain e Ch ange," looks in s Me 

the pt{mm%s and the presidential campaigns of Prs;siden t Obama and Mitt 

Romney. 

Obituaries 

A Y~ddishe Nlonnne of Ms, sic, Chana }llotek, Dies 
at 9* 

Mrs. M]otek was a sleuth and archivist of YMdish mush:: whose 

song collections alIowed thousands to imbibe the mirthful and 

mournRd indorses of the shtefl, ghetto and Yiddish theater. 

Nalini Ambady, Psychologist of Int~aition, Is 

Dead at 54 

Professor Arabs@ was a social psychologist whose research on 

the su~Io~{si*~g accuracy of first impressions was popularized by 

Malcolm G]adwell in his 2oo5 best seller, "Blink." 

Joseph 

Mock 



Science 

Far-Off Pla~ets L~ke the Eartl~ Dot the Gallaxy 

With the he~p of the Kepler spacecra~, astronomers calculate 

the n umber of habib~ble Eat@-like planeLs in ~he Ooldilocks zone 

-. not too hot, nok too cold. 

....... renderin 
g of 
Kepler 

OUT THERE 

Finding the Higgs Leads i-o More Puzzles 
E,. Li~. ~Nk’, 

As scientists try to recol~cile th e discoveW of the Higgs boson 

wikh what "~ey "~ought they knew, one theory suggests khat a 

glitch in the tliggs field could end the universe as we M~ow it. 

Hepatitis C, a Silent Ki|ler, Meets Its Match 

New drugs are close to market flint promise complete cures in 

more people, with shorter courses a~d fewer side efibets. But 

they will not be cheap. 

Rubens, 
63, of 

FNI:Plee, 

Today’s Video 

Bluctd3erW is j ust the latest example where a promisit~g 

comps l~y ti~ lls in love with it~ owl~ prod u ct wh lie m i ssing th e 

sigi~s that consumers are destined to move on. 

The journalist Sami Shah satiz{zed Pakistani polities. Then, 

fa ell} g secu rity th re;aN, h e mad hi s fi~mi ly moved to Austt’a l is, 

where he now uses s~md-up comedy to help adapt to his new life. 

, Reiated Article 

~ vmEo:The Read Around: Nicholas 

Sparks 

Nicholas Sparks, author of "The Longest Ride," says elements 

like beh’ayal, loss and honest" are all needed to make a novel 

work. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Toward Endi~g Workplace D~serimination 

A Senate vote shows support %r fair treatment of gay, bisexual and transgen der 

EDITORIAL 

Mro Kerry F~m~bles ~n Egypi- 

:Mq ill-advised visit to Cairo undercuts earlier efforts to rebuke get~erals at~d 

EDITORIAL 

Aeming the ToS,A. Is Not a Sohation 

If every shoofing in a public place led to a new eluss of law en%recmcnt 

O~CeIN~ :kmel’h?a woll]d h)ok ]i](e a war" zone. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Mcx~co’s Soda Pop 

If yo ~ think a tax on soft &’inks will help fight obesity, think 

what a tax on eorl’upkioll eollJd do tBr our ecollomy. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

HillaR¢ i~ ~o~67 Not So Fast 

Democrats can cheer and pundiLs ea~ lay [hch" heks, hut Ws an 

awkward moment fl)r pc~]itieaI x~)yalty like Mrs. Clinton, 

~ Columnis~ Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fixb~g the Sysl-cm 

It’s the first Tnesday of November, so it mnst be Election Day. 

Why do so many voters fee] alienated? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

mere opiqiec:: g~; te NYTimes,com/Opinio~ ~* 
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Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFGNC.COM> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 6:57 AM 
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November 5, 2013: BlackBerqi Ltd. Drops Sales Bid; Thornton Heins... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

IB{ackBeny Lt& Drops Sa{es Bid; Thorsten Heins Out as CEO 

Blackberry Ltd. Confin~ned on Monday that it will abandon plans for a sale as 

it struggles to gain momentum in the smartphone market, reports USA Today 
(Nov. 5, Molina). In a statemerrt, BlackBerry announced it will receive a $I 
billion ~nvestmen~ from Fairfax F~nanc~a~ Holdings, the company that or~gha~y 
struck a dea~ to acquire the Canadian smaRphone maker. B~sckBer~ CEO 
Thorsten Hobs will step down from his role, replaced on an interim basis by 
John Chen, who w~ll also se~%’e as the executive chair d the BhckBerry’s 
board. "BlackBeny ~s an iconic brand w~th enormous po~entM ----- but ~t’s going 
to take time, discipline and tough decisions to reclaim ou[ success," Chen 
sam ~n the sta[ement. 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 5, Connors, Cimilluca) says the financing is 
seen as a way to strengthen BhckBerry as it embarks orb a new strategy. 
"One of the things that was hurting this company is that them was a ’fer sa~e’ 
sign up," said Prom Watsa, the chairman of Fa~rfax, which owns 10 percent of 
BlackBer~ and sought to take ~t private. "The for-sa~e sign ~s taken down. We 
have financing b p~ace ~o[ the bng ~errni’ But the move does ~tle 1o mollify 
the company’s precarbus condition ~n the eyes of both investors and 
customers. The stock fell 16.4 percent to a 12-month low of $6.49, well below 
the buyout price d $9 a share proposed by Fa]rfax ~n September. Wa[sa and 
BhckBe[ry executives rdmhed from hying ou~ a de~ai~ed v~sion of how 
BhckBerry will slay afloal after a new line d phones flopped and ~ls once- 
comfo~sble cash p~e qubkly disappeaB. 

The move to miss funds ffem convertible debentures underscores 
BlackBerry’s deteriorating cash situation, according to Bloomber.q (Nov. 5, 
Mille0~ The cornpany’s cash and short4em~ bves~ments fell by almost $500 
rni~Hon hst quarter to $2.3 b~llion~ BhckBerry’s h~est phones got a tepid 

banks are putting off upgrading to the new software. Jabi~ C~rcu~t Inc., one d 
BhckBerry’s ~op eledron~cs suppliers, said in September that it will probably 
d~sengage from ~ts rehtbnsh~p w~th the company ~n coming months. Thafs 
m~sed spec~htbn that B~ackBer~ wi~ stop making phones a~together. 

talent brc headline 2 

Leading ~inds of Governance 
Dec. 3 I Marriott Marquis I New York, NY 

Join NACD for a complimentary director-<Jriven forum to exchange ideas, 
insights, and off4he-record war stories on all things governance. Participants 
will have the opportunity to interact with America’s boardroom experts and top 
governance gurus, inck~ding Steven #~. Day,doff d Dea~Book, in a t[u~y 
unklue format, where 1he key learnings will elevate m, en the mosl seasoned of 
directors. 

This peer-exchange event will take phce on the momin.( of the Directomhip 
100 gala. Make the most of yeur time and attend both! 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 ] 

.ACO ~o~e ~ide~ar 

Find an NACD Chapter Program 

BV- SEC Agenda 

BV- Talent BRC 

BV- Woodford 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

[’Jew York, J’dY (:Dec 3, 

2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL ,~Dec. !2-f 3, 

2013) Sdd Out 

Director Professionalisrn® 

Miami, FL. (Dec 9-10, 

20% 

Special Events 

Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Peer Exchanges 

Information Flow 

Beyond the CEO; New 

York, NY (Nov 7, 

2013) 
Navigating Critical 



Learn more and request an invitation. 

Audit and Finance 

Aicatel-Lucent P~ans to Raise $2=7 Biilion 

Network-gear maker AlcatePLucent plans to raise about $2,7 billion to cut its 
debt and finance its turnaround plan, taking advantage of a rebound in shares 

to unveil a capital increase, repo~ts the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 5, Landaure). 
The France=American make[ of equipment including w~less antennas and 
submarine caMes sak~ ~t p~ans to [a~se ~955 mi~on ($1.29 bil~on) by se~ling 

new shares and w~H ~ssue bonds wo~h $750 mi~on. AlcateFLucent sa~d ~t has 
a~so secured a commitmen~ ~o[a new ~500 million loan. AIcateI-Lucent will 
pdce the new shares al ~2.10, 29 percent be~ow Friday’s closing pdce. The 
capita~ ~ncrease will be open to existing shareholde~ Nov. 19-29~ 

Twitter Boosts IRe Range Amid Strong ir~vestor Demand 

Twitter Inc. raised the top end of the price range fer its initial public offering by 
25 percent and will close its books a day early, Reuters (Nov. 4, Oran) 
reporis, signaling strong demand for the most closely watched S~]~con Valley 
debu~ since Facebook las~ year. Amid a red-hot market for IPOs and soadng 
equity markets, Twitter raised its price range to $23 to $25 per share on 
Monday, from a previo~s $17 to $20. The microb]ogg~ng network, wMch has 
ye~ to ~urn a profiL kept the size of the offedng at 70 milk,on shares. Tha~ 
means it will raise up to $2 MJlion ~the overallotmen~ option of 10.5 mi~on 
shares ~s exercised. The new pdc~ng would va~u8 the company al up to $13.6 

b~on, or about 12.5 to 13.6 times forecast 2014 [evenue of $1 b~llion, 
according to eMarketer. 

Share~ ::~:: Facebook ~ 

Kellogg Co, to Cut 7 Percent of Workforce by 2017, Lowers Forecast 

The Chicago Tribune (Nov. 4, Cavale) repo~ts Kellogg Co. will cut about 7 
percent of i~s workforce by 2017 and also trim production capacity, aider 
reporting another quarterly decline in sales in its cereals business. The job 
cuts are a part of a four-year cost-cutting program, called Project K, that the 
company launched on Monday. The program includes consolidating factories 
and product lines, moving them closer to i~s regional hubs. Kellogg reported a 
better-than-expected adiusted profit for the third quarter on Monday, helped by 
cost cuts. Net income rose to $326 million, or 90 cents per share, in the 
quartet h~m $318 million, or 89 cents per share, a year eadier. 
net it was an okay quarter but the big surprise was the cost cutting, and 
think investors ape viewing that positively," Edward Jones analyst Brian 
Yarbrough said. 

ShareET~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

and P~!i£Y~ ............................................................................................................................... 

Wants Broad Divestitures From AIVIR, US Airways 

U.S. antitrust authorities reportedly want ~o see a b~oad package el 
divestitures from AMR Corp. and US Ailways Group. h~c. as part of any deal 
to settle the government’s challenge to their mer#er plan, accor~h~# to the 
Wall Street Journal (Nov. 4, KandalL N~css). Peop~ familiar w~th ~he mst~er 
say ta~ks are under way between the twe skies three weeks before a tria~ of 
the antitrust challenge ~s set to open ~n Washington. The Justice 
Depa~ment’s antitrust surf, wMch sought to b~ock the merger of AMR’s 
American A~rlines and US Aiptcays, argued that ~he dea~ wou~d harm 
consumers by reducing a~r service and increasing fares. ~t ~isled mo~e than 
1,000 routes on which regulato~ believed competition wouId suffer. The 
open#~g o~ setlIement laIks suggests ~hat the government ~s nol taking an 
absolule stand against the deal, and that a trial ~s not a cerla~nty. 

Joh~son & Johnson to Settle Risperdal ~mproper [~arketing Case 

Johnson & Johnson has agreed to pay $2.2 billion in criminal and civil Iines to 
settle allegations ~ha~ that i~ improperly marketed ~he antipyscho~ic drug 
Risperdal and two other drugs, topers the New York Times (Nov. 5~ Thomas), 
~nck~dh~g promoting them for uses they weren’t approved for and paying 
kickbacks 1o physicians and a large long-term ca~ pharmacy provider, the 
Depa~ment of Justice announced Monday. Federa~ officials say that Johnson 
& Johnson’s pha[maceutica~ unit, Janssen, promoted R~sperdal to doctors 
with e~dedy dementia patients as a way to ~rea~ a host oi ailments even 
~hough it was on~y approved for schJzophreni& ~anssen pleaded guilty to a 
misdemeanor charge and acknowledged that ~1 had promoted Risperdal to 
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19~ 2013) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 
York, NY (Dec 3, 

2013) 

The Next Wave in 

Regulation and 
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Ahead for 2013 (~ 1/12) 
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With ISS (12/18) 
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issues. Learn more 
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dementia patients who did not have schizophrenia. It will criminal fines totaling 
$485 million, The company also agreed to pay $1 ~72 billion ~o settle civil 
eases with the federal government and 45 states. 

The Federal Housing Finance Agency will bar modgage companies flora 
accepting k~crative payments to arrange a cont[ovei~ial form of hemeownei~’ 
insurance, according to government officials, repeals the Wall Street Journal 
(Nov. 5, Zibel, Scism). The housing regulator is pushing ahead with a ban on 
fees for ’"’force=placed"" insurance policies--expensive coverage ~hat is ~hrust 
upon borrowers whose regular homeowners’ polio,,, has lapsed--despite 
industry objections that such a move encroaches on state regulators. Rather 
~han set rules on what insurers can charge Io[ such policies, which is 
generally the purview of states, the FHFA will prevent mortgage servicers that 
de business with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac from accepting celtain 
payments. Such a move essentially would bar the entire industry from the 
practice, since Fannie and Freddie back about ~wo4hi[ds of U.S. home leans. 

�ornper~a~ign ................................................................................................................................ 

Ca~pers Boubies Bonus Payouts to Employees as Losses Recouped 

The California Public Employees’ Retirement System, the largest U.S. public 
pension, doubled bonuses to its staff as the $277 billion fund recouped losses 
suffered in ~he recession, repeals Bloomberg (Nov. 4, Ma[ois). Calpers, as the 
fund is known, paid 130 ernployees and executives $7.7 million ~n bonuses 
~ast year, more 1ban twice the $3.6 m~Hion in the previous year. The 
fund says it must giant bonuses to he~p compete wffh the pay that employees 
could make i~ they went to wo[k on Wa~ S~eL Ca~pers has ~ong opposed 
excessive compensation fer corporate e):ecutives at companies ~n which 
~nvests. 

~ ~ ~X~ Facebook ~ 
~h~[e .... 

C-Suite 

Executive Attitudes on Diversity Positive, bat Actions Lagging, Survey 
Finds 

A resounding 96 percent el executives believe having a dive~se and inclusive 
workfo~ce can improve employee engagement and business performance, 
according to the Wall Street Journal Online (Nov. 4). However, though the new 
survey by ~he Kern/Ferry Institute shoves execu[]ve attitudes a~e positive, it 
a~so reveals enterprises need 1o do mo~e 1o promote inck~s~on. Wt~ile 72 
percent of executives polled sam their organizations have D&I programs, only 
23 percen~ said their firms give senior executives ~inancial incentives Jo 
promote inclusion. 

Economic Outlook 

EU Predicts Anemic Growtf~ and High Unemployment in 2014 

A fl’agile recovery across the Eurepean Union is not expected to bear fruit until 
next year, rope[is the New York Times (Nov. 5, Kante0, while unemployment 
is likely to hi~ new highs in countries like Greece and Spa~n. Oiii Rehn, the 
Union’s commissioner for economics and moneta~ affairs, says grot~h this 
year among the 17 euro~res countries ~s expected to slip 0.4 percent and to 
flatline ~n the 28 countries of ~he Eu[epean Un~on, partly because o~ s~ow~ng 
demand ~rom Asia and o~her emerging markets, before turning posffive ~n 
2014. "There ale increasing signs that the Eu[opean economy has reached a 
turning point," says Rehn. "But it is too early to deciare 

She r8~ ::.~.:: Facebook ~ 

Factory Orders Climb t,7 Percent in September 

Factory orders iumped 1.7 percent in September to $490.8 billion, 
MarketWatch (Nov. 4, Goldstein) reported Monday. Shipments rose 0.1 
percent in September and rose 0.2 percent in August. The Septembe[ [ise in 
orders was expected after a big increase in Boeing orders, and orde~ 
excluding transpo~afion foil 0.2 percent. The data suggests businesses may 
have shut the~[ wallets as a polfficM impasse threatened to lead the 
government ~o m~ss payments on ~s obligations, and could give the Federal 
Rese~’e more reason to leave ~ts bond-buy~ng stimulus program at full throltle 
for the rest of 2013. 

Shar8~ ~~ Facebook ~ 



West Texas Intermediate oiJ fell to the lowest in more than feur months amid 
speculation U.S. crude suppJ~es w~H be sufficient, repo~s Bloomber~ (Nov. 4, 
Zhu, Rowling). Futures in New York sank as much as 0.6 percent, extending 
~asl week’s 3.3 percent decline. Crude slockpiles in the U.S. the wedd’s 
biggest oi~ consumer, rose fer lhe past six weeks, according to government 
dsts. "The o~] market hss been oversupplied for some time now and that 
hasn’t changed," says Myr[o Sokou, senior research analyst at Sucden 
Financia~ Ltd~ in London. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

shotted be better than ever 

Thanks to the additions of 

Pittsburgh, Notre Dame, and, 

especially, Syracuse, the ACC will 

be more basketball focused now 

than it has at any point... 

Duke’s Matt 

Jones (13) 

reacts after 

being fou led 

as he scores 

under the 

basket in the 

~mproved defense leads UNC 

The North Carolina Tar Heels 

haven’t allowed nearly as many 

big plays the past two weeks, and 

the offense has found a rhythm 

with a two-quarterback... 

UNC’s Eric 
Ebron (85) 
and his 
teammates 

UNC 27, N.C. $~Late 19: Read 

about it 

Stories, notes and quotes from 

North Carolina’s 27-19 victory 

against N.C State at Carter-Finley 

Stadium 

Eric Ebron 

and his North 

Carolina 

teammates 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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Sent: 
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Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 7:47 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Raleigh’s Sa]ix goes to court; N.C. business climate slips in ranking 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 5, 20!3 - Business news essentia~ t~ Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

........................................................... Contract dispute between dru~ d~ve~per Sa~ix and its 
partner will go to court 
Saiix Pharmaceuticals will defend itself in a breach-of-contract claim brought by’ a 

California company. 

NoC. slips from first to second-best state for business 
c~imate 

North Carolina has slipped from first to second on Georgia-based Site Selection 

magazine’s annual list of states with the best climates for business. 

Ed Swartz, founder of Static Control. dies at 77 
Ed Swarth_, feunder ef one of Lee Ceunh/’s iargest private empioyers, diad Manday. 

He was 77. 

Gov. McCros,’s mansion qe~ bul~et-proof ~ndows, gas 
logs 
in iis review af public records that detail spending at the Neath Carelina Executive 
Mansion in Raleigh, the Asseciated Press found that Gov. Pat McCrory’s 

administration earlier this year spent $167 000 on renavatiens io 1he histeric manor~ 
~ W~ including the installa Jan o~ bullet-preo, windews, gas ,irepiace logs and ou~doer fire 

Despite cu~ and h~ke% North Carolina colleges still a 

New restaurants on tap for Raleigh, Cary 

Auto pa~s manufacturer to add 5~ iobs in Durham County 

WasteZero to City of Raleigh: We can help you 

Two UNC students to open clothinq store on Franklin Street 

LGBT workpMce protections win key Senate vote, but 
House passage of ENDA unlikely 

More TesM-Mercedes projects to challenge BMW ~37 

Read I~[Iomi~g Editio~ >> 
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The Morning Brief: Young Avoid New ttealth Plans 

L~TEST STORIES 

Young Avoid New Health Plm~s 

EU Forecasts Sluggish G~0owth as Austeri~.y Confin~es 

AOL’s Revenue Rises on Highee Ad Sales 

Gay-Rights Job Bill C~ears Key Senate Hurdle 

A Troubled City’s Youth Drive 

Zhou Xiaochum~, Clara% Central B~er, Leads Push to Overhmfl 
Economy 

For U.N. and SAC ~e, Ba~les Won m~d Lost--_~Mysis 

Cacl~e of Nazi-Seized A~ Thought to Be of ~AmaMng’ QuaHly 

India Launches Mm’s M~sMon 

Braz~ Spied on U.N. Diplomats 

M23 Rebels Call HMt to Congolese 

India’s F~rst M~sMon to Ma~’s 

Clfina Beats France h~ En#ish Proficiency 

Taper Delay: How to h~vest h~ Bonds Now 

Witnesses Reeo~t New Jersey 

t~:hy China Needs to Kick the Llixury 

NEWS PODCASTS 

The ~:~ Street Journ~ Tiffs Mornh~g Nov. o5, ~o13 
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One Question Few Lawyers Ask 
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This Thursday’. ttarvest Time Vendor Show at Genetic Medicine 

.~i GENEWlZ, Inc. 

Join us for lu nch at the Harvest Time Vendor Show 

When: rhtasday, New,tuber 7, 2013 

Where: Gene~io Medioine Lobby 

Time: 11:30am to 1:00pro 

Peter Bent ACEA 

Maggie Rougier-Chapman Advanced Cell Diagnostics 

Justin Siack Airgas 

Scott Kiayner BMG LabTech 

\/icki McC~iiouch Cell Signaling Technologies 

Bryan Hess Ciontech 

Britt Steed eBioscience 

Barbara Pepper Exiqon 

John Phillips GA International 

]om Pecora GemBio 

MaryBeth Panagos GENEWiZ, Inc. 

Jens Erichsen Kapa Biosystems 

Ron Maddux Lonza 

Eric Jones Sarstedt 
Alexia Fentr~)y Sarl:oriua 

Mary Reiiiy Simpod: 

M: 919-995-3225 

M e ry Betl!. Pa n ages@ ge n ewiz. co m 
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Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash... Mmck Hollis: "The Wizard of Awes" 

Newsletter 

Dear Lissa. 

TuesdayMorningGreetings fi~om Clips. Hope you are well. 

Since about 75%* of College Athletics Clips[] audience consists of athletic directors, former 

athletic directors, those who aspire to be athletic directors, those who hire/fire athletic directors 

and generally those who work with athletic directors), we always root out content that is 

leadership-oriented, future-oriented, inspiration-oriented, fundraAsing-ofiented, academic- 

oriented and U perhaps most funda~nental of all U content that is bmnding/lhn- oriented. 

Today ~ s atlfletic directors have become fm~ous for we~ying about a dozen hats, mid 

everb@ing seems to be the top priority simultaneously. Ultimately, it gd starts with the money, 

and that comes from ~:ans~ whether it~ s by: 

attending games; 

watching on TV (which causes advertisers to pony up to reach eyeballs, which brings 

money to the networks, which []in turn [] brings money to conferences,~NCAA, which [] 

turn [] brings dis~tribulion money back to schools); 

buying stuffwith ~hool logos affixed; 

donating money; or 

providing summer jobs for student-athletes (within NCAA guidelines). 

’][’here are dozens of ADs who shine in ~Imost all the categories and subcategories above, ~d 

one of them [] Mark Hollis of Michigan State [] was written up @e~y t:avorably) in the most 

recent NCAA Chm~pions tnagazine. Scoring way high in the imagination, visional, impresario 

areas, Hollis co~nes off like a ~nodem day Baynum. 

Those impresario abilities bring out the fans, and that leads to all the other checklist items 

above. 

Check out the graphic from the aNcle below. 

Nick Inth~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w,’~,w.twitt e r.co m!@Colle.~ e,~t h Clips 

*The other 25%: confbrence people, bowl people, media, vendors, association people, sports journalism 

students" and fbc’ulty, sports management students and fi~culty, miscellaneous’, etc’. 

The Wizard of Awes 
By Brian [Iendrickson, N( TAA Champions 3/Iagazine, 3, 640 words" 



Mark Hollis is grinning with misehievous pride as he pulls up in his black Cadillac 

outside the Breslin Center. 
It ~ s late July, and the thrnmming from a $24.5 million stadium expansion re~nates ~?om the 

football complex nearby amid surging anticipation of the first day of practice. Yet Michigan 

State ~ s athletics director is in the spotlight on this day, not’the customa~ shadows from which 

administrators often cheer their program I1 s athletic achievements. And Hollis is entertained by 

that displaced attention. 

[] Did you see me on [] Spo~tsCenter [] ? [] he wants to know the moment his era door opens. 

[]I made the top 10, ~nan! [] 

Understand the innate mzardu that led to this moment and you []11 understand Hollis [] a Bill 

Veeck figure in college sports whose runaway creative mind brought hockey [] s blue lines to 

football [] s red zone and a basketball game to an F- 16 blacktop. His inspirations have 

reshaped the Final Four and ,set the blueprint for the NHL [] s Winter Classic. But they all seem 

to follow the same path as Hollis [] latest [] SportsCenter [] moment. 

It started with a friendly golf challenge with Michigan Director of Athletics Dave Bmndon, 

exchanged two years ago on Twitter during a break in Big Ten meetings. But Hollis rarely sees 

any event a~s simple. It seems everjOhing in his job ~] and even outside it [~ holds potential to 

be hyped and marketed. So the initial challenge turned into the annual B 1G AD Golf event, a 

nine-match challenge between Michigan and Michigan State athletics Iiiculty, media, coaches 

and fo~mer student-athletes. Local media covered it. A news conference preceded. The results 

ran in the Detroit Free Press. 

And this time, Hollis took the biggest bow. Trailing Bmndon by two holes thiough 16, Hollis 

icily sank a 23-foot, match-~ing birdie putt on the 18th green, then calmly relrieved his ball 
with a champion [] s strut that belied the fortunate finish. He won on the firfft playoffhole. 

That putt made the top 10 plays on []SportsCenter[] the next day. The news raced across 

Michigan State [] s campus. 

As ttollis enters the Skandalaris Football Center that atiernoon, a UPS deliveryman 

approaches to shake his hand. [ ~It~ ] s always good to beat Michigan, [; he says. Athletics 

department employees light-heartedly cheer as he enters his office, chiding that Hollis[] s~ture 

has grown mo big to be around. Hollis .savors the theater with good humor. His pntt surely will 
be recalled at next year [] s event. 

Mark Hollis got his start with Michigan State athletics as a men [] s basketball team manager. 

Thirty yems late~; Hollis is devising events that leave his fo~mer roommate, basketball coach 

To~n Izzo (below, lefD, joking, [] He [] s got a ticket wifl~ God. [] Ice hockey coach Tom 
Anastos (below, right) recalled the eltbrt behind Hollis[] Cold War event and the impact it had 

on college hockey. [] It put the sport on a platform we [] d never seen before, worldwide, [] he 

said. []~Ve got an audience in prime-time football season. [] 

MEMORY IVlAKER 
The shelves, walls and desk in ttollis[; office bear all the markers expected ofa successthl 

administrator. Autographed tbotballs and basketballs sit among awards and memorabilia, 

reminders of the 19 Big Ten chmnpionships, five boM games and tw’o Final Fours the school 

has collected since he was named athletics director in 2008. 
Less noticeable among the office d [] cor are the eight Disney characters. There are two stuffed 

Mickey Mouse dolls along with miniatures of Pluto, Donald Duck and Goofy. A porcelain 

figurine of Mickey Mouse, given to Hollis by me~nbers of the Disney Institute consulting firn~, 

contains a brass plate congratulating him on being named SportsBusiness Journal [] s 2012 

Athletic Director of the Year. On a second line, the plate also recognizes the 318 days he [] s 

visited Disney theme parks [] a number that has since eclipsed 320. 

Hollis [] connections with Disney are as tight as his four-decade relationship with Michigan 

State. He [] s leaned on the Disney Institute professional development firm for advice on 

improving his depaa~tment ~ s working culture and its relationship with its fans. tte [~ s given out 

miniatures of its chaa~acters at NCAA committee meetings. One of his thvorite pastimes on 

those Disney trips is m simply walch the visitors walk to the tix3nt gates with eyes thll of 

excitement and wonder, then leave hours later, exhansted l]com "the experience, only to return 

the ne.’~ day with the same innocent faces. The memories they take away are powerfnl and 



lasting. 

He saw the same awed expressions in East Lansing on Oct. 6, 2001, as the 74,554 thns who 

packed Spartan Stadium looked to the field with wonder. 

A crammed football venue tbr a Michigaa~ and Michigan State game on a Saturday in "the thll 

isn ~ t unusual. But there was a hockey rink on the field this time, stretching be~,een the 18- 

yard lines. No college program had attempted an outdoor hockey gan~e on a~ificial ice before 

that day. It was a Frankenstein event for Hollis ~ mad- scientist marketing. 

They called it the Cold x,Vaar. The tickets sold out three tnonths earlier, guaranteeing that the 

game would smash the world-record crowd for a hockey game of 55,000 set in 1957. 

Tailgating began at 7 a.m., 12 hours before the puck dropped. 

At firs~t, it was easy to dismiss as a ludicrous dream. It started with an offlmnd comment from 

Michigan State assistant coach David McAuliflE: It would be cool to hold a game in Spartan 
Stadium, he suggested. 

[JYou are cr~y. [J Michigan Sta’te coach Ron Mason told him. 

Most people comfortably seated in reality would stop there. But Spartans employees have 

learned better than to tempt Hollis ~J creativi~ with such a lZar-t~tched suggestion, ttollis heard 
the remark aa~d thought of a movie released m,o years earlier ~ ~Myste~?~, Alaska~ [] about 

a local club team that takes on the New York Rangers outdoors. Hollis saw potential in 

Holb~vood [] s faa~tasy. 

So tickets went on sale four months after McAuliffe [] s casual commenk even though nobody 
really knew how to confftruct a hockey game outdoors ~ at least, not offofa frozen lake. The 

techi~ology for such a game didn []t techilically e~st [] the 281-ton refrigeration unit used for 

the game was originally built to chill movie studios. Three days before the Cold War was to be 

played, Spartans administrators didn [] t even know if they could keep the ice from melting in 

unseasonably high temperatures. 

Those concerns have now become some of the unfo~ettable memories fa)m a night that 

redefined the stx)rt. And ttollis kept adding P.T. Barnum layers to the evening. 

tie brought in Detroit Red Wings legend Gordie Howe to drop the puck [J decorated red, 

white aa~d blue in honor of9/11 victi,ns. He orchestrated a laser-light show to electri~ the 

s~maading-room- only crowd, which exceeded the stadium ~ s football-game capaciW by more 

than 2,000. Flames shot up fiom the field whenever Michigan State scored a goal. 

Ordinaa-ily a regional rivahT, the game tmnstbnned into a national curiosiW. Media traveled 

from New York and Washington, D.C. Fox Sports Net broadcast it to 38 million homes ~ as 

many as a major Spartans football matchup could hope to reach. Fans talked about framing 

their tickets and programs. Those who couldn ~t land tickets crowded around radios in the 

parking lot. They recalled childhood games played on frozen lakes. Commemorative T-shirts, 

hats and hockey pucks vaporized t]com shelves. 

LJ It was like nothing we ~] d ever experienced, ~] said current Michigan State coach Tom 

Anastos, the commissioner of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association at the time. LiI must 

have said [JWow! [~ a thousand times. [~ 

And in the process~ Hollis ~ wild idea helped Michigan State realize so,nething about itsel£ For 

decades it had straggled with aa~ awkward really’. Within tbur hours of its doorsqtep lay three of 

college sports[] most recognizable names: Notre Dame to the southwest; Michigan and Ohio 

State to the southeast. How was it supposed to stand out? 

The Spartans boast some enchanting memories: Magic Johi~son in the highefft-rated NCAA 

championship game in histo~3~; Bubba Smith and the back-to-back national champion football 

teams of the 1960s. But neighboring schools outpaced them in revenue and stature. How could 

they differentiate themselves? 

The Cold War showed them. 

So two years later, another wild idea that began with a napkin sketch in "the middle of a Detroit 

[.ions lbotball game turned into the BaaketBoM [~ a basketball game between Kentucky and 

Michigan State. Played at the 50-yaa-d line ofDetroit[] s Ford Field, the game broke another 

record with a crowd of 78,129. 
Then in 2011, Michigan State opened its season against North Carolina on the deck of the 

USS Carl Vinson aircraft cmrier. U.S. militmT servicemen swarmed around former Spartaa~s 

and Tar Heels in attendance, snapping photos ruth their cell phones and cameras. President 

Barack Obama cheered courtside. A lilac sunset provided an iconic backdrop. 

[]Wow’. [] Tar Heels coach Roy Williams told Spartans coach Tom Izzo as they shook hands 

after the game. []Thanks for everything. This was unbelievable. [] 

Jus~t like on his Disney ventures, Hollis hears those astonished responses, sees wonder in the 

eyes of his student-athletes and knows the memories are cherished. 

[J Those are things that will never go away in "their mind~ L; ttollis says. [] Their eyes tell the 

story. [] 

The Career Classic (left) may have been tiollis L] most eye-grabbing spectacle, helped by the 

attendance of President Barack Obama. But his creative vision had already inspired other 

major events. The Cold Wax outdoor hockey gan~e (above) laid a path for the NHL [] s Winter 

Classic, while the BasketBoM es~tablished a new template that the Final Four now follows. 

DETAILED CI~EATIVITY 

Jud Heathcote didn,t see a creative marketing masternlind when he first met Hollis. He saw 

another freshman eager to be around the basketball team. So he shut the door. 

That [] s what the legendaU Spartans basketball coach did to all the kids eager to be a manager 



for his teams. Magic Johnson had just led them to the national rifle and was now the star of 

Showtime in Los Angeles. Yonng men flocked to the p~gr~m. So Heathcote tesled fl~em flJe 

s~me way: shutting the door on them~ telling them to come ~ck ~JJoflJer time. 

So Holfis did. And the door shnt on him a second time, 

And a thhd. 

And fl~en a fom~k. 

On the sevenfl~ trip, Heathcom handed ~m a broom. 

~ Go sweep the floor, ~ he stud. 

Hollis stayed with Heathcote throughout ~s college career ~d &velo~d from the coach an 

appreciation for logistics, leadership and management. Heathcote w~ &roiled and dem~ding. 

Hollis le~ed to anticipate problems and devise corrections. By the end, Heathcote entrusted 

~s young manager with handling the team ~ s expenses on road trips and overseeing the open 

gyms "that attracted a halt:dozen pros to East LaJ~sing on summer mghts. 

Magic Johna)n could Nnare offin tho~ games against Detroit Pistons s~ers Isiah Thomas, 

Mark Agui~ and Bill Laimbeer 1; a lineup known ~ much tbr its ill tem~mment as i~ talent. 

ttollis ma~aged those cha, ac’mm without ~cking down, picking lineups among miflionaJm~ 

a~om~cing mghfly Nl- star teans among touchy ego~ bmaMng up brawls among polished 

pmfessionds. 

Ho~is E disposition impressed Heathcote: He was authofi~five mthout ~ing over~asng. 

E He was dependable, ~ Heathcote said. ~d he loved his job. A lot of guys jus~ liked ~ing 

around the team. But he loved his job. ~ 

Hollis now sees Heathcote ~ s imprint on Ns bigges~ events. The experience he later gained in 

marketing, finance ~d management as an admiNstmtor for the Western AtNefic Coherence 

and Michigan S~te preNred him to lead Ns Nma mater. But beating on that door seven times 

required determination. Handling the gruff’coach reqnired attention k) derail ~J like knomng his 

seat on commercial aflines was always ~cond on the left ~Nnd flae bulkheai. And working 

with him taught Hollis "that a man who always seems m have answem does so ~cause he 

always asks the fight questions timt. 

Hollis needed dl of~o~ s~lls m pull offhis signature events. 

When MicNgan S~te ~d No~h Carolina took the s~ge on the USS Carl Vinson on Nov. 11, 

2011, fl~e only firing the nation saw was a ,nade-for-TV spec~cle. But who stopped to 

consider the late-afternoon fipoff was set not becau~ it offered a prime-time broadcast slot on 

the East Coast, but because the &w point and humidib- levels at that time of day would keep 

moisture from condensing on the coup? 

Who qnestioned how the game was even pro~sed, or wondered a~ut the eight-year process 

Hollis spent pushing the concept diligently t~ough the bureaucratic chamMs witNn the U.S. 

Navy? 

There was legaJ Fepi&tion and logisficaJ concern [] could a ship be guara~ateed to be in dock 

when world events constantly caJled nationaJ security into question? There were television 

interests to consider, milieu’ needs to mind and two basketball sqnais to co~aJ. Sailors knew 

how to ma~e ships; athletics deN~mnt Nrsonnel ~ew how to manage games. But could 

they learn to work together? 

Such bamers would keep ma~y people fro,n even aRempfing such an eflb~. But Hollis ~ 

respect for the practicaJ dmnands of his impractical aspirations hel~d them work though it. 

He had a way of reaching across the ~ble to get ~ople of yawing expertise to combine their 

~owledge. Wi~out tkat anita, the events may have fallen flat. 

There was no precedent for Hollis ~ visions. Nobo@ could lean on exNfience from previous 

projects and pin~int eyed~ problem and solution. They needed one another ~ s expeNse, 

together by a leader who may ask tbr the impro~ble, but could inspire them k) believe it was 

possible. And when moments grow ten~, Hollis [J calm confidence kept his team focused. 

Nobo@ had more on tim line lbr the Career Classic tha~ Hollis. The game was already ce(min 

to lose money. The slightest ewor ~] if the president amved later than he di& causing the sto~ 
that soaked the cou~ 45 migrates ~er the final b~zer to amve ruth time on the clock ~ could 

have presented a nationally televi~d emba~assment. 

Eveuone involved felt fl~at strain. There were a half-dozen occasions when Adm. De~is 
Moymha~, the head of communications for the Navy who provi&d Hollis a bureaucracy 

She~, called at the end of a stressful day of conference calls to ask EWe Ere going m be 

OK on this one, right? ~ 

Ho~is E reassurance always eased the strNn. 

E Yeah, we ~ll m&e it work, E he E d answer. 
That composure held even in the ten,st moment. 

Throe &ys betbre flae Cold Wax, the Michigan State s~fl’was scmmNing to recruit student- 

athletes to ~rape ice t?om flaeir hockey compleE Munn Ice Arena and rash it to Spa~an 

Stadium. Temperatures rose to 78 degrees in East La~sing that day. Waves rippled across the 

melting ice, pushed by 23 mph rends. Key equipment was stalled at tim Cm~adia~ border by 

post- 9/11 secufib~ procedures. The NHL ~ s mp ice alchmnist, Da~ Craig, rushed in to Nage 

the s~dium. He led a team of volunteers though the night to ave6 a di~ster. 

E It was bm~l, ~ sad MicNgm~ S~te Depub" A~letics Director Grog Ia~i, who has ~en 

Ho~isE fi~t-hand man ~ ~signed to manage the realities of his ~ss~ visions ~ from the 

Cold War ~rough the Cartier Classic. ~We got towels s~ck under the boards so the water 

wonEt leak out. I called Mark and I said, EDude, we could be in a li~le tronble. ~ E 



On that same day, ttollis spoke to the Detroit News as his statt’anxiously asked student- 

athletes to call ti~mily in Chicago and ask tbr the temperature as they prayed that a stalled cold 

front would arrive in time to save the game. 

[1 Eve .rything is going well, I~ Hollis told the newspaper. 

Then, a miracle: Temperatures dropped 23 degrees overnighk and stayed in the low 60s the 

next day. They tell to near freezing by the day of the gan~e. The crowd bundled up in a nippy 

41- degree stadium when the puck dropped. 

[] So he [] s got a ticket with God, [] Izzo joked. 

But while it[] s easy to dismiss as luck, other groups took Hollis [] templates and found 

inspiration [] [] with mixed results. Seven years after the Cold War, the NHL initiated a regular 

tradition of playing an outdoor game in the middle of its season, termed the Winter Classic. 

The NCAA brought the Final Four to Ford Field five years after the BasketBowl, copying 

tlollis[1 design of placing a raised court, surrounded by temporary seating, on the 50-yard line. 

Centering the cour/, instead of placing it on one end of the tield, eliminated the need to partition 

offmuch of the stadium ~1 s pem~anent seating, led to a championship attendance record and 

opened the door tbr thousands more tiros m attend future Final Fours. 

And a year a~er the Carrier Classic, three games were scheduled on aircraft carriers [] though 

two were canceled because of condensation on the court and the third was delayed two days 

when it threatened to rain. 

’][’he success of each of Hollis [] events has placed a target over Michigan State that energizes 
its operations team ruth a constant question: What [] s next? 
PLAYING V~qTH A PURPOSE 

Hollis is grinNng again as he works his iPad to stream his latest event to his office television. 

This one won [] t make SportsCenter, or even the local news. But the video shows Hollis [] 

creative mind in perpetual fifth gear, always looking for an open lane so it can hit the 

accelerator. 

This time it ~1 s simply a golfouling ruth eight ofHollis I~ friends. The reset of the nation would 

simply send an email or make a phone call. But they would mi ss the potential entertainment 

value Hollis envisions. 

He grabbed photos frmn the Web, laid down a heroic soundtrack, and stitched together a 

video of such epic weight that it seemed to be introducing The Mas~ters. ’][’he simple golf outing 

[] a time for drinks and laughs and a little fi~iendly co~npetition [] became [] The Classic at 

Boyne. [] Each player [] s picture and name burst ~om the screen as if forecasting ratings- 

bursting national viewership. Even the breakt’ast schedule played like a blockbuster moment. 
Hollis [] staff and a representative from the Disney Institute consulting firm discuss a plan to 

imp~ove the fan experience dtmng Michigan State home games. Hollis believes that what 

ma~es Disney so successful as a brand is the magic guests tbel when visiting one of its parks. 

tle should know, having visited Disney thenre parks more than 320 tinres [1 and counting. 

B ut don I~ t mistake this tbr a special eflbrt to impress friend~ members of Hollis [; staffinsist. 

This is Hollis in 45-minutes-to- spare mode. This is why, when he appeases in their doorways 

with that cunning s~nile and beckons, they brace for the unpredictable. 

[] You []11 be sitting with him and all of a sudden he [] s saying something, and you better be 

paying attention, [] said Richard Bader, Michigan State [] s director of sport operations. 

[] Pretty soon we [] re going to have a field hockey game in a submarine. [] 

Versions of that lighthearted joke can be heard across campus, but Hollis bristles at 

suggestions that his signature events are pure showmanship. 

Yes, he [] 11 take the credit for the marketing wizards. But there is always a purpose behind it, 

Hollis insists. The Cold War and BasketBowl, he says, were inspired by an opportunity to 

excite a state that was struggling economically. The Cartier Classic provided a stage to pay 

respect to U.S. troops. 

It was not about money: The Cold War, which sold tickets tbr $18 or less, broke even. The 

Carrier Classic lost money. 

[] But for a moment in time, you [] re creating a memou, [] Hollis says. [] And that [] s very tnuch 

part of our mission in college athletics. [] 

And Hollis is fixated on that mission. It [] s why he joined the Division I Men [] s Basketball 

Committee earlier this year [] fi~lfilling a caxeer-long goal [] and chaired the NC.A2\ 

Amateurism Cabinet for two years, leading efforts to exan~ine the issues created by high-profile 

spoNng events. He [] s challenged the cabinet to define amateurism in modem college athletics 

and questioned whether the NCAA membership is going far enough to defend the virtues of its 

model. 
Big-money television contracts are inescapable in the current athletics world. And as Hollis 

leads a tour across his cmnpu~ proudly showing offthe thcilities, he can[It escape the financial 
truths eve~ major program thces. The current $24.5 million North End Zone Project at 

Spartan Stadium comes on the heels of a $10 million upgrade to the video board and audio 
syfftem, and a $64 million expansion before that. It [] s a competitive reality he must manage. 

But his committee involvement also provides a podium to p~Riect his belief that adminisq_rators 

should be held accountable if they don []t spend their revenues in ways that support their 

student- athletes. 
[]We have put a lot of focus [] and when I say we, presidents, athletic directors [] into 

revenue generating; therefore, the public has also, and I think that [] s natural, [] Hollis said. 

[] There [] s a lot of good people in this business, and I think we all want the same thing. You 



obviously" want to win, and I don[ ~t think we should ever slep away from that desire. ILls how 

you want to win and what do you want to have wrapped aroand you? [J 

Hollis [J approach: Make the experience memorable. 

So his staff works to maJae even regular home games an experience. Last year, the Spartans 
men~ s and wotnen~ s basketball teams played hosl to Division II Tuskegee [] normally a 

good night for a StubHub sellofl~ So Michigan State invited members of the famed Tuskegee 

Airmen World War II squadron, whose nalional museum is in Detroit, to attend the game and 

be honored. The Commodores, the Hall of Fame band that started at Tuskegee, provided 
pregame entertainment. 

And other high-profile events are in the works. As early as 2015, Hollis envisions Spartans and 

Trojans doing battle in Greece in a season-opeNng basketball matchnp betwean Michigan 

State and Sonthem California in the original Olympic mena [] Athens [] Panathenaic Stadium. 

Two years alter "that, another ~ason- opening titx)ff will gather 16 men[; s teams mad eight 

womenk;s squads in Pordand, Ore., for an event honoring the 80th birthday ofNike foander 

Phil Knight. 

They[ill add to a legacy of memories. 
[] It [] s not quirky, and it [] s not goofy. It [] s real, [] Izzo said. [] And it [] s helping give student- 

athletes the experience of a lifetime. [] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arden, Hilary <Hilary.Arden@theclearinghouse.org> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 12:42 PM 

McLean, Susan <mcleanm@email.unc.edu> 

Bortz, Courad <cbortz@email.anc.edu>; Jensen, Kris <krijense@emml.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.anc.edu>; The 

Clea~ng House (brianne.schlnidt@mcveigh.com) 

RE: UPDATED: Nov. 22 Lecture invitation list and registrants 

Thank you! Please let us know if there are any further registrations. 

Hilary Arden 

Assistant Vice President, Event Planning and Management 

The Clearing House: Office: 212.613.0125 

From: McLean, Susan [mailto:mcleanm@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 6:19 PM 
To: Arden, Hilary 

C¢: Bortz, Conrad; Jensen, Kris; Broome, Lissa 
S..bject: UPDATED: Nov. 22 Lecture invitation list and registrants 

Attached. 

From: Arden, Hilary [mailto:Hilary.Arden@thedearinqhouse.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 3:50 PM 

To: McLean, Susan 
Cc: Bortz, Conrad; .]ensen, Kris; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Nov. 22 Lecture invitation list and registrants 
Thanks!! Please keep me in the loop as we get closer too about how many you expect to attend the U NC portion of the conference (besides those already in 

attendance from conference registrations) 

Hilary Arden 

Assistant Vice President, Event Planning and Management 

The Clearing House: Office: 212.613.0125 

From: McLean, Susan [mailto:mcleanm@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: Arden, Hilary 
Cc: Bortz, Conrad; .]ensen, Kris; Broome, Lissa 
Subject: Nov. 22 Lecture invitation list and registrants 

Hilary, 

I hope you are well. Attached you will find the names of our alumni n the NYC area that were sent the email invitation as well as those who have registered to 

attend at the top of the list. The first three names are those of the Center’s board of advisors members and should be on the list that Conrad provided. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Best, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Plazabridge Group <info@plazabridgegroup.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 2:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

The Internet of Everything: A CEO’s Checklist for Success 

Update Profile/Email Address 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 2:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces annual indexing of reser~e requirement exemption amount and of low reserve tranche tbr 2014 

Federal Resettle Board announces annual indexin~ of resettle requirement exemption amount and of low reserve tranche 
for 2014 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~press/bcreg/20131105a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact suppor~govdelive~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 
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This paper is published in the liber amicorum for Jules Stuyck (Leuven). This liber amicorum consists of case notes to landmark cases of the CJEU. 

The Travel Vac case, which is relatively unknown, stands at the crossroads of unfair commerdal practices and consumer contract law, just as the 

work of Jules Stuyck does. In the Travel Vac case the Court took a number of important decisions. First, where the scope of two directives overlap, 

both directives are applicable, unless one claims priority. Second, the Travel Vac case makes clear that the application of the right of withdrawal 
under the Doorstep Selling Directive and the Timeshare Directive may originally be provided to consumers to compensatie consumers from possibly 

being unduly influenced or manipulated by the trader during the conclusion of the contract, but the consumer need not in fact be mislead or 

surprised in order to be able to withdraw from the contract. The Travel Vac case thus provides for a clear distinction between rights of withdrawal 

and defects of consent, such as mistake, fraud and threat. The absence of a need to state reasons for the withdrawal is now codified in the 2011 
Consumer Rights Directive. Similarly, the absence of a form requirement - despite the fact that the wording of the Doorstep Selling Directive 
suggested otherwise - is now codified in the 2011 Directive. Finally, the CJEU could have gone either way with regard to the question whether the 

trader would have to be compensated by the consumer who wishes to make use of the right of withdrawal. Its decision that the consumer need 

not pay such compensation seems evident now, but was far from that in 1999. With its decision, the CJEU ensured that consumers would not be 

discouraged from exercising the right of withdrawal. As such it may have contributed to a large extent to the success of this instruments - in 
particular in other areas, such as distance selling. 
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This article seeks to identify the nature of vindication as a distinctive function within the English law of torts. It argues that a specific conception of 
vindication explains fundamental features of the law of torts, variations in the structure of different torts, as well as variations in the approach to 

damages from one tort to another, which are not explicable by reference to well-documented functions of torts, such as compensation and 

punishment. According to this conception vindication entails attesting to, affirming and reinforcing the importance of those interests that are the 

subject of the law’s protection and their inherent value, and by association the importance of the overlying legal rights. The emphasis on 
vindication varies across torts; the torts actionable per se are paradigm examples of torts which have vindication as their primary function. 

The focus of this article is on how the over-arching vindicatory function of a tort shapes the approach to compensatory damages. It is submitted 
that for torts which have vindication as their primary function damages are available for the wrongful interference with the interest protected by 
the tort, in and of itself. Such damages compensate for a damage that is "normative" in nature, are assessed objectively, and are awarded 
notwithstanding whether the claimant suffers any negative psychological, physical, emotional or economic effects in consequence of the wrong. The 
article goes on to analyse the relationship between vindication and non-compensatory damages, including the novel head of "vindicatory 
damages". 
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The 2010 amendments to Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code will become effective in most states in 2013. The major change effected by the 

amendments relates to the name to be shown on a financing statement when the debtor is an individual. The national drafting committee could not 

agree on a single solution and left states to choose between an "Alternative A" and "Alternative B." The committee of the Pennsylvania Bar 

Association that prepared the bill to enact the 2010 amendments in Pennsylvania voted narrowly in favor of Alternative A. Two of the dissenters 
wrote the following statement, which explains why Alternative A is a mistake. 
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The doctrine of fundamental breach of contract is central in the area of international commercial law, it is a threshold issue that comes into view 
whenever some commercial law concepts like termination, frustration, damages, come up for determination. Comparatively, it has acquired different 

meanings, approaches and modus operandi in the contexts of the CISG, UNIDROIT Principles and the English law. This paper therefore critically and 
comparatively analysed the status and interpretations of this doctrine in the mentioned extant laws. 
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International commercial transactions often involve states and state agencies in contractual dealings with individuals and multinational 
corporations and owing to the reluctance of states to subject disputes arising from their transactions to the courts of another state, arbitration is 
often the forum of choice for resolution of disputes arising from such international commercial transactions involving state parties and their 
agencies. The ultimate goal of arbitration proceedings is the rendering of an enforceable award for settlement of the disputes between the parties. 
However, in the event of an unfavorable award against a state or state agency in international arbitration, one veritable hurdle usually 
encountered by the successful party in enforcing the award is the plea of sovereign immunity by the state entity. Since the very essence of 
arbitration is the rendering of an enforceable award, this plea of sovereign immunity serves to frustrate and defeat the essence of entering into an 
international arbitration with a state entity. Nevertheless, in view of the nature of international business transactions, multinational companies and 
other international business agencies cannot avoid dealing with state entities and international arbitration remains the preferred dispute 
resolution forum for these international transactions. So how do these individuals and multinational corporations protect themselves, their 
investments and the sanctity of their arbitration proceedings from been frustrated by a plea of sovereign immunity by the state party in the event 



of a successful award? 

This research aims at undertaking a critical analysis of the concept of sovereign immunity and its applicability to international commercial arbitration 
proceedings and to highlight recent trends and issues in the area of sovereign immunity that are frequently encountered in international 
commercial arbitration. Essentially, this research shall examine the problems encountered by non-state parties in enforcing a successful award 
against state entities and scrutinize the various ingenious ways that have been devised by these non-state parties to side-track and subvert the 
plea of sovereign immunity by state entities. 
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rules will tolerate the attempt of Article 3.3.1 to regulate their application. The paper then focuses on the distinction between effects of the 

infringement upon the contract expressly prescribed by the applicable mandatory rule and effects non expressly prescribed. It argues that, while 
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New Jersey Coy. Chris Christie V~rins Re-electi~m 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie has won re-election in a landslide, according to the 

Associated Press. Gov. Christie won 59% of the vote, according to exit polls. 
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De Blasio Elected Next New York (;ib~ Mayor 

Bill de Blasio won the race for New York City mayor in a lopsided victory Tuesday night, 

becoming the first Democrat to capture City Hall in 24 years as part of a populist campaign 

that promised New Yorkers a clear break from Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s administration. 

Mr. de Blasio, the city’s public advocate and a former City Council member from Brooklyn, 

defeated Republican nominee Joe Lhota, a former chairman of the Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority, according to exit polls. 
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Ter~- McAuliffe Elected Virginia 

Terry McAuliffe, a businessman and former chairman of the Democratic National 

Committee, won an unexpectedly close contest for the governor’s office in Virginia 

Tuesday. 

With 96% of precincts reporting, Mr. McAuliffe had 47.1% to 46.2% for Republican Ken 

Cuccinelli, the state’s attorney general. 
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[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted November 6, 2013, 12:03 A.M, ET 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) asked for comment in 90 days on a 
preliminary bid to craft consumer protection rules under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 

raising the possibility that banks and other creditors could be subject to new restrictions. 

The 114-page advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPR) stems from the CFPB’s authority 
under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act to craft the first 
regulations under the 1977 statute, which critics say is ill-equipped to address rapid advances 

in communications technology and other recent developments. 

The CFPB initiative, which is not a notice-and-comment rulemaking action but could lead to 
one, likely will have its most direct impact on the many small third-party debt collection firms 
already covered by the FDCPA, as well as large publicly traded debt purchase companies such 
as Asset Acceptance Capital Corporation (AACC), Asta Funding Inc. (ASFI), Encore Capital 

Group (ECPG), and Portfolio Recovery Associates Inc. (PRAA). 

In what could be an important signal of where the effort is headed, the CFPB may apply the 

new restrictions to creditors that own debt and collect it under their own names. 

Any such move would be significant because the FDCPA generally applies to third-party debt 

collectors but not so-called first-party debt collectors such as original creditors. 

Application to Creditors, 

In a briefing with reporters, senior CFPB officials said the agency has authority under Dodd- 
Frank to prescribe rules for creditors that offer consumer financial products or services. A 
creditor’s collection on something not falling under those categories might not be covered, 

they said. 

Senior CFPB officials told reporters the ANPR will help them gauge whether creditors should be 

held to some or all of the restrictions that would apply to third-party debt collectors. 

They said two basic reasons are driving the possibility that creditors could be covered. One is 

that original creditors are the source of many complaints by debtors. 

The other is the sense that a common set of standards would benefit not just debt collectors 
in general, but also consumers, who would be able to count on the same protection without 

regard to a debtor collector’s first-party or third-party status. 

The CFPB is using the ANPR to collect information on an array of issues, including the 
accuracy of information that debt collectors use, how to ensure that consumers know their 

rights, and the communication tactics that debt collectors use. 

Complaint Database Expands. 

The CFPB also is taking some immediate action. Starting Nov. 6, the agency will begin adding 
consumer complaints about debt collection matters to its public Consumer Complaint 

Database. 

@For decades, many consumers have reported various unacceptable practices in the debt 
collection industry,@ CFPB Director Richard Cordray said in prepared remarks on the ANPR. 
@Today’s action will allow us to hear from the public as we consider what rules are needed. 
We want to ensure that all players in the industry are working with correct information, that 



consumers are fully informed, and that consumers are treated fairly and with dignity,~ he 

said. 

The subject matter of the ANPR will have wide scope. For example, information collected by 
the CFPB could affect how it defines basic but important terms under the FDCPA such as 
~communication,~ ~creditor,~ ~debt,~ ~debt collector,~ ~regularly collects or attempts 

to collect~ and ~in default.~ 

Unfair, Deceptive, Abusive? 

Among other matters, the ANPR also asked for comment on whether the CFPB should 
incorporate debt collection provisions into CFPB rules that prohibit unfair, deceptive, or 

abusive conduct. 

~Greater clarity and specificity as to prohibited conduct could make it easier for collectors 
and others to know what they must do to comply with the law. Rules that provide greater 
clarity and specificity as to prohibited conduct also could simplify law enforcement actions 

against those who do not comply,~ the ANPR said. 

Advances in technology are driving some of the CFPB’s questions. The FDCPA envisions 
communications between debt collectors and debtors primarily in terms of land-line 

telephones~a focus much too limited for the present day. 

~Especially with the advent and widespread adoption of mobile phones, consumers often 

receive calls at places other than at home or at work,~ the CFPB said. 

Social Hedia’s Role. 

The agency also noted the role of social media. For example, an FDCPA provision dubbed the 
~mini-Miranda~ warning requires debt collectors to disclose that their communication is from 

a debt collector, and that any information obtained will be used for that purpose. 

The ANPR asked for feedback on how that might affect social media. 

~Standard industry practice is for third-party debt collectors to provide the mini-Miranda 
warning during every collection call. What are the costs and benefits of such collectors 
including the mini-Miranda disclosure when they send communications via social media?~ the 

CFPB said. 

The CFPB’s advance notice is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-9d6mga. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Toyota Raises Fiscal- Year Outlook 

Toyota Raises FiscM-Year Outlook 

Toyota Motor said its quarterly net profit surged, aided by the weaker yen and growing 

U.S. sales, and raised its earnings outlook for the fiscal year to a near-record level. 

The world’s largest auto maker by volume said its net profit for the three months to 

September rose to ¥438.4 billion ($4.44 billion) from ¥257.92 billion a year earlier, just 

missing the ¥451.69 billion average forecast of seven analysts compiled by Tokyo-based 

financial-data provider Quick. 

The world’s largest auto maker by volume raised its fiscal-year outlook to ¥1.67 trillion 

from ¥1.48 trillion. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 3:45 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: De Blasio Is Elected New York Ci~ Mayor 

Top News 

De B1e~sio Is Elected New Yol’k City Mayor 

The election of BiI] de Blasio, the Dem~-~eratie candidate, 

a mom~ted to a ibrcefl~] r~iect~on of the ha rd -n osed, business- 

minded style of governance that rNgned at CRy Hall for "~e past 

two decades. 

~ ~ Video: BHI de g~asio’s Victory Speech 

~ ~ Video: Lhota Concedes Defeat 

Chris Christie Re-elected Governor of New 3ersey 

(~ or. Ch fis ChH stie won decisively, maMng impressive in 

among younger voters, blacks, Hispanies and womet~ --- 

groups thak Republicans na~onally have struggled ko ate’act. 

, ~ Video: Chdstie’s Victory Speech 

Ter~oy McAulJffe, DemocraL Is E:le~ed Governor 

of Virginia i~ T~ght Race 

Terry McAuliffe, a longdme Democratic fired-raiser, won by two 

points after outraising Kenneth T. Cneeine]li lI, the attorney 

~ CompleN Exit Poll Results 

....... Chris 

Christie 

For more top news. ~o to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



s~,mE s~ow: Dee~Mo~s From Alabama 

to Boston~ and V~rg~n~a to ~etro~t 

Vote~ chose winners in races for mayor, governor and the 

RepubIk~an nomkmtkm for a vacant seat in Congress. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Weighing the Brass 

Does a kop-hea"O, American militatT need ko reduce the number 

of its highest-.ra*~king officers? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

JOHN H. MOLLENKOPF, direi;tor of the Center for tYrban Research at the City University 

o{’ Neu York, OB Bill de Btasio’s mayoral victory. 

World 

After Outside Pressure, Rebels in Congo Lay 

Dovm Their A~ns 

The surrender offered new hope for a rs~gion where conflict has 

gone on for so many years that ik has ofte*~ come to seem almost 

~evitable. 

children 

Toronto Mayor Adntit~ Smoking Crack, but 

Won’t Step Down I For,J, 

z~ter months of denials, Mayor Rob Ford tom reporte~ Lhat he 

h ad "probably" tried era ck eoeai n e "in on e of my dru n ken 

s ~npors." He later apologized ko cry residen N, but refused to resign. 

The Lede: Video and Reaction 

~Sg Ban~adeslfi Border Guards Get Death 
Penalty Over Revo|t 

The se~tence was imposed *-~,n members of the Bangladesh Rifles 

in connection with a 2009 mt~finy in which scores were killed. 

U,S. 

State Lawmaker Pieked as New Mayor of Boston 

Mat~in ,l. Walsh won dection in Boston a~d Mike DuNgan in 

DeLroit, while Atlanta and Houston reLumed ineumbenLs to 

Walsl~ 

and a 

I ::v’* I 



Massachuse~s 

Colorado rejected sweeping school-reform measures while voters in 

MassachusetN rqiected a p~x-~posal thak sought to bring a 8, billion resork casino 

By~e ~h~s Republican Rm~off in Alabm~a 

House Race 

Bradley Byrne will face Breton LeH~-~re, a Democrat, on Dec, ~7. 

But Tuesday’s Republican primaD" runoff was largely see~ as 

tan~m~oant to the general election. 

..... Eyme 

will 

Eurlon 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Afte~¯ SAC P|ea, Fellow Funds May Pay 

The government’s $1.2 billion settlement with SAC Cai:,itN 

Advisors set a record for insider trading penalties. For the hedge 

land industD% the hidden costs of the deal are even big,gero 

SAC 

Plea, 

Fellow 

DEALBOOK 
N~W 

New ¥o~ok Is h~vestigalting Ad~i,se~’s to Pe~Mo~ "York 

F~]~ds Investig 

BeR~amin Lawsky, the state’s financial ser~dces regula[or, wants 

to ~mow if any advice is do ~ded by in~-entives ~-~r eonflieks of interes L 

DEALBOOK 

MF Global C~,stome~’s ~A,~J[I Recove~¯ All They LosI- 

A federal bankruptcy judge cleared the way for the firm’s 

roughly 2o,ooo customers [o collec[ d~eir full $z.6 billion in 

vanished m~-~ney, covering the remaining shortfall. 

Corzine, 
the 

Sports 



BOBCATS 102, KNICKS 97 

~A’l~er~ I[~j u 
C’handb 

The ~ieks los[ [he game a~d their s~nting center Tuesday when 

"[~vson Chand]er left after injuring his right leg in the t]~s ~ quarter against the 

Bobcats. 

, N.B A Roundup James Scores 35 as Heat Earn First Road Victory 

NETS 104, JAZZ 88 
[~ The 

Nets* P~°i(le Resto~°ed as Consist.crecy ]Is N~t~’I 
B;ook 

After a shaky staCu, the Nets got back on track by dismantJing the 

Jazz ak Bare]ays Cenb~r with six Nets pbyers finishing wi[h double figures in 

pellets, led by Brook I,opez’s 27 

~D Box Scere 

Nets Full ef 5"[ars and Questiens About Roles 

In NoFoL. Locker Rooms, Traditions, Not 

Coaehes~ Rule 

In the wake of Richie Incognito’s suspension from "dee Dolphins 

amid aIIegations that he bulIied dronathan Martin, N.F.L. teams’ 

conduct in the locker room is coming under closer scrnti~y. 

The 
suspens 

ion of 

For more spolts news, 9o [o NYTimee.comtSports ~ 

A~s 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

In a Rediscovered Trove ofA~t, a "i’~oimnl3I~ Ove~° 

horde of ark missing since the Nazi era yiel~ lessons about 

vagaries of survival. 

~ Slide Show: Pak~tings Discovered in Germany 

Clockwi 
..... s~ from 

left, a 

I so,,I 

Ge~qrnm~ Officials Provide Details on Looted A~t 

The first glimpse of the collection brought astonishment but also 

anger and the initial stirrings of what will likely be a long b~ttle 

"The W~nd Rises," the ~ewest animated fi]m from the ,lapanese 

director Hayao Miyazaki, has received complaints because of its 

f))eus on khe c~ation of a fighker used during World War IL 

Obituaries 

Editta Nhermar~, Celebrity ~[ oNra~tist and 

Doye~u~e of Car~eg~e Hall Nt~dJos, Dies al- t ot 

Ms. Sherman was a fl’ee-spirited 1Aaotogmpher who worked, 

raised four children and lived for 6] years in a studio penthouse 

above Carnegie Hail .- until she was forced out in 2OLO. 

,~ Slide Show: Ed~ Sherman Dies at 101 

Editta 

": She~ma 



Charlie Trotter Dies at 54; Chef Made Chicago a 

M~st 

With his flagship restauranL Mr. Trotter helped es~blish 

Chicago as a serious dining city and hdped raise the standar& of 

American cooking Nrongh books and tdmqsion. 

Doug Ireland, Acerbic Activist and ~’Vriter on 

Left- Wing, Dies alt 67 
L:~ SRUCE ?,~ESER 

Mr. h’eland had managcd the congressional campaigns of Allard 

K. Lowenstein a~d Bells Abzug and re:ore about po~itics, the 

media and gay issues. 

2006 

..... Ireland 

m 1976, 

Dining & Wine 

A Chef l’Vhose Touch V~’ill Last 

Charlie Trotter’s had a huge and lasting impact on Chicago’s culinary Iandseape, 

not the nation’s. 

Swamp to ’Fable 

A enlinary retreat like no other invites the world’s top che£s to 

h~mt for theh" o~ dinner. 

A freshly 

killed 

South 

Carolina I 

~ [] Slide Show 

A Memorial tim Marcella I[tazan 

The cookil% teacher and author was remembered Sunday at a 

memorial dinner in New York, where she lived and taught for 

four decades. 

Today’s Video 

Waliaee 

This paper-puppet animation celebrates the lif~ of Alfl’ed Russel 

Wallace, who is co-credited with Charles Darwin for the theory 

of natural sdecfiono 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

Yawn 

People are not the tufty animals who yawn, or who cateh yawl~s 

h’om each o’~er; dogs and chimps even catch human yawns. It 

may have to do with empathy, which seems to have deep roots in evolution. 

~ vm~o: Buttereream Frosting 

Melissa Clark gets he]p fl:om her daughter Dahlia to make a 

delicious and flufl~; cake topping. 

, Re~ated Articb 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

New Chance {br a B~adget Compromise 

It" Rep~b~icans o1~ Capitol HUI agree to revelme increases, the job-kilting 

sequester could finally be lifted. 



EDITORIAL 

Remember tim Secured Respo~ders 

The next mayoraI a&ninistration should work with federaI, s ’tare and Iocal 

agencies to make day ]aboret:s part o1" official disaster pla~s. 

EDITORIAL 

App~°o,~g, m~d Suspending, a Dangero~s Drug 

The F.D.A. was ~qght to suspend a leukemia drug while researche~ hT to 

identify whie~ patienLs might be helped without serious risk of ~mrm~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bloomberg, Champion of the Poor 

Usually depicted as a champion of t[~e rich, Mayor bliehael R. 

Bloomberg also sla~rted a bold antipove~%, program. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Lost Art of Loyalty 

¯ e its own reward. For Joe Biden, loyalty will have to b 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Too :Big to Breathe? 

What good are all Lhe benefits achieved in rapid economic 

growth if China beet, rues too po]luLed a place to live? 

~ Columnist Page 

For more opinion; ,qe to NYTimes.eom!Opinion ~ 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

University of Ottawa Joins Law School Research Papers - Legal Studies 

We are pleased to announce University of Ottawa Faculty of Law has started a Law School Research Papers - Legal Studies series within the Legal Scholarship Net~vork (LSN). 

UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA FACULTY OF LAW LEGAL STUDIES WORKING PAPER SERIES 

View Papers: http:!/w~,tw.ssrn.com/link/U-Ottawa-LEG html 

Subscribe: http:flhq.ssrn.com/iou rlnvite.cfm?lin k=U-Ottawa-LEG 

Deeply interdisciplinary, diverse and thought-provoking, the work of faculty members at the University of Ottawa Faculty of Law, Common Law Section continues to shape 

legal thinking in the classroom, in legal practice, on the Bench and internationally. The University of Ottawa, a member of the U15 - Canada’s group of research-intensive 

universities - hosts a Faculty of Law with more Canada Research Chairs than any other law school. One of the leading research and teaching institutions on women and 

the law, aboriginal law, human rights, environmental law, international law, public law, legal ethics and professionalism, and law and technology, the Faculty promotes a 

culture of social justice, producing necessary research and writing on an array of current legal issues facing the w’orld. 

A closer look at faculty research interests uncovers topics as varied as contractual disputes over frozen embryos, governance regimes of watersheds and biodiversity, the 

judiciary and legal ethics, international refugee protection, investment arbitration, the protection of language rights in Canada, and the reconciliation of Coast Salish 

indigenous legal traditions with Canada’s common law legal system With a strong commitment to open-access publication and disseminating cutting-edge research, 

the Faculty of Law, Common Law Section invites you to join the conversation through this working paper series. 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE 

You can subscribe to the e Journal at no cost, by clicking on the "Subscribe" link listed above. 

You can change your e Journal subscriptions by logging into SSRN User HQ If you have any problems, please contact us for assistance by email: Support(~SSRN corn or by phone: 

877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435) in the United States, or + 1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States. We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30AM and 6:00PM, 

United States Eastern. 

SSRN’s eLIBRARY 

SSRN’s searchable electronic library contains abstracts, full bibliographic data, and author contact information for more than 514,200 papers, more than 239,200 authors, and full text for 

more than 420,600 papers. The eLibrary can be accessed at http://papers.ssrn com. 

SSRN supports open access by allowing authors to upload papers to the eLibrary for free through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http://hq ssrn corn, and by providing free 

downloading of those papers. 

Downloads from the SSRN eLibrary in the past 12 months total more than 11 million, with more than 70.3 million downloads since inception. 

SSRN’s PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 

Searching on an individual’s name in the author field on our search page at http://ssrn.com/search provides the best single professional directory of scholars in the social sciences and 

humanities Complete contact information for authors, including email, postal, telephone, and fax information, is available there. 

SSRN’s MISSION 

SSRN’s objective is to provide rapid, worldwide distribution of research to authors and their readers and to facilitate communication among them at the lowest possible cost. In pursuit 

of this objective, we allow authors to upload papers without charge. And, any paper an author uploads to SSRN is downloadable for free, worldwide. 
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Today’s Top Stories 

CFPB Debt Collection Ru~es May Move 
Unprecedented Direction 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is 
considering new rules to govern debt collection 
practices that could for the first time include 
banks and other creditors that are collecting their 
own debt. 

I~evea~ed -- But Fixes Ren~ain E~usive 

Community banks sustained a 27% decline in 
mortgage banking income last quarter, 
confirming the laments of individual banks during 
earnings season. Some banks are getting 
creative to try to revive their business in coming 
quarters, but it will be tough. 

Sterling in N.¥. Readies for the Real Work of 
M&A -- Integration 

To prove the value of the merger of Provident 
New York Bancorp and Sterling Bancorp, 
executives have to increase revenues at a much 
faster pace than expenses over the long haul, 
CEO Jack Kopnisky says. 

FNFA"s Force-P[aeed Ru~es Expected to 
Have Limited Impact 

The directive bars banks that do business with 
Fannie and Freddie from receiving commissions 
from insurers, but still lets insurers provide 
services for free or at a reduced cost. 

By Department 

Zions Says Risk Concerns Behind Move to 
Convert Core Systems 

D View complete 

issue 
D View company 

i~de× 
u Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Wealth 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Compliant management 

of third party debt 

suppliers 

There is a requirement for 

greater control of third 

party debt suppliers in the 

face of ever increasing 

regulation. C~3frtact u~ to 

see how our vendor 

management platforms 

provide visibility of 

suppliers across both the 

debt sale and collection 

markets; ensuring 

compliance and driving 

performance. 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffTM to 

its extensive portfolio of 

products and services. 

Known for practical 

compliance guidance, 

Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

policies, procedures, 

audits and checklists. From 

the front line to the back 

office, LexisNexis~) 

SheshunoffTM has you 

covered © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

reserved. 



Zions Bancorp. and its vendor, Tata Consultancy 
Services, shared more details Tuesday about the 
bank’s ongoing core system conversion- a rare 
project, especially for financial institutions this 
size. 

CFPB Debt Collection R~es May Move in 
Unprecedented Direction 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is 
considering new rules to govern debt collection 
practices that could for the first time include 
banks and other creditors that are collecting their 
own debt. 

Community banks sustained a 27% decline in 
mortgage banking income last quarter, 
confirming the laments of individual banks during 
earnings season. Some banks are getting 
creative to try to revive their business in coming 
quarters, but it will be tough. 

The Senate Banking Committee dug into the 
details Tuesday of how to ensure that community 
banks retain access to a reformed housing 
finance system as agreement over a broad 
approach began to emerge. 

To prove the value of the merger of Provident 
New York Bancorp and Sterling Bancorp, 
executives have to increase revenues at a much 
faster pace than expenses over the long haul, 
CEO Jack Kopnisky says. 

Technology 

~ 
Over the 

past year, 
banks have 
been 
bombarded 

with cyberattacks of 
all kinds: distributed 
denial of service, 
phishing, malware, 
and wire transfer 
fraud, to name a few. 
Who’s attacking the 
banks and why? 
What defensive 
tactics are banks 
getting better at, and 
what work has yet to 
be done? This 
special report looks 
at how the 
cyberthreat 
landscape has 
changed. 

Want to witness a bank fill 

out the DFAST !0-50 

template? Register now 

for our upcoming webinar 

on Nov. 12, 2pm (ET), 

where we will show how 

banks can confidently 

perform stress testing to 

meet submission 

requirements of 2013-14 

and beyond without 

stressing resources¯ 

R~gisler R~re 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grc~,~, 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

services in response to 

consumer demand. 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 
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New York, NY 10004 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elaine & Ken for Equality <enc@eqt~alitync.org> 

~Vednesday, November 6, 2013 6:09 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

We’ve Got a Win-Win Pmtx)sition for You. 

Conference&Gala 

X~rejl~st wanted to send yogi a q~llck irate with a %vln-will" proposition, 

~,V/~f We’re proud to annomme that for the fi~st time the Equ;dity NC Foundation G~da, ~>ming up ~this 
Saturday,.×. November 9, in Greensboro, has SOLD OUT. That means hundreds have already 
reglste~0ed for the state;s blggest Equality event, and, in doing so, have shown their support for 
North Carolina’s premier s~te equaliki o~;ganization! 

E*3en bigyer ~in? If yo~ were waiting mrtil the veW last mim~te to register, we’ll make yon a deal: as 
Board Chai~s for Equality NC and Eqaality NC Foun&ition~ 

Attor~tey Ge*~erM Roy Cooper, who has made national headlines of late for his work to move 
N orth Carolina fox,yard, and who will be providing a ~!.~;~:~?.~:/{~!i].~.~g~.~%~.yi!~N~/!:g..~;!N~!?.g~!.s. at this 
year’s Oa~a -- state to be an unparalleled preview of the state of m~r state for years to c~-~m e. 

A seat ah:m&sMe an exciting array of new Eq~mHty Cha mplo~s, i~ch~ding appearances by 
2o13 award w~nnera Sen, Josh Stein, Rep. Trle~a Cotham, Ja~mt Joyne~’, Bishop Tonyla 
Rawls of the F~’eedom Center for Soehd J ustlee, NI rapped with a fitting trib*Re ~o an 
e~raordinary advocate for L(3BT No~h Carolinim~s, aamle I<i~’k Hahn. 

Face time with state-level stars a~d special g~ests on our pro-equaIRy team, inclndil~g 
~Kshley Broadway, ~2o~3 Ft. Bragg Milit~W Spouse of the Year and a national leader in the fight for 
LGBT militaU families, openly-gay NASCAR d*~ver Stephen Rhodes, those fighting in "dne lawsuit 
to repeal Ame~dment One, a~d political leaders from the inaugural class ofNC E~ecteds f~" 
Eq~ality. 

A [true] Celebration of Home, a G{da theme that will set the s ’rage for yon to experience North 
Carolina at its best and like never before: surrounded by heroes of the Old North State’s new Equality 
movement, enlivei~ed by the sweet Southern taste sei~sation s of homegrow~ brews and ripe-off-the- 
vine ~nes, and rapped with a true L~{~J£.~.][~2~.R.2~.}.{~{2~.~R~1}.~::i~.~.:.g*~L~..~.~.~.~g~L~}L~.D~E~.~.g~ -- all 
powered by yore" ii~vestme~t in the South’s leader in [13BT education, advocacy and activism. 

For EquMi~’, 

EJai~e Martin & Ken Wittenauer 
Board Chairs 
Equality NC and Equalib" NC Fom~dation 

P.So Don’t miss this FINAL opport~_mity to sponsor, support (and be showcased at) Norfl~ Car~Jina’s 
signatm~" event for our fast-growing Equali~i eomnmniU. If yo~’re a pro-Equality business, organization or 
individnal, email mel~ssa~~ today to become a 2Ol3 Eqnality NC Foundafon Gala 
Sponsor or Table Host andjNn o~lr prominent list below~ 
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Subject: 

Elaine & Ken for Equality <enc@eqt~alitync.org> 

~Vednesday, November 6, 2013 6:11 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

We’ve Got a Win-Win Pmtx)sition for You. 

Conference&Gala 

X~rej~st wanted to send yogi a q~llck irate with a %vln-will" propoMtion~ 

~,V/~f We’re proud to annomme that for the fi~st time the Equ;dity NC Foundation G~da, ~>ming up ~this 
Saturday,.×. November 9, in Greensboro, has SOLD OUT. That means hundreds have already 
reglste~0ed for the state;s blggest Equality event, and, in doing so, have shown their support for 
North Carolina’s premier s~te equaliki o~;ganization! 

E*3en bigyer ~in? If yo~ were waiting mrtil the veW last mim~te to register, we’ll make yon a deal: as 
Board Chai~s for Equality NC and Eqaality NC Foun&ition~ 

Attor~tey Ge*~erM Roy Cooper, who has made national headlines of late for his work to move 
N orth Carolina fox,yard, and who will be providing a ~!.~;~:~?.~:/{~!i].~.~g~.~%~.yi!~N~/!:g..~;!N~!?.g~!.s. at this 
year’s Oa~a -- state to be an unparalleled preview of the state of m~r state for years to c~-~m e. 

A seat ah:m&sMe an exciting array of new Eq~mHty Cha mplo~s, i~ch~ding appearances by 
2o13 award w~nnera Sen, Josh Stein, Rep. Trle~a Cotham, Ja~mt Joyne~’, Bishop Tonyla 
Rawls of the F~’eedom Center for Soehd J ustlee, NI rapped with a fitting trib*Re ~o an 
e~raordinary advocate for L(3BT No~h Carolinim~s, aamle I<i~’k Hahn. 

Face time with state-level stars a~d special g~ests on our pro-equaIRy team, inclndil~g 
~Kshley Broadway, ~2o~3 Ft. Bragg Milit~W Spouse of the Year and a national leader in the fight for 
LGBT militaU families, openly-gay NASCAR d*~ver Stephen Rhodes, those fighting in "dne lawsuit 
to repeal Ame~dment One, a~d political leaders from the inaugural class ofNC E~ecteds f~" 
Eq~ality. 

A [true] Celebration of Home, a G{da theme that will set the s ’rage for yon to experience North 
Carolina at its best and like never before: surrounded by heroes of the Old North State’s new Equality 
movement, enlivei~ed by the sweet Southern taste sei~sation s of homegrow~ brews and ripe-off-the- 
vine ~nes, and rapped with a true L~{~J£.~.][~2~.R.2~.}.{~{2~.~R~1}.~::i~.~.:.g*~L~..~.~.~.~g~L~}L~.D~E~.~.g~ -- all 
powered by yore" ii~vestme~t in the South’s leader in [13BT education, advocacy and activism. 

For EquMi~’, 

EJai~e Martin & Ken Wittenauer 
Board Chairs 
Equality NC and Equalib" NC Fom~dation 

P.So Don’t miss this FINAL opport~_mity to sponsor, support (and be showcased at) Norfl~ Car~Jina’s 
signatm~" event for our fast-growing Equali~i eomnmniU. If yo~’re a pro-Equality business, organization or 
individnal, email mel~ssa~~ today to become a 2Ol3 Eqnality NC Foundafon Gala 
Sponsor or Table Host andjNn o~lr prominent list below~ 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC qu~rterback ~ry~ Rennet emotional, 

reflective after co~ege career ends early 

North Carolina quarterback Bryn Rennet will miss 
the rest of the season after suffering a shoulder 
injury on Saturday during the Tar Heels’ victory at 
N.C. State. 

’Fats’ Thomas, who’s accused of rentin# cars 

to UNC players, {r~ cour~ on ur~related cha~ges 

The party promoter accused of renting high-end cars 

to North Carolina basketball player PJ. Hairston 

pleaded not guilty on Tuesday to drug and weapons 

charges from unrelated incidents. 

Notebook: UNC men’s soccer beats Georgia 

State; Duke’s Jabari Parker honored 

Tyler Engel scored his fourth game-winning goal of 

the season to lead No 9 North Carolina to a 1-0 

victory over Georgia State on Tuesday night at Fetzer 

Field 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~Rt?!.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 
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The Morning Bliet! Christie Wins in New Jersey, McAulitt~ in Virginia 

L~TEST STORIES 

Christie "Wi~s i~ New Jersey, N[cA~liffe in Vir~nia     ~ 

New Jersey’s Christie Sets HimseffUp for ~o16 ~Vh~te House Bid 

Establishment Republican ~V~ns Alabama CongressionM R~moff 

Colorado Education-Tax Meas~re FMls 

$~sh %~s Boston Mayoral Rare, $~qfile Parker %~s ~n Houston 

New York City Takes Left Ti~n 

Health Insurers Urged to Exl-end Polieies Beyond Year-End 

Fed Study: Lengdhen Low:Rate G~fidanee to Fix Unemployment Faste~" 

More B~sh~ess Graduate~ Opt for Tech Over Wall Street 

National Par~ Tread a Di~tM DiOde 

i~h~ois to Become ~sth State to ~ow Gay Narriage 

Safety &gency Fmflts Parade Plans in Deadly M~and Train Crash 

NEWS VIDEOS 

Dm~ish Poet Sparks New Debate on Mus~ Culture 

The Big Mistake ~Fund Investors K~ep MaMng 

De BI~Mo ~s Elected Ne~ Mayor of New York 

Chris Christie l’Vh~s Re:Election in New Jersey 

~How News Factors Into ~er’s Bus~ness Model 

NEWS POD~ASTS 

The ~:~1 Street Jo~rnM Tiffs Mol~ing Nov, o6, 2o13 
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Event: "Quantitative Easing and the Role of Forward Guidance" - It. Michael P. Dooley 

Cent*r for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

[ ~~~ 
This emaii was se,,~ t to Ibreeme@emsil.unc,edu by bucfip@bu.edu 
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Event: "Quantitative Easing and the Role of Forward Guidance" - It. Michael P. Dooley 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 
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Nov. 6 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Daily - Breakiag News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted November 6, 2013, 9:26 A.M. ET 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) asked for comment in 90 days on a 
preliminary bid to craft consumer protection rules under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 

raising the possibility that banks and other creditors could be subject to new restrictions. 

The 114-page advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPR) stems from the CFPB’s authority 
under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act to craft the first 
regulations under the 1977 statute, which critics say is ill-equipped to address rapid advances 

in communications technology and other recent developments. 

The CFPB initiative, which is not a notice-and-comment rulemaking action but could lead to 
one, likely will have its most direct impact on the many small third-party debt collection firms 
already covered by the FDCPA, as well as large publicly traded debt purchase companies such 
as Asset Acceptance Capital Corporation (AACC), Asta Funding Inc. (ASFI), Encore Capital 

Group (ECPG), and Portfolio Recovery Associates Inc. (PRAA). 

In what could be an important signal of where the effort is headed, the CFPB may apply the 

new restrictions to creditors that own debt and collect it under their own names. 

Any such move would be significant because the FDCPA generally applies to third-party debt 

collectors but not so-called first-party debt collectors such as original creditors. 

Application to Creditors, 

In a briefing with reporters, senior CFPB officials said the agency has authority under Dodd- 
Frank to prescribe rules for creditors that offer consumer financial products or services. A 
creditor’s collection on something not falling under those categories might not be covered, 

they said. 

Senior CFPB officials told reporters the ANPR will help them gauge whether creditors should be 

held to some or all of the restrictions that would apply to third-party debt collectors. 

They said two basic reasons are driving the possibility that creditors could be covered. One is 

that original creditors are the source of many complaints by debtors. 

The other is the sense that a common set of standards would benefit not just debt collectors 
in general, but also consumers, who would be able to count on the same protection without 

regard to a debtor collector’s first-party or third-party status. 

The CFPB is using the ANPR to collect information on an array of issues, including the 
accuracy of information that debt collectors use, how to ensure that consumers know their 

rights, and the communication tactics that debt collectors use. 

Complaint Database Expands. 

The CFPB also is taking some immediate action. Starting Nov. 6, the agency will begin adding 
consumer complaints about debt collection matters to its public Consumer Complaint 

Database. 

@For decades, many consumers have reported various unacceptable practices in the debt 
collection industry,@ CFPB Director Richard Cordray said in prepared remarks on the ANPR. 
@Today’s action will allow us to hear from the public as we consider what rules are needed. 
We want to ensure that all players in the industry are working with correct information, that 



consumers are fully informed, and that consumers are treated fairly and with dignity,~ he 

said. 

The subject matter of the ANPR will have wide scope. For example, information collected by 
the CFPB could affect how it defines basic but important terms under the FDCPA such as 
~communication,~ ~creditor,~ ~debt,~ ~debt collector,~ ~regularly collects or attempts 

to collect~ and ~in default.~ 

Unfair, Deceptive, Abusive? 

Among other matters, the ANPR also asked for comment on whether the CFPB should 
incorporate debt collection provisions into CFPB rules that prohibit unfair, deceptive, or 

abusive conduct. 

~Greater clarity and specificity as to prohibited conduct could make it easier for collectors 
and others to know what they must do to comply with the law. Rules that provide greater 
clarity and specificity as to prohibited conduct also could simplify law enforcement actions 

against those who do not comply,~ the ANPR said. 

Advances in technology are driving some of the CFPB’s questions. The FDCPA envisions 
communications between debt collectors and debtors primarily in terms of land-line 

telephones~a focus much too limited for the present day. 

~Especially with the advent and widespread adoption of mobile phones, consumers often 

receive calls at places other than at home or at work,~ the CFPB said. 

Social Hedia’s Role. 

The agency also noted the role of social media. For example, an FDCPA provision dubbed the 
~mini-Miranda~ warning requires debt collectors to disclose that their communication is from 

a debt collector, and that any information obtained will be used for that purpose. 

The ANPR asked for feedback on how that might affect social media. 

~Standard industry practice is for third-party debt collectors to provide the mini-Miranda 
warning during every collection call. What are the costs and benefits of such collectors 
including the mini-Miranda disclosure when they send communications via social media?~ the 

CFPB said. 

The CFPB’s advance notice is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-9d6mga. 
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Get on the same page 

Seminar Helps Team "Get on t~e Same Page" 

Detroit, MI -- (November 6, 2013) Fulbright & Fulbright, CPA, PA is proud to announce that business and corporate board strategist, Genevia Gee Fulbright, 
CPA, CGMAthe firm’s President & CO0 was the chief facilitator and retreat speaker for a recent full-day business retreat hosted by Ramona Henderson 
Pearson, CPA, PC & The Pearson Group, LLC at Hotel St. Regis in Detroit, Michigan on Friday, November 1,2013. The all-day retreat was entitled "Getting on 
the Same Page." 
The staff members in attendance from the firm Ramona Henderson Pearson, CPA, PC rated the session a success. The firm focused on defining the team (i.e. 

who is currently on the bus), services currently provided (outsourced Controller and CFO) and refining the strategic plan (firm growth). A side benefit of this 
gathering was the development of an action plan that will be used by the firm as a living document to be further refined for additional goal setting and growth. 
Fulbright stated, "No matter how large or small every firm should spend at least one day with its team members on business advisory and business development 
including defining roles, assessing capabilities and untapped opportunities." She also mentioned, "Taking these proactive steps will help you better serve not 
just your clients but the public at large. Many of the team members regularly share their financial talents as volunteers. With increased financial challenges the 
greater community benefits from their generosity and added value." 
Fulbright currently serves as President & COO of Fulbright & Fulbright, CPA, PA and President & Chief Marketing Officer of Fulbright Knowledge Alliances, Inc. 
serving diverse clients from athletes to authors; educators to executives; movie directors to medical professionals. Her firms are often engaged to perform 
services for fellow CPAs and other financial professionals. 
About Genevia Gee Fulbright, CPA, CGMA 
Fulbright has a very unique skill set compared to other financial professionals serving entrepreneurs, executives and early-career professionals. She has the 
traditional audit, tax and business advisory background and training and has served as a staffer, internal retail auditor, external auditor and represented 
stakeholders as a board director and foundation trustee. 
Fulbright, also a former board director for the Research Triangle Chapter of the National Association of Corporate Directors holds a Certificate of Director 
Education designation and NACD Governance Fellow Certification. She is also a former AICPA Foundation Trustee and former M&F Bancorp board director. 
Fulbright, a serial writer and strategic networker, has published over 6 trade books including Make the Leap: Shift from Corporate Worker to Entrepreneur and 
has provided content to over 75 published pieces included in such magazines and websites as Accounting Today, BET.corn, Black Enterprise, Boardroom 
Briefings, Cosmetic Surgery Times, Directors Boardroom Briefings, Director’s Monthly, Ebony, Essence, Journal of Accountancy, Madame Noire.com, Parade, 
The Business Journal, TheStreet.com and Working Woman among others. 
Some of Fulbright’s volunteer roles included serving as Project Manager and Casting Director for the Research Triangle Chapter NACD video "A Tale of Two 
Boards." She also chaired the AICPA Minority Initiatives Committee (AICPA-MIC) authoring the proposal that helped green-light the MarCom Platinum Award 
winning eBook entitled CPAs of Color: Celebrating 40 Years that also led to the committee receiving numerous awards including the American Accounting 
Association (AAA) Diversity Section Service Excellence Award and Beta Alpha Psi award with the help of great committee volunteers and an exceptional internal 
Management team. 

### 

Fulbright can be reached at Phone: 919-544-0398 ext. 22 email: ggf@moneyful.com 
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Webinar - FIRREA: The New Weapon of Choice tbr Federal Prosecutors - November 19, 2013 

F[RREA: The New Weapon of Choice for Federal Prosecutors 
November 19, 2013I 12:00 p.m. -1:00 p.m. EDT 

In 2013, the Department of Justice Civil Division has brought several actions claiming violations of 
The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA). Much more is 
expected to come, including in areas that you would least suspect. FIRREA, the federal statute born 

out of the savings and loan crisis of the late 1980s, is now being used to pursue claims against 
banks and anyone who does business with banks. 

Join our experienced panel as we discuss key issues such as: 

The history of FIRREA; the handling of the receipt of an administrative subpoena and civil 
actions brought by DOJ for civil money penalties; and the difference between a judicial 
subpoena and an administrative subpoena. 

The tension and interplay between regulatory and supervisory information submissions for a 
federally regulated financial institution, and its consideration of reputation risk and safety and 
soundness; voluntary disclosure and interagency civil money penalty guidance; and t~lated 
enfomement issues by the federal and state bank t~gulators. The latest DOJ Civil Division 
policy, including information sharing arrangements with federal and state governmental 
bodies; and a discussion of recent civil money claim actions brought by DOJ. 

Important issues surrounding settlement agreements with the government, including whether 
the claims to be paid to the government are insurable or tax deductible, whether they are 
subject to indemnification, and how to draft agreements to provide maximum protection. 

Our presenters include highly experienced financial services attorneys, including a former federal 
prosecutor: 

Richard P. Eckman, Chairman, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP 

Frank A. Mayer, Ill, Partner, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP, and 
former member of interagency bank fraud working group on RTC FIRREA actions. 

Richard J. Zack;, Partner, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP, and 
former chief of commercial and consumer fraud and deputy chief of economic crimes for the 
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 

To register visit ~oNine.corn.;webl 119’13. 

CLE credit available in CA, NY, VA (Pending). NJ credit available through reciprocity. 
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Subject: 

Donna Holly z<lholly@morgancreekcap.com> 
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Andrea Szigethy <a,w, igethy@morgancreekcap.com>; ’admin@mmualconnect.com’ 

Registration Closing Soon for the iCIO Investment Summit (Morgan Creek) - December 4th in NYC 

Description: Description: 
cid:image009, png@01CED56A.091565D 
0 

December 4, 20:13 
Club 101, New York City 

TO REGISTER: 

https://www.annualconnect.com/ICIOsummit/inde×.php 

TO VIEW AGENDA: 

htt~:~www.m~rgancreekca~.c~m~ d~cuments~iC~.~nvestment.Summit.A~enda.Dec.4~NYC’pdf 
Registration Fee: $~95.00 
(*The registration fee includes the networking reception on Dec. 3rd from 5:~0 pm to 7:~0 pm at Convene located at 101 Park Avenue*} 

Confirmed Speaker Faculty 
Kyle Bass, Managing Partner, Heym~n C~pitel Menegement, LP 
Jason DeSena Trennert, Chief Investment Strategist, Streteges Reseerch Pertners 
James Grant, Founder & Editor, Grant’s Interest R~te Observer 
Lawrence Kochard, CEO & CIO, UVlMCO 
John Mauldin, Chairman, Meuldin Economics 
Jami Miscik, President & Vice Chairman, KissingerAssoci~tes & Senior Advisor to Bercl~ys 
Brian O’Neil, Chief Investment Officer, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
John Paulson, Founder & President, P~ulson & Co. 
Cathleen M. Rittereiser, CEO, Uncorreleted & Co-Author, Foundetion & Endowment Investing 
Stephanie Ruhle, Co-Anchor of Bloomberg’s "A4erket Mekers" 
Mark W. Yusko, CEO & Chief Investment Officer, Morgon Creek C~pit~l M~negement 

Special Thank You to our Corporate Partners 

::X:: Description: iNi Description: Description: 

....... Description: cid:image012.jpg@01CE 
~Ki Description: Description: 

i~i 
Description: Description: i i~i Description: Description: cid:image016 jpg@0 lCEDI 
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If you are interested in becoming an iClO Investment Summit Table Sponsor or have any 
questions on how to get involved, please email Andrea Szigethy at 

aszigethy@morgancreekcap.com or call 919-933-4004. 

This email is intended [i?r fl~e sole use oflhe indivi&~al or enlity to which it is addressed aa~d may include in[bm~ation *.hat is confidentia! or privileged. If you are no*. lhe 

intended recipient, do not cow, distribute or o*.hermse disseminate the message or its conten*.s. Ins*.ead, notify *.he sender immedia*.ely, eilher by return emai! or by 

telephone at (919) 933-4004. and destr,oy the message, attachments and all copies. Morgan Creek Capital Management, LLC and its affiliates do not offer legal, 

accounting or tax advice. Any reference to performance data is not warranted as accurate or complete, but based on unm~dited figures computed by Motgm~ Ctvek. 

Past performance is not indicative of fi~ture ~vsults. The content of this message is for infbrmation purposes only m~d should n,ot be construed as a solicitation. 

recommendation or oflhr to buy or sell m~?, securib~ or o/her financial instrument. Any such offering can be made only at the time a qualified ofl}ree receives the most 

recent Memorandum or Prospectus and other operative documents M~ich contain significant details with respect to risks and should be careIhlly read. Secnrities 

distributed through Town Hall, Member FINRAiSIPC or through Northern Light~ Member FINRA"SIPC. Email Inves~orRelations@morgancreekcap.com with 

questions regarding ~his disclosure. 
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The Truths Atx~ut Judicial "Truth" and Historical ’SFru~h" 



%:: twitter 

Download two articles from 
the latest issue for FREE today! 

Dear Colleague, 

Enjoy complimentary access for the month of 
November to two Editor’s choice articles from the 
latest issue from Law and History Review. 

Judicial "Truth" and Historical "Truth": The 
Case of the Ardeatine Caves I~lassacre by 
Giorgio Resta and Vincenzo Zeno-Zencovich 
Understanding Curtiss-Wriqht by Edward 

Purcell, 3r. 

The articles will be freely accessible until November 

30, 20~.3. To view all the articles and book reviews 
from this issue, view the table of contents here. 

Warm regards, 
3oon Won Noon 

Cambridge .lournals 

Law and History Review is published for the American 
Society for Legal History (ASLH) 

Visit Cambridge University Press at this year’s 

ASLH Annual Meeting in Florida, 
November 7-10, 2013! 

.~i LHR 303 cover 

Editor-in Chief 
Elizabeth R, Dale 

University of Florida 

Quick Links 

Latest Issue 

Back ]~ssu es 

Host Downloaded 

Most Cited 

3oin ASLH 
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LSN Professional Announcements and Job Openings, 1116/2013 

Legal Scholarship Network 

Professional Announcements and Job Openings 

November 6, 2013 

Published by the LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK (LSN) 

a division of 

Social Science Electronic Publishing, Inc (SSEP) 

Copyright by SSEP, Inc. 2013--All rights reserved. 

tomorrows research today 

http:I/www. SSRN com/ 
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McGill University, Faculty of Law, Centre for Human Rights and Legal Pluralism 

O’Brien Graduate Fellowships 2014: Call For Applications 

Job O~eninqs 

University of Florida 

Dean of the Levin College of Law 

The University of California, Berkeley Law 

Dean 

Worcester Colleqe and Brasenose Colleqe, in Association with the University of Oxford, Faculty of Law 

Permanent Tutorial Fellowship in Lawwith University Lecturership (cur) 

University of Oxford 

Allen & Overy Professorship of Corporate Law in association with Jesus College 

University of Oxford 

Freshfields Professorship of Commercial Law in association with St Hugh’s College 

University of Oxford, Ma~qdalen Colle~qe in association with the Faculty of Law 

Tutorial Fellowship in Law 

American University in Cairo, Department of Law 

Faculty Position in Lawand Market Governance 

American University in Cairo, Department of Law 

Faculty Position in International and Human Rights Law 

LSN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 
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When answering queries, please say you saw it on LSN. 

26th Australasian Tax Teachers’ Association Conference 

invite to attend National Tax Conference 

JanuaB, 20 - 22, 2014, Brisbane, Queensland 

You are invited to register to attend the 26th Australasian Tax Teachers’ Association Conference (being hosted at Griffith University’s South Bank campus in the heart of Brisbane, 

Queensland = Australia). The Conference is being held from Monday 20th of January 2014 to Wednesday 22nd of January 



CONFERENCE DETAILS: The draft program for the three days has been released with over 70 papers presented by leading tax academics and PhD students from Australia, New 

Zealand, South East Asia - as well as North America. There are keynote presentation Tuesday 21st by Justice John Logan (Federal Court); Professor Jason Sharman (Griffith 

University); Dr Mark Robertson (leading tax barrister), and Ms Teresa Dyson (Chair of the Board of Tax). Furthermore, Justice Richard Edmonds (Federal Court of Australia) is giving the 

dinner address at the Conference Dinner at Rydges Rooftop Restaurant (the evening of the 21st of January). Please see the draft Program at http://attaconference2014.com au 

REGISTRATION: For AUD$500 ($560 after 13 Dec 2013) you can register to attend all three days of the Conference This includes hearing about current PhD research, teaching 

innovations in the field of tax education, keynote addresses and research being conducted by leading tax academics. This registration includes the conference dinner 

You are able to register on-line at: http:i/attaconference2014 com.au 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For any queries about the conference please contact Ms Laura Hopper at I.hopper~,~qriffith.edu.au 

Grant Announcement 

Hayek Fund Career Grants - A Little Retainer Toward Legal Scholarship 

The Hayek Fund from the Institute For Humane Studies awards grants up to $750 to aspiring academics in legal scholarship pursuing careers and educational initiatives that further 

advance classical liberal ideas and a free society. 

GRANT OVERVIEW: Grants for students and untenured scholars can cover travel, application fees, conference fees, and other career-related expenses. Eligible career-advancing 

activities include (but are not limited to): 

- Presentations at academic or professional conferences 

- Travel to academic job interviews on a campus or at professional/academic conferences 

- Travel to archives or libraries for research 

- Participation in career-development or enhancing seminars 

- Distribution of a published article to colleagues in your field 

- Submission of unpublished manuscripts to journals or book publishers 

Successful projects vary greatly from a paper presentation at an annual ALA conference to a study of current legal practices in Kuala Lumpur. All, however, will help further your 

understanding of the classical liberal tradition. 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: Applications for consideration must be submitted at least 4 weeks in advance of your activity. Awards are given out on a rolling basis (Please 

note: you’ll need to create an IHS account to apply.) 

More details and the online application can be found at http://w’~^tw.theihs.orqiHayek-Fund-LegaI-Sch-SSRN 

McGill University, Faculty of Law, Centre for Human Rights and Legal Pluralism 

O’Brien Graduate Fellowships 20t4: Call For Applications 

The O’Brien Graduate Fellowship was established in 2005 through a very generous gift from David O’Brien for outstanding Masters or Doctoral students studying in the area of human 

rights and legal pluralism in the Faculty of Law, McGill University 

O’Brien Fellows become members of the Centre for Human Rights and Legal Pluralism, a focal point for innovative legal and interdisciplinary research, dialogue, and outreach on 

human rights and legal pluralism. The O’Brien Fellowships are valued at $25,000 per annum. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Successful applicants will have an outstanding academic record and a strong research proposal in the field of human rights and legal pluralism 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The deadline for O’Brien Fellowship applications is December 15th, 2013 Further information and application instructions are available on the web at 

http://wvwv.mc~qill.callaw-admissions/qraduates/financiallobrien 

University of Florida 

Dean of the Levin College of Law 

The University of Florida Levin College of Law invites applications, nominations and inquiries for the position of Dean 

ABOUT THE COLLEGE OF LAW: The University of Florida (UF) seeks a creative and energetic leader to serve as Dean of the Levin College of Law The University of Florida Levin 

College of Law (UF Law) has a longstanding tradition of producing national leaders. It placed first in Florida, fourth among public schools, and eighth overall in "output," ie., the caliber of 

a school’s graduates. It ranked fourth among public law schools in 2011 (eighth overall) in the number of its graduates serving as federal district and circuit court judges; more than 250 

graduates serve as state appellate and trial judges in Florida, and many serve in those roles in other states as well 

US. News & World Report ranks UF Law 23rd among public law schools and 46th overall; its Tax Program first among publics and third overall; Environmental Law at fifth among 

publics and 12th overall. UF Law also continues to be highly rated in terms of reputation - 10th among publics and 26th overall in the assessment of practicing lawyers and judges, and 

15th among publics and 35th overall in the assessment of academics UF Law was accredited in 1925 by the American Bar Association and is a member of the Association of American 

Law Schools. The generosity of its loyal alumni and friends, including college namesake Fredric G. Levin, a prominent trial lawyer, makes the college one of the nation’s best endowed 

public law schools in the United States. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The Dean serves as the chief academic and administrative officer of UF Law. The Dean sets the standard for intellectual engagement and accomplishment by 

providing strategic vision for and operational leadership of UF Law. The Dean is responsible for the leadership and management of the college’s faculty, students and staff, including 

developing the college’s curriculum, overseeing programs, cultivating resources and managing its finances. The Dean reports directly to the Provost and also serves as a member of 

the University’s senior administrative team. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: UF Law seeks a creative and ambitious individual with the vision necessary to build on its momentum in a challenging and complex environment for legal 

education. Applicants for Dean of UF Law should possess a record of professional accomplishments (in an academic setting or otherwise) appropriate for the position of Dean and a 

tenured member of the faculty. 



UF Law is part of a major, public, comprehensive, land-grant, research university, and is located in North Central Florida, one of the country’s most desirable areas The state’s oldest 

and most comprehensive university, UF is among the nation’s most academically diverse public universities. 

To review the full position description, please visit: http://UFLaw.ekornferry.com 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Confidential review of applications, nominations and expressions of interest will begin immediately. Applications are encouraged by January 17, 2014 to 

ensure full consideration, though the search will remain open until the position is filled. Candidates should submit a letter summarizing qualifications and interest, along with a CV to: 

Korn/Ferry International 

c!o John F. Amer, Esq., Partner 

1900 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2600 

Los Angeles, CA 90067 

by email to: UFLaw@kornferry.com 

Inquiries may also be directed to Korn/Ferry by phone at (310) 556-8577. 

The University of Florida is an equal opportunity institution dedicated to building a broadly diverse and inclusive faculty and staff. 

The University of California, Berkeley Law 

Dean 

The University of California, Berkeley, invites nominations and applications for the position of Dean, Berkeley Law The appointment will be effective July 1, 2014 or a date to be 

negotiated. 

ABOUT BERKELEY LAW: Berkeley Law is committed to excellence in scholarship, teaching, and public service Its vision extends across both established and emerging fields of law, 

and it cultivates the cross-fertilization of ideas within and beyond the school The faculty encourage students to question conventional thinking and to prepare themselves to solve the 

legal challenges of the 21st century. As an integral part of the most distinguished public university in the world, Berkeley Law addresses the needs of California while pursuing a 

national and global legal agenda 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The Dean will provide academic, intellectual, and administrative leadership, helping to shape and advance Berkeley Law’s vision of pre-eminence in research, 

teaching, and service. In addition, the Dean will have responsibilities for fundraising and for creating strong relationships with alumni and the profession 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Candidates must be qualified for appointment at the tenured rank of Professor. Applications are warmly welcomed from individuals whose experience has 

prepared them to make strong contributions to diversity and inclusion in higher education and to further the University of California’s mission of educational access. A mature 

understanding of the interdisciplinary nature of Law is strongly preferred, along with experience in, or aptitude for, administration and fundraising. 

We are eager to receive nominations (with complete contact information for the nominated individual) by December 2, 2013 An individual need not be nominated in order to apply; the 

search committee welcomes applications from all interested individuals 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: To be considered as candidates, nominees and applicants must submit brief statements of interest and curriculum vitae by the closing date of December 

16, 2013. The Search Committee will contact nominees to invite their submission of these materials. Applications and nominations should be sent to: 

Chair, Berkeley Law Dean Search Committee 

University of California, Berkeley 

109 California Hall 

Berkeley, CA 94720-1500 

Electronic submissions are encouraged and should be sent to: law.dean search~,berkeley.edu 

The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. This position is a sensitive position and is subject to a criminal background check Questions may be 

referred to Carolyn Capps at (510) 642-6474 or capps~,berkeley.edu All nominations and applications will be kept confidential. 

Worcester College and Brasenose College, in Association with the University of Oxford, Faculty of Law 

Permanent Tutorial Fellowship in Law with University Lecturership (CUF) 

Worcester College and Brasenose College propose to appoint a Tutorial Fellow in Law, with effect from 1st October 2014. The Fellowship will be held in conjunction with a University 

Lecturership (CUF) in the Faculty of Law in the Social Sciences Division The person appointed will be a Tutorial Fellow of Worcester College and a Lecturer of Brasenose College 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The successful applicant must be able to engage in research and teaching at the highest levels They will be expected to teach Criminal Law and Jurisprudence 

for the two Colleges, and to give lectures and undertake graduate teaching and supervision for the Faculty in any of the following subjects: Criminal Law, Medical Law and Ethics, Civil 

Procedure or Evidence 

SALARY/BENEFITS: The combined Colleges and University salary will be on a scale up to British Pound 58,157 per annum. Additional College allowances are available. The Faculty of 

Law will also provide the lecturer with a start-up grant of British Pound 4,000 (unless the appointee currently holds an established Oxford University academic post), to be spent at the 

lecturer’s discretion on any purpose connected with their academic work. 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: Further particulars, covering both the college and the university posts, and information about howto apply may be obtained from 

http://www worcester.ox.ac, uk/notices or from: 

The Academic Administrator 

Worcester College 

Oxford, OX1 2HB 

academic.administrator(~,worc ox ac u k 

Tel: +44 (0)1865 278342 

The closing date for applications, including references to be received direct from the referees, is noon GMT on Friday 29th November 2013. Informal enquiries may be made to the 

Senior Law Tutor at Worcester College, Mr Donal Nolan (email: donal.nolan~,law ox ac uk) or the Senior Tutor at Worcester College, Professor Tony Blakeborough (email: 

senior.tutor@worc.ox.ac, uk). 

Worcester College, Brasenose College and the University are equal opportunities employers. 



University of Oxford 

Allen & Overy Professorship of Corporate Law in association with Jesus College 

Start date: 1 October 2014 or as soon as possible thereafter. 

The Allen & Overy Professorship presents an opportunity for leadership in the study of corporate law. Established in 1990, the Chair plays a central role in the study of the law of 

business associations in the University. Through the Oxford Law and Finance programme, the Chair has become a major component in an outstanding and growing community of 

scholars and students working on the law and economics of corporate governance, corporate finance and insolvency, and financial regulation. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The successful candidate will have shown the capacity to make a distinguished contribution to the discipline, and will provide intellectual leadership in the study 

of corporate law in the University and worldwide 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: Deadline for applications: 2 December 2013 For more details about the post and full application instructions, see 

http:ll~^A~/.ox.ac.uk!about the university/iobs/fp 

Applications are particularly welcome from women and black and minority ethnic candidates, who are under-represented in academic posts in Oxford 

Committed to equality and valuing diversity. 

University of Oxford 

Freshfields Professorship of Commercial Law in association with St Hugh’s College 

Start date: 1 October 2014 or as soon as possible thereafter. 

The Freshfields Professorship of Commercial Law, in the Faculty of Law, presents an opportunity for leadership in an extraordinary community of scholars and students working on very 

diverse aspects of commercial law. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The successful candidate will have shown the capacity to make a distinguished contribution to the discipline, and will provide intellectual leadership in the study of 

commercial law in the University and worldwide. 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: Deadline for applications: 2 December 2013. For more details about the post and full application instructions, see 

http:llw’ww.ox.ac.uk!about the university/iobs/fp 

Applications are particularly welcome from women and black and minority ethnic candidates, who are under-represented in academic posts in Oxford. 

Committed to equality and valuing diversity. 

University of Oxford, Magdalen College in association with the Faculty of Law 

Tutorial Fellowship in Law 

Magdalen College, Oxford and the Faculty of Law, University of Oxford propose, if a suitable candidate applies, to appoint to an Official (Tutorial) Fellowship in Law, in association with a 

titular CUF Lecturership in Law, with effect from 1 October 2014. This is a permanent position 

JOB DESCRIPTION: Applications are invited from candidates who are active researchers of outstanding ability in any area of Law, with the ability to provide excellent tutorial teaching, 

classes and lectures. The successful candidate will be required to engage in scholarly research and publication and to teach two of the following compulsory papers for the BA: Roman 

Law, Constitutional Law, Jurisprudence, and EU Law 

SALARY/BENEFITS: Pay will be on a scale from British Pound 43,312 p.a., and additional allowances are available, including a taxable and pensionable housing allowance of British 

Pound 12,000 if the successful candidate chooses not to reside in college. Candidates must hold a doctorate or LLM equivalent at the time of interview. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications, containing a completed application cover sheet (including the names and addresses of three referees), a detailed covering letter (which 

should set out which subjects the candidate could offer to teach for the college, and which for the faculty), and a full curriculum vitae including a list of publications, should be sent, by 

email if possible, to: 

The College Secretary/Academic Administrator, Mrs Nancy Cowell 

Magdalen College 

Oxford OX1 4AU 

Email: n a ncy. cowell(~,ma~qd ox. ac. u k 

Tel: (+44) 0 1865 276113 

Fax: (+44) 0 1865 276094 

to arrive by 12.00 noon on 27 November 2013. Candidates should ask their referees to send references directly to the College Secretary/Academic Administrator by this deadline without 

further prompting Further particulars and an application cover sheet are located on the college website at: http://vwwv.ma~qd ox ac.uk/vacancies. It is expected that interviews will be held 

on 15 January 2014. 

Applications are particularly welcome from women and black and minority ethnic candidates, who are under-represented in academic posts in Oxford. 

American University in Cairo, Department of Law 

Faculty Position in Law and Market Governance 



The Department of Law invites applications for a tenure-track position in Law and Market Governance at the Assistant or Associate Professor level beginning in Fall 2013. 

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY: Founded in 1919, AUC moved to a new 270-acre state-of-the-art campus in New Cairo in 2008 The University also operates in its historic downtown facilities, 

offering cultural events, graduate classes, and continuing education. Student housing is available in both downtown Zamalek and New Cairo Among the premier universities in the 

region, AUC is Middle States accredited; its Engineering programs are accredited by ABET, its Chemistry program is accredited by the Canadian Society for Chemistry, and the 

Management program is accredited by AACSB The AUC Libraries contain the largest English-language research collection in the region and are an active and integral part of the 

University’s pursuit of excellence in all academic and scholarly programs. AUC is an English-medium institution; eighty-five percent of the students are Egyptian and the rest include 

students from nearly ninety countries, principally from the Middle East, Africa and North America. Faculty salary and rank are based on qualifications and professional experience. All 

faculty receive generous benefits, from AUC tuition to access to research funding; expatriate faculty also receive relocation benefits including annual home leave, and tuition assistance 

for school age children 

JOB DESCRIPTION: Applicants should have a research and teaching specialization in public regulatory and/or market related private law regimes, especially from a comparative and/or 

international law perspective The Search Committee is eager to review applications of individuals with demonstrated excellence in teaching and research, plus an interest in living and 

working in the Middle East. The American University in Cairo is committed to recruiting a diverse faculty to complement the diversity of its student body. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: JDiSJD or Ph.D is required by date of appointment. A potential for excellence in research is expected. In addition to teaching and research, the successful 

candidate will also participate in departmental and University wide service 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Position is open until filled. 

Note: Please remember your account Iogin enables you to respond to AUC additional questions (if required) 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: All applicants must submit the following documents online: a) a current C.V: b) a letter of interest; c) a statement of teaching philosophy; d) a completed 

AUC Personal Information Form (PIF); e)a copy of a recently published article or manuscript chapter in progress, f) Please ask three referees familiar with your professional background 

to send reference letters directly to lawchair(~,auce~qypt.edu. For more information, e-mail Dr. Thomas Skouteris, Chair, (’tskouteris(~,auce~qypt.edu); Dr Yasmin Rouby, Executive 

Assistant to the Chair, (rouby2~auce~qypt edu) 

American University in Cairo, Department of Law 

Faculty Position in international and Human Rights Law 

The Department of Law at the American University in Cairo invites applications for a tenure-track position in International and Human Rights Law, on the Assistant or Associate 

Professor level, beginning September 2014. 

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY: Founded in 1919, AUC moved to a new 270-acre state-of-the-art campus in New Cairo in 2008. The University also operates in its historic downtown facilities, 

offering cultural events, graduate classes, and continuing education. Student housing is available in both downtown Zamalek and New Cairo. Among the premier universities in the 

region, AUC is Middle States accredited; its Engineering programs are accredited by ABET, its Chemistry program is accredited by the Canadian Society for Chemistry, and the 

Management program is accredited by AACSB. The AUC Libraries contain the largest English-language research collection in the region and are an active and integral part of the 

University’s pursuit of excellence in all academic and scholarly programs. AUC is an English-medium institution; eighty-five percent of the students are Egyptian and the rest include 

students from nearly ninety countries, principally from the Middle East, Africa and North America. Faculty salary and rank are based on qualifications and professional experience. All 

faculty receive generous benefits, from AUC tuition to access to research funding; expatriate faculty also receive relocation benefits including annual home leave, and tuition assistance 

for school age children. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The successful candidate will be expected to teach two graduate-level courses per semester (four per academic year) in International Law, International 

Humanitarian Law, and International Human Rights Law, depending on the curricular needs of the department. The successful candidate is also expected to supervise graduate 

student theses in the LL.M. Program in International and Comparative Law and the MA Program in International Human Rights Law of the Law department. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Successful applicants will hold a J.D., a PhD, or equivalent degree by the date of appointment A teaching record in international law, humanitarian law, and 

human rights law is strongly desirable, as is a demonstrated interest in living and working in the Middle East and Africa 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Faculty salary and rank are based on qualifications and professional experience. Review of applications will start immediately and position is open until filled. 

General information on the American University in Cairo and the School of Global Affairs and Public Policy can be found at: here: http:llw~^tw.auce#ypt.edu/GAPP/Pages/Home.aspx 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: All applicants must submit the following documents online: a) a current C.V; b) a letter of interest; c) a statement of teaching philosophy; d) a completed 

AUC Personal Information Form (PIF); e)a copy of a recently published article or manuscript chapter in progress, f) Please ask three referees familiar with your professional background 

to send reference letters directly to lawchair~,auceqvpt.edu 

Apply Here: http:/iw~vw Click2Apply.net/t8s7m87 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Venable Events <Events@Venable.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 12:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: What You Need to Know Atx~ut Consumer Complaints mad the CFPB 

Venable Deloitte 750px 

What You Need to Know About C :resumer Com : lamts and. tt e CFPB 

The Consumer Response Unit of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) receives, processes, 
and revie~vs consumer complaints. The CFPB then lists these complaints in a searchable database. The 
CFPB also reviews consumer complaints separately and uses them in connection with its supervisoU and 
enfbreement functions. Please join us for this informative vvebinar discussing the CFPB ~ s processing and 
use of consumer complaints. 

Topics will include: 

Discussion about the Consumer Complaints database; 
Description of the consumer complaint process, including how complaints get submitted and 
reviewed; 
How the CFPB uses complaints, especially in the Superwision and Enforcement context; 
Observations about the publicly available portion of the Consumer Complaint Database; and 
Discussion about best practices for maintaining a complaint management process. 

Tuesday, December 3, 2o13 
1:3o p.m. - 2:45 p.m. EST 

To RSVP, please click i{-mre. To decline, please click ~e~’~x 

f;~.!~.{:ig..!:),g~:*~ to view the event summaLv and speaker biographies. 

Npeake~.~,s~ 
A} iyson B, B;.fi.;er, Esq., Partner, Venable LLP 
Dennis Kiefer, Director, Deloitte Financial A&dsory Services LLP 

If you have any questions, please contact Kelly ttarris at K]vl } [:~r~’is(,~ Verig~b]e.corr~ or 2o2.344.4759. 

C~ick I:~.ere for more information on Venable’s CFPB Task Force. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 6, 2013 1:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Twitter IPO Likely to Price at $25 to $28 a Share 

Twitter IPO Likely t~ Price at $95 t~ $98 a Share 

Twitter’s initial public offering is likely to price at $25 to $28 a share, according to fund 

managers briefed by Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley bankers, two of the banks 

underwriting the deal. These people said that bankers were aiming to price the deal at 

$27, but that the company had not yet made a final decision. 

The discussions with investors are taking place hours before Twitter’s management, board 

of directors and bankers are expected to settle on a final price after the market close. The 

shares will then open for trading Thursday morning on the New York Stock Exchange. 

See More Coverage 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 2:35 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&]> 

GARP Webcast: Ba~l III Implementation in 2014 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Webcast 

GARP Webc;~st 
Basel III Implementation in 2014 

Tuesday, 

November 19, 2013 
11:00 a.m - 12:00 pm. EST 

For more information: 

A~exa ~awe rs 

{212) 33ff4312 

The global banking system is still digesting the proposed and final 

changes to regulatory requirements brought over the past year as 

implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act and the Basel III framework 

advanced. The framework for identifying G-SIBs and D-SIBs (or 

SIFIs in the U.S) was proposed, the capital requirements were 

largely finalized, and the liquidity coverage ratio was proposed The 

coming year promises even more sweeping changes, as 

implementation of the capital rules continues, and the Volcker 

Rule, SIFI framework and the liquidity coverage ratio will likely be 

finalized. In addition, the Federal Reserve is expected to address 

the risks of short-term wholesale funding with newly proposed 

rules. In this Webcast, our experts will review the phase-in dates 

for the capital rules, discuss the proposed liquidity coverage ratio 

rules, and identify areas that will be a focus of additional 

rulemaking, including the net stable funding ratio, margin 

requirements for non-cleared swaps, and securitization exposures. 

Speakers: 

¯ Anna Pinedo 

¯ Oliver Ireland 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.or#.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Raleigh mayor buys $2M home from civic leader Greg Poole Jr. 

2) ............................................................................................ 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Ra’.id~~i~2H iiorr)~ from cMc (ead~r Grog Poc4e ~r, 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Ta~ Quide, 

PeoD(e - 2013-].I-06 

World T~kin(~ 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Wednesdav November 6 2013 3:25 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

University jobs in B~mking, Business & Financial Law, Commercial & Bankruptcy Law, and other related areas 

Dear Professor Broome, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Law- features 19 faculty openings, 12 senior a&ninistrative positions, and 5 post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education. 

Issue: Law Nov 6th, 2013 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Bal~mg, Business & Financial Law 
- Con~mercial & Bankruptcy Law- 

Become a fan of Academic Keys on Facebook! Click here: 
http://wwwfacebook.com/pages/Storrs-CT/Academic-Kevs/56778577910 

Follo~v us on T~vitter! 
http ://twitter. corn/!!/acad emickevs 

Join us on LinkedIn! 
http:/iwww. [inkedin com/~roups/Academic-Ke’~,s-I Ii~her-Education-Professionals-d055169 

PONT YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 

Add your department’s positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions: 
- http://En~ineering.AcademicKeys.con~/client lo~in.php?ta~=LA131106m 

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS: 

Nt:JAr[ - Dean 

Universi~ of Florida 

Levin College o:[’Law 

Gainesville, FL 

Date Posted: Oct. 29, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con’b’r?iob=50797&o=232497&t=LA 131106m-6e 

N~fiW! -Executive Director 
University of St Thomas 
International Education Center 
St. Paul, MN 
Date Posted: Oct. 9, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob=49832&o=232497&t=LA 131106m-0e 

Lateral Law FacultT--Senior Chaired Appointment in Bus. Law 
University of Minnesota 
Law 
Mitmeapolis, 2~fN 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

h~p :/,\w~v.AcademicKeys. com,’r’.’iob=49569&o=232497 &t=LA131106m-2e 

Assoc. Dean for Experim. Edu. & Clinical Profcssor of Law 
B oston University 
School of Law 
Boston, MA 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?job=49561&o=232497&t=LA 131106m-6e 

Director of Legal Clinics 

St. Louis Universi~ 
School of La~v 
St Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job=49560&o=232497&t=LA 131106m-6e 

Assistant Dean, Law A&nissions 
Bar~z Universi~ 
Dwayne O. Andreas School of Law 



Orlando, FL 
Date Posted: Sep. 27, 2013 

http:/Tv,~ww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 49249&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Dean, School of Law 

University of Akron 

School of Law 

AMon, OH 

Date Posted: Sep. 23, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 48997&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Dean, School of Law 
University of Detroit Mercy 
School of Law 
Detroit, MI 
Date Posted: Sep. 17, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.corrfr?iob 48684&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Executive Director, International 
Universi~ of British Columbia 
Office of the Executive Director, International 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Sep. 13, 2013 

httr~://’,wcw.AcademicKevs.com,’r?iob 48606&o 232497&t LA131106m-0e 

Assoc. Vice-President, Scholarship and Corrmmnity Engagement 
Vancouver Island University 
Senior Administration 
Nanaimo, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug. 16, 2013 

http://w~v.AcademicKeys.corpgr?job 47834&o 232497&t LA131106m-0e 

Associate/Assistant Dean for Clinical Education, Experien... 
UCLA 
School of La~v 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Jul 29, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.con’v’r?job 47386&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Head of College 
University College Cork 
College of Business and La~v 
Cork, Cork, Ireland 
Date Posted: Jul. 9, 2013 

http://w~v.AcademicKevs.corpgr?iob 46887&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS 

NF?Zr! - Visiting Facul~ Position 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 
College of Law 
Kno×ville, 
Date Posted: Oct. 23, 2013 

http:f/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 50609&o 232497&~LA131106m-6e 

N~EW! - Assistant/Associate ProJ~ in Law (2-Year, N0n-Rene... 
Queen’s University 
Facul~ of Law 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 22, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 50558&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Nt"?Z7! - Assistant Professor, Law (2 Tenure-track Positions) 
University of Victoria 
Faculty of Law 

Victoria, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 18, 2013 

http://xwcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 50331&o 232497&t LA131106m-2e 

B,~EW! - Assistant/Associate Professor in Law (Tenure-track) 



Queen’s University 
Faculty of Law 
Kingston, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2013 

httg~:/?www.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 50261&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Nt~’J~7[ - Assistant Professor of Law 
University of Copetfaagen 
Faculty of Law 
Copetinagen, Dermrark 
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKe’,/s.com,~r?iob 50206&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

ix~EW! - Assistant/Associate/& Full Proi~ in Law (English... 
Prince Moharmnad Bin Fahd University 
College of Arts and Science 
A1 Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Oct. 10, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.com]r?iob 49922&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

iN~EW! - Assistant or Associate Professor Appointments 
University of British Colun~bia 
Faculty of Law 
Vancom~er, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 9, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKeys.com,~r?iob 49830&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

5,~W[ - Academic Success Lecturer 
Charlotte School of La~v 
Academic Success 
Charlotte, NC 
Date Posted: Oct 8, 2013 

http://w~’.AcademicKeys.corpJr?job 49780&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Non-tenure-track Acting Asst. Professors (several positio .. 
New York University 
School of La~v 
New- York, NY 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http://vavw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job 49572&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Law Center: Asst or Assoc. Proil - Two (2) Positions - T. 
University of Houston 
Law- Center 
Houston, TX 
Date Posted: Oct 3, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 49567&o 232497&~LA131106m-6e 

Clinical Associate Professor of Law 

Boston University 

School of Law 

Boston, 

Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 49562&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Assistant/Associ ate/Instructor/],ecturer in Law (English.. 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd Umversity 
College of Arts & Science 
Al Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Sep 30, 2013 

http:f/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 49308&o 232497&~LA131106m-6e 

Law }"ull Professor 
University of Washington 
School of Law 
Seattle, WA 
Date Posted: Sep. 27, 2013 

http:i/waaa~’.AcademicKeys.com]r?iob 49267&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Adjunct, Legal Studies 
Berkeley College 



New- York, NY 
Date Posted: Aug. 21, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKeys.com,~r?iob 47910&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Associate Professors/Assistant Professors/Chairs 

An’lerican Univcrsi)- of Beirut 

Olayan School of Business 

Beirut, Lebanon 

Date Posted: Aug. 19, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?job 47854&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Adjunct, Criminal Justice 
Berkeley College 

New York Ci~, NY 
Date Posted: Aug 19, 2013 

http://v,a,vw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job 47846&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Faculty Positions Open 
University of Denver 
Daniels College of Business 
Denver, CO 
Date Posted: Aug. 12, 2013 

http://w~,w.AcademicKeys.corpJr?job 47701&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Canada Research Chair in Law (Tier 2) 
Queen’s University’ 
Faculty. of Law 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug 12, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 47668&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Senior Lecturer/Lecturer 
Polytechnic of Namibia 
School of Management 
Wmdho&, 9000, Namibia 
I)ate Posted: Ju[. 23, 2013 

httpZ/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 47211&o 232497&~LA131106m-6e 

POST-DOCTORAl. POSrlTIONS 

NFJAT[ - Two postdoctoral fellowships at iCourts: Europe an.. 
Umversity of Copenhagen 
Faculty of Law 
Copenhagen, Denmark 

I)ate Posted: NOv. 5, 2013 

httpZ/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 51091&o 232497&~LA131106m-6e 

NTv.W! - Postdoctoral Fellowship: Interdisciplinary, and Int... 
University" of Copep2aagen 
Faculty" of Laxv 
Copetkhagcn, Det~’nalk 
Date Posted: Oct. 28, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 50755&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Doctoral Research Scholarships AY2014-2015 
The National University, of Singapore 
NUS Law 
Singapore, Singapore 
Date Posted: Sep. 30, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r’.’iob 49345&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 

Research Fellow (PloD Candidate) with Professor Atme Peters 
Max Planck Inst. for Comparative Public Law and Internati... 
Research 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Jul. 12, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?job 46957&o 232497&t LA131106m-6e 



Senior Research FelIuw (Postdoc) with Prufessur Anne Peters 
Max PIanck ]inst. fur Comparative Public Law and lnternaU .. 
Research 
Heidelberg, Germany 
Date Posted: Jul. 11,2013 

http://www.AcademicKevs.con~,r?iob=46939&o=232497&t=LA 131106m-6e 

To view more academic jobs, visit: ~://w~vw.Acaden’licKevs.com" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 3:59 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CHESTNUTRIDGEFLYER draft.dec 

CRIME REPORTS 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
....... Break in to locked residence repotted 11/05/13, 10:18 prn, 9207 Fair Oaks rd~ 
The victim stated that unknown subjects had broken into her residence, it appeared that entn/was gained through a the back sliding door glass. The glass sliding door was 
completely broken and glass was scattered throughout the living room. among the numerous of items stolen were: a 60 inch, a 32 inch and a 46 inch Samsung flat screen 
TV’s, a 32 inch Ownex LCD flat screen TV, 8 3d Samsung glasses, an ×box 360, s Samsung surround sound system, sn HP laptop computer, s Sony and a Phillips DVD 
phyer, a Sony and a Samsung Blucay player, numerous pieces of jewelry and e~het items. Vak~e $9,725.00 
SCAM RErvIINDE£.R: I received the below e-mail fkom a citizen yesterday. I want to use it &s another reminder that there: are a lot of fi:~llcs tD,ing all dif~::rent ways to 

seam folks out of money. Please be ale~ a~d cantious of a~)’one you don~t know or did not ~licit. Don’t give them a second ofyot~r time. Remiud your friends and 

I:amily, especially the elderly~ 

At 8:00 a.m. this moruing I had a phone call from a private caller. He had a heaTy Indian accent, and ideutified himself as calliug from the American Computer 

something (couldn’t understand the last word) and that he was calling atx)ut my computer problem. I hesitated, becau~ my husband had been dealing with Apple 

yeslerday over a glitch witl~ his laptop. When I asked him if he was ti~}m Apple, he said no and staxted rattling on about "my computer problem" without being spedIic. 

Eve~lhing he said was very confusing--and I suspect that was deliberate. Then I asked if tl~is was a crank call, and he hung up. My mother has just been scammed-- 

back in England--by ~}mething very similax. I worry he migN be attempting to prey on older people. Thought I should pass it along. 

R[BMINI)I!;R: Comnmnity Watch meeti~g Tomorrow mght 7:00 pro, Chest~m~_ Ridge Rd aea. Chestm]t Ridge United Methodis~ Church. HoFe to see you tl~e]e. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to repo[t suspicious activity to ~)t 1. 
Community involvement is the biggest dete[[ent to cdme that we ca[~ have 

i~i Description: 

,.’3e.sc@t ion ¯ 
Description: 
Description: 

Description: 

Desaiption 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Bankers Association <vickie@ncbankers.org> 

~Vednesday, November 6, 2013 6:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCBA Bnllefin - November 7, 2013 

.~.i NCBA Bulletin Header 

NOTE PASS}VORD CHANGE: The new user riame is financial ~nd ~he ne~, password 

is l~ter~c~. 

November 7, 2013 Btdlefin 

To print fl~e weekly Btdletin, click on the prird icor~ in fl-~e upper right comer of the Bulldm 

(beside ~he date)~ 

Use tNs ar~a to prov~d~ your subscribers information about your organ~zstbn. 

NC Bankers Assoc~atio~ 
~. O Eox 19999 
RNeigh, Noah Ca rolina 27619-9916 

800/562-7044 / 919/881-9909 (Fax) 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaii ’~,as sent to Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu by y_i_c__k_!_e_~Q£_b__a__n__k_,_�_4_s_:_o__r.cl :: 

Update Profile/Email Address 1astant remevalwith Sa~eUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy. 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh i NC :: 27609 



From: Vickie Bowers <~vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 6, 2013 6:48 PM 

To: 

Subject: November 7, 2013 Bulletin 

Altach: 131107.pdf 

Attached is the pdf of the November 7, 2013, NCBA weekly Bulletin. Let me l, mow if you have any trouble ruth the file. Thanks! 

Vickie Bowers 

Director of Human Resources 

North Carolina Bankers Association 

P. O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619-9916 

919/781-7979 / 800/662-7044 



Bulletin: November 7, 2013 

NORTH CAROLINA -- THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Nov. 11 Veterans Day 

Nov. 13-14 IRAs Made Easy, High Point 

Nov. 28 

Dec. 3 

Dec. 5 

Dec. 10-13 

Dec. 25 

Jan. 1 

Jan. 6 

Thanksgiving 

SBA Lenders Conference & Awards Luncheon, Charlotte 

Basel III Seminar, High Point 

,..&....@....a..~..c....e.....d...~..~......m...:.~..e....r...c.‘.i...a..!...~..j.~..~.....d...u....s..t...rj..gl......L..~..e...~.....dj.~g...S....c....h...~....~...~.., Ral eigh 

Christmas Day 

New Year’s Day 

Economic Forecast Forum, RTP 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

i BUY AMERICAN 

118th Annual Convention 

Register Today For 

Prime Banquet Seating! 

Early registration for our 118th Annual Convention, May 31 - June 3, 2014, at The Breakers in Palm Beach, 
Florida, ensures that you will have the best seat in the house for our electrifying banquet 
entertainment. Banquet seating will be assigned based upon the date that full registrations are received. Plan to 



join us at this elegant and legendary resort for family fun and great adventure on the beautiful Florida 
coast! Already, many members have claimed their desired sponsorship for Convention. We thank them for 
their continued support! 

Cherry Bekaert’’" 
0 elliott davis 
Tax, Assurance ¯ (;o.~sUIti~g ¯ Acco~P.timg Resources 

~,<yfic k rob bins 

Apple Advertising 
Community Investment Corporation of the Carolinas 

Strategic Risk Associates 
Turlington & Company 

Works24 

We welcome ALL of our members and affiliates who wish to add their name to this great program as a 
sponsor. We will recognize our Convention sponsors regularly from now through Convention in every 
promotional way possible. For the best ’bang for your buck,’ secure a sponsorship today and keep your name in 
front of our members and affiliate!! Contact our Meetings Director, Liz Dobbins-Smith (liz(&ncbankers.org) 
for more information on Convention sponsorship opportunities! Click HERE for everything you need to 
register and reserve your room at The Breakers. Don’t delay! We expect a tremendous response. There 
are only_so man~L ocean front rooms!!! Secure yours now. For more information on registration and 
lodging, please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or christy(~ncbankers.orll). 



More Efforts To Delay QM Rule 

Rep. Shelley Moore Capito (R-WV) and a bipartisan group of 1117 additional House Members wrote to the 
CFPB this week urging the Bureau to delay the pending January 2014 implementation date of new mortgage 
rules, including the Ability-to-Repay/Qualified Mortgage (QM) rules. Signing the letter as members of our 
North Carolina delegation are: Representatives Howard CoNe, Renee Ellmers, Virginia Foxx, George Holding, 
Richard Hudson, Mark Meadows, Patrick McHenr~,, Mike McIntvre, and Robert Pittenger. 

Make Sure Your Information Is Current 

In order to help us keep our online membership directory as accurate as possible, please make us aware of 

any changes at your institution!company. It is important that mailing addresses, phone numbers, e-mail 
addresses, titles, antipersonnel listings are current in the NCBA Directory. The accuracy of this information 
is vital to all NCBA members and affiliates. This is your connection to other bank members and 
affiliates. Make sure that all of your employees know how to use the NCBA online directory and can obtain 

the contact information they need. The directory is always accessible under the "About Us" tab of the 
NCBA ’s website. Any changes can be submitted directly to Vickie Bowers at vickie(a;ncbankers.org. 

NC Banking Commission Report 

The North Carolina Banking Commission held its regularly scheduled meeting yesterday. The Commission 
approved one merger application. First Citizens Bank and Trust Company, Raleigh, will merge and be the 
survivor with 1 st Financial Services Corporation and Mountain I st Bank & Trust Company, 
Hendersonville. There was also a 2013 TARP update by Michelle Gresham, Senior Financial Analyst - Offsite 
Division, about the North Carolina state chartered banks. When the program started there were 29 NC banks 
and $3.6 billion, as of October 21 there are 5 banks that remain in TARP and $87.6 million remaining. Twenty- 
four banks have exited the program by repayment, being acquired or the U.S. Treasury sold the shares at 
auction. Chairwoman Janet Cowell discussed the schedule for next year including that they will not meet as 
often, due to lack of new charters needing approval. Chief Deputy Rowe Campbell filled in for Commissioner 
Ray Grace who is recovering from hip replacement surgery. His only remarks included a discussion of 
proj ected mergers of NC state chartered banks in 2014. His prediction is that by the end of first quarter 2014, 
there will be around 60 state chartered banks, down from the current 64. By the end of the year there may be 
only 55. 

IRA Seminar 

This is your last opportunity to register for our IRA Seminar to be held next week, November 13-14 at High 
Point Bank. Are you confused by the new IRS rules and requirements or need a refresher? Register today for 
IRA’s Made Easy to help your staff break down all the material into manageable pieces. Our seminar will be 
presented by Denise Stevenson of Diversified Learning Services. 

Day 1 Basic IRA Seminar topics include: 

Revocation Rights" and Disclosure Requirements’ 

IRA Eligibility Rules 

Contribu#on Limits" 

Excess Contributions 
General Distribution Requirements" and Rules 

IRS PenaBies Assessed on IRA s 

Day 2 Intermediate IRA Seminar topics include: 



IRA Distribution Requiremeitts at Age 70 1,,’2 

Death Distribution Rules 
Rollovers 

Direct Rollovers and Trustee Transfers 
Federal and NC Withholding Rules 

Roth 1RAs and IRS Reporting Requirements" 

A certificate of completion for continuing education is available for all seminar attendees. Registration is $350 
for both days or $250 for one day. The fee includes all materials, continental breakfast and lunch. Click HERE 
for complete registration details and to view the proposed agenda. For more information, please contact our 
Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or _@___r__i___s__t_y__@___n____c__i_b___a__~__k___e__~_i_s__:___o____r_g). 

NFL Coaching Culture Boosts Heart Risk. Your Stressful Job May, 
Too! 

Former Panthers Coach, John Fox, now at Super Bowl contender Denver, has had to step away from his team to 
take a timeout for surgery because of heart problems. Dr. Redford Williams, Professor of Psychiatry and 
Behavioral Sciences, notes the toll stressful jobs can have on the heart. "A stress~djob is one where there is a 

high demand to produce some kind of product, like a touchdown or a win, and low control over how that 

demand is met. If your team is losing and you ’re #t aposition of possibly losing yourjob, that ca~t be a major 

SOUFCe of stress." 

Make Sure You Order Your Holiday Poster Kits 

You have until next Tuesday, November 12, to order your 2014 Holiday Poster Kits. Make sure that you 
order enough sets for all of your offices (front door and drive-up window)! Each kit contains one poster 
for each Federal banking holiday on standard white 8½" x 11" card stock with black printing. We offer 
two different sets of Holiday Poster Kits. Set #1 is for the traditional banking holidays and set #2 is for 
those institutions that have Saturday operating hours. A sample 0oster is attached to today’s 
Bulletin. The cost is $10 per set. That includes shipping, handling, and sales tax. For your convenience, 
we have attached an order form to today’s Bulletin. Orders and payments will be received through 
November 12. That will allow us sufficient time to have the kits prepared and ready for mailing to you 
the first week of December. Please be aware that extra kits will not be available after November 
12. Don’t hesitate to contact Vickie Bowers (vickie(&ncbankers.or~ or 800-662-7044) shonld you have 
any questions. The kits come in Spanish, too! 

Industry Update 

Hertford Savings Bank, SSB, is combining various e-mails for the institution into 
vivian@hertfbrdsavingsbankcom effective December 31. Please check your records and make certain that you 
update your files in this regard. 

NewBridge Bank (NBBC), Greensboro, and CapStone Bank (CPSE), Raleigh, have announced the signing of 

a definitive agreement of combination whereby the two institutions will merge to create one of the largest 
community banks in NC. The board of directors of both institutions have unanimously approved the merger 
which is expected to close in the first quarter of next year. The rebranding of CapStone offices is anticipated to 
occur in the second quarter of 2014. 

Sound Bank (SNBN), Morehead City, recently paid off all of its TARP investment with existing capital. We 
believe they are the second bank in NC to do that with current capital. 



The corporate and investment banking arm of SunTrust (STI) is expanding into three regions with offices in 
Dallas, San Francisco, and Chicago. 

A group of NFL players has sued BB&T (BBT) for nearly $60 million over the alleged negligence of 
BankAtlantic, which BB&T acquired last year. It is the understanding of BB&T that this case concerns actions 
taken by BankAtlantic prior to its acquisition by BB&T in 2012. The plaintiffs complain that BankAtlantic 
allowed a financial advisory firm to improperly withdraw millions of dollars from their accounts to invest in an 
Alabama casino project that failed last year. 

Start Your Christmas Shopping Now! 

Basel III Seminar 

We urge you to attend our first Basel III Seminar on Thursday, December 5, in High Point - presented by 
Grant Thornton. Topics will include: 

Basel Ill/Equivalent Regulations App#cable to Community Banks" (up to SLOB), and Banksfrom $10 $50B 

Regulatory Reporting & Disclosure 

Capital Regulation 

Stress Testing 
Regulatory Panel Discussion 

A certificate of completion for continuing education is available for all seminar attendees. Registration is $225 
and includes all materials, continental breakfast and lunch. Click HERE to view the agenda and for complete 
registration details. Please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or christ~v(~,ncbankers.or,~) with 
any questions. 

Fed Announces Annual Indexing Of Reserve Requirements 



The Federal Reserve has announced the __a____n__~Lu_:__a___l__j____n____d___e____x___i___n__g of the low reserve tranche and the reserve requirement 
exemption amount for 2014. These amounts are used to calculate reserve requirements for depository 
institutions. For net transaction accounts in 2014, the first $13.3 million -- up from $12.4 million in 2013 -- 
will be exempt from resew’e requirements. A 3 percent reserve ratio will be assessed on net transaction accounts 
between $13.3 million and $89 million. A 10% reserve ratio will be assessed on net transaction accounts over 
$89 million. 

McHenry And Pittenger Meet With NC Bankers 

Congressmen Patrick McHentT and Robert Pittenger met with banker,s’ in Charlotte yesterday to discuss over- 
burdensome regulations, the CFPB, Dodd-Frank, QA4,, and other banking matters. We are lucky to have such 

fine Congressmen who understand the issues, in and out. The m:o men feel that a bill shouM be 30pages, not 

2,000! They also gra,sp that making only QM loans will impact access" to credit and hobble our economy!! The 

NCBA ’s Political Posse group of vohmteer bankers will be in Washington next week calling on our 
Congressional delega#on, regulators, and industry leaders. Come be apart of the Posse! 

CBS Spotlight 

ICBA Securities 
ICBA Securities, an institutional broker/dealer and Endorsed Vendor of Community Bank Services, is 
associated with the Vining Sparks Community Bank Advisory Group (CBAG). CBAG provides mergers and 
acquisition advice as well as bank valuation services. Tom Mecredy, manager of CBAG, was the top-rated 
bank M&A advisor last year in terms of numbers of deals completed, according to SNL Financial. Mecredy can 
be reached at tmecredy@viningsparks.com or 512-495-9890. For more information, please contact Jim Reber, 
PresidentiCEO (800-422-6442 or jreber@icbasecurities.com) or Janice Royster (800-662-7044 or 
j anice@n cb ankers, org). 

Quote Of The Week 

Costs are h~gher. Capttal requirements are htgher. Revenue growth ts slower and profit margin ~s 
iislimmer. Put all that together and community banking sucks." 

iiTony Plath, Finance Professor, UNC-Charlotte 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

FDIC, OCC Propose Liquidity Coverage Ratio For Large Institutions 

The FDIC and OCC have formally proposed a rule implementing the Liquidity Coverage Ratio -- one of two 
Basel III liquidity standards -- that would require banks to hold highly liquid assets relative to cash outflows 
over a 30-day period during a stressed scenario. The Federal Reserve issued the proposal for comment last 



~veek. The LCR ~vould generally apply to banking organizations with over $50 billion in assets. Internationally 
active banking organizations with over $250 billion in assets, and certain subsidiaries, would have to hold high- 
quality liquid assets against the largest "net cumulative cash outflow as of the end of the 30-day period." The 
proposal would phase in the new requirements over time, with an 80 percent LCR required in 2015, 90% in 
20116 and the full LCR in 2017. It also includes detailed guidance on calculating high-quality liquid assets and 
total net cash outflow, as well as describing how bank supervisors will respond to an LCR shortfall. 

OCC Issues New Guidance On Third-Party Risk Management 

Banks must carefully monitor vendors and other third parties, the OCC directs, citing increased outsourcing and 
involvement of third parties in bank activities. In a bulletin that replaces previous OCC guidance in third-party 
risk management, the agency observes said that banks must manage risk associated with third parties at a level 
commensurate to its use of those relationships. The OCC notes that bank use of third parties is growing, with 
banks outsourcing entire functions, business lines and products, and using third parties to engage customers and 
handle multiple activities for the bank. Effective third-party risk management incorporates thorough planning, 
due diligence, contract negotiation, monitoring, contingencies for termination and independent review, the 
agency says. "A bank’s failure to have an effective lhird-party risk management process that is commensurate 
with the level of risk, complexity of third-party relations’hips, and organiza#onal structure of the bank may be 
an unsafe and unsound banking practice. When circumstances" warrant, the OCC may use its" authority to 
examine the functions or operations performed by a third party on the bank’s behalf." 

2013 SBA Lenders Conference And Awards Luncheon 

The 2013 North Carolina SBA Lenders Conference andAwards Luncheon will be held on December 3 at the 
Hilton Charlotte University Place. The morning will begin with a training session on the SBA’ s lender and 
certified development company participation requirements in SOP 5010 5 (F) that will be effective January 1, 
2014. The Awards Luncheon will follow. The morning session will be conducted by Dianna Seaborn, 
Financial Analyst from the Office of Capital Access, Washington, DC. With years of experience as a banker, 
and now as a leader in helping SBA create user-friendly processes for financial institutions, Dianna will bring a 
unique perspective that will help your team move forward with changes impacting the SBA program in January, 
2014. Mark your calendar for you and your team to attend! Click HERE for complete registration 
materials. Please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or chris~y(d),ncbankersoor~) with any 
questions. 

Send Us The News 

We try diligently every week to bring together in one place all of the pertinent news items that will be 
relevant and interesting to our membership and to provide it to you in a concise format in this 
Bulletin. Please provide us with news items of interest about your institution or your community by noon 
each Wednesday for inclusion in that week’s publication. We scour the American Banker, News & 
Observer, Charlotte Observer, other North Carolina newspapers, the business journals published in 
Charlotte, the Triad, and the Triangle, publications from ABA, ICBA, the Wall Street Journal, and many 
other resources on a regular basis to bring information to you in one convenient place. Please advise me 
personally if there are changes we can make to the Bulletin that will make it better serve your 
purposes. Contact me at thad@ncbankers.or~ or 800-662-7044. 

FinCEN Encourages Voluntary Information-Sharing 

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network has issued a t~act sheet on information-sharing between financial 
institutions under Section 314(b) of the USA Patriot Act, which provides a safe harbor from liability for 



institutions that share information related to potential money laundering and terrorist financing. "While 
information sharing under the 314(b) program is voluntary, it can help financial institutions enhance compliance 
with their anti-money laundering/counter-terrorist financing (AMLiCFT) requirement," FinCEN advises. The 
fact sheet covers what kind of information can be shared and how to share it without liability. Institutions must, 
for example, submit a notice to FinCEN, ensure that other financial institutions are also program participants 
and use the information only for AML/CTF purposes. 

Cartoon Of The Week 

State Rates 



State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective November 6 the rate of interest charged to banks and 
savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings certificates is 3/8%. 

WORK HARD. PLAY B Y THE RULES. 
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Nov. 7 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

November 7, 2013 ~ Number 216 

Consumer Protection 
CFP£ Takes First Step Toward FDCPA Ru~e.~, 
Says New Sta~dards Hight AppIV to Creditor,~ 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) asked for 
comment in 90 days on a preliminary bid to craft consumer 
protection rules under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 
raising the possibility that banks and other creditors could... 

Consumer Protection 
Pad/day koat~s Face Greater S<:rutitW 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) announced 
that it is now accepting complaints about payday loans and 
similar types of short-term, small-dollar loans .... 

Foreign Accounts 
(<er~eal~y SaVs bOJ (<eepi~!t Quiet 

The Justice Department’s Tax Division has "a lot of information 
that is not public" regarding foreign bank accounts and is 
communicating with banks in countries that don’t have a treaty 
relationships with the U.S., according... 

:rnternational Banking 

China’s central bank has signed a memorandum of understanding 
with the Federal Deposit fnsurance Corporation to further 
cooperation in the areas of deposit insurance, cross-border 
financial institution recovery and crisis management,... 

Mort_gages 

Richmo~d~ Ca~if,~ Emi~e~t Domain P~an 

A San Francisco federal judge Nov. 6 dismissed a lawsuit by Bank 
of New York Mellon and Wilmington Trust Co. filed against the 
Richmond, Calif. plan to use eminent domain to force banks to 
sell the city underwater mortgages at fair market value... 

Futures Trading 
CF’~’C Proposes R~le to Req~ire 

Addi~# NFA Registration] for Brokers~ Others 

Securities 

Although there has been significant use of a new Securities and 
Exchange Commission rule that allows general solicitation for 
certain private placements, the major Wall Street investment 
firms are still treading cautiously on the matter,._ 

Accounting 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board voted to advance 
toward issuance early next year of what would make up a single 
set of global rules for reporting revenue .... 



Commodity Futures Trading Commission Chairman Gary Gensler 
said that his agency is being forced to delay and forgo 
enforcement actions because it simply does not have the 
resources to investigate and litigate all of the misconduct it 

sees... 

Cybersecurity 

Businesses seeking to manage the risks posed by hacking, data 
breaches and network security failures must focus their 
resources on vigorous written information security programs 
(WISPs), two attorneys specializing in privacy and data... 

Retirement Plans 

The Department of Labor’s Employee Benefits Security 
Administration granted a prohibited transaction exemption for 
UBS AG and its current and future affiliates that would apply to 
sales of auction rate securities made by a plan to the.,. 

Housing 

Mortgage applications lost ground in the latest week as refinance 
and purchase loans both declined, the Mortgage Bankers 
Association reported Nov. 6 .... 

Housing 

An overwhelming majority of metropolitan areas had year-over- 
year home price increases in the third quarter, with a median 
price gain that was the strongest in nearly eight years, the 
National Association of Realtors (NAR) reported .... 
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COVINGTON & BURLING LLP Conference at the 
Rendezvous Room 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welborn <joanna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 10:35 PM 

f~3~mworkers@duke.edu 

SAF U1Mate: StaffUpdates + Join us tbr Indy Gala next Tue~ay + TaJae Action + Galle~ Talk at Duke + Alumrfi Spotlight 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve suppolted Student Action with Fatrnworkers and given us 
your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at an?" time, simply reply to fatrnworkers- 
request,@,duke.edu with the following corrm~and: unsubscribe. 

3, Take Action: Pct~tion I)e]iveI2 and Prolc~l with FLOC 

4. (ialle>: Talk ;d D~ke: LAT/;V()’.{ A:L{/:~R]CA 

1, l !pdates from SAF staff 

Volunteer Day 
Building on this summer’s theater project, SAF Program Director 
Laxmi Haynes organized a mental health project, gathering 
recreational equipment for farmworkers to have healthy lifestyle 
options for their downtime in the camps. Six partner health 
clinics requested books, sports equipment, musical instruments 
and games. Volunteers from the business WorkSmart gathered at 
SAF on Oct 30th to organize the items and paint storage trunks to 
be kept in the farmworker housing. 170 items are being 
distributed to farmworkers in NC in the hopes of combating 
depression and alcohol abuse. Thanks to longtime SAF 
supporters Page Ballenger & Nicole Rider for organizing 
WorkSmart to volunteer with SAF[ 

Staff and Fellows 
attend the East 
Coast Migrant 
Stream Forum in 
Puerto Rico 
SAF Sowing Seeds 

for Change fellows, 

Program Director 

Laxmi Haynes, and 

Executive Director 

Melinda Wiggins 

attended the recent 

East Coast Migrant 

Stream Forum in San Juan, Puerto Rico. The group visited a banana plantation, learned about 

key health topics affecting farmworkers, and networked with other farmworker advocates from 

the East Coast. Melinda was the keynote speaker for the opening plenary, in which she criticized 

agribusiness’ valuing of product, price, and promotion over people and place and offered the 

theory of social location as a way to deconstruct agrJbusiness and priorJtize farmworkers and 

the land. The talk also included a reader’s theater that lifted up the voices of farmworkers as 

documented by SAFistas. 

"The two workshops that struck me most were about Motivational Interviewing and Auger 
Communications’ Teach-with-Stories-Method. Both of these techniques echo SAF’s work in usin9 



popular education W lift individuals’ experiences and opinions on how to take action to make 

change in themselves and the world." -Laxmi Haynes 

Help us recruit our next class of SAF students! 

Want to get ideas of how you can support SAF during our recruiting season? Join one of two 

conference calls to get the latest updates and recruiting information. Learn about cool ways you 

can help us spread the word, from forwarding SAF recruiting emails to your contacts to 

presenting the SAF mural on your school campus! RSVP by contacting Ram6n Zepeda. 

Thursday, Novem bet 14, 2013 
12 pm (Eastern Time Zone) or 5 pm (Eastern "l’m~e Zone) 
’[’elepho~e Number (605) 475-4850 
Access Code S4..q. 676!~ 

SAF was selected as one of 28 Triangle nonprofits to be highlighted in the Independent Weeldy’s new Give! 
Guide, an online and print guide to end ofyeac charitable giving. Join us for the kickoff’party next Tuesday! 

INDY’s Give!Guide Gala & Fu  draiser 
TuesdayNov 12, 2013 ] 5:30-8:30pm 

lqanders G-alleU 

302 S West Sk RNeigh, NC 27603 

Enjoy live music by Django Haskins, Kidznotes and The TROSA Duo’. 

The event is FREE and will be catered by The Irregardless Cafe & Catering; beer and rune roll be available 

for those 21+. On-site donations to G!G nonprofits will be happily accepted. 

Read more and RSVP here. 

3. Take Aclior,: Petition Delivery and Proic:s~ with 

From the Farm Labor Organizing Committee... 

,loin students, communiU members, labor rights, and farm workers’ rights actMsts for a protest and the delivery 

of a petition asking that David Powers, a member of the board of Reynolds American, and a member of 

ALEC, a right-wing lobbying group, step down from his position on the UNC System Board of Governors. 

8:30 AM, sharp--Signs encouraged! 
Read more about the event here. 

Here’s a link to the petition, please sign and share! 

http:/iwww.change.oxg/petitions/david- powers- of- revnolds-~m~erican- aglec- unc- b- o- g- step- down- from-the- 

board- of- governors- of- unc 

Tell Powers that he doesn’t represent the interests of the UNC Communi~! 

4. (ialle~.’ Talk at Duke: Ld 

First Thursday Galleb’ Talk 
w~th Artist and D~fl, e Prof;:,ssor Pedro lh~cl~ 

Thursday Nov 13~ 2013 ] 6 pm 

Artist and Duke Professor Pedro Lasch, whose work 

LATINO/A AMERICA is in the Pedro Lasch, Susan 

Harhage Page and ¥inka Shoniba~:e ins~llafion gives the 

First Thursday Gallery Talk. Cash bar at 5:30 PM. Gallery 
talk begins at 6 PM. 

Pedro Lasck Sumn Harbage Page and Yinka Shonibare (3 instaJlafions) 



Nasher Museum of Art 

July 20 - December 1 

Bart Evans 
2006 ITF Documentary Intern/ 2010 Program Assistant/ 

2011 Coalition Coordinator 

Although originally t~om the San FraJ~ci~o Bay Area, I 

now reside in Los Angeles (by way of North Carolina). I 

work at the Max Vista Faa~ily Center~ as the volunteer 

coordinator. My experience at SAb however, has given 

me the tools to assis~t the organization in a varieb" of ways 

beyond volunteering, such as grant writing, progra~ 

coordinations, youth leadership, development, social media 

mad outreach. Not only are these skills always needed in communib,-based-organizations, but riley have also 

kept me employed as budgets me slimmed down due to the economic times. My experience ruth my fellow 

SAFistas and faxmworkers in NC forever changed my life, and although I now work ruth families who, instead 

of pickiug tobacco & sweet potatoe~ labor in the yards and gardens of Beverly Hills and Malibu, ultimately it 

is the same story. La lucha sigue & que vivan los SAFistas! 

Friend SAF on Facebook[ 
Follow us on Twitter! 

PatW Adams [ Operations Manager 

Nadeen Bit [ Advocacy & Organizing Director 

Rafil Granados G~mez [ Migrant Youth Director 

Laxmi Ha~/nes [ Program Director 

Yamnin Garcia Rico 1 iX:ational Organizer 

Joanna Welborn i Assistant Director 

Melinda Wiggins I Executive Director 

Ramon Zepeda i Youth Organizer 

Student Action with Farmworkers is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farm~vorkers 
together to learn about each other’s lives, share resources and skills, improve conditions for farmworkers, and build diverse 
coalitions working for social change. 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more just agricultural 
s3’stem. Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students, farmworker youth, and community members in the farmworker 
movement. 

SAF depends on financial support from individuals like YOU to continue our work with ~arm~vorkers. 

Want to post an announcement on this list? Email ]oanna.~velbornr@duke.edu 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 

your email address If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any time, simply reply to farmworkers- 

request,@,duke.edu with the following command: unsubscribe. We hope you’ll er~ioy our updates on farmworker issues and 
the work SAF does to create a more just agricultural system. 
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LSN Corporate l,a’w: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 112, 11/07/2013 

Table of Contents 

Corporate Social Responsibility in a Remedy-Seeking Society: A Public Choice Perspective 

Donald 3, Kochan, Chapman University School of Law 

Does it Matter Where You Work? International Evidence on Female Board Representation 

Thomas Schmid, Technische Universit~t MC)nchen (TUN) - Department of Financial Management and Capital Markets 

Daniel Urban, Technische UniversitBt N0nchen (TUN) - Department of Financial Management and Capital Narkets 

Beneficial Branding: Will Benefit Corporations Promote Environmental Interests More Effectively than the Traditional Corporate Form? 

1’4atthew C, Hutchens, University of Georgia Law School 

State Ownership and Corporate Governance in China: An Executive Career Approach 

l.i-Wen I.in, University of: British Columbia (UBC), Faculty of: Law 

The Risky Business of Regulating Risk Management in Listed Companies 

I.uca Erlriques, LUISS Guido Carli University Department of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Ditk A. ZeLzsche, Heinrich Heine University Duesseldoff - Faculty of: Law - Center for Business & Corporate Law (CBC), University of: Liechtenstein - Institute for 
Financial Services 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE eJOURNAL 

iiiiiii"Corporate Socia~ Responsibilit’,� in a Remedy-Seeking Society: A Public Choice Perspective" ~ Free Download 

Chapman Law Rev]ew, Voi, 17, No, L ]anuarg 20~4, Forthcoming 

Chapman University Law Research Paper No, 13-13 

DONALD 2~, KOCHAN, Chapman University School of Law 

Email: kochan@chapman.edu 

Written for the Chapman Law Review Symposium on "What Can Law & Economics Teach Us About the Corporate Social Responsibility Debate?," 
this Article applies the lessons of public choice theory to examine corporate social responsibility. The Article adopts a broad definition of corporate 
social responsibility activism to include both (1) those efforts that seek to convince corporations to voluntarily take into account corporate social 
responsibility in their own decision-making, and (2) the efforts to alter the legal landscape and expand legal obligations of corporations beyond 
traditional notions of harm and duty so as to force corporations to invest in interests other than shareholders and profits because they must 
comply with these new laws. 

After surveying the corporate social responsibility debate, this Article examines public interest-labeled groups (including corporate social 
responsibility groups) under a public choice lens and determines that they seek to maximize their budgets, maximize influence, maximize 
membership, secure their jobs, and in the case of corporate social responsibility sometimes directly effectuate wealth transfers into their 
organizations or constituencies (e.g., from shareholders to stakeholders). When rent-seeking for legal change is the more efficient use of corporate 
social responsibility advocates’ limited resources, those groups will invest in the creation of law. 

This Article pays special attention to a broad definition of rent-seeking that includes the investments made, through precedent-building litigation 

models, in the creation of legal liability regimes or realistic new threats of legal liability in an effort to obtain leverage over corporations in 

settlements or other negotiations designed to convince corporations to change behavior. According to studies on settlement dynamics, when novel 

new litigation theories start to survive motions to dismiss, corporate defendants have more incentives to settle to avoid harm to reputation or 
brand, in addition to avoiding adverse judgments. The Article concludes using the Allen Tort Statute ("ATS") as a case study illustrating how the 

interest-group dynamic can play out in the development of a corporate social responsibility-driven liability regime. 

~i Free Download 
iiiiiii"Does it ~l~tter Wlhere You Work? Iateraationa~ Evidence on Female BoardRepreseBtation" ....... 

THOMAS ~CH~ID, Technische Universitat MOnchen (TUM) - Department of Financial Management and Capital Markets 

Email: thomas.sob mid@cefs.de 
DANIEL ~RIBAN, Technische Universitat MOnchen (TUM) - Department of Financial Management and Capital Markets 



Email: daniel,urban@turn,de 

Using a novel board dataset based on 35,000 firms from 53 countries, we find that female board members increase firm value. This positive effect is 
more pronounced in well-developed countries. Nevertheless, women only account for less than 10% of all board positions, which cannot be 
explained by a country’s level of development. Rather, firms located in countries with a more masculine culture tend to appoint less female board 
members. Culture, however, does not influence the valuation implications of women. Thus, culture seems to shape the glass ceiling for the 
voluntary appointment of female board members. Beyond this glass ceiling, however, only the level of development affects their valuation impact. 

Free Download 

This article suggests that, while benefit corporation legislation allows companies to articulate and enforce both a for-profit mission as well as social 

and environmental missions, corporations have several existing methods to ensure their ability pursue social and environmental goals. Rather than 

changing corporate law and the practice of corporations, benefit corporation legislation merely articulates and clarifies existing practices that 

corporations may use to pursue a social and environmental benefit. Benefit corporations could potentially serve as a means for corporations to 
create a brand for themselves as a business pursuing the creation of an envh’onmental benefit, but issues regarding the implementation and 

provisions of the statutes may prevent the forms from serving as an effective brand. The article first describes several issues that many believe to 

face companies seeking to pursue the creation of an environmental benefit. The article then provides an overview of several recently enacted 

benefit corporation statutes and describes how the benefit corporation may be legally unnecessary in that it merely articulates pre-existing 

methods of ensuring companies are able to have a triple bottom line. The article then explains that despite the lack of a legal necessity for benefit 
corporations, the new forms may serve a valuable role in acting as both a brand for companies adopting the benefit corporation form and green 

business practices generally. Finally, the article addresses issues with the statutes that may impede the corporate form’s ability to serve as a 

brand for environmentally focused corporations. 

Co~urnb~a z~us]ness Law RevJe’4; Forthcoming 

L~®WI~N L~, University of British Columbia (UBC), Faculty of Law 

Email: lin@law~ubc,ca 

China’s state-owned enterprises (SOEs) now comprise over 60 percent of the largest 500 companies in China and more than 10 percent of Fortune 

Global 500 companies in the world. Despite their importance to China’s domestic economy and foreign investment strategy, many governance 

characteristics of the SOEs remain a black box, one of which is the SOEs’ executive composition and recruitment development. This Article shifts 

away from the typical focus on how the things function (e.g. ownership structure and board of directors) to who the people in charge are, which is 
an important approach to understanding corporate governance and economic development in countries with weak legal institutions. [t investigates 

the legal guidelines of SOE executive recruitment and the evolution of educational, political and career attributes of the CEOs of China’s large SOEs 

over the past decade. This Article utilizes legal, historical, sociological, and comparative methods to explain the change and stability of the 

executive composition in China’s large SOEs. The executive recruitment shows an orientation toward politically-bounded and firm-specific 
professionalism as well as some faint potential of bottom-up and competition-driven marketization. The recruitment guidelines and empirical 

findings in this Article raise questions about the adequacy and capacity of existing international laws and enforcement in coping with the rise of 

Chinese SOEs, the challenges to improving Chinese corporate governance, and the underlying forces that form apparent similarities in elite 

composition across countries. 

European Company and Financ’ial Law Review Vol. ~03, I&~ue 3, pp. 271~-303 (20~3) 

[.U~.~ ~[~U~, LUISS Guido Carli University Department of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: luca@enriques,eu 

~ .~o Z~’rZ~(~E, Heinrich Heine University Duesseldorf - Faculty of Law - Center for Business & Corporate Law (CBC), University of Liechtenstein - Institute for 

Financial Services 

Email: zetzsche@u ni-d uesseldor~.de 

Policymakers around the world, including in Europe, increasingly display a tendency to embed risk management into law, for example by mandating 

risk governance best practices or by requiring firms to have risk management functions in place. Most recently, the European Commission issued a 
proposal to increase disclosure by listed and large firms on their management of risks, which will indirectly imply greater attention to risk 

management procedures on their part. This paper, after documenting the phenomenon of Risk Management ’Juridification’ (RM3) with specific 

reference to developments in EU legislation, highlights the numerous shortcomings of such a policy: we first highlight the intrinsic limits of risk 

management and, even more, risk measurement techniques. Failure to understand such limits may lead to market participants’ over-reliance ex 
ante and to enforcers’ over-reaction ex post. Next we show how risk management can hardly be distinguished from management and argue that 

RMJ may well lead to courts’ excessive ex post-review of managerial decisions. We then focus on the intensified perils of standardization, 

proceduralization, and acritical box-ticking that RHJ implies. After clarifying that RMJ can do little to alleviate systemic risk, we further show that risk 
management requirements may serve managers’ interests vis-~-vis shareholders and are hard to justify for companies with controlling 

shareholders. Finally, we highlight their anticompetitive effects due to their higher relative burden on small companies. We conclude that absent 
special, industry-specific circumstances, RMJ is, if not an even dangerous exercise, a less effective and efficient regulatory tool than policymakers 

tend to think. 
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Sent: 
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ResearchGate <~uo- reply@researchgate.net > 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 32 of your colleagues and co-authors just joined Re~archGate 

them? 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 3:44 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadliues: Despite Fumbles, Obama Ddbnds Health Care Law 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~,:ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home DeWvery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sperts Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTOM~ZE~ 

Top News 

Despite F~bles, Obmna Defends Health Care 

La~ 

As De mocrats get j ~eD" over th e troub] ed rollout of th e h ea ]tb 

care law, President Obama traveled to Texas to defend it, in the 

largest stale to refi~se to partieipab;. 

, ~ Video: Obama Defends the Affordable Care Act 

Obams I 

GoO.P. ~:eiglls Lift, thug Closet of Right Wing 

Leaders of the Republican establishment are pushing their pa[1y 

to rethh~k how it chooses nominees and advocating changes they 

say wo~dd ~z’sult in less extreme contenders. 

CAoAo is Sa~d to Pay AT&T for c~ll Data 

The disclosm’e shows that agencies beyond the N .S.A. exploit 

call metada~a with programs regtfla~ed by an inconsistent 

patchwork of legal standards, procedures and oversight. 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA 

~ vm~o: Neal Boenzi, Photographer 

"[’he art of the street photograph as told by N eal Boenzi, who has 

b een recently ee~ e brated as on e of tb e most i~ve~tive ma stets of 
the form. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I PRIVATE LIVES 

Pirate Nights 

A cor~taine~hip is like a si_.,aee statior~, the ocean,s of the world an 

inteq:~]anetary vdd. Reaching the nex~ port safely is always a 

cause for eelebra[ion. 

World 

Mm~neqa~s Give Shape to a Venezuelan 

Fantasy 

Mannequins with bulging bosoms, long legs and wasp waists have 

become sNndard in the count7, sezwing as an exaggerated, 

sometimes polaNzi~g, versio~ d the t)male form. 

~ Video I Slide Show 

Kerry’s Path Steepens in Israeli-Pa~estinian 

T~lks 

Israeli and Palestinian oNcials elashed orer se~]emenN, and a 

fight-wing Israeli politician’s aequik~] du’ea[ened to i~!~eet a 

vo]atile element inko peace k~dks. 

Progrmn, Ofi]cial Says 

An Obama adminis~’atiou official said [hak an Irauiau agreemenk 

to bar nuclear aetivib:, for six months perhaps, would buy time 

lbr negodakors ko work out a more sweeping deal. 

Shimon 

....... Iranian 
Iechnici 

U,S, 

Defeat of School Tax Stings Colorado Denmerats 

The promise of higher teacher salaries and full-day kindergarten 

failed to resona[c, even in areas where the money would have 

had khe greates t benefiL 

Signs 

Denver 



Baby*s Ga~e May Si~a]l A~tism~ a Stx~dy Fh~d~ 

Researchers using eye-U:a@i~g technolo~ found that 3-year- 

olds M~o were found to have autism looked less at people’s eyes 

when they we~ babies than those who ~d not develop autism. 

More .Asteroid Str~kes ~Are Likely, Scier~l-~s~.s Say 

In ~)ew researeh, a team of sdentists is suggesting that the Em~h 

is vulnerable to asteroid strikes as often as every decade or two. 

Business 

Share 

’Fu~ tter’s initial public ofl~Mng, which values the company at 

roughly $~8 billion, is a sign of its matm~ty, even as it combats 

sk,wing grov~h. 

~[~ The I.P.O., ~y the Numbers 

Sta nl~’ 

put the 

DEALBOOK Under 

Co~olo, 

Investors are betdn g that ~[M4tter ~411 become wildly profitable 

as adver[isers pay it increasing amounts -ff money to reach consumers who 

hs’eet. 

Graphic From Netscape to Twitte~ 

China ~rants Its Mo,des to Be Big in ~e U.S., Too 

China’s am bitious new film entrepreneurs, dozens of M~om 

gathered in California this week for industD’ even L% want 

something that has largely eluded them: a homemade global hit. 

Kidman 

p;omo!e 

d the 

Sports 

Baylor’s Br~les is a Down-Home Ia~novator 

The roots of Baylor’s offensive success nnder Coach ~M’t griles 

ca n be traced to th e spread offense th at he devi sed at a Texas 

high school 

~ Th~r36ay’3 Gol~eOe Foot~al~ Games to Watch I kook-Al~e3 To~ the ~G. S. 



ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Call Co~ns? l~ficks Have L~ttle to Lose 

The 7-foot Jason Collins, 34, who has yet to be signed by a team 

since he announced in Api@ that he is gay, could provide smart, 

posifonal det~nse to a eluh that just lost its center to injm7. 

..... Collins 

Chm~dler’s Leg Fracture Leaves l~fieks ’Ylzir~ in the Post 

The Knieks, already struggling on defcnse, race another obstacle without center 

Tyson Chandler, who is expee b~’d to nfiss four ko six weeks but is not expected 

Arts 

Documents Reve, al How Looted Na~,i Art 

Restored to Oe~er 

New de~ils are emer~ng about postwar deNsiona abo~R artwork 

looted by the Nazis. 

,~ Graphic: Works From the Co~le~ion of Hildebrand 

A Fisherman in New York’s Sea of Faces 

Brandon Stankon’s new hook of 4oo photographic portraits, 

"Humans of New York," has become a best seller. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

A Shm~an %~hosc Dazzle Hid Darkness 

Sam Wasson’s "b’osse~ is am intensivdy r~searched and sprawling 

biography of the director and choreographer. 

Obituaries 

Aee Parker, Pro Football Hall of Famer From 

Leather-Hehnet Days, Dies at tot 
i.:y RICH.M~D B.OL P%~ KiN 

Parker, a star nmning back in the N.F.L. who also passed, caught 

passes, punted and place-Ncked, was @e ddest living member of 

the Pro Football tiail of Fame. 

Clifford Nass, Researcher on N[ult~tasking, Dies 

at S5 

I)r. Nass, a Stanlbrd professor of communication, found tha[ []~e 

increasingly screen-saturated modern world was not nnrturing 

the abili~ to concentrate. 

Taro Laviera, 63, :Poet of N~yoriean School 

Mr. Im’iera% acclaimed poems and plays captured @e rhythms 

and hmguage of Puerto Rico and the Lower East Side. 

Parker 
piayed 
fo~ the 

Nass 

spent 

Laviera 

with his I 

Fashion & Style 

Roiling the Waters at River Ho~e 
i.:y M,!.:O B 

The change facing a storied co-op: keep a beloved eIuh or se]] the 

space ko d~e highest bidder? 



The new film about a teenager and her female lover is getting 

mixed reviews from those it aims to depict. 

FRONT ROW 

In ’The Cmmseh~r/Fashions and Furnishings 

Play a Pivota~ :Ro~e 

The dh’ec~or Rid]ey Sco~t’s new film derives much of its v~sua] 

punch h’om a mash--up of refinement and vulga~ty~ 

[~ Addle 

"": Exa~cho 

e1~and 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Tvdl-ter, a Risky Investment 

Txdtter wiI1 begin trading on the New York Stock Exchange on 

Thin.day. ttere are three reasons the company may he a ~sky 

] rive!!anent, 

~ VmEO: Perlbrm~ng on the ;Paris iVIetro 

Each yem’. thous,~nds of musicians fl’om around fl~e wor]d 

au~dtion to earn a license to play on the Par~s Metro. 

, Reiated Alticle 

~ vmEo: Holy Fictional Nlaymos, Barman 

Fiction and realiki have often played off each other dnring 

onsereen depictions of New York polities. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Mro de BlaMo~s Moment 

The hard work starts now for Bill de Blasio, the mayor-elect. He has promised a 

new approach in substance and style that voters dearly wanted. 

EDITORIAL 

Getting Government Tee]hnollogy Rig]hl 

Agencies must adopt newer methocls to avoid software failm’es, delays and cost 

EDITORIAL 

Seeond Thoughts on N dghborhood ~’Vatehes 

More than a year after Trayvon Martin was shot to death in Sanford, bla., by a 

neighborhood watch vohmteer, tim town’s police department is vdsely changing 

the program. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~:hen ’Do No Harm’ Hurl-s 
B,. i.i.~, Vi D 

The insistence that aid should "do no harm" too often obscures 

the faek that conflie ks are also 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Pass~ on of Paten t~i~g 

Children must grow ul-~ a~d go away, and that is as ~t should be. 

~ Colum n~s~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

It’s just t~vo years until the Iowa caucuses, 1.~eop~e~ There ~s so 

much to discuss. Is Chris ChtisBe the tough-talking truLh-tcller 

we’ve been waiti*lg l)~r? 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes r~interest 

[] ~i .~; ~"-~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone’,~) l iPad@ Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section >> ’ m,nyt.com ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 6:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Nov. 7: Why a Nonbank Ditched Banking; Battle for Military Customers 

.~.iI American Banker 

Today’s Top Stories 

Top Banks Stick to What They Know Best 

Some banks have been successful in serving a 
client base that ranges from mom-and-pop 
operations to multinational conglomerates, but 
the most profitable and efficient ones tend to 
have more targeted strategies, according to a 
new report from McKinsey & Co. 

What the Brief Life of CFG Community Bank 
Means for Banking 

Capital Funding Group in Baltimore is selling its 
CFG bank unit after four years of ownership to 
concentrate on the less-regulated field of health- 
care financing. It joins a wave of firms that are 
streamlining themselves in the face of Basel III 
and other regulations. 

USAA, Military-Focused Credit Unions Rev 
Advertising 

Institutions that cater to military families and 
veterans are spending more on ads as they angle 
to take more business away from commercial 
banks. 

Dai~y Briefing 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2013 

COMPLETEISSUE 

u View complete 
issue 
u View company 

SPECIAL REPORT 

The FinTech 100 

~ 
FIS and 

Tata once 
again top 
Me annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 

Wt~ite Papers 

Web Se~nina~s 

Compliant management 

of third party debt 

suppliers 

There is a requirement for 

greater control of third 

party debt suppliers in the 

face of ever increasing 

regulation Conta~f us to 

see how our vendor 

management platforms 

provide visibility of 

suppliers across both the 

debt sale and collection 

markets; ensuring 

compliance and driving 

performance 



So 

The debt collection industry is gearing up for a 
major shake-up as the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau looks to revamp rules that will 
likely cover every player in the market, from first- 
person creditors down to the buyers of others’ 
debts. 

By Department 

ACl Worldwide ¢~oses Official Payments 

ACl Worldwide has completed its purchase of 
Official Payments Holdings, a seller of electronic 
bill payment technology. 

Top Banks Stick to What They Know Best 

Some banks have been successful in serving a 
client base that ranges from mom-and-pop 
operations to multinational conglomerates, but 
the most profitable and efficient ones tend to 
have more targeted strategies, according to a 
new report from McKinsey & Co. 

USAA, Military-Focused Credit U#ions Rev 
Advertising 

Institutions that cater to military families and 
veterans are spending more on ads as they angle 
to take more business away from commercial 
banks. 

Debt Collection industry Siding wCth CFPB 

So Far 

The debt collection industry is gearing up for a 
major shake-up as the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau looks to revamp rules that will 
likely cover every player in the market, from first- 
person creditors down to the buyers of others’ 
debts. 

What the Brief Life of CFG Cor~reunity Bank 

Capital Funding Group in Baltimore is selling its 
CFG bank unit after four years of ownership to 
concentrate on the less-regulated field of health- 
care financing. It joins a wave of firms that are 
streamlining themselves in the face of Basel 
and other regulations. 

multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 
Management 

~ 
W ealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffTM to 

its extensive portfolio of 

products and services. 

Known for practical 

compliance guidance, 

Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

policies, procedures, 

audits and checklists. From 

the front line to the back 

office, LexisNexis~) 

Sheshunoffr~ has you 

covered © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

reserved. 

Want to witness a bank fill 

out the DFAST 10-50 

template? Register now 

for our upcoming webinar 

on Nov 12, 2pm (ET), 

where we will show how 

banks can confidently 

perform stress testing to 

meet submission 

requirements of 2013-14 

and beyond without 

stressing resources. 

Re~ister H~e 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

services in response to 

consumer demand. 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 
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Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 7:00 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

November 7, 2013: Twitter Prices IPO at $26 a... 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

~0day:~ ~£p H~ad!ir!~ ............................................................................................................ 

Twitter Prices IPO at $26 a Share 

"Twitter late Wednesday priced ira shares at $26," confim~s CBS News (Now 
7), "as the social networkin9 firm prepares to go public [Thursday~ morning in 
the sp]asMest in~fia~ share offedng s~nce Facebook’s May 2012 market 
debuL" Tha~ pdce came in above the firm’s expected range, Jnd~ca~k~9 solid 
investor demand fer the company’s shares~ The $26-per-share pdce vak~es 
Tw~ter at more than $14 Milton based on its outstanding stock, o#fions, and 
restricted shares that wil~ be ava~sMe fo~ow~ng the IPO. The San Francisco- 
based shoA messaging service plans ~o offer 70 milk,on shares in the IPO, 
along w~th an option to purchase anether 10~5 million. "Twitter has valued 
~tself at just a fraafion of Fa~ebook=" notes the network, "and has sought to 
cool expectations. The company ~s ~ke]y hoping i~s stock w~]l avoid the fate 
Faaebook’s shares, wMoh dMn’t surpass their IPO pdae until more than a 
year after their offedn9.’’ 

USA Today (Nov. 7, Hjelmgaa[d) adds that "U.S. stock Iutu[es traded with 
modest losses as investors prepared to welcome Twitter to the New York 
Stock Exchange." The rnicro-blogging company is indeed set to begin trading 
this morning under the "T~qrR" symbol. Ahead of that, S~andard & Poor’s 500 
index fu~u~s, Nasdaq index futures, and Dew Jones industrial average index 
futures were all down by around 0.1 percent. 

ABC News (Nov. 7, Kim) is reporting that Santosh Rag, senior analyst and 
head of research for Greencrest Capital, has ~’~arned that Twitter is a poor bet 
for the average investor. On Wednesday, he remarked, "[t’s not for amateur 
retail [nvesto~ because it’s a fool’s game. You don’l have aft the in[ormal~om 
The big firms have aft the information, and they know the real vak~e." Rag went 
on to note thal IPOs are lyp~cally no1 pdced based on a company’s ~ntrins~c 
value and true fundamentals. Rather an [PO’s price [s more a matter of 
demand and supply, h~ Tw[tter’s case, Rag adds, "thet~ are nol that many 
shares being issued: only 70 m~llion ~nitiaHy, and most [are] going 1o 
institutional investors," 

Share~ ~:: Facebook ~ 

talent brc headline 2 

The Next Wave in Re~lulation and Compliance 
Nov. 12, 2013 
2-3 p.m. 

Each time corporate directors reach the point of understanding and 
incorporating with a new set of regulato~ requirements or new standards 
around executive pay programs, there seems ~o be more change coming over 
the horizon, Along with still-unfinished regulator,/guidance related to the 
details of implementing multiple aspects of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 
Reform and Consume[ Pro~ection AcL corr~panies continue ~o g[apple wi~h 
how 1o deliver pay for performance and meet rigid pro×y advisoqi standards, 

while keeping their high-level programs geared 1o their organization’s specific 
business needs, 

Check tot ia~e- breaking news 
a~er 9:00 AM Eastern. 

I Xll KPMG Hot .... 

:KII Findan NACD Chapter Program 

:~i:il BV- SEC Agenda 

[ :,~,~ BY-Talent BRC 

[:~ BV- Woodford 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

e NewYork, NY(Dec 3, 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec 12-13, 
2013~ Sold Ou~ 

Director Professionalism® 

e Miami~ FL (Dec. 9-!0, 

90~3) 

Special Bvente 

Local NACD Chapter 
Evenls 

Active Engaged 

Shareholders - Are We 

Listening? 

Peer Exchanges 

Information Flow 
Beyond the CEO: New 

York, NY (Nov 7, 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 



Tune-in for a complimentaqi webinar to explore these issues, and offer 
guidance on how organizations can best prepare to meet ~he challenges 
ahead. 

Learn more and register. 

Share[C]~ i~i~ Facebook ~ 

NACD in the News 

Jim DeLoach Named to 2013 NACD Directorship 100 List 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 6) is reporting that Jim DeLoach, a managing 

director with Proth4ti, has been named to the National Association of 
Corporate Directors’ (NACD’s) 2013 NACD Directo~hip 100 list. The annual 
list identifies top governance leaders and board membe~ who have 
significantly ~nfluence boardroom practices and performance. DeLoach was 

named to the list in 1he Governance Professionals and Institutions cate(;o~ 
for the second yea[ ~n s row. Profiv~ti President and CEO Joseph Taranfino 
states, "We’re pleased ~hat NACD has recognized Jim for ~he impact he 
makes dayqn and day-out." NACD D#ectorship I00 hono[ees at~ chosen by 
a group thal ~ncludes an advisory pane~ of judges, the previous year’s 
honorees, and NACD D~rectomh~p readers and staff. Profiv~fi is a g~oba~ 
consulting firm~ 

Share~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Nestle to Se~l ~ts Jenny Craig Brand to Private Equity Firth 

The New York Times (Nov, 7, Bray) is repealing that Nestle has agreed to sell 
its Jenny Craig brand in North America, Australia, New Zealand and other 
parts of ~he Pacific region ~o North Castle Partners Io[ an undisclosed sum. 
North Castle is a Connecticut-based private equity Iirm focused on health and 
wellness businesses. "The deal comes seven years after Nestle spent $600 
million to buy the weight-less company from two private equity firms," notes 
~he Times, Paul Bulcke, CEO of the Swiss food gianL stated in October tha~ 
the company planned to divest some of its underperferming brands, 

Share[-T-~ ~:: Facebook ~ 

To~l Brothers Buying Shape~ Industries Unit for $1.6 Billion 

"Toll Brothe~s is buying the homebuilding business el Shapell Industries Inc, 
for about $1,6 billion," repolts the Minneapolis Star Tribune (Nov, 7), "in a 
move that will strengthen its position in California." Privately held Shapell 
speciM~zes in buiMh~g k~xu~ houses in the coasta~ markets of Nonhero and 
Southern California, The Shapell [amHy is set to continue owning its re~a~[, 
commercial and mu~fifam~y businesses. The acquisition ~s on pace to close 
~n the first three months of next year. 

Share~ ~ Facebook ~ 

Biockbuster to C~ose 300 Re~aining U.S. Stores 

The Chica.qo Tribune (Nov, 6, Bomkamp) has learned that "Blockbuster, the 
video rental chain that’s been pummeled by the rise of digital and on-demand 
entertainment, said it will close i[s 300 remaining U.S, stores by eady 
January." h~ addition, the Blockbuster By Ma~ service ~s now set to end ~n 
m~d-December~ Owned by D~SH Network Corp. the company noted that 
franchised and licensed stores will remain open. D~SH a~so will retah~ the 
licensing dghts to ~he Blockbuster bland, along w~th i~s v~deo library. The plan 
moving fom~,ard ~s 1o focus on the Blockbuster streaming and on-demand 
se~dces presently offered to customem. D~SH President and CEO Joseph P. 
Clayton s~a~es, "Despite our c~os#~g of the physica~ distribution elements of 

~he business, we continue to see value Jr~ the Blockbuster brand, and we 
expect to ~everage that brand as we continue to expand our di(;~ta~ offerings# 

Share~ ~:: Facebook ~ 

In Surprise Exit, Bart Chilton to Depart Futures Commission 

Ba~t Chilton announced on Tuesday that he was leaving his post at the 
Corr~modity Futures Trading Commission, a move that startled his colleagues 
and raised questions aboul the future of the agency, according to the New 
York Times (Nov. 5, Protess, Stevenson). ChHton’s surpdse exit from the 
CFTC, where he has se~’ed as ~he agency’s mos~ liberal commissioner since 
2007, came at a meeting ~n Washington where the agency was vo~ing on so- 
called position I~m~ls - a rule that he has Iong~hampioned. The so,ailed 
position ~m~ts proposM wo~d rein ~n speculative commodities trading. H~s 
departure crea~es an opening at an agency tha~ is akeady shor[4~anded, J~ll 

2013) 
Navigating Critical 

Boardroom ISSLleSl 

New York, NY (Nov. 

!9, 20!3) 
Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 

York, NY (Dec. 3, 
2013) 

Webina~e 

The Next Wave in 

Regulation and 
Compliance: What’s 

Ahead for 2013 (1 I/12) 
Going to ~he Mattresses 

With ISS ( ! 2i 18) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 

beard leadership----for 

directors, by directe~s We 

deliver the wisdom and insigi~t 

ti~at board members need to 
confidently navigate cornple× 

business challenges and 

eni~ance shareowner vaKle. 

We amplFy the collective voice 
of dhectors in the national 

dialog on beard leadership 
issues. Learn more 

Follow NACD on: 



Sommers and David Meister have recently left, and Gary Gensler, the 
agency’s chai[man, will leave at the end of the year when his term ends. 

ShareE-TT{ i~i~ Facebook ~] 
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Wail Street Bonus Outlook is Mixed Bag 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov, 6, Bae0 cites a new analysis by compensation 
consultant Johnson Associates inc. in reporting that "year-end bonuses 
among 18 large banks, securities firms, and asset managers could rise 5 
percent to 10 pe[ceni this year, paced by higher payouis for asset- 
management and wealth-management employees/’ Johnson researche~ 
forecast 8s much as a 10 percent drop ~n the bonuses paid to merger 
bankers~ Meanwhile, fixedqRcome t~ders could see payouts fal~ more than 15 
#ercenL "Of course, near~y two months of the year remain," the Jouma~ adds. 
"So a fina~ push ~n 1fading or dea~ making could change the trends for 

bonuses, which often are swarded in Jan~a~ or Februa~." 

Share~ :~::: Faceb°°kh 

�£[PQEaf~ 69~£~a£�~ ......................................................................................................... 

Changes in the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in ~he 
boardroom. This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer 
Stua~. Tony A. Prophet has been e~ected to the board of Gannett Company. 
Laboratory Corpo[a~ion of Ame[ica @ HoM#~gs am~ounced the appo~ntmen~ of 
Garheng Kong MD., Ph.D. to ~ts boa[d of directo~, effective December 1. 
Domt~r Corporation e~ected David J. ~lingwo~h to its boa[d of d~rectom. 

Shar¢~ ~:: Facebook ~ 

GCC Firms To~d to Boost Governance Practices 

Trade Arabia (Nov. 6) cites a new Standard & Poet’s Ratings Services’ roped, 

titled "Stronger Corpo[ate Governance Could Unlock Capital Market Access 
For Gulf Companies," that describes corporate governance as the "Achilles’ 
heeF for corpe~tions in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). The report 
higM~ghls a key theme being bandied about at tMs week’s feurth annua~ S&P 
F~nancia[ Leade~’ Forum [n Abu DhabL The forum [s sewing as a pladorm for 
discussing GCC regional challenges that are v~tal lot Jnternai~onal f~nanc~al 
competitiveness, ~nclud~ng the role of ~ranspa[ency and corpo[a~e governance. 
The S&P report notes that just two companies - or 6.3 percent - of 1he 32 
[rated] ~n the region have "strong" governance scores. This compares w~th 9.5 
percen~ lot EMEA companies and 7.5 percent g~oba~y~ The repoA added: 
"W~at’s more, we believe that 1he management and governance standards of 
companies ~n the region ~s a who~e ~re ~kely to be ~ower on average, because 
~he median of our rated corporate ~ssue~ ~r~ the GCC ~s relatively Mgh at 

Share~ ~:: Facebook ~ 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Starbucks to Hire 10,000 Vets and Military Spouses 

"Starbucks is the latest big company to announce an aggressive push to hire 
veterans returning to the civilian work force," reports Fox 8 in Cleveland (Nov. 
6). On Wednesday, ~he Seaftle-based coftee gian~ said i~ plans to hire 
velerans and military spouses over the next five years. Former Secreta[¥ of 
Defense Robe~ Gates was named to Starbucks’ board of d~[ectors ~n 2012. 
He rema[ks, "We know ~hat many men and women who have served in h~q 
and A[ghanis[an have had a d[fficul~ time finding ca[eer4ulfi[[[ng kinds of 
#osiflons~ Over the next five years, another m~ion men and wemen will come 

out of the m[[[ta~ and enter c[v[[[an life." Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz 
fuAher detailed plans ~o open five stores on or near military bases that will 
share profits w~th the Ioca~ communities. Among the other companies 1hat 
have ~aunched aggressive plans to h~[e veterans 8re JPMo[gan, UPS, and 
Wad-Mad. ~n fact, the wodd’s largest reta~er a~ms to h~[e 100,000 veterans by 
2018. 

Share~ ~:: Facebook ~ 

C-Suite 

~icrosoft Narrows its CEO Shortlist 

MarketWatch (Nov. 6, Kollmeyer) is reporting that Microsoft Corp. has 
narrowed its shortlist of external candidates to replace CEO Steve Ballmer 
down to five people, including Ford Motor Co. Chief Executive Alan Mulally 
and ex-Nokia Cerp. CEO Stephen Elop. "The company is also looking at 



three internal candidates," notes the publication, "including Skype CEO Tony 
Ba~es, who now heads t~p Mic[osoI~’s businessodevelopment ope[a~ien2 
Meanwhile, Ford spokesman Jay Cooney tom Reuters that Mu~ly ~s still 
"fully focused" on furthedn9 ~he ~t~tomaker’s One Ford p]am 

Share~ ~::: Facebook ~ 

Economic Outlook 

Planned Layoffs Rise in October, Repo[t Says 

New York Newsday (Nov. 6) cites a new report from Challenger, Gray & 
Christmas Inc. which Iound ~hat the number of planned layoffs at U.S. 
companies increased 13.5 percent last month on c~ts in the pharmaceutical 
and financial sectors. Employers announced 45,730 layoffs in October, up 
from 40,289 the rnonth before. "But for the first time in Iive mon~hs," the s~udy 
notes, "the October figure ~’~as lower than ihe year-ago tally, which came in at 
47,724. For 2013 so far, employers have announced 433,114 c~ts, close to 
the 433,725 seen in the first ten months of last year." Recording the most 
layelfs was the pharmace{~tical sector, with plans 1o slash payrolls by 10,585 
employees. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

News aud Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Williams: This is your team 

Marquise Williams, the third-year 

quarterback from Charlotte, 

transitions into a new role after 

Bryn Renner’s season-ending 

injury. 

North 

Carolina 

quarterbacks 

Bryn Renner 

and Marquise 

DeCoek: ,1 questions as 

basketbal~ season looms for 

Duke, UNC and NC State 

Basketball season is upon us 

again, a mere day away at all three 

of the Triangle’s ACC schools. 

Duke hosts Davidson on Friday, 

North Carolina.. 

Duke’s Quinn 

Cook (2) 

celebrates 

with 

teammate 

Rasheed 

Jacobs: Why colleaje basketball coaches 

depend o~ the ~o~conference schedule 

College basketball coaches are apt to bemoan their 

nonconference schedule almost as often as they 

lament a squad’s youth. This glosses over the fact 

that scheduling opponents outside the league is one 

of the few areas over which a coach has. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~x~n.te ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~:~2t?!.a..9.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 
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Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <cmoore@ml.comv 

Thursday. November 7, 2013 7:15 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Participating Speakers - Succession Plam~ing Program November 14th 

......................................................................................................................................................... The Board s Role in Succession Planmn ¯ : .......................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................... Oklahoma C~t OHlCe of KI MG ............................................................................................................................................................ 

......................................................................................................................................................... aD~rectorontheboardsofInmeTam~m ,a n~atecom an m~dWa ne ........................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................... tom an m~ortHuronMlchl an. Helsthel~oundm ~artnero~Merlturn ........................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................... th :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Sustainable energy conference in Raleigh raises concerns over expiring tax credits 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 7, 20!3 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Sustainable cherry conference in Raleiqh raises concerns 
over expiring tax credits 
Seeakers at Wednesday’s N.C. Sustainable Energy Association’s Making Energy 
’V~’ork 20 i 3 conference, held at the Raleigh Convention Center voiced concerns 

about im/estment trends in clean energy, 

N.C, Medicaid reform plan likely to differ from ear~ier 
proposM 
N.C. lawmakers expect to have a proposai to overhaui the state’s Medicaid system 

next spring, and chances are i~ will be uniike what was pitched by ~he Department ef 

Health and Human L~ervlces during a Hs,ening tour earlier 1his year, aecerding te 

Dennis Barry, the newly sek~cted head of 1he Medk;aid Reforrr~ Advisory Group. 

Raleigh entrepreneur wants to build East Coast fitness 

empire 
Michael Rat~enrii wants te build a small fitness errlpire and has iargeted North 

Carolina, Virginia and Maryland fer his core geegraphy. 

Discuss 

NCDOT sends erroneous alert warning of ’Women Drivers, 
Rain, Obama Care’ 
No, the N C. Department of Transpo~ation was not actually warning of wor~ep, 

drivers or Obamacare, though anyone who subscribes to its traffic alerts distributed 

via email and other channels might be forgiven for thinking so. 

Read ~¢~o~ni~g. Editio~ >> 

RTh First effective Alzheimer’s treatment would cost $5.7 
~illio~ to develop 

Raleigh mayor buys $2M home from c~vic leader Greg Poo[e 
Jr, 

Are VantaqeSouth Bank and Yadkin Bank talkinq merger? 

Raleigh’s Shah Capi~ withdraws $125M buyout offer for 

~point.com ~pands in Raieiq~ 

More ~BAs ditch finance, opt for tech jobs 

.......................................................... Target offers $200 for ~ld iPad trade-ins 



Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumsls c(istomes seP,,ice, bisioumsls I~:0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~:. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 7:53 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CHESTNUTRIDGEFLYER draft.doc 

CRIME REPORTS 

i.~.i Description: 

C:\Users\bcl 

a rk\Desktop\ 

snoopy jpg 

NOTHING TO REPORT 

Rf!;M[NDER: Comm uni ty W arch m eetmg TON I Gt iT 7:00 r~m, Che smut Ri dge Rd a~ea, Chestnut Ri dge Uni ted M ethodis~t Church. Hope t~ ~ee you there. 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i.~.i Description. 

Description: 

Description: 

Description 

Description: 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 7:59 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: ECB Cuts Main Interest Rate to 0.25% 

ECB Ctxts Main Interest Rate to o.25% 

The European Central Bank unexpectedly cut its main interest rate to a fresh record low 

close to zero, reflecting heightened worries in Europe that dangerously low inflation 

threatens the region’s tepid economic recovery. 

The Frankfurt-based central bank cut the main interest rate at which it lends to banks to 

0~25% from 0~5%, and slashed its emergency lending facility by 25 basis points to 0~75%. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



FI’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <Ma~’Beth.Panagos@genewiz.com> 

Thursday. November 7, 2013 8:33 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Join Us Today lbr "the Harvest Time Vendor Show at Genetic Medicine 

.~i GENEWlZ, Inc. 

Join us for lu nch at the Harvest Time Vendor Show 

Whe*~: Teday, New,tuber 7, 2013 

Where: Gerle~io Medioine Lobby 

Time: ~ 1:30am to 1:00pro 

Peter Bent ACEA 

Maggie Rougier-Chapman Advanced Cell Diagnostics 

Justin Siack Airgas 

Scott Kiayner BMG LabTech 

\/icki McCuiiouch Cell Signaling Technologies 

Bryan Hess Ciontech 

Britt Steed eBioscience 

Barbara Pepper Exiqon 

John Phillips GA International 

]om Pecora GemBio 

MaryBeth Panagos GENEWiZ, Inc. 

dens Erichsen Kapa Biosystems 

Ron Maddux Lonza 

Edc Jones Sarstedt 
,’-\lexis Fantr~)y Sarl:orius 

Mary Reiiiy Simp!)d: 

M: 919-995-3225 

M a ry Betl!. Pa n ages@ ge n ewiz. co m 





Flom: 

Sent: 
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Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 8:59 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJNEWS AI,ERT: U.S. Third-Quarter GDP Rose 2.8% 

U.S. Third-Q~L~arter GDP Rose 2.8% 

The U.S. economy posted higher-than-expected growth in the third quarter. 

Gross domestic product, the broadest measure of goods and services produced across 

the economy, grew at an annual rate of 2.8% in the July-through-September period, the 

Commerce Department said Thursday. That followed 2.5% growth in the second quarter 

and marked the fastest rate of growth in a year. Economists had expected third-quarter 

growth to clock in at 2%, according to a Dow Jones survey. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 
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Sent: 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday. November 7, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Bfiel) U.S. Third-QuaCter GDP Rose 2.8% 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

U,S. Third-Q~aarter GDP Rose ~.8% 

Olympic Torch Sent to Space 

~vitter’s IPO to Make Market Deb~t 

LME Board Approves Wm’ehouse Policy Chmlges 

J.C. Pem~ey RepoNs Hi,mr Same-Store Sales ~ October 

l’Vorried Senators Press Obma on Heath Law 

High Court to DeNde Fate of Town Prayer 

OSHA Seek~ to Make Big Comp~es’ ~tork~r-lnjm~ Records 

Ener~" Fires Ready for BaSle Over Fraeking in Colorado 

F_~X to Map Out Ci~41ian- Drone R~lles Tlmrsday 

N~WS V~DEOS 

2o~ 6: The One Person Who Can Beat Hiilary 

Olympic Torch BI asl-s Off Into Space 

~:hy Ex-NBA Star Muto~nbo Didn’t Like Basketball 

Barbie GeN a Makeover in China 

Chinese PropeN-y Investors Have Global Impact 

NNWS PODCASTS 

The ~:~ Street Journ~ "i’lfi~ Mo~g Nov. 0% 2o~3 

lheMorningBriet WSJ 300x250 
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WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday. November 7, 2013 9:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ticks on a Dog’s Belly 



click here 

UpdaLe your preferences Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 
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WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:13 AIVI 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: FDA Rules Trans-Fats Unsat~ in Foods 

FDA R~L~les Trans-Fats Unsafe in Foods 

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration for the first time ruled that trans-fats are not 

generally considered safe in foods, a sharp shift in policy that could lead to banning trans- 

fats in baked goods and other foods. 

Trans-fats, or partially hydrogenized fats or oils, are considered a potential prime factor 

leading to heart attacks and strokes, and the FDA specifically said it was taking this step to 

protect the public health. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard- webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 11:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of entbrcement actions 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of enforcement actions 

http:/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pres~enfi~rcement, 20131107a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Page_. You will need to use your 
email address to log in. If you have qaestions or problems or need assistance please contact supportY~govdelive~szcom. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at htto:i/¥wvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow as on Twitter. 
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Sent: 
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Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 11:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 14 No. 75, 11/07/2013 

Table of Contents 

The Regulation of Digital Content B2C Contracts in CESL 

Marco Loos, University of Amsterdam - Centre for the Study of European Contract Law (CSECL) 

Comparative Analysis of Attitudes of National Courts to Choice of Law and Interpretation of Contracts for International Sale of Goods 

Faizat Badmus-Busari, Tulane University - Law School 

The Enforceability of Releases in Property Insurance Claims 

~lay N. Feinman, Rutgers University School of: Law, Camden 

~ R enegotiation of Work Contract and Work Agreement of Coal Mining Undertaking in Indonesia: Legal Aspect of Renegotiation vs Pacta Sunt 
Servanda Principle 

Abroad Redi, University of Indonesia (UI) - Faculty of Law 

The Case for the Harmonisation of Commercial Law in West Africa 

[bi Nboto, University of The Gambia 

Legal Dimensions of E-Contracts 

K. Sita Nanikyam, Andhra University 

N. Nadhud Ifone, KV Ranga Reddy Law College 

The Use and Incorporation of Extralegal Insights in Private Law Reasoning 

IVO Giesen, Utrecht Centre for Accountability and Liability Law, Utrecht University School of Law 

CONTRACTS & COMMERCIAL LAW eJOURNAL 

iiiiiii"The Regulation of Digita~ Content B2~C Contracts in C~,$L" ~III Free Download 

Centre for the S’tudy of European Contract Law WorMng Paper S’eries Ho. 2013-.l 0 

Amsterdam Law School Research Paper Ho, 20~ 3-50 

~,~ARCO LOOS, University of Amsterdam - Centre for the Study of European Contract Law (CSECL) 

Fmail: M, g,~’4, Loos@uva,nl 

This paper examines whether the provisions of the Common European Sales Law, as published by the European Commission, are fit to be applied 
to distance contracts for the supply of digital content to consumers. Both the original proposal and the amendments suggested by the European 
Parliament are discussed. 

Cor~p~r~tive Analysis o1~ Attitudes of Nationa~ Courts to Choice of Law ~nd Interpretation of Contracts for International Sa~e of Goods" 

Free Down~ood 

FA:~Z~T ~ADHUS-1~3SAR~, Tulane University - Law School 

Email: Faeezah bad mus@aol,com 

As international trade and commerce continues to grow and becomes more diverse and expansive in nature, enforcement of contracts for the 
international sales of good (CISG) increasingly throw up challenges especially in relation to enforcement of these contracts between parties from 
different national jurisdictions in cases where the agreement is silent on the applicable governing law and dispute resolution forum. This leads to 
forum shopping with its attendant consequences on prolonged litigation and even more complexity in the enforcement procedure. The aim of this 
research is to study the attitudes of national courts in the US, UK and selected European countries to enforcement of C[SG in cases where the 
parties have failed to expressly choose an applicable governing law in their agreement and how this influences the outcome of such cases. The 
methodology adopted is a comparative analysis of the attitudes of national courts in the stated jurisdictions and an appraisal of its effects on the 
enforcement of C[SG across these jurisdictions. 

The research finds that the difference in the legal and socio-political settings of these countries account for the variations in the attitudes of their 



national courts to enforcement of CISG in the absence of express choice of governing law and that generally, in such cases, the national courts of 

these countries tend to be influenced by local laws and practice in deciding the cases as they subject international transactions to domestic 
standards, with its unpleasant consequences. In this regard, forum shopping has its advantage as it enables the parties shop for national courts 

with more liberal approach to enforcement of CISG. 

:ii:ii:ii:i"The Enforceability of P.e~eases in Prope~y ~ns~rance Claims" ~II Free Download 

Connecticut ]~surance Law Journal. Vo! .!~. No. 2. 2013 

3AY ~, ~ElrN~AN, Rutgers University School of Law, Camden 

Email: fain man@r_amden.ruIgers.edu 

The article deals with an important issue in property insurance. After a property loss, the property insurance company’s adjuster offers an amount 
to settle the claim and the owner accepts payment of that amount. The adjuster may have the owner execute a release as a condition of payment. 
Subsequently the owner discovers that the assessment of the loss at the time payment was made failed to account for all of the damage for which 
it was entitled to payment under the policy. The owner files a claim with the company for additional compensation, and the company proffers the 
release as a defense to any further liability. Is the company obligated to pay, or does the release bar any further claim? 

This issue arises particularly frequently after hurricanes and other catastrophes. Releases are often demanded from property owners, who are 

under financial and emotional pressure to accept a settlement in order to begin repairs or rebuilding. Only later does the owner discover that the 

settlement is inadequate, and the release is presented as a roadblock to full recovery. 

Part I of the article explains the process of adjusting property losses and how releases are sometimes used in that process. Part II discusses the 

application of the pre-existing duty rule to this process and concludes that the rule makes a release ineffective unless it is given as part of the 

resolution of a good faith, genuine dispute between insurer and insured. Part III addresses the modern function of the pre-existing duty rule and 
criticism of it, the public policy favoring the settlement of disputes, and the public policy favoring the payment of insurance claims, and explains how 

the purposes of the rule and the policies coalesce to support its application in the releases cases. 

$ewan~, prindpie,, [ Xll Free Download ] 

¯ ~.~A~ ~.=~’~, University of Indonesia (UI) - Faculty of Law 

Email: abroad redi2003@yahoo,com 

Article 169 letter b of Act Number 4 of 2009 on Mineral and Coal Mining regulates that the stipulation mentioned in work contract (KK) and coal 
mining undertaking work agreement (PKP2B) shall be adjusted 1 (one) year at the latest since this Act is promulgated except concerning state 

revenue. Instruction for adjustment of KK/PKP2B article is not automatically can be implemented in view of there is opinion differences between the 

Government and mining company as the party to implement KK/PKP2B. Mining company is of the opinion that KK/PKP2B has pacta sunt servanda 

principle that must be recognized by the parties that has to be respected. Therefore, if either party does not want to carry out contract 
adjustment, then KK/PKP2B adjustment cannot be forced. This very differences in opinion that becomes the basis for intention to renegotiate 

KK/PKP2B between the Government and mining company which becomes the party in the contract, consequently effort is needed to find solution on 

the implementation of instruction of the contract/agreement in Article 169 letter b of Act No. 4 of 2009 on Mineral and Coal Mining with the intention 

of the coal mining. This article will discuss in critical-analytical manner on legal aspect of renegotiation with the validity of pacta sunt servanda in 

KK/PKP2B in Indonesia. 

]:11~[ ~OTO, University of The Gambia 

Email: ibi, mboto@utg,edu,com 

The realisation of West Africa’s objective of economic growth and sustainable development has been the basis behind a further push towards 
regional integration over the past two decades. 

This paper puts up a case on the need for a harmonised system of laws to regulate commercial transactions within the region by addressing two 
core aspects of promoting regional trade namely: 

a) The existence of an economic body and; 
b) A legal system to govern the commercial laws of countries within the region. 

In light of the recent formation and success of OHADA, an organisation charged with the task of harmonising commercial laws in Africa, this paper 

analyses OHADAs impact and its potential for success if applied in across West Africa whilst comparing OHADA with other advocated approaches to 

the harmonisation of commercial law in West Africa. 

iiiiiii’Lega~ Dimensions of E-Cofltracts" 
The IUP Law Review, Vol. III, No. 2, April2013, pp. 28-35 

Recognizing the importance of e-commerce and its relationship with WTO, the General Assembly of the United Nations, by a resolution, adopted the 

Model Law on Electronic Commerce. E-contract (electronic contract ) -- the backbone of e-commerce -- reduces costs, saves time, speeds up 

customer response, and improves service quality by reducing paperwork, thereby increasing automation. E-contract focuses on how risk should be 

structured in an automated environment with an object to create default rules for attributing a message to a party so as to avoid any fraud or 
discrepancy. This paper discusses the definition, scope, nature, legality and various other issues related to e-contracts. 

Reasoning" ~i Free Download iiiiiii"The Use and :~:ncorporation of IExtralega~ ~nsights in Private Law ..... 

’~VO ~’E$~, Utrecht Centre for Accountability and Liability Law, Utrecht University School of Law 

Email: i,giesen@uu,nl 

Following the US example, European scholarship has seen more and more inter- or multi-disciplinary academic work being carried out relating to 

private law and civil procedure over the last few decades. In such studies ’extralegal’ knowledge stemming from, for example, psychology, 

sociology and economics is combined with existing legal insights and arguments and transformed into ’novel’ legal knowledge. This has often led to 
new thoughts on how to organize our legal landscape and to possible new public policy issues and solutions. 

An intriguing question underlying these kinds of studies is whether it is in fact possible - and if so, how, why and when - to leap from such 

’extralegal’insights to normative legal conclusions. How and when can any researcher step over from, for example, empirical psychological facts to 



legal normative value judgments (as one is required to do from a legal end, for instance as a judge ruling on a case)? What, if anything, allows 

anyone to do so? What is, in other words, the yardstick, or what are the conditions under which it would be safe to say that one could cross over 
from one side to the other? What kind of justification could there be? 

By reviewing the existing methodological literature on this topic and by linking up with ideas about the (analogous) use of comparative law 

materials in other jurisdictions, this paper - methodological in nature - tries to come up with a workable ’method’for crossing the border between 
social science disciplines and the law. As it turns out, a due process approach is the best available option. This approach asks of judges, legislators 

and scholars to be or become familiar with the methodology of the social science at stake. That hurdle might be gigantic but might be overcome by 

using court-appointed experts to collect or at least evaluate the usefulness of the extralegal materials available. The judge would thus resort to an 

expert to advise him on how to be a decent gatekeeper when it comes to the possible use of (insights from) social sciences. 
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This eJournal distributes working and accepted paper abstracts dealing with contracts and commercial law. This includes papers and articles dealing 

with all aspects of contract law and all articles of the UCC, including commercial paper and secured transactions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawD~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Richards. Ed <richards~law.lsu.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 12:37 PM 

]Public Healfl~ Law Faculty Fellowships - CaJl for Applications 

The Future of Public Health Law Education 

Faculty Fellowship 
The faculty fellowship opportunity described below is open to senior, mid-level, and junior faculty (minimum 

of three years of full-time teaching experience) affiliated with law schools or schools/programs of public 

health. Following a 10-day summer institute in Park City, Utah, in July 2014, fellows will return to their home 

institutions for their fellowship year (2014-2015) to develop their proposals to enhance the teaching of public 

health law. 

Applications for this unique professional development opportunity are due Friday, December 13, 2013 

(recommendation letters are due Friday, December 6, 2013). For complete details, visit 

www.law.gsu.edu/PH LFellowship. 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

Applications are invited for 10 faculty fellowships in public health law education. 

DESCRIPTION 

Georgia State University College of Law and its Center for Law, Health & Society are leading an initiative thnded by the 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for a faculty fellowship program to promote public health law education. Ten faculty 

members from law- schools or schools/prograa~s of public health will be selected to participate in a yearlong fellowship 

pmgra~ designed to foster innovations in educalionaJ programming (including clinical, externship, and other experienfial 

learning) m~d to build a strong learning commuNly among faculty who teach in tlae public health law field. 

All fellows, with their deans’ support, will design and implement a project for curricular change in public health law 

education at their home institutions. Each fellow will be paired with a faculty mentor in public health law. The 

fellows will begin their fellowship year by attending an intensive 10-day educational Summer Institute on July 16- 

26, 2014 in Park City, Utah. Over the course of the academic 2014-2015 fellowship year, the fellows and their 

mentors will regularly share ideas, experiences and models for public health law teaching, providing opportunities 

for professional growth and leadership development. 

ELIGIBILITY 

Applicants must have a J.D. degree and be employed in a full-time faculty position at a law school or 

school!program of public health, or be a full-time faculty member affiliated with a law school or 

school!program of public health, with a tenure-track, tenured, clinical-track, joint, or comparable faculty 

appointment; 

Applicants must have at least three years of full-time teaching experience at a graduate- or professional- 

school level by July 2014; previous background in health care law, public health law, or related subjects is 

preferred; 

A dean’s transmittal letter ofsupport for the proposal is required, as well astwo letters of reference. 

For the complete list of eligibility and selection criteria and to review the full Call for Applications, go to 

www.law.gsu.ed u/PH LFellowship. 

HOW TO APPLY 

The application period opens Tuesday, Sept. 3, 2013. The deadline for applications is Friday, Dec. 13, 2013. Letters 

of reference are due Friday, Dec. 6, 2013. 

For instructions on how to apply and complete information about the program, download the full Call for 

Applications at www.law.gsu.eduiPHLFellowship. 

Questions? Contact Stacie Kershner, associate director for the Center for Law, Health & Society, at 



skershnerl@gsu.edu or 404-413-9088. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charity Scott, JD, MSCM 

Catherine C. Henson Professor of Law 

Director, Center for Law, Health & Society 

Georgia State University College of Law 

PO Box 4037 

Atlanta, GA 30302-4037 

404-413-9183 

cscott@gsu,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 6 researchers downloaded your publications 

Take a iook below to ~’~ Ll~’~e the impact of your .:iep~rtme~t’:~ research output over 
time 

TOTAL 

SOHOOL OF LAW STATS 











FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 7 -- BNA’s Banking Report - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted November 7, 2013, 1:54 P,M. ET 

A securities unit of Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc (RBS) Nov. 7 agreed to pay more than 
$150 million to settle Securities and Exchange Commission claims that the unit misled investors 

in a 2007 offering of subprime residential mortgage-backed securities~ 

According to the SEC, although RBS said the underlying loans @generally@ met underwriting 

guidelines, almost 30 percent failed to meet standards that qualified them for inclusion. 

RBS, without admitting or denying the allegations, agreed to disgorge $80.3 million, to pay 

prejudgment interest of $25.2 million, as well as a $48.2 million civil fine. 

[n a statement, RBS spokesman Ed Canady said RBS cooperated with the SEC throughout the 
investigation. @These payments are covered by provisions already made by RBS,@ the 

statement said. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:08 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <thrm te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?mn tennis] UNC Women’s Tennis FundraJsing Event on 1-31-14 

invite 1-32-14.jpg 

Brim~ Kalbas asked me to send this out to our membership. See the attached flyer for information about what is going to be a really great fundraiser for the UNC 

women’s tennis team. For more information, please see the flyer. Hope you can help supIx~rt what is going to be another great team this year. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

t?~sm tennis as: lbroome@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emml to leave-33830975-2921055.1 e7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d164a@listserv.unc.edu 
For more information, see our website: http:/i~.uncihrm.oro,/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Fjeld <bounce@tx~uuce.myngp.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:11 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

My Statement on Congressman CoNe’s Retirement 

J~st a little while ago, Congressman Howard Coble amaeunced that he will not run fbr re-election~ 

This means ~he 6~ Congressional District will be an open seat next year~ Moment~ ago~ I made 

the ~bl] owing th e atatem ent to m embe~s of ~e reed ia: 

I~1 t affI~la~d Howard Cobb;. llei~]s a dedicaged lmblic servant wbo has worked hard f!~r Nort]~ 

Carolina.fbr over 30 years. [ wish him a long and heMghp" retirement. 

anymore, Instead, labbyist~, special int~’est groups" and well-fi~mied pol#ieaI ea~emis’ts have 

taken charge. The recent gow~mment sbatdown i~" a perf!~ igt*stration ~’how dysjhm:tional 

Congress ba,~" become and how barn~h[ their actions can be to the North Carolina eeonon~v. 

3¢), carapoign is abot*t sendbtg n~m,]~e~ple wilb m~v ideas attd 

This campMgn i.s aboat returning bi-ffat~isans’hip, h a~d work, and cooperation ~o th e process 

qf governing, 

hard-line, exgremist candidates’ emerge to run f~r this’ seat, [~ll contim~e to offer voters 

different priorities and a better patb, ~ 

This is going to be an exciting race. Today,s annomacement is su*e to generate more positive 

attention to o~r campaign~ Together, we can help change Washington. If you haven ~t done so 

yei, plea~se like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. 

As always, thank you for your support and friendship. 

Best wishes, 

Laura FiieId 

P.S. Can you do me a favor and forward this to ten fiqends who haven’t heard about our 

camp;fign yet? 



l Paid For By... ] 

Laura Fjeld For Congress Committee 

PO Box 635 

ttillsborough, NC 27278 

If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubseribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyer’s Transportation Finance/P3 Conference <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

The Nation’s Top Transtx~rtadon Issuers Event Begins NEXT WEEK 

Having trouble viewing thi~ email? View as webpage. 

::~,’~ The Bond Buyer’s 14th Annual Transportation Finance/P3 Conference 

T×DOT, VDOT, NCDOT, Illinois DOT, DallaslFort Worth ~nternationa~ 
Airport, Maryland DOT, Denver lntemationa~ Airport, PennDOT and 
RTD-Denver are attending. 
Preview the list of more than 175 participants. 

These just a few of ~he major transportation issuers attending The Bond Buyer’s Transportation 

Finance/P3 Conference November 13-15, a~ the Swisso[el Chicago. Conned with transportation 
finance directors, CEOs, CFOs, commissioners, controllers, treasurers and more - a~ the only everfl 

that covers all types of financin# for all modes of infrastructure. View the current aqenda. 

Contact Megan Downey at (212) 803-6092 to register, or for more information. Event 

begins Wednesday, November 13! 

Our distinguished speaker faculty inck~des keynotes Dr. Robert D. Stevens (ASCE) - who will present 

"Bridges Across America: A Report Card", Victor ~,4endez of the Federal Highway Administration and 

Steven Koch, Deputy Mayor of Chicago. 

SAVE UP TO $100 OFF ONSITE RATES 

Sponsorship Opportunities AvaHaNe! ix CPE 
For more inlom~a~ion about sponsorships and exhibiting, contac~ Michael Ballinqer a~ " Credits 

(212) 803-8486.. 

ABOUT I CONTACT I PRIVACYI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Senate Passes Bill Braining Workplace Discrimination Against Gays 

Senate Passes Bill Banning Workplace Discrimination 
Against Gays 

The Senate passed legislation banning workplace discrimination against gay, lesbian, 

bisexual and transgender employees, capping a 17-year effort to clear what supporters 

hailed as a civil-rights milestone. 

Nearly two decades after a similar antidiscrimination bill failed in the Senate by a single 

vote in 1996, a bipartisan coalition of lawmakers passed the measure in a 64-32 vote. Ten 

Republicans joined all 54 members of the Democratic caucus to support the bill, known as 

the Employment Non-Discrimination Act. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 3:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

G.19 Consumer Credit 

Statistical Release 
G.19 Consumer Credit 
http:/!www.federalreserve.gov/releases!g 19!current/default. htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support(~,.qovdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http:i/www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Hold Pro <news@legalholdpro.com~ 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 3:l0 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Legal Hold Pro Alert, November 2013 - In re Pradaxa, SJS Dist. Sys. v. Sam’s East, Rules Changes Webinar 

To view this ernail as a web page, click here 

ot Derailed by Spohat]on Claim Due to Rule 37 

’Safe Harbor’ 

¯ Plaintiff in Diaper Lawsuit Hit with Adverse Inference to P, emed¥ Spoliation from 

¯ On-Demand Webinar - Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: How Upcomin~ Chan~es 

Wilt Alter Litigation a eDiscove& StrateRies 

¯ Geor~n~d eDis~nstitute Comin Nov. 2~-22 

Mass%’e Product Liabi[fty Tort Not ,. 
Dermted by Spobat~on Ctmm Due to 
Rule 37 ’Safe Harbor’ 

On-Demand WeNnar- Federal 

In what is beln~,.... ,~ Rules of Civil Procedure: How 

characte6zed I 
I 

Upcoming Changes Will Alter 
as one of the I 

I 
Litigation a eDiscove~ 

Strategies 
d~[ lawsu~N, I I defendant I I 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: goehHn er I I a one-hour weNnar on October 31 discussing :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

I ] 
the mpact of the proposed amendments to 

~ 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The 

’ panel included U.S. Ma=]strate Judge Crmg 

inc. (raP0 avoided sanctions due to the destruction Shaffer (D.Cot.), DaMd Cohen of Reed SmRh 

of a key custodian’s ema~t because it occurred pdor LLP, and Ariana Tadler of Mi[ber8 LLP, wRh 

to the tH88er and in accordance with the company’s 
Brad Hams of Legal Hold Pro serwn8 as the 

moderator. 
document retention policy. Chief Judge Da~d R. 

Herneon pro~eee a thoroueh anatys, s ,n h,s 34-pace The di ..... ~ ..... topical and lively, wRh 

Case Management Order issued on September 25, each speaker offering her or his unique angle 

2013, that deemed the eu~ to prese~e had not yet whether from the bench or the plaintiffs or 

defense bars The or 8 na webcast was 

attended by more than 600 legal 
.......................................................................... ntent The court’s and ys s pro~des a textbook .......................................................................... ¯ professionals and many more have tuned m 

example of analyNn8 td88er even~, imptemen~n8 a after the fact. 

document retention po0cy, and the importance of 

.... The proposed amendments are des 8ned to 

provide more significant protection against 

inappropriate sanctions, and also to 

Liability Litigation, MDL No. 2385, 2013 WL 5377164 inclined to over-preserve to guard against 

SD lit Se t 25 2013 ~sactassac~on roduct the rlsk that they wou[d confront sedous 

sanctions. 
hab]h~ claim against Boehnnger Ingethe]m for the 

w de y prescdbed b ood-th nner Pradaxa wh ch the .    . 

ptain~ffs claim causes poten~alty fatal internal 

bteed~ng. The FDA has tracked more than 500 deaths * Details behind all proposed changes 



to Pradaxa. 

Judge Herndon’s order was in reference to the 

spoliation of Wa’e[ Hashad’s files, the executive in 

charge of marketing Pradaxa, which the court said, 

"There is no question that Hashad’s custodial file 

would have included documents relevant to the 

instant litigation." (p.3) However, Mr. Hashad left the 

company in August of 2011. BIPI’s document 

retention policy is to retain documents either for 30 

days after the employee leaves the company or 24 

hours after a litigation hold is released. (p.5) In this 

case, Mr. Hashad’s riles had been retained due to a 

previous litigation hold~ a hold that was released on 

November 11,2011. According to standard retention 

policies, his files were deleted on the following day 

of November 12. BIPI’s attorneys asserted that the 

trigger event for the current case was February 1, 

2012, nearly three months after date of destruction. 

The Plaintiff Steering Committee (PSC) sought an 

adverse inference because it contended that BIPI 

had an obligation to retain Hashad’s information due 

the ability to anticipate litigation, but the Court 

disagreed. 

For the reasons discussed herein, the 

Court concludes that BIPI was not 

under a duty to preserve documents 

relevant to this litigation in November 

2011, when Hashad’s file was 

destroyed. Instead, the preservation 

obligation arose in February 2012, 

when BIPI received a demand letter 

pertaining to the first postlaunch 

Prada×a product liability suit. Because 

no duty to preserve existed at the 

time of destruction~ a spoliation 

inference is not appropriate. Further, 

even if a duty to preserve existed at 

the time of destruction, the PSC has 

not established that Nashad’s 

custodial documents were destroyed 

in bad faith. Absent a showing of bad 

faith, the PSC is not entitled to a 

spoliation inference. (p.7) 

Despite the ruling by the Court, Judge Herndon 

ordered further discovery on the part of BIPI in 

order to recover Hashad’s riles. At the time of the 

ruling, BIPI was engaged in efforts to recover 

Hashad’s rites from disaster recovery tapes, but that 

effort was not yet fruitful (p.8) 

Plaintiff in Diaper Lawsuit Hit with 
Adverse Inference Sanction to 
Remedy Spoliation from Failure to 
Issue Legal Hold 

A U.S. Magistrate Judge Robert M. Levy in the 

Eastern District of New York ordered an adverse 

inferencesanctionandpaymentofattorneys’fees 

fortheplaintiffinacaseduetospo[iationof 

evidenceafterthecourtlearnedthatnolitigation 

to Federal Rules, including goals and 

objectives, how we got to this point, 

and the process for moving forward 

Insights into how federal judges are 

already thinking about - and acting 

upon - these important issues 

How to adjust your current and 

future litigation strategies and 

eDiscovery processes in light of 

proposed FRCP rules changes 

Watch the webinar by clicking on the 

i mage below: 

For more reading on this subject, please 

check out an article in the latest 

Federal Courts Law review co-authored 

by Non. Craig Shaffer and Ryan Shaffer. 

This in-depth analysis of the proposed 

amendments to the FRCP called Looking 

Past the Debate: Proposed Revisions to 

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is 

recommended reading for those seeking 

to better understand the changes 

currently under consideration. 

Georgetown Advanced 

eDiscovery Institute Coming 

Nov. 21-22 

The preeminent conference on electronic 

discoveD~ is scheduled to take place in a few 

weeks at the Ritz-Carlton, Tysons Corner in 

Tysons Corner, Virginia. Legal Hold Pro is 

proud to sponsor the lOth Annual Advanced 

eDiscovery Institute presented by the 

Georgetown University’ Law Center on 

November 21-22, 2013. 

This event attracts the best and the 

brightest in the world of electronic 

discovery, including 14 Federal judges such 

as Hon. Shira Scheindlin and Hon. Paul Grimm. 

You can also interact with hundreds of 

others who work in imhouse litigation teams 

as well as earn 13.5 CLE credit hours. A 

record crowd of nearly 800 attendees is 

expected, so register soon if you are 

interested in attending. If you are planning 

to be there, be sure to visit our exhibit 

table. We are planning to have some new 

materials in time for the event. 

Contact Us 

Le~alHoldPro.com 

info@le~a[holdpro.com 



actions to constitute 8ross nesli~ence because of its 

"failure to take the most basic document 

preservation steps" includin8 never issuin~ a "formal 

btisation hold to ensure preservation of electronic 

information, despite admittin8 familiarity w~th its 

oblisations to preserve documents." (’6-7) 

SJS Distribution Systems v. Sam’s East, inc. (E.D.H.Y. 

Oct. 11~ 2013) was the result of a diaper order that 

8or all messed up. SJS had sourced nearly 53 million 

in diapers from Sam’s Club, but when the order was 

received some of the packa~in~ was incorrect which 

meant SJS couldn’t sell the product to the intended 

seller. In February 2011, SJS filed a breach of 

contract lawsuit. (’1) What ensued has been a two- 

year odyssey of motion after motion by the 

defendant to compel production by the plaintiff~ a 

journey that is documented in a blow-by-blow 

account by Judse Levy over the first few pa~es of 

his opinion - possibly a signal of the court’s 

impatience with the course of events. 

The court found that the plaintiff had a duty to 

preserve and was culpable, findin8 it "particularly 

inexcusable ~iven that SJS is the plaintiff in this 

action and, as such, had full knowledse of the 

possibility of future litigation. As a result, defendant 

has met its burden of showin8 that plaintiff was 

culpable" (*6 dtin8 Judse Shira A. Scheindlin’s 

recent Sekisui v. Hart opinion). In testin~ the 

would certainly have aided defendant in 8ainin8 

additional information about the circumstances 

surroundin~ the sale and attempted re-sale of the 

~oods, it is appropriate to impose a sanction on 

plaintiff for its spoliation of the records." (*8) 

continue reading... 

Tet: (,_’3,_’38) 376-0~66 

Twitter: ®[esathotdpro 

Lesa[ Hold Pro Bto8 

Intro Video about Le~at Hold Pro 

[] 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



N ~ ~ n R o ~ ~ ul b fig ~ ! ~ g ~! Up d a~ A ~ ~!! ate R~ ~ w o ~i ~ ~w 

Legal ~pdate 

Appellate Re {ew of: }rbitral Awards? 

On November ~, kbe American Arbitration 
............................................................................................................................................. A. s ~c~at~ ~n add the Mternatmnal ,~entre for ....... ............................................................................................................................................ 

- ~ - - ~ ~ - Ener ~: .... Dispute kosoklUon pubhshed new, ,ptlona] 
Appd]ate Arbitration Rules~ effective .... 

............................................................................................................................................. imrnediake ) The Appe~ t~te Ru~es prox~de an 
~,,~ ,~o~;..,~;,~ ............................................................................................................................................. 

opkion for parties to agree to appeal their r~ 

arbitration award within the ar ?itrakion             ~. 
process, The .~� has stated that the 
Appellate Rules are intended ko provide a 
more economical and e>edited appellate 
rmdew process than [b~,t of{~red by set-aside 

actions tiled in 

..................................................... }~{{~} ~{ ~7~{ :~{~f~{ ......................................................................................... {i ~ ~4~ ~ ~{{ ~J~{{{i~{~ ~{{ {~4{~{~ ~ ~4~ ~ ~{{* ~ ~i::~ ~4{~:: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 4:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board issues tinal policy statement lbr developing scena~os tbr fut’are capital plamling mad stress testing exercises 

Federal Reserve Board issues final policy statement for developing scenarios for future capital planning and stress testing 
exercises 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~press/bcreg/20131107a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, plea~se contact suppor~govdelive~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 4:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

REMINDER: Bought Deals, Block Trades and Confidentially Marketed Public OflErings 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

Bought Deals, Block Trades and Confidentially Marketed 
Public Offerings 

Thursday 

November 14, 2013 
8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m. EST 
Breakfast will be served. 

Morrison & Foerster 

1290 Avenue of the Americas 

Floor 39 

New York, NY 10104 

Continuing Legal Education 

Credits are pending for New York 

and California 

For more information: 

Alexa Powers 

{212) 3384312 

This session will review issues to consider in connection with 

bought deals and block trades, including variable re-offer and other 

pricing matters, timing of required disclosures and documentation 

issues. We also will review best practices related to confidentially 

marketed public offerings. 

Speakers: 

Anna Pinedo 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster LLP 

James Tanenbaum 

Partner, Morrison & Foerster LLP 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2009. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~,mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrisen & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 
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The NCBzYs Judicial Performance Evaluation Committee 
wants to ensure that our voices as attorneys are heard 
and have launched the 2013 JPE Survey-Phase I. The 

survey has been emailed by bcrossland@bdo.com via 

SurveyMonkey to attorneys and sent by mail to iudges 

and government attorneys. 

This survey Ncludes Special Superior Court judges and 
all trial judges slated to appear on the ballot in 2014, 

except our newest judges. ]he JPE Survey-Phase II to be 

released in March 2014 will give lawyers an opportunity 
to evaluate the newest judges and the non-incumbent 
candidates vying for seats in the 2014 election. 

ludges are given an overall rating for t~ erformance and 

are graded on legal ability; integrity and impartiality; 
professionalism, communication and administrative 

skills. 

~I-he NCBA wants to provide comprehensive information 

provided by those who know these judges best -- you, 
the practicing attorneys! 

’Ihe JPE survey’s website, www.ElectNCludges.org 

registered more than 20,000 unique visitors and over 

100,000 page views its first };ear in production. Results 

for this most recent survey will be made available to 

the public through this same website. 
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Iran Nuclear Deal Expected as Early as Friday 

Iran and world powers expect to announce an initial deal as early as Friday to curb Iran’s 

nuclear program in exchange for an easing of sanctions, a step that would mark the first 

breakthrough in a decade to blunt the threat of Tehran developing nuclear weapons. 

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry will fly to Geneva on Friday in an effort to help narrow 

differences in negotiations, the State Department said. The two sides were jointly 

preparing a draft agreement ahead of a likely announcement, said Iranian and Western 

officials, although the plan could still unravel. 

See More Covera#e >> 
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International Business & Finance Daily 

November 8, 2013 @ Number 217 

Finance 
Citing Lo~ i(~:~tio~ ECB Lo~ers R~" Rate 

The European Central Bank’s governing council lowered its key 

interest rate to a record low of 0.25 percent, Mario Draghi, 
president of the Frankfurt-based ECB, said at a press conference 
after the monthly meeting of the governing council .... 

Food Prices 

World food prices in October rose for the first time since April, 
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization said Nov. 7 
in its monthly report on the topic, as a gain of nearly 7 percent 
in sugar prices and smaller gains among other commodities... 

Derivatives 

Global trading in over-the-counter derivatives instruments surged 
during the first half of 2013, but the jump was in part due to a 
reporting anomaly arising from the continued shift in trading 
through clearing houses, according to survey... 
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Mortgages 
~e!:j~ators Urged ~ Keep Do~ Pa~me~ts 

Although federal regulators appear to have backed away from 
any down-payment requirement under the Qualified Residential 
Mortgage Rule, there is a strong concern among stakeholders 
that the agencies will reverse course when final standards... 

Securities 

A securities unit of Royal Bank of Scotland Group pie Nov. 7 
agreed to pay $153.7 million to settle Securities and Exchange 

Commission claims that it misled investors in a $2.2 billion 2007 
offering of a subprime residential mortgage-backed... 

Investment Advisers 
g~ack~ock~ Fidelity Face 
~itia~ Ri~k ~tud~" bg ReOu~a~ors 

BlackRock Inc. (BLK) and Fidelity Investments will be studied by 
U.S. regulators who are in the early stages of reviewing whether 
asset managers pose a potential risk to the financial system, two 
people with knowledge of the matter said .... 

Securities 

A business group recommends federal agencies step back and 
regroup on a key part of the financial regulatory overhaul, saying 
the proposed ban on proprietary trading by banks needs to be 
re-evaluated for its impact on the economy .... 

Consumer Protection 
CFPB Wi~ Guide ~uper~i~org AQe~da 

With a number of mortgage rules and other required regulations 
now complete, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) 
will focus more of its attention on areas of the financial 
marketplace where it identifies the most harm to consumers,... 

Systemic Risk 

Bank regulators and supervisors must address an apparent lack 
of respect for law, regulations and the public trust evident within 
some large U.S. financial institutions if the government wants to 
eliminate the notion some large banks are... 

Derivatives 
Global OTC Derivatives Tradin9 Sur~es~ 

Global trading in over-the-counter derivatives instruments surged 
during the first half of 2013, but the jump was in part due to a 
reporting anomaly arising from the continued shift in trading 
through clearing houses, according to survey... 

Mortgages 



To Approve $,t3 ~i~lio~ Co~sent Order 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and a Utah 
mortgage firm Nov. 7 asked a federal judge to approve an 
agreement for the firm to pay more than $13 million in restitution 
and civil fines in connection with an allegedly illegal bonus... 

Secured Creditors 

Secured creditors must use specific language to perfect their 
interest in receivables under Tennessee’s Uniform Commercial 
Code, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit said Nov. 7 
in a question of first impression under Tennessee... 

Criminal Prosecutions 
Fai~ed Bank’s CEO Sentenced ~o 23 Years; 

U.S. District Judge Raymond A. Jackson sentenced Edward 
Woodard, the Iongtime chairman and chief executive officer of a 
now-defunct Virginia bank, to 23 years in prison for conspiracy 
to commit bank fraud and other crimes that he said helped... 

Federal Reserve 

Janet Yellen’s interview for the Federal Reserve Board’s top job 

was officially scheduled for Nov. 14 at 10 a.m., the Senate 

Banking Committee announced Nov. 7 .... 

Futures Trading 
Court Grants ~.,lo~ion to Dis~iss 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 
Nov. 6 granted a motion by the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission and dismissed the agency’s appeal of a district court 
decision that vacated its position limits rule (Int’l... 

Currency 

To Re~nai~ ~ree of Goverr~e~t Reg~atio~ 

While much of the enthusiasm for the digital currency bitcoin 

stems from its status as an independent unit of value operating 

beyond government controls, a Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 

economist expressed doubts about the currency’s... 

Futures Trading 

Of Custon~er Se~re~ated Founds Proceeds 

The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Iowa Nov. 5 
refused to dismiss a suit brought by the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission against U.S. Bank N.A. for alleged misuse of 
customer segregated funds of now-defunct futures commission... 

Consumer Credit 
Cr, nsu~er Credit Grr, wth S~o~s Sli!~t~,/ 
~[n Q3 to 5,2 Percent Ann~a~ize~ Rate 

Total consumer credit grew at the slowest quarterly rate of 2013 
so far, at 5.2 percent for the July-September period. First- 
quarter consumer credit grew at a 6.2 percent rate, followed by 
a 5.9 percent rate in the second quarter .... 

Housing 
Nort.~a~e Rates Tur~ Ba<:k Up~ 

Mortgage rates rebounded in the latest week, taking the average 
for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage to 4.16 percent from 4.10 
percent the previous week, Freddie Mac said Nov. 7 .... 
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ESMT European School of Management and Technology 
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Liquidation Rights and Incentive Misalignment in Start-Up Financing 

Michael Klausner, Stanford Law School 
Stephen Venuto, Orrick Herrington Sutcliffe LLP 

Beyond the Prima Facie Effectiveness of Arbitration Commitments in EU Merger Control 

1’4anu~l Penades, Universidad de Valencia, London School of Economics and Political Science 

Beneficial Branding: Will Benefit Corporations Promote Environmental Interests More Effectively than the Traditional Corporate Form? 

1’4atth~w C, Hutchens, University of Georgia Law School 

State Ownership and Corporate Governance in China: An Executive Career Approach 

Li-Wen I.in, University of British Columbia (UBC), Faculty of Law 

~ La Reversi6n De La Carga De La Prueba Pare Justificar Los Motivos Econdmicos V~lidos En Las Reorganizaciones Empresariales (The Reverse 

Burden of Proof to ~lustify Valid Economic Reasons in Corporate Reorganizations) 

Patricia Lampreave, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Law School - C.U.N.E.F. 
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Law Review, VoL 98, ~o, 6, 2013 

~:[CHAEL IKLAUNNER, Stanford Law School 
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NTEPHEN V~NILIITO, Orrick Herrington Sutcliffe LLP 
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This Article analyzes how the accumulation of liquidation rights over multiple rounds of investment in a start-up can result in an aggregate 
contractual arrangement among the company’s investors and its management team that is suboptimal. Liquidation rights determine the allocation 

of the proceeds when a start-up is sold. Because a sale is the most common form of exit for investors, these rights are a key factor in determining 

the return to investors, the return to the company’s management team and employees, and the incentives of all parties involved. The source of this 
problem is the sequential nature of the contracts involved. As new investors negotiate their rights, earlier investors’ rights are rarely renegotiated. 
In order to protect themselves from the impact of later investors’ liquidation rights, earlier investors often seek rights that turn out to be 

counterproductive. This Article analyzes this phenomenon and suggests a contractual mechanism to coordinate liquidation rights over time so that 

the sequential negotiation of liquidation rights is less likely to result in a reduction in firm value. 

iiiiiii"Beyond the Prima Facie ~ffectiveness of Arbitr~tio~ Commitments in EU Merger Control" 

Common Harket Law Review, Vo/. 49, Mo, 6, 201Z 1915-1950 

MANUEL PENADE$, Universidad de Valencia, London School of Economics and Political Science 

Email: manuel,penades@uv.es 

In the last decade, the use of arbitration in merger control has gained ample support from European institutions, scholars and practitioners, and 
there is consensus as to its benefits and efficiencies for the enforcement of behavioural remedies. However, in the vast majority of cases this 
position is based on vague allegations about the general advantages of arbitration, which lack substantive analysis of the operability of the 
mechanism when in comes to its implementation. This paper argues that when looking beyond that prima facie effectiveness, arbitration 
commitments - as currently drafted - are deficient and will result in pathological proceedings should they be triggered by third parties. The 
improvement of these weaknesses is necessary to guarantee the real enforceability of behavioural remedies and the effectiveness of EU merger 
control. 

i::i::i::i"Seneficiai Branding: Will Ben~ffit Corporations Promot~ Environmental Xnt~rests More ~fffectiv~iy than th~ Traditional Corporat~ Furry?" 

Free Download 



~ATTHEW (~, H~3TCHEN$, University of Georgia Law School 

Email: matthutcl~ens~. @g mail,corn 

This article suggests that, while benefit corporation legislation allows companies to articulate and enforce both a for-profit mission as well as social 
and environmental missions, corporations have several existing methods to ensure their ability pursue social and environmental goals. Rather than 
changing corporate law and the practice of corporations, benefit corporation legislation merely articulates and clarifies existing practices that 
corporations may use to pursue a social and environmental benefit. Benefit corporations could potentially serve as a means for corporations to 
create a brand for themselves as a business pursuing the creation of an environmental benefit, but issues regarding the implementation and 
provisions of the statutes may prevent the forms from serving as an effective brand. The article first describes several issues that many believe to 
face companies seeking to pursue the creation of an environmental benefit. The article then provides an overview of several recently enacted 
benefit corporation statutes and describes how the benefit corporation may be legally unnecessary in that it merely articulates pre-existing 
methods of ensuring companies are able to have a triple bottom line. The article then explains that despite the lack of a legal necessity for benefit 
corporations, the new forms may serve a valuable role in acting as both a brand for companies adopting the benefit corporation form and green 
business practices generally. Finally, the article addresses issues with the statutes that may impede the corporate form’s ability to serve as a 
brand for environmentally focused corporations. 

Coiumb~a Business L~w Raview~ Forlhc’om#Lq 

L]C~WEN L~f~, University of British Columbia (UBC), Faculty of Law 

Email: liB@law,ubc,ca 

China’s state-owned enterprises (SOEs) now comprise over 60 percent of the largest 500 companies in China and more than 10 percent of Fortune 
Global 500 companies in the world. Despite their importance to China’s domestic economy and foreign investment strategy, many governance 

characteristics of the SOEs remain a black box, one of which is the SOEs’ executive composition and recruitment development. This Article shifts 

away from the typical focus on how the things function (e.g. ownership structure and board of directors) to who the people in charge are, which is 

an important approach to understanding corporate governance and economic development in countries with weak legal institutions. It investigates 
the legal guidelines of SOE executive recruitment and the evolution of educational, political and career attributes of the CEOs of China’s large SOEs 

over the past decade. This Article utilizes legal, historical, sociological, and comparative methods to explain the change and stability of the 

executive composition in China’s large SOEs. The executive recruitment shows an orientation toward politically-bounded and firm-specific 

professionalism as well as some faint potential of bottom-up and competition-driven marketization. The recruitment guidelines and empirical 
findings in this Article raise questions about the adequacy and capacity of existing international laws and enforcement in coping with the rise of 

Chinese SOEs, the challenges to improving Chinese corporate governance, and the underlying forces that form apparent similarities in elite 

composition across countries. 
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P~.T~C~, L&~R~AVE, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Law School - C.U.N.E.F. 

Email: p,la mpr eave@cu ne[,edu 

El presente trabajo, se centra en la Dh’ectiva de fusiones, que como otras directivas Comunitarias, establece qua los Estados Miembros pueden 
rechazar el beneficio de neutralidad fiscal establecido en la citada cuando la operaci6n de fusi6n, de escisi6n, de aportaci6n de activos o de canje 

de acciones tenga como objetivo el fraude o la evasi6n fiscal. Analizaremos la transposici6n del citado precepto en la normativa interna espaffola y 

sus modificaciones en Io qua concierne a la reversi6n de la carga de la prueba del motivo econ6mico valido requerido para eliminar toda presunci6n 
de fraude o elusi6n fiscal. Pot Qltimo, nos cuestionamos si de la interpretaci6n de ciertas sentencias del Tribunal de Justicia de la Uni6n Europea, es 

posible la retroactividad del articulo 110.2 de la Ley 14/2000. 

This article is focused on the Mergers directive, which as other Directives provides that Member States may refuse the benefit of tax neutrality in 
the event that a merger, division, transfer of assets or exchange of action has as its objective tax evasion or tax avoidance. We will analyze the 

transposition of that provision in the Spanish legislation and all amendments with regard to the burden of proof of a valid economic reason to 

remove any presumption of fraud or evasion. Finally, we question whether under the interpretation of certain decisions of the Court of Justice of 

the European Union, may allow possible retroactivity of Article 110.2 of Law 14/2000. 
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Data Collection, the SEC, and Regulation D: A Comment on Securities Act Release No, 9416 (July 10, 2013) 

J. Robert Brown, University of Denver Sturm College of Law 

Private Enforcement of Securities Law in China: A Ten-Year Retrospective and Empirical Assessment 

Hui Huang, Chinese University of Hong Kong - Faculty of Law, University of New South Wales - Faculty of Law 

SOX after Ten Years: A Multidisciplinary Review 
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The SEC has proposed a number of changes to Regulation D. These include: a requirement to file a Form D prior to the use of a general solicitation 
under Rule 506(c) and a closing amendment for any offering relying on Rule 506; the imposition of a penalty for the failure to file the Form D in the 
form of a one year time out for offerings under the Rule; the inclusion of legends and other disclosure in solicitation materials; and, on a temporary 
basis, the obligation to file solicitation materials with the Commission. The Release also proposes a number of changes to the content of Form D 
and describes a "work plan" that will be undertaken by the staff to determine the "effectiveness of Rule 506(c)." 

The reforms are designed to facilitate investor protection. The Proposal also represents an effort by the SEC to use empirical data to drive 
regulatory reform. The comment letter notes this phenomenon and discusses the conclusions that can be drawn from the data. The letter also 
points out ways in which the data collection process can be improved and discusses the need for the Commission to make greater use of 
interactive data in accordance with a recommendation of the SEC’s Investor Advisory Committee. 

[~i Free Download 
iiiiiii"Private Enforcer~ent of Securities Law in Chin~: A Ten-Year Retrospective as~ E~piric~l Assessment" ...... 

An~efican _louzT~al of Coff~pat~tlve La~% Vet 61~ 2023 

~ ~AN~, Chinese University of Hong Kong - Faculty of Law, University of New South Wales - Faculty of Law 

Email: robinhuang@cu hk,ed u.hk 

This paper undertakes the first comprehensive study of the nature and extent of private securities litigation in China, examining whether private 

securities litigation has been effectively carried out during the first decade since it was formally permitted by China’s highest court in 2002. 

Nethodologically, it goes beyond the doctrinal analysis as commonly seen in the extant literature on the subject. Instead it empirically investigates 

both the quantity and quality of securities civil actions in China. There has been a much lower number than expected of securities civil suits in China 
during the ten-year study period, but the percentage of recovery in China is significantly higher than that in the United States. The policy 

implications of the empirical findings are discussed with a view to improving the Chinese legal regime for private securities litigation. In particular, it 

casts doubt on the popular belief that China should adopt the U.S.-style class action. Furthermore, as the local courts are found to be dysfunctional 

in handling securities civil cases, a reform proposal is made to give investors more freedom in choosing the court for bringing securities civil actions 

in China. 

Free Download 



3OHM C, COATE% :IV, Harvard Law School, Harvard University - Program for Legal Profession 

Email: icoates@law, harvard.edu 
SURA~ SR:~N:~VASAN, Harvard Business School 

Email: ssrinivasan@hbs.edu 

We review and assess research findings from 120 papers m accounting, finance, and law to evaluate the impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. We 

describe significant developments in how the Act was implemented and find that despite severe criticism, the Act and institutions it created have 

survived almost intact since enactment. We report survey findings from informed parties that suggest that the Act has produced financial reporting 
benefits. While the direct costs of the Act were substantial and fell disproportionately on smaller companies, costs have fallen over time and in 
response to changes in its implementation. Research about indirect costs such as loss of risk taking in the U.S. is inconclusive. The evidence for and 

social welfare implications of claimed effects such as fewer IPOs or loss of foreign listings are unclear. Financial reporting quality appears to have 

gone up after SOX but research on causal attribution is weak. On balance, research on the Act’s net social welfare remains inconclusive. We end by 

outlining challenges facing research in this area, and propose an agenda for better modeling costs and benefits of financial regulation. 

W~LLAR~ & TAYLOR, New York University School of Law 

Email: taylorw@sullcrom.com 

This article argues that Option 2 of the Ways and Means Committee draft for the reform of passthrough entities, which would create a single set of 
rules for all passthroughs and replace the current rules for S corporations and partnerships, is a better choice than simply making specific changes 
to the partnership and S corporation rules. S corporation provisions were enacted to address an issue that is no longer relevant, and it makes no 
sense today to distinguish for tax purposes between an entity that is and entity that is not incorporated. A single set of rules would be simpler and 
would also put payroll tax reform squarely on the table. 
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Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Rectal probe after traffic stop spurs lawsuit I Call me ’Captain Justice,’ says lawyer in cheeky filing I Fewer and fewer are 
taking LSATs 

The Top Stories of the Week 
November 8, 2013 

Traffic stop brings 3 enemas, 2 X-rays and 1 colonoscopy in cops’ fruitless drug 
search, suit says 

A ~7~ESSAGE FROM THO~7~SON REUTERS 

Beyond Page Rank: Lookinq to beef up your online marketing? Stop fixating on 
__s___e____a___r___c___h_____e____n__g]___n___e____r___a____n____k_ 

Call me ’Captain Justice’ saw !#~#[ ~ft#[ prosecutor asks not to be called 
’government’ 

An,gry prospective iuror speaks mind on questionnaire, gets 3 days in jail 

~6~ d id~it~ 6~ ~6 

H!gh~ a~k! e ~t h e~h 

LSAT test-takers continue to decline, are at lowest point since t998 
i,.i=::~’~; .:i 20 i :!i. O[:i:::= !:.: ~ ~’= ~ ~:::::!:i i[ 

What’s happening in this legal-themed cartoon? 

Veteran la~/ers share their ’aha’ trial moments (podcast with transcript) 

Assistant DA finds out what can g.~..~.v..t.r...~...n..g.~...w...h....e...n..~..a....d....m..!..r!...n.~g~..a.~..c....~.!.Le....a.~g.u....e.~..s..~g..u....n.. 

Should the US Constitution be scrapped? It ’guarantees gddlock’ and is full of 
bole% w[!te[ ,says. 

Why Milbank sends its 4th-year associates back to school (video) 

Bring back the guillotine? A death-penalty opponent touts its merits 



RoboRoach kit 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK ~ 

.~ ~___y~_~__._e_._q .c__~r_._a_g_.e____y_._o_.__u___n__~__ _p___e____o__ _p_!___e____t___o____g_~__~__!_~__~_~_h_~_! .... ~ 
Th~s week, .__G_r__e____e___d__y____A___s___s___o___c__i__a__t__e____s_ noted an unusual scholarship offer. 

~ 

Willens Law Offices, based in Chicago, is offering an "Anything But Law School !~:;:~ .......... 

Graduate Scholarship" worth $1,000. 

"Some of you may be wondering, why would a law firm create a scholarship to dissuade 
students from practicing law?" Matthew Willens wrote in the online press release. "The answer is 
simple; we currently do not have enough jobs to be able to effectively train the current number of 
freshly minted lawyers in our profession. To protect the reputation of our profession, Willens Law 
Offices has created this scholarship to persuade undergraduates to pursue another graduate 
degree for a limited time." 

So at least one lawyer is clear on his career advice for the next generation. But we’d like to ask 
you: Do you encourage young people to go to law school? 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answer to last week’s question: ~__a___t__p__#___m__p__:__q _p____s___o___n__g_s_____d___o___y__o__#__p_La_y____o___n___y~_#£_9_~E~h~_B#_~. 
on the way to court? 

This week, in lieu of a featured answer, we selected some songs noted in the answers to last 
week’s question and assembled them into a playlist of sorts. Click the links to listen to the songs 
on YouTube. 

"..L.__~ ~ .s~_ ___~_o_._u_ _r_s_._e_j._f ’ -- E m i n ie m 

"Lawyers Guns and Money" -VVarren Zevon 

"~trong~[" -Kanye West 

"Eve of the Tiger’’ --Survivor 

"Chale Chalo" -A.R. Rahman and Srinavas from the film Lagaan 

"Best Day of My Life" =-American Authors 

"__T__b__e_____C____h___a____m__p_." -Nelly 

"I’m Shipping Up to Boston" -Dropkick Murphys 

"Jump Into the Fire" -Nilsson (Or, if you prefer some context ~.~) 

"Secret of My Success" -Night Ranger 

This week’s question was suggested by E. Dawn Kelsey. Do you have an idea for a future 
question of the week? If so, contact us. 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Nov. 8: Small Banks Weigh New Fees; Fintech as M&A Hot Spot 

.~.iI American Banker 

Today’s Top Stories 

Fees 

New regulations and the end of the refi boom are 
forcing banks to seek new sources of noninterest 
income. Some are taking a hard look at offering 
services they can charge for. 

Fintech for Underbanked: The Next M&A Hot 
S pot? 

Recently there have been many acquisitions and 
other i-banking transactions involving financial 
technology companies that target low-to- 
moderate income consumers, according to a new 
study by the Center for Financial Services 
Innovation and Core Innovation Capital. Their 
combined value was $5.2 billion over a 12-monl~ 
period, and activity is expected to increase. 

Experts C~ash Over Funding for Affordable 
Housing Program in GSE Reform 

The battle over how to craft affordable housing 
requirements as part of mortgage finance reform 
took center stage on Thursday as witnesses at a 
Senate Banking Committee hearing sparred over 
the issue, including whether dedicated funds 
should be subject to Congressional 
appropriations. 

CFPB Charges Lender $131~ for A~eged 

Kickback Scheme 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau said 
Thursday it was charging Castle & Cooke 
Mortgage $13 million in penalties for allegedly 
pushing consumers into costlier mortgages in 
order to give kickbacks to loan officers. 

By Department 

Bank IT Leaders Should Say No to °’Specia~ 
Projects": First Niagara C~O 

Vendors need to make their products easy to 
modernize and integrate, says Inder Koul, who 
runs IT at First Niagara. 

Nationstar ~4isses Earnings Targets, Shares 

Dai~y Briefing 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2013 

COMPLETEISSUE 

issue 
u View company 

index 

SPECIAL REPORT 

The FinTech 100 

~ 
FIS and 

Tata once 
again top 
Me annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 
Managen~ent 

~ 
W ealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 

Wt~ite Papers 

Web Se~nit)a~s 

Compliant management 

of third party debt 

suppliers 

There is a requirement for 

greater control of third 

party debt suppliers in the 

face of ever increasing 

regulation Conta~lus to 

see how our vendor 

management platforms 

provide visibility of 

suppliers across both the 

debt sale and collection 

markets; ensuring 

compliance and driving 

performance 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffTM to 

its extensive portfolio of 

products and services. 

Known for practical 

compliance guidance, 

Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

policies, procedures, 

audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 

office, LexisNexis® 

Sheshunofff~ has you 

covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

resen/ed. 

Want to witness a bank fill 

out the DFAST 10-50 

template? Register now 

for our upcoming webinar 

on Nov. !2, 2pm (ET), 

where we will show how 

banks can confidently 



Shares of Nationstar Mortgage Holdings plunged 
Thursday after the loan servicing firm missed 
earnings estimates by a wide margin and 
announced plans to sell its wholesale mortgage 
operation. 

Fees 

New regulations and the end of the refi boom are 
forcing banks to seek new sources of noninterest 
income. Some are taking a hard look at offering 
services they can charge for. 

Experts C~ash Over Funding for Affordable 
Housing Program in GSE Refor~ 

The battle over how to craft affordable housing 
requirements as part of mortgage finance reform 
took center stage on Thursday as witnesses at a 
Senate Banking Committee hearing sparred over 
the issue, including whether dedicated funds 
should be subject to Congressional 
appropriations. 

Recently there have been many acquisitions and 
other i-banking transactions involving financial 
technology companies that target low-to- 
moderate income consumers, according to a new 
study by the Center for Financial Services 
Innovation and Core Innovation Capital. Their 
combined value was $5.2 billion over a 12-mon~ 
period, and activity is expected to increase. 

which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

perform stress testing to 

meet submission 

requirements of 2013-14 

and beyond without 

stressing resources. 

Regisler H~re 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grc~,~, 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

services in response to 

consumer demand. 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited, individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 
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New York, NY 10004 
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In this issue: GreenHawk jumpsta~ts active-aduft project 

First Look Your ;d~, er.q,~r .:., 2013 {ssue is r.~vr.~itable 

Week’s Lists 

NC Matin Area Law Fim’~s 

]’elecornrn~EniCa~tiot~s Eqbit)ment 

See More Lists 

Specia~ Publications 

SPACE 3Q 2013 

SPACE 2Q 2013 

BigshotsoSBA inse~t 

View the Tda~Xqle B~siness Journal Book of 

Lists 

Get the Newsstand gpp for FREE 

Congratulations, As a subscdbe~, you now 
receive Iree access to Triangle Business 
Journal’s N~,~wsstand App on yo~r iPhone or 

iPad. 

People 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

~eadership rote at 

After an up and down freshman 

season, Paige, the sophomore 

point guard, is bigger and stronger 

- both physically and mentally - 

and is... 

UNC’s 

Marcus Paige 

(5) drives to 

the basket for 

two of his 

eight points 

against UNC 

Pembroke 

during the 

second half 

of their 

exhibition 

game Nov 1, 

D~eaming big: UNC seeks 

fronteourt revival 

The Tar Heels have plenty of depth 

down low. but plenty of questions, 

too. The main one: Will anyone 

emerge to become the kind of 

post presence that .. 

UNC’s James 

Michael 

McAdoo (43) 

secures an 

offensive 

UNC basketball: Scot, ring the 

Tar Heels’ starting five 

P.J. Hairston, James Michael 

McAdoo and Marcus Paige return 

to lead the Tar Heels. 

James 

Michael 

McAdoo 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us J Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)unte 
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November 8, 2013: Senate Approves Ban on Antigay Bias in... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

T0d~:S ~# H~d!i~e ............................................................................................................. 

Senate Approves Ban on Antigay Bias in Workplace 

"The Senate on Thursday approved a ban on discrimination in the workplace 
based on sexual orientation and gender identity," reports the New York Times 
(Nov. 8, Peiers), "vo~ing 64 to 32 in a biparlisan show of support tha~ is ram 
fer any soc~a~ ~ssue/’ This marked the first time in the institution’s histo~ that 
it had voted to ~ndude gay, lesbbn, bisexual, and trsnsgender peopb h~ the 
nation’s nondiscriminatbn law, Ten COP members voted w~h 54 members d 
the Democratic majori#f ~n favor d the measure The Senate Republicans who 
voted a~ainst the bi~, dubbed the Empbyment Nondiscrimination Act, did so 
in the interests of re~gbus freedoms. "The biil ~ncBdes a number of 
pro~ectbns for religbus entities," no~es the Times, "some d which were 
added this week to gain more Republican suppo~. It now contains a provisbn 
that says no fedem~ sgency or stste or Ioca~ government that sccepts money 
from the fedem~ govemmerrt can re~al~ate 89abst religbus ~nsti~utbns for not 
comp~yh~g/~ Chumhes, syn~go9ues, and mosques are among ~he ~nsfltutbns 
that ale exempt flora the b~], abng with schooB or re~l stores 8ffi~ated 
d~recfly w~th churches. 

The Los An,qeles Times (Nov. 7, Memofi) notes that supporbrs of the 
measure said the bipartisan vote puts pressure on Speaker John A. 8oehner 
to bring i~ to a rob in ~he full House of Representatives. President Obama 
said b a statement tha~ "one paAy in one house of Congress shouN not 
sland in the way of m~]lions of Americans who want to go to work each day 
and dmply be judged by the job they do." Former George W. B~sh 
spokesman Ad Flebcher k among ~hose u[ghg the House b a]bw the b~ll b 
come to the floor. Gay rights, he added, "are gateways hto whether young 
people see the COP as a pa@ wo~hy d suppo~." 

The Associated Press (Nov. 8) adds that backe[s described ~he efto[t as 
Capitol Hill "foflowing the lead ef business and bcafities as some 90 percent 
of Fortune 500 companies and 22 states have outlawed empbyment 
d~scfim~natbn agabs~ gay, bisexual, and tmnsgende[ Americans." Advocates 
described ~t as the third and ~ast step ~n a brig congressbna~ fight aga~nsl 
d~scriminatbn, comhg five decades after enactment of the Qvi~ R~ghts Act 
and 23 yeam after the Amerbans w~th D~sabi~fies Act. A coupb of COP 
senabrs who voted agahs~ an~i4iscdm~nation bgisla~ion ~n 1996, Utah’s 

Hatch and Arizona’s John McCa~n, backed the measure tNs time atound. 
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20!:3) Sold Out 

Director Pro[essionalism® 
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20!3) 

Information Flow 

Each time corporate diredors reach the point of understanding and 
incorporating with a new set of regulatory requirements or new standards 
around executive pay programs, there seems to be more change coming ove[ 
the horizon. Abng w~th still-unfinished mgulatow guidance m~ated to the 
detai~s of impbmenting multiple aspecls of the Dodd--Frank Wa~ Skeet 
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Reform and Consumer Protection Act, companies continue to grapple with 
how to deliver pay for performance and meet rigid pro×y advisor’s/standards, 
while keeping their high-level pro.grams geared to their organization’s specific 

business needs. 

Tune-in for a complimentary webinar to explore ~hese issues, and elf or 
guidance on how organizations can best prepare to meet the challenges 
ahead. 

Learn more and re.qister. 

S ha re~ ::,~ Facebook ][~ 

NACD in the News 

Corporate Directors Forecast Stronger Economy in 2014 

Globe Newswire (Nov. 7) cites a new r~ualterly suP,,ey by the National 
Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) in reporting that public company 
directors are confident the economy will improve next year. The NACD Board 
Confidence Index (BCI) found tha~ 4(} percent el those polbd expec~ be~ter 
economic conditions ~n 2014. For this year’s foudh quarler, though, 68.9 
percent d corporate d~recto~ suweyed believe the economb p~cture wi~ 
remain mostly unchanged from ~he prevbus ~ht~e months. Respondents 
stated that 1he hidng outlook for the rest of this year would likely be flaL w~th 
64 percent noting that they wouk~ retain the current number of staffers~ NACD 
P~esJdent and CEO Ken DaVy states, "While the remainder of 2013 may not 
include dramatic sp~kes ~n economb confidence or hiring, d~rectors are 
mainla~ning a positive outlook on 1he overa~ hea~th of 1he economy for tMs last 
qua~er." The NACD BC~ is produced in conjunction with Pead Meyer & 

Share~ ::~ Facebookh 

Corporate Directorship Pressures Continue to ~ount 

Inside Counsel (Nov. 7) cites the National Association of Corporate 
Directors’ (NACD’s) 2013-2014 NACD Public Company Governance Survey, 
which Iound ~hat the average annual director time commitment has incl~ased 
to 235.9 ho[Jrs per board - an increase from 218.6 hours last year. The study 
further found that "board turnover is becoming commonplace at many 
enJerprises, as nearly 60 percent of beards replaced or added a~ least one 
director in the last 12 months compared to 41 percent in 2012." V’vt~en 
searching for candidates to fill open board seats, directors are most likely to 
use nomination by board committees (72.3 percent), h~ addition, over three- 
fifths of respondents believe directors could use improvemen~ when i~ comes 
to under.standing IT risk. For its results, NACD polled 1,000 diredors of public 
companies who shared their perspectives on the state of their boards. NACD 
President and CEO Ken Duly ~marks, "NACD’s annual public company 
gevernance survey captures a snapshot of today’s boardroom environment to 
enable us to better anticipate trends, develop bading practices, and inform 

future decisions." 

Share[T{ ::~ Facebook ]~ 

NBHMBA Cf~ief Executive Becomes A Prest{gious NACD Fellow 

The National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) confirms that 
National Society of Nispanic MBAs (NSNMBA) Chief Executive Manny 
Gonzalez has become an NACD Fellow, the highest level el creden~ialing for 
corporate directors and corporate governance professionals. "As an NACD 

Fellow," 4-Traders.com (Nov. 7) states, "Gonz~ez has demonstrated h~s 
kRowledge of ~he ~ead~Rg trends and p~ctbes that ddJne exemplary corporate 
gevemance today and bus committed 1o developh~g ~rofessiona~ ~ns~ghts 
through a sopMsficated course of ongoing sludy." Candidates for the 
association’s Fellowship Program must compbte ~ foundation coupe that 
covers committee-specific topbs, fo~bwed by additbnal NACD education 
w~th~n a 12-month per~od~ NACD President and CEO Ken Duly comments, 
"Our felbws help advance the Mghest standards for those who se~e ~n the 
boardroom, strengthening our businesses and drJqng director 
professionalism." 

Share~ ::.~ Facebook ~ 

Craig Co~e Becomes a Prestigious NACD Fellow 

Late Thursday evening, the National Association of Corporate Directors 
(NACD) issued a press release in which it was pleased to announce ~hat 
Craig Cole has also become an NACD Fellow. According to the release, "Cob 
currently ser~es as a director on the boards of Pioneer Human Services, 
Brown & Cole, Inc. and aI~’iliated companies, and is President of the 
Northwest Chapter of the NACD." His hie can be found here. Cob’s previous 
board service includes Puget Sound Energy, Associated Grocers Inc., and 
various non-for-profits. "We are proud to announce that Craig has joined 
NACD’s credentiabd directors and has taken the next step in the pursuit el 
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boardroom excellence," remarks NACD President and CEO Ken Daly, 

ShareFT~ ii~-~ Facebook ]E] 

OBNA Seeks to Make Injury Records Public 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 6, Berzon, Trottman) is reporting tha~ the U.S. 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) is set to propose a 
rule requiring companies with more than 250 employees to make the~ 
employee in]u~ and illness ~ecords public. TMs would enta~ companies fi~ing 
e~ec~ronic reports ~hat wou~d be visible to the public. The proposal ~s intended 
to pressure companies to comply with safety ~aws. Currently, firms musl keep 
records of i~nesses end injuries and make them 8w~lab~e to employees. 
Some employers have expressed concern tha~ unions may use the da~a to 
push an agenda based on data thal does not provk~e a complete p~ctute of 
workplace safety. Othe~ are worried thal the move may creale ~ncenfives for 
companies to repo~ fewer injuries. 

Share~ ::~ Facebook ~ 

BCIB Cuts Benchmark Rate to 0,25 Percent 

In a surprise move to many analysts, BBC News (Nov. 7} is repe~ting that the 
European Central Bank (ECB) has cut its benchmark interest rate from 0.5 
percen~ to a new record low of 025 pe[ceni. According to lhe BBC, "recent 
concerns over low inflation and the weakness of the eurozone economy had 
led many to suggest that further action from the ECB may be needed, but not 
until later in the year." inflation in the region dipped to 0.7 percent last month 
- its Iowes~ level since January 2010. The ECB reports tha~ its ~arge~ is to 
keep inflation at 2 percent, which is widely seen as a healthy level for 
economic growth. 

Share[T~ 
~:~ Faceb°°k ]E] 

C-Suite 

Dan Cathy Named CEO of Chick-fiFA 

"Fast-food gian~ Chick-fil~A has named Dan Cathy its new chief executive 

officer and chairman," the Atlanta Journal-Constitution (Nov. 7, Stafford) has 
learned. Cathy, who has been serving as CO0, replaces his father, Truett 
Cathy, the locally based chain’s Iounder and chairman. The 92-year-end TrueSt 
Cathy ~ma~ns ~n good heaffh and has agreed to s~ay on as chairman 
emedius, focusing on other enire~reneudal endeavors. H~s son’s promotion ~s 
pad of a Iong-plam~ed succession strategy. 

Sh~re~ ::.~ Facebook ~ 

CBO Departures Dip {n October, Study Shows 

The Austin Business Journal (Nov. 7, Swiatecki) cites the latest Challenger, 
Gray & Christmas Inc. survey, which found that CEO departures dipped 
slightly nalionwide lasl monlh compared lo October 2012. A tota~ of 104 chief 
executives departed nationwide ~n October, down 2~8 percent fl’om 107 the 
month before and 3.7 percent from the same month a year earlier. According 
to the Business Journal, "Challenger has now tracked 1,053 CEO changes so 
far ih~s year, 5.3 pe~ent more ihan the 999 depariures announced ~n ~he ~irst 
ten months of 2012." The Chicago-based oulp]acemeni consu~tancy fu~her 
noted 8n upt~ck ~n heeffh care-related CEO depa~ures, with 224 since Jan. 1 - 
- the most of any sector - amid s~gnificant changes in ~he hea~h-care 
landscape~ 

WakeMed For~s CEO Search Committee 

"WakeMed Healih & Hospitals look another step toward hiring a replacemen~ 
CEO Thursday when it announced a formal search committee," repe~ts the 
Triangle Business Journa~ (Nov. 7, deBruyn). The eighFmember pane~ 

includes fo~r board members, a foundation member, a nude, an ENT doctor, 
and the president of Wake Emergency Phys~c~ans, PA. Wa~y McBride, 

chairman of the WakeMed Board d Direcio~, siaies, "Our ~eadersM~ 
succession p~an remains on track to have a new CEO ~n place witMn the next 
nine io 12 months." McBride added thai there would be few details made 
public during the search, as potential candidates [~kely have existing jobs they 
wouk] not want to jeo#ardize~ "The search committee is also responsible for 
Mr~ng a search fin~ to help fi~d candidates," ~otes the Journal. 

Share~ :~~ Facebook ~ 

Nielsen Opts for Insider, P{cking Veteran ~}tch Barns As Next CBO 



"After relying on an outsider to the media and ad indust[y for many yea~s," 
Variety (Nov. 6, Ste#~berg) confirms that "Nielsen Holdin,_qs will now depend 
more heavily on one of its own." The measurement-and-ratings company has 

called on M~tch earns 1o take the ~e~ns as chief executive frem DavR~ Calhoun 
as of Jan. 1. Tl~e 16-year company veteran is currently president of Nie~sen"s 
global c~ent service, overseeing $5.5 b~on in [evenue. Barns was previously 
presiden~ of N~elsen’s U.S. television ratings business. "Calhoun w~ll become 
executive chairman of the company’s board of directors," notes Vsdety. 
"Calhoun joined Nielsen following a 26-year career with Gene[al Electric and 
he~ped supeRqse Nielsen’s tn~nsform~fion from 8 pdwiely held concern ~nio a 
publicly traded company." 

Economic Outlook 

Economy in U.S, IE×pands at a 2.8 Percent Rate as Inventories Climb 

"The economy in the U.S. expanded in the third quarter at a faster pace than 
forecasC’ [eports Bloomberg (Nov, 7, Chandra), "led by ~he bigges~ increase 
in inventories in more than a year as household purchases and bush~ess 
investment s~owed." A newly [eleased Commerce Depa~ment repo~ showed 
that gloss domestic produc~ lose a~ a 2.8 percent annua~zed rate following a 
2~5 percent second~]uarter gain. The Mggest gain ~n ~nventories s~nce ~ast 
year’s fh~l quarter risks ho~ding back production in 1he current three-month 
period, which staded with a 16~ay paRia~ shutdown of the U.S. government. 
C~ed~ Suisse econorn~s~ Jonathan Basile conck~des, "Growth is steady bu~ 
not 1hat great. The shutdown w~ have a tempo~aPy effect on th~s quarteCs 
gro~h." 

Chir~a’s S~ower Growth Puts a Drag on Westerr~ Profits 

"Since the global recession," the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 6, Bender, 
Linebaugh) reports, "China has helped offset the free fall in sales and profits in 
the euro zone and stagnant revenue in the U.S:’ HoweveL ~he lates~ set o~ 
quarterly earnings results reveal tha~ China has been a drag fo[ many 
companies. Such facto~ as s~ower economic gro~,~h and govemmeni 
crackdowns that have put renewed scrutiny on the way companies w~n new 
bus~ness have negatively impacted such sectors as technology, ~uxury goods, 
and pharmaceuticals. "As a resuR," the Journa~ notes, "the s~ugg~sh globa~ 
sales that persisted through much of the recove~ aren’t likely to pick up 
soon." Looking at individual companies, iBM was hurl by an across-the-board 

decrease in CMnese demand. Yurn Brands Inc., meanwhile, sa~d China sa~es 
at stores open ai ~8ast a year fell 11 percent fer the three months through 
Sept. 7. 

Share~ ~:~ Facebook ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 8:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Raleigh flushes "toilet rebate program 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 0, 20!3 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

R,~le!.q~ flushes toilet rebate program 
Raleigh is eliminating its toilet rebate program because it is not cost-effective. 

Durham land for active adult community sells for $12 million 
A Raleigh development company has stepped forward with plans to restart a 120- 

acre unfinished housing project off of Page Road in eastern Durham County that 

was supposed to be targeting buyers aged 55 years and higher. 

~.~.~..~ 

Taking the train? Check out N.C.’s new website 
Rail travelers in North Carolina have a new resource for planning train t~avel: 

nybytrain.org, the NC. Depa~ment of Transpo~ation’s newwebsite. 

Raleigh’s First CRizens earned $41M last quarter 
Affe~ quickly reading First Citizens Bank’s qua~erly repo~ Thursday a~ernoon ~ was 

thinking whether the bank executives put the analysts to sleep du~ing the conference 

Read ~o~n~n~ Edition >> 

BB&T Munches private insurance exchange 

Senate passes LGBT workplace protections, b~t ENDA stir 
~sn’t near 

Long-term mortgage rates continue to hover above 4 
percent 

Family Dol~ar’s Mike Bloom featured on ’Undercover Boss’ 
Friday 

Contact Us 

CoRtac~ Us Fo~ 81i inqL:hies [egardiRg ~his offe~ or ssbsc;iption [o the Triar~gle BLiSi!;eSS Josm~al; piease email L:s a~: 

Cance~ Ernail Bubscription 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 8:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: U.S. Hiring Picks Up Strongly 

Hiring Picks Up Strongly 

Job creation accelerated in October and the prior two months of data were revised up, 

raising the prospect that the labor market may be strengthening enough for the Federal 

Reserve to start pulling back its easy-money policies soon. 

U.S. payrolls advanced by 204,000 jobs last month, the Labor Department said. That was 

well above economists’ forecast for an increase of 120,000. The nation’s unemployment 

rate, obtained through a separate survey of households, rose slightly to 7.3% from 7.2% in 

September. 

See More Covera#e >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Bfef: U.S. ttiting Picks Up Strongly 

LATEST STORIES 

U.S. Hh’ing Pick~ Up Strongly 

What Does Jobs Report Mean for Econo~y~ Fed2 Jon Hi~sen~’ath Fie~ds 

Your Questions 

ILS. Stock Futures Drop Atter Jobs Repo~’t 

~i~er IPO: Relief, Riches and a 8~5 Billion Finish 

N&P Cuts France’s Ceedit Rating by One Notch to Double-A 

Obama Apologdzes tbr h~surance Cancellations 

FDA Says Trans Fats Aren’t Safe in Food 

A~y Halts Plan to Close ROTC Prog~’ams at ~3 Colleges 

Company Responsible for Nnowden’s Background Cheek Is Overhauled 

Ei~ope’s X’Veek ~ead: ~er the ECB Rate Cut 

New ETF: _Access to Clara’s Domestic Market 

What ~d of Reform~ C~ ~ O~ping ~lsh? 

Japanese Fi~s Lh~e Up to Apolo~ze 

NEWS PODCASTS 

The ~V~ Street Journal T~s Morl~lg Nov. 08, 2o13 

~] lheMorningBriet WSJ 300x250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <connections@mTitter.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 9:16 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Etta D. Pisano, Dennis Papadatos, and Adam WNtten axe still waiting for you to join Twitter... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BrennaP~ Katelin <brennmak@exchange.law.n~vu.edu> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 10:37 AM 

Ar~h ur Wilmaxth <awilmarth@law.gwu.edu-~; Melissa deBeer <mdebee@law.gwu.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CLE Que~ 

Fantastic! Thank you ! 

Melissa- I look forward to hearing from 

Best, 

Kate 

Kate 

Executive Assistant to d~e President 

Brennan Center for J~lst~ce at NYU School of Law 

[].6] AvemJe of the Americas, 12th F~oor 

New York, NY 

Kate.Brennan@nyu.edu 

www.brennancenter.org 

F~m~ A~hur W~lmarth [ma~lto:aw~]ma~h@]aw.gwu.edu] 

Sent~ Thursdag, November 07, 2013 7:02 PN 
T~ grennan, ~atel~n; Nel~ssa deBeer 

Co: groome, Lissa L 
S~bjeet= Re: CLE Que~ 

Dear Ms. Brennan: 

I’m fonvarding your inquiD~ ~ Melissa deBeel: who handled the CLE a~angements for our conference in Febma~. Melissa will be happy to assist you with regal~ to 

Professor ~Valdman’s ~quest for CLE credit for his N~icipafion in our conference. 

Plebe convey our th~ks to Professor Waldmm~ for his wonderful contribution to our conference~ 

Best regards ................... A~ WilmaOh 

On Thu, Nov 7, 2013 at 10:05 AM, Brennan, Katelin <._bjLe__~Lr!~_!~q2__e_:_x__@_~__n_g_e__:!R_~y__:_r_~2:_u_:_e__d___t_p wrote: 

Hello Art- 

Lissa Broome gave tne your contact info. I am Michael WdIdmm~’s new assistant, m~d he is cunently in the process of editing fl~e Nortla Carolina Bin]king Institute 

Journal Publication Draft Final Review. I wanted to inquire to see is George Washington University made CLE credit available to those who spoke at the February 7- 8 

event l~om which this transcript is derived? 

Appreciate your assistance’. 

Kate 

Kate Brennan 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Brennm~ Center tbr Justice at NYU School of Law 

161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor 

New York, NY 10013 

Kate. B re rm a~)__r_E__u_:_e___@_. 

Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr. 

Professor of Law 

Executive Director, Center for Law, Economics & Finance (C-LEAF} 
George Washington University Law School 

2000 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20052 

Tel. (202) 994-6386 

Fax (202) 994-9446 

My research papers axe available on my SSRN Author page: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley Williams <awilliams@granttrainingalliance.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 1:14 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Three-Day Grant Writing Workshop at North Carolina State University 

GRANT 
TRAINING 
CENTER 

Proposal Review Customized Workshops Newsletter Contact Us 

Three-Day Workshop: 
Professional Grant Development 

Noah Carolina State University o Raleigh, NC 
Dates: December 09ol 1 

Time: 8:30 am o 4:30 pm 

Cost: $595.00 ........................................................................................ 
*Save $50,00 each, when two or more people register from the same organization, 
Contact us for the discount, 

Our 3-day comprehensive workshop is designed to hetp 

paRicipants learn how to submit winning proposals to federal, 

state, and local agencies, foundations, corporations, and private 

donors. 

Our workshop curriculum targets: 

Beginners seeking to acquire the techniques to research, draft 

and submit winning proposals to various donors. 

Experienced professionals looking to improve current proposal 

writing skitts and receive updates on the tatest funding 

regulations and trends. 

Pa~icipants will learn how to: 

Comprehend the diversity of the grant-funding community 

Ensure that the proposal is aligned with the donor’s funding 

interests 

Address the guidelines of proposals 

Integrate each component of the grant into the finat product 

Write winning proposals that stand out from the competition 

Can’t Make R? 

Upcoming Webinars: 

11 NOV 

14 NOV 

15 NOV 

21 NOV 

Fundamentals of Grant 

Development 

2:00 PM o 4:00 PM ET 

Writing & Designing 

NSF Proposals 

8:30 AM o 4:30 PM ET 

Writing & Designing 

NiH Proposals 

8:30 AM o 4:30 PM ET 

Essentials of Proposal 

Writing 

8:30 PM o 4:30 PM ET 

View A[[ Scheduled 

Workshop ~nstructor: 

Mr. Aaron Hoe[ 
He has worked with the Library 

of Congress, European and 
Middle Eastern universities and 
nonprofit organizations, and US 

federal agencies to procure 
contracts and grants, and 
conducted domestic and 

international proposal 
development workshops. 

Read Full Bio 

Noah Carolina State Univers ty is neither endorsing nor sponsoring the act vities conducted by Grant Training Center 

You received this emal due to your institut onal or organizational affiliat on, If we sent this emal to you in error or you do 

not want to rece ve any more emsils from us amply reply with the word unsubscribe n the sub ect 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <:bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 12 -- BNA’s Bin:king Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

November 12, 2013 ~. Volume 101 Number 18 

LEADING THE NEWS 

Consumer Protection 
CFP~ Ta~es First Step Toward FDCPA 
Sa~s New Sta~dards Might AppIv to Creditors 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) asked for 
comment in 90 days on a preliminary bid to craft consumer 
protection rules under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 
raising the possibility that banks and other creditors could... 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 
Reg~[ato~" Directs Fan~ie, Freddie 

A housing regulator says certain mortgage servicers will be 
barred from being compensated for a type of insurance policy 
that is "force-placed" on borrowers .... 

Systemic Risk 

A U.S. banking regulator is calling for uniform derivatives 
contract language to help carry out the resolution of any 
troubled big bank whose failure could wreak havoc on the global 
financial system .... 

Mortgages 
Reg~ators Urged to geep Down Payme~ts 

Although federal regulators appear to have backed away from 
any down-payment requirement under the Qualified Residential 
Mortgage Rule, there is a strong concern among stakeholders 
that the agencies will reverse course when final standards... 

NEWS 

Consumer Protection 
CFPB Will G~ide Supervisory Aeje~da 

With a number of mortgage rules and other required regulations 
now complete, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) 
will focus more of its attention on areas of the financial 
marketplace where it identifies the most harm to consumers,... 

Mort_gages 

Community banks and credit unions voiced support for provisions 
of Senate housing finance legislation that are designed to 
provide equal access to mortgage securitization platforms for 
smaller-sized mortgage lenders .... 

Smafl Dollar Loans 
PaydaV Lr~at~s Face Greater S<:rutitW 
As CFPB Adds Product ~o Complainer Sys~e~ 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) announced 
that it is now accepting complaints about payday loans and 
similar types of short-term, small-dollar loans .... 



Systemic Risk 

Bank regulators and supervisors must address an apparent lack 
of respect for law, regulations and the public trust evident within 
some large U.S. financial institutions if the government wants to 
eliminate the notion some large banks are._ 

Investment Advisers 

BlackRock Inc. (BLK) and Fidelity Investments will be studied by 
U.S. regulators who are in the early stages of reviewing whether 
asset managers pose a potential risk to the financial system, two 
people with knowledge of the matter said .... 

Securities 
~usi~ss Group Ca~ls for 

A business group recommends federal agencies step back and 
regroup on a key part of the financial regulatory overhaul, saying 
the proposed ban on proprietary trading by banks needs to be 
re-evaluated for its impact on the economy .... 

Securities 

CommenteFs are voicing significant concerns about a risk- 
retention proposal issued by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission and other regulators, saying it could seriously impact 
the commercial loan market@an important funding... 

Federal Reserve 
Fed C~~air~a~~ Nor~’~in,~,~ YeOmen 

,lanet Yellen’s interview for the Federal Reserve Board’s top job 
was officially scheduled for Nov. 14 at 10 a.m., the Senate 
Banking Committee announced Nov. 7 .... 

Currency 

While much of the enthusiasm for the digital currency bitcoin 
stems from its status as an independent unit of value operating 
beyond government controls, a Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
economist expressed doubts about the currency’s... 

Monetary Policy 

The Federal Reserve Board’s recent round of asset purchases will 
need to continue at their current pace if labor markets are to 
recover within the next few years, or else risk exacting a "heavy 
human toll" according to Eric Rosengren,... 

Lending 

A modest share of banks reported to the Federal Reserve System 
in a survey that they eased standards on mortgages during the 
third quarter, as demand for the loans weakened amid rising 
interest rates .... 

Derivatives 
CF~C Proposes N~¢ Positio# Li~its R~le 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission proposed a rule Nov. 
5 that would impose speculative position limits on 28 physical 
commodity futures contracts and their "economically equivalent" 
swaps .... 

Securities 

Although there has been significant use of a new Securities and 
Exchange Commission rule that allows general solicitation for 
certain private placements, the major Wall Street investment 
firms are still treading cautiously on the matter,... 

Futures Trading 



Commodity Futures Trading Commission Chairman Gary Gensler 
said that his agency is being forced to delay and forgo 
enforcement actions because it simply does not have the 
resources to investigate and litigate all of the misconduct it 
sees... 

Accounting 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board voted to advance 
toward issuance early next year of what would make up a single 
set of global rules for reporting revenue .... 

Housing 

An overwhelming majority of metropolitan areas had year-over- 
year home price increases in the third quarter, with a median 
price gain that was the strongest in nearly eight years, the 
National Association of Realtors (NAR) reported .... 

Payment Systems 

Electronic bill payment is increasing, and banks could draw even 
more customers by making it easier to change accounts, 
according to a survey by a non-profit group that shows a 
continuing shift from traditional paper checks to mobile and 
online... 

Consumer Credit 
Cons~er Credit Growth $~ows ~lig~t~’~ 

Total consumer credit grew at the slowest quarterly rate of 2013 
so far, at 5.2 percent for the July-September period. First- 
quarter consumer credit grew at a 6.2 percent rate, followed by 
a 5.9 percent rate in the second quarter .... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage rates rebounded in the latest week, taking the average 
for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage to 4.16 percent from 4.10 
percent the previous week, Freddie Nac said Nov. 7 .... 

Mortgages 

~o~tgage Application, s Drop 

HoFtgage applications lost ground in the latest week as refinance 
and purchase loans both declined, the Mortgage Bankers 
Association reported Nov. 6 .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Securities 

A securities unit of Royal Sank of Scotland Group plc Nov. 7 
agreed to pay $153.7 million to settle Securities and Exchange 

Commission claims that it misled investors in a $2.2 billion 2007 
offering of a subprime residential mortgage-backed... 

Mortgages 

Over California CitV’s E~ninent Do~nain Plan 

A San Francisco federal judge Nov. 6 dismissed a lawsuit by Sank 
of New York Mellon and Wilmington Trust Co. filed against the 
Richmond, Calif. plan to use eminent domain to force banks to 
sell the city underwater mortgages at fair market value... 

Mortgages 

To Approve $~3 b~i~ion Con,~ent Order 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and a Utah 
mortgage firm asked a federal judge on Nov. 7 to approve an 
agreement for the firm to pay more than $13 million in restitution 
and civil fines in connection with an allegedly illegal bonus... 



Consumer Protection 
Prior ~tio~ide C~ass Settlen~ent ~ars 

New Mexico’s attorney general is barred by a previous nationwide 
class settlement from seeking restitution for New Mexico 
consumers who paid for purported "payment protection plans" on 
Capital One@ credit cards, according... 

Bank Failures 

U.S. District Judge Raymond A. Jackson sentenced Edward 
Woodard, the Iongtime chairman and chief executive officer of a 
now-defunct Virginia bank, to 23 years in prison for conspiracy 
to commit bank fraud and other crimes that he said helped... 

Securities 

The Securities and Exchange Commission announced Nov, 5 that 
it has named former federal prosecutor David A. Glockner director 
of its Chicago Regional Office .... 

Bankruptcy 

A secured creditor’s lien is not void simply because the creditor’s 
claim on that lien was disallowed in a bankruptcy proceeding, the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit said Nov. 4 (Shelton 
v. Citimortgage Inc. (In re Shelton),... 

Secured Creditors 
Tet~t~essee Requit’es Specific La~guage 

Secured creditors must use specific language to perfect their 
interest in receivables under Tennessee’s Uniform Commercial 
Code, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit said Nov. 7 
in a question of first impression under Tennessee... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

International Banking 
New FD~C #le~ora#du~ o~: U#dersta#di~g 

China’s central bank has signed a memorandum of understanding 
with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation to further 
cooperation in the areas of deposit insurance, cross-border 
financial institution recovery and crisis management,... 

International Banking 
Ch{~a War~s About Overc~pac{tv, 

Chinese authorities are encouraging banks to write off 
nonperforming loans in industries suffering from excess capacity 
and say local governments will be punished if they do not heed 
growing overcapacity risks .... 

Derivatives 

Global trading in over-the-counter derivatives instruments surged 
during the first half of 2013, but the jump was in part due to a 
reporting anomaly arising from the continued shift in trading 
through clearing houses, according to survey... 

Foreign Accounts 
Ke~ealh/Says DO3 Keepitw~ 

The Justice Department’s Tax Division has "a lot of information 
that is not public" regarding foreign bank accounts and is 
communicating with banks in countries that don’t have a treaty 
relationship with the U.S., according... 

8NA INSIGHTS 

Your 
Remember Jerry Naguire’s mission statement: The Things We 



Think and Do Not Say: The Future of Our Business? Well, the 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB" or "Bureau") is 
offering innovators the chance to speak... 

Securities 

The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), the chief regulator 

for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, on Oct. 25 reached a $5.1 
billion settlement with JPMorgan Chase & Co. The settlement 
stemmed from a September 2011 lawsuit against the bank... 

Capital 

A~al~sis 

(Bloomberg) ~ A proposed 5 percent minimum supplementary 
leverage ratio would become the primary capital constraint on 
the biggest banks, eclipsing the risk-weighted common equity 
Tier 1 capital ratio, according to a Bloomberg Government... 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foers~ter <mofonews@mofo.comv 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

European Developments Att~cfing Structured Notes & Retail Investment Products 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Teleconference 

European Developments Affecting Structured Notes & 
Retail Investment Products 

Thursday, 

November 21, 2013 
10:00 a.m - 11:00 am. EST 

Dial-in: 
North America: 

(855) 581-0952 
Other Countries: 

(619) 377-3936 

This briefing will consider recent developments affecting structured 

notes and retail investment products in Europe. The participants 

will focus on the progress of the proposed PRIPS regulation in the 

EU and related regulatory developments including MiFID II and the 

on-going debate between legislators, regulators and market 

participants to the suitability of certain complex products for retail 

investors. 

Speakers: 

¯ Peter Green 

¯ Jeremy Jennings-Mares 

New York and California CLE Credit is pending 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time These can be accessed at http:/iwww.sra or~l.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



KPMG LLP recently released Executive Accountin~ Update- " ~eleb~ting 15 
..... ~ears LOgO Chan~estoRevenueR~ogmtton, wh~chprowdesaNgh-level 

ove~iew of the fodhcoming revenue recognition standard, and 
reflects FASB/IASB tentative decisions through September 2013. 
For management and boards nterested n how a new standard 
could affect your business, KPMG has prepared a four-page . 

~ Audit ~omm~ee ev.~w~ew. Paul Munter, Padner, gepadment of Professional 
Practice, also shared his thoughts on the FEI Financial Repealing Institute 

The following documents and supplements may also be of specific 
interest: 

¯ Executive Summa~" 
¯ TransNon Optbns 

¯ Contract Manufacture~ Supplement ’ I 
¯ Financia~ I nstitufions Supplement ~ 
. o~ ~d G~s Sup >~m~nt i I 

the F#m? In his new book, [dc O~s, a Wha~on pro[essor o[ legal 

studies and business ethics, looks at how the histo~ of ’the firm"     ~X~ 
and the evolution of "shareholder value" thinking have collided.        " .... 

ACI explored this topic in "Beyond Qua~edy Earnings", our Spring ~ 

2013 Audit Committee RoundtaMe Series, and a video intewiew 
with Cornell law pm[essor Lynn Stout. Upcoming Events 

How Serious is Climate Change to Business. In the fi~h annual ’ " " 

global executive suwey about sustainabili~ and innovation 
~rime~ittee RoundtaNe 

conducted by mlTSIoan Management Rev~ew and The Boston ~ ...... bet !~- 
Consulting Group in June 2013, more than 1,800 managers from a ~ .... bet 19 
w~a~ w~ety of ,~du~t~es ~nd oo.nt~i~ offered thei~ vi~w~ on 
sustainaMlity is influencing their corporate strategies, including KP~IS’s 10th 

approaches 1o climate change. (BCG) 

On 

Register w~th 
Court Holds ~erger Price ~s Reliable Indicate[ of Fair Value. 
The Delawar Share Ins~ghts e Coud of Chance~ recently held that the merger price 
produced by a ’1borough, effective" sales process, ’1fee from any ~ 
spectre or self-interest or disloyalty," can be the most reliable I q " " 
indicator of the value of shares in an appraisal proceeding. 
(Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz LLP via Ha~’atd Law blog) 

Cou~ Addresses Po<4~erge, Breach of FMuc@ary Duty 
C~aims. The Delaware Cou~ of ChanceW dismissed a stockholder 
suit alleging that the membe~ of a board of directom breached their 
fiduciae duty of loyalty in a sale process for a transaction that had 
since closed, and where plaintiffs’ allegations previously had been 
found insufficient to suppofl a pre-closing motion to expedite. (Paul, 

Weiss, RitMne~ WhaRon & Garrison LLP via Hahzard Law 

On Technology 

F~nding Your Digital Sweet Spot. The potential impact of digital 
technology varies widely by industw, but most enterprise leaders 



share an important challenge: how to get beyond the small share of 
the prize they are capturing today by looking for impact across the 
whole value chain. (McKinsey) 

Cyber Security: The Burden Approaches the Boardroom. With 
no specific legal road map on how to address cyber security 
issues, directors should consider making cyber security a regular 
agenda item. (NACD Directorship) 

From KPMG 

Communication. In the latest Global 

U.K., and the U.S==share fl~eir views on how audit committees can 
help en~ure audit quMity, the impo~anCe of robust ¢ommunication~ 
with auditor, ~nd providing shareholde~ and others with more 
insight i~to how the audit committee Carrie~ ou~ it~ re~po~ibiiitie~. 

(KPMG’s ACI) 

features exclusive ACl videos as well as insights from around 
KPMG. You can subscribe to the KPMG Med~a Channel or 

,oo,~.,, o.~ ~,.~,,~t ~ort,~ ~a~.t vi~o. o~ ~.t~e.t to ~,~oto~. 
and audit committee member. 

Li.,s 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG 
SuppoSing audit Repor~in9 Network Turning knowledge 
committees and Executive level into value for the 

and insights, finanGial repo~in~ our people, and the 
issues, Gapital markets, 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG institutes and more, 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Office of Senator Hagan <~Hagan Newslette@hagma.senate.gov> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

CaroEna Connection: We Musl Honor Veterans By Finally Clearing the VA Backlog 

Kay Hagen I United .S~,ates Senator for North C~roiina 

i~i Official Web Site KayinNC AskKay i~ GetHelpwithaFederalAgency 

We Must Honor Veterans By Finally 
Cleating the VA Backlog 

I recently had the honor of presenting a long-overdue Bronze Star to 

Army Corporal Merle "Jack" Hammersley, a veteran of World War II. 

After Corporal Hammersley’s family contacted my office, we worked 

quickly to secure the medal to honor his contributions to our country. 

Part of the "Greatest Generation," Corporal Hammersley represents the 
very best of our country, and the Bronze Star recognizes and honors his 
bravery, service and sacrifice. 

As we pay tribute to Corporal Hammersley and all our heroes this 
Veterans Day, I’m pleased the Senate unanimously approved an 
increase in the cost-of-living adjustment for veterans with service- 
connected disabilities starting December 1st. 

But too many veterans in North Carolina have not received any of their 
hard-earned benefits. In fact, I was stunned to discover that more than 
7,000 veterans waited at least a year for the Winston-Salem Regional 
VA office to process their disability claims; worse yet, some waited as 
long as two years. 

To address these unacceptable delays, I urged VA Secretary Eric 
Shinseki to send a senior official from VA headquarters to the Winston- 
Salem Regional office to outline a plan to clear the backlog once and 
for all. In response, he sent Undersecretary for Benefits Allison Hickey 
to the Winston-Salem office and hired 25 additional employees. 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH NEWS COVERAGE OF A WORLD WAR IX 



VET RECEIVING HIS LONG-OVERDUE BRONZE STAR 

During her recent visit, I met with Undersecretary Hickey, who said the 
logjam of 700 veterans waiting up to two years has been eliminated. 
Furthermore, the number of veterans waiting more than a year for a 
decision has been cut nearly in half. And the Winston-Salem office now 
processes a claim in 200 days instead of the 329 days it took a year 

ago. 

]I’m pleased to see progress, but 200 days is still too long. We must do 
better. I’m optimistic that $:[90 million in additional funding this year 

will help the VA make further progress, but the VA and Department of 

Defense should also switch from a paper record system to an electronic 

one. Currently, the VA relies on service medical records delivered by 

paper. It’s a sluggish, outdated system that contributes to 70 percent 

of wait times for veterans seeking an answer to their claims, and we 

must bring the VA into the 2:[st century. 

Once veterans receive an initial decision, they shouldn’t face another 

long delay when they appeal. Yet the backlog of appeals claims 

continues to grow. ]In fact, over :[:[,000 appeals sit in limbo at the 

Winston-Salem office, and, inexplicably, some veterans in North 

Carolina wait for a decision for up to four years. 

I will continue to monitor the situation at the Winston-Salem office, 

which handles claims for most veterans across North Carolina, and I 

won’t be satisfied until the VA eliminates the backlog and establishes 

procedures to prevent future backlogs. Our veterans deserve a solution 

to this problem as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 

P.S. To keep up with my work in the Senate and around North Carolina, 
follow me on Twitter, Facebook and Instaqram. 
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From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, November 8, 20~.3 4:33 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: ESMA Authorises Trade Repositories 

8 November 20~.3 
The European Market Infrastructure Regulation (including any 
implementing legislation, regulation, technical standards and 
guidance related thereto, "EMTR’~) was adopted on 4 3uly 
20~.2 and entered into force on 16 August 20~.2 with the 
objective of increasing transparency and reducing risk in the 
European derivatives market. EMIR delegates direct 
responsibility to the European Securities and Markets 
Authority ("ESMA’~ for the registration, supervision, and 
recognition of trade repositories ("TRs") - entities that 
centrally collect and maintain the records of derivatives. 

On 7 November 20~.3, ESMA authorised the following entities 
as the first four TRs under EMIR, covering all asset classes, 
including commodities, credit, foreign exchange, equity, 

interest rates and others: 

DTCC Derivatives Repository Ltd. (DDRL), based in the 
UK, covers OTC derivatives and exchange-traded 
derivatives for both cleared and uncleared contracts. 
Central Securities Depository of Poland (KDPW), based 

in Poland, covers concluded derivative contracts. 
Regis-TR S.A., based in Luxembourg and a joint venture 

between Clearstream and Iberclear, covers all asset 
classes. 
UnaVista Ltd., based in the UK and owned by the 
London Stock Exchange, covers all asset classes. 

CME Group and IntercontinentalExchange, the US derivatives 
exchanges, have also submitted applications. 

!~.~.~..!}t~.~:~ 
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@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 4:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Speech by Chairman Bemanke on the crisis as a classic financial panic 

_Speech by Chairman Bernanke on the crisis as a classic financial panic 

At the Fourteenth Jacques Polak Annual Research Co~fference, Washington, D.C. 

http:/iwww.federalreser~e.govinew sevenks/speech/bema~ke20131108a.hm~ 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or etnail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Pag_e. You will need to use your 

email acidress to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance~ please contact ~po~govdelive~v.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit ns on the web at http://~vw federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

debevoisemail -~ebevoisemail@debevoise.com> 
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debevoi semail <debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

Final CFTC Rules on Protection of Collateral for Uncleared Swaps mad Cleared Swap Account in Bankruptcy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Alan W. Duncan <jpe@ncbar.org> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 5:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

JPE Survey Deadline November 15 

Dear Lissa 

If you have aheady completed your JPE Survey thank you. If you have not done so, you have a few more days until November 15 to complete it. Your 

paNcipation will take only a few minutes, and we want to assure you that your participation is significant and completely confidential throughout this process. 

Based on your coun~ of residence, the following judges mthin your judicial division and judicial district have terms expiring in 2014: 

Superior Court: 

-Allen Baddour 

-Carl R. Fox 

- Paul C. Ridgeway 

-Paul G. Gessner 
District Court: 
-Joseph (Joe) Moody Buckner 

In addition, you will have an opportunity to rate all 15 Special Superior Court Judges, each of who~n will receive a private report of his or her persona] results. 

If you have had sufficient professional contact to evaluate the performance of a judge, including any from any other Division or counU, you m’e encouraged to complete 

the survey; whether or not you have actua]ly appea~:ed in that judge’s court. We believe this is particularly important when you have l, mowledge ofthe excelleut job a 

judge is doing. You do not need to rate a judge in every category. 

You should have received earlier this week an invitation to participate in the survey in an email fiom bcrossland~bdo.com. If you cannot locate that em~l, check your 
spam fokter or contact dbohm@ncbar.org to receive a paper copy of the survey. 

More than 2,600 la~vyers across the state have completed evaluations. We are grateful tbr this tumoat, but we need to hear t?om all of those who are in a Iyosition to 

speak to the pertbrmance of our j udges. 

More information about the survey is located at www.electNCJudges.org. 

Sincereb; 

Nancy Black Norelli 

Chair, Judicial Perlbrmance Evaluation Committee 

Alan W. Duncan 

President, North Caxolina Bar Association 
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Sent: 
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Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 6:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 14 No. 76, 11/08/2013 

Table of Contents 

The Law of Obligations in Scots Law 

Hector Lewis MacQueen, University of Edinburgh - School of Law 

Contract and Dispossession 

Deborah W. Post, Touro College - 3acob D. Fuchsberg Law Center 

Corporate Codes of Conduct and Working Conditions in the Global Supply Chain: Accountability Through Transparency in Private Ordering 

Meredith R, Miller, Touro College - 3acob D. Fuchsberg Law Center- 

Report on Common-Law Tests of Capacity 

British ColL~mbia Law institute, British Columbia Law Institute (BCLI) 

Contract Law and Theory -- Three Views of the Cathedral 

Eyal Zamir, Hebrew University of 3erusalem - Faculty of: Law 

CONTRACTS & COMMERCIAL LAW eJOURNAL 

[ i~i Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"The Law of Obligations in Scots Law .... 

Reiner Schulze and Fryderyk Zofl (eds), The Law of Obligations in Europe: A New Wave of Codifications (Sellier European Law Publishers, Munich: 2013), pp. 

213-243 

Edinburgh S’c,9oo, of Law Research Paper ,~o. 2~ 15’/42 

H[CTOR LIEW:[S MACQUEEM, University of Edinburgh - School of Law 

Email: hector, macc]ueen @ed,ac.uk 

A historical study of the structure of the law of obligations in Scots law, with especial reference to the law of contract. 

iiiiiii,,Contract a n~ Dispossession,, [ ~ Free Download ] 

.I Columbia .L of Race & L. 4.18 
Touto Law Center Le~lal .~tudies Reseamh Paper 

DE~OR~t~H Wo POST, Touro College - Jacob D. Fuchsberg Law Center 

Email: dpost@tourolaw,edu 

In the not so distant past, law students often opened their Contracts casebooks to find a quotation from Sir Henry Maine, "The movement of 
progressive societies has hitherto been a movement from Status to Contract." The placement of this quotation at the beginning of a Contracts 
book sets the tone for the semester or the year, providing a theme that the law professor either embraced or critiqued: the idea that contract is 
liberatory. This Essay, part of a collection of essays on the same theme, argues that contract law has become an instrument of oppression and 
dispossession rather than liberation. Having offered a critique, the challenge then is to consider whether it is possible to restore the liberatory 
potential of contract. The symposium, Post-Marxism, Post-Radalism & Other Fables of the Dispossession, was an invitation to consider the 
contemporary relevance of Marxist theory. The aspect of Marxist theory referenced in this particular essay is cultural and ethnographic, a 
methodology suggested by Robert Sullivan’s argument that Marx was anthropological in his epistemology and in his form of argument. Sullivan also 
argues that the theoretical approach advocated by some anthropologists, a "cultural critique of ourselves," is Marxist because it is the "modern 
analogue to Marx’s earlier use of primitive society as both a critique of nineteenth century capitalist economy and as an alternative way of seeing 
reality." Modern Ethnography, he concludes, "produces its critique...by demystifying and denaturalizing cultural texts and reading their social 
meaning." 

There are two reference points in this cultural critique. One is the importance of social position in a jurisprudence that embraces objectivity; the 

uncritical and unreflective reliance on hegemonic social practices, codes and conventions in determining whether the parties to an agreement 

meant or intended it to be legally enforceable. Contract law recognizes and regulates status relationships. The resort by judges to hegemonic 
conceptions of status results in dispossession when a contract which is exploitive is enforced against the less powerful party or when courts refuse 

to enforce contracts that have liberatory potential. The other aspect of a cultural critique is a focus on the discursive practices used by judges in 

contract cases. For example, these rhetorical devices may invoke ideals of freedom, autonomy and voluntariness to explain or justify the 

enforcement of contract terms that disadvantage or defeat the expectations of workers. In other cases, freedom and autonomy are jettisoned in 



favor of a rhetoric of scarcity, efficiency or market imperatives in order to defeat the contract claims of employees, particularly when the bargaining 
power of the workers has been enhanced by collective bargaining. 

:~ Free Download 

Presented at 2013 West Wrginia University College of Law as part of a conference titled "Business and Human Rights: Moving Forward, Looking Back." 
Forthcoming, this paper will appear as a chapter of a book to be published by Cambridge University Press. 

~ER~=D~’TH R, ~$LLER, Touro College - Jacob D. Fuchsberg Law Center 

Email: mmiller@Lourolaw.edu 

In early 2012, Apple Inc. had its very own "Nike moment." The mainstream news media raised issues concerning working conditions at a Foxconn 
factory in China that manufactures iPads. The press accounts described serious and sometimes deadly safety problems, excessive overtime, 
underage workers, and even a rash of suicides. More recently, massive and deadly tragedies in Bangladesh garment factories have captured 
United States media attention. This negative publicity has renewed questions about how to achieve humane conditions for workers at factories 
that supply goods to transnational companies ("TNCs"). 

Prompted by the negative media attention, Apple publicized its "Supplier Code of Conduct" and voluntarily joined the Fair Labor Association ("FLA"), 
a non-profit consortium of companies, universities and organizations committed to improving working conditions through accountability and 
transparency. These steps to voluntarily undertake higher standards can only be understood with reference to the greater context of international 
guiding principals and the setbacks in implementing them. 

International labor standards have remained largely aspirational and the International Labor Organization ("ILO") lacks meaningful enforcement 

power. Moreover, United States labor and employment laws generally do not apply extraterritorially. For these reasons, much of the more recent 
standard setting has been undertaken voluntarily by TNCs through their own codes of conduct or by joining a non-profit standard-setting 

organization. For example, through its "Supplier Code of Conduct" Apple has ostensibly committed itself to improving working conditions in the 

factories that manufacture its products. By joining the FLA, it has agreed to independent audits of its suppliers. 

Given the lack of mechanisms to enforce international standards and the presumption against extraterritorial application of United States law 
abroad, it is tempting to view the self-regulatory nature of supplier codes through the lens of contract law. Although the codes of conduct may be 
incorporated by reference in supply contracts, they do not bring any stronger enforcement mechanisms to workers in the international supply 
chain. While the codes use legalistic language, they are carefully written to avoid the risk of creating liability. The codes typically do not fix the TNCs 
to a firm commitment to monitor and audit suppliers and, therefore, often echo the aspirational nature of ILO standards. Even where promises of 
monitoring can be found in the code language, it is not likely that workers can enforce those promises as third party beneficiaries. 

Further, it would be misguided to treat the supplier codes of conduct as exposing TNCs to contractual liability. The codes are voluntarily enacted 

and self-imposed; once the codes potentially subject TNCs to contract claims, there is a disincentive to adopt the codes in the first place. Indeed, 
many TNCs that rely on global suppliers have yet to adopt a code of conduct or join an organization like the FLA. 

Given these challenges, this paper shifts focus away from attempts to enforce global standards or apply contract principles to the private ordering 
of supplier codes of conduct. Instead, this paper argues that a model of transparency may be the most promising path to holding TNCs accountable 
for working conditions in the factories of their suppliers. The central normative claim of this paper is that the United States should require TNCs to 
disclose whether they have a supplier code of conduct, the terms of that code and who does the monitoring and auditing of suppliers. Disclosure 
requirements are more likely to encourage TNCs to voluntarily undertake standards that reflect best practices. The focus on transparency falls 
squarely within the recent push to require companies to report on more than strictly financial information. 

Conditions for workers in the supply chain will only improve if required by the source of demand for the products they are employed to 
manufacture. Despite the fact that self-imposed codes have been criticized as platitudes or public relations stunts, some TNCs have made more 
concrete commitments to monitoring and auditing their suppliers. Adding transparency to the supply chain will make it relatively easy for interest 
groups to rate a TNC’s commitment to improving working conditions. A disclosure model that brings information to the United States marketplace 
and informs the demand for products may have the greatest potential to increase TNCs’ accountability and improve working conditions in factories 
across the globe. 
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Email: bcli@bcli,org 

The British Columbia Law Institute’s Rationalizing and Harmonization of BC Common-Law Tests of Capacity Project concerned itself with how the 

law determines whether a person has the mental capacity to make a legally effective decision, to enter into a transaction, or to form a relationship 

with another person. For a very long time, the law’s basic position has been that a medical diagnosis of mental illness, disability, or impairment is 

not enough, standing on its own, to compel the conclusion that a person is mentally incapable. Instead, the law has applied a series of distinctive 
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This is a review of three new books on U.S. contract law and theory: Brian H. Bix, Contract Law: Rules, Theory, and Context (Cambridge 2012); 
Douglas G. Baird, Reconstructing Contracts (Harvard 2013); and Melvin A. Eisenberg, Foundational Principles of Contract Law (Oxford, forthcoming 

2014). The Review discusses, among other things, disclosure duties, standard-form contracts, damages for breach of contract, disgorgement 

remedies, economic analysis of contract law, and theoretical pluralism. It also offers some general observations on American contract law as 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Friday, November 8, 2013 8:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 12 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 12, 2013 ~, Number 218 

Financial Institutions 
Big Ba~ks List Co~cer~s Over Basel 

A proposed 5 percent minimum supplementary leverage ratio 
would become the primary capital constraint on the biggest 
banks, eclipsing the risk-weighted common equity Tier 1 capital 
ratio, according to a Bloomberg Government Analysis .... 

Antitrust 

Foreign currency traders formed a cartel to fix the WN/Reuters 
Closing Spot Rates to the detriment of those who use the rates 
as a pricing mechanism, according to a Sherman Act complaint 
filed Nov. 8 in the U.S. District Court for the Southern... 

Foreign Investment 
LL~, ~ve,~tors~ Entrepre~eurs to Visit 
Co~ombi~ Nov, :~L-~LS, ~t~te Department 

A delegation of investors and entrepreneurs led by a senior State 
Department official will visit Colombia Nov. 11-15, the State 
Department announced Nov. 7 .... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC State Bar <noreply@ncbar.gov> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 9:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NC State Bar - 2014 Membership Fees and IOLTA Certification 

FROM: THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR 

TO: ACTIVE MEMBERS OF THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR 

RE: 2014 ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEES & IOLTA CERTIFICATION 

Save time and go green! Pay roar 2014 membership lees* and complete your annua] mandatory IOLTA certification online. 

To pay online click here. Once logged in, click on the "Membership" tab and select the payment and certification bullet at the bottom of the page. 

To pay by check, and make your IOLTA certification, login and print your 2014 melnbership invoice (under the "Membership" tab). The invoice Inust accompany your 

paylnent. Members who have not paid prior to December 1, 2013 will receive a paper invoice. 

*Members on filll-time active Inilit~rv duF are exempt from paying membemhip fees and from Inaking an IOLTA certification; however, you must confirm your militaly 

service annually to receive the exemption. Mail your 2014 invoice or login (link above) and select the payment and certification bullet to claim the exemption. 

Reservists and National Guard members must be recalled to active duty for 180 consecutive days to be exempt. 

*You are receiving this notice because you are an active member of tlae NC State Bar. If you plan to seek inactive statas you must submit an inactive petition NO 

LATER THAN December 31, 2013 to avoid paying 2014 membership fees. Inactive petitions will be considered at fl~e January 2014 State Bar Council meeting. To 

obtain an inactive petition, click here. 

This is an auto generated emaiL Please do not reply. If you need assistance please contact the :Ilembership Deparmtent at 919-828-4620. 

Please be advised that the contents of this message and any reply may be subject to di~losum under North Carolina law. Informal ethics inquiries and advisories 
communicated via electronic mail are confidential pursuant to Rule 1.6 of the Rules of Professional Conduct, Attorney Client Assistance P~ogram communications and 
Lawyer Assistance Progran~ client communications via electronic mail are also treated as confidential pursuant to Rule 1.6 of tlae Rules of Professional Conduct and 
N.C. Gen. Star. 84-32,1. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 3:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Cuts in Hospital Subsidies Threaten Safety-Net Care 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~N 
THiS E~IA~L I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Cuts in Hospital Subsidies Threaten Safety-Net 

Care 

A governme~t sul)sidy critical to the snrYival d hospiNls 

treating large numbers of poor patients is being sharply reduced 

undcr the new heNth law. 

Atkins I 

R~ght Wing’s Surge in Emoope Has 

Establishment Rattled 

All over Europe, established polRieal forces ar~; losing ground to 

grass-roots insurgents fired by rese~tment agai[~st a governing 

class mm~y see as out of touch. 

Dencke 

Bioomberg News ls Said to Curb Articles That M~ght Anger 

Employees of Bloomberg News said that ik chose hoe ko publish inveskigative 

articles about Chi~a’s leadership because of worries that it would be evicted 

from khe country. 

, Sinosphere: Animated Take on B[oomberg:s China Co,¢erage 

Editors’ Picks 



WOR’O 

~ vmEo: Satire Show Raises Questhms ~n 

Bassem l’oussef, a popular satirist was taken offthe air after" 

makingjokes about Egypt’s military Ieade~’ship. The shutdown set off a debate, 

calling i;~to quesgon the army’s eommkment to democracy. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~’V~y Do Brits Accept ~t~rvei]]a~me’.a 

Complacency about state power r3ms deep in Btqtain. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JOHN TURCHIANO. a spokesman for the New York Hotel Trades CoanciL which 
represet~ts ba throom a~te~t&mts, on the inc,’easing scarcity of those workers. 

World 

Roadblocks Remain as Ofiieials Work Toward 

Ira~ian N~elear Pact 

~lorlg [}le most rontentious issues dm~ng the talks in Geneva 

have bee~ the fate of a reactor i~ Iram the coma~’y’s stoc~ile of 

uranium and how much rs~lief to give it Dora punishing sanctions. 

,~ Graphic Iran’s Nuclear Program and Steps ~o an Agreement 

Mot!am 

P]~ppi~tes St~q~ggles to Assess D~mage From 

Deadly 3~phoo~ 

The Uphoon "d~at tipped @t’ough the eounby FfidW M]led raot’e 

tha~ loo people i~ a sour}rain elb’ immdated by the storm, 

according to ofgdals. 

[~ Ir~ cebu 

~:i~lt Survey, Vati®~ Seeks L~ 

Family Issues 

I~ a quesfiommire being disb’ibuted to bishops i~ adva~ee of 

their" synod next fall, Pope Fronds is asMng CaLhdies for their" 

thoughts and opit~ions on eo*~[entb)us social issues. 

U,S. 



E×ecul-io~s Stall as States Seek Different Drugs 

The makers of drugs used in ]e[haI h~.iec[~c, ns have c.u[ off suppI~es or barred 

t}mh" use in carDdng out death penalties. 

Gay Marriage Battle Nears End fa~ Hawaii, the 

First Front Line 

The expected approval of same.-sex marriage in Hawaii has 

special resonance because the contemporary fight over the issue 

was born there two decades ago with a pioneering lega~ case. 

....... Hawaii’s 

Capitol, 

Detroit Bankruptcy Case Turns on Issue of Good Faith 

Nine days of emoiional and often heated testimony f,’~cused in part on whether 

talks ~d th d ~y employee unions and retirees were held ~n good faith. 

Business 

As Tensions Fall i~ Ira., So Do Costs of Gasolhm 

Ener©" experts say p~ces may fall further i[ tal~ between the 

United States and Irm~ bear fruit. 

e prices 

i2Ihambr 

CBS to Corretrt Erroneot~s Reporl on Benghazi 

The network acknowledged that it had suf[~d a blow to 

credi billb" in broadcasting a report with an inter~Aew cd somem~e 

w~o was never at the scene. 

~ ~ Video: CBS Apobg~zes for Benghazi Report 

Logan I 

:f °dI 

Job Growth Eases Fem°s About Effect of Closing 

Robust job creation in October - 2o4,ooo positions - prompted 

some usually cautious obse~’ers to wonder whekher the 

ecm~omy was finally finding its footing. 

Sports 

Pri ~.ed for His Aggression, ][ncog~tito Sl-~oug~ed to 

Stay in Bounds 

Wha Lever trouble Riehic Incognito encoun tered - and their we~v 

numerous scrapes wikh khe law, wikh coaches and with 

teammates - there was always a football ~eam that wan~ed h~m. 

[~ Richie I 



~ Mar~in’s Lawyer Says Toughness is Not tile Issue I Lawyer Named for Inquiry 

~ NF.L. Roundup: Denver’s Fox Out of Hospital After a Vaive Replacement 

KNICKS 101, BOBCATS 91 

a New Role, E~g l?’alls to His Old Team 

Carmelo Anthony scored 28 points to help make Patrick Ewing’s 

game as a temporary head coach a losing efl’o~ as the 

Knieks beat the Bobcats. 

Box Score 

NB.A Roundup: Sixers Spoil Bynum’s Return With Cavaliers 

WIZARDS 112, NETS 108 (OT) 

Nets~ Sloppy Again, Fa|| to tl~e Wizards 

Paul Pierre was sh::k and the Nets’ play was shoddy, but the 

visidng Wizazqs still needed overtime to pull out a victoW on 

Fr~day~ 

.~ Box Sco~e 

..... Ewing, 

I a::> I 

Nets’ 

~ aul 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Chilli~tg Out: Life i~ a Slow, Ct~te Lane 

"Meet the SIo~hs" is the first of three television shows fiais month 

giving exposure to animals that don’t get a t~mendous amount 

of a~enfiom 

p~ the 
focus ot 

The Syllab|e Everyo~e Reeog~tizes 

Researchet~ suggest in the journal PLOS One that "dee interrogative word "huh" 

could be a universal word. 

Mappir~g a Life, a~d FiniShing a Long Trip 

Whe~} A~femis Cooper set out to w~{te a bio~:aphy of the travel 

writer Pa kz{ck Leigh b’em~ or, she ] earn ed kl~at gwa t s k)~Tte]lers 

can be less than ~’eat when telling kheir own skew{as, 

L.eigh 

Obituaries 

Da~ L~ie, 9o~ Star a~d Promoter of 
Bodybuilding, Dims 
i.:~ E~~UCE F,O.EE£ 

Mr. I,m’ie’s ehiseled physique and f~aN of strength made him a 

cover model lbr 5tness magazines and a walking promoter for 

both the sport and the business of b~~dybui](~ngo 

Lurie in I 
1943, in I 

C~ff 

Decades before the term was used for a potentially catastrophic 

federal budget situation, Mr. Stern eonneeked the two words in 

an article he wrote for The New York Times about homeowners’ prope~%~ 

taxes. 

Bobby Tlhomasor~, Pro Bowl Q~aarterte~obaek, Dims 

at 85 

Mr. Thomason, a three-time Pro Bowler, set a reeord for the 

Eagles in ~953 by surpassing 40o passing yards. 

Travel 



My Cm’ibbean: 5 Vignettes 

From a "mind-blowing" expm~enee in the Dominican Republic to 

a "profound sense cd awe" o~ Barbados, writers share personal 

stories abou~ islands that matter k~ them. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

Festivals "~Vhere the Beat Makes You Move 

Want to mix music into a CaAbbean vacation? Here’s a guide to 

festivals next year fl?om Anguilla to St. I,ucia. 

FOOTSTEPS 

Beneath l~,~m~nique’s lgea~lD-, Gttided by a Poet 

On the loo’~ annive[sary ofAim~ C&aire’s bi¢~h, Lhe auflaor 

explores ~he poet and politician’s homeland and i~s history. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

we.dorrr~s 
at the 

Mount 

..... : F’el4e~ a 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Negotiating "~Vi[h a Diffe~’ent ][~’an 

h’an is in a much different position now to negotiate on its 

nuclear program than it was four years ago when Presiden t 

Obama fi~t broached the subject. 

ON THE STREET 

Bill Cunningham ] On the Rm~ 

A candy shop of color was seen at last weekend’s New York City 

Mars thon. 

~ vmEo: This Week’s Movies: Nov. 8, ao~8 

The New York Times film critics on "The Book ThieL" "The 

Wind Rises" and "Fhor: The Dark World." 

video, <30 ~o NYTimes.eomiVid~o ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Eqt~al Cove~’age fo~" the Mentally 

Important new rules, plns heallk care reform, will provide parity in men~l 

health treatment. 

EDITORIAL 

~,’Vhat G~oeeee Cannot 

The wm’~ing by Prime Minister Antonis Samaras against addifio~ml austerib~ 

measures goes unheeded. 

EDITORIAL 

A P~oosee~ato~ Is Punished 

.’\ [’O~l~tler prosecutor in Texas will spend lo days in jail for withholding evidence 

in a murder h’ia] - insultingly shot% but a milestone. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Have you heard the latest big issne {:}ei~g debated i~ O:mgress9 

Vou are so wrong if you’re thinking the su}~jeet is Obamaeare. 

, Co{umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

When a lg-m~ Advocate Dissevers 

A writer who dared to call for sensible reg~fla’don is shouted 

, co}lJmai~ Page { Blog 

OP-ED { MURITHI MUTIGA 

L:y MUR~T~4i 

z~ne~can and European ett?)As [o undermine Mugabe help r~dly 

Afldeans ~o his s~de, 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Annette Nazareth <annette.nazareth@davispolk.com~ 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 4:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Davis Polk Washington Watch 

ww 110083.pdf 

Dear all, 

The press is engaging in a fever pitch of speculation that final Volcker regulations will be voted on by mid-December, with many in Washington joining in, both on and off the 
record. We believe that the draft has finally left the inner working group and is now being shared with the voting principals and their staffs - or will be very soon. As a result, 
look for even more confusing leaks by those with only a partial understanding and for intensified attempts to spin the press by those with wide-ranging agendas. The Chamber 
of Commerce published a letter demanding a reproposal that is widely understood to be the opening salvo in a possible litigation. We know our readers at larger banks are 
keenly focused on these regulations and we, like everyone else, are gearing up for the inevitable summaries of what is rumored to be a 1,000 page release. We remind our 
readers at regional and community banks that even if you don’t engage in prop trading or sponsored funds, the rumored limits on hedging could impact your asset-liability 
management activities. 

As expected, this week the CFTC proposed new position limits for 28 agricultural, metals, and energy futures contracts and economically equivalent swaps. The nearly 500- 
page rule release shows the CFTC’s efforts to address deficiencies identified by the court in vacating the earlier rule set. Look for a Davis Polk memo on this topic shortly. 

Chairman Gensler attempted, via the time-honored Washington technique of regulation through speechmaking, to clarify the extraterritorial scope of the new SEF registration 
requirements. The speech was a response to uncertainty over the interpretation of the CFTC’s cross-border guidance as applied to activities of foreign firms within the United 
States. Most concerning was the statement that registration applies whenever personnel or agents are physically located in the U.S. and regardless of where the swap is 
booked, including where a swap dealer "arranges, negotiates, or executed the terms of a swap in a non-U.S, branch, but trades swaps on a multilateral swaps trading platform 
using personnel or agents of the swap dealer located in the U.S." 

The Fed issued a final policy statement on stress test scenario design, which describes the processes that it will use to develop supervisory scenarios for future capital 
planning and stress testing exercises. Davis Polk’s blackline of the Fed’s final policy statement against last year’s proposed version is available here. Davis Polk’s visuals of 
the 2014 supervisory scenarios, which reflect the Fed’s corrected projections of the five-year Treasury yield in the baseline and adverse scenarios, are available here. 

The FSOC held a closed meeting this week, but thanks to the by now traditional post-meeting leaks, the press informs us that the FSOC is studying Blackrock and Fidelity 
to determine whether they pose a systemic risk to the U.S. financial system. We remain unconvinced that the FSOC will designate asset managers anytime soon. The heads 

of the FDIC, along with the Bank of England, the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority, and the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority, penned a letter 
urging ISDA to adopt standard language for derivatives contracts that would limit early termination rights in the event of the resolution of a global systemically important 
financial institution. 

Look for Janet Yellen’s confirmation hearing on Thursday of next week to offer a large dose of regulatory as well as monetary policy. 

In this week’s ’~/ou might have missed it," we highly recommend a client alert by our honorable competitor John Dugan at Covington & Burling about the FDIC’s recent letter 

on D&O policy exclusions, which has been picked up by the Harvard Corporate Governance ~. 

Best regards, 

Annette L. Nazareth & Margaret E. Tahyar 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LIp 

901 15th Street NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 962 7075 tel 

202 962 7086 fax 

If you do not wish to receive Washington Watch emails, please click here to unsubscribe. 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 

Please refer to the firm’s privacy policy located at w’¢wv.davispolk.com for important information on this policy. 

































From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 5:43 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Do you know Emily Erdman Mauney, Brooks Burgess Stone mad Craig Memgm~? 

Here are some people you may know on Facebook, Connecg with fiiends, l:amiiy, dassmages and coworkers to 
see their updates~ pho~es and more, 

i2,dd Frier:d Add R:end 

Acki Frie[!d 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Paige, Tokoto show early 

promise in new ro~es at UNO 

Marcus Page and J.P. Tokoto 

were productive on the perimeter 

on Friday night - and they need to 

be, given the Tar Heels are without 

P.J. Hairston... 

UNC’s JP. 

Tokoto (13) 

makes a steal 

from 

UNC starts fast, cruises past 

hapbss Virg{~ia 4544 

The North Carolina Tar Heels 

score touchdowns on offense, 

defense and special teams in a 

dominant victory against the 

Virginia Cavaliers. 

UNC’s 

Dominique 

Green (26) 
sprints into 

First Look: UNC vs, Virginia 
1f,09.13 

182 images of Tar Heels vs 
Cavaliers 

First Look: 

Photojournali 

st Rober~ 

Willett’s 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. IV]cDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~x~n.:e 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~£~.,!.~.Lg.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 
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eFlash: NY Times gets up to date with ex-Rutgers Coach Mike Rice 

Newsletter 

Deax Lissa. 

Amids~t the lazy Sunday morning reading 0 somewhere a~ter the Irau ceutrifude update, and 

somewhere before the 50-year tributes to Aldous Huxley’s Brave New g:orld tome ~there 

was a lengt~hy up-to-date with ex-Rutgers Coach Mike Rice. It was the cover t~ature of 

today’s New York Times Magazine. 

Let me start with the cover and the title oftl~e 6,775 word feature about Coach Rice, and theu 

we [211 take it from there .... 



And here [] s the subtitle .... 

"Since Alike Rice []s promising career was derailed by the hNhlNht reel from hell, 

there[]s nothing he won[]t do to prove he can get his competitive fire under 

control [] 

While everyone might not exactly recognize the name Mike Rice, they will surely remember 

him as the coach who was videotaped dammngly in practices screaming im, ectives at his 

seemingly sullen and submissive players. Rice was roundly and soundly condemned, and 

shoNy atter that he was fired, and so was AD Tim Pemetti for suptx~sedly mishandling the 

situation. 

Two years ago your Clips Editor attended the press conference at Rutgers (25 mi. SSE of the 

MotherShip) am,ouncing the Mike Rice hire. I had not heaacd of him (he was not yet a big name 

coach, coming from Robert Morris in the Pittsburgh area). Back then in those i,mocent pre- 

realignment dws we thought evm3/thing would alwa~vs s~y the same~ and it see,ned that 

Rutgers was destined to get beat up ever>- year by Syracuse, UConn, Louisville, Georgetown 

et. al. 

And here was this earnes~t young coach telling the gathered many that he was going to change 

things. I struck up a conversation with a beaming woman sitting next to me, it turned out to be 

his mother-~>law. Or waa it his mother? I tbvget which. 

I remember it being an especially pleasant ea~cly spring day, and hope was definitely in the air. 

Fast forward a couple years, and [] let [J s see if I can fit thi s all into one paragraph ~; Rice [] s 
inherited players kept getting clobbered by the Big Eaat behemoths (they came in 14th out of 

16th in the season before Rice [] s arriva2t), there occuned an awful George Washington bridge 

suicide by a gay Rutgers s~dent who was outed by a [] fiiend [] and one of Rice [] s ex- 

assistant coaches started plotting his revenge. Amazingly, the ex-assis~nt coach was given 

access to videos of past practices, and he strong together a damning series of a red-faced, 

screaming, tyrannical Coach Rice spewing homophobic and demeaning curses at his forlorn 

players. 

The details after that were sketchy, but it wash [] t until a couple months later [] when ESPN said 

they would air the tapes [] that the Rutgers administration revved into gear. 

Somehow, inexplicably, the ver> savvy and aware Tim Pemetti, nobody~] s fool, got himself 

tangled up in the mess, and the dumb like a fox Rutgers President let Pemetti take the tZall along 

with Rice. 

All at once, Rutger~ the state of New Jersey, highly excitable coaches in general (that covers 

80% of coaches?), white people, black people, straight people, gay people and rando,n 

passersby were all tainted and braised by the unseemly set of affairs. Melissa McCarthy did a 

hilayious skit on Saturday Night Live as a psycho basketball coach. 

And it got worse, the coach hired to be interim was found not to have a degree (even though 

his resume said he did), and the Rutgers derision ensued. 

And now, not more than a year later, Rutgers is as good as gone off to the Big Ten 

Conference, and they []11 have the chance to start afresh. Go figure. 

But what about Mike Rice? He [] s only 44, and he certainly knows the game. His father was a 

coach for Duquesne, and he had several high-profile stops (Marquette, Niagara. Pitt, etc.) 

betbre he became head coach at Robert Morris. But where will he end up now? 

The New York Times ~nt out Jonathan Mahler to embed himself with Rice and his thmily. 

Six thousand, seven hundred words is a lot of words. It takes a gilled writer to command 

readers [] attention for that long. The Times [] Jonathan Ma2t,ler is a good writer (gotta be, he 

writes for the Times, doesn [] t he?). I recommend the entire read. Here [] s the ~. MaNer 

strings together a detailed recap of Coach Rice [] s redemption, and []to ,ne []it reads like an 

AA recoveW. Rice is remorseful, he says he wants to do the right thing in the future. 

However, jus~t like the Mianai Dolphins hazing fia~o unfolding (is hazing really unique to the 

Dolphins?), one wonders whether Rice was/is really that much different tha~a most other 

coaches. Or is it jus~t that he was unfortunate enough to get caught on tape? 



Rice used a metaphor that he learned in m~ger mmaagement counseling to de~ribe his excesses 

at Rutgers, ~ ~A good coach leads’ his team to water. A great coach leads’ them to water 

and makes’ them thirsty. I led them to water; put their heads’ in until I was satisfied with 

how much they dranla ~ J 

Mahler quotes a circumspect Rice in the axticle [] s last paragraph .... 

[]I wish 1 would have been more thoughtJhl in how 1 went about making them foraged as’ 

a team, making them tougher as’ a unit, [] Rice told me. By now, the restaurant had 

emptied, and our waitress was resetting the tables around us for the next day, making sure we 
knew that it was time to leave. Rice paused for a moment, before either saying what he knew 

he was supposed to say or t~ing on a new identily. [] Or maybe just accep6ng that 

some#mes you have to accept that you are who you are. Look, we [] re not very good, 

but we [] re go#tg to try ever), ckty, attd we [] re go#tg to do the right things’. [] 

Great leadersr~ be they coaches, university presidents, captains of 

finance/tecb!indus~try/medicine, politic~ etc. ~J know how to lead different people in ditl~rent 
situations. They don lit rule by inflicting terror (except maybe when the bullets are whizzing by, 

and officers with pitols are behind the troups to deter de~rters), ~d they don[it succeed by 

becoming p~J~s with their minions. It [] s something in between. 

Af[er gd, Rice wasn’t holding a pistol. 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

~’~,,,,’w.twitt e r .co n’J@Collegf eat h Clips 
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Clips Monday Update 11-11-13 

Dear Lissa, 

MondayMomingGreetings from Clips¯ Hope you axe well. 

Below is another robnst and diverse bounD’ of postings about the business of college sports, 
and four of them have been converted ficom Clips eFlashes that were sent ont to the awesome 

immensity of the entire Clips subscriber base. 

I wish I could tell yon that we have better ~]metrics [1 (aka: ~]anal3~ics ~]), but the Clips 

measnrements of who-reads-what are ~mewhat rudimentary. 

Here [] s what we do know: 

Clips e]~]ashes continue to be very popular. 

The primary manner ofmeasnring the emailed Clips eFlashes isvia []click-open[] rates, 

which are []literally [] the number of people who actually click open any given eFlash. 

Industry ranges for [] unsolicited emails [] (roughly what Clips eFlashes are) are from 1% 

to 5% click-opens¯ 

However, since the Clips service is subscriber-only, and since[Jtechnically[;all Clips 

snbscribers pay tbr Clips content (except we have over a thousa~d Clips 

~; subscribers [1 who do not actua]ly pay for Clips, they axe part of group subscriptions 

which are paid for by their visiona .i~ and munificent AD or com~nissioner), then one 

would expect that Clips click-open (CO) rates far exceed industry ranges¯ 

And they do. Clips eFlashes always yield CO rates above 40%, and, depending on the 

topic (or the pull of the subject line) they often exceed 60% or 70%¯ 

The most popular topics are facilities, coaches, salaries, marketing, Title IX, leadership, 

etc. 

We don[]t know for sure, bnt eFlashes seem to be more popular among subscribers 

who do most of their online reading via smart phones or tublets. Several dozen ADs 

(who fund a lair amount of Clips group subscriptions) report that they rarely visit the 

Clips website. That ~; s okay; to each their own. 

Awone who wants to know more about click-opens please contact the Clips editor. 

Here are the click-open rates for the four eFlashes sent out this week: 

68% .... Path to NBA could be suburban, not inner city As the title suggests, 

the background of basketball players are huge predictors of hoops prowess at the 
highest levels¯ But not necessarily in the ways we think. NY Times Sunday Review 

section, 11-3-13 
72% . .. USA Today releases latest FB coach compensation Superstar coaches 

are the same as you and me. They just make a lot more money than we do. USA 

Today, 11-8-13 

44% . . . Doyou know whatyour school smelL~ like? Smell-sensitive fans are 

responding positively to t?agr~nces that capture the smell of good ol I1 Slate U. Wall 

Street Journal, 11-9-13 
18% (this was sent out less tha~ three hours ago; it takes about 24 hours ibr click- 

opens to [] top out []) A lengthy up-to-date with former Rutgers Coach 3Iike Rice. 

¯.. The New York Ti~nes takes 6,775 words to get up to date with the ex-Rutgers 

men’s basketball coach. The New York Times Magazine, 11-10-13 

As for the Clips website itself; our metrics are lh~stratingly unreliable, and we roll soon invest 

in state of the art capabilities that let ns know which postings are most frequently visited. Right 

now there ii s a bit of guesswork about who visit~ when they visit a~d which V~s~ings they click 

open. We don ~]t want to be spies, we just want to know what our readers like best/least, and 

then we will give them more (or less). 

More tha~ you ever wanted to know about metrics tbr paid subscription services? 



Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Int~nte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
~a,,,~a,.twitt e r .co n’J@Colle~teAt h Clips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and pas+word to 
view the articles (below) on the website. If you are #or logged i~ .vo~ will 

get a blan~ white screen. 

Motivation without humiliation: Walkinq the iine in coilege 

About our webs#e: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured ate exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
vwvw.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick~, collepeathleticsclips.com or 90& 879.9978 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links belo~v: 

Change soar subscription 
L nsuhscri be 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conley, John M <jmconley@emaila~nc.edu; 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 10:57 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edn>; KJm Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edn> 

RE: Pace drat~t 

No time to look at, but rm sure it will be fine. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Sunday, November 10, 2013 8:59 PM 
To: Kim Krawiec 
C¢: CoNey, John Ivl 
S,,bjeet: RE: Pace draft 

Hi Kim & .Iohn --- I will take a look first thing in the morning and get it back to you by mid-day. If you don’t hear back by noon, then go ahead and submit and 1 will 

take a look later. 

Lissa 

From: Kim Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 09, 2013 [;:54 PM 

To: Conley, John M; Broome, kissa k 
Subject: Pace draft 

J&L you may remelnber that last year I went to a round table at Pace and was then asked after-the-thct when they might expect a write up ofmy remeaks. I 

ignored them, then ultimately felt bad for using their generosib~ and agreed to write something up. The draft is due Monday and I wrote up the attached, 14-page essay. 

If you have time to review m~d revise before Monday that would be great. If not, I assume we’ll have the normal 9 months in which the editors do nothing in which to 

make revisions. I haven’t double-checked the transcript citations and identification of race/gender of respondents (I l, mow that Lissa made a list somewhere, but I’ve 

mmaaged to misplace it). Anyway, we can work on that dnring the edits. Feel free to change anything mad eveo~thing 

Thanks! 

Kim 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec@law.duke.edu 
919-613-7197 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <j obs- lislings(~linkedin com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:58 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Lissa Lmnkin: George Washington Univelsity, Georgia State University and Quinnipiac Universib" me looldng for candidates like you. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

George Washington University 

Washington D.C, Metro Area 

F.’,~ll P~e~esser 

Georgia State University 

Greater Atlanta Area 

Asseci;~te De;~P. [er Education - Sci:eei of 

Medicine 

Quinnipiac Universily 
GreNer New York City Area 

Associate Dean, Concord Law 

Kaplan University 
Greater Los Angeles Area 

Relay Graduate School of Educatien 
Greater New York Cily Area 

Execrative Di..’ecter, Center tbr i--le~lthc~u~, Vai~e 

(MaP V) 
UCSF 
San Francisco Bay Area 

New York Universii-~ 
Greater New York Cily Area 

Associate Di..’ecter o~ Development 

Cente.~ 

University of West Georgia 

Grealer Atlanta Area 

[)can, Gette!;~e ef Ed~catier! 

University of New Mexico 

Albuquerque, New Mexico Area 

Asseci~le Dean ~e.." Acade~£.ic Affairs 

Lakeland College 

Sheboygan, Wisconsin Area 

View Jeb 0 

View Jeb rl 

View Job D 

View Jeb rl 

View ,Job 0 

View Jeb O 

View ,Job 0 

View Jeb O 

View ,Job 0 

View Job D 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Progressive Law Practice <newsletter@progressivelawpmctice.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 3:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Mm~ Sues Ex-Wit~ Over ’Ugly’ Daughter, Wins ] Jerky Potential Juror Sent to Jail 

Web version of this emaJl 

Brought to you by 

SIGN UP I SEND TO A FRIEND i UNSUBSCRIBE 

Man Sues Ex-Wife Over ’Ugly’ Daughter, Wins 

A court in China has ordered a man’s ex-wife to pay him $120,000 for marrying him without disclosing that she underwent 

extensive plastic surgery before they met 

Share: ~DDD 

Disgraced Ex-Journalist Fights for Law License 
The California Supreme Court last week heard arguments in the case of a Georgetown University Law School graduate who was 

not granted admission to the California Bar based on journalistic transgressions he perpetrated decades ago, long before he 

went to law school 

Share: ~~ 

Libidinous Lawyer Faces Disbarment 
An Ohio Supreme Court layovers’ disciplinary committee heard the case of a criminal defender who stands to have his law license 

suspended or taken away for having an affair with the wife of his client while that client was standing trial for murder in 1997 

Share: DDD~ 

Jerky Potential Juror Sent to Jail 
A trial court in Michigan last week sentenced a man to three days in jail for submitting a juror questionnaire form on which he wrote 

several hostile comments 

Share: ~~ 

How Are Lawyers Helping the Economic Recovery? 
As the nation drudges through nearly five years of slow economic recovery following the official end of the recession, the legal 

profession is expected to grow at a steady pace, allowing high-earners to continue to contribute to the economy over the next 

decade. 

Share: DDD~ 

NYC Stores Hassling Black Customers: Accusers 
The New York State Attorney General’s office is investigating two New York City department stores for possibly violating state and 

local civil rights laws. 

Share: DDD~ 

Most Emailed 

AE}A Offers Kits foe Cot~ferences on Gender-Pay Equality 
~ize Houser Names 3 Partners 
Top Lawyer Leaves Skadden for Quinn Emanuel 
Practicing Law with Your Morn 
Divorce La~jer Dumps Profession, Finds Love 
Diversity in Law: insights from DuPont GC Tom Sager 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, November 1 l, 2013 3:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Vas~ Challenges for Philippines After Typhoon 

Top News 

Vast Challenges for Philippines After Typhoon 

Typhoon Haiyan delivered a crippling blow 1o the ~’ount~:v’s 

midsection and appeared to have brought a heavy loss of lit~ to 

cries, towns and villages. 

~ T~e Lode Aedal Views of the Devastation ~ ~ Video: The Aftermath 

The state and federal health insuranee exchanges are 

emphasizing benefits to sell the Affordable Care Aek’s prodnets, 

bIR playing down the fees ~hat zMnei~eans must pay if they 

buy. 

[~ At the 

..... : New 

York 

Health Website Tests a 3~coon and Tinkerer 

W~th no hands.-on techn~Ao~" ewe~ienee and a ti~t deadline, 

the entreprenem" Jeffrey D. Zients is leadfi~g the effort to fix 

Hea]fl3Care.gov. 

Obama 

Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ vmEo: Anya Hindmarch: BuHd~ng a Bag 

Brined 

Suzy Menkes sits do~ wifl~ fl~e accessories desig~er to discuss 

the evolution of her brand and her design inspiration. 



OPINION I OPINIONATOR I HOME FIRES 

Lives Dueir~g "War~il~m, "VoL 4 

A collection of reader photographs and remembrances of Uni[ed 

States mii~talT veterans m~d their semqce. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

VOLTAIRE G~ZMIN, defm~se minister of t]~e P]~ilippines, on conditions afLer a typ]~oon 
swept m, er the islands. 

World 

I~oan Balked at iLm~guage of D~oaft Nuclear DeM, 

b*~:ester~ Diplomats Say 

Toward the end of a marathon negotiating session, some 

diplomats believed tha* only a handfl~l of words appeared to 

separate the Lwo sides. 

Europ~3 
n Union 

Remowil~g Fuel Rods Poses N ew Risks at Cl0ippled 

Nuclear Plant h~ dapm~ 

A plan to move rm~oaetive fuel ~o safer storage at the 

Fukushima Da~idai power p]m~t ~s a cr~geal step in a long 

decommissioning process dmt has alrea@ had serious setba&s. 

inside 

A Bra,ilian Boom TO}~rgl~ Of ’Eter~al Beauty~ Faces       ~mo~io 

Salvador has e~)erieneed a surge ]11 ~do~e~t cr4me, chaodc 

traffic, and the metamorphosis of once-elegank seaside dis’uqets inko cdme- 
~qdden areas. 

, [] Slide Show: The Streets of Salvador 

U,S. 

Te~books Reassess :Kem~edy, Put*J~tg Camelot 
Unde~¯ Siege 

the 5o years since his assassination, the image of dohn F. 

Kem~edy has ahi~ed h’om tragic hero to flawed leader. 

~ Graphic The Greatest Pres~ent 



Graphic: Evolving Portraits of J.F K. 

Soufli F|or~da Faces Omirm~as Prospects From 

Rish~g }Vaters 

Long haltered by hun~canes and prone to gooding from intense 

thunderstorms, Flo~idu is the most v~0nerable s~te in the 

tom,try to the rise in sea levels. 

In Detroit, Protests of Shooting of~Voman Who 

Sought Help 

Civil rights groups p~)tested this weekend after a young black 

woman was shot on the pore}l of a sn burba~ home ear]icy this 

monde, as she appa~s~nfly sought help after she had ear h’ouble. 

clouds 

Business 

Same Time, Same Channel 3% "~ oos Kids Who Can’t Wait 

In their eitbrts to atLruct children, television networks are starthlg to show 

programs o~li~e before they appear on old-fashioned %7. 

’6o Mh~utes’ ~A3rs Apology on Benghazi 

The CBS newsmaga;;i~e issued a rgm: retrac[ion and apoloKy for 

its repod on an attack on Americans in Libya, saying it >’as 

misled by a source. 

Service Sector G aining Stealn h~ Chknese 

Econ omy 

As ChJ~m’s policy makers gather J~ Seijing this week to discuss 

how to overhaul the economy, signs abound that the sen’ice 

seet,-.,r is plwing an increasingly important roleo 

Ni;lg 

spo~tsw 

Sports 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
Mismi 

For the Want of Real Leaders, NoFoLo Culture ..... Dolphin 
s guard ~T] |~ S~ay to~t 
Richie 

Teams like the Miami Dolphins tend to stay h"ue to a code of 

brotherhood, even if iL £~inLs their repuh~tion or possibly hurls others. 

, incogrfib Tries to .Add Conte~t to His Statements 



GIANTS 24, RAIDERS 20 Andre 

De~k~nse I.oit~s Giants Over Raiders arid to a Third I +++ 

The Giants overcame du’ee Lurnovezs, an Eli Manning 

in tereepfion returned for a touchdown and a eosdy speeiN teams miscue on the 

game’s cg~ening sequence. 

~ Box Stole 1~ Slide Show: Giants Stretch Streak 

SPURS 120, KNICKS 89 

:For Kl,iek% a Slow Start and a Bad Ending 
::.y BCG~ T i:aCi:iOi~\ 

J. R. Smith rein’ned to the lineup, hut the Knicks failed in eveW 

aspect in a humiliating loss to San .~tonio akthe Garden on 

Sunday. 

Anthony 

Box Scere 

sports ne’,,,s, go to NYTimes,eom]Sporte >~ 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW ] ’TWELFTH NIGHT’ AND ’RICHARD II1’ 

Boys Will Be Bo2°s (trod Somethnes Gh’ls) 

All tl~e characters are not what they seem in Tim Carroll’s staging 

of "I~xelfth Night" and "Richard III," running in repertc, t\v on 

Broadway at the Belasco Theater. 

~ [] Slide Show 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

The Ren~nm~ts of a Cult~re°s l-t[eart trod Soul 

Jewish d<~enments rescued fi:om a flooded intelligence buih:ling 

in Iraq a decade ago are now on view in "Discovery and 

Reeove~T," an exhibition at the National Archives in Washington. 

....... copy of 

~Vm° Theater~ Repurposed 

Mili~tT veterans ~ill~ a~ at~islie bent are tnrning to groups and 

programs that help them navigate the world d performing arB. 

Obituaries 

Leonard Herzenberg, lhmnmmlogist Who 

Rew.+lutimfi~,ed Research, Dies at 8~ 

Dr. He~enberg, who developed a deviee to he~er examine ce~s, 

helped facilitate stem cell n’search a~d advance the treatment of 

cancer and other illnesses. 

Mm~lS’ed RmmneL Non of Ge~oman :Field Marshal 

Dies at 84 

Mr. Romme], a daree-tem~ mayor of Stnttgart, was a liberal voice 

in postwar West Germany, supporting immigrant fights and 

s~’engthen~ng the cJb;s Jewish pol.~u]ation. 

:~ Mantled 
Rommei 

Media & Advertising 

MEDIA DECODER 
:~ Daniel 

Gun Violence h~ American Movies Is Rish~g, 

Violen~ e~counters ~dd~ gu~s oecur’~ on averagc, more than twice 

an h~-~ur in the best selle~ in PG-~3 and t~-rated movies, according to a study se~ 

for publication in Pediatries, 



MEDIA DECODER 

Vox Ned~a ~uyh~g Cucbedoeom Network o~ S~tes 

Vox Media recently raised $34 million in new ~nvestment capi~L he]ph~g give 

the money Lo buy the Curbed, Eater and Racked sRes. 

’Ci~~ on Fire,’ a Debut Novel, Fete]~es Nearly 82 

Oarth Risk Hallberg’s novel [{)ok L]~e publishing i~dus[ry by 

storm last week and provides e~ddence of a resurgence of long 

fiction. 

Risk 

Today’s Video 

Dia~a Garretr and Aaron Thouvenin teach a surt~inspired fit~ess 

class together. 

Typhoon 

One of the most powerful typhoons ever recorded has lNd waste 

to cities, towns and fishing villages and has left an untold number 

of deaths aeross the central Philippines. 

Repo~ot 

Accounts difl2"r from a man J~te~viewed by "60 Mim~tes" who 

s~fid he was at the U.So mission the nigh~ of the attack ~hak M~led 

Ambassador & Christopher Stereo,s. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

High a~d Low P~°e~fi~ms in Hea~t][~ Care 

Mfl~iolls will be e]igi])le for no-premimn po~k4es, and others w~l pay more for 

new and better coverage. 

EDITORIAL 

A "i’hne to Pause 

The city’s ambitious vision for Midtown East cannot be rushed. 

EDITORIAL 

l.~,w- Stress Vofin g 

New York and other states with outdated e~ection schedules should t~rovide a 

two-week vodng period instead of cramming it all into o~e day. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED [ VANESSA BARBARA 

Lemn~ng to Speak iBrazingl~sh 

Pre-World Cup pessimism rdgns, yet we arc" doing all we ea~ to 

get ready. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sal w~g~ng 0 b~ma 

A to-do list fbr a pres~den(.y in d~stress. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Th e P] ot Against F~anee, 

It’s another case of ideology posing ;as economic analysis. 

...... ~rugma 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US;: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

[] ~i ~ ,~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® l iPad(&~ Android I 

Visit The New York 
T#nes Sto~e >> 

Have questions? Visit ou[ mobile website at 
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This is an automated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maii. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Eqt~alib’ NC <enc@equali~nc.o~> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Honor Our Veterans By Ending Workplace Discriminalion 

Equality NC 

O~ November lith, we observe Veterans Day--- a day of partleular resonance in North Carollna as 
a military state t[~at is home to one of t[~e largest populatlons of ~eterans in the co~ntryo 

North Carolina is also one of 29 states where gay or transgender workers can be fired for reasons "dnat have 
nothir~g to do with job performance. That means that ever~ in the wake of the repeal of "Don’t.,~k, Don’t Tell," the 
sad irony is that once our brave men and women are discharged -- many from one of six military installations in 
the Tar Heel State -- they are yet again subject to dJscriminath:m in the workplaee. 

To truly horior the millioris who have served and are se*~’ing in the U nited Skates milita~)% including the countless 

service members a~d veterans in the LGBT communib,, this Veterans Day we must vow to protect them from 

senseless ~scrimirmdon in the workplace -.- no matter their military s~tus. 

Right now, Equ{dib, NC is on the g~x-.,und in cities and counties all across the s~te, wortdng with communib’ 
activists a~d ]oeal leaders to protect LGBT workers where they live. Ore" local work will culminate in legislatio~ 
designed to protect ~alP of the state’s LGBT worket~ and see a star~dard for other states ir~ the South--- f~dl of 
LGBT veterans and lifelong civilians alike -- to protect our people. 

For Eqtmli 

Chris Sgro 

Executive Director 

Eq~mli~ NC 

::N:: Tell a Friend ] ~iI Donate 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Tar Heels lose fie~d hockey title to Terps 

The North Carolina field hockey team fell short of a 

third consecutive ACC title as top-ranked Maryland 

earned a 2-0 win Sunday in the championship game 

at Boston College. 

Pai.~e, Tokoto show early 

promise in new ro~es at UNC 

Marcus Paige and J.P. Tokoto 

were productive on the perimeter 

on Friday night - and they need to 

be, given the Tar Heels are without 

P.J. Hairston... 

UNC’s J.P 

Tokoto (13) 

makes a steal 

from 

UNC doesn’t miss Hairston, 

N~cDonNd in dominant 

season-~>peni~q win over 

Oakland 

With P.J. Hairston and Leslie 

McDonald watching from the 

bench, the Tar Heels shoot 74 

percent in the first half and cruise 

past Oakland 84-61 in ... 

UNC’s James 

...... Michael 

McAdoo (43) 

drives to the 

basket over 

Oakland’s 

Corey Petros 

(427 in the 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)un.’..~; ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. £~Rt?!#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <cmoore@ml.com~ 

Monday, November 11, 2013 7:15 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Nov 14th Speakers’ Program Reminder - Succession Pla~ming 

......................................................................................................................................................... The Board s Role in Succession Planmn ¯ : .......................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................... Oklahoma C~t OHlCe of KI MG ............................................................................................................................................................ 

......................................................................................................................................................... aD~rectorontheboardsofInmeTam~m ,a n~atecom an m~dWa ne ........................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................... tom an m~ortHuronMlchl an. Helsthel~oundm ~artnero~Merlturn ........................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................... th :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Bidding lbr Schneider Electric campus in Knighk.ta]e m start at $7M 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 1% 20’13 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Auction of Schneider Electric campu~ in ~n~ghtdale delaye~, 
$7 ~RlioR s~rtinq bid set 
The auction of the Esstpoint office and manufacturing complex in Kni~htdsle that 

~ R~iN~ was scheduled for eadier this week has been extended another month, and a 

sta~in~ bid has been set at $7 million 

The coolest (and creepiest) new technologies coming to 
stores this holiday seaso~ 
The 2013 holiday shopping season brings new challenges to brick-and moRsr 

retaiiers 

Discuss 

Yahoo employees complain about Mayer’s ranking system, 
report says 

......................................................... Read ~ornin# Editio~ >> 

Contact Us 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect <NCAAconnect@ncaa.org> 

Monday, November 1 l, 2013 7:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

  ..nnect 
YOUR iNFORIMATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

Judge denies plaintiffs’ certification of damages class 
"We have long maintained that the plaintiffs in this matter are wrong on the facts and wrong on the law. This ruling is one step closer to validating that position. We are 
pleased that the Court correctly found that conducting a class-wide trial for claimed damages for student-athletes who played college football and men’s basketball going back 
nearly a decade would be completely unmanageable and unprecedented. The plaintiffs in this case were seeking substantial damages based on erroneous theories for 
maintaining a class. The Court correctly removed these claims from this case." - Donald Remy, NCAA chief legal officer 
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IP Law as a New Front to Battle Tax Avoidance 

Andrew Blair-Stanek* 

Abstract: Multinational corporations use intellectual property (IP) as a vehicle to 
minimize their taxes on a massive scale. These tax-avoidance strategies rely on 
multinationals assigning, at some point in time, an artificially low value to their 
IP. Tax scholars and policymakers have proposed attacking these widespread 
abuses by changing tax law. This paper proposes an entirely new weapon and 
entirely new combatants in the battle against these abuses: extending existing IP 
law so that self-interested defendants in IP suits deter multinationals from 
undervaluing their IP for tax purposes. This pragmatic approach avoids grand 
restructuring of tax policy, harmonizes two discrete areas of law, and requires no 
congressional action. 

As a hypothetical example, suppose that Apple Inc. sells the patent rights on a 
brand-new invention for an artificially low price to a subsidiary in a tax haven like 
Ireland. This transaction allows Apple to largely avoid paying any tax to any 
country on the profits from the invention. Suppose Apple then brings a suit 
alleging infringement of the patent. This Article argues that the defendant in that 
suit should be able to admit the artificially low sales price as evidence that 
hamstrings Apple’s lawsuit in five ways. 

First, the low price should be evidence that the patent is invalid. Patent law 
has long looked to non-technical "secondary considerations" to assess whether the 
invention was obvious to engineers or scientists in the field. The low sales price 
indicates that Apple itself thought the invention was not a significant advance. 
Second, even if the patent is valid, the low price should be evidence that the 
patent has narrower scope, making it harder to show infringement. Third, even if 
the court does find the patent valid and infringed, the low price should weigh 
towards lower damages. After all, a patent’s price should reflect its profit or 
licensing potential, and damages reflect lost profits or lost licensing royalties. 
Fourth, the low price should make it harder for Apple to get preliminary or 
permanent injunctions against the defendant’s infringement, since the less 
valuable the patent, the less likely that infringement would cause irreparable 
harm. Fifth and finally, the court could find "patent misuse" and could decline to 
provide Apple any remedy until it made the U.S. Treasury whole. Patent misuse 
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IP LAWAS A NEWFRONT TO BATTLE TAXAVOIDAN(~ 

is a longstanding doctrine that allows courts to withhold remedies from patentees 
who use their patents to violate public policy. 

Copyright law and trademark law allow for very similar attacks based on 
artificially low transfer prices. This Article reviews the various justifications for 
IP law, and finds that using low transfer prices as evidence in 1P litigation is 
consistent with all of them. Indeed, these changes can encourage the flourishing 
of creative professionals by leveling the playing field between IP-heavy 
multinationals (which can use these tax tricks, but can stifle creativity) and 
smaller IP-based businesses (which cannot use these tax tricks, but which give 
creative professionals the greatest opportunities to flourish). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Intellectual property has become the leading tax-avoidance vehicle. Front- 

page articles in the New York 7~mes and Wall Street Journal have detailed how 
multinational corporations use creative 1P transactions to avoid taxes on a massive 
scale.1 The Obama Administration,2 congressional Republicans,3 and scholars4 
have proposed changes to tax law to combat this abuse. One leading tax scholar 
has concluded that the problem is "intractable" without a radical, disruptive 
reordering of international tax law.5 

Thi s Article argues for an entirely new approach: instead of modifying tax 
law, existing 1P law can and should be incrementally extended in ways that create 

disincentives (or "frictions’’6) for multinationals that use IP to avoid taxes. This 
Article’s proposals require neither congressional nor IRS action. Rather, this 
Article’ s incremental, pragmatic approach relies on the self-interest of defendants 
in IP litigation and upon the wisdom of courts in accepting these defendants’ 
arguments as well-supported by 1P case law and policy. 

Two characteristics of IP make it ideal for avoiding tax.7 First, unlike 

~vorkers or physical assets like factories or stores, IP can easily be moved to tax 
havens via mere paperwork.8 Second, the uniqueness of every piece of IP makes 

a precise fair market value nearly impossible to establish, allowing multinationals 

1 Charles Duhigg & David Kocieniewski, How Apple Sidesteps Billions in Taxes, N.Y. TIMES, 

Apr. 28~ 2012, at A1; Janet Hook & Da~my Yadron, Apple CEO Tim Cook, Lawmakers Square Off 

Over Taxes, WALL ST. J., May 22, 2013, at A1. 
2 ~.g., DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, GENERAL EXPLANATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATION’S 

FISCAL YE.~a~ 2014 REVENUE PROPOSALS 49-51, 49 (April 2013) ("There is evidence indicating 

that income shifting through transfers of intangibles to low-taxed affiliates has resulted in a 

sigulficant erosion of the U.S. tax base."), available at http:iiwww.treasuD~.goviresource- 

centeritax-policyff) ocumentsiGeneral-Explanations-FY2014.pdf. 
~ E.g., Conmaittee on Ways and Means, Technical Explanation of the Ways and~,~Jeans Discussion 

Draft Provisions To Establish A Partic&ation Exemption System For the Taxation of Foreign 

In corn e        32 -36        (Oct.         26,        2011 ),         availab le        at 

http:iiwaysandmeans.house.goviuploadedfilesifinal te -- 

ways. and means participation exemption discussion dr~t.pdf. 
~ E.g., Michael J. Gmetz & Rachael Doud, Technological Innovation, International Competition, 

and the Challenges of International Income Taxation, 113 COIMM. L. REV. 347 (2013); Omri Y. 

Marian, Jurisdiction to Tax Corporations, 54 B.C.L. REV. __ (forthcoming 2013). 

~ Edward D. Kleinbard, Stateless Income’s Challenge to Tax Policy, Part 2, 136 TAX NOTES 1431, 

1443 (Sept. 17, 2012); see also Lee A. Sheppard, News Analysis: Reftections on the Death of 

Tran~yfbr Pricing, 120 Tax Notes 1112 (Sept. 22, 2008) (quoting Kleinbard as stating that the 

current enforcement of intellectual property transfer pricing "is dead"). See generally Martin A. 

Sullivan, Economic Analysis Intangible Pro.fits: Oh, the Places You’ll Go/, 139 T~x NOTES 

1218 (June 10, 2013) (noting the inability of tax scholars to solve how to source IP profits to 

prevent tax avoidance). 
6 See David M. Schizer, t~ictions as a Constraint on Tax Planning, 101 COLUM. L. REV. 1312 

(2001). 
: Graetz & Doud, supra note 4, at 402. 

~ Id.; Yariv Bratmer, Value in the Eye of the Beholder: The Ualuation of Intangibles for Transfer 

Pricing Purposes, 28 VA. TAX REV. 79, 88 (2008). 
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to justify low valuations that result in the least tax. Virtually all IP-based tax- 
avoidance schemes involve assigning an artificially low price to a piece of IP at 
some point in time.9 

For example, suppose that California-based engineers for Apple Inc. 
develop a promising invention. Apple immediately sells the patent rights on that 
invention for an artificially low price to its Irish subsidiary. Apple’s U.S. tax on 
this sale is proportional to the price - i.e. artificially low. But the patented 
invention later becomes part of the newest Apple gadget and shows immense 
value. The substantial profits from that patent flow to Apple’s Irish subsidiary, 
where they escape taxation entirely, even though the invention was developed in 

California. 
This Article argues that the artificially low valuation on the patent is this 

tax-avoidance strategy’s Achilles heel. Suppose Apple then asserts that someone 
else - whether it be a large competitor, a start-up, or a non-competitor in a 
different industry who simply refused to license Apple’s patent - is infringing on 
the patent nov,, owned by Apple’s Irish subsidiary. This Article argues that the 
defendant should be able to use the artificially low valuation to defend against 
Apple’s suit using five existing 1P doctrines. 

First, the defendant should argue that the artificially low price is evidence 
that the patent was obvious at the time of invention, and hence is invalid. 10 Patent 

law has long recognized that non-technical "secondary considerations" such as 
commercial success, licensing success, and laudatory statements are weighty 
evidence for or against the validity of a patent. The artificially low price fits 
nicely into this rubric, because it demonstrates with a hard figure that, 
immediately after the invention, Apple did not see the patent as being a 
substantial innovation. 

Second, the defendant should argue that, even if the patent is valid, it has a 
narrow scope. Courts give innovative patents a broad scope that allows finding 

infringement, despite not infringing the invention literally described in the patent, 
whenever the infringer uses a close equivalent to the claimed invention. By 
contrast, less-innovative patents are given a narrower scope that includes only the 
literally claimed invention. The low transfer price is evidence that Apple did not 
perceive the patent as particularly innovative, and thus should receive a narrower 
scope. 

Third, even if the court finds the patent is valid and infringed, the 
defendant should be able to point to the artificially low price as evidence that 
damages should be low-.12 The price of any asset should reflect the present value 

of the future profits it is expected to generate. The artificially low- price is 
evidence that Apple thought that the patent’s expected profits were fairly low. 

9 Graetz & Doud, supra, at 395. 
10 See infra Section II.A. 1. 
11 See i@a Section II.B.4. 
12 See i@a Section II.C. 1. 
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Since damages are generally measured by lost profits, the low- price weighs 
towards damages being correspondingly lo~v. 

Fourth, patent plaintiffs such as Apple typically request a preliminary 
injunction against infringement and, if they prevail on the merits, then request a 
permanent injunction. But a low price for the patent suggests that infringement is 
unlikely to cause Apple "irreparable harm,’’13 which is required for an injunction. 

The low price also suggests Apple does not come out ahead on the "balance of 
hardships,’’14 another requirement for an injunction. Additionally, for the reasons 

discussed earlier, the low transfer price is evidence of invalidity and narrower 
scope, both of which suggest Apple has a lower "likelihood of success on the 
ultimate merits,’’15 a requirement for a preliminary injunction. Indeed, 

preliminary injunctions are quick-and-dirty proceedings, and the defendant could 

use a low transfer price as a concise reason for a court not to issue a preliminary 
injunction. 

Fifth and finally, even if the court finds Apple’s patent valid and infringed, 
the defendant should be able to argue that Apple’s tax avoidance was "patent 
misuse?’16 When a court finds that a patentholder has engaged in misuse that 

contravenes public policy, it will refuse to award damages or injunctive relief 
until the misuse has been fully "purged." In this circumstance, a court should 
refuse relief to Apple until it has repaid the U.S. Treasury the taxes it has 
improperly avoided. 

These five arguments - invalidity, narrow scope, low damages, no 
injunctions, and misuse - provide any defendant with strong tools to defend 
against Apple’s suit for infringing the patent used in Apple’s tax-avoidance 
strategy. Although these arguments rely on patent la~v, both trademark law- and 
copyright law have analogous doctrines that allow for very similar arguments. 
Multinationals engage in tax-avoidance by using artificially low valuations on 
copyrights and trademarks as well. This Article’s approach provides a robust 
deterrent to tax avoidance using all three major categories of 1P: patents, 
copyrights, and trademarks. 

Apple could not easily respond to these five potential arguments by stating 
that the low transfer price ~vas simply "for tax purposes" and should be ignored 
for IP law purposes.J7 Apple would have had a contemporaneous expert report 

justifying the low price and would have attested - under penalties of perjury - that 
it believed the price was correct. 

This Article’s proposals to use multinationals’ low transfer prices against 
them in litigation have strong doctrinal foundations in IP la~v, but are wholly 
consistent with the theoretical justifications for IP la~v. For example, to the 
(hotly-debated) extent that IP can be justified on economic grounds, hindering the 

13 
See infra Section II.D.2. 

14 
See infra Section II. D.3. 

15 
~(~e infra Section II. D. 1. 

16 
See inJ?a Section II.E. 

1~ 
See mfra Part II, notes 79-81, and accompa~dng text. 
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enforcement by IP owners does little to reduce overall rewards, since using IP to 
avoid taxes already provides additional, unjustified reward to the IP owner. And 
reductions to the certainty of enforcement reduce the deadweight loss resulting 
from the monopolies granted to IP owners. Many scholars justify IP on Lockean 
grounds of just deserts for labor, or on Kantian grounds of maximizing 
individuals’ creativity and autonomy. But these philosophical grounds are not 
offended by applying this Article’s proposals to multinational corporations. 

Many IP scholars justify IP as encouraging the flourishing of creative 
professionals (e.g. inventors, writers), who can work individually or for 
businesses, secure in their property rights in their creations. But multinationals 
can use 1P for tax avoidance, while individuals, starmps, and other small 
businesses generally cannot because they have neither sufficient foreign 
operations, nor expensive tax advisors. The perverse result is a tendency for 
creative professionals to end up working for multinationals where they have less 
autonomy and opportunity to profit from their creations. This Article’s proposal 
counters this perverse distortion. 

This Article’s proposed extension of existing IP law would not 
substantially undermine 1P rights. Rather, this Article simply provides additional 
ammunition for defendants accused of infringement. For example, a patent that 
was 90% likely to be upheld as valid might, instead, be only 85% likely to be 
upheld when factfinders consider the low transfer price for the patent. As another 
example, IP damages would not plunge to the prices reflecting the low transfer 
price, but would fall only part-way, as the low transfer price provides additional 
data relevant to calculating damages. 

What about the vast majority of IP that is never litigated in court? IP 
generates substantial revenue for its owners from licensing royalties paid by 
licensees who want to avoid being sued for the infringement. Royalty rates are 
negotiated between the IP owner and licensees largely based on factors such as 
the IP’s likelihood of validity, its scope, the damages it could generate, and the 
likelihood of an injunction shutting down the licensee’s business. If courts adopt 
some or all of this Article’s arguments, then multinationals would find themselves 
with less leverage in negotiating royalties. Thus, multinationals who use IP for 
tax avoidance will find that IP "tainted," and able to command lower royalties 
from licensees. If courts adopt some or all of this Article’s proposals, not only IP 
litigation outcomes, but also IP licensing rates, would be impacted. 

In short, this Article proposes incremental changes to IP law that not only 
are consistent with IP case law and policy, but also comprehensively deter IP- 
based tax avoidance. 

I. THE PROBLEM: IP AS TAX-AVOIDANCE VEHICLE 

This Part explains how IP is used as a tax avoidance vehicle allowing 
multinational corporations to avoid taxes on an epic scale, relying in large part on 
deeply established norms of international tax embodied in thousands of bilateral 
tax treaties. The Part then explores the magnitude of the problem and its 
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deleterious effects. It concludes by surveying the various tax-law solutions 
proposed by policymakers and scholars, all of which are potentially deeply 
disruptive. 

A. Simplest Case: Low-Price Sale of the IP 

This Article’s introduction already sketched out the simplest use of IP as a 
tax-avoidance vehicle, with Apple Inc.’s California-based engineers creating an 
invention that was sold to Apple’s Irish subsidiary for an artificially low price. 
Here are the details. When Apple’s California-based engineers come up with the 
promising invention, Apple, which is a U.S. company, owns the fights to all 
patents - e.g. the U.S. patent, the European Union patent, the Japanese patent, etc. 
- that can be obtained on the invention. J 8 

Apple then quickly sells all the rights to these patents to its Irish 
subsidiary. Apple and its subsidiary are separate corporate entities, and 1P is 
transferable. For non-tax and tax purposes alike, this sale is respected as actually 
happening. 

U.S. tax law requires that Apple receive an "arm’s-length" price from its 
Irish subsidiary in the sale.19 The "arm’s-length price" is defined as the price that 

would have been charged if Apple had instead been selling to an unrelated buyer 
under the same circumstances,z° The "arm’s-length" principle for cross-border 

sales is deeply enmeshed in not only U.S. tax law, but also the numerous bilateral 
tax treaties that the U.S. has signed with trading partners such as Ireland.zl Apple 
must pay U.S. corporate tax of 3 5% of this "arm’ s-length" sale price.22 

Herein lies the mischief. Apple doesn’t sell its promising IP to unrelated 
buyers, so there is no obsess’able "arm’s-length" price. Valuing IP - particularly 
brand-new IP - is difficult and subjective. Unlike a car or a ton of aluminum, 
each piece of IP is truly unique and its economic potential is fiendishly difficult to 
predict. Treasury regulations provide detailed econometric methods to estimate 
the value of IP,23 but these are extremely imprecise, often leading to a wide 

possible range of acceptable prices. 
Apple hires appraisers (oftentimes economists) to ascertain an "arm’s- 

length" price for the sale to Ireland, and to support that price with extensive 
contemporaneous documentation.24 But Apple chooses and pays these appraisers, 

18 This is the result of the standard terms in engineers’ employment contracts. The patents rights 

at this stage are only the right to own the patents that will ultimately be issued by the U.S. Patent 
and Trademark Office (PTO) and other countries’ patent offices. The process of getting the patent 
rights requires several years of patent "prosecution" by patent attorneys and patent agents. 
19 26 U.S.C. § 482. 
~0 26 C.F.R. § 1.482-1(b)(1). 
~1 U.S.-Ireland, Income Tax Treat-y, Art. 9(1)(b) & (2) (ratified 1997). 

:z 26 U.S.C. §§ 11 & 1001(a). The patent rights will almost certainly have zero basis, because all 
R&D expenditures to produce the invention are immediately deductible under 26 U.S.C. § 174. 
~3 26 C.F.R. § 1.482-4. 

~4 This contemporaneous documentation is effectively mandated to avoid penalties. 26 C.F.R. 
§ 1.6662-6(d)(2)(iii); see 26 U.S.C. § 6662(e) (generally imposing pe~mlD~); see also Bittker & 
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who are thus naturally inclined to err towards the low end of the possible 
valuations permitted by the highly inexact methodologies for determining an 
"arm’ s-length" price. As a leading tax practitioner recently observed, "appraisers 
tend to agree with their paymasters on [valuation] questions.’’2s 

Some period of time after the sale to Apple’s Irish subsidiary, the patent 
turns out to be valuable and is incorporated into a new Apple device. The Irish 

subsidia2rY66 oversees a Chinese contract manufacturer’s building of the new 
devices, which incorporate the IP. The Irish subsidiary- then sells the devices for 
a full markup that includes the value of the IP to Apple distribution subsidiaries 
worldwide, who then sell them to consumers. The profits from the IP remain in 
Ireland, not subj ect to U.S. tax.27 

A senior government official nicely summarized multinationals’ strategy: 
"Good ideas are identified early and transferred early .... We’re being gamed 
because of the low value at the time of the transfer.’’28 

When Apple sold the IP to its Irish Subsidiary, a true "arm’s-length" price 
would have been substantially higher, reflecting its potential for great profitability 
as part of the newest Apple device - and resulting in substantially higher U.S. tax 
on the IP’s sale to the Irish subsidiary. The artificially low transfer price is what 
allowed the avoidance of U.S. tax; if Apple had been incentivized to come up 
with an accurate transfer price for the sale of the IP to its Irish subsidiary-, there 
would have been no avoidance of U.S. tax. This Article proposes to create 
incentives in IP lcm, for Apple and other multinationals to come up with accurate 
transfer prices. 

B. Variations in Structure: License, Cost-Sharing, and Services 
Contracts 

The low-cost sale described above is just one of the methods used by 
multinationals to transfer IP offshore for artificially low prices before the IP’s 

Lokken ¶ 79.15 (discussing the contemporaneous documentation requirement to avoid the 
penalty). 
2s Shcppard, supra note 5, at 1112 (quoting Willard B. Twlor of Sullivan & Cromwell LLP). 
26 Having the Irish subsidiau involved in activities such as oversight, choice of the manufacturer, 

and quality control make it meet the test for "substantial contribution to manufacturing" of the 
new devices under 26 C.F.R. § 1.954-3(a)(4)(iv). As a result, the Irish subsidiau’s profits are not 
"foreign base compaw sales income," 26 C.F.R. § 1.954-3(a)(4), arc not "foreign base company 
income," 26 U.S.C. § 954(a)(2), are not "subpart F income," 26 U.S.C. § 952(a)(2), and hence arc 
not immediately included in Apple’s income, 26 U.S.C. § 951(a). 
27 The profits from the IP will be taxed by the U.S. if Apple’s Irish subsidiau ever repatriates 

them to the U.S., per 26 U.S.C. § 61(a)(7), with a potential credit for foreign taxes paid, per 26 
U.S.C. § 902. Through exotic legal structures, the income on "this IP not only avoids U.S. 
corporale tax but also avoids the Irish 12.5% corporate tax. And Apple may simply never 
repatriale aw of the cash. 
2, Sheppard, supra note 5, at 1112 (quoting Edward Kleinbard, then chief of staff of the Joint 

Committee on Taxation). 
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high value becomes apparent,z9 There are basically three other methods that 

multinationals use. 
First, the IP can be licensed for artificially low royalties.3° For example, 

fight after Apple’s California engineers created the invention, Apple would 
license the technology for 10 years31 (far beyond its economic life in the fast- 

moving industry) to its Irish subsidiary for an artificially low royalty. Once the 1P 
becomes very valuable, contributing to the profitability of the Irish subsidiary, 
those profits remain in Ireland, not subject to U.S. tax. The lo~v royalties paid by 
the Irish subsidiary to Apple are subject to U.S. tax, but are considered foreign- 
source income,32 and any U.S. tax can typically be offset by foreign tax credits on 

income earned in other countries. 
Second, the IP rights can be bundled with a contract to provide both 1P 

and sen-ices for an artificially low price. For example, Apple could enter into an 
artificially lo~v-priced contract with its Irish subsidiary ~vhereby Apple provides 
both engineering se~Tices and the fight to use the IP.33 Bundling with se~Tices 

obscures the value of the IP. Again, much of the profits end up with the Irish 
subsidiary, not subject to U.S. tax. 

Third, the 1P rights can be contributed to a contractual cost-sharing 
agreement. For example, Apple and its Irish subsidiary might enter into a 
contractual cost-sharing agreement to jointly co-develop and then co-own IP.34 

Apple would contribute the IP developed by its California engineers, in return for 
an artificially low "buy-in" payment from the Irish subsidiary.3~ Apple and its 

Irish subsidiary then co-own not only the original 1P but any further 
developments~ Once again, most of the profits accumulate in Ireland. 

All mechanisms for using IP as a tax-avoidance vehicle have a common 
thread: setting an artificially lo~v price for the IP at an early point, with the profits 
later accumulating in tax havens like Ireland. 

Ireland is hardly the only destination for IP; other popular destinations 
include the Netherlands, Puerto Rico, Singapore, and Switzerland.36 

Multinational corporations often arrange their affairs so as even to avoid paying 
the relatively low taxes in these countries. Ireland has a corporate tax rate of 

:9 Gractz & Doud, supra at 396-98. 
30 Id. at 396-97. 
31 Licensing for less than the full term of the patcnt g~amntees that the transaction remains 

classified as a license, not a sale. See 26 C.F.R. § 1.1235-2(b)(1)(ii). 
3z 26 U.S.C. § 862(a)(4). 
33 Gractz & Doud, supra at 398 
34 

26 C.F.R. § 1.482-7. 
3s See Lee Sheppard, Intangibles 3/[igration and Excess Projits, 130 Tax Notes 1379 (Mar. 21, 
2011) ("The gambit, as illustrated by the Veritas case, was to assign a low value to existing 
technology based on the make-sell rights, while ignoring lt~e value of that technology as a 
platform for thc development of new technology .... This facilitaled the transfer of promising 
technologies and future income outside U.S. tax jurisdiction."). 
36 ~,coco generally JCT Report, infi~a note 70 (surveying IP tax-avoidance strategies of six um~amed 

U.S. ~nultinationals). 
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12.5%, compared to the U.S. corporate tax rate of 35%. But through structures 
with exotic names such as "Double Irish Dutch Sandwich" that rely on tax treaties 
and additional subsidiaries in traditional tax havens such as Bermuda and the 
Cayman Islands, multinationals often avoid even paying tax in Ireland or 
wherever the IP actually resides.37 Ultimately, the gateway to all these tax- 
avoidance structures is the artificially low price initially put on the 1P. 

C. Magnitude of the Problem 

This Article has used Apple Inc. as an example of a multinational using IP 
for tax-avoidance for two reasons. First, Apple has become a poster-child for 
using IP to avoid taxes, with congressional committees hauling in its CEO for 
bipartisan grilling about its tax strategies.3s Second, Apple has been the plaintiff 
in numerous IP cases in recent decades, against large competitors (e.g. 
Samsung,39 HTC,4° and Microsoft4i), small competitors (e.g. eMachines42 and 
Wholesale Central43), and totally unrelated parties (e.g. New York City,44 and a 
supermarket in Australia45). 

37 Ireland has recently taken steps to shut down some, but certainiy not all, loopholes that allow 

avoiding paying any tax. David D. Stewart, Ireland Acts" Against Apple’s Tax Arrangement but 
Leaves Google’s Untouched, 2013 WORLDWIDE TAX DAILY 211-1 (Oct. 31, 2013). Apple will 
easily be able to restructure to its Irish corporate structure to again avoid virtually all tax. 
3s See supra note 1. In a bizarre twist, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) recently 

investigated and then cleared Apple of securities-law violations in how it presents tax information 
to investors, although the SEC lacks jurisdiction over tax law. See Letter from Kathleen Collins, 
SEC, to Peter Oppenheimer, Apple CFO (Sep. 5, 2013), available at 

http://www.sec.g~v/Arc~ives/edgar/data/32~93/~0~0~0~3~489~0/fi~ename~.pdf; Editorial, 
Apple of Their Eye, WALL ST. J., Oct. 8, 2013, at A16 ("Normally the legali~ of a compaw’s tax 
strategy and corporate structure would be in the wheelhouse of the Internal Revenue Service, but 
the SEC found a pretext by conjuring a material risk to investors from trying to minimize the taxes 
it owes-or something." (sarcasm in original)). 
39 Jessica E. Vascellaro, Apple lVins Big in Patent Case: Jury Finds Samsung Mobile Devices 

Inj?inged Six Apple Patents, Awards $1.05 Billion in Damages, WALL. ST. J., Aug. 25, 2012, at 
A1. 
40 Apple v. HTC, Cir. Nos. 10-166-GMS (D. Del.). 
41 Apple Computer, Inc. v. Microsol?t Corp., 35 F. 3d 1435 (Dth Cir. 1994). 

~z Apple Computer Inc. v. eMachincs Inc., 99-CV-20839 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 19, 1999) (settled 
without reported decision). 
43 Apple Inc v Wholesale Central Pry Ltd [2010] ATMO 7 (21 January 2010) (Australia). The 

defendant wanted to make cases [’or Apple products with branding similar to Apple’s iPod 
trademark. 
~4 In re NYC & Company, Inc., Trademark Application No. 77179942. This was a dispute over 
the trademark "GreeNYC". 
~s Julian Lee, Apple bites over Woolworths logo, THE AGE (Oct. 5, 2009), available at 

http://www.thcage.comauJbu siness/apple-bites-over-woolworlhs-logo-20091005-~hzr.html: 
Woolworths (Apple), Trademarks Nos. 1258297 & 1258298, Opposition Proceeding, 23 Austl. 
Official     J.     Trademarks     4791     (April     2,     2009),     available     at 

Woolworths (Apple), Trademarks Nos. 1258288, 1258297, 1258298 & 1297310, Opposition 
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But all multinationals - even low-tech ones - are using transfers of IP to 
minimize their taxes. As one leading commentator notes, "every multinational is 
stripping income out of market countries and into tax haven intangibles holding 
companies."46 The growing importance of IP in commerce makes this widespread 

abuse possible. As the World Trade Organization (WTO) observes, "Many 
products that used to be traded as low-technology goods or commodities now 
contain a higher proportion of [IP] in their value -- for example brandnamed 
clothing or new varieties of plants."47 Indeed, it is estimated that 2/3~d~ of the 
value of large industrial companies now derives from intangible assets.48 

Not only patents, but also trademarks and copyrights are transferred early, 
for artificially low transfer prices, to subsidiaries in tax havens. The copyright on 
the script for an as-yet-unfilmed movie or as-yet-unreleased software program 
might be transferred for an artificially low price. Or the trademark on a product 
line that is only just starting to catch on may be transferred just before it truly 
takes off, making the low price justifiable. 

Starbucks’ iP-based tax avoidance is a case in point, it is a bricks-and- 
mortar retailer completely dependent upon physical presence in high-tax 
countries, a far cry from Apple. Yet Starbucks puts 1P like trademarks, proprietary 
roasting methods, operational expertise, and store trade dress (which is protected 

49                               ~0 by trademark law) into low-tax jurisdictions.~ Its creative planning has allowed 
it to almost entirely avoid paying taxes in some countries, including the United 
Kingdom, resulting in a public uproar and hearings before the House of 
Commons.51 

The revenue losses to the U.S. government from profit-shifting are 
staggering.    The best economic analyses estimate that the losses are 
approximately $90 billion per year, one-third of the total revenue generated by the 

Proceeding, 25 Austl. Official J. Trademarks 5353-5354 (April 28, 2011), available at 
http:iipericle s.ipaustralia, gov. at~iolsiept~blishii oumalsitrademarksitm2517p20110428, pdf. 
46 Lee Sheppard, Is Transfer Pricing Worth Salvaging?, 136 TAX NOTES 467 (July 30, 2012). 
4~ World Trade Organization, Intellecttkal Property: Protection and Enforcement, available at 

http:iiwww.wto.orgienglishithewto eiwlmtis eitif eiagrm7 e.htm. 
4s Peter S. Menell & Suza~me Scotchmer, Intellectual Propert~ Law, in 2 HANDBOOK OF LAW AND 

ECONOMICS 1473, 1475 (A. Mitchell Polinsky & Stcven Stkavell, eds., 2007); Swiss Reinsurance 
Company, The stgn~ficance of intellectual property assets, risks and insurance (2000), available at 
http://www, swissrc.com. 
~9 "Trade dress" is a type of IP protected under trademark law. For many enterprises like 

Starbucks, design and decor arc a key part of their trade dress. "The ’lrade dress’ of a product is 
essentially its total image and overall appearance. It ’involves the lotal image of a product and 
may include features such as size, shape, color or color combinations, texture, graphics, or even 
particular sales techniques.’" Two Pesos, Inc. v. Taco Cabana, Inc., 505 U.S. 763,765 n.1 (1992) 
(involving trade dress of Mexican restaurants). 
50 Edward D. Kleinbard, Through a Latte, Darkl.v: Starbucks’ Stateless Income Planning, 139 Tax 

Notes 1515, 1522-27 (June 24, 2013). 
~1 Id. at 1516; see, e.g., Peter Campbell, Starbucks Facing Boycott Over Tax, THE DAILY MAIL, 

Oct. 12, 2012; U.K. House of Conwnons Public Accounts Committee, Minutes of Hearing HC716, 
Q601 (Nov. 12, 2012). 
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U.S. corporate income tax.52 Although some of this profit shifting likely occurs 
through non-IP tricks such as creative loans between subsidiaries, lP-based tax 
avoidance is estimated to account for approximately half of the losses.53 

The direct loss of tax revenues to the U.S. government - and the resulting 
higher deficit borrowing, lower spending, or higher taxes on others - is clearly 
detrimental to the national interest,~4 but is only part of the cost~ Engaging in 1P- 

based tax avoidance strategies creates substantial dead~veight losses throughout 
the globe by distorting which countries receive investment and the form 
investment takes.~-~ The deadweight losses also include expensive transaction 
costs such as legal opinions and appraisals justifying artificially low IP prices.~6 
Harder to quantify - but still important - is the corrosive effect on tax compliance 
by average citizens from seeing multinationals avoid taxes on an epic scale.57 

This problem is hardly limited to U.S. multinationals or losses to the U.S. 
Treasury. Foreign-based multinationals also use artificially lo~v prices on IP to 
avoid U.S. corporate taxes.~8 And multinationals based in both the U.S. and 
elsewhere use similar IP-based approaches to avoid taxes to other countries, 
which has particularly raised public ire in austerity-weary Europe.~9 

52 Kimberly A. Clausing, The Revenue Effects of ~,~ultinational Firm Income Shifting, 130 T:~’~ 

NOTES 1580, 1585 (2011); Graetz & Doud, supra, at 402; see also Mark P. Keightly, Cong. 
Research Se~v., R24927, An Analysis of Where American Companies Report Profits: Indications 
of Profit Shifting 1 (2013). 
Many economists, policymakers, and tax scholars have argued that corporations should not be 

taxed at all, but that only natural persons should be taxed. See, e.g., Dep’t of the Treasury, 
Integration of the Individnal and Corporate Tax Systems: Taxing Business Income Once (1992), 
available at http:iiwww.treasu~.goviresource-centeritax-policyiDoct~mentsiintegration.pdf. While 
there is substantial merit to this position, this Article assumes the continued existence of a 
corporate tax regime and argues for minimizing the distortions caused by IP-based tax avoidance. 
~/. Graetz & Doud, supra, at 433 (noting that Australian integrated corporate-individual tax 
system largely eliminates the incentives for IP-based tax avoidance by Australian multinationals). 
5~ Harry Grubert, Intangible Income, Intercompany Transactions, Income Shifting, and the Choice 

ojLocation, 56 NATAL TAX J. (March 2003). 
5~ Graetz & Doud, supra, at 423 ("IP income-shifting that erodes the domestic tax base is 

especially detrimental to the national interest and should be a priority for redress by tighlening 
anti-abuse rules.") 
55 Edward D. Kleinbard, Stateless Income’s Challenge to Tax Policy, 132 TA× NOTES 1021, 1038 

(Sept. 5,2011) (noting academic disagreement on full amount of this lockout effect). 
5~ Brauner, 28 Va. Tax Rev. 79, 83 (noting that multinationals "bear significant costs for the 

employment of specialists in the legal, economic and valuation fields?’). 
5~ See Floyd Norris, 7~e Corrosive b~ffect of Apple’s Tax Avoidance, NY TIMES, May 24, 2013, al 

B1, available at http://www.n~times.com/2013/O5/24/business/making-compa~fies-pay-taxes-the- 
mccain-wav~hlml 
5~ Sheppard, Reflections on the Death of Transfer Pricing (2008), supra, at 1113 (diagram of 

"Inbound Transfer Pricing Structure" whereby a foreign multinational evades U~ S. taxation). 
59 U.K. Prime Minister’s Office, G8 action plan principles to prevent the misuse of companies and 

legal arrangements (Jm~e 18, 2013), available at .~.g~]./3~3y~y~:~g~-y~:~.t.~/..g~..~.~..Ln..~e..~.n..t../..pRb-~.~.c..~i9..n..~/..g8...z 
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D. Tax-Law Proposals and Tax-Law Impotence 

Tax law has been largely impotent at combatting iP-transfer-pricing abuse. 
Congress and the IRS have tried several ways to combat IP-based tax avoidance, 
but to little avail.6° The chief of staff of Congress’ Joint Committee on Taxation 
famously stated that the enforcement of"transfer pricing is dead.’’61 

Apple and its officers are not engaging in tax fraud, let alone any remotely 
criminal behavior. As Judge Learned Hand obse~’ed, "Any one may so arrange 
his affairs that his taxes shall be as low as possible; he is not bound to choose that 

pattern which will best pay the Treasury; there is not even a patriotic duty to 
increase one’s taxes.’’62 Valuing 1P is inherently very imprecise, and Apple gets 

reputable appraisals and pays U.S. taxes accordingly. Yet the result of Apple and 
other multinationals’ IP transfers is a huge loss of tax dollars. 

Tax law faces two fundamental roadblocks in countering these strategies: 
information asymmetry and international legal norms. 

First, information asymmetry refers to the fact that the taxpayer inherently 
knows far more about the characteristics, potential, and value of its IP than does 
the IRS (or any appraiser). For example, Apple understands ho~v a ne~v invention 
could fit profitably into the technically-complex new iPhone in a ~vay that neither 

a team of IRS experts, nor a team of private appraisers, ever could. When the IRS 
challenges a low transfer price in court, the taxpayer has a depth of understanding 
of its own 1P that gives it a large advantage in refuting the IRS challenge,63 
despite the very heavy burden the taxpayer must meet.64 

Largely as a result of this information asymmetry, the IRS has lost both 
high-profile IP transfer-pricing cases litigated in the past decade.65 A quote from 

one of those opinions encapsulates the problem: "Taxpayers are merely required 
to be compliant, not prescient.’’66 Taxpayers can fully comply with the law by 

disclosing all facts to their appraisers who must determine the "arm’s-length" 
transfer price. Anyone outside of Apple (including judges) looking at all the facts 

about the ne~vly-created IP will not be able to discern its profit potential. But 
Apple, who kno~vs its business best, can determine its profit potential, ~vhich 
materializes after the IP is safely in Ireland. 

60 See Gractz & Doud, supra, at 343 & 415 (efforts to date to prevent IP shifting have been 

~mavailing); Lee Sheppard, Xilinx and the Future c~[Tran~sfer Pricing, 123 TAX NOTES 1295, 1301 

(June 15, 2009). 
6~ Shcppard, Reflections on the Death of Transfer Pricing (2008), supra, at 1112 (also quoting 

Kleinbard as noting that "The data speak for themselves" on the matter.) 
6z Helvering v. Grcgory, 69 F. 2d 809, 810 (2nd Cir. 1934). 

6~ JCT Report, infra note 70, at 116. 

6~ "The Commissioner enjoys broad discretion under [26 U.S.C. §] 482; determinations are upheld 

~mless they arc an abuse of discrction--unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious." Erickson v. 

Commissioner, 598 F~2d 525, 528 (9th Cir. 1979); Foster v. Commissioner, 80 T.C~ No~ 3 (1983).\ 
6~ Xilinx, Inc. w Commissioner, 598 F. 3d 1191 (9th Cir. 2010); Veritas Software Corp. v. 

Commissioner, 133 T.C. 297 (2009). 
~ Veritas, 133 T.C. at 316. 
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Second, the prevailing international tax law norms make unilaterally 
changing U.S. tax law to fight lP-based tax avoidance quite difficult.67 These 
norms largely date to work by the League of Nations in the 1920s.68 They are 

embodied in thousands of bilateral tax income tax treaties and in most countries’ 
tax laws~ They reflect the economic realities of the era where value was created 
through "metal bashing,’’69 which is shorthand for manufacturing largely 

interchangeable physical goods. Now- that intangibles account for the bulk of the 
value of international commerce - even for a purveyor of coffee like Starbucks - 
these norms are problematic. One problematic norm is the vague "arm’s-length" 
standard that allows IP transactions at easily-manipulated prices. Another 
problematic norm is respecting corporate subsidiaries as separate entities, even 
when used in tax-avoiding transactions.7° The U.S~ Supreme Court long ago 

adopted this separate-entity norm into U.S. tax law- in Mo#ne Properties v. 
Commissioner. 7 I 

In 1986, Congress did try a novel approach to low IP transfer-pricing by 
adding a requirement that "In the case of any transfer (or license) of intangible 
property ... the income with respect to such transfer or license shall be 
commensurate with the income attributable to the intangible."72 But this 

"commensurate with income" requirement has failed to combat lP-based tax 
avoidance, unable to address the problems of information asymmetry and existing 

international norms. 

67 Graetz & Doud, supra, at 404 ("Unfortunately, the problems of international income taxation 

that these kinds of liP-based tax-avoidance] transactions bring to the surface are much more 
fundamental."). 
68 Hugh J. Ault, Some Reflections on the OECD and the Sources of International Tax Principles, 

Tax Notes (June 17, 2013). 
69 Lee A. Sheppard, OECD Tries to Fixlncome Sh~fiing, 138 Tax Notes 782 (Feb. 18, 2013) ("the 

international consensus, fornmlated in an age of metal bashing, has not kept up with the digital 
revolution and the centrality of intangibles to multinational success! ... If conunerce has moved 
on from metal bashing, then shouldn’t the basis of taxation also be more modern?"). 
7o Id; JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION (JCT), PRESENT LAW AND BACKOROU2,,’D RELATED TO 

POSSIBLE INCOME SHIFTING AND TRANSFER PRICING 23 (July 20, 2010) (Report JCX-37-10) 
[hereinafter "JCT Report"l. 
71 319 U.S. 436, 439 (1943); see also National Carbide Corp. v. Commissioner, 336 U.S. 422,433 

(1949) (applying this separate-entit-y norm lo relations between a corporation and its subsidiaries). 
~ 26 U.S.C. § 482; Pub. L. 99-514, § 1231(e)(1) (1986) (adding above-quoted second sentence of 
§482); H.R. Conf. Rep. 99-841, at 637 (Sep. 18, 1986) ("The concerns addressed.., originated in 
connection with transfers of intangibles from U.S. parties to foreign affiliates, particularly those 
operating in low-tax foreign countries."); cf 26 C.F.R. § 1.482-4(f) (part of TreasuD~ attempt to 
implement commensurate-with-income). 
73 Graetz & Doud, supra, at 415 (observing of the ’~commensurate with income" clause that 

"success remains elusive."); Sheppard, supra note 60, at 1301 ("There have been several previous 
attempts to address valnation of intangibles transfers, including the commensurate with income 
clause, and none of them have worked."); Lee Sheppard, Is 7>an@r Pricing 147orlh Sah,aging?, 
136 %~x NOTES 467 (July 30, 2012) ("The ’cormnensurate with income’ clause was effectively 
read out of the law inXilinxInc, v. Commissioner, 598 F.3d 1191 (9th Cir. 2010)"). 
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Scholars and policymakers have proposed a number of innovative tax-law 
solutions to prevent [i-based tax avoidance.74 Although all showy promise, they 

all either fail to deal with the information-asymmetry between multinationals and 
the IRS, or upend international tax norms. 

Absent an international consensus to 
implementation of many of these proposals 
international equilibrium.75 Testifying before 

leading international tax policymaker aptly 

alter existing norms, unilateral 
would "unglue" the prevailing 
the U.K House of Lords, the 
observed that adopting new 

international norms would result in double taxation and other tax chaos if the new 
norms’ adoption were not coordinated among the approximately 200 countries on 
earth.76 

Moreover, the U.S. could do itself substantial economic harm by 

unilaterally changing its tax laws to combat [I-based tax avoidance. For example, 
some proposals could create incentives to move R&D and manufacturing out of 
the U.S.77 Other proposals could encourage U.S.-based multinationals to be 

acquired by multinationals based in other countries, taking the high-paying 
headquarters j obs with them78 

The impotence of tax law to solve the problem of [i-based tax-avoidance 

suggests that a better solution may instead be incrementally extending existing, 
well-established IP doctrines. This solution is detailed in the next Part. 

II. IP DOCTRINES THAT CAN BATTLE TAX AVOIDANCE 

[i litigation - whether it involves patents, copyrights, or trademarks - 
typically follows a common lifecycle, it starts when the IP owner sues the alleged 
infringer. The infringer defends the allegations by arguing that it does not 
infringe the [i, and also countersues arguing that the [i at issue is invalid and 
hence unenforceable. Civil procedure and discovery grinds on towards judgment 
- either summary judgment or at trial. If the [i is found valid and infringed, then 
the infringer is subject to remedies including damages and potentially an 
injunction against further infringement. But these remedies can, in certain 

:4 Graetz & Doud, supra, all 414 (summarizing the five categories of proposals); id. at 414-23 

(discussing these proposals in greater depth). 
:~Id. at 419. 
:6 David D. Stewart, OECD and European Commission Leaders Discuss Fundamental (7orporate 
Tax R~ibrm, 2013 WORLDWIDE TAX DamY 113-3 (June 12, 2013) (reporting testimony of Pascal 
Saint-Amahs, director of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
Cenlre for Tax Policy and Administration, before the U~K. House of Lords Economic Affairs 
Committee). The OECD plays a crucial role in the formation of inlernafional tax norms through 
its model treaty and trealy commentaries. See Richard E~ Andersen, Income Tax Treaties 
~[ 1.0212]~ 
:: Gmetz & Doud, supra at 418; Avi-Yonah & Clausing, at 12 (noting that using a formula based 
on property, payroll, and sales "creales an implicit tax on "the factors used in the fornmla, thus 
discouraging assets and employment in high-tax locations"). 
:~ Graetz & Doud, supra, at 424. 
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circumstances, be withheld by the court if the IP owner engaged in inequitable 
behavior. 

At each stage of this IP litigation lifecycle, an artificially low price 
assigned to the IP can - and rationally should - be used by the alleged infringer as 
evidence of the 1P’s invalidity, lack of infringement, lower damages, 
inappropriateness of injunctions, and inequitable behavior. This Part details how 
using the artificially low price is a natural extension of existing IP law and 
doctrine. 

Although multinationals transfer their IP for artificially low prices in order 
to avoid taxes, these numbers have real legal significance. Enforceable fights in 
the 1P are actually transferred by binding contract for that price. Multinationals 
invariably hire professional appraisers and economists to prepare 

o    "79 
contemporaneous documentation supporting that valuation. Most importantly, a 
duly appointed officer of the corporation (e.g. Apple) signs a tax return based on 
that valuation being correct, signing below the statement: 

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have 
examined this return, including accompanying 
schedules and statements, and to the best of my 
knowledge and be#~£ it is true, correct, and 
complete,s° 

Given this affirmation under penalties of perjury and given the contemporaneous 
documentation prepared by experts, multinationals should find it quite hard to 
argue that the artificially low- prices were merely "for tax purposes" and should be 
ignored in litigation asserting the IP. Such an argument would allow defense 
lawajers to call the multinational’s credibility severely into question.81 As this 

Part demonstrates, the artificially low transfer prices can be wielded by defense 
lawyers in numerous ways against multinationals that assert their 1P. 

The many arguments below need not all be adopted by courts for this 
Article’s proposal to be effective. Each argument independently provides a 
disincentive that makes it moderately harder for a multinational that has used IP 
for tax avoidance to prevail in court or to negotiate high royalties from licensees. 

The arguments in this Part would not substantially undermine IP rights. 

Judges and juries consider many factors when deciding on validity, scope, 

79 26 C.F.R. § 1.6662-6(d)(2)(iii) (detailing contemporaneous documentation requirements to 

avoid serious penalties); see 26 U.S.C. § 6662(e) (generally imposing penally); see also Bittker & 
Lokken ¶l 79.15 (discussing the contemporaneous documenlation requirement to avoid the 
penalty); Robert Culbertson, Speaking Softly and Cat~r.ving a Big Shriek: ]’he Interplay Between 
Substantive and Penalty Rules in the U.S. Transfer Pricing Regulations, 11 Tax Notes Int’l 1509 
(Dec. 4, 1995) CThe regulations ’encourage’ taxpayers to [follow the pricing and documentation 
requirements] by threatening them with crippling penalties" (internal quotation marks in original)). 
~0 I.R.S. Form 1120, at 2 (Corporate tax return) (emphasis added). 

~ Potentially applicable penalties include the negligence penalty and substantial valuation 
misstatement penalty. See 26 U.S.C. § 6662(c) & (e). 
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damages, and injunctions for a piece of IP. Using the arguments in this part 
would simply increase the likelihood of a court finding invalidity, finding no 
infringement, or denying an injunction, as well as resulting in only a moderate fall 
in damages. 

A. Invalidity 

A reliable first-order formula for the value of IP isg2: 

Value = Pvalid X 7fir valid 

In this formula, PvaUd is simply the probability that the IP will avoid being found 

invalid during the course of its economic usefulness. The other variable, rril, valid, 
is simply the present value of all future profits that are expected to be earned as a 
result of the 1P, if the 1P is not invalidated. 

Professor Jeffrey Matsuura has observed that one of the "key components 
of effective valuation of legal rights of ownership for intangible assets.., is the 
enforceability of the ownership rights.’’a3 Conversely, this Section demonstrates 
that a low valuation for IP tends to show that the IP is invalid and unenforceable. 

1. Patents: Obviousness via Secondary Considerations 

The paramount requirementa4 for a patent to be valid is that it be 
"nonobvious," meaning that the claimed invention would not have been obvious 
to a person having ordinary skill in the relevant subject matter before the patent 
application was filed,as This standard is incredibly hard for courts to applyff and 
no patent can be 100% guaranteed to be valid. 

Indeed, in virtually all patent litigation, the defendant asserts that the 
patent was obvious and hence invalidff and courts find nearly half of litigated 

82 Qf. Jeffrey H. Matsuura, An Ovem~iew of Intellectual Proper& and Intangible Asset Kaluation 

Models, 14 RES. MOMT. REV. 33, 38 (Spring 2004) (noting tlmt vahmtion is driven largely by 

enforceability concerns such as enforceability’) ; Robert Pitkethly, The Valuation of Patents: A 

review of patent valuation methods with consideration of option based methods and the potential 

for further research 8 (Oxford Working Paper, 1997) (noting that one form of income-based 

valuation is discounting at the risk-free interest rate, multiplied by cash :flows that are risk 

adjusted), available at htlp://users.ox.acmld~mast0140/EYWP0599.pd[’. 
83 Matsuum, supra note 82, at 38. 

84 Robert P. Merges, Commercial Success and Patent Standards: Economic Perspectives on 

Innovation, 76 CAL. L. REV. 803, 812 (1988) (quoting NONOBVIOUSNESS - THE ULTIMATE 

CONDITION OF PATENTANLITY (John F. Witherspoon ed., 1980)). 
8s 35 U.S.C. §103(a). 
86 For example, applying this standard to the patent on the antibiotic Cipro required jurors to put 

themselves in the position of a "person of ordinary, skill" in the relevant :field, meaning they "had a 

Ph.D. in chemistD,, organic chemist~ or microbiology," at the time of invention, 21 years earlier. 

Bayer AG v. Carlsbad Tech., Inc., No. 01CV0867-B, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27830, at *11 (S.D. 

Cal. Aug. 6, 2002). 
8~ John R. Allison & Mark A. Lemley, Empirical Evidence on the Kalidit.v of Litigated Patents’, 26 

AIPLA Q.J. 185,205,208 (1998). 
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patents invalid,s8 Determining obviousness requires a highly technical inquiry, 

but fact-finding in patent litigation is done by juries and judges who almost never 

have a science or engineering background.89 As a result, courts have developed 

nine non-technical "secondary considerations" that provide evidence - often quite 

persuasive evidence- of obviousness or nonobviousness.9° 

For example, one secondary consideration is commercial success~91 If a 

patentee experiences commercial success with the invention, that success is 

evidence that the patent was nonobvious, under the theory that "if an invention is 

both obvious and lucrative, why wasn’t it thought of earlier?’’92 Similarly, 

licensing success is another secondary consideration weighing towards 

nonobviousness, under the theory that those who would license a patent know the 

field and would not pay money for a license unless convinced of the patent’s 

nonobviousness.93 Yet another secondary consideration weighing towards 

nonobviousness is approval from those in the~field.94 

Under similar reasoning, the valuation given by a multinational to IP 

should be an additional95 secondary consideration that can weigh for or against 

nonobviousness: a low price should weigh towards obviousness, while a high 

price should weigh towards nonobviousness. Recall that the value of the patent 

approximately equals Pvaud, the probability of the IP remaining valid, multiplied 

by rril, vaUd, the expected profits if valid. If there is a low value given to the 

patent by patentee, it is reasonable to infer that PvaUd was substantially below 
o/ 96 100. o. In other words, a low valuation likely reflected a belief by the IP owner 

that the patent would not be found valid if challenged. The low valuation given to 

*~ Id. at 208 tbl. 1. 
,9 Appeals in almost all patent cases go to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, which 

has a number of judges with impressive scientific or engineering backgrounds, but appellate courts 
do not engage in factfinding. 
9o See generally Chisum on Patents § 5.05. Conunentators have noted that nrany Federal Circuit 

judges believe that the label "secondary" is misleading, given the importance of these 
considerations in patent litigation. Robert P. Merges, Conunercial Success and Patent Standards: 
Economic Perspectives on Innovation, 76 CAL. L. REV. 803,834 (1988) 
9~ Chisum § 5.05[1]; cf Andrew Blair-Stanek, Note, Projits as Commercial Success, 117 YALE 

L.J. 642 (2008). 
9~ Landes & Posner, supra note 22, at 305. 
93 Indian Head Indus., Inc. v. Ted Smith Equip. Co., 859 F. Supp. 1095, 1105 (E.D. Mich. 1994) 

(rcasmfing t:hat the mere fact that a licensee holds a license to a patent indicates knowledge about 
the industry). 
94 Ctfisum § 5.05 [41 (professional approval); id. §5.05 [5] [bl (laudatory statements by infringers). 
9~ ~/; Andrew Blair-Stanek, increased ~[arket Power as a New Secondary Consideration in Patent 

Law, 58 AM. U. L. REV. 707 (2009) (arguing for increased market power as a new secondary 
consideration). 
9~ Most certainly a low transfer price should be used to completely refl~te evidence of commercial 

success as evidence of nonobviousness, wtfich depends on four infercnces, one of which is that the 
"potential commercial success was perceived beforc its development." Ednmnd W. Kitch, 
Graham v. John Deerc Co.: New Standards for Patents, 1966 Sup. Ct. Rev. 293, 332 (1966). A 

low transfer price indicates that either - or both - of rci¢. vaua and P~ua arc low, with rril. vauc~ 
providing excellent evidence of the perceived cormnercial success at the ti~ne of the development. 
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the IP should be admissible as secondary consideration evidence of the patent’s 
invalidity. 

Hindsight bias is a serious problem for factfinders determining 
obviousness.97 (Hindsight bias is the common human tendency to see an event 
that has occurred as more probable than it actually was before it occurred.)9s The 
point of reference for determining obviousness is the time right before filing the 
patent application,99 while litigation often occurs many years later, during which 
time technology has inevitably advanced substantially. The Court of Appeals for 
the Federal Circuit, which hears almost all patent appeals, has specifically warned 
about the dangers of hindsight bias.1°° Using the valuation employed for tax 
purposes helps combat the problems of hindsight, because of the requirement that 
valuation be prepared contemporaneously with the transfer,1°1 which is often very 
close in time to the application filing, ~vhen obviousness must be measured. 

Moreover, considering patent valuations as a secondary consideration for 
or against nonobviousness is a logical extension of the longstanding use of 
licensing evidence as a secondary consideration. As courts have noted, licensing 
evidence is "real world consideration[] provid[ing] a colorful picture of the state 
of the art, what was known by those in the art, and a solid evidentiary foundation 
on which to rest a nonobviousness determination.’’~°2 Licensing is the voluntary 
choice by an alleged infringer to pay money in exchange for the right to use the 
patent. But commentators have noted that considerations other than evaluations 
of the patent’s validity - such as marketplace structure, information asymmetry, 
and transaction costs1°3 - may distort the value of licensing as an accurate 
indicator of nonobviousness. 

These considerations do not apply to transactions within a multinational’s 
structure. A multinational that transfers its patent to a subsidiary has the best and 
most complete information about the value of the patent, with no marketplace 
distortions or information asymmetries. The multinational employs engineers or 
scientists skilled in the relevant area - presumably even more skilled than the 

97 See, e.g., In re Dembiczak, 175 F.3d 994, 999 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (warning against hindsight); see 

also Gregory N. Mandel, Paten@ Non-Obvious: Empirical Demonstration that the ttindsight Bias 

Renders Patent Decisions Irrational, 67 Ohio St. L.J. 1391 (2006). 
9~ See Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, A Positive P,sychological Theot;v of Judging in Hindsight, 65 U. CHI. 

L. REV. 571 (1998). 
99 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) (measuring obviousness as "before the effective filing date of the claimed 

invention"). 
~00 Dembiczak, 175 F.3d at 999. 
~oa See supra note 24 and accompanying text. 

~02 Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co. v. Johnson & Johnson Orthopaedics, Inc., 976 F.2d 1559, 1575 (Fed. 

Cir. 1992). 
~0~ 58 Am. U. L. Rev. at 724 (collecting sources criticizing licensing as a secondary 

consideration). 
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ordinary person in the relevant field,1°4 since they developed the invention - and 
yet they still thought it had low value. 

The low transfer price should be evidence of patent invalidity, but would 
only be one consideration among many, reducing the probability of the patent 
being found valid. For example, a patent that would have been 90% likely to be 
found valid might, upon introduction of the low transfer price as evidence, be 
only 85% likely to be found valid. This change - like the other changes discussed 
below - would not undermine all IP but would create nontrivial consequences for 
using the IP in tax avoidance. 

2. Descriptive Trademarks: Lack of Secondary Meaning 

Some trademarks are merely descriptive (e.g. "Quarter Pounder") and thus 
are invalid unless consumers associate the mark as indicating origin with the 
mark’s owner.1°5 This association is called "secondary meaning.’’~°6 If" a 

descriptive mark is transferred for an artificially low price, that means that either 

or both of Pvaua (the probability of being held valid) or rri,~ vaua (the expected 
profits if held valid) are low. 

If rcii, vaud is low, then that goes to the core of secondary meaning, 
showing that the trademark is not expected to create additional profits to identify 

the product to consumers. But if Pvaud is low, then the mark’s owner has 
effectively admitted that it does not think the mark will likely be held valid. 
Either way, a low transfer price is quite relevant evidence of lack of secondary 
meaning. 

Courts have often looked to analogous circumstantial evidence to find a 
lack of secondary meaning. For example, in OBX-Stock, Inc. v. Bicast, Inc.,l°7 the 

owner of the mark "OBX" attempted to demonstrate that it had secondary 
meaning beyond merely describing the Outer Banks of North Carolina. The mark 
owner had repeatedly failed to convince the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
(PTO) that the mark had secondary meaning, and succeeded only in getting PTO 
registration only after enlisting the aid of North Carolina’s congressional 
delegation. 10s This evidence weighed against the existence of secondary meaning, 

and thus weighed towards invalidity. Similarly, in E. & J. Gall() Winery v. 

104 The statutory test for obviousness is whether "claimed invention ... would have been obvious 

before the effective filing date of the claimed invention to a person ha~ing ordinary skill in the art 
to which the claimed invention pertains." 35 U.S.C. § 103 (emphasis added). 
10s Abercrombie & Fitch Co. v. Hnnting World, Inc., 537 F.2d 4, 9 (1976). Trademarks fall into 

three categories: (1) inherently distinctive marks that are arbitra~ ("Apple Computer") or fanciful 
("Kodak") and require no secondary, meaning to be valid; (2) generic marks that arc always invalid 
CAspirin"); and (3) descriptive, which require secondary meaulng to be valid. McCarthy on 
Trademarks § 11:1. The transfer price is relevant only to validity of descriptive trademarks, in that 
it relates to the existence of secondary, meaning. 
106 Abercrombie, 537 F.2d at 9. 
a07 558 F.3d 334 (4th Cir. 2009). 
~0s 558 F.3d at 342. 
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Consorzio del Gallo Nero,~°9 the court found registration rej ections in Canada and 

the U.K as evidence of invalidity. 
The low transfer price demonstrates lack of secondary meaning at the time 

of transfer. But the mark owner could argue that the mark gained secondary 
meaning in the time between the transfer and the litigation, and hence should be 
valid. While such an argument may have merit, it should face and uphill battles 
because the length &use of a mark directly bears on secondary meaning.~° The 

mark’s owner would have to demonstrate that sufficient secondary meaning had 
been built up entirely from the time of the transfer for the artificially low price. 

B. Limiting Scope 

Recall that in most IP litigation, the defendant counterclaims that the IP 
itself is invalid. The previous section demonstrated that a low transfer price is 
evidence weighing against validity. 

If the IP is found valid, the court must additionally determine whether the 
defendant’s activities fall within the scope of what the IP prohibits. In patent law, 
courts must determine whether the defendant has infringed the patent either 
literally or under the "doctrine of equivalents" that prevents minor changes to 
avoid literal infringement. Trademark suits require determining whether the mark 
has been infringed or - if the mark is "famous" - whether the mark has been 
diluted. And in copyright law, the court must determine whether the defendant 
has engaged in "fair use." 

In real property-, determining trespass is typically very straightforward, as 
land has clear physical boundaries defined by surveyors, making trespass a simple 
matter of establishing the defendant’s location. By contrast, in IP, the scope of 
defendant conduct prohibited is extremely amorphous. A low transfer price 
provides valuable evidence that courts should find a narrow scope of prohibited 
conduct. 

Professor Jeffrey Matsuura has observed that the "scope of the rights" 
associated with an intangible asset is a "key component[] of effective 
valuation’’~Jl of the asset, and that, "Generally, it seems that the broader that 
scope, the more valuable the asset.’’~2 Professors Robert Merges and Richard 
Nelson reached the same conclusion, specifically in the patent context: "The 
economic significance of a patent depends on its scope: the broader the scope, the 
larger the number of competing products and processes that will infringe the 
patent." 113 

109 782 F.Supp. 457 (N.D. Cal. 1991). 

110 International Kennel Club v. MighO: Star, 846 F.2d 1079, 1081 (Tth Cir. 1988). 

111 Matsuura, at 38. 
ll2id" 

113 Robert P. Merges & Richard R. Nelsm~, On the Complex Economics of Patent Scope, 90 

COLUM. L. REV. 839, 839 (1990); id at 875 ("the scope of rights is crucial") (emphasis in 

original). 
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In short, transferring IP for a low price is evidence that courts should find 
that it has a narrow scope. 

1. Copyrights: Fair Use 

Copyright’s "fair use" doctrine is a defense against copyright 
infringementJ 14 and plays a crucial role in limiting the scope of copying that gives 

rise to liability. For example, a book reviewer who quotes portions of a 
copyrighted book being reviewed is almost certainly not liable for infringement, 
because the quoting is fair use. But beyond such simple examples, courts have 
long wrestled with determining whether particular copying is fair use, with one 
court observing that "the issue of fair use.., is the most troublesome in the whole 
law, of copyright." 115 

The statute governing fair use simply provides a nonexclusive list of 
examples of activities that can sometimes be fair use ("criticism, comment, news 
reporting, teaching ..., scholarship, and research"), and provides four 
nonexclusive factors for courts to consider.l~6 One of these four statutory factors 

is "the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 

work." 
The Supreme Court has held that this "market effect" factor is 

"undoubtedly the single most important element of fair use.’’~7 In one amusing 

case, the Court had to decide whether rap group 2 Live Crew’s lucrative parody of 
the rock classic Pretty Woman was fair use.~ls (The parody’s lyrics included lines 

such as "Big hairy woman, you need to shave that stuff/Big hairy woman, you 
know I bet it’s tough.’’1~9) The Court devoted much of its opinion the "market 
effect" factor,12° and held that 2 Live Crew’s parody, although lucrative, was fair 

use because the market for the original rock classic did not include the market for 
parodies. 

A low transfer price demonstrates that the copyright owner did not see a 
substantial market for the copyright, which, in turn, should help defendants 

demonstrate fair use. 
Copyright owners may retort that the potential market for copyrighted 

work grew substantially since they assigned a low price to the copyright. Leaving 
aside the tax-avoidance that such arguments enable, courts have strong reasons to 

base fair use decisions on the value of the copyright close to the time of creation. 
Professor Justin Hughes has argued that the fair use analysis should look at the 
present value of the copyright at the time its owner made the decision whether or 

114 17 U.S.C. § 107. 
115 Dellar v. Samuel Gold~vyn, Inc., 104 F.2d 661,662 (2d Cir. 1939) (per curiam). 
ll6]d" 

117 Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises, 471 U.S. 539, 566 (1985). 
118 Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, 510 U.S. 569 (1994). 

119 510 U.S. at 595. 
~20 17 U.S.C. § 107(4); 510 U.S. at 590-94. 
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not to invest in its creation.121 Similarly, Professor Shyamkrishna Balganesh 

makes a strong economic argument that copyright scope should only extend to 
markets foreseeable at the time of creation, which properly calibrates copyright 
creators’ incentives.122 In short, not only should a low transfer price for a 

copyright suggest small market potential and corresponding small scope for 
actionable infringement, but also there are good theoretical reasons to ignore 
subsequent changes in market potential. 

2. Trademarks: Strength of Mark 

In any trademark infringement case, the mark’s strength is crucial. 
Strength is determined by looking at its commercial importance and recognition 
in the marketplace, as well as its distinctiveness.123 The stronger a mark is, the 

more of a scope of protection it receives, meaning that more names and symbols 
used by other companies can constitute infringement on the mark’s owner. 124 For 

example, the trademark "Beefeater" for gin is quite strong, being "famous and 
celebrated throughout the United States.’’12s As a result, even the use of "Sign of 

the Beefeater" as the name of a restaurant in suburban Detroit was held 
infringing. 126 

Trademark law’s "tolerance for similarity between competing marks 

varies inversely with the fame of the prior mark. As a mark’s fame increases, 
[trademark law’s] tolerance for similarities in competing marks falls.’’127 If 

trademark rights are analogized to land, the stronger the mark is, the bigger the 
plot of land that is held, meaning that it is easier for the owner to sue for 
infringement. The policy rationale for this is simple: "The stronger the mark, the 
more likely it is that encroachment on it will produce confusion" amongst 

128 consumers. 
A trademark’s strength (or lack thereo0 is typically determined by its 

economic and marketing strength.129 A lower transfer price by a plaintiff 

indicates an admission of ~veakness in the mark, which should be admissible by a 

defendant to indicate that its own branding does not infringe the plaintiff’s 
mark.13° 

121 Justin Hughes, Fair Use Across Time, 50 UCLA L. REV. 775,782-83 (2003). 

122 Shyamkristma Balganesh, t~reseeability and Copyright Incentives, 122 HARV. L. REV. 1569 

(2009). 
1~3 McCarthy on Trademarks § 11:83. 

1~4 McCarthy on Trademarks § 11:73 ("Greater protection for stronger marks"). 
1~ James Burrough, Ltd. v. Sign of Beefeater, Inc., 540 F.2d 266 (Tth Cir. 1976). 
126 Id. 
127 Kenner Parker Toys, Inc. v. Rose Art Industries, Inc., 963 F.2d 350 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (emphasis 
added). 
128 Champions Golf Club v. The Champions Golf Club, 78 F.3d 1111 (6th Cir. 1996). 
129 Sullivanv. CBS Corp., 385 F.3d 772 (7th Cir. 2004). 
~3o Note that tradenmrk law also has a doctrine of "fair use," which is similar to copyright fair use 

in being somewhat ambiguous. [Need cite.] 
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3. Trademarks: Not "Famous" Enough To Be Diluted 

Totally apart from infringement, trademark law also provides an entirely 
separate cause of action for owners of "famous" trademarks, which are protected 
against "dilution." 131 Dilution law prevents the "blurring" 132 or "tarnishment" 133 

of "famous" brands in consumers’ minds. Dilution exists even if the famous 
trademark owner and infringer do not remotely compete,134 even if there is no 

likelihood of consumer confusion,J3s and even if the famous trademark owner 
suffers no actual economic injury. 

For example, "Chevrolet" is a famous trademark for cars. If another 
company attempted to market "Chevrolet mouthwash," consumers would not 
confuse the mouthwash as being made by or associated with the car maker.137 

There is no trademark infringement, but the mouthwash is diluting the famous 
"Chevrolet" trademark by "blurting" its "ability ... uniquely to identify a single 
source and thus maintain its selling power.’’~3~ As another example, "Viagra" is a 
famous trademark for an erectile dysfunction drug.~39 A decommissioned 

military-equipment business emblazoned "Viagra" on decommissioned missiles 
and was found to have diluted the drug trademark by "tarnishing" its reputation in 
the public mind.~4° 

Dilution can be an extraordinarily powerful legal tool for trademark 
owners~4~ - but only if the trademark is "famous." Famousness is a "yes/no" 

proposition: either a mark is famous and gives its owner a dilution cause of 

131 Anti-dilution statutes started at the state level. See McCarthy § 24:77 (discussing history 

starting with a 1947 Massachusetts statute). Only in 1996 did Congress pass a federal level anti- 
dilution statute. Federal Trademark Dilution Act, Pub.L. 104-98, 109 Star. 985 (Jan. 16, 1996) 
(codified at 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)), amended b.V Trademark Dilution Revision Act of 2006, Pub.L. 
109-312, 120 Stat. 1730 (Oct. 6, 2006). 
132 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)(2)(B). 
133 15 g.s.c. § 1125(c)(2)(C). 

134 Malletier v. Dooney & Bourke, Inc., 561 F.Supp.2d 368, 379 (S.D.N.Y.2008); 15 U.S.C. 

§ 1125(c)(1) ("regardless of the presence or absence ... of competition"). 
135 15 U.S.C. § 1125(C)(1) ("regardless of the presence or absence of actual or likely cmffusion"). 
136 15 U.S.C. § 1125 (c)(1) ("regardless of the presence or ab sence.., of actual economic injury"). 
137 Mead Data Cent., Inc. v. Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc., 875 F.2d 1026, 1031 (2d Cir. 1989) 

(relating hypotheticals of dilution including "Dupont shoes," "Buick aspirin," and "Schlitz 
van~ish’); accord Natioual Pork Board and National Pork Producers Council v. Supreme Lobster 
and Seafood Company, 96 U.S.P.Q.2d 1479, 2010 WL 2513872 (T.T.A.B. 2010) ("The Othcr 
White Meat" trademark :for pork was famous and would likely be diluted by blurring by using 
"The Other Red Meat" for sahnon.). 
138 Louis Vuitton Malletier S.A.v. Haute Diggity Dog, LLC, 507 F.3d 252, 265 (4th Cir. 2007) 

(Niemcyer, J.). 
139 Pfizer Inc. v. Sachs, 652 F. Supp. 2d 512 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) 
140 

141 Mattel, Inc. v. MCA Records, Inc., 296 F.3d 894 (9th Cir. 2002) ("A dilution injunction, by 

contrast to a trademark injunctiork will generally sweep across broad vistas of the economy."); 
accord McCartl\,�" § 24:106 (referring to the "extraordiuary scope of the federal antidilution law"). 
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action; or it is not famous and gets no protection against dilution. 142 Determining 

~vhether a trademark is famous is fact-intensive, ambiguous, and governed by a 
non-exclusive list of four statutory factors.J43 For example, "Motown" (music),J44 
"Big Gulp" (large drinks),~4~ and "The Other White Meat" (pork)~46 have all been 
held famous. Meanwhile, "App Store" (Apple’s online software store),147 
"Coach" (handbags),148 and the University of Texas "Longhorn" logo149 have 

been held not famous. 
Courts should consider the transfer price of a trademark as highly relevant 

evidence whether a mark is famous or not, because it correlates with both the 
basic standard for famousness, as well as two of the statutory factors prescribing 
potentially relevant evidence.~° The basic standard for famousness is whether the 

trademark is "widely recognized by the general consuming public of the United 
States as a designation of source of the goods or services of the mark’s owner.’’~ 
This standard is clarified and reiterated in the crucial~z statutory- factor, "The 
extent of actual recognition of the mark."l~3 Accordingly, a leading commentator 

has suggested that at least 75% of the U.S. consuming public recognize the mark 
for it to be famous~154 Indeed, the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board held that 7- 

Eleven’s "Big Gulp" trademark was famous based in part on based in part on its 
recognition by 73% of all consumers. 

Each consumer ~vho recognizes the trademark provides some quantum of 
expected future profits. The value of the trademark should be that per-consumer 
value times the number of consumers who recognize it. Thus, a low transfer price 

a4~ Palm Bay Imports, Inc. v. Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Maison Fondee En 1772, 396 F.3d 1369, 

1375 (Fed. Cir. 2005) ("dilution fame is an either/or proposition--fame either does or does not 
exist"). 
a4~ 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)(2)(A). 
a~ UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Mattel, Inc., 100 U.S.P.Q2d 1868, 1887, 2011 WL 5014005 

(T.T.A.B. 2011). 
a~ 7-Eleven Inc. v. Lawrence I. Wechsler, 83 U.S.P.Q2d 1715, 2007 WL 1431084 (T.T.A.B. 

2007). 
a~ National Pork Board and National Pork Producers Council v. Supreme Lobster and Seafood 

Company, 96 U.S.P.Q2d 1479, 2010 WL 2513872 (T.T.A.B. 2010). 
a4~ Apple, Inc. v. Amazon.corn Inc., 100 U.S.P.Q2d 1835 (ND. Cal. 2011) (not shown famous for 

prclimina~ injunction). 
a~s Coach Services, Inc. v. Triumph Learning LLC, 668 F.3d 1356, 1376 (Fed. Cir. 2012). 

a~9 Board of Regents, University of Texas System ex rcl. University of Texas at Austin v. KST 

Elec., Ltd., 550 F. Supp. 2d 657, 678 (WD. Tex. 2008). 
aso 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)(2)(A). 

asa 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)(2)(A). 
152 McCarthy § 24:106 ("This factor goes directly to the heart of the matter"). 
153 15 U.N.C. § l125(c)(2)(A)(iii). 
154 McCarthy § 24:106 CI believe that a minimum threshold survey response should be in the 

range of 75% of the general consunfing public of the United States."). 
ass 7-Eleven Inc. v. Lawrence I. Wechsler, 83 U.S.P.Q.2d 1715, 2007 WL 1431084 (T.T.A.B. 

2007). 
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for a trademark is evidence that few members of the consuming public recognize 
it.156 

Another statutory factor calls for looking at the "duration, extent, and 
geographic reach of advertising and publicity of the mark.’’157 A rational 

trademark owner will not spend $1 on advertising to build up its trademark unless 
the expected increase in profits exceeds $1. A low transfer price for a trademark 
means one of two things. First, the total amounts spent on various types of 
advertising for the trademark are correspondingly low, which makes this factor 
weigh against famousness. Or, second, the owner has spent more than that 
amount on advertising, but its advertising has failed to get traction, which also 
weighs against famousness. 

In sum, low transfer prices for trademarks provide strong evidence that - 

at least at the time of the transfer - the mark was not famous. Of course, 
subsequent advertising and publicity may turn a non-famous mark into a famous 
mark, but a low transfer price should put a heavy burden on the owner to 
demonstrate its subsequent advertising and publicity. The loss of the strong 
dilution remedies should be of particular concern to multinationals, given that 
they are particularly likely to have famous trademarks. After all, businesses 
operating only in one region of the U.S. cannot, by definition, have famous 
marks;~8 multinationals by definition operate not only in the U.S. but in many 

nations, making them particularly likely to have trademarks that they hope to 
qualify as "famous." 

4. Patents: Doctrine of Equivalents 

If a patent is valid, then there are two ways it can be infringed. First, there 
is "literal infringement," where the defendant’s product falls within the patent’s 
claims, which define the "metes and bounds" of the patentee’s rights.~9 Second, 

even if the defendant does not literally infringe the patent, it may still be infringed 

156 1Mathelnatically, each consumer who recognizes a trademark will have value $Y dollars. For 

example, each consumer who recognizes a trademark may be expected to generate perhaps $10 in 
net present value of all future extra profits. Seventy-five percent of the U.S. population of 
approximately 300 million is approximately 225 million. Thus, if the transfer price for the 
trademark is less than $Y × 225 million, then it logically follows that less than 75% of the 
consuming public does not recognize the trademark and it is not famous. 
157 15 g.s.c. § 1125(c)(2)(A)(i). 

158 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)(2)(A) ("a mark is famous if it is widely rccog~fized by the general 

consuming public of the United States") (emphasis added); Board of Regents, University of Texas 
System ex rel. University of Texas at Austin v. KST Elec., Ltd., 550 F. Supp. 2d 657, 675 (W.D. 
Tex. 2008) (great fame within Texas does not suffice to be famous); McCarthy § 24:105 ("Fame 
in just one geographic region is not sufficient."). However, some state anti-dilution laws may 
allow for regional fame, e.g., Wedgwood Homes, Inc. v. Lund, 294 Or. 493 (1983) (well known in 
eastern Washington County; Oregon), although these state laws lack the reach of the federal anti- 
dilution laws. 
159 Motion Picture Patents Co. v. U~fiversal Fihn Mfg. Co., 243 U.S. 502, 510 (1917); In re 

Papesch, 315 F.2d 381,391 (C.C.P.A. 1963) (comparing the clai~ns in a patent to the "metes and 
bounds of a deed identif [ying] a plot of land"). 
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under the "doctrine of equivalents," if the defendants "makes unimportant and 
insubstantial changes and substitutions in the patent which, though adding 
nothing, would be enough to take the copied matter outside the claim[s]’’16° of the 

patent. This doctrine is justified because "the nature of language makes it 
impossible to capture the essence of a thing in a patent application," and that 
"It]he language in the patent claims may not capture every nuance of the 
invention or describe with complete precision the range of its novelty.’’16~ In 

other words, the doctrine of equivalents expands the scope of what is infringing 
beyond the literal language of the patent, to include equivalents. 162 

Not all patents get the same scope of protection under the doctrine of 
equivalents. The Supreme Court long ago recognized that "the range of 
equivalents depends upon and varies with the degree of invention.’’~63 The more 

innovative and ground-breaking a patent, the greater the zone of equivalency that 
will constitute infringement.~6~ At the other extreme, minimal improvements 

receive smaller (or no) range of equivalents. 
In general, the more innovative a patent is, the more profit potential it has, 

and vice versa. A low transfer price on a patent is effectively an admission that 
its creator did not see it as innovative or ground-breaking A defendant accused 

of patent infringement through the doctrine of equivalents should be able to admit 
the low transfer price as evidence that the patent should get little or no range of 
equivalents, and should not be found infringed. 

5. Patents: Reverse Doctrine of Eqnivalents 

In rare instances, the doctrine of equivalents also works in reverse, to 
allow the holder of a breakthrough patent to escape any liability for infringement 

of an earlier patent, despite the breakthrough 
The theory is that the breakthrough patent, 
patent, is "so far changed in principle" that 
patent holder who has transferred a patent 

literally infringing the earlier patent. 
even though it infringes the earlier 
it cannot be found to infringe.~rs A 

for a low price should face serious 

obstacles in asserting the reverse doctrine of equivalents, as the low price is 
effectively an admission that the patent is not a sufficient breakthrough. 

C. Lower Damages 

If IP is found both valid and infringed, then the factfinder must determine 
the monetary damages to be awarded to the IP owner. Recall again that the value 

of IP approximately equals Pvauc~ x rri), valid. If the IP was found valid, then it is 
reasonable that Pvalit* was fairly high. If the transfer price for the IP was low, 

160 Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Products Co., 339 U.S. 605,607 (1950). 
161 Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., Ltd., 535 U.S. 722, 731 (2002). 
162 ~’ee generally Chisum on Patents § 18.04. 
163 Continental Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag Co., 210 U.S. 405,415 (1908). 
164 

Chisull] on Patents § 18.0412]. 
~5 Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Prod. Co., 339 U.S. 605, 608-09 (1950); Westinghouse 
v. Boyden Power Brake Co., 170 U.S. 537, 568 (1898); Chisum on Patents 18.0414]. 
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then it arithemetically follows that ~rif validwas fairly low. This number is the 

expected profits if the IP was indeed found valid. Damages from infringement are 

typically based on profitability of the IP - either the IP owner’s or the infringer’s 

profits - and 7gij~valid has particularly strong relevance for estimating the 

appropriate damages. In short, a low transfer price for IP that was found valid 

should weigh towards low" damages for infringement. 

This Article absolutely does not advocate that the transfer price of the IP 

should be the sole measure of damages. But the low transfer price would be 

additional, relevant data for the factfinder to consider. The Supreme Court has 

emphasized that damages in IP cases require "not mathematical exactness but 

only a reasonable approximation,"166 and lower courts have repeatedly echoed 

that IP damages are only "reasonable approximations."167 Transfer prices, based 

on contemporaneous documentation, and affirmed by the corporation under 

penalties of perjury, are data that factfinders should use to refine their 

determinations of IP damages. 

1. Patent Damages 

A low- transfer price is particularly probative evidence of low damages 
under existing patent case law. Patent damages are most often calculated by the 
"reasonable royalty" method.16s A "reasonable royalty" is the rate that would 

have been reached in a hypothetical negotiation between the patentee and 
defendant, as of the date infringement began, on the assumption that the patent 
was valid.169 Note that the date infringement began will often be closer in time to 

the date the patentee transferred the patent for an artificially low price, making 
that low price particularly good evidence that a "reasonable royalty" will be fairly 

166 Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 309 U.S. 390, 408 (1940) (copyright). 
167 Skydive Arizona, Inc. v. Quattrocchi, 673 F.3d 1105, lll3 (9th Cir. 2012) (trademark); Broan 

Mfg. Co. v. Associated Distributors, Inc., 923 F.2d 1232, 17 U.S.P.Q.2d 1617, 1619 (6th Cir. 
1991) (trademark); Davis v. The Gap, Inc., 246 F.3d 152, 166 (2d Cir. 2001) (copyright); i4i Ltd. 
Partnership v. Microsoft Corp., 598 F.3d 831 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (noting that reasonable royalty 
analysis in a patent infringement case necessarily involves an element of approximation, and 
uncertainty); Faulkner v. Gibbs, 199 F.2d 635 (gth Cir. 1952) (holding that actual damages in 
patent suits need only be a reasonable approximation). 
16s ResQNet.com, Inc. v. Lansa, Inc., 828 F.Supp.2d 688, 692 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) ("The more 

common approach of determining damages artempts to ascertain the royally rate to which the 
parties would have agreed had they negotiated an agreement prior to infringement."); see 
Unisplay, S.A.v. American Elec. Sign Co., Inc., 69 F.3d 512, 517 (Fed.Cir.1995). The reasonable 
royalty calculation is a minimum floor on damages, as provided by 35 U.S.C. § 284, which 
provides for "damages adequate to compensate for the infringement, but in no event less lhan a 
reasonable royalty for the use made of lhc invention by the infringer." 
169 Chisum on Patents § 20.07; Am Jur 2d Patents § 956. But see Honeywell Intern., Inc. v. 

Hamilton Sundstrand Corp., 378 F. Supp. 2d 459 (D. Del. 2005) (allowing that reasonable royally 
determination could look to facts after the start of the alleged infringement, under the theory that 
this later information is a "book of wisdom" that courts should sometimes be willing to open); but 
see also Interactive Pictures Corp. v. Infinite Pictures, Inc., 274 F.3d 1371, 1384 (Fed.Cir.2001). 
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low.17° This is particularly true if the transfer of the patent was done via license 
to a subsidiary" (e.g. in Ireland),17~ since considerable weight is often given to 
actual prior licenses on the patent in .. 172 suit. it also applies to transfers via sale or 
other methods for an artificially low price, since a sale price can be valued as the 
present value of stream of royalties that would be earned from an arm’ s-length 
exclusive royalty. 

At least one practice treatise has argued that the studies done to support 
patent transfer prices for tax purposes, are "perceived to be rigorous analyses of 
value" and are "potentially probative information that an expert and the court 
would consider in establishing a reasonable royalty.’’17~ However, no court has 

apparently ever adopted this practice treatise’s suggestion. 

2. Copyright Damages 

There is a key difference between patent law and copyright law on 
damages. Patent owners can recover only their own actual damages, such as lost 
profits or foregone reasonable royalties. By contrast, copyright owners can 
recover not only actual damages, but also the portion of the infringer’s profits 
attributable to the infringement.~74 But there is a caveat: owners cannot recover 

170 Recall that the IP-based tax avoidance strategy typically involves transferring the IP early, 

before its true value has become apparent and the taxes on the transfer would be proportionally 
high. 
171 See discussion supra I.B (discussing various structures for offshoring IP with low U.S. tax 

consequences). 
17~ Dow Chem. Co. v. Mee Indus., 341 F.3d 1370, 1381 n.4 (a district court "found that [a prior] 

agreement ’establishes a totally different pricing structure’ than that requested by [the patentee]. 
However, the fact that the agreement did not support the specific amount requested by [the 
patentee] does not thereby mean that it does not support any award at all."); Uhisplay, S.A.v. Am. 
Elec. Sign Co., 69 F.3d 512, 519 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (Prior agreements "car~" considerable weight in 
calculating a reasonable royalty rate."); Chisum on Patents § 20.0712][a]. 
173 Kristopher A. Boushie et al., Calculating and Proving Daraages § 6.06[1][b] (2011); see also 

id. § 6.07[1] (listing "IRC Section 482 studies" as a good source of damages data). 
174 17 U.S.C. § 504(a)(1); id. § 504(b) ("The copyright owner is entitled to recover the actual 

damages suffered by him or her as a result of the infringement, and any profits of the infringer that 
are attributable to the injkingement.") (emphasis added); Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures 
Corp., 309 U.S. 390 (1940) (interpreting "attributable to the infringement" as lfiniting recovery, of 
infringer’s profits). 

Statutory damages for infringement arc a third option available, at the election of the copyright 
owner. 17 U.S.C. § 504(c). But these are limited to a maximum of $30,000 "for all infringements 
involved in the action, with respect to any one work." Id. § 504(c)(1). Per the statutes’ clear 
language, these damages arc "per work," regardless of how many times someone copies each 
work. See Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. Webbworld, Inc., 968 F.Supp. 1171 
(N.D. Tex. 1997) (posting of 62 Playboy images on websitc resulted in 62 awards of statutory 
damages). The maximum statutory damages go to $150,000 "per work" for willful infringement, 
17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(2), but this maximum need not be awarded just because of willfulness, 
Playboy, 968 F. Supp. at 1176. In most instances where multinationals transfer a copyrighted 
work for an artificially low price, its value will vastly exceed $150,000, making an election of 
statuto~ damages quite unlikely. Accordingly, this Article does not further consider statuto~)~ 
copyright damages. 
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infringers’ profits that duplicate the owner’s actual damages.175 For example, if 

each sale of an infringing book brings the infringer $5 in profits and causes the 
copyright owner to lose $5 in profits, then the owner’s damages are limited to its 
actual damages of $5 per book. To award $10 per infringing sale would result in 
prohibited duplicative recovery. 

There are good reasons to believe that multinationals will rarely be 
entitled to an award of infringer’s profits beyond their actual profits ($5 in the 
example above). As Judge Posner has observed, there are generally only two 
situations where it is not duplicative to award infringer’s profits in addition to 
actual damages. 176 

First, the infringer may be more efficient than the copyright owner, 
extracting more profits from each infringing sale.177 To vary the example above, 

if each infringing book sale resulted in $6 in profit for the infringer, yet cost the 
copyright owner $5 in lost profit, then an award of $6 per sale would be 
permissible. But multinationals that own copyrights will rarely be less-efficient 
producers than infringers, simply because worldwide operations allow maximum 
economies of scale and marketing expertise~ And multinationals’ access to global 
capital markets ensure that they will rarely suffer liquidity constraints that prevent 
investments to maximize profitability of a copyright. 

Second, the infringer may be selling into a market untapped by the 
copyright owner. For example, if the infringer got $5 from selling each infringing 
book in Canada, and the copyright owner was selling books only in the U.S., then 
awarding the owner all profits from sales in Canada would be permissible. But 
multinationals thrive on entering all markets with profit potential. 

In sum, multinationals that own copyrights will rarely be justified in 
receiving damages beyond their own actual damages. Case law establishes that a 
copyright owner’s actual damages "are usually determined by the loss in the fair 
market value of the copyright."~78 The transfer price used for a copyright 

establishes its fair market value, at least at the time of the transfer, and thus 
provides evidence of the top of the range of damages a multinational should 
receive for copyright infringement. 

3. Trademark Damages 

Trademark damages bear some similarity to copyright damages, in that the 
IP owner may receive its own actual lost profits, plus non-duplicative profits 

175 17 u.s.c. § 504(b) ("The copyright owner is entitled to recover the actual damages suffered by 

him or her as a result of the infringement, and any profits of "the infringer that arc attribntable to 
fl~e infringemcnt and are not taken into account in computing the actual damages."). 
17~ Taylor v. Meirick, 712 F.2d 1112, 1120 (Tth Cir. 1983) (Posner, J.) ("if the infringer makes 

greater profits than the copyright owner lost, because the infringer is a more e~fcient producer 

than the owner or sells in a d~ffi~rent market, thc owner is allowed to capture the additional profit 
even though it does not represent a loss to him.") (emphases added). 
177 lid. 

a~s McRoberts Software, Inc. v. Media 100, Inc., 329 F.3d 557, 566 (7th Cir. 2003); Kristopher A. 

Bousl~ie et al., Cz\LCUL:XTr~G ~’~D PI~OVING D:X~I:X~F.S § 8.06 (2011). 
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gained by the infringer. 179 But the similarity largely stops there, as trademark 

damages la~v is much more chaotic. As a leading commentator observes, "The 

case law on monetary recovery in trademark infringement cases is a confusing 
melange of common law and equity principles, sometimes guided (and 
misguided) by analogies to patent and copyright law, and finding little statutory 
guidance."18° Depending on the nature of the defendant’s conduct, the judge’s 

vie~v of the equities, and the applicable Circuit precedent, a successful trademark 
infringement suit often results in no damages at all, only an injunction. 18~ 

Courts typically award trademark owners actual damages only upon proof 

of either actual consumer confusion (rather than a mere "likelihood" of consumer 
confusion), or intentionally deceptive conduct~~gz When such proof is shown, the 

owner’s damages are typically measured by profits lost as a result of the 
infringement,~3 which courts forthrightly admit is a highly inexact process.~4 A 

low transfer price for a trademark leads to the inference that 7ri.t. vauc~, the profits 
expected from the trademark if it is held valid, are correspondingly low, meaning 
that courts should award lower actual damages~ 

As with copyright law, trademark law also allows the award of the 
infringer’s gained profits as damages for infringement,1~5 provided there is no 
overlap with recovery of the trademark owner’s lost profits.J86 But courts only 

consider awarding the infringer’s profits when the infringer has engaged in 
inequitable conduct, under extremely vague standards. A leading commentator 
has noted, "To put it bluntly, courts are not willing to grant an accounting of 
profits unless the judge ’gets mad’ at the defendant.’’~7 Even when judges do 

"get mad" and award the defendant’s profits, if is most often as "rough measure 
of the plaintiff’s damages ... Indeed, they are probably the best possible measure 

179 15 U.S.C. § lllT(a). Trademark law also provides for statutory damages available in certain 

cases involving counterfeiting or other egregious infringement. E.g., 15 U.S.C. § lllT(b) & (d). 
Such actions are also potentially subject to criminal penalties, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 2320, and are 
beyond the scope of this Article, which focuses on competitor-to-competitor civil IP litigation that 
presents the greatest challenges for IP owners and IP law itself. 
1~0 McCarthy § 30:58; accord James M. Koelemay, Jr., Monemo~ Relief jbr Trademark 

b~/?ingement Under the Lanham Act, 72 TRADEMARKREP. 458, 525 (1982) Cthc hodgepodge and 
confusion in judge-made roles of recover3’"). See generally Mark A. Thurmon, Confusion 
Codified: ~y Trademark Remedies Make No Sense, 17 J. INTELL. PROP. L. 245 (2010). 
1~1 McCartt~ § 30:58 ("while injunctive relief is largely a matter of strict liability, monetar3~ relief 

should rcqnirc ’something more.’"). 
182 McCarthy § 30:74. 
183 McCarthy § 30:79. 
184 Broan Mfg. Co. v. Associated Distributors, Inc., 923 F.2d 1232, 1234 (6th Cir. 1991); Otis 

Clapp & Son v. Filmore Vikamin Co., 754 F.2d 738 (Tth Cir. 1985); McCarthy § 30:76. 
l~S 15 U.S.C. § lllT(a). 
186 Victoria Cruises, Inc. v. Changjiang Cruise Overseas Travel Co., 630 F. Snpp. 2d 255, 264 

(E.D.N.Y. 2008) ("awarding plaintiffboth defendant’s profits and its own lost profits based on the 
same sales would constitute an impermissible double recovery."); McCart~ § 30:73. 
1~7 McCarthy § 30:62. 
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of damages available.’’188 But when a low transfer price has been used for the 
trademark, the inference is that rrif vaud is also low, and provides strong evidence 
that an award of infringer’s profits should be accordingly minimal. 189 

D. Harder to Receive Injunctions 

At the outset of most 1P litigation, the IP owner requests that the court 
grant a preliminary injunction to enjoin infringement for the year or so that the 
case is progressing. Later, if the IP owner prevails at trial, the owner invariably 
requests a permanent injunction against the defendant. An artificially low transfer 
price for IP should weigh against granting the IP owner either preliminary or 
permanent injunctions. 

To get a preliminary injunction, an IP owner must make four showings.191 
First, it has a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on the merits. Second, monetary 
damages will not suffice to compensate for the harm caused by continuing 
infringement. Third, the balance of hardships tips in the owner’s favor. And 
fourth, an injunction is in the public interest. All four showings are required, and 
a low transfer price should weigh against finding the first three. 

Later, if the 1P owner wins at trial and requests a permanent injunction 
against further infringement, then the owner must make three of the four same 
showings: insufficiency of monetary damages, balance of hardships, and public 
interest. 193 The remaining showing, of reasonable likelihood of prevailing on the 

188 McCarthy § 30:59. 
as9 The logical inference that the infringers’ profits are a prox)" for the owner’s lost profits only 

nmkes sense when they are competitors. McCarthy § 30:59. When they are not competitors and a 
judge is "mad" enough at the defendant to award infringer’s profits, ~f. id. § 30:62, then that 
remedy acts as a deterrent and to avoid unjust enrichment. Masters v. UHS of Delaware, Inc., 631 
F.3d 464 (8th Cir. 2011); accord McCarthy § 30:59. Tlfis Article has little to say about deterrence 
of egregious behavior by infringers; this Article focuses on the behavior of IP owners. 
~90 This approach may work much better for patent and copyright than for trademark, given two 

unique aspects of trademark law. First, trademark law primarily serves to avoid consumer 
confusion, so the public interest factor will often weigh towards both preliminary and permanent 
injunctions. See McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition § 30:52. Second, trademark 
infringement can lead to particularly hard-to-quantig~ damages to the mark owner’s goodwill 
resulting from consumer confl~sion, making the inadequacy of monetary damages factor more 
likely to weigh towards issuing injunctions. Id. § 30:47 (distinguishing trademark from patent and 
copyright, because "the reason for the trademark presumption of irreparable injury is that once a 
probability of proving likelihood of confusion at trial is shown, the trademark owner’s business 
goodwill and reputation are at: risk."). 
191 Winter v. NRDC, 555 U.S. 7, 20 (2008); Apple Inc. v. Samsung Electronics Co., 695 F.3d 

1370, 1373-74 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (patent); Fox Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. Dish Network L.L.C., --- 
F.3d .... , 2013 WL 3814917 at *3 (9th Cir. 2013) (copyright); Peoples Federal Say. Bank v. 
People’s United Bank, 672 F.3d 1, 9 (lst Cir. 2012) (trademark). 
192 One could even argue that the fburth factor, i.e. the public interest, could also be negated by the 

artificially low transfer price, given the public interest against tax avoidance. See inJ?a notes 218- 
219. But this argument is not as strong as for the first four :factors. 
a93 eBay v. MereExchange, LLC, 547 U.S. 388, 391 (2006). The eBay Court listed four factors 

rather than just three, but lower courts and scholars have observed that the first two "(1) that it has 
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merits, is, of course, no longer required because the IP owner has prevailed on the 
merits at trial. To get a permanent injunction, the o~vner must demonstrate all 
three factors, and a low transfer price weighs against finding either insufficiency 
of monetary damages or that the balance of hardships favors the IP owner. 

1. Lower Likelihood of Prevailing on the Merits, for Preliminary 
Injunctions 

To get a preliminary injunction, an IP owner must show a reasonable 
likelihood of success on the merits, which includes showing likelihood both that 

the IP is valid, and that the defendant is liable. Section IIB above showed that a 
low transfer price is evidence that the scope of infringing activity should be 

194 narrow. Similarly, section II.A above demonstrated that a low transfer price is 
evidence of invalidity, particularly in the patent context where it should be 

accepted as a secondary consideration of obviousness. 
Hearings on preliminary injunctions are "quick and dirty" proceedings, 

~vhere the full merits cannot possibly be tried. As a result, courts have found 
easily-accessible evidence to be particularly useful in evaluating the likelihood of 
prevailing. 

For example, courts deciding whether to issue preliminary injunctions in 
patent cases very frequently look to non-technical secondary considerations such 
as licensing acquiescence and commercial success.195 Transfer prices for 1P in 
suit are analogous to these non-technical secondary considerations, 196 and provide 

solid, easily-accessible evidence of the likelihood of prevailing on the merits. A 
low transfer price is good evidence that a preliminary injunction should not issue. 

suffered an irreparable injury; (2) that remedies available at law, such as monetary damages, as 
iuadequate to compensate for the injury" are essentially the same inquiry. Chisum on Patents § 
20.0412] [c] [iii] ("The Court erred by separating the two factors. In logic, in historic origin, and in 
practice, irreparable injury and inadequacy of damages are two sides of the same coin. In logic, 
the factors overlap completely." (quotation marks omitted)); accord MercExchange, L.L.C.v. 
eBay, Inc., 500 F. Supp. 2d 556, 569 n.ll, 581 (E.D. Va. 2007), on remand from eBay Inc. v. 
MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388 (2006) ("The irreparable harm inquiry and remedy at la~v 
inquiry are essentially t~vo sides of the same coin"). 
~9, For example, evaluations of the likelihood of the defendant being protected by fair use play a 

large role in deciding whether to issue preliminary injunctions against copyright infringement. 5 
Nimmer on Copyright § 14.0615] [b]. 
~9~ Chisum on Patents § 20.0412][iii]; e.g., Orr v. Litflefield, 18 F. Cas. 837 (No. 10,590) (C.C.D. 

N.H. 1845) (Woodbu15,, as Circuit Justice) ("if the patentee ... proceeds to put that right into 
exercise or use for some years, without ills being disturbed, that circumstance strengthens much the 
probability that the patent is good, and renders it so likely, as alone often to justify the issue of an 
injtmction in aid of it."); Zenith Laboratories, Inc. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 460 F. Supp. 812 (D.N.J. 
1978) (issuing preliminary injunction when patentee had experienced substantial commercial 
success and licensing acquiescence in crowded market). 
~9~ See Section II.A. 1. 
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Courts deciding whether to issue preliminary- injunctions in copyright 
cases often wrestle with whether the alleged infringement is fair use,197 which is 

hard enough to determine even with a full trial on the merits. As discussed 
earlier, 198 a low transfer price for a copyright suggests wider latitude for fair use. 

In trademark infringement cases, deciding whether to issue a preliminary 
injunction often centers on whether there is a likelihood of customer confusion 
bet~veen the trademark and the alleged infringer’s use.199 As discussed earlier,z°° 

a low transfer price for a trademark is an admission by its owner that the mark is 
probably not that strong, weighing against a likelihood of customer confusion. 
Similarly, in trademark dilution cases, which require a showing that the mark is 
"famous," a low transfer price nicely indicates a lack of fame, and hence should 
weigh against an injunction. 

2. Adequacy of Monetary Damages 

For both preliminary and permanent injunctions, the 1P owner must 
d , , 201 emonstrate that, without the injunction, it would suffer irreparable future harm 
that cannot be compensated with monetary damages. This factor reflects the 
difficulty that courts can often have in quantifying the damages from 
infringement. But when a multinational transfers IP to a low-tax jurisdiction, it 
has unequivocally demonstrated that the IP’s value - which generally correlates 
with the damages for infringing it - can be quantified, and was quantified at a 
fairly low number. 

A recent Federal Circuit case provides analogous circumstances. In 
Innogenetics, N. I7. v. Abbott Laboratories,2°2 the patent owner prevailed before a 
jury. The patent owner had argued for damages consisting of both an up-front 
"market entry fee" and a running royalty, and the jury gave exactly this award to 

197 Nimmer on Copyright § 14.06[A][5][b] ("The tough cases arise when fair use is mixed into the 

[preliminary injunctionl analysis."). 
19s See Section II.B. 1. 
199 New Kayak Pool Corp. v. R & P Pools, Inc., 246 F.3d 183, 185 (2d Cir. 2001) "where the 

plaintiff has a protected mark, a showing of likelihood of confusion establishes both a likelihood 
of success on the merits and irreparable harm. (quotation marks omitted)). 
200 See Section II.B.2. 
201 "Harm must be proved, not presumed." Flexible Lifeline Sys., Inc. v. Precision Lift, Inc., 654 

F.3d 989, 999-1000 (9th Cir. 2011); accord eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. at 391 
CA plaintiff must demonstrate: [listing factors]" for a permanent injunction against patent 
infringement); id. at 392-93 ("this Court: has consistently rejected invitations to replace traditional 
equitable considerations with a rule that an injtmction automatically follows a determination that a 
copyright has been infringed."). Although eBay clearly established that "there is no presumption of 
irreparable harm for patents and copyrights, there may still be a presumption of irreparable harm 
for trademarks. See Peoples Federal Say. Bank v. People’s United Bank, 672 F.3d 1, 9 n.l 1 (lst 
Cir. 2012) ("there is a looming question as to whether this presumption [of irreparable harm] can 
co-exist with the Supreme Court’s recent holding in eBay ... we need not [reach that question] 
here."); McCarthy § 30:47 (reviewing unclear case la~v and arguing as a policy matter for retaining 
the presumption for trademarks). 
202 512 F.3d 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2008). 
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the patent owner.2°3 The district court also granted a permanent injunction to the 
patent owner. But the Federal Circuit took the somewhat unusual step of vacating 
this permanent injunction as an abuse of discretion, reasoning that the "market 
entry fee" already quantified the harm from ongoing infringement.2°4 Given that 
this harm had already been expressly quantified and awarded in damages, the 
patent owner could not show inadequacy of monetary damages, which is required 
for a permanent injunction. Similarly, if a patent owner transfers IP to a low-tax 
jurisdiction for a set price that incorporates and quantifies its future profit 
potential, then that undercuts any argument that later infringement cannot be 
quantified into compensatory damages. 

3. Unfavorable Balance of Hardships 

The balance of hardships compares two hypothetical harms: the harm to 
the IP owner if the infringement is not enjoined; versus the harm to the defendant 
if the infringement is enjoined.2°5 For example, if a patented technology is of 
particular importance to the patent owner’s business, then that demonstrates harm 
to the IP owner from not enjoining the infringement and weighs towards an 
injunction.2°6 Conversely, if the patented technology is less important to the 
patent owner, that weighs against an injunction.2°7 

The IP owner’s transfer price is relevant to the first of these two harms, 
specifically the harm if the infringement is not enjoined. In general, the 
maximum harm to the IP owner is the loss of all profits the IP is expected to 
generate.2°s A transfer price for IP, as with the price of all assets, is based 

203 512 F.3d at 1380-81 
2o4 512 F.3d at 1380 ("The reasonable royalties awarded to Innogenetics include an upfront entry 

fee that contemplates or is based upon future sales by Abbott in a long term market. When a 
patentee requests and receives such compensation, it cam~ot be heard to complain that it will be 
irreparably harmed by furore sales."). 
:0s Acumed LLC v. Stryker Corp., 551 F.3d 1323, 1329-30 (Fed. Cir. 2008). 
2o6 E.g., Martek Biosciences Corp. v. Nutrinova Inc., 520 F. Supp. 2d 537, 558-59 (D. Del. 2007) 

(the patent owner’s "primary source of revenue"); Amgen, Inc. v. F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd., 
581 F. Supp. 2d 160, 212 (D. Mass. 2008), aff’d without opinion, 296 Fed. Appx. 69 (Fed. Cir. 
2008) (patents were "the foundation of Amgen’s business"). 
207 E.g., Tensar Corp. v. Tenax Corp., 24 U.S.P.Q.2d 1605, 1614 (D. Md. 1992) (preliminary 

injtmction deified when patentee "holds a ninety-eight percent market share and has continued to 
hold it even though a prior adjudicated infringement took place"). 
20s This statement is particularly true for patent and copyright, where the IP’s value comes from 

the ability to reap monopoly profits. Patent and copyright infringement, at worst, takes away all 
the IP holder’s monopoly profits. But this statement may not be true for trademark, where 
infringement by a low-quality competitor potentially could not only dissipate all additional profits 
from the right to sell using the trademark, but also harm sales even beyond those if the mark never 
existed. Cf International Kennel Club of Ctficago, Inc. v. Mighty Star, Inc., 846 F.2d 1079, 1091 
(Tth Cir. 1988) (trademark i~ffringement harms are "by their very nature ... not susceptible of 
adequate measurement."); McCarthy § 30:47 CConfilsed purchasers will think that defendant’s 
goods or sel~dces are sponsored or approved by plaintiff. If defendant’s goods are (or may be in 
the future) of poor quality, this will reflect adversely upon plaintiff’s business good will and 
reputation."). 
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primarily on the profits it is expected to generate. As a result, an artificially low 
transfer price is a useful piece of data for a court to estimate the IP owner’s 
hardships, and will tend to weigh against issuing preliminary or permanent 
injunctions. 

E. Misuse 

Even if an IP owner has established validity, infringement, and damages, 
the court may still withhold all relief. Patent misuse,2°9 copyright misuse,21° and 
trademark misuse21~ are doctrines whereby a court will refuse to award monetary 
or injunctive relief to an IP owner who has "misused" the IP. Once the misuse is 
stopped and the ill-effects remedied, then court gives the prevailing IP owner its 
relief. 

The misuse doctrines all have roots in equity and are applied by courts 
when the IP owner has used the patent in a way that either violates public policy, 
or runs contrary to general antitrust-law principles (although actual antitrust 
violations are not necessary for a finding of miuse).2~2 In a seminal case, the 
Supreme Court found patent misuse when the patentee on a salt tablet machine 
required that lessees of the patented machines also buy unpatented salt from the 
patentee.2~3 The Court found the patentee was impermissibly attempting to 
extend the market power already granted by the patent, and it withheld relief 
because courts "may appropriately withhold their aid where the plaintiff is using 
the fight asserted contrary to the public interest.’’2~4 As other examples, courts 
have found trademark misuse when the trademark was deceptive, or when the 
trademark was used to force social clubs to exclude females.2J 5 

209 Morton Salt Co. v. GS Suppiger Co., 314 U.S. 488 (1942); Chisum on Patents § 19.04; cf 

Mark A. Lemley, Comment, The Economic Irrationali~ of the Patent ~Iisuse Doctrine, 78 Calif. 
L. Rev. 1599 (1990); Note, Ls" the Patent Misuse Doctrine Obsolete?, 110 Hala~. L. Rev. 1922, 
1925 (1997). 
2~0 Ninuner on Copyright § 13.09[A]. 
2~ Lasercomb America, Inc. v. Reynolds, 911 F. 2d 970 (4th Cir. 1990); McCarthy on Trademarks 

§ 31:44 to 47. 
212 Fellmeth, Copyright ~gIisuse and the Limits of the Intellectual Property ~vIonopoly, 6 J. Intell. 

Prop. L. 1, 24-25 (1998) ("most courts ... find that misuse occurs when a copyright owner (1) 
illegally attempts to use his copyright to gain market power or to extend the monopoly beyond the 
scope of the copyright; or (2) violates the public policies underlying the copyright laws."; noting 
similarily here to patent law); William E. Ridgway, Revitalizing the Doctrine c~/ 7?ademark 
?~[isuse, 21 Berk. Tech. L. J. 1547, 1564 (2006); Lemley, supra, at 1613; National Football League 
v. Governor of Delaware, 435 F. Supp. 1372, 1391 n.35 (D. Del. 1977) (trademaN misuse 
potentially includes any harm to the public). 
213 Morton Salt Co. v. GS Suppiger Co., 314 U.S. 488 (1942). 
214 314 U.S. at 492. 
:15 United States Jaycees v. Cedar Rapids Jaycees, 794 F.2d 379 (8th Cir. 1986) (trademark use lo 

pu~fish chapter for ad~nitting women); Clinton E. Worden & Co. v. California Fig Syrup Co., 187 
U.S. 516 (1903) (trademark for "Syrup of Figs" denied relief for using few figs); see Ridgway, 
supra, at 1554 (discussing trademark nfisuse’s origins in dishonest IP owners). 
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Courts should withhold remedies from an IP owner who has used the IP 
for egregious tax-avoidance, until the owner has remedied the ill-effects of the 
misuse by voluntarily paying the Treasury back taxes appropriate to an 
appropriate valuation of the IP.216 This application of misuse is an entirely 
sensible extension of existing misuse caselaw.217 

Misuse occurs when 1P is used in ways that violate public policy. There 
are few public policies more important than the full payment of taxes, which the 
Supreme Court has described as "the life-blood of government, and their prompt 
and certain availability an imperious need.’’2~8 As Justice Holmes eloquently 
stated, "Taxes are what we pay for civilized society.’’2J9 

Courts also find misuse when IP is used in ways that violate general 
principles of the antitrust laws. Antitrust laws have three maj or goals: minimizing 
deadweight losses caused by anticompetitive behavior;22° preventing producers 
from pocketing consumer surplus for themselves;2~ and avoiding undue 
concentration of economic power.222 IP-based tax avoidance creates harms 

216 Withholding both damages and (when it would be otherwise available) injunctive relief is 

entirely appropriate for patent misuse or copyright misuse, where the ex ante benefits of the IP are 
aimed to flow entirely to the owner. But trademark law also provides ex ante benefits to 
consumers, who are spared co~ffusion; as a result, withholding only damages might be ~nost 
appropriate for trademark misuse, while still allowing injunctive relief to prevent further consumer 
confusion. Cf Ridgway, supra, at 1585 (noting how trademark misuse’s remedies may need to be 
shifted to prevent consumer colffusion). 
217 ~f Ridgway, supra (arguing for an extension of trademark misuse to deal with inappropriate 

trademark overenforcement to suppress discussion on the internet); Merges, Reflections on 
Current Legislation ~[)’bcting Patent ~4isuse, 70 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. Soc’Y 793, 797 
(1988) (arguing for patent misuse when the court perceives unclean hands); see also Lemley, 
supra at 1611-12 (noting that there is "no theoretical bar to the creation of non-antitrust classes of 
patent misuse); Nicoson, ~[isuse of the Misuse Doctrine in Infringement Suits, 9 UCLA L. Rev. 
76, 109-10 (1962) (recommending that the patent misuse doctrine be limited to cases in which the 
antitrust laws do not apply, which would still nicely accommodate tax-avoidance patent misuse) 
:~s GM Leasing Corp. v. United States, 429 US 338, 350 (1977) (quoting Bull v. United States, 
295 U. S. 247, 259 (1935)). 
~9 Compafiia General de Tabacos de Filipinas v. Collector of Internal Revenue, 275 U.S. 87, 100 

(1927) (Holmes, J., dissenting). 
:z0 Louis Kaplow & Carl Shapiro, Antitrust, in 2 HANDBOOK OF LAW AND ECONOMICS 1099 (A. 

Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell, eds., 2007); William M. Landes, Optimal Sanctions jbr 
Antitrust Violations, 50 U. CHI. L. REV. 652, 653 (1983). Supra-competitive prices increase 
producer surplus by less than they decrease consumer surplus. As a result, the total surplus 
(consumers’ plus producers’) is lower. See id. at 654 fig. 1 (providing graphical depiction). The 
decrease in total surplus is referred to as deadweight loss. Note that it is tmsettled whether 
antitrust law should aim to maximize consumer surplus, or should aim to maximize the sum of 
consumer and producer surplus. Kaplow & Shapiro, supra, at 1166-67 (outlining current state of 
tiffs debate). 
:Zl Kaplow & Shapiro, supra note 220, at 1099. Charging supra-competitive prices increases 

producer welfare but decreases consumer welfare. 
:zz Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1, 50 (1911) (congressional debates leading up to 
the Sherman Act show that the "that the main cause which led to the legislation’’ was "the vast 
accumulation of wealth in the hands of corporations and individuals" as well as "the widespread 
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strikingly similar to all three of these ills that antitrust law aims to prevent. Just 
as anticompetitive behavior creates deadweight losses, lP-based tax avoidance 
leads to substantial deadweight losses in terms of misallocated investment and 
expense.223 Just as businesses engaged in anticompetitive behavior shift value 

from consumers to themselves, tax avoiders shift tax burden from themselves to 
taxpayers in general. And, just as the antitrust laws fight concentrations of 
economic po~ver, lP-based tax avoidance is only available to multinationals, 
giving them a competitive advantage over smaller businesses, thus tending to 
increase the concentration of economic power. In sum, applying the misuse 
doctrines to IP-based tax-avoidance would serve very similar goals as applying 
misuse to further antitrust policies. 

How would a court determine whether there was tax-avoidance misuse? If 
the IP owner had transferred the IP for a low price, but at trial offered evidence 
that the IP was worth much more - in arguing for validity, larger scope, injunctive 
relief, and higher damages - that disparity would indicate misuse of the IP. 

The misuse doctrines are court-created and have shown great resiliency, 
responding to various public policy around IP as they have arisen. It would be 
eminently reasonable for courts to apply the misuse doctrines to IP-based tax- 
avoidance, which has emerged as a pressing current public policy challenge.224 

III. THEORETICAL JUSTIFICATIONS FOR USING IP TO BATTLE 
TAX AVOIDANCE 

The previous Part argued that existing IP law- can naturally be extended to 
make it hard for IP owners to use the IP to avoid tax and later sue for 
infringement of that IP. But for courts and IP scholars to accept these approaches, 
this Article must also demonstrate that these extensions of IP law further - or at 
least do not contravene - the j ustifications underpinning IP law. 

Neither scholars nor courts have settled on any single justification for IP 
law as it currently exists; rather, there are several different justifications.2~5 This 
Part reviews the most widely accepted justifications - economic efficiency, just 

impression that their power had been and would be exerted to oppress individuals and injure the 
public generally"). 
223 ~’6’e Kleinbard, supra note 55, at 1038. 

:z4 International IP treaties should provide no bar on applying misuse in this way. Article 41 (5) o:f 
tire Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) provides "It is understood that 
this Part:... does [not] affect the capacity of Members to enforce their law in general." Tax law is 
certainly part of the general law, and withholding IP remedies until back-taxes on related tax- 
avoidance is entirely consistent with enforcing tax law. 
Note that if courts do not adopt: misuse doctrines to fight tax avoidance, Congress could easily 

step in and add a sentence to 26 U.S.C. § 482 (the primal3, tax code provision combatting tax 
abuse), stating that failure to abide by proper arm’s-length pricing that is "commensurate with 
irrcome" can constitute misuse of intellectual property under tire Lanham Act (covering federal 
trademark law), Title 17 (copyrights), and Title 35 (patents). This statuto~ change could 
potentially raise a substantial amount o:f revenue. 
:~s An excellent, comprehensive survey of the justifications for IP law is ROBERT P. MERGES, 

JUSTIFYING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (2011) [hereinafter "Merges, Justifying IP"]. 
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deserts, individual autonomy, and encouraging the flourishing of creative 
professionals. Extending existing IP law to battle tax avoidance does not hinder 
these existing justifications - and even furthers the goal of encouraging creative 
professionals’ flourishing. Moreover, extending IP law to battle tax avoidance 
also promotes consistency within existing 1P law, which has long embraced 
notions of estoppel. 

A. Economic Grounds 

An 1P system involves costs and benefits. The primary benefit is that it 
incentivizes inventions, creative works, and reliable brands. But it does so by 
giving a monopoly over the IP to the owner, which generally has the same cost as 
any monopoly: deadweight losses from supra-competitive pricing.226 And 

because subsequent creations use pre-existing creations as inputs, existing IP 
rights stymie some amount of new innovation and    ~" "~ 227 creativity. Other maj or costs 
of the IP system include funding the PTO, having patent prosecutors, and the high 

costs of IP litigation. As Justice Breyer recently observed, "patent law is filled 
. ,,228 with uneasy compromises. 

There is simply no proof that our current IP system furthers economic 
well-being, given its costs.229 Over a half-century ago, the U.S. Senate asked 

eminent economist Fritz Machlup to empirically weigh the costs and benefits of 
the patent system. His 90-page report concluded: 

If we did not have a patent system, it would be 
irresponsible, on the basis of our present knowledge 
of its economic consequences, to recommend 
instituting one. But since we have had a patent 
system for a long time, it would be irresponsible, on 
the basis of our present knowledge, to recommend 
abolishing it.23° 

:26 This deadweight loss can be ameliorated with perfect price discrimination, although this is 

highly unlikely in practice. 
227 Of course, subsequent creators can license pre-existing IP, but there are many well-documented 

transactional cost problems with "this. 
:2s Oral Argument Transcript at 49:3, Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, 

Inc., 133 S.Ct. 2107 (No. 12-398) (2013). 
:29 Merges, Justi~ing IP, supra, at 2-3, 6; id. at 151-55 (explaining why economic efficiency is 

only a midlevel principle in IP law); William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, The Economic 
Structure of Intellectual Property Law 10 (2003) ("economic analysis of intellectual property 
remains inconclnsive, if not indeterminate"); George L. Priest, What h2conomists (;’an Tell Lawyers 
About b~tellectual Property: Comment on Cheung, 8 Res. L. & Econ. 19, 24 (1986) ("I believe 
there is little hope that economic analysis can resolve the question of the appropriate scope of the 
protection of intellectual property."); Peter Yu, Anticircumvention and Anti-Anticircumvention, 84 
Deny. L. Rev. 13, 14-15 (2006); David McGowan, Copyright Nonconsequentialism, 69 Mo. L. 
Rev. 1, 1 (2004). 
:30 Fritz Machlup, An Economic Review of the Patent System, Subconwn. on Patents, Trademarks, 

and Copyrights of the Senate Conwn. on the Judicial3~ 80 (1958). 
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More recently, Judge Easterbrook observed that "we know so little about the 

effects of our current intellectua~l property regime on the production and use of 
,, ’~ 1 traditional intellectual property. ~ 

With this background of unclear costs and unclear benefits, it is 
impossible to evaluate with any certainty whether this Article’s proposal will be 
economically harmful. But it is absolutely certain that IP owners will see no 
decrease in their reward if they do not use their IP for tax avoidance. Must Apple 
really transfer its U.S.-developed patents to its Irish subsidiary? Individual 
inventors and authors will see no impact on their ability to enforce their IP rights; 

nor will multinationals that do not use their 1P for tax avoidance. 
Regardless of whether the existing IP system does increase economic 

welfare (i.e. the benefits exceed the costs), this Article’s arguments will merely 
help return the net payoff to tax-avoiding multinationals to the baseline that would 
exist in the absence of IP-based tax avoidance. By transferring IP for low transfer 
prices, multinationals increase their after-tax return from IP. This Article’s 
proposals would moderately decrease multinationals’ litigation recoveries and 
li censing royalties from the 1P, very roughly balancing out the tax savings. 

Counterintuitively, the additional bit of uncertainty that an IP owner 
would bring on itself by using the IP to avoid taxes can actually improve 
economic welfare. Recall that IP generates rewards by giving the owner 
monopoly power, which almost always results in a deadweight loss. In a brilliant, 
counterintuitive article on the perverse benefits of uncertainty in patent law,z32 

Professors Ian Ayres and Paul Klemperer demonstrate that a small increase in the 
uncertainty of a patent’s validity and enforceability typically prevents a patentee 
from charging the full monopoly price. This slightly lower price decreases the 
reward for the invention by a small amount, but reduces the deadweight loss to 
society by a much greater amount.23:~ In other words, uncertainty typically 

decreases the reward for an invention by a much smaller amount than it reduces 
the deadweight loss to society, leading to a net increase in social welfare. This 
conclusion would apply fully to any uncertainty that a patent owner brings upon 
itself by using the patent to avoid taxes. 

~31 Frank H. Easterbrook, Who Decides the Extent of Rights in Intellectual Properly?, in 

Expanding the Boundaries of Intellectual Property: Innovation Policy for the Knowledge Society 
405,405-06 (Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss, Diane Leenheer Zimmennan & Hart5~ First eds., 2001). 
:3z Ian Ayres & Paul Klemperer, Limiting Patentees’ ~9larket Power Without Reducing Innovation 

h~centives: The Perve~s’e Benefits of Uncertainty and Non-Injunctive Remedies, 97 Mich. L. Rev. 
985 (1999). 
~33 Ayres & Klemperer’s analysis depends, in part, on the fact that: patentees are entitled only to 

lost pro:fits - not disgorgement of the i~ffringer’s profits. Id. at 1030. By contrast, trademark and 
copyright owners are entitled to the greater of lost profits or the infringer’s profits, which can 
potentially reduce the benefits of uncertainty for trademark or copyright law. Id. [Further thought 
and analysis needed.] 
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B. Lockean Just Deserts and Kantian Autonomy 

In the absence of evidence that IP law can be justified in economic terms, 
Professor Robert Merges persuasively argues that 1P’s foundation must be 
philosophical considerations. One primary consideration he points to is John 
Locke’s concept of "just deserts" for labor.234 When a person labors to gather 
acorns from nature, he or she has earned those acorns and should be able to 
consider them property. Similarly, when an inventor or author labors to create a 
better mousetrap or new novel, he or she should be able to consider the mousetrap 
or novel as property. Merges points to numerous instances where case law 
reflects Lockean considerations, which he considers a solid foundation for the 
existence of IP. 

Another philosophical consideration that Merges identifies as justifying IP 
T,- ¯ 235 comes from the work of Immanuel ~ant.    Kant focused on maximizing the 

autonomy of individuals. Allowing a person to possess property allows them to 
use it to express their will, imprint it with their personality, and maximize their 
autonomy. These Kantian concepts mesh well with IP, which allows inventors, 
authors, and the like to create and use ideas that are often highly expressive and 
can do a great deal to maximize individual autonomy. Merges notes numerous 
instances where case law reflects Kantian considerations,236 which also provides a 
solid foundation for IP’s existence. 

However strong a foundati on Lockean and Kantian considerations provide 
for IP law, both ultimately assume that the IP owner is an individual. While both 
do a great deal to justify giving IP protection to the individual inventor laboring in 
a garage or to the aspiring novelist typing away on a manuscript, they have only a 
tenuous relation to IP owned by a multinational corporation. When a 
multinational corporation transfers IP to avoid taxes, a subsequent weakening of 
the 1P rights does not offend the Lockean or Kantian concerns underpinning IP 
law. 

C. Flourishing of Creative Professionals 

Merges recognizes the reality that most IP is owned by corporations, 
rather than individual inventors, authors, et cetera,237 but he argues quite 
persuasively that IP law is remains vital to increasing the autonomy and incomes 
of creative professionals. Prior to IP law, creative professionals typically relied 
on wealthy patrons, with Mozart being a good example.238 Even though 
corporations now dominate the ownership of 1P, the availability of IP fights to 
corporations ensures that creative professionals can continue to earn a good 
living. Additionally, smaller businesses (like startups) are particularly dependent 

234 Merges, Justifying IP, at 31-67. 
235 Merges, Jusfi~ing IP, at 68-101. 
:36 E.g. Merges, Justifying IP, at 96-101. 
:3: Merges, Justi~’ing IP, at 210 (78% of patems are issued to corporations). 
:3~ Id. at 198. 
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on IP rights, which give them the independent ability to compete against larger 
businesses; smaller businesses, in turn, give creative professionals great deals of 
autonomy.239 Merges admits that transaction costs mean that certain types of IP 
are best produced by large corporations, with examples including major motion 
pictures and Apple’s iPhone.24° But large IP-heavy companies often create 
ecosystems of smaller businesses and independent creative professionals that also 
depend on IP law.241 Examples include the numerous makers of "apps" for 
Apple’s iPhone or the many independent consultants involved in creating feature 
films. Most depend on IP rights to continue to thrive, and they provide 
opportunities for autonomy and good income for creative professionals. 

Perversely, allowing IP to be used to avoid taxes actually decreases the 
autonomy of creative professionals. Only multinational corporations can use their 
IP for tax avoidance, meaning that the same piece of IP is that much more 
valuable in the hands of a large multinational corporation than in the hands of a 
startup or individual. This distorts IP-creating activity, moving more of it from 
small businesses to multinationals, where creative professionals have less 
autonomy24~ and less opportunity to reap the profits of their creations. 

D. Consistency with IP Law’s Extensive Use of Estoppel 

This Article has presented doctrinal and theoretical reasons to admit 
evidence of low transfer prices against owners of IP that use it for tax-avoidance. 
This Article’s proposed extension of existing IP law has a strong element of 
estoppel,~43 holding IP owners’ statements about value against them, effectively 
hoisting them on their own petard. This approach is far from radical. IP law 
makes extensive use of estoppel and various equitable notions to shape 
substantive rights and remedies.244 

Patent law, for example, has "prosecution history estoppel.’’245 In the 
application process for a patent (called "prosecution"), the PTO’s patent examiner 

239 Id. at 212-13. 
24o 

Id. at 220. 
241 

Id. at 222-26. 
24~ Cf Scott Kirsner, 11 l~ays Big Companies Undermine Innovation (Oct. 21, 2013), available at 

http://blogs.hbr.or~/2013/10/11 -wax.;s-big-companies-undern~ine-innovat~ion/. 243 Black’s Law Dictionau (9th ed. 2009) (giving definition 1. of "estoppel" as "A bar that 

prevents onc from asserting a claim or right that contradicts what one has said or done before or 
what has been legally established as tree."). 
244 E.g. Scholle Corp. v. Blackhawk Molding Co., Inc., 133 F.3d 1469 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (applying 

equitable estoppel to estop patent infringement suit); National Busincss Lists, Inc. v. Dun & 
Bmdstreet, Inc., 552 F. Supp. 89 (N.D. Ill. 1982) (equitable estoppel in copyright infringement). 
24~ Chisum on Patents § 18.05; e.g. Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., Ltd., 

535 U.S. 722 (2002). Prosecution history, estoppel is also sometimes referred to as "file-wrapper 
estoppel" the prosecution history is documentcd in the "file" of correspondence between the 
patentee and PTO during the prosecution of the patent. Black’s Law Dictionary (9th ed. 2009) 
(dcfihition of "prosecution-history estoppel"). Trademark law also has the concept of prosecution 
histol?." estoppel, although it is ~nerely a factor to consider in trademark infringemem. McCarthy 
on Trademarks and U~ffair Competition § 32:111 (4th ed.). 
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may reject a particular claim, arguing that it covers too much. Any arguments or 
amendments that the patent applicant then makes to receive approval of the claim 
then estop the patentee in subsequent litigation with alleged infringers.246 In 
short, arguments or amendments made to the PTO substantively narrow the scope 
of a patent and can make it harder for the patentee to show infringement. This 
longstanding type of estoppel is similar to how this Article argues a patentee’s 
statements about the value of the patent should be held against the patentee. 

Patent law also has a concept of "legal estoppel" that prevents patent 
holders from suing for infringement of a patent when the alleged infringer bought 
or licensed a different patent from the patent holder.247 For example, suppose an 
inventor gets a patent on a better mousetrap, and licenses the patent to a 
mousetrap manufacturer. Suppose that the inventor later acquires a different 
patent on a component necessary to make these new mousetraps work, then the 
manufacturer is literally infringing on this new- patent, but the inventor is legally 
estopped from suing the manufacturer for infringement. Effectively, courts hold 
that the inventor gave the manufacturer an implied license to the subsequently 
acquired patent. 

Patent law has also developed "marking estoppel." Patentees can get 
damages much more easily if they "mark" the product with the patent number.248 
For example, the fine print on the insulating cardboard sleeves put on Starbucks 
lattes is marked with "US #6863644", which is a patent for a "Beverage container 
holder,’’z49 which Starbucks licenses from the patent’s owner, LBP 
Manufacturing, Inc. Whenever a licensee of a patent marks its product as covered 
by a patent, it is estopped under "marking estoppel" from later arguing that the 
marked product did not infringe the patent.25° Thus, if Starbucks decided to stop 
paying royalties to LBP, Starbucks would be estopped under "marketing 
estoppel" from arguing that its insulating cardboard sleeves did not infringe 
LBP’ s patent. 

Copyright law has developed a unique doctrine called "copyright 
estoppel’’zsl reflecting the key distinction that facts cannot be copyrighted, 

246 Conoco, Inc. v. Energy & E~wironmental International, L.C., 460 F.3d 1349, 1363 (Fed. Cir. 

2006) ("We have recognized that prosecution history, estoppel can occur during prosecution in one 
of two ways, either (1) by making a narrowing amendment to the claim (’amendment-based 
estoppel’) or (2) by surrendering claim scope through argument to the patent examiner 
(’argument-based estoppel’)."). 
247 5 Chisnm on Patents § 16.0312][a]lvi]; TransCore, LP v. Electronic Transaction Consultants 

Corp., 563 F.3d 1271 (Fed. Cir. 2009); Wang Laboratories, Inc. v. Mitsubishi Electronics 
America, Inc., 103 F.3d 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1997). 
24~ 35 U.S.C. § 287(a) (providing that marking a product: with the patent ~mmber provides notice to 

infringers, is a prerequisite for damages). 
~49 U.S. Patent No. 6,863,644, Beverage Container thdder (Aug. 24, 2001). 
:s0 Boyd v. Schildkraut Gift~vare Corp., 936 F.2d 76, 79 (2d Cir. 1991). See generally Chisum on 

Patents § 18.06[1][e]. 
:Sl 4 Nirmner on Copyright § 13.07[B]; id. § 2.11 [C]. 
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whereas fictional expressions can.252 An author who represents that a creation is 

factual is estopped from subsequently claiming that it is fictional and therefore 
copyrightable. For example, the preface to the biography Wyatt Earp, Frontier 
Marshall stated that it was "in no part a mythic tale.’’253 The author was thus 

estopped from suing for someone who copied the fictionalized portions of the 
lawman’s biography, which had been represented as fact.254 

Copyright law looks to tax law- as a factor in many copyright ownership 
disputes. The Supreme Court in Community jbr Creative Non-Violence v. Reid2~5 

had to determine who owned the copyright to a statue - the sculptor, or the 
organization that had commissioned the sculpture. Ownership depended on 
whether the sculpture was a "work made for hire," which in turn depended on 
whether the sculptor prepared the sculpture as an "employee within the scope of 
his or her employment."z~ To interpret this language, the Court looked to 

traditional agency principles, including whether the organization had treated the 
sculptor as an employee for tax purposes.257 The Court found the fact that the 

sculptor had not been an employee for tax purposes was a factor weighing in 
favor of the sculptor owning the copyright.2~ Subsequent copyright-ownership 

cases have observed that the tax treatment of the creator is a factor "that will be 
significant in virtually eve~ situation,’’z~9 and can be a "virtual admission’’z~° of 

the other party’s copyright ownership. 
Trademark and patent law both have the concept of "assignor estoppel," 

which prevents someone who sells IP for consideration from later challenging the 
validity of the IP.261 For example, the members of the band "The Drifters" 

(whose hits included "Save The Last Dance For Me") assigned the mark on their 
band’s name to their manager,z62 One of the band members later left to start his 

own band called "The Drifters." The manager naturally sued for infringement. 

~ Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 81 F.2d 49 (2d Cir. 1936). 
253 Lake v. Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 140 F. Supp. 707, 708 (S.D. Cal. 1956). 

~4 140 F. Supp. at 709; accord Nash v. CBS, Inc., 899 F.2d 1537 (Tth Cir. 1990); Hoehling v. 

Universal City Studios, Inc., 618 F.2d 972 (1980). 
:55 490 U.S. 730 (1989). 

:~6 17 U.S.C. § 101(1). 

:s7 490 U.S. at 752 ("the lax treatment of the hired party"). 

:ss 490 U.S. at 753 ("Finally, CCNV did not pay payroll or Social Security taxes"). 
:s9 Aymes v. Bonelli, 980 F.2d 857, 861 (2d Cir. 1992); accord Farlow v. Wachovia Bank of 

North Carolina, N.A. 

259 F.3d 309, 315 (4th Cir. 2001); Kirk v. Harler, 188 F.3d 1005, 1009 (81h Cir. 1999). 
~60 980 F.2d at 862 ("The failure of Island to extend Aymes any employment benefits or to pay 

any of his payroll taxes is highly indicative that Aymes was considered an outside independent 

contractor by Island. Indeed, these lwo faclors constitute virtual admissions of Aymes’s status by 

Bonelli himself."). 
~61 Diamond Scientific Co. v. Ambico, Inc., 848 F.2d 1220, 1224 (Fed.Cir.1988); see also 

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. v. Formica Insulation Co., 266 U.S. 342, 348-49 (1924). See 

generally Chisum on Patents § 19.0213][b][ii]; 3 McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair 

Competition §§ 18:16 & 32:108 (4th ed.). 
~z Marshak v. Greerk 505 F.Supp. 1054 (S.D.N.Y. 1981). 
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The breakaway band member challenged the validity of the original mark, but the 
court prevented this under assignor estoppel.263 

Trademark, patent, and copyright law all allow invalidation or 
unenforceability of IP for unethical conduct in procuring the IP. For example, 
patents may be invalidated for unethical conduct by the patentee’s attorney in 
obtaining the patent from the PTO, even though the patentee had come up with a 
fully patentable invention.264 Trademarks unethically obtained from the PTO are 
similarly invalid, even if the trademark ~vould other~vise be valid.265 Copyright 

law allows courts to decline enforcement of a copyright where the owner has 
misrepresented facts to the Copyright Office, even if the underlying copyright is 
valid and infringed.2~ Similarly, making spurious threats regarding copyright 
infringement similarly may cause courts to decline copyright enforcement.267 

These doctrines - which result in outright invalidity - are much harsher than 
admitting a lo~v transfer price into evidence for factfinders to consider. 

Furthermore, trademark, patent, and copyright law all allow for both 
equitable estoppel and the equitable doctrine of laches. Equitable estoppel bars an 
1P owner from recovery - even against an uncontested infringer - when the owner 
has misrepresented to the infringer that the owner will not enforce the 1P against 
the infringer, and the infringer has reasonably relied on that misrepresentation.268 

The related doctrine of laches bars an IP owner from recovery - again, even 
against an uncontested infringer - when the owner has been unreasonably slow in 
asserting the IP infringement, to the detriment of the infringer.269 

It is worth remembering that the artificially low transfer prices are not 
mere accounting fictions. The prices are justified using contemporaneous 
documentation prepared by valuation experts hired by the IP o~vner. And these 

263 505 F.Supp. at 1061. 
264 60 Am. Jur. 2d Patents 8 894 (patents). 
265 6 McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition 88 31:59 to 31:84 (discussing the variety 
of types of fraud in obtaining trademark and their use by defendants). 
26~ Masquerade Novelty, Inc. v. Unique Indus., Inc., 912 F.2d 663, 667 (3d Cir. 1990); 

Whimsicality, Inc. v. Ruble’s Costume Co., 891 F.2d 452, 456 (2d .Cir. 1989); Eckes v. Card 
Prices Update, 736 F.2d 859, 861-62 (2d Cir. 1984); Russ Berrie & Co., Inc. v. Jerry Elsner Co., 
Inc., 482 F. Supp. 980, 988 (S.D.N.Y. 1980). 
~ E.g., Vogue Ring Creations, Inc. v. Hardma~, 410 F. Supp. 609, 616 (D.R.I. 1976) 
(advertisement had false warnings about potential liability of infringers). In an analogous 
provision, the patent laws allow qui tam suits against lhose who falsely mark an ur~patenled 
product as being patented. 35 U.S.C. 8 292. 
:6s A. C. Aukerman Co. v. R. L. Chaides Construction Co., 960 F.2d 1020, 1041-42 (Fed. Cir. 
1992) (en banc) (equitable estoppel for patents); Hampton v. Paramount Pictures Corp., 279 F.2d 
100, 104 (9th Cir. 1960) (equitable estoppel for copyrights); 6 McCarthy on Trademarks and 
Unfair Competition 8 32:106 (4~t~ ed.) (equitable estoppel for trademarks; noting that the public 
policy of trademark law against customer confi~sion may sometimes override equitable estoppel). 
2~9A. (-~: Aukerman Co., 960 F.2d at 1028-29 (citing Lane & Bodley Co. v. Locke, 150 U.S. 193 
(1893)) (patent laches); Slifka v. Citation Fabrics Corp., 329 F. Supp. 1392 (S.D.N.Y. 1971) 
(copyright laches). See generally McCart~ on Trademarks and Unfair Competition 8 31:2 
(trademark laches). 
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prices are attested to, under penalties of perjury, as being "true, correct, and 
complete.’’27° Admitting these low- prices as strong evidence against the IP owner 
fits comfortably within existing IP law’s use of estoppel and equity. 

E. Misdirected Subsidy for Inventive and Creative Activities 

it is entirely possible that current IP law - in a world without iP’s use for 
tax avoidance - fails to provide sufficient incentives for invention, creation, and 
brand-building This is an empirical question, on which the evidence is unclear 
and hotly debated. This Article takes no position on this debate, except to note 
that the majority consensus is that IP law currently provides too much power to IP 
owners. But, assuming arguendo that current IP law provides too little economic 
incentive, then permitting iP-based tax avoidance is vastly inferior to other policy 
levers to address the problem. 

Government money can be used directly - instead of indirectly through 
tax avoidance to encourage innovation and    J.., 271 -- creauvlty. Grants can be made for 
scientific and engineering research through agencies such as the National Science 
Foundation and National Institutes of Health, and grants for creative works can be 
made through agencies like the National Endowment for the Humanities. Prizes 
for solving particular engineering problems can directly incentivize solutions to 
particular problems. 

Without spending government money, 1P law itself can be strengthened to 
increase the economic returns to invention, creation, and branding. The 
possibilities are nearly endless, including increasing statutory damages, extending 
the term and scope of IP, and requiring infringers to pay the IP holders’ attorneys 

fees as a matter of course. 
Finally, the tax system already contains a number of provisions - enacted 

by Congress and available to multinationals, small businesses, and individuals 
alike - to encourage invention, creativity, and brand-building Most importantly, 
R&D is subsidized heavily through both a tax credit directly reimbursing a 
portion of R&D expenses272 and an immediate deduction for the remaining R&D 

273 expenses.    These tax subsidies have broad bipartisan support and provide 
$113 billion a year towards research, which is greater than NASA’s entire budget. 
Creative activities by authors, photographers, and artists are deductible under a 
special provision.274 And advertising and other expenses relating to creating and 

¯ "75 building trademarks are deductible." Looking beyond U.S. law, many European 

:7o See supra note 80. 
271 For an excellent taxonmw and analysis of innovation incentives, see Da~fiel J. Hemel & Lisa 

Larfimore Ouellette, Beyond the Patents-Prizes Debate, 92 TEX. L. REV. (forthcoming 2014), 
available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2245691. 
:Tz 26 U.S.C. § 41. 
:73 26 U.S.C. § 174; see also id. §280C(c) (limiting deduction to amounts [’or which a credit is not 

already provided under section 41). 
:74 26 U.S.C. § 263A(h). 
:Ts RJR Nabisco Inc. v. Comnfissioner, T.C. Memo. 1998-252. 
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countries offer "patent boxes" that provide special tax incentives for profits 
earned on patented inventions. 

These many policy levers lack the deep problems of allowing [i-based tax 
avoidance, which provides benefits only to multinationals, creates large 
deadweight costs, and reduces the autonomy of creative professionals.276 Anyone 

who believes that 1P current provides its creators with insufficient rewards should 
press for government funding and prizes, stronger [i law, and expansion of useful 

tax benefits that are available to small businesses and individuals, like the R&D 
tax credit. 277 

IV.    FURTHER APPLICATIONS 

A. International Usage 

Most developed, non-tax-haven countries have seen their tax bases eroded 
by multinationals using IP-based strategies nearly identical to those described 
earlier, resulting in public furors, particularly in Europe.278 The influential 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has made a 
top priority of researching tax-law fixes to prevent [I-based tax-avoidance, as part 
of its Base-Erosion and Profit-Shifting (BEPS) project. This Article’s proposed 
extension of IP law to fight tax avoidance can largely be used in other countries as 
well. 

B. Tax-Avoidance Using Other Intangible Assets 

The three types of IP discussed so far (patent, copyright, and trademark) 
are the most common types of intangible property. But multinationals also 
engage in tax-avoidance through low transfer prices for other, more amorphous 
intangibles such as "workforce in place," customer lists, trade secrets, and 
corporate business opportunities.279 The gambit is the same as with traditional IP: 
the intangibles are transferred at an early stage for a low price to a foreign 
subsidia~, with future growth escaping U.S. taxation. 

Just as a patent’s low transfer price should be held against it when its 
owner attempts to enforce the patent, there are many ways that the low prices for 
amorphous intangibles can be held against it in subsequent litigation with third 
parties. For example, suppose that a multinational transfers a customer list for an 
artificially low price, and an employee later leaves for a competitor and makes use 

:76 Section III.C. 
:77 Graetz & Doud, at 362 (reviewing evidence of R&D tax credit effectiveness and concluding 

that they likely increase R&D and productivity). 
:Ts See discussion supra note 51 (discussing the U.K. furor over Starbucks’ tax avoidance); see 

also Martin A. Sullivan, Economic Analysis: ~erge~, Inversions tIighlight Tax Events for 
Drugmakers, 140 Tax Notes 411 (July 29, 2013) (noting tax avoidance by a Canadian 
pharmaceutical company). 
279 TREASURY, GENERAL EXPLANATIONS, supra note 2, at 51 (proposing to claril}, that the main 

transfer-pricing provision, 26 U.S.C. § 482, covers "workforce in place, goodwill and going 
concern value"; goodwill and going concern value are closely related to trademarks, whereas 
workforce in place does not). 
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of customer connections. The multinational will likely sue the competitor for 
both damages and an injunction against further use of the customer list.2s° The 

competitor should be able to point to the low transfer price to argue for 
correspondingly lower damages.2sJ The low price also should weigh against an 
injunction, as demonstrating a favorable balance of hardships,2~2 adequacy of 
monetary remedies,2~3 and previous inequitable behavior2~4 (i~e. tax avoidance) by 

the multinational. 
Similarly, a multinational might transfer the amorphous intangible asset of 

"workforce in place" for an artificially low price. Later, if an employee who is 
part of that workforce in place decides to leave for a competitor, the multinational 
might well sue both the competitor and former employee for an injunction against 
the new employment, as well as damages,zs5 The legal grounds might include 

breach of covenant not to compete and tortious interferences with contractual 
employment relations,zs6 The low price put on that employee’s being "in place" 

should weigh against an injunction and for lower damages (if any). 

C. Non-Tax Pricing Abuse 

Although the artificially low valuation of intangible property is a 
particular problem in tax law, it sometimes also comes into play in many other 
areas. For example, when a controlling shareholder uses state law to "squeeze 
out" minority shareholders, an appraisal of the corporation’s assets, including its 
intangible assets, is typically involved. The controlling shareholder naturally has 
an incentive to undervalue these assets, to the minority shareholders’ detriment. 
This artificially low value should be held against the corporation (now entirely 
owned by the controlling shareholder) in any subsequent litigation with third 
parties~ The same principle might also apply to artificially low prices for 
intangible property used to avoid customs, to evade capital controls, and to skirt 
complying with contracts. 

D. Other Tax Valuation Abuse 

Although multinationals are responsible for the lion’s share of IP- 
valuation tax avoidance, all taxpayers owning IP can potentially take advantage of 
artificially low valuations. Tax law is heavily dependent on the valuation of 
property to determine tax consequences,2s7 creating numerous opportunities for 

1P-based tax avoidance. 

:go See, e.g. Morlife, Inc. v. Perry,, 56 Cal. App. 4th 1514 (1997). 
:~1 (;.~. Section II.C (lower damages for palents, copyright, and misuse). 

:~z (;.~. Section II.D.3. 
:~3 (;.~. Section II.D.2. 

:~4 (;.~. Section II.E (patent, copyright, and trademark misuse are all of an equitable flavor). 
:~s See, e.g., Google, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 415 F.Supp.2d 1018 (N.D. Cal. 2005) (part of 

litigation ballle over star engineer Kai-Fu Lee’s leaving Microsoft for Google). 
:~Id. at 1019. 
:8: See Da~fiel S. Goldberg, Fair ~Iarket Value in the Tax Law: Replacement Value or Liquidation 

Value, 60 TEX. L. REV. 833, 833-34 (1982). 
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For example, suppose that a successful novelist dies, leaving the 
copyrights in all her novels to her daughter.288 Estate tax (sometimes called 
"death tax"299) is imposed as a percentage of the fair market value of the property 
in the estate.29° The executor thus has a strong incentive to get artificially low 

appraisal s of the copyrights’ values to minimize the taxes coming out of the estate 
being passed to the daughter~ Low valuations of property for the estate tax are a 
common form of tax abuse, generating litigation with the IRS when caught,29~ 

with many more instances of artificially lo~v valuation escaping IRS audit. 

Suppose then that a movie studio later comes out with a movie beating an 
uncanny resemblance to one of the novels the daughter inherited. She then sues 
the movie studio for infringement on her exclusive rights to derivative works. For 
the same reasons discussed earlier in Part II, the artificially low valuation should 

be held against the daughter in the suit. After all, the size of the estate was 
increased by the estate taxes avoided via the low valuation. Throughout the tax 

code, taxpayers have similar incentives to undervalue IP, and these valuations 
should be held against them or their successors in any subsequent litigation over 
infringement of the IP.292 

V. WHY HAVE DEFENDANTS NOT 5lADE THESE ARGUMENTS? 

This Article has proposed a number of arguments that 1P defendants can 
and should advance out of their self-interest when sued by multinational 
corporations that have used the IP to avoid taxes. Yet no court decision indicates 
that IP defendants have ever made any of these arguments. Why not? 

Transfer prices for IP and the appraisers’ contemporaneous analysis 
supporting the pricing are fully discoverable under the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure.293 Tax returns themselves are confidential, meaning that the IRS 

2ss Copyright duration is generally the life of the author, plus 70 years. 17 U.S.C. § 302(a). 
~9 E.g., 26 U.S.C. § 303 ("Distributions in redemption of stock to pay death taxes."). 
~90 26 U.S.C. § 2001 & 2031; 26 C.F.R. § 20.2031-1(b). 
~9~ See Bittker & Lokken, ¶135.1 (discussing valuating issues generally); id. ¶135.5 (discussing 
procedural matters around gift and estate valuatiork including appraisers). 
~9~ In some instances, the prices for IP or products with embedded IP could be used as a measure 

of contract damages. See, e.g., Eli Lilly and Co. v. Air Exp. Intern. USA, h~c., 602 F.Supp.2d 
1260, 1278 (S.D. Fla. 2009), rev’d on other grounds, 615 F.3d 1305 (1 lth Cir. 2010) (the transfer 
price of pharmaceutical product used for tax purposes was also used to measure damages against 
air cartier that damaged the product in flight). 
~93 Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) ("Parties may obtain discover?, regarding any nonprivileged matter that is 

relevant to any party’s claim or defense"); Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 507 (1947) 
(expansively interpreting discover5, rules). Although no cases seem to specifically address the 
discoverability of parent-to-subsidiary IP lransfers done for lax-avoidance purposes, many other 
cases hold IP transfer documentation to be discoverable. See, e.g. La Chemise Lacoste v. Alligator 
Company, Inc., 60 F.R.D. 164, 171 (D. De1.1973) (trademark sales prices discoverable); 
Intersong-USA, Inc. v. CBS, Inc., No. 84 Civ. 998 (JFK), 1985 WL 441, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. March 
21, 1985) (copyright transfers discoverable); Arendi Holding Ltd. v. Microsoft Corp., Civ. No. 
09-119-JJF-LPS, 2009 WL 3805585, at *2 (D. Del. Nov. 4, 2009) ("Microsoft’s patent license 
agree~nents, including protocol license agreements, are discoverable."); Biax Corp. v. Nvidia 
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generally cannot disclose their contents.294 But these protections do not extend to 

contractual relationships between a U.S. parent corporation and a foreign 
¯ x 295 subsidiary to transfer IP (or any other property for that matter). 

Both tax law and IP law are intellectually challenging fields that require 
their practitioners and scholars to acquire a great deal of specialized 
knowledge.2% This specialization leaves IP practitioners - particularly 1P 

litigators - little time to ponder multinationals’ bizarre-seeming tax-avoidance 
strategies. 

Even IP litigators who are aware that IP is used as a tax-avoidance vehicle 
may think that any valuations assigned to IP are irrelevant to their endeavor, 
almost a type of "accounting fiction." But 1P transfer prices are hardly fictions 
that a court should ignore: multinationals attest on their tax returns - under 
penalties of perjury - that the IP valuations are "true, correct, and complete .... to 
the best of [their officers’] knowledge and belief.’’297 Moreover, these valuations 

are supported by contemporaneous documentation prepared by expert appraisers. 
IP litigators and judges should take heed of these valuations. 

When large corporations are defendants, organizational structures may 
play a role in this disconnect. Tax planning, such as transfers of IP to reduce 
taxes, is often handled in a tax department reporting to the corporation’s Chief 
Financial Officer (CFO). By contrast, IP litigation tends to be handled through 
attorneys reporting to the corporation’s General Counsel, who is separate from the 
CFO and may not frequently communicate. 

Similarly, the outside organizations that handle IP tax-avoidance and 1P 
litigation rarely overlap. Anecdotal evidence suggests that accounting firms - 
particularly the "Big Four" accounting firms - handle much of the transfer of IP 
for artificially low- prices, employing entire teams of appraisers, economists, 
accountants, and lawyers. Meanwhile, IP litigation is handled by law firms. 

One intriguing possible explanation for IP litigators not making these 
arguments relates to the unclean hands of many defendants. Samsung Electronics 
engages in much the same tax-avoidance with its own IP that Apple engages in. 
When Apple sues Samsung for IP infringement, Samsung might worry that 
making arguments based on Apple’s low- IP transfer prices might be adopted by 

courts, reducing Samsung’s ability to litigate and license its own IP. While this 
may be a concern for Samsung and similarly situated defendants, there are two 
reasons why such concerns fail to explain why courts have not heard the 
arguments set out in this Article. First, while Samsung has perhaps a 20% chance 

of being the plaintiff in a high-stakes IP suit, Samsung has a 100% chance of 

Corp., 271 F.R.D. 200, 215 (D. Colo. 2010) (compelling discover of IP licensing agreements); 

Wyeth v. Orgenus Pharraa Inc., No. 09-3235 (FLW), 2010 WL 4117157, at *4 (D.N.J. Oct. 19, 

2010) (collecting numerous cases holding IP transfer documentation is discoverable). 
294 26 U.S.C. § 6103. 

295 See 26 U.S.C. § 6103(b)(1)-(3) (defining the "tax return information that is co~ffidential). 
29~ Hemel & Ouellette, at 4 (noting the failure of IP scholars to look at relevant tax law). 
29~ See supra note 80. 
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being the defendant in a high-stakes IP suit. (AP~91~e recently ~von a $1.05 billion 
verdict against Samsung for patent infringement.) For Samsung, the arguments 
in this Article would be a proverbial bird-in-hand, whereas the possibility of the 
same arguments being turned back on Samsung in the future are uncertain. 
Second, while many IF’ defendants are multinational corporations, many other IF’ 
defendants are deep-pocketed governments299 and deep-pocketed non-profits.3°° 

Such defendants do not engage in IP-based tax avoidance and hence would have 
no hesitation to make the arguments this Article proposes. 

CONCLUSION 

This Article aims to convince courts and IP litigators representing 
defendants to use artificially low" transfer prices as evidence weighing towards 
invalidity, non-infringement, low damages, the inappropriateness of injunctions, 
and misuse. This Article has demonstrated that the valuations given to 1P when it 
is transferred to subsidiaries in tax havens are relevant to these inquiries as natural 
extensions of existing IP case law, as well as being consistent ~vith the policy and 
philosophical justifications for IP law-. In this way, IP law provides a natural ne~v 
front in the battle against multinationals’ tax avoidance. 

29s See Vascellaro, supra note 39. 

~99 E.g. United Slates v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39 (1966) (suit against federal government for its 

infringement of a battery patent); In re NYC & Company, Inc., Trademark Application No. 

77179942 (trademark dispute between New York CiD" and Apple). 
~00 E.g. Madey v. Duke University, 307 F. 3d 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2002). 
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.lanie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.e&t>; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 
Ma~dn P. Dau, ldns (mdawldn~!mimni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; mjwasyle@ma_wa, ell.sy~.edu; Tficia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 
(eowise01 @louis~’ille.edu) 

FW: Court ruling 

Nello AIb---A forwarded emait update it: you haveR’t seen i[ ]:rom Brian S~annon. 
Best, Martha 

Fr~-" Shannon, Brian [mailto:BR~N.SHANNON@~u.edu] 
8e~t~ Monday, November ~, 20~3 9:07 AM 
Te= jpotuto~@unl.edu; adavey@ncaa.org; ddickman@ncaa.org; ~urk@ncaa.org; Dennis.Phill~ps@usm.edu; Turner@agecon.mss~te.edu; fegreen@troy.edu; 
ja~ood@buffalo.edu; Martha Putallaz, Ph.D4 Moore, Melinda; bruno.~@osu.edu; david.dough@colorado.edu; david.szymanski@uc.edu; diann@unl.edu; 
billy.campsey@sjsu.edu 
S~bje¢t= Cou~ ruling 

You might have seen other summa~es over the weekend, but FYI ~om today’s Chronicle 
November" lt, 2013 

NCAA Avoids Damages in Antitrust Case, but P age s Still Could Gain 

A federal judge on Friday certified class-action status ~or part of the claims brought by nearly two dozen major-college athletes intent on 

gaining a share of the NCAA’s licensing revenue, alfowing the group to challenge the economic model in big-time sports~ 

But the judge denied the players’ attempts to sue as a class for damages against the past use of their names and likenesse% dealing a 

significant victory to NCAA colleges and reducing the association’s potential financial liability. 

h~ her 24-page ruling, Judge Claudia Wi[ken of the U.$. District in Oakland, Calif. said that the plaintiffs-----who include Division [ basketball 

and football players-----may proceed as a class in theft" efforts to test the NCAA’s f[mits on compensating athletes beyond the value of their 

scholarships. 

But the bi[fions of doJtars in damages that coufd have been in play, shoufd the athletes have proved as a group a violation oF federal 

antitrust Iaw, were essentially taken off the table as Judge Wilken ruled that the plaintiffs were not a viable class. 

Some legal scholars befieve the ruling diminishes the threat to the NCAA’s concept of amateurism, suggesting that, even if the plaintiffs 

prevail at trial, they would have the opportunity to share in licensing revenue only after they completed their athletic eligibility. 

Instead, said Matthew Mitten, a law professor and director of the National Sports Law Institute at Marquette University, "the judge seems 

to be focusing on whether the NCAA can do anything to prevent players from receiving any economic benefit from what they did while 

they were in college." 

But the class action is a significant move toward college athletes’ being paid, wrote Michael McCann, director of the Sports and 

Entertair~rner~t Law Institute at the University of New Hampshire’s School of Law, in an ._a___r__t_Lc_J___e_____o__o____S_J_:__c___o_____m___: 

And it increases the possibility that players will eventually form an association for entering into licensing deals, he said. tn such a world, 

television networks would have to negotiate not only with the NCAA, he said, but with representatives of college athletes, who could also 

sign separate licensing contracts with the manufacturers of video games and other products. 

Judge Wilken’s decision dealt a blow to [ormer players who had sought damages lot the use of their names and likenesses in television 

broadcasts and other media. The judge found that- the plaintiffs had not demonstrated common harm to a prospective class. 

But the ruling did not appear to dampen the enthusiasm of the plaintiffs~ 

"[he court’s decision is a victory for all current and [ormer student-athletes who are seeking compensation on a going-forward basis," 



Michael Hausfeld, the lead lawyer for the players, said in a written statemenL "While we are disappointed that the court did not permit 

the athletes to seek past damages as a group, we are neverthefess hopeful that the court’s decision wilf cause the NCAA to reconsider its 

business practices." 

statement, the NCAA referred only to the judge% denial o[ certification {or damages~ 

"We are pleased that the court correctly found that conducting a classwide trial for claimed damages for studenbathletes who played 

college [ootball and men’s basketball going back nearly a decade would be completely, unmanageable and unprecedented," said Donald 

Remy, the association’s chief legal officer, "We have long maintained that the plaintiffs in this matter are wrong on the facts and wrong 

on the law, This ruling is one step closer to validating that positior<" 

Legal experts were divided on whether the ruling wo~Id cause the two sides to enter into settlement discussions. ~v~r. ~v~itten said the 

iudge’s decision makes it "much more likely" that the case will proceed to trial, in part because the NCAA does not face damages~ which 

woukl have been trebled under antitrust law. 

Mr. McCann, however, believes the judge’s order creates incentives for both the NCAA and the plaintiffs, who include Ed O’Bannon~ a 

former UCLA star, to consider a deal. 

"The case is not as valuable as O’Bannon had sough% especially for former student-athletesi’ he wrote, "but the prospect of college 

athletes’ being compensated in the [uture would still constitute a hefty new cost for" cofleges." 

There is also the question of how favorably a jury would consider the claims, Plaintiffs’ lawyers have focused on the last-growing money 

flowing into the game, painting athletes as victims of an unfair system and deserving recipients of a bigger cut. 

The NCAA opposes a pay4or-play model and has said it wilf fight the matter to the Supreme Court, i[ necessary. But in recent months, 

many members of the association have suggested a new openness to player benefits. 

The two sides are expected to respond to the judge% ruling in the coming weeks and are set to meet on February 20 for a case~ 

management con[erence~ A trial is schedufed for June~ 
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The Bnsiness Journals <~ply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 10:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are havin9 trouble viewing this emaiI, dick here 

i ::~,~ IndustryWatch Newsletter 

Jacksonville 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, November 1 l, 2013 10:14 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: The STEM-Crisis Myth; Who Is Conservation For? 

i~ Chronicle of Higher Education ~i subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday November 11~ 2013 $~sbs¢~ibe t*v the Chronicle 

This Week’s Highlights 

~ 
T he STEM-Crisis Myth 
By Miehael A rift 
To tnaintain global supremacy, it’s said, the United States needs tnore college 
graduates in science, technology, engineering, and math. The numbers tell a 

different story. 

~ 
F or One Art Professor, Form 
Follows Function, and 
Patience, and Love 
B~ Lawrence Biemiller 

Ryan Mulligan designed a gallery 
installation for the delight of children, 
including those with autism, like his own 3- 
year-old son. 

~ 
Business School Offers 
Case Study of Controversy 
Surrounding Tenure 
By Peter Sehmidt 

A professor is suing Texas Teeh over the 
right to forgo tenure without hm~ning his 
academic career prospects. 

Portland State U. Ties Rs Fortunes to Those of Rs Quirky City 

By Scott Carlson 

The university’s profile has been on the rise, an ascent intimately tied to the hip, 

green city it has helped create. 

In Other News 

Comtmmity Colleges Get Str;~tegic Abotst Enrollme~ 

Microbiology Leaves the Solo A~thor Behind 

U.S. Universities Increasingly gnro~I the WoHd, Report Shows 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Googling for Grant Collars 

By Dan Royles 

Finding money fi)r your research in the humanities or social sciences isn’t easy, 

but it’s not rocket science, tiere’s how to get started. 

How { Get By: Beatdz M, Reyes-Foster 

By Stacey Patton 

As she prepares for the bitt.h of her second child, an assistant professor realizes 

her lean years as a student and adjunct aren’t entirely behind her. 

~ 
T he Professor Is In: Search Committees Are Made of People{ 
By Karen KHsky 
Granted, we’re talking about people who would just as soon see you fail. But still: If 
you’re applying for a job, and you don’t understand the demands on their time, 

you’re going down. 

The Chronicle Review 

~ 
W ho is Conservation For? 
By Paul Voosen 
ttow much should we value nature’s benefits to people? That question is causing a 
fl~ndamental rift within the discipline. 

Editor’s Ouster Revealed Philosophical Shift 

Commentary 



We Must Prepare Ph.D, Students for the Complicated Art of Teaching 

By Derek Bole 

If academe is to regain its role as an engine of the economy, it will have to accord 

the same respect to teaching that it does to research. 

More of Commentary 

Advice 

~ 
K now the Vital Players in Your Career: The Tenured Factions 

By David D. Perlmutter 

How can you tell whk:h deparlxnental factions to avoid and which to ~’ust? 

Mere of Advice 

People 

~ 
F ormer Gates Official, Now at Ford Foundation, Hopes to Foster Equality 
at Co~eges 

By Andy Thomason 

HilaU Pennington has moved on to directing education initiatives at Ford, more 

than a year after leaving a similar role at the Gates foundation. 

~ 
D artmouth Alumnus Gets Chance to Change the College That Changed 
Him 

By Peter Monaghan 

Philip J. ttanlon has returned to the college where he earned a bachelor’s degree in 

mathematics, this time to lead it. 

From the B~ogs 

Hea~l Count 

Leave Admissions? Maybe I’d Like to Be a Dean 

lVIany women work in a4missions, but few are at the direetor or dean level. In a guest post, an 

associate director explains one fae[or driving that discrepancy. 

The Conversation 

The Trouble With Ethics Tests 
Are mandatotV multiple-choice exams the best way to teach ethical behavior? Sarah T. 

Roberts doubts it. 

Lingua Franca 

Sestinapalooza 

Ben Ya goda recommends Daniel Nester’s "Incredible Sestin a Anthology,"j ust out from Write 

Bloody Publishing. 

WorldWise 

The Asia Pivot in Higher Education 

Asia-Pacific nations want better coordination among their higher-education systems, 

presenting challenges for Em’ope and the United States, say Kevin Kinser and Jason Lane. 

Multimedia 

~ 
Slide Show: Family and Tradition 

Glimpses of life in academe from around the world. 

Announcements 

NEXT: The Future of Higher Education 
This special repot~ looks at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the 
traditional degree, reinventing the academic calendar, "flipping" the classroom or physically 
reoonfiguring it, seeking new ways to evaluate what students know, and helping them navigate 
life after college. Order this special issue today to hear from a diveme group of seholam and 
thinkers about whether innovation can indeed stick. CHck here to get a copy. 

The Almanac of Higher Education, 2013-I4 
The latest Almanac of Higher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 
important 1]’ends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth analysis of colleges and 
universities with data on students, professors, adminis tratom, institutions, and their 
resources. Click here to get a copy. 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e- maii newsle,te~s on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu~; 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Conley, John M ~mconley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Pace draft 

Thanks for doing this Lissa’. I accepted all of your changes and sent it in. John we’ll make sure you get a chance to make changes before the first edits. 

Best, 

On Nov 11,2013, at 8:16 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi g, im --I have worked on the cites arid made a few other modest changes, Everything is marked, Since this was your gig, I think your r~ame should be 

first on this ~iec~:" ~md I’m hi~y to bring up the rei~r~ 

Lissa 

~m= K~m Kraw~ec [mailto:krawiec@~aw.duke.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, November 09, 2013 5:54 PN 

Te= CoNey, John N; Broome, Ussa L 

Subject= Pace dra~ 

J&L you may remember that last year I went to a round ~ble atP~e and was then asked after-fl~e-fact when fl~ey might exact a wd’~ up ofmy 

remarks. I ignored them, then Ndma~ly felt bad lbr using their generosity and agreed ~ write something up. The dratt is due Monday and I wrote up the 

armched, 14-page essay. If you have time m review and revise betbre Monday that would ~ great. Ifnok I assume we’ll have the nom~al 9 months in 

wNch the editors do no&ing in Milch ~ m~ke revisions. I haven’t double-checked the transcript citations ~d identification of race/gender of ms~n&nts 

(I lmow that Lissa made a list ~mewhere, but I’ve managed to misplace it). ~ywa~; we can work on &at during the eNts. Feel #ee to chm~ge an?~Nng 

and eve~Nng 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
kr~w~ec~aw.du ke.edu 
919-613-7197 
<Pace - A Difficult Conversation.docx> 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec@law.duke.edu 
919-613-7197 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyer--q;onferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 1:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Top Transportation Agencies 

Having trouble viewing thi~ email? View as webpage. 

::~,’~ The Bond Buyer’s 14th Annual Transportation Finance/P3 Conference 

T×DOT, VDOT, NCDOT, Illinois DOT, Dallas/Fort Worth ~nternationa~ 
Airport, Maryland DOT, Denver lntemationa~ Airport, PennDOT and 
RZD-Denver are attending. 
Preview the list of more than 175 participants. 

Thoso Nst a few of ~he major transportation issuers a[tenc~ing The Bond Buyer’s Transportation 

Finance/P3 Conference November 13-15, a~: the Swissotel Chicago. Conned with transportation 
finance diroctors, CEOs, CFOs, commissioners, controllers, troasurors and more - a~ the only everfl 

that covers all typos of financing for all modes of infrastructure. View the current aqenda. 

Contact Megan Downey at (212) 803-6092 to register, or for more information. Event 

begins Wednesday, November 13! 

Our distinguished speaker fac~dty inck~des keynotes Dr. Robert D. Stevens (ASCE) - who will present 

"Bridges Across America: A Report Card", Victor Mendez of the Federal Highway Administration and 

Steven Koch, Deputy Mayor of Chicago. 

SAVE UP TO $100 OFF ONSITE RATES 

Sponsorship Opportunities AvaHaNe! iN CPE 
For more information about sponsorships and exhibiting, contact Michael Ballinqer a~ " Credits 

(212) 803-8486.. 

ABOUT I CONTACT I PRIVACYI 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Beclcy <rbmll@email.tmc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 1:46 PM 

Law School Admin Team ~admini~_ra’fvemeelings@liskserv.unc.edtr~ 

[admiNstmtivemeetings] ttoliday Schedules 

Dear colleagues, 

During our weekly direct reports meeting with the Dean we discussed the desirability of circulating a calendar with primary contact information for each office 

during the holidays in December/January. Since most offices will be minimally staffed, but since all of us may need to be in contact with one or more other offices, 

this information could prove helpful for all units. If each of you would provide me with the name of the primary contact for your office on each of the dates below, 

I will compile a list to share with everyone in the law school. 

December 23 

December 27 -if all employees will be taking vacation this day please indicate 

December 30 

January 2 

January 3 

Best, 

Becky 

Becky Williams, PHR 

Director of Administration 

UNC School of Law 

Phone: (919) 962-3067 



November 11, 2013 

BIG SKY FILM SERIES APPROACHES YEAR’S END WITH HEAD OF STEAH 

Acclaimed Paul Williams Documentary Keys Big 7-Film Run at the Top Hat 

Missoula, MT - In a fitting conclusion to what has been a year of incredible growth for 

the Big Sky Film Series, the final two months of 2013 will bring screenings of seven 

dynamic pop-culture documentaries, every one of them free to the public at the Top Hat 

Lounge. 

Back in the spring, the film series began running monthly screenings as part of a new 

partnership with the Top Hat. A half-year and a half-dozen highly-attended screenings 

later, the Big Sky Film Series now holds the reins every Monday night at the Hat. 

Here’s a look at the lineup over the next couple months: 

Nov ii - PAUL WILLIAHS: STILL ALIVE (2011) 

As a very short, bespectacled fella, you’ve got to have a lot of talent, a ton of heart 

and plenty of cojones to become a wildly successful singer/songwriter. 1970s icon Paul 

Williams had all those, along with the adoration of millions, a handful of Grammys and 

Oscars, and more top-10 hits than you can shake a stick at. Filmmaker Stephen Kessler’s 

self-narrated tribute takes an affectionate look at Williams’ career. 

Nov 25 -END OF THE CENTURY (2003) 

One of the most beloved and influential bands at the leading edge of the punk scene of 

the 1970s, the Ramones hardly need an introduction. END OF THE CENTURY, named after the 

1980 Phil Spector-produced Ramones album, is an exhaustive and no-holds-bared dive into 

one of the most compelling bands in history. Take Johnny Ramone’s word for it: "It’s a 

very dark movie. It’s accurate. It left me disturbed." 

Dec 2 - DOWNLOADED (2013) 

A study of perhaps the biggest game-changer in music-consumption history, DOWNLOADED 

takes aim at the advent of Napster, its founders Shawn Fanning and Sean Parker, and the 

digital-sharing revolution of the late 1990s and early 2000s. Featuring interviews with 

a star-studded lineup of musicians and music-industry titans, the New York Times calls 

it "a fascinating story about how college students harnessed the Internet to enable 

people to trade favorite songs, and how a blindsided music industry, ignorant of the 

Web’s potential, effectively shut them down." 

Dec 9 - JOY DIVISION (2007) 

Who’s to know the heights British post-punk band Joy Division may have reached, were it 

not for epileptic lead singer Ian Curtis’ suicide on the eve of the band’s first 

American tour in 1980. JOY DIVISION is British filmmaker Grant Gee’s immersive portrait 

of the band and of the late-70s scene in Manchester, England, the town from whence they 

sprang. 

Dec 16 - ANVIL: THE STORY OF ANVIL (2008) 

A tale so wild and strange it could have been a first-class mockumentary save for the 

fact it’s all true, ANVIL: THE STORY OF ANVIL tracks the most legendary metal band to 



never make it big, as the aging Canadian rockers record their 13th album and take one 

last shot at the brass ring. Called "the greatest movie ever made about rock ’n’ roll" 

by The London Times and "the most stirring release of the year" by The New Yorker, this 

is one movie true rock fans can’t afford to miss. 

Dec 23 - TBD 

Dec 30 - COMEDIAN (2002) 

Fresh off the most insanely successful sitcom in the history of the universe, Jerry 

Seinfeld went back to stand-up comedy in the late 90’s. Directed by Christian Charles, 

COMEDI~q is a comprehensive look not only at Seinfeld’s subsequent international comedy 

tour but also at the struggles and self-doubt that lurk behind even the most famous 

comedians in the world. 

All screenings begin at 7:30 unless otherwise noted - and did we mention that every one 

is FREE admission? 

Top Hat Lounge - 

<http:iitophatlounge.com> 

Big Sky Film Institute - 

http:iiwww.bigskyfilmfest.orgibsdffifilm_seriesiup_coming_films/ 

https://www, facebookocom/bigskydocumentaryfilmfest 

(406) 541-3456, <director@bigskyfilmfest.org> 
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BIG SKY FILM SERIES APPROACHES YEAR’S END WITH HEAD OF STEAM 

Acclafimed Paul Willimns Documentary Keys Big 7-Film Run at the Top Hat 

Missoula~ MT In afitting conclusion to what has been ayeaxofincredible gro~vth for the Big Sky Film Series, the finaltwo months of 2013 will bnng screenings of 

seven @lamic pop-culture docnmentm~ie~ every one of them free to the public atthe Top Hat Lounge. 

Back in the spring, the film series began running monthly ~reenings as part of a new partnership with the Top Hat. A half-year and a half-dozan highly-attended 

screenings later, the Big Sky Film Series now holds the reins every Monday night at the Hat. Here’s a look at the lineup over the next couple months: 

Nov 11 - PAUL WILLIAMS: STILL ALIVE (201 l) 
As a very short, bespectacled tElla, you’ve got to have a lot of talent, a ton of heart and plen .ly ofcojones to become a wildly successful singer/songwriter. 1970s icon 

Paul Willimns had all those, along with the adoration of millions, a handful of Gmmmys and OscaJc~ and more top- 10 hits than you can shake a stick at. Filmmaker 

Stephen Kessler’s ~lf-narrated tribute takes an altEctionate look at Williams’ career. 

Nov 25 END OF THE CENTURY (2003) 
One of the tnost beloved and influentia] bands at tile leading edge of the punk scene of the 1970s, the Ramones hardly need an introduction. END OF ’][’HE 

CEN~IVRY; nmned a£ter the 1980 Phil Spector-produced Ramones album, is an e:Naustive and no- holds-barred dive into one of the most compelling bands in his~tory. 

Take Johnny Rmnone’s word for it: "It’s a very dark movie. It’s accurate. It left me disturbed." 

Dec 2 DO~NLOADED (2013) 
A s~tu@ of perhaps the biggest game-changer in music-consumption history, DOWNLOADED takes aim at the advent of Napster, its founders Shawn Fanning and 

Sean Parker, and the digital-sharing revolntion of the late 1990s and early 2000s. Featuring interviews with a stax- studded lineup of musicians and music-in&NaT 
titans, the New York Times calls it °’a thscinating story about how college students harnessed the Intemet to enable people to trade l?avorite songs, and how a 

blindsided music indus~try, ignorant of the Web’s potentia], eltEctively shut them down." 

Dec 9 JOY DIVISION (2007) 
Who’s to know the heights British post-punk band Joy Division may have reached, were it not for epileptic lead singer Ian Curds’ suicide on the eve of the band’s first 

Atnerican tour in 1980. JOY DIVISION is British filmtnaker Grant Gee’s immersive portxait of the band and of the late-70s scene in Manchester, England, the town 

from whence they sprang. 

Dec 16 ANVIL: THE STORY OF ANVIL (2008) 

A ta]e so wild and strange it could have been a first-class mocknmentary save for the fact it’s all tree, ANVIL: THE STORY OF ANVIL tracks the most legendary 

metal band to never make it big, as the aging Canadian rockers record their 13th albnm and take one laser shot at the brass ring. Called "the greatefft movie ever made 

about rock ’n’ roll" by The London Times and ~’the most stimng release oftke year" by The New Yorker, this is one movie tree rock fans can’t afford to miss. 

Dec 23 TBD 

Dec 30 COMEDIAN (2002) 
Fresh offthe most insanely successful sitcom in the history of the universe, Jeny Seinfeld went back to stand-up come@ in the late 90’s. Directed by Chrifftian 

Cheales, COMEDIAN is a comprehensive look slot only at Seinfeld’s subsequent international come@ tour but aJso at tile straggles and self-doubt that lurk behind 

even the ~nost famous comedians in the world. 

All screenings begin at 7:30 m~less otherwise noted and did we mention that every one is FREE admission? 

Top Hat Lounge - 

<http:i/tophatlounge.com> 

Big Sky Film Institute - 
http:i/www.bigskytilmI~st.o.rg/b~tfl~:’film ~fies/up coming films,’ 
https://www.Facebook.com/bi~sk>doc mnentaxslil mfe st 
(406) 541-3456, < director(~!bigskv, filmfest.osg> 
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To: 
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Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 3:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
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Margaret Jane nadiR, University of Michigan Law School 
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We examine the contracting and negotiation process in mergers using an incomplete contracts framework. Our multi-period model allows for the 
arrival of new information and renegotiation after the signing of an initial merger agreement but before deal completion or termination. A properly 
designed initial contract solves the holdup problem during renegotiation and induces higher deal-specific effort, including the due diligence 
assessment of the deal. The contract grants an option to the target to terminate the merger, where the strike on the option compensates the 
acquirer’s deal-specific effort without imposing excessive costs on the target for pursuing non-merger alternatives. The option strike can be 
implemented by the use of deal protection devices, such as a target termination fee and/or an acquirer Iockup. Employing a large sample of stock 
mergers, we find evidence supporting model predictions for the renegotiation of contracts, deal outcomes and the use of deal protection devices. 
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In general sound general principles of contract law should carry over more or less seamlessly to the licensing of intellectual property. Those basic 
principles caution against attacks on standard form contracts that offeR contain liquidated damage provisions. This paper shows why over a broad 
range of cases involving two or more parties these liquidated provisions, properly calibrated, avoid the many disadvantages of using the theory of 
"efficient breach" to set damages. Chief among these difficulties are the high administrative costs of finding these damages, and the perverse 
incentives that they place on the defendant before breach and the plaintiff afterwards. Intellectual property licenses are not exempt from these 
many principles, which implies that these clear damage rules are typically optimal in first avoiding breach and then in resolve post-breach disputes. 
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Litigation investment, which is also known as "litigation finance" or "third party litigation finance," has grown in importance in many common law 
and civilian legal systems and has come to the United States as well. While many questions remain about both legality and social desirability of 
litigation finance, this paper starts with the assumption that the practice will become widespread in the US and explores the obligations of the 
parties to the litigation finance contract. 

The first part of the article uses an example to illustrate the risks imposed by one of the other party on the other which should inform the formation 
and enforcement of the litigation investment contract. The risks are: (1) Information Asymmetry; (2) Shirking; (3) Control; and (4) Opportunities 

Forgone. As we explain in the article, it is not obvious that careful contract drafting can do anything other than minimize these risks. Since their 

elimination is impossible (or at least prohibitively costly), the question the article turns to is how should disputes over the realization of any of 

these risks be handled by the courts? 

The article canvasses a range of legal responses, including tort, contract, and regulation, and focuses on the tort and contract regimes as 
resources for legal doctrine to provide guidance to lawyers and judges. We review the history of tort liability in pure economic loss cases involving 
the performance of contracts, and focus in first and third party insurance "bad faith" doctrines as the most promising analog. We conclude that, 
despite some superficial similarities, the relationship between a claim owner and an investor in a legal claim are suffidently different from that of an 
insurer and an insured such that tort law should not be followed in the case of litigation finance disputes. 

Finally, we review the possibility of using contract law to resolve disputes between funders and claim owners. The key challenge to anyone who 
defends the adequacy of contract law is to properly define the nature of the contract, since different kinds of contracts yield different obligations 

and different remedies. We argue that litigation investment contracts are ’relational contracts’ since they possess certain features that are a 

hallmark of this legal family, such as a concern to allow for the renegotiation of terms in order preserve the contract as an ongoing relationship. 

With this in mind, we conclude by drawing upon the relational contract literature to sketch out broad contract law principles to apply to disputes 
over the performance of litigation investment contracts and the remedies that courts should order in the event that a contract breach is found. 
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"Rhetorical capture" refers to a form of discourse using conclusory labels. Forms of rhetorical capture include begging the question, capture by 

antithesis, capture by substitution, and capture by assimilation. Begging the "baseline" question has been especially prevalent in legal and political 
discourse; for example, the assertion that anti-discrimination rights"take" the property rights of owners who wish to exclude assumes a baseline 

that the owners had the right to discriminate in the first place. Capture by antithesis or substitution is also prevalent, as in "war is peacekeeping" 

and "attack is defense." Another form of rhetorical capture, capture through assimilation, occurs when a word bearing culturally good connotations 

is applied to a practice that may not warrant those connotations -- for example, the assumption that receiving a set of fine-print terms divesting 
important rights from an unknowing consumer is "freedom of contract." When rhetoric displaces reasoning in matters important to democracy, 

democracy suffers. 
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La libertad que actualmente se concede a las partes para que escojan la ley aplicable a su contrato comercial internacional no siempre se 
manifiesta mediante una d~usula expresa en el acuerdo. Este silencio deriva frecuentemente en Iitigad6n relativa a determinar si las partes 
efectivamente ejercieron dicha libertad, a pesar de que no quedara reflejado en el contrato. Aunque la normativa de la Uni6n Europea establece 
una soluci6n armonizada para esta materia, la pr~ctica demuestra que la respuesta dada por los tribunales de los Estados Miembros es 
sustancialmente heterog~nea. Esto la convierte en una cuesti6n controvertida e incierta en cualquier litigio relacionado con un contrato comercial 
internacional. La presente obra analiza en profundidad los criterios empleados tanto pot la jurisprudencia espaffola como europea con respecto a 
la elecci6n t~cita bajo el Convenio de Rome de 1980 y el Reglamento Roma I y ofrece una valiosa guia pr~ctica profesional para enfrentarse a la 
cuesti6n de elecci6n t~dta de ley aplicable ante tribunales nadonales y arbitrales. 

The freedom granted to parties to choose the law applicable to their international commercial contracts does not always manifest through an 
express clause in the agreement. This silence leads frequently to litigation in order to ascertain whether parties exercised such freedom, even 
though it was not explicitly reflected in the contract. Despite the harmonised solution provided to this issue by the European legislation, practice 
shows that the answer given by the courts of the Member States is substantially divergent. This reality makes the question highly controversial 
and unpredictable in the context of international commercial contracts litigation. The book at hand studies the interpretation and application of 
implied choice of law under the 1980 Rome Convention and the Rome I Regulation by Spanish and other European courts and offers valuable 
professional guidance to deal with such issue before national and arbitral tribunals. 
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ACE Women’s Basketball: Gray and Davis Earn ACE Weekly Honors 
Gray leads Duke to season-opening win at No, 9 California 

GREENSBORO, N.C. (theACC.com} - Duke senior guard Chelsea Gray and Georgia Tech freshman Kaela Davis have been named the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Women’s Basketball Player and Rookie of the Week, respectively, as announced Monday aRernoon by the conference office and voted on by the Blue Ribbon Panel. 
In her homecoming game at No. 9/9 California, Gray scored a game-high 22 points, had five assists, four rebounds and two steals to lead No. 2/2 Duke to a 70-58 road 
win over the Golden Bears on Nov. 10. In 31 minutes of action, the Manteca, Calif., native knocked down seven of 12 shots, including two 3-pointers. It was Gray’s first 
game aRer suft?ring a dislocated kneecap on Feb. 17, 2013. The victory marked Duke’s first win in a season opener against a top-10 team in program histo~. 
The Player of the Week honor is Gray’s fourth in her career. 
Davis started her career at Georgia Tech in fine fashion as she recorded back-to-back double-doubles in wins over Coppin State (79-57) on Nov. S and Western 
Carolina (87-47) on Nov. 10, while leading the Yellow Jackets in scoring in both games. The tYeshman from Suwannee, Ga., knocked down seven field goal attempts in 
each game, including a team-high five 3-pointers against Western Carolina. 
The complete ACC Women’s Basketball Release will be available this afternoon. 

AssociaN Director, Communications 
O: 396.369.1003 IC: ~g6.3~7 1249 
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Legal Education Survey 

Greetings - 

Hanover Research, an information services firm, is conducting a study regarding legal education primarily in your region. As an attorney in the area, your feedback and insights will be vel)’ 
helpti~l. 

Please take a moment to complete our brief online survey, which aims to gather opinions about various law schools from members of the legal communi~z. The survey should require about 
ten minutes. Personal identii~-ing information ~vill not be collected and all responses will remain anonymous. 

In return ibr your time, you are invited to participate in a drawing for a donation of $1,000 to be made in your name to the chari~z of your choice. Upon completion of the survey, you will be 
prompted for the required information to enter the drawing. 

Thank you in advance for your contribution to our research effort. Please complete our on-line survey now by clicking the lil~,: below: 

http ://s-d96bcc-i.sgizmo.co~rds3/i- 104284123 -507024/?s~uid 104284123 

Best regards, 
Hanover Research 

This message was sent by Hanover Research, 1750 H St. 5,EV, Suite 200, Washington, DC 20006. 
To unsubscribe, click below: 
http://s-d96bcc-i.s~izmo.com/s3/i-104284123-507024/unsubscribe?uid c6232d41 d3a937dli5990973363775f21 
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Subject: Article of Interest: FTC Expands Reporting Requirements for Transfers of Pharmaceutical Patent Rights 

November 11, 2013 

The U.S. Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") issued final 
changes to the premerger notification rules that affect 
whether pharmaceutical companies must report certain 
proposed acquisitions of exclusive patent rights to the FTC 
and the Antitrust Division of the Department of 3ustice 
("DO3’~ for antitrust review under the Hart-Scott-Rodino 
Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, as amended (the "HSR 
Act’S. The final rules apply solely to the pharmaceutical 
industry and will become effective 30 days after their 
publication in the Federal Register. The amendments do not 
change the current HSR reporting requirements related to 
exclusive licenses in other industries. 
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seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. ~[f you are not the intended 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: HealthCare.gov Enrollment Falls Far Short of Tayget 

HealthCare.g~v Enrollment Falls Far Short ~f Target 

Initial reports suggest that fewer than 50,000 people successfully navigated the troubled 

federal health-care website to enroll in private health insurance plans as of last week, two 

people familiar with the matter said. 

The early tally falls far short of internal goals set by President Barack Obama’s 

administration in the months leading up to the opening of the HealthCare.gov site Oct. 1, 

and the low number has worried health insurers that are counting on higher turnout. 
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2013-14 NCAA Legislative Cycle 
Proposals Summary 
(4s of November 11, 20!3) 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-15 - NCAA 
MEMBERSHIP--ACTIVE 
ME MB ERSIHIP-- 
CONDITIONS AND 
OBLIGATIONS OF 
MEMBERSHIP-- 
CATASTROPHIC SPORT 
INJURY REPORTING 

Source: NCAA Division I 

Championships/Sports 
Management Cabinet 

(Committee on Competitive 

Safeguards and Medical 
Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

To specify that an active 
member institution shall 
submit    data    detailing 
student-athlete catastrophic 
fatalities, near fatalities and 
catastrophic injuries to the 
NCAA on an annual basis 
pursuant to policies and 
procedures that govern such 
data as determined by the 
Committee on Competitive 
Safeguards and Medical 
Aspects of Sports. 

The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it 
is the responsibility of each member institution to protect the 
health of, and provide a safe environment for, each of its 
student-athletes. Although catastrophic injuries are rare in 
occurrence, this area is one of the most important data points 
for NCAA sports safety and prevention. On average each 
year, member institutions already report 60 student-athlete 
total fatalities, with four occurring on the field of play. Thus, 
this reporting would be rare and not burdensome. Knowing 
exactly what happens during these incidents is critical to 
implementing prevention interventions. These catastrophic 
incidences would be captured through an online portal, 
allowing an easy and consistent structure for all institutions. 
The program would be directly tied to the NCAA 
catastrophic insurance program and the national catastrophic 
sport inju~ reporting program. Finally, this proposal 
promotes student-athlete safety and well-being by providing 
the foundation for appropriate healthcare oversight, critical 
prevention and response to catastrophic health and safety 
issues and sudden death related to athletics participation. 

ACC Position in 2012-13 - 
Support (12-2) 

Legislative Council - Prelimina~ 
Support 



2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-16--NCAA 
MEMBERSIHIP--ACTIVE 

MEMBERSHIP-- 

CONDITIONS AND 

OBLIGATIONS OF 
MEMBERSHIP-- 

DESIGNATION OF TEAM 

PHYSICIAN 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Championships/Sports 
Management Cabinet 

(Committee on Competitive 

Safeguards and Medical 

Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

To speci~ that an active 
member institution shall 
designate a physician to 
serve as team physician for 
each of its intercollegiate 
teams; that the team 
physician shall be a medical 
doctor    or    osteopathic 
physician with a current 
license in good standing to 
practice medicine in the state 
in which the institution is 
located; and that the team 
physician shall 

The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it 
is the responsibility of each member institution to protect the 
health oK and provide a safe environment for, each of its 
student-athletes. In a 2011 athletics healthcare survey of the 
membership, of the 583 institutions (53 percent) that 
responded, 96 percent reported that they already designate a 
team physician and 27 percent of the physicians were 
employed by the athletics department. Only 83 percent 
noted that a physician had oversight of their certified athletic 
trainers, which is required for their professional practice. A 
physician or a physician’s designee is required for both the 
medical examination and concussion return-to-play 
legislation. This proposal would ensure that institutions are 
meeting the minimal requirements for these policies and 
oversight responsibilities. In addition, this proposal 
promotes student-athlete safety and well-being by providing 
the foundation for appropriate healthcare oversight, critical 
prevention and response to catastrophic health and safety 
issues and sudden death related to athletics participation. 

ACC Position in 2012-13 - 
Support (14-0) 

Legislative Council - Preliminary 
Support 

Page 2 of 14 



2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-17--ATHLETICS 
PERSONNEL--CONDUCT 

OF ATHLETICS 

PERSONNEL--FIRST AID, 
CPR AND AED 

CERTIFICATION 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Championships/Sports 
Management Cabinet 
(Committee on Competitive 
Safeguards and Medical 
Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-18--ATHLETICS 
PERSONNEL--CONDUCT 
OF ATHLETICS 
PERSONNEL--STRENTH 
AND CONDITIONING 
COACHES--NATIONALLY 
RECOGNIZED 
CERTIFICATION 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Working Group on the 
Collegiate Model - Rules 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

To speci~ that each head 
coach and any other coach 
(including a strength and 
conditioning coach) who is 
employed full-time by the 
institution shall maintain 
current certification in first 
aid,       cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR) and 
automatic external 
defibrillator (AED) use. 

To specify that any 
individual who designs, 
conducts    or    monitors 
strength and conditioning 
activities is required to 
maintain    strength and 
conditioning coach 
certification through a 
nationally recognized 
certification program. 

The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it 
is the responsibility of each member institution to protect the 
health o~ and provide a safe environment for, each of its 
student-athletes. The cardiac sudden death rate in NCAA 
student-athletes is one in 40,000; however, three in eveD~ 
1,000 student-athletes may have an underlying heart 
condition. The typical emergency response time is eight to 
10 minutes, and smwival rates decrease 10 percent ever)" 
minute. First aid, CPR, and AED training is paramount for 
rendering first response emergency care. This certification 
requirement is intended to provide initial care until more 
skilled responders arrive to an emergency situation and is 
not intended to replace appropriate medical care and 
coverage. Mandato~~ CPR certification of coaches for eve~~ 
practice, conditioning session, and event is the key 
preliminary step toward activating medical care response for 
student-athletes. The growth of practice opportunities that 
include year-round exposures and extensive out-of-season 
sessions has greatly increased the likelihood that coaches 
will be the first to respond to a collapsed student-athlete. 
The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it 
is the responsibility of each member institution to protect the 
health of, and provide a safe environment for, each of its 
student-athletes. Based on the number of sudden deaths that 
have occurred during conditioning sessions, it is appropriate 
to establish a certification requirement that would institute a 
minimum standard for staff who design and conduct one of 
the highest risk athletics activities, h~ March 2012, the 
Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects 
of Sports released an article on the components institutions 
should consider in identi~ing a nationally recognized 
certification program. This proposal promotes student- 
athlete safety and well-being by providing the foundation 
for appropriate healthcare oversight, critical prevention and 
response to catastrophic health and safety issues and sudden 
death related to athletics participation. 

ACC Position in 2012-13 - 
Support (11-3) 

Legislative Council - Preliminary 
Support 
Noted the need to clarify. 
interpretive issues, such as 
those related to coaching 
transitions and the application 
of the legislation to volunteer 
coaches. 
Recommended that the 
proposal apply to all coaches, 
regardless of full-or-part-time 
status. 

Recruiting Cabinet- 
Recommends Approval 

ACC Position in 2012-13 - 
Support (13-1) 

Legislative Council - Noted 
several interpretive issues that 
need to be clarified and 
addressed in the question and 
answer document. 

Recruiting Cabinet- 
Recommends Approval 

Page 3 of 14 



2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

In football, to require at least The N CAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it ACC Position in 2012-13 - 
three continuous hours of is the responsibility of each member institution to protect the Support (10-4) 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-19--PLAYING AND 

PRACTICE SEASONS-- 

FOOTBALL--PRESEASON 
PILA_CTICE AFTER FWE- 

DAY ACCLIMATIZATION 
PERIOD--THREE HOURS 

OF RECOVERY TIME 
BETWEEN ANY SESSIONS 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Championships/Sports 

Management Cabinet 

(Committee on Competitive 

Safeguards and Medical 
Aspects of Sports) 

recovery time for student- 
athletes    between    any 
sessions (e.g., practices, 
walk-throughs)    occurring 
during the preseason practice 
period and after the five-day 
acclimatization period. 

Effective Date: Immediate 

health of, and provide a safe environment for, each of its 
student-athletes. Although deaths from football drills have 
been reduced, risk exists and is greatest throughout the 
preseason period, not just during the first five days. 
Research supports heat acclimatization extending over a 14- 
day period. Therefore, risk extends beyond the five days, 
with additive effects of the environment, physical activity 
and equipment playing a role. The three-hour recovery 
period is important to allow student-athletes to dissipate and 
reduce body heat, eat food for energy, rehydrate and to 
prepare the body, both mentally and physically, for the next 
session. The opinion of sports medicine and sports science 
research experts is that three hours generally provides 
adequate recovery time to achieve the goals of recovery 
between practice sessions. Reducing this recovery time 
increases risk of negative effects associated with inadequate 
recovery. Dehydration has been shown to influence player 
safety as well as decrease exercise performance. 
Participation in strenuous activities while incurring 
environmental stress with additional equipment and/or 
clothing has also been proven to increase the risk of 
Exertional Heat Illness (EHI) occurrence in football. 

Legislative Council - 
Recommended that team 
meetings and film review be 
permitted during student- 
athlete recovery time. 

Football Issues Committee - 
Recommends Approval 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-2If--CHAMPIONSHIPS 
AND POSTSEASON 
FOOTBALL--ELIGIBILITY 
FOR CtLAMPIONSHIPS-- 
STUDENT-ATHLETE 
ELIGIBILITY-- 
INELIGIBILITY FOR USE 
OF BANNED DRUGS-- 
DURATION OF 
INELIGIBILITY--STREET 
DRUGS 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Championships/Competition 
Cabinet (Committee on 
Competitive Safeguards and 
Medical Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014; for tests occurring on or 
after August 1, 2014 

To speci~ that a student- 
athlete who, as a result of a 
drug test administered by the 
NCAA, is found to have 
used a substance in the 
banned drug class "street 
drugs" (in accordance with 
the    testing    methods 
authorized by the Executive 
Committee) shall be charged 
with the loss of competition 
during a minimum of 50 
percem of a season in all 
sports (at least the first 50 
percent of all contests or 
dates of competition in the 
season following the positive 
test). 

In December 2010, the NCAA Committee on Competitive 
Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports (CSMAS) held a 
special Marijuana Summit to examine aspects of the NCAA 
marijuana policy, including medical marijuana and the 
penalty for a positive drug test. The committee 
recommended a reduction in the penalty for a marijuana 
positive drug test, as marijuana is not a performance 
enhancer, and not considered "cheating" in the same way as 
performance enhancing drugs. In addition, with a lesser 
sanction, there is more of an opportunity for member 
institutions to intela~ene and assist their student-athletes to 
correct the behavior. Requiring a student-athlete to be 
withheld from 50 percent of the next season of competition 
in all sports after testing positive for a street drug remains 
one of the most severe standards of any sports-governing 
body, and will continue to be perceived as a serious penalty. 
Reducing the sanction provides the student-athlete the 
opportunity to remain in the program and participate in 
campus intervention (e.g., education, counseling and/or 
treatment) to correct behavior and then return to 
competition. 

Legislative Council - Expressed 
concern that adoption of the 
proposal ~vould create the 
perception that the use of 
"street drugs" is acceptable. 

ACC SAAC - Unanimously 
Oppose 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-21--DIVISION 
ME MB ERSIHIP, 
PERSONNEL, 
AMATEURISM, 
FINANCIAL AID, AND 
PLAYING AND PRACTICE 
SEASONS--EMERGING 
SPORTS FOR WOMEN-- 
WOMEN’ S TRIATHLON 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 
(Administrative Committee) 
(Committee on Women’s 
Athletics) 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

To add women’s triathlon as 
an emerging sport for 
women and    establish 
legislation related to 
athletics personnel, 
amateurism, recruiting, 
financial aid, playing and 
practice    seasons    and 
membership, as specified. 

Significant support exists for triathlon to be added as an 

emerging sport for women, including support from 
institutions and national governing bodies. Data indicates 

that USA Triathlon’s female membership has increased from 

11 percent in the early 1990s, to 37 percent at the end of 

2012 (50,136) and 404 females (40 percent of the total; 85 
collegiate women’s programs) participated in the 2013 

USAT Collegiate National Championships. One hundred 

sixty-two club teams are registered with USA Triathlon (117 

Division I; 14 Division II and 22 Division III). It is expected 
that the addition of women’s triathlon will produce a 

significant increase in participation opportunities for 
women, as well as provide the membership with a new 

option for sponsorship of a women’s sport. 

Legislative Council - Preliminary 
Support 

Committee on Women’s Athletics 
- Recommends Approval 

Championships/Sports 
Management Cabinet - 
Recommends Approval 

Recruiting and Personnel Issues 
Cabinet - Recommends 
Approval 

A~vards, Benefits, Expenses and 
Financial Aid Cabinet- 
Recommends Approval 

Amateurism Cabinet- 
Recommends Approval 

Administration Cabinet - 
Recommends Approval 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-22--DIVISION 
MEMBERSHIP AN D 
PLAYING AND PRACTICE 

SEASONS--DIVISION I 

MEMBERSHIP 

REQUIREMENTS-- 
MINIMUM IDATES OF 

COMPETITION--WOMEN’ S 

RUGBY 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 
(Administrative Committee) 
(Committee on Women’s 
Athletics) 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-24--ATHLETICS 

PERSONNEL-- 
COUNTABLE COACH 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

In women’s rugby, to speci~ 
that an institution shall limit 
its total playing schedule 
with outside competition 
during the institution’s 
playing season to 16 dates of 
competition      (15-a-side 
and/or seven-a-side); further, 
to speci~ that an institution 
may count two contests per 
year against collegiate club 
teams toward meeting 
minimum-contest 
requirements and that 15-a- 
side    and    seven-a-side 
competition would count 
toward meeting minimum- 
contest requirements. 

To    specify that an 
institutional staff member or 
any other individual outside 
the    institution    (e.g., 
consultant,     professional 
instructor) with whom the 
institution    has    made 
arrangements must count 
against coaching limits in 
the applicable sport as soon 
as the individual participates 
(in any manner) in (a) 
providing teclmical or 
tactical decisions related to 
the sport during on-court or 
on-field     practice     or 
competition; or (c) any off- 
campus recruiting activities. 

These proposed changes to women’s rugby are designed to 
help grow the sport and are supported by USA Rugby. 
Permitting institutions to use a combination of 15-a-side 
(current format) and seven-a-side to meet the current sports- 
sponsorship requirement (9 contests) allows the sport to take 
advantage of the growing popularity of seven-a-side 
competition, which is the Olympic format. This approach is 
flexible and allows each institution to determine the best 
way to meet the minimum-contests requirement based on its 
location and availability of opponents. The use of contests 
against collegiate club teams is similar to the model used in 
women’s sand volleyball, another emerging sport for 
women. Lastly, the limitation on contests in Bylaw 17 is 
being changed to a limitation on dates of competition. It is 
anticipated that institutions ~vill play multiple seven-a-side 
contests during one day, but only one rugby 15-a-side match 
during one day. 

This proposal will more clearly identify and define those 
actions that will result in an individual being included in the 
coaching limitations in a particular sport. 

Legislative Council - Preliminary 
Support 

Championships/Sports 
Management Cabinet - 
Opposed; noted that 
~vomen’s rugby has not 
become a championship 
sport within the allotted 10- 
year time period, nor has it 
demonstrated steady growth 
during the same time period 
as required by the emerging 
sports legislation. Requested 
that the Committee on 
Women’s Athletics review 
women’s rugby status as an 
emerging sport. 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-25-A--RECRUITING-- 
INITIAL DATE FOR 
COMMUNICATION AND 
1N-PERSON CONTACT-- 
ANY FORM OF 
ELECTRONIC 
CORRESPONDENCE-- 
MEN’ S ICE HOCKEY 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: June 15, 2014 

In men’s ice hockey, (1) to 
specie7 that off-campus 
contact shall not be made 
with an individual (or his 
relatives or legal guardians) 
before June 15 following the 
completion of his sophomore 
year in high school; (2) to 
specify that an institution 
may make telephone calls to 
a prospective student-athlete 
at its discretion beginning 
January 1 of his sophomore 
year in high school; and (3) 
to permit any form of 
electronic correspondence 
(e.g., electronic mail, Instant 
Messenger, facsimiles, text 
messages) to be sent to a 
prospective student-athlete 
(or the prospective student- 
athlete’s parents or legal 
guardians)       beginning 
Janua~ 1 of his sophomore 
year in high school, as 
specified. 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. In men’s ice hockey, (1) to 
2013-25-B--RECRUITING-- 
INITIAL DATE FOR 

COMMUNICATION AND 

1N-PERSON CONTACT-- 

LIMITED ELECTRONIC 
CORRESPONDENCE-- 

MEN’S ICE HOCKEY 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: June 15, 2014 

specie7 that off-campus 
contact shall not be made 
with an individual (or his 
relatives or legal guardians) 
before June 15 following the 
completion of his sophomore 
year in high school; (2) to 
specify that an institution 
may make telephone calls to 
a prospective student-athlete 
at its discretion beginning 
January 1 of his sophomore 
year in high school; and (3) 
to permit electronic mail and 
facsimiles to be sent to a 
prospective student-athlete 
(or the prospective student- 
athlete’s parents or legal 
guardians)       beginning 
January 1 of his sophomore 
year in high school, as 
specified. 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-26--RECRUITING-- 

INITIAL DATE FOR 

COMMUNICATION--NO 

LIMITS ON 

COMMUNICATION-- 
SPORTS OTHER THAN 

BASKETBALL, CROSS 
COUNTRY/TRACK AND 

FIELD, FOOTBALL AND 
SWIMMING AND D~TING 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

In sports other than 
basketball, cross 
country/track and field, 
football and swimming and 
diving, (1) to specify that 
telephone calls to an 
individual (or his or her 
relatives or legal guardians) 
may be made at an 
institution’ s      discretion 
beginning September 1 at 
the beginning of his or her 
junior year in high school; 
and (2) to permit any form 
of electronic correspondence 
(e.g., electronic mail, Instant 
Messenger, facsimiles, text 
messages) to be sent to a 
prospective student-athlete 
(or the prospective student- 
athlete’s parents or legal 
guardians), as specified. 

In the early months of 2013, NCAA Working Group on 
Collegiate Model - Rules proposals that would have revised 
the rules related to the initial date for and restrictions on 
recruiting contact and communication were tabled or 
suspended by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors. 
Follo~ving the 2013 N CAA Convention, the membership 
was asked to complete a SUlwey related to the initial date for 
recruiting contact. In June, iDivision I conferences ~vere 
asked to gather feedback from their member institutions 
related to the tabled and suspended Rules Working Group 
proposals. In the case of the sports affected by this proposal, 
the feedback indicates significant support for moving the 
date for initial recruiting communication to the beginning of 
a prospective student-athlete’s junior year of high school 
and also for removing the restrictions on the modes and 
numerical limits of those communications. Therefore, this 
proposal presents an alternative, as recommended by the 
Rules Working Group, for sports other than football, cross 
country/track and field and swimming and diving that would 
establish an earlier initial date for telephone calls and would 
remove the restrictions on the numbers of calls and the 
modes of electronic correspondence. 

ACC SAAC 
Oppose 

Unanimously 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-27--RECRUITING-- 

RECRUITING MATERIALS 

AND ELECTRONIC 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 1, 

2014 

To limit the printed 
recruiting material that may 
be provided to prospective 
student-athletes to general 
correspondence (with no 
restrictions on the design or 
content, except for size 
restrictions),    educational 
material provided by the 
NCAA,       non-athletics 
institutional    publications, 
questionnaires and camp or 
clinic    information,    as 
specified; further, to specify 
that there are no content 
restrictions on attachments 
to electronic 
correspondence, except that 
video and audio materials 
may not be created for 
recruiting purposes and may 
not be personalized to 
include    a    prospective 
student-athlete’ s name, 
picture or likeness. 

In the early months of 2013, NCAA Working Group on 
Collegiate Model - Rules proposals that would have revised 
the rules related to the initial date for and restrictions on 
recruiting contact and communication were tabled or 
suspended by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors. 
Follo~ving the 2013 N CAA Convention, the membership 
was asked to complete a SUlaiey related to the initial date for 
recruiting contact. In June, iDivision I conferences ~vere 
asked to gather feedback from their member institutions 
related to the tabled and suspended Rules Working Group 
proposals. Based on feedback gathered throughout the Rules 
Working Group process and the time period between the 
adoption and suspension of RWG Proposal No. 13-5-A, this 
proposal provides a more straight-forward approach, as 
recommended by the Rules Working Group, to regulating 
recruiting materials. The proposal generally limits the types 
of printed recruiting material that may be provided to 
prospective student-athletes, but provides significant 
flexibility as it relates to general correspondence and 
electronic correspondence. There would be no restrictions 
on the design or content of general correspondence, except 
that the size of the printed material shall not exceed 8 1/2 by 
11 inches when opened in full and the size of an envelope 
may not exceed 9 by 12 inches. 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-28--FINANCIAL 
AID--IELEMENTS OF 
FINANCIAL AID--ROOM 

AND BOARD--MAXIMUM 
MEAL PLAN 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013- 29--FINAN CIAL 
AID--INSTITUTIONAL 

FINANCIAL AID-- 

ELIMINATION OF 
CERTIFICATION 

REQUIREMENTS RELATED 
TO INSTITUTIONAL 
FINANCIAL AID 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 

2014 

To permit an institution to 
provide a student-athlete 
financial aid that includes a 
board allowance    that 
consists of three meals per 
day or the institution’s 
maximum meal plan that is 
available to all students, 
whichever is greater. 

To eliminate the certification 
requirements related to 
institutional financial aid. 

Institutional board plans are designed to meet the identified 
needs of the students on an institution’s cmnpus in light of 
available facilities and other factors, and some institutions 
no longer offer meal plans that are based on a specific 
number of meals (e.g., 10, 14, or 21 meals per week). This 
proposal is intended to permit student-athletes who dine in 
institutional facilities to received the same meal plan 
benefits that are available to other students at the institution. 

The proposed elimination of the noncounter certification 
form is intended to ease the burden of having the faculty 
athletics representative and financial aid director certify that 
aid was awarded without regard to eligibility. In order to 
avoid counter status for a student-athlete an institution will 
still have to confirm that institutional aid is awarded on 
bases unrelated to athletics ability, participation or 
achievement. 

ACC SAAC 
Support 

Unanimously 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-3If--FINANCIAL 

AID--IMAXIMUM 

INSTITUTIONAL GRANT- 
1N-AID LIMITATIONS IN 

SPORT--SQUAD LIST-- 
PROCEDURES 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 
NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-31-A--AWARDS, 
BENEFITS AND 
EXPENSES--MEALS 
INCIDENTAL TO 
PRACTICE ACTIVITIES 
AND NONCOMPETITPv’E 
EVENTS AND SNACKS AT 
ANY TIME 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

To eliminate the requirement 

that an institution’s athletics 
director compile and sign the 

squad list; further, to specie" 

that the athletics director 
may designate another 

individual to sign the form 
for each sport. 

To speci~ that an institution 
may provide meals to 
student-athletes incidental to 
practice activities during the 
playing season and while a 
student-athlete          is 
representing the institution 
in noncompetitive events 
(e.g.,        student-athlete 
advisory committee meeting, 
media appearances); further 
to specif3, that an institution 
may provide snacks to 
student-athletes at any time. 

Current legislation requires the institution’s athletics 
director to compile and sign a squad list documenting the 
eligibility and financial aid status of all student-athletes in 
each sport prior to competition. However, the director of 
athletics is rarely involved in the compilation of this 
information and is not in the best position to certify its 
accuracy. This proposal is intended to permit the athletics 
director to designate the appropriate individual or 
individuals to complete the form and to certify its accuracy. 

This proposal permits an institution to provide meals to all 
student-athletes (scholarship and non-scholarship) at its 
discretion in conjunction with practice activities during the 
playing season and noncompetitive events. In addition, the 
proposal will allow institutions to provide snacks to student- 
athletes at their discretion. Such measures will help ensure 
that all student-athletes’ nutritional needs are met incidental 
to practice and other activities. It is not permissible to 
provide cash in lieu of the incidental meals and discretionary 
snacks. 

ACC SAAC - Unanimously 
Support 
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2013-14 NCAA Proposals Summary 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-31-B--AWARDS, 
BENEFITS AND 

EXPENSES--MEALS 
INCIDENTAL TO 

PARTICIPATION AND 
SNACKS AT ANY TIME 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

To specify that an institution 
may provide meals to 
student-athletes at any time 
as a benefit incidental to 
participation; further, to 
speci~ that an institution 
may provide snacks to 
student-athletes at any time. 

This proposal permits an institution to provide meals to all 
student-athletes (scholarship and non-scholarship) at any 
time as a benefit incidental to participation. In addition, the 
proposal will allow institutions to provide snacks to studem- 
athletes at their discretion. Such measures will help ensure 
that all student-athletes’ nutritional needs are met incidental 
to practice and other activities. It is not permissible to 
provide cash in lieu of the incidental meals and discretionaw 
snacks. 

ACC SAAC 
Support 

Unanimously 
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Proposals in 2013-14 Legislative Cycle 

Proposal Number: 2013-15 

Title: NCAA MEMBERSHIP -- ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP -- CONDITIONS AND OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERSHIP 
CATASTROPHIC SPORT INJURY REPORTING 

intent: To specify that an active member institution shall submit data detailing student=athlete catastrophic fatalities, near 
fatalities and catastrophic injuries to the NCAA on an annual basis pursuant to policies and procedures that govern 
such data as determined by the Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports. 

Constitution: Amend 3.2.4, as follows: 

3.2.4 Conditions and Obligations of Membership. 

[3.2.4A through 3.2.4.17 unchanged.] 

student-athlete catastrophic fatalities, near fatalities and catastrophic injuries (e.g., injuries and illnesses 
related to head, neck, spine, cardiac, pulmonary, heat, sickle cell trait, eyes) to the NCAA on an annual 
~.b.~.a..~s..j..s.~~~p.~.u.~.r...s.~.u.~.a.~..~...t..~~.t....~..~~~~....~...!j..~..j..e....s.~~~..a....n....d..~~‘#....r....~....c.~.e.~.d...u....r...e....s..~~..t.~.h..~.a....t.~~.g..~....v....e....r...n..~~~..s....u....c....h..~~~.d....a....t...a..~~~.a..~s..~~~.d....e....t...e...r....m.J...n....e...d...~~..b.y..~~.t....h....e..~~...c.....~....m.....m...~i..t..t...e...e.~~~..~..~..n.~ 
Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports. 

[3.2.4.18 renumbered as 3.2.4.19, unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet (Committee on Competitive Safeguards and 
Medical Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1,2014 

Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: NCAA Membership 

Rationale: The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it is the responsibility of each member institution to 
protect the health of, and provide a safe environment for, each of its student-athletes. Although catastrophic injuries 
are rare in occurrence, this area is one of the most important data points for NCAA sports safety and prevention. On 
average each year, member institutions already report 60 student-athlete total fatalities, with four occurring on the field 
of play. Thus, this reporting would be rare and not burdensome. Knowing exactly what happens during these incidents 
is critical to implementing prevention interventions. These catastrophic incidences would be captured through an 
online portal, allowing an easy and consistent structure for all institutions. The program would be directly tied to the 
NCAA catastrophic insurance program and the national catastrophic sport injury reporting program. Finally, this 
proposal promotes student-athlete safety and well-being by providing the foundation for appropriate healthcare 
oversight, critical prevention and response to catastrophic health and safety issues and sudden death related to 
athletics participation. 

Budget Impact: None. 

impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic andlor Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s) 
none 

History 
Jun 01, 2012: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Proposals in 2013-14 Legislative Cycle 

Jun 14, 2012: Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports, Recommends Approval as 
Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation 

Jun 20, 2012: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Sponsored 

Jun 20, 2012: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Recommends Approval as Emergency or 
Noncontroversial Legislation 

Jan 16, 2013: Leg Council Init Review, Not Supported as Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation; Proposal will 
be considered as part of the 2013-14 legislative cycle. 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Proposals in 2013-14 Legislative Cycle 

Proposal Number: 2013-16 

Title: NCAA MEMBERSHIP -- ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP -- CONDITIONS AND OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERSHIP 
DESIGNATION OF TEAM PHYSICIAN 

intent: To specify that an active member institution shall designate a physician to serve as team physician for each of its 
intercollegiate teams; that the team physician shall be a medical doctor or osteopathic physician with a current license 
in good standing to practice medicine in the state in which the institution is located; and that the team physician shall 
be authorized to oversee the medical services for injuries and illnesses incidental to a student-athlete’s participation in 
intercollegiate athletics. 

Constitution: Amend 3.2.4, as follows: 

3.2.4 Conditions and Obligations of Membership. 

[3.2.4.1 through 3.2.4.16 unchanged.] 

3.2.4.17 Designation of Team Physician. An active member institution shall designate a physician to serve 
.a____s______t__e___a____m______p_____h__ysician for all or each of its intercollegiate teams. The team p....h..y..s..~..c..~.a....n.......s....h....a...!.L.b...e.....a......d....~.....c...t...~...~...f. 
medicine (MD) or doctor of osteopathic medicine (DO) with a current ~icense in good standing to practice 
medicine in the state in which the institution is located. The team physician shall be authorized to oversee 
~t~h~e~m~e~d~i~c~a~!~s~e~r~v~i~c~e~s~f~r~i~n~j~~i~[!~B~¢~i~B~¢~i~!~~:~!~¢~p~[t~i~i~p a t i o n in 
intercollegiate athletics. 

[3.2.4.17 through 3.2.4.18 renumbered as 3.2.4.18 through 3.2.4.19, unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet (Committee on Competitive Safeguards and 
Medical Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1,2014 

Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: NCAA Membership 

Rationale: The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it is the responsibility of each member institution to 
protect the health of, and provide a safe environment for, each of its student-athletes. In a 2011 athletics healthcare 
survey of the membership, of the 583 institutions (53 percent) that responded, 96 percent reported that they already 
designate a team physician and 27 percent of the physicians were employed by the athletics department. Only 83 
percent noted that a physician had oversight of their certified athletic trainers, which is required for their professional 
practice. A physician or a physician’s designee is required for both the medical examination and concussion return=to= 
play legislation. This proposal would ensure that institutions are meeting the minimal requirements for these policies 
and oversight responsibilities. In addition, this proposal promotes student-athlete safety and well-being by providing 
the foundation for appropriate healthcare oversight, critical prevention and response to catastrophic health and safety 
issues and sudden death related to athletics participation. 

Budget impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic andlor Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s) 
none 

History 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Proposals in 2013-14 Legislative Cycle 

Jun 01, 2012: Submit; Submitted for consideration, 

Jun 14, 2012: Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports, Recommends Approval as 
Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation 

Jun 20, 2012: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Sponsored 

Jun 20, 2012: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Recommends Approval as Emergency or 
Noncontroversial Legislation 

Jan I6, 2013: Leg Council Init Review, Not Supported as Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation; Proposal will 
be considered as part of the 2013-14 legislative cycle, 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Proposals in 2013-14 Legislative Cycle 

Proposal Number: 2013-17 

Tit~e: ATHLETICS PERSONNEL -- CONDUCT OF ATHLETICS PERSONNEL -- FIRST AID, CPR AND AED 
CERTIFICATION 

Intent: To specify that each head coach and any other coach (including a strength and conditioning coach) who is 
employed full-time by the institution shall maintain current certification in first aid, cardiopuh~onary resuscitation (CPR) 
and automatic external defibrillator (AED) use. 

Bylaws: Amend 11.1, as follows: 

11.1 Conduct of Athletics Personnel. 

[11.1.1 through 11.1.4 unchanged.] 

..1~..1.~.~-1.~:...5-~..F..i...r..s.~.t.~..A..j..d..~-~..c..~.a....r-d.j...~..~....u-~.~.~B~.[y Resuscitation and Automatic E×terna~ Defibrillator Certification. Each 
head coach and any other coach (including a strength and conditioning coach) who is employed full time by 
the institution shall maintain current certification in first aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and 

Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet (Committee on Competitive Safeguards and 
Medical Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1,2014 

Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Personnel 

Rationale: The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it is the responsibility of each member institution to 
protect the health of, and provide a safe environment for, each of its student-athletes. The cardiac sudden death rate 
in NCAA student-athletes is one in 40,0001 however, three in every 1,000 student-athletes may have an underlying 
heart condition. The typical emergency response time is eight to 10 minutes, and survival rates decrease 10 percent 
every minute. First aid, CPR, and AED training is paramount for rendering first response emergency care. This 
certification requirement is intended to provide initial care until more skilled responders arrive to an emergency 
situation and is not intended to replace appropriate medical care and coverage. Mandatory CPR certification of 
coaches for every practice, conditioning session, and event is the key preliminary step toward activating medical care 
response for student-athletes. The growth of practice opportunities that include year-round exposures and extensive 
out-of-season sessions has greatly increased the likelihood that coaches will be the first to respond to a collapsed 
student-athlete. 

Budget Impact: Will vary and may be minimal, as certification is generally available through institutional resources and 
typically costs $0-$40 per person. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic andlor Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s) 
Rec,~uiting and Athletics Personnel issues Cabinet: The cabinet supports the proposal. 

History 
Jun 01, 2012: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Jun 14, 2012: Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports, Recommends Approval as 
Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Jun 20, 2012: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Sponsored 

Jun 20, 2012: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Recommends Approval as Emergency or 
Noncontroversial Legislation 

Jan I6, 2013: Leg Council Init Review, Not Supported as Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation; Proposal will 
be considered as part of the 2013-14 legislative cycle, 

Sep 16, 2013: Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Proposal Number: 2013-18 

Title: ATHLETICS PERSONNEL -- CONDUCT OF ATHLETICS PERSONNEL -- STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING 
COACHES == NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED CERTIFICATION 

intent: To specify that each strength and conditioning coach is required to maintain strength and conditioning coach 
certification through a nationally recognized certification program. 

Bylaws: Amend 11.1, as follows: 

11.1 Conduct of Athletics Personnel. 

[11.1.1 through 11.1.4 unchanged.] 

11,1.5 Strength and Conditioning Coach Certification, Each strength and conditioning coach is required to 
~m~a~i~n~t~a~i~n~s~t~r~e~n~g~t~h~a~n~d~n~d~i~t~i~n~Ln~g~c~a~c~h~c~e~r~ti~f~i~c~a~t~i~n~t~h~r~u~gb~a~n~a~t~n~a~!~!~y~e~g~n~i~z~e~d~e~r~t~i~f~i~a~t~i~n~ 
program. 

Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet (Committee on Competitive Safeguards and 
Medical Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1,2014 

Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Personnel 

Rationale: The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it is the responsibility of each member institution to 
protect the health of, and provide a safe environment for, each of its student-athletes. Based on the number of sudden 
deaths that have occurred during conditioning sessions, it is appropriate to establish a certification requirement that 
would institute a minimum standard for staff who design and conduct one of the highest risk athletics activities. In 
March 2012, the Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports released an article on the 
components institutions should consider in identifying a nationally recognized certification program. This proposal 
promotes student-athlete safety and well-being by providing the foundation for appropriate healthcare oversight, 
critical prevention and response to catastrophic health and safety issues and sudden death related to athletics 
participation. 

Budget Impact: Minimal~ 

impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic andlor Athletics): None, 

Position Statement(s) 
Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet: The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the 
sponsor’s rationale. 

History 
Jun 01, 2012: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Jun 14, 2012: Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports, Recommends Approval as 
Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation 

Jun 20, 2012: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Sponsored 

Jun 20, 2012: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Recommends Approval as Emergency or 
Noncontroversial Legislation 
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Jan 16, 2013: Leg Council Init Review, Not Supported as Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation; Proposal will 
be considered as part of the 2013-14 legislative cycle, 

Sep 16, 2013: Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Proposa~ Number: 2013-19 

Tit~e: PLAYING AND PRACTICE SEASONS -- FOOTBALL -- PRESEASON PRACTICE -- AFTER FIVE-DAY 
ACCLIMATIZATION PERIOD -- THREE-HOURS OF RECOVERY TIME BETWEEN ANY SESSIONS 

Intent: In football, to require at least three continuous hours of recovery time for student-athletes between any sessions 
(e.g., practices, walk-throughs) occurring during the preseason practice period and after the five-day acclimatization 
period. 

Bylaws: Amend 17.9.2, as follows: 

17.9.2 Preseason Practice. 

[Federated provisions, FBS and FCS, divided vote] 

[17.9.2.1 through 17.9.2.3 unchanged.] 

17.9.2.4 Preseason Activities After Five-Day Acclimatization Period. The remaining preseason practice period shall 
be conducted as follows: 

[17.9.2.4-(a) through 17,9,2.4-(c) unchanged.] 

(d) ~f~days~t~at~#~stit~tie~.s~e~t.~d~.~.~.t.~me#ip~e~r.a~ses~stede~t~a~h~etes s._t_u_d__e_n__t_.-_a_t__h_l_e__t_e_s, must be 
provided with at least three continuous hours of recovery time between the end of the first pracdce and the start of 

~"= ÷"~ ’~,, any sessions (e.g., practices, walk-throughs). During this time, student-athletes may 
not attend any meetings or engage in other athletically related activities (e.g., weight lifting); however, time spent 
receiving medical treatment and eating meals [’nay be included as part of the recovery time. 

17.9.2.4.1 Exception -- "Walk-Throughs." During the preseason practice period only and after the five-day 
acclimatization period, a walk-through is not considered an on-field activity e~der---~yTaw--1-7,-&2-,4 ._f_o___r____p__u____r_p____O__S___e___S__ 
of the ~imits on the number of practice sessions per day or the limits on the number of hours of on-field 
practice activities, provided protective equipment (e.g., helmets, shoulder pads) is not worn, equipment related 
to football (e.g., footballs, blocking sleds) is not used and conditioning activities do not occur. If a walk-through is 
conducted on a day in which no other on-field activities occur, the walk-through must be included in the limit of 29 
on-field practices for the preseason practice period. In championship subdivision football, on-field walk-throughs 
shall not exceed a total of two hours per day on the days one practice is conducted and one hour per day on the 
days multiple practice sessions are conducted. 

Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet (Committee on Competitive Safeguards and 
Medical Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: Immediate 

Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Playing and Practice Seasons 

Rationale: The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well-Being states it is the responsibility of each member institution to 
protect the health of, and provide a safe environment for, each of its student-athletes. Although deaths from football 
drills have been reduced, risk exists and is greatest throughout the preseason period, not just during the first five days. 
Research supports heat acclimatization extending over a 14-day period. Therefore, risk extends beyond the five days, 
with additive effects of the environment, physical activity and equipment playing a role. The three-hour recovery period 
is important to allow student-athletes to dissipate and reduce body heat, eat food for energy, rehydrate and to prepare 
the body, both mentally and physically, for the next session. The opinion of sports medicine and sports science 
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research experts is that three hours generally provides adequate recovery time to achieve the goals of recovery 
between practice sessions~ Reducing this recovery time increases risk of negative effects associated with inadequate 
recovery. Dehydration has been shown to influence player safety as well as decrease exercise performance. 
Participation in strenuous activities while incurring environmental stress with additional equipment and/or clothing has 
also been prov, en to increase the risk of Exertional Heat Illness (EHI) occurrence in football~ 

Budget impact: None. 

impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic andlor Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s) 
Football issues Committee: The committee supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale. 

History 
Jun 01, 2012: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Jun 14, 2012: Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports, Recommends Approval as 
Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation 

Jun 20, 2012: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Sponsored 

Jun 20, 2012: ChampionshipslSports Management Cabinet, Recommends Approval as Emergency or 
Noncontroversial Legislation 

Jan I6, 2013: Leg Council Init Review, Not Supported as Emergency or Noncontroversial Legislation; Proposal will 
be considered as part oftl~e 2013-14 legislative cycle. 

Oct 03, 2013: Football Issues Committee, Recommends Approval 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Proposa~ Number: 2013-20 

Title: CHAMPIONSHIPS AND POSTSEASON FOOTBALL -- ELIGIBILITY FOR CHAMPIONSHIPS -- STUDENT- 
ATHLETE ELIGIBILITY -- INELIGIBILITY FOR USE OF BANNED DRUGS -- DURATION OF INELIGIBILITY -- 
STREET DRUGS 

intent: To specify that a student-athlete who, as a result of a drug test administered by the NCAA, is found to have used 
a substance in the banned drug class "street drugs" (in accordance with the testing methods authorized by the 
Executive Committee) shall be charged with the loss of competition during a minimum of 50 percent of a season in all 
sports (at least the first 50 percent of all contests or dates of competition in the season following the positive test). 

A. Bylaws: Amend 18.4.1.5, as follows: 

18.4.1.5 Ineligibility for Use of Banned Drugs. A student-athlete who, as a result of a drug test administered by the 
NCAA, is found to have used a substance on the list of banned drug classes, as set fortl~ in Bylaw 31.2.3.41, shall 
be declared ineligible for further participation in postseason and regular-season competition in accordance with the 
ineligibility provisions in Bylaw----l-8:-4:---1-:-&---1- .t____h_i___S_____b__y_!__a____w___. The certifying institution may appeal to the Committee on 
Student-Athlete Reinstatement for restoration of the student-athlete’s eligibility if tl~e institution concludes that 
circumstances warrant restoration. 

18.4.1.5.1 Duration of Ineligibility .~...~.~..B....a....n....~-e-d..~..D....r-u..g~...c...!.a-.s-s-e....s.--~..t.~..h.~.e.~.r...[~.~.~[A~.t~.~g~.~. A student-athlete who, as 
a result of a drug test administered by the NCAA, tests positive (in accordance with the testing metl~ods authorized 
by the Executive Committee) shall be charged with the loss of a minimum of one season of competition in all 
sports if the season of competition has not yet begun for that student-athlete or a minimum of the equivalent of one 
full season of competition in all sports if the student-athlete tests positive during his or her season of competition 
(the remainder of contests in the current season and contests in the following season up to the period of time in 
which the student-athlete was declared ineligible during the previous year). The student-athlete shall remain 
ineligible for all regular-season and postseason competition during the time period ending one calendar year (365 
days) after the collection of the student-athlete’s positive drug-test specimen and until the student-athlete tests 
negative (in accordance with the testing methods authorized by the Executive Committee) and the student- 
atMete’s eligibility is restored by the Committee on Student-AtMete Reinstatement. If the student-athlete 
participates in any contests from the time of collection until the confirmation of the positive result, he or she must 
be withheld from an equal number of contests after the 365-day period of ineligibility. 

18.4.1.5.2 Duration of Ineligibility -= "Street Drugs." A student=athlete who, as a result of a drug test 
administered by the NCAA, is found to have used a substance in the banned drug c~ass "street drugs" (in 
~a~c~c~r~d~a~n~e~w~j~t~h~t~b~e~t~e~s~t~i~Bg methods authorized ___b__y the Executive Committee}. shall be charged with the 
loss of competition during a minimum of 50 percent of a season in all sports (at least the first 50 percent of 
regular season contests or dates of competition in the season following the positive test). The student- 
.a-t.~..h.~!~.e-t-e~~~.s.~..h-a.~i~i~~~.r-e.~..m..~.a..~i~..n.~~~i~..n-e..!~i~gib~e unti~ the prescribed p.~.e.~..n.~.a.~i~.t.y~i~..s.~.f.~.u..~!~.f.i~i~i~.e.~..d.~.~.t-h-e..~..s-t.~..u.~..d.~.e.~t~:~!~t~~g~t~iy~(i~ 
accordance with the testing methods authorized by the Executive Committee) and his or her eligibility is 
restored by the Committee on Student-Athlete Reinstatement. 

[18.4.1.5.1.1 through 18.4.1.5.1.2 renumbered as 18.4.1.5.3 through 18.4.1.5.4, unchanged.] 

18.4.1.5.1.3.5_ Transfers. If the student-athlete transfers to another NCAA institution while ineligible, the institution 
from which tl~e student-athlete transferred must notify the institution tl~at the student-athlete is ineligible. If the 
student-athlete immediately transfers to a nomNCAA institution while ineligible and competes in intercollegiate 
competition within the 36,5-dey--peFied .prescribed p_e____n___a___!__t_y at a non-NCAA institution, the student-athlete will be 
ineligible for all NCAA regular-season and postseason competition until the student-athlete does not compete in 
intercollegiate competition for a 365-day period the entirety of the prescribed penalty. Furthermore, the student- 
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athlete must retest negative (in accordance with the testing methods authorized by the Executive Committee) and 
the student-athlete’s eligibility must be restored by the Committee on Student-Athlete Reinstatement. 

18.4.1.5.1.4__6_. Testing Positive on More Than One Occasion. if the student-athlete tests positive for the use of any 
drug other than a "street drug" as defined in Bylaw 31.2.3.4 tests positive a second time for the use of any drug 
other than a "street drug," he or she shall lose all remaining regular-season and postseason eligibility in all sports. 
If the student-athlete tests positive for the use of a "street drug" after having tested positive for the use of any 
banned drug, he or she shall be charged with the loss of competition during a minimum of 50 percent of one 
additional season of participation in all sports anrJ a!so shall remain ineligible for regu!ar-season and postseason 
~emP~e#tien~d~r.~t#e~time~er~ed~endieg~ene~.~a7endar~ye~r.~(i~e~.,.....~..d~ys)..after the period of ineligibility for any 
prior positive drug tests have expired. 

[18.4.1.5.2 through 18.4.1.5.3 renumbered as 18.4.1.5.7 through 18.4.1.5.8, unchanged.] 

B. Administrative: Amend 31.2.3, as follows: 

31.2.3 Ineligibility for Use of Banned Drugs. ~_~_~_ Bylaw 18.4.1.5 .f...~....r.~.t....h....e..~..d....e...t...a..~i~!..s..~.r...e..~!..a...t...e..~..d..~.t....~..~i...n..~jg~i~.i.!~i.~y for use of 
banned drugs, provides that a student athlete who as a result of a drug test adm, ir;istered by the NCAA is found to 

t-3 o ~ t--se e-s o ~--a ~ d--r-e g ~ 1 e r-s e e s e~- --~- o m t-3 e t-it i o ~--d ~-~r-in g--t~ o-4~ m e--p e Fi o d--e ¢~d~ ~ g--o n e-- -oa I e ~-? d a~---ye e r---a fro r---t-k~ e-- -oo I le ~- tie n--o f 

eq ~- ive fen t--o f--o ~ e--fo #-se e s a ~-o f--e a m ~e ti t io ~--i~--al l---s p o ~ ~--if--th e---s t ~ de e t ~a th ] e to4o-s t s--p o s i t iv e-d ~ r-i ¢~g--h i s--o r---h e r---s e e-se e 

~e m a ie-4~ e fig ib I e--~ ~ t-fl--t~ e---s t-~ de~- t-a t-h ] e t-e4e s t-~--e e g a t-iv e--# ~--e-o ~- o r-d e ~-oe---wit #-t~ e---to ~ t-in g--me t~ o d s--a ~ t-h o r-iz e d--by-t~ e 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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[31.2.3.4 through 31.2.3.8 renumbered as 31.2.3.1 through 31.2.3.5, unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Championships/Competition Cabinet (Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical 
Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1,2014; for tests occurring on or after August 1,2014. 

Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Championships and Postseason Football 

Rationale: In December 2010, the NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports 
(CSMAS) held a special Marijuana Summit to examine aspects of the NCAA marijuana policy, including medical 
marijuana and the penalty for a positive drug tesL The committee recommended a reduction in the penalty for a 
marijuana positive drug test, as marijuana is not a performance enhancer, and not considered "cheating" in the same 
way as performance enhancing drugs. In addition, with a lesser sanction, there is more of an opportunity for member 
institutions to intervene and assist their student-athletes to correct the behavior. Requiring a student=athlete to be 
withheld from 50 percent of the next season of competition in all sports after testing positive for a street drug remains 
one of the most severe standards of any sports-governing body, and will continue to be perceived as a serious penalty. 
Reducing the sanction provides the student-athlete the opportunity to remain in the program and participate in 
campus intervention (e.g., education, counseling and/or treatment) to correct behavior and then return to competition. 

Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None= 

Position Statement(s) 
none 

History 
Nov 26, 2012: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Dec I3, 2012: Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports, Recommends Approval 

Feb 13, 2013: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Sponsored 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Proposa~ Number: 2013-21 

Title: DIVISION MEMBERSHIP, PERSONNEL, AMATEURISM, FINANCIAL AID, AND PLAYING AND PRACTICE 
SEASONS -- EMERGING SPORTS FOR WOMEN -- WOMEN’S TRIATHLON 

Intent: To add women’s triathlon as an emerging sport for women and establish legislation related to athletics personnel, 
amateurism, recruiting, financial aid, playing and practice seasons and membership, as specified. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 11.7.4, as follows: 

11.7.4 Limitations on Number of Coaches and Off-Campus Recruiters. There shall be a limit on the number of 
coaches (other than graduate assistant coacl~es per Bylaw 11.01.3, undergraduate assistant coacl~es per Bylaw 
11.01.4 and volunteer coaches per Bylaw 11.01.5) who may be employed by an institution and who may contact or 
evaluate prospective student-athletes off campus in each sport as follows: 

Sport Limit 
Triathlon, Women’s 2_ 

jAil other sports unchanged.[ 

[11.7.4.1 unchanged.] 

11.7.4.2 Exceptions to Number Limits. No individual other than coaches designated to fill the coaching categories 
set forth in Bylaw 11 ~7~4 may participate in any manner in the coaching of the intercollegiate team of a member 
institution during any game, practice or other organized activity, with the following exceptions: 

[11.7.4.2.1 through 11.7.4.2.2 unchanged.] 

11.7.4.2.3 Volunteer Coach. In sports other than football, basketball, women’s equestrian, and women’s rowing 
.a....n...d.......w....~....m....e....n..~...s....t...r.i..a...t...h...~...~.....n..~ a member institution may use the services of one volunteer coach (per Bylaw 11.01.5). 
Indoor track and field, outdoor track and field, and cross country are separate sports for purposes of this 
provision. In sports in which the NCAA conducts separate men’s and women’s championships, a combined men’s 
and women’s program may use two volunteer coaches. 

[11.7.4.2.3.1 through 11.7.4.2.3.5 unchanged.] 

11.7.4.2.3.6 Volunteer Coach --Women’s Triath~on. In women’s triath~on, an institution may use the 
services of one volunteer coach for the swimmin~l element, one volunteer coach for~h~ ~yc!i~q element 
and one volunteer coach for the running element. 

Bylaws: Amend 12.02, as follows: 

12.02 Definitions and Applications. 

[12.02.1 through 12.02.6 unchanged.] 

12.02.7 Triathlon and Cross Country, Track and Field and Swimming. Triathlon includes elements of 
competition similar to cross country, track and field and swimming competition and cannot be separated 
..e....f..f...e....c...t..i...v....e..]y.....f...r...~.....m........t....h....~....s....e........s..~.....~....r..t...s.......f....~..[...p.~.[~.~.~.~.~....~....~y].~...~.~.~...~.h~..[~.~.~.[~.~....t.[.i.~.~.~.!.~.~....~.~.~.....~.[.~.~.~.....~.~.~.~.~.~y are 
considered the same sport, triathlon and track and field are considered the same sport, and triathlon and 
swimming are considered the same sport for purposes of Bylaw 12. 

[12.02.7 renumbered as 12.02.8, unchanged.] 

C. Bylaws: Amend 15.5.3.1.2, as follows: 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Women’s Bowling 

Cross Country 

Women’s Equestrian 

Fencing 

Golf 

Gymnastics 

Rifle 

15,5,3,1.2 Women’s Sports. There shall be a limit on the value (equivalency) of financial aid awards (per Bylaw 
15,02.4.1) that an institution may provide in any academic year to counters in the following women’s sports: 

jAil other sports uncl~anged.] 

__T_r_La__t__b_Lo____n__ .................................. ...3..:.~.f...~..[.~..2...~..~...4..~.~.5..~...4.:.~.f...~..[.~..2...~...t5...~..t.~..~.~.:.~.~.f.~.[.~.~.~.1~.~.1~.;~.~.~.~.~.~Z:~..~a~.~.~.[~t~.[~ 

Bylaws: Amend 17, as follows: 

17 Playing and Practice Seasons 

[17.01 unchanged.] 

17.02 Definitions and Applications. 

[17,02.1 through 17.02.11 unchanged,[ 

17.02.12 Varsity Intercollegiate Sport. A varsity intercollegiate sport is a sport tl~at has been accorded that status by 
the institution’s president or chancellor or committee responsible for intercollegiate athletics policy and that satisfies 
the following conditions: 

[17.02.12-(a) tl~rough 17,02.12-(c) unchanged,] 

[17,02.12,1 unchanged.] 

17.02,12.2 Individual Sports. The following are classified as individual sports for purposes of this bylaw: 

Skiing 

Swimming and Diving 

Tennis 

Track and Field, Indoor and Outdoor 

Women’s Triath~on 

Wrestling 

[17,02.13 through 17.02.15 unchanged.] 

[17.1 through 17.23 unchanged.] 

(See Figure t7-t and Figure 17=2.) 

17,24.1 Length of Playing Season, The length of an institution’s playing season in triathlon shall be ~imited 
.t....~.....a......1...4...4.~.d...a..y....s...e...a....s...~....n...~.....w....h..i...c....h......m....a..y consist of two seg..m-e...n....t..s....(.e...a....c....h......c....~.....n..s...i.s....t.Ln..g.....~..f.....c....~...~.~.~.g.~.~j~...~y~.~..~.~.~...~.bj.g.b. 
may exclude only required off days per Bylaw t7.t.6.4 and official vacation, holiday and final-examination 
periods during which no practice or competition shall occur. 

17,24,3 First Date of Competition, A member institution sha~l not engage in its first date of competition 
(game or scrimmage) with outside competition in triathlon prior to September I or the preceding Friday if 
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September 1 fails on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday (see Figure 

7.24.5 Number of Dates of Competition. 

with outside competition in triathlon during the institution’s triathlon playing season to six dates of 
competition except for those dates of competition excluded under Bylaws 17.24.5.3 and 17.24.5.4. 

17.24.5.1.1 In=Season Foreign Competition. A member institution may play one or more of its countable 
.d____a____t___e____s____0___f____c____o____m____p___e___t__i__t_L0___n___ j...n.-..t...r.La.~h!.~-~.~-~.~.~-.~L~.~[~-.[~.[~g.~-.¢...~....u....n....t...r.Le....s.-...~....n......~....n....e.-.t...r..ip..-.d....U...r..i...n...g-~h.¢-p r e s c ri b e d 
playing season. However, except for contests played in Canada and Mexico or on a certified foreign tour 
{see Bylaw 17.28}, the institution may not engage in such in-season foreign competition more than once 
._e__v_e__F__y____f_o___U____r___y_e_a__r__S__; 

17.24.5.2 Maximum Limitations -- Student-Athlete. An individual student-athlete may participate each 
academic year in not more than six dates of competition in triathlon, including not more than two during 
.t____h____e_____S____e__gment in which the NCAA champ.L~...n....s....h.i.p...j.s.......n....~....t.....c....~.....n...d...u....c...t...e...d..:....T..hi...s...~Lm...j..t..a...t.L~.....n....L~....c]..U...d...e...s.....t....h..~....s....e.....d....a..~.~...~ 
competition in which the student-athlete represents the institution in accordance with Bylaw 17o02.8, 
including competition as a member of the varsity, junior varsity or freshman team of the institution. 

..1.~.Z:...2....4..:.~.:...3..~..A.....n....~....U...a..!~..E....x....e.....m..pti~ns~ The maximum number of dates of competition in triathlon shall exclude the 
fo~owing: 

Conference Championship. Competition in one conference championship or playoff in triathlon; 

championship events in women’s triathlon. A season-ending tournament involves competition after the 
end of the regular season between teams that are not identified until the dose of the regular season; 

Alumni Contest. One date of competition each year against an alumni team of the institution; 

United States conducted on the course on which the member institution regularly conducts its home dates 
of competition; 

institution’s athletics teams participate with and against alumni and friends of the institution, the purpose 
of which is to raise funds for the benefit of the institution’s athletics or other programs, provided the 
..s...t...u...d....e....n....t..~..a...t.~.h..!..e...t.~.e..~.s.-d.....~.-..~...~...t.-..m....i..s....s..~..c..!~..a.~.s..~.s..~.e....s..~.a....s.-.a.-.r-e....s....u..~.t..~..~....f....t...h....e...i...r.~p..a....r..t.~..c..i.p..a...t.~..~..~..~.-(..s.~..e.~.e..-B..y!.a.....w.-t.2..~...5..~.~.~.;. 

(f} Celebrity Sports Activity. Competition involving a limit of two student-athletes from a member 
institution’s triathlon team who participate in local celebrity triath~on activities conducted for the purpose 
~f~r~a~i~s~i~n~g~f~u~n~d~s~f~r~c~h~a~i~t~a~b~!~g~i~B~,~[~i~ 

(1}The student-athletes do not miss classes as a result of the participation; 

The involvement of the student-athletes has the approval of the institution’s athletics director; and 

The activity takes place within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s main campus. 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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(g) U.S. National Team. One date of competition against any team as selected and desiqnated by the 
appropriate national governing body for triathlon as a U.S. national team; and 

respectively, either against or under the sponsorship of an active Division I institution located in Hawaii, 
Alaska or Puerto Rico, by a member located outside these locales; 

foreign tour from its maximum number of dates of competition in triathlon during any academic year and 
may not repeat participation in a foreign tour within a four-year period. The tour shall be conducted by the 
..m.....e....m.....b...e....r.~i...n.~.s.~.t.i~.t.~.~....t.i.9....n..J..n..~.a....c....c..9....r...d...a....~....c.~.e.~.w...~.t.~.h..~..t...h..e..~p....r...~....c.~.e.~..d.~.u..~.r..e.~s..~.s....e...t..~.f...~..~.b.~..n..~...~..yi..a.~...w..~..1.~..7..~..2.~% 

shall not engage in countable athletically related activities outside the institution’s declared playing season 
per Bylaw 17.24.1 except as permitted in Bylaw 17.1.6.2. 

shall be prohibited during the summer unless specifically authorized in the bylaws (e.g., foreign tour) or 
through official interpretations. An institution may pay fees associated with the use of institutiona~ 
p~.r...a....c...t..i...c....e..~..a....~...d..~..c....~..~..m...p.~.e.~.t.i..t..i..~..~..~.~..f-a...c..i.!.i..t.i~.e.~.s.~..b..y-s...t...u...d....e..D..t.:...a...t...h..!..e...t...e....s..~..e....n..g.a..g.e.~..d.~i...~..~..v..9.!..u....n...t...a....r.y~.a...t.~.h.~!.e....t.i...c..a..!!y~..r...e..!..a....t..e..~..d.~..a.~..c.~.t.i...v..i..t.i~.e.~.s.~i...~.. 
their sport. 

17.24.7 Safety Exception. A coach may be present during voluntary individual workouts in the institution’s 

when the student-athlete is engaged in swimming or cycling. The coach may provide safety or skill 
instruction but may not conduct the individual’s workouts. 

employed (e.g., as counselors) in camps or clinics (see Bylaw t3.t2}. Currently enrolled student-athletes 
may not participate as campers in their institution’s camps or clinics. 

17.24.9.1.1 During Academic Year. A student-athlete in triathlon who participates during the academic 
year as a member of any outside triathlon team in any noncollegiate, amateur competition (e.g.. team 
i...n....v..i..t...a....t.~..~.....~...a..L~m....e....e...t..~.~..e....x....h..~i...b..~.t..i.9...n...~..m...~.e.~.e.~.t...s..~..~....r.~...~...t....h....e....r.~..a....c....t.~..v..~.t..y).~..e....x....c....e.p....t.~..w.....h..j~!..e..~.r..e..p..r..e..~s..~.e.~..~...t..i...~..g~.t....h....e..~i...n....s...t..i..t...~....t..i...~.....n..~i...n.. 
intercollegiate triathlon competition shall be ineligible for intercollegiate triathlon competition unless 
eligibility is restored by the Committee on Student-Athlete Reinstatement (see Bylaw 14.6.3 for 

17.24.9.1.1.1 Vacation-Period Exception. A student-athlete in triath~on may compete outside of the 
institution’s declared playing and practice season as a member of an outside team in any noncollegiate, 
.a.~..m..~.a.~.t...e....~....r..~..c.....~..m.p..~e....t.~..t..i...~.....~..~.d....~....r..L~..g~..a..~.n..y~.~..~f..f.i..c..~a..!~..a....c....a...t..i...~....n..~.e.~d.9..d..~..u....b.!.i..s..~.h..~.e.~..d.~i...n..~.t....h....e..~i...n....s..t..~..t...~....t.i...~..~..~.~Ls..~..c....a....t..a..!...~..g.:.~...T....h....e.. 
number of student-athletes from any one institution shall not exceed two. 

17.24.9.1.2 Out of Season. There are no limits on the number of student-athletes from the same member 
i...~....s...t..i..t..u...t..i.9....n..~...w...i..t....h.~..e..!.i.g.i...b..i.!.i..t.y~..r...e....m.....a...i...n...i...n..g~.i....n..~i...~...t.~.e.~.r...c....~..!.!~.e..~gi...a.~.t.~.e..~.t...r..i..a....t.~.!9....~..~...w....h...~..~..m...~.a..y.~p...r...a..~..c...t.i...c....e..~..~....r..~..c....~....m...p....e...t.~.e..~...~...u...t..~...~..[ 
season on an outside, amateur triathlon team (competition on an outside team is permitted only during 
the summer, except as provided in Bylaw 17.24.9.1 ol .1 )o 

Date Printed: November 6.2013 
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17,24.9.1o2.1 involvement of Coaching Staff. No member of the coaching staff of a member institution 
may be involved in any capacity {e.g., coach, official, player or ~eaguelteam administrator) during the 
..a.~..c.~.a.....d....e....m...]..c..~y.e.~.a..~.r..~(i...~....c..!..u....~J...~..g~..v....a.~..c.~.a....t.i..~....n...~p.~.e.~.r..i...~...d...s..~.d....~...d...~..g~..t...h....e..~..a....c....a....~....e....re....i...c..~y..e....a...r.L.w..i..t...h..~..a....n..y.~..s...t...u....d....e....n....t..~...a...t....h..Le.~.t..e..~.~:.i..t...h.. 
e~igibi~ity remaining from the institution’s triathlon team except as provided under Bylaws 14.6.3, 
17.1.1.1 and 17.29. 

student-athletes from the same institution who may participate in Olympic and national team 
development programs. Such programs may a~so include a coach and student-athlete from the same 

(a) The national governing body conducts and administers the developmental program; 

(b) The national governing body selects coaches involved in the developmental program; and 

committee or other authority of the nationa~ governing body, which is not limited to coaches 

7.24.9.2 Equipment Issue, Squad Pictures. No limitations. 

[17.24 through 17o29 renumbered as 17.25 through 17.30, unchanged.] 

E. Bylaws: Amend 20.02.4, as follows: 

20.02.4 Emerging Sports for Women. The following shall be considered emerging sports for women and countable 
for purposes of revenue distribution (for sports sponsorship and grants-in-aid): 

(a) Team Sports: rugby and sand volleyball: and 

(b) Individual Sports: equestrian _a____n___d_____t___r_i__a___t___h_J___o_____n_.. 

F. Bylaws: Amend 20.9.6.3, as follows: 

20.9.6.3 Minimum Contests and Participants Requirements for Sports Sponsorship. In each sport, the institution’s 
team shall engage in at least a minimum number of intercollegiate contests (against four-year, degree-granting 
collegiate institutions) each year. In the individual sports, the institution’s team shall include a minimum number of 
participants in each contest that is counted toward meeting the minimum-contests requirement. The following 
minimums are applicable: 

Individual Sports Minimum Contests Minimum Participants 

Women’s Triathlon 4 3 

jail other sports unchanged.] 

(Note: The minimum-contest requirements set forth in Bylaws 20.9.6.3.1 through 20.9.6.3.8 apply only to the 
provisions of this section and do not apply to minimum-contest requirements in Bylaws 14 and 17.) 

[20.9.6.3.1 through 20.9.6.3.9 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Legislative Council (Administrative Committee) (Committee on Women’s Athletics) 

Effective Date: August 1,2014 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Division Membership 

Rationale: Significant support exists for triathlon to be added as an emerging sport for women, including support from 
institutions and national governing bodies. Data indicates that USA TriatMon’s female membership has increased from 
11 percent in the early 1990s, to 37 percent at the end of 2012 (50,136) and 404 females (40 percent of the total; 85 
collegiate women’s programs) participated in the 2013 USAT Collegiate National Championships. One hundred sixty- 
two club teams are registered with USA TriatMon (117 Division I; 14 Division II and 22 Division III). It is expected that 
the addition of women’s triathlon will produce a significant increase in participation opportunities for women, as well as 
provide the membership with a new option for sponsorship of a women’s sport. 

Budget Impact: Based on institutional decisions related to sponsorship. 

impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s) 
Administration Cabinet: The cabinet supports the proposal. 

Amateurism Cabinet. The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s rationale for the proposal. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses and Financial Aid Cabinet: The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the 
sponsor’s rationale for the proposal. 

Championships/Sports Management Cabinet: The cabinet supports the proposal and agrees with the sponsor’s 
rationale for the proposal. 

Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet: The cabinet supports the proposal. 

History 
Apt 15, 2013: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Apt 30, 2013: Committee on Women’s Athletics, Recommends Approval 

Ju/22, 2013: Legislative Council Administrative Committee, Sponsored 

Sep I0, 2013: Awards, Benefits, Expenses and Financial Aid Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Sep I1, 2013: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Sep 16, 2013: Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Sep 19, 2013: Administration Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Sep 26, 2013: Amateurism Cabinet, Recommends Approval 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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Proposa~ Number: 2013-22 

Title: DIViSiON MEMBERSHIP AND PLAYING AND PRACTICE SEASONS -- DIVISION I MEMBERSHIP 
REQUIREMENTS -= MINIMUM DATES OF COMPETITION =- WOMEN’S RUGBY 

intent: in women’s rugby, to specify that an institution shall limit its total playing schedule with outside competition during 
the institution’s playing season to 16 dates of competition (15-a-side and/or seven-a-side): further, to specify" that an 
institution may count two contests per year against collegiate club teams toward meeting minimum-contest 
requirements and that 15-a-side and seven-a-side competition would count toward meeting minimum-contest 
requirements, 

A. Bylaws: Amend 17.16, as follows: 

17.16 Rugby, Women’s. Regulations for computing the rugby playing season are set forth in Bylaw 17.1. (See Figure 
17-1 and Figure 17-2.) 

[17.16.1 through 17.16.2 unchanged.] 

17.16.3 First .--~ente-st ._D____a____t__e______o___f_____C____o_____m____p__e___t_j_t_j__o____n__. A member institution shall not play _e____n__g_a__g__e____i___n__ its first eeetest #_e_t_.e___¢[ 
competition with outside competition in women’s rugby prior to September 1 or the preceding Friday if September 1 
falls on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday (see Figure 17-2). 

[17.16.4 unchanged.] 

17.16,5 Number of Ge~-te-d-s .__D___a___t___e__s______o____f_____c____o__~Ae__t_j__t_i__o____n__, 

17.16.5.1 Maximum Limitations -- Institutional. A member institution shall limit its total playing schedule with 
outside competition in women’s rugby during the institution’s rugby playing season in any one year to 44- contests 
.1....6......d...a...t..e...s......~....f.....£..~.....m...p.e....t.i..t..i...~....n.....(..1..~:.a...:~.i.~A...~.~.#.~££..##.y.¢.~.:~:~j.#.#.~ except for those -e.eete-sts _d___a__t___e___s_______o__f_____£_o__~____e__t__jt__j__o___n___ 
excluded under Bylaws 17.16.5.3 and 17.16.5.4. 

17.16.5.1.1 Scrimmages/Exhibition Games. A member institution may play one rugby scrimmage or exhibition 
game (which shall not count toward the institution’s won-lost record) prior to the first scheduled ee~e-st .d____a___t__e_____o__[ 
competition during a particular academic year, provided such scrimmage or exhibition game is conducted 
during the institution’s declared playing season per Bylaw 17.16.1 and is counted against the maximum number 
of -eeete-d-s ._d__a___t___e__s______o___f_____c___o___~p___e__t___i_t__i_o____o_, 

17.16.5.1.2 In-Season Foreign Competition. A member institution may play one or more of its countable 
contests dates of competition in women’s rugby in one or more foreign countries on one trip during the 
prescribed playing season. However, except for -c-eete-st-s dates of com_p__e___t_j_t_j__O____n__ played in Canada and Mexico 
or on a certified foreign tour (see Bylaw 17.28), the institution may not engage in such in-season foreign 
competition more than once every four years. 

17.16.5.2 Maximum Limitations -- Student-Athlete. An individual student-athlete may participate in each academic 
year in not more than 4# t6 rugby "-’~...,",tCsts dates of com£~it~B(t 5-a=side andlor seven-a-side). This limitation 
includes those contests dates of competition in which the student represents the institution in accordance with 
Bylaw 17.02.8, including competition as a member of the varsity, junior varsity or freshman team of the institution. 

17.16.5.3 Annual Exemptions. The maximum number of rugby ~-e~-#est-s--a.~-d--dates of competition shall exclude the 
following: 

[17.16.5.3-(a) through 17.1&5.3-(b) unchanged.] 

(c) Alumni Contest. One ee~est .d___a___t___e_____o__f____£_o__~g_e___t__i_t__i__o___n___ each year against an alumni team of the institution; 
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(d) Foreign Team in tl~e United States. One cot;test date of competition eacl~ year witl~ a foreign opponent in the 
United States; 

(e) Hawaii, Alaska or Puerto Rico. Any women’s rugby ~ames--ptayed .d___a___t___e__s______o___f______c____o____m__p___e___t__i__t_i__o____n__. in Hawaii, Alaska or 
Puerto Rico, respectively, either against or under the sponsorship of an active member institution located in Hawaii, 
Alaska or Puerto Rico, by a member located outside the area in question; 

(O U.S. National Team. One e÷nte-st--ptayed ._d___a___t__e_______o___f______c____o____m___p__e___t__~_t__i__o_____n__ against the U.S. national team as selected and 
designated by the appropriate national governing body for rugby (e.g., "Under-21" U.S. national team). 

[17.16.5.3-(g) through 17.16.5.3-(h) unchanged.] 

[Remainder of 17.16 unchanged.[ 

B. Bylaws: Amend 20.9.6.3, as follows: 

20.9.6.3 Minimum Contests and Participants Requirements for Sports Sponsorship. In each sport, the institution’s 
team shall engage in at least a minimum number of intercollegiate contests (against four-year, degree-granting 
collegiate institutions) each year. In the individual sports, the institution’s team shall inck~de a minimum number of 
participants in each contest that is counted toward meeting the minimum-contests requirement. The following 
minimums are applicable: 

[Chart unchanged.] 

[20.9.6.3.1 through 20.9.6.3.5 unchanged.[ 

20.9.6.3.6 Contests vs. Club Teams. A contest against a collegiate institution’s club team may not be counted 
toward meeting minimum-contest requirements. However, a member is not precluded from scheduling club teams. 

[20.9.6.3.6.1 unchanged.[ 

20.9.6°3.6.2 Exception =-Women’s Rugby. In women’s rugby, an institution may count up to two contests 
per year against collegiate club teams of four-year institutions toward meeting minimum=contest 
r__e____q_u__i_~_e____m____e____n____t__s__:. 

[20.9.6.3.7 unchanged.] 

20.9.6.3.8 Women’s Rugby. in women’s rugby, 15-a-side and seven-a-side competition may count toward 

[20.9.6.3.8 through 20.9.6.3.9 renumbered as 20.9.6.3.9 through 20.9.6.3.10, unchanged.[ 

Source: NCAA Division I Legislative Council (Administrative Committee) (Committee on Women’s Athletics) 

Effective Date: August 1,2014 

Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Division Membership 

Rationale: These proposed changes to women’s rugby are designed to help grow the sport and are supported by USA 
Rugby. Permitting institutions to use a combination of 15-a-side (current format) and seven-a-side to meet the current 
sports=sponsorship requirement (9 contests) allows the sport to take advantage of the growing popularity of seven-a= 
side competition, which is the Olympic format. This approach is flexible and allows each institution to determh~e the 
best way to meet the minimum=contests requirement based on its location and availability of opponents. The use of 
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contests against collegiate club teams is similar to the model used in women’s sand volleyball, another emerging sport 
for women. Lastly, the limitation on contests in Bylaw 17 is being changed to a limitation on dates of competition. It is 
anticipated that institutions will play multiple seven-a-side contests during one day, but only one rugby 15-a-side match 
during one day. 

Budget impact: None. 

~mpact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic andlor Athletics): None. 

Position Statement(s} 
Admh~istration Cabinet: The cabinet took no position. 

Championships/Sports Management Cabinet: The cabinet opposes the proposal, noting that women’s rugby has not 
become a championship sport within the allotted 10-year time period, nor has it demonstrated steady growth during 
the same time period as required by the emerging sports legislation. Based on these factors, the cabinet requested 
that the NCAA Committee on Women’s Athletics review women’s rugby status as an emerging sport. 

History 
Apt I5, 2013: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 

Apt 30, 2013: Committee on Women’s Athletics, Recommends Approval 

Ju122, 2013: Legislative Council Administrative Committee, Sponsored 

Sep 11, 2013: Championships/Sports Management Cabinet, Recommends Defeat 

Sep 19, 2013: Admh~istration Cabinet, No Formal Position 

Date Printed: November 6, 2013 
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ATHLETICS PERSONNEL -- COUNTABLE COACH 

Intent: To specify that an institutional staff member or any other individual outside the 
institution (e.g., consultant, professional instructor) with whom the institution has made 
arrangements must count against coaching limits in the applicable sport as soon as the individual 
participates (in any manner) in (a) providing technical or tactical instruction related to the sport 

to a student-athlete at any time; (b) making or assisting in making tactical decisions related to the 
sport during on-court or on-field practice or competition; or (c) any off-campus recruiting 

activities. 

Bylaws: Amend 11.7, as follows: 

11.7 Limitations on the Number and Duties of Coaches and Noncoachin~ Staff Members. 

I!. 7. !. ! Designation of Coaching Category. An individual who coaches and either is 
uncompensated or receives compensation or remuneration of any sort from the institution, even 
if such compensation or remuneration is not designated for coaching, shall be designated as a 
head coach, assistant coach, volunteer coach, graduate assistant coach or student assistant coach 
by certification of the institution. 

11.7.1.1.-4 Countable Coach. An ad:/etics deFartmem institutional staff member or any 
other individual outside the institution (e.~., consultant, professional instructor) 
with whom the institution has made arrangements must count against coaching 
limits in the applicable sport as soon as the individual pa~icipates (in any manner) 

related t~ the sFort following: 

(a) Provides technical or tactical instruction related to the sport to a student-athlete 
at any time; 

(b) Makes or assists in making tactical decisions related to the sport durin~ on-court 
or on-field practice or competition; or 

(c) En~a~es in any off-campus recruitin~ activities. 
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Rationale: This proposal will more clearly identify and define those actions that will result in an 
individual being included in the coaching limitations in a particular sport. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 

History: 
Aug 23, 2013: Submit; Submitted for consideration. 



Proposal 2013-26 

RECRUITING -- INITIAL DATE FOR COMMUNICATION -- NO LIMITS ON COMMUNICATION - SPORTS 

OTHER THAN BASKETBALL, CROSS COUNTRY/TRACK AND FIELD, FOOTBALL AND SWIMMING AND 

DIVING 

Intent: In sports other than basketball, cross country/track and field, football and swimming and diving, 

(1) to specify that telephone calls to an individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) may be 

made at an institution’s discretion beginning September i at the beginning of his or her junior year in 

high school; and (2) to permit any form of electronic correspondence (e.g., electronic mail, Instant 

Messenger, facsimiles, text messages) to be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective 

student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians), as specified. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3, as follows: 

13.1.3 Telephone Calls. 

13.1.3.1 Time Period for Telephone Calls -- General Rule. Telephone calls to an individual (or his 

or her relatives or legal guardians) may not be made before Ju!y September lfc!!cwing the 

co,m,p!eUen at the beginning of his or her junior year in high school (subject to the exceptions 

below), or the opening d~y ~f classes ~f h!s~,~ ,,~, ~ ..... ~,,,~,;~ year in high                 ~,,~,~1 ~/~ ~,~,,~.~’~;~*~ ~,~’" 

,,~u ..... ÷~ .............. u If an individual attends an educational institution that uses a 

nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., Southern Hemisphere), telephone calls to the 

individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) may not be made before the opening day 

of classes of his or her junior year in high school. Thereafter, an institution may make 

telephone calls to the prospective student-athlete at its discretion. 

13.1.3.1.1 Exception -- Swimming and Diving. In swimming and diving, telephone calls 

to an individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) may not be made before 

July I following the completion of his or her junior year in high school or the opening 

day of classes of his or her senior year in high school (as designated by the high 

school), whichever is earlier. Thereafter, an institution may not make telephone calls 

to the prospective student-athlete more than once per week. 

13.1.3.1.~2_ Exception -- B~seb~!!, Cross Country/Track and Field, Men’s 

In ~o~z rrn<< country/track and field, ~ 

send vol/~yb=//,~.~,,~*~u ~,.~ ....... ..~,,,~,. ’~ ve//~yb=//, telephone calls to an individual (or his 

or her relatives or lesal 8uardians) may not be made before July $ followin8 the 

completion of his or her junior year in hish school, or the openin8 day of classes of his or 

her senior year in hish school (as desisnated by the hish school), whichever is earlier. 

Thereafter, such telephone calls shall be limited to once per week outside a contact 

period, but may be made at the institution’s discretion durin8 a contact period. 



[13.1.3.1.2_ through 13.1.3.1.4, renumbered as 13.1.3.1.3 through 13.1.3.1.5 

unchanged.] 

13.1.3.1.=~6_6- Exception -- Men’s Ice Hockey. In men’s ice hockey, an institution is 

permitted to make one telephone call per month to an individual (or the individual’s 

relatives or legal guardians) on or after June 15 at the conclusion of the individual’s 

sophomore year in high school through Ju!y August 31 after the 

individual’s~ sophomore year in high school. A~ ~;,,~ ; ..... ;,÷~,~ ,,, ,~,~1,~ 

13.1.3.1.5.1 Nontraditional Academic Calendars -- Men’s Ice Hockey. In men’s 

ice hockey, if an individual attends an educational institution that uses a 

nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., Southern Hemisphere), telephone calls 

to the individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) may not be made 

before the day after the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore year in high 

school. Thereafter, an institution may make telephone cc//~ to an individual (or 

/’~l f~-~ one telephone call per month from the day after the conclusion of the 

individual’s sophomore year in high school to the opening day of classes of the 

individual’s ~’~>’-junior year in high school. On or after the opening; day of 

classes of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school, an 

institution may make telephone calls to the prospective student-athlete at its 

discretion. 

individua/" s senior year in high school 

13.1.3.1.6z Exception -- Women’s Ice Hockey. in women’s ice hockey, an institution is 

permitted to make one telephone call to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or 

guardians) who is a resident of a foreign country on or after July 7 through July 31 

following the completion of the individual’s sophomore year in high school. A# 

~ " t~’’÷ele~hOne ~-~11 ........ i/ ÷,~ ~ ;~H;,,;~l, ,~1 I,~ ÷h~ 

[13.1.3.1.7 through 13.1.3.1.8 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.8 through 13.1.3.1.9, 

unchanged.] 



[13.1.3.2 through 13.1.3.4 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.5 Nonpermissible Callers. 

[13.1.3.5.1 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.5.2 Enrolled Student-Athletes. Enrolled student-athletes or other enrolled 

students shall not make or participate in telephone calls to prospective student-athletes 

at the direction of a coaching staff member or financed by the institution or a 

representative of its athletics interests; however, they may receive telephone calls at 

the expense of the prospective student-athlete on or after Ju!y~ ~,,~..,,,~I ~..1~ .... ;~.~ ~,,~*~’~ 

which an institution may begin placing telephone calls to a prospective student- 

athlete. An enrolled student-athlete may receive telephone calls made at the expense 

of a prospective student-athlete prior to Ju!y i fo!!owing the co,m,p!etion of the 
~ m,~ ~,~,~ the date on which an institution 

may begin placing telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete, provided there is 

no direct or indirect involvement by athletics department staff. 

[13.1.3.5.2.1 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.6 Collect and Toll-Free Telephone Calls. Institutional coaching staff members (see 

Bylaw 13.1.3.4.1) may accept collect and toll-free (e.g., 1-800, 1-888) telephone calls 

placed by a prospective student-athlete and the prospective student-athlete’s parents 

and legal guardians, provided the calls are placed not earlier than Ju!y~ ~ ~,,~..,,,~~ .... ;~" 

co,re, p/orion of the~, ....... ~.~ ~.,*~,,~. ~ ~tudent-~th!ete~ junior year in high                                                 ~,~,~, the date on 

which an institution may begin placing telephone calls to a prospective student- 

athlete. 



[13.1.3.7 unchanged.] 

B. Bylaws: Amend 13.4.1, as follows: 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials -- General Rule. ~ ..... *~ -’*~’~ ÷~ ..... ,~ ~,,~,~÷~,,,/~ ,,~,q ~,,~,~ ;~ ~,,~,,% 

e~ An institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to 

athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until September i at the beginning of 

his or her junior year in high school. If an individual attends an educational institution that uses a 

nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., Southern Hemisphere) an institution shall not provide 

recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his 

parents or legal guardians) until the opening day of classes of the individual’s junior year in high 

school. [D] 

13.4.1.1 Exception - Men’s Basketball and Men’s Ice Hockev. In men’s basketball and men’s 

ice hockey, an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general 

correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) 

until June 15 at the conclusion of his or her sophomore year in high school. !n 

~lf an individual attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional academic calendar 

(e.g., Southern Hemisphere) an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including 

general correspondence related to athletics, to an individual (or his parents or legal guardians) 

until the day after the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore year in high school. [D] 

[13.4.1.1 renumbered as 13.4.1.2, unchanged.] 

13.4.1.2-3 Electronic ~cn~m!::!cn: Correspondence -- General Rule. Electronic correspondence 

{e.g., electronic mail, Instant Messenger, facsimiles, text messages) mav be sent to a 

prospective student-athlete {or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians). 

Before a prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent or the institution’s 

written offer of admission and/or financial aid, or the institution has received his or her 

financial deposit in response to its offer of admission, the correspondence must be sent 

directly to the prospective student-athlete (or his or her parents or legal guardians) and must 

be private between onlv the sender and recipient (e.g., no use of chat rooms, message boards 

or posts to "walls"). (See Bylaws :13.:1.6.2 and :13.:10.2.) Color attachments may be included 

with electronic correspondence, provided the attachment only includes information that is 

not created for recruiting purposes, except for items that are specificallv permitted as printed 

recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires), a media guide and video and audio materials, as 

permitted in Bylaw :13.4.:1.5. Attachments other than a media guide and permissible video and 

audio materials shall not include any animation, audio or video clips and there shall be no cost 



(e.g., subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic 

correspondence. ID] 

13.4.1.3.1 Exception -- Electronic Correspondence Regarding institutional Camp or 

Clinic Logistical issues. Electronic correspondence to an individual (or his or her 

parents, legal guardians, relatives or coach) that relates solely to institutional camp or 

clinic logistical issues (e.g., missing registration information) is not subject to the 

restrictions on recruiting materials, provided the correspondence does not contain 

recruiting language and no solicitation of particular individuals to attend a camp or 

clinic occurs. [D] 

13.4.1.3.2 Exception -- Cross Country/Track and Field, Football and Swimming and 

Diving. ~/~÷~;~H,, in cross country/track and field, football and swimming and 

diving, electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to a prospective 

student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) is 

limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.6.2.) All other forms of 

electronically transmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant Messenger, text messaging) are 

prohibited. Color attachments may be included with electronic mail correspondence, 

provided the attachment only includes information that is not created for recruiting 

purposes, except for items that are specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials 

(e.g., questionnaires), a media guide and video and audio materials, as permitted in 

Bylaw 13.4.1.5. Attachments other than a media guide and permissible video and audio 

materials shall not include any animation, audio or video clips and there shall be no cost 

(e.g., subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the electronic mail 

correspondence. [D] 

received his or her fin~nci~/ deposit in response to its o~r 

..... ,~ ~ ~o~ ..... ~;~ ~ ~ .... , ~o~ - -~r;v~*e between 

~nd !3.10.2.) Co/or ~tt~chment5 m~y be inc/uded w~th e/ectren~c 



[13.4.1.2.2 renumbered as 13.4.1.3.2.1, unchanged.] 

13.4.1.~2.3.2.2 Exception -- Electronic Mail and Facsimiles Regarding Institutional 

Camp or Clinic Logistical Issues -- Sports Other Th~n B~s,u, etb~!! Cross 

Country/Track and Field, Football and Swimming and Diving. In sports other 

,~,~ ~,~u~,~,,~/~ cross country/track and field, football and swimming and 

diving, electronic mail and facsimiles to an individual (or his or her parents, legal 

guardians, relatives or coach) that relate solely to institutional camp or clinic 

logistical issues (e.g., missing registration information) are not subject to the 

restrictions on recruiting materials, provided the correspondence does not 

contain recruiting language and no solicitation of particular individuals to attend 

a camp or clinic occurs. 

[13.4.1.3 through 13.4.1.5 renumbered as 13.4.1.5 through 13.4.1.7, unchanged.] 

Source: 

Effective Date: August 1, 2014 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: In the early months of 2013, NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model - Rules proposals 

that would have revised the rules related to the initial date for and restrictions on recruiting contact and 

communication were tabled or suspended by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors. Following the 2013 

NCAA Convention, the membership was asked to complete a survey related to the initial date for 

recruiting contact. In June, Division I conferences were asked to gather feedback from their member 

institutions related to the tabled and suspended Rules Working Group proposals. In the case of the 

sports affected by this proposal, the feedback indicates significant support for moving the date for initial 

recruiting communication to the beginning of a prospective student-athlete’s junior year of high school 



and also for removing the restrictions on the modes and numerical limits of those communications. 

Therefore, this proposal presents an alternative, as recommended by the Rules Working Group, for 

sports other than football, cross country/track and field and swimming and diving that would establish 

an earlier initial date for telephone calls and would remove the restrictions on the numbers of calls and 

the modes of electronic correspondence. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 



Proposal 2013-27 

RECRUITING o- RECRUITING MATERIALS AND ELECTRONIC CORRESPONDENCE 

Intent: To limit the printed recruiting material that may be provided to prospective student-athletes to 

general correspondence (with no restrictions on the design or content, except for size restrictions), 

educational material provided by the NCAA, nonathletics institutional publications, questionnaires and 

camp or clinic information, as specified; further, to specify that there are no content restrictions on 

attachments to electronic correspondence, except that video and audio materials may not be created 

for recruiting purposes and may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, 

picture or likeness. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.4, as follows: 

13.4 Recruiting Materials. 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials and Electronic Correspondence. In sports other than men’s basketball and 

men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence 

related to athletics, or send electronic correspondence to an individual (or his or her parents or legal 

guardians) until September i at the beginning of his or her junior year in high school. In men’s 

basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general 

correspondence related to athletics, or send electronic correspondence to an individual (or his or her 

parents or legal guardians) until June 1S at the conclusion of his or her sophomore year in high 

school. In men’s basketball, if an individual attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional 

academic calendar (e.g., Southern Hemisphere) an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, 

including general correspondence related to athletics, or send electronic correspondence to such an 

individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until the day after the conclusion of the individual’s 

sophomore year in high school. [D] 

13.4.1.1 Printed Recruiting Materials. As specified below, an institution may provide only the 

following printed materials r~,~,,~ ........ ~,~,~;~,~,,/~ ~,,~ .... I a ~ 1 ~7 fn prospective 

student-athletes, their parents or legal guardians, their coaches or any other individual 

responsible for teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is 

involved: [D] 

a General Correspondence. (z.~,,~, ....... ~/cor’,’ex[..’o,-,dc’~cg .... ~,.                                ~.~ ~,~,,,        ~,,~. ,,~ ....... , ..... u~, 

There are no restrictions on the design or content of 

general correspondence and attachments, except that the size of the printed material 

may not exceed 8 ~ by 11 inches when opened in full. There are no restrictions on 

the design or content of an envelope used to send general correspondence and 

attachments, except that the size of the envelope may not exceed 9 by 12 inches. 



¯ (sluapms ii~ 
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;’~ length. An institution me;" -~* produce o seporote printed 

infer,re, orion, records) .... h .... ÷o,v ,~ ,he ;~,;,,,,;~, ..... h~;,o ~d m~y 

13.4.1.2 Electronic Tronsmissions Correspondence. Electronically transmitted correspondence 

that may be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents 

or legal guardians) is limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.6.2.) All other 

forms of electronically transmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant Messenger, text messaging) 

are prohibited. Color ottochment~ moy be included with electronic moi! correspondence, 

except for items *~’~* ....... m~,~, ...... ;**o’~ "~¢ printed recruiting m~teri~/~ /o ~ 

Attcchments other then ~ medie guide end permissible video end cudie meteriels shell not 

o~ocioted with ~ending the item ottoched to the e/ectronic moil correspondence. There are no 

content restrictions on attachments to electronic correspondence, except that video and 

audio materials may not be created for recruiting purposes and may not be personalized to 

include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness. [D] 

13.4.1.2.1 Exception -- Basketball. In basketball, electronic correspondence (e.g., 

electronic mail, Instant Messenger, facsimiles, text messages) may be sent to a 

prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal 

guardians). Before a prospective student-athlete has signed a National Letter of Intent 

or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid, or the institution has 

received his or her financial deposit in response to its offer of admission, the 

correspondence must be sent directly to the prospective student-athlete (or his or her 

parents or legal guardians) and must be private between only the sender and recipient 

(e.g., no use of chat rooms, message boards or posts to "walls"). (See Bylaws 13.1.6.2 

and 13.10.2.) Color ottoch,m, ents ,m, oy be included with electronic correspondence, 

Bylaw ~3.4.&5. Attachments other th~n ~ medi~ #uide ~nd permissible video ~nd 

~rr~pcnd~n~. There are no content restrictions on attachments to electronic 

correspondence, except that video and audio materials may not be created for 

recruitin8 purposes and may not be personalized to include a prospective student- 

athlete’s name, picture or likeness. [D] 



]13.4.1.2.2 through 13.4.1.2.4 unchanged.] 

13.4.1.3 Other Recruiting Materials. An institution may post recruiting materials not listed in 

Bylaw 13.4.1.1 on its website. General information (e.g., information not created for recruiting 

purposes) posted to an institution’s website (e.g., press release, competition schedule) may be 

sent to a prospective student-athlete via electronic mail as an attachment or a hyperlink or such 

information may be printed~,,-’~ ~,~,,,-~1"~ .... .,,,,~* ......... ~, .,,,,,~*~ ~,~,,~/’~- ,,,,~- and provided to a prospective 

student-athlete as an attachment to general correspondence, via facsimile or during any 

permissible on- or off-campus contact. [D] 

[Remainder of 13.4 unchanged.] 

Source: 

Effective Date: August 1, 2014 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: In the early months of 2013, NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model - Rules proposals 

that would have revised the rules related to the initial date for and restrictions on recruiting contact and 

communication were tabled or suspended by the NCAA Division I Board of Directors. Following the 2013 

NCAA Convention, the membership was asked to complete a survey related to the initial date for 

recruiting contact. In June, Division I conferences were asked to gather feedback from their member 

institutions related to the tabled and suspended Rules Working Group proposals. Based on feedback 

gathered throughout the Rules Working Group process and the time period between the adoption and 

suspension of RWG Proposal No. 13-5-A, this proposal provides a more straight-forward approach, as 

recommended by the Rules Working Group, to regulating recruiting materials. The proposal generally 

limits the types of printed recruiting material that may be provided to prospective student-athletes, but 

provides significant flexibility as it relates to general correspondence and electronic correspondence. 

There would be no restrictions on the design or content of general correspondence, except that the size 

of the printed material shall not exceed 8 ½ by 11 inches when opened in full and the size of an 

envelope may not exceed 9 by 12 inches. 

Estimated Budget impact: None. 

impact on Student Athlete’s Time {Academic and/or Athletics): None. 



Proposal 2013-28 

Title: FINANCIAL AID -- ELEMENTS OF FINANCIAL AID -- ROOM AND BOARD - 
MAXIML~I MEAL PLAN 

Intent: To permit an institution to provide a student-athlete financial aid that includes a board 
allowance that consists of three meals per day or the the institution’s maximum meal plan that is 
available to all students, whichever is greater. 

Bylaws: Amend 15.2.2, as follo~vs: 

15.2.2 Room and Board. An institution may provide a student-athlete financial aid that includes 
the cost of room and board, based on the official allowance for a room as listed in the 
institution’s official publication (e.g., catalog) and a board allowance that consists of three 
meals-per day,~ ~’ ..... v~,, ,.;for. m the institution’s maximum                                       ~,~, ...... ,,,,oo,~,~;""~’1 ........ ,,v~, ~,’I ............. ./~,, meal plan 
that is available to all students, whichever is ~reater rebv’ese::ts ~ !vsse:" c~s~::’e. 

15.2.2.1 "q¢¢ ~ "" ......... "<.z¢ .... ’± .... Room and Board Stipend. ~.~ 
.... ~,,,,,,,,~ ..... ~ #,,,, m~,, ,, ,t~ An institution may provide the student-athlete an amount 

equal to the institution’s official on-campus room allowance as listed in its catalog, the 
average of the room costs of all of its students living on campus or the cost of room as 
calculated based on its policies and procedures for calculating the cost of attendance for 
all students. The institution also may provide the student-athlete an amount that is 
equivalent to ................... ~ ..... ~ ~-~ ~’ .... -/ *’~’~- the value of the 
maximum meal plan that is available to all students or the cost of meals as calculated 
based on its policies and procedures for calculating the cost of attendance for all students, 
excluding those meals provided as part of the training table. Meals provided on the 
training table shall be deducted at the regular cost figure from such a student-athlete’s 

board allowance. 

[ 15.2.2.1.1 unchanged. ] 

[15.2.2.1.3 through 15.2.2.1.7 renumbered as 15.2.2.1.2 through 15.2.2.1.6, 
unchanged]. 

[ 15.2.2.2 through 15.2.2.3 unchanged.] 

receiving an ....... ~ "~"+ cover,;" ‘~ ....... , ,,~’, ..... z~ ; ..... + avai!ab!e.f~r ~ " ............................. j ................ g:ven meal 



[ 15.2.2.5 renumbered as 15.2.2.4, unchanged.] 

Source: 

Effective Date: 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Financial Aid 

Rationale: Institutional board plans are designed to meet the identified needs of the students on 
an institution’s campus in light of available facilities and other factors, and some institutions no 
longer offer meal plans that are based on a specific number &meals (e.g., 10, 14 or 21 meals per 
week). This proposal is intended to permit student-athletes who dine in institutional facilities to 
receive the same meal plan benefits that are available to other students at the institution. 

Estimated Budget Impact: Increase in financial aid amount specific to board plans. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 



Proposal 2013-29 

Title: FINANCIAL AID -- INSTITUTIONAL FINANCIAL AID -- ELIMINATION OF 
CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO INSTITUTIONAL FINANCIAL 
AID 

Intent: To eliminate the certification requirements related to institutional financial aid. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 15.02.4.1, as follows: 

15.02.4.1 Institutional Financial Aid. The following sources of financial aid are considered to be 

institutional financial aid: 

[15.02.4.1-(a) through 15.02.4. l-(b) unchanged.] 

15.02.4.1.1 Athletically Related Institutional Financial Aid. Athletically related 
institutional financial aid is institutional financial aid that is awarded on any basis 
that is related to athletics ability, participation or achievement. If an application 
process specifically requests athletics participation or achievements as criteria for 
consideration in determinin~ whether an applicant receives institutional financial 
aid, aid received pursuant to snch a process is athletically related institutional 
financial aid. 

B. Bylaws: Amend 15.1.3, as follows: 

15.1 Maximum Limit on Financial Aid -- Individual. A student-athlete shall not be eligible to 
participate in intercollegiate athletics if he or she receives financial aid that exceeds the value of 
the cost of attendance as defined in Bylaw 15.02.2. A student-athlete may receive institutional 
financial aid based on athletics ability (per Bylaw 15.02.4.1) and educational expenses awarded 
per Bylaw 15.2.6.4 up to the value of a full grant-in-aid, plus any other financial aid up to the 
cost of attendance. (See Bylaws 15.011.6.1, 16.3, 16.4 and 16.12.) 

[ 15.1.1 through 15.1.2 unchanged.] 

[ 15.1.4 renumbered as 15.1.3, unchanged.] 

C. Bylaws: Amend 15.2.8.1.3, as follows: 



15.2.8.1.3 Prior to Initial, Full-Time Collegiate Enrollment -- Institutional Nonathletics Aid. The 
following conditions apply to the awarding of institutional nonathlefics financial aid to a 
prospective student-athlete to attend an institution in the summer prior to the prospective student- 
athlete’s initial, full-time collegiate enrollment: [D] 

[15.2.8.1.3-(a) through 15.2.8.1.3-(b) unchanged. ] 

(c) During the summer term or orientation period, the recipient shall not engage in any countable 
athletically related activities except for those activities specifically permitted in Bylaws 13 and 
17 (see Bylaws 13.11.3.9, 17.1.1 and 17.1.1.1); and 

D. Bylaws: Amend 15.5.1, as follows: 

15.5.1 Counters. A student-athlete shall be a counter and included in the maximum awards 
limitations set fo~h in this bylaw under the following conditions: 

(a) Athletics Aid. A student-athlete who receives financial aid based in any degree on athletics 
ability shall become a counter for the year during which the student-athlete receives the financial 
aid; or 

(b) Educational Expenses -- Olympic Committee~ational Governing Body. A student-athlete 
who receives educational expenses awarded by the U.S. Olympic Committee or a U.S. national 
governing body (or, for international student-athletes, expenses awarded by the equivalent 
organization of a foreign count~) per Bylaw 15.2.6.4 shall become a counter for the year during 
which the student-athlete receives the aid. 

J ..... ~ ............ ~l .................................. ~J .................... ..... ’J 

....................... ~ .................. ,j~ .............................................. j 



15.5. l .~1_ Football or Basketball, Varsity Competition. In football or basketball, a 
student-athlete who was recruited (see Bylaw 15.02.8) by the awarding institution and 
who receives institutional financial aid (as set forth in Bylaw 15.02.4.1) granted without 
regard in any degree to athletics ability does not have to be counted until the student- 
athlete engages in varsity intercollegiate competition (as opposed to freshman, B-team, 
subvarsity, intramural or club competition) in those sports. For thisprovisio;~ to be 

~ .......... , .................... d ............ jj .... ~ ............................. .j .......... ~ .... 

j ...... ,~ ............. / ............. , ..................... jj .................... d .... j ............... 

[ 15.5.1.2.1 renumbered as 15.5.1.1. l, unchanged. ] 

[15.5. 1.3 through 15.5.1.10 renumbered as 15.5.1.2 through 15.5.1.9, unchanged.] 

E. Bylaws: Amend 15.5.3.2.2.1, as follows: 

15.5.3.2.2.1 Academic Honor Awards -- Based on High School Record. Academic honor awards 
that are part of an institution’s normal arrangements for academic scholarships, based solely on 
the recipient’s high school record and awarded independently of athletics interests and in 
amounts consistent with the pattern of all such awards made by institutions, are exempt from an 
institution’s equivalency computation, provided the recipient was ranked in the upper 10 percent 
of the high school graduating class or achieved a cumulative grade-point average of at least 
3.500 (based on a maximum of 4.000) or a minimum ACT sum score of 105 or a minimum SAT 
score of 1200 (critical reading and math). 

15.5.3.2.2.1.1 Additional Requirements. The following additional requirements shall be 
met: 

[ 15.5.3.2.2.1.1-(a) through 15.5.3.2.2.1.1-(c) unchanged.] 

(d) No athletics department staff member shall be involved in designating the recipients 
of such awards; and 

(e) Any additional criteria shall not include athletics ability, participation or interests," amJ 

aid director ,or the chair (b~ the financ’ia/ aid committee that such ",v, vard5’ are 

....................................... ~ .......... J .......................... F~, 



F. Bylaws: Amend 15.5.6.3, as follows: 

15.5.6.3 Initial Counters -- Football (Also see Bylaw 15.02.3.1 ). 

[ 15.5.6.3.1 through 15.5.6.3.6 unchanged.] 

15.5.6.3.7 Recruited Student-Athlete, Varsity Competition. In accordance with Bylaw 
15.5.1 .~-1_, a recruited student-athlete (per Bylaw 15.02.8) receiving institutional financial 
aid ..... "~’~-¢ .... v.~ as having been granted without regard in any degree to athletics ability 
becomes an initial counter in the first academic year in which the student-athlete 
competes on the varsity level. (See Bylaw 15.5.1 .~21.1 .) 

[ 15.5.6.3.8 through 15.5.6.3.9 unchanged.] 

Source: 

Effective Date: 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Financial Aid 

Rationale: The proposed elimination of the noncounter certification form is intended to ease the 
burden of having the faculty athletics representative and financial aid director certify that aid was 
awarded without regard to eligibility. In order to avoid counter status for a student-athlete, an 
institution will still have to confirm that institutional aid is awarded on bases unrelated to 
athletics ability, participation or achievement. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 



Proposal 2013-30 

Title: FINANCIAL AID -- MAXIMUM INSTITUTIONAL GRANT-IN-AID 
LIMITATIONS IN SPORT -- SQUAD LIST -- PROCEDURES 

Intent: To eliminate the requirement that an institution’s athletics director compile and sign the 
squad list; further, to specify that the athletics director may designate another individual to sign 
the form for each sport. 

Bylaws: Amend 15.5.11.2, as follows: 

15.5.11.2 Squad-List Form. The ....... t,,~. ~.~,~,,.,~.,~ ,,l~t,~,~ a~,~,~,, institution shall compile 
a list, on a form maintained by the Awards, Benefits, Expenses and Financial Aid Cabinet and 
approved by the Legislative Council, of the squad members in each sport on the first day of 
competition and shall indicate thereon the status of each member in the categories listed. [D] 

15.5.11.2.1 Procedures. The follo~ving procedures shall be used for the squad list: [D] 

(a) The forms ~-~ ~’" !ce~t .... ~’~ ~" ,t,, ,~m,~o ,,,~,t,o ,~t,~,,~,~ direetar, and sueh file shall ............ J .......... ~IJ .... J .............. 

be available for examination upon request by an authorized representative of another 

member institution, the NCAA, and, if the institution is a member of a conference, an 
authorized representative of the conference; 

[15.5.11.2.1-(b) through 15.5.11.2.1-(c) unchanged.] 

(d) The athletics director [’or his or her designee, who may not be a coaching staff 
member) shall sign the form for each sport. The head coach in each sport shall sign the 
form for the applicable sport. 

Source: 

Effective Date: 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Financial Aid 

Rationale: Current legislation requires the institution’s athletics director to compile and sign a 
squad list documenting the eligibility and financial aid status of all student-athletes in each sport 
prior to competition. Ho~vever, the director of athletics is rarely involved in the compilation of 
this information and is not in the best position to certify its accuracy. This proposal is intended to 
permit the athletics director to designate the appropriate individual or individuals to complete the 
form and to certify its accuracy. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 



Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 



Proposal 2013-31 -A 

Title: AWARDS, BENEFITS AND EXPENSES -- MEALS INCIDENTAL TO 
PRACTICE ACTIVITIES AND NONCOMPETITIVE E’v~NTS AND SNACKS AT 
ANY T~,IE 

Intent: To specify that an institution may provide meals to student-athletes incidental to 
practice activities during the playing season and while a student-athlete is representing 
the institution in noncompetitive events (e.g., student-athlete advisory committee 
meeting, media appearances); further, to specify than an institution may provide snacks to 
student-athletes at any time. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 15.2.2.1, as follows: 

15.2.2.1 Off-Campus Room and Board Stipend. If a student-athlete lives and eats in 
noninstitutional facilities, the institution may provide the student-athlete an amount equal 
to the institution’s official on-campus room allowance as listed in its catalog, the average 
of the room costs of all of its students living on campus or the cost of room as calculated 
based on its policies and procedures for calculating the cost of attendance for all students. 
The institution also may provide the student-athlete an amount that is equivalent to an 
on-campus seven-day or 21-meal board plan or the cost of meals as calculated based on 
its policies and procedures for calculating the cost of attendance for all students, 
excluding those meals provided as part of the training table. Meals provided on the 
training table shall be deducted at the regular cost figure from such a student-athlete’s 
board allowance. 

[ 15.2.2.1.1 through 15.2.2.1.6, unchanged. ] 

15.2.2.1.7 Game Related Meals Incidental to Practice, Competition and 
Noncompetitive Events. The cost of meals provided � ...... ~ ...... 1 ........ 

’"~’~ incidental to practice durin~ 
the playin~ season, incidental to competition and incidental to 
noncompetitive events [see Bylaws 16.5.2-(f) and 16.9.11 need not be deducted 
from a student-athlete’s board allowance. Such meals also may be received by a 
student-athlete who is not receiving athletically related financial aid inasmuch as 
they constitute a benefit incidental to athletics participation [see Bylaw 16.5.2- 

(d)]. 

B. Bylaws: Amend 16.5, as follows: 

16.5 Housing and Meals. 

[ 16.5.1 unchanged. ] 

16.5.2 Permissible. Identified housing and meal benefits incidental to a student’s 
participation in intercollegiate athletics that may be financed by the institution are: [R] 

[16.5.2-(a) through 16.5.2-(c) unchanged. ] 



(d) Meals Incidental to Participation. 

(1) Missed Mea/ Due Meals Incidental to Practice Activities. A 

A~ ....... ~ ~, ~, ~,~,~,,,~ ..... ¢ A~,~,~ ~.~¢~,, An institution may orovide 

meals to student-athletes that are incidental to oractice activities in 
the locale of the institution durin~ the olayinR season at times other 
than vacation oeriods. An institution may orovide the cash equivalent 
of a meal to a student-athlete only if the student-athlete misses a meal 
due to oractice activities and he or she has oreviously oaid Nr the 
meal {’either individually or through the board element of a 
scholarshio). Durin~ vacation oeriods, includin~ the summer when 
oreseason 0ractice occurs, an institution may orovide the cost of 
meals {either actual meals or oer diem Nr three meals oer day) and 
an additional meal each da~ 0ursuant to Bylaw 16.5.2-(b) and (e). 

[ 16.5.2-(d)-(2) through 16.5.2-(d)-(3) unchanged.] 

[ 16.5.2-(e) unchanged. ] 

(f) Meals Related to-.o,.o..~.,.~or~"’~""~ ..... 1 .~,,.,.o,,~,~’~’" ....... ~..,~ ~,c ..... ~.~ .... Noncom0etitive Events. 

0rovide meals to a student-athlete while he or she is re0resentin~ the 
institution in noncom0etitive events [e.~., media a00earances (see Bylaw 
12.5.3), student-athlete advisory committee meetings] in the locale of the 
institution. 

[ 16.5.2-(g) unchanged.] 

(h) Fruit,~,,,~’~ .... ~,,~,~’ ~,~o.~"~ Snacks. An institution may providej~uit,                                                                 ,~,oo’~’,’~ ~,~"’~’ 

bage/s snacks to a student-athlete at any time. 

[16.5.2.1 unchanged.] 

Source: 

Effective Date: August 1, 2014 

Proposal Category: Amendment 



Topical Area: Awards, Benefits and Expenses 

Rationale: This proposal permits an institution to provide meals to all student-athletes 
(scholarship and nonscholarship) at its discretion in conjunction with practice activities 
during the playing season and noncompetitive events. In addition, the proposal will 
allow- institutions to provide snacks to student-athletes at their discretion. Such measures 
will help ensure that all student-athletes’ nutritional needs are met incidental to practice 
and other activities. It is not permissible to provide cash in lieu of the incidental meals 
and discretionary snacks. 

Estimated Budget Impact: Will vary among institutions. 

Impact on Strident-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 



2013-14 NCAA Division I Legislative Proposals 
Question and Answer Document 

(Updated: October 3, 2013) 

This document contains questions and answers to assist the NCAA membership in its 
understanding of select proposal s in the 2013-14 legi slative cycle. 

NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2013-15 NCAA Membership -- Active Membership -- 
Conditions and Obligations of Membership -- Catastrophic Sport Injury Reporting 

Question No. 1: Does a violation of this provision affect a student-athlete’s eligibility? 

Answer: No. 

Question No. 2: Does this proposal establish a deadline for the submission of the injury 

data to the NCAA? 

Answer: No. 

Question No. 3: What types of injuries and illnesses are classified as "catastrophic"? 

Answer: A catastrophic injury or illness is one that results in a fatality; one that 
causes permanent severe functional disability; or one that causes severe 
head or neck trauma. 

Question No. 4: Are institutions required to report noncompetitive injuries or illnesses 
(e.g., car accidents)? 

Answer: Yes, if the injuries or illnesses are considered to be catastrophic. 

Proposal No. 2013-16 NCAA Membership -- Active Membership -- Conditions and 
Obligations of Membership -- Designation of Team Physician 

Question No. 1: Is the team physician designated within the NCAA Online Directory? 

Answer: No. 

Question No. 2: What does "designate" mean? 

Answer: "Designate" means the appointment is an official appointment. Since the 
clinical practice appointment for a physician may reside in athletics, on 
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Question No. 3: 

Answer: 

Question No. 4: 

Answer: 

Question No. 5: 

Answer: 

Question No. 6: 

campus or off campus, the intent is for the institution to secure the services 

of the individual through a contractual agreement. The service is not 
required to be fee based. 

Why is it necessary to designate a team physician? 

It is the responsibility of the institution to provide a safe environment for 
student-athletes and to provide medical care that is in accordance with best 
practices and community standards. Just as an institution designates other 
positions of importance (e.g., provost, dean, director of athletics), the team 
physician is a position that serves a vital need. Designating a team 
physician will help ensure institutions are meeting a minimal requirement 
for the oversight of healthcare policy and student-athlete well-being In 
addition, institutions should ensure they have a licensed physician for the 
supervision and/or direction of their certified athletic trainers. 

What is the definition of a "team physician"? 

Six national medical societies have published the follo~ving definition: 
"The team physician must have an unrestricted medical license and be an 
MD or DO who is responsible for treating and coordinating the medical 
care of athletic team members. The principal responsibility of the team 
physician is to provide for the well-being of individual athletes - enabling 
each to realize his/her full potential. The team physician should possess 
special proficiency in the care of musculoskeletal injuries and medical 
conditions encountered in sports. The team physician also must actively 
integrate medical expertise with other healthcare providers, including 
medical specialists, athletic trainers, and allied health professionals. The 
team physician must ultimately assume responsibility within the team 
structure for making medical decisions that affect the student-athlete’s 
safe participation." 

Is the individual who has been appointed as the team physician required to 
have any formal certifications and training? 

No. However, this individual must be a licensed physician and must meet 
state requirements. 

Does this individual need to be an employee of the institution? 

Answer: No. 
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Question No. 7: Does this individual need to have the right to hire and fire employees of 
the institution? 

Answer: No. This would be based on institutional decisions. 

Question No. 8: 

Answer: 

Does the legislation mandate the duties of the team physician? 

No. The duties of the team physician shall be determined by the 
institution. 

Question No. 9: 

Answer: 

Question No. 10: 

Answer: 

Question No. 11: 

Is a physician required for the supervision/direction of an institution’s 
certified athletic trainers (ATC)? 

Yes. Athletic trainers function as primary care providers managing 
medical conditions as they relate to exercise and sports under the direct 
oversight of a team physician. This oversight is required by national 
certification and state licensing boards. The Board of Certification, Inc. 
(BOC) provides a certification program for the entry-level athletic trainer 
that confers the ATC credential and establishes requirements for 
maintaining status as a certified athletic trainer. The BOC’s Practice 
Standards (Standards) establish essential practice expectations for all 
athletic trainers. Compliance with the Standards is mandatory. Standard 

1: Direction, states, "The athletic trainer renders service or treatment under 
the direction of a physician." 

In addition, an athletic trainer’s clinical practice is regulated in all but two 

states. These state-regulatory agencies often require an athletic trainer to 
practice under the supervision of a physician. 

Does the legislation require each team to have its own physician? 

No, a physician may serve one or more teams. A team physician should 
commit the necessary time and effort to provide healthcare to the team or 
teams to which he or she is designated. In addition, the team physician 
should develop and maintain a current, appropriate knowledge base of the 

sport or sports for which he or she is accepting responsibility. 

May an institution designate more than one team physician for a particular 
team? 

Answer: Yes. 
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Question No. 12: May the team physician be a physician with the campus health center or 
university, medical school? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question No. 13: May an institution use a medical practice consisting of multiple physicians 
to satisfy the requirement? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question No. 14: 

Answer: 

Does an institution’s failure to comply with the provisions within this 
proposal affect the eligibility of student-athletes? 

No. It will not affect a student-athlete’s eligibility, it would result in an 
institutional violation. 

Question No. 15: 

Answer: 

What are cost implications of this concept? 

Costs may vary, as some physicians may or may not charge fees for such 
service. 

Question No. 16: 

Answer: 

How does an institution designate a team physician? Is there a form? 

Institutions are not required to report the designation to the NCAA. There 
is not a specific form that should be used to designate the team physician. 

Proposal No. 2013-17 Athletics Personnel -- Conduct of Athletics Personnel -- First Aid, 
CPR and AED Certification 

Question No. 1: Must a coach receive certification from a specific agency? 

Answer: The proposal does not specify particular certifying agencies. Determining 
an appropriate certifying agency is left to the discretion of the institution. 

Question No. 2: Does the proposal require an institution to have an AED (Automated 
External Defibrillator) accessible for use by the certified individuals? 

Answer: No. Although this proposal does not require an AED to be accessible for 
use by the certified individual, the NCAA Sports Medicine Handbook 
guidelines state that: "AEDs have become a common, safe and effective 
means of reviving persons in cardiac arrest. An AED should be 
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Question No. 3: 

Answer: 

Question No. 4: 

considered part of your sideline equipment. However, CPR should never 

be delayed while searching for an AED." 

Why does the proposal require AED certification if there is no 
requirement that the institution purchase an AED? 

AED certification is included as part of modern CPR certification courses; 

therefore, typically, it is not an additional requirement. 

Does the legislation apply to a new coach who is hired in the middle of the 
season? 

Answer: 

Question No. 5: 

Answer: 

Yes. To be in compliance with the proposed requirement, a coach must 
receive certification prior to engaging in coaching activities with student- 
athletes. The proposal does not permit a grace period for an uncertified 
full-time coach hired and/or designated midseason. 

Does a violation occur if a coach performs coaching duties with student- 
athletes without being certified? 

Yes. 

Question No. 6: Will institutions be required to submit a form to the NCAA for proof that 
all full-time coaches at the institution are certified? 

Answer: No. 

Question No. 7: 

Answer: 

Question No. 8: 

Answer: 

Does this proposal require graduate assistant 

coaches to be certified in first aid, CPR and AED? 

Yes, if they are full-time coaches. 

May an institution pay for the required certifications? 

Yes. 

coaches and volunteer 

Proposal No. 2013-18 Athletics Personnel -- Conduct of Athletics Personnel -- Strength and 
Conditioning Coaches -- Nationally Recognized Certification 

Question No. 1: Does a violation occur if an individual performs strength and conditioning 
duties without receiving a nationally recognized certification? 
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Answer: Yes. 

Question No. 2: 

Answer: 

May an institution pay for the national certification? 

Yes. 

Question No. 3: Must individuals who monitor required summer athletics activities in 
basketball receive a nationally recognized certification? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question No. 4: If an institution hires a consultant to design workouts, does that individual 
need to be certified? 

Answer: Yes. 

Proposal No. 2013-19 Playing and Practice Seasons -- Football -- Preseason Practice -- 
After Five-Day Acclimatization Period -- Three-Hours of Recovery Time Between Any 
Sessions 

Question No. 1: Is it permissible for an institution to conduct "walk-throughs" during the 
recovery period? 

Answer: No. During the recovery period, student-athletes may not engage in any 
athletically related activities, including a walk-through. 

Question No. 2: If a student-athlete participates in a voluntary workout during the 
three-hour recovery period, must the institution provide additional 
recovery time? 

Answer: No. However, as a matter of student-athlete well-being, it is important for 
the institution to educate its student-athletes on the purpose of the 
three-hour recovery period and the dangers of not using the recovery 
period. 

Question No. 3: Does time spent watching film/video count as recovery time? 

Answer: No. 

Question No. 4: Is it permissible for an institution to require student-athletes to remain at 
the facility during the three-hour recovery time? 
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Answer: Yes. 

Proposal No. 2013-20 Championships and 
Championships -- Student-Athlete Eligibility -- 
Duration of Ineligibility -- Street Drugs 

Postseason Football -- Eligibility for 
Ineligibility for Use of Banned Drugs -- 

Question No. 1: Does the legislation apply retroactively? 

Answer: No. The effective date is August 1, 2014, and applies to all tests occurring 
on or after August 1, 2014. Student-athletes who tested positive for street 
drugs prior to August 1, 2014, must fulfill the penalties identified in the 
previous legislation. 

Question No. 2: Does the drug-testing program test for street drugs throughout the year? 

Answer: No. The program tests for street drugs only during NCAA championships. 

Question No. 3: How would the application of the loss of competition, during a minimum 
50 percent of a season, impact a multisport student-athlete? 

Answer: A student-athlete becomes ineligible for at least 50 percent of a season in 
all sports at the point, in which, he or she tests positive for street drugs. 

Question No. 4: Do exhibition contests, scrimmages, alumni contests, etc. count toward 
loss of competition during a minimum of 50 percent of a season? 

Answer: No. The student-athlete remains ineligible until at least 50 percent of a 
season’s regular contests have passed, following the positive drug test. 

Proposal No. 2013-21 Division Membership, Personnel, Amateurism, Financial Aid, and 
Playing and Practice Seasons -- Emerging Sports for Women -- Women’s Triathlon 

Question No. 1: Why were the specified financial aid limits chosen? 

Answer: The financial aid limits provide appropriate financial aid opportunities as 
the sport develops as an NCAA sport, it is expected that a team’s squad 
size would be 12-15 student-athletes. 

Question No. 2: Why isn’t women’s triathlon being played in the spring? 
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Answer: The developers of the proposal established the championship segment in 
the fall. 

Question No. 3: Have the playing rules for women’s triathlon been developed? 

Answer: 

Question No. 4: 

Answer: 

The rules used by USA Triathlon are under review to determine what is 
appropriate to use in the college game and a final recommendation will be 
submitted to the NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel. This process is 
similar to that which has been used in the past in other emerging sports. 

May all three volunteer coaches be present at all parts of a triathlon 
competition? 

Yes. 

Question No. 5: Will additional financial aid limitations exist for student-athletes who are 
also participants in swimming or cross count~ and track and field at the 
institution? 

Answer: No. 

Proposal No. 2013-22 Division Membership and Playing and Practice Seasons -- Division I 
Membership Requirements -- Minimum Dates of Competition -- Women’s Rugby 

Question No. 1: What playing rules will be used in seven-a-side competition? 

Answer: The rules developed by USA Rugby, the national governing body of 
women’s rugby, will be used. 

Question No. 2: What are the differences between seven-a-side and 15-a-side competition? 

Answer: Fifteen-a-side matches have 15 competitors on each side with two 
40-minute halves. A game roster typically consists of 22 or 23 players and 
teams are allowed to use all 7 or 8 substitutes during a match. Seven-a- 
side matches have seven competitors on each side with two seven-minute 
halves. A game roster consists of 12 players for a tournament. All 12 
may dress for each match but a team is only allowed to make three 
substitutions per match. Also, a team must dress at least 10 players for a 
match. 
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Question No. 3: May teams play both seven-a-side and 15-a-side contests on the same date 
of competition? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question No. 4: 

Answer: 

With regard to competition against club teams, are the club teams required 
to be sponsored by a collegiate institution, or may the club team be 
sponsored by an outside entity if solely comprised of college students? 

Such club teams must be sponsored by a four-year collegiate institution in 
order to count for sports-sponsorship purposes. 

NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2013-23 Membership -- Sports Sponsorship -- Minimum 
Number of Contests -- Women’s Sand Volleyball 

Question No. 1: May an institution participate in unlimited, dual competitions on a date of 
competition? 

Answer: Yes, however, only one contest per day, will count toward meeting the 
requirement of three dual, one-day competitions. 

Question No. 2: May an institution compete against the same institution multiple times on 
a date of competition? 

Answer: Yes. 

ncaa.org/msaa/am~’Legislalion Team/DILegislation/Q aJad A Documents/2013-14 DI Q and A Vo! l/IZ:gmdi10032013 



NCAA Bylaw 16 Meals Proposal 
Question and Answer Document 

SUPPLEMENT NO. 32b 
DI Legislative Council 10/13 

This document contains questions and answers to assist the NCAA membership in its 
understanding of the draft proposal to permit meals incidental to practice activities and 
noncompetitive events and snacks at any time. 

Ouestion No. 1: May an institution provide a meal incidental to skill-related instruction 
outside the playing season? 

Answer: No. Meals incidental to practice may only be provided during the playing 
and practice season (championship and nonchampionship segments) 
when classes are in session. 

Ouestion No. 2: 

Answer: 

Is the proposal to provide a meal incidental to practice during the playing 
season applicable during a vacation period? 

No. The legislation governing board allowance for a student-athlete 
who is required to remain on campus for practice during a vacation 
period is unchanged. Therefore, an institution remains permitted to 
provide meals, or a cash allowance in lieu of meals, to a student-athlete 
who is required to remain on campus for practice, including preseason 
practice, not to exceed the amount provided by the institution to 
institutional staff members on away-from-campus trips. An institution 
may provide an additional meal (as opposed to the cash equivalent) 
during each day of any vacation period, provided the student-athlete is 
required to remain on campus for practice. 

Ouestion No. 3: Is there a limit on the number of meals that may be provided incidental 
to practice during the playing season when classes are in session? 

Answer: No. Meals incidental to practice may be provided at the institution’s 
discretion during the playing season when classes are in session. 

Ouestion No. 4: May an institution provide a meal to a student-athlete who is 
representing the institution in a noncompetitive event outside the playing 
season? 

Answer: 

Ouestion No. 5: 

Answer: 

Yes. Meals related to noncompetitive events may be provided any time a 
student-athlete is representing the institution in such an event. 

Is there a limit on the number of meals that may be provided to a student- 
athlete who is representing the institution in a noncompetitive event? 

No. An institution is permitted to provide meals at its discretion any time 
a student-athlete is representing the institution in a noncompetitive event. 
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Ouestion No. 6: Is the institution required to deduct the value of a meal incidental to 
practice or a noncompetitive event from the board allowance provided to 
a student-athlete? 

Answer: 

Ouestion No. 7: 

No. 

Is the institution required to charge a student-athlete who does not receive 
institutional athletically related financial aid covering the full cost of 
board (i.e., a walk-on or partial scholarship student-athlete) with the cost 
of a meal incidental to practice or a noncompetitive event? Is the 
institution required to include the value of the meal in the student-athlete’s 
individual or in the team’s financial aid limits? 

Answer: No. 

Ouestion No. 8: 

Answer: 

Ouestion No. 9: 

Answer: 

Does the meal incidental to practice eliminate the institution’s ability to 
provide a training table meal? 

No. An institution may provide one training table meal per day at any 
time during the academic year when regular institutional dining facilities 
are open. The cost of meals provided on the institution’s training table 
must be deducted from a student-athlete’s board allowance, regardless of 
whether the student-athlete is receiving a full grant-in-aid. A student- 
athlete who does not receive institutional athletically related financial aid 
covering the full cost of board (i.e., a walk-on or partial scholarship 
student-athlete) may purchase one training table meal per day at the same 
rate the institution deducts from the board allowance of student-athletes 
who receive athletically related financial aid covering board costs. 

May an institution provide a cash allowance in lieu of a meal incidental to 
practice or a noncompetitive event? 

No. An institution may not provide a cash allowance in lieu of a meal 
incidental to practice or a noncompetitive event that takes place in the 
locale of the institution. If a student-athlete is participating in an 
institutional practice or representing the institution in a noncompetitive 
event outside of the institution’s locale, the institution may provide meals 
at its discretion from the time the student-athlete is required to report on 
call for travel associated with the practice or noncompetitive event until 
the team returns to campus. Alternatively, an institution may provide 
regular meals, or a cash allowance in lieu of meals, not to exceed the 
amount provided by the institution to institutional staff members on 
away-from-campus trips. 
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Question No. 10: 

Answer: 

Ouestion No. 11 : 

Answer: 

May an institution provide a cash allowance in lieu of a meal to a student- 
athlete who misses a meal covered in the student-athlete’s board 
allowance or purchased by the student-athlete (i.e., walk-on or partial 
scholarship student-athlete) due to participation in practice activities? 

Yes, provided the student-athlete previously has paid for the same meal 
(e.g., dinner) at an institutional dining facility. 

May an institution provide snacks to a student-athlete outside the playing 
season? 

Yes. Snacks may be provided at any time at the institution’s discretion. 

http://d~cumentcenter.ncaa.~rg/msaa/ama/A~lAdministrat~rs/Israe~Jamie/~utreach/Bylaw 16 MealsQA 10813 JI:dks 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 4:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review] 300 lose jobs as Lincoln Co. pla~t closes 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

$00 to ~ose )obs as Lincoln Co~mty Actavis 

p~ant shuts down ..... 

A Lincoln County pharmaceutical plant is set to close,                                                     I ~1 X I 

costing about 310 workers their jobs, global I -1 "1 

conglomerate Actavis plc said Monday. 

Amazon to de~iver on Sundays using the 

postal flee~k 

The initiative will begin immediately in Los Angeles 

and NewYork and spread to much of the rest of the 

nation next year, Postal Service officials said. The 

partnership should help the turnaround effort 

underway at the financially strapped Postal .. 

New BlackBerry leader’s pay package 
released 

New BlackBerry chairman and interim chief executive 
John Chen has a large pay package. 

The number of smartphones is forecast to triple to 

5.6 billion globally by 2019, accounting for more than 

60 percent of cellphones. 

Charity sale turns into a big 

headache fo~ some Belk 

castome~s at $o~thPark mal~ 

The overwhelming success of the 

sale at its SouthPark mall store 

turned out to be a headache for 

some customers who arrived at 

the store Saturday. 

Chariot[o’s Wal~ Stree[ 

~andlords move quickly to 

ev}ct renters 

The Wall Street-backed 

investment firms that have bought 

Charlotte homes by the hundreds 

are moving with unusual speed to 

evict their new renters when... 

~a~ge health care chN~enges 

For many small-business owners, 

the health care overhaul already 

has brought complications and 

higher premiums- and a hit to 

their bottom line. 

Federal prosecutors want Bank of 

America Corp to pay about $864 

million over losses incurred by the 

government after it bought 

thousands of home loans.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Publications <publications@shearman.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 4:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Basel III Framework: The Credit Valuation Adjuslment (CVA) Charge for OTC Derivative Trades 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ~ ~es~, fi ~s a web pai~e 

S H [! A.RMA N ~. ST [! RLI N G ~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ADVINORY & FINANCIAL REGULATORY 

Basel III Framework: The Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA) Charge for OTC 
Derivative Trades 

The credit valuation adjustment charge in Basel III appears, at first glance, to be the 
preserve of quantitative analysts and the like. However, while complex, the CVA charge 
requires more widespread attention as it materially increases the required capital for OTC 
derivative trading activities and is driving significant change in that sector. The divergence 
between the US and EU approaches to the adoption of the CVA charge highlights how the 
Basel standards have been interpreted differently in this important area, creating uncertainty 
and opportunities for arbitrage. 

View full memo~ "Basel III Framework: The Credit Valuation Adj usa.meier. (CVA) Charge 
OTC Der~,vadve Trades" 

Visit ~hearman.~om > 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Leading Finance Lawyer Nick Benh~un to Join Davis Polk in f,ondon, Further Expands London-Based English Law Practice 

Davis Polk FIRM ANNOUNCEMENT 

Leading Finance Lawyer Nick Benham to Join Davis 
Polk in London, Further Expands London-Based 
English Law Practice 
November 11,201 ~5 

We are pleased to announce that Nick Benham, a leading finance lawyer, will be joining the firm as a 

partner in London. Mr. Benham is another critical addition to our expanding English law practice, which 

launched last year with Simon V~tty (capital markets), Jonathan Cooklin (tax) and VMII Pearce (M&A). 

VMth Mr. Benham and our existing U.S. leveraged finance lawyers in London and New York, we will be able 

to offer our clients a complete international solution of the highest quality in the market. 

Mr. Benham comes to Davis Polk from the London office of Ashurst, where he has been a partner since 

2010. He concenttates in general banking law with a particular focus on domestic and international 

leveraged finance transactions and financial restructurings acting for debt providers and borrowers at all 

levels of the capital structure. Mr. Benham also has extensive experience acting for strategic debt 

investors. 

For more information, please contact managing partner ~l-’.,ol-ri~i~. J. Reid, London partners 

C.’,S,d~v’., or Sir~’.,o,q ~,..’..~~ity or your regular Davis Polk contact. 

Notice: This announcement, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a 

full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the 

sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s bi v3c7 poiic.~ located at 

,i~ v~!~;, i:.- <,~; for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these announcements, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed 

from our distribution list 

Attorney Advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Davis Polk & Wardwell London LLP is a limited liability partnership formed under the laws of the State of New York, USA, and is authorised and 

regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority with registration number 566321.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kroener III, William F. <kroenerw@sullcrom.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

ThaJ~ks 

For your efforts over the years as Subcommittee and I am sorry you could not be at our dinner in Washington last Friday evening. A momento is on the way to you 

from the ABA. 

Thanks again 

Bill Kroener 

Chair, ABA Banking Law Committee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Grand Masters2013 <gmndmasters mtnesslive.in@maill2.atl71.mcdlv.net;, 

Monday, November 11, 2013 11:15 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Top GCs are here. Where axe You ? Corporate Counsel Legal Best Practices Summit ] Limited Seats Lett 

i×ii 

Lex Witness - italia’s 1st Magazine or~ Le~’~al & C:oipo~ats Affairs ¯ # 428, 2rid Floor MG Road ¯ Gili~omi Ne’~’~ Deli;i 110030 . india 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Struggle for Survival in Philippine Ci~ Shattered by Typhoon 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science Yoday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ OnThis Day CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Str~ggle for Survival in Philippine City 

Shattered by 

Destroyed buildings ]~ned every road of Taeloban, the cib" hit 

hardest by the [yphoom and many streets were sdll so dogged 

wikb debris thak kbey were barely (~seernibleo 

~ ~ Video: On the Ground in Tacloban 

~ h~teract~ve Feature: A Typhoon’s Wrath Leaves s Nation in Ta~ers 

amid the 

debris 

insurers Press for Way A~om~d Hemlthe~reogov 

Senior Whik; House officials say the adrainistradon is ope~ k) 

ways in which ii~surers eat~ handle more enrollmet~Ls and has 

s~epped up eflk)rk~ ko make that possible. 

sts say 
sofr,^,’s re 

For de Blasio, Contrac~ ’FaiRs Offer Problem 

New York’s next mayor, Bi~I de blasio, is em~sidered a [Henri of 

labor, but a looming defidt memos he won’t be able to be as 

li~endIy as it might like. 

Editors’ Picks 

~i Interactive Feature INTERACTIVE VEATtT~,: Pictures of 

T)~hoon H~ym~’s }Vrath 

T3~)hoon Haiyan, whh::h cut a destructive path across the 

Philippines on Friday, is believed by some climatologists to Be t~e skrongesk 



s ko~’m to evm’ make la*~dfalI. Thousands a~’e feat’ed dead o*’ missing, 

, Reiated Alticle 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Etsy’s I~dustrial Revolutio~ 

Almost nothi*~g has been t~’uly han(knade for thousands of >’ears. 

QUOTATIONOFTHBDAY 

VIRGINIA BAB~NANG, a ]’eti~’ed teacher, on residents who were caught in a surge of water 
from the typhoon that swamped Tacloban, in the Philippines, 

World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Spyi~g Sea~dal Alters UoS, "l[ies With ,¢dlies a~d Raises T~ 

Revelations about the N.S.A. su~:ei]la~ee efforts in Europe are resulting in 

unprecedented backlash, and some wondm’ ifi~ is more h-apottant to eoI]eet 

data on a]lies or to be able to wo~’k with them~ 

Nasiru&:li~ Haqqan~ the group’s mai~ finander, was shot dead 

ou ~side Islamabad in t~e latest scuba& for tert’m{st groups 

sheltering in PaMstan, 

Mamoita~lia Con~’roiits Long Legae, y of S~ave~oy 

Mauritania abolished slavery decades ago, but by some 

measures, it s[i]I has the highest p[s;va]enee of the practice in "d3e 

world, and the govm’i~mei~t has created an agency to wipe out 

"vestiges" of t~m problem. 

~ athere 

Monday 

Mint 

Mourad 

.~, 

U,S. 

Blighted C~tie,s Prefer Razi~lg to Reb~ai|di~g 

Baltimore and ot~leF posfindustrJal dries are desh:oyh~g vacant 

buildings, ra dmr "~ an t’es to~ng them, in hopes or s ~bil~zing 

neighbo~’hoods. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Destroying in Order to Build 



Problems W~t~ Federal ~ea~h Portal Also 

Tens of thousands of ~ow-Jneome people have been prevented 

fk’om signing up for Medicaid even [hough they am eligible, 

federal and staD o~dals say. 

Of~dal at Health Site Says He Dida~’t lCamw of Poter~tia~ Risk 

’F~e e~ief digital architect lbr the ~ederal heal’~ insurance marketplace, Henry 

Chao, told congressional invesSgato~ that he was nc~[ aware of tests that 

indicated potentiN secm’i~’ flaws. 

ixii 

Business 

An Accidental Cattle Rm~eh Poi~ts the %*ay h~ 

Sustainable Farming 

The TopaK3t Ranch sells grass-Dd heel, but it began as a way to 

tW to get carbon back into the soil. 

Cl~a’a Orm-Day Shoppi~g Spree Sets Record ir~ 

O~lir~e Sales 

Chinese consumers were taking to the I~ternet in ~vcord 

nmnbers lbr an annual ~4-hour online sNe that has ballooned 

in to the world’s bigges t e--eonnneree event. 

, ~ Slide Show: Trackin9 the World=s Biggest E-Commeme Event 

~A Day for ’Bare Branches’ 

New Cow,soles on tl~e Way, but Gaming l[sr~’t tim 

Sales of a new generation d consoles eould he dented by tablets, 

smartphones and Facebook, which offer games at lower prices. 

Sports 

Mane~ave~-ing Beglns as Tl~ree "~uikees Reb~fl’ 

Offers 

The fates of Cm~tis Granderson, Hiroki Kuroda and Robinson 

Cano are uneetfNn after alI three turned down initial of[~x~ fi’om 

the Yankees. 

....... Grander 



Knicks Scrimmage Hard and Seek A~swers 
Lw S:.>’.ii i 

With mere bets <ff th e thmt offi ce watchin ~ the Knieks held 

tough pracl~ce a day a f[er a 3 l-poh~ [ ] oss to [h e Spurs 
dropped them 1o 2-40 

B~0aves Plan ~o Leaw~ Tm’~er Fielld for Suburbs 

The proposed $672 million stadium would be built i~ suburban 

Cobb County and would be pNd for by the team and the county. 

Mike 
Woodso 
~] sa d, 

Fieid 
during a 

With Hard Sell, Big-Ticket ANt Comes to A~mtion 

This week’s art auctions in New York offer the largest number of 

high-priced contemporaD" artworks to come on the market at 

Kc~ns’s 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Two "Week~ That Kdndle Hope 

.,~nm%an Ballet Theater closed its fall season on Sunduy; now it 

remains to be seen which danee~,~ vdl] make adva~ces in the 

sp~ing season. 

A ’B~RIy’ Def2i~g the lgvfllies of His Era 

In "Bully Pulpit," Doris Kearns Ooodwin examines l"heodore 

Roosevelt’s f~%ndship-turned-rivahT with William Howard Taft 

and his way of harnessing the prs;ss to challenge monopolies and advance his 

vision. 

Obituaries 

Kermit Moore, Musician lh~terested h~ the lBlaek 
E×peNenee, Is Dead at 84 

Mr. Moore, a eel]is% e<a&mtor m~d composer, was renov~aed for 

c~arnpioning the work of 2oth-eentnD’ composers. 

Kermk 

Moore 

....... I 

Science 

BY DEGREES 

A Jolt to Complaee~tey o~ Food S~*pp|y 

The negative effecLs of global climate change on agriculture are 

expel’ted to get worse, experN say, raising deep concerns about 

the global %od supply in the decades to come. 

durum 

MATTER 

Fast- Paced Evo|~tio~ h~ the A|~des 

The remarkable ecosystems known as PSramos are home to the 

fastest evolulion on Earth, a ’new study su~ests. 

ON VIEW 

Honoring Female Pio~ee~os i~ Seie~ee 

An exhibith:m offers ]i~le-knowt~ details on extraordJnaW 

women like Norence Nightingale, Hertha ,~irton and Sophie 

Kowulevski. 



Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: The Day tlm Lights ~%~t Out 

In ~oo3, a blackout c~ppled areas o[ the U.S. and Canada, 

leaving sorne 5o ~nillio~ people in the dark, Ten years later, we 

are still grappling with concerns over the vutherabi]i~" of the 

power grid. 

¯ mEc ¥ ows: Diar~a and Aaron 

Diana Oarrett m~d Aaron Thouveni~ teach a sarg-i~spired fitness 

class together. 

~ vwEo: On the Grom~d in Taclobar~ 

The Times’s Keith Bradsher reporks o~ the devas Ntion i~ 

TaOoban, Philippines, three days after T)1)boon Haiyan ripped 

through the ei[y. 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

H°an N~e~ear Ta~ks: Unfi~slhed~ l[mt Al~ve 

Opponents of a negotiated agreement with h’an bare no be~er answers on bow 

to resolve a breakdown in confidence. 

EDITORIAL 

Redefining the i~linirmun Wage 

Workers at Seattle’s airport seek subs[antially higher hom’ly pay, and they 

deserve to get it, 

EDITORIAL 

Aa~ Overdue Bm~ on ’l’rans Fats 

This Ion g-awai ted m ov e s bou ld save thousands of lives and paten d ally billion s 

of dollam in medical and economic costs a year. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Ext~’a Legroom Society 

It’s t~ot just ah~lanes, hmreasingly, :~nerb-a is a land with 

precise mi croelJ mates of exd u sivi 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Doab|e Iran Dea| 

There will not be a better oppo~mi~: to 1.~R Irmfian nuclear 

capacXy in a box and begin to wpair wladons. 

, Coiumni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

U~lear~ng G m~ Violence 

Can shootings be reduced by treating the problem with methods 

and s trategies asso~’iated with (~sease centred 

~ Cohsmni~ Page I Blog 

Fo; :’se~e oeir~ioI~ go to NYTimes.eomfOpinion >~ 



ON THiS DAY 

See "~hi~, Fro~’~ Page i Buy this Fror~ Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY]imes Pmterest 

Access The New York Times from a~wwhe~e with ,.)tAr st~ite of slops: 

iPhone:~) l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HAA Travels <haatravels@harvard.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Journey across distant lands 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

| ~ kinkingtogetherlegendaryarchaeologicalsitessuchas 

/ Palenque, TikaI, CalakmuI, Tul0m, andChichenltza, 

/ thisitineraryalsotiestogetherancientMayan 

/ architectureandcarvingswiththepeoplewho inhabit 

1 ~ theseareastoday. Thejoumeyreachesremoteareas, 

1 ~ offeringa uniquechanceto understandthegreat 
~___~ diversityandgeniusofthis"lost"ancientcivilization. 

I 2~i ~ Atreasuretr°ve°fculturalw°ndersundiscevered~ 

1 ~ awaitsexploration. Travelthroughthisfascinating 

1 ~ Mandalayto Lake Inle. VVitnesstribesnearlyuntouched 

1 ~ byoutsideinfluence, discoverstunningemptybeaches, 

1 ~ andexplorethe Irrawaddy Riverregiononatwo-night 

giscoveracaptivatingpartoftheworldwheretradition 

andmodernitylivesidebyside. BegininMuscat, 

Oman,"Arabia’sJewel,"visitingAIAlamPalaceandthe 

BaitAIZubairMuseum. Flyto gubaiandteurthe Burj 

Khalifa, theworld’stallestbuildingandattendthe 

festivitiesofArtDubai. ConcludeinDoha, Qatarto 

explorethe I.M. Pei-designedMuseumoflslamicArt. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

EvenforthosewhoknowBerlinwell, thisprogramwill 

un¢overaspectsofthecitythatwillbenewandexciting 

withamixedfocusonthecity’sancientrichesand 

vibrantcontemporaryartscene. Overthecourseoffive 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

daysdiscoverthe major landmarksand masterworksof 

Germany’scapital, in¢ludingAItarofTeusand new 





pnvac~ 
stateme~t 

a~o~harva~d edu 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <~charles recorr@ml.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:15 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD Accepting Tax Deductible Gills 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaii ’~,as sent to Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu by charles recorr@_L!!Lc__o___m_. 

Update Profile/F_mail Address }’nstant remevaIwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD :: 150 Fayetteville St. :: Suite 2000 i Raleigh :: NC 27601 
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Tuesday: No,,-e~ber 12, 2013 8:40 AM 

Broome: Li:~sa L <lbroome@ema~I.ut~c.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 8:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 11/11/13, 8:04 am, 1915 Homestead rd 
The complainant stated that sometime between friday and Sunday someone went under a house he was prepareing to move and stole all the 
copper out from under the house, there is another house next door that the company was cleaning out and tearing down. the complainant stated 
that all the copper was gone from that house as well. He stated that he left some tools under the house in a crawl space and the tools were missing 
as well. while on scene i noticed that one of the windows were broken out of the front living room. and the complainant stated that it wasn’t like that 
before, when we made entry to the residence we noticed that the kitchen sink was missing, and both bathrooms had thief sinks destroyed and the 
pipes and fixtures to the shower and tub for two bathrooms were missing. Value for tools $335.00 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
****Larceny from residence reported 1 1/1 1/13, 10:51 am, 6917 Wahut Grove Ch. Rd. 
The victim advised that in the last week somebody stole his deer camera and a single ladder deer stand. Value $I 70.00 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i.~.i [.?escription: 

Description: 

Desc~iption 

Description: 

Description: 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to Imtate Clients (Part 1 of 3) 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Brief: HealthCaxe.gov Enrollment Falls Far Short of Target 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

HealthCare.gov Em’ollmen~ Falls Fa," Sho,’t of Ta~e~ ~ 

Obama to Nominate Massad to Head CFTC 

Clfina*s Third Plenum Meeting Concludes 

Ph~Hpp~nes Sta~s to Nee International Aid but Faces Massive 
Cl~Mlenges 

Job Gap Widens ~ Uneven Reeove~ 

OECD India~to~’s Point to Pickup in China, Euro Zone, 

EU Ministers Agree on 2o~4 Budget 

Russia, Vie~mn Sign 17 Deals During Put~’~ 

Deal St~lek o~ U,N. Inspectio~s of Iran Sites 

N~S V~DEOS 

For Yield, Sloop C~osed- End ~m~ds 

PropeN-y Ma~’ket Is Daek Side of Chinese Economy 

Typl~oon Sm’~vor Sto~’y: Family Lost Eve~’ything 

Philippines Req~ests Help as Death Toll Rises 

NNWS PODCASTS 

The ~:all Ntreet dom’na~ Thi~ Mo~n~ng Nov, ~2, 

Th el’,4,3rn in g Brief WS J 300x250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fellows@abfn.org on behalf of 

The Fellows of the American Bar Foundation <fellows@abfn.olg> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:34 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&t> 

Registration Open: ABF Fellows eveuts iu Chicago, Febmazy 6-9, 2014 

Fellows High Res jpe9 

Register Now! 
February 6-9, 2014 

Photo by John Scheibel 

The Fellows Events at the 
ABA Midyear Meeting 

in Chicago, IL! 
.C___.!_i_£.k___h~_r_._e___to register online now! 

Below is a complete schedule of Fellows events. 
An event brochure will be marled to you in December. 

If you have any questions, please contact us at fellows@abfn.org or 
(800) 292-5065. 

For more information about the 2014 ABA Midyear Meeting, including hotel 

accommodations, please visit the ABA Midyear website. You must register with 

the ABA in order to take advantage of special room rates and online hotel 

reservations. 

Schedule of Fellows Events 
Thursday, February 6 - Saturday, February 8 

Fellows Registration 
8:00am - 5:30pro (5:00pm on Saturday) 

Hyatt Regency Chicago 

Please stop by to pick up your complimentary Fellows ribbons~. 

Friday, February 7 
Fellows Opening Reception - Ticketed Event 

6:00 - 8:oopm 
The Musemn of Broadcast Communications 

36o N. State Street 

Saturday, February 8 
Fellows Tour: "Sin and Society" - Ticketed Event 



Our Fello~vs Tour this year will explore Chicago’s Levee District and Prairie 
Avenue, Chicago’s original "Gold Coast." A tour of the ._(_}_l___e_~:_s__~__e__r_____H____o___u__8__e_. is included in 

admission. 

10:00am - 12:30pm 
Bus pick up and drop off at the Hyatt Regency Chicago 

Fellows CLE Research Seminar 
featuring ABF Research Social Scientist, Gabriele Plickert, ABF Faculty Fellow, 

Ronit Dinovitzer, ABF Affiliated Research Professor, Bryant Garth, Professor 

Joyce Sterling, Denver University Law School, emd ABF Dire~or and MacCrate 

Research Chair, Robert L. Nelson. This seminar will feature early findings from 

the 3rd wave of the ’After the JD’ Study of Lawyers Careers." 

2:00 - 4:30pm 
Hyatt Regency Chicago 

58th Annual Fellows Reception and Banquet - Ticketed Event 
6:00 - 10:00pm 

~__~L_u__~:~_by____~__b___i_c_a__g__o__ 
50 E. Erie Street 

We are delighted to announce the 2014 Fellows Awards Honorees: 

Outstanding Service Award - The Honorable Patricia M. Wald, Washington, D.C. 

Outstanding Scholar Award - Professor Deborah L. Rhode, Stanford, CA 

Outstanding State Chair Award: Henry M. Coxe III and A. Joshua Markus 

Florida State Co-Chairs 

Sunday, February 9 

Fellows State Chair Luncheon 
12:00 - 1:30pm 

Hyatt Regency Chicago 
A business and recognition lunch for Fellows State Chairs 

Fellows Sing-Along 
9:00pm - ??? 

Hyatt Regency Chicago 
What better way to top off a long day of meetings than with a relaxed 

evening of sing-along favorites ? Bring a friend and enjoyS. 

Forward email 

Ibis emaii was sent to Ibroome@email.unc,edu by feJ]gws@~Dfn:grq 
Update Prof:iie/Emai] Address h~stan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscdberr~ Privacy Policy, 

American Bar Foundation 750 North Lake Shore Drive :: 4th Floor Chicago :: IL :: 60611 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:37 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Event: "Quantitative Easing and the Role of Forward Guidance" - It. Michael P. Dooley 

RECOHNENDED READING: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay Stale Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

This emaii was sent to Ibreome@emaiLunc.edu by .b___u__c_f_[~_b__u_=__e__d__u_ 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant remevalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Boston University Center for Finance, Law & Policy i 53 Bay State Road Boston :: MA :: 02215 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:03 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

Clips Book Review: The System, by Jeff Benedict & Ammn Keteyian 

Newsletter 

Demc Lissa. 

Tuesday,),.io~i~.~:Greetings from the Clips~-¢-’.d>gRoom. Hope you are well. 

As hundreds of Clips subscribers will attest, the Clips Editor has been engaged in a perpetual 

survey asking people what their reading pre[~rences are. This surveying has been made with 
Mmcshall McLuhan ~1 s ~lThe Medinm is the Message LI theou as a backdrop, which ~Jroughly 

speaking Llpostulates that the method of delivering the message has become as important as the 

message ik~l£ Think smartphones, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc. 

Kindles, iPads and Surfaces nom, ithstanding, there s~till exis~t ~ and will continue to exist for a 

couple decades to come ~ readers (now, the over-40 set, and soon the over-50 set, and so on) 

who would not think of reading a book via anything oilier than the ~nedium of a real book (not 

an electronic book). 
This is all to say that this book review was derived from the medinm of an old-fashioned book: 

paper, ink, cardboard, shiny book cover, etc. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

"~,5a,w,twitter,com; @Colleg~eAthClips 

The System, by Jeff Benedict and Armen Keteyian 

Clips Book Review 

Here ~ s a great book about the good, the great, the inspirational, the bad and the nas& 

about big-time college football, all gathered neatly into 2 7 chapters and 402 pages, and 
it~ ~ll make anyone an expert. 
By Nick Infimte, Clips Eaqtor, 11-12-13 

Okay, for those of you who want lust a one-paragraph book review, here ~oes: 
The System is a great book, entertainingly and expeNy written, that provides a 

co,nprehensive, in-depth, 30,000 foot (and ground level, and real time, and appropriately 

historic) look at all that big-time football was, and has beco,ne. Paying just a nod or two to the 

decades-ago history of the game, The System authors A~Inen Keteyian and JeffBenedict 

focns on the here and now. and ~whether they are college football experts or college football 

neophytes ~ readers will walk away significantly more knowledgeable about all facets of the 

game/bnsiness than they previously had been. The College Athletics Clips Reading Clnb 

unhesitatingly and re~mndingly recommends The Syslem to readers seeking edification, as well 

as those seeking entertainment. 

And now, tbr the longer version, here goes: 
If one were to slot The System into a catego~ of writing, it would thll somewhere between a 
documentaLy mid an action-packed thriller. I assign this two-pronged categorization because 

the exactness and comprehensiveness of facts and dates in The System comes across in such a 

pleasant, novel-like maturer: texturdt, with nuances and tmssion to boot. 

Although most Clips subscribers (and myself as well) are probably ~linemc~ readers, that is, 
going from Chapter 1 to Chapter 2, to Chapter 3, and so on, I couldn Ot help but hopscotch 

around The System. As I usually do with a new book, I read the cover flaps, then the 

prologue, and I could not resist the fine glossy color photos in the middle. 

From the cover flaps I gleaned that the co-authors were (alphaketically) Jeff Benedict, one of 

the countryll s top investigative repo(ters. He is a special t~atures contributor for Sports 

llluslrated and the anthor of ten critically acclaimed book~ inclnding Pros and Cons and Out 

(g’Bounds. Armen Kete)Jan, a CBS News correspondent based in New York and the lead 



correspondent for 60 Minutes Sports’ on Shm~ime. An eleven-time Emmy Award winner, he 

is wrdely regarded as one of the finest investigative jonmalists in the connt~. 

Similarly, the saying that I~ you can~]t tell a book by its covert; is not always the case. The 

inside cover described The ,S~Fslem thusly: 

~ Celebrated investigative journalists JeffBenedict andArmen Keteyian were 

granted unprecedented ~wcess dur#zg the 2012 season to programs at the highest 

levels’ across the count~, at a time of convulsive change in college football. 

Through dogged reporting, they explored every nook and cranny of this high- 
powered machine, and reveal how it operates fi’om the inside out. The result: the 

system through the eyes of athletic directors’ and coaches’, high-flying boosters and 

high-profile I7~ stars’, five-star recruits and tireless NCAA #~vestigators and the 

a-ida, on whom the whole vast enterprise dependa’. 

Both a celebration of the power and pageantry (g’NCAA.f!)otball and a 

groundbreaking, thought-provoking critique (g’its excesses. The 51Fstem is lhe 

definitive book on the college game. [ ~ 

I have read the book, and the passage atx)ve describes it perfectly. 
Ne~ I then veered into the 15-page ~Notes[] section in the back of the bool< small-fonted 

and single-spaced that they were. Being that 2/kte System is largely a documentaxy, the Notes 

section is a key component in imparting the credentials of the project. And this ~Notes~ did 

not disappoint. 
From there, however, &~e to my ADHD tendencies and business-of-college-athletics reading 

interest, I was attracted by the chapters about athletic directors: 

Chapter 13 THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR Part I, [] We have no money. Nobody is giving 

money. We are not on T~ [] 

Chapter 16 THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR Part II, ~]It~]s going lo be expensive. ~] 

Next I read: 

Chapter 3 THE BRAND Going all in al Miehigan; 

Chapter 26 GAMEDAY The genius ~g~SPN and 

Chapter 14 THE INVESTIGATORS Big-game hunting. 

Other chapters of interest (actually there was not a dull chapter among the 27): 
Chapter 1 THE COACH Part L Mike Leach ~. ier midnight: 

Chapter 6 THE COACH Part II, Terminated 

Chapter 21 THE COACH Part lII, []The starting lineup is’ voluntary, too[]; 

Chapter 24 THE COACH PartlK The letter, 
Chapter 5 THE VICTIM [] The~, had s~ffered enough. They lost their scholarships. []; 

Chapter 11 THE BOOSTER What $248 million will bzC, you; 

Chapter 18 SABAN L; S WAY The New Testament of college football; 

Chapter 25 THE DRAFT PICK To go pro or not to go pro 

For a list of all 27 ehaplers, see the graphic al the bottom. 

Big-time college football is an extravaganza with many moving parts. As indicated by the 

chapter headings above, many different groups of people are critical to the undertoldng (most 

of thegn building it up, but, alas, some tearing it down). For obvious reasons (i.e.-that College 
Athletics Clips has spent a lot of time catering to the info needs/desires of AtNelic Directors), 

the two chapters devoted to Washington State AD Bill Moos were of special interest to the 

Clips Book Reviewer. 

To be sure; in order to be one of that exclusive gronp of 345 D1 ADs (approximately one of 

every, 975,000 Americans) requires no small mnount of leadership abilities, fundmising sldlls, 

coach hiring/tiring expertise, financial acumen, hard work ethic, charm, grit, etc. And even 

more of the above for those 70 or so ~]Big Five [J ADs (approx. one of every 4.875 million 

Americans). 

And then there ~; s Washington State AD Bill Moos, de~ribed very acc’arately in The System. 

My one-sentence description of Moos is that he is a big, burly veteran; a big picture, highly 

principled, sometimes outside the norm thinker/leader. Moos spent eleven years at the 

University of Oregon, building UO from nothing to something, being conveniently aided and 

abetted by the Phil Knight National Bank. 

Moos left Oregon in 2007, riding offto eastern Washington to his ranch (was his ride a gas- 

sncking pick-up with a longhorns hood ornament?) somewhere []near[] Walla Walla, 

Spokane and Moscow, seemingly content to jockey tractors and hnstle horses for the rest of 

his days. 

But, it was not to be. 

Flush with jumbo Pac- 12 media distribution money a few years ago, WSU President Elson 

Floyd was determined to elevate the school ti~m its perennial punching bag status. Floyd 

quickly set his sights on Moos (a WSU grad) as c~mdidate number one as his new AD. As 

described in the book President Floyd said []Bill, I have to go through a process. It[]s 

going to be a very public process. But you are my guy. [] 

EDITOR ASIDE: I first ~net Bill Moos at the 2007 Final Four in Atlanta. It [] s easy to 

tell when groups of people show respect for a persoi~ and that[] sjnst what I saw when 

I waited patiently to introduce myself to Bill. There was a steady flow of well-wishers 

who wanted to, ah, wish him well. It was evident that he was held in high regard by his 



peers. 

That Bill Moos had modest expectations at WSU was borne out by his list of priorities 

obstacles. 

Bra~ding 

Facilities 

Better inflas~trncture 

Better salaries 
Better recruiting budgets 

Obstacles: 

We have no money. 

Nobody is giving money. 

We are not on TV. 

When considered against the backdrop ofmdwt; s equaliw of conference media pay-outs, it 

was a hoot to read about the first t}w meetings mnong the Pac- 12 members on how exactly to 

divwy up "the significantly increased loot from "their giant media package. 

UCLA and USC had become accustomed (not unlike the Texas Longhorns in the old Big 12) 

to get a bit more than their ~ fair [] slm~’e of media dollars. And why not? ’][’he LA media 

market lms almost as many’ eyebgds as the rest of the conference co,nbined, and the two 

schools had dominated Pac- 8/Pac- 10 football for decades. 

The System describes Bill Moos [] energetic efibrts in the first Pac- 12 meetings to move 

toward equal payouts. As it turned out, the total pot ended up being so much bigger that the 

two LA schools ended up making more [] equally [] thma they did in the [] unequal ~ old days. 

Brave New Realignment World? 

Revie~verLJs note: There are so many great parts and great chapters to The System, that I 

could easily end up excerpting from, quoting from, reprinting, praising and/or rewriting the 

book until Bill Moos I~ cows come home, m~d this masterpiece would end up as a 10,000 

word book review. Therefore, I will keep it short with a t}w of my t?avorite parts. 
From the 15-page ~ Notes [] section in the back of the book, which is a research wonk ~ s 

dream .... 
[]Bet~veen Sept. 2011 andApri12013 we spent more than four hw,cb’ed hours 

shadowing and interviewing coaches’, ADs, student-athletes, boosters, high school 
recr*gits, ESP:V GameDay crew members, ]~:CAA investigators and fans .... We 

traveled to and attended games with boos’tens; fans, universqty presidents and 

television broadcasters. ~ Ed.-The above is a testament to the meticulousness and 

thoroughness of the endeavoc and it shows throughout the book[] s 402 pages. 
tlere LJ s one of my lhvofte examples of The £1FstemLJs great prose. This passage 

describes LJreminiseent of slaves being led into the colisemn "to meet the lionsLJ a t~r-to- 

middling DI -AA Towson University temn traveling to LSU I~ s Death Valley (aim: Tiger 

Stadium) for a LJbody bag ~] game (aka: ~]cream puffI~ gmne, aka: I ~gua~’a~tee~ ] game, aka: 
[]payday[] game) .... 

[] The forecasted rain had begun in ea~Twst by the time the Towson buses snaked 

their way into Tiger Stadium. A Scottish mist hung in the lights, a&ting to the 

ominous air. At LSU the road to the underground visitors ~ entrance r,ms a 

gauntlet of tailgaling f!~ns and hairpin turns, allowing lubricaWd locals unfettered 

access and the chance to scream [] Ti-ger BAIT! Ti-ger BAIT! [] at the tops of their 

lungs’. It also allowed[]in a sight, one suspects, unique to this part of the South~a 

father and towheaded son to stand together on the sidewalk and flip off’each and 

eve,y bus as it crawled by. [] 

From the chapter entitled ~]GAMEDAY ~] ..... 

He ~; s not flashy, he ~; s not the star, but The System authors Keteyia~ and Benedict heap 

etthsive praise unto Chris Fowler .... [ ;Fowler[ ]s blue index cards’ contained litlle more 

than bullet points and plays on words’. There was no teleprompter, no cue cards,, no 

safe,tv net on the GameDay set. The backup to the backup was’ I~’o,,le~: ..... In the 

world of network television you couM count on one hand the nwnber of other 

broadcasters’ with such skill on one hand Bob Costas, the brothers Gumbel (Bryant and 
Greg) andMattLauer. ~ ..... to that exalted handlM the Clips Truth Squad would add a 

couple handfuls more: Rece Davis, Jon Stewart, Jay Leno, David Frost, Barbara Waiters, 

Carol BurneR, Mar>- Carillo, Conan O []Brien, Johnny Carson, Ed Sullivan... we could go on 

and on... 
Other GameDay vignettes: Lee Corso... ~ ]Our show is,f!)r entertainment. Football is just 

our vehicle. [] Aside: Is it just me, but is Lee Corso really Mel Brooks? 

Chapter 5 was entitled ~]The Victim, ~] m~d it concentrated on sexual assaulted (and alleged 

sexual asmults) involving college ti~otball players. The allegations and subsequent court trial of 

four B YU (yes, B YU) tbotball players who were- acquitted of gang- raping a co- ed. Despite 

seemingly solid evidence, the players were acquitted. After the courtxoo,n cleared ouk Donna 

Kelly, the p~asecuting attorney in Provo, urals, cornered three jurors and asked why they had 
acquitted. [] Theju~, said they [the football playersJ had s~ffered enough, [] Kelly safid. 

[] The~, lost their scholarships. They were kicked off’the team. [] Amazing. 

All-h-all, if anyone wants to learn about the entire 360-degree glou and blemishes involved 

with big-time college football, then you [] 11 not do an5, better than ~ The System. [] I 



reconmaend it highly. 





To order The System, click here. 

AiM now it’s timeJbr profound questions in today’s popular literature .... 

IJ’it is true that a fntstrated basketball plco~er becomes a coaeh, and that a frustrated 

coach becomes a referee ..... And if it is true that a frustrated rock star becomes a 

DJ ...... Then does aJ~strated novelist become a book reviewer? 
And similarly, do bad book reviewers write bad reviews about bad book6; and bad 

reviews about good books too? 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~.colleqeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASNes aft items of particular interest that aft either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips" sa~le & sawy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially 
selected Clips subscribers. This particular "The System" Clips Book Review eFLASH has been 

sent to bookworms, wordsmiths, spellin~l bee champs, ~leo bee champs, password haters, closet 
dems, flower children, Woodstock attendees, football fans, SEC people, Bi# Ten people, AAC 
people, Big East people, ACC people, P-12 people, Big 12 people, PL people, Ivy people, A-IO 
people, Summit people, Ho#zon people, S WA C people, AE people, NEC people, denizens of 
dubious dalliances, nefarious naysayers, nattedng nabobs, he man woman haters, honey lovers, 
corpus delecti, Jon fr UA, Nefertiti fr UM, Bert fr SBC, Bernie fr A 10, Barry fr UW, JJ fr DU, Mark 
fr UCLA, Robin fr IL, Frank fr Chi, Andy fr LI, GN fr P12, Don fr SJU, MB fr UK, CM fr eL, A C fr 

eL, DY fr NCSU, Nick fr UT, Pat fr USC, Brian fr PU, MP, DA, MH & JC fr PSU JCCSJ, KB fr 
SBC, Bill fr LMU, Jack fr Troy, John fr UCLA, VN fr VU, Brenda fr AZ, Jim fr LV, Dave fr DE, 

Kevin fr P12, PW fr UA, CM fr SJU, WM fr UC, BC fr UNC, EH fr P12, WB fr UC, LE ffr GU, KA fr 
UM, The Physique of Mark Jennin~ls, Desi Reci~Vi, "Smarts, Bultaco jockeys, Ossa riders, Kindle 
readers, iPad users, Surface users, newspaper ftaders (print), newspaper ftaders (electronic), 
ObamaCaft apologists, Sebelius fans, effete liberals, effete conservatives, raw meat eaters, 

constructionists, obstructionists, Armenian Americans, Lebanese Americans, abbreviators, 
a~l~Ift~lators, summa#zers, etc. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com pftvides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured aft exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thou~]ht-pftvoking, itffotmational and occasionally humorous Clips ePLASHes (like the 
one above), which aft award-worthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the peHphery and 
soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertall~ment culture to define the essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links belo~v: 

Chan~,e yore subscription 
U[~subscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail -~tebevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:08 AM 

debevoi semail <debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

CFPB Begins Comprehensive Rulemaking Process on Debt Collection 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <messages-noleply@linkedin.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:28 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Matt has endorsed you! 

Lissa Lamkin, 

Congratulations! Your connection Matt Cordell has endorsed you for the following skills and expertise: 

Matt 

Cordell’s 

photo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

2013 Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship <afrancon@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

You have been invited 

Dear Lissa, 

It is my pleasure to invite you to join us for the 2013 Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship in Charlotte, North Carolina 

on December 7, 2013. 

The Atlantic Coast Conference is excited to be hosting the 9th Annual Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship in 
conjunction with the Charlotte Local Organizing Committee. 

This year’s Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship will be played in primetime on December 7, 2013 at Bank of America 

Stadium in Charlotte, NC. 

We certainly hope that you will join us for this fun-filled championship weekend as many activities have been planned. 
You will be able to see full descriptions of the events by clicking on the link below and will receive a detailed itinerary 
upon your arrival to Charlotte. 

Upon completing your RSVP, you will be able to print out more specific information regarding accommodations, 
activities, transportation, directions and maps. 

Please click here to view your invitation and formally submit your RSVP. 

If you are unable to click the link above please copy and paste the following link into your browser: 
h ttp:!iwww.sportssystems, comiclients!ACCiin vite/index, cfm ?uuid= 035B7241-2219-SCOB-DDE24999F575033D 

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact Alyssa Francona, Director for Football 
Operations, at the ACC office at 336.369.1213 or at afrancona@theacc.orq. 

Sincerely, 

John D. Swofford 
Commissioner, Atlantic Coast Conference 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

64260@bizmailtoday.com on behalf of 

Dr. Fuhrman <info@drfuhrman.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc edu> 

Reminder - Healthy Chocolate: Dream or Reality? Webinar Tomorrow 

Join us for a Webinar* 

Healthy C}’~ocolate: D~eam or Reality? 
with Jay Benson, D.O. 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 
Time: 9:00 pm ET 

Dr Benson reviews both the benefits and risks of chocolate 

eating and how best to eat it for the most benefit. 

Don’t miss out Rqqister for this members-only event.* 

ViewWebinar archives (members must Iogin for access). 

~You must have a Gold or higher membership to attend. 

Not already a member? Siqn Up Today 

NOW AVAILAiBLE in the webinar archives! 

DrFuhrman.com 

4 Walter E. Foran Blvd 

Suite 408 

Flemington, NJ 

08822 

US 

If you no longer wish to receive communication from us: 

Cancel 

To update your contact information: 

Update 





The Women’s Forum of North Carolina 
invites you to learn more about topical 
issues including North Carolina 
elections, voting, immigration, health 
care, economics, unemployment, 
poverty, and their effect on 
"The State of Women" during our 
Fall Program on Saturday, Nov. 16. 

Featured Speakers include (10 a.m.) 

Kim Strach, Executive Director 
North Carolina State Board of Elections 

Melinda Lawrence, Executive Director 
North Carolina Justice Center 

Then join the conversation and 
confront the day-to-day challenges 
and decisions facing low-wealth 
families and individuals during the 
"Spent" online presentation and the 
Interactive Poverty Simulation 
hosted by the North Carolina 
Community Action Association. 

Wake County Commons Building 
4011 Carya Drive / Raleigh, NC 

"Poverty Is Everybody’s Business. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISBS Books <michael@isbs.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

New International Law Titles ] 10%off+ FREE Shipping 

We <~re o~feriqg FREE SHWPING en ,:~1~ lilies h~(;Iu,:~ed ~n Ibis emc~l. To redeem you~ 10% 

discount an~ ~ree Sh~pping offer, p~ease use discount code E~AI’113ALAW at checkoul. 

(~Discount valid until No,/ember 29 2013. Free shipping offer available or:b, vv~ttnfn lee 

==SBS 

Edited by Bill Atkin 

The International Survey of Family Law is the International Society of Family Law’s 

annual review of developments in family law around the world. The 2013 edition 
covers developments in over 20 countries, written by leading academics and 

family law experts. Read More... 

do~dan Publishing I h/b [ 9781846617263 I $160.00 

Medicinal Product Liability and Regulation 
By Richard Goldberg 

Medicinal Product Liability and Regulation addresses the major problems that 

typify claims for drug-induced injury, and it highlights the complex interrelationship 
between liability exposure and drug regulation. It also examines the role of 

epidemiological evidence in assessing causation in product liability cases 

concerning medicinal products in the light of recent developments in the US, the 

UK, and France Read More... 

Hart Publishing, Oxford I h/b I 9781841132518 I $120.00 

On JudiciM and Quasi--JudiciM independence 

Edited by Suzanne Comtois and Kars J. de Graaf 

Oa Judicial and Quasi-Judicial Independeace brings together eminent judges and 

scholars to revisit the concepts of judicial and quasi-judicial independence. The 

book discusses the threats and challenges that perhaps call for different 
safeguards or solutions and thereby reflect on the distinctive nature of courts, as 

well as on the administrative decision-makers and the commitment to adjudicative 

Jndependence Read More... 

l~{even International Publishing I p/b ] 9789462360945 I $63.00 



Court Proceedings 
By Nell Andrews 

Published by Intersentia Publishing 
Cloth I 9781780680835 I $245.00 

Andrews on Civi~ Processes - Volume 2 
Arbitration and Mediation 
By Nell Andrews 

Published by Intersentia Publishing 
Cloth 19781780681252 15175.00 

Andrews on Civi~ Processes (Two Volume Set} 
Vol. 1: Court Proceedings /Vol. 2: Arbitration and Mediation 
By Nell Andrews 
Published by I._~_~__t__e_z_s___e_L!t__~a____P___[_!_b__l_i__s_~!i_L!£~ 

Cloth 1978178068129015343.00 

The ff~tema~ienal Criminal Tribunal Ier the former Yugoslavia 2007 
Edited by Andr6 Klip and GSran Sluiter 
Published by Inte~sentia Publishing 
Paper I 978178068098915259.00 

Contested Police Systems 
Changes in the Police Systems in Belgium, Denmark, England & VVales, Germany, 

and ~he Netherlands 
Edited by Arie van Sluis, Lex Cachet, Thee Jochoms, et al. 

Published by Eleven International Publishinq 
Paper I 9789462360846 I $56.50 

Draftin£ and Ne,qotiatin# [T Contracts (Third Edition) 
By Paul Klinger and Rachel Burnett 
Published by BIqomsbury Professional 

Cloth & CD-ROM 19781847667120 I $270.00 

Volume V, Abuse of Dominance Under Article 102 TFEU 
Edited by Francisco Endque Ganz~lez-Diaz and Robbert Snelders 
Published by Claeys & Casteels Publishin#] 

Cloth 1978907764413315369.00 

The European Union’s Stru,q,qie with Mismatches and Aq,qressive Tax P~annin# 
Report of the Amsterdam Centre Ior Tax Law (ACTL) Conie~nce held in Amsterdam 
on April 5, 2013 

Edited by Reinout de Boer and Martijn Nouwen 

Published by Eleven International Publishing 
Paper I 9789462361010 I $52.50 

Financia~ Remedies Handbook (Ninth Edition) 
By Roger Bird and Andy King 

Published by Jordan Publishing 
PaperI 9781846617102 I $150.00 

Essays on Culture and Legal Censure 
By Paul Kearns 
Published by ._H___a__f__’t_____P__u__~_/_~_s_!_~f_!..q,____O_~’_o__f_’__d_ 

Cloth I 9781841130804 I $100.00 

Guidebook to Intellectual Property (Sixth Edition) 
By Sir Robin Jacob, Daniel Alexander and Matthew Fisher 

Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
PaperI 9781849463256 I $40.00 

How Constitutions Change new in paperback! 
A Comparative Study 
Edited by Dawn Oliver and Carlo Fusaro 
Published by Hart Publishing,____O__~o___r__d_. 
PaperI 9781849464987 I $45.00 

identity Politica~ and Human Rights Culture as Prereo.uisites of Constitutiona~ 

Edited by Miodrag Jovanovic and Dragica Vujadinovic 

Published by Eleven International Publishinq 
Paper I 9789462360778 I $67.50 

Law and Social Theory (,~econd Ediiion) 



Edited by Reza Banakar and Max Travers 
Published by ._H___a_L_t_____P__u__~_/_Ls_!_~f_!..q~____O_~’_o__cd_ 
PaperI 9781849463812 I $50.00 

Practica~ Leq~a| En~|ish; Lepta| Terminology (Second Edition) 
By Helen Gubby 

Published by Eleven International Publishing 
Paper I 9789462360983 j $34.50 

Principles of the Law of 
By Howard Bennett 
Published by Hart Publishing. Oxford 
Paper j 9781841138855 I $50.00 

Runninq a Limited Company (Eigl~tl~ Edition) 
By David Impey and Nick Montague 

Published by Jordan Publishing 
PaperI 9781846617423 I $70.00 

By Tina Orsolic Dalessio 
Published byWolf Le,qal Publishers 
Paper I 9789462400320 I $38.00 

Swiss Financial ~arket Law 
By Urs Zulauf and Mirjam Eggen 

Published by Dike Publishers 
PaperI 9783037515723 I $45.00 

The Imperative for" Change 
By Annamaria La Chimia 

Published by Hart Publishin,q, Oxford 
Cloth 1978184946115315170.00 

Imematio!~al Specialized Book Servicss 

920 NE 58Ih .;-\v.~!, 8dite 300 I F’od:li~nd, OR ] 97213 

800.944.6190 ] w,/¢w, is bs. c o m 

] 
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Ugdate ProfilejEmailAddress [nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Katelynn Bradley via LinkedIn <membel@linkedin.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 1:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&t> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane Russell Coleman & Logan, PC <marketing@krcl.com~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Litigation Alert - The Use of Appraisers in First-Pmty Property Insurance Litigation 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Litigation Alert 

The Use of Appraisers in 
First-Party Property 
Insurance Litigation: 

A P, esounding Endorsement 
by Texas Appellate Courts 

Property insurance policies routinely include an appraisal clause 
that sets forth a non-judicial procedure for resolving disputes 
about the "amount of loss," i.e., the value of damaged property or 
the cost of repairs. When properly invoked, the policy provides a 
procedure pursuant to which each party appoints a qualified 
appraiser to conduct initial negotiations and attempt to reach an 
agreement. Any disputes are then submitted to an impartial 
"umpire" who is responsible for issuing a decision binding on 
both parties. While somewhat similar to arbitration, the appraisal 
process is not "a quasi-judicial proceeding, complete with formal 

hearings, notice to parties, and testimony of witnesses.’’1 
Instead, appraisal is much more informal and, until recently, 
limited in scope. 

1Hartford Lloyd’s Insurance Co. v. Teachworth, 898 F.2d 1058, 1062 (5th Cir. 1990). 

Read More 

tnte4este(~ in more {ega~ insights treat gnU)act you[ bus#~ess? 
Joh~ us at ot~r semh~ar ser~es, Legal ~ns~ghts for Texas Professionals, 
hosted throughout the yea[ in Ds~as 8rid Houstom Visit our webMte to 

Michael A. Logan, a founding director of 



the Firm, practices in the Litigation 
Section. Mr. Logan has substantial 
experience in federal and state court 
representing privately held businesses, 
financial institutions, publicly traded 
companies and insurers in tort, 
construction and complex business 
litigation. He also represents physicians 
in a variety of health care matters. 

Jack M. Luckett, an associate of the 
Firm, practices in the Litigation Section. 
He has substantial experience 
defending multinational corporations, 
midsized companies, and local 
businesses in all in aspects of litigation 
in both state and federal courts. Mr. 
Luckett also advises clients involved in 
corporate and real estate transactions, 
especially in regard to litigation planning 
and avoidance. 

Profile Pfactice Areas News & Events 
Attort~eys Clients 

~ 

lUCopyrJght@ 2013 Kane Russell Coleman & PC. All reserved. Unless otherwise Logan rights 
||indicated, the authors are not certified by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization. Legal Notice 

Forward this email 

lhis emaii ’~,as sent to Ibreome@emaiLur~c.edu by marketing@krci.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Ir~stant [emoval witil SafeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy’. 

KRCL 3700 Thanksgiving Tower :: 1601 Elm Street Dallas :: TX :: 75201 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

K&L Gates LLP <klgates@klgates.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

K&L Gates Announcement: 2014 U.S. News-Best Lm~,ers Rankings: Charlotte, Raleigh and Research Tria~gle Park 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can view it as a web page. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ’o ~ " ’ ~ .... # ~:: Fa~:eboo ::~:: Yo the :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ Earning more than 200 first-tier rankings in offices and practices 
I Far mere reformation, please visit 

~ 
¯ Employment Law- Management Law I 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ Corporate Governance Law 
I :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





"[is the season to shop and spendi Reward yourself with 

some extra cash back by applying for the ABA Bani,;Americard 

Cash RewardsTM credit ,’:ard from Bank o~ America * 

a $175 cash rewards bonus if yeu make at least 8500 

purchases in the first 90 days. 

Pius. when you use your card you support the ABA and earn: 

® 2% cash back at 9rocery stores 

~ 3% cash back on gas 

Grocery .slore and gas bonus rewards apply b tile fir.st 

$1 ~500 in combined purchases in these categories each 

quarter. 

Apply now and sl:a!t earning your rewards today! 
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Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:36 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&]> 

Regulation, Lega] a~d Complimace Issues AttEcting Structured Products 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Regulation, Lega~ and Compliance ~ssues 
Affecting Structured Products 

Tuesday, 

December 10, 2013 

Washington Marriott 

at Metro Center 

775 12th Street Northwest 
Washington, DC. 20001 

For more information: 
A~exa Powe r,q. 

{212) 33~}-4312 

~mofo,com 

This conference will provide a strong focus on the most recent 

developments in the U.S. regulation landscape for structured 

products MoFo lawyers Lloyd Harmetz, Anna Pinedo, Bradley 

Berman, Dan Nathan and Remmelt Reigersman will each lead a 

bootcamp class 

Bootcamp topics include: 

Bootcamp 1 : New product approval: We will discuss FI NRA’s 

guidance; what it means for market participants; industry 

standards for new product approval processes and 

procedures; and how FINRA’s guidance relating to investor 

suitability comes into play. 

Bootcamp 2: Dealing with distributors: We will discuss know- 

your-distributor policies and practices, training for distributors, 

allocation of responsibilities as betw’een product 

manufacturers and distributors, and structuring dealer 

relationships. 

Bootcamp 3: Disclosure issues:We’ll discuss estimated value 

disclosure; issues in deriving those numbers; variable price 

reoffering disclosure practice; and some of the unique 

disclosure issues raised by the use of novel or proprietary 

indices. 

Bootcamp 4: Other compliance concerns: The compliance 

Kitchen-Sink presentation: ’We’ll address everything from 

training policies for structured products marketers, to policies 

relating to monitoring product concentration in customer 

accounts, secondary market repurchases and trading in and 

out of products. 

IBootcamp 5: Taxation of financial products: This session will 

provide an update on recent federal income tax developments 

involving financial products including a discussion of the mark- 

to-market proposal for financial derivatives that is being floated 

in Congress as part of fundamental tax reform and an update 

on FATCA. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:h~vww.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Black Friday Central: Our guide for holiday shopper 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

IB~ac~ ~riday Centrak Our ,guide for holiday 

shopper ..... 

Get all of the latest Black Friday retail news in the 

Observer’s shopping roundup, I -1 "1 

US, Airways, An~erican to 

DOd 

Airlines agree to maintain 

Charlotte Douglas as a hub for at 

least three years as part of the 

deal 

AT&T names ne~ get, oral manager for Nlid- 

Atlantic 

AT&T said Tuesday that it has a new general 

manager for Charlotte and two other Mid-Atlantic 

states. 

Seat be~ts on commercia~ 

buses de~ayed 4g years 

After a drunken driver on a 

California highway slammed into 

a bus carrying passengers to Las 

Vegas, killing 19, investigators 

said a lack of seat belts... 

I WoHd T~ade Cen[er named 

as tallest US bu}~din.q 

The newWorld Trade Center 

tower in New York will replace 

Chicago’s Willis Tower as the 

nation’s tallest building when it is 

completed next year, an.. 

Another Boeing manufacturing plant is being 

constructed in South Carolina. 

w}nning strea!< in sales, foot 

Charlotte-area bars and 

restaurants see a boost when the 

Carolina Panthers are winning - 

and they’re hoping the streak 

continues against... 

500 to ~oae lobs as Lincoln County Actavis 

plant shuts down 

A Lincoln County pharmaceutical plant is set to close, 

costing about 310 workers their jobs, global 

conglomerate Actavis PLC said Monday. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this news]etter 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Tuesday, November ~.2, 2013 3:58 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject." Article of Interest: Insurers Seek Enforcement of State Law Protections for City of Detroit GO Bonds 

November 12, 2013 

On November 8, 2013, three monoline insurers of the City’s 
general obligation bonds commenced adversary proceedings 
in the City of Detroit bankruptcy case. Through these 
actions, the monoline insurers seek to compel enforcement of 
the status quo for the general obligation bonds by requiring 
the City to continue to segregate ad valorem taxes in 
accordance with Michigan law. As these actions progress, 
they may clarify whether state law protections for general 
obligation bonds apply in chapter 9 and test the jurisdictional 
limitations imposed on a bankruptcy court by section 904(2) 
of the Bankruptcy Code. 
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@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 4:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Panel Unveils Shakeup in Strategy to Cut Heart Risk 

Panel Unveils Shaketip in Strategy t~ Cut Heart Risk 

The long-standing strategy of reducing heart-attack risk by lowering cholesterol to specific 

targets is being jettisoned under new clinical guidelines that mark the biggest shift in 

cardiovascular-disease prevention in nearly three decades. 

Gone is the familiar and easy-to-understand guidance to keep LDL, or bad cholesterol, 

below 100 or below 70 for people at high risk--a mainstay of current prevention policy. 

Instead, doctors are being told to assess a patient’s risk more broadly and prescribe 

cholesterol-lowering statin drugs to those falling within one of four risk categories. 

The aim is to more effectively direct statin treatment to patients with the most to gain, and 

move away from relatively arbitrary treatment targets that are less reliable in predicting risk 

than is widely believed. 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



The Facu[tv Athletics 
A~ua[ Re~ort 

.......................................... N~e~ber~5,2~3 .............................. 



Areas for review, monitoring, and 

improvement 

Sustainable committee model for the future 
and for other universities 



that have 

Athletic Department strategic plan 

Baker Tilly Report 

Martin Report 

BOG Academic Review Panel Report 

SACs review 

Rawlings Report 



ASPSA reports through the Provost’s Office 

(new ASPSA Director- Michelle Brown) 

Provost’s Working Group to Document 

Student-Athlete Academic Processes 



C o r~ ~ L~ r~ i C ~3 ~: i 0 r~ S 

Faculty Council reports 

Posted minutes 

Participation in committees and meetings related 

to athletics- first hand information 

Information for faculty and graduate Tas - next 

few wks 
Introduction to key connections 

Current ASPSA Program 

Current Advising System 



Admissions 

- Office of Undergraduate Admissions makes the 

decisions 

- High level of faculty involvement in decisions 

- Trends are in the right direction 

- High bar of scrutiny for capability for succeeding 

- Long term goal is with the coaches and recruiting 

For 20~L3 - ;14 - analysis of admissions data and retrospective 

book at previous admissions performance; Report in the 

spring 



~Ac~der~ic Sup_port 

- Monitored clustering and trends in academics 

- Reviewing other influences such as race and 1St 
generation students in keeping with University’s 

focus 

- Changes/reforms/enhancements 
¯ New APR improvement group 

¯ Direct linl~age with academic advising and new system 

° Enhanced academic support plans -individualized and 

intentional outcomes based 



- Changes/reforms/enhancements 

New APR improvement group 

Direct linkage with academic advising and new system 
evolving 

Enhanced academic support plans- individualized and 
intentional outcomes based 

For 2013w14- Review academics data, analysis of 

improvement and/or continued challenges in advising and 

academic support; further discussion of enhancements and 

detractors related to athletics participation and academic 

experience 



Student Athlete E×pe~ience 

- Redesign- online individual surveys; interviews 
with sports administrator for the particular sport; 
focus group discussions with SAAC members 

- Overwhelming support that the students who 
participated in athletics had a good experience 

here at UNC and would recommend it to others 
considering combining athletics and academics 

For 2013-2014 - Data analysis for trends affecting academics 

positively or negatively and overall student experience 



Year in Review- Points of ~nterest ..... 
o Po~i¢i÷s and Pro¢÷dur÷s 

- Only academic ones related to syllabi, 
independent study; no P/P affecting student 
athletes only 

Administration and Operations 

- Reviewed budget and new administrative 
structure of The Athletics Department 

- Highlight areas above average expenditures 

For 20~13 - ~14 - Assist with plan for improved public 

reporting and analyze expenditures rebated to our student 

athletes 



.... A P R/G S R D a t a 



A year later ~ Are we a 
Just Culture? 



"People make errors, which lead to accidents. 

Accidents lead to deaths, The standard 
solution is to blame the people involved. If 
we find out who made the errors and punish 
them, we solve the problem, right? 

Wrong. The problem is seldom the fault of an 
individual; it is the fault of the system. 
Change the people without changing the 
system and the problems will continue." 

Don Norman 

Author, the Design of Everyday Things 



Disciplinary T h e o ry M o d e I 

Human Error- Individual should have done other 
than what they did; inadvertently causes or could 

cause an undesirable outcome 

. Negligent Conduct - Subjectively more culpable 

than human error; failure to exercise the skill, care, 
and learning expected of a reasonably prudent 
healthcare provider; Failure to recognize a risk that 
should have been recognized 

D. Marx. Patient Safety and the Just Culture, 2001 



Disciplinary T h e o ry M o d e I 

Reckless Conduct - Conscious disregard of visible 

risk; Higher degree of culpability than negligence 

Knowing violations -Knowingly violates a rule; 

Not necessarily related to risk taking; individual 
knew of or intended to violate a rule, procedure, or 
duty in the course of performing a task. 

D. Marx. Patient Safety and the Just Culture, 2001 



Manage 

HUMAN ERROR 

Inadverten~ Action 

Changes in 

* Process 

,Procedure 

o Truining 

,Design 



AT RiS~ BEHAVIOR 

Unintentional Risk Taking 

Manage: 

- Remove incentives ~or at-risk behaviors 

- Create incentives ~or healthy behaviors 

- Increase situational awareness 



Manage: 

¯ Remedial action 

¯ Punitive action 



FAIR AN D 

What are the rules? 

Does everyone know them? 

How do we differentiate an individual with a 
problem vs a good person set-up to fail in an 
unsafe system? 

The critical importance of having one set of 

rules and avoid work-arounds 



Creating 

A just culture recognizes that competent 

professionals make mistakes and 
acknowledges that even competent 
professionals will develop unhealthy norms 

(shortcuts, "routine rule violations"), but has 
zero tolerance for reckless behavior 



.... Important 

Understand the scope of the problem, create a 

climate that fosters trust 

Encourage reporting of errors, concerns, near 
misses or "good catches" 

Provide fair-minded treatment, create effective 
structures that help people reveal their errors 
and help the organization learn 

After careful collection of facts, if reckless or 
willful violation of policy, negligent behavior, 

corrective action may be appropriate 



Closer ~har~ we wereooooo~ closer ~har~ mar~v 
o~her Urn[versifies because 

as a fac~[ty community we have 

cared to make it better 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: College hoops fan rejoice! The season is upon us. 

Newsletter 

Greetings from the ClipsR~ ,~,mdt~:.~li Ship. Hope yon are well. 

Stop right here if you are aJbotball-only snob, because this is a Clips eFlash 

devoted to Naismith ~ Js roundball and peach baskets oddity. [fyou think it [ ;s 

Jimny to see a bunch of guys (or wome~O rvmning around in baggy shorts, ~/~vou 

think basketball is a Ms&~c game with no contact, if think that LeBron is the new 

Buick crossover, if you do not think that Pistol Pete was the best athlete ever to 

play in Baton Rouge, well, you might just want to pass up on this one. 

i×ii 

II; however, you hail t?om one of those pockets of the count~~ ]like, say, Indiana, Kentucky, 

Illinoi~ Raleigh-Durhmn-Chapel ttill, or most of the Northeastl ,where basketball is king, then 

you axe surely excited that the hoops season is tinally here. 

Below are m,o fine articles for your reading pleasure, from m,o gifted writers who Inake no 

apologies for being basketball-first guys. 

In the first article, Will Leitch of Sports on Earth, comments on a less-than-promising em of the 

sport (read: one-and-done, coaches who overcoach, calling fonls on most hand checks, etc.), 

but the best part [] I think[] comes when he rhapsodizes about his formative years in the early 

80s watching Illini basketball on the local CBS TV affiliate. [see video clip below] 

I couktn ¯t help but think back to nay own fonnative years at a diff,ereut time in a difffereut 

place, when my brother and I watched the Toby Kimball/Wes Bialosuknia-era UConn 

Huskies on the CBS TV affiliate out of New Haven in the mid 60s. 

The similarities did not stop there. Leitch grew up severaJ hundred miles dis~nt from the 

nearest Top 20 big-time college footboll team. And the stone was (fftill is) true of Connecticut. 

So basketball filled the void. 

The second article was written by ESPN [] s ,lay Bilas, who revels in thinking diff,ereutly. Bih~s 

off,ers several great ideas to resuscitate college basketball from its ills. 

Yup, itO s finally college basketball sea~m ...... 

Nick Iat:axite 

Clips Editor 

An Identity Crisis 

By Will Leitch, Sports on Earth, 11-12-13 



Last Sunday, nay father drove the 45 miles north to Champaign, Ill., to watch his beloved 

Illinois Fighting Illini play Jacksonville State, a school thal’s in Alabama, not Florida. In my 

hometown, Illinois basketball is basically the Yankees: Whether you have tickets, and where 

they are, is as reliable an indicator of your social s~trata as how big your house is. Illinois 

basketball is woven into the fabric of Central Illinois the way Ngh school football is in Texas, or 

college tbotball is in the South. There is no bigger celebrity sighting than Lou ttenson; no great 

villain exist.s, still, than Bobby Knight. 

Illinois college basketball took such a s~rong hold over our community, in large part, because of 

the luck of television scheduling: For decades, WCIA, the local CBS affiliate, showed eveu 

Illinois basketball gan~e, in the days before ESPN and Dick Vitale and the Final Four as Bi~d- 

Magic spectacle. Gatnes were simply local prograamning, with the Champ Kinds on the sports 

desk calling the gan~e using local cameras and amusetnent park graphics. Illini basketball games 
trumped any national CBS programming; no matter what. Illini games were shown on WCIA. 

This is in the days of three channels. You watched the Illini whether you liked basketball or not, 

because there was, quite literally, nothing else on. 

That was pretty much my youth. Because all the gmnes were on television, the Illini players 

becmne your friends, these recurring characters who showed up in your home three times a 

week. I remember those Illini players better than I remember my childhood friends. Derek 

Haxper. Brian Leonard. Efrem Winters. Bruce Douglas. Anthony Welch. George 

Montgomery. Doug Altenbe~ger. Tell ’e~n, Bob Ley. Central Illinois isn’t near any major cities 

-- whenever I fly home, it’s a two-hour drive from the airpo~t -- so even though there are 

Cardinals and Cubs and Bears and Bulls and Pacers fans, those are distant, far offheroes. The 
Illini players are near to hotne, and they are ours. We watch them mature and grow, and we 

cheer them and scream at them and fret about them. (I’ll never forget my late grandmother 

cursing at Ken Norman, then apologizing to him through the screen.) They are, in the dopiest 

way, a sort of family. 

So Dad’s visit to the newly renamed State Farm Center on Sunday was less about watching a 

trine-up against KenPom’s 244th-rated team and more about a reunion with old friends. Which 

is why Dad was taken aback when he realized ~1 he didn’t know anyone on this team. 

Illinois, this season, has four returning players from the team that nearly reached the Sweet 16 

last year. Everyone else on the team is new: There axe a couple of transfers and a ton of 

freshmen. Of the 11 Illini who played against JSU, seven of them axe people Dad had never 

laid eyes on before. The scoreboard helpe& but he still kept getting Malcohn Hill and 
Kendrick Nunn confused. I’ve been having the same problem. We’ll know all these guys 

eventually. But now tbey’re strangers. 

College basketball has been going through an identi~ crisis over the last few years. Plagued by 

early detections to pro ball, an emphasis on t~eshmen playing immediately, a rampant and 

sudden epidemic of transfers and, pe~t~aps most of all, coaches trying to control all this by 

clamping down and asserting suitbcating control of every aspect of the game, college 

basketball is in an ugh; awkward phase. Games are choppy, sloppy and low-scoring; high- 

level games have turned into wrestling meets in the peJ, nt, nobody can shoot anymore. It’s tough 

to watch college basketball these days and not notice how much more lumbering games are 

than they used to be. 

The NCAA is trying to fix this problem this year by calling every possible foul -- Sports 
Illustrated’s Pete Thamel calls it "a steady diet of kale" -- to get players to back offon defense 

and thus let the game flow more smoothly. This seems like a good idea on the surt~ce -- even it 

it’s going to lead to even more hideous tbul-t~sts in the ea~cly going -- but you can see how it 

might go wrong: Coacheff oppressive strangling of the gane that led to this will just evolve and 

take another form. Coaches don’t care how the game looks. They just want to win. 

I think it’s something difl’erent than ibul-calling and defenses, though. I blame Kentucky. 

Nothing has changed the landscape of college basketball faster and more dramatically than the 

success of John Calipari and Kentuclcy. Basically, Calipari, as Chuck Klosternmn put it on the 

eve of the Wildcats’ championship 18 months ago, has professionalized college basketball. He 

has taken the platitudes of the ganle -- come to college and learn, get an education and grow 

and mature, give back to the Universit.~, that gives to you -- and blown them up. These 

platitudes are B.S. 

College athletics is a huge money-making endeavor that uses otien poor kids to make money 
for universities that are already gouging their student bo@ in fees. Players don’t get a dime for 

pouring their bodies and souls into the game, but coaches and administrators tnake millions off 



their walking advertisements, their jerseys, their shoes, their sweat. The only sane thing for an 

athlete to do is to be as pragmalic as possible. Go to the ~hool that’s more likely to get you 

paid lKster. Make sure you get to play immediately. If you don’t like how it’s working out. 

leave. 

The reason college basketbaJl is so choppy and constantly shifling is becaase rosters are so 

fluid now. The player who s~tays four years at the same universi~, becoming pa~ of the family, 

growing, all that, is the ratio: Now, it’s essentially free agency. Players may still not be getting 

paid, but they have more power than they’ve ever had before, and they’re wielding it. It’s 

working out great for them, bnt the game is sult~ring because of it. These early games look 

rough partly because of the foul-calling -- and it’s worth noting that that’s overblown anyway - - 

but mostly it’s because mofft of these guys haven’t played together that mnch yet. (The changing 

practice schedule this year has something to do with that too.) 

This is a players’ game now, and that can lead to confusion and sloppy play, particularly when 

coaches keep trying to clamp down the chaos of an inherently chaotic game. Kentucky is the 

model for this. Calipari brings in eight new guys eve~ year and says, "Do your thing, gays." 

Sometitnes it works and you win a national chan~pionship, and sometimes it doesn’t and you 

lose to Robert Morns in the NIT. But no one can argue it’s the players in charge now. 

I want to be clear on this: Not only is what Calipari and Kentaclcy have done not wrong in an5, 

way, it is in fact much more honest and beneficial to the "student-athlete" than college 

basketball as a whole. Coaches always get angD’ about players who leave college early -- 

coaches other than Calipari, anuvvay -- and abont players who transfer, but of course they’d 

leave for the NBA or a better job if it meant more money in halfa second. They’re losing 

control. Tuesday night, Calipari’s Kentucky will play Tom Izzo’s Michigan State. The teams axe 

generalionaJ contrasts: Kentucky has a31 those ti~eshmen, while Michigan State has "veteran" 

seniors and a stable rotation. Traditiona]ists -- those who have grown up thinking of college 

basketball teams as "family" rather than "a moneymaking, probably com~pt enterprise built on 

the backs of unpaid labor" -- will see this as a cultural battle oflzzo’s finn foundation agains~t 

Ca2lipari’s ups~rts. But his~tory is not evolving in their favor. And I’m not sure justice is either. 

This changes the experience of watching college basketball. The confusion my father had 

watching all these new Illini players, that’s just going to multiply as the years go by. Already, 

Illinois is going to welcome five new players next year, maybe six if star recruit CliffAle~nder 

leans its way this Friday. And that’s not counting any transfers who might leave or come in. 

These are not characters who visit our living room three nights a week tbr four yeaa~s anymore. 

It is the difference between a long-running sitcom ~md a reality show; the cas"t is always 

changing now. 

’][’his is no longer a morn-and-pop game with locaJ sportscasters calling the gmne with two 

cameras and chintzy graphics. It is more honest, and jus~t, and Fair, and beneficial to the athletes 

who are playing the games. It is more in line with how sports are played, and viewed, and paid 

for. It is a positive evolutio~ a step forward. 

It’s aJso making the game less fun to watch and be a part o£ This is the fundamental issne 

college basketball needs to solve. I’m not snre they can. rm not sure they should. 

Wi//Leitch writes JOt Sports on Earth. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author ~ ]s permission. 

To view this vintage 1981 video click here 



How to fix college hoops 

7’o stay both competitive and relevant, college basketball needs to grow up. 

By Jay Bilas, ESPN Insider, 10-28-13 

COLLEGE BASKETBALL is a great game, but it has been slowly declining over’the last 

several seasons, for a wriety of reasons. Don’t be fooled by a terrific and aesthetically pleasing 

NCAA championship game between Louisville and Michig~J~, or get distracted by the billions 

of dollars being generated offthe g~ne. The quality of play simply isn’t keeping pace with the 
quality, of players m~d coaches in the gmne. 

To the old-timers who love to blame AAU basketball for the so-called erosion of 

fundamentals, that is simply wrong. ’][’he players coming out of high school ~xe better, 
athletic and move skilled than they have ever been~ but you wonldfft know it from watching the 

college game. For years, the casual fan couldn’t tell the difference between a good game and a 

close g~me, mad college basketball has benefited from that; but now, it’s cle~x to everyone how 

difficult the game has become to watch. 

We are headed into what could be one of college basketball’s best seasons in years, manly 

because of the star power of the incoming freshm~ class. But it would be tblly to ignore "the 

ga3ne’s problems: It is over-coached, too slow and allows a level of physicality that takes away 

from the beauF of the sport. 

But we can a~nd should do something about it; we need to make college basketball more 

watchable mid a better fan experience. And part of the solution is admitting the NBA has a 
better product because it calls fouls and allows its players to use their athleticism on both ends 

of the floor. 

Here me four ways college basketball could follow the League’s lead. 

Make official% well. official. 

NBA coaches don’t whine during games nearly as much as their college counterparts, and their 

sideline behavior is much better. Why? In lmge measure it is because the NBA mandates the 

standards by which its employees call games -- and enforces it. College officials, on the other 

hand, are independent contractors who answer to many different masters (conference 
supervisors, the NCAA and seemingly eve~ coach) ruth many different s~ndards. 

So, whether it is through the NCAA or the big conferences, the best college officials need to 

be fifll-lime, salaried employees; their schedules, training and accountability- should be 

adminis~tered under one umbrella. NCAA supervisor of officials John Adams is doing an 

admirable job, but the only real leverage he has comes in his selection of officials who work the 

NCAA tournament. That is not enough. 



Clean it up. 

Over a decade ago, the NBA had become a grinding, physical, mugging league; beauty and 

grace were being sacrificed in the flames of the Jordan Rules. But the League went through a 

Freedom of Movement initiative, and cleaned up its act. College basketball still lags in that 

area, convinced it "values" or "cares" about defense snore. What nonsense. 

Over the past 50 years, shooting percentages and scoring have fluctuated in concert with the 

changes in the college gmne, yet the number oftbuls called has largely stayed cons~tant. That 

indicates thal. consciously or unconsciously, officials are being selective about what they call. 

’][’hey feel stuck due to competing interests -- they need to get games over with, and they get 

criticized for certain games being parades to the free throw line. In turn, because officials will 

only call so many fouls, coaches have determined that organized fouling is a competitive 

advantage. As a result we see coaches teaching teams to "be physical with your chest," by 

which players keep their hands up but commit felonies ruth their ches~t and lower bod~v. 

Administrators believe that the status quo allows the underdog to be a factor in morn games 

with Goliaths, so much so that one official once said that ruth greater freedom of movement, 

the better player would have an advantage. Think about "that for a minute. That’s like saying 

U~in Bolt will have an advantage in the 100-meter dash if he is allowed to mn in a straight line 

without being grabbed and held. 

And to be clear, what I’In talking about is not defense. It’s one thing to hold the ball -- that can 

be good strategy. But you cannot hold your opponent. ’][’hat is a foul. And until those fouls axe 

called consistently throughout the seasor~ the gan~e will continue to be a slugfest worthy of Pat 

Riley’s old Knicks teams. 

Speed it up. 

There is no shot clock in the world that is as long as the 35 seconds in men’s college hoops. 

The NBA (24 seconds), FIBA (24 seconds), the WNBA (24 seconds) and women’s college 

basketball (30 seconds) all operate successfully with shorter shot clocks. That is embarrassing. 

Similmly embearassing are the self-serving excuses on why it shouldn’t change. For some 

coaches who yearn to control eves?~ dribble, they fear a shorter clock will lead to more bad 

shots. Others believe it will lead to more possessions, which will provide an advantage to 

better, deeper and more talented tean~s. In fact, the NBA gathered data on the subject when 

the Vv2qBA went to a reduced shot clock and fears of bad shots were unfounded -- scoring 

went up and the game became more enjoyable for players and fans. Thes~e is no downside to a 

shorter shot clock. 

While we’re on "the topic of speed of the game, college basketball would benefit by going to a 

four-quarters sys~tem instead of two halves, and reducing the number of team timeouts. With 

media timeouts ever?., tbur minutes, the number of team timeou’~s should be reduced to only t~vo 
per half, with only two available in the last two minutes of the game or overtime. And by going 

to four 10-tninute quarters instead of two 20-minute halves, there would be more natural 

breaks that follow exciting end-of-clock situations, and fewer am~oying stoppages in play while 

still allowing the necessau amount of co~nmercial breaks. 

Let the talent shine. 

Right now the men’s game is unbalanced, with too many shots coming ti~m 3-point range 

because the risk of the shot is less than the reward. If the NCAA adopted the NBA 3-point 

dis~tance of 23 t~et, 9 inches, it would improve floor spacing, open up better driving lanes and 

put the appropriate risk back into the shot. 

At the same ti~ne, the lane should be widened to snatch the NBA lane, with the same res~tricted 

area or charge circle. What’s the objection? These are great athletes that we often say should 

be allowed to go to the NBA eaxly, yet they cannot handle playing the gmne with pro roles? 
Nonsense. When college teams go oves~eas for foreign tours, they do ve~ well with the 

shorter shot clock, longer 3-point shot and wider lane. 

One last thought (and it’s a no-brainer): Allow the NBA throw-in from the frontcourt in the final 
two minutes of regulation and overfime. This move not only increases excitement and maJces 

the game more eNoyable for thns, but it allows for greater strategy on the part of both the 

oltEnse and the defense. 



Look, I love college basketball. It is a great game, and can be the ~st game. But when you 

love ~mething, you "take care of’it -- even when the truth is pain~hl. 

This article has been reprinted on Clips’ with the permission o.f ESPN.com. To access the 

ESPNI corn website click here 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~,colle#eathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www,collecleathleticsclips,com 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 13 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 13, 2013 ~, Number 219 

Financial Institutions 
F~ :issues Revised ~qroo ~i9 to F~#~ L~st~ 

The FinanciM Stability Board Nov. ll issued a revision to its 
provisiona~ ~ist of global systemically important banks (G-SIBs) 
that would be subject to additionM capital charges under its new 
"too big to fail" rules, adding a Chinese... 

Financial Institutions 
New I~dia~ Regu~atio~s Nake it Easier 

New regulations issued by india’s central bank, the Reserve Bank 
of india (RBI), aim to open up the banking sector by making it 
easier for foreign banks to operate within the country .... 

European Union 

After 16 hours of negotiations, European Union budget ministers 
and European Parliament representatives agreed in the early 
hours of Nov. ::[2 on an EU budget for 2014 of 135.5 billion euros, 
a 9.5-percent cut from 2013 .... 

Deve!oping Countries 

Developing countries can promote financial inclusion for their 
citizens by embracing new technologies, such as mobile banking 
and borrower identification based on fingerprinting, which 
especially help the poor, the World Bank said Nov .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frederick Russ <~mssfa@ucmail.uc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Adam 

Hi, Lissa, 

It was nice to meet Adam at the Cree shareholders meeting. I stay in touch with Neal Hunter and John Palmour, but I’d also like to contact Adam. Because I forgot 

to ask for his business card at the shareholders meeting, could you provide me his email address or his phone number? 

Thanks. 

Fritz 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 10:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 13 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

N .... bet 13, 2013 ~ Number 219 

Directors and Officers 
OCC Shift Could Speed 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency is signaling an 

important supervisory shift that could leave banks more exposed 
to enforcement action, a former top OCC official told an 
American Bar Association meeting Nov. 9 .... 

Foreign Accounts 

The Internal Revenue Service has obtained court orders granting 

permission to issue summonses requiring major U.S. banks to 
produce information about taxpayers who may hold undisclosed 

accounts at offshore financial institutions (In... 

Consumer Protection 
C~rdra~ Nas No Apologies Ab~t CFPBL~ 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) Director Richard 
Cordray told the Senate Banking Committee that he will make "no 
apologies" about the agency’s practice of collecting and 
purchasing large amounts of consumer data... 

Bank Supervision 
Regulator I:ss~es Nta~dards for Cor~s~ta~s 

A banking regulator has published standards designed to ensure 
the independence of consultants hired by lenders to comply with 
enforcement actions by supervisors .... 

Regulatory Reform 
~Regul~tor.~ Set Year~E~d Target 

Federal regulators hope to finalize the VNcker rule by the end of 
2013, a senior Federal Reserve staffer said Nov. 9, confirming 
recent reports of a year-end target date .... 

Systemic Risk 
Warre~ C~lls for A(:tio~ Ag~it~st Ne,gaD~ks~ 

In a rallying speech that invoked the battle of David versus 
Goliath, megabank foe Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Nass.) said the 
problems of "too big to fail" remain, and she called for action 
before another financial crisis unfolds .... 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 

Fannie Mae might cease to exist, Fannie Mae President Tim 
Nayopoulos said Nov. 8, telling an American Bar Association 
meeting that "the future of the company is very much in 
doubt."... 

Securities 

The U.S. Supreme Court heard oral argument Nov. 12 over 



whether two former employees of private companies that 
provided services by contract to the Fidelity family of mutual 
funds were protected by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act’s whistle- 

blower... 

Systemic Risk 

F~ Issues Revised Teo~i~to~F~i~ List~ 

The Financial Stability Board Nov. 11 issued a revision to its 
provisional list of global systemically important banks (G-SIBs) 
that would be subject to additional capital charges under its new 
too-big-to-fail rules, adding a Chinese bank... 

International Banking 
New I~i~ £~jul~tio~s ~ake It E~sier 

New regulations issued by India’s central bank, the Reserve Bank 
of india (RBT), aim to open up the banking sector by making it 
easier for foreign banks to operate within the country .... 

CFTC 

President Obama nominated Treasury official and lawyer Timothy 
Massad Nov. 12 to chair the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission and continue its efforts to implement new rules 
regulating the $300 trillion-plus derivatives marketplace .... 

Securities 

The Securities and Exchange Commission Nov. 12 announced 
that its ~nvestor Advisory Committee will meet Nov. 22 to 
discuss a subcommittee’s recommendation that the agency 
adopt a rule to subject broker-dealers to a fiduciary duty 
standard .... 

International Finance 

Developing countries can promote financial inclusion for their 
citizens by embracing new technologies, such as mobile banking 
and borrower identification based on fingerprinting, which 
especially help the poor, the World Sank said Nov .... 

Economic Outlook 
Fed :[~dex Ch~t~ged tit%~e i~ Septe~nbe~-: 

~ The Federal Reserve Sank of Chicago’s monthly index of 
national economic activity showed little change in September, 
but the bank said Nov. 12 some strength was seen in both the 
production and employment data categories of the... 

Economic Outlook 
Deficit Spe~diRg~ ~4o~eta~’y Police/ 

Fiscal and monetary policy in the months ahead will be the 
biggest determinants of U.S. economic performance, as they 
have been throughout 20:[3, said economists Nov. 12 on a U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce panel that discussed the economic 
outlook .... 
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Today’s Headlines: Experts Reshape Treatment Guide For Cholesterol 
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Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IAIL I ~] NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&~Nine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~0~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

Experts Reshape Treatment Gi~Jde For 

Choleste~ool 

The gnidelines fl’om the ~mtion’s leading hem~. organizations will 

fundame~taily reshape the use of eholesteroMoweHng statin 

medi~’ines now prescribed for a quarter of 2u~leriea~s over 4o, 

Obama in Bind T~oying to Keep Health Law Vow 

White Honse officials are sla’uggling to make good o~ Preside~t 

Obama’s promise that Americans can keep their insurance 

coverage without al~derminil~g the ne~,s" health law or addling 

nnaffordable costs. 

Chinese Leader Gets More Sway on tt~e Economy 

and Security 

President Xi -Iinping wal~ b to shiR the economy away from 

heax~" polh]t~ng industries, vola~le social divisions and state- 

driven infrastructure spending. 

Editors’ Picks 

DINING &WINE 

"l[’hanksgivir~g 

Yore" guh3e to the year’s most import~mt meal, with our best 

recipes, videos, techniques and tricks. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Day My Son %Vent Missing 

Even as an advc, cate for child~n with a~tisrn, I co~h~’t keep rny 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

SENATOR CBARL!~S K GRASSLEY, Republican of Iow;], daring Democrats to ch;mge the 

rules to make ~t }u]rder [or a minority party to filibuster judicial nominees. 

World 

Private Donors’ Fm~ds Add Wild Card to War ~ 

Syria 

The flow of m~llim~s ~;ff dollars ~n prh’ate money to extremist 

fighters has added an unpredicb~ble lhctor to the war, analys~ 

say, exacerbating divisions it~ the opposi[ion. 

Distress Grows for Philippine Typhoon V~et~ms 

%’Vho Csa~’t Get _/Ud~ or Out 

International officials cxpresse~ worry Lhat boK]cnecks and 

delays eould p~went emergency supplies from reaching millions 

of victims for days. 

~ Stru991e for Suw~va~ h5 C~ Sha~ered by Fypboo~ 

Iranian Official Faults Kerry and France for 

Breakdown in Talks 

In posts on Twitter, Iran’s foreign minister challenged Secreta~T 

of State John KerW and French officials over the failure of 

nudear talks i~ Geneva. 

...... outside 

K wcait ] 

stench 

of dead 

U.S. 

Don’t Call Her a First Lady; Brown’s Wife Is His 

Top Aide 

Anne Gust Brown, a ]a*~Ter by [raining, is often rdied upon to 

predict what her often unprediekable husband, Gov. Jerry 

Brown, is thi~kiug. 

..... : Gust 

Brown is 

wifeandl 



Oversigh~ C|fief ..... 
Darrellntative 

The ]nvesOgat%n into khe heaIthlaw rollout has turnedinto a I ~,~,,,~,i 

nasty public relakiot~s war flint will be ~-m full ~splay at 

Wedn esday’s heariug of the House oversight comm ~ee, chaired by 

Representative DatTelI Issa. 

POUTICAk MEMO 
A clinic 

Fi#ltirig to Stop an Entitlement Before It Takes i~ ~..o~ 
Angeles 

Oue reaso~ Republican, s are tSghth% so hard to st,:g, President 

Obama’s heal’~ law now is that it may be impossible to do so once it is 

established. 

ixii 

Business 

House Stalls Trade Pact Momentum 

Nearly half of kl~e members of kl~e House of Representatives 

have signed letkers signalit~g opposition to "fas k krack" uuthority 

for a trade pact with Pacific Rim ~mtions. 

kumpur, 

DEALBOOK 

U oS, Reaches Prelimi~m~ Deal in Amer~ean~US ~ ~,-i,~ 

Airw~,ays Merger ~ws~fit                                  Ami~2 

The J us [iee Departmet~L reached ag[~>ement on iN an [itrust fighL 

with Amet4can Airlines and US A~t~vays over their proposed merger, aecordiug 

to a ecru{ doeumeuL 

DEALBOOK 

Obama Nondnates "rreasm’y omdal as Top 
De~-ival-ives Regqi]la 

Presiden~ c, bama nominated Timothy G. Massad, who oversaw 

the unwinding of the goven~ment’s bailout program, to succeed Gary Gens]er a k 

the Commoc~[y Futures Trading Commissiom 

Spots 

Hands Off the Ball, or Risk a Teeln~ca~ Fot~J 

The N .BOA. hus put new emphasis on a longstat~ding rn]e that 

prohibits players fl’om holding the ball or redirectil~g it after 

Through 
Sunday, 
N.B.A 



successful field goal. It is known as the delay-olUgame penalty. 

~ Knicks Scrimmage Hard and Seek Answers I Nets Poiish Up Their Brooklyn 

Sorry, }%;rong JonathPa, Nlag~i~ 

One Jonathan Martin is a professions l))okball player; the other 

is a polikieal repo~*er tbr The New York Times. But to many on 

T~Jtter, they are ~e same person. 

, Texans Drop Safety, Ree~, Who Faded 

Jonalha 

n Martin 

works 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

:Doping R~tles A~’e Tougher O~fly if/kpp]ied 

The World Anti-Dopiug Agency’s decision to change its ban for 

akhletes eaughk doping from two yea~.~ to four has foeased 

attention on the diligence of eonnt]~ies’ drug testing programs. 

Arts 

At 81424 Mi]l]lior~ T~o~ptye]~ Is l-]~e l~’][ost 

The 1969 t~ipt)’eh, "Three Stttdies of Lucia~ b’reud," sold for 

$~4~.4 million at Christie’s, described as [he highest price ever 

paid for an artwork at auction. 

bidders 

battled 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Mary Lamber~ found fame with the hip-hop dno Maeklemore & 

t)’an Le~vis c.,n the gay *~ghLs anthem "Same :b-we," bat she is 

tee]aiming that song’s message in her o;~ tender music and poet~3,. 

THEATER REVIEW I’ALL THAT FALL’ 

F~mny~ l-Iow G~°a~ty lP~||s Us, anal the Safeb" Net 

With gileen Atldns and Michael Oambon in the leading 

Samuel Beeke~’s ’b~ll That Fail" comes to the New York stage. 

Michael 

Obituaries 

,John Tavener Dies at 69; Compose~° ~¢’~ith Eye on 

God 

Mr. Tavener, a composer informed by Orthodox Christianity, 

was heard th~ughout the world in his deKv, performed at the 

funera ] of Diana, Princess of Wales. 

I’Vi||iar~t Pollack Dies at 87; Ilis Vaccine Saved 

Infants 

William Pollack, a rnedieN researcher, helped develop a w~eeine 

for a blood d~sord~r commonly called Rh disease. 

Pe]n] K~ba~, Jotuona~ist "Who Sued U,S., Dies at 

Mr. ~*nbalI su~’eessful]y s ued the federal governmen L after he 

discovered that secret files had identified him as a national 

security Hsk. 

..... Kirrff_~il 

m 1983, 

Dining & Wine 



WHAT’S IN IT? 

That ~neh of Pumpkin 

Pu lli~g ba ck th ~ e~rtain on wh at is a rguab~y o~e of the most 

mysterious, and misunderstood, flavors in processed foods. 

Holidays Holding Hands 

The e.onvergenee of Thanksgh’kig and the first day o[ Ha*mkkah 

offers options for an epic t~ast. 

CITY KITCHEN 

A Risotto With 8h~bstance 

Form ~iso~to studded wit~ butternut squash it~o cakes and 

them lightly. 

ca kes 

Today’s Video 

La~ers 

Twelve years after being i~ter~ziewed by The New York Times 

Maga;;ine, five women, who all s~t~ued their law careens at 

Debevoise & Plimpton, refle~’t on ambition, leadership and success, 

, Reiated Aiticle 

PumpMw.~aw)red products are on pace to have their best sales 

year yet. B~]t the h~dustry’s ])~ggest seeret abm]t these producLs is 

thak khere is often lit’de or no pumpkin in khem. 

~ Re~ated Article 

vm~: ): Can t Go Withoul-: Garrett Oliver 

The brewmas Let of Brooklyn Brewery shares his packin g list for 

a visit to Stoekhohm 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

When the Police Enter a l-t[onm 

Warre~tless searches of "the tempter of the private lives of our people" should be 

sk*{etly limiked by the Supreme Com’t. 

EDITORIAL 

Agony in the Philippines 

After o~e of the wm~t ~’phoo~s on record h it the eountry, maW are offering 

aid, but relie[ efforts are hampered by "~e scale of khe damage. 

EDITORIAL 

A Livh~g Wage fa~ Bangladesh 

The government should raise Lhe minimum pay lbr garmen t workers and index 

it to i~flatiom 

FO:" mei~ opi:~iel-:: g~s te NYTimes~com/Opinior~ ~* 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

s~. rso~>’,s, i. ~Rii.~.~>.,N 

The Iran nuclear deal that the Ohama team is h’yin~ to fo~e now 

~s flmdamenta]]y in the United Slates~ iuterest. 

~ Column~a Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Quebee~s Tea Pa~ty N[ome~t 

By o u kl awi n g religious attire, Quebec’s legisl ature woul d present 

further hurdles to the province’s immigrantso 

Support 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Stop Penalizing Poo~" College Stude~tts 

The way t[m Pe]l grant program is designed makes it harder for low-income 

students to graduate on schedule. 

For more epinien; go te NYTimes.eomtOpinion ~ 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 
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Daily Briefing, Nov. 13: Fracking and Mortgages; Nacha and Fraud Prevention 
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories COMPLETE ISSU~ 

~eadaches ..... 

Banks, along with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 
are revisiting mortgage lending policies to 
address fracking concerns. Some banks will no 
longer finance homes where an oil rig sits, and 
Freddie Mac says it can force the entire 
outstanding balance to be paid if an oil lease is 
signed. 

The payments association’s proposal comes 
amid regulatory scrutiny of bank relationships with 
online lenders, and could affect financial 
institutions’ dealings with a range of other 
industries. 

Gone Bed Scare Big Banks from M&A 

Recent legal settlements have compounded big 
banks’ fears about pursuing M&A, U.S. Bancorp 
chief Richard Davis says. 

Activity Reports 

One of our Top Tech Tech Companies to Watch 
in 2012, Narrative Science is winning bank 
clients for SAn reporting and building a private 
cloud model. 

By Department 

Narrative Science Applies AI to Suspicious 

Activity Reports 

One of our Top Tech Tech Companies to Watch 
in 2012, Narrative Science is winning bank 
clients for SAn reporting and building a private 
cloud model. 

Nacha Cal~s for More Vigilance from Banks 

on Fraud 

The payments association’s proposal comes 
amid regulatory scrutiny of bank relationships with 
online lenders, and could affect financial 
institutions’ dealings with a range of other 
industries. 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffTM to 

D Vie~" ~om~e~e its extensive portfolio of 

iS,~ 
products and services. 

Known for practical 

B View com~aR~ compliance guidance, 

i}’~ ~ 
Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

B S~ b~cri ~e the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

SPECIAL REPORT 
policies, procedures, 
audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 
The FinTech 100         office, Lexisaexis~3 

~ 
FIS and SheshunoffTM has you 

mata once 
covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

again top reserved. 
¯ e annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- " .... 

Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and See and hear an all-star 

Silver Tail are among line-up of speakers 

including Gary Gensler, 
the 10 Tech Chairman CFTC, Scott 
Companies to O’Malia, Commissioner, 

Watch. CFTC, Jim Himes, 

Congressman CT, Member 

Committee Financial 
Wealth Services, Mike Conaway, 

i~¢~a ~ag e~’~eR t congressman TX, 

Chairman House 

[~ 
Wealth Agriculture 

management Subcommittee, 

has Committee on General 

Risk Management. reached a 
Farm Commodities and 

critical 
juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage ¯ 

employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable Hear firsthand from CMOs 

practices. All this and other industry experts 

applies to big banks, 
on how they’re adapting to 
changes to create 

which thirst for opportunities to grc,,~, 
sources of growth, market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 
and small banks, us in NYC, December 5-6, 

which are jumping 2015. 



Headaches 

Banks, along with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 
are revisiting mortgage lending policies to 
address fracking concerns. Some banks will no 
longer finance homes where an oil rig sits, and 
Freddie Mac says it can force the entire 
outstanding balance to be paid if an oil lease is 
signed. 

Cordray Vows °’Openness°’ with Auto 
Lenders 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Director 
Richard Cordray acknowledged concerns 
Tuesday about how the agency is regulating 
indirect auto lenders, vowing to be more 
transparent about its oversight. 

Dea~s Gone Bad Scare Big Banks from 

Recent legal settlements have compounded big 
banks’ fears about pursuing M&A, U.S. Bancorp 
chief Richard Davis says. 

headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 
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~0day:~ ~£p H~ad!in~ ............................................................................................................ 

Sta~bucks to Pay $2.76 8iilion to Settle G[ocery Dispute 

Acco[ding ~o Bloombe[q (Nov, 13, Burritt), "S~at’bucks Co[p. said it would pay 
Mondelez International Inc. $2.76 billion to settle a dispute over the coffee- 
shop chain’s bagged-coffee business." Ordered by an arbitrator, the payment 
consists of $2.23 billion in damages and $527 million in interes~ and lawyers’ 
fees. The, Seattle4)ased coffee giant assured that it has adequate cash and 

borrowing capacity to fund the payment. It plans to book it as a charge to its 
fiscal 2013 operating expenses. 

The New York Times (Nov, 13, St[ore) notes that Mondelez is a vast snack 
and confectionery company that was spun off from Kraft Foods Inc. ~ast year. 
I[ w~ receive ~he payments from S~a~’bucks as pa~ o~ the spinoff ago’cement 
and w~H use ~he proceeds to buy back its Class A shares, subject to approvM 
by ~s board of directors, "Kraft sta[ted selling Starbucks packaged ground 
and who~e beans through 9roce~ outlets ~n 1998," repeals the T~mes. 
August o~ [2010], Sta[bucks ofte~d Kra[~ $750 million to ~errn#~ate 
agreement, which led to the legal fight ~hat just ended." Sales of shogUn- 
sewing coffee h~ containers, known as K cups, were just begh~n~n9 
that ~irne. However’, the accord with Kraft IhTfi~ed Starbucks to sellk~9 K cups 
of a kind ~hat worked only ~r~ K[a~’s Tass~mo machines, "S~nce it pulled the 
#lug on Kraft," the Times points out, "Starbucks has so~d more than a bi~on 
K cups, and ~ts market share of such s~ngle-se~in9 po~ons has grown 18.4 
peroent." 

Check fo~ ia~e- ~reaKing news 
a~er 9:00 AM Eastern. 

IXII KPMG Hot .... 

Xll Findan NACD Chapter Program 

i~i .ACD Mo~,e Side~r 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

~ NewYork, NY(Dec 3, 
2013) 

Master Class 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 13, Jargon) quotes Starbucks CFO Troy 
Alstead, who said the company shingly disagrees wi~h the a~’bit[a~oCs 

conclusion~ In a statemenL Alstead remarked: "We believe Kraft did not 
deliver on its responsibilities to our brand under the agreement; the 
performance of the business suffered as a result." Kraft now has a new 
partner ~- McDonald’s Corp. - in the packaged~coffee business. It plans ~o sell 
McCafe coffee in test U.S. grocery stoles next year. Meanwhile, the Journal 
adds, "Starbucks’s sales of packaged coffee have risen 62 percent in the last 

two years compared with 24 percent growth for the overall packaged-coffee 
category." 

S ha reFTIC]~l~ 

talent brc headline 2 

Exc!us!ve NACD Peel E~ha~g~ E~ent ................................................................. 

Leading Minds of Governance 
Dec. 3 I Marriott Marquis I New York, NY 

Jo#~ NACD for a corr~plimen~ary director~d~’iven forum ~o exchange ideas, 
insights, and off4he-reco[d war stories on all things governance. Pa[ticipan~s 
will have the opportunity to interact with America’s boardroom expelts and top 
governance gurus, including Steve~ ~4. Davidoff of DealBook, in a truly 
unique format, where ~he key learnings will elevate even ~he most seasoned 
directors. 

This peer-exchange event will take place on the momh~g of the Directorship 
100 gala. Make the most el your time and attend bo~h! 

Miami~ FL (Dec. 12-13, 

2013) Sold Oi;t 

Houston, IX (Apr. 

2014) 
Chicago, iL (June 12.- 

!3, 20!4) 

Laguna Beach, CA 
(Aug. 18-19, 201,1) 
Fort Laurie[dale, FL 
(Dec !1-12.20!4) 

Director Professionalisme-) 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9-10, 

2013) Sold Out 
Houston; TX (Ap[ 3-4; 

2014) 
Cilicsgo, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 
Dana Point; CA (Aug 

~4-15, 2014) 
Felt Lsuderdale, FL 

(Dec. 8.-9, 20!4) 

Special Events 

Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Active Engaged 

Shareholders -Are We 

Listening? 

Learn more and request an invitation.                                                   ~’eer Exchanges 



Share~ 

NACD in the News 

NACD’s Co~orado Chapter Engages Metzge~ Associates Pablic 

Re{ations 

The National Association of Corporate Directors’ (NACD’s) Colorado Chapter 
this week engaged Metzger Associates for public relations representation, 
conlirms PR Urgent (Nov. 12). "An eady pioneer in public and investor 
relations, Metzger Associates served some of Colorado’s historic sla~ups 
that he~ped define today’s mature markets of software, dsts sto[age and 
te]ecom," sam NACD-Chapter President B~H Heck. "Many of those VJs~ona~ 

founders have become active membeB of NACD, and are directors and 
officers ~eading Colo[ado’s largest corporations." Metzger Associates CEO 
John Metzger ~s equa~y excffed about the futu[e prospects. He states, 
"Colorado and ou[ NACD chapter have a gloat story to ~e~, and we’~ proud ~o 
be a part of tMs important organization that’s moving bus~ness ~eadership into 
the future." 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

Dan Loeb Revea{s Stake in FedlEx 

"Hedge Iund manager Dan Loeb revealed a s~ake in FedEx Tuesday morning," 
notes CNNMoney (Nov. 12, Yousu0, "adding that he likes the stock and the 

management of the company." Loeb, who is known for his activist approach 
and forcing change at companies, met with FedEx CEO Fred Smith in 
Memphis a week ago. Despite some disagreements over stra[egy, Loeb said 
he likes him and will "absok~tely not" try to oust him, "But he was mum on 
the size of his position in FedEx," adds CNN. 

ShareFTTTE] 

Law and Policy 

A~R, US Airways Settle U,S, Lawsuit Seeking to Block Merger 

"American Airlines and US AiPcvays G[oup inc. reached an agreement with ~he 
U.S. Justice Department over the government’s bid to block their merger," 
confi[ms Bus~ness Week (Nov. 12, McLaughlin, Forden, ScM~ngenstein), 
"clearing the way to a tie-up that would create the wodd’s biggest c~rrier." The 
aid~nes al~ requ~l~d to g~ve up 104 fligM s~ots at Washington Ronald Reagan 
Nafiona~ Akpo~t and another 34 at New York’s LaGuardia A~rpo~, a~ong w~th 
sme~er divestffures at five other terminus under the proposed settlement filed 
Tuesday by the agency’s an~it[ust dMsJon. The accord posJt~ons ~he careers 
to complete their comMnation next month, bdng~ng American paten1 AMR 
Corp. out of Chapter 11. "~e Attorney Genera~ Eric Ho~der sam the 
settlement wouM create ’a bigger foothold for low-cost carders,"’ Bush~ess 
Week reports, "the a~d~nes said thek goa~ o~ $1 b~on in savings and new 
revenue would remain intact." 

Share~ 

�~mP~sa~!~n ................................................................................................................................ 
~icrosoft Overhauls Employee Review and Compensation System 

"Microsoft is replacing its controversial employee review system of a fixed 
cuwe with a new system that lets managers hand out raises and bonuses as 
they see fit, within their budget limits," repolts NBC News (Nov. 12, Bishop). 
The company’s so-called "stack ranking" process had long had the effect of 
giving a lower standing and compensation to certain staffers even in instances 
where their managers migh~ have felt ~hey deserved more. Lisa Brummel, ~he 
co~’~pany’s head of human resources, concedes that the prior system was 
designed for an era when Microsoft was focused on employees as individual 
perlormers within a vertical cerpo[a~e structure. 

ShareFFFE] 

SEC Skeptical on Pay Ratio Disclosure 

"U.S. securities regulators are skeptical the new ’pay ratio’ disclosure rule will 
help investors assess how much el a gull exists between the compensation of 
companies’ chief executives and their workers," reports the Wall Street 
Journal (Nov. 12, Chasan). SEC chid economist Craig Lewis and others 
lament that an estimate of median worker pay would be difficult to calculate 
for any company tha~ has either substantial pa[tqime or seasonal wo[kers~ It 
would also be hard for any firm with a large international footprint, because of 
different payroll systems and unique pay regulations in each country. The 
SEC p[eposed the long-awaited rule, required by the Dodd-Frank Act el 2010, 
two months ago. The agency said companies couM "control the cost of the 
rule by adopting flexible methods to calculate an estimate of median worker 
pay, as long as their methods are consistent and described to investors," 
conck~des the Journal. 

Navigating Critical 

Boardroom Issues: 
New York, NY (Nov 
19; 2013) 
I_eading Minds of 
Governance: New 
York, NY(Dec 3, 
2o13) 

Web[hare 

[he Next VVave in 

Regulation and 

Compliance: What’s 

Ahead for 2013 (1 !/12) 
Going to the Mattresses 

With ISS ( ! 2/18) 

Disruptive 
Technologies: What 

Boards Need to Know 

(12/19) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 
beard leadership ~for 

directors, by directors We 
deliver ~he wisdom and insigi~t 

that board members need to 

confidently navigate complex 
business challenges and 

eni~ance shareowner value 

We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

~ssues Learn more. 

Follow NACD on: 



Share~7~ 

Political Capital 

Petition for Disclosure on Political Spending Gains Support 

The number of comment letters the SEC has received on a petition calling for 

a corporate disclosure rule en political spending has risen to more than 

643,590, reports the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 12, Chasan). "Companies have 
gotten more politically active in the wake of a 2010 U.S, Supreme Court ruling 
that removed restrictions on their political contributions," notes the 
newspapeL Thus far, [he ove~vhe~m~ng majority of commen[s support ~he ca~ 
~6r a disclosure rule. Many companies already disclose political spending 
voluntarily. S~nce the Supreme Court decision, ProxyMon~tor.org slales that 
"large co[porafions ale receiving double the number d proxy proposals each 
year urging ~hem ~o adop~ a policy." 

Share~ 

¢(~[P£[a~e G£ve[£an~e ......................................................................................................... 

PwC Stady Compares Governance Perspectives of Directors and 
Investors 

PwC US this week released the results of a new study that examines the 
views of cerpo[a~e directors and institutional investors ~garding current 
corporate governance issues, reports 4-Traders.com (Nov. 12). The research 
feund that directors and investoi~ both believe that compensation consultants 
are "very influential" over board decisions on executive compensation (41 
percent and 37 percent, respeOively). Meanwhile, 70 percent el directo[s 
indicated that some type of action was taken by their company in response to 
"say on pay" voting results, while 82 percent of investo~ believe the same. 
Mary Ann Cloyd, head of PwC’s Center for Board Governance, states, "We 
hope this information helps directors, investors, and management learns 
better understand where their views are similar and where they differ." 

Share[ZTT[~ 

Emulex Chairman to Leave Board in Deal With Shareholders 

Bloomber.q (Nov. 12, King) has learned that "Emulex Corp., facing pressure 
ffem activist shareholders over its board makeup and financial discipline, said 
it wi~ buy back about 30 percent of its stock snd Execrative Chairmsn Jsmes 
McC~uney w~ll s~ep down." McCluney w~ remain w~h the company ~hrough 

Feb~ 6, but w~ not seek re-election. At the same time, Emulex ~s now 
~nteRdewing candidates to fill three ~ndependent seats on ~ts board of 
direOe[s, which w~ll be reduced from 12 members ~e 1 I. Company officials 
have not named which cun~n~ direOe[s w~ll be ~eplaced. A $200 million share 
buyback is set to begin immediately. According to Bloomberg, "Emulex sa~d 
~t’s planning to cut $30 m~llion ~n annua~ expenses by fiscal 2015 by reducing 
ils number of products and eliminating ’lower relurn on investmen~ p~gramsi" 

Share~ 

Companies Pledge Millions to Philippines 

"Companies, banks, and the NBA are on a growing list of private-sector 
dono~ who have pledged millions of dollars to support relief efforts in the 
Philippines," confirms CNNMoney (Nov. 12, Thompson, O%oole). The U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce Foundation ~s currently tracking corporate donat~ons~ 
As of Tuesday, ~t had ts~ied Dye[ $10.1 m~llion ~n s~d from dozens d 
companies. HSBC has offered $1 m~ll~on ~n immediate assistance to v~ctims 
and sa~d ~ was encouraging staff to donate food, water, and medicines. 
MeanwM~e, the NBA and the NBA p~ayers’ un~on have g~ven $250,000 to 
UNICEF and $250,000 to Wodd Vision. CNN adds, "Roys~ Caribbean Cruises, 
which employs heady 13,000 F~lip~nos, is ma~ching donations from 
employees ~n an effort ~t said would raise $1 m~llion." Large cash donations 
have also come from such organizations as 1he IKEA Foundation ($2~6 
m~ll~on), Toyota ($230,000), and N~kon ($100,000). Other companies are 
offedng their services o[ technology ~or fi~e. They k~ck~de: FedEx, which ~s 
werk~ng w~th relief organizations 1o help transpo~ equipment and relief 
supp~es to the hardest hit areas; Air Asia and Zest Hotels, which are offering 
free fl~ghts and accommodations to relief workers; and Vodafone, which has 
sent technicians to the PMlipp~nes to help ~nstall podable mobile phone 
netwerks to provide emergency telecommunications. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Office Depot Appoints Food Retail Chief as New CEO 

The South Florida Business Journal (Nov. 12, Bevan) confirms that "Office 
Depot Inc. has named Roland Smith, a former supem~arket executive, as the 



chairman and CEO of its newsy merged company." Smith most recently 
sewed as CEO of Delhaize America, a division of Delhaize Group, which owns 
such U.S. supermarkets as Food Lion. Prior to ,:hat, he was president and 
CEO of The Wendy’s Co. Smith is joining the company less than one week 
after it merged with rival OfficeMax. According to the Business Journal, "the 
next big decision is to decide where the headquarte[s will be located." 

S ha re~TF]~l~ 

Economic Outlook 

CNN (Nov. 11, Petroff} cites a new study by research firm Gadner in 
forecasting that "Google Glass and ether ’smartglssses’ will help make 
employees more elficient, u~irna~e~y adding rnot~ than $I billion pe[ year to 
company prdits from 2017." Technic~ans~ eng~nee~h and ~nd~v~dua~s working 
in hea~thcare, maintenance, and manufacturing will find the wearable gadgets 
especially useful, mak#~g it eas~er and quicker ~o complete daily tasks. 
However, smartg~asses a[en’t qu~te ready for heavy-duty corpo[aie work. 
Kenny Sto~tz, a Bdtish entrepreneur working on developing an app fer Google 
Glass, remarks, "~t’s not pa~iculady rugged or secure. They’re designing it to 
be a consumer product, wMch is fashionable and chic." Companies wil~ a~so 
have 1o evercome ~ngedng werries about employee privacy and data secudty 
before emb[ac~ng the technology. 

Share~ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

MassenrJa~e, Vols beat Tar 
Heels’ worneWs basketball 

team 

North Carolina’s young women’s 
basketball team showed a few 
flashes of brilliance during its first 
big test of the season, but 
unfortunately the No... 

North 

Carolina’s 

Jessica 

Washington 

(24) is 

blocked by 

Tennessee’s 

Mercedes 

Russell, right, 

ACC sweeps No. t seeds in 

NCAA women’s soccer 

The national rankings have shown 

all season long that the Atlantic 

Coast Conference was 

considered the best women’s 

soccer league in the nation On.. 

UNC senior 

forward 

Kealia Ohai 

races to the 

ball against 

UNC coach La~y Fedora 

meets the press: News and 

notes 

Tar Heels Larry Fedora during his 

weekly press conference 

discusses the evolution of 

Marquise Williams, the teams’ 

turnaround after a 1-5 start... 

There has 

been reason 

to smile in 

recent weeks 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <cmoore@ml.com~ 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 7:15 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Last Chance to Register! Nov 14th Speakers’ Program on Succession Planning 

......................................................................................................................................................... The Board s Role in Succession Planmn ¯ : .......................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................... Oklahoma C~t OHlCe of KI MG ............................................................................................................................................................ 

......................................................................................................................................................... aD~rectorontheboardsofInmeTam~m ,a n~atecom an m~dWa ne ........................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................... tom an m~ortHuronMlchl an. Helsthel~oundm ~artnero~Merlturn ........................................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................................... th :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Web Seminars <conferences@sonrcemediamail.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Staking Yonr Claim at the POS - Final Hours to Register’. 

i ::~,~ Staking Your Claim at the Point<~f-Sale 

Fina~ Hours to Register 

Staking Your Claim at the Point-of-Sale 

Date.; November 13, 2013 I "Firn~: 12:00 p.m. ET ::~:~:~ Register Today 
Cost: $99 I Duva{ion: 60 Minutes 

Should card-issuing banks treat digita~ walMt players as competitors or 
potentia~ partners? 

It’s a question that’s come to the forefront as non-bank companies like PayPal have 

expanded and strengthened their payment offerings. PayPal recently acquired Braintree, a 

startup that built its reputation on disrupting traditional payment models. 

So, with things getting crowded at the point-of-sale what should traditional payment 

companies, banks in particular, do to ensure their place? 

Join American Banker and PaymentsSource for this online session that reveals how card- 

issuing banks and payment companies can ensure market penetration at the POS. A panel 

of industry insiders will discuss the implications for card issuing banks, as well as payment 

networks, processors, merchants and wallet providers. 

[] Should banks consider digital wallet players competitors or potential partners? 

[] Vgaat are banks and other institutions doing to ensure their presence at the point-of-sale 

is retained? 

[] What has the introduction of non-Financial Institutions done to change the relationship 

between processors, merchants and issuers. 

Learn more about this online session. 

Austin Kilgore Austin Kilgore 

Managing Editor 

F’aymentsSource 

Mici~eHe Evans i Ziivinas Bareisis 

Consumer Finance Anatyst i Senior Analyst 

Euromonitor i Celent 



Learn more about our expert panel. 

for those who would like to p~icJpate in the event. 

[.~:: American Banker [::~:: 
PaymentsS ..... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Liquidia Teclmologies spins out new company 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 13, 20t3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

L~quidia Techno~oq~ ~pins out company to focus on 
ophtha~moloqy 
L~quidis Technologies on Tuesday snnounce~ it has spun out a new company 

ca~ed Em/~sia Therapeutics, which will continue to develop therapies in 

~ P~r~ ~rgy !r~ ~htha~molog’¢ 

WakeMed Soccer Park ~e~ video boar~ 
G~ve~Smdn~ The WakeMed Soccer Park in Cary got a significant upgrade aRer ~ new video board 

Duke Energy chairman named most in~uential power exec 
Power Engineering M~g~zine has named Duke Energy Corp. (NYSE: DUK) 

Chairman Jim Regers the mest in~iuentiai persen in {he power-genemtien industry 

far {he las{ 25 years 

~,~ Ma k~,s ................................... 

Raleigh ranks No. 10 in digital cities survey 
Raleigh has rrlade anethar tep 10 iJst, ranking in the 10ti~ spei en the 2013 annual 

survey by e.Republic’s Center for Digital Gavernment and Digital Cemmunities 

ranking o~ cities wiih pepula~ians ef 250,000 or more 

Discuss 

~ad ~ornin~ Edition >> 

........................................................ Movie theater reP!~{ng DiRard’s at Chapg! HiR’s University 

~ Tr=angle s October home sales u~ 17 ~ over last year 
i ........................................................................................................................................... 

.......................................................... Red Hat CFO: OpenS~ck is ~ere Linux was 10 years ago 

Chapel H~II forum gathers Mput for state.de raft plan 

Few businesses have used Cary’s $10,000 facade grant 

prog ram 

........................................................... Vice President Joe Biden to visit Chapel Hffl on Friday 

~h~__~}_LD_~__b_~_u_~}_~g___~_~_E~__~_~J_~_~_~__~B__~_~_~_~2. 

Apple ma~ be developing curved iPhoBe screens, new 

Here’s what not to buy on IBMck Friday 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

caxolyn.bach@le~ snexis.com <carolyn.bach@mail.lexisnexis.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:44 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Free Case Law Game tbr law students - great exam preparation 

I’m writing to let you know that the complimentary Case Law game for law students, hosted by 
LexisNexis® Law Schools is back this year by popular demand. The game is designed to help students 
spot and analyze issues in preparation for class or exams. Students can compete against their fiiends 
as well. Feel free to check it out and please let students know about this fun, free and informative tool. 

i.~.i L.axisNe×is Shapard&aF:s;s Bonus 

Think Like A Lawyer 
The best thing to happen to exam prep since high#ghtets and the 24-hour coffee shop. 

Be fully prepared for exams with the new case law game dt’s freeO designed to help you spot and 

analyze issues---a crucial part of every law exam. 

Play Think Like A Lawyer[~ 

1Ls: prepare for exams by testing your knowledge of case law content based on areas of law you’re 
learning about right now. 

2Ls and 3Ls: prepare for exams - or even the bar- with 5 levels of questions that increase in difficulty. 

Prep now - in a free, fun, and easy way. 

Powered by the research technology of Lexis AdvanceTM, Think Like A Lawyer is the fun, 
informative, and free way to get ready for exams, 

Compete against your friends, or find out how you stack up against law schools across the country on 
the Think Like A Lawyer leaderboard 

Train Your Brain for Exams. Play Now [] 

The LexisNexis® Law School Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Briet! BOE O~ns Door to Eaxlier Rate Rise 

L~TEST STOR~E~S 

BOE Opens Door to Earlier Rate Rise                   ~ 

Sants Resig~ls Fron~ Barciays 

P~nel Unveils Sh~-up ~ Strategy to Cut Heart R~sk 

Shell, H’aq~ Near $~ B~ilion Deal to Build Petroehem~l Complex 

Macy’s Ea~ings Rose ~2% ms S~es in Comparable Stores Increased 

305% 

Tl~ousands Flee From Storm’s Destruction 

AMR-US Ainvays Me~Ner Is CReated to Fly 

GM to Move International Headquarters to Singapo~’e From Nl~an~ai 

~qfite House Tech ’Fe~ Missed Health-Site _Me~ 

~izona Go~nor Race Gets Moee Ceowded 

Advocates for hm~figeatio~ Bill ~e Ta~lg a N ew Tack 

Fr~cis Bacon ~:ork Sells for $~42,4 M~on 

N~S V~DEOS 

%qmt’s Missi~lg ~li China’s R~form Plmi 

The Economic Toll ofT3~hoon Haiyan 

W~I Clfina’s Economic Overhaul ~Vork? 

N~WS PODCAST$ 

The ~:all N~.ree~. Journa~ Thi~ Morning Nov, ~3, 2o~3 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Chaudhuri ~ay.chaudhuri@nctreasurer.com~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Janet Cowell <janet.cowell@nctreasurer.com> 

Thank You 

Lissa: 

Just a quick follow-up: we were able to successfully appoint Linda Combs to the Governance Commission as a result of the names you shared with us (please note 

that this is not public yet). Treasurer Cowell just had a thoughtful conversation with her~ 

Many thanks for the list of names. 

Sincerely, 

Jay J. Chaudhuri 

General Counsel & Senior Policy Advisor 

North Carolina Department of State Treasurer 

325 North Salisbury Street, Raleigh, North Carolina 27603-1385 

iay.chaudhuri@nctreasurer.com 

www.nctreasurer.com ................................................... 

Phone: (919) 508-5176 Fax: (919) 508-5167 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 9:32 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: ECB’s Praet: All Options on Table 

ECB’s Praet: All Opti~ms on Table 

The European Central Bank could adopt negative interest rates or purchase assets from 

banks if needed to lift inflation closer to its target, a top ECB official said, rebutting 

concerns that the central bank is running out of tools or is unwilling to use them. 

"If our mandate is at risk we are going to take all the measures that we think we should 

take to fulfill that mandate. That’s a very clear signal," ECB executive board member Peter 

Praet said in an interview with The Wall Street Journal. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

K&L Gates LLP <klgates@klgates.com> 

Wednesday, November 13,2013 11:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

K&L Gates Press Release: K&L Gates Charlotte ONce to Devote Day of Service to Center of Hope, Men’s Shelter of Charlotte and A 

Child’s Place 

NEWS ADVISORY 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

November 13, 2013 

Contact: Scan M. Jones 

+1.704.331.7406 

sean.i one ~s~klgate s.com 

K&L Gates Charlotte Office to Devote Day of Service to 

Center of Hope, Men’s Shelter of Charlotte and A Child’s Place 
Eff&rts are part of inaugural firmwide Global Day qfService around theme of hunger 

Charlotte, N C - Lawyers and s~afl’fiom the Charlotte oNce of global law tirol K&L Gates LLP will 

be participating in an inaugural firmmde Global Day of Service focused on helping those less fortunate 

within the firm’s local communities. More than 2,000 personnel fi~om each of the firm’s 48 oNces 

worldmde will rally together in the coming weeks around a common theme of hunger. 

In Charlotte, more than seventy-five employees will be working with the Salvation Army Center of 

Hope Shelter, the Men’s Shelter of Charlotte and A Child’s Place on November 13th to prepare 1,000 

peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and 750 healthy snacks, to serve lunch, and to provide non- 

perishable food items from a three day tbod drive. 

Scan Jones~ Administrative Partaer of K&L Gates’ Charlotte once, s~tated: "Pa:rticipatlng in communiF 
service activities like the finn’s Global Day of Service is at the core of the finn’s values. We’re used to 

worldng hard for our clients; it is just as rewarding to work hmd for our comlnunity." 

In addition to the Global Day of Service and lavwers’ various pro bono legal representations, K&L 
Gates personnel also serve on governing bodies of educational institutions, youth sports and arts 
organizations, and health cam and research institutions, as well as social service and community 
ovg~mizations. Additionall> lav~Ters and staffprovide community service through ~m array of teaching, 
mentoring, and other non-legal programs. 

Recent examples of the firm’s pro bono work for clients in Charlotte include: 

Devdoping Charlotte as mi "Ener~ Hub" - Lav~yels in the firm’s eneigy practice have 

been ins~trulnental in the Charlotte region’s initiative to develop and be recognized as a 

communi~ for eneigy industiy companies. K&L Gates has represented FA Carolinas, Inc. (E4), 

an entity that will drive that development and recognition, from the outset on a pro bono basis. 

The firm strnctured, folrned, and organized the new enti~~ and worked ruth a high-profile gronp 

of local energy indnstu executives on a wide array ofissnes. 

Partnership with Habitat for Hmnanity - For morn than ten years, the Charlotte once of 

K&L Gates haa partnered with Habitat for Humanity of Chmtotte. The office has been 

recognized in years past with a Large Law Finn Am~ual Pro Bono Awaacd {~om the Mecklenburg 

County Bar Association in recognition of the partnership. Lawyers t~r the Charlotte once handle 

between 15 mad 30 home closings each year lbr Habitat Charlotte. 

Conservation Projects tbr the Catawba Lmids Conse~wancy - The Charlotte office’s real 

estate and environmental teams continued their dedicated work on conservation projects for the 

Catawba Lands Conservancy, a nonprofit land trust. The pro bono work for the Conservancy is 

a team effort, relying on contribntions fiom more than a dozen lawyem and paralegdls and 
numerous s~aff members, who collaborate with the conservancy’s stalt’to develop and implement 

innovative ,solutions that maximize protected acreages and the conservation values of lands in and 

near the Catawba River basin. 

To lean~ morn about the firm’s commitment m pro bono and public service, please visit the pro bono 
section ofK&L Gateg website or view the finn’s annual pro bono reports. 

K& L Gates practices out (f 48 fully integraled (gflces located in the United Stale.s; Asia, 
Australia, Emwpe, the Middle East and South America and represents leading global 

corporations, growth and mi&tle-market companies, capital markets participants and 

entrepreneurs in every mq/or inchtstry group as’ well as public sector entities, educational 



institutions, philanthropic orgat~izations and individuals. For more i~*.f!grmatio~ about K& L 

Gates or its locations, practices and registrations, visit www.klgates, cont. 
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The Centaur Jurisprudence Project Conference: The Legalization of Culture and the Enculturation of Law 

Friday, 21 February 2014, Faculty of Law, MoGill University Montreal, Canada 

This one-day conference will explore the potential of legal pluralism to account for the varied and dynamic roles of culture within legal discourse Can legal pluralism create a richer 

model of legal knowledge, one that reflects plural cultural narratives, while still offering a normative foundation for formal legal processes? Or does it entail abandoning a distinctively 

legal discourse in favour of an assemblage of anthropological and legal knowledge or "centaur discipline"? In short, can legal pluralism bring culture within the domain of law? 

PANELISTS: Featuring four panels of distinguished speakers, the conference will explore these questions from a multidisciplinary perspective in the context of the 

recognition/accommodation of minority cultural practices, aboriginal law, alternative dispute resolution, and international law. Confirmed panelists are: 



Panel 1, chaired by Prof. Alison Dundes Renteln (LawiAnthropology, USC): 

- Prof. David Howes (Anthropology, Concordia) 

- Prof. Pascale Fournier (Law, Ottawa) & Preet Kaur Virdi (SOAS, London) 

- Prof Anthony Connolly (Law, ANU) 

- Prof. Lucia Belucci (Law, Milan) 

Panel 2, chaired by Prof Ron Niezen (Law/Anthropology, McGill): 

- Prof Kirsten Anker (Law, McGill) 

- Prof. Justin Richland (Anthropology, Chicago) 

- Prof. Jennifer Hendry (Law, Leeds) 

- Mr Thomas Burelli (Law, U Ottawa) 

Panel 3, chaired by Prof Frederic Bachand (Law, McGill): 

- Prof. Eric Reiter (History, Concordia) 

- Prof. Morgan Brigg (Pol Sci, Queensland) 

- Prof. Bruce Arrigo (Criminology, UNC Charlotte) 

- Prof. Kristin Doughty (Anthropology, U Rochester) 

Panel 4, chaired by Prof. Annie Bunting (Law & Society, York): 

- Prof Rene Provost (Law, McGill) 

- Prof. Kamari Maxine Clarke (Anthropology, Yale) 

- Prof. David Chandler (IR, Westminster) 

- Ms. Genevieve Painter (Law& Social Policy, UC Berkeley) 

FURTHER INFORMATION: More information on panelists and papers are available at: http://w’,ew.mclqill ca/culture-law 

REGISTRATION: You may register at http://vvvwv.mc~qill.calculture-law/reciistration 

Registration is open until January 21 

Call For Papers 

Research Symposium on Student Loans 

April 10th and 1 lth, Boston, Massachusetts 

Suffolk Law School and the National Consumer Law Center are convening a Research Symposium on Student Loans in Boston on April 10th and 11th. The goal of the Symposium, 

which is invitation-only, is to bring together the nation’s top experts, including academics, attorneys, industry representatives, consumer advocates, and government officials, to discuss 

research and policy related to student loans. We invite paper proposals that are empirical, qualitative, theoretical or policy-oriented 

TOPICS: Topics of particular interest are: 

- The Impact of high levels of student debt 

Impact of debt on individuals 

Impact of student loan debt on the economy, eg housing markets and consumer spending 

- Government loans 

Evaluation of the public policy issues surrounding student loans, e.g the debate whether the government should profit from student loans 

The role of private sector entities, eg. collection agencies, in government-sponsored student lending 

- Private student loans 

Consumer protection issues that can arise prior to and at origination, including extant legal claims and available relief, and an assessment of the need for further protections 

Forward-looking predictions of the contours of a newly-structured private student loan market 

Analysis of the secondary market for student loans, including the structure of securitizations, the incentives motivating various entities, the role of rating agencies, deal structures, risk, 

and performance metrics 

- Default and Collection 

Evaluating collection practices, policies, and costs for government loans 

Consumer protection issues that arise in servicing and collection 

- Alleviating Debt 

Assessing debt forgiveness programs-- public interest debt forgiveness and income- based repayment, including the incentives the programs create and the long-term efficiency of 

the programs 

Understanding the role of bankruptcy and student loan debt 

Innovations 

Extant and proposed innovations in debt servicing and alleviating debt 

The history and potential for loan modifications, ideally with reference to the experience with home mortgage loan modifications 

The future: student loans as the default option for higher education 

Financing higher education in the future 

The relationship between student debt and access to higher education 

Policy responses to alleviating the cost of higher education 

- The state of the knowledge about student lending 

An assessment of data on student lending, including the sources of data, the accessibility of the data, the information that is gathered 

Description of the kinds of answers existing data can give us and critical gaps in the data 

Identification of areas in which further research is needed 

Presenters will have their reasonable travel expenses covered. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Paper proposals are due by December 1, 2013. Papers do not have to be completed by the proposal submission date. Abstracts are sufficient 

although we welcome drafts or completed papers. Authors will be notified whether their paper proposals are selected by January 15, 2014. Please send proposals electronically to 

Kathleen Engel (kenclel~suffolk.edu). We recognize that presenters may not be able to have their papers in final form by the conference date; however, we need drafts that can be 

distributed to participants by April 1. 



Some authors will be invited to publish their papers in a symposium volume of the Suffolk Law Review. 

Call For Papers 

Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth Seventh Annual Conference on Innovation Economics 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 - Friday, June 20, 2014, Northwestern University School of Law in Chicago, IL 

Matthew L. Spitzer, Director 

Daniel F. Spulber, Research Director 

The Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth is issuing a call for original research papers to be presented at the Seventh Annual Conference on Innovation Economics 

The conference will be held at the Northwestern University School of Law in Chicago, IL. The conference will run from approximately 9:00 AM. on Thursday, June 19, 2014 to 3:00 P.M. on 

Friday, June 20, 2014. 

OVERVIEW: The conference is organized by Daniel F. Spulber The papers for this conference will be selected by a scientific committee. 

The goal of this conference is to provide a forum where economists and legal scholars can gather together with Northwestern’s own distinguished faculty to present and discuss high- 

quality research relevant to intellectual property (IP) protection, innovation, and entrepreneurship 

For information on previous conferences see: http:~wvw.~aw.n~rthwestern.edu/facu~ty/pr~qrams/sear~ecenter~events/entrepreneur 

This conference will be an important component of the Searle Center’s expanded entrepreneurship and innovation focus Conference participants will explore the connections between 

IP, innovation, and entrepreneurship through empirical and theoretical economic and legal analysis This interdisciplinary conference will be composed of presentations by leading 

researchers in economics and law, and participating authors will have their papers formally discussed by leading thinkers in the field. In addition, the conference will draw audiences of 

academics in economics, law, and business, as well as legal and business practitioners, government officials, and public policy makers. 

TOPICS: This year’s conference will place particular emphasis on technology standards and standards organizations. Topics include: 

- Technology Standards and incentives to innovate 

- Standards Organizations (SSOs and SDOs) 

- Technology Standards and economic efficiency 

- Patents 

-IP law and regulation 

- Innovation 

- Invention and R&D 

- The role of IP in vertical specialization and market entry 

-IP and markets for technology 

- Innovation and entrepreneurship 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Papers for the conference should be submitted to the following email address: editiems(~kello~q~.northwestern.edu 

ATTENDANCE: Potential attendees should indicate their interest in receiving an invitation at d-~qundersen(~,law.northwestern.edu 

At least one author of each accepted paper is expected to attend the conference. Authors of each accepted paper will receive a speaker fee of $1,500 per paper, regardless of the 

number of authors Authors are encouraged to use the speaker fee to cover reasonable transportation expenses since the conference will not othepwise support flights and incidental 

expenses The Searle Center will, however, make hotel reservations and pay for rooms for at least one author from each paper to attend the conference, to include the nights of 

Wednesday, June 18 and Thursday, June 19. Authors are expected to attend and participate in the full duration of the conference. 

REVIEW PROCEDURE AND TIMELINE: 

Conference Papers Submission Deadline: Papers for the conference should be submitted to the following email address: editiems~,’~,kello!qcl.northwestern edu by February 7, 2014 

Notification Deadline: Authors will be notified of decisions by March 14, 2014. 

Potential attendees should send a message indicating their interest to d-lqundersen(~,law.northwestern.edu by June 9, 2014. 

JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS & MANAGEMENT STRATEGY: The conference is organized in cooperation with the Journal of Economics & Management Strategy (JEMS), which is edited by 

Daniel F. Spulber. JEMS encourages submissions on the economics of innovation. Submissions are independent of the conference. Authors presenting papers at the conference need 

not submit to JEMS and are welcome to publish their work in other venues. To submit to the Journal of Economics & Management Strategy, submit the paper on ScholarOne at: 

http://mc.man uscriptcentral.com/ie ms 

Papers prepared for the conference will be permanently hosted on the Searle Center website - http:!I,~vv,~t¢.law.northwestern.edulsearlecenter 

ABOUT THE SEARLE CENTER: The Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth at Northwestern University School of Law was established in 2006 to research how 

government regulation and interpretation of laws and regulations by the courts affect business and economic growth. Information on the Searle Center’s activities may be found at: 

http:!lwv,~t¢.law.northwestern.edulsearlecenter 

Call For Papers 

Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth Fifth Annual Conference on Internet Search and innovation 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 - Friday, June 6, 2014, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL 

The Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth is issuing a call for original research papers to be presented at the Fifth Annual Conference on Internet Search and 

Innovation. The conference will be held at the Northwestern University School of Law in Chicago, IL. The conference will run from approximately 9:00 A.M on Thursday, June 5, 2014 to 

3:00 P.M. on Friday, June 6, 2014 There will be a dinner reception and keynote address on Thursday night 

OVERVIEW: The conference is organized by Professor Daniel F. Spulber, Research Director, Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth and Elinor Hobbs Distinguished 

Professor of International Business, Professor of Management Strategy, Kellogg School of Management, and Professor of Law, Northwestern University School of Law (Courtesy). 

The goal of this conference is to provide a forum where economists and legal scholars can gather together with Northwestern’s own distinguished faculty to present and discuss high- 

quality research relevant to Internet search and innovation. The conference will cover academic work on Internet search and innovation, and the discussion will examine related public 

policy issues in antitrust, regulation, and intellectual property. 

TOPICS: Topics include: 



- Internet search and antitrust 

- Privacy issues in Internet search and marketing 

- Competition and barriers to entry in two-sided markets 

- Business method inventions and patents for Internet inventions 

- The Internet, innovation, and intellectual property 

- Market design, platforms, and e-commerce 

- R&D and innovation in high-tech 

- Open standards and entrepreneurship 

- Data portability 

- Cloud computing 

- Joint work in economics and computer science on search algorithms and other topics related to Internet search 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Papers for the conference should be submitted to the following email address: editiems@kellog.cj.northwestern.edu 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance for this conference is by invitation only. Potential attendees should indicate their interest in receiving an invitation by sending a message to Derek Gundersen 

at d-.cju ndersen @law. northwestern.edu 

HONORARIUM: Authors will receive an honorarium of $1,500 per paper. The honorarium is intended to cover reasonable transportation expenses. Government employees and non-US 

residents may be reimbursed for travel expenses up to the honorarium amount. Authors are expected to attend and participate in the full duration of the conference. If more than one 

author attends the conference, the honorarium or travel reimbursement will be divided equally between the attending authors. 

The Searle Center will make hotel reservations and pay for rooms for authors and discussants for the nights of Wednesday, June 4, 2014 and Thursday, June 5, 2014. 

REVIEW PROCEDURE AND TIMELINE: 

Conference Papers Submission Deadline: Papers for the conference should be submitted to the following email address: editiems@kello.q.q.northwestern.edu by February 3, 2014. 

Notification Deadline: Authors will be notified of decisions by March 3, 2014. 

Potential attendees should send a message indicating their interest to Derek Gundersen at d-qundersen~,law.northwestern.edu by June 2, 2014. 

JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS & MANAGEMENT STRATEGY: The conference is organized in cooperation with the Journal of Economics & Management Strategy (JEMS), which is edited by 

Daniel F. Spulber. JEMS encourages submissions on Internet search and innovation. Submissions are independent of the conference. Authors presenting papers at the conference 

need not submit to JEMS and are welcome to publish their work in other venues (with appropriate acknowledgement of the Searle Center). To submit to the Journal of Economics & 

Management Strategy, access ScholarOne at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jems 

Papers prepared for the conference will be permanently hosted on the Searle Center website: http://www’.law.northwestern.edu/searlecenter 

ABOUT THE SEARLE CENTER: The Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth at Northwestern University School of Law was established in 2006 to research how 

government regulation and interpretation of laws and regulations by the courts affect business and economic gro~^Ah. Information on the Searle Center’s activities may be found at: 

http://wvwv law northwestern.edu/searlecenter 

Legal Retainer: 20t4-15 Humane Studies Fellowships Up To $15K 

The Humane Studies Fellowship (http://wv,~v theihs.or~q/humane-studies-fellowship-le~al-sch-ssrn) from the Institute for Humane Studies provides annual scholarships of up to 

$15,000 toward your academic pursuits in legal studies. It is open to current or prospective full-time graduate students (including law students) from accredited universities anywhere in 

the world whose research interests are related to ideas of a free society 

OVERVIEW: The Fellowships, however, are more than just another monetary award. Unlike other scholarships, an HSF also provides individual advising and an extensive support 

network to help ensure academic success both before and after you receive your degree. 

Plus you’ll also be joining an impressive network of scholars (legal and otherwise), including David Schmidtz at the University of Arizona, Tyler Cowen at George Mason University, 

Jayme Lemke at Brown University, and Randall Kroszner at the University of Chicago. And Fellows will be able to attend invitation-only colloquia and weekend conferences co- 

sponsored with Liberty Fund. 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information and to apply online please explore the HSF website at: http://vwwv theihs.orq/humane-studies-fellowship-le~qal-sch- 

ssrn 

We rest our case. 

Mahindra Humanities Center 

Postdoctoral Fellowships 

The Mahindra Humanities Center invites applications for one-year postdoctoral fellowships in connection with the Center’s new Andrew W Mellon Foundation seminar on the topic of 

violence/non-violence. The call to arms and the politics of non-violent resistance are often represented as polarities. There are, however, many gray areas that define the dialectical 

relationship between violence and non-violence. The university-wide seminar, in which the postdoctoral fellows will play a central role, will explore a different dimension of the 

interrelationship between violence/non-violence - as disciplinary formation, historical event, ideological or ethical discourse - in each of the next three years. In 2014-15, the seminar will 

focus on war. 

OVERVIEW: The aims of the seminar are twofold: 

- To study violence/non-violence in a comparative global context to advance our knowledge of their complex relationship - its distinctions and dependencies. We will explore a range of 

genres of conflict with a view to understanding the role played by violent and non-violent engagements in different historical, cultural, and political contexts. 

- To provide an occasion for a pedagogical inquiry into the construction of knowledges of violence/non-violence relative to the scholarly disciplines - to consider the double movement by 

which disciplines are both compelled to conserve their authority and impelled by historical and institutional change to open up to emergent, interdisciplinary forms of knowledge. 

We welcome applications from scholars in all fields whose work innovatively engages with war in relation to some of the following issues: legitimacy; consent; boundaries and borders; 

the "antagonistic" everyday; rhetoric and imagery; security, territoriality, and sovereignty; duration and temporality; space and scalel narratives of resistance and witnessing; death, 

memory, and memorialization; just wars and asymmetrical warfare; humanitarian interventions; institutions and legal instruments of international civil society; and the technologies of 

warfare. 

In addition to pursuing their own research projects, fellows will be core participants in the bi-weekly seminar meetings. Other participants will include faculty and graduate students from 

Harvard and other universities in the region, and occasional visiting speakers 



Fellows will be joined at the Center by postdoctoral fellows from Germany, who will be coming as part of a collaboration between the Mahindra Humanities Center and the Volkswagen 

Foundation. Fellows are expected to be in residence at Harvard for the term of the fellowship. 

FUNDING: Fellows will receive stipends of $60,000, individual medical insurance, moving assistance of $1,500, and additional research support of $2,500. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants for 2014-15 fellowships must have received the Ph. D. after May 2011. Applicants without the PhD. must demonstrate that they will receive the Ph. D. in or 

before August 2014 Applications must be completed by December 1, 2013. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information, please refer to our website: http://mahindrahumanities fas.harvard edu/content/postdoctoral-fellowships 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The application can be found here: https:l!academicpositions.harvard.edu!postings15032 

Call for Fellowship Applications 

Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics at Harvard 

The Lab @ Edmond J Safra Center for Ethics is once again seeking to admit talented scholars and practitioners, at any stage of their career, who will uncover and explain Institutional 

Corruption and build tools to counteract it For more on this, please see our About Us page at http://ethics harvard.eduilab/about-u s 

FELLOWSHIP DESCRIPTION: We have four types of fellowships open for the 2014-15 academic year 

1. Lab Fellowships: Funded residential and non-residential fellowships and projects for scholars and collaborators engaged in research and practice that directly address institutional 

corruption. 

2 Applied Data Fellowships: Funded residential fellowships offered to quantitative problem-solvers who will translate the Lab’s research into applied tools, and help to deliver the Lab’s 

real-world impact on institutional corruption 

3. Investigative Journalists: Funded residential Lab fellowships for investigative journalists to write monographs about institutional corruption within selected institutions or fields. 

4. Network Fellowships: Non-funded scholars working independently on projects related to institutional corruption 

2014-15 will be the final year of the Lab’s project on institutional corruption, and we will have a particular interest in projects that translate scholarship into concrete proposals and tools 

for reform. 

APPLICATIONSIFURTHER INFORMATION: More information about these opportunities can be found on our website: http://v,~wv.ethics harvard.edu/lab/opportunities 

The deadline for the receipt of applications is January 1, 2014. Please email us with any questions at: applications(~,ethics harvard.edu 

University of Pennsylvania Law School 

Fellowship, Center for Technology, Innovation & Competition (CTIC) 

The Center for Technology, Innovation & Competition (CTIC) at Penn Law is accepting fellowship applications for 2014-2015. 

ABOUT CTIC: CTIC is a Penn Law research center that brings together faculty from across the University of Pennsylvania. Now in its seventh year, CTIC has established itself as a hub 

of interdisciplinary discourse on issues pertaining to intellectual property, Internet law, privacy, and related fields. 

DESCRIPTION: Designed for scholars interested in pursuing academic careers in areas related to CTIC’s work, CTIC fellows enjoy faculty access to Penn Law services and full 

participation in all CTIC events. Fellows receive a full year of funding and will be eligible for renewal for an additional year. Fellows are expected to produce at least one original 

academic work and to teach one class during each year of funding. Additionally, part of each fellow’s responsibilities include support for CTIC’s programs, including the development of 

CTIC reports and proposals. 

QUALIFICATIONS: CTIC fellows must have earned a law degree or be pursuing a Ph.D. or equivalent in a related field and should not yet have held a full-time tenure track legal 

academic appointment. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Email the following materials to ctic(~,law.upenn.edu by Monday, January 13, 2014: 

1. detailed research proposal 

2 writing sample(s) 

3. CV 

4 law school and/or graduate school transcript(s) 

5. two references, minimum (at least one must be an academic reference) 

Applications may be considered on a rolling basis, and this position may be filled prior to the application deadline. Interested applicants are encouraged to express interest and submit 

complete applications early 

FURTHER INFORMATION: To learn more about the fellowship, visit: https://w~vw.law.upenn.eduifacult,71fellowships.php. To learn more about CTIC, visit: 

https:liw~,A^Jlawupennedulinstituteslctic. Please contact ctic~,law upenn.edu with questions. 

Wayne State University 

Dean of the Law School 

Wayne State University, in Detroit, Michigan, invites applications and nominations for the position of Dean of the Law School. We seek a dean who will build on our many assets. We are 

particularly proud of our eight live-client clinics, the Damon J. Keith Center for Civil Rights, our Program on Entrepreneurship and Business Law, our Program on International Legal 

Studies, our talented student body, and our passionate and highly productive faculty. We have a strong tradition of leadership in the Michigan legal community; more of Michigan’s 

judges and top lawyers are graduates of Wayne Law than of any other school. 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL: Currently, we have 503 students and forty-four full-time faculty. We are embedded in a vibrant urban university holding the Carnegie Foundation’s top ranking of 



Research University (very high research activity) National Science Foundation ranking data places Wayne State University 52nd among public universities and 80th among all 

universities in the United States. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: We are looking for an administrative and academic leader who demonstrates (among other things) a record of excellence in scholarship and teaching, a 

thoughtful vision of legal education in today’s changing marketplace, commitment to a law school’s academic mission, proven ability in academic leadership and administration, and the 

capacity for successful fundraising and development. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: For more information, please consult our Law Dean announcement at http://wvwv.law.wayne.edu. Although applications and nominations will be accepted 

until a new Dean is selected, interested persons are invited to submit their materials by January 30, 2014 to the address below to receive optimal consideration. 

Wayne Law Dean Search 

R. William Funk & Associates 

100 Highland Park Village, Suite 200 

Dallas, Texas 75205 

Email: krisha.creal@rwilliamfu n k.com 

Fax: 214/295-3312 

Wayne State University is an equal opportunity employer. The search committee encourages application or nomination of candidates from diverse backgrounds. 

University of New Brunswick, Faculty of Law 

Assistant Professor 

The Faculty of Law invites applications for a tenure track appointment at the Assistant Professor level. Starting date is July 1, 2014 or such other date as is negotiated with the successful 

candidate. The position is subject to budgetary approval. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The Faculty welcomes applications from outstanding scholars of diverse perspectives with expertise in any field of private law, although our current priorities are 

in corporate/commercial law, property law and contract law. The successful candidate will demonstrate a willingness to teach in private law areas which complement their particular 

field of expertise Candidates will have a strong academic record and will have, or will be completing, a graduate degree in law or a related discipline. They will have a record of, or 

potential for, excellence in teaching and research. 

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY: Founded in 1892, UNB’s Faculty of Law is a collegial community with a deep commitment to its 250 students We pride ourselves on having one of the most 

structured JD programs in Canada. All faculty members contribute to, and are committed to sustaining, the core curriculum, which includes compulsory courses in all three years 

The Faculty’s offices, teaching facilities, and the Gerard V. La Forest Law Library are located together in an attractive setting on UNB’s Fredericton campus, above the St John River. The 

Hon G V. La Forest is distinguished scholar-in-residence. Faculty and students support a variety of causes and events enhancing the civic life of the school and community, including 

substantial philanthropy. The Faculty is home to the UNB Law Journal/Revue de droit de I’U N-B, a student-produced annual The Faculty is situated in the capital city of New Brunswick 

and offers many opportunities for collaborative work both inside and outside the University. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Review of applications will begin December 1, 2013 and will continue until the position is filled. Interested applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, 

transcripts of university study, a brief statement of research and teaching interests, and the names, postal and e-mail addresses, and telephone numbers of three referees to: 

Interim Dean John Williamson 

Attn: P Hackett 

Faculty of Law, University of New Brunswick 

PO Box 4400, Fredericton, NB E3B 5A3 

Tel: (506) 453-4627 

Fax: (506) 453-4604 

Email: Pamela Hackett~,u n b.ca 

All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply. However, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. Applicants should indicate current citizenship status. 

The University of New Brunswick is Committed to the Principle of Employment Equity. 
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If you wish to post a professional announcement or job listing, please contact Announcements(~,SSRN corn for more information. 

HOW TO UNSUBSCRIBE 

You can unsubscribe from these Jobs & Announcements emails by clicking here. 

You can change any of your other e Journal subscriptions in the following ways: 

I. Log into SSRN User Headquarters at http:/ihq.ssrn com. Click "Subscriptions" on the left side of your screen, click on the appropriate network name, and then uncheck 

"Professional Announcements and Job Postings" at the bottom of the page 

2. Email Support(~q,,SSRNcom 

3 Call 877-SSRNHelp (877777.6435) in the United States, or +1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States. We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30 AM and 

6:00 PM, United States Eastern Standard/Daylight Time (EST/EDT). 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE TO SSRN JOURNALS 

Site subscription membership 

Many university departments and other institutions have purchased site licenses covering all of the journals in a particular network If you want to subscribe to any of the SSRN 

journals, you may be able to do so without charge by first checking to see if your institution currently has a site license. 

To do this please click on any of the following URLs. Instructions for joining the site are included on these pages 

o Accountinq Research Network 

o Co¢lnitive Science Network 

o Corporate Governance Network 

o Economics Research Network 

o Entrepreneurship Research & Policy Network 



o Financial Economics Network 

o Health Economics Network 

o Information Systems & eBusiness Network 

o Leclal Scholarship Network 

o Manaqement Research Network 

o Political Science Network 

o Social Insurance Research Network 

o Classics Research Network 

o En~11ish & American Literature Research Network 

o Philosophy Research Network 

If your institution or department is not listed as a site, we would be happy to work with you to set one up. Please contact site@ssrn.com for more information. 

Individual membership (for those not covered by a site subscription), complete our web subscription form at our secure site: http:ll~tww.ssrn.com!subscribe 

FiNANCiAL HARDSHIP 

If you are undergoing financial hardship and believe you cannot pay for a journal, please send a detailed explanation to Subscribe@SSRN.com 

Copyright 2013 

SSEP, Inc., all rights reserved 

Search the SSRN eLibrary I Browse SSRN I Top Papers 



Graduation Success Rate Repo  

2003- 2006 Cohorts: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s Sports ~omen’s Sports 

Sport GSR Fed Rate Sport GSR Fed Rate 

Baseball 94 40 Basketball 79 79 

Basketbal! 90 60 Bowling - 

CC/Track 85 71 CCiTrack 95 75 

Fencing 100 Crew/Rowing ! 00 81 

Footbal! 65 52 Fencing t00 ~. - 

Golf 78 78 Field Hockey 100 92 
Gymnastics - - Golf 100 100 
Ice Hockey - - Gymnastics ! 00 9 ! 

Lacrosse 89 81 W. Ice Hockey - 

Mixed Rifle - - Lacrosse 96 96 

Skiing Skiing 

Soccer 74 59 Soccer 

Swimming 92 92 Softball 89 84 

Tennis 100 88 Swimming t 00 96 
Volleyball Tennis 100 89 

Water Polo Volleyball 100 83 
.Wrestling 81 79 Water Polo 

Men’s Non-NCAA Sponsor. Sports Women’s Non-NCAA Sponsor. Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

delive~y@mlimailer.com on behalf of 

Le~sNe~s Marketing Research <lexisne~smarketingresem~ch@le~snexis.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:47 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LexisNexis ~ Teclmology Survey 

LexisNexis[] is seeking feedback on the use of technology products among law school faculty. 

To ensure that the survey responses reflect the market demographics we are seeking, you will be asked 1-2 qualification questions to see if you qualify for the survey. 
Those receiving the email invite to this survey may, at their discretion, answer the qualification question and will be notified within the survey if they qualify. Those that do not 
qualify based on the qualification questions will not receive any type of survey incentive. 

if you qualify for the survey and then complete the full survey, in appreciation for your feedback, you can elect to: 

[] Receive a $10 Amazon.corn Gift Card* or 
[] LexisNexis will make a $10 donation to a non-profit organization which supports those programs identified in the LexisNexis Corporate Responsibility 

Program (e.g., Rule of Law, anti-human trafficking, etc.) 
If you elect to receive the gift card, you will receive it via e-mail approximately 6 weeks after the survey closes.. 
Be assured that your individual responses are confidential. You will not be asked to buy anything. 

On average, the survey should take no longer than 10 minutes to complete. However, some respondents may need more time to complete the survey, depending on their 
qualifications and how thoroughly they choose to respond to open-ended questions. The survey will be available until end of day Friday, November 22, 2013, or until we meet 
quotas. 
If you have any questions regarding the survey, please feel free to contact LexisNexisMarketinqResearch@,,lexisnexis.com 

Thank you for your time and participation. 
Please click on the link below to begin. 

htt p://deploy.ztelligence.com/start/index.jsp?PIN=E222GWDHHS3NT 

LexisNexis [] is a registered trademark of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used under license. 

LexisNexis Privacy and Security Statemen~ I Copyright [] LexisNexis Privacy and Security Statement 2011 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

This message is an email invitation to take a survey from LexisNexis, 9443 Springboro Pike, Miamisburg, OH 45342. If you do not wish to receive survey invitations via email 
from LexisNexis, use this link to unsubscribe= Clicking on []Yes, Cancel my Membership[] will cancel survey invitations only. 

htt p://pa nelma nager.ma rkettools.com/mailin.q/su bscription/opt-out/12859/E222GWDHHS3NT 
*Amazon.corn is not a sponsor of this promotion. Except as required by law, Amazon corn Gift Cards ("GCs") cannot be transferred for value or redeemed for cash. GCs may be used only for purchases of 
eligible goods at Amazon.corn or certain of its affiliate websites. For complete terms and conditions, see http://wvwv.amazon.com/qc-leqal. GCs are issued by ACI Gift Cards, Inc., a Washington corporation [] 
[] []Amazon.com Inc. or its affiliates, 2013. No expiration date or service fees. 

This offer is void where prohibited by law or your employer’s policy, and is not available to any elected or appointed officials or employees or any governmental agency. Other restrictions may apply. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christopher Clark <~CClark@NACDonline.org> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 12:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Don’t Miss NACD’s Leading Minds of Governance on Dec. 3 in NYC 

uniquely director-driven, and complimentary, peer-exchange event this December in New 
YorkCity. Thishighlyinteractiveforumwillexpandyourthinkingasadirectorandprovide 

As a reminder, this forum will take place on the morning of NACD’s annual Directorship 100 
Gala. lencourageyoutomakethemostofyourtimeinNewYorkCityanajoinusforboth 

hope to see you this December in New York City, and please do not hesitate to reach out 

This message was sent to: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

Membershii~ [ ~oard De’,,elogme!;t [ Education [ Reseurces I Cen!;ections Nat ona Assoc at on of Corporate D rectors 

2001 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 500 

Washington DC 20006 

phone: 202-775-0509 I fax: 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Conferences, 
hang ...... d wen ...... pl .... £~i.i[~.~3.~[#. 

To unsubscribe from all NACD e mail comm unications, please £~i![~]~.~[#. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu~ 

Federal Reserve offers 28-day term detx~sits with full allotment at 26 basis points through ik~ Term Del~osit Facili~ 

Federal Reserve offers 28-day term deposits with full allotment at 26 basis points through its Term Deposit Facilit~ 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Prei~rences Pa~e. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you hm~e questions or problems or need assistance, please contact suppol~govdelivel~.co~m. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at h2_t_t~://~wvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow ns on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale <Communicafions@mlmerhaleuIxtate.com> 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 1:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Atmouncing the Amval of Matthew Mastens -- ATTORNEY ADVERTISING 

This message contains graphics If you do not see the graphics, click here to ,Aew 

Ii’~ i ’A’ilmerHa’e       I 

Matthew Martens 
F~arl:ner 

Washington DC 

Marl:hew Marter!s I-!aa joined Wilr!’]erHaie as a partner in the firm:s Securities 

and Litigation/Controversy Departments in Washington DC Martens most 

recently se!ved as Chief Litigation Counsel for the Divisiorl of Erfforcement at 

the Securities and Exchange Commission 

Since 2010, Martens led the Enforcement DMs}on’a lil:}gation program, 

rear,aging cases nationwide and supervising a l:dal unit of 40 attorneys in 

Washingtor~ DC as well as coordina[ing ~}tiga[ors [hroughout the SEC’s i ! 

regional offices r,~ost recently, MaRens senTed ~s lead trial counsel ~n one of 

~he SEC’s highest-.profi~e enforcement ma~ters arising out of the 2008 [inanc:ia~ 

cns~s (SEC v Fabnce ?oun’e) 

Prior to io}ning the SEC, Martens worked as an Assistant LJS At[orney in the US 

A~k)mey’s ()f~ice for the Wes[ern Disl:ricl: of North Carolina, evenl:daily serving as 

Deputy Criminal Chief where he supervised prosecutors in l:he white- 

colladgeneral crimes unit Whde ser,/ing as an Assistant US AEorney, he was 

lead or co-.lead counsel in 14 jury ~rials and argued nearly a dozen appeals 

After g!addatir~g flom lu’w scho’oi. Marterls cierked for th,~! Honorable [)a~’id 

8en[eiie of the US Cour~ of Appeais for 1he Dia[ric[ o~ Coiumbia, and for 

Chie~ Justice William R,~!hr~quist of the US Supr,~!me Court He earned his law 

degree from [he Ur!iversity of N,or~i] Caroiina and his under,graduate de,gree 

from Cedarvilb College 

187,5 r-"ennsyMania A~’enue, NW 

Washington, DC 20006 

+I 202 663 6921 (t) +1 202 663 6363 (f) 

matthew, martens@wilmerhale.com 

\!-CARD 

ENFORCEMENT PRACTICE 

Stay irfformed 
busilqess 

Join 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

H.Anderson <H.Anderson@ scholaxlib.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Call tbr papers, November 2013 

To erasure tilat you always receive the SciEP ~2.Mail Tabis of Con".ems, ad8 t/~e e..mail adqless SciEFq-oc@sciepub con1 

Rss Feed(i. aiesi Ai!ides) ~= 

Science and Education Publishing (SciEP) 

Science and Education Publishing (SciEP) is a rriuitidiscipiinary apen access 

publisher of Journals covering the fields of Science, Technology and Medicine All 
SciEP publications are subject to high-quaJity peer review, editorial and production 

processes and are freely available online Science and Education Publishing 
journals supply ~,he [uil4ext artbles in PDF and HTMI_ forrriats. Naw we aisa supply 

articles as ePUB format 

This Month at sdepub.com I November, 2013 

The following journals are listed for your reference. 

American Journal of Applied Mathematics and Statistics 

American Journal of Applied Psychology 

American Journal of Biomedical Research 

American Journal of Cancer Prevention 

American Journal of Cardiovascular Disease Research(Free) 

American Journal of Civil Engineering and Architecture 

American Journal of Clinical Medicine Research 

American Journal of Computing Research Repository(Free) 

American Journal of Educational Research 

Dear Colleagua 

CALL FOR SPECIAL ISSUES 

SciEP will begin to publish speciaJ 
issues that focus on topics of 
interest to the journal’s readers. 
Qualified scientists are encouraged 
to organize and Ntest edit special 
issues in their expertise areas. 

Proposals for special issues are 
welcome throughout the yeax 
the issue cam be published onlhae 
soon aYter final versions of 
manuscripts a’e received by the 
joumars editorial office. 

Conference organizers are welcome 
to publish the proceedings as special 
issues in the journal. They may also 
organize a special issue based on 
the extended or ti~ll vel~ions of 
papers that were presented in the 
conference, symposium or 
~,orlcshop. 

Please contact us at 
issue@sciepub.com 

American Journal of Electrical and Electronic Engineering 

American Journal of Enerav Research 

American Journal of Environmental Protection 

American Journal of Epidemiology and Infectious Disease 
(Free) 

American Journal of Food and Nutrition(Free) 

American Journal of Food Science and Technology(Free) 

American Journal of Hypertension Research(Free) 

American Journal of Industrial Engineering(Free) 

American Journal of infectious Diseases and Microbiology 

American Journal of Information Systems(Free) 

American Journal of Marine Science(Free) 

American Journal of Materials Engineering and Technology 

American Journal of Materials Science and Engineering 

American Journal of Mathematical Analysis 

American Journal of Mechanical Enqineerincl 



American Journal of Medical and Biological Research 

American Journal of Medical Case Reports(Free) 

American Journal of Medical Sciences and Medicine 

American Journal of Medicine Studies(Free) 

American Journal of Microbiological Research 

American Journal of Mininq and Metallurgy(Free) 

American Journal of Modeling and Optimization 

American Journal of Nanomaterials 

American Journal of Numerical Analysis(Free) 

American Journal of Nursing Research(Free) 

American Journal of Pharmacoloqical Sciences 

American Journal of Public Health Research 

American Journal of Rural Development 

American Journal of Sensor Technoloqy(Free) 

American Journal of Software Engineering(Free) 

American Journal of Sports Science and Medicine 

American Journal of Systems and Software(Free) 

American Journal of Vehicle Design(Free) 

American Journal of Water Resources 

American Journal of Zooloqical Research(Free) 

Applied Ecology and Environmental Sciences 

Applied Mathematics and Physics(Free) 

Automatic Control and Information Sciences(Free) 

Biomedical Science and Enclineerinq(Free) 

Biomedicine and Biotechnolog¥(Free) 

Chemical Engineering and Science 

Information Security and Computer Fraud(Free) 

International Journal of Celiac Disease(Free) 

International Journal of Clinical Nutrition(Free) 

International Journal of Environmental Bioremediation & 
Biodegradation(Free) 

International Journal of Hematological Disorders(Free) 

International Journal of Partial Differential Equations and 
Applications(Free) 

International Journal of Physics 

International Transaction of Electrical and Computer 
Engineers System(Free) 

Journal of Agricultural Faculty of Gaziosmanpasa University 
(Free) 

Journal of Aquatic Science 



Journal of Atmospheric Pollution(Free) 

Journal of Automation and Control(Free) 

Journal of Behavioural Economics, Finance, 
Entrepreneurship, Accounting and Transport(Free) 

Journal of Biomedical Engineering and Technology(Free) 

Journal of Business and Management Sciences 

Journal of Cancer Research and Treatment(Free) 

Journal of Computer Networks 

Journal of Computer Sciences and Applications 

Journal of Embedded Systems(Free) 

Joumal of Environment Pollution and Human Health(Free) 

Journal of Finance and Accounting 

Journal of Finance and Economics 

Journal of Food and Nutrition Research(Free) 

Journal of Food Security(Free) 

Journal of Geosciences and Geomatics(Free) 

Journal of Instrumentation Technology(Free) 

Journal of Materials Physics and Chemistry 

Journal of Mathematical Sciences and Applications 

Journal of Mechanical Desi.qn and Vibration(Free) 

Journal of Nutrition and Health(Free) 

Journal of Ocean Research(Free) 

Journal of Optoelectronics Enqineering(Free) 

Journal of Polymer and Biopolymer Physics Chemistry(Free) 

Journal of Preventive Medicine 

Journal of Sur.qery(Free) 

Journal of Translational Medicine and Developmental 
Disorders(Free) 

Materials Science and Metallurgy En.qineering(Free) 

Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Research 

Oral Surgery, Oral Medicine, Oral Radiology(Free) 

Physics and Materials Chemistry(Free) 

Research in Plant Sciences(Free) 

Research in Psychology and Behavioral Sciences 

Sustainable Energy(Free) 

Turkish Journal of Analysis and Number Theory(Free) 

Wireless and Mobile Technologies(Free) 

World Journal Control Science and Engineering(Free) 

World Journal of Agricultural Research 



World Journal of Analytical Chemistry 

World Journal of Environmental Engineering 

World Journal of Organic Chemistry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Republic Wireless phone could be a ’game-change~ 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Aud t ~ Ms ~’~ C os -~. toner o-~ s~ rp ~ s mo2er~v sa es and 

N,C~ rrmrchants 

~.foodbankcenc.orq/donate money. 

Get WebEx Todag~, 

~nnovat~on to d~ffbrent~ate themse(ves 



Here*s what not to buy orl Black 

Job seeker or }oh stalker? The ke:¢ is ~ood follow 

~ A lockindicates content available ~) paid subsc~rs. 

dot% have ~o .................................. 

[ 

UnkedZn rephschX~ its UnkedZn Todav isews eader ~,~ th Pulse ............................................................................................................................................................. 

People 

fast 

Commercial Real 
Estate 

Nax ReBt: $I6,33 

B~]~]d~n~} S~ze; 2 940 SF 
Use [y~e: Lease 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 3:55 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: White House: 26,794 Enrolled in Private Health Plan Through U.S. Site in October 

¯ VMte HO~LXse: 26,794 Enrolled in Private Health Plan 
~II~rough U.S. Site in October 

The Obama administration said 26,794 Americans selected a private insurance plan sold 

through the troubled federally run health exchange in its first month, falling far short of 

initial expectations. 

The administration said through Nov. 2 an additional 79,391 had been able to choose a 

private plan in states running their own exchanges. 

The news that only 106,185 people nationwide were able to get through the sites in 

October comes as a blow to the administration, which in one memo projected some 

500,000 people would obtain private insurance coverage in the first month. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USAA Financial News & Advice <newsletters@e.usaa.com> 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 4:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

What Cities are the Best Places tbr Job-Seeking Vets? 

%1: USAA Financial Ne~s and Advice 

Editor’,~ Piek:~ 

E] Be.s1 Places for Job-.Seeking Veta 

[J Got Grandma’s Ring? ~nsure You[ Precious BHqg 

~ CD Ladders Climb into Savings 

~ USAA ~rwestment’s Asset Aiiocatk~n Strategy 

[ 

Most--Viewed Stories 

L] Are ~’ou Ready for Health ~eforra? 

t:raud & 
[ 
F] l*avelmg9 8 Ways te Help Keep Yo Jr Money Safer 

,\u to 

hZ Small Strategies for ’four Car Searc~i 

[ 
L] Bud.qebFriendly Proiecta 1:o Boost Your Home’s 

Quick Question 

A re×tin9 driver is ....... times more iikeiy 

to rlave an accident 

i 23 iimes 

Havin.q l:rotible? Ciick he[e. 

Get more interesting facts and trivia 

wher~ yeu ~dd the "Quick ©uestion" 

US#& ~as to offer 

Did you knOW ,., 

VVhether you’re iust stalling cut or are a 

Find cut more 

Since ZOOS, mo:e than ZS bil:ion pages were de:ivered @ectronica:iy -- saviag more ti]an S4 !.000 trees USAA 

We know wi~st it means to serve because so many of us have More titan 20% of USAA employees are 

veterans or military spouses. 

P:eese do r:ot reply to th:s ema£ ",,o send a secure nqessage to U SAA, please 

i!;vesting in secsrities products kwolves risk k~ciudiRg possible :oss of pdt~cipal 

Ncn..k~vestrnent grade sectnities a;e ce!;side~ed speculatb,,e arid are subject to significant credit dsk They are 



iavastnlents., p=’ovided by USAA Im’estme~t Mansgament Compsay and USAA ~:iaancial Adviso=’s inc both 

advice provided by iJSAA FiRancisi Plan!;i!;g Services iRsuraRce Agenc’f, inc {kRo’,~v~ 8s USAA 

i~sura~c¢ AgeacV in California. License # 0B368!2}, and (.J~:}AA FiRa~CLSi Advisors Inc., .s registered 

Fo~e:gn investiRg is subiect to 8dditio~ksi Hsks, such 8s curreRc~, fluctuations; marks[ iiliquidi[’f, and political 

Ager[%’, i!;c (knowR as iJSAA FiRancisi iRsuraRce Agency i!; C:slifomb, License #0E36312), s registered 

:.!:.41"~:i,i~L~.£~!~: Ssnks Member FDiC iR’,,esCme!;t p~oducts and sei~,ices p[o’,,ided by USA,t, investment 

Company and financial sdvic® p=’ovided by ~.JSAA Pinancisi Advisors inc, both ref,,’istered brol,;er desiers. 

R’estriciio!~,s spi;i} t.:; the ~vaiial::,iiit,./c.f .::eri~i!~, products 

9800 Fredericksburg Ro.sd 

San i~,l!io!~d,:;. TiX: 75288 

1-509-531-572£ 

150025- i ~ 13 

Co c.y ri{ P,t © 201:3 USAA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Testimony by Vice Chair Yellen at her confirmation hearing 

Testimony by Vice Chair Yellen at her confirmation hearing 

Beibre the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban A~airs, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

http://www.l~deralre~rve.gov/newsevents/testimony/yellen20131114a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or elnail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact suppo(t~govdelivelv.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit ns on the web at http://¥~vw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:33 PM 

Broome, Li sea L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review] Carolinas nucleax industry worth $20 billion a year, study says 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

worth $20 billion a year, 

study says 

The Carolinas nuclear industry 

has an economic impact of more 

than $20 billion a year, says a 

Clemson University study 

commissioned by the Carolinas... 

Winthrop grad to compete on 

TV’s ’Sha~k TanR’ 

A Winthrop University graduate’s 

business could be on its way to 

becoming a household name after 

an upcoming appearance on the 

ABC reality show.. 

Extended Stay shares up t6 percent after IPO 

Shares of Extended Stay America were up more than 

15 percent in early morning trading after the 

Charlotte-based hotel chain priced its initial public 

offering at $20 per share, allowing it to raise $565 

million through the sale of 28.3 million shares... 

IMacy’s pussies S&P ~00 

toward record 

The stock market got a boost from 

Macy’s on Wednesday, pushing 

the Standard & Poor’s 500 index 

back into record territory. 

The WeaU~er Channe~ 

tighteni~g focus 

The Weather Channel is trying a 

novel approach to turn around 

some flagging ratings: It is 

reemphasizing weather. 

US A i~ways, American ~each 

n~erger sett}en~ent, 

Charlotte as hub 

The deal clears the way for a 

$17.2-billion merger that will make 

Charlotte Douglas International 

the second-busiest hub in the 

world’s biggest... 

Wal4~4ar~ steps ~p 

competition for holiday 

shopping 

WaI-Mart Stores Inc. said Tuesday 

that it will start offering its holiday 

deals at 6 p.m. on Thanksgiving at 

its stores -two hours earlier ... 

Comme~ce sec~eSary: NuC, seeing influx of 

iobless people 

The push to lower North Carolina’s high 

unemployment rate is being slowed by a persistent 

skills gap and a continued influx of jobless people 

moving to the state, according to Commerce 



Secretary Sharon Decker. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Jurist Insider <callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:12 PM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New England Law downsizing enrollment, thculty s~e 

New England Law dow:qsizmg enrollment, 
facul~~ size 

i John O’Bden. previously the 
~ highes~ paid dem~ in the ~a~io~ 

xv~l take a 25 percent pa?~ cut 
this vear, amid e*~olhnent 
cutbacks aa~d faculty buyouts 
at New England Law ~ 

~ Boston. 

Its p~wt of the school’s e~-brt 
to stay ahead of the curve~ 

>> Read More 

Albaw law pawners to lannch 
nanotechnology and entrepreneurs[tip 
program 
Albm~y I.aw School is woNing wifl* the SUNY College of 
Nanosca~e Sdence and Engineerh~g to o~?r ajoh~t educational 
prod’am, "Ecosystem R~r Nanotectmok~gy, Entreprenet~mhip and 
I,qwi’ that hopes to bring law students together wkb CNSE 
students to collaborate on su[~iects related to tectmology, 
entrepre~m*mhip, ~d the law. 

>> Read More 

Phoenix Schoo~ of Law chm~ges name to 
Arizona Summit Law School 
Phoenix School of I .aw, the eight-year-o~d private law school in 
downtown Phoenix, changed its name to ~ona Summit Law 
Schoo~ e~ctive Nov. 4, 2013. 

’II~e name ch~ge is a result of a two-year review, in which it 
worked vvi~ a punk: relations fi*~n and an advertising ageney~ 

-’-" Read More 

I 

Case Western dean takes ]leave of absences~ 
amid sex scarldal 

Case Western Reserve University 
School of i~aw is grappling with a 
ibm-blown sex scm~dal, after a 
fbrmer assistm~t dem~ fi~ed a 
la~vsuit against the scboo] a~d 
Dem~ Lawrence Mitchell, alleging 
thai Mitchel~ retalialed against Nm 

lbr repo~ti~g i~appropriate sexual cow,duct, ~md Ne univemity 
thi]ed to do ate?thing abont 

>> Read More 

ABA Gets it Wrong on 
/       Tenure 

L AllAbontDeans 



Profile Center i UnsubscrJbe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Hank Ralston via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:16 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 



Call For Papers 

"Bias and Law" 

Third Annual Conference of the Research Group on Legal Diversity 
American Bar Foundation, Chicago 
Thursday & Friday, May 8-9, 2014 

Theme: How does bias on the dimensions of raceiethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, and disability 

affect the legal profession and the operation of legal institutions? We are interested in innovative 
empirical research that probes these fundamental questions in a variety of contexts: legal employment, 

access to justice, policing, juries, judging, punishment, 1Rigation, regulation, etc. We are interested in a 
range of theoretical and methodological approaches, including research that examines implicit bias, but 
also explicit forms of prejudice and discrimination, and institutionalized or structural forms of bias. 

Papers from all disciplines and social science methods are welcome. 

Submission Process: Interested scholars should submit an abstract by email, no later than Friday, 
January 3, 2014, to Robert Nelson (melson(c~,abfn~org). Authors will be notified of their acceptance to 

the conference by Friday, January 17, 2014. Presentation drafts of conference papers will be due by 

Monday, March 31, 2014. The schedule for publication drafts will be determined after the conference. 
Travel costs for authors of accepted papers will be provided by the conference. 

Publication plans: Conference papers will be submitted as a collection as a symposium issue of a 
refereed journal, a law review, or an edited book. Authors may submit papers written for the conference 

to other outlets with the permission of conference organizers, acknowledgement of support, and 
permission for reprinting. The Research Group is committed to promoting the publication and 

dissemination of high quality research on diversity and will work with authors to best achieve this goal. 
Editors for the published collection will be selected by the conference organizers: Spencer Headworth, 

Robert Nelson, Ronit iDinovitzer, and David Wilkins. 

Conference Format: On Thursday aftemoon, the first day of the conference will feature mixed panels of 

research presentations by scholars and commentary by practitioner-leaders. Friday’s sessions will focus 

on research presentations. The conference will also include breakout sessions, designed to facilitate the 
exchange of information anmngst and between scholars and practitioners and provide opportunities for 

networking and collaborative initiatives. 

Questions: Questions about submissions and the conference should be sent to conference organizers 

through Spencer Headworth, sheadworth@abfia.org or 312-988-6534. 

The Research Group on Legal Diversity is a network of scholars convened by the American Bar 
Foundation to conduct empirical research on diversity in the legal profession and other institutions of 

justice, as well as the impact of diversity on legal processes and legal institutions. It is co-directed by 

Ronit Dinovitzer, Robert Nelson, and David Wilkins. More information on the Research Group may be 
found under the "Research" tab on the American Bar Foundation’s home page, 

ame:ricanbarfoundation.org. 
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Nov. 14 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 14, 2013 ~, Number 220 

Financial Institutions 
Basel Committee Chairman ExpecLs TighLer 

R~es for ~anks Fi.r~urin9 Asset Risk Wei.r~ts 
The head of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision said 
Nov. 12 that he expects a tightening of global rules regarding 
how banks determine the riskiness of their banking and trading 
book assets for the purpose of determining their regulatory.., 

Antitrust 

European newspaper and magazine publishers protested against 
Google’s concessions to overcome the European Commission’s 
antitrust concerns, calling the concessions the legalization of 
unauthorized use of third-party content .... 

Antitrust 
EU Officia~ #isc~sses Ro~e, Pote~tial 

While the Internet "is the infrastructure of the knowledge 
economy in the 2Ist century," competition law enforcement "is a 
powerful tool to safeguard the proper functioning of the online 
sector and help it deploy its growth potential... 

Antitrust 
£U Commissioner Addresses UBS 
On Efforts in Ba~ki~9 and Fi~ancial ~ctors 

With the increased scrutiny of banking and the financial sector 
over the past few years, a European Commission official on Nov. 
$2 delivered remarks providing an update on the agency’s 
investigative and enforcement measures during the... 

Mergers 

The Canadian Competition Bureau on Nov. 13 negotiated a 
consent agreement to ensure that competition is preserved in 
the retail sale of hardware products and building materials in 
certain markets in Quebec, in the wake of La Coop federee’s... 

Finance 

The International Monetary Fund Nov. 13 announced that its 

executive board Dec. 9 will review a report on Argentina’s 

economic data .... 

Retirement Plans 
OECD~Nation Pension Fut~ds Found 20:t2 

Private pension funds’ inflation-adjusted investment returns were 

above 5 percent in 18 member countries of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development in 2012, compared with 
only two the year before, the Paris-based... 
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Today’s Headlines: With Enrollment Slow, Some Democrats Back Cha~ge in Health Law 
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Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

~¥~th Enrollment Slow, Some Democrats Back 

Change in Health Law 

Congressional Demoerats are inereasin~jy e~:a’essing suppoA 

for allowing ~edeans to rekain khe insurance coverage they are 

losing because of khe ~[;)rdable Care AeL 

On|y ~o6,ooo Pick Health Insurance Plans ~n 

:Fi~’st Montt~ 

New data also show that in the [i[~t month of open enrdlmenL 

26,794. signed np through khe problem-plagued l:ederal 

exehai%e, HeaRhCare.gov, and the rest through state exchanges. 

~FI Graphic Health Exchange Enrollrnent Falls Saort of Target 

DEALBOOK 
:~ Wen 

JPMol°gan Chase’s Fl°uit~l Ties to a Member* 
China’s 

A eoukrack between JPMorgau C~ase and a consuldng firm run 

by the dau#~ker of the former prime minister points to the bank’s sh’ateKv 

])u~d ~ts i]lfluenee 111 China. 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

~ vm~x-~: ~hat’~ In It: Pumpkb:~ Flavor 

Pumpki~}-flavored products are ol] 1)ace to have their best sa]es 

year yet. But the indust~v’s bigges~ seere~ about these produc~ is 

tha{ {here is DArn little or no pumpkin in {bern. 

~ Re~ated ARic[e 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Don’t Give More Patients Statins 

New guidelines widely exi_~and the (’.ateg~-~7 of who should take statins. 

World 

A~. a Philippine HospiiM~ Survivors Face Q~lie~. 

Despair 

The main hospital iu Taclobam the PhiliDpine tom~ that bore the 

])runt of Typhoon Ha]yah, lacks the supplies to help the 

wounded, wifla some just ]eft to die. 

~ UN Appears [or $301 Million Towam Typhoon Relief 

Pulga, 
27, is in 

Ukraine Delays Bill to Free Ex-Leader 

The Vkrain e Par]ia me~t’s post4)on em ent of a bill to free the 

jailed roister p~me minister, Yulia V. ~i3,moshenko, du’eakens to 

derail negotiations for closer ties with the European Union. 

Police Say Spy Found in Bag Probably Died by 

Accident 

The London police said khat Gareth Williams, a British 

intelligenee analyst whose naked bo@ was found in a sports bag 

in Augus[ 2o~o, probably locked himselfin the bag. 

deta il at 

U,S. 



Tables Tt~rned, V~etims~ Rei~at~w~s Get Their 

Chm~ce at Bulger 

At the sentencing hearing for James (WhJtey) Bulger, grieving 

widows and fatheNess ehil@en stepped tbm, ard, many ko em~e 

the ma~ who had ~bbed them of their loved o~es. 

Texas U~iversity’s Race Admissions Policy is Debated 

Before a Fede~0al Com-t 
L:7 M/aNN! ;’L’F? ~ANDi’.2 

The Supreme Courk had sent the case b~>nghk by a white applieant againsk khe 

Universi~" of Texas a~ Austi~ hack to a lower corn% instrmNng it to apply a 

greater degree of scrutiny to the race-conscious admiasious program. 

Califo~rda Health Exchange Beats All Others in Enrollment, 

Officials Say 

About 2,0oo people are enrolling ~n private heakh care plans daily through the 

state’s website, officials s{dd, a rate that has pi@ed up considerably over the 

past f~w weeks. 

ixii 

Business 

Yellen to Back Stimulus Plmt in Remarks to 

Senators 

The job market and the economy are "performing far sh~-~t¢ ~~f 

their pote~fial," Janet ~l]en says i~ remarks prepared for her 

Senate eont~rmation heating. 

, Economix Bias: Wkmers and Losers From Stknulus 

Yeilen’s 

Shopph~g, Before the Turkey Gets Cold 

The race for eonsuraers’ ddlars has prodded more retailers to 

open their doors on Thanksgiving, a day betBre ~he traditional 

start of the hdMay season. 

New Catfish Inspectio~s Are Posing a Problem 

~[’or a PacH~c Trade Pact 

~mriean catfish farmers say the addition~fl p~wgram is vital 

safe~’. Vietnam says it is ~odai~g more than a ~’ade barrier 

disguise. 

Friday 

’~IYaa" 

keland, 

Spots 



Final Innings for a Cricket Gian~ 

Saehi~ Te~diflkar will play his final test for I~dia staWdng 

Thmsday, exiting as a ikayer who earied the expectations of a 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Lin Is Better Oft" (m~d Better) 
BE HARVEY 

Jeremy Lin, whom the Knieks allowed to leave rejoin 

Roeke~s {we years ago, is thriving in a supporting role alongside 

James Harden and Dwight Howard. 

, N.B A. Roundup: Triple-Double Lifts Sixers Ove~ Rocke[s 

ON BASEBALL 

No Con~p|ete Grooms but a Cy Young Award 

The Tigers’ Max Scherzer, who wex}t 21-3 with 2.90 earned run 

aw~rage and 240 strikeouts, won the .&L. Cy ~%ungAward 

despite not ever having pitched a complete game in his eareero 

, O~ Baseball Goodbye, Bos2o~; Hello, Manager ofthe Year 

I )~ Jeremv I 

Lin ’ 

ddving 

Far mere spolts news, 9e ~e NYTimes.comtSports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Lou Reed’s New York %Vas Hell or Heaven 

Lou Reed’s work reraains a window into a city that was, and into 

his personal evoiutiono 

Grisly %Varhol Painting Fetches $*o4.5 Million, 

A~mtio~ Hi~ for/u~tist 

The Warhol, "Silver Car Crash {Double Disaster’)," is one of only 

four double--paneled ear crash paintings that Warhol created in 

~963 a~d tt~e last of its size leR i~ private hm~ds. 

, ~ Slide Show 

...... Reed. in 

9751 

..... :Varhof 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

_auq[ Is }lard to See Throttgh the Clu~er of Dollar 
Signs 

As buyers PW more and more f,’)r art, the relatiot~ship betweet~ 

the work a~d the mm~ey it draws raises qnestions. 

Obituaries 

Todd Christen sen, Record-Setting Tight 

Dies at 57 

Mr. Christenseu was a fight eud for the Oakland aud I~s Angeles 

Raiders who made Bye Pro BoM teams and played on ~wo Super 

BoM chan~pkms. 

:Les Brmaqt, Pioneer in Te|evision Journalism, 

Dies ~t N4 

Mr. Brown founded and edited a grom~dbreakit~g magazine that 

followed the gro>¢h of the broadeast medimn and produced 

authoritative encyclopedia about it. 

Kjell Qvale Dies at 94; Married U.So to Spo~ts 
Cars 

Mr. Qvale impo~ied the MG from E~%~and in the late 194os and 

with the 

Raiders, 

I tndd 

....... Brown I 
repo~ted 



helped start an _&merical~ sports ear craze that he later nurtured 

hy bringing ill AStOI’t Mal’th~s, AtlstJ~-Hea]eys, Jaguars m~d evell R.o~ls-Royce. 

Fashion & Style 

Rachel Comey Air,ks tbr a Bigger Slice of 

Fashion’s Pie 

Thongh a name to the Brooklyn actress set, Ms. Comey has had 

no ordaining profile in Vogue or ~eh investing. 

ENCOUNTERS 

Ci~di Leive: Nonstop Days, a Red Carpet Night 

For Glamour’s editor, handling out awards is not as simple a job 

as it may seem. 

SCENE CITY 

l?’aslfion’s ]loyalty Pays Tribute to its Successors 

A eelebrity-filled dinner marks ~o yem~ of the CFDAiVogue 

Fashio~ Fm~d awards. 

~ Slide Show 

[.eive 

with 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Ahead ofYellen’s Confi~matio~ 

Hearing 

Before Janet L. Yellen can take the helm of the Federal Reseat’e, 

she will have to field question,s cm the Fed’s stimulus plans and 

maintNn that its pNieies ata" working. 

~ vm~o: Fa~-to-Click 

The Times’s Jelma Wortham reviews Good Eggs, a lmw food 

shoppi~g website that de~ivers locally sourced i~mner’s market 

products t~ght to your door. 

~ vmEo: Senator Joe Ma~chir~: I~ His Ow~ 

In sele(’tio~s fl:om a receipt ~nterview with ,Jrmatha~ Wdsma~, 

Sen a tot Joe Ma n chin Ill, Dem oera k of West ~qr’ginia, talks abou k 

sticking to his p~nciples at~d the worst that can happe*~ to a politieiam 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A~ Unw~s~ A~rl~e l~�le~ger 

The #ustiee Departmellt’s approval of the ~)t~e~{ean ~rlines--12 S ~Mrways deal 

EDITORIAL 

Sri iLm~ka’s Clh~ate of Fear 

Commonwealth leade~,~ must address human ~{ghks violations and denial of 

press freedoms that is ulldermining democracy in the countU. 

EDITORIAL 

A New A||iance on C]limate Change 

I~spired by impatience with Congress m~d the Canad~m~ Parliament, states a~d 

provinces are ~king it upon themselves to do something. 



For more o~inion; 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~Vhe~’e fl~e Gods L~ve On ooo m~ On 

India lacks a ~radition of graeefi~I re[irement. Just ]ook at 

Saehin, its famous cricket 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obamaea~oe ar~(l Cha~’aeier 

In polifcs, the co~fidence of the public counts, and tim White 

House can’t aflbrd to lose more of it. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The _At’t of Senate Stoppage 

We need a new leader of the Federal Reser~-e Board, people, but, 

fi~st, Senutor Lindsey Graham needs to hear mo~ tes timony 

about the 2012 a[~ad£ in Be~ghazi. 

, Columnist Page 

For more opiniol-:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Euro Zone Baxely Expanded in Third Quarter 

Etiro Zone Barely Expanded in Third Quarter 

The euro-zone economy barely expanded in the third quarter, raising fresh concerns that 

the region faces a mix of stagnation, weak prices and high unemployment that threatens to 

hold back activity for the foreseeable future. 

Gross domestic product in two of the bloc’s three biggest economies--France and Italy-- 

contracted. Growth in Europe’s largest economy, Germany, slowed sharply. 

Euro-zone GDP expanded 0~1% from the previous quarter, or 0.4% at an annualized rate, 

the European Union’s statistics agency Eurostat said. 

See More Coverage 



Dear Lissa Broome, 

The jury has met and deliberated. We are pleased to be able to announce the top 

three successful innovations and innovative ideas in this year’s Innovating Justice 

Awa rds. 

Here is the list of entries who will be invited to the awards ceremony on 11 December 

2013, at which an overall winner will be announced:- 

Innovative Ideas 

~ii ~"~::,~.~’~,:::iii~.~~::ii~~ii:: i~.~,ii:.~~:f .~~:~:.~:i~::,~r~ 

$u¢¢ess[ul Innovations 

The Human Rights Tulip winner will be announced at the awards ceremony. 



Our competition in 2013 was a great success with over 25 000 votes for the 93 

candidates in the three categories - innovative ideas, successful innovations and the 

Human Rights Tulip. The field this year was of an exceptionally high standard and it 

was very difficult selecting just a few to go forward to the finals. 

We can see from the entries we received that there are a lot of great things 

happening. 

In any competition, inevitably, only a few can go through to win. But each of those 93 

entries has amazing individual qualities. We are proud to see more than 170 

innovators right now in our community. 

We will continue to showcase innovators, feature innovations on our website and 

highlight them in our social media. We have exciting new plans for 2014 and we will 

be getting back to you on those. 

If you are an innovator or human rights defender, you can of course continue to use 

your Innovating Justice webpage to support your idea and reach out to potential 

partners or mentors, 

If you voted for entries in the competition, keep interacting with the innovators and 

community using the commenting functionality on the web page or in the Linkedln 

group. 

Go to www,innovati~.~ustice,comiinnovatio~.s and find all entries in the 2013, and 

indeed previous competitions, there. 

Our Innovating Justice Linkedln page is a year-round gathering place for innovation: 

Follow us on Twitter at 

Find us on Facebook at 

best regards, 

The HiiL team 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UHC quarterback Marquise 

his turning poin~ 
North Carolina’s Marquise 
Williams missed spring practice 
while serving an academic 
suspension, and his coaches and 
teammates weren’t sure what.. 

UNC’s 

Marquise 

Williams runs 

past Boston 

Fo~me~ NCCU quarterback 

charged in UNC tootbat~ 

probe 

A former NC Central University 

quarterback has been arrested as 

part of the Secretary of State’s 

investigation into agents providing 

illegal benefits... 

Young IV, 

left, leads his 

client Michael 

ACC tournament headed to 

~¥ashington, not New York 

New York will have to wait a little 

longer for the ACC men’s 

basketball tournament 

Washington’s Verizon Center will 

host the 2016 tournament. 

X Miami’s 

...... Durand Scott 

(1) drives to 

the basket in 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 7:20 AIVI 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Ireland P]ans ’Clean Exit’ From Bailout Program 

Ireland Plans ’Clean Exit’ From Bailout Prog~-am 

Ireland’s government will make a clean exit from its three-year international bailout in the 

coming weeks without recourse to a precautionary line of credit, and will work closely with 

Germany to ensure the country makes a strong recovery from its debt crisis, Irish Prime 

Minister Enda Kenny said. 

Dublin had long debated whether it would need a credit line from the International 

Monetary Fund and the euro zone to safeguard against potential setbacks after it draws 

down the last of its bailout loans, and now believes that it does not need a safety net to 

secure full access to debt markets from 2014, Mr. Kenny told lawmakers in a special sitting 

of the Irish parliament. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 7:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: That’s it? 1,662 North Carolinians enrolled through Hea]thCm’e.gov 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 14, 20’13 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

That’s it? 1,662 North Carolinians enrolled throuq~ 

The Obama administration announced Wednesday that 1 662 Noah Camiinians 

successfully enrolled in health insurance plans through the federally run exchanges 

Oba~aeate leadin~ b~s~Besses to 
s~ff below 80 
Health care reform already is leading many businesses to cut workers’ hours, hire 

paR-timers or stay below the employer mandate’s 50-employee threshold. 

................. 

~ v~5 c:~i[~ Study: Carolinas nuclear industry is a $25B b~siness 
The nuclear indus~rv’s economic impact in ~he Carolinas io[als as much as $25 

Engineering 

ACC men’s basketball tournament heads to Washinqton, 
D.C. in 2016 
The Atlantic Caast Canference announced Wednesday i~ wouk~ bald its 2016 men=s 

baskeiball tournamen~ a~ the W~rizan Center in Washingion, D.C 

~.~..~ ~..~g..~.#. ~ ~.~ ....... 

~wo ~r~fl~ firms amonq ~RP 10 in Deloitte’s Fast 500 list 

How bad was HealthCare.~ov’s first month? Only 106,185 

Some disorders miqht be embarrassinq to talk about, but 
o~enness could save 

Are Raleigh’s chirpy crosswalks too noisy? 

Bosses don’t ~pg!~jize as often as they think 

Contact Us 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <~uo- reply@researchgate.net > 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 7:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 2 reseaxchers viewed your profile 

Take a iook below to ~’~ Ll~’~e the impact of your .::iepartme~t’s research output over 
time 

I49 Tolw. 

views ~:~ rob’,t ~ztr£.t;t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:01 AIVI 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Say What? 





click here. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Eqtralib, NC <enc@equali~nc.org> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:43 AlVl 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We Croft Let This Happen to Our Kids. 

Equality NC 

We wanted to be the first to let you kt~ow that N.C. Governor Pat .X,lcCrory has appointed Buddy C@ins, a~} 

outspoken opponent of I.GBT equality, to sense on the stake’s Task Force on Safer Schools. 

(-@ins, a member :~f the WJl~ston-SalemiForsyth Com~h.’ Board of Edueation as wel~ as the No~fh Carolina S1a~te 
Board of Education, has a radical ree ?rd -.,f an ki-.LC~BT statements and actions. In 2009, Collins opposed a move to 
protect gay stq~de~N ti’om bullying m~d ~arassment He ~as a~so suggested that same-ge~der families are perverse. 

~=~g~.~}a!?i!~./~!.~;t~tg~ about his anti-LOBT background. 

Given his derogakoD~ views of LGBT families and his willingness ko put sorae of our skates most vulnerable el3ildren 
at risk of b@ying - Jt defies logic that Oov. McCrory would appoint Mr. Collins to a position so directly tied to 
protecting the ~-~ghgs and safe[?" of vulnerable No~fh Carolina students. 

2U1 stlldents, no matter thek sexual orientation or gender identity, deserve a high quality 
education, in a safe environment, and free of harassment of any kind, 

We fear this choice of Buddy Colllus puts these basic teuets in truejeopardyo 

If y% agree, take a~°thm m~w. 

For Equality, 

Ch~s Sgr~-~ 

Executive Director 

Equality N’C 

::~:: Tell a Friend 

] ~iI Donate 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@producLamericanbanker.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Insight on Open-Loop Prepaid Fraud Rates 

~i American Banker 

Hello Law. 

Join Mercator Advisory Group, the trusted advisor to 

the payments and banking industries and Jumio Inc. 

regarding open-loop prepaid fraud rates and the 

overall debit fraud rate in the US. common challenges 

encountered in the pre-paid debit space including 

customer identification procedures required and how 

computer vision technology can aid in these 

challenges 

Ben Jackson, Sr. Analyst of Mercator Advisory Group’s Prepaid Advisory Service will be joined by 

Anthony Lanham, Jumio Inc’s SVP of North America Sales will cover best practices for preventing 

fraud, money laundering, and other crimes commonly encountered in the pre-paid debit space. 

About the sponsor, dumio Inc.: 

Utilizing advanced computer vision technology, Jumio Inc is a next generation credentials 

management company offering payments and ID scanning & validation products for mobile and 

web transactions. Jumio’s products integrate easily into mobile apps or websites and create great 

customer experiences. Jumio’s products are widely used by leading retailers, marketplaces and 

financial institutions. 

Speakers: 

Anthony Lanharn Ben Jackson 

VP North American Sales Senior Ana/yst 

Jumio ~nc. Mercator Advisory Group’s 

Prepaid Advisory Service 



Sponsored by: 

ii~ Sp ..... Logo 

Follow Us! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004 
custserv@sourcemedia com I Privacy Policy 
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Latrice Sales <lsales@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:00 AM 

Broome Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 1, Issue 6 

1-o vie:^; :~n onlh"~e version of this email, click 

Volume ! I Issue 6 I November 2013 

There are many parallels between concussion and multiple sclerosis (MS). The medical and scientific community currently 

understands concussion in a manner similar to how MS was understood thirty years ago. In part, this is because concussion 

had not caught the attention of neuroscientists thirty years ago in the same manner as MS. Back then, there was an emerging 

unifying hypothesis about MS that implicated a neuro-inflammatory response that attacked the covering of the central nervous 

system axons This hypothesis led to a global search for objective biomarkers of MS, to aid in both diagnosis and treatment. 

There are myriad advantages of physical activity through organized sports Young people who are active in sport develop 

confidence, self-esteem and build strong, healthy bodies However, there can be pitfalls: year-round participation, overzealous 

parenting and competing at too young an age can sabotage the benefits .~..t~,~Z~.;:] , 

Each year, more than 450,000 NCAA student-athletes gain skills to succeed on the field, in the 

classroom and for life. Many educators and coaches agree that a studentL~s mood and ability to 

focus play significant roles in their performance both in the classroom and on the playing field. 

Understanding the relationship between nutrition and cognition may help those who interact with 

student-ath etes dentfy nutrt ona ssues that can h nder the r success. Re~#~#o~e [:~ 

Last year, Champion Magazine sent a writer to shadow University of Arizona head athletic trainer Randy Cohen through a home 

football weekend. The feature story that resulted highlights the importance of this often overshadowed profession. Cohen spent 

nearly 40 hours in a single weekend working to keep an entire football team healthy, interacting with student-athletes as much 

oftentimes more [] than the coaches. Athletic trainers from around the NCAA weigh in as well, discussing the stresses they face 

behind the scenes, from working with limited staffs and resources to responding to catastrophic injuries 

ADHD is one of the most common neurobiological disorders of childhood, and often continues through adolescence and 

adulthood. Many people assume that student-athletes are emotionally healthy in the same ways that they are assumed to be 

physically healthy. However, just as student-athletes may suffer with physical illnesses and injuries, they are also vulnerable to 

neurobiological disorders, including ADHD ,~g#.d..~.#[#..~.. 

The premises and pitfalls of injury surveillance as outlined by Dr. Kenneth Clarke in the 1970[]s provided the framework for 

modern sports injury epidemiology, While technology has allowed modernization of some facets of his original thesis, many of 

the tenets he outlined remain the same Chief of these are the tireless efforts of athletic trainers in continuous monitoring and 

recording of injuries 



Enhancing performance through psychological skills training and helping athletes deal with critical 

developmental, personal and psychosocial issues are specialties of many sport psychology 

professionals. In recent years, several coaches have commented publically on the important role 

sport psychology has played in their title runs However, finding the right professional begins with 

defining the position that is the best match for your athletic department. ~e~d mo~’e "’ 

Reimbursement of up to $500 to offset sickle cell trait testing is available 

to Division III institutions. The reimbursement process will utilize the 

[~[~..~£gpj:~.i.lr~...F,’.,.,!~ To receive the reimbursement, the head athletic 

trainer or director of athletics must submit receipts and the institution_-s 

sickle cell trait status policy. Institutions may request a reimbursement 

any time betw’een August 1,2013 and May 15, 2014. There are two 

remaining reimbursement windows: October 16 to Jan uary 15 (checks ~i Fueling for Recovers,’ 
dispersed on February 1) and January 16 to May 15 (checks dispersed ....... 

on June 1). If you have any questions regarding this reimbursement, 

please contact 

Recovery nutrition should include carbohydrates 

to replace glycogen, protein to repair muscle and 

fluids to hydrate the body Click the image to learn 

more about what to eat to fuel your recovery. 

Share this Newsletter .~ Facebook ~ ii.~.iI Linkedln _ Follow us on Twitter 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Obmna Allows Insurers to Continue to Sell Canceled Health Plm~s 

Obama All~ws Insm-ers to C(mtinue t(~ Sell Canceled 
Healtt~ Plans 

President Barack Obama announced that insurers will be able to continue coverage next 

year for current health-policy holders that would otherwise be canceled. 

The announcement marks a policy retreat by the president, which he hopes will quell a 

protest over his faulty promise that Americans can keep their insurance plans under his 

health-care law. Under the new proposal, insurers won’t be able to sell "substandard" 

plans to new consumers, only to those who were already enrolled in plans that don’t meet 

the law’s coverage requirements and were to expire. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:<250 
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Santa Claas is coming 

to town eP, ()aturday, 

Decemt3et 1,4. [svite 

Enjoyed by themseives 
~] Finel..iqueu~s 

0.: [h}Xad, f~avor(~d ...... Tasting 
~queurs ofte~2 go 

bartenders to taste some 
bra~2~s, 



Can Adversity Be A Good 
Thing’? 
by Sarah Frey, NS~ CMT6& & Robect Neff, 

empty" 8ttitude, but wha,t 

South Beach Wine & Food 
Festival 

[)each ’Withe & Food Festival 
by }:00{) & W}It1E takes place 

20~23~ 20:t4 ir~ bliarPi B(~ach~ 

A Prime Rooftop Deck in La 
Jolla 
!ng~ir~to w/ti? American 

Greater Fo~ Lauderdale 

alrpo~ts. Yh~ee m~jo~~     ¯ ..... 

executive airports. 40 
colleges arid arqve~sitias, 23 r~iies of 

beaches, 300 miles of w~terw~ys 40 

relocate to the Greater Bort Laude~da~e 

a~ea’? Oh, w~it, did we ~orc e~ to ment~or~ 

~o state iscome tax! 

Andrew HaJ-per’s Ski Resorts Why Digital Word-of-Mouth 
HMeaway Report Marketing is Important for 

~ ~ ~..~ ~,.,~,. ~,,,~ ~,,,~,,,~-s~ Business 

~ [~ark Ci:y Cuiir~a~y tnarkettng ks 

CI,~ BCOb~P NEVUS 

2014 ClubCo~ Toum~em Schedule of Ivems 

Im~ York Holiday Packages 

Go or~ ;~ weeke~3d holiday getaway 1o t~’rC~ The p~cka~3es ;~le e~tbe~ Oecembe~ 5-8 o~ 

Radio City Christmas S~ects(:b{~ {].2/6, ]2/7 o~ 

Christmas C~ol (12/6, 12/7 o~ 12/13, i2/3A) 
Christmas Sto~-y (;?~d ~,e~ke:id o:ily .l 3tl i .l!tl) 

Pb~ntor~ of the 

Cb{cago 





From: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:12 PM 

To: Robert Taggart (robert.tagga~.,bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyu Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough 
(larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.uuc.edu>; ’carmich~wfu.edu (carmicha@vx4"u.edu)’; 
Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.e&l>; Sue Ann Alleu (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 
Ma~dn P. Dawldns (mdawkin@mio~ni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; tnjwasyle@max-a, ell.syr.edu; Tficia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 
(eowise0 l@louis~’ille.edu) 

Subje~: l~W: Chronicle ~zticle on O’Ba~non - FYI - one side’s take 

Hello AIb---A forwarded em~il t:or you from Brian Sharmon. 

Best. Martha 

I=rera-¯ Shannon, Brian [mailto:BRIAN.SHANNON@ttu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 1~, 20:t3 1:~:1~ AM 
Te." jpotutol@unl.edu; adavey@ncaa.org; ddickman@ncaa.org; kyurk@ncaa.org; Dennis.Phillips@usm.edu; Turner@agecon.msstate.edu; fegreen@troy.edu; 
jatwood@buffalo.edu; IVlartha Putallaz, Ph.D.; Moore, Melinda~ bruno.:~@osu.edu; david.dough@colorado.edu; david.szymanski@uc.edu; diann@unl.edu; 
billy.campsey@sjsu.edu 
$,,l~ject," Chronicle article on O’Bannon - FfI - one side’s take 

Ed O’[}annon: ’They’re Going to Change the Game’ 
Novembe~ 13, 2013, 6:16 pm 

By Brad Wolverton 

When he got the news, Ed O’Bannon was in a familiar place, standing in a basketball gym outside kas Vegas watching his son’s high-school 

roam practice. 

’"rhere’s good news and bad news," said his lawyer, Michael Hausfeld, in describing a federal judge’s s~/!t ru/!ng in a lawsuit that has 

become synonymous wiU~ the former UCI.A star’s name~ 

The good news was that the court had granted class-action status in the matter, allowing current and former athletes to chaf[enge the 

NCAA’s rules on amateurism. The bad news: Mr. O’gannon and other former players were nok eligible to win damages as a class. 

Initiaf[y, Mr. O’Bannon [ett a sense of relief, he ko[d The Chronicle in an interview on Wednesday. 

"1 was happy khat we ak leask had a ruling," he said. "Then my immediate khoughts were, ’Where do we go from here?’" 

Alkhough the judge in the case, Claudia Wilken, of the U.S. District ~n Oakland, Ca[~f., did not certify the damages da~ms, Mr. O’Bannon ~s 

not ready to reduce his role [n U~e fight. 

[r~ fact, he plans to help in an effort to establish a nationwide trade association for players, an idea that [s [n its early stages. The group 

hopes to provide p~ayers with a greaker voice [n NCAA matters, and one day could negotiake on their behalf for the use of their names and 

Hkenesses~ 

"My role [s and always has been first line-----I’m a soldier," Mr. O’gannon said. "~ played that way, [ [[ve my life that way. [f [t.’s for the good 

of student-.ath[etes’ benefith~g for their hard labor, then I’m all for it." 

Such an association ~s necessary, he said, because the NCAA has lost its way. "Somewhere a[ong the wag, they lost U~e true vision of the 

student-.ath[ete," he sa~d. "Everything in the rules is meant to keep the athletes [n their placeY 

As a player, Mr. O’Bannon remembers talking with his teammakes about being at the mercy or the university. 

"[k’s like they were saying, ’Here’s a few crumbs or a [[t.k~e something ko eat, and don’t complain about being hungry,’" he said. He had U~e 

same feeling the first t~me he saw h~s linage come up ~n a v~deo game, where the coincidences were too apparent to overlook. It was 

wrong that no one had asked his permission for that, he sa~d on Wednesday, and worse that the NCAA had made money off of it. 

Money wasn’t what had prompted him to joh~ the lawsuit--and, for that reason, he wasn’t entirely disappoh~ted at Friday’s ruling. 

"My big th~ng going into this was to have people ~a[k, bring up point.s, spark conversation, and hopefully rules and regulations w[H change," 

he sa~d. 



fie said he hadn’t spoken with his lawyers about filing an individual claim. But if he did, his motivation would be to right a wrong, not make 

a buck. 

"As long as we move towards changing some of these rules, that’s really all I care about," he said. The plaintiffs are seeking broad changes 

in how the NCAA governs college sports, including more due--process protections for players and the chance to be paid beyond the value 

of their scholarships. (The NCAA has denied the claims in the suit, and defends its economic model.) 

But Mr. O’gannon realizes that a legal ruling or a players’ association migh~ not be enough-----it might take a playerqed boycott. 

"That is extreme, but it would probably take an extreme action Iike that for players’ voices to be truly heard," he said, "especially when 

the NCAA shows no signs of giving." 

Whatever the outcome of the case, he believes that students now have an opportunity that he never had. 

"All I wanted was to unlock the door," he said. "The ones who have to speak up and spark real change now are the ones who have 

eligibility left. 

"It’s going to take a collective effort by a lot of individuals, but in the near future you are going to see it," he added. "They’re going to 

char~ge the game." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Club <clubcorp@mindsharefeedback.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Follow- up to your recent diniug experience at Carolina Club 

Greetings Lissa Broome from CarNina Club, 
We would like to thank you for dining at the Club on Wednesday, 11/13/2013 
In an effo~l to continually improve, we would greatly appreciate you taking a few 
minutes to complete a brief s~t,vey and provide us with input on yo~r experience, 

C~ick here to take the Carolin~ C~ub s~rvez 
Or copy and paste this address into your web browser’s address field: 

http:iiwww.mshare.netYwebsurvey/app?gateway=clubcorpemail&ukey=f:37b2617- 
0777-4fO0-b79e-f0839fd7ff-/b 
We look fonqard to seeing you again soon! 

Thank you, 

~John IRodriguez 

Carolina Club 

Pl,~!u’se de no[ repiy to this email as all replies g:) t:) an unal:tended emaE If you,.d like to contact 
eiub, please call 919-962-i 101 

or via our ~,~eb site, and you recently dined at the Club We’ll send you emails such as this oniy after you 
hu, ve dined at the Ciub, with only on,~! emaii p,~!r li~irty (50) du’!/period If you w~)uid net iike te recew,~! 
ernails frorn this particular ernail list in the future, please clict( here 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJNEWS AI,ERT: Trials: A Desperate Fight to Save Kids & Change Science 

Trials: A Desperate Fight to Save I~ds & Change Science 

A WSJ special project: A group of parents and scientists is racing to find a cure for the 

rare genetic disease that is killing children. Their collaboration is pushing the boundaries 

of medical research. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

alliance at].org@mail.salsalabs.net on behalf of 

Allim~ce for Justice ~dliance@afj.ovg> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tell your Senators: Confirm Robert Willdns and end the blockade of President Obama’s D.C. Circuit nominees 

Outrage is building across the count .i~ at the Senate Republican minorib~’ s blockade of President Obmna’ s no~ninees to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals. They’ve 

filibustered three supremely quaJified nominee~ Caitlin Halligan (M~o then mthdrew her nomination), Patficia Millett, a~d Cornelia Pillaxd. Now they’re threatening 

to do the same to another outstanding nominee, Judge Robert Wilkins. The vote to end the filibuster of Judge Wilkins is scheduled to take place at 5:30 p.m. on 

Monday, Nov. 18. 

Tell your Senators you’re t~d up with obstruction. Tell them the blockade must end. Tell them you wa~t a yes-or-no vote on Robert Wilkins, andNina Pillard, and 

Patricia Millett. And tell them that if this disgracethl, unprecedented obstruction doesn’t end, there will be no choice except to enact immediate reforms to Senate 

rules and end the abuse of the filibuster that has brought our judicM system to a state of crisis and dysfunction. 

Follow this link to contact your senators 

Patricia Millett Cornelia Pillard Judge Robert Wilkins 

Alliance for Justice 
11 Dupont Circle, NW, 2nd Floor 

Washington, DC 20036 
202-822-6070 
www,afj.org 

Click here to unsubscribe 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 15 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 15, 2013 @, Number 221 

Currencl/ 

The U.S. dollar depreciated against most major world currencies 
during the third quarter as relatively weak U.S. economic data 
p~us the continuation of the Federal Reserve Board’s policy of 
purchasing $85 billion in securities each... 

Financial Institutions 
Ge~s~er Says Liber ¢~ts Market Ce~fide~ce; 
Other Be~chmarks Getting Age~c~ Atte~tio~ 
Replacing the way the London interbank offered rate is 
determined and appropriately funding financial regulators are key 
steps toward enhancing confidence in global financial markets, 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Chairman Gary... 

Securities 

With LarvAe G~owth i~ £mergir~g} Markets 
The shadow banking sector continued to grow in 2012, with a 
particularly strong increase in emerging markets, the Financial 
Stability Board said .... 

European Unbn 
New ~.u~es S~ppo#z State Aid 

£o~" Fi~m~ A~dio-Visual Wo~’ks 

Under new film rules, announced by the European Commission on 
Nov. 14, the criteria for assessing European Union state aid rules 
have been revised to include films and other audio-visual 
works .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O~eill <Investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: The Carlyle Group to Invest in Edgewood Partners Insnrance Center to Support EPIC’s 

Expansion 

The Carlyle Group to Invest in Edgewood Partners Insurance Center to Support EPIC’s 

Expansion 

Sandier O’Neill is acting as financial advisor to The Carlyle Group. 

This transaction represents Sandier O’Neill’s 136th financial services transaction since 

January 1, 2011, more than any oilier investment bank over this period2 
o ) Edgewood I a~ners Insurance Center ("El IC"), a leading retaA1 insurance broker headqua(tered in 

California, announced today that funds managed by global alternative asset manager The Caylyle Group 

("Ca~:lyle") have agreed to acqnire a controlling eqni~’ stake in the company. Carlyle’ s inves~nant will 

enable EPIC to continue to execute its organic grovCth strategy, and to support strategic acquisitions of 

complementary insurance distribntion platforms tluonghont the U.S. 

Fonnded in July 2007 by John Hahn and Dan Francis in partnership with funds managed by Stone Point 
Capital ("Stone Point"), EPIC has become a leading insurance broker in the CaJiibrnia market, with 

approximately S80 million in annual revenues. The company ha~s developed a broad suite of capabilities 

ibr commercial lines and employee benefits placements as well as specialized placement capabilities 

the real estate, hospitaliF, construction, renewable energy and other industries. 

Terms of the investment, which is subject to customa~cy regulatory approvals and is expected to close at 

yem-end, were not disclosed. Equity. ibr the investment will be provided by Cmlyle Global Financial 

Seiwices PaWners L.P. and Carlyle Globdl Financia~ Services t artners II L.P. Post closing, funds 

managed by Stone t oint and EI~ IC employees, including foundeis John Hahn and Dan Francis, will 
remain substantial investors in the company. 
l) Source SNL Financial Excludes terminated transactions and se[~:advisory roles. 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

ht:tp:/iwww.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htm 



From: dennis.kennedy@nationaldiversitycouncil.org 

Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:02 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: NDC Carolinas 4th Quarter Newsletter 

To unsubscribe from the National Diversity Council mailing list: 
To update your mailing list preferences: ~!~ii: ini 
To forward a message to a friend: ~b,i,,- ii~i.: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Margaret Tarkington <mtarking@iupui.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 12:49 AM 

SECTPR@lists.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - Fall 2013 PR Section Newsletter Attached 

Fall 2013 Newsletter.pdf; Fall 2013 Newsletter.doc 

Dear Colleagues: 

Attached please find the Fall 2013 Section Newsletter in both Word and PDF fommts. Many thanks for the excellent contributions from section members! 

Kindest Regards, 

Margaret 

M~Jcgaret TaJckington 

Associate Professor of Law 

Indiana Universi .ty Robert H. McKimiey School of Law 

mtaJcki~N~iupui.edu 

Attachment Links: Fall 2013 Newsletter.doc 1482 k) Fall 2013 News[etter.pd[’(1536 k) 
Site Links: View post online View mailing list online Start new thread via email Unsubscribe from this mailing list Manage your subscription 

This list is a forum 32~r the exchange of points of view. Opimons expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of th e Association of American Law School s 
Use of this emai [ content is governed by the terms of service at: 
https: //connect.aals. or~ip/cm/ld/fid 280 



(Denver), a new executive committee member, and 
Sam Kamin (Denver)j oined the ranks of new 

contributors with their article, Marijuana Lawyers: 
Outlaws or Crusaders and Andy Perlman 
(Suffolk) provided his "Update on the ABA 
Commission on Ethics 20/20." Please contact 
Margaret at mtarking@iupui.edu if you wish to 
contribute to the newsletter. 

THE SECTION~ S ACTIVITIES: 

A PROGRESS REPORT 

By Jack Sahl 
(University of Akron) 

Greetings, 

I want to report on some Section news and activities 
since my last column. First, my thanks to 
Margaret Tarkington (Indiana--Indianapolis) for 
publishing another wonderful newsletter. As I 
noted in my last column, the newsletter is a Section 
hallmark. The favorable comments I received about 
the last newsletter reflected its role in providing 
useful information and promoting a sense of 
community among PR professors. Of course, the 
success of the newsletter depends on the 
contributions of others as well. In the last 
newsletter Roy Simon (Hofstra) provided his 
regular "Developments in the Regulation of 
Lawyers" column along with Martha Pagliari’s 
(DePaul) "Recent Scholarship" column. Eli Wald 

The Section’s program for the 20114 AALS Annual 

Meeting is titled, The Lost Lawyer & the Lawyer- 
Statesman Ideal: A Generation Later The Sh~fiing 

Sands of the Profession’s Identity. it is scheduled 
for Saturday, January 4th, from 2:00 to 3:45 P.M. at 

the Hilton New York Midtown Hotel. The AALS 
has not assigned a specific room yet so please check 
your AALS Annual Meeting registration materials 
for location information. 

The program’s speakers are: Thomas Morgan 
(George Washington); Margaret Raymond 
(Wisconsin); Myles Lynk (Arizona St.) and the 
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Honorable Shira A. Scheindlin of the United States 
District Court for the Southern District of New 
York. Judge Scheindlin replaces Tony Kronman 

(Yale and author of the book, Tim LOST LAW~R) 
who was forced to withdraw recently due to a back 
injury. I know Tony was looking forward to 
participating on the panel and hearing comments 
about his book. We wish Tony a speedy recovery. 

The Program Committee selected a fifth panelist 

based on a blind review of articles submitted in 
response to the Section’s "Call for Papers." I am 
pleased to report that Randall Lee (Widener) will 
be the fifth panelist based on his submission, Can a 

Single Masterpiece Sustain a Lawyer’s L~fetime and 
Other Questions that Cross" a Lawyer’s Way: 

Musings from a Lcm,yer with a Work in Progress. 
The Program Committee reviewed a number of fine 

submissions. Some of the submissions not selected 
by the Program Committee will also be published 
with the panelists’ papers in the Journal of the 

Professional Lawyer published by the ABA Center 
for Professional Responsibility. Our thanks to 

chair-elect Barbara Glesner Fines (UMKC), 
Cassandra Robertson (Case Western), Norman 
Spaulding (Stanford) and Paula Schaefer 
(Tennessee) for reviewing the papers. 

The Lost Lcm,yer program promises to be a very 
special occasion given the list of speakers and the 
timeliness of the topic, especially with all of the 
recent changes buffeting the legal profession (e.g., 
the globalization of the legal services market, 
advances in technology, and Washington State’s 
limited licensing of legal technicians to provide 
legal services,) and legal education (e.g., the general 
decline in law school applications, the poor job 
market for graduates, and pressures for curricular 
reform). I hope you can j oin us on January 4th. 

The Section’s customary business meeting will 
begin on Saturday, January 4th, at 7:15 a.m. 

Fordham Law School’s Stein Center for Law and 

Ethics will host the business meeting at Fordham 
Law School in Room 430 B/C and provide a 
complimentary breakfast. I expect the more 
"formal" part of the meeting to begin at 7:30 and 
conclude by 8:15 am. - and probably sooner. We 
have the room until 9:00 am. for those who wish to 
remain longer and socialize--another Section 
custom. Our thanks to Bruce Green and his 
colleagues at the Stein Center for generously 
hosting the event. Please RSVP to Sherri Levine, 

the Associate Director of the Stein Center for Law 
and Ethics, by December 19 if you are attending the 
business meeting and breakfast. Sherri’s contact 
information is: slevinel7@law~fordham.edu or 
(212) 636-6988. 

By the way, Fordham Law School is located at 140 

West 62nd Street between Columbus and 
Amsterdam Avenues. It is near the Hilton Midtown 
Hotel, the site of the AALS Annual Meeting. A 
number of us will be walking from the Hilton’s 

front entrance (i.e., the Avenue of the Americas 
entrance) at 6:50 A.M. for the brief trip to Fordham 
instead of taking a cab. Please feel free to join us 
for the morning walk. 

After my brief report about the "state of the 
section," Larry Alexander (San Diego), a 
colleague and close friend of Fred’s, will present 
the Fred C. Zacharais Memorial Prize for 
Scholarship in Professional Responsibility. This 
year’s recipient is Dana Remus (North Carolina) 

for her article, Out of Practice: The Twenty-First 
Century Legal Projbssion, with an award of 
Honorable Mention to Norman Spaulding for The 

Privilege of Probity: Forgotten Foundations of the 
Attorney-C#ent Privilege. I have served on the 
selection committee and it is a wonderful 
opportunity for colleagues to discuss (perhaps even 
debate) scholarship. I highly recommend the 
experience. Our thanks to Sam Levine (Touro) and 
the Selection Committee that he chaired for all of 
their time and work. 
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Some of you may recall a concern last year about 
PR symposia and other events being scheduled near 
or on the same dates. For example, there were 3 
symposia scheduled for the same weekend last year. 
The new Events Scheduling Committee, chaired by 
Sam Levine, considered ways to avoid this 
problem. The consensus was to create an Events 
Schedule Calendar on the Section’s website. 
Although not a fail-safe resolution, we now have 
such a calendar on the website in hope of 
minimizing and avoiding scheduling conflicts, it 
seems to be working and, at the very least, provides 
all of us with advance notice of upcoming events. 
Please keep forwarding your upcoming events to 
Sam at ..s_!__e_._~(_i_.n__..e__(~.t__o__t_.~__r_._o_.l__.a_..w_._._e._.d:t_~. for posting on the 
Section’ s calendar. 

In the process of undertaking the latter effort, it 
became quickly apparent that the website needed 
substantial updating. Ben Cooper (U of 
Mississippi) undertook this task as Chair of the 
Website Committee and has made many updates. 
The updating process continues and anyone 
interested in helping Ben should contact him at 
bcooper@olemiss.edu. Thanks Ben! 

The Executive Committee has been a ~vonderful 
source of support all year when called on to help. 
Alexandra Lahav (Connecticut), Renee Knake 
(Michigan St.) and Margaret Tarkington will 
complete their three-year terms on the Executive 
Committee in January. The Nominating Committee 
of Susan Fortney (chair) (Hofstra), Barbara 
Glesner Fines, Renee Knake, Tony Alfieri 
(Miami) and Meredith Duncan (Houston) 
reviewed a number of applicants to replace them 
and to add two others to bring our Executive 
Committee to full strength under the Section 
Bylaws. 

(Hamline), Katerina Lewinbuk (So. Texas) and 
Marc Steinberg (Southern Methodist). The slate 
of new officers proposed by the Nominating 
Committee to work with incoming Chair Barbara 
Glesner Fines is: Chair-elect Andy Perlman 
(Suffolk) and Secretary Sam Levine. I know this 
slate of officers and Executive Committee members 
will advance the Section’s interests. As is 
customary, we will vote on the slate of candidates at 
our Annual Business Meeting on January 4th. 

In closing, I also want to thank Alberto Bernabe 
(John Marshall) and Susan Fortney who co-chaired 
the Committee to Plan the Networking Event at the 
ABA Center for Professional Responsibility 
Conference in San Antonio. They organized a 
lunch meeting that was a huge success. 

I am sure there are others who I forgot to mention 
who also deserve recognition for helping with 
section business. My apologies and, more 
important, my sincere thanks for your help. I look 
forward to seeing everyone in New York City on 
January 4th. 

Best wishes, 

Jack 
AALS Professional Responsibilfly Section Chair, 2013 
ips@uakron.edu 

The new slate of Executive Committee members 
proposed for 2014 is: Sande Buhai (Loyola, L.A.), 
John Dzienkowski (Texas), Marie Fallinger 



AALS PROFESSIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY SECTIION 

ANNOUNCE[V ENTS 

AALS SECTION ON 

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

2014 ANNUAL MEETING PROGRAM 

The Lost Lawyer and the Lawyer Statesman Ideal: 
A Generation Later - The Sh~fting Sands of the 

Profession ’ s Identity 
Saturday, January 4, from 2:00 pm to 3:45 pm 

2014 AALS Annual Meeting 
New York, New York 

Twenty years after Professor Anthony Kronman 
published his seminal and controversial book, THE 
LOST LAWYER: FAILING IDEALS OF THE LEGAL 

PROFESSION, the question of the role of attorneys in 
society is more important than ever. In Kronman’s 
view, early generations of American Lawyers saw 
the attainment of practical wisdom as their ultimate 
professional goal. They understood that this wisdom 
was a character trait "that one acquires only by 
becoming a person of good judgment, and not just 
an expert in the law." Cultivating and exercising 
this trait was a professional ideal that Kronman 
called the "lawyer-statesman ideal." The name 
stressed the ideal’s "roots in the past and the air of 
obsolescence" surrounding it. The ideal described 
someone with great practical wisdom, exceptional 
persuasive powers, a devotion to the public good, 
forgetfulness of one’s self, sympathy for others, and 
excellent intellectual skills. Kronman examined the 
lawyer-statesman ideal in the profession’s three 
major branches--law schools, law firms, and the 
courts--and warned that the profession was "in 
danger of losing its soul." 

Today, tsunami-like forces of change are buffeting 
the legal profession. Those forces include 
decreasing law school applications, increasing 
student debt, diminishing employment prospects, 
contracting law school budgets, curricular reform, 
law57er unemployment and layoffs, rapid 
technological change, shrinking judicial resources 
in the face of expanding dockets, increasing 
bureaucratization of our courts, and many 
Americans’ lack of access to legal assistance and 
justice. 

The program’s speakers are: 

The Honorable Shira A. Scheindlin of the 
United States District Court for the Southern 
District &New York 

¯ Thomas Morgan (George Washington) 
° Margaret Raymond (Wisconsin) 
¯ Myles Lynk (Arizona St.) 
¯ Randall Lee (Widener) 

The proceedings will be published by the ABA 
Jomwal of the Professional Lawyer. 

COME JOIN PR PROFESSORS 

FOR BREAKFAST 
AT FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 

The    Professional    Responsibility    Section 
traditionally holds an informal gathering of Section 
members at the AALS Annual Meeting. This year 
the gathering will be held as a complimentary 
breakfast at Fordham University School of Law, 
commencing at 7:15 a.m. (with the program 
beginning at 7:30) on Saturday, January 4. The 
business meeting will end by 8:15 (or earlier), but 
people are welcome to stay and socialize until 9:00. 
Come meet new friends, catch up with old ones, and 
share a bit about your scholarship, service, and 
teaching so that we can all get to know each other a 
bit better. Please RSVP to Sherri Levine by 
December 119 if you are attending the business 
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meeting and breakfast. Sherri’s contact information 
is: slevinel 7@law.fordham.edu or (212) 636-6988. 

OTHER PROFESSIONAL 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND 

0PPORTUNITES 

LEGAL ETHICS BLOGGING COMPETITION 

FOR LAW STUDENTS 

Each student can submit as many as three entries, 
though no student will be eligible to win more than 
one prize. Multiple submissions from the same 
author, however, may be eligible for publication on 
the blog. 

Selection of Winners 
Winners will be chosen by a selection committee 

consisting of various authors of the Legal Ethics 
Forum blog 

Please let your students know that Legal Ethics 
Forum is sponsoring a law student writing 
competition with prizes totaling $1,500. 

Eligibility 
The competition is open to students enrolled at any 
law school in the world as of September 1, 2013. 

Submission Requirements 
Submissions cannot be longer than 1,250 words. 
The length limit will be strictly enforced. 

Each submission must address a topic of interest 
related to legal ethics. Examples of eligible topics 

include (but are not limited to): 
¯ alternative law practice structures (see, e.g., 

._h_ey__e., ._h_ey__e_., mid ._h_e___r___e_); 
° the scope of the attorney-client privilege within 

la~v fi~rns; 
¯ how to comply with new ABA Model Rule 

1.6(b)(c) when engaged in cloud computing; 
and 
¯ the identification of skills that ._c____o_~t?__e___t__e____n___t_ 

lawyers must have today that were unnecessa~ 
twenty years ago (see, e.g., here, here and here_). 

The selection committee will perform a blind 
review of all eligible submissions. 

The winner of the competition will receive at 
least $500. The second place entry will receive at 
least $300, and the third place entry, will receive at 
least $200. As many as five submissions will 
receive an honorable mention with a cash prize of at 
least $100. The total prize money available is 
approximately $1,500. 

All of the winning entries will be published on the 
blog. 

Submission Deadline 
All submissions must be received by January 5, 
2014 and should be sent to this email 
address (lefcompetition@andrewperlman.com) as 
attachments. Submissions should be in a commonly 
used word processing format, such as Word, that 
allows for automated word counts. 
Winners will be notified by February 28, 2014. 

Winning entries will be judged based on the 
timeliness of the issue addressed, originality, clarity 
of expression, usefulness to practicing lawyers 
(including links to helpful related resources), and 
consideration of opposing positions. (You can find 
model blog posts here and here.) 



FELLOWSHIPS AT AUSCHWITZ FOR THE 

STUDY OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS (FASPE) UPCOMING CONFERENCES & 

SUMMER PROGRAM 
W0 RKS H 0 P S 

Please share this announcement about a summer 
ethics fellowship with your students and post a 
flyer about the program, found at this link, on 
your department bulletin board. 

REINVENT LAW NYC 
(& OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS) 

New York, New York 
February 7, 2014 

FASPE (Fellowships at Auschwitz for the Study of 
Professional Ethics) is now accepting applications 
for a fellowship that uses the conduct of lawyers 
and judges in Nazi Germany as a launching point 
for an intensive two-week early summer program 
about contemporary legal ethics. Applications from 
all law students, regardless of what field of law they 
are interested in, are sought. Fellowships include an 

all-expense paid trip from New York to Berlin, 
Krako~v, and Og~vi~cim (Auschwitz) where students 
will work with leading faculty to explore both legal 
history and the ethical issues facing lawyers today. 
All program costs, including international and 
European travel, lodging, and food, are covered. 

The 2014 program for FASPE Law will run from 
May 25 to June 5. 

Completed applications must be received by 
January 6, 2014. Candidates of all religious, 
ethnic, and cultural backgrounds are encouraged to 
apply. 

ReInvent Law is a law laboratory devoted to 
promoting    technology,    innovation,    and 
entrepreneurship in the legal services industry at 
Michigan State University College of Law, directed 
by Professors Daniel Martin Katz and Renee 
Newman Knake. 

This February, mindful of both the renowned Big 
Law presence and burgeoning legal startup 
community in New York, ReInvent Law will host 
its next conference in New York City. The 

ReInvent Law NYC conference will be held on 
February 7, 2014 at the Cooper Union Great Hall, 
where Lincoln gave a famous address in 1863. This 
one-day, one-stage event will feature nearly 40 
speakers and is open to all interested attendees, 
including lawyers, technology specialists, 
entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, academics, 
students, journalists, and others. Tickets to the 
conference are free, but registration is required! 
Tickets        are        available        here: 

http :iireinventlawnyc. comi. 

To apply or to learn more about FASPE, please 

visit: www.FASPE.info. 

If you have any questions, please contact Thorin R. 
Tritter, Managing Director of FASPE, at 

ttritter@FASPEinfo. 

The Michigan State University College of Law 21 ~t 
Centu_ry Law Practice Summer Program will be 
held again in London from June 8 to 23, 2014. The 
program is open to law students, practicing lawyers, 
and other professionals interested in law and 
technology. The ReInvent Law London 2014 
conference will be held on June 20, 2014. 

For more information, please contact Amani 
Smathers at ._s____n__!__a___t___h___e_L_l___@_!___a_____w__:m__s___u___:___e_=d___u_.. 



WHO ARE THEY TO JUDGE? -- 

ETHICAL AND PROFESSIONALISM ISSUES 

FACING THE BENCH 
University of Georgia School of Law- 

Athens, Georgia 
February 21, 2014 

Members of the judiciary are facing increasing 
ethical challenges and being subject to enhanced 
scrutiny as a result of the changing dynamics of 
both their jobs and the legal profession more 
generally. This symposium will examine three 
important areas in this regard--judicial elections and 
their effect on the decision-making process; 
collegiality, decorum, and civility between the 
bench and the bar; and the process, results, and 
aftermath of investigations into alleged judicial 
misconduct. 

There will be three panel discussions and two 
featured addresses, respectively delivered by the 
Honorable David B. Sentelle of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and the 

Honorable Marsha Teruus, former Chief Justice of 
the Iowa Supreme Court.    Other confirmed 
participants include Bruce Green (Fordham), 

David Levi (Duke), Edward Tarver (USA for 
M.D. Ga.), Margaret Tarkington (Indiana 
University--McKinney), Charles Geyh (Indiana 
University--Maurer), the Honorable Steve C. 
Jones (USDC N.D. Ga.), Joanna Shepherd-Bailey 
(Emory), Penny White (Tennessee), the Honorable 

M. Gino Brogdon, Sr., Jeffrey R. Davis, 
Lawrence J. Fox, Robert Ingrain. 

For more information contact Lonnie Brown at the 
University of Georgia School of Law 

(ltbrown@uga:edu). 

CALL FOR PAPERS FOR 

ILEC VI: LEGAL ETHICS AT A TIME OF 

REGULATORY CHANGE 
July 10-12, 2014 

London, UK 

The Organizing Committee is pleased to be hosting 
the International Legal Ethics Conference VI, Legal 
Ethics at a Time of Regulatory Change, in London, 
United Kingdom, from July 10-12, 2014, at City 

Law School London. The main Conference events 
will take place on the Northampton Square campus 

in Clerkenwell close to London’s theatres, museums 
and restaurants. The dinner on Friday evening will 

be in the Great Hall, Inner Temple. 

Call for Papers 
Proposals for presenting a paper or panel are invited 
from scholars from all disciplines, legal 
professionals, judges and students. Presenters are 
encouraged to submit papers within one of the 
following streams: 

1. Culture, Technology, Ethics and Society 
2. Empirical Approaches to Legal Ethics 

3. Philosophy and Legal Ethics 
4. Regulation oftheProfession(s) 

5. Ethics and Legal Education 

The Conference will be organized into sessions of 
90 minutes each. Normally, three papers will be 
presented in any one session. Alternatively, a 
proposal for a Panel involving discussion or other 
formats will be considered. 

Proposals for a paper or for a panel should include 
an abstract of between 100 and 250 words. If the 
proposal is for a panel, the name of the panelists 
should also be identified. Abstracts should include 
title, authoris and institutional affiliations. Up to 
five key words should also be provided at the end of 
the abstract. 



Proposals should either indicate the stream in which 
the paper or panel is to be presented or identify with 
clarity an alternative theme within which the 
proposal sits. 

In order to accommodate a diverse group of 
presenters, participants should not present in more 
than two events. 

The deadline date for proposals is Jauuary 31, 
2014. 

Proposals    should    be    submitted    to 
andy_boon_l@city.ac.uk with the subject heading 
"ILECVI paper proposal". 

NIFTEP 
TEACHING ETHICS WORKSHOPS FOR 2014 

The National Institute for Teaching Ethics and 
Professionalism (NIFTEP) is a consortium of 
centers on ethics and on the legal profession at 
Fordham, Georgia State, Indiana (Bloomington), 
Mercer, Saint Thomas (Minneapolis), and South 
Carolina. Since 2005 NIFTEP has been conducting 
national workshops for law teachers and 
practitioners; these workshops have also been co- 
sponsored by the ABA Standing Committee on 
Professionalism. NIFTEP also hosts the 
International Forum on Teaching Legal Ethics and 
Professionalism: w~,.teachinglegalethics.or~, (See 
separate article in this newsletter.) 

NIFTEP Workshops for 2014 are scheduled for 
July 8-10 to precede the 6th International Legal 
Ethics Conference in London and November 14 - 
16, 2014 in Atlanta. Attendance at these highly 
participatory events is limited to a small number of 
Fellows selected through an on-line application 
process and invited speakers. There is no charge for 
workshop registration, lodging or meals during the 
workshop; participants are expected to pay their 

own travel costs. If you wish to be placed on the 
NIFTEP email list to receive notices about these 
and other future workshops, including the process 
for applying, please email NIFTEP Deputy Director 
Tiffany Roberts (twroberts@gsu.edu with "NIFTEP 
MAILING LIST" in the subject line. 

The most recent NIFTEP workshop was held 
November 15-17, 2013 in Atlanta, Georgia on the 
theme: "Are We Making a Difference? Developing 
Outcome Measures to Evaluate the Effectiveness of 
Law School Efforts to Teach Ethics and Develop 
Professionali sm." The workshop’s primary goal was 
to design and plan implementation of multiple 
measurement methods that can be used either by 
individual teachers or at the law- school level to 
evaluate the effects of individual curricular 
programs or the entire law school experience on the 
capacity for ethical decision-making and the 
formation of a responsible professional identity. 
The workshop program and biographical 
information about participants are currently 
available at:    http :iilaw.gsu. eduiniftepiF 13.html 
Material presented at the workshop and webcasts of 
each session will also be posted on the same 
website. Webcasts and other information from all 
past NIFTEP workshops are available at: 
http ]ilaw.gsu. eduiniftepipastworkshops.html. 

RECENT CONFERENCES 

THE LEGAL PROFESSION~S MONOPOLY 

ON THE PRACTICE OF LAW 
October 18, 2013 

Fordham Law School 

The Stein Center for Law and Ethics 
(,~wwv.law.fordhamedu/stein_) and the Fordham 
Law Review held a one-day colloquium on October 
18, 2013, entitled T~{E LEGAL PROFESSION’S 
MONOPOLY ON THE PrLACTICE OF LAW. 



Description: The legal profession’s monopoly on 
the practice of law- continues to raise a host of 
ethical, practical and theoretical questions. What are 
the unique challenges to the unauthorized practice 
of law in the age of e-lawyering and web-based 
legal services? Are new approaches to fee-splitting, 
advertising and attorney-client relationships needed 
in the internet age? What, if any, lessons can vve 
learn from new international models of alternative 
business structures? What is the relationship 
be~,een lawyers’ monopoly and insufficient access 

to legal services? Is a new response needed by 
educational institutions to the expansion of law- 
related work by non-lawyers? The colloquium 
brought together scholars who are thinking about 
these and other issues from various perspectives, 
with the aim of collectively grappling with these 
difficult and timely questions. 

Participants    included:    Benjamin    Barton 
(University of Tennessee at Knoxville College of 
Law) Michele DeStefano (University of Miami 
School of Law) Bridgette Dunlap (Fordham Law 
School) John Dzienkowski (University of Texas at 

Austin School of Law) Renee Newman Knake 
(Michigan State University College of Law) Leslie 
Levin (University of Connecticut School of Law) 

John 1McGinnis (Northwestern Law) Thomas 
lVlorgan (George Washington University Law 
School) Lisa Nicholson (University of Louisville 

Louis D. Brandeis School of Law) Paul Paton 
(University of the Pacific McGeorge School of 

Law) Russell Pearce (Fordham Law- School) 
Deborah Rhode (Stanford Law School) Laurel 
Rigertas (Northern Illinois University College of 
Law) John SaM (Akron Law) Anthony Sebok 
(Cardozo Law) Carole Silver (Indiana University 
Maurer School of Law) Laurel Terry (Penn State 

Law) Jessica Dixon Weaver (Southern Methodist 
University Dedman School of Law). 

REINVENTLAWLONDON 

June 14, 2013 
London 

ReInvent Law London 20113 was held on June 14, 
2013 as the capstone of the 21 st Century Law 

.P_La_.c._t_.i_..c_.e.__.S_._u._~..m.._.e_r__.P_..r_o.gr_a_._n_!. The London conference 
featured over twenty speakers, including crowd- 
selected presentations chosen by voters and six 
students from the summer program. Presentations 

from ReInvent Law London 2013 can be viewed on 
the ReInvent Law Channel. 

ReInvent Law is a law laboratory devoted to 
promoting    technology,    innovation,    and 
entrepreneurship in the legal services industry at 
Michigan State University College of Law, directed 
by Professors Daniel Martin Katz and Renee 
Newman Knake. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 
REGULATION OF LAWYERS 

By Roy Simon 
(Distinguished Professor of Legal Ethics Emeritus 

Hofstra University School of Law) 

This column reports on some of the many 
changes in our field since the Spring 2013 PR 
Section Newsletter, and previews some new 
developments that are formally or informally under 
consideration around the country. I am amazed at 
how much has happened in six months. 

In gathering the information for this column, I 
rely mainly on two sources:       (1) 
www.~egale~hic@)rum.com, a fascinating blog that 
is so active it’s hard to keep up with all the posts; 



and (2) the bi-weekly Current Reports from the 
ABA/BNA Lawyer’s Manual on Professional 
Conduct, an indispensable resource for anyone who 
wants to stay current in our field. I will start with 
developments at the ABA, then discuss 
developments in Congress and federal agencies, and 
finally discuss developments in the states. 

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 

American Bar Association Developments 

In this section, I discuss many of the changes 
approved by ABA entities since last Spring. 

ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20: In Between 

2009 and 2013, the ABA Commission on Ethics 
20/20 circulated issue papers, white papers, and 
draft rules for public comment, and received oral 
and written comments from lawyers, judges, 
scholars, and the public. The 20/20 Commission 
presented the bulk of its proposals at the ABA’s 
August 2012 Annual Meeting, and presented a few 
additional proposals at the ABA’s February 2013 
Mid-Year Meeting, so they were covered in the 
Spring 2013 PR Newsletter - but the 20/20 
Commission has now completed its work, so this is 
an appropriate time to summarize all the resulting 
changes. 

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct: In the 

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, the 
ABA House of Delegates amended the following 

Rules and Comments in 2012 and 2013 based on 
the Ethics 20/20 Commission’s recommendations: 

Rule 1.0 (Terminology): Black letter and 
Comment 

Rule 1.1 (Competence): Comment only 

Rule 1.4 (Communication): Comment only 

Rule 11.6 (Confidentiality of Information): Black 

letter and Comment 

Rule 1.7 (Conflict of Interest: Current Clients): 

Black letter and Comment 

Rule 1.17 (Sale of Law Practice): Comment only 

Rule 1.18 (Duties to Prospective Client): Black 
letter and Comment 

¯ Rule 4.4 (Respect for Rights of Third Parties): 

Black letter and Comment 

Rule 5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer 

Assistance): Title and Comment 

Rule 5.5 (Unauthorized Practice of Law; 
Multijurisdictional Practice of Law): 

Black letter and Comment 

Rule 7.1 (Communications Concerning a 
Lawyer’s Services): Comment only 

Rule 7.2 (Advertising): Comment only 

Rule 7.3 (Direct Contact with Prospective 

Clients): Title, Black letter, and Comment 

Rule 8.5 (Disciplinary Authority; Choice of 
Law): Comment only 

The Ethics 20/20 Commission also considered--but 
ultimately decided not to recommend--an 

amendment to Rule 5.4 that would have allowed a 
very limited form of non-lawyer ownership of law 

firms. Instead, the Commission issued a statement 
saying, "Based on the Commission’s extensive 
outreach, research, consultation and the response of 
the profession, there does not appear to be a 
sufficient basis for recommending a change to the 
ABA policy." 

ABA Model Court Rules: In 2012 and 2013, the 
ABA House of Delegates amended the following 

model court rules based on the Ethics 20/20 
Commission’s recommendations: 

ABA Model Rule on Admission by Motion: 

Amended in 2012 

¯ ABA Model Rule on Practice Pending 
Admission: New provision added in 20112 

¯ ABA Model Rule for Registration of In-House 
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Counsel: Amended in 2013 

¯ ABA Model Rule on Pro Hac Vice Admission: 
Amended in 2013 

For more information on the work of the ABA 
Commission on Ethics 20/20, including links to all 
of the issue papers, white papers, draft proposals, 
and public comments, see the Commission’s 
website at http://bit.ly/gDHFwX. 

ABA Code of Judicial Conduct: This item requires 
some background. At the ABA’s August 2011 
Annual Meeting, the House of Delegates approved 
Resolution 107, which instructed the Standing 
Committee on Ethics and Professional 
Responsibility and the Standing Committee on 
Professional Discipline to "proceed on an expedited 
basis to consider what amendments, if any, should 
be made to the ABA Model Code of Judicial 
Conduct or to the ABA Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct to provide necessary additional guidance to 
the states on disclosure requirements and standards 
for judicial disqualification." The purpose of 
Resolution 107 was to address a "dramatic 
escalation in campaign support through independent 
committees and the phenomenon of widespread 
public perceptions about the influence of money on 
judicial decisions," which had "fundamentally 
altered the landscape" of judicial campaigns and 
campaign contributions. 

To carry out their mandate, the Standing Committee 
and the Committee on Professional Discipline 
eventually developed proposed amendments to Rule 
2.11 of the Code of Judicial Conduct, which were 
on the agenda for the ABA’s August 2013 Annual 
Meeting. The proposed amendments would have 
required a judge to disqualify himself or herself if 
the judge knows (or learns by means of a timely 
motion) that "a party, a party’s lawsTer, or the law 
firm of a party’s lawyer" has, within a specified 
number of years, made "(a) aggregate contributions 
in support of the judge’s election or retention 
election campaign; (b) aggregate contributions in 

opposition to the judge’s election or retention 
election campaign; or (c) aggregate independent 
expenditures in support of or in opposition to the 
judge’s election or retention election campaign" 
exceeding a specified amount. (The amounts were 
left blank, to be filled in by each state, and the 
threshold amounts would differ depending on 
whether the contributor was an entity or an 
individual.) However, the Resolution was 
withdrawn before the House of Delegates could 
debate it. The Report submitted in support of the 
proposed amendments to Rule 2.11 is available 
online at http:/Tbit.ly/154VKPH. 

ABA Resolution on Attorney-Client Privilege for 
In-House Counsel at Law Firms: Here is an issue 
that should be in the mainstream in nearly every 
legal ethics course. At its August 2013 Annual 
Meeting, the ABA House of Delegates approved 
Resolution 103, which addresses a law firm’s fight 
to claim the protection of the attorney-client 
privilege for communications between law firm 
personnel and the law firm’s in-house general 
counsel. The key paragraph in the Resolution urges 
all courts, legislatures, and all other governmental 
bodies to support the principle that: 

(a) the attorney-client privilege applies to 
protect from disclosure confidential 
communications between law firm personnel 
and their firms’ designated in-house counsel 
made for the purpose of facilitating the 
rendition of professional legal services to the 
law firm (including any legal advice 
provided by such counsel) in the same way 
as such confidential communications 
between law firm personnel and the firm’s 
outside counsel would be protected .... 

The Report submitted in support of Resolution 1103, 
which includes a thorough review of the case law, is 
available online at http:/Tbit, ly/18j~V2E. 

ABA Guidelines ~br an International Regulatory 
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Information Exchange: At the ABA’s August 
2013 Annual Meeting, the ABA House of Delegates 
approved a Resolution that adopted Guidelines for 
an International Regulator?- Information Exchange. 
The purpose of these Guidelines is to provide "a 
template for state supreme courts and lawyer 
regulatory authorities (e.g., bar admissions 

authorities and disciplinary authorities) to 

coordinate with their foreign regulatory 
counterparts and to enter into voluntary 
arrangements to facilitate the exchange of relevant 

information" about lav~,ers who have been 
disciplined or charged with ethics violations. 

Key language in the Guidelines provides that when 

a "Regulator}, Authority" receives "sufficient 
information demonstrating that a lawyer has 
violated the applicable rules or standards of lawyer 
ethics or professional conduct or is physically or 
mentally disabled, and poses a substantial threat of 
serious harm to the public or to the administration 
of justice," the Regulatory Authority--to the extent 
consistent with the jurisdiction’s rules--may 
provide specified information to its "foreign 
counterpart(s) in any jurisdictions in which it knows 
the law~yer is licensed/admitted or authorized to 
practice," including "details regarding the 
disciplinary proceedings leading to the imposition 
of discipline against the lawyer" and "details of any 
disciplinary proceedings pending against the 
lawyer, including, but not limited to, the substance 

of the allegations of misconduct .... " A link to the 
Report submitted to explain the rationale for 
adopting the Guidelines, as well as the full text of 
the Guidelines, is available at http:/Twww.abanow. 

org/2013/O6/2013am104/. 

ABA Task Force on the Future of Legal 

Education: In 2012, the ABA created a Task Force 
on the Future of Legal Education, and charged it 
with recommending ways in which law schools, the 
ABA, and other groups and organizations can "take 

concrete steps to address issues concerning the 

economics of legal education and its deliver},. " On 
September 20, 2013, the Task Force published a 
draft report, which may be considered at the ABA’s 
February 2014 Mid-Year Meeting. A proposal 
headed "Broader Delivery of Law-Related 
Services," which would directly challenge the 
current regulation of law practice, is summarized by 
the Task Force as follows: 

The delivery of law-related services today is 
primarily by lawyers. These services may 
not be cost-effective for many who are in 

need of them, and some communities and 
constituencies lack accessible legal services. 
State supreme courts, state bar associations, 
and admitting authorities should devise new 
or improved frameworks for licensing 
providers of legal services. This should 
include licensing persons other than holders 

of a J.D. to deliver limited legal services, 
and authorizing bar admission for people 
whose preparation may be other than the 
traditional four-years of college plus three- 
years of classroom-based law school 
education. The current lack of access to 
legal advice of any kind that exists across 
the country requires such innovative steps. 

The complete draft report (together with many other 
materials about legal education) is available on the 
Task Force’s home page at http:/~/bit. Iy/XL W4je. 

National Organizations and Federal Statutes, 
Rules, and Regulations 

The regulation of lawyers is primarily a matter of 
state law, but Congress, federal rule makers, and 
federal agencies are playing an increasingly active 
role in regulating lawyers. This section reports on 
recent and upcoming developments regarding the 
regulation of lawyers at the federal level. 

Bankruptcy Fee Guidelines: In 1996, pursuant to 
28 U.S.C. §586, the United States Trustee Program 
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(USTP) promulgated Guidelines for Reviewing 
Applications for Compensation and Reimbursement 
of Expenses filed under 11 U.S.C §330 (the "1996 
guidelines"). The Guidelines are statements of 
policy that the USTP follows when reviewing 
applications for compensation. In an effort to 
control steep fee increases in bankruptcy cases and 
to ensure that bankruptcy lawyers charge market 
rates rather than premium rates, the USTP has 
begun revising the Guidelines. In November 2011, 
the USTP posted for public comment proposed 
guidelines for reviewing applications for attorney 
compensation in "larger" Chapter 11 cases (defined 

as $50 million or more in assets and $50 million or 
more in liabilities). The proposals were met with 
harsh criticism, so the USTP opened a second 
comment period and conducted a public meeting in 
June 2012. 

More than a year later, the USTP announced that 
revised Guidelines for larger Chapter 11 cases 
would take effect on November 1, 2013. Among 
other things, the revised Guidelines require law 
firms handling larger cases to disclose rate increases 
and to report blended rates for bankruptcy and non- 
bankruptcy matters. (The 1996 Guidelines will 
continue to govern in all other cases until the USTP 
adopts superseding guidelines.) The USTP will 
encourage bankruptcy courts to incorporate the 
revised Guidelines into their local rules of 
bankruptcy procedure, as many courts have done 
with the 1996 Guidelines. The revised Guidelines 
are available on the website of the U.S. Department 
of Ju sti ce at http:/71, usa. gov/] 9oReB UI 

Proposed Amendments to Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure: On August 15, 20113, the Advisory 
Committee on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
published for public comment a "Preliminary Draft" 
of proposed amendments to Rules 1, 4, 6, 16, 26, 
30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37, 55, and 84. The proposed 
amendments are grouped around three "themes": (i) 
proportionality in discovery, (ii) cooperation among 

lawyers, and (iii) early and active judicial case 
management. The discovery-related proposals, 

which the Advisor?- Committee calls the "Duke 
Rules Package," grew out of a series of meetings at 
the Duke Civil Litigation Conference in 2010. They 
include a complete overhaul of Rule 37(e) that 
rejects case law permitting sanctions for negligent 
spoliation and allows severe sanctions only if the 
spoliator’s actions "(i) caused substantial prejudice 
in the litigation and were willful or in bad faith; or 
(ii) irreparably deprived a party of any meaningful 
opportunity to present or defend against the claims 
in the litigation." Proposed Rule 37(e) also 
articulates five specific factors for a court to 
consider in assessing a party’s conduct before 
imposing sanctions for spoliation. The proposals are 

available on the website of the U.S. Courts at 
http://7, usa.gov/ld3FiqX. Comments on the 
proposals are due on February 15, 20114. 

U.S. Department of Labor position on law 
students perJbrming unpaid pro bono work at Jbr- 
profit law firms: In a September 12, 2013 letter to 
the ABA’s immediate past president (Laurel 
Bello~vs), the U.S. Department of Labor’s Solicitor 

of Labor (M. Patricia Smith) stated that the Fair 
Labor Standards Act (FSLA) does not prohibit law 
students from performing unpaid pro bono work at 
law firms. The letter noted that the FLSA generally 

does not allow people to volunteer at for-profit 
entities, but pro bono work is an exception. Thus, if 

six criteria are satisfied, then "law students who 
perform unpaid internships with for-profit law firms 
for the students’ own educational benefit may not 
be considered employees entitled to wages under 
the FLSA." The six criteria are: (i) the training is 
"similar to training which would be given in an 
educational environment"; (ii) the "internship 
experience is for the benefit of the intern"; (iii) "the 
intern does not displace existing employees, but 
works under close supervision of existing staft"; 
(iv) the employer "derives no immediate advantage 

from the activities of the intern"; (v) the intern "is 
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not necessarily entitled to a job at the conclusion of 
the internship"; and (vi) both the intern and the firm 
"understand that the intern is not entitled to wages 
for the time spent in the internship." The letter 

concluded: 

Accordingly, where a law student works 
only on pro bono matters that do not involve 
potential fee-generating activities, and does 
not participate in a law firm’s billable work 
or free up staff resources for billable work 

that would other~vise be utilized for pro 

bono work, the firm will not derive an 
immediate advantage from the student’s 
activities, although it may derive intangible, 
long-term benefits such as reputational 
benefits associated with pro bono work. 

Finally, the letter said that the analysis would be 
different for law school graduates who have not yet 

been admitted to the bar. The letter is available at 
http ://b it. ly/l 6cdjgz. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE STATES 

address only a couple of items that are rapidly 
developing - state adoptions of amendments 
wrought by the Ethics 20/20 Commission, and the 
rapidly spreading state adoptions of the Uniform 
Bar Examination (the "UBE"). For up-to-date 
information about every state regarding such things 

as malpractice insurance disclosure rules, 
multijurisdictional practice rules, in-house counsel 
registration rules, and the Major Disaster Rule (the 

"Katrina" Rule), consult the unmatched website of 
the ABA Center for Professional Responsibility, the 
national new’e center for professional responsibility 
issues, which keeps track of federal, state, and ABA 
developments regarding professional responsibility. 
An especially useful page is .h____~t_p__;:~!~_i_L_l_)__:~z__~_(l~_,3__, 

which links to current and historical resources about 

the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, 
state regulations, and other regulatory models. 

Ethics 20/20 reviews: Only two jurisdictions -- 
Delaware and Iowa -- have adopted a significant 
portion of the amendments recommended by the 

ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20, and another 
(Massachusetts) has proposed to do so. 

Every state has by now completed a review of the 
ABA Ethics 2000 changes, and many jurisdictions 
have been waiting for the ABA House of Delegates 

to vote on proposals advanced by the ABA 
Commission on Ethics 20/20 in 2012 and 2013 
before beginning a new review. Nevertheless, some 
states have amended their rules since the Spring PR 
Newsletter, or have proposed amendments that 
remain pending. In this section, I will discuss some 
aggregate data about the states, then describe some 
significant actual and changes (some of which have 

yet to take effect) and some significant proposed 
changes in particular states. 

Broad Trends in the States 

Usually at this point in the Newsletter, I discuss 

broad trends in the states - but not much has 
changed since the Spring Newsletter, so I will 

Uniform Bar Examination (UBE): The Uniform 
Bar Examination (UBE) has been adopted by 13 
jurisdictions (AL, AZ, CO, ID, MN, MO, MT, NE, 

NH, ND, UT, WA, and WY). The UBE is an 
examination prepared by the National Conference 

of Bar Examiners (NCBE) that consists of six 
Multistate Essay Examination questions, two 
Multistate Performance Test questions, and the 

Multistate Bar Examination. For more information, 
see http ://WWW. ncbex.org/multistate-tests/ube/. 

Developments in Particular States 

This section of "What’s New" describes a sampling 
of the many interesting developments since the 
Spring Newsletter. For detailed information about 
developments in particular jurisdictions, visit the 
websites given after each jurisdiction listed below, 
or click a link to individual state resources available 
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at http://bit.ly/tysMOA. Liability Insurance) [date filed 9/3/2013] 

Arizona (www.azbar.org): Effective January 1, 
2013, the Arizona Supreme Court amended Rule 
7.5 to permit lawyers to use a trade name "if it does 
not imply a connection with a government agency 
or with a public or charitable legal services 
organization and is not otherwise in violation of 
Rule 7.1." Also, for a three-year period running 
from January 1, 2013 through December 31, 2015, 
the Arizona Supreme Court will permit law students 
to sit for the bar exam during their last semester of 
law school. Arizona is the first state in the country 

to allow- 3Ls to take the bar exam. 

California                  0~. calbar, ca. g ov, 
www.courtin.[b.ca.gov, and www.leginfo, ca.gov): 

Since 2002, California’s Commission for the 
Revision of the Rules of Professional Conduct has 
been actively studying ways to revise and update 

California’s rules to bring them more closely in line 
with the ABA Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct. (California is the last jurisdiction in the 
country whose ethics rules are not based on the 

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct.) 
Through October 3, 2013, the State Bar has filed 
nine proposed Rules of Professional Conduct with 
the California Supreme Court. The following is a 
list of the proposed rules that have been filed (and 

the date each one was filed): 

¯ Proposed Rule 1.0 (Purpose & Scope of the 
Rules) [date filed 8/9/2013] 

Proposed Rule 1.0.1 (Terminology) [date filed 

8/19/2013] 

¯ Proposed Rule 1.1 (Competence) [date filed 

10/9/2012] 

Proposed Rule 1.4 (Communication) [date filed 

8/26/2013] 

¯ Proposed Rule 1.4.1 (Disclosure of Professional 
15 

¯ Proposed Rule 1.8.10 (Sexual Relations with 
Client) [date filed 10/9/2012] 

¯ Proposed Rule 2.1 (Advisor) [date filed 
9/10/2013] 

Proposed Rule 3.1 (Meritorious Claims & 
Contentions) [date filed 10/3/2013] 

Proposed Rule 6.1 (Voluntary Pro Bono Publico 
Service) [date filed 9/17/2013] 

Altogether, the State Bar of California Board of 
Trustees has adopted sixty-seven proposed new and 
amended Rules of Professional Conduct, but they 
will not take effect unless they are approved by the 
California Supreme Court. The State Bar expects to 
continue submitting provisions to the California 
Supreme Court until it has filed all of the proposed 
rules that have been adopted by the Board. A link to 
the full text of all of the proposed rules adopted by 

the Board can be found at the Ethics Information 
page    of    the    Bar’s    website    at 
http://WWW.calbar.ca.gow/ethics. For updated 
information, visit http:~Tbit.ly/lacoBcJ. 

California is also studying bar admission 
requirements. I recounted that work in the Spring 
Newsletter, but it is continuing, so it is worth 
checking the State Bar’s website from time to time 
to see what is happening as the work of the Task 
Force on Admissions Regulation Reform proceeds. 

California is also revamping its Standards for 
Attorney Sanctions for Professional Misconduct, 
which were adopted in 1986 and have not been 
significantly modified since then. The proposed 
revisions, which have been developed by the State 
Bar’s Office of Chief Trial Counsel, have three 
main goals: (1) to comport with decisional law 
issued since Standards were originally adopted; (2) 



to create greater uniformity in State Bar Court 
suspension recommendations; and (3) to better 
describe aggravating and mitigating circumstances 
by incorporating ideas from the ABA’s Model 
Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions. The 
latest draft revisions were circulated for public 
comment in June 2013, and the State Bar was still 
considering the public comments when we went to 
press. The proposed Standards are available at 
http :/Tbit. ly/l als l g, u. 

the UPL and Unfair Competition Law ("UCL") 
statutes, (b) authorize the State Bar to bring a civil 
enforcement action against the nonlawsTers in its 
own name, (c) require the court, in a civil 
enforcement action by the State Bar for the 
unlawful practice of law, to impose a civil penalty 
not to exceed $2,500, and (d) require the court to 
order the offending paralegal agency to reimburse 
the State Bar for the reasonable expenses of its 
investigation and prosecution of the action. 

In statutory news, on October 5, 2013, Governor 
Jer~ Brown signed a bill that made national news, 
the Attorneys’ Right to Practice Act (A.B. 1024), 
that allows undocumented aliens to receive a license 
to practice law in the state. California is the first 
state to authorize its highest court to grant a law 
license to a person not lawfully present in the 
United States. (The courts are considering whether 
California has the power to admit undocumented 
people to the bar in light of various federal laws, but 
those issues are beyond the scope of this 

Newsletter.) 

On the same date (October 5t~), Gov. Brown also 
signed a bill (A.B. 111159) that forbids immigration 
lawyers and consultants to take money for services 
related to federal immigration reform until Congress 
acts, and requires attorneys and immigration 
consultants to account for any money already 
accepted for immigration reform services and either 
refund the money or deposit it in a client trust 
account. The same law also prohibits nonlawyers 
from using the term "notario," which in some 
countries refers to a person who is qualified to give 
legal advice. 

Regarding the unauthorized practice of law, the 
California Legislature has passed a bill (A.B. 888) 
designed to crack down on illegal paralegal 
operations. If signed into law, the bill would (a) 
require the State Bar to disclose, in confidence, 
information learned in a UPL investigation to "the 
agency responsible for the criminal enforcement" of 
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However, some legislative developments may favor 
nonlaw~ers. On June 17, 2013, the California State 
Bar’s Limited License Working Group (a group 
created by the California State Bar Board 
Committee on Regulation, Admission and 
Discipline Oversight) recommended that California 
offer limited-practice licenses to nonlawyers. Under 
the recommendation, nonlawyers would still be 
prohibited from performing activities that lawyers 
have been trained to provide, such as representing 
clients in court, representing clients in areas not 
benefitting from limited licensure, and negotiating 
settlements--but nonlawyers would be permitted to 
provide "discrete, technical, limited scope of law 
activities in non-complicated legal matters in 1) 
creditor/debtor law; 2) family law; 3) 
landlord/tenant law; 4) immigration law." The 
recommendation for limited-practice licenses was 
still in its early stages and will need to work its way 
through the California State Bar and eventually the 
California Supreme Court. 

Delaware (www.dsba.org): On August 26, 2013, 
effective immediately, the Delaware Supreme Court 
amended the Comment to Rule 8.5 by adding the 
following sentence at the end: 

With respect to conflicts of interest, in 
determining a lawyer’s reasonable belief 
under paragraph (b)(2), a written agreement 
between the lawyer and client that 
reasonably specifies a particular jurisdiction 
is within the scope of that paragraph may be 



considered if the agreement was obtained 
with the client’ s informed consent 
confirmed in the agreement. 

The language is taken verbatim from the last 
sentence of Comment [5] to ABA Model Rule 8.5 
as amended in February 2013 based on a 
recommendation by the ABA Ethics 20/20 
Commission. The Delaware Supreme Court’s Order 
is at htq)://1, usa.gow/Gl~N90d 

Florida          (www.flabar. org          and 
www.floridasupremecourt.org): In May 2013, The 
Florida Bar’s Standing Committee on Advertising 
proposed an amendment that would make it 
"deceptive and inherently misleading" for one 
lawyer to buy keyword advertising triggered by 
another lawyer’s name. (For example, it would be 
improper for attorney Melvin Miller to buy the 
keywords "attorney Samuel Smith" so that people 
who searched for Smith ended up on Miller’s 
website.) The proposal was still pending when we 
went to press. 

On June 6, 2013, on the request of the Supreme 
Court of Florida Commission on Professionalism, 
the Florida Supreme Court adopted a new Code for 
Resolving Professionalism Complaints, which 
begins as follows: 

Members of The Florida Bar shall not engage in 
unprofessional conduct. "Unprofessional conduct" 
means substantial or repeated violations of the Oath 
of Admission to The Florida Bar, The Florida Bar 
Creed of Professionalism, The Florida Bar Ideals 
and Goals of Professionalism, The Rules Regulating 
The Florida Bar, or the decisions of The Florida 
Supreme Court. To implement the new Code, the 
Florida Supreme Court ordered the Chief Judge of 
every circuit to "create a Local Professionalism 
Panel to receive and resolve professionalism 
complaints informally if possible" -- and to refer 
the complaints to The Florida Bar if necessary. 

In a remarkable legislative development, the Florida 
Legislature enacted a new section of the Florida 
Probate Code entitled "Gifts to lawyers and other 
disqualified persons" that took effect October 1, 
2013. The key provision, §732.806(1), provides that 
any part of a written instrument that makes a gift to 

a lawyer or a person "related" to the lawyer (a 
defined term) "is void if the lawyer prepared or 
supervised the execution of the written instrument, 
or solicited the gift, unless the lawyer or other 
recipient of the gift is related to the person making 
the gift." Subparagraph (7)(a) makes clear that "the 
lawyer" includes any employee or lawyer employed 
by the same firm as the lawyer. Before the statute 
took effect, Florida common law held that improper 
gifts to lawyers were presumptively the product of 
undue influence, but the gifts were not 
automatically void. The new statute, as a practical 
matter, automatically invalidates any gift to a 
lawyer that violates Florida’s version of ABA 

Model Rule 1.8(c). 

Hawaii (www.hsba.org): On June 25, 2013, after 
two years of public comment, the Hawaii Supreme 
Court announced that extensive amendments to the 
Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct will take 
effect on January 1, 2014. These are the first 
comprehensive revisions to Hawaii’s ethics rules 
since Hawaii adopted its version of the ABA Model 

Rules in 1994. Because the State Bar proposed the 

amended rules in 2011, the revisions do not reflect 
any of the Ethics 20/20 updates to the Model Rules 
that the ABA approved in 2012 and 2013. The full 

text of the amended rules is available online at 
htlp ://b i t. Iy/17Bvr qf 

Indiana O~¢.in.gov/judiciary/): Effective January 
1, 2013, the Indiana Supreme Court amended Rule 
5.5(d)(1) to permit "foreign" (overseas) lawyers to 
work in Indiana exclusively as in-house counsel, 
and simultaneously amended Indiana’s in-house 
registration rule (which Indiana calls its "Business 
Counsel License" rule) to include foreign lawyers. 
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The Supreme Court’s Orders, which show 
legislative-style versions of the amended provisions, 

are         available         online         at 
http : //www. state, in. u~;~.~udi ciary/3 99 5. 

Io ~4~ a 

(w,,,~. iowacourts, gov!Prof essional_Regulation) : 
Effective January l, 2013, the Iowa Supreme Court 
approved amendments to the Iowa Court Rules 
governing lawyer advertising. The amendments 
bring the Iowa rules closely in line with the ABA 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct governing 
lawyer advertising, and they provide guidance to 
lawajers on how to prevent the inadvertent creation 
of a client-lawyer relationship when communicating 
with prospective clients in "real time" by telephone 
or Internet. The Order approving the amendments, 
which attaches a legislative-style version of the 
amended rules, is available at http:/Tbit.ly~Te5ertA. 
For      additional      background,       see 
h ttp > ~ Tb i t. ly/ l dFHXb~. 

Effective March 1, 2013, the Iowa Supreme Court 
adopted a new Rule 31.19 that permits retired 
attorneys to perform pro bono work if they meet 
specified conditions. The Order adopting Rule 
31.19 is available at http:~+~ bit.ly/14RT1FQ. 

Massachusetts (www. massbar, org): Effective 
January 1, 2013, the Supreme Judicial Court of 
Massachusetts amended Rule 1.5 and Rule 6.5. 
Massachusetts Rule 1.5(b) formerly provided that 
the scope of representation and information 
regarding fees and expenses shall be communicated 
to the client, "preferably in writing." The amended 
rule requires that such information "shall" be 
communicated in writing within a reasonable time 
after commencing the representation. (The 
exception for lawyers who charge a "regularly 
represented client on the same basis or rate" 
remains unchanged.) Massachusetts Rule 6.5 was 
simultaneously amended to make clear that an 
attorney providing short-term limited legal services 

to a client under a program sponsored by a non- 

profit organization or court is not subject to 

amended Rule 1.5(b). 

Larger changes are coming soon. In July 2013, the 
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court’s Standing 
Advisory Committee on the Rules of Professional 
Conduct published proposed changes to the 

Massachusetts Rules of Professional Conduct for 
public comment. (Co-author Andrew Perlman is a 
member of the Advisory Committee.) If adopted by 
the Supreme Judicial Court, most of the 
amendments would update the Massachusetts Rules 

to bring them more in line with the ABA Model 
Rules of Professional Conduct, including the recent 
Ethics 20/20 changes. In addition, proposed 

amendments to Rules 5.1 and 5.3 would allow for a 
system of firm-based discipline similar to what 
currently exists in New York and New Jersey. 
Comments on the proposals are due on December 2, 
2013. The proposed amendments and the Advisory 
Committee’s Report explaining the reasons for the 
changes are available at http:/)7.usa.~zow/19Z5grT. 

Finally, effective September 1, 2013, new Supreme 
Judicial Court Rule 3:16 requires all newly admitted 
Massachusetts lawyers to complete a daylong 
program entitled "Practicing with Professionalism" 

to assist in the transition from law school to the 
practice of law. The course will provide new 
attorneys with an understanding of their duties in 
the legal profession as members of the bar. 
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Michigan (www.michbar.org): Effective August 1, 
2013, the Michigan Supreme Court amended 
Canons 2, 4, 5, and 7 of the Michigan Code of 
Judicial Conduct. The staff comment explaining the 
changes says: "Nearly all of the current language in 

Canon 2, 4, 5, and 7 is retained .... The new 
language adds explicit provisions to describe the 

types of activities that are allowed or prohibited for 
judges which until now had been undefined and 
therefore the source of confusion." Simultaneously, 
Rule 8.2 of the Michigan Rules of Professional 
Conduct was amended to reflect that the judicial 



canons applicable to judicial candidates are set out 
in new Canon 5. 

In 2012, the State Bar of Michigan recommended 
that the Michigan Supreme Court adopt a proposed 
rule defining the practice of law. The proposed rule 
"is intended to codify Michigan’s common law 
defining the practice of law and to se~’e as a user- 
friendly guide to educate and protect the public 
from persons engaged in the unauthorized practice 
of law." The State Bar’s transmittal letter and 
attachments are available at http:/Tbit.ly/15jYqsT. 
The proposal is still pending. Proposed changes to 
the Michigan Rules of Professional Conduct, which 
the Michigan Supreme Court circulated for public 
comment on March 22, 201111, apparently are also 
still pending. 

client." A Comment explains the problem that led to 
the amendment. The Supreme Court Order adopting 
the amendment also referred it to the Advisory 
Committee on Rules for a "recommendation as to 
whether it should be adopted on a permanent basis." 
The    court’ s    Order is available at 
http : /)~bit. ly/l bGH1 

New Jersey 
(www.judiciary.state. nj. us/rulesiapprpc, htm): 
Effective April 1, 20113, the New Jersey Supreme 

Court added the following new sentence at the end 
of 1.16(d): "No lawyer shall assert a common la~v 
retaining lien." The new sentence effectively 
abolishes common law retaining liens in New" 
Jersey. The Notice amending Rule 1.16(d) is 
available at http://bit.ly/18wONtz. 

Nevada (www. nvbar, org): Effective December 13, 
2012, the Nevada Supreme Court amended its rules 
governing lawyer advertising, making them even 
more detailed. For example, amended Rule 7.2(i) 
provides, in part: "If the advertisement contains any 
reference to past successes or results obtained, the 
communicating lawyer or member of the law firm 
must have served as lead counsel in the matter 
giving rise to recovery, or was primarily responsible 
for the settlement or verdict." 

New Hampshire (http://www.courts.state.nh.us): 
On October 2, 2013, effective immediately, the 

New" Hampshire Supreme Court adopted a 
"temporary" amendment to Rule 1.7 providing that 

a lav~,er from the New Hampshire Public Defender 
Program "may represent an individual for 
arraignment," despite a conflict under Rule 1.7(a) 
and (b), if the individual being represented is not 

either: "(1) a co-defendant of a defendant also 
represented by the New Hampshire Public Defender 
Program; or (2) a witness in a case in which the 
New Hampshire Public Defender Program 
represents a client and.., there is a significant risk 
that the representation of the witness will materially 
limit the lavo’er’s responsibilities to the existing 

In In the Matter of the Letter Decision of the 
Committee on Attorney Advertising, Docket No. 47- 
2007 (N.J., March 14, 2013), an opinion 
considering whether a law- firm could use "the trade 
name Alpha Center for Divorce Mediation, P.C," 
the New Jersey Supreme Court announced that it 

was amending Rule 7.5 "to permit a law firm trade 
name so long as it describes the nature of the legal 
practice in terms that are accurate, descriptive, and 
informative, but not misleading, comparative, or 
suggestive of the ability to obtain results," and as 
long as the trade name is "accompanied by the 
name of the attorney responsible for the 
management of the organization." The court also 
announced that it would appoint a special 
committee to implement the decision. This highly 
controversial case was argued before the New 
Jersey Supreme Court three separate times (in 2008, 

2011, and 2012). The decision is available at 
http:/Tbit, ly/17fMc4c. 
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New Jersey has also significantly amended its court 
rules. Effective February 1, 20113, New Jersey has 
abolished its former requirement, codified in Rule 

1:21-1(a) of the Rules of Court of the State of New 
Jersey, that all la’~,ers practicing in New Jersey 



maintain "a bona fide office" somewhere in the 
United States. The bona fide office provision 
required every New Jersey lawyer to maintain a 
traditional brick-and-mortar space to meet with 
clients, answer the phone, receive mail, keep files, 
etc. In place of the old requirement, New Jersey has 
amended Rule 1:21l-1l to permit a lawyer to maintain 
only a "virtual office" (a term used in the 
blogosphere but not in the rule itself). The amended 
language provides, in part, that an attorney "need 
not maintain a fixed physical location, but must 
structure his or her practice in such a manner as to 
assure.., prompt and reliable communication with 
and accessibility by clients, other counsel, and 
judicial and administrative tribunals .... 

Finally, on April 2013 the Working Group on the 
Proposed Preadmission Pro Bono Requirement, a 
group commissioned by New Jersey Chief Justice 

Stuart Rabner, issued a report recommending that, 
starting in 2015, applicants to the New Jersey State 
Bar be required to complete 50 hours of pro bono 
work as a condition of admission. The Working 
Group’ s     Report     is     available     at 
http : //bit. ly/18jkGoM. 

New York (w~o4,.nysba.org and 
www.courts.state.ny.u,~): New York remains in 
hyperdrive mode regarding lawyer regulation. On 
May 31, 2013, the courts circulated for public 
comment proposals to add a new Rule 7.4(c)(3) to 
explain the criteria for determining whether a 
law.’yer has "prominently made" the required 
disclaimer regarding specialty certification. The 
"prominently made" requirement was struck down 
as void for vagueness in Hayes v. State of New York 
Attorney Griewmce Committee of the Eig~hth 

Judicial District, 672 F.3d 158 (2d Cir. 20112). In 
November 2013, after making some changes based 
on the public comments, the Courts announced Rule 
7.4(c)(3) setting criteria for determining when a 
disclaimer is "prominently made." The new 
provision, together with shortened disclaimers, will 

probably take effect on January 1, 2014. 

Also related to the New York Rules of Professional 

Conduct, the New York State Bar Association 
House of Delegates approved changes to the 
Comments to Rule 3.8 to reflect New York’s July 1, 
2012 adoption of paragraphs imposing post- 
conviction duties on prosecutors. The new 
Comments, which took effect immediately (because 
they do not need court approval), are taken nearly 

verbatim from Comments [7]-[9] of the ABA 
Model Rules. 

More broadly, the State Bar’s Committee on 
Standards of Attorney Conduct ("COSAC") was 
actively studying all of the amendments to the ABA 

Model Rules of Professional Conduct that resulted 
from the work of the ABA Commission on Ethics 
20/20, and was expected to recommend in the first 
half of 20114 which of the Ethics 20/20 changes 
should be adopted in New- York. 

On May l, 2013, New York amended 22 NYCRR 
§118.1(e)(14) (a court rule) to require law?-ers to 
report the following information on their biennial 
registration forms: 

(a) the number of hours that the registrant 
voluntarily spent providing unpaid legal 
services to poor and underserved clients 
during the previous biennial registration 
period; and 

(b) the amount of voluntary financial 
contributions the registrant made to 
organizations primarily or substantially 
engaged in providing legal services to the 
poor and underserved during the previous 
biennial registration period. 

Moreover, in June 2013 Chief Judge Jonathan 
Lippman announced that these mandated reports 

about their pro bono hours and financial 
contributions would be available to the public upon 
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request. However, after considering protests from 
the New York State Bar Association and others 
objecting to mandatory reporting of pro bono hours 
and financial contributions, the Courts announced in 
September 2013 that the mandatory reports would 
not be subject to public disclosure until at least 
April 20115, except for attorneys who waive 
confidentiality and agree to make their reports 
subject to disclosure. Chief Administrative Judge 
Gall Prudenti described the new- approach as a "two 
year phase-in period to give attorneys the right to 
choose whether their reported data should be 
publicly disclosed." 

In another pro bono development, in July 2013 
Chief Judge Lippman appointed a special Advisory 
Committee on Pro Bono Service by In-House 
Counsel chaired by Court of Appeals Judge Victoria 
Graffeo. Under New York’s existing in-house 
registration rules (22 NYCRR Part 522), in-house 
lawajers who are not admitted to practice in New 
York must register but may not perform any 
services, even pro bono, for clients other than their 
employer. In late September 2013, the Advisory 
Committee proposed amendments to Part 522 that 
would allow registered in-house counsel to appear 
before any court or other tribunal in New York 
without seeking pro hac vice admission, without 
associating with a legal services provider, and 
without working under the supervision of an 
attorney licensed in New York. However, registered 
in-house counsel would still be prohibited from 
making appearances other than in pro bono matters. 
The Advisory Committee’s report explaining the 
proposals is available at http:/)Jbit.ly/lblzOdqW. 
Comments on the proposals were due by October 
31, 2013. The proposals are still pending, but Judge 
Graffeo recently was quoted in the press as saying 
they were likely to take effect by the end of 2013. 

Also still pending are proposed new Court of 
Appeals rules patterned on ABA Model Rule 5.5. 
The new rules would permit lawyers admitted and 

in good standing in another U.S. jurisdiction -- and 
foreign legal consultants authorized to practice 
foreign law in another U.S. jurisdiction -- to 
provide temporary" legal services in New York in 
limited circumstances, subject to New" York’ 
disciplinary jurisdiction. The proposed rules were 
approved by the New York State Bar Association 
House of Delegates in June 2012 and were 
forwarded to the Courts shortly afterwards. The 
Courts still have not circulated the proposed rules 
for public comment, so my guess is that the Courts 
have effectively issued a pocket veto. 

In another development regarding the unauthorized 
practice of law, in May 2013 Chief Judge Lippman 
announced a special committee to examine possible 
roles that nonlawyer advocates could play in 
making affordable help available to New Yorkers 
who are currently unrepresented in civil legal 
matters. The special committee will follow up on 
recommendations in a November 2012 report by the 
Task Force to Expand Access to Civil Legal 
Services in New York, which was also appointed by 
the Chief Judge. 

On the for-profit side, the courts were pondering a 
proposal to allow lawyers in personal injury- and 
wrongful death cases to compute their contingent 
fees on the gross sum recovered (be[ore deducting 
expenses) rather than on the net sum recovered 
(after deducting expenses). The proposal would 
amend court rules in all four Appellate Departments 
that currently require contingent fees in personal 
injury and wrongful death cases to be computed 
based on the net recovery, after deducting expenses. 
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Separately, the courts rejected a proposed 22 
NYCRR Part 523 that would have allowed the 
spouse of a member of the armed services to 
practice law in New York if the applicant is in good 
standing in another U.S. jurisdiction and is married 
to a member of the armed forces who was 
transferred to New- York on military orders. But in a 
letter to the proponents explaining the reasons for 



the rejection, the courts noted that 22 NYCRR 
§520.14 already gives the Court of Appeals 
discretion to "waive the application of any of these 
rules where strict compliance will cause undue 
hardship" to an applicant for bar admission. 

On the legislative front, §90 of the New York 
Judiciary Law, which regulates disciplinary 
procedures, was amended in technical fashion 
effective July 31, 2013, and §475 of the Judiciary 
Law, which regulates attorney charging liens, was 
amended effective January 1, 2013. More 
significantly, various provisions of the Judiciary 
Law that prohibit the unauthorized practice of law 
were amended in 2012 and 2013. Specifically, on 
May 2, 2013 Governor Andrew Cuomo signed into 
law a new §485-a of the New York Judiciary Law 
(Violation of Certain Sections a Class E Felony), 
which upgrades the unauthorized practice of law 
from a misdemeanor to a felony if the person 
committing UPL (1) "falsely holds himself or 
herself out" as a person (i) licensed to practice law 
in New York, or (ii) otherwise permitted to practice 
law- in New York, or (iii) permitted to provide 
services that only attorneys are authorized to 
provide; and (2) the violator impairs a legal right to 
which the victim is entitled, and thereby causes the 
victim to suffer more than $1,000 in monetary loss 
or damages, or to suffer "other material damage." 
The new provision took effect on November 1, 
2013. Companion amendments to §§478 and 484 of 
the Judiciary Law give additional protections to 
foreign legal consultants and to out-of-state lawyers 
admitted pro hac vice. 

Finally, in an important development going beyond 
any particular proposal, the Courts have been 
posting not only proposals for new and amended 
rules but also the public comments -- see 
http :/Twww. courts’.state, ny. us/rules/comments. 

Tennessee (www.tba.org): On April 23, 
2013, the Tennessee Supreme Court issued a per 
curiam Order denying a petition to amend its Rules 

of Professional Conduct governing lawyer 
advertising. The petition, which was filed by the 

Tennessee Association for Justice in November 
2012, would have (i) required that lawyers have a 
"bona fide" office in Tennessee, (ii) prohibited 
laws~ers from hiring actors to portray clients, (iii) 
banned comments on results, and (iv) required 
lawyers to submit proposed advertisements to the 
Board of Professional Responsibility for pre- 
approval. In denying the petition, the court said: 

"We have determined that the continued 
enforcement of the existing rules is preferable to 
any of the changes sought by the petitioners." 
Extensive background information is available at 
http:/Tbit, ly/le5gi5M. 

Also, effective February 4, 2013, the 
Tennessee Supreme Court amended Supreme Court 
Rule 19, which governs pro hac vice admission. 

Finally, effective January 1, 2014, the 
Tennessee Supreme Court has comprehensively 
amended Supreme Court Rule 9, which governs 
disciplinary procedures. A notable innovation is 
§29, which provides for the appointment of a 
"receiver attorney" to wind down the practice of an 
attorney who has (1) resigned or been suspended or 
disbarred; (2) disappeared or abandoned the practice 
of law; (3) become disabled or incapacitated or 
otherwise become unable to continue the practice of 
law; or (4) died. 
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Texas (www.texasbar.eom): On May 16, 
2013, Texas Governor Rick Perry signed into law 
legislation that requires prosecutors to open their 
files to defense lawyers and extends the statute of 
limitations for discipline against law3"ers for the 

State who suppress evidence. The measure, called 
the "Michael Morton Act," is named for a man who 
was convicted in 1987 of murdering his wife but 
was exonerated and released from prison in 201111 
after DNA testing linked another man to the crime. 

Morton, who advocated for the bill, claims that a 
Texas D.A. violated Brady rules by withholding 



crucial evidence that could have pointed to the real 
killer and prevented Morton from spending 25 years 
in prison. The text of the bill is available online at 
http : // bit. ly/l acqF4D. 

Virginia (www. vsb.org): Virginia is 
consistently active. Effective July 1, 2013, the 
Virginia Supreme Court amended Rules 7.1 through 
7.5 of the Virginia Rules of Professional Conduct, 
which govern lawyer adverti sing and solicitation. 

Meanwhile, on June 21, 2013 the Virginia 
State Bar submitted a petition to the Virginia 
Supreme Court recommending amendments to 
Rules 1.11, 1.15, and 5.4. The Rule 1.11 proposals 
would amend Rule 1.11(d), which applies to 
law57ers currently in government sew’ice, by adding 
language allowing a conflict to be waived with 
consent from the private client and the appropriate 
government agency. The proposed new language 
parallels existing Rule 1.11(b), which allows 
informed consent to cure conflicts for lawyers in 
private practice who were formerly in government 
service. The Rule 1.15 proposals would amend Rule 
1.15(a) to clarify that money held by a lawyer on 
behalf of a client must be held in a trust account, 
while other property (such as bonds or jewelry) may 
be placed in a safe deposit box. As currently 
written, Rule 1.15(a) appears to permit a lawyer to 
place money held on behalf of a client into a safe 
deposit box rather than a trust account. The Rule 5.4 
proposals would amend Rule 5.4 (Professional 
Independence of a LawsTer) to align it with Va. 
Code §54.1-3902(B)(1), which permits a nonlawyer 
to serve as the secretary, treasurer, office manager, 
or business manager of a professional entity that is 
authorized to practice law, notwithstanding Rule 
5.4’s prohibition against a lawyer practicing in a 
law firm in which a nonlawyer serves as a corporate 
officer. 

The Virginia State Bar’s Multijurisdictional 
Practice Task Force (MJP Task Force) is seeking 
public comment on proposed amendments to 

Comments 5 and 13 to Rule 5.5 of the Virginia 
Rules of Professional Conduct. Currently, the last 
sentence in Comment 13 reads: "Paragraph 
(d)(4)(iv) applies to a Foreign Lawyer admitted to 
practice only in a foreign nation." This language 
could be read as excluding U.S. lawyers not 
admitted in Virginia from engaging in temporary 
practice under Rule 5.5(d)(4)(iv), so the MJP Task 
Force proposes to delete this sentence from the 
Comment. The term "Foreign Lawyer" as used in 
Rule 5.5(d)(4) currently includes lawyers who are 
not admitted in Virginia but who are (i) lawyers 
admitted in another U.S. jurisdiction, and/or (ii) 
lawyers admitted in a foreign nation. The proposed 
amendment to Comment 5 clarifies that Rule 
5.5(d)(4) identifies circumstances permitting both 
categories of "foreign" lawyers to provide legal 
services in Virginia on a temporary basis even 
though they are not licensed to practice in Virginia. 
Comments were due by July 31, 2013. 

The State Bar is still analyzing public 
comments on a proposed amendment to Rule 
1.11(d)(1) to provide that a conflict created by a 
move from private to public employment can be 
cured with the consent of both the private client and 
the appropriate government agency. Currently, a 
lawyer may represent a private client in connection 
with a matter in which the lawyer participated 
personally and substantially as a public employee 
with the consent of the private client and the 
government agency, but the reverse conflict cannot 
be cured with consent from both affected clients. 
The proposed amendment parallels the existing 
provision in paragraph (b)(1) that provides for 
waiver of the conflict with consent of the affected 
clients. 

Details and updates regarding changes and 
proposed changes in Virginia can be found at 
http://bit.ly/GNEad5, which is extremely well 
organized and always up to date. I wish all 
jurisdictions had such a useful site! 
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ITEMS OF INTEREST 

LAWYER GUARDIANS: 

A CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

By Alberto Bernabe 
(John Marshall Law School) 

Even though it has long been recognized that 
minors have a Constitutional right to counsel in 
delinquency proceedings, a number of reports 
assessing the juvenile justice systems throughout 
the United States have criticized the continuing 
confusion over the fact that many judges and 
attorneys believe the role of the attorney 
representing a minor is to operate as a guardian ad 
litem rather than as an advocate. As a result of this 
confusion, many attorneys end up violating their 
ethical duties or providing ineffective assistance of 
counsel. Attempting to serve as an attorney and a 
guardian at the same time actually eliminates the 
effectiveness of the attorney’s role as an advocate, 
destroys the necessary trust upon which the 
attorney-client relationship must be based, 
jeopardizes the confidentiality of the information 
provided to the attorney and essentially leaves 
minors without I egal representation. 

An attorney who also acts as a guardian will 
have to either advance the client’s desired 
objectives as required by rules of professional 
conduct or violate those duties in order to advocate 
for what the attorney believes to be the best interest 
of the minor. If the attorney chooses the first option, 
he or she disregards his duty as a guardian. If the 
attorney chooses the second option, he or she 
violates his or her professional duties as a lawyer. 

Although establishing an attorney-client 
relationship with a minor may raise some concerns 
particular to the fact that the client is, in fact, a 

minor, the rules of professional conduct state that, 
other than in some rare circumstances, attorneys for 
minors must abide by essentially the same duties 
owed to adult clients. Even in those rare 
circumstances where attorneys are allowed to use 
their own judgment to protect the interests of their 
minor clients, it is clear that the lawyer’s conduct 
should be guided by respect toward the client’s 
autonomy. This is why in cases where the lawyer is 
in doubt as to the best way to proceed, the 
suggested course of action is not to make decisions 
for the client but to ask for the appointment of a 
guardian other than the lawyer himself or herself. 

In contrast to the attorney’s role, the role of the 
guardian ad litem is to use the guardian’s judgment 
to suggest whatever the guardian decides is in the 
best interest of the child and to provide that 
information to the court in order to help the judge 
make decisions affecting the disposition of the 
child. The lawyer’s duty is to the client; the 
guardian’s duty is to the court. 

Given these different roles, representing a 
minor client while attempting to serve as a guardian 
ad litem at the same time threatens the validity of 
the representation by disregarding the basic 
foundations of the attorney-client relationship. An 
attorney attempting to act as an attorney and as a 
guardian at the same time would have incompatible 
duties. For example, the attorney would have to 
decide whether to disclose confidential information 
to the court against his or her client’s wishes, in 
which case the attorney would violate the duty of 
confidentiality, or not to disclose the information, in 
which case the attorney would fail in his or her duty 
to the court as a guardian. 

Surprisingly, however, by all accounts, this 
type of conflicted representation is being allo~ved 
all over the United States--and in ever5, one of 
those instances it can be argued that the minor client 
is being deprived of his or her right to counsel. Any 
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way you look at it, the role confusion generated by 
the prevailing practice ends up hurting rather than 
helping the minors whose rights the courts are 
supposed to be protecting. 

Fortunately, however, there is hope for the 
future.     Last year, the Illinois Supreme Court 
decided People v. Austin M., 975 N.E.2d 22 (Ill. 
2012), in which the court invalidated the 
widespread practice of allowing an attorney to serve 
as an attorney and guardians ad litem 
simultaneously. The court held that representing a 
minor as an attorney and as a guardian at the same 
time constitutes an inherent conflict of interest that 
creates too much of a risk of a violation of a 
minor’ s Constitutional right to counsel. 
Accordingly, the court concluded that the type of 
representation which due process requires in 
delinquency proceedings is that of defense counsel; 
that is, that of an attorney whose singular loyalty is 
to the defense of the juvenile. This has been the 
position of professional organizations and scholars 
for a long time, and now it is the official position of 
the state of Illinois. Hopefully, other states will 
take notice and begin moving in the right direction. 

When it comes to delinquency proceedings, the 
view expressed by courts that have allowed, or, 
worse, encouraged, attorneys to serve as attorneys 
and guardians at the same time is based on the idea 
that juvenile delinquency proceedings are still 
significantly different from criminal trials and on 
the romantic notion that they are designed to have a 
panel of people (including the juvenile’s lawyer) 
put their arms around the minor’s shoulder and 
work together to determine the child’s best interests 
in order to plan his or her future. That is a 
description of the original juvenile justice system-- 
a system in which legal representation was thought 
to be an obstacle, rather than a benefit, to the 
process. That may be a nice system, but it is most 
certainly not the current system. In fact, that is a 
description of the type of system that the US 

Supreme Court found operated in ways to deny 
minors their right to due process. 

With its decision in People v. Austin M., the 
Illinois Supreme Court has finally broken away 
from the national trend and has set a good example 
for other jurisdictions to follow. 

INSPECTING--NOT JUST EXPECTING-- 

PROFESSIONALISM: FLORIDA SUPREME 

COURT ADOPTS CODE FOR RESOLVING 

PROFESSIONALISM COMPLAINTS 
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Kirsten K. Davis 
(Stetson University College of Law) 

Taking what it calls "integrated, affirmative, 
practical, and active measures" to address 
unprofessional conduct and to "firmly encourage" 
professional behavior among lawyers, the Florida 
Supreme Court adopted a new Code for Resolving 
Professionalism Complaints.1 The Code establishes 

a process to address unprofessional lawyer behavior 
that adversely impacts legal practice2 but that does 

not necessarily breach the state’s rules regulating 
the bar. Specifically, the new Code establishes a 
bar-administered professionalism complaint intake 
system and also directs the Florida trial courts to 

create Local Professionalism Panels that will 
provide peer intervention into unprofessional 
conduct.3 While the new Code is a bold step in 

calling attention to and dealing with professionalism 

issues, inconsistencies between the Code and the 
administrative     orders     creating     Legal 

1 In re Code for Resolving Professionalism Complaints, 116 

So. 3d 280, 281 (F1. 2013). 
2 The Court noted that "both lawyers and judges [report] that 

professionalism is one of the most significant adverse 
problems that negatively impacts the practice of law in Florida 
today." Id. 
3 ]d. at 281-82. 



Professionalism Panels may inhibit the Court’s 
ability to clearly transmit its standards for 
professional conduct and to provide consistent, 
predictable, and transparent processes for effective 
professionalism interventions. 

The Supreme Court’s Code for Resolving 
Professionalism Complaints 

"Standards of Professionalism" 

In a unanimous opinion, the Florida Supreme Court 
implemented a process recommended by its 
Commission on Professionalism to "critically 
address professionalism issues in Florida.’’4 The 

decidedly     informal     process     addresses 
"unprofessional conduct," which is defined as 
"substantial or repeated violations" of Florida’s 

"Standards of Professionalism"; these standards 
consist of the Oath of Admission, Creed of 
Professionalism,    Ideals    and    Goals    of 
Professionalism, existing rules of professional 
responsibility, and any decisions of the Florida 
Supreme Court pertaining to professionalism.5 

Notably, the Court declined to synthesize these 
sources into a single code and instead approved the 
collection of existing sources as the professional 
conduct standards.6 While a lawTer’s participation 

in the informal process is voluntary, the Code 
specifically recognizes that some unprofessional 

conduct will also violate the Court’s ethics rules, 
including Rule 4-8.4(d) of the Rules Regulating the 
Florida Bar, which prohibits conduct prejudicial to 
the administration of justice. If the lack of 
professionalism causes an ethics rules violation, 

then a lawyer is subject to mandatory ethics 
disciplinary processes. 

Handling Professionalism Complaints 

through the Attorney Consumer Assistance 

and Intake Program 

The Code provides two ways to initiate 
professionalism complaints. The first is that "any 
person" may bring a professionalism complaint 
against a Florida attorney through the Bar’s existing 
Attorney Consumer Assistance and Intake Program 
(ACAP), ~vhich already handles ethics complaints 
against Florida attorneys. 

Professionalism complaints filed with ACAP can be 
made by telephone call, written request, formal 
sworn ethics complaint, a judicial referral, or the 
Bar on its own initiative.9 If the complaint can be 

resolved informally with remedial guidance to the 
law57er, an ACAP attorney will do so or will refer 

the matter to a Local Professional Panel for 
informal resolution.1° If the matter cannot be 
resolved informally, the ACAP Attorney then 
considers whether the allegations against the lawyer 

would be a violation of the Florida Rules of 
Professional      Conduct      "relating      to 
professionalism.’’11 If the conduct would not be a 

violation, the ACAP attorney can provide remedial 
12 guidance if necessary and then dismiss the case. 

If the conduct would be a violation, the matter is 
further investigated and, if the investigation shows 
the complaint warrants further action, the complaint 
is referred to the Florida Bar’s Lawyer Regulation 
Department for further investigation as a 
disciplinary matter. 13 

41d. at 280. 
Code for Resolving Professionalism Complaints, Exlfibit A 

to In re Code for Resolving Professionalism Complaints, 
tumumbered ~T1 (hereinafter, "CODE.") (June 6, 2013). 

I~ re Code, 116 So. 3d at 281. 
CODE mmu_mbered ¶2. 

9Id. § 3.1. 
~o Id. § 3.2.2. 

~1 Id. § 3.2.3. 
12 

]d" 

~3 Id. § 3.2.5. 
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The Lawyer Regulation Department can dismiss the 
complaint,    recommend    diversion to    a 
professionalism education program, or refer the 
matter to a grievance committee to consider 
whether there is probable cause that the la’~,er’s 
conduct violated the ethics rules.14 A grievance 

committee can then handle the matter just as it 
would a traditional ethics complaint; it can find no 
probable cause, recommend diversion for 
professionalism education, recommend 
admonishment for minor misconduct, or find 
probable cause that the lawyer’s conduct was not 
only unprofessional but also unethical.15     If 

probable cause is found, the Bar begins ethics 
disciplinary proceedings that can result in discipline 
up to suspension and disbarment.16 

With respect to confidentiality of ACAP 
investigations, the Code states that the records of 
informal attempts to resolve the complaint are 

subject to the same rules as investigations into 
ethics complaints except that records of telephone 
conversations between ACAP attorneys and others, 
remain confidential. 17 

Local Professionalism Panels 

According to the new Code, the second way "any 
person" can make a professionalism complaint is 
through new Local Professionalism Panels.18 The 

Supreme Court has directed each trial-level judicial 

circuit to create a Panel.19 Thus far, two circuits, 
the Fourth and Fifteenth, have created Local 
Professionalism Panels. 

The Code makes Panels "independent of The 

Florida Bar" and directs them to "resolv[e] 
complaints of alleged unprofessional conduct by 
attorneys practicing in that [locality]’’2° or to refer 
them to ACAP if necessary.2J Each circuit has 
discretion in creating its Panel.22 Neither the Code 

or the Supreme Court’s order gives much Panel 
design guidance. 

The Fourth .Judicial Circuit 

In the Fourth Judicial Circuit, which includes 
Jacksonville, Florida, the Panel consists of five 
judicially approved members of the Jacksonville 

Bar Association. The Panel will use an "informal, 
non-punitive, educational, and constructive’ 
approach to "address attorneys who have conducted 
themselves in a way that is inconsistent with the 
standards of professionalism." Notably, the Fourth 
Judicial expands its applicable Standards of 
Professionalism beyond that described by the 
Supreme Court. That is, in addition to the sources 
identified by the Supreme Court, the Fourth Circuit 

adds the Jacksonville Bar Association’ s 
Professionalism Guidelines. The Fourth Circuit 
calls this collection of sources the "Ideals and 
Standards"    rather    than    "Standards    of 
Professionalism.’’23 

A judge or other quasi-judicial officer, attorney, or 
non-attorney may refer an attorney to the Local 
Professionalism Panel. When a referral may be 
made differs depending on who is making the 
referral. Judges or quasi-judicial officers must 

14 
Id. § 3.3. 

15 
Id. § 3.4. 

16 
Id. § 3.4(E). 

17 
Id. § 3.5. 

l~ Id. § 2.1. 
1Din re Code, 116 So. 3d at 282. The Panels are meant to 
replace or augment existing voluntaD" Circuit Committees on 
Professionalism. Id. 
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20 CODE § 1.5. 
21 ]lq re Code, 116 So. 3d at 282. 

:~ GaD" Blankenship, Commission Works Out the 
Pr@ssionalism Panel Details’, FLORIDA BAR NEWS, July 15, 

2013 (noting that guidelines for the Panels were "anticipated" 
but that the circuit courts would have discretion in setting up 
the panels). 
:3 Re Establistunent of the Local Professionalis~n Panel, 

Admin. Ord. No. 2013-09, slip. op. at 2 (Aug. 19, 

2013)(noting that the Panel may also include the Chief Judge). 



"determine that an attorney has engaged in 
[unprofessional] conduct" before making a referral. 
When the judge makes a referral under this 
standard, the Panel will take up the matter and may 
send the unprofessional attorney a letter inviting 

24 that attorney to participate in the process. 

Unlike judges who must find uncivil conduct to 
make a referral, attorneys need only "be#eve[] in 
good faith" that he or she has "observe[d] [attorney] 
conduct . . . inconsistent with" professionalism to 
make a referral. Non-attorneys, however, are 
subject to a higher threshold for referrals and must 
show that they have been "directly and adversely 
affected by conduct on the part of an attorney that is 
inconsistent with" professionalism. For attorneys 
and non-attorneys, referrals are limited to two 

25 pages. 

Once the Panel’s chairperson receives an attorney 
or non-attorney complaint, the chairperson decides 
whether the referral will be considered by the full 

Panel.z6 If so, the Panel must send a letter to the 
attorney specifically describing the conduct that the 
complaint alleges to be inconsistent with 
professionalism and advise the attorney that the 
Panel process is non-disciplinary.27 

The attorney must also be advised in a writing, 
signed by him or her, that the Panel process is 
confidential, voluntary, informal, non-punitive, 
educational, and constructive, and that completing 

the Panel’s recommendations will not result in 
sanctions or discipline,z8 All records of the Panel’s 

proceedings are directed to be destroyed "within 
thirty (30) days of the conclusion of the process and 

after [the attorney] has completed all of the 
[Panel’s] recommendations.’’29 

The Panel may choose to meet with the attorney to 
discuss the attorney’s conduct and to suggest how to 
improve future conduct. In addition, as part of the 
complaint’s resolution, the Panel may provide the 
attorney, in a "non-punitive, educational, and 
constructive manner," "with an incentive for self- 
improvement." This incentive may include the 
Panel’s oral or written decision, referral to a 
mentorship program, referral to an ethics course, 
recommendations regarding future conduct, and 
referral to drug and alcohol treatment or mental 
health programs. In the event of more serious 
unprofessional conduct, the Panel can refer the 
complaint to ACAP for additional investigation. 
The administrative order notes that an attorney’s 
"failure to follow the recommendations of the Local 
Professionalism Panel may be a basis" for referring 
the complaint to the Florida Bar’s ACAP process. 

Fifteenth Judicial Circuit 

In the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit (Palm Beach 
County, Florida), the Local Professionalism Panel 
consists of the president of the county bar 
association, a circuit representative from the Florida 
Bar Board of Governors, the chairperson of the 
county    bar    association’ s    Professionalism 
Committee, and three attorneys or retired judges 
selected by the Circuit’ s Chief Judge.31 

Like the Fourth Circuit, the Fifteenth Circuit calls 
its collection of professionalism standards "Ideals" 
and "Standards," but the sources in its collection are 

:SId. at 6. Panel members as well as the "referring attorney" 
lnust also agree in writing to keep the information in the 
process confidential. Id. Judges and non-attorneys are not 
~nentioned in the confidentiality provision. 

28 

29 Id. (emphasis in original). 
30 ]d. at 5. Interestingly, referral to ACAP due to the "nature 

and severity" of the conduct is included in the non-punitive 
incentives for self-improvement. Id. 
3~ In re Fifteenth Circuit Professionalism Panel, Admin. Ord. 

No. 2.105-6/13, slip. op. at 1 (June 20, 2013). The Chief Judge 
may not be a member of the Panel but may preside over it. Id. 



different from both the Fourth Circuit and the 
Supreme Court. That is, the Fifteenth Circuit’s 
"Ideals" refer only to the Florida Bar’s Ideals and 
Goals of Professionalism (one of the five sources in 
the Supreme Court’s collection).    And the 
"Standards" are the local bar association’s approved 
Standards of Professional Courtesy.32 

The stated purpose for the Fifteenth Circuit’s Panel 
is generally the same as in the Fourth Circuit. But 
the Order adds that the Panel’s purpose is to "meet" 
and "discuss" with attorneys their unprofessional 
conduct. In addition, the Order says that the Panel 
may counsel attorneys but has no authority to 

33 discipline attorneys or to compel them to appear. 
Like the Fourth Circuit, the Fifteenth Circuit allows 
judges and quasi-judicial officers, attorneys, and 
non-attorneys to make Panel referrals and uses 
nearly the same standards and processes for doing 
SO.34 T’WO main differences are that (1) the 
standards for attorney referrals do not expressly 
require that the attorney make a referral in good 
faith, and (2) when the Panel takes up a referral, the 
Panel is required, not simply permitted, to send a 
letter to the unprofessional attorney inviting him or 
her to meet with the Panel.35 The letter must 
specifically identify what conduct and what Ideals 
or Standards are implicated in the referral, include a 
copy of the Ideals and Standards, and advise the 
attorney that the process is non-disciplinary.36 In 
addition, attorney and non-attorney referral requests 
can be ten pages in this circuit, eight more pages 
than the Fourth Circuit allows.37 

When the Panel meets with the attorney, it discusses 
the attorney’s conduct and the ways the attorney can 
act more professionally in the future. Notably, the 

Panel may send a letter to the attorney summarizing 
the discussion and may also send the letter, with 
names redacted, for publication in the Palm Beach 
County Bar Association Bulletin. These same steps 
must be taken if the attorney fails to appear. 

While the order does not describe any specific 
action the Panel may take beyond having 
discussions with the attorney, it notes that, as in the 
Fourth Circuit, failure to appear before the panel 
can be a factor in referring the matter to ACAP.39 

The Fifteenth Circuit’s Order does not provide 
confidentiality or record retention standards. 

Unlike the Fourth Circuit, which applies its Ideals 
and Standards only to attorneys, the Fifteenth 
Circuit extends the reach of its professionalism 
standards beyond attorneys to attorney staff, pro se 
litigants, and all other persons appearing before the 
court.4° The Order is unclear, however, on whether 
the Panel has jurisdiction to receive complaints 
about non-lawyers who violate the professionalism 
standards; the Panel’s intervention process refers 
only to "attorneys" as subjects for referral.41 

Reflections on the New Code and Panels 

Florida has been on the leading edge of attacking 
professionalism issues, announcing three years ago, 
for example, that it would test "Professionalism" on 
its bar exam.42 Thus, once the Supreme Court 
found that unprofessional conduct is "often a matter 
of choice or decision-making" and persists in the 
legal community despite the Bar’s "educational 
approach" to the subject, it is no surprise that it 
would complement bar testing with direct 
interventions into lav~,ers’ unprofessional 

32]d. at. 1 

33 ]d. at2. 

34 ]d. at2. 

35 ]d. at3. 
36 

37 ]d. at2. 
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38 ]d. at 3. 
39 

4o Id. at 4. 
41 ]d. at 2-3. 
42 In re Amends. to Rules of the Sup. Ct. Relating to 
Admissions to the Bar, 51 So. 3d 1144 (F1. 2010). 



Supreme Court would make this system informal, 
corrective, and nonpunitive while at the same time 
leaving open the possibility of formal disciplinary 
action when the unprofessional behavior that also 
violates ethics rules. In other words, the informal 
system makes it easier to both counsel law3,ers who 
can adjust their behavior and to identify those 
whose conduct represents a pattern of behavior that 
should be disciplined rather than counseled. 

In all, the Code and its Panels are innovative 
developments that demonstrate the Court’s 
passionate commitment to improving the quality of 
legal practice not only for clients, judges, and court 
staff, but for lawyers themselves. That is, the 
Florida Supreme Court’s move to improve civility 
between lawyers shows that it is concerned about 
improving both the public’s perception of lawyers 
and lawyers’ quality of day-to-day career life. 
Although the provisions of the Code and the Panel 
processes are quite new and still untested, the 
language of the Code and the Panel administrative 
orders suggest some conflicts and inconsistencies 
that may impact the program’s operation. 

First, the Supreme Court specifically declined, on 
the recommendation of its Professionalism 
Commission, to adopt a substantive code of 
professionalism and instead identified four specific 
documents, along with its own unspecified case 
law, as the source of professionalism guidance. The 
lack of a single code opens the door for confusion 
and inconsistency regarding the content and 
application of professionalism standards. For 
example, there is already some potential confusion 
between what will be tested on the bar exam and 
what is considered a source of professional conduct 
standards for practice. When the Board of Bar 
Examiners petitioned to add Professionalism to the 
bar exam, it noted that that professionalism 

43]1"1 Fe Codc, 116 So. 2d at 282. 

documents, the Guidelines for Professional Conduct 
developed by the Trial Lawyers Section of the 
Florida Bar and endorsed by the Florida Conference 
of Circuit Judges.44 Yet, in the Supreme Court’s 
most recent order, the Court did not include the 
Trial Lawyer’s Guidelines in its "Standards of 
Profession all sm .,,45 

In addition, what counts as a professionalism 
standard may be different in different circuits. For 
example, the Fourth and Fifteenth Circuits already 
define the relevant sources of professionalism 
standards differently from each other and from the 
Supreme Court. That is, both include their own 
local standards in the sources and one excludes four 
of the five sources that the Supreme Court 
specifically included in its Standards of 
Professionalism. 

3O 

These differences may mean that "unprofessional 
conduct" may be different in different contexts such 
as on the bar exam, before the Supreme Court and 
ACAP, and before different Local Professionalism 
Panels. These differences work to defeat the 
Supreme Court’s goal of having an "integrated 
standard" for professional conduct.46 

Second, the type of conduct Panels should address 
is unclear. The Code states that the Panels should 
address "alleged unprofessional conduct," which the 
Code defines as "substantial or repeated violations" 
of the Standards of Professionalism.47 But the 
administrative orders establishing Panels state that 
the Panels will examine allegations that the law3Ter 

~4In re Admixsiol~s to tt~e Bar, 51 So. 3d at Appx. B (Petition 
of Fla. Bd. of Bar Examiners). 
45 The Florida Bar lists the Trial Lawyers guidelines on its site 

trader the section "Regulating Professionalism." See 
http:iiwww.floridabar.orgitflgiTFBProfess.nsfi5D2 A29F983D 
C81EF85256709006A486Ai70A2904F12D21F4785256B2F0 
06CD781 ?OpenDocument#Regulating%20Professionalism. 
4~ In re Code, 116 So. 3d at 281. 
47 CODE § 1.5. 



has "engaged in conduct inconsistent with" the 
professionalism standards. In other words, the 

conduct that circuits direct Panels to address is 
different from what the Supreme Court directs. 
While it might be argued that this difference is mere 

semantics, the standards are, in fact, different; 
conduct "inconsistent with" professionalism 
standards is not necessarily "substantial" or 
"repeated" unprofessional conduct. 

Third, the discretion left to circuit courts to design 
Local Professionalism Panels has created 
differences that are already notable in the Fourth 
and Fifteenth Circuits: 

¯ Panel members are selected differently. 

¯ The standard for when an attorney can make 

a complaint requires "good faith" in one 

circuit but not the other. 

¯ The Panel in one circuit has the discretion to 

invite the attorney to meet with it; in the 

other, the Panel is required to do so. 

¯ Confidentiality and document retention are 

specifically addressed in one circuit but not 

the other. 

Further, these inconsistencies may undercut the 
Supreme Court’s apparent message that 
"professionalism" is an observable, definable 
practice skill that can be fairly subjected to 
evaluation or peer review and is not just a 
subj ective personality trait. 

In addition, attorneys who practice in different 
circuits may be confused about the relevant 
professionalism sources because the same 
terminology is used to describe different sources, it 
may seem arbitrary to attorneys about when they 
will receive an opportunity to meet with a Panel and 
when they will not. Further attorneys may not be 
clear about which parts of the process are 
confidential in each circuit. 

In addition, there may be a question as to whom the 
professionalism requirements can properly apply 
and with whom the Panels can properly intervene. 
For example, if a pro se litigant is subject to the 
professionalism requirements, can a lawyer make a 
professionalism referral for that litigant’ s 
unprofessional conduct? Would the Panel have 
jurisdiction to hear the complaint? 

The terms "Ideals" and "Standards" are used 

in both circuits to identify the relevant 

professionalism standards but those terms 

are defined differently in each circuit. 

To whom the professionalism standards 

apply is different between the circuits. 

In one circuit, the Panel is permitted to 

publish its recommendations in the local bar 

news; in the other, publication is not 

contemplated. 

Although deference to the circuits to establish 
Panels consistent with their customs and traditions 
is important, the kinds of differences described 
above may lead to concerns about predictability, 
uniformity, and transparency in the Panel process. 

Finally, inconsistencies in document retention and 
confidentiality may impact the Supreme Court’s 
ability to get quality information about the 
effectiveness of its Panels. For example, the Fourth 
Circuit’s plan to destroy all Panel records is 
potentially inconsistent with the Florida Supreme 

Court Commission on Professionalism’s desire to 
develop forms for Panels to keep records "so that 
the effectiveness of the program can be 
measured.’’48 The data collection goals of the 

Supreme Court and the rigorous document 
destruction policies announced in the Fourth 
Circuit, at the very least, appear inconsistent. 

4~ Blankenship, supra note 22. 
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When the Supreme Court’s Commission on 
Professionalism met in June, participants mentioned 
that the Supreme Court might issue Panel guidelines 
and that Commission members might meet with 
circuit chief justices regarding the Commission’s 
goals for the Panels.49 Accordingly, the Court and 

the Commission may want to consider formulating 
guidance to be shared with the Circuits that would 

include 

clarifying the standards for identifying 

"unprofessional conduct" that merits ACAP 

and Panel referrals and review; 

articulating "model" provisions for what 

proof of conduct or harm must be shown for 

a judge, attorney, or non-attorney to make a 

professionalism referral; 

encouraging judicial circuits to define 

sources for professional conduct standards 

consistent with the Supreme Court’s 

definition, augmented only by a court’s local 

standards, and to use terminology consistent 

with new Code; 

defining or suggesting standards for 

confidentiality, required meetings, document 

retention, and data collection; and 

encouraging at least local publication of 

Panel resolutions, which could guide Panel 

decision-making and be a source for better 

understanding of the differences between 

professional and unprofessional conduct. 

MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS & 
PUBLICATIONS 

LAUREL S. TERRY TO DELIVER 

HOWARD LICHTENSTEIN DISTINGUISHED 

LEGAL ETHICS LECTURE 

On February 12, 20114, Laurel S. Terry, the Harvey 
A. Feldman Distinguished Faculty Scholar and 
Professor of Law at Penn State Dickinson School of 
Law will deliver the Howard Lichtenstein 
Distinguished Legal Ethics Lecture. The 
presentation is from 112:30 - 2:00 p.m. at the 
Maurice Deane School of Law at Hofstra 
University. The topic is "Why US Jurisdictions 
Should Adopt Regulator?- Objectives for the Legal 
Profession." All are invited to attend. For 
questions, directions or transportation from the train 
station, please contact susan.fortney~),hofstra.edu. 

STEVE CROSSLAND TO DELIVER 

MILLER-BECKER CENTER~ S 

ACCESS TO JUSTICE LECTURE 

The University of Akron School of Law Joseph G. 
Miller and William C. Becket Center for 
Professional Responsibility, announces that its 
"Access to Justice Lecture Series" will be given by 

Steve Crossland, Chair of the Washington State 
Supreme Court Limited License Legal Technician 
Board and former President of the Washington State 
Bar Association, on the topic, The Furore of the 

DeOvety of Legal Services (Feb. 21, 2014). 

49 !d. 
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JOAN BISKUPIC DELIVERS 

MILLER-BECKER CENTER’ S 

JOURNALISM AND THE LAW LECTURE 

The University of Akron School of Law Joseph G 

Miller and William C. Becker Center for 
Professional Responsibility held its "Journalism and 
the Law Lecture Series" with Joan Biskupic, 
Editor-in-Charge, Legal Affairs, Reuters News, 
speaking on the topic, t@om 7hurgood Marshall to 
Sonia Sotomayor: 7he E-oices of Groundbreaking 

Supreme Court Justices (Nov. 8, 2013). 

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON SMITH 

FIREEDMAN’S BOOK, How CAN YOU 

REPRESENT THOSE PEOPLE? 

On October 9, 20113, the Maurice Deane School of 
Law at Hofstra University hosted a roundtable 
discussion of How Can You Represent Those 

People, a collection of essays edited by Abbe 
Smith and Monroe H, Freedman. "The book 
addresses what is commonly known among those in 
criminal defense as ’The Question’: ’How can you 
represent those people?’ -- that is, guilty criminals 
who have committed acts of violence or depravity. 
There are no right answers to The Question or 
related questions. Each lawyer has his or her own 
reasons for doing the work." 

Participants in October’s Roundtable discussion 
included Barbara Babcock (Stanford), Paul Butler 
(Georgetown), Tucker Carriugton (University of 
Mississippi), Angela J. Davis (American 
University), Alan Dershowitz (Harvard), Vida 
Johnson (Georgetown), Joseph Margulies 
(Northwestern), William R. Montross, Jr., Ann 
M. Roan, David A. Singleton, Abbe Smith 
(Georgetown), Robin Steinberg, and Michael E. 
Tigar (Duke). 

WEBSITE RESOURCE FOR CODES OF 

CONDUCT AND STUDENT PRACTICE RULES 

A new section on lawyer regulations has been added 
to the on-line resource library of the International 
Forum on Teaching Legal Ethics and 
Professionalism    (~!...w....:.t....e...a....@...i...n..g!...e.g..a..[..e.~t..~.~...c....s.:...~....r.g). 
The rules of professional conduct and student 
practice rules for each of the 50 states and D.C. 
have already been posted, using material taken 
directly from official websites of state supreme 
courts, state bar associations or state disciplinary 
agencies. Conduct rules, standards for legal 
education and requirements for licensing from a 
number of other jurisdictions around the world are 
in the process of being posted. Further additional 
material is to be posted on continuing legal 
education, procedures for discipline and standards 
for discipline. 

Members of the AALS PR Section are encouraged 
to review existing entries and add new entries for 
their own jurisdictions. It is necessary to join the 
Forum site as a registered user (it’s free) to 
download content (such as a pdf of a given rule) or 
post a new entry. Send corrections and additional 
information    for    a    given    entry    to: 
admin@teachinglegalethics.org. The Forum is glad 
to transfer direct editing control for lawyer 
regulations promulgated by a given jurisdiction to 
an interested PR teacher from that jurisdiction on 
request. 

Unlike conventional websites, the Forum website 
provides multiple methods of indexing and 
searching and is an interactive "Web 2.0" site that 
allo~vs registered users to comment on content and 
upload content themselves. There are more than 350 
registered users on the Forum from over 40 
countries. The Forum website is supported by grants 
from the International Bar Association, the United 
Kingdom Centre for Legal Education, and the W. 
Lee Burge Endowment for Law & Ethics at the 
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Georgia State University College of Law. The 
project is co-directed by Clark Cunningham, W. 
Lee Burge Professor of Law & Ethics at Georgia 

State and Director of the National Institute for 
Teaching Ethics & Professionalism (NIFTEP), and 
Nigel Duncan, Professor of Legal Education at the 
City Law School in London and Editor of The Law 
Teacher: the International Journal of Legal 

Education. 

OTHER PUBLICATION & PRESENTATION 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

(As announced to the Editor) 

Robert M. Jarvis (Nova Southeastern University) 
and Timothy P. Chinaris (Faulkner University) are 
two of the co-authors of a new work entitled 
FLORIDA LEGAL MALPRACTICE AND ATTORNEY 

ETHICS (American Lawyer Media, 2014). The book 
is the latest entry in the series, which now has titles 
covering Connecticut, Georgia, New York, and 
Texas. The next state to be added will be 
California. 

Kimberly Emery, Scot H. Fishman, Mary Nicol 
Bowman, Laurie A. Morin, Susan L. Waysdorf, 
Gregory Germain, David Oppenheimer, Susan 
Schechter, Shalini Swaroop and Trish Keady. 62 

J. LEGAL EDUC. 531-630 (2013). 

Eighteenth Annual Clifford Symposium on Tort 
Law and Social Policy. A Celebration of the 

Thought of Marc Galanter. Introduction by Stephan 
Landsman; articles by Anne Bloom, Theodore 

Eisenberg, Sital Kalantry, Nick Robinson, David 
M. Engel, Eric A. Feldman, Michele Goodwin, 

Valerie P. Hans, Herbert M. Kritzer, Shari 
Seidman Diamond, Gowri Ramachandran, Ann 
Southworth, Shauhin Talesh, Richard Abel, 
Lawrence M. Friedman and student John B. 

Meizner, 62 DEPAUL L. REV. 227-589 (2013). 

Colloquium. Empirical Research & Access to 
Justice. Introduction by Meredith J. Ross; articles 

by Jane H. Aiken, Stephen Wizner, Catherine R. 
Albiston, Rebecca L. Sandefur, Anthony F. 
Alfieri, Jeanne Chain, Jeffrey Selbin and Scott L. 
Cummings. 2013 WIS. L. REV. 67-204. 

Michael D. Murray & Chirsty H. DeSanctis, 
ADVANCED LEGAL WRITING AND ORAL ADVOCACY: 

TRIALS, APPEALS, AND MOOT COURT (Foundation 
Press 2d ed., forthcoming Dec. 2013). 

RECENT SCHOLARSHIP 

By Martha Pagliari* 
(DePaul University College of Law) 

PUBLISHED CONFERENCES 

Symposium: Access" to Justice. Articles by Deborah 
L. Rhode, Lawrence J. Fox, Cynthia F. Adcock, 

Symposium. Lawyermg for Groups: Civil Rights, 

Mass Torts, and Evetything in Bem’een. Foreword 
by Howard F. Erichson and Benj amin C. 
Zipursky; articles by Elizabeth Camblee Butch, 
Kristen A. Carpenter, Eli Wald, Samuel 
Issacharoff, Alexandra D. Lahav, Troy A. 
McKenzie and Nancy J. Moore, 81 FORDHAM L. 

REV. 3039-3276 (2013). 

Mississippi Supreme Court Presiding Justice 
Jess Dickinson Speech at Access to Justice 
Commission Conference. Introduction by student 
Erin Grotheer~ speech by Hon. Jess Dickinson. 6 

DEPAUL J. FOR SOC. JUST. 51-60 (2012). 

* Forthcoming articles announced to the Editor for inclusion 

in the newsletter have been added to this column. 
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Nineteenth Annual Rothgerber Conference. 
7bward a Constitutional Right of Access to Justice: 
Implications andlmplementation. Articles by Karen 
A. Lash, Laura K. Abel, Molly M. Jennings, D. 
James Grenier, Justice Gregory J. Hobbs, Jr., 
Richard Zorza, Luz E. Herrera and Deborah J. 
Cantrell. 89 DENv. U. L. RF~V. 793-975 (2012). 

The Phillip D. Reed Lecture Series. Evidence 
Rules Committee: Symposium on Rule 502. Panel 
participation by Daniel J. Capra, moderator, Hon. 
Sidney A. Fitzwater, chair and Hon. Lee 

Rosenthal, Hon. Paul Grimm, Hon. Paul S. 
Diamond, Hon. John Facciola, Hon. Geraldine 

Soat Brown, John Barkett, Chilton Varner, Ariana 
Tadler, Maura R. Grossman, Steven Morrison, 
Danial Smith, Edwin Buffmire, Ken Broun and 
Allyson Haynes Stuart, panelists; articles by John 

M. Barkett, Edwin M. Buffmire, Richard Marcus, 
Ann M. Murphy and Liesa L. Richter. 81 

FORDHAML. REV. 1533-1695 (2013). 

Sixth Annual Criminal Law Symposium: The 
Sixth Amendment. Keynote addresses by Robert P. 
Mosteller and Donald A. Dripps; articles by 
Jeffrey Bellin, Richard D. Friedman, Pamela R. 
Metzger, David Alan Sklansky, Darryl K. Brown, 

Gabriel J. Shin, Patrick S. Metze, Richard E. 
Myers II, Craig Bradley, Arnold H. Loewy, Justin 
F. Marceau and Andrew E. Taslitz. 45 TE×. TECH. 

L. REV. 1-387 (20112). 

Thirteenth Annual Georgia Symposium on 
Ethics and Professionalism: Defining and 
Enforcing the Federal Prosecutor’s DuD, to 
Disclose Exculpatory Evidence. Foreword by 
James P. Fleissner and Patrick Emery Longan; 
articles by Bruce A. Green, Bennett L. Gershman 
and Kevin C. McMunigal; comment by Jacquelyn 
Smith. 64 MERCER L.REV. 635-752 (2013). 

PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENTS 

(As announced to the Editor or included in CLIP 
from April 12, 2013 to September 27, 2013) 

--- Advocacy Under the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure After 75 Y’ears. Essays by Richard 

Marcus, Steven S. Gensler, Hon. Lee H 
Rosenthal, Rebecca Love Kourlis, Brittany K. T. 

Kauffman, Robert P. Burns and John H. Martin, 
61 U. KAN. L. REV. 821-912 (2013). 

--- Capacity, Conflict, and Change: Elder Law and 

Estate Planning 7heroes in an Aging World. 
Introduction by Katherine C. Pearson; panel 
participation with Susan E. Cancelosi, Nina A. 
Kohn, Barry Kozak, William P. LaPiana, Co- 

moderators; Lenore S. Davis, Lawrence A. Frolik, 
Richard I. Kaplan, Katherine C. Pearson, Michael 
L. Perlin, Mary Radford, Robert Whitman, 
panelists; articles by Linda S. Whitton, Robert 
Whitman, Mary Helen McNeal, Nina A., 117 
PENN ST. L. REV. 979-1335 (2013). John Jeremy A. 

Blumenthal, Amy T. Campbell, Michael I. Perlin, 
James H. Pietsch, Margaret Hall, Lynne Marie 
Kohm, Reid K. Weisbord and Stacey A. Tovino, 

117 PENN. ST. L. REV. 979-1335 (2013). 

--- Gideon at 50: Reassessing the Right to 

Counsel. Foreword by John D. King; articles by Ty 
Alper, Donald A. Dripps, Brandon L. Garrett, 
Robin Steinberg, Erica Hashimoto, Alexandra 
Natapoff, Jenny Roberts, Josh Bowers, John P. 
Gross, Ronald F. Wright, Ralph A. Peeples, 
Steven Benjamin, Stephanos Bibas, Cara H. 

Drinan, Robert P. Mosteller and Abbe Smith 70 
WASH. & LEEL. REV. 835-1391 (2013). 

--- Justice, Lawyermg and Legal Education in the 

DigitalAge. Introduction by Ronald W. Staudt and 
Marc Lauritsen; articles by Ronald W. Staudt, 

Andrew" P. Medeiros, Conrad Johnson, Brian 
Donnelly, Tanina Rostain, Roger Skalbeck, Kevin 

G. Mulcahy, Richard S. Granat, Stephanie 
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Kimbro, Kevin D. Ashley, Oliver R. Goodenough, 
Vern R. Walker, William E. Hornsby, Jr., Marc 
Lauritsen and students A.J. Durwin, Philip H. 
Hwang, Keith Langlais & Mycroft Boyd, 88 C~tI- 
KENT L. REV. 687-967 (2013). 

Grimm, David S. Yellin, Kenneth J. Withers, 
Nathan M. Crystal, Charles Yablon, Wm. Grayson 
Lambert, Derek S. Witte, Hon. Shiva V. Hodges 
and student Nick Landsman-Roos, 64 S.C.L. 

459-763 (2013). 

--- The Law: Business or Profession? The 
Continuing Relevance of Julius Henry Cohen for 
the Practice of Law in the Twenty-First Century. 
Foreword by Samuel J. Levine; articles by Rebecca 

Roiphe, Ted Schneyer, Bruce Green, Jane 
Campbell Moriarty, Susan Saab Fortney, Nancy J. 
Moore, Sande I. Bnhai, Philip M. Genty, Robert 

Eli Rosen, Christine E. Parker, Vibeke Lehmann 
Nielsen, Rakesh K. Anand, Steven H. Hobbs, 
Norman W. Spanlding, Judith A. McMorrow, 

Russell G. Pearce and Pare Jenoff, 40 FORDHAI~ 
URB. L. J. 1-502 (2012). 

--- Lessons from 7?agedy: Legal, Professional and 
Ethical Issues Raised by Bradley and Beyond. 

Special Report Summary by Linda L. Ammons; 
articles by Kelly Ensslin, Nicole I. Phillips, John 
G. Culhane, Stephen F. Henderson, Jules Epstein, 
Dr~ Steven P. Cook, Risa Vetri Ferman and James 
Collins; panel participation with Janine Howard- 
O’Rangers, Thaddeus Pope, moderators and 
Patricia Dailey Lewis, Victoria Kelly, Tania 
Culley, C. Malcolm Cochran, Michael Barbieri, 
James Collins, Dr. Steven P. Cook, Gina Maisto 
Smith, panelists, 119 WIDF.NF.R L. RI~.V. 1-258 
(2013). 

--- National Security Law, Lcm’yers, and Lcm’yering 
m the Obama Administration. Article by Jeh 
Charles Johnson; responses by Pardiss Kebrael 
and Jamil N. Jaffer, 31 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 1411- 
184(20:12). 

Aaronson, Mark Neal, representing the Poor: 
Legal Advocacy and Web, re Reform during 

Reagan’s Gubernatorial Years, [Includes appendix: 
interview ~vith Ronald Reagan.] 64 HASTINESS L.J. 

933-1114(2013). 

Alfieri, Anthony V. and Angela Onwnachi- 
Willig, Next-Generation Civil Rights Lawyers: 

Race and Representation in the Age of Identity 
Performance, (Reviewing Kenneth Mack, 
Representing the Race: The Creation of the Civil 

Rights Lawyer; Devon Carbado and Mitu Gulati, 
A cting White ? Rethinking Race in Post-Racial 

America) 122 Y!~LE L.J. 1484-11558 (2013). 

Ames, Orrin K. (Skip) III, Closely HeM 

Corporations: An Intersection of Business Law, and 

Ethics, 43 Colv~. L. REV. 171-224 (2012-2013). 

Arvie, Jamien A., Comment. Prosecutoria[ 
Misconduct: When Justice is" Seen as" a Chess 
Game, The Pcm’ns of Professional Re,sponsibiHty 

and Ethical Standards are Sacrificed, 40 S.U.L. 
REV. 185-195 (2012). 

Askew, Andrew L., Note. iEthics: How Cloud 
Computing has Impacted the Rules of Professional 

Conduct, 88 N.D.L. Rev. 453-475 (2012). 

Atkinson, Rob, The Foundations of Neo-Classica[ 

Profess’ionalism in Law and Business, 10 GE~. J.L. 
& Pt~. P~L’Y 429-491 (20112). 

--- The Practice of Lcm~ in the Twenty-First 

Century: The Intersection of Law and Technology. 
Articles by Hon. David C. Norton, Justin M. 

Woodard, Grace A. Cleveland, hon. Paul W. 

Blakely, Kristen M., Adding by Subtracting: How 

Limited Scope Agreements for Dispute 
Representation Can Increase Access to Attorney 

Services, 28 Ol:II~ ST. J. ~NDISP. RES~. 659-708 
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(2013). Boyd, Megan E. and Adam Lamparello, Legal 

Becvar, Teresa M., Note. ffTten Does Sleaze 
Become a Crime ? Redqfining Honest Services 

FraudAfier ... (Skflling v. United States, 130 S. 
Ct. 2896, 2010) 88 CHI-KENT L. REV. 593-620 
(2013). 

Writing for the "Real VVorld": A Practical Guide to 

Success, 46 J. MARS~JALL L. REV. 487-531 (2013). 

Boyer, Michael L. Atticus Finch Looks at Fifty, 12 

U. MD. L.J. RACE, RELIGION, GENDER & CLASS 
356-376 (20112). 

Behre, Kelly Alison, Motivations for Law Student 

Pro Bono: Lessons Learned from the Tuscaloosa 

Tornado, 31 BUFF. PUB. INTEREST L. J. 1-61 (2012- 
13). 

Boulden, Sarah, Note. The Business of Startup 
Lcm~ : Alternative Fee Arrangements and Agency 

Costs" in Entrepreneurial Law, 11 J. ON TELECOMM 

& HIGH TECH. L. 279-304 (2013). 

Bennet, Robert S., Hilary Holt LoCicero and 
Brooks M. Hanner, From Regulation to 
Prosecution to Cooperation: Trends in Corporate 

ffTaite Collar Crime E~(orcement and the Evolving 

Role of the White Collar Criminal Defense 
Attorney, 68 Bus. LAW. 411-438 (2013. 

Blankley, Kristen M. Adding by Subtracting: How 

Limited Scope Agreements for DLspute Resolution 
representation Can Increase Access to Attorney 

Services, 28 OHIo ST. J. ONDISP. RESOL. 659-708 

(2013). 

Blower, Lucas M. et al., Recent Developments 
Affec#ng Professionals ’, Officers ’, and Directors ’ 

Liability, 48 TORT TRIAL & INS. PRAC. L.J. 443-467 

(2012). 

Bogue, Kelly, Note. lnnow~tive Cost Control: An 

Analysis of ~edical Malprac#ce Rejbrm in 

Massachusetts, 9 J. HEALTH & BIOMED L. 87-115 

(2013). 

Brayer, Patrick C. A Law CHnic systems Theory 

and the Pedagogy of Interaction: CreaHng a Legal 
Learning System, 12 CONN. PUBL. INT. L.J. 49-100 

(2012). 

Brooks, Brian G., Bulsara v. Watkins: A Plaintiffs" 
Attorney’s Pet~spective on a Case Dictated by 
Precedent and Just!fied by the Facts, 66 ARK. L. 

REV. 403-427 (2013). 

Burger, Michael, Environmental 

Law/Environmental Literature, 40 ECOLOGY L.Q. 
1-57 (2013). 

Bush, Michael A., Note. From the Great 
Depression to the Great Recession: ~on-)Lawyers 
Practicing Deregulated Law, 115 W. VA. L. REV. 

1185-1220(2013). 

Carcieri, Martin D. Rcm, ls and Gender 
Discrimination 16 J. GENDER I~ACE & JUST. 423- 

452(2013). 

Bolin, Rebecca, Risky Mail: Concerns in 
Cor~dential Attorney-Cfient Email, 81 U. CIN. L. 

REv. 601-655 (2012). 

Boshoff, Ariel, Law and its" Rhetoric of Violence, 26 
INT’L J. FOR SEMIOTICS L. 425-437 (2013). 

Carlisle, Jay C. II and student Anthony DiPietro, 
Justice James D. Hopkins: Jurist, Dean, Scholar 

andExpert on New YorkLcm:, 33 PACE L. REV. 3- 

59(2013). 

Carlisle, Jay C. H. Reversing Course: A Critique 
of the Court of Appeals: New Rules f!)r Unjust 
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Enrichment and Criminal Legal ?dalpractice 

Aclions, 76 ALB. L. REV. 1211-1237 (2012/2013). 

Carpenter, Kristen A. and Eli Wald, Lawyering 
for Groups: The Case of American Indian Tribal 
Attorneys, 81 FORDHAM L. R~V. 3085-3163 (2013). 

Chen, Cecilia and Andrew Leong, We Have the 

Power to Make Change: The Role of Community 
Lawyering in Challenging Anti-Asian Harassment 

of a South Philadelphia High School, 19 ASIAN AM. 

L.J. 61-115 (2012). 

Clark, Sarah, Note. New Solutions to the Age-Old 

Problem of Private-Sector Bribew, 97 M~. L. 
REV. 2285-2319 (2013). 

Privileged h~)rmation in Discovery in Federal 

Court: 7he Need for Well-Drafted Ck~back 
Agreements, 64 S.C.L. REV. 581-631 (2013). 

Cuauhtemoc Garcia Hernandez, Cesar, 
Strickland-#te: Padilla’s Two-Tiered Duty for 

Noncitizens 72 MD. L. REV. 844-930 (2013). 

Davis, Angeliqne M., Descriptive Representation 
Matters: The Connection Bem~een Access" to Legal 

Education and Nomvkite Lawyer-Legislators in the 

UnitedStates, 22 BERKELEY LARAZA L.J. 117-135 

(2012). 

Davis, Kevin E., Contracts as Technology, 88 

N.Y.U.L.REv. 83-127 (2013). 

Clements, Cory S. Comment. Perception and 

Persuasion in Legal Argumentation: Using 
Informal t~dlacies and Cognitive Biases to WTn the 

War of Words, 2013 BYU L. REV. 319-361. 

Cohen, George M., Beyond the No-Contract Rule: 

Ex-Parte Contact by Lcn~yers with Noncfents, 87 

T~. L. REV. 1197-11244 (20113). 

Collier, Richard, Rethinking Men and 
Mascu#nities in the Contemporary Legal 

Profession: The Example of Fatherhood, 

Transna#onal Business Mascu#ni#es, and Work- 
Life Balance in large Law t~Trms, 13 NEV. L.J. 4110- 

437(2013). 

Conklin, Carli N., Lost Options for Mutual Gain? 

The Lawyer, The La)~person, and Dispute 
Resohttion in Early America, 28 OHIO ST. J. ON 

DISP. RE.SOL. 581-629 (2013). 

Creel, Barbara L. The Right to Counseljbr Indians 
Accused of Crime: A Tribal and CongT~essional 

Imperative, 18 MICH. J. RACE & L. 317-361 (2013). 

Crystal, Nathan M. Inadvertent Production of 

Davoli, Joanmarie Maria, You Have the Right to 

an Attorney: If You Cannot Afford One, 7hen the 
Government Will Underpay an Overworked 

Attorney ~7~o Must Also be an Expert in Pwckiatry 
andlmmigration Lcm,, 2012 MICH. ST. L. REV. 

1149-1187. 

DeMitchell, Todd A., David J. Herbert and Loan 
T. Phan, 7he UniversiO, Curriculum and the 

Constitution: Personal Belief! and Professional 
Ethics" in Graduate School Counseling Programs, 

39 J.C. & U.L. 303-345 (2013). 

DeLisi, Alex, Note. Employer }~4onitoring of 
Employee Email: Attorney-C#ent Privilege Should 

Attach to Communications that the Client Believed 

were Confidential, 81 FORDttAM L. REV. 3521-3563 
(2013). 

Drake, Kirby B., Ethical Issues m DiscoveW, 19 

TE×. WESLEYAN L. REV. 899-934 (2013). 

Editorial Board. Pub#c Interest in Legal 

Education: Evahtating Arizona’s Early Bar 

htitiative. 55 ARIZ. L. REV. 253-264 (2013). 
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Eisner, Marc Allen, Before the 7hird Act: Crony 
Capita#sin and the Origins of the Financial Crisis, 

11 GEo. J.L. & PLy3. POL’¥ 391-410 (2013). 

Endres, Jody M., The Legal Profession’s Critical 
Role m Systems-Level Bioenergy Decision-A~[aking, 

30 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 652-694 (2013). 

Engstrom, Nora Freeman, Attorney Advertising 
and the Contingency Fee Cost Paradox, 65 STAN. 

L. REV. 633-695 (2013). 

Enshen, Li, 7he LiZhuang Case: Examining the 

Challenges Facing Criminal Defense Lawyer,s’ in 

China, 24 COL~M J. AS~ANL. 129-169 (2010). 

Figueras, Isaac, Comment. The LegalZoom Identity 
Crisis: Legal Form Provider or Lcm,yer in Sheep’s 
Clothing? 63 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 14119-11441 
(2013). 

Fitzgerald, Sean Michael, Comment. Losing Sight 

of the Forest for the Trees: The Supreme Court’s 
Misapp#cation of Sixth Amendment Stfickland 
Analysis m Missouri v. Frye and Lafler v. Cooper. 
(Missouri v. Frye, 132 S.C. 1399, 2012; Lafler v. 
Cooper, 132 S. Ct. 1376, 2012.) 21 AM. U. J. 

GENDER SOC. POL’¥ & L. 681-703 (2013). 

Fox, Lawrence J., Ethics Bureau at Yale: 
Combining Pro Bono Professional Responsibi#ty 

Advice with Ethics Education, 62 J. LEGAL EDUC. 

551-565(2013). 

Friedman, Marilyn To Bail Out or Not to Bail 

Out: A~[oral Hazard and Other Ethical 

Considerations, 11 GEo. J.L. & PUB. PO~?¥ 4111-426 
(2013). 

Fritz, Kevin W. Comment. The STOCK Act is 
Inadequate: U.D. htdex Funds are the Solution to 
Po#ticallnsider Trading, 7 LIBERTY U.L. REV. 

275-316 (20113). 

Frost, Amanda, In Defense of Scholars’ Briefsv A 
Response to Richard Fallon, 16 GREEN BAG 135- 

153 (2013). 

Fry, Timothy, Comment. Prosecutorial Training 

Wheels: Ginsburg ’s Connick v. Thompson Dissent 

arid the Training Imperative, (Connick v. 
Thompson, 131 S. Ct. 1350, 2011) 102J. CRAM. L. 

& CR~MNOLOG¥ 1275- 1322 (2012). 

Garrison, Arthur H., The Bush Administration and 
the Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) 7brmre Memos: 
A Content Analysis of the Response of the Academic 

Legal Community. 11 CARDO×O P~IB. L. POE’ ¥ & 

ETHICS J. 1-40 (2012). 

Garrison, Arthur H., The Opinions by the Attorney 

General and the Office of Legal Counsel." How and 
Why 7hey are Significant, 76 ALB. L. REV. 217-251 

(2012/2013). 

Gerow, Andrew E., Recent Development. Hodges 
v. Reasonover: the Louisiana Supreme Court 

Balances Policy Goals of Binding Arbitration and 
Attorney-ClientFiduciary Duty, 87 TtJI. L. REV. 

1345-1356 (2013). 

Geyh, Charles Gardner, The Dimensions of 
JudicialImpartia#ty, 65 FLA. L. REV. 493-551 

(2013). 

Giordano, Stella Szantova, Note. It’s All Greek to 
Me." Are Attorneys who Engage in or Procure Legal 
Translation for the Cfients at Risk of Committing an 

Ethical k7olation?, 31 QUINNIPIAC L. REV. 447-487 

(2013). 

Glenn, Marshall A. and student Christopher A. 
Tumminia, The Duty to Warn in Oklahoma: A 

Survey of Law Across Licensed or Certified 
Psychotherapists, 38 OKLA. CITY U.L. REV. 81-104 

(2013). 
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Hughes, Monica, Note. Applying Slate Contingency 
Goodrum, Sarah, Bridging the Gap Between 

Prosecutors’ Cases and Victims’ Biographies in the 
Criminal Justice System through Shared Emo#ons, 

38 LAW & Soc. INQUIRY 257-287 (2013). 

Grace, Laura A., Maj. U.S. Army, Goodldea 
Fairies: How Family Readiness Groups and 

Related Private Organizations Can Work Together 
to Execute the Good ldea. AR~Y LAW" 25-34 

(2012). 

Green, Bruce A. and Moriarty, Jane Campbell 
Rehabilitating Lawyers: Perceptions of Deviance 

and its Cures in the Lawyer Reinstatement Process, 

40 FO~D~M U~. L.J. 139 (2012). 

Fee Caps in Multidistrict Litigation (MDL) 

Settlements, 91 TEX. L. REV. 961-982 (2013). 

Hricik, David, Dear Lawyer: If You Decide it’s not 
Economical to Represent A~[e, You Can Fire ~/le as 

your C(mtingent Fee Client, But I Agree I Will Still 

Owe You A Fee, 64 MERCER L. REV. 363-404 

(2013). 

Imwinkelried, Edward J. Protecting the Attorney- 
Client Privilege in Business Negotiations: Would 

the Appfcation of the Subject-~atter Waiver 
Doctrine Really Drive A ttotweys from the 

Bargaining Table ? 51 DUQ. L. REV. 167-189 

(2013). 

Green, Bruce A. and Podgor, Ellen S., 
Unregulated Corporate Internal Investigations: 
Achieving t~irness for Corporate Constituents, 54 

B.C.L. REV. 73 (2013). 

Jacobowitz, Jan L. and Hethcoat, Gayland O. II, 
Endless Pursuit: Capturing Technology at the 
Intersection of the FTrst Amendment and Attorney 

Adver#sing, 17 J. TEC~t. I. & POL’Y 63-81 (2012). 

Green, Bruce A., Federal Criminal Discovery 
Reform: A Legislative Approach, 64 M~RCER L. 

REV. 639 (20113). 

Green, Bruce A., The Flood of U.S. La~Ters: 
Natural Fluctuation or Professional Climate 
Change?, 19 INT’ J. LEGAL PROF. 193 (2012). 

Grenardo, David A., A4aking Civi#ty A4andatoty: 
Movingfi’om Aspired to Required, 11 CARDOZO 
P~r~. L. POL’Y & ETHICS J. 239-311 (2013). 

Hemingway, Anne P. Keeping It Real." Using 

Facebook Posts to Teach Professional 
Re~sponsibifty and Professionafsm, 43 N.M.L. 

REV. 43-76 (2013). 

Hessick, F. Andrew and Jathan P. McLaughlin, 
Judicia[Logro[[ing, 65 FLA. L. REV. 443-492 

(2013). 

Jennings, Molly M. and Grenier, D. James, The 
Evolution of Unbundling in Litigation A~[atters: 
Three Case Studies and a Literature Review, 89 
DENV. U~ L. REV~ 825-850 (2012). 

John, Jeanne Lee. Comment. The KORUS FTA on 
Foreign Lcm, Firms and Attorneys in South Korea 
a Contemporary Analysis on Expansion into East 

Asia, 33 Nw. J. INT’L L. & BUS~ 237-282 (2012). 

Johnson, Kevin R., Bias in the Legal System: An 

Es’say on the Eligibility of Undocumented 
Immigrants to Practice Law 46 UC DAVIS L. REV. 

1655-1673(2013). 

Johnston, Jennifer. Comment. Cy Pres Comme 
Possible to Anything is Possible: How Cy Pres 
Creates Improper Incen#ves in Class Action 

Settlements, 9 J. L. ECON. & POL’Y 277-303 (2013). 

Jones, Michelle L., Note. Religiously Devout 
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Judges: A Decision-~4aking Framework for Judicial 
Disqualification, 88 IN~). L.L 1089-11112 (20113). 

Katyal, Neal Kumar, Philip D. Reed Lecture. The 

So#citor General and Confession of Error, 81 
FORDHAM L. REV. 3027-3037 (2013). 

Kamin, Sam and Eli Wald, Marijuana Lt~yers: 

Outlaws or Crusaders? 91 OR. L. REV. 869-931 

(2013). 

Kaplan, Madison, Note. The Goldilocks Principle 

and Informed Consent in Joint-Spouse 

Representation 19 CARDOZO J.L. & GEN~)E.R 961- 
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(Denver), a new executive committee member, and 
Sam Kamin (Denver)j oined the ranks of new 

contributors with their article, Marijuana Lawyers: 
Outlaws or Crusaders and Andy Perlman 
(Suffolk) provided his "Update on the ABA 
Commission on Ethics 20/20." Please contact 
Margaret at mtarking@iupui.edu if you wish to 
contribute to the newsletter. 

THE SECTION~ S ACTIVITIES: 

A PROGRESS REPORT 

By Jack Sahl 
(University of Akron) 

Greetings, 

I want to report on some Section news and activities 
since my last column. First, my thanks to 
Margaret Tarkington (Indiana--Indianapolis) for 
publishing another wonderful newsletter. As I 
noted in my last column, the newsletter is a Section 
hallmark. The favorable comments I received about 
the last newsletter reflected its role in providing 
useful information and promoting a sense of 
community among PR professors. Of course, the 
success of the newsletter depends on the 
contributions of others as well. In the last 
newsletter Roy Simon (Hofstra) provided his 
regular "Developments in the Regulation of 
Lawyers" column along with Martha Pagliari’s 
(DePaul) "Recent Scholarship" column. Eli Wald 

The Section’s program for the 20114 AALS Annual 

Meeting is titled, The Lost Lawyer & the Lawyer- 
Statesman Ideal: A Generation Later The Sh~fiing 

Sands of the Profession’s Identity. it is scheduled 
for Saturday, January 4th, from 2:00 to 3:45 P.M. at 

the Hilton New York Midtown Hotel. The AALS 
has not assigned a specific room yet so please check 
your AALS Annual Meeting registration materials 
for location information. 

The program’s speakers are: Thomas Morgan 
(George Washington); Margaret Raymond 
(Wisconsin); Myles Lynk (Arizona St.) and the 
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Honorable Shira A. Scheindlin of the United States 
District Court for the Southern District of New 
York. Judge Scheindlin replaces Tony Kronman 

(Yale and author of the book, Tim LOST LAW~R) 
who was forced to withdraw recently due to a back 
injury. I know Tony was looking forward to 
participating on the panel and hearing comments 
about his book. We wish Tony a speedy recovery. 

The Program Committee selected a fifth panelist 

based on a blind review of articles submitted in 
response to the Section’s "Call for Papers." I am 
pleased to report that Randall Lee (Widener) will 
be the fifth panelist based on his submission, Can a 

Single Masterpiece Sustain a Lawyer’s L~fetime and 
Other Questions that Cross a Lawyer’s Way: 

Musings from a Lcm,yer with a Work in Progress. 
The Program Committee reviewed a number of fine 

submissions. Some of the submissions not selected 
by the Program Committee will also be published 
with the panelists’ papers in the Journal of the 

Professional Lawyer published by the ABA Center 
for Professional Responsibility. Our thanks to 

chair-elect Barbara Glesner Fines (UMKC), 
Cassandra Robertson (Case Western), Norman 
Spaulding (Stanford) and Paula Schaefer 
(Tennessee) for reviewing the papers. 

The Lost Lcm,yer program promises to be a very 
special occasion given the list of speakers and the 
timeliness of the topic, especially with all of the 
recent changes buffeting the legal profession (e.g., 
the globalization of the legal services market, 
advances in technology, and Washington State’s 
limited licensing of legal technicians to provide 
legal services,) and legal education (e.g., the general 
decline in law school applications, the poor job 
market for graduates, and pressures for curricular 
reform). I hope you can j oin us on January 4th. 

The Section’s customary business meeting will 
begin on Saturday, January 4th, at 7:15 a.m. 
Fordham Law School’s Stein Center for Law and 

Ethics will host the business meeting at Fordham 
Law School in Room 430 B/C and provide a 
complimentary breakfast. I expect the more 
"formal" part of the meeting to begin at 7:30 and 
conclude by 8:15 am. - and probably sooner. We 
have the room until 9:00 am. for those who wish to 
remain longer and socialize--another Section 
custom. Our thanks to Bruce Green and his 
colleagues at the Stein Center for generously 
hosting the event. Please RSVP to Sherri Levine, 

the Associate Director of the Stein Center for Law 
and Ethics, by December 19 if you are attending the 
business meeting and breakfast. Sherri’s contact 
information is: slevinel7@law.fordham.edu or 
(212) 636-6988. 

By the way, Fordham Law School is located at 140 
West 62nd Street between Columbus and 
Amsterdam Avenues. It is near the Hilton Midtown 
Hotel, the site of the AALS Annual Meeting. A 
number of us will be walking from the Hilton’s 
front entrance (i.e., the Avenue of the Americas 
entrance) at 6:50 A.M. for the brief trip to Fordham 
instead of taking a cab. Please feel free to join us 
for the morning walk. 

After my brief report about the "state of the 
section," Larry Alexander (San Diego), a 
colleague and close friend of Fred’s, will present 
the Fred C. Zacharais Memorial Prize for 
Scholarship in Professional Responsibility. This 
year’s recipient is Dana Remus (North Carolina) 

for her article, Out of Practice: The Twenty-First 
Century Legal Projbssion, with an award of 
Honorable Mention to Norman Spaulding for The 

Privilege of Probity: Forgotten Foundations of the 
Attorney-C#ent Privilege. I have served on the 
selection committee and it is a wonderful 
opportunity for colleagues to discuss (perhaps even 
debate) scholarship. I highly recommend the 
experience. Our thanks to Sam Levine (Touro) and 
the Selection Committee that he chaired for all of 
their time and work. 
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Some of you may recall a concern last year about 
PR symposia and other events being scheduled near 
or on the same dates. For example, there were 3 
symposia scheduled for the same weekend last year. 
The new Events Scheduling Committee, chaired by 
Sam Levine, considered ways to avoid this 
problem. The consensus was to create an Events 
Schedule Calendar on the Section’s website. 
Although not a fail-safe resolution, we now have 
such a calendar on the website in hope of 
minimizing and avoiding scheduling conflicts, it 
seems to be w’orking and, at the very least, provides 
all of us with advance notice of upcoming events. 
Please keep forwarding your upcoming events to 
Sam at slevine@tourola~v.edu for posting on the 
Section’ s calendar. 

In the process of undertaking the latter effort, it 
became quickly apparent that the website needed 
substantial updating. Ben Cooper (U of 
Mississippi) undertook this task as Chair of the 
Website Committee and has made many updates. 
The updating process continues and anyone 
interested in helping Ben should contact him at 

bcooper@olemiss.edu. Thanks Ben! 

The Executive Committee has been a ~vonderful 
source of support all year when called on to help. 
Alexandra Lahav (Connecticut), Renee Knake 
(Michigan St.) and Margaret Tarkington will 
complete their three-year terms on the Executive 
Committee in January. The Nominating Committee 
of Susan Fortney (chair) (Hofstra), Barbara 
Glesner Fines, Renee Knake, Tony Alfieri 
(Miami) and Meredith Duncan (Houston) 
reviewed a number of applicants to replace them 
and to add two others to bring our Executive 
Committee to full strength under the Section 
Bylaws. 

(Hamline), Katerina Lewinbuk (So. Texas) and 
Marc Steinberg (Southern Methodist). The slate 
of new officers proposed by the Nominating 
Committee to work with incoming Chair Barbara 
Glesner Fines is: Chair-elect Andy Perlman 
(Suffolk) and Secretary Sam Levine. I know this 
slate of officers and Executive Committee members 
will advance the Section’s interests. As is 
customary, we will vote on the slate of candidates at 
our Annual Business Meeting on January 4th. 

In closing, I also want to thank Alberto Bernabe 
(John Marshall) and Susan Fortney who co-chaired 
the Committee to Plan the Networking Event at the 
ABA Center for Professional Responsibility 
Conference in San Antonio. They organized a 
lunch meeting that was a huge success. 

I am sure there are others who I forgot to mention 
who also deserve recognition for helping with 
section business. My apologies and, more 
important, my sincere thanks for your help. I look 
forward to seeing everyone in New York City on 
January 4th. 

Best wishes, 

Jack 
AALS Professional Responsibilfly Section Chair, 2013 
jps@uakron.edu 

The new slate of Executive Committee members 
proposed for 2014 is: Sande Buhai (Loyola, L.A.), 
John Dzienkowski (Texas), Marie Fallinger 
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AALS PROFESSIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY SECTIION 

ANNOUNCE[V ENTS 

AALS SECTION ON 

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

2014 ANNUAL MEETING PROGRAM 

The Lost Lawyer and the Lawyer Statesman Ideal: 
A Generation Later - The Sh~fting Sands of the 

Profession ’ s Identity 
Saturday, January 4, from 2:00 pm to 3:45 pm 

2014 AALS Annual Meeting 
New York, New York 

Twenty years after Professor Anthony Kronman 
published his seminal and controversial book, THE 
LOST LAWYER: FAILING IDEALS OF THE LEGAL 

PROFESSION, the question of the role of attorneys in 
society is more important than ever. In Kronman’s 
view, early generations of American Lawyers saw 
the attainment of practical wisdom as their ultimate 
professional goal. They understood that this wisdom 
was a character trait "that one acquires only by 
becoming a person of good judgment, and not just 
an expert in the law." Cultivating and exercising 
this trait was a professional ideal that Kronman 
called the "lawyer-statesman ideal." The name 
stressed the ideal’s "roots in the past and the air of 
obsolescence" surrounding it. The ideal described 
someone with great practical wisdom, exceptional 
persuasive powers, a devotion to the public good, 
forgetfulness of one’s self, sympathy for others, and 
excellent intellectual skills. Kronman examined the 
lawyer-statesman ideal in the profession’s three 
major branches--law schools, law firms, and the 
courts--and warned that the profession was "in 
danger of losing its soul." 

Today, tsunami-like forces of change are buffeting 
the legal profession. Those forces include 
decreasing law school applications, increasing 
student debt, diminishing employment prospects, 
contracting law school budgets, curricular reform, 
law57er unemployment and layoffs, rapid 
technological change, shrinking judicial resources 
in the face of expanding dockets, increasing 
bureaucratization of our courts, and many 
Americans’ lack of access to legal assistance and 
justice. 

The program’s speakers are: 

The Honorable Shira A. Scheindlin of the 
United States District Court for the Southern 
District &New York 

¯ Thomas Morgan (George Washington) 
° Margaret Raymond (Wisconsin) 
¯ Myles Lynk (Arizona St.) 
¯ Randall Lee (Widener) 

The proceedings will be published by the ABA 
Jomwal of the Professional Lawyer. 

COME JOIN PR PROFESSORS 

FOR BREAKFAST 
AT FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 

The    Professional    Responsibility    Section 
traditionally holds an informal gathering of Section 
members at the AALS Annual Meeting. This year 
the gathering will be held as a complimentary 
breakfast at Fordham University School of Law, 
commencing at 7:15 a.m. (with the program 
beginning at 7:30) on Saturday, January 4. The 
business meeting will end by 8:15 (or earlier), but 
people are welcome to stay and socialize until 9:00. 
Come meet new friends, catch up with old ones, and 
share a bit about your scholarship, service, and 
teaching so that we can all get to know each other a 
bit better. Please RSVP to Sherri Levine by 
December 119 if you are attending the business 
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meeting and breakfast. Sherri’s contact information 

is: slevinel 7@law.fordham.edu or (212) 636-6988 

OTHER PROFESSIONAL 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND 

0PPORTUNITES 

LEGAL ETHICS BLOGGING COMPETITION 

FOR LAW STUDENTS 

Each student can submit as many as three entries, 
though no student will be eligible to win more than 
one prize. Multiple submissions from the same 
author, however, may be eligible for publication on 
the blog. 

Selection of Winners 
Winners will be chosen by a selection committee 

consisting of various authors of the Legal Ethics 
Forum blog 

Please let your students know that Legal Ethics 
Forum is sponsoring a law student writing 
competition with prizes totaling $1,500. 

Eligibility 
The competition is open to students enrolled at any 
law school in the world as of September 1, 2013. 

Submission Requirements 
Submissions cannot be longer than 1,250 words. 
The length limit will be strictly enforced. 

Each submission must address a topic of interest 
related to legal ethics. Examples of eligible topics 

include (but are not limited to): 
¯ alternative law practice structures (see, e.g., 

here, here, mid here); 
° the scope of the attorney-client privilege within 

law firms; 
¯ how to comply with new ABA Model Rule 

1.6(b)(c) when engaged in cloud computing; 
and 
° the identification of skills that competent 

lawyers must have today that were unnecessa~ 
twenty years ago (see, e.g., here, here and here). 

The selection committee will perform a blind 
review of all eligible submissions. 

The winner of the competition will receive at 
least $500. The second place entry will receive at 
least $300, and the third place entry, will receive at 
least $200. As many as five submissions will 
receive an honorable mention with a cash prize of at 
least $100. The total prize money available is 
approximately $1,500. 

All of the winning entries will be published on the 
blog. 

Submission Deadline 
All submissions must be received by January 5, 
2014 and should be sent to this email 
address (lefcompetition@andrewpeflman.com) as 
attachments. Submissions should be in a commonly 

used word processing format, such as Word, that 
allows for automated word counts. 
Winners will be notified by February 28, 2014. 

Winning entries will be judged based on the 
timeliness of the issue addressed, originality, clarity 
of expression, usefulness to practicing lawyers 
(including links to helpful related resources), and 
consideration of opposing positions. (You can find 
model blog posts here and here.) 
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FELLOWSHIPS AT AUSCHWITZ FOR THE 

STUDY OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS (FASPE) UPCOMING CONFERENCES & 

SUMMER PROGRAM 
W0 RKS H 0 P S 

Please share this announcement about a summer 
ethics fellowship with your students and post a 
flyer about the program, found at this link, on 
your department bulletin board. 

REINVENT LAW NYC 
(& OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS) 

New York, New York 
February 7, 2014 

FASPE (Fellowships at Auschwitz for the Study of 
Professional Ethics) is now accepting applications 
for a fellowship that uses the conduct of lawyers 
and judges in Nazi Germany as a launching point 
for an intensive two-week early summer program 
about contemporary legal ethics. Applications from 
all law students, regardless of what field of law they 
are interested in, are sought. Fellowships include an 

all-expense paid trip from New York to Berlin, 
Krako~v, and Og~vi~cim (Auschwitz) where students 
will work with leading faculty to explore both legal 
history and the ethical issues facing lawyers today. 
All program costs, including international and 
European travel, lodging, and food, are covered. 

The 2014 program for FASPE Law will run from 
May 25 to June 5. 

Completed applications must be received by 
January 6, 2014. Candidates of all religious, 
ethnic, and cultural backgrounds are encouraged to 
apply. 

ReInvent Law is a law laboratory devoted to 
promoting    technology,    innovation,    and 
entrepreneurship in the legal services industry at 
Michigan State University College of Law, directed 
by Professors Daniel Martin Katz and Renee 
Newman Knake. 

This February, mindful of both the renowned Big 
Law presence and burgeoning legal startup 
community in New York, ReInvent Law will host 
its next conference in New York City. The 

ReInvent Law NYC conference will be held on 
February 7, 2014 at the Cooper Union Great Hall, 
where Lincoln gave a famous address in 1863. This 
one-day, one-stage event will feature nearly 40 
speakers and is open to all interested attendees, 
including lawyers, technology specialists, 
entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, academics, 
students, journalists, and others. Tickets to the 
conference are free, but registration is required! 
Tickets        are        available        here: 
http:iireinventlawnyc.comi. 

To apply or to learn more about FASPE, please 
visit: www.FASPE.info. 

If you have any questions, please contact Thorin R. 
Tritter, Managing Director of FASPE, at 

ttritter@FASPE.info. 

The Michigan State University College of Law 21 st 

Century Law Practice Summer Program will be 
held again in London from June 8 to 23, 2014. The 
program is open to law students, practicing lawyers, 
and other professionals interested in law and 
technology. The ReInvent Law London 2014 

conference will be held on June 20, 2014. 

For more information, please contact Amani 
Smathers at smatherl@law.msu.edu. 
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WHO ARE THEY TO JUDGE? -- 

ETHICAL AND PROFESSIONALISM ISSUES 

FACING THE BENCH 
University of Georgia School of Law- 

Athens, Georgia 
February 21, 2014 

Members of the judiciary are facing increasing 
ethical challenges and being subject to enhanced 
scrutiny as a result of the changing dynamics of 
both their jobs and the legal profession more 
generally. This symposium will examine three 
important areas in this regard--judicial elections and 
their effect on the decision-making process; 
collegiality, decorum, and civility between the 
bench and the bar; and the process, results, and 
aftermath of investigations into alleged judicial 
misconduct. 

There will be three panel discussions and two 
featured addresses, respectively delivered by the 
Honorable David B. Sentelle of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and the 

Honorable Marsha Teruus, former Chief Justice of 
the Iowa Supreme Court.    Other confirmed 
participants include Bruce Green (Fordham), 

David Levi (Duke), Edward Tarver (USA for 
M.D. Ga.), Margaret Tarkington (Indiana 
University--McKinney), Charles Geyh (Indiana 
University--Maurer), the Honorable Steve C. 
Jones (USDC N.D. Ga.), Joanna Shepherd-Bailey 
(Emory), Penny White (Tennessee), the Honorable 

M. Gino Brogdon, Sr., Jeffrey R. Davis, 
Lawrence J. Fox, Robert Ingrain. 

For more information contact Lonnie Brown at the 
University of Georgia School of Law 
(ltbrown@uga.edu). 
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CALL FOR PAPERS FOR 

ILEC VI: LEGAL ETHICS AT A TIME OF 

REGULATORY CHANGE 
July 10-12, 2014 

London, UK 

The Organizing Committee is pleased to be hosting 
the International Legal Ethics Conference VI, Legal 
Ethics at a Time of Regulatory Change, in London, 
United Kingdom, from July 10-12, 2014, at City 

Law School London. The main Conference events 
will take place on the Northampton Square campus 

in Clerkenwell close to London’s theatres, museums 
and restaurants. The dinner on Friday evening will 

be in the Great Hall, Inner Temple. 

Call for Papers 
Proposals for presenting a paper or panel are invited 
from scholars from all disciplines, legal 
professionals, judges and students. Presenters are 
encouraged to submit papers within one of the 
following streams: 

1. Culture, Technology, Ethics and Society 
2. Empirical Approaches to Legal Ethics 

3. Philosophy and Legal Ethics 
4. Regulation oftheProfession(s) 

5. Ethics and Legal Education 

The Conference will be organized into sessions of 
90 minutes each. Normally, three papers will be 
presented in any one session. Alternatively, a 
proposal for a Panel involving discussion or other 
formats will be considered. 

Proposals for a paper or for a panel should include 
an abstract of between 100 and 250 words. If the 
proposal is for a panel, the name of the panelists 
should also be identified. Abstracts should include 
title, authoris and institutional affiliations. Up to 
five key words should also be provided at the end of 
the abstract. 
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Proposals should either indicate the stream in which 
the paper or panel is to be presented or identify with 
clarity an alternative theme within which the 
proposal sits. 

In order to accommodate a diverse group of 
presenters, participants should not present in more 
than two events. 

The deadline date for proposals is Jauuary 31, 
2014. 

Proposals    should    be    submitted    to 
andy.boon, l@city.ac.uk with the subject heading 
"ILECVI paper proposal". 

NIFTEP 
TEACHING ETHICS WORKSHOPS FOR 2014 

The National Institute for Teaching Ethics and 
Professionalism (NIFTEP) is a consortium of 
centers on ethics and on the legal profession at 
Fordham, Georgia State, Indiana (Bloomington), 
Mercer, Saint Thomas (Minneapolis), and South 
Carolina. Since 2005 NIFTEP has been conducting 
national workshops for law teachers and 
practitioners; these workshops have also been co- 
sponsored by the ABA Standing Committee on 
Professionalism. NIFTEP also hosts the 
International Forum on Teaching Legal Ethics and 
Professionalism: wwvwv-.teachinglegalethics.org (See 
separate article in this newsletter.) 

NIFTEP Workshops for 2014 are scheduled for 
July 8-10 to precede the 6th International Legal 
Ethics Conference in London and November 14 - 
16, 2014 in Atlanta. Attendance at these highly 
participatory events is limited to a small number of 
Fellows selected through an on-line application 
process and invited speakers. There is no charge for 
workshop registration, lodging or meals during the 
workshop; participants are expected to pay their 

own travel costs. If you wish to be placed on the 
NIFTEP email list to receive notices about these 
and other future workshops, including the process 
for applying, please email NIFTEP Deputy Director 
Tiffany Roberts (twroberts@gsu.edu with "NIFTEP 
MAILING LIST" in the subject line. 

The most recent NIFTEP workshop was held 
November 15-17, 2013 in Atlanta, Georgia on the 
theme: "Are We Making a Difference? Developing 
Outcome Measures to Evaluate the Effectiveness of 
Law" School Efforts to Teach Ethics and Develop 
Professionali sm." The workshop’s primary goal was 
to design and plan implementation of multiple 
measurement methods that can be used either by 
individual teachers or at the law- school level to 
evaluate the effects of individual curricular 
programs or the entire law school experience on the 
capacity for ethical decision-making and the 
formation of a responsible professional identity. 
The workshop program and biographical 
information about participants are currently 
available at:    http :iilaw.gsu. eduiniftepiF 13 .html 
Material presented at the workshop and webcasts of 
each session will also be posted on the same 
website. Webcasts and other information from all 
past NIFTEP workshops are available at: 
http :iilaw.gsu. eduiniftepipastworkshops.html. 

RECENT CONFERENCES 

THE LEGAL PROFESSION~S MONOPOLY 

ON THE PRACTICE OF LAW 
October 18, 2013 

Fordham Law School 

The Stein Center for Law and Ethics 
(www.law.fordhamedu/stein) and the Fordham 
Law Review held a one-day colloquium on October 
18, 2013, entitled T~ LEGAL PROFESSION’S 
MONOPOLY ON THE PrLACTICE OF LAW. 
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Description: The legal profession’s monopoly on 
the practice of law- continues to raise a host of 
ethical, practical and theoretical questions. What are 
the unique challenges to the unauthorized practice 
of law in the age of e-lawyering and web-based 
legal services? Are new approaches to fee-splitting, 
advertising and attorney-client relationships needed 
in the internet age? What, if any, lessons can vve 
learn from new international models of alternative 
business structures? What is the relationship 
be~,een lawyers’ monopoly and insufficient access 

to legal services? Is a new response needed by 
educational institutions to the expansion of law- 
related work by non-lawyers? The colloquium 
brought together scholars who are thinking about 
these and other issues from various perspectives, 
with the aim of collectively grappling with these 
difficult and timely questions. 

Participants    included:    Benjamin    Barton 
(University of Tennessee at Knoxville College of 
Law) Michele DeStefano (University of Miami 
School of Law) Bridgette Dunlap (Fordham Law 
School) John Dzienkowski (University of Texas at 

Austin School of Law) Renee Newman Knake 
(Michigan State University College of Law) Leslie 
Levin (University of Connecticut School of Law) 

John McGinnis (Northwestern Law) Thomas 
Morgan (George Washington University Law 
School) Lisa Nicholson (University of Louisville 

Louis D. Brandeis School of Law) Paul Paton 
(University of the Pacific McGeorge School of 

Law) Russell Pearce (Fordham Law- School) 
Deborah Rhode (Stanford Law School) Laurel 
Rigertas (Northern Illinois University College of 
Law) John Sahl (Akron Law) Anthony Sebok 
(Cardozo Law) Carole Silver (Indiana University 
Maurer School of Law) Laurel Terry (Penn State 

Law) Jessica Dixon Weaver (Southern Methodist 
University Dedman School of Law). 

REINVENTLAWLONDON 
June 14, 2013 

London 

ReInvent Law London 20113 was held on June 14, 
2013 as the capstone of the 21 st Century Law 

Practice Summer Program. The London conference 
featured over twenty speakers, including crowd- 
selected presentations chosen by voters and six 
students from the summer program. Presentations 

from ReInvent Law London 2013 can be viewed on 
the ReInvent Law Channel. 

Relnvent Law is a law laboratory devoted to 
promoting    technology,    innovation,    and 
entrepreneurship in the legal services industry at 
Michigan State University College of Law, directed 
by Professors Daniel Martin Katz and Renee 
Newman Knake. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 
REGULATION OF LAWYERS 

By Roy Simon 
(Distinguished Professor of Legal Ethics Emeritus 

Hofstra University School of Law) 

This column reports on some of the many 
changes in our field since the Spring 2013 PR 
Section Newsletter, and previews some new 
developments that are formally or informally under 
consideration around the country. I am amazed at 
how much has happened in six months. 

In gathering the information for this column, I 
rely mainly on two sources:       (1) 
www.legalelhic,~)rum.com, a fascinating blog that 
is so active it’s hard to keep up with all the posts; 
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and (2) the bi-weekly Current Reports from the 
ABA/BNA Lawyer’s Manual on Professional 
Conduct, an indispensable resource for anyone who 
wants to stay current in our field. I will start with 
developments at the ABA, then discuss 
developments in Congress and federal agencies, and 
finally discuss developments in the states. 

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 

American Bar Association Developments 

In this section, I discuss many of the changes 
approved by ABA entities since last Spring. 

ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20: In Between 

2009 and 2013, the ABA Commission on Ethics 
20/20 circulated issue papers, white papers, and 
draft rules for public comment, and received oral 
and written comments from lawyers, judges, 
scholars, and the public. The 20/20 Commission 
presented the bulk of its proposals at the ABA’s 
August 2012 Annual Meeting, and presented a few 
additional proposals at the ABA’s February 2013 
Mid-Year Meeting, so they were covered in the 
Spring 2013 PR Newsletter - but the 20/20 
Commission has now completed its work, so this is 
an appropriate time to summarize all the resulting 
changes. 

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct: In the 

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, the 
ABA House of Delegates amended the following 

Rules and Comments in 2012 and 2013 based on 
the Ethics 20/20 Commission’s recommendations: 

Rule 1.0 (Terminology): Black letter and 
Comment 

Rule 1.1 (Competence): Comment only 

Rule 1.4 (Communication): Comment only 

Rule 11.6 (Confidentiality of Information): Black 

letter and Comment 

Rule 1.7 (Conflict of Interest: Current Clients): 

Black letter and Comment 

Rule 1.17 (Sale of Law Practice): Comment only 

Rule 1.18 (Duties to Prospective Client): Black 
letter and Comment 

¯ Rule 4.4 (Respect for Rights of Third Parties): 

Black letter and Comment 

Rule 5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer 

Assistance): Title and Comment 

Rule 5.5 (Unauthorized Practice of Law; 
Multijurisdictional Practice of Law): 

Black letter and Comment 

Rule 7.1 (Communications Concerning a 
Lawyer’s Services): Comment only 

Rule 7.2 (Advertising): Comment only 

Rule 7.3 (Direct Contact with Prospective 

Clients): Title, Black letter, and Comment 

Rule 8.5 (Disciplinary Authority; Choice of 
Law): Comment only 

The Ethics 20/20 Commission also considered--but 
ultimately decided not to recommend--an 

amendment to Rule 5.4 that would have allowed a 
very limited form of non-lawyer ownership of law 

firms. Instead, the Commission issued a statement 
saying, "Based on the Commission’s extensive 
outreach, research, consultation and the response of 
the profession, there does not appear to be a 
sufficient basis for recommending a change to the 
ABA policy." 

ABA Model Court Rules: In 2012 and 2013, the 
ABA House of Delegates amended the following 

model court rules based on the Ethics 20/20 
Commission’s recommendations: 

ABA Model Rule on Admission by Motion: 

Amended in 2012 

¯ ABA Model Rule on Practice Pending 
Admission: New provision added in 20112 

¯ ABA Model Rule for Registration of In-House 
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Counsel: Amended in 2013 

¯ ABA Model Rule on Pro Hac Vice Admission: 
Amended in 2013 

For more information on the work of the ABA 
Commission on Ethics 20/20, including links to all 
of the issue papers, white papers, draft proposals, 
and public comments, see the Commission’s 
website at http:/~/bit.ly/gDHFwX. 

ABA Code of Judicial Conduct: This item requires 
some background. At the ABA’s August 2011 
Annual Meeting, the House of Delegates approved 
Resolution 107, which instructed the Standing 
Committee on Ethics and Professional 
Responsibility and the Standing Committee on 
Professional Discipline to "proceed on an expedited 
basis to consider what amendments, if any, should 
be made to the ABA Model Code of Judicial 
Conduct or to the ABA Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct to provide necessary additional guidance to 
the states on disclosure requirements and standards 
for judicial disqualification." The purpose of 
Resolution 107 was to address a "dramatic 
escalation in campaign support through independent 
committees and the phenomenon of widespread 
public perceptions about the influence of money on 
judicial decisions," which had "fundamentally 
altered the landscape" of judicial campaigns and 
campaign contributions. 

To carry out their mandate, the Standing Committee 
and the Committee on Professional Discipline 
eventually developed proposed amendments to Rule 
2.11 of the Code of Judicial Conduct, which were 
on the agenda for the ABA’s August 2013 Annual 
Meeting. The proposed amendments would have 
required a judge to disqualify himself or herself if 
the judge knows (or learns by means of a timely 
motion) that "a party, a party’s lawsTer, or the law 
firm of a party’s lawyer" has, within a specified 
number of years, made "(a) aggregate contributions 
in support of the judge’s election or retention 
election campaign; (b) aggregate contributions in 

opposition to the judge’s election or retention 
election campaign; or (c) aggregate independent 
expenditures in support of or in opposition to the 
judge’s election or retention election campaign" 
exceeding a specified amount. (The amounts were 
left blank, to be filled in by each state, and the 
threshold amounts would differ depending on 
whether the contributor was an entity or an 
individual.) However, the Resolution was 
withdrawn before the House of Delegates could 
debate it. The Report submitted in support of the 
proposed amendments to Rule 2.11 is available 
online at http:/Tbit.ly/154VKPH. 

ABA Resolution on Attorney-Client Privilege for 
In-House Counsel at Law Firms: Here is an issue 
that should be in the mainstream in nearly every 
legal ethics course. At its August 2013 Annual 
Meeting, the ABA House of Delegates approved 
Resolution 103, which addresses a law firm’s fight 
to claim the protection of the attorney-client 
privilege for communications between law firm 
personnel and the law firm’s in-house general 
counsel. The key paragraph in the Resolution urges 
all courts, legislatures, and all other governmental 
bodies to support the principle that: 

(a) the attorney-client privilege applies to 
protect from disclosure confidential 
communications between law firm personnel 
and their firms’ designated in-house counsel 
made for the purpose of facilitating the 
rendition of professional legal services to the 
law firm (including any legal advice 
provided by such counsel) in the same way 
as such confidential communications 
between law firm personnel and the firm’s 
outside counsel would be protected .... 

The Report submitted in support of Resolution 1103, 
which includes a thorough review of the case law, is 
available online at http:/Tbit, ly/18j~V2E. 

ABA Guidelines ~br an International Regulatory 
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Information Exchange: At the ABA’s August 
2013 Annual Meeting, the ABA House of Delegates 
approved a Resolution that adopted Guidelines for 
an International Regulator?- Information Exchange. 
The purpose of these Guidelines is to provide "a 
template for state supreme courts and lawyer 
regulatory authorities (e.g., bar admissions 

authorities and disciplinary authorities) to 

coordinate with their foreign regulatory 
counterparts and to enter into voluntary 
arrangements to facilitate the exchange of relevant 

information" about lav~,ers who have been 
disciplined or charged with ethics violations. 

Key language in the Guidelines provides that when 

a "Regulator}, Authority" receives "sufficient 
information demonstrating that a lawyer has 
violated the applicable rules or standards of lawyer 
ethics or professional conduct or is physically or 
mentally disabled, and poses a substantial threat of 
serious harm to the public or to the administration 
of justice," the Regulatory Authority--to the extent 
consistent with the jurisdiction’s rules--may 
provide specified information to its "foreign 
counterpart(s) in any jurisdictions in which it knows 
the law~yer is licensed/admitted or authorized to 
practice," including "details regarding the 
disciplinary proceedings leading to the imposition 
of discipline against the lawyer" and "details of any 
disciplinary proceedings pending against the 
lawyer, including, but not limited to, the substance 

of the allegations of misconduct .... " A link to the 
Report submitted to explain the rationale for 
adopting the Guidelines, as well as the full text of 
the Guidelines, is available at http:/?Www.abanow. 

org/2013/O6/2013am104/. 

ABA Task Force on the Future of Legal 

Education: In 2012, the ABA created a Task Force 
on the Future of Legal Education, and charged it 
with recommending ways in which law schools, the 
ABA, and other groups and organizations can "take 

concrete steps to address issues concerning the 

economics of legal education and its deliver},. " On 
September 20, 2013, the Task Force published a 
draft report, which may be considered at the ABA’s 
February 2014 Mid-Year Meeting. A proposal 
headed "Broader Delivery of Law-Related 
Services," which would directly challenge the 
current regulation of law practice, is summarized by 
the Task Force as follows: 

The delivery of law-related services today is 
primarily by lawyers. These services may 
not be cost-effective for many who are in 

need of them, and some communities and 
constituencies lack accessible legal services. 
State supreme courts, state bar associations, 
and admitting authorities should devise new 
or improved frameworks for licensing 
providers of legal services. This should 
include licensing persons other than holders 

of a J.D. to deliver limited legal services, 
and authorizing bar admission for people 
whose preparation may be other than the 
traditional four-years of college plus three- 
years of classroom-based law school 
education. The current lack of access to 
legal advice of any kind that exists across 
the country requires such innovative steps. 

The complete draft report (together with many other 
materials about legal education) is available on the 
Task Force’s home page at http://bit.ly/XLW4je. 

National Organizations and Federal Statutes, 
Rules, and Regulations 

The regulation of lawyers is primarily a matter of 
state law, but Congress, federal rule makers, and 
federal agencies are playing an increasingly active 
role in regulating lawyers. This section reports on 
recent and upcoming developments regarding the 
regulation of lawyers at the federal level. 

Bankruptcy Fee Guidelines: In 1996, pursuant to 
28 U.S.C. §586, the United States Trustee Program 
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(USTP) promulgated Guidelines for Reviewing 
Applications for Compensation and Reimbursement 
of Expenses filed under 11 U.S.C §330 (the "1996 
guidelines"). The Guidelines are statements of 
policy that the USTP follows when reviewing 
applications for compensation. In an effort to 
control steep fee increases in bankruptcy cases and 
to ensure that bankruptcy lawyers charge market 
rates rather than premium rates, the USTP has 
begun revising the Guidelines. In November 2011, 
the USTP posted for public comment proposed 
guidelines for reviewing applications for attorney 
compensation in "larger" Chapter 11 cases (defined 

as $50 million or more in assets and $50 million or 
more in liabilities). The proposals were met with 
harsh criticism, so the USTP opened a second 
comment period and conducted a public meeting in 
June 2012. 

More than a year later, the USTP announced that 
revised Guidelines for larger Chapter 11 cases 
would take effect on November 1, 2013. Among 
other things, the revised Guidelines require law 
firms handling larger cases to disclose rate increases 
and to report blended rates for bankruptcy and non- 
bankruptcy matters. (The 1996 Guidelines will 
continue to govern in all other cases until the USTP 
adopts superseding guidelines.) The USTP will 
encourage bankruptcy courts to incorporate the 
revised Guidelines into their local rules of 
bankruptcy procedure, as many courts have done 
with the 1996 Guidelines. The revised Guidelines 
are available on the website of the U.S. Department 
of Ju sti ce at http :,<5<’l. usa. gov/J 9oReB UI 

Proposed Amendments to Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure: On August 15, 20113, the Advisory 
Committee on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
published for public comment a "Preliminary Draft" 
of proposed amendments to Rules 1, 4, 6, 16, 26, 
30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37, 55, and 84. The proposed 
amendments are grouped around three "themes": (i) 
proportionality in discovery, (ii) cooperation among 

lawyers, and (iii) early and active judicial case 
management. The discovery-related proposals, 
which the Advisor?- Committee calls the "Duke 
Rules Package," grew out of a series of meetings at 
the Duke Civil Litigation Conference in 2010. They 
include a complete overhaul of Rule 37(e) that 
rejects case law permitting sanctions for negligent 
spoliation and allows severe sanctions only if the 
spoliator’s actions "(i) caused substantial prejudice 
in the litigation and were willful or in bad faith; or 
(ii) irreparably deprived a party of any meaningful 
opportunity to present or defend against the claims 
in the litigation." Proposed Rule 37(e) also 
articulates five specific factors for a court to 
consider in assessing a party’s conduct before 
imposing sanctions for spoliation. The proposals are 
available on the website of the U.S. Courts at 
http://1, usa.gov/ld3FiqX. Comments on the 
proposals are due on February 15, 20114. 

U.X Department of Labor position on law 

students perJbrming unpaid pro bono work at for- 
profit law firms: In a September 12, 2013 letter to 
the ABA’s immediate past president (Laurel 
Bellows), the U.S. Department of Labor’s Solicitor 

of Labor (M. Patricia Smith) stated that the Fair 
Labor Standards Act (FSLA) does not prohibit law 
students from performing unpaid pro bono work at 
law firms. The letter noted that the FLSA generally 

does not allow people to volunteer at for-profit 
entities, but pro bono work is an exception. Thus, if 

six criteria are satisfied, then "law students who 
perform unpaid internships with for-profit law firms 
for the students’ own educational benefit may not 
be considered employees entitled to wages under 
the FLSA." The six criteria are: (i) the training is 
"similar to training which would be given in an 
educational environment"; (ii) the "internship 
experience is for the benefit of the intern"; (iii) "the 
intern does not displace existing employees, but 
works under close supervision of existing start"; 
(iv) the employer "derives no immediate advantage 

from the activities of the intern"; (v) the intern "is 
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not necessarily entitled to a job at the conclusion of 
the internship"; and (vi) both the intern and the firm 
"understand that the intern is not entitled to wages 
for the time spent in the internship." The letter 

concluded: 

Accordingly, where a law student works 
only on pro bono matters that do not involve 
potential fee-generating activities, and does 
not participate in a law firm’s billable work 
or free up staff resources for billable work 

that would othev~vise be utilized for pro 

bono work, the firm will not derive an 
immediate advantage from the student’s 
activities, although it may derive intangible, 
long-term benefits such as reputational 
benefits associated with pro bono work. 

Finally, the letter said that the analysis would be 
different for law school graduates who have not yet 

been admitted to the bar. The letter is available at 
http ://b it. ly/l 6cdjgz. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE STATES 

address only a couple of items that are rapidly 
developing - state adoptions of amendments 
wrought by the Ethics 20/20 Commission, and the 
rapidly spreading state adoptions of the Uniform 
Bar Examination (the "UBE"). For up-to-date 
information about every state regarding such things 

as malpractice insurance disclosure rules, 
multijurisdictional practice rules, in-house counsel 
registration rules, and the Major Disaster Rule (the 

"Katrina" Rule), consult the unmatched website of 
the ABA Center for Professional Responsibility, the 
national new’e center for professional responsibility 
issues, which keeps track of federal, state, and ABA 
developments regarding professional responsibility. 

An especially useful page is http://bit.ly/lzkq83, 
which links to current and historical resources about 

the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, 
state regulations, and other regulatory models. 

Ethics 20/20 reviews: Only two jurisdictions -- 
Delaware and Iowa -- have adopted a significant 
portion of the amendments recommended by the 

ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20, and another 
(Massachusetts) has proposed to do so. 

Every state has by now completed a review of the 
ABA Ethics 2000 changes, and many jurisdictions 
have been waiting for the ABA House of Delegates 

to vote on proposals advanced by the ABA 
Commission on Ethics 20/20 in 2012 and 2013 
before beginning a new review. Nevertheless, some 
states have amended their rules since the Spring PR 
Newsletter, or have proposed amendments that 
remain pending. In this section, I will discuss some 
aggregate data about the states, then describe some 
significant actual and changes (some of which have 

yet to take effect) and some significant proposed 
changes in particular states. 

Broad Trends in the States 

Usually at this point in the Newsletter, I discuss 

broad trends in the states - but not much has 
changed since the Spring Newsletter, so I will 

Uniform Bar Examination (UBE): The Uniform 
Bar Examination (UBE) has been adopted by 13 
jurisdictions (AL, AZ, CO, ID, MN, MO, MT, NE, 

NH, ND, UT, WA, and WY). The UBE is an 
examination prepared by the National Conference 

of Bar Examiners (NCBE) that consists of six 
Multistate Essay Examination questions, two 
Multistate Performance Test questions, and the 

Multistate Bar Examination. For more information, 
see http ://WWW. ncbex.org/multistate-testsmbe/. 

Developments in Particular States 

This section of "What’s New" describes a sampling 
of the many interesting developments since the 
Spring Newsletter. For detailed information about 
developments in particular jurisdictions, visit the 
websites given after each jurisdiction listed below, 
or click a link to individual state resources available 
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at http:/Tbit.ly/tysMOA. Liability Insurance) [date filed 9/3/2013] 

Arizona (www.azbar.org): Effective January 1, 
2013, the Arizona Supreme Court amended Rule 
7.5 to permit lawyers to use a trade name "if it does 
not imply a connection with a government agency 
or with a public or charitable legal services 
organization and is not otherwise in violation of 
Rule 7.1." Also, for a three-year period running 
from January 1, 2013 through December 31, 2015, 
the Arizona Supreme Court will permit law students 
to sit for the bar exam during their last semester of 
law school. Arizona is the first state in the country 

to allow- 3Ls to take the bar exam. 

California                  0~. calbar, ca. g ov, 
www.courtin.[b.ca.gov, and www.leginfo, ca.gov): 

Since 2002, California’s Commission for the 
Revision of the Rules of Professional Conduct has 
been actively studying ways to revise and update 

California’s rules to bring them more closely in line 
with the ABA Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct. (California is the last jurisdiction in the 
country whose ethics rules are not based on the 

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct.) 
Through October 3, 2013, the State Bar has filed 
nine proposed Rules of Professional Conduct with 
the California Supreme Court. The following is a 
list of the proposed rules that have been filed (and 

the date each one was filed): 

¯ Proposed Rule 1.0 (Purpose & Scope of the 
Rules) [date filed 8/9/2013] 

Proposed Rule 1.0.1 (Terminology) [date filed 

8/19/2013] 

¯ Proposed Rule 1.1 (Competence) [date filed 

10/9/2012] 

Proposed Rule 1.4 (Communication) [date filed 

8/26/2013] 

¯ Proposed Rule 1.4.1 (Disclosure of Professional 
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Proposed Rule 1.8.10 (Sexual Relations with 
Client) [date filed 10/9/2012] 

¯ Proposed Rule 2.1 (Advisor) [date filed 
9/10/2013] 

Proposed Rule 3.1 (Meritorious Claims & 

Contentions) [date filed 10/3/2013] 

Proposed Rule 6.1 (Voluntary Pro Bono Publico 
Service) [date filed 9/17/2013] 

Altogether, the State Bar of California Board of 
Trustees has adopted sixty-seven proposed new and 
amended Rules of Professional Conduct, but they 
will not take effect unless they are approved by the 
California Supreme Court. The State Bar expects to 
continue submitting provisions to the California 
Supreme Court until it has filed all of the proposed 
rules that have been adopted by the Board. A link to 
the full text of all of the proposed rules adopted by 

the Board can be found at the Ethics Information 
page    of    the    Bar’s    website    at 
http://WWW, calbar, ca.lzov/ethics. For updated 
information, visit http:~Tbit.ly/lacoBcJ. 

California is also studying bar admission 
requirements. I recounted that work in the Spring 
Newsletter, but it is continuing, so it is worth 
checking the State Bar’s website from time to time 
to see what is happening as the work of the Task 
Force on Admissions Regulation Reform proceeds. 

California is also revamping its Standards for 
Attorney Sanctions for Professional Misconduct, 
which were adopted in 1986 and have not been 
significantly modified since then. The proposed 
revisions, which have been developed by the State 
Bar’s Office of Chief Trial Counsel, have three 
main goals: (1) to comport with decisional law 
issued since Standards were originally adopted; (2) 



to create greater uniformity in State Bar Court 
suspension recommendations; and (3) to better 
describe aggravating and mitigating circumstances 
by incorporating ideas from the ABA’s Model 
Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions. The 
latest draft revisions were circulated for public 
comment in June 2013, and the State Bar was still 
considering the public comments when we went to 
press. The proposed Standards are available at 
http :/Tbit. ly/l als l g, u. 

the UPL and Unfair Competition Law ("UCL") 
statutes, (b) authorize the State Bar to bring a civil 
enforcement action against the nonlawsTers in its 
own name, (c) require the court, in a civil 
enforcement action by the State Bar for the 
unlawful practice of law, to impose a civil penalty 
not to exceed $2,500, and (d) require the court to 
order the offending paralegal agency to reimburse 
the State Bar for the reasonable expenses of its 
investigation and prosecution of the action. 

In statutory news, on October 5, 2013, Governor 
Jer~ Brown signed a bill that made national news, 
the Attorneys’ Right to Practice Act (A.B. 1024), 
that allows undocumented aliens to receive a license 
to practice law in the state. California is the first 
state to authorize its highest court to grant a law 
license to a person not lawfully present in the 
United States. (The courts are considering whether 
California has the power to admit undocumented 
people to the bar in light of various federal laws, but 
those issues are beyond the scope of this 

Newsletter.) 

On the same date (October 5t~), Gov. Brown also 
signed a bill (A.B. 111159) that forbids immigration 
lawyers and consultants to take money for services 
related to federal immigration reform until Congress 
acts, and requires attorneys and immigration 
consultants to account for any money already 
accepted for immigration reform services and either 
refund the money or deposit it in a client trust 
account. The same law also prohibits nonlawyers 
from using the term "notario," which in some 
countries refers to a person who is qualified to give 
legal advice. 

However, some legislative developments may favor 
nonlaw~ers. On June 17, 2013, the California State 
Bar’s Limited License Working Group (a group 
created by the California State Bar Board 
Committee on Regulation, Admission and 
Discipline Oversight) recommended that California 
offer limited-practice licenses to nonlawyers. Under 
the recommendation, nonlawyers would still be 
prohibited from performing activities that lawyers 
have been trained to provide, such as representing 
clients in court, representing clients in areas not 
benefitting from limited licensure, and negotiating 
settlements--but nonlawyers would be permitted to 
provide "discrete, technical, limited scope of law 
activities in non-complicated legal matters in 1) 
creditor/debtor law; 2) family law; 3) 
landlord/tenant law; 4) immigration law." The 
recommendation for limited-practice licenses was 
still in its early stages and will need to work its way 
through the California State Bar and eventually the 
California Supreme Court. 

Delaware (www.dsba.org): On August 26, 2013, 
effective immediately, the Delaware Supreme Court 
amended the Comment to Rule 8.5 by adding the 
following sentence at the end: 

Regarding the unauthorized practice of law, the 
California Legislature has passed a bill (A.B. 888) 
designed to crack down on illegal paralegal 
operations. If signed into law, the bill would (a) 
require the State Bar to disclose, in confidence, 
information learned in a UPL investigation to "the 
agency responsible for the criminal enforcement" of 
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With respect to conflicts of interest, in 
determining a lawyer’s reasonable belief 
under paragraph (b)(2), a written agreement 
between the lawyer and client that 
reasonably specifies a particular jurisdiction 
is within the scope of that paragraph may be 



considered if the agreement was obtained 
with the client’ s informed consent 
confirmed in the agreement. 

The language is taken verbatim from the last 
sentence of Comment [5] to ABA Model Rule 8.5 
as amended in February 2013 based on a 
recommendation by the ABA Ethics 20/20 
Commission. The Delaware Supreme Court’s Order 
is at htq)://1, usa.gow/G]~N9Od. 

Florida          (www.flabar. org          and 
www.floridasupremecourt.org): In May 2013, The 
Florida Bar’s Standing Committee on Advertising 
proposed an amendment that would make it 
"deceptive and inherently misleading" for one 
lawyer to buy keyword advertising triggered by 
another lawyer’s name. (For example, it would be 
improper for attorney Melvin Miller to buy the 
keywords "attorney Samuel Smith" so that people 
who searched for Smith ended up on Miller’s 
website.) The proposal was still pending when we 
went to press. 

On June 6, 2013, on the request of the Supreme 
Court of Florida Commission on Professionalism, 
the Florida Supreme Court adopted a new Code for 
Resolving Professionalism Complaints, which 
begins as follows: 

Members of The Florida Bar shall not engage in 
unprofessional conduct. "Unprofessional conduct" 
means substantial or repeated violations of the Oath 
of Admission to The Florida Bar, The Florida Bar 
Creed of Professionalism, The Florida Bar Ideals 
and Goals of Professionalism, The Rules Regulating 
The Florida Bar, or the decisions of The Florida 
Supreme Court. To implement the new Code, the 
Florida Supreme Court ordered the Chief Judge of 
every circuit to "create a Local Professionalism 
Panel to receive and resolve professionalism 
complaints informally if possible" -- and to refer 
the complaints to The Florida Bar if necessary. 

In a remarkable legislative development, the Florida 
Legislature enacted a new section of the Florida 
Probate Code entitled "Gifts to lawyers and other 
disqualified persons" that took effect October 1, 
2013. The key provision, §732.806(1), provides that 
any part of a written instrument that makes a gift to 
a lawyer or a person "related" to the lawyer (a 
defined term) "is void if the lawyer prepared or 
supervised the execution of the written instrument, 
or solicited the gift, unless the lawyer or other 
recipient of the gift is related to the person making 
the gift." Subparagraph (7)(a) makes clear that "the 
lawyer" includes any employee or lawyer employed 
by the same firm as the lawyer. Before the statute 
took effect, Florida common law held that improper 
gifts to lawyers were presumptively the product of 
undue influence, but the gifts were not 
automatically void. The new statute, as a practical 
matter, automatically invalidates any gift to a 
lawyer that violates Florida’s version of ABA 
Model Rule 1.8(c). 

Hawaii (www.hsba.org): On June 25, 2013, after 
two years of public comment, the Hawaii Supreme 
Court announced that extensive amendments to the 
Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct will take 
effect on January 1, 2014. These are the first 
comprehensive revisions to Hawaii’s ethics rules 
since Hawaii adopted its version of the ABA Model 

Rules in 1994. Because the State Bar proposed the 

amended rules in 2011, the revisions do not reflect 
any of the Ethics 20/20 updates to the Model Rules 
that the ABA approved in 2012 and 2013. The full 

text of the amended rules is available online at 
htlp ://b i t. Iy/17Bvr qf 

Indiana O~,~,.in.gov/judiciary/): Effective January 
1, 2013, the Indiana Supreme Court amended Rule 
5.5(d)(1) to permit "foreign" (overseas) lawyers to 
work in Indiana exclusively as in-house counsel, 
and simultaneously amended Indiana’s in-house 
registration rule (which Indiana calls its "Business 
Counsel License" rule) to include foreign lawyers. 
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The Supreme Court’s Orders, which show 
legislative-style versions of the amended provisions, 

are         available         online         at 
http : //www. state, in. u~;~.~udi ciary/3 99 5. hint. 

Io ~4~ a 

(w,,,~. iowacourts, gov!Prof essional_Regulation) : 
Effective January l, 2013, the Iowa Supreme Court 
approved amendments to the Iowa Court Rules 
governing lawyer advertising. The amendments 
bring the Iowa rules closely in line with the ABA 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct governing 
lawyer advertising, and they provide guidance to 
lawajers on how to prevent the inadvertent creation 
of a client-lawyer relationship when communicating 
with prospective clients in "real time" by telephone 
or Internet. The Order approving the amendments, 
which attaches a legislative-style version of the 
amended rules, is available at http:/Tbit.ly/le5ertA. 
For      additional      background,       see 
h ttp > ~ Tb i t. ly/ l dFHXb~. 

Effective March 1, 2013, the Iowa Supreme Court 
adopted a new Rule 31.19 that permits retired 
attorneys to perform pro bono work if they meet 
specified conditions. The Order adopting Rule 
31.19 is available at http:~+~ bit.ly/14RT1FQ. 

Massachusetts (www. massbar, org): Effective 
January 1, 2013, the Supreme Judicial Court of 
Massachusetts amended Rule 1.5 and Rule 6.5. 
Massachusetts Rule 1.5(b) formerly provided that 
the scope of representation and information 
regarding fees and expenses shall be communicated 
to the client, "preferably in writing." The amended 
rule requires that such information "shall" be 
communicated in writing within a reasonable time 
after commencing the representation. (The 
exception for lawyers who charge a "regularly 
represented client on the same basis or rate" 
remains unchanged.) Massachusetts Rule 6.5 was 
simultaneously amended to make clear that an 
attorney providing short-term limited legal services 

to a client under a program sponsored by a non- 
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profit organization or court is not subject to 

amended Rule 1.5(b). 

Larger changes are coming soon. In July 2013, the 
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court’s Standing 
Advisory Committee on the Rules of Professional 
Conduct published proposed changes to the 

Massachusetts Rules of Professional Conduct for 
public comment. (Co-author Andrew Perlman is a 
member of the Advisory Committee.) If adopted by 
the Supreme Judicial Court, most of the 
amendments would update the Massachusetts Rules 

to bring them more in line with the ABA Model 
Rules of Professional Conduct, including the recent 
Ethics 20/20 changes. In addition, proposed 

amendments to Rules 5.1 and 5.3 would allow for a 
system of firm-based discipline similar to what 
currently exists in New York and New Jersey. 
Comments on the proposals are due on December 2, 
2013. The proposed amendments and the Advisory 
Committee’s Report explaining the reasons for the 
changes are available at http:/)7.usa.~zow/19Z5grT. 

Finally, effective September 1, 2013, new Supreme 
Judicial Court Rule 3:16 requires all newly admitted 
Massachusetts lawyers to complete a daylong 
program entitled "Practicing with Professionalism" 

to assist in the transition from law school to the 
practice of law. The course will provide new 
attorneys with an understanding of their duties in 
the legal profession as members of the bar. 

Michigan (www.michbar.org): Effective August 1, 
2013, the Michigan Supreme Court amended 
Canons 2, 4, 5, and 7 of the Michigan Code of 
Judicial Conduct. The staff comment explaining the 
changes says: "Nearly all of the current language in 

Canon 2, 4, 5, and 7 is retained .... The new 
language adds explicit provisions to describe the 

types of activities that are allowed or prohibited for 
judges which until now had been undefined and 
therefore the source of confusion." Simultaneously, 
Rule 8.2 of the Michigan Rules of Professional 
Conduct was amended to reflect that the judicial 
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canons applicable to judicial candidates are set out 
in new Canon 5. 

In 2012, the State Bar of Michigan recommended 
that the Michigan Supreme Court adopt a proposed 
rule defining the practice of law. The proposed rule 
"is intended to codify Michigan’s common law 
defining the practice of law and to se~’e as a user- 
friendly guide to educate and protect the public 
from persons engaged in the unauthorized practice 
of law." The State Bar’s transmittal letter and 
attachments are available at http:/Tbit.ly/15jYqsT. 
The proposal is still pending. Proposed changes to 
the Michigan Rules of Professional Conduct, which 
the Michigan Supreme Court circulated for public 
comment on March 22, 201111, apparently are also 
still pending. 

client." A Comment explains the problem that led to 
the amendment. The Supreme Court Order adopting 
the amendment also referred it to the Advisory 
Committee on Rules for a "recommendation as to 
whether it should be adopted on a permanent basis." 
The    court’ s    Order is available at 
http : /)~bit. ly/l bGH1 

New Jersey 
(www.judiciary.state. nj. us/rulesiapprpc, htm) : 
Effective April 1, 20113, the New Jersey Supreme 

Court added the following new sentence at the end 
of 1.16(d): "No lawyer shall assert a common la~v 
retaining lien." The new sentence effectively 
abolishes common law retaining liens in New" 
Jersey. The Notice amending Rule 1.16(d) is 
available at http://bit.ly/18wONtz. 

Nevada (www. nvbar, org): Effective December 13, 
2012, the Nevada Supreme Court amended its rules 
governing lawyer advertising, making them even 
more detailed. For example, amended Rule 7.2(i) 
provides, in part: "If the advertisement contains any 
reference to past successes or results obtained, the 
communicating lawyer or member of the law firm 
must have served as lead counsel in the matter 
giving rise to recovery, or was primarily responsible 
for the settlement or verdict." 

New Hampshire (http://www.courts.state.nh.us): 
On October 2, 2013, effective immediately, the 

New" Hampshire Supreme Court adopted a 
"temporary" amendment to Rule 1.7 providing that 

a lav~,er from the New Hampshire Public Defender 
Program "may represent an individual for 
arraignment," despite a conflict under Rule 1.7(a) 
and (b), if the individual being represented is not 

either: "(1) a co-defendant of a defendant also 
represented by the New Hampshire Public Defender 
Program; or (2) a witness in a case in which the 
New Hampshire Public Defender Program 
represents a client and.., there is a significant risk 
that the representation of the witness will materially 
limit the lavo’er’s responsibilities to the existing 
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In In the Matter of the Letter Decision of the 
Committee on Attorney Advertising, Docket No. 47- 
2007 (N.J., March 14, 2013), an opinion 
considering whether a law- firm could use "the trade 
name Alpha Center for Divorce Mediation, P.C," 
the New Jersey Supreme Court announced that it 

was amending Rule 7.5 "to permit a law firm trade 
name so long as it describes the nature of the legal 
practice in terms that are accurate, descriptive, and 
informative, but not misleading, comparative, or 
suggestive of the ability to obtain results," and as 
long as the trade name is "accompanied by the 
name of the attorney responsible for the 
management of the organization." The court also 
announced that it would appoint a special 
committee to implement the decision. This highly 
controversial case was argued before the New 
Jersey Supreme Court three separate times (in 2008, 

2011, and 2012). The decision is available at 
http:/Tbit, ly/17fMc4c. 

New Jersey has also significantly amended its court 
rules. Effective February 1, 20113, New Jersey has 
abolished its former requirement, codified in Rule 

1:21-1(a) of the Rules of Court of the State of New 
Jersey, that all la’~,ers practicing in New Jersey 
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maintain "a bona fide office" somewhere in the 
United States. The bona fide office provision 
required every New Jersey lawyer to maintain a 
traditional brick-and-mortar space to meet with 
clients, answer the phone, receive mail, keep files, 
etc. In place of the old requirement, New Jersey has 
amended Rule 1:21l-1l to permit a lawyer to maintain 
only a "virtual office" (a term used in the 
blogosphere but not in the rule itself). The amended 
language provides, in part, that an attorney "need 
not maintain a fixed physical location, but must 
structure his or her practice in such a manner as to 
assure.., prompt and reliable communication with 
and accessibility by clients, other counsel, and 
judicial and administrative tribunals .... 

Finally, on April 2013 the Working Group on the 
Proposed Preadmission Pro Bono Requirement, a 
group commissioned by New Jersey Chief Justice 

Stuart Rabner, issued a report recommending that, 
starting in 2015, applicants to the New Jersey State 
Bar be required to complete 50 hours of pro bono 
work as a condition of admission. The Working 
Group’ s     Report     is     available     at 
http : //bit. ly/18jkGoM. 

New York (w~o4,.nysba.org and 
www.courts.state.ny.u,~): New York remains in 
hyperdrive mode regarding lawyer regulation. On 
May 31, 2013, the courts circulated for public 
comment proposals to add a new Rule 7.4(c)(3) to 
explain the criteria for determining whether a 
law.’yer has "prominently made" the required 
disclaimer regarding specialty certification. The 
"prominently made" requirement was struck down 
as void for vagueness in Hayes v. State of New York 
Attorney Griewmce Committee of the Eig~hth 

Judicial District, 672 F.3d 158 (2d Cir. 20112). In 
November 2013, after making some changes based 
on the public comments, the Courts announced Rule 
7.4(c)(3) setting criteria for determining when a 
disclaimer is "prominently made." The new 
provision, together with shortened disclaimers, will 

probably take effect on January 1, 2014. 

Also related to the New York Rules of Professional 

Conduct, the New York State Bar Association 
House of Delegates approved changes to the 
Comments to Rule 3.8 to reflect New York’s July 1, 
2012 adoption of paragraphs imposing post- 
conviction duties on prosecutors. The new 
Comments, which took effect immediately (because 
they do not need court approval), are taken nearly 

verbatim from Comments [7]-[9] of the ABA 
Model Rules. 

More broadly, the State Bar’s Committee on 
Standards of Attorney Conduct ("COSAC") was 
actively studying all of the amendments to the ABA 

Model Rules of Professional Conduct that resulted 
from the work of the ABA Commission on Ethics 
20/20, and was expected to recommend in the first 
half of 20114 which of the Ethics 20/20 changes 
should be adopted in New- York. 

On May l, 2013, New York amended 22 NYCRR 
§118.1(e)(14) (a court rule) to require law?-ers to 
report the following information on their biennial 
registration forms: 

(a) the number of hours that the registrant 
voluntarily spent providing unpaid legal 
services to poor and underserved clients 
during the previous biennial registration 
period; and 

(b) the amount of voluntary financial 
contributions the registrant made to 
organizations primarily or substantially 
engaged in providing legal services to the 
poor and underserved during the previous 
biennial registration period. 

Moreover, in June 2013 Chief Judge Jonathan 
Lippman announced that these mandated reports 

about their pro bono hours and financial 
contributions would be available to the public upon 
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request. However, after considering protests from 
the New York State Bar Association and others 
objecting to mandatory reporting of pro bono hours 
and financial contributions, the Courts announced in 
September 2013 that the mandatory reports would 
not be subject to public disclosure until at least 
April 20115, except for attorneys who waive 
confidentiality and agree to make their reports 
subject to disclosure. Chief Administrative Judge 
Gall Prudenti described the new- approach as a "two 
year phase-in period to give attorneys the right to 
choose whether their reported data should be 
publicly disclosed." 

In another pro bono development, in July 2013 
Chief Judge Lippman appointed a special Advisory 
Committee on Pro Bono Service by In-House 
Counsel chaired by Court of Appeals Judge Victoria 
Graffeo. Under New York’s existing in-house 
registration rules (22 NYCRR Part 522), in-house 
lawajers who are not admitted to practice in New 
York must register but may not perform any 
services, even pro bono, for clients other than their 
employer. In late September 2013, the Advisory 
Committee proposed amendments to Part 522 that 
would allow registered in-house counsel to appear 
before any court or other tribunal in New York 
without seeking pro hac vice admission, without 
associating with a legal services provider, and 
without working under the supervision of an 
attorney licensed in New York. However, registered 
in-house counsel would still be prohibited from 
making appearances other than in pro bono matters. 
The Advisory Committee’s report explaining the 
proposals is available at http:/)Jbit.ly/lblzOdqW. 
Comments on the proposals were due by October 
31, 2013. The proposals are still pending, but Judge 
Graffeo recently was quoted in the press as saying 
they were likely to take effect by the end of 2013. 

Also still pending are proposed new Court of 
Appeals rules patterned on ABA Model Rule 5.5. 
The new rules would permit lawyers admitted and 
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in good standing in another U.S. jurisdiction -- and 
foreign legal consultants authorized to practice 
foreign law in another U.S. jurisdiction -- to 
provide temporary legal services in New York in 
limited circumstances, subject to New York’ 
disciplinary jurisdiction. The proposed rules were 
approved by the New York State Bar Association 
House of Delegates in June 2012 and were 
forwarded to the Courts shortly after~vards. The 
Courts still have not circulated the proposed rules 
for public comment, so my guess is that the Courts 
have effectively issued a pocket veto. 

In another development regarding the unauthorized 
practice of law, in May 2013 Chief Judge Lippman 
announced a special committee to examine possible 
roles that nonlawyer advocates could play in 
making affordable help available to New Yorkers 
who are currently unrepresented in civil legal 
matters. The special committee will follow up on 
recommendations in a November 2012 report by the 
Task Force to Expand Access to Civil Legal 
Services in New York, which was also appointed by 
the Chief Judge. 

On the for-profit side, the courts were pondering a 
proposal to allow lawyers in personal injury- and 
wrongful death cases to compute their contingent 
fees on the gross sum recovered (be[ore deducting 
expenses) rather than on the net sum recovered 
(after deducting expenses). The proposal would 
amend court rules in all four Appellate Departments 
that currently require contingent fees in personal 
injury and wrongful death cases to be computed 
based on the net recovery, after deducting expenses. 

Separately, the courts rejected a proposed 22 
NYCRR Part 523 that would have allowed the 
spouse of a member of the armed services to 
practice law in New York if the applicant is in good 
standing in another U.S. jurisdiction and is married 
to a member of the armed forces who was 
transferred to New- York on military orders. But in a 
letter to the proponents explaining the reasons for 
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the rejection, the courts noted that 22 NYCRR 
§520.14 already gives the Court of Appeals 
discretion to "waive the application of any of these 
rules where strict compliance will cause undue 
hardship" to an applicant for bar admission. 

On the legislative front, §90 of the New York 
Judiciary Law, which regulates disciplinary 
procedures, was amended in technical fashion 
effective July 31, 2013, and §475 of the Judiciary 
Law, which regulates attorney charging liens, was 
amended effective January 1, 2013. More 
significantly, various provisions of the Judiciary 
Law that prohibit the unauthorized practice of law 
were amended in 2012 and 2013. Specifically, on 
May 2, 2013 Governor Andrew Cuomo signed into 
law a new §485-a of the New York Judiciary Law 
(Violation of Certain Sections a Class E Felony), 
which upgrades the unauthorized practice of law 
from a misdemeanor to a felony if the person 
committing UPL (1) "falsely holds himself or 
herself out" as a person (i) licensed to practice law 
in New York, or (ii) otherwise permitted to practice 
law- in New York, or (iii) permitted to provide 
services that only attorneys are authorized to 
provide; and (2) the violator impairs a legal right to 
which the victim is entitled, and thereby causes the 
victim to suffer more than $1,000 in monetary loss 
or damages, or to suffer "other material damage." 
The new provision took effect on November 1, 
2013. Companion amendments to §§478 and 484 of 
the Judiciary Law give additional protections to 
foreign legal consultants and to out-of-state lawyers 
admitted pro hac vice. 

Finally, in an important development going beyond 
any particular proposal, the Courts have been 
posting not only proposals for new and amended 
rules but also the public comments -- see 
http :/Twww. courts’.state, ny. us/rules/comments. 

Tennessee (www.tba.org): On April 23, 
2013, the Tennessee Supreme Court issued a per 
curiam Order denying a petition to amend its Rules 
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of Professional Conduct governing lawyer 
advertising. The petition, which was filed by the 

Tennessee Association for Justice in November 
2012, would have (i) required that lawyers have a 
"bona fide" office in Tennessee, (ii) prohibited 
laws~ers from hiring actors to portray clients, (iii) 
banned comments on results, and (iv) required 
lawyers to submit proposed advertisements to the 
Board of Professional Responsibility for pre- 
approval. In denying the petition, the court said: 

"We have determined that the continued 
enforcement of the existing rules is preferable to 
any of the changes sought by the petitioners." 
Extensive background information is available at 
http:/Tbit, ly/le5gi5M. 

Also, effective February 4, 2013, the 
Tennessee Supreme Court amended Supreme Court 
Rule 19, which governs pro hac vice admission. 

Finally, effective January 1, 2014, the 
Tennessee Supreme Court has comprehensively 
amended Supreme Court Rule 9, which governs 
disciplinary procedures. A notable innovation is 
§29, which provides for the appointment of a 
"receiver attorney" to wind down the practice of an 
attorney who has (1) resigned or been suspended or 
disbarred; (2) disappeared or abandoned the practice 
of law; (3) become disabled or incapacitated or 
otherwise become unable to continue the practice of 
law; or (4) died. 

Texas (www.texasbar.eom): On May 16, 
2013, Texas Governor Rick Perry signed into law 
legislation that requires prosecutors to open their 
files to defense lawyers and extends the statute of 
limitations for discipline against law3"ers for the 
State who suppress evidence. The measure, called 
the "Michael Morton Act," is named for a man who 
was convicted in 1987 of murdering his wife but 
was exonerated and released from prison in 201111 
after DNA testing linked another man to the crime. 
Morton, who advocated for the bill, claims that a 
Texas D.A. violated Brady rules by withholding 
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crucial evidence that could have pointed to the real 
killer and prevented Morton from spending 25 years 
in prison. The text of the bill is available online at 
http : // bit. ly/l acqF4D. 

Virginia (www. vsb.org): Virginia is 
consistently active. Effective July 1, 2013, the 
Virginia Supreme Court amended Rules 7.1 through 
7.5 of the Virginia Rules of Professional Conduct, 
which govern lawyer adverti sing and solicitation. 

Meanwhile, on June 21, 2013 the Virginia 
State Bar submitted a petition to the Virginia 
Supreme Court recommending amendments to 
Rules 1.11, 1.15, and 5.4. The Rule 1.11 proposals 
would amend Rule 1.11(d), which applies to 
law57ers currently in government sew’ice, by adding 
language allowing a conflict to be waived with 
consent from the private client and the appropriate 
government agency. The proposed new language 
parallels existing Rule 1.11(b), which allows 
informed consem to cure conflicts for lawyers in 
private practice who were formerly in government 
service. The Rule 1.15 proposals would amend Rule 
1.15(a) to clarify that money held by a lawyer on 
behalf of a client must be held in a trust account, 
while other property (such as bonds or jewelry) may 
be placed in a safe deposit box. As currently 
written, Rule 1.15(a) appears to permit a lawyer to 
place money held on behalf of a client into a safe 
deposit box rather than a trust account. The Rule 5.4 
proposals would amend Rule 5.4 (Professional 
Independence of a LawsTer) to align it with Va. 
Code §54.1-3902(B)(1), which permits a nonlawyer 
to serve as the secretary, treasurer, office manager, 
or business manager of a professional entity that is 
authorized to practice law, notwithstanding Rule 
5.4’s prohibition against a lawyer practicing in a 
law firm in which a nonlawyer serves as a corporate 
officer. 

The Virginia State Bar’s Multijurisdictional 
Practice Task Force (MJP Task Force) is seeking 
public comment on proposed amendments to 

Comments 5 and 13 to Rule 5.5 of the Virginia 
Rules of Professional Conduct. Currently, the last 
sentence in Comment 13 reads: "Paragraph 
(d)(4)(iv) applies to a Foreign Lawyer admitted to 
practice only in a foreign nation." This language 
could be read as excluding U.S. lawyers not 
admitted in Virginia from engaging in temporary 
practice under Rule 5.5(d)(4)(iv), so the MJP Task 
Force proposes to delete this sentence from the 
Comment. The term "Foreign Lawyer" as used in 
Rule 5.5(d)(4) currently includes lawyers who are 
not admitted in Virginia but who are (i) lawyers 
admitted in another U.S. jurisdiction, and/or (ii) 
lawyers admitted in a foreign nation. The proposed 
amendment to Comment 5 clarifies that Rule 
5.5(d)(4) identifies circumstances permitting both 
categories of "foreign" lawyers to provide legal 
services in Virginia on a temporary basis even 
though they are not licensed to practice in Virginia. 
Comments were due by July 31, 2013. 

The State Bar is still analyzing public 
comments on a proposed amendment to Rule 
1.11(d)(1) to provide that a conflict created by a 
move from private to public employment can be 
cured with the consent of both the private client and 
the appropriate government agency. Currently, a 
lawyer may represent a private client in connection 
with a matter in which the lawyer participated 
personally and substantially as a public employee 
with the consent of the private client and the 
government agency, but the reverse conflict cannot 
be cured with consent from both affected clients. 
The proposed amendment parallels the existing 
provision in paragraph (b)(1) that provides for 
waiver of the conflict with consent of the affected 
clients. 

Details and updates regarding changes and 
proposed changes in Virginia can be found at 
http://bit.ly/GNEad5, which is extremely well 
organized and always up to date. I wish all 
jurisdictions had such a useful site! 
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ITEMS OF INTEREST 

LAWYER GUARDIANS: 

A CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

By Alberto Bernabe 
(John Marshall Law School) 

Even though it has long been recognized that 
minors have a Constitutional right to counsel in 
delinquency proceedings, a number of reports 
assessing the juvenile justice systems throughout 
the United States have criticized the continuing 
confusion over the fact that many judges and 
attorneys believe the role of the attorney 
representing a minor is to operate as a guardian ad 
litem rather than as an advocate. As a result of this 
confusion, many attorneys end up violating their 
ethical duties or providing ineffective assistance of 
counsel. Attempting to serve as an attorney and a 
guardian at the same time actually eliminates the 
effectiveness of the attorney’s role as an advocate, 
destroys the necessary trust upon which the 
attorney-client relationship must be based, 
jeopardizes the confidentiality of the information 
provided to the attorney and essentially leaves 
minors without I egal representation. 

An attorney who also acts as a guardian will 
have to either advance the client’s desired 
objectives as required by rules of professional 
conduct or violate those duties in order to advocate 
for what the attorney believes to be the best interest 
of the minor. If the attorney chooses the first option, 
he or she disregards his duty as a guardian. If the 
attorney chooses the second option, he or she 
violates his or her professional duties as a lawyer. 

Although establishing an attorney-client 
relationship with a minor may raise some concerns 
particular to the fact that the client is, in fact, a 

minor, the rules of professional conduct state that, 
other than in some rare circumstances, attorneys for 
minors must abide by essentially the same duties 
owed to adult clients. Even in those rare 
circumstances where attorneys are allowed to use 
their own judgment to protect the interests of their 
minor clients, it is clear that the lawyer’s conduct 
should be guided by respect toward the client’s 
autonomy. This is why in cases where the lawyer is 
in doubt as to the best way to proceed, the 
suggested course of action is not to make decisions 
for the client but to ask for the appointment of a 
guardian other than the lawyer himself or herself. 

In contrast to the attorney’s role, the role of the 
guardian ad litem is to use the guardian’s judgment 
to suggest whatever the guardian decides is in the 
best interest of the child and to provide that 
information to the court in order to help the judge 
make decisions affecting the disposition of the 
child. The lawyer’s duty is to the client; the 
guardian’s duty is to the court. 

Given these different roles, representing a 
minor client while attempting to serve as a guardian 
ad litem at the same time threatens the validity of 
the representation by disregarding the basic 
foundations of the attorney-client relationship. An 
attorney attempting to act as an attorney and as a 
guardian at the same time would have incompatible 
duties. For example, the attorney would have to 
decide whether to disclose confidential information 
to the court against his or her client’s wishes, in 
which case the attorney would violate the duty of 
confidentiality, or not to disclose the information, in 
which case the attorney would fail in his or her duty 
to the court as a guardian. 

Surprisingly, however, by all accounts, this 
type of conflicted representation is being allo~ved 
all over the United States--and in ever5, one of 
those instances it can be argued that the minor client 
is being deprived of his or her right to counsel. Any 
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way you look at it, the role confusion generated by 
the prevailing practice ends up hurting rather than 
helping the minors whose rights the courts are 
supposed to be protecting. 

Fortunately, however, there is hope for the 
future.     Last year, the Illinois Supreme Court 
decided People v. Austin M., 975 N.E.2d 22 (Ill. 
2012), in which the court invalidated the 
widespread practice of allowing an attorney to serve 
as an attorney and guardians ad litem 
simultaneously. The court held that representing a 
minor as an attorney and as a guardian at the same 
time constitutes an inherent conflict of interest that 
creates too much of a risk of a violation of a 
minor’ s Constitutional right to counsel. 
Accordingly, the court concluded that the type of 
representation which due process requires in 
delinquency proceedings is that of defense counsel; 
that is, that of an attorney whose singular loyalty is 
to the defense of the juvenile. This has been the 
position of professional organizations and scholars 
for a long time, and now it is the official position of 
the state of Illinois. Hopefully, other states will 
take notice and begin moving in the right direction. 

When it comes to delinquency proceedings, the 
view expressed by courts that have allowed, or, 
worse, encouraged, attorneys to serve as attorneys 
and guardians at the same time is based on the idea 
that juvenile delinquency proceedings are still 
significantly different from criminal trials and on 
the romantic notion that they are designed to have a 
panel of people (including the juvenile’s la~vyer) 
put their arms around the minor’s shoulder and 
work together to determine the child’s best interests 
in order to plan his or her future. That is a 
description of the original juvenile justice system-- 
a system in which legal representation was thought 
to be an obstacle, rather than a benefit, to the 
process. That may be a nice system, but it is most 
certainly not the current system. In fact, that is a 
description of the type of system that the US 
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Supreme Court found operated in ways to deny 
minors their right to due process. 

With its decision in People v. Austin M., the 
Illinois Supreme Court has finally broken away 
from the national trend and has set a good example 
for other jurisdictions to follow. 

INSPECTING--NOT JUST EXPECTING-- 

PROFESSIONALISM: FLORIDA SUPREME 

COURT ADOPTS CODE FOR RESOLVING 

PROFESSIONALISM COMPLAINTS 

Kirsten K. Davis 
(Stetson University College of Law) 

Taking what it calls "integrated, affirmative, 
practical, and active measures" to address 
unprofessional conduct and to "firmly encourage" 
professional behavior among lawyers, the Florida 
Supreme Court adopted a new Code for Resolving 
Professionalism Complaints.1 The Code establishes 

a process to address unprofessional lawyer behavior 
that adversely impacts legal practice2 but that does 

not necessarily breach the state’s rules regulating 
the bar. Specifically, the new Code establishes a 
bar-administered professionalism complaint intake 
system and also directs the Florida trial courts to 

create Local Professionalism Panels that will 
provide peer intervention into unprofessional 
conduct.3 While the new Code is a bold step in 

calling attention to and dealing with professionalism 

issues, inconsistencies between the Code and the 
administrative     orders     creating     Legal 

1 In re Code for Resolving Professionalism Complaints, 116 

So. 3d 280, 281 (F1. 2013). 
2 The Court noted that "both lawyers and judges [report] that 

professionalism is one of the most significant adverse 
problems that negatively impacts the practice of law in Florida 
today." Id. 
3 ]d. at 281-82. 
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Professionalism Panels may inhibit the Court’s 
ability to clearly transmit its standards for 
professional conduct and to provide consistent, 
predictable, and transparent processes for effective 
professionalism interventions. 

The Supreme Court’s Code for Resolving 
Professionalism Complaints 

"Standards of Professionalism" 

In a unanimous opinion, the Florida Supreme Court 
implemented a process recommended by its 
Commission on Professionalism to "critically 
address professionalism issues in Florida.’’4 The 

decidedly     informal     process     addresses 
"unprofessional conduct," which is defined as 
"substantial or repeated violations" of Florida’s 

"Standards of Professionalism"; these standards 
consist of the Oath of Admission, Creed of 
Professionalism,    Ideals    and    Goals    of 
Professionalism, existing rules of professional 
responsibility, and any decisions of the Florida 
Supreme Court pertaining to professionalism.5 

Notably, the Court declined to synthesize these 
sources into a single code and instead approved the 
collection of existing sources as the professional 
conduct standards.6 While a lawTer’s participation 

in the informal process is voluntary, the Code 
specifically recognizes that some unprofessional 

conduct will also violate the Court’s ethics rules, 
including Rule 4-8.4(d) of the Rules Regulating the 
Florida Bar, which prohibits conduct prejudicial to 
the administration of justice. If the lack of 
professionalism causes an ethics rules violation, 

then a lawyer is subject to mandatory ethics 
disciplinary processes. 

Handling Professionalism Complaints 

through the Attorney Consumer Assistance 

and Intake Program 

The Code provides two ways to initiate 
professionalism complaints. The first is that "any 
person" may bring a professionalism complaint 
against a Florida attorney through the Bar’s existing 
Attorney Consumer Assistance and Intake Program 
(ACAP), ~vhich already handles ethics complaints 
against Florida attorneys. 

Professionalism complaints filed with ACAP can be 
made by telephone call, written request, formal 
sworn ethics complaint, a judicial referral, or the 
Bar on its own initiative.9 If the complaint can be 

resolved informally with remedial guidance to the 
law57er, an ACAP attorney will do so or will refer 

the matter to a Local Professional Panel for 
informal resolution.1° If the matter cannot be 
resolved informally, the ACAP Attorney then 
considers whether the allegations against the lawyer 

would be a violation of the Florida Rules of 
Professional      Conduct      "relating      to 
professionalism.’’11 If the conduct would not be a 

violation, the ACAP attorney can provide remedial 
12 guidance if necessary and then dismiss the case. 

If the conduct would be a violation, the matter is 
further investigated and, if the investigation shows 
the complaint warrants further action, the complaint 
is referred to the Florida Bar’s Lawyer Regulation 
Department for further investigation as a 
disciplinary matter. 13 

41d. at 280. 
Code for Resolving Professionalism Complaints, Exlfibit A 

to In re Code for Resolving Professionalism Complaints, 
tumumbered ~T1 (hereinafter, "CODE.") (June 6, 2013). 

I~ re Code, 116 So. 3d at 281. 
CODE mmu_mbered ¶2. 

9Id. § 3.1. 
~o Id. § 3.2.2. 

~1 Id. § 3.2.3. 
12 

]d" 

~3 Id. § 3.2.5. 
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The Lawyer Regulation Department can dismiss the 
complaint,    recommend    diversion to    a 
professionalism education program, or refer the 
matter to a grievance committee to consider 
whether there is probable cause that the la’~,er’s 
conduct violated the ethics rules.14 A grievance 

committee can then handle the matter just as it 
would a traditional ethics complaint; it can find no 
probable cause, recommend diversion for 
professionalism education, recommend 
admonishment for minor misconduct, or find 
probable cause that the lawyer’s conduct was not 
only unprofessional but also unethical,is     If 

probable cause is found, the Bar begins ethics 
disciplinary proceedings that can result in discipline 
up to suspension and disbarment.16 

With respect to confidentiality of ACAP 
investigations, the Code states that the records of 
informal attempts to resolve the complaint are 
subject to the same rules as investigations into 
ethics complaints except that records of telephone 
conversations between ACAP attorneys and others, 
remain confidential. 17 

Local Professionalism Panels 

According to the new Code, the second way "any 
person" can make a professionalism complaint is 
through new Local Professionalism Panels.18 The 

Supreme Court has directed each trial-level judicial 

circuit to create a Panel.19 Thus far, two circuits, 
the Fourth and Fifteenth, have created Local 
Professionalism Panels. 

The Code makes Panels "independent of The 
Florida Bar" and directs them to "resolv[e] 
complaints of alleged unprofessional conduct by 
attorneys practicing in that [locality]’’2° or to refer 
them to ACAP if necessary.2J Each circuit has 
discretion in creating its Panel.22 Neither the Code 
or the Supreme Court’s order gives much Panel 
design guidance. 

The Fourth .Judicial Circuit 

In the Fourth Judicial Circuit, which includes 
Jacksonville, Florida, the Panel consists of five 
judicially approved members of the Jacksonville 
Bar Association. The Panel will use an "informal, 
non-punitive, educational, and constructive’ 
approach to "address attorneys who have conducted 
themselves in a way that is inconsistent with the 
standards of professionalism." Notably, the Fourth 
Judicial expands its applicable Standards of 
Professionalism beyond that described by the 
Supreme Court. That is, in addition to the sources 
identified by the Supreme Court, the Fourth Circuit 
adds the Jacksonville Bar Association’ s 
Professionalism Guidelines. The Fourth Circuit 
calls this collection of sources the "Ideals and 
Standards"    rather    than    "Standards    of 
Professionalism.’’23 

A judge or other quasi-judicial officer, attorney, or 
non-attorney may refer an attorney to the Local 
Professionalism Panel. When a referral may be 
made differs depending on who is making the 
referral. Judges or quasi-judicial officers must 

14 M. § 3.3. 
is M. § 3.4. 
16 Id. § 3.4(E). 
17 M. § 3.5. 

1SILl. § 2.1. 
>In re Code, 116 So. 3d at 282. The Panels are meant to 
replace or augment existing voluntaly." Circuit Committees on 
Professionalism. Id. 
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20 CODE § 1.5. 
21 In re Code, 116 So. 3d at 282. 
22 Gau Blankenship, Commission Works Out the 

Pr@ssionalism Panel Details’, FLORIDA BAR NEWS, Jttly 15, 

2013 (noting that guidelines for the Panels were "anticipated" 
but that the circuit courts would have discretion in setting up 
the panels). 
23 Re Establistunent of the Local Professionalis~n Panel, 

Admin. Ord. No. 2013-09, slip. op. at 2 (Aug. 19, 

2013)(noting that the Panel may also include the Chief Judge). 
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"determine that an attorney has engaged in 
[unprofessional] conduct" before making a referral. 
When the judge makes a referral under this 
standard, the Panel will take up the matter and may 
send the unprofessional attorney a letter inviting 

24 that attorney to participate in the process. 

Unlike judges who must find uncivil conduct to 
make a referral, attorneys need only "be#eve[] in 
good faith" that he or she has "observe[d] [attorney] 
conduct . . . inconsistent with" professionalism to 
make a referral. Non-attorneys, however, are 
subject to a higher threshold for referrals and must 
show that they have been "directly and adversely 
affected by conduct on the part of an attorney that is 
inconsistent with" professionalism. For attorneys 
and non-attorneys, referrals are limited to two 

25 pages. 

Once the Panel’s chairperson receives an attorney 
or non-attorney complaint, the chairperson decides 
whether the referral will be considered by the full 
Panel.26 If so, the Panel must send a letter to the 
attorney specifically describing the conduct that the 
complaint alleges to be inconsistent with 
professionalism and advise the attorney that the 
Panel process is non-disciplinary.27 

The attorney must also be advised in a writing, 
signed by him or her, that the Panel process is 
confidential, voluntary, informal, non-punitive, 
educational, and constructive, and that completing 
the Panel’s recommendations will not result in 
sanctions or discipline.28 All records of the Panel’s 
proceedings are directed to be destroyed "within 
thirty (30) days of the conclusion of the process and 

after [the attorney] has completed all of the 
[Panel’s] recommendations.’’29 

The Panel may choose to meet with the attorney to 
discuss the attorney’s conduct and to suggest how to 
improve future conduct. In addition, as part of the 
complaint’s resolution, the Panel may provide the 
attorney, in a "non-punitive, educational, and 
constructive manner," "with an incentive for self- 
improvement." This incentive may include the 
Panel’s oral or written decision, referral to a 
mentorship program, referral to an ethics course, 
recommendations regarding future conduct, and 
referral to drug and alcohol treatment or mental 
health programs. In the event of more serious 
unprofessional conduct, the Panel can refer the 
complaint to ACAP for additional investigation. 
The administrative order notes that an attorney’s 
"failure to follow the recommendations of the Local 
Professionalism Panel may be a basis" for referring 
the complaint to the Florida Bar’s ACAP process. 

t~Tfteenth Judicial Circuit 

In the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit (Palm Beach 
County, Florida), the Local Professionalism Panel 
consists of the president of the county bar 
association, a circuit representative from the Florida 
Bar Board of Governors, the chairperson of the 
county    bar    association’ s    Professionalism 
Committee, and three attorneys or retired judges 
selected by the Circuit’ s Chief Judge.31 

Like the Fourth Circuit, the Fifteenth Circuit calls 
its collection of professionalism standards "Ideals" 
and "Standards," but the sources in its collection are 

:SId. at 6. Panel members as well as the "referring attorney" 
lnust also agree in writing to keep the information in the 
process confidential. Id. Judges and non-attorneys are not 
~nentioned in the confidentiality provision. 
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30 ]d. at 5. Interestingly, referral to ACAP due to the "nature 

and severity" of the conduct is included in the non-punitive 
incentives for self-improvement. Id. 
3~ In re Fifteenth Circuit Professionalism Panel, Admin. Ord. 

No. 2.105-6/13, slip. op. at 1 (June 20, 2013). The Chief Judge 

may not be a member of the Panel but may preside over it. Id. 
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different from both the Fourth Circuit and the 
Supreme Court. That is, the Fifteenth Circuit’s 
"Ideals" refer only to the Florida Bar’s Ideals and 
Goals of Professionalism (one of the five sources in 
the Supreme Court’s collection).    And the 
"Standards" are the local bar association’s approved 
Standards of Professional Courtesy.32 

The stated purpose for the Fifteenth Circuit’s Panel 
is generally the same as in the Fourth Circuit. But 
the Order adds that the Panel’s purpose is to "meet" 
and "discuss" with attorneys their unprofessional 
conduct. In addition, the Order says that the Panel 
may counsel attorneys but has no authority to 

33 discipline attorneys or to compel them to appear. 
Like the Fourth Circuit, the Fifteenth Circuit allows 
judges and quasi-judicial officers, attorneys, and 
non-attorneys to make Panel referrals and uses 
nearly the same standards and processes for doing 
SO.34 T’WO main differences are that (1) the 
standards for attorney referrals do not expressly 
require that the attorney make a referral in good 
faith, and (2) when the Panel takes up a referral, the 
Panel is required, not simply permitted, to send a 
letter to the unprofessional attorney inviting him or 
her to meet with the Panel.35 The letter must 
specifically identify what conduct and what Ideals 
or Standards are implicated in the referral, include a 
copy of the Ideals and Standards, and advise the 
attorney that the process is non-disciplinary.36 In 
addition, attorney and non-attorney referral requests 
can be ten pages in this circuit, eight more pages 
than the Fourth Circuit allows.37 

When the Panel meets with the attorney, it discusses 
the attorney’s conduct and the ways the attorney can 
act more professionally in the future. Notably, the 

Panel may send a letter to the attorney summarizing 
the discussion and may also send the letter, with 
names redacted, for publication in the Palm Beach 
County Bar Association Bulletin. These same steps 
must be taken if the attorney fails to appear. 

While the order does not describe any specific 
action the Panel may take beyond having 
discussions with the attorney, it notes that, as in the 
Fourth Circuit, failure to appear before the panel 
can be a factor in referring the matter to ACAP.39 

The Fifteenth Circuit’s Order does not provide 
confidentiality or record retention standards. 

Unlike the Fourth Circuit, which applies its Ideals 
and Standards only to attorneys, the Fifteenth 
Circuit extends the reach of its professionalism 
standards beyond attorneys to attorney staff, pro se 
litigants, and all other persons appearing before the 
court.4° The Order is unclear, however, on whether 
the Panel has jurisdiction to receive complaints 
about non-lawyers who violate the professionalism 
standards; the Panel’s intervention process refers 
only to "attorneys" as subjects for referral.41 

Reflections on the New Code and Panels 

Florida has been on the leading edge of attacking 
professionalism issues, announcing three years ago, 
for example, that it would test "Professionalism" on 
its bar exam.42 Thus, once the Supreme Court 
found that unprofessional conduct is "often a matter 
of choice or decision-making" and persists in the 
legal community despite the Bar’s "educational 
approach" to the subject, it is no surprise that it 
would complement bar testing with direct 
interventions into lav~,ers’ unprofessional 

32]d. at. 1 

33 ]d. at2. 

34 ]d. at2. 

35 ]d. at3. 
36 

37 ]d. at2. 

38 ]d. at 3. 
39 

4o Id. at 4. 
41 ]d. at 2-3. 
42 In re Amends. to Rules of the Sup. Ct. Relating to 
Admissions to the Bar, 51 So. 3d 1144 (F1. 2010). 
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Supreme Court would make this system informal, 
corrective, and nonpunitive while at the same time 
leaving open the possibility of formal disciplinary 
action when the unprofessional behavior that also 
violates ethics rules. In other words, the informal 
system makes it easier to both counsel law3,ers who 
can adjust their behavior and to identify those 
whose conduct represents a pattern of behavior that 
should be disciplined rather than counseled. 

In all, the Code and its Panels are innovative 
developments that demonstrate the Court’s 
passionate commitment to improving the quality of 
legal practice not only for clients, judges, and court 
staff, but for lawyers themselves. That is, the 
Florida Supreme Court’s move to improve civility 
between lawyers show’s that it is concerned about 
improving both the public’s perception of lawyers 
and lawyers’ quality of day-to-day career life. 
Although the provisions of the Code and the Panel 
processes are quite new and still untested, the 
language of the Code and the Panel administrative 
orders suggest some conflicts and inconsistencies 
that may impact the program’s operation. 

First, the Supreme Court specifically declined, on 
the recommendation of its Professionalism 
Commission, to adopt a substantive code of 
professionalism and instead identified four specific 
documents, along with its own unspecified case 
law, as the source of professionalism guidance. The 
lack of a single code opens the door for confusion 
and inconsistency regarding the content and 
application of professionalism standards. For 
example, there is already some potential confusion 
between what will be tested on the bar exam and 
what is considered a source of professional conduct 
standards for practice. When the Board of Bar 
Examiners petitioned to add Professionalism to the 
bar exam, it noted that that professionalism 

43]1"1 Fe Codc, 116 So. 2d at 282. 
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documents, the Guidelines for Professional Conduct 
developed by the Trial Lawyers Section of the 
Florida Bar and endorsed by the Florida Conference 
of Circuit Judges.44 Yet, in the Supreme Court’s 
most recent order, the Court did not include the 
Trial Lawyer’s Guidelines in its "Standards of 
Profession all sm .,,45 

In addition, what counts as a professionalism 
standard may be different in different circuits. For 
example, the Fourth and Fifteenth Circuits already 
define the relevant sources of professionalism 
standards differently from each other and from the 
Supreme Court. That is, both include their own 
local standards in the sources and one excludes four 
of the five sources that the Supreme Court 
specifically included in its Standards of 
Professionalism. 

These differences may mean that "unprofessional 
conduct" may be different in different contexts such 
as on the bar exam, before the Supreme Court and 
ACAP, and before different Local Professionalism 
Panels. These differences work to defeat the 
Supreme Court’s goal of having an "integrated 
standard" for professional conduct.46 

Second, the type of conduct Panels should address 
is unclear. The Code states that the Panels should 
address "alleged unprofessional conduct," which the 
Code defines as "substantial or repeated violations" 
of the Standards of Professionalism.47 But the 
administrative orders establishing Panels state that 
the Panels will examine allegations that the law3Ter 

~4In re Admixsiol~s to tt~e Bar, 51 So. 3d at Appx. B (Petition 

of Fla. Bd. of Bar Examiners). 
45 The Florida Bar lists the Trial Lawyers guidelines on its site 

trader the section "Regulating Professionalism." See 
http:iiwww.floridabar.orgitflgiTFBProfess.nsfi5D2 A29F983D 
C81EF85256709006A486Ai70A2904F12D21F4785256B2F0 

06CD781 ?OpenDocument#Regulating%20Professionalism. 
4~ In re Code, 116 So. 3d at 281. 
47 CODE § 1.5. 
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has "engaged in conduct inconsistent with" the 
professionalism standards. In other words, the 

conduct that circuits direct Panels to address is 
different from what the Supreme Court directs. 
While it might be argued that this difference is mere 

semantics, the standards are, in fact, different; 
conduct "inconsistent with" professionalism 
standards is not necessarily "substantial" or 
"repeated" unprofessional conduct. 

Third, the discretion left to circuit courts to design 
Local Professionalism Panels has created 
differences that are already notable in the Fourth 
and Fifteenth Circuits: 

¯ Panel members are selected differently. 

¯ The standard for when an attorney can make 

a complaint requires "good faith" in one 

circuit but not the other. 

¯ The Panel in one circuit has the discretion to 

invite the attorney to meet with it; in the 

other, the Panel is required to do so. 

¯ Confidentiality and document retention are 

specifically addressed in one circuit but not 

the other. 

Further, these inconsistencies may undercut the 
Supreme Court’s apparent message that 
"professionalism" is an observable, definable 
practice skill that can be fairly subjected to 
evaluation or peer review and is not just a 
subj ective personality trait. 

In addition, attorneys who practice in different 
circuits may be confused about the relevant 
professionalism sources because the same 
terminology is used to describe different sources, it 
may seem arbitrary to attorneys about when they 
will receive an opportunity to meet with a Panel and 
when they will not. Further attorneys may not be 
clear about which parts of the process are 
confidential in each circuit. 

In addition, there may be a question as to whom the 
professionalism requirements can properly apply 
and with whom the Panels can properly intervene. 
For example, if a pro se litigant is subject to the 
professionalism requirements, can a lawsTer make a 
professionalism referral for that litigant’ s 
unprofessional conduct? Would the Panel have 
jurisdiction to hear the complaint? 

The terms "Ideals" and "Standards" are used 

in both circuits to identify the relevant 

professionalism standards but those terms 

are defined differently in each circuit. 

To whom the professionalism standards 

apply is different between the circuits. 

In one circuit, the Panel is permitted to 

publish its recommendations in the local bar 

news; in the other, publication is not 

contemplated. 

Although deference to the circuits to establish 
Panels consistent with their customs and traditions 
is important, the kinds of differences described 
above may lead to concerns about predictability, 
uniformity, and transparency in the Panel process. 4~ Blankenship, supra note 22. 
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Finally, inconsistencies in document retention and 
confidentiality may impact the Supreme Court’s 
ability to get quality information about the 
effectiveness of its Panels. For example, the Fourth 
Circuit’s plan to destroy all Panel records is 
potentially inconsistent with the Florida Supreme 

Court Commission on Professionalism’s desire to 
develop forms for Panels to keep records "so that 
the effectiveness of the program can be 
measured.’’48 The data collection goals of the 

Supreme Court and the rigorous document 
destruction policies announced in the Fourth 
Circuit, at the very least, appear inconsistent. 



When the Supreme Court’s Commission on 
Professionalism met in June, participants mentioned 
that the Supreme Court might issue Panel guidelines 
and that Commission members might meet with 
circuit chief justices regarding the Commission’s 
goals for the Panels.49 Accordingly, the Court and 

the Commission may want to consider formulating 
guidance to be shared with the Circuits that would 

include 

clarifying the standards for identifying 

"unprofessional conduct" that merits ACAP 

and Panel referrals and review; 

articulating "model" provisions for what 

proof of conduct or harm must be shown for 

a judge, attorney, or non-attorney to make a 

professionalism referral; 

encouraging judicial circuits to define 

sources for professional conduct standards 

consistent with the Supreme Court’s 

definition, augmented only by a court’s local 

standards, and to use terminology consistent 

with new Code; 

defining or suggesting standards for 

confidentiality, required meetings, document 

retention, and data collection; and 

encouraging at least local publication of 

Panel resolutions, which could guide Panel 

decision-making and be a source for better 

understanding of the differences between 

professional and unprofessional conduct. 

MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS & 
PUBLICATIONS 

LAUREL S. TERRY TO DELIVER 

HOWARD LICHTENSTEIN DISTINGUISHED 

LEGAL ETHICS LECTURE 

On February 12, 20114, Laurel S. Terry, the Harvey 
A. Feldman Distinguished Faculty Scholar and 
Professor of Law at Penn State Dickinson School of 
Law will deliver the Howard Lichtenstein 
Distinguished Legal Ethics Lecture. The 
presentation is from 112:30 - 2:00 p.m. at the 
Maurice Deane School of Law at Hofstra 
University. The topic is "Why US Jurisdictions 
Should Adopt Regulator?- Objectives for the Legal 
Profession." All are invited to attend. For 
questions, directions or transportation from the train 
station, please contact susan.fortney@hofstra.edu. 

STEVE CROSSLAND TO DELIVER 

MILLER-BECKER CENTER~ S 

ACCESS TO JUSTICE LECTURE 

The University of Akron School of Law Joseph G. 
Miller and William C. Becket Center for 
Professional Responsibility, announces that its 
"Access to Justice Lecture Series" will be given by 

Steve Crossland, Chair of the Washington State 
Supreme Court Limited License Legal Technician 
Board and former President of the Washington State 
Bar Association, on the topic, The Furore of the 

DeOvety of Legal Services (Feb. 21, 2014). 

49 !d. 
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JOAN BISKUPIC DELIVERS 

MILLER-BECKER CENTER’ S 

JOURNALISM AND THE LAW LECTURE 

The University of Akron School of Law Joseph G. 
Miller and William C. Becker Center for 
Professional Responsibility held its "Journalism and 
the Law Lecture Series" with Joan Biskupic, 
Editor-in-Charge, Legal Affairs, Reuters News, 
speaking on the topic, t~om 7hurgood Marshall to 
Sonia Sotomayor: 7he Uoices of Groundbreaking 
Supreme Court Justices (Nov. 8, 2013). 

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON SMITH 

FIREEDMAN’S BOOK, How CAN YOU 

REPRESENT THOSE PEOPLE? 

On October 9, 20113, the Maurice Deane School of 
Law at Hofstra University hosted a roundtable 
discussion of How Can You Represent Those 

People, a collection of essays edited by Abbe 
Smith and Monroe H. Freedman. "The book 
addresses what is commonly known among those in 
criminal defense as ’The Question’: ’How can you 
represent those people?’ -- that is, guilty criminals 
~vho have committed acts of violence or depravity. 
There are no right answers to The Question or 
related questions. Each lawyer has his or her own 
reasons for doing the work." 

Participants in October’s Roundtable discussion 
included Barbara Babcock (Stanford), Paul Butler 
(Georgetown), Tucker Carrington (University of 
Mississippi), Angela J. Davis (American 
University), Alan Dershowitz (Harvard), Vida 
Johnson (Georgetown), Joseph Margulies 

(Northwestern), William R. Montross, Jr., Ann 
M. Roan, David A. Singleton, Abbe Smith 
(Georgetown), Robin Steinberg, and Michael E. 
Tigar (Duke). 

WEBSITE RESOURCE FOR CODES OF 

CONDUCT AND STUDENT PRACTICE RULES 

A new section on lawyer regulations has been added 
to the on-line resource library of the International 
Forum on Teaching Legal Ethics and 
Professionalism    (ww~v.teachinglegalethics. org). 
The rules of professional conduct and student 
practice rules for each of the 50 states and D.C. 
have already been posted, using material taken 
directly from official websites of state supreme 
courts, state bar associations or state disciplinary 
agencies. Conduct rules, standards for legal 
education and requirements for licensing from a 
number of other jurisdictions around the world are 
in the process of being posted. Further additional 
material is to be posted on continuing legal 
education, procedures for discipline and standards 
for discipline. 

Members of the AALS PR Section are encouraged 
to review existing entries and add new entries for 
their own jurisdictions. It is necessary to join the 
Forum site as a registered user (it’s free) to 
download content (such as a pdf of a given rule) or 
post a new entry. Send corrections and additional 
information    for    a    given    entry    to: 
admin@teachinglegalethics.org The Forum is glad 
to transfer direct editing control for lawyer 
regulations promulgated by a given jurisdiction to 
an interested PR teacher from that jurisdiction on 
request. 

Unlike conventional websites, the Forum website 
provides multiple methods of indexing and 
searching and is an interactive "Web 2.0" site that 
allo~vs registered users to comment on content and 
upload content themselves. There are more than 350 
registered users on the Forum from over 40 
countries. The Forum website is supported by grants 
from the International Bar Association, the United 
Kingdom Centre for Legal Education, and the W. 
Lee Burge Endowment for Law & Ethics at the 
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Georgia State University College of Law. The 
project is co-directed by Clark Cunningham, W. 
Lee Burge Professor of Law & Ethics at Georgia 

State and Director of the National Institute for 
Teaching Ethics & Professionalism (NIFTEP), and 
Nigel Duncan, Professor of Legal Education at the 
City Law School in London and Editor of The Law 
Teacher: the International Journal of Legal 

Education. 

OTHER PUBLICATION & PRESENTATION 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

(As announced to the Editor) 

Robert M. Jarvis (Nova Southeastern University) 
and Timothy P. Chinaris (Faulkner University) are 
two of the co-authors of a new work entitled 
FLORIDA LEGAL MALPRACTICE AND ATTORNEY 

ETHICS (American Lawyer Media, 2014). The book 
is the latest entry in the series, which now has titles 
covering Connecticut, Georgia, New York, and 
Texas. The next state to be added will be 
California. 

Kimberly Emery, Scot H. Fishman, Mary Nicol 
Bowman, Laurie A. Morin, Susan L. Waysdorf, 
Gregory Germain, David Oppenheimer, Susan 
Schechter, Shalini Swaroop and Trish Keady. 62 

J. LEGAL EDUC. 531-630 (2013). 

Eighteenth Annual Clifford Symposium on Tort 
Law and Social Policy. A Celebration of the 

Thought of Marc Galanter. Introduction by Stephan 
Landsman; articles by Anne Bloom, Theodore 

Eisenberg, Sital Kalantry, Nick Robinson, David 
M. Engel, Eric A. Feldman, Michele Goodwin, 
Valerie P. Hans, Herbert M. Kritzer, Shari 
Seidman Diamond, Gowri Ramachandran, Ann 
Southworth, Shauhin Talesh, Richard Abel, 
Lawrence M. Friedman and student John B. 

Meizner, 62 DEPAUL L. REV. 227-589 (2013). 

Colloquium. Empirical Research & Access to 
Justice. Introduction by Meredith J. Ross; articles 

by Jane H. Aiken, Stephen Wizner, Catherine R. 
Albiston, Rebecca L. Sandefur, Anthony F. 
Alfieri, Jeanne Chain, Jeffrey Selbin and Scott L. 
Cummings. 2013 WIS. L. REV. 67-204. 

Michael D. Murray & Chirsty H. DeSanctis, 
ADVANCED LEGAL WRITING AND ORAL ADVOCACY: 

TRIALS, APPEALS, AND MOOT COURT (Foundation 
Press 2d ed., forthcoming Dec. 2013). 

RECENT SCHOLARSHIP 

By Martha Pagliari* 
(DePaul University College of Law) 

PUBLISHED CONFERENCES 

Symposium: Access" to Justice. Articles by Deborah 
L. Rhode, Lawrence J. Fox, Cynthia F. Adcock, 

Symposium. Lawyermg for Groups: Civil Rights, 

Mass Torts, and Evetything in Bem’een. Foreword 
by Howard F. Erichson and Benj amin C. 
Zipursky; articles by Elizabeth Camblee Butch, 
Kristen A. Carpenter, Eli Wald, Samuel 
Issacharoff, Alexandra D. Lahav, Troy A. 
McKenzie and Nancy J. Moore, 81 FORDHAM L. 

REV. 3039-3276 (2013). 

Mississippi Supreme Court Presiding Justice 
Jess Dickinson Speech at Access to Justice 
Commission Conference. Introduction by student 
Erin Grotheer; speech by Hon. Jess Dickinson. 6 

DEPAUL J. FOR Soc. JUST. 51-60 (2012). 

* Forthcoming articles announced to the Editor for inclusion 

in the newsletter have been added to this column. 
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Nineteenth Annual Rothgerber Conference. 
7bward a Constitutional Right of Access to Justice: 
Implications andlmplementation. Articles by Karen 
A. Lash, Laura K. Abel, Molly M. Jennings, D. 
James Grenier, Justice Gregory J. Hobbs, Jr., 
Richard Zorza, Luz E. Herrera and Deborah J. 
Cantrell. 89 DENv. U. L. RF~V. 793-975 (2012). 

The Phillip D. Reed Lecture Series. Evidence 
Rules Committee: Symposium on Rule 502. Panel 
participation by Daniel J. Capra, moderator, Hon. 
Sidney A. Fitzwater, chair and Hon. Lee 

Rosenthal, Hon. Paul Grimm, Hon. Paul S. 
Diamond, Hon. John Facciola, Hon. Geraldine 

Soat Brown, John Barkett, Chilton Varner, Ariana 
Tadler, Maura R. Grossman, Steven Morrison, 
Danial Smith, Edwin Buffmire, Ken Broun and 
Allyson Haynes Stuart, panelists; articles by John 

M. Barkett, Edwin M. Buffmire, Richard Marcus, 
Ann M. Murphy and Liesa L. Richter. 81 

FORDHAML. REV. 1533-1695 (2013). 

Sixth Annual Criminal Law Symposium: The 
Sixth Amendment. Keynote addresses by Robert P. 
Mosteller and Donald A. Dripps; articles by 
Jeffrey Bellin, Richard D. Friedman, Pamela R. 
Metzger, David Alan Sklansky, Darryl K. Brown, 

Gabriel J. Shin, Patrick S. Metze, Richard E. 
Myers II, Craig Bradley, Arnold H. Loewy, Justin 
F. Marceau and Andrew E. Taslitz. 45 TE×. TECH. 

L. REV. 1-387 (20112). 

Thirteenth Annual Georgia Symposium on 
Ethics and Professionalism: Defining and 
Enforcing the Federal Prosecutor’s DuD, to 
Disclose Exculpatory Evidence. Foreword by 
James P. Fleissner and Patrick Emery Longan; 
articles by Bruce A. Green, Bennett L. Gershman 
and Kevin C. McMunigal; comment by Jacquelyn 
Smith. 64 MERCER L.REV. 635-752 (2013). 

PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENTS 

(As announced to the Editor or included in CLIP 
from April 12, 2013 to September 27, 2013) 

--- Advocacy Under the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure After 75 Y’ears. Essays by Richard 

Marcus, Steven S. Gensler, Hon. Lee H 
Rosenthal, Rebecca Love Kourlis, Brittany K. T. 

Kauffman, Robert P. Burns and John H. Martin, 
61 U. KAN. L. REV. 821-912 (2013). 

--- Capacity, Conflict, and Change: Elder Law and 

Estate Planning 7heroes in an Aging World. 
Introduction by Katherine C. Pearson; panel 
participation with Susan E. Cancelosi, Nina A. 
Kohn, Barry Kozak, William P. LaPiana, Co- 

moderators; Lenore S. Davis, Lawrence A. Frolik, 
Richard I. Kaplan, Katherine C. Pearson, Michael 
L. Perlin, Mary Radford, Robert Whitman, 
panelists; articles by Linda S. Whitton, Robert 
Whitman, Mary Helen McNeal, Nina A., 117 
PENN ST. L. REV. 979-1335 (2013). John Jeremy A. 

Blumenthal, Amy T. Campbell, Michael I. Perlin, 
James H. Pietsch, Margaret Hall, Lynne Marie 
Kohm, Reid K. Weisbord and Stacey A. Tovino, 

117 PENN. ST. L. REV. 979-1335 (2013). 

--- Gideon at 50: Reassessing the Right to 

Counsel. Foreword by John D. King; articles by Ty 
Alper, Donald A. Dripps, Brandon L. Garrett, 
Robin Steinberg, Erica Hashimoto, Alexandra 
Natapoff, Jenny Roberts, Josh Bowers, John P. 
Gross, Ronald F. Wright, Ralph A. Peeples, 
Steven Benjamin, Stephanos Bibas, Cara H. 

Drinan, Robert P. Mosteller and Abbe Smith 70 
WASH. & LEEL. REV. 835-1391 (2013). 

--- Justice, Lawyermg and Legal Education in the 

DigitalAge. Introduction by Ronald W. Staudt and 
Marc Lauritsen; articles by Ronald W. Staudt, 

Andrew" P. Medeiros, Conrad Johnson, Brian 
Donnelly, Tanina Rostain, Roger Skalbeck, Kevin 

G. Mulcahy, Richard S. Granat, Stephanie 
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Kimbro, Kevin D. Ashley, Oliver R. Goodenough, 
Vern R. Walker, William E. Hornsby, Jr., Marc 
Lauritsen and students A.J. Durwin, Philip H. 
Hwang, Keith Langlais & Mycroft Boyd, 88 C~tI- 
KENT L. REV. 687-967 (2013). 

Grimm, David S. Yellin, Kenneth J. Withers, 
Nathan M. Crystal, Charles Yablon, Wm. Grayson 
Lambert, Derek S. Witte, Hon. Shiva V. Hodges 
and student Nick Landsman-Roos, 64 S.C.L. 

459-763 (2013). 

--- The Law: Business or Profession? The 
Continuing Relevance of Julius Henry Cohen for 
the Practice of Law in the Twenty-First Century. 
Foreword by Samuel J. Levine; articles by Rebecca 

Roiphe, Ted Schneyer, Bruce Green, Jane 
Campbell Moriarty, Susan Saab Fortney, Nancy J. 
Moore, Sande I. Bnhai, Philip M. Genty, Robert 

Eli Rosen, Christine E. Parker, Vibeke Lehmann 
Nielsen, Rakesh K. Anand, Steven H. Hobbs, 
Norman W. Spanlding, Judith A. McMorrow, 

Russell G. Pearce and Pare Jenoff, 40 FORDHAI~ 
URB. L. J. 1-502 (2012). 

--- Lessons from 7?agedy: Legal, Professional and 

Ethical Issues Raised by Bradley and Beyond. 

Special Report Summary by Linda L. Ammons; 
articles by Kelly Ensslin, Nicole I. Phillips, John 
G. Culhane, Stephen F. Henderson, Jules Epstein, 
Dr~ Steven P. Cook, Risa Vetri Ferman and James 
Collins; panel participation with Janine Howard- 
O’Rangers, Thaddeus Pope, moderators and 
Patricia Dailey Lewis, Victoria Kelly, Tania 
Culley, C. Malcolm Cochran, Michael Barbieri, 
James Collins, Dr. Steven P. Cook, Gina Maisto 
Smith, panelists, 119 WIDF.NF.R L. RI~.V. 1-258 
(2013). 

--- National Security Law, Lcm’yers, and Lcm’yering 
m the Obama Administration. Article by Jeh 
Charles Johnson; responses by Pardiss Kebrael 
and Jamil N. Jaffer, 31 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 1411- 
184(20:12). 

Aaronson, Mark Neal, representing the Poor: 
Legal Advocacy and Web, re Reform during 

Reagan’s Gubernatorial Years, [Includes appendix: 
interview ~vith Ronald Reagan.] 64 HASTINESS L.J. 

933-1114(2013). 

Alfieri, Anthony V. and Angela Onwnachi- 
Willig, Next-Generation Civil Rights Lawyers: 

Race and Representation in the Age of Identity 
Performance, (Reviewing Kenneth Mack, 
Representing the Race: The Creation of the Civil 

Rights Lawyer; Devon Carbado and Mitu Gulati, 
A cting White ? Rethinking Race in Post-Racial 

America) 122 Y!~LE L.J. 1484-11558 (2013). 

Ames, Orrin K. (Skip) III, Closely HeM 

Corporations: An Intersection of Business Law, and 

Ethics, 43 Colv~. L. REV. 171-224 (2012-2013). 

Arvie, Jamien A., Comment. Prosecutoria[ 
Misconduct: When Justice is" Seen as" a Chess 
Game, The Pcm’ns of Professional Re,sponsibiHty 

and Ethical Standards are Sacrificed, 40 S.U.L. 
REV. 185-195 (2012). 

Askew, Andrew L., Note. iEthics: How Cloud 
Computing has Impacted the Rules of Professional 

Conduct, 88 N.D.L. Rev. 453-475 (2012). 

Atkinson, Rob, The Foundations of Neo-Classica[ 

Professionalism in Law and Business, 10 GE~. J.L. 
& Pt~. P~L’Y 429-491 (20112). 

--- The Practice of Lcm~ in the Twenty-First 

Century: The Intersection of Law and Technology. 
Articles by Hon. David C. Norton, Justin M. 

Woodard, Grace A. Cleveland, hon. Paul W. 

Blakely, Kristen M., Adding by Subtracting: How 

Limited Scope Agreements for Dispute 
Representation Can Increase Access to Attorney 

Services, 28 Ol:II~ ST. J. ~NDISP. RES~. 659-708 
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(2013). Boyd, Megan E. and Adam Lamparello, Legal 

Becvar, Teresa M., Note. ffTten Does Sleaze 
Become a Crime ? Redefining Honest Services 

FraudAfier ... (Skflling v. United States, 130 S. 
Ct. 2896, 2010) 88 CHI-KENT L. REV. 593-620 
(2013). 

Writing for the "Real VVorld": A Practical Guide to 

Success, 46 J. MARS~JALL L. REV. 487-531 (2013). 

Boyer, Michael L. Atticus Finch Looks at Fifty, 12 

U. MD. L.J. RACE, RELIGION, GENDER & CLASS 
356-376 (20112). 

Behre, Kelly Alison, Motivations for Law Student 

Pro Bono: Lessons Learned from the Tuscaloosa 

Tornado, 31 BUFF. PUB. INTEREST L. J. 1-61 (2012- 
13). 

Boulden, Sarah, Note. The Business of Startup 
Lcm~ : Alternative Fee Arrangements and Agency 

Costs" in Entrepreneurial Law, 11 J. ON TELECOMM 

& HIGH TECH. L. 279-304 (2013). 

Bennet, Robert S., Hilary Holt LoCicero and 
Brooks M. Hanner, From Regulation to 
Prosecution to Cooperation: Trends in Corporate 

ffTaite Collar Crime E~(orcement and the Evolving 

Role of the White Collar Criminal Defense 
Attorney, 68 Bus. LAW. 411-438 (2013. 

Blankley, Kristen M. Adding by Subtracting: How 

Limited Scope Agreements for DLspute Resolution 
representation Can Increase Access to Attorney 

Services, 28 OHIo ST. J. ONDISP. RESOL. 659-708 

(2013). 

Blower, Lucas M. et al., Recent Developments 
Affec#ng Professionals ’, Officers ’, and Directors ’ 

Liability, 48 TORT TRIAL & INS. PRAC. L.J. 443-467 

(2012). 

Bogue, Kelly, Note. lnnow~tive Cost Control: An 

Analysis of ~edical Malprac#ce Rejbrm in 

Massachusetts, 9 J. HEALTH & BIOMED L. 87-115 

(2013). 

Brayer, Patrick C. A Law CHnic systems Theory 

and the Pedagogy of Interaction: CreaHng a Legal 
Learning System, 12 CONN. PUBL. INT. L.J. 49-100 

(2012). 

Brooks, Brian G., Bulsara v. Watkins: A Plaintiffs" 
Attorney’s Pet~spective on a Case Dictated by 
Precedent and Just!fied by the Facts, 66 ARK. L. 

REV. 403-427 (2013). 

Burger, Michael, Environmental 

Law/Environmental Literature, 40 ECOLOGY L.Q. 
1-57 (2013). 

Bush, Michael A., Note. From the Great 
Depression to the Great Recession: ~on-)Lawyers 
Practicing Deregulated Law, 115 W. VA. L. REV. 

1185-1220(2013). 

Carcieri, Martin D. Rcm, ls and Gender 
Discrimination 16 J. GENDER I~ACE & JUST. 423- 

452(2013). 

Bolin, Rebecca, Risky Mail: Concerns in 
Cor~dential Attorney-Cfient Email, 81 U. CIN. L. 

REv. 601-655 (2012). 

Boshoff, Ariel, Law and its" Rhetoric of Violence, 26 
INT’L J. FOR SEMIOTICS L. 425-437 (2013). 

Carlisle, Jay C. II and student Anthony DiPietro, 
Justice James D. Hopkins: Jurist, Dean, Scholar 

andExpert on New YorkLcm:, 33 PACE L. REV. 3- 

59(2013). 

Carlisle, Jay C. H. Reversing Course: A Critique 
of the Court of Appeals: New Rules f!)r Unjust 
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Enrichment and Criminal Legal ?dalpractice 

Aclions, 76 ALB. L. REV. 1211-1237 (2012/2013). 

Carpenter, Kristen A. and Eli Wald, Lawyering 
for Groups: 7he Case of American Indian Tribal 
Attorneys, 81 FORDHAM L. R~V. 3085-3163 (2013). 

Chen, Cecilia and Andrew Leong, We Have the 

Power to Make Change: The Role of Community 
Lawyering in Challenging Anti-Asian Harassment 

of a South Philadelphia High School, 19 ASIAN AM. 

L.J. 61-115 (2012). 

Clark, Sarah, Note. New Solutions to the Age-Old 

Problem of Private-Sector Bribew, 97 M~. L. 
REV. 2285-2319 (2013). 

Privileged h~)rmation in Discovery in Federal 

Court: 7he Need for Well-Drafted Ck~back 
Agreements, 64 S.C.L. REV. 581-631 (2013). 

Cuauhtemoc Garcia Hernandez, Cesar, 
Strickland-#te: Padilla’s Two-Tiered Duty for 

Noncitizens 72 MD. L. REV. 844-930 (2013). 

Davis, Angeliqne M., Descriptive Representation 
Matters: 7he Connection Bem~een Access" to Legal 

Education and Nomvkite Lawyer-Legislators in the 

UnitedStates, 22 BERKELEY LARAZA L.J. 117-135 

(2012). 

Davis, Kevin E., Contracts as Technology, 88 

N.Y.U.L.REv. 83-127 (2013). 

Clements, Cory S. Comment. Perception and 

Persuasion in Legal Argumentation: Using 
Informal t~dlacies and Cognitive Biases to WTn the 

War of Words, 2013 BYU L. REV. 319-361. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Nov. 15: Yellen Talks Bank Regs; Nonbank Servicers Stumble as Lenders 

Dai~y Briefir~g w~.~ se~nit~a~s .~.iI American Banker 

Today’s Top Stories 

Bank Regulation Dominates 

Fed Vice Chair Janet Yellen touched on a variety 
of regulatory issues during her lengthy 
confirmation hearing, including the Volcker Rule, 
efforts by regulators to be more transparent, and 
how to supervise systemically important nonbank 
firms. 

Nonbank Mortgage Servicers Struggle to 

Nationstar, Ocwen and Walter Investment picked 
a tough time to make an aggressive push into 
mortgage lending, but their efforts could pay off 
once new mortgage rules kick in. 

Bank Buyer’s Win in Shareholder Suit 

Embolden Others to Resist 

Old Line Bancshares in Bowie, Md., agreed to 
disclose more information about a recent 
acquisition when challenged by shareholders, but 
it refused to pay any money= That rare resistance 
could embolden other banks to fight such suits 
harder, experts say. 

Virus Attack Prompts Wyoming Bank to 
Change Security Sol.are 

An attack that shut down the bank’s file servers 
drove Central Bank & Trust to buy a new antivirus 
solution. 

By Department 

Virus Attack Prompts Wyoming Bank to 
Change Security Software 
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The FinTech 100 
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FIS and 

Tara once 

a~ain to~ 
¯ e annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewle~- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies sewing 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 
Managen~ent 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
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LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffT~ to 

its extensive portfolio of 

products and services. 

Known for practical 

compliance guidance, 

Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

policies, procedures, 

audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 

office, LexisNexis~3 

SheshunofflM has you 

covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

reserved. 

See and hear an all-star 

line-up of speakers 

including Gary Gensler, 

Chairman CFTC, Scott 

O’Malia, Commissioner, 

CFTC, Jim Himes, 

Congressman CT, Member 

Committee Financial 

Services, Mike Conaway, 

Congressman TX, 

Chairman House 

Agriculture 

Subcommittee, 

Committee on General 

Farm Commodities and 

Risk Management. 



An attack that shut down the bank’s file servers 
drove Central Bank & Trust to buy a new antivirus 
solution. 

Nationstar, Ocwen and Walter Investment picked 
a tough time to make an aggressive push into 
mortgage lending, but their efforts could pay off 
once new mortgage rules kick in. 

Directors at community banks could also face 
more liability as regulations, including the 
qualified mortgage rule, are implementing in 
coming months 

Fed Vice Chair Janet Yellen touched on a variety 
of regulatory issues during her lengthy 
confirmation hearing, including the Volcker Rule, 
efforts by regulators to be more transparent, and 
how to supervise systemically important nonbank 
firms. 

Bank Buyer’s Win in Shareholder Suit May 
Embolden Others to Resist 

Old Line Bancshares in Bowie, Md., agreed to 
disclose more information about a recent 
acquisition when challenged by shareholders, but 
it refused to pay any money. That rare resistance 
could embolden other banks to fight such suits 
harder, experts say. 

pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industi~y experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 
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quality products and 
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Subject: 

SAT <CollegeBoard@noreply.collegeboard.org> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The SAT: Your child still has time ls~ register 

SAT 

Open the Door to College 
Opportunity 

SAT@ Test Date: 
Dec. 7, 2013 

Late Registration Deadline: 
Nov. 28, 2013 

Is your child thinking about taking the SAT? Good news: There’s 

still time to register for the Dec. 7 test* and have scores sent to 

colleges. 

Did you know that colleges and universities across the country 

accept the SAT? Plus, your child has an advantage: He or she 

took the PSATiNMSQT®D, which has the same format as the 

SAT, 

*Please note that there is an additional $27.50 fee for iate registration 
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Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

American Banker Digital Edition for Friday, November 15, 2013 

White Papers 
[~ 

AmericanBankerl 
Digital Edition WebSem,oars 
Friday, November 15, 2013          [~J~]-[~] 

American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221 =1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

Bank Regulation Dominates Yellen Confirmation Hearing 

Fed Vice Chair Janet Yellen touched on a variety of 
regulatory issues during her lengthy confirmation hearing, 
including the Volcker Rule, efforts by regulators to be more 
transparent, and how to supervise systemically important 
nonbank firms. 

Nonbank Mortgage Servicers Stru.qgle to Find Their 
Footing in Lending 

Nationstar, Ocwen and Walter Investment picked a tough 
time to make an aggressive push into mortgage lending, 
but their efforts could pay off once new mortgage rules kick 
in. 

Bank Buyer’s Win in Shareholder Suit May Embolden 
Others to Resist 

Old Line Bancshares in Bowie, Md., agreed to disclose 
more information about a recent acquisition when 
challenged by shareholders, but it refused to pay any 
money. That rare resistance could embolden other banks to 
fight such suits harder, experts say. 

Virus Attack Prompts Wyomin.q Bank to Change Security 
Software 

An attack that shut down the bank’s file servers drove 
Central Bank & Trust to buy a new antivirus solution. 

By Department 

Virus At~ck Prompts Wyoming Bank to Change 
Security Software 

An attack that shut down the bank’s file servers drove 
Central Bank & Trust to buy a new antivirus solution. 

C o ~-~ :~;. =~.m~ ~;: ~ 
Nonbank Mortgage Servicers Struggle to Find Their 
Footing in Lending 

Nationstar, Ocwen and Walter Investment picked a tough 
time to make an aggressive push into mortgage lending, 
but their efforts could pay off once new mortgage rules kick 



Directors at community banks could also face more liability 
as regulations, including the qualified mortgage rule, are 
implementing in coming months 

Fed Vice Chair Janet Yellen touched on a variety of 
regulatory issues during her lengthy confirmation hearing, 
including the Volcker Rule, efforts by regulators to be more 
transparent, and how to supervise systemically important 
nonbank firms. 

Others to Resist 

Old Line Bancshares in Bowie, Md., agreed to disclose 
more information about a recent acquisition when 
challenged by shareholders, but it refused to pay any 
money. That rare resistance could embolden other banks to 
fight such suits harder, experts say. 
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Friday, November 15, 2013 6:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

In this issue: Costco could provide huge boost to Apex 

First Look Your Novem.ber t 5, 2013 issue is available 

This Week’s Lists 

® Largest NC Community Cotteges 

~ Norlh Ca~’olina College.s and Umw~s~tbs 

~]ee More Lists 

Specia~ Publications 

SPACE 3Q 2013 

SPACE 2Q 2013 

BigshotsoSBA inse~t 

View the Tdan.gb Business Journal Book of 

Usts 

Get the Newsstand gpp for FREE 

Congratulations, As a subscdbe~, you now 
receive Iree access to Triangle Business 
Journal’s Newsstand App on yodr iPhone o~" 
iPad. 

Get ]1 BOW >> 

People 
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~o~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:56 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

November 15, 2013: Berkshire Adds $3.7 Billion Exxon Stake in... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

Today’s Top Headline 

IBe[kshire Adds $3.7 Billion Exxon Stake in Biggest Bet Since 

"Berkshire Hathaway Inc. reported a stake in Exxon Mobil Corp. valued at about 
$3.7 billion," reporis the San Francisco Chronicle (Nov. 15, Buhayar, Carroll), "as 
VVat’[en Bulfe~t’s company disclosed its largest new holding since International 
Business Machines Corp. in 20112 As of 1he end of tMs year’s third qua~er, a 
new regu~ato~ fi~h~g shows that Buffett’s fin~ owned 40.1 mi~on shares in the 
wodd’s largest oi~ company by market value. Bet’kshke has benefited in 2013 as 
~ts sleek picks rallied alongside the broader market, affirming a strategy of 
favodng equities over bonds amid near histodcqow ~nterest ~ates. 

The New York Post (Now 15, Kosrnan) no~es that Be[kshire’s Exxon investment 
represents around 4 percent of Buffett’s $92 billion stock portfelio. Raymond 
James Analyst Psvel Molchanov remarks, "Wa[ren ~oves buying stocks that have 
been underqoved. Exxon ~s under-loved ~n ~he bull market." The oil giant’s stock 
~s up 7.7 percent since Jan. 1. Berkshire Hathaway also d~sclosed Thursday ~1 
had reduced ~ts position ~n fast-expanding ConocoPM~Hps from 24.2 m~Hon to 
13.5 m~ll~on shares. 

The International Business Times ~’Nov. 15, Kashyap) adds the quaderly filing 
essentially provided an update on Berkshire’s hefty U.S. stock portfolio, with 
investments in Exxon and ConocoPhillips by Iar ~he bigges~ changes. Berkshire’s 
newly disclosed Exxon s~ake pushed that company’s stock up in ex~ended 
trading to $93.90. David Kass, a professor at the University of Maryland’s Robed 
H. Smith School of Business, agrees with Molchanov. "[Exxon] is undervalued, in 
BuII~t’s opinion," he observes, "and pretty much being ignored by ~he market." 

Share~ }~ ~J~ ~ 

g~m#!imen~a~ ~!/~CD WebJn~ ............................................................................................. 

Going to the Mattresses With ISS 
Decembe~ 18, 2013 
2~3 p.m, (ET) 

V~nen a company’s compensation practices conflict with Institutional 
Shareholder Services’ prexy advisory standards, compensation committees face 
a crossroads: to stand by their decisions and deal w~th a negative voting 
recommendation, or make the changes needed to bdng their p[ograms into 
compliance. When does supposing the company’s human ~sou~’ces s~rategy 
trump ~eg~fimate concerns about hurting the prospects for an upcoming say-on- 
pay vote? 

Tune-in for a complimentaqi webinar to explere how committees can best 
determine when it makes sense fer a company te stick by its pregram designs 
and, if so, hew to make the best possible case to shareholders. 

Learn more and reqister. 

Share~ !~..<." ~ [] 

Audit and Finance 

Companies Sell Bonds at Fastest Pace on Record 

"Highly rated companies are selling bonds in the U.S. at the fastest pace on 
record," reports the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 14, Cherney), "with total bond sales 
Ior 2013 surpassing $1 ~rillion ~his week." According ~o Dealogic, only two other 
years - 2009 and 2012 - saw bond sales top the $1 trillion mark since the data 

Check for iateIIbreaking news 
after 9:00 AM ~as~elrl. 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 
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2013) 
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Director Professiona lism® 
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Houston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, iL (June 9-.10, 

2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug. 

14.-15; 2014) 
Fo~t Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec 8-9, 2014) 



provider started keeping such records in 1995, In September, Verizon 
Communications Inc. completed a $49 billion bond sale. It was the bigges~ 
corporate bond in histoiy, surpassing Apple Inc.’s $17 Milton sa~e back in April. 
M~chael Temple, director of credit reseamh and sen~or portfel~o manager at 
P~oneer hwestments, remarks, "Corporations themselves are probaMy sniffing out 
the fact tha~ we’re heading #fie a rising-rate envJronmenL So ~hey want ~o issue, 
they want to lock in." 

Share~ ~" ~ ~ 

Abu Dhabi, Singapore Wealth Funds ~r~vest in Trophy Property 

"Abu Dhabi and Singapore’s sovereign wealth funds will join developer Related 
Companies to acquire the Manhattan headquarters of media group Time ~Namer," 
states Gulf News (Nov. 14, naval). T~me Warner is se~ng its 1.1-m~H~on-sq~a[e- 
Dot offices at ~s namesake complex at Columbus C~rc~e for US$1 ~3 MHJon. H will 
be moving to a new skyscraper now ~n the p~ann~ng stages on the c~ty’s far west 
s~de. Gulf News sources ~eport thai Abu DhaM ~nvestment Authority and 
Sh~gspore’s G~C w~ each ~nvest more than $300 m~on in the dea~, with 
additional equity coming ~rorn Re~ated. "gem ~nvesiors wil~ a~so he~p finance the 
dea~," notes the pub~cat~om "Sovereign wealth funds are seeking to diversifl/their 
dsk by expsnd~ng investments beyond stocks and bonds h~to alternative assets, 
~ndud#~g real estate." 

IPO E~arket Shows Signs of Coo~ing 

"The roaring market for initial public offerings has hit some speed bumps in 
November," states the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 14, Jarzemsky), "wi~h a nurnbe[ 
of deals attracting less investor enthusiasm than had been the case for much of 
the year2 ~td~e IRes are still on pace fer their busiest year s~nce the economic 
meltdown, some measures h~deed show a cool~ng d demand for new~y minted 
s~ocks. In addition, investors have been less aggressive in purchasing shares 
once 1hey h~l the market. "NovembeCs IPOs through Tuesday ~osted an average 
opening-day gain of 18 percent - a smM~er pop than the average for any full 
month s~Rce May," notes the newspaper. University of Flodda professor gay 
R~t~er states ~hat, exdud#~g Twit~er’s 73 percent first-day jump, November ~POs 
threugh Tuesday have registered an average first-day gain of jUSl 12 percenL 

S~ a ’e~ ?~? ~ ~ 

Law and Policy 

Goog~e Defeats Authors in U.S. ISook.-Scanning Lawsuit 

"Google Inc. on Thursday won dismissal of a long-running lav~uit by authors who 
accused lhe Inlernel search company el digilally copying millions of books for an 
online library without permission," confirms Reuters (Nov. 14, Stem#el). U.S. 
C~rcuJt Judge Denny Chin accepted Goog~e’s contention that its scanning of over 
20 million books - and making "snippets" of text ava~IabIe via the web - 
constituted "fair use" under U.S. copyright ~aw. ff ~t su[~dves an expected appea~, 
the decision wouId enable Goog~e to continue expanding the libra~ that it said 
helps readeB find books they m~ght not otheR, vise locate. "It is also turning poh~t 
Dr ~[iga[ion that began ir~ 2005 when authors and publishers sued," notes the 
w~re service. "Google has estimated it could owe more lhan $3 b~]]~on ff the 
Authors G~]d, sn advocacy group that demanded $750 for each scanned book, 
p~va~bd." 

Itaiy Investigates Apple For Tax Fraud Of Over $1 IBiliion 

Italy is investigating Apple over alleged tax fraud amounting to more than $1 
billion. Forbes (Nov. 14, Worstall) conlirms. "The only problem with the 
investigation is that those making the allegations seem not 1o ui~derslai~d the tax 
~aws they’re supposedIy adm~niste[ing," wdtes columnist Tim WorstalL "A~ that 
~s happening ~s that Apple ~s selling ~ts iKit to ~ts Italian subsMis~ st exactly the 
same price il semis ~l at lo its French, German and Spanish subsidiaries." 
Nevertheless, authorities allege thai Apple has understated ~ts galian ~evenue, 
resulting in a t~x underpayment of around US$1.3 b~Jon. The reasoning behind 
this charge is tha~ the technology giant makes profits in ireland from its sa~es 
~nto ~ta~y~ "The Italian authorities are c~aiming 1hat these should be consMered as 
profits made ~n ~taly and 1bus subject 1o ~tM~an tax," notes the publication. 

Scammers Trick Executives With ’CEO’ E-Maiis 

ABC News (Nov. 13, Kim) warns that "spurn e-mails that try to solicit personal 
infermation, known as phishing, are taking advantage of corporate sewile culture 
with messages feigned to resemble that of a company CEO addressed to the 
Iirm’s executives7 Andrew Valentine, a security expert and principal with Verizon 
Enterprise Solutions, estimates that 95 percent of the cases originating from 
China start with just this kind of attack. Christopher Novak, a security expert at 
Vedzon Business, also urges vigilance. He notes, "The e-mail will say something 
like, "¢~,’e need to sponsor this event or pay this veilder. It’s urgent and I need you 
to wire $100,000 into this account immediately. We’re already 30 days late." 
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dialog on board leadership 
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Because it’s from the CEO, other staff will expedite the request." 
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£Pmpens~tion ...................................................................................................................................... 

Switzerland to Decide if CEO Pay Should Be Capped 

"Switzerland will vote next week on a proposal limilin9 executive pay to 12 times 
that of a company’s lowest paid worker," reports the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 14, 
Maclucas), "the second time this year the country will use the ballet box in an 
attempt to rein ~n corpo~te compensation? Swiss voters w~ 9o to ihe polls Nov. 
24 to dec~de whether to approve or reject the 1:12 ~M~ia~ive for Fah" Pay, which 
orgaMzers coniend wou~d address an expanding wealth gap in the couni~ The 
h~ifiafive ~s based on the nether that no one ~R a company sho~d earn mote ~n a 
month ihan others earn in a year. Back in Ma~h, the Jouma~ recalls, vo~ers 
s~gned off on a sedes d measures "that g~ves shareholders broad coniro~ over 
corporate pay, including Mnd~ng votes on compensation and bans on many types 
of bonuses? Opponents argue ihat, ~f passed, the 1:12 ~ni~ia~ive will make 
Switzerland a less atiraci~ve place ~o do bus~ness. 

Corporate Governance 

P{RC and lnalytics Team Up for Governance Research Service 

"lnalytics and PIRC have launched a joint research service to assess governance 

risk and investment skill in funds," confirms Professional Pensions (Nov. 14, 
Rainey), The service was developed from an Inalytics’ research paper, wMch 
showed companies with good governance outpedormed 1he markel in the #ast 
couple of yea~. "The new so,ice w~ ~ncorporste P~RC’s Corporste Governance 
Ratings ~6r quo~ed compaMes in the United States, the UM~ed K~ngdom, and 
Europe against 1he firm’s existing manager sk~ benchmarking ~na~yfics CEO 
Rick Di Mascio comments, "Our clients can now correlate governance risk with 
msnager sk~]l assessments ~n their equity po~folios. This resesrch w~]l he~p 
pension funds unde~and the tangible e~fect ~ha[ governance is hav#~g on their 
hweslments." 

Malaysia Tops Singapore in Boardroom Get, tier Diversity, Study Shows 

The New Straits Times (Now I5) cites the newly released third edition el the 
Sin,~;apore Board Diversity Repoil, which declared that Malaysia has beaten 
Singapore in gender divePsity in corporate bosrdrooms. "On~y 7.9 percent of al~ 
board directors in S~ngapore were women last yeaL" no~es the publication, 
marginally from 7.3 percent the year hotere and 6.9 percent ~n 2010, indicating 
the slow progress in boardroom gender d~vers~ty?’ By comparison, such regional 
countries as Indonesia (11.6 percent) and Malaysia (8.7 percent) have had higher 
propoRions of women d~rec~o~s. 

Share~ }~ ~ ~ 

C-Suite 

GM Chief Executive Could Exit i~ 2014; No Formai Search Yet 

"General Meters Chief Executive Dan Akerson could step down as early as nexi 
year," states CNBC News (Nov. 14) sources, "though he has net formally notified 
~he board of his plans and an olficial search Ior his successor has not yet 
begun?’ The automaker’s board ~s not in any rush to see the 65-year~ld Ake~on 
exit. in fact, it h~s yet to set a fimeframe for hidng ~n executive search firm that 
would be tasked with weighing potential internal and external candidates, the 
sources say. Speculation abou~ Akeison’s exit gained s~eam eadier ~h~s spr#lg 
when GM d~sc~osed that he was not awarded any resldcted stock units for 2012 
"in acknowledgement d the poss~M~ity of his retirement before the completion of 
~he ~h[ee-yea[ vesting pedod" in 2015. As many as ~6ur senior GM executives 
have been c~ted as ~ikely successor% with North American operations chief Mark 
Reuss w~de~y regarded as the favorite. 

Economic Outlook 

Fewer You~g Adults Are Buying Homes, AbBe to Move 

The Associated Press (Nov, 14) notes ~hat new Census da~a olfers more insigh~ 
into just how much lhe struggling economy is affecting young adults -= many of 
whom are putting off major life developments ~ke launching a career, ferming their 
own household, and sta~ng a fsm~y. Just 23.3 percent of U.S. adults between 
the ages of 25 and 29 moved ~n ~he 12~moRth period eRded March 2013 - a 
decrease from 2&6 ~ercenl who did so a year earlier and the ~owest leve~ in five 
decades. HomeownersMp among this demographic, meanwhile, sank to 34.3 
percent last year from 40.6 percent in 2007. "The post-recession period has g~ven 
a Mgge[ boos~ to seMors ~han to young adults Jn their w~Rgness ~o try out Row 
p~aces fer retirement," remarked Brook~ngs ~nstitufion demographer William Frey. 



"Ma~y young adults, especially those without college degrees, are still stuck in 
place, Fo[ them, [ovv mobility might be more ~han a tempos’sty lull and could ~um 
into the ’new 
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Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Break in to unlocked vehicle reported 11/14/13, 12:16 pro, 7115 Old Greensboro Rd 
He told me that sometime over night someone entered his unlocked vehicle and removed a leal blower from the back seat of the vehicle, he told me that the suspect also took 

two other leaf blewers that were located in front of his vehicle that (lid not work, Value $300.0 
.... Break in to unlocked residence reported 11/14/13, 100 Yorkshire Rd 
When they got home they found the front door unlocked and inside they found several items moved around inside the house. The only thing they originally thought was 
missing was some loose change in a dish. So they decided not to make a report on the matter, until later that night when they discovered his work computer and a bag filled 
with camera equipment missing frem the residence. Valtae $1,560.00 
***Break in to unlocked residence reported 11/14/13, 12:22 pin, 1309 Arboretum Dr 
The victim advised that between the hours of 9:30 am and 12:00 noon someone broke into his locked residence and removed several items, he stated that he left his 
residence around 0930 hrs to run errands and when he returned home around 1200 hrs he found that his front door was unlocked, when he entered the residence he found that 
the door leading to the attached apartment was standing open and parts of the door frame were laying on the ground, he also noticed several pieces of jewerly laying on the 

ground, he proceeded to the apartment and found that a tv was missing and that the exterior door on the apartment had been pried open and damaged, he proceeded into his 
residence and found several electronics missing from the residence as well as a jewerly box. VNue $3,540.00 
.... Break in to unlocked residence reported 11/14/13, 9:04 am. 77 Degwood Acres 
Someone entered his residence through an unlocked window, he found that several apple products had been removed from the residence as well as loose change and a piece 
of jewe~ly. Value $640,00 
.... Break in te unlocked residence reported 11i14/13, 10:19 am. 78 Dogwood Acres 
The victim advised me that sometime yesterday sometime entered her residence through and unsecured door. She returned home and found that her toilet seat had been left 

up and that a jewelry box had been left opened. The only thing missing was an I -phone wall mounted charger. VNue $25.00 
NOTE: AS YOU CAN SEE THE SOUNTH SIDE OF THE COUNTY WAS HIT YESTERDAY. PLEASE BE ALERT TO SUSPICIOUS VEHICLES OR PEOPLE IN YOUR 
NEIGHBORHOOD YOU DON’T KNOW. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

:: ~:~;~ :: Description 
...... Description¯ 

Description: 

Description: 

Description 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Dear Readers: 
As you will see this paper is overly long, in some part because of its interdisciplina~ 
ambitions, its audience is legal scholars and feminist theorists outside of law alike. I 
welcome thoughts on some much-needed trimming. ADD 
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Regulating Sex Work: Assimilationism, Erotic Exceptiona#sm and Beyond 

Adrienne D. Davis1 

Most commentators on sex markets focus on the debate between abolitionists and 
those who defend and support professional sex work. This paper, instead, looks at 

debates within the pro-sex work camp, uncovering some unattended tensions and 
contradictions. It show-s that, within this camp, some stress the labor aspect, urging that 
sex markets perpetuate a "vulnerable population" of workers, similar to others who 
perform highly risky and/or exploited labor, and should be regulated accordingly. In this 
view, sex work would be assimilated into other labor. Others, though, take a more anti- 
regulatory stance. They exceptionalize this form of labor, arguing that because it is 
sexual it should be exempt from state scrutiny and interference, claims which can quickly 
sound libertarian. In sum, while both camps agree that professional sex work should be 
decriminalized, when one turns from the criminal to the regulatory perspective, the paper 
shows how" erotic exceptionalists and assimilationists could not be more opposed. The 
paper contends that neither &these views is satisfactory. Sex work could very well be 
legalized and regulated--if we have the political and moral will to do so. The paper 
explores a regulatory structure that might govern sex markets. Doing so requires a break 
with both assimilationism and erotic exceptionalism 

This paper attempts two intew’entions into the sex work debate. The first move is 
a conceptual one, shifting the focus from disputes between abolitionists and sex work 
advocates to uncovering contradictions and ambivalences within the pro-sex work camp. 
It gives significant attention to these latent tensions, as I anticipate some readers steeped 
in feminist theory may dispute this as an issue. The second is a governance move, 
comparing sex work to other types of work to consider to what extent various risks and 
injuries of sex work, physical and otherwise, could be ameliorated by legalization--that 
is by appropriate state regulation. It pairs two regulatory claims. One contends that risk 
reduction is best served by correlating regulation to institutional form, or what I call 
sexual geography, which I do not anticipate will be that controversial. Another, which 
tackles discrimination from the demand side, that is, through the erotic preferences that 
comprise sex markets, should be provocative to many. In the end, my goal is to launch a 
conversation about whether the sex workplace really is like the factory floor. 

The Article proceeds in four parts. The first part explores the discourse and 

debate over professional sex, teasing out latent, unexplored tensions among advocates of 

1 Vice Provost and William M. Van Clove Professor of Law, Washington University. The 

conceptualization of this project: has benefitted immensely from conversations with Susan Appleton, Adam 
Badawi, Scott Baker, James Boyle, Guy-Uriel Charles, Marion Crain, Emily Danker-Feldman, Jane Green, 
Elizabeth Glazer, John Inazu, Grog Magarian, Goldburn Maynard, Eric Miller, Mireille Miller-Young, 
Adele Morrison, Anca Parvulescu, Bob Pollak, Jed Purdy, Jeff Redding, Darren Rosenblum, Laura 
Rosenbu~., Peggie Smith, Susan Stiritz, Rebecca Wanzo, and Deborah Weissman, as well as the 
Washington University School of Lmv Faculty Colloquium and the Washington University Political Theory 
Workshop, the Women Law Student Association Reading Group at: Duke Law School, the Hofstra 
Colloquium on Law & Sexa~ality, the University of California, Irvine Law School Faculty Workshop, the 
University of Southern California Law & Humanities Workshop, and my Ladies Who Do Theory Writing 
Group--Jami Ake, Gretchen Arnold, Marilyn Friedman, Ruth Grofl; Linda Nicholson, Elisabeth PelTy, and 
Wynne Moskop. For research assistance, I thank A~me Houghton Larsen, Yijie Shen, and especially 
Jessica Hille. 
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professional sex as labor. It summarizes, briefly, the abolitionist position, often identified 
as the dominant feminist position. It then turns its attention to sex work advocates, 
exploring the discourse in detail to reveal a contradiction between those who emphasize 
the sexual part of sex work to exempt it from state regulation versus those who 
emphasize the labor part of sex work and see this as a way to demand greater state 
regulation of sexual commerce. While both camps view "work" as a legitimizing lens, 
they ultimately envision starkly different, even contradictory, relationships between 
sexual commerce and the state. In the end, while both may urge decriminalization, what I 
call assimilationists and erotic exceptionalists are quite opposed. 

The second Section shows how assimilationist rhetoric of sex as "just" labor can 

be overly simplistic and terribly misleading. From a policy perspective, insisting that 
commercial sex merely be assimilated into legal work invokes a single, idealized 
workplace that ignores the starkly different manifestations of work and its regulation in 
post-industrial global economies. This Section explores how employment, labor, and 
discrimination law regulate the various hazards, risks, conflicts, and disputes that arise in 
the modern workplace. In the process, it exposes the complete diversity of work and its 
regulation. Although assimilationists’ claims rest on a monolithic vision of how "work" 
is regulated, their claim to a universal workplace or regulatory structure is a miscue from 
how labor law- actually functions. Workplace regulation today is varied, differential, 

instrumental, and under immense contest. 
The second half of the paper then turns its attention to whether sex work could be 

effectively regulated, once we break from both assimilationism and exceptionalism. 
Section III completes the break and tackles the regulatory question in three moves. It 
first stresses the extent to which sex workplaces are not like most workplaces. Most 

workplaces are not characterized by the particularities of sex work, the culture of alcohol 
and drinking and drugs; the homosocial "mob" context; the blurred line between re- 
negotiations and assaults; a similarly blurred line between on-site/off-site (that is on- 
duty/off-duty) identities; and employer expectations of "free" services that can combine 
to make commercial sex more dangerous for workers than most other forms of labor. 
Crucially, the danger is coming largely from customers and patrons (and managers and 
owners) rather than from machines or mine collapse. Assimilationism misses these key, 
distinct characteristics of sex work and the corollary hazards they pose. 

A corollary to this point/There is a corollary to this point: the assimilationist "sex 
work is just work" mantra misses the ways that sexual services differ from each other, 

posing what the paper shows to be radically different regulatory challenges. The Article 
rej ects schema that categorize professional sex according to either a criminal/legal binary 
or along a continuum of proximity to intercourse, ranging from phone sex to prostitution 
with lapdancing and sexual massage in the middle.2 The paper suggests a different 

framework, predicated on institutional form, or sexual geography. It differentiates the 
variable hazards posed by phone sex, incall and outcall work, and work in commercial 
establishments such as brothels and clubs, proposing to categorize and regulate sex work 
according to the risk different institutional geographies pose to worker health and safety. 
It show-s that the degree of risk correlates not with the type of activity but with the 

2 1 contend conservatives, liberals, and radicals all are susceptible to this logic. See infra notes [sections I 

and III] and accompanying text. 
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proximity and isolation of the interaction. In sum, the sexual geography model replaces 
the criminal and bodily penetration schema with an analysis rooted in risk reduction. 

Other aspects of sex work, though, might be tougher to regulate. Sexual commerce is 
highly racially stratified, with workers allocated to different market sectors and 
employment prospects based on race and other legally protected characteristics. Many 
assimilationists find the idea of dance club or brothel owners or other sex employers 
empowering patrons’ racial or other bodily preferences offensive and urge that it 
constitutes impermissible discrimination. They likewise condemn customers who 
discriminate on their own accounts. The paper demonstrates that while the sexual 
geography approach can rather straightforwardly regulate for sex workers’ health and 

safety, and even against sexual harassment, disparate treatment discrimination presents a 
far more vexed case. This paper questions whether different sorts of discrimination can 

be defensibly disaggregated, that is whether racial discrimination can be distinguished 
from gender and other forms of discrimination in sex markets. I pursue this inquiry to 
show that assimilationists’ embrace of anti-discrimination laws may actually reveal a 
latent ambivalence towards sex markets and the erotic preferences that comprise them. I 
contend this results from an exclusive focus on labor and an analytical neglect of the 
demand side of erotic markets. 

The paper concludes by considering the political feasibility of not only 
decriminalizing but dedicating administrative and regulatory resources to sex work. It 
contrasts sexual commerce with two industries at opposite ends of the regulatory 
spectrum, pornography and mining, to consider questions of administrability, political 

will, endowments, externalities, and substitution effects. It considers how all of these 
will figure into the calculus as to whether sex work can be effectively regulated. 

A quick note about language. Because the paper is exploring the discourse and 
feasibility of sex as labor, it uses the terms professional sex, sexual commerce, 
transactional sex, commercial sex, and sex markets interchangeably. In particular, 
professional sex can be contrasted with the "amateur" sex in which most of us engage, 
involuntary sex trafficking, and, at a mid-point between the two, "survival sex" in which 
sex is transacted, typically without meaningful capacity and often directly for drugs) I 

avoid the term commodified sex as a nod to the argument that much sex, and intimacy, is 
commodified, sometimes in ways that are far more mercenary than in formal sex 
markets.4 On the demand side, I call consumers of paid sexual se~’ices customers, 

3 Sul~Tival sex can be traded for any basic subsistence needs, including housing, food, and money. The key 

distinction is the immediacy of the trade versus the labor generating a source of income, however regular or 
irregular. See, e.g., Jody M. Greene et al, Prevalence and Co~elates of Survival Sex Among Runaway and 

Itomeless Youth, 89 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 1406, 1406 (1999) ("’Survival sex’ refers to the selling of sex to 

meet subsistence needs. It includes the exchange of sex for sheller, food, drags, or money."); UNAIDS 
Inter-Agency Task Team on Gender & HIV/AIDS, Fact Sheet: HIV/AIDS, Gender and Sex Work 1 (2008), 

available at www.tuffpa.org/hiv/docs/factsheel~_genderwork.pdf CWomen and men who have occasional 
commercial sexual transactions or where sex is exchanged for food, shelter or protection (SUl~dval sex) 
would not consider themselves to be linked with formal sex work. Occasional sex work takes place where 
sex is exchanged for basic, short-term economic needs and this is less likely to be a formal, full-time 
occupation."). Many professional sex workers distinguish their labor from survivalists. See, e.g., 
ELIZABETH BERNSTEIN, TEMPORARILY YOURS: INTIMACY, AUTHENTICITY, AND THE COMMERCE OF SEX 

(2007) [hereinafter, BERNSTEIN, TEMPORARILY YOURS]. 
4 See infra notes [x] and accompanying text. Of course, one can argue that sex between intimates outside 

of markets is transactional, etc. These would be species of what Viviana Zelizer calls "nothing but" 
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parons, and clients, self-consciously adopting the "customer" language to confront and 
show- ho~v a full embrace of market logic and norms can be unsettling. The denomination 
"customer" suggests the possible legitimacy of their preferences for different kinds of 
sexual services, which I take up in Section IIII as putting purposeful pressure on those 
who advocate for legalizing sex markets to contemplate the logical end of sex markets. 

I. DISCOURSES OF LABOR: ASSIMILATIONISM & EXCEPTIONALISM 

The commodification of activities conventionally associated with women--care, 
sex, and reproduction--has long generated debate and controversy,~ especially among 
those whose first principles are feminist,6 i.e., to sex equality, gender and sex as axes of 
distributive justice, and destabilizing the sex/gender system.7 While subject to much 
critique, care activities have long been heavily commodified; much of this activity is 
unregulated, or, more precisely, occurs in what Elizabeth Emens has called a "litigation- 
free zone."s Reproduction is currently in a gray area of commodification and regulation, 

with increased technological capacities generating much debate over the legitimacy of 
such markets and their regulation.9 The last of the troika, commodified sex, and more 

argumems, that deny al\v meaningful distinction between sex work and non-market intimacy. See inJ?a 

notes [x] and accompanying text. Because I do think sex performed in markets is different, and in need of 
different regulation, than sex outside of markets~ I resist this effort to collapse the two and employ different 
language. On the other side, abolitionists~ of course, will rej ect my language of voluntary markets. See, 
e.g.~ SHEILA JEFFREYS, TttE IN-DUSTRIAL VAGINA: THE POLITICAL ECON-OMY OF THE GLOBAL SEX TRADE 8- 

9, 15-37 (2009) (arguing feminist embrace of language of labor and vohmtarism to characterize sex work 
normalizes injuries of prostitution and capitulates to "economic ideolo~ of neo-liberalism"). 
~ As Viviana Zelizer observes, "Intimate care sentimentalizes easily~ for it calls up all the familiar images 
of altruisl~ community, and unstinting l~Ol~commercial connnitment. From there it is ouly a step to a 
notion of separate spheres of sentiment and rationality, thence to the hostile worlds supposition that contact 
between the personal and economic spheres corrupts both of themY VIVIANA A. ZELIZER, THE PURCHASE 
OF INTI~ACY 207 (2005). 
~ Elizabeth Ben~stein observes: 

What Aflie Hochschild has termed "women’s uneasy love affair with capitalism" is made all the 
more acute when we consider that many of the flourishing sectors of the late -capitalist service 
economy--such as child care, domestic labor, and sex work--are commercialized refinements of 
services that women have historically provided for free. 

BERN’STEIN, TEMPORARILY YOURS, supra note Ix], at 176 (footnote omitted). 
~ There are, of course, nrany, contested definitions of feminism. I adopt Gayle Rubin’s classic formulation 
that femi~fism is dedicated to deslabilizing the sex/gender system and supplement it. Gayle Rubin. 
Thinking Sex: Notes fi~r a Radical Theory of the Politics of Sexuality, in PLEASURE AND DANGER: 
EXPLORING FEIVlALE SEXUALITY (Carole S. Vance ed., 1984) (discussing sexalality as a political ~brce 
similar to gender that is used to create and maintain tfierarchies of power and oppression of 
nonconformists). 
~ "Intimate discrimination should remain a litigation-free zone. But lhis does not mean it should be, or 
could be, a law-free zone. On "the contrary., law should take account of its role in intimate discrimination at 
a structural level and work "to eliminate burdens and biases that currently shape who has access to intimate 
relationships and on what terms." Elizabeth F. Emcns, Intimate Discrimination: The State’s Role in the 
Accidents of Sex andLove, 122 HARV. L. REV. 1307, 1311 (2009). 
9 For example, contrast Michigan, where statutes prohibit enforcement of surrogacy contracts and 

parenthood defaults to the birth mother with Califonfia where both the judicial~~ and legislature provide 
mechanisms to eliforce such agreements. Compare Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. 722.857 (West 2004) 
(penalties of up to five years in prison for participants in a gestational surrogacy arrangement involving 
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specifically, markets for sex, is the subject of this paper and has been particularly 
contentious. Although commodification pervades sexual intimacy, I° social condemnation 
of sexual labor has a long history.1J Sex markets are diverse, and so is their treatment by 
the state. Almost everywhere in the U.S. purchase of actual sex is currently 
criminalized,12 but filming and distribution of sex acts, i.e., pornography, erotic 

compensation) with Johnson v. Calvert, 851 P.2d 776 (Cal. 1993) (enforcing the surrogacy contract and 
holding that the couple that initiated "the creation of the child are the intended and legal parents); Cal Fam 
Code § 7961 (2011) (regulating "surrogacy facilitalors" and payment/escrow procedures). For discussion 
of the legitimacy of surrogacy agreements, see for example Marjorie M. Shultz, Reproductive Technology 
and Intent-Based Parenthood: An OpportunityJbr Gender Equality, 1990 WlS. L. REV. 297 (1990); Karen 
Busby & Delancy Vun, Revisiting The ttandmaid’s 7"ale: Feminist Theory Meets Empirical Research on 
Surrogate ?~[others, 26 CA?,-. J. FAM. L. 13 (2010) (presenting empirical data to challenge claims about the 
vulnerability and exploitation of women who agree to gestate preguancies for others); Seema Mohapatra, 
Achieving Reproductive Justice in the h~ternational Sm~oga~v ~[arket, 21 Ai’,~,’ALS HEALTH L. 191 (2012) 
(responding to rise of reproductive tourism); Elizabeth S. Scott, Surrogates and the Politics of 
Commodification, 72 LAW & COMTEMP. PROBS. 109 (2009) (noting how the "moral panic" about 
commodification sparked by Baby M has dissipated over time). Elizabeth Bartholet condemns reproductive 
technolo~ in different terms, as devaluing children in need of adoption. Elizabeth Bartholet, [add cite to 
book chapter]. 
lO See generally ZELIZER, supra note [x]; RETHINKING COMMODIFICATION: CASES _AND READINGS IN" LA\V 

:~’D CUETU~E (Martha M. Ertman & Joan C. Williams eds., 2005). 
11 As noted, cormnodification persuades sexual intimacy and the question of when commodification tilts sex 

into a "professioual," market transaction is deeply contested. See, e.g., ZELIZER, supra note Ix], at 94-157 
(discussing legal cases on the borderline of prostitution and non-conunercial interactions). Moreover, 
Zelizer notes that race and class norms and rituals often differentiate prostitution from dating as money 
changes hands. Id. at 114-18; see also [find essay on treating in Vance Pleasure and Danger] Recent 
cultural phenomeua, including the Girlfriend Experience and Sugar Babies, both demonstrate how seamless 
the line can be, as the former explicitly "sells" non-market ideals in markets for sex and the latter explicitly 
brings market ideals into nominally non-marketized sex. Id. at 83, 97, 111. 

In explaining the widespread repuguance of commodified intimacy, including sex work, Zelizer 
notes, it is rarely the actual con~nodification of intimacy that troubles us, as economics plays a large role in 
intimacy, but the "payment systems" that are employed. In the case of professioual sex, or cash for sex, 
abolitionists condemn the mixing as what Zelizer calls "hostile worlds." This hostile worlds approach, 
"which frequently involves questions of social jnstice" rests on and reinforces the idea of "intimacy as a 
fragile flower that withers on contact with money and economic self-interest." Opposition to sex work 
often rests on the belief that "intimacy corrupts the economy and the economy corrupts intimacy." 
Sometimes it is intimacy that corrupts the "con~nercial," e.g., insider trading and sexual harassment and 
sometimes it is economics that corrupts intimacy. Prostitution is a classic example is of the latter. 
Ironically, she contends the contamniation hypothesis draws on nineteenth century ideologies of 
domesticity and separate spheres, which have been nmch criticized by feminists. ZEC~ZE~, supra note [x], 
at 40, 1, 5, 297, 24, 24. 
1~ The Uniled States leaves the status of prostitution to the individual states, but it is criminalized 

everywhere except for eleven rural counties in Nevada, with populations of less than 700,000. N.R.S. 
244.345.8. Between 1980 and 2009, "indoor" prostitution was legal in Rhode Island because of an 
tmintentional legislative loophole. The state enacted new legislation criminalizing all prostitution in 
November 2009. Rhode Island: 2009 R.I. Pub. Laws 185-186 "Prostitution and Lewdness." Some 
jurisdictions have contemplated decriminalization or non-enforcement of slate laws at the local level. See, 
e.g., Proposition K, Cily of San Francisco: Changing the Enforeement of La~vs Related to Prostitution and 
Sex Workers (2008, defeated), text available at http://www.smammer.org/2008/11/04/ca/sf/prop/K/; see 
also Sylvia A. Law, Commercial Sex: Beyond Decriminalization, 73 S. CAL. L. REV. 523,583-585 (2000) 
(discussing New Jersey, Rhode Island, and San Francisco); Leigh, supra note [x] (discussing San Francisco 
Task Force recormnendations to suspend enforcement of state laws against prostitution and redirecting 
resources to ser~ices for sex workers and enforcing nuisance laws). 
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performances which may include sexual acts performed on customers, (e.g., lapdances), 
erotic massages, and sexual interactions that do not involve touching (e.g., intemet and 
phone sex) are all legal. While sex markets and their regulation are diverse, the stigma 
associated with them is not. Neither commodified reproduction nor commodified care 
entail the social and moral reprobation commodified sex does.13 

A. The Debate over Professiona! Sex: A Primer 

Interestingly, many self-identified feminists join conservatives in opposing legal 
markets for sex. However, while conservatives typically target both the sale and 
purchase of sex, many feminists urge cfiminalizing only its sale.14 In addition, while 
conservatives typically condemn professional sex in moral terms, feminists do so in a 
different register. For instance many feminists characterize commercial sex as abusive of 
women15 and a human rights violationl6--it is an inherently "degraded exchange."17 

Although prostitution is itself is illegal, Viviana Zelizer notes that "in practice courts and judges 
have not maintained a simple dichoton\y of legitimate, nomnonetaur sexual relations versus illegal, 
monetized prostitution." Instead, they carefully" parse how and when commodified relations are permitted 
within intimate connections. ZELIZER, supra note [x], at 148-51. 
13 While people debate the ethics of connnodified care work, critics do not generally condemn care 

providers as innnoral, unethical, criminal people. Similarly, most tend to see reproductive surrogates as 
themselves victims of reproductive markets and the wealtl\v. Sex workers, however, are often viewed as 
immoral, bad people. See, e.g., Bernstein, supra note [x], at 7 ("prostitution has.., been the paradigmatic 
example of the moral difficulties that ensue when bodily attributes are connnodified for a wage."); see also 
Martha C. Nussbaum, "Whether from Reason or Prejudice": Taking ~loney for Bodily Services, 27 J. 
LEGAL STUD. 693 (1998) (using other forms of labor to question extreme opposition to prostitution.). 
1~ See, e.g., Michelle Madden Dempsey, Sex Trafficking and Ch~imina#zation: In Defense of Feminist 

Abo#tionism, 158 U. PA. L. REV. 1729, 1776-77 (2010) ("Meanwhile, whether because they are victims of 
male patriarchy or because they are victims of social deviance, women prostitutes should not be penalized 
themselves but instead should be the target of rescue and rehabilitation efforts."); Chuan, supra note Ix], at 
1669. This is the model adopted by Sweden. See inJ?a notes Ix] and accompanying text. 

Complicating this argument, thoug~ Levitt and Dubner observe that "1hOSt governments prefer to 
punish the people who are supplying the goods and services rather than the people who are consuming 
them" even though the resulting scarcity inevitably raises prices, which "entices more suppliers to enter the 
market." They speculate that a more effective mechaulsm would be to target denrand in a different way: if 
"men convicted of hiring a prostitute were sentenced to castration, the market would contract in a hurry." 
STEVEN D. LEVITT & STEPHEN J. DUBNER, SUPERFREAKONOMICS: GLOBAL COOLING, PATRIOTIC 

PROSTITUTES, AND WHY SUICIDE BOMBERS SHOULD BUY LIFE INSURANCE 25 (2009). 
15 One of the most famous opponents, Kathleen Ban3~, explains: 

This misogyny, the use of prostitutes to act out one’s contempt for the lower and degraded sex, is 
the single most powerful reason why prostitulion has always been considered a cultural 
universal--the oldest profession, the indestructible institution, the necessau social service. It 
intersects with the domination of women at all levels of society. 

KATHLEEN BARRY, FEMALE SEXUAL SLAVERY 137 (1984).; see also KATHLEEN BARRY, THE 

PROSTITUTION OF SEXUALITY 37 (1995) ]hereinafter THE PROSTITUTION OF SEXUALITY]; JEFFREYS, THE 

INDUSTRIAL VAGINA, supra note [x], at 1 (’"the growing market sector [of prostitution] needs to be 
understood as the commercialization of women’s subordination"); Andrea Dworkin, Prostitution and~g/ale 
Supremacy (1992) (rejecting prostitution as male dominance); Mary Ann Becket, A Review of T~e 
Prostitution of Sexuali&: The (~lobal h2xploitalion ofFf~omen (reviewing Kalhleen Barry), 52 DEPAULL. 

REV. 1043, 1044-45 (2003) ("while pornographic media are the means of sexually saturating society, while 
rape is paradigmatic of sexual exploitation, prostitution, with or without a woman’s consent, is the 
institutional, economic, and sexual model for women’s oppression."). 
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They rej ect it as a legitimate form of labor, instead seeking its prohibition and 

eradication. According to philosopher Carol Pateman, "When women’s bodies are on 

sale as commodities in the capitalist market, the terms of the original contract cannot be 

forgotten; the law" of male sex-right is publicly affirmed, and men gain public 

acknowledgment as women’s sexual masters - that is what is wrong with prostitution." is 

Catharine MacKinnon has a similar formulation, "Women are prostituted precisely in 

order to be degraded and subj ected to cruel and brutal treatment without human limits; it 

is the opportunity to do this that is exchanged when women are bought and sold for 

sex.’’19 Kathleen Baru puts it perhaps most strongly: "The sex men buy in prostitution is 

the same sex that they take in rape--sex that is disembodied, enacted on the bodies of 

" in,, women who, for the men, do not exist as human oe ~s. Legal philosopher Margaret 
Radin makes a different point, that commodified sex cannot co-exist with our aspirations 
for its decommodified form.21 These insightful and influential feminists conclude that 
the injuries and harms of commercial sex warrant its continued criminalization, and many 
contend the state does not do enough to eradicate it.22 Indeed, for some, ending 
prostitution is "feminist abolitionism.’’23 (And within abolitionism, some limit their 

16 "The abolitionist position treats all prostitution as a problem of human rights, to be condemned 

unco~npromisingly, like slavery, and never to be equated with acceptable practices like work, or with 
legitimating ideas like consent and contract." Jane E. Larson, Prostitution, Labor, and Human Rights’, 37 
U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 673,680 (2004). 
17 Bernsteirk supra note [x], at 109. Some contend that legalized sex markets "effectively places the 

government in the role of pi~np." Carrie Benson Fischer, Employee Rights" in Sex Work: The Struggle for 

Dancers’Rights as Employees, 14 LAW& INEQ. 521,552 (1996). See also Ahnog, supra note [x], at 735 
CThe Victoria govermnent, apparently motivated by the profits brought in by the prostitution market, is 
ignoring the accumulating evidence regarding the sorry situation of women in the ’sex industry,’ the 
growing violence towards them and the normalization of this violence."); Sex ~brkers and Sex Work, supra 
note [xl, at 5 ("Under legalization... [qhe state becomes a licit pimp .... "). 
18 CAROLE PATEMAN, THE SEXUAL CONTRACT 208 (1988). See also Laurie Shrage, Should Feminists 

Oppose Prostitution?, 99 ETHICS 347 (1989) ("most feminists find the prostitute’s work morally and 
politically objectionable. In their view women who provide sexual services for a fee submit to sexual 
domination by men, and suffer degradation by being treated as sexual conunodities."). 
a9 Catharine A. MacKinnon, Prostitution and CivilRights, 1 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 13, 13 (1993). See also 

CATHARINE A. MACKINNON, TOWARD A FEIVlINIST THEORY OF THE STATE 168 (1991) ("Because the stigma 
of prostitution is the stigma of sexuality is the stigma of the female gender, prostitution may be legal or 
illegal, but so long as women are unequal to men and that inequality is sev~alized, women will be bought 
and sold as prostitutes, and law will do nothing about it."); CATHARINE A. MACK1NNON, WOMEN’S LIVES, 
MEN’S LAWS 159 (2005) ("Perhaps when women in prostitution sustain the abuse of thousands of men for 
economic SUl~dval for twenty years, this will, at some point, come to be understood as nonconsensual as 
well."). 
2o BARRY, THE PROSTITUTION OF SEXUALITY, supra note Ix], at: 37. 
21 MARGARET JANE RADIN, CONTESTED COMMODITIES. ,qee also Margaret Jane Radin, ,3,~[arkel- 

inalienabilily, 100 HARV. L. REV. 1849, 1915-1917 (1987) (characterizing prostitution as double bind 
where both commodification and non-commodication can be harmful); ELIZABETH ANDERSON, VALUE IN 
ETHICS AND ECONOMICS (1993) (commodified sex has negative influences on gratuitous sex); Elizabeth 
Anderson, Is 147omen’s Labor a (?ommodily?, 19 PHIL. & PUB. AFF. 71 (1990). 
2~ See also BernsteilL supra note Ix], at 93 ("Radical feminists usually have argued that legalization is the 

state’s official endorsement and the ultimate patriarchal expression of ’the traffic in women.’"). 
23 See, e.g., Dempsey, supra note [x], at 1733 ("Feminist abolitionism, as I understand it, is action taken in 

an eft’on to end sex trafficking that is motivated by a belief that such trafficking harms women in ways 
tending to sustain and perpetuate patriarchal structural inequalities."). Dempsey emphasizes "the ways in 
which feminist abolitionism is importantly distinct from conservative and reactionary flavors of 
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criticisms to prostitution while others are all encompassing criticisms of commercial sex 
more generally.24) In sum, opposition to sex markets has a long and rich feminist 

pedigree. 
On the other side, different strains of feminist thought argue the legitimacy of 

professional sex. Some do so from a pro-sex perspective, arguing that [add quote].25 
Relatedly, some contend that decriminalized sex exchanges have the potential to subvert 
patriarchy, challenging the social mechanisms by which some women are socially slotted 
and raised to be "good girls." In this conceptualization, commercial sex becomes a 
"category of radical sexual identity.’’26 Others argue that all women bargain and "work" 
for sex, a claim that dates back to nineteenth-century critiques of the dichotomy between 
marriage and prostitution as a false one.27 Still others root their support for sex markets 
in liberali sin, making agency arguments that women should have the ability to determine 
their own trade-offs after discerning and evaluating their options.28 In fact, one 

abolitionism." Id. Elizabeth Bernstcin provides a comprehensive and insightful discussion of the neo- 
abolitionist advocacy movement. See Elizabeth Bernstein, The Sexual Politics of the "New Abolitionism, 18 
DIFFERENCES 128 (2007) [hereinafter Bernstein, New Abolitionism] (focusing on the converging factors 
underpinning the hen-abolitionist movement); Elizabeth Bernstein, Militarized Humanitarianism Meets 
Carceral Feminism: The Politics of Sex, Rights, and Freedom in Contemporary Anti-~afficking 
Campaigns, 36 SIGN-S 45 (2010) [hereinafter Bernsteirk Militarized Humanitarianism]. 
~ Compare Barl?.’, supra note [x], with Pateman, supra note [x], and Radin, supra note [x],. 
~ [add cite]; see also Mint Joe Frug, A Postmodern Femmist Legal Manifesto (An Unfinished Drafi), 105 
HARV. L. REV. 1045, 1059 (1992) ("The arguments that sex workers are making to assimilate their work 
into the wage market appeal to a sexualized femininity that is something other than a choice between 
criminalized and maternalized sex or a choice between terrorized and maternalized sex."). 
~6 Bernsteirk supra note [x], at 112. The sex work advocacy group COYOTE concurs that open markets for 
sex subvert gender roles, in which some women are socially slotted and raised to be "good gifts." 
:7 This argument has a long pedigree, dating back to nineteenth-centulT gender activists and earlier. See, 

e.g., MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT, A VINDICATION OF THE RIGHTS OF WOMAN (1792) (calling marriage "legal 
prostitution"); Lucinda B. Chandler, [add cite] Cwhen prostitution ceases inside of marriage it will cease 
outside"); see also JEFFREYS, THE INDUSTRIAL VAGINA, supra note Ix], at 40-44 (offering genealogy of 
feminist equations of marriage with prostitution). More recent invocations include PATEMAN, supra note 
[x], at 123 ("The husband’s conjugal right is the clearest example of the way in which the modern origin of 
political right as sex-right is translated through the marriage contract into the right of every member of the 
fraternity in daily life."); Prabha Kotiswaran, ~Tves and l~hores : Prospects jbr a Feminist Theory ~[ 
Redistribution, in SEXUALITY AND THE LAW: FEMINIST ENGAGEMENTS (Carl F. Stychin & Vanessa E. 
Munro eds.,). Elizabeth Bernstein’s ethnography of prostitutes found this sentiment alive and well. 
According to one San Francisco sex worker: "’All fucks are tricks awway, and you’re ahvays doing it for 
tile money. If you sleep with your husband and later he gives you $50, it amounts to the same thing.’" 
BERNSTEIN, supra note [x], at 51. A classic example linking marriage’s mercenary element wilh 
prostitution comes from Jenny Livingston’s documenta~ on drag queens in New York City: 

I feel like, if you’re married? A woman, in the suburbs, a regular woman, if you want your 
husband to buy a washer and d~er set, I’m sure she’d have to go to bed with him, to give him 
something he wants, to get what she wants. So, in the long ran. it all ends up tile same way. 

Je~my Livingston, Paris Is Burning (Venus Xtravaganza). See also ZEI~IZER, supra note [x~, at 125 
(describing how some professional sex workers view nonprofcssionals as gullible). A slightly different 
view is expressed by Laura Kipnis, who contends that normative, marital love and intimacy emails a 
significant amount of emotional labor and participation in an ongoing commerce of affect. LAURA KIPNIS, 

AGAINST LOVE: A POLEMIC (2003). (;f JEFFREYS, THE INr)USTRIAL VAGINA, supra note [x], at 38-61 

(:from abolitionist side showing how child, forced, and trafficked marriages can literally be prostitution). 
:~ One activist/scholar contends that feminist opposition to sex work flies in the face of feminis~n’s 
insistence on women’s agency in other matters regarding their bodies: 
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sociologist finds that, ironically, prostitution may be the first time some women feel 
empowered regarding sex, including to refuse it.29 Those who embrace what they 

conceive of as erotic autonomy criticize criminal law for labeling sex workers as sex 
offenders, despite the consent of both parties.3° In this sense they invoke Lawrence v. 

lOxas-like analyses over the scope of sexual autonomy and what the state should 
cfiminalize. Most recently, some advocates for transactional sex have made arguments 
from the "demand" side, pointing out that sex markets may be the only chance that the 
disabled and other sexually marginalized groups have for non-autoerotic sex.31 Finally, 

some make anti-exceptionalism arguments, that professional sex is just like any other 
form of labor and should be respected and regarded as such. 

Of course, these arguments are not mutually exclusive, and there is significant 
overlap. In particular, erotic autonomy overlaps with labor discourse. The remainder of 
this paper will explore the discourse of professional, transactional sex as legitimate labor. 

B. The Labor Claim 

This hypocrisy is evident in the abortion debate. Ma~ feminists champion a woman’s right to 
choose--as long it is abortion that is being discussed. But let someone suggest that women have a 
right to sell their bodies and suddenly these women no longer advocate choice. Prostitution must 
be the same issue for feminists as abortion. It is the right to choice. Both involve the right of a 
woman to control what happens to her body. If one claims serf-ownership as the basis of a 
woman’s right to choose an abortion, then the logical implication of such ownership cannot be 
limited to abortion. If a woman owns her body, she should be able to choose to do with it what she 
will. 
Norma Jean Almodovar, For Their Own Good." The Results of the Prostitution Laws as Enforced 

by Cops, Politicians and Judges, 10 H:~STINGS WOMEN’S L.J. 119, 122 (1999); see also Cynthia Chandler, 
Feminists as Collaborators and Prostitutes as Autobiographers: De-Constructing an Inclusive Yet Political 
Feminist Jurisprudence, 10 HASI’INGS WOMEN’S L.J. 135, 136 (1999) ("Many feminists champion a 
woman’s right to choose--as long as it is abortion that is being discussed."). 
29 

Prostitution may, nevertheless, be experienced by some of these women as both an economically 
and sexually liberating option. Given the range of economic and sexual alteruatives in a society in 
which female sexualit)~ is already appropriated, in which rape, incest and forced sex with 
boyfriends have been the routine litany of their coming of age, prostitution may ironically be the 
first time that they have experienced the notion of"consent" as at all meaningful. 

Bernstein, supra note Ix], at 105 (footnotes omitted). See also BERNS~’EIN, supra note Ix], at 180 ("for 
many womel~ the quid pro quo of cash for sex made sex work less morally troubling than other economic 
options, and more personally empowering than other forms of heterosexual intimacy."). 
3,~ See, e.g., Almodovar, supra note [x], at 123 ("For mutually agreed upon financial transactions it should 

not matter to anyone outside the relationship how many times sexual activity occurs, or with how many 
sexual partners."); Law, supra note Ix], at 526 ("The exchange of sexual services :for money is the only 
lbrm of consensual adult: sexual activity that is systematically subject to criminal sanctions in the United 
States at the end of the twentieth century."). 

~ See tufi~a notes [x] and accompanying text. This is also the case for cormnodified reproduction, or 

surrogacy. See, e.g., JOHN A. ROBERTSON, CHILDREN OF CHOICE: FREEDOM AND THE NEW REPRODUCTIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES (1994) (arguing a "right" to use assisted reproduction for those who cannot othenvise 

reproduce); Lindsey Coffee, A Rights-Based Claim to Surrogacy: Article 23 ~[’the Convention on Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities, 20 MICH. ST. J. INI"L L. 259 (2012). 
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Grounded in labor discourse, the term "sex worker" originated in the 1970s to 

legitimate professional sex in the face of the then-dominant feminist thought that objected 

to p~rostitution as exploitation and sought to abolish it and "rescue" the women who did 
it.3" Unlike earlier reform efforts, based on tolerating prostitution either to preserve 

men’s sexual privilege or to end women’s victimization, the new discourse of sex as 

labor emerged from the prostitutes’ rights social movement.33 Sex work emerged in this 

context as "a term that suggests ~ve vie~v prostitution not as an identity--a social or 

psychological characteristic.., often indicated by ’whore’--but as an income-generating 

activity or form of labor.’’34 Elizabeth Bernstein concurs: "Unlike the word ’prostitute,’ 

with its connotations of shame, unworthiness or wrongdoing, the term ’ sex-worker’ tries 

to suggest an alternative framing that is ironically both a radical sexual identity (in the 

fashion of queer activist politics) and a ’normalization of prostitutes as ’service workers’ 

and ’care-giving professionals.’’’35 More recently, sex-as-labor advocates also derive 

their claim from human rights discourse, which guarantees choice of occupation as a 

right.36 

Others embrace the term sex worker to invoke other associations. For instance, 

influential theorist and activist Kamala Kempadoo endorses "sex worker," but 

analytically substitutes "gender" for "sex." In her view, the denomination sex worker 

"insists that working women’s common interests can be articulated within the context of 

broader (feminist) struggles against the devaluation of women’s work and gender 
¯ ,.     ,,’~7 

exploitation within cap~tallsm. ~ Relatedly, some urge the term to call attention to the 

32 The term is attributed to Carol Leigl~ an activist for prostitutes and member of COYOTE. Oliver J. 

McKinstry, We’d Better Treat Them Right: A Proposal for Occupational Cooperative Bargaining 
Associations of Sex Workers, 9 PA. J. LAB. & EMP. L. 679 n.18 (2007). Many credit the 1975 strike of 
prostitutes in France as the start of a movement to conceive of sex bargainers’ rights in the language of 
labor. Sylvia Law, however, documents an earlier strike in Hawaiian during World War II, in which 
prostitutes used their alliances with the milital3" to resist and renegotiate legal restrictions and police 
surveillance. Law, supra note [x], 563-64. For a comparison of the relative weakness of prostitute rights 
movement with more successful contemporaneous gay and abortion rights movements, see generally 
Ronald Weitzer, Prostitutes Rights in the United States: The Faihtre of a ~V[ovement, 32 SOCIOLOGICAL Q. 

23 (1991). 
33 See, e.g., Carol LeigK A First Hand Look at the San Francisco Task Force Report on Prostitution, 10 

HASTINGS WOME~;’S L.J. 59 (1999) ("The current movement includes a recognition of the rights of 
prostitutes to autonomy and self-regulation."). For discussion of"rescue" criticisms ofprostitutiom see, for 
example, BE~NSTEIt<, supra note [x], at 8-10. 
34 GLOBAL SEX WORKERS: RIGHTS, RESISTANCE AND REDEFINITION 3 (Kanrala Kempadoo & Jo Doezema 

eds., 1993). 
3~ Bemstein, supra note Ix], at 111. 
36 Perhaps unsurpfisingly, both sides use human rights :frameworks. While sex work advocates urge a right 

to work and privacy guarantees, abolitionists invoke a different set of norms against sexual discfimiImtion. 
state-sanctioned patriarchy, and rights to be free from inter-personal violence. The dominant human rights 
agencies ha~e taken a strong stand against: forced prostitution and trafficking, but have largely remained 
neutral on the question of prostitution itself. See, e.g., A Modem Form of Slavery: The Human Rights 
Watch Global Report on Women’s Human Rights 196-273 (1995); Nussbaum, supra note [x], at 710 
(noting human rights organizations have focused attention on forced sexual labor and also on alleviating 
material conditions that give rise to prostitution). 
37 KEMPAF~)O, supra note [x], at 8. See also Heidi Tinsman, Behind the Sexual Division of Labor: 

Connecting Sex to Capitalist Production, 17 YALE J. INT’L L.J. 241,241,245 (1992) (contending "sex is 
central to the way in which all women are exploited in all types of work" and hence "all types of women’s 
work should be treated alike under the law"). 
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multiplicity of people--men, women, heterosexual, homosexual, transgender, etc.--who 
sell sex.3s Thus some adopt "sex worker" to invoke identitarian or coalitional discourses 

and critiques. Overwhelmingly, though, those who endorse the sex worker rubric do so 
to embrace a discourse of transactional sex as legitimate labor. Hence, the website for 
the Live Nude Girls Unite!, a documentary about erotic dancers’ efforts to organize, takes 
care to proclaim: "This site is about a labor film~ 

Yet, among those who advocate professional sex-as-labor there is a deep split that 
has gone largely unnoticed. Universally, this contingent urges decriminalization of 
professional sex, contending that criminalization results in stigmatization, 
marginalization, and punishment.4° They observe that the long-standing criminalization 

of markets for sex has invited both organized crime and police corruption, while also 
heightening the vulnerability and isolation of those who transact sex.41 Criminalizing 

prostitutes’ labor also serves as an obstacle to their reporting sexual assaults, enforcing 
their consensual contracts for transactional sex, and even accessing public health 
services. But, while unanimously endorsing lifting criminal bans on professional sex, 
sex-as-labor advocates disagree whether there is a further role for the state in regulating 
this market~ Frequently, this is cast as a disagreement between those who limit their 
arguments to calls for decriminalization and those who urge full legalization and 
regulation. ~ Overlooked, though, is the extent to which these positions actually embed 
contradictory views of sexual labor itself. 

1. Decriminalization, or, Erotic Exceptionalism 

Embl ematic of the decriminalization without regulati on positi on, two 
commentators insist, "Sex workers’ ability to control their lives is most undermined by 
state regulations that cfiminalize, penalize, stigmatize, and therefore isolate sex workers, 

3~ McKinstry, supra note [x], at 683. 
39 Live Nude Girls Unite, at http:iiwww.livenudegirlsunite.con~. 
40 Prabha Kotiswaran points out how criminal, prohibitol~ laws have become fefishized by both sides of the 
decriminalization debate. "While the norlnative status of sex work renrains deeply contested, abolitionists 
and sex work advocates alike display an unwavering faith in the power of criminal law; for abolitionists, 
strictly enforced criminal laws can eliminate sex markets, whereas for sex work advocates, 
decriminalization can empower sex workers." Kotiswaran, supra note [x], at 579. In sum, contra Michel 
Foucault~s injunctions against juridical understandings of modern regulatio~ "Both camps thus view the 
criminal la~v as having a unidirectional repressive effect on the sex industry." Id. at 613. See also 
Nussbaum, supra note [x], at 708 CCriminalization and regulation arc not straightforwardly opposed; they 
can be closely related strategies."). 
41 Kathleen Barl3~ notes that 

Separating women from their neighborhoods into distinct red-light districts and brothels [as a 
result of the Contagious Diseases Acts[ identified the women as prostitutes more specifically and 
thereby made their ability to leave prostitution much more difficult...In turn, this social and 
geographic isolation facilitated the criminal organization of prostitution, compete with pimps, 
procurers, and organized brothels. 

BARRY, THE PROSTITUTI()N OF SEXUALITY, supra note [x], at 111. 
4~ I rehearse the decriminalization/legalization distinction in my earlier work on polygamy. See.e.g., 
Adrienne D. Davis, Regulating Polygamy: Intimacy, DeJhult Rules, w~d Bargaining fi)r Equality, 110 
COLUM. L. REV. 1955 (2010) [hereinafter Davis, Regulatingz Polygza~v] (disagreeing with 
polygamists who urge decriminalization but not full legalization). 
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rendering them unable to counter harassment and abtlse.’’43 In this view, not only 

criminalization, but also affirmative regulations lead to further vulnerability and social 
isolation. In its strongest form, these arguments embrace decriminalization but oppose 
the regulation and protectionism full legalization would entail.44 For instance, the World 

Charter for Prostitutes’ Rights insists that "It is essential that prostitutes can provide their 
services under the conditions that are absolutely determined by themselves and no one 
else.’’45 Activist and writer Norma Almodovar puts the case even more bluntly: 

"Decriminalization would.., repeal all existing criminal codes applying to non-coercive 
adult commercial sex activity. !t would require no new legislation to deal with harmful 
effects of prostitution, as there are already plenty of lcm, s which cover problems outside 
the realm ofpersonal choice.’’46 The International Prostitute Rights organization is more 

specific: "There should be no law which implies systematic zoning of prostitution. 
Prostitutes should have the freedom to choose theirplace of work and residence.’’47 

Feminist theorist Anne McClintock concurs: "A central tenet of the prostitution 
movement is the demand that sex workers be given the fight to exchange sexual services 
on their terms and on their conditions, not on the terms of the state, the police, pimps, 
male managers, or clients.’’4s Indeed, she contends "most prostitutes regard legalization 
as legalized abuse.’’49 In sum, this camp opposes state regulation, arguing the only role of 

government in sex work is to enforce contracts and respond to complaints of assault. 
Parsed more finely, they claim professional sex is just like any other labor in that 

it should not be subject to criminal bans and should instead be a matter of individual 
choice, but, because it is sex, it should be exempt from any government regulation or 
supervision, such as zoning, licensing, or public health protocols. While modern labor 
contracts are intensely regulated, to this camp, the sexual contract remains exceptional. It 
operates, in effect, as sex, or erotic, exceptionalism.5° 

43 Mgbako & Smith, supra note Ix], at 1193. Elsewhere Mgbako and Smith contend that "Illegality renders 

sex workers dependent upon pimps, brothel owners, clients, and police officers." hi. at 1206. 
44See, e.g., Fischer, supra note Ix], at 526 (equating regulations and restrictions with "condemnation" of 
prostitutes). 
4s World Charter for Prostitutes’ Rights; International Conunittee for Prostitutes’ Rights February 1985, 
Amsterdara, reprinted in 37 Social Text 183 (1993) [hereinafter World Charter fro Prostitutes’ Rights]. 
46 Almodovar, supra note Ix], at 132 (emphasis added). 
4~ http:iiwww.bayswan.orgiICPRChart.html. They also oppose public health regulations of sex work. 
"Since health checks have historically been used to control and stigmatize prostitutes, and since adult 
prostitutes are generally even more aware of sexual health than others, mandatory checks for prostitutes are 
unacceptable unless they are raandatory for all sexually active people." World Charter, supra note [x], at 
184. 
~ Annc McClintock, 37 Soc. TEXT 2, 2 (1993) (emphasis in original). McClintock also claims, "Removing 
sex workers ftmdamental right to choose--~vhether to work, how to work, when to work and where to work 
is a flagrant infringement of basic working rights, their integrity, their huma~fity, not a universal and 
inherent feature of the sexual exchange." Id. at 6. 
~9 "A recent call has gone up from some quarters for the legalization rather than the decriminalization of 

sex work. But most prostitutes regard legalization as legalized abuse. Despite its benign ring, legalization 
places prostitution under criminal instead of commercial law, whcrc it is tightly curtailed by thc state and 
admi~fistered by the police." Id. at 2 (emphasis in original) 
50 In an earlier article, I discuss sexuali2ty exceptionalism. See, e.g., Adriennc D. Davis, Bad Girls of Art 

and Law:A bjeclion, Power, and Sexuality Exceptionalism in (Kara Walker’s) Art and (Janet Halley ’,s;) Law, 
23 YALE J.L. & FEM. 1 (2011) (labeling Janet Halley’s urge that left/liberals "take a break from femiIfism" 
as sex exceptionalism). Hence, I label the sex work decriminalization position as erotic exceptionalism 
both to distinguish it from my earlier claim and because the business is often referred to in that tenn. 
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Of course, such insistence on complete workplace autonomy is unrecognizable to 
most working adults. But several ideological positions can account for this set of 
arguments. Most obviously, erotic exceptionalism reconciles easily with a classical 
freedom of contract perspective, in which the state has little role to play beyond enforcing 
agreements between consenting adults,sl This view, that the state should not intervene in 
otherwise voluntary agreements, al so aligns with constitutional and social sexual privacy 
norms. Indeed, implicit in these strong-form claims for a completely deregulated sex 
market is the privacy ideology that both constitutional norms and political liberalism 
often associate with sex.s2 Hence, sex work activist Norma Amodovar proclaims, "A 
woman’s body belongs to herself and not to the government. The individual’s rights to 
own, use and enjoy her body in any manner that she deems appropriate, as long as she 
does not violate the rights of others has long been protected in this country.’’s3 Others 
register their concerns in a more explicitly feminist register; in language that echoes that 
of the strongest abolitionists, Anne McClintock insists, "Legalizing female prostitution 
serv’es only to put women more firmly under male control.’’s4 Liberalism similarly 
promotes autonomy, consent, and choice within this sphere, construing these as the 
definitive principles that guarantee sexual and reproductive rights,ss Drawing on these 
strong legal and cultural norms, the International Prostitute Rights charter "affirms the 
right of all women to determine their own sexual behavior, including commercial 

. ~ . ,~56 exchange, without stigmatization or pumsnment. This view- of sex work thus embraces 

51 Gregg Aronson, Seeking A Consolidated Feminist Voice for Prostitution in the US, 3 RUTGERS J. L. & 

URB. POL’Y 357 (2006) (COYOTE "regard[s] prostitution as a contract between two consenting adults, and 
believe[s] that these contracts should be respected by law like other legitimate contracts."). 
s~ Although much-criticized, the legal protection for women’s sexual autonon\y that emerged in the 1960s 
and 1970s was grounded in constitutional privacy doctrine. More recently, constitutional protections for 
sexual minorities have similarly been articulated in the language of privacy. See, e.g., Lawrence v. Texas, 
539 U.S. 558 (2003). Cultural and social norms of sex as part of private and not public life supported this, 
as well. 
53 Almodovar, supra note Ix], at 132. Discussing the California Constitution, Almodovar notes it 

"explicitly grants a right to privacy, and although this right is not absolute, it should be interpreted to say 
that as long as no coercion is involved, any private consenting adult activity is none of the govermnent’s 
business. But this is apparently not the case when private activity involves money!" Id. at 129. 
54 McClintock, supra note [x], at 4. 
~ See, e.g., Nussbaum, supra note Ix], at 706 (arguing "the issue of choice is the really important one"). 
Sylvia Law uses consent to impose some interesting limits on the professional sex as labor position. While 
interviewing welfare rights organizers in Nevada, Law learned that some of them feared that if sex work 
were fully legalized, the government would require it as a condition of receiving need-based entitlement 
programs. Law grounded an exemption of sex work from universal requirements to labor in liberalism: 

A society could address this paradigm conflict by saying that the norm of authentic consent, 
generally applicable to sexual relations, should control and that people should not be forced to 
engage in commercial sex, as a condition of subsistence. Even if commercial sex is legal, many 
women regard it as inconsistent with their deepest sense of self and inconsistent with moral and 
religious principles. We should recognize that choice with respect to sexual relationships is so 
integral to individnal identity and integrity that sex should not be compelled, even if it could 
provide subsistence to a person who would otherwise depend on the state. 

Law, supra note [x], at 590. Cf Kotiswaran, supra note [x], at 581 (citations omitted) ("the feminist 
critique that this work position is underlheorized, with the result that it falls back on the liberal discourse 
around choice, consent, work, and the market."). 
~ [add cite] 
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a hybrid position, often urging commercial sex as labor while simultaneously claiming 
the legal and social autonomy and privacy that sex often brings. 

Finally, at least some arguments are better understood as anti-statist in nature, 
rather than as claims to state-sponsored legal privacy or liberal autonomy. The anti- 
statist argument is that the state has rarely acted in the interests of sex workers and almost 
uniformly against thems7 These views align forcefully with gender theorist Wendy 
Brown’s critiques of leftist calls for regulations as "wounded attachments.’’ss In this 
view, left liberalism should maintain a healthy suspicion of the state, not embrace 

s9 positions that enhance and increase state power. 
Anti-statism, privacy, and autonomy each are seductive rationales for stark 

deregulationism. Yet, when erotic exceptionalism enters the conservative space of the 
market, its claims to conduct commerce free from government intervention or regulation 
can begin to sound a lot like libertarianism. 

2. Legalization, or, Assimilationism 

Other sex work advocates, though, urge not only decriminalized, but fully 
legalized and regulated markets for sex. This camp views sex workers as deeply 
vulnerable to exploitation and risk and envisions an active role for the state in regulating 
sex markets and workplaces.6° "Like traditional prostitutes, women working in the legal 

57 Consider observations from sex professionals working in legal jurisdictions in Nevada: 

Under Nevada’s regulatou system, the "pimp/prostitute" relationship is redefined. It is clear that 
the tufty kind of prostitute who is legal and protected is the licensed brothel prostitute. Equally 
clear is that individual pimps controlling a number of prostitutes are replaced by a snmll number 
of legal brothel owners who are closely monitored by the govermnent. The only legal pimps then 
become these limited numbers of brothel owners who have direct links with the local government. 
Some might consider this arrangement to mean that the state becomes the pimp by exploiting and 
abusing prostitutes through the system of licensed brothels. 

Micloe Bingham, Nevada Sex Trade: A Gamble for the Workers, 10 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 69, 93 (1998) 

(citing WENDY CHAPKIS, LIVE SEX ACTS: WOIVIEN PERFORMING EROTIC LABOR 163 (1997)). 
58 WENDY BROWN, STATES OF INJURY: POWER AND FREEDOM IN LATE MODERNITY 53 (1995). See also 

Wendy Brown & Janet Halley, Introduction, LEFT LEG-ALISMiLEFT CRITIQUE 1, 5 (Wendy Brown & Janet 
Halley eds., 2002) ("the left’s current absorption with legal strategies means that liberal legalism threatens 
to defang the left we want to inhabit, saturating it with ant-intellectualism, limiting its nornmtive 
aspirations, turning its attention away from the regulatolT norms it ought ot be upending, and hmnmering 
its swords into boomerangs."). 
59 Perhaps implicit in the anti-statist view is the radical claim articulated above--that all sex, and 

particularly nornmfive, marital sex, has an economic dimension. (Similarly, both feature affective labor.) 
Hence sex work should not be regulated the same way that marital sex work is not regulated; commodified 
sex is no more commercial than other forms of non-market sex. See supra note [x~ and accompanying text. 
60 Indeed, sex workers are a classic vuhierable population. According to the UCLA nursing school, "The 

term ’vulnerable populations,’ refers to social groups with increased relative risk (i.e. exposure to risk 
factors) or susceptibility to health-related problents .... \q?s are often discriminated against, marginalized 
and disenfranchised from mainstream society." Who Are Vulnerable Populations?, Ctr. for Vulnerable 
Populations Research, http://www.nursing.ucla.edu/orgs/cvpr/who-are-vulnerable.html (last visited Dec. 
21, 2010). Legal feminist Martha Fineman views the framework as 

an alternative to traditional equal protection analysis; it: is a "post-identity" inquiU in that it: is not 
focused only on discrimination against defined groups, but concerned with privilege and favor 
conferred on limited segments of the population by the state and broader society through their 
institutions. As such, vulnerability a~mlysis concentrates on the structures our society." has and will 
establish to ~nanage our common vulnerabilities. This approach has the potential to move us 
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sex industry have been treated as though they are not entitled to the same legal 
protections as other’socially accepted’ workers.’’61 Monica Moukalif concurs, 

"organizing around decriminalization is part of organizing for better occupational health 
and safety.’’62 Less tied to erotic exceptionalism than their erotic exceptionalist 

counterparts, these advocates view professional sex work as not meaningfully different 
from other forms of marginalized labor. For instance, Moukalif"constructs a margins- 
oriented labor lens and then applies it to sex labor discourse," in the process showing how 
"[p]rostitutes are organizing and advocating in ways that could be beneficial to all 
marginalized workers.’’~3 This camp thus urges assimilating sex work into our existing, 
heavily regulated labor and employment law regime.64 

Influential legal feminists Sylvia Law, Jane Larson, and Martha Nussbaum all 
embrace versions &this assimilationist view. For instance, Jane Larson views 
prostitution as a "laboratory" to determine "what makes certain voluntary labor so 
dangerous or so exploitative as to violate the worker’s human rights?’’65 ~Sylvia Law- 

makes a strong protectionist case when she argues that not only should criminal 
prohibitions be repealed, but "legal remedies and programs to protect commercial sex 
workers from violence, rape, disease, exploitation, coercion and abuse should be 
enhanced.’’66 Finally, legal philosopher Martha Nussbaum combines an assimilationist 

beyond the stifling confines of current discrimination-based models toward a more substantive 
vision of eqnality. 

Martha Albertson Fineman, The Uulnerable Subject." Anchoring Equa#ty in the Human Condition, 20 YALE 
J.L. & FE~NISM 1 (2008). 
~1 Fischer, supra note Ix], at 551. See also Bindman & Doezema, ("[T]heir vulnerability to human and 

labour rights violations is greater than that of others because of the stigma and criminal charges widely 
attached to sex work."); Adrienne Cuoto, Clothing Exotic Dancers" With Collective Bargaining R~ehts, 38 
OYTOWA L. REV. 37, 48 (2006) (ff not viewed as criminals, sex workers are at the very least considered to 
maintain "deviant lifestyles, roles and identities."). 
~ Monica R. Moukalif, No Evil: Applying a Labor Lens to Prostitute Organizing, 20 HASI’INGS WOIVIEN’S 
L.J. 253,271 (2009). 
63 Moukalif, supra note [x[, at 253. 

~4 Akin to hostile worlds and abolitionism, intimacy theoriest Viviana Zelizer offers a frameworl~ to 
understand assimilationism as well. If hostile worlds proclaims the intrinsic incompatibility of economics 
and intiraacy, another approach rejects this primitive dualism by proffering a single, prior principle that 
purports to "actually explain[] what is going on" through a powerful rhetorical device Zelizer calls "nothing 
but." In this view, "the ostensibly separate world of intimate social relations.., is nothing-but a special 
case of some general principle," typically, economic rationality, culture, or politics." Akin to how hostile 
worlds pea~ades abolitionism, nothing but logic is rampant in assimilationism, as advocates proclaim 
professional sex to be "nothing but" work or labor, thereby sta~ing off serious inquiries of how work might 
be distinctive from other forms of labor and from "amateur" sex, and hence in need of special consideration 
and regulation. (Zelizer characterizes Kathleen Barry as exemplifying "nothing but" power and patriarchy; 
in contrast, I would locate Barry within the hostile worlds camp.) ZELIZER, supra note [x], at 29, 31. In the 
end, Zelizer rejects both hostile worlds and nothing-but ideologies: "As long as we cling to the idea of 
hostile worlds we will never recognize, much less explain, the pel~asive interlwining of economic activit-y 
and intimacy. Yet nothing-but rcductionism fails to allow for the distinctive properties of coupling, caring, 
and households." She offers as an allernative framework "connected lives" or "differentiated ties", which 
focuses on how people "create connected lives by differentiating lhcir multiple social ties from each other, 
marking boundaries between those different ties by means of everyday practices, sustaining those ties 
through joint activities .... but constantly negotiating the exact content of important social ties." Id. at 28, 
32. 
~s Larson, supra note [x], at 676. 
~ Law, supra note [x], at 524. 
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approach with the straightforwardly liberal feminist emphasis on choice to make a case 
for legalized sex work as a constrained or bounded autonomy claim: "[A] fruitful debate 
about the morality and legality of prostitution should begin from a twofold starting point: 
from a broader analysis of our beliefs and practices with regard to taking pay for the use 
of the body and from a broader awareness of the options and choices available to poor 
working women..."67 In sum, contrary to erotic exceptionalists, the assimilationist camp 
contends sex work is truly no different than other forms of marginalized, vulnerable, and 
risky labor. Rebelling against the privacy rubric many exceptionalists invoke to cloak 
labor that is sexual, this camp advocates full legalization and assimilation of sex work 
into our current regulatory regime. 

C.Summaty 

Thus, while both camps view the labor framework as a way to access both 
legitimacy and power for workers in the sex industry, there is a split, a contradiction 
even, within the movement. For assimilationists, "worker" empowerment stems from full 
legalization. Seeking to intervene in the oppression and exploitation of a highly 
vulnerable population, they envision the full integration of sex workers into the existing 
labor and employment regulatory regime. Erotic exceptionalists embrace the labor lens 
from a classic freedom of contract perspective--that the state should not interfere in 
otherwise voluntary agreements. Unrecognizable to modern democratic marketplaces, 
this claim finds support in constitutional and cultural sexual privacy norms, liberalism’s 
emphasis on autonomy, choice, and consent, and leftist anti-statism In sum, erotic 
exceptionalists, insisting on a regulatory exemption for sex work, claim it is just like any 
other consensual sexual act. Labor assimilationists, embracing a deeply regulatory 
stance, say it is just like any other work. Just like sex or just like work--that is the 
underlying question. 

This latent contradiction between assimilationist and exceptionalist discourses of 
professional sex undergirds the remainder of this paper. First, Section II considers the 
assimilationist claim that %ex is like any other work." As facially persuasive as this 
argument is, it rests on the idea of a monolithic workplace subj ect to monolithic 
regulation. In contrast, what this next Section demonstrates is that modern workplaces, 
and work, vary drastically, and are subj ect to diverse regulatory regimes. Law regulates 
work differentially, and it is unclear which model professional sex advocates seek to 
invoke. As much as assimilationists urge us to treat professional sex as any other labor, 
Section III shows that sex markets have distinctive characteristics that it would be 
irresponsible to ignore in crafting regulatory policy. Nor is sex work itself monolithic; 
rather it exhibits vastly different working conditions and risks. This Section also answers 

67 She continues: 

Most, though not all, of the genuinely problematic elements turn out to be common to a wide 
range of activities engaged in by poor working women, and the second inqui~ will suggest that 
many of women’s employment choices are so heavily constrained by poor options that they are 
hardly choices at all. I lhink that this should bother us and that the fact that a woman with plenty 
of choices becomes a prostitute should not bother us, provided that lhere are sufficient safeguards 
against abuse and disease, safeguards of a type that legalization would make possible. 

Nussbaum, supra note [x] at 696. In this sense, revulsion against payment for bodily" services results from 
class biases. 
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assimilationists’ concerns with a set of proposals that will hopefully address the 
specificity of sex ~vork, while Section IV takes up the erotic exceptionalists’ claims that 

because the labor is sexual, it should be outside of and beyond regulation. 

II.TESTING ASSI~cHLATIONISM 

At bottom, the assimflationist invocation of sex as "just like any other work" is a 
recognition claim--that sex professionals should be considered legitimate laborers with 
the protections of the "applicable legal standards relating to labor rights.’’68 This Section 

explores this set of claims within the context of the relevant state and federal law~ It first 
sets out the sex workplace hazards and conditions that prompt assimilationists to seek 
regulatory protection, and then summarizes the main bodies of extant law--health and 
safety, ~vorkers’ compensation, and discrimination--that address them. By exposing the 
diversity ofworkplaces and their regulation, the Section complicates the assimilationist 
claim in a few ways. 

A. 7he Assimilationist Claim~9 

Assimilationists anticipate a host of benefits from recognizing sex professionals 
as legal workers, primarily ameliorating their substantive work conditions.7° As an initial 

matter, legal status would give sex workers access to courts to enforce their contracts 
with customers and third party intermediaries alike]1 Primarily, though, assimilationists 

make specific labor claims. 
First, they seek recognition of sex workers as legally employees. Workers 

classified as full-time employees rather than part-time ~vorkers or independent contractors 
are entitled to basic employment benefits, including unemployment, health insurance, 
retirement, social security benefits, and minimum wage and overtime. Neither 
prostitutes, whose work is illegal, nor dancers, whose employers often classify them as 
independent contractors, qualify for these benefits under federal and state laws.72 (In 

6~ Audrey Macklin, 37 INT’L MIGRATION REV. 464, 493. 
69 

Id at 467. 
70 One important benefit, not inunediately lil~ked to work itself, is that legalization would enable sex 

workers to access more social support services. See, e.g., Kate DeCou, ~iS. Social Policy on Prostitution: 

Whose Welfare Is Served?, 24 NEW EN(I. J. oN CRIM. & CIr. CONFINEMENT 427, 438-39 (1998) ("due to 
criminalization, prostitntes on the street are isolated from health and social services."). 
~1 Michble Alexandre, Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll and Moral Dirigisme: 7~ward A Reformation of Drug and 

Prostitution Regulations, 78 UMKC L. REV. 101, 116, 118-19 (2009) ("It is long settled legal doctrine that: 

illegal contracts are unenIbrceable. Consequently, persons who enter into illegal drug or sexual 

transactions are incapable of seeking legal protection in the event of breach of the underlying contract. This 

incapacity renders the most vulnerable members of those transactions subject to abuse and victimization."). 
~z The current case la~v is split on whether to classi~ dancers as employees. Compare Bosco v. Tampa 

Food & Beverage, LLC, 8:11-CV-1651-T-26AEP, 2013 WL 49477 (M.D. Fla. Jan. 3, 2013), Reich v. 

Circle C. Invest., Inc., 998 F.2d 324 (5th Cir. 1993) (holding that topless dancers are employees under the 

FLSA), and Yard Bird, Inc. v. Virginia Employment Comm’n, 28 Va. App. 215, 219, 503 S.E.2d 246, 248 

(1998) (exotic dancers were employees for the purposes of unemployment compensation, despite the 

existence of an "Independent Contractor Agreement.") with Lewis v. L.B. Dynasty, Inc., 400 S.C. 129, 732 

S.E.2d 662 (Ct. App. 2012), reh’g denied (Oct. 18, 2012) (holding that the South Carolina Workers’ 
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addition, in Nevada, whereprostitution is legal, brothel owners often classify prostitutes 
as independent contractors.73) One crucial benefit of legal recognition is that workers 
classified as employees have the right to unionize and collectively bargain for improved 
working conditions.74 Rather than relying solely on the state to enforce minimal, 
universal benefits, collective action and bargaining allows workers to craft terms and 
conditions of employment that are tailored to their needs.75 Sex professionals, especially 
dancers, have sought to unionize, although with little success.76 Still, many 
assimilationists continue to urge collective action through unionization as sex workers’ 
best chance to achieve decent working conditions]7 Thus, assimilationists view 
recognition as legitimate labor as the first step toward the basic but significant rights that 
inure to all workers recognized legally as full-time employees. 

Even more so than basic employee benefits, charges of unabated risks and hazards 
pervade assimilationist arguments to legalize and regulate professional sex as work.78 
The two dominant forms of risk that most endanger sex workers are injuries or illnesses 
from working conditions and violence. Sex professionals often work in unsanitary 
workplaces that expose them to infection and other health risks.79 Dancers are at risk 

Compensation Conunission did not err in finding that an exotic dancer was an independent contractor and 
not an employee). 
73 See, e.g., Law, supra note [x] ("[b]rothel owners typically regard women as independem contractors and 

do not provide them with health insurance, workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance, vacation pay, 
or retirement benefits."). 
74 The National Labor Relations Act, 29 USC §157 (1988). 
75 

Unions have often played a critical role in raising and negotiating over issues of health and safety. 
Because they implicate working conditions, safety issues are a mandatory." subject of bargaining in 
a unionized workplace, and employers are therefore obligated to provide safety information upon 
the union’s request .... In addition, unions frequently negotiate for improved safety measures, or 
alternatively, higher wages to compensate for the risks, through the collective bargaining process. 

MARION CRAIN ET AL, WORK LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS 2d ed. 946 (2010) [hereinafter WORK LAW] 
(describing different states’ statutory language). 
76 In addition to the challenges of organizing an itinerant and relatively powerless group of workers, pro- 

union sex workers encounter resistance from unions themselves, which, though desperate for new 
members, still often reject sex traders as illegitimate workers. See, e.g., Law, supra note [x], at 599 
("[w]here women have sought to organize a union, they have been rebuffed by established labor 
organizations."); Margot Rutman, Exotic Dancers’ Employment Lan’ Regulations, 8 TEIVlP. POL. & CIV. 
Rrs. L. REV. 515, 553,554 (1999) ("Exotic dancers, because they are a stigmatized group of women, often 
have problems finding outside labor support or unions that will allow them to join."). See supra note Ix]. 
~7 As Sylvia Law notes, "One of the most effective ways lbr commercial sex workers to promote decent 

working conditions and protect themselves from violence, abuse, and health and safety hazards, is to work 
in a collective context." Law, sttpra note [x], at 598. See also Chun, supra note [x] (advocating 
unionization as best route to empowerment :for exotic dancers). Others are more skeptical, however. 
Margot Rutman observes that in the first successful effort to unionize a dance club, the Lust), Lad),, the 
dancers got 1 sick day and 1 holiday. "The union contract is impressive because it exists despite the 
challenges that the exotic dancers faced, but generally, the contract fails to offer work benefits comparable 
to those of other more established unions." Rutman, supra note [x], at 555. 
~ As Monica Moukalif observes, "[o]ccupational health and safety is the major organizing point lbr 
prostitutes and other sex labor activists." Moukalif, supra note [x], at 270. 
~9 Dancers complain that employers do not properly sanitize the stage poles and floors, club furnishings, 

and props with which their bare genital areas come into contact. Moreover, lapdancing requires intimate 
contact with customers and their clothing, over which employers have less control. Constant exposure to 
body fluids and unsanitized surfaces puts dancers at high risk for infection and disease. Prostitutes often 
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from both accidents and chronic injuries from poor lighting, disrepair of equipment, e.g., 
poles and stage floors, and dancing in high heels,s° The second major axis of risk is 
violence. Sex professionals--dancers, masseuses, and prostitutes--all have significantly 
higher rates of assault, rape, and even murder than other workers. Importantly, physical 
and sexual assault comes from not only customers and third parties but also club and 
brothel owners and operators, pimps, other employees, e.g., bouncers, bartenders, and 
servers, and even their own intimate partners.81 The statistics bear out that stakeholders 
in sex markets, customers, co-workers, and employers, feel entitled to physically abuse 
the workers, making sex work among the most dangerous forms of labor.82 
Assimiliationists call for regulators to develop and mandate standards to protect sex 
workers’ health and safety. 

Finally, assimilationists anticipate that legalization would bring access to 
discrimination law. Those with whom sex professionals interact at work--customers, 
employers, and other employees--can treat them with contempt, frequently using 
misogynist slurs and epithets. Ironically, then, the stakeholders within this market sector 
reinforce its image as filled with immoral, sexually promiscuous women who are not 
entitled to the basic human respect or dignity accorded other workers. Assimilationists 
contend that this behavior, much of it intensely gendered, comprises illegal sexual 
harassment under Title VII’s anti-discrimination provisions. Ann McGinley argues that 
"[a] business that creates a risk of serious harassment should develop systems to prevent 

work in unclean hotels, brothels, or worse, in cars, on the street, or in alleys. See, e.g., Maticka-Tyndale, 
supra note [x], at 95, 99; Exotic Dancing Health and Safety, 
http://www.m~ewh.orgiimages/uploadiattacbJ7098star-policy-brief.pdf (dancers spend eight hours or more 
in high heels, which can cause injuries to their fee0; A VINDICATION OF THE RIGHTS OF WHORES 109, 141, 

142-143 (Gail Pheterson ed., 1989) ("Criminalization of prostitutes for purposes of public health is 
unrealistic and denies human rights to healthy work conditions. As outlaws, prostitutes are discouraged, if 
not forbidden, to determine and design a healthy setting and practice for their trade .... [Criminalization] 
forces prostitutes into medically unhygienic, physically unsafe and psychologically stressful work 
conditions."); Ronald Weitzer, Sociology of Sex Work, 35 Alx>~. REV. Soc. 213,217 (2009) (finding 

correlation between public sex work and worker risk). 
so See, e.g., Exotic Dancing Health and Safety, supra note Ix]. 

81 

Women who provide commercial sex, particularly streetwalkers, are subject to violence. MaW 
studies of women who work the street report that eighty percent have been physically assaulted 
during the course of their work. Women who provide commercial sex are often the victims of 
rape. They are murdered, perhaps at a rate fort-y times the national average. Police systematically 
ignore commercial sex workers’ complaints about violence and fail to investigaite even murder. 
Indeed, police officers rape and beat sex workers, and are rarely prosecuted for their wrongdoing. 
Customers, pimps, police and other men inflict these harms on women. 

Law, supra note [x] at 553 (footnotes omitted). See also LEVITT & DUBNER, supra note [x], at 29 ("Most 
of the incidents of violence by johns is when, for some reason, they can’t consummate or get erect."); Mimi 
Silbert, Sexual Assault on Prostitutes, research report to the National Center for the Prevention and Control 
of Rape (1980) (detailing high rates of assault among sex workers); Vicki Neland, Council lbr Prostitution 
Alternatives Handbook, Portland, Oregon (1995). Even their own intimate partners assault: fl~em at higher 
rates. 
s2 Sylvia Law points out fl~at, "Since the 1980s there have been dramatic changes in the legal and social 

turderstanding of violence against women in the United States. These new understandings, laws, practices 
and services have not been extended to commercial sex workers." Law, supra note [x], at 572. 
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and correct harassing behavior.’’83 Other commentators agree that even within sexualized 
workplaces workers should be entitled to be free from unwelcome sexual behavior.84 

Assimilationists also identify a second axis of discriminatory behavior. A pointed 
critique of sex markets is that they erect hierarchies along the lines of race and other 
forms of body capital. Hence, one study of prostitution found women sorted along lines 
of race, with white, Asian, and lighter-skinned black women dominating the higher-end 
"strolls" and darker-skinned and older women relegated to less lucrative, and more 
harassing and dangerous, ones.~s Similarly, as the Live Nude Girls" Uniwt. documentary 
described, racial minorities in the dancing industry have fewer opportunities, and less 
lucrative ones, than white dancers. Siobhan Brooks’ recent study of three dance clubs in 
New York and Oakland found: 

When women of color are working in predominately White clubs that offer more 
security and are located in areas with higher property values, they often are paid 
less than their White counterparts, marginalized as token hires, or employed in 
lower-tier job positions. Women of color working in clubs predominately 
employing people of color, may make good money, but are subject to unjust 
working conditions, customer expectations that services will be cheaper, and 
unsafe neighborhood spaces .... 

Thus, racial groups have very different "erotic capital," and this translates into very 
different work opportunities in sex markets.~7 Assimilationists such as Brooks make 
much of this disparity. She observes: "Racism against Black women in this industry is 
usually viewed as normal because, like other appearance-based industries (such as 
modeling, acting), the sex industry is based on ideas of customer taste and preference.’’sa 
Yet she contends that racialized desire in the erotic industry is no less socially 
constructed than in other areas of social interaction89 and should be considered 

83 Ann C. McGinley, Harassment of Sex(y) Workers." Applying Title ~ 7I to Sexualized lndustries, 18 YALE 

J.L. & FEM. 65, 98 (2006). 
84 See inj?a notes Ix] and accompanying text for discussion of the debate over sexual harassment liability in 

sexual workplaces. 
85 

The predominantly White, Asian and light-skinned Black women on the crowded and brightly lit 
Geary-Mason stroll connnand the highest prices. They are young, slim and expensively dressed; 
their tightly-fitted suits, sweater sets and fur or leather coats code them for a relatively upscale 
market. P~sically, only their shorter-than-average skirts, "big hair" and heavy makeup set them 
apart from maW of the dressed-up female tourists or theater and restaurant goers who walk past 
them, and the differences may be quite subtle. 

Bernslein, supra note Ix], at 103 (footnotes omitted). Bernstein’s arlicle then gives the pricing slructures 
per class. 
86 BROOKS, supra note Ix], at 3-4, 101. She finds that clubs where women of color are concentrated have 

the worst terms and conditions, e.g., higher stage fees, more harassment, and coerced prostitution. See also 
Tanya Kateri Hernandez, Sexual tIarassment and Racial Disparity: The ~/Iutual Construction of’Gender 
andRace, 4 J. GgND~R RACE & JUST. 183 (2001) (discussing how race is at work in sex tourism industry.). 
8~ By erotic capital Brooks means the extent to which desire is inflected by historical struclures of 

subordination. See also Adam Greene, [add citel. 
88 BROOKS, supra note Ix], at 99. 
89 In sex work as elsewhere, these consumer preferences mirror broader syslems of oppression. And, of 

course, the same identity characteristics that put these workers at the bottom of the consumer preference 
ladder also ~nake them the most economically vulnerable more generally, i.e., more likely to experience 
adverse economic shocks and with less cushion to absorb them. 
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impermissible employment discrimination.9° While less visible in the assimilationist 
discourse, presumably older sex workers and disabled ones experience discrimination in 
mainstream markets for sex.91 

Discrimination against sex workers then takes two forms. Women working in sex 
markets are routinely subj ect to a degree and form of gendered harassment that is 
exceptional compared to other contemporary U.S. workplaces. In addition, disparate 
treatment of women with non-normative bodies is pervasive, resulting in hierarchies 
along lines of race, age, and ability. Legal norms have shifted in the last fifty years, to 
hold employers liable for discriminatory practices, including, of course, disparate 
treatment and harassment. Asslmllat~omsts want access to this set of rules. 

In sum, assimilationists lay claim to labor discourse to access greater regulation 
and protection for sex workers. They anticipate that recognizing sexual labor as 
legitimate work will give sex professionals protection from hazardous working conditions 
and degrading discriminatory practices, as well as basic benefits and rights, including 
wage and hour legislation and unionization and collective bargaining, that inure only to 
those workers classified as employees. This next part explores the web of laws--OSHA, 
workers’ compensation, sexual harassment, and disparate treatment doctrine--that 
regulates the modern workplace. It also briefly summarizes the guidelines for 
determining who is an employee, which is often a threshold for accessing the other, 
crucial benefits and rights sex bargainers seek. 

B. Hazards 

One of the most significant transformations of twentieth-century American 
employment law was the increasing liability of employers for protecting employees from 
workplace hazards. Workplace health and safety are regulated primarily through two sets 

of doctrine, state workers’ compensation laws and the federal regulations and guidelines 
enacted by the Occupational Health & Safety Act (OSHAct).93 

9o See also Rutman, supra note [xl, at 534 ("Despite the seemingly obvious requirement that dancers be 

attractive, Title VII protections still adhere to prevent discrimination against protected classes."). 
91 In fact, the propensity for marginalizing older dancers was one point of contention at the Lusty Lady. 

And Margot Rutman speculates: "Obese exotic dancers might be protected under the ADA from 
discrimination in some instances." Rutma~ supra note [x], at 534 n.165. 

92 Of course, not every assimilationist is optimistic about legalization and assimilation. Regarding dancers, 

Margot Rut:man’s extensive analysis of how bona :fide occupational qualifications interact with statutory 
protections leads her to conclude that "[e]ven if ordinau employment law protections were available to 
exotic dancers, maw benefits would be negated by unique factors within the industry." For instance, most 
dancers already earn above minimum wage, and, in those instances in which dancers ha~e succeeded in 
classifying themselves as employees, employers often re-structurc the relationship to maintain thc same 
level of compensation. See, e.g., Ctmn, supra note [x], at 234-35 (footnotes omitted) ("Dancers at one San 
Francisco club successfully challengcd the twenty-five dollar ’stage fee.’ In response, thc club reclassified 
the dances performed at ’property’ of the club and charged dancers a onc hundred fifty dollar commission 
for using club ’property.’"); Rutman, supra note [x], at 536 (footnote omitted) ("Wages are not beneficial 
to dancers because the form of compensation is mostly derived :from the performance of private dances, 
which is revenue for the club if dancers are classified as e~nployees."). 
93 There are also state plans, supervised by the federal OSHA. 
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Workers’ compensation is, in effect, a state-based insurance system that covers 
injuries stemming from "accidental injuries" that "arise out of" or "in the course of" 

1 . 94 employment. Originally inspired by industrial accidents, the system has two signal 
features.9s It limits employer liability,96 and, in exchange, injured workers do not have to 
prove employer fault.97 Workers’ compensation transforms workplace liability questions 
from ones of employer fault and causation (and accompanying common law tort 
defenses98) to worker need. While there is significant variance across states, these 
statutes now cover most workplaces, providing workers with a safety net.99 
Operating alongside state workers’ compensation statutes are federal health and safety 
regulations, which are aggregated under the Occupational Health & Safety Agency 
(OSHA).I°° Unlike workers’ compensation, which functions primarily as an insurance 
scheme, labor reformers and Congress conceived the OSHAct explicitly to deter risk and 
achieve safer workplaces.l°l Indeed, the prophylactic stress of OSHAct-type hazard 
prevention stems in part from the failure of workers’ compensation to provide adequate 
expost protection. Although criticized by employers and workers alike, OSHA is 

94 WORKLAW, supra note [x] (describing different states’ statutory language). There are some federal 

iterations as well. See, e.g., Federal Employees’ Compensation Act, 5 U.S.C. sects. 8101-93 (federal 
employees); Longshore and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act, 33 U.S.C. sects. 901-50 (ship, harbor, 
and railroad employees). 
95 Initially, workers’ compensation was designed to address industrial accidents. As legal historian Jolm 

Fabian Witt observes, "Nineteenth-century observers believed both that the number of accidental injuries 
was increasing and that the cause of the increase was the mechanization of production." Coal mining and 
railroads topped the list for workplace accidents, followed by logging, bricklaying, and masonry-. These 
industrial accidents devastated not only the worker, but also their families. "Work accidents, it seemed, 
threw the ambignous status of the industrial worker into bold relie£ compelling victi~n and observer alike to 
ask hard questions about the relationships among capital, labor, and the public." Of course, as the title of 
Witt’s book, Crippled F~’orkir~gmer~ and Destitute F~:idov,’s, suggests, this was all intensely gendered. The 
jobs that dominated the public and regulatory imaginary as "dangerous" were ones limited to nrale workers. 
Sirailarly, the ideal of a worker who would provide the sole or primary "faraily wage" was imagined to be a 
male head of household. Hence, in its initial formulation, workers’ compensation was actuafly legally and 
culturally conceived as ~’orkma~ ’s compensation. JOn>," FABIAN WrFT, THE ACCIDENTAL REPUBLIC: 
CRIPPLED WORKINGMEN’, DESTITUTE WIDOWS, AND THE REMAKING- OF AMERICAN LAW 2 (2004). 
96 Importantly, actual loss is not part of the equation, and in the vast raajority of states neither punitive 

damages nor emotional pain and suffering are available. "[T]he concepts of punishment and deterrence 
that lie behind punitive damages are absent from the system." WORKLAW, supra note Ix], at 954. In 
addition, the exclusivity of remedies rules limit employees to workers’ compensation claims, barring them 
from bringing claims through tort suits, which could yield much greater awards. For further discussion of 
this doctrine, see infra note [x]. 
97 Instead, an admi~fistrative agency addresses claims, typically more rapidly and inexpensively than 

litigation would. See, e.g., WORKLAW, supra note [xl, at 953 (it is a "fundamenlal compromise--no fault 
compensation in exchange for limited liability"). 
9~ WORK LAW, supra note [xl, at 946 (describing how fellow-servant rule, assumption of risk, and 

contributory negligence operated as employer defenses to liability for workplace injuries). 
99 ’~[Z]he various state laws vary greatly in their details on such issues as what types of injuries are 

compensable and how benefit levels are determined." WORK LAW, supra note [x], at 953. 
lOO Congress created OSHA in 1970 and charged it with "prom~flgating regulations, inspecting workplaces, 

and prosecuting violations of its regulations and standards." WORK LAW, supra note Ix], at 1000. 
Operating within the Department of Labor, OSHA oversees private workplaces, regulating "more than 100 
million workers in more than eight million workplaces." ld. at 1001. In addition, states are authorized to 
enact their own OSHA’s, using the federal statute as a floor. Id. 
~Ol Of course, as an insurance scheme, workers’ compensation, too, lms some deterrence function. 

Employee pay-outs affect mnployers’ contributions, thus giving them incentives to reduce injuries. 
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credited with helping to reduce the number of annual workplace fatalities from 70,000 to 
approximately 5,000 in the last decade.l°2 

Together, workers’ compensation and the OSHAct are the primary mechanisms for 
achieving healthy and safe workplaces. Yet, workers receive vastly different degrees and 
types of protection, depending on their workplace, the work they do, and the type of risk 
they confront in the workplace. 103 Under the OSHAct workers receive the most 
comprehensive protection from the unpredictable, single-incident workplace risk, often 
industrial injuries that animated the initial workers’ compensation system.l°4 Expost, 
after a single-incident injury, workers’ compensation provides medical benefits to cover 
rehabilitation, as well as benefits to cover temporary and permanent loss of income, lOS 
However, beyond these single-incident injuries, there remains significant uncertainty 
regarding what kinds of worker injuries are covered and when. "In particular, coverage 
of occupational diseases, repetitive stress injuries and mental injuries have [sic] proven 
controversial.’’1°6 Hence, even miners, whose workplace hazards inspired workplace 
regulation, have found it more difficult to recover for black-lung and related chronic 
diseases than for incident-related injuries. JOT 

In addition, both workers’ compensation statutes and the OSHAct have developed 
categories of inclusion and exclusion. For instance, professional athletes playing contact 
sports are statutorily or functionally excluded from workers’ compensation in many 
states. Although these athletes are frequently injured and disabled from working, 
legislators and courts, "lobbied heavily by sports team owners,"1°8 have concluded this 
category of worker does not warrant coverage because the "deliberate" nature of the 
physical contact meant injuries were not %nexpected."l°9 In these workplaces, e.g., 

102 WORK LAW, supra note [x], at 939. "Today OSHA is perhaps best known for being one of the most 

criticized agencies that regulates the workplace." Id. at 1000. OSHA’s goal is to "assure so far as possible 
every working nran and woman in the Nation safe and healthful working conditions .... " 29 U.S.C sect. 
65 l(b). However, because of the political difficulties it faces in enacting new regulations, "OSHA has 
promulgated far fewer permanent standards than was originally contemplated, and it often relies on other 
means to enforce its statutory mandate." Instead, OSHA "con~nonly relies on... [its] general duty clause" 
or temporary standards in lieu of enacting specific regulations. WORK LAW, supra note [x], at 100 l, 1004, 
1005. 
~03 Some OSHAct regulations, for instance requiring appropriately placed exit signs and fire extinguishers, 

translate well into enforceable regulations across workplaces. 
~o4 See supra note Ix]. For instance, OSHA has developed adequate standards to address worker risk posed 

by machines and other equipment typically found in factories and manufacturing workplaces. 
~0s As noted above, these benefits are paid according to a pre-determined schedule, and workers receive 

only partial compensalion. 
106 WORK LAW, supra note Ix], at 955. After decades of struggle, workers won the inclnsion of"disease" in 

workers’ compensation stalutcs, yet, "those suffering from work-related diseases still face considerable 
hurdles" in obtaining benefits. Id. at 955. 
107 The first two workers’ compensation stalutes were for miners. Arthur Larson, Tt~e .~Vature and Origins 

of [I/~r/cmen ’s Compensation, 37 CORNELL L.Q 206, 231 (1952). OSHA, mcanwhile, has straggled to gain 
authority over this type of chronic workplace risk. In the 1990s, the agency tried to eslablish erogonomic 
standards to address repetitive-motion injuries, but was hindered by a powerful employers’ lobby and a 
hostile Congress. WORK LAW, supra note Ix], at 1004-05. After its ergonomic standard was rescinded by 
the Bush Administration, the Department of Labor issued guidelines for discrete industries, ld. 
108 Stephen Cormac Caflin & Christopher M. Fairman, ~¥ote, Squeeze Play: ~orkers’ Compensation and 

the Professional Athlete, 12 U. MIAMI ENT. & SPORTS L. REV. 95, 108 (1994). 
a09 Pahner v. Kansas City Chiefs Football Club, 621 S.W.2d 350, 357 (Mo. Ct. App. 1981). See also 

Frederic Pepe & Thomas P. Frerichs, Injustice U)’~covered? Worker’s Compensation and the Professiona! 
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football and boxing, regulations are designed to minimize injury through equipment 
specifications and codes of conduct that govern the workers, but are excluded from 
compensation. In this sense, injury is a tolerated, and uncompensated, residuum of the 
activity. J lo These categorical exclusions are most apparent, however, when it comes to 
one workplace hazard targeted by sex work assimilationists--nonconsensual violence, ill 

Over two million workers are victims of workplace violence each year.ll2 In fact, 

homicide, not cave-ins or machine malfunctions, is the fourth leading cause &workplace 
fatalities and the leading cause for women workers, l l30SHA nominally is charged with 

protecting workers from violence in the workplace. Although the agency does not have 
specific standards for workplace violence, its general duty clause imposes a broad 
obligation on employers to guarantee their employees a safe working environment, l l4 

However, as numerous critics have pointed out, "there has been virtually no enforcement 

of this duty with regard to workplace violence," and workplace violence seems to fall 
through the regulatory cracks, l l~ As with other workplace hazards, risk of violence is not 

equally distributed across workplaces--workers in health care, sewqce jobs, and late 

Athlete, in SPORTS AND TIlE LAW 18, 19 (Charles E. Quirk ed., 1996) (noting misconception that all 
professional athletes are overpaid and arguing that professional athletes need same legal protection as 
ordinaD~ working people precisely because they do not earn large salaries); Rachel Schaffer, Grabbing 
Them by the Balls’: Legislatures, Courts, and Team Owners Bar Non-Elite Professional Athletes J?om 
Workers’ Compensation, 8 AM. U.J. GENDER SOC. POL’Y & L. 623 (2000); Carlin & Fairnmn, supra note 
[x], (noting how both workers’ compensation statutes and their own contracts limit professional athletes’ 
claims for inju~); PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR SPORTS 15-1, 15-17, at 15.04 (Gap~~ A. Uberstine ed., 
1991) (contrasting temporary disability benefits and permanent disability benefits). 
11o Duncan Kerme@ uses tolerated residuum to describe how law under-regulates sexual violence and 

harassment, thereby benefitting heterosexnal men. DLNCAN KENNEDY, SEXY DRESSING, ETC.: ESSAYS ON 

THE POWER AND POLITICS OF CULTURAL IDENTITY (1993). 

a~ I characterize it as nonconsensual to distinguish it from the consensnal violence in contact sports. 
~ "Workplace violence is any act or threat of physical violence, harassmem, intimidation, or other 
threatening disruptive behavior that occurs at the work site...Nearly 2 million American workers report 
having been victims of workplace violence each year." U.S. Dept. of Labor, "Workplace Violence," 
Occupational Safety and Health Admi~fistratio~ accessed 22 Jan. 2012 at 
http:iiwww.osha.goviSLTCiworkplaceviolencei ("Workplace Violence"). 
113 Bureau of Labor Statistics Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries n. 137 (CFOI). "In 2009, 

approximately 572,000 violem crimes (rapeisexnal assault, robbeD’, and aggravated and simple assaul0 
occurred against persons age 16 or older while they were at work or on duty, based on findings from the 
National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS). Tlfis accounted for about 24% of nonfatal violence against 
employed persons age 16 or older. Nonfatal violence in the workplace was about 15% of all nonfatal 
violent crime against: persons age 16 or older." Erika Harrell, US Dept. of Justice "Special Report: 
Workplace Violence, 1993-2009," (March 2011), available at 
http://bj s.qip.usdoj, gov/content/pub/pdf/wv09.pdf. 
114 The general duty clause states: "[e]ach employer[] shall furnish to each of his employees employment 

and a place of employment wtfich are free from recogIfized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause 
death or serious physical harm to his employees[.]" 29 USC 654 (a)(1). 
115 NO[e, Shell L. Erdmann, Eat the Carrot and Use the Stick: The Prevalence of ~orkplace Uiolence 

Demands" Proactive Federal Regulation of Employers, 43 VAL. U.L. REV. 725,727 (2009) (footnote 
omitted). See also Davis, supra note Ix], at 726-27 ("The Occupational Safety & Health Administration.. 
. holds employers to a general duty to shield employees from hazards and injury. However, there has been 
virtually no enforcement of this duty with regard to workplace violence.") (footnote omitled). In addition, 
in 1995 there was an administrative law ruling that strict liability would not be imposed on employers for 
hazards that were not recoguized by the employers’ industry. Id. at n. 47. 
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night retail, i.e., convenience stores, are the most vulnerable to workplace violence. 1~6 
Convenience stores also share ~vith sex businesses a particular form of violence, sexual 
assault. OSHA has issued specific guidelines and recommendations for three of these 
high-risk industries, health care and social service workplaces, taxi driving, and late-night 

retail stores, but the guidelines remain advisory only, and no work!~lace is subject to 
mandatory rules from OSHA with regard to violence prevention. ~ 

In the absence of effective deterrence from OSHA, workers’ compensation has 
emerged as the "primary compensatory remedy" for workplace violence. ~8 While 
OSHA has issued guidelines covering only three high-risk industries, workers’ 
compensation statutes facially cover 90% of workers for violence. Yet, state systems 
have developed their own doctrinal exclusions, which disproportionately affect many 
workers at highest risk. For instance, while late-night retail is a high-risk industry, many 
courts have denied ~vorkers’ compensation claims for convenience store assaults as not 
meeting the requirements that injuries "arise out of’’ or "in the course of employment."~9 
Moreover, there is no statutory recovery for emotional suffering, which can severely limit 
relief. Ironically, the gender dynamics of violence exacerbate the problem, making 
women’s injuries more likely to be excluded from workers’ compensation. Male workers 
are more likely to be assaulted by strangers; female workers by someone they know. 
Because the "arising out of employment" requirement bars "private" or "personal" 
assaults, which courts construe as including both stalkers and domestic violence, women 
victims of workplace violence are more likely to be excluded from relief. 120 The same is 
true for another gendered form of violence prevalent in both sex businesses and 
convenience stores: sexual assault.~2~ Like assaults deemed "personal," many courts 
have found that workplace rapes do not "arise from the employment" and hence are 

~6 For homicide, "most of the victims work in retail trade, security services, or transit services 

occupations." Jane Lipscomb et al, Preventing Injuries & Abuse: Perspectives on Legal Strategies to 
Prevent Workplace Violence, 30 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 166, 166 (2002). On the other hand, "[qhe majority 
of non-fatal workplace injuries occur in settings in which the victim and the attacker are in a custodial or 
client-caregiver relationship, such as in health care or social services." Id. These statistics also vary 
according to geography. For instance, in New York City, in [dates] the workers at greatest risk from 
violence were taxi drivers and grocery store workers. Susan L. Pollett, Violence in the Workplace: Are 
Employers Legally Re,sponsible ?, 22 WESTCHESTERB.J. 133, 138 (1995). 
~7 U.S. Department of Labor Occupational Safety and Health Administratiork Guidelines for Preventing 

Workplace Violence for Health Care and Social Service Workers, OSHA 3148-01R (2004), available at 
http:iiwww.osha.goviPublicationsiOSHA3148iosha3148.html; U.S. Department of Labor Occupational 
Safely and Health Administration, Recommendations for Workplace Violence Prevention Programs in 
Late-Night Retail Establishinents, OSHA 3153-12R (2009), available at 
http://www.osha.gov/Publications/osha3153.pdf; U.S. Department of Labor Occupational Safety and 
Health Adminislxation, Preventing Violence Against Taxi and For-Hire Drivers, OSHA Fact Sheet (April 
2010), available at www.osha.gov/Publications/taxi-driver-violence-factshcet.pdf. 
11s Goldberg, supra note Ix], at (footnote omitted). 
119 See, e.g., WORK LAW, supra note [x], at 974-75. In some jurisdictions, this has become a categorical 

exclusion. See, e.g., Goldberg, supra note Ix]. 
1~o Goldberg, supra note Ix]. 
1~1 "For time of day, the 1990 National Crime Victimization Survey reports that seventy-one percent (71%) 

of ropes occur at night which is consistent with our finding of eight-nine percent (89%) occuring at night." 
NACS Online, Convenience Store Security Report, National Association of Convenience Stores, July 1, 
2007, available at 
http://www.nacs~n~ine.c~nv2qACS/Res~urces/Researc~v~?ages/C~nvenienceSt~reSecurity.aspx. 
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exempt from workers’ compensation" ~ 122 oenems. Moreover, a rape victim may not suffer 
the kind of lasting physical impairment required for workers’ compensation benefits, and 
the emotional suffering and trauma many sexual assault victims do experience is 
excluded. 123 In sum, the workplace hazard many sex workers fear most, violence, and 
specifically sexual assault, is ineffectively and sporadically regulated by exi sting law. 
OSHAct does not reach it, and workers’ compensation has effectively declined to insure 
these workers. 124 

In sum, not all work or workers are treated alike when it comes to risk. Some 
workplace injuries are the object of both deterrence and compensatory regulation. But 
workers susceptible to other kinds of risk continue to struggle for legal attention and 
intervention. This differential is particularly noteworthy with regard to workplace 
violence. Some industries enjoy special, targeted regulation to ameliorate workplace 
violence. However some of the most hazardous workplaces are the ones where the risk is 
largely unregulated or the injury is incompensable. Hence, the assimilationist invocation 
of an ideal "workplace" is a miscue when it comes to health and safety regulation, it 
does not account for the highly differential regimes and rules. Equally importantly, 
absent specific guidelines, it is very likely that given the nature of the risk and its 
gendered dimensions, sex work would largely fall outside the scope of both deterrence 
and compensatory- regulation. 

C. Discrimination 

Assimilationists also anticipate that recognizing transactional sex as work will bring 
sex professionals access to anti-discrimination law, especially racial discrimination law. 
Several federal laws curb the extent to which employers can discriminate against their 
~vorkers. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employers from 
discriminating in hiring, promotion, termination, training, and other employment terms 

122 It is an imemsting question whether courts would be morn likely to conclude that sexual assaults in sex 

workplaces meet the link to employment. This is addressed infra notes [x] and accompawing text. 
123 See, e.g., Doe v. Puri& Supreme, 664 N.E. 2nd 815 (1996) (holding that rape victim’s claims against 

employer for negligence, assault and battely, intentional infliction of emotional distress and negligent 
i~ffliction of emotional distress were barred by the exclusive remedy provision). 
124 Other slate and federal regulations have stepped into this regulatou void, to target some of the most 

dangerous workplaces. For instance, responding to a nmssive increase in violence against workers at all- 
night convenience stores, Florida passed the Convenience Business Security Act, which imposed security 
obligations on stores that had experienced a violent incident. Florida’s statute has emerged as a model :for 
other states. Similarly, the state of Washington passed a statute that imposes certain obligations on health 
care employers to prevent workplace violence. Violence against workers at abortion clinics led both the 
federal government and the state of California to enact clinic access laws that give "local police and district 
attorneys a clearer mandate to prosecute anti-abortion violence." Finally, some commentators have 
responded to the regulatou void by urging a return to the common-law system as the best option for 
victims of workplace violence. Convenience Business Security Act:, FLA STAT. § 812.173 et seq. (1997); 
Workplace Violence Prevention Law, Safct-y--Health Care Settings, Rcv. Code Wash. (ARCW) § 
49.19.005 et seq. (2011); "The success of the [Gainesville, FL] ordinance has prompted more than 260 
communities nationwide to request copies of the law for conducting their own studies." Ann E. Phillips, 
Violence in the Workplace: Reevaluating the Employer’s Role, 44 BUFFALO L. REV. 139, 146-147, fn. 46 
citing Dale D. Buss, Combating Crime, NATION’S BUS., Mar. 1, 1994 at 19. 
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on the basis of race, sex, religion, color, or national origin. 125 Passed shortly after Title 

VII, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA) bars employment 
discrimination against workers aged 40 or older.126 The final piece of employment 

discrimination legislation came in 1990 with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 
a broad mandate prohibiting discrimination, including in the workplace. 127 Finally, 

Section 1981 of the 1866 Civil Rights Act also offers protections from racial 
discrimination, but is limited to private employers and in other ways. 12s Taken together, 

these anti-discrimination laws sharply limit the extent to which employers can indulge 
their preferences and biases, and, equally crucially, the preferences and biases of their 
customers. 

Importantly, courts do not treat all categories of discrimination the same, carving 
significant exceptions into some legislation, but not all. Although regulated under 
different statutory regimes, in age, religion, national origin, and sex discrimination cases 
employers can defend against charges of disparate treatment by showing that the 
contested selection criteria is a bona fide occupational qualification (bfoq). J29 Classic 

bfoq’ s include mandated retirement ages for bus drivers and airline pilots and 
"authenticity" of a service or product, mainly exempted for religion and national 
origin.13° In particular, authenticity reaches gender, as filmmakers can hire men to play 

125 42 U.S.C. § 2000e et seq. (1964). Within this doctrine, courts recognize both disparate treatment and 

disparate impact claims. The former bars intentional acts of discrimination while the latter extends Title 
VII to hold employers liable for policies that have a disproportionate impact on one group and cannot be 
justified by a valid business necessity. See, e.g., Phillips v. Martin Marietta Corp. (1971) (holding 
employer’s refusal to accept applications frmn women with pre-school aged children constituted disparate 
treatmem based on sex); Griggs v. Duke Power, Co., (1971) (establishing disparate impact). 
126 29 U.S.C. § 621-634 (1967). 
127 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. (1990). The Act requires employers to make "reasonable accommodations" 

for employees with disabilities. 
12s Section 1981 provides: 

All persons within the jurisdiction of the U~fited States shall have the 
same right in every State and Territory to make and e~fforce contracts, 
to sue, be parties, give evidence, and to the full and equal benefit of all 
laws and proceedings for the security of persons and property as is 
enjoyed by white citizens, and shall be subject to like punishment, 
pains, penalties, taxes, licenses, and exactions of every kind, and to no 
other. 

Although Section 1981 was the first law to prohibit discrimination in employment, for historical reasons 
litigants opt for Title VII’s protections in far greater numbers. See Danielle Tarantolo, From Employment 
to Contract: Section 1981 and Antidiscrimination Law./’or the Independent Contractor WorkJbrce, 116 
YALE L.J. 170 (2006) (describing origins of Section 1981, its historic and contemporary limitations, and 
urging a more expansive interpretation of its protections). 
129 The corollary exemption under disparate impact claims is business essence. 
130 Hence, the Catholic Church can hire only Catholics (and men) as priests, and Chinese restaurants can 

hire Chinese chefs. In one controversial decision, the religion bfoq was even extended to hiring a 
philosophy professor at a religious university. Pime v. Loyola Univ. of Chicago, 803 F.2d 351 (Tth Cir. Ill. 
1986) (holding that hiring a Jesuit to teach philosophy at a Jesuit university was a BFOQ and did not 
violate Title VII). But see Stacey M. Brandenburg, Emplqwnent Law: Alternatives to Employment 
Discrimination at Private Religious Schools, 1999 AN~-. SURV. AM. L. 335 (1999) (arguing, inter alia, that 
42 U.S.C. 2000e-I (a) (1994), the section allowing for religious exemptions to employment discrimination 
in Title VII, should be repealed); Jane Rutherford, Equality as the Primary Constitutional Ualue: The Case 
for Applying Religious Discrimination Laws to Religion, 81 CORNELL L. REV. 1049 (1996) (arguing that 
equali~, as described in the Fourteenth Amendment, is the most important component of the Constitution, 
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male parts and women to play female ones.131 Beyond authenticity, gender has 
developed its own, complex jurisprudence of bona fide occupational qualifications, which 
is especially apparent in the service sector. Service workers are the last stage in 
satisfying and fulfilling customer needs. 132 Unlike, for instance, manufacturing, where 
customers typically differentiate among products, in service work, customers can develop 
strong preferences for particular kinds of workers or characteristics. 133 Employers 
develop and exploit these preferences to market their business in ways the law has 
deemed both legitimate and illegitimate. 134 

and that anti-discrimination la~vs like Title VII should be enforced even against religious institutions). 
Consistency, however, is required. Hence, a Chinese restaurant that hired French, Italian, and Japanese 
chefs could not then exclude Mexican applicants. 
131In [’act:, the acting bfoq is included in a comment in the EEOC Guidelines. The Guidelines purport "to 
authorize sex discrimination in casting insofar as it is "necessary for the purpose of authenticity or 
genuineness." EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex, 29 CFR § 1604.2(a)(2) (1965), 
available at: http://law.justia.com/cfr/title29/29-4.1.4.1.5.0.21.2.html. Mary Anne Case called it "bizarre 
that sex is considered a BFOQ, in "the interests of ’authenticity or genuineness,’ for the job of actor or 
actress .... After all, the very essence of this job is to be something one is not. All that a producer should 
be allowed to require is that the pretense be convincing." Mary Am~e C. Case, Disaggr<eating Gender 

fi~om Sex and Sexual Orientation: The Effeminate 3!Ian in the Law and Feminist Jurisprudence, 105 YALE 
L.J. 1 (1995). Russell Robinson elaborates, "Actors generally do not face authenticity requirements 
regarding maW character traits; for example, an actor need not be gay or have a disability or preg~mnt in 
order to play a character with that trait. Indeed, good acting is often defined as the ability to pull off a role 
quite different from the actor’s own identity." Russell K. Robinson, Casting and Caste-ing: Reconciling 
Artistic Freedom andAntidiscrimination Norms, 95 CALIF. L. REV. 1, 31-32 (2007). However, the reverse 
is not true. An actor with a non-concealable disability probably would not be cast to play a non-disabled 
person. In addition, actresses often struggle to work around pregnancy. In what is probably the most 
famous case actress Hunter Tylo received a jury award of $4.8 million for her preg~mncy discrimination 
suit for being fired from Melrose Place. Many speculate the jury was influenced by the fact that producer 
Aaron Spelling had accommodated previous pregnant actresses on the same show, including lead Heather 
Locklear. 
~3~ "[S]ervice sector employers are more dependent upon front-line employees’ loyalty and willingness to 

go the extra mile to further the firm’s mission than manufacturing employers because service businesses 
offer no tangible product; the firms’ service is the product, and it cmmot be separated from the workers who 
provide it." WORKLAW, supra note [x], at 65. 
133 

Two types of customer preferences define each business: preferences for products and preferences 
for people .... Businesses are also shaped, however, by customer preferences for certain types of 
employees or service providers. Customer preferences to have certain services provided by 
employees of a particular sex nray.., be grounded in (1) a belief that individuals of one sex are 
superior in all or particular activities to individuals of the other sex, (2) socially, or perhaps 
biologically, conditioned feelings of disconffort at having certain services performed by an 
individual of a particular sex, (3) a desire to experience or avoid sexual titillation, or (4) a sense of 
socially or aesthetically appropriate gender roles. 

Kimberly A. Yuracko, Private Ntms~es and Playboy Bunnies : Explaining Permissible Sex Discrimination, 
92 CAL. L. REV. 147, 164 (2004). Of course, man5, businesses may use their workers to try. to link "their 
products to an idea or image. Frequently, this is an effort: to turn a product into a service. The Saturn car 
exemplifies tiffs. "In ads, Saturn describes itself as: ’A different kind of car. A different kind of company,’ 
hoping to win over buyers who might otherwise shop for a competitive foreign or American car." Doron P. 
Levin. Saturn Stands Out Brightly Amid the Car-Sales Gloom, NY TIMES, Dec. 17, 1991, available at 
http://www.wtimes.com/1991/12/17/busine ss/saturn-stands-out-brightly-amid-the-car-sales- 
gloomhtml?scp=2&sq=satum+different+kind+car&st=nyt. 
~34 Dianne Avery and Marion Crain describe employer efforts to differentiate their business and create 

consumer loyalty through the "brand." See, e.g., Dimme Avery & Marion Crain, Branded: Corporate 
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In a series of 1970s cases courts rejected employer efforts to justify 

discriminato~ treatment practices based on gender stereotypes, including both nurturing 

and what Kimberley Yuracko calls sexual titillation. Most famously, faced with airlines’ 

efforts to limit the position of flight attendant to young, "attractive" women, courts held 

that their exclusions of men, as well as their subj ecting women but not men to weight 

restrictions and other grooming, age, and marital status requirements violated Title VII. 135 

Other cases used a similar logic to limit employers’ discriminatory practices.136 Yet, the 

sex discrimination bfoq remains robust. Courts have upheld gender as a valid criterion in 

hiring nurses who work in labor and delivery rooms, nursing home attendants who bathe 

and dress patients, restroom attendants, and, in some cases, for prison guards.137 Courts 

cite as the relevant factor the employer’s reasonable regard for its patrons’ privacy. 138 

Yuracko observes a second exemption in which courts have affirmed the right of 

employers to employ only women (or, presumably, only men) in workplaces that sell 
139 . " 

~ 
c~ " sex. Myriad businesses use sex to market other =oods or services, e.g., meals, clothes, 

transportation, gambling, etc., and to enhance revenues. But Yuracko distinguishes these 
from businesses that actually charge for andderive receipts from the sale of sexual 

Image, Sexual Stereotyping, and the New Face of Capitalism, 14 DUKE J. GENDER L. & POL’Y 13, 84 
(2007) ("In entering new gaming markets outside the orb of Las Vegas and the Strip, Harrah’s, like other 
casino operators, has straggled to negotiate delicately the boundal?." between conwnercially viable sexiness 
and unpalatable (if not cleaxly illegal) sexnal exploitation of female service workers."). See also Marion 
Crain, ~lana~ing IdentiO,: Buying into the Brand at Work, 95 IOWA L. REV. 1179 (2010) (describing how 
employers use "brand" to induce worker loyalty in absence of traditional incentives such as retirement 
benefits and job security). 
l~S See, e.g., Diaz v. Pan American Airways, 442 F.2d 385 (5t~ Cir. 1971) (holding airline could not exclude 

men from position of flight attendant); Wilson v. Southwest Airlines Co., 517 F. Supp. 292 (1981) (holding 
that being female was not a BFOQ for flight attendants or ticket agents and finding Southwest’s single-sex 
hiring practices to be sex discrimination); Sprogis v. United Air Lines, 308 F. Supp. 959 (N.D. Ill. 1970) 
(holding that a requirement that female flight attendants be umnarried was sex discrimination under Title 
VII); Laffey v. Northwest Airlines, 366 F. Supp. 763 (D.D.C 1973) (holding, inter alia, that rules 
prohibiting eyeglasses for female flight attendants and height and weight restrictions applied only to female 
flight attendants violated Title VII). 
~3~ [add other cites] 
~3~ Yuracko observes a spectrum of privacy from touching (labor room and other care gfivers) to seeing to 

embarrassment but not touching or seeing (rest-room attendants). Yuracko, supra note Ix], at 157. See 
also Michael J. Frank, Justijiable Discrimination in the News and Entertainment lndustries: Does Title VII 
Need a Race or Color BFOQ?, 35 U.S.F.L. REV. 473,491 (2001) (noting that "within the privacy cases, 
the courts deem the interests of ordinalT customers in their privacy to be less tlran those of patients in 
nursing and health care facilities"). 
138 "The courts that have permitted the privacy-based sex BFOQ believe that the ve~ sex of the excluded 

individuals prevents them from giving customers adequate privacy. Accordingly, the test for the privacy- 
based sex BFOQ is whether lhc excluded applicants can satisfaclorily respect the privacy of customers in 
the performance of the job." Frank, supra note [x], at 490. While Yuracko notes the "symmetry" in 
privacy preferences, Frank notes that the privacy bfoq defense typically only is applied to women’s privacy 
preferences, not to men’s. Id. at 489-91; Yuracko, supra note Ix], at 181-83. 
139 See, e.g., Wilson v. Southwest Airlines Co., 517 F. Supp. 292,301 (1981) ("Generally, a male could not 

supply the authenticity required to perform a female role. Similarly, in jobs where sex or vicarious sexual 
recreation is the primary service provided, e.g. a social escort or topless dancer, the job automatically calls 
for one sex exclusively; the employee’s sex and the service provided are inseparable. Thus, being female 
has been deemed a BFOQ for the position of a Playboy Bunny, female sexnality being reasonably 
necessa~)~ to perform the dominant purpose of the job which is forthrightly- to titillate and entice male 
customers."). 
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services, or what I call erotic receipt businesses. Unlike stripping, prostitution, and 
phone sex, in Hooters and Abercrombie and Fitch the cash register has no provision for 
ringing up erotic sales. 140 Yuracko shows that employer efforts to assert bfoq’s in the 
former instances rarely win, while courts have been more willing to permit employers to 
practice sex discrimination for erotic receipt businesses, in which selling sex is the 
"inherent business essence." 141 

Hence, privacy and erotic receipts are noteworthy as the only forms of sex 
discrimination in which customer "tastes for discrimination" trump workers’ rights to 
equal treatment. 142 There is overlap--both embed a sexual logic.14~ Yet they are 
conceptually distinct, and Yuracko contends that courts "are far more permissive of sex 
di scrimination on behalf of privacy concerns than they are of discrimination on behalf of 
sexual-titillation desires.’’144 Thus service remains a deeply complicated and contested 

terrain for sex discrimination claims. 
In an important contrast, when it comes to race, employers cannot defer to their 

own or their customers’ preferences or biases. Unlike sex, race and disability have no 
explicit bona fide occupational qualification. The standard for disability is that 
employers must make "reasonable accommodations" and not deny an opportunity to an 

145 146 otherwise qualified individual. And race is straightforward: the only explicit 

140 By the same token, even when sexual services are not actually provided, e.g., a phone sex or prostitution 

interaction in which the parties talk non-sexually, they could be. In additim~, even outside of erotic receipt 
businesses, workers often receive an erotic premium in wages or tips. See, e.g., Dianne Aveu, The Female 
Breast as Brand, in Invisible Labor (forthcoming) [50-100% premium?]. Compare Ohio’s General 
Assembly defined a "sexual encounter establishinent" in a 2001-2002 bill as "’ Sexual encounter 
establishment’ means a business or commercial establishment that, as one of its principal business 
purposes, offers for aw form of consideration a place where two or more persons may congregate, 
associate, or consort for the purpose of specified sexual activities or when one or more of the persons is 
nude or seminude.’" Ohio S.B. No. 251 (2002) (introduced), available 
at http://www.legislature.state.oh.usibills.cfm?ID= 124 SB 251. 
14~ "Attempts to discriminate on the basis of sex in hiring for plus-sex businesses are virtually alwws 

unsuccessful." Yuracko, supra note Ix], at n.28. She claims that airlines and related cases demonstrate that 
"courts simply do not permit employers to explicitly sell sexual titillation along with other goods and 
services." Id. Yuracko also believes that most employers would not risk association as an erotic receipt 
business. "Businesses explicitly selling sexual titillation may do so only by positioning themselves within 
the traditionally margiualized and stigmatized sex industry. Businesses that seek to bring sexual titillation 
into the mainstream by combiuing sexual titillation (and sex-based hiring) with the sale of other goods and 
services are not permitted to exist." M. at 196. Ann McGinley, on the other hand, is not as sanguine about 
the plus-sex/sexual gratification dichotomy. McGinley finds "[t]he lines between sex work, work in a 
highly sexualized environment, and other work requiring employees to ’sell’ their sex or gender to give up 
control over their intimate emotions are hazy." McGinley, supra note [x], at 95 (footnote omitted). 
Instead, "[o]ftcn, a woman’s job prospects and ability to advance within an enterprise are linked to her 
setting the proper gender tone on the scale of commodification." Id. at 94 (footnote omitted). 
142 ~5’ee Avery & Crain, supra note [x] (showing that employers are successfully recasting appearance 

discriminalion in the language of"branding."). 
143 While sexual gratification rests on an explicitly sexual logic, privacy too can be implicitly sexual. It 

assumption that people are comfortable with care attendants of the same sex are heteronormative. 
Although lesbians may also object to male invasions of their privacy, rooted in perceptions of male 
suprenmcy and objectification rather than in assumptions of heterosexual desire. 
144 Yuracko, supra note [x], at 152. 
145 Americans wilh Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. 12112(1:)). As used in subsection (a) of this section, the term 

"discrimiuate against a qualified individual on the basis of disabilig~" includes... (5)(A) not making 
reasonable accommodations to the known physical or mental limitations of an otherwise qualified 
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exception is a narrow one recognized by the Seventh Circuit for correctional officers. 147 

But there appear to be other exemptions operative in race jurisprudence. For instance, 
one judge speculated that law enforcement could assign undercover agents by race, i.e., 
limit Klan infiltration to white officers. 148 In a radically different context, Michael J. 

Frank and Russell Robinson have both observed that race has been effectively exempted 
from discrimination law in the highly influential and profitable filmmaking industry. 149 

Writing in 2001 and 2007, neither author found any published adjudication of the highly 
prevalent racial preferences in casting decisions. 1so Robinson observed, "the EEOC 

carves out casting as an arbitrary exception to the normal requirement that an applicant be 
considered as an individual and not saddled with group-based stereotypes and the ban on 
catering to customer preferences.’’1sl These racial breakdowns are defended as protecting 

authenticity, but, unlike cuisine, religion, and Klan infiltration, in film casting 
authenticity is linked to first amendment protection for artistic expression, including 
character and plot creation. Robinson rej ects the authenticity exemption, contending, 

individual with a disability who is an applicant or employee, tmless such covered entity can demonstrate 
that the accommodation would impose an undue hardship on the operation of the business of such covered 
entity." 
14~ "The bona fide occupational qualification ("BFOQ") defense is an extremely narrow exception,...and 

is not available for racial discrimination." 10 (citations omitted). See also Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 
321, 334 (1977); Swint v. Pullman-Standard 624 F.2d 525,535 (5th Cir. 1980), overruled on other grounds" 
by 456 U.S. 273 (1982) (omission of race as bfoq was intentional on part of Congress and that the defense 
is not available in race discrimination cases); Burwell v. EasWrn Air Lines, Inc., 633 F.2d 361,370 n. 13 
(4th Cir.1980) (same); Knight v. Nassau Count;v Civil Serv. Comm’n, 649 F.2d 157, 162 (2d Cir.1981) 
(same); EEOC Guidelines, 29 C.F.R. § 1604.2 (describing bfoq for gender but not race). 
147 lVit¢mer v. Pete~, 87 F.3d 916 (Tth Cir. 1996) (adopting narrow, judicially-crafted racial bfoq :for 

correctional officers). See also Robinson, supra note [x], at 41 ("A few courts have suggested without 
holding that Title VII could permit a BFOQ for race in certain contexts, like police forces and prison 
security."). 
~4s Some have also suggested that newspapers might send white reporters to interview Klan members. 

Frank, supra note [x], at 506 ("Discriminator)" practices raay also exist in the television news industry, 
where it sometimes may be necessary to use reporters of a particular race to do undercover woN, such as 
an expose on the Ku Klux Klan, or where an Asian-American reporter raight have better success getting 
other Asians to volunteer inforn~ation during an interview."). 
149 Frank, supra note Ix]; Robinson, supra note Ix]. See also [add cite to Robert Post who I thil~k first 

observes this] 
~5o Frank, supra note Ix], ("There is not a single reported case in which an actor has sued a director for 

race-based casting decisions, even though it is common."); Robinson, supra note Ix] (noting his research 
"did not turn up a single published decision in which a court adjudicated an actor’s Title VII claim of race 
or sex discrimination."). But see [add cite to recent decision on The Bachelor]. 

Robinson contrasts race and sex specifications in casting breakdowns, :finding that 45.2% had 
racial codes, compared with 94% for gender and "women over 40 [who] are as much a minority as any 
ethnic group." "This common sequencing suggests that sex forms the foundation of a character more than 
the traits that follow, such as race and age." Robinson, supra note [x], at 19. 
151 Robinson, supra note [x~, at 34. Compare Robinson, supra note Ix], at 40 ("advocat[ing] a different 

approach that acknowledges First Amendment concerns and focuses not on whether a female can 
’authentically’ play a male, but on whether the sex of the character could be changed without doing 
substantial harm to the narrative.") with Frank, supra note [x], at 498 ("Despite Congress’ omission of race 
from the BFOQ provision, people accept the reasonableness and morality of recognizing a BFOQ for race, 
at least in some instances involving the entertainment industry. Indeed, to demonstrate the necessity of a 
race BFOQ, some scholars use as their prime example the need to employ black actors to portray black 
characters."). 
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"Indeed, when it comes to casting, an entire industr?- effectively disregards Title VII.’’~52 

Judicial dicta similarly suggests protection for another market sector that regularly 
employs racial preferences, advertising. A district court noted that advertisers might 
select actors based on race in order to "solicit products to a certain group." An appellate 

court further clarified and refined the hypothetical test as employers’ ability to take racial 
appearance into account. ~.s3 A final looks-based profession that appears to inhabit at 

least a litigation-free zone with regard to anti-discrimination law is modeling. Fashion 
designers and editorial directors routinely use race as an organizing principle, either 
excluding non-white models from highly lucrative runway shows and editorial 
campaigns, or, alternatively, use race to organize how they showcase clothes and 
trends.154 Thus, while nominally there are no bfoq’s for race discrimination (Section1981 

follows Title VII in denying one), the reality is that some appearance industries, film, 

advertising, and modeling, routinely make hiring and other employment decisions based 
on race. ~ Perhaps ironically, it is these looks-based, or "appearance," markets that 

enjoy expressive protection to discriminate. 
A second form of sex discrimination prohibited by Title VII is sexual harassment, 

another characteristic of sex workplaces that assimilationists anticipate fuller recognition 
and regulation would ameliorate. In 11986 the U.S. Supreme Court recognized that sexual 
harassment comprised impermissible sex discrimination under Title VII.~S6 This included 

both quid pro quo, i.e., conditioning terms and conditions on sex, and creating a hostile 
work environment, i.e., holding employers liable for failing to prevent unwelcome sexual 
advances, including from customers. While nominally a universal norm, commentators 
di spute whether there should be different standards, depending on the type of workplace, 
with some urging that sex workplaces should be excluded or held to a lower standard.~s7 

In sum, anti-discrimination la~v doctrine operates in two registers in disparate 
treatment cases. Age, religion, national origin, and sex have formal exemptions for bona 

fide occupational qualifications. Bfoq’s for sex are complex and unpredictable, with 
some courts giving deference to discrimination motivated by both privacy and erotic 
receipts. Reasonable accommodations governs di sability, and race doctrine facially does 
not have bfoq’s but appears to still have exemptions based either on an implied bfoq 
analysis (the Seventh Circuit’s exception for corrections officers) or on first amendment 
law- trumping anti-discrimination law in expressive, appearance industries. Finally, sex 
discrimination law holds employers liable for conditioning employment on sex or failing 
to protect workers from unwanted and unwelcome sexual conduct, it is unclear whether 
and how sex work would fare as an object of anti-discrimination law. 

D. Threshold Tests" 

152 Robinson, supra note [x~, at 5. 
153 Ferrill v. Parker Grp., Inc., 168 F.3d 468, fn. 10(1 lth Cir. 1999). 
154 The Bennetton campaign was [hmous for this. 
155 Siobhan Brooks recasts these as "desire induslries." "Desire industries can include various forms of 
media and industries, wtfich operate on ideas of desire and altractiveness such as fashion modeling, acting, 
and selling retail." BROOKS, supra note [x], at 6. 
~6 See, e.g., Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57 (1986). 
~57 See infra notes [x] and accompanying text. 
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Finally, a threshold test for accessing many of these protections is that workers be 
employees rather than independent contractors. While all workers are entitled to work in 
conditions defined as safe by OSHA and can collect workers’ compensation, as described 
above, only full-time employees can unionize, have access to basic benefits, including 
unemployment and health insurance, retirement, and social security, and are entitled to 
minimum wage and overtime. Tests vary according to the statute with the National 
Labor Relations Act, ~ss Fair Labor Standards Act, 159 ERISA,160 IRC,161, Social Security 
Act,162 and workers’ compensation statutes163 all adopting different tests. With the 
exception of Section 1981, the same holds true for discrimination law.164 The Americans 
with Disabilities Act and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act both limit 
protection from discrimination to those classified legally as employees. Although the 
language of Title VII states that "individuals" are protected from discrimination in law, 
courts still distinguish between employees and independent contractors, restricting 
protection to the former. 165 While the various statutory and legal tests are diverse, all 
entail a substantial assessment of the allocation of control over work between the 
employer and the worker. 166 What remains universal though, across these distinct 
employee jurisprudences, are employers’ efforts to characterize workers as independent 
contractors rather than employees to lessen costs and liability. 

E. Summary 

In the end, then, the assimilationist claim that professional sex is just work and 
could be easily assimilated into extant regulatory structures is a miscue from the diversity 
of workplaces and their regulation. Regulation for health and safety and against violence, 
as well as anti-discrimination law-, applies in varying ways to different market sectors and 
types of work. To gain maximum protections in a ~vorld of decreasing regulation, 
workers have to define themselves as certain kinds of workers doing certain kinds of 
work. Workers successfully gained regulatory interventions in the factories, mines, 

lss [Fill in] 
1s9 [Follows economic realities test] 

160 See, e.g., Nationwide Mutual Insurance CompaRv v. Darden, 503 U.S.318, 323-24 (factors for assessing 

employee status include skill, source of tools, location, duration of relationship, rights to assign, discretion, 
method of payment, incorporation of work into hiring paW’s regular work, provision of benefits, and tax 
treatment). 

161 [Fill in 20 point test] 
162 

[Fill in] 
163 [Fill in right to control] 
164 Because Section 1981 ’s language is not limited to employees, Danielle Tarantolo urges it could become 
a broad remedy for workers in private workplaces. Tarantolo, supra note Ix]. She notes, though, that in 
order :for Section 1981 to emerge as an effective remedy, several procedural and doctrinal obstacles would 
need to be overcome, including that it only applies to racial discrimination, its inability to reach disparate 
impact claims, its restriction to private causes of actions, and similarly the :fact that it only reaches private 
employers, ld. 
165 [add cite] 
~66 Judicial interpretation has contributed significantly to the thick "employee" jurisprudence, elaborating 

the various tests, including cormnon law agency and economic realities. 
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slaughterhouses, and other vvorksites that labor reformers targeted after the industrial 
revolution. These regulatou interventions aligned particularly well with Fordist factories 
in which employers’ efforts to standardize production also showcased their control, 
responsibility, and liability. Applying anti-discrimination law to these same workplaces 
was similarly straightforward: neither employers nor consumers have any legitimate 
interest in the race or gender of the worker who produces their coal, car, or widget. 
But as many commentators have noted, labor’s golden age ended with the manufacturing 
economy, lgS Workers in the service economy struggle to make their needs legible to 
regulatory agencies and gain access to protections. Even the OSHAct, despite efforts to 
expand it, continues to envision an historical, increasingly non-relevant workplace. 

Despite over a century of effort by labor activists and reformers, workplace law 
remains unpredictable and many workers find its protections remain inadequate for their 
needs. Beyond that, the regulation of work is deeply instrumentalist. It is neither natural 
nor inexorable, and assimilationists should be thoughtful about which type of labor sex 
work would be most likely to be assimilated into. While assimilationists might be 
envisioning those laborers and labor with the most conventional set of protections, e.g., 
manufacturing, which features relatively strong protections from both single-incident 
injuries and racial and other forms of discrimination, it is just as likely that sex work 
~vould be assimilated into labor in which workplace hazards are un- or under-regulated. 
Regulators might find sex work to be akin to in-home health care providers, late-night 
retail, or other relatively invisible, powerless service work. Or modeling. 
In addition, as the next Section shows, the assimilationist claim is a miscue not only from 
the diversity of workplaces, but also from the diversily of sex workplaces. Sex 
workplaces differ not only from many other workplaces, but also from each other. The 
next Section explores both the diversity of sex markets, and the distinctive challenges of 
regulating them, in order to contemplate whether and how sex ~vorkplaces could be more 
effectively regulated in order to ameliorate both danger and the degradation of 
discrimination. 

Ill.PROFESSIONAL SEX: A NEW MODE OF WORK 

"[J]ust what is so unique about sex-work? ,,170 

Even determining the status of one contested form of sex work, prostitution, is 
complicated. While some countries completely criminalize prostitution, in most it has 
some sort of legally liminal status, in which some aspects are criminalized and others are 
not.IT1 Importantly, many jurisdictions differentiate between prostitution itself, i.e., 

167 ]~Ut see DAVID ROEDIGER, THE WAGES OF WHITENESS: RACE AND THE MAKING OF THE AMERICAN 

WORKING CLASS (1991) (describing economically irrational behavior in which white workers accept lower 

wages for racial premium of not working with blacks). 
168 [add cites] 

169 AS explored in Section III, modeling and sex work have ~nuch in cormnon. See inf!’a notes [x] and 

accompawing text. According to [x], ~nodeling is one of the worst jobs. 
1~0 Tinsnmn, supra note [x]. 
171 Procon.org is a website that surveyed 100 countries, seeking to be "inclusive of major religions, 

geographical regions, and policies towards prostitution." 

http://prostitulion.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000772; see also 
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selling sex, brothels, or operating an establishment in which prostitution occurs, and 
"pimping," defined variously as "assistance" or "living off the earnings of prostitution," 
"controlling prostitution for gain," or "exploitative" or "coercive" behavior. 172 In one 

study, of 100 countries suw’eyed, thirty-eight currently completely criminalize 
prostitution.173 In every country that criminalizes prostitution, brothel ownership and 
pimping likewise are illegal. 174 Liability and penalties vary by country, and, within some 
countries, by jurisdiction. 175 In seven countries prostitution, brothels, and pimping all are 
legal. 176 Another forty countries have partially decriminalized sex work, otherwise 
known as restricted legality. In addition to the brothel/pimping differentiation, 177 

http://w~.jus~ce.g~vt.n~jp~icy/c~mmercia~-pr~pert-y-and-regulat~ry /pr~stituti~n/pr~stituti~n-~aw- 
rcview-c~mmittce/pub~icati~ns/internati~na~-appr~aches/3-dircct~ry-~f-c~untfies. Gernmny exemplifies 
how difficult it can be to discern the status of prostitution. Some set Germany’s legalization date at 1927, 
when the count~ passed its Law for Combating Venereal Diseases. Others though insist that the relevant 
date is the 2002 passage of the Prostitution Act because prior to that, although prostitution was legal under 
the German Constitution, both regulations and court decisions restricted file legal and social welfare rights 
of prostitutes because prostitution was considered in violation of Germany’s moral code. 
~7~ Rationales differ. Some jurisdictions target brothels and pimping to prevent "organized" prostitution. 

Others are concerned about trafficking or gender equality. 
173 100 Countries and Their Prostitution Policies, ProCon.org, Nov. 4, 2009, available at 

http:iiprostitution.procon.orgiview.resource.php?resourcelD=000772. These include China, E~pt, India, 
both North and South Korea, Jaraaica, Afghanistan, Slovenia and Romania, and Kenya and South Africa. 
174 In China prostitution is cfi~ninalized "as a social practice that abrogates the inherent rights of women to 

personhood." (Taiwan. on the other hand, legalized prostitution in 2009.) Another pfima~T rationale is to 
combat trafficking. See, e.g., United States Department of State, Trafficking in Persons Report (2004), 
available at www.state.gow~documents/organization/34158.pdfCThe United States government takes a firm 
stance against proposals to legalize prostitution because prostitution directly contributes to the modern-day 
slave trade and is inherently demeaning."); Nicholas Kulish, Bulgaria ~¥[oves Away from Legalizing 
Prostitution, NY TIMES, Oct. 5, 2007 ("The Bulgarian govenunent Friday abruptly reversed its 
longstanding move toward legalizing prostitution, part of a broader trend in Europe to nmke prostitution 
illegal as a way to combat sexual trafficking."). 
~Ts In E~pt, the penalty for prostitutes is 3-36 months in prison and/or a fine. In Iran, prostitutes can be 

imprisoned, lashed, or executed by stoning; brothel owners can be imprisoned for up to ten years, and 
customers also face criminal penalties. Some countries impose only fines; others differentiate punishment 
by gender or by role, i.e., prostitutes and customers. For instance, in Bangladesh, prostitution is legal for 
women over 18, but nrale prostitution is illegal. US Department of State Bureau of Democracy, Human 
Rights, and Labor, 2008 Human Rights Report: BangladesN Feb. 25, 2009, available at 
http:iiwww.state.govijidrlirlsihrrpti2008iscaillg132.htm.). And Sweden is emblematic of/ Iceland and 
Norway in criminalizing the purchase, but not the sale of sex. In both the United States and Australia 
penalties differ by jurisdiction. BROTTSBALKEN [BrB] [Criminal Code] 6:8 (Swed.); General Civil 
Penal Code 22 May 1902 hr. 10 §202-206. 
http://www.aic.gov.au/documents/F/B/5/%TBFB5E3FDC-1AB5-4F04-AlBS- 
9D4B5C30B42C%TDti22.pdf ; see also Barbara Sullivan, ~en (Some) Prostitution Is Legal: 7"he Impact 
of Law Refbrm on Sex Work in Australia, 37 J.L. & Soc’Y 85 (2010). 
17~ These seven arc Ecuador, Germany, Greece, Indonesia, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and Venezuela. 

As in jurisdictions that have criminalized sex work, jurisdictions that have legalized it embrace different 
rationales. For instance, Argentina’s constitution provides, "The private actions of people that do not 
offend in any way the public order and morality, nor damage a third person, arc only reserved to God, and 
are exempt from the authority of the magistrates." 
177 For instance, in ten countries, prostitution and brothel ownership are legal, but pimping is not. See, e.g., 

[add cite to proconl (Belgiun~ Columbia, Costa Rica, E1 Salvador, Guatemala, Panama, Peru, Singapore, 
Switzerland, and Turkey). Other countries criminalize both brothels and pimping. As noted above, in no 
countl?." is pimping legal if brothel ownership is not. See supra note [x] and accompa~qng text. 
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, ¯ J ¯ . 1 cy 1. J t 1 178 1 179. . 1. ,. 180,, 1 ,, ,4 , counmes can restrict Je=aJlty oy geography, gentler, junsmcnon,    ro~e, mat is 
buying or selling,181 sex act,182 and the role of the state,ls3 Finally, the "status" of 
prostitute can influence the worker’s other rights and capabilities, almost uniformly 
negatively. 184 

Despite the complexity of how countries impose and implement criminalization, 
the overwhelming majority have a narrow vi sion of regulator}, options. These are limited 
to complete criminalization, or variations on decriminalization. Those jurisdictions that 
have moved from decriminalization to active "legalization" through regulation mainly 
confine it to mandating age limits, health requirements, and registration for sex 

178 Several countries ban prostitution from "public" places. France and Canada both explicitly restrict: 

prostitution to "private" places and make solicitation in public places illegal. The United Kingdom recently 
replaced its "kerb crawling" provisions with ones banning street or public solicitation, section 51A of the 
Sexual Offences Act 2003. Other count:ries, such as Singapore, take the opposite approach, limiting 
prostitution to designated "red-light districts." In Mexico, prostitution is legal, but maw cities restrict it: to 
certain districts. See, e.g., Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, s. 213 (Can.).; [add procon and countly" 
cites]. 
179 Some countries engender the criminalization or liability for prostitution. In Bangladesh female 

prostitution is legal but male prostitution is not. In E~pt, the man, assmned to be the custmner, is 
considered a witness and is exempt frmn punislunent in exchange for testi~qng against the prostitute, 
assumed to be a woman. [add procon and countu cites]. 
lSO In Me,co and Australia, prostitution is left to the individual states, although it is criminalized in the 

former and legal in the latter. The United States leaves the status of prostitution to the individual states, but 
it is criminalized eveu~where except for eleven rural counties in Nevada, with populations of less than 
250,000. See supra note Ix], and accmnpanying text. Between 1980 and 2009, "indoor" prostitution was 
legal in Rhode Island because of an m~intentional legislative loophole. The state enacted new legislation 
criminalizing all prostitution in November 2009. Rhode Island: 2009 R.I. Pub. Laws 185-186 "Prostitution 
and Lewdness." Some municipal jurisdictions, such as San Francisco, intennittemly comemplate 
decriminalization. Proposition K, City of San Francisco: Changing the Enforcement of Laws Related to 
Prostitution and Sex Workers (2008, defeated), text available at 
http:iiwww.smartvoter.orgi2008i11i04icaisfipropiKi. See also Law, supra note [x], at 583-585 (discussing 
Rhode Island and San Francisco). Some call for explicit non-enforcement of state laws at the local level or 
for implicit deprioritizing. See, e.g., Law, supra note [x], at 584-85 (discussing San Francisco and New 
Jersey Task Forces as case studies of local reform); Leigh, supra note Ix] (discussing San Francisco Task 
Force reconunendations to suspend enforcement of state laws against prostitution and redirecting resources 
to services for sex workers and enforcing nuisance laws). 
a~ In some countries, selling sex is legal, but bwing it is criminalized. This is the case in Iceland, 
Norway, and Sweden. These countries recently introduced this differentiation, influenced in large part by 
sex work advocacy groups. 
182 For instance, Japan criminalizes only intercourse; other sexa~al acts are legal. KEIHO [KEIHO] [PEN. 

C.] 1907 art. 182 (Japan). 
183 In Turkey, the brothels are state-owned, and it is illegal to "shelter a person :for prostitution." Turkish 

Criminal Code, Law No.: 5237 Official Gazette [Resmi Gazete = R.G.], 12 October 2004 No. 25611, 
enacted: 26 September 2004.. 
184 For instance, in Turkey sex workers cannot be married and their children arc barred from occupying 

high rank in the ar~W or police, or marrying persons of such rank, although they can work in other areas of 
government service. ProCon.org, Nov. 4, 2009, available at 
http://prostitution.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000772#turkey. In the United States, 
prostitution can preclude an alien from obtaining a visa. Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. 1001, 
et. seq., as amended (naming as ineligible Ibr a visa anyone who "is coming to the United States solely, 
principally, or incidentally to engage in prostitution, or has engaged in prostitution within 10 years of the 
date of application for a visa, admission, or adjustment of status."). 
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workers. 185 A very few countries have, following the erotic exceptionalist call, 
decriminalized prostitution ~vithout enacting any other accompanying regulation, ls6 The 

absence of positive laws appears to be a regulatory vacuum rather than an intentional 
alignment with exceptionalism.187 The lone exception is New Zealand, whose 

Occupational Health and Safety agency has issued a comprehensive set of guidelines for 
the sex industry. 1~ In sum, the regulatory imagination seems extraordinarily constrained. 

What ~vould an approach look like, that took professional sex, prostitution and other 
forms, seriously as ~vork, while simultaneously confronting the real and high 
vulnerability its workers experience? 

A~Markets for Sex 

Section II argued that assimilationists’ insistence that sex ~vork be regulated like "any 
other labor" ignores the diversity of ~vorkplaces and their regulation. This Section makes 
an additional point. In the strong form version, the homogeneity of labor claim insists 

and in the weak form version it assumes that sexual labor is no different from other, non- 
sexual work. Jane Larson offers a case in point: "commercial sex workers, like other 
part-time, self-employed, and contingent workers, confront problems of economic and 
social insecurity that are particularly acute in fields, like commercial sex, where most of 
the workers are women. It seems more likely that such problems would be addressed 
through measures applicable to all workers, and extended to commercial sex workers if 
commercial sex were legal, rather than through special programs for commercial sex 
workers?’1~9 But, as this next part shows, sex workplaces are not like most workplaces. 

Rather, they are distinct in ways that have regulatory significance~ 
Sex workers are disproportionately cis-women or trans-women but cater to a 

customer base that is overwhelmingly male. 190 Sex work is not alone in these ratios; 

185 Compare Austria (requiring prostitutes to register, undergo periodic health examiuations, be 19 years old 

or older, and pay taxes); Latvia (requiring monthly health check); Netherlands (prostitutes must be over 18 
and clients must be over 16 and prostitutes must register and pay taxes); Singapore (requiring mandatory 
health checks, that prostitutes be 16 years or older, and confine their work to designated districts); 
Switzerland (requiring prostitutes register with city authorities and health authorities and get regular health 
checks). Other countries impose far more intrusive requirements and restrictions. In Turkey and Greece, 
health checks can be as often as twice a week and in Turkey workers must cala3~ an identity card indicating 
the dates of his or her health checks. Costa Rica has minimal requirements. Prostitutes "must be over 18 
years old and carry a health card showing how recently they had a medical check-up." 
18~ See, e.g., [fill in Brazil code and regulation]. 
18~ Some countries do not address or define prostitution at all, leaving its status unclear~ This is the case in 

long-standing uations such as Bulgaria, Spain, and Indonesia, as well as newer ones. In Kyrgyzstan, for 
instance, prostitution is not a crime but its exact legal status is unclear. 
188 A GUIDE TO OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY IN THE NEW ZEALAND SEX INDUSTRY. 

189 Law, supra note Ix], at 599 (footnote omitted). See also Moukalif, supra note Ix], at 258 ("the issues 

that affect sex work are essentially labor issues common to all marginalized workers."). 
190 

There exists a great gender asymmct~ in prostitution: it is almost always the man that is paying 
for sex. Even male prostitutes have mainly male clients. Research by Atchison, Fraser, & Lowman 
provide evidence for the idea that: women do not pay for sex: in a study using several multi- 
method searches for clients of prostitution they only fotmd two women. Of interest is that both 
women did not purchase sex on their own, but rather were engaging in group sexual activity with a 
male partner. 
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historically secretarial work also manifested these dynamics. However in sex markets, 
these ratios can engender distinct dynamics that pose real risk to the workers. For 
instance, exotic dancers typically cater to a male customer base, working for multiple 
customers simultaneously, either in clubs or for parties--bachelor, fraternity, work, 
etc.--held in private or rented places, i.e., at outcall locations. While clubs typically have 
regular customers who may come alone, many men patronize dancers together seeking 
homosocial bonding through group interaction ~vith the worker. 191 Several sociological 
studies have found that in these spaces patrons may experiment with and negotiate social 
norms and expectations of masculinity that differ from and would be condemned as 
unacceptable in other social contexts.192 These same homosocial masculinities can 
trigger violence against male sex workers. Violence against men in the sex trade is well 
documented. Overwhelmingly, this violence is perpetuated against them by male 
customers, not women, and is triggered by perceived threats to the same masculinity that 
degrades women sex workers. 

Customers’ significant alcohol consumption can further loosen social inhibitions and 
lubricate behavior that puts workers at risk of both verbal abuse and violence. Moreover, 
sex workplaces are some of the only ones in which the workers are not only permitted but 
expected to themselves consume alcohol. In dance clubs in particular, operators may 
require dancers to "hustle" drinks from customers, which the dancers are then expected to 
drink. 193 Hence, not only are the customers often intoxicated but the workers are required 

Kathleen D. Vohs & Jannine Lasaleta, Heterosexual Sexual Behavior Is Governed by Social Exchange and 
Basic Economic Principles: Sexual Economics Theory, 9 MI~. J.L. ScI. & TECtt. 785,791-792 (2008). 
See also Chancer, supra note [x], at 151 (describing sex work as "an ove~vhelmingly female work force 
that services an ovei~Thelmingly male clientele); Posner, supra note 5, at 91-92 ("Even in societies in 
which women are prosperous and independent (modem Scandinavia, for example), and therefore could 
easily afford to patronize prostitutes, there is no demand for prostitutes of either sex to service women."). 
But see [add citations] (observing women do not seek out sex in brothels or on the street but increasing 
numbers partake of sex tourism). 
~9~ According to one of Siobhan Brooks’ infornrants, men "show off in front of their friends and may refer 

to you as a bitch or a ho, you just never know what can happen, especially at a bachelor pa~ where you 
don’t even know if security will be tl~ere." BROOKS, supra note [x], at 67. 
192 

For the male customers, the stripping experience initially seems to provide opportunities to enact 
masculinity by using economic power to achieve emotional and sexual intimacy. The setting of the 
club rei~fforces the general social construction of women as ubiquitously available sex objects, 
despite the fact that dancers actually maintain a certain form of power in their particularized 
interaction. It is power, though, tlrat does not really challenge male authority, and ultimately 
embeds even "the con woman in stigmatizing, exhausting and dangerous work. The money may be 
good, but the social consequences for the women arc profound. 

Lisa Pasko, :Vaked Power: The Practice of Strtpping as a Confidence Game, 5 SEXUALITIES 49-66 (2002). 
See also Viva Las Vegas, MAGIC GARDENS: THE MEMOIRS OF VIVA LAS VEGAS 39 (2009) ("Lawyers were 
always the worst. They seemed to feel they could get away with nmrder. Probably could. At the Magic 
they were constantly getting tossed for taking out "their erect cocks."). 
193 

In the clubs that serve alcohol, management expects the dancers to accept drinks from the 
customers because most club owners make the bulk of their profit from alcohol 
purchases...Customers invariably want dancers to dri~k alcohol and are sav~.~ to the tricks dancers 
use to stay sober. A client reasons that if he can get a woman sufficiently intoxicated, it might 
loosen her inhibitions enough that she’ll have sex with him later. 

BERNADETTE BARTON’, STRIPPED: INSIDE TIlE LIVES OF EXOTIC D_~NCERS 55-56 (2006). See also Panagos 
v. Industrial Conunissiork 524 N.E.2d 1018, 1021 (Ill. App. 1988) (holding that dancer injured in an 
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to work in a state in which their own judgment is definitionally impaired. 194 Compared to 

other workers, then, sex professionals endure a combination of gender ratios, 
homosociality, masculinity threats, and alcohol consumption that heightens workplace 
risk. 

A second distinctive characteristic of the work is the dangerous blurting of when sex 
professionals are "on" versus "off" duty. In sex work, part of what is being "sold" is a 
fantasy of interpersonal connection.195 Customers purchase vastly differing fantasies, 

but, with the exception of domination fantasies, the scenario typically entails erotic 
attraction from and personal interest in them by the worker. Hence the popularity of The 
Girlfriend Experience, which Elizabeth Bernstein dubs "bounded authenticity.’’J% Good 

alcohol-related automobile accident after her shift at a club could receive worker’s compensation because 
her drinking on the job arose out of and occurred in course of employment) discussed in Margaret A. 
Baldwin, "A JgIillion Dollars and an Apology": Prostitution and Pub lic Benefits Claims, 10 HASTINGS 
WOMEN’S L.J. 189, 201-202 (1999) ("The common-sense acknowledgment by these courts that drinking is 
a job requirement for women in strip clubs--al/’ccting women’s lives inside and outside the club--has 
potentially" radical ramifications for women’s benefit eligibility."). In contrast, Elizabeth Berustein’s study 
of prostitutes in Stockholm, Amsterdam, and San Francisco found that ma~\v "career" prostitutes were 
"vigilant" about working "straight", i.e., not drank or high, carefully distinguishing themselves from 
"survival" prostitutes who bartered their bodies for drugs. BERNSTEIN, TEMPORAP.ILY YOURS, supra note 
[x], at 49. 
194 In one case, the court upheld a worker’s claim to compensation when she accepted a ride after work 

from an intoxicated driver who then had an accident. The court concluded: 
We find the commissioner’s conclusion that claimant’s intoxication was caused by her drinking 
while at work is supported by substantial evidence. The employer required its dancers to socialize 
with customers and to hustle the purchase of drinks for the dancers. It should expect this 
requirement to resu# in intoxication of the dancers. This practice also benefited the employer in 
two ways. First, it profited from the sale of the drinks, which customers paid for. Second, the 
dancers’ socializing contributed to the lounge’s goodwill by creating an atmosphere appealing to 
its customers. 

2800 Corp. v. Fernandez, 528 N.W.2d 124, 128 (Iowa 1995) (emphasis added). 
~9~ "What a johi~ wants is for the woman to act like the woman he wants, and for the woman to maintain a 

credible performance as part of the bargain. She is to act as if she is the role he wants her to play." 
Baldwin, Split at the Root." Prostitution and Feminist Discourses o fLaw Rejbrm, 5 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 
47, 118 [hereiuafter, Baldwin, Split at the Root]. Discussing dancers, Brooks says that dancers circulating 
with patrons "allows for increased individual attention to the male guests and the formation of relationships 
between ’regulars’ and the dancers. Gentlemen’s clubs rely on fantasy to run their businesses. The fantasy 
is that the dancer is sexually and persoually interested in the customer." BROOKS, supra note [x], at 78 
(footnote omitted). 
196 "One of the most sought after features in the prostitution encotmter has.., become the ’girlfriend 

experience,’ or GFE. Ads lbr escorts in print media and online now routinely feature this in their 
advertisements, and there arc entire Web pages where people who specialize in this service can advertise." 
Sex workers market "the Girlfriend Experience" by "advertis[ing] themselves as "girlfriends for hire" and 
describe[ing] the ways in which they offer not merely eroticism but: authentic intimate connection for sale 
in the marketplace .... " BERNSTEIN, supra note Ix], at 126, 7. Although the emotional and erotic 
authenticity they offer is sincere, they remain, as Bemstein notes, "bounded," in large part: by the market 
mediated nature of "the transactions. Neither the clients nor the workers want unbounded eroticism as 
demonstrated by the fact that many sex workers report that: when they offer favored clients "freebies" or 
discounts the men often do not return. "For many clients, one oft:he chief virtues of commercial sexual 
exchange is the clear and bounded nature of the encounter" and the "clarifying effect of payment." Id. at 
120, 121. The Girlfriend Experience is not a substitute or second-best to conventional, amative 
relationships; it, or bounded authenticity, is itself the desired experience. See also ZEL~ZER, supra note [x], 
at 17 (complicating idea of authenticity in intinaate relationships). 
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sex workers deliver the fantasies their customers want. 197 It should not be surprising that 
some customers confuse the fantasy with reality and attempt to pursue the relationship 
beyond the transactional contract. J gs One regular customer at a dance club in New York, 
who often volunteers to escort dancers to the subway or help them hail a cab after their 

" n,, r ,,199 shifts, observed, "It’s leaving the club that’s c~a ~e ous.    This happens to other service 
workers, as well, who may be stalked or harassed by clients or customers, but the risk is 
higher in sex work, given that the customer’s fantasy is embedded in an actual sexual 
interaction/relationship and interest, feigned or not. 

Heightening the risk is the fact that some employers appear to purposely blur lines 
between on-work/off-work. They may demand sexual favors, or "entertainment" as they 
put it, for themselves or for friends, as a condition of employment or receiving favorable 
treatment, such as good shifts or referrals to clients. In contrast, factory workers typically 
are not asked to make widgets for free, for the boss’ s personal use after hours. Both of 
these dynamics are exacerbated by the attribution to sex professionals of an identity as 
always sexually available and willing, or, alternatively, as a lesser human being, 
deserting of exploitation, because s/he has explicitly commodified heir sexuality. Both 
beliefs can lead to threatening behavior towards workers, including stalking, harassment, 
and even assault and murder. While many customers do get and respect the boundaries 
between "on" and "off" duty, the nature of the work lends itself to confusion, thereby 
heightening risk. 

Similarly, the line between re-negotiating terms and harassment or assault also can be 
blurry. A dancer who is asked to perform a sexual act on a client may prefer not to do so, 
be offended, or even feel threatened or coerced. Another dancer, or the same dancer in 
different circumstances, might be open to the request, depending on the price point, 
client, or context. The same is true for a prostitute who has agreed in advance to a certain 
set of transactions but who may or may not be open to expanding the sexual menu. 
While workers in non-sexual contexts might characterize the request for additiona! work 
or more work or different work as unpleasant, exploitative, and/or coercive, law" and 
society typically do not perceive such requests as criminal behavior the way that 
violations of sexual contracts can easily cross into sexual assault. 

A third meaningful distinction stems from the fact that sexual labor entails a social 
stigma that is almost unique. The stigma results in significant social isolation, as it 
interferes in the worker’s relationships with friends and family and, importantly, with 
other workers. For instance, dancers trying to unionize have found their organizing 

197 "This emotional labor, which she describes as more tiresome lhan the work of exotic dance, is crucial to 

the financial success of the dancer." Bernstein, supra note [xl, at 80 (footnotes omilted). One sociologist 
obsel~,ed "the interactions between dancer and customer become complicated because the dancer not only 
displays her body, but also sells versions of her ’self’--including her personality, attention, and 
conversation--in order to sustain lt~e relationship with the cuslomer." McGi~fley, supra note[x], at 79 
(:footnote omitted). 
198 "The dancer uses emotimml labor to develop clients into ’regulars’ who spend hundreds of dollars at 

each visit to lhe club. The emotional labor, which is invisible to the regular clients, results in clients’ belief 
that they are ’boyfriends’ rather than customers." BROOKS, supra note [x], at 80-81 (foomotes omitted); 
199 BROOKS, supra note [x], at 96. 
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efforts rej ected by several unions,z°° In addition, while other workers who labor in 

stressful or high-risk jobs can find solace from family, friends, and community, many sex 
professionals hide their work from those closest to them, resulting in profound social 
isolation.2°1 Some commentators also attribute the isolation to the extreme control that 
employers exert over sex workers which "leads to the erosion of other relationships and 
thwarts personal autonomy.’’2°2 Importantly, the stigma runs both ways; it also afflicts 

customers, who are largely unwilling to admit they consume professional/commercial 
sexual sew’ices.2°3 Unlike, say, those who consume fossil fuels produced by coal miners, 

"Ira]any people watch pornography, but few are willing to write to their assemblyperson 

about it.’’z°4 

Of course some contend this stigma is aproduct of the criminalization of sexual 
labor. Stigma is associated with most illegal activities (and many legal ones associated 
with lower classes) and can be exacerbated by gender.2°s Yet other criminalized 
activities do not incur the intensity of the stigma associated with sex work. Some law- 
breakers, including drug dealers and even, ironically, pimps, enjoy cultural 
valorization,z°6 In contrast, the stigma associated with commercial sex appears to stem 

:oo Margot Rutman noles "that "[T]he Screen Actors Guild excludes such performers from membership and 

their independent-contractor status precludes their prolection under the National Labor Relations Act." 
Rutman, supra note [x], all 519. 
2Ol ,,[B]ecause of the stigmatized nature of their work, many dancers caunot tell their families or friends 

about what they do for a living." Chun, supra note [x~, at 233. The main dancer featured in the 
documentary Live :Vude Girls Unite/had more difficulty coming out to her mother as a sex worker than as 
a lesbian, even though her mother works with prostitutes. 
202 Baldwin, supra note [x], at 197 (footnote omitted). Baldwin, who is an anti-prostitution activist and 

scholar, further contends that the isolation of women who work in the sex industry is not unlike that of 
battered women. She also speculates that "[p]rostitution and stripping also require women to create an 
illusion of personal interest in the customer, a dynamic that in and of itself hedges the difference between 
work and personal life." Baldwin, supra note [x], at 197-98, 198 (footnote omitted). 
2o~ But see CHESTER BRO’9,,~,J, PAYING FOR ITZ A COMIC-STRIP MEMOIR ABOUT BEING A JOtiN (memoir in 

form of graphic novel recounting self-described "john’s" sexual encounters with prostitutes); see also 
Dwight Garner, A Graphic Memoir that Earns the Des~enation, N.Y. Times, May" 25, 2011, at C6. ("It’s a 
factual and often graphic recounting of the author’s many erotic sessions with sex workers; it’s a bitter 
critique of the inanities of romantic love; and it’s a sustained argument in favor of decriminalizing 
prostitution."); Amfie Sprinkle, A John’s Story, N.Y. Times, Sunday Book Rev. July 3,2011, at BR15 
(noting that in her fore." years among sex workers she has ouly known one john, and arguably" Charlie 
Sheen, "to come out voluntarily -- with honesty, integrity and pride"). 

2o4 Rutman, supra note [x], at 558 (footnote omitted). 
2os Martha Nussbaum offers an interesting contrast with the stigma she associates with domestic workers. 

In domestic service as in prostitution, one is hired by a client and one nmst do what that client 
wants or fail at the job. In bolh, one has a limited degree of latitude 1o exercise skills as one sees 
fit, and both jobs require the exercise of some developed bodily skills. In bott~ one is at risk of 
enduring bad beha~’ior from one’s client, although tire prostitute is more likely 1o encounter 
physical violence. Certainly both arc traditionally professions that enjoy low respect, both in 
sociely generally arrd from tire client. Domestic service on the whole is likely 1o have worse hours 
and lower pay than (at least many lypes of) prostitution, but it probably comains fewer health 
risks. It also involves no invasion of irrtimate bodily space, as prostitution (consensually) does. 

Nussbaum, supra note [x~, at 702. 
2o~ Tire most recent example is the movie Hustle and Flow about a pimp striving to become a musician. 

The theme song, It’s Hard Out Therefor a Pimp, won the 2006 Academy Award for Best Achievement in 
Music Written for Motion Pictures, Original Song. 
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from deep-seated biases, discomforts, and ambivalences about sex itself, which, while 
culturally specific, are almost universal in their attribution of differential meaning to men 
and women and particularly to prostitutes.2°7 

Finally, while autonomy is a concern for all workers, sex work puts a distinct spin on 
it. Feminists have fought long and hard for consent to be the determining principle in the 
legal governance of sex. These liberal iterations of sexual agency and autonomy that 
characterize our current legal and moral moment mandate that a person can change their 
mind and withdraw consent at anytime during a sexual encounter.2°s In keeping with this 

autonomy premium, sex professionals insist they should be able to refuse their services to 

any customer for arty reason and change their mind and withdraw consent at an),’ time 
while a sexual service is being provided. Importantly, they include among these reasons 
racial and gender preferences and biases. Sex workers may, and do, restrict their 
clientele based not only on a potential customer’s gender (which should not be 
surprising), but race as well.2°9 Disability proves to be a fascinating category of its own 
in sexual commerce.21° Thus, although this autonomy premium puts sex professionals in 

direct conflict with public accommodations and consumer protection law, many embrace 
and insist on the same norms of personal choice and preference that govern non-market 
i ntim acy. 211 

In sum, while it may be tempting to "view[] them through the same labor lens as 
other workers," professional sex is not like "most" work.2~2 Contrary. to assimilationists’ 

claim of homogeneity, most workplaces are not characterized by the particularities of sex 

2o: Certainly prostitutes can be romamic figures in literature, for instance the work of Dostoyevsl~.’, but one 

is hard pressed to find actual prostitutes who enjoy status and influence in their communities due to their 

work. 
2o8 See, e.g., State v. Baby, 404 Md. 220, 271-72 (Md. 2008) ("We conclude that post-penetration 

withdrawal of consent negates initial consent for the purposes of sexual offense crimes and, when coupled 

with the other elements, may constitute the crime of rape."); In re John Z, 60 P. 3d 183 (Cal. 2003) (the first 

state supreme court to hold that post-penetration continuation of intercourse "after consent is withdrawn 

constitutes rape); State v. Robinson, 496 A.2d at 1067, 1069 (Me. 1985) (instructing jury that "ifa couple 

consensually engages in sexual intercourse and one or the other changes his or her nfind, and communicates 

the revocation or change of mind of the consent, and the other partner continues the sexual intercourse by 

compulsion of the party who changes his or her mind, then it would be rape. The critical element there is 

the continuation under compulsion.") (emphasis in original); State v. Siering, 644 A.2d at 961(Conn. App. 

Ct. 1994) (instructing jury that "if there exists consensual intercourse and the alleged victim changes her 

nfind and communicates the revocation or change of mind of consent and the other person continues the 

sexual intercourse by compelling the victim through the use of force then it would be sexual assault in the 

first degree."). A Kansas statute "proscribes all nonconsensual sexual intercourse that is accomplished by 

force or fear, not just the initial penetration." State v. Bunyard, 281 Kan. 392, 133 P.3d 14, 28 (Kan. 2006) 

(emphasis in original) (but also requires use of force or fear in addition to absence of consent). 
209 [add Nevada brothel quotes] 

210 See, e.g., Adfie~me D. Day’is, Erotic Entitlements Part I: A Repl.v to "Sex 7~erapy in the Age of Uiagra, " 

35 WASH U. J. L. & POL’Y 421 (2011) [hereinafter Davis, Erotic Entitlements Part I] (discussing disability 

and erotics). 
211 In this sense they embrace the exceptionalist stance, "that the sexual nature of their work trumps its role 

as labor. The 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination against consumers in places of public 

accommodation. 42 U.S.C. §2000a ("All persons shall be entitled "to the full and equal enjoyment of the 

goods, sel~’ices, facilities, and privileges, advantages, and accommodations of any place of public 

accommodation, as defined in tiffs sectimL without discrimination or segregation on "the ground of race, 

color, religiork or uatioual origin."). 
2~2 Moukalif, supra note [x], at 254. 
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work: the culture of alcohol, drinking, and drugs; the homosocial "mob" context; the 
blurred line between legitimate re-negotiations and criminal assaults; a similarly blurred 
line between on-site/off-site (that is on-duty/off-duty) identities; and employer 
expectations of "free" services that all can combine to create distinct risks and hazards. 
Nor does most work entail the stigma and resulting isolation or threaten entrenched 
liberal norms of autonomy in the same way. 

Hence, on the one hand, sex professionals share many basic concerns with non- 
sexual workers, e.g., exploitation by management, weak rights, dangerous and unsanitary 
working conditions, as well as distinctly gender-based harms, e.g., wearing stiletto heels 
and sexual harassment. If recognized as employees, many existing workplace regulations 
would also apply to sex workplaces. For example, exit signs and fire extinguishers are 
mandatory in brothels and dance clubs as they are in factories and restaurants. Other 
requirements will be relatively straight-for~vard to enforce, for instance that stages, poles, 
sex toys, beds, i.e., "equipment," be safe and meet specified standards of hygiene. 
However some types of risks and hazards, such as the violence, sexual harassment, and 
discrimination described in Sections II.A and III.A, tend to be specific to or intensified by 
sex work. Importantly, many of these are areas in which current workplace law is 
especially weak and constrained. OSHA and workers’ compensation are characterized by 
constrained enforcement powers and both categorical and gendered exclusions of much 
of the risk that characterizes sex workplaces. Many urge exclusions or limitations on the 
application of Title VII’s sexual harassment prohibitions to for erotic receipt businesses. 
Bfoq defenses similarly complicate the application of discrimination law to race and 
gender. Finally, sex workers will battle with employers over their characterization as 
employees, which is necessary to access many protections. 

In the end, Section II showed how much of standard workplace law will almost 
certainly fail sex workers. As that Section concluded, the assimilationist claim obscures 
the distinctive characteristics of much sexual labor and the distinct regulatory challenges 
it poses. The remainder of this Section explores a potential regulatory structure that 
would try to take account of and ameliorate these risks. 

B.Sexua! GeogT’aphy & Mitigating Violence 

1. Violence 

As described above, violence poses one of the biggest risks to sex professionals’ 
well-being But violence threatens some sex workers more than others. Face-to-face 
interactions that occur in isolation from others pose the biggest threat. Elizabeth 
Bernstein finds that "while it is true that streetwalkers are at exceptionally high risk of 
physical violence, by their own accounts, the chief danger exists when they’re alone with 
a john--in a car or hotel room--not standing on the street.’’213 Audrey Macklin’s study 
of lapdancing in Canada observes the same dynamics at work: "it requires little 
imagination to recognize that the risk of harm to performers in the form of non- 
consensual contact could only be exacerbated in circumstances where the patron and the 

:13 She continues, "In this regard, the pimps are of little or no use..." Bernstein, supra note [x], at 107 

(footnote omitted). 
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performer are secluded from observation.’’214 Hence, although some municipal codes 
associate public sexual acts with "indecency," from the workers’ perspective, the more 
"private" the sexual activity, the greater the risk.2J 5 In this view’, the degree of risk 
correlates not with the type of activity but with the proximity and isolation of the 
interaction. 

We might map this sexual geography as follows. Organizational forms of sexual 
labor that do not require personal contact, that is, that entail no proximity, pose the least 
risk. This would include phone sex or other new media sexual services, as long as the 
workers remain "virtual" and unidentifiable.216 Importantly, because employers, co- 
workers, and third party intermediaries can pose as great a threat to workers as customers 
do, another crucial factor is the degree of contact between workers and these actors. The 
more limited these interactions, the lesser the risk. In sum, in sexual geographies with no 
proximity, i.e., physical or face-to-face interactions, between the worker and customers 
and employers, the risk of violence is minimal. These types of activities ought not 
require significant regulation to protect workers from violence, other than clear rules and 
protocols to prevent c~berstalking and also to preserve the virtual nature of the 
interaction and also.21/ 

In contrast to the anonymized, virtual institutional form, proximate, or face-to- 
face, sexual services that occur in commercial establishments can pose a greater risk for 
workers. Brothels typically have private rooms or spaces in which prostitutes provide 
services to clients; similarly, some dance clubs offer separate rooms or lounges for 
customers who want private lapdances or massages, it is during these proximate 
interactions, while isolated from others, that clients are most likely to assault or threaten 
workers. In addition, as described above, many assaults and threats against sex 
professionals occur when they are leaving the establishment, i.e., while they are alone in 
parking lots, on the street, etc. 

Although commercial establishments have a heightened risk &violence, these 
institutional geographies are arguably the most straightforward to regulate for worker 
safety. Mandatory protections for the commercial institutional form might include 
bodyguards, panic buttons, a security service, escorts out of the workplace, and 
surveillance if appropriate.2~8 All of the regulations of this institutional form rest on two 
principles. The first is to ameliorate the risk correlated with both proximate and isolated 
sexual transactions through surveillance, security, and/or empowering the worker to 
quickly call on other stakeholders. The second principle is to make the establishment 
operator, not the worker, responsible for the risk reduction. Many sex establishments try 
to shift this cost, often by construing workers as independent contractors, but the point is 

214 Macklin continues, "The curtain shielding what happens on the other side of it from the public and, 

therefore, judicial scrutiny is precisely what heightens the performer’s vulnerability; the parallels between 
the reg~flation of public and private space in these cases and historic patterns ofj udicial treatment of 
domestic violence are patent:." Mackli~, supra note [x], at 1 65. 
21~ See, e.g., [add cites to municipal codes]. 
216 Otherwise, stalking, both physical and cyber, becomes a severe threat. [add cites] 
217 On "the other trend, virtual workers might seek protections :from privacy law "to control their images and 

how "the5’ are used. I thank Emily Danker-Feldman for this insight. 
2~s Some brothels and clubs already include these safeguards. Workers recognize and discuss risk 

management as they differentiate among worksites. See, e.g., BROOKS, supra note [x]. 
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that in commercial establishments the operator is best situated to maximize economies of 
scale and the geographic infrastructure. As in other workplaces compliance with these 
requirements would be a condition of licensing. "Scores" akin to restaurant sanitation 
ratings could be publicly posted to alert workers and customers alike to the degree of risk 
and any conditions that might compromise their safety.219 

It is the final institutional form that generates the greatest risk of violence. In this 
sexual geography, workers transact sex in proximity to their clients and isolated from 
others, but outside of dedicated commercial establishments. Unlike those who work in 
brothels or clubs, these sex workers largely provide their sexual services in private 
homes, rented spaces such as hotel rooms, or on the street or other public places. (Sexual 
services provided in the worker’s home is known as incall; services in other non-public 
venues is known as outcall.) They might transact sex independently or for a third party 
intermediary, such as an escort service or pimp. The defining characteristic of this sexual 
geography is its absence of an institutional infrastructure. Unlike brothel or club 
workers, outcall, street, and incall workers serve clients in unregulated private contexts 
without any structural supports. Dancers in particular may serve multiple clients 
simultaneously, but do so without co-workers, managers, or even other customers who 
have a stake in the on-going stability of the enterprise, including the safety of its workers. 
The presence of other stakeholders can provide formal or informal security for sex 
workers. 

In addition, in outcall or street work, unlike brothels, clubs, and commercial 
establishments, the law cannot mandate a thick security apparatus--panic buttons, 
security guards or bouncers, surveillance--because there is no stable worksite to regulate. 
Sex professionals who provide incall services, working out of their own homes, have 
greater control over their circumstances, but even they may struggle to reduce risk.22° If 
the worker is an independent contractor, working without a manager or intermediary, 
then she must absorb the costs of security completely on her own and cannot achieve the 
economies of scale that brothel and club operators can with security systems and guards. 
Independent sex professionals may also be reluctant to reveal their profession to others 
and resist the security apparatus that could compromise their privacy. Hence, because of 
its lack of institutional infrastructure and isolation, this sexual geography, which I 
classify together as "outcall," poses the greatest risk of violence and is the hardest to 
regulate. 

Recognizing the particular risks posed by the outcall form, New Zealand has 
issued specific guidelines and protocols that include panic buttons, cell phones, as well as 
recommendations to carry flashlights in case of poor lighting.221 Another protocol could 

219 SeX workplaces could be subject to the same random audits by regulators as restaurants, day care 

centers, etc. 
=0 Maw high-end prostitutes would resist: this regulation, contending that they rely on closely monitored 

referral networks to carefully screen their clients and protect themselves. My point is that if they 
ndscalculatc, there arc no protections in place from client violence. In particular, those who work out of 
their homes arc vulnerable to stalking and harassing behavior. 
=1 From the health axis of risk management, the New Zealand guidelines also encourage outcall workers to 

inspect the premises and take other precautions. For instance, the guidelines encourage workers to 
note whether the house is well lit and listen as she/he approaches the front door for voices that 
may indicate more than one person. If the client is not alone, then the sex worker may require the 
driver to accompaw her/him inside. The sex worker should tO~ to ascertain whether the client is 
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be check-in systems, in which sex workers could confidentially document their schedule, 
including the relevant customer information, location of the rendez-vous, and anticipated 
time until the next check in. This could function akin to an answering service or we 
could anticipate software companies creating apps that would manage such information. 
Regulations might also mandate body guards for incall and outcall work, or other isolated 
venues, although this might make the cost unaffordable to most customers. Finally, 
hotels or landlords could market to sex professionals, offering rooms that provide 
security akin to brothels.222 For both third party intermediaries and sole proprietors 
performing incall or outcall work, adhering to regulations would be a condition of 
licensing. 

In sum, when viewed on a continuum of sexual geographies, isolation and 
proximity are the biggest predictors of worker risk. The virtual form is the safest as long 
as it remains anonymized, i.e., workers preserve their unidentifiability and minimize or 
avoid physical interactions with third party intermediaries. The commercial form, i.e., 
club dancing and brothel prostitution, can pose significant risks but are the most 
susceptible to regulator5, interventions that can increase worker safety. Regulations can 
require operators to provide a thick security apparatus as a condition of licensing. 
Finally, unlike brothels and clubs, in informal sexual geographies without a stable 
infrastructure workers are at the most risk. In the outcall form, there is no stable worksite 
to regulate, i.e., require panic buttons, security, and surveillance, and the worker is 
isolated from other stakeholders who might provide formal or informal security. These 

workplaces will pose the~ greatest regulatory challenge, but New Zealand’s protocols 
provide a starting point."23 As is the case with extant regulation ofworkplaces, we can 
imagine a range of regulatory approaches--mandatory requirements, guidelines, 
aspirations supported by incentives. Regardless of the geographic structure and its 
regulatory regime, compliance would be a condition of licensing. This would be as true 
for sole proprietors as for commercial establishments and third paw intermediaries. No 
regulation will eliminate the risk of violence of course; that is as impossible as it is in 
non-sexual workplaces. However, by taking seriously the institutional forms violence 
takes in sexual workplaces, we can certainly align sex work with the harm reduction 
approach found in other workplace safety regulation. 

Others have distinguished kinds of sex work, of course, typically along the lines of 
legality or bodily penetration. The former approach distinguishes illegal prostitution 
from the legal forms of professional sex: dancing, phone sex, etc.224 The latter approach 

too intoxicated. If thc sex worker feels uncomfortable or endangered at any stage, she/he should 

leave immediately. 
Occupational Safety & Health Service, New Zealand Department of Labor, A Guide to Occupational 
ttealth and Sq[i, ty in the ~Vew Zealand Sex Industry, "Fact Sheet 1 : Safety and Security Guidelines :for Sex 

Workers Who Provide Outcall" 82-84 (2004). See infra note [xl and accompanying lext. 
:zz Kotiswaran, supra note [x] (describing complex relationships between lessors and sex workers in India). 
~3 See supra notes [x] and accompanying text. 
224 

Even absent criminal law complications, there are vast differences among trades within the sex 
work indust~. Consider, :for example, organized dancing in direct: contrast to organized 
prostitution. Exotic dancing is generally legal and is performed at a specific worksite (club) for a 
set hourly duration. Exotic dancers who work at a club or specific worksite arguably have a single 
employer--the club/site owner. Prostitution, however, is generally illegal, performed on a per 
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classifies sex work along a continuum of its proximity to sexual penetration. Embraced 
by conservatives, liberals, and radicals alike, the spectrum ranges from phone sex to 
dancing without sexual contact to dancing with sexual contact to prostitution, which is 
assumed to entail penetration, vaginal, anal, or oral.z25 This paper has reorganized sex 

work along the lines of sexual geography. The innovation of the sexual geography 
approach is that it rejects both the legalistic binary of criminal/legal and the bodily 
penetration approaches, replacing them with one based on institutional form and risk.226 

In this sense it is highly attuned to the internal differentiation and structure of sex 
work.227 in sum, the sexual geography approach blurs the moral and criminal lines 

between prostitution and other legal forms of sex work in favor of a risk-based approach 

to regul ation. 

2~ Internal Differentiation and the Threshold Employee Test 

Internal differentiation also recalls the question of when and whether sex workers are 
employees, the threshold test for access to many legal protections. Basic benefits, 
including unemployment and health insurance, retirement, social security benefits, and 
minimum wage and overtime, are only available to those legally classified as employees. 
In addition, access to most discrimination law is only available to employees. Finally, 
the ability to unionize also turns on employee status. Unionization offers an important 

alternative to state regulation or industry s2e21~f-regulation, i.e., improving worker 
protections through collective bargaining. 

As described above, the employee tests vary and are complex. A key recurring factor 
is the allocation of control over how work is done between the worker and the employer. 
Internal differentiation means that sex work differs radically in the allocation of 
autonomy and control between sex professionals and those who operate their workplaces. 
Those working in the commercial form, in dance clubs and brothels, are most susceptible 
to employer control. Still, even within this form arrangements and conditions can vary 
drastically. Outcall workers may be more likely to both seek and exercise autonomy in 

client basis, and not necessarily at a single location for a set duration. Prostitutes are arguably self- 
employed. 

Moukalif, supra note Ix], at 255. 
225 The continuum privileges touching over looking and contact over looking and penetration over contact. 

As described in Section I, liberals and conselaTatives both can condemn cmmnmodified sex, although for 
different reasons. Following conservative logic, the closer sexual acts come to penetration the closer they 
are to religious sin, or, in secular terms, the threat to the family. For liberals and some radicals, the closer 
to penclration a sexual act, the closer the act to the degradation of women, people who stand in for women, 
and dignity and rights. Hence both subscribe to the penetration continuum. See supra note Ix]. 
~2~ Viviana Zelizer uses a site-based continuum in analyze caring relations. ZELIZER, supra note [x], at 
163-85. 
:z~ As Prabha Kotiswaran notes, "Sex workers are highly internally differentiated according to their mode 
of organization of sex work and lhcir relationship to the institution of the brothel." Kotiswara~, supra note 
[x], at 581. She identifies several axes of differentiation: wage; conditions of labor, i.e., bonded labor, 
sharing income wilh brothel keeper, or independent. She also incorporates scale of the institution as 
influencing the autonomy of worker. Id. at 585-88. See also Law, supra note [x] (discussing brolhcls as 
institutions). 
:zs Although unionization has thus far not been ve~ helpful to sex workers, and indeed is becoming less 
effective generally, some assimilationists and activists view it as a potential path to sex worker 
empowerment. See supra notes [x] and accompanying text. 
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their daily conditions and decisions.229 Finally, the virtual form presents an intriguing 
case. For instance, phone sex can as easily be done from one’s own home, as an 
entrepreneur or independent contractor, as it can from a conventionally Fordist call 
center. Margot Rutman’s analysis of several highly contested disputes between dance 
club and brothel owners and sex professionals suggests that these crucial classifications 
remain uncertain and unpredictable.23° 

3. Summary 

In sum, the assimilationist claim obscures the diversity of sex work. it does not 
take account of how sex work is internally differentiated and how these very real 
differences translate into worker risk. By the same token, erotic exceptionalists ignore 
the very real hazards posed by sex work, insisting that the sexual nature of the labor 
should shield it from regulation. I have sympathy with both of these views. Yet, neither 
does very much to accomplish goals of reducing the very real risks of sex work. To 
combat and manage this risk, this Section has proposed a sexual geography approach that 
parses sex work according to its institutional form and how that affects worker risk. 
Mapping sex work in this way provides a pragmatic approach to harm reduction. It 
should also appeal to feminists, on both sides of the debate, in that it suspends the typical 
classifications of sex work grounded in binaries of criminality or moralizing continua of 
penetration and instead assesses it according to risk assessment and reduction.23J 

C.Discrimination 

If violence and safety are relatively straightforward, if controversial, to regulate, the 
final major workplace challenge is far less so. A goal for many assimilationists is 
accessing anti-discrimination laws. As described in Section II they want sex 
professionals to have the same remedies against invidious bias that other workers do. 
Can harassment and discrimination be regulated and ameliorated in sexual labor? Yes-- 
and maybe. Let me elaborate. 

1. Sexual Harassment 

229 Of course under the current criminal regime pimps exercise such extreme control that few would 

mistake that for an independent contractor arrangement. Yet, this paper is gambling on the reduction of 
pimping as we know ill under legalized regimes. If ~W optimistic bet is right, then outcall prostitution will 
be more autonomous than it currently is, and more akin to outcall dancing. 
23o Rutman, supra note [x]. There have been some recent successes. In a recent class action between 

dancers and club owners in seven states, the clubs settled for almost $13 million dollars and agreed to no 
longer treat dancers as contractors and instead to "treat them as either employees or part owners. Trauth v. 
Spearmint Rhino, 2012 WL 4755682 (C.D. CA 2012) (upholding attorneys’ fees and incentive awards). 
231 An episode of the popular Tyra Ba~kks Show discussed how sex workers themselves perpetuate this 

hierarchy. "It’s always seemed odd that women in such a controversial line of work would even bother to 
be judgmental of what: the next: person does, but: there’s a silent hierarchy that exists within the sex 
industry, e.g., topless models look down on girls who go bottomless, girls who go bottomless look down on 
girls who strip, strippers look down on porn stars, porn stars look down on hookers, etc. During the 
episode, Tyra had the women rank one another in order :from most respectable to least respectable..." Tracie 
Egan Morrissey, Sex Workers Go atIt on Tyra, JEZEBEL, Nov. 17, 2008, available at 
http:iijezebel.comi5091460isex-workers-go-at-it-on-tyra. 
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As discussed earlier, sexual harassment is prevalent in markets for sex, and sex 
workers are particularly vulnerable to it.232 As in other workplaces, um~antedand 

urm, elcome sexual propositions and behavior should comprise impermissible harassment 

in sex markets~ This is relatively straightforward to implement in cases of quid pro quo 
harassment, in which employers and intermediaries demand sex in exchange for 
employment or favorable terms. In fact, in sexual workplaces quid pro quo rules should 
be rigorously enforced precisely because of the prevalence of the practice and the 
particular vulnerability of sex workers to it. This is a prime area in which law can play a 
crucial role in shifting cultural norms and combating operators’ views of sex workers as 
their own personal sex slaves. In sum, there is nothing about the sexual nature of the 
labor that should subject workers to quid pro quo demands. In contrast, hostile 
environment doctrine is not such a neat fit with professional sex. 

For instance, some commentators contend that employers should be excused from 
hostile environment liability because exotic dancers, prostitutes, and other sex workers 
have "assumed the risk" of harassment.23~ Alternatively, one Note characterizes sex 
workers’ comparatively generous tips [fill in quote re premium pay].Z~4 Margot Rutman, 

who is largely sympathetic to the assimilationist cause, is less optimistic about sexual 
harassment claims in such "sexy workplaces.’’235 According to this view, by its nature, 

sex work should be exempt from sexual harassment liability. 
Others though, disagree. For instance Ann McGinley charges that exempting these 

workplaces from liability for sexual harassment constitutes a windfall for employers. She 
argues that because sexual commercial establishments rely on the fantasy that "the dancer 
is sexually and personally interested in the customer" to maintain their profits, "[t]o 
maintain this fantasy, the club walks a fine line between permitting the customers to 
believe that the exotic dancers are completely available to the customers and protecting 

23~ See supra notes [x] and accompanying text. 
233 See, e.g., Kelly Ann Cahill, Note, Hooters: Should There be an Assumption of Risk Dejbnse to Some 

Hostile Work Environment Sexual Harassment Claims?, 48 VAND. L. REV. 1107 (1995); Jeam~ie Sclafani 
Ree, Redressingjbr Success: The Liability of Hooters Restaurant for C~stomer Harassment of Waitresses, 

20 HARV. WOMEN’S L.J. 163 (1997); see also Robert J. Aalberts & Lorne H. Seidman, Sexual Harassment 
~/Emplqvees by Non-Emplq1,ees : When Does the Employer Become Liable ?, 21 PEPP. L. REV. 447 (1994) 
(arguing for a sliding scale of protection from sexual harassment based on classification of jobs as lfigh, 
mid-level, or low risk). 
~34 Cahill, supra note [x]. 

235 

Realistically, exolic dancers do tolerate nmch more than women in other professions. In [’act, one 
might suggest that in actualily exotic dancers harass customers by touching and cajoling the 
cuslomers to purchase private dances. When true sexual harassment does occur it may be difficult 
to distinguish from ordinary conduct of the dancers and customers. Zoning laws provide some 
guidance "to help determine when harassment has occurred because conduct that goes too l~’ar is 
considered lewd conduct or prostitution, but this is not harassment if tiffs conduct is 
consensual. Applying the traditional nolions of sexual harassment in an enviromnent like a slrip 
club becomes virtually impossible. 

Rutman, supra note [x], at 532-33 (1999) (citations omitted). Compare Yuracko, supra note [x] ("It seems 
plausible to thi~k that sexual co~nn~ents that might otherwise be actionable might not be when aimed at 
employees who are explicitly selling sexual titillation - either alone or with other goods and sei-~ices."). 
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the dancers from sexual harassment and criminal assault.’’z36 McGinley rej ects the 

assumption of risk and combat pay constructions as "plac[ing] on women the 
responsibility, of regulating the sexualized aggression of heterosexual men without 
placing any responsibility on the individual men, on the employer, or on society in 
general?’237 Finally, McGinley notes the class discrimination lurking in the assumption 

of risk defense. She contends that the best economic option for some working-class 
women may be to work in "sexy" work environments, and assumption of risk doctrine 
imposes a penalty on them for t15Ting to find economic security.238 Indeed, McGinley 

finds that at least some commercial establishments already are sensitive to harassing 
behavior.239 

Instead, McGinley and others contend that hostile environment doctrine should apply 
to sex workplaces, although the "welcomeness" standard should be adjusted to take 

account of the sexual nature of the work.24° Thus, because the work is to transact sex, 
sexual conduct and advances in and of themselves cannot constitute a hostile 

environment. Rather, "[b]ehavior that creates a cause of action for sexual harassment in a 
non-sexualized workplace may actually constitute agreed-upon terms or conditions of the 
employment of workers in sexualized workplaces?’241 Sexual harassment liability then 
should turn on whether the complained of behavior is a term or condition of the job.242 

Staring, comments on body parts, sexual propositions, and general lewd comments all 

236 McGinley, supra note Ix], at 78, 81 (footnote omitted). She elaborates: "[A]dvocacy of the assumption 

of risk defense fails to recognize that employers whose businesses rely on the display of masculine 
practices consciously create and benefit from an enviromnent in which harassment is likely to occur." 
McGinley, supra note Ix], at 91; see also Burstein, supra note [x], at 307 ("Even if strippers are treated as 
sexual objects as part of their jobs, they still can claim Title VII protection. It is the employers who profit 
from the fact that male custolners may react in a certain way who must assmne the risk of that 
misbehavior."). 
237 McGinley, supra note Ix], at 91. Reinforcing this point, from a "cost of accidents" perspective, the 

operator who "create[] the sexualized enviromnent is on notice that customers will likely harass her 
employees and has the means to prevent and correct such harassment." Id. at 67. See also Yuracko, supra 
note [x], at 229 ("Even if the law allows businesses to create jobs that involve selling sex appeal, why is it 
that so often women alone are perceived to have that sex appeal?"). 
23s McGinley, supra note Ix], at 90. 
239 "lilt is ustkally obvious to the bouncer when a customer goes too far" at a dance club and "[t]he good 

bouncer will respond immediately, telling the customer to stop." McGinley, supra note Ix], at 104, 105. 
Similarly, if"the jolm goes beyond the behavior agreed to and the brothel acts negligently in preventing or 
correcting this behavior, the brothel prostitute should be able to establish a hostile work environment." Id. 
at 105. 
:~0 She contends that, "[w]hile the context of sexualized work environments is significantly different from 

non-sexl~alized work environments, Title VII should account for this context in determining whether a 
hostile work environment exists, rather than rejecting a cause of action altogether." McGinley, supra note 
[x], at 92; see also Joshua Burstein, Testing the Strength c~[77tte VII Sexual Harassment Protection: Can It 
Support a Hostile Environment Claim Brought by a ~ude Dancer} , 24 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 271, 
307 (1998) ("Perhaps the problem lies within male biology and socialization, and not within the jobs that 
women take."). 
:41 McGinlcy, supra note Ix], at 68. 
:42 "Because the essence of the business and the prostitutes’ role in the business is selling sexual acts to 

customers, sexual harassment will depend in large part on the negotiations and behavior agreed upon by the 
prostitute and the john." McGinley, supra note Ix], at 86. Put differently, "It]here can be no alteration of a 
term or condition of employment if acquiescing to certain behavior is a term or condition of the job." Id. at 
99. 
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could be terms and conditions of an erotic receipts business.243 Still, a=gresslve sexual 

behavior such as derogatory name-calling, clearly unwanted touching, stalking, or 

physical assault may alter those terms or conditions of the dancer’s employment and may 

create a legally cognizable hostile work environment."244 In these instances, employers 

should have an obligation under Title VII to implement policies and procedures to protect 

workers~245 

2. Disparate Treatment 

That leaves disparate treatment discrimination claims, a harder case. As described in 
Section II, sex work is highly racially stratified.246 Racial discrimination against sex 
workers occurs not only in hiring but also in terms and conditions of employment, which 
include lucrative shift and private lounge assignments and referrals to desirable 
customers.247 Discrimination can also take another form, expectations by employers and 
customers that racial and ethnic minorities will perform racial fantasies that some find 
degrading. The assimilationist claim that anti-discrimination norms should apply to 
sexual commerce as they do to other service work is persuasive at first glance. It 
resonates with the generations of scholarship criticizing Jim Crow doctrine and the 
particular role that employment segregation played in the U.S. system of racial caste. 
Assimilationists contend that sex work is no different from other service j obs in which 
Title VII bars discriminatory preferences, however strong, by both employers and 
customers.248 In fact, one of the most significant interventions of employment 
discrimination law is prohibiting employers from using customers’ "taste for 

243 Regarding conm~ents that would be deemed harassing in other workplaces, "diW" talk for maW people 

is an inherent part of sex, for some verbal stimulation is the most exciting part, and for yet others it simply 
is sex. See, e.g., McClintock, supra note Ix] (discussing SiM practices that involve role playing in which 
there is often no intercourse or even toucl~ just "talk"). 
:44 McGinley, supra note Ix], at 104. I would change the sentence to "does alter" and "should create." 

:4s Similarly, punishing workers who do not accept the impermissible behavior or who complain about it 
would violate Title VII. 

When confronting harassment by customers, the fact finder should therefore consider the three- 
way relationship between the supervisor, the customer, and the worker. If the supervisor punishes 
or otherwise discriminates ag~ainst women who reJi~se to accept harassing customer behavior or if 
there is an expectation that the empl~1~ee not complain or re,spond negatively to the customer’s 
harassment, the jury should consider this fact as evidence that lhe woman did not welcome the 
behavior, even though she may have acquiesced 1o it. 

McGinley, supra note Ix], at 99 (emphasis added). Dia~me Avery’s recent work on "breastaurants" 
suggests lhat lines will continue to be blurry. For instance, although touching clearly is not a term and 
condition of employment at a breastaurant such as Hooters or others Avery studies, is flirting? And, does 
drawing such a clear distinction then anger customers who feel "teased" and put workers at risk for stalking 
or retaliation by cuslomers? Avery, supra note Ix]. 
~4~ In sex work as elsewhere, these consumer preferences mirror broader systems of oppression. And, of 
course, the same identity characteristics that put these workers at the bottom of the consumer preference 
ladder also make them the most economically vulnerable more generally, i.e., more likely to experience 
adverse economic shocks and with less cushion to absorb them. 
~4~ Referal networks are highly capitalized. [add cites]. 
:4s Presumably Section 1981 would also apply to such cases. For the sake of simplicity I confine my 
a~alysis to Title VII as the assimilationists do. 
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discrimination" as a rationale to discriminate against employees. As one prominent 
feminist theorist argued, lavo’ers are no different than prostitutes or club dancers: 

Law firms aren’t allowed to hire only white lawyers on the ground that most of 
their clients are white and would prefer to work with la’~,ers of the same race, 
and I doubt that courts would allow that excuse if any other racial or ethnic group 
were involved. So why not apply the same reasoning to sex and sexual 
services?249 

Siobhan Brooks, one of the leaders of the first Title VII suit brought by dancers, strongly 
concurs.:s° Hence, discrimination is a realm where assimilationists make a strong and 
persuasive case. 

What should be made of the assimilationist claim regarding discrimination law? 
Can someone legitimately prefer one sex worker to another based on appearance? Is sex 
work just like "all other work" in this realm? And what is the role of race relative to 
other axes of discrimination, including gender, disability, and age? This Section attempts 
an answer to these vexed questions, it argues that, in contrast to regulating sexual 
commerce for health and safety and against sexual harassment, applying standard 
discrimination law to sexual markets may not work the way assimilationists anticipate. 

First, assimilationi sm may rest on an indefensible disaggregation of racial preferences 
from other sorts of erotic discrimination. Imagine a brothel’s heterosexual male customer 
requests a woman sex worker. On its face, this should disturb assimilationists. Title VII 
issues a clear prohibition against discrimination based on sex. A customer cannot request 
a male librarian, flight attendant, or restaurant server. Yet, intuitively, to many, a market 
for erotic services in which customers cannot request the gender of their worker does not 
seem like much of an erotic market at all.:51 

Courts have translated this intuition into doctrinal terms. As described in Section II, 
law permits sex discrimination in two instances, to protect customers’ privacy and also 
for I have called erotic receipt businesses.:52 Explaining the second bfoq exemption, 
Kimberly Yuracko observes: 

Prostitution is, of course, broader than heterosexual intercourse, and sex work is 
broader than prostitution. Sex work also includes lap dancing, stripping, and 

249 
Vicki Schultz, Sex for Sale: Sex and Work, 18 YALE L.J. 223,229 (2006) (footnote omitted). 

250 See supra note Ix] and accompanying text. 
25~ In fact, in discussions with many audiences, which included vociferous opponents of my claim, I have 
yet to encounter anyone who contended that customers should not be able to exercise discretion regarding 
the gender of their sex worker. 

Elizabeth Emcns echoes this argument in the non-market context, obsel~ing that "Most people 
believe the sex of another is the starting point for their desire. That is, most people understand themselves 
to be monosexual rather than bisexual, so another person’s maleness or femaleness is a prerequisite for 
desire, or at least for sexual intimacy." Hence, raising the legitimacy of sex in economies of desire 
sel~es a useful conversation-forcing function, because it tends to frustrate the generalized assertion that 
desire in its ideal form would opera/to independe~Ny of"superficial" identity traits and instead would track 
something "deeper" in the self. Most: people would, of course, not make the same assertion about the role of 
sex in their desire. And so including sex forces the recognition that some of these traits make a difference 
for many or most of us, and not necessarily in ways that are readily described as morally problematic. 
Although Emens is writing about: erotic preferences in the non-market context, her observations arguably 
support my argument that the gender bfoq in sexual commerce should be extended to other suspect 
characteristics, including race. Emens, supra note [xl, at 13 13-14 (footnote omitted). 
:52 See supra notes [x] and accmnpawing text. See also Crain, supra note [x] (obserdng an emerging third 

doctrine, employer "branding"). 
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acting as a sexualized gaze obj ect. Unlike heterosexual intercourse, these 
activities can technically be performed by individuals of either sex. Yet, all these 
other forms of sex work might also be thought to have inherent essences that 
require customer sexual stimulation. Therefore, sex discrimination might be 
required by the inherent essences of these broader forms of sex work--not 
because individuals of the disfavored sex are unable to perform the acts desired, 
but because of the depth and relative stability of customers’ sexual preferences. 
That is, the sex of the person trying to arouse them really does matter for people’s 
sexual stimulation.2s3 

Yuracko concludes, "The sex industry may be one of the few arenas in which the 
conception of inherent business essence has some traction.’’2s4 Judicial recognition of a 
bfoq for sexual gratification puts pressure on the assimilationist claim that anti- 
discrimination law should apply to professional sex like any other job. Sex work, 
doctrinally, is not like other work in which sex discrimination is impermissible and 
illegitimate. 

If customers have a doctrinally protected preference in the sex of their service 
provider, then what does that mean for the assimilationist claim that racial preferences 
are illegitimate and violate anti-discrimination mandates? Nor are race and sex the only 
suspect characteristics operative in sexual markets. Although assimilationists have 
limited their arguments to race, their concerns about discrimination clearly implicate the 
entire range of legally protected categories, including disability and age. Returning to 
our hypothetical brothel, imagine a customer declined a sex worker the age of his 
grandmother. Or, in the alternative, requested a "young" worker, under age 30. 
Similarly, a customer might refuse a sex worker who was deaf, legally blind, or in a 
wheelchair. Or the customer might request a sex worker with a disability, for any 
number of reasons. These preferences might stem from active hostility to the elderly and 
the disabled, or they could stem from fantasies or endogamous preferences.2ss But they 
also could be byproducts of unconscious biases and preferences rooted in an idealized 
erotic image that embodies age and disability as well as race and gender. Can racial, 
sexual, and other identity preferences be meaningfully disaggregated in sexual markets? 

For privacy doctrine, the answer is yes. In the classic sex discrimination privacy 
cases discussed in Section II, gender and race are doctrinally separable. A consumer can 
prefer a woman "attendant" in certain settings--e.g., locker rooms, restrooms, nursing 
homes, labor delivery room nurse (although not doctor)--but not a white one.2s(s In 
contrast, the only judicially recognized exemption for racial preferences has been in some 

253 Yuracko, supra note [x]. 
:s4 She elaborates, "This view may justi~ courts’ allowance of sex discrimination in the hiring of sex 

workers. Consider prostitution aimed at heterosexual men. Arguably, the inherent essence of heterosexual 
prostitution is vaginal intercourse. If this is so, then the essence of heterosexual prostitution requires sex 
discriminalion in the hiring of prostitutes." Yuracko, supra nole [x]. Vicki Schullz resists the sexual 
gratification bfoq. "Even if the law allows businesses to create jobs lhat involve selling sex appeal, why is 
it that so often women alone are perceived to have that sex appeal?" Schultz, supra nole [x], at 229. 
:55 £’ee infi"a notes Ix] and accompanying lext. 
:56 £’ee, e.g., Kimbefly Shayo Buchanan, Beyond ~lodesty: Privacy in Priso~ and the Risk of Sexual Abuse, 

88 MARQUETTE L. REV. 751 (2005) (rejecting ~nodesty or privacy frmnework in favor of fear of sexual 
abuse). 
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prison cases.257 (And some contend that the gender privacy cases should be extended to 
guarantee same-sex prison guards.258) The doctrine is clear--in privacy, courts 

disaggregate gender from race, finding a bfoq defense for the former but not the latter. In 
this sense, courts defer to social conventions that gender has a defensible meaning, e.g., 
separate bathrooms, that race does not.259 

In contrast, I would contend that gender and race are not disaggregable for erotic 
preferences, which are based not on privacy concerns but on sexual arousal and desire. 
To disaggregate them would be to believe either that Title VII’s bans on sex 
discrimination are less compelling than its racial ones, or that there are not meaningful 
erotics of race. Racially discriminatory erotic preferences come in different forms. In the 
weak form, appearance can be a crucial part of erotic stimulation, so integral, in fact, that 
Elizabeth Emens notes that "antidifferentiation" or "not to notice someone’s race or 
disability" would be insulting.26° Yet, it can be difficult to disentangle racial preferences 

from other appearance-based erotic preferences, such as for large breasts, red hair and 
freckles, large rear end, boyish figure, almond-shaped eyes, deeply defined muscles, 
hairy chest, plump lips, tall, short, milky or bronze skin, each of which are associated 
with racial phenotypes, if imperfectly so. Many would argue that these characteristics 
function akin to gender, as intrinsic to their sexual arousal and stimulation.261 The 

strong-form argument in erotic markets is for explicit statements of racial preference. 
Many people limit their intimate relationships to those of the same racial or ethnic 
background. But the same social forces that underlie endogamy also produce fetish 

markets as well as run of the mill sexual fantasies about the taboo and the forbidden, 
often termed race play.26z Even as some look to sex markets to mirror the same 

preferences they pursue in their non-market lives, it should not surprise us that others turn 

to sex markets in order to explore preferences that are considered taboo in their amateur 

257 See supra notes [x] and accompawing text. 
25s See, e.g., Brenda V. Smith, Watching t’ou, Watching Me, 15 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 225,285 (2003) 

(articulating a human rights approach that balances prisoner privacy with guards’ employment rights); 
Je~mifer R. Weiser, The Fourth Amendment Right oJ~emale Inmates to Be Free from Cross-Gender Pat- 

Frisks, 33 SETON HALL L. REV. 31, 65-66 (2002) (urging a general right to bodily integri~ as a factor in 

assessing reasonableness of cross-gender body searches because "[a]lthough privacy is genderless, concern 
for symmetry in the treatment of searches must not mean that critical differences in the sexualization of 
power get overlooked"). 
:s9 Of course current controversies of transgender access to bathrooms troubles this easy determination. 

See, e.g., Adrienne D. Davis, The Potty Is the Hardest Part: Irregular Intimacy, Gender Segregatim~, and 
the Search for Equalit-y (work in progress). 
:6o Emcns, supra note [x]. For a discussion of how visually impaired people perceive and understand race, 

see generally OSAGIE K. OBASAGIE, BLINDED BY SIGHT: SEEING RACE THROUGH THE EYES OF THE BLIND 

(2013). She elaborates: "In the realm of sexual intimacy, [not noticing appearance[ seems a particularly 
odd way to understand the ideal treatment of others." Emcns, supra note Ix] (footnote omitted). "Think 
how offended a lover can be if a partner fails to notice trivial aspects of appearance, such as new glasses or 
a haircut; imagine if it were the partner’s sex that went unnoticed." 
:61 Tiffs is not to say that sex~ml preferences are any less socially constructed than arc privacy ones; only 

that they arc distinct and almost certainly equally strong. These preferences might be the product of social 
norms and constructions, but scholars make the same case for sexual orientation and gender identity more 
broadly. 
2~ See, e.g., [cite Molina and Russell Robinson] (discussing pleasures and challenges of racial differences 

in erotic interactions). 
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intimate lives.263 And while some find race play reprehensible others find these racial 

fantasies therapeutic. It would be difficult to engage in race play or satisfy one’s dream 

of sleeping with a woman who looks like Miley Cyrus, or Beyonce, if one cannot specify 
appearance, in either the weak or strong forrFl.264 These fantasies may be as crucial to 
that customer’s erotic stimulation as specifying "male" or "female.’’265 This is not to say 

that sexual preferences are any less socially constructed than are privacy ones; only that 
they are distinct and almost certainly equally strong.266 

Of course, as this paper has shown, sex work is not monolithic, and not all of it 
warrants an exemption from disparate treatment law. The exemption should inure to 
sexual commerce in which there is a visual element to the business essence of sexual 
stimulation and in which customers exercise individual discretion in satisfying their 
preferences~267 Where they do not, the inherent business essence presents a far weaker 

case and may be outweighed by Title VIFs equality norms. 
In sum, discrimination doctrine is where I j oin with erotic exceptionalists. 

Assimilationists want to claim that one cannot prefer the race, and by extension, the 
gender or age, of one’ s sex worker any more than of one’ s secretary or law2cer. But, 
when we filter personal preferences through the doctrinal lens of the essence of the 

263 For instance, some disabled people prefer to date other disabled individuals. At the same time, there is 

an active fetish market for disabled people as sexual partners, e.g., amputees. See, e.g., Emens, supra note 
[x], at 1343-45 (describing "acroto~nophilia," or desire for a~nputees). 
2~4 Indeed, one need only look at the dizz3~ing array of ethnic pornograpl\v genres to comprehend how mnch 

the accentuation of social categories can yield sexual pleasure. See, e.g. Xavier Livennon & Mireille 
Miller-Young, Black Stud, White Desire: Black Masculinity in Cuckold Pornograp~ and Sex Work 
(unpublished manuscript, on file with author) (exploring genre of white heterosexual couples having 
"cuckold" sex with black men). 
2~ One finds similar preferences at work in adoption "markets." See, e.g., R. Richard Banks, The Color of 
Desire: Fuelling Adoptive Parents’ Racial Prej~rences Through Discriminatory State Action, 107 YALE 
L.J. 875, 899-900 (1998) (citations omitted) ("Prospective adoptive parents are generally allowed to 
express preferences in a wide variety of areas. Healt~ age, sex, appearance, and prior experiences are all 
areas in which parents may say what type of children they want. Race is recognized as one of many 
reasonable preferences parents are likely to hold."); Andrew Morrison, Transracial Adoption: The Pros and 
Cons and the Parents’ Per,spective, 20 H~v. BLACKLETTER L.J. 167, 181 (2004) (citations omitted) 
("During the application process, parents often request particular characteristics of the child they would like 
to adopt. Most adoption agencies allow parents to specify the child’s race, age, gender, level of disability, 
or any combination thereof."). 
~6~ The sexual gratification bfoq differs with privacy in another way as well. 
Michael Frank notes that the privacy bfoq defense typically only is extended to "protect the sensibilities 
and preferences only of women." Frank, supra note [x], at 490. In markets for sexual gratification in 
contrast, it would be the reverse: the ovem’helmingly male customers for sexual sel~dCeS whom the 
exemption would protect. 
~ Phone sex, for instance, has no visual component; akin to Case and Robinson’s analysis of Hollywood, 
if there are stimulant requirements, anyone who can authentically mimic a desired accent or dialect, or 
"fake it," should be able to do the job. At the other extreme, in proximate, face-to-face sexual encounters 
cuslomers should be able to exercise discretion. Brothels and dance clubs already arc organized to 
facilitate client selection from line ups, pictures, or being approached by the service provider. These 
discretiouary encounters would encompass the range of proximate encounters from prostitution to lap 
dancing to incall and outcall work. The hard case is proximate conlexts that do not entail customer 
discretion. Most notably, dancing in clubs and the commercial form. Here, unlike, prostitution and incall 
and outcall sex work of all forms, the employer makes the decision about who dances; customers do not 
exercise discretion. Because the establishment operator operates as intennedia~, these contexts present a 
weaker case for customer deference and the bfoq would not apply. 
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business, clients do not have a legally defensible interest in whether a secretary or lawyer 
is in a ~vheelchair, African-American, or male. Filtering sex work through the same lens, 

clients do have an interest in whether their sex worker is male, and, I would contend, in 
whether they have other traits and characteristics that in almost all other instances would 

be protected categories but in sex markets are prerequisites to the essence &the business, 
the customer’s sexual stimulation and gratification.268 Hence, contrary to the 

assimilationist claim, in sex work, body type and physical appearance, including race, 
gender, and other traits, are uniquely integral to the commodity and service. 

My first point, then, was to argue that in sex industries discriminatory 
preferences, including for race, would receive a very limited exemption, or erotic 
exceptionalism. This would expand the existing doctrinal exemption for sex, based on 
the disaggregation principle. This leads to a second intervention. On the one hand, one 
would imagine that, following Yuracko’s analysis, this exemption would be unique to 
sexual gratification industries. In fact, though, sex work is on a continuum with other 
market sectors in which appearance is an intrinsic part of demand and "production." As 
discussed in Section II, while facially there are no bona fide occupational qualification 
defenses for race in employment law, there appear to be various exemptions effectively 
operative. These include the first amendment based exemption for racial breakdowns in 
casting observed by Robinson and Frank, judicial dicta suggesting similar exclusions for 
racial specification in advertising, and, finally, modeling seems to operate in a litigation- 
free zone, as runway shows and magazine editorials routinely use race--and age and 
ability--to construct an aesthetics of fashion, as exclusionary and offensive as many, 
including myself may find it.269 Hence, rather than being unique, sex work may be on a 
continuum with other "appearance" industries.27° 

If conceived as a continuum, I would argue sex work would be at the strongest far 
pole. This is partially because I find persuasive scholarly critiques &the film industry 
exemption. Mary Anne Case has called it "bizarre that sex is considered a BFOQ, in the 
interests of ’authenticity or genuineness,’ for the j ob of actor or actress .... After all, the 
very essence of this job is to be something one is not. All that a producer should be 
allowed to require is that the pretense be convincing"271 Russell Robinson elaborates, 

"Actors generally do not face authenticity requirements regarding many character traits; 
for example, an actor need not be gay or have a disability or pregnant in order to play a 

:6s It is worth noting that, although the paper has made the case for both sex workers and their customers to 

exercise discretion/preferences in sex markets, they are grounded in very different logic. For the workers, 
the rationale is the autonomy imperative, that sex professionals should not be compelled to do anything 
fl~ey don’t feel comfortable doing. This is a nod to the need for heigNened autonmw for sex professionals, 
grounded in the goal of preventing their subordination. The rationale for cuslomers to be able to exercise 
discretion is vel~~ different. For fl~em it is rooted in the essence of the business, erotic arousal, stimulation. 
and gratification. 
~9 See, e.g., Robin Givhan. hltp://nymag.com/thccut/2013/O9/givhan-confronting-the-lack-of-black- 

models.html (criticizing absence of racial diversity in modeling). Of course, lhc distinction between 
litigation-free zones and formal bfoq’s is a significant one. Unlike the sex-based bfoq for sex gratNcation 
industries, these other appearance-based exemptions arc not formal; they are recognized by courts only in 
dicta. Given the slakes in sex work, I am calling for the same clear-cut and certain doctrinal guidelines and 
mandates, i.e., formally recognized bfoq’s, as exist currently for sex to olhcr forms of discrimination. See 
supra notes [x] and accompanying text. 
:~o [Rhode appearance book] 
271 Case, supra note [x]. 
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character with that trait. Indeed, good acting is often defined as the ability to pull off a 
role quite different from the actor’s own identity.’’272 Together Case and Robinson make 
a persuasive case to eliminate the racial exclusion in Hollywood casting breakdowns. 
And their logic could be easily extended to advertising and modeling. Yet, sex work is 
meaningfully different, or at least proximate sex work that involves physical contact or 
face-to-face interactions. "Acting" is much harder naked.2;3 

o. Assimilationism Redux 

The point that appearance can matter in sex markets should be an obvious one. And 
yet, discrimination assimilationists resist this intuition. Contemplating whether people 
can pursue their various preferences for sexual gratification in sex markets raises the very 
real question whether assimilationists truly do endorse professional sex. Ironically, like 
abolitionists who adamantly oppose commercial sex, many who proclaim to be pro-sex 
work seem to display a suspicion of markets for sex. They purport to advocate sexual 
commerce, yet, the prerequisite for sexual markets, the ,mderlying commodification of 
erotic preferences, seems to trouble them. Of course, feminist critiques of capitalism and 
its deleterious effects on women are tried and true. Yet, in the case of sex work 
assimilationism, I suspect something else is at work. I believe the gap stems from 
assimilationists’ devoting their analytic and regulatory energy to the supply side of the 
market, w’orkers and their employers, while giving little theoretical or empirical attention 
to the demand side, customer desire and preferences. Their emphasis is on safety, justice, 
and full citizenship for sex workers, and laudably so. Largely absent from their analysis 
is what demand looks like in markets for sex--erotic preferences and consumption of 
sexual stimulation and gratification. Assimilationists may proclaim it as ’just ~vork," 
~vhile at the same time doubting the legitimacy of customer tastes and preferences that we 
find in most (all?) markets. 

Ironically, abolitionists have developed thick accounts of demand in sex markets. 
Kathleen, Barry, Sheila Jeffreys, Carol Pateman, and, of course legal scholar Catharine 
MacKinnon, have offered rich accounts of demand as based in what Pateman calls "the 
male sex right.’’274 In stark contrast, assimilationists have largely declined to wrestle with 
the demand side, either conceptually or ideologically. Indeed, as this Section has shown, 
the demand side is where many of the challenges and the problems reside. As a 
conceptual matter, the absence of a theory of demand prevents assimilationists from 
tackling complex regulator5, problems of institutional design and reconciling sex markets’ 
distinct characteristics with broader goals for just and fair workplaces. Most keenly, we 
have forbidden discriminatory demands, productions, and biases in other service sectors. 
Ideologically, neglecting the demand side leads assimilationists to an almost certainly 
unintentionally conservative view of sex markets. 

:72 Robinson, supra note [x~, at 31-32. 
273 Although I mean lhis as a tongue-in-cheek remark, it is also literally true. See, e.g., Davis, Erotic 

Entitlements Part I, at 437-38 (discussing use of Viagra in "gay-for-pay" pornography so that straight- 
identified men can achieve and maintain the erections necessary, for the job). 
274 £’ee supra notes [x] and accompawing text. Erotic exceptionalists too have a theory of the denmnd side, 

as facilitating sexual pleasure, often cast in therapeutic terms. See, e.g., BERNSTEIN, TEMPORARILY YOURS, 

supra note [x] (describing how many who urge what i call erotic exceptionalism embrace a therapeutic, 
affective mnbrace of their work). 
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Indeed, there is a sense in ~vhich assimilationist arguments can begin to sound a 
bit Soviet: there is a strong rhetoric of worker solidarity and dignity from the supply side, 
and yet a rejection of market logic from the demand side. In fact, the model may be the 
Soviet car, that is, you can have any car you want as long as it is the state car. And you 
will like it (envisioning legalized sex for hire as perhaps a sort of moral educati on of 
customers.) In sum, when confronted with a fully commodified market for sex, and all 
that it entails, assimilationists may be more squeamish about sex work than they know. 

Something has to give: either vve use Title VII and other discrimination law to 
impose tight restrictions on demand, producing vanilla sex markets, or we allow" these 
preferences but give up the basis of the assimilationist claim that sex work is no different 
from any other labor. I recognize that permitting an exemption for racial preferences, 
even a limited one, is a real cost of sex markets, and for some that cost may be too high. 
But we would need a set of principled criteria to distinguish these costs of sex work from 
the costs that flow from other appearance-industries, most notably the film industry, 
modeling, and advertising. Not to mention the constant and relentless shaping of the 
meaning of race, gender, ability, and age to our youngest citizens by toys, video games, 
books, etc. These billion dollar industries, too, shape gender roles and their racial and 
other content. There may not be a way to disaggregate sex work that does not rest on and 
reiterate anti-sex moralism. 

D.Summary 

The assimilationi st claim is a miscue not only from the diversity of work and its 
regulation, but also from the ways that sex workplaces differ from many other 
workplaces and, crucially, from each other. Taking account of when, how, and to an 
extent, why, various risks and problematic behavior occur is a prerequisite to fashioning 
an effective regulator5, regime. In its recognition that commercial sex is labor deserving 
of recognition and regulation, assimilationism is an important first step. But its labor 
essentiali sm rapidly can become an active impediment to regulating sex markets.27s 

This Section has suggested that some workplace risk can be ameliorated in a 
fairly straightforward fashion, once we embrace the right regulatory lens. The Section 
rej ects the common approach of differentiating sex work according to a legalistic binary 
of criminal/non-criminal or a bodily integrity framework of proximity to heterosexual 
intercourse. Instead, it urges an approach that rests on how institutional form influences 
the risk to sex workers. This sexual geography approach has the benefit of actually 
addressing the causes of risk, isolation and proximity, distinguishing virtual, commercial, 
and outcall institutional forms, while also trying to preserve at least some of the tradeoffs 
between risk reduction and autonomy that seem to matter deeply to sex workers. 

In contrast with health and safety, addressing discrimination is far more vexed. 
When it comes to markets for sexual gratification, protected categories of race, disability, 
and age may be built into erotic preferences and fantasies, as gender is. We may not be 
able to defensibly disaggregate racial and other preferences from the doctrinal 
exemptions for gender. In addition, sexual commerce appears to be on a heretofore 

275 Writing about the commodification of care work, Viviana Zelizer observes, "[T]he way to make such 

levers effective is not to deny that households have special properties but to identigr those special 
properties and investigate how they work." ZELIZER, supra note [x], at 215. The same holds for sex work. 
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unnoted continuum with other appearance markets that enj oy implied defenses and 
exemptions or at least litigation-free zones, for racial discrimination. This Section has 
argued that erotic preferences are at the stronger end of the pole than businesses for 
which there seem to already be exemptions in effect. 

The discrimination analysis also sheds some light on one of the pro-sex work 
camps. Their effort to eradicate customers’ racial and other preferences from sex markets 
reveals an important analytic gap: assimilationists have theorized the supply side of sex 
markets but sorely neglected the demand side. They may be pro-sex work, but seem to 
be anti-sex market. In this sense, they more share more with abolitionists than they 
assume. 

This last section, Section IV, tries to answer assimilationists’ concerns with a set 
of proposals that address the specificity of sex work, while also taking up the erotic 
exceptionalists’ claims that professional sex should remain beyond regulation. 

IV. POLITICAL FEASIBILITY, OR, IMAGINING SOSHA 

Although this paper has not included pornography in its di scussion and analysi s, 
a recent conflict raises some of the potential challenges posed by regulating sex work. 
Last spring the city of Los Angeles began to contemplate whether it should exert 
jurisdiction over policing condom usage in pornography and claim it as a municipal 

1 276 ro~e. After the private clinic that had monitored HIV and other health status for the 
pornography industry "abruptly shut its doors" in December of 2010, city lawmakers 
voted to draft an ordinance that would require condoms in adult films made in the city.277 
Los Angeles’s plan would end the pornography industry’s long-standing self-regulation: 
"The city law would be the first to impose safety standards specifically on the 
pornographic film industry, which has largely been allowed to police itself.’’27s Plagued 
with little oversight and enforcement power, the California division of OSHA had 
unsuccessfully struggled to impose condom requirements.279 Yet, here, as elsewhere, 
OSHA is.2s° Instead, after several adult-film actresses contracted HIV in the 1990s and 
sued production companies, the industry- implemented a mandatory testing regime, 
creating and funding a not-for-profit clinic that established a health status data base. 

The adult-film industry7 has long touted the efficacy of its self regulation, citing only 
five instances of HIV among performers since 2004. Yet critics contend that "Testing 
just acts as a fig leaf for producers, who suggest that it is a reasonable substitute for 

276 See, e.g., Ian Lovett, Co**dom Rule ,%z¢ght.i;w ,Se.>F’i/m ~Te~s, N.Y. Times, Feb. 10, 2011, a1 A1 g. The 

proposed ordinance wo~d implement mandalou condom usage as a condRion of issuing film permits. In 
Ja~mau the City Council gave fi~ml approval 1o the new requirement. The text of the ordinance can be 
found at http:l/documents.latimes.co~condoms-pom-los-angeles-ordimnce/. 
2vv One city councilman said bluntly, "We can’t keep our treads in the sand any longer. These people 

should be using condoms. Period." Lovett, Condom Requirements Sought for Sex-~lm Sets, supra note 

[xl, at A 18. 
278 Id.. 

279 Since 2004 the state’s agency "has maintained ttmt exisling state workplace sa[~ty laws mq~m condon~ 

and other protections for perforators in the pornographic film industu." M. 
2,o OSHA issued oNy a han~ of fines for fil~ng unprotected sex. M. 
281 Id.. 
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condoms, which it is not.’’282 Observers predict that the Los Angeles plan will spark a 

regulatory stand-off, as the city lacks jurisdiction over public health, while county 
officials claim they lack the resources to effectively monitor condom usage.283 Not 

surprisingly, faced with this new regulatory regime, the film industry is threatening to 
leave the state for more "friendly" jurisdictions.2~4 

This last Section turns its attention to the question lurking behind this entire paper: 
the political feasibility of regulating professional sex in the ways suggested above. 
Stakeholders from all political persuasions may be highly skeptical that sex work ~vill 
ever be effectively regulated.2~5 The stand-off between regulators and pornographers in 

California suggests the potential challenges of monitoring and enforcement in markets for 
professional sex. If all sex work were to be legalized, some laws would apply to it as 
they would to any other form of labor, e.g., requirements for exit signs and asbestos 
levels. But regulating the substance of sex markets and how- they operate is a different 
matter. The controversy over condoms in pornography suggests several things about the 
pragmatics of legally recognizing other sexual labor. California Rather than making 
sweeping arguments about the pragmatics, this Section breaks the feasibility calculus 
concerns down into its component parts raised by the California condom controversy-- 
administrability, i.e., type of regulation, political will, which includes concerns over 
externalities and endo~vments, and, through the lens of substitution effects, whether sex 
markets are an effective target for bringing "above ground." It will address each of these 
in turn, briefly contrasting sex work with not only pornography, but another case that has 
drawn much attention to regulatory strategy--mining Importantly, these two are 
opposite ends of the regulatory spectrum. Understanding why sheds light on sex markets 
and how they might fare under a legalized light. 

A.Administrabi#~’ 

[add paragraph contrasting self-regulation, state control, and federal regulation] 

2. Licensing 

A more promising alternative would be to regulate sex work under state law. State 
regulatory schemes take different forms, but a primary one is licensing. "Before lawfully 
engaging in business, economic actors must, in almost all jurisdictions, satisfy certain 
administrative requirements, notably to obtain licences or authorizations [sic].’’2s6 State 

registration requirements vary greatly, from simple notification of intent to do business to 
"an intense investigation of the applicant." At the mere notification end of the spectrum 

:~2 Michael Weinstein, President of AIDS Healthcare Foundation, NY Times. 
283 State health regulators have convened a comnfittee, but not yet acted. Id. 
:~4 As for the cli~fic, which "abruptly" closed after a performer tested posilive for HIV, it has re-opened as a 
for-profit clinic, now under the auspices of the California Medical Association. Id. 
:~s People make similar arguments about other uncomfortable and what I call "irregular" forms of intimacy. 
I explore another case study of such skepticism, polygamy, in Davis, Regulating Polygamy, supra note [xl 
(arguing polygamy can be effectively regulaled using models and frames distinct to it.) 
:~6 Anthow Ogus & Qing Zhang, Licensing Regimes East and West, 25 INTL. REV. OF LAW & ECOl’,’. 124 
(2005) (co~nparing licensing regimes in developing and developed countries). 
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licensing requires no judgment, but can facilitate information disclosure.287 At the other 

end of the continuum, the state exercises substantial discretion and scrutiny, which can 
vary in intensity. Licensing controls also differ in emphasizing entry versus operational 
systems. Entry licenses typically require "universal scrutiny at the ex ante stage 
combined with periodical renewal," while operational licenses impose "selective 
monitoring at the ex post stage."2s~ Regulators have to decide whether to concentrate 

administrative resources at the ex ante screening stage, ex post monitoring stage, or both. 
Finally, failure to comply with licensing requirements can result in administrative and/or 
financial penalties, or more extreme sanctions including license revocation and/or 
criminal sanctions. 

Some regulator}, controls are "general licensing regimes" that apply to all "business 
entrants?’ But licensing systems can be structured to serve different purposes. Standard 
functions include controlling competition or quality, as is the case with lawyers or 
doctors, raising revenue, regulating natural monopolies, and ensuring the safety of both 
workers and consumers through risk control and monitoring. Licensing then can 
establish highly specific standards for a variety of behaviors, conduct, and interactions. 
In service markets a standard component for ex ante licensing is to require standardized 
training and a proficiency test, such as the bar exam or cosmetology test. We could 
envision that entry license training for sex workers would include at the most basic level 
safe-sex practices, how to ensure their own security, ethics, hygiene, and perhaps 

1.    289 instruction in counseling Ex post, sex workers would be subject to operational 
monitoring. Restaurants, saunas, and liquor stores all are subj ect to ex post scrutiny to 
manage and ameliorate risk. Some ex post regimes emphasize random checks; others 
focus on continuing education; still others rely on customer complaints to detect non- 
compliance. We can imagine that all of these would be at work in sex work: checks on 
commercial establishments to ensure compliance with safety and hygiene protocols, on- 
going education for workers, and a robust system of customer complaints. Importantly, 
as with doctors, therapists, and realtors, licenses can be required of corporate 
establishments and sole proprietors alike. 

Licensing may also have a secondary, collateral effect on sex work--legitimizing 
it. As suggested earlier, some sex professionals urge that their work is akin to that of 
professional therapists. Sex work is a profession with a high quotient of human need 
fulfillment, and sex workers are the last stage in the delivery of that fulfillment. "As sex 

287 

While sellers of higher quality products and services may be motivated to provide relevant 
information, this nkay not be reliable, because private legal instruments to veril}, and enforce the 
validity of the information are costly to activate. However, there are usually cheaper ways of 
meeting tile problem than subjecting all suppliers to prior quality approval. Information which 
might have been voluntarily given can be the subject of mandatou disclosure obligations enforced 
by public agencies and, as has always been obsel~ed, certification systems effectively provide this 
form of regulatory protection. 

ld. 
:~ Id. Con-going standards can be enforced by only ex post: entry and then in practice only in response to 
suspicions, complaints, or some policy of sample monitoring."). 
:~9 In contrast, in what Ogus and Zhang call "certificatioff’ regimes, "tile suitability of actors and their 

circumstances for engaging in the activity are evaluated, but this is not legally required as a condition for 
the activity. The system thus functions prinkarily as a signal of quality to consumers who can choose 
nevertheless to deal with uncertified suppliers." Ogus & Zhang, supra note [x]. 
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workers have themselves suggested, one goal would be for prostitution to become a kind 
of sex therapy, professionalized and no longer stigmatized."29° These sentiments 

envision the legalization of sex work not only legitimizing sex work, but actually 
unmasking it for the high-status, skill-intensive work it is. 

Finally, the licensing approach answers erotic exceptionalists’ insistence that sex 
work should be exempt from state regulatory oversight and subject solely to private legal 
remedies. Contrary to exceptionalists’ libertarian lens, fe~v economic actors are exempt 
from scrutiny and regulation. More than 1,100 professions and twenty-three percent of 
American workers require licenses to do their jobs. State-issued licenses govern 
professions as diverse as florists, realtors, liquor sales, manicurists, shampoo specialists, 
interior designers, therapists, caterers, contractors, and of course, doctors and lawyers. 
Anthony Ogus and Qing Zhaung provide a more comprehensive and eclectic list: "ice 
cream buyers; hair dressers; funeral directors; pet shops; sellers of second-hand cars; 
tattoo artists; astrologers and fortune-tellers; nuclear installations; consumer credit; tree 
fellers; sex shops; massage establishments; saunas; motels; milk vendors; zoos; 
residential care homes; and pawnbrokers" are all areas in which the state licenses market 
transactions.291 One can give ice cream to one’s guests, style a beaD’s hair, and allow 

friends to stay overnight, but commodifying and selling these services requires a license 
and charging for these services ~vithout one subj ects the violator to civil and possibly 
criminal penalties. This is consistent ~vith the state’s interest in the health and well-being 

of not only its workers but also consumers. There is no compelling reason to exempt 
sexual commerce. In fact, it would seem quite odd that a state would require a license to 
wash hair or arrange flowers, but that those engaged in sexual acts with the potential 
exchange of body fluids, not to mention the risk &violence, should be exempt~ 

3. A Sex Occupational Safety & Health Agency? 

OSHA’s struggles to effectively enforce condom usage in California’s pornography 
industry raise a related issue, whether it is feasible and desirable to create a dedicated 
agency to administer the regulation. Some sex workers themselves endorse such a turn 
with several organizations urging the creation of separate and discrete agencies and 
commissions to monitor the indust~.292 Unlike their self-regulation counterparts, they 

:90 Chancer, supra note [x], at 161. Another example is the market for bondage, domination, and 

sadoimaschoism, as workers in this erotic sector need to be especially skilled regarding both physical and 
emotional safety for themselves and their clients. See, e.g., S&M: STUDIES IN DOMINANCE (Thomas 
Weinberg ed., 1995) (foundational collection of essays from contemporary BDSM theo~, examining the 
histo~, current theory., norms and practices); PEGGY J. KI£INPLATZ & CHARLES MOSER, SADOMASOCHISM: 

POWERFUL PLEASURE (2006); DARREN LANGDRIDGE & MEG BARKER, SAFE, SANE AND CONSENSUAL: 

CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES ON SADOMASOCHISM (2007). 
291 Ogns & Zhang, supra notc Ix]. Or in lt~e state of Illinois alone: "bowling alleys, circuses and carnivals; 
amusement arcades; gaming tables and implements; shooting galleries and gun clubs; skating rinks; 
auctions; florists; liquor outlets; horse drawn vehicles; taxicabs; theatres; sale of tobacco; vendor stands in 
particular locations; itinerant selling, peddling or soliciting; dwarf-tossing; tour service vehicles; and 
children’s hospitals." Id. 
:9~ The World Charter for Prostitutes’ Rights urges, "There should be a committee to insure the protection 

of the rights of prostitutes and to whom prostitutes can address their complaints. This commitlee nmst be 
comprised of prostitutes and other professionals like lawyers and supporters." World Charter, supra note 
[x], at 184. Exotic dancing organizations largely concur: "Provisions exist under the Occupational Health 
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call for OSHA-like regulatory structures that can be attentive to the specificities of sexual 
labor and empathetic to the concerns of the workers. There are, of course, precedents for 
such targeted agencies. A classic example is the Mine Safety and Health Act, which 
regulates mining, an archetypically risky workplace. Mine workers are at high risk of 
injury and accidental death from both single incidents and long-term hazards such as 
black-lung disease and other forms of cancer. As noted in Section II, the severe hazards 
and injuries in mining prompted the first two workers’ compensation laws.293 Decades 

later, in 1969, seven years after the passage of OSHA, Congress passed the first 
comprehensive miner safety act.294 According to the legislative history, "the existence of 

unsafe and unhealthful conditions and practices in the Nation’s coal or other mines is a 
serious impediment to the future growth of the coal or other mining industry and cannot 
be tolerated.’’295 Federal law carefully details standards for equipment, ventilation, 

shelters, and training. It also prescribes benefits for making health claims, such as for 
black lung disease. Importantly, this regulation envisions regulation of both mine 
operator and mine workers themselves. 

Mining presents an interesting case because the work remains intrinsically dangerous 
and, to many, unpleasant. Despite, or probably because, of this, it is also high paying, 
relative to other blue-collar work and hence attractive to many. The regulatory strategy 
for mining has been to ameliorate risk. (Importantly, miners themselves played a key 
role in gaining these regulatory structures; historically their advocacy groups have not 
counted exceptionalists among them.) But are professional sex workers likely to be 
treated like miners? Can we imagine an STD Fund akin to the Black Lung Fund? This 
raises the next question, of political capital and will. 

B.Po#tical Feasibi#ty 

1. The Mining Analogy 

Several factors account for the special regulatory attention miners have received. 
Through-out the twentieth century, when coal was the country’s primary source of 
energy, their labor was perceived as highly valuable. As described in Section II, the 
nation valorized miners, politically and culturally.296 Their efforts to assert their rights 

provoked violent resistance from mining companies and legendary stand-offs, now 
29/ immortalized in the history of unionization. Importantly, miners were also what 

and Safety Act ttkat are relevant to club owners and dancers. The current reqnirements, however, are oflen 
too general to be applied as measnrable standards. Public Health Units need to establish specific criteria 
for what constitutes adequacy or sufficiency under each provision so that dancers and clnb owners alike 
know when they have met the standards for occupational health and safety." Exotic Dancing Health and 
Safely, supra note Ix]. Whether they envision federal or state reg~flation is tu~clear, and pefl~aps irrelevant, 
as many of the endorsing organizations are international ones. 
~9~ See supra note Ix]. 

zg~ Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 (Coal Act), Pub. L. 91-173; Federal Mine Health and 

Safely Act of 1977 (Mine Act), 30 USC § 801 et seq., amending the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety 

Act of 1969, Pub. L. 91-173. 
~9~ 30 USC § 801(d). 
zg~ [cite Fabian Witt footnote from Section II] 
~9~ See, e.g.~ Philip Taft & Philip Ross~ American Labor Uiolence: Its Causes, Character, and Outcome~ in 

T~tE HISTORY OF VIOLENCE E~- AMERICA: A REPORT TO T~E NATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE CAUSES 
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feminist scholar Joan Williams has called "ideal ~vorkers.’’298 As described in Section II, 
they inspired ~vorkers’ compensation because they ~vere bread-winning men who 
performed crucial labor for the economy, whose workplace deaths left economically 
devastated families.299 In addition, during the heyday of mining, its substantial 
environmental costs were not widely perceived. In other words, the substantial 
externalities mining imposes remained largely invisible. All of this translated into 
political influence.3°° Of course, MSHA ~vas not a palliative. Miners continue to 
struggle against both corruption and lack of enforcement, and several recent disasters 
demonstrate how such dedicated agencies can be even more susceptible to industry 
capture.3°1 In sum, MSHA can be understood as a product of miners’ substantial, if 

contested, political influence. 
The analogy to mining, an archetypically risky form of labor, and one that has 

enjoyed substantial, if not completely effective, regulation, is helpful in thinking about 
the political feasibility of regulating sex ~vork. While mining may be an iconic form of 

labor, it is less clear that most Americans view sex work as of similar social value. To 
the contrary, sex work occurs against the strong gravitational pull of marriage and the 
firm entrenchment of sex as a non-market private sphere set of relations. Prostitution has 
long been cast as a threat to the companionate model of marriage that arose in the late 
eighteenth century. Today’s critiques have hardly changed in tenor or fervor, with 

PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE (Hugh Davis Graham & Ted Robert Gurr eds., 1969), available at 

http:iiwww.ditext.cmr~taflAdo-con.html (reviewing the histo~7 of violence in the unionization movement in 

the United States, particularly in the mining industry, including Coenr d’Alene, the Colorado Labor Wars, 

and the Pennsylvania Anthracite Coalfields). See a/so PRICE V. FISHBACK, "VIOLENCE DURING STRIKES,~’ 

SOFT COAL, HARD CHOICES: THE ECONOMIC WELFARE OF BrPJMINOUS COAL MINERS 1~90-1930, 212-220 
(1992) (reviewing the use of violence by strikers and management during strikes around the turn of the 

century); CURTIS SELTZER, FIRE IN THE HOLE: MINERS AND MANAGERS IN THE AMERICAN COAL INDUSTRY 

(19~5) (analyzing labor relations in the coal industry and the role of the United Mine Workers union). 

:9~ JOAN C. WlLLL~evIS, UNBENDING GENDER: WHY FAMILY AND WORK CONFLICT AND WHAT TO DO 

ABOUT IT ~ (2001). 
:~9 "A workingman free to be injured at work was a workingman at risk of not being able to support his 

wife and children. Industrial accidents tMs undid free labor’s distinction between home and work. Like 
slam’cry, injuries to male wage earners threw women and children into the labor market and broke up 

previously intact fhmilies." WITT, SUDra note Ix], at 130. 
300 See also Robert H. Stropp, Jr., Walkaround Rights fi)r :~Iiners’ Representatives Under ~[S[IA: A 

Compatible StatutotT Scheme, 96 W. VA. L. REV. 795 (1994). 
301 

This year the deadliest mining disaster in forty years killed 29 workers at Massey Energy’s Upper Big 

Branch Mine killed. Investigations uncovered systenratic violation and concealment of lethal health and 

safety violations, including two sets of books, one for mine managers and one for MSHA inspectors. In the 

wake of this political maelstrom, Don Blankenship, CEO of the Massey Mines, was forced to resign. "In 

2007, MSHA established "the Office of Accountability in order to provide better oversight of MSHA’s 

enforcement programs." However, investigations of the 2012 Upper Big Branch disaster concluded that 

"MSHA failed to use its toughest enforcement tools at the mine before the explosion." 

http://www.npr.or~/blogs/thetwo-wav/2011/06/16/137213027/still-no-cfiminal-charges-in-2007-ntah-mine- 
disaster; Howard Berkes, West Virginia Prosecutor Defends Long Mine Disaster Investigation, 7;~e Two 

Way: NPR’s News Blog, Oct. 28, 2011, a~’ailable at http://www.npr.or.a/blogs/thetwo- 

way/2011/10/28/141794861/west-vir~inia-prosecutor-defcnds-long-minc-disaster-investiaation; Justice :for 
Upper Big Branch, NY Times, A24, Feb. 28, 2012, available at 

http://www.nvtimes.com/2012/02/28/opinion!j ustice-for-upper-big- 
branckhtml? r=-l&rcf=donlblankenship; Office of Accountability Audits, Mine Safety and Health 

Administration, available at 
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feminists and social conservatives alike condemning prostitution as threatening "family 
values."3°2 Thus, in today’s nominally sexually "enlightened" era, no less than in 

Victorian times, many view prostitution as a threat to marriage and that institution’ s role 
in preserving the social order, or, from a more feminist lens, the possibility of marriage as 
a site of gender egalitarianism)°3 In stark contrast, most workers labor firmly in the so- 
called public sphere and do not have to do so against this powerful gravitational pull. 

In addition, sex professionals are viewed in many ways as the opposite &Williams’ 
ideal worker. People find it difficult to envision prostitutes as workers with families, let 
alone as the primary bread-winner, which many of them are. To the contrary, as just 
described, prostitutes are viewed as threatening to families. Much political and cultural 
work would need to be done for the public to perceive prostitution as work that supports, 
rather than threatens, families. In sum, unlike miners and other iconic workers, sex 
professionals have notoriously low political capital)°4 

[add paragraph on externalities] 

2. Endowments 

Endowments are another factor in predicting the political will to regulate sex 
work. The controversy over condom mandates in the pornography industry, a long- 
standing legal sex market, manifests the difficulty in administering a regulatory regime 
for sex markets. On the other hand, the opposite might be true. Institutional endowments 
form differently in legal versus illegal markets. A frequent effect of decriminalization is 
to di srupt endowments that have become entrenched in the shadow of illegality. In fact, 
decriminalization is often urged precisely to disrupt these interests, as evidenced in 
instances as diverse as the legalization of alcohol, gambling, and emerging legal markets 
for marijuana. In sex markets, part of pimps’ power over prostitutes comes from the 
former’s close and complex relationships with law enforcement institutions.3°s 

30~ Both for instance criticized former New York governor Eliot Spitzer for wronging his wife. See, e.g,, 

Joanna Grossman & Linda McClain, Eliot Spitzer’s Fall from Grace: Reflections fi~om a Feminist 
Perspective, Findlaw.com, 18 Mar. 2008, available at http:iiwrit.lp.findlaw.comigrossman/20080318.html 
(sununarizing coverage of Spitzer prostitution scandal and unifying disparate feminist responses through 
lens of disgust); Bill O’Reilly, New ~rk Governor Eliot Spitzer in Big Trouble, FoxNews.com, 11 Mar. 
2008, available at http:iiwww.foxnews.comisto~i2008i03i11inew-york-governor-eliot-spitzer-in-big- 
trouble/(bemoaning damage to Spitzer’s family). More recently, Maureen Dowd condemned disgraced 
Congressman Anthony Weiner, claiming his behavior was "creepy and compulsive." Although Anthony 
Weiner’s scandal did not involve prostitution, Maurcen Dowd consolidated them all together as emblematic 
of powerful politicians who are "marrying np and dating down," a fascinating class-biased articulation of 
the injury to their wives. Id. 
303 Of conrse others contend that prostitution preserves marriages by giving husbands’ presumed greater 

sexual appetites a market outlet. See infra notes [x]. Dan Savage has recently updated this claim, 
enconraging sexual accommodations if one’s pamper desires more or a different kind of sex than one does. 
http://www.colbertnation.com/the-colbert-report-videos/3 91692/july- 12/201 l/dan-savage. 
304 Levitl and Dubner obsel~e that "[U]nlike the sugar and steel industries, [prostitution] holds little sway in 

Washington’s corridors of power--despite, it should be said, its many, many connections with men of high 
government office. This explains why the industries fortunes have been so badly buffeted by the naked 
winds of the free market." LEVITT & DUBNER, supra note Ix], at 31-32. 
305 See also LEVITT & DUBNER, supra note [x], at 40-41 (discussing negotiations between pimps and 

police). 
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Prostitution then might actually be easier to regulate than pornography because the 
current institutional endowments will be disrupted, and it will take some time for them to 
re-form and re-organize in the legal economy. Thus, it is unclear how current 
endowments would transform in legalized markets for sexual labor. 

D.Substitution Effects 

Of course, there are limits to regulation. Equally important are its unintended effects. 
Contrasting regulation of mining and pornography sheds light on real restraints and 
limits. Recall that the pornography industry easily threatened to leave collectively 
relocate the business out of California.3°6 Sex work comprises a labor sector that is 
highly susceptible to substitution effects. That is, as the costs of operating a legal 
business increase, employers, ~vorkers, and customers migrate, or substitute, to illegal, 
underground economies. In economic language, changing the cost structure of a market 
produces an equilibrium response. Classic examples include markets for house-keeping 
and yard work. Workers in these sectors self-sort into four markets. They can work for a 
legal company, independently and legally, independently "underground," or underground 
for a company. Workers opt for underground labor for a variety of reasons. Of course 
some do not have a choice, i.e., they may lack the paperwork for legal labor, face 
structural discrimination, or are coerced into illegal markets. Others, though, are enticed 
into illegal labor by autonomy, convenience, or "wedge" effects, i.e., a substantial 
difference between the amount the employer pays into the system and the amount the 
worker receives. 

Market sectors that are either capital intensive and/or require a fixed business site 
have the lowest substitution effects. For instance, a manufacturing plant cannot easily go 
"underground." Similarly, restaurants must operate out of a specific site. This lack of 
mobility means they cannot easily evade inspection.3°7 (Of course, with manufacturing, 
there is a different substitution effect at work, outsourcing to a different, less regulated 
jurisdiction, whether domestic or foreign. However, outsourcing exchanges one legal 
regime for another; it does not go completely underground.) Arguably, one of the 
reasons that mining can be so heavily regulated is that it is unsusceptible to substitution 
effects. It is both capital intensive and site specific. Mining companies must be situated 
where the natural resources are located. In addition, they invest heavily and, unlike 
manufacturing, cannot outsource the work. 

Sex work would seem to be the opposite of mining. Sex work requires neither a high 
investment of conventional capital nor does much of it require a fixed business site. 
Dance clubs and brothels can be run out of almost any space, and the work itself is highly 
mobile, as evidenced by its appearance in streets and cars. Thus, like housekeeping, yard 
work, and drug dealing, sex work is highly susceptible to substitution effects. This 
generates a concern that if decriminalized and then regulated, sex work would remain in 
the underground economy. 

My gamble, though, is that because much sex work already is illegal, the effects 
~vould flow the other way. Instead of people fleeing the legal sector for the illegal one, 

306 [add states pursuing adult film industry.] 
307 Pop up restaurants, "underground restaurants," and trucks are the exceptions and pose regulatoDT 

challenges for just these reasons. 
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we are trying to induce people to move out of the underground economy to the legal one. 
At least some owners, workers, and customers, I am betting, would prefer the lower risk 
and lesser stigmatization of a legal market, as opposed to an illegal one. While it is 
undoubtedly true that the more regulations that are imposed, the less illegal work will 
"substitute up" to legal markets, it is also the case that some who currently opt out of 
professional sex because of the criminal and other risks would almost certainly be drawn 
into a decriminalized, legalized, fully regulated market. 

Importantly, there is also substitution between different sectors of sex markets, e.g., 
incall, outcall, and street prostitution (or in dancing, club versus outcall).3°8 There is an 
interesting divide within the sex work industry. In the case of prostitution, some workers 
seem to value community, predictability, and safety and choose to work in brothels. 
Others, though, place a premium on autonomy, discretion, and privacy, and prefer incall 
or outcall work. As described above, many incall and outcall prostitutes are drawn to the 
work precisely because of the relative autonomy compared to other options. A similar 
dynamic is at work in dance markets. All of this should be taken into account as 
regulators try to establish equilibrium, both between legal and illegal markets and among 
sex markets. 

D.Summary 

In sum, contrary to invocations of professional sex as "just work," the political 
feasibility calculus turns on several factors. Important questions include whether a 
regulatory regime would be best administered by federal, state, or local law, or industry 
self-regulation, and whether a dedicated agency is possible or desirable. Political will also 
needs to considered, which entails a variety of issues, including public perception of sex 
work and sex professionals, the gravitational pull of marriage and the relegation of sex to 
the private sphere, and the management of externalities and spill-over effects. Policy 
must take account of endowments, too, and how these may transform and affect 
regulatory efficacy. Finally, substitution effects demonstrate that not all work can be 
regulated to the same degree of efficacy. Sex work may be a classic instance in which 
there is a highly elastic trade-off between regulation and substitution. Thus, all work can 
be regulated, but, because of administrability concerns, political will, and substitution 
effects, not all work can regulated to the same degree. 

CONCLUSION 

Sex work advocates claim that it is "just work" to great rhetorical effect--to 
normalize sex for hire, decriminalize it, destigmatize it, de-exceptionalize it, and, in the 
case of legalization advocates, entitle its workers to basic labor protections. Much of this 

3O8 

Experience st~ggests that if brothels are closed street prostit~tion a~d escort services become more 
popular. Tiros, as a pmclical ma~ler, ~he q~estion is whether we prefer streel prostitution and escort 
se~ices to brothels. Streel prostit~lion raises lhc mos~ serious ~sks of violence, sex~mlly 
lmnsmittcd disease, and offence to community sensibilily and p~blic life. Th~s, lhe Inq~fi~T 
recommended ltmt prohibilions on streel solicitation be relai~ed, bm within a cm~lext that allowed 
alternative means of negotiath~g co mmerciaI sex relations. 

Law. supra ~o~e [x]. 
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scholarship and activism is insightful and has moved the debate over markets for sex out 
of mere moralizing and into a substantial policy and legal debate. Yet the rhetoric of sex 
as "just" work elides, obscures, and confuses issues raised by legal markets for sex. 

This paper has made two arguments about the debate over explicitly commodified 
sex~ The first argument is a conceptual one--that the emphasis on the sex work debate 
between abolitionists and sex work advocates has hindered serious grappling with the 
question of whether sex work could be governed and regulated consistent with liberal 
goals of protecting workers within well-functioning, minimally exploitative markets. 
This Article has teased out different strands within the pro-sex work camp in order to 
showcase some latent contradictions and also test some regulatory hypotheses. Both 
erotic exceptionalists and assimilationists want to legitimize professional sex and reduce 
workers’ vulnerability. Yet they could not be more opposed in the regulator5, end-states 
they envision. Erotic exceptionalists call for a radically non-interventionist approach to 
sexual labor, stressing that it should not be treated any differently than non-market sex 
with the latter’s attendant protections from state interference. In stark contrast, 
assimilationists want to do just that, assimilate or integrate sex work into the existing 
regulatory employment regime. They envision a thick set of rules that will actively 
intervene in the worker/employer cmd worker/customer relationships. 

The Article’s second argument is a set of governance moves. By casting sex 
work as like any other labor, assimilationists anticipate a array of effects, including 
normalizing and legitimizing the work, changing endowments through enforceability, and 
accessing legal regulation to ameliorate some of the worst aspects of contemporary sex 
markets. From a harm reduction perspective, assimilationism is a persuasive and 
tempting rubric; sex workers truly are a vulnerable population. But is the sex worksite 
really like the factory floor? This paper has contended the answer is no. That for all of 
its good intentions, at bottom assimilationism misunderstands work, sex work, and the 

regulation of both. And yet, the assimilationist claim is revelatory--about both the 
discourse and the regulation of commercial sex. 

Assimilationism is deeply essentialist~ It invokes a monolithic workplace that is 
governed by a uniform and universal set of rules. At the same time, assimilationist 
discourse essentializes professional sex itself into a singular form of work. 
Assimilationists anticipate that once sex work is legitimated it will be integrated into the 
universal regulator5, regime they imagine, without need for attention to the particularities 

of sexual labor. This Article has demonstrated how assimilationist claims are first, 
miscues from regulatory realities and second, bound to be unhelpful if not actively 
harmful to the cause of legitimizing and protecting sex workers~ 

Contrary to the assimilationist discourse, workplaces and work are extraordinarily 
diverse and subj ect to varying and differential regulation. Some workers have decent 
protections from workplace hazards, while others, including those who labor in some of 
the riskiest workplaces, struggle for protection. Workplace violence remains almost 
universally under-regulated; yet even within that bleak regulatory landscape some 
workers enjoy more protections than others. Finally, employment discrimination remains 
contested terrain. Employers continually recast verboten discriminatory forms in new- 
ways, sometimes with success. Age, sex, disability-, and race are treated differently, with 

bfoq exemptions formally permitted for some but not others. And even in those areas 
that formally ban bfoq’s, commentators have observed implied ones at work. The Article 
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has demonstrated that the assimilationist claim misses the point. The question is not 
whether sex can be legitimate work, but, rather, what kind of work will it be considered? 

Equally importantly, the assimilationist claim fails to grapple with the distinctive 
characteristics and challenges commercial sex poses for labor regulation. Sex workplaces 
differ not only from non-sexual ones, but also, crucially, from each other. Only by taking 
account of the particularities individual of sex workplaces--both institutional form, or 
sexual geography, and the preferences that comprise the markets--can meaningful and 
effective regulation be crafted. Finally, regulation is neither natural nor inevitable, but 
deeply political and instrumentalist. Many factors will influence the political calculus 
that will determine whether and how sex work will be regulated. 

Yet the paper does not then fully concede the pro-sex work terrain to erotic 
exceptionalists. At bottom, erotic exceptionalists argue that commercial sex work should 
be viewed as legitimate labor, but that it should not be subject to any more restrictions or 
regulations than is non-market sex. Given the range of commodified activity currently 
regulated--florists, tattooists, astrologers, lawyers--there is no defensible way to exempt 
professional sex. The activity poses risks to both workers and consumers, and those 
risks--of disease, violence, and emotional trauma--warrant regulatory attention no less 
than does providing massages or spa services. People are free to engage in non- 
commodified sexual activity free from state intervention, but sex, like many other 
activities, becomes a different case when explicitly commodified. In the end, erotic 
exceptionalists undermine their own cause. To call it ~vork and then insist on exempting 
it from the labor regulation that characterizes the modem democractic workplace is 
assuredly a strategy designed to fail. If its sexual nature exempts it from regulation then 
people will certainly call it sex, and not work. And fairly so. 

Thi s Article is a first step--an effort to j umpstart "second-generation" questions 
in sex work debates, that is, to move beyond the abolition/advocacy stand off to consider 
whether and how sex work could be effectively regulated.3°9 

309 Samuel Brunson characterizes his work and my own on polygamy as second generalion questions. 

Samuel D. Brunson, Taxing Polygamy: Married Filing Jointly (and Severally?), 
http://papers, ssrn.com!sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id= 1941860. See also Davis, Regulating Pol.vga~v, supra 
note [x] (defeating dominant analogy between polygamy and same-sex marriage and using conwnercial 
partnership law to consider whether and how polygamy could be regulated on its own terms.) 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foers~er <mofonews@mofo.comv 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: European Developments Att~cting Structured Notes & Retail Investment Prodncts 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Teleconference 

European Developments Affecting Structured Notes & 
Retail Investment Products 

Thursday, 

November 21, 2013 
10:00 a.m - 11:00 am. EST 

Dial-in: 
North America: 

(855) 581-0952 
Other Countries: 

(619) 377-3936 

This briefing will consider recent developments affecting structured 

notes and retail investment products in Europe. The participants 

will focus on the progress of the proposed PRIPS regulation in the 

EU and related regulatory developments including MiFID II and the 

on-going debate between legislators, regulators and market 

participants to the suitability of certain complex products for retail 

investors. 

Speakers: 

¯ Peter Green 

¯ Jeremy Jennings-Mares 

New York and California CLE Credit is pending 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time These can be accessed at http:/iwww.sra or~l.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

delive~y@mlimailer.com on behalf of 

Le~sNe~s Marketing Research <lexisne~smarketingresem~ch@le~snexis.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LexisNexis ~ Teclmology Survey 

This is a reminder that LexisNexis[] is seeking feedback on the use of technology products among law school faculty. 

To ensure that the survey responses reflect the market demographics we are seeking, you will be asked 1-2 qualification questions to see if you qualify for the survey. 
Those receiving the email invite to this survey may, at their discretion, answer the qualification question and will be notified within the survey if they qualify. Those that do not 
qualify based on the qualification questions will not receive any type of survey incentive= 

if you qualify for the survey and then complete the full survey, in appreciation for your feedback, you can elect to: 

[] Receive a $10 Amazon.corn Gift Card* or 
[] LexisNexis will make a $10 donation to a non-profit organization which supports those programs identified in the LexisNexis Corporate Responsibility 

Program (e.g., Rule of Law, anti-human trafficking, etc.) 
If you elect to receive the gift card, you will receive it via e-mail approximately 6 weeks after the survey closes.. 
Be assured that your individual responses are confidential. You will not be asked to buy anything. 

On average, the survey should take no longer than 10 minutes to complete. However, some respondents may need more time to complete the survey, depending on their 
qualifications and how thoroughly they choose to respond to open-ended questions. The survey will be available until end of day Friday, November 22, 2013, or until we meet 
quotas. 
If you have any questions regarding the survey, please feel free to contact LexisNexisMarketinqResearch@,,lexisnexis.com 

Thank you for your time and participation. 
Please click on the link below to begin. 

htt p://deploy.ztelligence.com/start/index.jsp?PIN=E222GWDHHS3NT 

LexisNexis [] is a registered trademark of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used under license. 

LexisNexis Privacy and Secudtv Statemen~ I Copyright [] LexisNexis Privacy and Security Statement 2011 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

This message is an email invitation to take a survey from LexisNexis, 9443 Springboro Pike, Miamisburg, OH 45342. If you do not wish to receive survey invitations via email 
from LexisNexis, use this link to unsubscribe= Clicking on []Yes, Cancel my Membership[] will cancel survey invitations only. 

htt p://pa nelma nager.ma rkettools.com/mailin.q/su bscription/opt-out/12877/E222GWDHHS3NT 
*Amazon.corn is not a sponsor of this promotion. Except as required by law, Amazon corn Gift Cards ("GCs") cannot be transferred for value or redeemed for cash. GCs may be used only for purchases of 
eligible goods at Amazon.corn or certain of its affiliate websites. For complete terms and conditions, see http://wvwv.amazon.com/qc-leqal. GCs are issued by ACI Gift Cards, Inc., a Washington corporation [] 
[] []Amazon.com Inc. or its affiliates, 2013. No expiration date or service fees. 

This offer is void where prohibited by law or your employer’s policy, and is not available to any elected or appointed officials or employees or any governmental agency. Other restrictions may apply. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DICK’S Sporting Goods <DSG@email.dcsg.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:14 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Stay Out & Stay Dry with the New Marmot Down Defender 

::~4:: Store Locator N;:: Forward to a Frie~;d 

::~:: FREE SEIPPii’4G PLUS FREE RETLIRi’.IS ON APPAREL* 

::.~.i MARMO[®- DOWN DEPENDER I Deli’,,eri:~g superior,,’uaimti~ and comfoil in dsmp and cold conditions 

:::~:: ."."HOP NOW>> 

i~i Men’s Apollo Down Jacket - i~:.5 00 == Wome!l=s Meli~ Do’,~’r~ Jack~,t -16500 

i.~.i ATLAS & TUBBS SNOWSHOES i MAKE FRACK.S > 



JUDE CHILDREN i GIVE tO HELP 
LIVE i DONi:~.IE [4(3½’ > 

¯ _.i.~ GiPl OARDS A~qE PERFECT 

E~,~ER ’~’ONE O.N ’F(.):JR {.iS[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

G.17 Industrial Production 

G.17 Industrial Production 

http:!/www.federalreserve.gov!releases/gl 7/Current/default.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Paqe. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support@govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http://www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@acstechnologies.com on behalf of 

Whitney Fauntle~oy <~vfauntleroy@chapelhilluumc.org~ 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:59 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

ASP Registration Forms Due Sun 

Jufft a reminder that the ASP ~egistration is due this Sunday. 

ht~://~v.chapzlhilluumc.ovg/images/Missions/Sheltering our Neighbors/2014 asp packet-fi~l. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Delores Lo~agley <dlangley@chapelhilluumc.org~ 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:10 .AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Tickets to Sunday’s Game? 

Hi Lissa, 
I would love to go! Thox~ks for thinldng of me; what’s the best way to get them from you? 

Delores 

Sent fr~m my iPhone 

Ou Nov 14, 2013, at 2:48 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(tbemail,unc,edu> wrote: 

Hi Delores - We cannot use our two tickets to Sunday’s men’s basketball game vs. Belmont - 4:00 p.m. - if you are interested. Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welborn <joanna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:41 AM 

~mworkers@duke.edu 

SAF Update: Alumni Social Updates + Fellows Celebration TODAY + Fannworkers in NC Class + Indy Give!Guide + In the News 

If you’re getting this ernail for the first time, it’s because you’ve suppolted Student Action with Fatrnworkers and given us 
your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at an?" time, simply reply to fatrnworkers- 
request,@duke.edu with the following corrm~and: unsubscribe. 

2, Join us };::~r the Fellows Cdebmtion TODAY~ .......................................................................................................... 

4. SAF in fl’~e Indy 

5. In the news: A two-~x~rt abo~at sexua~ as~mlt of tS.cmworkers h~ the 

1. Updates t?om SAF Alarum Socmls 

Idaho Alumni Social Update 
From Adriana Cuchillo Tapia, 2013 Program Assistant 

Thank you Yazmin for your support in bringing together the Idaho SAFistas! Despite having to 
change our location so close to the day of, the Idaho SAF alumni social was a total success! We 
had SAFistas from the 2000, 2003, 2005 and 2008 summers present atthe first ever (but 
hopefully not our last) social! We were able to share some of the highlights of our short 
summer as a SAF intern: where ~ve worked, our most memorable experiences, and the impact 
SAF has had on us to this day. We even looked back through some amazing photos (and 
memory books) of our time as interns. 

And then it was time to let go and have a good time! Thanks in large part to the hospitality of 

local artist Alma Gomez we were treated to some delicious homemade food, learned to make 
pottery and were even given a salsa lesson by Juan Morales! It was a night to remember! Future 

plans include making the social an annual event, staying involved at the national level with 

National Farmworker Awareness Week, and volunteering with the different non-profits in the 

area that work with political and educational issues. 

NC Alumni Social and Train the Trainer Event 
From gazmin Garcia-Rico, SAF National Organizer 

On Friday Nov. 1st several alumni gathered at SAF for our third alumni social this year to 
celebrate Day of the Dead, hear updates about SAF’s work, and get a training/guide on how to 



represent SAF at presentations in the community and on campuses. We all shared memories 

and photos of loved ones to honor the Day of the Dead and ate a delicious meal and Pan de 

Muertos together. Then SAF staff each shared updates about exciting new things we’re working 

on. We presented our new train-the-trainer guide and talked about how alumni can be involved 

and can help present about SAF and farmworker issues. We had a great time together and saw 

representation from several different years and programs. If you’re interested in getting a copy 
of the training guide please contact Yazmin{ 

~ Joi~ us tbr the Fello’~s Celebration 

Plea~ j oin Student Action wi th Farmworkers in celebrating the completi on of the 2013 Sowing S eeds fbr 

Change Fellowship program and honoring Beatriz Cruz, Bemardo Lopez, Kate Furgurson, Mike Mian & Nick 

Rinehart. 

The 5 fellows are recent college graduates who have been working for the past 6 months serving farmworkers 

in mrg~ he~1th clinics in North Carolina. Come help us celebrate their accomplislm~ents, hear about their work in 

the fields with farmworkers, and enjoy music and refi~shments. 

See the Facebook event here. 

3, Farmworkers in NC Class next semester~ Please share wi~.t~ interested studenls! 

Open to students fi’oin Duke, NCCU, UNC-Chapel Hill, and NC State 

This seminar held at the Center for Documentary Studies will 

focus upon those who bring food to our tables, particularly 

those who labor in the fields of North Carolina and the 

Southeast. We roll discuss farm work from the plantation 

system and slave% to sharecropping, and to the migrant and 
seasonal faJmworker population today. We roll explore 

documentary work and its contributions to thrmworker 

advocacy and there will be a service-learning component 

involving work in the community, camed out in partnership 

with Student Action with Farmworkers (SAF). Cross list: 

CULANTH 236S 

DOCST 332S Farmworkers in North Carolina: Roots of Pover .ty, Roots of Change 
Instructor: Sims 
Tu 3:05 p.m.-5:35 p.m. (CDS, Bridges 201) 
Questions: csims~duke.edu 



SAF is excited to be included in this week’s issue of the 
Independent Weekly in their new Give! Guide publication. 

The Guide is a way to attract new donors to nonprofits and to instill 
the amaual-giving habit in Triangle residents. There are tons of prizes 
and incentives when you donate from now through the end of the 
year. Please share with your friends and family and help us bring in 
new donors to learn about and support our work[ 

Thanks so much to our business partners providing these great incentives when you 
donate to SAF! 

All dono~ entered into a drm¥ing for a gift certificate. 

$50 ÷ donors receive 10% offfirst printing project 

(max discount $50) 

$100+ donors to be entered into drawing to win 1 of %: professional photo prink photo lesson, gift certificate 
ii.~.iI or di~ounts. 

From fFU}VC. 

Despite Barriers, Farm Worker Breaks Silence About Rape Case 

"Agriculture is one of America’s most hazaxdous indufftries with hundreds of faxm workers dying each year from 

accidents. But there’s another danger: that of rape and sexual assault. For those picking America’s fruits and 
vegetables the fields can be a ve~ dangerous place to work. And while it’s ditticult tbr any rape victim to press 

criminal chaxges, female l~ann workers have to overcome additional hurdles." 

Listen to the stor,2 and read the transcript here. 

\; ~s~ ~he S/\f: website for links to jobs m~d oppor~um~ie~; actress t~e ~ !, S. ! 

Friend SAF on Facebook[ 
Follow us on Twitter! 

Pat~ Adams I Operations Manager 
Nadeen Bir I Advocacy & Organizing Director 
Ra~l Granados Gfimez I Migrant Youth Director 
Laxmi Ha~nes I Program Director 
Yazmm Garcia Rico I National Organizer 

Joanna Welborn [ Assistant Director 
Melinda Wiggins I Executive Director 
Ramon Zepeda i Youth Organizer 

Student Action with Farmworkers is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 
together to learn about each other’s lives, share resources and skills, improve conditions for farmworkers, and build diverse 
coalitions working for social change. 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more.just agricultural 

system. Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students farmworker youth and community members in the farmworker 

movement. 

SAF depends on financial support from individuals like YOU to continue our work with farmworkers. 



Want to post an am~ouncement on this list? Email ioam~a welborn(~a)duke edu 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 

your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any time, simply reply to i~arnlworkcrs- 
recluest,@~duke edu with the following command: unsubscribe. We hope you’ll enjoy our updates on farmworker issues and 

the ~vork SAF does to create a more just agricultural system. 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The American Law InslJtute <~li@ali.org> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:54 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&l> 

AI,I Members Garnering Headlines 

I:N The American Lawlnstitute 

Our Members in the News 

Some of ALI’s members have been garnering headlines in recent weeks in ways 
that reflect quite nicely on the Institute. Below are links to a few that we thought you 
wouldn’t want to miss. 

The University of Chicago Law School’s alumni magazine 
for Fall 2013 includes a profile of ALl Council member 
Chief Judge Diane P. Wood of the Seventh Circuit 
Court of Appeals. The article is titled Madam Chief 

Judge. 

iNii Laycock 

i~iWood 

There were headlines in almost 
every newspaper in the country 
when ALI’s 2nd Vice President, 
Professor Douglas Laycock 
of the University of Virginia 
School of Law, argued before 
the U.S. Supreme Court in one 
of the most closely watched cases of the year. The 
case, Town of Greece v. Galloway, concerns the 
constitutionality of saying prayers at the opening of a 
government meeting. To read Doug’s argument, go to 
page 29 of the official transcript 

The same magazine that features the article about Chief 
Judge Wood includes a photo of ALl President 
Roberta Cooper Ramo on the cover that goes along 
with an article about Chicago Law alumni leading in 
multiple fields. 

U.S. Law Week profiled ALl Council member Judge 
Gerard E. Lynch of the Second Circuit in a lengthy 
article that analyzes his judicial philosophy, outlines his 
rulings in various areas and highlights his most notable 
cases. The article, Second Circuit’s Lynch Brings 
Scholarly, Pragmatic Approach to Bench is reproduced 
with permission from The United States Law Week, 82 
U.S.L.W. 579, 10/22/13~ Copyright 2013 by The Bureau 
of National Affairs Inc. 

Chicago Law 

An article in the alumni magazine for UC Hastings 
School of Law is headlined UC Hastings and the 
American Law Institute. It looks at the important contributions made by UC 
Hastings faculty to ALI’s work over the past few decades, notably the leadership 
of Professor Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., as ALl Director; service on ALl Council 

by Professor Mary Kay Kane, the Chancellor and Dean Emeritus of UC 
Hastings; and Associate Dean William S. Dodge’s work as a Reporter on ALI’s 
newest project, Restatement Fourth, The Foreign Relations Law of the United 
States. 



Arriving soon in your mailbox will be the ALI’s Annual 
Report for fiscal year 2012-13. We hope you will remember 
the Institute in your end-of-year giving plans. 

The American Law 

Institute 

4025 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 1215.2431600 























































F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 12:23 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

Standing out from the Crowd (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Client Alert 

Standing out from the Crowd: A Closer Look at the 
SEC’s and FINRA’s Proposed Crowdfunding Rules 

CONTA©T US AT: 

Marketing Depa=~ment 

Morrison & Foelster LLP 
425 Market Street 

San F!an(:isco, CA 94~05 

In this alert, we provide a detailed overview of the proposed regulatory 

framework that will be applicable to crowdfunding offerings conducted 

pursuant to Title III of the JOBS Act in reliance on Section 4(a)(6) of the 

Securities Act. 

Read our client alert. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~,vww.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW 



. 

2013 Risk Oversight Su~ey to determine Ihe quMiIy ~nd scope of 

inform,tion dir~ctors of publicly traded comp,ni~s r~c~iw prior to 

boord m~t ngs ond th~ w~ys n wh ch lh~y work w th m~mb~rs of 

mon~g~m~nl to ~nolyz~ ond ov~rs~ rlsk throughout th~                 . 

organization. (Cow.rate Board MombeO 
InsOtute 

impact and Tangible Business Benefits. A new repeal by BCG I ::~:: Heft ...... Video Clip 
and Yunus Social Business takes a closer look at social I ...... 
businesses from the perspective of a corporate organization. The 
findings of the repo~ are based on an in-depth analysis of the I 
lessons learned from ten social businesses operating in 

~aster~ng the guiMing Blocks of Strategy. Shaping keen 
insights into good strategies requkes deep interpemonal 
engagement and debate from senior executives, as well as the i I 
ability to deal with ambiguity in charged and often stressful 

padner Catherine Dixon explores the SEG’s interpretive guidance to 

public companies on how to use social media channels to 
communicate impodant company information to the investing public ~.~-~         I 

without violating the ban on selective disclosure imposed by the 

SEe’s Regulation Fair Disclosure ("Regulation FD’). (WeLl, Gotshal 

a m~r;es LLP) 

On Financial Reporting U~coming 

depa~ments anticipate more focus on compliance risks and less Committee RoundtaN~ 
emphasis on Sarbanes-Oxley, according to a new suwey, s~ries 

~evenue ~ecognition: Boards Completing ~edel~be,ations. 
The FASB and IASB recently held their hkely final joint meeting on ~:dNitG’c::0~;tt;~:nual 
their revenue recognition project and reached decisions on ~ssues 
collectiM[ity, constraint on variable consideration, and licenses, a ..... y ~445, 

#KPMG De~nin~ Issues) 
Register w~th 

Company Accounting Ovemight Board announced that it is           ~ 
establishing a Center for Economic AnalyMs to study the role and     I ~ I ~ 

relevance of the audit in capital formation and investor protection. 

(PCA 

FASB Proposes to Simplify Financial Repo,t~ng 
Development Stage Companies. The F~nanc~al AccounHng 
Standards Board has issued a proposed acceuntin~ standards 
update to improve financial repoNng about public and pdvate 
development sta~e entities. (WebGPA) 

8p{nofl Wor{~es Beyond Taxes. Before a bus~ness or a dMs~on 
can be spun off, both ffs assets and liabilities must be separated 
from the parent. 



From KPMG 

IFRS Newsletter: Financia~ instruments. This edition looks at 
the IASB’s October discussions on the financial instruments 
project, and annual improvements to IFRS 7. (KPMG) 

REGISTER NOW: KP~G’s FaR 2013 Audit Committee 
Roundtable Series. Hosted in more than 25 cities across the U.S. 
from November 19 to December 19, St#king the Right Deal: 
Ove~ight of M&A and International Ventures will explore the critical 
role of the audit committee and the board in helping the company 
assess the oppo~unities and risks posed by M&A and other 
transactions in a global environment. (KPMG) 

Links 

X~ SmallAClimage Repo~ ~:~:: In~itute 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG 
Suppoding audit Reporting Network Turning know~edge 
committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with ne~ updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reposing our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown Events <events@mayerbl~own,com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 1:30 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

4th Annual S ub~fi ption Credit Facili~ and Fnnd Finance Symposium - Jannary 16, 2014 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’.,().9.[~,.’..i~..#[#..#..2~L~.R~£I~ 

~iI Mayer B .... [:~i ....... 

.~i1 4th Annual Subscription Credit Facili~, and Fund Finance Symposium 

Please join us at our 4th Annual Subscription Credit Facility and Fund 

Finance Symposium on January 16, 2014 in New York. Speakers from 

Bank of America, Barclays Capital, Blackrock, Citibank, Cornerstone, 

DBRS, Inc., Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, Heitman, HSBC, Investec, 

Lloyd’s, Macquarie, Natixis, Northern Trust, OrbiMed, Preqin, Silicon 

Valley Bank, State Street Bank, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation, 

SunTrust, Union Bank, Walton Street Capital, Wells Fargo and others 

will be joined by Mayer Brown and Appleby attorneys. 

Agenda (subject to change) 

Time 

1:00 p.m. 

1:15 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 

Session 

Registration 

¯ Understanding Fund Structures and the Impact on 

Collateral Structure 

¯ Investor Issues and Side Letter Updates 

¯ 20~3 SCF Market Year in Review 

¯ Management Company and GP Facilities; Derivatives, etc. 

3:00 p.m. 

The Evolving Borrowing Base and the "Included Investor" 

Fund Formation Market Update 

Syndication Market 

Lending to BDCs and ’40 Act Funds 

4:00 p.m. 

Underwriting and Credit Analysis 

Legal and Regulatory Developments 

European Market Update 

Hybrids, NAV Facilities & Fund of Funds Financings 

Date 8~ Time 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 
1:15 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Reception to follow 

Location 

Convene (formerly Sentry Midtown East) 

730 Third Avenue, 17th Floor 

(Between 45th & 46th Streets) 

New York, NY 10017 

Key ~vent 2~formation 

Date 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 

1:15 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Reception to follow 

Location 

Convene (formerly Sentry 

Midtown East) 

730 Third Avenue 

17th Floor 

(Between 45th & 46th 

Streets) 

New York, NY 10017 

Speakers 

.~.iI Michael C. Mascia 

Michael C, Mascia 

Partner 

Mayer Brown 

Zachary K. Barnett 
Partner 
Mayer Brown 

i~i~ AnnKnoxRichardson 

&n_[_L _a_Lc_ b_a_! ~_!~ .o_ r L_~[_~. _o_~ 
Partner 

Mayer Brown 
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Legal Aid of North Carolina and the issue of ii~;~iI Charles Holton, chair 
equal access to justice have received some of the board of 

notable media coverage recently. Charles 
directors of Legal Aid 
of North Carolina. 

Holton (pictured), Legal Aid’s board chair, 

discussed the issue on a recent episode of 

The State of Things on WUNC. Charles was 

joined by Ashley Qui;~ones, a former client 

for whom Legal Aid secured a life-saving 

kidney transplant, and Gene Nichol, 

director of the Center on Poverty, Work and 

Opportunity, who recently penned a column on the issue in Raleigh’s 

News & Observer. 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 2:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces it has not objected to a re-submitted capita] plaJ~ t~om Ally Financial Inc. 

Federal Reserve Board announces it has not objected to a re-submitted capital plan from Ally Financial Inc. 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~/press/bcreg/20131115b.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact support~,,govdelivel~, .com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 2:14 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: EPA Shrinks Ethanol Mandate tbr First Time 

EPA Shrinks Ethanol Mandate for First Time 

The Environmental Protection Agency proposed for the first time to ease an annual 

requirement for ethanol in gasoline, acknowledging that mandated levels specified in a 

2007 law are difficult, if not impossible, to meet. 

The EPA is asking refiners in 2014 to blend 15.2 billion gallons of renewable fuel--most of 

it ethanol--into U.S. gasoline supplies. That is about 16% less than what Congress 

specified in a 2007 renewable-fuels law. The law gives EPA the ability to lower the 

requirement. 

See More Coverage 
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MRN Professional Announcements and Job Openings, 11/15/2013 
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Professional Announcements 

Kauffman Junior Faculty Fellowship in Entrepreneurship Research 

Call For Nominations 

M RN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on MRN. 

Call For Nominations 

Kauffman Junior Faculty Fellowship in Entrepreneurship Research 

Nomination Deadline: January 21, 2014 

The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation is pleased to announce that the nomination period is now open for the Kauffman Junior Faculty Fellowship in Entrepreneurship Research 

(KJFF). The Kauffman Foundation will award up to seven Junior Faculty Fellowship grants to junior faculty members in the United States whose research has the potential to make 

significant contributions to the body of literature in entrepreneurship. Each FelloWs university will receive a grant of $35,000 over two years to support the research activities of the Fellow. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Nominations will be accepted online from now until 5:00 p.m. Central Standard Time on Tuesday, January 21, 2014. Nominees must be tenured or tenure-track junior 

faculty members at accredited U.S. institutions of higher education who received a Ph.D. or equivalent doctoral degree between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2012. Nominees will 

have until 5:00 p.m. Central Standard Time on Monday, March 17, 2014 to complete their online applications for consideration for the fellowship. 

SUBMISSIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: To see the complete Call for Nominations, including submission guidelines, please visit http://,z,~t~’w.kauffman.org/kiff. Please direct all 

questions to kiff@kauffman.or¢~ 
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2. Email Support(~,SSRNcom 
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6:00 PM, United States Eastern Standard/Daylight Time (EST/EDT). 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 5:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: J.P. Morgan Nears $4.5 Billion Settlement With Investors 

Morgan Nears $4.5 Billion Settlement 
Investors 

J.P. Morgan Chase is expected to announce a $4.5 billion settlement with investors 

seeking to recover losses from mortgage-backed securities sold to them before the 

financial crisis, said people close to the discussions. 

The group, composed of 21 institutional investors, previously received an $8.5 billion 

settlement from Bank of America on similar claims. It had been seeking $5.75 billion to 

settle claims on securities issued by J.P. Morgan, Bear Stearns and Washington Mutual 

between 2005 and 2008. J.P. Morgan purchased Bear and banking operations of 

Washington Mutual in 2008. 

The new agreement with investors is separate from a tentative multibillion-dollar settlement 

with the Justice Department that would resolve a number of J.P. Morgan’s other mortgage- 

bond suits and investigations. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.nnc.edu-~ 

Friday, November 15, 2013 5:52 PM 

inp ul@redesigndi visiononegov.org 

Input to the Division I Governance Redesign 

NCAA Division I Governance Feedback.docx 

My governance feedback is attached. Thank you for this opportunity. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: _h__t__t_p__~ZZ_s__s__En___:_c__o__m__/_a_u__t__h___9__r_:-:-__2_~!_~Z~_Q 

Description: 
http://www.law unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 



NCAA Divi sion I Governance Feedback 

Submitted by: 
Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
UNC School of Law 
Faculty Athletics Representative 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The views below are my individual views but have been influenced by discussions with others 
on our campus and in our conference. Many of these ideas have been thoughtfully articulated by 
our athletics director, Bubba Cunningham 

As a preliminary matter, does it make sense to discuss structure before considering some basic 
organizing principles that would inform and guide a governance structure? Some of those 
principles include: 

Use the increased revenue generated by intercollegiate sports to increase the 
opportunities to participate 

(~ Consider whether to increase the number of scholarships permitted in each sport 
o Consider whether to increase the minimum number of sports offered to be in 

Division I or FBS 
Allocate NCAA distributions based on opportunities to participate and educational 
outcomes 
Consider how NCAA scholarships could be better aligned with student need 

Structural items for consideration: 

1. Return to a predictable, annual legislative cycle 
2. Return to institutional votes instead of the conference representational system. As 

conferences get bigger they are less likely to have unified views. An 8-6 vote at the 
conference level gets cast at the NCAA as a vote in favor without sufficient attention to 
the substantial number opposed. 

3. Eliminate Working Groups and Ad Hoc Committees; empower the institution’ s 
committees and cabinets to do its work. 

4. Policymaking body should have representatives from athletic departments (A.D.s, SWAs) 
and from the FAR group. Presidents may lack knowledge of issues and rely to much on 
NCAA staff for direction. 

5. Replace Committee on Infractions with a group of independent arbitrators or mediators 
6. Institutional members guilty of secondary infractions should be listed in a database for 

members to check prior to a hire. 
7. Institutional members guilty of secondary infractions should go to Conference Office to 

report on situation and receive rules education. Game suspension should be a normal 
penalty for nontrivial violations. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jean S Frankel <~jeansl~ankel@gmail.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Inpnt to "the Division I Governance Redesign 

Thanks Lissa, input received! 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnNov 15, 2013, at 5:51 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(?~email.unc.edu:, wrote: 

My governance feedback is attached. Thank you for this opportunity. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!/www.law.unc.edu!centersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 
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<NCAA Division I Governance Feedback.docx> 
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Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 14 No. 79, 11/15/2013 

Table of Contents 

Piercing Corporate Veil in ICSXD: Approaches and Reconciliation 

Peng Wang, Xi’an ]iaotong University - School of’ Law 

The Direct Action of the Workers - A Part of the Contractor Agreement - In Light of the New Civil Code 

Emilian Lipicanu, Independent 

Short Sales and Deficiency Liability: The Pointlessness of Purposes 

F.oger Bernhardt, Golden Gate University - School of Law 

Boilerplate: A Threat to the Rule of Law? 

Margaret ]ane Radin, University of Nichigan Law School 

CONTRACTS 8= COMMERCIAL LAW eJOURNAL 

i:ii:ii:ii"Pierci~g Corporate Veil i~ IC$ID: Approaches and Reconciliation" 
Wuhan University International Law Review (Forthcoming) 
Chinese Society of International Economic Law, 2013 Annual Meeting, Xi’an China 

~ENG WANG, Xi’an Jiaotong University - School of Law 

Email: wangpeng6165@g nlail.com 

ICISD tribunals’ jurisdiction is premised on the eligible foreign investors, nationals of other contracting state party, with which the host state has 
agreed to submit pertinent investment disputes to international investment arbitration. The theme of this article is whether or under what 
conditions can ICSID tribunals pierce veil of pertinent companies to delimit the genuine foreign investors protected by relevant BITs. The article first 
takes a critical review of the theoretical foundations of Piercing Corporate Veil in ICSID arbitration. In terms of logic premise of tribunal’s decision, 
"piercing corporate veil" cases in ICSID can be classified into three categories: nationality-agreement jurisdiction mode, nationals of host state as 
controlling shareholders mode, corporations as a form of investment mode. Investment tribunals should reconcile divergent approaches by 
interpreting pertinent agreements in a delicate way within express or implied authorization to promote the coherence and consistency of 
International Investment law as a system. 

This article emphasizes the analysis of the practices of ICSID tribunals and tries to reconcile the divergent approaches. International Investment 
Law is a legal system and the investor-state arbitration tribunals are empowered two functions: disputes resolution and treaty interpretation. The 
sequence of application of pertinent agreements is ICSID Convention, pertinent BIT and involved investment contracts. On procedural treatments, 
BIT stipulation shall not conflict with that of ICSID Convention unless providing more favorable treatment to investors, whilst the pertinent 
investment contracts and concessions enjoy supremacy in both procedural and substantial treatments. The whole international investment law 
regime is designed to strike a balance between protection of investors and sovereign regulation of host state. While protecting foreign investors, 
international investment law shall preserve necessary space for host states to maneuver for public policy. Thus in these three kind agreements 
exists one implied or default clause which is that none of the three kind agreements shall be interpreted as a barrier to stop host state from 
offering more favorable treatment, except host state preserves otherwise expressly. 

:~i:~i:~i:~"The Direct Action of the Workers - A Part of the Contractor Agreement - :~n Light of the New Civii Code" 
Review Dreptul. No. 11. 2013 

EM~L~AN LIP~CANU, Independent 

Email: emilianlipcanu@yahoo.com 

The author aims to discern the will of the legislator, expressed in the text of the art, 1856 of the new Civil Code, titled marginally "workers’ direct 
action," 

This approach has led to some recent doctrinal views by which the direct action is recognized to subcontractors as well, including those who have 
the status of legal entity. The author argues that the mentioned legal text has to be interpreted as meaning to the recognition of the direct action 

only to certain individuals, i.e. to workers and subcontractors-individuals (the latter under certain conditions: working alone or employing workers, 

working with them to achieve the work/to render the services). 

In the study, certain practical situations are brought to light, in which the question of determining the holders of direct action is raised, in case of 
the subcontractor agreements. 



The author considers as possible, "de lege ferenda," regulating a direct action both in favour of the subcontractors-individuals using workers and in 

favour of the subcontractors-legal entities, but only for the price of work/rendering of services which excludes the price of the workers’ ac[ivity. 

~OG~R BERNHARDT, Golden Gate University - School of Law 

Ernail: rbernhardt@ggu,edu 

Commentary on recent decisions applying California antFdeficiency statutes to borrowers’ agreements to remain liable for shortfall following 
lenders’ consents to short sales. 

~i Free Download 
i:ii:ii:ii’8oilerl~late." A Threat to the R~le of Law?" ...... 

Lisa ~1. Austin and Dennis Klimchuk; eds, PRZVATE LAW AND THE RULE OF LAW (OUP, 2014 Forthcoming) 

~.RG~.R~T ~AN~ ~I~SI, D:~N, University of Michigan Law School 

Email: mjradin@umich.edu 

[n today’s US, transactions between firms and consumers (including businesses in the position of consumers) routinely contain fine-print terms 

deleting rights to legal remedies against the firm, such as exculpatory clauses, waivers of consequential damages, and mandatory pre-dispute 

arbitration clauses. This chapter argues that such remedial rights should not be treated as mere default rules routinely waivable by recipients of 

fine-print contracts (’boilerplate’), because such rights deletions threaten the rule of law by undermining rights structures that are central to the 
state’s obligations toward the public. When remedial rights are subject to easy waiver by boilerplate, they place recipients into a situation that 

might be called quasi-anarchy; that is, a one-sided situation resembling the anarchy that the state is supposed to supplant. Moreover, they 

underwrite a scheme of privatization that amounts to exercise of arbitrary power over recipients; and they transgress the principle of equality 

before the law by separating people that retain legal rights fl’om people that do not. Such rights should remain situated in the public realm, and 

subject to a species of market-inalienability. This chapter thus argues for a modified version of the public/private distinction, related to maintaining 

the rule of law. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bonnie KMen <Bonnie.Karlen@westacademic.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Thur Nov 21: West Academic Pub Visit 

Hi Professor Broome, 

I’m an Acquisitions Editor at West Academic, we’ve met before, and I am going to be visiting your law school next week on Thursday, Nov. 21th. I’d love to stop by 

and say, "hello" if you’ll be around. 

Best Regards, 

Bonnie Karlen 

Acquisitions Editor 

~ _o_ j~ _r_~_l_e_~__k_’_a__r_[_e_ j~ ~.~__~,__e__s__t__a__c_’_’_a_~ ~_ C~l~ = ~ ~ r~). 

$51 -t5~7-7560 

westacademic.com 

Please Note that my em~il ~ddre~ h~ changed ~o bonnie.karlen~westacademic.com 

Starting I0/5/2013 our office address and my office ~hone number ~ill be changing, My new contact information will be: 

(65:1} 202-483.2 {Office 

West A~ademic 

444 Cedar Street 

Suite 700 

St, Paul, MN 
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Nov. 18 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

~D:[C Suit Tests Whetlser iBa,)s~ Officers 
Protected U~der B~s#~ess ;~dg~neat ~e 

A federal judge ~n West V~rginia Nov, 14 sa~d the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation can press ahead with a lawsuit against 
former officers of a failed bank, setting up a new test of whether 
corporate officers can claim protection under the... 

Bank Supervision 
~ed Aa~o~ces ~t Does Not Object 

The Federal Reserve says it has not objected to a capital plan 
resubmitted by auto lender Ally Financial Inc. following a 
rejection earlier ~n the year .... 

Derivatives 
Wa~ Street Bid oa Cross-Border Swaps 

The staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission Nov, 14 
moved to close off large banks’ ability to avoid new regulation by 
arranging trades in the U.S. and then booking the deals in 
overseas affiliates .... 

International Banking 

Sche~:ee Over F~a~di~’~g of New Agency 

Nov. 15 ~, European Union finance ministers failed Nov. 15 to 
agree on the terms for a new agency to oversee an orderly 
closure of failed banks that is considered a vital plank in the EU 
banking union plan designed to shore up the European 
Economic... 

International Trade 

European Union and U.S. trade and regulatory officials finished 
the second round of Transatlantic Trade and Investment 
Partnership (TTIP) negotiations that covered investment rules, 
trade in services, energy, raw materials and the framework... 

Community Banks 

A group representing community banks is hailing a regulator’s 
decision to withdraw a proposed rule it said would have let rural 
lenders pursue "non-farm lending activities under the guise of 
investment programs.".,. 

Derivatives 

Voting seriatim, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
unanimously adopted rules Nov. 15 establishing additional 
standards for systemically important derivatives clearing 
organizations (SIDCOs) .... 

Derivatives 
CFTC Staff :~ss~es Guidance 



S~Fs to E~sur~ Equal A~ces~ ~:o ~l~tfor~s 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued 
guidance Nov. 14 telling swap execution facilities that they must 
provide impartial access to all swaps market participants .... 

Tax Evasion 
T~’e~s~ Offi~i~ U~S~-F~ce FATCA Pact 

The signing of the intergovernmental agreement between the 
U.S. and France marks a key development in implementing the 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act and symbolizes the ever- 
growing focus on automatic information exchange, a senior... 

Consumer Credit 

U.S. consumers took on $127 billion in new debt during the third 
quarter, the biggest quarterly increase of assumed debt in more 
than five years, while delinquencies of 90 or more days declined 
by the biggest percentage in about five years, Federal... 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Geithner Heads to Private Equity 

Geithner Heads to Private 

Former Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, one of the architects of the federal 

government’s rescue of the financial system, is joining private-equity firm Warburg Pincus. 

Mr. Geithner, who has spent most of his career outside the private sector, said in an 

interview he plans to start in March at the New York-based firm, known for its role in 

buyouts of companies including Bausch & Lomb, Neiman Marcus Group and stadium 

concessionaire Aramark Corp. 

At Warburg, he will serve as president and managing director. 

See More Coverage 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Tar Hee~s slip past Holy 

Cross, $244 

One good run in the middle of the 

second half was enough to let 

North Carolina dodge a purple 

bullet Friday night. Marcus Paige 

led the w’ay with a ... 

UNC’s Joel 

James (42) 

Isaiah Hicks 

(22) and J.P. 

Scout teams: No glory, but 

vitM to success 

Duke, UNC and NC State use 

scout teams to prepare for 

upcoming opponents There is no 

glory in it for those who are asked 

to play the other team’s .. 

UNC’s Mitch 
Trubisky 
plays the the 

DeCock: ~la~quise Williams [~as chance to 

build case ~or UNC QE~ job 

Freshman Mitch Trubisky is the heir apparent to Bryn 

Renner at the quarterback position, but Marquise 

Williams is really making it interesting. While 

Trubisky redshirts. Williams is building his case for 

next season 
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Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

11. In November, ~S!X n"..ore for Duke basketball dcl<ets 
than any other team’s 

Dub)(c ed.~scation in North C~arolip..a 

Summit 2013 
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about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

HOW to Gain Traction With ERI~ While there is no one-size-fits-all solution, several design principles will 
help overcome potential issues 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives Motorola appoints Gino A. Bonanotte as CFO; Office 
Depot names new CEO; Prudential adds former Target CFO to board; Unum Group adds Theodore H. Bunting 
Jr. to board. 

NA©D Voice 

NACD Board Confidence index Q3 2013 Over the past three years, a noticeable pattern has appeared. The 
buildup of unoe~ainty regarding anticipated regulation--and the relative lack of impact--has left the boardroom 
wary. Over time, swings in boardroom confidence have become muted--less pessimism, but also less 

NACD BoardV~sbn 

NACD BoardVision - Repo~ of the 
NACD Blue Ribbon Commission on 

NACD BoaraV~sion - Board 
NACD BoardV[sbn - 

Talent Development: Key 
Dynamics 

~T Risk and 
Takeaways from the 2013 NACD Cyberseourity 

Board Leadership Conference 

NACD BoardV[sion - The SEC Aqenaa 
for 2014: Key Takeaways from the NACD BoardVisbn - Private Company 

2013 NACD Board Leade~hip Outlook 

Upcoming Events 

~ec. ~ I New York, NY I headin~ Minds of Governance 

~ec. $ ~ New York, NYJ Directo~hip 100 Gala 

~ec. 18 I Webinar I Going to the Mattresses With ISS 

~ec. lg I Webinar I Disruptive Technologies: ~at Boards Need to Know 

~eb. 20-21, 20t4 j Washington, DC I Battlefield to Boardroom 

April ~4, 2014 j Houston, TXl Director Professionalism~ 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

June 9-10, 2014 I Chicago, IL I Director Professionalism$ 

June 12-t3, 2014 I Chicago, IL I Master Class 

Aug. 14-15, 2014 I Dana Point, CA I Director Professionalism~ 

Oct. 12-14, 2014 I National Harbor, MD I NACD Board Leadership Conference 

Dec. 8-9, 2014 I Fort Lauaerdale, EL I Director Professionalism’~ 

Dec. 1t-t2, 20t4 I Fort Lauaeraale, FL I Master Class 

For" a complete listing, visit NACDonline.o(qEEvents. 

Are all of your boards enrolled in NACD Full Board Membership? 
Equip and optimize your public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 
exchange forums, and network to lead with the highest standard of excellence. The annual investment in 
NACD Full Board Membership is $3,900 for up to six directors through Dec. 31,2013. To enroll or learn more, 
contact Kelly Doda, membership development officer at 202-380-1891 or kkaoda@naoaon,ine.orn. 

Haven great weekend and thank you for your commitment to boardroom excellence. 

The NACD Team 

Merr,be,~h~p I Bo~rd Deve~,pmen[ I Ed~c:~[~or, I R ......... I C ......... [~ ..... National A .... iation of Corporate DirectoB 
2001 P .... ylvania Ave. NW, Suite 500 

Washington DO 20006 
phone 202-775-0509 I fax 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Weekend Reader, 
lickh .... 

T ..... bscribe, pl ..... lick h ..... 



! 
ACC Player and Rookie of the Week 

Duke senior guard Chelsea Gray and 

Georgia-I~ch freshman Kaela Davis 

have been named the Atlantic Coast 

Conference Women’s Basketball Piay- 

er and Rookie of the Week, as voted 

on by the Blue Ribbon Panei. Gray 

scored a game-high 22 points, had 

five assists, four rebounds and two 

steals to lead No. 2/2 Duke to a 70-58 

road win over the No. 9/9 California 

on Nov, 10. 

In the Pols 

The ACC has four teams ranked in the 

second AP and USA Today poils re- 

leased this week. Duke, which earned 

one first-place vote, is No. 2 in both 

polls, while Notre Dame stands at No. 

6/6, Maryland at No 8/7 and North 

Carolina at No. 12/14. 

Opening Night Test 

Duke earned a 70-58 victory at No. 

9/9 California on Nov’. 10 to mark its 

first win in a season opener against a 

top-lO team in program history. 

Irish at Home Against the Ranked 

Notre Dame earned a 81-62 win over 

No. 19/18 Michigan State on Nov. 

1] to improve to 28-5 (.849) against 

ranked opponents over the iast two- 

plus seasons (since start of 2011-12), 

including a 9-1 record at home during 

that time. 

Hokies on a Roll 

Virginia ]~ch notched its third 

straight game of scoring at least 71 

points when it topped Florida, 71-59. 

The Hokies reached the 7J-point 

plateau just four times ali of last year 

In December of 2007, the Hokies 

notched four straight games with at 

least 72 points, and this is the first 

time since the start of the 1988.-89 

season they opened the year with 

three straight games with at least 71. 

Undefeated 

Eight ACC teams have posted unde- 

feated starts to their seasons: Florida 

State, Duke Georiga Tech, NC State 

Virginia Tech, Syracuse, Pittsburgh 

and Notre Dame. Pittsburgh is 2--0 for 

the first tirne since 2009. 

Conference Overal 

Team W L P~ Hm Rd W L Pct Hm Rd Nee Streak 

Virginia Tech ................. 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 3 0 1.000 2-0 1-0 0-0 W3 

Georgia Tech ................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 2 0 1,000 2-0 0-0 0-0 W2 

Notre Dame .................. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 2 0 1.000 2-0 0-0 0-0 W2 

NC State ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 2 0 1,000 2-0 0-0 0-0 W2 

Florida State ................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 2 0 1.000 1--0 1--0 0--0 W2 

Duke ............................. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 2 0 1.000 1-0 1-0 0-0 W2 

Syracuse ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 2 0 1,000 1-0 1-0 0-0 W2 

Pittsburgh ..................... 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 2 0 1.000 1--0 1--0 0--0 W2 

Maryland ...................... 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 2 1 .667 1-1 1-0 0-0 L1 

Boston College .............. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 1 1 ,500 0-1 1-0 0-0 Wl 

North Carolina .............. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 1 1 .SO0 1-1 0-0 0-0 L1 

Virginia ......................... 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 1 1 .500 1-0 0-1 0-0 Wl 

Clemson ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 1 1 ,500 1-1 0-0 0-0 Wl 

Miami ........................... 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 1 2 .333 1-2 0-0 0-0 L2 

Wake Forest .................. 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 1 2 .333 1-0 0-2 0-0 L1 

°900 - Virginia Tech’s Taijah Campbei[ made 9-of-10 shots in 

the Holdes’ win at Old Dominion on Nov. 11. She finished 

with 19 points. ]-he 90 percent teld goal shooting is the ACC 

single-gam, e season high. 

10 - Fiorida State’s ~’ashira Delgado dished a career-high 10 

assists in the Seminoies’ win over UNC-Greensboro (Nov. 8). 

She is the first ACC piayer to record double-digit assists this 

season. She added 12 points for her first career double-dou- 

ble. 

18- Syracuse’s Brittany Sykes scored 18 points in the first half 

en route to a career-high 26 points in the Orange’s 88-47 win 

over Dartmouth~ ACC players have combined [or 16 20.-pius 

point performances already this seasom 

22.1 - The average margin of victory by ACC teams in its 25 

non-conference wins this season. The ACC is 25-9 in non-con- 

ference action this season. 

30 --Wake Forest’s Chelsea Douglas registered an ACC sin- 

gie-game season high 30 points in the Demon Deacons 71--61 

loss at Delaware on Nov. 15. Wake Forest owns three or the 

top four individuai scoring performances this season, 

39 - Duke is 39-2 against non-conference opponents at Cam- 

eron Indoor since the 2008-09 season. 

123 - Duke scored second-most points in a single game in 

program history with 123 points against USC Upstate. Six giue 

Devils scored in double figures ied by a 17 point, 20 rebound 

performance from Haiey Peters. 

Saturday, Nov. 16 

Presbyterian at NC State ....................................................... 12 p.m. 

Louisiana Tech at Virginia ....................................................... 2 p.m. 

Valparaiso at No. 6/6 Notre Dame ......................................... 2 p.m. 

Boston College at BYU ............................................................ 6 p.m. 

Sunday, Nov. 17 

Cal State-Northridge at Clemson ............................................ 1 p.m. 

Lafayette at Pitt ...................................................................... 1 p,m. 

Bucknel at Virginia Tech ......................................................... 2 p.m. 

Alabama at No. 2/2 Duke ....................................................... 2 p.m. 

No. 12/14 North Carolina at RV!RV UCLA ................................ 5 p.m 

Prairie View A&M at RViRV Florida State .................. 6 p.m. (ESPN3) 

RV/RV Georgia Tech at No. 4/3 Tennessee ..................... 7 p.m. (FSS) 

Monday, Nov. 18 

Cornell at Syracuse ............................................................ 4:30 p.m. 

Morgan State at NC State ....................................................... 7 p.m. 

Tuesday, Nov. 19 

Miami at Oakland .............................................................. 6:30 p.m. 

Virginia at Liberty ................................................................... 7 p.m. 

George Washington at Maryland ........................................... 7 p.m. 

Davidson at Wake Forest ........................................................ 7 p.m. 

Wednesday, Nov. 20 

Pitt at Michigan ...................................................................... 7 p.m. 

Friday, Nov. 15 

No. 1/1 UConn 72, No= 8/7 Maryland 55 

Middle Tennessee State 61, Miami 55 

Wake Forest 61, Delaware 71 

Thursday, Nov. 14 

No. 2/2 Duke 123, USC Upstate 40 

Virginia Tech 71, Florida 59 

Dartmouth 47, Syracuse 88 

Pitt 63, Ball State 58 

Wednesday, Nov. 13 

Wake Forest 73, Campbell 65 

Florida State 63, Cincinnati 58 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

SCORING OFFENSE 

1. Duke 
2. Notre Dame 
3. Georgia Tech 

4. Syracuse 

s. Florida State 

6. North Carolina 
Virginia Tech 

8. Boston College 
9. Maryland 

10. NC State 

11. Wake Forest 

12. Clemson 
Pittsburgh 

14. Miami 
15. Virginia 

G W-L Pts Avg/G SCORING DEFENSE 

2 2-0 193 96.5 1. NCState 

2 2-0 180 90.0 2. Duke 

2 2-0 166 83.0 3. Virginia Tech 

2 2-0 157 78.5 4. Georgia Tech 

2 2-0 156 78.0 5. Miami 

2 1-1 152 76.0 6. North Carolina 

3 3-0 228 76,0 7. Pittsburgh 

2 1-1 151 75.5 8. Syracuse 

3 2-1 222 74.0 Notre Dame 

2 2-0 139 69.5 lO. Florida State 

3 1-2 205 68.3 Virginia 

2 1-1 129 64.5 12. Clemson 

2 2-0 129 64.5 13. Maryland 

3 1-2 184 61,3 14. Boston College 

2 1-1 119 59.5 15. Wake Forest 

SCORING MARGIN 
1. Duke 

2. Notre Dame 
3. Georgia Tech 

4. Virginia Tech 

5. NC State 
6. North Carolina 

Syracuse 

8. Florida State 
9. Pittsburgh 

lO. Miami 
Maryland 

12. Boston College 
13. Virginia 

Clemson 

15. Wake Forest 

G Offense Defense Margin FREE THROW PCT 
2 96.5 49,0 +47.5 1, NCState 

2 90.0 56,0 +34.0 2. Maryland 

2 83.0 52.0 +31.0 3. Virginia 

3 76,0 50.7 +25.3 4. Clemson 

2 69.5 46.5 +23.0 5. Syracuse 

2 76.0 53.5 +22.5 6. Notre Dame 

2 78.5 56.0 +22.5 7. Virginia Tech 

2 78.0 58.5 +19.5 8. Boston College 

2 64.5 54.5 +10,0 9. Wake Forest 

3 61.3 52.3 +9.0 lO. Duke 

3 74,0 65.0 +9.0 11. Miami 

2 75.5 73.0 +2.5 12. North Carolina 
2 59.5 58.5 +1.0 13. Florida State 

2 64.5 63.5 +1.0 14. Pittsburgh 

3 68.3 75,3 -7.0 15. Georgia Tech 

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
1. Notre Dame 

2. Florida State 
3. Duke 
4. Georgia Tech 

5. Virginia Tech 

6. Boston College 

7. Clemson 
8. Maryland 
9. Pittsburgh 

lO. Wake Forest 
11. Syracuse 

12. NC State 

13. North Carolina 

14. Miami 
15. Virginia 

G FGM FGA Pct, FIELD GOAL PCT DEFENSE 
2 70 135 .519 1. Duke 

2 63 124 .508 2. Syracuse 

2 74 147 .503 3. North Carolina 

2 60 124 .484 4. Virginia Tech 

3 81 185 ,438 5. Pittsburgh 

2 50 116 ,431 6. Miami 

2 49 115 .426 7. Georgia Tech 

3 77 188 .410 ~. Clemson 
2 50 124 .403 9. Florida State 

3 71 177 .401 lO. NCState 

2 58 145 .400 11. Virginia 

2 51 128 ,398 12. Maryland 

2 55 141 ,390 13. Notre Dame 

3 69 188 .367 14. Boston College 

2 38 116 .328 15. Wake Forest 

G Pts Avq/G 
2 93 46.5 
2 98 49.0 
3 152 50.7 
2 104 52.0 
3 157 52.3 
2 107 53.5 
2 109 54.5 
2 112 56.0 
2 112 56,0 
2 117 58.5 
2 117 58.5 
2 127 63.5 
3 195 65.0 
2 146 73.0 
3 226 75.3 

G FTM FTA Pct. 
2 17 20 ,850 
3 55 69 .797 
2 38 49 .776 
2 23 30 .767 
2 29 38 .763 
2 33 45 .733 
3 48 66 ,727 
2 39 54 ,722 
3 45 65 .692 
2 31 46 .674 
3 30 47 .638 
2 35 56 .625 
2 26 42 .619 
2 15 27 .556 
2 24 44 .545 

G FGM FGA Pct, 
2 32 120 .267 
2 36 126 .286 
2 34 117 .291 
3 51 175 .291 
2 36 122 ,295 
3 57 192 .297 
2 36 120 .300 
2 36 113 .319 
2 43 130 .331 
2 33 94 .351 
2 41 113 ,363 
3 73 199 ,367 
2 45 122 ,369 
2 49 128 ,383 
3 77 184 .418 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

3-POINT FG PCT 

1. Duke 
2. Georgia Tech 

3. Notre Dame 
4. Pittsburgh 

s. Wake Forest 
6. Boston College 

7. NC State 
8. Virginia Tech 
9. Maryland 

10. Clemson 

11. Miami 

12. Florida State 
13. Syracuse 

i4. Virginia 

15. North Carolina 

G 3FGM 3FGA Pet. 3=POINT FG PCT DEFENSE G 3FGM 3FGA 

2 14 32 .438 1. NC State 2 3 24 

2 22 51 .431 2. Virginia Tech 3 9 54 

2 7 18 .389 3. Notre Dame 2 6 34 

2 14 39 .359 4. Miami 3 14 75 

3 18 51 .353 5. Pittsburgh 2 7 34 

2 12 36 .333 6. Syracuse 2 11 52 

2 20 61 .328 7. Maryland 3 15 65 

3 18 55 .327 8. Boston College 2 12 51 

3 13 43 .302 9. Georgia Tech 2 8 33 

2 8 29 .276 lO. Florida State 2 10 39 

3 16 61 .262 11. Virginia 2 9 32 

2 4 16 .250 12. North Carolina 2 12 40 

2 12 50 .240 13. Duke 2 11 36 

2 5 24 .208 14. Clemson 2 16 42 

2 7 38 .184 15. Wake Forest 3 17 40 

REBOUNDING OFFENSE 
1. Duke 
2. Syracuse 

3. Notre Dame 
4. Georgia Tech 

5. North Carolina 
6. Virginia Tech 

7. Miami 
Maryland 

9. NC State 
10. Virginia 

11. Florida State 

12. Clemson 
13. Wake Forest 
14. Pittsburgh 

15. Boston College 

G Rebounds Avq/G 
2 109 54.5 

2 108 54.0 

2 106 53,0 

2 100 50.0 

2 97 48,5 
3 141 47,0 

3 137 45,7 

3 137 45.7 

2 84 42.0 

2 83 41,5 

2 78 39.0 

2 77 38,5 
3 108 36.0 

2 71 35.5 
2 70 35.0 

REBOUNDING MARGIN 
1. Notre Dame 

2. Duke 
3. Georgia Tech 

4. Syracuse 

5. NC State 
6. Virginia Tech 

7. North Carolina 
8. Maryland 
9. Virginia 

10. Clemson 

11. Florida State 

12. Miami 

13. Wake Forest 
14. Boston College 

ls. Pittsburgh 

G Team Avg. Opp, Avg. Margin 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2 

2 

106 53.0 53 26.5 +26.5 

109 54.5 63 31.5 +23.0 

100 50.0 61 30.5 +19.5 

108 54,0 83 41,5 +12,5 

84 42,0 62 31.0 +11.0 

141 47.0 109 36.3 +10.7 

97 48.5 82 41,0 +7,5 

137 45.7 117 39.0 +6.7 

83 41.5 79 39.5 +2.0 

77 38.5 74 37,0 +1,5 

78 39,0 77 38,5 +0,5 

137 45,7 136 45.3 +0.3 

108 36.0 134 44.7 -8.7 

70 35.0 96 48.0 -13.0 

71 35.5 103 51.5 -16.0 

REBOUNDING DEFENSE G Rebounds Avg/G 
1. Notre Dame 2 53 26.5 
2. Georgia Tech 2 61 30.5 

3. NC State 2 62 31.0 

4. Duke 2 63 31.5 
5. Virginia Tech 3 109 36,3 
6. Clemson 2 74 37,0 

7. Florida State 2 77 38,5 
8. Maryland 3 117 39.0 
9. Virginia 2 79 39.5 

lO. North Carolina 2 82 41.0 
11. Syracuse 2 83 41.5 

12. Wake Forest 3 134 44,7 
13. Miami 3 136 45.3 
14. Boston College 2 96 48,0 
15. Pittsburgh 2 103 51.5 

BLOCKED SHOTS G No, Avq/G 

1. Clemson 2 12 6.0 
Florida State 2 12 6.0 

Miami 3 18 6.0 

4. North Carolina 2 11 5.5 
5. Pittsburgh 2 9 4.5 

6. Wake Forest 3 11 3.7 
Virginia Tech 3 11 3.7 

8. Notre Dame 2 7 3.5 
9. Syracuse 2 6 3.0 

lO. Maryland 3 8 2.7 

11. Duke 2 5 2.5 
Georgia Tech 2 5 2.5 

13. Boston College 2 4 2.0 

14. NC State 2 3 1.5 
15. Virginia 2 1 0.5 

Pet, 
.125 
.167 
.176 
,187 
,206 
.212 

.231 

.235 

.242 

.256 

,281 

,300 

,306 

.381 

.425 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

ASSISTS 

~ i Notre Dame 
2. Georgia Tech 

3. Duke 
4. Virginia Tech 

s. NC State 
6. Maryland 

7. Boston College 

8. Florida State 
9. Pittsburgh 

North Carolina 
11. Syracuse 

12. Clemson 

13. Miami 
14. Virginia 

15. Wake Forest 

G 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 

No. Avg/G STEALS 

50 25.0 1. North Carolina 

47 23.5 2. Duke 

41 20.5 3. Florida State 

55 18.3 4. Pittsburgh 

36 18.0 s. Georgia Tech 

50 16.7 6. Syracuse 

33 16.5 Virginia 

31 15.5 s. Miami 

30 15.0 9. Wake Forest 

30 15.0 lO. Notre Dame 

28 14.0 11. Clemson 

25 12.5 12. NCState 

32 10.7 13. Boston College 

21 10,5 Maryland 

31 10.3 15. Virginia Tech 

TURNOVER MARGIN 
1. North Carolina 
2. Pittsburgh 

3. Duke 

4. Florida State 

5. NC State 
6. Syracuse 

Boston College 

8. Wake Forest 
9. Virginia 

lO. Virginia Tech 

Miami 

12. Clemson 
Notre Dame 

14. Georgia Tech 

15. Maryland 

G Team Avg. Opp, Av9. Margin 
2 35 17.5 54 27.0 +9.5 

2 30 15.0 45 22.5 +7.5 

2 30 15.0 44 22.0 +7.0 

2 35 17.5 46 23,0 +5,5 

2 31 15.5 42 21.0 +5.5 
2 30 15.0 34 17.0 +2.0 

2 29 14.5 33 16.5 +2.0 

3 53 17.7 57 19.0 +1.3 

2 36 18.0 37 18.5 +0.5 

3 56 18.7 52 17.3 -1.3 

3 59 19.7 55 18.3 -1.3 

2 41 20.5 37 18.5 -2.0 
2 31 15.5 27 13.5 -2.0 

2 45 22.5 40 20.0 -2.5 

3 48 16.0 40 13.3 -2.7 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Duke 
2. Syracuse 

3. Notre Dame 
4. Georgia Tech 

North Carolina 
6. Virginia 

NC State 

8. Maryland 

9. Clemson 
Virginia Tech 

11. Florida State 

12. Miami 

13. Wake Forest 

14. Boston College 

15. Pittsburgh 

G No. Avg/G 
2 42 21.0 

2 41 20.5 
2 40 20.0 

2 39 19.5 

2 39 19.5 

2 34 17.0 

2 34 17.0 

3 44 14,7 
2 28 14.0 

3 42 14.0 

2 27 13.5 

3 40 13.3 

3 39 13.0 

2 23 11.5 

2 16 8.0 

G No. Avq/G 
2 32 16.0 
2 28 14.0 
2 26 13.0 
2 23 11.5 
2 22 11.0 
2 21 10.5 
2 21 10.5 
3 30 i0.0 
3 29 9.7 
2 18 9.0 
2 15 7.5 
2 14 7.0 
2 12 6.0 
3 18 6.0 
3 17 5.7 

ASSIST/TURNOVER RATIO G Ast, Avq, T/O Av9, Ratio 

1. Notre Dame 2 50 25.0 31 15.5 1.6 

2. Duke 2 41 20.5 30 15.0 1.4 

3. NCState 2 36 18.0 31 15.5 1.2 
4. Boston College 2 33 16.5 29 14.5 1.1 
5. GeorgiaTech 2 47 23.5 45 22.5 1.0 
6. Maryland 3 50 16.7 48 16.0 1.0 
7. Pittsburgh 2 30 15,0 30 15.0 1.0 
8. Virginia Tech 3 55 18,3 56 18.7 1.0 
9. Syracuse 2 28 14.0 30 15.0 0.9 

lO. Florida State 2 31 15.5 35 17.5 0.9 

11. North Carolina 2 30 15.0 35 17.5 0.9 

12. Clemson 2 25 12.5 41 20.5 0.6 
13. Wake Forest 3 31 10.3 53 17.7 0.6 
14. Virginia 2 21 10,5 36 18.0 0.6 

15. Miami 3 32 10,7 59 19.7 0.5 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS G No. Avq/G 

1. Syracuse 2 67 33.5 
Duke 2 67 33.5 

3. Virginia Tech 3 99 33.0 

Notre Dame 2 66 33.0 

5. Miami 3 97 32.3 
6. Maryland 3 93 31.0 
7. Georgia Tech 2 61 30.5 

8. North Carolina 2 58 29.0 
9. Pittsburgh 2 55 27.5 

lO. Florida State 2 51 25.5 

11. NC State 2 50 25.0 
12. Virginia 2 49 24.5 

Clemson 2 49 24.5 
14. Boston College 2 47 23.5 

15. Wake Forest 3 69 23.0 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

DEFENSIVE REB PCT, 

1. Notre Dame 
2. NC State 
3. Virginia Tech 

4. Duke 
5. Syracuse 

6. Maryland 

7. Georgia Tech 

8. Miami 
9. North Carolina 

10. Virginia 

11. Clemson 
12. Pittsburgh 

13. Florida State 

14. Wake Forest 
is. Boston College 

G D=Reb Opp. OR D=Reb% OFFENSIVE REB PCT, 

2 66 21 .759 1. GeorgiaTech 

2 50 17 1746 2. Notre Dame 

3 99 34 .744 3. Duke 

2 67 24 .736 4. Syracuse 

2 67 30 .691 s. NCState 

3 93 43 .684 6. North Carolina 

2 61 30 .670 7. Florida State 

3 97 49 .664 3. Virginia 

2 58 30 .659 9. Clemson 

2 49 30 .620 lO. Maryland 

2 49 32 .605 11. Virginia Tech 

2 55 37 .598 12. Wake Forest 

2 51 40 .560 13. Miami 

3 69 55 .556 14. Boston College 

2 47 44 .516 15. Pittsburgh 

3-POINT FG HADE 
1. Georgia Tech 

2. NC State 

3. Duke 
Pittsburgh 

s. Syracuse 
Boston College 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

9. Miami 
10. Maryland 

11. Clemson 

12. North Carolina 
Notre Dame 

14. Virginia 

is. Florida State 

G 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

No. Avg/G 
22 11.0 
20 10.0 
14 7.0 
14 7.0 
12 6.0 
12 6.0 
18 6.0 
18 6.0 
16 5.3 
13 4.3 

8 4.0 
7 3.5 
7 3.5 
5 2.5 
4 2.0 

G O-Reb Opp, DR O-Reb% 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 
2 

39 31 .557 
40 32 .556 
42 39 .519 
41 53 .436 
34 45 .430 
39 52 .429 
27 37 .422 
34 49 .410 
28 42 .400 
44 74 .373 
42 75 .359 
39 79 .331 
40 87 .315 
23 52 .307 
16 66 .195 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

Team Conference Pct. PF PA Overall Pct. PF PA 

Virginia Tech 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 3-0 1.000 76.0 50.7 

Duke 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 2-0 1.000 96.5 49.0 

Notre Dame 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 2-0 1.000 90.0 56.0 

Georgia Tech 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 2-0 1.000 83.0 52.0 

Syracuse 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 2-0 1.000 78.5 56.0 

Florida State 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 2-0 1.000 78.0 58.5 

NC State 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 2-0 1.000 69.5 46.5 

Pittsburgh 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 2-0 1.000 64.5 54.5 

Maryland 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 2-1 .667 74.0 65.0 

North Carolina 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 1-1 .500 76.0 53.5 

Boston College 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 1-1 .500 75.5 73.0 

Clemson 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 1-1 .500 64.5 63.5 

Virginia 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 1-1 .500 59.5 58.5 

Wake Forest 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 1-2 .333 68.3 75.3 

Miami 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0 1-2 .333 61.3 52.3 

Current unbeaten streak 

Virginia Tech -- 3 

Duke-- 2 

Notre Dame -- 2 

Georgia Tech -- 2 

Syracuse-- 2 

Florida State -- 2 

NC State -- 2 

Pittsburgh -- 2 

Virginia -- 1 

Boston College -- 1 

Clemson -- 1 

TEAM SUMMAR~’ES 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

G 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

PF-PA Avg score Margin FG-FGA Pct. 3FG-FGA Pct. FT-FTA Pct. RebF RebA Margin 

.333 39-54 .722 70 96 -13.0 

,276 23-30 ,767 77 74 +1.5 

.438 31-46 .674 109 63 +23.0 

.250 26-42 .619 78 77 +0.5 

,431 24-44 ,545 100 61 +19.5 

.302 55-69 .797 137 117 +6.7 

.262 30-47 .638 137 136 +0.3 

,328 17-20 ,850 84 62 +11.0 

.184 35-56 .625 97 82 +7.5 

.389 33-45 .733 106 53 +26.5 

,359 15-27 ,556 71 103 -16.0 

.240 29-38 .763 108 83 +12.5 

.208 38-49 .776 83 79 +2.0 

,327 48-66 ,727 141 109 +10.7 

,353 45-65 ,692 108 134 -8.7 

151-146 

129-127 

193-98 

156-117 

166-104 

222-195 

184-157 

139-93 

152-107 

180-112 

129-109 

157-112 

119-117 

228-152 

205-226 

75.5-73.0 +2,5 50-116 .431 12-36 

64.5-63,5 +1.0 49-115 ,426 8-29 

96.5-49.0 +47.5 74-147 .503 14-32 

78.0-58.5 +19.5 63-124 .508 4-16 

83.0-52,0 +31.0 60-124 ,484 22-51 

74,0-65.0 +9.0 77-188 .410 13-43 

61,3-52.3 +9.0 69-188 .367 16-61 

69.5-46,5 +23.0 51-128 ,398 20-61 

76.0-53.5 +22.5 55-141 .390 7-38 

90.0-56.0 +34.0 70-135 .519 7-18 

64.5-54,5 +10.0 50-124 ,403 14-39 

78,5-56.0 +22.5 58-145 .400 12-50 

59,5-58.5 +1.0 38-116 .328 5-24 

76.0-50,7 +25.3 81-185 ,438 18-55 

68.3-75.3 -7.0 71-177 .401 18-51 

ATTENDANCE 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Averaqe 

1-1628 1628 

2-1155 578 

1-4013 4013 

1-1797 1797 

2-1641 820 

2-18744 9372 

3-1950 650 

2-2257 1128 

2-7225 3612 

2-16814 8407 

1-4698 4698 

1-457 457 

1-3218 3218 

2-2713 1356 

1-447 447 

24-68757 2865 

Away Average Neutral 

1-412 412 0-0 

0-0 0 0-0 

1-10771 10771 0-0 

1-554 554 0-0 

0-0 0 0-0 

1-1953 1953 0-0 

0-0 0 0-0 

0-0 0 0-0 

0-0 0 0-0 

0-0 0 0-0 

1-851 851 0-0 

1-1017 1017 0-0 

1-3500 3500 0-0 

1-2449 2449 0-0 

2-3888 1944 0-0 

10-25395 2540 0-0 

Averaqe Total Averaqe 

0 2-2040 1020 

0 2-1155 578 

0 2-14784 7392 

0 2-2351 1176 

0 2-1641 820 

0 3-20697 6899 

0 3-1950 650 

0 2-2257 1128 

0 2-7225 3612 

0 2-16814 8407 

0 2-5549 2774 

0 2-1474 737 

0 2-6718 3359 

0 3-5162 1721 

0 3-4335 1445 

0 34-94152 2769 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 75.0% of their team’s games. 

SCO RI N G 

1. Chelsea Douglas-WF 
2. Dearica Hamby-WF 

Brittney Sykes-SU 

4. Jewell Loyd-ND 

s. Kaela Davis-GT 
6. Faith Randolph-VA 

7. Chelsea Gray-DU 

8. Morgan Jones-FS 

Tricia Liston-DU 

10. Natasha Howard-FS 
Kayla McBride-ND 

Brianna KieseI-UP 
13. Shakeya Leary-SU 

14. Brittany Brown-FS 

is. AIlisha Gray-NC 
16. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

17. Vanessa Panousis-VT 
18. Kristen Doherty-BC 

19. Monet Tellier-VT 
Alyssa Thomas-MD 

21. Taya Reimer-ND 

22. Suriya McGuire-UM 

Taijah CampbelFVT 

Diamond DeShields-NC 
Lauren Engeln-BC 

Asia Logan-UP 

27, Haley Peters-DU 

Loliya Briggs-UP 
Aaliyah Whiteside-GT 

Sydney Wallace-GT 

Chancie Dunn-CU 

Cl G FG 3FG FT Pts Avg/G REBOUNDING 

Sr 3 27 13 11 78 26.0 1. Shakeya Leary-SU 

Jr 3 24 2 13 63 21.0 2. Haley Peters-DU 

So 2 18 0 6 42 21.0 3. Taya Reimer-ND 

So 2 16 2 7 41 20.5 Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

Fr 2 14 9 3 40 20,0 5. Dearica Hamby-WF 

So 2 8 3 18 37 18.5 6. Kaela Davis-GT 

Sr 2 13 4 6 36 18.0 7. Jassany Williams-UM 

So 2 14 3 4 35 17.5 Roddreka Rogers-GT 

Sr 2 12 5 6 35 17.5 Jewell Loyd-ND 

Sr 2 14 0 4 32 16.0 10. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

Sr 2 12 2 6 32 16.0 11. Hannah Young-VT 

Jr 2 14 1 3 32 16,0 Uju Ugoka-VT 

Sr 2 11 0 9 31 15.5 Sarah Imovbioh-VA 

Fr 2 12 0 6 30 15.0 14. Asia Logan-UP 

Fr 2 10 2 6 28 14.0 15. Allisha Gray-NC 

Fr 2 11 1 4 27 13.5 Tricia Liston-DU 

Fr 3 12 4 12 40 13.3 Elizabeth Williams-DU 

Sr 2 8 1 9 26 13.0 18. Brianna Kiesel-UP 

Sr 3 15 0 8 38 12,7 19. Len’Nique Brown-ST 

Sr 3 15 1 7 38 12.7 Morgan Jones-FS 

Fr 2 11 0 3 25 12.5 Kayla McBride-ND 

Jr 3 16 0 4 36 12.0 

So 3 15 0 6 36 12.0 

Fr 2 11 1 1 24 12.0 

Jr 2 7 1 9 24 12.0 

Sr 2 9 1 5 24 12,0 

Sr 2 9 0 5 23 11,5 

So 2 9 4 1 23 11.5 

So 2 6 5 6 23 11.5 
Jr 2 8 5 2 23 11.5 

2 11 1 0 23 11.5 

¢1 G Off Def Total Avq/G 

Sr 2 12 18 30 15.0 

Sr 2 6 20 26 13.0 

Fr 2 10 15 25 12.5 

Fr 2 9 16 25 12,5 

Jr 3 15 18 33 11,0 

Fr 2 7 14 21 10.5 

Jr 3 5 25 30 10.0 

So 2 12 8 20 10.0 

So 2 5 15 20 i0.0 
Sr 3 3 26 29 9,7 

So 3 5 22 27 9.0 

Sr 3 10 17 27 9.0 

Jr 2 11 7 18 9.0 

Sr 2 4 13 17 8.5 

Fr 2 10 6 16 8.0 

Sr 2 8 8 16 8.0 

Jr 2 9 7 16 8.0 

Jr 2 2 13 15 7.5 

Jr 2 4 10 14 7.0 

So 2 2 12 14 7.0 

Sr 2 4 10 14 7.0 

FIELD GOAL PCT 
1. Nariah Taylor-GT 

2. Richa 3ackson-DU 
3. Taijah CampbelFVT 
4. Breezy Williams-ST 

5. Chelsea Gray-DU 

6. Chancie Dunn-CU 
Taya Reimer-ND 

8. Yashira Delgado-FS 

9. Brittney Sykes-SU 
10. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

11. Natasha Howard-FS 
12. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

13. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

14. Tricia Liston-DU 
15. Lindsay Allen-ND 

Kelly Hughes-BC 
Aaliyah Whiteside-GT 

Cl G FGM FGA Pet. ASSISTS 

So 2 9 10 .900 1. Yashira Delgado-FS 

Sr 2 9 12 ,750 Chelsea Gray-DU 

So 3 15 22 ,682 3. Monet Tellier-VT 

Sr 2 6 9 .667 4. Rachel Coffey-SU 

Sr 2 13 20 ,650 5. Dawnn Maye-GT 

2 11 17 .647 6. Vanessa Panousis-VT 

Fr 2 11 17 .647 7. Len’Nique Brown-ST 

Sr 2 9 14 .643 AlexisJones-DU 

So 2 18 29 ,621 Morgan Jones-FS 

Fr 2 11 18 .611 Kayla McBride-ND 

Sr 2 14 23 .609 11. Nicole Boudreau-BC 

So 2 6 10 .600 12. LindsayAIlen-ND 

Sr 2 10 17 .588 Brianna KieseI-UP 

Sr 2 12 21 .571 Taya Reimer-ND 

Fr 2 6 11 .545 Latifah Coleman-NC 

Fr 2 6 11 ,545 Lauren Engeln-BC 

So 2 6 11 .545 Katie Zenevitch-BC 
Michaela Mabrey-ND 

CI G No, Avq/G 
Sr 2 13 6.5 

Sr 2 13 6.5 
Sr 3 19 6.3 

Sr 2 12 6.0 
Sr 2 10 5.0 

Fr 3 14 4.7 

Jr 2 9 4,5 

So 2 9 4.5 
So 2 9 4.5 
Sr 2 9 4.5 

So 2 8 4.0 

Fr 2 7 3.5 

Jr 2 7 3.5 

Fr 2 7 3,5 

Jr 2 7 3,5 

Jr 2 7 3.5 
Sr 2 7 3.5 

So 2 7 3.5 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

FREE THROW PCT CI (3 FTM FTA Pet. 

1. Brene Moseley-MD So 3 15 15 1.000 
Shakeya Leary-SU Sr 2 9 9 1.000 
Kody Burke-ST Sr 2 7 7 1.000 
Kayla McBride-ND Sr 2 6 6 1.000 
Chelsea Lindsay-CU Jr 2 5 5 1,000 
KellyHughes-BC Fr 2 5 5 1.000 
MorganJones-FS So 2 4 4 1.000 
IveySlaughter-FS Fr 2 4 4 1.000 

9. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 3 11 12 .917 
10. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 3 7 8 .875 

S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 3 7 8 .875 
12. Faith Randolph-VA So 2 18 21 ,857 

AlexisJones-DU So 2 6 7 .857 

Tricia Liston-DU Sr 2 6 7 .857 

15. Sarah Imovbioh-VA Jr 2 11 13 .846 

3-POINT FG PCT Cl G 3FG FGA Pct, 
1. Brittany Gordon-UP So 2 2 2 1.000 
2. Miah Spencer-ST Fr 2 2 3 .667 

Chloe Wells-DU Sr 2 2 3 .667 
Jewell Loyd-ND So 2 2 3 .667 

5. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 2 4 7 .571 
6. Taylor Ford-SU So 2 5 9 .556 

AaliyahWhiteside-GT So 2 5 9 .556 

8. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 2 5 10 .500 
Breezy Williams-ST Sr 2 3 6 .500 

Ashlee Anderson-UP Sr 2 3 6 .500 
Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 2 2 4 ,500 

12. Kaela Davis-GT Fr 2 9 19 .474 
13. Hannah Young-VT So 3 6 13 .462 
14. Sydney Wallace-GT Jr 2 5 11 .455 
15. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 3 13 29 .448 

14. 

15. 

STEALS 
1. Dearica Hamby-WF 

2. Dawnn Maye-GT 

3. Alexis Jones-DU 
Yashira Delgado-FS 

Chelsea Gray-DU 

6. Diamond DeShields-NC 
Kristen Doherty-BC 

AIlisha Gray-NC 

Suriya McGuire-UM 

CI G No. Avq/G 

Jr 3 14 4.7 

Sr 2 9 4.5 

So 2 8 4.0 

Sr 2 8 4.0 

Sr 2 8 4.0 

Fr 2 7 3.5 

Sr 2 7 3.5 
Fr 2 7 3.5 

Jr 3 9 3.0 

Fr 2 6 3.0 

So 2 5 2.5 

Sr 2 5 2.5 

Fr 2 5 2.5 

Jr 2 4 2.0 
Jr 2 4 2.0 

2 4 2.0 

Jr 2 4 2.0 

Sr 2 4 2.0 

Fr 2 4 2,0 

Jr 2 4 2.0 

So 2 4 2.0 

Ivey Slaughter-FS 

Morgan Jones-FS 

Lexie Gerson-VA 
Lindsay Allen-ND 

Charmaine Tay-CU 

Nikki Dixon-CU 

Chancie Dunn-CU 

Latifah Coleman-NC 

Richa Jackson-DU 

Chelsea Welch-UP 
Sydney Wallace-GT 
Brittney Sykes-SU 

3-POINT FG MADE 
1. Kaela Davis-GT 
2. Chelsea Douglas-WF 

3. Sydney Wallace-GT 

M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST 
Aaliyah Whiteside-GT 

Taylor Ford-SU 

Tricia Liston-DU 

8, Jessica Thomas-UM 

Maddison Penn-VT 
Krystal Saunders-UM 

Cl G 
Fr 2 

Sr 3 

Jr 2 

Sr 2 

So 2 
So 2 

Sr 2 

Fr 3 

Fr 3 

Sr 3 

3FG 

13 

5 

5 

5 
5 

Hannah Young-VT 
Ashley Williams-ST 

Loliya Briggs-UP 

Chelsea Gray-DU 

Ashlee Anderson-UP 
Breezy Williams-ST 

Kat Cooper-BC 

La’Shay Taft-SU 
Faith Randolph-VA 

Kelly Gramlich-CU 

Nicole Boudreau-BC 
Len’Nique Brown-ST 

Morgan Jones-FS 

So 3 6 

Fr 2 4 

So 2 4 

Sr 2 4 

Sr 2 3 

Sr 2 3 

Jr 2 3 

Sr 2 3 

So 2 3 

Jr 2 3 

So 2 3 

Jr 2 3 

So 2 3 

Avq/G 

4.5 

4.3 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 
2.5 

2.5 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 
2.0 

2.0 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 
1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

BLOCKED SHOTS 

~. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 
2. Dearica Hamby-WF 

3. Natasha Howard-FS 
4. Jassany Williams-UM 

5. Maria Brown-UM 

Kai James-FS 

Elizabeth Williams-DU 

& Taijah CampbelI-VT 
9. Sade Chatman-CU 

Jewell Loyd-ND 

Asia Logan-UP 

Taya Reimer-ND 

Shakeya Leary-SU 

14. Suriya McGuire-UM 

Katie Zenevitch-BC 
Nariah Taylor-GT 

Loliya Briggs-UP 

Nyilah Jamison-Myers-CU 
Ivey Slaughter-FS 

CI G No. Avg/G 

Fr 2 7 3.5 
Jr 3 8 2.7 

Sr 2 5 2,5 

Jr 3 7 2.3 

Sr 3 6 2.0 

Fr 2 4 2.0 

Jr 2 4 2.0 

So 3 5 1.7 
Fr 2 3 1.5 

So 2 3 1.5 

Sr 2 3 1.5 

Fr 2 3 1.5 

Sr 2 3 1.5 

Jr 3 3 1.0 

Sr 2 2 1.0 
So 2 2 1.0 
So 2 2 1.0 

So 2 2 1.0 
Fr 2 2 1.0 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

Shakeya Leary-SU 

3. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 
4. Dearica Hamby-WF 

Taya Reimer-ND 

Allisha Gray-NC 

7. Elizabeth Williams-DU 
Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

9. Tricia Liston-DU 

lo. Kaela Davis-GT 

Natasha Howard-FS 

12. Uju Ugoka-VT 
13. Markisha Wright-ND 

Erika Johnson-NC 
Ariel Braker-ND 
Haley Peters-DU 

Xylina McDanieI-NC 

Chelsea Lindsay-CU 

cI G 
So 2 
Sr 2 

Jr 2 

Jr 3 

Fr 2 

Fr 2 

Jr 2 

Fr 

Sr 

Fr 

Sr 

Sr 

Jr 

Jr 

Sr 
Sr 

So 

Jr 

2 
2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

No, Avg/G 
12 6.0 
12 6.0 
ii 5.5 
15 5.0 
i0 5.0 
I0 5.0 
9 4.5 
9 4.5 
8 4.0 
7 3.5 
7 3.5 

i0 3.3 
6 3.0 
6 3.0 
6 3.0 
6 3.0 
6 3.0 
6 3.0 

MINUTES PLAYED 
1. Dearica Hamby-WF 
2. Yashira Delgado-FS 

3. Monet Tellier-VT 
Lauren Engeln-BC 

5. Brianna KieseI-UP 
6. Chelsea Douglas-WF 

7. Chelsea Lindsay-CU 

8. Brittany Brown-FS 

Brianna Butler-SU 
Kristen Doherty-BC 

cI G 
Jr 3 
Sr 2 

Sr 3 

Jr 2 

Jr 2 

Sr 3 

Jr 2 

Fr 2 
So 2 

Sr 2 

No. 

110 
71 

105 

70 

69 

102 

67 

66 
66 

66 

Avg/G 
36.7 
35.5 

35.0 

35.0 

34,5 

34.0 

33.5 

33.0 
33.0 

33.0 

ASSIST/TURNOVER RATIO CI G Ast. T/O Ratio 
1. Len’Nique Brown-ST Jr 2 9 1 9.0 
2. Kayla McBride-ND Sr 2 9 2 4,5 

Lexie Brown-MD Fr 3 9 2 4,5 
4. Dawnn Maye-GT Sr 2 10 3 3.3 

5. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 2 6 2 3.0 
Jessica Washington-NC Fr 2 6 2 3.0 

7. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 2 13 5 2.6 
8. Katie Zenevitch-BC Sr 2 7 3 2.3 

Brianna KieseI-UP Jr 2 7 3 2.3 

10. Katie Rutan-MD Sr 3 9 4 2.3 
11. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 3 10 6 1.7 

12. NicoleBoudreau-BC So 2 8 5 1.6 
13. Rachel Coffey-SU Sr 2 12 8 1,5 

MorganJones-FS So 2 9 6 1.5 
JewellLoyd-ND So 2 6 4 1.5 
Kelsey Wolfe-VA Sr 2 6 4 1.5 

Ashlee Anderson-UP Sr 2 6 4 1.5 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS CI G No, Avq/G 

1. Haley Peters-DU Sr 2 20 10.0 
2. Shakeya Leary-SU Sr 2 18 9.0 
3. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 3 26 8.7 
4. Jassany Williams-UM Jr 3 25 8.3 
s. Stephanie Mavunga-NC Fr 2 16 8.0 
6. JewellLoyd-ND So 2 15 7.5 

Taya Reimer-ND Fr 2 15 7.5 
8. HannahYoung-VT So 3 22 7.3 
9. Kaela Davis-GT Fr 2 14 7.0 

10. Asia Logan-UP Sr 2 13 6.5 

Brianna KieseI-UP Jr 2 13 6.5 
12. Dearica Hamby-WF Jr 3 18 6.0 

MorganJones-FS So 2 12 6.0 

14. Uju Ugoka-VT Sr 3 17 5.7 
Monet Tellier-VT Sr 3 17 5.7 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

TEAM IDENTIFICATION Team ID 
Boston College BC 

Clemson CU 

Duke DU 

Florida State FS 

Georgia Tech GT 

Maryland MD 

Miami UM 

NC State ST 

North Carolina NC 

Notre Dame ND 

Pittsburgh UP 

Syracuse SU 

Virginia VA 

Virginia Tech VT 

Wake Forest WF 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

Points 

Margin 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assists 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

Fouls 

123 

99 

83 

61 

46 

41 

81 

75 

.629 

.586 

13 

12 

38 

27 

.556 

.542 

29 

23 

23 

35 

31 

.867 

.857 

.857 

.857 

64 

63 

28 

27 

22 

17 

17 

8 

8 

26 

24 

32 

29 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

(123-40) 

(87-26) 

(39-62) 

(41-70) 

(lO-18) 
(13-24) 

(13-15) 
(18-21) 

(12-14) 

(6-7) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Notre Dame vs UNC-Wilmington (11/09/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs Air Force (11/08/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Florida State vs UNCGreensboro (11/08/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Syracuse at Washington State (11/10/13) 

Notre Dame vs UNC-Wilmington (11/09/13) 

Florida State vs UNCGreensboro (11/08/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Western Carolina (11/10/13) 

NC State vs St. Bonaventure (11/08/13) 

NC State vs St. Bonaventure (11/08/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Coppin State (11/8/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Georgia Tech vs Western Carolina (11/10/13) 

Maryland vs Loyola (Md.) (11/10/13) 

Maryland at USF (11/8/13) 

Wake Forest vs Campbell (11/13/13) 

Maryland vs Loyola (Md.) (11/10/13) 

Boston College at Hofstra (11/12/13) 

Miami vs Middle Tennessee St (11/15/13) 

Virginia Tech vs Florida (11/14/13) 

NC State vs St. Bonaventure (11/08/13) 

Wake Forest at Delaware (11/15/13) 

Virginia Tech vs Howard (11/09/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Notre Dame vs UNC-Wilmington (11/09/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Miami vs North Florida (11/08/13) 

North Carolina vs Tennessee (11/11/13) 

Florida State vs UNCGreensboro (11/08/13) 

North Carolina vs Tennessee (11/11/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Coppin State (11/8/13) 

Clemson vs Wofford (11/10/13) 

Pittsburgh at Ball State (11/14/13) 

Wake Forest vs Campbell (11/13/13) 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Nov 15, 2013 (All games) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

Points 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assists 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

3O 

28 

ii 

I0 

i0 

i0 

I0 

23 

23 

.900 

,727 

.727 

6 

5 

5 

Ii 

i0 

.833 

.556 

10 

8 

8 

8 

8 

11 

10 

10 

1.000 

.909 

2O 

17 

10 

9 

9 

6 

6 

6 

4 

4 

4 

4 

9 

7 

(9-1o) 
(8-11) 

(8-11) 

(s-6) 
(5-9) 

(8-8) 
(lO-11) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Delaware (11/15/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Campbell (11/13/13) 

Brittney Sykes (Syracuse) vs Dartmouth (11/14/13) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) vs UNCGreensboro (11/08/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Deadca Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Campbell (11/13/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Delaware (11/15/13) 

Kayla McBride (Notre Dame) vs Michigan State (11/11/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Taijah Campbell (Virginia Tech) at Old Dominion (11/11/13) 

Brittany Brown (Florida State) vs UNCGreensboro (11/08/13) 

Jewell Loyd (Notre Dame) vs UNC-Wilmington (11/09/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Delaware (11/15/13) 

Krystal Saunders (Miami) vs North Florida (11/08/13) 

Kaela Davis (Georgia Tech) vs Western Carolina (11/10/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Delaware (11/15/13) 

Kaela Davis (Georgia Tech) vs Coppin State (11/8/13) 

Krystal Saunders (Miami) vs North Florida (11/08/13) 

Kaela Davis (Georgia Tech) vs Western Carolina (11/10/13) 

Faith Randolph (Virginia) vs High Point (11/11/13) 

Brene Moseley (Maryland) at USF (11/8/13) 

Faith Randolph (Virginia) at James Madison (11/08/13) 

Sarah Imovbioh (Virginia) vs High Point (11/11/13) 

Deadca Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Campbell (11/13/13) 

Faith Randolph (Virginia) vs High Point (11/11/13) 

Faith Randolph (Virginia) at James Madison (11/08/13) 

Deadca Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Campbell (11/13/13) 

Brene Moseley (Maryland) at USF (11/8/13) 

Faith Randolph (Virginia) vs High Point (11/11/13) 

Haley Peters (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Deadca Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Campbell (11/13/13) 

Yashira Delgado (Florida State) vs UNCGreensboro (11/08/13) 

Monet Tellier (Virginia Tech) vs Florida (11/14/13) 

Deadca Hamby (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Dawnn Maye (Georgia Tech) vs Western Carolina (11/10/13) 

Alexis Jones (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Quinyotta Pettaway (Clemson) vs Davidson (11/08/13) 

Kai James (Florida State) vs UNCGreensboro (11/08/13) 

Stephanie Mavunga (North Carolina) vs Tennessee (11/11/13) 

Maria Brown (Miami) vs Middle Tennessee St (11/15/13) 

Nikki Dixon (Clemson) vs Wofford (11/10/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 
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Eric Dikeman <eric.dikeman@zapproved.com> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 10:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

PREXI 3 - Focus on Recent Case Law, Rules Amendments, International Preservation and BYOD 

Lissa, 

The second annual Conference on Preservation Excellence (PREgX13) was held September 18-19 in Portland, Oregon. Attended by over 130 participants, the 

2013 conference a~ain drew praise by focusin~ on the importance of sound data preservation and best practices. 

I think you might be interested in takin~ a look at the PREX13 Recap to review some of the highlights discussed by speakers such as Hon. Ron Hedges, 

M~chae[ Arkfe[d, Crai~ Bail, AHana Tad[eG David Cohen, and many others. 

Best, 

Eric Dikeman 
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GAO Details Extent Of Government Support For Big Banks 

Moody’s Cuts Ratings Of Three Big U.S. Banks 

SenatorWarren: "It’s Time To Act" On Too Big To Fail 

Banks Need Industry Standards For Managing Vendors 

Bank Regulation Dominates Yellen Confirmation Hearing 

Volcker Rule Start Date Could Be Delayed 

SEC’s White Hints At Potential Volcker Rule Delay 

Federal Regulator Lays Down The Law For Consulting Firms 

Wall Street Bid On Cross-Border Swaps Quashed By U.S. Regulator 

Treasuries Not Good Enough As Swaps Collateral In CFTC Rule 

Advisors To Keep Waiting On SEC Fiducia~ Rule 

Exchanges Offer Proposals To SEC To Strengthen Market Infrastructure 

Arthur Levitt Calls On SEC To Use Data Feeds 

SEC New Admissions Policy To Become Standard Practice In Time, 
Attorneys Predict 

Challenges Await CFTC Pick 

~ EU Lawyers: EBA Can’t Bind Commission On Bank Resolution 

~ EU Banks Outside Euro Zone Likely To Overcome Stress Test Divide 

Davis Pofk & Wa]’dwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



GAO Detai~s Extent Of Governme~t Suppor~ For Big Banks (November 14~ 2013) 
In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "The GAO is urging regulators to finalize key provisions of 
the Dodd-Frank Act in a report released Thursday [November 14] that tallies the amount of government 
support banks received during the financial crisis. The study is the first of two highly anticipated studies 
the agency is conducting that will address ongoing concerns about ’too big to fail.’... [Senators Sherrod 
Brown (D-OH) and David Vitter (R-LA)] praised the report on Thursday, arguing that it shows the need 
for their pending legislation to raise capital levels and break up the big banks .... Jaret Seiberg, a policy 
analyst at Guggenheim Securities, noted that the GAO did not provide one total number estimating the 
subsidies to banks during the crisis -- instead calculating a subsidy range for each of the programs 
based on the pricing banks received relative to their alternatives in the private market at the time .... 
Nevertheless, the report shows that institutions of all sizes received assistance, argued Jill Hershey, 
executive managing director and head of government affairs at the Clearing House .... The GAO urged 
the Federal Reserve and other regulators to finalize key provisions of the Dodd-Frank law that are 
designed to curtail government support and improve bank oversight .... [The report] includes a specific 
recommendation that the Fed set a timeframe around drafting policies for use of its emergency lending 
authority under section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act." 

iiiiiiiiii Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Related article: Bloomberg News, Big Banksl Use Of Bai!outs Show Need For New Rules. Senators Say 
:::::::::::::::: GAO Report 

Moody’s Cuts Ratings Of Three Big U.So Banks {November 14, 2013) 
In the Financial Times, Tracy AIIoway, Michael Mackenzie and Tom Braithwaite report, "Moody’s has cut the 
credit ratings of big U.S. banks including Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan Chase, after 
deciding that the federal government is less likely to bail the financial institutions out if they get into future 
difficulties. Goldman, Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan had the ratings on their long-term senior unsecured 
debt lowered one notch to Baal, Baa2 and A3, respectively, Moody’s said on Thursday [November 14]. The 
credit ratings on the three banks’ subordinated debt were also cut by one notch .... ’We believe that U.S. 
bank regulators have made substantive progress in establishing a credible framework to resolve a large, 
failing bank,’ said Robert Young at Moody’s. ’Rather than relying on public funds to bailout one of these 
institutions, we expect that bank holding company creditors will be bailed-in and thereby shoulder much of 
the burden to help recapitalise a failing bank.’... ’Dodd-Frank is intended to end tax payer-funded bailouts 
of banks that’s the rationale for Moody’s rating actions,’ said Peter Nerby, vice-president at Moody’s/’ 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related article: Wall Street Journal, Moody’s Downgrades Big Banks’ Senior Holding-Company Ratings 
:::::::::::::: Moodyls Press Release 

Senator Warren: "~t’s Time To Act" On Too Big To Fai~ (November 12, 2013} 
In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) rallied supporters on 
Tuesday [November 12] to help end ’too big to fail’ and back her bill to separate commercial banking from 
riskier activities, in a fiery speech before consumer advocates. The Massachusetts Democrat, a Iongtime 
critic of Wall Street, expressed frustration that three years after the Dodd-Frank Act the biggest banks 
continue to grow, regulators keep missing their statutory deadlines and the problem of ’too big to fail’ 
remains .... [A]t a Wall Street reform event hosted by Americans for Financial Reform and the Roosevelt 
Institute in Washington, DC, [she said,] ’Since when does Congress set deadlines, watch regulators miss 
most of them, and then take that failure as a reason not to act? I thought that if the regulators failed, it was 
time for Congress to step in. That’s what oversight means .... She pointed to her legislation with 
Senators John McCain (R-AZ), Angus King (I-ME), and Maria Cantwell (D-WA) to bring back the 
Depression-era Glass-Steagall Act to ’wall off’ depository institutions from other businesses like swaps 
dealing and investment banking, in an effort to bring stability back into the market .... She praised 



Treasury Secretary Jack Lew for saying the administration would consider other options if ’too big to fail’ 
was not solved by the end of the year, and urged others to follow his lead." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: Salon, Elizabeth Warren’s Populist Insurqency Enters Next Phase 
:::::::::::::: Americans for Financial Reform and Roosevelt Institute Report 
:a:: Senator Warren Speech (video) 

Banks Need ~ndustry Standards For Managing Vendors (November 12, 2:013) 
In American Banker, Christopher Sicuranza and Jonathan Shiery report, "Banks must demonstrate that 
service providers are appropriately trained, address and resolve customer complaints promptly, establish 
and adhere to privacy policies and disclosures and confirm appropriateness of compensation programs. 
As for these vendors, many now come under federal supervision for the first time. Who’s covered? The 
Dodd-Frank Act defines a third-party vendor as ’any person who provides a material service to a covered 
person in connection with the offering or provision by such covered person of a consumer financial product 
or service.’ The challenge is vendor management is not a core competency of banks, nor should it be. 
The industry and consumers will be better served if banks stick to banking, and not waste valuable 
resources on developing vendor management standards to meet UDAAP rules. In order to achieve 
consistency, the industry needs organizations that have missions similar to the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the Treadway Commission or the International Organization for Standardization to create 
a standardized industry framework for certifying and managing financial industry vendors .... It might be 
wise for the standards to emulate the CFPB’s tactics, including formal and informal customer complaint 
analysis, social media monitoring and secret shopping." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Ru~es Force Banks To Innovate For Surviva~ (Nove~ber 10, 2013} 
In The New York Times DealBook, Peter Eavis reports, "Bankers complain that the government’s overhaul of 
the banking system has saddled the industry with a heap of new rules, stricter regulators and higher costs of 
doing business. But there is something they might not be so quick to mention in their complaints: The 
overhaul may also be pushing banks to innovate in important ways. The overhaul is reducing government 
subsidies for banks. The banks have for decades raised returns for shareholders with high levels of 
borrowing. The overhaul restricts that borrowing, so banks will now have to work much harder to post the 
sort of returns their shareholders expect .... In some ways, the need for traditional banks to innovate may 
not seem obvious .... The underlying profitability of banking is astonishingly weak compared with other 
industries .... Bankers don’t expect to get back to the sort of high returns on equity that they achieved 
before the crisis. But they recognize that they need to improve their returns, or capital may gravitate to other 
sectors of the economy .... Still, banks’ costs make up a higher proportion of their revenue than before the 
crisis, according to a regular FDIC survey. To cut back further, banks will be forced to stop money-losing 
activities, like offering low-priced checking accounts and maintaining lavish branches." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Clinton Says Bank Fines Should Fund U.S. ~nfrastructure (November 12, 2013} 
In Bloomberg News, Elizabeth Dexheimer reports, "Former President Bill Clinton told some of Wall Street’s 
top executives that fines levied against banks in connection with the financial crisis should be used to fund 
infrastructure improvements in the U.S. ’Where’s that fine money going?’ Clinton said yesterday 
[November 11] in a speech at the annual meeting of SlFMA in New York. ’It should be put into an 
infrastructure bank to build a new American economy.’... The six biggest U.S. banks have piled up more 
than $100 billion in legal costs, including settlements and lawyer fees, since the crisis, data compiled by 
BIoomberg show .... An economic strategy that favored ’trading as opposed to investment,’ contributed to 
the 2008 crisis, said Clinton, the 42nd U.S. president. Too much capital ’went into housing, which created 
the bubble with the subprime mortgages, and then the securities that were spun out of them,’ he said." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 



Federal Reserve 

Ba~k Regulation Domi~ates Yel~en Co~firmation Neari~g (November i4, 20i 3) 

In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Lawmakers peppered Janet Yellen with questions concerning just 
about every aspect of the regulatory system at her confirmation hearing on Thursday [November 14], 
demonstrating the degree Congress now focuses on the Federal Reserve Board’s supervisory 
responsibilities .... The committee plans to vote on her nomination as early as next week, before it is 
advanced to the full Senate .... Yellen said regulators were ’working very closely’ and ’constructively’ on the 
Volcker Rule, but refrained from offering a timeline on how soon U.S. regulators would sign off on the highly- 
anticipated rule .... Sticking with the Fed’s consensus view, Yellen strongly endorsed a batch of global rules 
to improve the quality and amount of capital and liquid assets held by U.S. financial institutions .... She also 
telegraphed, as other Fed officials have previously, plans to make those standards even tougher for the most 
systemically important financial institutions .... Yellen declined to endorse making further improvements on 
supervisors’ [leverage ratio] tools for now, and instead opted to take a wait-and-see approach until reforms 
were enacted .... She also reminded lawmakers that regulators are contemplating using additional tools, 
including asking the largest banks to hold unsecured long-term debt to facilitate the resolution of a troubled 
firm .... Yellen said she shares worries held by Bernanke on the [swaps push out] proposal and that 
regulators are working hard to make fixes." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

American Banker, The Fed’s Bank Requlation Challenqes 
American Banker, Why Yellen Must Declare Fed’s Independence From Treasury 
Forbes, Yellen Expected To Win Fed Confirmation But Also Face Toucjh Questions 
National Journal, Janet Yellen Is About To Be The Most Powerful Woman In The World 
Wall Street Journal, For Yellen, Fed’s Dual Mandate Guides Thinkinq 
Wall Street Journal, Yellen Shows Bicj Banks Her Talons 
Wall Street Journal, Yellen: Economy Still Needs Fed Aid 

:::::::::::::::: Senate Banking Committee Hearing: Webcast -- Committee Chairman Johnson Statement-- 
Vice Chair Yellen Testimony 

Hensar~ing Vows Rigorous Scrutiny Of Fed Practices As ~nstitution Turns 100 (November 14, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Day reports, "The chairman of the House Financial Services 
Committee said the panel will celebrate the Federal Reserve’s 100th anniversary by rigorously examining the 
institution’s practices. Committee Chairman Jeb Hensarling (R-TX) told a Cato Institute forum that he will 
ask whether Fed actions ’are a friend or foe of the market.’... The chairman said the Fed’s lender-of-last- 
resort role will also be examined. ’Has it ever been defined?’ he asked while noting the central bank’s 
decision, at the height of the 2008 financial crisis, to back the bailout of Bear Stearns but allow the collapse 
of Lehman Brothers. The Fed’s housing finance regulatory and supervisory actions are also on the 
committee’s agenda .... Other matters Hensarling said the committee would scrutinize during its 
’celebration’ of the Fed’s 100th anniversary include whether the Fed subjects its initiatives to cost-benefit 
analyses, as Hensarling said it promised to do 30 years ago." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Volcker 

Volcker Ru~e Start Date Could Be De~ayed (November 15~ 2013} 
In Risk Magazine, Peter Madigan reports, "The introduction of the Volcker Rule ban on proprietary trading 
could be delayed, Risk has learned -- a result of the long hold-up in the rulemaking process -- with one 
source speculating it may not take effect until as late as July 2015. The source, who spoke on condition of 
anonymity, revealed staff at one of the five agencies charged with writing the Rule have said in recent 
meetings the prohibition could be pushed back. ’The regulator was very reluctant to talk about the Volcker 
Rule in any detail, but he said his agency is receptive to an extension to the effective date -- with any 
extension likely to be included in the final Rule itself. Despite his noncommittal comments, the suggestion 



was clear that there will be an extension,’ the source says. No detail was given on the length of the 
extension, but the source speculates it would give the industry either an additional six or 12 months to 
comply .... It is widely expected the Federal Reserve, the OCC and the FDIC will publish the final rule - 
possibly jointly with the SEC and CFTC - around December 20, following a vote on the language at the next 
two-day meeting of the Federal Open Markets Committee on December 17-18 .... When [CFTC Chairman 
Gary] Gensler was asked yesterday [November 14] at an industry event in New York whether he favours 
tighter hedging exemptions -- and specific curbs on the ability of banks to hedge risk at a portfolio level -- 
Gensler said market-making desks can often be a home to proprietary trading activity." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC’s White Hints At Potential Vo~cke~ Rule De~ay (November i2, 
In American Banker, Maria Aspan reports, "Those hoping to see a final Volcker Rule by year-end should 
consider bracing for disappointment and another blown deadline. That was the implicit warning Tuesday 
[November 12] from Mary Jo White, the chairwoman of the SEC and one of the regulators in charge of 
hammering out the final rule .... ’1 don’t want to be pinned down,’ White told a financial conference audience 
on Tuesday, when asked about the Volcker Rule’s widely-anticipated year-end delivery date. The most 
assurance she would give was that the final regulation would be ready ’maybe by the end of the year.’... 
White, speaking Tuesday morning at the annual meeting of SIFMA, resisted several requests to confirm 
[Treasury Secretary Jack Lew’s] timeline. She attributed the year-end deadline to comments made by other 
regulators, including Federal Reserve Board Governor Daniel Tarullo, but said that the inter-agency approval 
process might be more complicated and time-consuming. ’We’ve been working flat-out to get it done as quickly 
as we can,’ White said, but ’obviously we want to do it right as well, and the complexities make it difficult.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulators Set Year~End Target For Vo~¢ke~ Rule, Fed Counsel Says (November i 2, 20i 3} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Chris Bruce reports, "Federal regulators hope to finalize the Volcker 
Rule by the end of 2013, a senior Federal Reserve staffer said November 9, confirming recent reports of 
a year-end target date. ’The agencies are pretty committed to getting the Volcker Rule out by the end of 
the year,’ Fed General Counsel Scott Alvarez told a meeting of the banking law committee of the 
American Bar Association’s business law section .... Alvarez said regulators will likely provide more 
information on the so-called conformance period when they release the rule .... The rule might be 
subject to a legal challenge, but regulators may minimize that risk by finalizing the rule in interim form, 
[Jaret Seiberg, a financial institutions analyst with WRG Financial Services, a unit of Guggenheim 
Partners] said. ’This is the equivalent of a final rule, but the regulators are giving notice that they could 
still make changes based on feedback. To us, this is a more likely option than re-proposing the Volcker 
Rule as they did with the risk retention proposal,’ Seiberg said." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Prospect Of A Dea~ O~ Volcker Rule Worries Banks (November 11, 2013) 
In The Financial Times, Tom Braithwaite and Gina Chon report, "Banks are nervous about the [final Volcker 
Rule] outcome and furious at what they say is stonewalling by the regulators .... For more than three years 
regulators have been arguing over where to draw the line between prohibited prop trading on the one hand 
and permitted market making for clients and hedging on the other. One of the top areas of contention, 
according to people familiar with the discussions, is limits on fund ownership to prohibit a bank from 
acquiring or maintaining an equity investment in a ’covered fund.’... There are exceptions, but they are 
unclear and banks have only until January to submit an extension request for a rule they have not seen. 
People close to the discussions say the battle is continuing and is expected to intensify before the rule goes 
to a vote by officials in December .... If the push for a reproposed rule fails, banks want as long a grace 
period as possible. Some officials are sympathetic to the idea of giving the banks more time but it is unclear 
whether they will get the full two years they want .... There is still a chance that the process will unravel 
once more if disagreements prove insurmountable between regulators." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 



Go,tin, an Winding Down ~nvestments To Comply With Vo~cker Ru~e (November 12, 2013} 
An unbylined article at CNBC.com reports that "Lloyd Blankfein, chairman and CEO of Goldman Sachs, 
said on Tuesday [November 12] the firm would start winding down hedge funds and harvesting private 
equity, in order to comply with financial reforms designed to curb riskier activities. At a Bank of America 
conference, Blankfein said the moves were in keeping with guidelines under the Volcker Rule that bans 
banks from trading for their own account .... Goldman is one of a few Wall Street names that have scaled 
back on proprietary trading and other investments that the Volcker Rule -- named after former Federal 
Reserve chairman Paul Volcker and the centerpiece of Dodd-Frank financial legislation -- may outlaw. 
Blankfein went on to say that clients would demand certain services, despite Volcker prohibiting them. He 
added that the rule would allow firms to co-invest with, and provide liquidity to, its investors, but key 
businesses won’t be as attractive as they once were." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

OCC 

Federa~ Regulator Lays Down The Law For Consulting Firms (November 12, 2013) 
In The Washington Post, Danielle Douglas reports, "The OCC, which regulates the nation’s biggest banks, 
Tuesday [November 12] issued the first detailed standards for consulting firms hired by banks to comply with 
enforcement orders .... ’While consultants can provide knowledge, expertise, and additional resources, we 
must take care to ensure they maintain independence and are subject to appropriate oversight,’ Comptroller 
of the Currency Thomas J. Curry said in a statement. Under the new guidance, the OCC requires banks to 
disclose any potential conflicts of interest, including former employees working for the consultant and any 
financial or business ties. The agency wants banks to document disciplinary actions taken against the 
consultant and the resources the firm has to complete an assignment, among other things. The bank 
regulator is to take all of these factors into consideration before approving the use of a consultant .... 
Tuesday’s guidance only applies to consultants used in enforcement actions involving harm to consumers, 
fraud or significant violations of the law. ’Now that the ink is dry, the OCC must vigorously enforce these 
standards to ensure that consultants serve the public, not the banks that hire them,’ said Senator Sherrod 
Brown (D-OH), who earlier this year called for increased oversight of consultants." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: OCC Materials: Bulletin -- Press Release 

ICBC Faces Surcharge As Citigroup~s Drops With Deutsche B (November 11, 2013} 
In Bloomberg News, Jim Brunsden and Dakin Campbell report, "Industrial & Commercial Bank of China Ltd. 
was added to the list of too-big-to-fail banks as global regulators revised the roster of lenders that must hold 
extra capital to prevent another financial crisis. ICBC, China’s largest bank by assets, was the only firm joining 
the updated list of systemically important firms released yesterday [November 11] by the FSB. Lenders whose 
capital buffers were cut from last year included Citigroup Inc., Deutsche Bank AG and Bank of New York 
Mellon Corp., while Credit Agricole Group was told to add more. Regulators are ranking financial firms by their 
potential to cause a global meltdown and demanding bigger financial cushions from them to avert any repeat of 
the 2008 credit freeze .... The revised list leaves only New York-based JPMorgan Chase & Co., the largest 
U.S. bank by assets, and London-based HSBC Holdings PIc, Europe’s biggest by market value, in line to face 
the top 2.5 percent surcharge .... The FSB produces the list in preparation for capital rules scheduled to be 
phased in starting in 2016. Alterations to the FSB list were driven by ’data quality improvements, changes in 
the methodology and changes in underlying systemic importance,’ the FSB said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related article: Bloomberg Businessweek, JPMor~qan Gets Map To Descend FSB Surcharqe Plateau 

With HSBC 
:::::::::::::: FSB Materials: G-SIBs Update -- Press Release 
:::::::::::::::: BIS Materials: Methodoloqy -- Press Release 



In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Daniel Pruzin reports, "The head of the Basel Committee said November 12 
that he expects a tightening of global rules regarding how banks determine the riskiness of their banking and 
trading book assets for the purpose of determining their regulatory capital reserve requirements. Speaking at 
the Graduate Institute in Geneva, Stefan Ingves, governor of the Swedish central bank and chairman of the 
Basel Committee, said the committee is still reviewing possible changes to the Basel capital framework 
regarding how banks determine the risk weights for assets on their books. ’The work is ahead of us, so I 
cannot tell you today what the end outcome of that would be,’ Ingves said. ’But in general I’d say there will be 
fewer degrees of freedom than what we’ve seen in the past.’ Studies issued by the Basel Committee earlier 
this year on the consistency of risk-weighting by banks for trading and banking book assets showed ’there are 
too many degrees of freedom,’ Ingves said. Half of the variations in risk weights were attributed to the actual 
practices of banks while the other half came from the flexibility granted by supervisory authorities. ’That means 
we’re going to have to put in constraints, one way or another,’ Ingves declared." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

In American Banker, Clifford Rossi reports, "The stakes are high for the mortgage industry as to where the 
final liquidity rules will fall as treatment of MBS as high-quality liquid assets (HQLAs) has significant 
implications for ones issued in a post-GSE environment .... As with most public policy, the difference 
between good and bad regulation is in the details. Using just the mortgage market as an example, the 
execution of otherwise well [intended] and sound financial regulation, such as LCR, will create a drag on 
financing one of the most important segments of the U.S. economy .... The issue lies in defining what 
constitutes HQLAs and cash outflows for mortgage-backed securities, derivatives hedging instruments and 
mortgage commitments .... Moreover, with momentum building in Congress for a much smaller role for 
government in mortgage securitization, this second class treatment of GSE securities and the entire 
exclusion of private MBS from HQLA suggests more headwinds are in store for a private mortgage 
market .... [T]he banking agencies should be mindful that proposed treatment of mortgage securities and 
associated mortgage financing activities will constrain this sector while handicapping efforts to bring private 
capital back to the secondary market." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Big Banks List Concerns Over E~ase~ Leverage Ratio: E~GOV A~alysis (November 12:, 2013) 
~ In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Christopher Payne reports, "A proposed 5 percent minimum 

supplementary leverage ratio would become the primary capital constraint on the biggest banks, eclipsing 
the risk-weighted common equity Tier 1 capital ratio, according to a Bloomberg Government Analysis .... 
The rules would affect the eight U.S. banks that have already been designated as global systemically 
important financial institutions by the Basel-based FSB .... In addition to confirming the banks’ concerns 
about the preeminence of the proposed supplementary leverage ratio (SLR), the BGOV analysis also 
estimates the impact on the SLR if regulators decide to adopt changes to the ratio suggested in the industry 
comment letters. The changes would realign U.S. rules with Basel: the risk-based capital ratio would once 
again become the binding constraint. The ball is back in the court of the regulators as they draw up the final 
rule; they may choose to conduct a detailed study on its potential impact." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Wa~ Street Bid On Cross*pottier Swaps Quashed £y UoS~ Regulator (November ~ 5, 20"~ 3) 
In Bloomberg Businesweek, Silla Brush and Robert Schmidt report, "The top U.S. derivatives regulator 
moved to close off large banks’ ability to avoid new regulation by arranging trades in America and then 
booking the deals in overseas affiliates. The guidance, released yesterday [November 14] by the CFTC, 
undermines a legal interpretation Wall Street had found buried in a footnote, number 513, in an agency 
policy document .... Yesterday’s two-page guidance, while not mentioning the footnote, effectively closes 



the loophole. It tells traders that if they are based in the U.S. and arrange, negotiate or execute a deal -- 
even on behalf of an overseas affiliate -- they must comply with the CFTC regulations .... The new 
guidance ’significantly expands the CFTC’s cross-border jurisdiction,’ said Annette L. Nazareth, a partner at 
the Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP law firm in Washington. ’It also immediately throws into doubt the viability of 
many trading arrangements used by banks worldwide.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: Law360, CFTC Closes Loophole On Cross-Border Swaps Tradinq 
:::::::::::::: CFTC Materials: Advisory -- Press Release 

House Republicans Chide U.So Regulator Over Swap Ru~es (November 15~ 2013} 
In Reuters, Douwe Miedema reports, "Prominent Republicans in the House of Representatives on Friday 
threw their weight behind industry complaints that the nation’s derivatives regulator is confusing markets as it 
rushes through a plethora of new rules. Frank Lucas, who chairs the House Agriculture Committee, said the 
way the CFTC issued additional guidance on one of its rules this week was ’irresponsible,’ and that it raised 
legal questions .... [T]he fact that the document was issued as a ’staff advisory’ by an agency division -- 
and not an official decision by the leaders of the agency -- was questionable, said Lucas, whose committee 
oversees the CFTC .... U.S. Representative Jeb Hensarling (R-TX), the Republican head of the House 
Financial Services Committee, also came out with a statement criticizing the decision by the agency." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::.::.::. HFSC Chairman Hensarlinq Statement 

Treasuries Not Good Enough As Swaps Collateral ~n CFTC Ru~e {November 14, 2013} 
In BIoomberg Businessweek, Matthew Leising reports, "The CFTC, moving to toughen safeguards in a 
market blamed for worsening the credit crisis, is weighing a regulation that would mandate Treasury 
collateral be subject to a ’prearranged and highly reliable funding arrangement,’ according to documents on 
its website. Federal Reserve officials told banks and exchanges that the language means bonds must be 
covered by credit lines, according to three industry executives briefed on the matter .... While Treasuries 
are considered to be among the safest investments, policy makers are concerned [that] liquidating them will 
require too much time during a crisis -- up to a day, according to a government official familiar with the Fed’s 
thinking .... ’This requirement is that a clearinghouse be able to take your collateral if you post it -- 
Treasuries or anything else -- that they have rapidly available ways of transforming that into cash,’ Gary 
Gensler, chairman of the CFTC, said during an interview in New York today [November 14] .... Gensler 
said the CFTC’s four commissioners will finalize the rule tomorrow [November 15] by private vote. Changes 
to its wording are possible up until that point .... While the CFTC vote would finalize the detailed version of 
the mandate, it wouldn’t guarantee the Fed’s interpretation prevails." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i CFTC Materials: Final Rule -- Fact Sheet -- Chairman Gensler Statement -- Press Release 

An unbylined article in IFR Asia reports, "The recent movement of the foreign exchange trading market 
towards multi-dealer platforms is being stunted by the implementation of SEF rules by the CFTC, according 
to a report released by Greenwich Associates today [November 13] .... Uncertainty regarding how to 
comply with the rules and how the market will function in the new environment is incentivising firms to pull 
back from migrating onto multi-dealer platforms with the hope of minimising the regulatory impact. The 
migration has been in full swing over the past few years .... But the report projects that FX trading on 
single-dealer platforms will stay level or grow slightly in the next 6-12 months, disadvantaging the multi- 
dealer set, in response to the regulatory confusion. ’The good news for multi-dealer platforms is that we see 
this shift as a transitory phenomenon,’ said Kevin McPartland, head of market structure and technology 
advisory service at Greenwich. ’In the long term, the move to multi-dealer platforms will resume.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



In Risk Magazine, Robert Mackenzie Smith reports, "Despite an overseas person exemption that allows 
recognition of CFTC-approved SEFs in the U.K., SEFs could face significant delays before they can legally 
operate in other non-U.S, jurisdictions .... Despite being registered and approved to operate as U.S. 
entities under the Dodd-Frank Act, SEFs also need to register in each individual country or province that has 
its own legal jurisdiction in order for their clients in those regions to be able to legally trade swaps on SEFs. 
Due to the differing regulatory processes in each country, SEF operators have had to refuse some clients on 
their new platforms, and some estimate it could be up to a year before they are legally qualified to operate in 
certain jurisdictions. The difficulty is understood not to affect U.K. clients as the U.K. government has an 
agreement in place with the U.S. that allows recognition of those platforms that have registered with the 
CFTC .... The process of seeking approval is understood to have been made more complicated in 
countries such as Canada, where laws vary in each province. In Australia, the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission has granted a temporary exemption to SEFs to prevent disruption of swaps trading 
between Australian and U.S. firms .... Some SEFs have sought to tackle the problem by using an 
introducing broker in the jurisdictions where they cannot yet get an operating licence." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Dangerous (November 9, 2013} 
An editorial in The New York Times states, "Five years ago, when the economy imploded, the world learned 
that the global financial system was, in part, a casino built on derivatives .... Since then, new rules have 
been created to rein in derivatives through transparency, oversight and competition. Issued by the CFTC, 
the agency empowered by the Dodd-Frank reform law to regulate most derivatives, the rules could indeed 
make the system safer, if they are aggressively enforced. That is a big ’if’ for several reasons. For starters, 
the CFTC itself is facing a difficult transition .... Meanwhile, Congress continues to deny the agency the 
resources it needs to enforce the new rules. The effectiveness of the CFTC’s efforts also depends on 
finishing related Dodd-Frank rules that have been delayed because they require various regulators with 
various agendas to agree on their final form .... A case in point is the Volcker Rule, a joint effort of the 
CFTC, the SEC, the Federal Reserve and other agencies to end speculative trading by banks .... Another 
area where cooperation is essential -- and hard to come by -- is the international regulation of 
derivatives .... A strong Volcker Rule and international oversight could go a long way toward dismantling 
the global casino. That’s why banks have resisted them -- and why the public needs them." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Advisors To Keep Waiting On SEC Fiduciary Rule (Novemlber 12, 2013) 
~ In Wealth Management, Megan Leonhardt reports, "A fiduciary standard seems to be falling behind a long 

list of other priorities at the SEC these days. Chair Mary Jo White said Tuesday [November 12] during 
SIFMA’s Annual Meeting that there was no timetable in place for pushing out rulemaking in this area. ’1 don’t 
have a timeline on that,’ White says. ’1’11 say that I’ve directed staff and resources to it.’ White told attendees 
that the SEC was given clear authority, not a mandate, to impose a uniform fiduciary duty among advisors. 
’It’s a high priority for me to figure out where we’re going with that,’ she says .... In terms of the potentially 
competing fiduciary rulemaking at the Department of Labor, White says that agency is obviously studying the 
issue from a very different, ERISA perspective. White added that people need to realize that the two are 
different agencies with slightly different missions, but yet both are in constant communication. ’I’m personally 
engaging in that dialogue as well,’ White assured SIFMA attendees .... The Agency will begin to see a light 
at the end of the tunnel for its Dodd-Frank mandates by the end of the first quarter next year, White says." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC ~nvestor Advisory Committee To Meet November 22 (November 12, 2013} 
An unbylined article in Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily reports, "The SEC announced that its Investor 
Advisory Committee will meet November 22 to discuss a subcommittee’s recommendation that the agency 
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adopt a rule to subject broker-dealers to a fiduciary duty. The committee, among other matters, also will 
discuss a recommendation that the SEC adopt a ’uniform, plain English disclosure document to be provided 
to customers and potential customers of broker-dealers and investment advisers that covers basic 
information about the nature of services offered, fees and compensation, conflicts of interest, and disciplinary 
record.’ In addition, the committee will discuss a recommendation for legislation to fund SEC examinations 
of investment advisers through ’user fees.’ All three recommendations were submitted by the committee’s 
Investor as Purchaser Subcommittee." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC Tries New Tack In Hedge Fund Fraud Case (November 12, 2013) 
In The New York Times DealBook, Alexandra Stevenson reports, "The SEC has for the first time employed a 
new tool to encourage individuals involved in fraud investigations to cooperate by deferring their prosecution. 
On Tuesday [November 12], the regulator announced that it had reached a deferred prosecution agreement 
with Scott Herckis, the former administrator for Heppelwhite, a $6 million hedge fund. The SEC said that 
Mr. Herckis had given it enough information about accounting discrepancies at the hedge fund to allow it to 
shut down the fund last year and file an emergency enforcement action against Berton M. Hochfeld, the 
fund’s founder .... In return for Mr. Herckis’s help, the commission said it had agreed not to prosecute 
Mr. Herckis under a deferred prosecution agreement, a tool the regulator has previously used to reward 
companies that cooperate with it .... Under a deferred prosecution agreement, the SEC promises to forgo 
enforcement action against a company or individual on condition of its full cooperation .... But some critics 
say deferred prosecution agreements allow companies and individuals to be let off too easily and question 
whether it should become a standard for policing misconduct." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC 

No ~stitutior~ Too Sma~ To Escape Scrutiny, SEC Chief Tells S~FMA (November 13, 2013} 
An unbylined article in Think Advisor reports, "Strong enforcement by the SEC is ’absolutely critical’ to market 
integrity, Mary Jo White said Tuesday [November 12] at SIFMA’s annual meeting in New York. In a colloquy 
with Bloomberg Television’s Peter Cook, the new chief of the SEC made it clear the agency would have zero 
tolerance for misconduct. ’Any institution -- large or small -- can undermine investor confidence’ with its 
actions, she said. White waved away the suggestion that the SEC was ’too soft’ and had gotten too close to 
Wall Street .... She acknowledged, however, that the agency has a credibility problem and that its program 
could be strengthened .... At the same time, the SEC would continue its much-criticized ’no admit no deny’ 
policy in certain settlements as this can bring accountability and get money to investors quickly. These actions 
are intended to send a message, White said. They have a deterrent effect, and they inform the public .... 
Some have suggested that the SEC and the CFTC should be merged. White said there was a ’lot of logic’ in 
the proposal, but noted that both are strong agencies and any merger would not happen soon. She praised 
outgoing CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler as a ’tremendous regulator,’ and said Timothy Massad, whom 
President Barack Obama has nominated to replace him, was an excellent choice, ’smart and high minded.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

E×cha~~ges Offer Proposals To SEC To Strengther~ Market h~frastructure (November 12, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jacob Bunge and Bradley Hope report, "The biggest U.S. stock exchange 
operators said Tuesday [November 12] they have reached broad agreement on measures to strengthen 
market systems following a string of high-profile breakdowns, a response to regulatory demands to address 
the market failures. Exchanges and regulators aim to devise stronger backup plans for key data pipelines 
and industry-wide policies for handling errant trading and outages, though they stopped short of providing 



specific details on any proposals .... Exchanges, including NYSE Euronext, Nasdaq OMX Group Inc. and 
BATS Global Markets Inc., on Tuesday outlined plans to improve the resilience and governance of 
benchmark-data feeds that relay price quotes to brokers .... A plan for NYSE and Nasdaq to run backups 
for the other company’s feeds remains under discussion, according to people close to the discussions, 
alongside plans to add more representatives from banks and financial firms to the industry committee 
advising the data feeds, the people said. Exchanges have agreed on basic principles around coordinating 
stock-trading halts and how to communicate these to traders .... The exchanges also are working toward 
uniform policies on identifying and canceling mistaken trades .... The groups added they are still working 
on a proposed common ’kill switch’ to prevent market disruption." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Arthur Levitt Ca~s On SEC To Use Data Feeds (November 15, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Rachel Louise Ensign reports, "The former head of the SEC called on the agency to 
employ direct data feeds to monitor employee holdings. Arthur Levitt’s comments came in response to a Wall 
Street Journal article this week that said the agency hasn’t enacted key improvements to its procedures for 
monitoring employees for potential trading abuses that it had once intended to put in place. These envisioned 
improvements included mechanisms to monitor employee securities trading using brokerage-account data. 
The article also said U.S. prosecutors and the SEC’s internal watchdog recently probed the personal financial 
holdings of some SEC employees in New York .... Mr. Levitt, who was chairman of the agency from 1993 to 
2001, tweeted Tuesday [November 14] a link to the Journal story followed by the note: ’SEC staffers should 
have trades reported in direct feeds of brokerage data. Reform overdue.’ ’There’s no reason why the SEC 
shouldn’t require all of their employees to live up to the standards required by many banks and brokerage firms. 
They should have standards at least as rigorous as that,’ said Mr. Levitt in a telephone interview." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: Wall Street Journal, Financial Holdinqs Of Some SEC Staffers In New York Probed 

SEC New Admissio~s Policy To Become Standard Practice ~n Ti~e., Attorneys Predict (November 12, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Yin Wilczek reports, "The SEC’s new policy of demanding 
admissions from settling defendants in limited instances likely will evolve over time to become standard 
practice, attorneys from the securities defense bar said November 8. The line-drawing to identify appropriate 
cases in which to pursue admissions is very difficult, said Linda Chatman Thomsen, a partner at Davis Polk 
& Wardwell LLP, Washington, and a former SEC Enforcement director. At the same time, the public and 
Congress will be exerting pressure on the SEC staff, she said. The ’drift’ towards pursuing admissions over 
time will ’be significant.’... [T]he defense attorneys agreed that one consequence of demanding admissions 
is that the SEC will have to litigate more cases .... Another impact is that the commission’s complaints 
could become less detailed in return for defendants’ admissions, said Herbert Janick Ill, a Sidley Austin LLP 
partner from Portland, Maine. Ultimately, the SEC might pursue fewer cases that ’push the envelope’ 
because of strained resources, Thomsen said .... The SEC and the CFTC, in their bid to bring enforcement 
actions and to investigate possible wrongdoing, are paying less attention to their regulatory responsibilities, 
Thomsen said. ’That may have consequences,’ such as less effective regulations, she suggested." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC Enforcement U~~it Readies Shift ~n Focus To Dormant, Emerging Issues, Officia~ Says (Nove~hber 13, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Stephen Joyce reports, "The SEC’s Enforcement Division in 2014 
will begin shifting its resources to some dormant and some new areas of possible noncompliance because 
cases involving the 2008 financial crisis are winding down, division Co-Director Andrew Ceresney said. 
’Moving on from the financial crisis, the way I see the world right now is we have what I see as an incredible 
luxury at the SEC, which is, we don’t have a burning fire that [is] demanding our attention,’ he said during a 
November 12 New York City Bar Association conference .... Former CFTC Enforcement Division Director 
David Meister, speaking at the same conference, said that in 2014 the CFTC’s enforcement unit will likely 
ramp up on enforcing the agency’s promulgated rulemakings implementing key sections of the Dodd-Frank 
Act .... Ceresney said enforcement resources will be shifted toward more traditional areas of compliance 



concern plus some new areas .... Meister, who left the CFTC at the end of October, said his former agency 
has promulgated more than 50 rules to implement Dodd-Frank, and a priority area in 2014 for the agency will 
be to begin enforcing those rules .... According to a Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP November 1 analysis, the 
CFTC must approve approximately 60 rules to complete its Dodd-Frank rulemaking obligations. One area of 
possible compliance focus will be on the regulation of swap dealers." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related article: Securities Law Daily, SEC To Announce More Admissions Of Wrongdoing, Enforcement 

Official Says 
:::::::::::::: Davis Polk November Pro~lress Report 

SEC Received More Tha~ 3,200 Tips In FY2013, Whist~elb~ower Officia~ Says (November 14, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Yin Wilczek reports, "The SEC’s Office of the Whistleblower in fiscal 
year 2013 received over 3,200 tips and complaints, deputy chief Jane Norberg said November 13. Norberg, 
speaking in advance of the release of the SEC’s annual whistleblower report to Congress -- which the 
commission expects to issue November 15 -- also said that the tips came from all 50 states, and from 55 
foreign jurisdictions. The SEC official participated on a panel at the National Law Journal’s Regulatory 
Summit in Washington .... The panel also touched on a recent decision -- Asadi v. G.E. Energy (USA), 
LLC --in which the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit concluded in July that a whistleblower who 
reported potential securities law violations to his employer was not entitled to Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliation 
protections because he had not tipped off the SEC .... Norberg said her office continues to track cases 
involving alleged retaliation against whistleblowers .... Because it would be novel for the commission to 
bring a whistleblower protection lawsuit, ’it is something we obviously are very interested in,’ she said. 
’We’re keeping our eyes open for the right fact pattern’ with which to bring an action. Norberg added that the 
office also might weigh in through amicus briefs or in some other fashion in ongoing retaliation lawsuits." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFTC 

Challenges Await CFTC Pick (November 12, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Andrew Ackerman reports, "President Barack Obama tapped senior Treasury 
Department official Timothy Massad to head the CFTC, setting up a tight deadline to avoid a commission 
hobbled by vacancies .... Mr. Obama, in announcing the nomination Tuesday [November 12], urged 
lawmakers to confirm Mr. Massad ’as soon as possible’ and to fully fund the ’small but mighty’ CFTC .... 
’Ever since we passed Wall Street reform, its opponents have tried to starve funding for the agencies 
responsible for carrying it out,’ Mr. Obama said .... Mr. Massad, who has run the government’s Troubled 
Asset Relief Program for the past three years, will face more than budget challenges if confirmed by the 
Senate. He would need to finish implementing and overseeing the rules the CFTC is charged with writing 
and enforcing amid industry and Republican resistance and as international regulators continue to fight 
[Chairman Gary] Gensler’s now-delayed effort to apply U.S. swaps rules overseas. He also will have to help 
police the so-called Volcker Rule, which Mr. Obama twice mentioned Tuesday as something regulators are 
moving to complete .... The administration is considering Sharon Bowen, a partner at law firm Latham & 
Watkins LLP, to succeed [Commissioner Bart] Chilton, according to a person familiar with the matter .... 
Little is widely known about Mr. Massad’s views on regulation. In contrast to Mr. Gensler’s reputation for 
sharp elbows, supporters of Mr. Massad describe him as more of a consensus builder." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg News, Obama Nominee For SwapsAgency Draws Skepticism Over Experience 
New York Times DealBook, Obama To Nominate Treasury Official As Top Derivatives Regulator 
Wall Street Journal, Compared To CFTC~ Heading TARP May Have Been Easy Job 

:::::::::::::: Statements: CFTC Chairman Gensler-- Senate Banking Committee Chairman Johnson -- SEC Chair White 

Gensler’s P~ecord: Achievements And Disappointments (November 12, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Scott Patterson and Andrew Ackerman report, "The Obama administration’s 
nomination of Timothy Massad to head the CFTC brings nearer to a close the tenure of Gary Gensler, a 



tenacious regulator who pushed for stricter rules governing the multitrillion-dollar derivatives market .... A 
former Goldman Sachs Group Inc. partner, Mr. Gensler has been one of the administration’s more polarizing 
regulators, having antagonized banks and angered officials in his own party with aggressive tactics reminiscent 
of Wall Street boardroom battles. At the same time, he has become a standard-bearer of liberal groups that 
have cheered his approach to rulemaking .... On Tuesday [November 12], President Barack Obama praised 
Mr. Gensler for having ’worked tirelessly’ to implement the Dodd-Frank law and transform ’what was a secret 
and shadowy derivatives market.’ He said Mr. Gensler and the CFTC had succeeded even though ’a swarm of 
special-interest lobbyists’ sought to block their work. Mr. Gensler plans to stay on until Mr. Massad is 
confirmed by the Senate or until his tenure at the agency officially expires January 3 [2014]." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

EU Lawyers: EBA Can’t Bind Commission On Sank Resolution (November 14, 201S} 
In Bloomberg News, Rebecca Christie and Jim Brunsden report, "The EC’s proposed bank resolution system 
shouldn’t be bound by EBA decisions, lawyers for the EU’s 28 member states said. The legal opinion puts a 
dent in efforts by the U.K. and Sweden, which are both outside the euro zone, to beef up the EBA’s role in the 
Single Resolution Mechanism proposed by EU financial-services chief Michel Barnier .... EU laws do allow 
the Brussels-based commission to be subject to EBA decisions under certain conditions, the legal service of 
the Council of the EU said in a November 13 opinion obtained by Bloomberg News. Yet the discretion required 
to make bank resolution decisions is very broad and therefore outside the EBA’s remit, the lawyers said. 
’Since the role of the commission in the context of the Single Resolution Mechanism is to make policy choices 
entailing a large margin of discretion, the EBA should not be in a position to adopt legally binding decisions 
affecting the manner in which the commission exercises those powers,’ the lawyers said .... EU finance 
ministers are meeting in Brussels tomorrow [November 15] to hash out how to handle failing banks." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

EU Banks Outside Euro Zone Likely To Overcome Stress Test Divi~le (Noven~ber 12, 2013) 
In Reuters, Laura Noonan reports, "EU nations that lie outside the euro zone plan largely to fall in behind the 
ECB when they check the health of their banks, helping them to avoid a ’two tier’ outcome in stress tests next 
year. Many supervisors in this diverse group of 11 countries told Reuters they will align their reviews closely 
with the ECB’s assessment of major banks within the currency bloc, a tactic that analysts say should dispel any 
suspicions that their national tests lack rigor .... [The ECB] exercises risk claiming some non-euro zone banks 
as collateral damage if there is any perception among investors that results verified by the ECB carry more 
weight [than] those produced by supervisors in countries outside the euro zone. But this prospect now looks 
remote in many of the 11 countries which are mostly in central and eastern Europe but also include Sweden 
and Denmark, as well as Britain. A number of authorities said they are taking steps to mimic major parts of the 
ECB’s exercise, and several said they might hire external consultants to validate their data." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

New U.K. Financial Regulators Face Surge In Staff Turnover {November 12, 2013) 
In Reuters, Steve Slater reports, "Staff have been quitting Britain’s financial watchdogs at nearly twice the rate 
since they were split into two bodies this year, data seen by Reuters shows, at a time when experts warn of a 
regulatory brain drain in Europe’s biggest financial hub .... That raises concerns about the new bodies’ ability 
to retain staff capable of carrying out tougher, more interventionist regulation .... According to data provided 
by the [FCA and the PRA] under Freedom of Information Act requests by Reuters, staff have been leaving the 
FCA since its formation at an annualized rate of 12 percent and the PRA at a rate of 11 percent .... The last 
three years have seen banks and consultancies in London -- which have cut back drastically in other areas -- 
add thousands of junior staff in compliance, risk and legal functions to deal with a flood of new rules .... 
Regulators have said they need to improve efforts to hire and retain staff, including a need to pay 
competitively .... Peter Hahn, a former banker now a member of the finance faculty at London’s Cass 



Business School, said an increase in turnover was welcome as staff at banks and regulators need experience 
of both as regulation becomes more complex. But he said the movement needs to be in both directions." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

FX Market Faces C~ha~enges To Meet EMiR Start Date For Trade Reporting (November 11, 2013) 
In Risk Magazine, Kathy Alys and Joel Clark report, "Mandatory trade reporting for all asset classes will 
begin on February 12, but the forex industry is still grappling with the challenges of dual reporting. ESMA 
last week approved the first four trade repositories to operate under EMIR, marking the start of the 
countdown to mandatory trade reporting .... The repositories will cover all OTC asset classes, including 
foreign exchange. The registrations take effect on November 14 and the reporting obligation then begins 90 
working days later, on February 12, 2014 .... Foreign exchange market participants have been grappling for 
some time with the challenges of dual reporting under EMIR, which requires both counterparties to report the 
trade -- unlike in the U.S., where the trade can be reported by just one side .... Under EMIR, both parties’ 
identifiers must be matched and a single unique trade identifier (UTI) generated for the trade before it is 
conveyed to a repository .... But for bilaterally executed trades between smaller firms, the requirement to 
share a single UTI could be a stumbling block .... Commercial solutions to the problem are beginning to 
appear, as vendors identify a gap in the market." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: Financial Times, Europe Learns From CFTC On Trade Reporting 

EU Politicians Reach Agreement On Solvency II Ru~es (November 14, 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Oliver Suess reports, "European politicians reached an agreement that may pave the 
way for new rules designed to make insurance companies safer. The deal among the EC, European 
Parliament and Council of the EU in Brussels yesterday may allow the final adoption of Solvency II by the EU 
Council and the European Parliament, the Lithuanian Presidency, representing the EU Council, said in a 
statement on its website today [November 14]. The agreement ’will reduce taxpayer exposure to risks of the 
insurance sector by establishing EU-wide requirements for this industry on similar lines to those for banks,’ 
the EU Parliament said in a statement today .... Insurers and regulators plan to implement the rules on 
January 1,2016 with a transitional period, should an agreement be reached in time .... Policy makers 
intend Solvency II to be for Europe’s insurers what the Basel Committee’s global capital rules are for the 
continent’s banks .... Like Basel III, the levels of capital reserves required under Solvency II can either be 
determined by the regulator’s standard model or a firm’s internal model, which must be approved by the 
regulator. Almost all of the biggest EU-based insurers have opted for internal models." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Cost Of Settling Mortgage Cases Varies Widely By Agency (Nove~T~be~ 13, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jean Eaglesham reports, "As U.S. regulators make a big, likely last push to punish 
banks for selling mortgage securities that caused huge losses during the financial crisis, different regulators are 
demanding vastly different amounts to resolve investigations triggered by the same alleged sins. The wide 
divergence stems from the different aims and strategies underpinning the suits, from seeking to punish the 
perceived worst behavior to trying simply to get the most money back. The huge range in settlements also 
reflects regulators’ different legal tools. While there aren’t hard and fast rules for how federal agencies 
calculate financial penalties in civil cases, top SEC officials say the agency’s punishment power is blunted 
because it can’t take investors’ losses into account when working out fines .... The divergent numbers 
indicate how differently separate U.S. regulators pursued investigations over mortgage deals at the center of 
the crisis. Prosecutors and regulators publicly reject any suggestion of competition for dollars and headlines, 
noting they are all members of a law-enforcement group set up by President Barack Obama last year to tackle 
wrongdoing tied to mortgage securities .... Federal prosecutors also have a big advantage over the SEC. 
They can use laws that allow them to bring civil cases up to 10 years after alleged misconduct occurred." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 



JPMorgan [Reaches $4.5 Billion Settlement With ~nvestors (November i 5, 20i 3) 
In The New York Times DealBook, Jessica Silver-Greenberg reports, "On Friday [November 15], JPMorgan 
reached a $4.5 billion settlement with a group of investors over claims that the bank sold them shaky 
mortgage-backed securities that imploded later, leading to large losses. The multibillion-dollar payout is 
separate from the tentative $13 billion settlement that JPMorgan reached with the Justice Department over 
the bank’s questionable mortgage practices in the run-up to the financial crisis .... The $4.5 billion will go to 
trustees that oversee 330 residential mortgage-backed securities trusts. The deal covers investments sold 
between 2005 and 2008 by JPMorgan, along with those sold by Bear Stearns -- the beleaguered firm that 
JPMorgan scooped up in the depths of the financial crisis. But the settlement does not include claims related 
to mortgage-backed securities sold by Washington Mutual, another bank that JPMorgan acquired during the 
crisis. The deal still has to be approved by the court and by the trustees." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related article: Wall Street Journal, J.P. Morqan Reaches $4.5 Billion Settlement With Investors 

BoddoFrank Whist~eb~ower CaR’t Get Jury Tria~, Judge Says (November 12,2013) 
In Law360, Brian Mahoney reports, "A Georgia federal judge on Tuesday [November 12] dismissed claims 
seeking punitive damages and a jury trial in a whistleblower suit brought by a former compliance manager of 
BlueLinx Holdings Inc., ruling that whistleblowers have no right to a trial by jury under the Dodd-Frank Act .... 
The decision is among the first to rule on whether whistleblowers should be afforded a jury trial. ’While 
Congress enlarged the scope of individuals potentially protected in the Dodd-Frank Act, it did not specify in 
Dodd-Frank that a jury trial was available despite being aware of the legal controversy surrounding whether a 
jury trial was available under Sarbanes-Oxley and amending that legislation to specify a right for a jury trial,’ 
Judge Forrester said in his opinion .... Judge Forrester also declined to dismiss the claims without 
prejudice, saying that changes in the law or its interpretation will be considered by the court." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Bear Stearns Liquidators Sue Fitch, Moody’s, S&P (November 1~, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Bradley Hope reports, "The liquidators for two Bear Stearns Cos. hedge funds that 
collapsed in the early days of the financial crisis accused three major U.S. credit-ratings firms on Monday 
[November 11] of fraudulently misleading investors about the quality of their ratings .... Geoffrey Varga and 
Mark Longbottom, the liquidators of the two hedge funds, are seeking more than $1 billion in damages from 
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, Moody’s Investors and Fitch Ratings. In a 141-page complaint filed in 
New York State Supreme Court, the liquidators cited instant-message exchanges and other communications 
as proof that analysts at the three firms were aware that their ratings didn’t accurately reflect the risk of the 
underlying assets. In one 2007 conversation between two S&P employees, an analyst suggests their company 
should not be rating a particular investment. ’We rate every deal,’ the other analyst responded, according to 
the complaint. ’It could be structured by cows and we would rate it.’... In Monday’s filing, the liquidators said 
the internal conversations were the ’razor-sharp tip of an iceberg of evidence’ showing that ratings firms were 
issuing reports they knew were false in the run-up to the 2008 financial crisis." 

:::/::/::/: Full text of article 
:/::/::/::/: Related article: New York Times DealBook, Suit Charqes 3 Credit Ratinq Agencies With Fraud in Bear 

Stearns Case 
:::/::/::/: Complaint 

Navigati~~g The New World Of Mortgage Rules (November 14, 2013) 
In BIoomberg Businessweek, Karen Weise reports, "[Beginning on January 10, 2014, lenders] must now 
verify and document at least eight specific criteria, including income, assets, credit history, other debt 
obligations, and employment status, to determine whether a borrower has a reasonable chance of repaying 
the loan. If the lender doesn’t do all that, a homeowner who has trouble repaying the loan has grounds for a 
lawsuit .... The CFPB has also issued guidelines for ’qualified mortgages’ that offer lenders additional 



protection from lawsuits .... Not surprisingly, some lenders say the rules will restrict credit too much, 
particularly for minority borrowers .... Regulators say that’s rubbish. The CFPB and other bank overseers 
don’t believe the rules will conflict with fair lending requirements, and CFPB Director Richard Cordray said in 
a speech to the mortgage bankers’ convention that ’the vast majority of loans made in today’s market’ 
already comply with the rules .... Safe, profitable mortgages that aren’t qualified will create new 
opportunities for ’a sawy entrepreneur’ or bank, according to a recent white paper published by the housing 
data firm CoreLogic .... Regulators are working on yet another set of rules that will force banks to keep 
some skin in the game when they bundle mortgages into securities .... Certain safer loans, however, will be 
exempt from that requirement. Just how large regulators should make that loophole is hotly contested." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Cordtay Has No Apologies About CFPB’s Fi~a~cia~ Product Data Collection Practices (November 1:2, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Mike Ferullo reports, "CFPB Director Richard Cordray told the Senate 
Banking Committee that he will make ’no apologies’ about the agency’s practice of collecting and purchasing 
large amounts of consumer data about credit cards and other financial products. Cordray said the CFPB is 
collecting the data to identify harm to consumers and to enhance its supervisory and enforcement work. He 
also said that the CFPB uses the same data collection methods used by other financial regulators in their 
oversight work, as well as methods used by the private sector for market research. The committee’s ranking 
member, Senator Mike Crapo (R-ID), and other Republican senators continued to voice concern about the 
scope of the CFPB’s data mining activities and whether the bureau has adequate measures in place to protect 
personally identifiable information .... Cordray said data retained by the bureau is anonymous. He said the 
CFPB goes to great lengths to scrub personal information from the data it purchases from private firms, as well 
as data the CFPB gathers on its own from sources such as bank exams or consumer complaints .... Cordray 
did acknowledge that the CFPB can make improvements to its data security measures." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Senate Banking Committee Hearing: Information Page -- CFPB Directory Cordray Testimony-- 

Statements: Chairman Johnson -- Senator Crapo 

November 19, 2013 
Tuesday 

Housing Finance Reform: Fundamentals of Transferring Credit Risk In A Future Housing Finance 
System -- Senate Banking Committee 

10:OO AIV] ¯ 538 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington~ DC 

, Witnesses: Wanda DeLeo, Deputy Director for the FHFA Office of Strategic Initiatives; Ted Durant, Vice President of Mortgage 
Guaranty Insurance Corporation’s Analytic Services; Ajay Rajadhyaksha, Managing Director and Co-Head of Barclays’ FlCC 
Research; and Laurie F. Goodman, Center Director, Urban Institute’s Housing Finance Policy Center. Forum will be webcast. 

November 20, 2013 
Wednesday 

Regulating Financial Holdincj Companies and Physical Commodities -- Senate Banking Financial 

Institutions and Consumer Protection Subcommittee 

2:00 PM ¯ S%G50 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 

, Witnesses: Michael Gibson, Director of the Federal Reserve’s Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation and Norman Bay, 
Director of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s Office of Enforcement. Forum will be webcast. 

Markups of Consumer Bills -- House Financial Services Committee 

10:OO AM ¯ 2128 Raybum House Office Building, Washington, DC 

o Markup of H.R 2385, the CFPB Pay Fairness Act of 2013; H.R. 2446, the Responsible Consumer Financial Protection 
Regulations Act of 2013; H.R. 2571, the Consumer Right to Financial Privacy Act of 2013; H.R. 3183, a bill to provide consumers 
with a free annual disclosure of information the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection maintains on them; H.R. 3193, the 
Consumer Financial Protection Safety and Soundness Improvement Act of 2013; and H.R .... the Bureau of Consumer 
Financial Protection Accountability and Transparency Act of 2013. (Staff Memorandum) 



November 21, 2013 2013 Government-Business Forum on Small Business Capital Formation --SEC 
T~ursday 9:00 AIr1 -6:00 PM o SEC Headquarters, 100 F Street NE, Washington, DO 

, The first panel will focus on evolving practices in the new world of Regulation D exempt offerings. The second panel will focus on 
what might be next for small businesses and markets once the JOBS Act is fully implemented. Speakers include SEC Chair Mary 
Jo White. Forum will be webcast. (Agenda; Re~stration) 

November 21 - 22, 
2013 
Thursday- Friday 

Annual Conference -- The Clearing House 

7:30 Al~v~ - 8:45 PM * The rVlayIlower Ho[eL 11~:~7 Connecticut Avenue NW, Washington, DC 

o A forum for industry leaders to examine the bank regulatory and payments landscape in the post-Dodd-Frank era. Regulators, 
academics, industry executives, and legal and regulatory professionals will participate in workshops and panels on two thematic 
tracks -- the changing financial regulatory landscape and the dynamic world of evolving payments technology. Speakers include: 
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg, CFPB Director Richard Cordray, FDIC Chairman Martin Gruenberg, Federal 
Reserve Governor Jerome Powell and Davis Polk partner Randall Guynn who will moderate the "Resolution and Recovery: 
Bankruptcy Not Bailout" panel, (Program; Speakers; Registration) 

November 22, 2013 
Friday 

Dodd-Frank Investor Advisory Committee -- SEC 

10:00 AM -4:30 PM, IVlulti.-Pu@ose Room LL-.006, SEC Headquad.e~s~ 100 F Street NE: W~shing~.on, DC 

° The agenda includes remarks from Commissioners, a recommendation of the Investor as Purchaser Subcommittee regarding a 
fiduciary duty standard for broker-dealers, a recommendation of the Investor as Purchaser Subcommittee regarding legislation to 
fund investment adviser examinations, selection of dates for future IAC meetings, and nonpublic subcommittee meetings. Meeting 
will be webcast. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 8:42 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, you have 11 friend requests 

You have new notifications, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since ~’ou iast Io~ged in, Here sre some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

A1ter UNC’s collapse, 

SwitzeCs return saves Tar 

Heels in 34-27 win against 

Pittsbur(jh 

Freshman North Carolina receiver 

Ryan Switzer, returned ~o punts 

for touchdowns - the second of 

which provided the difference - 

after the Tar Heels... 

North 

Carolina’s 

Ryan Switzer 

(3) is greeted 

by De~mond 

Kareem ~4art{n, UNC defense excel early in 

victory at Pitt 

The Tar Heels limited Pitt to 359 yards and UNC’s 

seven sacks were its most in an ACC game since 

2000. 

North Carolina beats Liberty, 4-0, to advance 

in NCAA soccer tournament 

Senior forward Kealia Ohai struck for two goals, and 

sophomore midfielder Paige Nielsen came off the 

bench to add a goal and an assist Saturday as fifth- 

ranked UNC cruised past visiting Liberty 4-0 in the 

first round of the NCAA women’s soccer tournament.. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage youremail newsletter subscriptions, please log into~h~~)unte ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~2[~#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 9:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Two Ways to Tell a Judge You Have No Case 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 11:14 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Author Doris Lessing Dies at 94 

Author Doris Lessing Dies at 94 

Doris Lessing, the Nobel Prize-winning author of the "Golden Notebook" and dozens of 

other novels, has died at 94. 

Her publisher, HarperCollins, said the author of more than 55 works of fiction, opera, 

nonfiction and poetry, died early Sunday. She won the Nobel Literature prize in 2007. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Eqt~alib, NC <enc@equali~nc.org> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 3:57 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Invest in Your Electeds tbr EquaJity 

Equality NC 

Friend of Equality 

We can’t win Eciualib~ in North Caro]fi~a - or an.vwbere h~ fl~e Soufl~ - without pro-equalit3~ leaders. 

That’s why Eq~allty N C is pro~d to introduce 

Equality NC will host this unpreeedeuk’d bipartisan peer network o~ elected o~ficials -- now representing 
eomnmnities fl’om all across No~fh Carolina and at ever.~: level of sla~te a~d local governme~t -- interested fi~ 
edueaticm and e~gagement o~ LGBT issues as a means to., not oMy produce more effective leaders, but also build a 
state of equality for future generatio~s. ( ;lick he~oe to sen who is on the list on already. 

N.C. Electeds fi:~r Equality currently i~ch~des represe~tatives fl:om the Council cg State, state legislators, mayors, 

eib’ at~d town eommi] members, county eormnissioim~s and municipal officers ---~eom Bmieombe Comity 

Register of Deeds Drew ReiM~ge~ to A~orney General Roy Cooper -- all representi~g 

comn~mfitles from the North Carolina n~o~mta~ns to ~he coast, 

But we can’t stop nov,’. We’re working hard to expand this network quickly to provide supportive elected officials 
with the tools they need to learn mow about issues related to LGBT rights, including how cetq.afi~ policies impact 
the lives c.,f LGBT No~fh Carolinians in employment, housing, accommodations, heaIth care, relatio,~ship 
recognitions, a n d public sat’ety. 

Thank you for all you do for Equali~’. 

Ch~s Sgro 
Executive Director 
Equalib’ NC 

Tell a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Equalib’ NC <enc@equali~nc.org> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 4:07 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

YOUR NC GUIDE: Electeds for Equality 

Equality NC 

We can’t win Equafib7 in North Carolina - or anywhere in the South - without pro-equality leaders. 

That’s why Eq~allty N C 

Equality NC will host this bipartisan peer nelwork of elected ol’ficiOs -- r~presenting communities from across 
North Carolina and at every level of state and local government -- ~nterested in education and engagement on 
LGBT issues as a means to not only p~x-~dnee more ef[~etive leaders, but also build a state of equNi[y l))r futm’e 
generations. Click he~-e to see who is on the fist on already. 

N.C.F.]eeteds tbr Equa]i~" em?rently includes representatives from the ( ’~cameil of State, st~tte legislators, mayors, 
city and town couneiI members, eonnty commissioners and municipal officers -- from Buncombe Coun[y Register 
or" Deeds Drew Reisinger to ARorney Genera] Roy Cooper -- all representing eommm}it~es fi?om the North Carolina 
mountains to the eoasL 

But we can’t stop now. We’re working hard to expand this network quickly to provide supportive elected ofl’ieials 
throughout the South with the tools they need to learn more about issues related to LGBT rights as they arise at 
various levels d state government, including how cet~min policies impact the lives of LGBT NoUah Carolinians in 
areas such as employment, housing, aeeommodath:ms, health care, relationship recognitions, and public safeb-. 

Thank you for all you do for Equa~R3j. 

For Eq uality. 

Chris Sgro 
Executive Director 
Equality NC 

i.~.i Tell a Friend ] .~.iI Donate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 10:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 11-18-13 

Dear Lissa, 

SundayEveningGreetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well 

Plenty has gone on in the past week; directly related to, indirectly related to and taJ~gentially 

related to the business of college athletics, and here they are, j ust off the top of my uoggin .... 

..... a Clips eFlas’h welcoming in the college bas’ketball season[;, an economic 

impact study about the Texas Final Four poslulating a $2 76m bump f l. the mos’t 
important component of the.fan experience (noise/).... the latest in basketball 

court designs ~. L-ville AD Tom Jurich saving $4 million ~. Porde ~ s Forty 

~ Who~sNo.2~. an award-worthy Clips book review about the award-worthy 

book: ~ The System ~ ~. DFixitg the DelayedEnrollment Rules~ by John 

Infante~. Iranian sv~bterJOuges, er, centrifuges~. The latest on wireles’s stadiums~ 

a Clips~14use ~College Presidents~Just like you and me~. Top 25 teams/coaches 

for Twitter accounts’~, the latest Ed 0 ~Bannon profile (by Brad) ~. the new 
Arkansas Basketball Perfo~Tnance Center~. a ve~ cogent and concise take on the 

(potential) Jameis" Winston mess’f_ the Georgetown f ]Hoyas Leadf . take on 

educating lhe whole student-alhleleL l. And more in the days lo come 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

wv~v.twitter.com!@Colle,cieAt hClips 

Remember, you lnust be logged in with your username and password to ~ew the 

articles (below) on fl~e website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank w~ite 

stweelL 

[] College basketball fans rejo~ce~ The season is upon ~s, 

~ CoHere PresidenN: Just like ~ou and me? clips Nuse 

~ Ed O,Bannon: .Theyr,re Go~ng to Change the G~me~ 

~ A PR Campaig~ was u~ea by UMD to me~d neq~tive reactions 

~ Educat~nq the Who~e Athlete vw-~ ~:~,~.:~a .- ~:~ 



~ :.~.#...~.@.~#...~.~££.~...N.£:..~.. Forde-Yard Dash ~:o:ty ........... f:l ........ ~ ............ ~m:::u~: ........ 

~ The System, by Jeff Benedict and Armen Keteyian clips Book Review 

12-13 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues w#h value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@ co llegea th leticsctips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed fiom 1his mailiitg list or chattge the email fbrmat please use 1he links below: 

Change you:- subscription 
Unsnbscribe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 3:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Risk Calculator lbr Cholesterol Appears Flawed 

Top News 

Ri~k Calelflator for Cholesterol Appears Flawed 

The calculator appears Lo grea[ly overestimate risk, so ~nuch so 

that it could mistakenly suggest that millions more people are 

candidates for skati~ dru~. 

CONGRESSIONAL MEMO 
~ In 1988, 

Lesson Is Seen ~ Failure of 1989 Law on 

MedJ care 

Older voters rebelled when Medicare bel~efits were e~:,anded at 

tke cos k of higher premi u ms, a n d some lawmakexs wh o were involved see 

parallels today. 

THE DOUBLE-EDGED DRUG 
:~ Amand8 

At C~inies, Tumultuous I.,iw~s and T~rb~lent 

The divided wor]d of buprenorphiue clinics serapes as a 

crossr~-~a&~ where addk~[s’ tmmdkao~s lives converge with a turbulent treatme[~k 

Part One Addiction T[eatnLnt £ ~@ a Dark Side 

Editors’ Picks 



Dor~s :Less~ng~ Author ~’lm Swept Aside L.~ 

Convenfion~ Is Dead at 94 I o~, o~ I 

Ms. Lessing was an uninhibited and ou tspoken novdist who 

prodaeed dozens of novels, short stories, essays and poems, embarking on 

dizzying and at times stulti~4ng literary e~.~eriments. 

; [] Video: Doris Lessing on Lhe Nobel Prize 

~ An Appraisal Tracing the h~temal Tug of War at the Heart of H umsn Life (2007) 

OPINION I OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Toy Story 
s~. r.~i.L £i.i. ~. ~.r< 

America is still the birthplace of inventiot}s. But for bow long? 

; Columni~ Page ] glog 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

I~IARCO CA~PANELLI, a d{Yer it] the water with Ni(:]lolas Mes o]i~ a free-rib’{rig 

champion from Brooklyn *S’bO ([iO~i Sunday during a competition ~n the Bahamas. 

World 

Inland, No .Aid for SurMvors of T>qphoon 

While in Drnation al relief workers and Philippines DepatOnent 

of Hea]fl~ ~x)rket~ an" now scouting nei~borhoods up and down 

the coast, they are nowhere to be seen in the intmqor. 

~ Photographs: Day by Day 

:T I 

West Faces Challenge in 
Chemical Arms Thro~agh Battlefields 

O~eials say the shipments w~]l be vu]nerab]e to att~td( as they 
travel past the ruins of a war that has raged for two and a half 

rebels 

I 

a Tainted Trove of~ s Gurli~ 

Cornelius Our]iLL, "~e reclusive son of a Nazi-era aVL dealer, told 

a German newsmagazine that the confiscation of some 

mastenvorks from his borne was more devasta~g than his sister’s death, 

U.S. 



Severe storms moved through the Midwest o~ Sm~day, 

d es troying towns in Illin ois and eausin g ~ousands of power 

failures across the region. 

Vote on Ah:oho| Sales Divides a Utah Town 

~:here Few Dr~a~k 

Hyde Park’s alcohol resb~efions had long been in line with the 

teachings of ~he Mormon Church, but the town recently voted 

allow sales. 

Park, 

Utail, 
n~ar*h~ 

Princeton U~versity Considers Use of Foreiga~ 

r~lening, itis Vaccine 

The univemity’s ]eude~ are contemplating a stronger step to halt 

a~ outbreak that has bospib~lized seven people: distributing a 

vaccine not approved for use in the United States. 

Business 

Developing a Fax N~achine 1-o Copy LiI~ on N~ars 

DNA sequencing and DNA sy~theais are becoming faster and 

cheaper~ and J. Craig Venter wan N to uae the technology to bring 
Mu~fiun life to garih. 

DEALBOOK 

Pressure B~aihls to Finish Voh~ker Rule on ~rall 
[~ >’,", 

St. Oversight Sec;etar 

The push [o reshape financial oversight hinges on negoBations in 

the coming wee~ over the so-culled Voleker Rule, a reNdation that stNkes at 

the heart of Wall S~’eet risk-taMng. 

Disney St~tggles to Make Its Free Gaming Apps 

Pay 

M~-.,bile games are u major growth opp~-.,rtmfity, and anulysts say a 

recent flop tmde~,~cores the eha]lenges Disobey faces in a shifting 

marketplace. 

Disne)is 

Sports 



A Deep~¥ater Diver From BrooklF~ Dics After 

Tr3~ng for a Record 

Nich ol as Mevoli was eompe d n g a t Vcrti ca 1 Bhm, a champion ship 

event in ~he spo~ of fl’ee ~ving, where he was attempting ~o 

achieve his second Ameriean ~eeord. 

GIANTS 27, PACKERS 13 

From "~:h~less Start to ~’Vimfing Streak, Giants ..... back Eli 

Have Climbed Back ~nto Division Race M~ 

~ter opening 0.-6, the Giants continued their imp~)hable mn to 

respeetabili~~ wkh a flxn@ consecutive win to m ore within sight of firs~ place 

in fl~e N.F.C. East. 

~ [] Box Score ] [] Slide Show: Giants-Packers Replay, Nov 17 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 
The 

Offense~ Not Defense, May Be the iGqdeks’ Biggest I ....... K~,i..’k~’ I 

CoJ~leerl~t 
Carmelo 

LackhBter in stopping opponents from pu~ng up point~ this 

season, New York has also experienced a marked drop in scoring efficiency. 

Arts 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 

A Grace Note for a GrittT Business 

The new Sims Municipal Recycling FaeiIi~" opening soon in 

Sunse~ Park, Brooklym promises to reduce recycling costs and 

create jobs, all in a pleasing, wah~rfront skruetm~. 

, ~ Slide Show 

A O|itt-ery Prelude to Oscars’ Big Night 

The Governors Awards banquet, in its fifth year, was heh:l on 

Saturday and has become a place for Oscar hopefuls to be seen. 

MsRin, 

accepti 

Optimism O~,tlasted a Lifcfime of Horrors 
i.:y CHARLES McGRATN 

The Czech w~iter Ivan Klima’s new book, a memoir, begins in a 

Nazi camp and ends with the Ve]vet Revolution of 1989. 

has 

Obituaries 

Suza|me Bianehi, 6,, Who ~Mmlyzed Family 

Time, Dies 

Professor Bianehi, a social seieniist, upended conventional 

wisdom suggesting that wo~Ning women were shca~d~an~ng 

their children. 

Aleksandr Serebrov, Cosmonaut of Fettered 

Times, Dies at 69 

Mr. Serebrov, who once held a spueewa]k record, flew four 

missions for a program that abandoned Soviet ambitions for 

Russian spare parts. 

Media & Advertising 

Bloomberg News Suspends Reporter }Vhose ,¢drtiele on C~a 

Was Not P~blishcd 



After dispu[ing repor~[s that top editors had killed an article o~ Chitin for 

political reaso~s, B~oomberg News suspe~ded the reporter Miehad Forsy~he. 

ADVERTISING 

I~aea~od~ Ca~pa~g~ Foetuses o~ ReMl~e~ee~ Rathe~¯ 

Than 

A ne~x adveAising campaign ehro~fieles the tumult Baear~ has 

weathered since it was introduced in Cuba i~ 

An sd 
highlight 

News From the Adverhsing Industry 

LINK BY LINK 

H~stovy Comes 1-o IJf~; W~th Tweets From Past 

Historical pr@eets c,~ %’d~er aim to recreate eyelets like 

Kt@kNlnaeht and d~e assassina’do~ of Pr~sident Joh~ F. 

Kenne@o 

aposts 

Today’s Video 

When reporters it~ 2007 told Ms. Lessing that she had won khe 

Nobel Prize for literature, she said, "l eou~d~Yt care less." 

Related Ar[icle 

~ vmEo: Vows: In Siekd~ess and ~n Health 

Breast cancer sideli~ed ~,qrgi~ia Wett]auf~r j ust six m onths aRer 

she and Waiter Tomenson starked dadng. 

~ vmEo: Wasl~gtor~ Come~ Out 

Ten per¢.er~t of adalts i~ the District o[ Columbia identify as 

lesbiam gay, bisexual or tran sge~der, nearly three times the 

national average. What makes the ei[y such a gay-f~endly place? 

Pal mo~e video ",..o to NYTimes.comR/ideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Shame of American Hea~th Cm’e 

People in "~e United StaLes pay mow a~d get less than ei[izens in o[her 

adwmeed eom~kries. 

EDITORIAL 

Thailm~d’s Latest Tro~Mes 

A politicaUy motivated amnes~" bill threate~s the government’s 

EDITORIAL 

For Assa[~lted Veterans~ a Seeol~d lBattJe 

Ofken vie[ires of sexual assaul[ have [o convince the V.A. dmt they are disabled 

and e~tit]ed to compensation for i_~ost- [raumatie stress Nsorder. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Per~rr~m~e~t Slmnp? 

The ~ew normal for -~,ur ec~omy may be a state of mild 

depression. 

~ Columrlist Page ] BIog 



ROOM FOR DEBATE 

~;hen ~ledie~| Expe~ts Disag~’ee 

How should doeto~ a*~d patients reae~ ~o the latest fit~dings that 

trust? 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 

Lincoln’s Smmd Bite: Have Faith h~ Democracy 

Rarely was so mush compressed into such simple eleme~ts. 

Medic~i 

E,’<perls 

~isagre 

Lincoln’ 

~it~:    I 

See this Fro~t Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTime.s PBll:eresl: 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhond,~) ] iPadC~D I Android ] All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 

Times Store ~ ’ He~p Section >> ’ m.nyt,com ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

This is an su~omste~ e- mail Please do not reply directly to [his e-rnaiL 

Yod received this message becsase yod signed ap for N~qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 

As a member of t~e [RUS[e privacy program, we are committed te protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 6:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Nov. 18: Mergers of Equals on Rise; Fed Calls for Faster Payments 

....... ~ °°,~ ~ ° °~ ~ WebSe~nina~s 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 201;} 

r’]r~] E~ 

Today’s Top Stories COMPLETE ISSUE 

HowWa~ren Breaks the Mo~d as Fresh,an      ~.~.~ 
Senator ..... 

A detailed look at how the freshman senator from 
Massachusetts has used her first 10 months in 
office, including her own insights from an 
interview with American Banker. 

Bank Mergers of Equals Gaining 

Across U,B, 

The pairing of Rockville Financial in Connecticut 
and United Financial in Massachusetts would 
create a $5 billion-asset bank that can get more 
efficient yet invest in growth. More deals like it 
have been happening around the country this 
year. 

Message to Banks: Speed Up Payments or 
Fed Wi~ Take Charge 

The central bank is making clear it has doubts 
about the private sector’s ability to implement a 
faster electronic payments system on its own. 

Making B~anches Relevant: Ump~}~a°s Ray 

Davis Discusses °Revolution’ in New Book 

As his new leadership book hits stores, Ray 
Davis opines on the branch revolution taking 
place in banks. 

By Department 

Making Branches Relevant: Umpqua"s Ray 

Davis Discusses "Revolution’ in New Book 

As his new leadership book hits stores, Ray 
Davis opines on the branch revolution taking 
place in banks. 

Message to Banks; Speed Up Payments or 
Fed Wi~ Take Charge 

The central bank is making clear it has doubts 
about the private sector’s ability to implement a 
faster electronic payments system on its own. 

How Warren Breaks the Mo~d as Freshman 
Senator 

A detailed look at how the freshman senator from 
Massachusetts has used her first 10 months in 
office, including her own insights from an 
interview with American Banker. 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffT~ to 

D Vie~ complete its extensive portfolio of 

iSSUe 
products and semices. 

Known for practical 

B View company compliance guidance, 

b~de~ 
Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

B BU bSCri be the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

SPECIAL REPORT 
policies, procedures, 
audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 
The FinTech 100         office, Lexisaexis~3 

~ 
FIS and SheshunoffTM has you 

mata once 
covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

again top reserved. 
¯ e annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- ¯ .... 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and Hear firsthand from CMOs 

Silver Tail are among and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 
the 10 Tech changes to create 
Companies to opportunities to grow 

Watch. market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 
Wealth 2013. 

Management 

[~ 
W ealth         -- 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage Enabling the delivery of 

employees to cut high quality financial 

products and services 

corners and Pursue operational 

regulators to crack excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 
down on 

competitive in today’s 

questionable financial services industry, 

practices. All this companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 
applies to big banks, quality products and 
which thirst for services in response to 

consumer demand. 
sources of growth, 

Download this white paper 

and small banks, to learn how best to 
which are jumping pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 
headlong into the to market. 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 



Across U,$, 

The pairing of Rockville Financial in Connecticut 
and United Financial in Massachusetts would 
create a $5 billion-asset bank that can get more 
efficient yet invest in growth. More deals like it 
have been happening around the country this 
year. 

ignored by large 
banks. 

[ i~ American 

[ii~ Bank ....... Banker Tech 

© 20!3 S~urce~ledis All rights reserved. 
S .... Media 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

t~e#nont stuns No. 12 North 

J.J. Mann made a 3-pointer from 

the top of the key to give Belmont 

the lead with 14 seconds to play 

and the Bruins held on for a 

stu n n ing 83-80 victory... 

Belmont’s 

Drew Windier 

(1) embraces 

teammate 

Craig 

Belmont 83, UNC 80; The look 

back 

Stunning. That’s the one word that 

might best describe North 

Carolina’s 83-80 loss against 

Belmont 

Belmont 

celebrated an 

834}0 victory 

at North 

UNC 34, Pitt 27: The ~ook bacgt 

A look back at the Tar Heels’ 34-27 victory against the 

Panthers 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~x~n.te ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~2[?!.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Blue Cross will file m extend caJ~celed plans; New NC recruiting brand 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 18, 20t3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

, ~nto~ ............ 

Blue Cross vdll tim to extend canceled pMns 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of No,,ih Carolina announced Friday it will file plans with 

the N.C. Deeartment, of Insurance (NCDOI) to allow most of its non-grandfathered 

indMdual customers to keep their current health plan for another year if they choose 

Discuss 

New N.C. recruiting brand to be unveiled at June’s U.S. 
Open 
N.C. Secretary of Commerce Sharon Decker says the new brand for marketing the 

state will be rolled out at next summeCs U.8. Open in Pinehurst. 

Fewer auto dealers in Durham’s ’car alley’ mean better 
opportunities for today’s se~lers 
Su!~/ivai ef ti~e fittest seems to be the theme orl Durham--Chape{ HiW Boulevard"s 

"car ~lley," at least according on one dealer whe says business is boeming. 

Durham HeraM-S~ Discuss 

Gov. McCrory to hold Q&A today from Facebook’s Calif. HQ 
after morning stop at Goog~e 
Nerth Carelina Gev Pat Mc:Crory will conduct a We quesiion--and.-answer session 

.... ,ed lrlln~s ..................... 
~°d~wfr)mF~ceb°°k’sheadqu~rl:ersinMenl°Park’Calif’ 

WNCN D~sc~s~ 

...... 

public education in Noah Carolina 

D~ke Energy proposes green enerqy pilot for N.C. 

Bridge project could spel~ end for landmark Raleiqh 
testau rant 

Carrboro aldermen disagree on downtown parking strategy 

What Durham’s Idea Fund Partners looks for before doling 
out cash 

How companies can mitigate cyber security risks 



Contact Us 

Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioum,sls c(istomes se~a, ice, bisioum,sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Carolina 2820~]. 

2018 Ai]~ericar= City Busir=ess Journals, b]c and its licer=so=~s All =~igi]ts iesel°,ied [~-~e material on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;ission of biziotlmals 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect <NCAAconnec@ncaa.org> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 7:45 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR INFORNATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

Division I athletic directors and others urged to spread word about higher standardsDivision i athletic directors and others urged to spread word about higher 
standards 
The NCAA Division I Board of Directors approved enhancements to the academic standards for incoming fi~shmen who wish to padicipate in Division I athletics, effective 
beginning August 1,2016. 

Dll’s balance let Bartlett showcase multiple skills 

Patrick Bartlett was the No. 1 tennis player for four consecutive years, a two-time letter-winner in basketball and played a year of soccer during his career at VV~ngate. 

Field hockey captain outstanding in her field 
Bethany Vincent’s time in college has been spectacular off the field as well as on. VVhen she arrived at Franklin and Marshall, she was unsure which college major to pursue. 
But after a one-week mission trip to Honduras during her sophomore year, she had no more doubts. 

NCAA names 2014 Silver Anniversary Award winners 
Six former student-athletes have been selected as recipients of the NCAA Silver Anniversary Award. 

"It shaped everything about my life" 
Maya Mendoza-Exstrom was a star for Puget Sound, Despite a successful career in law, she remains connected to her Dill soccer roots. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Blanket Waivers 
Division I SLR Blanket Waivers 

NCAA Division I Official Notice Information 
NCAA Division I Official Notice information 

NCAA Division I Committee Appointment Timeline 
NCAA Division I Committee Appointment Timeline 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

@2013 NCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbaa~king@sandleroneill.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 8:49 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Rockville Financial, Inc. (NASDAQ: RCKB) has agreed to merge with United Financial 
Bancorp, Inc. (NASDAQ: UBNK) 

Rockville Financial, Inc. (NASDAQ: RCKB; Vernon Rockville, CT) has agreed to merge with 

Ulfited Financial Bancorp, Inc. (NASDAQ: UBNK; ~Vest Springfield, ~) 

Sa~ldler O’Neill is renderi~lg a fairness opinion to Rock~41~e Financial, Inc. in coimection wifll 

fl~e transaction. This transaction is Sandier O’~ elll s 1 02~ bank or thrift transaction 

nationwide snlee danllary 1, 2t~11. ~ andler O Nedl has served as a financial ad~4sor on nl~re 

bank and fl~fift transactions than any other invesOnent bank during that time period, 

ROCK~LLE, Conn. and WEST SPRINGFIELD, Mass.. November 15.2013 Roc~dlle Fin~cial, 

Inc. ("Roc~ille") (NASDAQ: RCKB) and United Financial Banco~, Inc. ("UNted") 
(NASDAQ:UBNK) ~nounced today they have enteled into a definitive meiger agreelnent in a 

stock-for-stock transaction valued at $369 million, b~ed on the closing price of Rocb’ille Fin~cial. 

Inc. common stock on November 14, 2013. The combination will create the largest communi~’ ba~ 

headq~ered in the Ha~ord Springfield market with ~.8 billion in asset~ over 50 branches and top 

five de,sit market shoe in each metropolitan statistical area. 

In the merger, United Financial Banco~, Inc. shareholders will receive 1.3472 shams of Roc~ille 

Financial, Inc. common stock tbr e~h share of United Financial Banco~, Inc. common stock. Upon 

closing, Rockville Finm~cia], Inc. shareholders will own approxima~ly 49% of stock in the combined 

company; Umted FinancM Buncos, Inc. shareholders will own 

approximately 51%. The merger is expected to genera~ approxima~ly $17.6 million in lhlly phased-in 

min~l cost sm ings or appro~mately 15 7b of the expected combined expense total. Additionally, the 

merger is expected to be appro~mately 30% accretive to the stand-alone 2015 e~mings of~th entities, 

excluding the impact of ~e ~tenfiM revenue enhancement op~nities. 

"We are veD" pleased m a~nounce the combination of these ~vo great communi~ baI~s," said William 

H. W. Cm~£oN, IV, President and Chief Executive ONcer of Roc~dlle Fin~cial, Inc. "This merger is 

a significant step in our s~ategy to exp~d our foo~fint. Our complemenmD~ 

branch neavor~ provide both greater market densi~’ m~d uniqne francNse scamiD- value. The combined 

compaW will create a top-~om~ing New England commuN~ b~k that has the scale, product depth 

a~d eNciency to compete ell~ctively a~d deliver strong returns to our shareholders and an expanded 

product Shire to onr customers." 

For more in~atio~ please click here 

For the press release, please click hem 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~*~*~~4~*:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

http://www.sandleroneill,com/email-disclaimer.htm 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Bingham <laura.bingham@newportboardgroup.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 9:00 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Call today at 10 

Ok---will call in. Thanks for initiati~,e to economize time! 

Newport Bo~rd Grot~p LLC: 

Raleigh, NC 

D~ect 9].9~57~-9920 

Laura.Bin~ha m@ Newpo~BoardGroup.com 

www.Newpo~BoardGroup~com 

[ ::.~.:: Descr,p,,on: ,etim2.png        ] 

Board Directors = Executive Leaders - Board & CEO Advisors 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, November 18, 20~3 8:56 AN 
To~ Laura Bingham 
Subject~ Call today at ~0 

Hi Laura - I have not heard from Henry as of this morning, but I just left a voice mail message for him about the change of plans to a conference call on his cell and 

at his office. I hope he gets the message~ 

Talk to you at 10:00. 

kissa 
kissa L groome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel ~ill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
htt p:flwww.law, u nc.ed u/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n king fin a nce 
web542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Morning Brief: U.S. Military Eyes Cut "~ Pay, Benefits 

U.S. Militm~" Eyes C~at to Pay, Benefits 

Ntr~s With Israel Ov~ iran Snarl U.S. Goals h~ Mideast 

Hi~- l~sk Patients Fuel More Health- ~w Worry 

OECD Economic G~’owth 

~’phoon Haiyan Sm’vivors Begin an Odyssey 
the P~Hppines 

Jap~s B~ks Find It Hard to Lend Easy Money 

Snap Out of~t: Kids .Aren*t Reliable Tech Predicto~’s 

Goog]e Fosl-ees So~th Korean Startu ps 

Violent RHt Deepens in Pakistan ~s Tali ban 

Gmmmn At Large in Paris 

Clfina Nay Find it Tough to ~nplement Refomn Plm~ 

PS4 Kiek~ Off Ne~-Gen Consoles’ Ba~e For Your ~ng Room 

dapan’~ Eeono~e Zones a ~:oek ~l P~ogress 

Why Cl~a Needs More Babies 

Sta~up Teclfies Stay ~oat on a Boat 

NEWS PODCANTS 

The ~J Street Jo~ TS~s Mo]~n~ ~ov, ~ 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 9:52 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Dow Tops 16000 as U.S. Stocks Climb 

Dow Tops 16000 as U.S. Stocks Climb 

U.S. stocks surged at the open, with the Dow industrials topping 16000 for the first time 

ever and the S&P 500 above 1800, as strength in overseas markets led investors to push 

U.S. equities above major benchmarks to fresh record highs. 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 54 points, or 0.3%, to 16015 in early trading. On 

Friday, the blue-chip index climbed 85 points, or 0.5%, to post the fifth record high close in 

six sessions, and 38th record of the year. The S&P 500 index rose four points, or 0.2%, to 

1802. The Nasdaq Composite Index climbed seven points, or 0.2%, to 3993, within striking 

distance of 4000. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Bingham <laura.bingham@newportboardgroup.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 11:00 AM 

jim@goodmn~arch.com; Broome, Iissa L <lbroome@emml.tmc.edtp; Hen~" Oehmam~ <hen~’.oehmanu@us.gt.com> 

RE: Carolina Private Company Board Study 

Hi, .lira, 

Nasa, Henry and I have just had a productive call reviewing your good work on the draft survey~ Thanks from each of us for gettin~&~mched’ and keeping us 

moving on the effort. 

We each haw~ taken parts of the survey to modify a bR, so those edits are coming back to me before ~hanksg~vh~g, then ~’1~ get another draft back out to the group. 

Hope your travels are going well. Thanks much, Laura 

P~rtner 

Newport Board Group 

Laura.B~n~a m~ New~o~Board6roup.com 

www.Newpo@Board6roup.com 

[ ~:~:~ :: Descdp, k~: ,etim2 png        ] 

Board Directors - E~ecutive Leaders - Board & CEO Advisors 

From= j~m@goodwinsearch.com [mailto:jim@goodwinsearch.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, November ~3, 20~3 2:36 PH 
To~ Lissa L Broome; Laura Bingham; Henry Oehmann 
Subject= Carolina Private Company Board Study 

Fo~s~ aooordin~ to my uotes ~e ue~ meetJu~ o[ ore p~ioct tem~ is scheduled ~or ne~ ~on~y the ] 8~. Un[o~uate~y I wJH be ou my way bac~ ~om PJ~sbm~h that 

day and o~not a~end. ~ have dra~od (rou~y~ rm not satJs~ed with Jt Ye0 a basic sm~;oy instrument that still needs some work. ~t is a~aohed for your u~ dufin8 the 

meeting. ~ee~ free to ma~e oh~es to ~t as you see ~t. We’ve [~en ta]~n~ a~ut this for so ]on~ that ~ just wanted to ~uaHy ~et somet~n~ b~ed out &s a sta~m~ 

point. Set me ~ow what comes out o[the meeting. 

J~ 

J~n~ ~aser 

V~ce President, Board Services 

Goodw~n Executive Search 

www.~oodw~nsea rch.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Rams Club <ramsclub@ramsclub.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 11:31 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Rams Club Men’s Basketball Open Practice 

Rams Club Men’s Basketball Open Practice 
Tile annual UNC Men’s Basketball Open Practice will take place on Monday, December 2 at 3:30pm 

Your Rams Club membership card will admit four- Gate A of the Smith Center will open beginning at 

3pm. Coach Roy Williams will address the crowd briefly following practice. 

Light refreshments and beverages will be provided. Parking is available in the Manning Lot The Carolina 

Basketball Museum will also be open from 10am-4pm. Also, the "Carolina" Santa Claus will be available 

for photos & wishes from 3-5PM! Bring the kids! Registration is free but required. Click here to re~qister 

Before coming to practice, follow us on social media! Make sure to bring along your mobile devices to 

participate in contests and prize drawings through our Facebook and Twitter accounts during the 

practice! 

Rams Club Holiday Office Hours 

In obesrvance of the upcoming holidays, The 

Rams Club office will be closed for: 

Ti]u!sday, Novemtler 28 - Friday, 

Now.~mber 29 

Tuesday, December 24-- Thursday, 

December 26 

Wednesday January I 

The Rams Club will be open for normal business 

hours on Friday, December 27 as well as 

Monday, December 30 and Tuesday, December 

31. 

CAROLINA 

Click the link above to access the new digital 

publication of UNC Athletics! This digital 

publication can be downloaded to your iPad or 

Android tablet every week and it is also 

accessible on your computer. Check it out for 

behind the scenes photos and stories of your 

favorite UNC student-athletes! 



We wish you and your family a very happy holiday 

season! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail <debevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:09 PM 

debevoi semail <debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

JOBS Act Title III Crowdfunding Moves Closer to Reality 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@produc[americanbanker.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Streamline Your Tra~cfion Banking 

~i American Banker 

Hello Lissa, 

meeting regulatory requirements. This can be a huge 

managing payments infrastructures How can banks 

improve business agility and ensure faster 

compliance? Integrated transaction management hubs I~:::::: ~:~1 
deliver differentiated products to customers now, ~ ...................................................................... ’ 

provide a platform for future and enable ongoing 

market share gro~h. 

You will learn: 

Howto progressively transform existing payments processes while reusing existing 

systems that remain relevant 

Ways to process payments using a common set of rules for addressing upcoming 

regulations 

Howto converge multiple payment types on a single payments platform 

Speaker: 

Gareth Lodge, Senior Analyst, Celent 

Sponsored by: 

i~’< Sp ..... Logo 

Follow Us! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 



American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here. 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004     -- 
custserv@sourcemedia.com I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

brandon@ncbm~kers.org on behalf of 
NC Bankers Association <bmndon@ncbankers.org> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:12 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

2014 Economic Forecast Foruln 

Registration is Now O_Dex~ 

Spo~ sot 

Co--S po ~ s o rs 

Silver Sponsor’s: 

Fi*;tt~ Third Bank 
Medical Mut~[M ]~]su[’anee C(m~pany of NC 

Pied mo~] t Natu va[ Gas 

SunTPust Bank 



As we continue to face the fiscal challenges of doing business in these 
uncertain times, the 2014 Economic Forecast Forum is certain to sell out. 
The Forum will bring together the state’s most influential business leaders on 
Monday, January 6, 2014, at the Sheraton Imperial at Research Triangle 
Park. This year’s keynote address will be given by Kelly King, Chairman & 
CEO of BB&T. Other speakers include U.S~ Senator Richard Burr and Dr. 
Harry Davis. 
A special session is held each year focusing on a different segment of 
economic development, This year’s session will feature North Carolina’s 
military presence and the economic opportunities it provides, Our state’s 
military installations contribute directly to economic development through 
capital investments, employment and defense contracting, and indirectly 
through increased demand experienced by regional businesses and spending 
from military households, Additionally, retired military personnel and 
veterans, given their attractive skill sets, are desired employees for 
industries. It is important that our business community continues to find 
ways to open up career opportunities for qualified military applicants by 
transitioning the skills they have gained through their service into jobs in the 
civilian workforce. 

Forward this email 

lhis emaii ’~x, as sent to Ibroeme@emaiL[inc.ed=~ by .bj/_a__n__d___o_[!_@_L!£_b__a__n___k__e_r_s_=_o_[.cZ 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instant femoral ~’~itil SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh i NC :: 27609 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daily Report <~dr@email.alm.com~ 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Report’s Professional Announcement of the Week 

Header: Daily Report Professional Announcement 

Thomas Horstemeyer logo 

announces with pleasure that 

Scott Amy 
Mark Magaro 
Gayatry Nair 
David Pointer 

and 

Wesley Roberts 
have become associated with the Firm. 

400 Interstate No. Pkwy I Suite 1500 I Atlanta, GA 30339 
770-933-9500 I Fax: 770-951-0933 
www.thomashorstemeyer.com 

Thomasl Horstemeyer continues to expand and currently has openings for 
full-time attorneys and summer clerks with a degree in Electrical Engineering. 

About this e-mail 

This is brought to you by ALM’s Daily Report, Georgia’s source for news about courts and the business of law, 190 Pryor Street, 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

Questions? Comments? Complaints? Send us an e-mail. 

By using the Daily Report’s website or services you are agreeing to abide by our terms and conditions. 
Copyright 2013 ALM Media Properties, LLC, All rights reserved, 

Unsubsoribe/Opt-Out 

opt out, Click here 

877-25~3,-2.~? 2 

Privacy Policy I Terms & Conditions 

¢:i 20!3 ALM M~LIi~ P~Op~ rtMs; LLC A~ :~h~t~ ~ese~ved 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TIAA-CREF <tiaa- cref@messagingAiaa- cre£org > 

Monday, November 18, 2013 1:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

8 Smart Year-End Tax Moves 

"~iii Howyour plan determi .... hatyou’ll .... 

Laws are changing. Should your tax plan? 

There ate several key tax law changes for 2013. To help you 
and your tax advisor create an effective tax plan under the 
new rules, TIAA-CREF’s Individual Advisory Sewices 
suggests the article E~{lh~ 

Developed by Doug Rothermich, Vice President, Wealth 
Planning Strategies, this article explains how changes in tax 
laws can alfect you and how proper planning can minimize 
your tax burden to give you mote choices about where your 
money goes. You’ll find insightful tips on the best way to: 

Increase your deductions ~he righ~ way 

Consider strategies to reduce taxable inceme 

Avoid "tax bracket creep" with smart planning 

A TIAA-CREF Advisor is ready to assist you in developing a 
taxosmart investment strategy to fit your unique situation. 
Working together, and consuNng your accountant or tax 
advisor, you can keep more of what you earn. 

Cal~ 800 398-8622 to speak with a TIAAoCREF Advisor, or 
click below to meet at your convenience. VVe can address 
any questions you [may have and give you the guidance 
yOU need, 

Tax Tips, Just in Time 

Or, speak with a TIAA= 
CREF Advisor by calling 
800 3984~22. 

TAX CHANGES YOU 
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT: 

~Rjht Smart Year~d 

Act {DOf4At Decision and 
its ~mpact on "taxes n 

~i TIAA- 

OREF; 

FiF~ancial 

Learn more about TiAA-CREF 

-1 Leg in to yo ~r acce nt 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Isley, Alice B <agi~od@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 1:54 PM 

Weissman, Deborah M <weissman@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJd.unc.edu-~ 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu>; Isley, Alice B <agirod@email.unc.edu> 

Judith cha~ging times - FYI 

Judith will go to the 2pm meeting in Deborah’s office instead of 2:30 in Lissa’s. 

Alice B. (Girod) Isley 

Academic Affairs Administrative Assistant 

UNC-CH School of Law, Room 5083 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-0357 

agirod@email.unc.edu 

i.~.i cid image001 9i’;@~"H CE849DF:B20DDS0 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@pepperlawupdates.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 2:10 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Webinar Tomorrow on FIRREA: The New Weapon of Choice for Federal Prosecutors - November 19, 2013 

F[RREA: The New Weapon of Choice for Federal Prosecutors 
November 19, 2013I 12:00 p.m. -1:00 p.m. EST 

In 2013, the Department of Justice Civil Division has brought several actions claiming violations of 
The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA). Much more is 
expected to come, including in areas that you would least suspect. FIRREA, the federal statute born 

out of the savings and loan crisis of the late 1980s, is now being used to pursue claims against 
banks and anyone who does business with banks. 

Join our experienced panel as we discuss key issues such as: 

The history of FIRREA; the handling of the receipt of an administrative subpoena and civil 
actions brought by DOJ for civil money penalties; and the difference between a judicial 
subpoena and an administrative subpoena. 

The tension and interplay between regulatory and supervisory information submissions for a 
federally regulated financial institution, and its consideration of reputation risk and safety and 
soundness; voluntary disclosure and interagency civil money penalty guidance; and t~lated 
enfomement issues by the federal and state bank t~gulators. The latest DOJ Civil Division 
policy, including information sharing arrangements with federal and state governmental 
bodies; and a discussion of recent civil money claim actions brought by DOJ. 

~, Important issues surrounding settlement agreements with the government, including whether 
the claims to be paid to the government are insurable or tax deductible, whether they are 
subject to indemnification, and how to draft agreements to provide maximum protection. 

Our presenters include highly experienced financial services attorneys, including a former federal 
prosecutor: 

Richard P. Eckman, Chairman, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP 

Frank A. Mayer, Ill, Partner, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP, and 
former member of interagency bank fraud working group on RTC FIRREA actions. 

Richard J. Zack~, Partner, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP, and 
former chief of commercial and consumer fraud and deputy chief of economic crimes for the 
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 

To register visit ~oNine.corn.;webl 119’13. 

CLE credit available in CA, NY, VA (Pending). NJ credit available through reciprocity. 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets I Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

This eraad was sent by: Papper Haradton 

3000 Two Logan Square Philadelphia, PA, 1~9:~03 USA 

Go here ~o remove your address ~rom ~his public~tion ONLY. 

~f you wish to remove your addrass from ALL of this publisher’s mailing lists~ qo to the Subscription 

Center, s,:roll down to the bottom o~ Lhe page., end follow th~ dnecbons to "dns~bscribe From All", 

Go here ~o modify your email address end od’~er subscriber informa~.ion and preferences 

Desiqned by eLawNarketinq 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, November 18, 2013 2:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 19 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Bank Supervision 

A banking regulator, following questions about the oversight of 
consultants used in the financial regulatory process, has 
published standards designed to ensure the independence of 
outside firms hired by lenders to comply with enforcement... 

Systemic Risk 

A watchdog agency issued the first of two reports on 
government support of big banks stemming from the financial 
crisis, prompting the two senators who requested a review to 
repeat their call for an end to subsidies for the megabanks .... 

Securities 

Federal regulators hope to finalize the Volcker rule by the end of 
2013, a senior Federal Reserve staffer said Nov. 9, confirming 
recent reports of a year-end target date .... 

Auto Financing 
CF~B Director CordrkW Vows Close Scr~Li~y 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) Director Richard 
Cordray defended the agency’s methods for determining potential 
discriminatory lending in the indirect auto finance market and 
said lender relationships with car dealers... 

Privacy 

Consumer Financia~ Protection Bureau (CFPB) Director Richard 
Cordray tom the Senate Banking Committee that he will make "no 
apologies" about the agency’s practice of collecting and 
purchasing large amounts of consumer data... 

Derivatives 
CF7¢ St~ff ~ssues ¢uidar~ce 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued 
guidance Nov. 14 telling swap execution facilities that they must 
provide impartial access to all swaps market participants .... 

Derivatives 

The staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission Nov. 14 
moved to close off large banks’ ability to avoid new regulation by 
arranging trades in the U.S. and then booking the deals in 
overseas affiliates .... 



Derivatives 

Voting seriatim, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
unanimously adopted rules Nov. 15 establishing additional 
standards for systemically important derivatives clearing 
organizations (SIDCOs) .... 

Derivatives 

Final rules on the transfer or assignment of derivative contracts 
released by the Internal Revenue Service said that if certain 
conditions are met, the transfer won’t be treated by the 
nonassigning counterparty as a deemed exchange of... 

Tax Policy 

An aspect of U.S. tax law is being criticized by some lawmakers 
and consumer groups concerned that it may be worth billions of 
dollars for JPMorgan Chase & Co. in negotiations with the 
Department of Justice .... 

Federal Reserve 
Ye~e~ Sa~s ~purH~g E~ono~i~ Growth 

Janet Yellen Nov. 14 simultaneously defended policies she helped 
create as vice chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and 
explained how she would lead the bank forward if confirmed to 
the Fed’s top spot .... 

Federal Reserve 

The chairman of the House Financial Services Committee said the 
panel will celebrate the Federal Reserve’s $00th anniversary by 
rigorously examining the ~nstitution’s practices .... 

Bank Supervision 
Fe~ At~3ou~3ces ~[k Does Not 
To C~pik~ Pla~ Resub~itte~ b~ 

The Federal Reserve says it has not objected to a capital plan 
resubmitted by auto lender Ally Financial Inc. following a 
rejection earlier in the year .... 

Foreign Accounts 
:[ AS Obtak~s Court Per#~issio~ to Seek 

The Internal Revenue Service has obtained court orders granting 
permission to issue summonses requiring major U.S. banks to 
produce information about taxpayers who may hold undisclosed 

accounts at offshore financial institutions (In... 

Legislation 
Legisl~tio~ for Cre(~it 
Z~ House ~,vith P~ss~ge b 

A House panel cleaFed two sepaFate pieces of legislation, 
including a measuFe intended to help cFedit unions and one 
meant to offer Feller to small banks and thrifts .... 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 

Off-Li~its buri~# ~ud#et Ta~ks~ Groups 

Banking and housing industry groups are urging lawmakers to 
keep their hands off Fannie Mae and Freddie Nac’s credit risk 
guarantee fees during budget negotiations ... 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 
F~#r~ie ~4ae~s Future Not 

Fannie Mae might cease to exist, Fannie Mae President Tim 
Mayopoulos said Nov. 8, telling an American Bar Association 
meeting that "the future of the company is very much in 
doubt."... 

Community Banks 
Group Praises Ae.g~ator for Witbdrawi~t 

A gFoup repFesenting community banks is hailing a FegulatoF’s 



decision to withdraw a proposed rule it said would have let rural 
lenders pursue "non-farm lending activities under the guise of 
investment programs."... 

Systemic Risk 

In a rallying speech that invoked the battle of David versus 
Goliath, megabank foe Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) said the 
problems of "too big to fail" remain, and she called for action 
before another financial crisis unfolds .... 

Securities 

The Securities and Exchange Commission hopes 
recommendations by U.S. equities and options exchanges will 
help the agency find ways to eliminate trading glitches while 
presenting market participants and regulators with an 
opportunity... 

Interest Rates 

Replacing the way the London interbank offered rate is 
determined and appropriately funding financial regulators are key 
steps toward enhancing confidence in global financial markets, 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Chairman Gary... 

Accounting 

Members of the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s task 
force unit voted to finalize guidance that addresses the 
interpretation of whether an in-substance foreclosure has 
occurred so that a creditor is considered to have physical... 

Accounting 

New reporting requirements for hard-to-value individual 
retirement account investments will be optional for 2014, the 

Internal Revenue Service said in its electronic newsletter 
Employee Plans News .... 

Appointments and Nominations 

~e~io~ Deput~ Co~pt~olle~ I:o~ E~:o~on~ic~ 

An economist at the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

who played a role in stress-test design has been elevated to the 

position of senior deputy comptroller for economics at the 

banking agency .... 

Appointments and Nominations 
OL~a~ Taps Bank of A~eHca Execu~ive 

President Barack Obama announced Nov. 7 his intention to 
nominate Stefan A. Selig, an executive with Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch, to head the Commerce Department’s International 

Trade Administration (ITA) .... 

Payment Cards 

Organizations that are affected by the Payment Card Industry 
Security Standards Council’s standards should use the recent 
release of version 3.0 of two security standards as an 
opportunity to bring their practices into compliance,... 

Insurance 

The private insurance market remains unable to support policies 
that would insure against terrorist attacks, industry leaders told 
a House panel, as lawmakers consider whether to extend a 
federal backstop when it expires next year .... 

Consumer Credit 
~,Y, Fed: Co~s~mers A~sun~ed $$27 i~illio~ 
::{:~ ~ew Debt i~ Qu~’~e~’, Cut Deli~q~e~:ies 

U.S. consumers took on $127 billion in new debt during the third 



quarter, the biggest quarterly increase of assumed debt in more 
than five years, while delinquencies of 90 or more days declined 
by the biggest percentage in about five years, Federal... 

Consumer Protection 
Gov, Cuo~o Signs Si~ Prote~:ti~.~ Co~sumers 

Now 14 ~ Gov. Andrew M~ Cuomo (D) signed a bill Nov. 13 to 
protect consumers from financial fraud by holding them harmless 
from liability for the unauthorized use of unsolicited checks from 
credit card companies and other financial institutions... 

Lending 
Sa~k,% i~ ~t~e’~’~ Report to Fed of 

A modest share of banks reported to the Federal Reserve System 
in a survey that they eased standards on mortgages during the 
third quarter, as demand for the loans weakened amid rising 
interest rates .... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage rates increased for the second consecutive week on 
stronger economic news, taking the average for the 30-year, 
fixed-rate mortgage up to 4.35 percent from 4.16 percent the 
previous week, Freddie Mac reported Nov. 14 .... 

Mortgages 
~,~ot~,~j~ge Ap~lic~tiot~s Drop 

Mortgage applications lost ground for the second week in a row 
as refinance and purchase loans both declined, the Mortgage 
Bankers Association said Nov. 13 .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Fair Lending 
Focus Shifts to ~[~s~’a~ce G~’o~ps~ C~se 

The U.S. Supreme Court late Nov. 15 dismissed a closely 
watched case on alleged housing discrimination after the parties 
reached settlement, shifting the spotlight to a case by insurance 
groups that has been in a holding a pattern since August... 

Enforcement 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency is signaling an 
important supervisory shift that could leave banks more exposed 
to enforcement action, a former top OCC official told an 
American Bar Association meeting Nov. 9 .... 

International Banking 
~ RS ObLai~s Court Permissio~ Lo Seek 

The Internal Revenue Service has obtained separate court 
orders, one on Nov. 7 and another on Nov. $2, granting 
permission to issue summonses requiring major U.S. banks to 
produce information about taxpayers who may hold undisclosed 
accounts... 

Securities 

The Securities and Exchange Commission’s Enforcement Division 
has expressed concerns to the SEC’s general counsel about 
defense lawyers possibly obstructing agency investigations, an 
event that could lead to disciplinary proceedings,... 

Directors and Officers 
FD[C Suit Tests Wherever Ba~k Officers 

A federal judge in West Virginia said on Nov. 14 that the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation can press ahead with a lawsuit 
against former officers of a failed bank, setting up a new test of 
whether corporate officers can claim protection... 

Securit~s 



Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman Mary 1o White 
said the agency’s attorneys are prepared for more trials that are 

likely to result from its new policy of requiring admissions from 

certain settling defendants .... 

Securities 

Securities class actions are at a "very critical" crossroads, said 

Max Berger, senior founding member of plaintiffs firm Bernstein 

Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP .... 

Payment Cards 

A credit card compliance services company, accusing a global 

payment processing company of forcing its merchant customers 

to buy its compliance services or double pay for those of an 

outside vendor, adequately stated tying and attempted... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

International Trade 
UoSo Agrees to Co~si4er ~r~cl~sion 

An unexpected breakthrough concerning financial services trade 

occurred during the second round of the Transatlantic Trade and 

Investment Partnership (~IP) talks in Brussels when the U.S. 

eased its resistance to European Union demands... 

European Union 

Nov. 15 O European Union finance ministers failed Nov. 15 to 

agree on the terms for a new agency to oversee an orderly 

closure of failed banks that is considered a vital plank in the EU 

banking union plan designed to shore up the European 

Economic... 

Capital 

The head of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision said 
Nov. 12 that he expects a tightening of global rules regarding 
how banks determine the riskiness of their banking and trading 
book assets for the purpose of determining their regulatory... 

Systemic Risk 

The Financial Stability Board Nov. :[1 issued a revision to its 
provisional list of global systemically important banks (G-SIBs) 
that would be subject to additional capital charges under its new 
too-big-to-fail rules, adding a Chinese bank... 

Foreign Accounts 

The head of Switzerland’s main banking federation played down 
any broader impact to the country’s banking sector arising from 
the latest U.S. legal action against a Swiss bank for its secret 
dealings with U.S. clients .... 

International Banking 

European Union plans to tighten financial savings tax rules and 

adopt an EU-wide information exchange scheme faced a familiar 

roadblock when Luxembourg and AustriaOthe only remaining EU 

member states with bank secrecy lawsOvetoed... 

Foreign Accounts 

The signing of the intergovernmental agreement between the 
U.S. and France marks a key development in implementing the 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act and symbolizes the ever- 
growing focus on information exchange as a means of curbing... 



International Banking 
New ~ndi~~ R~g~tio~s ~ke It E~si÷r 

New regulations issued by India’s central bank, the Reserve Bank 
of India (RBI), aim to open up the banking sector by making it 
easier for foreign banks to operate within the country .... 

Enforcement 
£U Co~issio~et’ Addresses U~S 

With the increased scrutiny of banking and the financial sector 
over the past few years, a European Commission official 
delivered remarks providing an update on the ompetition 
commission’s investigative and enforcement measures during... 

BNA INSIGHTS 

Earlier this year, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of 
New York, Preet Bharara, made headlines for bringing the largest 
online money laundering case ever. Over a span of seven years, 
Liberty Reserve~,a Costa Rican company... 

JOURNAL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicole Mastroiarmi <nicole.mas~oianni@mcveigh.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 3:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

*Final Contirmation - The Clearing ttouse 3rd Annual Cont~rence- November 21-22, 2013 

November 18, 2013 
Lissa Broome 
UNC School of Law 

The Clearing House Annual Conference 
November 21-22, 2013 

The Pierre Hotel 

2 E 61st Street 
New York, NY 10065 

Dear Lissa Broome: 
On behalf of The Clearing House, we are pleased to provide your final confirmation for 
The Clearing House Annual Conference taking place at The Pierre Hotel on November 21-22, 2013. 

~ 
The program will begin on Thursday, November 21,2013 at 7:30am with a 
breakfast at the Pierre Hotel. Please visit The Clearing House website at 
www.tchannuNconference.com for further details. 

If you have any logistical questions regarding your participation at this meeting, please contact our logistics partner, 
Nicole Mastroianni from McVeigh Associates by telephone at +1 631 789 8833, ext. 209 or e-mail at Nicole.mastroianni@mcveigh.com 
Thank you for your participation and we look forward to a successful conference! 
Warm Regards, 
The Clearing House Meeting Management Team 

A registration desk will be located in the Garden Foyer of the Pierre Hotel. A 
Name Badge and Program Book will be provided upon your arrival. Should 
you have any specific needs or requests during your attendance, the staff 
will be pleased to assist you. 
The temperature in New York City during the month of November averages 
54 degrees Fahrenheit during the day and 41 degrees Fahrenheit in the 
evenings. Business attire is appropriate for all meetings and men functions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Area foreclosures slowing; Crroup unveils ’Solazize Raleigh’ proposal 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Tria..."t{~)£ home foreclosures slowirl% but weYe not out of the 

GrouD ur-weib ’Soladze ~a~ei~£OS)osal Witmh $:L0hl arant from 

Duke: We W~i be more ’serially responsible~ with our 
endowment fund 

!;:0 s.oep..d [eSS or1 ~?}’~,eK-}~e ~BmercM~k shares adv)ce 

Weekly Editbr~ on Vou~ ~P~d o~ ~Pho~?e. N~>> 

......... ......X..£...QS.....L .~. ...................................... L ............. 12..£e ............. 2. ............ !.....£ .......... t Do~, ~o ...... ~6~..;00 for first tirne.., but =e..w..t Arne..dcan... b~nefi~ 

K,_.~e@~ ,~ ~,it ~c=ck~4~~g to make S~)~con VaHeg 
cent}cottons 



lock indicates content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USA TODAY High School Sports <editor@schedulestar,com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 3:28 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Vote tbr fl~e best high ~hool tbotball rivalr!! 

This is an advertising message from USA TODAY High School Sports 

If you no longer wish to receive promotional emails, click here to Lh~subsc~i~.2e 

~!!~_k__[-,_~,_-_~ to view our privacy policy 

This email was sent by: USA TODAY High Schoo~ Sports 

100 Emerson Lane Suite 1529 Bridgeville, PA, 15017, USA 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 4:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: J.P. Morgan, U.S. Reach Terms of $4 Billion in Consumer Relief 

&P. Morgan~ U.So Reach Terms of $4 Billion in 
Consumer Relief 

J.P. Morgan Chase has agreed to a $4 billion consumer-relief package that would pay for 

mortgage write-downs, demolition in blighted areas, and lower monthly payments for 

homeowners as part of its $13 billion deal with the government over soured mortgage 

securities, according to people familiar with the matter. 

The terms of the consumer-relief portion of the deal were being finalized Monday, paving 

the way for the overall deal to be announced later this week, the people said. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 









F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boston Universi~ Center for Finance, Law & Policy <jking@bu.edu;, 

Monday, November 18, 2013 4:57 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

CFLP Upcoming Events, including "Chinese Agricultural Investment in Latin America" on 11/22 

Chinese Agricultural 
k~vestment in Latin 
America 

p;oiecL ,%’--:(.i wiii i~ols a ssmh:al sedes in 

CHek here to read more about the evem. 

THE CENTER IN 
THE NEWS 
Bitcoin Pursues the Mainstream 

The New York Times 

October 30, 2013 

The currency knewn as bil¢om - a 

muchohyped and much-doubted type 
of digital cash that can be bought with 
~raditional money - has me.stly 
attracted attentioB for its popularly in 
the black market, aBd fer its wldly 
gyrating variation. 

even merchants are eyeing a far more 

convinced that bitcoin, though not 
wi(tely understood, offers a path to 
lower payment processing and mere 

bitcoiB to buy Hlegal guns in 
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American corporate law stands out when compared to other legal systems. At no time is this more apparent than with regard to the use of 
mandatory law. Corporate law in the United States is largely enabling, whereas most other countries around the globe rely heavily on mandatory 
corporate law. 

The traditional, if implicit, view seeks to explain this American exceptionalism by pointing to the phenomenon of regulatory competition. According to 
this view, regulatory competition has eroded mandatory corporate law norms in the United States, whereas the absence of such competition has 
allowed mandatory norms to persist in other countries. This narrative, however, confuses cause and effect. Regulatory competition exists where it 
is allowed to exist; the decisive question is why so many countries have chosen to protect their mandatory corporate law norms by suppressing 
regulatory competition while the United States has done the opposite. 

This article argues that efficiency considerations are key to understanding this mandatory law puzzle. The efficiency of enabling versus mandatory 
corporate law is not uniform across countries; instead, it depends on numerous social and institutional factors, particularly the efficiency of stock 

markets, ownership patterns, judicial infrastructure, and labor market flexibility. As a result, enabling corporate law is substantially more efficient in 

the United States than it is in Europe and many other countries. In other words, the U.S. commitment to private ordering in corporate law may not 

be a simple political choice that other countries can copy at will, but rather the reflection of various deep-seated institutional and social 

characteristics. 
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Business education at a Catholic university should engage students and faculty across the university in critically examining the purpose of business 
in society. Following the best practices of leading business schools, the Catholic business curriculum has mostly focused on the shareholder and 
stakeholder approaches - with the shareholder approach being the predominant view. Creatively engaging the Catholic Social Tradition (especially 
the "community of persons") can bring a richer appreciation of the purpose of business in our contemporary society than either the shareholder or 
stakeholder approaches. We argue that far more discretion to pursue various corporate purposes in manifold ways exists than is frequently 
appreciated by business managers and those who educate them. This article examines how, given this legal and moral discretion, the Catholic 
Social Tradition is a rich resource for teaching corporate purpose, and reveals how tapping into a religious tradition with a long philosophical 
discourse can shape a rich dialogue in the curriculum as to a company’s moral direction. We contrast two philosophies of business: an Association 
of Individuals (the shareholder and stakeholder approaches) and a Community of Persons (mission-centric approach), and their respective views of 
corporate purpose. While business scholars tend not to question their underlying anthropological presuppositions because of the desire to be 
"practical," a business education grounded in the liberal arts must engage the first principles of its discourse. 
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This paper, prepared for a University of Illinois College of Law symposium honoring Prof. Larry Ribstein, deals with the historical development of 

corporate law in the United States, focusing on the promise and perils of quantification. The paper is part of a larger project where we have 
already deployed the "anti-director rights index" (ADRI), a well-known mechanism for quantifying the protection various nations’ corporate laws 

offer investors, to "score" Delaware corporate law from the turn of the 20th century to the present day (htt~://ssra.com/abstract= 

We are currently expanding our research by investigating two additional bodies of corporate law (Illinois and the Model Business Corporations Act) 

and by taking into account as a second measure of corporate law an "anti-self-dealing index" (ASDI) that focuses on regulation of transactions 
between a company and those who control it. We identify in this paper various reasons for undertaking a quantitative, historically-oriented 

analysis of U.S. corporate law. The paper focuses primarily, however, on the logistical challenges associated with such an inquiry. We indicate that 

it is impossible to code U.S. corporate law historically with clinical precision but nevertheless conclude that the quantification exercise in which we 

are currently engaging should provide sufficient insights to be worthwhile. 
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In this study, the author examines whether after 1 October 2011 (when the new Romanian Civil Code entered into force), to what extent the 
creditor may enforce the shares (portions of the share capital of the limited-liability-company) belonging to its debtor, corroborating art. 66 of the 
Law no. 31/1990 on companies by Art. 1887 of the new Civil Code. 

One reaches the conclusion that the enforcement of the creditor on the shares in question is more illusory than real. That is, a number of de lege 
ferenda proposals are made, meaning that the right of enforcement on the debtor’s shares should change from a utopia into a reality. 
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It has become apparent that newly-disclosed attacks on Information Technology infrastructure have reached crisis proportions. Therefore, a focus 

on IT governance must be a major priority of management and every corporate board. Issues involving Information Technology are uniquely 
complex and involve engineering skills that quickly become obsolete in this era of rapid technological change. Here, suggestions are offered about 

the value of a Chief Information Security Officer and recommendations are made for improving cybersecurity. An examination of recent threats will 

hopefully assist in bringing a greater understanding of their nature and increased focus on IT governance to the agenda in every boardroom. 
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The debate about the appropriate standards for upstream corporate social responsibility (CSR) of multinational corporations (MNCs) has been on 
the public and academic agenda for some three decades. The debate originally focused narrowly on "contract responsibility" of MNCs for monitoring 
of upstream contractors for "sweatshop" working conditions violating employee rights. The authors argue that the MNC upstream responsibility 
debate has shifted qualitatively over time to "full producer responsibility" involving an expansion from "contract responsibility" in three distinct 
dimensions. First, there is an expansion of scope from working conditions to human rights and social and environmental impacts broadly defined. 
Second, there is expansion in depth of this bi’oader responsibility to the whole upstream supply chain without regard to contracting status. 
Upstream responsibility now includes all suppliers, including direct contractors and the chain of suppliers to such contractors. Finally, the change in 
CSR scope and depth has led to an evolution of CSR management practice. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Explosions Near IraJ~ian Embassy in Beirut Kill at Least Seven 

Explosions Near iranian Embassy in Beirut Izdll at Least 
Seven 

Two explosions struck near the Iranian embassy in the Lebanese capital of Beirut, killing at 

least seven people, according to the Associated Press. 

A security official speaking on condition of anonymity said the explosions killed seven and 

wounded more than a dozen. It was not immediately clear what had caused the explosions. 
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Whether as a matter of duty, ethics, or utility, lawyers give reasons for their actions all the time. In the various venues in which legal skills must be 

employed, reason-giving is required in some, expected in others, desired in many, and useful in most. This Essay underscores the pervasiveness of 

reason-giving in the practice of law and the consequent necessity of lawyers developing a skill at giving reasons. 

This Essay examines reason-giving as an innate human characteristic related directly to our need for answers, it briefly surveys the scholarship on 
reason-giving, including an analysis of its presence in law and legal institutions. The Essay includes a brief discussion of the intersection of reason- 
giving and ethics. By requiring persons -- particularly state actors -- to provide reasons for their actions, we can induce more ethical behavior. At 
the same time, however, lawyers and law students must develop ethical standards in their provision of reasons when asked or required to give 
reasons for their actions. Understanding then that reason-giving is a skill required for effective and ethical lawyering, the Essay proceeds to 
emphasize the pedagogical importance of (a) teaching an understanding of reason-giving’s prevalence in law; and, (b) nurturing the discrete habit 
and skill of reason-giving in legal education as a foundational trait of good lawyering. The Essay concludes with a case study equating the law 
school exam-taking process with administrative law decision-making and law school grading with the process of judicial review of agency action. In 
this case study, agency is to student as judge is to law professor. 

Greater recognition of the role of the reason-giving lawyer -- along with recognition and strengthening of the parts of legal education that help 

inculcate the reason-giving skill -- should improve our understanding of when, how, and under what conditions reason-giving must occur for the 
effective functioning of the legal system and for effective lawyering. 
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The history of the development of protection from short delivery is a complex story of judicial and academic ignorance of law and facts. Sir 
Mackenzie Chalmers’ statutory formulation of the right to correct delivery was derived without deviation from Judah Benjamin’s 1868 work on sales. 
However, Benjamin’s formulation was flawed, yet it led to uncritical acceptance by Chalmers’, amongst others, of a highly unsatisfactory rule of law. 
This article considers the history of the case law on short delivery, leading up to the 1893 codification. The operation of the statutory rule further 
illustrates the depth of confusion which remained following codification. A comparison with the history of short delivery in the United States 
demonstrates that the confusion within the English system could easily have been avoided. 
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This paper builds on Larry Ribstein’s path-breaking work concerning the role of lawyers and bar associations in jurisdictional competition and law 
production. According to Ribstein, unauthorized practice of law (UPL) rules, which create barriers to entry preventing out-of-state attorney and 
other professionals from providing services, can actually encourage the development of higher quality legal rules in a state. Ribstein’s work also 
focused on the role of contractual choice clauses in promoting jurisdictional competition for substantive and procedural legal rules. This paper builds 
on his insights by incorporating the increasingly important role of arbitration into Ribstein’s framework and testing empirically for possible effects of 
jurisdictional competition for arbitration business. We also consider and empirically test for the potential effects of jurisdictional competition on the 
production of law, including special rules exempting arbitration from ordinary UPL rules and state laws concerning arbitration. Our findings suggest 
that the adoption of a liberal UPL rule may have a significant effect on attracting legal business, but most other legal changes do not. Moreover, 
our findings also suggest that some (although not all) of these legal reforms are enacted as coordinated packages, validating Ribstein’s insights 
about the political economy of law production. Finally, our findings suggest that lawyers in many states are finding ways to cleverly respond to 
international competitive pressures while simultaneously insulating domestic dispute resolution from similar forces, a dynamic not explored in 
Ribstein’s work, and the Supreme Court’s strong preemptive stance toward the Federal Arbitration Act may be fueling this segregation. 
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Commentary on a recent California decision dealing with a claim of agreed boundaries and criticism of the doctrine requiring that there be evidence 
of an actual agreement in addition to existence of the boundary itself. 
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The revenues resulted from interests and fees regulated by the credit agreement - upon which the parties have expressed their legal wills freely 
and knowing the law - are revenues clearly determined or at least determinable. Therefore, depriving the bank of the considerations that are 
legally established by the ongoing contracts acts as a detriment to property within the meaning of European Court of Human Rights, these rights 
being assimilated, from the perspective of European Court of Human Rights, with the notion of good. 
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Daily Briefing, Nov. 19: QRM, Take II; Payday-Like Products Endangered 

Lenders are mostly relieved that regulators 
broadened an exemption for mortgage 
securitizers to avoid a 5% risk retention 
requirement, but some are focusing on the plan’s 
potential impact on securities backed by 
leveraged commercial loans. 

Bank; Credit Union Defend ’Payday’ 

Products as Crackdown Looms 

First Financial Service in Kentucky and State 
Employees’ Credit Union in North Carolina 
believes their products are responsible and avoid 
taking advantage of borrowers. But they are 
concerned that the CFPB could pressure them to 
end their programs. 

Trading of Leveraged Loans in Secondary 

The surge in collateralized loan obligations, rising 
interest rates and other factors drove trading in 
leveraged loans to $391 billion at Sept. 30. The 
full-year total is expected to be a record, even as 
banks ease off CLOs. 
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products and services. 

Known for practical 

compliance guidance, 

Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

policies, procedures, 

audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 

office, LexisNexis~3 

SheshunoffTM has you 

covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

rese~/ed. 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 



Student Loan Marke~ Headed for Crisis, 
CFPB Warns 

The swelling trillion-dollar student loan market is 
missing key data and regulations necessary to 
head off another financial crisis, according to 
Rohit Chopra, the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau’s top official in charge of dealing with 
student loans. 

By Department 

Moven, Green Dot Bank Aim to Make S~ow 
Payr~ent Process Transparent 

Lew Goodwin, head of Green Dot Bank, and Alex 
Sion, president of Moven, hope to draw market 
share away from traditional banks with their 
digital banking offerings. One method: telling 
consumers at all times where their money is. 

Student Loan Marke~ Headed for Crisis, 

Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 

~ 
W ealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grc~,~, 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

services in response to 

consumer demand. 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 
CFPB Warns 

and small banks, 
which are jumping 

excellence and faster time 
headlong into the to market. The swelling trillion-dollar student loan market is business and 

missing key data and regulations necessary to catering to the less 
head off another financial crisis, according to affluent clients 
Rohit Chopra, the Consumer Financial Protection ignored by large 
Bureau’s top official in charge of dealing with banks. 
student loans. 

Bank, Credit Union Defend ’Payday’ 

Products as Crackdown Looms 

First Financial Service in Kentucky and State 
Employees’ Credit Union in North Carolina 
believes their products are responsible and avoid 
taking advantage of borrowers. But they are 
concerned that the CFPB could pressure them to 
end their programs. 

Why Banks Are Stil~ Wary of Risk Retention 

Lenders are mostly relieved that regulators 
broadened an exemption for mortgage 

o securitizers to avoid a 5 ~ risk retention 
requirement, but some are focusing on the plan’s 
potential impact on securities backed by 
leveraged commercial loans. 

Tra~"ing of Le~eraged Loans in Secondary 

Markets Nears Record 

The surge in collateralized loan obligations, rising 
interest rates and other factors drove trading in 
leveraged loans to $391 billion at Sept. 30. The 
full-year total is expected to be a record, even as 
banks ease off CLOs. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-!809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chris Speer, Equality NC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:11 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Tomorrow is our Tmnsgender Day of Remembrance 

I’ll Never Stop Fighting for Equality 

This year, Equality NC is is partnering with a ~’eat group of amazing sponsor% ineln?dng LGBT Centee 
of Raleigh, Human Rigl~[s CampMgn of Raleigh; NC Harm Reduction Coalition, Sl~ades of 
P~olde, and the ’£ransge~de*° lnltlattve, to host several events to commemorate TDoR, memo[{alize 
khose we’ve IosL and recommit to our edleetive pledge to never stop fighting for EGBT Equality in Not’ah 
Catalina a~ d heyo~ d, 

V~*HAT: TDoR Candlelight Vigil 

D,q-IERE: The ( ?apitol Buiiding (Fayetreville St. & W. Morgal~ St., Raleigh, NC 276o~) 

~HEN: Evenks be~n at 6 p.m. 

Fair-minded folks from a~I across the state. 

B tt that’s not all. North Carolina’s Transgender Day of Remengx’anee is also going statewide, inelu~£ng 

events hosted by our fi~ends at Just Us For AiI in ~hevi]le. I~’arn more 

No ma~er who you are or where you live, please bol~or our Transgender Day of Ren~emhra~ce, on 

N ovember 2o, by attending a eommunRy or online even~ near you 

Because weql never stop fighting lbr Equality, 

Chris Speer 

Equality NC 

Tell a Friend 



To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Di[ectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:55 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

November 19, 2013: JPMorgan Agrees to $13 Billion... 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

Tod~:S [[~# H~d!i!~e ............................................................................................................. 

JPlVlorgan Agrees to $t3 Billion Accord 

"JPMorgan Chase & Co. has resolved the last obstacles to a record $13 

billion settlement of civil state and U.S. probes over the sale of mortgage 
bonds," confim~ San Francisco Chronicle (Nov. 19, Kopecki, Schoenber9) 
sources, "clearing the way for a deal today after months of ne.gotiations." The 
agreement includes a previously announced $4 billion settlement that ended a 
2011 Federal Housing Finance Agency lawsuit. The deal would ma[k ~he 
biggest combination of fines and damages ext[acted by the U.S. government 
in a civil settlement with any single company. Acco[ding to the Chronicle, "the 
Justice Depariment is still probing JPMorgan’s recruiting practices in Asia, 
energy ~rading, and its [elationship wi~h Penzi scheme operate[ Bernard 
Madeff. The New York-based bank has tapped $8 billion of $28 billion in 
resel’,~es set aside since 2010 to cover legal costs." 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 19, Barrett, Fitzpatrick) notes that the historic 
accord does end a number of investigations and lawsuits tar.goring soured 
mortgage bonds issued prior to the economic meltdown. "The consumer-relief 
component was the most corr~plex pad of H~e pacL" adds the newspaper, 
"and the J~stice Depadment asked the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) for assistance in the final negotiations." The settlement 
tops ~he $4.5 billion ext[acted from BP PLC for its Deepwa~er Horizon disaster 
in the Gulf of Mexico and ~he $3 billion paid by drug maker GlaxeSmithKline 
PLC for illegally marketing drugs and withholding safety data from U.S. 
regulators. "The pact also marks the toughest action taken yet on the 
financial crisis by ~he Obama administration," conck~des the Journal, "which 
has been criticized by Democ[ats and some Republicans for not pursuing 
more aggressively criminal charges against bank executives for conduct 
leading up to the crisis." 

The Columbus Dispatch (Nov. 19) adds that the $4 billion portion of the deal 
would pay for write-downs of mortgage loans, lower monthly payments for 
homeowners, and demolition in blighted areas. According ~o the publication, 
"the a.( reement is to require JPMorgan to spend the money by the end of 
2016 under the watch of an independent monitor." HUD oecretary Shaun 
Donovan was personally involved with the negotiations. 

shareFTT~ 

Pub Co Sum~ey Headline 

CemP!!m~r!t~ni NACD W~bir!a!: ....................................................................................... 

Disruptive Technologies: What Boards Need to Know 
December 19, 2013 
2-3 p.m. 

Companies today operate in a [apidly changing world where economic cycles 
can be rneasu[ed in months instead of yea[s, and technology can render a 
b~siness unit obsolete nearly overnighi. While emerging trends like big data, 
cloud computing, mobile technologies, and social media increase operational 
capabilities and aid now c[itical Ibr competitive perlorrnance, the convergence 
of these new technologies also presents new risks. As a result, it is clear that 
information technology (IT) should be part of the boardroom’s discussions on 
strategy. 

Check ~or la~e-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern 

[~ KPMG AC, Fall Roundtable Series ] 

Find an NAOD Chapter Program 

~i NACD MobileSidebar ] 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 
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Listening? 

Tune4n for a complimentary webinar to explore gaps in knowledge and 
Peer Exchanges 

address the implications of emerging technologies. Learn more and reqister. 



ShareF]C]C~ 

Audit and Finance 

U,S. Companies ~ncreasingly Going North of the Border to List Their 
Stock 

The Dallas Mornin.q News (Nov. 18, Deener) has learned that more and more 
U.S. companies are finding an alternative for their financing needs on the 
To~onto $~ock Exchange (TSX). "Almost 4,000 companbs are listed on ~h~s 
MPebct~on~c exchange," notes the newspaper, "and some 350 of them 
based outsMe of Canada. An addifiona~ 2,000 companies are ~isted on the 
~X-Ventu~e Exchange, a feeder exchange to the TSX that caters to smaller, 
emetging companbs." Going state by state, mo~e than ~wo dozen Texas 
companies now 1fade on the Teronlo exchanges~ Dallas-based M~lestone 
Apa~ments REIT, which owns approximately 17,000 apa~ments, raised $228 
million when ~ went puMic and lis~ed on the TSX back in this year’s firs~ 
qua~ter~ M~eslone CEO Robert Land~n notes thal the public oftedng was 
actually oversubscribed, meaning there was more demand for the REITs 
shares than supply. Milestone would have been a relatively small p~aye[ on 
the New Yolk Stock Exchange, but ~ ~anks as the larges~ U.S.~based 
commercia~ RE~T on 1he TSX~ "That translates ~nto robust anMyst coverage," 
concludes the Morning Newsy. 

Share~ 

Asian ten, parties Turn to Offshore Loans for Cheap Cash 

"Asian companies are rushing to raise cash by turning to fere[gn-currency 
loans while interest rates abroad are low," reports the Wall Street Journal 

(Nov. 18, Trivedi)~ Thomson Reutem notes that the vaJue 
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the PM~ipp~nes, and V~etnam tallied $36 billion 
dudng the first 10 months of tMs year - a 52 percent ~ncrease from the same 
period a year ead~e~. These five emerghsg markets are home to volatile 
currencies ~ha~ were h~ hard by a past summeCs selbff when ~he U~S. 
Federal Reserve signaled ~t could begh~ w~nding down ~ts bond-buy~ng p~og~am 
later tMs year. To date, easy-mo~ey po~cbs have kept g~oba~ benchmark 
interest rates low, but rates couM c~#~b ~f the central bank does #~deed pare 
its bond purchases. "As~an companies are thimty fer cash/’ holes the 
Journal, "as they bok 1o expand operations o~ fund acquisitions abroad 
debt." 

Share~ 

NLRB to Sue WaiqViart Over Labor issues 

MarketWatch (Nov. 18, Golds~ein) has learned that ~he National Labor 
Relations Board (NLRB) has vowed to file la~’~uits against Y’~’bl-Mart Stores 
on behalf of employees if they are unable to reach a settlement. "The actions 
concern ~he ~kin9 of 117 WaFMar~ wo[kers," notes ~he puMbatbn, "some of 
whom were fired after going on stdke2 The Arkansas-based rela~l giant has 
p~blicly d~sag~eed with the stance of the NLRB’s Dbis~on of Advbe. "Th~s ~s 
just a p~oced~ra~ step," a WaFMa~ spokesman said, "and we wi~ p~rsue 
options ~o defend ~he company because we believe ou~ actions wel~ 1ega1 and 
justified." 

8hare~ 

Cryo--Cell Shareholder Fiies Suit, Alieges lViisconduct 

The Tampa Bay Business Journal (Nov. 18, Manning) reports tha~ Ki Yong 
Choi, % sharehoMer who controls about 20 percent of the common stock d 
Chic-Cell International Inc., has filed a complaint against top executives and 
some cu[rent and former directors of ~he corapany, alleging breach of duty to 
stockholders and misconduct." The sharehoMer led a failed attempt in 2012 to 
take control of the stem cell presewation company’s board of directors. "It 
was the second consecutive year shareholders decided a proxy contest at 
Cryo~Cell," no~es the publication. The la~est coraplaint cites co~CEO David 
and Mark Portnoys’ executive compensation, as well as the appointment of 
friends and associates to positions of power at the company. It also says the 
co-CEOs mis[epresented C[~/o-Cell’s Iinancial position a~ the 2012 annual 
meeting. 

ShareFT]-~ 

MF G~oba~ Ordered to Pay $1.2 Billion 

"Mr Global has been ordered to pay $I .2 billion in ~estitution to customers 
who lost money when the company collapsed in bankruptcy in 2011/’ USA 
Today (Nov. 18, McCoy) confirms. The restitution payment is pa~ of an earlier 
consent order issued by a federa~ cou~ in New York tl~at also requires the 
former broker~dealer ~o pay a $100 mH1ion civil penalty~ Tha~ penalty ~s to be 
paM afle~ MF G~oba~ has fu~y pa~d customers and some pdodty cred~tom. The 
order by U.S. Distdct Cou~ Judge Victor Marrero arises from a June cou~ 
comp~a~n~ in which ~he Commodity Futures T~d~ng Commissbn charged MF 
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Global and other defendants with unlawful use of customer funds. "MY Global 
admitted ~o the allegations based on acts and omissions by its employees," 
the newspaper added. 

Share[~"~ 

¢o[p£[ate G£Ye[nan~ ......................................................................................................... 

Tips for Women Eager to Break Through the Boardroom Glass Ceiling 

Huffin.qton Post Canada (Nov. 18)columnist Andrea E. Bolger offers tips 
based on her own experience as a boa[d member of not-fo[-profiis and boards 
within RBC to help other women become dh~ctors. Suggestion one [s to 
understand the responsibi[[fies of being a board member and to de,ermine 
focus. She wdtes, "~ sta~ed w~tl~ not-for-profit organizations and focuse~ 
what ~ was passionate about - children~ education, the fiDht against cancer 
and diabetes - and ~hen used my own network ~o find organizations which f[~ 
my ~nterests." The second tip is to "develop your network." Understanding 
how to make the most of your personal and business COnnections ~S critical 
when tryin9 to gair~ a board seat. Tip [h[ee is "ensu[e you have support." 
feduna~e to work fer an orBanizafion [RBq that encourages th~s," Boiger 
stated, "and I’ve been aMe to effectively balance my job and my board 
[esponsib~lJt~es as a result." Suggestion four is 1o be thorough ~n your due 
d~gence. Finally, Bolger urges aspiring female d~rectors to build 1heir sM~ls~ 
"Just getting onto a board shouldn’t be a goa~ ~n and of ~tse~f," she concludes. 
"Once you’ve joined, make sure to explore the vadous committees and 

Sha[e~ 

Most Board Directors Bay Privacy Programs on Par With Peers’, ,Survey 
Shows 

Business Insurance (Nov. I8, Greenwald) cites a new survey by 
Price~’~aterhouseCoopers in [eporfing that "82 percent of board directors 
believe their data privacy programs are similar in scale and effectiveness to 
those of their peer o[ganizations." However, needy half - 47 pe~;ent - el the 
370 participants said that while they were a~’~are of privacy issues, they were 
unaware of their impact. Another 13 persent said they were not aware of such 
issues at all, while the remaining 40 percent claimed they were aware of 
privacy issues and their irr~pacL The survey further found that 39 percen~ of 
respondents said they discuss privacy issues at the board level annually, 
while 23 percent discuss them quarterly and 15 percent discuss them 
semiannually. 

Share~qT~ 

Coal{t{on Poised to Introduce Womef) Quotas on Germaf) Boards 

The Financial Times (Nov. 18, Bryant) reports that "Germany’s new coalition 
government is poised to force lis~ed German companies to fill 30 pe[cen~ of 
nomexecutive board seats with female candidates from 2016." In addition, 
under a tentative agreement hammered out by Christian Democratic and 
Social Democratic party negotiators, companies will be required by 2015 to 
establish individual binding ~arge~s ~o increase female representation in ~op 
management. Until now, German firms have set voluntary targets to increase 
female representation in key management positions. However, females 
presently fill only 17.4 percent el positions on the supervisory boa[ds of ~he 
top 160 listed German companies and only 6.1 percent of bea[d seats, notes 
FiDar, a German initiative that seeks greater female board representation. 
"Under the new coalition proposals," the Times notes, "companies who 
cannot find women to fill at least 30 percent el supe~viso~’r’ board seats will be 
forced to leave those seats vacant until ihey do." 

Share[~q~ 

Retiring ~arathon Oi~ CEO Joins Another Big4’,~ame Board 

The Houston Business Journal (Nov. 18, Ryan) has learned tha~ Cla[ence 
Cazalet, who is retiring as chairman and CEO of Marathon Oil Corp. at the 
end of the year, has agreed to join Spectra Energy Corp.’s board of directors 
as el Dec. 1. On that same date, Cazalot will also join FMC Technologies 
Inc.’s board. "And, he already sewes on the beard of directors fer Baker 
Hughes h~c., the American Petroleum h~stitute, and the Greater Houston 
Partnership," the Business Journal notes. Cazalot has over four decades of 
experience working wi[h oil and gas companies in the exploration and 
preduction field. Spectra Chairman Bill Esrey remarks, "W]th the addition of 
the Express-Platte crude oil pipeline system into our portfolio, we welcome 
Clarence’s extensive exploration and production knowledge and history to ~he 

board." 

S ha re[’TT’T’r~ 

Director E~ected in Proxy Fight Resigns After Eight Months 

The Las Veqas Review-Journal fNov. 18, Stutz) ~ports thai Daniel Silvers, "a 
~epresentafive d an International Game Technology (IGT) outside investor, 
tesigned his seat on the slot machine rnanufacturer’s board of directors eight 



months after a contentious proxy fight landed him on the corporate governing 
body." Additionally, IGT’s board has vo~ed not ~o replace Silvers, ~hus 
reducing the panel’s size from 10 members to nine. IGT stated that S~vers’ 
pdnc~pa~ occupation and business assocmtion had changed. He had been an 
executive w~th Ader Investment Management, which ~s controlled by former 
gaming analyst Jason ~de[. According to an SEC fi~ing, ~de[ Investment has 
teamed w~th Cumberland Associates to form ~,1 Spfin# Asset Management. 
The newspaper notes that S~vers offered to resign "in accordance w~th the 
company’s corpo[ate governance policy." Ead~e[ Jn the year, Ade[ sougM to 
replace members of the ~GT board w~th three candidates. Only S~ve~ was 
e~eded at the end of the firs~ qua~er. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Capita CEO Pau{ Pindar ,Steps Down 

MarketWatch (Nov. 18, Panchal} confirms ~hat Paul Pindar has announced 
his [e~iremen~ as CEO of Capita PLC. Pindar is leaving Capita "to estaM~sh a 
portfolio of private equity oppo~un~ies, a~ongs~de his role as executive 
chairman of ~ntegrated Denta~ Ho~dhsgs," adds the p~bl~cafion. P~ndar wi~ a~so 
s~ep down fl’om the ou~sourcing company’s board of d~rectors on Feb. 28. He 
will be succeeded in 1he cMef executive’s posl by Andy Parker, who currently 
seR~es as Cap~ts’s deputy chief executive officer and joint chad operating 

officer, 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

~eplace, Smith Cente~ 

UNC is considering replacing the Smith Center, 

which opened in 1986, with a new arena. At the least, 

a renovation project seems certain. 

Ny weekly AP top 25 ballot 

Andrew Carter is a voter in the 

Associated Press top 25 college 

basketball poll. Here is his ballot. 

North 

Carolina will 

attempt to 

keeo it 

Be~mor~[ 83, UNC 80: The look 

back 

Stunning That’s the one word that 

might best describe North 

Carolina’s 83-80 loss against 

Belmont. 

Belmont 

celebrated an 

834~0 victory 

at North 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into Lh~~)unte 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~:~2t?!#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DICK’S Sporting Goods <DSG@email.dcsg.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:59 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

2 Days Only - Save $15, $20 or $25 Online + Free Shipping! 



IHE PERFECIGiFI EVERY 

IN IRODL:OiN(3 IHE 

SPORTING GOODS GiFT LOOKER 

¯ _.i.~ GiPl CARDS ,,MqE P~RFECT FO~-~ 

E~,~ER ’~’ONE O.N ’fOUR {.iS[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Roscoe <broscoe@thatsgreatnews.com > 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Ready for delivery - your press plaque for Roy Williams ON RECRUITING 

Hetlo Roy, 

See, touch, ho~d and feel yoQr plaqQe without paying 

My ~eam here think I’ve finely ~ost my marbles bu~ Fnl deadly sedeus abo~t the offer I’m abou~ 

to make you~ 

want to send you your press article mou~ted on a plaque for a 30 day free inspection. There 

~s no obligation to b~y, no risk for you. 

I’m olfer#~ you [his because you ca~ on~y appreciete how good your a~t~cie looks on a high 

quaH~y p~aque by he~ding and [e~.~ch#~ ~t. 

~ake up you[ ow~ m~d when you’ve the plaque ~ you[ hands. ~f you don’t love it a~d don’t 

w~nt to keep it, jL~st tel us, rip up the invoice ~nd we’l arr~nge and pay for return shipping. 

The cost of the plaque, should you decide you want to keep it, is $169.00. 

Its already been e while since ye~.~ eppeared in print, this plaque will ens~.~re your success is not 

forgotten rethe~ it contim.~es to be a topic of corwersation. 

Oaf us on 1-888~681-2942 to get straight through to someone who can answer yo~r questions 

a~d ar~nge for you~ plaque to be delvered. 

I’m keeping tMs free inspection offer open unit the end of next week. 

Celebratng your great ilews, 

Bob Roscoe 

PS There is no catch, our 200,000 happy customers are testame~st to that. tt only takes a minute 

to get the plaque delivered to you before deciding if you wish to buy. 

That’s Great News 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Plazabridge Group <info@plazabridgegroup.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

PBG Insights -- November 2013 

PlazaBridge Group Insights -- November 19, 20i3 

Good to Great and the Manaqie# of E×ietie~ Teams 

The iuxury af hiring" superstars" ta build eut a successful 

team is rarely P)und when you hhe inta a newcampany or get 

promeied La manage a new/bigger team Replacing lew 

best Far one: finding, chaosing and integrating ’superstars" 

is net wi~heu~ risk. Objectiw~ hiring dak~ suggests that i~ is a 

50150 prapasitian on choasing the best candidaie .... 

Read More 

How improving Your Business 

Process Can Staqaate ~naovation 

& Growth 

The business world is all abuzz 

(BPR) But ane hasio step and ask: 

i.~ Screen Shot 
2013435-28 st 
9.38.45 AM 

Don’t leave it to chance. Follow these steps to 

ensure you[ product gets funding, lures customers 

and finds great success. So you want to star a new 

company or create a breakthrough product or 
service7 You’ve probably read all the industry reports 

on the growth [rends for mobile apps, tile raarket 

briefs on software as ... 

Read More ~ 

B2B sales has experieP, ced dramatic changes and 

orgaP, izaJons are struggling to keep pace 

5 Simple Strate_qies to !ncrease Sales Revenue in 2814 

I 
:: ~,~ Challenge the 
:: Status Quo 

Entrepreneurial companies all too often spend their time 

focused on building great products and solutions, hiring the 

right people, se~ing up their corporate entities, creating 

operational efficiencies, hiring the best iawyers, accountants 

and programmers, and launching beautiful brand identities. 

Finally they hire a great sales team and say "Go fo~h and 

sellF T,~en what? The .. 



27701 

Update Profile/Email Address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wolters Kluwer Law & Business <Vy3~LB@go,wolterskluwerlb,com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:21 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

Join Us in Our Celebration 25 tbr 25 

25 for 25 

In celebration of the 25th anniversary of Kluwer Law International, Welters Kluwer Law& 

Business is offering a 25% loyalty discount on all KLI and WKL&B print titles through Wednesday 

November 20th. 25 for 25. 

At Welters Kluwer Law & Business, we connect legal and business professionals, educators, 

and law students with timely, specialized authoritative content and solutions We deliver expert 

commentary and analysis of legal and regulatory compliance information worldwide through our 

many expert authors, contributors, and editors, covering the key issues important to you, 

including: arbitration, antitrust and competition law, banking and finance, employment and labor 

law, intellectual property, securities, taxation, and more. Join us in our celebration! 

vwvw.wolte rs kluwe rl b. co m 

Call your Wolters Kluwer or 

KLI Sales Representative at 

t-800-638-8437 for more 

information, or go to our 

eStore and enter in the 

following promotion code 

WKWBD.~ 

* For new purchases only. 

Some exclusions apply. 

Valid until 11/20/13 

12:00 a.m. EST 

CLICK HERE to rr:ar~a~e your emai[ p~’efere’~c*’:< or Crick Here t~.~ opt o~t 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Fjeld <bounce@tx~unce.myngp.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

My Statement on Congressman CoNe’s Retirement 

Dear Lissa, 

We got some exciting news khis morning and I wanted you to be 

one of the first to know. Our campaign has received the support of 

EMILY,S List, a national community of three million women 

joined ~n the goal to help elect Democratic women to office~ 

SLephanie Schriock, President of EN[LY’s List, said these kind 

words in their press release this morning. 

@Laura Field understands the challenges North Carolina women 

and working families face~ and will use her background in 

education and business to be an effective and tireless advocate 

for ~hem in Congress,,. poised ~o become the first woman elected 

to North Carolina@s .Sixth Congressional District, the growing 

ENZLY@s List community,., is proud to fend our support to help 
her shatter rite glass ceiling. @ 

I know with your support and the support of ENILY@s List, we can 

win this race and fight for North Carolina@s women and families 

m the halls of Congress. Doing so however, comes at a hefty 

price; with over 450,000 voters to reach in the 6th District we@ll 

need to raise a minimum of $230,000 for just one mailing. 

Help us raise the funds we need to communicate with the voters 

of the 6th District by makinq a contribution today! A donation of 

$64, $128, or $320 helps the campaiqn send out 100, 200 or 500 

pieces of literature, allowing us to reach up to 1,000 voters in the 

district. 

Please click the link above to help us keep the momentum going 

by making a contribution today, it will absolutely make a 

difference in our efforts! 

I thank you for your generosity and support, and look forward to 

seeing you on the campaign trail soon. 

Kind regards, 



P,S, With the active support of friends like you, we can win this 

race arid help change Congress! 

PAID FOR BY LAURA FJELD FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE 

PO Box 635 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from u~ please nnsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Fjeld <bounce@tx~unce.myngp.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Exciting News for fl~e Campaign! 

Dear Lissa, 

We got some exciting news khis morning and I wanted you to be 

one of the first to know. Our campaign has received the support of 

EMILY,S List, a national community of three million women 

joined ~n the goal to help elect Democratic women to office~ 

SLephanie Schriock, President of EN[LY’s List, said these kind 

words in their press release this morning. 

@Laura Field understands the challenges North Carolina women 

and working families face~ and will use her background in 

education and business to be an effective and tireless advocate 

for ~hem in Congress,,. poised ~o become the first woman elected 

to North Carolina@s .Sixth Congressional District, the growing 

ENZLY@s List community,., is proud to fend our support to help 
her shatter rite glass ceiling. @ 

I know with your support and the support of ENILY@s List, we can 

win this race and fight for North Carolina@s women and families 

m the halls of Congress. Doing so however, comes at a hefty 

price; with over 450,000 voters to reach in the 6th District we@ll 

need to raise a minimum of $230,000 for just one mailing. 

Help us raise the funds we need to communicate with the voters 

of the 6th District by makinq a contribution today! A donation of 

$64, $128, or $320 helps the campaiqn send out 100, 200 or 500 

pieces of literature, allowing us to reach up to 1,000 voters in the 

district. 

Please click the link above to help us keep the momentum going 

by making a contribution today, it will absolutely make a 

difference in our efforts! 

I thank you for your generosity and support, and look forward to 

seeing you on the campaign trail soon. 

Kind regards, 



P,S, With the active support of friends like you, we can win this 

race arid help change Congress! 

PAID FOR BY LAURA FJELD FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE 

PO Box 635 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from u~ please nnsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Afghans: Obama to Acknowledge War Mistakes 

Afghans: Obama to Acknowledge ~Var Mistakes 

President Barack Obama has agreed to an Afghan request to acknowledge U.S. mistakes 

made during the war as a condition for Kabul allowing American troops to operate in the 

country after next year, the Afghan government said. 

President Hamid Karzai requested that Mr. Obama write a letter in exchange for softening 

his opposition to letting American forces raid Afghan homes after the coalition’s mandate 

expires in December 2014, said his spokesman, Aimal Faizi. If made, this American 

gesture would be reciprocated by Kabul’s agreement to allow such raids in circumstances 

when American lives are at risk, he said. 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 











Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvmd Alumni Gazette <comtn@harvard.edt~- 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L ~:lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Smith Campus Center Unveiled, BRA Approves Allston Plan 

A generous giR from Richard Smith SB The Boston Redevelopment Authori~ 

’46 and his wife, Su~n, will transform has unanimously approved Hazard’s 

Holyoke Center into an impo~ant 10-year development plan in Ailston. 

Universi~ common space. 

~X Subscribetotheaaily R{~e~ve tBe Latest N{~ws D~y 
Gazette 

Sign up for the Hazard Gaze#e and receive a daily email 

digest of Universi~ news, facul~ research, and campus 

even~ from Haward’s official newspaper. 



UNIVERSITY UPDATES 

News 

Harvard Corporat.ion Trr,’..~sitior~s 

Features 

Chaos Theol?: Patterns in Cancer’s Chaos ~k~m~r~ate Tumor Evok~tior~ 

Hatt,a~d Mag~zJne: Teachi~~g StudeWts to S~ow Dowr~ 

Eng~neer~lg a Better Ufe 

P~of Herman =Dutch= Leonard Puts F>h~pp~nes Relief Wo~k ~nto Perspective 

~ulti~edia 

Sour~dC~oud: A Reading of the OeKysburg Address 

Video: Ai~y~h[i~g Could [{appe~ a~ Ha~va~d 

8oundCIoud: Em~l~ans~ Ve{das EdM ’98, EdO ’01 on Banking s~nd Educat~or, 

Photos: A New Approach to Education in South Afdc8 

~ HAA TRAVELS & EVENTS 

}~ill Saturday of S~mposia 

DEC 7, 2013 



These trips include 

lectures for adults as well 

as activities for young 

explorers. Destinations in 

2014 include the 

Galapagos, 

Mediterranean, Baja 

Peninsula, and Scotland~ 

NOV 23, 2013 

Find information on 

tickets and tailgating, 

broadcast schedules, 

events for Harvard Clubs 

and Shared Interest 

Groups, and the Harvard- 

Yale Challenge. 

The Harvard Club 

Continuing Education 

Committee and the 

Harvard Alumni 

Association cordially 

invite all Harvard alumni, 

Club members, and 

guests to a special 

Saturday of Symposia. 

SERVICES & BENEFITS 

Harw~~ AIt~rmi Card 

Introducing the Harvard Alumni Card. No annual fee. No foreign 

transaction fees. Exceptional rewards for exceptional alumni. 

Harvard COOl~ 

Shop the best selection of official Harvard apparel, gifts, memorabilia, 

and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JounmJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Pozen-AstraZeneca paxtnership over; Durham Bulls park gets upgrades 

2o13 



Leadersb..i...’s lessons fl’om Rodp..ev Darl{;..el’field; Look out for .."t0, I 
but dor-’..’t ste~} o..."~ No, 2 

~A lock indicates content available to paid subscribers, I ear~ alxxl~ 

Gates choi, es to ,Ballmer at .."o’..’icrosoft 

-:.’ akir’..c2., care of business: i,-Ivis has been sold 

P~ice: 
P~k:c’ per Situate Foet: $0.00 

.................................. t~uildin~ Size: 10,580 SF 

Use Tt’pe: Sale 

Featured Event 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

~J£~}3 -WorklwMe V~s~er~ 









Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 19 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted November 19, 2013, 3:53 P.M. ET 

The Justice Department and other federal and state authorities Nov. 19 unveiled a historic 
$13 billion settlement with JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM) that marks the largest ever reached 

between the Justice Department and a U.S. company. 

The agreement includes $9 billion in payments to settle federal and state mortgage-backed 
securities claims. The $9 billion amount includes $2 billion in payments to the Justice 
Department, $!.4 billion to settle federal and state securities claims by the National Credit 
Union Administration (NCUA), $515.4 million to settle federal and state securities claims by the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDTC), $4 billion to settle federal and state claims by 
the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), $298.9 million to settle claims by the State of 
California, $19.7 million to settle claims by the State of Delaware, $100 million to settle claims 
by ~llinois, $34.4 million to settle claims by Massachusetts, and $613.8 million to settle claims 

by New York. 

The remaining $4 billion will take the form of relief to consumers who the Justice Department 

said were harmed by the bank’s conduct. 

The accord resolves a host of legal questions hanging over the bank, but leaves open the 

possibility of criminal prosecution. 

The agreement is the latest and most substantial move to put the bank’s legal and regulatory 
troubles behind it. Among others, it followed a $4.5 billion agreement with institutional 
investors announced Nov. 15, a $5.1 billion settlement Oct. 25 that resolves mortgage-backed 
securities litigation involving with the Federal Housing Finance Agency, Freddie Mac and 
Fannie Mae, and a $920 million accord reached in September with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, the Federal Reserve Board, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the 
U.K. Financial Conduct Authority that focused on controversial trading losses by the bank’s 

chief investment office. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:34 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 11/18/13, 7:24 pm, 4522 Mt Sinai Rd near Durham Co. 
The suspect entered through the front door by breaking a window and kicking the door. The suspects stole 2 flat screen tv’s and a laptop flora the residence and wen~ ~hrough 
several closets in the residence. Value $1,350.00 
.... Attempted Break in to locked out building reported 11/18/13, 11:56 am, 1915 Pleasant Green Rd, near Durham Co. 
The victim noticed something was wrong with the door to his out building. He said that the board normally covering the latch had been removed and was now lying beside the 

building, it appeared as if someone made an effort to open the building but gave up once they realize that the building was still locked. Nothing else on the property was 
disturbed. 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Break in io locked residence under construction repotted I 1/18/13, 9:40 am, 64I 7 Pathway Ct 
This morning at approximately 8:30 am the victim found the basement door kicked open and all his tons missing. The items stolen were: router, table saw, circular saw, miler 
saw, miter saw stand, planer, air compressor, chop saw, air hose, router bit, saw blade, and chain and lock that was used to secure the items. Value $2,880.00 

.... Break in to locked building reported 11/18/13.8:47 am, 426 NC 54 W. 
The victim stated that sometime between 11-16-2013 in the afternoon and 11-18-2013 someone used a orange in color pair of bolt cutters to gain entry into his work shop. 
( the bolt cutters were obtained and placed into evidence ). there were multiple yard care tools taken from inside the shop. Value $7,050.00 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~11. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

...... Description. 

Description: 

Description: 
Descliption 
Description. 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

9:t9-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Mortgage News Web Seminar--~conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

}tow have lenders adjusted their proce&~res to streamline QM origination? 

i :: ~,~ Ready for QM-Now What? 

Indght into Business Opportunities in the New QN World 

Whe~: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 

2:00 p.m EDT I D~~ti<~: 75 Minutes 

$9900 

How have Lenders adjusted their procedures 
to streamline QN origination? 

iNi register today 

This webinar is created for those that are ready to embrace the new reality and are looking 

for expert insight on this and other key items such as: 

How the new QM standards are likely to alter the mortgage market and what strategy 

should you take? 

How have lenders adjusted their procedures to streamline QM origination? 

Safeguards and verifications put into place to deal with the new verification 

requirements. 

Will there be new opportunities for nen-QM lenders? 

Nave lenders identified outlets for General QMs as well as Agency QMs? 

Top three issues that are vexing the industry and the sNutions that are being 

considered/implemented. 

REGISTER NOW 

Juiia Manson 

Jason Roth, 

CM~ 

Ju~ie Manson, SVP, Risk Manageme#t, Plaza Home Mortgage, 

l~c, 

As Plaza’s Senior Vice President, Risk Management, Ms, Mansen has 

oversight of the organization’s compliance, quality control, licensing and 

internal auditing activities, Before joining Plaza in 2009, She has also 

held the position of Executive Vice President, Lending Division for Home 

Saving of America (2008), Previous to that, Ms. Manson was Senior 

Vice President Lending Operations and Credit Policy for SOME 

Mortgage Bankers (2000-2007). 

Jason Rot~, CMT, Co-Founder & Sea#or Vice PresidenZ, Pred~ct 

Development & E~g#~eer#~g, Comp~anceEase 

Compl~anceEase ~s a leading provider of automated compliance and 

risk management solutions for the residential me,gage lend~ng 

~ndust~. Jason ~eads design and manages development of the 

company’s product suite. Mr. Roth ~s an entrepreneurial executive who 

draws upon strong Computer Science and So,ware Engineering 

experience as well as a pragmatic approach to management to design 

m~d de~ver efficient and innovative enterprise products to the financial 

services ~ndustry. 

Scott D. Samli#, Partnet; Alston & Bird LLP 

Scott is a New York partner in the firm’s Financial Services & Products 

Group, He is the former executive director and compliance counsel for 

the residential mortgage and lending businesses at Morgan Stanley, 

where he helped oversee the operations of Morgan’s whole loan trading 

desk and its affiliated mortgage loan sep, dceL Saxon. Prior to this. he 

was the executive vice president, general counsel and chief compliance 

officer for EMC Mortgage, Bear Stearns’ primary mortgage loan conduit 



...... Schwartz 

and servicer, 

Faith Schwartz, SVP, Government $olutions, CoreLogic 

Faith is responsible for managing the CoreLogic government business, 

while providing policy maker education and though leadership. Prior to 

ioining CoreLogic, she was an executive director at the HOPE NOW 

Alliance, a non-profit coalition created in 2007 to bring together, 

servicers, lenders, investors, Federal Reserve Banks and government- 

sponsored enterprises (GSEs) to help homeowners in distress stay in 

their homes. 

Mark Foga~!y Mark Fogarty; Editor, Nationa~ Mortgage News 

Mark Fogarty is editorial director of the Mortgage Group for 

SourceMedia. He has been associated with the mortgage publications, 

which include Nationa! Mortgage News, Oti,qination News, Mortgage 

Servicing News. Mortgage Technology. and related websites, since 

1984, 

CEOs, Compliance officers o Corporate Counsel, Auditors, Loan Originators ¯ Loan 

Officers, Lenders ¯ Board Members 

Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke Fan- I-Am -~uke@faniam.com> 
Tuesday, November 19, 2013 5:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Seniors Finish Their Cazeers at Wallace Wade Beating Miami! 

Huge win over Miami Hurricanes 

,~; :: Fanshake and win! 

::~i Download the free app 

::.~.i Fan Photo Spotlight 

Tweet at the game and win Duke gear 

Visit Duke Fan I Am 



Ma~e su~e we’re in 7ou~ inbox! Ad~ infcj~,f~niam corn to you~ add~ess book 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Speech by Chairman Bemanke on communication and monetary policy 

Speech by Chairman Bernanke on communication and monetary policy 

At the National Economisk~ Club Annual Dinner, Herbert Stein Memorial Lecture, Washington, D.C. 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newsevenks/speech/bema~ke20131119a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or elnail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdeliven~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit ns on the web at http://¥~vw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <enmileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:43 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Two dollars for N&O home delivery plus urflimited digital access 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer and/or our advertising partners. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, 
please go to the nepe~oba.~rvei.aom Nv A(:c,:xinla ~ and check the appropriate boxes (after logging in). C,:?r!tac:t us if you have further questions or concerns. 

This email was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass mailing. 
Go here to opt out of future email offers.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Pacific Premier Bancorp, Inc. (NASDAQ: PPBI) has agreed to acquire Infinity Franchise 
Holdings, LLC 

Pacific Premier Bancorp, Inc. (NASDAQ: PPBI) has agreed to acquire Infnfity Franchise 

Holding, LLC 

Sa~ldJer O’Neill served as t~lancial advisor to Pacific Premier Bancorp~ hic. i~l comiection ttith 

this ~’ansaction. TMs ~ansacfion is Sandier O’Neill’~ 138th financial services ~ansacfion 

since January 1,2011, more than any other invesnnent hank over this period.~ 

Irvine, California, November 18, 2013 -- Pacific Premier Banco~, Inc. ~ASDAQ: PPBI) (PPBI), the 
holding company of Pacific Premier Bank (P~ific Premier), announced today that it has entered into a 

definitive agremnent to acquire privately held InfiniF Franchise Holdings, LLC (IFH) and its wholly 

owned operating subsidia~ InfiniF FroncNse Capitol, LLC (IFC), a national lender to franchisees in the 

quick seiwice restaurant (QSR) indust~, and other direct and indirect subsidiaries of IFH utilized in its 

business. 
At October 31, 2013, IFC had appm~mately $79 million in loan commitments and $75 million in loans 

outstanding with no delinquent loans or adversely classified assets. The equiD- purchase price is 

estimated to be appro~mately $16 million, with 50, o of the consideration to be pMd in cash ~d 50% to 

be paid in PPBI common stock. The actual equip’ purchase price will be determined based upon the 

consolidated adjusted N~ok value of equity of IFH as of tim closing of the acquisition. The acquisition is 

expected to be accretive to PPBI’s 2014 earnings per share and to generate an internal rate of return in 

excess of 20%. The transaction is $0.12 or 1.4% dilutive to PPBI’s tangible book vMue per share and is 

expected to have a tangible ~ok value payback period of 1.2 years. 

IFC’s management tealn has worked together for nearly 20 years and is led by industiT veteran John 

Rinaldi. Over the course of their career, the managelnent team has originated more than $1.7 billion in 

franchisee loans, most of which while working in insured depositories. IFC provides customized 

financing solutions to exNfienced owner-operators of top-tier brands such as Dun~n’ Donuts, Burger 

~ng, Wendy’s, Sonic, Jack in the Bo~ as well as the Pizza Hut, Taco Bell and ~C brands owned by 

Yum~ Brands. 

"We are veU pleased to expand our commercial lending platform with this aRractive acquisition," said 

Steven R. Gardner, President and Chief Execmive ONcer of PPBI. "The acquisition of IFC will fu~her 

diversit~ our loan po~Iblio with attracfive C&I and owner-occupied CRE loans, will deploy excess 

liquidity in~ higher yielding ~ssets, will positively im~ct our net intems~ matin and allows us to t~her 

leverage our strong capitol base. The QSR l}anchi~e lending is an a~ractive niche market that provides 

excellent growth op~umties in the thtum." 

"We are ve~y excited to be joining the t acific t remier team, sa~d John Rinaldi, Chief Executive O~icer 

of IFC. "After joining Pacific Premier, we will have the abili~" to expand our business development 

eflB~s to the entire universe of top-tier QSR brands and also increase the depth of our banking 

relationships by leveraging Pacific Premier’s superior SBA lending platform and suite of cash 

management products. With Pacific Premier’s subs~ntial resources to suppo~ us, we believe that we 

can capture additional market share and be a significant contributor to the continued growth and 

pmfimbili~ of Pacific Premier." 

Upon closing, which is expected to occur late in the current qua~er or early 2014, IFC will be 

rebranded as Pacific Premier Franchise Capital and operate as a division of Pacific Premier. The 

transaction is su~iect to the receipt of applicable regulatoU approvals and other customaW closing 

conditions. 
1 Source: SNL Financial 

For more inR)~atio~ please click here 

For the press release, please click hem 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::~ ~::~:::::::: N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::~ ~::::::~ N ~::::::N ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: N::::::~ 6 :: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

http://www.sandleroneill.com/email-disclaimer.htm 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 20 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 20, 2013 ~ Number 224 

Economics 

U.S. budget "brinkmanship" that led to an 18-day government 
shutdown and put world financial markets on edge in October 
remains a key risk to both the U.S. and global economic 
recoveries, the Organization for Economic Cooperation... 

China 

A blueprint for a social and economic overhaul released by 
China’s leadership upgrades the market to a "decisive role" in 
allocating resources and lays out a wide range of goals that 
promise to further open China’s markets,.. 

European Union 

Eurol:~e.~ Pat’lia#~e~t Backs 
EU~s ~i~st CuLs to Budget 

The European Union@s first multi-annual budget cut received the 
backing of the European Parliament after a protracted battle 
with EU member states, who demanded reduced spending in the 
face of two years of little or no economic growth .... 

Finance 

Emerging markets and developing countries@Africa’s leaders in 
particular@have learned the importance of good policies, World 
Bank President .lim Yong Kim said .... 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Tuesday, November ~.9, 2013 8:12 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Settlement of the US Airways/American Airlines Merger Litigation Highlights Changing Antitrust Landscape 

November 19, 2013 

On November 12, 2013, US Airways, American Airlines, the 
U.S. Department of lustice ("DOI"), and several state 
Attorneys General announced an agreement to settle the 
antitrust litigation challenging the merger of the two carriers~ 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP acted as antitrust 
counsel to our long-standing client US Airways Group, Inc. in 
connection with the proposed merger. 

Takeaways 

The US Airways/American deal highlights a number of aspects 
of the changing antitrust landscape that parties to mergers 
should keep in mind: 

Parties must be prepared to litigate against the 
government. US Airways/American continues the trend 
of recent cases (including Anheuser-Busch Inbev!Grupo 

Modelo and Pinnacle Entertainment/Ameristar Casinos) 
that demonstrate that litigation is not always used 
because enforcers believe the deal cannot be fixed and 
must be blocked. Rather, it appears that in some cases 
enforcers may believe they are in a better position to 
negotiate remedies by bringing suit. 

Parties must be alert to potential nationwide oligopoly 
theories. US Airways/American, Anheuser- Busch 
Inbev/Grupo Modelo, and AT&T/T-Mobile each involved 
claims by DO3 that the merger would facilitate oligopoly 
behavior among the leading industry players at a 
nationwide level. 

Parties cannot assume consistency with past 
enforcement decisions. The analysis of US 
Airways/American by DOI differed from that applied in 

Delta!Northwest, United!Continental, and 
Southwest/AirTran. DOI alleged that the deals it 
previously cleared had "hurt passengers." Similarly, 
AT&T/T-Mobile involved an industry that was long 
evaluated by examining competitive effects in local 

markets, but DO3 looked to establish a national market. 
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Parties should be aware that enforcers will rely on 
contemporaneous business documents. As opposed to 
the agencies’ historic focus on a merger’s impact on 
market structure, DOI in the US Airways/American case 
(and in other recent challenges) depended heavily on 
contemporaneous business documents from the parties, 
their investment bankers, and third parties to state its 
case. Not surprisingly, DOI has put those statements in 
their worst possible light to support its allegations. 



Additional background on the US Airways/American merger 
and the settlement is provided below. 

Background 

On August 13, 2013, after a lengthy investigation, the DOJ 
and several state Attorneys General filed suit in federal court 
in Washington, DC to block the US Airways/American merger. 

The complaint generated substantial interest in the press and 
contained many allegations. Perhaps most interestingly and 
continuing an approach taken in DOJ’s challenges of the 
AT&T/T-Mobile and Anheuser-Busch Inbev/Grupo Modelo 
deals - the DOJ’s complaint was premised on the allegation 
that the merger would facilitate oligopoly behavior among the 
leading industry players. 

In its complaint, DOI alleged that the legacy airlines (the 
merging carriers plus United and Delta) are an imperfect 
oligopoly today and that the merger would eliminate those 
imperfections. In particular, the complaint alleged that US 
Airways’ practice of discounting its one-stop service close to 
the day of departure disrupted the other legacy airlines’ 
ability to charge high fares on their non-stop flights. 
According to the complaint, the merger would change the 
new American’s incentives, the discounts on connecting 
flights would cease, and the ability of the three remaining 
legacy carriers to charge high non-stop fares would increase. 

More generally, the complaint alleged that after the merger 
the remaining three airlines would be better able to 
coordinate capacity, fares, and ancillary fees, such as fees 
charged for checked bags and flight changes~ The complaint 
also included allegations that the deal would entrench the 
merged airline as the dominant carrier at Washington Reagan 
National Airport and eliminate the head-to-head competition 
between the carriers on overlapping routes. 

The allegations in the complaint were also interesting for 
what they ignored. Beyond 9/:~:~ and the "Great Recession," 
the most important trend affecting the airline industry since 
2000 has been the growth of the so-called LCCs (low-cost 
carriers) like Southwest and letBlue. While legacy carriers 
have had to shed excess and inefficient capacity over the 
last decade, the LCCs have grown - doubling their capacity 
since 2000 and currently accounting for about 40% of 
domestic airline capacity. Perhaps because the growth of 
LCCs was so incongruous with the DOI’s "imperfect oligopoly" 
theory, the LCCs were largely dismissed and ignored in the 
complaint. 

In their defense, US Airways and American responded that, 
rather than perfecting an oligopoly, the merger would enable 
a new American to compete more effectively. By creating a 
better, more complete domestic and international network, 
the new American would be better able to compete for 
corporate and business travelers. At the same time, the 
airlines argued that, as they have in the past, LCCs will 
ensure the public of competitive fares and prevent any 
possibility of a legacy "oligopoly." 

The trial, which was scheduled to begin November 25th, 
would have raised several significant issues of antitrust policy 

and law. However, resolution of those issues will have to wait 
because on November 12th, the parties ..i:~.=:L=:L~L~i.=:L~IIi.~!!. a 
comprehensive settlement. 

Settlement 

Under the terms of the settlement, the airlines are required 
to divest so-called "slots" (the right to take off or land) and 
gates at Washington Reagan National Airport and at New 
York LaGuardia Airport. In addition, the new American will be 
required to divest two gates at each of Boston Logan 
International Airport, Chicago O’Hare International Airport, 
Dallas Love Field, Los Angeles International Airport, and Miami 
International Airport. According to DOI, "The proposed 
remedy.., promises to impede the industry’s evolution 
toward a tighter oligopoly by requiring the divestiture of 
critical facilities to carriers that will likely use them to fly 
more people to more places at more competitive fares." It 
seems clear that DOJ expects the diverted slots and gates 
will go to LCCs allowing "them to provide greatly expanded 
service on numerous routes." 



Please feel free to contact the following attorneys, if you 
have any questions about this alert. 
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Morn Who Hired Strippers for Teen’s Party Avoids Jail 

An upstate New York woman, 34-year old Judy Viger, will get off with only community service after hiring strippers to perform at her 

1 6-year old son’s birthday party at the Spare Time Family Fun Center. She’s facing child endangerment charges, but they will be 

dropped pursuant to her plea deal if she completes the community service. So the Pest-Star reports 
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Some Laws Leave Lots Laughing 

Obscure laws and legal oddities can subtlety permeate life and the legal world, sometimes glanced over by the masses However, 

these laws and pending litigation are, in fact, real and on the books and can directly impact the lives of regular people without them 

realizing it. 
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Skadden Sues to Keep Secretary’s 401 k from Her Murderer 

The law firm Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom has filed a suit seeking to disqualify the grandson of one of its former 

employees from collecting any portion of her $69,000 retirement account So reports the New Yerk BaBy News. 

Share: ~DD~ 

Instagram Account Used to Intimidate Dozens of Witnesses: Police 

Police investigators in Philadelphia are trying to identify the owner of an anonymous Instagram account that over the last several 

months has posted copies of statements made by crime witnesses with their names--and sometimes their pictures--attached 

So philly,com reports 
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Child Killer Facing Execution Wants to Donate Organs 
Last week, just days in advance of his scheduled execution for the rape and murder of a 3-year-old girl, 40-year-old Ronald Phillips 

had his la~^#,ers pen a letter to the state of Ohio requesting that he be allowed to donate his heart and kidneys to his morn and 

sister. 

Share: ~~ 

Innocent Man Convicted of Murder Released After Decade in Jail 
A Missouri state appeals court last week finally overturned the conviction of Ryan Ferguson, a 29-year-old who has spent the last 

decade in prison for the 2001 murder of Columbia Daily Tribune sports editor Kent Heitholt. So ABC News reports. 
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Mortgages 

The Justice Department and other federal and state authorities 
Nov, ~9 unveiled a $13 bilion settlement with ]PMorgan Chase 
Co. that marks the largest ever reached between the Justice 
Department and a U.S. company 

Foreign Accounts 

A group of major financial stakeholders is asking the government 
for more time to implement withholding under the Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act .... 

Currency 

A Treasury Department official who fights financial crime pressed 
virtual currency exchangers to register with the government, a 
signal that regulators are increasing their oversight of a medium 
of exchange that is likely to remain a hot... 

Cross Border Swaps 

O~ CFTC Advisor’~ for O~e~-seos Swaps 

The largest Wall Street banks are mobilizing to fight a new policy 
by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission that gives the 
regulator broader authority in overseas derivatives deals .... 

Earlier this year, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of 
New York, Preet Bharara, made headlines for bringing the largest 
online money laundering case ever. Over a span of seven years, 
Liberty P, eserve~,a Costa Rican company... 

Listing 

Insurance 
Republica~ La,z~maker ~x#e<:ts ~ive-Year 

The federal backstop for ~nsurance policies coveting acts of 
terrorism will probably be extended for five years, Rep. Nichael 

Grimm (R-N.Y.) said Nov. 19 at a moderated discussion on the 
Terrorism R~sk Insurance Act (TRIA) hosted by the National... 

Securities 

Charge Complia~ce Officers with Wro~g/oir~g 

The Securities and Exchange Commission relies on registered 
investment adviser internal compliance programs to aid federal 
securities law compliance, but the agency is unafraid to charge 
compliance executives in instances where individual... 

Monetary Policy 
Ne~ar~ke: Ze~’o-bo~d Rate Polcy Nay 



The Federal Reserve’s zero-bound interest rate policy will likely 
remain in place for a considerable amount of time not only after 
asset-purchases end, but "perhaps well after the unemployment 
threshold is crossed," outgoing... 
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Top News 

Pe~oks Ease Way in Healt~ Plans fo~" Lawmakees 

While millions of~mrieans struggle with the t)deral il~suranee 

exchange, members of Congress al~d their aides have a]] so~s cff 

assis~mee to hdp them parse their op’do~s a~d enro]I. 

~ghat~ officials said a loi~g--term seem%, pac~ could be reached 

w~th the Ulfited St~Ds if PresMel~t Obama aek~owledged 

miliNW misNkes and vowed not to repeat them. 

, At War Blog: Wa~ng War on a Shoe~rin9 

In Places Like North St. Lotfis, Gmffire Stir 

Rules the Ni~t 

Residet~g of areas like N o~fh St. ~uis, where drugs, poverty and 

gin}fire beget a cycle of vio]e~ce, scoff when they bear o~cials 

deda~" that "~eir dries are sal)r. 

~ Graphic: A Divided Ci~’ 
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image of 

~:esideI 
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Editors’ Picks 



N-early 40 years after the murder of ]5-year-old Man,ha Moxley 

of Oreen*~qeh, Conn., people are still fascinated about the details 

of the ease. 

OPlNIOR I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

When do sanctions work? And wSen do they do more harm than 

good’? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

CLIFF KUNCHAN, a risk analyst, on the lethal bombing of the Iranian embassy m Beirut, 
noting that Iran had stirred anger by supporting the Syrian government, 

World 

Beirut Bombs Strike at Irm~ as Assad’s Ally 

The attack appeared ko broaden khe violent patkern of division 

aeross tSe Middle East ]inked to the civil war i~ Syria, where Iran 

has emerged as a powerful ally of khe government side. 

The Lede: Through tile Lens of Hezbollah TV 

~E~ Video: Aftermath in Beirut 

Opt~o~ts Narrowed, U.So Is Said to $~reigh Destro>~g S>~°iatrt 

Chenfie~ls at Sea 

~s o’~er nations rqjeet appeals to dest~y the ehemiea~ agents on their 

ter~itou, khe Uniked States is considering plans for an oceangoing bmNe where 

t~ey would be dissolved or burned, Amm~ean ofgdals said. 

Typhoon Respo~se Hi~ghta Weak~eaaes h~ 

Philippine Mi]itnry 

Typhoon Ha~yan 5as focused an unfla~ering spotlight on the 

Philippine militaD’, an overstretehed, poorly flmded force that 

has been e*~tieized for its late arNva] [o the disaster zone. 

~ Video: Typ}~oon Haiyan’s Epicenter 

...... effol!s in 

U,S, 



_;dbuciuerque Voters Defeat ,,M~td:Abortion Referendmn 

The re~rendmn, whk:h hnd sought to I-ml~ nbortions nffer 2o week~ of 

pregnancy, was marked by record turnout and aggressive tactics by vdunteers 

on both skies. 

Virginia Political Figm’e Stabbed as Son Takes Own Life, 

Police Say 

R. Creigh Deeds, who was defeated in 2009 lbr governor, was in fair condition 

and his son was dead ariel" what was described as "an a~empted murder- 

suidde." 

50 Years Later, a Changed Dallas Grapples With 
Its Darkest Day 

Painf~] memories of the angry anti-Washin~on cul~n’e that 

flourished in Dallas when President John F. Kennedy was 

assassinaked have resnrfaeed. 

For more I.; !;. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
Jarni~ 

]In Extracting Deal From JPMorgan, UoS, Aimed 
I Dirnon, ] 

for ~o~o111 ~le cer, te;, 
the 

The case against JPMorgan Chase may set a precedent for cases 

against other major banks and industries like healkh eat’e, where fines have been 

growing. 

DEALBOOK 
Michsel 

Trader’s Trial Begins, Name of One l~Mder ...... 

~.al’l~.~ Ol.lt 
"t~ arrives 

Inibrzna[ion from a sonree aL Dell led to insider tradk~g charges 

agai~st eight people, inch~ding a former trader with SAC Capital Ad~dsors, 

MiehaeI S. Steinberg, whose t~al began Tuesday. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Chm~ge 

OpponenLs call atLention to the dire Hsks or" nuclear energy but 

in the push to reduce reliance on fossil fne]s, ik may be the world’s best shot. 

Spots 



In ~z’eent years, locker rooms have become crammed with 

multiple urAform op@)ns in a t~o{ of colors and fabrics, Some see 

branding Ol@O~tunities aud merehm~dise salea while othera hope 

to attract recruits, 

x 

Knieks, Running Out of Options, Fall Short             ~,~thony 

The Knick, who l~ll to the Pistons for their third straight loss, 

have experienced more problems than wins in their first ~o games, from inj uries 

and old age to ~veeta a~d trade mmo~. 

~r-1 Box Score 

~ Felton is Missing 8hoN, and Those He Guards Are Not 

Pierce, Now Sr~rrounded by Scorers, Seeks a Role 

Paul Pierce shouldered the scoring burde~ in Bostm~ last season, 

hut his role with the Nets has changed, aud he said that t~ying to 

lind his niche each night has caused ~im some problems. 

A~ts 

Enduring Nazi Law Impedes Recovery of A~q~ 

A ~938 law under which the Nazis seized artworks could make it 

diffieult for German museums to recover looted pieces 

discovered in the apartmel~t era dealer’s son. 

THEATER REVIEW 

A Story to Q~esfior~, Word for Word 

Margaret Colin aud Reed Biruey are among the east of "Taldug 

Care of Baby," a British play that is having its American p~xniere 

at Ci~~ Ce~ter. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

i~dds These Day~: They’re All Older Than 50 

This television season, many shows - iueludiug "Morn," "Dads** 

and "The Cra~" Ones" .- are treating their characters over 5o as 

palCicularly immatm’e. 

Ca re of 

Baby 

Margare I 

Obituaries 

Charlotte Zolotow, Author of Book~ o~ 

Childrc~£s Real Iss~es, Dies at 98 

The more than 7o books w6tten hy Ms. Zdotow, an editor as 

well as a~ author, were highlighted by pictures fi’om some of the 

2oth ee~tm’y’s finest illustrators. 

J, P, Fitzpatrick, 89, Savior ofl[ re-Revolutionary 

Inn, Dies 

J ane Era t[ Fitzpatrick kept a Roekwd] pai~xdng subject, [he Red 

I,iou Inn, from heiug torn dow~ to mN<e w~y for a gas station fi~ 

Steekbfidge, Mass. 

Syd Field, Author of the Definitive Work on 

~Vriti~g Seree~plays~ Is Dead at 77 

Thauks to Mr. FieM, a teacher who wrote the book on 

..... P~att 

£ sva [ 



screenwriting, the term of art "plot points" is in the filmmaldng 

vocubMary. 

Dining & Wine 

Thanks#ving Day~ ~ ]la Fr~nga~se 

Parisians grasp turkey, and yet some things j ust get lost in 

tranMation on this bigAmeriea~ holiday. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 
I .~ I 

Why ]Is Turkey Cheaper When Demand Is 

I-t[igher? 

It’s a h’end that seems tr~ de~" Econ ]ol : In early November, the 

price of IYozen whole kurkeys drops. Economists ean’k agree on why. 

WINES OF THE TIMES 

Wines for Thanksgiving: l~’l[ixing ~A’]tho~t Tr34ng 

to Match 

I,ook fbr wines - at least a white and a red - that are versatile and 

nirnble enough to go well with a Nversi[y of dishes. 

Pairings: A Nibble to Keep the Wine Company 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: Typhoon Haiyan~s Epieenl-er 

The Times’s Andrew Jaeobs travels to Ouhmn, on Samar Island, 

the Philippines, where residents are hTing to resume not-maI life 

amid the devastation. 

Related ARicle 

~ vmEo: How to Carve a Turkey 

Ray Venezia, master butcher and l:airway Market meat 

consMtant, shows how to carve a turkey. 

~ vm~o: Stmday Style i~ Joha~nesburg 

At the Maboneng Precinct in South ~dea’s largest city’, locals 

thud sbde inspira~m~ from their parents and Aft’lean prints worn 

in a modern way. 

Fol mo~e video io te NYTimes,com~N’ideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

VJadim~r P~tin Clings to the Past 

Former Soviet repuhlics must be fl’ee to develop economic and political 

relations with any foreign nation they choose. 

EDITORIAL 

Advertisements tbr the Common Core 

Sh~denks fi~ states with tougher standards have ah’eady shown matq<ed 

irnprovemenk in reading and mad~ scores. 

EDITORIAL 

The Exp~rh~g Btm on I lastie Gm~s 

A federal ban on the manufacture, sale, import or possession of guns that are 

m~deteetable by metal detectors a~d X-ray machines should be reviewed. 
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OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

grass c.arp ~s poised to d~srupt the ecolo&v of the Hudsot~ 

R:ive~ and New York’s other in lan d waters. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Twisted Sister~ a~d Brothe~°s 

Thanksgiving horror stou: Three twisted sibling sagas play out 

in the public arena, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Let’s Nake a Deal 

In the long run, the deal Secretary of State John KerW is ~3qng 

to forge wid~ Iran is good for us and our allies. Here are the 

I’easotls. 
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Daily Briefing, Nov. 20: Secret M&A Sauce; TBTF Feud 

Dai~y Briefing w~.~ se~nit~a~s 
.~.iI American Banker 

Today’s Top Stories 

Why Bankers and Regulators See Very 

Government officials hope to squeeze the giants 
down to size while executives are counting on 
thriving with modified business models. Reality 
lies somewhere in the middle. 

Programs Growing in ~mportance 

Health and wellness programs are a great way to 
boost employee engagement and keeping health 
care cost down. 

One Bank’s Secre~ Sauce for High-Yie~ 
Assets; RestaurantoFranchise Loans 

Pacific Premier is complementing two liquidity- 
driven acquisitions with the addition of a 
restaurant-franchise lending company. Such 
loans are expected to bring the California 
company higher-yielding loans. It’s another 
example of banks’ strong push for new revenue 
sources. 

The CFPB is calling the two new mortgage forms 
"Know Before You Owe," an apt description since 
a hodge-podge of federal mortgage disclosures 
that the new forms will replace have long been 
considered duplicative and confusing. 

By Department 

DenveCs FirstBa~k Competes with 
Homegrow~ Technology 

Denver bank is rapidly adding to its arsenal of 
digital banking offerings, with the help of a large 
team of IT experts. 

Lawmakers Voice Support for Disparate 
Impact 

Despite complaints from bankers that the 
controversial legal theory is unfair, many 
lawmakers said it has been a useful tool in 
combatting discrimination. 

Programs Growing in ~mportance 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

The FinTech 100 

~ 
FIS and 

Tara once 
again top 
Me annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 
Management 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of gro~h, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 

FqrqFq 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffTM to 

its extensive portfolio of 

products and services. 

Known for practical 

compliance guidance, 

Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

policies, procedures, 

audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 

office, LexisNexis~3 

Sheshunofff~ has you 

covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

resen/ed. 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industpy experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

services in response to 

consumer demand. 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 



Health and wellness programs are a great way to 
boost employee engagement and keeping health 
care cost down. 

CFPB Re~eases Fina~ Ru~e on Mortgage 

The CFPB is calling the two new mortgage forms 
"Know Before You Owe," an apt description since 
a hodge-podge of federal mortgage disclosures 
that the new forms will replace have long been 
considered duplicative and confusing. 

One Bank’s Secre~ Sauce for High-Yie~ 

Pacific Premier is complementing two liquidity- 
driven acquisitions with the addition of a 
restaurant-franchise lending company. Such 
loans are expected to bring the California 
company higher-yielding loans. It’s another 
example of banks’ strong push for new revenue 
sources. 
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ignored by large 
banks. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 
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Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Dean Smith to fete}re 

Presidential MedM of 

Freedom on Wednesday 

Dean Smith, who coached the 

North Carolina men’s basketball 

team for 36 years, will be 

represented by family members 

and colleagues, including.. 

UNC coach 

Dean Smith is 

introduced 

during the 

UNC severs ties wRh A~s~kin, 

North Carolina has sent letters of 

"permanent disassociation" to 

former Tar Heels football players 

Marvin Austin, Greg Little and 

Robert Quinn for... 

Marvin Austin 

(9), right, and 

fellow 

defensive 

UNC in early discuss{ons to 

renovate, or replace, Smith 

Center 

UNC is considering replacing the 

Smith Center, which opened in 

1986, with a newarena Atthe 

least, a renovation project seems 

certain. 

An aerial 

view of the 

Dean Smith 

Center, right, 

Contact Us i About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)unte 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~21‘I!.a..~.L.~L& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 7:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: You can keep your Blue Cross plm~ - for a price 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 20, 20t3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

You can keep your BMe Cross plan for another yell but 
you’~i have to pay more for it 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina officially filed the necessary 

papenA, ork to apply to extend the health insurance plans that were to be eliminated, 

but were given a one-year extension by the Obama administration. Those plans 

would see rate increases of between i6 percent and 24 percent. 

Chape~ Hill to build B-story apartment buRdinq behind 
FranMin Hote~ 

~ ~ o E~ m~J~f ~g The Town of Chapel Hill is consk~ering a proposal fiem Wintergreen Hospitality io 
build a five- and six-ste~%~,,o-um.t spar’ rr"~n’"’o J~dmg behind the Franklin Hotel 

dewn[own 

Cha~elboro,com D~s~ss 

Dean S~ith to receive Presidential Medal of Freedo~ at 
White House today 
Former UNC men’s head basketball coach Dean Smith w~H receive the Presidential 
Medal of Freedom during a ceremony at the White House en Monday 

D~scuss 

UNC MBA students defeat Duke MIBA students to ,,,An global 
case competition 
Three MBA students from UNC-Chapei Hill’s Kenan-Flagler School of Business took 

top honors at last week’s Cerebration 2013~ a global business case study’ 

competition hosted by the National University of Singapore, -rhe Daily Tar Heel 
re po ~ls. 

r 
No more AstraZeneca partnership makes Pozen CEO a 
happy man 

Durham Bul~s ballpark to get $19M in renovations, new video 

boards 

SAS numbers show Wake, Durham counties’ internationa~ 
connections 

~r{~gle Teals owners not worried about qovernment 

!..s..~..t..b...e...r..e..~..a..~La.~.c...e..~..f.9..r..~.b..!.t...c...~..!.~J..n.~.t..b.~.~.~.~.~.~9.~.y2.~%.[~.~.~ 

......................................................... J.Co Penney’s Christmas carols: Spend ’fa la la M less’ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wolters Kluwer Law & Business <Vy3~LB@go,wolterskluwerlb,com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:03 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

Join Us in Our Celebration 25 tbr 25 

25 for 25 

In celebration of the 25th anniversary of Kluwer Law International, Welters Kluwer Law& 

Business is offering a 25% loyalty discount on all KLI and WKL&B print titles through Wednesday 

November 20th. 25 for 25. 

At Welters Kluwer Law & Business, we connect legal and business professionals, educators, 

and law students with timely, specialized authoritative content and solutions We deliver expert 

commentary and analysis of legal and regulatory compliance information worldwide through our 

many expert authors, contributors, and editors, covering the key issues important to you, 

including: arbitration, antitrust and competition law, banking and finance, employment and labor 

law, intellectual property, securities, taxation, and more. Join us in our celebration! 

vwvw.wolte rs kluwe rl b. co m 

Call your Woltere Kluwer or 

KLI Sales Representative at 

t-800-638-8437 for more 

information, or go to our 

eStore and enter in the 

following promotion code 

WKWBD.~ 

* For new purchases only. 

Some exclusions apply. 

Valid until 11/21/13 

12:00 a.m. EST 

CLICK HERE to rr:ar~a~e your emai[ p~’efere’~c*’:< or Crick Here t~.~ opt o~t 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:01 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

Bank Note Programs 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

Bank Note Programs 

Tuesday 

December 3, 2013 
8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m. EST 

Morrison & Foerster, LLP 
1290 Avenue of the Americas 

Floor 39 

New York, NY 10104 

Continuing Education Credits: 

Credit is pending for New York and 
California. 

For more information: 

A~exa ~aowe rs 

{212) 338-4312 
~mofo,com 

Many US and non-US, financial institutions that are frequent 

issuers establish bank note programs. This presentation will 

provide an overview of the Section 3(a)(2) exemption for issuances 

of bank securities We will discuss the advantages associated with 

issuances at the bank level. Also, we will address documentation 

and disclosure issues, including the OCC’s Securities Offering 

Disclosure Rules and general practices and procedures. 

Speaker; 

Brad Berman 

Breakfast vviff be served. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.or#.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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Sent: 
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WSJ.com Editors ~access@interactive.wsj.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Briet! Obama Says He Could Back Piecemeal Immigration Overhaul 

Ovex’haulObama Says He Could Back Piecemeal Immigration ~ 

&P, Morgan is Ha~ted by a aoo6 Decision on Mm~gages 

How ~Vo~d Fed De~ With Debt Cei~g Crisis? Look to Minutes for 
Clues 

A Violent Year in the Life of the SyNa-q~u’key Border 

Meet the S~ian Rebel Conm~ander A~sad, Russia m~d the U.S. ~ Fear 

U.N., ~l~stm~ Move Toward Seca~ity DeM 

Ret~l Sales C~nb 0.4%, Paced by Cars 

A Second Life for Old Pei~nim~ Oil Field in Texas 

J.C. Penney Loss %~idens as SMes Fall 

New Teeh ~VorNes Loom for Health Law 

Push 1-o C~rb Nlibustets Gathers Steam 

To.ado-Hit Illinois Town Digs O~t 

MeConnelh Stand Fh’m on Spending Cuts 

NE~S V~DEOS 

Defense Compmfies Tout ~t For Hmmfitarian Refief 

Sunrise! Bond Mmmgers Do Add Value 

EBay Won’t Give Up on CI~m 

Reba~d~g TeeImology h~ fl~e ~erm~th of H~ym~ 

Loe~eed CEO; Fh~ee m~d Fighters 

N~WS PO~CASTS 

The ~’a~ Street Journal This Morning Nov. ~o, ~o~3 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:28 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Larceny from residence reported 1 1/1 9/13, 1:11 pm, 6616 Marie St, near Alamance Co 
The victim advised a red generac gene[a~or was stolen from his shop. he advised the generator was left unsecure in front of the shop. the complainant advised that the 
generator was stolen in the last 30 days and could not give an exact time frame.Possible suspect named. Value $500.00 
.... Break in to locked vehicle reported 11118/13, 5:03 prn, 195 Torain St. (Fairview park) 
The victim advised she arrived at the park at aprox 4:30 pm to play basketball with her children, she stated she was there for aproximately 30 minutes and returned to her 
vehicle to find it was broken into. the passenger side front window of the vehicle was smashed out. the complainant advised her purse was under the driver’s seat. ~he purse 

and several cards were taken from the vehicle. Value $480.00 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
..... Attempted break in to locked ~sidence ~ported 11/19/13,539 Cad Dr. 
The complainant advised that while at work he received a text from his alarm company around 12:20 am telling him that power to his residence had been shut off or lost. He 
then advised that he received an additional text stating that it had been turned back on. Several hours later around 2:20 am he received another text stating that it had been 
shut off again so he went home to check on his residence. Upon arrival to his residence the power was off so he went to the breaker box outside to discover that someone had 
broken the lock that secures the breaker box closed. He then began to check around the residence and discovet~d the grill cover to his grill had been taken off and was lying 
on the back porch. So he called 911 to report the incident. Upon my arrival we searched the residence and it did not appear as if entry was made inside the residence. We did 
however find a rear window on the back porch broken and several pry marks around the window. We also discovered a large rock that appeared to be used on the window. It 
appeared as if the subject who attempted the crime used the grill cover to muffle the sound of the rock hitting the window but was only able to break the outside glass of the 
two pain window to the residence. 
.... Break in to unlocked vehicle reported 11/19/13, 9:35 am, 524 Carl Dr 
The victim said that when she came outside this morning she found items that were in her car thrown out on the driveway. Upon further investigation she found two "hang over 
the seat" DVD players missing Irom the vehicle. She did not know exactly what time the incident occurred, As I was about to clear up from the call she then told me that her 
neighbor had their vehicle broken into also sometime last night. She said they told her nothing was taken from their vehicle and that they had just left prior to my arrival. So I 
decided to conduct a Neighborhood Survey, I went to every house on Carl Dr. I spoke with someone at almost every house and had one subject tell me that he saw a car pull 
into the victim’s driveway around 9 PM., but he couldn’t see what kind of car or who was driving it. I had another subject tell me that her dog started going crazy sometime 
after midnight, but she wasn’t sure of the time exactly, nor did she see anything. I located a vehicle At 615 Carl Dr. that appeared to have been "gone through" I made contact 
with the owner and confirmed that the vehicle had been broken into. He said nothing was taken. Value $300.00 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i~i Description: 

Description: 

Description: 

Description¯ 

Description: 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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Conducting Empirical Legal Scholarship Workshop 

Presented By Washington University Law and University of Southern California Gould School of Law 

June 9-11, 2014 

The 13th Annual Conducting Empirical Legal Scholarship workshop will take place at the Washington University School of Law in St Louis The workshop is for law school faculty, 

political science faculty, and graduate students interested in learning about empirical research and howto evaluate empirical work Leading empirical scholars Lee Epstein and Andrew 

Martin will teach the workshop, which provides the formal training necessary to design, conduct, and assess empirical studies, and to use statistical software (Stata) to analyze and 

manage data Participants need no background or knowledge of statistics to enroll in the workshop 

CONFERENCE FACULTY: 

Lee Epstein, http:lllavwveb.uscedulwho/facultyidirectorylcontactlnfo.cfm?detaillD=70057, Provost Professor and Rader Family Trustee Chair in Law and Political Science at University of 

Southern California, is a leading empirical legal scholar and a Fellow of the American Academy of Political and Social Science and American Academy of Arts and Sciences She has co- 

organized and co-led this annual empirical scholarship workshop for the past eleven years. Professor Epstein has received 10 grants from the National Science Foundation for her work 

on judicial politics and has also authored, co-authored, or edited more than 100 articles and essays, as well as 14 books. Her empirical research focuses on US. Supreme Court, as 



well as constitutional courts abroad. 

Andrew D Martin, http://adm.wustl.edu Vice Dean of Washington University Law, Professor of Law and Political Science, and Director of the Center for Empirical Research in the Law at 

Washington University, specializes in political methodology and has written widely on American political institutions, including the Supreme Court and the Courts of Appeals. He has co- 

organized and co-taught the empirical scholarship workshop with Professor Epstein for the last eleven years Professor Martin has received grants from the National Science 

Foundation for his work on the U.S. Supreme Court, and his research has appeared in a number of outlets, including the Journal of Legal Studies; Journal of Law, Economics, and 

Organization: California Law Review; Columbia Law Review; North Carolina Law Review: and other law reviews as well as leading social science and applied statistics journals 

REGISTRATION: Tuition for the Empirical Scholarship Workshop is $850, which includes all session materials, temporary access to statistical software (STATA), three lunches, three 

continental breakfasts, and one evening reception. You will need a laptop for this workshop. You may register and pay online or by check for $850 made payable to Washington 

University Law and must be included with the registration form. Registration and payment should be received by May 30, 2014. 

CANCELLATION POLICY: Full refunds for cancellation of attendance to the Empirical Scholarship Workshop will be made for all written cancellation received before 5:00 p.m. on Friday, 

May 30. No refunds will be given for any cancellations received after Friday, May 30, 2014. 

ACCOMMODATIONS: Special hotel rate for workshop participants are available at the Knight Executive Education & Conference Center, on campus, and at the Chase Park Plaza, three 

miles from campus. 

SCHEDULE: All sessions, meals, and the reception will be held at: 

Washington University Law 

Anheuser Busch Hall 

St. Louis, MO 

Check-in will begin at 8:30 am on June 9. Classes are in session from 9 am to 5 pm on June 9 and June 10 with a one-hour break for lunch (provided) and brief mid-morning and mid- 

afternoon breaks each day. Class will end at 12 pm on June 11 to allow participants time to head to the airport. 

Monday, June 9 

Group Discussion: 

- Sunstein, Schkade & EIIman, Ideological Voting on Federal Courts of Appeals: A Preliminary Investigation 

Lecture Topics: 

- Research Design 

- Theory to Observable Implications 

- Collecting Data 

- Sampling Issues 

- Measurement 

- Database Management 

- Statistical So.rare (Stata) 

- Homework 

- Coding exercise 

A cocktail reception will take place following class. 

Tuesday, June 10 

Group Discussion: 

- Coding exercise 

Lecture Topics: 

- Data Analysis 

- Sampling 

- Statistical Inference 

- Descriptive Statistics 

- Cross-Tabulations 

- Hypothesis Testing 

Small Group Exercises: 

- Basic Database Manipulation 

- Generating Descriptive Statistics 

- Significance Testing 

Wednesday, June 11 

Lecture Topics: 

- Simple Linear Regressions 

- Inference from Linear Regression 

- Statistical Control 

Small Group Exercises: 

- Bivariate Regression Analysis 

Lecture Topics: 

- Multiple Regressions 

- Logit/Probit 

- Displaying Data 

- Miscellaneous Statistical Topics (based on student interest) 

Question and Answer Session 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION & TO REGISTER: Please visit: http://cerl.wustl edu/trainin~q/cels14.php 

Call For Papers 

Summer Institute for Law and Policy 



June 1-20, 2014, Jerusalem 

Hebrew University in Jerusalem Faculty of Law invites applications for its three week Summer Institute for Law and Policy, June 1-20, 2014. 

ABOUT HU: The Hebrew University of Jerusalem (HU) is the first and leading university in Israel (ranked 59 in the world in http:i/~,A^tw.shan~qhairankin~q com) The Faculty of Law, which 

has long been considered the most prestigious law school in the country and a world-reputed academic institution, is inviting applications for the first of its Summer Institutes for Law 

and Policy The Program, offered in English, is dedicated to International Law and Human Rights, and the Middle East Conflict, fields for which the HU Law Faculty has been known as 

an international hub of academic excellence. 

THE SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR LAW AND POLICY, PROGRAM DETAILS: The program offers four academic courses with top Israeli legal experts; The Legal Aspects of the Middle East 

Crisis, Prof. Robbie Sabel, Israel’s Human Rights Challenges, Prof. David Kretzmer, Information Law and Technology, Dr. Guy Pesach, and International Economic Law in the Age of 

Globalization, Prof. Tomer Broude 

The program begins June 1st, 2014 and runs through June 20th, 2014. It is run in cooperation with the Rothberg International School, creating a supportive environment, both 

academically and socially for foreign students. 

The program offers an excellent study program in a top notch university, located in an intellectually stimulating environment: the City of Jerusalem, with its long history of conflict and 

diversity, and the State of Israel - a Start-Up Nation, confronting difficult international law and human rights challenges. 

Academically and practically inclined students and practitioners with strong legal backgrounds are invited to apply to the HU Summer Institute. Language of Instruction: English 

TUITION: $3,250 

ACCOMMODATIONS AT HEBREW UNIVERSITY: $750 (Participants may make alternate hotel arrangements of their choosing). Airfare not included. 

Scholarships, stipends and partial tuition waivers will be offered to all qualifying candidates based upon available funding. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: See http://w’v,A~/.institureforlawandpolicv.com or irisaf~savionJlui.ac.il 

Call For Papers 

Conference on Financial Market Misconduct 

April 3-4, 2014, Toronto, Canada 

SPONSORED BY: 

- CFA Institute 

- Journal of Corporate Finance 

- Schulich School of Business, York University 

TWO BEST PAPER PRIZES: 

- $2,000 Best Paper Prize 

- $2,000 Best PhD Student Paper 

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Franklin Allen, Nippon Life Professor of Finance, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 

ORGANIZERS: 

- Douglas Cumming, Schulich School of Business, York University 

- Bob Dannhauser, CFA Institute 

- Stuart Gillan, Terry College of Business, University of Georgia 

- Sofia Johan, Schulich School of Business, York University 

- Jeffry Netter, Terry College of Business, University of Georgia 

RATIONALE: Financial market misconduct erodes investors trust, and in turn influences stock market liquidity and performance, and exacerbates volatility. Financial market misconduct 

includes but is not limited to fraud. Despite the widespread media attention on market misconduct, the causes and consequences of market misconduct are often misunderstood and 

under researched around the world The evolving structure of markets gives rise to newwork on topic. 

This international conference will provide a timely debate on financial market misconduct. The conference also encourages, but does not require, submission to the Journal of 

Corporate Finance Papers submitted to the Journal of Corporate Finance would go through the normal review process. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS: Some research questions that contributors to the conference might address are: 

- Is market misconduct more common in different countries or across different exchanges? If so, what types (earnings management, insider trading, market manipulation, 

dissemination of false and misleading information, other)? 

- What are the causes of international differences in expected or detected misconduct? 

- What are the consequences of market misconduct, and do they differ across countries or exchanges? 

- Can regulation be designed to improve ethical standards and corporate governance? 

- Does high frequency trading mitigate or exacerbate market misconduct? 

- Does crowdfunding facilitate potential financial market misconduct, and how might such potential misconduct be mitigated through regulation? 

- Do intermediaries such as la~yers, auditors, and investment bankers mitigate or exacerbate financial market misconduct? 

- Is financial market misconduct exacerbated or mitigated under different types of ownership, such as government, institutional, or family ownership? 

- How is market misconduct related to activist investors such as venture capital, private equity, and hedge fund investors? 

- How is fraud risk and ethics priced in markets? 

- How does the risk of market misconduct affect corporate valuation? 

- To what extent has the failure of regulation and reporting standards exacerbated the incidence of market misconduct and the recent financial crisis? 

- What encourages the adoption of ethical standards in public firms versus private firms? 

- Related research questions on both publicly traded and privately held institutions are welcome 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Papers are to be submitted to: Douglas J. Cumming, Email: dcummin~q~,,schulich.¥orku ca, with the subject heading: "CFA-JCF -Schulich 

Conference on Financial Market Misconduct" 

In your submissions, please indicate whether you want your paper to be considered for the Journal of Corporate Finance (JCF). Papers submitted to the JCF should also be submitted 

online at the JCF webpage Papers will be revie~/ed following normal JCF standards. 

KEY DATES: 

- To aid in the development of papers, a two-day conference will be held at York University, Toronto, Canada on April 3-4, 2014. The conference will feature an evening reception on April 

3 with a Panel session convened by the CFA Institute and the keynote speaker. Conference paper presentations will be on April 3 and 4 at York University. 



- Deadline for submission to the conference is December 15, 2013. Authors will be notified about acceptance to conference by January 31, 2014. Acceptance to the conference does not 

guarantee acceptance into the Journal of Corporate Finance 

McGill University, Faculty of Law, Centre for Human Rights and Legal Pluralism 

O’Brien Graduate Fellowships 2014: Call For Applications 

The O’Brien Graduate Fellowship was established in 2005 through a very generous gift from David O’Brien for outstanding Masters or Doctoral students studying in the area of human 

rights and legal pluralism in the Faculty of Law, McGill University. 

O’Brien Fellows become members of the Centre for Human Rights and Legal Pluralism, a focal point for innovative legal and interdisciplinary research, dialogue, and outreach on 

human rights and legal pluralism. The O’Brien Fellowships are valued at $25,000 per annum 

QUALIFICATIONS: Successful applicants will have an outstanding academic record and a strong research proposal in the field of human rights and legal pluralism. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The deadline for O’Brien Fellowship applications is December 15th, 2013. Further information and application instructions are available on the web at 

http:ilv, A^tw.mc~qill callaw-admissionslqraduateslfinanciallobrien 

Nova Southeastern University, Shepard Broad Law Center 

Dean Search 

Nova Southeastern University invites applications and nominations for the position of Dean, Shepard Broad Law Center. 

ABOUT THE LAW CENTER: The Shepard Broad Law Center at Nova Southeastern University ("NSU") is built on a foundation of integrity, advocacy, community service, leadership, and 

development of practice-ready attorneys. In 2012, our programs were ranked among the top ten law schools in the nation for bar preparation due in large part to our extraordinary faculty, 

focused programs, and dedicated students. 

NSU Law offers a rigorous traditional academic program in three-year day and four-year evening versions. We pride ourselves on preparing graduates to make a smooth transition from 

the classroom to the courtroom or boardroom. NSU Law students also have a unique opportunity to study both common law and civil law through our dual-degree programs in Spain, 

Italy and the Czech Republic. Additionally, we offer students the ability to earn joint degrees in other disciplines; the disciplines include, for example, business, medicine, and dentistry. 

Clinical education is an important part of the NSU Law experience. In fact, as part of our on-going commitment to clinical education, every student who meets the clinic criteria has the 

opportunity to participate in one of our clinics. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: As the chief academic and administrative officer of the Law Center, the Dean is responsible for leadership of the school’s academic and administrative affairs. The 

Dean will provide innovative vision and leadership in order to maintain and advance the stature of the Law Center. The Dean is also a tenured faculty member of the Law Center. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants for Dean of the Law Center must bring previous administrative experience in educational services, preferably in legal education. Candidates must 

possess a Juris Doctorate from an accredited law school in the U.S. Applicants should also possess the strong administrative, managerial, development and communication skills 

necessary for leading a law school. 

A copy of the full position description can be found at: https:/!nsulawdean.ekornferry.com 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The confidential review of applications, nominations and expressions of interest will begin immediately. Applications are encouraged by December 9, 

2013 to ensure full consideration, though the search will remain open until the position is filled. Candidates should submit a letter of application summarizing their qualifications and 

interest; along with a curriculum vitae via https:/!nsulawdean.ekornferrv.com 

Nova Southeastern University is an equal opportunity employer and is in full compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. The Dean Search Committee encourages applications 

from individuals of varied experiences and backgrounds. 

Washington University School of Law 

Dean 

Washington University in St Louis invites applications and nominations for the position of Dean of the School of Law. 

Washington University School of Law seeks a leader with the vision to build the future of the law school. The University and its administration have a long tradition of supporting new and 

creative leaders and initiatives to transform research and education and to engage the larger community. The dean of the School of Law has the opportunity to foster and develop 

influential intellectual programs at the heart of a worldnclass research institution. 

The School of Law offers students a rigorous educational experience in an intellectually challenging and collegial environment Its outstanding faculty members are leaders in their 

respective fields. Recognized for their excellent teaching and scholarship, they are also highly accessible to students. The School of Law’s curriculum blends traditional theory with 

opportunities for hands-on learning through lawyering skills courses and placements in New York, Washington, DC., St. Louis, and around the world. This curriculum develops the 

critical thinking, legal skills, and interdisciplinary learning students need to effectively practice law. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The Dean is responsible for strategic leadership, academic excellence, and overall administration of the School of Law. The Dean also leads the development and 

implementation of the School’s strategic plan, advances its curriculum and educational programs, facilitates outstanding faculty research and teaching, and secures new resources 

The Dean reports to the Provost and serves as a member of the University Council, an advisory board to the Chancellor 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The successful candidate will be a thoughtful, entrepreneurial, creative and collaborative leader who sees opportunity in the challenges presently facing legal 

education and who brings talented people together to develop a compelling, shared, and global vision that builds on the School of Law’s successes. A successful track record of 

administrative leadership experience is desired, including resource management and demonstrated fundraising experience or potential. The Dean must also be a scholar with a 

national reputation who can further inspire and motivate the School’s excellent faculty. 

OVERVIEW OF THE SCHOOL OF LAW: At the heart of a Washington University legal education is one of the strongest faculty in the country, comprised of influential scholars and 

teachers. With 46 tenured and tenure-track faculty members, 6 professors of practice, and over 20 lecturers in law, the faculty is highly diverse in background and methodology. Faculty 

members have substantial experience in a wide variety of practice settings. Many faculty members bring an increasingly interdisciplinary approach to their teaching and scholarship. 

Faculty members hold Ph.D.s in history, economics, psychology and political science. Several faculty members hold joint appointments with Arts & Sciences, the Olin Business School, 



the Brown School of Social Work, and the Medical School The faculty produce authoritative scholarship in a diverse array of fields, participating in important international and national 

debates on law, legal theory, policy, and legal reform. In addition to the full-time faculty, visiting scholars and adjunct faculty enrich the curriculum. Each year, the School of Law brings top 

scholars and leading practitioners in their fields to St. Louis to engage with faculty and teach students In addition, the teaching and scholarly mission of the law school is enhanced by 

several renowned Centers and Institutes: the Center for Empirical Research in the Law; the Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of Work and Social Capital; the Center on Law, 

Innovation & Economic Growth; and the Whitney R. Harris World Law Institute U.S News & World Report currently ranks the School of Law 19th overall among ABA accredited law 

schools, and its clinical training and trial advocacy programs consistently rank in the top 10 

The School of Law enrolls a highly qualified and diverse group of students This year’s1Lclassof189studentscomesfrom37states,theDistrictofColumbia,andanumberofforeign 

countries 39% of the class is female and 23% are members of racial or ethnic minority groups. The median LSAT for this class is166 and the median GPA is 3 69 A rich variety of 

courses in law, legal theory, and la,,eyering skills provides Washington University law students with the training necessary to excel in both legal reasoning and writing. In addition, the law 

school offers students a nu mber of opportunities for hands-on legal training such as working for members of Congress or administrative agencies in D.C., clerking for judges on the 

Delaware Supreme and Chancery Courts, and interning at agencies that play important roles in regulating the financial industry. Students in the J.D. program can pursue a joint degree 

with another school at the University or with a partner University abroad. Joint-degree students in the law school commonly combine their legal studies with programs in the Brown 

School, the Olin Business School, and the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. The School of Law also offers a variety of non-J.D, degree programs including L.L.M., L.L.M. in 

Intellectual Property, L.L.M. in Taxation, L.L.M. with a Concentration in Negotiation and Dispute Resolution, and the L.L.M. in U.S. Lawfor foreign trained lawyers. This last program is 

available to students attending classes in residence, or through a new online L.L.M. offered by the law school. Currently, the law school student body includes 704 J.D. students and 119 

L.L.M. students. 

The School of Law’s location on Washington University’s Danforth Campus gives its students and faculty ready access to the University’s many physical and intellectual resources. 

Students are able to take classes at other schools, and faculty have easy access to events, conferences and colleagues in other disciplines. The University operates on a "reserve" 

system. Each school is responsible for maintaining its own operating budget, and is able to keep or draw from its own reserves. The Dean of the School of Law is a member of the 

University Council, an advisory board made up of the university’s senior leadership, which serves as an advisor to the Chancellor. The work of the School of Law is supported by the 

National Council, an advisory board of alumni, faculty from peer institutions, and national leaders in law and business. The School of Law is an active participant in the University’s 

current capital campaign, Leading Together. 

Like all law schools today, Washington University School of Law faces challenges, including financial challenges, in responding to a radically changed legal environment. The faculty 

and administration are fully aware of the depth and significance of these changes, as well as the possibilities and opportunities they present for transforming legal education and 

strengthening our long tradition of excellence. The School of Law is seeking a dean who will provide leadership in meeting these challenges and determining how best to adapt to this 

new environment, including how to resolve questions about size, teaching methodology, viable sources to increase revenues, and the relationship to the larger university. 

Washington University School of Law has unique strengths on which to build. The law school is embedded in a top-notch research university with an outstanding undergraduate 

program; it has built strong ties promoting interdisciplinary and empirical research related to the law; it has pioneered the use of analytics to help with student placement; it is committed 

to teaching and learning innovation, most recently by initiating an online L.L.M. program; it has involved faculty to implement effective, individualized job search strategies to help with job 

placement; it has created an executive education program for industry professionals; and it has cultivated partnerships with a number of top universities worldwide. 

POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES: 

- The Dean is the chief academic and administrative officer of the School of Law and has responsibilities in the following areas: 

- Strategic Leadership: working collaboratively with all stakeholders to help articulate and pursue a vision of excellence. 

- Academic Quality: ensuring outstanding academic programs that attract exceptional students and prepare them for meaningful careers. 

- Scholarship and Faculty Development: promoting rigorous intellectual inquiry and excellence in scholarship, and maintaining a diverse and intellectually vibrant faculty 

- Professional Opportunities for Students: enhancing career opportunities for law school graduates in light of the structural changes in the legal profession. 

- External Relations and Fundraising: communicating effectively the school’s strengths, building ties with alumni and the legal community, and successfully raising funds. 

- Management: managing the School’s resources, both personnel and financial, to achieve the School’s mission 

- University Relations: strengthening ties with the University and increasing collaboration with other academic units. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: 

The successful candidate will possess: 

- A record of professional accomplishments demonstrating effective leadership and scholarly excellence. 

- An understanding of the structural challenges facing legal education and the ability to plan strategically and implement needed changes. 

- The ability to work collaboratively with a faculty that is committed to a strong partnership with the dean. 

- A commitment to the success of our students, through excellence and innovation in teaching and scholarship, and enhanced employment opportunities 

- The ability to passionately articulate the School’s strengths and vision to local, national and international audiences. 

- The ability to understand and to communicate effectively with diverse groups of people 

- A sense of humility, a capacity to listen and a commitment to leading in a candid and transparent way that engenders trust and inspires others to further the School’s mission 

OVERVIEW OF THE UNIVERSITY: Washington University in St. Louis, a medium-sized, independent, private university, is among the world’s leaders in higher education, producing 

pathbreaking research in a broad range of disciplines and drawing outstanding students from all 50 states and more than 100 countries. The University is organized into seven 

academic units: the School of Law, the School of Medicine, the Olin Business School, the Brown School, the Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts, the School of Engineering & 

Applied Sciences, and the College of Arts & Sciences. The University enrolls approximately 13,000 students, about half of them undergraduates The University is led by Chancellor Mark 

S. Wrighton and Provost Holden Thorp, and governed by a 56-member Board of Trustees 

ABOUT ST. LOUIS: Greater St Louis is the 19th-largest metropolitan area in the United States with a population of approximately 3 million Thanks in large part to Washington University, 

other regional universities, and key Fortune 500 corporations, St Louis is a national hub for important research and business development, especially in the fields of medicine, 

biotechnology, and science The School of Law is located on the University’s Danforth campus, 10 miles west of downtown St Louis, and surrounded by a number of vibrant 

neighborhoods, such as the Central West End and University City’s Delmar Loop Consistently ranked among the nation’s best places to live and raise a family, the St. Louis region 

offers affordable neighborhoods and high quality schools, in addition to all of the amenities of a major city. It is home to the world renowned St. Louis Symphony Orchestra and the St. 

Louis Cardinals baseball team. The city provides numerous opportunities to enjoy professional sports, attend cultural events, and participate in a wide range of recreational activities. 

Bordering the university campus is Forest Park, one of the largest urban parks in the US, and home to the region’s major cultural institutions including the St Louis Art Museum, the 

Missouri History Museum, the St Louis Science Center, and the St. Louis Zoo. It also provides countless recreational opportunities such as boating, golfing, tennis, bicycling, jogging, 

ice skating and more. 

APPLICATION AND NOMINATION PROCEDURE: Review of applications, nominations and expressions of interest will begin immediately. All applications will be held in strict 

confidence Applications are encouraged by January 10, 2014, though the position will remain open until filled. The start date is July 1, 2014 Candidates should submit a CV and letter 

summarizing their qualifications and interest to the Dean Search Committee c/o Korn/Ferry International by email at WashULaw(@,kornferry.com 

The mission of Washington University School of Law is to equip students with the knowledge and skills to ethically and effectively practice law and pursue justice in a dynamic and 

globally interconnected legal environment; to foster a vibrant intellectual culture, characterized by the rigorous exchange of views and the production and dissemination of influential 

research; and to cultivate a collaborative and supportive community of students, faculty, staff, and alumni that prizes diversity and values connection to and service in broader civic and 

professional communities 

Washington University in St. Louis is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer and encourages applications from women, ethnic minorities, veterans and individuals with 

disabilities. 

University of Alabama, School of Law 

Dean Search 



For 140 years, Alabama Law has produced attorneys who become leaders locally, nationally, and globally. Our graduates do more than practice law- they shape the future. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The University of Alabama School of Law seeks a dean with excellent academic credentials, extensive administrative leadership experience, and strong 

communication and fundraising skills 

Leaders from a wide range of backgrounds and disciplines may be considered. Candidates from the academy should possess a JD or equivalent degree and have a distinguished 

record of (or outstanding potential for) chairholder-level scholarship and teaching. Candidates holding advanced degrees with scholarly interests related to the law and involving 

interdisciplinary, jurisprudential, empirical, or social science work, or exceptional jurists or practitioners may also receive consideration 

The position requires a candidate who can: 

- Set and achieve Law School-wide excellence in research, teaching, and public service; 

- Attract, mentor, and retain high-quality faculty, students, and staff; 

- Enhance diversity in all forms; 

- Manage the Law School, with skills including strategic planning, program development and evaluation, and financial management; 

- Raise funds and promote the Law School in Alabama and throughout the nation; and 

- Maintain and improve the School’s already strong relationship with the University, alumni, and the bar. 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL OF LAW: The University of Alabama School of Law is a top-ten public law school that offers its students an exciting, challenging educational environment coupled 

with a high quality of life. An intimate, student-centered institution, the School’s 45 full-time faculty teach approximately 500 students, offering a JD and seven JD joint/dual programs of 

study, as well as an international LLM, an LLM in taxation, and an LLM concentration in business transactions. The curriculum is traditional but includes a variety of elective classes in 

business law, criminal law, environmental law, intellectual property, international law, and tax law The curriculum is also rich in clinical, advocacy, skills, and perspective offerings. 

The Law School attracts a racially diverse group of students drawn from both Alabama and the larger nation. For the JD Class of 2015, the School received almost 1,700 applications 

and admitted 423 candidates: the median LSAT of the 2015 class is 165. The School is widely recognized for the value of its education, with current in-state tuition of $20,770 (out-of- 

state $34,840) In a challenging environment, the School’s graduates have succeeded in the job market: in 2012, within nine months of graduation, 92 percent of graduates were 

employed in JD-required or preferred positions or were attending graduate school 

The Law School is part of the University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa, a public research university and the flagship of the University of Alabama System. Tuscaloosa is a thriving, affordable 

city of 100,000 that lies 50 miles southwest of Birmingham 

More information about the School and University may be found at http://vwwv law ua edu and http://www.ua.edu 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The University of Alabama is being assisted in this effort by the executive search firm Spencer Stuart. The search committee welcomes comments, 

questions, and nominations or expressions of interest. To contact the committee, please email alabamalawdean~,,spencerstuart.com. All submissions will be held in strict confidence. 

The University of Alabama School of Law is committed to a policy of equal opportunity and of nondiscrimination based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, handicap or 

disability, or sexual orientation. It does not discriminate on these factors in administering its educational policies; admission policies; employment, promotion, and compensation 

policies; financial aid and scholarship programs; and other school-related activities 

Soongsil University College of Law, Department of Global Law, Soongsil University College of Law 

Tenure-track Position in Seoul, Korea 

The Department of Global Law in Soongsil University College of Law invites applicants for one tenure-track position beginning spring 2014. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants in any field of law with superior academic credentials are welcome. Korean proficiency is not required as classes are taught in English 

Applicants should have one of the following qualifications: 

1. Possession of a PhD. or SJ.D, or 

2. Possession of a J.D or equivalent with at least 5 years of experience in international or diplomatic cooperation, teaching, judicial clerkship, or other legal practice. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The successful applicant will be expected to provide effective teaching, to publish excellent research articles in reputable journals, and to contribute to the core 

curriculum as well as extracurricular activities of the Department 

Applicants can visit http:ll~wv.lawyer.ssuackr/web/la~^~,er for more information on the Department of Global Law Salary and rank will be commensurate with the qualifications of the 

applicant. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Email cover letter, Curriculum Vitae including a list of publications and the names and contact information of two references, and undergraduate, law 

school and/or graduate school transcript(s) to bach737~,ssu.ac.kr 

Confidential review of applications will begin immediately. The deadline for applications is Dec. 5, 2013. The Department may review additional applications after the deadline, at its 

discretion 

Those applicants who meet the preliminary criteria will be required to submit proof of employment, photocopies of passport, letters of references, and proof of publications for further 

review. 

Although electronic applications are preferred, if necessary, application materials may be sent to: 

Prof. Pak, Wan Q 

Soongsil University College of Law 

Sangdoro-369, Dongjak-ku 

Seoul, Korea 156-743 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND JOB POSTINGS 

If you wish to post a professional announcement or job listing, please contact Announcements~,SSRN.com for more information. 

HOW TO UNSUBSCRIBE 

You can unsubscribe from these Jobs & Announcements emails by clicking here. 

You can change any of your other e Journal subscriptions in the following ways: 



I. Log into SSRN User Headquarters at http:/ihq.ssrn com. Click "Subscriptions" on the left side of your screen, click on the appropriate network name, and then uncheck 

"Professional Announcements and Job Postings" at the bottom of the page 

2. Email Support(@,,SSRNcom 

3 Call 877-SSRNHelp (877777.6435) in the United States, or +1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States. We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30 AM and 

6:00 PM, United States Eastern Standard/Daylight Time (EST/EDT). 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE TO SSRN JOURNALS 

Site subscription membership 

Many university departments and other institutions have purchased site licenses covering all of the journals in a particular network If you want to subscribe to any of the SSRN 

journals, you may be able to do so without charge by first checking to see if your institution currently has a site license. 

To do this please click on any of the following URLs. Instructions for joining the site are included on these pages 

o Accountinq Research Network 

o Co¢Initive Science Network 

o Corporate Governance Network 

o Economics Research Network 

o Entrepreneurship Research & Policy Network 

o Financial Economics Network 

o Health Economics Network 

o Information Systems & eBusiness Network 

o Leclal Scholarship Network 

o Manaqement Research Network 

o Political Science Network 

o Social Insurance Research Network 

o Classics Research Network 

o En~11ish & American Literature Research Network 

o Philosophy Research Network 

If your institution or department is not listed as a site, we would be happy to work with you to set one up. Please contact site(~,ssrn.com for more information 

Individual membership (for those not covered by a site subscription), complete our web subscription form at our secure site: http://w’vw,,.ssrn.com/subscribe 
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If you are undergoing financial hardship and believe you cannot pay for a journal, please send a detailed explanation to Subscribe@SSRN.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Web Seminars <confemnces@sourcemediamail.com> 

Wednesdw, November 20, 2013 10:00 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

CFPB Updates: Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 

i ::~,~ CFPB Updates: Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 

In a recen~ report, the CFPB detailed how consumers 

have benefitted from the 2009 CARD Act, citing reduced 

penalty fees and greater transparency wi~h cost of 

credit cards. But the bureau also ca[~ed attention to four 

specific ongoh}g "areas of concern" that could be at the 

center of future regulations impac[~ng card ~ssuers. 

Add-on products-d~e optional services sold by 

credit card companies to cardholders that include 

debt cancellation, identity theft protection, and 

credit monitoring 

"Fee harvester cards" or cards w~th application and 

activation fees ("other fees charged before 

account ~s opened") ~ha~ corm be consMered 

excessive. 

Deferred interest products: Credit cards w~th 

retroactive interest charges ~f the balance ~sn’t 

paid in ~ul~ by a certain date~ 

The clarity and transparency of d~sdesu~es 

those who access their c~ed~t card information 

online as well as d~sclosures re~ated to rewards 

products and grace periods. 

This web cast wiJl address in further detail the scope of 

these areas of concern, how the CFPB is likely to 

monitor them, and what future actions, if any, could 

take place. The panel will address what impact this will 

have on the card issuh~g business, and wh~t issuers 

should do to stay proact~ve~ 

[ ~ Register Now 

December :1,8, 

12:00 p.m, EDT 

~~tio~: 60 Hinutes 

~ic~," $99,00 

Kevir; Wack 

Kevin Wack 

S~aff WHte& Capito[ 

Jo Ant; 

Barefoot 

~o Ann Barefoo~ 

Co-.Chair 

Tre[iant RisR Advisors 

Anand S 1 Raman 

Partner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

15bj udicialdistrictbar- [x~unce @main.nc.us on behalf of 

Notification from JD 15B Bar <15bjudicialdistrictbar@main.nc.us> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:01 AM 

15bjudicialdi strictb~,@main.nc.us 

[15Bjudicialdistrictbar] 15B JD Bar Holiday Party 

HolidayCelebrationNotice2013.pdf; ATI’00001 .c 

The 15B 
Judicial 
District Bar 
Holiday 
Celebration 
is Friday, 
December 
13th. If you 
would like 
to attend, 
please 
have your 
response 
and 
payment in 
by 
Monday, 
December 
9th. 

B 
Judicial 
District 

Bar 
Cordially 

Invites 

You 

and 

Jr’our 

Guest 

to 

Annual 
Celebration 

Holiday 
Season 
Friday, 
December 

13, 
2013 
7he 

Carolina 

Inn 

211 

Pittsboro 



Street 

Chapel 

Hill. 

NC 

27516 

Cocktails 

at 

6:0 0 

p.m. 

Dinner 

at 

7:0 0 

p.m. 

$35. O0 

per 

person 
Parl~lg 
at 
the 

both 
sd[" 

valet, 
is 
available 
for 

fee 

first 

come, 
first 

served 
basis. 
Free 
parking 
is 
available 
across 
Pittsboro 
Street 

the 
Wilson 
Lot 
behind 
the 
Newma~ 
Center; 
in 
the 
Nash 
Lot 
behh~d 
Nash 
ItaJl; 
and 

the 
parking 
deck 
at 
the 
Global 
Ed 
Center 
on 

the 
comer 
of 
McCanley 
and 



Pittsboro 

Streets. 

Reservations 

are 

required, 

and 

space 

is 

limited. 

Fh~ 

deadIMe 

for 

reservations 

is 

Mouday, 

December 

9, 

2013. 

Please 

complete 

the 

form 

below, 

and 

your 

payment 

to: 

Gregory 

He,man 

(~iddens 

205 

Providence 

Road 

Chapel 

NC 

27514 

Checks 

should 

b~e 

made 

payable 

to~." 

Judicial 

District 

Bar. 

PAYM~ENT 

NND 

RESERVATION 

FORM 

BE 

RECEI ED 

BY 

DECEMBER 

20~3~ 

N~e: 

Guest’s 
Name: 

Telephone: 

.amount 

Enclosed: 

$ 

Please 

make 

your 

meal 



selection 

(s) 

by 

indicating 

2 

3 

below. 
Meal 

Choice 

for 

Self 

Meal 

Choice 

for 

Guest 

1) 

Stuffed 

Portobello 

Mushroom 
with 

Herb 

& 
Garlic 

FalTo, 
Roast~t 

Pcppc~, 

Bomsin 

~4Anond 

Brittle 

2) 

Pan 

Seared 

Breast 

of 

Free 

Range 

Chicken 

Wild 

Mushroom 
Risotto 

with 

Provencal 
Vegetables 

and 

Roasted 

Chicken 

Jus 

Grilled 

Medallion 

of 

Beef 
Tenderloin 

and 

Carolina 

Inn 

Crab 

Cake 

topped 

with 

Smoked 

Tomato 

Jus, 



Maytag 

Blue 

Cheese 

Potato 

Gratm 

& 

Sautded 

Green 

Beaus 

Plea}~ 
advi~ 

.fo~ 
~!lergies 

lill A. Kilb¥ 

Legal Assistant 

15B Judicial District Bar 
Gregory Herman-Giddens, Secretary/Treasurer 

205 Providence Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 2753L4 

9:19-493-635:1_ or go0- 20:1_-04:13 

919-493-6355 fax 

Privileged and Oonfidential Message: The information contained in this message is attorney-client privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual(s) or 

entity(ies) named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of’ this communication is strictly 

prohibited. If’ you have received this communication in error, please erase all copies of the message and its attachments and immediately notif’y the sender by telephone. 



The I 5-l{ Judicial District Bar 
Cordially Im,Res ]~u ~d 

Am ual Celeb  atio  
Ho 

Friday, December 13, 2013 

The ( Tarolma 

Chapel Hi[[, NC 2 75 

~ (. cktuds at 6:00 lzm. 
Dinne~" at 7:O0 p. m. 

$ 35, O0 per person 

Parking at the Inn, both self-self, ice and valet, is available for a ~%e on a first-come, first-sem~ed 
b~is. Free parking is a~a~lable across Pit~boro Street m the Wilson [mt behind the Newman 
Center; in the Nash Lot behind Nash Hall; ~d m the parking deck at the Global Ed Center 
on the comer of McCauley and Piasboro Streets. 

Reservations are required~ and space is l~mh:ed, 

Firm deadfine f~r reservations is M~day, December 9~ 2013. 

Please complete fl~e form below, and return with your p~,ment to: 
Gregory Hem~an-Giddens 

205 Providence Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(h.~.~..~b.9.~.~...~..~.~.~.d.~..p.~y~N~..~.~.;..1~.8...~.i.~i.~.~...D~.~.~v~.~.t.8.~.r. 

PAYMENT AND RESERVATION FORMMUST BE RE(~EI ED BY DE(,E~ I BER ~. 2013. 

Guest’s Name: 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Telephone: Amount Enclosed: $ 

Please make your meM selection(s) by ~ndieating 1, 2 or 3 below. 

Meal Choice for Self Meal Choice for Guest 
................................................... 

1) Smftk~d Portobe]lo Mushroom with }-lefl~ & Ga’lic Faro, Roasted Peppers, Bo~siu Cheese, Almond Brittle 

2) Pan Seared Breast of Free Range Chicken sen:ed over Wild Mushroom Risotto with 
Proven~aI VegetabDs and Roasted Chicken Jus 

3) Grilled Medallion of Beef Tenderloin and Cax’olina hm Crab Cake topped with 
Smoked Tomato Jus, Maytag Blue Cheese Potato Gratin & Sautded Green Beans 

Please a&’ise of any.~od allergies or special dietat?, requirements. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USA TODAY High School Sports <editor@schedulestar,com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:08 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Submit your Ultimate Athlete tbr a chance to win! 

This is an advertising message from USA TODAY High School Sports 

If you no longer wish to receive promotional emails, click here to 

~[i.,i.’k_,__r~.C,2.e_ to view our privacy policy 

This email was sent by: USA TODAY High Schoo~ Sports 

100 Emerson Lane Suite 1529 E~ridgeville, PA, 15017, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communica~ons@mlmerhaleuIxtate.com~ 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:22 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Government Ready to "Maximize the Good" of Virtual Currency -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 
SIGN 

On the Road to Legitimacy? Regulators Appear Ready to "Maximize 
the Good" of Vi~l:ual C~mency 

Supporters of Bitcoin and other virtual currencies wiii be heartened by the generally positive 

regulators and senators signaled that forthcoming regulation should not aim to stifle this emerging 

expressed a desire for targeted reguiations that aim to combat only the illicit uses of viRual currency, 

and senators seemed in no rush to take legislative action. 

The two hearings; by the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee on November 

17 and the Senate Banking Committee on November 18, each focused on various federal regulators’ 

planned response to the quick rise of virtual currency, especially Bitcoin US government officials 

domirlated several of the parlels, irlc’luding Financial Crimes Enf~)rcement Network (FinCEN) Director 

Jennifer Shasky Caivery (who appeared at both hearings)~ along w~th representatives from the 

consistent: viRual currencies such as Bitcoin raise concerns due to their somewhat anonymous nature, 

and they i~ave been arid remain vulnerable to illicit a,’:[ivity, but [i~ey aiso have legitimate, beneficial uses. 

Rather than call for additional legislation, regulators stressed that they already had the tools to regulate 

w£usl currencies effecbvely~ po~nt~ng to the successful shutdowns of the online b~ack marXet S~lk Road, 

and iiiicit centralized vi£ual payments system L}berty Resolve. 

measures to eliminate any loopholes or safe havens in the international market For example~ one DOJ 

panelist noted that the UK’s National Crime Agency had recently joined the Virtual Currency Emerging 

Threats Working Group (VCET) founded by the FBI in 2012 

Virtual currency industry representatives generally were eager to compiy with existing federal reguiation, 

particularly [hose insti[uted by FinCEN, in an effo~t to bring iegifimacy arid s[abiiity to the virtual currency 

industry. They were less eager, but stiJJ willing, to compJy with state Jicensing requirements, noting that 

differing standards were often burdensome ~ndustry panelists even went so far ss to request fuRher 

guidance to help "de-chill’= the current reiationship between vi£uai businesses and brick-snd-mo~a~ 

banks. Together with the reguJatory psneJists, industry ~epresentatives appeared to form a Joose 

Governmental A~sirs Committee Chair Senator Tom Carpe~ (D-Del.) as "Minimize the Bad~ Maximize the 

Despite generally positive treatment, ttlis week’s hearings reveaied some looming reguh~tory risks for 

Bitcoin and ether vi£uai currencies. Fkst, FinCEN did net take a position on the nature of visual currency 

~tse~f~obse~’~ng that it could be a commodity, a security~ an ~ntemet portal or simply a value storage 

device Classifying v~Sual currency as anything other than currency might impose significant restrictions 

on how these currencies are created and traded. Second, panelists and senators noted that taxsbon of 

v~dual currency remains an unresolved issue that should be addressed promp[~y by the InS, but the 

timing of ~RS guidance was unceRain And third, one panelist representing the larger financ~a~ sea,/ices 

involve themselves ~n innovative financial products such as p~epa~d cards or electronic payment 

went far in establishing a federal government view that these technoiogies represent innovation that 

should be given the opportunity to flourish~ rather than simply a threat. ]he challenge iies in finding a 

balance between ever-regulating and stifling business, and under-regulating and allowing criminals to 

use virtuai currency in illicit schemes. As Director Shasky put it, ’we need smart regulation" 

I 



CNents iook to cur Financial ]nstitutions Practice, for 

assis,’_ance wiLi~ comp]ex~ chaiieng[ng federal 
regcila~ery and legislative litigation, enfe[cement and 
bus~ness transaction maEers that ~mpact them as 

banks, card issuers, hisurance companies; broker 

dealers; moitgage ~enders, datx~base operators, onNne 

]i~e WilmerHale FinTech Group is a multidiscipiinary 

team of lawyers tha~ ievecages ~i~e experience of our 
corporal~.>. fh!ancial institci~iens> technology and 

intellectual property practices to offer integrated, fulF 
seFvlce legal solutions to cliec/Ls within the FinTech 

sectol and to a hos~ of o~her ~iients who do business 

more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Financial Services Marketing S~posium <conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:27 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Acxiom CEO to keynote on the Future of Data 

Fi .... ial Sewices Marketing +1 ..... tion Symposium 

Acxiorn CEO keynotes on Future of Data 

A few months ago Acxiom announced that it will begin letting 
consumers see some of the data it’s collected on thorn via website 
AboutTheData.com, in an article on American Banker online. 

The company further said in the article that it may let consumers 
repair their own records by fixing inaccuracies and adding missing 
pieces. Since the announcement there have been other articles 
covering the challenges that Acxiom has been facing since the 
launch. 

[:~4 sco~ .owe 
Scott Howe 
CEO & President 

Acxiom Corporation 

Hear more from Acxiorn’s CEO & President, Scott Howe, during his 
keynote presentation Acxiom on the Future of Data. 

Acxiom’s keynote presentation is one of the many insightful presentations you will heat at the 

Annual Financial Services Marketin,q & Innovation Symposium in NYC, December 

2013, 

Register online now, to hear from some of the brightest CNOs in banking and financial services 

when you join us at the Crowne Plaza Times Square Nanhattan, 

Sponsorship Opport~Nties 
For a customized package, please contact Adam Dadich at (2:12) 803~6089, 

ABOUT I CONTACT I PRIVACY] 

Sum°co: American BalNer a~icle: First Look: Acxiom Move to Make Data Transparent Stirs 
Privacy Debate by Pem~y Crosman, Sop 3~ 2013 1:33pro ET 

SourceMedia can(ella[ion policies apply All special ~gfers are valid ,or bi~W registrants only and canno[ be applied to current 

registered 8ttendees Offers are not transferabie and cannot be combined with any other offer. Plesse cali our Customer 

Service departmenl at 800-803-3424 or 212-803-6093 if you have any questions 

You sre currently subscribed to ConfereRee - Fh~a~cial Services Narketin9 Sylr~p ss: Ibroome@email uric edu 

To Unsubscribe from receiving further p[omolional email groin Corffer8nce 

To update your promotionsi preferel~ces for other SourceMedia lists, (:lick Here. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 20 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted November 20, 2013, lO:55 A.M. ET 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has issued a final rule to simplify and 

streamline required mortgage cost disclosures provided to borrowers during home purchases. 

Starting Aug. 1, 2015, mortgage lenders must use the new CFPB forms for required disclosures 
under the Truth in Lending Act (TILA) and the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 

(RESPA), the bureau said in a release embargoed for 12:01 a.m. Nov. 20. 

The final rule also establishes new requirements about when the forms are given to the 
borrowers and limits how much the final loan terms can change from the original estimate, 

according to the CFPB, 

@Our new @Know Before You Owe’ mortgage forms improve consumer understanding, aid 
comparison shopping, and help prevent closing table surprises for consumers,~, CFPB Director 
Richard Cordray said in a statement. @Today’s rule is an important step toward the consumer 

having greater control over the mortgage loan process.@ 

In place for nearly three decades, the existing federal disclosures were found to contain 
duplicative and often times confusing information. The 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act tasked the CFPB with streamlining the forms, after earlier efforts 
by regulators including the Federal Reserve and the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development proved unsuccessful. 

Adjusting Disclosure Timing. 

Federal law has generally required that within three business days after receiving a mortgage 
application, lenders must deliver two different, overlapping disclosures to consumers, the CFPB 
said, At the closing stage, federal law also has generally required two forms, 

The final CFPB rule will establish one @Loan Estimate@ form and another @Closing Disclosure@ 

form. 

The Loan Estimate must be provided to a consumer within three business days of applying for 
a mortgage and provide information on the loan’s key features and costs, such as the finance 
charge, annual percentage rate, and any prepayment penalties. 

The Closing Disclosure would be provided three business days before the close of the 
mortgage and further explain all of the finalized costs associated with the loan, as well as 
closing costs such as appraisals, title fees, property taxes, and insurance. ~t is current 
practice for the final disclosures under TTLA and RESPA to be provided at the time of closing, 

rather than in advance. 

The CFPB said that the advanced notice will allow the consumer to examine the final loan 
terms and costs in an unpressured environment and allow more time to ask questions and 

negotiate over changes that may have occurred, 

The agency also said that the new and similar formats for the Loan Estimate and Closing 
Disclosure forms will make it easier for consumers to compare their original estimate with the 

final terms of the loan. 

In addition, the final rule sets limits on closing cost increases or higher fees on the final loan. 

The rule restricts the circumstances in which consumers can be required to pay more for 
services required to complete a loan, such as appraisals and inspections. There are exceptions 



to the requirement, such as cases where the consumer asks for a change or if information 

provided at application was inaccurate. 

Lenders and settlement service providers also will be required to keep electronic copies of the 
forms they give to consumers, a move the CFPB said will allow it to address compliance 

questions more easily. 

The new disclosure forms were the first CFPB rulemaking to be vetted by a Small Business 
Review Panel, which will make recommendations on reducing potential costs and regulatory 
burdens on smaller-sized mortgage lenders, brokers, settlement service providers, and others. 

A fact sheet about the new mortgage disclosures is available at: http:!/ol~.bna.com/bar.nsf/r? 

Open=mfeo- 9dlsuk. 

The final rule was scheduled to be made available Nov. 20 at: 

http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201311 cfpb final-rule integrated-mortgage- 

disclosures.pdf. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ufnowsld, Amy <aufnowski@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:35 AM 

Ufi~owski, Amy ~aufi~owski@theacc.org> 

ACC Women’s Basketball - November 20 

WBB 1120.pdf 

All, 

Attached and linked below you will find the ACC Women’s Basketball Release in advance of games on Wednesday, Nov. 20. 

@ACCWBB Release 

http://theacc.coiWBB14release 

Upcoming Games 

Wednesday, Nov. 20 
Pitt at Michigan - 7 p.m. 

South Carolina at Clemson - 7 p.m ........... 

Maryland Eastern Shore at -!RV Syracuse 

Recent Results 

Tuesday, Nov. 19 

Miami 86, Oakland 68 
Virginia 6:1, Liberty 60 

No. 8/8 Maryland 87, George Washington 51 

Wake Forest 69, Davidson 66 
AMY UFNOWSKI 
Associate Director, Communications 

©: 336.369.1003 IC: 336.3371249 
a u f n ows ki(~th e a cc=o LCl 
[i]eA C C.,:;,:)m ¯ 

Live Stream - http:iivideo.btn.comiallaccessi 

Live Stream - ..h..t~t.p.;L~./..w~..w~..w~:..c.~e~.m~s..~...n~t.~g~e~r~s.:..c.9.~m~/.].[.v~.e~.E..v~.e~n...t~s./.!~..v~.e~E...v~.e~n...t..s.:dbm~?SP~D=~37:~6&db oem id=28500 

7 p.m. Live Stream - http:!iwww.suathletics.comishowcase 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Venable Events <Events@Venable.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: What You Need to Know Atx~ut Consumer Complaints mad the CFPB 

Venable Deloitte 750px 

What You Need to Know About C :resumer Com : lamts and. tt e CFPB 

The Consumer Response Unit of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) receives, processes, 
and revie~vs consumer complaints. The CFPB then lists these complaints in a searchable database. The 
CFPB also reviews consumer complaints separately and uses them in connection with its supervisoU and 
enfbreement functions. Please join us for this informative vvebinar discussing the CFPB ~ s processing and 
use of consumer complaints. 

Topics will include: 

Discussion about the Consumer Complaints database; 
Description of the consumer complaint process, including how complaints get submitted and 
reviewed; 
How the CFPB uses complaints, especially in the Superwision and Enforcement context; 
Observations about the publicly available portion of the Consumer Complaint Database; and 
Discussion about best practices for maintaining a complaint management process. 

Tuesday, December 3, 2o13 
1:3o p.m. - 2:45 p.m. EST 

To RSVP, please click i{-mre. To decline, please click }~e~’~x 

f;~.!~.{:ig..!:),g~:¢l to view the event summaLv and speaker biographies. 

Npeake~.~,s~ 
A} iyson B, B;.fi.;er, Esq., Partner, Venable LLP 
Dennis Kiefer, Director, Deloitte Financial A&dsory Services LLP 

If you have any questions, please contact Kelly tiarris at K]vI } [:~r~’is(~ Ver~g~b]e.corr~ or 2o2.344.4759. 

C~ick I:~.ere for more information on Venable’s CFPB Task Force. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies announce increases in dollar thresholds in Regulations Z and M tbr exempt consumer credit and lea~ transactions 

A~encies announce increases in dollar thresholds in Regulations Z and M for exempt consumer credit and lease 
transactions 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/20131120a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, plea~se contact sub~fiberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 20, 2013 12:25 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Sat~ty Groups Agree on Standards tbr Bangladesh Garment Factories 

Safeb7 Groups Agree on Standards f~r Bangladesh 
Garment Factories 

Three parallel safety pacts spurred by the death of more than 1,100 people in the April 

collapse of a Bangladeshi garment factory have agreed on common safety standards for 

factory inspections in Bangladesh. 

Experts from the three groups -- Accord on Fire and Safety in Bangladesh, led by mostly 

European retailers; the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety, led by WaI-Mart Stores 

and Gap; and the Bangladesh government’s National Tripartite Action Plan -- agreed last 

week to adopt unified standards that would simplify inspections and avoid duplication, 

officials with all three programs said. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whistleblower Insider <whistleblowefinsider@constantinecmmon.com--- 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:34 PM 

Whislleblower Insider <whisfleblowefinside@consta~tinecannon.com> 

Follow Whisfleblower Insider & Stay Intbrmed 

Constantine Cannon invites you to subscribe to our blog, Whistlebfowerlnsider, where we write 
original posts and link to the best news stories of the day. You will be kept up to date on the latest 
developments in corporate fraud, government accountability, and public health and safety. So 
please _&u____b__s___c___ri__b___e_. and join all the other lawyers, professors, reporters, business leaders and non- 
profit staffers who rely on Whistlebfower Insider for the inside scoop. Be sure to check out some of 
our recent posts below. You can also now follow us ..................................... 
Best regards, 

on Twitter and Linkedln. 

VVhistleblower Insider. :~:~ oid:ima~e002.jpg@01C~CES~ 17~4C 
:’30 

Recent Blog Posts 

_T_h~_~_~_E_L___~L#_Lv_!#~_A ~A~ #_~__~!_~_.__A_#_#_t_b_~_r____W__A~ g:__q #___C__~A ~#Z 

~N!!~__f__o__r__t _h ~__g_r_&~_d_. 

Whis~leblower Znsider 
Whistlebiower Pr ~ r.:~ice 

Bloq Posts 
Articles 

Follow us on Twitter and 

like to speak to a Constantine Cannon whistleNower attorney, please contact ~ar~ene ~our¥ in our 
New York office or .!_~?._#__N._n_’.z._!.e_.r_ in our Washington D.C. office. 

k~o,,’~ iF;st doir~9 so v,,i:: not cieste s conflict of iiqterest 

this emaii was sent by whistleblowerinsideE@_constantinecan non,corn 
Whistleblower Insider:: 335 Madison Avenue, 9th Floor NewYork NY 10017 



Richard Neiman 

Pfi cewaterhouseCoopers LLP 

Richard Neiman advi ses and works with financial institutions~ market utilities, and regulators 
around the world and seI~es as Vice Chairman of PwC’s Global Financial Services Regulatopr.i 
Practice. He also leads the firm’s foreign bank regulator5" practice advising foreign banks on 
gox~ernance, compliance, and business issues related to their operations in the US. Richard has 
over 30 years experience in the financial ind~stry having served in a range of executive, 
regulatory and legal roles during his career. His receipt substantive focus has bee~ on Dodd- 
Frank i mpl ementations, including resoluti on pl arming, enh anced supec,,’i sion of foreign banks 
and consumer protection, issueso 

Prior to re-joining PwC in June 2011, Richard served as New York State’s Superintendent of 
Banks (March 2007 to May 2011), where he was responsible for the supervision of all state- 
chartered deposito~~ instituti ons, i ncludi ng the m aj ority of foreign bank branches and agencies in 
the US. He also served as Chairman of the Foreign. Bank Regulatory Committee of the 
Conference of State Bank Super~dsors. While serving as St~perintendent, Richard was also 
appointed by the US Congress to se~a,e on the five-member congressional oversight panel created 
to oversee a~d provide updates on the implementation of the Emergency Economic Stabilization 
Act, including the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP). 

Prex,iousIy, Richard sex~,,~ed as EVP and General Counsel of TD Waterhouse Group, a major 
broker/dealer and President and CEO of its affiliated national bank TD Bank USA. Earlier he 
was Ge~eral Co~msel of the global equities group at Citibank~ and a Director in the regulator 



advisou ipractice of what was then Price Waterhouse LLP. He began his career with the Office 
of the Comptroller of the Currency in Washington, DC, se,,,,~ing initially as staff attorney and 
the~ as Special Assistam to the Chief Cotmsel. 

Richard currently serves as an advisor to the Bipartisan Policy Center’s Financial Regulatory 
Reform Initiative. He is also on the advisoR, council of the institute for Financial Market 
Regulation and on the advisory board of Col~mbia Business School’s Chinese B~siness 
Initiative. In addition, he serves on the Board of the BAFT-IFSA and is a member of The Brettor~ 
Woods Committee. On the community fron.t~ Richard serves on the board of the Harlem 
Educational Activities Fund (HF.,AF), a mentorin.g and coll ege preparatory nonprofit, and on the 
adviso,3," board of the Hem3~ Street Settlement, one of New York’s oldest social services 
organizations. 



Lissa Lamkin Broome 

UNC School of Law 

Lissa Lamkit~ Broome is the Wells Fargo Professor of Bar, king Law, directs the Center for 
Banking and Finance, is faculty advi sot to the North Carolina Ba~king I~stitute j oumal, a~d 
heads the Director Diversity Initiative (DDI) at the University of North Carolina School of La~v. 
She seI~,es as the University’s Faculty A~hletics Represen.tative to the ACC and the NC A A. 
Broome teaches Banking Law, Contracts, and Secured Transactions. She is the co-author of 
Regulation of Bank Financial Service Actixdties (with Jerry W. Markham) and Secnritization, 
Structured Finance and Capital Markets (with Steven Schwarcz and Bruce Markell). She holds a 
B.S. from the University of Illinois and a JD. from Harvard Law School. 



Sally G . Belshaw 

0t:~ ce of the ComptroIl er of the Currency 

Sally G. Belshaw i s Deputy Comptroller for Large Banks in the Office of the Corn ptroll er of the 
Currency (OCC). In this position~ Ms. Belshaw is one of two deputy comptrollers overseeing the 
OCC’s large bank portfolio. She assumed these duties in December 2010. Previously, Ms. 
Belshaw served as Examiner-in-Charge for HSBC’s national banks (New York), Bank One 
(Chicago), and Huntington National Bank (Columb~s, Ohio). She has held various positions with 
the OCC it~ Ohio, Illinois, and New York In 2005, Ms. Belshaw became the first woman to 
receive the Senior National Bank Examiner designation. Ms. Belshaw gradaated ficom Stephens 
College in Colmnbia~ Mi ssouri, in 1980 and j oined the OCC as Assi stant Nati ona! Bank 
Examiner in Cincinnati, Ohio. 



Timothy R Clark 

Se~,ior Associate D#’ec~or 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Tim P. Clark is a Senior Associate Director in the Division of Banking SupeI~qsion and 
Regulation at the Board of Governors. His responsibilities include the supervision of the largest 
domestic and foreign bar, king organizations operating in the US, the Federal Rese~-ve’s armual 
Compreher~sive Capital Analysis and Review, and the Federal Rese~,,~e’s superviso~ stress 
testing program. 



Paula Dominick 

Bank of Ameri ca 

Paula Dom inick is Global Compliance executive for Bank of America. She is responsible for 
leading and overseeing global complian.ce activities for the company. 

She most rece~tly served as the complia~ce executive %r Global Banki~g and Markets (GBAM) 
and Global Commercial Bar, king, where she was respot~sible for overseeing all compliance 
activities in those businesses. She al so oversaw international compliance for Asia, EMEA, 
Canada and Latin. America. 

Dominick j oined the compaw in 2005 to run the Debt Research divi sion of Banc of America 
Securities LLC. In. 2006, she was appointed to oversee both Debt and Equity Research, and in. 
2008, she was named chief operating ot~ficer for the Global Markets group. In February 2009, she 
was named head of Compliance and Operational Risk for GBAM. 

Prior to joining the company, Dominick spent 18 years with Goldman Sachs, where she served 
as head of global credit research and market strategy, responsible for coverage of investment 
grade, high yield, credit default swap and preferred stock. Prior to running research at Goldman 
Sachs, she was an Ii-ranked power analyst and co-head of investment grade research. Prior to 
joini~g Goldman Sachs in 1987, Dominick spem five years at Morgan Stanley as a senior bond 
a~mlyst covering power and utilities. 

Dominick holds a Bachelor of Science degree in economics from Quinnipiac University. 



She was an active member of the Securities Indust~7 and Financial Markets Associaion 
(SII~MA}. At one of SIK~’MA’s predecessor organizations, the Bond Market Association, 
Dominick helped co-chair its standing research committee and the committee that developed the 
association’s Fixed Income Research Guidi~g Principles. 



Steve Kaplan 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

Steve Kaplan was named Regional Director for the CFPB’s Northeast Region effective 
September 25, 20110 In thi s capacity he is responsible for the supervision of the institutions and 
industries subj ect to CFPB’s jurisdiction from Maine to Delaware and also Puerto Rico. 

Mr, Kaplat~ assumes this role with substamial experience in law, financial services and tSnatmial 
reguI ati on. 

Born and raised in Philadelphia, Kaplan is a product of the city’s public schools. He also 
attended Temple Ui~iversity, where he earned a B.A. i~ English and a J. D. from the University’s 
Law School, 

He began his career as aI~ Assistant District Attorney in Philadelphia where he specialized in the 
prosec~tion of economic crimes. He then went to work at Girard Ba~k, which later became 
known as Mellon Mid-Atlantico Over a 25 year career Kaplan served Mellon Mid-Atlantic in 
m any capadties includi ng Chief Litigation Coun sel, General Coan sel, Chief of Staff and 
Chairman of the Mellon-Mid-Atlantic Charitable Trusts. 

In 2007, Kaplan was named to the cabinet of Pennsylvania Governor Edward G. Ret~dell as the 
Pennsylvania Secretary of Banking, In that role, he led the Department of Banking’s regulation. 
of the Commonwealth’s 250 state-chartered banks, thrifts, credit unions and trust companies, as 
well as its 14,000 non-depositou licensees. 



Active throtJghotst his career in civic and charitable affairs, Kaplan has served on the boards of 
many r~on-profit organizations. 

Kaplan and his wife, Ellen~ now reside in Philadelphia and New York, 



Carol Hunley 

Executive ~iice Preside~u arid Cbief Comp#a~ce Officer 

Sovereign Bank 

Carol Hm~ley has over 30 years of banking experience, primarily in 6 sk manageme~t and control 
areas. She began her career in Pittsburgh in 1982 with Pittsburgh National Bank (now PNC 
Financial Services In~c.) as a Research Economist. She completed credit training and joined the 
Loan Review department. After five years with PNB, Carol relocated to Texas and j oined Texas 
Commerce (now Chase) and later United Bank of Piano (now BBVA Compass) in leadership 
roles in Loa~ Review before rejoining PNC i~ 11990 to coordinate a Corporate Loa~ Review 
function. Her roles over the ensuing 21 years while at PNC included leadership positions in 
Loan Review, Credit Administration, Credit Polic, y~ Enterprise Risk Policy, Corporate 
Goveman~ce and En~terprise Compliance as Chief Compliance Otiqcer. Carol has served on a 
number of management committees as well as serving on the board of National City Bank 
following its acquisition by PNC in 2010. She moved to Boston in 2012 to bring her years of 
experience and leadership to Sovereign Bank a~d was charged with transforming the compliance 
program at the bank as it transitioned from a chartered thrift to a national bank. Carol brings a 
risk management perspective to compliance and has been a change agent through acqui sitions, 
integrations and cultural transitions. Carol holds a BA in Political Economy from Sweet Briar 
College and completed the Risk Management Association/Wharton program on Advanced Risk 
Management. She has participated in a number of leadership programs and has led several 
diversity initiatives over the course of her career. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 2:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee, October 29-30, 2013 

Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee October 29-30. 2013 

http:!/www.federalreserve.gov!newsevents/press!monetary!20131120a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Paqe. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http://www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 20, 2013 2:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Fed Minutes Show Otticials Still Expect to Taper in ’Coming Months’ 

Fed Minutes Show Officials Still E.~. ect to Taper in 
’Coming Months’ 

Federal Reserve officials still expect to start pulling back on the central bank’s $85 billion- 

per-month bond-buying program "in coming months," but they engaged in a wide-ranging 

conversation at their October meeting about ways to reinforce their plans to keep short- 

term interest rates low for a long time after the program ends. 

Officials "generally expected that the data would prove consistent with the [Fed’s] outlook 

for ongoing improvement in labor market conditions and would thus warrant trimming the 

pace of purchases in coming months," minutes from the Fed’s Oct. 29-30 meeting said. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@pepperlawupdates.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 2:54 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Webinar Tomorrow on The Integrated and Coordinated Approach to Title IX Compliance Pa~t of the Pepper-Freeh Group Higher 

Education Webinar Series - Nov 21 

Pepper-Freeh Group 
Higher Education Webinar Series 
The integrated and Coordinated Approach ~ Tit~e ~X C~rnplian~e 
November 2t, 2013 I t2:00 - 1:00 PM EDT 

.~&gj#_~_&L__N___&~2 to attend this complimentary webinar. 

Colleges and universities are tasked with responding to sexual harassment and assault in a 
manner that is compliant with federal guidance and authority, attuned to the welfare of students 
and employees and consistent with institutional culture, climate, resources and policies. With the 
advent of the Campus SaVE Act, the regulatory framework has become seemingly more 
complicated. This webinar will focus on the implementation of an integrated and coordinated 
institutional response. Key concepts in this approach include: the delineation between confidential 

resources and reporting options, integrated reporting requirements for employees, a centralized 
review and assessment process, and informal (remedies-based) and formal (adjudicative) options 
for resolution. The goal is a prompt and equitable process that is rooted in compassion and care. 

Moderator: 
N~~!i[[?~}~L!.).~?.[~![b managing director, Freeh Group International Solutions, LLC and former general 
counsel, United States Naval Academy 

Speakers: 
l..~.’slie M. Gomez partner, Pepper Hamilton LLP and former Chief of the Juvenile Unit at the 
Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office 

~)J[~#..&’~#.[.-’}!~#.#~.[Z~i!~b partner, Pepper Hamilton LLP and former sex crimes and homicide prosecutor 
from the Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office 

CLE credit available #~ CA, NY, VA (Pending). NJ credit available through reciprocity. 

Register to attend this complimentary webinar at ~online.cern.,’v~,eb112113. 

Contact Brian Dolan at _’d__9_]#_[?__b__@p_~l?#_e_._[!A’_,,_’f:__c_’#_Ln_ or 215.981.4568 with any questions. 
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Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: The Triangle’s lkstest-gromng companies honored at Fast 50 awards ceremony (PHOTOS) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 20, 2013 3:54 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S., At~han Negotiators Agree on Terms of Security Deal 

U.N., Afghan Negotiators Ageee on Terms of Secm-ib~ 
Deal 

The U.S. and Afghanistan said they ironed out the final disputes over an agreement on the 

long-term American presence in the country, just hours before the Loya Jirga traditional 

assembly was due to convene to consider the deal. 

The breakthrough came after U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry spoke with Afghan 

President Hamid Karzai for the second day in a row, negotiating the crucial clause 

determining the circumstances under which American troops on counterterrorism missions 

should be allowed to enter Afghan homes. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@peppeflawupdates.com~ 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~%BINAR - Under Pressure: The CFPB and Auto Financing - December 10, 2013 

WEB~NAR 
Under Pressure: The CFPB and Auto Financing 
December t0, 2013t t:00-2:00 PM (EST) 

Join Hudson Cook LLP and Pepper Hamilton LLP in a special webinar examining the latest 
developments in the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s targeting of auto financing. 

Our practitioners will discuss such issues as: 

~, CFPB scrutiny of auto dealer participation 
~, Industry and Congressional response 
~, Practical advice for auto finance industry padicipants. 

Our presenters are leading consumer financial services attorneys: 

~, Gary Apfel, Padner, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP 

~, Dana Clarke, Partner, Hudson Cook, LLP 

To register visit !_~_l__t_p_:s__]/_}_:1___~__Z_e_.gpnline.com/webl 21013. 

CLE credit available in CA, NY, VA (Pending). NJ credit available through reciprocity. 

Contact Brian Dolan at dolanb~erlaw.corn or 215.981.4568 with any questions. 

New Webinar Recording Available: FIRREA - The New Weapon of 
Choice for Federal Prosecutors 

Click the image below to see a shod video about what the webinar covered and to view the full 
webinar recording and download the PowerPoint slides. 

i.~.i FIRREA 111913 soundbite 

Pit~sburq~ I Princeton I Silicon Valleg I Washin ton D.C. I ~ 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets I Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmaJ.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:48 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

The New SportsCenter App is Coming 

View this email with images here. 

Introducing The New SportsCenter App 

::~:: The Best Sports App is Getting Better with Faster Scores, More News and Tweet 

Now! Get It Tomorrow on Apple’s App Store and Google’s Play Store! 

The Best Sports App is Getting Better with Faster Scores, Mere News and Tweet Now! Get It Tomorrow on Apple’s App Store and Google’s Play Store! 



Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment 

12:55 - 1:00 
Broome: Welcome audience members. Introduce self and thank The Clearing House for the 
opportunity for The Center for Banking and Finance at the University of North Carolina School 
of Law to participate in The Clearing House Annual Conference. 

Introduce co-moderator, Richard Nieman and ask Richard to briefly introduce the panelists. 

1:00 - 1:05 
Nieman: Introduces (Rozansky to provide more detailed bios) 

Timothy Clark, Senior Associate Director, Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation, 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Sally Belshaw, Deputy Comtproller or Large Banks, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

Steve Kaplan, Northeast Regional Director, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (and former 
Pennsylvania Secretary of banking) 

Paula Dominick, Global Compliance Executive, Bank of America 

Carol Hunley, Executive Vice President and Chief Compliance Officer, Santander 

1:05- 1:15 (10 minutes) 
Broome: The panel topic is Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing 
Regulatory Environment. The first area we would like to discuss concerns 

Regulation by supervi sion and oversight. How will regulators influence poe cy through 
supervision or enforcement? What is the dynamic between the bank and the examiner? 

a. Ask for comments from Tim Clark and Sally Belshaw 

How does a CFPB exam differ from a bank exam? 
a. Ask for comments from Steve Kaplan 
b. Potential discussion points 

i. Rules/prudential approach versus enforcement-based approach 
1. Mitigation by self reports 

a. Agency listened to prior compliance roundtable and issued 
a bulletin on this 

b. Proactivity by bank after problem discovered during an 
exam 

2. CFPB no longer including enforcement staff in exam 
3. Cooperation and coordination with state authorities (bank 

regulators and state AGs) 
ii. Differences between CFPB exam and OCC exam 

1. CFPB - Compliance Management System (CMS) 
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2. How to be more customer-centric and what does that mean for 
effective compliance programs 

1:15 - 1:25 (10 minutes) 

Nieman: Let’s move on to 

How" do compliance officers mitigate reputational risk? How do regulators assess 
reputational risk? 

a. Ask for comments from Carol Hunley and Paula Dominick 

b. Potential discussion points 
i. Need a strong compliance culture, which necessitates a certain stature for 

compliance 
1. Can compliance block a product? 

ii. How do regulators define this risk and measure it? 
1. Ask for comments from Tim Clark, Sally Belshaw, or Steve 

Kaplan 
iii. See speech by Federal Reserve Board Governor Rashkin on reputational 

risk, 
http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/raskin20130228a.htm 

1:25- 1:35 (10 minutes) 

Broome: 

How does a bank manage regulatory change both domestically and globally, including 
uncertainty regarding regulatory changes in implementing a compliance program? 

a. Ask for comments from Paula Dominick and Carol Hunley 
b. Potential discussion points 

i. How to be consistent across multiple trading desks 
ii. AML/BSA - have to operate at highest level globally 

iii. What if standards are contradictory? 
iv. For foreign owned banks, US regulatory changes not necessarily well- 

understood 
v. Problems caused by regulatory uncertainty 

1. Reg. W 
2. Volcker Rule 

vi. Compliance has to be anticipatory- - cannot do nothing until final rule 
1. Must begin and be ready to redo if necessary 

2. Consider having this be driven by business strategy and having 
someone from strategy leading the effort regarding allocation of 
capital to these efforts 

3. Need to consider bank’s risk appetite 

1:35 - 1:45 (10 minutes) 

Nieman: [Decide whether want to address Topic 5. on senior management and board 
engagement with compliance or whether that has already been covered. If so, move on to 6.] 
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How do senior management and the board engage with compliance and compliance ri sk? 
a. Potential discussion points (may have been discussed thoroughly by prior panel 

on governance issues) 
i. Compliance needs to fit within the strategic plan 

ii. Ask for comments from Paula Dominick or Carol Hunley 
iii. Ask Sally Belshaw or Tim Clark about how regulators evaluate this. 

How can a maj or banking group implement an effective enterprise-wide compliance 
program, including overcoming challenges such as coordinating information sharing 
across jurisdictions and affiliates? 

a. Ask for comments from Paula Dominick or Carol Hunley 
b. Potential discussion points 

i. Compliance programs tailored to specific legal entity versus the enterprise 

1:45 - 1:55 (10 minutes) 

Broome: Let’s move on to talking more specifically about consumer compliance and the CFPB 

Consumer compliance and the CFPB, including regulatory cooperation with the other 
financial regulatory agencies, the timeliness (closing out) of examinations, and the 
different focus of the CFPB (product) versus the bank regulators (entity). How important 
is the consumer’s experience to the CFPB? 

a. Ask Steve Kaplan to provide overview 

b. Potential discussion points 

i. CFPB: Whole bank versus institutional product line approach 
ii. CFPB assigning consumer compliance ratings 

iii. How does the whole compliance program get assessed? 
iv. Cooperation between CFPB and other financial regulators 

c. Any observations by Carol Hunley or Paula Dominick from the perspective of 

banks? 

1:55- 2:00 (5 minutes) 

Nieman: 

What is the continuing role of the bank regulators in consumer risk? Is there no role, 
given the function of the CFPB, or does the bank regulator’s overall view of risk and 
governance mean that the bank regulator will also be reviewing consumer compliance 
risk? 

a. Ask for comment from Tim Clark and Sally Belshaw 

b. Potential discussion points 

i. Role of OCC 
ii. Role of Fed 

iii. FFIEC Guidelines 

2:00- 2:10 (10 minutes) 
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Broome: [If time is left,] our panelists will be happy to entertain questions from the audience. 
[If there is no time left,] Please j oin me in thanking our panelists for providing their views on 
effective compliance risk management - obviously a challenge in our rapidly changing 
regulator5, environment. 

Must conclude no later than 2:15. 
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Bulletin: November 21, 2013 

NORTH CAROLINA -- THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Nov. 28 Thanksgiving 

Dec. 5 Basel III Seminar, High Point 

Dec. 10-113 Advanced Commercial & Industrial Lending School, Raleigh 

Dec. 25 Christmas Day 

Jan. 1 New Year’s Day 

Jan. 6 Economic Forecast Forum, RTP 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY - CHARLEY MAJORS 

BUY AMERICAN 

Tobacco Transition Payment Program 

Last week, while in Washington, I met with officials at the USDA regarding the Tobacco 
Transition Payment Program (TTPP) and the potential of federal sequestration minimizing 
tobacco and other farm payments. Since that time, the issue has gained a lot of media attention 
bringing more awareness to the potential problem. An article in the Goldsboro Daily News 
provides a good summary: http]/goldsborodailynews.com/2013/11/117/dr-brown-explains-end- 
.t____o____b___a____c___c____O__z__b___u_:~:__o____u__!_i_. 

If we put together a group of bankers affected by this potential action, would you be interested in 
taking the day to visit with officials at the USDA and the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) to make our voices heard. OMB is the ultimate decision maker. Please let me hear from 
you no later than Thursday afternoon whether or not you would be willing to make the trip to 
Washington (thad@ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044). 



Economic Forecast Forum 

We opened registration to the public for the 13th annual Economic Forecast Forum last week 
and have had an overwhelming response! If you’d like to reserve a table, we encourage you to 
do it soon. Traditionally, the Forum sells out but it may be faster than usual this year! 

On January 6, at the Sheraton Imperial at RTP, Kelly King, Chairman & CEO, BB&T will 
deliver the Forum’s keynote address. We are honored to have BB&T serving as the presenting 
sponsor for this year’s event. Joining Mr. King on the program will be United States Senator 
Richard Burr and NCBA Economist, Dr. Harry Davis. Please don’t miss the pertinent 
information these outstanding speakers will provide as you start your new year. For additional 
information on registering, sponsorships and the special session, please click here. Bring your 
best business prospects. They will go home in awe! 

Headed For Crisis? 

The ever-expanding trillion-dollar student loan market is missing key data and regulations 
necessary to head off another financial crisis, asserts CFPB. A spokesman for the agency calls it 
"irresponsible for financial regulators" to avoid taking action now to shield the $1.2 trillion 
student loan debt market from a severe bust. 

Don’t Forget January 13 

The Securities and Exchange Commission has published its final rule on municipal advisers with 
an effective date of January 13, 2014. We encourage our bankers to review the rule carefully in 
order to determine b~,T January,T 13 whether they must register. 



Basel III Seminar 

DO NOT NEGLECT BASEL III PREPARATION!!! Are you comfortable with the new 
capital category, the new capital definitions and whether your capital will be considered "good" 
or "bad" under Basel III? Are you ready for the new capital ratio requirements? Into what 
category will the bank’s TruPs fall? What ri sk weights must you now assign to residential and 
commercial mortgages? If your head is spinning, you need to send someone to our Basel III 
Seminar on December 5 to begin preparation for the implementation of Basel III. This 
seminar will be held in High Point and tar ets ~ief Credit Officers 
Chief Compliance Officers, or Senior Officers in risk/compliance functions in community 
banks up to S10B and banks from $10- $50B. Topics will include: 

Basel III and Stress" Testing 
Regulatory Reporting & Disclosure 

Regulatory Impacts" on Capital Raising and Planning 
Regulatory Panel Discussion 

A certificate of completion for continuing education is available for all seminar attendees. 
Registration is $225 (through today - goes up to $250 on Friday, November 22) and includes 
all materials, continental breakfast and lunch. Click HERE to view the agenda and for 
complete registration details. Please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or 
christy~ncbankers.or~) with any questions. 

They’ll Vote Today 

The Senate Banking Committee is scheduled to vote today on Janet Yellen’s nomination to 
become the first woman to lead the U. S Central Bank. Last week, appearing before Senators 
during her confirmation hearing, she called for limiting community banks’ regulatory burden. "I 

be#eve that capital and #quidity rules and strong supervision are important tools Jbr addressing 
the problem of financial insatutions that are regarded as too big to fail. In writing new rules, 
however, the Fed shouM continue to #mit the regulato~y burden for communi~’ banks" and 
smaller institutions, taking into account their distinct role and contributions." 

CFPB Issues Final New Mortgage Disclosure Forms 

The CFPB has issued a .f._l_.n__.~!___.._a_!.l__e_. requiring lenders to use t~vo new mortgage disclosure forms 
that combine and streamline disclosure requirements under the Truth in Lending Act and Real 
Estate Settlement Procedures Act. The forms include a new, three-page "Loan Estimate" that 
must be given to borrowers within three business days of applying for a loan and that replaces 
the early Truth in Lending statement and the Good Faith Estimate. The form includes 
information on the mortgage’s key features, costs and risks. At least three business days before 
closing on the loan, consumers would be required to receive a new, five-page "Closing 
Disclosure" form that provides details on all costs associated with the loan. This form replaces 
the final Truth in Lending statement and the HUD-1 form. The rule takes effect August 1, 2015. 



Patriotic Plate 

There is a new specialized license plate now available. You can show off your American 
pride. By doing so, a $20 tax-deductible donation will go to the Soldiers & Airmen Assistance 
Fund-NC. Simply visit w,,~Vosaaf-nc.com/license-plate or stop by your local DAIV office. We 
expect this to be a "hot plate" all across "the nation’s most milita~ state." 

Addition To Vietnam Vets Memorial 

Some North Carolina patriots want to put the faces of people who served in Vietnam, and who 
died as a result of injuries suffered in that war, on an addition to be added to the Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial in Washington, DC. To learn more about the plans for the Memorial and its 
Wall of Faces, go to www.vvmf.org. To check whether the leaders of the project have a photo of 
a particular service member who died as a result of action in the Vietnam War, go to 
w~wv.findagrave.com and search for the name. If you have a photo to add, contact Jim Reece at 
_r__e__e__c_,__e__~j L _n_~ ~D_La___h__o__o_:__c___o_ ~.. 

Regulatory" Agencies Release Capital Estimation Tool For Community Banks 

The federal bank regulatory agencies have released an estimation tool to help community banks 
understand the potential effects of the recently revised regulatory capital framework on their 
capital ratios. The revised framework implements the Basel III regulatory capital reforms and 
certain changes required by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 
2010. The estimation tool is not part of the revised capital framework and not a component of 
regulatory reporting. Results from the tool are simplified estimates that may not precisely reflect 
banks’ actual capital ratios under the framework. Additionally, banks should be aware that the 
estimation tool requires certain manual inputs that could have meaningful effects on results and 
should reference the revi sed capital framework when using the estimation tool. 



118th Annual Convention 

Roxanne Emmerich, a nationally acclaimed speaker, and America’s most 

isought-after workplace transformation expert, is confirmed as an opening 
iiday speaker for our 118m Annual Convention, May M-June 3, at The 
~Breakers in Palm Beach, FL. 

Roxanne founded two bank holding companies and started one of the fastest-to-profit community 
banks in the country. She is currently the Founder, CEO and President of Emmerich Financial 
which is the leading culture transformation consulting firm for community banks. 

A special thank you to our members who have already secured their Convention sponsorship! 

~ elliott davis 



We welcome our members and affiliates ... all &them ... who wish to add their name to this 
outstanding program as sponsors. Contact our Meetings Director, Liz Dobbins-Smith 

(liz(a?ncbankers.or), for more information on sponsorship opportunities! 

Remember to register for the NCBA Foundation Golf and Tennis Tournaments that will be held 
during Convention. All proceeds will go to the NCBA Founda#on which funds both Camp 

Challenge and the NCBA Scholarship Program. Both of these programs support the educational 
efforts of deserving children across our great state. 

Click HERE for everything you need to register for Convention and to reserve your 
room(s) at The Breakers. Plan to join us at this elegant and legendary resort for family fun 
and a grand adventure on the beautiful Florida coast! For more information on 
registration and lodging, please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or 
christy@ncbankers.org). 

Just Thinking 

A really productive and succes,~ful CEO of a North Caro#na bank contacted me recently to 

say: "It seems everyone wants" community banks" to go cm:ay. The nega#ve tone on how hard 
times are reminds me of something my mother used to say: ’Winners get it done. ’ I feel we need 

to do a better job of promoting all the good things community banks are doing even as the 

atmosphere around us is difficult and often challenging." 

FinCEN, Bank Partnerships Working Well, Director Says 

The private sector is working productively with the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, 
FinCEN Director Jennifer Shasky Calvery said in a recent speech. In the past year, she said, 
FinCEN has established a "delta team" that includes over 40 members from regulatory agencies, 
law enforcement and private industry -- and this team has helped to improve FinCEN’s ability 
to fight crime and has improved responsiveness to the banking industry. Shasky Calvery also 
spoke of FinCEN’s "enhanced role" enforcing the B SA for nonbanks. "We know there is a cost 
to compliance. We know you are paying it. So, I think we can all agree that there should be an 
equal playing field," she explained. 

Fall Cleaning Is In Full-Swing For REOdeedwagon.com 

As we continue the fall theme of house cleaning, please remember to view your current postings 
on REOdeedwagon.com! We want to make sure that REOdeedwagon.com continues to maintain 



current information and appreciate your help in maintaining a great product for consumers 
to use. Inquires continue to come in regarding properties advertised on the site. If you have any 
questions about REOdeedwagon~com, please contact Brandon Wright 
(brandon@ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044). We are standing by to help you. 

Curry Calls For Enhanced BSA Information Sharing 

In order to enhance anti-money laundering and Bank Secrecy Act enforcement, Congress should 
expand the ability of banks to share information, Comptroller of the Currency Thomas Curry 
said recently in a speech. Curry specifically expressed support for legislation that would 
strengthen the safe harbor for banks that file SARs and that share information with each other 
about potential crimes. He also said the government should explore ways to provide banks with 
more granular and timely data about money laundering schemes. Curry challenged bankers to 
beef up their compliance resources, international controls and vendor oversight~ 

School Of Banking ... Save The Date! 

The 78th North Carolina School of Banking will be held August 3-8, 2014. The application 
period will open in December. We look forward to another successful program in August and 
are pleased to announce our 2014 NC School of Banking leadership: 

¯ Dean - Dr. Harry Davis, NCBA Economist and Appalachian State University Professor 
° Provost- Bruce Elder, President & CEO of First South Bank 
¯ Associate Provost - Rick Callicutt, President & CEO of Bank of North Carolina 

Be on the lookout for the 2014 application in the December 12th Bu[[etin. Go ahead now- and 
mark your calendars! 

OCC Continues High Focus On Rural Biz Development 

The OCC’s Community Developments Investments newsletter focuses on how banks can finance 
business development in rural America. For example, the newsletter looks at public-private 
partnerships, the Small Business Administration’s rural lender initiative, effective New Markets 
Tax Credits, bank-nonprofit partnerships and the Community Reinvestment Act. "Working with 
a combination of these financial tools, rural communities can form alliances that help them to 
grow their own assets, create businesses and j obs, and take advantage of homegrown talent to 
retain residents and attract new ones," said OCC deputy comptroller for community affairs, 
Barry Wides. 



CBS Spotlight 

PENTiEGRA 

What’s the best way to approach 
Executive and Director Benefit plan design? 

Work with a bank specialist. 

Pentegra’s qualified and non-qualified retirement products have been developed for banks for 
nearly 70 years. Their consultants work with your team to determine the obj ectives you want to 
achieve with a non-qualified program by analyzing which employees are being impacted by IRS 
limits and which key employees you might wish to reward with coverage under a non-qualified 
arrangement. They also help analyze how an organization wishes to position its compensation 
and benefits programs relative to its competitors and how to best apportion its retirement benefit 
dollars among various benefit vehicles--pension, savings and non-qualified plans. Based on 
analysis, they work with your team to provide a recommendation on the best plan design for your 
organization. For more information on custom executive benefit plan solutions and financing 
strategies and how they can be tailored to your bank’s unique needs, contact Fabrizio D’Uva 
(fduva@pentegra.com or 609-977-5891) or Janice Royster (janice@ncbankers.org or 800-662- 
7044). 

DOJ’S Cole: Banks Need ’Culture Of Compliance’ 

Banks must create a "culture of compliance," Deputy Attorney General James Cole 
thinks. "Despite years of admonitions by government official s that compliance must be an 
important part of a corporation’s culture, we continue to see significant violations of law at 
banks, inadequate compliance programs, and missed opportunities to prevent and detect crimes," 
he added. Citing several examples of Justice Department prosecutions of banks and bankers, 
Cole expressed concern that "the message is not getting through often enough or clearly 
enough." He emphasized that "no individual or business -- including a financial institution -- is 
immune from prosecution," but added that a robust compliance program, along with strong 
leadership from the top, can help mitigate the risk of corporate charges. "The benefits of having 

a strong compliance program can go a long way toward mitigating institutional liability. When 
we see compliance programs that are not comprehensive, or are not funded, or lack sufficient 
resources to be effective, we cannot give them credit," Cole commented during a recent speech. 



Down By Nearly 400 

Reports are that banks nationwide reduced their total number of branches by 390 during the third 
quarter. Closings continue a trend in which banks closed more branches than they 
opened. Florida, Pennsylvania, and Indiana were the leading states in net closings that 
quarter. Branch reductions continue from mergers and acquisitions and increased customer use 
of digital channels for banking transactions. To accommodate these trends, banks have been 
testing new branch concepts that come with self-service technology and leaner staffs. 

Looking for the perfect Christmas gift for a history buff, teacher, student, or any proud North 
Carolinian? Order a copy of the NCBA ’s Governors of North Carolina Poster. Click here for 
an order form. 

2013 SBA Lenders Conference And Awards Luncheon 

Register today for the 2013 North Carolina SBA Lenders Conference and Awards 
Luncheon December 3 at the Hilton Charlotte University Place. The conference will 

begin with a training session on the SBA’s lender and certified development company 
participation requirements in SOP 5010 5 (F) that will be effective January 1. The 

Awards Luncheon will be held following the training session. Register you and yonr team 
to attend today! Click HERE for complete registration materials. Please contact our 
Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or christ ~,~2_~ncbankers.or~) with any questions. 



Not Enough Applicants For Openings 

The Charloae Observer has done a couple of stories recently regarding small- and mid-sized 
banks in their market area having a hard time filling core positions. One intriguing quote was 
from a community banker who said, "I have another community banker here in town wanting us 

to send him the names of anybody we didn’t hire because his bank couldn’t find a source of 
commercial bankers. At the NCBA, we read that article and were somewhat confused. WE 
HA\q~ A RESUME SERVICE THAT COSTS OUR MEMBERS NOTHING. IT IS 

AVAILABLE BY CONTACTING VICKIE BOWERS (vickie@ncbankers.org or 800-662- 
7044). A week never goes by that we don’t have multiple appointments with all levels of fine 
people seeking our help in placement within our industry in this state. Some are extremely 
qualified, seasoned, and with quality references. We also see many young people trying to help 
them to get a start within our industry. Whatever is in the free resume se~’ice at any time is 
available to any of our members. We hope you won’t forget that free service of your 
NCBA. Many happy bankers in North Carolina have filled their needs by this means and it did 
not cost them a single cent. 

CFPB Issues QM One-Pager 

Are you looking for quick summary of the new QM definition? Do you need to know generally 
what qualifies as a qualified mortgage and what doesn’t? View the CFPB’s newest guide for 
lenders. Remember, this is just a summary of the rule. Please contact the NCBA for QM 
training opportunities~ 

Quote Of The Week 

"Sloppiness is a disease. Your desk, your appearance, your dress, the hanah~’riting on the notes 
you send.., neatness is contagious. I think it is a sign of respect." 

Bob McKillop, Head Basketball Coach, Davidson 

Industry Update 

Aquesta Bank (ATBK), Cornelius, announces the payment of its first cash dividend (10¢ per 

share) on December 13 to shareholders of record as of November 29. 

Great State Bank, Wilkesboro, has declared a special cash dividend of 5¢ per share on the 

bank’s common stock on December 2 to shareholders of record as of November 15. 

Bank of America (BAC) has notified the Kentucky Office of Employment and Training that it is 
set to terminate 55 jobs at its Louisville consumer banking legacy asset servicing unit. Also, 
news stories say Bank of America is cutting branches at a faster clip than most of its peers with 
net closings of 183 banking centers in the past 12 months. Bank leaders say they have 
successfully reduced BofA’ s branch footprint to fewer than 5,400 from 6,100. They are 
committed to cutting the network to 5,000. However, it could be reduced even further as 
behaviors change, moving to fewer full service centers and adding express options. 



Reminder To Your PR Department 

Carolina Banker magazine would like to focus on your successful community activities and 
events. Please send us pictures for the magazine. Don’t forget promotions of personnel and 
milestones reached and surpassed in the history of your bank. Brandon Wright, Editor, Caro#na 

Banker, welcomes your inquiries. You may reach him at brandon@ncbankers~org. 

How About A Carolina Football Game? 

iWE HAVE FOUR TICKETS AND A PARKING PASS TO THIS 
~SATURDAY’S UNC - OLD DOMINION FOOTBALL 
GAME. KICKOFF IS AT NOON. THESE CAN BE YOURS IF YOU 

iARE THE FIRST CALLER TO REACH VICKIE BOWERS (800-662- 
i7044). GO HEELS!! 

Cartoon Of The Week 

State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective November 20 the rate of interest charged 
to banks and savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings 

O/ certificates is 3/8 

WORK HARD. PLAY B Y THE RULES. 
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Public Procurement Contract, The Risk of Executing Additional Works Over the Limit of 20o/~ of the Original Contract Value 
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~ The Meaning of the Notions of Cessation and Termination in the Romanian Civil Code. Between the Desire for Clarity and the Fatality of 
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Three-dimensional printing is invading society, bringing with it the ability to "print" objects (atoms) from computer flies (bits). Posting a computer 

CAD file of an object (an illegal gun or an infringing shoe) to the internet essentially makes the physical object available to the world. The 
technology portends dramatic shifts in manufacturing, trade, medicine, and more, and will require a legal regime that integrates the legal concepts 

governing the digital and physical worlds. 

This Article represents the first broad descriptive and normative study of this technology and its multivalent effects on law. The Article separates 
truly novel legal issues raised by 3D printing from issues for which the current regulatory regime is well designed. After identifying novel legal 
issues, the Article builds on a rich literature set of regulatory and compliance literature to construct an integrated regulatory regime to govern 3D 
printing. It then applies this regime to the world of 3D printing, describes the political economy of 3D printing technology, and discusses specific 
regulatory challenges brought about by the digitization of physical goods. As a guiding theme, this Article argues that the nascent but promising 
state of 3D printing technology necessitates a flexible and iterative regulatory response. 

iiiiiii"Re~tit~tion of Nist~ken Enrichment Under Sectio~ 73 of Na~ay~ia’s Contract~ Act /~9~0: Pouring New Wi~e i~to an Ol~ ~ottl~?" 
gournal of Contract Law (Forthcoming) 

ALVIN W~L SEE, Singapore Management University - School of Law 

Emaih alvinsee@smu.edu,sg 

This article makes two main suggestions regarding the interpretation of section 73 of Malaysia’s Contracts Act 1950, which sets out the right to 
recover a mistaken enrichment. The first suggestion is that the courts should have regard to the historical background against which the section 
was enacted, especially because the pro-enactment common law was a historical curiosity. This will dispel certain misconceptions about the nature 
of the statutory right by shedding light on its relationship with the obsolete forms of action, its supposed affinity with contract and the role of the 
principle of unjust enrichment. The second suggestion is that the courts should draw on the experience of other major common law jurisdictions in 
formulating the detailed rules and prindples for the section. It shall be shown that the common law unjust enrichment analysis could be usefully 
incorporated into the section’s framework, thus allowing it to better address complex cases. 

iiiiiii"Credit Contract. Action in Finding the Unfairness of Certain C~auses, The Nature of Protected Xnterest. Effects of the Applicable Limitation 

Period" 
Romanian Case Law Review no. 4/2013 



OAI~A STAN, Independent 
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The consequence of finding the unfairness of certain clauses under the credit contract is equivalent to finding the absolute nullity thereof, the 
penalty existing in the case of relative nullity being not applicable, namely the cancellation of the relevant clause. 

Therefore, not being the case of a relative nullity, the provisions under Article 3 paragraph (1) of Decree No. 167/1958 shall not apply, absolute 
nullity may be raised at any time, and the right of action of the applicants cannot be regarded as prescribed. 

Romanian Case Law Review no. 4/2013 

CR~:$T:~NEL GROSU, Independent 

Email: cristinel.grosu@jusL ro 

The GEO No. 34/2006 provides that throughout the execution of the contract there is the possibility for carrying out additional works, but these 
should be mutually agreed upon between the designing engineer, the employer and the contractor, their execution implying the conclusion of 
addenda, observing the rule imposed by Article 122 (i) of the GEO No. 34/2006, namely that the value of works shall not exceed 20% of the original 
contract. Moreover, the public authority engaged in the contract must comply with the rule of ranging within the budget approved, according to the 
provisions of Law No. 500/2002. 

Consequently, the carrying out of works outside the contract, without complying with the mandatory legal provisions applicable to the execution of 
public works, exempt the present case fl’om the legitimate legal facts area, which allow for bringing an action de in rem verso. 

By proceeding in this manner, falling in an attempt to circumvent the legal provisions in order to increase the contract value, the defendant took the 
risk of non-collecting the value thereof. 

Romanian Review of Private Law no. 4/2013 
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Although in most cases, the interpretation and application of provisions of the Civil Code do not face major difficulties, cases have already been 
reported that require the combined efforts of theoreticians and practitioners to shed light on the meaning of certain terms and describe more 
clearly the content of certain concepts. The terms of resolution and termination are basically in the same situation. 

Thus, starting from relevant texts of the Civil Code (art. 1549 to 1557), the discussion was reopened on the same main conclusion that had been 

exposed in outline in the doctrine and judicial practice developed over decades in relation to the regulation of these concepts in the French Civil 
Code and in the former Romanian Civil Code: the resolution and termination are penalties for unjustified breaches of contract, while fortuitous 

impossibility of performance raises the problem of the distribution of risks related to the contract between the parties. In fact, a careful analysis of 

the texts mentioned justifies maintaining the distinction between the resolution, on the one hand, and making the contract void as an effect of the 

fortuitous impossibility of performance, on the other hand. 
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Israel 

After years of opposing a merger between Israel’s largest 

telecommunications group and the nation’s only satellite 
television service, Israel’s Antitrust Authority has issued a draft 
of the conditions under which it would... 



Ot~e of our wrestlers, Dante, has been diagnosed with lympboma and 
been ut~der going treatmem {or the last few weeks. 

He has a long road ahead of him but:.,, ihe is; a strong individual who we 
know will ")in" this disease and return to the Carrbom Jaguar Family 
asap. NI proceeds from this ru~’alk wiII be ditched m Dame’s ~mi~y to 
help oflrset costs, It’s time to take ~re of our own. 

In 2013, about 731,277 people are liv~’~g wi~h IF~phoma or are in remission (no sign of the disease). 
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Legal Pluralism, Private Power, and the Impact of the Financial Crisis on the Global Political Economy 
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Oliviu Puie, Independent 

Indigenous Corporate Governance in Australia and Beyond 

Narina Nehme, University of: Western Sydney 

Derivative Exemptions in Bankruptcy and Dodd-Frank: A Structural Analysis 
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The Outline for the Companies Act Reform in Japan and Its Implications 
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Private corporate actors have played a central role in the construction of the legal rules of globalized capitalism over the past four decades. In no 
sector has this been more true than in global finance, where private agents have reshaped the norms and practices of credit creation and 
allocation. The global financial crisis, however, has led many states to challenge aspects of this power and raised broader questions about the 
legitimacy and future of private power in the global legal order(s). In this paper, I argue that - while state actors have clawed back significant 
power in global finance - the specific powers of credit creation and allocation combined with the structural pull of transnational legal pluralism will 
enable major private financial institutions to retain substantial power in the face of these challenges and questions. In the process, ~ present some 
broad suggestion about how we can think about private power in the making of global commercial law. 

Durante las Oltimas cuatro d~cadas, actores corporativos privados hart desempe~ado un papel decisivo en la construcci6n de las normas legales 
del capitalismo globalizado. En ningOn sector ha sido esto m~s cierto que en las finanzas globales, donde los agentes privados hart reformado las 
normas y pr~cticas de la creaci6n de cr~dito y asignaci6n. La crisis financiera global, sin embargo, ha Ilevado a muchos estados a cuestionar 
aspectos de este poder y planteado cuestiones m~s amplias acerca de la legitimidad y el futuro del poder privado en el/los ordenamiento/s 
juridico/s globaUes. En este trabajo se sostiene que -mientras que los actores estatales ban recuperado un poder significativo en las finanzas 
globales- los poderes especificos de la creaci6n de cr~dito y asignaci6n combinados con la fuerza estructural del pluralismo juridico transnacional 
permitir~n a las principales instituciones financieras privadas retener poder sustandal ante estos retos y preguntas. En el proceso, se presentan 
diversas sugerencias generales sobre c6mo se puede pensar el poder privado en el desarrollo del derecho comercial mundial. 

iiiiiii"Iss~es Concerning the Legai Status of Companies in the Context of the New Civil (:ode and of the Company Law No, 

Romanian Review of Private Law no, 4/2013 

OL~’VIU P~IE, Independent 

Email: oUviupuie@yahoo,com 



The New Civil Code, unifying the provisions of civil law with the provisions of commerdal law, has also brought significant changes in the matter of 

trade relations carried out by professionals operating a business for profit In the atmosphere of the new regulatory framework, the partnership 
agreement under which professionals carry out the activity of production, trade or service delivery, enjoys a regulation based on foreseeable and 

predictable legal rules, eliminating some doctrinal and jurisprudential controversies, which contributes to a better development of relations 

between professionals. Starting from this major objective achieved by the new Civil Code, the present study aims intends to analyze the 

partnership agreement within the meaning of the Civil Code, in relation to the special rules in the matter of companies established by the Company 
Law no. 31/1990, as well as by other rules. 
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David Frenkel, Economy and Commercial Law - Selected Issues (2013, Athens Institute for Education and Research, Greece) 93-109 
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Indigenous Australians, like their counterparts around the world, have not consistently had their rights acknowledged and upheld since the earliest 
days of Western colonisation. From the concept of Terra Nullius to the forcible removal of indigenous children from their families, indigenous 
Australians have had to fight hard to have their rights recognised. International recognition of the rights of indigenous peoples is now widespread, 

with 150 countries endorsing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples since 2007. One of the rights acknowledged by 

the United Nations Declaration relates to the economic freedom that should be given to indigenous peoples. 

Such freedom will remain symbolic if governments around the world do not take steps to ensure that indigenous peoples can establish their 

businesses based on their own cultures and traditions. In Australia, for instance, the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006 

(Cth) (’CASSI’) attempted to take such a step even prior to Australia’s endorsement of the United Nations Declaration. This statute was introduced 

with the aim of empowering indigenous Australians to run their businesses based on their culture and traditions. However, although this legislation 
may have high aspirations, it does not always achieve its objectives. 

This chapter considers the rights of indigenous Australians under the CATSI Act. The Australian position will also be compared with steps taken by 

other countries to provide economic freedom to indigenous peoples by allowing them to run their own businesses based on their own cultures and 

traditions. 
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The Bankruptcy Code exempts financial derivatives and repurchase agreements from its key prowsions, such as the automatic stay. The primary 
rationale for this special treatment has been the fear that the failure of an important market participant could cascade if counterparties could not 
immediately exit their contracts. The recent financial crisis and the Lehman bankruptcy revealed that this approach could exacerbate other kinds of 
systemic risk, an important factor in the decision to bail out systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs) instead of allowing them to enter 
bankruptcy. Congress attempted to address this flaw by enacting a Bankruptcy alternative, Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act, instead of addressing the 
problems in the Bankruptcy Code exemptions that were the source of the systemic risk. This is mistaken. Dodd-Frank not only does not displace the 
need for Bankruptcy reform, but actually increases both the need and opportunity for it. 

Without Bankruptcy reform, Title II must compete with Bankruptcy in order to reach potential SIFIs first or face irreversible damage if the SIFI files 
bankruptcy first. However, the difficulty required in evaluating whether many firm failures would cause systemic shock waves would incentivize Title 
II decisionmakers to intervene in cases of doubt, leading to over-intervention, strain on resources and damage to Bankruptcy’s role as the default 
failure system. However, with Bankruptcy reform, the Bankruptcy system would complement and mitigate weaknesses in the Title II safety net. In 
addition, Title II removes the primary justification for the exemptions for financial derivatives and repurchase agreements, the fear of the 
consequences of the bankruptcy of a SIFI. In its wake, the special treatment of derivative and repo creditors is at odds with powerful fairness and 
efficiency rationales behind default bankruptcy rules. Dodd-Frank still needs Bankruptcy reform and makes it easier to achieve. 
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ZeitschriR f~rjapanisches Recht / Journal of Japanese Law, voL 35 (2013) 

~Et~ ~OTO, University of Tokyo - Graduate School of Law and Politics 
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This article provides an overview of the ongoing reform of company law in Japan and some implications as agenda for the future reform. 

In September 2012, the Companies Act Subcommittee of the Legislative Council submitted an "Outline of the Companies Act Reform" to the Minister 

of Justice. A reform bill based on this outline has been practically finalized by the Ministry of Justice and is expected to be submitted to the Diet in 

its extra session in the autumn of 2013. 

The first major issue addressed is an important corporate governance matter: the desirability or necessity of having independent outside directors 
on Japanese company boards. So far, only slightly more than fifty percent of all listed Japanese companies have appointed at least one outside 
director on their boards. This figure is low by international standards, and "outside" does not necessarily mean "independent". In the traditional 
Japanese view, the duty of most directors is to execute the business of the company, and the board is thought to be the highest authority for 
making business decisions rather than being the monitor of the CEO. However, the emerging global standard is to have outside independent 
directors on the board to act as monitors in the interest of public shareholders, with a focus on the evaluation of the CEO’s performance. 

The Outline acknowledges - in the author’s view for the first time in Japanese official document - the general desirability of outside independent 

directors. First, the Outline recommends imposing higher requirements on directors to be "outside" to meet the global standard of "independent" 

directors to some extent. Second, it suggest a soft-law "comply-or-explain" approach regarding outside directors, though it refrains from 
introducing an outright obligation to appoint at least one outside director. Instead, listed companies that do not have an outside director on their 

boards must disclose in their annual business reports the reason for this, and the stock exchanges will be requh’ed to impose the obligation on 

listed companies to make a sincere effort to appoint at least one "independent director" by their listing rules. Additionally, a new type of 

governance structure, a company with an audit and supervisory committee, will be introduced. 

Other reform measures include the introduction of an approval requirement by the shareholders’ meeting for large private placement of shares and 
the introduction of a new procedure for squeeze-outs, 

Furthermore, the article addresses issues that were first on the reform agenda but were withdrawn later. Initially, some DPJ politicians and labor 
unions proposed that some of the statutory auditors should be elected by the employees of the company. Another initial proposal was to introduce 
a new rule for liability of the parent company against its subsidiary and to allow a shareholder of the subsidiary to enforce this liability by a 
derivative action. Both proposals were dropped because of intense objections from industry. 

The objection for the latter topic showed the strong antipathy of industry against derivative actions by shareholders. Under current Japanese law, 

there is no requirement for the amount of shares necessary to be a plaintiff of a derivative action, and there is substantially no measure to 

interrupt a derivative action against the will of the shareholder who filed the suit. Modification of this uniqueness of Japanese law is likely to be on 

the agenda of the next reform project, combined with measures for further promotion of outside directors. 
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We investigate the power structure of the Chinese political system and explore its implications on corporate sectors. We document large-scale ’re- 
nationalization’ -- local governments establish controlling ownership stakes in previously privatized firms during the period 1999-2007. Firms 
located in provinces with newly appointed, top-ranked Party leaders who do not belong to any of the dominant political factions are more likely to 
be re-nationalized. With a number of instrument variables, including the political status of the top-ranked provincial Party leader, we find that re- 
nationalization leads to lower profitability and labor productivity. We also find some evidence that re-nationalization temporarily lowers the 
unemployment rate in the region without any significant long-term economic benefits. 
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Davis Po~k Pers£ectives 

Dear Lissa, 

One wonders if there would even be a Basel Ill if Basel were not such a lovely place to visit. 

From our perspective, for all the attention devoted to Basel Ill, the U.S. regulators have now clearly moved to capital regulation by stress testing 

-- not just for our largest financial institutions, but now for mid-size banks. Forget all the risk weights, exposure formulas and internal models. 

The U.S. regulators come up with their own economic scenarios, each more unlikely than the next, with high rates of unemployment and severe 

declines in housing prices and stock market indices. Two of them, the adverse and severely adverse scenarios, are so bad that they come with 

their own disclaimer that they’re not meant to be economic forecasts. Under all of the scenarios, financial institutions are required to have a 

substantial amount of common equity after weathering the storm. For the largest institutions, how much depends on the Federal Reserve’s own 

projections and models. But don’t ask how the supervisory models work. 

You will note how little attention the market pays to reported capital numbers. Yet the world awaits the results of the latest stress tests. 

All capital decisions now revolve around the stress test results. Dividends, stock buy-backs, mergers and acquisitions and other expansionary 

activities all must be evaluated in light of the results under these scenarios. 

We should not expect the stress test scenarios to improve as the economy improves. There is no bureaucratic upside to using more realistic 

economic assumptions. Just as the FDIC "stress tested" the deposit insurance fund in 2011 to establish targets to ensure that it would always 

be solvent under the worst conditions it could conceive of, one will find that our banks must not only be solvent, but must carry surplus capital 

under similar conditions. And we think it’s only a matter of time before all banks become subject to some form of stress testing. 

Basel Ill didn’t even get a chance in the United States before it was replaced by "stressed Basel II1". Instead of predictable standards banks can 

use to calculate how much capital they need to hold, banks are now subject to a discretionary standard that U.S. regulators can change every 

year. All it takes is a new set of economic scenarios. Just wait ’til next year! 

Best regards, 

John Douglas, Randall Guynn and Luigi De Ghenghi 

Davks Polk Perspeclives is a periodic enelysks of trends ar tepics of ~mper~anee to ou~ c~ienl:s end ~dends p~ovided by Jahn Dauglas, head a~ Davis Peik’s Benk 

Regulatory Practice and R~rmer General Caunsel ef the FD~C I1: is net an in-.depth analysis ef ~he matters tha~ may be discussed, bu~ is designed to proqde context 

and coie~ surrounding the significant legal and regulatory ma~ers affecting financial institutions. 

[~i 
Davis Polk] 
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Today’s Top Stories 

Fifth Third°s New CFO Faces Difficult 

Tayfun Tuzun recently become the Cincinnati 
company’s CFO after his predecessor was 
reassigned as part of an settlement with the SEC. 
Tuzun is now handling financial reporting at a time 
when regulation is on the rise. 

Four Takeaways from Congress’s First Look 

In back-to-back hearings this week, lawmakers 
acknowledged the promise of virtual currencies 
like Bitcoin and the risks of overregulation along 
with the danger of abuse. Laws on the books may 
suffice to address the latter, for now. 

New Mortgage Disclosure Ru~e Could Raise 

Costs to Consumers 

Though bankers generally applauded the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s final rule 
on mortgage disclosures, they are raising 
concerns that some of the changes need to be 
fixed or they’ll have no choice but to assess 
higher fees at the closing. 

Xerox Readies Video Pod Pilo~ for at-14ome 
Cal~ Center Agents 

The copier company-turned-business processing 
outsourcer for banks and other companies is 
testing a new option for at-home agents: pods, 
complete with work desks and video capabilities, 
that are designed to serve as a private 
workspace for remote staff. 
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The FinTech 100 

~ 
FIS and 

Tara once 
again top 
Me annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 
Managen~ent 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 

C]FqFq 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffT~ to 

its extensive portfolio of 

products and services. 

Known for practical 

compliance guidance, 

Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

policies, procedures, 

audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 

office, LexisNexis~3 

SheshunofffM has you 

covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

reserved. 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Enabling the delivery of 



The copier company-turned-business processing 
outsouroer for banks and other companies is 
testing a new option for at-home agents: pods, 
complete with work desks and video capabilities, 
that are designed to serve as a private 
workspace for remote staff. 

Though bankers generally applauded the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s final rule 
on mortgage disclosures, they are raising 
concerns that some of the changes need to be 
fixed or they’ll have no choice but to assess 
higher fees at the closing. 

Tayfun Tuzun recently become the Cincinnati 
company’s CFO after his predecessor was 
reassigned as part of an settlement with the SEC. 
Tuzun is now handling financial reporting at a time 
when regulation is on the rise. 

In back-to-back hearings this week, lawmakers 
acknowledged the promise of virtual currencies 
like Bitcoin and the risks of overregulation along 
with the danger of abuse. Laws on the books may 
suffice to address the latter, for now. 

Va~ue of U.S. Bank Divestitures Hits 1O-Year 
Low 

U.S. bank divestitures hit a 10-year low in 2013, 
according to a new report by Dealogic. 

employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 
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Sent: 
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Melissa Camvright for Equali~ NC <enc@equali~nc,org> 
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Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&i> 

Thaa~k you tbr celebrating our home. 

Equality NC 

Friend of Equality 

You may ~mt know ~t - but yo~ made this mo~th’s ~o:~3 Equalllty GMa a {r~m eelebratlon of 
home. Your pm deipation in this special night and continued support of Not t]~ Carolina’s LGBT and allied 
communi~ wiJl have a lasting impact in the coming year and for years to come. 

d ust so you know, more than 450 fine folks from all parts of our state and beyond came together for this historic 
evening celebrating all things North Carolina. 

We corn nemorated the legislative leadership of Rep. Trieia Cotham a lifetime legacy of pro-equality advocacy by 

Janet Joyner, a truly oats ’tanding LGgT-fo~’used organization in tim Freedom Center for So~’ial Justice, and ally 

for the ages Sen. Josh Stein - in a fitting tribute to out’ l’~{end Jamie Kirk ttahn. 

And fl:om the same stage, Notq.t} Carolina Attorney General Roy Cooper - the only attorney genera~ in the South to 
openly support marriage equality -. gave an unf,’)rgettable keynote a&h’ess that promised "the day of Equality is 
coming" [or LGBT North Carolinians amid indicating an atTay of great things to come [or the "Far Heel State. 

Part of that greatness was encapsuIated in flae inspiring words of Not¢h Carolina resident Shahs Carignan - wife to 
Megan, mother to dax, and plaintiff in the current lawsuit to repeal Amendment One. S~ana pointed to a reality 
eveuone in this state is aware of: Amendment One was a loss ibr our connnunib" that triggered even greater 
victories on the road to come. 

As we stood up ~’ith Shahs and her family, we showed North Carolina ore* true dedication and 
ti~’m eommitment to e~,eath~g a state of eq~mHty.~o~* missed the o~ to stand with 

When you invest in Equality NC today, you also invest in tim programs we announced from the Gala, including a 
first--of-its-kind politieal network hosted by Equality NC ealled NoC. Ele~’teds for Equality, the launch of our 
equality Business Advisory Coun eil, the 2ol 4 charters ~Td eonnnuni~’-led Equalib~ NC chapters all across our great 
state, and our importan t work to build a movement for marriage eqnality in the state alongside wins for gay and 
transgen der workers. 

Speaking of inspiration, we’d like to give special thanks to our gg2!;~;t~t{;t~!.&.8I~;}.!~;~t~, who inspired onr work to 
make Equalib, NC Foundation’s Seventh .&nnnal Equality Gala suc~ an amazing success. If you’re looking for pro- 
equality businesses and bona fide partners to support -- this is the best l}sl from which to begin. 

_&rid we also couldn’t have filled the amazing space at Greensboro’s The Empire Room v*~th record numbers of 
dedieated supporte~.~ without the help of our equally dedicated table hosts./>~a~’d and staff ~n ember’s and 
long--tinm sappo~ters .-- we thank each and every one of them for filling and sometimes over--~lling their tables. 

Together* we ~*alsed Mmost $~o7,ooo fo~* ore* shaped work in the Sot~tho 

And we cam~ot tha~k yo~ 

you, we couldn*t have ptdled off such an extraordinary 

Wi’dn deepest gratitude, 

Melissa CartwHght 
Equality, NC 

::N:: Tell a Friend Get Involved 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

d~cobs: Tough challenges for 
UNC basketba~ 

UNO’s Leslie 
McDonald, 

UNC coach Roy Williams is left, and PJ 

dealing with a youthful contingent Hairston, 

still feeling its way, lacking a 

consistently vocal leader and 

more than one reliable ... 

UNC, thanks to simplified 

approach, on cusp of bowl 

eti(jib{~ity after i~ ~art 

The Tar Heels began the season 

with great expectations, but simply 

qualifying for a bowl game, which 

UNC can do with a victory against 

Old Dominion.. 

UNC 

quarterback 

Marquise 

Williams (12) 

DeCock: White House medal 

honors Dean Smith’s best 

accomplishments 

Of all the honors Dean Smith has 

won, and they are many, the one 

he received in absentia 

Wednesday represented what 

really matters to him. Not 

basketball .. 

President 

Barack 

Obama 

awards the 
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Fed QIE Taper Likely in Coming [~!onths on Data, Minutes Say 

Business Week (Nov. 21, Keams, Zumbrun) notes that the newly released 
record el the Federal Open Marke~ Committee’s (FOMC’s) eel 29-30 
gathering sho~’~ that "Federal Reser,,e officials s~gna]ed they may taper their 
$85 billion in montMy bond buying qn coming months’ if the economy 
improves as anticipated." FOMC minu~es [evealed tha~ most of the policy 
makers ~nvo~ved expecl that the data would prove consistent w~th the FOMC’s 
outlook thal labor market conditions are conflnuh~g to hnprove. Such positive 
trending wou~d thus warrant slov’4ng the pace of bond pu[chases ~n the 
coming months. The FOMC m#~u~es further show ex~ensive debate over how 
to increase 1he c~ar~ty of plans to ho~d ~nterest rates near zero. No decisions 
on those p~ans were made at the meeting. 

Indeed, the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 21, Hilsenralh, McGrane) observes thai 
Fed officials spent hours over those two days "game-planning how to handle 
unexpected devebpments and tsJbdng a message to the puMJc to soften the 
impac[ of [he program’s end." Central bank oftb~als are hoping their policies 
will play out ~ke so: The U.S~ economy w~ll improve enough ~n the months to 
come to justify pu~ing back on a program that has increased the Fed’s bond 
hoMings to over $3.5 id~bn..After the p~gram’s end, sho~t4erm inle~st rates 
will continue to be he~d near zero as the unemployment rate slowly declines 
over the next severa~ yea~s. The Federal Reserve’s nexl ~o~k~y meeting is 
scheduled fo[ Dec. 17-18. "The decision on whethe[ to act then on c~fting 
back on bond purchases w~ depend largely on the s~reng~h or weakness o~ 

economic data over the next few weeks," states the Journal 

According to ~he New York Times (Nov. 21, Appelbaum), the minutes show 
that the Fed is indeed seeking ways of emphasizing thai it remains 
determined io "keep borrowing costs for both businesses and consumers as 
low as possible well into the future." The leading candidate remains a 
proposal ~o inck~de in ~he central bank’s policy statemen~ a formal decla[a~ion 
thai the Fed is likely to keep sho[t4erm raids relatively low even after it 
eventually decides to end the five-year-old period that it has held those rates 

near zero. Other much-discussed possibilities drew little support inside the 
Fed’s board room, most notably a stipulation tha~ interes~ ra~es would remain 
near zero until inflation rose above a defined pace. "The idea of an inflation 
floor drew support from a larger group of officials," according to the Fed’s 
account, "but the benelits were viewed as ’uncertain and likely to be modesL’" 
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Your Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020TM in 2014 

Mar. I8, 2014 
New York, NY 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

July t5, 2014 
Denver, CO 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. t0, 2014 

Check br la~e-breaking news 
aRer 9:00 AM Eastern 

Pulse 

Find an NAOD Chapter Program 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 
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Miami, FL (Dec. 9-10, 

2013) So!d Out 

Houston, TX (Apr 3-4, 

20~4) 

Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

20!4) 
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(Dec. 8-9~ 2014) 
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Local NACD Chapter 
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Shareholders -. Are We 
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Peer Exchanges 



Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Connect with boardroom luminaries, academic leaders and subject matter 

experts at NACD Directorship 2020TM, a highly interactive, half-day 
symposium. This exciting series of peer exchanges will coincide with NACD 
Directoi~hip 2020, a multi-year initiative to help directors and boards 
understand, define, and prepare for emerging issues, coming challenges, and 
opportunities that will affec~ the boardroom in ~he Iu~ure. 

Participants will begin the day with a networking lunch, fellowed by 
stimulating panels and peer exchange discussions, then concklde the day 
with art intimate cocktail reception. Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

ShareFTlCT~ 

NACD in the News 

Governance Leaders Cali for Beefing up Audit Com~nittee Reports 

Accountin.q Today (Nov. 20, Cohn) reports that "a group of corporate 
governance and policy organizations is urgin9 audit committees at public 
companies to strengthen their public disclosures so ~hey cart convey key 
elements of their critical work ~o ~nvestors end stekehok~ers more effed~ve~y." 
Among tl~e organizations ~ssLdng this "Call to Action"’ was the National 
Association of Corporate Directors. h~ a paper re~essed Wednesday, they 
wrote: "We believe that greeter transparency abou~ the audit committee’s 
ro~es 8rid responsiMJifies is one way of increesh~g investor confidence and [is] 
an oppo~unity to communicate more clearly to shareho~de~ about audit 
cornrnff[ee-~la[ed activities." The group’s recomrnenda[ions ran98 from 
c~arffying the scope of ~he aud~ committee’s duties to c~eady definin~ the 
audff committee’s composffion to providing relevant information shout how the 

audit commfftee ove~ees the external audffor. 

Sh~re~ 

NACD Hosts Diaf~e D, ~,~{ller to Speak at Director Professionalis~n 
Co~rse 

PRWeb (Nov. 21) is reporiin9 that W~lcox Miller & Nelson President and CEO 
Diane D. Miller has agreed to speak at the National Association of Corporate 

Directoi~’ (NACD) Director Professionalism course in Miami on Dec. 10. 
Miller, who chairs NACD’s Nodhem California Chapter, w~ present "The Board 
as a S[rateg~c AsseL" According 1o PRWeb, "the Director Professionalism 
cou~e is the foundation course fer the NACD Governance Fellowship. The 
cou~e wi~ present ~ns~ghts and commenlary flora experienced board 
d~recto~ and ~nd~stry thought leade~ regarding the too~s, know~edge and 
ne~working needed ~o make a powerful difference ~n ~he boardroom." 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

Yahoo Boosts Share Buyback by $5 Billion 

"Yahool b~c. boosted its steck-buyback plan by $5 billion, returning more 
cash to shareholdePs as Chief Executive Officer Marissa Mayer seeks to 
revive growth at the largest U.S. h~terne~ po~taU’ Bloomberg (Nov. 20, Frier, 
R~cade~a). ~n addition, Yahoo w~l se~ $1 bi~on ~n conve~iMe debt maturing ~n 
2018. The buyback authorization ~s the ~atest since the company agreed over 
the summer to ~purchase 40 m~on of ~s shares ~rorn Third Point LLC. 
"Yahoo has repu[chased $5.3 billion in s~ock since January 2012," notes the 
publication, "~nck~dh~g $1.7 b~on ~n the tMrd quader." 

Share~ 

Nokia investors C~ear $7,4 Billion Unit Sale to Microsoft 

Business Week (Nov. 20, Ewing, Vii~a) is reporting ~hat "Nokia Oyj investors 
cleared the sale of its mobile-phone unit to Microsoft Corp. in a 5.44 billion- 
euro (US$7.4 billion) deal, unshackling the Finnish company from the 
unprolitable division and letting it focus on networks/’ More ~han 99 percent el 

shareholders w)ted for the d~s#osa~ of the business that makes Lumia 
sma~phones and Asha feature phones to the software g~ant. The ss~e enables 
Nokia ~o p~ace more emphas~s on ~s netwo[k-equipmen~ un~ while ~ree~ng it 
from a shrinking business ~hat struggled to compete w~h Apple ~nc. and 
Samsung. "The dea~ ~s the largest strategic change fer Nok~a s~nce it stopped 
making rubber boots and tires and left businesses such as paper more than 
two decades ago," notes the pubHcatJon~ 

Share~ 

Trade Group Challenges Labor Department Rule on Disability Hiring 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 19, Trottman) confirms that the Associated 
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Builders and Contractors "filed a lawsuit against the Labor Department 
Tuesday, seeking ~o exempt construction companies from parrs of a new rule 
requiring federal contractors to prove they are taking steps to hire minimunl 

numbei~ of disabled workers." Filed in the U.S. District Court for the District 
of Columbia, the suit seeks an exemption for the construction industry from 
the da~a collection and analysis requirements ol the rule. ,Attorneys for the 
plaintiffs argue that these requirements exceed the agency’s congressional 
authority; will be burdensome, wasteful, and unprecedented: and "are likely to 
drive many construction contractors out of the market for governmen~ 
construction services." 

Share[~"~ 

¢ompeo~tio£ ................................................................................................................................ 

New Office Depot C~50’s Earnings Tied to Performance 

"Office Depot’s board of directors has set a starting salary of $1.4 million for 
new Chief Executive Roland Smith," reports the South Florida Sun-Sentinel 
(Now 20, Pounds). If all pedbrmance targets are me~ and s~ock awards made, 
the estimated value of the first-year compensation package coukJ near $20 
million. According to Aaron Boyd, director of governance research st Equilar, 
Smith is eligible for a $2 million award if he mee~s certain undisclosed 
pedomqance targets by March 14. In addition, the 59-year-old "could receive 
annual bonuses of 1.5 times to three times his salary if he meets cedain 
other perfomqance measures." 

S ha reFTlCT~:] 

�0rp£[ate G£~e[nan~ ......................................................................................................... 

Changes in the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the 

boardroom. This information ~’~as compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer 
Stua~. Semp[a Energy has announced the appointment of Pabb Ferrero to 
its board of directors. John P. Die,wart has been appointed ~o the board d 
Denbury Resources~ Prudential F~nancia~ announced the e~eation of Douglas 
A. Scovanner to its board d directors. F~CO has appointed Grog G~enfo~e to 
its board of directors. Angola F. Braly has been appointed ~o the board of 
Lowe’s Companies. 

Shsre~ 

l~ore Boards Recruit Former CEOs 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 20, Lublin) observes tha~ a growing number of 
corporate boards are seeking former public-company CEOs lo serve as 
dbeclo~. "~M~e these prior chiefs often serve as usefu~ advisers to the CEO," 
the ne~pape[ warns, "they can also help orchestrate a ~eadeCs exit." In the 
pas~ several yea~s, such major cornpan~es as Citig[oup, Chesapeake Energy, 
Optimer Pharmaceuticals Inc. and Hot Topic ~nc. have all had ex-CEOs from 
elsewhere become ~ndependent d~rectors and take key board or management 
pos~tbns. A l~cenl Equilar study notes lhat "outside board members with 
previous comer-office st#ffs now hold 9.8 pel~ent of the ~ndependent seats at 
Fodune 1000 companies and nearly 21 percenl have board leadersMp t~tles" ~ 
up from 5.5 percent and 13.2 percent, respectively, in 2008. Michael Useem, 
a management professor a~ the University of Pennsylvania’s ~arton School, 
concludes, "Boards see corner-off~ce experience elsewhere as a much more 
valuable asset today because directors must both monitor management and 
help lead the company." 

Share~ 

Study: PPG Has I~ost Experienced Board 

The Pittsburgh Business Times (Nov. 20, Tascarella) cites the third annual 
corporate governance study by Chicago-based recruibnent firm 
JamesDruryPar~ners, which named PPG industries Inc. ~ops among 647 
publicly held U.S. companies n~nked by the business experience of their 
boards of directors. According to the publication, researchers ranked the 
vadous companies "by a composite score thai Iigured in direclors’ experience 
and board size." PPG came in fou~fh a year earlier. Ten other Pittsburgh-area 
companies were included in the study, inck~ding H.J. Heinz Co. (No. 28), 
United States Steel Corp. (No. 45), and PNC Financial Services Group (No. 

~0). 

Women on Boards improve a Bank’s Performance 

American Banker (Nov. 20, Bru~on) s~a~es that evidence "is piling up" that 

banks and companies wi~h women on their boards outperform those withouL 
The Credit Suisse Research Institute, McKinsey & Company, and Catalyst 
have all issued studies recently indicating that return on equity, return on 
sales, and return on invested capital are higher when gender dive[si~y exists 
on the board of directors. "h~ the U.S.," the publication notes, "women are 
responsible for 80 percent of decisions related to consumer purchases, so 



they are often considered more closely aligned with the customer’s view. 
Therefore, ~heir perspective oflzen drives development el produd and services." 
The fhancial services sector has definitely made progress in boardroom 
gender diversity~ A{ 18.1 percent, it [s among ~he [eadhg sectors in this 
regard. Banks with more than 25 percent female beard members currently 
incbde Bank of America, First Republic Bank, KeyCorp, and Wells Fargo. 

Share~ 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

90 Compan}es Accouter for Two-Thirds of Global Man-Made 

United Press International (Nov. 20, Baliga) cites new research conducted by 
the Climate Accountability Institute in Colorado, which suggests that just 90 
companies Irom around the wo[Id account for 66 pe[cen~ of ~he harmfu~ 
greenhouse gases em~tte& Accordh(; to UPL "the I~st hcludes oi~ companies 
Chevron, Exxon, and Bdfish Petroleum and coal producers such as Bdtish 
Coa~ Corp, Peabody Energy and BHP B~llibn~" In fact, a~l bu~ seven of ~he 90 
companbs were energy producers. The bahnce we~ cement p~dudng firms. 
"They col~edive~y emitled 914 g~gatons of CO2 between 1971 and 2010," the 
study found. 
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UCC List (ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu) 

[Ucclaw-1] Scope and meaning of 9-404(a)(1) permitted oil’set and recoupment provisions 

ATT00001 .c 

Section 9-404(a)(1 ) says that an assignee is snbject to "all the terms of the agreement between the account debtor and the assignor and any defense or claim in 

recoupment arising from the transaction that gave rise to the contract". 

Is anyone aware of any articles, commentary or cases that have discussed the meaning and scope of the phiase "all of the terms of the agreement"? Does it mean all 

provisions within the 4 comers of the agreement? Or just those terms pertaiNng to the transaction that give rise to the account? Or something else? 

Specifically, my question is whether a contractual boilerplate netting and ott~t provision in the agreement between the acco~mt debtor and the assignor, that permiks the 

account debtor to oil?~et against the account, all amounts of any kind or nature orang t?om time to time by the assignor to the account debtor, is one of the ~terms of the 

agreement between the account debtor and the assignor" to which the assignment from the assignor to the assignee is subject? If it is, then why do not all crafty account 

debtors inse~t such a provision in some kind of agreement ruth the assignor? While I recognize that all of this may be limited by a non-ott’set agreement that the assignee 

may require, my sense is that except in unique circumstances where the account debtor is a major customer, the prospective assignee (that is the lender against the 

account or purchaser of the account) rarely does that kind of due diligence to review the terms ofeve~ single agreement between the assignor and each of its 

customers. 
I had felt sure that this topic was covered in an earlier thread, but I searched the archives and fonnd nothing. 

Kenny 

,’~{ Carruthers & Roth, P.A. 

Kenneth I~!, Greene 235 N. Edgeworth St. 

Attorney at Law PO Box 540 (27402) 

Greensboro, NC 27401 

Direct Phone 336.478.1124 Phone 336.379.8651 

Direct Fax 336.478.!115 Fax 336.273.7885 

kmg@crlaw.com www.crlaw.com 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE 
To ensure compliance with reqairements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in this communication (including any 

attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to 

another pa~~ any tax related matter addressed herein. 

CONFIDEN’HALITY STATEMENT 

This email transmission contains information from the law firm of Carruthers & Roth, P.A. which may be lega2lly privileged and coafidentia]. It is intended only for the 

use of the addressee(s) shown above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or cowing of such information is 

strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately nolify us by reply e-mail or telephone (collect call accepted). Thank yon. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:44 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
Break in to locked residence reported 11/20/13, 1:00 pm, 3215 Elva Rd 
The victim advised that she returned home around 11:00 am and when she was entering the house she heard what sounded like the back door 
slamming shut. She also said that when she drove up in the yard she noticed that the dog was running towards the back of the house. While inside 
the house the victim advised that she noticed that her bedroom door was open and she said she always keeps it locked when they are gone. At 
that time she said she noticed that the door frame was broken away from the wall. She then looked around inside the bedroom and noticed that her 
laptop computer was missing off of the dresser in the bedroom. She also noticed that someone had gone through the drawers on the night stand. 
Once the victim checked around the rest of the resident, she discovered that there was another laptop computer that was taken out of the front 
room. Deputies responded with his k-9 and ran a track through the woods behind the home over to a resident on trice Atwater road. While running 
the track through the woods deputies located a cell phone on the ground. The owner of the phone is unknown at this time. The phone was turned in 
to the sheriff’s office as evidence. VaMe $1,100.00 
A CHATHAM COUNTY INVESTIGATOR WAS FOLLOWING UP ON A CASE AT WAL-MART C ~ 1 >50I AI I HE COUNTY LINE WHEN 
KEENAN THOMPSON (BiM DOB: 11/02/I 989 ADDRESS: 120 RENCHER ST, HILI.SBOROUGtt) AND ANOTHER ! F...’qKNO\~q’q BLACK MAI .E 

TOOK SOME ITEMS O! IT OF THE STORE. V,~tEN tiE WAS CONFRONTED tiE ASSAULTED TtIE OFFICER AND ESCAPED. WARRANTS ARE 

ON FILE FOR ASSA! ILT ON A I.AW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, RESIST DELAY AND OBSTR1 !CT. AND MISDEMEANOR I.ARCF~rY, TttERE 
WAS AI.READY AN ORDER FOR ARREST FOR FELONY B-E & I, TttAT tIAS A 5,000.00 SECURED BOND ON IT, 

[E YOU KNOW Tt ]IS SUSPf!;CT AND t tlS Wt tEREABC 1 ITS PI,EASE CALI~ TI{E Ct tATt ]AM COUNTY St ]ERIFF’S 

OFFICE~ Tt ]E ORANGE COUNTY St[ERIFF’S (tFFICE OR % 11 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to repo[t suspicious activity to ~)t 1. 
Community involvement is the biggest elete[[ent to crime that we ca[~ have 

i~i Descrip[ion: 

Description 

Descliption. 

Description: 

Descrip[ion: 

Description 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:01 AlVl 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emM.uuc.edu> 

The Morning Briet! KarzaJ Wants ~ Deter U.S. Security Deal 

Karzai V~rants to Defer UoS. Secm~D" Deal 

Probe of How U.S. Agency’s Me.care Move Reached ~vesto~s Hits 

French Forei~ Mhfister Says Powers ~e United on Irm~ 

Drop in Tra~e ’Fakes Toll on h~vestors ~ Private Roads 

~Fed Casts About for Endgmne on Easy’-Money Policy 

Goldman Trading Nimnp ~ed ~n Part to Faulty Currency Trade 

Young Palesl-inian Refligees ~oin ~had~sts Fighting in Syria 

U.S. Drone ..Strike Kills Six in Northweste~ Pakistan 

EU Deal in Doubt as Ukraine Fails to Pass Laws 

NE~S V~DEOS 

~qmre to Find income: ~rFs and MLPs 

Clfina’s Baby Bump to Open Inves~nent 

Adve~sers Shi~ to Web, MoMle ~n China 

J~ Read: Eyewitness to JFK’s Assassination 

The Forei~ Bateau: }VNJ’s GlobM News Update 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@product.americanbanker.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:35 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Dynamic Engagement via Mobile Devices 

"~’i American Banker 

Hello Law, 

__ Meet your customers where they are to drive revenues, 

improve customer engagement, and accelerate 

transactions and processes. Mobile apps are paving 

the way for the next generation of customer 

engagements in banking. 

An increasing number of customers are using smart phones and tablet computers in their day-to- 

day business and want to use those devices to engage with banks and conduct business. Whether 

it’s navigating through the mortgage origination process, onboarding to a new account, or simply 

checking balances and reviewing statements, mobile devices are enabling banks to reach out to 

customers in more ways than ever before. 

Standardizing on mobile-centric customer engagement platforms gives banks distinct competitive 

advantages. It enables them to meet and engage customers from their preferred devices, deliver 

more services in real-time, and increase customer satisfaction and loyalty. 

Sponsored by: 

Logo 

Follow Us! 

- 
You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here. 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 ] SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004    -- 
custserv@sourcemedia.com I Privacy Policy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu;, 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:46 AM 

Robert Taggart (robert.tagga~:bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyu Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.uuc.edu>; ’carmicha~wfu.edu (carmicha@~x4"u.edu)’; 

Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.e&~>; Sue Ann Alleu (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 

Ma~dn P. Dawldns (mdawldn@mimni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; ~njwaule@max’a, ell.ss~.edu; Tficia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 

(eomse0 l@louis~’ille.edu) 

I:W: cfaa-elite-clips NCAA sues video-game maker EA aud CLC 

Hellu AII--A forwarded email from Ju Pututo for you. An interesting twist! 
Best, Martha 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: cfaa-elite-clips [mailto:cfaa(a)i-aa.com] 

Sent: Thursday, November 21,2013 7:16 AM 

To: Jo Pututo 

Subject: cfaa-elite-clips NCAA sues video-game maker EA and (X,C 

Please juin CFAA in supporting cullege foutball! 

NCAA sues video-game maker EA and Collegiate Licensing Company uver settlement talks 

:Ion Sulumun 

al.corn 

21 November 2013 

The NCAA is suing Electronic Arts and Collegiate Licensing Company for failing to protect college sports’ governing body in settleruent talks over the alleged use of athletes’ likenesses in 
video games. 

The NCAA alleges in a state court filing Nov. 4 in Georgia that EA did not maintain sufficient liabilib" insurance to cover "pending third-party clairus, including for attorneys’ fees that the 
NCAA has already incurred in defending against those clairus." CLC failed to adequately supervise that contractual obligation and CLC did not provide the NCAA with access to 
documents and records, the NCAA alleges. 

"CLC is caught in the middle of a dispute between NCAA and EA which should not involve us," Andre~v Oiangola, a spokesnran for IMO College/CLC, said in a statement. "CLC has valued 
relationships with both the NCAA and EA and while we hope they can soon resolve their dispute, ~ve see no reason for CLC to be involved." 

A spokesnran for EA said the conrpany has no corument on the lawsuit. 

On Sept. 26, EA Sports and CLC filed notice that they have settled all claims brought against theru over the use of college athletes’ names, iruages and likenesses in video garues. That 
included claims brought by former and current football and basketball players from the joint Sam Keller and Ed O’Barmon lawsuit in California, a case in which the NCAA remains a 
defendant. The NCAA is now trying to stop that settleraent. 

Media reports have placed the settleruent at $40 ruillion to cover ruore than 100,000 past and present players. The terrus of the settlenrent have not been filed. EA and CLC have "both 
refused" to provide inforruation to the NCAA, according to the NCAA’s suit. 
The NC~ says it will suffer "irreparable harra" ifEA and CLC "succeed in their apparent effort to circuravent their contractual and fiduciary duties owed to the NCAA by petitioning the 
Northern District of California to approve a settlement bar order that is permanently prejudicial to the NCAA’s pre-existing contractual rights." 

The NCAA clainrs CLC "specifically agreed in the September 1, 2013, Agency Agreement to ’keep accmate and coraplete records of all of its operations’ and to grant the NC~ access to 
records relating to the September 1, 2013 Agency Agreement." 

The NCAA announced in July that it would not renew its contract with EA for the football video game, citing litigation costs and the best interests of the NCAA 

Also in the suit, the NCAA claims that CLC breached its contractual obligations with the NCAA by failing to supervise EA’s obligation to maintain liabilit?- insurance, making the NCAA 
potentially liable in several suits. The NCAA says CLC knew that EA failed to maintain insurance to cover the NCAA "but did not direct EA to cure the defect," and CLC never notified the 
NCAA. 

The suit says "disputes exist between the parties" regarding to ;vhat extent EA is obligated to protect the NCAA and hold the NCAA harmless related to third-part?- claims. 

The NCAA says because its licensing agreements with CLC and EA contained financial-protection provisions, the tba-ee parties entered into two successive standstill agreements. They 
entered a recently-terminated agreement on Sept 12, 2011, that preserves each parties’ rights to invoke those provisions, the suit says. 

"When EA contracted for the license of the NCAA’s and the NCAA’s member institutions’ intellectual propert?- for use in the video games, EA expressly agreed not to include student 
athlete names and likenesses in the football and basketball video games," the NCAA says in the suit. 

The suit says the licensing agreements that CLC negotiated on the NCAA’s behalf with EA "expressly provided that EA would bear the risk that its video games violated certain third-party 
rights, including the right of publiciZe," and hold the NCAA and CLC harmless for any claims or damages The NCAA cites a 1999-2001 Basketball Video Game Licensing Agreement 
between EA and CLC. 

The NCAA claims any alleged use of a former athlete’s name, image or likeness could not be sanctioned by the NCAA "because the NCAA does not have and does not claim to have any 
rights to license such names or likenesses" 

E-mails released in the O’Bannon la;vsuit last year revealed the NCAA knew that EA made video games intending to match real-life characteristics of actual college athletes Lavqzers for the 
O’Bannon plaintiffs argued the NCAA "knowingly tolerated this ’illegal rigging’" 

A July 2003 internal e-mail showed NCAA Director of Curporate Alliances Peter Davis relayed this respunse he received on whether EA uses current football players’ names in video games: 
"We don’t actually use player names but we do use all the attributes and jersey numbers ufthe players" 

Davis’ e-mail went un to raise the puint that if then-Ole Miss quarterback Eli Manning gut injured, the videu game roster wuuld reflect that change Davis expressed cuncern whether using 
Manning’s number and attributes would be tou cluse to his likeness and cause an eligibilit?" issue. 

Follow @CFAAEliteClips on Twitter 



Subscription Reminder: You’re Subscribed to, cfaa-elite-clips 

Using the address: jpotuto] @)unl.edu 

From: cfaa@i-aa.com 

College Football Annual Advantage (CFAA) 

P. O. Box 92086 

Lakeland, FL 33804-2086 

Unsubscribe Autoruatically: 

http :i/i-aa.com/cgi-bin/dadaimail. cgi/u/clips/ipotuto l/unl.edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 10:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Speech by Governor Powell on opportunities and challenges in OTC market inti-asm~cture refi~rm 

Speech by Governor Powell on opportunities and challenges in OTC market infrastructure reform 

At the Clearing House 2013 Annual Meeting, New York, New York 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speec!~/powell20131121 a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or elnail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdeliven~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit ns on the web at http://¥~vw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bortz, Conrad <cbollz@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:02 AM 

Broome, l,is~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: 3 - FW: November 21, 2013: Fed QE Taper Likely in Coming Months on Data .... 

Hello I.issa, 

MV WSJ temp subscription is konked out._ 

May I have your info.? 

CB 

From; Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Thursday, November 21, 2013 7:36 AM 

To: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: 3 - FW: November 21, 2013: Fed QE Taper Likely in Coming Months on Data,... 

Copv and link to DDi site 

Women on Boards Improve a Bank’s Performance 
Also - please copy for me the 2 articles above that one, but don’t ~ink to them. 
Thanks, 

From; NACD Directors Daily [mailto:NACD@INFOINC.COM] 
Sent; Thursday, November 21, 2013 7:04 AM 

To-" NACD@NEWS.IN FOI NC.COM 
Subject; November 21, 2013: Fed QE Taper Likely in Coming Months on Data,... 

Ciick here if you are uriable to see the message below or are using a rnekiie device. 

Today’s Top Headline 

Fed Q~ Taper Likely in Coming Month~ on Data, ~inutes ~ay 

[ ~.. KPMGACI Fall RoundtableSeries ] 

j iii~ilI Broadridge Proxy Pulse 

Find an NAOD Chapter Program 

× 

Business Week (Nov. 21, Kearns, Zumbrun) notes that the newly released 
record of the Federal Open Market Committee’s (FOMC’s) Oct. 29~30 
gathering shows that "Federal Reserve officials signaled they may taper their 
$85 billbn ~n men,My bond buying ’~n coming months’ i~the economy 
improves as anticipated." FOMC minules revealed thal most of the policy 
makers involved expect that the data would prove consistent with the FOMC’s 
outlook ~hat labor market condNons are continu#N to #nprove~ Such positive 
trending wou~d thus warrant slewing 1he pace of bond purchases in 
coming months~ The FOMC minutes furlher show extensive debate over how 
to increase the c~ar~ty of p~ans to ho~d ~nterest rates near zero. No decisions 
on those plans were made at the meeting 

Indeed, the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 21, Hilsenrath, McGrane) obsewes that 
Fed officials spent hours over those two days "game-planning how ~o handle 
unexpected developments and tailoring a message to the public to soften ~he 
impact of the program’s end." Central bank officials are hoping their policies 
will play out like so: The U.S. economy will improve enough in the months to 
come to justify pulling back on a program tha~ has increased the Fed’s bond 

holdings to over $3.5 It[Ilion. After the program’s end, sholt4erm interest rates 
will continue to be held near zero as the unemployment rate slowly declines 
over the next several years. The Federsl Resetve’s next policy meeting is 
scheduled for Dec~ 17~18. "The decision on whether ~e act then on cutting 
back on bond purchases will depend largely on the strength or weakness of 
economic data over the next few weeks," states the Journal. 

According to the New York Times (Nov. 21, Appelbaum), the minutes show 
that the Fed is indeed seeking ways of emphasizing that it remains 
determined to "keep borrowing costs for both businesses and consumers as 
low as possible well into the future." The leading candidate remains a 
preposal to inck~de in the central bank’s ~o~icy statemen~ a formN declaration 
that the Fed is Hkely to keep sho~-term rates relatively low even after ~t 
eventually decides to end ~he five-year-oM pedod ~hat it has he~d those ra~es 
near zero. Other much-discussed possibilities drew ~itfle su#po~ h~side the 
rod’s board room, most notaMy a stipulation that interest rates wou~d remain 
near zero until ~nflat~on rose above a defined pace. "The ~dea d an inflation 
floor drew support flora a larger group of o~fic~als," accord#N ~o the Fed’s 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New York, NY (Dec 

20!3) 
Master Class 

¯ MiamL FL(Dec !2-13, 

20!3) SoM Out 

¯ Houston, TX (Apt %8, 

20!4) 

Chicago, IL (June !2- 

13, 2014) 

Laguna Beach, CA 

(Au9. !8-!9, 20!4) 

® Fort Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 2014) 
Director Professiorlalisrn® 



account, "but the benefits were viewed as ’uncertain and likely to be modest/" 

iXi talent brc headline 2 ] 

Cemp!im~£t~Ey NACD Peel E~ch~nges .................................................................. 

Join Your Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020rre in 2014 

Mar. l& 20t4 
New York, NY 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Ju~y 15, 2014 

Denver, CO 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept, 10, 2014 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Connect with boardroom luminaries, academic leaders and subject ma~ter 

experts at NACD Directorship 2020TM, a highly interactive, half-day 

symposium. This exciting series of peer exchanges will coincide with NACD 
Directorship 2020, a multi-year initiative to help directors and boards 
understand, define, and prepal~ for emerging issues, coming challenges, and 
opportunities that will alfect the boardroom in the future. 

Padicipants will begin the day with a networking lunch, followed by 
stimulating panels arrd peer exchange discussions, ~hen corrclude tire day 
with an intimate cocldail reception. Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

Share [] [] [] [] 

NACD in the News 

Governance Leaders Call ~or Beefing up Aud{t Committee Reports 

Accounting Today (Nov. 20, Cohn) reports that "a group of corporate 
governance and policy organizations is urging audit committees at public 
companies to s~reng~hen their publb discbsures so they can convey key 
e~ements of their critical work to ~nveslo~ and slakehoMe~s more effectb’e~y/’ 
Among the organizations ~ssuing this "Ca~ to Action" was the Nafiona~ 
Association of Corporate Directors. In a paper released Wednesday, ~hey 
wrote: "We be~bve tha~ grea~er ~ransparency about the audit committee’s 
ro~es and responsiM~fies ~s one way of ~ncreas~ng ~nvestor confidence and [is] 
an oppodunity to communicate mote c~eady to shareholders about audit 
committee-related activities/’ The group’s recommendations tango from 
c~adfying 1he scope of the audit committee’s duties to cbady defining the 
a~d~t committee’s composition to providing rebvant information about how the 
audit committee ove~sees ~he external auditor. 

NAOD Hosts Diane D, K~il~er to Speak at Director Professionalism 

PRWeb (Nov. 21) is reporting that Wilcox Miller & Nelson President and CEO 
Diane D. Miller has agreed ~o speak a~ the National Association el Corporate 

Directors’ (NACD) Director Professionalism course in Miami on Dec. 10. 
Miller, who chairs NACD’s Northern California Chapter, will present "The Board 
as a Strategic Asset." According to PRWeb, "the Director Professionalism 
course is the {oundation course for the NACD Governance Fellowship. The 
course will present insights and commentary from experienced board 
directe~ and industry thought leaders regarding the tools, knowledge and 
networking needed to make a powerful difference in tire boardroom." 

Share [] [] [] [] 
Audit and Finance 

Yahoo Boosts Share Buyback by $6 Biliion 

"Yahool h~c. boosted its steck-buyback plan by $5 billion, returning more 
cash to shareholders as Chiel Executive Officer Madssa Mayer seeks to 
revive grov,4h at the largest UrS. Internet portal," Bloomberg (Nov. 20, Frier, 
Ricadela). In addition, Yahoo will sell $1 billion in conve~tibb debt maturing in 
2018. The buyback authorization is the latest since the company agreed over 
the stammer to repurchase 40 million of its shares from Third Point LLC. 
"Yahoo has repurchased $5.3 billion in stock since January 2012," notes the 
publication, "including $1.7 billion in the third quarter." 

Share [] [] [] [] 

Nokia investors Clear $7,4 Billion Unit Sale to ~icrosoft 

Business Week (No,,’. 20, Ewing, Viita) is reporting that "Nokia Oy] investors 
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board leadership ~for 
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business challenges and 

enhance s~areowner value. 
We amplify t~e collective voice 

of dhectors in the national 
diale9 on board leadership 

issues Learn rnore 

Follow NACD 
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cleared the sale of its mobile-phone unit to Microsoft Corp. in a 5.44 billion- 
euro (US$7.4 billion) deal, unshackling the Finnish company from the 
unprofitable division and letting it focus on nelworks." More than 99 percenl of 
sharehok~ers ’~oled fer 1he disposa~ of 1he business that makes Lum~a 
sma~phones and Ashs fest~re phones to the software g~ant. The sa~e enaMes 
Nokia to p~ace more emphasis on ~ts ne~work-equiprnent unit while ffeek~g ~t 
from a shrinking bus~ness thal struggled to compete w~th Apple ~nc. and 
Samsung. "The dea~ ~s the largest strategic change for Nok~a s~nce it stopped 
making rubber boo~s and tires and ~e~t busk~esses such as paper more than 
two decades ago," notes the publication. 

La~ and P~!ic~ ............................................................................................................................... 

Trade Group Challenges Labor Department Rule on DisabBity Hiring 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 19, Trottman) conlirms that ~he Associated 
Buik~ers and Contractors "filed a lawsuit against the Labor Depadment 
Tuesday, seeking to exempt construction companies from pa~s of a new ru~e 
requiting federal contractors ~o prove they are ~aking steps ~o h~[e minimum 
numbe~ of disabled workers." FHed in the U~S. D~stdct Court for the D~str~cl 
of ColumMa, the su~t seeks an exemption for the construction ~ndusl~ from 
the data collection and ana~ys~s requirements of the r~]e. Attorneys for the 
plaintiffs argue ~hat these requh~ments exceed the agency’s congressional 
aulhodty; will be burdensome, wasteful and unprecedenled: and "are ~ikely to 
drive many oollst[uot~on contractoB out of the market for government 
construction services." 

�O~sa~i~ ................................................................................................................................ 

New Office Depot CEO’s Earnings Tied to Performance 

"Office Depot’s board of directors has set a starting salary of $1.4 million for 
new Chief Executive Roland Smith," r~ports the South Florida Sun-Sentinel 
(Nov. 20, Pounds). If all pedormance targets are met and stock awards made, 
the esth~ated va~ue of the first-year compensation package could near $20 
mill~om According ~o Aaron Boyd, d~rec~or of governance research a~ Equilar, 
Smith is eligible for a $2 mH~on award if he meets certain undisclosed 
pedermance targels by March 14~ ~n addition, the 59-year-ok~ "could rece~’~e 

annua~ bonuses of 1.5 times to three times h~s sa~a~ ~f he meets ce~ain 
other pedormance measures? 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Changes in the Boardroom 

NACD notes ~he Iollowing changes ~hat have recently occurred in the 
boardroom. This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer 
Stuart. Sempra Energy has announced the appointment of Pablo Ferrero to 
its board of directors. John P. Dielwart has been appointed to the board of 
Denbury Resources. Prudential Financial announced the election of Douglas 
A. Scovanner to its board d directoi~. FICO has appointed Grog Gianforte to 
its board of directe~. Angola F. Braly has been appointed to the board of 
Lowe’s Corr~panies. 

Share [] [] [] [] 

Boards Recruit Former CBOs 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 20, Lublin) obse~’es that a growing number of 
corporate boards are seeking former public-company CEOs to serve as 
directors. "V~rfile these prior chiels often sen/e as use~u~ adv]se~ to the CEO," 
the newspaper warns, "1hey can also he~p orchestrale a ~eader’s exit." ~n the 
past severa~ yee~, such majo~ companies as Cifigroup, Chesapeake Energy, 
Opfirner Pharmaceuticals h~c., and Hot Topic ~nc. have al~ had ex~CEOs from 
e~sewhere become ~ndependen[ dh~ctors and ~ake key boa~ or management 
positions. A recenl EquHar study notes 1hat "outside board members with 
previous comer-off~ce stints now hold 9.8 percent of the ~ndependent seats at 
Fortune I000 companies and nearly 21 percent have board leade[sMp titles" - 
up from 5~5 percent and 13.2 percent, respectively, in 2008. Michael Useem, 
a management professor 8t the Un~ve~ty of Pennsylvania’s ~l~a~on School, 
concludes, "Boards see corner-office experience elsewhere as 8 much more 
valuable asse[ today because directors must both monitor management and 
he]p ]ead the company." 

Sb~ ~ ~ ~ a 

Brady: PPG Has ~ost Experienced Board in U,B, 

The Pittsburgh Business Times (Nov. 20, Tascarella) cites ~he third annual 
corporate governance study by Chicago-based recruitment firm 
JamesDruryPartners, which named PPG Industries Inc. tops among 647 
publicly held U.S. companies ranked by the business experience of their 
boards el directors. According ~o the publication, researchers ranked the 
various companies "by a composite score that figured in directors’ experience 



and board size." PPG came in fourth a year earlier. Ten other Pittsburgh-area 
companies we[e included in the s~udy, including HJ. Heinz Co. (No. 28), 
United States Steel Corp. (No. 45), and PNC Financial Sei~,’ices Group (No. 

180), 

Sha,e [] [] [] [] 

Women on Boards improve a Bank’s Performance 

American Banker (Now 20, Bruton) states ~hat evidence "is piling up" tha~ 
banks and companies with women on their boards outperform those without. 
The Credit Su~sse Research Institute, McKinsey & Company, and CatMyst 
have aii issued s~udies recently indicating ~hat return on equity, ~’eturn on 
sales, and [e~urn on invested capital ale Mgher when gende[ diversity exists 
on the board of dkecto[s. "in the U.S," 1he pub]ication notes, "women are 
responsiMe for 80 percent of decisions related to consume[ purchases, so 
they are often conside~’ed rno~ c~osely a~igned w~th ~he custorneCs v~ew. 
Therefore, lhe~r perspective often dr~ves development d product and services." 
The financ~] seP#~ces sector has definitely made progress in boardroom 
gender" dive[s~y. At 18.I percent, it Js among the lead#~g secto[s ~n this 
[egard. Banks w~h rno~ than 25 pe~’cent ~ma~e board members currently 
include Bank of Amedca, First Republic Bank, KeyCorp, and We~ls Fargo. 

.................................................................................... 
Companies Account for Two-Th#ds of Global Man-Made Emissions 

United Press International (Nov. 20, Baliga) cites new research conducted by 
the Climate Accountability Institute in Colorado, which suggests that just 90 
companies Irorn around the wodd account for" 66 pe[cen~ of ~he hat’mful 
greenhouse gases emitted. According ~o UPI, "the list includes oil companies 
Chevron, E×xon, and British Petroleum and coal producers such as British 
Coal Corp, Peabody Energy and BHP Billiton." In fact, all but seven of the 90 
companies were energy producers. The balance wet~ cement producing firms. 
"They collectively emitted 914 gigatons of CO2 between 1971 and 2010," the 
study found. 

Sha,e [] [] [] [] 
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From: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education <solutions@ch~onicle.com~ 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:27 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RemiMer: CriticaJ Insight liar Higher Education Prot~ssionals 

Subscribe Today I View in Web Browser 

How are you keeping up with the news and issues of critical importance to those working in 

higher education? 

Subscribe to The Chronicle of Higher Education today and save 15% off of the standard yearly 

rate. It’s not too late to get the trusted coverage that administrators across the country rely upon. 

With trusted reporting, in-depth case studies, and expert advice, subscribers benefit from: 

Reliable reporting on the issues and topics affecting higher education. 

Insight into upcoming trends and points of discussion 

Unlimited access to salary surveys, workplace data, admissions, and more. 

Free iPad and mobile apps. 

This deal expires tomorrow, make sure you subscribe to The Chronicle today to ensure you 

stay on top of the news and information you need, when you need it, how you need it 

*Offer only valid for first time subscribers or anyone who has not had an active subscription within the past six months. 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St., N.W I Washington, D.C 20037 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ufnowsld, Amy <aufnowski@theacc.org> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:36 AM 

Uti~owski, Amy ~auti~owski@theacc.org> 

ACC Women’s Basketball - Thursday, Nov. 21. 

WBB 1121.pdf 

All, 

Attached and linked below you will find the ACC Women’s Basketball Release in advance of games on Thursday, Nov. 

@ACCWBB Release 

ht~p:!/theacc.coiWgg14release 

Upcoming Games 

Thursday, Nov. 21 
RV/RV Florida State at Florida - 5 p.m ...... 

Coastal Carolina at No. 12/12 North Carolina - 6 p.m. 

RViRV Vanderbilt at No. 2/2 Duke - 6:30 p.m. 

FlU at Boston College - 7 p.m. 

Recent Results 

Wednesday, Nov. 20 

Michigan 83, Pitt 75 

No. 19/:14 South Carolina 68, Clemson 43 
-/RV Syracuse 113, Maryland Eastern Shore 42 

AMY UFNOWSKI 
Associate Director, Communications 

©: 336.369.1003 IC: 336.3371249 
a u f n ows ki(~th e a cc=o LCl 
[i]eA C C.,:;,:)m ¯ 

Live Stream: http://www.ga[orvisionAv//rnediaPortaliplayer.dbml?&catid=0&DB OEM ID=6500 

Live Stream: GoHeelsTV 

Live Stream: Blue Devil Network 

Live Stream: ._B___C___E__a_jg!__e__s_:__c___o___m__. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davis~lk.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:59 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Davis Polk Welcomes Former U.S. Attorney Neil MacBride 

::~?:(:: D~i~ ~o~, FIRM ANNOUNCEMENT 

Davis Polk Welcomes Former U,S. Attorney Neil 
MacBride 
Novembel 2i, 2013 

We are pleased to announce that Nell MacBride, former United States Attorney for the Eastern District of 

Virginia ("EDVA’), is joining the firm as a partner in our Washington, DC office. Mr. MacBride served as 

U.S. Attorney for the EDVA from 2009 to 2013. 

Mr. MacBride will be a member of our ~-~i~e C,~?II~,~ C dP.,-’.,i,~-~,l [..’,~.~f~.,"~s<~ G.,’-o~,~ representing clients in a 

wide range of white collar criminal defense matters and other government and congressional 

investigations. 

Mr. MacBride’s tenure as U.S. Attorney for the EDVA was universally regarded as extremely successful. He 

led the office in bringing cases of national and international significance, involving financial fraud, 

international corruption, copyright infringement and trade secret theft, defense procurement fraud, money 

laundering, terrorism and cybersecurity. Some of the most significant matters during his tenure involved 

the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the 

V~re and Mail Fraud statutes, the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, the Electronic Communications Privacy 

Act, the Arms Export Control Act, the False Claims Act and the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Before his appointment as U.S. Attorney, Mr. MacBride served as Associate Deputy Attorney General at the 

Department of Justice in 2009. He also served as Chief Counsel and Staff Director for then-Senator 

Joseph R. Biden, Jr. from 2001 to 2005 on the Senate Judiciary Committee. From 1997 to 2001, Mr. 

MacBride served as an assistant U.S. Attorney in the District of Columbia. During his time as an assistant 

U.S. Attorney and as U.S. Attorney for EDVA, Mr. MacBride conducted more than 25 jury trials. He also 

served as General Counsel of the Business Software Alliance, an international trade association for the 

hardware and so~qare industry. 

Mr. MacBride is a superb addition to our global enforcement team and his experience will be invaluable in 

offering the critical and decisive advice in New York and DC that great companies have always called upon 

us to provide. 

For more information, please contact New York partner C{s~iey R DuI".,I".,,’.L DC partner R{~iul F ’,,"~m~-:..s or your 

regular Davis Polk contact. 

Notice: This announcement, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a 

full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the 

sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies Refer to the firm’s pdv~. ,. bcli%, located at 

davlspolk corn for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding 

db~<::::H@d::v~: bcH!.com to your address book 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these announcements, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed 

from our distribution list 

Attorney Advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Crenshaw <chris@c3finm~cial.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Financial Topics Newsletter 

1-o view ,3n online version of this email, click 

November 2013 

Achieving Your Financial Goals is Our Mission 

With the increasing demands of daily life and growing complexity of the 

financial markets, more and more people have sought financial 

advisors to manage their investment needs. They have opted to spend 

their free time with family or relaxing rather than enduring the stress 
of financial planning, all the while having peace of mind because their 

investments receive expert attention. 

As the founder of Chris C. Crenshaw Financial Services, I have over 43 
years of investment advisory experience and offer expertise in a 

variety of areas such: 

Retirement & Investment Portfolio Management 

Personal Financial Planning 

Estate Analysis & Planning 

Risk Management & Insurance 

The mission of Chris C. Crenshaw Financial Services is to provide 

personalized investment services to high-net worth clients that allow 

them to meet their short and long-term goals. By employing a balanced 

approach, we allocate assets to achieve maximum portfolio 
performance relative to a client’s risk tolerance and liquidity needs. We 

also strive to educate our clients on the investment process so they 

have a complete understanding of their financial plan. 

Our advisory services are based on a percentage fee, not 
commissions, ensuring that you will receive independent investment 
recommendations. We realize that seeking investment advice is an act 
of trust, and we are dedicated to earning that trust by providing 
superior performance and a broad array of services to meet your 
needs. 

We want to work with you to achieve your goals and ensure a certain 

financial future. To get started, call (919) 493-3669 for a complimentary 

consultation. 

What’s a Reasonable Rate of Return? 
The assumed rate of return used in your 

investment program will determine how much you 

need to save to reach your financial goals and 

how much you can withdraw annually from your 

portfolio after retirement. Use a rate that is too 

high and you may not accumulate the amount you need or be 

able to withdraw enough during retirement. But what is a 

reasonable long-term rate of return? 

[FULL ARTICLE...WhaL’s a Reasonable Rate of Return?] 

How the Fed Impacts the Stock Market 
iWhat moves the stock market? There is no easy 

answer to that question. Ultimately, many 

I factors influence the stock market indices that 

/are often referred to generally as the market. At 
¯ the most micro level, the price of individual 

Chris C. Crenshaw 

Owner 

Chris C, Crenshaw 

Financial Services, 
LLC 
2727 University Drive 

Durham, NC 27707 

Tel: (919) 493-3669 
e-mail: 

chris@c3financial.com 

As the founder of Chris 
C. Crenshaw Financial 

Services, LLC, I have 
over 43 years of 

investment advisory 
experience and offer 

expertise in a variety of 

areas such as: 

Retirement & 
Investment 
Portfolio 
Management 

Personal 
Financial 

Planning 

Estate Analysis & 

Planning 

Risk 
Management & 
InsLirance 

For a complimentary 

consultation, call (919) 
493-3669. 



stocks is influenced by company performance ~ or, more 
accurately, investors~ perception of future company 
performance. At the most macro level, the prices of stocks are 
influenced by the economy ~ or, more accurately, investors~, 

perception of the economy,s future performance. 
[FULL ARTICLE...How the Fed Impacts the Stock IV]arket] 

Rebalance Your Portfolio 
There is a relatively underused and simple 
technique to raise your long-term portfolio 
performance and reduce your risk at the same 
time. It,s called rebalancing, and it~,s something 
every investor can and should do. Let,s start 

with the basics. 
[FULL ARTICLE.,.Rebalance Your Portfolio] 

When Is it Time to Sell a Stock? 
As difficult as it can be for some people to 
decide to buy a stock, it can be just as difficult 

~ if not more so ~ to decide when to sell it. 
There,s a saying about this on Wall Street, ~If 

lyou keep it, it will go down; and if you sell it, it 
will go up.~ Of course, there,s no such rule. 
[FULL ARTICLE,..When Is It Time to Sell a Stock?] 

Handlinq the Financial Aspects of Death 
¯ ¯ The emotional trauma of dealing with a loved 
i.~.i 

one,s death can be devastating, lf you also 
have to handle the financial aspects, it can seem 
overwhelming to deal with all the details. 
Followng sa checklst of temstoconsder... 

[FULL ARTICLE.,.Handling the Financial Aspects of Death] 

Published by Integrated Concepts Group, Inc. 

Some information provided in this newsletter was prepared by Integrated Concepts. This newsletter intends to offer 

factual and up-to-date information on the subjects discussed, but should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 

these subjects. Professional advisers should be consulted before implementing any options presented. No party 

assumes liability for any loss or damage resulting from errors or omissions or reliance on or use of this material. 

Click I~!£~Z@ ~:o forward this ~’;~aiiiag wiLh yOL:r persoaal message. 

This email was sent to: ~brool~e@a~aiLal~,e~J=~ 



On Governance and Leadership ...... 

. . Years LOgO ,nterrupts, and absolute power ,nterrupts absolutely. Haward 
Business School Associate Professor Francesca Gino and 
colleagues discover that a Ngh-powered boss can lead a team ~nto 
poor pe~orma nce. (Ha~’ard Business School) 

More from 

Audit ¢ommi#ee 
On Big Data 

~lob~Hzing You[ ~su~te for 8ig4ata Anal~cs. 
Leademhip~apacity constraints are undermining many companies’ 
effods. New management structures, rNes, and divisions of labor ...... 
can all be pa~ of the solution. (McKinsey) 

On Financial Reporting 

ACI Videos 
Private Company Council ~le61a rt~eetmg Recap. The Pnvate 
Company Council (PCC) recently m~t to discuss a variety of items. 

B~Hding a Be~ter ~ncome Statement. A company’s annual 
income statement should be a transparent disclosure of its 
revenues and expenses that investors can readily interpret. 

C,owdfund~ng. The proposed rules create an oppo~unity for 
eligible companies to raise up to $1 million on a 12-month rolling 
basis from a large pool of individual investo~ over the Internet. (The 
Metropofitan Co~#orate Counse0 

Conflict M~nera~s Ru~es May Soon Have ~temat~onal 
Upcoming Events 

Counterparts. The European Union, Australia, Canada, and even KPNG’s Fa~ Audit 
some U.S. states and cities are either working on conflict committee RoundtaNe 
minerals-like legislation or considering iL (Compliance Week via Series 

Lexis-Nexis) November ! 

F/O~ KP~G                                                       KPNG’s 10th Annum 

Audit Committee 
REGISTER NOW: KP~G’s Fa~ 2013 Audit Committee ~ssues con~eren~-e 
Roundtab~e Series. Hosted in more than 25 cities across the U.S. January ~4-15, 2014 
from November 19th to December l~h, Strikin# the Right Deal: 
Ove~i#htofM&A and International Ventures will explore the critical Register w~th ACL 
role of the audit committee and the board in helping the company 

Share ~ns~ghts 
assess the oppo~unities and risks posed by M&A and other 
transactions in a global environment. (KPMG) 

Links 

N~ SmallAOlimage Repo~ ~:X~: InNitute 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG 
Suppoding audit Reporting Ne~work Turning knowledge 
committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with ne~ updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reposing our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 



Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:43 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Senate Votes to Curb U~ of Filibuster for Nominees 

Senate Votes to Curb Use of Filibt~ster for Nominees 

A bitterly divided Senate voted to ease the confirmation process for most presidential 

nominees, a momentous and potentially risky step that limits the ability of Republicans to 

block President Barack Obama’s choices for executive-branch and most judicial posts. 

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D., Nev.) engineered the rules change, over 

Republican objections, with a complicated parliamentary maneuver that ended up placing 

new curbs on the use of the filibuster--a move so controversial that it is o~ten called the 

"nuclear option." 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

alliance at].org@mail.salsalabs.net on behalf of 

Allim~ce for Justice ~dliance@afj.ovg> 

Thursday, November 21,2013 12:59 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~l.unc.edu> 

Tell your Senato:~: I strongly suppo~t today’s change in Senate rules 

Today, Senator Harcy" Reid m~d his colleagues decided enough was enough. Faced ruth unprecedented abuse of Senate rules by an extremist minoriU bent on 

obstruction at all costs, the Senate majorib’ voted to change those rules. 

This decision was not an ea~’ one. But the obstruction of one nominee after another left the majority ruth no choice. Tell your Senator it was the right choice. And 

tell your Senator you want prompt yes-or-no votes on President Obama’s supremely qualified nominees for the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals and the other 

nominees who have been subject to partisan obstruction. 

Follow this link to contact your Senators 

Alliance for Justice 
Dupont Circle, NW, 2nd Floor 

Washington, DC 20036 
202-822-6070 
www.af~.or~J 

Click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marshall, Bill <wpma~sh~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 1:44 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Internal Review for Ted Shaw’s Tenure File 

Hi, Just left yo~ a vm apologizing for missing Vo~ earlier. I had a class right after my call and then the workshop. 

Anyway, larn sure [ can do this. Thanks 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:45 PM Eastern Standard Time 

To: Marshall, Bill; Gerhardt, Michael .] 
Subject: Internal Review for Ted ShaWs Tenure File 

Hi Bill and Michael - 

Bill, I’m sorry I did not get a chance to talk with you about this personally. I leave after my :1:00 class for New York and will be there tomorrow. The Tenure and 

Promotion Committee would like each of you to do an internal review, giving us your thoughts regarding whether Ted Shaw meets our standard for exceptional 

engagement. I have pasted in the standard below. 

It would also be helpful to have your comment on some of the writings that Ted has identified - briefs, a transcripts, etc. - on the attachment. I believe most of 

these materials are on the g:!Appointments drive file. If you are both willing to do this, you may want to discuss with each others some potential division of 

materials so that a wide variety (but not necessarily all) of these materials are discussed by one of you. 

Our timing is very tight. The full professors meet on December 1:1, meaning we must circulate our committee’s report on December 4. It would be very helpful to 

us, therefore, if you could send us your thoughts by December 2. I realize this is a lot to ask at this busy time of the semester, but I’m hopeful that you will each 

agree to lend your expertise and wonderful reputations to this effort. 

That standard is set forth below. 

In other rare circumstances, initial appointment to the rank of professor may be recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement. This 

standard is specifically intended to be used in cases where a faculty member serves as the director of one of the law school’s Centers and that Center director 

position requires exceptional engagement in addition to teaching and scholarship. 

The definitions below are from our Tenure and Promotion document and are relevant to the standard recited above. 

"Engagement": As defined earlier in this document, engagement means scholarly, creative or pedagogical activity for the public good, directed toward persons 

and groups outside the university. Such activity (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develops as collaborative interactions that respond to short 

and long-term societal needs. 

"Exceptional engagement": A candidate who demonstrates exceptional engagement shows an outstanding record of engagement and, in addition, makes an 

extraordinary further contribution to collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. That contribution can be made in a variety 

of ways, including through extraordinary service to short and long-term societal needs. 

Thanks for considering this request. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 2:29 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

University jobs in B~mkiug, Business & Financial Law, Commercial & Bankruptcy Law, and other related areas 

Dear Professor Broome, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Law- features 22 faculty openings, 15 senior a&ninistrative positions, and 5 post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education. 

Issue: Law Nov 21st, 2013 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Bal~mg, Business & Financial Law 
- Con~mercial & Bankruptcy Law- 

Become a fan of Academic Keys on Facebook! Click here: 
http://wwwfacebook.com/pages/Storrs-CT/Academic-Kevs/56778577910 

Follo~v us on %vitter! 
http ://twitter. corn/!!/acad emickevs 

Join us on LinkedIn! 
http:/iwww. [inkedin com/~roups/Academic-Ke’¢s-I Ii~her-Education-Professionals-d055169 

POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 

Add your department’s positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions: 
- http://En~ineering.AcademicKeys.con~/client lo~in.php?ta~=LA131121m 

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS: 

Nt:JZr[ - Associate Dean 
Kaplan University 
Concord Law School (CLS) 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Nov. 19, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con’b’r?iob=51618&o=232497&t=LA 131121m-6e 

N~EW! - Dean 
Nova Southeastern University 
Shepard Broad Law Center 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Date Posted: Nov. 13, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys, c orrgr?iob=51444&o=232497&t=LA 131121 rn-6e 

i’~EW! - Dean, School of Law 
Washington University in St. Louis 
School of Law 
St. Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2013 

h~p:/,\w~v.AcademicKeys.com,’r’?iob=51337&o=232497&t=LA131121m-6e 

iX~W! - Dean, Law School 
Wayne State University 
Wayne State University La~v School 
Detroit, MI 
Date Posted: Nov. 8, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys, c orrgr’, j ob=51 ~73 &o=232497&t=LA 131121 rn-6e 

i’~E;V! - Dean 
University of Florida 
Levm College of Law 
Gainesville, FL 
Date Posted: Oct. 29, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job=50797&o=232497&t=LA 131121m-6e 

Lateral Law Faculty-Senior Chaired Appointment in Bus. Law 
University of Minnesota 
Law 



Minneapolis, 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 49569&o 232497&t LA131121m-Se 

Assoc. Dean for Experim Edu. & Clinical Professor of Law 
Boston Umversity 
School of Law 
Boston, 2~{A 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http://~wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 49561&o 232497&t LA13112hn-6e 

Director of Legal Clinics 
St. Louis University 
School of Law 
St. Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?iob 49560&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Assistant Dean, Law Admissions 
Ban5, University 
Dwayne O. Andreas School of Law 
Orlando, FL 
Date Posted: Sep. 27, 2013 

httr~://~wcw.AcademicKevs.com,’r?iob 49249&o 232497&t LA13112hn-6e 

Dean, School of Law 
University of Akron 
School of Law 
Akron, OH 
Date Posted: Sep 23, 2013 

http://w~v.AcademicKeys.corpJr?job 48997&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Dean, School of Law 
University of Detroit Mercy 
School of La~v 
Detroit, M1 
Date Posted: Sep. 17, 2013 

http://w~vw.AcademicKeys.com/r?job 48684&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Executive Recruiting Consultant 
Academic Keys 
Academic Keys 
Storrs, CT 
Date Posted: Sep 13, 2013 

http://w~v.AcademicKevs.corpJr?iob 48580&o 232497&t LA131121m-0e 

Assoc. Vice-President, Scholarship and Communi~ Engagement 
Vancouver Island University 
Senior Administration 
Nanaimo, BC, Canada 
[)abe Posted: Aug 16, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 47834&o 232497&t LA131121m-0e 

Associate/Assistant Dean for Clinical Education, E×perien . 

School of Law 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Jul. 29, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 47386&o 232497&~LA131121m-7e 

Qatar Olympic Comamttee Professorial Chair in Sports Sci 
Qatar University 
Sports Sciences Program - College of Arts & Sciences 
Doha, Qatar, Qatar 
Date Posted: Jul. 25, 2013 

http:i/waaa~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?iob 47304&o 232497&t LA131121m-0e 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS 

ix~EW! - Up to Three Terra Faculty Positions 



University of Saskatchewan 
College of Law 
Saskatoon, SK, Canada 
Date Posted: Nov. 18, 2013 

http:/?v,~ww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 51557&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

NI:?A;! - Faculty Openings for 2014 - 2015 
Kuwait h~ternational Law School 
Faculty of Law- 

, Kuwait 
Date Posted: Nov. 18, 2013 

http://ww.w.AcademicKc’,/s.com,’r’.’iob 51548&o 232497&t LA13112hn-2e 

N~EW! - Full-time Faculty 
King Faisal University 
College of La~v 
A1-Ahsa, Eastern Region, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Nov. 7, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?]ob 51218&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

iN~EW[ - Visiting Faculty Position 
University of Tennessee, Knoxx~ille 
College of Law 
Knoxadlle, TN 
Date Posted: Oct. 23, 2013 

http://ww.w.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 50609&o 232497&t LA13112hn-6e 

5.~W! - Assistant/Associate Proti in Law (2-Year, Non-Rene . 
Queen’s University 
Fa culty of Law 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 22, 2013 

http://w~,w.AcademicKeys.corcdr?job 50558&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Assistant Professor, Law (2 Tenure-track Positions) 
Umversity of Victoria 
Faculty of Law 
Victoria, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 18, 2013 

http://v,a,vw.AcademicKeys.con’~/r?job 50331&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Assistant/Associate Professor in Law (Tenure-track) 
Queen’s University 

Fa cult?’ of Law 
Kingston, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2013 

http:Z/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 50261&o 232497&~LA131121m-2e 

Assistant Professor of Law 
University of CoperNagen 
Faculty of Law 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2013 

http:/?www.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 50206&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Assistant/Associate/& Full Prof in Law (English and At.. 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd Umversity 
College of Arts and Science 
A[ Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Oct. 10, 2013 

http:Z/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 49922&o 232497&~LA131121m-6e 

Assistant or Associate Professor Appointments 
University of British Columbia 
Faculty of La~v 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 9, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?]ob 49830&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Academic Success Lecturer 
Charlotte School of Law 



Academic Success 
Charlotte, NC 
I)ate Posted: Oct 8, 2013 

http:k’www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 49780&o 232497&FLA131121m-6e 

Non-tenure-track Acting Asst. Professors (several positio .. 
New York Umversity 
School of Law 
New York, NY 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.com!r?iob 49572&o 232497&t LA131121ru-6e 

Law Center: Asst. or Assoc. Prof. - Two (2) Positions - T... 
University of Houston 
Law Center 
Houston, TX 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http://~wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 49567&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Clinical Associate Professor of Law 
B oston University 
School of Law 
Boston, MA 
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.com!r?job 49562&o 232497&t LA131121ru-6e 

Assistant/Associate/Instructor/Lecturer in La~v (English... 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
College of Arts & Science 
A1 Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Sep. 30, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job 49308&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Law Full Professor (AA3427) 
Universi~z of Washington 
School of Law 
Seattle, WA 
Date Posted: Sep 27, 2013 

http://w~,w.AcademicKeys.com!r?job 49267&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Adjunct, Legal Studies 
Berkeley College 

New- York, NY 
Date Posted: Aug 21, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 47910&o 232497&t LA131121m-6e 

Associate Professors/Assistant Professors/Chairs 
2,merican Universi~" of Beirut 
Olayan School of Business 
Beirut, Lebanon 
Date Posted: Aug. 19, 2013 

http:k’www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 47854&o 232497&FLA131121m-7e 

Ac~junct, Criminal Justice 

Berkeley College 

New" York Ci~, NY 
[)abe Posted: Aug 19, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 47846&o 232497&t LA131121m-7e 

Faculty Positions Open 
University of Denver 
Daniels College of Business 
Denver, CO 
Date Posted: Aug. 12, 2013 

http://xwcw.AcademicKe’~s.com,’r’.’iob 47701&o 232497&t LA131121m-7e 

Canada Research Chair in Law- (Tier 2) 
Queen’s University 
Facul~" of La~v 



Kingston, ON, Canada 

[)abe Posted: Aug 12, 2013 

http :/Tv,~rw .AcademicKe~/’s. c om/r ?iob=47668 &o=232497&t=LA 131121m-7e 

Senior Lecturer/Lecturer 
Polytechnic of Namibia 
School of Management 
Windhoek, 9000, i’~’amibia 
Date Posted: Jul. 23, 2013 

h~p://~wav.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob=4721 l&o=232497&t=LA131121m-7e 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS 

i’~EW! - International PhD Scholarship at iCourts 
University of Copetkhagen 
Faculty of Law 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2013 

h~p:/,’~wav.AcademicKeys, c om,’r’ i ob=513.0&o=23.497&t=LA 131121 m-6e 

b,~EW! - Vacant PhD scholarships at the Faculty of La~v 
University of Copenhagen 
Faculty of Law 
Copetkhagcn, Detwnark 
Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys, c omJr?j ob=51316&o=232497&t=LA 131121 m-6e 

i’~EW! - Two postdoctoral fellowships at iCourts: Europe an... 
University of Copenhagen 
Faculty of Law 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
Date Posted: Nov 5, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job=51091&o=232497&t=LA131121m-6e 

b,]~W! - Postdoctoral Fellowship: Interdisciplinary and Int.. 
University of Copel~hagen 
Fa culty of Law 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
Date Posted: Oct. 28, 2013 

http://w~’.Aca demicKevs.comJr?iob=50755&o=232497&t=LA 131121m-6e 

Doctoral Research Scholarships AY2014-2015 
The National University of Singapore 
NUS Law 
Singapore, Singapore 
Date Posted: Sep. 30, 2013 

http:/Tv,~rw.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob=49345&o=232497&t=LAl 31121m-6e 

To view more academic jobs, visit: http://www.AcademicKegs corn/ 

Change your emaiI/subscribe directly: 

Do you need to update your email information with us’? Proceed to the ~2~1 lowing page: 

http://www.academickeyscom/all/user chan~e email.php 

Did you receive this e-Flier from a colleague and would like to continue to receive this or other e-Fliers l~om Academic Keys? Please proceed to the ~l~llowing page: 

http :/iwww. academick ey s. com/a[lisubscri be.php 

UNSUB SCR]I~E: 

’]7his e-Flier was sent to the e-mail address: 

[issa broome@unc edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe from further e-Fliers and other correspondence frora AcaderaicKeys.com, you must proceed to the following web page: 

htt p:iiAcademicKes~s, comialliunsubscribe, php ?email=lissa broome(~unc.edu 

Your request to unsubscribe will be processed within 24 hours. 
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EmailUs@Ac ademicKeys, c ora 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 
Sepinucl< Stephen <ssepinuck@lawschool.gonzaga.edu> 

Thursday, November 21,2013 3:24 PM 

’Kenneth M. Greene’ <kmg@crlaw.com>; UCC List (ucclaw-l@lisls.washla~v.edu) 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Scope and meaning of 9-404(aX1) permitted offset and recoupment provisions 

ATT00001 .c 

Kenny: 
If the debtor and account debtor had an agreement that expressly permitted them to set off unrelated obligations, then the secured part>- would take subject to that 

setoffright under § 9-404(a)(1 ), even though § 9-404(a)(2) would not be available. See In re Black Diamondk~l#dng Co., 

2011 WL 6202905 (Banki. E.D. Ky. 2011) (account debtors who purchased coal from debtor pursuant to master sales agreement that permitted the account debtor 

to recoup the purchase price against liquidated damages for the debtor’s breach owed no obligation to the debtor’s thctor because the breach damages exceeded the 

amounts due); Iu re (~S. Aeroteam, Iuc., 327 B.R. 852, 871 (Bankr. S.D. Ohio 2005); Dela~Investments, Inc. v. Thunnan, 693 N.W.2d 479 (Minn. Ct. App. 

2005). 

Professor & .Associate Dean for Administration 

D~rector, Commercial Law Center 

Go~zags Unk, ers~ty Schoo~ of Law 

72! N Cinc~nnatiSt 

Spokane WA 99220 

(509) 313~6379 

Wvwv~[#,,~%~o O za Aa edu 

...... Ernail 

From: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Kenneth M. Greene 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 5:42 AM 
To-" UCC List (ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu) 
Subject-" [Ucclaw-l] Scope and meaning of 9-404(a)(1) permitted offset and recoupment provisions 
Section 9-404(a)(1 ) says that an assignee is subject to "all the terms of the agreement between the account debtor and the assignor and any det~nse or claim in 

recoupment arising from the transaction that gave rise to the contract". 

Is anyone aware of any articles, commentau or cases that have discussed the meaning and scope of the phrase %21l of the temps of the agreement"? Does it mean all 

provisions within the 4 comers of the agreement? Or jusl those te~ms pertaining to the transaclion that give rise to the account’? Or something else? 

Specifically, rny queslion is whether a contractual boilerplate netting and offset provision in the agreement between the account debtor and the assignor, that permits the 

account debtor to offset against the account, all amounts of any kind or nature owing from time to time by the assignor to the account debtor; is one of the ’~terms of the 
agreement between the account debtor and the assignor" to which the assignment from the assignor to the assignee is subject? If it is, then why do not all crafty account 

debtors insert such a provision in some kind of agreement ruth the assignor? While I recognize that all of this may be limited by a non-offSet agreement that the assignee 

may require, my sense is that except in unique circums*ances where the account debtor is a major customer, the prospective assignee (that is the lender against the 

account or purchaser of the account) rarely does that kind of due diligence to review the terms of every single agreement between the assignor and each of its 

customers. 

I had t~lt sure that this topic was covered in an earlier thread, but I searched the aacchives and Ii~und nothing. 

Kenny 

Kenneth M, Greene 235 N. Edgeworth St. 

Attorney at Law P.O. Box 540 (27402) 

Greensboro, NC 27401 

Direct Phone 336.478.1124 Phone 336.3798651 

Direct Fax 336.478.1115 Fax 336.2737888 

kma@crlaw corn _w_ .w_ w_ = c_r [ a_~’_v_= _c_o_l!~ 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE 
To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in this communicalion (including any 

attachments) was not intended or written to be usecL and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to 

another party any tax related matter addressed herein. 

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT 

This email transmission contains intbrmation from the law firm of Carmthers & Roth, P.A. which may be legaJly privileged and contidential. It is intended oNy lbr the 

use of the addressee(s) shown above. If you axe not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or cowing of such ia[onnation is 

strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately noti .fy us by reply e-mail or telephone (collect call accepted). Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <MoFoNews@mofo.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 3:38 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

OCC Issues New Third-Party Risk Ma~agement Guidance (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can view it as a web page 

Morrison & Foerster Client Alert 

OCC Issues New Third-Party Risk Management 
Guidance 
OONTAC’I" U8 AT: 

MarKeting Depar[r;le~t 

Morrison & Foelster LLP 

425 M srke[ Street 

On October 30, 2013, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) 

issued new guidance on risks presented by third-party relationships, 

entitled "Third-Party Relationships: Risk Management Guidance" ("2013 

Bulletin"). In the 2013 Bulletin, the OCC expresses its concern that the 

quality of bank risk management practices has not kept pace with the 

complexity of third-party relationships. According to the OCC, banks are 

expected to engage in "more comprehensive and rigorous oversight and 

management" of third-party relationships, particularly where the third 

party is involved with "critical activities." 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/A~;ww.sra.org uk Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Brill, Ralph <rbrill@kentlaw.iit.edu> 

Thursday, November 21,2013 4:07 PM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

Fwd: Scholarly Paper Winner Selected 

Bragging rights. Chris Schmidt is Professor at Chicago Kent College of Law, and Ozan V~xol stmled his article when he was a Visiting Assistant Professor at Chicago 

Kent 2011-2012. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Association of/unerican Law Schools <aals(~aals.org> 

Date: Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 2:32 PM 
Subject: Scholarly Paper Winner Selected 

To: rbrill(~kentlaw.edu 

Association of American Law Schools 

AALS 2014 Annual ~eeting 

Scholarly Paper Winner Selected 
The AALS Committee to Review Scholary Papers, under the leadership of 
Chair Ashutosh A, Bhagwat, University of California, Davis School of Law has 
chosen the winner of the 2014 competition: 

Winner: 

Christopher W. Schmidt, Chicago-Kent College of Law, Illinois Institute of 
Technology 

Didded by Law: The Sit-Ins and the Role of the CouPs in the Civil Rights 
Movement 

Honorable ~entions: 
Hiro Aragaki, Loyola Law School 

"Contract" or "Procedure"? Reinterpreting the Federa/ Arbitration Act 
Ozan O. Varol, Lewis and Clark Law School 

Temporary Constitutions 
The authors will present their papers at the Annual Meeting on Saturday, 
January 4, 2014 from 2:00- 3:45 p.m. 
This competition was launched in 1986 to highlight the excellent work ofiunior 
faculty at the urging of then AALS President Roger Cramton. The competition 
is limited to full-time law teachers who have been teaching at AALS member 
or fee-paid school for five years or fewer on July I, 2013. This year the 
committee reviewed 60 papers from 61 authors. 
The winners were chosen by a panel of distinguished law scholars, using a 
’blind-grading’ process. The following Committee members are to be 
commended for their extraordinary service to the AALS Scholarly Committee: 
Jayne W. Barnard, William & Mary Law School; Ashutosh A. Bhagwat, 
University of California, Davis School of Law, Chair; Alexandra V. Huneeus, 
University of Wisconsin Law School; Aya Gruber, University’ of Colorado 
School of Law; Francine J. Lipman, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 
S. Boyd School of Law: Daniel R. Ortiz, University of Virginia School of Law: 
Frederick Tung, Boston University School of Law for their assistance with this 
competition. 

] 
This email was sent to rbrill@kentlaw.edu by aals@aals.orq i 

Update PmfijetEmajj Address Instant iemeval widl SafeUnsubscribeTM Pdvac2 Po[icv. 

Association of American Law Schools :: 16:[4 20th Street, NW :: Washington DC i20009-1001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 
David Tatge <DTatge@ebglaw.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 4:20 PM 

’Kenneth M. Greene’ <kmg@crlaw.com>; ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-I] Scope and meaning of 9-404(a)(1) permitted offset and recoupment provisions 

ATT00001.c 

lack of mutuality. 20iL1 WL 4553015 {Bankr. &D.N.Y. Oct. 4, 20:11). 

Regards to all David 

EF~STEIN BECKER GREEN 

David Tatg e !:Li.~? 

t 202.861.1875 f 202.861.3575 

1227 25th Street, NW ::Washington, DC 20037 
t 202.861.0900 ~,,,vv%,,, ebqi~w.com 

Frem: ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Kenneth M. Greene 
Seat; Thursday, November 2:[, 20:[3 8:42 AM 
To-" UCC List (ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu) 
Sul~ject; [Ucclaw-I] Scope and meaning of 9-404(a)(:[) permitted offset and recoupment provisions 
Section 9-404(a)(1 ) says that an assignee is subject to "all the terms of the agreement between the account debtor and the assignor and any det~nse or claim in 

recoupment arising from the transaction that gave rise m the contract". 

Is anyone a~vare of any articles, commenta~ or cases that have discussed the meaning and scope of the phrase °°a]l of the temps of the agreement"? Does it mean all 
provisions within the 4 comers of the agreement? Or jusl those terms pertaining to the transaction that give rise to the account’? Or something else? 

SpecificaJly, rny queslion is whether a contractual boilerplate netting and olt’set provision in the agreement between the account debtor and the assignor, that permits the 

account debtor to offset against the account, all amounts of any kind or nature owing from time to time by the assignor to the account debtor; is one of the "terms of the 

agreement bem, een the account debtor and the assignor" to which the assignment from the assignor to the assignee is subject? If it is, then why do not all crafty account 

debtors insert snch a provision in some kind of agreement ruth the assignor? While I recognize that all of this may be limited by a non-oliVet agreement that the assignee 

may require, my sense is that except in unique circumstances where the account debtor is a major customer, the prospective assignee (that is the lender against the 

account or purchaser of the account) rarely does that kind of due diligence to review the terms of every single agreement between the assignor and each of its 

customers. 

I had tElt sure that this topic was covered in an earlier d~read, but I searched the a~’chives and fi~und nothing. 

Kenny 

F 

Carruthel-S & Roth, P.A. 

Kenneth M. Greene 235 N. Edgeworth St. 

Attorney at Law P.O. Box 540 (27402) 

Greensboro, NC 27401 

Direct Phone 336.478.!124 Phone 336.3798651 

Direct Fax 336.478.1115 Fax 336.2737885 

km~cr[~w~com ’.e_’,~,_"_aL _c_r_[_a_~y_~ _c. _o_r ~ 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, nnless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in this commm~ication (including an?, 

attachments) was not intended or written to be nsecL and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, markefing or recommending to 

another party any tax related matter addressed herein. 

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT 

This email transmission contains intbrmation from the law firm of Carmthers & Roth, P.A. which may be legaJly privileged and contidential. It is intended oNy lbr the 

use of the addressee(s) shown above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified tha’t any dissemination, distribution, or copying of such intbm~ation is 

strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately noti .fy us by reply e-mail or telephone (collect call accepted). Thank you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

research~hauoversurveys.com 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 5:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[Reminder] Legal Education Survey 

Greetings - 

Hanover Research, an information services firm, is conducting a study regarding legal education primarily in your region. As an attorney in the area, your feedback and insights will be vel)’ 
helpti~l. 

Please take a moment to complete our brief online survey, which aims to gather opinions about various law schools from members of the legal communi~z. The survey should require about 
ten minutes. Personal identifying information ~vill not be collected and all responses will remain anonymous. 

In return ibr your time, you are invited to participate in a drawing for a donation of $1,000 to be made in your name to the chari~z of your choice. Upon completion of the survey, you will be 
prompted for the required information to enter the drawing. 

Thank you in advance for your contribution to our research effort. Please complete our on-line survey now by clicking the lil~,: below: 

http ://s-d96bcc-i.sgizmo.co~rds3/i- 104284123 -514875/?s~uid 104284123 

Best regards, 
Hanover Research 

This message was sent by Hanover Research, 1750 H St. 5,EV, Suite 200, Washington, DC 20006. 
To unsubscribe, click below: 
http ://s-d96bcc-i.s~izmo.com/s3/i- 1(~4284123 -514875/unsubscribe?uid 6ecbf336aa2c09891656302003c2976b 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Delores Lmagley <dlangley~chapelhilluumc.org~ 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 5:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Tickets to Sunday’s Game? 

Hi Lissa, 
Thanks again for tile tickets; my sister-in-law aud I rea]ly eujoyed the game, except for the laser Ininute or so. :) At least il~s still e~:rly in the season - we’ve s~dll got time 

to imp~ove! 

Delores 

Sent from my iPhone 

Ou Nov 14, 2013, at 2:48 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(cbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Delores - We cannot use our two tickets to Sunday’s men’s basketball game vs. Belmont - 4:00 p.m. - if you are interested. Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@saudleroneill.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 6:11 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: BOH Holdings, Inc. (Private: Houston, TX) has agreed to merge with Iudependent Bank 
Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: IBTX; McKinney, TX) 

BOH Holdings, Inc. (Private: Houston, TX) has agreed to merge with Independent Bank 

Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: IBTX; McKinney, TX) 

Sandier O’Neill acted as financia~ advisor to BOH Holdings, Inc. in connection with the 

transaction. This transaction is Sandier O’Neill’s lOgrd bank or thrift transaction since 

January 1, :2011. Sandier O’Neill has served as a financial advisor on more bank and thrift 

transactions than any other investment bank during that time periOdo1 

This transaction represents Sandier O’Neill’s lOth bank and thrift transaction in Texas for 

an aggregate transaction value of $2.5 billion s~nce January l, 20~1, more than any other 

investment bank during that time ~edod.~ 

Independent Bank Group, Inc., the holding company for independent Bank, today announced that 

Independent Bank Group has entered ~nto a definitive agreement to acquire BOH Holdings, 

and its subsidiary, Bank of Houston, Houston, Texas~ 

BOH Holdings through Bank of Houston, operates six full service banking locations throughout 

the Houston metropolitan area. As of September 30, 2023, BOH Holdings, Inc., on a consolidated 

bas~s, reported total assets of $924.6 m~llion, total deposits of $747.3 m~ll~on and total equity 

capital of S94.3 million. Upon completion of tNs acquisition and the pending acquisitions of 

CoHin Bank and Live Oak Hnancia~ Corp., Independent Bank Group would have total assets of 

approximately $3.2. 

Independent Bank Group Chairman and Chief Executive Officer David R. Brooks stated, "We are 

pleased to announce our third transaction in 20~3, continuing our planned expansion through 

the acquisition of quality banks and expanding into new attractive markets. The acquisition of 

BOH HoMings marks our entry into the dynamic Houston market and, as a result, Independent 

Bank now has a significant presence in three of the nation’s strongest markets: Dallas, Austin, 

and Houston. Bank of Houston brings a quality and committed management team, consistent 

level of high profitaNlity, clean balance sheet, strong core deposit base, healthy loan m~x, and a 

track record of growth." 

"The merger of our bank into the Independent Bank organization is great news for our customers 

and employees," said James D. Stein, President and Chief Executive Officer of BOH Holdings. 

"The enhanced products of our combined ~nstitut~ons wil~ allow us to continue to provide 

excellent service to our customers." Mr. Ste~n continued, "Our employees will also benefit by 

joining the team at Independent Bank, which has Nstorically been recognized as a top employer 

in the Dallas and Austin communities. With the access to additional capital, we believe we can 

increase our presence in the broad Houston market by continuing to add outstanding bankers 

and by making strategic acquisitions." 

Independent Bank Group will pay an aggregate transaction value of SI70 million. The merger 

consideration w~ll consist of~34 million cash and 3,626,060 shares of independent Bank Group 

common stock determined by Independent Bank Group’s 20-day volume weighted average stock 

price of $37.6~. 

Mr. Stein and two additional directors of BOH Holdings w~ll join the Board of Directors of 

Independent Bank Group. Mr. StNn w~ll also serve as V~ce Chairman/’Houston Region CEO and 

w~ll oversee the Houston operations of the comNned entity. 
(1) Excludes terminated transactions and self-advisory roles 
Note: Financial data as of 9/30/2013 
Source: SNL Financial 

For more info~atio~ plebe click here. 

For the press release, please click hem. 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Charter Nears Agreement With Banks to Help Fund Bid for Time Warner Cable 

Charter Nears Agreement ~rith Banks to Help Fund Bid 
for Time ~ra~er C, able 

Charter Communications is nearing an agreement with banks to borrow money for a bid for 

Time Warner Cable, according to people familiar with the situation -- a sign that the 

scrappy cable operator’s effort to engineer a combination of the two companies may be 

moving into high gear. 

Charter has held talks with banks including Bank of America, Barclays, and Deutsche Bank 

about a multi-billion dollar debt package that would underpin an offer for Time Warner 

Cable, which has a market capitalization of nearly $35 billion. Another possible source of 

cash for a bid: sovereign wealth funds and wealthy individuals. Arranging equity 

commitments from such parties could allow Charter to increase the cash component of the 

deal without taking on too much debt. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 
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News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:01 PM 
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Buy the Stuffed Thanksgiving edition early’. 

i i’~ Can’tWait For Black Friday? 

lo wew this ernaii a:~ a web page~ ,;’.,o here. 
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Nov. 22 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 22, 2013 @, Number 226 

Greece 

As the International Nonetary Fund, the European Commission 
and the European Central Bank said there are issues to be 

resolved before Greece can receive a new loan disbursement, a 
fund spokesman Nov. 2~ told reporters the Greek government... 
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LSN Corporate Law: Law & Finance eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 61, 11/22,/2013 
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Legal Pluralism, Private Power, and the Impact of the Financial Crisis on the Global Political Economy 
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Willard B. laylor, New York University School of Law 

CORPORATE LAW: LAW 8= F~NANCE eSOURNAL 

American Bankruptcy .{nstltute Law Revlew~ 20~4~ Forthcoming 
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W~LF A, K~.L, University of St, Thomas, Minnesota - School of Law 

Email: kaa18634@stthomas.ed u 

Hedge fund advisers’ systemic risk disclosure obligations under Title IV of the Dodd-Frank Act and SEC implementation rules may have 

unanticipated future applications and knock-on effects on other areas of the law and hedge fund practices. Federal Bankruptcy Rule 2019 (Rule 

2019) has been the subject of intense professional and scholarly debate in the last several years. The federal bankruptcy bench, practitioners, and 

academics have debated the importance of the purported purpose of Rule 2019, the necessity for hedge funds to protect trading strategies and 
proprietary information, and the role of creditors and groups of creditors in the bankruptcy process. This paper adds another element to the debate 

by evaluating possible implications of systemic risk disclosures by hedge fund managers under Title IV of the Dodd-Frank Act and SEC 

implementation rules in the bankruptcy context. The author provides evidence of a substantial overlap between systemic risk disclosure 

requirements under Title IV and the disclosure requirements under the fully-revised version of Bankruptcy Rule 2019 (Revised Rule 2019). In the 
current regulatory framework, the threat of public disclosure of systemic risk filings by hedge funds via the bankruptcy process may only marginally 

affect hedge funds’ tactics and their role in distressed investing. Hedge funds’ disclosure obligations under the Dodd-Frank Act are still rather 

generic, the SEC has not yet standardized the requirements, and it is unclear if the SEC will expand the systemic risk disclosure obligations for 

hedge funds investing in distressed securities. The hedge fund industry’s continuous, expanding, and increasingly assertive presence in distressed 

securities investments could change this evaluation in the future. 

[ ~ Free Download ] 
and Histo~ by Nambers: Use, But with Care ..... 

Unive;:s~ty of Cambridge Faculty of Law Research Paper ¢7o. ,q0/2013 
UCLA .~chr_ o1 of Law, Law.-Econ Research Paper ~ 3..22 

BRIAN Ro CHEFF:~:NS, University of Cambridge - Faculty of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: brc2:l @cam,ac,uk 



~TEVEN A, ~AN~, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) - School of Law 

Emai~: bank@~aw~ucla~edu 

NAR~ELL WE&LS, Temple University - James E. Beasley School of Law 

Email: harweH,weHs@temp~e,edu 

This paper, prepared for a University of Illinois College of Law symposium honoring Prof. Larry Ribstein, deals with the historical development of 
corporate law in the United States, focusing on the promise and perils of quantification. The paper is part of a larger project where we have 
already deployed the "anti-director rights index" (ADRI), a well-known mechanism for quantifying the protection various nations’ corporate laws 
offer investors, to "score" Delaware corporate law from the turn of the 20th century to the present day (http;//sSrno~Om/abstra~t=~O~’9~OS). 
We are currently expanding our research by investigating two additional bodies of corporate law (Illinois and the Model Business Corporations Act) 
and by taking into account as a second measure of corporate law an "anti-self-dealing index" (ASD[) that focuses on regulation of transactions 
between a company and those who control it. We identify in this paper various reasons for undertaking a quantitative, historically-oriented 
analysis of U.S. corporate law. The paper focuses primarily, however, on the logistical challenges associated with such an inquiry. We indicate that 
it is impossible to code U.S. corporate law historically with clinical precision but nevertheless conclude that the quantification exercise in which we 
are currently engaging should provide sufficient insights to be worthwhile. 

~:: Free DownloadI 
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Taxes -- The Tax i~lagazine; VoL 9.~ flo,1, pp .23-.~9; 2013 

D~.-~ MA[~A~, Dean Marsan, Attorney-at-Law 

Email: dean, marsan@g mail,corn 

This article concludes what has now become an eight-part series that appeared in the July, August and September 2010; May, July and September 

2011; and May 2012 editions of CCH’s "Taxes -- The Tax Magazine". Part W, which appeared in the September 2011 edition, began a four-point 

analysis to determine if a Partidpating FFI (PFFI) or a withholding agent has a withholding tax liability for passthrough payments under Code Sec. 

1471(b)(1)(D) or Code Sec. 1471(b)(3) and addressed the first-prong of this analysis, "Has the PFR made a payment to a ’recalcitrant account 
holder’ or ’non-participating FFI?’" Part VI[, which appeared in the May 2012, edition addressed the second and third prong of the analysis, "Is the 

payment either a ’withholdable payment’ or a ’foreign passthrough payment?" and "Does the PFR have responsibility to withhold?" This article will 

discuss the model intergovernmental agreement, which was released on July 26, 2012, and will complete the analysis by answering the fourth 

prong, "[s there no exception applicable to the particular circumstances in question which might cut off the withholding from the passthrough 
payment?" The article will also provide a passthrough payment rule set based upon the earlier IRS guidance and the proposed regulations which 

were released on February 8, 2012. 

Capita~isra" i~i Free Download i:~i:~i:~i"Nediati~g Centestatio~s of Private, Public and Property Rights in Corporete ...... 
Ofiati Socio-Lega/ Series, VoL 3, #7o. 4, 2013 

~OL Plt~:~ltOTTO, Lancaster University - Law School 

Email: s. picr_iotto@lanr_as[er =ac. u k 

The law and lawyers have played a key part in creating the concepts and institutional forms of corporate capitalism in the past century and a half. 
Legalization has been playing an equally central role especially in the recent decades in forming the institutions of the new global governance. 
What has been constructed is a corporatist economy, in which highly socialized systems of economic activity are managed in forms which allow and 
indeed facilitate private control and appropriation. Yet they are very different from those of the ’market economy’ envisaged by classical liberal 
philosophy and political economy. Although the state and the economy appear as separate spheres, they are intricately interrelated in many ways, 
especially in the definition and allocation of property rights, and in extensive state support and interventions, which play a determining role in 
investment and profit rates. Working at the interface of the public and private in mediating social action and conflict, lawyers have played a key role 
in constructing corporatist capitalism, and are central to its governance and legitimation. This is also due to lawyers’ techniques and practices of 
formulating and interpreting concepts and norms which are inherently malleable and indeterminate, which provide the flexibility to manage the 
complex interactions of private and public. These techniques and the lawyers who deploy them have also been central both to the construction of 
the classical liberal system of interdependent states, and during the current period of its gradual fragmentation and the transition to networked 
regulation and global governance. 

La ley y los abogados hart desempeSado un papel decisivo en la creaci6n de los conceptos y las formas institucionales del capitalismo corporativo 
en el Oltimo siglo y medio. La legalizaci6n ha estado desempeSando asi mismo un papel central, sobre todo en las 5ltimas d~cadas, en la formaci6n 
de las instituciones de la nueva gobernad6n global. Lo que se ha construido es una economia corporativista, en el que los sistemas altamente 
socializados de la actividad econ6mica se administran en formas que permiten, y de hecho facilitan, el control y la apropiaci6n privada. Sin 
embargo, son muy diferentes de los de la ’economia de mercado’ previsto por la filosofia liberal d~sica y la economia politic& Aunque el estado y la 
economia parezcan esferas separadas, est~n intimamente relacionadas entre si en muchos aspectos, sobre todo en la definici6n y asignaci6n de 
los derechos de propiedad y de un amplio apoyo del Estado y de las intervenciones, las cuales juegan un papel determinante en la inversi6n y las 
tasas de ganancia. AI trabajar en la interfaz de los sectores pOblicos y en la mediaci6n de la acci6n social y el conflicto, los abogados hart 
desempeSado un papel clave en la construcci6n del capitalismo corporativista, y son fundamentales para su gobernabilidad y legitimaci6n. Esto se 
debe a las t~cnicas y pr~cticas de los abogados en la formulaci6n e interpretaci6n de conceptos y normas que son inherentemente maleables e 
indeterminados, y que propordonan la flexibilidad necesaria para gestionar las complejas interacdones de Io privado y Io pQblico. Estas t~cnicas y 
los abogados que los despliegan tambi~n hart sido fundamentales en la construcci6n del sistema liberal d~sico de los Estados interdependientes, 
asi como en el actual periodo de su fragmentaci6n gradual y la transici6n a la interconectada regulaci6n y gobernaci6n global. 

Ofiati Soc~o-Legal ~’enes, VoL 3.. No. 4, 20i3 

~WA~ S, COIH~, Westminster College (Pennsylvania) - Department of Political Science 

Email: cohenes@west minster=edu 

Private corporate actors have played a central role in the construction of the legal rules of globalized capitalism over the past four decades. In no 
sector has this been more true than in global finance, where private agents have reshaped the norms and practices of credit creation and 
allocation. The global financial crisis, however, has led many states to challenge aspects of this power and raised broader questions about the 
legitimacy and future of private power in the global legal order(s). In this paper, I argue that - while state actors have clawed back significant 
power in global finance - the specific powers of credit creation and allocation combined with the structural pull of transnational legal pluralism will 
enable major private financial institutions to retain substantial power in the face of these challenges and questions. In the process, ~ present some 
broad suggestion about how we can think about private power in the making of global commercial law. 

Durante las 6Itimas cuatro d6cadas, actores corporativos privados han desempeffado un papel decisivo en la construcci6n de las normas legales 
del capitalismo globalizado. En ning6n sector ha sido esto m~s cierto que en las finanzas globales, donde los agentes privados hart reformado las 
normas y pr~cticas de la creaci6n de cr6dito y asignaci6n. La crisis financiera global, sin embargo, ha llevado a muchos estados a cuestionar 
aspectos de este poder y planteado cuestiones m~s amplias acerca de la legitimidad y el futuro del poder privado en el/los ordenamiento/s 
juridico/s global/es. En este trabajo se sostiene que -mientras que los actores estatales han recuperado un poder significativo en las finanzas 
globales- los poderes especificos de la creaci6n de cr6dito y asignaci6n combinados con la fuerza estructural del pluralismo juridico transnacional 
permitir~n a las principales instituciones financieras privadas retener poder sustancial ante estos retos y preguntas. En el proceso, se presentan 
diversas sugerencias generales sobre c6mo se puede pensar el poder privado en el desarrollo del derecho comercial mundial. 
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This article argues that Option 2 of the March 2013 Ways and Means Committee discussion draft for the reform of the taxation of passthrough 

entities, which would replace the current S corporation and partnership rules with a single set of rules for all non-publicly traded passthroughs, is 
much better than simply making changes to specific S corporation and partnership rules. The S corpration rules were enacted for reasons nolonger 

relevant, and it makes no sense today to distinguish for tax purposes between entitles that are and that are not incorpoated. Optioin 2 is far 

simpler and more straight-forward than the alternatives, and it would also focus on the need to reform payroll taxes. 
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16-year-old prodigy still practicing at 96 I Jay Leno sued over rat bestiality jokes I Legal secretary shares love letter blown 
100 miles by tornado 

The Top Stories of the Week 

November 22,2013 

La~e3fer who sta[ted law school at 16 is still practicing at 96 

A MESSAGE IFROI~ CAT&LYST 

What You Really Need to Know to Estimate the True Costs of Litigation ................................................................................................................................................................... 

Jay Leno is sued over rat bestia~R jokes 

so, Sotomayor sa~s .............................................................................................................. 

Legal secretary shares love letter apparently carried 100 miles in tornado’s winds 

Law"y’er hired by insurer to watch jurors was ’creepy,’ leads judge to overturn verdict 

Senate takes ’nuclear option’ on filibuster rules, clearing way for confirmation of 
._s___t__a_!Le___d___j_u____dj__c__La__L_q__o____mj__n____e___e____s_ 

Is practicing law like creating art? 

What it’s like to build a new law firm in the post-downturn market (video} 

parole board 

$23M coin collection sold by 102-year-old retired la~wer 

Were women convicted in ’ritual abuse panic’? Junk science law aids their release 

Judge may compete in dance-off for religious group, ethics opinion says 



QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

What was the most unusual (but true!) excuse you have had for 
being late to court or the office? 

Reader Judy Shields tells us she was late to court last week. Why? 

"Because our cat brought a live flying squirrel into my closet," she writes. "While I was able to get 
clothes from the rest of the house, my shoes were all in the closet, and I figured shoes are 
mandatory in a courtroom. I had to wait while my husband and son captured the very alive and 
agile critter which was safely released." 

So this week, we’d like to ask you: What was the most unusual (but true) excuse you have had for 
being late to court or the office? Or, alternatively the most unusual reason you have had to hastily 
depart? 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: Ls..~j.t.~..a.~.&.m..~.a.~B~..m..~.~.~.v.~.e.~.f..~..r.~..a.~.c...~....m..~p..a....n.y.~.t.~m~#~9~y~£~!i~. 
ba!ance ~olicies? 

Featured answer: 

Posted by Canadian Common Sense: "The written policy does not matter; what is the actual 
culture of the workplace? I am very happy in my nonprofit environment: 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
Monday to Friday. Period. I accept that work-life balance includes work-remuneration balance. 
But I have had colleagues who toiled at firms where they knew that they needed to be in the 
office on Saturday mornings. (They could be writing Christmas cards, but what mattered was that 
the partners saw them in the office). I recall one large firm where the (unstated) policy about 
maternity leave was clear: ’If you really want maternity, then it is time for you to leave!’ Pick the 
employer whose policy coincides with who you are." 

This week’s question was suggested by Judy Shields. Do you have an idea for a future 
question of the week? If so. contact us. 
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Lissa, you have 11 friend requests 

You have new notifications, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since you iast Io~ged in, Here are some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 
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Today’s Headlines: In LaMmark Vote, Senate Limits Use of the Filibuster 
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Top News 

In Lm~dnmrk Vote, Senate L~mits Use of the 

FilJ buster 
L:;: J~J~Lw~ : W ~-~.U.R9 

Responding to what they view as Republicans’ obstrnefionism on 

Presidenk Obama’s cabinet and judMal ~omina[ions, Democratic 

lawmakers yoked to eliminate use d [he blocking ~efie. 

~ Graphic: How ~en Filibusters Have Been Used 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Pa~qrisan Feve~ h~ Nenate L~kely to iUse 

Rcpnblicans will no doubt try to exact revenge against the 

Democrats who hmniliated them with the s~:ong-arm move to 

limit filibustels. 

Maj°rib" 

Leader 

DEALBOOK 
~ Sep, dce 

Ne~4ee l~leinbers Left V~Jamrable to Payday Merr~be.r 
s Left 

Vulners ] 

C, ffieiMs s~y m~W predatory ~enders have steadily fom~d w~ys 

around ~e Military Lending Act, a law thak was meant to stop flmm. 

Editors’ Picks 

The Dea th of Presiden t Kem~ edy 

Explore the four days following the assassination of,John F. 

Kennedy through key quota[ions and reports from The ’I’irnes in 

]963. 



Lens BIog: J F.K Through the Pages of Ti~e rimes 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ken~aedy’s Legaey of i[~aspirati+m 

Compared with other recent preside~ts whose stmnb]es 

failures have assaulted the natiom~l self-esteem, memories 

Kenne@ continue ko give the eounkry faith thak its better days are ahead. 

World 

Fo~t of Nat~ral Energy in the Philippines, 

Crippled by Nature 

A supet~torm eonsisten t u~ th some scien dsN’ wamin~ abou t 

climate change has done t~mendous damage to an island that is 

one of tb e world’s biggest success stories of re~)ewa hie enerKv. 

Karzai Says He’ll Wait to Sign Security Pact 
~qth UoN, Unfi~ Next Year 

On a day a council of~M~han leaders had gathered b-~ weigh 

deal Preside~t Harold Karzai’s c~xnmenta again) tb reate~ed 

]ong-.tem~ seem~ty agreement, 

~D I.eRer Fram Obama to Karza~ 

Delscru 

...... offered 

prayers 

Rescued L ndon "~ omen Say They’~ ere HeM 3o "~ wars 

A Malaysian woman, 69, an Irish woman, 57, and a British woman, :~o, were 

fl’eed fl’om a house in the Lambeth district in South Dmdon in C, ctober. 

U.S. 

Once at Kennedy’s Side, Now at O~e .AnotherLs 

Fit/3., yea~s after President Jotm F. Kem~edy’s death, many of the 

men who took park in his flmeraI are rs;uniting for a second, and 

possibly final, time. 

,[~] Slide Show: A Silent Part of History 

Cheek, 

at lelt 

t,i?~t of 



In Kc’~edy~s Death, a T~rning Poi~t for a Nai-io~ 

_~ready To~ 

The 5oth-anniversaW reverie has obscured the ~act that by 

1963,/Mnedea had already become a divided, &ngerous place, 

w~th i~fimations of anarchic disorder. 

~ Sl~de Show: A Div~ded~ Dangerous Camelot 

Alabama Pardo~ts 3 ~Seottsboro Boys’ ARer 8o 

Years 

The last of the nine bla@ raen falsely convicted of raping two 

whi~e women in 1931 ~ed years ugo, but the ease long hung over 

the state. 

Business 

Ad Takes Off OnIi~m: Less DoH~ l~’lore Awl 

The cA, replicated Rube Goldberg machine in a viral video ad 

from a stat~-up toy compmty called GoldieBlox has a simple goah 

to show gifts "daat being an engineer is cool. 

, [] Commer~ 

Derelict in Detroit, m~d Hard to Sell 

’Pwo winning biddet~ failed to compleke the purchase d a long- 

abandoned Puekard plunt on ~o acres on the city’s cask side, but 

a third bidder could still come through. 

building 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

A Tradirtg Tactic Is :Foiled, mtd Bmtks CKv Foul 

When the Commodity Fuhn’es Trading Commission dat{fied 

repoding disclosure rules, finuncial institutions ~hat had found a 

way around the regulations were brou~t up shmt. :M~ outcW ensued. 

Sports 

New TerMtory, and New Challer~ges, lii, r HBO in 

Macau Prizefight 

The Paequiao-Rios fight has presented a complex tan~e of 

logistical pt’ohlems for HBO as it p~pures for the event, its first 

pay-per-view broadcast originati~tg outside the United States. 

I p~oto~ I 



~[2] Slide Show: Relearning the Ropes 

~ On Boxing: Recon@ing a Spolt’s Vioient Appeal as a Fighter Lies in a Coma 

5ohn Howard’s vision fGr his Mixed Gender BaskctbalI 

:~soeiation includes 4--point shots at~d lit~eups whose mere to.- 

women ratio changes from quarter to quarter. 

..... Jean 
Marceiiu 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

Aw-Shucks Leader Lifts Gim~ts With a Newthe 

EI~ Mam~ng, M~ov~3~ for his amiable personalJb~ over his 1e-year 

career ~4kh the Giang, has become more demonstra~ve during ~e team’s fom~ 

game winning 

~:ol mo~e spor:s ne’,,,s, ,go to NYTimee,eomtSporte >~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Star Types and Stereotypes 

Beyond Lucy Liu and Maggie Q’s success as female leads on 

television, Asian--zMneriean actresses oRen play characters 

s~aped to reflect longstanding stereotypes. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’MACBETH’ 

ScoDiah King~ Bewitched m~d Bewildered 

Character ’takes a back seat in duck O’BHen’s new produetiot~ 

"Macbeth," starrin g Eth an Hawke, at the ~qvian Beamn ont. 

ART REVIEW 

Assemblil~g Brash %qmies From Scraps 

**Isa Genzkcn: Rch’ospective," at the Museum of Modern Art, 

devotes space to a groundbrealdng artist of assemblage. 

~E~ Slide Show 

ix 
..... Q asthe 

title 

characl 

Ethan 

Genzke 

Movies 

’THE HUNGER GAMES: CATCHING FIRE’ 

St~oiking I~q~cre ~’Iyth Meet~ l~lome~t 

"The Hunger Games: ( ?ah::hing Fire," the second film in 

series, brings bad< Jennifer Lawrence as Kakniss Everdeen, bat 

has a new director, Frands I,awrence. 

Jennifer 

2:7 

What the Well-Dressed Wa rrior Wears 

’PHILOMENA’ 

Nasty N tins Can"t Shake a Faith 
i.:y 9 i S..EHLN 

Stephe~ Frears’s "Phih:m~ena" fbllows a Irishwoman fbrced to 

give up her son for adop~on in ~e 195os and the freelance 

reporter who helps her search fl)r himo 

’IS THE MAN WHO IS TALL HAPPY?’ 

Ardmati~g the Mired of Chomsky 

The Fre~eh filmmaker Michel Go~dW studies Noam Chomsky in 

"Is dm Man Who Is ’Fail HappyT’ 

, ~ Anatomy of a Scene 



Obituaries 

Miehael Weiner, Who Headed lBasebal] 

Dies at 51 

Mr. Weiner forged agi~ements x~fth baseball dub owner~ that 

enhanced drug tes ring and brought years of labor peace to the 

game a~el" decades of strife. 

Health, Dies at loo 

Dr. Steele helped establish mass vaccination and prevention 

programs ~n the United States and abroad fl:~r diseases fl~at pass 

fl’om animals to people. 

Lo~fis Do Rubir~ Jr., Fomlder of Algonqtfin Books, 

Dies al 89 

Mr. Rubin, a man of letkei~ who he~ped fbui~d Algonquin Books, 

was devoted to kl~e practice and promotion of American 

Southern writingo 

~ Michaei 

....... 

Rubin 

Today’s Video 

wol~h the buck for a combinafio~ smoke alarm and carbon 

monoMde dekeck >r ealled Nest I rokect. 

Sales 

New York City is making sales of tobacco products to people 

under age 21 illegal as part of an elf or t to curb smoking among 

teenaget~o 

Anatomy of a Seene: Video of’Is the Man Who Is 

Tall Happy?’ 

The director Michel (~ondry na~Tates a sequence fl’om his 

animated documenta~T inket~,iew with Noam Chomskyo 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Deinoe~’acy Returns to the Senate 

Fed up ~th endless blockades by Republicans, a m0]oH[y finally ends the 

filibuster on ~omi~mtions. 

EDITORIAL 

_:,d~otl~er Bm~k~ag Scandal 

M ul’dpl c i rives [iga fi on s are u n d erwa y into currency m arke t m an ipul a d on. 

EDITORIAL 

All That Glitters Online 

BReoins and other virtual emTeneies could be subject to government 

regulation, which might bring them h~to the financial mainstream. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A T~rae fo~" Courage 

Willy Brandt oe 

calculation. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Expa~dir~g Social Security 

Increases in the program w,-.,n’t happen seem BuL it’s a good sign 

that the idea finaUy is on g~e table. 

~ Columnis~ Page ~ Blog 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Tim South’s New Lost Cause 

What we eould see i~ lo years is a Mason-Dixon li~m of health 

care, with the poor on one side L~’ea ked as charity eases in 

hospital emergen~T rooms. 

For more or~inion go to NYTimes.comfOpinio# ~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 
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Attach: 
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Reconceptualising Global Finance mad its Regulation, 13-14 Dec 2013 in Hong Kong 
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Conference 

Reconceptualising Global Finance 
and its Regulation 

13-14 December 2013 (Friday and Saturday) 
Academic Conference Room, lliF Cheng Yn Tung Tower 

The University of Hong Kon g 

Organisers: 

Asian Institute of International Financial Law, University of Hong Kong 
Hong Kong Financial Services Development Council 

School of Law, University of Edinburgh 
School of Law, University of New’ South Wales 

Sponsors: 

Theme-based Research Scheme Project: 
Enhancing Hong Kong’s Future as a Leading International Financial Centre 

Centre for International Finance and Regulation (Australia) 

In the wake of the global and Euzone financial crises, discussion has centred on the need to reform regulation of global finance. 
This conference will address these issues, looking to new approaches and the plethora of conflicts and issues which have 
arisen as a result of unprecedented regulato~~ chmage. 

The conference brings together leading financial regulatory policy experts from universities in the United States, Europe, Asia, 
Africa and Australia, including Duke, Wharton, Edinburgh, Pennsylvania, HKU, Peking University, UNSW, Melbourne, 
Walavick, Virginia, Georgetown and Zurich, among others, as well as senior policy- makers and indus~ experts. 

Panels include: 

Reconceptnalising Global Finance and its Regulation 
The Global Financial Architectnre 

Addressin g Too-Big-To-Fail 
Cross-Border Issues iI Hm’monisation and/or Conflict? 

What Role for International Financial Centres? 
The Changing Face of Central Banking [] Bubbles, Monetary Policy and Systemic Risk 

Corporate Governance and CultnreiEthics 

Shadow Banking and Systemic Risk: An Unresolved Challenge? 
Challenges in Global Securities Markets 

Please refer to the attached programme for details. Admission is free and registration is required. 

Please return the attached Registration Form by email to Flora Leung at fldeung@hku.hk or by fax at (852) 254%8495. 

For Enqui~’: Flora Leung at (852) 3917-2941 



Reconceptualising Global 
Finance and its .egulation 

13-14 December 2013 (Friday and Saturday) 
Academic Conference Room, 11/F Cheng Yu Tung To~ver 

The University of Hone Kong 

Edinburgh Law School 

ORGANISERS: 

UNSW 

ASIAN INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL LAW~ UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 

HONG KONG FINANCIAL SERVICES DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL 

SCHOOL OF LAW~ UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH 

SCItOOL OF LAW~ UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTIt ~ZALES 

SUPPORTED BY: 

THEME-BASED RESEARCH SCHEME PROJECT: 

ENHANCING HONG KONG~S FUTURE AS A LEADING INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CENTRE 

CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL 

FINANCE AND REGULATION 

(AUSTRALIA) 

COLLABORATING INSTITUTIONS: 

CENTRE FOR CHINA ECONOMIC RESEARCH~ UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 

CENTRE FOR CHINA DEVELOPMENT STUDIES~ UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 

CENTRE FOR FINANCIAL REGULATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT~ CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF 

HONG KONG 

SCItOOL OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE~ HONG KONG POIXTECItNIC UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY~ UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD 



Pa i@ants 

Robert B. Ahdieh, Vice Dean, Professor of Law and Director, Center on Federalism and 
Intersystemic Governance, Emory Laxv School 

The Hon. Ronald Arculli, GBM, CVO, GBS, OBE, Jp, Partner, IGng & Wood Mallesons (TBC) 

Douglas W. Arner, Professor and Head, Department of Law, University of Hong Kong 

Emilios Avgouleas, Professor and Chair in International Banking Law and Finance, School of 
Law, University of Edinburgh 

Sir William Blair, Justice of the High Court, England & Wales 

Christopher Brummer, Professor of Law, Georgetown I,aw School 

Ross Buckley, Scientia Professor and CIFR King & Wood Mallesons Chair of International 
Finance Law, University of New South Wales 

David Donald, Professor, Faculty, of Law, Chinese: University of Hong Kong 

Anna Gelpern, Professor, Georgetown Law School 

Erik Gerding, Associate Professor, University of Colorado Law School 

Say t3oo, Professor and Director, Asian Institute of International Financial Law, University- of 
ttong Kong 

Brett 13raham, General Counsel - Asia Pacific, Morgan Stanley 

Mitu 13ulati, Professor, Duke University School of Law 

Robin Huang, Associate Professor and Director, Centre for Financial Regulation and Economic 
Development, Chinese University of Hong Kong 

Angela Itzikowitz, Nedcor Professor of Banking Laxv, University of the Wi/avatersrand, and 
Executive, ENS 

Cally Jordan, Associate Professor, Melbourne Law School, University- of Melbourne 

Kimberly D. Krawiec, Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law, Duke University School of 
Law 

Julia Leung, Under Secretary for Financial Services and the Treasury, Hong Kong Financial 
Setwices and the Treasury Bureau, Hong Kong SAR Government 

Amir N. Licht, Professor, Radzyner School of Law, Interdisciplinary Centre Herzliya 

lain MacNeil, Alexander Stone Chair of Commercial Law, School of Law, University of Glasgoxv 

Donato Masciandaro, Professor of Economics, Chair in Economics of Financial Regulation and 
Director, Paolo Baffi Centre on Central Banking and Financial Regulation, Bocconi University 

Justin O’Brien, Professor and Director, Centre for Laxv, Markets and Regulation, University- of 
New South Wales 

Wei Shen, Professor of Law, Shanghai Jiao Tong University- KoGuan Law School 

James Shipton, Executive Director - Intermediaries Supervision, Hong Kong Securities and 
Futures Commission 

Dalvinder Singh, Professor, School of Law, University of Warwick 

Minny Siu, Partner, King & \Vood Mallesons 

Brian Tang, Managing Director, ACMI 

Yingmao Tang, Associate Professor, Peking University Law School 

Michael Taylor, Managing Director and Chief Credit Officer - Asia-Pacific, Moody’s 

Pierre-Hugues Verdier, Associate Professor of Law, University of Vir~nia School of Law 

Rolf H. Weber, Professor, Chair for International Business Law, Faculty of La~v, University of 
Zurich 

Chao Xi, Associate Professor, Faculty of I,aw, Chinese University ofItong Kong 

David Zaring, Assistant Professor, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 

Dirk Zetzsche, University- Professor and Propter Homines Chair for Banking and Securities Law, 
Institute for Financial Sem~ices, University of Liechtenstein 
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Day One: Friday, 13 December 2013 

8:30-9:15 Registration 

9:15-9:30 Welcome 

Douglas Arner, University of ttong Kong 
Emilios Avgouleas, University of Edinburgh 
Ross Buckley, University- of New- South Wales 

9:30-9:45 Opening Remarks 

Julia Leung, Under Secretary for Financial Services and the Treasury, Hong Kong 
Financial Ser~Tices and the Treasury Bureau, ttong Kong SAR Government 

9:45-11:00 Opening Panel: Reconceptualising Global Finance and its Regulation 

Moderator: Douglas Arner, University of Hong Kong 

Speakers: 

Sir William Blair, Justice of the High Court, England & Wales 
Ross Buckley, University- of New- South Wales 

Commentator: Pierre-Hugues Verdier, University of Virginia School of Law 

11:00-11:15 Break 

11:15-12:30 Panel 1: The Global Financial Architecture 

Moderator: Pierre-Hugues Verdier, University of Virginia School of I,aw 

Speakers: 

Michael Taylor, Moody’s 
Douglas Arner, University of Hong Kong 
Justin O’Brien, University of New South Wales 

12:30-1:30 Lunch 

1:30-2:45 Panel 2: Addressing Too-Big-To-Fail 

Moderator: Ross Buckley, Universi~ of New South Wales 

Speakers: 

Emilios Avgouleas, UniversiD- of Edinburgh 

3 



2:45-3:00 

3:00-4:00 

4:00-5:00 

Kimberly D. Krawiec, Duke University School of Law 
Dalvinder Singh, University of Warwick 

Break 

Panel 3: Cross-border Issues - Harmonisation and/or Conflict? 

Moderator: Brett Graham, Morgan Stanley 

Speakers: 

Chris Brummer, Georgeto~vn Law School 
David Zaring, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 

Panel 4: What Role for International Financial Centres? 

Moderator: Robin Huang, Chinese: University of Hong Kong 

Speakers: 

Dirk Zetzsche, University of Lichtenstein 
Wei Shen, Shanghai Jiao Tong University 



Day Two: Saturday, 14 December 2013 

9:30-10:45 Panel 5: The Changing Face of Central Banking - Bubbles, Monetary Policy & 
Systemic Risk 

Moderator: Emilios Avgouleas, University of- Edinburgh 

Speakers: 

Donato Masciandaro, Bocconi University 
Erik Gerding, University of Colorado 
Mitu Gulati, Duke University School of- Law 

10:45-11:00 Break 

11:00-12:30 Panel 6: Corporate Governance & Culture/Ethics 

Moderator: Brian Tang, ACMI 

Speakers: 

lain MacNeil, University, of Glasgow 
James Shipton, Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission 
Roll H. Weber, University of- Zurich 

Commentator: Say Goo, University of Hong Kong 

12:30-1:30 Lunch 

1:30-3:00 Panel 7: Shadow Banking and Systemic Risk: An Unresolved Challenge? 

Moderator: Chao Xi, Chinese University of Hong Kong 

Speakers: 

Anna Gelpem, Georgetown University 
Yingmao Tang, Peking University 
Angela Itzikowitz, UniversiD- of the Wit~vatersrand 

Commentator: Minny Siu, King & Wood Mallesons 

3:00-3:15 Break 
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3:15-4:30 Panel 8: Challenges in Global Securities Markets 

Moderator: David Donald, Chinese University of Hong Kong 

Speakers: 

Robert B. Ahdieh, Emory Laxv School 
Amir N. Licht, Radzyner School of Laxv 
Cally Jordan, University of Melbourne 

4:30-5:00 Closing Speaker 

The Hon. Ronald Arculli, GBM, CVO, GBS, OBE, JP, Partner, IQng & Wood 
Mallesons (’I~ C) 

Discussion Moderator: Douglas Arner, University of Hong 

5:00 Conference Close 

6 
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Reconcep uahsing Global 
Finance and ~ts ~egula ~on 

13-14 December 2013 (Friday and Saturday) 

Academic Conference Room, 11/F Cheng Yu Tung To~ver 

The University of Hong Kong 

Edinburgh t~.w School 

Registration Form 

~ NSW 

Admission is free and registration is required. Please return the Re~qstration 
Form by email to Flora Leung at ftdeung~hku.hk or by fax at (852) 2549-8495 

Enquiry: Flora Leung at (852) 3917-2941 

Organization: 

Position: 

Email: 

Please indicate the session(s) you would like to attend: 

[---] Both Days: Friday and Saturday, 13-14 December 2013 

~ Full Day on Friday, 13 December 2013 

[---] AM Session on Friday, 13 December 2013 

[--] PM Session on Friday, 13 December 2013 

~ Full Day on Saturday, 14 December 2013 

[---] AM Session on Saturday, 14 December 2013 

~ PM Session on Saturday, 14 December 2013 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Nov. 22: Ex-Fannie CFO on ’Mortgage Wars’; A Shocking M&A Stat 

Web 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories COMPLETE ISSUE 

Help Payday Lenders, Hurt Consumers ..... 

Industry representatives say the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corp. and Office of the Comptroller of 
the Currency’s guidance puts the future of deposit 
advance in doubt, while regulators say they are 
simply urging better underwriting and risk 
management. 

Next Year: KPMG 

One-fourth of bankers surveyed by KPMG expect 
to become sellers in 2014 as challenges and 
regulatory scrutiny rise. 

Mortgage Reform Wi~ Need GSE Elements; 
Former Fannie ~ae CFO Says 

Timothy Howard is adamant that a private-market 
fix will not work, though letting GSEs keep holding 
mortgages is too controversial to get 
Congressional approval 

House Banking Pane~ Passes CFPB 
Changes 

The House Financial Services Committee 
passed six bills on Thursday to alter various 
aspects of the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau. 

Department 

B of A°s Answer ~o Crea~ing Technology 

Bank of America’s tech team is bringing 
compliance employees closer to the app-creation 
process in order to hedge against bumps down 
the road. 

~4ortgage Reform Wi~ Need GSE Elements, 

Former Fannie Mac CFO ,Says 

Timothy Howard is adamant that a private-market 
fix will not work, though letting GSEs keep holding 
mortgages is too controversial to get 
Congressional approval 

A Quarter of Community Banks Expect to 
Be~ Next Year: KPMG 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffT~ to 

D View ~o~p~e’~e its extensive portfolio of 
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products and services. 
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B View ~ompany compliance guidance, 

index 
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¯ e annual 
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100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- ¯ .... 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and Hear firsthand from CMOs 

Silver Tail are among and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 
the 10 Tech changes to create 
Companies to opportunities to grow 

Watch. market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 
Wealth 2013. 
Management 

[~ 
W ealth         -- 
management 

has             ~:: 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage Enabling the delivery of 

employees to cut high quality financial 

products and services 

corners and Pursue operational 

regulators to crack excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 
down on 

competitive in today’s 

questionable financial services industry, 

practices. All this companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 
applies to big banks, quality products and 
which thirst for services in response to 

consumer demand. 
sources of growth, 

Download this white paper 

and small banks, to learn how best to 
which are jumping pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 
headlong into the to market. 
business and 



One-fourth of bankers surveyed by KPMG expect 
to become sellers in 2014 as challenges and 
regulatory scrutiny rise. 

Industry representatives say the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corp. and Office of the Comptroller of 
the Currency’s guidance puts the future of deposit 
advance in doubt, while regulators say they are 
simply urging better underwriting and risk 
management. 

The regulatory and business environment makes 
most transformational deals highly unattractive 
and potentially dangerous for big banks, 
according to the leaders of Bank of America, 
U.S. Bancorp and PNC. 

catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 
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New York, NY 10004 
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In this is.sue: Fowler fights $I 0M income tax with 

First Look 

~ow~e~ fights $10~! income tax w}th 

How a former GSK exec ~a~nched and so~d 
a co~pany for $12 

battle 

K~ed~ca~ advances ~mp~ove care but don’t 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es >> 

Your November 22, 2013 {ssue is avr.~itable 

Th{s Week’s Lists 

Largest Ne~th Carolina Hospitals 
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Executive Recru~tem 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mshpn- convivium- bounces@lis~tes.univ - paris 13. fr on behalf of 

Bertrand Turque~ <bertrand.turque~@mshpafisnord.fr> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 6:41 AM 

mshpn-convivium@is~tes.univ- parisl 3.tic 

[Mshpn-convivium] tes~ 

This is a maintenance test message Please do not answer this mail. 

Bertrand Turquety 
DSI - Universit~ Paris Nord / krP 13 
MSH Paris Nord - Service Informatique 
4 rue de la crolx faron, 93210 Plaine St Denis 

eMail: bertrand.turquety@univ-paris 13.fr 
bertrand.turqu ety@mshparisnord.fr 

T~I: 01 55 93 93 (>4 
06 84 10 20 07 

Mshpn-convivium mailing list 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Tar Heels make quick work of Butts 

North Carolina wasted no time getting the upper 

hand against South Florida in the first round of the 

NCAA men’s soccer tournament. 

Former TaB’ Heel John 

Henson ~ips ~CAA on Twitte~ 

Former North Carolina basketball 

player John Henson took to Twitter 

on Thursday to criticize the NCAA’s 

handling of enforcement issues. 

Milwaukee 

Bucks’ John 

Henson 

defends as 

Charlotte 

Bobcats’ 

Jacobs: Tough challenges for 

UNC basketball 

UNC coach Roy Williams is 

dealing with a youthful contingent 

still feeling its way, lacking a 

consistently vocal leader and 

more than one reliable. 

UNC’s Leslie 

McDonald, 

left, and PJ 

mairston, 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=:2[~.a..~.L.g.~ if you have further questions or concerns. 



~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 7:06 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

November 22, 2013: U.S. Plans to Exit GM Stake by Year-End, May... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

Today’s Top Headline 

U.S. Plans to Exit GM Stake by Year-End, tVlay Lose $10 Billion 

"The U.S. Treasury Department said it expected to sell its remaining shares of 
General Motors Co.," confirms Reuters (Nov. 22), "a plan that may leave 
~axpayers with a shortfall of about $10 billion on ~he au~emakeCs 2009 bailout." 
The sale is expected to take place by the end of this year, subject to market 
conditions. On Thursday, Treasu[y disclosed that it had completed the sale of 
more than 70.2 million shares of GM stock thus far and had recouped $38.4 
billion from the $49.5 billion taxpayer4unded bailout of the Detreit automaker. 
Treasury would recoup another $1.2 billion at current prices from its remaining 
stake, bringing its total recovery to $39.6 billion. 

The International Business Times ~’Nov. 22, Gayathrb adds that the government 
bailouts that were part of the Troubled Asset Relief Program resurrected both GM 
and Ch[ysler Group LLC. U.S. automobile sales have climbed &4 percent 
through October and are on pace to top 15.5 million by the end tithe year. That 
is compared to 10.4 million auto sales feur years ago. 

The Economic Times (Nov. 22, de la Me[cod) quoted Obama administration 
officials, who have long contended that the aim was not to make a prefit from 
hwestments in the automakeB. Instead, the objective was to preseP~e ~ 
s~ruggling, ye~ h~ghly irnportan~ industry that had been g[ave~y wounded by the 
economic meltdown. "T~asury’s investment ~n ~he American auto indus[D’ was 
part of Presides10bama’s b[oader response to 1he financia~ crisis, and it helped 
save more tha~ one m~Jon jobs," reins[ks Tim Bow~eL a T[easu~ deputy 
asses[ant societal. "Had we not acted to suppo[t ~he automotive ~Rdust~y, the 
cost 1o the country would have been subslanfial - ~n terms of los1 jobs, ~ost tax 
revenue, reduced economic production, and other consequences." Neve~he~ess, 
fede[a~ officials have beer ~oath to hold on ~o GM shales ~onger than necessary~ 
h~deed, the Treasury Department first started se~ing ~[s stake nea[ the end of 
2010’s tM[d quarter, pdc~ng an ~n~t~a~ puM~c offering at $27.50 a shale, h~ 2012, ~1 
so~d 200 m~ion shales back to the company for $5.5 b~llion. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Register Before Dec. 31 and Save $800! 

Don’t miss the premier event of the year for directors, by directors.--the NACD 
Board Leadership Conference Oct. 1~-14, 2014, at the Gaylord National 
Resort and Convention Center in National Ha[bet, Maryland. 

Past Speakers Include: 

Mary Jo White, Chair, Securities and Exchange Commission 

Andrew [~cKenna St., Chairman, McDonald’s 
Non. Myron Steele, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Delaware 
Ne~ef’~e Gay~e, Director, Coca-Cola Co, Colgate-Palmolive Co. 

Past Session Topics Include: 

® Board/C-suite expectations 

Check for late-breaking news 

at~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 



Asymmetric infomqation risk 
Human capital management 
Emerging technology 
D&O Hab~ty 
CEO succession planning 

Learn more and register today. 

2014 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
Oct. 12d4, 2014 
Gaylord Nationa~ Resort & Convention Center 
National Harbor. Maryland 

La~ a~d P~!!cy ..................................................................................................................................... 

Caterpillar Probed for Dumping 

"Federal investigators are probing a subsidiaqi of Caterpillar Inc. to determine 
whether i~ was dumping ~rain pints into the ocean neat the Pod of Long Beach, 
Calif.," Wall Street Journal (Nov. 22, Hagerty, Tita) sources confirm, "as pa~t of a 
possble scheme to MII ra~koad companies fer unneeded repaks." The H~ino~s- 
based maker of heavy equipment disclosed ~n a securities fiJ~ng earlier this month 
~hat ~t had recebed a federal grand jury subpoena Jo provide documents and 
h~formation on ~ts Progress Ra~ u~it, wMch specializes ~n repairing rag[cars and 
locomotives. However, Caterpillar has yet to provide shy details shout the 
cr~rnk~al probe or how it arose. "The grand ju~y ~nvesfiga~ion ~s bebg conduOed 
by the US. Attorney for the CentrM Distdct of California," notes ~he Journal. 

Share@ ~ ~ ~ 

Honeywell CEO Urges Congress to Sharply Lower Corporate Tax Rate 

Reuters (Now 21) states that Honeywell CEO David Cote is pushing for [he 
corporate tax rate to be lowered to encourage greater global competitiveness. 
This week, he stated that "we need to be panic,paring" ~n countries with much of 
the gbbe’s economic greyish. ’1f you put U.S. companies at a d~sadvantage when 
they’re competing b [hose countries," he remarked, "we’re rnakk~g a huge 
m~stake/’ Cete has served as HoneyweH’s chbf executive since 2002. He insists 
the current U.S. corporate tax rate of 35 percent is too high and shouM ~ndeed be 
cuL 

Share@ ~ ~ ~ 

Corporations #~creasingly Spying on Nonprof{ts, Group Says 

"Corporations are increasingly spying on nonprofit groups they view as potential 
threats wi~h little fear of retribution," acco{ding ~o the Los Angeles Times (Nov. 
21, Pfeife0, citing a new roped by corporate watchdog group Essential 
Information. Researchers charge that more and more ~arge companbs are 
employing extrA, NSA, FBL m~itapt, and police officers to mon~toF and, in some 
cases, ~nfiltrate groups ~hat have been cd~ica~ of ~hem. Some have posed as 
volunteers or journalists to obtain ~nformation about nonp~ofits’ acfiv~fies~ "Many 
d~fferent types of nonpmfits have been targeted w~th espbnage, including 
env~nmerfla~, ant~ar, puMb interesL consumer, ~ood safety, pestb~de reform, 
nursing-home reform, gu£ control soc~M justice, anh~al righls and arms contro~ 
~roups," the roped stated. 

Cm~p?[~te G0~ma[~e ................................................................................................................ 

C~imate Change Campaigner Misses BHP Board Seat" 

"BHP Biiliton Ltd. said Thu~day that lan Dunlop, a climate change campaigner 
running for BHP’s board, failed to garner enough voles to become a board director 
at the company’s annual general meeting," reports the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 
21, Hoyle, MacDonaM). The fon~er Royal Dutch Shell executive received suppo~ 
~rom jus~ 3.7 pe~cen~ of the voting sharehoMem. He needed a miNmum 50 
percent 1o become a board member of 1he Angb-Austra~an m~n~ng giant. Dunlop 
dM have the suppo~ of the CMifornia Public Empbyees’ Retirement System, 
America’s Mggest puM~c pension f~nd, on a p~atform to get BHP to act more 
aggressively on global warmbg ma~tem~ Dunlop’s candMacy, though, was no~ 
endorsed by BHP, whose board recommended sharehoMers vote against his 
appohstment. "He was the first extema~ candidate to run for a board seat s~nce 
2008," notes the Journal. "BHP ~yp~cally backs direc~om chosen by ~s own 
nomination and governance commi~ee." 

C=Suite 

Acer Elects Founder as New Chairman in #~anagement Shake-Up 

Reuters (Nov. 21, Gold) is reporting that Acer Inc. has elected founder Start Shih 
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as its new chairman after the ailing Taiwanese computer maker announced a 
restructuring plan earlier in the month following several quarters of disappointing 
earnings. Shih takes over as chairman and intedm corporate president, effective 
h~mediale~y, replacing J~m Wong "The ro~e of CEO w~ be abolished w~th its 
duties transferred to the company chs~rman or president," the wire sepzice has 
further learned. 

Share~ :¢~ ~ ~ 

B~ackstone Taps Turnaround Pro David Calhoun to Advise on Holdings 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 21, Specter, Vranica) repeals that Blackstone 
Group LP has ~apped Nielsen Holdings CEO David Calhoun, a seasoned 
turnaround specialist, to se~’e as head of its por~felio-operations group. The 56- 
year-old will advise Blackstone-ewned companies, as well as consult on new 
buyou~s. Prier’ to being hi~d in 2006 by Nielsen, which is partly owned by 
Blackstene, Calhoun was an executive at General Electric Co. for 26 years, h~ 
fact, he was on the short list of those considered to succeed legendary Chief 
Executive Jack Welch before current CEO Jeffrey hsqmelt was named to the 
position in 2001. "At Nielsen," [he newspaper notes, "he was already set to 
relinquish his CEO role Jan. I and become its executive chairman. He will retain 
that title at Nielsen aflerjoining Blackstone." 

Share~ i~.~ ~ [] 

Economic Outlook 

Corporate Deals in Doldrums Despite Stock Reviva~ 

"A surging stock marke~ usually corr~es wiIh a boom in corporate deaFmakin9,’’ 
notes the Fed Wayne Journal Gazette (Nov. 21, Rothwell). "But deals are lagging 
this year’’ for a number of reasons. Among them are the slow, unsteady U.S. 
economic recoveryl the fear that the Federal Resewe w~ w~thdraw ~ts huge 
stimulus program ~oo quickly; and additional budge~ #~[~9htin9 on Capitol Hill. 
Richard Jeanneret, who advises companies on mergers as a member of the 
Amedcas executive board at EY, comments, ’qf you’re an ~nvestor, a C-Suite 
executive ~ry#~g to make a Mg bet, you’re probaMy going ~o be more cautious." 
The va~ue of U~S. deals announced through the first lhree qua~lers of 1Ms year 
was 33 percent be~ow the same n~ne-month period ~n 2007 when the stock 
market was a~so heading toward a record high. A~so through Sept. 30, merge~ 
and acquisition totaled $76I billion versus $1.1 trillion over ~he same stretch six 
years ago. 

Americans Recover Home Equity at Record Pace 

Bloomberg (Nov. 21, Howley) cites new Zillew Inc. da~a in reporting tha~ the 
number of Americans who ewe mere on their mortgages than their homes are 
woAh fe~ 8t the fastest rate on record ~n the tMrd qus~e[ as prices continued to 
dse ~ ~u[ther proof ~hat supply shortages may #nprove as more owners find 
themselves h~ a position to sell The share of homes with mortgages that had 
negative equity fell from 23.8 percent in the second qua~er to 21 percent as of 
Sept. 30, according to the Seattle-based firm. Fu~hermore, the share of owners 
w~th at ]eas~ 20 percent equity rose from 58.1 percent ~o 60~8 percent over that 
same time span, making ~t eas~er for them to put lhe~r resk~ences on the market 
and buy 8 new home. Nes~ Soss, cMef economist at Credit Su~sse Group, 
forecasts, "Home sa~es w~ pick up very nicely when people ga#~ the equity they 
need to sell 1heir house and have a down paymenl for the nexl one. There’s a 
magnifying effect on sa~es - people are aMe to ~st their home and se~l ~t, and 
odds are they’re goh~g to go on and buy another one." 

Share~ ~!~ ~ ~ 

Consumer Prices Ease Amid Lower Fuel Costs 

"U.S. consumer prices rose last isqonth at the slowest annual pace in four years," 
confirms the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 20, Podlock), "the latest sign of weak 
inIlation that could influence Federal Reserve officials as ~hey consider scaling 
back their bond-buying pregram." The consumer-price ~ndex ~ndeed cJimbed just 
I percent du~ing October from a yea~ eadier. According to the Lsbo~ Depa~ment, 
it was the smalles~ 12-month gain s~nce OcJober 2009. Core prices, wMch 
exclude volatiJe food and energy costs, h~creased 1.7 percent on a year-(~ier-year 

bas~s. 

Share~ ~" ~ ~ 

P~J~/~te �~n!par~i~ ........................................................................................................................... 

Private Companies ~4ay Help Destroy Syria Arms 

Fox News (Nov. 21) has learned that ~he Organization for ~he Prohibition of 
Chemical Weapons "is inviting private companies to bid lo get involved in 
destroyin.~; Syria’s stockpile of toxic a.~;ents and precursor chemicals." The global 
watchdog has posted a request for "expressions of interest" from companies who 
would like to play a part in "~he ~reatment and disposal of hazardous and non- 
hazardous or.[~anic and inor.[~anic chemicaL<~.’’ The agency has been tasked by 
the United Nations to oversee the destruction of Syria’s chemical weapons. Even 

Follow NACD on: 



if companies do come forward to help, it will be a challenge getting them to a port 
arid out el Syria amid a devastating civil war iha~ has claimed ihe lives of 
approximately 120,000 people and forced ~n[[lions to flee the country. 

Goodwill ~"esting May Soon Get Simpler for Private Companies 

"The Financial Accounting S~andards Board is se~ to decide on Monday whe~he[ 
to endolse changes proposed by its new Private Company Council that wou~d bt 
p[ivate firms choose to amo~ze so-ca~bd goodw~ from past acquisitions on their 
balance sheets," repo~s the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 22, Chasan). In addition, 
the proposal wou~d s#nplify and lim~ the testing ~ha[ t[~ggers write-downs. I~ board 
approval ~s g~ven~ the changes would be wd~en into US. Generally Accepted 
Accounting P[inc~pbs. "The proposed rule change stems from feedback that the 
complex goodwill accounting valuation techniques puMb companies use ale too 
costly fo~ private companies," holes the ne~,~@aper, "as well as research 1hat 
showed use~ d private-company financia~ statements often disregard goodwill 
and goodw~ ~mpairments. ~f companies choose the reduced d~sclosu~es, though, 
they could be setting themselves up [o~ further costs down ~he road ~ they 
choose to go 
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RTC-NACD: Looking tbr Panelisks 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Commercial mortgage firm Dickinson Logan me~ing with Chaarlotte company 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 22, 20’13 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Charlene company 
The Raleigh run,gage brokerage firm Dickinson, Logan, Todd & £arber Inc. 

with Capita~ Advisors ~nc of Chado~e. 

~ N c R~r~ ’Gears of War’ designer Bleszinski opens do~to~ RaM~gh 

res~urant 

of Wa r" 

Discuss .................. 

On a roll: Chapel Hill’s Pozen to pay first dividend; CEO to 
receive $7.56M 
John Piaohetka h;~s yet ancfiher !eason ~,o smile ~his week. 

Rural Center revokes former director’s severance pay 
The Rural Cen~,er board of directors on Thursday voted to deny 1:he 8242,000 

severance package to former director Billy R~y Hall. 

Discuss 

!__n____g_r_£_,_~_h_____m_o_d_e_~___B_A__S__F_____m___&k__!_~_g room for pharma vets 

Experts: HeaRhCare,q£X vulnerable to cyber attacks 

How 4 Raleigh neurosurqeons banded together to stay 
independent 

Raleigh’s Mr. Longistics goes to Washington, and rips U.S. 
trucking rules 

Dominion, Prudential building 294-unit apartment project in 

Anglophiles unite: 10 British things about Raleiqh 

Computers that emuMte the brain may be the future, 

says 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 8:02 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
CEDAR GROVE AREA: 
.... Entry was made through a side entry door that was locked. The door appeared to have been kicked in. Assorted costume jewelry. A 1983 class ring from tomah high 
school (wisconsin) that had a topaz stone, most of the rings in the boxes were size 6-7. a black dell inspiron laptop was also taken,. A stainless ruger 10-22.221r semi auto 
mossburg 500 pump action 12ga. and unknown make sks semi auto 7.62x39mm rifle, and an unknown make .221r semi auto rifle with "mgw" on the forend. Value $2,600.00 
Have a great weekend 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

::~:: Description: 

Descrir~tion: 
Description: 
Description¯ 

Description: 
Descrir~tion: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919=732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Quitting is not a four-letter word 

Newsletter 

Deax Lissa. 

FridayMomingGreetings. Hope you are well. 

Fair warning. This Clips eFlash is not 100% abont college athletics. Sure, there ,sill be college 
athletics woven in and ouL but in between I ~11 go to other places to make my point. 

Here [1 s a one sentence capsulation of the eFlash: Quitting is not ahv ays a bad thin~. 

Not a bad thing? Huh? Quitters are quitters aren~ ~t they? TheyCre co,babies. TheyF lre 

wimps. Once you commit to something you see it through, don[ ~t you? Well, donk ;t you? 

Not necessm-ily. 

Nobody does just one thing in their life without ever quitting to go do something else. We all t:y 

this and then we t:y that. We move from one thing (boyfriend, girlfrien& apmtment, city, cax, 

job, profession) to the next. When we move fiom one thing to the ne:d we ~re technically 
[] quitting [] the one to go to the other. 

For example, weren [] t there 400 or so transfers in men [] s college basketball last year’? Bnt 

they weren [] t referred to as [] quitters, [] they were transfers. 

We rise a lot of difi~reut words other than []quit[] to describe changes, such as: moving on, 

moving up, re’6fing, life-style changing, stepping down, resigning, etc. All oftho~ are 

technicaJly quitting, but none of them sounds as bad as Fl quitting. L; 

In the stx~rts vernacular, the word ~ ~quitting U has taken on a distinctly more negative 

connotation than in other walks oflit~. Take, for example, a headline ti-om the Wednesday 

New York Times spo(ts page: 

Things weren ~t working out tbr 27-year old, 300-1b Denver Broncos lineman John Motfitt. 

He blew out his kmee, had elbow surgery and hurt his shoulders. Sleep apnea exhausted him 

and floaters affected his vision. 

[] I don []t want to risk health for money. I [] m happy, and I don []t need the NFL, [] said 

Moffitt, M~o waJked away from about $1 million in salmy and benefits tbr refirees who play at 

least three seasons. 

Mofl]tt [] s decision comes on the heels of two notable quitting-related instances, the allegations 

of bullying on the Miami Dolphins and the mouuting attention to brain concussions in the NFL 

and college footbeJl. In the first. Jonathan Martin has been both reviled (mostly) and lauded 

(only a little) for quitting. 

As regards concussions, the thought i s that NFL players from decades ago should have quit 

belbre being subjected to degenerative brain disease. But how could they quit Mren they 

didn[] t know what they didnL Jt know. TodayL J s college tbotball players kmow a lot more. 

When a professional player quits, it [] s made out to be like he [] s letfing his teammates~ 

coaches, ownership and fans down. But it seems like tfie players[] own motivations axe 



priorifized behind everyone el~ ~; s. 

From the Times" article: 

Moffitt insisted that he did not care about the lost income, and he was shocked 
that people thought he ,,as" nutsJbr walking away.f!’om what they think is a 
glamorous lifes,tvle. 

~lDm the one being called crazy, but I think everyone else is crazy, ~ Moffitt said 

~lt~s disturbing that people are questioni#~g my sanity for giving up the money. 
What does’ that say about our world?~ 

Meanwhile, many college student-athletes have thoughts of quitting, but many of them lack the 

maturiF to think things thorough. And, for 99% of tkem, the life almad will not be as a pro 

athlete. Plus, the pressme to s*ay can be immense. What about their scholarship? What about 

losing the big-man-on-campus aura? And so on. 

Despite seemingly robus~t school, cont~rence and NCAA counseling, tutoring and workshops, 

it can still very hard tbr student-athletes to step away, er, ii quit I1 their stx~rt after doing it t~r 

about three-tburths of their lives. 

Have a good Friday. 

Nick Iat:ax~te 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w>~,’~,,twitter,co~d@CollegeA~hClips 

Source article: 

Quitting the N.F.L.: For Johi~ Moffitt the Mone,/Wasn [] t Worth It By Ken Belson, New 

York Times, 11-18-13, 1,426 words 

Quitting, or l lreliring earlyc s’eems to have worked wellJbr some athletes, others hung 

on too long ..... 



On the more general theme of people moving on from one thing to another, one of these 

days IDm going to do a Clips eFlash feature on the ~v~bject of how people get DJired ~ 

(Yuc~; Efired [] talk about negative imagery.) There is plenty of case history in college 

athletics to look at the firings oJj~residents, athletic directors and coaches. Some firings 

are more nasty, underhanded vicious, crude, cruel, public andJor accusatory than they 

need to be. On the other hand some firings are carried out with a sensitivity to the 

L lfireeL l having to go out there in the worm and starting up again somewhere else. 

That [] s called saving face. 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that ate either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips" sage & sawy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially 
selected Clips subscribers. This particular quitters eFLASH has been sent to Eeny, Meeny, 
Minnie and Moe, plus Maynard G Krebs, trial subscribers, new subscribers, EOB, Dobie Gillis, 
Horatio Alger, The Physique of Mark Jennings, Fulgencio Battista, Josef Stalinichkov, natteHng 
nabobs, D1-A persons, D1-AA persons, D-~AAA persons, Amars, Eferistas, Shamnos, 
Cheetekee, attorneys, administrators, coaches, score-keepers, gteup subscribers, solo 
subscribers, D2-3 subscribers, NAIA subscribers, bicyclists, Plymouth Valiant owners, Howdy 
Doody, Ranger Andy, Poe Wee, barristas, stevedores, Vivaldi fans, etc. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com ptevides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thought-ptevoking, infotTnational and occasionally humeteus Clips el=LASHes (like the 
one above), which are award-~orthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and 
soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertainment cultute to define the essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links belmv: 

Chortle gout subscription 
U~ ubscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:56 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emal unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
CEDAR GROVE AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence repe~ted 11/21/13,312 Carr Store 
Entry was made through a side entry door that was locked. The door appeared to have been kicked in. Assorted costume jewelry. A 1983 class ring from tomah high school 
(wisconsin) that had a topaz stone, most of the rings in the boxes were size 6-7. a black dell inspiron laptop was also taken,. A stainless ruger 10-22 .221r semi auto 
mossburg 500 pump action 12ga. and unknown make sks semi auto 7.62x39mm rifle, and an unknown make .221r semi auto rifle with "mgw" on the forend. Value $2,600,00 
Have a gr~at weekend 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i~i Description: 

Description. 
Description: 
DescriF~ion: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919=644-3050 Office 

919=732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communicalions@mlmerhaleupdate.com~ 

Friday, November 22, 2013 12:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Purchaser of Trade Claims Takes Subject to "Taint" of Sellers’ Preference Liability -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 
SIGN UP 

Third Circuit Affirms Ruling that Purchaser of Trade Claims Takes 
Subiect to Disallowance Based on Sellers’ Failure to Repay Preference 
Liability 

On November 15. 2013 the United States Ceud ef Appeals [or the Third Circuit i~eid in K~3 Toys that 

ce~ain trade ciaims purchased on the secondary market were subiect to disNIowance because the 

trade creditors [hat sok~ those claims had not repaid theh preference Hability. 1 The Third Circuit 

concluded that Section 502(d) of the Bankruptcy Code~whicn provides for the disallowance of any 

claim of any entity that is a transferee of a preferential or fraudulent transfer unless it has repaid the 

transferred amount to the bankruptcy estate~impdnts a "taint,= on the trade claim t~at travels with the 

c~a~m into the hands of sMbseq~ent purchasers. In addition to its statutory construction analysis, the 

Third O~rauJ[ remarked that pur(:hasers ef trade claims take the dsk of disa~k)wance by invcfiving 

themselves in a bankruptcy process and thereby must rely on their due diligence to price adequately the 

KB Toys Inc and ira affiliated entities (the Deb[ors) flied bankruptcy on January !4, 2004 and, abou[ two 

months ~ater, filed their Statement of Emancial Affairs (SOFA) 2 The SOFA disclosed all payments made 

by the Debtors in the 90-day period before bankmptcy~payments that would potentially be subject to 

attack as a voidable preferences Over the following three years ASM CapitN, LP and ASM CapitN 

LP (collectively, ASM) purchased nine trade claims from trade creditors (the Original Trade Creditors) 

~hat were listed on the SOFA as having receM~d payments from the Debtors m the 90-day period boil)re 

the bankruptcy filing4 A~er the Debtors confirmed their Chapter 11 plan, the liquidating trustee sought to 

disalk)wl:he [rade claims held by ASM pursuant to Seal:~en 502(d) on the grounds that [he Original Trade 

Cre@tors had received and Rot repaid preferent~a~ transfers,5 The bankrMptcy cou~t agreed w~th the 

liquidating [rustee and @salk)wed ~he claims6 The district aour~ a~[irmed,7 and ASM appealed te the 

Third Circuit, 

The Third Circuit began ~ts analysis by sorting fer~h ~he relevan~ stal:ubry language: "No~wil:hstanding 

subsections (a) and (b) of this section the couR shNI disallow a~y c~im e~y e~ti~from which 

propeRy is recoverable [as a preferential transfer or other s~ch avoidable transfer]," (Emphasis in 

original )8 The cou~ focused on the language "any clNm of any entity=’ and found with little discussion 

that the statMte operates to ’render a category of claims disaiiowable~those that belonged to an entity 

who had received an avoidable transfer .9 Concluding that the statute focuses on ciaims~not 

daimants~the cou~ held that the claims must be disallowed even in the hands of a purchaser ! 

The Third C~raui[ suppoded ~ts decision with a brie~ policy @scussk)n, The court was aoncerned that 

t~e transferred claim were protected from disallowance, it would permit the originN claimant to "was~ 

and the buyer wouid receive funds from t~e debtocs estate~thereby diminishing t~e funds available to 

avoidable transfer, thus creating risk that t~e estate might never recover those funds~ s 

The court made some additiona~ obset~/ations of perhaps 9rearer impo~ance to the claims trading 

market, It concluded t~at, as between an innocent buyer of a claim and an innocent estate (and its other 

creditors), the buyer should bear the risk of loss because ~t voluntarily chose to take par in a risky 

bankruptcy process,14 in addition, the buyer has the oppoRunity to pe~orm due diligence on the dsks 

associated with the ciam~ and then account for that risk in the price or othen, vise shift the risk of loss 

back to the seller through indemnities in the claim purchase agreement,15 

T~e Third Circuit also rejected the r’saie versus assignment" analysis offered in the so-called Enron 

decisk)n by the Distrk:t Ceud for the Southern Distrk:t e[ New Yed<! ~ ,Er~ron fl held thai when a claim 

assigned the assignee stands in the shoes of the assignor, and is subject to all the defenses that 

could have been asseRed to defeat the c~aim in the assignor’s hands, By contrast, when a claim 

sold, the buyer takes free of any personal disabilities of the seller17 Thus, whether the disability of 

Section 502(d) travels with the claim to the next holder t~rns on whether the cia~m ~s assigned (disability 

~ravels) as opposed te s(fid (disab~Hl:y does nor travel), Rejecting this analysis, ~he Third Circuit 

that it was Mns~ppo~ed by the case law on which it relied and that, m any event; reso~ to state law 

bankruptcy cases "must be done with care’’!8 

The Third Circuit has now de[initively ruled that a buyer of trade claims takes subject to the disability 

Section 502(d). If a trade claim is subject to disallowance in the seller’s hands based on its failure to 



return an avoidable hens[er, ~i~en ~i~e buyer will take lhe trade claim subjec~ to that same dsk arising 

from the seller’s preference liability. Claims buyers will have to perform due diligence on the seller (both 

in terms of ~ts liability ~o ~he es[a~e en an aw~idance action, as we~ as its financial ability ~o stand behind 

t~e indemnity} to evaluate and pdce those risks. They should also ensure that t~e indemnities in the 

purchase agreement are strong enough to provide a right to recover any loses back against the seller 

To t~e extent that the existing market in trade claims does not ai~eady contemplate that an acquired 

trade c~aim would be subject to disallowance on this basis, the result of the ruling may be to intedere 

w~th ~he efficiency o~ 1:he secondary marke~ h~ bankruptcy olaims 

The Third Circuit’s decision does not necessarily resolve other questions For example, if a claim is 

sok~ multiple ~mes, would subsequent purchasers have a better argument if ~hey could show l:ha~ they 

could not possibly pe~orm diligence upon every previous holder in their chain of title? In addition, 

opposed to t~ade claims~especially if the identities o~the p~evious holders are unknown? What about 

situations in which the transfers occurred prepetition when potential preference liabihty remained 

speculatwe? Nor does the decision which is limited to the application of Section 502(d) of the 

B~nkruptcy Code, address the analyticaiiy distinct question whether a ciaim that may be subject to 

equitable subordination in the hands of a seller remains so w~en transferred to a thiFd-pa~y buyer. The 

KB Toys decision in many ways w~s an "easy case" to find against the t~ansferee One can envision 

wiii be necessary 

1 in ,’~? K.~3 Toys, h’?e., 20!3 WL .,’;038248 (3d Ci! Novefi!ber 15, 20! 3) 

2 id at*l 

4 ~’d. at 

5 ~’d. st *2. 

10!d 

13 ,~d. 

18 !d at *,~. n.~ 1 (discussin9 ~aron Co%e v. Sprmgfi~s/dAssoc.s LLC (!r~/e £nro~ Corp), 379 B R ,~.25 (S.D.N.Y 

2007)). v\filrflerHale [epresented the Lose Syndicabe!~s and lIradi!~g Association, the Securibes h~dus~[y and i::inar!cial 

Markets Association, and the Internationsi Swaps and Derivatives Association as a,’nici curiae in the Eraon 
proceedings before the district ceuit 

17 Enron, 379 B R at 435-.36. 

18 ~B Toy,s st *4 n 1 ! 

Our att,3rr!eys handle baRIqtiptcy, insolve!~,:;y and ,:~l:h~[ VdHmerHal~ Bankruptcy P’sltner Jim M~llar [eviewed k~y 

restructur~g marl:ors on behal~ of debtors, boards ef pe~n£~ of ~he US Ba~l~qupt,:;y C,3ur~ ,3f the D~sthct o~ 

directors, individua~ creditors and creditor commiEees. Delaware’s ruling in the ,KB 7bys case on ,Ju~e 27, 

Read mo~e 2012. Le~ rn more 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Muller, Eric L <emuller@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 22, 2013 1:27 PM 

Muller, Eric I, <emuller@email.unc.edtr~ 

letter supporting Nick 

Dear faculty colleagues, 

A conversation between me and Max led us to draft the below text as a short letter to the editor of the N&O that we plan to send. Please let me know by noon on 

Monday if you would like to appear as a co-signatory. 

Max and I have not mentioned to Nick that we are doing this. 

To the Editor: 

The Civitas Institute, a private organization that says its mission is to protect liberty, has demanded to review all of the emafl correspondence, phone records, 

and calendars of our friend and colleague Gene Nichol, Director of the Center on Work, Poverty, and Opportunity at the UNC School of Law. 

Surveflfing a professor’s communications is a troubling approach to protecting liberty. 

We deeply admire Gene Nichol" s commitment to protecting and speaking for the state’s poor and disempowered. The only comfort we take from this sorry 

request by Civitas is our confidence that it wifl increase his passion. 

--Eric 

Eric L. Muller 

Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

-and- 

Director, Center for Faculty Excellence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3470 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

View my research on my SSRN Author Page: 

http:!/pa pers.ssrn.com/sol3!cf...d ev!AbsByAuth.cfm?per...id=49897 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 1:32 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Re,rye Board announces approval of application by Green Dot Bank DBA Bolmeville Bank 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of application by Green Dot Bank DBA Bonneville Bank 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.govinewsevent~pres~/orders/20131122a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina Bar Association CLE Department <clei~ffo@ncba:c.org> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 1:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

NCBA Webcasts m~d Webinars Coming Up:The easy way to take CLE 

Equity Crowdfunding 

Proposed RuMs-PART 

Plus ,,o Video Replays in ~ocations al~ over the state! Click here then go to the Location tab to see our statewide map and city 

Upcoming Featured Programs, Search CLE Courses 



Search CLE Pubiicatiolls. Other CLE Products 

Membe~ship cba~g~’.s? Email Membership 

CLE Question, s? Email CLE 

http:!lwww.ncbar=org/cle ¯ (8J9) 877-05~;~/1~88) 228-3402, ask fo~ 

T~is email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu by cleinfoC~ncbar.or~J i 

[nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM ~rivacy Pop, c2. 

North Carolina Bar Association CLE Department I 8000 Weston Parkway I Cary I NC I 27513 



Norton Rose Fulbright Forum’~’~ 

Sellers and buyers of iP porkt?glios or IP- w ..... lay, D 
based eoml-,ame8 ha ~e dlsklllC,{[} dlllerent 

CLE Information 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Audit tags Wos for bad info; North Raleigh property to get overhanl 

~ew YoH< water f((t~’at(on corn oSce 

it’s reail~_Sg ----- reds look to OK cell ?hone use on planes 

Weekly ed~t~o~ or~ youl" ~Pad or ~Phone. N~>> ,, 

Wi:at Fast SO executives bok for 
in n~.v,, 



rece~ve ~.7 56Ivl ...................................... 

~A lock indicates content available ~ paid subscfiBrs. ~:~}]£@~2~g 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

~ ~.’+aw.; ~o d~ink of Xbox One as a bus~ness expense 

V, nce raises S200,,’~ ~n move from runway to Wal q ..... 

NBC bo~,s to ~bS4)and tech new 
offshoot 

~g~)eal federal rui~ng, on terrodst-pi£~ment documents 

People ~ Comlne~aal Real ~’+*’~ " 

iiiiiiiii ........................................................................... 

[ Price: S925,000 

................................... Butdm# Size: ~0,580 SF 

Featured Event 
................................................................................................................................. 

~i~~ (:a~eeR~ at VerL’~os Wi’eless - Verizon V~ ireless 

See more RaM~.~h/’Lurham bus~se.~., events 
Field gales g£prese~tative - FUTURE ELE(:YRONICS 

iiii iiii -Y}:g/ ]-e~m Fo( xabo+~ s~,+er / B~ I / cease: F]-’- 

......................................................................................................................................... . 

~I~II~QI:I@.I..~}.{4~I.II).$.~Q.[I..I~AI~]I:II.I.~9.{- Totai q~afty Loll;tics 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review NC jobless rate t?alls to 8 percent in October 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

N¢ jobbss rate ~al~s to 8 percent in October 

North Carolina’s unemployment rate fell for the third 

straight month in October and is now at its lowest 

point in nearly five years. 

Attorney ~enera~ again appea~s Duke rate 

hike 

Attorney General Roy Cooper has filed notice he will 

again appeal to the N.C. Supreme Court a Duke 

Energy Carolinas rate hike that was granted nearly 

two years ago. 

5 thin~s to know for IBlack 

Friday and beyond 

The traditional kickoff to holiday 

shopping season now starts on 

Thanksgiving. Here’s howto find 

the best bargains. 

NC jobless data shows 2 months ol 

improvement 

North Carolina’s unemployment rate is continuing a 

slow improvement, falling in October to 8.0 percent, 

the state’s lowest level in nearly five years, the state 

Commerce Department reported Friday. 

At the Char}otte ~#temationa~ 

A~to Show, this car drives 

itsel[~ {Sor~ of,} 

There are plenty of high-tech 

features in the vehicles at this 

weekend’s Charlotte International 

Auto Show that are very practical, 

sensible... 

Bank of America says it sho~d not pay 

Bank of America told a federal judge that it should not 

have to pay penalties after a jury found its 

Countrywide unit guilty of knowingly selling bad home 

loans to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

Chiquita ~oses s~dt to stop release of 

Colombia records 

Chiquita Brands International’s bid to stop the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission from 

releasing documents on payments to Colombian 

terrorist groups was thrown out of court. 

Protect yo~rself from seams 

during the holidays 

The holiday season isn’t just a 

time for family get-togethers and 

shopping binges: It’s also prime 

time for scammers and identity 

thieves... 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to ~subsclibe from this newsletter 





Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

No~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu-; 

Friday, November 22, 2013 4:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Noriblk irneraD; 

20131121145223897.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ]Vhller, Beth 
Sent: ’l’nursday, Nnvember 21, 2013 3:00 PM 
Tn: Nortnn, Molly; Medley, Anna Rnse 
Subject: Norfolk itineraw 

Beth bliller 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics/SWA University of Nnrth r,;arolina PO. Enx 2126 Chapel Hilt, NC 27515 

Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-%2-1646 

We Educate and Inspire Thrnugh Athletics 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 4:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Kerry Traveling to Geneva to Push Iran Nuclear Talks 

Kerr2- T~-aveling to Gene~Ta to Push Iran Nuclear Talks 

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry is flying to Geneva to join international talks on curbing 

Iran’s nuclear program, a sign that negotiators may be nearing an agreement. 

Mr. Kerry will try to "narrow the differences and move closer to an agreement," a State 

Department spokeswoman said. Iran and world powers are working for a compromise on 

one of the main remaining roadblocks to a deal: Tehran’s demand that it maintain at least 

some domestic capacity to enrich uranium. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, November 22, 2013 4:25 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject-" Article of Interest: Chancery Court Takes Firm Stance on Seller’s Pre-Closing Privileged Communications 

November 22, 2013 

A recent Delaware Chancery Court opinion highlights the risk 
to sellers and their advisors that pre-dosing communications 
could become evidence in a post-closing lawsuit related to 
the transaction. The opinion, Great Hill Equity Partners IV, LP 
v. SIG Growth Equity Fund I, LLLP, provides a number of 
important lessons on merger agreement drafting and post- 
closing conduct, particularly in transactions involving private 
targets. 

Background 

The case involves a merger between the target, Plimus, Inc., 
and a buying consortium led by Great Hill. As a result of the 
merger, Plimus became a subsidiary of the buyers. One year 
after the merger was consummated, in September 2012, the 
buyers sued the sellers on the ground that they fraudulently 
induced the buyers into the acquisition. 

The buyers’ claim was based in part on communications 

between Plimus and its deal counsel, which remained on 
Plimus’ computer systems following the merger. Sellers argued 
that they retained control of the attorney-client privilege 
over these communications post-closing and that the 
communications could not be used in the lawsuit absent the 
sellers’ waiver of the privilege. The buyers countered that the 
communications and the privilege itself were part of the 
assets acquired in the merger. 

Decision 

The Delaware Chancery Court decided the privilege issue in 
favor of the buyers. Chancellor Strine relied on the Delaware 
merger statute, which provided that following a merger, "all 
property, rights, [and] privileges . . ." become the property 
of the surviving corporation. To the Chancellor, "all" meant 
"all," in plain English, including privileges. 

The court observed that sellers have a way to protect 
themselves in this situation. Sellers can negotiate provisions 
in a merger agreement to prevent certain aspects of the 
privilege and pre-merger communications from transferring to 
the surviving corporation in the merger. 

The court did not decide the buyers’ alternative argument 
that the sellers had waived any privilege they did retain. 
While not deciding the waiver issue, the court observed that 
the sellers failed to negotiate a merger agreement provision 
preserving the privilege for themselves and waited one year 
post-closing before asserting a right to the privilege while 
failing to remove the information from the system prior to 
closing. 

Takeaways 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

I~E-mail This Issue 



The Great Hill decision highlights several important 
considerations for sellers and buyers in negotiating a merger 
agreement for the sale or acquisition of a private company. 

Sellers should: 

Include in the merger agreement specific language to 
retain ownership of privileged and non-privileged 
communications, including communications relating to 
the deal. Consider addressing the issue in advance if an 
organized sales process will be conducted. 
Take care with written communications relating to the 
deal, recognizing that pre-closing communications may 
become the subject of a post-closing dispute. 
Take steps pre-closing to remove from computer 
systems being transferred to the buyer any 
communications that may properly be retained by 
sellers under the merger agreement. 
Post-closing, if the privilege is retained, ensure that 
relevant communications are protected and the 
privilege is not waived. 

Buyers should: 

Consider the value of acquiring the seller’s deal-related 
communications and control of related privileges. 
Recognize that attempting to reserve claims against 
sellers based on pre-closing attorney-client 
communications is likely to be an uphill battle and, if 
insisted on by buyers, could impact the merger 
consideration (i.e., it may cost more to acquire control 
of the relevant privileges and communications). 
Specifically define the scope of any retained privilege 
so that communications between the target and its 

counsel that are not related to the deal (such as 
communications with non-deal counsel) are transferred 
to buyer. 
Retain the right to control the privilege in post-closing 
disputes with third-parties and regulators. 

Please feel free to contact the following attorneys, if you 
have any questions about this alert, 

Jason Halper +1 212 504 6606 

William P. Mills +1 212 504 6436 

Martin Seidel +1 212 504 5643 

:~ Cad~*alader, Wickersham & Taft 
...... LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail <debevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 4:33 PM 

debevoi semail ~debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

Proposed CFTC Rules on Position Limits 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, November 22, 2013 6:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 25 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 25, 2013 @, Number 227 

Financial Institutions 

The Financial Stability Board issued final guidelines aimed at 
helping major banks and other financial institutions draw up 
effective risk appetite frameworks. It also proposed guidelines on 
promoting a sound risk culture within financial... 

Antitrust 

The European Union antitrust authority has launched its first 
"price signaling" investigation into the world@s leading container 
shipping companies over suspicions that they have been 
colluding on rate increases, especially... 

Derivatives 

European Union regulators accused the U.S. Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission of reneging on a trans-Atlantic pact on 
swaps regulation, saying new curbs on EU-based units of U.S. 
banks clash with efforts to align rules .... 

Bribery 

The Kremlin has renewed pledges to crack down on corporate 
and political corruption throughout the country, but far more 
needs to be done to allow for greater foreign investment and 
transparency, according to experts interviewed by Bloomberg... 
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Today’s Headlines: A Gamble in Iran Talks: Easing of the Sm~ctions 

Top News 

A Gamble in Irar~ Talks: Eash~g oftlm SPa~etions 

President Obama’s critics .- in Congress, the :~’ab world 

Israel - a~N~e fl~at he has fl~e strategy bac~s’m’d in ~mgofia~l~g 

freeze of iran’s nuclear program. 

Urbmfites Flee C~ir~a’s Smog for Blue Skies 

Chitin is undergoit~g a s urp~sit~g rcvem e migration: zL~ millions 

leave to find work i~ the d fi ea, 8ome well-educated urbm~ 

dwellers are t~’loca ~ing to small Dwns. 

Tension and Flaws Before Health Website Crash 

Interviews and documents offer new debails into h~w tile rollout 

of President Obama’s siglmt~n:e program turned into a major 

h umi]iation. 

, E~tra Time to Sign Up for Health Coverage 

,33, a 

Editors’ Picks 

TECHNOLOGY 

~ VmEO: The Video Game ~rm’s, by the 

With the release of the PlayStafion 4 and XBox One, the lates k 

ge~eration of game cm~soles has arrived. 



OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

~’3mt the Filibuster Ruh~ Changes, and ~’~l~al- It 

Doesn’t 

What are the I~kdy effects of the Senate’s dedsio~ to ]hni/ 

filibusLers? 

r Rule 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

REPRESENTATIVE A[3A[~I B. $CHIFF, Democr;]t of Cal{fox’nia~ o]~ meeting w{th Fa~sa] bm 

All Jaber~ members of whose family were killed in an America~ drone st~’ike in 

World 

Iran ~%:ottld El~r~nate Stock of Some of Its Enriched 

Urani~lm Under Deal 

Western o~eials say a lm:~posed agreement would fl:~ree the d~lufio~ or other" 

conversion of 2o pen:ent em{ched uranium. 

Ukrah~e Blames IoMda’o for Halt to Agreements ~] p=.t~ 
~¢qth Europe rd~s 

playe 

da 

Ukraine’s prime minister said his government’s decision to waJk        ~’"-’~ 

away fl’om the packs was based on fiscal imperatives, and 

ultimately prompted by the I.M.F?s overly harsh terms fbr an aid package. 

Wine Ce|lar, Well Aged, Is Revealed in Israeli 

Where rule~s of a Middle Brm~ze Age eii3.=state m~ee feasted, 

researchers have found one of dv~fization’s oldest and largest 

U,S. 

N.SoAo Report Outlhmd Goals for }lore Power 

The top.-seeret document described s~rategies to keep pace with rapidIy 

changing tecJmoloKv and st~y ahead of adversaries in i~tdlige~ce collection. 

,~ Document: A Strategy for Suweillance Powers 

On a ida}, It Can Never Eseape~ Dallas Tries to 

Heal 

Thousands joined to honor President John F. Kennedy it~ a 

tri bute leaders hoped would also help heal a city lol-tg stigm atized 

fo; th~ 



by his death. 

Gyneeologi sts R tm AJ~’o t~l of Panel Wh en Patient 

Dr. Elizabeth StieVs patien~ last year included about **o men 

wkh a high ~{sk of anal eanee> It’s the "mete" part that the 

Am eriea~ Board of Ohste~4cs and Gynecology objected ~o. 

Elizabet 

h Stier 

Business 

iEurope at iEase X~ith Eyes i~ the Sky 

Despite genera] skittishness about electronic smweillance, 

European offidals seem more open to civilian dro,ms than 

regulators in the U~ited States. 

U,So Retailers Decide to Aid Factory Vi(¢h~s in 

Bangladesh 

Wahnart, Seats, Chi]d~’en’s Place and other zMneriean eompa*fies 

that were selling goods produced at the site of two dJsasDrs are 

not joining in efforts to compensate victims’ f~m~ilies. 

...... workers 

st the 

Marines Toughen Rules for Makers of Licensed Clothing 

C[othit~g produced by a company licensed to make Mark~e Corps clothing was 

found in the rubble of a faetozT [ire in Ban~adesh. 

Sports 

Norwegian, 22, Taker World Chess Title 

Magnus ( ~arlsem a 22-year-old Norwegian, de*’eated 

Viswanathan ~and, 43, of India, the titleholder since 2007, and 

he did not l~-.,se a game in the besb-of-.12 serieso 

V~;orki~g Ot~t a Storey l~arriage That 

Wi~h BeRs arid a 

Sh~ce Manny Pacquiao saved ~is marOage, sthee ~e turned to 

God at~d Bible study and away from his vices, he has not 

pet’fol’m e~-~ like a fighter of the decade. 

, New Territory, and New Challenges, for HBO in Macau Prizefight 

oF’acquia 



TIMBERWOLVES 111, NETS 81 
The 

~out 
Nikola 

Kevin Oamett was involved in a thh’d-quar[er alterea[ion wi’~ 

Kevin Love as ki~e Timberwolves dealt the Nets their fouAh straight loss a[~d 

sevenfla i~ ei~j~t road games. 

Long Silence, Dolan Speaks 

For mo:~ spolts news, 90 ~o NYTimes.comtSpor~ ~ 

Arts 

Principal Auctioneer of Sotheby’s l[s Leavh~g 

Post 

Tobias Meyer has been the public face of Sokheby’s for neurly 2o 

years both as iks principal auc[ioneer and worldwide head of its 

contemporary a[~ deparkmen L 

:": Meyer 

has 

SINOSPHERE BLOG 
Jia 

No Re]lease in Sight fo~° Fi]lm Exp]loring China’s I zh~gk I 
Violence 

e ~n his 

"A ’Fouct of Evil," iI~e new ih-n by ~e celebrated ar~ house 

director dia Zhangke, won a best screenplay uward at Cunnes in May. When iI 

wJJ] he shown in China, however, is a~ybody’s guess. 

DANCE REVIEW 

:Da~ling Ju|iets light the Stage of Royal Ballet 

Natalia Osipova and Evgenia ObraAsova bring their light to 

Kenneth MaeMil]an’s "Romeo and Juliet" with the Royal Ba]Iet. 

Nataiia 
Osipova 

with 

Obituaries 

Verst Igl[ikkelsen, Ha!~ ofFamer %Vho %’Von Fore" 
Titles With the Lakers, Dies at B5 

Mikke]sen, a s~x-time N.B.A. AJ]-Shw known %r his tough 

del)nse and ~vbounding, helped pioneer t5e posi~on of power 

forward. 

Sylvia Browne Dies at 77; SelGProclaimed 

Psychic 

Ms. Browne, who appeared on "Lar~7 King Live" and other 

shows, said she could spe~N to the dead und clNmed to have 

helped police fi~d murder suspects and flaeir victims. 

John Egerton, %Vho Lent Spice to Social Justice, 

Dies at 78 

Mr. Egerton, a Southern w~ter, used Southern cooking both us u 

means to nnd~rstand Ne cu]tm’e and to achieve racial 

reeouciliafion. 

Travel 

I[n Search of~ oody GutJ~’~e s _~u~erica 

From Coney Island to the Pacific Northwest, Los Angeles to 

Oklahoma, visiting a eolleetion of places that formed [~otable 

chapters i~ the folk singer’s life. 

Grand 

Coulee 



NEXT STOP 

Sa]~ Merino, a 24-sqtmre-mi]e com~h’y surrounded by [t;dy, may 

appear pnzzling at times, but there are rewards to be fonnd in 

trying to figm’c it out. 

36 Hours h~ Char|eaton, S,C, 

Crowds are thimmr and tempera!au’es are miM dnr4~g whiter 

this Southern dU, making the season a great dme D visit. 

~E~ Slide Show 

k on 

Monte 

Today’s Video 

V~D~::O: Thts Week ,~ }t~ovies: Nov. 

The New York T~mes fi]m c’d~cs on "The Hm~ger Games: 

Catehi ~g blre." "Is fl~e Man Who Is Tail Happy?" and 

"Ph~lomena." 

~ vwEo: Roasted Turkey Stock 

Julia Moskin makes roasted tin’key stock adapted fl’om a recipe 

by Suzanne Goin of A.O.C. restaurant. 

~ vm£o: Review: 2o14 Ford Fiesta 

Some people won’t drive anythi~g less than a h~xury car. Others 

}nst need the Iuxm7 of dt@ing. The refreshed 2o14 Ford Fiesta 

offers budget buyers a slice of the good life. For a price. 

For r/io;e vid.~o, 9o 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

SurveiHanee Goes on Trial 

An A.C.L.U. lawsnit finally e~oses the National Seemqty Agency’s data sweep 

to opposing arguments. 

EDITORIAL 

Climbing O~t of AIbsa~y’s Swamp 

Public financing of state campaigns could soon be on the t;tble. 

EDITORIAL 

Respondh*g to a ~le~fing~tis Outbreak 

The impoemdon of a vaccine is a good cxample of how two agencies can 

collaborate to reach a se~sible soh~tion, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Thrill of Breathlessness 

A diving dca0~ is a reminder that somctknes young people need 

to register the cold scorch of fear to feel truly alive. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’Trouble Don t Last Always 

Change is hard and often mDSSy and the Affordable Care Act 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama’s Bay of Pigs 

J.[,’,lC learned frorn his mis b~keso Ca~ President Obama do the 

same after the disastrous r-~lh- ut of ( )bamacare~ 
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Davis Polk Washington Watch 
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Dear all, 

The massive $13 billion settlement of mortgage-backed securities claims was finally reached among the DO J, state Attorneys General and JPMorgan. The full text of the 
settlement is her~e, the webcast of the JPMorgan investor call is berne and the JPMorgan slides are here. The body of Washington Watch contains a selection of articles. Both 
Jamie Dimon and Eric Holder agreed that this settlement was only the beginning for the banking sector with the JPMorgan CEO commenting "it]hey picked us first. There had 
to be a first.".., and the Attorney General stating that the "size and scope of this resolution should send a clear signal that the Justice Department’s financial fraud 

investigations are far from over." JPMorgan’s general counsel, Stephen Cutler, speaking at the annual meeting of The Clearing House, pointed out that there is a regulatory 
enforcement spiral with multiple overlapping and duplicative investigations by regulators. "At what point does this stop?" he asked, also calling for a task force to study the 
issue of regulator overlap. 

This week’s exercise of the nuclear option by the Senate could have meaningful implications for financial regulation. By lowering the threshold for votes on most Presidential 
nominations from 60 votes to a simple 51, the VVhite House will have a much easier time filling regulatory and judicial vacancies. Although there is much speculation 
concerning the impact of this change on the D.C. Circuit, where the President’s nominees are far more liberal than the current sitting members, who have shown a willingness 
to overturn regulatory agency actions, the more immediate impact may be on executive branch nominations. 

We have tired of repeating the latest media rumors of the vote count, timing and latest evidence of internecine regulatory warfare around the final Volcker Rule regulations, so 
we simply direct our readers to the body of Washington Watch. VVhat is clear is that the situation is an obvious outgrowth of an unwise Congressional decision to give rule- 
writing authority to five regulators. 

CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler announced this week that the CFTC may make substituted compliance determinations concerning six non-U.S, jurisdictions by December 21, 
the date certain CFTC rules will apply absent a finding that a non-U.S, jurisdiction’s rule are substantially equivalent. ESMA released a final report last week setting out 
technical regulatory standards for the cross-border application of EMIR. This draft, if endorsed by the European Commission, would be the final regulatory standards governing 
the cross-border reach of EMIR and, thus, the overlap of EMIR with CFTC rules. Also this week, the CFTC unveiled a new weekly swaps report, which summarizes swap 
transaction data from three swap data repositories by market participant type and product type. The CFTC will release these reports each Wednesday. Finally, the SEC may 
add to our already busy December calendars, with rules on credit rating agencies, asset-backed securities and private securities offerings possibly on the agenda. The 
agency may also propose t~cordkeeping and reporting rules for security-based swaps. 

The regulation of short4erm wholesale funding markets is rising higher in the regulatory reform agenda in the United Kingdom and the United States, following the FSB’s 
publication earlier this year of proposals for the reform of short4erm wholesale funding markets. In the United Kingdom, the FCA is ramping up efforts to supervise and ensut~ 
the competitiveness of wholesale funding markets. In the United States, Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo gave a major speech this week on the topic in which he 
suggested the policy options of higher capital or higher liquidity for firms that rely heavily on short4erm wholesale funding. He also suggested that the FSB’s proposal for 
higher margin on short-term funding did not cover enough firms and was not strict enough. 

The CFPB released a final rul.___~e this week aimed at improving consumer understanding of loan terms by integrating mortgage disclosure forms. The FDIC, Federal Reserve and 
OCC announced a new estimation tool to help community banks understand the potential effects of the recently revised regulatory capital framework on their capital ratios. 
The FDIC and OCC released final guidance on deposit advance products, available here and here. The guidelines, substantially similar to the agencies’ April proposals, ban 
nationally chartered and nonmember state-chartered banks from extending new advances to a borrower before existing advances have been repaid and require a one-month 
waiting period between successive deposit advance loans to a single borrower. 

Be sure not to miss the Transatlantic Corporate Governance Dialogue, to be held on December 3, 2013 at Columbia Law School. Overseen by the SEC and European 
Commission, the conference will feature perspectives from two former SEC Commissioners on such topics as activist investing, proxy advisers and say-on-pay. 

We will be taking off for Thanksgiving weekend, so look for the next edition of Washington Watch on December 7. 

Best regards, 

Annette L. Nazareth & Margaret E. Tahyar 

Annette L. N~z~]reth 

Davis Polk & Wardwell 

901 15th Street NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 062 7075 tel 

202 962 7085 fax 

If you do not wish to receive Washington Watch emails, please click here to unsubscribe. 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 

Please refer to the firm’s pri~am,, policy located at wvvw.d~vispelk.com for important information on this policy. 
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In Extracting Deal From JPMorgan, U.S. Aimed For Bottom Line 

JPMorgan’s Top Lawyer: "At What Point Does This Stop?" 

The False Promise Of Narrow Banking 

Fed’s Tarullo Offers Fixes For Wholesale Funding Market 

Warren And Vitter Press Yellen On Bank Supervision 

CFTC Goes Its Own Way Over Volcker Rule 

Fed’s Tarullo Says Volcker Rule Will Prevent More London Whales 

SEC’s Stein Calls For Stronger Final Volcker Rule 

FDIC Watchdog Cites Progress, Challenges In Systemic Resolution 
Work 

Gensler Says Three Swap Market Operators Must Tweak Access Rules 

Wall Street Pushes Back On CFTC’s Advisory For Overseas Swaps 

In Obama’s Pick To Lead A Financial Regulator, An Enigma 

Watchdog Says Banks’ Bookkeeping Leaves Investors In The Dark 

SEC Says Credit Raters Can Manage Some Conflicts 

House Banking Panel Passes CFPB Changes 

CFPB Releases Final Rule On Mortgage Disclosure Forms 

Davis Pofk & Wa]’dwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



Why Bankers A~d Regulators See Very Biffere~t Futgre For Gia~t Banks (November 19, 2013) 
In an opinion article in American Banker, Barbara A. Rehm writes, "Government officials believe ever- 
intensifying regulatory requirements will force the largest banks to shrink and simplify to the point they are no 
longer a threat to the financial system. Bankers see a very different future where they adjust their business 
models to Dodd-Frank’s mandates and pretty much carry on. The likely reality lies somewhere in the 
middle .... Capital and liquidity are just the sharpest of the regulators’ tools. A host of macroprudential 
standards as well as trading limits are coming. Regulators are also working on a debt requirement for holding 
companies and new limits on wholesale funding. Officials have wide latitude to demand changes via living wills 
and stress tests. But listening to bankers you do not get the sense a regulatory juggernaut is about to bury the 
largest players. Some executives say they view the Dodd-Frank Act as protection against competition because 
it erects an enormous barrier to entering the business .... [T]he banks’ ace in the hole [is that the] regulators 
in power today won’t be the regulators in office a few years from now .... I’ve slowly become convinced the 
executives at the major banks are at least partially right .... I think we will always have megabanks. But their 
business models will change. Whether those changes end up making the system safer or not remains to be 
seen .... And that leads to an important question: What’s the endgame on TBTF?" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Banking Daily, Bankers Say Industry Emer.qling From Crisis Despite Short-Term Dodd-Frank Complications 

In Extracting Deal From JPNIorgan, UoS. Aimed For Bottom Line (November 19, 2013) 
In The New York Times DealBook, Ben Protess and Jessica Silver-Greenberg report, "[O]n September 24, 
[JPMorgan chief executive Jamie Dimon] arrived at the Justice Department in Washington, where the two sides 
worked toward a $13 billion settlement that was announced on Tuesday [November 19]. The settlement 
amounts to roughly half the bank’s annual profit. [Associate Attorney General Tony] West’s negotiating tactics 
underscore a broader strategy shift at the Justice Department, where prosecutors are seeking to hit Wall Street 
where it hurts most: the bottom line .... The deal with JPMorgan, which eclipses other Wall Street 
settlements, is the largest sum a single company has ever paid to the government. The bank, at the Justice 
Department’s insistence, also admitted to a statement of facts that outlined how it failed to fully disclose the 
risks of buying risky mortgage securities from 2005 to 2008 .... The breakdown of the $13 billion settlement 
with JPMorgan includes a $2 billion fine to prosecutors in Sacramento and $4 billion in relief to struggling 
homeowners in hard-hit areas like Detroit and certain neighborhoods in New York. The government 
earmarked the other $7 billion as compensation to federal agencies and state attorneys general across the 
country .... [JPMorgan] forfeited the right to try later to recoup any of the $13 billion from the FDIC." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

New York Times DealBook, Cost Aside, JPMorgan May Have A Good Deal 
New York Times DealBook, Where Does JPMorgan’s $13 Billion Go? 

::i::i::i::i DOJ Materials: Settlement Aqreement -- Statement of Facts -- Consumer Relief-- RMBS Covered 
by Settlement -- FHFA Claims Resolved -- NCUA Claims Resolved -- FDIC Claims Resolved 

:::::::::::::: JPMorgan Materials: Investor Presentation -- Investor Conference Call (webcast) 

:::::::::::::::: Press Releases: DOJ -- JPMo~qan -- FDIC 

JPMorga~ $13B Dea~ May Not End Bank’s Lega~ Woes (November 20, 2013) 
An unbylined article in The Wall Street Journal reports, "JPMorgan has several lawsuits pending against it and 
the mortgage businesses it bought from Bear Stearns and Washington Mutual in 2008. There’s also an ongoing 
criminal investigation led by the office of U.S. Attorney Benjamin Wagner in Sacramento, California .... ’The 
conduct uncovered in this investigation helped sow the seeds of the mortgage meltdown,’ Attorney General Eric 
Holder said. ’JPMorgan was not the only financial institution during this period to knowingly bundle toxic loans 
and sell them to unsuspecting investors, but that is no excuse for the firm’s behavior.’... According to the 
Justice Department’s statement of facts agreed to by JPMorgan, many of the mortgage loans were referred to 
inside JPMorgan as ’rejects.’ Those loans were missing appraisals or proof of borrower’s income, employment 
or assets .... Yet JPMorgan ultimately accepted half of those rejects and re-graded them as acceptable .... 
Wagner, the U.S. attorney in Sacramento, said at a news conference that the activity described in the settlement 



was ’symptomatic of the recklessness on Wall Street.’ Asked about a time frame for resolving the criminal probe, 
Wagner said, ’You’ll just have to stay tuned. We’re going to keep plugging away.’" 

~i~i~i~i Full text of article 

JPMorgan’s Top Lawyer: "At What Point Does This Stop?" (November 2£ 20"[ 3) 
In The Wall Street Journal Moneybeat blog, Dan Fitzpatrick reports, "Days after signing his name to a $13 
billion settlement with the Justice Department, JPMorgan general counsel Stephen Cutler took several shots 
at U.S. regulators during a public appearance Friday [November 22]. ’We should all be concerned’ about the 
recent spate of record-setting fines for J.P. Morgan and other banks ’because at a certain point people 
become immune to the numbers,’ he said at a conference hosted by industry trade association The Clearing 
House. ’At what point does this stop?’... Mr. Cutler quickly turned to several areas of criticism -- the recent 
escalation of fines for the largest institutions, duplicative behavior on the part of multiple regulators and 
concerns about protections provided to privileged bank information once it is submitted to regulators. He 
described how J.P. Morgan had to conduct interviews with regulators ’in an auditorium’ in the wake of the 
London whale trading losses because so many agencies were involved .... He called for a task force to 
study the duplications." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

JPMorgan’s Top Lawyer Fires Back At Regulators (November 2£ 20"[ 3) 
In CNN Money, Stephen Gandel reports, "Apparently, JPMorgan’s top lawyer has some hurt feelings over his 
bank’s recent $13 billion fine. Stephen Cutler, speaking Friday morning [November 22] at an industry 
conference, fired back at the government and said that the regulation of banks is spiraling out of control .... 
Cutler, who was the head of the SEC’s division of enforcement from 2001 to 2005, says he fears the fines 
banks are paying now are setting a new, much higher floor. ’Issues that used to be seen as part of regulators’ 
normal supervisory function are now being treated as a basis for an enforcement action,’ said Cutler. ’Not 
sure how we got here.’... Cutler also questioned whether regulators had guidelines for when they press for 
admissions of guilt when settling cases, which regulators often hadn’t done in the past .... Dan Stipano, a 
top official at the OCC who was also on the panel, said that he thought it was clear that there should have 
been some admission of guilt in the case of the London Whale, but that his agency did not have a new policy 
of always pushing for guilty pleas. He said that ’neither admits nor denies’ continues to be standard language 
in his OCC’s settlement paperwork." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

The JPMorgan Settlement Isn’t Justice (November 21, 2013:} 
In Bloomberg View, Jonathan Well reports, "JPMorgan didn’t have to admit to any violations of the law. And 
here’s the rub: The Justice Department didn’t allege any, either .... The agreement did incorporate an 
11-page statement of facts that explained in vague terms what JPMorgan did. Yet none of the 
acknowledgments by JPMorgan in that document hurt the bank. JPMorgan didn’t admit liability or even any 
mistakes. That’s no better than the old ’neither admit nor deny’ boilerplate .... No individuals got pinched. 
We don’t know much about the details of what the Justice Department’s investigation found. It’s unclear why 
prosecutors didn’t accuse JPMorgan of fraud, although one possible explanation is that the government 
lacks proof .... The department also said that ’JPMorgan acknowledged it made serious misrepresentations 
to the public’ as part of the agreed-upon statement of facts. Actually, it did no such thing .... ’We didn’t say 
that we acknowledge serious misrepresentation of the facts,’ JPMorgan CFO Marianne Lake said during a 
November 19 conference call .... It isn’t a good sign when the company paying billions of dollars to resolve 
a government probe comes across as more believable than the government lawyers who cut the deal." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

New York Attorney General Expects More Bank Settlements (November 21, 2013) 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Michael Virtanen reports, "Many more bank settlements over mishandling of 
mortgage-backed securities will follow JPMorgan’s record $13 billion agreement signed this week, New York 
Attorney General Eric Schneiderman said Wednesday [November 20] .... He declined to say which 
institutions will settle or when .... ’Other banks will follow,’ Schneiderman said. This first settlement provides 



relief to people with troubled mortgages, provides accountability for bank misconduct, and enables the bank to 
put the civil liability issue behind it, he said. ’My colleagues in the working group and I will continue our 
investigations,’ Schneiderman told reporters, adding that staff on the JPMorgan case will be redirected to 
accelerate those probes. ’1 think the process of negotiating with some banks will start very quickly.’" 

:a:: Full text of article 

JPMorgan And J~stice Department Reach $13B Settlement (November 20, 2:013) 
In USA Today, Kevin McCoy reports, "’We are pleased to have concluded this extensive agreement.., and to 
have resolved the civil claims of the Department of Justice and others,’ said [JPMorgan Chief Executive Jamie] 
Dimon in announcing the settlement. Asked during a later conference call with Wall Street analysts why 
investigators targeted the New York-based bank, which emerged largely unscathed from the financial crisis 
over other lending institutions, Dimon said: ’They picked us first. There had to be a first.’... John Coffee, a 
securities regulation expert at Columbia Law School in New York, said the financial penalties appeared to 
signal ’a new toughness’ at the Department of Justice since a 2012 case involving HSBC .... The global deal 
differed from previous government settlements that ’tended to focus on a single transaction or portfolio while 
failing to address the larger picture,’ said Thomas Gorman, a former enforcement attorney for the SEC." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

The False Promise Of Narrow Banking {November 18, £013} 
In American Banker, Arthur Long reports, "As Dodd-Frank has reached its fourth year, there are increased 
calls to prohibit bank holding companies from engaging in particular financial activities -- a holding company 
version of the ’narrow banking’ concept of the early 1990s. The Federal Reserve has indicated that it is re- 
examining whether physical commodity activities are permissible under the Bank Holding Company Act and 
may impose increased capital charges on them .... Senators Maria Cantwell (D-WA) and Angus King 
(D-ME) have introduced their 21st Century Glass-Steagall Act of 2013. And, of course, there is the pending 
Volcker Rule’s proprietary trading ban .... Activities in global financial markets that are outside the core of 
traditional banking did not cause the financial crisis. If narrow banking prohibitions are adopted at the 
holding company level, prohibited activities will be conducted by entities not subject to comprehensive 
consolidated supervision .... There is no per se connection between new banking activities and 
inappropriate risk management. Indeed, recent history tells us companies that are not regulated as financial 
holding companies are less likely to manage the risks from ’financial-in-nature’ activities appropriately .... 
Subject to prudential supervision, well-capitalized, well-managed bank holding companies should be allowed 
to lean out into a range of financial activities -- not forced to lean in to narrow banking." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Senate’s Filibuster Rule Change Should He~p Obarna Achieve Key SecondoTern~ Priorities (November 21,201 S) 
In The Washington Post, Zachary A. Goldfarb reports, "The Senate vote Thursday [November 21] to lower 
the barriers for presidential nominations should make it easier for President Obama to accomplish key 
second-term priorities, including tougher measures on climate change and financial regulation, that have 
faced intense opposition from Republicans in Congress. The move to allow a simple majority vote on most 
executive and judicial nominees also sets the stage for Obama to appoint new top officials to the Federal 
Reserve and other key agencies .... The most immediate effect will be felt at the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the District of Columbia Circuit. Widely regarded as second only to the Supreme Court in influence, it plays a 
central role in upholding or knocking down federal regulations .... The court is expected to hear a series of 
other legal challenges as well, including [a lawsuit] related to... the CFPB .... In recent years, the D.C. 
Circuit has been hostile.., to several regulations under the Dodd-Frank Act overhauling the financial 
industry .... ’We’ve seen over the last few years that the judges there now have taken a hard line against 
the regulatory agencies,’ said Annette Nazareth, a lawyer at Davis Polk and a former commissioner at the 
SEC. ’You’re going to bring people who are going to have a different perspective.’" 

:a:: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: American Banker, Why ::Goin~q Nuclear" Matters For Banks 



Treasury Arm Gets Ea~ul From Asset Maria#ors (November i 7, 2013) 
in The Wall Street Journal, Ryan Tracy reports, "The asset management industry is pushing back against a 
powerful, yet little-known Treasury Department office that is laying the groundwork for tougher federal 
regulation of mutual funds and other asset managers. Large firms such as BlackRock Inc., Pacific investment 
Management Co. and Fidelity Investments are blasting a report by the OFR that found asset managers could 
pose risks to the broader financial system. The finding is significant because it is among the criteria a group of 
senior U.S. regulators will use to determine whether large asset managers are ’systemically important’ and 
should be drawn in for stricter oversight .... The Fed hasn’t outlined rules for these firms yet but has said it 
would be flexible in applying rules to different industries .... BlackRock and Fidelity have discussed the report 
with aides to Senators Mark Warner (D-VA), and Jon Tester (D-MT), people familiar with the matter said. Both 
senators raised the issue at last week’s confirmation hearing of Janet Yellen for Fed chairman .... industry 
representatives also have brought their concerns to senior members of the House Financial Services 
Committee, according to another person familiar with those discussions." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

EU Says Gens~er Swaps Ru~e C~ashes With Trans-At~antic Pact (November 21~ 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Jim Brunsden reports, "EU regulators accused the CFTC of reneging on a trans-Atlantic 
pact on swaps regulation, saying new curbs on EU-based units of U.S. banks clash with efforts to align rules. 
The EC is urging the CFTC to reconsider the measure that Chairman Gary Gensler argued is vital to prevent 
U.S. companies from evading regulations by booking transactions through affiliates based in other countries. 
’We were very surprised by the latest CFTC rules which seem to us to go against both the letter and spirit of 
the path forward agreement,’ Chantal Hughes, spokeswoman for Michel Barnier, the EU’s financial services 
chief, said in reference to an accord struck between EU and U.S. swaps regulators in July. The rules ’are 
another step away from the kind of inter-operable global system that we want to build.’... The CFTC rules 
’are yet another example’ of why financial regulation should be included in discussions on a planned EU-U.S. 
free trade agreement, Hughes said. This would provide ’a more formal dispute resolution mechanism for 
constructively addressing these kinds of issues.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Federal Reserve 

Fed’s Tarul~o Offers Fixes For Wholesale Fundi~g Market (November 22, 2013) 
In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo on Friday 
[November 22] floated three ways policymakers could strengthen a set of proposed market-wide reforms for 
securities financing transactions .... [T]he suggested global framework would establish a system of 
numerical floors for haircuts that would force any firm that is looking to borrow against a security to post a 
minimum amount of excess margin that could vary depending on the asset class .... Tarullo, who oversees 
bank supervision at the Fed, suggested the August proposal by the FSB was a ’first step’ in crafting a [global] 
framework but posed ’significant limitations.’... [Tarullo’s first suggested measure] included basing it on the 
floors of current repo market haircuts to help prevent a ’return to less prudent practices’ before the financial 
crisis, he said. A second approach would be to establish a set of haircuts for long-term periods that would 
include periods of stress .... Lastly, policymakers could set levels that would be consistent with the amount 
of capital a bank would have to hold against a security if it was held in inventory." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Governor Tarullo Speech 

Warre~ And Vitter Press YeOmen O~ Ba~k Supervision (November 19, 2013) 
in American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Responding to written questions in separate letters by Senators 
Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) and David Vitter (R-LA), Yellen answered questions pertaining to plans by the Fed 



to limit its emergency lending authority, supervise insurance companies, and beef up staff to improve the 
agency’s oversight of the six largest U.S. financial institutions .... ’We are still adding more personnel that 
will be devoted to supervision of systemically important firms,’ Yellen wrote in response to a question posed 
by Warren .... Yellen said the Fed currently has roughly 200 experts that are involved in assessing the 
agency’s risk measurement, stress testing and capital planning processes .... Vitter called for further clarity 
from Yellen on the Fed’s plan to issue guidance related to its emergency lending authority .... [Yellen said] 
the Fed expects to issue a proposal ’shortly.’... Vitter raised a series of questions on how the Fed would 
apply capital standards to nonbank financial companies, particularly insurance companies .... Yellen noted 
that the Collins Amendment, a provision in the Dodd-Frank Act which requires regulators to establish 
minimum risk-based and leverage capital requirements, did not contain any exceptions for insurance 
companies .... Yellen said the Fed as permitted by law would continue to ’carefully consider’ how to craft 
capital rules for such insurance companies." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Bloomberg News, Yellen Says Fed To ’Carefully Consider’ SIFI Rules For Insurers 

Yel~en~s Fed Leadership Is An Al~ostoE)one Oea~ (November 21,2013) 
In The New York Times, Binyamin Appelbaum and Jonathan Weisman report, "The Federal Reserve’s 
campaign to encourage economic growth was bolstered on Thursday [November 21] as Janet L. Yellen moved 
to the verge of confirmation as the next head of the Fed, and a change in Senate procedures made it easier for 
the White House to fill three other vacancies on the Fed’s board. The Senate Banking Committee sent 
Ms. Yellen’s nomination to the full Senate on Thursday morning by a vote of 14-8. This margin, unusually 
small compared with those for past nominees to lead the Fed, reflected the depth of partisan divisions over the 
central bank’s five-year-old campaign to increase the pace of economic growth. Still, Ms. Yellen’s confirmation 
to a four-year term -- and the distinction of becoming the first woman to lead the Fed -- is virtually assured 
after the Senate changed its rules a few hours later to require only 51 votes to confirm most presidential 
nominees, meaning Ms. Yellen does not need Republican support .... The rules change also will make it 
easier for the White House to fill three other seats on the Fed’s seven-member board of governors with 
nominees likely to share Ms. Yellen’s commitment to pressing ahead with the Fed’s stimulus campaign." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Bloomberg News, Senate Bankinq Panel Schedules Vote On Yellen For The Fed This Week 
:::::::::::::::: Senate Banking Committee Hearing: Information Paqe -- Chairman Johnson Statement 

Volcker 

CFTC Goes Its Own Way Over Vo~cker Ru~e (Nlove~ber 23, 2013) 
In the Financial Times, Gina Chon reports, "The chairman of the CFTC has come under fire for pitching a 
version of the Volcker rule that is different to the draft being studied by the country’s four other regulators 
before the proposal can be finalised. The SEC, the Federal Reserve, the FDIC and the OCC are all basing 
their comments on the same draft, which is different to CFTC chairman Gary Gensler’s version .... ’You are 
asking me to read 1,000 pages of documents and I don’t even know if I have the right one,’ Republican 
Commissioner Scott O’Malia said in an interview .... Mr. O’Malia said he had asked Mr. Gensler’s office if 
he could have a written list of the differences between Mr. Gensler’s version and the draft the other 
regulators have. He said he was offered an oral recitation but was told he could not have a written 
analysis .... Mr. O’Malia said he was not told that the draft he had was specific to the CFTC, and did not 
find out that the other regulators had a different version until he started asking questions about the document. 
Mr. Gensler hopes he can convince the other regulators to favour his version." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulators, Divided Over "Vo~cker Ru~e," Weigh Going ~t Abne (Nove~ber 22, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Scott Patterson reports, "Bank regulators are considering passing the ’Volcker 
rule’ without the blessing of the CFTC, which has been pushing for 1 lth-hour changes ahead of a year-end 
deadline to finalize the regulation, according to people familiar with the process .... CFTC Chairman Gary 
Gensler, along with an SEC Commissioner, has begun arguing the rule is too soft on banks and doesn’t do 
enough to prevent them from making risky bets, these people said. Mr. Gensler in recent weeks has sent a 



number of proposed changes to a team of regulators hammering out language in the roughly 1,000-page rule, 
these people said .... Mr. Gensler’s concerns have upset other regulators, who say Mr. Gensler chose to 
stay on the sidelines as the rule was being drafted, despite requests from top officials that he get involved. 
He has become fully engaged with the process only in the past two months, they say .... Late Tuesday 
[November 19], Mr. Gensler sent a draft of the rule to CFTC commissioners, according to people familiar with 
the matter. However, it wasn’t the version other regulators had been working on and instead contained 
Mr. Gensler’s proposed changes -- many of which hadn’t been agreed upon by other agencies." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Fed’s Tar~l~o Says Volcker Ru~e Wil~ Prevent More London Whales (November 23, 
In Bloomberg, Jeff Kearns and Jesse Hamilton report, "Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo said 
regulators are writing a final version of the Volcker rule to block any repeats of JPMorgan’s $6.2 billion in 
losses last year from derivative bets by a trader dubbed the London Whale. ’One of the key mandates to the 
staff from all the five agencies working on the final rule has been to ensure that London Whale, in 
substantive and procedural terms, couldn’t happen again,’ Tarullo said yesterday [November 22] in response 
to audience questions after a speech in Washington. He called the JPMorgan losses ’a real-world case’ that 
allows them to backrest the Volcker rule, which bans proprietary trading at banks .... He said the proposed 
version would’ve prevented the losses by JPMorgan trader Bruno Iksil because it requires banks to show 
how trades work as hedges instead of as proprietary trades." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC’s Stein Cal~s For Stronger Fina~ Vo~cker Rule (Novernbe~ 22, 2013} 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "A top U.S. regulator who is a crucial swing vote to adopt the Volcker 
rule to ban proprietary trading by banks expressed some disappointment on Friday [November 22] about the 
contents of a final draft, saying she hopes it will be strengthened. ’To be clear, the rule we are evaluating 
now is not the rule I would have written,’ SEC Democratic member Kara Stein said in remarks before the 
American Bar Association. ’My hope is that when it comes time to vote on it, that the rule will be strong 
enough and faithful enough to Congress’ direction, that I will be able to support it.’... People familiar with 
the matter have previously said that these differences have narrowed greatly. But in recent weeks, both 
Stein and CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler have been raising concerns internally about whether the final rule 
will be tough enough, a person familiar with the matter previously told Reuters .... However, she did 
express optimism about the ultimate outcome. ’All of the financial regulators are working hard to make sure 
that the rule does what it is supposed to do,’ she said. ’It will be done.’" 

~/~/~/~/~ Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Automated Trader, Buckle Your Prop Trading Seat Belts -- CFTC Hooks Wagon To Volcker 
Reuters, U.S. Requlators Hope To Adopt Volcker Rule In December 
New York Times DealBook, Pressure Builds To Finish Volcker Rule On Wall St. Oversight 
Wall Street Journal, Volcker Rule Faces New Hurdles 

:::::::::::::::: Commissioner Stein Speech 

CFTC’s Chi~ton Says He’d Vote Against Current Vo~cker Rule (November 21, 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Silla Brush reports, "’There would be no sense even doing a final rule if what is currently 
being considered on hedging remains the same,’ said [CFTC Commissioner Bart] Chilton, referring to the 
rule banning proprietary trading, in a telephone interview yesterday [November 20]. He said he is prepared 
to vote against the rule as it’s currently drafted. ’If we voted on it today, I’d oppose it,’ he said. ’It opens the 
door for proprietary speculative bets under the guise of hedging, exactly what Congress told us to avoid.’... 
If Chilton leaves before the commission’s vote, the rule could still be completed this year if it wins the support 
of two of the remaining three members .... Gensler told reporters yesterday that ’there is still some more 
work to be done’ on the regulation and that staff members at the five agencies and the Treasury Department 
are having conference calls about it almost daily." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



Federa~ Reserve’s P~osser Casts Doubt O~ Year-E~d Vo~cker Deadline (November 1 ~, 2013) 
In American Banker, Maria Aspan reports, "Federal Reserve official Charles Plosser on Monday 
[November 18] became the latest regulator to warn that the government may not finalize the Volcker rule by 
the end of this year. ’Oh boy... I don’t know that we’ll get there by the end of the year,’ Plosser, the 
President of the Philadelphia Fed, told reporters after a speech on Monday .... [I]n recent weeks, officials 
have started to indicate that they will blow [the year-end] deadline .... ’The regulators -- that means all of 
us, all the people involved -- would like to get this done and move on, but as you well know it’s turned out to 
be a lot more difficult than a lot of people have anticipated,’ he said during a question-and-answer session at 
a risk-management conference." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

So~etimes Gol@~an Loses Money (November 21,2013) 
In Bloomberg View, Matt Levine reports, "IT]he Volcker Rule, which is supposed to ensure that banks don’t 
go around losing money by betting their own money in trading businesses, which I guess [Goldman Sachs’ 
billion-dollar loss in currency trading] is. A couple of points are worth making about that. First, from public 
reports this seems to be a perfectly legitimate market making trade that would be allowed under the intent of 
the Volcker Rule .... Second, those complex client trades are often sold, not bought .... Exotic options 
traders don’t sit around waiting for the phone to ring. The way you run a derivatives market-making business 
is that you build a thing that both you and your clients want .... Hedge funds come to Goldman to do trades 
that don’t otherwise exist in nature; if Goldman could go lay off its risk in perfectly symmetrical ways then it 
would not be providing any useful service .... You can be suspicious of market making for clients, because 
market making is a good way to take on positions that can lose a lot of money -- as Goldman seems to have 
done here .... The Volcker Rule is complicated because finance is complicated. Preventing banks from 
losing money is a good idea but it is also an idea that people have thought of before. They actually try pretty 
hard not to lose money. Sometimes it doesn’t work." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Bank Trading Ru~e Under Fire, Federa~ Resewe Says Could De~ay (Novem#er 21,2013) 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch and Douwe Miedema report, "U.S. regulators are considering whether to give 
banks more time to comply with the Volcker rule, which bans them from gambling with their own money, 
Federal Reserve Vice-Chair Janet Yellen said in a November 18 letter. Yellen, nominated by President 
Barack Obama to lead the Fed, did not say whether an extension would be granted, but pointed out that the 
law permits regulators to give banks up to three one-year extensions if necessary. ’The Board will... 
consider the public interest in granting an extension of the conformance period,’ Yellen wrote to Mike Grapo 
(R-ID), responding to follow-up questions [asked after] a hearing into her confirmation." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg News, Yelbn Says Fed To Uphold Public Interest in Volcker Compliance 
Financial Times, Federal Reserve Considering A Delay To Volcker Rule 

FDIC 

FDIC Watchdog Cites Progress, Challenges ~n Systemic Resolution Work (November 22, 2013} 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "The [FDIC’s] inspector general said in a report Friday [November 
22] that while the FDIC has made ’significant progress’ implementing its new liquidation powers for SIFIs, 
’more work remains to be done to establish a robust corporate-wide capability for this critical responsibility.’ 
Improving coordination between the Office of Complex Financial Institutions (OCFI) -- which the agency 
created following Dodd-Frank’s enactment to focus on the new resolution platform -- and other more- 
established divisions within the FDIC was among several recommendations issued by the IG .... The 
report said progress such as the agency’s oversight -- along with the Federal Reserve Board -- of 
companies’ own resolution plans, and agreements between the FDIC and other countries promoting cross- 
border cooperation, were ’notable.’ But it added that the report’s recommendations ’are intended to better 
position the FDIC to face future challenges and successfully carry out its systemic resolution authorities 
under’ Dodd-Frank. The ’OCFI can further.., ongoing efforts’ to improve coordination among divisions ’by 



engaging key corporate stakeholders to fully define the logistics, roles and responsibilities, preparation 
activities, and resources needed to execute resolution strategies,’ the watchdog said .... Other 
recommendations included stronger information-sharing protocols for OCFI and set time frames for 
developing policies for implementing resolution authorities." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: Wall Street Journal, FDIC Chairman Sees Pro(]tess On Bank-Resolution Rules 
:::::::::::::: FDIC OIG Report 

EU Risks Violating Bank*Capital Pact, Basel Member Says (November 21, 20i3} 
In Bloomberg News, Jim Brunsden and Johan Carlstrom report, "The EU risks violating international bank- 
capital standards and its implementing law should face a rigorous review by global regulators, a Swedish 
member of the Basel Committee warned. The EU’s plans to apply a worldwide pact struck by the Basel 
group fall short in multiple areas, from requirements applied to government debt to treatment of loans to 
small businesses, Uldis Carps, executive director for banking at the Swedish Financial Supervisory 
Authority, said in an interview on November 19. The Basel group is set to probe the EU’s compliance with 
the rules in a peer review to be completed next year .... ’The EU’s implementation is fully in line with the 
spirit and level of ambition of Basel II1,’ Chantal Hughes, a spokeswoman for [European Commissioner 
Michel] Barnier, said by e-mail. ’We said at the time that we weren’t in agreement with the findings of the 
preliminary peer review, and stand ready to provide the Basel committee with all necessary information 
and explanations on how we plan to apply Basel II1,’ she said .... ’The rules of the game are that the 
Basel regulations set identical minimum standards for internationally active banks,’ Carps said. Not fully 
implementing the rules for these lenders for the sake of also applying them to smaller banks ’is in my view 
not compliant with the spirit of Basel,’ he said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulators Provide S~a~ Banks Tool To Crunch Capital (November "llg, 20"IS} 
In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Regulators released a tool on Tuesday [November 19] that 
community banks can use to estimate how their capital matches up with new global standards. The 
three banking agencies -- the Federal Reserve, the FDIC, and the OCC -- provided smaller-sized 
institutions an initial calculator when the U.S. rules implementing Basel III were first proposed in June 
2012 .... Now that U.S. capital rules were finalized in July, regulators agreed to release a final version 
of the tool identical to the initial calculator. In a press release, the agencies said the tool ’may not 
precisely reflect banks’ actual capital ratios under the framework.’ They also alerted banks to the fact 
that the estimation tool requires ’certain manual inputs that could have meaningful effects on results and 
should reference the revised capital framework when using the estimation tool.’ Regulators have 
attempted to find ways to ease the regulatory burden on community banks as much as aossible given 
their strong initial opposition to the global capital rules." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Regulator Materials: Estimation Tool -- Press Releases: FDIC; Federal Reserve OCC -- FDIC 

Financial Institution Letter 

CFTC Unveils New Weekly Swaps Repo~ (November 20, 2013) 
An unbylined article in Reuters reports, "The CFTC unveiled its new weekly swaps report on Wednesday 
[November 20], as part of a series of mandates to rein in the multitrillion-dollar derivatives market. The 
so-called CFTC Swaps Report is designed to bring transparency on pricing information and contract terms 
and will carve out data gleaned from three swaps data repositories: the CME Group SDR; DTCC Data 
Repository; and ICE Trade Vault. The agency will report aggregate gross notional outstanding value, 
dollar volume, and ticket volume of interest rate, currency, credit, equity and commodity swaps. It will 



further categorize those swaps by participant type, and cleared versus uncleared transactions. The data is 
further broken down by swap type .... The report will be released weekly at 3:30 p.m. EST on 
Wednesdays with a 12-day lag time .... CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler said the agency still has ’more 
work to do’ ironing out how to organize data on currency, equity and commodity swaps." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i CFTC Materials: Weekly Swaps Report- Press Release 

Gens~er Says Three Swap Market Operators Must Tweak Access Ru~es (Nove~#er 18, 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Matthew Leising reports, "The CFTC, charged with promoting fairness on the new 
public markets for swaps mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act, is telling three operators they must change their 
access rules. SEFs run by Tradeweb Markets LLC, MarketAxess Holdings Inc. and Bloomberg News parent 
Bloomberg LP are giving banks too much control over who their customers buy and sell with, CFTC 
Chairman Gary Gensler said today [November 18] .... ’What they are doing right now is a violation of 
Dodd-Frank and our rules,’ he said at an event in New York. ’They need to come into compliance,’ he said. 
The limits at Tradeweb, MarketAxess and Bloomberg LP give an advantage to the dealers who created the 
swaps market in the 1980s, Gensler said. ’They’re trying to keep exclusive to the dealers.’... Gensler said 
today in a speech that blocking all-to-all access to swaps trading is ’inconsistent’ with CFTC rules." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Chairman Gensler Speech 

Street Pushes Back On CFTC’s Advisory For Overseas Swaps {Novert~ber 19, 2013} 
In BIoomberg News, Robert Schmidt and Silla Brush report, "The largest Wall Street banks are mobilizing to 
fight a new policy by the CFTC that gives the regulator broader authority in overseas derivatives deals .... 
Within hours of its release, bank lobbyists met to discuss possible legal action against the agency and began 
contacting members of Congress, according to people involved in the pushback. The next day, CFTC 
Chairman Gary Gensler began receiving letters from lawmakers saying he was upsetting the $693 trillion 
market by issuing policy with little consultation .... Gensler, who drew support from one Democratic 
lawmaker yesterday [November 18], defended the policy at a speech in New York to an industry conference 
held by SEFs .... ’A U.S. swap dealer on the 32rid floor of a New York building and a foreign-based swap 
dealer on the 31st floor of the same building, have to follow the same rules when arranging, negotiating or 
executing a swap,’ Gensler said. ’One elevator bank, one set of rules.’ Gensler’s move was cheered by 
Senator Carl Levin, a Wall Street critic who issued a statement yesterday saying that the CFTC ’has it 
exactly right’ in the new policy and blasting the banks for using an ’obscure footnote’ and ’offshore gimmick’ 
to evade oversight .... The advisory has also reopened a rift between the CFTC and European regulators." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Risk Magazine, Asian Dealers "Disappointed" By CFTC Clarification Of Footnote 513 
New York Times, A Tradinq Tactic Is Foiled[ And Banks Cry Foul 

Revived Dodd-Fra~]k Position Limits Worry Energy Firrt~s (November 148, 2013) 
In Risk Magazine, Alexander Osipovich reports, "[M]arket participants are sharply critical of the new rule. 
They say it will drive traders out of commodity derivatives markets, draining liquidity and making it more 
difficult for hedgers to manage their price risk .... In some areas, lawyers say the CFTC has adjusted parts 
of the proposal to make it more industry-friendly than the previous version. But in others, they say the 
commission has actually tightened the regime and made it tougher on energy companies, particularly in its 
treatment of hedge exemptions. Consequently, the energy industry is gearing up for another titanic battle 
over position limits -- and it is shaping up to be just as bitter and acrimonious as the last one. The most 
salient difference between the new rule and the old one is that the CFTC has amended it to respond to the 
September 2012 court ruling and ward off another legal challenge .... Specialists in commodity law say the 
CFTC’s additions will make it harder for industry groups to mount another court challenge .... Aside from 
the necessity finding, the new rule is broadly similar to the rule that was vacated in September 2012." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Davis Polk Client Memorandum 
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CFTC Opens Door To Age~cy Bank Swaps Mode~ (November 20, 2013} 
In IFR Asia, Mike Kentz reports, "The CFTC has been ushering the OTC swaps market closer to an agency 
model akin to the futures market for some time, but a clarification released by the Commission last week 
regarding access rules to SEF platforms appears to have added momentum to an agency model. SEF 
operators must provide impartial access to all swaps users to their platforms, the CFTC ruled .... IT]he 
Commission’s ruling will open the market up for banks to offer agency-style models of execution to clients 
looking to access multiple pools of liquidity at the same time .... Prior to the clarification, the SEF 
restrictions hampered banks that wanted to act as aggregators or portals to liquidity .... The agency 
execution framework, or sponsored access as it is also known, will likely relieve a huge burden for buyside 
firms struggling to get up to speed with SEF rulebooks i choosing which SEF to link up to, and negotiating 
particulars with each platform. Instead, they can link up to a dealer of their choice, which can then connect 
to several SEFs on their behalf .... Banks that have so far shunned the move towards [an] agency [model] 
are likely to lament the move, suggest market participants." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFTC Co~templati~g Six Cross-Border Pacts; Gensler U~wei~ed Vo~cker Rule Draft (Hove~ber 18, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Stephen Joyce reports, "The CFTC is working on agreements with six 
non-U.S, jurisdictions that may allow foreign entities to engage in derivatives activities within [the] CFTC’s 
jurisdiction by complying with their home regulator, CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler said .... [The CFTC’s 
cross-border] interpretative guidance, which applies to non-U.S, swap dealers and non-U.S, major swap 
participants, is scheduled to take effect December 21, meaning non-U.S, entities must on that date begin to 
comply with Dodd-Frank or rely on substituted compliance to conduct swaps business within the CFTC’s 
jurisdiction .... While Gensler said no current substituted compliance regime has been approved for cross- 
border transactions covered by Dodd-Frank with the exception of a July 11,2013, no-action letter between 
the U.S. and EU on risk mitigation techniques, he also said agency work on substituted compliance 
addressing non-U.S, entities is currently under discussion with six jurisdictions --Australia, Canada, the EU, 
Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore. The chairman told reporters it’s possible the CFTC will reach agreement 
on a substituted compliance regime with those six by the December 21 interpretive guidance implementation 
date .... Gensler said the Commission would likely vote on the determinations via seriatim vote." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC May Get A Push Toward B[oker Refon~s (Novernbe[ 2~.~ 2013} 
In Reuters, Suzanne Badyn reports, "The SEC, which has long been weighing tough new ethical standards for 
securities brokers, may get a nudge on Friday [November 22], when a key advisory committee is expected to 
vote in favor of reform. The hot-button issue of requiring brokers to act as fiduciaries -- in clients’ best interests 
-- when giving personalized investment advice has been the subject of a long-running debate in Washington. 
The expected recommendation by the agency’s Investor Advisory Committee may be just the push the agency 
needs to move such a rule forward, say regulatory experts .... While Dodd-Frank does not require the SEC to 
follow the committee’s recommendations, ignoring such a vote will not be easy for the agency, said Arthur Laby, 
a securities law professor at Rutgers School of Law in Camden, New Jersey. Congress mandated the committee, 
and that typically carries more weight than a group an agency may appoint on its own to study an issue .... ’We 
certainly don’t have the ability to force the commission to do anything,’ said Barbara Roper, head of the Investor 
Advisory Committee subcommittee that drafted the recommendation. But a vote in favor of the recommendation 
sends a message that the issue is a high priority for investors, [she] said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related article: ThinkAdvisor, SEC Investor Advisory Committee To Vote Fdday On Fiduciary Plan 

SEC Official Says Agency Reluctant But Wi~ Charge Compliance Officers With Wrongdoing (November 19, 2013} 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Stephen Joyce reports, "The SEC relies on registered investment 
adviser internal compliance programs to aid federal securities law compliance, but the agency is unafraid to 
charge compliance executives in instances where individual misconduct is detected, or where material 



violative behavior is identified, SEC Enforcement Division Associate Director Stephen L. Cohen said 
November 19 .... ’We don’t prefer to charge compliance officers. We worry, quite frankly, about the 
message it sends because it’s critical for us that good people take on compliance jobs. That said, there are 
instances where misconduct involves compliance officers or the failures are so stark we feel a need to 
charge,’ Cohen said .... Cohen said the SEC always looks through entities to review the behavior of 
individuals. When deciding whether to name individuals --including CCOs --in enforcement actions, SEC 
officials are guided by the seriousness of the alleged misconduct and the evidence, Cohen said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC 

SEC Faces Tight Schedule As Holiday Season Approaches (November 2~ 2013) 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "SEC Chair Mary Jo White, who has a reputation for getting by with 
little sleep and sending e-mails at 2 a.m., is driving a tight agenda. Besides the voluminous Volcker rule, 
the SEC is reviewing other proposals and final rules touching everything from credit ratings and asset- 
backed securities to private securities offerings and derivatives, several people told Reuters .... Part of 
the reason for the flurry of rule drafts could be the organizational changes that White is making .... The 
SEC is trying to play catch-up on one provision in the 2010 Dodd-Frank law, for instance, that requires 
regulators to strip credit-rating references out of federal regulations .... One of those measures would 
remove the rating references from the net capital rules for broker dealers, sources said. A second one, 
meanwhile, would strip out references to ratings in certain rules for mutual funds that relate to the 
securities collateralizing repurchase agreements, another person said. Yet another proposed rule driven 
by the Dodd-Frank law is a roughly 500-page regulation on recordkeeping and reporting requirements for 
security-based swaps, such as certain credit derivatives." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Banks And Exchm~ges Discuss Limit To "Dark Pool" Tradi~~g (November 2i, 2013) 
In the Financial Times, Arash Massoudi reports, "U.S. exchanges and banks are discussing a new proposal 
to limit trading in controversial off-exchange venues such as ’dark pools’ as part of an effort to reduce 
tensions over the control of share trading. The proposal would require brokers to offer public markets their 
best available price to buy or sell a stock before they could trade that price at off-exchange venues, people 
familiar with the talks said. These people added the idea had yet to gain broad support among exchanges, 
banks or the SEC, which would have to approve any such rule, but that it would be brought up as an 
alternative to a proposal put forward earlier this year by exchanges that failed to gain traction .... People 
familiar with the proposal said that it was expected to be on the agenda at a private meeting early next month 
with high level officials from exchanges, regulatory agencies, large institutional investors and brokers." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

MSRB ~ssues Bond Ballot Contribution Guidance For Muni Issuers (November 20, 2013) 
In The Bond Buyer, Kyle Glazier reports, "The MSRB has issued new educational materials for issuers 
explaining what information dealers should make public about their contributions to campaigns to get 
voters to approve bond offerings. The release comes several months after the MSRB gained approval 
from the SEC to begin requiring dealers to make additional bond ballot contribution disclosures .... The 
new information is designed to help the board determine whether dealers’ contributions to bond ballot 
campaigns that secure voter approval for taxpayer-funded public projects could influence the issuers’ 
awards of muni underwriting business to those dealers .... ’To promote transparency, municipal 
securities dealers must publicly disclose detailed information about cash or in-kind contributions to bond 
ballot campaigns and any resulting municipal securities business,’ state the new issuer materials 
released by the MSRB. MSRB executive director Lynnette Kelly said the board is continuing to explore 
the possibility of doing more to curb the negative perception created by pay-to-play .... ’If the additional 
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disclosures demonstrate a pattern between giving to bond ballot campaigns and getting underwriting 
business, the MSRB will consider further action to address the appearance of pay-to-play.’" 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC Mu~s ~nc~uding Advisors As "Accredited" Investors {November 20, 2013} 
An unbylined article in ThinkAdvisor reports, "SEC Chairwoman Mary Jo White told lawmakers in a recent 
letter that the agency was mulling expanding the definition of accredited investor beyond its net worth 
standard to include certain professionals with designated certifications or licenses. In her November 15 letter 
to Representative Scott Garrett (R-N J), chairman of the House Capital Markets Subcommittee, White said 
that Commission staffers have begun a comprehensive review of the accredited investor definition under 
Regulation D, and that while she’s ’not in a position to reach conclusions’ about possible changes to the 
definition until that review is finished, ’professional certifications, such as a CPA or CFA, are among the 
possible supplemental or alternative criteria for qualifying as an accredited investor’ that the Commission will 
consider .... White also said that an investor’s reliance on a registered broker or investment advisor is ’one 
of many factors’ that Commission staffers will consider." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Chair White Letter 

Ga~lagher: Before I~posing Corporate Fines, SEC Should Mull Question Of Investor Benefit (Nove~ber 20, 2013) 
An unbylined article in Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily reports, "SEC member Daniel Gallagher 
November 15 urged the agency, before imposing a penalty on a corporation, to consider whether its 
shareholders received an improper benefit from the misconduct. ’If so, then a corporate penalty may well be 
appropriate,’ Gallagher said. The Commissioner, citing the SEC’s 2006 ’Penalties Statement,’ said that the 
question of shareholder benefit is the ’single most important issue’ that the SEC should consider when 
seeking corporate penalties .... Commentators recently have asked whether there is penalty inflation at the 
SEC and other regulators .... In his remarks, Gallagher said that the issue of corporate penalties in 
enforcement actions ’has become extremely vexing for the SEC over the past decade.’ When fines are 
imposed on corporations, it is the shareholders who bear the brunt of the penalty, he said .... Gallagher 
described as a ’red herring’ questions that have been raised over the years as to whether the Penalties 
Statement binds the SEC." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC Officia~ Charged With Making False Statements (November 19, 2:013} 
In The New York Times DealBook, William Alden reports, "An SEC official was criminally charged on Tuesday 
[November 19] with making false statements about stock holdings that he wasn’t allowed to own under the 
agency’s ethics rules. The official, Steven Gilchrist, a compliance examiner in the New York office of the SEC, 
was arrested Tuesday morning and was scheduled to appear in court in the afternoon. He faces three counts 
of making false statements, with a maximum possible prison sentence of 15 years. On three occasions this 
year, Mr. Gilchrist falsely told the SEC that his stock holdings were in compliance with the ethics rules or that 
he no longer owned certain prohibited stocks, prosecutors claim .... ’As an SEC examiner, Steven Gilchrist 
had a duty to avoid conflicts of interest that might compromise or even appear to compromise his integrity,’ 
Preet Bharara, the U.S. attorney in Manhattan, said in a statement. ’Instead, as alleged, he violated the SEC’s 
internal rules about stock ownership and repeatedly lied to the SEC about his holdings.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

FINRA 

F~NRA Is Cracking Down On "Nigh-Risk" Brokers {November 21, 2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Jean Eaglesham and Rob Barry report, "Under pressure from Washington to 
crack down on rogue stockbrokers, FINRA is highlighting a fast-track program it began earlier this year to go 
after what it calls ’high-risk brokers.’ The results: Forty-two of the most troubled brokers were targeted for 
’expedited investigation,’ and 16 of them were thrown out of the securities industry, FINRA Chairman and 
Chief Executive Richard Ketchum wrote in a November 13 letter to Senator Edward Markey (D-MA). The 



letter includes other previously undisclosed details of what Mr. Ketchum described as increasing efforts by 
Wall Street’s self-regulator to scrutinize repeat offenders among the 634,955 brokers licensed by FINRA .... 
Mr. Ketchum said FINRA takes ’our mission of investor protection seriously,’ adding that officials plan to 
expand the high-risk brokers enforcement program next year. The expansion will include the creation of a 
’dedicated... team to prosecute such cases.’... FINRA officials use a computer-powered risk-analysis 
’broker migration model’ to track people who worked at expelled firms, according to Mr. Ketchum. A 
separate tool called the ’problem broker model’ zooms in on brokers who have been the target of multiple 
complaints or other problems disclosed in their regulatory filings." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Chairman and CEO Ketchum Letter 

CFTC 

In Obama’s Pick To Lead A Financia~ Regu~atoq An Enigma (Nove~beF 20, 2013) 
In The New York Times DealBook, Jesse Eisinger reports, "President Obama has nominated Timothy G. 
Massad to head the CFTC. If you thought, ’who?’ -- well, that may be the point. It’s difficult to escape the 
suspicion that his nomination is an effort to send a once-obscure agency back to obscurity. In choosing a 
cautious lawyer like Mr. Massad, an assistant secretary at the Treasury Department, the Obama administration 
seems to be tacitly renouncing the era of the outgoing head of the agency, Gary S. Gensler .... Perhaps most 
important, especially for confirmation hearings in this hyperpartisan era, he is a phantom. Even friends of his 
whom I spoke with don’t know his views on regulation of derivatives .... In July last year, Mr. Massad led a 
team of Treasury officials in a meeting about a proposal to seize foreclosed properties by eminent domain .... 
An attendee [at the meeting], Robert C. Hockett, a Cornell law professor who has spearheaded the idea, 
recalled .... [that Massad] ’was clearly concerned with, as was his duty, the potential impact on the balance 
sheets of larger commercial banking institutions.’... Professor Hockett thought Mr. Massad was merely 
examining all sides of the issue .... But another attendee took a dimmer view: ’It was as though I were talking 
to the banks,’ this person said. Has Mr. Massad so conditioned himself as a lawyer to see all sides that he has 
little ability to form views of his own? Or, worse, has he internalized the views of the banks?" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related article: The Hill, Obama Nominee Is A Mystery Man On The Hill 

CFTC Age~~da To 
In Bloomberg 

Slow As Senate Pa[~e~ Eyes 20i4 For Confir#~atio#s (Nove#~ber 20, 20i 3) 
News, Silla Brush reports, "The top U.S. derivatives regulator is headed for a slowdown after 

the Senate panel responsible for confirming President Barack Obama’s picks for the CFTC said it won’t act 
this year. The Senate Agriculture Committee in 2014 will consider the nomination of Timothy Massad to 
replace Gary Gensler as chairman of the [CFTC] .... ’We are talking about doing this after the first of the 
year,’ said Senator Debbie Stabenow, the Michigan Democrat and chairman of the Agriculture panel that 
must hold a hearing on and approve CFTC nominees before they can advance to the full Senate. ’We are 
going to take our time and make sure we give these nominees a comprehensive and complete vetting.’... 
’It’s an important time at the CFTC and so it’s critical that we thoroughly examine these candidates before we 
make any decisions,’ [Senator] Stabenow said in a statement." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

EU Reaches E~reakthrough O~~ RestraiRi[~g Dark Poo~s, Lawmaker Says (Nove#~ber 2i, 20i3) 
In Bloomberg News, Jim Brunsden reports, "EU negotiators reached a breakthrough on how much equity 
trading can occur on private platforms known as dark pools, as talks advanced toward overhauling the bloc’s 
financial market rulebook. EU lawmakers and diplomats brokered a tentative deal to curb a waiver that 
traders use to conceal some details of their activities, Markus Ferber, a German member of the European 
Parliament, said in a phone interview. They also agreed on rules for a new type of trading platform, known 
as an organized trading facility [OTF], he said .... Specifically, lawmakers and officials agreed to limit use of 
an exemption from pre-trade transparency known as a reference price waiver .... Under the agreed plan, 



which only concerns equities trading, the use of the waiver for a padicular stock will be limited by two caps, 
one set as a percentage of trading of that stock on an individual venue, the other set as a percentage of 
overall trading of that stock in the EU, Ferber said .... Among the tentative compromises brokered today 
are an agreement that only assets other than stocks, such as derivatives and bonds, will trade on the OTFs, 
Ferber said .... Negotiators also agreed that proprietary trading by financial firms running OTFs will only be 
allowed for illiquid sovereign debt, Ferber said." 

:a:: Full text of adicle 

ECB Nominates New Banking Regulator (November 20, 2013) 
In The New York Times DeaIBook, Jack Ewing repods, "The governing council of the ECB nominated 
Dani61e Nouy on Wednesday [November 20] as head of the new central bank regulator for the euro zone. 
With the move, the council fills one of the most prominent job openings in Europe while answering criticism 
that it has no women in senior leadership positions. If approved, Ms. Nouy would head the new so-called 
Single Supervisor. The new entity, which will be a pad of the central bank, is intended to address one of the 
major flaws in the design of the euro zone: the lack of a unified banking system with common regulations 
and a central overseer .... Her appointment as Europe’s highest-ranking bank supervisor must still be 
approved by the European Parliament." 

:a:: Full text of adicle 

Watchdog Says Banks’ Bookkeeping Leaves ~nvestors In The Bark (November 18, 2013) 
In Reuters, Huw Jones repods, "Banks’ accounting practices have come under regulatory scrutiny following the 
financial crisis when a number of banks, whose accounts showed they were healthy, had to be rescued by 
taxpayers .... Steven Maijoor, chairman of ESMA, said a review of 39 unnamed major banks showed some 
improvements in accounting but that accompanying disclosures sometimes contradicted the main figures. ’Our 
general line is there should be more tailor-made disclosures to increase investor confidence in these banks,’ 
Maijoor told repoders. Too often there was insufficient information on how a bank uses derivatives, 
instruments blamed for compounding the crisis, the ESMA study said .... ESMA’s study makes several 
recommendations, including improvements in how banks repod the impact of not declaring a loan in default 
even though interest payments have been missed -- known as forbearance .... More transparency is also 
needed on a bank’s liquidity or how it can withstand shod-term market shocks, and to what extent its assets 
could be used immediately to bolster the bank’s liquidity. The watchdog expects enhanced disclosures in 
banks’ 2013 annual statements on exposures to credit risk and how it is being mitigated, such as by holding 
collateral. ESMA has no power to directly enforce accounting rules and relies on national regulators." 

:a:: Full text of adicle 
i::i::i::i ESMA Materials: Repod -- Press Release 

Watchdog To Begin Major Review Of Wholesale Financial Markets (November 20, 2013} 
In Reuters, Huw Jones repods, "Britain’s financial regulator will stad a root and branch review early next year 
of whether wholesale markets used by banks, fund managers and exchanges are competitive. ’This will be a 
wide-ranging piece of work and, as pad of it, we will be inviting market padicipants to tell us where they 
currently encounter issues,’ David Lawton, director of markets at the FCA, said on Tuesday 
[November 19] .... Lawton outlined how the new watchdog will also change the way it supervises wholesale 
markets after the scandal over the rigging of LIBOR benchmark interest rates by banks. The FCA will use 
new competition powers to make changes in the way these markets operate .... One issue the FCA 
expects to crop up in the review is the price exchanges charge for their data on share trading .... Another 
issue is co-location or where exchanges offer a premium service to padicipants who are allowed to place 
their computer servers next to the exchange to get the fastest trading speeds possible." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::~::~::~::~ Director Lawton Speech 

Mersch Expects ECB Stress Tests To Have Three-Year Horizon (November 18, 2013) 
In Bloomberg News, Jeff Black repods, "ECB Executive Board member Yves Mersch said stress tests on 
euro-area banks will probably simulate three years of negative economic conditions as pad of a check on the 
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financial system’s health. ’Our deliberations are tending toward these tests having a three-year horizon, to 
the end of 2016,’ Mersch, who is helping to oversee the ECB’s preparations to become the currency bloc’s 
bank supervisor, said at a conference in Frankfurt today [November 18]. ’We would therefore end up with a 
base scenario and a so-called stress- or worst-case scenario. So, two scenarios.’ Setting a time horizon 
should help banks gauge which definition of capital under international rules will be used in the stress 
tests .... ’There’s still no guide as to what kinds of events banks will have to hold capital against,’ said 
Richard Barwell, senior European economist at Royal Bank of Scotland PIc in London. ’That they’ll have to 
use the 2016 definition at least gives an indication of what kinds of capital they can hold.’... Mersch said it 
hasn’t yet been decided how banks’ holdings of government debt will be treated in the stress tests." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Pooled Funds In C~earin9 Limbo (November 20, 20i3) 
In Risk Magazine, Cecile Sourbes reports, "Almost two years after pension funds were granted an exemption 
from Europe’s clearing rules, the sector still does not know whether that includes the pooled vehicles used by 
funds to scale up their hedging programmes. The answer is expected to come in the first quarter of 2014 but, 
when it arrives, it is likely to be a mix of good and bad news. The good news: many in the industry, lawyers 
and funds alike, expect the safe harbour to cover some of the different legal forms that pooled funds take. 
The bad: it may only apply to vehicles that are exclusively used by pension funds, leaving others facing 
clearing requirements they say they cannot satisfy .... A working group set up in the second quarter of this 
year in conjunction with the Association of British Insurers has been asking the FCA to confirm that 
investment vehicles set up specifically for the benefit of pension schemes will share the exemption granted 
by EMIR. Those involved with the group say the FCA is now working on a list of exempt vehicle types, 
meaning managers would not have to apply individually for approval .... The FCA would then have to notify 
two European authorities - ESMA and EIOPA - which would have 30 days to issue their own opinion." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Swiss Bm~k Protects Businesses At Home (November 21,2013} 
In The Wall Street Journal, John Letzing and Andrew Morse report, "Credit Suisse Group AG has begun a 
legal revamp aimed at protecting the lender’s flagship businesses in Switzerland from riskier investment- 
banking operations abroad, a move to comply with regulations designed to prevent another taxpayer bailout 
of a big financial institution. Zurich-based Credit Suisse said Thursday [November 21] it plans to create a 
subsidiary for its Swiss wealth management, retail and corporate-banking businesses, ring-fencing them 
from investment-banking operations in the U.S. and U.K. The bank also plans to consolidate subsidiaries in 
the U.K. and book its U.S. derivatives business locally, rather than at the current location in London. The 
bank said the legal overhaul is designed to comply with Switzerland’s so-called Too Big to Fail rules for 
systemically important lenders .... The plan has been approved by Credit Suisse’s board of directors, the 
bank said, but requires final approval from the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related article: Bloomberg News, Credit Suisse To Fence Off Swiss Operations In Extra Unit 

Money Market Funds Face Push For Tougher Ru~es By EU Lawmaker (November 19~ 2:013) 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Jim Brunsden reports, "Money market funds with a fixed share price should be banned 
from operating in the EU from 2020, according to an EU lawmaker seeking tougher rules than Michel Barnier, the 
bloc’s financial services chief. Banning funds that don’t have a floating share price would make the industry ’less 
susceptible to runs,’ according to plans prepared by Said El Khadraoui, a Belgian member of the assembly’s Socialist 
group. ’A strict regulatory framework is needed’ to make funds ’more stable without putting their important short-term 
financing role of the real economy into danger,’ according to El Khadraoui’s plans, published on the assembly’s 
website .... Under El Khadraoui’s plan, [constant net-asset value[ CNAV funds would have until the end of 2019 to 
convert into funds with floating share prices .... The draft law requires approval by the parliament and by national 
governments before it can take effect. El Khadraoui is in charge of guiding the parliament’s work on reaching a 
negotiating position. His proposed amendments to Barnier’s plans will be debated by members of the assembly’s 
economic and monetary affairs committee, who also have the possibility to put fo[ward their own suggested changes." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 



SEC Says Credit Raters Can Manage Some Conflicts (November £1,201S} 
An unbylined a~icle in Reuters repots, "Credit rating agencies that also offer consulting and risk- 
management semices are taking proper steps to mitigate potential conflicts of interest and should not face 
additional regulations, the SEC said on Thursday [November 21] .... ’At this time, the staff does not believe 
that it is warranted to recommend to the Commission changes to the rules’ concerning credit-raters that also 
offer non-rating semices, the study concluded. ’The staff will continue to consider and monitor the potential 
conflicts of interest posed by the provision of ancillary semices,’ it added. The SEC’s study on credit-rating 
agencies’ independence was one of many required by the 2010 Dodd-Fmnk Wall Street reform law." 

:::::::::::::: Full te~ of a~icle 
::~::~::~::~ SEC Study 

Hoarse Banking Pane~ Passes CFPB Changes (Nove~be~ 21, 2013) 
In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "The House Financial Services Committee passed six bills on 
Thursday [November 21] that would alter various aspects of the CFPB. The proposals would change the 
CFPB’s leadership structure from a director to a board; subject its budget to the congressional appropriations 
process; establish pay parity for employees with other regulators; strengthen the review authority of the 
FSOC over the agency; prohibit it from collecting consumer data without consent; and provide consumers 
with a disclosure of the information the agency does collect .... ’These are modest, common-sense bills 
that bring a modicum of accountability and transparency to the CFPB,’ said panel Chairman Jeb Hensarling 
(R-TX) .... Even if the measures pass the House, it is extremely unlikely they will be considered in the 
Democratic-controlled Senate or signed into law by President Obama .... ’Behind this smoke screen, we all 
know the true purpose of this hearing is to give my Republican colleagues another chance to push for 
legislation to dismantle an effective and important agency by undermining its leadership, autonomy, and 
funding,’ said Representative Maxine Waters (D-CA), the lead Democrat on the panel." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: House Financial Services Committee Materials: Markups -- Press Release 

CFPB Re~eases Final P~ule On Mortgage Oisc~osure Forms (November 20, 2013} 
In American Banker, Kate Berry reports, "The CFPB released a much-anticipated final rule on Wednesday 
[November 20] that merged mortgage disclosure forms in an effort to help consumers more clearly 
understand the total costs of a loan .... The final rule takes effect on August 1,2015, giving mortgage 
lenders time to implement the changes. ’Our new "Know Before You Owe" mortgage forms improve 
consumer understanding, aid comparison shopping, and help prevent closing table surprises for consumers,’ 
CFPB Director Richard Cordray said in a press release .... While lenders have generally been supportive of 
the concept of better disclosures, they have expressed concerns about the CFPB’s first attempt at the idea, 
saying the forms were not simple enough and could give potential borrowers ’information overload.’... The 
CFPB says the merged forms will help consumers better understand risky loan features such as prepayment 
penalties and bigger-than-usual periodic payments. The two forms provide a clear breakdown of a loan’s 
terms including principal and interest payments, closing costs and for adjustable rate mortgages, the 
projected minimum and maximum payments over the life of the loan .... The final rule also places 
restrictions on when lenders can charge borrowers more for settlement services than the amount stated on 
their loan estimate." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

American Banker, New Mortqage Disclosure Rule Could Raise Costs To Consumers 
Bloomberg Businessweek, New Mortqage Form Said Required Of LarqeAnd Small Banks In 2015 

::i::i::i::i CFPB Materials: Final Rule and Official Interpretation -- Director Richard Cordray Statement -- 
Fact Sheets: Final Rule; Consumer Testinq -- Forms: Loan Estimate; Clos!ng Disc!osure -- 
Press Release 



Banks: Deposit Advance Guidelines Wil~ Help Payday Lenders, NuA Consumers {November 21, 2013} 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "Two regulators’ decision to finalize restrictions for deposit-advance 
loans is furthering debate over whether banks will lose short-term credit business to unregulated lenders. 
The OCC and the FDIC issued final guidance on deposit-advance products Thursday [November 21] that 
was substantively identical to their April proposal. To the industry’s chagrin, the guidelines bar advances to a 
borrower before a prior one is repaid, and require a one-month ’cooling off’ period between successive loans 
to one consumer .... The guidelines, which the two agencies issued separately for their respective 
institutions, warn banks of compliance and safety-and-soundness risks from the products, which, they say, 
resemble traditional payday loans. Banks must enhance their assessment of borrowers’ ability to repay 
deposit advance products, including an analysis of a customer’s withdrawal and deposit patterns over a six- 
month period .... But release of the guidance drew immediate warnings from industry representatives that 
consumers who want more frequent short-term credit will likely turn to nonbank payday lenders. Some also 
fear an unlevel playing field among banks, since state-chartered banks regulated by the Federal Reserve 
Board are not subject to the same standards of OCC and FDIC institutions." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: FDIC Materials: Final Guidance -- Press Release 
:a:: OCC Materials: Final Guidance -- Press Release 

Student Loan Market Headed For Crisis, CFPB Warns {November 18, 2013) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "The swelling trillion-dollar student loan market is missing key 
data and regulations necessary to head off another financial crisis, according to Rohit Chopra, the CFPB’s 
top official in charge of dealing with student loans. In speaking before the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
on Monday [November 18], Chopra said it would be ’irresponsible for financial regulators’ to avoid taking 
action now to shield the $1.2 trillion student loan debt market from a severe bust. Chopra said regulators 
could act on a range of options without waiting for Congressional intervention, including requiring lenders to 
disclose more data and instating policies that encourage the refinancing of student loans .... Chopra 
highlighted several options that can be addressed through regulation such as having institutions that 
securitize student loans in the secondary market hold 5% of the risk -- much like the risk-retention rules for 
securitized mortgages required in the Dodd-Frank Act. He also suggested lenders make a ’good faith effort’ 
to ensure borrowers have an ability-to-repay, similar to what the CFPB now requires in the mortgage market." 

:a:: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: CFPB Materials: Report -- Student Loan Ombudsman Chopra Speech 

Why Banks Are Still Wary Of Credit Risk [Retention Plan {November 18, 2013) 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "Regulators’ second stab at crafting rules that would require lenders 
to retain the risk of loans they sell into the secondary market is decidedly more popular than the first attempt, 
but not everyone is giving it high marks. Lenders are mostly relieved that regulators broadened an 
exemption for mortgage securitizers to avoid a 5% risk retention requirement, although at least one large 
bank protested the move .... The vast majority of the nearly 200 commenters --including individual banks, 
industry trade associations and consumer groups -- said the broader QRM definition was right on target .... 
But many of the submissions highlight the rule’s effect not on mortgages but on instruments known as 
collateralized loan obligations, or CLOs .... The new proposal would allow certain large banks that arrange 
for loans in the tranches -- known as ’arrangers’ -- to retain the minimum credit risk instead of the managers. 
But many institutions and trade groups, both of which have contended that Dodd-Frank’s risk retention 
provision was not meant to include CLOs, now say the alternative option outlined by regulators is no 
better .... Among the problems, critics argue, is that the new proposal would force arrangers to hold the 
retention piece for the entire life of the deal." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 



November 24-26, 2013 
Sunday-Tuesday 

39th International Conference: Growth Markets -- Business Today 

All day, each day ¯ Grand Hyatt, New York City, NY 

. Davis Polk partner Randall Guynn will be among the speakers at Business Today’s 39th International Conference. The focus of 
this year’s conference will be Growth Markets and how companies are translating traditional products and services to both new 
geographies and new demographics. 

December 3, 2013 
Tuesday 

Transatlantic Corporate Governance Dialoque -- Columbia Law School, European Corporate 
Governance Institute, Lithuanian Presidency of the EU, and PricewaterhouseCoopers 

8:30 AM---6:00 PM - SEC headquarters, 100 F Street NE, Washington~ DC 

. A free all-day conference under the auspices of the SEC and the European Commission. This year’s Transatlantic Corporate 
Governance Dialogue asks whether activist shareholders and proxy advisors retard or advance an appropriate conception of 
stewardship. It then takes up an alternative strategy to governance reform, legislation that empowers shareholders, as exemplified 
by the spread of "Say on Pay." (Pro~qram and Speakers; Registration) 

December 5, 2013 
Thursday 

Extraterritoriality in International Derivatives Regulation -- ISDA 

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM * Global Financial Conference Cenler, 360 M~diso~ Avenue, 171h Floor, New York, NY 

. During this symposium, experts will take stock of a range of regulatory initiatives, which apply to various jurisdictions (especially 
G-20 jurisdictions), including regulatory actions, which aim to facilitate coherent and non-duplicative regulation for firms acting at a 
global level. (__R___e_g_!_s__t_r__a__t_!__o__n_.) 

Proxy Advisory Firms Roundtable -- SEC 

9:30 AM -1:30 PM * SEC headquarters, 100 F Street NE, Washington, DC 

o Topics include the current state of proxy advisory firm use by investment advisers and institutional investors and potential changes 
that have been suggested by market participants. Panelists will be invited to discuss any new ideas. Roundtable will be webcast 
and archived. 

December 10, 2013 
Tuesday 

Swap Execution Facilities: The Evolution of OTC Tradin~ -- ISDA 

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM o GIobal Financial Conference Center, 360 Madison Avenue, 17th FIoor, New York, NY 
° Topics include the onboarding process, tradeable products, market trends, clearing certainty, SEF-initiated confirmations, and SEF 

recordkeeping and reporting. (Registration) 

SIFMA Cross-Border Requlation in the Global Marketplace -- SIFMA 

3:30 PM -7:00 PM, SIFMA Conference Center, New York, NY 

° A seminar on the compliance and legal considerations that impact cross-border activity in the global marketplace. From the 
regulatory systems related to electronidalgorithmic trading, systemic risk management and private wealth management to 
Dodd-Frank Title VII as compared to the EU’s EMIR, experts from Allen & Overy and Davis Polk & Wardwell will discuss the 
regulatory considerations and concerns that financial institutions and investors face in the global market. Panelists include Davis 
Polk partner Annette Nazareth and Davis Polk associates Jai Massari and Zachary Zweihorn. (Agenda; Registration) 

December 11,2013 
Wednesday 

Banking Law Institute 2013 -- PLI 

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM, PLI New York Center, 11 77 Avenue of the Americas, (2~d ffool% New York, NY 

° A comprehensive overview of the developing regulatory framework as well as the significant operational and compliance issues 
facing industry participants and regulators, and insight into the future direction and challenges of the new legal and regulatory 
environment. Speakers include Davis Polk partner Randall Guynn. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 1:53 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, you have 11 friend requests 

You have new notifications, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since you iast Io~ged in, Here are some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 3:35 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Accord Reached With Ira~ to Halt Nuclear Program 

Today’s Headlines 
INTH~SE4t~AIL ~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Sports Arts Magazine Today’sVMeo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ OnIbis Day CUSTOM~ZE~* 

Top News 

Accord Reached With Iran to Halt N~c]ea~ 

Program 

The foreigu policy chief (d the Em’opeau U~ion and h’anian 

officials auuouneed a landmark accord d~at would temporat{ly 

fl’eeze Tehran’s tmelear program a*M lay the fomMation for a more sweeping 

deal. 

~1%~o Gunshots on a 5;a~mme~" N~t 

The deakh of a woman in Norida, and d~e flawed investigation 

that ruled ik a s uiN&~, raise concerns about how police 

departments handle accusations of domestic violence that 

involve officers. 

WHITE HOUSE MEMO 

Don~I: Dare Ca|| the Heal.th Law ~RedistribuI-io.n~ 

Redistribution is a toxic kem~ at the White tlouse, where ik has become a taiNet 

for Repuhlicaus, who have loug accused Democrats of see]dug "soeiMized 

medicine." 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

HEALTH 

Vege~-al’i~ Th~k~giv~ng 

Ew~I3’ fi~I1, Well goes vegetafia~ for ’Fha~giving, and our 

searchable database of meat--free recipes will help you fi~M the 

dishes that will wow yore" crowd. 



OPINION I DISPATCH 

A Nt~"oll :~’ound the Workl 

WalMng across thc world, a writer discovms Car Brain. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LORD ARCHIBALD ANGUS CHARLES KENNEDY~ the e{ghth Marquess o~ Ai[sa, on the poss{bIe 
sate of Ai[sa Craig~ an unh~habited ~sland off Scotland k~own £or producktg gr;miLe 

used ~n Olympic ctFlh~g stones. 

World 

China Claims Air Rigl~ts Over Disputed ~slands 

The Chinese government warned that it claimed the *~ght to possibly take 

mili~W acLiot~ against ai~rafL Lbat e*~ter a newly declared "air &fe*~se 

ide~fification zoom," wbk:h covers sea a~d isla~ds also dammed by Japam 

DeMs at Climate }leering Adwmee Global E~or~ 

Delegates agFeed to the outlines of a syste -a for pledging emissions cuts a ~d 

supported a new treaty mechanism to taclde the human costs of global warming. 

Syria See~ as }’Iost Dire Refi~gee Crisis in a 

Nearly three years of civil war in Syria have created what is 

bring deset{bed as the most eballengi*~g refugee crisis in a 

generation - bigger than the o~m nnleasbed by the Rwm~dan ge~mdde. 

¯ ~ SNde Show: An tJarelenting Cr~s~s 

U,S, 

Ca~stody Battle Raises Questions About the 

Rigl:~ts of ~’Vome~ 

A~er a brief a~]~ir with the skiey Bode Miller lea bet pregnm~t, a 

fom~er firefighk’r moved across the eoun’u3’, prompting a battle 

over parental ~igbts and legal jurisd~etiom 



Itself Short on V~s~tors ~md Donors ~x~~ 

The 842 million August Wilson Center for Afl~can Amedean 

Culture appears to be a ~dcthn of rnis~nanagement by Rs senior 

staffand board of direetors, who failed to find a wide enough audienee and 

donor base. 

APPLIED SCIENCE 

. 
fgt’ 

VCrm~gl~ng 

In a new paper, two law professors wana that the rise of three- 

dimensional pfinUng eo~fld set off lawsuits like those seen over music file- 

sharing. 

[] [] 

Business 

Sel[l[h+g That New: Man Feelh+g 

’Fired? Listless? Testosterone therapy is in fashion, but eridcs 

say it’s based on unclear science -. and &’iven by marketing. 

Fo~" Chess, a ~,Vm~ld-Be Whi~e ga~ight 

A colorful entrepreneur named Andrew Paulson wanks to turn 

chess into the world’s next mass-market spectator sport, 

complete with commentators Mao dissect the action and show 

pokential moves. 

FAIR GAME 

~3 Billim~, Yes, b~.t What Took So Long’? 

In trothing its big setLlemen t wiLh JPMorgan Chase, the d ustiee 

Depar~neut seemed to rely largely on facts that have been 

Spots 

For SMe: Cr~\ggy Isle Where Ol[ympie Rocks A~’e 

the Stars 

~lsa CrMg, an uninhabiWd 2oo--aere island offthe ScotUsh 

coast, is the source of a d~sfinefive granite put to use eveW four 

years for Olympic Curling. 

. ~ S~ide Show: V, ghere Curling Stones A~e Born 



As New ~%rk prepares lbr the first Super Bowl to be played outdoors in a eokt 

climate, reportem from The New York Times share their ~les of meteorologic 

misery. 

Ahmmaes Foresee a St~per Bowl to Test Fans’ 

Resolve, and Snow Gear 

In voting to reward the Jets and the Giants with hosting Super 

Bowl Xf,XqII, N.F.L. owners sparked a host or" prognostications, 

some d whieh call for Snowmaggedon on game day. 

Arts 

The Times’s chief dance critic revisits his early dance-vieMng 

perch. 

Spike Lee puks his signature on a cult classic ~th "Okthoy," a 

prototypieal revenge film starring Josh Brolin. 

Anomahms Harmony, Present and Past 
::.7 .~ 2’,"~ 

Bi]lie Joe Armstrong m~d Norah Jones, an unex~peeted duo, have 

combined for "Foreverly," a rereeording of an unusual alb mn by 

the Evetqy Brothers. 

Obituaries 

Mavis Batey, 9~a, Allied Code Breaker in 

V~:ar II 

Mrs. Batey volunteered to be an army mwae aRer 

declared war on Germany in 039, b~R was instead assigned to 

the top-secret ~Mlied effoA to decipher codes. 

Rev. T. J. Jemison, Civil Rights Pioneer, Dies at 

Mr. Jemison organized what is co~sidered the civil fights 

movement’s first large-scale bus boycott, and was a fore,cling 

member of the SonNern Christian [~’adership Conference. 

.Adriemm Asch, Bioethidst and Pioneer in 

Disability Slip,dies, Dies ai- 67 

Pl’OfeSSOr Aseh was a vocal opponent of pre~atal testing and 

abortion to select children free of disabilities. 

Magazine 

V~;ho Said Girls C~m’t 

Fi~.~t Mere was flae struggle to make women’s ski jumping an 

Olympic spot’s. Now the American team jnst wanLs to 



How Is Harold Karz~ St~|l Stand~ng? 

Enemies lefL enemies right, and then there’s his flintily. Buihting 

an Afghan legacy is even more complicated than it appea*s. 

LIVES 

Despera~.e]ty Seeking Christy 

What hal.~pened when l "secreted" a ’9os supem~odeL 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~,;o: The Delivery Showdo~ 

A businDSS repo~_er for The T~mes tests eBay’s nDW samD-day 

delivery service. 

~ win:o: Saddled Together 

Marley Stone and Timothy Bourke often go head to head at 

equestrian competitions, but their friendly zivalry on the field 

hasn’t affected theh" romantic relationship. 

~ vm~;o: Phil[l~p Lira: The Chinese-/Mnerican 

Dream 

Snzy Menkes sits down with Phillip Lira and Wen Zhou, his 

business partner, to discuss the infh~enee that heritage has had 

on their brand. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The iLong Goo~lbye in _,M’ghmfistm~ 

President Obama has yet to make khe case for an extended commitment 

EDITORIAL 

Cu~ing h~somnh~ to Treat Depression 

S~dies yield h igh]y prom ising t’est~lts from th erapy for sleep]essn ess. 

EDITORIAL 

More *St~md ~°(mr Gr(:mnd’ F~mtasizi~g 

Ohio moves one step closer to enacting a dangerous gm~ law. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Why India Is Going to Mars 

The red planet isn’t just about horoscopes. We can live wi’dn 

s uperstiLion, and science. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Are K~ds Too Coddh~d? 

Tougher education standards like the Common Core may 

require a toug~ love that some parenN and edueakors don’t like. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

In a battle of the sexes 200 mJl]ka~ yem~ in B~e makh~g, the 

willfl~] Y chromosome fights [o hold its g~x~und. 

. Columni~ Page 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

The precipitous loss of native vegetat~oe across the United 

Stakes has led lo a dramatic decline of insecl populations. 

ON THIS DAY 

i i :’:-., ~...:::’: / :::i’i :. ! ? :.::’ :: ::::.:: ~ i :-,<’:::i ~:-., ~.. ~:-., ~.. ’i ~ ’: i: ~ i" } : ’: :.::’:-., ~<:i :!:.} ! i’::: (:" : :~ } .:?~ t; 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone!~.’., I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store ~ He~p Sectio~ ~ n~,nyLcon~ ~ 

About This 

Tilis is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com=s Today’s Headlines newsle£er. 

As a membe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are commib’-ed to pro~ecting you[ privacy. 

Un-~;ubscribe I Mar!age Subscriptions :: Char!ge Your E-Mail :: P!iv;~cy Policy I Conl:act i Adw~ltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 8:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

PlayMakers Black Friday Sale Coming Soon 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 11:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Swiss Voters Reject High-Pay Initiative 

Swiss Voters Reject High-Pay Initiative 

Switzerland stepped back from a movement to control corporate pay levels, 

overwhelmingly rejecting an initiative that would have restricted executive salaries to 12 

times that of the lowest paid employee. 

Roughly 66% of Swiss voters Sunday opposed the 1:12 Initiative for Fair Pay, according to 

results from 25 of the country’s 26 cantons reported by Swiss television. An additional 34% 

supported the referendum item, which was named for the organizers’ belief no one in a 

Swiss company should earn more in a month than someone else makes in a year. 

See More Covera#e >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 8:48 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 11-25-13 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

TNs pre- Thanlcsgiving drift involves more than a little television viemng of college and pro 
ti)otball, and college and pro basketball. When we watch these games we are, urn, 

entertained, by ~; buy this tbr Christmas [1 com merecials. My lhvorites are the $80,000 lnxury 

cars wrapped up in a bow as a surprise tbr the wifeigirliiiend. Gimme a break. 

Below is this week’s bounty of new postings about the news, opinions and transactions 

directly, indirectly and tangentially related to the business of college sports ..... such as ..... 

the last push for the BCS, a feature about Alabama [] s AJ McCarron (a Heislnan Dark Horse 

candidate?), the latest on NCAA-EA-CLC-EOB video likeness suit, facilities updates, a 

[]quick look[] in court, an improbable []BCS apocalypse, [] 1-35 in Texas (yup), the 
obligatory nod to sports fashion, [] new roles [] college basketball, congressional bullying, an 

NFL lineman quitting (or was it []moving on, [] or [] stepping up, [] or []getting sane? ~), ta 

da, ta da, ta da... 

Just one week until Thanksgiving, six weeks until the BCS championship gmne, fourteen weeks 

until March Madness ..... 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

~a,,,sa,.twitt e r .co n’J£’~,Collegf eat h Clips 

Remember, you lnust be logged in with your username and password to ~ew the 

articles (below) on the website, if you are no* logged in you ~411 get a b|ank white 

scr~e~l. 



West side stories emerqe at USC~ UCLA Forde-Yard Dash 

~ Study: 2014 Fina~ Four will ~enerate $276 mi~l~on 

~ The ~ost ~por~t part of the fan experience? 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Arctiives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
~t4~v.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nickCi~,collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this maili~g list or cha::ge the email format please use the links below: 

Chaltge yore subscription 

Unsnbscfibe 

Change ,your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 1:22 AM 

Broome, Lissa L ~lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Lissa, you have 11 friend requests 

You have new notifications, 

A lot has happened on Facebook. since you iast logged in, Here are some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <j obs- lislings(~li~kedin com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 2:16 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa L~:mkin: Washington State Universi .ty, Kaplmi Universi .ty and Smi Jacinto College are looking for candidates like you. 

Cemma nisa[io..", 
Washington State University 

Spokane, Washington Area 

Associale Dean, Concord Law 

Kaplan University 

Greater Los Angeles Area 

Associate De~!lee 
Ma~emai/Child Nursing 

San Jacinto College 

Houston, Texas Area 

Associate Dirsclor, SRI: Centsr for Nar:osciaca 
& Tech nolo,gy 

University of No~re Dame 

South Bend, Indiana Area 

Executive Di.~ecior, Centel fo~ Healtl~cale Vaiu(÷ 

(MSP v~ 
UCSF 
San Francisco Bay Area 

Clinical Assis~anl Professor 

New York Univelsitf 
Greater New York Cily Area 

VLew Job rl 

View Job B 

VLew Job rl 

View Job B 

Viaw Job B 

Job rl 

Director Re,search Administration Opelations 

E i11o p] University 

Greater Atlanta Area 

"t’RiO S~b@~nt Suppod: Servises (.birector 

The Univemity of Montana Western 

Missoula, Montana Area 

View Job B 

Job I] 

Viaw Job B 

Greater Atlanta Area 

} Get ~ire~ fa.~ter,~,it~ a ~ob s~ ~,~,.i~,,~ ~eeo~,,t! a~.arn More ........................................................................................................................................................................... 





Call for paper and panel proposals 

VCU POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Presents 

8th Annual Student Research Conference 

"Politics, Society, and Foreign Affairs" 

Friday, April 11, 2014 
VCU Student Commons 

Undergraduate and junior graduate students are invited to submit proposals to present completed 
research papers/projects, research-in-progress, or roundtable discussions on any topic related to 
the general fields of government, international, and public affairs. Students from colleges and 
universities in and around Virginia as well as overseas colleagues are invited to submit proposals 
as well. We invite faculty and experts from VCU and other institutions to chair and serve as 
discussants; each presenter will have 10-15 minutes to speak. The VCU Political Science program 
offers concentrated study in American Government, Public Policy, International Relations, 
Comparative Government and Politics, Political Theory and Research Methods, with strong 
connections to Sociology, Economics, and Histo~’, allowing for a wide array of possible paper 
proposals. 

This is your chance to share your interests with faculty and other students, to gain experience 
presenting your work in a professional conference environment, and to receive useful and 

constructive feedback on your research. 

Proposals should contain your name and e-mail address, your school and your major, the title of 
your proposed presentation, and a single paragraph describing your work. 

The deadline for submissions is Midnight, Friday, March 21, 2014. Please e-mail your 

submissions to studentconference2014@gmail.com. Those selected to participate will be notified 
on a rolling basis by e-mail and all replies by no later than Wednesday, March 26, 2014. 

The one-day conference will also include additional panels on internships and careers in 
government and foreign affairs, a panel ~vith information on graduate schools, and a buffet lunch 
served for all presenters and panelists in the afternoon. 

There is no fee for participation in the conference. If you have questions, please contact 
conference director, Professor Chris Saladino at cjsaladino@vcu.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 3:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Longer-Tem~ Deal With Iran Faces Major Challenges 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:p:.d::. i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines ...... 

~N THIS E-MAIL I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media & Adve~sin9 

Todays Video ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On 1his Day ~ CUSTONIZE)> 

Top News 

LongerJi’eenl 

Challenges ~ o~ I 

The six-mo~tb interim plan agreed to over the weekend is o              ~ohn 

intended to allow time to put~ue a more comprehensive deal on 

Irar~’s nuclear program, or~e that will require much tougher choices hy each 

side. 

Accord Reached With iran to Halt Nuclear Program 

~E:] Video: Obanla on the Iran Accord 

[] Graphic: Understanding the Deal With iran 

CoEl~o~oations 

The Supreme Com’t will decide whether to hear a~ Ohama 

adminislratio~ appeal of a lower eout~ds ruling tha I a company 

could restriel ec, ntraeeptio[~ i[~suranee eoverageo 

I L°bbY I 

Baekla.sh by tl~e Bay: Tech Rie~t~es Alley a City 

A techndogy boom, while heneficial to Sa~ Frm~cisco, is causing 

rese~’m~en t among longlime residents, ma~y of whom are bNng 

forced out. 

~ [] Video: The Changing Mission 

. [] Slide Show: Technology Boom Breeds Hostility 

Editors’ Picks 



ARTS 

A retired New Yo~k police detective ~sed fore~sk’s to determine 

that a controversial painting is a ,Iae~o~ Pollock work. Critics 

says selectee has its limiN and cannot de[ermine krae authorship. 

~ A Real Pollock? On TNS, A~ and Science Collide 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

iowa in the Amazo~ 

How we increase the global fi)od supply over thc next few 

decades will deDrmine agriculture’s sustai~mbilib’. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

c:i:i!i!’.?~ <!@i’i!<:;:i!: ;~,":i<:ii~;i ~i!::i~::~,c~tii:;~i!i<:~.~ :ii c:ii~i~bi, 

KEV1N STARR, an urban pl;mning expert at the University o[ Southern Ca]igornia, on 
San Francisco, ~*here highly paid teeh workers are seen ;~s driving out less-affluen[ 

people, 

World 

Israel~ Leaders De~mtmee Getters Aeeo~od 

Officials said that they were not hound by d~e agreement on 

Irat~’s nuclear program and that Israel would be ready to defend 

itself without assistm~ee fl’om allies. 

, ~ Video: Netanyahu on N uclear Accord w~t~ Ban 

Prime 

M~n~star 

~. en a rn 

Tho~asands Protest Ukraine’s Rejeetio~ of Trade 

Marchers in Kiev angrily denounced the government’s decision 

to abat~do*~ broad politieaI and free trade agreements with 

Europe, which were scheduled to be signed this week. 

Elders Back Security Pact "l[l~at 

Sigr~ 

Leaders who had gnthe[~>d in Kabul asked President Humid 

Karzai o~} Sm~day to sign the a~:eement promptly, hut Mr. 

Karzai said that he wa*~tcd 

s in Kiev 

scuffled 

Hamid 

U,S, 



~t~ekh~g by a Murderou~ B~0o~her~ u~d Pa)~r~g for 

~ Dearly 

William Bu]ger was a la~Ter, a powerful politician and a 

university president, ])u{ he is likcly to be renmrnbered for his 

refusal to intbrm on his brother, James (Whitey) Bulger. 

Buiger 

MONTEREY JOURNAL 

With Extra A~ehovies~ 

For almost t~ree months, Monkewy, CaliE, and nearby coastal 

areas have plwed host to a mammoth convocation of sea life 

that local scientists say is unprecedented in their memories. 

In Report, 63% Back Way to Get CitizensJ~p 

A poll finds strong support for dtizenship for 1,.7 rail]ion immigrants in the 

U nited Sb~tes without doeumentsjnst as Congress appears to be shifting away 

from that approach. 

For ..’c, o :{: 

i×ii 

Business 

Sig~s of Change in News Nlission at Bloomberg 

Bloomherg faces newsroom layoflk a shift in emphasis back to 

financial news and skepSeism from the bnsiness side that 

investigative jour~mlism m ight not be worth the potential 

prohlems it could create for terminal sales. 

, [] Graphic: gloornberg’s Emphe 

~g L.P. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Overlook the Value of I~terns at Great Peri| 

Some major puhlishet~ are dropping their unpaid internship 

programs in the face of eomplaints, but they might be missing 

the poi~t. 

Swiss Voters Decisively Rqjetr~ a Meast~re to Put 

Lhnits on E×eeutive Pay 
L:y L+.C~, LF,f~ N’: 

While opinion polls showed widespread ~£smW about huge 

execn~ve paychecks, many Swiss were m~eomfortable with 

*~gid, governmenbimposed sa]aU cap. 



Sports 

Gia~ts~ ~Vi~ing Streak Ends and[ Hopes Are 

The Dallas victory was a serious blow to d~e Giaats~ scant playoff 

chances now thak ~hey a~ two games behind bo~h Dallas the Philadelphia 

Eagjes. 

~ D Bo~ Score ~ ~ Slide Show: G~an~ Replay: Week 12 

Kni{;ks’ Chris S~tith Starts Anew Amid 

Accusations of N epofism 

Playing Mth the Et~e BayHawks, a Devdopment League team, 

Chris Smith has an opportunity to show Knieks rims that he 

helm~gs in the N.B.A. because of his skills, not his brother. 

Smith 

played 

I ’:2:1 

Pacquiao’s Comeback l~spires Hopes, However 

Dim, fi~0 a ]VIayweal-her Bout 

Mler Manny Paequiao’s viekoW over Brandon I~os, even the 

impossible - a dad w~th Floyd Ma}>’eather Jr. - seemed a ]i~le 

leSS 

Manny 

I ..... 

Arts 

’Catching Fire’ V~ins at SVeeke~d Box Office 

The second installment of the "Hunger Games" franchise set a 

November box.-offiee record with iN opening weekend in North 

Am erica. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Nlario Tries t~ :Rescue His Console 

The Wii U eonsde has been slow to catch on afker a year, but 

Super Mario 3D World eould make it popular. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

Fo~° a l-lero~ Being Flat Can Have Its Advantages 

In the I,egend ofZdda: A [:ink Betwee~ Worh:ls, the protagonist 

can meld onto lla t surfaces. 

In Super 

World, 

Obituaries 

Pete~° Bo Le~Ms, Philm~thropist Who Led 

Progressive Auto lh~surar~ee, Dies at 8o 

Mr. Lewis [nrned the small insm’anee firm eo.-fomMed by his 

fl~ther into one of the nation’s largest auto insurance companies 

hy insuring high-risk drivers and high-end sports ears. 

Fred Kavli~ Benefactor of Sdence Prizes, Dies at 

Mr. K~v~i, a California physicist raised in Norway, es~N)lished $~ 

million awards and ~7 insdtukes that finance univmMb’ research. 

Com0ad Susa, Composer fo~¯ Opera and Theater, 

Dies at 78 

ML Susa, fl~e ~witer of five ope~as, showed wide range even 

while hewing k~ the classical 

biliionair I 

Kavii 



Media & Advertising 

DEALBOOK 

O~ee C~bl&s King, ]~alo~e Aims to Regah~ lq~s 

C~wn 

John C~ Malone, ~he ehairmau o[ Libedy Me~a, is working 

Cable’s 
King, 
Malone 

hehi~d the seethes to gain c’o~tro~ of Time Warner Cal:le, seeking a seco~d act in 

an industry he once dominated. 

The Weinstei~ Company, Seeki~g Hits, Nhi~ to 

TV 

The heavy i~vestme~t in the prodt~etio~ a~d sale of TV series 

mirrors than ges oeeurd n g elsewhere in Hdlywood. 

The I 

MEDIA DECODER 

The facts and trivia magazine annouueed last week dmt J essanne Co]Iins, a 

former editor at P~aygirk was promoted to editor in chief. 

Today’s Video 

~ VWEO: Tl[~e Delivery Nl[~owdown 

A business reporter for The Times tests eBay’s new same-day 

d elivery set~’ice. 

~ vwEo: Saddled Together 

Mar]ey Stone and Timothy Bom’ke often go head to head at 

eq u es kd an competitions, but their fd endl3, ~ivahy on th e fi eld 

hasu’t affecked their romantic relationship. 

~ VWEO: Phillip L~m: "][’he Chti~ese- 

Ameri~*~ Dream 

Su~- Menkcs sib down ~d[h Phillip Lira and Wen Zhou, his 

business partner, to ctiseuss the influence that heritage has had 

on their brand. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Getting to 3 e,~ "~ ~.h Ira~ 

The temporao’ deal will make the world safer, for uow. 

EDITORIAL 

How to Do Right ]by tJ~e Disabled 

The Sea,ate can redeem itself by rati~ing an inter~mtional treaD" for the 

disable& 

EDITORIAL 

IAtl]le Rock ~oves On 

Litigation i~ one of the most ex3>losive desegregafio~ struggles in the country 

may be nearing an end. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Less Than Am~riea~ 
~. r.:~i.~. <i.i.~. ~.r~ 

The case for compromise on a pafl~ to citizenship. 

~ Golumnis% Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

If Obamaeare can work ~n a state of 38 million people, it can 

work in ~etica as a whole. 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

How Ca~ We Jump-Sta~ the Strug~4~e for Gender 

Equality? 

To speed up a slc, w~ng move Lo equality’, men will need h-., move 

into professio~s that a~e tradRionally female. 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Konzelmann <s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.ukv 

Monday, November 25, 2013 5:48 AM 

Sue Konzelma~n <s.konzelma~n@bbk.ac.uk> 

LCCGE Re,arch Seminar 

Hi everyone, 

I’m pleased to invite you to the London Centre for Corporate Governance al’~d Ethics’ (LCCGE) iVlonthly Research Seminar on Friday, 29 November 2013 

Tim Lewis will be presenting his research on ’Critical Approaches to Banking Corporate Governance in the Wake of the Financial Crisis and the libor Scandal’ 

The Seminar takes place in Birkbeck’s ivlain Building, room 629, Iicom 6-7:30pm Drinks and light reIiceshments will be served The Seminar is open to all ~vho are interested, so please feel Iicee 
to fona~ard the invitation on. 

I look forward to seeing you on Friday -- and to a ve~z interesting presentation and discussion. 

take care, 

Sue 

Dr Suzanne J Konzelmann 
Reader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Programanes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 

Birkbeck, Universi~ of London 
Malet Street BloomsbulT 
London WCI E 7HX 

LCCGE website: http ://www [cc~e.bbk. ac.uk/ 
Personal webpage: http://www bbk.ac ukJmanop/mana~ement/staff/konzelmann shtml 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssrn.com/author 349753 

See my latest books: 

The Economics of Austerity 
http://www.e-el~ar couk/bookentry main.lasso?id 15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: The Faces of Liberal Capitalism 
http:i/wxvw routled~e corn/books/details/9780415517898/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Nov. 25: Student Loan Refi Hurdles; Obamacare’s M&A Lesson 

Dai~y Briefing w~.~ se~nit~a~s 
.~.iI American Banker 

Today’s Top Stories 

Barely a handful of lenders are refinancing 
student loans, despite a prolonged period of low 
interest rates and the surging debt burden for 
college graduates. 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.’s watchdog 
is urging stronger coordination between separate 
agency divisions among its recommendations for 
improving the implementation of Dodd-Frank Act 
resolution powers. 

Bank ~&A Lessons from Obamacare 
Website Disaster 

Bank buyers should be taking notes about the 
problems with HealthCare.gov. A bad online 
integration of an acquisition could send new 
customers to the door, or worse: to Twitter. 

Frank Sees "Tougher’ Vo~cker Ru~e, Ca~s for 

Lenient Enforcement 

Retired Congressman Barney Frank, one of the 
architects of the Dodd-Frank financial reform law, 
called Friday for both stringent standards and 
lenient enforcement around the laws much- 
watched Volcker rule. 

By Department 

Time to Turn Off the Paper {S~tements), 
Bankers: Report 

Consumers have opted in to receiving e- 
statements. Now banks need to get them to 
agree to stop receiving paper statements to 
actually offset operational costs. 

Rarity 

Barely a handful of lenders are refinancing 
student loans, despite a prolonged period of low 
interest rates and the surging debt burden for 
college graduates. 

BBVA Con~pass Takes Major Step Toward 
SEC Registration 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 2013 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

D View cor#p~ete 
issue 
D View company 

index 
u Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

The FinTech 100 

~ 
FIS and 

Tara once 
again top 
Me annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 
Managen~ent 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of gro~h, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 

C]rqFq 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffTM to 

its extensive portfolio of 

products and services. 

Known for practical 

compliance guidance, 

Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

policies, procedures, 

audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 

office, LexisNexis~3 

SheshunofffM has you 

covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

resen/ed. 

Hear firsthand from CMOs 

and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 

changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

2013. 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

services in response to 

consumer demand. 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 



BBVA Compass in Birmingham, Ala., has taken 
the first step to becoming a registrant with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission. 

The Federal Deposit insurance Corp.’s watchdog 
is urging stronger coordination between separate 
agency divisions among its recommendations for 
improving the implementation of Dodd-Frank Act 
resolution powers. 

Bank ~&A Lessons from O#amaca~e 
Website Disaster 

Bank buyers should be taking notes about the 
problems with HealthCare.gov. A bad online 
integration of an acquisition could send new 
customers to the door, or worse: to Twitter. 

affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

LINC savors 934~4 victory 

against No. 3 Louisville 

The Tar Heels haven’t had much 

to celebrate in recent months, but 

their 93-84 victory against 

Louisville was sweeter given the 

circumstances... 

UNC’s Brice 

Johnson (11) 

lets out a yell 

after the Tar 

Heels open a 

Duke prepares for :greatest 

challen.~e’ as UNC awaits 

At the beginning of the month of 

November- during which Duke 

had gone 1-20 in the past five 

years - Blue Devils coach David 

Cutcliffe told.. 

Duke 

quarterback 

Brandon 

Connette (18) 

is mobbed by 

teammates 

after scoring 

North Carolina beats Texas A&M 243 in NCAA 

wor~ell~s soccer toL~rrtall~e~3t 

North Carolina advances to the quarterfinals behind 

two goals from Summer Green and a shutout by 

goalkeeper Anna Sieloff. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)tmts !a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. £~2[~#.~.L.~L& if you have further questions or concerns. 



To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:04 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

November 25, 2013: Oil Prices Fall After Iran Nuclear Deal:... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

Toda~i~ T~P H~d!!n~ ............................................................................................................. 

Oil Prices Fa{l After {rat) Nuclear Deal; IBconomists Now Look to Retail 
Numbers 

America enters the Thanksgiving holiday week - a sho[t one for many 
businesses and corporate interests - with eyes on several economic s~ot’ies. 
CNN (Nov. 25, Yah, Harrison) ~eports that "oil pdces tumMed on Monday after 
a groundbreaking agreement aimed at curbing Iran’s nuclear prog[am eased 
tensions ~r~ the region and raised the prospect o~ more oJ~ expor~s ~rom 
country." The p~el~m~na~ accord was reached between 1he M~ddle East nation 
and a ha~f~ozen wodd powers~ ~t offers ~ran, a major g~oba~ o~ producer, $7 
b~ion ~n relief from economic sanctions, The network notes that ~ran "has 
seen oil sales slump by 60 pe[cen~ ~rorn previous sanctions since the 
beginning of 2012. That has led to an $80 b~on loss ~n revenue, accordh~g to 
the U.S. government." To be sure, the new accord won’t permit Jran to 
increase oil sales for six months. But it could ultimately light ~he way ~or more 
supplies to be reJeased to 1he global market. CumberJan(J Adv~sors anaJyst 
David R Kotok ferecasts thal the pact has heJped reduce poJ~t~ca~ dsk and w~l 
push benchmark oil pdces Jower in the United States and across Europe. 

"U.S. stock futu[es remained above milestones reached last week," added 
MarketWatch (Nov. 25, Kollmeyer), "pointing to a stronger start for 
Street on Monday as investor appetite for ~’isk increased and oil p~’ices fell." 
Futures Io[ the Dew Jones h~dus~rial ~’ose 0~4 percent ~o 16,085, while those 

fer both the Standard & Poet’s 500 index and the Nasdar~ 100 index advanced 
0.3 percent. "The Dew industrials notched a record close above 16,000 on 
F[iday," adds the publication, "while the S&P 500 closed above 1,800 for the 
first time." Stocks e×tended their gains for a seventh week in a row. 

But i~’s ~tail ~hat will cap~u~ the Iocus and attention of many economists and 
analysts la~e~" ~his week, with so much riding on the pe~’iod between 
Thanksgiv~n9 Day and Ocher Monday. "Despite s~gns that the economy is 
~mprov~ng," the Detroit Ne~ (Nov. 25, D’lnnocenzio) states that "b~g sto~e 
chains I~ke WaFMad and KoN’s don’t expect Americans to have much ho~day 
shopping cheer unless 1hey see bo~d, red s~gns 1hat offer huge d~scounts." 
The Nat~ona~ Reta~ Federation ~s projecting that reta~ sa~es wi~ ~ncrease 3.9 
percent to $602.1 M]]ion during the ~sst two months of 2013 - higher than ~ast 
years 3.5 percent g~’owth, but under ~he 6 pe~’cent pace seen p~ior to the 
recession. Kalhee Tes~ja, executive vice p[esident of merchandising for 
Target, obsewes, "£%~e continue to see anxiety regardh~g the economy ~nd the 
aMlity to s~ay witMn household budgets, pa[ticu~ady among ~owe[ and m~dd~e~ 
~ncome consumersJ’ She and others note that some Americans are sti~ 
adjusting to sma~er paychecks as a result of a 2 percentage po~nl increase in 
the Socia~ Security payroll tax that went ~nto effect on Jan. 1. S~nce then, 
takeq~ome pay ~6r a househoM earning an annual ~ncome of $50,000 has 
been cut by $1,00& "That was a concern Wa~&~a~l noted on Now 14 when it 
~owered ~ts annual profit guidance for the second time in three months," notes 
~he newspaper. 

Share~ 

[ ii ~:~ iI Pub Co Sun/ey Headline ] 

g~mP!imentar~ N/~CD Webin~[ ....................................................................................... 

How Corporate Culture Can Breed Fraud If Left Unchecked 
December 12, 2013 
24;30 p,m, 

Check for late-breaking news 
ater 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

ii~iI KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 ] 

.ACe Mo~,e S~de~or 

i~il Findan NACDChapter Program 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New York, NY (Dec 3. 

2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec !2-13, 

2013) Soid Out 
Houston, TX (Apr 7-8, 

2014) 

Chicago, IL (June 12-. 

13, 2014) 
Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug. 1,_°,-!9, 2014) 

For~ Lauderdale; FL 

(Dec 1!-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism¢’~ 

Miami, FL (Dec 9-10, 

2013) Sold Out 
Houston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug. 

14-!5, 2014) 
Fo~t Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec. 8-9, 2014) 

Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Active Engaged 

Shareholders - Are We 

Listening? 

Peer Exchanges 



Corporate culture is the foundation on which a company’s governance 
Iramework rests and if ~he culture is weak or there is poor tone from ~he ~ep 
the likelihood of financial reporth~g fl’aud ~nc[eases. Jo~n NACD and a pane~ of 
subject realtor experts to discuss the impedance of corporale cu~tu[e and 
how ~t impacts governance, risk, and compliance. 

Based on their own experiences, panelists will describe actual cases where 
the corporate culture could have been the root cause of a material fraud: 
explain how that situation evolved, and hew the company dug itsell out 
under (if it did!). The panelists will also provkJe actionable recommendations 
fer what management, boards and audit committees, and intema~ auditors can 
do today to help combat the obstacles and barriers to sound corporate 
culture. They w~ll discuss ways to establish and monito[ a strong response 
program that includes ramifications for those who vio~ale corporate etMcs 
policies, and leading practices for contJnuaJ reinforcement d the impedance of 
ethical behavior in a la[ge organization. 

Learn more and register. 

Sha~e[CTT[~ 

Audit and Finance 

J.C. Penney Dropped From S&P 500 ~ndex 

"J.C. Penney is getting booted from the Standard & Peor’s 500 index after 
losing more than half of its market value this year," confirms the Philadelphia 
Inquirer (Nov. 22, Rothwell). The department-store ~tailer is being [eplaced by 
Allegion PLC, a leading provider of security fer homes and businesses. J.C. 
Penney’s downward spiral started during an ill-fated transfomqation strategy 
under former CEO Ron Johnson, who was ousted earlier this spring alter jus~ 
17 months in the top post. "There are signs that the retailer’s business is 
stabilizing under Chief Executive Mike UIIman," notes the Inquirer. "However, 
the change isn’t enough to keep J.C. Penney in the index." 

ShareFT~ 

Time Warner Cable’s Suitors Lin#~g Up Funds for Bid 

"Charter Communications Inc. is nearing an agreement with banks to borrow 

money for a bid for Time Warner Cable Inc.," Wall Street Journal (Nov. 22, 
Cimilluca, Ma[tioli, Ramachand[an) sources report, furthe[ proof [hat the cable 
operator’s effed to engineer a comMnafion of the two companies may be 
moving h~to h~gh gear. Chalet has [epo~edly held talks with three majo[ 
p~ayers - Bank o~ Amedca Corp., Barc~ays PLC, and Deutsche Bank AG - 
regarding a mu~t~-b~ion do~ar debt package that wou~d underpin an offer for 
Time Warner CaMe~ Sove[e~gn wea~lh funds and affk~ent indMduals are 
another possiMe source of cash for a bid. The Joums~ notes, "A me:get of 
Time Warner Cable and Charter could spark a fresh wave of consolidation 
the cab~e-~ induslry, which has been steadily ~os~ng television subscribers 
to satellite operators and phone companies and faces new threats from online 
v~deo." 

Share~ 

Than I I~li~lion Xbox One Consoles Sold on Launch 

MarketWatch (Nov. 23, Chang) cites an official Microsoft statement released 
over the weekend which ~euted tha~ "mere than one million Xbo× One 
consoles were sokJ worldwide in less lhan 24 hours feIlow~ng ~ts Iaunch on 
Fdday." TMs marks lhe biggesl launch in Xbox’s Msto~.¢, and the v~deo-game 

consoles are so~d o~t at most retai~ers. On the downs~de, it ~s ~nce~a~n 
whether th~s momentum can be sustained as ~he early reviews ~o[ Xbox One- 
exclusive games have garnered only tepk~ rev~ews~ R~va~ Sony Corp. had 
eadier h~ the week ~aunched its next~ene[ation PlayStat~on 4 to a strong 
reception, notes Marke~Watch, "a~so selling more ~han one m~]]ion consoles 
in the first 24 hours." 

Share~ 

!:aw and Pe!i~Y’ ............................................................................................................................... 

IBnergy Company to Pay $1 ~iilion in Wind Turbine Eagie Deaths 

in the first case of its kind, the Los Angeles Times (Nov. 24, Karlamangla) 
reports ~hat Duke Energy Renewables - a subsidiary of ~he Fortune 250 Duke 
Energy Corp. - has admitted ~o violating the federal Mig[a~o~’ Bird Treaty Act 
in connection with lhe dealhs of more than 160 birds~ "The energy company 
has pleaded guilty to kill~ng birds ~t its ~arge wind turbine farms in Wyoming 
and has agreed ~o pay $I million as punishment," coniirms the Times. The 
deaths occurred between 2009 and this year at a couple of Duke sites that 
have 176 wind turMnes. 

Share~ 

Companies Prepare to Pass More Health Costs to Workers 

"Companies are bracing fer an influx of participants in their insu[ance plans 
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due to the health-care overhaul," repeals the Wall Street Journal (Nov, 24, 
F~ancis), "adding ~o p~ssu~e to shiI~ more of the cost el coverage to 
employees." Many employers are wagering thal the Affordable Care Act’s 
requirement thal al~ Americans have hea]lh insurance beginning ~n 2014 w~ 
bdng more people into their plans who have previously opted out. That, 
coupled w~h o~her dsff~g expenses, ~s prompting more firms 1o "[a]se workers’ 
premium contribuflons, steer them toward Mgh-deductib~e p~ans, and charge 
them more to cover family members," the Journal notes. To be ced~n, 
ernp]oye[s have been pushff~g mote o~ the cost o~ providing hea~h insu[ance 
on to their staffe[s for years~ ]n 2013, employees have been res#ons~Me for an 
average 18 percenl of the cos1 of ~ndMdua~ coverage, bul 29 percent of the 
cost of family coverage, notes a study of employee heaffh p~ans by the Kaiser 
Family Foundation and the Hea~h Research & Educa~ona~ T[ust. 

Share~ 

Facebook’s Zuckerberg Says ~mmigration Reform ’Biggest Civff Rights 
~ssue of Our Time’ 

Fox News (Nov. 24) is repotting that Faceboek founder Mark Zuckerberg went 
on ABC’s "This Week" on Sunday and stated that U.S. immigration reform is 
"one d the biggest civil rights issues of our time." The 29-year-old bit[lena[re 
recently joined w~th other S~con Valley executives ~o ~aunch the group 
~.us "to promote poP,des to keep the United States and ~ls citizens 
competff~ve ~n a global economy." Their key points include securing the 
county’s borders and issuing mote H-1 B v~sas to "attract the wodd’s best and 
bdgMest workers." Cdfics, though, counter tha~ permi~tJn9 U.S. employers to 
temporarily hire more educated foreign workers for sk~ed positions or 
"specialty occupations" in such fie~ds as engineering and technology a~ows 
~irms such as Facebook to hffe lower-pa~d knm~gran~s over college~ducated 

American citizens. 

Share~ 

Lockhart: Fed Will Be Accommodative ’for Years’ 

MarketWatch (Nov. 22, Golds~ein) on Friday quoted Atlanta Fed Presiden~ 
Dennis Lockhart, who said he expects ~he central bank will remain 
accommodative "for years." However, Lockhad further stated that he 
advocates changing the mix of policy tools, stressing that asset purchases 
and the future of shod-~erm interest rates should not be ~ied ~ogether. He went 

on to call Janet Yellen a "very qualified candidate for this position - as 
qualified as probably any person who’s been put up in recent years" to run the 
Federal Reserve. 

Sha re[’T’[T~ 

(~mpen~tion ................................................................................................................................ 

Swiss Voters Reject Strict GEe Pay Limits in Referendum 

"Swiss vote~; rejected a proposal to limit executives’ pay to 12 times that of 
junior employees," notes Bloomberg (Nov. 24, Bosley), % measure that would 
have gone fudher than any other developed nation." A solid 65 percent of 
ve~e~s opposed the measure, with voter tumou~ the highest in ~hree years. 
"Swiss vote~ approved the so-<:alled fat~;at initiative that gave company 
shareholders a binding vote on managers’ pay and blocked golden 
handshakes and sevet~nce packages in March," ~he publication states. 
polls following that vote suggested the 1:12 initiative could pass, suppolt 
waned pailly because of some well-articulated opposition by such executives 
as Roche Holding CEO Severin Schwan and ABB Ltd. Chief Executive Ulrich 
Spiesshofer. Both said i~ would "cdrnp competitiveness and damage ~he 
economy." 

Sha[e[CTTC~ 

(~rp~[a~e secia! R~spo!~ibBffy .................................................................................... 

IBoei~"~g ~ssues Warning for GE-Powered Dreamliners, 747s 

According to the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 24, Pasztor, Ostrower), Boeing Co. 
has "urged opera~o~ el 787 Dreamliners and ~he newest 747 models ~hat are 
powered by General Electric Co. engines to avoid high-altitude thunderstorms, 
which can cause engine malfunctions." The recommendation affects 17 
passenger and cargo carriers flying planes equipped with the GEn× family of 
engines. Boeing’s warning has [aicheied up indust~.’ elforts to prevent engine 
icing that can result in a sudden loss of thrust: internal damage; and, in the 
most extreme cases, a brief in-flight shutdown. Since April, there have been a 
hallZdezen icing-related incidents wi~h GEnx engines. 

Share~E] 

C-Suite 

Peugeot Said to Discuss Hiring Tavares to Succeed Vadn 

Bloomberg (Nov. 24, Rosemain) sources note that PSA Peugeot Citroen CEO 
Philippe Varin plans to step down in 2014 and be succeeded by fomqer 



Renault SA Chief Operating Officer Carlos Tavares. The 61-year--old Varin 
repor[edly wan~s Tavares to initially serve as his No~ 2 while he lotuses on 
finalizing negotiations wiih Dongfeng Motor Corp. to expand an exisiing 
partnership. Tavares has yet to sign a contract, and Peugeoi’s board of 
directoB would still need to approve such an agreement. 

ShareFTTTl~ 

Moss Named eEO of Stephe~s ~edia 

"Veteran newspaper executive Ed Moss has been named chief executive 
officer of Stephens Media, parent company of the Las Vegas Review-Journal 
and 75 weekly and daily nev,tspape[s in nine s~a~es," confirms USA Today 
(Nov. 24). Moss most ~ecently sewed as president and CEO of the Denver 
Post and is a past president and publisher of the San Diego Union-Tribune. 
He will replace Michael Ferguson, effective Dec. 2. S~ep~ens Media Chairman 
V’v~arren Stephens had werds of praise for Moss, saying he "brings a wealth of 
talent to the company and will spearhead [its] increasing digital efforts." 

Sha~e[~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point - November 25, 2013 

HERE to sign up for this briefing by email. 

Hello, 

Here We Stand, Worlds Apart 

Peaee in our time or a step on the road to Armageddon? After the U .So 

~.’.~:~gag~.’.d ’?v}~ra~ dire~)v for yvars i~:~ ~a~de~im~ ta~ks, a preliminary deal to 

halt progress on Iran’s nuelear program is done. But now comes the 

politieal aftermath. Our story reports that U.S. President Baraek Obama 

Nees s~:~ff oppo~dtio~~ f>.~m t,,v~.~ of A~:~:~:riea’~ e)oscs~ a~i~:s, Israel and Saudi 

~abia, while U.S. Congress is threatening to enaet punitive sanetions 

against Iran. We find that Israc~ )eadvrs are trj~ng to eonstruet what they 

would view as a better outeome, and Saadi p~.~)i~i~a~ c~.~mme~a~:~.~rs are 

v,.~i~i~g fears that Iran will exert enhaneed influenee in the region. Our 

Capital Journal eolmnist G~.’r~,k~ F~ Seib #.m~,~vzes ~}w m~<dear de~,~ from 

the point of view of o~ allies, who have reason to worry that a war-weary 

U.S. is seeking to close the books on the Middle East. Meanwhile, our k~ok 

at t~~e sc)~.’~ce <.>f ~mcle~,r capacity easts doubt on the deal’s impaet. 

The NSA and the Damage Done 

Edward Snowden’s le~k.,~ }~ve q~i-l~> p<)ssibly s[mk~.’r~ -lh~’ N~ ~:i~:>,~I Sec~ri~?: 

Ag~’r~c’3: more than any event in its history. We find that the NSA has been 

plaeed under a mieroseope, with the agency’s surveillanee aetix~ties now 

the subjeet of fo~ r di t:t-’<~re~ r~.’views, in addition to continuing 

eongressional oversight hearings. We report on a raft of measures and 

proposals aimed at overhauling the ageney, some of which run the risk of 

leaving the ageney unable to respond to a future erisis, ka~d we note the 

sting from foreign sp~ng allegations, which is fueling support 

internationally for dividing up the Internet by countW. "This is threatening 

the existence of the World Wide Web," said former NSA and CIA direetor 

Michael Hayden. 

That’s Not My Problem Anymore 



For years, companies have .,~hiI?:ed ~nore of the bm’den of healt}~ i~:~.,~u~’anee 

o~~ b.~ ,,v~.~’kcrs. Now as the Affordable Care Act requires all Amerieans to 

sign up for eoverage, that trend is expected to aeeelerate. Our story reports 

that eompanies are braeing for an influx of partieipants in their insurance 

plans, prompting them to pass more of the burden onto employees. We 

find that workers might end up absorbing a larger share of the cost for 

fanlily coverage, as companies diseover that raising family rates could help 

them recoup funds. 

Turkey for a Presidential Pardon 

,Just ahead of Thanksgiving, we tune into the annual p~ rdor~il-~1~ of l:he 

~urkey, as the U.S. president spares the bird from being slaughtered in a 

special eeremony. But how on earth do you get a fearful turkey to stay put? 

Our story takes a look at how John Burkel, the fourth-generation farmer 

seleeted to supply this year’s turkey, is prepping a bird for the oeeasion. 

Meanwhile, our sports columnist Jason Gay provides the third-annual 

edition of the &~urna~;~ R:~I~’~ f<~r Thanksgiving Touch 

WORLD 

Inside ~ Twitter Robot Factor), 

~ARKETS 

Prh ate Equit): Returns t(> Spain, Italy 



That’s nearly how much shove 

/id~f~f~ in price, are down from the start of this year through October. 

What do you think will happen if eellphone calls are allowed in airplanes? 

Send your response and other remarks to lx::,poi ~A~:,w,,!i,co:~:~:~ and fbllow 

:~:~G<r~ r~lTBa k~r on Twitter 

CLARIFICATION 

In Friday’s lO-point, I ~’ote that the Senate historically required a 6o-vote 

supermajority to advanee presidential nominees, although official 

legislation requiring three-fifths of senators for cloture wasn’t passed till 

1975. For those of you interested in learning about other details of Senate 

history, the Senate Historical Offiee provides an email address to contact a 

historian: 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nielmame conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead eohtmn of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the ~pefaee. The t~pe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

You may be receiving this email in plaee of The Morning Brief which we 

no longer offer. To continue to receive the day’s headlines, sign up for 



FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as/iss~....br~om~z~i:?,~mc,~.~d~. For.further 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at s~,~p~~r~~,~: ms, f~:om 

Copyright 2o13 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, PuNisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Wells Fargo Names the government; N.C. failing behind in clem~ energy 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 25, 20t3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

bMme the government 
Wells Fargo Chairman and CEO John Stumpf said banks are forced to raise their 

credit standards above those set by government entities to build in a buffer to protect 

against having to repurchase loans later 

Discuss 

Energy group: N.C. falterin~ in clean-energy projects~ .jobs 
North Carolina has fallen off the pace in job announcements for new clean-energy 

projects while other states in the Southeast are sur~ing ahead according to the 

most recent repoR from an energy business and environmental group 

................. 

Risk-management contractor IEM mov~nq to Morrisville 
Government contractin9 firm iEM three years ago moved its headquaders hallway 

aoross the ceun{ry from Baton Rouge, La, to Research Triangle Park. Bu{ this next 

~ ~i~{~ head~uartersmow~shouldbeamuc, hc, k)seroommuteoniysevenmilesaway 

Moonshine and other N.C. spirits gain shelf space in ABC 
stores 

~ ~i~B~n~ An moreasing number of smaii-batch spirits made m North Caroima are [indh~g their 

way to the shelw~s of [he state’s ABC s[ores 

~9~[~flov en rollment extended for pe~ who need 
coverage by Jan, 1 

The Pit opens T~esday in D~tha~ 

Which is the best airpo~ in the U.S.? 

Experts: Digi~l currency Bitcoin is innovative, but risky 

.......................................................... Read Morning Edition >> 



Contact Us 

Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumals customes se~a, ice, bisioumals I ~]0 W. Morebead ~}t.. C~-~srlo~e, Noah Carolina 2820~]. 

2013 American Cil~>’ Business ,Journals, inc. aad its iicenso8 Ali ri~ists rese=a’ed The material on this site may not be 

~eprodeced, distributes, transmited cached o[ otheP,~vise used; except wi~il the prior ’~’~d~cen pem;issio~ of bizioslmals 



Get up to speed in one news feed, 
Linkedln Pulse is the news app tailored to you. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 8:17 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: WSFS Finm~cial Cortx~ration (NASDAQ: WSFS; Wilmington, DE) has agreed to acquire 

First Wyoming Financial Corporation (Private; W}’omiug, DE) 

WSFS Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: WSFS; Wilmington, DE) has agreed to acquire First 

Wyoming Financial Corporation (Private; Wyoming, DE) 

Sandier O’Neill served as financial advisor to WSFS Financial Corporation in connection 

with this transaction. This transaction is Sandier O’Neill’s 104th bank or thrift transaction 

nationwide since January :l, 2011o Sandier O’Neil~ has served as a financial advisor on more 

bank and thrift transactions than any other investment bank during that time periOdo~ 

WiLMiNGTON, Del. -- WSFS Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: WSFS), the parent company of 

WSFS Bank, today announced that it has signed a definitive agreement to merge with First 

Wyoming Financial Corporation (Private; DE). Following the merger, The First National Bank of 

Wyoming (FNB of Wyoming), the wholly owned subsidiary of First Wyoming Financial 

Corporation, will be merged with WSFS Bank. Headquartered in Wyoming, Delaware, FNB of 

Wyoming opened in :L909 as an independent, locally-managed community bank serving central 

Delawareans with personal and business banking services. 

WSFS President and Chief Executive Officer, Mark A. Turner said, "Our partnership with FNB of 

Wyoming furthers many of our strategic goals, and meaningfully adds to earnings per share 

going forward while immediately maintaining tangible common equity. As an in-market 

combination, it significantly enhances our presence in Kent County, where the combined 

company will have the number two market share in deposits. As Delaware’s #2 5BA lender in 

20~3, FNB of Wyoming will strengthen our commercial and small business teams and add 

important relationships to our banking franchise. We also share a culture of commitment to our 

Customers, Communities and Associates." 

The transaction is valued at approximately S64.0 million. Under the terms of the agreement, all 

shares of First Wyoming Financial Corporation common stock will be exchanged in the 

aggregate for S32.0 million in cash and 452,756 shares of WSFS common stock. Each 

stockholder of First Wyoming Financial Corporation will be able to elect to receive, for each of 

their shares of First Wyoming Financial Corporation common stock, either .8484 shares of WSFS 

common stock or ~60.00 in cash. The closing is anticipated to occur during the third quarter of 

20~4, subject to approval by First Wyoming Financial Corporation shareholders, regulatory 

approvals and other customary closing conditions. 

The transaction is expected to be accretive to WSFS earnings per share in the first year of 

operations, after transaction and integration costs. WSFS expects little to no tangible book value 

dilution from the transaction. The impact on tangible book value, if any, will be earned back 

within one year through meaningful earnings accretion. 
1) ~nc~ud~s b~nk end thri~t tr~ns~cti~ns since jenu~r~ ~ 2~1; Exc~udes termin~ted trens~cti~ns end se~ edvis~ry r~es 

5ource: 5NL Financiel 

For ~nore iufo~atio~ please click here. 

For the press release, please click hem. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:;I~I~:;::~}~:;~:;::~}~:;::~}~::i)~::~4~:;~::~}~:;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

htt:p://www.sa ndleroneill.co m/emaJl-discla imer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

The Morning Briet! Ivan Pact Faces StiffOpposition 

h-an Pact Faces Stiff Opposition 

Capital Jom’nah ~ies Fear a U.S, P~back ~ Mideast 

israel Grapples ~:ith Best ~Vay Fo~vard on iran 

Doug McMillon to Become ~:ai-Mal~’s CEO, Sueeeeding Mike Duke 

Compmfies Prepare to Pass More HeM~ Costs to %~orkers 

Shaken N SA Grapples With an Overhaul 

Storm Threatens Thanksgi~ng Travel 

Aging Hub Waits to Take Off 

Abortion Fight Gears lJp in Tennessee 

NE~S V~DEOS 

"Fore Bonfires ~ Naples~ New Garbage 

Iran Deal ~:on’~ Mean More O~ h~ Glob~ Market 

Clfina’s ~r-Defense Zone Esealates Tensions 

Fi~aker Reflects on the Pl~ipphms _~er HMyan 

N etanyahu: iran De~ is an HistoNe Mistake 

N~WS PODCASTS 

The Wa~ Street Journal T~s Mor~fing Nov, 25, ~o~3 



Thelv!omingBriel WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 9:09 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

DUSTIN THOMAS CLAYTON:ipg 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
...... Larceny I~rn residence repotted 11/24/13, 9:24 pro, 2033 Jefferson Dr 
The complainant advised that she had went out to the shed beside the residence and noticed that an amplifier, electic guitar, a stand a~d a speaker had all been stolen. 
Suspect named, Vak~e $1,100.00 
EFLAND AREA: 
.... Break in lo unlocked residence t~ported 11/24/13, 2:31 pro, 3424 Mt WHling Rd 
The victim stated he was awakend by the dogs barking and went outside, he said he looked at his car and noticed the door open. He said he did not see any suspects, the 
only thing stolen from his vehicle was his custom built pool stick. Value $900.00 
CEDAR GROVE AREA: 
.... La~;eny irom residence reported 11/23/I3, 1:57 pro, 911 Hawkins rd. 
The victim advised a kayak was stolen from his unsecure storage building, he also stated his neighbor’s) mini bike was stolen from the building as well. the complainant 
advised he seen the items on 11-13-13 and noticed they were missing today. Value $700.00 
MEABANE AREA: 
.... Larceny from residence repoded 11/22il 3, 10:02 pm, 6300 US 70 W 
The victim advised he had driven his cousin’s moped to the store, the owner of the moped was not on scene at the time of the larceny, he said that he went inside the store to 
buy items and returned outside to discover the moped was missing, he advised he knew who had taken the moped, the video surveillance showed a white male walk (see 
a~tached photo) to the moped and push it over, then shows the male suspect inside the store talking and standing the victim the suspect then walks outside of the store off 
camera but returns and picks the moped off the ground, gets on it, and drives away. the suspect was identified by several subjects on scene including the store owner, i 
responded to the suspects known address where he was located and taken into custody, the suspect advised that he took the moped and parked it in a field nearby, the 
moped was not located, the suspect was brought in front of the magistrate where he was charged with misdemeanor larceny, he was given a court date and released on an 

unsecured bond. Value $600.00 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Break in to unlecked residnece reperted 11/21/13, 9:30 am, 1205 Old Lystra Rd 
The victim arrived to check his house under construction and found the sliding glass doors unsecured. Copper tubing had been stolen from several places inside and outside 
of the house. There was also damage to a light fixture in the dining room. I checked the house from room to room for damage or items stolen. In the kitchen area 
approximately 2 feet of copper tubing had been cut from underneath the kitchen sink. In the living room area approximately 2 feet of copper tubing had been cut and removed 
from a wet bar area. In the dining morn the light fixture had been pulled out of the ceiling causing several ceiling tiles to fall on the floor. It appeared that the suspects were 
checking the wiring for copper to steal. In the basement area approximately 5 feet of copper tubing was cut from the central heating and air conditioning unit. Also in the 
basement the electrical panel for a water softener had been opened and the wiring had been cut. Several pieces of PVC pile leading the water softener were also broken. Just 
outside the residence approximately 4 feet of copper tubing had been cut and removed from the ground leading to the intake into the house. Another 5 feet of copper tubing 
had been cut and removed from the ground to the exterior gas storage tank; Value $100.00 
.... Break in to unlocked strage room and unlocked vehicle reported 11i24/13, 9:38 am, 513 NC 54 W 
The victim stated their unsecured storage room inside their carport of the residence had been broken into. multiple items were stolen out ef the storage room. also a brand 
new weed eater, and chainsaw they had just purchased which was sit~in9 under the carport had been stolen, the suspec~ (s) ripped oil the top piece oi the center console of 
her vehicle taking aproximatley one dollar and fifty cents in change, the time frame of the suspect stealing the items was between 11-21-2013 and 11-24-2013 . Value 

$1,320.00 
.... Break in to locked barn reported 11/24/13, 8:13 pro, 116 Oday Dr 
Multiple items were missing from within the barn. the barn was locked and it was determined that the suspect went through an open window on the east side of the barn to 
gain entry, we located fresh wood damage on the siding and and window frame from where the suspect crawled through, once inside the suspect cut the lock off the door 
leading into the workshop within the barn. the suspect removed two chainsaws, two weedeateB, fifteen gallons of gas, and multiple powers tools and tool kits. vNue $2,365.00 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i~i Description: 

Description. 

Description: 

Descrir~ion: 

Description: 

Descliption. 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

:106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

9:19-644-3050 Office 

9:19-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 9:46 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: Where God and Football Meet 

i~ Chronicle of Higher Education                                                        Ni subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday November 25, 2o13 $~be¢~i~e to the C~r~ic.le 

This Week’s Highlights 

Where God and Football Meet 
By Brad Wolverton 
At Clemson Universi~, religion is erueial to the football program. The eoaeh 
wouldn’t have it any other way. 

~ 
A Truce Over Technology 
By Steve Kolowich 
Meeting faee to fare, San Jose 
State professors on opposite 

sides of an online teaehing debate find 
eommon ground. 

~ 
Spotlight on Campus 
Responses to Rape Puts 

Presidents in a Bind 

By Libbg Sander 

Leaders like UConn’s Susan IIerbst are 

discovering that as mueh as students want 

aetion, they are equally attuned to tone. 

In Other News 

Still Hunting Medical "lMnmphs, Genomies Experts Turn to the IT Department 

Everyone Has a Solutio~ for Higher Edncation 

Teaching Ctearly: a Deceptively Simpte Way to Impvow~ I,ear~ing 

Selected New Books o~ Higher Edui;atk~ 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Black Scholars: Explaining Your Work May Mean Fighting for It 
By Noliwe Rooks 
Professors of eolor may have to work twice as hard to justify researeh that is 
deemed unfatniliar or unsettling. But the extra work is worth it. 

Squandering Our Moral Capita~ 
By i£~!liam Pannapaeker 
Humane wor!dng eonditions should be a eategorieal imperative in higher 
edueation, even if that means fewer climbing walls and sushi bats. 

I’m Queer, Am ~ a Diversity Hire? 
By Karen Kelsk~ 
Teehnieally spea!dng, the answer is probably "no." But you’ll still need to know 
when--and how--to discuss your identi~ in your job-application doeuments. 

The Chronicle Review 

~ 
T he Science of Hatred 
By Torn Bartlett 
What makes people capable of horrific violence? Why’ do we deny atrocities 
despite ovetwvh el mi n g evidenee ? A few psyeh ologists say they are moving toward 

answers--if only someone u~ll lis ten. 

More of The Chronicle Review 

Commentary 

The Doctoral Dilemma: Welcome to the 20oYear Dissertation 

By Todd Presner 

This isn’t about time to degree. This is about the world’s grand challenges. 

More of Commentary 

Advice 



A Move to Bring Staff Scholars Out of the Shadows 

By Donna M. Bickford and Anne Mitchell Pd~isnant 

How can academe recognize the contributions and needs of Ph.D.’s who forge 

administrative careers ~ight out of graduate school? 

More of Advice 

People 

American Leads Chinese Business School’s Westward Expansion 

By Karin Fischer 

Gregm7 Marchi will help one of China’s leading business schools to sink roots in 

the United States. 

More of People 

From the 81ogs 

Bottom Line 

Declines in Co~eges’ Net-Tuition Revenue Deepen, Survey Finds 

Both public and p[ivate institutions are facing steep drops in tuition revenue, and the feeble 

economic recovery is only complicating matters. 

That’s Why I’m Here 

Ben Yagoda, on the eve of a leave of absence, explains why he writes about language. 

Percolator 

[~ajor Fraud P~ea Has University Scientists Regretting Journa~ Article 

A pediat[~es professor said he had asked that his name be removed from a 2oo3 ar[ie]e used 

to market the schizophrenia drug Risperda] to children. The journal’s publisher refused. 

WotldWise 

The Long Shadow of Chinese Blacklists on American Academe 

When China denies a visa to a scholar, young academies are dete[~’ed from studying sensitive 

topies and the seholarly diseourse suffe~s, says Pen~" Link. 

Multimedia 

~ 
Slide Show: interpretations 

Glimpses of life in academe fl’om around the world. 

Announcements 

NEXT: The Future of Higher Education 

This special report looks at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the 

traditional degree, reinvenfing the academic calendar, "flipping" the classroom or physically 

reeonfigudng it, seeking new ways to evaluate what studenLs know, and helping them navigate 

life aKer college. Order this special issue today to hear from a dive[so group of schola[s and 

thinke[s about whether innovation can indeed stick. C~ick here to get a copy. 

The Almanac of Higher Education, 2013-14 

The latest Almanae of Higher Edueafion gathers an asso[~[tnent of key data about the most 

important trends in higher education. It b[~ngs readers an in-depth analysis of colleges and 

universities with data on students, professors, administrato[s, institutions, and their 

resources. Click here to get a copy. 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e- maii newsle,te[s on technology, community colleges, hiring, 
and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

Retrieve user name 

(c) 2013 The Ctnonicle of Higher Education 
1255 23rd Street 
Washington, DC 20037 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 10:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Nasdaq Tops 4000 

Nasdaq Tops 4ooo 

The Nasdaq Composite Index pushed though the 4000 mark for first time in 13 years, 

swept up in the broader bull market that has been a boon for technology companies, as 

well as the healthcare and consumer stocks that increasingly comprise the bulk of the 

index. 

Stocks outside the tech sector have been the main driver’s behind the Nasdaq’s return to 

4000 and its outperformance of the broader market. The index has climbed 33% this year, 

a full 10 percentage-point lead over the the Dow Jones Industrial Average. 

See More Covera#e >> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CFPB Update Web Seminar <conferences@s~urcemediamail.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 10:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

QM: Top 3 issues vexing the industry + the ~lutions being considered/implemented 

i :: ~,~ Ready for QM-Now What? 

Indght into Business Opportunities in the New QN World 

W~<~: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 I P~i<:e~: $99.00 

2:00 p.m EDT I D~~ti<~: 75 Minutes 

Review the top three issues that are vexing 
the industry and the solutions that are being 
considered/implemented, 

iNi register today 

This webinar is created for those that are ready to embrace the new reality and are looking 

for expert insight on such key items as: 

How the new QM standards are likely to alter the mortgage market and what strategy 

should you take? 

How have lenders adjusted their procedures to streamline QM origination? 

Safeguards and verifications put into place to deal with the new verification 

requirements. 

\,MII there be new opportunities for nomQM lenders? 

Have lenders identified outlets for General QMs as well as Agency QMs? 

Top three issues that are vexing the industry and the solutions that are being 

consideredlimplemented. 

Julie Manson 

Jason Roth, 
CMT 

Scott D 
Samiin 

Julie Manson, SVP, Risk Management, Plaza Home Mortgage, 

inc. 

As Plaza’s Senior Vice President, Risk Management, Ms. Manson has 

oversight of the organization’s compliance, quality control, licensing and 

internal auditing activities. Before joining Plaza in 2009, She has also 

held the position of Executive Vice President, Lending Division for Home 

Saving of America (2008). Previous to that, Ms. Manson was Senior 

Vice President Lending Operations and Credit Policy for SOME 

Mortgage Bankers (2000-2007). 

Jason Roth, CFAT; Co-Founder & Senior Vice President, Product 

Development & Engineering, Comp~ianceEase 

ComplianceEase is a leading provider of automated compliance and 

risk management solutions for the residential mortgage lending 

industry. Jason leads design and manages development of the 

company’s product suite. Mr. Roth is an entrepreneurial executive who 

draws upon strong Computer Science and Software Engineering 

experience as well as a pragmatic approach to management to design 

and de~ver efficient and innovative enterprise products to the financial 

services ~ndustry. 

Scott D. Sam~in, Partner, Alston & Bird LLP 

Scott is a New York partner in the firm’s Financial Se~a,.ices & Products 

Group. He is the former executive director and compliance counsel for 

the residential mortgage and lending businesses at Morgan Stanley, 

where he helped oversee the operations of Morgan’s whole loan trading 

desk and its affiliated mortgage loan servicer, Saxon. Prior to this, he 

was the executive vice president, general counsel and chief compliance 



Schwartz 

officer for EMC Mortgage, Bear Stearns’ primary mortgage loan conduit 

and servicer, 

Faith Schwartz, SVP, Government Solutions, CoreLogic 

Faith is responsible for managing the CoreLe£iic government business, 

while providing policy maker education and though leadership. Prior to 

ioining CoreLogic, she was an executive director at the HOPE NOW 

Alliance, a non-profit coalition created in 2007 to bring together, 

servicers, lenders, investors, Federal Reserve Banks and government- 

sponsored enterprises (GSEs) to help homeowners in distress stay in 

their homes. 

Mark Foga~!y Mark Fogarty; Editor, Nationa~ Mortgage News 

Mark Fogarty is editorial director of the Mo[tgage Group for 

SourceMedia. He has been associated with the mortgage publications, 

which inc&lde National Mortgage News, Origination News. Mortgage 

Servicing News. Mortgage Technology. and related websites, since 

1984, 

CEOs, Compliance officers o Corporate Counsel, Auditors, Loan Originators ¯ Loan 

Officers, Lenders ¯ Board Members 
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[~:i Free Download 
i:ii:ii:ii"Stretch It But Don’t BreBk It: The Hiddelll Risk of Contract Framing .... 

UCLA School of Law; Law-Econ Re.search Paper Ho, L%22 

R~’CHAR~ Ro Wo BROOKS, Yale University - Law School 

Email: richard.brooks@yale.edu 

AIL]~:~kIMDER STRE~3[T~ER, UCLA School of Law 

Email: stre mitzer@law.ucla.edu 
STEPHAN W, TONTRUN, Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods 

Email: tontrup@coll,mpg.de 

Recent research suggests that loss framed contracts are an effective instrument for pr{ndpals to maximize the effort of their agents. Framing 
effects arise from defining thresholds that vary the salience of losses and gains while preserving payoff equivalence of the underlying contract. 
While under Prospect Theory a loss frame should lead to more effort we show that contract thresholds also exert a suggestive effect on 
performance that can trump the impact of loss aversion. Loss framing therefore carries a risk. As agents focus their effort choice on the expressed 
thresholds, poorly selected thresholds reduce effort and the principal might prefer offering a contract that does not impose a threshold at all. On 
the other hand, imposing demanding thresholds may push effort beyond levels predicted by Prospect Theory. 

iiiiiii,,Contr~ct Law as Fairness,, [ .~ Free Download ] 

Centre for the Study of European Contract Law Working ~apsr Series Ho. 2013-13 

Amsterdam Law .~choo] Research Paper Ho. 20~3-70 

3OSSE Go ~LL~NS~A, University of Amsterdam - Centre for the Study of European Contract Law (CSECL) 

Email: ],klijnsma@uva,nl 

This article examines the implications of Rawls’theory, justice as fairness, for contract law. It argues that contract law as an institution is part of 
the basic structure of society and as such subject to the principles of justice. Discussing the basic structure in relation to contract law is particularly 
interesting because it is instructive for both contract law as well as Rawlsian theory. On the one hand, justice as fairness has clear normative 

implications for the institution of contract law. On the other hand, this discussion forces us to critically assess the meaning and appeal of the 

concept of a basic structure in justice as fairness. 



W Swain, Codification of contract law: some lessons from history, University of Queensland Law Journal, 31 1: 39-54, 
University of queensland TC Beirne 5"chool of taw Research Paper No~ 13-24 

WA~,~.~N S~J~,:[~I, The University of Queensland - T.C. Beirne School of Law 

Email: swain@vicbar,com,au 

Writing in The Australian on the 23rd of March this year, the Attorney-General introduced A discussion paper to explore the scope for reforming 

Australian contract law to the wider Australian public. She admitted that ’1 expect there to be both passionate reformers and trenchant defenders 

of the status quo. And, I look forward to the debate ahead’. The first stage of the debate will certainly be brief. A deadline for submissions on the 
discussion paper was fixed at just four months. There are signs that the Government is more enthusiastic about the project of contract codification 

than in the recent past. The new Attorney-General has signaled a change of tone: ’It would be foolish for Australia to stand still without at least 

carefully considering opportunities that may deliver productivity gains for Australian businesses and new job opportunities for working Australians’. 

Having observed that contract law reform is ’not an all or nothing affair’, the discussion paper considers three options. These are labelled 
restatement, simplification and reform. The possibility of retaining the status quo barely gets a mention. Whether reform of Australian contract law 

is necessary, desirable and possible is a question best left to those who have devoted many years to its careful study. It would be presumptuous 

for an outsider to comment. The aim here is different. [t is simply to raise some concerns about the difficulties inherent in codification in general and 

contract codification in particular. These are issues not touched upon in a discussion paper which is relentlessly upbeat. [t is easy to portray those 
who do not wholeheartedly support codification as stuck in the past, but only by being realistic about what codification can and cannot do and the 

costs involved, is reform of any sort going to be achievable. 

>(i Free Download 

fnternationa/ Review of Financial ,4naiysis, Forthcoming 

~O~GL~,S ~, C~II~[t~�~, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Email: dcumming@schulich.yorku,ca 

A recent article in the Journal of Public Economics has asserted, among other things, that government venture capital funds in Europe have 
crowded out private venture capital. I explain that the findings in that paper are based on empirical measures that are completely flawed. 
Moreover, I show with data spanning 13 countries and the years 1989-2011 that government venture capital funds in Europe have not crowded 
out private venture capital investment. Finally, ~ draw implications for studying venture capital and public policy for other countries such as [ndia 
and China. 

11 OGEL S (2013) 

3E~FEI~V RYA~I ~.Y, Independent 

Bmail: jeffery,ray,:t 2@aberdeen,ac,uk 

This article addresses the problem associated with loss of effective control of hydrocarbon resources in states that use production-sharing 
agreements. The stabilisation clause is examined first while taking account of the parties’interests, bargaining power issues and human rights 
concerns. Both parties’ interests are taken into account and this article argues that a renegotiation clause could bridge the two interests whilst 
keeping the intent of the agreement intact. The renegotiation clause is developed during the second half of the article. Covering the purpose, role, 
benefits, faults and other concerns of the use of a renegotiation clause. 

the ~nform~tion Duties Emo~gh?)" 
III Congreso Estudiantfl de Derecho Ovfl - Universidad de Chile (2013) 

V:~CTOR ANDAADE, Independent 

Email: contacto@victorandrade,cl 

Las tarjetas de cr~dito son productos de naturaleza compleja, o mejor dicho, tan compleja como los emisores quieran que ~stas sean. Comisiones 
anuales fraccionables o de cargo recurrente, cargos por evento, costos por atraso, comisiones de prepago, cupos segmentados, programas de 
fidelizaci6n, promodones exclusivas, avarices en efectivo y cr~ditos refundidos en caso de pago minimo; todos elementos que, si bien est~n 
presentes en la operatoria diaria de una tarjeta de cr~dito, dificilmente pueden ser considerados de forma holistica al momento de contratar o usar 
una determinada tarjeta. 

El "Sernac Financiero" supone la respuesta normativa e institutional a los efectos nodvos de la masificaci6n de los productos financieros, en donde 
la t~cnica mayormente utilizada a la hora de proteger al consumidor es el uso de los deberes de informad6n. 

En el presente trabajo se revisa criticamente dicha opci6n respecto de su suficiencia como mecanismo para una adecuada protecci6n al consumidor 
financiero, concluy~ndose que su implementaci6n debe ser mejorada al alero de los hallazgos de la economia conductual. Del mismo modo, 
sopesando el dogmatismo inherente a Ins teorias econ6mico-legales, se aprecia la necesidad de ampliar el espectro regulatorio actual, a fin de 
considerar la adopci6n de medidas m~s fuertes como los mandatos de contenido minimo y Ins prohibiciones legales. 

Credit cards have a complex nature, or better said, as complex as issuers wish it to be. Fractional annual fees or recurring charges, charges per 
event, late fees, prepaid fees, segmented credit lines, loyalty programs, exclusive promotions, cash advances, and consolidated loans in the event 
of a minimum payment, are all concepts that, although present in the daily operations of a credit card, can hardly be considered holistically in the 
decision of contracting or using a particular credit card instead of another. 

"Sernac Financiero" means the policy and institutional response to the harmful effects of massification of financial products, in which the main 
regulatory technique to protect consumers is the use of duties of information. 

[n this paper we critically review the above option regarding its suitability as a mechanism for achieving adequate financial consumer protection, 

concluding that its implementation should be improved by taking into account recent findings in the field of behavioral economics. Similarly, 
weighing the inherent dogmatism of legal economic theories we see the need to expand the current regulatory spectrum, with the aim of taking 

stronger measures, such as minimum contract content rules and legal prohibitions. 
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Nov. 26 -- BNA’s Banking Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Mortgages 

The Justice Department and other federal and state authorities 
Nov. $9 unveiled a $$3 billion settlement with 3PHorgan Chase & 
Co. that marks the largest ever reached between the Justice 
Department and a U.S. company .... 

Securities 
~PNorga~ Nag Deduct Portio~ 
O~: $&3 Bil~io# Mortgage Settlement 

Roughly $7 billion of a $13 billion mortgage-related settlement 
with the Justice Department and other federal and state 
authorities may be tax deductible, JPMorgan Chase & Co. Chief 
Financial Officer Marianne Lake said .... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage Cost Disclosures to Borrowers 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has issued a 
final rule to simplify and streamline required mortgage cost 
disclosures provided to borrowers during home purchases .... 

Systemic Risk 

A more comprehensive set of changes is needed to address the 
risk of short-term wholesale funding runs, according to a Federal 
Reserve governor, who said one option is to require higher levels 
of capital for large financial institutions that... 

Mortgages 

Co~s~mers Shop for Best Loa#~ Co~’dra~,f 5aVs 

Consumers will be more informed and have a better mortgage- 
shopping experience when mortgage lenders begin using 
revamped disclosure forms created by the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (CFPB), director Richard Cordray said Nov .... 

Mortgages 
Se~ato~’s L~r.ged to Create Stro~!:j Re.gu~ato~’ 

The Senate Banking Committee heard testimony on the need for 
a strong federal regulator in a new secondary mortgage market 
system that would replace government-sponsored housing 
finance enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Nae and Freddie Mac .... 

Mortgages 

Legislation that would abolish Fannie Nae and Freddie Mac 
without creating any new federal guarantees in their place will 
not lead to the demise of the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage, 



House Financial Services Committee Chairman Jeb Hensarling._ 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 

Send, tots Urged to Avoid ~d~rd Deadlines 

Legislation that would abolish Fannie Mae and Freddie Mae and 
establish a more explicit but limited set of federal guarantees for 
the mortgage market should be careful to avoid any hard and 

fast deadlines for the transition, witnesses told... 

Federal Reserve 

C~ai~man Move~ to ~en~te F~oor ~or Vote 

The Senate Banking Committee approved Janet Yellen’s 
nomination to be chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, voting 
14-8 to report the nomination favorably out of committee for a 
full vote on the Senate floor .... 

Securities 

The Volcker rule that U.S. regulators are trying to complete this 
year doesn’t do enough to limit banks’ ability to make speculative 
bets, Commodity Futures Trading Commissioner Bart Chilton said 
Nov. 20 .... 

Derivatives 

On CFTC Adviso~ for Overse~s Swaps 

The largest Wall Street banks are mobilizing to fight a new policy 
by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission that gives the 
regulator broader authority in overseas derivatives deals .... 

Derivatives 
CFTC S~ff Offers Relief 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission’s Division of 
Swap Dealer and Intermediary Oversight issued no-action relief 
Nov. 15 for swap dealers and major swap participants that 
relieves them of certain external business conduct... 

Derivatives 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission is working on 
agreements with six non-U.S, jurisdictions that may allow foreign 
entities to engage in derivatives activities within CFTC’s 
jurisdiction by complying with their home regulator,... 

Derivatives 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission released its first 
weekly swaps report on the $380 trillion market Nov. 20, an 
event that will be repeated each Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 
p.m .... 

Smafl Dollar Loans 
CFPB Orders Lender to ~4ake Refunds~ 

In its first enforcement action against a payday lender, the 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ordered Cash America 
International Inc. to make refunds to consumers affected by 
"robo-signing" practices and pay a $5 million fine .... 

Payment Cards 

Regulators have given the go-ahead for a prepaid debit card 
services provider to become the issuing bank for the cards, a 
first for the market if Green Dot Bank goes forward with the 
proposal to acquire GE Capital Retail Bank’s (GECRB) WaI-Mart... 

Smafl Dollar Loans 

Banking regulators issued guidance on deposit advance products, 
saying they would take "appropriate supervisory action" to 
address unsound practices, but one retail bank industry group 
warned the guidelines could drive cash-strapped... 



Systemic Risk 

U.S. banking industry merger-and-acquisition activity and 
product innovation might be impaired because of changes 
introduced by 2010 landmark financial legislation now being 
implemented, though the industry will probably adjust to... 

Money Laundering 

A top Justice Department official assured bankers that 
prosecutors of financial crime would take a hard line against 
repeat violators, and urged companies to create "a culture of 
compliance."... 

Securities 

Former House Financial Services Committee Chairman Barney 
Frank (D-Mass.) said a chief regret he has regarding the 
landmark financial law bearing his name is that it did not merge 
the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Commodity 
Futures... 

Currency 

A Treasury Department official who fights financial crime pressed 
virtual currency exchangers to register with the government, a 
signal that regulators are increasing their oversight of a medium 
of exchange that is likely to remain a hot... 

Currency 

The Obama administration has made oversight of virtual 
currencies, such as Bitcoin, a top priority, a senior official told 
members of Congress .... 

Znsurance 

The federal backstop for insurance policies covering acts of 
terrorism will probably be extended for five years, Rep. Michael 

Grimm (R-N.Y.) said Nov. $9 at a moderated discussion on the 
Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TR[A) hosted by the National... 

Securities 

David Grim, deputy director of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission’s Division of Investment Management, Nov. 22 said 
his division currently is concentrating on helping the agency and 
other regulators craft a final Volcker rule .... 

Troubled Asset Relief Program 
Latest Ally 

Ally Financial fnc. made an expected $5.9 billion payment to the 
Treasury Department less than a week after the Federal Reserve 
Board announced it had no objections to the company’s 
resubmitted capital plan .... 

Monetary Policy 

Members of the U.S. central bank are grappling with how best to 
manage expectations of the Federal Reserve Board’s interest 
rate policy, according to minutes released Nov. 20 from the 
Federal Open Market Committee’s Oct. 30 meeting .... 

Monetary Policy 

Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank President Charles Plosser 
criticized the open-ended nature of the Fed’s asset purchase 
program@known as the third round of quantitative easing, or 
QE3@and called for the Federal Open... 



Foreign Accounts 
N~jot’ Fi~t~cial Groups Ask :[AS, Treas~w 

A group of major financial stakeholders is asking the government 

for more time to implement withholding under the Foreign 

Account Tax Compliance Act .... 

Foreign Accounts 
~,1~ore than ~.,700 Financial ~nskitutio~s 

The Internal Revenue Service’s online portal for foreign financial 
institutions to register under the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act has so far lodged entries from 6,700 institutions 

worldwide, an IRS official said .... 

Housing 

:[r~ October’, Dec~i~ir~g for Second t-4onth 

Sales of existing homes fell 3.2 percent in October with declines 
in all four regions, the National Association of Realtors said Nov. 
20 .... 

Mortgages 

Mortgage rates headed back down in the latest week after rising 
two weeks in a row, taking the average for the 30-year, fixed- 
rate mortgage down to 4.22 percent from 4.35 percent the 
previous week, Freddie Mac said .... 

Housing 

Builder confidence was unchanged in November with an index 
reading of 54, the National Association of Home Builders said 
Nov. 18 .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Enforcement 

Enforcement actions against individuals under the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act present "unique challenges" but the 
Securities and Exchange Commission is taking a "variety of 
steps" to overcome the hurdles, Andrew... 

Mortgages 

,]PMorgan Chase & Co. has reached a $4.5 billion agreement with 
21 institutional investors to resolve claims over representations, 
warranties, and servicing of 330 residential mortgage-backed 
securities trusts issued by .].P. Morgan,... 

Securitization 

Horgan Stanley has renewed its bid for a mid-case appeal to the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit on disparate impact 
analysis under the Fair Housing Act, and on whether the statute 
allows a discovery rule critical to bias claims brought... 

Taxes 

Attorneys and accountants who work as tax advisers for 
corporations that are part of a consolidated group should review 
the corporation’s tax-sharing agreements to ensure that they 
are carefully drafted and reflect the clients’... 

Mortgages 

Wells Fargo & Co. and New York Attorney General Eric C. 
Schneiderman are sharply at odds on how much freedom states 
have to enforce the terms of a $25 billion mortgage servicing 
settlement in 20:[2 (U.S.v. Bank of Am. Corp., D.D.C., No. 12- 

cv-00361,... 



To Resolve CFTC Lawsuit on Cus~o~er Funds 

MF Global Inc. has admitted liability and agreed in the U.S. 
District Court for the Southern District of New York to pay more 

than $1.2 billion in restitution and fines to resolve claims that it 
misused customer funds, the Commodity Futures Trading... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

Derivatives 
E~J Says Ge~s~er Swap~ Ru~e 

European Union regulators accused the U.S. Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission of reneging on a trans-AtlanUc pact on 
swaps regulation, saying new curbs on EU-based units of U.S. 
banks clash with efforts to align rules .... 

Accounting 

Over Fin~’=~’:~ci~’=~ ~t~te~nent Tr~sp~ren<:y 

For the second time in less than a year the European Securities 
and Market Authority called on publicly listed financial institutions 
in the European Union to improve their annual financial 
statements, especially when it comes to clarifying... 

Accounting 
Alig~ent Wi~:~h LLS~ on Lo~ Loss ~cco~.~:i~ 

Hans Hoogervorst, chairman of the International Accounting 
Standards Board, told reporters in New York that it is "not very 
likely" that IASB and the U.S. Financial Accounting Standards 
Board will align on how to account for loan... 

International Banking 
C~i~ean Coheiress Approves Lower 
~erest R,a~e for Co~s~er Loa~s 

Chile’s Congress approved government legislation Nov. 20 to 
reduce the maximum interest rate at which banks and other 
financial institutions can lend to individuals 

Foreign Accounts 

New Ze~lan~ Offers Le~Jisl~tion 
To ~ase ~ATCA Con~p~ian<:e 

The New Zealand government unveiled legislation to be 
considered by Parliament that would let its financial institutions 
comply with the Foreign Account Tax Compliance when the 
country reaches a final agreement with the U.S. on 
implementation... 

Systemic Risk 

Few issues in financial reform have stirred up as much argument 
as too-big-to-fail (TBTF). Not because there is any argument 
over whether TBTF is "bad" - virtually everyone agrees that our 
financial system should not be exposed to... 

JOURNAL 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Publix developer picks site tbr first Raleigh store 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

~lu~Str(f~ v~t~a~an Wh(tt~nqton ra~s~ss mon~rf.to %rward new 

3 chan,aes to NoC, business law com~s_________________________________________~_ (n 201_ ! 

comp(t~sat[os, Click to learn how you can utilize 
this new offerin~l, 

HOW Wa~l Street ~s he(pi~]g UNC (-iealth’s finances 

~5~?S~, Teradata %rm t~cs ~nto the 
classroom 

Week,’/ed~t~o~ on youl" ~P~:d or ~d~one. N~>> ,, 

State researci?: Screer’..ii?~@o4?rofiies couid alienate 

Wi:at Fast SO executives )ook for 

_ 



How to understand the new worid of crowdfun@nS} 

Can’t ~~,~ge? Wells Fargo,_ CEO .John . ,>tam~£¢S_ Name ...... 

Hoonsh~ne and othe~~ N,C~ sp~dts gain shelf space in ABC sto~es 

~A lock indicates content available ~ paid subscri~rs. 

UpstaN: Editor’s Choice 

~<~-~e~ ~~ ~0 ~~,~_ ~>~e~ ~ ~ ~.~_~’~ 

M,M~ kaF-ieur wants to dress busy women for work ................................................................................................................................... 

V~ctoda and @av@ Beckham cloth~nq sets off frenzX in Condon 

week ~                ~ 

H~ke Ht£kabee’s suages~on: Nove D.C, ~o Nashville 

People 

Featar~d Prope~l:}~ 
Pdce: $858,000 

aL~., 9,029 SF 

........................................................................................................................................ 

Featured Event 





88995 Generai Public 

$6595 ABA Members 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 4:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Report Says Ne~vtown Shooter Obsessed With Mass Murders 

Report Says Ne,~owa~ Shooter Obsessed With Mass 
Mt~rd.ers 

The young man who attacked a Newtown, Conn., elementary school last year, killing 20 

children and six staff members, was obsessed with mass murders, especially the 1999 

assault on Columbine High School in Colorado, according to an investigative report 

released Monday. 

The report on the Dec. 14 rampage at Sandy Hook Elementary provided the most detailed 

account to date of the life of shooter Adam Lanza, who committed suicide after the killings. 

They described a 20-year-old man diagnosed with Asperger’s syndrome who didn’t like to 

be touched and grew increasingly remote as he grew older. Investigators, however, were 

unable to determine a motive for the crime. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dbaris@aabd.org on behalf of 

American Association of Bm~k Directors <dbaris@aabd.o~> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 4:38 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SNL Financial Becomes AABD Sponsor; OCC’s Third Pal%’ Relationship Guidance 

Xll AABD Logo 

AABD Sponsors 

I~ ]] A 0 N LOgO 

~iii BuckleySandler 

Visit the AABD 
Bookstore 

Amazon 

Dear Lissa, 

SNL Fi~andal Becomes AABD Sponsor 
SNL bIina~cia[ will also be a parl.ieipa~t in the 
Ba~k Director Edueatio~ and 
Program sp(msored by AABI), 

OCC’s Third Party Relation 

OCC’s Third Part~’ l~elatk)~aship Guidance is a 
bear for ~m’d,:)nal bank and ~dera] sav~gs 
bank directors. C)ver’bur’der~ed bank 
direekors just got more overburdened. See 
&ABD’s SpeeiaI ReporL. 

AABD Baaflt Director Standards of Care 
Surw~y Now Available 
This now book, edited by David Baris, covers 
the bank director skandards of care {br al~ 5o 
slates a~d the Districk of Coh~mbia, as ~e~l as 
stab~tes that provide additio~aI protection 
for directors agair~st personal liability. The 
Survey is eomplime~taB~ to AABD rr, err, bets 
arid &)r sale Lo others. 

American Association of Bank Directors 

The AABD was founded in 1989 in the midst of the past 

S&L crisis to represent the information, education and 

advocacy needs of individual bank and savings 

institution directors. 

The ~&BD is the only banking association in the United 
States which exclusively serves individual directors 
rather than their financial institutions. 

American Association of Bank Directors 
125o 24th Street, NW, Suite 7oo 

Washington, DC 2oo37 
(202) 463-4888 

Forward email 



This email was ~n~ to Ibroome@emaiL[inc.edu by dbaris@aabd,orq i 
._U_p__d___a_t__e__/_~_LO__fjj_e_LE_L~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ lnstant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_~_Lb__s_c_l:ib_~" !~__rj_v__a__c_Z/__E_o_[Lc_Y..~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Hull <foundation~ncbax.org> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 5:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCBA Foundation News - November 2013 

i 1~ L4L PD 

The Patron Campaign 

Please give now to the 2013-14 Patron Campaign and 
more than ~00 of your colleagues who have also donated. 

Your gift wil~ support important NCBA Foundation projects 
including: 

North Carolina Lawyer Referral Service: 
Connecting mote than 40,000 people annually to lavv’y’ets 
able to assist wi~h their legal problems= 

Law-Related Education Programs: 
Serving nearly 20,000 students and teachers across the 
sta~e. 

Lawyer on the Line: 
Assisting Legal Aid of NC pre-screened clients. 

4ALL Statewide Service Day: 

~he Patron Campaign 

We R~ 
~0 ~ist~ 

Carolina, sewe nearly 10,000 citizens in a 12-hour period. 

We thank you for your donations and dedication to the 
Patron Campaign~ 

North Carolina Bar Association Awards 

T~me is ru~n~g out~ 

Do ,¢oL~ know a ~awyer who goes above and beyond ~n Ms or her ~6~i~ 
pro bono work, community seP~ce, professionalism, or is a 
s~a~waA o~ the legal community? 

Nominate them for an NOBA award today. The deadline to 
nominate deserting attorneys for the Citizen La~,,ter Awards, I. .............................................. 
Bevedy Lake Public Service Award, GenerN Practice HaJJ of 
Fame, H Brenl McKn~ght Renaissance Lawyer Award, John J. 
Parker Award, and a~ Pro Bone Awards is Decembe~ 1~. 

Click here to learn more about each award and nominate 
a colleague today! 

Justice Iredell Mock Trial Tournament 



Mock Trial Tournament today, 

Regional tournaments will take place on December 13 at the 
Buncombe, Durham, Iredell, New Hanover, Wayne and Wilkes 
county courthouses. 

The state finaL<~ will take place on Jam~a~y 10. 2014, at the 

Durham Coun’5, Courthouse. 

No[th Carolina’s champions will then battle the winning teams 
South Carolina in a "Battle of ~he Carolinas" in April 2014. 

To learn more about how you can participate in the regional 
tournaments or state finals, click here. To support the 
tournament th[ough a con~ribu~iom click here. 

Lawyers for Literacy 

Support ~he NCBA’s Lavwers 4 Literacy project by shopping at 
Barnes & Noble from December 1-6. 

Visit your local Barnes & Noble or order online. At checkout, be 

sure to use the Bookfair ID # 11211844, to ensure that a portion 
of your purchases go toward new books Ior students 
participating in the Lawyers 4 Literacy program statewide. 

Lawyers 4 Literacy is a new voluntee~ opportunity where lav,~.,ers 
and paralegals visit local, participating elementary schooL<~ and 
read to students for 30 minutes each week over the course of a 
month. Communities currently se~ed by the program ~nc~ude 
W~m~ngton, Du[ham and Charlotte, with more being added as 
vo~u~teers have interest. 

Save the Date -4ALL ~s Comin~ 

~ Savetha Date-4ALL~ 

The NCBA’s 7th 4ALL ~tatewide~ Ser~ice~ Day will take place on 

March 7, 2014, in eight locations ac[oss North Carolina. Join 450 
fellow attorneys in volunteering for a 3-hour shift of answeri~xg 
calls from nearly 10,000 citizens of North Carolina in need. 

Make a differe~ce h~ your community on this day of 
serv~ce~ 

Registration is now open - sign up early to ensure your spoil 

You are receiving this message because you are a member of the North Carolina Bar Association. 

unsub~:fibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentba~aking@sandleroneill.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 5:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: ViewPoint Financial Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: VPFG; Piano, TX) has agreed to acquire 

LegacyTexas Group, Inc. (Private; Plano, TX) 

ViewPoint Financial Group, inc. (NASDAQ: VPFG; Piano, TX) has agreed to acquire 

LegacyTexas Group, Inc. (Private; Piano, TX) 

Sandier O’Neill acted as financia~ advisor to ViewPoint Financial Group, Inc. in connection 

with the transaction. This transaction is Sandier O’Neill’s 105th bank or thrift transaction 

since January :l, 2022. Sandier O’Neill has served as a financial advisor on more bank and 

thrift transactions than any other investment bank during that time period,t 

This transaction represents Sandier O’Neill’s :tilth bank and thrift transaction in Texas for 

an aggregate transaction value of $2°8 billion since January l, 20~1, more than any other 

investment bank during that time period.~ 

ViewPoint Financial Group, Inc. and LegacyTexas Group, inc. announced today that they have 

entered into a definitive agreement under which LegacyTexas will merge into ViewPoint and, 

immediately thereafter, ViewPoint’s bank subsidiary, ViewPoint Bank, N.A., will merge into 

LegacyTexas’ subsidiary bank, LegacyTexas Bank. The merger will result in one of the largest 

independent banks in the state of Texas, with 51 branches and pro forma assets of over S5 

LegacyTexas is a 50 year old, privately held commercial bank headquartered in Piano, Texas 

that operates 20 branches in Collin, Dallas, Tarrant and Parker counties. As of September 30, 

2013, LegacyTexas reported, on a consolidated basis, total assets of Si.7 billion, total loans of 

S1.2 billion and total deposits of Si.5 billion. LegacyTexas offers a full range of banking 

products and services, including insurance and mortgage lending. 

ViewPoint will issue 7.85 million shares of ViewPoint common stock plus approximately S~5 

million in cash for all the outstanding stock of LegacyTexas. Each LegacyTexas shareholder will 

have the right to elect to receive either ViewPoint stock or cash, subject to proration as 

specified in the merger agreement. The transaction is expected to be highly accretive to 

earnings per share. 

Upon completion of the merger, George Fisk, Vice Chairman, President and CEO of LegacyTexas, 

and Greg Wilkinson, each current LegacyTexas board members, will join the Boards of Directors 

of both ViewPoint and its banking subsidiary. Mays Davenport, Executive Vice President of 

LegacyTexas Bank, will become Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of 

ViewPoint. Aaron Shelby, Executive Vice President of LegacyTexas, will be named Executive Vice 

President of ViewPoint. Both Davenport and Shelby will report directly to ViewPoint President 

and CEO Kevin Hanigan. 

"1 am very excited to announce the merger of LegacyTexas with ViewPoint," stated Hanigan. 

"The Shelby family and management team from LegacyTexas have built one of the jewels of 

North Texas community banking. This combination allows ViewPoint to accomplish many of our 

strategic objectives, including: gaining greater scale in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex; 

accelerating ViewPoint’s transition to a full-service, commercial-oriented community bank; 

leveraging our excess capital in a financially attractive transaction, and deepening our 

management and board depth and experience." 

Immediately following the close, ViewPoint will be known as LegacyTexas Financial Group, Inc. 

and the banking subsidiary will be known as LegacyTexas gank= 
(1) Excludes terminated transactions and self-advisory roles 
Note: Financial data as of 9/30/2013 
Source: SNL Financial 

For more info~atio~ ple~e click here. 

For the press release, please click hem. 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co rn/email-discla imer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 26 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 26, 2013 @, Number 228 

Regulatory Policy 
Regulati~n Compliance Cos[i~9 Firms 

Companies worldwide will pay an estimated total of $1.2 trillion 
toward regulatory compliance efforts in 2013, an average of 6.2 
percent of their annual turnover, according to a U.K. report 
released Nov. 21 .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, November 25, 2013 8:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 26 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

Few issues in financial reform have stirred up as much argument 
as too-big-to-fail (TBTF). Not because there is any argument 
over whether TBTF is "bad" - virtually everyone agrees that our 
financial system should not be exposed to... 

Listing 

Accounting 

Derivatives Na~ Sh~ Tax 

A proposal to subject derivatives to mark-to-market taxation, 

with all gains and losses being treated as ordinary income, may 
have the effect of simplifying tax administration, an Internal 
Revenue Service official told a Practising Law... 

Consumer Credit 
Credit Rete~tio~ R~e Lets Co~s~m~÷r Debt F~o~v~ 

(Bloomberg) ~ The credit retention rule, which regulators 
significantly weakened in response to industry complaints, won’t 
significantly reduce consumer access to credit, according to the 
attached Bloomberg Government Analysis .... 

Foreign Accounts 
Opticms C~earing Organizatio~ Seeks 

The world’s largest equity derivatives clearing organization is 
requesting regulatory changes to the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act to exempt it, under certain conditions, from 
reporting requirements related to dividend equivalent... 

Bankruptcy 

Current bankruptcy venue laws under 28 U.S.C. ~ 1408 are the 

"single most significant cause of injustice" in Chapter 11 cases, 
]udge Steven W. Rhodes of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the 
Eastern District of Michigan Nov. 22 told... 

Smafl-Do!lar Loans 

National banks must ensure that customers can repay small- 
dollar, short-term loans, the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency said in final guidance on "deposit advance" products 
scheduled for publication Nov. 26 in the Federal... 

Housing 

Dips 0°6 Perce~t~ Drs,z~ for Fifth No~th 

A forward-looking measure of home sales slipped again in 
October, down 0.6 percent on declines in two of the four 
regions, the National Association of Realtors reported Nov. 25 .... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:26 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, you have 11 friend requests 

You have new notifications, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since you iast Io~ged in, Here sre some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:20 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbrDome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Law & Finance eJournal, Vol. 5 No. 62, 11/26/2013 

Table of Contents 

Public Economics Gone Wild: Lessons from Venture Capital 

Douglas ~, gumming, York University - Schulich School of Business 

~ Allocating Powers Creditor Classes: The and Downs of Claims’ in Czech Decision-Making Among Ups Battling Heterogeneity Corporate 
Insolvency Law 

TOI’BaS Richter, Clifford Chance LLP, Prague, Radboud University Nijmegen, Charles University in Prague - Department of Economics 

CEO Stock Ownership Policies - Rhetoric and Reality 

Nitzan Shiloh, Harvard Law School 

~ R ecasting Private Equity Funds after the Financial Crisis: The End of ’Two and Twenty’ and the Emergence of Co-Investment and Separate 

Account Arrangements 

Joseph A. ~’4cCahety, Tilburg University - School of Law; European Banking Center (EBC), European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI), Duisenberg School 
of Finance, Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC) 

Erik P, M, Verl~qeulen, Tilburg University - Department of Business Law, Philips International BV, Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC), Kyushu University - 
Faculty of Law 

CORPORATE LAW: LAW & FINANCE e3OURNAL 

/ Free Download 
iiiiiii"P~biic Economics Gone Wil~: Lessons fro~ Venture Capital" L 

Znternationa/ Review of Financ/a, Analysis, Forthcoming 

DOIJGLA~ 3, CIJ~e~NG, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Email: dcumming@schulich,yorku.ca 

A recent article in the Journal of Public Economics has asserted, among other things, that government venture capital funds in Europe have 
crowded out private venture capital. I explain that the findings in that paper are based on empirical measures that are completely flawed. 
Moreover, I show with data spanning 13 countries and the years 1989-2011 that government venture capital funds in Europe have not crowded 
out private venture capital investment. Finally, I draw imNications for studying venture capital and public policy for other countries such as India 
and China. 

iiiiiii"A~locating Decision-Making Powers Among Creditor Classes: The ~ps and Downs o~ Battling Claims’ Heterogeneity in Czech Corporate 

Insolvency Law" 
European Business Ozga#izaBon Law ~evlew, Fotthcoff~ing 

TOMA~ RICHTER, Clifford Chance LLP, Prague, Eadboud University Nijmegen, Charles University in Prague - Department of Economics 

Email: tomas,richter@cliffordchance,com 

The problem of claims’ heterogeneity makes allocating decision-making power an arduous task for any insolvency law that aims to vest control over 
corporate insolvency proceedings in the creditors. 

The Czech Insolvency Act 182/2006 is a case in point. One of the Act’s chief reform aims was to take control over the proceedings away from the 

hands of the judges and insolvency trustees and vest it in the hands of the creditors. 

Five years after the Act went in force, it is time to look at how the Act succeeded in its ambition. The article reviews the rules allocating decision- 

making powers between secured and unsecured creditors in relation to several key "turning points" in Czech insolvency proceedings, and also 

looks at how the initial rules were interpreted and applied by the insolvency courts. It also points to a set of amendments adopted by the Czech 
Parliament in the autumn of 2013 with a view of codifying those interpretive approaches that were found to work, as well as reversing those in 

which the insolvency judiciary was thought to have drifted away from the original intentions of the Act. 

In particular, the article looks at the creditors’ derisions on (a) the type of proceedings, (b) the appointment, removal, powers and conflicts of the 
insolvency trustee, (c) the election and the removal of the creditors’ committee, and (d) the assumption of the creditors’ committee’s powers by the 

creditors’ meeting. 



The article is limited to rules applicable to corporate debtors. 

Reality" ~i Free Download 

N~’T~a~.N SH~’~..ON, Harvard Law School 

Email: nshilon@law.harvard.edu 

This paper is the first academic endeavor to analyze the efficacy and transparency of current stock ownership policies (SOPs) in U.S. public firms. 
SOPs generally require managers to hold some of their firms’ stock for the long term. Firms universally adopted these policies following the 2008 
financial crisis and cite them more than any other policy as a key element in their mitigation of risk. However, my analysis of the current SOPs of 
S&P 500 CEOs disputes what firms claim about their SOPs. First, I find that these policies are extremely ineffective because the way they function 
generally allows CEOs to immediately unload virtually all the stock they own. Second, I show that firms camouflage this weakness in their public 
filings. I explain why my findings are troubling, and I propose a regulatory reform to make SOPs transparent in order to improve the content of 
these policies. 

:i~ Free Do’,~load I 
Lex Research Topics in Corporate Law & Economics Working Paper IVo, 20~3-6 

JlOS~E~ ~o ~�~E~ERY, Tilburg UniversiLy - School of Law; European Banking CenLer (EBC), European CorporaLe Governance [nsLiLuLe (ECG[), Duisenberg School 

of Finance, Tilburg Law and Economics CenLer (T[LEC) 

Email: J.A. McCahery@uvt.nl 

ER~< IP~ ~ ~ER~EU~,.I~tN, Tilburg UniversiLy - DeparLment of Business Law, Philips fnLernaLional BV, Tilburg Law and Economics CenLer (TTLEC), Kyushu UniversiLy - 

FaculLy of Law 

Email: e.p,m,vermeulen@uvt,nl 

This article examines the post-financial crisis trends in the private equity industry. Although most research has followed the pre-crisis trends, we 
show that investors are demanding the inclusion of more investor-favorable compensation terms in limited partnership agreements. Our findings 
suggest that these new terms not only provide the investors with more favorable management fee and profit distribution arrangements, but also 
give them more control over the fund’s investment decisions. Importantly, the new pattern also reveals the inclusion of more straightforward co- 
investment rights. Besides the contractual ’improvements’, we observe that investors want to see more skin in the game from the 
managers/general partners. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Management Research Network <MRN@ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:21 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Humanistic Management Network Joins MRN Management Research Centers Papers 

We are pleased to announce Humanistic Management Network has started a MRN Management Research Centers Papers series within the Management Research Network (MRN). 

HUMANISTIC MANAGEMENT NETWORK RESEARCH PAPER SERIES 

View Abstracts: http:!!www.ssrn.com/link!Humanistic-Mqmt-Network-RES.html 

Subscribe: http://hq.ssrn.com!iou rl nvite.cfm?lin k=H u manistic-Mqmt-Network-RES 

This is the electronic journal of the Humanistic Management Network, which aims to protect human dignity and promote human flourishing through "humanistic" 

management. Our loci are twofold 1) to increase the discourse across academic disciplines with a focus on a) the protection of human dignity and b) the promotion of 

human well-being within the carrying capacities of the planet as well as 2) increasing the discourse across academia, practice, policy and media. 

With this journal we wish to foster such an exchange and promote public intellectuals that engage in solution oriented theorizing that address humanity’s larger 

challenges (including, but not limited to environmental degradation, climate change, extinction of species including the human species, as well as social justice, social 

inequity, and loss of societal trust). Some areas of inquiry and discourse focus on how organizations, esp. businesses can become a catalyst for societal betterment. As 

such we are in part focusing on social innovation, social entrepreneurship and social justice related issues that pertain to management. We also wish to include all 

research, practice and policy enabling human flourishing as the outcome of organizing. 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE 

You can subscribe to the e Journal at no cost, by clicking on the "Subscribe" link listed above. 

You can change your e Journal subscriptions by signing into SSRN User HQ If you have any problems, please contact us for assistance by email: Support(~SSRN corn or by phone: 

877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435) in the United States, or + 1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States. We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30AM and 6:00PM, 
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SSRN supports open access by allowing authors to upload papers to the eLibrary for free through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http://hq ssrn corn, and by providing free 

downloading of those papers. 
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financial crisis and cite them more than any other policy as a key element in their mitigation of risk. However, my analysis of the current SOPs of 

S&P 500 CEOs disputes what firms claim about their SOPs. First, I find that these policies are extremely ineffective because the way they function 

generally allows CEOs to immediately unload virtually all the stock they own. Second, I show that firms camouflage this weakness in their public 
filings. I explain why my findings are troubling, and I propose a regulatory reform to make SOPs transparent in order to improve the content of 
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deterrent accounts. 
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Pro se liti,cjants get video advice from Maryland courts 
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Password-hoarding com~uter eng ineer was proper!y convicted, appeals court 

says 
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Potential witness account revealed in Web comment leads to mistrial in Rick 

Springfield concert-iniury case 
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Top News 

U,So m~d SmMis in Growh~g Rift as Power" Shifts 

The United S[ates.-Saudi relationship is still dose, but their 

interests are nr~t as aligned as they c,~ce were. 

y of 
State 

Dip[omaeyObama Signals a Shift From Military Might to 

The am~ouncements of a~ interim nuclear deal with Ira~ and a 

conference on Syria’s civil war were vivid s katemen ks flaat 

diplomacy has again become the centerpiece of ~)~mHean foreign policy. 

~ Witt~ han Accord, Obama Opens Door to° Middle East 

~ [] Graphic: Inside the I ran Deal 

Chill~g Look at Newtown Killer, but No 

A~most a year after Adam Lanza killed 26 c~ildren and adulks 

Newtown, Corm., elementary school, an investigative report 

shed new li~t on his internal ~if~ and complicated relationship 

wRh his modmr. 

..... front 

~ [] State’s At[orney’s Repot[ 

Editors’ Picks 

The Changing American Fami]ly 

Same-.sex parents, Cohabiting couples. Vohmtary kin. Children 

w~th parents i~ prison. Immi~:a~t-Amerk:ans. What we tlaought 

of as kl~e g,pieal American family is being rapidly redefined. Ik is more 



than it was even half a year ago. 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

~Wby Care, Abo~t 
~.:~ S~dh ~ ~<N.’~.i-~-’i. ~L:~:.~~G.~:.~~ 

This Op-Doc video ex])~ab~s why ordinary Americans shotfld he 

concerned about online sm~-eillanee. 

~ Wyden, Uaal~, and Heindch: End fl~e N SA. D~:a~net, Now 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JERRY JONES, director of Lice N;]tional Co;]lition of the Homeless, on a proposed law that 
would ban the feeding of homeless people in public spaces in Los Angeles, 

World 

Obm~a~s Visiti~tg Necktie" Ad~{ser Tells Karzai to Sight 

Agreemen~ 

Susan E. ~ee told President Harold Karzai o%~ghanistan to sign a seeufib" 

agreement or potentially face the complete pnl]out cg American trocg,s by the 

end of 2o~4, oNcials said. 

Militia i~ lBengl~azi Flees After Deadly G~m 

Battle 

The fighting tbl]owed tt~e deaflas of at least 43 people in Tripoli 
this month and came as tqval factions flex their muscles ahead of 

a bid to eleet a eons~itut%nal assembly. 

New Clues May Change Buddha’s Date of Birth 

At a tempJe in Nepal Nat eont~ins a pillar documenting a homage 

at the Buddha’s birthplace, researchers dctermined dmt lower 

stru~’tures were erected as early as the sixth eentu~7 B.Co 

Ic,gi~s 

have 

U,S, 

As Homeless Line Up for Food, Los _ka~geles 

~Vei~s Restrietio~s 

A temperate climate, cuks in federal spe~ding on the homeless 

and a court-ordered ef£~rt by California to shrink its prison 

populaiion have contributed to a severe problem. 



Inq~firT [~ Cover-Up of Ohio Rape Yields 

~dictme~t of ~Four Adults 

The superintendent in ~e school system of Steubenvi~le, Ohio, 

was among those in~cked on Mot~day by a grandj m’y 

im, esfigafi~g the cover-up of a 2oI2 rape. 

Conservative Leads Effort to Raise lgti~fin~mn 

Wage ir~ Cali fo~0nia 

Ron U*~z, who rose to fame by’ promoting a ballot initiative that 

esse~tialJy elimiuated biJing~ml e&~eation i~ CaJi~bvuia, is takiug 

on a goal that has stymied liberals. 

wh a 

Business 

New Pitch for Healtl~ hfitiative: Mind Yo~lr 

To encourage enrollment by the young Americans who are 

erudal to the success of khe z~fordable Ca~ Act, i*~surers a~ 

appeaW% to fl~eir primaU heNth care advisers: their 

A Debate Ore,° Paying Board Nominees of M~ I 
Activist Fm~ds 

The dispute around director eompe*~satio*~ is the latest fro*~t in 

the war of i~) 

F~strafion From a Dea~ on F|awed Hip 

implar~ts 

Some patients say the real win*ram in the $a.5 billio*~ settlement 

are .~ohnson & ,lotmso~ and the p]aintifl~’ la~ers, who will get 

abouk a third of the money. 

Laney 

said a 

Sports 

Cage Fighte~° %~|m Faked Death Is Se~tteneed i~ A~omed 

Robbery 

Charles Rowan, a Michigan fighter, was set~keneed to 171/21o 40 years in prison 

for robbing a gm~ store a mo~th aRer he ~Sed to escape a drng debt by 

convincing everTone that he bad died. 



Skateboardh~g Twins Execrate a Career ~ 8o ~n 

Tu~h~g to Temfi~ 

Nic and THsta~ P~ehse had a steep ~earni~g curve~ but two years 

into their tennis adven~m’e, the twins appear ~o have traded one 

obsession fl:~r another. 

’l’e~ Former N oHoLo Players Sue League Over Head 

The players, who were th the league in the ~97os, ’8os and ’90s, filed their suit 

in federal court on Mon&~y, which comes about three months after the 

agreed to settle a shnilar ease. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
:~ The 

A Di vi d ed Rio de da~eiro, O verreae|fi~g for th e ga:,-a ~Js 

World Tijuca 

Local officials are struggli~g to reinvest this onetime third-wm]d 

city wkh a firsbworld economy, but progressive ideals are running up against 

a ge-4d, intra cbt ble p~ blem s. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Happy Res~flts of a Speedy Slfift 

The "Magic Flute" now at the Los Angeles Opera shows the good 

thin~ that can happen when a company shakes up its production 

schedule. 

Not So Fast: Italiar~ Church Is Halted or~ Its Way 

to 

The artist Franeeseo Vezzoli had phmned a dismantled chinch as 

the center or" his New D>rk show, before Italian authorities 
s Lopped Lhe shipment. 

..... church 
packed 

Science 

E~tfissio~s of N’I ethmte h~ U,So Exceed Estimates, Study Fhtds 

A new analysis of man-made emissions of the greenhouse gas in the United 

S~tes showed they were abouk 1.5 times higher than prevailing esSmateso 

G ~deR~es Steven 
isse;1, 

Some doctors said a panel issuing guidelines for avoiding              [~ 

eholeskerol risks had ignored part of the available data, and they 

asse~ted it shoukl have first released a draR report to allow for comments, 

F.DoAo Orders Ge~etie Testing Firm to Stop 
Selling DNA Analysis Service 

The Food and Drug Ad~ninistradon sent a warning letter to 

23andme, which sells a $99 personal genome testing kit, saying 

the company had not proved that the product workedo 

..... personal 
genoma 

Today’s Video 



~vm~, ~: T|~e ¯ ~deo Game Wars, by 

Numbers 

With the release of the PlayStafion 4 and XBox (3ne~ the latest 

generation of game consoles has ar~ved. 

Pastrami 

Hamtkkah and Thanksgiving fal] on the same day this year, 

Danny Bowien proposed doing a Thanksgiving pastramL He 

demonst~:ates the simple meat dish flT~r Mark Bittman. 

~ vm~:o: Da*~d Gillen: Biteoi~t Believers 

While regulators debate t~e pros and cons of biteoins, the rising 

real-world value of this digRal em’reney inspires the question: 

Wh at m a kes m on ey, m on ey? 
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EDITORIAL 

C|~i~a’s Coercive Play 

A plm~ to control dislmted air space over the East China Sea inereases risk of 

confrontation ~4lh Japan. 

EDITORIAL 

The State s F’i~di~g8 on N ewtowr~ 

A portrait of a distm’bed young man obsessed with weapons emerges from the 

oft’icJa~ report from Connecticut oNcJa~s on the sehoo~ massacre. 

EDITORIAL 

A G[~er of Sense on G~m~t~a~o 

The Seuate defeated an amendment that wend have extended ~e e~sfing 

transfer ~skdefions of the detainees. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
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israel’s l[ran Di]e~m~a 

The best Irgm deal that could he had reorders the map of the 

Middle East and compels Israd to think again. 
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Fictional Lawyers: Reel Lessons to be 
Learned 

Fictional lawyers face all manner of ethical issues. 
While exaggerated, those situations present law 
students, and practicing lawyers, with valuable 
hypothetical examples. Acknowledging the element of 
drama intentionally inserted, fictional lawyers can still 
teach valuable lessons. This article looks at some of 
the more memorable--and egregious--fictional 
lawyers of recent years. 

Peril 

Law school is a social and culturN world unto itself. 
Like all societies and cultures, it has its own set of 
norms and rules. Understanding and employing proper 
etiquette will help you succeed. This article provides 
tips to navigate law school etiquette. 

In-House Law: Do They Even Hire 

Students? 

Corporations are increasingly eyeing the bottom line. 
Some corporations have stopped paying law firms for 
what amounts to new or junior-level associates’ 
training. Instead, there are now opportunities for new 
lawyers to enter directly into in-house counsel 
positions. This article examines ways to find or create 
such positions. 

How’s Your Command of Grammar? 

In the writing seminars I teach for practicing lawyers, 
I frequently ask how many don’t know what passive 
voice is. In a group of 100 or so, typically one or two 
will less up. At least 98 percent will claim to know 
what passive voice is. Then I’ll give everyone a pop 
quiz consisting of only two sentences: the lawyers 
have to say whether there’s a passive-voice verb in 
either one. Only about 30 percent get the answers 
right. 

Study Aids: Proceed with Caution 

By choosing study aids wisely, students can reap the 
academic benefits without overspending. How do you 
know what study aids to buy--if any? Remember that 
study aids complement your own hard work. They are 
not shortcuts to avoid serious studying. This article 
provides tips to choose well. 

In Session 
.G....e..t..t..Ln.g~.t.b~.e..~~D....e.~.a..f~~..a.~~..F..a..Lr.~..H....e.~.a.~r.L~.g 

Talilia Lewis found her calling while interning at a 
public defender’s office. She was intrigued by a deaf 
man’s case. After further investigation, she believed 
that he was wrongly imprisoned for murder. The man 
did not have access to an interpreter and the 
investigating officers didn’t understand how to 
communicate with the man. Following that experience, 
she founded a nonprofit organization to educate the 
deaf about and advocate for their legal rights. 

I Wish I’d Known 

Listening is one of the great superpowers. 

Tips to choose opportunities wisely, be a Google- 
savvy researcher, and look your best. 

~i L L M. Alabama - University of Alabama 

Ni LawStudentCoach.com ad 

Division News 
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of Governors--January 15 

Arbitration Competition Finals--January 
__2___4__=_~_&_L_c_b__i__c__a__g_o__}. 

Leadership Nomination Deadline for 
Officers, Circuit Governors, Student 
Editor--February 1 

Stay Connected to the Division 



Coachinc~ Lawyers to Better Futures 

Whittney Fruin spent seven years as a lawyer solving 
client’s problems. It was a process she very much 
enjoyed. Now, she helps lawyers solve their problems 
as a life coach. 

Division Dialogue 
New Vice Chair-SBA Sworn 

Officially Speaking 
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories COMPLETE ISSUE 

How Regulators Will Toughen the Vo~cker      ~.~.~ 

Rule ..... 

Regulators are closing in on a final Volcker Rule 
to restrict proprietary trading, dialing up certain 
requirements related to documentation while 
providing some flexibility on "market making" 
activities. This story includes a fully interactive 
timeline on Volcker’s contentious history. 

as Banks Hea~ 

The positive reaction to Independent Bank 
Group’s $170 million agreement to buy BOH 
Holdings shows how precrisis M&A valuation 
methods are returning and that the industry is 
getting stronger. 

The Human Tol~ of Digita~ Banking 

The rise of mobile banking is starting to impact 
branch staffing levels. At the same time, new jobs 
are being created in branches and on digital 
banking teams. 

Amalgamated Seeking Leader ~o Author ~ts 
Next Chapter 

Ed Grebow abruptly left the New York bank after 
just two years. The union-controlled bank, backed 
by private equity and stabilized by its departed 
CEO, wants a leader who can generate a return 
on investment. 

By Department 

The Human Tol~ of Digita~ Banking 

The rise of mobile banking is starting to impact 
branch staffing levels. At the same time, new jobs 
are being created in branches and on digital 
banking teams. 

~4icroloans Finanee a Path to UoS. 

The California-based Pan American Bank takes 
big pride in its microlending product for 
immigrants. 

Amalgamated Seeking Leader to Author 
Next Chapter 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffT~ to 

D View eomp~ete its extensive portfolio of 

iSSUe 
products and services. 

Known for practical 

B View company compliance guidance, 

i~deX 
Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

B ~U ~3~Cri be the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

SPECIAL REPORT 
policies, procedures, 
audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 
The FinTech 100         office, Lexisaexis(<3 

~ 
FIS and SheshunoffTM has you 

mata once 
covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

again top reserved. 
¯ e annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- ¯ .... 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and Hear firsthand from CMOs 

Silver Tail are among and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 
the 10 Tech changes to create 
Companies to opportunities to grow 

Watch. market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 
Wealth 2013. 
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W ealth         -- 
management 

has             ~:: 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage Enabling the delivery of 

employees to cut high quality financial 

products and services 

corners and Pursue operational 

regulators to crack excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 
down on 

competitive in today’s 

questionable financial services industry, 
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catering to the less 
Ed Grebow abruptly left the New York bank after affluent clients 
just two years. The union-controlled bank, backed ignored by large 
by private equity and stabilized by its departed banks. 
CEO, wants a leader who can generate a return 
on investment. 

How Regulators Will Toughen the Vo~cker 
Rule 

Regulators are closing in on a final Volcker Rule 
to restrict proprietary trading, dialing up certsin 
requirements related to documentation while 
providing some flexibility on "market making" 
activities. This story includes a fully interactive 
timeline on Volcker’s contentious history. 

The positive reaction to Independent Bank 
Group’s $170 million agreement to buy BOH 
Holdings shows how precrisis M&A valuation 
methods are returning and that the indust~ is 

geeing stronger, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Eqt~alib, NC <enc@equalilync.org> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 6:21 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Our Thanks to You. 

Equality NC 

:L~ we prepare to sit down this week with fimaily an d fl~ends for Thanksgiving. I just wanted to send a quk’k note to 
tell you how thankhfl I am for you. 

Since we anno~mced Eq~Mity NC’s next BIG inltlatlx~es from the 2oi3 EquMity Gala, YOU - and 
thousands of foH<s iH{e you -- have redo~bled yo~r effoNs to make them a s~tceess, In this all- 
impol’tal~t Thank~gix{ng month alone: 

¯ Thousands cg EqualJb~ NC supporte~ encouraged Congress to end i13BT employment discrimination and 
act on ENDA. Thank you. 

¯ Connfless more enconraged North Car~:flina businesses to sign on to 
Cou ~e}I in snpport ~ff LGBT workplace protection polieies. Thank you. 

Others have *’cached oul to us in order ko skatf eommunity.-Ied Equality NC Chapters in their No~fh 
Carolina dries and towns. Thank 

Hun&’eds helped bnild a stake of equality by coveting their pro--equality hearg ~a4{:h },k~ NC’s 

Many have urged their skate and local leade*~ to join our N.C. Electeds for Eqnality -- a~d 5~,:m can ~oo. 
Thank you. 

¯ We’rejoining out fl{ends ak NC Policy Watch and ACLU of Norfl3 Carolina to host the l~rst erudal 
eonversa~on on a new campaign lk)r paren~fl and marriage equality in North Carolina - 

¯ zM~d now you can even work with Equality NC to lobby for in~p~:~q:an~: tax p~’olectlo~s to legally- 
roan’led same-.gender couples living in North Carolina. Thank 

,~oln us in helng thankful for our state of Equality - 

Thanks fiT~r all you do, 

Chris Sgro 
Executive Director 
Equalib, NC 

::N:: Tell a Friend ] Get Involved ~iI Donate 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HAA Travels <haatravels@harvard.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 6:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FaJnily Adventures with Harvard 

Share unforgettable travel experiences with your entire family. These trips include 

lectures for adults as well as activities for young explorers. Destinations include the 

Explore the natural history of the Scottish Highlands during a 

Scottish Wildcats, and badgers. Spot for Golden Eagles, watch 

~ ~ as you explore this remarkable region as a NmJly. More>> 

If you have additional questions, please reply to this email or contact HAA Travels at 



privacy 
statement 

Link 

aro~harva~d edu 

haa alumnihelp~larva~ d edu 



~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Di[ectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 7:02 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

November 26,2013: Qualcomm Faces Antitrust Probe 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

TOd~!~:S ~# H~d!i~!e ............................................................................................................. 

Qualcomm Faces Antitrust Probe in China 

CNN (Nov. 26, Yah) is reporting that China’s ongoing crackdown on corporate 
malpractice now has Qualcomm in its crosshairs. According ~o the network, 
"Beijing’s National Development and Reform Commission has ~aunched an 
antitrust investigation into QuMcomm." Company off~c~Ms insist they are not 
aware of any specific charge tha~ i~ had broken an~i=monopoly laws. At the 
same time, China has not revealed the substance of the investigation, stating 

that such dela~]s are confidential ~M~at ~s known fer ceda~n, CNN states, ~s 
that "the Chinese government ~s waging a campaign agah~st market abuse 
and corrsp~on, which has led ~o greate[ scrutiny of corporate practices ~hat 
aflect the prices consumers pays" 

The Los Angeles Times (Nov. 26) notes tha~ Qualcornrn reco[ds [evenue from 
chip sales and collects license fees from wireless providers for the sMpment 
d [ntemet-capaMe phones~ The San D~ego-based company’s "push to expand 
the reach of its technology and cMps ~n China may be ]eadh~g the government 
to exarn#~e its dominance," the Times notes, especially as ~he country tries 

Check [or la~e-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern 

~i NACD MobileSidebar 

Find an NACD Chapter Program 

Upcoming NACD 
Events 

to foster a k)cal chip industry capable of cempeting wiih U.S. suppliers. Piper ......................................................... 
Jaffray analyst Gus Richard, who rates Qualcomm’s stock a "hold," agrees, 
He states, "China wants to give as much advantage ~o their indigenous chip 
makers as they can. They care a lot about communications infrastructure and 
cellphones. I don’t think China’s going to pay them" 

The Chicago Tribune (Nov. 26, Mukherjee, Alawadhi) repo[ts tha~ China’s anti- 
trust investigation into Qualcomm "is likely tied to the impending $16 billion 
rollout of commercial fourth-generation services by CMna’s b~g te~ecoms 
ca[r~ers." Three companies - China Mobile, China Unicorn, and China 
Telecom - a~ investing more than 100 M~lion yuan (US$16.4 billion) ~n 
s~fstem equipment fer 1he next~jeneration wkeless networks, which are 
expected to be ~ntroduced nafionwMe over the coming year. Qualcomm is 
poised to t~ap ~he vast majod~y o~ licensing fees ~er ~he ch~p se~s used by 
handsets ~n the worM’s largest smarlphone markel, prev~d~ng the chipmaker 
with a fresh source of royalties. Qualcomm ranks as the worM’s Mggest 
sma~phone cMp maker. 

Share~ 

talent brc headline 2 ] 

�~mp!im~nt~Ey NACD Pee!: E~ch~nges .................................................................. 

Joi~ Your Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020 in 2014 

Mar. 18, 2014 
New York, NY 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

July 15, 2014 
Denver, CO 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. 10, 2014 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

New York, NY (Dec. 3~ 

20!3) 

Master Class 

Miami; FL (Dec. 12-13, 

20!3) So}d Out 
Houston, TX (Apr. 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 2014) 
Laguna Beach~ CA 

(Aug 18-19, 2014) 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec 1’1-!2, 2014) 

Director Professionaiisme) 

Miami, FL (Dec. 9-10, 

2013) So!d Out 
Houston, TX (Apr 3-4, 

20~4) 

Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

20!4) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug 

14- ~5, 20~4) 

Felt Lauderdale, FL 

[:Dec. 8-9~ 2014) 

Speeia~ Eve~te 

Local NACD Chapter 
E~ents 

Active Engaged 

Shareholders -. Are We 

Listening? 

Peer Exchanges 
Connect with boardroom luminaries, academic leaders and subject matter 



e×pe~ts at NACD Directorship 2020TM, a highly interactive, half-day 
symposium, This e×ciiing series of pee~ e×changes will coir~cide with NACD 
Directorship 2020, a multi-year ~n~flaflve to he~# directors and boards 
understand, define, and prepare fer emerging ~ssues, coming cha~bnges, and 
op£o~un~fies that w~ affect the boardroom ~n the future. 

Padicipants will begin the day with a networking lunch, followed by 
stimulating panels and peer exchange discussions, then conclude the day 
with an intimate cocklail reception. Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

Share[’Tl~ 

NACD in the News 

Women"s Forum of New York Honors Companies With at Least 20 
Percent Female ~oard Representation 

The Sacramento Bee (Nov. 25) reports that the Women’s Forum of New York 
hosted its second bi-annual Breaklasi of Corporate Champions on Nev~ 21 ai 
the New York S~ock Exchange in partnership wi~h the National Association el 
Corporate Directors and the Committee for Economic Development. The 
Breakfast honored 174 U.S.-based Fodune 500 companies and 31 Fodune 
1000 firms in ~he New York metro area with corporate boards thai are at leas~ 
20 percent female. Attendees ranged from CEOs to corporate directors to 
nominating committee chairs. Janice Ellig, co-CEO of the executive search 
firm Chadick Ellig, chaired the event. She remarked, "Board-ready women are 
out there, and CEOs can play a vital ~le in sponsoring qualilied women for 
Board positions in their own companies and others." 

ShareS~CT~ 

Audit and Finance 

Apple Acquires ~sraeli 3D Chip Developer PrimeSense 

Reuters (Nov. 25, Scheer) confirms that Apple h~c. has acquired PrimeSense 
Ltd. an Israel-based developer el chips that enabb three=dimensional 

machine vision fer around $350 m~H~on. This marks the second ac~#~s~t~on of 
an ~srae~i firm by the U.S. technology g~ant ~n less than two years. Apple 
purchased AnoMi, a flash s~o[age chip maker, in January 2012. 
"PrimeSense’s sensing technobgy, which wives dig~a~ deqces ~he aMHty to 

observe a scene ~n three d~mens~ons, was used to he~# #ower M~crosofl’s 
Xbox Kinect," notes the wire seP~ce. "Appb’s h~terest ~n Pr~meSense was first 
reported in July by ~srae~J ~inancia~ hero.paper Ca~ca~JsL" 

Shsre~ 

Judge ’Deepiy Disappointed’ in BP 

Business Week (Nov. 25, BarretO observes thai BP has irritated Judge Carl 
Barbier, who is presiding over the rnultifaceted litigation concerning the 2010 
Gulf of Mexico oil spill "He has sole discretion over a series of decisions 
determining whether BP’s liability bill from thai d~saster w~H tota~ seversl 
additional bi~ons of doHsrs or much, m~ch more," notes the puM~csfion. Late 
last week, he ~ssued an opinbn ca~Hng recent sctbns of the o~ giant’s ~egal 
team "deeply d~sappo~n~ing." This p~nouncement came ~n response io BP 
fi~ing an "emergency motion" that accused BarMer of defying the a~peHate 
couP’s directive to stop hundreds of m~llions of do~a~ in settbment psyments 
that ~he oJ~ company a~bges are flowing to undeserving c~aimants Jr~ the Gu~ 
~eg~on. "Barbier ~ssued an 11-page order that condemns the company for 
knowingly spurning a settlement its own ~awyers he~ped craft," repo~ts 
Bush~ess Week. "The imp~bafion of the judge’s statement was that BP has 
sought ~o underm#~e the pac~ ~ and Ms authority ~ s#nply because the 
settlement has turned out to be more expensive than the company 
anticipated." 

Share~ 

U.S, J~stices to Weigh Corporate Religious Rights 

"U.S. Supreme Coull justices could decide on Tuesday to review religious 
obiections made by corporations to a provision of the 2010 federal healthcare 
law requMng employers io provide health #~surance thai covers bkth coniroU’ 
repeals Reute~ (Nov. 26, HuHey). The key ~ssue ~s whether corporations 
should be treated the same as ~nd~viduals when making free exercise of 
religion c~aims rooted ~n the U.S Constitution’s Fi~t Amendment. The 
Rel~gbus F~edom Restoration Act of 1993 made i~ easier [o[ people to sue 
when a federa~ government action restricls 1heir religious dghts~ "One of the 
questions before the cou~ ~s whether corporations can also s~e," notes the 
w~re service, 

Share~ 
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A Debate Over Paying Board Nominees of Activist Funds 

"As activist hedge funds continue to gel more of iheir prefen’ed candidates on 
the boards of companies," notes the New York Times (Nov. 25, Cellos), 
"some of the hedge funds are angling for ceriain directors to be paid twice: 
once by the company, arid once by the hedge ~unds ~hst suppoded ~heir 
cand~dacy/’ Jn a cou#le e[ efforts eadier ~n the year, d~ss~dent candk~ates up 
for election at Hess Corp. and Agdum were offered s~zable bonuses by the 
hedge ~unds ~hat no[Nna~e~ ~hem. In bo~h cases, the d~recto[s nominated by 
the hedge flmds wou~d have received their bomJses on~y if the compaNes’ 

share pdce ~ncreased s~gnNcanfly. "The d~ss~dent s~ate at Agr~um was 

rejected," repo~s the no.paper, "And wM~e some new directom joined the 

board a~ Hess, they did so withou~ the extra compensation. Nonetheless, the 

prospect of such incentives upset ~he stuffy wodd of corporate governance." 

The issue w~l be in the news again Tuesday as Provident Financial Holdings 

shareholders wi~ decide whether to re~lec~ three bead members who 
unilaterally passed 8 provision barring the practice earlier this year. "The 

Providen~ bylaw states tha~ no director of ~he company can be compensated 

by a thin pa~y in connection with Ms or her election to or seH~ce on the 

board," conck~des the Times. 

Share~ 
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Canadian Pension Funds Offer Proposals on Board Diversity 

"The ©ntario Teachers’ Pension Plan (©TPP} and the Eritish Columbia 
Investment Management Corp. (BCIMC) have made specific pmposNs to the 
On~ario Securities Commission on increasing gender diversi~y among 
members of corporate boards," repolts Pensions & Investments (Nov. 25, 
Baert). The C$125.9 billion OTPP recommends there generally be at least 
three female directors on the board of all publicly traded companies. The 
BCIMC, meanwhile, wants 30 percent el each board to be comprised of 
women. "Both organizations recommended penalties fer companies that fail to 
comply," notes the publication, "but did not specify what they should be." 

Kozun, head of fixed income arid alternatives at OTPP. said the Iund’s three~ 
women recommendation would be contingent on the size of the board in 
question. 

Better Corporate Boards Usually Lead to Higher Profits 

Forbes (Nov. 25, Greenfeldt) reports that mote details have emerged with 
regards to the list of the top corporate boards in America, as measured by 
JamesDruryPar[ners. The CMcago-based firm suweyed the county’s 647 
Mggesl puM~c compaNes and found PPG k~dustries to have ~he mos~ 
experienced board. "One surpdse was findh~g that some prominent 
compaNes had faidy low governance capacity," Forbes noted, "whi~e some of 
the smN~er ~irms ~n the Fortune 500 were ’ovetboarded’ - ~hey had very 
impressive governance capacity and tended to outpefferm." The study 

included tames on 25 ~arge firms w~tl~ lower-than-anticipated governance 
strength and 25 smaller companies w~th greater-than~xpected capacity. CEO 
James Drury concluded, "~ think stonier m~d-caps with high governance have 
a pu~ing effect over the ~ong term, and the ~a~ge companies with bw 
governance capacity have sometNng d a drag on pedormance." 

Share~ 

Countries Set Out Rules on Directors’ Tenure 

"Countries areund the wodd have introduced governance .~juidelines urging 
companies to adopt term limits fo~ their boards to ensu[e 
d~rec~ors don’t become too closely N~gned with management," reports the 
Toronto Globe and Mail (Nov. 25, McFadand}. France’s Corporate Governance 
Code boasts 1he strictest guidelines, stating that d~rectors no longer qualify 
as independent ~f they have been on the board lot more than a dozen yearn. 
"Hong Kong does not have a limit on sep~ce," s~a~es the newspaper, 
requites compaNes appointing an ~ndependent d~[ector beyond 
recommended nine-yea[ ~m~t to hold a separate vote for the directo~ using a 
special t~sokd~on." The Australian Stock Exchange recently proposed an 
amendment, stipulating 1hat se~’ice on a board for nine years or more would 
make a direclor no ~onger ~ndependenL For ~ts pa~t, Spah~’s Good Governance 
Code ~ecommends a 12-yea~ ~m~t for h~dependent d~ectors. Finally, Great 
Bd~Nn’s governance code says boards should annually explNn their reasons 
for determining 1hat directors are sfi~ ~ndependent ~f they have served fer more 
than nine years. 

Share~ 

Dish ~nvestors Ask to Exclude Ergen From LightSquared Bid 

Bloomber,q (Nov. 25, Kai¥, Pettersson) has learned that "Dish Netwerk Inc. 
shareholders are asking a Nevada judge to exclude the company’s chairman 
and controlling shareholder, Chadie Ergen, flea the bankruptcy coud auction 
of LightSquared Inc." Ergen privately bought $1 billion in LightSquared debt. 



According to shareholders who are set to make their argument at a hearing in 
state oou~t in Las Vegas, he should not be permitted ~o take par~ in Dish’s bid 
fer Li.ghtSquared’s wireless spectrum. "The Jacksonville Police and Fire 
Pension Fund sa~d ~n a complaint brought on behalf of the satellite-television 
provMe[ against the board that Ergen’s pdvate purchase of UghtSq~a[ed’s 
debt conflicts w~h D~sh’s sha~egic interests ~n the company’s assets," no~es 
B~oomber9, "and ihat a ’corporale gevemance breakdown’ at ihe company had 
ensued 2 

Sha~e~ 

C-Suite 

Nasdaq U,S. Tradi~g Chief Eric Nell Steps Down 

Fox Business (New 25, Recco) has learned that Nasdaq OMX Group’s U.$. 
trading chief Eric Nell is exiting the exchanpe for brokerage firm ConvergEx 
Group. "ConvergEx Group, which is owned by CVC Capital Partners, said Nell 
accepted an offer to become presMen~ of the New York-based company," 
notes Fox. "He will ~rans~ion ~o the add~tiona~ pos~on of CEO a~ the end of 
this year2 At Nasdaq, wMch he joined feur years ago, No~l was wMe~y 
considered the top candidate to eventually replace CEO Robe~ Gre~feM. His 
resignation coffees at a ~ime when Nasdaq ~aces critbism over a number of 
high-p~ofi~e glitches, most notaMy the so-eMbed F~ash Freeze back ~n AugusL 
"~ntemal and external candMates are being considered to replace Nell," Fox 

states. 

Share~ 

Names Chief of International U~it as New CEO 

The New York Times (Nov. 25, Harris) notes that WaI-Mart Stores CEO 
Michael T. Duke will retire in early 2014 and be succeeded by Iongtime 
executive C, Douglas McMillen. McMillon currently sewes as president of 
VvhI-Mart International. The 47-year-okJ will take the reins on Feb. 1. In 
addition, McMillon was elected to the retail giant’s beard of directors, effective 
immediately. WaFMa[t Chairman Rob Walton commen~s, "Doug is uniquely 
positioned to lead our growing global company and to se~’e the changing 
customer, while remaining true to our culture and values. He has bread 
experience - with successful senior leadership roles in all of Wal4Vlart’s 
business segments - and a deep understanding el the economic, social and 
technological trends shaping our world." McMillon’s time with the company 
dates back to 1984 when he was first hired as a summer associate in a 
distribution cen~er. He is a past president el Sam’s Club. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 7:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point - November 26, 2013 

HERE to sign up for this briefing by email. 

Hello, 

The Enemy of My Enemy 

U.S. President Baraek Obama inadvertently accomplished something that 

has been eluding him for the vast majority of his term: bridging the 

partisan divide in Washington. The only problem is that the two sides are 

coming together to oppose the administration’s nuclear deal with Iran. Our 

Capital Journal columnist G~’a)d F, S~[~ takers a k>(~k at why 

thinks Iran could have given up more. Meamvhile, the Whi~e 

~~~ou~:i~g a~ aggr~ssiv~: ~a~~~paig~ ~o }~ead off ~,,,~g~’essi(~a~ 

against Iran in an effort to save the nuclear agreement. One of the few 

things that seems to be on the administration’s side right now is a 

legislative calendar that ~11 make it hard to pass a sanctions bill by the 

y~ar’s end. 

Under New Management 

The world’s largest retailer is ,,~haking ~p its leadcrsh)p. %.V~.~I.- ;’1art said CEO 

Michael Duke ~vill retire early next year and be succeeded by company 

veteran D~:~g )vleMiIk~. One of the few executives at the company who 

has worked under Wal-Mart founder Sam Walton, Mr. MeMillon has 

spent nearly half his professional life at the chain, serving as CEO of Wal- 

Mart subsidiary Sam’s Club and most recently heading Wal-Mart 

International. Our story looks at the challenges Mr. MeMillon will face 

when he comes to the helm in February. We report that Wal-Mart is 

battling sluggish sales and dealing with an investigation into bribery 

allegations at its foreign operations. Mr. MeMillon’s ability to improve on 

these areas of weakness will determine the company’s future. 

Keeping It in the Family 

We have all heard tales of third and fourth generation offspring fighting 



over inherited wealth, but here’s a family breakup story that rings a slightly 

different bell. We report on the Pritzkers, one of the wealthiest and most 

philanthropic fanfilies in the U.S., taking a look at how scion °D>m Pri~zker 

di~ ~dvd ~:he multib~k~>,&~hn" ~Sm~y empire ~ started from scratch by his 

great-grandfather nearly a century ago~ among his family members. "We 

didn’t do it perfectly. It wasn’t Camelot," Mr. Pritzker told The Wall Street 

do~naL Now Mth their assets separated a~er a deeadelong breakup, there 

are m~.~>.’ Prffzk~.’rs ~dcnfificd ;.~s b~%nah’c~-; than any other U.S. family. 

The Dirty Secret of Black Friday ’Discounts’ 

Before Amerieans dash to the store at the break of dawn this Friday to 

stand in a preposterously long line only to get elbowed out of the way, they 

should eonsider this: Many of the so-called dia>unb~ on Black Frid~y are. ~ 

ruse. Our story reports that big retailers typieally work baekward x~fth 

suppliers to set starting priees for goods that, after the markdowns, will 

yfield the profit margins they want. In other words, they never planned to 

sell items at full priee; the discounts have been built in. And we find that 

some stores even raise priees right before the holiday, making the 

markdox.~qas seem even more pronounced than they really are. But if that 

big screen TV is still ealling your name at 5 a.m., then go right ahead. 

WORLD 

Ahead of S),ri~ "lhdk.% Local "Fl~uces -Fall:er 

BUS~NESS 

Qualc,.~mm Faces Probe in China 
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That is how much more, on average, U.S. companies are payb~g over the 

target company ~ share price one week before .~ 

Should we have the right to directly access our genetic data? Send your 

response and other remarks to ~opoi~tO::’wsj,com and follow 

(a:~:~e~ ~ d ~ Bak~,~ on Twitter. 

A READER’S RESPONSE 

Cel.}pbones i~ pl.anes are decidedly unpopular among readers of"The 1d- 

Point," with most respondents dreading being stuck next to loudmouths 

for hours at a time; anticipating a rise in sales of noise-canceling 

headphones; and predicting that airlines will begin promoting "eellphone- 

free" zones and flights. Not everyone’s as concerned: P.3. Vuehetieh of 

Missouri ~Tites, "At the worst the use of a eellphone on a plane will not be 

any different than people commuting on a train. I think this is much ado 

about nothing." 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The 1d-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What ~ News" digest of top stories. Technically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The 8)pe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 



You may be receiving this email in place of The ~14orning Brief, which we 

no longer offer. To continue to receive the day’s headlines, sign up for h~ 

FOLLOW US 

Copyr~lht 2o~3 Do~v Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: FDA reversal on Glaxo drug; Red Hat’s ripple; Bulls get new look 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 26, 20’13 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

FDA reverses course: G~axo’s Avandia is safe after aR 
in a reversal of an earlier ruling, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration relaxed 

some restrictions on the prescribing and use of the diabetes drug Avandia, which is 

made by GlaxoSmithKiine 

Red Hat’s ripple effect on local economy goes beyond jobs 
Some of Raleigh’s biggest technology players - Red Hat (NYSE: RHT), Citrix 

(Nasdaq: CTXS), Ipreo, Bandwidth, Aiiscripts and LexisNexis - have a huge ripple 

effect on entrepreneurship. 

Durham Bul~s revea~ new ~erseys for 2014 season 
The Durham Bulls will have a new look in 2014. 

Raleigh’s economy is larger than these 9 states (and Sri 
Lanka} 
Raleigh has a larger economy [han several ather s~ates and more ~han I00 nations, 

ac, carding to a report released on Manday by 1he U S Conference o[ Mayors 

Discuss 

Read I~ornin;l Edition >> 

PM~!~ d~ve!gper picks site for ~st Raleiq~ store 

~ poll: N.C. residents ~ll ~pend less this season 

Beer and Bacon festival cominq to Cary 

Duke Renewables to build 3 solar farms in eastern N.C. 

The 10 best restaurants in the Triangle (SLIDESHOW} 

Human prop turns into protester at Obama’s immiqration 
refoEm ~ pooch 

See how your ~rop_er_t~ taxes compare to every other U S 
~_~_~_~y 

Read ~o~ Edit~o~ >> 

Contact Us 

Contact Us Fo=" sli inq~des regarding! this olte=" of si~bscriptio~ to the Tiiangle Busi:~ess journal, piease em.ail ~is at: 



Cance~ Email Subscription 

(c> S:O 13 Ameiican Ci%, Business Journals, inc snd its licensors. All rig~-~ts resep~’ed, li~e mstedai o:~ tlais site may not be 

~epredslced; distdbs[ed; ~ransmi~ed, cachef; ei otherwise used, except ’,qth ~ile prior wd[[en permissie!; of bizjoumals 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <pntallaz@duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 7:39 AM 

Robert Taggart (robert.taggaW~:bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsn.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmich~wfu.edu (cannicha@~x4"u.edu)’; 

Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.edu>; She Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 

Mm~dn P. Dawldns (mdawkin@mimni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; ~njwaule@max’a, ell.sy~.edu; Tficia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 

(eomse0 l@louis~’ille.edu) 

I:W: cfaa-elite-clips Under Pressure, NCAA Weighs Momentous Changes 

Hello AII--A forwarded email :[’or you from Jo Potuto tlope evewone has a wonderful ~%anksgiving! 
Best, Martha 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cfaa-elite-clips [mailto:cfaa(a)i-aa.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 10:12 PM 
To: Jo Potuto 
SubJect: cfaa-elite-clips Under Pressure, NCAA Weighs Momentous Changes 

Please join CFAA in supporting college ~2)otball! 

Under Pressure, N.C.A.A. Weighs Momentous Changes 

Steve Eder and Greg Bishop 

New York Times 

24 November 2013 

to be a bit of a historic moment." - _Mark Ermnert, N.C.A.A. president 
A recent development in a landmark case made paying college athletes, which once seemed impossible, look more likely than ever. 

Separately, la’~?iers for the N.C.A.A. have been in settlement talks to resolve claims by athletes that the organization was negligent in its handling of concussions. A settlement would 
represent a huge shift after years during which the N.C.A.A. rejected those claims. 

And last month, the N.C.A.A. punished the Universib" of _’viiami for major rules violations tied to a booster and improper payments, putting an end to one of the organization’s most 
tumultuous investigations. In the course of that case, it was revealed that N.C.A.A. officials had used improper methods to obtain information, prompting more calls for changes. 

N.C.A.A. officials and their critics say that with the three issues coraing to a head at once along with a substantial behind-the-scenes debate about how the organization should be 
restructured a new era in college athletics could be imminent. 

"I don’t want to got melodramatic," said Mark Errunert, the N.C.A.A.’s president, "but it seems to be a bit of a historic moment." 

The N.C.A.A. has been in gridlock for years, partly because of the challenges of accommodating the N.C.A.A.’s members, a large and unwieldy collection of tmiversities with differing 
interests and wide disparities in wealth. 

As cven Ermnert acknowledged, the mcrabership has been "tied up in knots," unable to reach consensus on important matters. 

Gordon Gee, a former president of Ohio State, said that Enwnelt’s tenure, which dates to the fall of 2010, was likely to be remembered starkly. 

"The Emrnert era is marked in crisis," Gee said. "The law of unintended consequences is playing out in the bureaucracy. The inability for people to really- get onto the same page I thip2~: all 

of that creates a crisis." 

But there are signs that the gridlock may be ending 

In Janualy’, two days have been set aside at the N C.A.A’s annual convention to discuss changes Among the matters up ibr discussion will be whether universities ~vith large and small 
budgets can coexist in the same division, a complex question at the heart of the ihture of college athletics. 

Short of moving the so-called power conferences to a ne~v division, one proposal would simply create different standards for them, in temas of ho~v they are permitted to use their budgets 
and ho~v they are policed. 

"There’s a strong feeling we need to loosen tap the reins of what the high-resource conferences can do ibr student athletes," said Laro~ Scott, the commissioner of the Pac-12, one of the 
elite conferences "There’s a strong sense that we need some major changes to enforcement and the ~vay that ~vorks." 

On the enibrcement front, the N.C A.A. took a major step on Oct. 22 ~vhen it annouaaced the results of its Maami investigation, which found that the university "lacked institutional control" 
over its men’s basketball and football programs and had failed to monitor a prominent booster 

After missteps by the N C.A A.’s enibrcement staff in the case were disclosed, critics said the case was the latest example of the organization’s difficulties in enforcing rules fatrly. 

About a week after the results of the Miami investigation were almounced, N.C.A A. lavqzers took part in the concussion settlement talks ~vith lawyers for former players That the N.C.A.A 
was willing to discuss a settlement signaled a significant shift on the thorny issue of head injuries. The outcome of those talks has not been made public. 

But perhaps the largest development was a judge’s ruling this month in the player payment case. The mixed ruling allows current and future men’s basketball and football players to proceed 
as a group with claims that the N.C.A.A has kept them from profiting from the use of their likenesses in media like video games and broadcasts. 

However, the judge Claudia Wilken of the United States District Court in Oakland, Calii\ also gave the N C.A.A a significant victoW by determining that past athletes would have to 
sue on their own, and not as a group, if they ~vanted to proceed with retroactive likeness claims. Those claims, combined, could have resulted in enormous costs to the N.C A.A. and its 
members 

A trial in the case is scheduled ~2~r June, and a potential j udgment in favor of the players, which would be subject to appeals, could upend the business model ~2~r college athletics 

"If you are looking at a reshaped N.C A A., this is probably one of the best outcomes to set that possibility up," said Michael Hausfeld, a lav,~,er for the lead plaintiff, Ed O’Bannon, and 
other athletes 

Despite fevered speculation that the next generation of college athletes might be paid, N.C.A A. ol!ficials, at least publicly, maintain that they are not planning for that possibility. For 



instance, the issue is not expected to be on the agenda of the overhaul discussion at the January meetings. 

"Our committee is not wrestling with that," said Nathan Hatch, the chairman of the N.C.A.A. committee assigned to examine potentia[ structural changes to the organization. Hatch, the 
president of Wake Forest, called it a "very important issue" but said the majority of college officials had no appetite for making some sports "semiprofessional." 

"It is a very slippery slope to begin paying athletes as employees," Hatch said. "If you do that, it seems to me you further erode any notion of being a student athlete." 

Still, some critics say that the NC.A A. is behind the times and that the notion of amateurism may have already slipped away. 

Elizabeth Altmaier, a professor at Iowa who served on a number of N.C.A.A. panels on commercialism as a facul)- athletics representative, said she believed there needed to be a way for 
college athletes to get ruore than scholarships. 

"People who say, in a very superior manner, that these kids had a college education and that’s sufficient rem~meration are naive at best, and blind at worst, to the realities of being a student 
athlete in a Division I institution," Altmaier said. 

That resonates with athletes like O’Bannon, who led the U.C.L.A. Bruins to the men’s basketball championship in 1995 and now sells cars in Las Vegas. He became involved in the case 
when he saw himself portrayed in a video game and realized that others were making money off it. 

O’Bannon said that he had "trained myself to expect anything," adding: "My biggest thing was to always kind of have the thought process of win or lose, I’ve got to get up in the next 
morning and sell cars. That’s the bottoru line. That’s where ray life is." 

When the judge’s ruling came on Nov. 8, a key moruent in the case, O’Bannon said, his reaction was simple. "What’s our next step?" he said. He did not sell any cars that day, but he sold a 
Can~-y the next. 

Follow @CFAAEliteClips on Twitter 

Subscription Reminder: You’re Subscribed to, cfaa-elite-clips 
Using the address: jpotuto 1 @unl. edu 

From: cfaa@i-aa.com 
College Football Annual Advantage (CFAA) 

P. O Box 92086 

Lakeland, FL 33804-2086 

Unsubscribe Automatically: 
http :/ /i-aa. com/cgi-bin/dadaimail, cgiAa/clips/ipotuto lAml.edu/ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Hold Pro <news@legalholdpro.com~ 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:21 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Legal Hold Pro Wins ’Best of Legal Times 2013’ 

competitors ~n ~he 2g13 ~e gest of Legal 5rues for legal ho~d solutions. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Click here to see the complete list of awards. 

:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::)::::i::::: : :N: g: ~:;~: 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 









Law Schoot Publishing News 

Welcome to Law School Publishing News (LSPN ), the 

monthly communication designed to keep professors 

apprised of Law School book-related events beth at 

Le×isNexis® and in the field. E~ch monthly 

communication will include updates on LexisNexis Law 

School Books, hi£~hli£~hts of Law School Book-Related 

Products, updates from the field and other noteworthy 

news from the schools. 

Your students may not know LexisNexis® Law Schooi eBooks 

contain pagination that refers to the page numbering from the print 

News on ~aw sehoo~ bookqelated p~oducts 

Law School Home Page. 

News from tl~e schools 

of Denver, Sturm College of Law and a LexisNexis author honored 

at a symposium at Stanford Law School 

Upda’~es from the field 

New books coming soon 

Businsss Reorganizations, 3rd 

Edi’~on 

Cases and Ma,srials in Juvenile 

Low, 2rid Edition 

Climate Change aP, d the Law, 2rid 

Edil~on 

Constitutional Litigation Under 

Section 1983, 3rd Edition 

Constitutional Theory: Arguments 

and Perspectives, 4th Edition 

Cdminal Law: Cases, Statutes and 

Lawyering Strategies, 3rd Edition 

In,reduction ,s Taxation, 6th Edition 

NIlA® ~00 Vigneltes for Improving 

Evidence Skiils. 2rid Edition 



LexisNexis® Legal & Professional: Law S~hoois 

To ensure delh~ery, piease adr~ c~ommunic~liom~.emaii.lexisnexis corn to your ~ddress L~ook. 

This ~s a ~J.@.~J#~.L~J.A.ET.£~[£E~J~..~@:z’f..~£~9[~J# a~ve~t~sem~n~ inten~ed for ~J#~.££~#.~2~#~:~.~[. 

Please DO NOT rep~y to th~s emaH. For customer support h~quh-~es, plesse cal~ 1-800-543-6862 or v~sit our Contact Us #a£e. 

be:~J~N~[A Pr£t~ct ~E~ ~�£~[~b’ St~m##~ I ~cPz[~gh~ (b 20!3 Le>:~sNex~s A~I r~ghts reserved. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 12:26 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Supreme Court to Review Health Law’s Contraception Mandate 

Supreme Court to Review Health Law’s C~mteaception 
Mandate 

The Supreme Court said it would decide whether for-profit employers can invoke their 

religious beliefs to deny contraceptive coverage to employees under the Affordable Care 

Act, in a new case before the high court challenging part of President Barack Obama’s 

health-care overhaul. 

See More Coverage 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BOL Conferences zmlonotreply@bolconferences.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2014 BSAiAML Top Gun Cont~rence Agenda 

We have lots in store for you at the 20t4 Top Gun Conference. 

This yea.."s Top Gur~ topics address regukator? char’,fge industry devekoprne~.ts 

topk:s suggested by prior Top G~m attendees and other BOL users° 

We’[[ be ta[kin$ about 
FRAML, At the ~ntersection of AML and Fraud Prevention 

~’*¢h~n financia~ crime ".:s quickly detected, reported, and stopped, the benefits 

trickle down to third part,as who m~gh~ 

be~n~ perpetratecL From the Rita Crundwe[~ case to TO Bank.., we examine the 

current trends i~ fallout stemming from Ah~L defide~cies. 

LIVE CONFERENCE 

LOCATION 
The Scottsdale Resort and 

Conference Center 

77{}0 E~st ~ Cormk:k Parkwe:’~, 

Phe~e: (8(}~)) 540-0727 
Direct: (480} 991-9000 

Preparing for your AML Systems Validation 
in addit’.:on to the requ’.:red independent review of your N%I..iB.~;& program, ~ exarnir’,ers are fi~c~uding a requirement that d~e software uU~ized to a~d ~n 

detecting susp~ck¢~s activity be independentty re~qewed, Whether your ~nstituUon 

reUes on system generated reports, advanced behav~ora~ mo~i~orhsg software, or a 

combination of the tv, a:b if these are not properly c:onfi~ured to generate meaningful 

results or you are m~ss~ng data, your program co~Ad be open to criticism. Although 

there gs no one size fi~s a~[ ru~es template, we wg[[ some of the steps that you can 

take prior to a va~.idatk~n to ensure that you are covering a~[ of the mon~tor~n~ bases~ 

REMOTE CONFERENCE 

ATTENDANCE 
Complete Live Video o~ the 

cei’,fe.."ence streamed via the 

h~ter~et to your desktop 

~ And much more, 
Check out the other pending top~cs on our Agenda page and if there’s a topk: you would Uke to see, send 

us an emaii at requests@bo[conferences.com and te~ us o.. this is YOUR conference, so p~ease ~eU us w~at Y O 

U want to hear. 

this year there are 

TWO OPTIONS to attend: 

If you want to both reduce your training expenses and leverage them 

to cover more people, join our "virtual" audience with live, 

streaming video. 

However you attend, LIVE in Scottsdale or Remote from your 

location, please add the event to your calendar and your budget. 

JOIN US 

LIVE IN-PERSON in Scottsdale 

or via 

REMOTE VIDEO STREAM with 30 days UNLIMITED access to the archive** 

(Resister before January 31s t and receive ~ 100 off the resular conference price. 

As an added early-bird bonus, Scottsdale attendees will receive 30 days of access to the archive. 
Online attendees who resister before the early-bird deadline will receive an extra 30 days of access!) 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:17 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 26 -- BNA’s BaJ~king Repo(t - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted November 26, 2013, 1:06 P.M. ET 

The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) has decided not to lower the cap on the size of 

loans that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac can guarantee, 

In most of the United States, the conforming loan limit will be $417,000 for one-unit 
residential properties, the FHFA said in a statement Nov. 26. In high-cost housing areas of the 
country, the government-sponsored housing finance enterprises (GSEs) will guarantee loans 

up to $625,500. 

FHFA Acting Director Edward DeMarco told an audience in October that scaling back the loan 
limits was ~,one of the most direct ways@ to increase private sector participation in the 

market and reduce taxpayer exposure through the GSEs. 

However, the real estate industry and mortgage lenders have lobbied heavily against any 
reduction in the loan limits, citing concerns that reduced government support would harm the 

housing market recovery. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 26 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted November 26, 2013, 1:14 P.M. ET 

The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) has decided not to lower the cap on the size of 

loans that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac can guarantee, 

In most of the United States, the conforming loan limit will be $417,000 for one-unit 
residential properties, the FHFA said in a statement Nov. 26. In high-cost housing areas of the 
country, the government-sponsored housing finance enterprises (GSEs) will guarantee loans 

up to $625,500. 

FHFA Acting Director Edward DeMarco told an audience in October that scaling back the loan 
limits was ~,one of the most direct ways@ to increase private sector participation in the 

market and reduce taxpayer exposure through the GSEs. 

However, the real estate industry and mortgage lenders have lobbied heavily against any 
reduction in the loan limits, citing concerns that reduced government support would harm the 

housing market recovery. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Buck <buck@ncicl.org> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:12 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

November 2013 Newsletter 

Having trouble viewing this email? View as a web pa.~e. 

i November 2013 Newsletter 

Dea~ NC~CL Supporters: 
The Tax Feundation released it 2014 

~ ~.~ ~.& .#. #.%9.&..s.’& .~A & .~!i£0~. ~.~..[ ##...e.~. This 
repo~ helps business ~eadem, 
policymakers, and taxpayers gauge how 
the r state s tax system compares. Tax 
competition is an effective restraint on 
state and local taxes. It also he~ps with the allocation of resources 
since businesses locate in states where they receive the bwest 
costs for the seNices they need. States with the most competitive 
tax systems generate economic gro~h across all industries 
without the need for special incentive offe~ to specific companies. 

Ou[ 

Donate Now 

Mobile App 

This year’s Index ranks Wyoming, South Dakota and Nevada in the 
top 3 respectively. All three of these states have no corporate or 
individual income tax. Most of the states in the top 10 of the Index 
have a major tax absent from their tax system. The lowest ranking 
states are California, New Jersey, and New York. 

North Carolina is ranked 44th. It is noted that our ranking will move 
up to 17th as the comprehensive tax reforms passed this year by 
the General Assembly go into effect. Those reforms include the 
simplification of the individual income tax from a graduated bracket 
system with a top 7.75 percent rate to a single 5.8 percent rate, 
with a further reduction to 5.75 percent in 2015. The state’s 
corporate tax rate is cut from 6.9 percent to 5 percent and the 
estate tax was repealed retroactively to January 1,2013. 

The improvement of our ranking in the Index will help North Carolina 
to be more competitive with our neighbors and should help bring 
more diverse industries to our state. We strive to educate the 
)ublic, the state bar and state officials that our state constitution 
)uts limits on ~he power el the government and that the true power 
s with the people of the state. 

We need your suppoll to continue our efferts. Forward our 
newsletter to friends and family, share our white papers with 
colleagues, request a speaker for one of your functions and!or send 

donation to us here, Join us in our fight for freedom and fairness. 

NCICL News 

On November 13, NCICL presented a repeat presentation of 
our Continuing Legal Education progrsm of the NC Supreme 
Court & Court of Appeals Review and Constitutional Primer 
at Brooks Pierce McLendon Humphrey & Leonard in 
Greensboro. 

2014 S~mmer 
Interns 
NCICL is now taking 
applications for our slimmer 
h~terniLaw clerk positions. 
h~teres~ed candidates may 

letter to Dana Buck. InteP, dews 
are scheduled ~o begin in 
February. 

Litigation Update 

"! know no .safe depository of 
the ulttmate powers of the 
society but the people 

themselves; and if we #~ink 



Rock;ford-Cohen Group, LL C, et ~! v. NCBAA them not enlightened enough 

The NC Ceurt of Appeals o~inion was released Novembe~ 5,2013. exercise the~rcentro~ w~th a 

NC~CL panic,pared ~n the case by filing a bdef h~ suppo~ of the wt~olesome discretion tt~e 

plMnfiffs. The Cou~ of Appea~s conck~ded that the act of makh~g the ~medy is not to take # 

De~endan~ the exclusive provider of the training violates A4.L ~34 of ~hem, bu~ to inform ~heir 

the state consfitutien. To read all the briefs on the case, c~ick here. disct~,don by education. Thts 

The case raises ~ssues involving the Monopoly Clause of the NC the tr~e COtTecdve o~ abuses of 

Constitution (A4.L ~341. constiluUonal po~er. " -Thomas 
" Jeft~,tson 

Papers a~~d Research 

NCICL released 

v, Marlowe" which address concerns 
about the constitutionality of 
identification requirements in the 
recently passed Voter Information 
Verification Act. 

NCICL also released a I?AI?~![ discussing firearms restoration and 
the Felony Firearms Act. There is (j_uick refer’once ~ in 
conjunction with the paper. 

Questions about these papers may be directed to Jeanette Doran or 
Tyler Younts at 919-838-5313 or doran(~,ncicl.or.q or 

tvou nts(~.ncicl.or¢l. 

NCICL Press Room 

Linda Greenhouse, New Ybrk Times 
Brin.q Me a Case 

i Jane Stancill, Charlotte Observer 

Legls~ative fixes to pre-K programs make lega~ cha!lenge 
moot, state Suprerne Court savs 

We Need Your Support 
Please consider making a tax-deductible donation to help NClCL 
help North Carolina. NCICL operates solely on ~he generosity of 
people who support our fight fer freedem and fairness. NC~CL does 
not receive handouts or funds from the government. NCICL depends 

contributions fl’om individuals, businesses and foundaiions. 
When you give to NCICL, you are supposing freedom and fairness. 
As a 501(c)(3) organ~zation, aJl contributions are tax-deductibJe~ 
Donate OnJ~ne 
or mail your donafion Jo: 
Executive D~reclor 
Noah Carolina institute for Constitutional Law 
414 Fayetteville Street 
Suite G 
RaJeigh, NC 27601 

"Let [the Censfitutton] be tau(jht #~ sd}oo~s, tn seminaries, and #~ cofle~les, ~et it be wfRten in primers, 
in spelling hooks and in ~lmanaes, let it be preact~ed from the pu#dt, preclaimed in legisla~Ve hails, 

and enfomed in courts of justice. And, in short, let # become the political religion of the naUon. " 
- Abraham Lincoln 

Please visit our website at ~,’wv.ncicl.org. 

Donate ~o our cause at t,~62"t,~f:.[!#.i£!:£!9.."~!.9.[)A!.% 

Would you like to forward this email to a friend? Click here. 

Remove my name from all future email correspondence 
Address postal inquiries to: 

NC Institute for Constitutional Law (NCICL) 
Dana Buck 414 Fayetteville Street Suite G 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

Powered By 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

December -- Corporate Governance Report 

Corporate Governance Report 

December 2, 2013 @ Volume 16 Number 12 

Shareholder Activism 

The most common shareholder proposal concerning corporate 
governance during the 2013 proxy season asked that companies 
be required to have an independent board chairman, according 
to a Nov. :[9 webinar .... 

Audit Committees 

A group of corporate governance organizations in late November 
issued a "Call to Action" for public companies to improve 
disclosures in audit committee reports .... 

Proxy Proposals 
:[~S Update Gives Directors 
Gre~te~" Proposals Discretio~ 

A recent survey of U.S. institutional investors revealed that 40 
percent of them think that corporate boards should be free to 
exercise discretion in responding to majority shareholder votes 
on a particular issue .... 

SEC Enforcement 

Securities and Exchange Commissioners Kara Stein and Michael 
Piwowar, the agency’s two newest members, offered contrasting 
views of the commission’s use of its enforcement powers, 
according to remarks prepared for delivery Nov .... 

Executive Compensation 
P÷rforma~ce Metrics 

If the right performance measures are used in designing an 
incentive compensation plan, then the goal of aligning executive 
pay to company performance will be met and unintended 
consequences will be minimized, a speaker at a November 

executive... 

Executive Compensation 

A coalition of socially conscious institutional investors released 
its score card last month on seven leading U.S. banks, giving all 
of them low marks on four key shareholder concerns: executive 
compensation, risk management, responsible... 

Executive Compensation 

[~vestors~ Directors Diff÷r 

One hundred percent of shareholders who hold stock between six 
and 10 years say boards should be concerned about the 
renomination of a director who receives 30 percent or more 
negative shareholder votes .... 

Mergers and Acquisitions 



The surviving corporation in a merger retained control of the 
attorney-client privilege regarding communications related to a 
merger agreement, the Delaware Chancery Court ruled Nov. 15 
based on Section 259 of the Delaware General Corporation... 

Mergers and Acquisitions 

~nves~o~s, Cos° 

Businesses and investors increasingly are evaluating 
environmental, social and governance considerations when they 
assess the value of companies, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 
revealed in a survey released last month .... 

Securities 

Securities and Exchange Commission member Daniel Gallagher 
urged the agency to consider whether a company’s shareholders 
received an improper benefit from the misconduct before 
imposing a penalty on a corporation .... 

Executive Compensation 

Sectio# 40£A £ules ~4a~" Co~e Out in Second Half of 20/~4 

A senior Treasury Department official told tax practitioners that 
final regulations addressing income inclusion under tax code 

Section 409A wouldn’t be released for several months, but that 
the project remains one of the department’s... 

Financial Institutions 
Fort~et" Reg~lator,¯ OCC Shift Could Speed 
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency is signaling an 
important supervisory shift that could leave banks more exposed 
to enforcement action, a former top OCC official told an 
American Bar Association meeting Nov. 9. In a Sept. 23 
speech,... 

Employment Policies 

Employers preparing for the increasing number of 
millennials~those born between 2977 and $990~entering the 
workforce must become more innovative in their business 
practices and be willing to dismantle some long-held 
employment... 

SEC Enforcement 

The Securities and Exchange Commission’s enforcement and 
other staff are studying what new cases related to financial 
reporting and potential fraud the agency should bring, SEC Chief 
Accountant Paul Beswick said Nov. 19 .... 

Whistle-Blowers 

The Securities and Exchange Commission’s whistle-blower bounty 
program is slowly expanding, according to the latest annual 
report from its Office of the Whistleblower released Nov. 14 .... 

Disclosures 
S£C Renev~ir~j Sc~’~ti~’¢ 

Prominent securities attorneys are urging companies to make 
certain that their disclosures known as management’s discussion 
and analysis are carefully drawn up because the Securities and 
Exchange Commission appears to be heightening... 

Executive Compensation 

Dis<:~osure ~ssues Re~e~ir) WhiB~ Cos, A~v~it SEC RuBes 

A company’s pay ratio disclosure in its proxy statement needs to 
be repeatable, "sound bite defensible" and valid, an attorney said 
during an executive compensation conference in November .... 

Board of Directors 
So~rd {~est Practices ~ror Keepin~J Healthy [nves~o~ Re~tions 

Bloomberg BNA recently conducted an e-mail interview with Hary 
Ann CIoyd, leader of PwC’s Center for Board Governance, which 
advises audit committees and boards of directors on emerging 
governance issues. She explained how boards can... 



Financial Institutions 
Req>ort Detrains Efforts 

Federal banking and securities regulators continue to play catch 
up on the almost 400 rules required under the Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, according to a new 
analysis from Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP released... 



Disti  guishing Warranties, 
Guaran  e . Indemnities 

Luke O’Bannan 

Parties to an agreement may stiffer unexpected 
losses by the improper use of warranties, guaranties, 
and indemnities. Transactional attorneys must ensure 
that none of these contractual terms is mistakenly used 
in place of one of the other because each has a uulque 
legal consequence. 

As the following diagram shows, warranties are 
two-party affairs under which the warrantor promises 
the obligee that a specified fact - e.g., that goods sold 
conform to specNcations; that leased premises are 
habitable; that good title is being conveyed; that 
contracts with third parties are genuine and en~brceable 
- is true. 

Warrantor .~ Obligee 

If the statement later proves to be tmtruc, the warrantor 
will have contract liabili~ to the obligee, which 
liability may include both direct economic loss as well 
reasonably foreseeable and unavoidable consequential 
damages. Warranties can be used in almost a~ 
transaction but are particularly conunon in sales 
agree~nents, leases, and loan agreements. 

Contents 
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Beware: the "Loss Payee" Need Not Be Paid 
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Guaranties and indemnities are, in contrast, three- 
party arrangements. A guarantor promises to pay the 
debt of a third party to an obligee. 

Guarantor Oblig 
(e.g., 

Debtor 

An indemnitor promises to reimburse the obligee for its 
pay~nent or liabili~ to a third party. 

lndemnitor 

Creditor of Obligee 

~ Obligee 

Ma~ agreemems mistakeuly purport to indenmig~ the 
obligee for losses arising from the indemnitor’s 
negligem conduct or breach. Such a covenant, 
however, is not an indemnification to the extent tlkat it 
deals with the indemnitee’s own losses, rather than the 
indemnitee’s liability to a third person. 

Warranties, guaranties, and indemnities are all, 
essentially, risk-allocation devices. However, the legal 
rules applicable to each are different. 

Sure2yship D@mses 

The key advice with respect to warranties and 
indem~fities is not to confuse them with guaranties. 
Tlrat is because guaranties - whether labeled as such or 
not - are subject to numerous suretyship defenses. See 
Restatemem (Third) of Suretyship and Guaranty 
§ l(3)(a), (b) (suretyslfip obligation can arise regardless 
of the form of the transaction or the terms used to 
describe the obligation), § 37 (delineating the various 
suretyship defenses). For example, a promisor might 
"warrant" to A that if B fails to perform a certain 
obligation satisfactorily or at all, the promisor will 
complete the specified performance. This purported 
warranty is in reality a :form of suretyship, and 
therefore the promisor could avoid liability for any one 
of several reasons. While suretyship defenses can 
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generally be waived, see Restatement (Third) of 
SureUship and Guaranty § 48, it is incumbent on the 
transactional lawyer to recognize when a contract 
imposes a surcUship obligation, so those defenses can 
be waived if it is appropriate to do so. 

Neither a warranty nor a guaranty should be 
confused with an indemnity because, even though 
suretyship defenses do not apply to indenmities, most 
states have enacted statutes regulating or limiting 
indenmity agreements. These statutes tend to bar 
agreements to indenmify a promisee for liabilig~ 
resulting from the promisee’s own negligence, but the 
scope of these statutes varies widely. See Kamy 
Molavi, A Review and Update of Anti-Indemni(F 
Statutes (Sept. 2012). A transactional lawyer who fails 
to recognize a promise as an indemnity might fail to 
appreciate that the promise is restricted or nullified by 
statute. 

Li@~tio~ Expense 

Even when the law does not impose a restriction 
on a promise, the incorrect labeling of that promise can 
result in unnecessary litigation. For example, in Wells 
Fargo Bank v. Trolley Indus., LLC, 2!}13 WE 4669822 
(E.D. Mich. 2013), several entities borrowed $5.4 
million on a nonrccourse basis to acquire commercial 
real estate. In colmection with the financing, the 
borrowers executed "Indenmity Agreements" that 
purported to indemnify the lender for any diminution in 
value of the property arising from the presence or 
release of hazardous substances. The property securing 
the loan developed methane gas problems from a 
landfill that once occupied the lot. After the property 
was foreclosed, the borrowers denied liability under the 
indemnity agremnents. They claimed that because no 
third-party claim was filed, there was nothing to 
indemnify and thus no liability arose from the 
agreements. Fortunately for the lender, the court ruled 
that, despite the language of the agreements, the 
obligation was not really a duty to indemni~ and thus 
the borrowers were obligated for the dimihished value 
of the property. Litigation might have been avoided 
altogether or resolved more readily if the nature of the 
agreement had been accurately described in the 
transaction documents. 

Luke 0 ’Barman is a second-year student at Gonzaga 

University School of Law. 

Stephen L. Sepinuck 

The October issue of this newsletter featured an 
article entitled The Enlbrceabilitv of an Assignment of 
~))ting Rights in BankruptqB which explained how 
courts are divided on the enforceability of an 
assignment of voting rights in a subordination 
agreement. Some courts, relying on § 510 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, have concluded that the assigmnent 
of voting rights is enforceable; others, relying 
principally on § 1126, have concluded the opposite. 

The problem becomes more acute when the 
assignment of voting rights is not associated with a 
subordination agreement. For example, consider a 
scenario in which several lenders make a loan under a 
single credit facility. Some of the lenders are affiliates 
of the borrower. The debt to the "affiliated lenders is not 
subordinated but: to prevent the affiliated lenders :from 
controlling or having veto power over how the class 
votes, the affiliated lenders purport to assign their 
bankruptcy voting rights to the unaffiliated lenders. 
Because there is no subordination agreement in such a 
transaction, § 510 does not: apply and thus provides no 
basis for counteracting the statement in § 1126(a) that 
the bolder of a claim may accept or reject a plan. The 
bankruptcy court may therefore be left with no 
statutou basis to enforce the assignment of voting 
rights. 

To deal with this, the lenders mW wish to provide 
for springing subordination. In other words, the 
lenders could expressly agree that if: (i) the bankruptcy 
court determines that the assignunent of voting rights is 
unenforceable; and (ii)the affiliated lenders refuse to 
vote as directed by the unaffiliated lenders, then the 
obligations owed to the affiliated lenders will 
autonmtically become subordinate to the obligations 
owed to the unaffiliated lenders. 

The benefit of this approach is twofold. First, if 
the subordination clause is triggered, the unaffiliated 
lenders acquire priority and, depending on the portion 
of the loan that is subordinated, may become much 
more likely to receive full payment. Second, the clause 
itself should qualify the agreement in which it appears 
as a subordination agreement under § 510, thereby 
enhancing the possibility that the assignment of voting 
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rights will be enforceable. In other words, a contingent 
subordination agreement is still a subordination 
agreement. 

Clever litigators nfight argue that such a springing 
subordination clause is an unenforceable liquidated 
dan~agcs provision. Specifically, the contractual 
remedy - subordination - is or might be 
disproportionate to the harm suffered by the 
unenforceability of the assiglnnent of voting rights and 
the refusal of the affiliated lenders to vote as instructed, 
rendering the subordination clause void as a penalty. 
Such an argumem should fail, however. After all, a 
springing subordination clause will not allow the 
benefitted lenders to collect more than the debt due to 
theln. Instead, a springing subordination merely 
creates a waterfall for aw paylnents the debtor does 
make. It is therefore not a liquidated damages clause at 
all, let alone an invalid penalty. 

Although no courts have ruled specifically on the 
enforceability of a springing subordination clause, 
judicial support for this conclusion is nonetheless 
readily available. Courts have almost uniformly- 
concluded that so-called "bad boy" clauses in 
nonrecourse notes and g~arantees - clauses that impose 
liability if the borrower becomes insolvent, files for 
bankruptcy, or interferes with the creditor’s lbrcclosure 
efforts - are not invalid liquidated damages clauses, 
penalties, or terms that violate public policy, but are 
instead fully enforceable according to their terms. See, 
e.g., U.S. Bank v. Kobernick, 454 Fed. Alvin’x307 (5th 
Cir. 2011) (term in note triggering recourse liability if 
the collateral became an asset in a bankruptcy 
proceeding was not an unenforceable as a penalty or a 
term that violated public policy); Bank of America v. 
P?eed, 983 N.E.2d 509 (Ill. Ct. App. 2012) (clause in 
guaranty stating that gnarantors would become liable 
for full debt, rather than limited amount, if guarantors 
contested the appointment of a receiver or the 
foreclosure of security interests was enforceable, not an 
invalid penalty or restraint on due process); G3-Purves 
Street, LLC v. Thomson Puta~es, LLC, 953 N.Y.S.2d 
109 (N.Y. App. Div. 2012) (provision of gnaranty that 
allowed for full recourse liability against guarantors 
was not a liquidated damages provision that imposed 
an unenforceable penalty); UBS Commercial ~Iortgage 
Trust 2007-FL1 v. Garrison Special Opportunities 
Fund L.P., 938 N.Y.S.2d 230 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2011) 
(guarantee of nourecourse mezzanine loan that became 
recourse upon the filing of a voluntau bankruptcy 
petition was enforceable, not a penalty or clause in 
violation of public policy); Bank of America v. 
Lightstone Holdings, LLC, 938 N.Y.S.2d 225 (N.Y. 
Sup. Ct. 2011) (guarantees of nonrecourse mezzanine 

loans that became recourse upon the filing of a 
voluntau" bankruptcy petition were enforceable); (TSFB 
2001 CP 4 Princeton Park Corporate Center, LLC v. 
SB Rental L LLC, 980 A.2d 1 (N.J. Super. Ct. 2009) 
(carve-out clause to non-recourse obligation that 
provided for debt to become fully recourse if the 
borrower failed to obtain the lender’s prior written 
consent to a~ subordinate financing encumbering the 
collateral was enforceable, not a liquidated damages 
clause or a penalty). But see Wells Fargo Bank v. 
Cherryland Mall Ltd. Parmership, 835 NoW.2d 593 
(Mich. Ct. App. 2012) (provision in guaranty of 
nonrecourse loan purporting to impose liability on 
guarantor for violation of a post-closing solvency 
covenant was invalid and unenforceable under the 
Michigan Nonrecourse Mortgage Loan Act). 

The rationale of these decisions applies equally to 
springing subordination. Such a clause is about 
liability, not dankages, and there is no chance that the 
clause will result in an excessive recovery,. 

Stephen L: Sep~uck is a pr@ssor and associate clean 

at Gonzaga Universi& School of Law and director of 

the Commercial Law Center. 

The [i  intended 
of a Severabi i y Clause 

Nick Fay 

Severability clauses are often found in the standard 
boilerplate language of mm\v different types of 
contracts. Generally, they are included for purposes of 
preserving the remainder of an agree~nent if a court 
rules that portions of that agreement are unenforceable. 
But their inclusion can have unintended and severe 
consequences. In examining those concerns, this 
article first addresses the conunon-law approach to 
severability when the agreement contains no 
severability clause. Next, the article shows how the 
presence of a traditionally worded severability clause 
operates against: that common-law backdrop, 
potentially" causing two different types of unintended 
problems. Finally, this article will examine drafting 
alternatives to help alleviate these concerns. 
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Common Law Approaeh -Sewer~nee without a 

Severabdi~, (’lause 

Courts have long severed an unenforceable 
provision of an otherwise valid agreement, leaving the 
remainder in effect, provided the unenforceable portion 
is not an "essential part of the agreed exchange." 
Res~alg~gnl (Second) pf Coptra~ ~ l~4(~). To 
determine whether a provision is essential, courts 
attempt to give effect to the intention of the parties, 
inquiring as to whether the "parties would not have 
entered into the agreement: absent that provision." 
Panasonic Co. v. Zinn, 903 F.2d 103~, 1041 (5th Cir. 
1990); see also Hughes v. Schaeffer, 452 A.2d 428 
(Md. 1982) (clauses in municipal loan agreements 
requiring the trustees’ approval for future loans were 
an invalid restriction on the ciU’s powers but were not 
essential to the overall transaction and were therefore 
severable). 

Th e E~feet of a Severabi&y Clause 

A severability clause functions against this 
common-law backdrop. A typical severability clause 
reads as follows: "If aw provision of this Agreement 
is held invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the validity, 
legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions 
of this Agreement will remain effective." Such a 
clause does not address the crucial issue of severability 
- essentiality - and consequently leaves courts with 
two options, both of Milch are troublesome to the 
transactional attorney. 

The first option is to give the severability clause its 
most natural reading, which is to sever 
unenforceable provision. In other words, this option 
treats the clause as a declaration that no provision of 
the agreement is truly essential. For example, in 
Schuiling vs. Harris, 747 S,Eo2d 833, 837 (Va. 2013), 
an employer and employee executed an arbitration 
agreement providing that disputes were to be resolved 
exclusively through the National Arbitration Forum 
(NAF). When a dispute arose, the NAF was 
unavailable as a forum, leading both parties to 
acknowledge that provision was unenforceable due to 
impossibility.    The employer, relying on the 
severability clause in the agreement, argued that the 
renrainder of the arbitration agreement was enforceable 
and sought to compel arbitration. The court agreed, 
even though the employee argued that such an 
exclusive designation of the NAF was "integral" to the 
agreement to arbitrate. In doing so, the court noted that 
the severability clause applied if any provision "or any 
part of any provision’’ was invalid, and the selected 
arbitrator was a part of one provision. See also Estate 

of Eckstein v. LiJb Care Centers of America, Inc., 623 

F. SnI~I~. 2d !235, 1238 (E.D. Wash. 2009) (reaching 
same result on nearly identical facts). 

This approach is proble~natic because it renders 
fl~e severability clause potentially over-inclusive. Not 
all invalid provisions should be severed. Consider, for 
example, a noncompete clause in an agreement for the 
purchase and sale of a dentistry practice or other small 
business. In all likelihood, the noncompete clause is 
essential to the deal. That is, much of the purchase 
price ~nay be attributable to the promise not to 
compete. If the noncompete clause is unreasonably 
broad and therefore stricken from the agreement, the 
bwer may not wish to be bound to pay the full price. 
Cf. Restatement (Second) of Comrac~s ~ 184(1~, cmt. 
a Ca promise not to compete that is unreasonably in 
restraint of trade will often not invalidate the entire 
agreement of which it is a part"). 

The second option is to disregard the severability 
clause and evaluate the essentiality of the 
unenforceable provision. For example, in Miller v. 
GGNSC Adanta, LLC, 746 S.E.2d 680 (Ga. Ct. App. 
2013), the court was faced with facts nearly identical to 
those in Schuiling but disregarded the severability 
clause and ruled that "the severance of an essential 
contract term ’is not allowed,’ even where the contract 
contains a severance clause." Id. at 688: see a&o 
Small v. Parker Healthcare .,]~’gmt. Org., Inc., 2013 
WL 5827822 (Tex. Ct. App. 2013) (refusing to apply a 
severability clause in the articles of association for a 
medical services association that illegally consisted of 
both physicians and non-physicians). 

This approach is problematic because it renders 
the severability clause a nulliU. Depending on how the 
court rules on the essentiality of the offending 
provision, this could mean tt~at the invalidity of a term 
your client regards as relatively unimportant to the deal 
has rendered the entire transaction unenforceable or a 
term that your client regarded as critical was simply 
stripped from the transaction. At best, if the court’s 
essentiality determination aligns with your client’s, the 
client has nonetheless been exposed to costly and time- 
consuming litigation to resolve the matter with all the 
attendant uncertainty of such a process. 

A recent: case reveals another potentially 
unintended and undesired consequence of a traditional 
severability clause. In In re Kline, 2013 WL 587339 
(Bankr. D. Or. 2013), parties to an asset purchase 
agreement contemporaneously executed two 
commercial leases. The APA, note, and leases 
contained cross-default clauses. After the buyers filed 
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for bankruptcy protectiork they proposed to assume one 
of the leases. The seller objected, claiming tlkat the 
debtors had to cure the default under the note and APA 
to assume the lease. Relying in part on the severability 
clause, the court ruled that the debtors’ obligations 
under the different agreements were severable and thus 
they did not have to cure the default under the APA to 
assume the lease. While the court may have reached 
the same result even if there lkad been no severability 
clause, see In re Plitt Amusement Co., Inc., 233 B.R. 
837 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 1999) (reaching a similar result 
for much the same reason but also concluding that the 
obligations were severable as a matter of federal 
bankruptcy law and that "artful drafting" would not 
change that result); but cf In re Buffets Holdings, Inc., 

387 B.R. 115 (Bankr. D. Del. 2008) (individmal leases 
governed by master lease were not severable and had to 
be assumed or rejected together), the fact remains tlkat 
the severability did not help the seller, who in all 
likelihood drafted it. 

The ~nost obvious drafting solution to the 
problems presented above is to identi~ wtfich 
provisions are essential to the transaction and which 
terms, if m\,�’, run the risk of being invalidated. As to 
the latter, one expert on contract dralling has offered a 
list of terms that might be invalidated. That list 
includes indemnification clauses, waivers of liability 
for intentional torts, liquidated damages and penalty 
clauses, covenants not to compete, waivers of statutory 
rights, and a choice of law. TINA L. STARK, 

NEGOTIATING     AND     EXECUTING     CONTRACT 

BOILERPLATE, 548-49 (2003). Then, instead of using a 
traditional severability clause that purports to sever 
every invalid term, draft a clause tlkat severs only the 
nonessential tern~s. For example, the clause might be 
phrased as follows: "If aw provision or partial 
provision of this agreement, except for Sections X, Y, 
and Z, [or any other provision found by a court: to be 
essential to the larger agreement], is found to be 
unenforceable for any reason, the remainder of the 
agreelnent shall remain effective." Courts have shown 
themselves to be responsive to such drafting. See, e.g., 

Hill v. Names ~ A&tresses, Inc., 571 N.E.2d 1085 (Ill. 
Ct. App. 1991) (holding tlkat a provision elsewhere in 
the agreement naming the unenforceable tern~ as 
essential overcame the severability clause, resulting in 
the invalidation of the entire agreement); see also 
SchuilitN v. Ha~mis, 747 S.E.2d 833 (Va. 2013) (noting 
the absence of aw terms specified as essential in its 
ruling to sever an unenforceable provision and enforce 
the remainder of the agreement). 

Nick Fay is a 2o13 graduate qf Gonzaga Universit~ 

School o fLaw. 

Beware: l:he "Loss Payee" Need 
Not Be Paid Followi  g Loss 

Stephen L. Sepinuck 

Your client takes a security interest in inventou or 
equipment after dutifully making sure that the goods 
are insured by a reputable insurer. You arrange for the 
insurer to make your client the payee in the event of an 
insured loss. The goods are stolen, and the insurer 
pays the debtor after the debtor represents that there 
were no liens on the goods. Your client then sues the 
insurer. 

If you think your client has a good case, think 
again. These are the essential facts of Westfield Ins. 

Co. v. Talmer Banco~T, 2013 WL 5812027 (6th Cir. 
2013), in which the court ruled that the secured paw 
had no claim against insurer. The court, in a ve~ short 
opinion, relied on language in the insurance contract 
providing that the policy "is void’’ if the insured at any 
time "misrepresent[s] a material fact concerning ... 
[its] interest in the Covered Property; or... [a] claim 
under this policy." Because the debtor misrepresented 
the secured party’s interest in the property on the proof 
of loss statements, the policy was void and the insurer 
had no further liability. 

To avoid this result, a secured paw needs the 
insurer to issue a Lender’s Loss Liability Payable 
Endorsement. This industry-standard form, known as a 
form 438BFU. provides that the policy will not be 
invalidated by, among other things, "any breach of 
warranty, act, omission, neglect, or non-compliance 
with any of the provisions of this policy ... by the 
named insured." 

Stephen L, SepO~uck is a professor and associate dean 

at Gonzaga University School of Law and director of 

the Commercial Law Center. 
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Recent (.ases 

SECURED TRANSACTIONS 

3![BK Seta,ices, Inc. v. Cole Ta.vlor Bank, 

2013 WL 5436652 (Ill. Ct. App. 2013) 
Agent that located and procured subcontractors so that 
debtor could bid on government printing contracts had 
no claim against the bank that had a perfected security 
interest in the debtor’s assets and which seized the 
debtor’s assets, including its receipts from the 
govermnent, because even if the agent were the true 
owner of the government contracts, it had allowed the 
debtor to exercise fifll control over the funds received 
thereon and is therefore estopped from denying the 
bank’s security interest. There was no basis for 
imposing a constructive trust on fl~e receipts because 
the agent did not set up an escrow account or do 
anything else to protect its interest in the proceeds of 
the govermnent contracts. Even if a constructive trust 
were imposed, the bank would still be entitled to 
priority because principles of equity cannot override 
the UCC’s priority rules. 

member’s ba~kruptcy petition, the Chapter 7 trustee 
automatically acquired the right to manage the LLC 
without the need to take further specific action. 

In re American Roads LLC, 
496 B.R. 727 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2013) 

The holders of $162.5 million in senior secured bonds 
issued in an insured tmitranche transaction did not have 
slanding to participate in the debtor’s bankruptcy 
proceeding because the insurer, as the collateral agent, 
was the sole secured party and the financing documents 
included "no action’’ clauses that unambiguously 
prevent the bondholders from asserting any claims to 
collateral or enforcing any rights against the debtors. 

In re l~[ Six Forks, LLC, 
2013 WL 5354748 (Bankr. E.D.N.C. 2013) 

Secured party’s $37 million credit bid at a § 363 sale 
was a "disbursement" under 28 U.S.C. § 1930(a)(6) 
and thus obligated the debtor to pay $30,000 in 
quarterly fees. 

LENDING & COMMERCIAL CONTRACTING 

Catahama, LLC v. First Commonwealth Bank, 
2013 WL 5874578 (W.D. Pa. 2013) 

Bank with a senior security interest in accounts 
receivable was not liable under promissou~ estoppel to 
junior secured paw for allegedly agreeing to forbear 
frmn enforcing its interest because the junior secured 
party acted at its own risk by extending money without 
confirming directly with the Bank the specific details 
and temporal scope of the alleged subordination 
agreement. 

BANKRUPTCY 

In l*e ~re~4~el, 

2013 WL 5442058 (Bankr. N.D. Cal. 2013) 
Bank violated the automatic stay and the discharge 
injunction by refusing to return some selnqce station 
equipment that it repossessed under the belief that it 
was covered by the security interest granted by the 
corporation that owned the service station because the 
evidence established that the items were owned by the 
individual sole shareholder of the corporation. 

b~ re B & AC Land and Livestock, LLC, 
2013 WL 5182611 (Bankr. D. Nev. 2013) 

Sole member of LLC who had filed for relief under 
Chapter 7 lacked authori~ to file a bankruptcy petition 
on behalf of the LLC because upon the filing of the 

CS’esCom Bank v. Terry, 

2013 WL 5495301 (D.S.C. 2013) 
Guaranty providing that it was to be governed by "the 
laws of the State in which it was executed" was 
patently ambiguous given that it could have been - and 
was - signed by the guarantor in Georgia but delivered 
to the creditor in South Carolina. Because ambiguons 
agreements are construed against the drafter - in this 
case, the creditor - Georgia law controlled. 

Although the guaranty imposed liability for 
attorney’s lees incurred by the creditor in enforcing the 
guaranty, because the creditor did not comply with the 
Georgia statute that requires a creditor to noti~ the 
debtor after default of the debtor’s liability for 
attorney’s fees and to provide ten dws to repw the 
debt, the attorney’s fees clause was unenforceable. 

Buj%ts, Inc. v. Leischow, 

2013 WL 5677038 (8th Cir. 2013) 
Restaurant company that lost $3.5 million when utility 
bill processor ceased operations had no claim against 
processor’s banks under the Minnesota version of the 
Uniform Fiduciaries Act because the bank accounts 
were tifled in the processor’s individual name and 
therefore the banks were not required to inquire 
whether the processor was breaching an obligation as 
fiduciary,. 



VoL 3 (Dec. 2013) THE TRANSACTIONAL LAWYER 

Cumulative Index 

With this issue, The Transactional Laud!,er has 
now been published for three full years. As a service 
to readers, below is an index of articles appearing in 
the newsletter during that period. Each title is a 
hyperlink to the issue on the web page of Gonzaga’s 
Commercial Law Center. 

SECURED TRANSACTIONS 

AnalFzin~ ~gstrietion~ on Assignin~ (5~ nership 

R~kts in a Business Entity’ 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 2 (Feb. 2012) 

Collateralizing the Economic Value o[Broadcast 
Licenses 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 5 (Oct. 2011) 

Does the Security A~reement Effeetivelv Grant a 

Security h~terest? 
1 The Transactional Lawyer 4 (Aug. 2011) 

Security b~terest in Delaware Lbnited Liability: 
Companies 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Apr. 2011) 

Taking a S’ gcurity Interest in Escrowed Assets 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 2 (Apr. 2012) 

Perfi.wtion 

Document the Representative Capacity all|he Secured 

Part)! p[" Record 
1 The Transactional Lawyer 5 (Apr. 2011) 

Reducing Risk in Collateral Dispositions 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 4 (Dec. 2012) 

Setting Standards under Sections 1-= 02 and 9-603 
1 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Aug. 2011) 

Other 

Chattel Paper Bn~iers Beware: You Have More to 
Lose Than Your Investment 

3 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Apr. 2013) 

The Perils of Partici|~a~}n8 (and Secrets to 
Snccessful Subordinations) 

2 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Dec. 2012) 

Towards a Better Definition of "Secnritization" 
1 The Transactional Lawyer 2 (Oct:. 2011) 

BANKRUPTCY 

Drafting Security Agreements to Make Sales Out of 

Trust Result b~ Nondischargeable Claims 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Aug. 2012) 

Thg En[orceability o[ an ~s~qnmen( o[ Bankruptc~ 
l~))ting Rights 

3 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Oct. 2013) 

L~miting thg ~e[eren~g Exposu(g q{i Originators ~ 
Servicers 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Dec. 2011) 

SURETYSHIP 

Binding Guarantors to Terms in the Note 
1 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (June 2011) 

Priority 

P~IS~ Notification: NT~at to SaF & How to Sa,! It 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Aug. 2011) 

E~brcemen t 

Dra[ting [or a CommerciallF Reasonable Disposition 
Collateral 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Feb. 2011) 

Exercising @ring ~ights ~[ter D~{ault 
1 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Apr. 2011) 

Protecting Sureties through a Contraetual Righ~ 

Contribution 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 6 (Feb. 2011) 

Revival Clauses in Guarantees: P~oteeting the 

Creditor [rom Preference and Fraudulent Transfer 
Risk 

2 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (June 2012) 

LENDING & COMMERCIAL CONTRACTING 

Af[~rmative-Reliance (Yauses: A Tool for Short- 
Circuging Fraud (Yaims? 

3 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Feb. 2013) 
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A voiding th e Etern al Standstill 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 4 (Oct. 2012) 

Contracting Around Contra Pro[orentem 

3 The Transactional Lawyer 6 (June 2013) 

Covenantsr Conditions ~nd Cold,right License 

Agreements 
1 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (June 2011) 

The Dangers o[" Uni-t~"anehe Loans & the Rule of 

Explic#ness 
3 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Oct. 2013) 

Novation or Modification (a/k/a Renewal)~ 
1 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Feb. 2011) 

Th~ Po~¢er o[)t Confirming Writing 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Aug. 2012) 

Secondary Qffering Opin!on~ 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Oct. 2012) 

Section Captions in Cont,"acts 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 4 (Apr. 2012) 

TacticM Drafting of ~orn~r,’s Fees Clauses 
3 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Aug. 2013) 

Deconstructinq the Constructive Trust 
3 The Transactional Lawyer 2 (Aug. 2013) 

UCC Section Captions 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Dec. 2011) 

3 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (June 2013) 

Dra ino a Bull~~~ ,e~ Clause 

2 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Apr. 2012) 

~cation Clauses 
1 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Oct:. 2011) 

The E ~ tca~nos Clauses 

2 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Oct:. 2012) 

~ress Warranties b ’_EOffirmation under ~ 2-313: 

Does a Representation Remab~ ? 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Apr. 2012) 

I Don’t Think You Own What You Think You Own: 

Protecting Your Client [?om Unintended Risk 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Feb. 2012) 

A Look at the Fraud Exception to the Parol Evidence 
Rule 

3 The Transactional Lawyer 2 (Apr. 2013) 

Makb~g Sure Standard Terms Are Part o{i ()[[Ors 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (Aug. 2012) 

Mortgage Foreclosure: Complex Laws and Sloppk! 

Practice 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 1 (Dec. 2011) 

Multiple Documents, Ong Contra~ 
2 The Transactional Lawyer 2 (June 2012) 

Very Interesting... or Is It: Limitations on Default 

Interest 

3 The Transactional Lawyer 2 (Feb. 2013) 

t~Ttat Are the Fundamental Attributes of Arbitration, 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (June 2011) 

t~Tten Does an Ent~orceable Contract Exist: Avoiding 

Unn~sar , Litioation 

1 The Transactional Lawyer 4 (Apr. 2011) 

[~Tten to Contract [br Remedies 

3 The Transactional Lawyer 3 (June 2013) 
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Transactional Larryer, please contact Vicky Daniels 

at vdaniels@lawschool.go~aga,edu 

This newsletter is intended to provide accurate inJbrmation on the subjects covered. The newsletter is provided Jbr 

infbrmational purposes one3;; its publication and distribution do not constitute the provision &~legal or proJbssional advice 

or services by either the authors or the publisher. If legal or proo/ossional services are require~ the services of a competent 
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From: Vandeplas Publishing LLC <office@vandeplaspublishing.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:41 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Subjee’t-" Traditional Tools of Statutory ]Interpretation 

[~,y bli.:;hael Sir~.:;}air 

mo:-e co~ste::t.~ous~y, ~e%s~at~ve b~sto:y ~he focus ~s o~s expia:~at~on a~sd 3ustiF~cstio:-~ with the am~ of co::veyhs9 the so:t of u:-~de:-sts::dhsg that. 

(((col~omics}, B./~, Hol~’s. (First class i1~ pi]iiosophy), and a PLD. i1~ Phiiosoph% writu=g a diasertatio=~ o1~ [.udw~g Wittgensteh~, "LangL~sge Games and 
Forn~ ~ of ~.~e,:= In i ’~74., ~v~th ~he a~d of ~s Fu~bH~h~ Fedcwsh~p, he fodcwed ~s 9~d to ~he (.Jn~b:~d S~sb:~s~ where h~ s~;d~d ~.}~i~.:} ~Rd grsmmar for 
s, ea:-s befor~ go~ng to law schooi, lhe~, ar~ still marn~d and ha,,e o~~e da~ght~r-~ a n:us~ciam He ~ecei,,ed a ;.D (a’~agna cure ~aude, Orde~ of the 

From ~he Univer si~y .a~ ~Si.shigan Law Sc:hocl in i’~78 ~ad a~ter ~hre.a years in praatiae began te~c:hir~g ir~ 1.9S1., He ~a~;yh~ arid wr.a~ ir~ a variety 
subJ~cts -contracts, to~ts, comm~rdai ~aw, h=t~ectuai prop~rt~ banking, ]uqsprud~mce, w~s ~==d tr~sLs~ adn=in~strati,~e ~a’% a==d sL~tutor~ 

November 95=q Pape!baai% 220 Psq(.% i.iS $ 44..9.’-; 

Vandeplas Publishing, LLC 
80:[ International Parkway, 5th Floor 
Lake Mary, FL. 32746 
USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald McDona]d House of Durham <news@ronaldhousedurham.org> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

You’re Invited! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ii.~.iI donatebutton 

House a home. With lots of love, we extend our most gracious thanks 

and warmest wishes for a happy Thanksgiving. 
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Forward this email 

This emaii was c~nt to Ibroome@email.unc,edu by news@ronaldhouc~durham,orq i 
_U_~__d__a__t__e___P__r_o__f;LLeZE__r_~_~_:a_LL_A__d__¢_e_~ Instant removal with ._S_’_a__f_e___U__n_b_u__b__s_’_c_’_r_Lb__e_ " ._P_~-Lv_’_a__c_y___P__o_Jj_c_y__, 

Ronald HcDonald House of Durham 506 Alexander Avenue :: Durham :: NC 27705 



To," 

Subject: 

Team NVivo <info@exptore,qsrinternational,com> 

Iuesd~y, November 26, 2013 3:04 PM 

Broome~ Lissa L qbroorne@email unc.edu> 

NVivo Brown Bag VVebinar: Explore and Visualize Your Data with NVivo 

NVivo Brow~ Bag Webi~a~: Learning How to e×p~ore and visualize your data w~th NV~vo 

Do you need to further explore your data and share ~ns~ghts and results ~,~th more impact? Then phase joh~ us for the upcoming compB~enta~ NV~vo B~own Bag Web~na~: 

Join us on T~esday~ Decembe~ S at 2:eBP~4 (EDT) for a live webinar that ,A,~ e~pk~e our query, ch~rl: and rr~cd@~mg capabilities so you can: 

~ L.IMIze .’:hJsti;r u’nu’l!/sis lo e;%o==ore word and .’:odklg sirniiu, ril:y 

Click iss !e to re@ster. 

Regards, 

QSR Irlternal:=onal (l\rnericas)Inc. 

55 Cambridge Str~i;t 

Burlingl:on~ MA {)18(}3 

617-491-1850 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Blue Cross gets OK to hike rates; Tex-Mex BBQ, bulgerjoims opening 

carnper~s~ion, Click to learn how you can utilize 

this new offerin!!, 

What Fast 50 executives bok for 

_ 

.... 27 ............. ~-. ......... ( ........................ !.%.. ~.,bam~ Endin.~ i}i~di D~v ~.,~ kb 



Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

,Can Kevin ~3(.~l his billiomdoilar touch to w<~dd~n(~l~ w~th 
Zola? 

the holida:~s 

7h~s Coke exec wants to k~ the press rdease .................................................................................................................... 

fbrever .................. 

Top N.~o.~ Sto~i~ 

on ~atest proposal 

V~ctoria’s Secret ex~g_r)g saies-boost~ng ~mad<e~ ~ ter ~fica~lon 
,~o~-~ .......................................................................................................................................................................... 

People ~ Commercial Real 
............................................................................. Es~te 

, - I I P’ceperSquareFoo~ ~000 
................................... 

~ ~ ~,~J~d~[lg b~2e: 9,{,29 st- 

~eatured Event 

O~te# 20~ 3.-;2-09 

~ns~de Sa~es Leadoff - B~s~: Practk:es, L.[.C 

Rets Ss ~s Asset ste -. ’-Nob e -- .............................................. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:57 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

Capital Mm-kets and Regulatory Retbrm Update lbr Canadian Entities 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

Capital Markets and Regulatory Reform Update for 
Canadian Entities 
January 8, 2014 

The Fairmont Royal York 
100 Front Street West 

Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M6J 1E3 

Regis#ation: 

8:00 a.m- 8:30 am. 
Semina~ 

8:30 a.m- 11:30 a.m. 

Breakfast will be sewed 

For more information: 

Alexe Powers 

{212) 338~312 

On January 8, 2014, please join us for several informative 

sessions that will address the following topics: 

= Session 1: Dodd-Frank Implementation Progress Report and 

Predictions for 2014 

¯ Session 2: Practical Impacts of the JOBS Act and other U.S. 

Capital Markets Developments; Areas of Focus for the U.S 

Securities and Exchange Commission in 201 4 

¯ Session 3: Cross Border Derivatives Issues (Title VII and EMIR) 

A detailed agenda for each session will follow We invite you to 

attend, and encourage you to share this invitation with interested 

colleagues. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Nasdaq Composite Index Closes Above 4000 tbr First Time in 13 Years 

Nasdaq Composite Index Cl~ses Above 400o for First 
Time in L’~ Years 

With help from strong data on the housing market, the Nasdaq Composite Index closed 

above 4000 for the first time in 13 years. 

The Nasdaq index’s year-to-date gain of more than 33% is far outpacing the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average’s rise of 23% and the 27% rally in the S&P 500. Fueling the Nasdaq’s 

rally is a hunt by investors to find faster-growing companies in an economy that has yet to 

show a sustained acceleration. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Charlotte home prices up 7.8% in September over last year 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

B{ue Cross rates for reinstated hea~th p{ans in 

NO approved 

The NC Department of Insurance has approved the 

rate hikes proposed by Blue Cross and Blue Shield 

of North Carolina for 2013 individual health insurance 

plans that are being extended next year. 

Charbtte home prices Lip 7,8% in September 

ove~ las[ year 

Charlotte-area home prices rose 78 percent in 

September from a year ago, according to the 

Standard & Poor’s Case-Shiller index report released 

Tuesday. 

Charlot[e foreclosure rate fa~ls to 1,8% in 

$epten~ber 

The Charlotte-area foreclosure rate dropped to 1.8 

percent in September from 3.1 percent a year ago, 

real estate data firm CoreLogic said Tuesday. 

&#dge to ru~e this week on US Airways- 

An~erican merger 

US. Bankruptcy Judge Sean Lane is expected to 

decide by Wednesday whether he will approve an 

antitrust settlement covering the US Airways’ merger 

with American, clearing the way for the airlines to 

close the deal. 

US ba~ks earn $36 bi~}ion in third quarter 

US. banks earned less in the July-September 

quarter than they did a year earlier, marking their first 

year-over-year profit decline since the spring of 2009 

when the country was still mired in the Great 

Recession. 

Charlotte Chamber: About 

1,000 new jobs headed to the 

city 

Charlotte Chamber officials said 

Monday that they have corporate 

recruitment projects in the pipeline 

that will bring about 1,000 new 

jobs and more.. 

35% o~ NC consumers to spend ~ess this 

ho}iday season, pol~ says 

One-third of North Carolinians plan to spend less on 

gifts this holiday season than last year, a byproduct of 

consumers’ grim outlook for the economy, according 

an Elon University poll 

PNC Bank secures hashing rights ~o~ [he 
forn~er Verizon Wireless Amphitheater 

The Verizon Wireless Amphitheater has a new name 
- PNC Music Pavilion 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to ~subsclibe frorn this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vickie Bowers <vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Tuesday November 26, 2013 5:08 PM 

Regulato~ Review 

Below is the link for the latest edition of Regulatory Review (2013-05). Please let me know if you have any trouble access this issue. Thanks and have a great 

Thoxtksgiving ! ’. 

Vickie Bowers 

Director of Human Resonrces 

North Carolina Bankers Association 

P. O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619-9916 

919/781-7979 / 800/662-7044 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crys~l Kaahaaina <ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 5:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

W-9 tbr ASB 

Hi Lissa, 
I am working on the payment for the training agreement with ASB. Do you happen to have a W-9 form? I don’t have contact info for Jewell or David either. 

Could you please assist? 

Thanks, 

Co]sta~ Ka’aha’aina 

Executive Assistant 

Executive Office 
p, 808.539,7217 I f 808.538.2023 

ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.corn ] www.asbhawaii.com 

@d:~maga0O 1 png@01O~2OAgO. 74B3O0DO 

CONF~DENI-IALr1Y NOTICE: The irfl:ormat[or~ con~a[ned ir~ this email messa(~e [s ir~tended only for the use of the designated recip[er~t(s}, Any unauthorized copying or adaptation 
prohib[[ed, ~£~ 2013 American Savings Bank, Ad rights reserved, 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caxolina Annual Fund <~Jmualfund@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 6:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emat.unc.edu> 

UNC is thankthl! 

UNC is thankful for alumni, students, faculty, staff and friends that make annual 
gifts to help maintain our excellence in teaching, research and public service. 

What are you most thankful for about Carolina? 

We want to hear from you! Let us know what you are most thankful for about Carolina 

by I:~..!::!::~.![ ~:i~ (use the hashtag #Th an kU N C), writing on our ! ..u::,::.!.:c.:::.!: :.:w~i!, or emailing 

:: [! ~..~:~!i:~2 ~d .:~: :..~b:. :::ci~..~ by midnight on Nov. 28. Anyone who participates will be entered 

into a drawing to win a print of the watercolor painting below by Brenda Behr called, 

’Midday at the Pit, UNC’. The winner will be notified the week of Dec 2. 

Gifts to UNC help us maintain educational excellence and accessibility [iXi :::~ ..~: - .::...] 

every year. We hope that you will show your gratitude for the University[: : 

by supporting any school, unit, department or program at Carolina that you are most 

t h a n k f u I fo r by !: if! !: ! !:! !:i :~! !:! ! !): !:!!:!:!: !;~i! !/. T h a n k yo u ! 

~qepls,~r:e 9 ~9-962 .~:~, oi ":d~’ to: the O~’ice ,~f LJr:h/crs~ty Dew,iopme~it. A~ir:u~:~ F~r:d, ~sO SO~ 1~09. Cb~pel ~4~i, NC 27514 

~t yo~ de not >~sh to ~ece~w. fi~tu~e a:ess~ge5, ::.:.~’~.~:~L’:’.:. ~::~L.W~: 2 

~ lbroome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 7:39 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 27 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 27, 2013 @, Number 229 

Antitrust 

Chinese antFmonopNy authorities are investigating Qualcomm 

Incorporated and have announced that ongoing pricing probes 
will expand to six industries .... 

Food Prices 

Global food prices lost 6 percent between June and October, 
driven by lower grain prices, the World Bank said Nov. 26 in a 
new report .... 

Internet 

Community objections to the .merck and ,merckmsd top-level 

domains filed by the German Nerck KGaA against former 
subsidiary Merck Sharpe & Dohme Corp. fail because the German 
Nerck entity does not represent a clearly delineated 
community,... 





From: dennis.kennedy@nationaldiversitycouncil.org 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:45 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Save the Date - Inaugural Generational Diversity Summit 





To unsubscribe from the National Diversity Council mailing list: 
To update your mailing list preferences: ii~=.:, iini 
To Forward a message to a friend: ~b, is ii~ii.: 



The monthly journal that tracks 
and analyzes Venture Capital lawsuits 

MARCH 2012 

VOL. 9, NO. 3 

NEW CASE 

Consumer class action filed against Great Hill Partners ...................................................... 5716 

CONTINUING COVERAGE OF ON-GOING CASES 

Cross Atlantic ......................................... Plaintiff .................................................... Patent 5719 

Primus Venture Partners ..................... Defendant ............ Unscrupulous Trade Practices 5730 

Sierra Ventures ....................................... Plaintiff ....................... Professional Negligence 5734 

Alpha Investment ................................... Plaintiff ................................................ Contract 5738 

Battery Ventures & Index Ventnres ... Defendants ............................ "Pump and Dump" 5741 

Hi-Tech Venture Capital ..................... Third Party . ................................................. Fraud 5753 

Shelter, Spark & Tornante .................. Defendants ..................... Copyright Infringemem 5761 

HRJ Capital .......................................... Defendant ................................................... Fraud 5775 

Facebook & Zuckerberg ...................... Defendants .................................................. Fraud 5782 

Advanced Eqnities ................................ Defendant ................................................... Fraud 5799 

Small Ventures ........................................ Plaintiff .......................................... RICO/Fraud 5802 

Felix Investments .................................... Plaintiff ................................................ Contract 5805 

This issue includes court activity through February 29~ 2012 *’** 
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CASE S UM~L4 R Y Kimberly Yet@ 

Plimus, Inc, et aZ 

U.S. District Court (N.D.Cal.) 
Case No. 12-00229 

ttonorable Thelton E. tlenderson 

Complaint filed on Januao~ 13, 2012 

IAnk to the Case ~PACER) 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Sean P. Reis, Esq. 
Edelson McGuire 

(Rancho Santa Margarita, Cal.) 

Rafey S. Balabanian, Esq. 
Christopher L. Dorc, Esq. 

Benjamin H. Richman, Esq. 
Edelson McGuire 

(Chicago, Ill.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Nickolas A. Kacprowski, Esq. 
Kirkland & Ellis 

(San Francisco, Cal.) 

Jeffrey L. William, Esq. 
Jordan M. Heinz, Esq. 

Sylvia N. Winston, Esq. 
Kirkland & Ellis 

(Chicago, Ill.) 

COUNTS 

1. Violation of California’s False Advertising Law 
(Cal. Bus. & Pro£ Code §8 17500, etseq.) 

2. Violation of the Consumers Legal Remedies Act 
(Cal. Civ. Code 88 1750, etseq.) 

3. Violation of Califorma’ s Unfair Competition Law 
(Cal. Bus. & Pro£ Code 88 17200, etseq.) 

4. Fraud in the inducement 

5. Fraud by omission 

6. Negligent misrepresentation 

7. Breach of contract 

8. Unjust enrichment 

9. Unjust enriclmaent 

Plaintiff Kimbcrly Yordy is a conbamacr who alleges she was defrauded by 
defendant PlJmus (Fremont, Cal.)when she subscribed to web services the firm 
offers. For a "one tmle [Ee, Plimus represents that consumers will receive life- 
time access m thousands of digital goods, including best selling books, newly 
released movies, current TV shows, and brand new video gaines. In realib~, 
these websites do not, in any manner, offer products in the manner adver- 
tised." Docket No. 1 at 2. 

Plaintiff also asserts that Plimus~s marketing campaigns "include the mass 
production of fabricated consumer reviews, testimonials, and fake blogs that 
axe all intended to deceive consumers seeking a lcgitm~ate product and induce 
them to pay. Yet, after consumers pay for access to any of these digital goods 
websites, they quickly realize that the promotional materials and represen- 
tations were blatantly false." Id. 

Also named as a defendant is Great H~II Partners, a Boston-based venture 
capital and private equity fund that finances the "expansion, recapital~ation or 
acquisition of growtii companies in a wide range of sectors within the business 
services, consumer services, financial technology, hcalthcare, media, commu- 
nications, and software industries." (wcbsite) 

According to the complaint, Plinms is 100% owned by Great Hill Partners. 
Plaintiff specifically names Great I!ill Partners as a defendant because the finn 
is "fully aware of the fi’audulent nature of the Unlinlited Domlload Websites and 
tile significant role they played in generating revenue for Plimus." id. at 14. 

Plaintiff s complaint is a class action brought on behalf of "[a]ll persons in the 
United States who paid a fee through Plimus to access any of the Uldimited 
Access Wcbsites[.]" Id. at 17. 

COUNTS 

The complaint’s counts aie shown in the sidebar, and the defendants against 
whom they are brought are listed in the following table. 

Plimus 

Great Hill Partners 

PL4dNTIFF~S ALLEGATIONS 

PlaintifFs review of the key events leading to tile action is presented in the fbl- 
lowmg excerpt from the complaint. 

Plimus operates a website that provides marketing assistance and pay- 
ment processing to many fraudulent sellers of digftal goods, along 
with a robust marketplace for those retailers to connect with thousands 
of third party affiliates who work to promote the retailers[’] websites 
by a~ and all means. Plinms’s "50,000 Affiliate" marketplace allows 
online retailers to rapidly flood the Intemet with sham product reviews, 
t:ake blog posts, videos, and other advertisements intended to draw coil- 
balmers to fraudulent websites offering ’~urdirmted" downloads of digital 
goods for a low one-time fee. 

(continued on next page) 
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The "Unlimited Do~vrlload Websites" operating with the direct involve- 
merit of, and solely through, Defendant Plinms, include but are not 
linfited to: 

www.mypadmedia.co~n 

www.albviigamesdownloads.com 

x~ww.ereaderslibrary.com 

www.360downloadcenter.com 

"~x.~x~.flickrmu sic.com 

www.wiidou~loadbay.n et 

x~ww.allcon soledownloads.com 

www.thenovelnetwork.com 

~x.a~.themoviehome.com 

x~ww.downloadamimevideos, corn 

~v.youq~Mcen~r.com 

~.do~loadipadmovies.co~n 

~w.musicflic~.com 

x~a~w.pocketdo~loadcenter.com 

~v.~ll-tv-douq~loads.~m 

~x~x~.cinema-on-dem~d.net 

~v.unlimiteddsdo~loM.com 

In an effort to increase the number of consumer registrations on the 
Unlimited Download websitcs, Defendant Plimus works in concert 
with affiliates to distribute paid text advertisements, graphic banner 
advertisements, [hke testimonials, and fake blog posts, all promising 
access to such things as "BESTSELLING eBooks" for "No monthly 
or Way Per Download’ fees." These advertisements and other mar- 
keting materials represent that bestsellmg books, such as Dreams 
From ~Iy Father by President Obama and Twilight by Stephanie 
Meyer, will be available to members along with other ’~tmlimitcd free 
Novels, Comics, Newspapers & more!" 

Likewise, other promotional material for the Unlimited Download 
Websites state "Download Unlimited iPad 2 IVlovies, Music, Games, 
Apps a~d more!," ’%1o Pay Per Download[ Download All Your 
Favorite Movies NOW!," and "fbr just one payment you are able to 
download limitless movies for a lifetime!" These advertisements and 
other marketing materials represent that newly released movies such 
as Star Trek, Cars 2, Harry Potter, Up a~d Dist~ct 9 will be available 
as part of the unlimited downloads. 

For example, the following advertisements - which misrepresent the 
products and services actually offered by one of the Unlimited Down- 
load Websites, MyPadlVledia and its related eBook websites - appear 
in nnmerous locations across the Intemet: 

Unlimited free Novels, Comics. No monthly, "Pay Per 
I)ownload" fees! 

Do~aload IYNLIMITED eBooks, Novels, Magazines, and 
Newspapers Straight To Your iPad, Kindle, Nook or e-reader! 
Compatible with ANY device! 

DOWNLOAD AS MANY EBOOKS AS YOU LIKE FOR 
FREE~ 

ooo 

In yet another example of the deceptive nature of Plimus’s marketing 
materials, affiliate paxtners of Plmius create fake review websites to 
promote the Unlimited Download Websites. For example, the novel 
networkreviews.info - a self-proclaimed independent writer offering 
aaa ’~nbiased Review" of the Novel Network - purportedly %pent 
hours seaxching for a lxust free download site" and "guarantee[s] that 
[the Novel NetwoN] does much more for the money you pay." The 
advertisement continues, b-apposedly compaa-ing the Novel Nem’ork to its 

(continued on next page) 
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own sister website, The Reading Site (as if they were competitors but 
in reality they" are one a~ad the san~e): "I personally checked if The 
Reading Site really offers the best sellers of different genre which it 
boasts of offering members. It has quite many novels like "The Harry 
Potter Series", Elizabeth Gilbert’s "Eat, Pray, Lcn,e", "Twilight Series", 
the controversial "Oprah Biograpl~y", "Sex And the CiO?’, "Da Vinci 
(2ode" and on and on." Once again, this blog is operated by a paid 
affiliate of Plimus. 

SinNarly, ~.downloadmoviestoipad.com purports to be a review 
of I)ownload iPad Movies, an Unlimited Download Website allegedly 
offering unlimited movie downloads for a one-time fee. The website 
states "The best program I have found for do~vnload movies to iPad is 
’download iPad movies’ for one fee you can dou~load unlimited 
movies for life!" Additionally, under a frequently asked questions 
section, it ~ates: ’~i have heard progr~zns like INs only offer old movies, 
is that correct? No, members have access m just released movies in 
about 2 weeks al’ter first release, so that you can download movies to 
iPad," and goes on to state that five of the top ten movies downloaded 
were S~aw Dogs, Rise of the Planet of the Apes, The Hell), Warrior, 
and Colombiana. As before, this website is operated in direct concert 
with Plimus by a paid affiliate of Plimus. 

ooo 

The tSke blogs and reviews addition~Jly contain fabricated "consumer 
reviews" touting the products and services available through the 
Unlimited Download Websites .... 

In reality, these so-called "consumer reviews" are not written by actual 
consumers or members of the Unlimited Download Websites, but 
instead, are entirely fabricated by Plimus or affiliate partners working 
in conjunction with Plimus. 

ooo 

All of Plimus’s deceptive marketing materials axe created, published and 
exist for one purpose: to drive unsuspecting conbamaers to the Unlimited 
Dm~oad Websites, where they are fi~rther induced to submit their 
co~Ndential contact and payment information to Plimus tbr what they 
have been led m believe is - but in reality, is not - unlimited access to a 
vast library of digital goods. 

I)ocket No. 1 at 2-11 (footnotes omitted) (t~st pair of brackets added) 
(emphasis in original) 

TIIE BOTTOM LINE 

Following a comprehensive review of Plimus’s allegedly fraudulent websites, 
plaintiff asserts that the finn provides line more than material that exists in 
the public domain. 

In the end, the only firings provided to registered members of any of the 
Unhinited Download Websites include access to digital goods that axe 
already available for free elsewhere on the intemet, ~ach as eBooks 
found at Project Gutenberg, or else, simply provides links to torrant 
search engines that a~low a consumer to download already publicaily 
shared digital goods. 

Importax~tly, all to~ent search engine li~iks provided thorough the 
Unlimited Do~load Websites are all available on the Internet and are 
free tbr anyone to access. Even more importantly, however, accessing 
and downloading files through a torrent search engine is illegal and con- 
stitntes copyright infringement of the digital goods acquired. Accord- 
ingly, Defendants and the Unlimited Download Websites are promoting 
and profiling by directing consumers to illegal means of obtaining 
digital goods, all the while taking affirmative steps to give consunaers 
the distinct impression that their conduct is legal. 

id. at 12-13. 

I)efendants’ responses are due by March 2, 2012. Docket No. 18 at 2. 

This ut~date covers the period through February 29, 2012. ¯ 
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Cross Atlantic Capital Partners, lnco 

~cebook, Inc., et aL 

U.S. District Court (E.D. Pa.) 
Case No. 07-2768 

Honorable Jolm R. Padova 

Complaint filed on July 3, 2007 

Link to the Case (PACER) 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Frederick A. Tecce, Esq. 
McShea Tecee 

(Philadelphia, Pa.) 

Thomas J. Duflk, Esq. 
Duf .fy & Partners 
(Philadelphia, Pa.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Heidi L. Keefe, Esq. 
Mark R. Weinstein, Esq. 

Craig W. Clark, Esq. 
Cooley Godward Kronish 

(Palo Alto, Cal.) 

Alfred W~ Zaher, Esq. 
Derails P. McCooe, Esq. 

Blank Rome 
(Philadelphia, Pa.) 

Robert J. Artuz, Esq. 
Theodore T. Herhold, Esq. 

Townsend, Townsend and Crew 
(Palo Alto, Cal.) 

CAUSE OF ACTION 

Patent infringement 

COUNTERCLAIM 

Declaratory judgment of non-infiingement and 
invalidity of U.& Patent No. 6,519,629 B2 

CROSS A TL4NTIC CAPITAL PARTNERS 

Founded in 1999 by Donald Caldwell and Gerry McCro~~, sole plaintiff Cross 
Atlantic Capital Partners is a venture firm that currently manages more than $600 
million across seven funds. The firm is headquartered in Rad~or, Pa., and it 
n~aintains satelhte offices in Ireland and Scotland. "Cross Atlantic’s manage- 
merit b]~ecializes allying the interests of its porffoho compares with the exten- 
sive Cross Atlantic network on both sides of the Atlantic, such as with potential 
customers, strategic partners, technology alliances, hn~nan capital, and capital 
markets." (usvw.xacp~com) Cross Atlantic’s portfolio includes more than 40 
firms, most of which are in the enterprise applications software and 
telecommunications markets. 

FACEBOOK 

Defendant Faccbook (formerly TheFaceBook.com) is a social networking site 
that was founded by Ma~k Zuckerberg in 2003. The firm is a Dela:warc corpora- 
tion that is headquartered in Palo Alto, Cal. The fim£s prmiary venture backers 
are Greylock Capital, Accel Ventures, and Meritech Capital~ 

Facebook is currently involved in nun~erous other legal proceedings, among 
which are the following: 

¯ Co~mectU, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., Case No. 07-10593, U.S. District 
Cou~ (D. Mass.) 

[] The Faceboo~; Inc. v. ConnectU, LLC, Case No. 1-05-CV-047381, 
Super. Ct. (Santa Clara Cry., Cal.), which was removed to U.S. Dis- 
trier Court (N.D. Cal.) on IVNxch 9, 2007, as Case No. 07-1389. 

,~’U~L~IARY OF THE DISPUTE 

Cross Atlantic has filed a single-claim complaint alleging that Facebook in- 
fringed, and continues to infringe, upon certain patented technology that was 
developed by researchers at iKimbo, a Cross Atlantic portfolio compaa~y. 

The patent in question - System Jbr Crea#ng a Communir~Jbr Users with Com- 
mon Interests to Interact In - was issued to four individtmls as Patent No. 
6,519,629 on February 11, 2003 (the ’629 Patent). According to the U.S. Patent 
and Trade~nark Office, rights to the patent were assigned to iKimbo. The com- 
plaint asserts that iKimbo later assigned its complete interest in the patent to 
Cross Atlantic. 

ALLEGED SEQUEN(~" OF EVEN]S 

The application that 1~ to the isst~nce of ~e %29 Patent was filed on ~to~r 2~ 
2001. ~e apphc~ion w~ a con~uation-~-~ of P~Aent A~I. No. 09/264~98& 
w~ch w~ ~flcd on Scpt~r 15, 1998. Pl~a~fs ~ ~at the ~&~ly~g tech- 
nology - as we~ as the ’629 paint itse~" - long pre-~te Facebook’s crmtion by 
Zuck~b~g. 

Imtial developm~t of the F~e~)ok~) websi~ began no earher t~ De- 
c~b~ 2003. [~ (N or aNmt Jan~W 11, 2004, ~e dommn ~me 
F~eBook.com," was registrY. [~ (~ Feb~ 4, 20(~, the F~e- 
book~ website wc~t five. 

On information and belief, dcfendaaat Facebook, Inc. has been using and 
marketing, through the Facebook® website, systems and methods for 
creating online communities covered by one or more claims of the ’629 
Patent since the defendant’s lbmmtion, Milch was not later than June 
19, 2004. 

Docket No. l at 4. 

(continued on next page) 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ’629 PATENT 

Those familiaac ruth Facebook and other social ne~,orking sites roll fred sub- 
stantial similari~ between those sites and the embodiment described in the ’629 
Patent. That is not to say, of course, that such similarity’ necessarily’ determines the 
legal matters at hand. (Cooley Godward is lis~ed on the ’629 Patent as iKirnbo’s 
patent counsel.) 

A creator accesses a central controller over a network to create a com- 
mtmity using a cormnunity- creating mo&ile. In this example, the title of 
the communi .ty is "The Williaam Henry. Harrison Historical Preservation 
Society’." The communib; creating module pemfits the creator to create 
a communi.ty, and designate applications and content presented in the 
community by a user interl’ace. The applications in "the present example 
include a chat application object for users "to interact with each other in 
chat format, a schedule application object for scheduling appoinlments 
for the events, a pledge application object for pledging a donation, a photo 
albmn application object for viewing photos related to William Itera3/ 
Hamson, and other application objects. Content in the present example 
includes information about upcoming fund raising events and meetings 
for the society, information about current funds collected, biographical 
information about William Henry Hamson, and other information. Dif- 
ferent applications may provide different levels of interaction between a 
user, other users, and the central controller module. 

Upon creating the conm~tmity, the creator designates other users m 
access the commtmity. The application accesses the creator’s locally 
stored commtmication address book, ranch as e-mail address book, or re- 
trieves a centrally stored commumcation address book from the central 
controller, and presents the contents to the creator. The creator selects 
the naames and e-mail addresses of the individuals to be invited to access 
the connnunity. The central controller sends a tronsmission, such as an 
e-mail, "to the invited users based on the information provided by the 
creator. The transmission includes a message component and an execu- 
table component. ’It~e message component describes the community, 
invites the user to join the commtmity~, and provides instructions. In the 
present example, the message component greets the use~; inibm~s the 
user that the communiW is named "The Williaam Helny Harrison Hi> 
torical Preservation Society," describes the community’, and invites the 
user to join. 

Upon receipt of the transmission, a user executes the executable com- 
ponent according to the insWactions, such as in a known mmmcr, e.g., 
double clicking on an appropriate icon in a WindowsTM envirorm~ent or 
other manner of executing the executable component. A login dialog 
screen is opened for the user. A user provides registrdtion inibmmtion 
(e.g. full name, address, personal information, etc.) and forwaacds the 
information to the central controller. The login display screen provides 
the user with a ttser-id, and prompts the user to supply a password. At 
this point the program may or may not dou~oad additional content 
objects, application objects, and client software components to allow the 
user to interface with the Hera3/Hamson His~torical Preservation SocieW 
l~om outside the browser environment. 

Using the user inte~fuce, the user can interact with the conununity 
through the central controller, other users, or both, at aptxopriate times. 
Upon entering a commumW, a user may" access content object, s, s~uch as 
,~abscription objects, application objects, or other content, which form 
the connnunity. A user automatically receives content objects that are 
updated. Interaction includes using the various application objects 
downloaded to the user, such as interacting with another user in "the chat 
area. Where applicable, the central controller module coordinates use of 
an application object between a pluraliU of users. 

Patent No. 6,519,629 at4 - 5. 
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A~WERFILED 

Defendants a_ns~ered the complaint on September 4, 2007. With that a~as"vver, 
defendants filed a counterclaim seeking a declaratory judgment that they are not 
infringing onthe ’629 Patent. Docket No. 16. 

On February 14, 2008, defcn ’dants filed their firs~ amended ans-wer to the com- 
plaint. DocketNo. 76. 

MOTION TO TI~INSFER 

On September 12, 2007, defendants moved to transfer the case to U.S. District 
Court (N.D. Cal.). Docket No. 23. However, the court denied the motion on 
September 28, 2007. Docket No. 33. 

MOTIOAS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Plaintiff and defendants moved for surnmax3, judgment on June 20, 2008. Plmn- 
tilF s motion was filed trader seal, and no public version was made available. 
Docket No. 143. Defen ’dants filed a complex axray of motions for sununa~ 
judgtnent, with each motion largely focusing on one of the key aspects of plain- 
tiff’s allegations. The motions were filed under seal, although several pleadings 
also had public versions. 

Defendants’ argument against plaintiff Cross Atlantic’s request tbr a~a injunction 
provides a good summary of the case (albeit with sigmficant material redacted), 
as well as a solid review of relevant case law. 

A party can move tbr partial s~ammau judgment against a plaintift’s re- 
quest lbr injunctive relie£ See Collins v. Pa. 7~l. Union, Local No. 1944, 
IBis’IV, AFL-CIO, 418 F. Supp. 50, 52 (W.D. Pa. 1976) (granting de- 
fendant~s motion tbr partial s-anuuary judgment as to injunctive relief and 
thereby denying plaintiffs request for injunctive relier); see also Merck 
& Co., Nc. v. ~lediPlan Health Consulting, Nc., 434 F. Supp. 2d 257, 
266 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (granting defen ’dants’ motion for pax’tiN sunnnary 
judgment with respect to an’¢ clainas for il!iunctive relief and damages 
resulting from pt~ported infringement following patent expiration); 
Philips Elec. ~,M Am. Corp. v. Contec Corp., 312 F. Supp. 2d 649, 653 
(D. Del 2004) (granting defendant’s motion tbr partial summary judg- 
ment in a patent infringement case limiting plaintiff s damages). 

The Patent Act provides two remedies to a patent holder whose valid 
patent is it6i~nged: the court can award compensatou~ damages, or R 
may issue an injunction against future i~d2ringement. 35 U.S.C. §§ 283, 
284. Successfiil plaintiffs in patent il~i~ngement cases are not automati- 
cally entitled to a pemaanent injunction, eBay, Nc. v. ~g[ercExchange, 
LLQ 547 U.S. 388, 392-93 (2006). Instead, a court has the discretion to 
grant a pemaanent miunction only if the plaintiff demonstrates: (1) it has 
suffered an irreparable injury; (2) remedies at law, such as monetary 
da~aages, axe inadcqtmte to compensate for "that injury; (3) considering 
"the balance of haxdships between the plaintiff and defendant, a remedy 
in equity is warranted; and (4) the public interest would not be disse~ed 
by a permanent injunction. Id. at 391. The court’s discretion to grant or 
deny injunctive relief "must be exercised consistent with traditional 
principles of equity, in patent disputes no less than in other cases 
governed by such standaxds." Id. at 394. 

oo, 

XACP [Plaintiff Cross Atlantic] catmot caazy" its burden under the 
Supreme Court’s test. XACP tins admitted that it has not been harmed, 
irreparably or othem~ise. It is undisputed that even if Facebook is found 
to infringe, money damages would be adequate a~ad that the balance of 
hardsNps and the public interest would weigh against an injunction. As 
a matter of law, XACP should be precluded from seeking a permanent 
injunction. 

°.° 
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On 

Meparable haim means hmm that carmot be compensated with a money 
award. See Irmogenedc~; N. V. v. Abbot Labs., 512 F.3d 1363, 1380-81 
(Fed. Cir. 2008) (fmding that competitor could not have been irrepaJr- 
ably harmed where a reasonable royalty fully compensated the patent 
holder); see alsoAciemo ~’. New Castle Count, 40 F .3d 645, 653 (3d 
Cir. 1994) (’%conomic loss does not constitute irreparable harm"). The 
meparable hmm thctor often greatly outweighs the other eB~v factoi~. 
See Innogenet~cs, 512 F.3d at 1380; see also Zen invest., LLC v. Un- 
breakable Lock Co., No. 06-1112, 2006 WL 1582333, at *3 (E.D. Pa. 
June 2, 2006) ("The Third Circuit has been unsettled on whether a plain- 
tiff must prove irreparable harm to receive a pemaaaaent injunction .... 
The Supreme Court answered the question recently’, applying the sta~- 

¯ dard of irreparable harm [in eBa.v ]"). 

Moreover, since the Supreme Court’s eBay decision, district courts 
throughout the country have demed injunctive relief where the patent 
holder does not compete with the infringer. See MercExchm~ge, LLC v. 
ebbs, Nc., 500 F.Supp. 2d 556, 578 (E.D. Va. 2007) (l~mding no 
irreparable harm because ’~IcrcExch~a~ge does not directly compete 
with eBay"); Sundance, Inc. v. DeA(onte Fabricating Ltd., No. 02- 
73543, 2007 WL 37742, at *2 (E.D. Mich. Jan. 4, 2007) (denying 
injlmctive relief where int’rmger competed with patent holder’s licensees 
but did not directly compete with the patent holder); Voda v. Cordis 
(7o17)., No. 03-1512, 2006 WL 2570614, at *5 (W.D. Okla. Sept. 5, 
2006) (holding that plaintiff inventor thiled to demonstrate irreparable 
harm where inventor identified no harm to himself); Paice LLG v. 
Toyota Motor Gorp., No. 04-211, 2006 WL 2385139, at *5 (E.D. Tex. 
Aug. 16, 2006) (determining that plaintiff lhilcd to demonstrate irrepax- 
able haaan and noting that "because Plaintiff does not compete for mar- 
ket share with the accused vehicles, concerns regarding loss of brand 
name recognition and mmket share similarly are not implicated"); 
Finisar Corp. v. DirecTV Group, It~c., No. 05-264, 2006 U.S. Dist. 

LEX]S 76380, at *4 (E.D. Tex., July 7, 2006) (denymg an injunction to 
non-competing patent holder); z4 Teckmologies, Irtc. v. ?vIicrosof! Corp., 
434 F. Supp. 2d437, 400 (E.I). Tex. 2006) (denying motion for injunc- 
tion in part because plaintiff and Microsoft did not directly compete). 

It is undi~l~uted that NJ\CP does not compete with Facebook. NJ\CP 
has said so expressly, in addition to a&nitting that it does not sell, offer 
to sell, make or import at\v product, service or method covered by any 
claim of the ’629 Patent and that it has never done so in the past .... 
Under these facts, no injunction can issue. 

Docket No. 135 at 3- 5. 

/!,lOTION TO STAY FOR INTER PARTES REEXAhlL’VA TION 

July 25, 2008, the Facebook defen ’dants moved to stay the proceeding pend- 
mterpartes reexamination of the ’629 patent. Docket No. 180. 

Earlier this week, Faccbook filed a request for rater parws reexoanma- 
tion of file ’629 patent with the Patent Office. In light of that request, 
Facebook re~pect~hlly seeks a stay of this 1Ngation pending the comple- 
tion of the rater partes reexamination to preserve judicM and party 
resources. The reexamination will dramatically sinaplify the issues in 
this case. If the claims are rejected, the case will end. If the claims axe 
mnended, there will be no pa~ infringemc~at or damages. If the claims 
b~rvive, the isb~ues of validity concerning the art before the Patent Office 
will be removed from the litigation due to the estoppel effect of rater 
parws reexamination. There will be no undue burden on plaintiff 
caused by staying this litigation. Plaintiff does not practice or license 
the ’629 patent a~ad waited nearly three yeaxs to bring this case; it can 
certainly wait for the outcome of the Patent ()ffice’s reexamination. 
Finally, tl~s case is at a stage where serious economies will be gained 
through a stay. There axe six motions for summoxy judgment pending, 
the parties have not begun pretrial or trial preparations, and all the atten- 
dant expenses and judici~] resources can be preserved and potentially 
never used. A stay is in the best interest of the Court and file parties. 

Docket No. 180 at 1. 
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Facebook’s pleading also provides the fbllowing instructive overview of the 
USPTO’s interpartes reexamination procedure. 

Reexammation is an administrative procedure that allows the Patent 
Office, with its unique teclmical and legal expertise, to assess the 
validity of an issued patent. Congress created the reexamination proce- 
dure m provide a streamlined process tbr dmllenging the validity of an 
issued patent. See Ca~dy v. Erbe Elektromedizin GmbIt; 271 
F.Supp.2d 64, 68 (D.D.C. 2002) ("The purpose of the Patent Act is m 
allow the reexamination of patent validi~ in an impa~ial ti~mm at almost 
100 times less cost to the pa~ies by people trained to understand the 
k~hnologies de~ribed in patents."). Nter partes reexamination proceed- 
ings axe initiated when a third party files a request with the Patent Office 
identifyilag prior a~t patents and printed publications that raise questions 
rcgaxding the patent’s validity. 35 U.S.C. §§ 311(a), 301. The Patent 
Office will o~ant the request and reexamine a patent if"a b~abstantial new 
question of patentability a[Ii%tmg any claim of the patent concerned is 
raised by the request." 35 U.S.C. § 312(a). The Patent Office has granted 
96 t~ercent of mterpartes reexamination requests since the procedure first 
became available. ,See Keefe Deck Ex. 1. The instant petition tbr 
reexamiuntion is particulaJ@ stroug (as evidenced by the concurrent 
motion for su~rana~ judgment of invalidib, filed by Facebook), so it is a 
virtual certainty ltmt the %29 patent will be reexalnined during this 
litigation, placing the Court and Patent Office on paraJlel lmes of inquiO’ 
into identical issa~es of validity if the present case is not stayed. 

Reexarommtion was also designed to stremnlme patent int’rmgement 
litigation by eliminating or naJrrowing issues that will require trial. See, 
e.g., Gould v. Cor~trol Laser Corp., 705 F.2d 1340, 134142 (Fed. Cir. 
1983) (~()ne purpose of the reexamination procedure is to eliminate trial 
of that issue [of patent validity] (when the claim is canceled) or to 
facilitate trial of that issue by providing the district court with the expert 
view of the PTO (when a claim survives the recxammation proceed- 
rag)."). As explained in Part III. B, in/?a, courts routinely stay irl~nge- 
merit litigation to actdeve these goals when there is conct~rrent reex- 
amination of the patent in question. 

I~ter partes reexamination proceedmgs a~e conducted %vith special di~ 
patch." 35 U.S.C. § 314(c). When the request for reexamination is grant- 
ed, the patent o~vner is permitted to propose na~owing amendments to its 
claims or to propose new claims, "except that no proposed amended or 
new claJm enlarging the scope of the claims of the patent shall be pem~t- 
ted." 35 U.S.C. § 314(a). An mwr partes rcexammation like the one re- 
quested by Facebook provides the oppormmty for the third party to 
participate in the process by submitting written co~rffnents and responses 
within 30 (lays of a salbmission by the patent owner. See 35 U.S.C. 
314(bX2). At the conclusion of an mterpartes reexamination, the Patent 
Office publishes a certificate cax~celing ax~y clam~ of the patent deterrmned 
to be invalid, comqmting an~v claim determined to be vail& and incorpora- 
ting in the patent a~’ proposed amended or new claim determined to be 
valid. 35 U.S.C. § 316(a). One important aspect of mter panes proceed- 
ings is that the reb~alts of a reexa~anation a~c bmding on the third paW 
requester in a b~absequent or concurrent civil action. 35 U.S.C. § 315(c ). 

Docket No. 180 at 4 - 6 (brackets in original). 

On August 11, 2008, plaintiff filed an opposition to the Facebook defendants’ 
motion to stay the proceeding pending rater partes reexamination of the ~629 
patent. Docket No. 201. On August 18, 2008, however, the court granted the 
motion. The main ~Nust of the court’s mling follows. 

A district court is not required to stay a proceeding pending reexamina- 
tion. ~5skase Corp. ~’. Am. Nat’l Can Co., 261 F.3d 1316, 1328 (Fed. 
Cir. 2001). ttoweve~; ~[o]ne purpose of the reexamination procedure is 
to eliminate trial of that issue (when the claim is canceled) or to facilitate 
trial of that issue by providing the district court with the expert view of 
the PTO (when a claim survives the reexamination proceeding)." GouM 
v. Control Laser Corp., 705 F.2d 1340, 1342 Fed. Cir. 1983). Thus, 
grdnting a stay is favored. See Alltech, b~c. ~’. Cenzone Tech, Nc., Cir. 
A. No. 06-153, 2007 WL 935516 (S.D. Cal. March 21, 2007) (holding 
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that "[tlhere is a liberal policy in f~vor of granting motions to stay’ pro- 
ceedings pending the outcome of reexamination proceedings") (quoting 
/k~CII Corp. v. STD Entre ’t USA, b,c., 844 F. Supp. 1378, 1381 (N.D. 

Cal. 1994)). Stays axe paxticulaady appropriate when the recxmnination 
result might assist the court in making a validity determanation or would 
eliminate the need to make am infringement determination. Id. (citing In 
re Cyprus 7~lecomm. 7?ch., LLC Patent Li~};., 385 F.Supp. 2d 1022, 
1023 (N.D. Cal. 2005). 

District courts have listed the following factors to determine whether a 
stay" is appropriate: (1) whether a stay would unduly prejudice or present 
a cleaa: tactical disadvantage to the nonmovmg paW; (2) whether a stay 
will simpli~ the issues in question mad trial of the case; aa~d (3) whether 
discovel3/ is complete aa~d whether a trial date has been set. N re 
LaughIht Prods. Inc., 265 F. Supp. 2d 525, 530-31 (E.D. Pa. 2003); 
Sabert Corp. v. V~addington 5rorth Ant., Inc., Civ. No. 06-5423, 2007 
WL 2705157, *6 (D.NJ. Sept. 14, 2007) (citing Alltech, 2007 WL 
935516 at *2 (quoting Qv~gnus, 385 F. Supp. 2d at 1023);Xerox Corp. v. 
3Corn Corp., 69 F. Supp. 2d 404, 406 (W.D.N.Y. 1999);/k~CI[ Corp., 
844 F. Supp. at 1380 (citing GPAC, hm v. D.g~.I;K Enten, Inc., 144 
F.R.D. 60, 66 (D.N.J. 1992)). We tSnd, applying these factors, that 
gm3ating a b~tay pending the PTO’s decision to grant reexalranation is 
appropriate. 

Although this action is procee6mg toward its conclusion in this court, 
the factors, on balm~ce, f~vor granting the stay at least until the PTO 
makes its initial determination whether to conduct the reexamination. 
Plaintiff has not made a good aargument on the prejudice prong aaad the 
reexamination will cleaady simplif~v the issues remaimng in the case. 
Staying further litigation until the PTO maI:es its decision whether to 
gra3at reexamination will permit the PTO "to exercise its ~tutorily 
gra3ated authority, to make "the initial Office action on the merits of "the 
reexanmaation. At that point we caa~ revisit whether the stay should be 
continued to the end of the reexamination process. If reexmnmation is 
denied, there may be no good reason not to proceed; if reexandnation is 
granted, we would have the benefit of the PTO’s initial reasomng on the 
patentability issues to inform our decision on the merits of continuing 
the stay to the conclusion of the reexamination proceedings. 

For these reasons, the stay is GRANTED with leave to the paxties to 
seek lifting of the stay’ after "the PTO has issued its decision on whether 
to graa~t reexaanination, or for other good and sufficient reasons that 
result fiom a change in circtm~s ’tances. 

Docket No. 209 (emphasis axed brackets in original)(tbotnote omitted). 

GS~ August 19, 2008, the court issued an order to stay, pending inwr partes re- 
examination of the ’629 Datent. Docket No. 210. 

MOTION TO REOP£:~" THE CASE 

On October 8, 2009, plaintiff moved to reopen the case and to strike defen- 
dants’ (long pending) motion for summary, judgment (Docket No. 138). 
Docket No. 211. Plaintiff’s motion was predicated upon the results of the 
USPTO’s reex-a,mnation of the ’629 patent. 

On September 30, 2009, the USPTO rendered a substantive decision 
in the re-ex-a,mnation....     In its decision, the USPTO reversed the 
eaxlier decision and confirmed that clainas 1-7, 17-23 aaqd 25-31 of the 
’629 Patent were allowable over the prior axt cited by Facebook. 
Further, the USPTO found that clainas 8-16, 24 & 32 were also patent- 
able over the prior art cited by Facebook. 

As such, all claims have once again been allowed by the USPTO with- 
out aW substantive amendments. 

Id, at 2. 

Plaintiff then requested that the court release the stay, "[g]iven the examiner’s 
decision to date, as well as the unlikely success of having that reversed on 
appeal, aJad the ovep~vhelmingly slim chmace of having all claims cancelled[.]" 
Id. at 4. 
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On October 21, 2009, defendants fried their opposition to plaintitFs motion to 
lift the stay and reopen the case (above). The introduction to the opposition 
pleadmg outlines defendants’ three arguments in support of their position. 

Facebook respectfully requests that "the litigation remain stayed and 
administratively dismissed pending a fmal determination of the on- 
going rater partes reexamination proceedings by the U.S. Patent and 
I’rademark Office C’USPTO"). There are at least three compelling 
reasons why the stay should not be lifted at this time: 

1. The rater partes reexaxnination is f~ from concluded, and 
as such there is no fmality and no estoppel. 

2. Further progress in the reexamination will clarify a key 
claim cons~a~uction issue that asose when the USPTO relied 
upon a narrow interpretation of the claims "that is inconsis- 
tent with "the broader construction adopted by this Coust at 
XACP’s urging. If the USPTO decides to use a construc- 
tion consistent with this Court’s construction, whid~ Face- 
book will ask it to do, the claims will be rejected and the 
patent invalidated in reexamination. XACP~s motion, 
which now seeks to exploit this mconsistency, should be 
rejected. 

3. This litigation would, as a practical matter, be needlessly 
complicated and wasteful if the stay were lifted prema- 
turely at this juncture or prior to a final determmation by the 
USPTO. Ad&donal clam~ construction proceedings and 
discov<~" would be needed, as well as mlmgs on several 
pending summary" judgment motions. This would require a 
substantial expenditure of court and pasty" resources, but 
all of it may be entirely avoided by simply letting the re- 
examination run its course. 

Docket No. 212 at 1-2 (references to sections of the pleading omitted). 

It~e co,t[lict betxveen plaintitFs assertion that the USPTO’s ruling is conclusive 
and defendants’ position to the contrax7 is explained later in the opposition, with 
defendants arguing that the USPTO is simply a few steps into what is a lengthy 
re-examination process. 

The reexamination proceedings at the USPTO are far from over. To 
date, all that has happened is ti~at a patent examiner has issued a non- 
fmal action £mding existing claims of "the ’629 patent patentable, and 
rejecting the dozens of new claims XACP proposed dming "the re- 
exaramation. XACP may file u~itten comments by October 30, "to 
which Facebook may respond within 30 days. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.951. 
It~e Exammer is then obligated to consider all mitten conm~ents and 
may reopen prosecution if warranted. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.953. If the 
existing determination on claims 1-32 is maintained by the Examiner, 
either paYo~ has a rigN to appeal the decision. See 35 U.S.C. § 315. 
After the appeal is filed, the Examiner may review ti~e appeaJ briefs axed 
reopen prosecution if warranted. Alternatively, the decision will be re- 
viewed by the USPTO Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences 
("BPAI") .... [I]n light of the unusual circumstances surrounding the 
September 30 determination decision by the patent exammer, there is 
a high probability that tiffs non-fmal decision will be reversed or 
modified. 

XACP’s motion relies heavily on the estoppel provision of the rater 
partes reexamination statute, however, that provision does not apply 
and only further supports maintaining the stay. The statute plainly 
states that es~toppel in inter partes reexanimation applies only "to %ny 
claim finM{.v determmed to be valid and patentable," 35 U.S.C. 
§ 315(c) (emphasis added). No such final determination of validity 
has been made here. The initial and non-fmal determination issued by 
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the examiner may yet be reversed or revised by the Examiner or the 
BPAI. As one court recently confirmed, "a patent claim is not ’finally 
determined to be valid and patentable,’ 35 U.S.C. § 315(c), in an rater 
partes reexamination proceeding until the USPTO issues a reexaanina- 
tion certificate." Sq[bco, Inc. v. Cameron Intern. Corp., NO. CIV A 
H-05-0739, 2009 WL 2424108, at *24 (S.D. Tex. July 31, 2009). A 
reexamination certificate has not issued here. Nor can it issue until 
appeal proceedings trove ternunated. See 35 U.S.C. § 316(a). 

Docket No. 212 at 2-3 (section headings and footnote omitted) (em- 
phasis in original). 

In an order issued on November 3, 2009, the court dismissed plaintiff’s motion 
to reopen the case and to strike defendants’ motion for summa~7 judgment. 

Plaintiff asserts that on September 30, 2009, a patent exmniner issued 
a substantive decision in the re-examination proceeding, confirming that 
claims 1-7, 17-23 and 25-31 of the ’629 Patent were allowable over 
the prior art cited by Defendax~ts, and also finding that claims 8-16, 24 
and 32, as amended, were patentable over the prior art cited by Defen- 
dants. Plaintiff acknowledges that Defendants aJce entitled to appeal the 
patent exarmner~s decision to the PTO Board of Appeals, but asks the 
Court to lift the stay notwithstanding Defendants’ appellate rights. 
We decline to do so. 

Following the issuance of an examiner’s decision, each party has the 
opportanity to submit comments, which the examiner is obligated to 
consider. See 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.951, 1.953. At~er considering the com- 
ments, the examiner "shall issue a Right of Appeal Notice," 37 C.F.R. 
§ 1.953(a), "wtfich comprises a final rejection setting ti)rth each ground 
of rejection and/or final decision favorable to patentability .... " 37 
C.F.R. § 1.953(c). Defendants assert that they intend "to pursue further 
review before "the PTO because, they contend, the examiner’s con- 
struction of a term in the ’629 Patent conflicts with INs Court’s con- 
struction of the same term. 

We agree that actively contimimg this suit while the PTO continues to 
consider the inter partes reexamination may result in additional com- 
plexities. Because the exanimer~s decision is not a fLnal decision of 
the PTO on the questions raised in the inter pastes reexamination, we 
decline to lift the stay at this time. Plaintiff may reapply for relief 
from "the stay after the Right of Appeal Notice is issued. 

Docket No. 215 at 1, n.1. 

~IoTION TO VACATE TIlE ~TA 1" 

On September 2, 2010, plaintiff Cross Atlantic moved to vacate the stay on 
grounds related to the USPTO’s recent actions regarding the ’629 patent. 

Over two years ago, defendants Facebook, Inc. and The Facebook, 
LLC (collectively "Facebook") sought reexamination of the claims of 
the patent-in-suit. On September 30, 2009, the United States Patent 
and Trademark Office ("PTO") reversed its earlier decision and af- 
farmed the validity, of all of the claims of the patent-in-suit. On March 
12, 2010, the PTO finally issued a Certificate of Appeal. The parties 
filed appeal briefs on Jtme 28, 2010 and response briefs on July" 28, 
2010. 

II~ere has been a substantial change in circumstances which justifies 
the dissolution of this Court’s August 2008 stay order: 

1. The PTO has reversed itself and now affirmed the validity 
of all 32 of the claims of the ’629 Patent; 

Since the en’~’ of’the stay, Facebook has grown exponen- 
tially in size in part thiough the use of various applica- 
tions covered by the claims of the ’629 Patent including 
games such as Fam~ville; 
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As a result of Facebook’s use of XACP’s patented tech- 
nology just since the entry of the stay, XACP’s damages 
have grown to well into trine figures; and, 

Facebook has been the subject of a number of significant 
lawsuits, including one by’ an individual claiming to own 
84% of the company and a recent patent infringement 
action by" Paul Allen’s patent licensing company - aW 
one of which could readily compromise XACP’s ability 
to collect its damages or render an injunction meaning- 
less. 

The PTO appeal process will taJ~e at least another two years and more 
likely, three years. The PTO has affirmed every single claim of XJ\CP’s 
patent (without amendment) and Facebook infringes virtually all of 
the "~a-ty-two claims. Moreover, XACP will be moving to have this 
Court amend its prior claim construction decision so as to reflect the 
claim construction utilized by the PTO in its affirming the claims of 
the patent-in-b~ait. As such, it is simply trot’air to require XACP to 
wait ax~other three years before this case can begin to move towaJrds a 
resolution on the merits. 

I)ocket No. 222 at 1-2 (emphasis or~tted). 

On November 22, 2010, "the court granted plaintiff Cross Atlantic’s motion to 
vacate the stay. The prima~ portion of the court’s ruling on the matter is pre- 
sented below. 

XACP asserts that the issuance of the Examiner’s decision constitutes 
a substantial change in circumstances which justifies the dissolution of 
the Stay Order. Having carefully reviewed the parties’ aJrguments, we 
agree. With the issua_nce of her Anb~ver to Appeal Brief, the Examiner 
has given her final word affirming the validity’ of all 32 claims of the 
%29 Patent. S’dll pending, however, arc NJ\CP’s and Facebook’s cross- 
appeals to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences. Beyond 
that, either party may appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for 
the Federal Circuit. See 35 U.S.C. §§ 315, 134, 141. Nonetheless, with 
the conclusion of the proceedings be~bre the Exandner, we find in our 
discretion that continuing to stay" this litigation is no longer justified. 
See Patlex Corp. v. ~lossmgt~o~ 758 F.2d 594, 597 (Fed. Cir. 1985) 
(a stay for purposes of reexamination is within the district court’s dis- 
cretion). 

Concurrent litigation and reexamination proceedings present novel 
issues regarding the timely and efficient disposition of patent mfm~ge- 
ment disputes. While allowing the PTO to determine reexamination- 
specific issues of validity may potentially obviate the need to litigate a 
patent’s validity in this forum and conserve finite judicial resources, 
courts also must consider carefully whether the damage done to the 
plaintiff’s statutory, right to seek a timely judicial reme@ outweighs 
the utility that the mwrpartes proceeding provides. In weighing "these 
countervailing factors, we axe mindful that Congress has provided for 
judicial remedies to cuxe infringements of patents. See 35 U.S.C. § 271. 
So too, we must recognize that a tSnal judgment here will end the re- 
examination proceeding. See 35 U.S.C. § 317(b) (providing that once 
a final decision has been entered against a party in a civil action that 
the party has not sustained its burden of proving the invalidity of ax~y 
patent claim in suit, then the PTO may not thereafter maintain an inter 
partes reexamination requested by that party or its privies on the basis 
of issues which that Parb’ or its privies raised or could have raised in 
such civil action). 

As the United States District Court for the District of Delaware vcv 
recently stated, reexaromlation 

is an arduous process fraught with the potential for multiple 
appeals. According to statistics published by the PTO, an rater 
partes reexamination conducted by the [Central Reexamination 
Unit ("CRU") of the PTO] has a historical average pendency 
of 31.4 months. However, a comprehensive understanding of the 
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reexanfination time line requires a consideration of the pro- 
cess after the CRU issues a RAN, to wit, the subsequent 
appeal by an adversely affected par.ty to the Board of Patent 
Appeals and Interferences ("BPAI"). The significant span of 
time between these two events is confirmed by ... a statistical 
analysis, which concludes "that the current average pendency 
between receiving a RAN and, subsequently, a decision from 
the BPAI was rougttly equivalent m that of the underlying re- 
examination by the CRU. While the possibility of a subse- 
quent appeal to the Federal Circuit extends the time line of 
this process, only one mterpartes reexamination has reached 
this stage, and the parties voluntarily dismissed the case prior 
to briefing. In short, the reexamination of’the patents at issue, 
having yet to produce a single RAN, may substantially outlast 
the jury verdict (which will be rendered in approydrnately 2 
weeks), post trial briefing and subsequent Federal Circuit re- 
view associated with this litigation. Consequently, o,tly those 
reexamination proceedings that have been substantially com- 
pleted will weigh in favor of a stay. 

Belden Techs. Inc. v. Superior Essex Commc ~s LP, Civ. A. No. 08- 
63, 2010 WL 3522327, at *3 (D. Del. Sept. 2, 2010) (footnotes and in- 
ternal citations omitted). In this case, reexamination by the Patent 
Examiner already has taken over twunty-seven months and has re- 
sulted in a RAN affirming the patentability of the claims at issue in 
this litigation. While the parties have completed this stage of the reex- 
mnmation, given the various appeal rights it must be recogttized that 
the reexamination proceeding is not yet substantially complete. The 
Examiner’s decision, however, constitutes a substantial change in cir- 
cumstances diminishing the basis for aW further continuance of the 
b~tay. It is not fair to continue to deny Plaintiff the opportunity to pro- 
ceed with its claims, a£ter already waiting over two years, while con- 
current proceedings continue before "the BPAI and possibly the Fed- 
eral Circuit. 

Docket No. 230 at 3-5 (ellipsis and brackets in original). 

MOTION FOR SAN(770NS 

On Januao, 28, 2011, plaintiff Cross Atlantic moved the court to sanction the 
Facebook defendants for failing to comply with the court’s order to produce 
certain documents. The motion’s introduction follows. 

The efforts of defendants Facebook, Inc. and The Facebook, LLC ... to 
delay and obfuscate have evolved into a flagrant contempt as they 
flout this Court’s specific discove~~ orders. Plaintiff Cross Atlantic 
Capital Partners, Inc. ("XACP") sought - and this Court ordered - 
Facebook to provide discovery" concerning the Farmville and Cityville 
Games on Facebook. Facebook has refused. It matters not whether 
Facebook~s position is borne out of sheer arrogance or their all-to- 
familiar strategy to ignore their discovery, obligations under the 
Federal Rules. The consequences are the same. 

This Court’s 12/17/10 Order specifically ordered Facebook to 
pro&~ce: 

(a) functionality, financial, and source code inlbrmation re- 
lated to the Games applications known as "Cityville" and 
"Faxmville;" 

(b) functionality, financial, and source code documents related 
to the Games applications known as "Cityville" and 
ville;" and 

(c) information and documents relating to Defendants’ know- 
ledge of the ’629 Patent and willfid infm~gement associated 
with the Games applications known as "Cityville" and "Farm- 
ville." 
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Despite that order, Facebook tins not pro&iced fm~ctiouality-, financial 
and source code information or documents related to the Games appli- 
cations known as Cityville and Farmville. Rather, the Facebook pro- 
duction consib~ted primarily’ of documents from an internal webpage or 
"wiki." There were no documents: (1) containing £mancial informa- 
tion relating to games; (2) relating to the contracts between Facebook 
and Zynga; and, (3) containing Facebook’s source code which would 
include mfommtion regarding Facebook’s hosting of the games on its 
website. Facebook produced only twenty-two docmnents (out of a 
total of 454 documents) that mention either Zynga, Farmville or 
Cityville. With the exception of one document, none of the produced 
documents focus on the relationship between Facebook and Zynga. 

With respect to willful infringement, there were no documents pro- 
duced at all. If there were no non-privileged documents, then Face- 
book should have so indicated in accordance with Rifle 26. Although 
XACP does not seek a global post-cotnplaint privileged log, Facebook 
should have, at the ve~~ least, produced a privileged log relating to its 
knowledge of the ~629 Patent and evaluation prior to its launch of the 
Games Applications. 

Facebook is further in contempt for its refusal to comply with the De- 
cember 21, 2007 Order of Magib~trate Judge Rice requiring Facebook 
to produce documents in their native format and precluding Facebook 
frotn tnaking responsive documents only available to be searched at 
Facebook’s counsels’ office. The documents produced were not in 
their native format but rather, were in single-page TIFF format. Fur- 
ther, Facebook refused to produce its source code, as it had done in 
the past. Rather, Facebook insisted that any review and search take 
place at Facebook’s counsels’ office. 

At "this point, the only remedy is to establish the facts supporting 
Facebook’s infringement of the claims of United States Patent No. 
6,519,629 "through the hosting of Cityville and Fannville. In the alter- 
native, the Court should preclude Facebook from using the evidence 
in any way at trial, including offering any testimony or evidence in de- 
tense of XACP’s mt’fingement contentions regarding Ci~ville and 
Farmville. 

Docket No. 246 at 1-3 (citations to case documenks omitted). 

The court denied plaintiff’s motion for sanctions on Februal3, 3,2011. Docket 
No. 248. 

]~OTEWORTItY RULING ON KEY TER_~IS 

On Ix,~rch 17, 2011, the court issued a memorandu~n and order in which it 
defined four terms that are conunonly used in documents involving social 
networking comparries: ’~Cornmunity," "Registered User," ~’Application Ob- 
ject," and "Traansmitting the Created Community." Docket Nos. 266 and 267. 

MOTIO:’~~ TO STA V 

On Februa¢ 23,2011, defendant Facebook moved to stay the proceeding until 
the USPTO issues a ruling on the interpartes reexamination appeal. 

On July, 14, 201 l, the court closed "the case for statibCtical purposes but stated that 
’~the case shall be restored to the trial docket when the action is in a status so that 
it tnay proceed to final disposition." Docket No. 286. 

*** RECE:~7" EVE~7"S *** 

No docket entries were made during this coverage period. 

This update covers the period from Februax3, 1 to Februmy 29, 2012. [] 
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U.S. District Court (D. Conn.) 
Case No. 07-0489 

Honorable Stefan R. Undcrhill 

Complaint filed on Mar. 29, 2007 

Link to Case (PACER) 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

David M. Walhnan, Esq. 
Wallman Law Firm 

(Stamford, Conn.) 

DEFENDANT S~ COUNSEL 

Pearson N. Bownas, Esq. 
Jones Day 

(Cleveland, Ohio) 

Frederick S. Gold, Esq. 
Michael B. Sloan, Esq. 
Shipman & Goodman 

(Stamford, Conn.) 

Ramsey Knowles, Esq. 
John M. Gross, Esq. 

Taylor, Busch, Slipakoff & Duma 
(Atlanta, Ga.) 

Brenda M. Hamilton, Esq. 
George C. Springer, Jr., Esq. 

Thelen, Reid, Brown, Raysman & Steiner 
(Hartford, Conn.) 

Benjamin J. Solnit, Esq. 
Rachel R. Mandel, Esq. 

Tyler, Cooper & Alcorn 
(New Haven, Conn.) 

Richard J. Capriola, Esq. 
Michael Weinstock, Esq. 

Weinstock & Scavo 
(Atlanta, Ga.) 

TAC’s Couxrs 

1. ViolationofColm. Gen. Stat. §§ 42-110aetseq. 
(Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act, or 
"CUTPA") (brought by Halo) 

2. Civil conspiracy (broughi by’ Halo) 

3. Unfair trade practices (brought by New Empagio) 

4. Breach offiducialy dub~ (brought by New 
Empagio) 

5. Civil conspiracy (brougN by New Empagio) 

PLAINTIFF 

Plaintiffs are Halo Tech Holdings ("Halo") of Cleveland, Otfio; and HTH 
EMP, Inc., which is also known as ’~ew Empagio." 

DEFENDANTS 

Defendants are the following individuals and corporate entities associated with 
Empagio, an Atlanta-based, wholly omled subsidialy of plaintiffIialo. 

[] Primus Venture Partners, Primus Capital t~und Limited Partner- 
ship V, and Prirnus Ventm’e Partners V (Cleveland, Ohio) 

. Jonathan Dick and Phillip Molner ~)rimus Paxmers) 

" Croft & Bender (Atlanta, Ga.) (not named in the SAC) 

[] Randall Cooper (former Empagio CEO) 

[] Lynn Flaas, Steven Garrett, and Steven Payne (tbrmer Empagio em- 
ployees) (Fraas and Payne were named in the initial complaint and the 
FAC but not in the SAC.) 

[Note: The "Primus Defendants" are Primus Venture Paztners, Primus Capital 
Fund Lirmted Partnership V, Primus Venture Paxmers V, Dick, and Molner.] 

Primus Venturc’s website provides the following description of the firm. 

Founded in 1983, Prlmus is a private equity firm established to invest in 
growth capital oppomlnlties, recapitalizations and management-led buy- 
outs. Plimus typically invests between $10 milhon and $25 million per 
transaction tzxgeting companies with proven business models and su- 
perior gro~v~h pro~s~oects. Although experienced in a number of indus- 
tries, Primus places an increased emphasis on the business services, 
healthcare, for-profit education and communication sectors. 

Primus is well-suited to undertake situations that require timely re- 
sponses, comphcated negotiations or unusual structuring teclmiques. 
We are not actively involved in the day-to-day operations of our 
folio companies but do support our management teanls achieve theft 
growth-oriented goals thiough active board involvement. 

THE DISPUTE 

In 2006, plaintiff Halo fom~ed Empagio from the assets of three separate com- 
pares and hired defendant Cooper to iam the merged finn. In mid-2006, Halo 
sought to sell Empagio and hired an unnamed investment ba~ker to identify 
potential buyers. 

According to the SAC (Docket No. 107), Cooper thereupon commenced under- 
mining t Lalo’s efIbrts to sell Empagio by: 

[] Stating he had a right of first refil-~d to acquire Empagio; 

Infolming potential buyers that certain of Empagio’s clients would 
not renew their contracts tmless the thrn was ~ld to "Cooper’s 
group," which group allegedly included Cooper and co-defendant 
Ga~-rctt, along with non-parties Fraas and Payne; and 

[] Hiring Croft & Bender as the Cooper group’s inve~qmcnt bankers. 

In Janualy 2007, the Cooper group and Pi~nus allegedly issued a joint letter of 
intent to bW Empagio fbr $17 milhon. Plaintiff then alleges that the Cooper 
group acted to reduce Empagio’s value and hence the price the group would 
expect to pay for the firm. Shortly thereafter, "the Cooper group and the Primus 
group made aa~ offer to purchase Empagio tbr $14.5 million [.]" Id. at 19. 

Plaintiff also alleges that, in Mzxch 2007, another purchaser entered the scene 
and offered to pay $15 lnillion for Empagio, but that certain of the defendants 
interfered with that potential sale. 

On March 9, 2007[,] Plaintiff entered into a letter agreement with 
another buyei; Silver Oalc put~uant to which Silver Oak woukl purchase 
90% of Empagio tbr $15 milhon. When Cooper w&s informed that 

(contiNued on next page) 
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Plaintiff had entered into the agreement with Silver Oak, Cooper 
responded by" informing Plaintiff that events would promptly transpire 
which would cause Silver Oak to cease its efforts to purchase Empagio. 

On March 12, 2007, a group of Empagio employees wrote Silver Oak 
stating that they would not stay with Empagio if Silver Oa2k purchased 
it .... The sending of this letter was an act in furtherance of the conspir- 
acy as a~bresaid. On March 12, 2007[,] De~ndant Gat~ett in[b[med 
Plaintiff that the Cooper tean~ would not cooperate with the due 
diligence efforts by Silver Oak .... Thereafter, Silver Oak backed out 
of fi.trther discussions with Halo. 

Id. at 19. 

FAC 

Plaintiffs filed their FAC on July’ 20, 2007. As expected, that pleading attempts 
to counter the arguments in favor of dismissal that defendants had presented in 
their response to the initial complaint. Although the pleading presents only the 
tliree counts contained in the original complaint, it provides an additional six 
pages of pazticula~ity in support of those claims. The additional material is 
largely directed toward arguing that: (1) Counecticut is, indeed, the correct 
venue for hea~ing the case; and (2) defendants’ alleged conduct was not mthin 
the scope of a pure stock transaction, which transactions defendants had argued 
are not subject to CUTPA. Docket No. 63. 

HALO ’S BANKRUPTCY 

On August 20, 2007, plaintiff tlalo voluntarily filed Chapter 11 batfl~ttptcy in 
U.S. Batfl~lruptcy Court (D. Coun.). See in re Italo Technology. IIoldings, Inc., 
Case No. 07-50480. 

MOTIONS TO DISMISS A:~7) TO TR4NSt~’R 

On Augurer 20, 2007, "the del~ndants named in the F AC filed six motions to dismiss. 

¯ Dick, Molncr, and the Primus entities. Docket No. 76. 
¯ Croft & Bender. Docket No. 79. 

¯ Cooper. DocketNo. 78. 

[] Fraas. DocketNo. 81. 

[] Payne. Docket No. 82. 

[] Garrett. I)ocketNo. 83. 

Also on August 20, 2007, several defendants moved to transfer the case to U.S. 
District Court (N.D. Ga.): Cooper - Docket No. 84; Fraas - Docket No. 85; 
Paync - Docket No. 86; and Garrctt- Docket No. 87. 

On October 31, 2007, two of Halo’s pleadings in response to defendants’ mo- 
tions to dismiss and to transfer were docketed. 

[] Consolidated opposition to defendants’ motions to dismiss and to 
transfer. DocketNo. 90. 

[] Supplemental reply in opposition to defendants’ motion to dismiss. 
Docket No. 91. (TNs pleading is based upon plaintiffs t~or filing m 
response to defc~da~ts’ motion to dismiss the initial complaint.) 

On October 3 l, 2007, the Primus Defendants replied in support of their motion 
to dismiss, wherein they withdrew the portion of their motion to dismiss for lack 
of jurisdiction. ’II~e rationale fbr their action is that the U.S. Bankruptcy Court 
(D. Conn.) has already assumed jurisdiction of legal matters associated with 
tlalo. Docket No. 94. (3~ same date, defendant Croft & Bender replied in re- 
sponse to their motion to dismiss. Docket No. 96. 

On November 5, 2007, defendants Cooper, Fraas, Payne, and GaJ:rett filed a joint, 
consolidated reply to their motions to dis~niss and to lra~sfcr. Docket No. 98. 

All motions to dismiss and to trdxlsfcr came for beaching on November 26, 2007, 
with the court taking the matters under submission. Docket No. 100. 

On IVNrch 26, 2008, the court denied the Primus defendants’ FRCP 12(b)(6)- 
based motion to dismiss Count No. 1 and granted their FRCP 12(b)(6)-based 
motion to dismiss Count No. 3 (with leave to amend). Docket No. 101. 
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TAC 

Plaintif£s filed their TAC on Janua~ 29, 2009. The pleading brings five counts, 
with Halo asserting two aaad New Empagio bringing three (sidebax). 

MOTION TO DISMISS TtZE TAC 

Defendants moved to dismiss the TAC on Maxch 19, 2009. The pleading’s 
prelimma~- statement is presented below. A comparison with the similar section 
in defendants’ motion to dismiss the SAC (above) shows that defendm~ts’ focus 
has shifted and now: (1) relies heavily on the issue of whether the cornplaint is 
properly before the court (since a new plaintiff has been joined without leave of 
the court); and (2) more boldly asserts the issue of Halo’s standing to sue. 

This is plaintiffs~ tburth try at a complaint that somehow connects the 
Prmms defendants to plaintiffs’ alleged injuries. The three previous 
attempts were either dismissed, in whole or in laxge part, by the Court 
or withdravm by" plaintiffs to avoid dismissal Each dismissal and 
withdrawal has eliminated potential causes of action that plaintiffs 
sought to assert, pushing plaintiffs further to the fiinges of factual and 
legal credibilib~. Accordingly, each successive complaint is thrther 
afield from any cognizable claim against these defendants. The pend- 
ing Third Amended Complaint is plaintiffs’ last gasp eftbrt. It, too, 
falls short of the mark, for many reasons. 

First, the Third Amended Complaint is not even properly before the 
Court. Until now, Halo Technology Holdings ("Halo") has been the 
only plaintif£ After the Second Amended Complaint was dismissed 
as against the Primus defendants, ttalo’s subsidiary, Empagio, sought 
to intervene and join its claims with Halo’s in a qqaird Amended Com- 
plaint. As required under the circumstances, Empagio filed a motion 
seeking the Court’s permission to join Halo’s ongoing lawsuit. But 
when the Primus defendants opposed that motion (pointing out, 
among other INngs, "that the motion was not accompanied by the pro- 
posed amended pleading), Halo and Empagio decided not to wait for 
the Court’s decision and instead proceeded unilaterally to file a puxport- 
ed qqaird Amended Complaint as co-plaintiffs. The Tthrd Amended 
Complaint thus unilaterally pmq)orts to change the caption of the case, 
to add a new plaintifI; and to add new claims against all defendants, 
without the required permission from the Court. This purported com- 
plaint should theretbre be dismissed. 

Second, even if the Third Amended Complaint was not improperly 
filed, it would be subject to dismissal because it improperly attempts 
to join the claims of Halo and Empagio. Plaintiffs may join "their 
claims only" when they axise from the same transactions or occu~ences 
and share a common question of law or fact. Here, Halo owns Empa- 
gio’s shares, and the Court has already held that bedlock niles govern- 
ing derivative actions and shareholder standing preclude Halo from 
maintaining a direct action to recover for alleged conduct directed at, 
and alleged iNuries suffered by, Empagio - even if Haloes alleged 
damages flow from the same alleged conduct and iNuries. Empagio, 
on the other hand, can only blatc a claim based upon conduct directed 
at, and injuries suffered by, it. The potential grounds for a claim by 
Halo are therefore mutually exchisive of the potential grotmds for a 
claim by Empagio. The joinder start ’dard is therefbre not met. 

qqaird, tlalo lacks standing to assert claims it raises in the Tthrd 
Amended Complaint. As noted above, the Court has already dis- 
missed claims by Halo that were based on alleged interference with 
Empagio’s business and cash flow, which caused only alleged deriva- 
tive harm to Halo. Notwithstanding this rebuke, Halo reasserts some 
of the same claims based on some of the same allegations that the 
Court dismissed. The Court should dismiss them again - and for a 
final time - here. 
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Fourth, tlalo fails to state a claim against the Pdmus defendants upon 

which relief may be graJ3ted. In new allegations intended to overcome 

the standing obstacle by establisiffng a direct relationship with the Pri- 

mus defendants, Halo alleges "that it is in contractual privity’ with the 

Pnmus defendants and raises two breach-of-contract-based claims 

under the Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act (~CUTPA"). But 
with respect to the first alleged contract, Halo fhils to plead how any 

Ps~m~s defendant, most whom are not parties to that contract, 

breached it, much less how any alleged breach of that contract could 
have possibly led to any supposed non-derivative inju~ to Halo. 

With respect to the second alleged contract, no Primus defendant is a 

part37 to it, and so none of them could have breached it. 

Fifth, Empagio fails to s~mte a CUTPA claim against the Primus defen- 

dants. CUTPA requires that a defendant’s alleged conduct must have 

been a %ubb~mntial l~actof’ in causing the plaintiffs alleged injuries. In 
an order dismissing an earlier claim by Halo, the Court considered the 

exact same alleged conduct that Empagio bases its CI_FI’PA claim on 

and held that it could not have beets a substantial t~actor in causing the 

alleged injuries. The result should be the same here. 

Sixth, Halo and Empagio both fail to state a clain~ tbr conspiracy against 

the Primus defendants. In a last-ditch effort to state a claim against 

the Pnmus defendants, Halo and Empagio simply take their claims 

against the other defendants, effectively add the word ~jointly,’’ and 

t~~ to pass them off as conspiracy claims against the Psimus defen- 

dants. But Halo and Empagio cannot state valid claims sirnply by par- 

roting legal jargon that is associated with the law of conspiracy; they 

must plead some factual basis that supports an inference that a con- 

spiracy existed aad that all Primus defendaats took part in it. They 

fail to do that, and so their conspiracy claims against the Primus de- 

fendants should be dismissed. 

The fundaxncntal problem for Halo and Empagio is that the defen- 
dants againb~t whom they are able to state claims have no money; "their 
attorneys have even withdrawn/?om this case/’or non-payment. They 
have therefbre decided to t~get the Prmms defendants, but there is no 
plausible basis for connecting these defendants to plaintiffs’ alleged 
damages. Tiffs case is ultimately an intra-company dispute about al- 
leged breaches of contractual and fiduciao~ duties by Empagio ex- 
ecutives that has its roots in their sale of Empagio - which they 
fo~mded- to HaJo three ycazs ago. The Primus defcn ’dants were merely 
brought in at arm’s length, midway through "the executive’s alleged 
misconduct, by the executives’ investment consultants to help finance 
their efforts to buy back Ernpagio after tlalo had already decided to 
sell it. There is no good/:aith factual basis tbr litfldmg an?" Prmms 
defendant to the executives’ aJleged misconduct. Halo and Ernpagio 
have therefore contorted legaJ doctrines and made nns-apported inferen- 
tiaJ leaps to try to snake a claim stick against the Pdmus defendants, and 
this Court has repeatedly rejected those efforts as improper. Plaintiffs 
have had more "than their t~air share of oppor’amitics to raise the correct 
claims by the correct pasties supported by the correct allegations that can 
be pied consistent with their obligations nnder Rule 11. They have 
demonstrated repeatedly that they cannot plead viable claims against 
the Pdmus defendants. The Comt should dismiss the Tiffrd Amended 
Complaint as against the Primus defendants with prejudice. 

Docket No. 147 at I - 4 (italics in original). 

Plaintiff Halo Tech Ned its opposition to the motion to dismiss on May 11, 
2009. Docket No. 154. The motion came on for hearing on December 1, 
2009, with the court taking the matter under advisement. Docket No. 161. 

In a Ruling & Order Ned on Maxch 31, 2010, "the couP: (1) granted defendants~ 
motion to disrniss the first two counts, thus leaving plaintiff Halo without any 
connts against defendants; and (2) demed de[En ’dants’ rnotion to disrniss counts 
three axed five. In sum, New Empagio is the sole plaintiff, and it now has three 
counts - Nos. 3, 4, and 5 - against defendants. Docket No. 162. 
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MISCELL4NEOUS COURT ACTII TTY 

The Primus entities und defendants Molner and Dick filed a consolidated answer 
to the TAC on April 14, 2010. Docket No. 164. (Note: Defendaa~t Primus Ven- 
ture Paxtners, Inc., is now known as Primus Capital Partners, Inc.) 

On April 19, 2010, the court consolidated the instant case with Halo Tech v. 
Fraas, Case No. 09-2006, U.S. District Court (D. Conn.). Docket No. 167. 

*** RECE?~7" EVENIS *** 

No significunt docket entries were lnade during this coverage period. 

This update covers the period from Febnla~y 1 to Februm-y 29, 2012. [] 

Charles T. Madden, et 

Cowen & Company, cq aL 

Super. Ct. (San Francisco Cty., Cal.) 
Case No. 06-453608 

Honorable Richard A. Kramer 

Complaint filed in Super. Ct. (San Frmacisco C~o/., Cal.) 
on June 28, 2006, as Case No. 06-453608 

Removed to U.S. District Court (N.D. Cal.) 
on Aug. 14, 2006, as Case No. 06-4886 

Remanded to Super. Ct. (San Francisco Cty., Cal.) 
on April 14, 2010 

Link to the Case .......................................... 

PLAINTIFFS~ COUNSEL 

Philip Borowsky, Esq. 

Christopher J. Hayes, Esq. 

Borowsky & Hayes 

(Sun Fruncisco, Cal.) 

DEFENDANTS COL~NSEL 

David M. Jollcy, Esq. 
Maxgaret G. IVLay, Esq. 
Tannny AlbalTun, Esq. 
Linda Goldstein, Esq. 
Covington & Burling 
( San Frunci sc o, C al.) 

Linda C. Goldstein, Esq. 
Kimberly Zelnick, Esq. 
Covington & Burling 

(New York, N.Y.) 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

1. Negligent misrepresentation 

2. Professional negligence 

TttE P4RTIES 

Plaintiffs axe Sierra Ventures (Saa~ Francisco, Cal.) aa~d more thaa~ 60 physiciaxls 
who were shaxeholders of Orange Coast Maxlaged Caxe Services ("OCMCS") 
when that firm was acquired in 1997. 

Defendants are S.G. Cowen Securities Corporation, Cowen & Company LP, and 
Cowan & Compaaay, Inc., all of New York City (collectively "Cowen"). 

COMPI.AINT 

In 1997, OCMCS sought to be acquired und engaged Cowcn to idcnti~ 
potential buyers. Plaintiffs allege that, based upon Cowcn’s rccolrumendation, 
they exchanged their OCMCS stock for stock in publicly traded FPA Medical 
Management, but that problems axose almost immediately after the deal closed. 

[Upon] Cowcn’s advice, Plaintiffs agreed to the acquisition by FPA .... 
Plaintiffs received FPA stock under resale restrictions barring many of 
them from reselling the stock tbr periods innging frOln 90 days m two 
yeaxs. 

Within eight weeks, FPA aamounced that it had severe financial 
problems. FPA di~losed plummeting easnmgs, massive asset write- 
offs, und the prospect of rtuming out of the cash needed to fund opera- 
tions within aa~other six weeks. The market for FPA stock crashed as 
FPA rapidly ~l)iraled into baNm~ptcy. Within four lnonths of the trans- 
action[,] FPA had become worthless, wiping out Plaintiffs’ interest that 
Cowen had valued at $40 million. 

Docket No. l at 3. 

MOTIO~ TO DISMISS 

(ka August 17, 2006, defendaaats moved to dismiss the case, and their pleading 
reveals that this matter has been much htigated. 

Plaintiffs’ "two claims against Cowen axise under berate law and shotdd be 
dismissed because they are preempted by SLUSA [Securities Litigation 
Unitbrm Standaxds ActI. 51 Madden v. Deloitte & 7buche, Plaintiffs 
litigated the applicability of SLUSA to their claims extensively, 
resulting in three decisions by two different district court judges, a Ninth 
Circuit ruling on a mandunaus petition, aa~d the Ninth Circuit decision 
affirming the dismissal of Plaintiffs’ claims. The chief issue litigated in 
the prior case - whether the defendants’ alleged misrepresentations und 
omissions were made in connection with a "covered secm-ity" - is the 
same issue at stake here. Basic principles of collateral estoppel prohibit 
Plaintiffs froln trying m get a different ruling from this Court. 

DocketNo. 13 at 1-2. 

(continued on next page) 
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(Also, see Madden v. Deloitte & 7buche, 118 Fed. Appx. 150 (9th Cir. 2004); 
Madden v. Deloitte & Touche, 234 F.3d 1277, 2000 V~ql 1171169 (9th Cir. 2000); 
and U.S. I)istrict Court (S.I). Cal.), Case No. 99-1516.) 

Defendaaats then argue that plaintiffs simply have no standing to bring aaa action. 

Plaintiffs also have no standing to bring these claims against Cowen. 
The California Supreme Court’s seminal decision in Bi/y v. Arthur 
Y~mg & Co., 3 Cal. 4th 370 (1992), holds that professional advisors ca~l 
be liable in negligence only to their clients, such as OCIVICS, not m third 
parties, such as Plaintiffs. 

Moreover, negligent misrepresentation claims may be brought against 
professional advisors only by intended beneficiaries of the advice. [cita- 
tion] Cowen’s opinion stated that it was only for the benefit of OCMCS 
aaad not its shareholders. 

M. at 2 (ftalics in original). 

In their opposition m de/Endazlts’ motion to di~dss, plaintiffs argue that, if 
SLUSA applies, then the complaint’s two claims fall within a specific 
exemption, or "carve out." in the SLUSA statutes themselves. 

MOTION TO REMA~T) 
(ALSO, SE~ 

The complaint was originally filed in Super. Ct. (Saaa Fraa~cisco Cty., Cal.) on 
June 28, 2006, but it was removed to U.S. Dislxict Court (N.D. Cal.) by defcn- 
daxlts on August 14, 2006. On Septelnber 8, 2006, plaintiffs moved the district 
court to remmld the case to state court. 

COURT ORDERS 

In an order issued on MaJ:ch 8, 2007, the court denied plaintiffs’ motion to remaxad 
and granted defendants’ motion to dismiss (with leave to aJmend). Docket No. 
41. Although the order interprets several aspects of SLUSA, it is not precedent 
setting insofar as it is heavily dependent upon the case’s lmiquc Dctors, among 
which is ml opinion letter issued by defendant Cowen regarding OCMCS. 

For attorneys arguing SLUSA cases, however, the order may be valuable since it 
clarifies the meamng of the phrase "on behalf o£" which Congress l~ailed m 
define when it passed SLUSA. To infer the definition of that phrase, the court 
looked toww;d the previously passed PSLRA, in wtfich Congress did embed 
such a definition. M. at 11. 

In making the association between SLUSA mad PSLRA, the couxt relied upon 
Smith v. CiO, of Jackson, 544 U.S. 228 (2005) (%vhen Congress uses the same 
lmaguage in two b~tutcs having similar purposes, pasticularly when one is 
enacted shordy after the othei; it is appropriate m pres~le that Congress 
intended the text to have the same memung in both statutes.") 

In the instant case, the is,~ae was whether Cowen’s atbrementioned opinion letter 
was issued "on behalf of’ OCMCS, with the court finding that it was not. The 
court based its conclusion on the ~act that plaintif£s "have not alleged aa~y wrong- 
ful conduct by [OCMCS], but rather, they are string Cowcn directly for its 
opinion mad advice regarding the [sale of OCMCS]." Docket No. 41 at 11. 

DISMISSAL 

On April 13, 2007, the pardes filed a &ipula#on Jbr Entry of Final Judgment, 
wherein they requested the court to dismiss the case with prejudice. Docket No. 
42. The court so ordered the dismissal on May 7, 2007. Docket No. 45. Note- 
worthy in the mlmg is that the court ordered "that plaintiffs take nothing, that the 
action be dismissed on the merits, and that Defendants recover of Plaintiffs their 
cob*ts of action." !d. at 2 (underlhimg added). This wording was in the proposed 
order the parties submitted to the court. Docket No. 44. 
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APPEAL 

On May 22, 2007, plaintiffs appealed the court’s order of dismissal to the U.S. 
Court of Appeals (9th Cir.), where it was lodged as Case No. 07-15900. Then, 
on Februax3, 1 l, 2009, the appellate cou3:t vacated "the district court’s order. 

We conclude that Madden’s complaint meets the requirements of the 
Delaware carve-out, 15 U.S.C. § 77p(d). The complaint is based on the 
law of the state (Calitbmia) in which the issuer of the relevant securities 
(St. Joseph) was incorporate& axld it involves a communication (Cowen’s 
faimess opimon) with rebpect to the sale of those securities. The com- 
mumcation was made by Cowen "on behalf of’ St. Joseph, to the share- 
holders of St. Joseph, concermng the shareholders’ response to an ex- 
change offer. Because the Delaware carve-ore is applicable to Mad- 
den’s suit, we VACATE the judgment of the district cou3:t a~d 
REMAND the case with instructions to remand to state court. 

U.S. Court of Appeals (gth Cir. Feb. l 1, 2009), Case No. 07-15900~ 

On March 4, 2009, defendants-appellees petitioned the appellate court for panel 
reheanng a~d rehearing en bane on the appellate court’s order of February 11, 
2009. f~cket No. 39. The court denied the petition in an order issued on Au- 
gust 7, 2009, but defenda~ts-appellees then petitioned tbr paz3el reheating a~d 
rcheaxing e~ bane from that order on August 22, 2009. On September 22, 2009, 
the appellate court denied defendants-appellees’ petition. 

MOTION TO REMAND 

Plaintiffs moved to remand the case to the Supc~. Ct. (San Frax~cisco Cb~., Cal.) 
on January- 29, 2010. The following excerpt fiom the motion b"anuna~izes plain- 
tiffs~ a~:gument. 

Issue to be Decided 

Vvqaethcr this action must be remanded to the California Superior 
Court because Cowen cannot sustain its burden of proving that the 
action does not involve "any recommendation, position, or other com- 
munication with respect to the sale of the securities of the issuer [St. 
Joseph Medical Corporation] that - [~[] (I) is made by or on behalf of 
the issuer or an affiliate of the issuer to holders of equib~ secm-ities of the 
issuer; az3d [~] concerns decisions of those equi~ holders with respect 
to voting their securities, acting m response to a tender or exchange 
offer, or exercising dissenters’ or appraisal rights." 15 U.S.C. 
§ 77p(d)(1)(B)(ii). 

Summary of Ar,2ument 

In 3/Iadden v. Cowen & Co., 576 F.3d 957 (gth Cir. 2009), the Ninth 
Circuit held that Madden’s claims against Cowen are preserved t?om 
preclusion under SLUSA, 15 U.S.C. § 77p(d), unless Cowen carries its 
burden of proving that the ... "Delaware ca~’e-out" does not apply. M. 
at 975-76. If this court "detelmines that [this] action is not precluded, it 
’has no jurisdiction to touch the case on the rnerits, and proper course is 
to remand to the state court that can deal with it.’ "Id. at 965 (quoting 
Kircherv. Putnam Funds Trust, 547 U.S. 633,644 (2006)). 

Cowcn cannot establish preclusion under SLUSA because the evi- 
dence submitted in support of this motion substantiates the allegations 
of the colnplaint, which the Ninth Circuit has alieady tbtmd sufficient 
to establish that Cowen’s fhimess opinion was made "on behalf oF’ St. 
Joseph, a California corporation, for purposes of the Delaware carve- 
out. M. at 973. Although acting solely on behalf of Orange Coast (a 
Delaware corporation) would not suffice for a3~ action brought under 
California law, Cowen acted on behalf of St. Joseph as well because a 
"Special Committee" formed by the management of both companies 
retained Cowen to dctcrnm~e whether any transaction would be fair to 
the shareholders of both companies. Cowen’s opinion equally con- 
cerned both companies; the shareholders of both companies received 
it in the same docmnent; and Cowen received a "Transaction tee" 
based on the consideration paid to the sha~:eholders of both companies 
as part of the transaction that Cowen reconunended. 
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Alternatively, Cowen cannot establish prechision under SLUSA be- 
cause the evidence submitted in support of this motion establishes that 
Cowen’s misstatements were made "on behalf oF’ ()range Coast as 
"un affiliate" of St. Joseph. Id. at 972 n.8. Cowcn does not seriously 
dispute that it acted on behalf of Orange Coast. As a corporate sub- 
sidia~, Orange Coast meets SLUSA’s definition of un "affiliate" of 
St. Joseph. 15 U.S.C. § 77p([)(1)~ Contrary to Cowen’s argurnent, the 
point was not waived because removability under SLUSA is a non- 
waivable issue of subject rnatter jurisdiction. Proctor v. Vishay inWr- 
technology, Nc., 584 F.3d 1208, 1219 (9th Cir. 2009). 

Docket No. 68 at v-vi (brackets in original). 

The motion’s conclusion then provides the following summa~~ (which augments 
the above-quoted section). 

The evidence before this court establishes that the interests of St. 
Joseph and Orange Coast, as a corporate pa:rent aM subsidiary, were 
inseparable in the context of a transaction entailing the acquisition by 
merger of both entities. Cowen’s ~irness opinion - delivered in the 
~me document to shareholders of both ()range Coast a~ad St. Joseph, 
based on considerations explicitly embracing the operations of both 
()range Coast and St. Joseph, and paid for by a "Transaction Fee" 
based on the value of both Orange Coast and St. Joseph - was made 
just as much on behalf of St. Joseph as on behalf of Orange Coast be- 
cause it was equally "in the interest oF’ and "for the benefit" of both 
entities. Madden v. Cowen, 576 F.3d at 974. 

The Madden Plaintiffs therefore respectfully submit that the Delaware 
cax~e-out preserves their claims against Cowen from preclusion under 
SLUSA. Under the Ninth Circuit’s opinion inMadden v. Cowen, 576 
F.3d 957, the ~cts established in support of this motion require this 
court to rernand the action[.] 

I)ocket No. 68 at 12-13. 

On April 14, 2010, the court granted plaintiffs~ motion to remand the case to 
Super. Ct. (San Francisco Cty., Cal.). Docket No. 84. 

DEM~RRER 

Defendants demurred to the complaint on May 20, 2010. Plaintiffs filed their 
opposition on June 1, 2010, and defendants replied on June 7, 2010. 

At a hearing held on October 14, 2010, the court overruled defendants~ demur- 
rer. 

ANSWER 

Defendants answered the complaint on Janua~ 6, 2011. 

MOTION FOR ~UM~’vIARY ADJUDICA TION 

On September 23, 2011, defendunts filed a motion for sununary adjudication 
on the professional negligence claim (COA No. 2), asserting they had no duty 
to plaintiffs. 

At a heating held on December 8, 2011, the court granted defendants’ motion. 
The court found that defendants had satisfied the burden established in Aguilar 
v. Atlantic Richfield Company, 25 Cal.4th 826 (2001) "by producing [the] 
agreement between defendant and Orange Coast, dated August 4, 1997. Per 
said agreement, the client is Orange Coast and not investors or shaxe-holdcrs. 
Said agreement is sufficient to satis~7 de~ndant’s production of evidence. 
Burden shifts to the responding plaintiff party. Plaintiff does not ma~ke ’Prima 
Facie’ showing of existence of triable issues of fact (Biley v. Arthur t~)ung & 
Co., 3 CalAth 370 (1992))." Minutes of Hearing held on I)ecember 8, 2011. 
An order on the ruling was filed on Ja~auary 17, 2012, wherein the court di~ 
missed plaintiff’s professional negligence claim with prejudice. 

**~ ~ECENT EVENTS *** 

Only discovery. matters were docketed during this coverage period. 

~l~ds u]~late covers the period ~om February 1 to Februaxy 29, 2012. [] 
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Alph,~ Investme#t, LLC 

Zynga, Inc., et a]. 

U.S. District Court (N.D. Cal.) 
Case No. l 1-3500 

Honorable Jeffrey S. White 

Complaint filed on July 15, 2011 

Link to Case (PACER) 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Andrew H. Reynard, Esq. 
Jacob S. Pultman, Esq. 

Molly’ C. Spieczny, Esq. 
Allen & Overy 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Gerald E. Hawxhurst, Esq. 
Joshua P. Gelbart, Esq. 

Crone Hawxhurst 
(Los Angeles, Cal.) 

DEFENDANTS~ COUNSEL 

Stephen C. Neal, Esq. 
John C. Dwyer, Esq. 

Jeffiey M. Kaban, Esq. 
Cooley 

(Palo Alto, Cal.) 

Timothy S. Vick, Esq. 
Scott Vick, Esq. 

Lital Gilboa, Esq. 
Vick Law Group 

(Los Angeles, Cal.) 

CLAIMS 

1. Mm~datory injunction (against Zynga) 

2. Declarato~ judgment (against Zynga) 

3. Intentional interference with prospective 
economic advantage (against Zynga) 

4. Breach of contract (against Trader) 

5. Tortious interference with contract (against 
Zynga) 

PARTIES 

Defendant Zynga is a San Francisco-based firm that develops social games for 
the Intemet, social networking sites, and mobile platfbm~s. 

Zynga Inc. is the world’s largest social game developer with more than 
232 million monthly active users playing their games which include 
CityVille, FarmVille, FrontierVille, Words With Friends, Mafia Wars, 
Zynga Poker, Care Worl& and Trea,~are Isle. Zynga Inc. games aJre avml- 
able on a nmnbcr of global platforms including Faccbook, MySpace, 
Yahoo, the iPad, the iPhone and Android devices. 

zynga.com 

Co-defendant in this action is Andrew Trader, who was one of Zynga’s thund- 
ers. tle served as VP of sales and business development until he left the com- 
pany in March 2010. 

PlaintiffAlpha Investment is an Abu Dhabi-based investment fLrm. 

8UMMARY OF TIIE A CTION 

Plaintiff Alpha asserts that it entered into an agreement with defendant Trader 
to acquire 1,000,000 of the shares he held in defendant Zynga. Alpha alleges, 
however, that Zynga has imposed improper and unlawfi~l restrictions on Trader’s 
abilib~ to transfer the shares to Alptm. 

The operative complaint in the matter is the imtial complaint, which was filed 
on July 15,2011. The pleading~s five causes of action axe shown in the sidebar. 

COMPLAINT 

The following excerpt from the complaint summarizes the pasties’ dispute. 

In August 2010, Alpha entered into a Stock Purchase Agreement (the 
"August SPA") with Trader to acquire one million shares of Class A 
Conunon stock of Zynga (the "Shares") with a purchase price of $12.87 
per share. 

In or around November 2010, at Zynga’s request, Alpha entered into a 
revised Stock Purchase Agreement (the "November SPA") with 
Trader to add specific terms requested by Zynga for the acquisition of 
these Zynga Shares by Alpha at the same price per share. 

35is action arises from Zynga’s deliberate and wrangthl efforts to impose 
improper and unlawful restrictions on the Shares that Alpha contracted 
to purchase under the August SPA and then under the November SPA 
and Zynga’s wrongful refusal to register the Shares in Alpha’s corpo- 
rate name. Zynga’s wrongful and unreasonable conduct is interfering 
with Alpha’s rights and its opportunib~ to purchase, own and hold the 
Shares, and to hold those Shares free from unwarranted transfer re- 
strictions. 

Since the signing of the August SPA and the associated escrow agree- 
ment between Alpha and Trader (the "Escrow Agreement"), approxi- 
mately $12.87 lnillion of Alpha’s capital has been held in an escrow 
account for purchase of the Shares, but Alpha has been deprived of the 
bargained-for benefit of its contract ruth Trader because Zynga has 
improperly refused to allow the stock sale to proceed. Zynga has con- 
tinuously and unreasonably refused to recognize the stock tra~qsfer and 
to register the Shares in the name of Alpha without any valid justifi- 
cation. 

Zynga’s intentional interference has prevemed Alpha from reaJizmg the 
bargained-for benefits of its agreements with Trader, i.e., the oppor- 
tunib~ to purchase, own and hold the Shines, and to hold those Shares 
free from unwaxranted transfer restrictions. Alpha is entitled to receive 
these benefits given its negotiation of and entry into the August SPA 
and the November SPA with Trader, and Alpha’s compliance with all of 
the requirements set forth in these agreements. 

(continued on next page) 
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Indeed, Alpha has complied with all of the requirements under each of 
the August SPA and the November SPA for transfer of the Shares from 
Trader to Alpha. Upon information and belief, Trader has also com- 
plied with the requirements under both the August SPA and the Novem- 
ber SPA to transfer the Shares from Trader to Alpha, including the re- 
quirement "that Trader provide a legal opinion to Zynga representing 
that the offer and sale of the Shares complies with applicable federal 
and state securities laws, such that Zynga has ~w basis to withhold Rs 
consent to the registration of the Shares in Alpha’s corporate name. 

Alpha therefore seeks a mandatory injunction requiring Zynga to (i) 
accept the legal opinion that, upon information and belie£ was pro- 
vided to Zynga by Trader, (ii) register the Shaxes in Alpha~s corporate 
name, and (iii) issue and deliver to Alpha a duly executed stock certifi- 
cate evidencing the Sha~ces in Alpha’s corporale name. In addition, Alpha 
seeks damages against Zynga for its improper interference with Alpha’s 
agreements with Trader. Altematively, in the event that Trader is fbund to 
have fhried to perlbrm his contractual obligations under the November 
SPA, and thereby prevented Alpha from obtmning the Shares, Alpha 
seeks specific performance of all of Trader’s obligations under the 
November SPA, in addition to the relief Alpha seeks from Zynga. 

Docket No. 1 at 1-2. 

MOTIONS TO DISMISS 

Defendant Zynga moved to dismiss the complaint on August 5, 2011. The 
pleading proffers three grounds on which dismissal is sought. 

Plaintiff Alpha Investments ... seeks an order direcfmg Defendant 
Zynga ... to record the transfer of one million shaJces of Zynga stock 
from Defendant Andrew Trader to Plaintiff. Alpha~s claims - like 
those asserted in two previous lawsuits filed by Alpha - axe badly 
flawed. As a result, Zynga respectfully requests that the Court dismiss 
the claims against Zynga with prejudice. 

The Court should dismiss the claims against Zynga for three prima~T 
reasons. First, Alpha explicitly and unambiguously waived any claim it 
might have against Zynga. The purported contract between Alpha and 
Mr. Trader~ upon which Alpha~s clainas are based, explicitly waives the 
precise claims Alpha seeks to assert in this litigation. See Madison v. 
Super. Ct., 203 Cal. App. 3d 589, 598 (1998). 

Second, Alpha fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
With respect to the claims for injunctive and declaratory relief, the 
Complaint fails to allege that the conditions precedent to any obliga- 
tion Zynga might have to record the alleged stock sale in its records 
were satisfied. See F~orld tIealth & Eddic. Found. v. Carolina (’as. Ins. 
Co., 612 F. Supp. 2d 108% 1094-96 (N.D. Cal. 2009). Among other 
things, Alpha fails to allege that the purported stock sale complies with 
the law or that an opinion to that effect and satisfactory, to Zynga was 
ever provided. 

Finally, Alpha tails to allege adequate support for its interference claims. 
The Complaint does not allege that any action by Zynga was indepen- 
dently wrongful, a requirement of an intentional interference of pro- 
spective economic advantage claim, or that Zynga intentionally in- 
duced Irk. Trader to breach iris contract, a requirement for an inten- 
tional interference with a contract claim. See Korea Suppl.v Co. v. Lock- 
heed.~larlin Corp., 29 Cal. 4th 1134, 1154-56 (Cal. 2003). 

Docket No. 23 at iv. 

Defendant Trader fried a scpasate motion to dismiss on Augub*t 5, 2011. Docket 
No. 21. He then fried a corrected motion on Augub~ 8, 2011. Docket No. 30. 
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Plaintiff Alpha filed its response to Zynga’s lnotion to dismiss on August 30, 

2(/11. Alpha’s summary’ of its opposition is presented below. 

Plaintiff Alpha agreed with defendant Trader to purchase one million 
shaces of Zynga stock. This litigation results from the roadblocks put 
up by defendant Zynga to preclude Alpha from completing its purchase. 
The essence of Alpha’s Complaint is that Zynga, through its intentional 
and wrongful conduct, interfered with Alpha’s right to purchase the 
shares from I’rader free from improper restrictions. Thus, Alpha seeks 
to compel Zvnga to relnove the improper roadblocks and per,nit Alpha 
to complete its purchase. Zynga provides a litany of excuses why it has 
no liability, but on a motion to dismiss these arguments axe unavailing. 
Simply put, as a matter of Delaware law, Zynga, a Delaware corpo- 
ration, is required to register and transfer the shares to Alpha, just as it 
has mal\v times before for other purchasers under identical circum- 
~tances. 

FirsL Zynga a~gues that the Complaint fails to allege one element of 
tortious interference because supposedly there was no requirement that 
Zynga register the sale of Trader’s shaxes. Among other deficiencies, 
this argument ignores the Delawaxe statutory_ requirement that Zynga 
register the sale of shaces to Alpha. Del. Code Aun. tit. 6, 8 8-401. 

SeconK Zynga a~gues "the conditions precedent to registration of the 
sha~es were not satisfied. Yet, satist~action of all b~uch requirements was 
pied in the Complant, thus Alpha may pursue its claflns for declacato~ 
and iqjunctive relief. See 28 U.S.C. 88 2201 and 2202; Cal. Civ. Proc. 
Code 88 1060 and 1062; Lacoe v. g~o/Jb., 133 Cal. App. 159, 161 (Cal. 
Ct. App. 1933). 

Finally, Zynga points to its own wrongful actions - including its un- 
reasonable refusal to allow the sale to close within 120 days and its 
unreasonable refusal to accept the legal opinion provided by Trader, 
despite having previously accepted compaxable opinions - as some- 
how excusing Zynga from liability. As a matter of settled California 
law, however, Zynga may not benefit from and avoid liability because 
of its own WTongful conduct. Cal Cir. Code 8 3517; Rams v. AmetL 
189 Cal. App. 2d 337, 347 (Cal. Ct. App. 1961). Nor lnay Zynga con- 
tend that Alpha waved claims for liability against it. A party may not 
be exonerated from liability for claims based on intentional miscon- 
duct or sta_tutory violations. Cal. Civ. Code 8 1668; see also BakerPac. 
Corp. v. Suttles, 220 Cal. App. 3d 1148, 1153 (Cal. Ct. App. 1990). 

Docket No. 41 at vi (italics in original). 

*~* ff~,CENT EVENTS ~*~ 

I’he paities filed a joint CMC statement on February 3, 2012 (Docket No. 59), 
and a CMC was held on February 10, 2012. The next CMC is scheduled/br 
Maacch 30, 2012. 

On February" 6, 2012, the court directed "the pasties to file further briefing to 
address "the impact of fact that Zynga’s stock is now publicly traded on the 
requeb~ted injunction." Docket No. 61 at 1. Briefmg on "the matter was com- 
pleted dtuing this coverage period. See Docket Nos. 62, 63, 64, 66, and 67. 

The Wv-o motions to dismiss (atx~ve) ,sill be head on Match 16, 2012. 

II~is update covers the period from Febnm~y 1 to February 29, 2012. [] 
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WPP Luxembourg Gamma "Ihree Sad 

Spot Ru~ner, [~:, et aI. 

U.S. District Court (C.D.Cal.) 
Case No. 09-2487 

Honorable Paul L. Abrams 

Complaint tiled on April 9, 2009 

Li~kk to District Court Case (PACER) 

PLAINTI FF~ S COUNSEL 

Ben D. Whitwell, Esq. 
Jeffrey M. Taltzer, Esq. 
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Paul F. Corcoran, Esq. 
Davis & Gilbert 
(New Yolk, N.Y.) 
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Michael D. Blanchard, Esq. 
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Bingham McCutchen 

(Boston, Mass.) 
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Alissa Bra3ham, Esq. 
Robert L. Dell Angelo, Esq. 

Richard E. Drooyan, Esq. 
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(New Yolk, N.Y.) 

COUNTS (INrrIAI, COMPLAINT) 

1. Violation of § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 

2. Violation of Cal. Corp. Code §§ 25401 and 25501 

3. Violation of Cal. Corp. Code § 25504 

4. Violation of Cal. Corp. Code § 25504.1 

5. Breach oftiduciary duty (to Spot Runner) 

6. Breach of fiducia~~ duty (to WPP) 

7. Constructive trust (under Cal. Civ. Code § 2224) 

8. Breach of contract 

9. Breach of contract 

OVERVIEW 

Sole plaintiff WPP Luxenlbourg Gamma ~l~ree Sarl ("WPP") asserts that it in- 
vested $10 million in start-up Spot Runner in 2006. Plaintiff now alleges that 
it learned in IVlarch 2009 that Spot Rumler’s live directors and two primaiy 
venture investors had surreptitiously sold $54 million of their Spot Runner 
stock over the past several yeaxs, thereby depriving the company of that 
amount of direct investment. 

Plaintiffbfings the action both directly and as a derivative action on behalf of 
Spot Rmmer. The complaint asserts claims under the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934, raider numerous sections of tile Cali/bmia Securities Act, for bleach 
of tiduciary duty, and for bleach of contract. 

SPOT RUNNER 

Based in Los Angeles, Spot Runner is aJ~ advertising services firm that was 
founded in 2004 by Adam Shaw, Nick Grouf, and [)avid Waxman, the latter 
two of whom arc among the named defendants. 

Within the expansive adver’dsing services space, Spot Runner is differentiated as 
an Internct-based firm that designs and implements Internct and TV advertising 
campaigns. 

Spot Runnel is tile first Intemet-based ad agency that makes it easy and 
affordable for local businesses to advertise on TV. With Spot Run- 
ner’s revolutionay approach to commercial production, media plan- 
ning and media buytng services, local businesses now have access to a 
powerful marketing tool that was previously out of their reach. Ad- 
vertisers can choose from a comprehensive librm), of professionally 
produced ads which can be viewed, puxchased and personalized in a 
simple process mdine. 

With its proprietary media planning engine, Spot Runner also creates 
customized media plans by using some basic in/brmation entered by 
the advertiser, such as their industry, target demographics and budget. 
The entire process, which can traditionally take months and hundreds 
of thousands of dollars, now takes just days and at a fraction of the cost. 

v~vw.battery.com/porffolio/spotrunner.htnfl 

To date, Spot Runner has received more than $100 million in venture funding, 
but the conlpany is widely reported to be on its last legs. Media reports, for 
instance, indicate the firm is undergoing massive layoffs. On March 14, 2009, 
techcmnch.com reported that layoffs have decimated the tSm. 

Yesterday was a particularly bad Friday the 13th at Spot Runner, the 
Los Angeles startup that is trying to [apply] Web advertising techniques 
to TV. The company told employees it would need to go "~rough its 
third major round of layoffs in less than a year. At least 60 people 
were told the[y] would be let go, the company confirms. 

ooo 

~l~ds is on top of the 115 employees who lost their jobs last November 
and tile 50 more last August. Thiow in natural attrition, and tile com- 
pany, which at one point numbered nlore than 500 employees, could 
~on be down to less than 120 people. 

PLAINTIFF 

PlaintiffWPP is a Luxembourg-based subsidial), ofWPP Plc, a media l~mn with 
135,000 employees and operations in more than 100 countries. 

(continued on next page) 
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CO~:~TS (FAC) 

1. Violation of § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 (scheme liability) 

2. Violation of §10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 (material omissions) 

3. Violation of §10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 (insider trading) 

4. Violation of §20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 

5. Violation of Cal. Corp. Code §§ 25401 and 25501 

6. Violation of Cal. Corp. Code §§ 25504 

7. Violation of Cal. Corp. Code §§ 25504.1 

8. Common law fraud 

9. Breach of fiducia~’ duty" (to Spot Rmmer) 

10. Aiding and abetting breach of fiduciasy duty (to 
Spot Rmmer) 

11. Constructive trust (under Cal. Civ. Code § 2224) 

12. Breach of fiducia~’ duty" (to WPP) 

13. Breach of contract 

14. Breach of contract 

DEFENDANTS 

The complaint’s named defendants include numerous entities controlled by Spot 
Runner’ s two prima~’ venture backers, Battery Ventures and Index Ventures. 

1. Battery Ventures (Menlo Park, Cal.). Founded in 1983, "[w]e are 
typically the ftrst institutional investor in our portfolio compares, 
and have the flexibility- to woik with companies as they move through 
stages inthe litb of their business. Our venture capital investments 
range fiom as little as a few hundred thousand dollars in seed and 
early stage fmax~cmg, to $50 million or more fur late stage/expan- 
sion deals." (w~.battery.comiabouti venture, html) 

Battery’s most successful investments include Akamai, Allegiance 
Telecom, FORE Systems, HNC Software, Infoseck, MctroPCS, 
Neoteris, Nextcl, Pixelworks, Qtera, SigmaTel, Vastera, and Wit- 
ness Systems. 

The complaint names four Battery entities as defendants: Battery 
Investment Partners VI, Battery Ventures VI, Battery Invest- 
ment Partners VH, and Battery Ventures VIII. 

2. Index Ventures (London, U.K.). Index invests "globally in com- 
pares that have a European focus. We co-invest in compa~fies 
seeking a value-added investor to complement their local invebCtor 
base .... We invest in all sectors, although our primary focus is on 
investing in technology and life sciences. We axe also intercbCted in 
opportunities in green technology .... Our initial investment focus 
is on series A and B rounds. As our portfolio compaNes have ma- 
tared, we have continued to suppoIt them with later stage invest- 
merits." (v~sv.indexwentures.comiapproachiindexicategoryi7) 

The complaint names three of Index’s funds as defendants: Index 
Ventures IlI (Jersey), Index Ventures llI (Delaware), and Index 
Ventm’es lIl Parallel Entrepreneur Fund (Jersey). 

Also named as defendants are Spot Runner’s five directors and its general 
counsel. 

Nick Grouf (Founder, Director & CEO) 

David Waxma~q (Founder, Director & CTO) 

Da~my Rimer (Director; GP of Index Ventures ) 

Roger Lee (Director; GP of Battery Ventures) 

Robert Pittman (Director) 

Peter ttuie (General Counsel) 

CO~IPANY OgSVERSHIP AND THE SALE OF STOCK 

According to the complaint, Battery" Ventures and Index Ventures each pur- 
chased $6 million of Spot Runner’s Series A and Series B stock in 2006, thereby 
becoming the company’s largest preferred shaxeholders. With their investmenk% 
each venture fund received the right to appoint one person to Spot Runner’s five- 
member board, and Battcu and Index thereafter appointed Lee and Rimer, 
respectively. 

Plaintiff asserts that it became the largest Series C shareholder in August 2006, 
when it invested $10 Inlllion in Spot Rlmmer’s Series C offering, which offering 
was based upon a pre-funding valuation of approximately $385 million. 
Although its investment did not provide the t-Lm~ with a board position, WPP 
asserts that it received rights to attend all board meetings and to obtain all 
information to which boaxd members were privy. Docket No. 1 at 6. 

According to plaintiff, an integral component of the Series C closing docu- 
ments was a Restated Rights of First Refusal and Co-Sale Agreement ("ROFR 
mid Co-Sale Agreement") that granted Spot Runnel the right of first refusal to 
purchase cormnon shares sold by any of the company’s founders. In the event 
the compaW declined to purchase the shares, the agreement granted each of the 
company’s preferred shareholders the right of first refusal to purchase the 
sha~ces. M. at 7. 

(continued on next page) 
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Critical to WPP’s position is that the ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement went one 
step further and provided preferred shareholders the right to participate in the 
sale of stock if the company declined to exercise its right of first refusal. 

The ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement also provides that if the right of 
firb~t refusal is not exercised, "each Inveb~tor [preferred shareholder] shall 
have the right to participate in any sale to a Proposed Transferee upon 
the same terms and conditions as set forth in the Transfer Notice .... " 

The ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement thus provides that each Investor 
could sell their shares in the Compa3qy pro-rata with any disposNon of 
common stock by the Founders. 

The ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement provides ~at ~e Founders were 
rcqu~ed to nofi~ the Company and ~e Investors of any potential sale 
and of the~ ngNs by written notice. 

It. at 8 (citation omitted) (ellipsis m origmal). 

"~r5dP AND DUMP" ALL E GA TIONS 

Forming the basis of the complaint are WPP’s accusations that Spot Runner 
was simply a vehicle that permitted defendants to ~11 their personal stock hold- 
ings in the rum. 

The Defendants operated the Company from its inception for their 
own benefit instead of the best interests of the Company and its stock- 
holders. Rather than working to ma$:c Spot Rmmer a successful and 
profitable venture, they perpetuated a "pump-and dump" scheme in 
which they aggressively promoted the Company to new investors 
(often by promotmg that WPP was an investor in and supporter of the 
Company) and then sold new investors large quantities of their own 
secondary" shares at ever-increasing valuations. Such seconda~~ sales 
were accomplished surreptitiously and without the disclosures to In- 
vestors required by the controlling Investor agreements or the federal 
and state securities laws. 

Between Februa~y[] 2006 and March[] 2008, the Director Defen ’dants, 
acting in concert with the Class A and Class B stockholders Battery 
and Index, and the General Counsel, Peter tluie, engaged in a scheme 
or axtifice to defraud WPP and other investors in the Company by sur- 
reptitiously usurping corporate opportunities and selling off substan- 
tial quantities of their personal stockholdings in the Company, in vio- 
lation of their fiduciary’ duties to the Company and the Investors, and 
in violation of federal and state securities laws. 

As a past of said scheme, the Defendants, acting out of self interest, 
and in total disregard of their fiduciary obligations to the Company 
and the Investors, conspired and agreed together to waive the rights of 
the Company and the Investors under the ROFR and Co-Sale Agree- 
merit, and to sell off large quantities of their personal stock holdings in 
the Compa3qy mthout disclosure or notice to the Investors as required 
by the Agreement. 

Id. at 9- 10. 

Plaintiff alleges that defendants directly sold "their COlllmon stock "to certain un- 
named investors, instead of havmg those invest~rs purchase stock t}om Spot 
Runner. In domg so, defen ’dants allegedly bypassed proper corporate procedures. 

In order to accomplish their objectives, and to prevent the victin~ In- 
vestors from discovering the fraudulent scheme, the Defendants sur- 
reptitiously waived the rights of the Company and Investors under the 
ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement. On multiple occasions when the De- 
fendants were usurping a corporate fundmg opportunity in order to 
sell "their own shames instead, the Director Defendants waived the rights 
of the Company under the ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement without dis- 
closing the waiver at any Board of Directors mee(mg, thereby depriv- 
ing WPP of its rights as a Boazd observer of any information about the 
proposed waivers. Similarly, on each occasion on which the Defen- 
daJats sold their shares in violation of the Investors~ rights under the 
ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement, any waiver of those Investor rights 
was accomplished without any disclosure to the other Investors of a 
vote or waiver under ... the ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement. 
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Pursuant to said fraudulent scheme, the Defendants improperly sold 
more than $54 million of common shares of the Company in violation 
of the rights of the Company and the Investors, and at a time when the 
Company remained a start-up operation in need of venture capital. 

Upon information and belief, the Director Defendants authorized the 
Founders and BatteU and Index to engage in these secondaI3, share 
sales in violation of their fiduciary duties to the Company. 

Upon information and belier; the Director Defendants deliberately con- 
ducted this process outside of formal Board meetings in order to pre- 
vent Boaard observer WPP from discovering the existence or magni- 
tude of the seconda~, sales. The Director Defendants deliberately omit- 
ted any mention of the Founders’ secondaq, share sales at any Board 
meeting. Nor did they disl~bute any Financial statements to WPP in 
its position as a Board observer at an’r time in 2006 - 2008. 

The Defendants, acting in concert, deliberately t:ailed m disclose the 
Founders’ seconda,y share sales to ~DP, and in one instance, delibe- 
rately misrepresented to WPP that the,e were no seconda,y share sales 
occurring by the Founders or exis~ting Investors when in Pact there were. 

Id. at 10 - 11 (emphasis added). 

Plaintiff fmther asserts that one of the stock sales pre-dated its investment in 
Spot Runner. More specifically,, plaintiff contends that Grouf, Waxman, and 
Shaw sold $8.4 million of their COlranon stock shortly before WPP became a 
shareholde,; but that knowledge of the sale was concealed fiom WPP. 

In early 2006, betbre ~DP invested in the Company, the Founders sold 
off millions of dollars of their common shares. In or around Februar! 
and March 2006, Grouf sold approximately 4.7 million shares at $1.64 
per share for proceeds of approximately $7.2 million. Waxman also 
sold 527,249 shares for $811,963 and Shaw sold 277,498 shares for 
$427,347. 

Significantly, WPP was not informed that the Founders had sold these 
shares when it invested in Spot Ruuner in the Series C Financing Round 
in August 2006. That omission was material, ttadWPPlcnownofthe 
Founders’ sales, WPP would have reconside,ed its investment in the 
Company’. The Founders’ sales of their own shares would have been 
material to WPP because such sales were wholly at odds with the ven- 
ture capital fundraising being done for a start-up company’, reduced 
the Founders’ personal stake in the Company’s success, and suggested 
that the Founders did not believe in the Company or the products it 
had under development. 

id. at 12. 

Plaintiff asserts that between March 2006 and March 2008, Grouf, Waxman, 
Pittmaa% Battery Ventures, and Index Ventures sold $54,535,362 of their stock 
holdings. The amounts of the alleged sales are presented in the following 
tables. 

March 2006 

October 2006 

May 2007 

Jmma~3,- 2008 

March 2008 

TOTAL 

$ 7,200,000 $ 811,963 $ 427,347 

3,250,008 749,993 

2,450,876 575,007 

6,759,450 714,654 $177,918 

7,101,792 750,852 186,930 

$ 26,762,126 $ 3,602,469 $ 427,347 $ 364,848 
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May 2007 

Jmnuary 2008 

March 2008 

TOTAL 

$ 2,450,876 $ 2,450,876 

4,505,118 4,505,118 

4,733,292 4,733,292 

$11,689,286 $11,689,286 

Plaintiff contends that it was unaware that such significant amounts of stock 
had been sold until March 2009, when defendants allegedly admitted the sales. 

In March 2009, the Defendants adrmtted to ~VPP the extent of their 
previously undisclosed stock sales, and the financial condition of the 
Company which should have precluded any such sales. In addition to 
disclosing "the stock sales listed above, they revealed for "the first time 
that Spot Runner’s operations in 2007 and 2008 resulted in an approx- 
imate $35 million loss to the Company for the 2007 fiscal year, and an 
approximate $45 million loss to the Company fbr the 2008 fiscal year; 
that the total Company revenues for each year amonnted to approx- 
imately $5 rmllion for the 2007 fiscal year and $9 million for the 2008 
fiscal year; and that the Company had expended all but approxin~ately 
$20 million of its investor capital, while still losing money at the rate 
of $35 - 45 million a year. 

Upon information and belief, the Company has raised approximately 
$100 million from investors to date, and has aheady expended ap- 
proxin;ately $80 million of those Investor dollars without completing 
development of its principal product. Under the circumstances, the 
Defendants~ diversion of $54 million in available investment funds to 
their own pockets was wholly unjustifiable, and in blatant breach of 
their fiducia~ duties to the Colrtpany and its stockholders. 

M. at 17. 

DOES PL4INTIFF ttA I ~E UNCLEAN HANDS? 

Although WPP pleads that it was, nntil recently, ignorant of the amount of 
stock defendants had sold, its position is weal~ened by its admission that it sold 
some of its stock as part of defendants~ sale in March 2008. Defendants will 
certainly assert the clean-hands doctrine as an affirmative defense. 

In March 2008, WPP was given the oppor~mality to sell shares only after 
complaints to "the Company that it was not happy with its investmant 
in Spot Runner. Grouf advised that because WPP was unhappy with 
the Company, he would help place the sale of W-PP’s shares. 

tIowever, Spot Runner only permitted WPP to sell 152,273 of its Com- 
pany shares in March 2008 for appro~mately $900,000, while the De- 
fendants took the opportunib~ to sell almost 2,917,652 of their Com- 
pany shares in March 2008 for approximately $17.8 million. They did 
~ without disclosing to WPP that they" had just sold another $18 mil- 
lion in Spot Runner common stock in Janua~ 2008, or that they’ had 
akea@ received almost $40 million as a result of their sales of Com- 
pany stock in previously undisclosed sales. 

M. at 16. 

So, on the one l~nd, WPP complains that defen ’dants sold much of their stock, 
while, on the other hand, it complains it was not afforded the same opportunit)~. 

A reading of the complaint also raises the question of when plaintiff learned 
about the stock sales. The answer, however, appeazs to disfavor plaintiff, insofar 
as plaintiff adnaits to having "heard rumors" of such sales in Januav 2008, 
which was "two months before plaintiff, itself, participated in the sale of stock. 

By January 2008, WPP was becolimig increasingly fi~lstrated with the 
opaci~ of the Company’s management which went against their as~aar- 
ances at the time WPP initially- invested that management would operate 
the Company in a transparent fashion. WPP had al~) heard rumors that 
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Insiders had sold off stock and WPP was seeking to obtain additional 
reformation about such sales. All information requests were rebuffed. 

Id. at 16. 

The question begging to be asked is, "What knowledge of the prior stock sales 
did plaintiff have when it opted to paxticipate in the March 2008 sale?" The 
complaint is silent on the issue, save fbr the aforementioned conunent that 
plaintiff had "heard rumors" that such sales had taken place. 

Plaintiff does assert, however, that the true extent of defhndants’ stock sales only 
became fully known to it in March 2009, when defendants allegedly "admitted 
to WPP the extent of their previously undisclosed stock sales[.]" ld. at 17. The 
complaint is devoid of details regaxding how the achnission arose and which 
defendants made it. 

WIIO BOUGIIT $54 MILLION OF SPOT 

RU~ER STOCK AND WHY DOES IT MATTER? 

One of the most pe~Tplexing characteristics of the complaint is its vacuous si- 
lence regarding the parties who purchased stock I?om the selling shareholders. 
In ~act, numerous questions regarding these purchasers remain to be asked, since 
the complaint provides ab~)lutely no intbmaation on who they were or why they 
bought $54 million of stock from shareholders instead of the compa~ay. Note- 
worthy is that the share prices ~ated in the complmnt do not reflect significant 
discounting. 

It is clearly plausible that plaintiff simply lacks knowledge regarding certain of 
the stock sales. At a minimum, however, it would seem likely that plaintiff 
kmows who purchased the stock it sold in March 2008, but the complaint is 
devoid of even that information. 

Plaintiff asserts that defendants’ alleged ~le of $54 million of stock had a mate- 
rially negative effect on Spot Runner because the sales represented tends that 
would have gone directly to the compm\v if defendants had not intercepted them. 
~’Under the circumstances, the Defendaa~ts’ diversion of $54 million in available 
investment funds to their own pockets was wholly unjustifiable, and in bla/tant 
breach of their fiduciary &~ties to the Company and its stocld~olders." Id. 
Plaintift; however, t:ails to apply the same logic to the $900,000 of stock it sold 
in IVlarch 2008. 

COL~7"S (I:~TTIAL COMPLAL~VT) 

The initial complaint’s nine counts axe shown in the sidebar. The defendants 

againbCt whom the counts are brought axe shown in the following table. 

MOTIONS TO DISMISS TttE INITIAL COMPLAhVT 

On July 15, 2009, dcfendaaats filc~l the follo~vmg motions to dibmiss. 

[] Pittmax~. DocketNo. 26. 
[] Spot Runner. DocketNo. 30. 
[] Huie, Grouf, and WaxmaJa. Docket No. 36. 
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Rimer, Lee, Bakery Investment Partners VI, Battery Ventures VI, 
Battery. Investment Partuers VII, Battery. Ventures VIi, Index 
Ventures III (Jersey), Index Ventures Ill (Delaware), and Index 
Ventures III Parallel En’urepreneur Fund (Jersey). Docket No. 33. 

The following excerpt from the VC’s motion to dismiss asserts that the Spot 
Runner stock loss about which WPP now complains was simply a result of the 
overall dog, tan in the marketplace. 

The law recognizes no cause of action for "sour grapes," which is all 
that WPP pleads. This dispute arises from a decision made by WPP - 
a subsidia~~ of ’~the largest media buyer in the world’’ - to purchase 
additional Spot Rurmer stock in 2007. No one forced WPP to make 
that additional purchase. WPP was offered the opportunity to sell 
Spot Rmmer stock at that time, but it voluntarily chose not to. Instead, 
"~qPP opted to increase its investment in Spot Runner. 

As virtually all investors are now paintglly aware, 2008 turned out to 
be the single worst year for the U.S. economy and its securities 
markets since the Great Depression. Spot Ru~mer was not tmmune to 
the dramatic market downturn With the benefit of 2(/-2(/hindsight, 
V~2PP plainly regrets its decision to have purchased, rather than sold, 
Spot Runner stock in 2(/(/7. Like most investors who decided to 
remain invested in U.S. equity’ securities in 2008, WPP suffered losses 
as a consequence of that decision. Unlike most, however, WPP has 
concocted this frivolous lawsuit as a means to ~ to regain the losses 
that resulted [?om its o~ investment decision. 

W~P’s Complaint is patently [idvolous in all respects. WPP attacks as 
’~misrepresentations" statements that were unquestionably true. WPP 
complains that the Company’s preferred shareholders waived a 
contractual notice provision respecting stock sales by the Company’s 
"Founders," when WPP expressly agreed in writing that those notice 
requirements could be so waived. Furthermore, the Complaint sinks 
to an egregious level insofar as it names Battery, Index and the 
Outside Directors as defendants. 

W~P’s core claims against these defendants apparently conceru ~vo 
alleged misrepresentations, neither of which the Battery and Index 
Defendants are even alleged to have made. WPP seeks to hold the 
Outside Directors liable for usurpation of a corporate opportunib~ for 
stock sales, without alleging that the Outside Directors sold stock. 
"~qPP asserts breach of fiducia~ du’c~’ claims against Batter}, and 
Index, when neither owed to WPP any fiduciary duties, as a matter of 
law. WPP asserts breach of contract against the Outside Directors con- 
cemmg an agreement to which they are not even alleged to be parties. 
WPP asserts breach of contract claims against Battery and Index con- 
cemmg an agreement under M~ich they owe no obligations m WPP. 

In short, WPP has named Battery, Index axed the Outside Directors as 
defendants in this case solely for the purpose of enhax~cing the 
nuisance value of its meritless strike suit, a tactic "that should be met 
with prompt dismissal, followed by "the imposition of sanctions. See 
15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(c)(1)-(3) ("In any private action a~-ising under this 
chapter, upon final adjudication of the action, the court shall inch~de 
in the record specific findings regarding compliance by each part?- and 
each attoruey representing an?- part?- ruth each requirement of Rule 11 
(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as to any complaint~’). 

As courts often recognAe, "It]he market has risks; the securities laws do 
not serve as investment insurance." Raab v. General Ph3~sics Corp., 4 
F.3d 286,291 (4th Cir. 1993) (affmning dismissal of federal sectu-ities 
fraud claims). Investment insurance, to which WPP is not entitled, is 
precisely what it is looking for here. WPP’s attempt to impose its 
paper losses upon the Defendants, inch~ding fellow preferred share- 
holders and outside directors, should be rejected in all respects. The 
Complaint should be dismissed with prejudice as to the Bakery and 
Index Defendants. 

Docket No. 33 at 1-3 (emphasis and citations to case documents omit- 
ted) (brackets in original). 
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On September 14, 2009, the court granted each of defendants’ (aforementioned) 
motions to dismiss. The court also granted plaintiff leave to amend. Docket 
No. 57. 

FAC 

Plaintiff filed its FAC on October 13, 2009, wherein it brought the 14 counts 
shown in the sidebas. The following table shows the defendants against whmn 
the connts are brought. Docket No. 60. 

’Grouf " --XX X X X X X X X X 

Pittman X X X X X X X X 

Rimer X ~- X X X X X X 

Lee X X X X X X X X 

Huie X X X X X 

Battery X ~- X X X X X X X 

Index X X X X X X X X X 

Spot Runner X X~ 

MOTIONS TO DISMLg$" THE FAC 

On October 20, 2009, defendants tiled two motions to dismiss the FAC. 

¯ Huie, Grouf, and Waxman. Docket No. 62. 

¯ Rimer, Lee, Battery, Investment Pastuers VI, BatteU Ventures VI, 
Battery, Investment Partners VII, Battery’ Ventures VII, Index 
Ventures Ill (Jersey), Index Ventures III (Delawase), and Index 
Ventures III Parallel Entrepreneur Fnnd (Jersey). Docket No. 63. 

The VC detbndants’ motion to dis=dss the FAC is extremely simila to the mo- 
tion defendants filed to dismiss the initial complamt. In a lasge number of in- 
stances, defendants have simply replaced the word %omplaint" with "FAC." 
From defendants’ perspective, however, this was all that was necessary., since 
they assert the FAC "t~ails for the same reasons "that its original Complaint did. 
VvqPP has t~ailed to allege aAv new t~acts that remedy the fatal defects that "trigger- 
ed this Court’s dismissal of the origina1 Complaint. Instead, WPP has repack- 
aged - repetitiously - those sane inadeqtkate t~cttkal allegations and recast its 
claims, repeating most of them but adding and subtracting a tbw clam;s." 
Docket No. 64 at 1. 

The VC defendants~ response to plaintift~ s ninth count (breach of fiduciaU duty 
to Spot Runner) is pasticularly interesting, in lasge past because the question of 
a venture investor’s potential fiduciary, duty to a portfolio company asises with 
significant frequency. Presented below is defendants’ response to WPP’s 
assertion that the Battery and Index defendants are fiducia-ies of Spot Rtmner. 

WPP’s claim for breach of fiducia3/duty’ against the Battery, and Index 
Defendants t:ail[s] because they owe no fiduciary duties m the Coin- 
paW. "Under Delaware law a shareholder owes a fiduciary duty only if 
it [i] owns a majority interest in or [ii] exercises control over the busi- 
ness affairs of the corporation." See lvanhoe Partners v. ~¥ewmont 
M#fing Co~p., 535 A.2d 1334, 1344 (Del. 1987) (emphasis added). See 
also Citron v. FairchiM Camera and Insrntment Co~p., 569 A.2d 53, 
70 (Del. 1989) ("[a] shareholder who owns less than 50% of a corpora- 
lion’s outstanding stocks does not, without more, become a controlling 
shareholder of that corporation, with concolmtant fiduciaU status"). 
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Bakery and Index are each lninority preferred shareholders owning 
approximately 30% of the Company’s Series A and Series B preferred 
stock. Wtfile WPP presumptuously refers to Battery. and Index as one, 
alleging that together they’ were a ~majority preferred shareholder," 
(FAC ¶ 70) Plaintiff’s self-serving conclusion has no basis in law or 
fact. The Seventh Circuit expressly rejected the very argument lying 
at the core of WPP’s fiduciary duty claims against the Battery and Index 
Funds, i.e., that, together, two minority shareholders held, collectively, 
a majority of a corporation’s stock, thereby subjecting each of them to 
fiduciary duties. Affinmng dismissal, the Seventh Circuit stressed: 

Venrock and J.P. Morgan% as large investors in Cadant, had 
parallel interests - that much is certainly true. But if having 
parallel interests is enough to make investors a control group 
owing a fiduciary obligation to the other investors, iudicial 
intewference in the afDirs of corporations will be enormousl,/ 
magnified. There is no legal or economic basis for extendin~ 
fiduciary obligation so far. 

See Kenned), v. Venrock Assoc., 348 F.3d 584, 591 (Tth Cir. 2003) 
(emphasis added). 

Here, W2PP makes no allegations of any coordinated conduct resulting 
in domination or control over the Company. Nor does WPP allege 
that either shareholder exercised actual control over Spot Runner. As 
the Delaware Supreme Court held in Citron: ’~For a dominating rela- 
tionship to exist in the absence of controlling stock ownership, a plain- 
tiff must allege domination by a minority shareholder through actual 
control of corporate conduct." Citron, 569 A.2d at 70 (emphasis 
added). The FAC is devoid of any such allegations. 

All that WPP alleges in tlts regard is that Battery" and Index are each, 
by virtue of their preferred ownership, allowed to appoint one member 
to the Compaw’s five-member board of directors. As a matter of law, 
the rigN to nominate board members is insufficient to establish domi- 
nation or control. See N re Sea-Land Corp. S’holders Litig., 1987 
WL 11283, at *5 (Del. Ch. May 22, 1987) (election of minority share- 
holder’s nominees to board %vithout more, does not establish actual 
domination or control"); Emerson Radio Corp. v. Int7 Jensen Inc., 
1996 WL 483086, at *20, n. 18 (Del. Ch. Aug. 20, 1996) (’~[t]he notion 
that a stockholder could become a fiduciary by attribution (a~aalogous 
to the result under the tort law doctrine of respondeat superior) would 
work a~a unprecedented revolutionary’ change in our law, and would 
give investors in a corporation reason for second thoughts about seek- 
ing representation on the corporation’s board of directors"). As the 
Delaware Chancery Court tins held, "the potential ability to exercise 
control is not equivalent to the actual exercise of that ability." N re 
Sea-Land Corp. S ’¢~olders Litig., 1987 WL 11283, at * 5 (emphasis in 
original). For these reasons as well, [plaintiff fails to state a claim] 
against the Battery aJad Index Defenda~ats. 

Docket No. 64 at 20-22 (underlining in original) (first aaad last sets of 
brackets added). 

On November 13, 2009, plaintiff filed its opposition to the aforementioned 
motions to dismiss. I’he introduction to that pleading follows. 

PlaintiffWPP has been an investor in Spot Rum~er since 2006. As the 
FAC alleges, it was of critical importaaace to WPP in investing in Spot 
Runner that the Founders’ personal stakes in Spot Rmmer were main- 
tained so that their interests a~ad incentives were aligned with the suc- 
cess of the Compal\v. Therefore, in the context of this privately held, 
venture-capital-funded staxt-up operation, information about the Found- 
ers of the Company selling offtheir own stock, and thus reducing their 
own personal stake and investment risk in the Company, was of para- 
mount import~ce to WPP - an~ong the most important pieces of in- 
fommtion about the Company. 

For that reason, WPP protected its investment with contractual aJcrange- 
ments that would provide WPP with notice of any sales of stock by 
the Founders in secondary markets. As alleged with particularity in 
the FAC, the Defendaa~ts circunaventcd these arrangements mad notice 
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requirements as part of a scheme to line their own pockets by secretly 
selling off some $54 million of their own Spot Runner shaxes, thus 
diverting needed capital from the Company and usurping corporate 
opportunities to raise capital that the Company needed. All of this 
was done while the Company was losing tens of millions of dollaxs 
per yea:. 

As the FAC alleges, keeping WPP in the dark about the Fonnders’ 
stock sales was essential to Defendants’ scheme because, in order to 
promote Spot Runner stock so they could sell their o:5:: shares for 
profit, the Defendants needed WPP as an investor both for WPP’s 
financial support and its international reputation in the media industry. 
Notice of the Founders~ undisclosed sales would have temainated 
WPP’s support of "the Company, crippling the Defendants’ ability to 
profit from their scheme. 

As a result of Defendants’ fraudulent conduct, WPP was induced to 
it:crease its original $10 million investment by purchasing additional 
Spot Runner shares for over $1.7 million in 2007. As pled in the 
FAC, WPP has lost the value of its investment as a direct result of De- 
fendants’ fraudulent conduct. As additionally pled, several of the 
Defendants have violated their fiduciaG, duties to Spot Runner by 
diverting some $54 million of investment capital away from "the Com- 
pany a~ad into their own pockets at a time when "the Company needed 
the inveslanent capital. 

In disingenuously responding to WPP’s well-pied allegations, Defen- 
(la::ts’ p:imaxy tectmique on these motions is to distort the allegations 
of the FAC in order to create "straw-man" issues, and then focus upon 
them. By way of example, Defendants a:gue that extrinsic documen- 
tasy evidence shows that WPP was made aware of a potential oppor- 
tuni~ for it to sell sha:es to an institutional investor in Spring 2007, 
and thus "WPP was provided with the relevant information "that it now 
bizaxrely suggests was hidden from it". This is a complete distortion 
of WPP’s allegations. As has been alleged cleaxly, specifically, and 
repeatedly, the material information that was concealed []-om WPP 
was the Fonnders’ stock sales - not the fact that any prefe::ed sha:re- 
holder could sell shaxes to an interested institutional investor. 

Similaxly flawed is Defendants’ reliance on a purported "notice of 
waiver" document to excuse the Founders~ express duty to disclose 
their stock sales to WPP pursuant to § 1.2 of the Second Amended and 
Restated Rights of First Refusal and Co-Sale Agreement (’the "ROFR 
and Co-Sale Agreement"). The document offered by Defendants 
states o:tly that "you acknowledge that the Rights of Fitst Refi:sal and 
Co-Sale Rights under [the ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement] are being 
waived on behalf of all preferred stockholders with respect to this sale 
to the Investor". One of the many flaws in Defendants~ reliance on 
tiffs document is that, as the allegations of the FAC make cleax, the 
rights referenced in the cited waiver form are not the rights that gave 
rise "to the duty to disclose in this case. At issue in this case is WPP’s 
right to receive notice of’the Founders’ stock sales pursuant to § 1.2 of 
the ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement. The document does not even 
re~rence, let alone provide notice of a waiver, of such notice rights 
with respect to the Founders’ stock sales that are at issue in this case. 
In addition, a purported waiver cannot be effective without fi:ll dis- 
closure; as detailed in the FAC, the Defendants deliberately withheld 
material information even after WPP~s direct inquiry - making a~ay 
purported waiver invalid in any event. 

Defendants, meaaawhile, completely ignore § 3.1 of the ROFR and Co- 
Sale Agreement, which required the Fonnders to provide WPP with 
’X~ritten evidence" that the requirements of the Agreement had been 
met "or waived" in connection with each sale of stock by the Founders 
"prior m consurnmating any sale". Eve:: if one accepts arguendo the 
Defendants’ nonsensical reading of the purported "notice of waiver" 
document, it cabinet possibly be construed as providing evidence of 
the waiver of WPP~s notice rights with regard to specific sales of 
stock by the Founders. It does not even make reference to such sales. 
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Perhaps ,nost troubling, however, is the deliberate and coordinated dis- 
tortion with respect to the violation of WPP’s rights under the Board 
Observer Rights Agreement. Setting up aJaother totally baseless %traw- 
ma~q" issue, "the Defenda~qts argue that the FAC alleges that WPP’s 
Board Observer Rights were violated when the Defendunts failed to 
discuss the investment decisions of the Investors at Board meetings. 
Such arguments are intentionally deceptive and misleading. The FAC 
,nakes no such allegations. Plainly read, the FAC clearly alleges that 
§ 1.1 of the ROFR and Co-Sale Agreement granted the Company a 
right of first refusal with regard to any sales of stock by the Founders. 

It was therefore incumbent upon the Board, prior to ax~y sale of stock 
by the Founders, to consider whether to exercise the Company’s rights 
of first refusal with regard to such Founder share sales, and aaa.,/ such 
decision "to exercise or waive "the Compmay’s rights of first refusal 
would have to be discussed at Board meetings in the regular course of 
business. WPP, as a reb~alt of its rights under the Board Observer Rights 
Agreement, would be directly privy to such deliberations and this pro- 
vided another mechanism fbr WPP to receive notice of sales of stock 
by the Founders - sepwcate from and in addition to WPP~s right to 
receive notice of Founders~ stock sales directly pursuaJat to the ROFR 
aJad Co-Sale Agreement § 1.2. 

Defendants also distort "the nature of the scheme that WPP has alleged 
by contending "that Defendants other thaa~ Grouf and Waxman were 
not restricted by contract from selling stock, and so they had no need 
to enter into a schelne to do so. But the allegation of the FAC is not 
that they agreed m the sche,ne so that they could have the right to sell 
stock; it was to conceal the Founders~ sales from WPP so that Spot 
Runner would continue to receive WPP’s support. WPP’s support 
was essential so that Defendants could continue to attract investors 
willing to buy their secondary, shares at ever-increasing valuations. 

Docket No. 69 at 2-5 (brackets in original) (footnotes, emphasis, aa~d 
citations to case documents omitted). 

Defendants filed their replies on November 30, 2009. Docket Nos. 70-71. 

MOTIONS TO DISML%" THE FAC Gt~,tNTED 

In a decision issued on Jax~uasy 27, 2010, the court made the following ruhng on 
the motions to dismiss. Docket No. 73. 

Claim No. 1. Dismissed with leave to amend. 

Claim No. 2. Dismissed with leave to amend, as against Grouf 
and Waxman. Dislmssed without leave to mnend, as against Lee, 
Rimer, Pittman, tluie, Battery, Index, and SpotRunner. 

Claim No. 3. Dismissed with leave to atnend. 

Claim No. 4. Dismissed with leave to amend, as against Spot- 
Runner. Stricken without prejudice, as against Grouf. 

¯ Claim Nos. 5-14. The court declined to rule on these state 
claims until jurisdiction over the case has been established 

The court’s analysis of Claim No. 3 - insider trading under § 10(b) - is pre- 
sented below. 

[T]he FAC alleges that the Company is liable under Section 10(b) and 
Rule 10b-5 for insider trading because it sold Plaintiff shares without 
disclosing the fact that the Founders had sold their shares. 

ooo 

"[T]he corporate issuer in possession of ,naterial nonpublic infom~a- 
tion, must, like other insiders in the same situation, disclose that infor- 
mation to its shareholders or refrain from trading with them." McCor- 
mick v. FundAm. Cos’., 26 F.3d 869, 876 (9th Cir. 1994). The Ninth 
Circuit has noted that" ~scienter’ is a necessa~’ element of an insider 
trading violation, mad has defined scienter as ~a mental state em- 
bracing intent to deceive, mar~ipulate, or defraud.’ " L(S. v. Smith, 155 
F.3d 1051, 1068 (9th Cir. 1988) (citations omitted). In hokFmg that 
mere "l~owmg possession’’ of insider info~nation was not sufficient to 
establish liability for insider trading, the Ninth Circuit expressed its con- 
cern that insider trading actions be "strictly limited to those situations 
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actually- involving intentional fraud." hL Instea& the Ninth Circuit held 
that the defendant must not ol~ly have knowledge of the inside infor- 
mation, but must actually "use" his inside information in trading. Id. 

Here "the FAC has alleged enough facts to show that the Company 
possessed knowledge of the Founders’ sales, given that the Founders 
had "to noti~ the Company and give it a right of first refusal before the 
Founders could sell. However, mere kaiowledge of the on~tted fact is 
insufficient to adequately plead a strong int~rence of scienter. The FAC 
nmst allege enough thcts to show that the Company consciously ’based" 
its knowledge of the information in order to induce Plaintiff to purchase 
the additionaJ sha~es. According to the FAC, this is established because 
the Company knew, based on the existence of the ROFR and Ba~ry’s 
inquiry to Huie on May 21, 2007, "that Plaintiff would not continue to 
invest if it learned of the Founders’ saJes. Thus, the Company 
intentionally concealed the sales to induce "the Plain’rift to colramt to 
further investment. Such allegations establish a motive for concealing 
the sales, but they do not show that the Compan~v actually concealed the 
sales tbr purposes of inducing Plaintiff to buy the shares. See I~ re 
Silicon Graphics, 183 F.3d at 979 (holding that allegations of motive 
and optx~rtuni~ aace insufficient to plead scienter). The FAC has not 
adequately alleged facts which would show that the Company failed to 
disclose the Founders’ sales with "the knowledge or intent that such 
nondisclosurc would induce PlainlJff to invest, and so the claim for 
insider "trading is dismissed with leave to amend. 

Docket No. 73 (fbotnote omitted) (titst pair of txackets added). 

On February 12, 2010, plaintiff notified the court that it does not intend to file 
an amended complaint, but that it will instead appeal the court’s decision on 
the motions to dismiss. Plaintiff also requested that the court enter a judgment 
of dismissal without prejudice. Docket No. 75. The court then issued such a 
judgment on Februa~: 25, 2010. Docket No. 82. 

APPEALS 

During IVlarch 2010, die parties filed three appeals with the Court of Appeals 
(gth Cir.): 

PlaintiffWPP. CaseNo. 10-55401. 

¯ Defendants Spot Runner, Grouf, Huie, Pittman, and Waxman. 
Case No. 10-55464. 

Defendants Rimer, Lee, Battery Investment PaWners VI, Battery 
Ventures VI, Battery Investment Palmers VII, Battery Ventures 
VII, Index Ventures III (Jersey), Index Ventures III (Delaware), 
and Index Ventures 111 Parallel Entrepreneur Fund (Jersey’). Case 
No. 10-55468. 

On August 25, 2010, the appellate court granted plaintiff-appellant (axed cross- 
appellee) }VPP’s motion to dismiss all defendants from Case No. 10-55401, 
except Spot Runner, Grouf. Huie, and Waxman. Case No. 10-55401, Docket 
Nos. 17 and 25. 

WPP filed its opening brief on August 27, 2010. In doing so, WPP placed the 
following issues before the cou~t (direct quote): 

1. Did the District Court err hi holding that the First Amended Com- 
plaint f:ailed to state a claini against defen ’dants Grouf; Waxman, 
Huie and Spot Runner for violation of Securities Exchange Act 
Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, subsection (b), promulgated there- 
under? 

2. Did the District Court err in holding that the First Amended Coin- 
plaint failed "to state a claina against defendants Grouf, Waxman, 
tIuie and Spot RuImer for violation of Securities Exchange Act 
Section 10(b) mid Rule 10b-5, subsections (a) and (c), pronml- 
gated thereunder? 

3. Did the District Court err in holding that the First Amended Cam- 
plaint failed to state a claina for insider trading against Spot Run- 
ner under Securities Exchange Act Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 
promulgated thereunder? 

(continued on next page) 
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4. Did the District Court elx in holding that the First Amended Com- 
plaint failed to plead loss causation sufficiently to state claims 
against defendants Grouf, Wayanan, thfie and Spot Rurmer under 
Securities Exchange Act Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 prom- 
ulgated thereunder? 

Case No. 10-55401, Docket No. 19 at 2. 

On August 23,201 l, the appellate couxt issued an opimon on the three cases 
on appeal. The conclusion of that opinion follows. 

We AFFIRIVl IN PART and REVERSE IN PART the district court’s 
dismissal for faih~re m state a claim and REMAND fbr further pro- 
ceedings consistent with this opinion. First, we AFFIRM the dismis- 
sal of the Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) fraudulent scheme claim against all of 
the Defendants, the dismissal of the Rule 10b-5(b) fraudulent omis- 
sions claim against Peter Huie and Spot Rum~er, and the dismissal of 
the Rule 10b-5 insider trading claim against Spot Ru~qner. Second, we 
REVERSE the dismissal of the Rule 10b-5(b) omission claims against 
Nick Grout" and David Waxman. 

Docket No. 51 (emptmsis in original). 

On Novernber 29, 2011, the appellate court denied defendants-appellees’ peti- 
tion for rehea~g. Case No. 10-55401, Docket No. 59. Mandate regarding the 
appellate court’s ruling was issued on December 8, 2011, and filed with the 
district court on same date. Docket No. 104. 

ANSWERS TO T!IE FAC 

Defendants Grouf and Waxman answered the FAC on Januaxy 31, 2012. 

Docket No. 107. 

RECENT EVENTS 

Only achnimstrative matters were docketed during this coverage period. 

This update covers the period from Febma~~ 1 to February 29, 2012. m 

Perdana d?~pital (Labaun) Inc. 

~Iohammad A. Chowd03 et 

U.S. District Court (N.D. Cal.) 
Case No. 09-1479 

Honorable Richazd Seeborg 

Complaint filed on April 3, 2009 

Link to Case (PACER) 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Dennis Chi-Yu Huie, Esq. 
Joseph A. Kouri, Esq. 

Kaufman, Dolowich, Voluck & Gonzo 
(San Francisco, Cal.) 

BeNamin Davidson, Esq. 
Kaufman, Dolowich, Voluck & Gonzo 

(Los Angeles, Cal.) 

DEFENDANT S~ COUNSEL 

Michael Q. Eagan, Esq. 
L/O of Michael Q. Eagan 

(San Francisco, Cal.) 

OVERVIEW 

Sole plaintiff Perda:aa Capital is a Malaysian firm that teaJmed with defendant 
Mohammad A. ChowdO’ in 2004 to form Hi-Tech Venture Capital (~%~TVC"), a 
VC finn l)~at is c~enfly headqt~ered m A~crtol~ Cal. ChowS is HTVC’ s 
GP, wNle it is reasonably ~c~cd from docments filed wi~ the cou~ ~at 
Pcr~a and ChowS axe ~VC’s oNy LPs. Pcrdana as~ that it co~tt~t 
m invest $25 million m HTVC (and that it has a~ea@ invested $12 million), 
wNle Chow&y conunitted to invest $2.5 million. 

q~e corn of Pert~a’s complaint is that Choxw~ tins stea~hstly refgsed m pro- 
vide it wi~ h~o~ation mgaxding how ~VC’s ~olio companies axe per- 
~)mfing or even how ~VC’s funds have been disbursed. Per~m, however, 
does not ask tbr an accoun~g; rather, it much morn strongly alleges ~at Chow- 
~’s actions have n~n to ~e level of fraud and ~at, ind~d, ~c fraud dates 
back to Chow~’s ~tial ~lici~tion of PerSia’s mves~caat. 

~e complaint n~es Chow~ and two entities he consols- Hi-Tech Vcnt~e 
Paxtners CItT~’’) and t~-T~h Associates - as det)nt~ts, ttTVC is not a 
n~ed det?nt~x~t. 

DEFENDANT CHOWDRY 

Defendant Chowdry holds a Ph.D. degree in engineering from UC Berkeley, and 
he was a professor at San Jose State University in the 1970s. In 1983, Chowdry 
founded Prime Circuit Technology ("PCT"), an electronic malmDcturmg 
company that was acquired Mylcx Corporation in 1988. Chowdry then served 
as Mylex’s Chamnan and CEO until the firm was acquired by IBM in 1998. 
Mylex was best knovm for its development of products based upon the then- 
novel RAID ("Redunda~t Atxay of Inexpensive Disks") technolo~~. 

(continued on next page) 
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FAC’s CAUSES OF ACTION 

1. Concealment (fraud in the inducement) 

2. Fraud 

3. Breach of contract 

4. Breach of the covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing 

5. Breach of fiduciary duty 

6. Breach of contract 

PAGE 5754 

TRIALDATE 

April23,2012 

MARCH 2012 

As file complaint repeatedly states - mid attempts to exploit - Chowdry was 
found liable in an unrelated civil fraud case that was brought in 1990 by Reza 
Hosseini, a PCT director. Following an adverse jury verdict, Chowdry appealed 
the matter to the U.S. Court of Appeals (9th Cir.), which upheld the verdict. 
The appellate court’s decision provides the following summm-y of that case. 

Chowdry a~d Hosseini served as members of the boaxd of directors of 
Prmle Circuit Technology (PCT), a closely held California corporation; 
Chowd~y was PCT’s president, tlosseini agreed to sell 165,500.22 
shares of his PCT stock to Chowd~y for $1.50 per share, subject to 
restrictions under PCT’ s bylaws. 

The bylaws gave the corporation the right to redeem the shares and 
other PCT shareholders the right of first refusal proportionate to 
their interest in the compaa~y. After Hosseim and Chowdry signed the 
stock purchase agreement, another PCT shaxeholder, Sheikh Abdul- 
aziz Bin Ibratdm AMbraNm, expressed interest in exercising his right 
of first refusal. The court found that AMbrahim was entitled to pur- 
chase 96% of Hosseim’s shares. 

Hosseini claimed, and the jury. necessarily found, that Chowdry de- 
frauded Hosseini into rescinding the stock purchase agreement. Ap- 
proximately two months after this fraudulently induced rescission, 
Hosseini sold all his PCT stock to AMbrmhim for $1.00 per share, 
50 cents per shaxe less tha~ under the original contract. 

The district court held that under the breach of contract claim, Chow- 
d~y could be liable for damages attributable only to 4% of ttosseini’s 
PCT stock. The district court also instructed tile jt~~ that it could award 
appropriate consequential damages for the fraudulently induced res- 
cission. 

The jury awarded Hosseilfi $3,310 in damages on the contract claim 
(4% of the stock at a loss of 50 cents per share) and $79,440 in con- 
sequential damages on the fraud claim (96% of the stock at a loss of 
50 cents per share). The j ury also awaxded $165,500 in punitive dam- 
ages, which when added to the contract and fiaud damages, equaled 
$248,250, the amount ttosseini would have received for tile sale of 
all of his shares at the $1.50 per share price. 

The district court’s judgment in favor of Hosseini is affirmed. 

Hossemi v. Chowd~v, 953 F.2d 1387, Ca~ Nos. 90-16058 and 90-16287 
(9th Cir. Jaa~. 31, 1992). 

PERDA~;4 ~S ALLEGATIONS 

As laid out in the 38-page complaint, Perda~aa’s primary, assertion is that 
although it has tendered neaJdy half of its $25 rmllion comrmtment to HTVC, 
it has received virtually no information from Chowdo/rcgaxding what HTVC 
has clone with the funds. The following excerpt from the complaint describes 
the promises ChowdO’ allegedly made to induce Pcrdana to invest in HTVC. 

[I]n 2001, Chowdry met with representatives of... Perdana Capital to 
discuss the possibility of establishing a venture capital thnd. The pro- 
posed fund had dual purpose - to fired companies with bright prospects 
for success in order to achieve profitable investments, and to establish 
both technical and business opportunities for Malaysian compa~ties. 

During these preliminar2 discussions, Chowdry described how he 
would fred compares that achieved Pcrdana Capital’s objectives. He 
touted his "ma~y yeaxs" of experience in locating and mm~aging ven- 
ture capital inveslments[.] 

Chowd~7 told Perdana Capital th~ ile would monitor tile progress of 
each portfolio company to ensure that milestones were being met 
betbre committed funds were disbursed. He also reported that he 
would tD" to fred other venture capital sources to tbrm syndicates with 
respect to any funding transaction. 

(continued on next page) 
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Chowdi7 told Perdana Capital that once investments had been made, 
he would sit on the Boaxd of Directors of each portfolio company in 
order that he would know how the company was faxing, whether its 
management was on toxget, and whether its marketing eflbrts were 
appropriate. Chowdry represented 1trot he would speaxhead the recruit- 
ment of key managers of each portfolio company [and] that manage- 
ment compensation would be tied to pertbrmance with respect to the 
milestones established tbr each company. 

Chowdi7 infom~ed Perda~m Capital that it was iris practice to make 
batre that investors in the venture capital fund were kept up to date on 
all of the fund’s activities, axed that he always provided quarterly axed 
annual reports on both the fund a~ad the portfolio compaaties that re- 
ceived investments from the fund. ChowdO, promised that he would 
have periodic meetings with the fund’s investors to provide status 
reports concerning the portfolio companies’ progress, as well as the 
t~d’s per~brmance and fi~ture prospects tbr the fund. 

Perdana Capital made it cleaz to Chowdi3~ during these negotiations 
that certain investment objectives should apply whenever possible to 
any investment made in a~ay portfolio company. Those objectives in- 
cluded the following: 

(a) The possibility of relocation of either a company"s head- 
quarters, maxketing division, or research and develop- 
ment agreement [sic] to Malaysia; 

(b) Setting up a subsidial),, joint venture, or manufacturing 
facility in IVlalaysia; 

(c) Conducting joint reseoxch and development collabora- 
tion with Malaysian Companies; 

(d) Training IVlalaysian engineers; 

(e) Creating outsourcmg opportm~ities for IVDlaysian com- 
po~es; and 

(f) Creating intellectual property’ licensing and other forms 
of technology transfer opportunities for Malaysian com- 
panies. 

Chowdi7 neglected to reveal the t:act that a few years prior to these 
discussions, he had been sued in United States District Court tbr the 
Northern District of California, San Jose Division, in a case entitled 
Reza Hossemi v. Mot~ammad Akram Cho,’dry, for fraud and breach of 
contract. He failed to reveal that the ju~ rendered a verdict against 
him on both counts. He also failed to report "that the jury found that he 
had acted with "fraud, malice and oppression," and awarded 
significant punitive damages against him. 

Docket No. 18 at 5-8. 

As stated above, the HTVC concept dates to 2001, when Chowdry allegedly ap- 
proached Perdana with the idea of forming a joint U.S.-Malaysian venture fund. 
Shortly thereafter, the paAies signed a~a initial investment agreement. ’~However, 
ti~llow~ng the trage@ of 9/11, the continuing ’dotcom’ bust, and the uncertain- 
ties of the venture capital maxkets, the paxties decided to wait and allow those 
m~xkcts to settle down." !d. The final agreement was apparently signed in 
2004, with Perdana allegedly making its initial investment that yeox. 

Perdana alleges that it tins long been dissatisfied with Chowd~3~’s management of 
trrvc. Cho~l,N "has fhiled to promote HTVC’s business despite receiving 
an axmual management fee of $825,000, spending the vas~ majority of Iris thne 
giwng speeches throughout the world about entrepreneurism and visiting 
relations in Pakistan. He failed to conduct independent reseaxch into any of 
the compo~es into which he invested HTVC funds." Id. at 2-3. 
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CA USES OFA CTION 

Plaintiff Perda:na’s six causes of action a::e listed in the sidebar, and the defen- 
dinars against whom "the claims axe brought are shown in the following table. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

COURT A CTI I/1 TY 

Perdana filed the action on April 3, 2009. Defendants’ subsequent motion to 
dismiss was granted in paJrt and denied in part on August 10, 2009 (Docket 
No. 16), with plaintiff then filing "the FAC on August 12, 2009 (Docket No. 18). 

Defendants answered the FAC on Septelnber 2, 2009. Docket Nos. 27-29. 

MOTION TO APPOINT RECEIVER 

On MaJ;ch 29, 2010, plaintiff Perdana moved the court to appoint a receiver to 
ma:aage HTVC’s affairs or, in the alternative, to pemait plaintiff to appoint a 
representative to review HTVC’s records and to pre-approve defendant Chow- 
dry’s expenditures. Plaintiff also requested that the court prohibit HTVC from 
paying for the expenses of HTVP and HTA related to INs lawsuit. Plaintiff’s 
perspective of the situation with tYI’VC is presented below. 

In this case, the majority Limited Partner, Perdana, is suing Akram 
Chow&T, the General Partner of non-party Hi-Tech Venture Capital 
LP (HTVC), and his related corporations tbr breach of contract, fraud, 
and breach of fiduciary, duty. Perdana ~eks damages and an Order 
replacing Chowdry and his wholly-owned maJ~agement companies, 
Hi-Tech Venture Parhaers LLC ("HTVP") and Hi-Tech Associates 
LLC ("HTA"). The gravamen of the action is "that Chowdry. has re- 
peatedly violated his fiducia~ duty to Pcrdana by and committed 
fraud in mar@ulating the books and records of HTVC and using the 
partnerships assets for his personal expenses. Perdana also claims that 
Chowdo~ has ignored his duties and responsibilities under the HTVC 
Partnership Agreement ("Agreement") in an effort to cover up his 
nefa]-ious activities. 

The necessity of this Motion, like that of the First Amended Complaint 
... on which INs motion is predicated, azises from the fact that Chow- 
dry.~s conduct continues to INs day without abatement. His conduct has 
not consisted of minor isolated incidents, but evidence instead a long- 
standing disregard dating back m the tbrmation of tYFVC. Chowdry 
has failed to produce audits of tYI’VC fbr the fiscal years of 2006, 2007 
and 2008 on a timely basis, and has never produced aAv quarterly 
reporks mandated under the Agreement despite paying himself (through 
HTVP and HTA) over a million dollaJrs in management fees in con- 
nection with such activities. Chowdry. has stonewalled Pcrdana’s 
ability under the Partnership Agreement to review HTVC’ s books and 
records and conduct their own audit. When the inspection was fmally 
allowed, Chow&T and HTVC’s bookkeeper failed to pro&~ce all 
documents to support certain expenditures. Moreover, Chow&T has 
allowed tYI’VC’s bookkeeper to disregard widely accepted accounting 
practices, such as the lack of prompt bank reconciliations. 
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There is no doct~mentation supporting approximately $400,000 of pay- 
ments to Chowdry or his wholly-owned entities through the end of 2008, 
and Chowdry has used HTVC’s credit card to the tune of .I;400,00(/for 
his personal expenses. There is no evidence that he has filed any tax 
retuxns for HTVC for 2006, 2007 or 2008, and it appears that he has 
%pplied" his personal expenses to his management fee in order to evade 
personal income taxes. Finally, as General Partner, Chm~lry tnust 
collect delinquent capital contributions fio~n HTVC’s lin~ited partners. 
tIowever, he is the only delinquent limited partner (owing $376,000), 
and as General Partner he has refused to do anything about obtaining 
the required capital contribution. Instead, Chowdry has credited the 
contributions from expenses that he claims he had in violation of the 
Agreement which requires cash for the purpose of investment. 

The Limited P~xla~ers have repeatedly requested that ChowdiT step down 
as General Pax’mer because of his Dilure to caary’ out his duties, and that 
trrvc be dissolved according to a schedule m maxtmize investment 
gains, tte has refi~sed and used an?" available means at his dibposal to 
delay and obstruct Perdana’s access to HTVC’s books and records. 
Indeed, despite over one year of promises that HTVC~s audited finan- 
cial statements for 2(/06, 2(/(/7 and 2(/(/8 would be produced, only 2006 
and 2007 were produced on March 16, 2010. Perdana has received 
nothing for 2008 and does not even know if Chowdry has liquidated 
al\v partucrship assets dunng that time. IVloreover, the 2009 audit is 
overdue and Chowdry’s chosen accoumancy is not even working on it. 

Enough is enough. Perdana respectfiflly sub,nits that the u~mccounted 
for di~t~ursements to ChowdiT, the lack of in[b~mation concerning liqui- 
dated Partnership assets, and his perpetual refusal to give up any infor- 
mation without litigation and law and motion demonstrate the need for 
the court to use its broad discretion and appoint a receiver. In the alter- 
native, Perda~a asks the Court to permit it to designate a representative 
who will have access to all books and records, be permitted to commu- 
nicate directly with HTVC’s bookkeepers and accountants and enba~re 
that Chm~l~T is not acting against the interests of the Partnership. Per- 
da~a also requests that, purs~a~t to the Agreement, Chock,It7 provide an 
tmdertaYdng as required trader that agreement, and that in no event shall 
HTVC funds be used in the defense of HTA to which no indemnity 
obligations exist. Utdess the Court acts now, Chowdry will continue to 
treat HTVC’s treasury as he always has: his personal checkbook. 

Docket No. 42 at 1-3. 

MOTIOAS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Defendants filed two motions for samunary judgment on December 21, 2011: 

1. Chowdry. Docket No. 151. 

2. HTVP axed Hi-Tech Associates. Docket No. 146. (As noted above, 
HTVC is not a defendant.) 

A critical portion of HTVP and Hi-Tech Associates~ memorandum of P&A IS() 
their motion is presented below. 

Background 

In May 2004, plaintiff Perdana Capital (Labuan), Inc. Cplaintiff’ or 
~Perdana") agreed to invest $25 million in a new ventme capital fund, 
Hi-Tech Venture Capital, L.P. ("HTVC"), a Delaware limited partner- 
ship. In May 2004, an Agreement of Limited Partuership for HTVC 
(the ’~Partuership Agreement~’) was executed by Perdana, by defen- 
dant Hi-Tech Venture Partners, LLC (’~HTVP"), a Delaware limited 
liability company, and by defendant Moh~anlnad Akra~n Chowdry 
C~Chowdv"). HTVP was the general partner, and Perdana and Chow- 
dry were limited partners in tlTVC. The parties also entered into a May 
28, 2004 "Letter Agreement" regarding issues ~not fiflly set forth" in 
the documents related to the investment in the fund. Under a IVlanage- 
ment Agreement, defendant HTA, a California LLC managed by 
Chowdo~, agreed to provide administrative and management services 
to HTVC. HTA also entered into a Venture Capital Trainee Program 
Agreement (the ’~Traince Agreement") with Pcrda~a to provide certain 
appointees of Perda~a with training in venture capital skills. 

(continued on next page) 
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All went well as long as Perdana, through its parent Kurnpulan Modal 
Perdana ("KIVIP"), was managed by a Dr. ()mar. For years, both 
Chowdry and Perdana made their capital contributions - even though, 
as was later revealed in depositions, Perdana was mai:ing capital con- 
tributions at a time when it claimed that it kuer~’ of the alleged mis- 
representations and/or breaches of contract or fiducial), du’o/, as set 
tbrth in the FAC. ttowever, in July of 2007, a Mr. Ramli succeeded IN. 
Omar as Chamnan of KMP and tmmediately the situation changed. 
Ramli - in 2007, years" @er the Partnership Agreement had been 
executed and the partnership’s operations had commenced ~lemanded 
to "re-look~’ at the agreement and engage in a %var" with the "Paki" - 
Chowd~’. 

HTVP and HTA here move with respect to plaintif£s claims for 
relief for breach of contract, breach of implied covenant and 
breach of fiduciary duty (and, with respect to fraud, by HTVP) 

Temporally, tile FAC focuses on two time frames. First, tile alleged 
fraud and concealment prior to tile execution of the Partnership 
Agreement in May of 2004. These claims aJre brought against Chow- 
dry. individually, allegedly relating to his fraud and concealment prior 
to Perdana~s entraJ~ce into the partnership. (The Second Claim for 
fraud is also brought against HTVP - even though HTVP was not 
formed at the time of’the alleged misrepresentations). Second, claims 
for breaches of contract, fiduciary duty and implied covenant relate to 
the post-~brmation operation of the partnership brought against tile 
general partner, ttTVP, as well as breach of the "Trainee Agreement" 
against HTA. 

HTVP and HTA bring this motion for summa~’ judgment, and/or for 
partial summary, judgment, with respect to the breach of contract, 
breach of implied covenaJ~t aJ~d breach of fiduciaJ57 dub’ claims. As is 
true in connection with the pre-formation fraud claims, these claims 
fail due to the bar of the statute of limitations, among several other 
reasons. In addition, defendant HTVP is named, along with Chow&5/, 
in connection with plaitNft~s Second Claim /br Relief fbr /?aud. 
Chowdry, in iris motion, concurrently seeks stmmlary judgment with 
respect to the First Claim fi~r Relief fbr concealment and Second 
Claim for Relief for fraud. Defendant HTVP hereby joins in that 
motion. In addition, HTVP here asserts, as a separate and independent 
ground, that HTVP couM not have connnitted fraud prior to the 
execution of the May 2004 Partnership Agreement, because as the 
FAC itself admits, HTVP was not even fanned at the time of the 
alleged mib~:cprcsentations, all of which occurred prior to the forma- 
tion of the partnership and to tile forulation of tYI’VP. In addition, 
Irl’VP, in an at~undance of caution, joins in tile motion by Chowdry, 
setting forfll various other defenses to the fraud claims, including, 
without limitation, statute of limitations and Perdana~s actual know- 
ledge of certain matters that were alleged to have been concealed from 
Perdana. A common thread runs through the various claims - they are 
stale and long barred by the statute of limitations. The reason is clear: 
Perdana, under Dr. Omar, knew of, and acquiesced in, the operation of 
the partnership by HTVP and Chow&5/from 2004 until 2007. Until 
that point, no issue regarding representations or perfomlance had been 
raised. But, after Ramli took over in 2007, acceptable contractual per- 
tbrmance suddenly became a breach and the product of material 
misrepresentations. Perdana’s "change of heart," concurrent with its 
"change in regime," explains why Perdana accepted performance, and 
the pre-formation representations during the time period 2004-2007, 
until Ramli took over. Pcrdana delayed two more years’ until April 
2009 to file this lawsuit - falling afoul of the complete defenses of the 
b~atute of limitations, laches, waiver and estoppel. 

Thus, this dispute really arises from the 2007 change in management 
of Perdana fiom IN. Omar to Ramli. Ramli wished to avoid tile obli- 
gation by Perdana to make approximately $13 million in future capital 
calls, and in order to do so, fabricated, as an excuse, the purported 
breaches by the defendants. This lawsuit is simply a facade to seek to 
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insulate Perdatm from its contractual obligation to invest $25 million 
m the pactnerstfip. After Ranli took over, Perdana informed defen- 
dants that Perdana would be honoring no further capital calls from 
HTVP - a clear breach of the Pa~mership Agreement. 

This expost change in approach by KMP Perdana and its view of the 
relationship was admitted by Perdana in its Rule 30(b)(6) deposition. 
As Rule 30(b)(6) deponent and officer Shahi-il Anwar Yunos 
("Shahi~l"), representing Perdana, testified, Ramli took over from Dr. 
Omar in July 2007. On July 2, 2007, after Ramli had been CEO for 
one day, Shattril told H~ani that "he [Rmnli] doesn’t have good 
comments about HTVC." Even though for years Perdana had been 
acquiescing in the mariner in which Chowdry had run the Partnership, 
Rarnli said that HTVC was just being used to matte "the Paki 
wealthy" (referring to Dr. Chowdry) and, that he [Ramli] wanted 
KMP to "control the Paki." After headng these remarks from Ramli, 
Hazani wrote to Shatml, in July 2007, that there would be "world 
wa~" betxveen Ran~li and Chowdry. IVloreover, again signifying the 
new approach, KMP would have to "relook at the agreement." Ramli 
and Shahril discussed that there would be a new way of going fol~vacd 
and that "[t]he new way going fol~vacd was to depart from the policies 
of Dr. Oma~ [Ramli’s predecessor until July 2007]." This completely 
and logically explains why it was that Shakril testified that Perdana, in 
2004 and 2005, had known about the conduct that allegedly now 
supports breaches of coNzact, fiducia~ duty and fraud, and why 
Perdana did not act then, but o~tly after the 2007 regime change, even 
then waiting u~N12009 to sue. 

Summary of bases for this motion 

PlaintifFs claims for relief relating to breach of contract~ breach of 
implied covenant and breach of fiducia3~ duty ~ze clearly barred by 
the statute of limitations, arnong other reasons. The facts ~c undis- 
puted that: 

The alleged breaches of contract commenced no later than 
2004, when the Partnership began its operations, except in 
certain limited instances where the breaches began in 2005. 

One of the two alleged bases for breach of fiduciary, duty 
occurred in 2005. 

Plaintiff Perdana testified at a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition in 
June 2011, through two representatives, Messrs. Hazard and 
Sha~ml. 

In that deposition, plaintiff Perdana admitted that it kmew of 
the breaches of contract in 2004 and not later than in 2005. 

In that deposition, plaintiff Perdana admitted that it knew of 

one of the two breaches of fiducia~~ duty not later than 2005. 

Under the internal affairs doctrine, aJ~d consistent with the 
choice of law provisions in the written agreements bctween 

thc parties, Delawa~c law governs. 

Delaware law has a tl~ree yea~ statute with rcspect to brcach of 

contract, breach of the implied covenant and breach of 

fiducim3~ duty claims. 

The complaint in this matter was not filed until April 2009 - 

at least four or five years after each of the three yeaac statutes 

had commenced to run. 

Plaintiff admits that its breach of contract claim against HTVP, the gen- 
eral pa~ner, "mirrors’’ the allegations in its fraud claim. In the FAC, 
plaintiff alleges breach of contract in connection with HTVP’s fhilure 
to perforu~ the contract as Chowd~y trod represented it would be per- 
formed. Plaintiff pleads the same ihcts (i) as fhlse representations p~for 
to entering into the Paxtnership Agreement, a~d (it) as breaches of con- 
tract after the commencement of operations. Thus, for reasons set forth 
m Chowdry’s motion regarding fraud, the contract claims axe basted by 
the three yeax statute of limitations for breach of contract - as shown 
by Perdana’s Rule 30(b)(6) deposition regaxding the actual breach of 
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contract and breach of tiduciary duty claims. Atthe Rule 30(b)(6) depo- 
sition, Perdana’s representative admitted that in 2004 and, in some in- 
stances, 2005, tITVP had fhiled to perform under the contract and 
breached its fiducia~.- duty. Under Delaware law, the statute began 
running upon breach, irrespective of knowledge. However, as an in- 
dependent basis to commence mnnmg of the statute of lin~itations, 
Perdana’s knowledge of the breaches, or at least concern that HTVP 
was not perfornm~g its contract consistent with Chowdls/’s representa- 
tions - would have put a reasonable person on notice about the pos- 
sible breach of contract. Thus, the statute would have commenced 
runmng eve~ ~fsome fom~ of "notice" or "suspicion" were required, 
which it is not. The breach of tiduciary du~’, occumng in 2005, is 
also baited by the three year statute fbr breach of tiduciary duty. 

I)ocket No. 146 at 2-7 (italics and brackets in original) (underlining, 
bolding, footnotes, and citations to case documents omitted). 

Sole plaintiff Perdana Capital tiled its oppositions to defendants’ two motions 
for stmuna1-y judgment on Janua~’ 11,2012. Docket Nos. 165 and 166. Defen- 
dants replied on Janua~’ 19, 2012. Docket Nos. 167 and 169. 

~ ~’~ RECENT E VE~VTS 

The two motions for sunmmry judgment (above) calne on fbr healing on Feb- 
rua~’ 23, 2012, with the court taking the matters under submission. Docket 
No. 173. 

A CIVIC is scheduled for April 5, 2012. Docket No. 175. 

This utxJate covers the period from FebruaO, 1 to Februa~’ 29, 2012. [] 
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FAC’s C OL2NT S 

1. Direct copyright infringement 

2. Contfibuto[y copyright itffiingelnent 

3. Vica~ous cowright inffingetnent 

4. Inducing copyright infringement 

SAC’ s Couxr s 

1. Contributory’ copyright infringement 

2. Vieazious copyright infringement 

3. Inducing copyright infiingelnent 

TIlE PARTIES 

Plaintiffs are UMG Recordings and other componcnts of Universal Music Group, 
the world’s largest music compaW. 

The complaint was filed in 2007 against Veoh Netwo,ks and several of its VC in- 
vestors. An onhne article provides the tbllo~ng description of Veoh’s business. 

[Veoh] began life as a video-sharing site that competed with YouTube, 
Babelgum, Joost a~d others as a destination where viewers could fmd 
and share online videos with friends, a~d Veoh raised more than $70 
million from multiple blue chip investors[.] 

For a long time, Veoh was seen as one of the rising stars in the online 
video space, but it never reached the same scale as YouTube, which was 
bought by Google in 2006, a~d it had a hard time differentiating itself 
against other video aggregators. 

Lawler, R., "Veoh Gives Up On Life, Props For Bmflcruptcy," newtee- 
vee.co~n, Feb. 11, 2010. 

Veoh ceased operations in February 2010, and its assets were acquired by social 
video start-up Qlipso in April 2010. 

The following VCs are defendants in this action (the "Investor Defendants"). 

¯ Shelter Capital Partners, LLC a~d Shelter Venture Fund, 
LP. Shelter tbcuses in media, commtmications, enterprise soft- 
ware, a~d semiconductor start-ups. 

¯ Spark Capital, LLC m~d Spark Capital, LP. Spark fbcuses on 
Internet m~d media companies; iks portfolio includes Akamai, 
Qtera, Aether Systems, Novatel Wireless, Twitter. 5Min, 
AdMeld. 

¯ Tornante CompaW. Torna~te is Michael Eisner’s investment 
and incubation firm. 

C4SE SYNOPSYS 

Pldl~ttffs allege that Veoh was a "massive cowright int~ger" of vi~ttmlly eveU- 
thing digital, including songs, TV shows, movies, m~d software pmgrmns. The 
VCs axe na~med as defendants because, rater alia, they "comprise a majority of 
Veoh’s Board of Directors a~qd, through those directorships, control Veoh a~qd 
mak~e all important operational decisions for Veoh." Docket No. 104 at 4. 

TIIE COMPLAINT 

The following excerpt is f~o,n the FAC, which was filed on August 26, 2008. 
(References to the VC det~nda~ts lie in the excerpt’s final four paragraphs.) 

Veoh has created a sophisticated suite of software and services designed 
to encourage, induce, and enable members of the public to make, up- 
load, download, %hare," sell, rent, and distribute permanent copies of 
videos without regaxd to the rights of copyright owners. Following in 
the footsteps of infamous pioneers of mass piracy on the Internet such 
as Napster, Veoh has created and maintains a proprietalT peer-to-peer 
("p2p") network, which it has dubbed "Veohnet." Veoh uses the 
Veotmet p2p service to thcilitate the distribution of high quality copies 
of infringing content over the Intemet and to enable Veoh to exploit 
its ,nembers’ computers to engage in acts of copyright itffiingement. 
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Veoh has also created and distributes for free difIhrent versions of client 
software (called "VeohTV" and "Veoh Player"). Veoh encourages 
the public to become "members" of Veoh and to download and install 
Veoh’s software on their personal computers. Once a Veoh member 
has installed Veoh’s software on his or her computer, the member’s 
computer becomes paxt of Veolmet p2p network, and it can be use 
used to facilitate the reproduction, distribution and display of infiing- 
ing content over the Intemet. Veoh’s software provides Veoh mem- 
bers with the means to download pe~Tnanent copies of videos directly 
from Veoh.com to their computers (or to handheld video players, such 
as iPods) with the dick of a mouse. Veoh~s software also enables the 
"sharing" and "downloading" of copies of videos that aJre stored on 
the computers of other Veoh members who are part of Veoh’s p2p 
network. Veoh’s client software also enables and encourages Veoh’s 
members to download for free to their computers permanent copies of 
videos that are displayed on third parb, websites, including websites 
sa~ch as YouTube M~ose terms of service expressly prohibit making 
permanent copies. Once a Veoh member has used Veoh’s client soft- 
waJre to download a pem~anent coW of video from a third party web- 
site to his or her computer, the member can then use the Veoh client 
software to upload the video to Veoh.com, where it can be viewed by 
the public over the lntemet. 

Members who upload videos to Veoh’s server are rewarded with a 
variety of free services that maXe it easy to further reproduce, display, 
distribute and to profit from the video without regard to whether it is 
an inIiinging cow, and in disregard of the rights of copyright owners. 
Among its other free services, Veoh refommts or "transcodes" videos 
into a number of populaJr video formats, Veoh enables "posting" of 
copies of videos to popular web sites (which copies prominently dis- 
play Veoh’s logo thereby using IJMG’s cowrighted content to adver- 
tise Veoh’s service without UMG’s consent), and Veoh even gives 
members the option of renting or selling dounloads of videos through 
Veoh.com. 

By of Ibfing thousands of inli4mging works for free viewing and down- 
loading, and by providing sophisticated tools that enable the reproduc- 
tion and dissemination of video over the Intemet, the Veoh.com website 
has been able to attract millions of unique visitors each month. Veoh 
directly profits from its mass infringement by, among other things, 
selling tazgeted advertisements that reflect what content (including 
infringing content) Veoh’s members are viewing, and by shaying in 
revenues when members use Veoh’s services to rent or sell videos. 

Vcoh currently provides several methods by which a Veoh user can 
easily view, perma~nenfly cow, and/or share tmauthorized reproductions 
of music videos. AW member of the public can, for example, visit 
Veoh.com where thousands of infringing works are available for im- 
mediate viewing, downloading and other fmms of "sharing." To take 
but one example, a person looldng tbr a music video featm-ing the music 
of the populaJ: [~4G recording axtist[] Fergie need only enter "Fergie" 
into Veoh.com’s search box .... Veoh sapplies a list of available Fergie 
videos (including many infringing copies of music videos featuring 
UMGR’s cowright sound recordings) that are available to be viewed 
from Veoh.com, do~x~oad[ed] or otherwise %bared" by clickilzg on al\v 
of the buttons Veoh prolninen’dy displays. When a user seaJ:ches on 
’Tergie," Veoh also dibjplws targeted advertisements based on the 
search term Wergie," for example advertising fbr cell phone ",ingtones" 
feattmng Fergie’s nmsic. The user can then view any video appeming 
m the search results, for example to view the Fergie video for the song 
"Fergalicious," with one mouse dick mouse .... With one more mouse 
click, the Veoh member can also download a permanent cop?" of the 
video to his or her computer. Veoh supplies statistics about how often 
each work has been used without the pelmission of the copyright owner, 
for example, this one copy of the Fergalicious video, which is clea¢ly 
marked in the bottom left-hand comer as a copyrighted video, has been 
viewed 872 times and downloaded 200 times. 
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Veoh also allows its users to view, cow, and share copyrighted works 
through Veoh’s software, VeohTV and Veoh Player .... [A]ny mem- 
ber of the public can download Veoh’s software for free. As with the 
infamous Nap~ter software, Veoh’s so£cware maJ<cs Vcoh’s members 
computer part of a peer-to-peer network used to facilitate %hazing" 
media files over the Internet. VeohTV software also includes search 
t~ctionality that searches for videos not o~tly on Veoh.com, but rele- 
vant videos that can be found on tlmd party- websites .... VeohTV 
software is designed so that the videos - including videos on ttfird 
party sites - can be viewed or downloaded using the Veoh softwaJce. 

ooo 

Veoh’s int’rmgement has been directly t~acilitated and actively encour- 
aged by the actions of its investors. "llaroughout its histo~5~, Veoh has 
relied heavily on the contributions of a small number of well-heeled 
investors to provide the necessa~~ funding to allow Veoh to operate and 
expand its infringing business. Without these funds, Veoh would have 
been unable to continue its infringing operations. Starling in 2005, 
Vcoh obta/med a substantial investment from Shelter Capita], which 
allowed it to fund its basic operations including paying for hardware, 
software, and employees to develop its itKiiaging service. To protect its 
investment and ensure that Veoh operated in the manner it desired, 
Shelter Capital sought and obtained two seats on Veoh’s Board of Di- 
rectors as a condition of its investment. Through its seats on Veoh’s 
Board of Directors, Shelter Capital obtained and exerci~d substantial 
control over Veoh’s operations, including decisions regarding key staff- 
ing and senior executive employment and decisions about content to be 
offered by Veoh and whether or not Veoh would employ the necessary. 
filters to block cowrighied content from being uploaded [to Veoh]. 

Subsequently, in early 2006, Veoh required a substaxNal infusion of 
cash in order to allow it m continue as a business. Much of this capi- 
tal was provided through an additional investment by Shelter Capital, 
as well as new investments by Spark Capital and Tornante. As with 
Shelter Capital’s initial investment, this further investment by Shelter 
Capital, Spark Capital and TornaJate provided critical funding neces- 
sa~ for Veoh to continue its infringing operations. All three of these 
investors sought and obtained seats on Veoh’s Board of Directors as a 
condition of their investments. Indeed, these three investors obtained 
three of the five seats on Veoh’s Board of Directors, tiros obtaining 
full control of Veoh’s Board and of Veoh’s operations. These investors 
used tiffs control m make decisions regarding the selection and hiring of 
employees, including the CEO of Veoh, as well as decisions about 
which content would continue to be offered on Veoh and which would 
not. For example, these investors exercised their control to remove adult 
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content, but did not use their control over Veoh to remove copyrighted 
content, including Plaintiffs Cowrighted Sound Recordings and 
Copyrighted Musical Compositions. Instead, these investors decided 
to continue Veoh’s infringing operations in order to continue to attract 
users and advertising dollars to Veoh, and increase the value of "their 
financial interests in Veoh. 

In 2007, Veoh still again required a sizable infusion of capital to con- 
tinue its operations. More than $25 million was collectively provided 
by Shelter Capital, Spark Capital, Tomante, among other investors. 
Once again, Shelter Capital, Spark Capital, and Tomante used their 
sizable investments to obtain board seats and otherwise obtain aa~d 
maintain operational control over all of Veoh’s operations. These in- 
vestors controlled all critical decisions regaxding the content available 
on Veoh, including whether and how Veoh might implement any tech- 
nology to identify and filter copyrighted content to prevent infringe- 
ment on Veoh’s site. Further, these investors evaluated and approved 
Veoh’s launch of its Veoh TV software client which facilitated further 
infiingelnent. These investors, in using their control over Veoh’s 
activities to protect and enhance the value of their investment, control- 
led decisions over how to monetize Veoh~s business, inchlding its 
,~albstantial use of infringing content. The investors’ control over 
Veoh was so pervasive and dominant "that the in person meetings of 
the Board of Directors were not even held at Veoh’s corporate offices, 
they were held at the offices of Shelter Capital. 

Docket No. 104 at 9-16. 

Plaintiffs filed a fltree-cotmt SAC (under seal) on Febmmy- 23, 2009. (See 
sidebar.) Docket No. 3(/7. The Investor Defendants then moved to dibrniss that 
complaint on March 2, 2009 (Docket No. 320), and the court granted the motion 
with pre.ludice on May 5, 2009 (Docket No. 434). The court’s summary of its 
order is presented below. 

In the absence of clear precedent, this Court is not willing to expand 
file scope of copyright liability in a Inauner that presents a substantial 
risk of upending well-established concepts of corporate governance. 
Although the judicially-fhshioned pmlciples of secondaly copyright 
liabili .ty serve an important purpose, UMG’s proposed extension of 
these principles would likely invite a wholesale weakening of the no 
less important principle that the corporate form is meant to protect 
shareholders, directors, and officers from ordinal liability’. To allow 
for derivative cowright liability to be imposed on these Investor De- 
fendants would be particulaxly problematical. The vast and rapid ex- 
pansion of sol, ware technology in telecolnmunications is generally 
beneficial to our econolny and society, and we should not elect ob- 
stacles to that growth in the absence of sound legal and policy-based 
reasons. 

Having allowed [~4G ample opportunity to frame viable claims, the 
Court GRANTS the Investor Defendants’ motion to dismiss with pre- 
judice. 

Docket No. 434 at 15 (footnote omitted). 

The COUlt’S analyses of plaintiffs’ three counts are presented below. 

CONTRIBUTORY COPYRIGHT ~N3~RINGEMENT 

The first claim alleged by [~4G against the Investor Defendants is that 
they are liable for contributory copyright infringement. To be liable 
for contributory" copyright, a defendant must have knowledge or rea- 
son to have knowledge of direct infringement, and nmst provide ma- 
terial assistance to the inflinger. A & M Records, Inc. v. Napswr, Inc., 
239 F.3d 1004, 1019-22 (9th Cir. 2001) ("Napste/’) ("Traditionally, 
’one who, with l~owledge of the infimgmg activity-, reduces, causes or 
mate~ally conttibutes to the infringing conduct of another, may be 
held liable as a ’contributory’ infringer.’ " (citation omitted, emphasis 
added)). "One infringes contributorily by intentionally inducing or en- 
couraging direct infringement." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, 
v. Grokste~ LM., 545 U.S. 913, 930 (2005) (emphasis added) (citing 
Gershwm Pub. Co~. v. Columbia Artists ~anagement, Nc., 443 F.2d 
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1159, 1162 (2d Cir. 1971)). The Court need not reach the question of 
whether SAC sufficiently alleges that the Investor Defendants had 
actual knowledge of direct infringement, because the SAC does not 
allege sufficiantly that they gave material assistance in helping Veoh 
or its users accomplish infdngemant. 

UlVIG’s primal7 argument this time around is that "the Investor Defcn- 
drafts materially assisted in the alleged int~ingement because they pro- 
vided the ~site and facilities" for direct infringement. -I’his ~site and 
facilNes" test was established in the Ninth Circuit by I~ovisa, I~c. ~,. 
CCwn~A#ctior~, I~c., 76 F.3d 259 (9th Cir. 1996), and recently applied 
in ~¥apswr. In Fonovisa, the defendant operated a swap meet attended 
by vendors who sold infringing goods. The Ninth Circuit noted that 
~[c]ontdbutory infringement originates in tort law and stems from the 
notion that one who directly co~tnbutes to another’s infringement 
should be held accountable." Id. at 264 (emphasis added, citation omit- 
ted). It held that the swap meet operator was contributodly liable 
because ~it would be difficult tbr the i~diingmg activib~ to take place in 
the znassive quantities alleged without the support services provided by 
the swap meet. The~ services include, rater alia, the provision of 
space, utilities, parking, advertising, plumbing, and customers." !d. 
For~ovisa held that "providing the site and facilities for known in- 
fringing activity is sufficient to establish contributory liability." Id. In 
addition, the Ninth Circuit noted that the defendant operator %ctively 
b~rive[d] to provide the environment and "the market for counterfeit 
recording sales to tlmve." ]d. 

In,,~psw~; the Ninth Circuit held that the defendant provided the %ite 
and facilities" for direct infringement because it operated "an inte- 
grated service designed to enable users to locate and download MP3 
music files." ~¥apster, 239 F.3d at 1022. The district court in that case 
had found that ~[w]ithout the support services defendant provides, 
Napstcr users could not fmd and download the music they want with 
the ease of which defendant boasts." !d. (citation and internal quota- 
tion marks omitted). 

UMG contends that the Investor De~ndants provided the ~site and 
t:acilNes’’ for Veoh’s alleged acts of it~i~ngement because they provided 
funding without wtdch Veoh could not have continued its operations, 
and they provided such funds after learning of infringing activities. 
But simply providing funds is not equivalent to providing the ~space, 
utilities, parking, advertising, pltunbing, and customers" that triggered 
liability in Fono~’isa or providing the ~integrated [software] service" 
that established liability in ,\:apster. In "those cases, the defendants di- 
rectly provided the mechainsms and instruments by which the alleged 
it~iingement was achieved. ’II~e Investment Defendants are not al- 
leged to have done any such thing. 

Moreover, [~4G~s argument proves too much. If liability could 
attach to a defendant who provided any essential element of a business 
- from electricity to courier service - there would be no limits to 
seconda~ copyright liability. The Ninth Circuit recog~tized this prin- 
ciple in Pe~ect 10, Nc. v. Visa Nt’l Serv. Ass~, 494 F.3d 788 (9th 
Cir. 2007). There it rejected an allegation of contributory liability for 
a credit card company that provided payment processing services to 
alleged infringers, because ~[a]ny conception of ~site and t~cilities’ that 
encompasses [such companies] would also include a number of peri- 
pherally involved third paxties, b~Ltch as computer display compa~ties, 
storage device companies, and software companies that make the soft- 
ware nccessao~ to alter and view the pictures and even utility companies 
that provide electricity to the Intemet." Id. at 800. As "the Ninth Cir- 
cuit noted, ~that Defendants have "the power to undermine the com- 
mercial viabilit?- of in~iingement does not demonstrate that the De~n- 
dants materially contribute m that infm~gement." id. This reasomng 
applies to the Investor Defendants’ contribtNons of capital to Veoh. 
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UMG’s renewed attempt to apply L~IG Recordings, Inc. v. Bertels- 
mann AG, et al., 222 F.R.D. 408 (N.D. Cal. 2004) is also unper- 
b~uasive. As this Court discussed in its February" 2, 2009 Order, in 
Bertelsmarm the plaintiff alleged "that Bcrtelsmalm was Napster’s only 
available source of funding; that Bertelsmarm decided to keep the 
Napster service m operation even after Napster had been fotmd to be 
engaging m infringing conduct; that Napster’s investors caused Nap- 
ster to engage in infringing conduct independently of each other; and 
that the investors o~dered infi-inging activity to take place. No such 
allegations axe made by I~G m this case. Instead, aside from the In- 
vestor Defendants’ financial support, I~4G rests its theory, of contri- 
butory liability on the following assertions: 

1. The Investor Defendants made "decisions to implement features 
that would be ’threatening to cowright holders.’ " 

UMG makes this assertion m its Opposition brief, but it is mconsistant 
with the SAC, which alleges that "Among other things, Spark Capi- 
tal’s pm~cipal and designee to Veoh’s Board of Directors directed that 
’we must delay the introduction of any features that might be threaten- 
mg to the copyright holders before we axe financed.~ " And even if 
that Boaxd member had made decisions to implement features "that 
might be threatening," the allegation does not establish that he or the 
other Investor Defendants’ designees made decisions to implement 
policies that actually threatened, let alone violated, any cowrights. 

2. The Investor Defendants made "decisions not to implement vari- 
ous filtering means that could trove eli~mnated much of Veoh’s 
infi-ingmg activity." 

UMG~s argument is essentially "the investors could have done more 
to protect IYIVI(Ys copyrights." As this Court stated in its February. 2, 
2009 Order, UMG has shown no common law or statutory duty’ for in- 
vestors to preempt the possibility of infringement by requiring the op- 
eratmg company they are funding to implemant automatic or manual 
filtering systems that reject or remove copyrighted content. Failing to 
take every proactive step to protect copyright holders’ interests is not 
equivalent to "mduc[mg], caus[mg] or materially contribut[mg] to the 
infringing conduct of another." See h~apster, 239 F.3d at 1019. 

3. Each of the Investor Defendants individually had the ability to 
deter Veoh~s infringement, but chose not to. 

This alleged ability to deter infringement axises out of the Investor De- 
fandants’ mvestments m Veoh, but, as discussed above, the potential 
leverage gamed l?om such investments does not compel or even per- 
mit the conch~sion that investors are contributorily liable. 

For these reasons, the new allegations in the SAC do not establish that 
the Investor Defendants materially assisted the allegedly infringing 
activities. The Court therefore dismisses IYIVI(Ys claim of contribu- 
tory liability against the Investor Defendants. 

Docket No. 434 at 8-12 (brackets m origmal) (paxenthetical connnents 
m original) (footnotes omitted) (citations to case documents omitted). 

VICARIOUS I~OPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 

UMG’s second alleged claim against the Investor Defendants is for 
vicaJdous copyright infringement. A party may be vicariously liable if 
it has the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity, and has 
a direct financial interest in the infringing activities. ~apster, 239 
F.3d at 1022. 

This Couxt held m its Fcbruaxy 2, 2009 Order that it would not reach 
the question of the Investor Defendants’ right and ability to supervise 
because the FAC t:ailed m allege that the Investor Defendants had a 
direct financial interest m the infi-inging activities. It found that tmlike 
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in Fonovisa, iVapster, and Ellis’on v. Robertson, 357 F.3d 1072, 1078- 
79 (9th Cir. 2004) (the only binding authorities cited by UMG then 
and now), 

the "alleged t-mancial benefit that the havestor Defendants might 
some day enjoy will not come directly from Veoh’s users or 
from Veoh’s advertisers .... Nor does the FAC allege that 
Veoh has paid or will pay arty dividend or distribution to the 
Investor Defendants. It only alleges that "each will profit 
from their investments ttuough the sale of Veoh to a potential 
acquiring company or through a public offering." That finan- 
cial benefit is too f’a~; removed from the alleged "direct" finan- 
cial interest. 

Feb. 2, 2009 Order at 9. 

The SAC does little to supplement or strengthen the previous core al- 
legations of the FAC. UMG now alleges that Veoh explained to its in- 
vestors that its business model was to "use content to aggregate 
viewers on the Veoh Net~vork" and ’base that audience to derive reve- 
nues for Veoh[.]" The investors allegedly then implemented policies 
that facilitated more infringement - batch as approving the VeohTV 
software that is used to share videos - in recognition that infringmg 
content would increase the value of their sta~e. UMG also alleges that 
the investors "mamfcsted a desire that infringement occur on the Veoh 
service," supposedly evidenced by an e-mail from a Tornante em- 
ployee who suggested that "pirated content" was "clriving traffic and 
getting the Veoh name out there. I would say good." The SAC fm- 
ther alleges that the Investor Deign ’dants knew that Veoh’s business plan 
contemplated developing the company for sale to a third pasty, that 
they needed to operate Veoh to maxim~e the sale price, and that they 
knew that user traffic would be a key metric to define Veoh’s value to 
a buyer. 

These allegations still boil down to the contention that the Investor 
Defendants had a t~ancial interest in the allegedly infringing conduct 
because they believed that users were attracted to infringing material, 
attd the more users the greater the sale price of the company in the 
future. As the Court tbund in its previous Order, the prospect that in- 
vestors might some day earn a return on their investuaent from the sale 
of a company is too remote to constitute a "direct" benefit from the 
allegedly infringing activities of that company. The Court therefore 
dismisses this claim against the Investor Defendants. 

Docket No. 434 at 12-14 (brackets and ellipsis in original) (footuotes 
omitted) (citations to case doctmtents omitted). 

INq)UCING COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 

IJMG’s final claim against the Investor Defendants is that they in- 
duced copyright infringement. Inducement to infringe copyright re- 
quires ’~[distribution of] a device with the object of promoting its use 
to infringe cowright, as shown by clear expression or other affirma- 
tive steps talcen to foster infringement." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Stu- 
dios Inc., et al. v. Grokstet; Ltd., et al., 545 U.S. 913, 936-37 (2005). 
3~ais claim fails because UMG does not allege that the Investor Defen- 
dants, as either investors or board members, "distributed" any" device. 

Notwithstanding UMG’s citation to paragraph 59 of the SAC, it can- 
not fairly construe that provision or the SAC generally to allege the dis- 
tribution element. It ha~rdly tries to do so. Instead, it argues that in 
Grokster the Supreme Court cited with approval giater Technologies 
Corp. v. Calco, Ltd., 850 F.2d 660 (Fed. Cir. 1988), a patent case in 
which the Federal Circuit found liability for inducement where the de- 
fendant gave fommlas to the direct infringer, helped the direct infringer 
make the int’ringmg product, and prepaxed customer use instructions. 
But in Grokster the Supreme Court did not adopt this fommlation. It 
held only "that one who distributes a device" can be liable under an 
inducement theory.. Grokster, 545 U.S. at 937. Expanding Grokster 
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beyond this holding is neither prudent nor justified by existing 
precedent. For the reasons discussed above, the fact that the Investor 
Defendants gained leverage over Veoh’s operations by virtue of their 
investments, including the right to designate Board members, does not 
e~tablish that the?, "distributed" Vcoh’s software and services. The 
Court thus dismisses this claim against the Investor Defendaaats. 

Docket No. 434 at 15 (brackets in original) ([botnotes omitted) (citations 
to case doctunenks omitted). 

The court entered judgment regarding the Investor Defendants’ motion to dis- 
miss on June 1,2009. I)ocketNo. 460. 

APP])2AL OF TH])2 0RDI~2R ][) I&I/II, gSING COMPLAINT 

On June 11, 2009, plainfd’fs appealed the aforemcmtioned judgment to the U.S. 
Court of Appeals (9th Cir.), where the matter was lodged as Case No. 09-55902. 

The opening brief in the appeal was filed on Api~l 20, 2010. In that pleading, 
plaintiffs-appellants re-argue the core assertion that the trial cou, t found tin- 
appealing - that the Investor Defendants’ operational control of Veoh made the 
defendants liable for copyright infm~gement. The opemng brief’s Summary qf 
A t~ume~,t is excerpted below. 

If four venture capitalists got together to operate mad finance a busi- 
ness - a substantial component of which was to purchase and distribute 
stolen property or counterfeit compact discs - any federal court would 
tmhesitatingly tSnd them guilty.- of or liable tbr wrongdoing. II~e result 
should not be different in the internet world. The Shelter Defendants’ 
deliberate actions to fired and rtm the Veoh service in a maimer calcu- 
lated to massively infringe copyrights with full knowledge of such in- 
frmgement, and to profit from such infringement, subiects them to 
secondasy liability under accepted and well-established principles of 
copyright law. The District Court’s dismissal of UMG’s pleadings 
aimed at establishing their liability was reversible error and creates 
COl~flicting standards in the law - one applicable to "the brick and mor- 
tar world, another for the internet. 

As set [brth above, UMG alleged f~cts showing that the Shelter De- 
fendants - the two Shelter funds, Spark Capital, and Tornante - ob- 
tained operational control over Veoh; provided the means for Veoh’s 
infringing operations; knew that Veoh was directly and indirectly 
infringing copyrights; refused to exercise their control over Veoh to 
reduce and/or eliminate that infringement; and instead conl~buted to 
and encouraged such activity. UMG further alleged that profit was 
their motive: they knew "that copyrighted material drew viewers to 
Veoh’s service, thereby increasing its populmity, advertising reve,me, 
and its value as an acquisition target - wtdch is the point of venture 
capital. Hence, facilitating and encouraging Veoh’s copyright in- 
fringement was a means to secure a lucrative return on the Shelter De- 
fendants’ investment. These allegations give rise to vicarious liability 
for copyright infringement, contributoU liability for copyright in- 
fringement, and liability for inducement of infringement. The District 
Court improperly rejected each of these claims. 

Vicarious liability for copyright infringement exists where the defen- 
dax~t has the right and ability- to supervise the inliingmg activity and 
has a direct financial interest in the exploitation of the copyrighted 
materials. See Metro-Gol&wn-~layer Studios, I~,c. v. Grokste~; Ltd., 
545 U.S. 913, 930 (2005); Fonovisa, Nc. v. Cherry Auction, Irtc., 76 
F.3d 259, 262-63 (9th Cir. 1996). Both elements were adequately 
alleged in both the FAC and the SAC. UMG alleged that the Shelter 
Defendants’ significant investment in Veoh - through which they 
secured representation on Veoh’s Board of Directors - gave them 
operational control over the company, including the ability.- to change 
Veoh’s operations to implement measures capable of substantially re- 
ducing or eliminating cowright m[iingement. The same investment 
also conferred on the Shelter Defendants a direct financial interest in 
Veoh~s exploitation of cowrighted materials: IJMG alleged that 
Veoh~s traffic depended critically on its making available infringmg 
material, and Veoh’s traffic was a key driver of the value of the opera- 
tors’ investment. 
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Liabilib7 fbr contributoly infringement of copyright lies where a parb7 
~’knowingly contributes to the infringing conduct of another." Fono- 
visa, 76 F.3d at 264. Thus knowledge, coupled with material assis- 
tance, renders one liable for contributoU infringement. That is 
exactly what UMG alleged. The Shelter Defendants knew that Veoh 
was hosting an asray of tmauthorized copyright material, and "the?, pro- 
vided the means fbr it to do so, in addition to participating in decisions 
calculated to facilitate and continue Veoh’s infiinging conduct. ’It~ese 
allegations, taken as tree, are sufticient to establish contributoly 
copyright i,~ringement. 

Finally, a defendant is liable for inducing copyright infringement if it 
knew or had reason to know of directly infringing activity’, and it in- 
duced such activity’. Grokster, 545 U.S. at 919 (%he who distributes 
a device with "the object of promoting its use to infringe copyright, as 
shown by clear expression or other affirmative steps "taken to foster in- 
frmgelnent, is liable lbr the resulting acts of infm~gement by ttfird 
parties"); Ninth Circuit IVlanual of Model JmT Instructions (2007 ed.), 
Instruction No. 17.21. The Shelter Defendants did just that: they en- 
couraged Veoh~s infringement of copyrights by refusing to implement 
copyright filtering technology, and manifested their desire that Veoh 
obtain axed display infringing materials through their communications. 

UMG’s claims were neither novel nor unreasonable. They reflect 
long-standing principles of secondary liability: those that aid and abet 
the misdeeds of others, or profit fmln those ,nisdeeds when they could 
prevent theln, are the,nselves liable for the underlying illegal activi~. 
Each of UMG’s clain~s was supported by ample precedent that is 
equally applicable to online misconduct and offline ~mongdoing. 
Courts impose liability" in these circumstances to curtail the encourage- 
ment of, maintenance of, and investment in illegal activity,. The District 
Court’s ruling ignored these principles and the attendant case law. 
The District Court improperly focused on the title or status of the 
Shelter Defendants, rather than on their infringing conduct. That con- 
duct gives rise to liabili~ regardless of the Shelter De~ndants’ status 
or titles, and the District Court’s order dislnissing these causes of 
action must be reversed. 

I)ocket No. 18 at 23-26 (footnote omitted). 

Plaintiffs-appellants’ arguments regarding the Investor Defendants’ boaJcd con- 
trol of Veoh - and the seconda~’ liability for cowright infringement a~ising 
therefrom- axe particularly pertinent to VCs who control a portfolio company’s 
board and hence may be subject to analogous liability’ reader plaintiffs’ theou. 

In both the FAC and the SAC, UIVIG sufficiently alleged the signifi- 
cant, material contributions made by the Shelter Defendants to Veoh’s 
copyright infringelnent to satisfy the contributory infiqmgmnent stan- 
dard of,¥apster and Amazort. Among other things, UMG alleged that 
the Shelter Defendants %ought and obtained seats on Veoh’s Board of 
Directors as a condition of their investments." They thereby %b- 
rained "three of the five seats on Veoh’s Board of Directors, thus ob- 
taining full control of Veoh’s Board and of Veoh’s operations." The 
Shelter Defendants ~’took control of the company to operate it in a 
manner calculated to yield linancial reward," making % deliberate 
choice to provide the financial resources needed to operate Veoh’s m- 
fringing services .... " ’It~ey did so %olely to enrich the,nselves, with- 
out ax~y regard tbr the copyright holders, song~miters, and recordings 
artists they trampled in the process." 

UMG further alleged that ~’Veoh’s financiers implemented policies at 
Veoh that actually facilitated more infringement (such as through the 
approval of Veoh’s VeohTV software product, which] facilitated ad- 
ditional infm~gement)." It~ese policies ain~ed to generate more traf- 
tic, which would "deline Veoh’s revenue potential and its value to a 
buyer .... ’ .... Fhus, even as they becalne increasingly aware of Veoh’s 
infringing conduct," the Shelter Defendants %unneled more money 
into the business to insure fl~at it could continue to operate a service they 
knew to be infringing." UMG alleged that the Shelter Defendants’ 
investments ~Tund[ed] [Veoh’s] basic operations including pwing for 
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hardware, sothvare, and employees to develop its infi4ngmg service," 
and that this "funding [was] necessa~’ for Veoh to continue its in- 
fringing operations." But the Shelter DefendaJats made a calculated 
business decision not to devote resources to removing copyright in- 
fringing material. 

The District Court incorrectly ruled that this conduct did not aanount 
to "material assistance in helping Veoh or its users accomplish in- 
fi4ngement." The District Court cited no case holding that such alle- 
gations were insufficient. Instead, it merely dis(mguished cases find- 
ing other actors liable. It conchided that "simply providing funds is 
not equivalent to providing the ’space, utilities, parking, advertising, 
plumbing, and customers’ that triggered liability in Fonovisa [the so- 
called "site and facilities" test] or providing the ’integrated [software] 
service’ that established liability inNapster." "In those cases," the 
District Court held, "the defendants directly provided the mechanisms 
and inst~ments by which the alleged infiingement was achieved," 
which "is not equivalent" to "providing funds." The District Court’s 
distinction runs counter to this Court’s precedent and tmdermmes the 
purpose served by contributo~~ liability. 

In Fonovisa, the defendant operated a swap meet where customers 
purchased goods from individual vendors. 76 F.3d at 261. Several 
vendors at the defendant’s s~vap meet sold counterfeit recordings "that 
infringed on "the plaintiffs’ copyrigNs. Id. This Court held that "pro- 
viding the site and facilities for lcnown infringing activity is sufficient 
to establish contributor7 liability" and consequently adjudged the s-~ap 
meet operator liable, id. at 264. In Napster, the defendant operated a 
"peer-to-peer" file sharing network, through which users could: (1) 
mai<e IVIP3 music files stored on individual computers available for 
cowing by other Napster users; (2) search for MP3 files stored on 
other users’ computers; and (3) transfer exact copies of one user’s MP3 
files from one computer to another. 239 F.3d at 1011. The dislxict 
court concluded that ’%vithom the support services defendaaat provides, 
Napster users could not rind and dowttload the music they want ruth 
the ease of which defendant boasts." Id. at 1022 (citation omitted). 
This Court aff~ned that finding, "agree[ing] that Napster provides 
’the site and facilities’ for direct infringement." /d. (citation omitted). 

The Shelter Defendants sinfilarly provided "the site and facilities" for 
Veoh’s direct infringement. They knowingly provided the money to 
pay for all of the essential equipment, staff, and other operational costs 
that facilitated Veoh’s ongoing infringing conduct. This funding paid 
for "basic operations including.., hardware, software, aaad employees 
to develop its mrringing service," and these elements form "the site and 
facilNes" for Veoh’s direct infiingement. But the District Court con- 
cluded that because the Shelter Defenda~ts provided funding, rather 
than purchasing and providing hardware and softwaJre directly (for 
exanaple), the Shelter Defendants did not "directly provide[] the 
mecha~aisms and instruments by which the alleged infringement was 
achieved," and thus did not materially contribute to Veoh’s in- 
fdngement. 

The District Court focused on a distinction without a difference that 
undermines the ptnpose served by contributory liability. UMG al- 
leged both that the Shelter Defendants’ provided necessary fimding - 
funding without which Veoh would have ceased to operate - a~ad that 
they "obtain[ed] full control of Veoh’s Bowrd and of Veoh’s opera- 
tions." The Shelter Defenda~ts thus provided Veoh’s necessa~ tun& 
ing and directed its spending. Such strategic direction would include, 
for example, dedicating resources (including hardware aaad software) 
to VeohTV, which "facilitated additional infringement." Pardoning 
the operators’ contribution to Veoh’s infringement because they paid 
in cash, rather than in ldnd, is excessive fbm~alism, particularly where 
UMG alleged that the Shelter Defendants directed how Veoh spent 
that cash. There is no practical distinction between, on the one hand, 
providing cash and directing that it be spent to further infringement, 
and, on the other ha~ad, providing in kind materials that further in- 
fringemcnt. Cf Neilson v. Union Bank of Cal([brnia, 290 F. Supp. 2d 
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1101, 1129 (C.D. Cal. 2003) (holding that batiks could be liable for 
aiding and abetting a Po~i scheme by ~giving [the scheme’s mana- 
ger] access to large sums ofmorw3~ that kept his scheme afloat for a 
significant period of time") (emphasis added). Similarly, logic dic- 
tates that there is no meuningful difference in supplying a getaway car 
to be used in a robbery and supplying funds for the express purpose of 
buying such a getaway car. If accepted, the District Court’s holding 
would shield contributions to mt’dngement based on their form, rather 
than their fimction, though both contribute equally to direct infm~ge- 
ment. 

The District Court suggested that this reasoning ~proves too much," for 
~[i]f liability could attach to a defendant who provided an~’ essential 
element of a business - from electricity to courier service - there would 
be no limits to seconda~ liability." Quoting Pe@ct 10, I~c. v. Visa 
Int’l Sen’. Ass ’~, 494 F.3d 788, 800 (9th Cir. 2007), the Disi~ct Court 
stated: ~ ’that Defen ’dants have the power to undeImme the commer- 
cial viability of m[iingement does not demonstrate that the Defen ’dants 
materially contribute to that intimgement.’" The District Court’s analy- 
sis mi~pprehends UMG’s aJlegations. IJMG never b~aggested that any- 
one who provides ~’any essential element of a business" should be held 
contributory liable for infringement by that business. The Shelter De- 
fendants were not ’~peripherally-involved third paxties," like %omputer 
display companies, storage device compardes, and so£cware compar~ies 
.... " ~4sa, 494 F.3d at 800. The Shelter Defendants funded all essential 
elements of Veoh’s operations, and they direcWd how Veoh used that 
funding, with knowledge that such t~dmg fhrthered infringement - 
there would have been no ~’Veoh" without them In that respect, they 
differ markedly from the credit-card defendants in Visa, about whom 
there was no allegation of strategic direction, and no suggestion that 
they contributed to all aspects of the infringers’ businesses. These dis- 
tinctions arc critical, yet they were avoided by the District Court. 

Further, the District Court ignored this Court’s decision inPe~ect 10, 
I~c. v. Amazon.corn, I~c., 508 F.3d 1146 (9th Cir. 2007), which ad- 
&essed whether Google’s search functions rendered Google contribu- 
torily liable for making available images that infm~ged Perfect 10’s 
copyrights. This Court held that ’~an actor may be contributorily liable 
for intentionally encouraging direct infringement if the actor knowing- 
ly takes steps that are substantially certain to result in such direct in- 
fringement." Id. at 1171. This Court reversed the district couxl, which 
had held that "Google did not materially con’mbutc to infringing con- 
duct because it did not undertake any substantial promotional or ad- 
vertising efibrts to encourage visits to infringing websites, nor provide 
a significant revenue stream to the infringing websites?’ Id. at 1172. 
That analysis was ~’erroneous," because, ’~applying [this Court’s] test, 
Google could be held contributorily liable if it had knowledge that 
infringing Perfect 10 images were available using its search engine, 
could take simple measures to prevent further damage to Perfect 10’s 
copyrighted works, and failed to tatcc such steps." Id.; see also ~,~G 
Recordings, Inc. v. BerwIsmann AG, 222 F.R.D. 408, 413 (N.D. Cal. 
2004) ("cxercis[ing] essentially full operational control ... during 
periods in which" an online service ’~remained a conduit for infringing 
activity" is sufIicient m establish contributory liability). Encourage- 
merit anti strategic direction supplied by the Shelter Defendants ren- 
ders them culpable in a way the Visa credit card defendunts were not. 

As set forth above, UMG advanced the same allegations with respect 
to Veoh - and more. "Applying [this Court~s] test, [the Shelter De- 
fendunts] could be held contributorily liable if [they] had knowledge 
that infringing [music videos] were available using [Veoh’s service], 
could take simple measures to prevent furlJ~er damage to [L~4G’s] 
copyrighted works, and failed to take such steps." Amazo~.com, I~c., 
487 F.3d at 729. But tmlike Google, the Shelter Defendants provided 
material contributions and strategic direction to the direct infringer 
(Veoh); at most, Google contributed to the directly infringing activity, 
without providing ax~y strategic direction to the direct infringers. 
Google was agnostic as to the conduct of the direct infringers - it was 
either unaware of such conduct or lacked the means to stop or lhnit it. 
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I’he Shelter Defendants, in contrast, were aware of the conduct and 
had the means and opportunity to stop Veoh’s rampant copyright in- 
fringement. They were thus better positioned than Google to "take sin~- 
ple measures to prevent fmthcr damage" to UlVIG’s cowrighted works, 
including, for example, instituting filtering technologies, or blocking 
Veoh’s launch of VeohTV, or shutting down the "site and facilities" 
for Veoh’s itffiingement, at least u~N1 Veoh scrubbed its site of in- 
fringing material. They did not and are therefore liable for con- 
tributo~7 copyright itffiingement. 

Deliberately aiding a3nd abetting illegal activities furthers unla~Yul 
activi~ and is therefore grounds for secondary" liabili~. Hence finan- 
ciers of b~Ltch activity are regularly held liable. See, e.g., In re First 
Alliance~Vlortgage Co., 471 F.3d 977, 994 (9th Cir. 2006) (investment 
bm~: could be liable for aiding and abetting fraudulent lending prac- 
tices where it "satisfied all of [the customer’s] financing needs ... 
[and] kept [itl in business, knowing thin its financial difficulties stem- 
reed dAectly and indirectly fiom ... its dubious lending prac- 
tices"); Merge v. Baehler, 762 F.2d 621,625 (8th Cir. 1985) (bamk that 
fma3nces corporations selling worthless thrift certificates is liable for 
aiding and abetting an illegal scheme if it ~mderstood that the thrift 
certificates were worthless and, as a result, prolonged the business 
lives of [the corporations] for its own benefit at the expense of the cer- 
tificate holders"). The same principle animates contributov copyright 
infringement, and thus the Shelter Defendants’ deliberate encourage- 
merit of such infringement should subject them to liability-. The Dis- 
trict Court erred when it ruled otherwise. 

Docket No. 18 at 38-47 (brackets, ellipses, emphasis, and parenthetical 
commenks in original) (foomotes omitted) (references to the record on 
appeal omitted). 

Appellees filed their answering brief on June 11, 2010. Docket No. 22. 

MOTION FOR Sb~!IMARY JUDG;I/IENT 

Following the dismissal of the Investor Defenda~ts, the court granted defendant 

Veoh’s motion for summary judgment (and thereafter entered final judgment). 

APPt~2AL OI"" THI~2 ORDER GR~4:~I’ING ~]L~IMARY,JUDGMI~JNT 

Plaintiffs appealed the court order granting summa33~ judgment on November 
10, 2009, and the matter was lodged as Case No. 09-56777 with the U.S. Court 
of Appeals (9th Cir.). 

Plaintiffs-appellants filed their opening brief on June 17, 2010. Therein, they 
raised the following issues. 

Did the District Court err in holding that defendax~t Veoh Net~vorks, 
Inc.’s (hereinafter, "Veoh") reproductions of videos embodying 
copyrighted works fell within the lintitation of liabili~ of the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act CDMCA"), 17 U.S.C. § 512(c), for 
"infringement of copyright by reason of the storage at the direction 
of a user of material that resides on a ~.~btcm or network controlled 
or operated by or for the sc~vice provider’~? 

2. Did the District Court err in holding that Vcoh’s b~camlng of videos 
embo@ing copyrighted works fell within the limitation of liabilib~ 
of Section 512(c) for "infimgement of copyright by reason of the 
storage at the direction of a user of material that resides on a bTstem 
or network controlled or operated by or for the service provider"? 

3. Did the District Court err in holding that Veoh’s distribution, through 
downloads, of videos embodying copyrighted works fell within the 
limitation of liability of Section 512(c) for "infringement of copy- 
right by reason of the storage at the direction of a user of material 
that resides on a bTstem or network controlled or operated by or [br 
the service provider"? 
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4~ Did the district court err in holding, on s~unary judgment, that 
Veoh camed its burden in satisfying each of the following elements 
of Section 512(c) as a matter of law: (a) Veoh lacked actual know- 
ledge that the material or an activity using the material on Vcoh’s 
s~,stem or network was infringing; (b) Veoh was not a:warc of facts 
or circumstances from which infringing activity was apparent; a~d 
(c) Veoh does not receive a financial benefit directly attributable to 
its infringing activity, in a case in which Veoh has the right a~d 
ability to control such activity? 

Docket No. 32 at 2. 

The opening briefs Stateme~t oftkte Case is pre~nted below. 

This appeal presents critical issues concendng cowrighi lawns applica- 
tion to wcbsite businesses ~dmt aggregate a~d dis~q])ute copyrighted con- 
tent uploaded by their users without authorization from the cowrigN 
om~ers. These businesses, which include Veoh, encotwage mxd facilitate 
the uploading of videos by their users to their websites, thereby enabling 
the websites to amass librmies of tens of ttwusands of videos, which 
they then cow, display, and offer for free downloading to anyone in the 
world. The websites "monetize" this content by selling advertisements 
on the web pages displaying the videos, including advertising related to 
the video content dis]~la.,/ed. The videos uploaded axe frequently profes- 
sionally produced music videos, tdevision programming, and motion 
pictures, since these axe the works that people most want to see. But 
neither the user nor the website has permission t?om the cowright holder 
to use this content. 

Historically, businesses like Veoh that engaged in the unauthorized dis- 
tribution of cowrighted content were considered pirates and dealt with 
accordingly - they were found liable for damages and enjoined. The 
question here is not whether Veoh’s operations involved copyright in- 
frmgcment; even the District Court recogmzed that they did. Rather, 
this case poses the qucs*tion of whether different rules apply in the inter- 
net reahn, so that such sites are tmmtme t~om tina~cial responsibility for 
the copyright itffiingement the?" co~mnit and ~om which they profit. 
I’he court below, based on a mistaken inte~etation of the DMCA, erro- 
neously so held. 

This case was brought by certain entities within the Univer~l Music 
Group of compa~ties (hereinaI’ter ~UIVIG"). On September 4, 2007, when 
UlVIG filed its complaint for cowright h~ingemcnt (direct, vicarious, 
contributory, and inducement), thousands of music videos owned by 
UlVIG were available on Veoh for streaming and free do,x~oading - 
without LTMG’s permission. In its Answer, Veoh raised as its p~incipal 
defense Section 512(c) of the DIVICA, which limits online service pro- 
viders’ (hereinafter ~’service provide~:’ or ’~ISP") liability for cowright 
infringement "by reason of the storage at the direction of a user of 
material that resides on a system or network controlled or operated by or 
for the service provider." This appeal addresses two orders issued by 
the District Court on motions for smnmary judgment by the parties. 

The first ruling was issued in response to a motion brought by UMG, 
which sought partial s"anunaO, judgment that Veoh was not entitled to 
DMCA protection because the activities which gave rise to Veoh’s 
liability - its reproduction of videos embo@ing copyrighted woNs, its 
public pefforma~ace of those videos tim)ugh streaming, and its distri- 
bution of those videos through free, permanent do~,nloads - did not 
constitute infringement "by reason of s~orage at the direction of a user of 
material" residing on its network. UMG a~:gued that the infringing 
activities were neither "storage" nor at the "direction of a user." In 
an Order dated December 3 l, 2008, the District Court denied UMG’s 
motion, opining that the phrase "by reason of storage" encompassed 
more than "storage" and was not lin~ited to infringement proximately 
caused by storage. 
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On September 11,2009, the Court granted Veoh’s motion [for summaxy 
judgment], finding that there was no genuine dispute of material t~act as 
to whether Veoh had actual or "red flag" knowledge of the infringement 
on its website as requircd by subsections 512(c)(1)(A)(i) and (ii), and 
that Vcoh did not have the right and ability, to control the infringement 
on its site as required by subsection 512(c)(1 )(B). 

Docket No. 32 at 4-7 (citations to the record on appeal omitted) (foot- 
note omitted) (emphasis in original). 

In Case No. 09-55902: Appellants filed their reply brief on July 15, 2010. 
Docket No. 34. 

In Case No. 09-56777: Appellee Veoh Networks filed its answering brief on 
July 19, 2010. Docket No. 37. Appellants submitted their reply [~ef on August 
16, 2010. DocketNo. 52. 

In a 49-page opinion entered in lx~th cases on December 11,2011, the appellate 
court affirmed the district couxt’s ruling. 

We affmn the district court’s detcmaination on summaQ’ judgment 
that Veoh is entitled to § 512(c) safe haxbor protection, and its dis- 
missal of the clain~s of secondary liabili~~ against the Investor Defen- 
drafts. We also aftiml its detem~ination that, in this case, attorney’s 
fees may not be awmded under Rule 68. We remand fbr the district 
court to consider in the t~st instance whether Veoh is entitled to Rule 
68 costs excluding attorney’s fees. 

Case No. 09-55902, Docket No. 39 at 21106. 

~’~ ]’~ECENT EVENTS ~ 

Appellate Court: Plaintiffs-appellants’ petition for rehcaxing en bane (which 
was filed on January 24, 2012) has not been tMly briefed. 

D~strkt Court: Only admims~mtive matters were docketed during this coverage 
period. 

This ut~date covers the period from Februaa~. 1 to Febmaay 29, 2012. m 
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HRJ CapitM BD, LLC, et ~do 

Super. Ct. (Santa Clara Cty., Cal.) 
Case No. 1-09-CV-139520 

Complaint filed on April 6, 2009 

Link to Case 

PLAINTI FFS~ COUNSEL 

Michael E. Baumann, Esq. 
Richard C. Harlan, Esq. 

Kirldand & Ellis 
(Los Angeles, Cal.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Ermnett C. Stanton, Esq. 
Fenwick & West 

(Mountain View, Cal.) 

Cortney McDevitt, Esq. 
Jackson Lewis 

(San Francisco, Cal.) 

Tara IVlcManigal, Esq. 
Orriclq Herrington & Sutcliffe 

(San Francisco, Cal.) 

Leo D. Plotkin, Esq. 
Levy, Small & Lallas 

(Los Angeles, Cal.) 

SAC’s CAUSES OF ACTION 

1. Failure to pay wages earned in violation or’Cal. 
Labor Code §§ 200, 202, 203, and 204 

2. Breach of contract 

3. Breach of the covenant of good t~aith and i~air 
dealing 

4. Intentional interference with contractual relations 
inducing breach of contract 

5. Conversion under Cal. Civ. Code §§ 3336 and 3294 

6. Fraud 

7. Failure to u~ reasonable case - breach of fiduciary 
duty 

8. Aiding und abetting breach offiducia3’ duty, 

9. Wrongful interference with attachment 

10. Termination in violation of public policy - retalia- 
tory filing 

11. DetZamationper se 

C4SE ,~ YNOPSIS 

HRJ Capital was founded th 1999 by fomaer San Franci~o 49ers Thomas Baxton 
and Ronald C’Ronnie") Lott. The firm was designed to be a fund of funds that 
focused its investmems on top-tier venture capital firms, but it soon diversified 
into real estate and hcxtge fund investments. 

tIRJ Capital und its associated entities (collectively, ’~tRJ") Ian into financial 
problems in 2006, und the group’s assets were sold to Capital Dynamics in 2009. 

Da~en Wong, Duraa Curtis, aa~d Lane Auten, all of whom were managing direc- 
tors at HRJ, have now filed two actions in which they allege they aJce owed more 
than $10 rmllion in wages and fees that went unpaid when HRJ’s assets were 
sold. 

DEFENDANTS 

The TACC names the following prmlary de/’endazlts. 

¯ HRJ Capital, HRJ Capital BD, and the "CD GP Entities" (a multi- 
plicity of inveslanant partnerships HRJ lnanages) 

¯ Capital Dynamics und CDI-IRJ (Menlo Park, Cal.) 

¯ Silicon Valley Bazlk (Santa Clara, Cal.) 

¯ Ronald Lott (HRJ’s co-Founder and Managing Partner) 

¯ Hans Baxton (HRJ’s co-Founder und Managing Partner) 

¯ Jeffrey Bloom (HRJ’s Chief Counsel and Chief Compliance Ofl]cer) 

OVERVIEW OF TIIE ACTION 

The two cases at issue axe Wong v. HRJ Capital BD (see sidcbar) und dutch v. 
HRJCapitalBD, Case No. 1-09-CV-140349, Super. Ct. (Sunta Clara Cty., Cal.). 
The cases were later consolidated, with lVong being the lead case. 

The operative complaint is the Ttm:d Amended Consolidated Complaint 
("TACC"), which was filed on June 28, 2011. The pleading’s background in- 
formation and material allegations largely mirror those presented in the 
SACC, which axe excerpted below. 

Defendunts owe Plaintiffs lrtorc thml $2 million in past-due unpaid 
wages and lnillions more in future wages required to be paid. Defen- 
dants have repeatedly denied Plaintiffs their rightful wages throughout a 
delnonstrated history of broken promises, lies, questiouable accounting 
practices, mid bla ’tant dishonest intertbrence with Plaintiffs’ vested rights. 

Plaintift2s were employed as high-level associates at HRJ and had valid 
employment agreements ruth IYRJ that required HRJ to pay Plaintiffs a 
~lary and a percentage of the management tees garnered from the 
b]~ecific funds that Plaintiffs managed. HRJ has repeatedly refused to 
pay Plaintiffs, in cleax violation of the employment agreelnents. 

Instead of paying Plaintiffs, Barton, Loll, and HRJ improperly’ took 
Plaintiffs’ wages to serve as collateral for extensive loans tionl Silicon 
Valley Bank, mthout Plaintiffs’ knowledge or consent. Silicon Valley 
Bank extended these loans to Barton, Lott, and HRJ with filll l~ow- 
ledge that at least paxt of the collateral for these loans belonged to Plain- 
tiffs. Moreover, Silicon Valley Baa~k, as HRJ’s major creditor, exerted 
control over IYRYs finances aa~d was instrumental in denying Plaintiffs’ 
right to receive their wages. 

(contitmed on next page) 
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Faced with ttRJ’s increasing tinancial ditliculties, Barton, Lott, Capital 
Dynamics, axed Silicon Valley Bank orchestrated an assets-only fore- 
closure sale in July 2009 that transferred all of HRJ’s assets to Capital 
Dynamics - including the unpaid wages owed to Plaintiffs. HRJ now 
claims that it is depleted of all its assets and is unable to pay Plaintiffs 
their wages. Capital Dynamics knew about HRJ’s outb~nding obliga- 
tions to Plaintiffs, and was instrumental in structuring the sale in a way 
that purposefully demed Plaintiffs’ their earned wages. 

Defendants ItRJ, Barton, Lott, and Bloom are alter egos of each other; 
and Defendants Silicon Valley Bank and Capital Dynamics aided and 
abetted in wrongful actions against the Plaintiffs. As such, each I)efen- 
dant is subject to joint axed several liabili~" for their wrongful actions. 

In additio~ Plaintiffs Wong and Cmis assert claims of wrongful termi- 
nation, based on HRJ’s abrupt ternmnation of their employment, follow- 
mg and in counection with protected activities .... Wong asserts a 
defhmation claim based on false and injmious statements about Wong 
by ttRJ agents to employees and to ItRJ Limited Partners. 

I)ocket No. 4 at 2-3. 

The following excerpt from the SACC sununa~izes plaintiffs’ core assertion that 
HRJ ran into severe £mancial problems in 2006 and then attempted to resolve the 
situation by pledging all of its assets to Silicon Valley, Baz~k ("SVB") to col- 
lateralize loans, including personal loans to Lott and Ba~on. 

Lott and Barton used another of their companies - Eleven Rings - to 
~arehouse" subscription agreements. Under the warehousing model, 
Eleven Rings entered into sa~bscription agreements with underlying 
private equib~ funds with the intention to transfer these fund interests to 
the HRJ Funds, &s the HRJ Funds accumulated sufficient investor com- 
mitments to assume the full cormnitment obligations for each of the 
underlying funds. Under these agreements, Eleven Rings was required 
to meet capital calls from the underlying funds. 

SVB would provide Eleven Rings with so-called ~’warehousing lines" so 
that Eleven Rings could meet its capital call requirements to the trader- 
lying funds. Those loans were to be paid back once the ttRJ Ftmds had 
had raised sufficient private investor funds to assume the full capital 
commitments of the underlying funds. In order to secure these loans for 
Eleven Rmgs, plus workmg capital lines and personal loans, Lott and 
Barton pledged all of HRJ’s assets as collateral for the loans, uz~be- 
knownst to Plaintiffs. 

As Eleven Rings incurred third-party obligations under subscription 
agreements, fulfilled through the warehousing loans provided by SVB, 
they knew there was no identitied source of t~ding available to fultill 
the remainder of the funding comrmtments and pay off the warehousing 
loans. Eleven Rings axed SVB took a calculated risk. If Eleven Rings 
flailed to raise sufficient funds from its lin~ited partnerships, it and SVB 
would have to bea~ the loss. 

As the capital call debt grew, however, Eleven Rings - through Lott and 
Barton and with SVB’ s approval - transferred these debt obligations to 
the various tIP, J Funds that Lott and Barton controlled as tIRJ GP’s [sic, 
GPs]. 

These transfers were in blatant violation of the partnership structure and 
the govermng docun~ents of the HRJ Funds, which prohibited borrow- 
ing m excess of raised capital .... 
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Lott and Barton perpetrated these improper transl~s for their personal 
gain, because through these transfers, management fees from the HRJ 
Funds became collateral in pazt fur securing substantial sums of money 
in personaJ loans from SVB. Lott and Bazton used their corporate iden- 
tity as the GP’s [sic, GPs] of the HRJ Funds to protect SVB’s interests 
and their own personal interests as SVB’s borrowers, and to the de~ui- 
ment of the tlRJ Funds and its limited partners, including Plaintiffs. 

In short, Eleven Rings and SVB undertook too large a debt obligation 
and improperly transtE~ed their obligations to the ttRJ Funds. 

!d. at 17-18. 

Barton’s and Lott~s actions, plaintiffs argue, left HRJ in a situation that was so 
fmancially perilous that the firm stopped paying plaintiffs’ wages and manage- 
ment fees in late 2007. Plaintiff Wong, for example, asserts the HRJ entities 
owe him $10.7 mtllion - $1.8 million in past wages and $8.9 million in future 
wages. 

In February 2009, Wong apparently filed a wage clain~ with Calilbrnia’s Divi- 
sion of Labor Standards Enforcement CDLSE"). Very" shortly thereafter, he in- 
formed HRJ that he intended to resigr~ but he was allegedly fired on the spot. 

On or about February~ 27, 2009, PlaintiffWong indicated his intention to 
resign his position with HRJ, prtmarily because of the Company’s 
refusal to pay Wong’s past due wages. Wong’s lab~ day of employment 
was scheduled to be Fffday, IVlarch 6, 2009. On lk~ch 5, 2009, he met 
with several representatives of the Company to discuss his unpaid wages. 
Wong stated that he tmderstood that California required I~,J to pay all 
wages due on his last day of employment, including his management l~s. 

At about 3:30 pm the same day - and the day before Wong~s scheduled 
departure- the Company~s Chief Restructuring Officer, RichaJrd Couch, 
and Defendant Bloom tem~inated Wong’s employment, purportedly for 
"Cause." Wong asked what constituted "Cause," but Couch replied that 
HRJ did not have to give a reason. Couch stated that Wong would 
receive a letter otNining the Company’s reason lbr temdnating his em- 
ployment far ~’Cause." Wong never received a~ such letter. Couch 
and Bloom told Wong that ifWong did not immediately leave the buil& 
~ng, they would call the police. Wong was only allowed to leave the 
building with his bffefcase and was instructed to leave his laptop behind. 
When Wong mentioned that he had personal files on the laptop, Bloom 
told him that the?’ would put the personal files on to a CD and send it to 
Wong. 

Wong then left the building after closing the laptop. Wong never 
received a CD with his personal liles. Later that same evening, Wong 
received a call from a colleague asking tdm to quicldy change his pass- 
words to his personal intemet email accounts as Bloom and others were 
accessing his private email accounts. 

I~,J had incentive to find a for "Cause" reason to fire Plaintiffs. Under 
written agreements with ttRJ, provided that their employment was not 
t~rminated for "Cause," Cuffs a~ad Wong are each entitled to: (a) on- 
going ma~aagement fee payments for the life of certain funds; (b) camed 
interests in certain funds; and (c) 100% accelerated vesting of their ffghts 
to management fees in connection with an employment termmafion 
within misery days before or one year after a change of control. A termi- 
nation for "Cause," however, results in forfeiture. 

Id. at 20-21. 

Subsequent events affsmg from }LRJ’s linancial predicament exacerbated what 
was essentially a ~ongful termination and retaliation dispute. To wit, i~aced with 
pressing finaJacial demancks, HRJ sold its assets to defendant Capital Dynamics in 
2009, with plaintif£s now arguing that the tra~a~ction was intentionally and spe- 
cifically designed to deprive them of their wages. 

In late January 2009 ... HRJ, with SVB’s assi~u~nce, began to seek poten- 
tial outside buyers, tIRJ’s 11nancial condition had deteriorated significant- 
ly, and ttRJ was on the verge of insolvency. SVB did not want to manage 
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investment thnds or employees, and the prospect of an acquisition by a 
third paxty in the LOI was viewed as the best course for cutting its 
finaJacial losses. 

On April 1, 2(/(/9, Capital Dynamics issued a press release a~anouncing 
its intent to buy only the assets of HRJ. HRJ, Capital I~Tnamics, a~d 
SVB were orchestrating a transfer of all ma~aagement fees and carded 
interests to Capital Dynamics. As a result of such a transfer, the man- 
agemcnt fees (aaa asset) aaad carded intercept (vested rights) would be 
diverted to Capital Dynamics, leaving HRJ with no revenues or assets to 
pay its obligations - including past due employee wages. 

The b~xucture of the sale was descfibed as a "liability segregatioff’ through 
a "pro-wired sale following foreclosure by SVB." In other words, SVB 
agreed to exercise its lien, or foreclose, on ttRJ fimds based upon a pre- 
vious agreement ("pre-wired") ~br Capital Dynarmcs to buy the assets 
mthout the liabilities (liabilib~ segregation). As a result of such a trax~s~r~ 
the maJaagement tees (an asset) would go to Capital Dynamics, leawng 
HRJ with no revenues or assets to pay its obligations, including past due 
employee wages. 

HRJ axmounced that its current owners, Barton and Lott, along with Jeff 
Bloom, would join Capital Dynamics as executives, complete with lu- 
crative employment contracts and other economic incentives, including 
Capital Dynamics’ assumption of Lott and Baxton’s personal loans 
(totaling approxtmatcly $14 million) that were previously secured by 
HRJ’s assets. 

The Capital Dynamics traatsaction closed effective July 15, 2009, and was 
b~uctured as a private foreclosure sale pursuant to the Peaceful Fore- 
closure Agreement. Under the Peaceful Foreclosure Agreement, SVB is 
designated as the ~h~t-pfiofity secured creditor, and all the personal 
property of }LRJ, Eleven Rings, and another entity, "Olympus Capital, 
LP" is designated as collateral The Agreement states that since default 
had occurred, all debt obligations were accelerated and immediately 
payable, thus granting SVB the fight to foreclosure. SVB then sold all 
the "collateral" to a Capital Dynamics Enti~ - CDHRJ GP LLC - as 
the Purchaser. 

Capital Dynamics created new Capital Dynarmcs GP Entities, aa~d then 
instructed Lott a~ad Barton to improperly transfer all fights to manage- 
mcnt fees from the old HRJ GP Entities to the new Capital Dynamics 
GP Enities in violation of the HRJ GP Entities’ pax’mership agreements. 
For their paxt, Capital Dynamics rewarded Lott, Barton aa~d Bloom with 
lucrative employment contracts at Capital Dynamics and assumed their 
personal loans [?om SVB on restructured and highty favorable temps for 
Barton and Lott. 

Capital I~namics is now controlhng the winding-do~,n process of HRJ, 
and has directed HRJ to not pay" Plaintiffs aa~y past due wages owed un- 
der thek management fee agmen~ents. CapiM Dynamics is also ~g 
on beh~f of the ~ l~ted ~c~Nps that man~ ~e ~dc~lymg 
f~ds, and as discussed above, has ~om~ed Plaintiffs &ey axe m default 
for not responding to capi~J cNls made ~der &e auspices of &e ~J 
GP Entities’ ~mersNp agreemen~ wMe at &e ~me t~e mfi~smg to 
pay management fees to Plamt~’t; m direct violation of those Entities’ 
p~stfip agre~en~. 

Capi~l Dynamics orches~a~d ~e ~ansfer of ~J’s as~ts and &e 
mn~ng do~ of ~J and its GP Entities, and ~owmgly reded aa~d 
a~tted ~ ~J, Lott, and Ba~on’s violations of the L~ted Pa~ersNp 
Agreement between the GP EntNes and Plaintiffs, and the fiducia~ 
duties owed to Plamf~fs as Lm~ted Pa~crs &creundcr. 

Id. at 24-27. 

The SACC l l causes of action axe listed in the sidebax. 

ANSWEI~q; 

Defendants Bloom, HRJ Capital, aa~d HRJ Capital BD answered the SACC on 
June 14, 2010. DockctNo. 12. 
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MOTION TO ~’TRIKE ,~r DEMURRERS 

Defendant Silicon Valley Ba~nk moved to strike certain portions of the SACC on 
June 30, 2010. DocketNo. 15. 

Also on June 30, 2010, defendants Silicon Valley Bar& and Capital Dynamics 
filed separate denmrrers to the SACC. Docket Nos. 13 and 17, respectively. 

The only document filed dm-ing this coveiage period was delendant Capital 
L~namics’ supplemental and superseding memorandum ISO its previously Ned 
demurrer to the SACC. The pleading provides the following perspective on the 
case. 

Plaintif£s assert a multitude of claims against their former employer and 
its affiliates for %ontractual and tort-based employment claims" for un- 
paid wages. Essentiaaly, Plaintiffs contend that their former employer, 
HILl Capital, LLC ("HRJ"), flailed to pay salary. and other employment- 
related compensation. 

Plaintiffs’ [colnplainq also asserts four claims against Capital Dynam- 
ics, Inc. ("CD"). ttowever, Plaintiffs do not allege that CD ever em- 
ployed them. Rather, Plaintif£s allege that CD is liable because, after a 
tbreclosure by HRJ~s baN;, CD purchased assets from the bank that had 
previously been owned by HRJ. Plaintiffs also allege that CD might be 
liable because, after the foreclosure, it entered into new management 
contracts with limited paxtnerships that had previously con~xacted with 
HILl or its affiliates. Plaintiffs seem to contend that the loss of revenue 
to ttRJ associated with tile prior terminated management cuntmcts 
someliow gives rise to contract or tort claims against CD. 

In asserting these claims, Plaintiffs simply ignore the most basic prin- 
ciples goveming secured and unsecured creditors, foreclosure sales and 
commercial transactions. Very. simply, a pa~ty is not liable to unsecured 
creditors or employees of a company, either in tort or contract, merely 
because it purchases assets from a lender who took "title at a foreclosure 
sale, even if the effect of the foreclo~arc was to prevent the company 
fiom continuing to operate its business and generate revenues. Simi- 
larly, there is no tort or contract liability simply because pre-existing 
management contracts, in which Plaintiffs had no lien or securib~ 
interest, are terrmnated and replaced with contracts with a new mana- 
ging entity. This is particularly so when Plaintiffs’ allegations affirma- 
tively show that Plaintiffs’ rights under the pre-existing max~agement 
contract had been elm~inated by actions of HRJ and its secured creditor. 
Yet, PlainlAffs allege nothing more ti~n these flacts, which do not suffice 
to b~te any valid claJ~n. 

DocketNo. 19 at 1. 

Plaintiffs have directed foul claims against defendant Capital Dynarmcs: Claim 
Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 8 (sidebax). Capital I)ynam~cs~ rebuttal of plaintifl2s’ claim for 
conversion (Claim No. 5) is excerpted below. 

Plaintiff’s assert a claim for conversion against various defhndants, in- 
cNding CD. Plaintiffs allege that the Defendant[s] have "taken posses- 
sion and control of tnanagement tees" and that a percentage of those 
funds axe owed to Plaintiff as wages. On this basis, Plaintiffs contend 
that there has been a conversion. 

There axe any number of problems with tiffs claim. To allege a claim of 
conversion, Plaintiffs must present facts sliowmg: 1) their fight to im- 
tnediate possession of personal property subject to conversion; 2) the 
Defendant’s ~Tongful act or disposition of the property; and 3) dam- 
ages. See Harffl)rd Fin. Corp. v. Bums, 96 Cal.App.3d 591,598 (1979). 

IIere, Plaintiffs have flailed to allege several necessao, eletnents of their 
conversion claim. First, they" have not identified any personal propeW 
that CD conld have converted. Tile traditional role that only tangible 
property can be the subject of a conversion claim, although eroded, re- 
mains applicable. ,Nee Silvaco Data Systems v. lntel Corp., 184 Cal. App. 
4th 210, 239, n. 21 (2010); Olschewski v. Hudson, 87 Cal.App. 282, 
286-289 (1927); see also Boon Rawd Trading Nt7 Co., Ltd. v. Pale- 
ewong Trading Co., 688 F.Supp.2d 940, 955 (N.D. Cal. 2010) (rejecting 
conversion claims with respect to the goodwill of a business, "a highly 
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abb~ract property interest," and importation rights, "an intangible con- 
tractual right protected under contract law, not tort law.’). While 
money can be viewed as tmagible property for purposes of a conversion 
claim in some circums ’tances, that is tree ottly where the money consists of 
a ~]~ecific identitiable fund that the de~ndax~t had an obligation to keep or 
dehver to the plaintiffl See PCO Inc. v Ch~qs~ensen, ~Iille~ t,’in~ Jacob,; 
Giase~ West & Shapiro LLP, 150 CaJ.App.4th 384, 28 397 (2007). 

Plaintiffs’ o~n allegations demonstrate that "there is no property interest 
that could have been converted. Plaintiffs’ claim is pranarily directed at 
the contractual obligations of the investment partnerships to pay man- 
agement tees to tIRJ entities. It is insufficient to allege an ownership in 
the fees themselves. See e.g., Imperial l/alley Co. v. Globe Gram & 
M~lling Co., 187 CaJ. 352, 354 (1921) (finding no conversion when the 
agreement at issue created no title in the asset at isb~ue). Additionally, a 
contractual obligation to pay fees for future yeazs is not personal 
property that can be subject of a conversion claim, especially when that 
obligation is dependent on the performances of maa~agemcnt services 
dining those future yeazs. 

Second, Plaintiff; have not alleged that they omaed or had any right to 
immediate possession of the alleged property at the time of the supposed 
conversion. Rather, their allegations simply allege that Plaintiffs had a 
fight to wages from HRJ which were to be determined, in paxt, on the 
amount of those management fees. Plaintiffs specifically allege that 
SVB had a prior security intcreb~t in the contracts whereby the paxtner- 
ships paid management fees, and those conlract fights were among the 
property foreclosed. Given that Plaintiffs do not allege that they made 
aRv challenge to the validib" of that foreclosure sale, they can make no 
claim that the?" somehow own or possess a right to the management 
obligations of the paxtnerships. 

Third, Plaintiffs have not alleged any injury. Their own allegations 
eb~tablish that they were unsecured creditors who stood to recover from 
HRJ only if its assets exceeded HRJ’s prior secured liability to SVB. 
Yet, Plaintiffs do not and carmot allege that the management fee obliga- 
tions would have been paid to them even if CD had never become 
invoNed. On the cont~w, Plaintiffs’ allegations confirm that those fees 
would simply have continued to be paid to the lockbox controlled by 
SVB as the secured creditor. 

Docket No. 19 at 10-12 (emphasis in originaJ) (citations to case docu- 
ments omitted). 

In an order filed on September 8, 2010, the court: (1) denied defendant SVB’s 
motion to b~uikc; (2) overruled SVB’s dc~nurrers to "the first, second, eighth, and 
ninth causes of action; (3) b"astained SVB’s demurrer to the fifth cause of action, 
with leave to amend; (4) oven~aled def~ndax~t Capital Dynarmcs’ demt~ers to the 
third, fourth, and eighth causes of action; and (5) ~astained Capital Dynamics’ 
demurrer to the fifth cause of action, with leave to amend. Docket No. 31. 

A RBI TRA TION 

On November 3, 2010, defendant Capital Dynamics moved to compel wrbitm- 
lion. However, the court denied the motion on June 6, 2011. 

TIlE TACC AND SUBSEQUENT MOTIOAS 

Plaintiffs filed their TACC on June 28,2011. Docket No. 114. 

During September 2011, defenda~ts HRJ Capital, ttRJ Capital Management, 
and HRJ Capital BD a~aswered the TACC. Docket Nos. 121 and 130. 

Also during September 2011, HRJ Funds and the CD GP Entities demurred to 
the TACC. Docket No. 124. On Janua13/ 13, 2012, plaintiffs filed their oppo- 
sition (Docket No. 163), and dcfendunts replied on January 20, 2012 (Docket 
No. 179). 

On November 10, 2011, defendmit SVB moved for summaxy adjudication on 
the ninth canse of action. Docket No. 142. On January 17, 2012, plaintiffs filed 
their opposition (Docket No. 171), and SVB replied on January 20, 2012 (Dock- 
etNo. 178). 
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RECENT EVE~VTS" 

In an order filed on Februasy 6, 2012, the court: (1) overruled the HRJ Funds and 
the CD GP Entities’ demurrer to the FACC; (2) overruled defendant SVB’s 
demurrer to the FACC; aa~d (3) denied defendaa~t SVB’s motion for sunnna~ 
adjudication on the ninth cause of action. Docket No. 185. 

The HPJ Funds and "the CD GP Entil~es ffl~t a joint a~qswer "to the FACC on 
FebmaU 21, 2012. DocketNo. 188. 

Itfis update covers the period from FebnmU 1 to February 29, 2012. [] 
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CLAIMS 

1. Declaratmy relief 

2. Breach of fiduciary duty 

3. Constructive fraud 

4. Actual fraud 

5. Declaratory relief 

6. Breach of contract 

7. Breach of the implied covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing 

INTRODUCTION 

In both the judicial system and the media, Facebook thunder IvIark Zuckerberg 
has been frequently portrayed as a socially dysfunctional whitlow with a bent 
for tcclmologica] takings. The allegations recently set forth in Paul Ceglia’s on- 
going fraud action again~t him do nothing to mitigate that reputation, with Ceglia 
asser’ung that Zuckcrberg misappropriated certain assets of the parties’ partner- 
ship and placed them in the entity now l~omi as Facebook. 

The lesson to be learned from this case, however, is not simply one specific to 
dealing with Zuckerberg - that lesson was deftly demonstrated by the Winkle- 
voss twins. Rather, regardless of whether Ceglia’s allegations against Zucker- 
berg axe true, the lesson is that there is no excuse for incomplete due diligence. 
Indeed, this case could be a wake-up call for investors, law firms, and insur- 
ance careers to ramp up due diligence efforts to unprccedanted levels. 

CASE OVERVIEW 

In 2010, sole plaintiff Paul Ceglia filed a barebones New York State complaint 
asserting that Zuckerberg had defrauded him of his omaership interest in Face- 
[x3ok. Zuckerberg and Facelx~ok, who axe the only two named defendants, timely 
removed the case to federal court (Docket No. 1 ) and then successfully tbught 
Ceglia’s attempt to have the case remanded to state court (I)ocket No. 36). 

On April 11, 2011, plaintiff Ceglia filed a highly detailed FAC, wherein he 
asserted that he and Zuckerbcrg had entered into a contract in 2003 that had the 
effect of establishing a partnership between them "for the development and com- 
mercialization of ~The Face Book,’ the concept and website with the initial title 
of ~thefacebook.com’ and the business interests de~ved therefiom[.]" Docket 
No. 39 at 3. More specifically, Ceglia asserts he owns as much as 84% of Face- 
book. 

CL 4 h l/IS 

The FAC’s seven claims are listed in the sidcbar. As shown in the following 
table, all claLvns axe lodged against Zuckerbcrg, while plaintiff seeks only decla- 
ratory relief from defendant Facebook. 

Zuckerberg 

Facebook 

CEGLL4 ~S STREETFAX PRODUCT 

The FAC introduces the parties’ dispute by reviewing the relationship between 
two contemporaneously developed software products: StreetFax, which was 
the product Ceglia alleges he hired Zuckerberg to implement, and Facebook. 

In 2002 and 2003, Ceglia was developing an on-line database that would 
be, and w&% deployed through a website known as StreetFax.com. Street- 
Fax.com compiled into a database photographs and other information 
related to traffic intersections that were intended to allow insurance 
adustcrs to easily obtain such information to assist them in handling 
claims. 

In 2003, Ceglia posted advertisements seeking programmers who would 
be able to develop the search engine feature for StreetFax.com that 
would provide non-specific name searching, synonymous term linking 
and the ability to comment on specific photographs. Those features, 
along with others, would allow someone with an account to search for 
and find the name and location of a specific intersection, and offering 
the top closest results if an exact match could not be found. This 
allowed a user to fred the fight name even if the user misspelled that 
name or used an abbreviation that did not match what was entered into 
the database. 
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In early 2003, Zuckerberg responded to Ceglia’s craigslist.com adver- 
tisement. 

Upon learning Ceglia’s requirements, and after several lengthy con- 
versations about the possibility and strategy of creating a search 
engine that could l~md a specific name as long as the spelling was 
"close," in a telephone conversation in April 2003, Zuckerberg told 
Ceglia that he was worl~g on a great project. Zuckerberg told Ceg- 
lia if Ceglia hired him to work on the StreetFax.com project and 
helped fund the development of his other project, Zuckerberg 
would give Ceglia a one-half interest in Zuckerberg’s other project. 

Zuckerberg explained to Ceglia that the other project would involve 
an on-line, interactive yearbook, which initially would be targeted at 
students attending Harvard University, where Zuckerberg was also a 
student. Zuckerberg told Ceglia that this project was inspired by the 
on-line year book used at the boarding school that he attended. Zuck- 
efl~erg further explained to Ceglia that the project cotfld be expanded 
beyond tta~ard University. Zuckerberg told Ceglia that the project’s 
working title was "The Face Book." 

I)ocket No. 39 at 4-5 (emphasis added). 

(~’GLIA ~S ALLEGED CONTRA CT ~FITH ZUCKERBERG 

Plaintiff Ceglia asserts that Zuckcrberg needed funding to complete development 
of the "The Face Book" and that the parties then entered into a written agree- 
merit under which Ceglia paid $1,000 for a 50% ownership in Zuckefl~erg’s 
contemplated product. 

Ceglia accepted Zuckerberg’s offer and agreed to pay Zuckerberg 
$1,000 for his work on StreetFax.com and $1,000 for work to be per- 
formed to continue to develop "The Face Book." 

Ceglia and Zuckcrberg agreed to meet at the Rad~sson Hotel in Boston, 
Massachusetts, on April 28, 2003 to sign a written contract. 

From his home office in Wellsville, New York, on April 25, 2003, 
Ceglia prepared the agreement on his computer, combining two differ- 
ent forms of agreements that were given to him in the past and rood- 
it:ring them to c@ture the terms that Zuckerberg a~ad Ceglia agreed to 
over the telephone. The agreement covered both the work Zuckerberg 
agreed to do for StreetFax.com and their agreement concerning The 
Face Book. Ceglia printed and saved’the agreement on April 25, 2003. 

On April 28, 2003, Ceglia, accompaztied by Kazin Pctersen, met Zuck- 
erberg in the lobby of’the Radisson Hotel in Boston. Ceglia provided 
the agreement to Zuckerberg, who spent a significant amotmt of time 
reviewing the agreement. Zuckefl~erg asked for one change on the 
first page of the agreement, which was handwritten on to the first page 
of the document and initialed by Zuckerberg a~ad Ceglia. Zuckerberg 
and Ceglia then signed the Agreement, which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit A. Except for the handwritten interlineations 1trade on April 
28, 2003, Ceglia made no changes to the agreement after printing it on 
April 25, 2003. 

The Agreement provides in pertinent part that: 

[I]t is for the continued development of the software, program 
and for the purchase and design of a suitable website for the 
project Seller has already initiated that is designed to offer the 
students of Harvard university (sic) access to a wesite (sic) 
similar to a live functioning yearbook with "the working title 
of "The Face Book" 

It is agreed that Puxchaser will o~w a half interest (50%) in the 
software, programming language and business interests derived 
t?om the expansion of that service to a larger audience. 
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The Agreement defines "Seller" as "Mark Zuckerberg, his agems, em- 
ployees, suppliers, or sub-contractors, furmshing materials equipment, 
or services." The Agreement defines "Purchaser" as "Paul Ceglia." 

The Agreement further provides that: 

The Agreed upon Cost that the Seller aa~d the Buyer (sic) have 
agreed upon are as follows: Buyer (sic) agrees m pay the seller 
(sic) the Sum of $1000 a piece for the work to be perforated 
for Streeti:ax az~d $1,000 for the work to be perforated for 
"The Page Book" (sic). 

During their conversations before the execution of the Agreement and 
thereafter, Ceglia and Zuckerberg discussed using the name "The Face 
Book" and "The Page Book" for their venture and, thus, the terms 
were synowmous. Indeed, when viewed in the context of’the Agree- 
ment (along with the other typographical errors, misspellings aa~d 
faihires to consistently use defined terms found in the Agreement), in 
this provision, the Agreement’s reference to "The Page Book" clearly 
is to the same "The Face Book" venture, M~ich is referenced in other 
parts of the Agreement. 

The Agreement provides immediately below the interlineations on the 
first page of the agreement and adj accnt to Zuckerberg’s initials: 

The agreed upon completion for the expanded project with 
working "title "The Face Book" shall be Jarcruax?/. (sic) 1 (sic) 
2004 m~d an additional 1% interest in the business will be &~e 
the buyer for each day the website is delayed from that date. 

The Agreement provides contitmed perfommnce as follows: 

For "The Face Book" Seller agrees to maintain a~ad act as the 
sites (sic) webmaster and to pay for all domain and hosting 
expenses from the fmads received trader this contract, and 
Seller agrees that he roll maintain con’trol of these sen, ices at 
all times. 

Ceglia paid Zuckerberg the $1000 called ibr in the Agreement fbr the 
continued development of The Face Book. Ceglia also paid Zucker- 
berg for the work on StreetFax.com, some of which was used for The 
Face Book. 

Id. at 6-8 (brackets and parenthetical comments in original). 

TIIE ~JENERdL PARTNERSttlP 

Plaintiff asserts "that the alleged agreement created a paxtncrship between Ceglia 
and Zuckerberg, and he then argues that it is this partnership that holds rights 
to the pro&~ct developed thereunder - to wit, Facebook. 

As a matter of law, the Agreement created a general paxtnership (de- 
freed above as the "General Paxtnership") between Zuckerberg and 
Ceglia. Zuckerberg~s a~ad Ceglia~s contributions to the General Part- 
nership became, and would become, propeW of the General Paxtner- 
ship. The fruits of those contributions - such as the creation of the soft- 
ware, program, the purchase aaad design of a suitable website aaad busi- 
ness interests derived [}om the expansion of that service or website to 
a larger audience - also became property of the General Partnership. 
Further, as a result of the formation of the General Partnership, Zuck- 
erberg and Ceglia owed each other fiduciary duties or; among other 
things, caJador, loyalty and good faith. 

After Zuckerberg and Ceglia signed the Agreement, they bega~ to com- 
mmaicate with each other concerning both the StreetFax.com project a~d 
The Face Book project. Those connnunications occu~ed over "the "tele- 
phone and through the use of emails. In particular, Zuckerberg and 
Ceglia communicated with each other concermng the design and func- 
tionality of The Face Book website, various ways that they could gener- 
ate income from The Face Book website, various ways they could ex- 
pand The Face Book to a larger audience beyond Haxvard Umversity, 
and techifical and other challenges in developing The Face Book website. 

Id. at 8. 
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A STRING OF DA3/L4 GLVG E-AL,ffLS 

Plaintiff Ceglia then seeks to further estabhsh the existence of the partnership by 
revealing an alleged series of e-mails he and Zuckerberg exchax~ged m 2003 and 
2004. In "the lengthy excl~ge, Zuckerberg discloses details of his work on Face- 
book in a mariner that clearly validates Ceglia’s involvement with - and rights to 
- the product. In fact, toward "the end of the exchange, Zuckerberg specifically 
asks for an additional $1,000 f~om Ceglia for the development of Facebook, and 
he then acl~lowledges receiving the fimds, saying ~[t]he extra $1,000 really 
helped get us further at~ead" on Facebook’s development. Inun~liately there- 
after, Zuckerberg acknowledges his ~obligation to give you [Ceglia] additional 
ownership in the project that is outlined in our original contract." 

On July 3(/, 2003, Zuckerberg sent an email to Ceglia informing Ceglia 
that: 

I’ve been tweaking the search engine today [refcmng to the 
StreetFax.corn project] and I’m pleased with its results. Fd 
like to use it ~br the tlarvard site [re~mng to The Face Bookl, I 
thi~ik it will really help people find each other, even if they 
spell names incorrectly. Would it be agreeable with you if I 
adapt the source code? Tha~nks! 

On September 2, 2003, Zuckerberg sent an email to Ceglia explaimng 
that: 

I have been away for a few days without internet, during that 
time I revised the business plan for the tlarvard site. I wotlld 
like to t~lk to you on the phone about it in detail. As you men- 
tioned last week, the issue we nmst resolve is how m produce a 
revenue stream from the u~sers. IvIy conclusion this pa~ week is 
to charge Alunmi $29.95 a month. With this in mind, consider- 
ing just 300 people, and the projection of a $9(/(/0 montNy 
revenue, we could, as you suggested, rapidly expand to other 
colleges. Further, since the plan involves more than one col- 
lege, the name can’t have tlm~ard in it and remazns umesolve& 
Additionally, both original nantes >t~acebook.com and page- 
book.corn are unavailable, so there is no actual domain nan~e 
either. TheDcebook.com axed thepagebook.com are both avail- 
able but are clearly not a premium quali~ domain as they are 
much harder to remember. 

On September 2, 2003, Ceglia responded to Zuckerberg: 

I like your thinking abom funding expansion, I’m not sure a 
monthly ~e is the way m go though, we are having a hard 
time getting adjusters to pay it and it’s their business. I’d be 
concerned that we wouldnt (sic) get enough people on there m 
keep anyone interested. Maybe we could make it free until it 
was popular and then start charging’? I wouldn’t worry, too 
much about a name if they are both already gone, are ax~y of 
them due to expire? It took us ages to fred S’ureetfax.com and 
the minute I did I just knew that is what I was waiting for. 
Let’s talk about it on the phone, call me tonight if you get this 
in time. I suggest we look into a licencing (sic) agreement with 
tta~zard (sic), I had one once with Syracuse Uttiversity and it 
was prett?- easy, then we could trove a store on the site and sell 
sweatshirts, mugs, t shirsts (sic) and stuff to alumni axed have 
some money coming in right away. 

Ceglia provided Zuckerberg an additional $1000 in November 2003. 

On November 22, 2003, Zuckerberg sent Ceglia an email that read in 
the subject line, ~Urgent! Let’s Talk." The cmail informed Ceglia ~tmt: 

I have recently met with a couple of upperclassmen here at ttar- 
vard that are planning to launch a site very sindlar to ours. If 
we don’t make a move soon, I think we will lose the advantage 
we would have if we release before them. I’ve stalled them for 
the time being and with a break if you could send ax~other 
$1000 for the facebook (sic) project it would allow me to pay 
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my roommate or Jeffto help integrate the search code mid get 
the site live before them. Please give me a call so that we caa~ 
talk more about this. 

Commmlications between Zuckerberg and Ceglia concerning their de- 
velopment of The Face Book and "the website plmmed by the Haxva~d 
upperclassmen described m Zuckerberg’s November 22, 2003 email 
continued through the balance of 2003. 

On Janum-y 1, 2004, the date on which the The Face Book website was 
due to be launched, Zuckerberg sent an email to Ceglia informing him 
that: 

I just wanted to extend to you a Happy New Year aa~d tell you 
that all individual paa~ts for the back end of the site have been 
completed. The extra $1000 really helped get us further 
ahead and if there is any way you can send some additional 
funding I bdieve we will be online in a few weeks. I ilfink 
it is unnecessary at this point, with all of the extra work I have 
done for you, to hold me to the original completion date. I 
should not be penalAed for delays that were out of my control, 
namely that there have been so many unspecified requests from 
the Strcctfax project that you wanted to be placed as a prior- 
ity, thereby delaying my start on our second project. Thus, I 
am requesting a written waiver on your part exempting me 
from the obligation to give you additional ownership in the 
project that is outlined in our original contract. 

at 8-10 (brackets in original) (emphasis added). 

ZUCKERBERG~S ALLEGED ATTEMPT TO DECEI Vb2 

~’(;LIA INTO THINKING THAT _~A CEBOOK 1~4S WORTHLESS 

The FAC then continues reviewing the alleged e-mail lnessages between Ceglia 
and Zuckerberg. Of pasticulax import is the following lengthy exchange in 
which Zuckerberg attempts to convince Ceglia that Facebook is worthless. 

Recognizing that the delay in latmching The Face Book website had 
the potential to seriously dilute his interest in the venture, Zuckerberg 
sent an eInail to Ceglia on February 2, 2004, that read: 

Paul, I have a rather serious issue to discuss with you, accord- 
ing to our conWact I owe you over 30% ntore of the business 
m late penalties which would give you over 80% of the com- 
pany. First I want to say that I think that is completely unfair 
because I did so much extra work for you on your site "that 
caused those delays in the first place and second I don’t even 
think it is legal to charge such a huge penalty. Mostly though 
I just won’t even bother putting the site live if you ale going 
to insist on ~ach a large percentage. I’d like to suggest that you 
drop the penalty completely and that we officially return to 
50/50 ownership. [Emphasis added.] 

On Februaxy 3, 2004, Ceglia responded: 

OK fme Maxk 50/50 just as long as we staxt making some 
money from this thing. I’m looldng folward to hearing how it 
goes but I am so busy right now with a few oilier projects that 
my time is very il~in ... Let’s get it live and open up the stole. 
Have you had a chance to inquire about getting a mercha~a- 
dizing license’? We really will need that soon so we can staxt 
bringing in some money, everyone buys t shirts and mugs, 
especially "the paxents ... they deserve bragging rights at home 
with the tuition they have to pay. Also what about putting in 
something like a Chi~istian corner? I’ve only been to Haxvard 
a few times but the idea of being able to fred other Chi~istians 
oItline without having to do the un PC thing of asking some- 
one face to face sounds to me like it would have some real 
value, if only the spiritual kind. :-) and the other thmg is lilikS 
to hotlines, why couldiat (sic) we have the rape crisis hoiline, the 
suicide hotlme, drug rehab and so on right there so when some- 
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one really needs something they could link over to the site 
they wanted’? Same thing for local p~za and chinese (sic) or 
whatever, that way it could really be a resource that a person 
could use. 

After finally leasning "that Ceglia would waive the provision in the 
Agreement for delivering The Face Book website late, Zuckerberg then 
itffb,~ned Ceglia on February 4, 2004 that the website was live: "Paul, 
[¶] ~the~cebook.com’ opened fbr students today, when you get a chance 
take a look at it. I’ll let you know how it goes." 

Ceglia responded on February 4, 2004: 

Congrats Mark! The site looks great, Just wondering if we 
might thil& of another title for it without the the, but plenty’ of 
time for that, I’ll W a~d think of some names, I looked for 
weeks "to Finally fred streetfax.com and that is how I named it, 
backwards [}om the availability, (sic) I’m sme you checked to 
see if just t:acebook.com was available? you (sic) know anoth- 
er thing i’ve (sic) been thitfldmg of that I perfected in Street~x 
is going city to city, (sic) If you went city to cityh (sic) with 
tiffs I thi~k it would be far easier than just trying to open it up 
to all ivy league (sic) schools at once, actually get on the 
ground in each place, we send a half dozen gws into the city 
on bikes a~d within a few weeks we have photos of evel3/inter- 
section in the place, so the same ttm~g could be done onlyh 
(sic) putting up flyers to promote the site, just brainstorming 
some ideas on how we can start mal~g some money. 

On Febmasy 6, 2(/(/4, Zuckerberg then writes to Ceglia: 

Sorry it’s taken me a few days to respond, (sic) Now that the 
sites (sic) live I feel I must take creative conlzol and I just can 
not risk injuring my sites (sic) reputation by cheapening it 
with your idea of selling college junk, nor do I wish to spend 
my time shipping out coffee nmgs to rich alumm. It~e site is 
cool as it is and I don’t care about making any money" on it 
right now, I just want to see if people will use it. If I had the 
rest of the money I was owed by you for all that extra work I 
did I woulch~’t even need to make money at all on this site. 
That is money I am entitled to axed is rightfully mine. 

Taken aback by Zuckerberg’s Februa~ 6 email, Ceglia responded on 
Februa~ 7, 2004: 

Mark, all I can think is you, parents have handed you eveU- 
ttm~g yore entire life and after all this time and energy and 
MONEY that you think in yore head that an Ok way to act is 
to just ,say - oh Fve chax~ged my mind I don’t think it’s cool to 
make money a~d that that should be that. Then you have the 
nerve to suggest that I should PW you more money if I get 
you right, so that you dont (sic) have to tp2 to make money on 
the site we’ve built’?? It’s one "thing to say you don’t want to 
sell coffee nmgs but I don’t see why since the margins are 
excellent and with mini,ual effort we could generate some 
decent revenue tbr us while keeping the site [}ee to students. 
It’s one thing to say ’Td like to discuss with you other ways we 
could produce revenue for the site, like advertising, we could 
sell ads locally I am sure axed to places that already sell alumni 
stuff (but we will be losing the margins) a~ngel investors are just 
con men and until we have some decent revenue we aren’t 
going to get a dime from them without giving up "the whole 
tlimg and anywW at this point it’s just a freaking harvard (sic) 
ttm~g. I need to be able to get on the actual site and see where 
we can place some ads and we need to get some bike com-iers 
to go armmd pro,noting the site so we can get some people 
using it FIRST! BUt we need to get some a&ertismg on the 
site right away if you like that mute better so ahmmi are used 
to seeing some ads from the beginning. Isn’t there a way to 
couut how many people click to their site from ouss? 
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On April 6, 2004, Zuckerberg wrote Ceglia an email, representing to 
him that he is considering abandomng The Face Book website, claim- 
mg he was too busy to work on it axed there was a lack of interest in it 
among studems: 

Paul, I have become too bust, to deal with the site and no one 
wa~ats to pat, for it, so I am thinking of just taldng the server 
down. My pments have a fund that I can tap into for my col- 
lege expenses and I would just like to give you your two thou- 
sand dollars back and call it even on the rest of the money you 
owe me for the extra work. At this point I won’t even really 
be able to work on the facebook until Summer. 

Ceglia responded almost immediately: 

You’ve got some nerve talking about me owing you with the 
CRIMINAL stunts you’ve pulled (sic) Reasonable people go 
to court to resolve their differences they don’t go stealing 
things dude, you stole code~ not once~ not twice but TItREE 
TIMES! Do you have any idea the damage you’ve done??? 
()row up, take a fucking ethics class, choke yourself with that 
silver spoon of yours. 

The "CRIMINAL stm~ts" a~d other activities referred to in Ceglia’s 
April 6, 2004 email involved Zuckerbcrg’s efforts to sabotage the 
StrcctFax.com wcbsite on multiple occasions by hacking into it and 
altering the code, causing it to slmtdown. Zuckerberg did that because 
Ceglia refused to pay Zuckerberg more than what they agreed for the 
work Zuckefl~erg had done on the StreetFax.com website. 

Contrary to Zuckerberg~s representations to Ceglia, axed unknown to 
Ceglia, thefacebook.com website was an immediate success and well 
received by the students at Harvard. In fact, "the wcbsitc was so well 
received that other Haxva~d students a~d other individuals expressed 
a~ interest in investing in the wcbsite a~d participating in its develop- 
ment. Begitmmg with Zuckefl~erg’s February 6, 2004 email to Ceglia, 
Zuckefl~erg was intentionally attempting to sour their business rela- 
tionship in order to convince Ceglia to abandon it. 

Id. at 11-14 (italics, emphasis, parenthetical statements, brackets, 
ellipsis, and emoticon in original). 

THE BOTTOM LINE 

According to the complaint, Zuckcrberg sent his la~t e-mail to Ceglia in July 
2004. In that aJleged message, Zuckcrberg sought to terminate his relationship 
ruth Ceglia and oft~red to rettma the $2,000 Ceglia had provided him. At the time 
he sent the message, however, Zucke~t~erg had allegedly lined up venture funding 
for Facebook, a development that Ceglia did not discover until much later. 

On July 22, 2004, Zuckerberg wrote to Ceglia a~n email, that read: 

Paul, I am guessing that you don~t want to talk to me but I 
wa~ated to sat, happy birthday a~d that I hope to resolve ou~: 
differences. I see that what I did was wrong mad I am really 
sorry. that I behaved as I did. Please give me your address a~d 
I will mail you back the $2000 for your trouble, more if it roll 
repair our business relationship. Another stmuner is here and 
I still don’t have any time to build our site, I understand that I 
promised I would, but other things have come up and I am out 
in California working during break. I just don~t want the obli- 
gation of having to ax~swer to you for not following through 
a~d I won’t be able to. Best, Ma~:k 

At the time Zuckcrberg wrote his July 22, 2004 cmail, he had received 
or was about m receive funding from mxgel investors and was in the 
process of meeting with venture capital fimds to provide additional 
capital. At no time did Zuckefl)erg it6bmx Ceglia of these facts. 

On July 29, 2004, Zuckerberg either incorporated or participated in the 
incorporation of aaa entity under the laws of the State of Delaware now 
known as Facebook, Inc. Zuckerberg misappropriated the General 
Pa~:tnership’s (1) opporttmity to expand "the website a~ad the Face Book 
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prqject beyond Harvard University students and (2) assets, and contri- 
buted them to Facebook, Inc., but never reformed Ceglia or accounted 
for them to the General Partnerstdp or Ceglia. To the contrasy, Zuck- 
crbcrg misrepresented to Ceglia that he was not continuing to work on 
further development of The Face Book, further expanding of The Face 
Book to a larger audience or COlrancrcializing The Face Book for 
profit. In exchange for contributing the General Partnership’s assets 
to Facebook, Inc. and in taking the General Partnership’s opportunity 
for himselt; Zuckerberg received and/or was promised to later receive 
cash, stock, stock options, restricted stock units and/or other con- 
sideration. 

Ceglia never accepted a repayment of investment in The Face Book 
project and never relinquished his 50% interest in "the General Part- 
nership. 

Id. at 15-16 (emphasis, parenthetical statements, ellipses, brackets, 
and emoticon in original). 

DAM~4 GES 

Although Iris alleged contract and e-mails with Zuckerberg establish a case that 
he is entitled to 84% of the product of the parties’ partnership, Ceglia requests 
only "50% of the total equity interest in Facebook, Inc. received by, and 
promised to Zuckerberg, including, but not limited to stock, stock options and 
restricted stock umts." Id. at 24. 

D EFENDAA~TS ’ ANSWER 

In ansx~ering the FAC on May 26, 2011, Zuckerberg admitted the validity of 
one of the FAC’s primary assertions: that he had entered into a written agree- 
ment to work on Ceglia’s aforementioned StreetFax product in 2003. 

Zuckerberg denies the aJlegations of paragraph 1 of the Amended Com- 
plaint, and states that in or about spring 2003 he entered into a written 
agreement with StreetFax pursuant to which he agreed to perform cer- 
tain limited services solely in cormection with the development of an in- 
operable and now defunct web site known as StreetFax.coln, which pro- 
vided a database of photographs of traffic intersections tar access by 
insurance Mjusters. At no time did Zuckerberg enter into any agree- 
ment, written or otherwise, ruth Plaintiff or anyone affiliated with Plain- 
tiff concemtng Facebook or a3qy sintilar social networking ~lwice or 
web site. 

Docket No. 40 at 2. 

Zuckcrbcrg also admitted that he was paid for his work on StreetFax. Id. at 8. 

In t~rther confirmation of the key points of Ceglia’s asserted scenario, Zucker- 
berg admitted "that he met Ceglia at the lobby of a hotel in or near Boston, 
Massachusetts, in or about April 2003," but he does not divulge what occurred at 
the meeting. Id. at 5. As noted above, Cegha as~rks that it was at this meeting 
that he and Zuckerberg entered into a written agreement regarding Facebook. 

DISCOVERY ISSUES 

At a hoaxing held on June 30, 2011, the court granted in past defen ’dants’ motion 
to expedite discovely and plaitNff’s cross-motion for discoveo~, Docket No. 82. 

ORDE~D that on or before July 15,2011, in a sworn declaration 
Plaintiff shall identify all computers and electronic media in his 
possession, custody, or control, including without limitation the 
electronic assets listed in paragraph 6 of the Declaration of John H. 
Evans, dated June 17,2011, and certify that all such computers and 
electronic media are being produced for inspection to Defendants 
and that such computers and electronic media contain all comnmni- 
cations Plaintiff claims to have had with Defendants; 

ORDERED that Plaintiff shall produce on or before July 15, 2011, the 
tbllowing electronic assets: (1) the native electronic version of the pur- 
ported contract attached to the Amended Complaint and all electronic 
copies of the purported contract including the forms deseribed in 
paragraph 8 of the DeclaaTation of Paul D. Ceglia, dated June 12, 2011; 
(2) the original, native electronic files consisting of or containing 
the purported emails described in the Amended Complaint and all 
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electronic copies of the purported emails; and (3) all computers and 
electronic media in Plaintiffs possession, custody, or control, 
including but not limited to the electronic assets listed in paragraph 
6 of the Declaration of Jolm H. Evans, dated June 17,2011, and all 
assets certified to by Plaintiff pursuant to the Court’s June 30, 201 l 
Order (collectively, the "Electronic Assets"); and it is further 

ORDERED that Plaintiff may not remove the original signed ver- 
sion of the pt~ported contract attached to the Amended Complaint 
or the electronic assets listed in paragraph 6 of the Declaration of 
John H. Evans, dated June 17, 2011, from their present location 
until produced to Defendants for examination; and it is further 

ORDERED that Plaintiff shall produce on or before July 15, 201 l, 
the following hard-copy documents: (1) all original signed versions 
of the pu@orted contract attached to the Amended Complaint; (2) 
all copies of the purported contract in hard-copy forn~, created on or 
before June 30, 2010; and (3) all copies of the purported emails 
described in the Amended Complaint in hard-copy form[.] 

Docket No. 83 at 1-2. 

During November 201 l, the pa~ies filed numerous evidential, motions. 

On November 1, 2011, plaintiff Ceglia moved for sanctions for 
"Spoliation of the Facebook Contract by Defendants.’’ Docket 
No. 188. This is an extremely interesting motion that reviews the 
va~ous physical tests to which the purported contract bet~veen 
Ceglia and Zuckefl~erg has been su~iected and asserts that defen- 
dants’ experts damaged the document by repeatedly exposing it to 
ultraviolet light, which caused it to become significantly dis- 
colored (i.e., yellowed). Docket No. 189 at 14. 

Plaintiff asserts that he has been prejudiced because defendants 
may now argue that the discolored document is a fraud. 

Without an order prohibiting these types of arguments, 
Defendants are able to engage in a pernicious ~i~rn~ of 
argt~ment given the extensive testing aheady done on the 
document co~ifirnung its auti~enticity. While the past 
trax~scripts in this case are replete with argument by De- 
fense counsel that the Facebook Contract is a fraud, we 
now have scientific evidence that the Facebook Contract is 
authentic. We also have scientific evidence that Face- 
book’s experts received a white two page document, The 
Facebook Contract, and yellowed that document via 
excessively exposing it to l~v" light and other light 
sources over four days of repeated tests. 

Id. at 16 (italics omitted). 

Plaintiff requests that the court grant him a defanlt judgment axed 
set a date for a trial to establish damages. (Also noteworthy is that 
the memorandum in support of the motion has an embedded video 
clip, a feature that is seldom seen in such court filings. !d. at 7.) 

On November 1, 2011, plaintiff filed another motion for sanctions 
for spoliation, tiffs time alleging that Zuckerberg had destroyed 
e-mail messages. 

The emails Ceglia exchanged with Defendant Zuckerberg 
occurred while a Harvard Universi~~ student. Zuckerberg 
used his Harvard Universi~ email account to exchange 
those emails with Ceglia. 

Defendants’ ou~ computer forensic expert offered a b~vorn 
declaration in this case that contained the following: 

"On April 15,2011 ... Stroz Friedberg preserved the con- 
tents of a ttarvard Universi~~ email account assigned to 
and used by Mr. Zuckerberg. This preservation work in- 
volved making a complete and accurate coW of the entire 
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contents of Mr. Zuckerberg’s tlarvard email account as it 
resided on Haxvaard’s server at the time of collection, 
including both sent and received email." 

’~In addition, Haarvaard University provided Stroz Friedbcrg 
with a cow of Mr. Zuckerberg’s Hasvard email account 
as it resided on Haxvard’s SCl~’er in October 2010." 

Stroz Friedberg then compared these two records of the 
contents of Defenda~t Zuckerberg’s t tarvard email account 
and di~overed that emails present in Defendant Zucker- 
berg’s Haxvard email account in October 2010 had been 
deleted between that time and April 2011. Zuckerberg’s 
deletion of cmails after receiving a litigation hold 
after the filing of the complaint in this matter is a breach 
of his discovery, obligations. 

So, while defense counsel persuaded this court, holding 
off a tgll examination of Zuckefl~erg’s emails, Zuckerberg 
set about destroying relevant evidence in this case. The 
time the court afforded Zuckerberg he used to spoil evi- 
dence. 

While we now know that Defendant Zuckerberg deleted 
emails sometime after October 2010 and before April 
2011, we do not know what emails he added, edited, 
manipulated or deleted from the date of the complaint 
filing until October 2010. We do not know what emails 
he deleted or attempted to delete fiom his email account 
from 2004 to the date of the filing of the complaint. We 
also do not know how many emails he added, edited, 
max~ipulated or deleted from his Hasvard email account 
since April 2011 up to the present day. 

The proof of the authenticity of Ceglia’s emails is "their 
presence in the inbox of Zuckerberg’s Harvard email 
account. Zuckerberg coukl well have deleted that authenti- 
cating evidence in violation of the litigation hold. There- 
tbre, Defendants can continue with impunity challenging 
the authenticity" of Cegha’s emails while Defendant Zucker- 
berg deletes emails with no sax~ction. 

Defendant Zuckerberg’s admitted history. of dishonest.,/ 
leaves no room for a conclusion "that his conduct in this 
regard is unintentional. He also does not deserve credit 
for any declaration he may submit assm-ing the court that 
he tins not deleted other emails from the tlasvard email 
account. 

Docket No. 199 at 2-4 (ellipsis in original) (citations to 
case documents omitted). 

On November 11,2011, plaintiff once again moved for spoliation 
sanctions against Zuckerberg, azguing that defendants’ experts 
damaged the a]leged Facebook contract by excessively handling it. 

As fi~rther analysis of the video of the Facebook expert’s 
evahiation and treatment of the Facebook Contract con- 
tinues, it is now indisputable that another expert repeated- 
ly handled the Facebook Contract without wearing 
gloves. This mishandling meant that dirt, skin cells, oils 
and other debris commonly present on human hands was 
transferred to "the Facebook Contract while it was in the 
midst of evaluation by other Facebook experts. 

This treatment of the key evidence in a case involving a 
claim worth billions of dollars is egregious. It is espe- 
cially egregious that other experts in the room did not 
immediately stop that expert from handhng the Facebook 
Contract in a way that undoubtedly contaaminated it. See 
video clip below which has been sped up for the court’s 
benefit "to quickly review "the evidence. 

9, No. 3 
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Eventually, recognizing this repeated roolde protocol 
breach, an expert from across the room, to the fight of the 
ca~mera’s view, motions quickly with his left hand to the 
ungloved expert urging him to don gloves. The mishandling 
expert moves out of view of the camera and obscures his 
efforts to finally put gloves on. 

But, as they ot~en say in hokey late night television com- 
mercials, that’s not all. 

Even after mishandling the Facebook Contract with his 
hands, the expert picks up the contract, caxries it to the 
end of the conference table and sets it on top ofa desktop 
computer tower that has been mm~ing and generating heat 
all day. 

Exhibit A to this motion is a time lapse video showing 
how much time elapses with the Facebook Contract casu- 
ally sitting on and then eventually hanging from this desk- 
top computer. It rests there for nemly an hour. Eventu- 
ally, aaaother expert removes the document from its hap- 
h~ard storage place and immediately sul~iects it to 
another test inside a machine which projects UV light 
onto it yet again. 

This ungloved handling and subsequent casual mishan- 
dling of the Facebook Contract has damaged the its [sic] 
evidentiaxy value. 

Despite the Facebook Contract being more than eight 
yeaxs old, that alone does not render it impossible to re- 
cover usable fingerprints. Even unnecessaxy contact with 
anything other than the comer of the Facebook Contract 
with a gloved hand can make otherwise usable and 
recoverable fingerprints unrecoverable. 

When the Facebook Contract was handled by Defendant 
Zuckerberg and IVlr. Ceglia at the time of its signing in 
2003, it is quite possible that usable lingerpm~ts of both 
parties were left on some surface of the contract. ~Vhen 
Facebook’s expert touched the document with his un- 
gloved hand, fingers, finger tips and heel of his palm, he 
likely caused new latent fmgerprmt impressions to be 
placed on that piece of paper. That tmgloved handling of 
the Faccbook Contract has resulted in the placement of 
new latent pm~ts on the document over what wotfld have 
been usable, recoverable tingerpm~ts fiom the time of its 
sigtfing, were they present. 

Experts in the field of fingerprint recovery" aaad analysis 
know that standard protocols when dealing with docu- 
ments as evidence require no handling of the document 
without gloves and minimal handling of the document 
even with gloves. 

Facebook’s experts have engaged in a pattern of either in- 
tentionally or recklessb/mishandling the key evidential7 
document in this case. This expedited discovevv- has 
caused Facebook’s experts to conunit expedited destruc- 
tion of the key evidence. The excessive UV exposure by 
Facebook’s experts has caused obvious yellomng axed 
now mishandling of the document without gloves has 
mined the possibility of recovering usable prints from the 
wide surface of the docuxnent touched by the expert with 
his bare hands and ringers. Even their expert’s casual and 
one might say sloppy handling of the document, placing it 
on top of a nmning computer which has been generating 
heat all day, speaks vohimes about the reliabili~ of the 
results of testing pertbrmed by these experts. 
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Finally, the ungloved handling of the Facebook Contract 
as depicted in the video herein is only a small slice of 
time that the document was actually repeatedly handled 
by Facebook’s expert without gloves. In real time, the 
expert is seen touching his ungloved hand to "the surface 
of the document over a period of at least twenty minutes. 

Docket No. 214 at 1-5 (citations to case documents omit- 
ted) (embedded video clip omitted). 

On November 15, 2011, defendants moved for sanctions against 
one of Ceglia’s attorneys, Deax~ Boland, %or misconduct [] and to 
strike from the record the declaxation ... procured through this 
misconduct." Docket No. 216 at 1. The declazation in question is 
Docket No. 212, which was filed in support of Docket No. 188. 

Attorney Dean Boland entered his appeazance after six 
law fim~s had dropped Plaintiff Paul Ceglia as a client in 
this case. Ceglia has been caught re&handed destroying 
critical electronic evidence; he has submitted false decla- 
rations under oath; and he has instructed his lawyers to 
disobey this Court’s orders. All of this misconduct has 
been in furtherance ofa~q elalx~rate campaign by Ceglia and 
others to defraud Defendants and this Court by filing and 
prosecuting a lawsuit seeking billions of dollaxs based upon 
a phony contract. When Boland became the latest la~5~cr 
to step through Ceglia’s revolving door, he announced 
that he and his client would tmaa over a new leaf and 
proceed in a spirit of cooperation and good faith. 

Those promises have now been exposed as illusory. As 
explained in the superseding declaration of videographer 
Robert Gianadda accompanying this motion, Boland will- 
full?/ deceived Gianadda into signing an inaccurate and 
misleading dcclaxation. Boland then filed the declaxation 
the next day with this Court, after telling Gianadda it was 
going to be used [br a di~I~rent pm#ose. Boland’s obvious 
goal was to create evidence to support his baseless claim 
that Defendants are responsible for Ceglia~s most recently 
discovered act of fraud a~qd evidence tampering - axtificial 
"baking" of the doctored %ontract~’ with Zuckerberg to 
give the docun~ent an "aged" appeaacance. But "this effort 
has now self-destructed. 

As the videographcr describes in his superseding decla- 
ration, Boland drafted a misleading declaration that omit- 
ted critical information the videographer had provided 
him in order to give this Court the false impression that 
Defendants~ experts, rather than Ceglia, were responsible 
for tampering with the purported contract. Gianadda 
specifically told Boland that the color of the purported 
contract did not change over the course of the inspection 
by Defendants’ experts. This fact destroys Ceglia’s story 
by confirming "that Ceglia, rather than Defendants’ ex- 
perts, is responsible for the document’s current appear- 
ance. But Boland omitted this critical [’act and mislead- 
ingly drafted Gianadda’s declaration so as to suggest the 
exact opposite conclusion. 

Boland then "pressured" Gianadda to sign the declaacation, 
misrepresenting that it was nothing more than a "conven- 
ient way to start a dialogue" between Boland and counsel 
for Defendants. Boland fa£cd to disclose his true intention: 
to file the declaration as evidence in support of Ceglia’s 
motion for spoliation sanctions. As a result of Boland’s 
tactics, Gianadda signed the Boland-drafted document - 
Bolax~d promptly filed it with the Court. To make matters 
worse, after sandbagging the videographer and filing the 
declaxation, Boland boasted of his conquest on his website 
that he uses to t13/to generate public interest in this abusive 
lawsuit. 
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When Gianadda realized that Boland had %villingly mis- 
led" him, he signed a new declaration to correct the record. 

Tiffs Court should sanction Boland for willfully mislead- 
ing the videographer to sign what Boland knew was an 
inaccurate declaacation, which Boland "then filed for the 
purpose of giving INs Court a false impression and con- 
cealing Ceglia’s latest act of fraud. This Court shmfld 
also strike the declaxation (Doc No. 212) that Boland pro- 
cured through this misconduct. Indeed, the declaxant 
himself. Gianadda, has acknowledged that the original 
declaration drafted by Boland is not accurate and has now 
s~ubmitted what he describes as a "superseding" declasa- 
tion. 

Docket No. 217 at 1-2 (citations to case documents omit- 
ted) (emphasis omitted). 

On Novelnber 17, 2011, plaintiff moved fbr an "Order Prottibiting 
Defendants from Reliance on Argument that Email Exchanges 
between Ceglia and Zuckerberg axe Frauds." The memorandum 
in support of this motion provides a lengthy summary of pur- 
ported e-mail exchanges between Ceglia and Zuckerberg during 
2003 and 2004. Docket No. 223. 

On November 24,201 l, plaintiff moved for an "Order Prohibiting 
Defendants’ Reliance on Inadauissible Evidence in any Dis, posi- 
tive Motion." ~l~tis lnotion concerns a specific e-mail message 
Ceglia allegedly sent to one of his previous attorneys, Jim Kole. 
I)ocket No. 228. 

On November 25, 2011, plaintiff moved for a "Temporary Re- 
straining Order and for Sanctions against Defendants and Defense 
Counsel." This filil~ concems certain computer equipment that was 
at issue in ComwctUv. Facebook, elM., Case No. 1:07-cv-10593 
(D. Mass.), which equipment may be subject to destruction in the 
near thture. 

~UM~IL4RY OF THE MOTIONS BEFORE THE COURT 

On December 12, 2011, defendants filed a supplemental brief in which they 
s~ammaacized their positions on the multiplicity of motions before the court. 

Defendants respectfully submit "this supplemental brief to assist the 
Court with the upcoming December 13 hearing by providing an over- 
view of the eight pending motions, which sl)an neaily 80 docket entries. 

Cm~ently belbre the Court aace two motions fried by DefEndants: a mo- 
tion to compel Ceglia’s compliance with the expedited discovery orders 
(Doc. No. 245), and a lnotion to strike the fraudulently-procured Gia- 
nadda declasation and impose sax~ctions on Dean Bolax~d for his mis- 
conduct in deceiving the videographer (Doc. No. 217). Both of those 
motions aace ripe for decision and should be addressed at the outset of 
the heaxing. 

Ceglia, in contrast, has filed a basrage of so-called "prohibition" and 
sanctions motions, many of which are premature and unripe, and all of 
which are t~ivolous. This Court should deny then~ as lneritless and un- 
sa~bstantiated attempts to preclude Defendants from presenting the 
Court with the fruits of the expedited discovery that tiffs Court author- 
ized on July 1. Indeed, the discovery ordered by this Court has 
revealed extensive evidence of fraud by Ceglia and his lawyers, in- 
cluding (among other things) the destruction of critical evidence, the 
submission of false declasations, the "baking" of the Work for Hire 
agreement, the corrupt efforts to "trick the videographer into signing a 
misleading declaration, and of course the discovery of the authentic 
StreetFax contract on Ceglia’s own computer. Ceglia’s suggestion that 
he has "proven" the anthenticity of his bogus Work ~br Hire agree- 
ment axed the fake %mails" in his First Amended Complaint - and that 
Defendants must be precluded from even maI:ing any argument to the 
contrary - is ludicrous on its face and should be summarily rejected. 
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Ceglia offers no credible evidence that even remotely supports his 
fantastical claims that the Work for Hire agreement and fake emails 
are genuine. But even if he had, the Court should deny his motions as 
premature and unripe. Specifically, four of his motions - Doc. Nos. 
199 (sanctions for alleged email spoliation), 229 (precluding mention 
of’the authentic contract), 224 (precluding arguments that "cmails" in 
First Amended Complaint are t;ake), and 189 (sanctions fbr alleged 
discoloration of Work fbr ttire agreement by Defen ’dants’ experts) - 
improperly seek mmiediate rulings concerning ultimate issues in this 
case. Ceglia’s motions axe a tra~asparent and backdoor attempt to cir- 
cumvent the expedited discovery process by seeking early rulings 
based on an incomplete evidentiaxy record. Under the guise of requests 
for "prohibition" orders and sanctions, Ceglia is attempting to hijack 
the discover?, process and schedule directed by this Court in its July’ 1 
order. In the event it does not deny all of his motions outright, INs Court 
should decline Ceglia’s request m resolve on an incomplete record, 
mid in the context of Cegha’s baseless "prohibition" and sanctions mo- 
tions, the very issues the expedited discoveI7 was intended to addaess. 

Tiffs is not the first time Ceglia has attempted to disrupt the expedited 
discovery process: he has unsuccessfully challenged the July 1 order 
on numerous prior occasions (Doc. Nos. 116, 120, 126, 134, 164)and 
has another motion to vacate pending (Doc. No. 202, discussed below). 
This Court has rqjected all of Ceglia’s previous efforts to gut the July 
1 order, and should rqiect this one as well. Puxsuant to the schedule 
ordered by this Court, Defendants intend to present their experts’ find- 
ings concermng Ceglia’s litigation fraud mid sinmltaxieously move to 
dismiss once Ceglia is in compliance with the discover?~ orders. 

Defendants’ Fourth Motion to Compel Concerning the Grant 
Electronic Files (Doe. No. 245) 

Defendm~ts seek an order compelling Ceglia to comply with the CouW s 
July 1 and August 18, 2011 orders by directing him to identi(y and pro- 
duce all electronic files in the possession of Jerry Grant, a computer 
tbrensics expert whom Ceglia had never befbre identified, and to 
certif}~ to the production of all such files. 

Defendants’ Motion to Strike the Gianadda Declaration and for 
Sanctions (Doe. No. 217) 

Defendants seek an order striking the fraudnlently-procured Giaamdda 
declaration (Doc. No. 212 filed by C eglia on November 11, 2011) and 
imposing sanctions on Ceglia’s counsel Dean Boland for his deceit 
and subterfuge in tricking the videographer into signing a misleading 
declaration, and then compounding his misconduct by filing his own 
declaration containing numerous false statements and attacks on Gia- 
nadda’s integri~. 

Ce~lia’s Motion to Vacate Expedited Order Granting Defendants 
One-Sided Expedited Discovery (Doe. No. 202) 

Ceglia seeks an order vacating the Court’s order granting expedited 
discovery’ and scheduling all heaxings necessar?, to begin regular 
discovery’. 

Defendanls’ Respome: This motion is the latest in a long series of 
effbrts by Ceglia to overturn or otherwise challenge the expedited 
discovery" order. It should be denied because the reason for the 
expedited discovery - obtaining evidence to establish that Ceglia has 
forged documents a~ad emails to manufacture his clain~s -has only 
become more pressing as more and more evidence of fraud comes to 
light as a result of this Couxt’s discovc~ orders. Moreover, Ceglia 
still has not full?, complied with fltis Court’s orders, and canceling 
expedited discovery before it is complete would reward Ceglia tbr his 
ongoing, conlumacious defiance of this Court’s orders. 
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Ceglia’s Motion for Sanctions for Spoliation of Email by Defen- 
dant Zuckerberg (Doc. No. 199) 

Ceglia seeks an order prohibiting Defendants from disputing the 
authenticity of the "emails" quoted in the First Amended Complaint, 
and granting Ceglia discovery of all copies of emails from Zucker- 
berg’s Harvard account, on the theory that Defendants’ expert Bryan 
Rose supposedly admitted that elnails were deleted from tile account. 

DeJ~.ndants’ Response: The motion - which reargues a prior motion 
that tiffs Court has already considered and rejected (see Doc. Nos. 58 
(Ceglia brief raising this claim); 83 (order denying Ceglia motion)) - 
is based entirely on a false characterization of the Rose declaration 
and should be denied because that declaration does not state that 
emails were deleted from the Harvard account. In the alternative, the 
motion should be denied as premature, as this Court’s expedited 
discovery order does not require Defendants to produce the Itarvard 
emails until Ceglia has fully complied with his obligations. 

Ceglia’s Motion for an Order Prohibiting Defendants’ Reliance 
on Inadmissible Evidence in Any Dispositive Motion (Doc. No. 229) 

Ceglia seeks an order prohibiting Defendants from mentioning the 
cmails and attached authentic contract that Ceglia sent to Jim Kole 
from the ceglia@adelphia.net account on March 3, 2004. 

Defendants’ Response: There is absolutely no reason to prevent 
Defendants ffoln presenting the Court with this critical, smoking-gun 
evidence - tile authentic StreetFax contract - which they obtained as a 
result of the expedited discovery order. Indeed, tile very purpose of 
the expedited discovery order was to authorize Defendants to obtain 
evidence that the Work for Hire agreement is a forgery. Ceglia’s mo- 
tion attempts to ma1~e a brazen end-run around the procedure ordered 
by this Couzt. Once Ceglia has complied with his discovery obligations, 
Defendants roll present the Court with all the evidence of Ceglia’s 
fraud, including the evidence that they found the authentic StrcetFax 
contract both in Ceglia’s old email account and oil tile server of tile 
international law finn Sidley Austin. 

Ceglia’s Motion for Order Prohibiting Defendants from Reliance 
on Argument that Ceglia-Zuckerberg Email Exchanges in the 
Amended Complaint Are Frauds in Any Dispositive Motion Filed 
During or at the End of Expedited Discover, (Doc. No. 224) 

Ceglia seeks an order prohibiting Defendants from disputing the 
authenticity of the "cmails" quoted in the First Amended Complaint 
on tile basis that Ceglia has shown that the emails are not fraudulent, 
and granting Ceglia expedited discovery into Zuckelt~erg’s email 
accounts. 

Defendants’ Response: Here too, a key purpose of expedited dis- 
covery was to uncover evidence that the "emails" are fake, and 
Defendants should not be barred from presenting this evidence to the 
Court at the appropriate dme. No reasonable person could believe that 
the Word docunaents on Ceglia’s collection of floppy disks are acttmlly 
cut-and.pasted elnail exchanges he had with Zuckerberg, and the 
"evidence" of purported authenticity in Ceglia’s motion does not even 
come close to maktng his tensional claims legitimate. At a minimum, 
Ceglia’s motion should be deified as an improper attempt to lure this 
Court into a premature ruling based on an incomplete record aa~d to 
nullif.v the expedited discovery process ordered by tiffs Court. 
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Ce~lia’s Motion for Sanctions for Spoliation of Evidence by De- 
fendants (Doe. No. 189) 

Ceglia seeks an order imposing a default judgment or other saaactions 
against Defendants for "their experts having allegedly discolored the 
Work for Hire agreement. 

Defel~dants’Response: Defendants have demonstrated through conclu- 
sive physical evidence that Ceglia (and/or others worl~lg in concert 
with him) tampered with the Work for ttire agreement by "baiting’" it 
before it was produced to Defendants’ experts for inspection. Ceglia’s 
motion should be deified as a frivolous attempt to blaine Defenda~ts for 
~ongdoing that Ceglia himself con~nitted. At a minimum, the Court 
should defer ruling on this motion until Ceglia has fully complied with 
the expedited discovelT orders and Defendants are able to place before 
the Court "the complete evidentia~ record concerning Ceglia’s attempt 
to artificially age the contract. 

Ce~olia’s Motion for Sanctions for Spoliation of Facebook Con- 
tract by Defendants (Doe. No. 214) 

Ceglia seeks an order prohibiting Defendants from challenging the 
authenticity" of the Work for Hire agreement based on their experts~ 
alleged spoliation of the document by handling it without gloves. 

Defendams’Respome: The motion should be denied because Ceglia’s 
la~Ters amid experts never suggested that there might be relevant 
fingerprint evidence on the document and in fact hmldled it repeatedly 
themselves without gloves during the exalnination, thus waiving this 
argulnent entirely. 

I)ocket No. 266 at 1-7. 

Follomng a motion heating held on December 13, 2011, the court issued aaa 
order in which it ruled on each of the eight motions defendants had summa- 
rized (above). The court: 

¯ Granteddefendaaats~ fourth motion to compel (DocketNo. 245); 

¯ Denied defendants’ motion to s~ke the Gianadda declaration and 
for sa~lctions (Docket No. 217); 

Denied plaintiffs motion to vacate the court’s discoveo~ order 
(Docket No. 202); 

Deemed plaintiffs lnotion for sanctions for spoliation of e-mails 
(I)ocket No. 199) to be withdrawn mthout prejudice; 

Denied plaintiff s motion for a~ order prohibiting defendants~ reli- 
amice on argument regarding inadmissible evidence in any disposi- 
tive motion (Docket No. 229); 

Deified withom prqiudice plaintilFs motion for an order prohibiting 
defendants from reliance on argument that e-mail exchanges 
between Ceglia and Zuckcrbcrg are frauds (Docket No. 224); 

Deemed plaintiff’s motion for sanctions for spoliation of evidence 
(I)ocket No. 189) to be withdrawn mthout prejudice; and 

Deified without prqiudice plaintiffs motion for sanctions for spoli- 
ation of the contract (Docket No. 214). 

COURT RI~7.1NGS 

On Januam’y 10, 2012, the court issued an order denying plaintiff s request for 
sanctions against defendants’ attorneys for their alleged t~ailure to produce foren- 
sic copies of certain computers to which defendant Zuckcrk’rg had access. 
Docket No. 284. 

Also on Jamma~Tk- 10, 2012, the court imposed Inonet~Tk- sanctions upon plaintiff 
for his t~ailure to comply with court-ordered discovery. "DelEn ’dants’ request for 
sanctions is granted; Plaintiff is ordered to pay $5,000 to this court as a civil 
contempt sanction, as well as the expenms, inchlding attorney’s fees, Defen- 
dants have incurred in attempting to obtain Plaintiff s email account informa- 
tion as directed by ¶ 5 of the August 18, 2011 Order." Docket No. 283 at 30. 
Ceglia timely paid the saa~ctions. 
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On January- 20, 2012, defendants’ cotmsel moved for an award of attorneys’ 
fees aJad costs totaling $84,196.33. Docket No. 285. 

*** RECE:~7" EVENTS 

On Februaxy 14, 2012, following detailed briefing by the paxties, the court 
awaxded defendants $75,776.70 in attorneys’ fees and costs, as well as a to-be- 
determined b"am defendants incurred in prepaxing and defending their applica- 
tion for fees. 

In its o~der, however, the court demed defendants’ request to prohibit Ceglia 
from further pursuing the case until the awarded amount was paid. In aJcgmng 
in favor of a prohibition, defendants had asserted that "[p]ayment of a sanction 
is the cost a pw;~ must bear ’for the privilege of continuing to litigate,~ " 
quoting Corely v. Rosewood Care Center, Inc., 142 F.3d 1041, 1057 (7th Cir. 
1998). Docket No. 292 at 36. 

However, the court disagreed with defendants, stating that Corlq~’ was 
inapposite, and that Corley was actually consistent with the Seventh Circuit’s 
recent rnling on the issue of sanctions, Williams v. Adams, 660 F.3d 263 (7th 
Cir. 20]]). 

The plaintiff in Williams brought a § 1983 action against police 
officers alleging fal~ axrest, lVilliams, 660 F.3d at 264-65. After the 
plaintiff b~arvived summa3, j udgment, the plaintiff was ordered to file a 
final pretrial order, which plaintiff’s repeated failure to do ultimately 
resulted in a court-imposed sanction in excess of $9,000. !d. at 265. 
When the plaintiff was uuable to pay the line, the defen ’dants filed a 
motion m dismiss the action/’or/:allure m obey a court order, wttich 
the district court granted. Id. 

On appeal, the Seventh Circuit, stating "a plaintiff’s inability to pay a 
monetary sanction imposed in a civil lawsuit should not automatically 
justify the alternative sanction of dismissal," held that dismissal of the 
action was too haxsh a sanction and reversed the judgment of dismissal. 
Id. at 266-67 (noting a possible favorable judgment and the action’s 
settlement value as potential sources of payment of the sanction). 

q~ais is consistent with the Second Circuit’s direction that an order of 

dismissal predicated solely on a plaintiffs faihlre to pay sanctions and 
file security for costs is an abuse of discretion. Selletti v. Carey, 173 
F.3d 104, 113 (2d Cir. 1999). 

Rather, prior to dismissing an action for failure to pay court-imposed 
sanctions, the court must consider the sanctioned paxty’s ability to 
pay, as well as whether the sanctioned part?/ would likely have the 
t~ds to pay the sanction from a damages award should the action 
ultimately be decided in favor of the sanctioned pa~~. Id. at 111-13. 

Docket No. 292 at 37-38. 

On Febma~, 24, 2012, defendants submitted a supplemental application for 
$42,460.31 in fees they incurred in prepaxing and defending their initial fee 
application. Docket No. 299. 

This update covers the period from Fcbmaxy 1 to Fcbrualy 29, 2012. [] 
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D+Mel Wr~y 

Super. Ct. (Orange Cty., Cal.) 
Case No. 30-2012-00543476 
Honorable Charles Margmes 

Complmnt filed on Febma~ 8, 2012 

Link to ~e Case 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Edward J. Mclntyre, Esq. 
Matthew A. Tessieri, Esq. 
Leah S. Strickland, Esq. 

Solomon, Ward, Seidenwurm & Smith 
(San Diego, Cal.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Yet to appear 

COUNTS 

1. Breach of fiduciary duty 

2. Conb~-uctive fraud 

3. Fraud and deceit 

4. Negligent misrepresentation 

5. Violations of Cal. Corp. Code §8 25400 and 25500 

6. Violations of Cal. Corp. Code 88 25401 and 25501 

7. Violations of Cal. Corp. Code 88 25404 and 25504.1 

8. Violations of Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code 88 17200 

9. Breach of fiduciary duty and restitution 

(~;4SE ,q UMMA R Y 

Sole plaintiff Daniel Wray is a disgruntled investor in Fisker Automotive, the 
much-publicized Southern California firm that manufactuxes "the Kasma hybrid 
luxury spo~ts sedan. According to the coznplaint, Wray purchased $210,000 of 
Fisker’s uraegistered preferred stock through Advanced Equities, a Chicago- 
based VC investment bank that specializes in late-stage private equity financ- 
ing, primaxily in U.S. teclmology firms. However, Wray now asserts that he 
received a demand letter from Advanced Equities in Janua~, 2012, notit:ying 
him that if he did not immediately invest an additional $84,000 in Fisker, then 
his preferred stock would be converted to common stock, and he would lose 
certain rights and privileges associated with that preferred stock. 

Wray’s core allegation is that both Fisker and Advanced Equities used fraud 
and deceit to intentionally draw hitn into his investment, and that they thiled to 
disclose to hm~ the possibility that he might have to invest additional t~ds in 
order to protect the rights he had through the preferred stock he owned. 

Wray’s complaint names five defendants: Fisker, Advanced Equities, and three 
of Advanced Equities~ investment funds - AEI Fisker Investments I, AEI Fisker 
Investments II, and AEI Fisker Inveslments 

By his action, Wray seeks "restitution of the funds he cnm~sted to" defendants, 
as well as unspecified compensatoD~ and punitive daznages. Interestingly, Wray 
also requests the rescission of investments he made in tbur other t~ds managed 
by Advanced Equities: Advanced Equities iSkoot hwestments II, Advanced 
Equities Luxtera III, Advanced Equities Magnum Investments IV, and 
Advanced Equities Greentech Investments IV. 

CA IA~IZS oF A cTI ON 

The causes of action axe shown in the sidcbax, and the defcnda~ats against whom 
they, axe brought axe listed in "the following table. 

Fisker 

Advanced Equities 

AEI Fisker Investments I 

AEI Fisker Inves’m~ents II 

AEI Fiskcr Investments VI 

PL41NTI1~’F~S ALLEGATIONS 

PlaintifFs review of the events he asserts lie at the core of this action is pre- 
sented in the following excerpt from the complaint. 

In October 2009, Dmqiel Wray, through Advanced Equities, as Fisker’s 
placement agent, and AEI I and II, purchased Fisker unregistered 
sectmties in the atnotmt of $122,960. In connection with that pur- 
chase, Daniel Wray relied on oral and written representations of 
Fisker, Advanced Equities, AEI I, AEI II and AEI VI, which at the 
time Daniel Wray believed were true and complete, and the truth of 
which he had no reason to question. 

(continued on next page) 
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In October 2010, Daniel Wray, again tttrough Advanced Equities and 
AEI II, purchased additional Fisker unregistered securities in the 
amount of $51,643.20 .... 

In April 2011, Daniel Wray purchased additional Fisker unregistered 
securities in the amount of $35,202.61 .... 

Fisker, Advanced Eqnities, AEI I, AEI II and AEI VI sold these 
secm-ities by coIffidential private placement memoranda dated, 
respectively, Febnmi37 4, 2010, October 21, 2010 and March 31,3011 
and by other solicitation materials. 

The offering memoranda represented to and assured Da~tiel Wray and 
other purchasers of the securities that they would have a liquidation 
preference and "shall be entitled "to receive on a pa~q passu basis, an 
equal amount to the original [Series A-l, B-1 and C-l] preferred.., plus 
all declared but unpaid dividends ... prior and in preference to holders 
of the common stock." 

II~e offei~ig memoranda further represented to and assured Daniel 
Wray that he would be entitled to dividends when and if declaared by 
the board of directors. 

The offering memora~qda also represented to and assured Daniel Wray 
that he had an automatic conversion/IPO conversion price discotmt in 
the event the company had a f-urn commitment underwritten public 
offering of its equity securities. 

Further, the offering memoranda represented to and assured Daniel 
Wray that he would have anti-dilution protection. 

Finally, the offering memoranda represented to and assured Daniel 
Wray that he, among others, would enjoy registration rights. 

While the offering memoranda recited, as appropriate, certain risks of 
investment, nowhere among such risks did the offering memoranda 
inform Daniel Wray, or any other investor, that, if he did not partici- 
pate in filture, forced financing of Fisker, as Fisker and Advanced 
Equities dictated, he would suffer a significant dilution of all of his 
earlier investments; conversion of the convertible prefei~ed stock to 
common stock; loss of all the rights, preferences and privileges that 
his o~qership of preferred stock conferred, inchiding liquidation prefer- 
ence, anti-dilution protection; and initial public offering discount/ 
special conversion rights. 

Daniel Wray relied on Fisker, Advanced Equities, AEI I, AEI II and 
AEI VI’s written and oral representations and they were material to 
his investment decision. 

In spite of those representations, on Januai37 18, 2012, Advanced 
Equities, on behalf of itself and Fisker a~qd AEI I, II and VI informed 
Daniel Wray: 

Due to Fisker’s urgent need for equib~ capital, the Financing 
now contains a "pay to play" provision "that requires all hold- 
ers (including the LLC) of Series D-X, A-l, B-1 and C-1 Pre- 
ferred Stock (the "Prior Preferreds") to purchase Series D-1 
Preferred Stock in an amount equal to at least 40% of such 
holder’s aggregate dollar amount invested in the prior 
prefei~ed ("ttueshold amount"). 

That paragraph further demax~ded that Dax~iel Wray pay an additional 
$83,922.32, and that if he did not he would incur a significant dilution 
in his prior investments, conversion to connnon stock, and "the coin- 
mensurate loss of all the rights, preferences and privileges pertaining 
to preferred stock ownership. (For example, liquidation preference 
and any initial public offering discount/special conversion rights.) 

II~e January 18 letter further irlfbrmed Daniel Wray that he had only 
until Friday, Januai3~ 27, 2012 m make this investment decision and 
pay an additional $83,922.32, or risk the loss of all the rights associ- 
ated with his purchase and ownership of Fisker preferred stock. 
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Fisker, Advanced Equities, AEI I, AEI II and AEI VI, however, had 
made, and continued to make, representations of material fact to 
Daniel Wray - and he believes other investors - both before Fisker, 
Advanced Equities, AEI I, ~M~I II and AEI VI drew Daniel Wray into 
their investment scheme and before he invested m the securities, and 
continuing thereafter. 

Those representations were false. 

Compl. at 3-5 (brackets in original) (third and fourth ellipses in original). 

Plaintiff then presents the following allegations regaacding defendams’ conduct 
associated with each of plaintiff’s investments. 

Daniel Wray is informed and believes that Fisker, Advanced Equities, 
AEI I, AEI II and AEI VI knew that the representations were false 
when they made them or they made those representations recklessly 
without knowing whether they were true or false. 

Daniel Wmy is inlbi~ned and believes that Fisker, Advanced Equities, 
and AEI I, AEI II and ~I VI lnade those representations with an 
intent to defraud and deceive Daniel Wray, axed other investors, and 
the defendants made those representations to induce Daniel Wray, and 
others, to rely on them and to act in reliance on them. 

Fisker, Advanced Equities and ~M~I I, ~M~I II and AEI VI also with- 
held material facts necessalT to make the statements they made not 
false and misleading. 

Daniel Wray relied on those representations and omissions, and as a 
result of those misrepresentations and omissions, expended substantial 
sa~ms of money purchasing Fisker securities and AEI I, AEI II and 
AEI VI investment interests as vehicles to purchase Fisker securities. 

Had Daniel Wray known the true facts he would never have pur- 
chased the securities of Fisker, from Fisker and Advanced Equities or 
investment interests in AEI I, AEI II and ~M~I VI. 

ooo 

Because of Fisker, Advanced Equities, AEI I, AEI II and AEI VI’s 
superior position, and their possession of material facts which only 
they knew and which they knew that Daniel Wray - and other 
investors - did not know, and their knowledge that those facts were 
material to Daniel Wray and any other investors, Fisker, Advanced 
Equities, AEI I, AEI II and AEI VI had a duty- to disclose these facts 
to Daniel Wray and the other investors. 

Daniel Wray is informed and believes that Fisker, Advanced Equities, 
AEI I, AEI II and AEI VI made the promises stated in the written 
solicitation materials with the intent to defraud Dax~iel Wray, axed 
other investors, and that Fisker, Advanced Equities, AEI I, AEI II and 
AEI VI made "those promises to induce Daniel Wray to rely on them 
and to act in reliance on them. 

Fisker, Advanced Equities, AEI I’, "~EI II and AEI VI’s conduct con- 
stitutes an intentional misrepresentation, false promise, deceit and sup- 
pression of t:acts knou~ to Fisker, Advanced Equities, AEI I, AEI ~ 
and AEI VI, all with the intention of causing injury to Daniel Wray, 
and on information and belief the other investors, and was oppressive, 
fraudulent, malicious conduct as defined in Califoruia Civil Code 
§ 3294 and Dax~iel Wray should recover, in additional to actual 
damages, exemplal3/and punitive daraages accordnig to proo£ 

Compl. at 5-7. 

*~ ff~,CENT EVENTS ~*~ 

Plaintiff filed iris complaint on Feb~smry 8, 2012. Defendants have yet to file 
any document ruth the court. 

This update covers the period from Febma~~ 1 to Februaly 29, 2012. ~ 
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SmMI V~nturcs USA, LP 

Rizvi 7~aver,+e Mam+gement, LL C, et 

U.S. District Court (S.D. Tex.) 
Case No. 11-3072 

ttonorable Ewing Werlein, Jr. 

Complaint filed on August 23,2011 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Gregory J. Casas, Esq. 
Greenberg Traurig 

(Austin, Tex.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEl. 

Jeffrey M. Golub, Esq. 
Beck, Redden & Secrest 

(Houston, Tex.) 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

1. Violation of Article 581-33 of the Texas Securi- 
ties Act 

2. RICO § 1962(c) 

3. RICO § 1962(d) 

4. Fraud 

5. Fraud by nondisclosure 

6. Negligent and grossly negligent rmsrepresenta- 
tion 

7. Negligence and gross negligence 

8. Breach of fiduciary duties 

PLAINTI++" 

Plaintiff Small Ventures USA ("SMV") is a Houston-based VC & PE firm 
that was founded and is managed by William O. Perkins III. 

SMV deploys capital across multiple sectors and geographic regions on 
an opporttmistic basis, with a bias toward early stage investment. In 
addition to fhndmg, SNgv" provides operational and financial-trading 
capabilities to its investment portfolio. SMV invests in fluee broad 
areas: 

¯ Energy: cleax~ ener~, green projects and international 
infrastructure projects. 

¯ Technology: focus on service compares and intcrnet 
oriented companies. 

[] Entertainment: royalty lending, movie production and 
development, financing 

w~+~vv.smallventurcsusa.com 

SMV’s portfolio includes AdPerk, Advanced Royalty Tracking, Brisa Cash, 
Climax Global Energy, Cutuco Energy, DataPipe, Lleju, and UpSpring Baby. 

DEFENDANTS 

Based in Detroit, defendant Rizvi Traverse IVlanagemcnt ("RTM") is an invest- 
merit firm that focuses on private equity deals. 

[RqMI seeks oppormraties across the investment spectmln that offer 
the most favorable riskirewwcd profile at that point in time. The Rizvi 
Private Equity Funds and ZLCM Capital Management manage over 
$6 billion in a varieD" of investment strategies. 

v~vw.riz vitrav erse. corn .......................................................... 

Also named as defendants are RTM’s two co-fotmders, Rizvi Traverse and John 
Giampetroni. Traverse is Rq}4’s Chief hwestment Officer, wttile Giampetroni 
serves as COO. Several of RTIVl’s other officers are also named defendants. 

Newbridge, the R’Dd portfolio company at the heart of this controversy, is not 
a named defendant, although the complaint errs in several places by implicitly 
referring to Newbridge as such. 

OVERVIEW 

In October 2008, defendant RTM allegedly offered plaintiff SMV "the oppor- 
tuni’e/"to invest in Newbridge, an RTM portfolio firm "that provides indepen- 
dent fihn producers witi~ "gap financing." Among Newbridge’s fva~dmg port- 
folio was a loan m the producers of Tekken, a movie then in production. It is 
tiffs loan that lies at the core of plaintiffs complaint. 

[Newbridge] made loans to producers of independent films. In par- 
ticular, Defendax~ts made a loan of more than $11 million for the pro- 
duction of a film called Tekken. According to l~mdings of fact recently 
entered by an arbitrator, Defendants knew, prior to SMV’s mvesmtent, 
that Tekken was not commercially viable. Defendants did not disclose 
tiffs to SMV prior to its investment, however; nor did they discount 
the face value. Instead, Defendants either intentionally or negligently 
misrepresented the quality and secm-ity of their investment portfolio 
and induced SMV into investing. It appears that such misrepresenta- 
tions were past of a larger pattern of misconduct. 

After using false statements and valuations to convince SMV to turn 
over $10 million to Defendants’ care, Defendants grossly mismanaged 
SIVIV’s inveslment by, among other things, failing to declare a default 
and properly collect on a completion guaran’e/bond when Tekken was 
not delivered on time. 

Defendants belatedly tried to recover on the completion guaranty" bond 
ti~rough an aacbitration proceeding. During the proceeding, the company 

(continued on next page) 
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that issued the bond apparently offered to pay more than the principal 
amount of the bond, but, unbelievably, Defendants failed to accept the 
offer. Defendants’ conduct with the fihn producer and the bonding 
company was so egregious that the axbitrator ruled not only that the 
bonding compa~’ should be completely exonerated and released from 
the obligations under the completion gtmranty bond, but also that the 
bonding company should be able to recover all costs und expenses of 
the arbitration, including attorneys’ fees. 

Plaintiff is bringing this suit against those responsible for the violations 
of state and federal law, fraud, negligent misrepresentations and the 
b~ubsequent rmsmax~agement fiasco. 

I)ocket No. 1 at 2 (emphasis in original). 

Plaintiff SMV then alleges details regaxding events preceding its investment. 
Prominent among plaintiff’s allegations is that RTM failed to infom~ SMV that 
Tel&en’s pro&~cer had dethulted on Newbridge’s loan in July 2008, some three 
months before RTIVl contacted SMV about investing in Newbridge. ht. at 9. 

Newbridge originally rnade the TeJ&en Loan in late 2007. The 7?kken 
Loan was secured by a completion guaranty bond (the ~Completion 
Guarax~ty") issued by cineFinunce Insurax~ce Services, LLC on behalf 
of Houston Casualty compuny ("cineFinunce"). 

The agreements between cineFinunce and Newbridge pertaining to the 
Completion Guaranvy required that Tekken be delivered by September 
30, 2008. This deadline could be autolnatically e~ended by sixty days 
upon the occm~ence of certain circumstances. 

Principal photography on Tekken was complete by Mazch 31, 2008 
and, in May 2008, portions of Tekken were screened at the Cannes Film 
Festival. The reviews were ~decidedly negative." 

In June 2008, when "the "Directors’ Cut" was delivered, the producer of 
Tekken told Defendants that Tekken was "really bad" and would be 
difficult to sell. This was not disclosed to Small Ventures and Perkins 
and it should have been. Defendant knew or should have known of 
the quality of the fihn at this point, and either knew or should have 
kmo~vn that this would have a negative impact on the viability of the 
Tekken Loan and its impact on Newbridge. 

On July 31,2008, the producer defaulted on the Tekken Loan. 

Id. at 9. 

According to SMV, it was at this point "that defendunts sought to off load "their 
liability by inducing SIVFv" to invest $11 million in Newbridge. Although the 
complaint achnits that defendants provided SMV with disclosures stating that 
the commercial viability of the fihn would affect the outcome of SMV’s 
investment, SMV asserts that defendants were negligent and reckless to secure 
an investment at all when they already knew that Tekken had failed at Cannes. 

Defendants failed to voluntaxily disclose any negative information about 
the Tekken Loan. When SIVIV pressed Defendants for more information 
on Tekken, Defendants admitted merely that they had "expected more 
in Cremes." ... The?, continued to mark the Tekken Loan at full value, 
thereby affirmatively representing to SMV that there were no issues or 
problems that could impair their ability to collect the full value of the 
Tekken Loan. 

Id. at 10. 

Plaintiff asserts that Tekken ~ status was a material fact because Newbridge’s 
$11 million loan to Teld-en’s producers represented more lkun one-third of New- 
bridge’s committed funds. 

Plaintiff SiVlV then asserts that defendants compounded their wrongful acts by 
negligently failing m make a timely claim on the Completion Guaacanty - a 
bond that would have protected the investment, ht. at 13. 

Defendants knew or recklessly disregarded that Tekken was unlikely 
to be delivered by the original delivery deadline of September 30, 2008 
(the "Original Deadline") or the extended delivery deadline of Novem- 
ber 29, 2008 (the "Extended Deadline") - a fact that Defendants knew 

(continued on next page) 
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or should have known because the Original Deadline had passed at the 
time SMV made its investment. 

M. at 11 (emphasis omitted). 

The complaint then extensively reviews a closely related action between RTM 
and the bond guarantor, cineFinance. As aforementioned, the matter was pre- 
viously submitted to arbitration. 

Defendants failed to noti[}~ SMV (or, on infomtation and belier; any of 
the other equity investors) of these facts or the potential losses. 

On Maacch 10, 2009, Defendants at last sent a default notice (the "De- 
fault Notice") to cineFinance - the first communication to cineFinance 
about the missed Deadlme. Nevertheless, instead of following through 
to obtain payment on the Completion Guaranty, Defendants again per- 
mitted work to continue on Telclcen. Teklcen was not delivered until 
November 28, 2009 - one full year after the Extended Deadline. 

Although Newbridge held a power of attorney that permitted it to 
object to deliver3,, Defendants failed to raise an objection to the deli- 
ver’. Incredibly, Stidhaam [an RTM officer and defendant] even con- 
ceded during an arbitration heating that delivery" had been made and 
was deemed effective on November 28, 2009. 

Finally, more than one year after the Extended Deadline, the Defen- 
dants pursued a claim on the Completion Guaranty through an azbitra- 
tion proceeding .... But the arbitrator found that Defendants had 
waited too long to exercise Newbridge’s rights. Finding that the De- 
fendants’ course of conduct front November 2008 to December 2009 
led cineFinance to believe that Newbridge had agreed axed permitted 
enhancement of Tekken to continue after November 29, 20(/8 and that 
cineFinaaace reasonably relied upon Defendants’ acts and conduct, the 
arbitrator held that: 

a. Defendants waived Newbridge’s right to delivery of Tekken 
on November 29, 2008; 

b. Defendants waived any right Newbridge had to require that 
deliver3; of Tekken be effected on November 29, 2008 or 
any other specific date; 

c. because of Defendants’ actions and course of conduct, 
Newbridge was estopped to claim that the producer failed to 
deliver Tekken on Novelnber 29, 2008; 

d. because of Defendants’ actions and cour~ of conduct in 
permitting and encouraging enhancements of Tekke~ in late 
July or early August 2009, Newbridge was e~topped from 
clahning that "the Default Notice remained effective; and 

e. because of Defendants’ actions and course of conduct, New- 
bridge was deemed to have withdrawn and rescinded its 
l)efault Notice. 

Id. at 14-15. 

According to plaintiff, ’q’,lcwbridge is now in default of all of its debt, the debt 
has been called, and the lenders are in the process of "taking over operation of 
Newbridge and may force Newbridge into bat~ka~aptcy. Because of Defen- 
dants’ gross negligence, SIVlV’s investment is essentially worthless." M. at 17. 
Plaintiff seeks treble damages trader RICO. 

~lOITON TO DISMISS 

DefendaJats moved to dismiss the complaint on October 6, 2011, solely arguing 
that Texas courts lack personal j urisdiction over them. "[T]he factual issues 
hinge on alleged actions by out-of-state Defendants, performed exclusively out- 
side of Texas, in connection with an out-of-~tate contract "to be performed entirely 
out-of-state." Docket No. 19-1 at v. The matter has been fully briefed. 

~ ~’~ RECENT E VE~VTS 

No docket entries were made dming tiffs coverage period. 

This utxlate covers the period from February 1 to February 29, 2012. 
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k)tcie Libre Associates L LLC, et a£ 

SecondMarket I!oldings, Inc. 

Sup. Ct. (New York Cry., N.Y.) 
Case No. 11/651696 

Complaint filed on June 17, 2011 

Link to Case 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL 

Dominic J. Picca, Esq. 
Narges M. Kakalia, Esq. 

Mintz, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky & Popeo 
(New York, N.Y.) 

DEFENI)ANT’ S COUNSEL 

Robert A. O’Hare, Jr., Esq. 
IVlichael Zarocostas, Esq. 
Andrew C. Levitt, Esq. 

O’Hare Parnagian 
(New York, N.Y.) 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

1. Breach of contract - "third part.,/ beneficiary 

2. Breach of fiduciau duty 

3. Negligence 

4. Intentional misrepresentation 

5. IvIalpractice 

6. Unjust enrichmem 

0 VER VIE W 

This action is brought by two funds managed by iFefix Investments - Facie 
Libre Assodates I and Fade Libre Associates II - over defendant’s alleged 
failure to deliver pre-IPO shases in Facebook to "the funds. 

TIlE PdRTIES 

New York Ci~,-based Felix is a boutique "venture capital broker dealer that 
focuses on the best principles of traditional venture and private equity invest- 
lng. We appreciate and ~ek the entrepreneurial approach of Silicon Valley but 
our expertise and discipline were honed on Wall Street." (yy_e__l_Z~i_t__e_.) The two 
plaintiff funds are structured solely’ to obtain and hold pre-IPO shares of 
Facebook. 

SecondMaxket is a maxketplace for alternative investments, where "buyers a~d 
sellers of alternative investments can access robust market data, create an on- 
line investment identity, build a comprehensive investor network and transact 
across a broad array of alternative assets." (website) SecondMarket specia- 
l~es in pre-IPO shaxes. 

THE" COMPLA 

Filed on June 17, 2011, the complaint a~leges "that defendant SecondMarket mis- 
handled plaintiffs’ intended purchase of 75,000 pre-IPO Facebook shaxes frOlll 
Facebook employee Kaxl Voskuil. Plakatiffs assert they wired $2.5 million to 
purchase the shaxes, but that SecondMarket fhiled to close the transaction due 
to the untimely delivery of a legal opimon. 

As of March 26, 2010, based upon SecondlVlarket’s representations 
and Kaxl Vosk~il’s receipt and acceptance ofFacie Libre~s funds, Facie 
Libre reasonably’ believed that the deal had closed and it was now the 
owner of VosD,dl’s 75,000 Facebook shaxes. 

Accordingly, Facie Libre sent letters to its investors representing that 
they now owned 75,000 additional shaxes of Facebook. Facie Libre 
and its investors closely monitored Facebook’s valuations over the 
course of the following months a~d watched what the’r" believed to be 
their initial investment in 75,000 Facebook shares grow exponentially. 

Aider b~rch 26, 2010, Facie Libre contacted SecondMarket multiple 
times to obtain copies of all of the closing docuruents to evidence the 
transaction .... Facie Libre requested the Voskuil closing documents, 
and specifically’ the Voslcail Legal Opimon, on many’ occasions. 
SecondlVlaxket stonewalled Facie Libre at every turn, knowingly and 
willfully preventing Fame Libre from learning the troth. 

SecondMaxket delivered Facebook the Legal Opinion on Maxch 27, 
2010, or thereafter .... Because of that failure "to deliver "the Legal 
Opinion by the Maxch 26, 2010 deadline, Facebook refused to consent 
to or aclcnowledge the closing of the Voskuil deal. 

Upon info~ruation m~d belier; SecondMarket had been aware that the 
Voskuil deal had not closed since March 27, 2010. 

For more than two months after March 26, 2010, despite being asked 
questions about the Voskuil deal and the Voskuil Legal Opinion, 
SecondMaxket did not divulge to Facie Libre and its counsel that the 
deal had not closed. [~] SecondMaxket’s fa?ilure to divulge such ma- 
terial information was intentional and deliberate. 

Docket No. 1 at 8-9. 

(continued on next page) 
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According to plaintiffs, it was not until Jtme 2010 that SecondMaxket finally 
reformed them that the Facebook deal had not closed. Then, when the parties 
tried to renew the deal, they learned that Facebook had changed its policy in a 
manner that prevented Voskuil from transfemng his shares. 

Approximately three months after the closing date ... SecondlVlarket 
finally informed Facie Libre that in fact the Voskuil deal had not 
closed. [711 Following further investigation, Facie Libre learned that 
SecondMarket had delivered Facebook the Legal Opinion one day 
after the 60-day closing deadline, and there[bre had missed the closing 
deadline. 

Facie Libre also learned that Facebook had provided its signatures to 
SecondMarkct in escrow, bm had not authorized their release and 
therefore had not authorized the closing of the Voskuil transaction. 

Once Facie Libre becan~e a:ware that it had not acquired the Voskuil 
shares by the requisite closing date, it requested that Voskuil re-tender 
his shares and re-start the 60-day clock on a transaction with Facie 
Libre and it made immediate ef[brts to redo the transaction. 

Facie Libre subsequently was informed that on or abom April 5, 2010, 
Facebook had instituted a new insider trading policy that prohibited 
Voskuil, who was still a Facebook employee, from selling his shares 
to company outsiders. Thus, Facie Libre learned that it had irrevocably 
lost a valuable investment as a result of SecondMarkct’s failure to de- 
liver the Legal Opinion timely and subsequent cover-up. 

More than a year after March 26, 2010, the putative closing date [br the 
Voskuil deal, Voskuil returned $2,400,000 to Facie Libre. That arnotmt 
represented the purchase price minus the fee that Voskuil paid to 
SecondMarket. 

Facie Libre’s initial inveb~naent of $2,475,000, based upon current mar- 
ket information, is worth over $12 million. 

SecondMarket’s breaches, failure to perform its duties adequately and 
on time and subsequent willfiil misconduct to hide its breaches have 
deprived Facie Libre of the benefit of a contract that it was rea@, 
rolling and able to perform - and did perforn~ - and an investment 
that would have yielded a return of tens of millions of dollars to Facie 
Libre. As a result of SecondMarket’s actions, Facie Libre has been 
injured in an amount to be determined at trial. 

DocketNo. 1 at 9-10. 

MOTION TO DISMISS 

Defendax~t moved to dibaniss on August 19, 2011, largely arguing that it was not 
a party to the primary agreement gove~ung the transfer of the Facetx~ok shares. 

This action arises from the t~ailed sale of shares of Class B Common 
Stock of Facebook, Inc., by a private seller - who is not a defenda~at in 
this action - to Plaintiffs in March 2010. Among other firings, Second- 
lk~rket operates an online marketplace in which it essentially acts as a 
matchmaker for such sales, and introduced Plaintiffs to the seller. 
Secondlk~rket never became a party to the Stock Transfer Agreement 
(the "S~IA’’) between Plaintiffs and the seller that is actually at issue in the 
case. Rather, SecondMarket only acted as the intermediary for the seller 
pursuant to a separate Intermediary Se~ices Agreement (the "Internee- 
diary Agreement"), entered into only by the seller and SecondMarket. 
Plaintiffs are not parties to the Intermediary" Agreement. 

Plaintiffs’ primau complaint is that the stock transaction between Plain- 
tiffs and the seller was allegedly not consummated because the seller did 
not deliver a required opinion until one day alter the closing deadline. 
Although, as discussed more fully herein, the documentary evidence 
shows that SecondlVkarket trod no obligation to deliver this opinion, 
Plaintiffs have attempted to manufacture six claims against Second- 
Market based on the seller’s alleged faihire to do so. 

Docket No. 5 at 1. 
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Having argued from this broad perspective, defendaa~t then proffers a multiplic- 
ity of reasons why plaintiffs’ claims are procedurally aa~d substoa~tively meritless. 

First, Plaintiffs’ claims arc baited by a contractual one-year statute of 
limitations clause and a limitation of liability clause set fbrth in the 
online user agreement to which Plaintiffs subscribed when accessing 
SecondMarket’s website. 

Second, Plaintiffs’ claim that the?’ are third paJrty beneficiaries of an un- 
specified agreement between SecondMarket and the seller is defective 
because it t~ails to axticulate the agreement’s terms. IVlore importaa~t, 
even if Plaintiffs had identified the lntermediaxy Agreement (between 
SecondlVlarket and the seller), the claim still fails because that agree- 
ment does not obligate SecondMarket to deliver the legal opinion and 
does not provide that Plaintiffs are intended beneficiaries of the agree- 
ment. 

Third, the majority of Plaintiffs’ claims are actually claims for breach of 
contract (namely, breach of the STA between Plaintif£s and the seller) 
dressed up in tort garb a~ad asserted against SecondMarket instead of the 
seller. Nowhere do Plaintiffs allege a legal duty owed by SecondMar- 
kct to Plaintiffs independent of any agreement or otherwise. Hence, 
these claims arc not "torts" and are thus fatally defective. [citation] 

Fourth, the Complaint fails to allege essential elements of Plaintiffs 
claims, and those claims are also flatly contradicted by the documentary 
evidence. For exa~mple, the duplicative tort claims for breach of fidu- 
ciaxy duty, negligence, and malpractice all must be dismissed because, 
rater alia, the Complaint fails to allege any facts showing a special 
relationship or tort du’cy imposed on SecondMarket. At best, Plaintiffs 
aa~d SecondMarket had an arm’s length relationship pursuant to the 
online user agreement, which contains no language of any fiducia~ 
duties or special relationship. 

Id. at 2. 

In opposing SecondMarket’s motion to dismiss, plaintiffs redouble their focus 
on the a£orementioned legaJ opimon, critically claiming that SecondMarket had 
provided such opimons in more tha~a 2(/prior transactions with plaintiffs. 

This is a straightforward lawsuit, the core facts of which are not dis- 
puted. SecondMarket failed to timely obtain and deliver a legal opinion 
in connection with a stock sale between Facie Librc and Karl Voskuil. 
q~tis failure m timely deliver the opinion caused the entire deal to fail. 
SecondMarket then covered up its misconduct in the months follow- 
ing the deal’s closing date, thereby causing Facie Libre damages of 
approximately $10 million. 

Most notable in SecondMarket’s motion is its complete lack of denial 
of the core t~actual allegations in the Complaint, namely that Second- 
Market agreed to provide the Legal ()pinion, as it had previously done 
m over twenty prior transactions between Facie Libre and other sellers. 
... Instead, SecondMarket asserts the procedural defense that the statute 
of limitations has run on all of Facie Librc’s claims based upon the 
terms of some User Agreement, an a~cillary agreement that did not in- 
volve Voskuil and is not the operative conwact at issue here. Second- 
Market also makes some other dubious clainls. It claims that it neither 
l~ew nor intended Facie Libre to benefit from SeconddVlarket’ s obliga- 
tion to Voskuil to procure the Legal Opinion, despite the fhct that the 
Intem~ediary Agreement specifically identified Facie Libre as a pur- 
chaser of the stock (and therefore, as a beneficiary of the deal). Second- 
IvDrket also claims that it owed Facie Libre absolutely no dub’ of care, 
despite its oun public declarations of expertise in structuring deals to 
buy aa~d sell the stock of privately-held companies aa~d its agreement 
to design and execute just such a deal in "this case. 

Docket No. 7 at 1-2. 

**~ ~¢E, CENT EVENTS 

The court has yet to rule on SecondlVIarket’s motion to dismiss. No other 
matters are before the court, and no docket entries were made during this 
coverage period. 

This uv_tate covers the period from Februax3, 1 to FebrumD’ 29, 2012. [] 
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E o s F OV RV L INV  

U.S. District Court (D.Mass.) 
Case No. 12-10552 

Honorable Rya W. Zobel 

Filed on March 26, 2012 

Link to Case (PACER) 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Jeffrey C. Block, Esq. 
Jason M. Leviton, Esq. 

Scott E. Mays, Esq. 
Block & Leviton 
(Boston, Mass.) 

DEFENDANT S~ COUNSEL 

Yet to appear 

COUNTS 

1. Violations of § 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933 

2. Violations of § 15(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 

The Brockton Retirement Boaxd, a Massachusetts-based pension fi~nd, has initi- 
ated a class action against an Oppenheimer fired of t~ds. Plaintiff’s prmmry 
allegation is that defendants intentionally inflated the value of a second-level 
investment (i.e., an investment held by a fund the Oppenheimer fund held). 

DEt,~’NDANIi~ 

The complaint names four Oppenheimer entities as defendants: 

Oppenheimer Globa~ Resnurce Private Equity Fm~d I, LoPe 
("OGR Fur~d") 

* Opper~heimer Asset Management° h~c. 

* Oppenheimer ARernative l~ve.~tment Nianagement, LLC 
("AIM") 

Oppenheimer & Co. I~co 

Plaintiff also names two individual defendants: 

¯ Brian Williamson (OGR Fund’s Managing Director) 

¯ Patrick Kane (OGR Fund’s Senior Managing Director) 

Defendant OGR Fund’s PPM states that the t~d is: 

a fund of private equity funds that intends to invest in natural resource, 
power generation and energy-related assets and their cha~aging dynam- 
ics (collectively, ’qqatural Resource and Related Assets") on a global 
basis including but not limited to energy, timber, water, minerals, 
mined resources, agriculture and the lxansportation, distribution, utili- 
zation, management and support or; and technologies being developed 
tbr, Natural Resource and Related Assets, and including, but not limited 
to, assets relating to the protection, renewal or replacement of environ- 
mentally protected or sensitive axeas or wildlife such as wetlands and 
endangered species and their habitats. 

Docket No. 1 at 2. 

S[~!IMAR Y OF TIlE DISPUTE 

The following excerpt from the complaint presents the case’s background and 
primaxy allegations. 

The Corporate Defendants are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Oppen- 
hein~er Holdings Inc., a publicly-traded investment bank and full-ser- 

vice investment fLrm. Oppenheimer Holdings Inc. holds client assets 

of approximately $76 billion and operates throughout the United States 

and Latin America. 

The OGR Fund was established as fund of private equity funds designed 
to invest in companies focused on natural resources. ~lhe OGR Fund’s 
stated investment objective is ’~to provide income and long-term capital 
appreciation by investing in a diversified portfolio of select private 
equity, and equW-related investments within developed and develop- 
ing market countries managed by experienced teams capable of gen- 
erating superior returns." 

(continued on next page) 
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Established as a limited pa~:tnership in 2007, Opco began to raise initial 
capital in the OGR Fund in April 2008. The OGR Fund offered accred- 
ited investors the opportunib7 to subscribe tbr limited partnership inter- 
ests denominated in either Class A or Class B Units. Solicitation of 
investors began on or about April 2(/(/8. The goal of the OGR Fund 
was to raise approximately $200 rmlhon in aggregate commitments. 
Between April 2008 and April 2010, the OGR Fund raised approxi- 
mately $85 million and total investment to date in the fund is 
estimated at $140 million. 

The OGR Fund’s general partner, AIM, set the lninmlum investment 
for Class A Units at $500,000 and tile mitmnum investment for Class 
B Units at $5,000,000. Plaintiff Brockton invested $5 million into the 
OGR Fund by March of 2010. Thus faac, at least $3.2 million of Brock- 
ton’s investment has been drawn upon by AIM through capital calls. 

The OGR PPM ~lates that Defendants performed ~abstantiaJ due dili- 
gence on the OGR Fund’s inves~mnents. Specifically, the OGR PPM 
made the following materially untrue statement: 

Our due diligence review considers the prospective fund’s &~e 
diligence process, infomlation gathering, deal evaluation, peer 
review and parameters or metrics for investment approval. 
We also consider deal teaam diversity, length of time from 
identification to letter of intent and connnitment restraint. 
The next level of review in our due diligence process assesses 
a fund’s inves~mnent contingency planmng ... [i]n analyzing a 
prospective fund, we roll inquire about specific inves~mnents 
and whether a contingency plan was in existence for creating 
value at tile time the deal was constmmlated. 

The OGR Fund’s audited financial statements show that as of Decem- 
ber 31, 2008, 41.3% of the OGR Fund’s capital was invested in the 
private equity fund Ca~tesiaaa Investors-A, L.P. ("Cartesian"). The 
Solicitation Documents place the percentage of conunitted capital in 
Castesian at approximately 44.7%. 

Cartesian is one ofmuny private equity funds run by Cartesian Capital 
Group, LLC ("CCG"), a private equity tirol holding global invest- 
ruents. 

Opco has received compensation from Cartesian for its role as a sales 
agent in other funds controlled by CCG, a material fact not disclosed 
in the Solicitation Documents. 

The assets of Caztesian consisted solely of shares in S.C. Fondu1 Pro- 
prictatea SA ("Fondul"), a Romanian investment fund publicly-traded 
on the Bursa de Valori Bucuresti ("BvB"), conmlonly known as file 
Romanian Stock Exchunge. 

Fondul was created in 2005 by the Romanian govermnent to compen- 
sate its citizens whose property had been unlawtglly seized or otherwise 
misapproi~ated by the former Communist govemment of Romania. 

In the Sohcitation Documents, the stated internal rate of return CIRR") 
of the OGR Fund’s inveslmnent in Caztesiun was 67.0%, while the 
overall IRR was listed as 38.3%. 

Defendants achieved these dramatic positive IRRs for Cartesian 
and the OGR Fund by improperly inflating the value of the Carte- 
sian investment. 

On June 30, 2009, shares of Fondul, Cartesiun’s sole asset, was trad- 
ing at the equivalent of $0.07 per sha~e on the BvB. Rather than use 
the then current punic market trading price of the Fondul shares when 
valuing the Company’s investment in Castcsian (as Defendants repre- 
sented they did), Defendants instead assigned an inflated value of not 
less than $0.33 cents per shaace. 
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This over-valuation allowed Defendants to value the OGR Fund’s 
investment in Cartesian at approximately $9.3 million even though the 
investment value was actually less than $2 million based on the actual 
Fondul trading price. As a result, the Defendants advertised an IRR 
for "the OGR Fund of 38.3% m the Solicitation Documents. A proper 
vahvation of the Cartesian inveslment would show that the OGR Fund 
actually experienced a negative IRR or a loss of between 10.6% and 
6.3%. 

In the OGR PPM, Defendants state that the GeneraJ Partner ’~ill value 
the assets of the [OGR] Fund bared upon available relevant reformation. 
The General Partner expects that in most cases it will value the Under- 
lying Funds in accordance with the valuations reported "to it by the 
Managers of the Underlying Funds." 

Moreover, Defendants explicitly b~tated in the Solicitation Documents 
that the OGR Fund would apply FASB 157: "[a]s a t’mld of funds, we 
require our underlying fired managers to utilize third parb~ valuation 
finns that provide valuations of the respective portfolios in accordance 
with FASB 157." 

Specifically, FASB 157 states that a "quoted price in an active market 
provides the most reliable evidence of fair value and shall be used to 
measure fair value whenever available." Under FASB 157, Cartesian 
should have been valued using the current market price of its sole 
asset, the Fondul shares, which were trading at the equivalent of $0.07 
per share. 

Defendants instead negligently valued the Cartesian investment at 
multiples of its trading price on the open market, in direct violation 
of SEC and Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB’) rules. 

Plaintiff aaad the Class invested in the OGR Fund based on this negli- 
gently inflated IRR, causing theln to suffer the damages COlnplained 
of herein. 

A Feblamry 24, 2012 article in T>m WALL STREET JOURNAL reported 
that tile Ulfited States Attorney’s Office for the District of Massachu- 
setts, tile SEC and the IVlassachusetts Attorney General’s Office have 
been investigating the OGR Fund since the fall of 2011, sending 
multiple subpoenas to the OGR Fund’s employees and to OAM. The 
investigations have focused on whether the OGR Fund has been 
incorrectly accounting for its investments. 

Oppenheimer Holding Inc.’s SEC Form 10-K, filed March 6, 2012, 
states that it has been responding to raft)relation requests from the 
SEC and tile Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office since October 
2011 regarding the OGR Fund and that on February 24, 2012 tile United 
States Attorney’s Office for Masmchusetts (Bos~ton) intbm~ed Oppen- 
heimer Holdings Inc. and OAM that it intends to seek information re- 
garding the OGR Fund. 

Docket No. 1 at 5-8 (brackets and dlipses in original) (emphasis added). 

TIIE CL4SS_4~D TIlE COUNTS 

Ille lawsuit was filed by tile Brockton Retirement Board on behalf of investors 
who purchased interests in the OGR Fund pm~uant to the albrementioned solici- 
tation documents. 

The complaint’s two counts are listed in the sidebar. The tkst count is brought 
against all defendants, while the second count is brought against all defendants 
except OGR Fund. 

The complaint was filed on March 26~ 2012. No defendant had responded to 

it by tile time this issue of IIFLR went to press. 

This review covers the period through March 31,2012. ¯ 
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N U I?’4 G OVE RAG E O F ON; G O !?’4 G A S ES 

OVERVIEW 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 09-8811 

Honorable Jed S. Rakoff 

Complaint filed on Oct. 16, 2009 

[,ink to Case (PACEr{) 

Akin, 

Akin, 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

David Rosenfeld, Esq. 
Sanjay Wadhwa, Esq. 

Valerie A. Szczepanik, Esq. 
SEC 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Silvestre Fontes, Esq. 
SEC 

(Boston, Mass.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Adam S. Hakki, Esq. 
Stephen R. Fishbein, Esq. 
John A. Nathanson, Esq. 
Shearman & Sterling 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Patrick J. Srnith, Esq. 
Caryn G. Schechtman, Esq. 
Jeffrey D. Rotenberg, Esq. 

Theodore Altman, Esq. 
DLA Piper 

(New York, N.Y.) 

John M. Dowd, Esq. 
William E. White, Esq. 
Terence J. Lynam, Esq. 

Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld 
(Washington, D.C.) 

Robert H. Hotz, Jr., Esq. 
Samidh J. Guha, Esq. 

Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Fdd 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Norman A. Bloch, Esq. 
Sunny H. S. Kim, Esq. 

Thompson Hine 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Charles E. Clayman, Esq. 
Paul S. Hugel, Esq. 

Isabelle A. Kirshner, Esq. 
Clayman & Rosenberg 

(New York, N.Y.) 

On October 15, 2009, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern Disl~ct of 
New Yolk filed a criminal complaint against Raj Rajaratnam, Rajiv God, and 
Anil Kurnar, alleging they had committed securities fraud. The following day, 
tile SEC filed a parallel civil complaint against those same illdividuals, along 
with three other persons and two investment firms, Galleon Management and 
New Castle F~mds. Then, on November 5, 2009, the SEC filed an amended 
complaint that significazatly enla~:ged the ~ope of the ca~ by naming four ad- 
ditional investment advisory firms and another nine individuals. 

HFLR is tracking the SEC’s action, not the related criminal cases. 

DEFENDANTS 

The SEC’s f,st amended complaint lists the following defendants. Docket 
No. 30. (The operative complaint is tile SAC, which was filed on January 29, 
2010. See below.) 

Corl3orate Defendants 

Defendant Galleon Management, LP, is a New York City-based 
investment adviser that had $2.6 billion under management at the 
time the complaint was fried. Galleon was founded by Raja~atnam 
in 1997, mid the tirol currently manages tour technology-driven 
funds: Technology Offshore Fund, Technolo~ Pmtnei~ Fund, 
Technology MAC Fund, and the Diversified Fund. 

Defendant New Castle Funds, LLC, was formerly part of Bear 
Steams Asset Management. Based in Wtfite Plains, N.Y., the firm 
has nearly $1 billion under management (Dismissed on Janua¢ 
31,2011.) 

Defendant Spherix Capital is an unregistered hedge fund adviser 
that was/bunded ill July 2007 by" defendmlts Richard Choo-Beng 
Lee and All Far. 

Defendant Far & Lee is a California-based trading fima that is 
owned and controlled by defendaa~ts Richard Choo-Beng Lee and 
All Far. 

* Defendant Schottcnfeld Group is a New York City-based broker- 
dealer that was founded by Rick Schottenfeld. The firm has $100 
million under managcmem. 

. Defendant $2 Capital Managelnent is an unregistered hedge filnd 
adviser that was fbunded by defendant Steven Fortuna. The firm 
has $125 million under management 

Individual Defendants 

Raj Rajaratnam (Galleon’s founder and GP; Portfolio Mm~ager of 
the funds Galleon manages) 

Rajiv Goel (Managing Director of Intel Capital) 

AnilKumar (Director at McKinsey & Co.) 

Danielle Chiesi (Portfolio Manager at New Castle) 

Mark Kurland (GP and Senior Mmaaging Director at New Castle) 

Robert Moffat (SVP at IBM) 

(continued on next page) 
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Kelmeth M. Breen, Esq. 
Palbright & Jaworski 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Alan R. Kaufman, Esq. 
David I. Zalman, Esq. 

Thomas B. Kinzler, Esq. 
Kelley, Drye & Warren 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Eugenie M. Cesar-Fabian, Esq. 
Kmmeth I. Schacter, Esq. 
Gerald J. Russello, Esq. 
Bingham McCutchen 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Steven R. Glaser, Esq. 
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flora 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Hissan A. Bajwa, Esq. 
Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Gregory R. Mol%llo, Esq. 
Robert G. Molwillo, Esq. 
Morvillo, Abramowitz, 

Grand, Iason, Anello & Bohrer 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Laura A. Brevetti, Esq. 
K&L Gates 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Jeffrey L. Bornstein, Esq. 
K&L Gates 

(San Francisco, Cal.) 

Francisco J. Navarro, Esq. 
Steven G. Kobre, Esq. 

Kobre & Kim 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Andrew C. Lourie, Esq. 
Kobre & Kim 

(Washington, D.C.) 

tlarlan J. Protass, Esq. 
L/O of Sean F. O’Shea 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Roland G. Riopelle, Esq. 
Sercarz & Riopelle 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Frederick L. Sosinsky, Esq. 
L/O of Frederkk L Sosinsky 

(New York, 

CLAIMS 

1. Violations of§ 10(b) aJadRule 10b-5 

2. Violations of § 17(a) 

¯ Roomy Khan (Hedge fund consultant; formerly an emplwee at 
Galleon) 

¯ Deep Shah (former analyst at Moody~s) 

¯ Ali Far (Mamging Paa:lner, Portfolio Manager & co-Founder at 
defendant Sphe~x) 

Choo-Beng Lee (Managing Partner & co-Fotmder at de~ndant 
Sphei{x) 

¯ Ali Hariri (VP at Atheros) 

¯ Zvi Golfer (former trader at defendant Schottenfeld) 

¯ David Plate (former trader at defendant Schottenfeld) 

¯ Gautham Shm~s (former trader at defendant Schottenl’eld) 

¯ Steven Fortuna (co-Founder of defendant $2 Capital) 

OVERVIEW 

The gist of the SECts complaint is that the defendants conducted an insider 
trading operation that dates back to at least 2005. Defendants allegedly reaped 
more tha~a $33 million in profits by trading in the securities of IBM, Google, 
Intel, Polycom, Hilton, Cleaswire, PeopleSupport, Akarnai, Sun, Atheros, 
Kronos, and ~MMD. In the SEC’s initial complaint, the agency alleged that fund 
managers Rajaratnam, Chiesi, and Kurland were fed non-public information 
on several of these companies by God, Kumar, and Moft:at. The amended com- 
plaint, however, portrays a more expansive operation. (See the figure on the 
fu llowing page.) 

Both the criminal and civil actions rely heavily on evidence provided to 
investigators by an informant who was imtially identified ol~ly as "Tipper A." 
This individual, however, turned out to be Roomy Kalm, a forn~er Intel em- 
ployee who later worked at Galleon. Khan has long been known to both the 
FBI and the SEC, in laa:ge part because she pleaded guilty, to wire fraud in 
2002 [br transmitting confidential Intel information to Galleon. She received a 
sentence of six months of holne detention and was ordered to pay a $30,000 
fine and $120,000 in restitution. 

The following table lists a portion of the financial benefiks the defendants al- 
legedly reaped from the scheme described in the a~mended complaint. 

TARGET COMPANY TRADER ALLEGED GAIN 

Polycom Galleon $ 735,000 
.... Tipper A" 352,000 

Hilton Galleon 4,000,000 
" Goel 78,000 

Google Galleon 9,300,000 
.... T~pper A" 1,000,000 

Kronos several defe~tants 1200,000 
Intel Galleon 2,990,000 

" Galleon 2,317,000 * 
Clearwire Galleon 780,000 

PeopleSupport Goel 150,000 
Akamai Galleon 3,200,000 

SUN New Castle 1,000,000 
AMD Galleon Unknown Loss 
IBM New Castle 715,000 

Atheros Faa: 390,000 

* Loss avoidance 

(contim:~ed on next page) 
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Alleged Flow of Insider Information 

People- 
Support 

AMD 

IBM 
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EX~:RPTS FROM THE FA C 

The FAC mai:es highly specific allegations "that defendants either directly’ traded 
in the secm-ities of the 12 a£orcmentioued compares on the basis on insider 
infom~ation or provided the insider mfo~mation upon which the trading was 
based. The [bllowmg sections present excerpts from the amended complaint 
regmding the alleged transactions in the securities of Intel and SUN. 

Intel 

On several occasions, RajaJcatnam obtained material nonpublic informa- 
tion concerning Intel from defcndaa~t Goel, a managing director in 
Intel’s trcab~, group a~d at Intel Capital. The treasury group is paxt of 
Intel’s finance depaxtrnent mad Intel Capital reports directly to Intel’s 
President & Chid Executive Officer. 

Begituung on or about January 8, and through January 16, 2007, Goel 
communicated to Rajaratnam material nonpublic infoImation that Goel 
secured through his position at Intel about Intel’s fourth quaxter, 2006 
("Q4 2006"), financial results and outlook. 

On Januaxy 8, 2007, approximately one week before InteF s scheduled 
Q4 2006 earnings armounccment, Rajaxatnam contacted Goel. The next 
day’, on Januaxy 9, 2007, Rajamtnam purchased 1,000,000 shaxes of 
Intel at $21.08 per shaxe, and on January 11, 2007, Rajaxatnam pur- 
chased an additional 500,000 shaxes at $21.65 per share on behalf of 
various Galleon Tech funds. 

Goel and Rajaxatnam communicated again multiple times over the 
IvIartm Luther King Day weekend that followed. On Tuesday, Januaxy 
16, 2007, the day the maJrkets reopened after the long weekend, Rajaxat- 
nam a~d Galleon abruptly shifted couxse with respect to Intel, selling the 
Galleon Tech ftmds’ entire 1,500,000-share long position in Intel at 
$22.03 per shaxe, mad making a profit of a little over $1 million. 

M. at 26-27 (section headings omitted). 

SUN 

1VIoffat, IBM~s Senior Vice President aJ~d Group Executive, Systems 
and Teclmology Group, conveyed to Chiesi material nonpublic informa- 
tion about SLrN’s Q2 2009 results in advaaace of SUN’s January 27, 
2009 earnings release. 

In Jaa~ua~ 2009, IBM was conducting due diligence on SUN in contcTn- 
plation of a possible acquisition by IBM of SUN. Pursuant to a cottfi- 
dentialib~ agreement between IBM and SUN entered into as part of that 
process, SI~rN provided IBM with its Q2 2009 eaarmags results in 
advaJace of the Ja~auary 27, 2009 earnings armouncement. Because of 
his role in IBM’s due diligence of SUN, Moffat had access to SIJN~s 
eaxtfings results. 

Chicsi and IVloffat, who axe friends, contacted each other numerous 
times during Jaguar’ 2009, with "the frequency of contact between the 
two increasing significantly just prior to the SUN earnings release. 

Moffat was one of a group of IBM executives on the preliminary clue 
diligence team arriving at a designated location to conduct due diligence 
on SIYN on Januaxy 19, 2009. IVIoffat contacted Chiesi at home that 
evenmg, and had several conversations wilh her over the next several 
days. In the course of one or more of these conversations, IVIoffat 
provided Chiesi with material nonpublic information concerning SUN’s 
Q2 2009 earnings. In addition, on Ja~ua~ 22, 2009, a dra£t of SUN’s 
eaaaaings results was conveyed to the IBM due diligence team. 

On Monday, January 26, 2009, Chiesi told a third paxb~ that her IBM 
source had indicated t~ her that SUN would armounce the next day that 
its "top," or quaxterly revenue, a~ad "bottom," or eammgs per sha~re, 
would exceed a~aalysts’ consensus expectations, and that the revenue 
number would be "3.2 [billion]," a~ad that her source knew this because 
IBM was doing due diligence on SUN. 

(conti~med on next page) 
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On Monday, January 26, 2009, Chiesi began acquiring a substantial 
long position in SUN on behalf of New Castle. On Januaa-y 27, 2009, 
a/ler the tna~ket closed, SUN reported its Q2 2009 earnings information. 
SUN’s performax~ce substantially exceeded consensus estimates, 
including higher revenue ($3.22 billion) and margins, posting a $0.02 
per share profit whereas consensus estimates called for a loss of 
$0.09/0.10 per share. SUN’s share price rallied on the news, rising 21 
%, from a January 27 closing price of $3.99 per s ’Imre to a Janua~’ 28 
closing price of $4.86 per share, generating profits of nearly $1 million 
for New Castle. 

On January 28, 2009, IVloffat transImtted to SUN, on behalf of IBM, a 
prelimina~ proposal to acquire SUN. 

Id. at 36-38 (brackets m original). 

CLAIMS 

The FAC brings two claims: 

l. Violations of § 10(b) and Rule ]0b-5 

2. Violations of§ 17(a) 

The fi~t claim is brought against all defendants, wine the second claim is brought 
against GaJleon, New Castle, Spherix, Far & Lee, Schottenfeld Group, $2 Capital, 
Rajaratnam, Goel, Chiesi, Kurlan& Khan, Far, Lee, Harifi, ShankaJc, and Formna 

D EFE:VDANTS ’ ANS WERS TO TIlE FA C 

Defendant Rajaratnarn answered the FAC on November 24, 2009. As antic- 
ipated, his answer is largely a demal of the SEC’s allegations, ttowever, as 
shown m the following excerpt l?om the answer’s mtro&~ction, Rajaratnatn 
provides a preview of the defenses he will likely assert later m the proceeding. 
First, he argues that all of the securities trades the SEC has brought rote ques- 
tion were conducted based upon detailed analyses performed by Galleon’s 
professional analysts. Second, he states that any information he may have 
received from third parties was publicly available and widely disseminated at 
the time he received it. Third, he begins to lay "the groundwork for seeking to 
have the evidence suppressed by asserting that "the U.S. Government’s "unpre- 
cedented" use of electromc surveillance violated Title III and his constitutional 
rights. 

Mr. Rajaratnmn demes that he received and/or traded on the basis of 
material non-public information in the securities of Akamai, Ad- 
vanced IVlicro Devices, Cleap~vire, Google, Hilton, Intel, PeopleSup- 
port, or Polycom as alleged m the Amended Complaint. 

Galleon employed professional analysts who covered various com- 
panies and provided m-depth analysis that was utilized for investment 
decisions. Those analysts conducted their ovm examination of the 
companies at issue m this Atnended Complaint, utilizing their own 
expertise as well as third party research reports and other publicly 
available mfomaation to formulate their opinions. The research per- 
formed by the Galleon analysts was more detailed axed precise than 
any of the infomaation that the Amended Complaint alleges was pur- 
portedly conveyed to Mr. Rajaralnam. 

In each of the stocks where Mr. Rajaratnam is alleged to have traded 
based on reside reformation, the information that was allegedly con- 
veyed to Mr. Rajaratnaln was alieady public as it was widely dissemi- 
nated through the press or tttrough analysts. 

Galleon pursued a strategy that was m place be[bre the alleged inside 
mtbrmation described m the Amended Complaint was purportedly 
conveyed to Mr. Rajaratnam. His subsequent securities transactions 
were consistent with those positions and strategies. 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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1Vh. Rajaratnam did not know, and could not have reasonably known, 
that anyone breached a dubT of trust or confidence m any discussions 
that he had regarding the stocks alleged m the A~nended Complaint. 
Mr. Rajaratnam did not provide ant" benefit to ax~yone in exchax~ge for 
any alleged reside information. 

The Government’s unprecedented use of electronic surveillance m this 
case violated Title III and Mr. Rajaramam~s constitutional rights. Under 
Title III, eleci~omc surveillance is permitted only when necessary. for the 
investigation of specified crimes and only when alternative investigative 
procedures have been tried or appear mfidkely to succeed. At or aacotmd 
the titne the Gove~rm~ent sought autho~gzation to intercept cornmunica- 
tions, the SEC, under the gmse of ax~ investigation of another unrelated 
hedge fund, had akeady interviewed numerous witnesses under oath, 
including Mr. Rajaratnam, and questioned them about the conduct 
alleged m the Amended Complaint In response to requebts made by the 
SEC, Galleon produced tens of thousands of pages of docmnents. None 
of these facts were brought to the Coust~s attention as required by Title 
IIl of the O~mibus Crime Control and Sale Streets Act of 1968 (18 
U.S.C. § 2510-2522) m cotmection with the wire tap applications 
(which are, by their nature, ex parle) despite the fhct that the lead SEC 
staff attorney who participated m that SEC investigation is now a 
Special Assistant United States Attorney assigned to the parallel 
criminal case axed who submitted applications m support of the Govern- 
ment~s requests for electromc sua~veillance. Although these Pacts were 
well known to the Government, the Government misrepresented to the 
court that interviews of Mr. Rajammam and others could not be clone 
and were "too risky," and that a ’~Pailed interview" woukl ’~seriously 
compro~nise the entire resider trading investigation." Furthermore, there 
were additional nmterially fhlse statements nmde to the court by the 
Govemment in support of these wiretap applications including, but not 
limited to, the misrepresentation that CS-I, who has been identified as 
Roomy Khan, had "not yet been charged with ant" crimes," when m 
truth and m fact, Khan had been convicted of wire fraud m the United 
States District Court for the Northern Disi~ict of California m 2001. 
Khan also pleaded guilty as past of her cooperation agreement to de- 
stroying evidence m com~ection with an SEC investigation m early 
2008. The destruction of evidence occmred at the time Khan was a 
cooperating government witness and prior to the time that most of the 
wiretap applications were made to the court. In addition, Khan fabri- 
cated evidence m a civil case in federal court m the Northern District of 
California, further calling her credibility and reliability into que~don. 

Docket No. 48 at 1-4. 

The following defendants answered the FAC m mid-December: Moffat, New 
Castle Ftmds, Ktunar, Chiesi, God, Galleon Manage~nent, Schotte~ffNd Group, 
Kurland, Goffe~; Plate, Hariri, Far, Lee, Fomma, and Shankar. 

On December 16, 2009, the court dismissed defendants Spherix Capital and 
Far & Lee with prejudice on the condition that the firms cease doing business. 
Docket No. 83. 

SETTLEMENT WITH DE])~’NDANTS FAR,4ND LEE 

The SEC reached a settlement with defendants Fax and Lee, and the court 
entered final judgment against those defendants on January 29, 2010. 

Defendants are liable, jointly and severally, tbr (1) $1,335,618.17, repre- 
senting profits gamed and/or losses avoided as a result of the conduct 
alleged m the Complaint, together with (2) prejudgment interest thereon 
m the amount of $96,385.52, a~qd (3) a civil penalb~ in the amount of 
$667,809.09. 

Docket No. 120 at 3-4. 

SAC 

The SEC filed its SAC on JannaJ.’r" 29, 2010. 11ae complaint nantes the tbllow- 
ing defendants. Docket No. 124. 

Corporate Defendants: Galleon Manage~nent, New Castle Funds, 
Schottenfeld Group, and $2 Capital Management 

(commued on ~ext page) 
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Individual De[En ’dants: R~iaratnam, Goel, Kulnar~ Chiesi, Kurland, 
Moffat, Khan, Shah, tlariri, Goff~r, Plate, ShaN~a~; and Foituna. 

The SAC sets forth tile same tvv’o claims that were presented in tile FAC: 

1. Violations of§ 10(b) andRule 10b-5 
2. Violations of § 17(a) 

The first c]a~n is brought againb~t all defcndaaats, while the second claim is brought 
against Galleon, New Castle, Schottenfeld Group, $2 Capita], Rajaratnam, God, 
Kulnar, Chiesi, Kurland, KhalL Hariri, Shanka~; and Fortuna. 

ORDER TO PRODUCE ~V’IRETAPS RECORDINGS 

On FebIa~ry 9, 2010, tile court ordered that defen ’dants Rajaratnam and Chiesi 
produce to the SEC copies of all wiretap recordings that those defendants had 
received from the U.S. Govennnent in their respective criminal cases. Docket 
No. 129. Rajaratnaan and Chiesi appealed "the order on Februax3, 11, 2010. 
DocketNos. 137 and 142. 

P4RTL4L STAY 

On March 24, 2010, the appellate court stayed the trial court’s aforementioned 
ruling regarding def~ldan~s Rajaratnam’s and Chiesi’s production of wiretap 
recordings. See S.E.C.v. Galleon ~[anagement, LP, Case No. 10-0462 (2d Cir. 
1VlaJc. 24, 2010). 

The Court previously scheduled the trial of this case for August 2, 
2010. However, after Judge Holwell set for October 25, 2010 the 1~dal 
of one of "the parallel crmainal cases, the Uinted States Attorney’s 
Office intervened in this case and moved "to adjourn the trial of this 
case until aller the completion of that crmliual trial. Despite tile fact that 
no part?." optx~sed the adjourlmlent, the Court reserved judgtnent because 
of the strong public interest in having cases of this kind move fbI~vard 
promptly. Cf Bloate v. United States, 2010 WL 757660, at *9 (Mar. 
8, 2010) (noting, in the context of the Spee@ Trial Act, the need "to 
vindicate the punic interest in the ~svift administration of justice"). 

Now, however, a further factor has tipped the balance toward adjourn- 
ment. Specifically, the Court of Appeals has today stayed the prior 
order of this Court directing ceitain defendants to turn over to the plain- 
tiff Securities and Exchange Commission tile wiretapped conversations 
received by these defendants in the parallel criminal matter .... The 
stay order also sets forth the schedule for the briefing of the appeal 
from this Court’s order, with the final brief to be filed on June 8,2010 
and oraJ argmnent to be hcaxd thereafter. Moreover, COlnments made by 
the presiding judge during oral argument before the Court of Appeals 
suggest that the resolution of "that appeal may also be affected by the 
resohltion of the suppression hearing on the wiretap evidence cmlent- 
ly scheduled to commence before Judge tIolwell on June 17, 2010. 

Since, therefore, resolution of tile wiretap issue camlot realistically be 
expected before July 2010, an August 2 tiial is no longer practical, 
and counsel for several of the defendants roll thereafter be occupied 
in preparing tbr the criminal trial set for October 2010. Thus, with 
reluctance, the Court hereby adjourns the trial of this case until 
Monday, February 14, 201 l. 

Docket No. 158 at 1-2 (citations to case docmncnt omitted). 

~ETTLEMENTS gqTH DEFENDANTS ,~CHOTTENFELD ~r KUJ~IR 

On April 20, 2010, the COUlt issued an order granting final approval to tile SEC’s 
settlement ruth Schottenfeld Group. Under the terms of the agreement, Schot- 
tenfeld will disgorge $460,000, pay prejudgment interest of $72,000, and pay 
a civil penalb~ of $230,00(/. Docket No. 163. Final judgment against Schot- 
tcnfeld Group was also entered on April 20, 2010. Docket No. 164. 

On May 17, 2010, "the court granted £mal approval of(and entered fmal judg- 
ment on) the SEC’s settlement with defendant Kumar. Under the terms of the 
agreement, Kumar will disgorge $2,600,000 and pay $191,000 in interest. 
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SETTLEMENTS WITH CERTAIN DEFENDANTS 

On October 27, 2010, the district court issued an order granting final approval to 
the SEC’s settlement with Roomy Khan. Under the terms of the agreement, 
Khan will pay $1.553 million, which represents profits gamed and/or losses 
avoided as a result of her conduct. She is also required to pay $304,000 in 
interest. DocketNo. 172. 

Then, on November 5, 2010, the court issued an order gma~tmg final approval to 
the SEC’s settlement ruth Rajiv God, the terms of which call for God to pay 
$231,000 m profits gamed and/or losses avoided, as well as $23,000 m inter- 
est. DocketNo. 173. 

On January 31,201 l, the court issued an order granting final approval to the 
SEC’s settlement with Maark Kurland, the terms of which call for Kurland to 
disgorge $4.2 million a~qd pay $205,000 m interest. Docket No. 182. On same 
date, the court dismissed New Castle Funds as a defendant, since the compaW 
is no longer an operating entity. Docket No. 181. 

On Fcbruaxy 1, 2011, the court granted final approval to "the SEC’s settlement 
with Robert Moffat, the te~ms of wttich were not placed m the public record. 
Similarly, on FebmaU 4, 2011, the court o~anted final approval to the SEC’s 
settlelnent with Ali tta~iri. The agreement calls for tlmiri to pay $2,666 m 
profits gamed and/or losses avoided. Docket No. 185. 

On June 15, 2011, the court iss~ued an order granting final approval to the SEC’s 
settlement with Gautharn ShaaNer, the terms of which call for Shanker to dis- 
gorge $243,000 and pay $35,000 m interest. Docket No. 213. 

On June 29, 2011, the couxt issued an order granting final approval to the SEC’s 
settlement with David Plate, the terms of which call for Plate m disgorge 
$43,876 and pay $9,415 in interest. Docket No. 220. 

Then, on July 12, 2011, the court isb~aed an order o~antmg final aptxoval to the 
SEC’s settlement with one of the case’s key players, Danielle Chiesi. Under the 
agreement, Chiesi will disgorge $500,000 and pay $40,535 m interest. Docket 
No. 221. 

On August 23,2011, the court entered a judgment agamst defendant Deep Shah, 
who had failed to appeax, answer, plead, or defend himself m this action. The 
court ordered Sha~ to disgorge $8.2 million, to par" $1.76 million m prejudgment 
interest, and to pay a civil penal~ of $24.6 million. Docket No. 228. 

On September 30, 2011, the court entered a $301,000 judgment against defen- 
dant Steve Fortuna. Docket No. 231. 

On December 5, 2011, the court issued an order graaating final approval to the 
SEC’s settlement with Zvi Goffer, the temas of which call for Goffer to dis- 
gorge $265,709 and pay $59,565 m interest. Docket No. 255. In his parallel 
criminal case, Goffer was sentenced to 10 years m prison and required to 
disgorge more than $10 million m profits. See {~ited S~ates v. Zvi 
Case No. 10-cr-00056, U.S.D.C. (S.D.N.Y.) 

MSJ 

Plaintiff SEC moved for partial smranalT judgment against Rajara’marn on 
October 7,2011. 

No genuine issue of material fact is in dispute with respect to the m- 
sider tradmg m the securities of Clea~vire, Akamai, ATI, PeopleSup- 
port, and Intol "that overlap the chaxges on which Rajaxatnana was con- 
victed. As to those claims, the Co~ranlssion is entitled to sunarna~’ judg- 
ment. 

Docket No. 233 at 3-4. 

Rajaxatnmn filed his opposition on October 17, 2011 (Docket No. 237), and 
plaintiff SEC replied on October 21,2011 (Docket No. 242). 

(contmtted on next page) 
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THE RULING AGAINST ~,iJA/~,iT~4M 

In an Opinion and Order issued on November 8, 2011, the court imposed a 
$92.8 million civil penalty on Rajaratnam. 

I’he motion [for summary judgment] was filed October 7, 2011. On 
October 13, 2011, in the parallel cIimitml case, Judge ttolwell sen- 
tenced Rajaratuam to 11 yeaacs in prison, ordered him to forfeit $53.8 
million, and fined him an additional $10 million in criminal penalties. 
See United States v. Raj~ramam, 09 Cr. 1184 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 20, 
2011). Accordingly, in his instant answering papers, filed October 17, 
2011, Rajaralnam conceded that, because of the criminal conviction, 
he was collaterally’ estopped from contesting liability, for insider 
trading on the five stocks here in issue, and that he did not oppose 
having an injunction entered against him based on this liability. For 
its part, the SEC conceded that, in light of Judge ttolwell’s imposition 
of a $53.8 million forfeiture judgment against defendaJat, its request 
for $31.6 million in disgorgement was moot. Accordtngly, the only 
remaining issue on this motion is whether to impose additional civil 
penalties against defendant Rajaralnam, and if so, in what amount. 

Section 21A of the Exchange Act authorizes district courts to assess 
civil penalties in the nature of fines againb~ persons who commat insider 
trading. 15 U.S.C. § 78u-1. The statute states that the amount of the 
penalty shall be detemfined by the Court "in light of the thcts and cir- 
clunstances." 15 U.S.C. § 78u- l(a)(2). While tiffs is a broad mandate, 
courts in this District have typically considered such factors, for 
example, as "(1 ) the egregiousness of the defendant’s conduct; (2) the 
degree of the defendant’s scienter; (3) whether the defendant’s con- 
duct created substantial losses or the risk of substantial losses to other 
persons; (4) whether the defendant’s conduct was isolated or recur- 
rent; and (5) whether the penalty should be reduced due to the defen- 
dant’s demonstrated current and future financial condition." SEC v. 
Italigiannis, 470 F. Supp. 2d 373, 386 (S.D.N.Y. 2007) (cifing SEC ~,. 
Coates, 137 F. Supp. 2d 413,429 (S.D.N.Y. 2001)). 

The amount of any financial penalty in any paacallel criminal action 
may also be relevant. Defendaaat, indeed, argues that, given "the fman- 
cial penalties imposed by Judge Holwell in the criminal case, further 
civil penalties are unwarranted. This misapprehends both the nature 
of this parallel proceeding and the pui~poses of civil penalties. The 
foremost fbcus of any’ criminal punislmlent is on tile defendant’s 
moral blameworthiness and on the prison time thus merited. While 
the concern with blamewortNness may also bear on the monetaa3~ 
aspects of a criminal sentence (such as the fine), more often, as in the 
case of restitution axed disgorgement, they" axe designed to compensate 
victims and deprive the defendant of his ill-gotten gains. By contrast, 
as the Court statc~t at the October 27 hea~ing, SEC civil penalties, most 
ebl)ecially in a case involving such lucrative misconduct as insider 
trading, are designed, most importantly, m make such tuflawful trading 
"a money-losing proposition not just for this defen ’dant, but fbr all 
who would consider it, by showing that if you get caught you axe going 
to pay severely’ in monetary temps." 

Here, the Court, at the request of the paxties, has reviewed the portions 
of the Pre-Sentence Report in the paacallel criminal case that set forth 
the defendant’s net worth, which considerably exceeds the financial 
penalties imposed in the criminal case. When to this is added the huge 
and brazen nature of Rajaratnam’s insider trading scheme, which, even 
by his own estimate, netted tens of millions of dollars and continued 
for years, this case cries out for tile kind of civil penalty that will 
deprive this defendant of a material part of his fortune. 

I’he question then becomes, how much? I’he SEC seeks the maxlmlun 
available penalty under the statute, which provides that the Court may 
impose a penalty of up to, but no more than, "three times the profit 
gaJaaed or "the loss avoided." 15 U.S.C. § 78u-l(a)(2). The Court agrees 
that this case meets every factor favoring trebling. See HaIigiannis, 
470 F. Supp. 2d at 386. 
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The statute, however, further defines "profit gamed’’ or "loss avoided’’ 
as "the difference between the purchase or sale price of the security 
and the value of that security as measured by the trading price of the 
security a reasonable period after public dissemination of the nonpublic 
information." 15 U.S.C. § 78u-l(f). Once trebling is accepted, the key 
point of contention between the parties here is over what is the correct 
measure of "profit gamed" and "loss avoided." 

Defendant aargues that the proper measure of "profit gamed’’ or "loss 
avoided" is the amount of such profit or loss directly attributable to 
the advantages reaped t}om possessing the insider mt’ormation illegally 
obtained, as opposed to profits or losses attributable to other, law[hl 
maxket events. In support of its argument, defendant includes an "event 
study" performed by Professor Gregg A. Jaarrell, an expert wituess m 
the criminal case. Based on statistical modeling, Professor Jaarrell con- 
cludes that the profit attributable directly to the non-public information 
defendant possessed is $22,300,551, a figure subs ’tantially less than 
the more than $30 million calculated by "the SEC. 

In a private civil securities action, b~ach an approach, and such an "event 
study" calculation, might be appropriate. But here it has no place, 
because Congress tins decreed that the de~Lnition of "profit gamed’’ or 
"loss avoided’’ for purposes of SEC civil penalties is "the difference 
between the purchase or sale price of the security and the value of that 
security as measured by the trading price of the security a reasonable 
period after public dissemination of the nonpublic information." 15 
U.S.C. § 78u-l(f). By its plato language, Congress instructed the 
Court not to eliminate from the calculation of "profit ga?med" or "loss 
avoided’’ any amount attributable to lnarket f~ctors other than the de- 
fendant’s reside m[brmation. Rather, once the Court ide,Nfies the 
trading price of the security- at a "reasonable period a[ter public dis- 
semination of the nonpublic information," the Court should simply 
calculate the difference between that price and the price the defendant 
paid for that security in order to asrive at the profit gamed or loss 
avoided. In so prescribing, Congress doubtless intended to avoid the 
very uncertainties and complexities defendant here seeks to introduce, 
as well as to adhere to the hoa~ principle that a wrongdoer takes his 
victim (here, m effect, the lnarket) as he tSnds it. In any event, the 
statutory language of Section 21A is crystal clear and must be obeyed. 

Defendant next argues that because he was personally entitled to only 
a portion of the profits actually realized from the illegal trades he 
executed, the SEC’s figure should be reduced to the amount he per- 
sonally gamed. On this approach, if one were to subtract from the 
profits made on defendant’s illegal trades the portion of profits "that 
went to Galleon (and thus its investors), as opposed m the percentage 
of the profits defendant was personally entitled to through manage- 
ment tees, his profit was o,tly $4,725,150. But nottdng m the text of 
the Section 21A supports this evasion, m effect, of defendant’s 
responsibility, for the wrongdoing he committed, and defendant cites 
no case law supporting this improbable interpretation. 

The statute does, however, leave one open question: how long is a "rea- 
sonable period after public dissemination of the nonpublic mforma- 
tioff’? 15 U.S.C. § 78u-l(f). At oral axgunaent, defense counsel ob- 
jected to the SEC’s use of defendant’s actual realized gains m arriving 
at its base figure [br the civil penalty, as opposed to using the hypo- 
thetical "reasonable period." In response, the SEC offered a calcula- 
tion the Govermnent prepared for Judge ttolwell in the c~iminal sen- 
tencmg proceeding, util~ing a 24-hour period after the dissemination 
of the reside reformation as a "reasonable period." Defendant agreed 
that under Second Circuit precedent %vithin a day of the armouncement 
is generally [a reasonable period]." [citing SEC v. Patel, 61 F.3d 137, 
140 (2d Cir. 1995)] 

(contnmed on next page) 
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But even with this agreement, the parties cannot amve at agreement on 
the base figure. The SEC says it is $33,512,929, while the defendant 
says it is $30,935,235. Although the reasons for fl~is difference are (lit’- 
ferences over what is the appropriate method for calculating the day- 
after figure in this case, the Court determines that it need not resolve 
these somewhat technical differences, since for present purposes the 
Court can accept the lower figure and still fulfill all the puxposes of a 
civil penalty in this case. Specifically, the Court determines that these 
purposes can all be achieved by a "trebling of the base figure as long as 
that trebling results in a fine amount of at least $90,000,000. 

Accordingly, the Court trebles the defendant’s figure of $30,935,235 
and arrives at a civil penalty of $92,805,705, which is hereby inaposed. 
Defendant is ordered to make tlfis payment, no later than 14 days after 
en~ of the accompanytng Final Judgment as to Defendant Raj 
Rajaxatnarn, by certified check, bank cashier’s check, or United States 
postal money order made payable to the United States Securities and 
Exchange Commission. This civil penalty is entirely in addition to the 
forfeiture and other financial payments o~dered by Judge ttolwell and 
may not be used to offset those payments in any respect. Finally, 
defendant Raj Rajaratnam is hereby pemmnently enjoined from vio- 
lating Section 10(b) of the Exchax~ge Act, Rule 10b-5 promulgated 
thereunder, and Section 17(a) of the Securities Act. 

Docket No. 251 at 2-9 (second pair of brackets in original) (citations 
to case documents omitted). 

The court entered fma] judgment against Rajaratnaxn on November 8, 2011 
(Docket No. 252), but it then modified the judgment on November 15, 2011, to 
permit Rajazatnarn to pay the penalty in two installments, with the second 
instaJlment due on Janua~ 15, 2012 (Docket No. 253). 

On December 7, 201 l, Rajazatnam appealed the court’s judgment to the U.S. 
Court of Appeals (2d Cir.), where "the matter was lodged as Case No. 11-5124. 

No significant (locket entries were made du~ing this coverage period. 

"l~tis review covers the period I~-om Maxch 1 to March 31, 2012. [] 
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U.S. District Court (D. Nev.) 
Case No. 07-1146 

Filed on Aug. 27, 2007 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL 

Richard J. Pocker, Esq. 
Boies, Schiller & Flexner 

(Las Vegas, Nev.) 

Jack A. Simms, Esq. 
Jonathan D. Schiller, Esq. 
Jonatl~an Sherman, Esq. 

Boles, Schiller & Flexner 
(Washington, D.C.) 

DEFENDANT ’ S COUNSEL 

Lauiie E. Foster, Esq. 
Mark D. Knoll, Esq. 

Morgan, Lewis & Bockius 
(New York, N.Y.) 

John Desmond, Esq. 
Erin E. Dart, Esq. 

Jones Vargas 
(Reno, Nev.) 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

1. Breach of contract 

2. Anticipatory breach of contract 

3. Declaratory reliefpmsuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2201 

C~4SE OVERVIEW 

Plaintiffs m this matter axe numerous hedge funds that own sbaxes in sole dcfcn ’dant 
Archon Corp. The case has become complex, as the pasties battle over the tc~ns 
governing Archon~s re&anption of those sbaxes. In re~]ib,, however, the basic matter 
before the court is rather simple and stmighttbrwaM: Did Archon use the correct 
algoritlmi when it calculated the interest it owed plaintiffs for the redeemed sbaxes? 

PLAINTIFFS 

Plaintiffs are the following hedge Rinds. 

Plaintiffhedge fund Do E, Shaw Laminar Portfl~l~os is a member 
of the D. E. Shaw Group (New York, N.Y.), investment managers 
controlling more titan $8 billion across a variety of funds. 

Plaintiff LC CapitM Master Fund is managed by Lampe, Conway 
& Co. (New York, N.Y.). The fund is a "distressed-securities hedge 
fired that invests in what it believes are mispnced and unde,s~alued 
securities of businesses undergoing financial duress." (www. 
capitaM.comiczipisponsored.html) 

Plaintiff LC Capital~,’Capital Z is managed by’ Capital Z Invest- 
ment Parlners, a $2 billion management group with offices in New 
York, London, and Hong Kong. Capital Z manages several hedge 
fimds, private equity fimds, and structured products. 

Plaintiff Mag~er~ Asset Manager~en, Corp, is an asset management 
firm based in New York City. 

Plaintiffs MoreaW Real Estate SecurNes Fund and Mercu~" Rea~ 
Estate S, ecmities Off, shore Fkmd are ~’o hedge funds managed by 
Mercury’ Partners (Greenwich, Conn.), a mercbant barn providing 
investment banking and financial advisor3, services. 

Plaintiffhedge funds B~ack Horse CapRal, B~ack Hnrse Capital 
(QP), and Black. Horse Capi*al Of L~hore axe managed by Dale 
Chappell. 

Plaintiff Plainfield Special Situa*ions Master F~nd is lnanaged 
by Plainfield Asset Management (Greenwich, Conn.), which was 
founded in 2005 by Max Hohi~es and currently has $1 billion 
under management. 

DEFENDANT 

Sole defendant Archon Corp. (North Las Vegas, Nov.) owns and operates tl~e 
Pioneer ttotel & Gambling ftall in Laughlil~ Nev. Fonnerly knoml as Sahara 
Gaming Corporation, the fimi also owns real estate on the Las Vegas Strip. 

INIIZ4L COMPLAINT 

Plaintif£s tiled their initial, three-count complaint on August 27, 2007. Docket 
No. 1. Therein, they assert that they collectively own approximately 2.1 million of 
Archon’s 4.4 million outb~nding shares of Exchangeable Redeemable Preferred 
Stock ("ERPS’), which class of stock the company originally issued in 1993 in 
accordance with a Certiticate of Designation ("Certificate"). 

Archon’s ERPS shares cain" dividends in anlounts to be calculated according to a 
bj?ecitic, seemingly non-complex fonmtla that is stated in the Certiticate. Of im- 
tx)rtance because it lies at the nucleus of this dib]mte is that the Certificat~ provides 
that dividends "sball be fully cumulative and shall accrue (whether or not de- 
clared), on a daily basis[.]" M. at 6. That is, according to "the Certificate’s wording, 
intercs~ is to be applied to the previously accrued dMdends, which methodology 
appeaxs to represent little more than a restatement of classic compoand interest. M. 

(continued on next page) 
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Nonetheless, the parties interpret the phrasing of rite Certificate’s interest calcu- 
lation algorithm differently, with plaintiffs asserting that rite Certificate clearly 
and unambiguously requires that interest be compounded on previously accrued 
dividends. 

[T]he Certificate ... makes self-evident that accrued and unpaid dividends, 
which cumulate, compound at "the then applicable Dividend Rate. The 
amount of accrued and anpaid dividends payable for any Dividend Period, 
therefore, ilacludes "simple" dividends at the then applicable Dividend 
Rate on $2.14 plus compaunded dividends at the then applicable Dividend 
Rate on all accrued and unpaid dividends; an~v such amount not paid in 
cash on the applicable Dividend Payment Date represents the cumulative 
accrued and unpaid amount as of such Dividend Payment [)ate. 

Docket No. 1 at 6-7 (emphasis in original). 

The base interest rate has periodicaJly adittsted since the Certificates were issued, 
appaxently in a mariner that is not in dispute. "The Dividend Rate was initially set 
at 8% par aamum and increased, per the Certificate, to "the maxinmm of 16% per 
atmum" in 2004. M. at 7. 

Accordlug to the complaint, however, Archon has never paid a cash dividend on 
ERPS shares. Instead, "Archon has chosen to accrue cumulative dividends at the 
then applicable Dividend Rate rather than pay dividends in cash." Id. Tiffs ap- 
proach has now led to the dispute over the compounding of accrued dividends. 

,~HA RE RED EMPTI ON 

The dibpute a~:ose becattse "the ERPS shazcs caxry with them a redemption option, 
which option Archon elected to exercise m 2007. Although the mcthodolo~ for 
calculating the redemption price is set forth in the Certificate, plaintiffs argue that 
Archon incorrectly applied the fmmula, thereby depriving the selling shazeholders 
of a sig~icant b~am of money. 

According to plaintiffs, the correct redemption price is $8.69 per sha~ce. 

Because Archon has never paid aW cash dividends with respect to the Ex- 
changeable Preferred Stock, all dividends subsequent to the sixth 
Dividend Payment Date have accrued and compounded at the then 
applicable Dividend Rate in accordance with the Certificate. 

As of the date of this Complaint, when accrued and unpaid dividends 
with respect to each share of Exchangeable Preferred Stock am com- 
pounded and calculated m accordance with the terms of the Certificate, 
the Liquidation Preference equals $8.69 per share[.] 

/d. at 8. 

Archon, however, has allegedly applied an algorithm that 15Jls to include the com- 
pounding effects of the interest on the accrued dividends and "that thus results in a 
mmkedly lower redemption price. 

On July 31, 2007, Archon issued a Notice of Redemption and related Let- 
tea of Transmittal to the holde~ of outs ’tandmg shares of Exchangeable 
Preferred Stock announcing its intent to "redeem all of the outstanding 
shares of the ~xchangeable] Preferred Stock is~aed and outstanding as of 
the close of business on August 31, 2007" (the %,lotice"). The Notice 
slates that issued and ou~tanding shames of the Exchangea:ole Preferred 
Stock will he redeemed at ~’the redc~nption price of $5.241 per share[.]" 

Id. at 8-9 (firmer set of brackets in original). 

Hence, the alleged per-share discrepancy hetween plaintiff’s’ and defendant’s re- 
bt~ective interest-rate calculations is: 

$8.690 - $5.241 = $3.449 

Based upon the assertion that they collectively own approximately 2.1 million 
ERPS shares, plaintiffs then argue that they have been shortchanged over $7.2 
million. This amount, to "the extent it is not paid as a dividend, would benefit 
Archon, especially Patti Lowden, the tEm’s Chairman, CEO, and 75% owner. 
M. at 10. 
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USES OFA CTION 

Plaintiffs’ three causes of action are straighttbrward. (See sidebar.) The first 
claina - breach of contract - a~ises from allegations that Archon unilaterally 
modified the Certificate’s stated terms a~ad conditions. 

Archon’s calculation of the Proposed Redemption Price mthout com- 
potmding dividends amounts to an unauthorized and tmilateral 
alncndment to the Certificate that materially and adversely affects the 
rights of the Plaintiffs as holders of "the Exchangeable Preferred Stock 
and was done without the required approval of two-thirds of the 
Exchangeable Preferred Stock holders as set tbrth in the Certificate. 

Archon is in breach of the Certificate and is liable to Plaintiffs for any 
and all damages arising from the failure to compound dividends, its un- 
authorized unilateral amendinent to the Certificate axed tbr Plaintiffs’ 
attorueys’ fees, expenses and costs incurred in enforcing Plaintiffs’ 
rights trader the Certificate. 

It. at 11. 

In presenting the complaint’s second cause of action - anticipatory breach of 
contract -plaintiffs assert, "Archon’s isb~aance of the lredelnptionl Notice with 
the proposed redemption price is an anticipato~ repudiation and material breach 
of the Certificate and Archon is liable to Plaintif£s for any and all damages 
arising from the failure to dischaarge its duties under the Certificate[.]" M. at 12. 

Finally, as the tl~rd cause of action, plaintiffs seek a declaaratory judgment eb~b- 
lishing that the proper determination of dividends involves compounding the 
interest rate in accordance with plaintiffs’ calculations. !d. at 13. 

FAC 

On November 2, 2007, the parties filed a stipulated motion for leave for plaintiffs 
to file a FAC (Docket No. 23), and the court grax~ted the motion on November 8, 
2007 (Docket No. 25). Plamtif£s then filed the FAC on November 9, 20(/7. Docket 
No. 27. An individual investor, Jolm K. Voight, was added as a plamtiffin the FAC. 

The FAC’s wording differs minimally from that of the initial complaint, except that 
plaintiffs’ alleged loss duc to the lack of compounding by Archon is increased to 
accommodate plaintiff Voight’s shmes. 

Det~n ’dant Archon ans~ered the FAC on November 16, 2007. Docket No. 29. 

REL4TED CASES 

A highly sintilar case was filed agmnst Archon by Leewa;d Capital. As with 
plaintiffs in Shorn,, LeewaJcd asserts that Archon incorrectly computed the redemp- 
lion price ofERPS shaxes. See Leeward Capital, L.P.v. Archon Co~p., which was 
filed in U.S. Disl~ct Court (D. Nov.) as Case No. 08-0007 on Januasy 2, 2008. 

Also, see A(ercu~ Real Estate Sec. Fund, L.P. v. Archon Co~., No. 3:06-CV- 
01740 (D. Coun.), which was dismissed upon the patties’ stipulation, with Archon 
allegedly admitting, "The Certification of Designation ... is the contract that 
governs the rights of holders of Archon’s Exchangeable Preferred Stock; and 
Archon’s a£fkrmative obligations axe cleaJr and unambiguous from the Certificate of 
Designation." Docket No. 32 at 5 (ellipsis in original) (emphasis omitted). 

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTIONS 

Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 

Plaintiffs moved ~br partial ~ummasy judgment on December 6, 2007. Docket 
No. 32. By that motion, plaintiffs seek the court’s ruling only on the three 
clain~s, not on the damages that might accrue theret?om. 

This is a sinaple and straightforward motion. It poses two legal ques- 
tions: First, is the Certificate an unambiguous agreement that governs 
the redemption by Archon of the Exchangeable Preferred Stock’? Second, 
did Archon breach the Certificate by redeeming its Exchangeable 
Preferred Stock at a redemption price lower than the express terms set 
forth in the Certificate? The answer to both questions is the same: Yes. 

(contnmed on next page) 
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Archon has adlmtted in prior litigation that "[tlhe Certificate of Designa- 
tion ... is the contract that governs the rights of holders of Archon’s Ex- 
changeable Preferred Stock." It has also adlmtted in prior litigation that 
"Arclion’s affim~ative obligations are clear and unambiguous from the 
Certificate of Designation." Although Archon now seeks discoveD~ pur- 
portedly concerning the %ontext," %ircumstances" and "business 
custom" regarding the Certificate, Archon carmot avoid its prior admis- 
sions and the plain language of the contract "that it - not Plaintiffs - 
wrote, both of Milch Inake the issues on which Archon seeks discover, 
irrelevant to Archon’s liability on PlaitNffs’ clainls. 

We do not seek summary judgment on the anwunt of damages to be 
awarded. To be sure, we think that any damages calculation will be a 
basic mathematical exercise. Summa~3; judgment exists to permit the 
Court to fred and narrow isblles where there axe no disputed facts as to 
those issues. There axe no disputed material ~acts as to liability on any 
of Plaintiffs’ claims. 

Docket No. 32 at 3-4 (footnote omitted) (brackets and ellipsis in original). 

Plaintiffs argue that the Certificate should be judged on what lies within its four 
coiners. 

The terms ofti~e Certificate mu~t as a matter of law be entbrced as written. 
No extrinsic evidence, as a matter of law, could be relevaaat to aid in di~ 
ccrrang the mcamng of the words of the Certil?cate; no extrinsic evidence 
is admissible to bz~pplclncnt "the words of an unan~biguous contract. Be- 
cause Archon admits to actions that axe contrary to its unambiguou¢ and 
unqualified contlactual obligations, PlainNl’s have established as a matter 
of law the elelnents of each claim alleged against Archon and, accordlug- 
ly, re~l~ectt’ully request tiffs Court enter partia] summary judgment that 
Archon is liable under aJl three counts in Plaintiffs’ Complmnt. 

I)ocket No. 32 at 2. 

Defendant opposed the motion for partial summa~ judgment on January 7, 
2008. Then, on February 1, 2008, plaintiffs filed their reply to defendant’s oppo- 
sition. DocketNo. 50. 

Motion to Strike Affirmative Defenses 

In Janua3, 2008, plaintiffs moved to strike the al"timlative defenses that defen- 
dant had set fbrth in its answer to the FAC. Docket No. 33. In response, defen- 
daJat filed an aamended answer to the FAC (containing aamended affn~mative 
defenses) on Janua~’ 15, 2008. Docket No. 44. 

Therk on February l, 2008, plmntiffs filed another Motior~ to Sl~’ilw AJJirmadve 
Defenses. Docket No. 51. This pleading is much reduced in scope from "the fu-st 
motion to strike because defendant Archon had significantly altered "the nature 
and scope of its al"titmative defenses in its anlended al~-ei. Readei~ f~tcmg simi- 
lax pleading situations may wish to review the detailed coverage of pla£ntiffs’ 
initial motion to strike. (See the January 2008 issue oftIFLR at 227 - 229.) 

Defendant Archon filed its opposition to the motion to strike on February 22, 
2008. DocketNo. 59. 

Motion Hearings 

On May 19, 2008, the coust heard oral argument on plaintiffs’ motion for 
summa~’ judgment and motion to strike affirmative defenses. Although the 
court took the lnatters trader submission, it also requested that the parties 
b~applement their briefings with additional authorities and argtunent on the 
issue of the court’s salbject Inatter jurisdiction. Docket No. 71. 

The patties filed their re~oective supplements on June 9, 2008. Docket Nos. 76 
and 77. Although these additional pleadings axe likely not of widespread relev- 
ance outside of’this case, they provide su~,eys of case law that may be of utility 
to attorneys seeking to ebt, ablish the contractuaJ rigNs held by a "beneficial 
owner’’ of stock who is not designated as the stock’s "holder of record." 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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"l~Js case is betbre the U.S. District Court (D. Nev.), and defendax~t asserts that 
’q’,levada courts have never addressed whether beneficial owners have ~-tanding 
to enforce the temps of a securities instrument wNch creates contractual 

obhgations solely to the holders of record[.]" Docket No. 76 at 5. Consequent- 
ly, the parties’ pleadings rely heavily upon case law from other jurisdictions, 
including state courts in Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, and 
Texas, as well as U.S. dislzict courts in Delaware, PennbTlvania, and New York. 

Derisions 

On August 6, 2008, the court isb~aed a single order in which it resolved plaintiffs’ 
motions fbr summary judg~nent and to sttike affmnative defenses. At the outset 
of its ruling, the court examined Archon’s argtunent: that plaintiffs lack s ’tanding 
to bring this action because the), axe not EPS holders of record. Indeed, fl~s issue is 
of general interest, largely because it is detached from the more mundane nuances 
of the case. The court resolved the matter in favor of plaintiffs, as follows. 

Archon argues Plaintiffs lack b~anding because they axe not EPS holders 
of record and only holders of record have rights under the Certificate. 
Plaintiffs respond by acknowledging they are not holders of rec~rd, but 
Plaintiffs argue they are beneficial owners, which means they are the 
real paw in interest in the suit and fires have standing to sue. 

To satisfy Article III standing requirements, a plaintiff must show that: 
(1) he has ,~affered an injury in Pact that is (a) concrete and particula- 
rized; and (b) actual or imminent, not coNectural or hypothetical; (2) the 
injury is fairly traceable to the defendant’s challenged action; and (3) it 
is likely,, as opposed to merely speculative, that a favorable decision will 
redress the injul?i. Earth IslandNsl. v. Ruthenbeck, 490 F.3d 687, 693 
(9th Cir. 2007) 

The pasty asserting jurisdiction bears the burden of establishing stand- 
ing. ,N~uclear Info. & Res. Sen’. v. ~Xr~,clear Regulatory Comm ~, 457 
F.3d 941,951 (9th Cir. 2006). 

"Under common industry practice, most publicly’ traded stock is held in 
"the ’street name’ of brokerage houses for the benefit of their customers." 
Silberv. ~abon, 957 F.2d 697, 699 (9th Cir. 1992); see alsoBlum v. 
Banlc4tlantic I~)n. Co~2)., 925 F.2d 1357, 1359 n.3 (llth Cir. 1991) 
(recog,dzmg that banks and brokerage houses ’~iequently" fhnction as 
an outer of record on an indivi&ml or institutional investor’s behal[). 
Generally, "only brokerage houses or other ’record owners’ appear on 
official corporate transfer records." Silbe~; 957 F.2d at 699. However, 
"the actual interest in the stock (and consequently, the interest in any 
lawsuit relating to the stock) is "that of the beneficial rower." Id. For ex- 
ample in the context of a class action, due process requires that benefi- 
cial owners be given adequate notice of "the suit, and they have standing 
to challenge the notice txocedures, id. at 699. Likewise, beneficial 
owners can have s ’tanding to sue, even if the contract purports to reserve 
that right to registered holders. See Allan Applestem v. Province of 
Buenos Aires, 415 F.3d 242, 245-46 (2d Cir. 2005). 

Plaintiffs do not lack standing because of their status as beneficial owners 
rather than holders of record. Because beneficial owners have an inter- 
est in the stock, and therefore an interest in a suit relalkng to the stock, 
Plaintiffs, as beneficial owners, have standing to sue over issues con- 
cerinng EPS. IVloreover, Archon did not lintit redelnption to holders of 
record. Rather, the Notice contemplated parties other than holders of 
record redeeming the EPS, and offered instructions on how to redeem in 
that situation. The Notice mentions beneficial owners, axed requires that 
if the party redeeming the stock is not the registered holder, the letter must 
be endorsed by the regis*ered holder. This demonstrates that the redemp- 
tion, and benefits a~sing from it, were not limited to holders of record. 
Plaintiffs’ interest in the b~ait as beneficial owners of EPS gives them 
staaading "to sue rega~:dmg fights a~ising from their ownership of EPS stock. 

Docket No. 80 at 5-6 (citations to case docu, nents omitted). 

In lnatters ,nore tightly coupled to the specifics of the case, the court also granted 
plaintiffs’ motions for pa~ctial s~an~ma~ judgment and to strike aNnnative defenses. 
As expected, the court relied very. heavily upon Nevada case law m reaching its 
decisions, especially with respect to the motion to strike affirmative defenses. 

(continued ot~ next page) 
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SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

On March 12, 2010, plaintiffs filed their Second Motion Jbr Summary Judgment. 
In their pleading, plaintift2s place the followmg issues before the court. 

It is now time for this two-aaad-a-haJf yeax litigation to draw to a close. 
The August 8 Order stands as the law of the case. The redemption price 
provisions it passed upon axe still unambiguous. The calculation pro- 
vided for by "the unambiguous language still yields a redemption price of 
$8.69. The Court has already rejected Archon’s axguments. There is lit- 
tle leti m do before enNv" of final judgment. ~I]~ee simple issues remain: 

Fixing the amount of Plaintiffs’ da~mages. Under the law 
of the case (including tlts Court’s holding that the la~a- 
guage of the Certificate is unambiguous), Plaintiffs are 
entitled to actual damages in the amount of $7,240,524. 

. Detem~ining whether Archon’s sole remaining defense of 
t~aih~re to mitigate ’damages (wtfich Archon has abandoned) 
should be formally dismissed or stricken. It should. 

Fixing the a~mount of prejudgment interest to which Plato- 
tiffs axe entitled. The gowwnmg Nevada btatute provides for 
the following prejudgment interest rates: 6.25% per a~nnum 
on the unpaid redemption price with respect to 391,053 
EPS shaxes; 7.25% per annurn on the unpaid p~ice with re- 
bpect to 297,487 sha~res; 8.25% per armum on the unpaid 
price with rebpect to 199,641 shaJces; 9.25% per annum on 
the unpaid price with re~oect to 794,803 shares; and 
10.25% per a~anum on the unpaid price with respect to 
417,027 shaxes. (The total number of shaxcs is 2,099,311.) 

Docket No. 126 at 5-6 (foo’mote omitted). 

In aaa order isb~acd on December 22, 2010, the court granted plaintiffs~ motion for 
samm~ary judgment, thereupon awarding plaintiffs $9.5 million, as against defen- 
dax~t Archon. Judgment was entered on same date. 

APPEAL 

On January" 5,201 l, defendant Archon Filed a motion for reconsideration of the 
court’s MSJ order. Docket No. 149. Then, on February" 4, 2011, the court 
denied the motion. Docket No. 156. Archon then appealed the MSJ order to the 
U.S. Court of AppeaJs (9th Cir.) on Fcbrual), 14, 2011, where the matter was 
lodged as Case No. 11-15406. (Also, see appellate Case No. 11-15482.) 

Appella~t Archon Corporation filed its opening b~ief on October 31, 2011. 
Plaintiffs-appellees b~abmitted their a~ab~ering brief on February 29, 2012. Case 
No. 11-15406, Docket No. 22. 

Trial Court: No significant docket entries were made during this coverage 
period. 

Appellate Court: No docket entries were made during "this coverage period. 

~l~tis review covers the period fi-om Maxch 1 to March 31, 2012. [] 
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E. David Smith, Esq. 
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Eric S. Chafetz, Esq. 
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(New York, N.Y.) 

Ruth M. Liebesman, Esq. 
LiO of Ruth M. Liebesman 

(Ridgewood, N.J.) 

Louis H. Miron, Esq. 
L/O of Louis I-E Miron 

(Westfield, N.J.) 

Arthur N. Chagaris, Esq. 
Beattie Padovano 

(IVlontv ale, N.J.) 

Robert L. Podvey, Esq. 
Podvey, Meanor, Catenacci, 

Hildner, CocozMlo & Chairman 
(Newark, N.J.) 

James C. Sheil, Esq. 
Gregory J. Hindy, Esq. 
McCarter & English 

(Newark, N.J.) 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

Conmion law fraud 

Violation of § 12(2) of the Securities Act of 1933 
(a buyer’s right of rescission against sellers who 
maJ<e material misstatements or omissions "by 
means of a prospectus") 

5. Violation of § 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 
(prohibition against fraud hi the offer or sale of 
securities) 

6. Violation of: (a) § 10(b) of the Securities Ex- 
change Act of 1934 (mampulative devices to 
contravene SEC rules); and (b) SEC Rule 10b-5 

7. Conwnon law fraud and conspiracy 

8. Aiding and abetting fraud or the wrongful transfer 
of assets 

COMPANY BA CKGROUND 

HMC ~ntemational was a day-lxading hedge fund that was founded in 2001 
by Robert M. Massinfi mid Bret A. Grebow. According to its prospectus, 
ttMC perfomied stock trades and then closed out Rs positions ~ily so as to 
avoid afler-hot~s flucamtions m price. 

In 2005, the SEC took action against ~C, ~eking to have ~e fund cloud and 
its assets liqui~ted. See SEC v. ~IC NWmational, LLC, et al., Case No. 05- 
CV-10673, U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.), which was filed on December 21, 
2005. The SEC action concluded m Jan~: 2007, and the outcome was sm- 
ma~ed m ~at agency’s public s~tement. 

The Co~ssion’s complaint Nleged that from late 2001 to Sep~mber 
2005, Mass~fi, the F~d’s manage; ~d Gmbow, ~e F~d’s ~a&r, con- 
duc~d a Dau~Nlent offe~g of mves~ents m t~c and ~m~ropfi- 
a~d as~ of ~e Fund. ~e Co--fission aileg~ ~at M~shni and 
Gre~)w ma~rially nfisrepre~nt~ ~e Fund as a pooled investment 
velficle ~at engaged m "low risk" ~y trading, and that Massimi Fairly 
ass~cd investors ~at he was a hands-on manager, who mainlined 
diligent ovcrsigN of~e Fund’s as~ts and ~admg. In fact, NNss~ and 
Grebow were s@dmg investors fhlse money accost s~temen~ that 
por~ayed thek mves~n~ ~ profitable wh~, m r~hb~, Gmbow was 
s~st~afica~y looting the Fm~d’s ~mling accom~t and Mass~ was 
using new mve~or money to red~m mves~enks and pay profit disN- 
butions m order to conceal ~e fraud. 

Wi~out a~t~g or dcny~ ~e Co~ssiods a~cgafions, the defen- 
~nts have COl~Cmt~ to the ~’ of fmaJ j~c~ts ~an~fly cNoin- 
~ def~danks }~C, M~smfi ~d Gm~w fi~m ~e violatio~ of Sec- 
tion lT(a) of~e Sec~fies Act of 1933 ~d Section 10~) of the Sectmties 
Exch~ge Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 therem~d~, and def~ Mas- 
s~i and Grebow from ~a~e violations of Sections 206(1 ) and 206(2) of 
the Investment Advisers Act of 1940; Massimi has consented to pay 
$1,266,168 m disgorg~ent, $69,9~ m Nej~ent interest and a 
$120,000 civil pc~al~; and Grebow lms con~nted to Ny $2,467,472 m 
disgorgcmcnt, $517,595 m prejudNncnt interest and a $120,000 civil 

SEC LNgation Release No. 19979, Jan~ 24, 2007. 

PL4INTIFFS 

Plaintiffs hi the hfitial complaint were 21 individuals who allege they col- 
lectively lost $7.5 million of their $12.9 million inves~tment m defendant HMC. 
On Janua~. 14, 2008, the court dib~nissed 10 of the plaintiffs without prejudice. 

DEFENDANTS 

HMC International (New Jersey LLC) 

Bruno DiBello & Co. (New Jersey accounting firm; dismissed 
on March 16, 2011 ) 

Essex-Morgan (New York LLC; predecessor-in-interest to 
defendant HMC) 

Schonfeld Securities 

Robert M. Massimi and Brct A. Grebow (co-Founders) 

Jaime L. Massimi (wife of defendant Robert M. Massimi) 

Jaime S. Massimi (ex-wifb of defbndant Robert M. Massimi) 

Gregory Massimi, Richaxd Massimi, Frederick Massimi, Amelia 
Massimi, and Robert Grebow 
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9. Order of attachment on persosml and real property 

10. Breach of contract 

11. Negligence 

12. Unfair, unconscionable, and deceptive trade 
practices and consumer fraud in violation of 
N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, etseq. 

13. An accounting and preservation of evidence and 
assets 

14. Breach of fiduciary &sty 

15. Professional negligence and malpractice 

16. Conversion 

17. Unjust elmchment and constructive "trust 

18. Fraudulent conveyance 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 

CASE REVIEW 

Plaintiffs filed their civil action on January l l, 2007, just two weeks before the 
aforementioned SEC action terminated. The civil complaint largely mirrors 
the court’s findings in the SEC’s case, but it is snore direct in its wording. 

This case involves a fraud in connection with a day-trading hedge fund 
named HMC Intc~mationaJ[,] ... which was nothing snore than a classic 
Ponzi scheme, operated by certaka of the nazned defoliants, who both in- 
dividually and jointly, dZrecfly and iladirectly, engaged in acts, practices 
and in a common cous~e of conduct, designed to defraud Plaintiffs by use 
of deceptive wactices and by mibaepresenting and omitting material [hcts 
in connection ruth the investments made by Plaintif£s therein. Other de- 
fendants, many of whom are insiders and related by blood or marriage 
to certain of the defendants, as hereinafter alleged, materially aiding 
and abetted "the ~vrongful conduct or, as a result of transfers that were 
fraudulent and intended to defeat creditors’ clakns, received from HMC 
or from the defen ’dants directly, proceeds of the PlamlJlfs’ investments for 
line or no consideration. 

Docket No. 1 at 2-3. 

Plaintiffs allege that HMC’s principals raised $12.9 million from approximately 
80 investors, aaad that although the money was ostensibly eaarmarked for day 
trading, no such trading was ever conducted. 

Althongh the Fand was supposed to trade actively and generate profits for 
"the investors, ... in fact there was little or no trading and likmvise little 
or no profit to die’tribute. The defendants Massinai and Grebow en’dced 
new investors m place funds with them and used those fiesh funds to 
pay themselves and m pay some redelnptions and so-called "profits" to 
investors fulhng them into a false belief that the Fund was genuine. 

The HMC Fund collapsed in 2005 in a typical Pos~i free fall when it 
had no profits, its funds had been looted and certain investors made 
withdrawals from "the Fund. All of the the [sic] defendants, especially 
lVlassinai and Grebow, had used the Fund as their personal piggy 
banks but "the Fund could no longer meet demands for redemptions. 

Id. at 19. 

Several defendants filed separate answers to the co,nplaint in February, 
March, and April 2007. Docket Nos. 19, 25, 26, 27, 40, and 53. The a~as~ers 
filed by Jamie S. Massimi (Docket No. 40) and Bruno DiBello & Co. (Docket 
No. 53) were accompanied by cross-claims against all other defendants. 

On Februaly 27, 2007, Gregory. Massinai moved "to dismiss. Docket No. 21. 
Also on Februax)’ 27, 2007, defendant Amelia Massimi moved to dismiss, 
largely arguing that she, like plaintiffs, had lost money in HMC. Docket No. 20. 

ttowever, on August 24, 2007, the cotut iss"aed, without explanation, an order dis- 
missing without prejudice defendant Amelia Massimi’s and dd~ndant Gregory 
Massimi’s motions to dismiss. Docket No. 104. 

MOIYON FOR CO?~:$OIJDATION 

In November 2007, the litigants filed multiple letters with the court, wherein 
the?, argued "the issue of whether the instant case should be consolidated with 
C~![i~ro, et al. v. IqTvlC International LLC, et al., which was filed in U.S. District 
Court (D.N.J.) as case No. 07-2793 on June 15, 2007. 

[T]he causes of action alleged in each Colnplaint were identical, except 
as explained below. In other words, there was a fourteen [sic, 16] Count 
Complaint filed in the Berk case. The first fourteen counts of the CatSaro 
case axe identical as to the causes of action. 

From our perspective, it makes since to consolidate these cases since, 
essentially, no discovery has taken place in either case. 

Docket No. 117 at 1-2. 

On December 4, 2007, "the couxt consolidated "the two cases in question, but oN.,/ 
for discovery purposes. Docket No. 133. 
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MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 

On November 12, 2007, defendant Schonfeld Sectuities moved for judgment on 
the pleadings. The introduction to that fihng provides an excellent b-annna~ of 
lx~th the overall case and defendant’s aJrgument supporting the motion. 

Plaintif£s have filed a 138-paragraph, 45-page Complaint asse~ing 16 
sepaarate counts againb*c 13 defendants alleging that they were defrauded 
by HMC International, LLC C~HMC"), a day trading hedge fund, and its 
principals as well as other defendants, many of whom axe relatives of 
the principals, h~ b~urnmasy, Plaintiffs claim that ttMC’s investment op- 
portumty was, in t:act, a ~;Ponzi sche~ne" that used new investor ~noney 
to pay dividends and ~retums" on investments to earlier investors, and, 
as a reb~ult, never produced a legitimate profit for any investors. Plato- 
tiffs claim that HIVlC investors invested in aggregate $12.9 million in the 
HMC fund which, after redemptions and other withdrawals by investors 
of $5.4 million and the collapse of the hedge fund, left a net loss of $7.5 
million. Plaintiffs clakn that HMC’s principals made sham investments 
and looted ttMC’s assets for their om~ personal benefit and to finance 
their Nxmfious lifestyles. 

Plaintiff’s assert their claims against several defendants trader the federal 
and New Jersey securities laws as well as New York and New Jersey 
common law. It is noteworthy that Plaintiffs do not assert wrongdoing 
of a~v kind by Schonfcld. In fact, the Complaint contains virtually no 
facts or allegations concerning Schonfcld at all. Only three of the 138 
paaragraphs of the Complaint even reference Schonfeld at all, and those 
allegations ante so imprecise and non-specific as to leave Schonfeld 
without an~v cleaar idea of what it is alleged to have done in connection 
with the allegations at issue in tiffs lawb~ait. 

As to Schonfeld, the Complaint alleges only that Scho~eld "is upon infor- 
mation and belief an NASD registered Firm [and] has or had a place of 
bu~siness at 280 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017" and that 
Schonfeld ;~provided brokerage clea~-ing services for the defendants in "the 
yeaars 2004 and 2005." These allegations do not bpecify the dclL’nda]~ts for 
whom Schonfeld allegedly provided such services or, more importantly, 
wt\y merely providing b~ach services might be actionable by these plaintiffs. 

The sole claim asserted against Schonfeld - Count 11 of the Co~nplaknt - 
seeks an accounting fi-om Schonfeld without blyeci~,~ng aw legal or equit- 
able basis to support bach claim and without providing any l~actual allega- 
tions to b~upport plmntiffs’ demand for an accounting from Schonfeld. 
Other than those two brief mentions of Schonl’cld on pages 13 and 39 of 
"the Complaint, none of the factnal allegations in the Complaint pertain to 
Schonfeld in al\v way. 

As outhned below, Count 11 t:ails to state a claim as to Schonfeld and, 
therefore, should be dismissed on the pleadings. Even assummg, 
argueMo, that all of the allegations contained in the Complaint were 
true, plaintiffs axe legally baarred from asserting a claim against Schon- 
feld. If, as plmntiffs allege, Schonfeld "provided brokerage clea;ing 
services for the defendants," the govcnimg case law is cleaar that cleaxing 
brokers owe no contractual, fiduciaxy or other duty to the customers of 
an introducing broker who invests the customers’ money. The case law 
is also clem that, absent a fiduciary or contractual relationsliip between 
the parties, a plaitNff is not entitled to demand an accounting l?om a 
paarty. Because the Complaint l:ails to set forth a contractual or fiduc~ao, 
relationstdp between plaintif£s and Schonfeld that could entitle plaintif£s 
to an accounting from Schonfeld, plaintiffs~ Count 11 seeking an 
accounting must be dismissed on the pleadings as to Schonfeld. 

Docket No. 123 at 1-3 (footnotes and citations to the complaint omitted) 
(brackets in original). 

On April 22, 2008, however, the couxt deified (without prejudice) "the motion for 
judgtnent on the pleadings. Docket No. 148. 

(controlled on next page) 
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MOTIONS TO DISML%" 

Amelia Massimi and Gre~or3. ~ Massimi 

Defendant Amelia Massimi moved to dismiss on Ja~quaaT 23, 2008 (Docket No. 
138), and defendant Gregory Massimi moved to dibmiss on April 17, 2008 (Dock- 
et No. 147). Then, on July 17, 2(/(/8, the court filed two sepaJ:ate (but highly" 
similax) ordc~ denying both motions. Docket Nos. 154 and 155. 

On Angnst 15, 2008, defendant Amelia Massimi again moved to dismiss the case 
against her. Docket No. 162. On Febmao7 24, 2009, the court granted the motion 
without prejudice. Docket Nos. 187, 188, and 193. 

Schonfeld 

On September 23, 2008, defendant Schonfeld Securities filed a letter brief re- 
questing that it be dismissed from the case. The core of defendant’s argument 
is that it "has alrea@ provided to Plaintiffs the ultimate relief they seek by 
way’ of the [sole] claim asserted againb~t Schonfcld in this action." Docket No. 
167 at 1. Plaintiffs filed their opposing letter brief on September 25, 2008. 
Docket No. 168. ~llaen, on October 14, 2008, plaintiff;’ attoruey filed a letter 
brief requesting that the court dismiss Schonfeld without prejudice because 
plaintiffs’ prior counsel had "never properly pled subject matter jurisdiction ~.. 
for the plaintiffs’ sole cause against Schonfeld[.]" Docket No. 173 at 1. 

On October 24, 2008, Schonfeld moved for judgment on the pleadings, largely 
repeating the aforementioned accounting azgument. Docket No. 175. On No- 
vc~nber 3, 2008, plaintiffs filed their opposition to the motion, along with a cross- 
motion asking the court to permit them to vohmtaxily dismiss Schonfeld without 
prejudice. Docket No. 177. 

Schonfeld’s motion came for hearing on IVbxch 11, 2009, and the court granted 
it following oral argument. DocketNos. 191 and 192. 

MOTION FOR S~’I4;~/ARY JUDGMENT 

Defendant Jaime ft. Massimi moved tbr summasy judgment on December 21, 
2009. In seeking to distance herself from the Ponzi scheme her ex-husband is 
alleged to have run, she asserts that she has been wrongly "dxagged" into the 
multiplicity of cases against Robert Massimi simply’ because she was once 
mamed to him. Indeed, she axgues that she, too, has "been victimized by 
[Robert Massimi] in an amount in the hundreds of thousands of dollaxs." 
Docket No. 210 at 3. 

DISMIS;SA L 0 F CERTA IN DEI~ 7~L~TkANTS 

On February l, 2010, plaimif£s notified the court that they had reached a settle- 
ment with defendant Jamie _S. Massimi, and the court dismissed the matter 
against her with prejudice on Februaxy 24, 2010. Docket No. 221. 

On Maxch 15, 201 l, the court approwxl the paxties’ stipula~don dismissing defcn- 
da~t Bruno DiBello & Co. Docket No. 246. 

No significant docket entries were made during this coverage period. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to MaJcch 31, 2012. ~ 
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Sec~rides arid t:Scch~qe Commi~’s#m 

U.S. District Court (E.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 08-2457 

Filed on June 19, 2008 

PLAINTIFF~ S COUNSEL 

John D. Worland, Jr., Esq. 
Antonia Chion, Esq. 

Daniel Chaudoin, Esq. 
Jeffrey Weiss, Esq. 

Jonathan Cowen, Esq. 
Brian Sano, Esq. 

SEC 
(Washington, D.C.) 

DEFENDANT CIOFFI~S COUNSEL 

Edward J.M. Little, Esq. 
Jason A. Masimore, Esq. 

John T. McGoey, Esq. 
Marc A. Weinstein, Esq. 

Hughes, Hubbard & Reed 
(New York, N.Y.) 

DEFENDANT TANNIN’S COUNSEL 

Niua M. Beattie, Esq. 
Susan E. Brune, Esq. 

Mary Ann J. Sung, Esq. 
Brune & Richard 
(New York, N.Y.) 

CLAIMS 

Violations of § 17(a) (against both defendants) 

Violations of § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 (against 
both defendants) 

BA CKGRO~’vT) 

The SEC and the U.S. Attomey’s Office have brought related cases agains~t 
Ralph Cioffi aaad Matthew Talmin regaxding the operation and management of 
Besx Steams Asset Management, Inc. ("BSAM"). 

BSAM was incmporated in 1985 and was shortly thereafter registered with the 
SEC as ax~ investment adviser. Over the ens~ng two decades, BSAIVl was GP of 
(and investment adviser for) scores of fixed income, hedge, a~qd private equity 
funds, including two hedge funds of specific interest in the aforementioned cases: 

Bear Steams High-Grade Structured Credit Strategies Fund 
("High Grade Fund"); and 

Bear Steams High-Grade Structured Credit Strategies E~thanced 
Leverage Fund ("Enhanced Leverage Fund"). 

The High Grade Fund was formed in 2003, while the Enhaaaced Fund commenced 
operation in 2006. At all times relevant to the two actions, Cioffi was a senior 
managing director of BSAIVl, as well as senior portfolio manager of the High 
Grade Fund and the Enhax~ced Fund. Tannin was also one of BSAM’s senior man- 
aging directors, as well as COO of the High Grade Fund and the Enhanced Fund. 

THE COMPL,tlNT 

The fundamental basis of the SEC’s complaint is that Cioffi and Ta~anin repeat- 
edly made material misrepresentations regaxding the peffomm~ace a~ad viabihty 
of both the High Grade Fund and the Enhanced Fund. 

The two managers brought in new money aaad persuaded existing in- 
vestors and counterparties not to withdaaw their money by consistently 
tnisaepresenting the level of redemptions from the thuds, the current 
state of the funds, and/or the composition of the funds’ po~lblios. They 
made these misrepresentations during investor conference calls, in in- 
dividual discussions with investors, and in written materials provided to 
investors, among other media and forums. 

Cioffi falsely told investors, chging a conference call, that the ftmds had 
only’ a couple of million dollsxs in scheduled redemptions when, in 
rcahty, they had approxilnately $110 milhon in scheduled redemptions 
at that tinge. Tannin and Cioffi repeatedly understated outstanding re- 
demption requests to investors and cotmte~parties during sp~ing 2007. 

Docket No. 1 at 2. 

Via allegations of misrepresentation and deception, the SEC portrays Cioffi and 
Tannin as having transitioned the High Grade Fund a~ad the Enhanced Fund into 
pools of sub-prnne securities that couldn’t fred homes elsewhere. 

Dining 2006, without telling the funds’ investors, Cioffi aaad Taxann 
began to move the fbs~d into ever more aggressive investments in 
secmities backed by subprime mortgage loans. Indeed, the High Grade 
Fund, heading into 2007, was httle more than a highly leveraged sub- 
prime fund with its holdings concentrated in ilhquid CDOs and CDO:s. 
For its paxt. the Enhaa~ced Leverage Fund was a still more levemged ver- 
sion of the High Grade Fund, with a~a equally illuso~~ maxgin of safety. 

M. at 12. 

(continued on next page) 
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Over time, Cioffi and Tannin allegedly moved both the tIigh Grade Fund and 
the Enhanced Ftmd into even riskier securities, transitions that appaacently did not 
go unnoticed within BSAM. 

From late 2006 through June 2007, Cioffi became increasingly indis- 
criminate in the maaaagement of his funds. During that tin~e, Cioffi 
dmsted buying ever-more-risky investments such as ABS significantly 
backed by subprm~e securities rated BBB, as well as riskier types of 
CDOs, and even less transparent, illiquid CDO2s. Ta~m~n noted CiolIi’s 
lack of bwing discipline in a February 5, 2007 e-mail to fan unnamed 
BSAM executivel: "Unbelievable. tte is unable to restrain hmlseli7’ 

Id. 

This movement into instruments rated BBB fell far outside the two funds’ stated 
target portfolios, both of which required 90% of funds to be invested in securities 
rated AA or AAA. Moreover, the SEC aacgues that many of the funds’ securities 
with an AA or A/~i rating actually had characteristics that subjected them "to de- 
Fault rates more typical of lower grade instruments. "In a private e-mail, Cioffi 
tmnself acknowledged that certain types ofAAA CDO2s held by the t~lds were 
’not really AAA’ because, due to the subordination structure of file underlying 
loans, the CDO2s were subject to a heightened risk of default." M. at 16. 

The funds’ traJasitions into securities of higher risk were exacerbated by two 
Factors. First, defendants aace alleged to have made material misrepresentations 
regarding the funds’ risk levels. "Cioffi and Ta~mln knew, or were reckless in 
not knowing, that their ’90% AA,~AA’ representation was misleading. This 
mib, epresentation was material to investors, and its significance was magnified 
by the leverage that file funds applied to the non-AAA/AA portion of their 
portfolios." Id. Second, Cioffi and Tannin t~iled to provide adequate hedging. 

The t~lds hedged primarily thiough the purchase of CDS and CDS-re- 
lated positions, including options to purchase CDS, which equated to 
taking "short" positions on the securities or indexes underlying the CDS. 
... Cioffi admitted in e-mails that the loss [in Februal3/ 2007] came 
about because the Enhanced Leverage Fund had failed to hedge sub- 
stantial positions that it had recently entered into .... However, begin- 
ning in late Febiuary 2007 and continuing through at least May 2007, 
tile tIigh Grade Fund and file Enhanced Leverage Funds actually lost 
money on both file long and short components of their po,tlblio[s]. 

M. at 16-17 (italics in original). 

According to the SEC, Cioffi axed Ta~mJn concealed and/or misrepresented as- 
pects of the funds’ operations, inch~ting the funds’ exlzeme exposure "to the sub- 
prince mortgage market, lack of adeqtmte hedging, rates of return, NAVs, and 
investor redemption levels. Further, one of the complaint’s most sobering alle- 
gations is that CiofIi intentionally misrepresented fhnd pe~ib,mance to solicit in- 
vestments at the same tmle he was withdrawing his money fiom tile t~lds. 

Additioually, although Ciofl] and Tannin had continually used their own 
investments in the ftinds as a selling point to investors, Cioffi urgently 
redeemed $2 million of his personal investment in the Enhanced 
Leverage Fund at the end of March 2007 without revealing the traJasfer 
to his own funds’ investors. CioflFs clandestine redemption caused "the 
Enhanced Leverage Fund to pay out $2 million at a time when the 
markets were wea2k and the fund was facing another month of losses, as 
well as escalating ma~in calls and forced sales. 

During this period, although Cioffi had lost Faith in the funds - as evi- 
denced by his own redemption from the Enhanced Leverage Fund - he 
nonetheless falsely expressed his supposed confidence in the funds, en- 
couraging investors to add money to the funds and attempting to 
dissuade "them from redeeming. 

Aware of the comfort that the funds’ investors took from management’s 
btai:e in the funds, Tanl~ also began repeatedly telling inveb~tors and the 
funds’ top salespersons, in March 2007, that he was adding to his oxvn 
investment in the fund. Tmmth never added to his investment, yet his 
misrepresentations contributed to an inflow of subscriptions to file funds 
in Ivlarch and April 2007, a time of poor performaJace. 

!d. at 3. 

(continued on next page) 
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ANSWERS TO THE CO~+IPLAINT 

Cioffi and Tanlm~ filed separate answers to the complaint on December 5, 2008. 
Docket Nos. 22 a~ad 23, respectively. Unsurprismgly, the aaaswers lwcgely 
deny the controversial aspects of the complaint; for example, Cioffi denies that 
he ever "sold the High Grade Fund to investors as a relatively safe source of 
income, involving only a small amount of well-hedged risk and suitable for 
investors desiring capital preservation.’’ Docket No. 22 at 6, denying the 
allegations set forth in Docket No. 1 at 9. 

OTHER COURT A CTI~ TTY 

In a letter to the court dated July 5, 201 l, attorneys tbr defenda~t Tannin brought 
a recent Supreme Court decision to the court’s attention. 

[T]he SEC cannot base its securities fraud clainas against the defendants 
on statements made by" others, i.e., statements in certain corporate 
materials that were not attributed to Mr. Cioffi or Mr. Talmm. In 
Janus Capital Group, Inc. v. First Derivative Traders, S. Ct., 2011 
WL 2297762 (June 13, 2011), the Supreme Court clarified that pri- 
ma~y liability can only attach to an individual who "makes" a state- 
ment, i.e., "the person or entity with ultimate authority.- over the state- 
ment, including its content axed whether and how to communicate it." 
Id. at *5. Merely drafting a statement, or contributing to its content, is 
not sufficient. Id. at *6. Janus underscores the stringency of the pri- 
m~ liability, standard. 

On FebrualT 13, 2012, the parties informed the couxt that they had reached a 
settlement-in-principle of all matters. Plaintiff SEC then summaxized the pro- 
posed agreement’s terms in a letter to the coug dated February 21, 2012. 

Cioffi: Cioffi has agreed to settle the SEC’s charges, without admitting 
or denying the allegations, and consented to the ent~7 of a judgment 
that permanently enjoins him from violating Section 17(a)(2) of the 
Securities Act of 1933 and orders him to pay $700,000 in disgorge- 
merit and a $100,000 civil penalty. Cioffi also separately consented to 
a Commission order that will bar him for three years from associating 
with any investment adviser, broker-dealer, municipal securities 
dealer, municipal advisor, transfer agent, or nationally recognized 
statistical rating organization. The Commission order would be issued 
in an administrative proceeding to be instituted against Cioffi if the 
court approves the proposed injunction against him. 

Tannin: Tmmin has agreed to settle the SEC’s charges, without admit- 
ting or denying the allegations, and consented to the entry, of a judg- 
ment that permanently enjoins him from violating Section 17(a)(2) of 
the Securities Act of 1933 and orders him to pay’ $200,000 in disgorge- 
ment and a $50,000 civil penalty. Tatmin also separately consented to 
a Conmdssion order that will bar hin~ tbr two years from associating 
with any investment adviser, broker-dealer, municipal securities 
dealer, municipal advisor, transfer agent, or nationally recognized 
statistical rating organization. The Commission order would be issued 
in an administrative proceeding to be instituted against Taamin if the 
court approves the proposed injunction against him. 

Docket No. 100 at 2. 

On March 15, 2012, plaintiff SEC submitted a letter in fiarther sa+pport of the 
abovementioned settlelnent-in-prmciple. Docket No. 101. The court has yet to 
role on the matter. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to March 31,2012. 
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~nEFE~NT 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 09-0118 

ttonorable Victor Marrero 

Complaint filed in Sup. Ct. (New York Cty., N.Y.) 
on Dec. 19, 2008, as Case No. 08-6(13769 

Removed to U.S. Disl~dct Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
on Jan. 7, 2009 

Link to Case (PACER) 

LEAD PLAINTIFFS 

Securities & Investment Company Bahrain 

Harel Insurance Company, Ltd. 

AXA Private Management 

St. Stephen’s School 

Pacific West tlealth Medical C enter, Inc. 

Employee’s Retirement Trnst 

LEAD COUNSEL 

Sashi B. Boruchow, Esq. 
Stnart H. Singer, Esq. 

Boles, Schiller & Flexner 
(Fort Lauderdale, Fla.) 

David A. BaITett, Esq. 
Boles, Schiller & Flexner 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Carl L. Stine, Esq. 
Chet B. Waldman, Esq. 

James A. Harrod, III, Esq. 
Robert C. Fimkel, Esq. 

Wolf Popper 
(New Yolk, N.Y.) 

Christopher Lovell, Esq. 
Victor E. Stewart, Esq. 

Jody Krisiloff, Esq. 
Lovel! Stewart Halebian 

(New York, N.Y.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Helen V. Cantwell, Esq. 
Ma~:k P. Goodman, Esq. 
Debevoise & Plimpton 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Mark G. Cunha, Esq. 
Michael J. Chepiga, Esq. 

Paul J. Sirkis, Esq. 
Peter E. Kazanoff, Esq. 
Paige E. Fleming, Esq. 
Sara A. Ricciardi, Esq. 

Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett 
(New York, N.Y.) 

0 VER VIE W 

Tiffs case is a class action brought against the Fairfield Greenwich Group 
("FGG") and its associated entities. Founded in 1983 as a hedge fm~d lnuna- 
ger, FGG managed $14.1 billion as of November 2008. The problem, how- 
ever, is that $6.9 billion of that amomat had been placed with Bernie Madoff. 

The first complaint against F(K+ was filed in New Yolk State Superior Court 
on December 19, 2008. The action was then removed to U.S. District Court 
(S.D.N.Y.), where, over the ensuing months, it was consolidated with numer- 
ous other cases against FGG. 

Plaintiff% ptupo~t to be shareholders and/or equib, holders in one or more ofF(K)’ s 
four primary. hedge funds: Fairfield Sentry Limited, Fairfield Sigma Limited, 
Greenwich SenW, and Greenwich SenW Paxtners (the "Fairfield Funds"). FGG 
shuttered its doors shortly after the Madoff scandal broke. In a January. 2009 
notice posted on its website, FC<~ noted that it is "seel~lg to gather all facts, 
work diligently with counsel m detemline tile appropriate course of action 
toward recovery, and stand ready to assist tile authorities with their inves- 
tigation .... For now, we must ask for your patience during these difficult 
times and thaJ~k you for your continued support." 

DEFENDANTS 

Filed on September 29, 2009, the SACC lists the following defendants. Docket 
No. 273. (IVladoff is not a named defendant, although he was in the FACC.) 

Corporate Defendants 

+ Fairfield Greenwich Group 
¯ Fairfield Greemvich Limited ("FGI?’) 
¯ Fairfield Greemvich (Bermuda) Ltd. ("FGBL") 
¯ Fairfield Greemvich Advisors LLC ("FGA") 
¯ Fairfield Risk Services Ltd. ("FRS") 
,, Fairfield Heathcliff Capital LLC ("FHC") 
¯ Lion Fairfield Capital Managemem Ltd. ("LFCM") 
¯ Citco Battk Nederland, N.V., Dublin Branch 
¯ Citco Global Custody N.V. 
¯ Citco Fund Services (Europe) B.V. 
¯ Citco Fund Services (Bermuda) Ltd. 
+ Citco (Canada) Inc. and Citco Group Ltd. 
¯ GlobeOp Financial Services LLC 
¯ PricewaterhouseCoopers and related finns 

Individual Defendants 

Walter M. Noel, Jr. (FGG Founding Partner) 
Andres Piedrahita (FGG Founding Partner; Noel’s son-in-law) 
Jeffrey H. Tucker (FGG Founding Partner) 
Amit Vijayvergiya (FGG CRO) 
Ya~2<o Della Schiava (FGG Partner; Noel’s son-in-law) 
Philip Toub (FGG Partner; Noel’s son-in-law) 
Lourdes BaiTeneche (FGG Partner) 
Cornelis Bode (FGG Partner) 
Vialmey d’Hendecourt (FGG Partner) 
Jacqueline HaraD~ (FGG Partner) 
David Horn (FGG Partner) 
Richard Landsbcrgcr (FGG Partner) 
Daniel Lipton (FGG CFO) 
Mark McKeefry (FGG COO & General Counsel) 
Maria Teresa Pulido Mendoza (FGG Partner) 
Santiago Reyes (FGG Partner) 
Andrew Smith (FGG Partner) 
Julia Luongo (FGG Partner) 
Charles Murphy (FGG Partner) 
Harold Greisman (FGG Partner) 
Robert Blum (former FGG Managing Partner and CO0) 

(continued on next page) 
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Glenn Kurtz, Esq. 
White & Case 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Adam K. Grant, Esq. 
Daniel R. Benson, Esq. 

Daniel J. Fetterman, Esq. 
Marc E. Kasowitz, Esq. 

Kasowitz, Benson, Torres & Friedman 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Edward M. Spiro, Esq. 
Robert J. Anello, Esq. 

Claudio G. R. Ochoa, Esq. 
Morvillo, Abramowitz, 

Grand, Iason, Anello & Bohrer 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Andrew J. Levander, Esq. 
David S. Hot’fixer, Esq. 

Dechert 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Amanda McGovern, Esq. 
Dyanne E. Feinberg, Esq. 

Elizabeth A. Izquierdo, Esq. 
Lewis N. Brown, Esq. 

Terence M. Mullen, Esq. 
Brown & Heller 

(Miami, Fla.) 

Andrew M. Genser, Esq. 
Kirkland & Ellis 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Emil?’ Nicklin, Esq. 
Timothy A. Duffy, Esq. 

KirMand & Ellis 
(Chicago, Ill.) 

COUN’FS 

1. Fraud with respect to the purchase of shares and/or 
equity interests m the Fairfield Funds (against FGG, 
FGL, FGBL, FGA, FRS, Noel, Tucker, A. 
PiedmNta, Vijayvcrgiya, Lipton, and McKcefry.) 

2. Fraud with respect to the inducement of shareholders 
and equity holders to maintain their interests in the 
Fairfield Funds (against FGG, FGL, FGBL, FGA, 
FRS, Noel, Tucker, A. Piedrahita, Vijayvergiya, 
Lipton, and McKeefo~) 

3. Violation of § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 (against FGG, 
FGL, FGBL, FGA, FRS, Noel, Tucker, A. 
PiedraNta, Vijayvergiya, Lipton, and McKeefly, 
Landsberger, Smith, and Murphy) 

4. Violation of §20(a) (against FGG, FGL, FGBL, 
FGA, FRS, Noel, Tucker, A. Piedrahita, Vijayver- 
giya, Lipton, axed McKeefry) 

5. Negligent misrepresentation with respect to the 
purchase of shares and/or equity interests in the 
Fairfield Funds (against FG3, FGL, FGBL, FGA, 
FRS, FHC, LFCM, Noel, Tucker, A. Piedrahita, 
Vijayvergiya, Lipton, McKcefiy, Landsberger, 
SmN~, and Mm~phy) 

Corma Noel Piedrahita (FGG Partner; Noel’s daughter) 
Grego~~ Bowes (FGG Partner) 
Ian Pilgrim (former Director of Fairfiekl Greenwich (Bermuda) Ltd.) 
Brian Francouer (Director of Fairfield Greenwich (Bermuda) Ltd.) 

THE COAIPLAINT 

The FACC asserts that the Fairfield Funds were simply Madoff feeder funds. 
(The SACC contains essentially the same assertions.) 

FGG launched the funds Fairfield Sentry Lhnited ("Fairfield Sentry") 
and Greenwich Sentu, L.P. ("Greenwich Sentry") in 1990. FGG 
used Madoff and BMIS as the investment advisor for Fairfield Sentry 
and Greenwich Sentry, axed ma~:keted a supposed ~s~ategy of"buying a 
basket of equities hedged by puts and calls," called a "split-strike con- 
version method." In contravention of standard risk management prac- 
tice, BMIS also served as the custodian or sub-custodian for the assets 
of these funds, thus allowing lk~doffto perpetrate his fraud. 

Fairfield Sentry was incorpora/ted in 1990[.] ... Shares of Fairfield 
Sentry are listed on the Irish Stock Exchange. In contravention of stan- 
dard management practice, substantially all of Fairfield Sentry’s assets 
were held by BMIS, which served as the execution agent and sub-cus- 
todian for Fairfield Sentry.; again, this enabled Madoff to perpetrate 
his fraud. Fairfield SenW was primarily marketed to tbreign investors, 
and investments in Fairfield Sen~uT were made from outside New York. 

In furtherance of its global expansion, FGG launched Fairfield Sigma 
Limited ("Fairfield Sigma") in 1997, which offered three classes of 
shares based on fltree foreign cmTencies (Eum, Singapore Dollar, and 
Yen). Fairfield Sigma was incorporated under the laws of the BVI. 
Fairfield Sigma~s stated business objective was "to obtain capital ap- 
preciation of its assets by purchasing shares in Fairfield Sentry 
Limited." Because Fairfield Sigma was a conduit for funneling funds 
into Fairfield Sen~uT, BMIS also held substantially all of Fairfield 
Sigma’s assets. Fairfield Sigma was marketed to investors outside the 
United States, and the investments were made from outside New 
York. Several other FGG fhnds, such as Fairfield Lalnbda, also fed 
into Fairfield Sent~~, 

Greenwich SenttT is a Delaware lintited partnership organized De- 
cember 2?, 1990, under the name Aspen/Greenwich Limited Partner- 
ship. Its name was changed to Greemvich Sentry, L.P., on December 4, 
1992, and operations commenced under the new name on January l, 
1993. Greemvich Sentry’s stated investment objective is to "obtain 
capital appreciation of its assets principally through the utilization of a 
nontraditional options trading strategy 2’ In contravention of standard 
risk management practices, substantially all of Greenwich SentEy’s 
assets were held by BMIS, which served as the execution agent and 
custodian for Greenwich Sentry-; this enabled Madoff to perpetrate his 
fraud. Greenwich Sentry was marketed to United States investors. 

In 2006, FGG moved some of its original Greenwich Sentry investors 
nito a fom~h fund, Greenwich Sentry Par’mers, L.P. ("Greenwich 
Sentry Partners or "GSP") .... Greemvich Sent~ Partners’ stated in- 
vestment objective is to "obtain capital appreciation of its assets prin- 
cipally through the utilization of a nontraditional option trading strat- 
egy." In contravention of standard risk management practices, substa- 
ntially all of Greenwich Sentry Partners’ assets were held by BMIS, 
which served as the execution agent and custodian for Greenwich 
Sentry Partners; as with the other Funds, this enabled Madoffto per- 
petrate his fraud. 

Docket No. 116 at 30-33 (citations omitted). 

Accordnig to the complaint, defendants not only touted the l~act that the Fairfield 
Funds were Madoff fbeder fhnds, but they also repeatedly asb~ared investo~ that 
defEn ’dants closely ~nonitored all investments ~nade with Madof£ 

During the time [Madofffs] Ponzi scheme was operated, the Fairfield 
Defendants represented to investors that they conducted thorough due 

(continued on next page) 
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6. Negligent misrepresentation with respect to the 
inducement of shareholders and equib’ holde~ to 
maintain their interests in the Fairfield Ftmds (against 
FGG, FGL, FGBL, FGA, FRS, FHC, LFCM, Noel, 
Tucker, A. PiedraNta, Vijayvergiya, Lipton, 
McKeef~7, Landsberger, Smith, and Murphy) 

7. Gross negligence (against FGG, FGL, FGBL, FGA, 
FRS, FHC, LFCM, Noel, Tucker, A. Piedrahita, 
Vijayvergiya, Lipton, McKeefi?’, Landsberger~ 
SmN~, and Mm~phy) 

8. Breachoffi&;ciat3~ du%~ (againstFGG, FGL, 
FGBL, FGA, FRS, FHC, LFCM, Noel, Tucker, A. 
PiedraNta, Vijayvergiya, Lipton, McKeefry, 
Landsbergcr, Smith, and Murphy) 

9. Tied-party bencficia~ breach of contract (against 
F(~, FGL, FGBL, FGA, FRS, FHC, LFCM, Noel, 
Tucker, A. Piedrahita, Vijayvergiya, Lipton~ 
McKee~v’, Landsberger~ Smith, Murphy, Della 
Schiava, Toub, Banenche, Boele, d’tlendencourt, 
HaJ~ary, Reyes, Pulido, Mendoza, Luongo, 
Greisman, Horn, Blum, and C. Piedrahita) 

10. Constructive trust (against FGG, FGL, FGBL, FGA, 
FRS, FHC, LFCM, Noel, Tucker, A. Pied aNta, 
Vijayvergiya, Lipton, McKeefry, Landsberger, 
Smith, Murphy, Della Schiava, Toub~ Banenche~ 
Boele, d’Hendencourt, ttarary, Reyes, Pulido, 
Mendoza, Luongo, Greisrnan, Item, Blurn, and C. 
Piedrahita) 

11. Mutual mistake (against FGG, FGL, FGBL, FGA, 
FRS, FHC, LFCM, Noel, Tucker, A. Piedrahita, 
Vijayvergiya, Lipton, McKeefry, Landsberger, 
Smith, Murphy, Della Schiava, Toub, Baxrenche, 
Boele, d’Hendencourt, ttarary, Reyes, Pulido, 
Mendoza, Luongo, Greisrnan, Item, Blurn, and C. 
Piedrahita) 

12. Gross negligence (against PriceWaterhouse- 
Coopers) 

13. Negligence (against Price~VaterhouseCoopers) 

14. Negligent misrepresentation (against PriceWater- 
houseCoopers) 

15. ~l]fird-party beneficial7 breach of contract (against 
PriceWaterhouseC oopers) 

16. Aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary du~’ (against 
Price~VaterhouseC oopers) 

17. Aiding and abetting fraud (against PriceWaterhouse- 
Coopers) 

18. Violation of § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 (against PwC 
Canada and PwC Netherlands) 

19. Violation of §20(a) (against PriceWaterhouse- 
Coopers International) 

20. Third-pax.ty beneficia~ breach of contract (against 
Citco) 

21. Breach of fiduciary duty (against Citco) 

22. Gross negligence (against Citco) 

23. Negligence (against Circe) 

24. Aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary dub’ (against 
Citco) 

25. Aiding and abetting fraud (against Citco) 

diligence of Madofffs operations, including the Funds into which 
Plaintiffs’ assets were pmportedly investe& For example, the Fair- 
field DefEndants represented to Plaintiffs that assets of the Funds 
would be subject to fired guidelines that would protect Plaintiffs’ invest- 
ment against risk: "The Split Strike Conversion strategy is imple- 
mented by Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC ("BLM"), a 
broker-dealer registered with the Securities and Exchange Co~rm~ls- 
sion, through accounts maintained by the Fund at that firm. The ac- 
counts a~:e subject to certain guidelines which, among other things, im- 
pose limitations on the miinmum munber of stocks in the basket, the 
nffnimum market capitalization of the equities in the basket, the mini- 
mum conelation of the basket against the S&P 100 Index, and the per- 
missible rax~ge of option strike prices." This representation was false 
because the monies invested by Plaintiffs were in fact turned over by 
the Fairfield Defendants to Madoff without any actual enforcement or 
monitoring of the represented investment restrictions. In reality’, and 
central, to the representations that Madoff "implemented" "the split- 
strike conversion strategy, Madoff exercised total dominance and con- 
trol over the monies invested as soon as he received them fiom the 
Fairfield Defendants without an.,/- oversight, advice, or consent from 
them When Madoff operated outside Fund guidelines, the Fairfield 
Defenda~ts failed to take action to assure that Madoff operated within 
the Fund guidelines, while at the same time assuring the Funds’ inves- 
tors that Madoffhad never operated outside the Funds’ guidelines. 

In "the 2006 PPM for Fairfield Sentry, the Fairfield Defendants repre- 
sented that they monitored Fund managers, including through over- 
sight of the split-strike conversion strategy purportedly employed by 
Madofl( I’he Fairfield DefEndants represented that "FGBL’ s core prod- 
uct business model is the investment management and oversight of the 
split-strike conversion strategy [and] FGBL conducts a detailed mana- 
ger selection and due diligence process, analyzing such important 
issues as liquidity management, maxket and credit risks, management 
quality (which includes on-site visit(s), background, and reference 
checks), and operational, compliance, and regulato~ risks." 

The Fairfield Defendants touted their access to the operations of the 
lhnd malingers, in particular Madoft; as adding value to their services. 
For example, in an April 2008 marketing piece, the Fairfield DefEn- 
dants falsely represented that their "business model enables the fLrm to 
have privileged access to all aspects of a manager’s operation and in- 
vestment process, including security level transparency which is 
employed on a confidential basis." The Fairfield Defendants further 
falsely represented that "[f]or risk monitoring purposes, FGG obtains 
portfolio transparency from all managers which are included in its 
multi-strategy funds," and specifically, that Fairfield "maintain[s] full 
transpaxency to [lX,~doff] accounts. These representations were lcnow- 
ingly l~alse when made because there was no transparency (much less 
%ull"), and no access (much less "privileged~’) to MadofPs opera- 
tions. On the contrary’, the Fairfield Defendax~ts never even visited the 
floor on which Madoff allegedly executed trades for his split-strike 
conversion strategy; nor could senior Fairfield personnel even 
describe the propricta~ry models and algorithms that Madoff suppose& 
ly used to run the strategy. Indeed, it appeaxs that the only attempt to 
confim~ that Madoff was actually rnaking trades was a 2001 visit to 
Madoff" s office by Jeffi-ey ~I’ucker &~ing which Madoff superficially 
showed him purported, limited records of trading in a single stock. 

The Fairfield Defendants repeatedly represented that they conducted 
daily monitoring of Madoff’ s activities. For example, they represent- 
ed that they conducted "detailed daily compliance monitoring of port- 
folio activity against all risk limits" and "daily positions-based risk 
measurement, performance attribution and other quantitative analyt- 
ics?’ They also represented that "portfblio holdings am reconciled daily. 
Proprietax7 softwa:re is used." They further represented that: "The In- 
vestment IVlanager monitors compliance of the SSC strategy against 
these risk limits and guidelines each day." The Fairfield Defendax~ts, 
however, did not tell Plaintiffs that the "daily" monitoring of positions 
and risk profiles had a three to five day time lag because they did not 

(continued on next page) 
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26. Violation of § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 (against Citco 
Fund Services and Citco Canada) 

27. Violation of §20(a) (against Citco Group) 

28. Negligent misrepresentation (against Citco Fund 
Services, Citco Canada, Citco Group) 

29. Breach of fiducia¢ duty (against GlobeOp) 

30. Gross negligence (against GlobeOp) 

31. Negligence (against GlobeOp) 

32. Breach offiduciaU dub7 (against Francoeur, 
Pilgrm< and Citco) 

33. Unjust enrichment (against all defendants) 

CONSOLIDATED CASES 

09-0118 
0%0134 
09-2222 
09-2269 
09-2366 
09-2588 
09-4031 
09-5012 
09-5650 
09-8500 
10-0918 
10-0919 
10-0920 
10-2878 
10-6186 
10-6187 
10-8272 
11-0813 
11-0897 
11-0898 
11-0899 
11-0900 
11-090 l 
11-0902 
11-0903 
11-0904 
11-0905 
11-0906 
11-0907 
11-0908 
11-0909 
11-0910 
11-0911 
11-3553 
11-3553 
11-5716 
11-5717 
11-5719 
11-5720 
11-5721 
11-5722 
11-5723 
11-5724 
11-5725 
11-5726 
11-5727 
11-5728 
11-5729 
11-5730 
11-5731 
11-5732 

receive trade confirmations from Madoff until three to five days after 
the trade had been pmportedly executed. This time lag ... further 
allowed Madoff time to concoct his fake trading records. 

It. at 36-47 (citations omitted)(first pair of brackets added). 

COMPENSA IYON 

The complaint largely focuses on the activities of Fairfield Sentry, which was 
apparently the largest of FG3’s funds. According to Fairfield SenW’s place- 
ment memorandum, FGL received a 3% fee on all invested fimds. Shown below 
are the performance and management tees FGL also allegedly received dining 
the period ffotn 2002 to 1hid-2008. 

PE:RFORMANCE FEES 

YEAR AMOUNT 

2002 $ 83,591,000 
2003 80,515,000 
2004 81,278,000 
2005 87,225,000 
2006 107,779,000 
2007 61,063,000 

2008 (January" to June) 46,070,000 

~ANAGEMENT FEES 

YEAR AMOUNT 

2002 $ 3,884,000 
2003 5,221,000 
2004 21,549,000 
2005 51,127,000 
2006 50,465,000 
2007 32,393,000 

2008 (January’ to Ame) 36,134,000 

The perfbmmnce and management fees, according to plaintiffs, were %alcu- 
lated on the basis of Madoff and BMIS’s fictional profits that were never 
actually earned, and on the continuing existence of billions of dollars of assets 
that had been stolen long before." Id. at 61. 

According to plaintiffs, defendants have failed to repay compensation they 
received from "Madoff’ s fraudulent inveslanem returns," and they "continue to 
claim that the)’ axe owed tens of millions of dollars in fees from the few 
tangible assets that remain." Id. at 60. 

COURT A CTIVI TY 

The court consolidated the relevant cases on January 30, 2009. Docket No. 
40. The FACC was filed on April 24, 2009. Docket No. 116. 

On May l l, 2009, three motions to appoint Lead Plaintiff were filed. Docket 
Nos. 127, 130, and 133. Oppositions were filed in late May. On July 7, 2009, 
the court appointed Lead Plaintiffs and Lead Counsel (sidebar). Docket No. 
178. 

On July 10, 2009, Fairfield Sent1T (a consolidated plaintiff arising in Case No. 
09-5650) tnoved to remand the case to state corot Docket No. 181. Defen ’dant 
FGA filed its opposition pleading on July 27, 2009. Docket No. 195. 

On October 14, 2009, the court consolidated fl~is case with Case No. 09-8500. 
On October 27, 2009, the court denied plaintiffs~ request to lift the PSLRA dis- 
covery stay. 

SACC 

Plaintiffs filed their 219-page, 33-count SACC on September 29, 2009. Docket 
No. 273. (See the sidebar tbr the COlnplaint’s cotmts.) 

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 

In a Report and Recommendation fried on November 13, 2009, U.S. Magistrate 
Judge Theodore Ka~ reconnnended that several of the cases pending against 
Fairfield be remanded to state court. Docket No. 297. 

(co~ tmued on ,~cxt page) 
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11-6787 
11-6788 
11-7649 
11-7650 
11-7651 
11-7652 
11-7653 
12-0148 
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On Decelnber 23, 2009, the court ordered that the Report and Recommendation 
be adopted and that the following cases be remanded to state court. Docket 
No. 372. 

Ferber v. Fairfield Greenwich Group, et al., Case No. 09-2366 

Pierce, et al., v. Fai~feld Greenwich Gr(~up, et al., Case No. 09- 

2588 

Morning A fist Holdings Ltd., et al. v. Fairfield Gree~twich Group, et 
al., Case No. 09-5012 

Fairfield Sentry Limited v. Fairfield Greenwich Group, et al., Case 
No. 09-5650 

MOIgONS TO DISMISS THE SACC 

On December 22, 2009, the following motions to di,~rniss the SACC were filed: 

Fairfield Greenwich Limited, Fairfield Greenwich (Bemmda) 
Ltd., FaYn-field Greanwich Advisors LLC, Noel, PiedraNta, Tucker, 
Vijayvergiya, Lipton, McKeefry, Fairfield Risk Services Ltd., 
mid Fairfield Heathcliff Capital LLC. Docket No. 360. 

* PricewaterhouseCoopers. Docket Nos. 316, 321, and 356. 

~ GlobeOp Financial Services. Docket No. 325. 

* Citco Fund Services (Europe) B.V. DocketNo. 329. 

o Citco Bank Nederland, N.V. Dublin Branch. Docket No. 340. 

, Citco Group Ltd. Docket No. 344. 

~ Lion Fairfield Capital Management Ltd. Docket No. 347. 

, Francouer. Docket No. 318. 

® Pilgrim. DocketNo. 334. 

Toub, Schiava, Baacreneche, Boele, d’Hendecourt, Greisman, 
Horn, Haraxy, Reyes, Luongo, Blum, PiedmNta, and Mendoza. 
Docket No. 359. 

,~ Landsberger, Murphy, and Smith. DocketNo. 361. 

PlaitNff Anwar Ned his consolidated opposition to defendmlts’ motions to 
dismiss on June 15, 2010. Docket No. 476. 

P~4RT/A L D ISMISS,4L 

Plaintiff Anwax filed a notice voluntaxily dismissing Lion Fairfield Capital 
Management as a defendant on March 23, 2010, and the court approved the 
notice the following day. Docket Nos. 413 and 422, respectively. 

C4SE CONSOLIDATION 

On IVlarch 12, 2010, the court consolidated four cases for pre-tfial pln’poses. ~llae 
court also designated Anwar v. Faid?eld Greenwich LimiWd as the lead case. 
Docket No. 398. Then, on June 23, 2010, the court consolidated Case No. 10- 
4684 with the other tbur cases. DocketNo. 479. (See sideba~c.) 

]~IOTIONS LEA VE TO FILE A SUPPLEME:~714L BRIEF 

On May 5, 2010, the court denied defendants’ ~otionfor Leave to ~ib a Sup- 
plemental Brief m Support of their Motion to Dismiss on the N;ewly Arisen 
Ground that Plamt~ffX,’ Common-Law Claims are Preempted by SLUSA. Docket 
No. 448. 

RULINGS ON THE MOTIOSS TO DISMISS 

On July 29, 2010, the court denied the aforementioned motions to dismiss to the 
extent defendants argued that the common law claims were preempted by New 
York State’s Maxim Act. Docket Nos. 503 and 510. 

On August 18, 2010, the court issued a 201-page order, m which it considered de- 
fendmlts’ other (i.e., non-Maactin Act) argulnents for dismissal, q~Js order is 
reviewed in detail below, conunencmg with the court’s stunmary of plaintiffs’ 
statements regarding FGG’s allegedly t~alse statements and omissions. 

(contnmed or~ next page) 
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"l~Js section of the court’s order is instructive because it reveals the portions of 
the complaint that have clemly garnered the court’s interest. 

The SCAC alleges that FGG lnade a continuous series of false repre- 
sentations and material omissions from the founding of the Funds in 
1990 to Madoff’s confession in December 2008. These rmsstatements 
came in "two broad categories: maa:keting materials provided initially 
to investors to encourage them "to invest in the funds in the form of 
private placement or confidential offering memorandum ("Placement 
Memos") and periodic updates about the Funds’ performance that 
were also distributed or made available to investors to motivate them 
to retain theh investments in the Funds. 

The rmsrepresentations essentially involved three strands of informa- 
tion: (1) that the Plaintiffs’ investments were actually invested by 
Madoff in the so-called "split-strike conversion’’ strategy, (2) "that 
Madoff’s strategy resulted in substantial, consistent returns, and (3) 
that FGG had performed extensive due diligence on Madoff’s opera- 
tions and continually" monitored them and, as a result, had fifll trans- 
parency to all of IVladofFs operations. In addition, M~en individual 
investors in the Funds raised concerns, FGG "pm-posethlly gave false 
or obfuscated responses." 

Instances of these alleged ~alse statements or material omissions abound 
in the SCAC. The most s’udking examples concern the Funds’ inves~t- 
ment by Madoff via a "split-strike conversion’’ strategy, an investment 
that never actually occurred. FGG also trumpeted the prior trading 
results of the Ftmds and presented intbrmation showing "substantial, 
consistent armtmlized rates of retun~ fbr the Funds." They also did not 
disclose that they were simply recycling infbrn~ation Madoff trod 
provided and did nothing to independently veri~~ whether investment 
occurred or whether the returns were accurate. 

Contrary to these statements, FGG represented that it used "strict risk 
management principles" to monitor the Funds’ performance. Such 
risk management principles applied with special force to Madoffwho, 
as an "external manager," would be subject to exacting review, in- 
eluding FGG "obtain[rag] underlying portfblio infornmtion for lnoni- 
toring and client conununication purposes." FGG also represented 
that it conducted "daily monitoring" of Madoff, including "monitoring 
of portfolio activW against all risk lin~its" and usage of "proprietasy 
software." Such risk-monitoring of Madoff was further bolstered by 
purported "regular on-site visits" by %enior members of FGG’s legal, 
operations, and risk "teams." FGG also specifically touted the Funds’ 
defenses against Ponzi schemes. 

But "in reality’, no one had conducted meaningful due diligence on 
MadofF’ prior to his selection as the Ftmds "broker, execution agent, 
and custodian; no one was meaningfully mointoring or independently 
verifying Madoffs trade activi~;" there was "effectively no trans- 
pasency to Madoff’s operations;" aa~d no one had an "independent, 
factual basis for stating that Madoff was executing a split-strike con- 
version strategy." FGG "knowingly disregaacded the fundamentally 
hnportant operating and risk management principles that the)’ touted’’ 
and "failed "to disclose to Plaintiffs that they were not fulfilling these 
important t~ctions." "[T]he only attempt ... to conthm that Madoff 
was actually lnaking trades was a 2001 visit to MadofFs office by 
Jeffiey Tucker .... " 

ooo 

The SCAC alleges that these lmsstatelnents or omissions were made 
despite numerous "red flags" that should have put FGG on notice that 
Madoffwas not being honest. 

Firb~, Madoff ran a "secretive operation" and simpb~ "refused to answer 
even basic questions." This "secrecy was exacerbated" by Madoff’s 
positioning of family members in key positions at his firm, an ar- 
rangement that FGG l~ew about. 

In addition m this tightly-knit operation, Madoff did not trade through 
an independent broker but "self-cleared all Fund activities thiough his 
wholly-owned compaa~y." Madoffwas also "his own custodian or sub- 

(continued on next page) 
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custodian for the Funds assets," an "arrangement [that] should have 
altered the [FGG] to the need fbr heightened scrutiny, lnOmtoring and 
verification of transactions." Madoff used paper trading records that 
were provided to FGG three to five days after the fake trades pur- 
portedly occurred. TNs old-fashioned way of doing business was an 
anomaly in a world of real-time electronic reporting and was "patently 
susceptible to manipulation." As detailed above, Madoff also 
employed an astonishingly under-sized accounting gum, an anomaly 
of which FGG eventually became aware. 

In addition to these specific warning signs, the unerring profits frown 
MadofFs investments should have put FGG on alert. On its face, 
Madoff’s tendency to buy "near daily lows and [sell] near highs" over 
decades was simply "uncanny." Madoff’s "reported results were in- 
consistent with the split-strike strategy." But even more than this im- 
plausibility, "Madoff reported trades at prices that were outside the 
stocks’ actual trading ranges or took place on weekends," events that 
were "itnpossible." Madoff also "reported purchases of options on 
equity trades that had not yet been executed." "[A]ny comparison of 
MadofFs reports to market prices would have led to discovery of the 
fraud." These returns in fact did lead "other investment banks and in- 
vestment professionals" to quickly conclude that Madoff’s numbers 
%imply did not add up." FGG also "never contacted any of MadofFs 
purported counterparties," which, since no trades were made and no 
counter-parties existed, would have soon exposed Madoff’s fraud. 

Docket No. 509 at 10-14 (citations to the complaint omitted) (brackets 
in original) (third ellipsis added). 

The court’s treatment of several key poifions of defendants’ arguments for 
dismissal are excerpted below. 

Can FGG be sued? 

The court concluded that FGG was a de.fact() partnership and that, as such, it 
could be sued. 

FGG disputes whether it can be legally sued and contends FGG is 
merely a name used for marketing purposes. Plaintiffs concede "that 
FGG’s origin cromer be traced to a fbm~al partnership agreement, but 
instead allege that FGG is a de facto partnership or a partnership by 
estoppel. 

Adequately alleging a partnership requires show~ng four elements: 
"(l ) the pa~ies’ sha~-ing of profits a~qd losses; (2) the parties~ joint con- 
trol and management of the business; (3) the contribution by each 
pasty of property, financial resources, effort, skill, or knowledge to the 
business; and (4) "the pasties’ intantion "to be pastncrs." Kidz Cloz, Inc. 
v. OJJiciall),l~brKids, Nc., 320 F.Supp. 2d 164, 171 (S.D.N.Y. 2004). 

Plaintiffs have camed their burden here. I’hey allege that all of the FGG 
partners shared profits and losses related to all the Fairfield Greenwich 
entities, made contributions to F(Yd’s capital, and intended to operate 
the Fairfield Greenwich entities to realize a profit. FGG exercised 
control over the entire Fairfield Greenwich business by operating an 
Executive Committee that controlled the operations of FGG’s partner 
entities. The partners of FGG also prepaxed and disscnimatcd the Place- 
ment Memos and other materials given to investors. FGG held itself 
out as a partnership in a marketing brochure that noted that FGG was 
operated "[u]nder the leadership of its Partners." ’I1~e Placement 
Memos also portrayed FGG as a partnership by describing the billions 
of dollars of assets it has managed, its existence since 1983 and its 
maxmgement of assets pooled into it. Finally, the SCAC specifies that 
Plaintiffs relied on the identification of FGG as a well-established 
partnership when deciding whether to invest in the Funds. 

FGG disputes that the plain usage of "partucrs" in a marketing bro- 
chi~re is relevant because the brochure was pro&~ced after many Plain- 
tiffs had invested. But, given FGG’s e~stence since 1983 and similar 
representations made in Placement Memos, it is a reasonable in- 
ference that similar materials were produced before each of the Plain- 
tiffs’ investments and similarly induced them to invest. 

(continued on next page) 
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The Court is persuaded that the SCAC adequately alleges sufficient 
facts that FGG constituted a de facto partnership, based on the profits 
shared, contributions made and other details listed above, or a partner- 
ship by estoppel, as Plaintif£s reasonably relied on Defendant’s repre- 
sentations as to FGG’s existence and status. See FirstAme~fcan Corp. 
v. P~qce lYaterttouse LLP, 988 F.Supp. 353, 358 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) 
(describing two elements of parlJ~ership by estoppel: presentation of 
sufficient indications of a partnership to the injured paxty and detri- 
mental reliance on those representations by the injured party-). 

Docket No. 509 at 43-45 (citations to the complaint omitted) (brackets 
in original). 

Is the Supreme Court’s recent rulin~ in Morri~on v. Ncu~onalAg~¢ralia Bank 
relevant? 

The court postponed ruhng on the relevance of the ~[orrison decision until the 
instant case’s factual record is further developed. 

On June 24, 2010, the United States Supreme Court issued Morrison 
v. ~\"aao~alAustralia Ba~k, 130 S. Ct. 2869 (2010), which set forth a 
new ~’transactional" rule for detmminmg the extratemtorial applica- 
tion of the United States securities laws. Mon4son held that § 10(b) 
applies to %nly ... [1] the purchase or sale of a security listed on an 
American stock exchange, and [2] the purchase or sale of any other 
security in the United States." Id. at *2888 (emphasis added); see also 
Cornw’ell v. Credit Suisse Group, No. 08 Civ. 3758, 2010 WL 
3069597 (S.D.N.Y. July 27, 2010) (holding that sales of securities 
listed on a foreign exchange, even if purctmsed by United States resi- 
dents, are not actionable under § 10(b)); in re Bw~co Sa~tander See.- 
Optimal Litig., Nos. 09-I~,~O-02073-CIV, 09-CV-20215-CIV, 2010 
WL 3036990, at *5-*7 (S.D. Fla. July 30, 2010) (rejecting § 10(b) 
claims brought against Ba~hamian investment fund when all activity 
related to purchases of securities occurred off-shore even though 
plaintiffs alleged they were aware the funds invested with BMIS). 

The parties, by letter-briefs submitted on July 19, 2010, contest the ap- 
plication of that role to Plaintiffs who purchased shares in the Off- 
shore Funds. Defendants argue that, because a number of adnmaistra- 
tive tasks associated with purchasing shares its the Offshore Funds 
occurred in other countries - for example, Plaintif£s sent their sub- 
scription agreements to an administrator in Amsterdam and the Off- 
shore Funds’ investment manager, FGBL, in Bermuda - and because 
Fairfield Sentry Ltd. was listed on the Irish Stock Exchange, the 
securities transaction in question did not occur in the United States. 
Plaintiffs contend that whatever steps happened outside of the United 
States along the way, no transaction actually occurred until PlaitNffs’ 
subscription agreements were accepted by the Ftmds, and that this 
approval occurred in New York City, where FGG had an office and 
where much of its executive staff was concentrated. Thus, on Plain- 
tiffs’ theory, Mbn~ison does not bar their § 10(b) clain~s because the 
purchase or sale of the covered securities at issue occurred in the 
United States. The Court also notes that even if Fairfield SenW Ltd. 
was listed on the Irish Stock Exchange, its stock was apparently not 
actually traded there. 

As this case allegedly does not involve secm~ities purchases or sales 
executed on a foreign exchange, it presents a novel and snore complex 
application ofMorrison’s transactional test. Given the uniqueness of 
the tSnaJacial interests, structure of the traJasactions and relationships 
among the parties, the Court fLnds that a more developed factual record 
is necessary" to inform a proper determination as to whether Plaintiffs’ 
purchases of the Offshore Funds’ shares occurred in the United States. 
See Morrison, 130 S. Ct. at 2876-77 (noting that § 10(b)’s extraterri- 
torial application presents a question under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(bX6)). 
Accosdingly, the Court will delEr a ruling on this question. At aW time 
dining the course of anthm~ed discovery that the parties consider the 
issue ripe lbr decision, either side may apply to reopen the matter. In 
the event that Plaintif£s move to replead aJay claims di~rnissed by this 
Decision and Order, they should include in the proposed amendments 

(continued on next page) 
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the facts they submitted via letter-brief to support their Mo~Tison 
argument, as well as any additional particulars that the record may 
develop in this regard. 

Docket No. 509 at 46-48 (citations to the complaint omitted) (brackets 
in original). 

Common law claims 

The couxt’s overview of several of plaintiffs’ common law claims follows. 

On the whole, Plaintiffs’ common law allegations are premised on the 
salne reckless behavior that sustains their federal securities fraud vio- 
lations. As the pleading burden for a § 10(b) claim is much higher 
than it is for these common law claims, and given the unique context 
of the facts of this case, once Plaintiffs have cleared the federal hurdle, 
many of their conunon law claims axe adequately alleged. As the 
facts in the SCAC essentially need only be poured into different bot- 
tles to satis67 the conwnon law’s elements, Plaintiffs have succeeded 
in adequately stating claims against lnost of the Fraud Defendants for 
negligent misrepresentation, breach of fiduciary club-, gross negli- 
gence, tlmd-party breach of contract, unjust emichment, and mutual 
mistake. The Court reserves judgment on Plaintiffs’ final cause of 
action for constructive trust. 

Plaintiffs run into trouble, though, when they plead claims against the 
Fairfield Defendants that appear to be based merely on their employ- 
ment at FGG. The SCAC does not contain sufficient information to 
allow Plaintiffs to sustain claims of negligent misrepresentation and 
breach of fi&~ciary club- against those Fairfield Defendants who are 
not also Fraud Defendm~ts. Plaintiffs are advised that such causes of 
action may be repled if during discovery Plaintiffs acquire sufficient 
information about FGG~s operation, including who knew what when, 
who contacted the Plaintiffs and other relevant material. 

Finally, Plaintiffs lllay be limited from recovering in tort if their flair& 
pasty breach of contract claims raising out of the same operative facts 
succeed. In New York, the so called "economic loss" rule provides 
that "[i]f the damages suffered are of the ~Tpe remediable in contract, 
a plaintiff may not recover in tort." Manhattan ~lotorcars, Inc. v. 
Automobili Lamborghmi, S.p.A., 244 F.R.D. 204, 220 (S.D.N.Y. 
2007) (citations and quotation marks omitted). Therefore, at this 
stage, the Court views Plaintiffs’ tort claims as alternative pleadings in 
the event that their contract claims fail. 

Fraud 

"The elements of COlranon law fraud under New York law are: (l) a 
material representation or omission of fact; (2) made with knowledge 
of its t:alsity; (3) with scienter or an intent m defi~aud; (4) upon which 
the plaintiff reasonably relied; and (5) such reliance caused damage to 
the plaintif£" (quotation lnarks and citation omitted). Bui v. Imtus- 
trial Enten qfAm., Inc., 594 F. Supp. 2d 3(:4, 371 (S.D.N.Y. 2009). As 
"these elements axe substantially identical to those governing § 10(b), 
the identical analysis applies." Rich v. Maidstone Fro., Inc., No. 98 
Civ. 2569, 2002 WL 31867724, at "13 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 20, 2002) 
(citation and quotation marks omitted). Accordingly, the Court fmds 
that Plaintiffs have sufficiently alleged a cause of action for common 
law fraud against the Fraud Defendants (except Piedrahita) [br the 
same reasons they have sufficiently alleged federal secmities law vio- 
lations. 

Gross Negligence 

To state a claim for negligence against the Fairfield Defendants, Plain- 
tiffs must allege "conduct that evinces a reckless disregard for the rights 
of others or s~aacks of intentional wrongdoing." AMW3/Iaterials Test- 
ing Inc. v. 7bwn of Babylon, 584 F.3d 436, 454 (2d Cir. 2009) (citation 
omitted). The Fairfield Defen ’dants’ sole argument specific to this claim 
is that Plaintiffs’ pleadings do not sufficiently allege the requisite level 
of reckless disregard or emanations of intentional ~congdoing. The Court 
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is persuaded that Plaintiffs adequately allege gross negligence against 
the Fairfield Defendants. Plaintiffs allege that rite Fairfield Defendants, 
as "investment advisors, managers, and placement agents" exercised 
discretionary control over the Funds assets, giving rise to a du~ of cadre, 
and then "grossly tSiled to exercise due caace, axed acted m reckless 
disregaxd of their du’des" by investing substantially all of the Ftmds’ 
money with Madoff, on whom these defendants conducted no due 
diligence and who they t~ailed to monitor. 

Docket No. 509 at 70-73 (citations to the complaint omitted) (brackets 
in original). 

The court’s entire nilmg is summarized below. 

The court granted the motions to dismiss that were Ned by Finn- 
cotter (Docket No. 318), Pilgrim (Docket No. 334), and Pricewater- 
houseCoopers (DocketNo. 356). (These pasties aa:e dismissed from 
the action.) 

The court granted in past and deni~xt in past the nine other motions 
to dismiss (above). Specifically, the court held that: (1) SLUSA (lid 
not require dismissal of any fraud-based state common law claim; 
(2) plaintiffs had standing to sue defendant directly; and (3) Mor- 
rison did not require dismissal of the federal securities fraud claims 
at this time. 

The court also granted plaintiffs leave to rcplead ;~upon submitting to the Coust 
... an application therefor plausibly showing how b~uch repleading would correct 
"the deficiencies identified in "the Court’s £mdmgs discussed above, and thus 
would not be futile." DocketNo. 509 at 198. 

On September 13, 2010, the court denied defen ’dants’ requests that the court 
certi~~ as final judglnent the aforementioned orders of July 23 and August 18, 
2010. Docket No. 519. 

DEFENDA?~7"S~ ANSfl/ERS 

Defendants filed the following answers &uJng October 2010. 

Blum. Docket No. 546. 

Bowes. DocketNo. 557. 

Fairfield Greenwich Limited, Fairfield Greenwich (Bemtuda) 
Ltd., Fairfield Greenwich Advi~rs LLC, Fairfield Risk Services 
Ltd., Fairfield Heathcliff Capital LLC, Noel, Corina Piedraltita, 
Tucker, Vijayvergiya, Lipton, McKeeflT, Toub, Schiava, Bax- 
reneche, Boele, d’Hendecourt, Greisman, Harary, Reyes, Luongo, 
Andres Piedrakita, Mendoza, Landsberger, Murphy, and Smith. 
Docket No. 545. 

Horn. DocketNo. 547. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers. Docket No. 538. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers Netherlands. Docket No. 541. 

GlobeOp Financial Services. Docket No. 542. 

Citco Bank Nederland, N.V. Dublin Branch. Docket No. 533. 

Citco Canada, Inc. DocketNo. 534. 

Citco Fund Services (Bemmda). DocketNo. 535. 

Citco Fund Services (Europe) B.V. DocketNo. 536. 

Citgo Global Custo@. DocketNo. 537. 

Citco Group Ltd. DocketNo. 539. 

(contnmed on next page) 
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ORDER AND DECISI()IV 

On November 2, 2011, the court issued an Order and Decision in which it 
granted in part and denied in part the motions to dismiss "the complaints that had 
been fried by Almiron (Case No. 10-6186), Caxrillo (Case No. 10-6176), and 
Lou (Case No. 10-8272). 

In ~alm, the Court dismisses (1) the claims of Aln~on and Carrillo 
alleging (a) violations of § 517.301; (b) negligent misrepresentation; 
(c) breach of fiduciary duty based on t:ailure to monitor; (d) negli- 
gence; and (e) uqiust enrichment, and (2) the Lou Complaint in its 
entirety. The case will proceed only as to Ahniron and Carrillo’s claims 
alleging breach of fiduciary, du~ for failure to perform due diligence. 

Accordingly it is hereby ORDERED "that the motion (Docket No. 621) 
of defendants Staladard Chartered Bar& International (America) Ltd., 
Standard Chartered PLC, and StanChart Securities International, Inc. 
to dismiss the complaints of plaintiffs Rica~rdo Ahtirol~ Carlos Camllo, 
and Moises Lou-Martinez and Wong Yuk I[ing De Lou (collectively, 
"Plaintiffs") is ()RANTEr) in payt and DENIED in part; it is further 
ORDERED that Plaintiffs herein aye granted leave to replead upon sub- 
mitting to the Court, within twenty-one days of the date of this Decision 
and Order, in "the form of a letter-brief not to exceed three pages, an 
application plausibly showing how such repleading would correct the 
deficiencies identified in the Court’s findings discussed above, and 
fires would not be futile. 

Docket No. 744 at 34. 

On November 4, 201 l, the court dismissed defendant ABN AMRO Life S.A. 
with prejudice. Docket No. 745. 

MOTION TO CERTIFY THE CLASS 

Plaintiffs moved to certil~-y, the class on January l l, 2012. Docket No. 775. 
The Priccwaterhouse defendants filed "their opposition on January 13, 2012. 
Docket No. 786. 

PROPOSED SETTLEMENT WITH EFG CAPITAL 

On January 23, 2012, plaintiff Anwar filed an unopposed motion for prelin~i- 
nary approval of the settlement plaintiffs had reached with defendant EFG 
Capital. Under the terms of the proposed agreement, EFG Capital would pay 
class members $7,783,843, which amount represents approximately 17% of 
the amount class members are alleged to have lost via their involvement with 
EFG Capital. Docket No. 793 at 1. ("On December 11, 2008, when the Madoff 
fraud was revealed 279 customers of EFG Capital lost their investments in 
Fairfield Sen~v" Limited ... totaling more than $46 million in net losses." Id. 

at3.) 

In February 2012, the court preliminarily approved settlements between EFG 
Capital and several sets of plaintiffs. Docket Nos. 806, 807, and 823. 

The documents filed dining this coverage period included motions for leave to 
amend certain complaints, a motion to correct the class definition, and a 
motion to modit}T the case schedule. However, none of the filings rose to the 
level of being significantly important to the key issues at bar. 

Tiffs review covers the period from March 1 to March 31, 2012. ~ 
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Case No. 11-4776 
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PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Sanmel H. Rudman, Esq. 
Robert M. Rothman, Esq. 
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Christopher P. Seefer, Esq. 

Robbins, Geller, Rudman & Dowd 
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Marc S. Henzel, Esq. 
L/O of Marc S. Henzel 

(Merion Station, Pa.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Joseph M. McLaughlin, Esq. 
Joshua D. Kilnan, Esq. 
Sara A. Ricciardi, Esq. 

Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett 
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Jasand P. Mock, Esq. 
Jolm F. Lynch, Esq. 

Kenneth B. Forrest, Esq. 
Herbert M. Wachtell, Esq. 
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Stephen J. Nelson, Esq. 
Scan W. McDowell, Esq. 
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Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson 
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(New York, N.Y.) 

COUNTS 

1. Breaches of fi&~ciasy duties 

2. Unjust e,mchment 

BACKGROUA~ 

3~Js case is a derivative action brought on behalf of Tetragor~ ]Saandal Group 
("TFG") against TFG’s inves~nent manager, Te~ragon Fimmdal Mam~ge- 
merit (fNia Polygon CreNt Management) and associated entities. Defen&nts 
are alleged ~) have exploited ~eir "inces~ous" business relationships m wrong- 
fully reap more than $200 million in perfo~ance t~es. 

Based m Guernsey and listed m AmstercNm, nominal defendant Tegagon is a 
closed-end inves~ent company ~at "invests p~ly "@ough long-tenn 
funding vehicles such as collateral~ed loan obligations in selected sec~t~ed 
asset classes." (wusv.te~ago~v.com) 

DEFEA~ANTS 

The complaint names the follomng defendants. 

Tetragon F~nancia~ Management LP, which is TFG’s invest- 
ment manager (hereinafter "Investment Manager") 

Pn~ygo~ Im, estment Partners, which "is a global private invest- 
mere firm fotmded in 2002 by defendants Dear and Gfiffith .... 
Polygon Investment owns and!or controls the Investment Mana- 
ge~; Polygon Credit Managelnent GP LLC, Polygon Global Oppor- 
tunities Fired, Polygon Opportunities IVlaster Fund and Polygon 
Credit Income Fund." DocketNo. 1 at 14. 

Alexander Jackson a~qd David Wishnow (Principals of Tetragon 
Financial Management & former TFG Directors) 

Jeff Herlyn and Michael Rosenberg (Principals of Tetragon Finan- 
cial Management) 

Byron gmie£ Rupert Dorey, David Jeffreys, Greville V.B. Ward, 
Patrick Dear, and Reade Gnffith (TFG Directors) 

Lee OleskT (former TFG Director) 

THE COAIPIAINT 

Filed on July 11,2011, the complaint claims "that Tetragon Financial Manage- 
mere marked up TFG’s value in a maimer that produced $205 million in per- 
fomm~ce fees, while ignoring himdreds of millions of dollars of previous TFG 
losses. 

[P]laintiff seeks to reme@ an ongoing abusive schelne by TFG’s 
directors and entities controlled by the directors, who axe unlawfully 
profiteering via self-dealing at the expense of TFG. Defendants, in 
breach of "their fiducia~ duties, have awarded the Investment Mana- 
ger (and themselves) $205 million in performance fees even though 
TFG’s investments have failed to make up their prior losses since the 
third quarter of 2008. Defendams’ violations became so pervasive 
that, with respect to a recent transaction in which one particular 
director was excluded by his co-defendants fmln sharing in the ill- 
gotten gains, that director, Alexander Jackson, is now independently 
b~uing his fellow directors for their breaches of fiduciary" duties axqd 
looting of the Company. 

[TFG] is a structured credit fi~nd created in 2002 by several New 
York axed London-based individuals via a closely controlled New 
York and London-based private investment finn, Polygon Investment. 
In April 2007, TFG raised $300 million in a public offering. At all 
relevant times, TFG pfimm-ily invested in the "equity" or "first-loss" 
tranches of collateralized loan obligations ("CLOs") - a structured 
credit vehicle "that uses pools of leveraged loans as collateral to issue 
debt securities with varying degrees of risk. 

(contnmed on next page) 
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3. Constructive fraud 

4. Violation of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 

Instead of faithfiflly serving the C ompany’s investors, defendants have 
engaged and continue to engage in the looting of TFG. The Invest- 
ment Mmmger, with the active complicibT of the TFG Board, has 
expropriated almost $205 million in unjust fees in what has been 
described as "~the most flawed compensation system’" ever seen. As 
reported in an aacticle in The ~Vall Street Journal on February 16, 2010: 

It might be one of the greatest fmancial performances of 2010 - a 
fortune created even after losing staggering stuns for investors. 

Meet the managers of Tetragon Financial Group. They are five 
Wall Street veterans who, by luck and design, enjoy what Tetra- 
gon investor Charles W. Griege Jr. critiqued as ~the most flawed 
compensation system" he had ever seen. 

Tetragon is awarding its managers tens, axed potentially hundreds, 
of millions of dollars. This comes despite massive losses in the 
fund, an offshoot of London based hedge fund Polygon Invest- 
merit Paa:tners LLP, which decorated its Park Avenue offices with 
e~nbossed wallpaper feattuing its name. 

And Tetragon is pocketing one-quaster of the "gains" it registers 
each quarter, though it is really just ean~ng back "the $767 million 
in losses recognized over the past yem, according to sectuities 
filings. 

id. at 1-3 (footnote omitted) (last ellipsis in original). 

Continuing to rely heavily upon ll~dl Street Journal research, plaintiff then 
provides the alleged details underlymg defendants’ close working relationships 
and reveals the terms of defendants’ invest.ment management agreements. 

Although defendants persist in keeping secret "the investment manage- 
merit agreement ("IMA") entered into between TFG and "the Invest- 
merit Manager on April 26, 2007, it appears that the Investment IVlan- 
ager is paid a percentage (1.5% per anntm~) of the aggregate Net Asset 
Value (’~NAV") of the t’ua~d on a share-by-shaxe basis. Defbndants also 
claim and have approved, pursuant to the IMA, a 25% "incentive (per- 
formance) fee" to the Investment Manager for increases in the NAV 
of the fund. Defendants steadfastly refuse to disclose the IMA to TFG 
shaaceholders. 

Purportedly relying upon the terms of the IMA, defendants have 
expropriated (and continue to expropriate) tens of millions of dollaxs 
from the Company, irrespective of TFG’s portfblio performance. 
Defendants paid a 25% performance fee to the Investment Manager 
each time the Board marked up the net asset value of the fund that was 
previously masked do~q (at the Investment Max~ager’s direction) by 
hundreds of millions of dollars below the value established by the 
Investment Manager’s own chosen valuation model (itself commis- 
sioned from State Street Advisors, Inc.). Defendants have acted and 
continue to act in bad faith and in contravention of their fi&~ciary 
duties. In fact, defen ’dants’ sole justification fbr arguing that the diver- 
sion of the tees to the Investment Manager is permissible, is that their 
manipulation of TFG’s NAV downward and then back up is not ex- 
pressly forbidden by the IMA. As one reporter from The g~all Street 

Journal reported, the 25% performance fee was ab’pical in the indus- 
try. axed defendants~ practice is nothing short of %stounding": 

TFG continues "to be a massive money-spinner for Polygon, 
generating $88 million in fees for it in the first inne months 
of 2010, the ~nost recent available data. 

The revenue is notable because it underlines TFG’s astound- 
ing tee structure, which resets each quarter without recog- 
n~ng previous losses. If half of TFG~s portfolio is wiped 
out in a year, Polygon still collects 25% on any subsequent 
quaxterly gain above a nominal Libor hurdle. 

(continued on next page) 
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That’s pretty ~nuch what happened between ~nid-2008 and 
mid-2009, when TFG’s net asset value sank to $693 million 
from $1.3 billion. But by the fourth quarter of 2009, the 
leveraged loan market was on the mend, so Polygon wrote 
back up the value of the TFG portfolio and took a cool 
$29.8 million in performance fees. Further write ups in the 
first nine months of 2010 resulted in another $78 million in 
performance fees, "though net asset value remained well 
below "that 2008 figure. 

Loss-nraking funds typically must return to their high water 
mark belbre taking perfom~ance tees. 

Depending on your point of view, it is either a ve~ clever 
way for Polygon to maxim~e TFG’s fee potential, or a ter- 
rible way to treat shareholders who have had a very" rough 
ride and are now seeing the vast bulk of recent improve- 
ments go into Polygon’s pocket. 

To put it in perspective, shareholders got $41.9 million in 
dividends in the seven quarters to Sept. 30, 2010, while 
Polygon’s affiliate that manages the fund, Tetragon Finan- 
cial Management, took $130 million in fees. 

Nice work if you can get it. 

To accomplish the expropriation of almost $205 million to defendams 
dressed up as "performance fees," defendants stacked the TFG Board 
and its Audit Committee with non-independent directors who had (and 
still have) direct a~filiations with the Investment Manager. Insulated 
and conflicted, defendants have looted, and continue to loot, TFG 
through a series of manipulative actions entered in bad faith and in 
derogation of the fiduciaxy duties owed by them to TFG. The IMA 
itself, if portrayed and interpreted accurately by defendants, was 
agreed to in breach of fiduciaxy duties owed to the Company by the 
defendant Boaard members who were not independent as clain~ed by 
defendants. Rather, the individual defendants and entities controlled 
by them were, and remain, conflicted by their web of incestuous cross- 
a~Iiliations. 

id. at 3-5, quoting Margot Patrick, ~Polygon’s Tetragon Still Mmn on 
Jackson Ousting," 14/Si//The Source, January 27, 2011 (e~nphasis omit- 
ted). 

As aforementioned, plaintiff is a TFG shareholder and brings this action deri- 
vatively on behalf of TFG. Plaintiff also notes that he made a pre-suit demand 
upon TFG’s board, but that "the board ignored the request. Id. at 33. 

MOTIONS TO DISMISS 

On or about August 27, 201 l, defendm~ts filed four motions to dismiss. 

Jackson. Docket No. 18. 

Polygon Investment Partners, Tetragon Financial Management 
I)ear, and Griffith. Docket No. 27. 

Knief, Dorey, Jeffreys, Ward, and Olesky. Docket No. 34. 

TFG. Docket No. 44. 

The introduction to TFG’s tnotion provides a concise review of defendants’ 
perspective of plaintiff s allegations. 

In tiffs putative derivative action involving a Guernsey closed-end in- 
vestment fund, plaintiff Silverstein ... challenges supposedly exces- 
sive fees charged to the Tetragon Fund ("TFG") by its management 
company pursuant to "the terms of’the Investment Management Agree- 
mcnt (’~IMA") entered into by the parties back in 2007 upon "the public 
offering of the Fund. 

(contmtted on next page) 
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The Fund was founded by p~incipals of the management company, 
three of whom - defen ’dants Dear, Griffith and Jackson - control the 
o~fly voting shares of the Ftmd. The publicly held shares are non- 
voting aJad are listed on the Euronext Exchange in HollaJad. Although, 
as will be shown, plaintiff asserts a patently spurious challenge to the 
independence of certain of the Fund’s directors, in fact - as required 
by the Articles - the majority of the Boaa:d has at all times consisted of 
four wholly Independent Directors. 

The Fund assets have at all relevant times consisted principally of the 
bottom, ~equity" or "tSst loss" tranche of collateralized loan obliga- 
tions C~CLOs’’) - as the Court is aware, a high-risk, high-reward species 
of investment. The fee structure challenged by plaintiff provides for 
an Incentive Fee in favor of the manager of 25% of increases in the 
Fund’s Net Asset Value C%IAV") over a hurdle percentage, with a 
resetting high-water mark. Per analyst reports, the Fund has consis- 
tently out-performed its peers both in the depths of the recession and 
since: albeit it suffered a vel3/substantial decline in NAV during the 
2008-2009 financial crisis, the managers’ choice of CLOs in the 
port~blio has subsequently recovered and is cm~ently generating sub- 
statNal cash flows. 

The essence of the Complaint is: (a) that the fee structure provided for 
by the IMA was unfair to shareholders ab i~tio; a~qd (b) that, in the 
depth of the financial crisis, the managers elected to ~ite down the 
NAV lower than required - so that they could enhance the level of 
incentive fees that they would receive upon the supposedly inevitable 
rebound - and fraudulently represented that NAV to be consistent 
with GAAP. 

The Complaint as a whole fails to satisfy the standards of credibility 
and plausibility mandated by Twombly and Iqbal as well as the re- 
quirement of particularization under Rule 9(b): 

It egregiously misstates the provisions of the UK Com- 
bined Code of Corporate Governance as to the indepen- 
dence of directors (those Code standazds having been 
incorporated into the Guernsey Fund’s ~ticles); 

It accuses a former director (Olesky) and current director 
(Knief) of supposedly lacking independence because of 
having sat as directors of a fund ll~ned ~Polygon Credit 
Income Fund" which was "affiliated with the investment 
manager"; in fact, that "Polygon" t~d is the same fhnd as 
the Tetragon Fund prior to name changes; 

It accuses Independent Directors Knief and Ward as sup- 
posedly lacking ~independcnce" for their conctu-rcnt posi- 
tion (disclosed on the Fund’s website) as independent direc- 
tors of another fund (Polygon Global Opportunities Fund 
and!or its Master Fund) previously organized by the same 
tnanagers - which Polygon Fund has been the largest sin- 
gle shareholder in the Tetragon Ftmd itself- on the theory 
that that Polygon Fund is likewise "affiliated" with the 
max~agers: an unexceptionable circumstance and patently 
meritless claim; 

It attempts to suggest that defendants supposedly have 
concealed "the IIVL~’s incentive-fee terms, no’cwithstanding 
that those terms were fully set forth in the Prospectus 
offering the Fund’s shares back in 2007, have been re- 
peatedly set forth in the Aunual Reports, and are dis- 
cussed in the very Wall Street Journal articles and share- 
holder letters quoted in the Complaint itsel£ And, not 
only was the IMA approved at the time by the Board and 
its Independent Directors: the IMA and its terms were 
also acquiesced in back in 2007 by all shaaceholders enter- 
ing into ownership of shares on behalf of themselves and 
their transferees. 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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Moreover, as to the Complaint’s central allegation, this is probably the 
only complaint arising out of the financial crisis to make the truly 
bizarre and entirely implausible claim that in the midst of that crisis 
the managers elected to value a fund’s NAV lower than required; and 
then proceeded publicly to set forth a detailed account - in a Janua~ 
2009 special press release, in the 2008 Annual Report, upon the 
Fund’s website and then in successive quarterly Performance Reports 
- of the very accounting lnethodology being utilized to calculate that 
NAV. And it is this very detailed account that the Complaint then 
parrots a~qd labels violative of GAAP - a totally baseless claim. If 
there were something covert axed nefaadous about the NAV reductions, 
it is h~xd to imagine that the defend~a~ts would have chosen to reveal 
their "fraud" in such public detail. 

Docket No. 28 at 1-4 (emphasis omitted) (citations to complami and 
motion to dismiss omitted). 

The motions to dislniss came on for hearing on October 17, 2011. 

In an order issued on February. 15, 2012, the court granted the motions to dis- 
miss. 

Plaintifl’s claims are premised on the allegation that the conduct was 
part of a conimuous traa~saction where the NAV was manipulated lower 
so "that TFM could later mark it up and obtain the fees. He does not 
independently object m the marling up of the NAV to proper levels. 
Accordingly, this was a continuous transaction, and as discussed 
above, plaintiff did not own stock throughout the course of the trans- 
action which constitutes the primary" basis of his Complaint. He has 
therefore failed to comply with the contemporaneous ownership rule 
of Rule 23.1 (b)(1). 

Docket No. 75 at 12. 

The dismissal was with prejudice. 
~’~’~ RECENT 

This case was dismissed with #reiudice on Februaxy 15, 2012 (above). tlence, 
HFLR will cease coverage of the matter. ~ 

U.S. District Court (W.D.Pa.) 
Case No. 09-0215 

Honorable Terrence F. McVerry 

Complaint filed on February 20, 2009 

Li~kk to Case (PACER) 

PLAINTIFFS 

Plaintiff’s axe Carnegie Mellon University and the Umversib~ of Pittsburgh. 

Carnegie Mellon is a "global reseaJcch tmiversity of more than 10,000 
students, 70,000 alumni xad 4,000 faculty, a~qd staff2 Recognized tbr 
its world-class arts and technology progranas, collaboration across 
disciplines aa~d innovative leadership in education, Caxnegie Mellon 
is consistently a top-rar, ked university,." (y~vw.cmu.edu_) 

The University.- of Pittsburgh is a non-sectmian, state-related, re- 
search uinve~sity, which, since its founding in 1787, has "evolved 
into an internationally recognized center of leaming and remaxch." 
(www:pitt.edu) 

(conti~med on next page) 
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PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL 

Jack B. Cobetto, Esq. 
Michael E. Lowenstein, Esq. 

Natalie C. Moritz, Esq. 
Reed Smith 

(Pittsburgh, Pa.) 

Brooke Barber, Esq. 
Charles B. Gibbons, Esq. 
Michael J. Manzo, Esq. 

Buchanan, Ingersoll & Rooney 
(Pittsburgh, Pa.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Alan Levine, Esq. 
Cooley 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Chiistopher O’Connell, Esq. 
Parker, Milliken, Clark, O’Hara, Samuelian 

(Los Angeles, Cal.) 

John Siffert, Esq. 
Lankier, Siffert & Wohl 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Robert F. Katzberg, Esq. 
Kaplan & Katzberg 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Robert J. Jossen, Esq. 
David S. Hoffner, Esq. 

Dechert 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Richard Weinberg, Esq. 
Morvillo, Abramowitz, 

Grand, Iason, Anello & Bohrer 
(New Ymk, N.Y.) 

CLAIMS 

l. Violations of § 4b of the Commodity Exchange Act 

2. Violations of § 40 of the Commodity Exchange Act 

3. Violations of § 9 of the Commodity Exchange Act 

4. Violations of § 10(b) of the Securities and 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 

5. Fraud 

6. Recklessness, gross negligence, and negligence 

7. Conversion 

8. Breach of riduciary dtW 

9. Failure to repay promissoU note 

According to the National Association of College and University Business Of 
ricers, Carnegie Mellon and the University of Pittsburgh had endovanents of 
$1.1 billion and $2.3 billion, respectively, as of mid-2008. 

D E I’~ENI)ANTS 

Defendants m this action aze four investment funds and five individuals, as de- 
scribed below. 

Defendant WestrR~e Capilal Management ("WCM") is un SEe-registered 
investment adviser that m~ges def~n&nt Wes~ddge Capital Manageme~ 
Enhancement lh.mds C~WCM Fnnd"), a registe~ co~odi~ ~ol whose in- 
vestors pu~rtedly include numerous umversifies, mtir~ent funds, and pension 
~&. WCM und WCM Fund axe b~d m San~ Ba~a;a, Cal. Docket No. 1 at 3. 

Defen~ts WG Tradin~ ~nve~tor~ ("WG~") and WG Trading Company 
("WGTC") a~e loca~d m Gr~nwich, Conn. WGTC is a commoN~ pool and is 
a registered broker-dealer. 

~e following individtml defendan’m ame named m ~e complaint. 

PaN Greenwood ~d S~phen Walsh (GPs of WGTI und 
pm~cipals of WCM) 

Jack E. Reynolds (M~ager ofWCM F~d) 

James L. Car&r ~’resident, Dk~mr & CCO of WCg~ 

Deborah I)u~~ (Officer and Principal of WGTC) 

BACKGROUND 

Plaintiffs maintain laacge investment accounts with WCM Fund. As well, WCM 
is an investment adviser to plaintiffUniversity of PNsburgh. 

On Feb~~ 5, 2009, the NFA’s attempt to audit WCM Fund was allegedly 
thwarted by defendants Greenwood and Walsh. In response, the NFA sus- 
pended tho~ individuals from membership on Febnm~y 12, 2009. 

Reacting to these events, plaintiffs filed the instant complaint on Febmasy 20, 
2009, anti they thereafter moved the court to: (1) issue a TRO; (2) issue a pre- 
liminalT injtmcrion; and (3) appoint a receiver for WCM Ftmd. 

THE COMPLAINT 

Upon leunimg that Walsh and Greenwood had been suspended, plaintiffs issued 
written demands to defendants for the return of all funds on account. According 
to the complaint, plaintiffs thereafter received neither their funds nor information 
on the whereabouts of their funds. The complaint’s summasy of plaintiffs’ fund- 
recow~-y attempts is surnmaxized below. 

[O]n or abom Friday, Febrtmzy. 13, 2009, Carnegie Mellon’s Treasurer 
and Chief Investment Officer, Edwaxd Grefenstette, along with Chaxles 
A. Kenne@, a Senior Investment Manager with Carnegie Mellon, made 
ntm~erous telephonic requests to representatives ofWCM und the WCM 
Fund [br doctunentation evidencing the location und secmity of the 
entities~ assets. However, no documents were produced. Messrs. Gref- 
enstette and Kenned?" repeated and restated these requests multiple 
times throughout the weekend, to no avail. 

On Monday, Febrtmry. 16, 2009, f~. Kennedy flew to New York and 
sought pem~ission to enter the Jersey City, New Jersey, anti Greenwich, 
Connecticut ofrices of WCM Fund, WGTI and WGTC in order m 
receive intbrmation about the status of and the security of the funds and 
was met at each such ofrice by an attorney fmln the law fum of Cooley 
Godwaxd. At the Jersey City" office, Mr. Kennedy spoke with Scott 
Pashman, Esq., and at the Greenmch office, Mr. Kennedy spoke with 
Maxine Sleeper, Esq. In each instance, the attorneys declined to show 
Mr. Kennedy uny documentation concerning the mnounts, whereabouts 
or security ofuny of the entities’ assets. At the WGTI and WGTC offices 
in Greenwich, Connecticut, Ms. Sleeper indicated to Mr. Kenned.,/ that 
Cooley Godward was representing WGTC and WGTI, but not 
Greenwood or Walsh. ttowever, vely- troublmgly, when Mr. Kennedy 
asked Ms. Sleeper %vho is in cha~rge?" at the WGTI and WGTC offices, 
she replied that the an,~aver was "tricky" and would not make clear who in 
fiact was in charge. 

(cm~tnmed on ~e×t page) 
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"l%rough the date of filing of this Complaint, Carnegie Mellon has 
received only one document frown Defendants providing a~7 indication 
or assm~nce as m the whereabouts or sectmbT of any of the invested 
assets, which document was a telet~ax on Febmaay 18, 2009 from WCM 
that included a b-tatement from Morgan Stanley & Co. dated January 30, 
2009 under the na~me of "Westridge C@itaJ Management, Inc. ADV., 
Westridge CapitaJ IVI~nagement Enhancement Funds" that showed an 
account baJance of approximately $41.6 million. 

Representatives of the Unlversib7 of Pittsburgh also have made repeated 
atternpts to obtain confimmtion regarding the location and sect~ibT of 
assets purportedly held by WCM, WGTI and WGTC, to little avail. 

Among other ttdngs, on or about Friday, Febmaxy 13, 2009, Paul 
Lawrence, Assistant Treasurer, of the Universi~ of Pittsburgh s~ooke 
with Jack Reynolds and James Carder of WCM. Mr. Carder tried to 
explain the vaxious transactions referenced in the NFA complaint, but 
could not explain "the $147 million note from Walsh and Greenwood. 
Caxder and Reynolds stated that the?, thought "the "money was there," 
but had not talked to Walsh or Greenwood since notice of the NFA 
complaint and claimed to be shocked by it. 

Later that same (lay, Amy IV~x~h, Treasurer and Chief Investment 
Officer of the University of Pittsburgh, a~ad Mr. Lawrence asked Mr. 
Carder why the NFA complaint showed only $1.3 billion in assets under 
management rather than the $2.8 billion that Paul Greemvood had 
represented to Mr. Lawrc~ce at a meeting at the University of Pittsburgh 
on Januaxy 21, 2009 were under maruagcment. IVlr. Carder said it was 
not $2.8 billion, rather only $1.8 billion in assets trader management. 
Later, IVlr. Lawrence in a subsequent conversation also asked IVlr. 
Carder whether the Unlversib~ of Pittsburgh could get back the 
$21,250,000 that it had sent to Westridge [WGTC] one week ago, 
Caxder said he would check but never called back on this issue. 

Docket No. 1 at 13-15 (brackets in original) 

Plaintiffs bring nine claims, including three under the Commodity Exchange 
Act. (See sidebax.) Carnegie Mellon and the University of Pittsburgh claim they 
have been damaged in the amounts of $65 million and $49 million, respectively. 

TRO 

On Feb[tmry 20, 2009, plaintiffs tnoved the court to grant a TRO and a pre- 
limina~ injunction. The TRO was granted in part, but it excluded defendants 
Caxder, Reynolds, and Duff.,/. The order is relatively b~nda~d insofax as it pro- 
hibits Greenwood, Walsh, and the corporate defendants from: (1) soliciting, 
trading, or disbursing funds; (2) "concealing, transferring, disposing, gifting, en- 
ctwnbenng, selling, liquidating or conveying any interest in any real or personal 
property"; and (3) destroying or concealing any records. Docket No. 7 at 2-3. 

The court vacated the TRO on June 7, 2010. Docket No. 47. 

CFTC AND SEC A CTIONS; ~TA r 

On Februau 25, 2009, the SEC and the CFTC initiated complaints against the 
same set of defendants. See CFTC v. Stephen Walsh, et al., U.S. District Court 
(S.D.N.Y.), Case No. 09-1749 and SEC v. WGTI, et al., U.S. District Court 
(S.D.N.Y.), Case No. 09-1750. 

On February 27, 2009, the court ~tayed the instant case in light of the CFTC and 
SEC actions. DocketNo. 14. 

The case is stayed. 

No docket entries were made during this coverage period. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to Maxch 31, 2012. [] 
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AS~OTP~R~NERS 

~DEFE~ANT 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 08-10922 

Honorable Deborah A. Batts 

Complaint filed on December 16, 2008 

Link to Case (PACER) 

MEMBER CASES 

08-10922 
08-10930 
09-02001 
09-02688 
09-04407 

The Ascot Fund arid the Gabrid Fund Investors 

LEAD PLAINTIFFS 

New YoN Law School 

Scott Berne 

LEAD COUNSEL 

N~cy Kaboolian, Esq. 
Stephen T. Rod& Esq. 

Abbey, Spanier, Rodd & Abrams 
(New York, N.Y.) 

The ArM iFund Investors 

LEAD PLAINTIFF 

Jacob E. Finkclstein CGM IRA Rollover Custodian 

LEAD COUN-SEL 

Gregory M. Nespole, Esq. 
Malcolm T. Brown, Esq. 
Russell S. Mmess, Esq. 

Wolf, Haldenstein, Adler, Freeman & Herz 
(New York, N.Y.) 

DEFENDANT S~ ~OUNSEL 

Ira G. Greenberg, Esq. 
Robert Novack, Esq. 

Charles W. Stotter, Esq. 
Edwards, Angdl, Palmer & Dodge 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Andrew J. Levander, Esq. 
Gary J. Mcnnitt, Esq. 
Neil A. Sterner, Esq. 

Dechert 
(New York, N.Y.) 

SAC C’ s COUNT s 

1. Violation of § 10(by a~nd Rule 10b-5 (against Met- 
kin and GCC) 

2. Violation of § 20(a) (against Merkin and GCC) 

3. Conm~on law fraud (against the BDO defendants) 

OVERVIEIV 

This is a class action brought by New York Law School on behalf of itself aaad 
all other investors in defendant Ascot Partners. 

DEFENDANTS 

The case is brought against the renmants of Asco~ Partners, a high-visibility 
hedge fund "that advertised assets of $1.8 billion, but "that was, upon its demise, 
revealed to be nothing more than a virtually valueless Madoff feeder fund. 
Indee& Ascot had invested the vast majori~~ of its assets with Madoft; and Ascot 
hnploded when Madoff dropped his cloak of secrecy, revealing hin~self to be 
Ponzi on steroids. 

Headquaxtered in New York City,Ascot was founded in 1992 by Ezra Merkin, a 
long-time money’ maaaager who had previously founded Gabriel Capital. Pla- 
gued by both MadotFs collapse and the general 2008 financial crisis, Gabriel 
and "the two funds it mm~aged - Gabriel Fund and Ariel Fund - recently shut 
dowrk aI’ter peaking at $1.5 billkm under management. 

In addition to naming both Ascot and IVlerkin as det’enda~ts, the initial complaint 
named BDO Seidman, Ascot’s independent auditor, as a defendant. However, 
see the defendants na~med in the SACC (below). 

THE INITIAL COMPLAINT 

During the class period - from December 16, 2002 thiough December 16, 2008 
- plaintiff New York Law School allegedly invested $3 million of its endow- 
melt fund in Ascot. Plaintiff filed the complaint on December 16, 2008, day, s 
afler defendaxit Merl~ admitted in a letter to Ascot’s investors that nearly all of 
Ascot’s funds had been invesaed with Madoff. Plaintiff presents the following 
argument for w~’ this disclosure is an achnission that Ascot breached the terms 
of its oft~ing memorandtun. 

[T]he Offering Memora~dtun statements ... were materially False and 
misleading and omitted to state material Facts that all current and 
potential investors in Ascot would certainly have wanted to know. In 
particular, the representations that the Paxtnership was investing in a 
"diverse portfolio of securities" that it was engaging prmmrily in "index 
asbitrage" through "third-pasty managers using managed accounts" 
Falsely implied that the General Parader was actively pursuing the Part- 
nership’s s~mategy in a prudent manner by usil~g nmnerous third-pa~’g 
managers with va~qng execution sla:ategies, thereby avoiding the risk of 
concentrating capital m too few investments or managers. In Fact, the 
General Partner, defendant Merlda~, had abandoned diversity by giving a 
single tlm-d-paW manager, Madoff. management responsibili~~ and dis- 
cretion over Ascot’s fimds. 

Sinfilady, the statement that the General Partner "intends to adopt a 
selective approach in evaluating potential investment situations" so "he 
can follow more closely" relatively fewer traaasactions is False mad mis- 
leading because it omitted to state that the General Paadner had, with no 
or inadequate due diligence or oversight, abdicated his rest~onsibili~ 
and entrusted the assets of the Pastnership to Madoff. 

DocketNo. 1 at 7-8. 

(continued on next page) 
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4. Breach of fiduciary du~ (against Merkin, GCC, 
and the Fortis defendants) 

5. Aiding and abetting breach of fiducia~ duty 
(against the BDO defendants and the Fortis 
defendants) 

Gross negligence (against Merkin, GCC, and the 
Fortis defendax~ts) 

7. Unjust enrichment (against all defendants) 

8. Common law fraud (against all defendants) 

9. Negligent misrepresentation (against all defendants) 

10. Professional negligence (against the BDO 
defendants and the Fortis defendants) 

TACC’s Cou~Ts 

]. Violation of § 10(b) aJ~d Rule 10b-5 (against 
Merkin and GCC) 

2. Violation of § 20(a) (aga~st Merkm and GCC) 

3, Violation of ~ ]0(b) ~d Rtfle ]0b-5 (aga~st the 
BDO de~nd~ts) 

4. Breach offiducia~~ du~" (aga~st Merkin and 

5. Breach of fiducia~ du~ (against ~e BDO defen- 
~ts) 

6. Aiding and abetting breach of fiducia~ duty 
(against the BDO det)ndants) 

7. Gross negligence (against Merkm and GCC) 

8. Unjust enrichment (against all defendants) 

9. Common law fraud (agmnst all defen&nts) 

10. Negligent ~sreprescn~tion (against all defcn- 
~ts) 

The core of the complaint is relatively brief and straightforward, and the issues 
in dispute are few in number, with plaintiff rdying heavily upon the contents of 
the aforementioned Ascot offering memoral~dmn and Mcrkin’s letter. As well, 
few non-party events or acts are cited, although plaintiff s reference to certain 
Madoff-averse Inoney Inanagers is significant. Specifically, in seeking to estab- 
lish that IVlerkin was grossly negligenL plaintiff highlights the fact that certain 
leading fluid managers had intentionally steered away from investing with 
M~doff. 

Robert Rosenkra~, the principal of a major investment advisor to 
wealthy clients, Acorn Partners, was reported in the Financial press to 
have stated "that his flm~’s earlier due diligence of the Madoff fmn, 
based in past on the abnormally s~able and high investment retun~s 
claimed by Madoff and in past on inconsistencies between customer 
account stateInents and audited BMIS financial stateInents filed with the 
SEC, caused Acorn to conch~de that it was highly ~ely that the BMIS 
account statements were generated as part of a fraudulent scheme. 

Also reported in the financial press, according to Simon Fludgate, head 
of operational due diligence at Aksia, another advisoo~ firm, prior to dis- 
closure of the fraud they had concluded that the stock holdings reported 
in the quarterly statements of BMIS Filed with the SEC appeared "too 
small to support the size of the assets Madoff claimed to be managing. 
IlIe likely reason for this was revealed on December 15, 2008, when 
investigators working at IVlado~Fs offices determined that Madoff had 
been operating a secret, uuregistered investment vehicle ffo,n his office. 

!d. at 8-9. 

The complaint also lays considerable blaame at Seidman’s stoop by arguing that 
the firm utterly failed to adhere to professional standards. 

By failing to investigate these clear red flags and the suspicious nature 
of MadofFs operations and investment results, Seidinan’s audits of 
Ascot’s financial statements and reports thereon during the Class Period 
were grossly negligent, in violation of GAAS and constituted an ex- 
treIne departure fioIn the standards of the accounting and auditing 
industry. In particular, Seidmax~ has violated GAAS by failing to use 
due professional care in the performax~ce of its work; l:aihng to properly 
plan the audits; t~aihng to maintain an appropriate degree of skeptici,~m 
during the audits; and failing "to obtain sufficient competent evidential 
matter to sapport the conclusions of the audit reports. 

If Seidinan had made an appropriate inquiry underlying these red flags, 
that investigation would have raised questions regarding the time value 
and existence of Ascot’s reported invest, nent assets and the serious defi- 
ciencies in the Pam~erships [sic, Pastnership’s] internal controls and ad- 
herence to its mvn policies designed to reduce the risk of loss to the 
limited partners. 

!d. at 10 (citations omitted). 

COURT PROCEEDINGS 

On April 6, 2009, the court issued an order in which it: (1) consolidated Case 
Nos. 08-10922 and 08-10930, designating the former case as the lead case; (2) 
re-captioned the lead case (sidebar); and (3) appointed lead plaintiffs and lead 
counsel (sidebar). DocketNo. 20. 

On July 6, 2009, plaintiffs in Case No. 09-2001 moved to vacate the court’s con- 
solidation order. Docket No. 27. Then, on July 24, 2009, Lead Plaintiffs moved 
for an order confirming the appointment of Lead Plaintiffs and Lead Counsd. 
Docket No. 31. 

On JantmU 28, 2010, the court confirmed the consolidation order it had issued 
on June 25, 2009. (See above discussion.) Docket No. 41. 

SACC 

Plaintiffs filed their SACC on March 2, 2010. The pleading sets forth l 0 causes 
of action (sidebar) and names the followmg defendants. Docket No. 42. 

J. Ezra Merkin 

Gabriel Capital Corporation ("GCC") 

(contiimed on next page) 
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¯ BDO International (aka BDO Global Coordination), BDO 
Tortuga, axed BDO Binder 

¯ Fortis Bank (Cayman), Ltd., Fortis Prime Fund Solutions, and 
Fortis Bank SA/NV 

MOITON TO DISMISS 

I)efendant BDO Seidman moved to dismiss the SACC on April 12, 2010. 
With respect to "the Exchange Act claims, the pleading presents three argu- 
ments for dismissal. Docket No. 49. 

Purchase and Sale of Securities. Defendant argues that private 
actions under § 10 and Rule 10b-5 may only be brought by the 
actual purchasers and sellers of securities, not the holders of 
securities. Id. at 4-5. 

Scienter. "(3~1e searches this complaint in vain for an,/" basis on 
which to infer that Seidmax~ was part of Madoff’s fraud or any 
alleged fraud by IVladoff. The question on the scienter issue is 
whether, ex ante, Seidman knew or was willfully blind in not 
knowing that the funds~ financial statements were wrong be- 
cause the assets on their balance sheets that were supposed to 
have been held by Madoff did not actually exist. The Complaint 
does not come close to pleading t:acts that give rise to the re- 
quired strong inference of intent on that issue?’ Id. at 8-9. 

It should also be noted that the motion to dismiss provides an 
excellent summary of scienter-related case law in the Second 
Circuit. Id. at 5-8. 

3. Causation. Defendax~t asserts that plaintiffs fai] to adequately 
plead causation within the context of "holder claims" if, indeed, 
such claims were available to them under the Exchange Act. 
"Put another way, Seidman’s alleged ’misrepresentations’ on 
which plaintiffs supposedly relied did not cause them any 
injury." id. at 10-11. 

On April 26, 2010, defendant BDO Seidlnan rnoved to withdraw its lnotion to 
dismiss (above) without prejudice. The court granted the motion on same date. 

LEAD PLAI), TII@S AND LEAD COUNSEL 

In an order issued on May 12, 2010, the court appointed two distinct sets of Lead 
Plaintiffs and Lead Counsel, as listed in the sidcbar. The court also ordered that 
’I’,lew York Law School, Scott Berrie and Jacob E. Finkclstcin CGM IRA Roll- 
over Custodian axe pc~malttcd to prosecute ~l~ecific issues that arc distinct between 
the Ariel Fund Co-Lead Plaintiff" and those issues of the Ascot Ftmd and Gabriel 
Fund Lead Plaintiffs, however, with respect to overlapping issues, the Parties 
and its cotmsel are hereby ordered to woIk together[.]" Docket No. 52. 

124CC 

Lead Plaintiffs filed the TACC on June 18, 2010. Docket No. 59. The defendaJats 
named therein aa:c the following. (Compare with the SACC’ s defendants, above.) 

J. Ezra Merkin 

BDO Seidman, BDO Tortuga, and BDO Binder 

MOTIO:~S TO DISMISS THE TACC 

The BDO defendants fried two motions to dismiss the TACC on July 30, 2010. 
Docket Nos. 60 and 64. Defcndaaats Mcrkin and GCC then moved to dismiss the 
TACC onAugust 2, 2010. DocketNo. 72. 

FOURTH AMENDED COAS OLIDA TED COMPL,tlNT 

Lead PlainNI; fried their Fourth Amended Cortsolidated Complaint on December 
20, 2010. Docket No. 98. However. the document was filed mannaJly, and it is 
not available electronically. (Note: "[T]he court pemaitted the filing of the Fourth 
Amended Consohdated Complaint tbr the linaited puqaose of altering the definition 
of "the class, on "the consent of Defendants .... As all of the parties~ briefing 
references the TAC, for simplicity~s sat:e, the Coua:t wril refer to "the TAC as the 
operative complaint.’’ Docket No. 102 at 3,n.3.) 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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THE TACC ~s DL$’ML$’SED 

In a memorandum and order issued on Septernber 23, 201 l, the court granted 
defendax~ts Merkin and GCC’s motion to dismiss the TACC. The conclusion of 
the court’s ruhng is as follows. 

For the masons above, Defendants’ Motions to Dismiss aace GRANTED. 
Plaintiffs’ claims under Sections 10(b) and 2(a) of the Securities Ex- 
change Act of 1934 are hereby DISMISSED, WITH PRE.rUDICE. 
Plaintiffs’ state law fraud, fraudulent inducement and negligent mis- 
representation claims are hereby DISMISSED, WITtt PREJUDICE, 
as they are bmTed by SLUSA. Plaintiffs’ non-fraud state law claims are 
also hereby DISMISSED, WITH PREJUDICE, as they are barred by 
the Martin Act. The breach of contract claims asserted by the Fuchs 
and Croscill Plaintiffs aye hereby DISMISSED, WITHOUT PREY(J- 
DICE, as the Court declines to exercise supplemental jurisdiction over 
these claims. The Clerk of Court is DIRECTED to CLOSE the Dock- 
ets in cases 08 Cir. 10922, 09 Civ. 6031, and 09 Civ. 6483. 

Docket No. 102 at 39-40 (emphasis in original). 

On October 25,2011, plaintiffs moved the cou, t to alter or amend its order dis- 
missing the TACC. Docket No. 105. Then, on November 22, 2011, defen ’dants 
filed two oppositions to plaintiffs’ motion. (K;C and Merkin’s opposition was 
filed as Docket No. 112, while the BDO defenda~qts~ opposition was filed as 
I)ocket No. 110. 

APPEAL 

On October 27, 2011, plaintiffs appealed the court’s aforementioned order and 
judgment dib~nissing the TACC. The appeal was made m the U.S. Court of 
Appeals (2d Cir.), where the matter was lodged as Case No. 11-04510. 

On November 29, 2011, the appellate court stayed the appeal, pending the trial 
court’s ruling on plaintiffs’ motion to alter or amend the court’s judgment dis- 
missing the TACC (above). Docket No. 42. 

RECENT TRL4L COURT ACTIVITY 

On December 13, 2011, plaintiffs filed "their reply "to their abovcmentioncd 
motion m alter or amend the cou~t’s judgment dis~dssing the TACC. Docket 
No. 113, 

Trial Court: On March 23, 2012, counsel for plaintiffs filed a declaa:ation in 
s~upport of plaintiffs’ aforementioned motion "to alter or amend "the judgment. 
Docket No. ll5. No other docket entries were made during INs coverage 
period. 

Appellate Court: No significant docket entries were made during this coverage 
period. 

q~tis review covers the period fi-om March 1 to March 31, 2012. [] 
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U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 08-2804 

Master Case No. 08-1963 
Honorable Robert W. Sweet 

Complaint filed on Mar. 17, 2008 

Link to Case (PACER) 

INTERIM LEAD PLAINTIFFS 

Aaron Howard 

Shelden Grcenberg 

1NTERIM LEAD COUNSEL 

Derek W. Loeser, Esq. 
Erm M. Riley, Esq. 
Lynn L. Sarko, Esq. 
Keller Rohrback 
(Seattle, Wash.) 

Edward W. Ciolko, Esq. 
James A. Maro, Jr., Esq. 
Joseph H. Meltzer, Esq. 
Mark K. Gyandoh, Esq. 

Kessler, Topaz, Meltzer & Check 
(Radnor, Pa.) 

PLAINTIFFS’ ADDITIONAL COUNSEL 

Robert A. Skimick, Esq. 
Meredith, Cohen, Greenfogel & Skirnick 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Steven J. Gree~’ogel, Esq. 
Meredith, Cohen, Greenfogel & SMrnick 

(Philadelphia, Pa.) 

Andrew M. Volk, Esq. 
Steve W. Berma~a, Esq. 

Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro 
(Seattle, Wash.) 

Milo Silberstem, Esq. 
Dealy & Silberstein 

(New Ymk, N.Y.) 

William J. Dealy, Esq. 
Dealy & Trachtman 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Demais J. Jolmson, Esq. 
Eben F. Duval, Esq. 

James F. Conway, III, Esq. 
Johnson & Perkinson 
(South Burlington, Vt.) 

James C. Kelly, Esq. 
Wolf Popper 

(New York, N.Y.) 

I. Stephen Rabm, Esq. 
Joseph V. McBride, Esq. 

Rabin & Peckd 
(New Ymk, N.Y.) 

OVERVIEW 

Since December 2007, at least 22 cases revolving mortgage securities have 
been filed against Bear Stearns (now JPMorgan Chase), which cases arose from 
the hedge funds Bear Steams fomaed aJad maa~aged. In August 2008, the cases 
were consolidated into Master Case No. 08-1963 tbr pre-trial purposes. The 
cases were then trifurcated, ruth the lead case m the Securities mad ERISA 
groupings recaptioncd, while the sole derivative case was left as it had 
originally been captioned. The lltree cases are: 

1~ re The Bear S~,ar~s C~s., b~c A~c~H~ie, v Ligig~##m, Case 
No. 08-2793 

In re The Bear Stea~s Cos°, Inc. ERI,~; ~ L#igation, Case No. 
08-2804 

C~hen *~ "H~e Bear Stearns (;’~so, Inc, e¢ a£, Case No. 07-10453 

HFLR provides monthly coverage of each of these con~lidated cases. 

DEFENDANTS 

The complaint m the lead case na~nes only a single corporate entity: The Bear 
Steams Cmnpames, Inc. ("Bear Steams"). Bear Stearns provided investment 
banking, securities and derivative trading, clearance, attd brokerage se~wices 
through its broker-dealer and international ba~nk subsidiaries. However, the 
company was acquired by JPMorgan Chase on May 30, 2(/(/8. 

The SACC names the following individual defenda~ats. Case No. 08-2804, 
Docket No. 134. 

. James Caync (former CEO & Chairman) 
[] Alan Gmenberg, Jarnes Bienen, Carl Gliclcman, IVlicttael Gold- 

stem, Donald t lamngton, Fra~k Nickell, Patti Novelly, Frederic 
Salerno, Vincent Tese, Wesley Williams, Jr. (former Directors) 

[] Allan Schwartz (CEO & President) 
[] Samuel Molmaro, Jr. (COO; former EVP, CFO & Director) 
[] Warren Spector (former Co-President & Co-COO) 
[] Jeffrey Mayer, Stephen Lacoff, and Robert Stcmber (former 

Sr. Ma~aagmg Directors) 
[] Kathleen Cavallo ( Member, ESOP Committee) 

BA CA’GROUND 

q~ais is a class action brought pursuant to ERISA §§ 409 and 502 by Interim 
Lead Plaintiffs Aaron Howard mad Shelden Greenberg, both of whom are pur- 
ported to have been employees of Bear Steams who participated in that firm’s 
ESOP Pla~a ("Pla~a"). The case was filed on behalf of all participa~ats aa~d benc- 
ficiaxics of the Plaa~ dunng the period from December 14, 2006 to March 17, 2008. 

Plamtiffs allege that the individual defendants were Pla~ fiduciaxhes who grossly 
mismanaged the Plan by concentrating its mvesl~nents ha Bear Steams stock at 
a time when the company was fhr too dependent upon high-risk MBSs. 

Bear Steams was deeply entrenched m investments m the subp~ne 
mortgage market, including CDOs and other mortgage-backed securi- 
ties. By some accounts, the Compaw was ’"dae biggest packager of resi- 
dential U.S. mortgage-backed securities for the past three years [since 
2004]." Jed Horowitz, Bear Steams Sqys Subprime :~lortgage Exposure 
is Negligible, MarketWatck March 29, 2007. It was also ’"the top under- 
writ~ of U.S. mortgage-backed securities for the fiscal year ended m 
November 12006] with securitizations rising 19% to $113 billion." id. 

(continued on next page) 
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Ralph M. Stone, Esq. 
James P. Bormer, Esq. 

Thomas G. Ciarlone, Jr., Esq. 
Shalov, Stone & Bonnet & Rucco 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Brian R. Strange, Esq. 
Starfield & Payne 

(Fort Washington, Pa.) 

Stephan tL Pesl~, Esq. 
Tolmage, Peskin, Harris & Fallick 

(New York, N.Y.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Brad S. Karp, Esq. 
Douglas M. Pravda, Esq. 
Lewis R. Clayton, Esq. 

Paul, Weiss, Rifldnd, Wharton & Garrison 
(New Ymk, N.Y.) 

Jay B. Kasner, Esq. 
Susan L. Sal~stein, Esq. 

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flora 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Jill L. Goldberg, Esq. 
Ronald E. Richman, Esq. 
Schulte, Roth & Zabel 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Daniel It. R. Laguardia, Esq. 
Steven F. Molo, Esq. 

Shearman & Sterling 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Michael J. Chepiga, Esq. 
Jacob D. Press, Esq. 

Janelle L. Filson, Esq. 
Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett 

(New Yo~k, N.Y.) 

FACC’s CO~NTS 

1. Failure to pmdantly and loyally manage "the plan 
and assets of the plan in violation ofERISA § 404 

2. Breach of du’cy to avoid conflicts of interest in 
violation ofERISA § 404 

3. Failure to adequately monitor other fiduciaries in 
violation of ERISA §§ 404 and 405 

SAC C’ s Co~:~:r s 

1. Failure to prudently and loyally manage the Plan 
and assets of the Plan (Breaches of fiduciary duties 
in violation ofERISA § 404 by defendams Bear 
Stearns and the ESOP committee) 

2. Breach of duty to avoid conflicts of interest 
(Breaches of fiduciary, duties in violation of 
ERISA § 404 by all defendants) 

3. Failure to adequately monitor other fiduciaries 
(Breaches of fiduciary duties in violation of 
ERISA §§ 404 and 405 by Bear Stearns, the 
Director Defendams and the Executive 
Committee Defendants) 

The problems in the subp~ime mortgage industry had investors de- 
manding much higher returns on CDOs they buy’, which had the 
impact of making them more difficult to sell and drove down prices. 
Despite the fact that most investment banks recogn~ed warning signs 
and reduced their exposure to CDOs, Bear Steams failed to take ade- 
quate measures to address limit its exposure to losses resulting from 
its substantial entrenchment in the subprime mortgage market. Even 
in the midst of the brewing subprime crisis, the Company absolutely 
refused to admit its vulnerability. Asked to comment on the Company’s 
potential exposure to the troubled subp~ime mortgage lending market, 
the "[C]ompany’s mortgage chief said Bear Stearns has no loans out- 
standing to °headline’ mortgage companies that are in, or near bank- 
mptcy, aad only ’modest’ exposure to the sub prune sector m general." 
Jed Horowi~, Bear Stearns Says Subprime Mbrtgage Exposure is 
Negligible, MarketWatch, March 29, 2007. 

Bear Steams also umvisely continued to entrench itself further in the 
subprime market. In Febma%~ 2007, the Company purchased sub- 
prone mortgage finn Encore Credit Corp. which made $6.1 billion of 
loans in 2006. Id. Moreover, EMC Mortgage Corp., a subsidia%~ of 
Bear Steams, bought about $69.2 billion of subprime and Alt-A loans 
in 2006. Id. Alt-A loans axe made to borrowers without stringent 
checks of their abili .ty to keep up with payments and include some 
b~ubprime mortgages. Id. Thus, when the subprime mortgage market 
collapsed, Bear Steams found itself ~urapped with a substantial amount 
of debt that investors were simply not interested in. 

Certain of Defendants had a clear conflict of interest, as their compensa- 
tion was tied to the Company’s performance. ~llaus, despite the fhct that 
they knew or shoukl have known that Bear Steams’ heavy involvement 
in the CDO market would lead to a substantial devaluation of the Com- 
pany’s stock once the truth became known, certain of Defendants had a 
very" strong financial incentive to conceal the truth and keep the Com- 
pany’s stock price artificially high and write-downs for subprime losses 
artificially low. Just before the subprime market began to collapse cer- 
tain of the Defendants cashed in their inflated eammgs. Tellingly, while 
doing nothing to protect the Plan or its participants, Defendants 
Greenberg, IVlolinaro, Cayne and Spector sold some of their personal 
hoklings of Company stock valued at more than $57 million dining the 
Class Period wMe the stock was still significantly inflated. Brett 
Arends, Bear Stearns Fat Cats Cashed Out at the Top, TheStreet.com, 
August 8, 2007. It is reported that these executives saved themselves 
nearly $16 million because of the timing of their sales. !d. 

Case No. 08-2804, Docket No. 1 at 19-20 (brackets in original). 

J~/IISLEADING INVESTORS ,¢ 

Plaintiff holds that defendants made fhlse and misleading statements, consist- 
ing mostly of denials regacding Bear Steams’ exposure to the sub-prime mar- 
ket. The complaint lists several amouncements and press releases in which de- 
fendants stated the financial well being of the company, even as other lenders 
were going out of business. According to a review of events presented m a con- 
solidated case, defendants did not disclose the truth of their exposure to the 
volatile market of MBSs and CDOs until November 2007; after that, it was 
simply dou~aill for the company’ and its ERISA plan. Case No. 08-3441, 
DocketNo. 1 at 26-29. 

(continued on next page) 
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]~EMB:E:R CASES 

08-2804 
08-2870 
08-3006 
08-3035 
08-3089 
08-3326 
08-3334 
08-3351 
08-3441 
08-3602 
08-5170 
08-5489 
08-8194 
09-1200 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 

The complaint notes that while defendants continued to misrepresent informa- 
tion to the plan paxticipants and the public, the individual defendants were 
selling their company stock at a rapid pace. The complaint asserts that defen- 
dants sold bt~ock m "the an~ounts listed below during "the class period. Case No. 
08-3441, Docket No. 1 at 29. 

Greenberg $ 25,755,957 
Spector 19,066,373 
Cayne 7,645,478 
Schwartz 3,823,22 l 
IVlolinaro 1,762,937 

CA I~ES OF A CTION 

The primary theme rurming throughout the consolidated cases is that the indi- 
vi&~al defendants, as fiduciaries of the Plan, failed to act in the best interest of 
the Plan’s participants and beneficiaries in adnmaistering the Plan’s assets. The 
following excerpt from one of the consolidated cases de~ribes the core claims 
against Bear Stearns. 

Specifically, Plaintiff alleges in Count I "that the defendants, responsi- 
ble for "the investment of "the assets of the Plan, breached their fidu- 
cia~ duties to Plaintiff in violation of ERISA by failing "to prudently 
and loyally" manage the Plan’s investment in Bear Steams stock by 
continuing to offer Bear Steams stock as the Plan’s sale investment 
option when the stock no longer was a prudent investment ~br partici- 
pants’ retirement savings. In Count II, Plaintiff aJleges that defendants, 
who communicated with paxticipants regarding the Plan’s assets, or had 
a du~ to do so, failed to provide participants with complete and 
accm’ate information regarding Bear Stemns stock sufficient to advise 
paxticipa~ts of the true risks of investing their retirement savings in Bear 
Steams stock. In Count III, Plaintiff alleges that defendants, 
responsible for the selection, removal, and, thus, monitoring of the 
Plan’s fiduciaries, failed to properly monitor the perforn~ance of their 
fiduciaxy appointees and remove and replace those whose perfor- 
mance was inadequate. In Count IV, Plaintiff alleges that defendants 
breached their duties and responsibilities to avoid conflicts of interest 
and serve the interests of the participants in and beneficiaries of the 
Plan with undivided loyalty. In Count V, Plaintiff alleges that defen- 
dants breached their duties and responsibilities as co-fiduciaries in the 
maamer and to the extent set forth in this Count. 

The first of 22 Securities, Derivative, and ERISA complaints against Beas 
Steams was fried on November 19, 2007 in the U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.), 
with other cases thereafter filed in that and other jurisdictions. On August 19, 
2008, upon motion by’ The Bear Steams Compares, Inc., the U.S. Judicial Panel 
on Multidiblrict Litigation isb~aed a transfer order that consolidated the actions. 

On Januao~ 5, 2009, the court in the a[breme~Noned Master Case ordered the con- 
solidation of all relevant Bear Steams cases along the ttuee lines that were 
described above - Securities, Derivative, and ERISA. The court also re- 
captioned the Securities and ERISA cases and designated Lead Plaintiff and 
Lead Counsel for those cases. As well, the court designated Lead Counsel in 
the sole Derivative case. Case No. 08-1963, I)ocket Nos. 24 and 31. 

(contim:~ed on next page) 
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FA CC 

Plaintiff filed the FACC on April 20, 2009. Docket No. 84. Then, on July 2 l, 
2(/(/9, plaintiff filed a corrected FACC. Docket No. 88. The causes of action 
are shown in the sidebar. 

Defendants moved to dismiss the FACC on February l, 2010. Docket No. 96. 
Lead plainfd’fs filed "their opposition on March 18, 2010 (Docket No. 102), and 
defcn ’dants replied onApril 19, 2010. Docket No. 108. 

In an opinion issued on Januaxy 19, 2011, the court granted defendants’ mo- 
tion to dis~niss the FACC. Noteworthy is the court’s finding that defen ’dants 
had no duty to disclose material mfmmation to Plan participants and accrued 
no liability for misleading statements. 

Defendants seek dismissal of the ERISA Plaintiffs’ claims that they 
failed to disclose material information to the Plan Participants and that 
certain Defendants affirmatively misled the Plan Participants. These 
claims appear to be included within Count I, the ERISA Plaintiffs’ 
claim for failure to prudently and loyally manage the Plan. Defen- 
dants contend that ERISA imposes no duty to disclose company 
financial inlbm~ation to plan participants and that the alleged tnislead- 
ing communications were not ERISA cornmunications made in a fidu- 
ciary capacib~. 

The ERISA Plaintiffs respond to Defendants’ arguments by stating 
that they did not plead an independent count for Defendants’ alleged 
failures to disclose, but will do so "if discovcv bears out facts sup- 
porting such a claim." ERISA Plaintiffs also concede that they make 
no claim alleging that Defendm~ts disclosed inaccurate mfommtion. 
Thus, The ERISA Plaintiffs clain~ that Defendants failed to provide 
complete and accurate intbrmation to the Plan Participants in violation 
of their duties of loyalty and prudence under ERISA § 404. 

Where an ERISA fiduciary, conununicates information to plan partici- 
pants, it must be truthful. Ciagroup, 2009 WL 2762708, at *20; see 
also ~rity Corp. v. Howe, 516 U.S. 489, 506 (1996) ("[L]ying is in- 
consistent with the duty of loyalty owed by all fiduciaxdes and codified 
in ... 29 U.S.C. 1104(a)(1)?’ (quotation mnitted)). However, ERISA 
provides no affmnative duty to disclose material non-public mfmma- 
tion and the Second Circuit has not established such a duty. N re 
Polaroid ERL~A Litigation, 362 F. Supp. 2d 461, 478 (S.D.N.Y. 
2005). Where no duty is expressly provided, "the law of trusts often 
will inform, but will not necessarily determine the outcome of, an 
effort to interpret ERISA’s fiducia~ duties." Id., quoting Vari0, 
Corp. v. Howe, 516 U.S. 489, 497 (1996). 

The ERISA Plaintiffs rely on Polaroid, where the Court noted "that 
’~[c]ourts are in disagreement conceruing the contours of this duty" but 
went on to lind that %n ERISA fiduciary has both a duty not to make 
tnisrepresentations to plan participants, and ’an affmnative duty to 
inform when the [fiducia~~] knows that silence might be haxmful.’ " 
[d., quoting Bixler v. Cent. Pa. Teamsters Health & WelJ~re Fund, 12 
F.3d 1292, 1300 (3d Cir. 1993). The Court in Polaroid derived this 
duty from the law of trusts, under which a true’tee "is under a duty to 
communicate to the beneficial3, material facts affecting the interest of 
the beneficial’ which he knows the beneficial3, does not know and 
which the beneficiao~ needs to know for his protection." M., quoting 
Restatelnent (Second) of Trusts § 173, clnt.d. 

In Boant of 7}~stees of CWA/1TU Negotiated Pension Plan v. Were- 
stem, 107 F.3d 139 (2d Cir. 1997), the Second Circuit addressed the 
claim of a plan participant that pla~a fiduciaries had violated ERISA by 
failing to disclose "actua~-ial valuation reports" in response to the par- 
ticipant’s request. The Court found that ERISA § 104(b)(4) provided 
a precise list of documents which plan fiduciaa-ies were required to dis- 
close, and that "actuarial valuation reports" were not on that list. id. at 
142-46. The plaintiffs alleged that the general fiducia~" duties of 
prudence and loyalty required the fiduciaries to disclose the valuation 
reports irrespective of ERISA not explicitly requiting such disclosures. 

(continued on next page) 
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The Court disagreed, holding that "Congress intentionally fashioned 
§ 104(b)(4) to limit the categories of doculnents that administrators 
must disclose on demand of plan participants," and that it was 
"inappropriate to inter an unlinfited disclosure obligation on the basis 
of general provisions that say nothing about disclosure." Id. at 147. 

The Second Circuit has espoused a limited fiduciaxy dub/to disclose 
in the ERISA context, requiring that plaaa fiduciaxies disclose chaaages 
in the tom~s of a benefit plan aaad completo aaad accurate information 
about the administration of the plan. Devlin v. Empire Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield, 274 F~3d 76, 88-89 (2d Cir. 2001), cifmg In re Uni~ys 
Corp. Retiree 3lied. Benefit "EIdSA" Lidg., 57 F.3d 1255, 1264 (3d 
Cir. 1995) (concluding that Unisys had breached its fiduciaxy duty 
where it %ffirmatively and systematically represented to its em- 
ployees that once they retired, their medical benefits would continue 
for life - even though, as the district couxt concluded in rejecting the 
retirees’ contract claim, the plaa~s clearly permitted "the company to 
terminate benefits"); Bet’her v. Long island Ligh#ng (20. (In re Long 
Island Lighting Co.), 129 F.3d 268, 271 (2d Cir. 1997) ("An ERISA 
fiduciaxy has an obligation to provide fifll and accurate information to 
the plaJa beneficiaJdes regarding the admimstration of the plan."). 

More recently, this Court has confmned the existence of an ERISA 
fiduciaQ~’s duty" to disclose plan aJad benefit terms but has refused to 
go further mad require disclosure of non-public information about the 
compmay’s finances. In Ci~,roup, 2009 WL 2762708, at *20, the 
Court addressed similar claims to those before the Court here. There, 
the plaintiffs alleged that "defendants kmew of the true magnitude of 
the Company’s involvement in subprime lending but fhiled to disclose 
what they l~ew to plan participants" and %vhen defendm~ts did com- 
municate to plan participax~ts, they breached their fiducia~~ duties by 
providing materially false and misleading infomaation." Id. (internal 
citations omitted). The Court noted that 29 U.S.C. §§ 1021-31 pro- 
vides a comprehensive set of disclosure obligations for ERISA plma 
duciaries which does not include disclosures regarding the employer’s 
financial condition. Id. at "21. Therefore, following the Second Cir- 
cuit’s guidance in Weinstein, the Court found that "it is inappropriate 
to infer an utflimited disclosure obligation on the basis of general pro- 
visions that say nothing about disclosure" and dismissed the plai~Nffs’ 
claim that the duties of loyalty" and prudence required disclosure of the 
employer’s financial health. Id., quoting lVemstem, 107 F.3d at 147 
(internal quotations omitted). 

Cit, group distinguishes Devlin and other cases relied upon by Pola- 
roid as having involved the duty to disclose information abom plaa~ 
benefits, not the investments themselves, id. Unlike ruth the pro- 
posed duty to disclose infommtion about the employer’s finances, the 
duty to disclose infom~ation about plan benefits derives directly fiom 
the ERISA fiduciaff’s obligation to "discharge his duties ... ’tbr the 
exclusive purpose’ of providing benefits to them." !d. at *22, quoting 
Devlin, 274 F.3d at 88. 

The ERISA Plaintiffs’ position would require an ERISA fiduciary, to 
disclose fmaa~cial infomaation about the compmqies in which the plaa~ 
is invested. As the Court pointed out in Citigroup, such a holding would 
"transfom~ fiduciaries into invesm~ent advisors" despite that fhct that 
fiduciaries have no duty to "give investment advice" or "opine on the 
stock’s condition." Id., citingAvaya, 503 F.3d 340. 

Citigroup has been recently followed by the Court’s decision in Gear- 
ren, 690 F. Supp. 2d at 271-72, which also found that ERISA fiducia- 
ries have no duty to disclose information about the fmaaacial condition 
of the compmqies the plans axe invested in. 

Therefore, Defendants’ fiducia~ duties of loyalty and prudence did 
not require theln to disclose m[bmmtion about Bear Stearns’ financial 
condition. 

Docket No. 112 at 363-368 (ellipses, parentheses, and brackets in 
original). 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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On March 8, 2011, plaintiffs filed a Mo~ion to Alter or Amend the Judgment and 
f!)r Leave to Amend the Amended Consolidated Complaint. Plaintiffs’ primaxy 
basis for their motion is that the anaended complaint would "cure[] the 
deficiencies identified by the Court and contain[] numerous l~actual allegations 
that were not available at the time the original Complaint was prepared and 
filed." Docket No. 119-3 at 19. A problem, however, is that the court dibrnissed 
the complaint with prqiudice, and plaintiffs now have to overcome that hurdle by 
thst havmg the court amend its order. 

A par~~ seeking leave pursuant to Rule 15(a) to amend a complaint 
that tins been dismissed under Rule 12(b)(6) without leave to amend - 
as is the case here - must first have the judgment amended under Rule 
59(e) or Rule 60(b): 

A parry" may seek leave to amend a complaint following the 
entry of judgment under Rule 15(a). However, the party must 
first have the judgment reopened under Rule 59(e) or 60(b). 

12 JAMES WM. MOORE ET AL., IVIOORE’S FEDERAL PRACTICE 
~[59.05(1)(C) (3d ed. 1997) (internal footnotes omitted). To prevail on 
a Rule 59(e) motion to alter or amend a judgment," ’the movant must 
[either] present factual matters or controlling decisions the court 
overlooked that might materially have influenced its earlier decision 
... [or] demonstrate the need to correct a clear error or prevent mani- 
fest iniustice.’ " Sanluis Dew’., L.L.C. v. CCP Sanluis, L.L.C., 556 F. 
Supp. 2d 329, 331 (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (quoting G~fjin Indus. v. Petro- 
jam, LM., 72 F. Supp. 2d 365, 368 (S.D.N.Y. 1999)); see also Crown 
Castle USA Inc. v. Fred A. Nudd Corp., No. 05-6163T, 2008 WL 
3841298, at *6 (W.D.N.Y. Aug. 13, 2008) (judgment shmrid be al- 
tered or amended if"(1) there is an intervening change in the control- 
ling law; (2) new evidence not previously available comes to light; or 
(3) it becomes necessaxy to remedy a clear error of law or to prevent 
obvious injustice") (citations and internal quotations omitted)). 

Docket No. 119-3 at 4 (brackets, parentheses, and ellipsis in original). 

APPEAL 

On FebruaU 24, 2011, plaintiffs appealed the court’s aforementioned order 
granting defendants’ tnotion to dismiss. ~llae matter was lodged with the U.S. 
Court of Appeals (2d Cir.) as Case No. 11-0738. The appellate case was later 
stayed. Docket No. 15. 

In a letter to the court dated September 14, 2011, interim lead counsel reviewed 
the status of the case. 

Pursuant to ins Court’s No’dce of Stay of Appeal dated March 8, 2011, 
we mite to advise the Court that on September 6, 2011 ... the District 
Court ruled on and granted Plaintiffs-Appellants’ motion to alter or 
amend the judgment under Fed. R. Civ. P. 59(e), as well as Plaintiffs- 
Appellants’ request to file an amended complaint pursuant to Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 15(a). The Plaintiffs will be filing aJa amended complaint in 
the District Court within the time frame set tbrth in the ()pinion. 

Docket No. 42 at 1. 

On October 17, 201 l, the parties fried their stipulation to wilNt~’aw the appeal, 
and the court ordered the appeal withdraw on October 19, 2011. Docket No. 60. 

SA CC 

Plaintiffs fried their SACC on September 26, 2011. Docket No. 134. (See the 
sidebar for the SACC’s counts. The SACC’s defendants axe the ~me as those 
named in the FACC.) 

As noted in "the December 2011 issue of HFLR, the parties have reached a set- 
tlement-in-principle. On March 20, 2012, plaintiffs moved ~br an order pre- 
liminarily approving the settlement and preliminarily certig/ing the settlement 
class. Docket No. 148. The motion hearing is scheduled for April 4, 2012. 

This review covers the period from Ivlarch 1 to March 31,2012. ~ 
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(OEFE~ANT SEC35RI~IES ~C~ION) 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 08-2793 

Master Case No. 08-1963 
Honorable Robert W. Sweet 

Complaint filed on Mar. 17, 2008 

Link to Case (PACER) 

LEAD PLAINTIFF 

State of Michigan Retirement Systems 

LEAD COUNSEL 

James W. Johnson, Esq. 
Thomas A. Dubbs, Esq. 
Javier Bleichniar, Esq. 

Michael W. Stocker, Esq. 
Labaton Sucharow 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Patrick T. Egan, Esq. 
Abigail R. Romeo, Esq. 

Berman, DeValerio, Pease, Tabacco, Butt & Pucillo 
(Boston, Mass.) 

PLAINTIFFS’ aDDITIONAL COUNSEL 

David C. Walton, Esq. 
Darren J. Robbins, Esq. 

Robbins, Geller, Rudman & Dowd 
(San Diego, Cal.) 

David A. Rosenfeld, Esq. 
Robbins, Geller, Rudman & Dowd 

(Melville, N.Y.) 

Deborah R. Gross, Esq. 
L/O of Bernard M. Gross 

(Philadelphia, Pa.) 

DEFENI)ANT S~ COUNSEL 

Christopher H. Giampapa, Esq. 
Gary, Stein, Esq. 

Alan R. Glickman, Esq. 
Ronald Richinan, Esq. 

Schulte, Roth & Zabd 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Michael R. Young, Esq. 
Antonio Yanez, Jr., Esq. 

Willkie, Farr & Gallagher 
(New York, N.Y.) 

William T. Russel, Esq. 
IVlichael J. Chepiga, Esq. 

Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett 
(New York, N.Y.) 

OVERVIEW 

See the corresponding section in Bear Steams’ ERISA litigation (above). 

D~I ~TiDANIS 

The complaint in the lead case names mily a single corporate entity: The Bear 
Steams Companies, Inc. ("Bear Steams"). The complaint also names the fol- 
lowing five individual defendants. Docket No. 1. 

¯ James Cayne (former CEO & Chairman) 
¯ Alun Grcenberg (former Director) 
¯ Allun Schwartz (CEO, President, & former Co-President, 

Co-COO & Director) 
[] Samuel Molinam, Jr. (CO0; former EVP, CFO & Director) 
[] Warren Spector (former Co-President & Co-COO; resigned 

on August 5, 2007) 

BA CKG R 0 [Jf~ f) 

This is a class action brought on behalf of persons who purchased stock in de- 
fendunt Beam Steams between December 14, 2006 and March 14, 2008 ("Class 
Period"). Lead Plaintiff asserts that Beam Steams and the individual defendunts 
violated § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 
prolnulgated thereunder, as well as § 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934. 

The complaint in the lead case strings together veU lengthy press releases and 
news articles to describe an event chronology that plaintiff asserts shows 
defendants intentionally issued materially false and misleading statements 
regarding Beam Steams’ financial und business performunce. Value-added 
material is minimal, und HFLR readers are referred to ahnost uny of the seem- 
ingly ubiquitous articles that describe how Beam Steams’ hedge funds were on 
the forefiont of the 15~n’s path to oblivion. 

tIowever, at the crux of the case is the t~act that Bear Steams stock was at $159.36 
per share during April 2007, but then had plummeted to $4.30 per share when 
the complaint was filed in March 2008. Plaintiff asserts that defendants’ in- 
tentionally false und misleading statements artificially inflated the stock price 
in the l~trb~t place und then reality’ struck when the details of Bear Steams’ heavily 
hedge fund weighted - and inherently flawed - business model came to light. 

By misrepresenting Beam Steams’ business, the defendunts presented a 
misleading picture of the Company’s business and prospects. ’1tins, in- 
stead of tmthfiilly disclosing duiing the Class Period that Bear Steams’ 
business was not as healthy as represented, Bear Steams t:alsely con- 
cealed the problems with its hedge funds. 

These omissions caused and maintained the artificial inflation in Beam 
Steams’ stock price throughout the Class Period und until the troth 
about its future earnings was revealed to the market. 

Defendants’ false und misleading statements had the intended effect and 
cansed Bear Steams stock to trade at artificially rotated levels through- 
out the Class Period, reachnlg as high as $159.36 per share. 

On August 3, 2007, det~n ’dants were [brced to publicly diselose the extent 
of problems with the hedge funds, causing its stock to drop to $108.55 
per shame on August 3, 2007. Later. as more information came out alxmt 
Beam Stearns’ expoba~re from its b~abprime-related actions and potential 
criminal investigations of such actions, the Company’s stock declined 
to as low as $62.30 per share, 60% bdow the Class Period high. 

On March 13, 2008, a[ter the lnarket closed, news of Bear Steams’ de- 
teriorating liquidity was revealed, cansing the Company’s stock to 
phmge 47% on March 14, 2008. 

Then, on March 16, 2008, the J.P. Morgan purchase of Bear Steams for 
$2 per shame was mmounced causing the stock to drop another 85% on 
exlmemely high volume. 

(cm~tnmed on 1~e×t page) 
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Brad S. Karp, Esq. 
Daniel J. Toal, Esq. 

Eric S. Goldstein, Esq. 
Jonathan H. Hurwi~, Esq. 

Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison 
(New York, N.Y.) 

David S. Frmtkel, Esq. 
Jeremy R. Sat:s, Esq. 

Stephen M. Sinaiko, Esq. 
Kramer, Levin, Naftalis & Frankel 

(New Yo~k, N.Y.) 

Jay B. Kasner, Esq. 
Susan L. Sal~stein, Esq. 

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Constance M. Ewing, Esq. 
David G. Russell, Esq. 

Parker, Hudson, Rainer & Dobbs 
(Atlanta, Ga.) 

FAC C’ s COUNT S 

1. Violation of § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 (against all defan- 
dax~ts) 

2. Violation of § 20(a) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 (against the officer-defendants) 

3. Violation of § 20A of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 (against Cayne, Schwartz, Spector, 
Molinaro, Greenberg, and Farber) 

08-2793 
08-2866 
08-3013 
08-4972 
08-5054 
08-6995 
08-7335 
08-8194 

As a direct result of defendants’ admissions and the public revelations 
regarding the truth about Bear Stea~s’ exposure to mortgage-related 
liabiliD~, its profitabiliD~ and its actual business prospects going for- 
ward, BeaJr SteaJ:ns’ stock price plununeted 97%, falling from $159 
per share in April 2007 to $4.3(/per share in March 2008, a decline of 
$154 per share. This drop removed the inflation from Bear SteaJ:ns’ 
btock price, causing real economic loss to investors who had puJ~chased 
the stock during the Class Period. 

Case No. 08-2793, Docket No. 1 at 34-35. 

See the corresponding section in Bear Steams’ ERISA litigation (above). 

MOTION FOR RECO,~TDERA TION 

The complaint that was filed m Ca~ No. 08-2793 is the operative complaint. 

On January 20, 2009, plaintiff Bransbourg (Case No. 08-5054) moved for re- 
consideration of the court’s consolidation order. Docket No. 91. Defendants 
filed their opposition motion on Febrnary 6, 2009 (Docket No. 96), and plain- 
tiff replied on Febmmy 13, 2009 (Docket No. 100). The court denied the motion 
on July 16, 2009. 

FA CC 

Lead Plaintiff fried the 213-page FACC on February 27, 2009. The complaint 
provides an exceedingly thorough narrative of Bear Stearns’s involvement in the 
debt securitization business from 2001 on to the firm’s collapse in March 2008. 
To a very large extent - and for very good reason - the pleading reads like a 
tutorial for judges and their clerks. Further, the pleading sets high u~:iting and 
presentation standards that defen ’dants’ attorneys have now been challenged to 
match. 

]!’IOTION TO I)I,~IISS 

Defendants moved to dismiss the FACC on April 24, 2009. Docket No. 111. 
The motion’s argmncnts were reviewed in detail in the May 2009 HFLR. 
Briefing on the motion was completed during June 2009. 

In an opinion issued on Janua%~ 19, 2011, the court denied defendants’ motion 
to dismiss the FACC. DocketNo. 163. 

~IOIION t~OR RECO~NTDER4 "I70N 

Cka December 17, 2009, plaintiff Bransbourg (Case No. 08-5054) moved for 
reconsideration of the court’s aforementioned consolidation order. Docket 
No. 152. (Also, see above for information on plaintiff’s previous motion for 
reconsideration.) Defendants filed their opposition on December 31, 2009, and 
Bransbourg replied on December 31, 2009. In a ruling issued on Fcbrua~’ 1, 
2011, the court denied the motion. Docket No. 167. 

~]~IOIION TO A~I~?~CD IHE JUDGe!lENT 

The ~lotion to Alter orAmend the Judgment fl~at was fried in Case No. 08-2804 
(above) was also lodged in this case. 

Defendants answered the complaint on March 7, 201 l. Docket Nos. 172-180. 

No significant docket entries were made (luting this coverage period. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to MaJrch 31, 2012. ~ 
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B~ S~Ns 

 ’ENt, A N c 

Satm~e~ Cohen~ eZ aL 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 07-10453 

Master Case No. 08-1963 
Honorable Robert W. Sweet 

Complaint filed on Nov. 19, 2007 

Link to Case (PACER) 

LEAD COUNSEL 

Elizabeth A. Schmid, Esq. 
David A. P. Brower, Esq. 

Brower Piven 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Jeffrey P. Fink, Esq. 
George C. Aguilar, Esq. 

Robbins, Umeda & Fink 
(San Diego, Cal.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Brad S. Karp, Esq. 
Daniel J. Tool, Esq. 

Eric S. Goldstem, Esq. 
Jonathan H. Hurwitz, Esq. 

Paul, Weiss, Rifldnd, Wharton & Garrison 
(New Yolk, N.Y.) 

David S. Frankel, Esq. 
Jeremy R. Saks, Esq. 

Kramer, Levin, Naftalis & Frankel 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Jay B. Kasner, Esq. 
Susan L. Saltzstem, Esq. 

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flora 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Christopher It. Giampapa, Esq. 
Gary. Stem, Esq. 

Alan R. Glickman, Esq. 
Schulte, Roth & Zabel 

(New York, N.Y.) 

O~R [ TEW 

See the corresponding section in Bear Stearns’ ERISA litigation (above). 
BA CKGR O I ~ ) ~D 

This is a "hybrid shareholder dcriva/tive and class action brought by sha3:eholders 
of The Bear Stearns Compames ... on behalf of the Company and holders of 
Bear Stea=ls conunon stock against certain of its officers and directors." The 
lawsuit seeks to ’~to re~ne@ deIhl ’dants’ violations of state and federal [laws] for 
breach of fiduciaxy duties, corporate r~smanagement, waste of corporate 
assets and violations of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934" that occurred be- 
tween March 2006 and April 2008. Docket No. 1 at 1-2. 

DEFENDANTS 

The complaint nanaes The Bear Ste~xns Companies, Inc. ("Bear Steams") as the 
nominal defendant and the 17 individuals as direct defen ’dants. Docket No. 1. 

[] James Cayne (fornler CEO & Chamnan) 
[] Alan Greenberg (former Director) 
[] Alla3a Schwar~ (CEO, President, & former Co-President, 

Co-COO & Director) 
[] Sanmel Molma3:o, Jr. (CO0; former EVP, CFO & Director) 
[] Warren Spector (former Co-President & Co-COO) 
[] Henry Bicncn, Carl Glickman, Michael Goldstem, Donald 

I tan~lgton, Frm~k Nickell, Paul Novelly, Frederic Salerno, 
Vincent Tese, and Wesley Williams, Jr. (Directors) 

[] Jeffiey Farber (Controller) 
[] Michael Minikes (Treasurer) 
[] Jeffrey Mayer (Senior Managing Director) 

A LLEGA TIONiq 

Plaintiffs’ pnmaxy allegations against defendants axe three-fold. (For example, 
see Docket No. 12 at 1-9.) 

1. That defendants failed to timely and properly handle Beax Stearns’ 
losses arising from the firm’s exceptionally heavy entanglement 
with mortgage derivatives; 

2. q~t defendants intentionally Imslead investors regaidmg tile extent 
of Bear Stearns’ losses; and 

3. q~kat certain defendants used non-public information to sell $65 tnil- 
lion of Bear Steams stock when the share price was poised to plmn- 
met to earth. 

TA C ~¢ MOTIONS’ TO DI~qMISS 

Plaintiffs filed the TAC on February 27, 2009. Docket No. 64. Defendants 
moved to dismiss on April 24, 2009. Docket No. 69. PlaJaatiffs filed their 
opposition on May 29, 2009. Docket No. 89. (See the July 2010 issue of HFLR 
for extensive excerpts from these pleadings.) 

In an opinion issued on Janl~xy 19, 2011, the court granted dcfenda3ats’ motion 
to dibmiss the TAC. Specifically, the court found that the derivative plaintiff 
does not have standing and that the derivative claims thil to satis[}~ FRCP 
23. l(b)(3)’s demand requircmant, among other grolmds. Docket No. 163. 

~]OTION TO AMEND THE JUDG~IENT 

Plaintiffs’ ~VIotion to Alter or Amend the Judgment that was filed m Case No. 08- 
2804 (above) was also lodged m ins case. On September 13,2011, the court 
denied the Inotion. Docket No. 105. An mnended judgment was filed on 
October 6,2011. Docket No. 108. 

(contn:med on next page) 
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APP£:4L 

Plaintiff Cohen appealed the aforementioned judgment to the U.S. Court of 
Appeals (2d Cir.) on October 12, 2011, where the matter was lodged as Case 
No. 11-04177. 

On Jantmry 18, 2012, the pasties filed their stipulation to withdraw the atbremen- 
tioned appeal, without costs or attorneys~ fees mad pursuaz~t to Local Rule 42.1. 
Docket No. 56. The coust filed a certified order graz~ting the stipulation on Ja~u- 
alT 20, 2012. Docket No. 64. 

No sigmficant (locket entries were made du~ing this coverage period. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to MaJcch 31, 2012. ~ 
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U.S. District Court (S.D.Fla.) 
Case No. 12-20695 

Honorable Marcia G. Cooke 

Filed on Februa~7 21,2012 

Link to Case (PACER) 

PLAINTI FFS~ COUNSEL 

Lawrence A. Kellogg, Esq. 
Levine Kellogg Lehman Schneider + Grossman 

(Miami, Fla.) 

Harvey W. Gurlaaad, Jr., Esq. 
Duane Morris 
(Miami, Fla.) 

DEFENDANTS~ COUNSEL 

Hilarie Bass, Esq. 
Timothy A. Kolaya, Esq. 

Greenberg Traurig 
(Miami, Fla.) 

Richard A. Edlin, Esq. 
Greenberg Traurig 
(New Yo~k, N.Y.) 

COUNTS 

1. Breach of fiducia~ duty 

2. Gross negligence 

3. UNust etmchment 

CASE OVERVIEW 

A class action filed in U.S. District Court asserts that financial sage Jolm Patti- 
son was grossly negligent for using $800 million of investor lhnds to acquire a 
14% interest in Sino-Forest Corp., a Chinese forestry firm. According to the 
complaint, Paulson sold the entire interest in 2(/11 at a loss of $460 million, 
after allegations surfaced that Sino-Forest was a Ponzi scheme. Paulson had 
invested the funds through his high-profile hedge fund, Paulson Advantage 
Plus, and the lawsuit was brought on behalf of the fund’s LPs. 

DEFENDANTS 

The complaint names two Paulson-related entities as defendants: Paulson & 
C~. h~co and Paul~on Advisers LLC. ~l~e f~s a~e Paul~n Adv~ge Plus’s 
a~inis~ative general paxtner and managing general paxtner, respectively. 

~RY OF I~E" DISPUTE 

The following excerpt from the complaint’s introduction succinctly pre~nts the 
dispute’s key points. A more detailed presentation of the case’s allegations is 
presented later. 

Sino-Forest purportedly operates conwnercial forest plantations in the 
People’s Republic of China. Defen ’dants caused Paulson Advantage 
Plus to invest in Sino-Forest in 2007 amidst rumors that Sino-Forest 
was an acquisition taxget whose stock might quickly easn a premium. 
With only short-term plazas for Sino-Forest’s stock, Defendants failed 
to expend the resources to conduct the proper initial due diligence into 
Sino-Forcst’s operations. 

Despite the rmnors, Sino-Forest never was acquired. Yet Paulson Ad- 
vantage Plus and its unleveraged sister fired, Paulson Advantage 
("Paulson Advantage"), continued to invest in the company. By 2011, 
the two fimds collectively were Sino-Forest’s la~rgest sharehokler, hold- 
ing approximately $800 million in shaxes (or about 14% of the com- 
paAv). While Defendants collected significa~t ma~aagement and incen- 
tive fees from their limited paxtners’ capital accounts during that span, 
Defendants failed to conduct any further adequate due diligence of 
Sino-Forcst. 

On June 2, 2011, Sino-Forest came crashing down. The investment 
tim~ Mu&ly Waters, LLC ("Muddy Waters"), al~er conducting its own 
due diligence analysis of Sino-Forest, issued an alarming report (the 
"Muddy Waters RepoW’) that exposed how Sino-Forest overstated the 
value and scope of its Chinese tinaber holdings and engaged in other 
questiouable conduct. 

Publicly, Defendants supported Sino-Forest’s management. But in the 
two weeks following the Muddy Waters Report, Defendants sold Paul- 
son Advmatage Plus’ entire sta!<c in Sino-Forest at a substantial loss 
estinmted to be more than $460 million, causing proportionate losses 
to each limited partner in their individual capital accounts at Panlson 
Advantage Plus. 

ooo 

In August 2011, the Ontario Securities Conmdssion suspended trading 
of Sino-Forest, and urged the company’s top executives to resign. 

(contim:~ed on next page) 
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Plaintiff and members of the Class incurred losses in their capital ac- 
counts relating to Sino-Forest because Defendants breached their fidu- 
ciasy duties by conducting a grossly negligent due diligence analysis 
of Sino-Forest’s business operations that did not analyze the sub- 
stantial risks of holding a nea~c-billion-dolla~c investment in a forestlT 
company based in China. China’s business environment, p~sticularly 
in its timber industry., features complex s~uctures m~d operations "that 
differ significantly from those in other indubtrialized countries. Defen- 
dants’ reckless indifference to Plaintiff; and Class members’ invest- 
ments, and ~ilure to conduct the required due diligence in this foreign 
enviro~maent, amounts to gross negligence and a breach of De~n- 
dants’ fiduciary, duties to the Plaintiff and members of the Class. 

Docket No. 1 at 1-3. 

THE CLASS AND TItI’2 COUNTS 

The lawsuit was filed by Hugh F. Culverhouse "on behalf of hinaself aa~d all 
Persons who (i) had a capital account with Paulson Advaa~tage Plus on June 2, 
2011, (ii) subsequently withthew fi-om the partnership and (iii) received redelnp- 
tion proceeds prior m the (late of certification of a class (tile ’Class’)?’ Id. at 14. 

The complaint’s fluee counts axe listed in file sidebar. Each count is brought 
against both defendants. 

THE PRL~IARY ALLEGA TIONS 
A GAINST TttE DEFE:VDANTS 

The following excerpt frolll |he complaint presents the key’ allegations regard- 
ing Paulson Advantage Plus’s dealings with Sino-Forest. 

[Paulson Advantage Plus’s] Limited Partnership Agreement is struc- 
tured so that all losses a~re allocated to each paxtner’s capital account. 
No losses are ever incurred by Paulson Advantage Plus. 

Each limited partner pays Defendants certain management and incen- 
tive fees. Specifically’, a management fee payable to Paulson & Co. is 
ch~ged to each pastncr’s capital account each month (the "Manage- 
merit Fee"). The Managcmant Fee amounts to 2% of’the assets in each 
capital account yemly. In addition, a tee equal to 20% of the yearly 
aggregate net gain in each limited pmtner’s capital account is real- 
located each year from each limited paartner’s capital account to Paul- 
son Advisers[.] 

The Partnership’ s Trading in Sino-Forest 

Defendants began reseazching Sino-Forest in Januasy 2007. At the 
time, Sino-Forest had been identified in the financial press as a poten- 
tial takeover target. Sino-Forest purportedly was the leading commer- 
cial forest plantation operator in the People’s Republic of China. Its 
shaares were traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange. 

Seeing Sino-Forest as a short-term investment, Defendaa~ts speculated 
that the company would be acquired or that it could possibly be re- 
listed from tile Toronto Stock Exchange to a local exchange. 

Defendmlts began pulchasing Sino-Forest stock through Paulson Ad- 
vaJatage Plus in 2007. Sino-Forest was never acquired or relisted. Yet 
Defendants continued to purchase Sino-Forest until Paulson Advan- 
tage Plus, collectively with its sister fund, Paulson Advantage, became 
the company’s largest investor. In May 201 l, "their collective position 
in Sino-Forcst was 31 million sho~cs, or approximately 14% of those 
outstanding. 

Due Diligence Conducted on Sino-Forest bv Third Parties 

Sino-Forest’s business centered prunarily on tree plantations. Sino- 
Forest util~ed two business models, the "purchased plantation’’ model 
and the "plaJated plantation" model. The purchased plaaatation model 
utilized (i) certain compa%v-controlled British Virgin Islaa~ds-based sub- 
sidiaxdes ("BVIs") aa~d (ii) supposedly’ independent "authorized inter- 
media~ies" in Clima. The plaa~ted plm~tation model utilized a stmctuze 
of’~vholly foreign omled enterprises" incorporated in China. 

(contiuned on next page) 
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In 201 l, va~ous third parties conducted due diligence anaJyses of Sino- 
Forest’s business operations and raised serious questions and issues 
about those operations. 

On June 2, 2011, Muddy Waters, a securities reseaJcch firm, published 
its 39-page research report charging, rater alia, that Sino-Forest had 
significantly exaggerated its timber holdings, that it did not hold 
actual title to the timber assets it claimed to ou~, and that its public 
disclosures and financial btatements were incorrect. 

The report also questioned the legitimacy of the company’s funda- 
mental business models. IVinddy Waters uncovered evidence showing 
that the third-party- transactions involving BVIs and authorized inter- 
mediaries, through which Sino-Forest purported to accomplish its pur- 
chases and sales, actually involved related parties. Muddy Waters 
discovered that the authorized intem~edia~ies supplied, processed and 
bought Sino-Forc~’s raw timber, and that Sino-Forest only assumed 
risks and obligations during a short period of time when the raw tiln- 
ber was waiting to be processed. This structure allowed Sino-Forest 
to avoid generating traceable tax records, and allowed Sino-Forest to 
invent sales figures. 

Sino-Forest’s Shares Plummet and Tradin~ Is Suspended 

Within two days of the Muddy Waters Report’s publication, the mar- 
ket value of Sino-Forest’s shares fell approximately 70%. 

Although Defendax~ts publicly supported Sino-Forest’s management 
after the release of the Muddy Waters Report, they sold Paulson Ad- 
vantage Plus’ entire stake in Sino-Forest between June 6 and June 17, 
2011. The limited partners’ capitaJ accounts incurred subbtantiaJ losses 
estimated to be approximately $460 million, or more than 2% of their 
total value. 

On August 26, 2011, Sino-Forest’s shazes were suspended on the 
Toronto Stock Exchange by Canada’s main securities regulator, which 
began an investigation into the allegations of t>aud. Those shares 
remain suspended. 

In August 2011, four top Sino-Forest executives resigned, including 
the CEO and founder. 

Defendants Failed to Conduct Due Diligence 
Before Purchasing Sino-Forest and Then Failed to 
Properly Monitor It While Holdin~ the Investment 

Defendants had a fiducia~ duty of care to conduct appropriate due 
diligence on Sino-Forest before investing assets of the Plaintiff and 
members of the Class to acquire that stock. They also had a duty to 
continually monitor the investment in Sino-Forest throughout the 
duration of its ownership. 

As Sino-Forest proceeds toward potential insolvency, it is clear that 
Defendants failed to conduct the due diligence that would have allowed 
Defendants to idc~ti~ Sino-Forest’s problems so as to prevent Plaintiff 
and Class members from suffering the losses they incurred. 

Defendants fhiled to conduct on-the-ground research to gain a proper 
understanding of Sino-Forest’s business model and to test the 
accuracy of its public disclosures. Defen ’dants failed to apprise them- 
selves of the material issues revealed in the IVluddy Waters Report, 
which Muddy Waters prepared after just two months of research and 
with far less re~urces than Defendants have at their disposal. Defen- 
dants had ample £mancial resources to conduct appropriate due dili- 
gence on Sino-Forest. 

Defendants failed to fulfill their basic duties to implement a process 
for conducting the appropriate &~e diligence regmding a fbreign securib, 
in China - especially one like Sino-Forest M~ich tx}ssesses an opaque 
and convoluted business model - before investing in Sino-Forest. 
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In a conference caJl with investors on July 21, 201 l, DefEndants, through 
their principal, Jotm Paulson, conceded that the due diligence per- 
formed of Sino-Forest had been deficient. Defendants told investors 
that after Paulson Advantage Plus~ hefty losses on Sino-Forest, Defen- 
daJats intended to beef up their Asian research team and hire a special- 
ist in the area concerning future investments. Defendants, through 
Paulson, acknowledged "that Defendants did not know the region well, 
and admitted that "the losses in Sino-Forest were of Defendants’ own 
making. "We’ll have to btrengthen our research capabilities there," 
Paulson said. Defendants, thiough Paulson, also conceded that their 
research analysts had been heating ramblings about problems at Sino- 
Forest for months, and that Defendants’ trading desk had received 
requests to borrow the stock to short it. Defendants were trimming the 
Sino-Forest position when the Muddy Waters Report hit. ~1 should 
have been more receptive to this information," Paulson said. 

As investment management professionals, Defendants knew or should 
have known how to cam/out their fiduciary duties by monitoring the 
safety and performance of Plaintiffs and Class members’ assets in a 
prudent and professional mariner. 

Defendants had responsibilities to establish appropriate procedures to 
conduct due diligence for all investments in which they chose to 
invest Paulson Advantage Ph~s’ assets. These procedures were to be 
applied in creating general oversight and transparency regarding how 
Paulson Advantage Plus’ assets were being invested. Defendants 
were also responsible for seeing that these procedures and guidelines, 
if a~ay, were in fact being followed. 

Defendants failed to act on their duties in "that "the?, failed to discover, 
or simply disregarded significant red flags surrounding Sino-Forest, 
including the red flags discovered by Muddy Waters, Augment Part- 
ners and the company’s om~ Independent C o~unittee. 

In addition, Defendants failed to divest Paulson Advantage Plus of its 
holdings in Sino-Forest despite the fact that prior to June 2, 2011, 
Defendants learned that Sino-Forest’s stock was heavily ’targeted by 
short sellers. As a result, Plaintiff and Class members suffered sub- 
statNal losses in their individual capital accounts Mien the stock was 
sold after losing about 70% of its value within two days after publica- 
tion of the Mud@ Waters Report. 

Plaintiff and each of the Class members held their limited partnership 
interests in Paulson Advantage Plus through June 1,2011, the last day 
be~bre the publication of the Muddy Waters Report and its revelations 
about Sino-Forest’s massive t?aud. 

id. at 5-14 (citations to case documents omitted). 
~’~’~ RECENT F_’.VEN’T,{; ~ 

No significant docket entries were made during this coverage period.. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to March 31,2012. ~ 
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Super. Ct. (Los Angeles Cty., Cal.) 
Case No. BC-414205 

ttonorable Yvette M. Palazuelos 

Complaint filed on May 21, 2009 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL 

Michael J. Aguirre, Esq. 
Christopher S. IVlorris, Esq. 

Maria C. Severson, Esq. 
Aguirre, Morris & Severson 

(San I)iego, Cal.) 

Raymond P. Boucher, Esq. 
Patrick DeBlase, Esq. 

Kiesel, Boucher & Larson 
(Beverly Hills, Cal.) 

Patricia A. Meyer, Esq. 
Patricia A. Meyer & Assoc. 

(San Diego, Cal.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

John B. Quinn, Esq. 
Dominic Suprcnant, Esq. 

Shon Morgan, Esq. 
Rory S. Miller, Esq. 
Quinn, Emanuel, 

Urquhart, Oliver & Hedges 
(Los Angeles, Cal.) 

Samira Shah, Esq. 
Anthony L. Ryan, Esq. 

Thomas A. Rafferty, Esq. 
Cravath, Swaine & Moore 

(New York, N.Y.) 

SAC’s CLAIMS 

1. Violation of Cal. Profi & Bus. Code §8 17200 and 
17500 (California’s Unfair Competition Law) 
(against the AIG defendants) 

2. ViolationofCal. Pro£ & Bus. Code 88 17200 and 
17500 (California’s Unfair Competition Law) 
(against PricewaterhouseCoopers) 

0 VER VIE W 

Plaintiffs in this action assert that defendant American h~lerna~iona] Grm~p 
(%XIG") is operating an unregulated hedge fund by "shift[ing] hundreds of bil- 
lions of dollars from its insurance business to speculate in high risk l~mancial 
derivative products[.]" Plaintiffs seek a preliniinaU injunction to halt AIG’s 
practices, Milch practices they allege have caused AIG to lose more than $200 
billion and have forced policy holders to pay unjustly high premiums. FAC at 1. 

The complaint is brought under California’s Unfair Competition Law ("UCI2’), 
Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code 88 17200 etseq. 

PLAINTIFFS 

This action was filed by Linda M. Hams, an insurance broker and £mancial plan- 
ner who asserts that she has sold $15 million in life inb"arance tx, licies urider- 
written by AIG. ’NIs. tlams is legitmiately concerned as to the financial stabil- 
ity of AIG and its ulthnate ability to pay any future clainis on the underlying 
policies she has sold to her clients. Many of her clients hold death benefits 
under these instruments that would be lost or surrendered if the clients were to 
fully divest themselves of these policies." FAC at 10. Ms. Harris’s company, 
Independent Financial Group, is also a plaintiff. 

DEFENDANTS 

Delaware-based AIG is the first named defendant, and it is joined by 50 of its 
b~absidiaries, as well as by PficewaterhouseCoopers. Although tx, th the initial 
and amended complaints also name 12 officers of AIG’s subsidiaries as defen- 
dants, plaintiffs later dismissed these individuals. 

THI’2 COAIPLAINT 

Plaintiffs’ fundamental assertion is that AIG and its subsidiaries have operated 
as an unregulated hedge fund for at least ten years. To eb~blish that position, 
plaintiffs first rely upon the broad definition of a hedge fund as "an aggressively 
managed portfolio of investments that uses advanced investment strategies 
sa~ch as leveraged, long, short mid derivative positions in both domestic and 
international markets with the goal of generating high returns[.]" FAC at 1. 

Although the FAC is largely devoid of direct uses of the word "hedge," piton- 
tiffs achieve the same goal by describing AIG’s financial activities in a ma~aner 
that obviates the need for such direct references. That is, the complaint provides 
highly specific descriptions of AIG’s participation and general hedging 
activity within the U.S. residential mortgage secmJties market from 2004 to 
the present, with emphasis on how those activities forced AIG into such a 
severe liquidity crisis that it had to be saved by direct and massive intervention 
by the Fed. 

As background describing the path AIG followed to reach its cmrent financial 
state, plaintiffs first summarize AIG’s position in the derivative market from 
1998 through to the point in 2008 at which the company found itself on its 
much-publicized financial precipice. 

AIG has and is misreprcsemmg to AIG insurance customers and in~ar- 
ance agents ... that AIG’s insurance businesses have been walled from 
and kept separate t~om the losses AIG has suffered fiom its financial 
derivative activities. That representation is fhlse and uritrue. There 
has and remains a deep and interdependent relationship between AIG’s 
insurance business and AIG’s financial services business. The excesses 
of the later threaten the viability of the fomaer. 

(continued on next page) 
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Froln at least 2005 through the present, AIG’s Management operated 
AIG, in essence, as a hedge fund[.] ... AIG through AIG Financial 
Products Corp (AIGFP) camed out AIG’s Capital Markets operations. 
From 1998 AIG began selling through AIGFP unregulated financial 
derivatives, including credit default ,~¥aps (CDS). Under the credit 
del:ault swaps AIG sold, the risk of default [] related credit agreemenks 
to AIG. AIG was paid a premium for assuming this risk. The pre- 
miums AIG received for assmmng credit default risks constituted a 
material past of AIG’s reported revenue which, in turn, was a material 
cause of the increases in the prices at which AIG securities traded in the 
public and private lnarkets. AIG did not set up reserves for the credit 
risks it assumed, as it was required to do for risks it covered under its 
general ins~arance business. In selhng CDS without appropriate reserves, 
AIG engaged in an unla~ul, fraudulent, axed unfair business practice. 

AIG sold and lx~ught CI)Ss for collateral~ed debt obligations (CDOs). 
Debt obligations were restructured into pools held by a special pur- 
pose entity. The CDOs were tra~ched or separated into payment layers. 
Typically there was an equity layer which was the iSst credit losses in 
respect of the portfolio up to a specified percentage of the total port- 
folio. ’II~en there were successive layers that are rated. So that there 
was a BBB-rated layer, an A-rate layer, an AA-rated layer, and ax~ 
AAA-rated layer. 

AIG’s unlawful, fraudulent, and unfair business practices resulted in 
"artificial revenues and assets being posted to AIG’s financial stato- 
merits which materially and substantially helped rinse AIG ~ock prices 
to $72 in lVla.y 2007. When the full extent of AIG’s high risk exposure 
to the spread-based and CDS lines of business becalne lcnovm to AIG 
investors, the AIG stock price fell to trader $2[.] 

FAC at 1-2. 

Plaintiffs then turn to AIG’s specific practices wifltin Califorma, tbcusing upon 
the increased risk plakatiffs assert that AIG~s California policy holders now face 
as a result ofAIG’s failed financial strategies. 

AIG’s insurance companies doing business in California axe at sub- 
st~tial risk. AIG has suf[~red over $200 billion in deterioration of their 
investment capital as of 31 December 2008. AIG’s reserves, rein- 
b~urance contracts, income statements, lack of surplus, affiliated trans- 
actions and the Insurax~ce Regulatoo~ Information System (IRIS) ratio 
are further indicators of a substantial axed material risk that AIG will 
not have the financial ability to make good on its commitments under 
insurance policies issued in California unless it is restrained from 
using its California-derived income to pay for the costs ofAIG’s uNaw- 
ful, fraudulent and trot:air business practices. AIG shareholder equity 
dropped from $95 billion m $52 billion betxveen 2007 and 2008. Cash 
flow t?om operating activities decreased from $14 billion in 2006 to a 
negative $99 billion in 2008. 

As AIG has continued to lose money in its reckless, unlawful, axed 
fraudulent business practices, it has increased the sale of insurance 
and increased its premium revenues. While AIG~s realized net capital 
losses of $55 billion, its market losses on AIGFP’s CDS losses were 
over $28 billion, and its total revenue decreased from $110 billion to 
$11 billion, AIG increased its premiums from new policies from $74 
billion to $83 billion[.] 

In essence, AIG insurance customers and clients are potmng an ever- 
increasing anaount of premiums in the ’l~lack hole" of AIG losses 
incurred as a direct result of AIG’s unlawful, fraudulent axed unfair 
business practices. 

FAC at 3-4. 

(contnmed on next page) 
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PLAINTIFFS’ REQUEST FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

On October 29, 2009, plaintiffs moved the court to is~ae a prelimma~- inj~mction 
prohibiting defendants from, among other thtngs, "transferring, pooling axed 
investing the bonds, stock and funds of AIG insurance companies for the pur- 
pose of speculating in investments not permitted under applicable insurance 
regulations, including investing AIG insurance compaW pooled ftmds in leve- 
raged, short positions in a single asset class[.]" Pls.’ Mot. for Prelim. Inj. at 2. 

Plaintiffs ask the court to exempt them from the bond requirements of Cal. 
Code Civ. Proc. § 529, arguing that the court has discretion to waive the re- 
quirement M~en the "p~incipal is tmable m give the bond because the principal 
is indigent and is unable to obtain sufficient sureties." Pls.’ Mot. for Prelim. 
IN. at 31, citing Cal. Code Cir. Proc. § 995.240. 

DEI~L~TkANTS~ DEMURRER 

Defendants demurred to the FAC on October 29, 2009. The pcrtincmt portions 
of the introduction to that pleading follow. Of particular interest is defendants’ 
attempt "to redirect the court’s attention from California’s UCL and toward the 
Calitbmia Unt’air Inb~arance Practices Act, which code section deign ’dants assert 
is controlling. 

There are multiple, incurable detects ruth plaintiffs’ First Amended 
Complaint. First, all the alleged conduct that gives rise to plaintiffs~ pur- 
ported cause of action against the AIG Defendants is directly governed 
by the California Ul~air Insurance Practices Act, Ins. Code § 790 et seq. 
The California Supreme Court squarely held in ~Ioradi-Shalal v. Fire- 
man’s Fund Insurance Companies, 46 Cal.3d 287 (1988), that alleged 
violation by insurers of the Unfair Insurance Practices Act does not 
give rise to private causes of action. 

Second, the company plaintiff lacks standing altogether and the indi- 
vidual plaintiff, Linda Hams, has standing at most against one defen- 
dant, SunAmerica Annuity and Life Assurax~ce Company ("Sun Amer- 
ica’), with whom she has two active annuity contracts. 

Third, Ms. Haxris’s § 17200 claim against Suru~mcrica thils because she 
concedes she got exactly what she bargained for. Case law is clear 
that a plaintiff does not have a valid § 17200 clailn where she know- 
ingly paid a price for value received but objects m the defendant’s 
business model, which is all that her claim amounts to. What is more, 
Ms. Harris’s actual contracts (of which the Court is requested to take 
judicial notice), demonstrate that her vague claim that she is paying 
"high premiums" because of defendants’ alleged misconduct is simply 
not l~:ue. She is not paying premiums at all on the two annuity con- 
tracts she has with SunAl-nerica. Rather, she has aamuities into which 
she pays purchase payments that she selects, and the fees and costs she 
pays were fixed by the tern~s of the annuities, which were entered into 
Jbur or seven years prior to any alleged misconduct. In short, the con- 
duct of which she complains could not have caused her financial injury.. 

Even assuming any past of the claim against the AIG Defendants sur- 
vives or further anaended claims could survive, demurrer should still 
be sustained without leave to replead under the abstention doctrine. 
"Where a UCL action would drag a court of equity into an area of 
complex economic policy, equitable abstention is appropriate. In such 
cases, it is primarily a legislative and not a judicial ftmction to deter- 
mine the best economic policy." Deserltlealthcare Dis’t. v. PacifiCare, 
FItP, Inc., 94 Cal. App.4th 781,795 (2001). Tiros, for example, it has 
been decided that courts should abstain t?om hearing UCL claims that 
would "pull the court deep into the thicket of the health care finance 
industry, an economic area that courts are ill-equipped to meddle in." 
[d. at 795-796. 

Defendants respectfully submit t~t’this Court should not assume the 
role of "the supra-national legislativcircgulatol3/icxecutive Commis- 
sioner of AIG as plaintiffs invite. 

Defs.’ Demurrer at 1-2 (citations to case documents omitted). 
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SAC & DEMURRER 

Plaintiffs filed the SAC on January 14, 2010. The pleading’s two causes of 
action are identical to those set forth in the FAC. (See sidebar.) Defendants 
demurred on February 16, 2010. On April 7, 2010, the court sustained the 
demurrer without leave to amend. 

APPEAL 

On April 23, 2010, plaintiffs appealed the trial court’s order sustaimng defen- 
dants’ demurrer (above) to the California Court of Appeal (2nd Disl~ct), 
where the matter was lodged as Case No. B224025. Then, on November 9, 
2011, the court issued an tmpublished opinion in which it affirmed the trial 
court’ s order sustaining the demul~er. 

On December 20, 201 l, plaintiffs-appellants petitioned the California Supreme 
Court for review. The matter was docketed as Case No. S198776. Defendams- 
appellees answered the petition on January 20, 2012. 

Trial Court: No significant docket enlxies were made dunng this coverage period. 

Appdlate Court (Cal. App. Dist. 2): No significant docket entries were made 
dining tiffs coverage period. 

Cal. Supreme Court: No sigmficant (locket entries were made during this cove,- 
age period. (The court denied plaintiffs-appellants’ petition for review on Febru- 
ary 22, 2012.) 

Since this case tins tmmmated, It£LR will cease coverage of the matter. [] 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 09-10230 

Honorable Richard J. Holwell 

Complaint filed on December 16, 2009 

[~ink to Case (PACER) 

BA CKGRO~Q~7) 

Plaintiff Patdcia Cohen brings this action against her ex-husband, Steven A. 
Cohen ("Cohen"), and SAC Capital l~’[m, agement, the primary component of 
de~ndant Cohen’s financial empire. The Cohens were mamed in 1979 and 
divorced in 1990; they have two children. 

A graduate of the Wharton School, defendant Cohen ~bunded SAC Capital in 
1992 with committed funds of $25 million. The enterprise has since evolved 
into a $4 billion group of hedge funds. 

Plaintiff filed her initial complaint on December 16, 2009, but she soon became 
involved in a well-publicized dispute with her attorney, Paul Batista, who 
subsequently withdrew frOlll the case. 

(c.o~tinu.ed on next page ) 
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PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Christopher S. Hinton, Esq. 
The Hinton Law Firm 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Howard W. Foster, Esq. 
Matthew A. Galin, Esq. 

Foster PC 
(Chicago, Ill.) 

John H. Ray, III, Esq. 
K&L Gates 

(Washington, D.C.) 

COUNSEL FOR STEPHEN A. COHEN" 

John R. Oller, Esq. 
Martin B. Klotz, Esq. 
Tariq IVhmdiya, Esq. 

Willkie, Farr & Gallagher 
(New York, N.Y.) 

FAC’s CLAIMS 

l. Fraud 

2. Violation of the RICO Act 

DEFENDANTS 

Armed with new legal counsel (sidebar), plaintiff filed her FAC on April 7, 
2010. In addition to naming her ex-husband and SAC Capital Mmqagement as 
defendants, plaintiff names several of her ex-husba3qd~s advisors and their firms 
as defendants: 

¯ Donald Cohen (Stevan Cohen’s brother) 
¯ Donald Cohen, CPA, PA (f/kia IVlarvan & Cohen, PA) 
¯ Brett Lurie (Cohan’s former attorney) 
¯ Edward Bao (fommr EVP of Gruntal & Co.) and 

Gruntal & Co. (both dislnissed on August 3, 2010) 

In what is clearly a gnilt-by-association strategy to discredit Cohen, the FAC 
contains extremely strong allegations regarding the backgrounds of defendants 
Bat) and Lurie. 

Bao was the Executive Vice President of Gruntal & Co. Inc. until De- 
cember 1994, and managed Steve’s relationship and contracts with 
Grmatal, including his trading through SAC Trading Corp. In 1997, Bao 
pleaded gnil~~ to one count of making fraudulent and misleading entries 
in Grtmtal’s books and records, for an embezzlement schelne that 
began in 1984. For his crimes, he was incarcerated in lbderal prison for 
approximately three years. 

Lmqe provided legal services t~" ~AC Trading and helped Steve 
launder money through his real estate schemes. Lurie was also Steve 
and SAC Trading~s attorney, and its Secretary’. Lurie is a convicted 
felon, convicted on April 25, 1996 of eight counts of first degree 
,scheme to defraud, nine counts of real estate securities fraud, three 
counts of first degree grand laa:ceny, three counts of second degree 
grand larceny, and one count of first degree offering a false statemant 
for filing in connect with his real estate scares. Lurie was incaa:ceratcd 
for almost thiee years in state prison, tte was mily recently released 
from his probation under the supm~ision of the State of New York 
Division of Parole, on October 28, 2009. Although he was an 
attorney at the time, Lurie has since been disbaacred. 

Docket No. 19 at 6. 

THE FA C 

The first amended complaint is a 32-page attack on Cohen and his associates. 
The pleading is unmistakably built upon the theme that Cohen’s SAC empire 
"is the pro&lct of an ongoing racketeering schelne ... arising out of a pattern 
over several years of fraudulent misconduct, insider tradtng, bank fraud, mail 
and rare fraud, money laundering and other schemes and aa:tifices to build a 
financial empire while at the same tinae defrauding his then-wife Plaintiff 
Patricia Cohen ... out of millions, and now billions, of ma~tal assets and 
independent interests[.]" Id. at 8. 

Although the pleading provides a litany of allegations that Cohen has conducted 
illegal activities for many years, there is minimal supporting evidence, save for 
ellipsis-laden snippets of testimony Cohen gave to the SEC 25 years ago and 
sketchy details of real estate transactions that occurred in that same tm~e Dame. 

DAMAGES 

Plaintiff argues that she was "defrauded out of over $4 million and her share 
of SAC Trading as well as therefore a substantial, if not controlling, interest in 
SAC Capital and various related SAC entities, now valued at over $12 bil- 
lion." Id. at 31. 

MOTIONS TO DISMISS TtIE FAC AND TIIE SAC 

Defendm~ts moved to dib~niss the FAC on May 7, 2010. The intro&~ction to that 
pleading is excerpted below. 

Plaintiff Patricia Cohen has filed a meritless and long-since time-barred 
RICO and fraud complaint against her former husband, Steven Cohen, 
in an effort "to reopen state court divorce proceedings that were con- 
cluded ahnost "twenty years ago. This is a so-called "Amended Coin- 
plaint," the original complaint ("OC") having been humedly withdrawn 
by PlaintifFs former counsel in the face of a Rtile 11 sanctions motion. 

(continued on next page) 
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The gravamen of the Alnended Complaint is that Mr. Cohen concealed 
his net worth its divorce proceedings in 1988 and 1991, fbr which Plaits- 
rift; some 20 years later, now seeks redress trader RICO and conunon 
law fraud theories. In an effort to turn this garden-variety, decades-old 
marital dispute into something more grandiose and current, the 
Amended Complaint posits an "SAC Criminal Syndicate" operated by 
Plaintiff’s ex-husband, and assorted others, that supposedly continues to 
this day. But the st~ecificolly alleged criminal acts of this "enterprise" - 
a single instance of clozmcd "insider trading," supposedly covered up by 
"bank fiaud," and "money laundesing" - took place in the distant past, 
have nothing to do with any injury claimed by Plaintiff\ and are included 
solely for their incendias?" effect. The Amended Complaint is legally 
deficient on nun~erous grounds and should be dismissed, with prqludice. 

As an initial matter, Plaintiff’s RICO claims are barred by the statute of 
limitations, which expires four yca~s from the time a plaintiff knows of 
or could with reasonable diligence have discovered her injuo~. Here, 
Plaintiff not only "s~aspected,’’ but c~irma~>ely alleged, in court papers 
filed its 1991, that Mr. Cohen concealed iris true financial condition 
her and that their earlier separation agreement should therefbre be set 
aside on the grounds that, rater alia, it ’~as procured by fi’aud." The 
court overseeing the divorce dismissed the fraud claim without preJu- 
dice but indicated that Plaintiff could pursue the fraud claim in a plena~; 
action if she was "so advised." She elected not to do so. The facts that 
Plaintiff now relics on for her claims were either actually known to her 
or were available to anyone who looked in 1991, and her repeated 
protes~tions that she "only recently" come to suspect her husband of 
having nfisled her in the divorce proceedings cormot rensedy the [htal 
tmtimelmess of her claim. The statute of linfitations exists to protect 
against s"ach gomesmanship. 

Timehness aside, there are fatal defects in Plaintift~s pleading of a RICO 
claim. To begin with, it is well-settled that a plmntiff’s claimed entitle- 
ment to a more favorable division of assets in a state corot matrimomal 
action does not constitute a property interest protected under RICO. 
PlamtilF s assertion that she was damaged by the alleged concealment of 
Mr. Cohcn’s net worth does not state a cognizable RICO claim. It is 
eqtkally established that the olleged hiding of assets in a divorce pro- 
ceeding does not constitute a "pattern of racketeering" for purposes of 
RICO. Where, as here, the Amended Complaint alleges a single fraudu- 
lent ~heme, allegedly affecting a single victim, and occurring over a 
finite period of time (the pendency of the divorce action), the alleged 
RICO violation simply &)es not present aAv threat of continuing crimi- 
nal conduct. The allegations that the alleged scheme also violated the 
securities and tax laws, sps~rious as those contentions are, do not salvage 
the Amended Complaint, as under "this Circuit’s law only those predi- 
cate acts which cause injus~ to theplam@:can be considered part of the 
requisite "pattern." 

Docket No. 30 at 1-3 (emphasis in original). 

With responding to defendants’ motion to dismiss the FAC, plaintiff filed her 
SAC on July 29, 2010. Defendants moved to dismiss on August 20, 2010. 
Docket No. 52. Then, on March 31, 2011, the court granted defendants’ motion 
with prejudice, finding that plaintiff’s claims were barred by the relevant statutes 
of limitations. DockctNo. 59. 

APPEAL 

Plaintiff appealed rise court’s dismissal of the SAC to rise U.S. Court of Appeals 
(2d Cir.) on April 8, 2011, where the matter was lodged as Case No. 11-1390. 
The matter was thereafter fully briefed, and oral argument was held on Febru- 
a~~ 22, 2012. I)ocket No. 86. 

Trial Cou~t: No docket entries were made dining this coverage period. 

Appellate Court: No significant docket entries were made during this coverage 
period. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to March 31,2012. ~ 
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Sup. Ct. (New York CbT., N.Y.) 
Case No. 08/603611 

Honorable Richard B. Lowe, III 

Complaint filed on December 9, 2008 

PLAINTIFFS~ COUNSEL 

Jeffrey L. Liddle, Esq. 
James R. tlubbard, Esq. 

David I. Greenberger, Esq. 
Rebecca Saenger, Esq. 
Liddle & Robinson 
(New York, N.Y.) 

DEFENDANT S~ COUNSEL 

Sean R. O’Brien, Esq. 
Elizabeth A. Fitzwater, Esq. 

Sara A. Welch, Esq. 
Arkin, Kaplan & Rice 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Mitchell Schuster, Esq. 
Thomas L. Friedman, Esq. 

Meister, Sedig & Fein 
(New York, 

CLAIMS 

1. Breach of contract 

2. Violation of New York Labor Law 

3. Unj ust ennchmem 

4. Quazlttml memit 

5. Intentional mtliction of emotional distress 

6. Imposition of constructive trust 

COUNTERCLAIMS 

1. Breach offiducia~ duty 

2. Unthir competition 

3. Theft of trade secrets 

4. Conversion 

5. DetSmation 

6. Tortious interference with business relationships 

7. Aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary duty 

8. Declaratory judgment 

TIlE P4RTIES 

Plaintiffs Gcn’u7 Beach and Robert Vollcro were hired as portfolio managers 
by defendant Touradji Capital in May 2005. Plaintiffs now argue that they 
were constructively discharged by the firm in 2008, mid that they are each 
owed $23 million in back compensation. 

Touradii Capital is a New York City-based hedge fund that was founded by 
Paul Touradji in 2005. The firm has $3.5 billion tinder management. 

This action was brought against both Paul Touradji and Touradji Capital. 

TIlE COMPLAINT 

Plaintiffs Pried their initiaJ complaint on December 9, 2008. They then filed the 
FAC on Janumy 26, 2009, before defendants had responded to the initiaJ com- 
plaint. 

The FAC provides a lengthy recitation of discussions and disagreements plain- 
tiffs allegedly had with Paul TourMii regarding the underpayment of plaintif£s’ 
compensation fl~roughout their period of employment, with plaintiffs now assert- 
ing they are each owed $23 million. They allege, for example, that they were 
each underpaid nearly $4 million in 2005 because Paul Touradii tmexpectedly 
required Ihat a portion of their compensation be reinvested in one of the funds 
Touradji Capital matmges. 

During 2005, the OG pogiblio ITomac~ji’s oil and gas/hndl managed 
by Beach and Vollero earned profits of approximately $95 million 
dollars [sic]. Profits of $95 million dollars [sic] for 2005 represents a 
retttm of over 40% on the Touradji OG portfolio during the ~cond half 
of 2005, indicative of superior performance by Beach and Vollero in the 
managcmem of the portfolio. 

Under the 2005 [compcnsationl Agreement, Beach and Vollero ... were 
each entitled to $6.42 million dollars in ea~led compensation/br 2005 
with respect to the OG pogfolio. 

On or about December 30, 2005, Beach and Vollero discussed with Tou- 
radii the performance and compensation figures set forfl~ above, and the 
parties agreed that these figures represented the compensation required 
by the 2005 Agreement. Shortly thereafter, Touradji Capital paid Beach 
and Vollero $2.4 million dollars [sicl each for their management of the 
OG portfolio in 2005, bIinging the total compensation paid to each of 
them for the year to $2.52 nfillion. ’Ihese payments were $3.90 million 
dollars Isicl less than the $6.42 million dollars [sic] Beach and Vollero 
each earned under the 2005 Agreement. 

When Beach and Vollero complained about this underpayment TourMii 
advised them for the first time that Touradji Capital had elected earlier 
in the year to defer its 2005 profits and reinvest them in the Touradji 
Global Resources Fund. Touradji stated that for this reason Defendants 
were unable at that time to withdraw the profits and pay Beach and 
Vollcro the full compensation required by the 2005 Agre~Tnent 

Tourac~ji told Beach and Vollero that the unpaid portion of the profits 
they earmxl on their management of the OG pogfolio wotfld have to 
remain in the Touradji Global Resources Fund for eighteen months, 
until June 30, 2007, and thus that they could not receive the unpaid par 
tion of their 2005 compensation and the additional earnings it generated 
in the Touradji Global Resources Fund until that time. 

Docket No. 3 at 5-6. 

The complaint makes similar allegations regarding plail~tiffs’ compensation for 
2006. "Tomac~ji Capital ... paid Beach and Vollero perfbImance compeusation 
of otily $1.0 million dollars IsZcl each/’or 2006, bmlging the totaJ compensation 
paid to each of them for the year to $1.2 million. Each therefore received $1.325 
million less than the Agreements required." ld. at 9. 

(continued on next page) 
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If plaJntiffs’ allegations are true, then 2007 proved to be even a wo:~ yeaJ for 
them, since they each received only $200,000 of the $9.225 million they had 
earned. 

Based upon the Agreements with Defendank% Beach and Vollero were 
therefore entitled ... to total compensation of $9.225 milhon each for 
2007. 

In easly Januax? 2008, Beach and Vollero discussed with Touradji the 
2007 performance and compensation figures set forth above, and the 
pmties agreed that they comported with the Agreements. They also dis- 
cussed the compensation short/Nls from the past. Toumc~ii aclcnowl- 
edged that these shortt~alls existed, and expressly stated that paylnents 
would be made to Beach and Vollero after their inves~tment pro- 
fessionals were paid. No such payments, however, were ever made to 
Beach or Vollero. 

Despite demand for pwment, Defendants refused "to PW Beach or 
Vollero "the compensation to which they were entitled for 2007 under 
the Agreements, with the exception of their $200,000 base salaries. 

id. at 11-12. 

It~is sequence of alleged events, of course, raises the question of why plaintiffs 
remained at Touradii for as long as they did. In fact, Beach did not leave the 
firm until September 2008, while Vollero remained until December of that year. 
They assert that "they were then owed an additional $8.75 million for 2008 
(minus a relatively ~]nall a~nount they were to have paid ~ffmembers repor’Lmg 
to them). Id. at 20. 

In svm, according to plazntiffs’ calculations, they each :~eived only $3.92 million 
of the approximately $27 million the,/" were allegedly owed for the four years they 
worked at Touradji Capital, leaving a balance di~e each of them of $23 nnllion. 

The FAC’s six causes of action are listed in the sidelmr. 

DEI~7~J~7)ANTS~ MOITON TO DISMISS 

Defendants moved to dis~fiss the FAC on Februa&, 13, 2009. The pleading’s 
preliminary statement provides a concise summaxy of defendants’ case. Of 
pmticular interest is defen ’dants’ assertion that the aJleged contract under which 
plaintiffs ate suing is an oral agreement. (The FAC states that plaintiffs were 
operating under a "formal offer~’ of employment from Touradji Capital, and no 
employment agreement is attached to the FAC.) 

Plaintiffs Gentry Beach a~ad Robert Vollero, two young men who 
were paid millions of dollaars while they were employed at Touradii 
Capital, bring this action to recover over $50 million in additional 
compensation that "they claim to be owed under an alleged oral agree- 
merit entered into in mid-2005. Plaintiffs are pursuing this malicious 
shakedown despite their admissions that: (i) the alleged tem:s of the 
agreement giving rise to their multi-million dollar clam: were ::eve: 
once set ~brth in a writing; (ii) TotwMii Capital made cleat that it did not 
recognize the alleged agreement only seven months into Plaintiffs~ 
three-and.a-half-year at-will tenure at the finn; and (iii) Toumdii Capital 
never once paid Plakntiffs in accordance with the supposed agreement 
during all that time. Even more telling, just one month after the 
Original Complaint was filed in this action, Plaintiffs filed an 
Amended Complaint "that materially changed the supposedly agreed- 
upon amounts that Plaintiffs say they are owed. Yet Plaintiffs do not 
explain (and indeed could never explain) how the amounts allegedly 
owed could still be in flux over thiee years after the alleged agreement 
was reached. 

(contnmed on next page) 
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Not smprisingly in light of the contrived nature of Plaintiffs’ claims, 
the breach of contract claim fails for several reasons. First, Plaintiffs 
impel~nissibly seek to hold Paul Touradii, the founder of Touradii 
Capital, individually liable tbr the alleged obligations of Touradii 
Capital. Second, Plaintiffs’ breach of contract claim fails to the extent 
it seeks recove~ based upon an alleged promise that is barred by the 
~tatute of frauds. Third, "this claim l~ails to the extent that Plaintiffs - 
who were at-roll employees - seek to bind Touradii Capital to "the al- 
leged 2005 agreemant, when Plaintiffs were on clea~: and uz~disputable 
notice that Touradji Capital had rejected an~v such agree~nent. 

With regard to Plaintiffs’ remaining claims, the New York Labor Law 
claim fails because the allegedly unpaid bonuses are not %vages" as 
defined by that statute, The quantum memit aJad Ul!iUbt enrichment 
claims must be dismissed because there was an agreement that 
governed Plaintiffs’ employment, albeit one in which the terms are a 
matter of dispute. The cause of action seeking imposition of a con- 
b~ructive trust must be dismissed as well, as Plaintiffs have failed to 
allege the essential elements of such a claim, inchiding a fiducia~5~ 
duty owed m thegn by Defendaz~ts. Finally, Beach’s cause of action 
for intentional infliction of elnotional distress also must be dismissed 
because he has failed to allege a~qy facts that, if true, would support a 
claim that he suffered from "severe emotional distress" as a result of 
the challenged conduct. 

Docket No. 7 at 1-2. 

In a decision entered on September 21, 2009, the court largely granted the 
motion to dismiss, essentially eviscerating plaintiffs’ co~nplaint by dismissing all 
but the first and fifth causes of action. ’I~e significant portion of the court’s 
mhng is presented below. 

The first cause of action alleges a claim for breach of contract. The 
pleadings in a breach of contract action must clearly specify the terms 
of the agreement, the consideration, the pertbrmaaace by plaintiffs, and 
the basis of the alleged breach of the agreement by defoliants (Furia 
rFu~fa, 116 AD2d 694,695 [2d Dept 1986]). 

Here, plaintiffs based their breach of contract claim on allegations that 
in each of the specified yeas, the parties discussed performance and com- 
pensation figures, and verbally agreed as to the proper compensation, 
but that defendaJats have wrongfully withheld some or all of plaintiffs~ 
compensation. 

Preliminarily, the breach of contract claim against the individual de- 
fendant must fail since the pleadings do not readily allege that Tou- 
radii intended to bind himselt~ personally when entering into the alleged 
verbal compensation agreements with plaintiffs (see Jones r Archibald, 
45 AD2d 532, 534 I4th Dept 19741). However, the pleading clearly 
alleges that Touradii Capit~i verbally agreed I tol compensate plaitNft’s, 
based on a stated formula, for their work in matmging certain Touradii 
Capital porttblios from 2005 to 2(/(/9; axed that Touradii declined to 
compensate plaintiffs despite their repeated demands theretbr. The 
pleadings simply do not support the assertions that plaintiffs con- 
sentcd to the tmilateral modification of the terms of their compansa- 
tion by continuing to work at Touradii Capital. Instead, as noted, the 
pleading states that the pasties discussed the year’s performaz~ce and 
compensation figures and verbally agreed as to the proper compen- 
sation. Nor do the allegations support defendants’ assertion that plain- 
tiffs’ decision to roll over their co~npensation into subsequent years 
rendered the alleged agreement incapable of being pertbrmed within one 
yeast, axed thus, violative of the Statute of Frauds. Thus, the branch of 
the motion that seeks to dismiss the cause of action for breach of con- 
tract is denied. 

However, the allegations that the compensation sought included a split 
of atmual profits and incentive compensation prechide a clai~n for vio- 
lation of article 6 of the Labor Law (~l~/e/lo~’e ~’ ?~,~orlheasl Capital & 
Advisory, Nc., 95 NY2d 220, 223-224 [20001). Thus, the request to 
dismiss the second cause of action must be gra~qted. 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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In addition, the allegations regarding the parties’ expression of assent 
to annual compensation terms based, in part, on a stated formula and 
the atmual review of plaintiffs’ work, prechides the causes of action 
for claims for unjust enrichment and quantum meruit (see Clark-Fitz- 
pamic~; Inc. v Long Ls: R. R., 70 NY2d 382,388 [1987]). 

The allegations that Tourac~ii’s intentional axed reckless actions m threat- 
ening his life, f~znily, and career were extreme and outrageous, and 
causes egtreme emotional distress and miulT, amplified by the submis- 
sions, are sufficient to state a cause of action tbr intentional infliction 
of emotional distress (see Howell r New I/orkPost Co., 81 NY2d 115, 
121 [1993]). 

The cause of action for the imposition of a constructive trust must fail 
since plaintiffs fail to allege the existence of a confidential or fiduciasy 
relationship (see Sharp v Kosmalski, 40 NY2d 119,121 [ 1976]). 

Docket No. 25 at 3-4 (third and fourth pairs of brackets added). 

Plaintiffs appealed the court’s decision on the motion to dismiss on October 23, 
2009. Since hedge funds base employee compensation on finn profits, plain- 
tiffs’ argument in support of their appeal of the court’s ruling on the second 
cause of action is presented below. 

[The FAC1 expressly alleges that Defendant TourMii Capital Manage- 
ment failed to pay Plaintiffs earned compensation that was to be calcu- 
lated on a percentage basis based upon the profits and management fees 
earned on hedge fund portfolios that Plainffl’fs’ personally managed. 
Plaintiffs’ Labor Law claim thus deals with their entitlement to com- 
pensation based upon an objective standaxd set tbrth in precise and 
nondiscretionary performance-based contract temps. The lower court 
theretbre erred when it dismissed Plaintiffs’ Labor Law claim, based 
on the New York Court of Appeals’ decision in Truelove v. Northeast 
Capital & Advisory, Inc., 95 N.Y.2d 220, 715 N.Y.S.2d 366 (2000), 
where the Court of Appeals held that the Labor Law’s defimtion of 
wages excludes certain forms of incentive compensation that aa:c not 
predicated on the employees "own personal productivity nor give [the 
employee] a contractual rigN to bonus payments based upon his 
pro&~ctivit?.-." Id. at 223-24. Inexplicably, in its Decision, the lower 
court tbund that, ’~Iiln May 2005, defen ’dants tdred plaintiffs as port- 
folio managers, agreeing to compensate them based on a specified for- 
mula for their work in managing certain Touradji Capital portfolios," 
but later held that "the allegations that the compensation sought in- 
cluded a split of animal profits and incantive compensation" excluded 
~uch compensation from the definition of’~vages" und~ the New York 
Labor law purbam~t to Truelove. The obiective compensation the parties 
contractually agreed to was predicated upon Beach’s and Vollero’s 
personal productivity and the objective success of their venture, not De- 
fendm~ts’ discretion or any su~iective standaxd. These unpaid amounts 
are considered to be wages under New York law, and the lower court 
erred when it deemed them to fall within the Truelove exclusion. 

Docket No. 27 at 3-4 (citations to complaint axed decision omitted) (em- 

phasis omitted) (brackets in original). 

DEFENDANTS~ COUNTERCLAIMS 

In anb~vcring the FAC on November 9, 2009, defendants fried eight counter- 
claims that are binlt aronnd allegations that plaintiffs abysmally txeached their 
duties to Tourac~ii Capital’s investors - and conmdtted fraud in doing so. (See 
sidebar.) tIowever, the conntercomplaint gets particularly naser" when it alleges 
that plaintiff Beach and his father stole funds from one of TourMii CapitaYs 
investments. (The connterclaims are brought by Paul Touradii, Touradii Capital, 
and DeepRock Venture Partners, as against plaintiffs Beach and Vollero, 
Beach’s father, and several entities to which plaintiffs Beach and Vollero axe 
allegedly linked.) The gist of the counterclakn allegations are presented below. 

Wtfide they were c~nploycd at Tourac~ii Capital, Gentry Beach and Robert 
Vollero were responsible for the destruction of millions of dollars of 
investor capital through a patteru of t?aud, breaches of fi&~ciary &W, 
mismanagement and utter disregard for the interests of the investors 
whose capital they were obligated to protect. 

(co~tmued ot~ ~ext page) 
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In addition, Gen~7 Beach and his father, Gay Beach, t~gether stole inves- 
tor capital fiom one of TourMii Capital’s private equity investments, 
Playa Oil & ()as, LP ("Playa"). Touradji CapitaFs investigation has 
revealed that Gent7 Beach’s father, Gary Beach, tared $500,000 of 
investor funds from Playa to himself, and then secretly shared that 
money with Gentry Beach. Contemporaneously with these events, on 
September 26, 2008, Gentry Beach claimed that he was "forced to 
resign’’ from Touradii Capital - even filing a false police report in 
which he claimed he had been threatened - when in fact he had 
aheady set up a competing business well before that time. 

At~er these events occurred, thioughout the fall of 2008, Vollero 
remained at Touradii Capital deviously and unethically gathering con- 
fidential information about the tLrm and creating a fraudulent record 
concermng his compen~tion - all the while falsely representing that 
he had ended his association with Beach. In fact, the evidence now 
shows, Beach and Vollero had been plarmmg to form a competing 
hedge fund - called the ~Vollero Beach Funds" - well prior to their 
b~apposedly fbrced departures from the firm. Indeed, one of their new 
employees was already calling Gent~’ Beach his ~boss" while Beach 
was still employed by Tomadji Capital. 

Not content to have inflicted this haJ:n~ on Touradii Capital and its 
investors, Beach and Vollero - who were paid millions of dollars 
while at Touradji Capital - have now filed a complaint in which they 
demand over $50 million dollars in additional compensation. They 
base this claim upon a supposed agreemant entitling them to, among 
other things, a rnajority of the profits to be earned by Touradji Capital 
based upon its energy equity portfolios - an agreement that by their 
m~:n admission was never set fbrth in a written contract, and never 
corresponded to their actual compensation. 

ooo 

In t:act, after Beach and Vollero were given reb~oonsibility for porttblio 
management, it became clear that Beach, in particular, was funda- 
mentally incapable of managing a trading porttblio - as even his co- 
plaintiff and closest friend, Robert Vollero, admitted on many 
occasions. As Vollero put it, Beach merely "stax(ed) at tickers," acted 
"rashly" and in a way fl~at was inconsi~t~ant with well resea~:ched con- 
clusions, and did not even underbtand "how the portfolio was actually 
stmctmed." As a reb"alL even Vollero tiltimately agreed that Beach 
shotild be dernoted and should fm~ction as nothing more than an analyst. 

Docket No. 33 at 1-3 (emptmsis omitted). 

PA UL TOUt~IDJI’S MOTION FOR ~UJI.~IARY JUDG~,~rENT 

Defendant Paul Touradii moved for summaxy judgment on the fifth claim (inten- 
tional infliction of emotional distress) on November 9, 2009. Docket No. 35. 
On May 20, 2010, the court ~anted the motion. Docket Nos. 166 and 167. The 
court entered judgment on June 16, 2010. Docket No. 178. 

COUNTERCLAL,’ff DEFENDANTS~ MOTION FOR Sb2!Ih£4R Y JUDGMENT 

On March l, 2010, counterclaim dei~ndants Beach, Vollero, and the ibm Vol- 
lero Beach funds moved tbr ~vmma~- judgment on the fi~th and sixth counter- 
claims. Docket No. 95. On June 15,2010, the court denied the motion. Docket 
No. 185. 

MORION POR LEA vE TO AMI~2:~7) 

On April 27, 2010, defendant Touradji Capital moved for leave to amend its 
answer and counterclaims. Docket No. 153. On June 2, 2010, the counterclaim 
deign ’dants filed their opposition. Docket No. 171. Touradji Capital replied on 
June 11, 2010. Docket No. 175. (3~ June 15, 2010, the cou~t denied the motion. 
Docket No. 184. 

MOrlON FOR LEA VI’2 TO Rt,24RGUI~2 

On June 8, 20 ] 0, the court entered an order dewing plaintift2s Beach and Vol- 
lero’s motion for leave to rearguc the court’s Decision a~d Order dated Septem- 
ber 18, 2009. See Docket Nos. 34 and 173, as well as Mot. Seq. No. 4. (Note: 
This ruling was incorrectly summarized in the July 2010 issue of HFLR.) 

(contim~ed on next page) 
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COUNTERCL4134 ANSWERS 

On August 9, 2011, Beach (plaintiff and counterclaim defendant) answered 
the Touradji defendants’ counterclahns. Docket No. 381. 

APPEAL 

On July 18, 201 l, the Appellate Division of the New York State Supreme Court 
issued its decision on the lower court’s order on delEndaz~ts’ motion to dismiss 
certain causes of action. The relevant portion of the appellate decision follows. 

The court erred in dismissing plaintilF s unjust enrichment claim since it 
was based on allegations that defendants were unjustly enriched by 
withholding plaintiffs’ 2005 compensation and reinvesting it withom 
their permission, and no contract governing those actions existed. The 
court also erred in concluding, at this pleading b~ge, that plaintiffs’ 
compensation did not constitute %vages" under Labor Law § 190, 
because plaintiffs alleged that the compensation was not "entirely 
discretionary" and was based on plaintiffs’ "o~ personal productivity," 
and not solely utxm defendants~ overall financial success (see Tntelove 
v Northeast Capital & Advisory, 95 NY2d 220 [2000]). 

The court’s dismissal of plaintiffs’ constructive tr~st claim was proper 
for failure to e~tablish the existence of a confidential or fiducia~ duty 
(see ~irvish v 3/lott, 75 AD3d 269, 275 nl [2010], lv granted 16 NY3d 
705 [2011]; Wachovia See., LLC v Joseph, 56 AD3d 269, 271 [2008]). 

DocketNo. 376 at 1-3. 

BEACH ~ S BANKRUPTCY 

In a filing made on December 6, 2011, plaintiff and counterclaim defendant 
Beach notified the court that he had filed a voluntau petition for relief under 
Chapter 7 of the Bat~cuptcy Code, thereby staying the action proceeding in 
this court. 

No docket entries were made dining this coverage period. 

This review covers the period fiom March 1 to March 31, 2012. [] 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 10-0532 

Honorable Harold Baer 

Complaint filed on January 25, 2010 

Lfi& to Case (PACER) 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL 

James B. Heaton, III, Esq. 
John D. Byars, Esq. 
Philip S. Beck, Esq. 

Vincent S. J. Buccola, Esq. 
Kaspar J. Stoffelmayr, Esq. 

Bartlit, Beck, Herman, Palenchar & Scott 
(Chicago, Ill.) 

David Parker, Esq. 
Kleinberg, Kaplan, Wolff & Cohen 

(New York, N.Y.) 

CASE OVERVIEW 

Plaintiffs axe nunaerous managc~nent finns and hedge funds that held short 
positions in Volkswagen AG ("VW") in late 2008. Plaintiffs assert that they 
were caught in a massive "short squeeze" because defendant Po~sche Automobil 
Holding SE (’~Porsche") had purchased nearly all outs-landing VW shares as part 
of Porsche’s "secret plaJa to take over VW." Plaintiffs are suing on the ground 
that Porsche’s aJleged actions to comer the market violated securities laws. 

TIlE P4RTIES 

Plaintiffs named in the initial complaint were the following management com- 
patties and hedge limds. 

* Elliott Associates, LP; and Elliott International, LP 

. II~e Liverpool Limited Partnership 

. Glenhill Capital, LP; Glenhill Capital Overseas Mas~ter Fund, LP; 
Glenhill Concentrated Fund, LP; Glenview Capital Partners, LP; 
Glenview Ins~titutional Partners, LP; and Glenview Capital Master 
Fund, Ltd. 

GCM Little Arbor Pax’tners, LP; GeM Little Arbor hastitutional 
Partne~, LP; GCM Little Arbor IVlaster Fund, Ltd.; and GCM 
Oppoimnity Fund, LP 

. Glenview Capital Opportunity Fund, LP; and Glenview Of£shore 
Opportunity Master Fund, Ltd. 

, Peny~ Partners, LP; and Perry Pastners International, Inc. 

(contiimed on next page) 
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DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Gandolfo V. DiBlasi, Esq. 
Christopher J. Dunne, Esq. 

Sullivan & Cromwell 
(New York, N.Y.) 

SAC’s Couxrs 

1. Securities fi-aud based on false and misleading 
sbatements in violation of § 10(b) of the Exchax~ge 
Act and Rule 10b-5 

2. Market manipulation in violation of § 10(b) of the 
Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 

3. Violations of § 20(a) of the Exchange Act 

4. Connnon law fraud 

TAC’s CO~NTS 

l. Securities fraud based on false and misleading 
b~atements in violation of § 10(b) of the Exchange 
Act and Rule 10b-5 

2. Maackct manipulation in violation of § 10(b) of the 
Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 

3. Violations of § 20(a) of the Exchange Act 

4. Common law fraud 

~LEMBER CASES 

10-0532 
10-4155 

The following entities were added as plaintiffs in the FAC (below). 

Canyon Capital Arbitrage Master Fund, Ltd.; Canyon Balanced 
Master Fund, Ltd.; Cax~yon Value Real~ation Fund (Cayman), 
Ltd.; and C any on Value Realization Fund, LP 

¯ D.E. Shaw Valence International, Inc. 

¯ Greenlight Capital, LP; Greelflighi Capital Qualified, LP; Green- 
light Capital Offshore Pas’mers; and Greenlight Reinsurance, Ltd. 

Ironbound Partners, LP; and Ironbound PaYme~ Overseas, Ltd. 

¯ Royal Capital Value Ftmd, LP; Royal Capital Value Ftmd (QP), LP; 
RoyalCap Value Fund, Ltd.; a~qd RoyalCap Value Fund II, Ltd. 

¯ Tiger Global, LP; Tiger Global II, Ltd.; and Tiger Global, Ltd. 

The following entities were added as plaintiffs in the SAC (below). 

¯ York Asian Opportunities Master Fund, LP 

¯ York European Focus Master Fund, LP 

¯ York European Opportunities Master Fund, LP 

¯ York Global Value IVlaster Ftmd, LP 

¯ York Select Master Fund, LP; axed York Select, LP 

Ironbound Partners and the Canyon entities were dropped as plaintiffs in the 
TAC. 

In addition to naming Porschc as a defendant, the TAC names two of that firm’s 
officers as defendants: 

Wendelin Wiedeking (President & CEO) 

Holger P. Haerter (VP of Finance) 

THE I:’~TTIAL CO~IPLAINT 

The initial complaint sets forth the following synopsis of events involving 
Porsche’s allegedly surreptitious acquisition of VW stock. 

Plaintiffs were victims of what "the financial press has called ~a massive 
short squeeze" (Reuters) and % short squeeze of historic proportions" 
(New York Times). In late 2008, Plaintiffs had short positions in VW 
stock. This meant that Plaintiffs had borrowed \rvV shares and ~ld 
them, undertaldng an obligation to repurchase the shares and return 
them at a future date. Unknown to Plaintiffs, however, Porsche, at the 
direction of Wiedcking and Haertcr, had cornered neaa:ly all of the freely 
traded voting shaaces of’v%V (’the "VW shaaces"). Plail~tiffs did not know 
that they were eftbctively borrowing shares controlled by Po~che 
(inchiding through options-contract counterparties), and that Po~che 
and these counterparties had launched a secret plan to take over VW. 
On October 26, 2008, Porsche revealed its tree holdings of VW shares 
(including the shazes it controlled through counterpa~ies) along with its 
previously secret plan to take over VW. The consequence was a short 
squeeze in which the price of VW shaJces shot upwards. Por~he made 
massive profits, while Plaintiffs lost tremendous amounts of money 
covering short positions at axtificially high prices. 

Porsche cornered the maacket in VW shaaces by breaking the law. 
Specifically, Porsche cornered the mmket in VW shmes (1) with flalse 
denials of its intent to take over VW and (2) by engaging in a series of 
manipulative derivatives trades to hide the extent to which Po~che 
controlled VW shazes. 

The story" of Porsche’s fraud and manipulation begins in eaJcly 2008. On 
Februa~ 25, 2008, Porschc representatives held a secret meeting in 
Berlin with a high-ranking office of the German State of Lower Saxon?/ 
paacticipating on behalf of Prince IVlinibter Christian Wulf£ (Lower 
Saxony owned slightly more than 20% of VW’s shares at all relevant 
times.) At the meeting, according to German press accounts that ~r- 
faced more than a yem later, Porsche disclosed its intention to imple- 
ment a "dormnation agreement" with VW. A domination agreement 
between an acquiring firm axed a target firm allows the acquiring firm to 

(continued ot~ ne×t page) 
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controlthe ta~rget fim£s decisions. Typically abidder canput adomina- 
tion agreement into place after acquiring 75% of the voting shares of the 
ta~rget compauy. But VW’s articles und a Gem~an law knovm as the 
~\FvV Law~’ required approval by holders of 80% of VW’s slxares, 5% 
more than the b~pical threshold. Nevertheless, Porsche sought to obtmn 
o~vnerstdp of 75% of VW’s shares as a first step toward domination. 
With 75% ownership, Porsche could achieve domination if (1) it was 
able to s’uike a deal for domination with Lower Saxony, or (2) the 
Europeun Court of Ju~dce abolished the res~ctions raising the require- 
merits at VW for a domination agreement fiom 75% to 80%, as Porsche 
expected eventually would occur. Porsche set out to secretly butld its 
stake toward 75%. 

ooo 

Defendants tdd Porsche’s takeover in two ways. [~] The first way that 
Defendants hid Por~he~s takeover was by lying. From March 2008 
until just days before it reveal~xt the troth, Porsche consistently denied 
that it was seeking to tai:e over x,n,V a~d suggested that it would not raise 
its stake above a simple majori~. These statements were l~alse, since 
Porsche had decided und begun tal~sg steps to take over VW at least as 
early as Febmao~ 2008[.] 

The second way that Defendants’t’£d Porsche’s takeover was by ma- 
nipulating the maacket in VW shaares. Porsche concealed its plax~ by 
acquiring much of its position in VW shaares tlirough options contracts it 
entered into m 2007 a3~d 2008 .... Two features of Porsche’s options 
trades made them manipulative. 

The first feature that made Porsche’s options trades manipulative was that 
Porsche disguised physical options contracts - contracts that it should 
have disclosed- as cash settled options contracts that did not have the 
salne disclosure requirements .... Since Porsche had the abilib~ und 
intention to convert these options into actual share ownership, it should 
have disclosed its tx~sition under applicable law, but it did not do so. 

The second feature that made Porsche’s options trades manipulative was 
that Porschc methodically parceled out its option contracts to evade 
counterpasty disclosure requirements. Porsche knew that the counter- 
parties to its options contracts would purchase VW shaares to hedge the 
options. But if anyone of Porsche’s countes#aarties acquired too high a 
percentage of VW’s shares as hedges, that countes#ax~~ would have its 
own legaJ obligation to disclose its ownership of those hedging shares, 
threatening to expose Porsche’s accumulation of control over VW 
shaaces. A counterparb~’s di~losure would alert the market that some- 
one had entered into large derivatives positions with that counterparty. 
The market then woukt be able to infer that a tat:cover of VW might be 
in progress, as it would be clea~ that someone was acquiring control of 
VW’s shares using options contracts purchased from the disclosing 
cotmteqoarb~. To snake b"are the troth remained tfidden, Porsche had m 
divide up its options contracts among numerous counterparties. 

Porsche’s intentionaJ misrepresentations and maJ~ipulative acts induced 
the Plaintiffs to sell short the VW shaaces. Plakatiffs relied on Porsche’s 
various public statements with regard to its ownership of VW shares, 
and Plaintiffs relied on the absence of uny disclosed accmnulation of 
Porschc shares. Given the facts available to them, Plaintiffs determined 
the price of Via/" shares was too tfigh and decided to short VW shares. 
By short selling, the PlaitNffs hoped to profit when the price of VW 
shares returned to levels that reflected the fimdalnentals of its business. 

Defendants’ fraud and manipulative acts had an effect on the price at 
which Plaintiffs entered into short sales of VW shaaces. By hiding the 
true extent of Porsche’s control over VW sha~:es up until the October 26 
almounccment, Defendants led Plaintiffs und other investors to believe, 
incorrectly, that the naturaJ interplay of supply and demand determined 
the then-current prices of VW shaares. In [hct, both the supply of and de- 
mand for VW shares were skewed by Defandants’ fraud and lnauipula- 
five acts. Demund was its troth ?-3eater than it appeared, because Defen- 
dants wrongfully concealed the eflbrts of Porsche and its options con- 
tract counterparties to buy up VW shares. At the same time, the supply 
of sha~es was less thaJa market prices indicated, because DefendaNs~ fraud 

(continued on next page) 
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and manipulation hid the extent to which Porsche had cornered the 
market in the free float of VW shares. By thus tfiding the extent to 
which Porsche bad cornered the market in VW shares, Defenda~ts 
caused Plaintiffs to take short Ix~sitions prior to October 26 at prices that 
did not reflect information the market should have had. Defendants’ 
fraud and maJaipulation had the effect of keeping the price of VW shares 
"artificially low. 

On October 26, 2008, Porsche set the short squeeze in motion. Porsche 
~id it had become "apparent that there were considerably more short 
positions in the market than expected." At the time of Porsche’s 
almouncc~nent of the true extent of its control of ~,n,V shares and its true 
intentions with respect to ~<Jv’, the short interest in VW was about 13%. 
But Porsche knew it had acquired control of 74.1% of VW’s shares. 
Porsche aJso l~ew that Lower Saxony held 20% of VW’s shares. 
Therefore, Pm~che l~ew that the free float of VW shares was oNy 
about 6% compared with a short interest of 13%. 

V~3aen Porsche revealed its tree control, it said that "[a]t the end of last 
week, Porsche SE held 42.6 percent of the Volkswagen ordina~ shares 
and in addition 31.5 percent in so called cash settled options relating to 
Volkswagen ordinal3~ shares to hedge against price risks, representing a 
total of 74.1%." Never before had Porsche disclosed the extent of its 
options, or admitted that the options should be added to the shaIes it 
owned outfight to calmflate its "total [stake I." Pm~che’s representation 
of a "total" of"74.1%" confkrms that Porsche viewed its options aJad its 
understax~dings with its counterparties as giving it control of the VW 
shares underlying the options. Porsche aJso admitted it aimed "to 
increase to 75% in 2009, paving the way to a domination agreement," 
putting the lie to its statement just weeks earlier that domination was 
"totally unrealistic." 

Plaintiffs were forced to cover their short positions at prices that spiraled 
higher and higher. Penuche was no rnere bystander while this happened. 
Porsche released billions of Euros worth of shares into the short squeeze 
for its own profit. By releasing some of its own positions, Porsche was 
able to skim off outrageous short squeeze profits while still maintaining 
the bulk of its position for the takeover of VW. 

Defendants stacked the deck and "l~ded the dice. No Plaintiff would 
have sold VW shares short had it known that Defendants intended to take 
over VW and that Porsche already had amassed a ht~ge position in options, 
options that Porsche considered exluivalent to shares it owned outright. 

Docket No. 1 at 2-8 (footnotes omitted) (brackets in original). 

Plaintiffs assert 1)mt’the?, collectively suffered damages in excess of $1 billion. 

FAC, SAC & TAC 

Plaintiffs filed theft FAC on April 29, 2010. The counts set forth therein are 
identical to those asserted in the initial complaint (sidebar). 

Plaintiffs filed their SAC on June 4, 2010. The counts set forth therein are 
identical to those asserted in the initial complaint and the FAC (sidebar). 

Plaintiffs Ned their TAC on July 21, 2010. The comats set forth "therein arc 
identicaJ to those asserted inthe initial complaint, "the FAC, and the SAC (sidebar). 
Docket No. 26. 

CASE CONSOLIDATION 

The court consolidated Case No. 10-4155 with Case No. 10-0532 on June 22, 
2010. Docket No. 23. 

MOTION TO DISMISS 

Defendants moved "to dismiss the TAC on August 31, 2010. The introduction 
to their pleading is presented below. 

Plaintiffs - an international collection of sophisticated hedge fimds - 
gambled on foreign stock exchanges and lost. By establislm~g short 
positions fltrough short sales and private "swap" agreements relating 
to the ordinary, shares of Volkswagen AG ("VW") from March 4, 2008 

(continued on next page) 
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through October 3 l, 2008 (the "Relevant Period’’), Plaintiffs bet that 
the price of this securibT issued by a German company and traded o~fly 
on foreign exchanges would decline. But when the price of VW 
ordinau shares ("VW Shares") "shot upwards" instead, Plaintiffs 
allege they were forced to cover their short positions at artificially 
high prices, and now seek to recover their alleged losses because their 
"safe bets" did not "return sigmficant profits." 

Plaintiffs clain~ that Porsche - a German company - "lured,’ them 
"into a trap" by "cornering the market" for VW Shares through secret 
transactions - none of which is alleged to have occurred in the Umted 
States - resulting in a massive "short squeeze" on Gern~an stock mar- 
kets. Plaintiffs chose to speculate on German share prices and all the 
rmsstatements axed market max~ipulation they allege occurred outside 
the United States, but they attempt to invoke U.S. law by asserting 
clahns under Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
(the "Exchange Act"), 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b) (2010), and SEC Rule 10b-5 
thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5. Their attempt fails because 
Section 10(b) does not apply m their patently foreign clain~s. 

In Mo~rison ~’. :\;a~ional Australia Bank Ltd. ("NAB"), the Suprerne 
Court recently issued a landmark decision addressing the "merits 
question~’ of"what conduct § 10(b) prohibits." 130 S. Ct. 2869, 2877 
(2010). Sounding the death knell for the long-established "conduct 
and effects" test, the Court adopted a "transactional test" that limits 
Section 10(b) to the "use of a ma~pulative [ ] device or contrivance 
... in colmection with the purchase or sale of a security listed on an 
American stock exchange, and the purchase or sale of any other 
security in the Umted States." Id. at 2888. Plaintiffs K~" to satis~, 
NAB by contending that the?, entered into securi~, based swap agree- 
merits referencing VW Shares by (i) signing so-called confirmations 
in the United States, and (ii) designating New York as the governing 
law and fornm in the~ agreements with unidentified counterparties - 
none of which is alleged to be located in the United States. 

Under Plaintiffs’ theory, even though the alleged fraud and manipula- 
tion occurred abroad, Section 10(b) would regulate foreign markets in 
foreign securities traded solely on tbreign exchanges and subject to 
foreign law, as long as private parties signed conlimlations in the 
United States for swap agreements referencing those foreign securi- 
ties. Plaintiffs can fred no support in NAB for this expansive reading 
of Section 10(b) and there is none. As the Supreme Court made cleaa: 
in NAB, the Exchange Act does not reach "conduct in this countO’ af- 
fecting exchanges or transactions abroad." Id. at 2885. The security- 
based swap agreements at issue here axe privately negotiated contracts 
that are not traded on any exchanges. The most sensible reading of 
NAB is that Section 10(b) covers these agreements otfly when the 
referenced securi~, is traded on a U.S. exchange or otherwise pur- 
chased or sold in the United States. AW other conb~tmction would result 
in the "probabilib’ of incompatibility with the applicable laws of other 
countries" disavowed by the Court in NAB. Id. VW Shaa:es are not 
traded on a U.S. exchange, and Plaintiffs do not allege that the?; trans- 
acted in such shares in the United States. 

Moreover, signing confirmations in the United States and electing 
U.S. law and submitting to U.S. juzisdiction may have significance as 
between Plaintiffs and their swap counterparties - none of which in- 
cluded any of the Defendants - but do not suffice to establish that Plain- 
tiffs’ swap agreements were "domestic transactions," i.e., purchases or 
.sales of securities in the United States, as required by NAB. 

(continued on next page) 
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Not only have Plaintiffs failed to state a claim under Section 10(b), the 
Complaints should also be dismissed under the doctrine of forum non 
conveniens, which recognizes that there is no "talismanic significance 
to the cit~enship or residence of the parties." Alcoa S.S. Co. v. 
Nordic Regent, 654 F.2d 147, 154 (2d Cir. 198(/) (en ba~ac). There is 
no question that Germa~y is an adequate forum. Moreover, German 
law govenm~g securities fraud cases expressly provides for exclusive 
jurisdiction ni German courts, and a U.S. judgment against Porsche 
would not be enforceable in Germany. Germa~ authorities are also 
investigating allegations similar to those alleged here. Because this 
action involves Gernmn law, German securities, German markets, and 
Ge~nm~ conduct, Germm~y "has a far greater interest in this 1Ngation 
tha~a the United States." A~iulda v. Fenn, 159 F.3d 41, 46 (2d Cir. 
1998). 

While the Court need not reach this point, Plaintiffs have also failed to 
meet the pleading requirements of the Private Securities Litigation Re- 
form Act of 1995 ("PSLRA"), 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4, a~d Fed. R. Cir. P. 
9(b) as to either their misstatement or market manipulation claims un- 
der Section 10(b). As to Plaintiffs’ tnisstatement claims, viewed 
against all information in the public domain - most of it cited in the 
Complaints - Porsche’s statements regarding its VW stake simply did 
not foreclose the possibilig~ that Porsche would decide to seek a 75% 
stake m vw Shares. With respect to Plaintiffs’ market ma~ipulation 
claims, because they axe based on "a]leged misrepresentations or omis- 
sions," Plaintiffs "have not made om a market manipulation claiM’ 
under Section 10(b). Lentell v. ~lerrill ~)~tch & Co., 396 F.3d 161, 
177 (2d Cir. 2005). 

Having failed in their effbrt to contrive federal claims, Plaintiffs’ 
s~eeping common law fi~aud clain~s - the bulk of all their claims and 
the only claims asserted by half of the Plaintiffs in this federal lawsuit 
- must be dismissed as well tbr want of jurisdiction. But even if juris- 
diction existed, they would have to be dismissed tbr failure to state a 
claim. Under New York choice of law rules, these claims axe governed 
by Genna~ law a~d, even under New York law, they suffer from the 
same pleading defects as the purported federal fraud clahns. 

Docket No. 33 at 1-4 (brackets and ellipsis in original). 

Plaintiffs Elliott Associates and Elliott International jointly filed their oppo- 
sition to defendax~ts’ motion to distress the TAC (above) on September 29, 
2010. Docket No. 40. Then, on October 26, 2010, defendants Wiedeking, 
Haerter, and Porsche filed three separate replies in support of their motion to 
dismiss. Docket Nos. 42-44. 

On December 30, 2010, the court granted the aforementioned motions to dis- 
~niss, therewith dis~nissing each of the TAC’s ~bur counts ruth prejudice. 
Docket No. 52. 

APPEAL 

On Ja~nuaxy 28, 2011, plaintift2s appealed the trial court’s abovementioned 
decision graJatmg defendants’ motion to dismiss. The appeal was lodged as Case 
No. 11-0416 with’the U.S. Court of Appeals (2d Cir.) 

Plaintiffs-appellants filed their opening brief on April 27, 2011. Docket No. 72. 
Oval argument was held on Februal), 24, 2012. 

Trial Court: No &~cket entries were made du~mg this coverage period. 

Appellate Court: No significax~t docket entries were made during this coverage 
period. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to March 31, 2012. [] 
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U.S. District Court (D. Conn.) 
Case No. 08-0484 

Honorable Ellen B. Burns 

Complaint filed on April 2, 2008 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Andrew B. Nevas, Esq. 
Levett Rockwood 
(Westport, Conn.) 

Edward Toptanl, Esq. 
Gabriel Fischbarg, Esq. 
Toptani Law Offices 

(New York, N.Y.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

James O. Craven, Esq. 
Wiggin & Dana 

(New Haven, Conn.) 

Michael Mcnapace, Esq. 
Timothy A. Diemand, Esq. 

Wiggin & Dana 
(tlartfbrd, Conn.) 

Mark A. Weissman, Esq. 
Michael E. Petrella, Esq. 
Andrew J. Sockol, Esq. 
Sean F. O’Shea, Esq. 

O’Shea Partners 
(New York, N.Y.) 

FAC’s COt~TS 

1. Declarato<v judgment 

2. Violations of § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 

3. Breach of fiduciary duties 

4. Fraud 

5. Negligent misrepresentation 

6. Breach of LP agreement, redemption letter, co~di- 
dential offering memorandum, and subscription 
agreement 

CASE B,4 CKGROUND 

The wave of redemption gating and redemption suspension lawsuits that hit in 
2007 and 2008 conlmucs to move through the courts, deb!~ite "the fact that many 
of the tasgctcd hedge funds either have shut down or axe teetering on the brink of 
insolvency. One of the suits that gathered significant publicity when it was 
filed in 2008 was Florida investor Joseph Umbach’s lawsuit against Greenwich- 
based Carri~gton h~vestmem Partners. That action recently entered its 
third yeas, and there is no sign that a resolution is on the near-term hor~on. 

Founded in 2003 by Bruce Rose and once partly owned by failed sub-prime 
lender New Century, Caxfington was a $1 billion fund specializing in sub- 
prime mortgage-backed securities. Beset by mortgage-industry problems in 
2007, Caxfington became one of the first hedge funds to amend its LP agree- 
merit in a maturer that permitted the fired to suspend investor redemptions. 

Alnong the investors who balked at being bax~ed ~om accessing his funds was 
plaintiff Joseph Umbach. In April 2008, after Carrmgton allegedly rejected his 
notice of redemption, Umbach sought relief by firing an action in federal court. 
Now, two yeaxs later, although Carrington is essentially defunct, Umbach’s law- 
suit continues to wend its way through "the court. 

TIlE DISPUTE 

Filed on April 2, 2008, Umbach’s complaint names Rose, Caxrington Invest- 
merit Pastners, and Carrmgton Capital Management as defendants. 

Umbach asserts that he became a Caxrmgton LP in December 2007, when he 
obtained title to a $1 million investment an entity" known as "OMS" had made 
th Carrthgton in 2005. The investment was allegedly governed by Caxrington’s 
standasd investment agreement (which had a 12-month lock-up provision) and 
a side-letter agrccwncnt "that permitted OMS to redeem any portion of its inveb*t- 
mere on 30 days’ written notice. 

Umbach alleges that on July 11, 2007, in accordance with the documents 
governing his pastnership interest, he inlbm~ed Camngton in writing that he in- 
tended to withdaaw iris investment from the fhnd on September 30, 2007. 
According to Umbach, Camngton was then obligated to pay" him 90% of his 
investment within 20 business days, with the remaimng investment to be paid 
following completion of a~a audit of the fund. Umbach asserts, however, that 
Carrmgton failed to pay either hilql or OMS any of the invested funds and that 
Carrmgton instead had "the LP agreement amended "to permit the fund to sus- 
pend all redemptions. 

[I]n breach of the Redemption Side Letter and the Fmad’s Limited Part- 
nership Agreement, the Fund has tailed to pay ()MS aW portion of it 
[sic, its] investment interest in the Ftmd. 

Instead, Defendams’ [sic, Defendants] have argued that the exemption 
from the 12-month lock-up period set forth in the Redemption Side 
Letter has expired because it was lirmted to only the first 12 months of 
OMS’s inveslmcm in the Fund. IVloreover, Defcndams have impro- 
perly induced other limited paxtners of’the Fund to amend its Limited 
Par’mership Agreement, whereby, among other "things, such amendment 
purportedly (i) rescinded OMS’s validly exercised Withdrawal Re- 
quest of July 11, 2007; and (ii) involunmxily subjected OMS’s invest- 
ment interest in the Fund to a new 12-month lock-up period, thereby 
freezing OMS’s investment in the Fund[.] 

Docket No. 1 at 3. 

(continued on next page) 
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Plaintiff Umbach also asserts that the amendment to the LP agreelnent "is an 
impermissible ex post facto action that catmot legally vitiate or impair the al- 
ready validly exercised Withda-awal Request of OMS," and that the amendment 
also "violated the terms of the Redemption Side Letter, the Fund’s Limited Part- 
nership Agreement and the Fund’s Confidential Offering Memorandum[.]" 
Id. He consequently requests that the coust fmd that his redemption request is 
valid and that the amendment "to the investment agreement is null and void. 

Plaintiff... seeks a decla~’atory judgment pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 22011a) 
(Declaratory Judgment Act) that (i) OMS’s Withdrawal Request of 
July 11, 2007 was a vested contracttml right that was validly exercised 
and ca~mot be impaired or rescinded by the aforementioned amendment; 
(ii) the amendment to the Fund’s limited partnership agreement is null 
and void with respect to OMS’s interest in the Fund as an illegal or 
unenl’orceable ex pos~ fl, cto amendment that calmot rescind OMS’s 
Withdrawal Request or impose a new 12-month lock-up period on its 
investment; and/or (iii) the amendment to the Fund’s Limited Par’mer- 
ship Agreement is null and void with respect to all limited partners 
because (A) it did not comply with the notice solicitation requirements 
of the Fund’s Limited Partnership Agreement and/or (B) Defendants, 
in violation of their fiduciary" duties to the limited pawners, improperly 
obtained consents for the amendment from the Fund’s limited pawners 
through the makmg of false representations and in contravention of 
"the provisions of the Limited Partnership Agreement. 

In addition to the foregoing, Plaintiff seeks rescission of OMS’s in- 
vestment in the Fund because Defendants fraudulently failed to dis- 
close at the time of the investment that the Redemption Side Letter 
woukl only provide OMS with qumtefly redemption rigltts on 30 days’ 
written notice lbr only a lilnited period of 12 montlts aller its investlnent 
was made. As a result of such a deliberate omission of a material fact, 
Defendants knowingly exposed OMS’s investment to the unaccept- 
able risk that its investment could be subject to a lock-up period if the 
investment remained in tlte Fund for longer than 12 months. 

Id. at 3-4. 

REDEMPTION SUSPENSION 

P]aintiff asserts tltat it was his withdrawal request of July ] 1, 2007, that trig- 
gered Camngton to effect the changes in the LP agreement that suspended re- 
demptions. 

[O]n or about August 30, 201/7, Defendants notified Plaintiff a~qd the 
Fund’s lin~ited partners (including OMS) by email that they were pro- 
posing an amendment, dated Augubt 30, 2007, ... to "the Fund’s Limited 
Partnership Agreement. Among other "things, tlte First Proposed 
Amendment would: (i) impose on the limited partners a new ’~one-year 
commitment" to the Fund, i.e., a new 12-month lock-up period com- 
mencing on Septelnber 30, 2007, and (ii) unilaterally "rescinff’ the 
existing withdrawal requests that had theretotbre been received by the 
Fund from several limited partners, inchiding OMS’s Withdrawal Re- 
quest of July 11,2007. 

Id. at 9-10. 

However, for reasons the complaint leaves unexplained, Camngton then re- 
placed the First Proposed Amendment with a Second Proposed Amendment 
and then a q]md Proposed Amendment, the latter of which was the only amend- 
ment voted upon by the LPs. 

On September 13, 2007, notwitlastanding the prior dissemination of the 
First Proposed Amendment and the Second Proposed Amendment, 
the Fund disseminated by email yet ax~other new proposed amend- 
mcnt, dated September 30, 2007, ... which was also intended to amend 
the Fund’ s Limited Partnership Agreement. 

Like the First Proposed Amendment and the Second Proposed Amend- 
merit, the ThJad Proposed Amendment included terms to rescind exist- 
ing withdrawals and to impose a new, mandatory 12-month lock-up 
period. 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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In connection with the Third Proposed Amendmant, "the limited part- 
ners were now advised that they were required to vote on such new 
amendsnent by Septe~nber 19, 2007[~] 

ooo 

Ptirsuant to Section 6.3 of the Fund’s Limited Partnership Agreement, 
the General Partner was required to provide the limited partners [with] 
20 days after notice of solicitation ... m consent or object m such a 
proposed amendment (the "Notice of Solicitation Requirement"). 

Defendants failed to comply ruth the Notice of Solicitation Require- 
merit with respect to the First Proposed Amendment, the Second Pro- 
posed Amendment and the Third Proposed Amendment. 

Despite written objections from OMS and Plaintiff conccrnmg the 
legality and enforceability of the Third Proposed Amendment, both on 
procedural and subst~’~tive grotmds, the Fund continued with the 
election process and mt’or~ned the ]itnited partners that the ~Ilti~d Pro- 
posed Amendment was approved, thereby purportedly rescinding all 
existing withdrawal requests and subjecting all limited partners to a 
new, mandatoO~ 12-month lock up period. 

Id. at 11-12. 

MOTION TO DISMISS 

Defendants moved to dismiss "the complaint on May 29, 2008. Their SUlllin~-iry 
of their position on the complaint is presented in the following excerpt. 

Defendants manage a hedge tired which invests primarily in sectiri- 
t~ed, sub-prime mortgages. As a result of the severe market down- 
tam, the fund has taken certain measures to preserve the fund’s assets 
and liquidity. One such measure, at issue here, effectively forestalled 
the sale of the funds’ currently pcrformmg assets into a dysftmctional 
marketplace in order to satisfy piecemeal redemption requests. This 
measme was suggested by certain limited partners and had the effect 
of extending the conunitlnent period for all investors’ capital until 
September 30, 2008. This necessary measme, designed to safeguard 
the interests of all the funds’ investors over the self-interest of the few, 
was approved by a two-thirds majority of the fund’s limited partners 
in accordance with the terms of the fund’s paxtnership agreement. 

Plaintiff Joseph Umbach ... is now challenging "that measure, seeking 
to redeem his partnership interests in spite of the potentially delete- 
rious effects on the tired and its partners. Citing a side letter that he 
erroneously claitns entitles hiln m redeem his investment at any time, 
plaintiff contrives a securities fraud claim and a host of conm~on law 
claims in the hope of overturning the protective measures duly autho- 
rized by a super-maJority of the fund’s partners, pursuant to the pro- 
cedure that Plaintiff himself approved in writing. 

Docket No. 20 at 1. 

Defendants further assert that the side letter clearly b~tcd that the lock-up period 

was temporary. 

The Skle Lette~; which Plaintiff claims memorializes the intent expres- 
sed in the pasties’ May 18, 2005 conversation, expressly exempted 
()MS not from all lock-up periods of any kind, but rather only from the 
initial 12-numth h~ck-up period described in Section 3.9.1. As an ad- 
ditional, unanabiguous indication 12nat the Side Letter referred only to the 
initial 12-month lock-up period addressed in Section 3.9.1, it furl~er 
provided for a redemption fee if OMS withdrew dm-ing the ’first year." 

Id. at 6-7 (citations to case documents omitted) (etnphasis in original). 

RULhVG ON THE MOTION TO 

In an order issued on Feb~amry 18, 2009, the court dismissed only two portions 
of the complaint. Firba, the court dibrnissed the first count (for dcclaratoO, judg- 
ment) on the ground that adjudication of plaintiffs other claims would "lead to a 
more effective resolution of the dispute" than would direct handlmg of the decla- 
rato~ judgment matter. In reaching this opinion, the court relied upon the t~ac- 
tors set tbrth for declaratoo~ judglnent cases in Broadview Chem. Corp. v. 
Loctite Corp., 417 F.2d 998, 1001 (2d Cir. 1969). Docket No. 30 at 10. Second, 

(co~tmued on ~ext page) 
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the court dismissed the tied count (for breach of fiduciasy duty) to the extent 
"that plaintiff sought to rely upon defendants’ representations made prior to the 
signing of the LP agreement. Id. at 21-22. 

D EFE?~DANTS ’ ANSWER 

Defendants answered the complaJnt on Maxch ] 9, 2009. Docket No. 37. 

MOTION FOR ,~’U~/L~IARY JUDGyIIENT 

Defendants moved tar sununa~7 judgment on April 16, 2010. The motion’s 
Preliminaxy Statement is excerpted below. 

On Defendants’ earlier motion to dismiss, the Court found that Defen- 
dants had advanced a number of meritorious arguments for dismissal, 
but upheld as facially adequate the majority of Plaintiff,s claims. It 
was clear that these claims sm-vived only on a naxrow legal and 
tenuous factual basis .... Document discove~~ having largely been 
completed, PlaintifFs claims have been revealed m be fiivolous, par- 
ticularly his claim that Defendants promised him an inunutable right 
to redeem his investment at quarterly intervals. Further discovery will 
simply waste the time and resources of Defendants and the Court. 
Sununary judgment in DefendaJats’ favor is warranted as to each of 
Plaintift" s surviving claims. 

First, Plaintiff’s claim that the May 27, 2005 letter between the parties 
(the "BNP Side Letter") was ambiguous concerning the extent of his 
right to withdraw his invesm~ent is no longer tenable in light of docu- 
mentary evidence of the parties’ communications and of Plaintiff, s ex- 
tensive experience in negotiating such rights with other hedge funds. 
Among other things, the evidence shows not only that Plaintiff was 
highly experienced in negotiating hedge fund investments and knew 
precisely how to express permanent redemption rights in writing - 
some’dm~g the BNP Side Letter plainly did not do - but also that De- 
fendants refused Plaintiff,s initial inveslment request because his 
funding source, HSBC, demanded redemption rights beyond waiver 
of the Fund’s initial lock-up period provided in the BNP Side Letter. 
Accordingly, Plaintiff,s breach of contract claim (Cotmt VI) must be 
dismissed insofar as it is premised on his fanlt?- construction of the 
BNP Side Letter. 

Second, Plaintiffs’ securities (Count II) and common-law fraud (Count 
IV) and negligent misrepresentation (Count V) claims - which also 
center on the interpretation of the BNP Side Letter - "also must be dis- 
missed. Doctmaenta~ and testimonial evidence ebtablish directly and 
inferentially that the alleged b~y 18, 2005 promise by 1V~. Rose of 
pem~anent redemption rights never occu~aed. Even if that were not so, 
the evidence further demonstrates that Plaintiff,s scienter allegations are 
mldly off-taxget. The threadbare allegation that Defendants mis- 
represented their intentions with respect to Plathtiff" s redemption rights 
m a crass effort to maximize their o~vn compensation fails in hght of the 
numerous other redemption requests Defendants honored prior to the 
September 2007 suspension necessitated by market turmoil. Also, the 
propriety of the suspension decision is conclusively established by the 
written concu~aence of Plaintiff,s om~ internal advisor, Gordon IVliller. 
Indee& a doct~ment belatedly produced in this litigation reflects that 
Plaintiff tmnself believed that the suspension was proper and evinced no 
cognka~ace of the redemption rights he now claims he was promised. 

TNrd, indisputable documentary evidence also disproves Plaintiff’s 
claims of procedural and other improprieties with respect to the Sep- 
tember 2007 amendment of the Ftmd’s limited paxl~ership agreement 
to suspend redemptions. Plaintiff has not shou~ "that Defendants made 
any misrepresentations in urging limited partners to amend the linfited 
partnership agreement. Additionally, not only is Plaintiff inco~Tect as 
a matter of law in claiming that the limited partners were reqnired to 
be, but were not, given twenty days to consider the amendment, indis- 
putable evidence shows that the proposed amendment had received 
the requisite percentage of affn-naative votes well prior to the expira- 
tion oftwen~ days, rendering further delay moot. 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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Finally, Plaintiff has not shown that the amendment involved the nar- 
row sort of highly inequitable conduct required to pursue a claim for 
breach of fiduciary" du~ based on a~a otherwise lawful amendment 
process. Accordingly, Plamfift’s breach of fiduciary. duty claim (Count 
III) must be dismissed, as must be that portion of his breach of con- 
tract claim (Count VI) concerning the September 2007 amendment. 

Docket No. 88-1 at 1-2 (emphasis omitted). 

Plaintiff filed a cross-motion fbr samm~ary judgment on the complaint’s sixth 
cause of action on June 4, 2010. Docket No. 96. Then, on July 29, 2010, defen- 
dants filed a combined reply in support of their motion for summaxy judgment 
and opposition to plaintift~s cross-motion for sun~nasy judgment. Docket No. 
112. Plain’dffreplied on August 26, 2010. Docket No. 114. 

In a ruling issued on January 26, 2011, the court granted defendants’ MSJ on 
Cotmt Nos. 2, 4, and 5; denied defendants’ MSJ on Count No. 3; and largely 
denied defendants’ MSJ on Count No. 6 on the ground that that the afore- 
mentioned side letter can only- be inte~preted with extrinsic evidence and hence is 
not subject to determination on summary judgment. In that same ruling, the 
court denied plaintiff’s cross-MSJ on the complaint’s sixth cause of action. 
I)ocket No. 137. 

FAC 

Plaintiff filed his FAC on February 9, 2011. Docket No. 140. See the counts 
hsted in the sidebar. 

Defendaxlts anb~-ered the complaint on FebrtmJ?- 22, 201 l. Docket No. 143. 

No significant docket entries were made during this coverage period. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to March 31, 2012. [] 
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U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 09-3708 

Honorable Thomas P. Griesa 

Complaint filed on April 10, 2009 

[~ink to Case (PACEr{) 

PLAINTIFFS~ COUNSEL 

Scott M. BelTnun, Esq. 
Aline E. Beaumont, Esq. 

John N. Orsini, Esq. 
Kevin L. Oberdorfer, Esq. 

Friedman, Kaplan, Seller & Adelman 
(New York, N.Y.) 

DEFENDANT S~ COUNSEL 

Gary F. Bendinger, Esq. 
Gregory G. Ballard, Esq. 
Corey Worcester, Esq. 

Howrey 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Jolm K. Villa, Esq. 
David A. Forkncr, Esq. 
Williams & Connolly 

(Washington, D.C.) 

Seth M. Schwartz, Esq. 
Susan L. Saltstein, Esq. 

Michael H. Gruenglas, Esq. 
Jason C. Vigna, Esq. 

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 
(New York, N.Y.) 

David A. Kofler, Esq. 
Robert W. Topp, Esq. 

Dechert 
(Princeton, N.J.) 

William K. [)odds, Esq. 
Dechert 

(New York, N.Y.) 

George A. Salter, Esq. 
Sabrina tL Cochet 
Hogan & Hartson 
(New York, N.Y.) 

SAC’s Cou~wr s 

1. Violation of §10(b) m~d Rule 10b-5 

2. Violation of §10(b) and Rule 10b-5 

3. Violation of §20(a) 

4. Fraud 

5. Fraud 

6. Breach of fiduciary duty 

7. Breach of fiduciary dusty 

LITIGANTS 

Plaintiffs axe the following seven investmem funds that axe munaged by (non- 
litigaa~t) IVleridian Investment Advisors, un employee-owned inveslanent 
agement t~ that is based in Little Rock, ~kansas. 

Meridian Horizon Fun& LP 
"Onshore ¯ Mi~rkfian Horizon ]Nnd H, LP ....... 
Plaimifl~" 

¯ Meridian Diversified ~md, LP ........ 

¯ M~r~Nan Diversified l~kmd, Ltd. 

".’.’.’.’.’.’~~...... 

¯ Merk~an Dg’ersffied ER]SA Fund, Ltd. "O~;hore 

¯ Meridian Diversified Cnmpass ~nd, Lid. Plaintifl~" 

¯ Mi~rkfian Absolute Return ERISA Fund, Ltd. 

Defen~nts ale the following: 

Oppenheimer Acquisition (a subsidiary of Massachusetts Mutual 
Life InsuraJace Compaa~y) 

Tremont Group Holdings, Inc.; Tremont Poxtners, Inc.; and Tre- 
mont (Bc~anuda), all of which ~xe subsidi~es o£, or otherwise 
closely related to, defendant Oppenheimer Acquisition 

KPIVIG LLP mid KPIVIG (Caylnan), collectively "KPMG" 

A key player in this case is non-litigant Rye Investment Munagelnent ("RIIVF’), a 
division of defendant Tremont Group Holdings. 

CASE BACKGROUND 

Plaintiffs allege that they had $116 million on account in two RIIVl-managed 
funds: Rye Select Broad Maxkct XL Fund and Rye Select Broad Moxket XL 
Portfolio Limited, collectively the "XL Funds." The XL Funds were allegedly 
pass-through entities that invested in other Trelnont-controlled fimds. (lhe com- 
plaint does not name these oilier funds; instead, it collectively refers to them as 
the "Reference Funds.") Key to the complaint are allegations that the Refer- 
ence Funds were simply Madoff feeder funds, and that Plaintiffs’ entire $116 
million investment was revealed to be worthless upon the exposure of 
Madoff’s fraud. 

TIlE INITIAL COMPL4hVT 

Plaintiffs’ initial complaint presents the following case summary. 

The Reference Entities were single-mmaager investment vehicles. 
Tremont Defendmlts served as investment munager to these funds, but 
delegated all investment decisions to [Madoff and/or BMIS.] Madoff, 
through BMIS, purportedly executed all trades on behalf of the Refer- 
ence Entities, aa~d also was the custodiaa~ for their securities. 

(continued on next page) 
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8. Negligence 

9. Negligence 

10. Violation of §10(b) a~qd Rule 10b-5 

11. Violation of §10(b) and Rule 10b-5 

12. Fraud 

13. Fraud 

14. Negligence 

15. Negligence 

Plaintiffs invested in the XL Ftmds because the Trelnont Defendants - 
in, among other things, offering materials, responses to due diligence 
questionnaires (~’DDQs"), and direct conversations - gave their assur- 
ance that they were intimately familiaar with MadotI’s and BMIS’s 
operations, and that they closely monitored Madoff’s axed BMIS’s trans- 
actions, internal controls, and operational risk. Moreover, the Tre- 
mont Defendants - through, among other things, monthly perfor- 
mance reports and yearly financial statements, and direct conver- 
sations - also represented that the assets Madoff and BMIS claimed to 
hold for tile XL Funds existed and were appreciating, and that the 
trades IVladoff and BIVIIS claimed to have made for these timds 
actually occl~rred. 

The Tremont Defendants thus purposefully positioned themselves as the 
gatekeepers of all Madoff-related information, and, in exchange for 
the substantial "management" fees they charged plaintiffs, promised 
that they had sufficiently vetted and monitored Madoff and BMIS. 
Plaintiffs relied on "these represantations in making and retaining their 
investments in tile XL Funds, in particular because tile Tremont De- 
fendants limited, and laler cut off entirely, plaintiffs’ direct access to 
Madoff and BMIS. 

In fact, it now appears that Madoff, who pled gml .ty on Maarch 12, 2009 
to a11 eleven counts in the crmtinal information prosecutors filed against 
him, misappropriated the funds he received and purportedly invested 
for the Reference Entities’ (mad, "thus, for the XL Funds’) benefit. In 
December 2008, it was revealed that Madoff had for years been rtm- 
ning a massive Ponzi scheme, and that’the Reference Entities he purpor- 
tedly managed held little or no assets. As part of his plea a~locution, 
Madoff adlnitted to perpetrating this fraud since at least the early 
1990s ... and admitted that he never invested his investlnent adviso~3~ 
clients~ assets in securities. Instead, he simply deposited client funds 
in an account at Chase Max~hattan Bank, and paid redemptions from that 
account. 

If the Tremont Defendants actually had conducted the due diligence and 
monitoring they claimed they had, they would have been aware of 
these facts. ’Itle Tremont Defendants either failed to per~brm tile &~e 
diligence or monitoring they claimed m have perfomled, or they 
uncovered evidence of Madoff’s Pol~i scheme, axed knowingly or 
recklessly misrepresented to plaintiffs~ representatives that the XL 
Funds~ assets existed and were appreciating - all in order to continne 
collecting substantial fees from plaintiffs. 

In addition to the representations of the Tremont Defendants, plaintiffs 
also relied upon nnqualified audit opinions sent to them by KPMG 
LLP and KPMG (Cayman) (together, ~’KPMG"). Because the Refer- 
ence Entities, and thus the XL Funds, relied on BMIS ~br virtually all 
port~blio management, trade execution, and custodial services, gener- 
ally accepted auditing standards ("GAAS") required KPMG to obtain 
b~.lfficient appropriate audit evidence to support the existence of the 
assets Madoff and BMIS claimed to hold and invest for the benefit of 
the Reference Entities, axed the occurrence of the purported trades that 
generated the income reported in these funds’ financial statements. 

Given the concentration of functions at BMIS, and the resulting need 
for heightened pro[~ssional skepticism, KPMG should have determined 
whether a reputable auditor conducted adequate procedures to satis~ 
itself as to tile effectiveness of BMIS’s internal controls, or as to the 
existence of assets axed the occurrence of trades. 

(contnmed on next page) 
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BMIS’s auditor, Frielfling & Horowitz, C.P.A., P.C. ("F&H"), failed to 
perform such procedures, and its reputation and the inadequacy of its 
work made its reports unreliable. F&H was a three person firm, with 
otily one active accountant (David Friehling), who worked out of a 
b~all store[?ont office, had not been "peer-reviewed," and who 
reported to the Americun Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
("AICPA") that he did not conduct audits. Moreover, as alleged by 
the SEC in its complaint against Friehling and F&H, and as KPMG 
would have discovered if it had asked to review F&H’s work papers, 
F&H’s audits of BMIS were a sham, and not supported by any 
meuningful documentation. Thus, F&H’s "audit" work on BMIS was 
unreliable. 

Witt~out assurance frorn a reputable auditor as to the existence of the 
assets and occurrence of trades, KPMG should have obtained addi- 
tional audit evidence some other way - either by having BMIS engage 
a reputable auditor, or by performing audit procedures itself. No evi- 
dence has been reported to suggest that KPMG obtained such appro- 
priate audit evidence. Moreover, because Madoff held none of the 
assets he claimed to hold for his inves~xnent advisov clients, und 
made none of the trades, KPMG would not have been able to obtain 
co~Toboration from sources independent of BMIS that the assets 
existed or trades occurred. 

Under these circumstances, KPMG knew or was reckless in not know- 
ing that issuing unqualified audit opinions on the financial statements 
of the Reference Entities, the XL Funds, and other IVladoff-maJ~aged 
funds sold by the Tremont DefendaJ~ts would violate GAAS. Never- 
theless, KPMG sent to plaintiffs unqualified audit opinions for these 
funds. These audit opinions were false and misleading, and their is- 
suunce to plaintiffs by KPMG was reckless. KPMG knew that inves- 
tors in the XL Funds would rely on its audit opinions on each of these 
funds - all of which purportedly derived returns fiom the same invest- 
ment strategy the Tremont Defendants claimed Madoff and BMIS 
employed. Had KPMG issued anything other than a~a unqualified 
audit opinion with respect to any of these related funds, plaintiffs 
would not have invested in the XL Funds, aJ~d innnediately would 
have redeemed uny existing investments. As a result of the wrongful 
conduct described herein, plaintiffs lost more than $116 million, for 
which the defendants a~:e liable. 

Docket No. 1 at 2-6~ 

The/bllowmg table lists the de/~ndants against whom the complaint’s 15 claims 
aze brought. (The FAC~s claims are identical to those in the initial complaint.) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
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REL4 TED CASE 

A related case in wtdch both Tremont and KPMG were initially named as de- 
fendants is In re Tremont Securities Law, State Law and Insurance Lit,),ation, 
Case No. 08-11117, U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.). KPMG was dismissed 
from the case on March 30, 2010, on the ground that the claims against it axe 
b~ubject to mandatory arbitration. Id. at Docket No. 343. 

KPMG’s MORION rO DISMISS 

The KPIVIG defendants moved to dismiss the complaint on May 20, 2009. 
The lnemomndum in support of that motion provides the following sunmmry 
of KPMG’ s arguments in ~vor of dismissal. 

[Plaintiffs] assert claims against KPMG LLP, which audited the On- 
shore XL Fund’s financial statements for 2006 a~qd 2007 and issued 

single-page opinions ... stating, allegedly incorrectly, that its audits 
complied with Generally Accepted Auditing Standards ("GAAS"). 
KPIVIG LLP was not engaged to audit the financial statements of 
Madoff or BMIS and was not obligated to detect Madoff’s fraud at 
BMIS. The Court should not shit~ responsibility for Plaintiffs’ invest- 
ment decisions to KPMG LLP. The claims against KPMG LLP 
should be dismissed with prejudice for multiple reasons. 

The Section 10(b) clakna against KPMG LLP mu~t be dismissed for at 
least three reasons. First, Plaintiffs have not alleged facts giving rise to a 
"strong inference’~ that KPMG LLP had the required mental state to 
commit fraud, as required by the PSLRA. 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(b)(2). 
Aside from conclusov assertions and mere allegations of GAAS vio- 
lations, which courts routinely hold m be inadequate, Plaintiffs do not 
even attempt to allege scienter on the part of KPMG LLP. Moreover, 
the facts and circumstances here overwhelmingly support an inference 
that KPIVlG LLP neither knew of Madolg s fraud nor participated in it. 
Madoff was a well-respected financial professional, and BMIS was a 
registered broker-dealer regulated by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (the "SEC"). The fraud perpetrated by Madoff was so 
well-hidden that it eluded numerous prominent financial institutions, 
hedge ftmds, and charitable organizations that invested with Madoff, 
as well as the regulators charged with overseeing BMIS. ’II~e SEC’s 
failure to uncover Madoff’s fraud in connection with its regular over- 
sight of BMIS or in connection with several investigations provides 
strong support for an inference that KPIVlG LLP in auditing the 
cial statements of the Onshore XL Fund - not BMIS or Madoff- was 
similarly in the dark as to IVladoff’s criminal activities. In short, the 
most plausible inference to be drawn is that, in the course of auditing 
the financial statements of the Onshore XL Fund, KPMG LLP did not 
know of IVladof[’s fi~aud, much less perpetrate it. Second, PlaitNffs 
have not adequately pleaded reliance on KPMG LLP’s audit opera- 
tions. Ttdrd, PlaitNffs have not pleaded loss causation. 

The state law claims against KPMG LLP also must be dismissed. First, 
because the federal claim fails, there is no reason for the Court to 
exercise supplemental jurisdiction. Second, the state law claims axe 
precluded by the Maxtin Act, which grants the New York Attorney 
General exclusive enforcement power relating to the purchase and 
sale of securities in New York. Third, Plaintiffs have not alleged 
essential elements of the state law claims. 

Finally, to the extent that Plaintiff; coukl assert a valid claim, an~v sa~ch 
claim would be subject to lnandatory arbitration. 

I)ocket No. 22 at 1-2 (emphasis omitted). 

In a ruling filed on March 31, 2010, the court granted KPMG’s motion to dis- 
miss all cotmts. Docket No. 47. 

Counts 10 and 11 (Violation of §10(b) and Rule 10b-5). The court 
dismissed these cotmts because plaintiffs failed to plead scientor 
adequately. Having reached this decision, the court did not con- 
sider the causation and reliance issues, id. at 10. 

(continued on next page) 
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Counts 12 a~ad 13 (Fraud). "[T]he elements of Section ]0(b) 
claims axe essentially "the same as those for common law fraud in 
New York. Since plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) claims do not survive, 
plaintiffs’ connnon law fraud claims, based on the same allega- 
tions of fact, must be dismissed as well." Id. at 15. 

Counts 14 and 15 (Negligence). ’It~e corm folmd that the negli- 
gence claims were preempted by New York State’s Martin Act. 
M. at 15-19. 

APPEAL 

Upon stipulation of the parties and to permit certain paxties to file a linfitcd 
appeal, the court entered £mal judgment with respect to the KPMG defendants 
on July 18, 2011. %VHEREAS, immediate appeal of the [Maxch 31, 2011] 
order dismissing the clain~s against KPMG LLP and KPMG (Ca~/~nan) will 
avoid potentialb/ duplicative discover% and may peirnit plaintiffs’ clain~s 
against KPMG LLP and KPIVIG (Cayman) and the other defendants m be tried 
at a single trial[.]" Docket No. 57 at 2. 

Plaintiffs appealed the court’s final judgment to the U.S. Court of Appeals (2d 
Cir.) on August 8, 2011. The matter was lodged as Case No. 11-3311. 

The Meridian appellants-defen ’dants filed their opening brief on December 14, 
2011. Docket No. 64. Then, in a letter to the court dated December 20, 2011, 
the IVleridian defendants, brought the court’s attention to a recent mlmg of 
potential impo~ ’lance. 

We write pursuant m Fed. R. App. P. 28@ to bring to the Court’s 
attention a siginficant and pertinent authorib~ decided just today .... 

As set forth in Meridian’s brief, the district court dismissed Merid- 
iaa~’s negligence claims against Defendants-Appellees KPMG LLP 
and KPMG (Cayman) on the sole basis that these claims were pre- 
empted by New York’s Martin Act. Today, the New York Court of 
Appeals, in Assured Guaran{v ~rK) Lid. v. J.P. ~VIorgan Nvestment 
ManagementNc., No. 08-603755, 2011 slip op. 9162 (N.Y. Dec. 20, 
2011) (attached), held that "the Martin Act does not preclude a private 
litigant from bringing a nonfraud common-law cause of action." Id. 
at *4. As a result of this binding authority, this Court should reverse 
the District Court’s dismissal that was based on Martin Act preemp- 
tion grounds. 

Docket No. 78-1 at 1-2. 

SAC 

Plaintiffs filed their SAC on December 19, 2011. Docket No. 62. ’Itie plead- 
lng’s claims are shown in the sidel~ar. 

MOTIONS TO DISMISS 

Certain defendaaats moved to dismiss the SAC on Januals~ 3 l, 2012. 

* Tremont entities. Docket No. 63. 

¯ Oppcaaheilner Acquisition. Docket No. 67. 

Plaintiffs filed their opposNons to the motions to dismiss on Febi"aary 29, 
2012. DocketNos. 70 and 71. 

Trial Court: Defendants replied to plaintiffs’ oppositions to the motions to dis- 
miss (above) on March 20, 2012. Docket Nos. 75 aa~d 76. 

Appellate Court: No significant docket entries were made dining this coverage 
period. 

~l~lis review covers the period fi-om Maxch 1 to March 31, 2012. [] 
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B~s~s Y~ PH G OLDM~NS~nS 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 10-4537 

Complaint filed on June 9, 2010 
Dismissed on August 25,2011 

Refiled as Case No. 652996/2011 in 
Sup. Ct. (New York Cty., N.Y.) 

on October 27, 2011 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

Eric L. Lewis, Esq. 
Baach, Robinson & Lewis 

(Washington, D.C.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Jonathan D. Schiller, Esq. 
Alanna C. Rutherfbrd, Esq. 

Bridget E. Brown, Esq. 
Robert J. Dwyer, Esq. 

Rosaline Y.C. Chan, Esq. 
Boies, Schiller & Flexner 

(New York, N.Y.) 

David R. Boyd, Esq. 
Tanya S. Chutkan, Esq. 

Boles, Schiller & Flexner 
(Washington, D.C.) 

Thomas M. Ling, Esq. 
Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett 

(New York, N.Y.) 

COUNTS (U.S. DISTRICT COURT) 

1. Violations of§ 10(b) andRule 10b-5 

2. Conmion law fraud 

3. Fraudulent concealment 

4. Punitive damages 

COUNTS (N.Y. STATE COURT) 

1. Common law fraud 

2. Fraudlflent inducement 

3. Fraudulent concealment 

4. Breach of contract 

5. Negligent misrepresentation 

6. Breach of the implied covenant of good faith and 
t:air dealing 

7. Unjust enriclmient 

8. Rescission 

Note: This case was initially filed in U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.). Follow- 
inS its dismissal there, however, it was re-filed in Sup. Ct. (New York Cty., 
N.Y.). 

LITIGANTS 

Sole plaintiff is Basis Yield Alpha Fund (Master), or "BYAFM," a Cayman 
Island-registered hedge fund specializing in corporate mid structured credit 
Founded in 2003, the fund was ma~aaged by Basis Capital Funds Management 
Limited (Sydney, Australia) until 2007, at which time it was placed in liquida- 
tion. 

Defendants arc the following Goldman Sachs emities: 

G4~ldman Sach~ Gr~mp~ Inc, 

Goldma~ Sachs & CompaW 

Goldman Sachs Intenmtio~al 

Goldman Sachs & Partners Australia 

C~45;E OVERVIEW 

In 2007, plaintiff inveb~ted $80 rnilhon in Goldman’s $1 bilhon CDO offering 
known as "Timberwolf2007-1." The CDO’s value dropped slmxply in the weeks 
following plaintiff’s investment, and plaintiff went mio liquidation soon there- 
after. Plaintiff now asserts that Goldman intentionally made materially mislead- 
mg statements and omissions to induce plaintiff to purchase the sect~ities, and 
that the CDO’s drop in value led to plaintifffs demise. 

THE C03/1PIAINT 

Plaintiff filed its complaint on June 9, 2010. The dispute is summarized in the 
following excerpt from that pleading. 

BYAFM brings this securities fraud action against Goldinan Sachs & 
Company and affiliated companies ("Goldman") for making mate- 
rially misleading statements and omissions in connection with the sale 
of AA-rated securities at a price of approximately $38.6 million a~ad 
the sale of AAA-rated securities at a price of approximately $42.1 
million from a collateral~ed debt obligation ("CDO")known as Tim- 
berwolf 2007-1 ("Timbcrwolf"). Only two weeks after BYAFM pur- 
chased its investment in Timberwolf, the securities precipitously de- 
clined in value, leading "to five margin calls over a two week period. As 
a rob"all of BYAFM’s purchase of the Timberwolf securities and Gold- 
man’s subsequent margin calls, BYAFM lost more than $50 million. 
These losses tbrced BYAFM into insolvency. 

By no later than December 2006, Goldman, at its highest levels, decided 
that the value of securities based upon subprime residential home mort- 
gages would likely go into sharp decline, and that Goldman could profit 
by various means of shorting these securities, or at the very. least, that 
Goldman should be an aggressive seller of such securities, so that Gold- 
man would be in a position to repurchase the securities when they 
drastically declined in price. 

For example, on December 15, 2006, David Viniar, who was Gol& 
man’s Chief Financial OfficeL sent an e-mail discussing subprm~e risk 
to Tom IVlontag, who was the head of Sales and Trading at Goldman. 
Ivlr. ViniaJc wrote "[on] everything else my basic mes~ge was let’s be 
aggressive distributing things because there will be very" good oppor- 
ttmities as the markets goes into what is likely to be even greater 
distress and we want to be in position to take adw~tage of them" 
(emphasis supplied). 

(continued on next page) 
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Goldman’s view that the subprime market and securities based on it 
would go down drarnatically was fimtly held and widely disselninated 
within Goldman. Daniel Sparks, who was the head of the IVlortgage 
Depaactment at Goldman Sachs, stated that businesses that originated 
,~ach mortgages would fail; as Mr. Sparks put it, this failure was a 
question of ’~hen not if." Golchnan was so sure that failure was im- 
nm~cnt "that it bought put options on companies involved in originating 
such mortgages. Such put options would only be profitable if the origi- 
nators’ stock price collapsed prior to the expiration date of the puts. 

At the very same time, however, even as Goldman had decided that 
secmities based on subprime mortgages would lose value, Goldlnan 
decided to put profits before integrity and continued to construct and 
market aggressively such securities to its clients while at the same 
time shorting the market. Mr. Spaacks stated that "[b]usiness flows 
continue - buy and securitize loans, ramp and execute CDOs. With 
extra focus on clealm~g out left over positions." 

The Timberwolf security was a key past of "the Goldman strategy of 
continuing the ~business flow" of creatmg securities and thereby 
ea~m~g fees, while at the same time %leamng out left over posNons," 
that is, dtunping its inventory of toxic securities on customers while 
simultaneously providing a vehicle for Goldman to profit from the 
decline in value of such securities. 

The Timbem~olf marketing material provided by Goldman to BYAFIVl, 
as well as the specific statemants made by Goldman, both in writing 
and orally, were designed both by omission and false and misleading 
statements to disguise and cover up that Timberwolf was a key plank 
in Goldman’s strategy to "clean out" positions and otherwise to short 
the market for such securities so that Goldman could be in a position to 
gain advantage when the mazket went into distress, i.e., when the 
vaJue of the securities declined as Goldman anticipated that they would. 

Goldman,s pitch book for Timbep~volf stated that a third-party (Grey- 
wolf Capital Management), supposedly independent of Goldman, was 
"responsible for initial asset selection’’ of the mortgage securities 
ma2king up Timbcrwolf. This was false. In fact, Goldman exercised 
b~abst~’~tial influence and control over every asset to be included in 
Timberwol£ For example, the Goldman trading desks had the right to 
reject any security suggested by Greywolf and Goldman decided to 
,~pecifically exclude assets that were performing well. The Timber- 
wolf pitch book devotes twelve pages (out of a total of forty nine pages) 
to touting Greywolf’s expertise and independence, its supposedly 
multi-stage investment process, and its purported caa:cful investmant 
analysis and screening process. The pitch book nowhere discloses 
that the Goldman trading desks had veto rights over any sectuity to be 
included in Timberwolf or that Goldman othe~vise was exercising 
ititluence and control over the selection of securities included in Tim- 
berwolf to exclude better performing assets. In t:act, Goldman was a 
short investor on many Timbel~volf securities, betting that they would 
decline in value. 

The representations that the portfolio for Timberwolf had been selected 
by an independent third-path/such as Grcywolf was alleged to be, and 
that the independent third-party had experience and economic interests 
aligned with CDO investors, were important to BYAFM. BYAFM 
would not have invested in Timbe~’olf had it known that Goldman 
played a significant role in the collateral selection process and that 
Goldman used that position to exclude securities that in its judgment 
were better pertbrming and to include securities that it was shorting. 
Among other things, knowledge of Goldman’s role would have 
seriously tmderlined BYAFM’s confidence in the portfolio selection 
process and would have led BYAFM not to el~ter the transaction. 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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In its pitch book, Goldman falsely" represented that the Timberwolf 
product was %ntended to result in portlblios that will generate positive 
perlbrmance for the benefit of both the debt and equity investors." In 
fact, on information and belief, Goldman intended to, and did, con- 
struct Timberwolf witla poorly performing CDOs m order to lay" off its 
o~q risk onto unsuspecting investors. Moreover, at the time Goldman 
made "that statement to its clients, including BYAFM, Goldman was 
s~ating, with respect to CDOs, that "[t]he whole building is about to 
collapse anytime now." In March 2007, at the very time Timberwolf 
was being "ramped up," Daniel Sparks described the subprime busi- 
ness as being "totally- dead." Goldman was at this time shorting the 
s~bprJme market. 

Indeed, at the very time that Goldman was representing that Timber- 
wolf was designed to ’~generate positive performance for the benefit of 
both the debt and equity investors," it was also actively assembling a 
portfolio of similar secm-ities for the express purpose of helping the 
hedge fund Panlson & Co., Inc. profit from a sharp decline in the 
value of such securities. Goldman has been sued for frand by the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Conm~ission in com~ection with this related 
transaction. 

Some within Goldman were rightly concerned about the representa- 
tions bmng made to clients about Tinaberwolf. Donald IVlullen of 
Goldman wrote to Daniel Spaarks on May 11, 2007 to tell him that 
Harvey Schwartz of Goldman was "concerned about the represen- 
tations we may be ma2dng to clients .... " This concern went no- 
where. Instead, such concerns were shunted to one side in order not to 
interfere with the selling process or impair Goldman’s profits. 

In the same week that BYAFM and Goldanan were closing their deal, 
a senior executive with Goldman ~mote that Timberwolf was "one 
shitty deal" - an internal assessment that was never disclosed until the 
United States Senate subpoenaed Goldman documents. Despite 
knowing that Timberwolf was %he shitty, deal" and notwithstanding 
concerns expressed by insiders about the securities and representa- 
tions being made to potential investors, Goldman actively solicited its 
clients, including BYAFM, to purchase the security, and in doing so 
made false and misleading statements of material fact, knomng such 
statements were false and misleading, and failed to disclose material 
information, knowing that by this failure, material infornaation that 
Goldman did disclose was rendered misleading. 

Within five months of issuance, Timbepa~olf lost 80 percent of its value. 
It was liquidated in 2008. The Goldman "trader responsible for man- 
aging "the deal later characterized the day that Timbelavolf was issued 
as % day’ that will live in infamy." 

Docket No. 1 at 1-6 (brackets, parenthetical comments, ellipses, and 
emphasis in original). 

MOITON TO DISMISS 

The Goldman defendants moved to dismiss the complaint on August 4, 2010. 
Their argument for dismissal relies aJanob~c entirely upon the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
recent ruling in ~VIonison v. N’alional Australia Bank LM., 130 S. Ct. 2869 
(2010). Defendants specifically argue, "this litigation presents a contract dis- 
pute between two [breign entities, executed atxoad and governed by English law, 
and Mo~rison makes clear that it does not belong in this Court." Docket No. 
22 at2. 

Plaintiffs filed their opposition on August 24, 2010 (I)ocket No. 29), and defen- 
dants replied on September 1, 2010 (Docket No. 32). 

(continued on next page) 
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The court granted the Goldman defendants’ motion to dismiss (without 
prqjudice) on July 21, 2011, largely on the ground that plaintiff had failed to 
establish that a dolnestic transaction had occurred. 

In Morrison, the Supreme Court held that Section ]0(b) of the Exchange 
Act does not apply extraterritorially and instead applies only to domes- 
tic securities transactions. In so holding, the Supreme Court established 
a "transactional test" to deterrmne whether a transaction could be sub- 
ject to a Section 10(b) suit, examining "whether the purchase or sale is 
made in the United States, or involves a security listed on a domestic 
exchange." Morris’on, 130 S.Ct. at 2886; see also Plumbers’ Union 
Local No. 12 Pens’ion Fund v. Swiss’ Reins’urance Co., 753 F. Supp. 2d 
166, 177 (S.D.N.Y. 2010). The Supreme Court further made clear 
that it was repudiating the "conduct and effects" test previously applied 
by this Circuit, emphasizing that the Exchange Act focuses not on 
’‘where the deception took place" but where the transaction occurred. 
~,~Iorrison, 130 S.Ct. at 2884. 

As Morrfson dealt with a security traded on a foreign exchange, it was 
"laxgely silent regmding how lower courts should detemfine whether a 
purchase or sale is made in the United States." S.E.C.v. Goldman 
Sachs & Co., F. Supp. 2d ,2011 WL 2305988 at *8 (S.D.N.Y. June 
10, 2011) (internal quotations omitted). Consequently, courts dealing 
with securities not traded on any exchange, like the CDO at issue 
here, have had to define when a purchase or sale occurs so that it can 
then determine where the transaction took place. 

For the purposes of the Exchange Act, a "purchase" has been held to 
occur when the paxties incmaed "mevocable liability" to complete the 
transaction. Plumbers" D)don, 753 F. Supp. 2d at 177 (surve,/ing case 
law and examining the statutocv" language of the Exchange Act) see 
also S.F,.C.v. Goldman Sachs, 2011 ~,VL 2305988, at *8 (same). Thus, 
to state a claim under Section 10(b), a plaintiff must allege that the 
paxties incurred irrevocable liability to purchase or sell the securi .ty in 
the United States. 

Here, the Complaint includes numerous inbtances of U.S.-based conduct 
that led up to the sale of the security, including most notably the 
alleged fraudulent statements of GSC’s New York-based Managing 
Director David Lehman on the June 13, 2007 conference call that al- 
legedly induced BYAFM to purchase Timberwolf. UnderMorrison’s 
"transactional test," however, Plaintiff fails to allege that an?’ purchase 
or sale occurred in the United States. Plaintiff only alleges that "On or 
about June 13, 2007, BYAFM agreed to purchase from Goldman [the 
Timbcrwolf securities]". Plaintiff fails to provide sufficient facts that 
allow "the Couxt to draw the reasonable inference that the purchase or 
sale was made in the United States. As a result, Plaintiff fails "to state 
a clainl that Defendants violated Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. These 
claims are dismissed without prejudice. 

Docket No. 50 at 7-9 (citations to complaint omitted) (brackets in 
original). 

The court entered .judgment on defendants~ motion to dismiss on August 25, 
2011. DocketNo. 51. 

RE-FILING IN STATE COURT 

Plaintiff re-filed the complaint - against the same defendants but ruth an ex- 
panded series of clatms - on October 27, 2011, in Sup. Ct. (New York Cry., N.Y.). 

MOTIONS TO DISML%’ 

On January 17, 2012, the four Goldman Sachs defendants moved to compel 
axbitration or, in the alternative, dismiss the complaint. Docket No. 10. 

Also on January 17, 2012, defendant Goldanan Sachs Australia moved to dis- 
miss the complaint for lack of personal jurisdiction. Docket No. 37. 

ON.,/- discovery-related matters were docketed during this coverage period. 

This review covers the period from Maxch 1 to March 31,2012. ~ 
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U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 09-5064 

Honorable Richaxd M. Berman 

Complaint filed on May 29, 2009 

Link to Case (PACER) 

PLAINTIFF’ S COUNSEL 

George A. Zelcs, Esq. 
Korein Tillery 
(Chicago, Ill.) 

Philip C. Korologos, Esq. 
Boles, Schiller & Flexner 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Matthew J. Henken, Esq. 
Richard B. Drubel, Esq. 

Boies, Schiller & Flexner 
(Hanover, N.H.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Mitchell A. Lowenthal, Esq. 
Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Shirli F. Weiss, Esq. 
DLA Piper 

(San Diego, Cal.) 

Jeffrey B. Coopersmith, Esq. 
DLA Piper 

(Seattle, Wash.) 

Keara M. Gordon, Esq. 
Anthony D. Gill, Esq. 

DLA Piper 
(New York, N.Y.) 

David Spears, Esq. 
Monica P. Folch, Esq. 

Spears & Imes 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Benjmnin A. Bednaack, Esq. 
William J. Sushon, Esq. 
Asher L. Rivner, Esq. 

Jonathan Rosenberg, Esq. 
O’Melveny & Myers 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Michael D. Torpey, Esq. 
Penelope G. Blair, Esq. 

Orriclq Herrington & Sutcliffe 
(San Francisco, Cal.) 

Lori L. Phillips, Esq. 
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe 

(Seattle, Wash.) 

David A. Priebe, Esq. 
Gray, Cary, Ware & Freidenrich 

(Palo Alto, Cal.) 

THE PARTIES 

Sole plaintiff in rids action is Mo,mco-based SRM Global ]Nr~d, a hedge fired 
that was founded by Jon Wood in 2006. Upon opening, the fund had assets of 
$3 billion, but it was beset by a series of ,sour investments that included the 
acquisition of a ma.lor stake in Countrywide Financial in 2007 and 2008, along 
with subsequent positions in Bear Steaaa~s and Northern Rock that were wiped out. 

The instant action was brought against CounWwide Financial (n/Ida Baaak of 
America Home Loans), Barck of America Corporation, and the following indi- 
viduals: 

Angelo R. Mozilo (CounWwide’s co-Founder, CEO & Chaimmz9 

David Sambol (Countuwide~s President, CO() & Director) 

Eric P. Sieracki (Coun~wide~s CFO & Exec. Managing Director) 

Kenneth D. Lewis (Bal& of America’s President, CEO & Chair- 
maa-1) 

(.,:dSE OVERVIEW 

Staacting in 2007, plaintiff SRM invested more than $280 million to accumulate 
an 8.1% oxvnership position in det~nda~t Countrywide. Subsequent events, 
however, dramatically decreased the value of CounWwide stock, and Bm~k of 
America acquired the firm in 2008 for $2.5 bilhon. 

Plaintiff asserts that its investment decisions were predicated upon numerous 
public statements defendants Mozilo, Sanabol, and Sieracki issued during 2007 
and 2008, but that the statements were misrepresentations made to deceive plain- 
tiff and other investors. Plaintiffcontends it consequently lost $80 million. 

Plaintiff filed its initial complaint on May 29, 2009; it then filed a FAC on 
June 18, 2009. A portion of the latter pleading’ s Prelimmmy Statement is pre- 
sented below. 

This action a~ises out of material misrepresentations and omissions by 
Defendmats ... which artificially inflated the price of CounWwide COlll- 
mon stock and other securities and caused Plaintiff" to retain its invest- 
ment in Countuwide and to purchase Countrywide common stock and 
other securities at inflated prices, which subsequently declined when the 
underlying weaknesses concealed by Defendants’ misrepresentations and 
omissions were gradually revealed, thereby damaging Plaintif£ By tiffs 
action, Plaintiff seeks to recover its damages caused by Defendants’ 
misrepresentations axed omissions. 

Beginning at least as early as the beginning of 2007, Defendants made 
material misrepresentations and omissions to Plaintiff" about CounW- 
wide’s Financial condition, including the business risks caused by Coun- 
trywide’s need for additional capital and liquidity, both in public state- 
merits and directly to Plaintiff in personal conununications. Among 
other things, Defen ’dants Countrywide, Mozilo, Sambol and Sieracki 
(the "Countrywide Defendants") repeatedly assa~red Plaintiff and the 
investing public that Countrywide had adequate capital and liquidity and 
was in a strong financial position. 

In Jaaauaxy 2008, Baaak of America’s Chief Executive Officer, Kenneth 
Lewis, stated publicly that Countrywide "had a very inapressive liquidity 
plan," and "had their backup lines in place." 

(contim+ed on next page) 
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FAC’ s COL~NT S 

l. Violations of § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and SEC Rule 10b-5 

2. Violation of § 18 of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 (misleading statements) 

3. Violation of § 20 of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 (control person) 

4. Common law fraud 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 

In April 2008, Lewis also s-rated publicly that ~the deep due diligence we 
performed [in connection with Bank of America’s acquisition of C otm- 
trywide] co~dirmed our belief that there is great long-tem~ value embed- 
ded in Countrywide~s business." 

In fact, as the Coun~mde Defendax~ts later revealed, and as both they 
and Lewis and Ba~k of America (the ~Ba~k of America Defendants") 
knew at the time, Cotmtrymde had ceased to be a viable company in 
July 2007 and liquidity had disappeaa:cd in August 2007. 

All of Dd~ndants’ misrepresentations and omissions concerned facts 
that were peculiarly within the knowledge of Det~ndants and which 
were not readily available to Plaintif£ As Defendants knew, as a result 
of Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions, Plaintiff was acting 
under mistaken beliefs about these material facts. Defenda~qts breached 

their du.ty by failing to disclose the truth to Plaintiff 

Defendants also deceived Plaintiff through partial and ambiguous btate- 
mants ~kat non-public information ava£able to Defendants rendered mate- 
rially misleading. Defendants breached their duty by t:ailing to disclose 
that ildb~mation to Plaintiff. 

Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions were lnaterial in that a 
reasonable investor would have considered it significant that Country- 
wide had ceased to be a viable company in July 2007 and that liquidity 
had di~ppeared in August 2007. 

By virtue of the misrepresentations and omissions alleged in "this Com- 
plaint, Defendants artificially ilulated the price of Country.wide common 
stock and other securities and caused Plaintiff to retain its investment in 
Cotmtrywide and to purchase Cotmtrywide colranon stock and other 
secm-ities at inflated prices, which subsequently declined when the 
underlying weal<nesses concealed by Defendants’ misrepresentations 
and omissions were gradually revealed, thereby damaging Plaintif£ 

Countrywide stock lost nearly 90% of its value in just nine months as 
the truth about the problems at Countrywide concealed by Defendants’ 
misrepresantations and omissions were gradually revealed. 

Defendants’ material misrepresentations and omissions caused Plaintiff 
sa~bstantial ’damages on its investment in Countrywide. Plaintiff was 
injured by Defendants~ misrepresentations and omissions, which con- 
cealed Country. mde’s deterioration and vulnerability to changing mar- 
ket circumstances. 

I)ocket No. 9 at 1-4 (brackets in original) (internal references omitted). 

The four counts plaintiff asserted in the FAC are listed in the sidcbar. 

MOTION TO DISMISS 

Defendants moved to dismiss the FAC on September 2 l, 2009. Their summary 
statement in favor of di,~missal is presented below. 

Securities fraud plaintiffs must plead particularized facts (i) demon- 
strating that alleged misrepresentations were false when made; and (ii) 
giving rise to a strong inference that defendants acted with fraudulent 
intent. The AC, already Plaintiff’s second attempt at complying with 
Rule 9(b) and’the PSLRA, satisfies neither of these requirements. 

SRM Global Fund Limited Paslnership ("SRM") - an off-shore hedge 
fund that touts its %ontrarian" investment approach- bought millions of 
Conn~,/wide shares as the global financial crisis tin[bided, knowing full 
well that Countrymde’s business (originating and selhng mortgages) 
was deeply affected by that crisis. Ignoring almost two dozen pointed 
warnings about Coun~mde~s business and the effect of the seized 
credit markets, which SRM itself labels as "corrective," SRM bought 
with its eyes open, betting "that the market was wrong. But it was SRM. 
not the market, that l~ailcd "to heed Cotmtuwidc’s many warnings and 
misjudged the gravity of the economic crisis. 

(contnmed on next page) 
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SRM now contends that Deign ’dants, in lnaldng statements beWv-een 
Ma:ch 2007 and May 2008, t:ailed to reveal that Countrywide ’;ceased to 
be ... viable" in July 2007, and that its "liquidity had disappeareff’ on 
August 2, 2007. This contention fails to state a claim. The AC is devoid 
of a single contemporaneous t~act - whether from an internal document, 
named or confidential witness, or other source - that bu.:pports SRM’s alle- 
gations. Instead, SRM simply repeats its conclusory and unsupported 
assertions that Countrywide was not viable or liquid as of July and 
August 2, 2007, and that Defendants knew this. At the same time, SRM 
pleads allegations that make its fraud theory implausible and affirma- 
tively refute it. Not only (lid Countrywide continue as a viable business 
after July 2007, but BofA invested $2 billion at the end of August 2007, 
and then purchased the Company in Januasy 2008 for stock worth an 
additional $4 billion, And after August 2, 2007, Countrywide had access 
to and drew down more than $62 billion in credit liquidity. 

In addition, there was no material omission here. Countrywide repeat- 
edly disclosed that access to its ~xaditional funding sources became 
severely constrained in ea:ly August 2007, and that in response it transi- 
tioned m a ~’thrift funding" model under which all funding for mortgage 
origination would come t?om its atliliate, Countrywide Bat~ FSB 
("Countrywide Bax~k"), in the form of bank-level deposits and credit 
t~acilities, rather than frozen capital axed public debt ma:kets. Thereafter, 
Countrywide continually waarned that the unprecedented market con- 
ditions that led to the liquidity stress of Augub~t 2007 had not abated, and 
that steps taken in response n~ght not be sufficient. No reasonable in- 
veb*tor (much less a sophisticated one like SRM) could have t~ailed to 
comprehend t?om Cotmtrywide’s many disclosures that it was fhcmg 
difficult business challenges. WINe Countrywide remained hope~l that 
it would withstand those challenges, the statements it made to explain 
that hope - cabined repeatedly by a series of risk disclosures - ~caxmot 
reasonably be found to be misleading." San Leandro Emerge~c~’ ~[ed. 
Group P~)fit Sharing Pla~ v. PMlip ~/l?)n~s Cos., Nc., 75 F.3d 801, 811 
(2d Cir. 1996). 

Further, SRM fails to offer any fact showing that Defendaa:ts did not 
bdicve Coun~u3/wide’s response to the events of ea:ly August 2007 
would be successful - much less that any defen ’dant knew the response 
would not be. Instead, the AC relies excfusively on hindsight statements 
Mozilo and Sambol supposedly made du:ing a June 3, 2008 lneeting with 
SRM’s representatives, ahnost a yea: after the Compan~v’s bKlpl~)sed de- 
rinse in the ~-anuner of 2007. The Second Circuit, however, has long re- 
jected t~aud by hindsight as a basis for alleging securities fraud. Sk#elds v. 
CilitntstBancorp, Me., 25 F.3d 1124, 1129 (2d Cir. 1994). SRtM makes 
no effort to quote what supposedly was said in June 2008 about viability 
and liquidity, and inb~tead offers only concNsory pronouncements. More 
importantly, there is no allegation that IVlozilo or Sambol said in June 
2008 that in Jnly or August 2007 either believed that the Company was 
not viable or lacked liquidity. Rather, alier a yea: of battling unprece- 
dented economic challenges (something Countrywide repeatedly dis- 
closed), Mozilo and Sambol advised SRM why, in June 2008, SRM 
should support Countrywide~s merger with BofA. Tellingly, the alleged 
June 3, 2008 hindsight speculation says noflKqg about what happened in 
the 10 months after August 2, 2007: no defendant is alleged to have 
said that the steps taken by Countrywide to address the economic crisis 
and credit crunch proved ineffactive - much less that he knew, as of 
Jnly or August 2007, such steps ~vould t;ail. Sieracki is not alleged eve:: 
to have ~poken at the meeting. 

(contnmed on next page) 
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SRM thus fails to plead with partictflazity" the required elements of a 
fraud claim against the Countrywide Defendax~ts: a statement of material 
t~act (and not mere puffeD’) that was t~alse when made; that any Indi- 
vidual CW Defendant had motive to commit fraud or knew that his btate- 
ments were false when made; and the requisite actual and justifiable m- 
hance that New York law requires to maintain a common law fraud 
claim. 

The AC’s fraud claims against "the BofA Defendants should aJso be dis- 
missed. ’Itlose claims rest exclusively on two statements that BofA’s 
CEO (Lewis) allegedly made about the proposed merger with CormW- 
wide before the merger closed. Most of these claims are bm~ed by res 
judicala because in an August 28, 2009 judgment, the Delaware Chan- 
cery Court rejected SRM’s challenges to the settlement of litigation 
challenging the merger (the "Delaware Litigation") and released all but 
one of SRM’s claims. Regardless, all claims agakast the Bo~ Defen- 
dants fail because SRM has not adequately pleaded that (i) the chal- 
lenged statements were false; (ii) Bol;4’s CEO possessc~l "the requisite 
fraudulent intent; or (iii) SRM actually and justifiably relied on either 
challenged statement. 

Docket No. 46 at 1-3 (footnotes and citations to FAC omitted). 

THE COURT’S RULIN(; ON PLAINTIFF’S 
§ lO(b) AND RULE 1013-5 CLAIMS 

Oral argument regarding dcfendaa~ts~ motion to dismiss was hcm-d on May 5, 201(/. 
Then, in aDecisiot~ & Order issued on June 17, 2(/1(/, the court granted the mo- 
tion in its entirety. 

Key to the corot’s mlmg on all causes of action was its anaJysis of plaintitFs claim 
lbr violations of § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. The court relied upon a tbur-prong test 
whose basis lies in PSL]LA and t!’RCP 

[Plaintift~ must] "(1) specify the statements that the plaintiff contends 
were fraudulent, (2) identify the speaker, (3) state where and when ~he 
b~tements were made, and (4) explain why the statements x~crc fraudu- 
lent." SteveIman v. Alias Res., h~c., 174 F.3d 79, 84 (2d Cir. 1999) (cita- 
tions axed internal quotation marks omitted); see a&o KaInit v. Eich[er; 
264 F.3d 131, 138 (2d Cir~ 2001); Novak v. Kasaks, 216 F~3d 300, 306 
(2d Cir. 2000) (citations omitted). 

Docket No. 68 at 13 (parenthetical comrnc~ts in original). 

q25e court then limnd that plaintiff had ~’~tisfied the first three prongs, but that 
none of its allegations met the fourth prong’s demands~ In its analysis, tl~e corot 
~pecifically analyzed each of defcn&mts’ alleged misrepresentations, with em- 
phasis placed upon the two referred to as the "Flying Blind Email" and the "June 
3, 2008 Meeting." The court’s statements on both of these alleged misrepresen- 
tations are presented below. 

The"Flyin~ Blind Email" 

The %’lying Blind Email" refers to an e-mail Mozilo sent to Sambol and Sieracki 
on September 26, 2006, wherein "Mozilo stated ’[w]e ihave no way, with any 
reasonably certain~~, to assess the real risk of holding [pay-option ARM] loans 
on ore- balance sheet .... The bottom line is that we arc flying blind on how these 
loans will perform m a stressed environment of higher unemployment, reduced 
vahies and slowing home sales.’ 
original.) 
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The court’s analysis of this e-mail witNn the context of plaintiffs § 10(b) 
Rule 10b-5 claims is presented below. 

’~[I]t is indi~utable that there cal be no o~mssion Micro tile allegedly 
omitted facts are N~lo~d." I~, ~’ P~z~gress ~i)wrg~, Inc., 371 F.Supp. 
2d 548, 552 (SD.N.Y. 2005); see also Oa~,ino, 228 t!’.3d at 167 ("a mis- 
representation is immaterial if the intbm~ation is already known to the 
market because the misrepresentation cannot then defraud the market"). 

Countywide warned investors in its 2(/(/6 Form 10-K, filed on Mm-ch 1, 
2007, i.e., approximately five months befi_~re Plai~Nffs first purctmse of 
Countrywide securities, that "[d]ue to the lack of significant historical 
eN~rience at Countrywide, tile credit per[bmaaslce of [pat’ option 
At{M] loans has not been established fbr the Compm~y." Plaintiff does 
not explain Why or how this Form 10-K disclosure was deficient. See 
re IA(7/lnlerAct~veCo~g~ Sec. LiIig., No. 04 Civ. 7447, 2010 WL 996483, 
at *6-7 (S.D.N.Y. Man-. 19, 2(/1(/). While the term "flying blind"’ may 
more colorfully convey’ Cotmtrywide"s "lack of significant hisa~orical expe- 
rience" with pay-option ARMs, "the [I)]e fendants were under no duty to 
’employ the adjectorial [sic] characterization’ that the [P]laintif~[] be- 
lieve[s] is more accurate." I’uchma~ ~,. DSC Commc ’~s Corp., 1,-l K3d 
1061, 1069 (5th Cir. 1994). 

Defendants made additiortal Nsclosures regarding pay-option AR2Ms 
befbre and &tring the Relevant Period. For example, on July 26, 2005, 
Mozilo stated Lhat although pay-option ARMs were Cotuituwide:’s "low- 
eb~ delinquency product at the moment ... you have to wait some time 
for loans to mature a yem-, two years, even three years to determine how 
they,’m going to perfbm~." Sinularly, on July 25, 2006, Mozilo warned 
that it’"[interestI rates continue to rise signitScarNy, then the[] resets and 
payments shocks will be substarltiaF’ on pay-option ARM~. He t~rther 
explained that ~’we just need time t~) see how this is going t,) play out .... 
~[}te test will be when the resets take place and I’m not certain exactly 
what’s going to ihappen there." And, in Count, ywide’s 2007 Form 1 
filed with the SEC on Februm7 28, 2(/(/8, Countrywide disclosed tMt it 
’1ms a significmat mves~nent m [Ny-option loa~s]). Pay-option lomas 
repremnt 32% and 45% of the Company~s investment m modgage lom~s 
held lbr nivestment at D~:cmber 31, 2007 and 2006, res~ctively." 
With ,v~b~ect to &ese loans, Count~3~wide al~ Nsclo~d m As 2007 
Form 10-K that ’~[o]t~ [x)m)we~~ abilib~ to &l?r portions of the interest 
~cming on their loans may expose us to incrmsed c,~Nt risk. ~[Ns is 
b~ause M~en the ,~qtm~d montNy payments for these loans even~mlly 
incrmse, bo~owem may be less able to pay the increa~d amounts 
may be more likely to &Pault thm~ a bom~wer with a loan whose imtial 
payment provides for full amortization. Our exposure to this higher 
credit risk is increas~ hy the amom~t of deleted mtc~est that tins been 
added to ~m pm~cipal balance." 

’"It~e Coud is awae ~at whethc~ ~ a~egedly omitted *:act was available 
to ~;c mmket otlc~ is a *:&:t mt~msive kNuk5, that is ’rarely ~ a~rop~qate 
lxasis lbr dismissing.’ "’ N re }7izer, Nc Sec. Lilig., 538 F.Supp.2d 621, 
632 n.61 (SD.N.Y. 2008) (q~)ting Oar~mo, 228 F.3d at 167). ~Howeve~; 
’rarely appropdate’ is nN the same as ’never appropriate .... ~" 
(ci~don omitted). Here, Coun~Twide:’s lack of significant Nstofical 
ex~rience wia~ pay-option ARMs was cleaxly ~sclosed m a document 
filed with the SEC on March l, 2007. ’~[T]he f~ts here show &at all the 
~bmmtion [P]lamtR’t]] clama[s] was concealed by [D]et~ndm~ was 
publicly avmlablc ... and on the~ [~cts ~c law renders [D]et~nd~ts’ 
puttied misstatements ~aate~iN." Ilzbite v. H c~ R Z~lock, Nc., 
02 Civ. 8965, 2004 WL 1698628, at "12 (S.DN.Y. July 28, 2004); see 
also N re ~$lenill Lknch Auction RaW Sec. l;iIig., - F.Supp.2d -, No. 09 
MD 2030, 2010 WL 1257597, at "15 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 31,2010). 
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PlaintifFs claim that cellain blatements made by the Countrywide De- 
l~nd~ts aflc~ Mozilo ~nt fl~e f]y~ Nmd em~ t~ Saxn~_~] ~d Sic~-ac~ 
(e.g., "file CompaW is well[-]posNoned m capitN~e on opportmfities 
d~mng tNs transition[all reriod in the molNage business," and "[Coun- 
tiym&] mam~m[~l] a&q~m~, appropriate and cost eIl~ctive so~es 
of liquidib~ im(~r all market conditions") were mislmdmg is "m~der= 
mined also by fl~e ~eo~ upon which it is ba~d- nanely, fraud-on-flae- 
maxket fl~eo~ b~ause the market price of a stock is presumed to reflect 
’all publicly avmlable information.’ ’:’ ~VMIe, 2004 WL 1698628, at "12 
(quo~g Basic No. v. Lm,msot~, 485 U.S. 224, 246 (1988)). Such pub- 
~cly av~able ~blmation includes ComltD’wide’s 2006 and 2007 Fomls 
10-K and s~t~nents made &~mIg a July 25, 2006 tcl~:or~bI~Ce wi~ 
Mozilo m~d analysts. Plaintiff ~knowl~lges that ~e market ~br Cotm- 
trymde ~c~mties efficiently (~gested current information mgarNng the 
company from all publicly available sources and ~flec~d such in,tuna, 
fion m the price of Co~t~wi&’s sec~fies. Thus, "Plm?ati~] canno~ 
u~ ~is pres~pfion to argue ~a~ ~e ma-ket price reflected [D]efen- 
dants’ pu~-po~tcd miss~[ements bN not fl~e ~e b~m~nmnts confined in 
lDet~ndm~ts’] p~ss mlmses and SEC Ii~gs .... " ~?~iw, 2004 WL 
1698628, at * 12; see also N re Pfi2er, Nc. Sec. Li¢(g~, 538 F.Supp.2d at 
632. 

Docket No. 68 at 14-17 (brackets, ellipses, and parenthetical comments 
m original) (citations to case doc~m~ents and SEC filings omit~d). 

The"June 3, 2008 M~tin~" 

The m~ting in q~b~on was a[~ll~d by ~veral S~ repre~ntatives a~d Cou~- 
~svide’s Mozilo, S~nbol, and Siemcld. citing to fl~e FAC, fl~e cou~ s~te& 
"’At fl~at rnee/~N ... Mozilo tok] Pla~Nff that CoN~t~md.c had go~m 
be~N a viable company to ~N ~mt viable dung one w~k ncazly a yea be- 
li-)re, in J@ 2001’ and ~Sambo] ~)ld SRM t~t liqmdib’ disappmred in one 
on A~qust 2, 2007.~" Docket No. 68 at 9. 

The cobra’s mmlysis of fNs meeting wifhin the conte~ of plNntit’t~s ~ 10(b) and 
Rule 10b-5 claims is presen~d bdow. 

~e Amended Complaint does not con~m any Nlegafions of facts sup- 
po~mg PlahNIF s conte~Non that any DdL~n~nt l~ew, ~ior t~ the June 
3, 2008 meeting, fl~at "CountlTmde had c~sed to be a viable compaay 
m July 2007 and liqlfidiV had N~ppea~ed [on] August [2,] 2007?’; see 
D@r LP v. Raymond J)~mes 1~)~. Nc., 654 F.Supp.2d 204, 217 (S.D. 
N.Y. 2009) ("Pla?mtiff fails to allege ~acks that [~lticularize how and 
w~’ each defen~t actually knew, or was reckless m not ~owmg, tha~ 
the Mleged s~temen’us and omissions x~rc fraudulcn~ at fl~e time they 
were madeY’ (emphasis omitted). It is not suNcient for Plmntiffto con- 
tend fliat flie Counti3,wide De[bndants (l~mst have) had access to con- 
~~3~ i~acts. See Novak, 216 F.3d at 309; see also ATSI Commnc ~s v. 
Shaarb~d~ ,493 F.3d 87, 98 (2d Ck. 2007) ("[allegations ~at ae con- 
c:Nsoi7 or unsuppol~d by t~caml asseltions are inslffficient~’ lmder Rule 
9(b)). 

The "compelli~ inf~r~ice" urg~ by Plmnfiff; i.e., "that [the Count~- 
m& Del?n~Nnts] coul@ n~rly a year lair, i&ntii}" so pr~isely when 
Count~’~&ie c~sed M be viable m~cl liquidi~ N~ppem-ed ~cause they 
mcogmzed fl~ose events at or about the time they happened," is unavail- 
ing ~cause "the mere ~sclosm-e of adverse i~ormadon sho~ly a~er a 
positive s~ternent does not suppo~ a tSadmg fliat the plior statement 
was ~1~ at the t~ne R was made." ElliotIA,~soc., L.P.v. C~.,ance. I~c., 
No. 00 Civ. 4115, 2000 WL 1752~1.8, "7 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 28, 2000)~ 
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Plaintiff ~’must specifically Menti[~ the reports or statements contai~m~g 
this in[bnnation," id., that were allegedly available to Defendants aid 
which showed that ~Countrywid.e had ceased m be a viable compar~v in 
July 2007 and liqmdi .ty had disappeared [onl August [2,] 2007." See 
Teamsters Local 445 Freight L)iv. Pension Fund v. L~ex Capital 
531 F.3d 190, 196 (2d Cir. 2008); Plmnbers" & Swan~tters Local 773 
Pension Uund v. Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, No. 08 Civ. 
8143, 2010 WI~ 961596, at "10 (S.D.N.Y. M~-. 17, 2010) ("Plaintiff has 
not ’s~cifically identified a~y reports or s~tements:’ or a~’ &tes or 
~ae li-dme m wNch [dlelEn&nts were put on notice of con~-ad.ido~ m- 
li~mmtion." (ci~ions o~mtted); in re Sec. Capia~I Assun Ltd. See. Li~)., 
No. 07 Civ. 11086, 2010 WL 1372688, at *26 (S.DN.Y. Max. 31, 2010) 
(’~l)el)n(Nnts, ’like so many oth~ restitutions’ floo~ed by ~he housing 
market crisis ’could not has’e b~n expected to anticipate the crisis with 
the accuracy [p]lamti~s] eqioy[] m hmdsighL’ "(ci~Iions 

Docket No. 68 at 17-18 (brack(ks ~d t~ren~efical comments in ofigi- 
nN) (lot/mote and citations to ca~ doc~ents omitted). 

Additional ~eged #fisrepresentations 

A ce~m suhse~ of plamtiw s a~egations pe~ms to s~tements made by dei?n- 
~Nnt Lewis. The corot largely addressed ~e issue of whe~er these b~atements 
incNded misrepresen~fions by relythg upon a recent mlmg by the Delaware 
Com~ of CMnce~~, 

[A]nol~er com~ has de,trained in a sepal-ate litigation against Count~’- 
wi~, Bank of CMne~ca ~d oaae~ brought by ce~in shareholders of 
Countywide, including S~ (~e Plaintiff here), that ~e ve~’ s~ne 
staIements that are alleged in the ~ended Complam~ (e.g., ~at Coun- 
tywide had a ve~’ ~npressive liquidly’ plan ~xd had its t~ckup lines m 
place) ~’seem mere optinfistic puftEry; not actionable under fed.eml 
cn~ties law." b~ re Counto~kle Com. Shareholders Litig., 2009 WL 
2595739, at *4. 715e l)elaware Court concluded that "SRM’s purported 
federal securities law claims based on ~he L~vis S~ments [were] yet 
another likely unavaifing a~pt to mitigate loses resulting from Coun- 
t~’wide’s collap~Y’ h£ (emphasis added). 

Docket No. 68 at 21-22 (I5-st pair of brackets added) (paxenaaetical com- 
men~s m original) (emphasis, [~o~ote, ~xd clarion to case documen~ 
omitted). 

THE COb~T’S RULING ON 
PLArVrt~W’S ,~ 1 8 AND ~20(a) CLAL~S 

The court’s analyses of PlaintifFs ff 18 and ff 20(a) claims ate pte~nted below. 

~ion 18 Analwis 

In support of its Section 18 claim, Plaintiff alleges Lhat tlae "Coun~- 
wide Defendants made or caused to be made untrue stalemc~ts in Coun- 
tiymde’s 2006 and 2007 t!’orm 10-K filings ... and in Count~y’wide’s 
8-K filings on August 6, 2007 and October 26, 2007" regar(~ng Coun- 
tiymde’s "viabilib" m~d 1Nuk~." t3ut, for the rmsons sta~d th Section 
IV(IXb), supra, these s#atements am not IZalse or misleading. See 
~¢usiclc. Peeler & Ganv~t v. Emplq~ers h~s. qf f~usau, 508 U.S. 286, 
287 (1993) (Section 18 is "clo~ m s~ctme, propose, and input k) ~e 
10b-5 action’"); see also N re z~rsh & McLennan Co. Sec. Li#g., 501 
F.Supp~2d 452, 493 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (~’}Mrsn~xt to the language of 
Section 18, Plaintiff; must allege ... specific actionable ~mss~te,nents 
in N~C Nings covc~ed hy Section 18 .... " (citing 15 u.s.c. ~ 78r)); 
7}achens"Re¢: ~S~s. (fL.A.v. Hunter, 477 F.3d 162, 188 (4th Cir. 2007) 
(Section 18 claims were ’~essentially @endent upon plaintit’t;’ success 
m Nleging a claim trader ~ 10(b) of the Exchm~ge Act and Rule 10b-5"). 
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As to Count~ywide’s October 26, 2007 Fom~ 8-K filed with the SEC, 
Plaintiff does little more than s~n~e statements comamed in the 
SEC fi~g regarding sub~l~tial losses sus/~cd by Countrywide m~d 
does not exp]am :how the~ statements were misleading or ~£ficient. 
(See Am Compl. ~[ 70 ("On October 26, 2007, Count, Trade issued a 
press relearn and filed a Form 8-:K announci~ Com~t~’wkle’s financial 
results l~r the third q~rter of 2007, which included a (g~a~wly loss of 
$1.25 Nllion, or $2.85 per share, CotmWwide’s firb~t q~rterly loss in 25 
years. Com~Wwidc aJso di~losed a $1 Nllion ~x~te do~ of its lom~s 
m~d ,no~g~e-backed securities m~d a tt~ee*bld mcrmse m loan loss 
provisions over the ~ior q~rtc~ (a nearly 25-Ibld mcrea~ ovc~ the prior 
ye~)."); see Swvelman, 17,4 F.3d at 84; N reAZs’~om 5~, 406 F.Supp.2d 
at 478. 

Docket No. 68 at 22-23 (ellip~s and parenthetical comments in original). 

Section 20(a) Analysis 

The Individual Com~t~widc Defendants and the B~ of ~ncfica Dc[en- 
drafts argue t~at Pl~fifl’s Section 20(a) cla~n should be ~s~ms~d be- 
cau~, mnong othc~ r~sons, "Plaint~l" i~afls to plod adcqnately that a~v 
defender violated S~6o~ 10d~) or 18." Hamt~’f countc~, ~m~N other 
things, that "SRM has adeptly pled prima~y violations of Section 10(b) 
by the commlled p~sons" as well as "culpable [~ticipation by aileging, 
ruth partic~flarib~, conscions misbehax~ior or r~klessness by ... Mozilo[,] 
Sambol [, and] Sic~acki." 

"To eb~blish a prima l~acic ca~ of con~ol pe~on liaSili{y, a plainti~m~ 
show (1) a prima~ violation by the controll~ pemon, (2) control of ~3e 
pmna~ violator by ~e detEndarxt, ~d. (3) ~at the defk~nda~t was, m 
mea~glN ~nse, a culpable Nnicipaat m the conm,~ed p~n’s ~aud.?’ 
ATSI Commc ~s, 493 K3d at 108. 

[k~ndanks’ motion ~3 Nsmiss l?laintifl~ s S~fion 20(a) claims is ~anted 
becaz~, ibr ~e maims stated in Section IV(l>(2), supra, PlaJ~Nff 
flailed ~ plmd ~acts showing a pfimas’ vmlati~m of Ne s~ufifies laws by 
fl3e allegedly controlled pe~ons. See Alstom SA, 406 F.Supp.2d at 486; 
~ ATSI Commc ~s, 493 F.3d at 108 (’~TSI flails ~ allege aKv prinm~’ 
vmlaIion; Nus, it camot eblabhsh control Nr~n hab~ity."); (2)¢mpo v. 
Sears IIoldings Co~., 635 F.Supp.2d 323, 336 (S~D.N.Y~ 2009) (~ks ~e 
Court conch~des that fhe Complaint does not ada-tua~ly allege thai @fan- 
dants made an actionable misst~ment or maIedal omission ruth ~ien~r, 
the Corm n~d not consk-ler M~ether the Complaint adeptly alleges 
thek Section 20(a) claims."’). 

Docket No. 68 at 23-24 (brackets, ellip~s, a~d parenthetical conunents 
m original). 

TIIE COURT’S RULING ON PLAINTIFF’S F~ UD CLAIM 

The court found that plaintiff had failed to allege that any defendant had made 
a material misstatement or omission. Docket No. 68 at 25. Moreover, the court 
held that, had such a statement been made, plaintiff’s reliance upon it would not 
have been justified. 

But, even assuming, a~g~e~do, that PlaJntiffhad identified actionable mis- 
statements or omissions, Plaintiffhas failed to state a claim for common 
law fraud because, as a (very) sophisticated investor, its reliance upon 
these alleged misstatements or omissions would not be considered justifi- 
able. See Emergent Capital Inv. Mgmt:, LLC v. Stonepath Group, inc., 
165 F.Supp.2d 615, 623 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) ("In evaluating justifiable re- 
liance, the plaintift~s soptfistication and expertise is a principal consid- 
eration."). Plaintiff’s fraud claim might (arguably) survive only ifSRM 
had sufficiently alleged ’justifiable reliance of the plaintiff on the tins- 
representation or material omission." Shao v. 39 College Point Corp., 
766 N.Y.S.2d 75, 76 (App. Div. 2003). Plaintiff is a multi-billion dollar 
hedge ftmd that takes "’a contrarian and long-term investment’ approach 
in ~companies or sections Ithat] have been through periods of stress az~d 
are out of fhvor with the market.’" (Tom Cahill & Katherine Burton, 
Wood’s SIL,~f Fell 30% m Janua¢, Adding to 2007 Losses, Bloom- 
berg.corn, Feb. 6, 2008); see note 1, supra. Moreover, prior to SRM’s 
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tSst alleged purchase of CounttNwide secm-ities on July 24, 2007, 
Cotmtrywide warned investors in its 2006 Fo~m 10-K, filed on March 1, 
2007, that ~[d]ue t~) the lack of significant historical experience at Cotm- 
trywide, the credit perti)m~ance of [pay-option ARM] loxas has not been 
estabhshed for the Compan~v." (2006 Form 10-K, dated Mar. 1,2007, at 
107.) As a sophisticated investor. Plaintiff would be obligated to inves- 
tigate information available to it ’Xvith the ca~e and prudence expected 
from people blessed with full access to information." Hirsct~ v. d~ont, 
553 F.2d 750, 763 (2d Cir. 1977); see also N re Livent, Nc. ~roteholders 
Sec. Lil, g., 151 F.Supp.2d 371,439 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (~’Courts in,pose a 
more stringent standaard on sophisticated investors, holding that they 
have an enhanced dubT to obtain available infomiation lnaterial to invest- 
ment decisions."). Consequently, ~[a]s a sophisticated restitution con- 
templatmg the investment of tens of millions of dolla#, it was unrea- 
sonable for [Plakatift] to rely upon the highly general statements alleged 
as misstatements in this case." Ashland No. v. Morgan Stanle.v & Co., 
No. 09 Cir. 5415, 2010 %% 1253932, at "14 (S.D.N.Y. Max. 30, 2010). 

Docket No. 68 at 25-26 (bracke’us and parenthetical comments in origi- 
nal) (citations to case doctm~ents omitted). 

The court declined to grant plaintiff leave to amend the FAC. Docket No. 68 
at 26-29. Judgment was entered on June 18, 2010. Docket No. 69. 

A PPt,24 L 

On July 16, 2010, plaintiff SRM appealed the lzial couaX’s dismissal to the U.S. 
Court of Appeals (2d Cir.), where the matter was lodged as Case No. 10- 
2919. Plaintiff-appellant filed its opening brief on November 19, 2010. 

Defendants-appellees filed separate responding briefs du~g tiffs coverage 
period. Docket Nos. 86 (Mozilo), 87 (Sieracki), 99 (Sambol), and 105 (Coun- 
trywide). (I)efendunts Lewis a~qd BaN~ of America are not appellees.) 

Oral argument was held on September 1,2011 

In a Summary Onler and ,Judgment filed on November 23,2011, the appel- 
late court affirmed the trial court’s rulmg in all respects. 

Appellant SRM GlobaJ Ftmd Limited Pa~]~ership appeaJs from a judg- 
ment of the Uinted States District Court for the Southern District of 
New York (Bemian, J.), dislnissing its securities and conunon-law 
fraud complaint against Counto~wide Financial Corporation and thiee 
of its officers. 

SRM asserted claims for violations of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 - specifically Section 10(b), 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b); Rule 10b-5, 
promulgated under the Exchange Act, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5; Section 
18(a), 15 U.S.C. § 78r(a); and Section 20(a), 15 U.S.C. § 781(a) - and 
conm~on-law t?aud. The district corm dismissed the complaint for 
thih~re to identiP2 an actionable misstatement or omission. We asstune 
the paarties’ f’amiharity with the underlymg facts, the procedural histolT, 
and the issues presented for review. 

Having conducted the requisite review of the record, see Scalisi v. 
FundAsset~lgmt., L.P., 380 F.3d 133, 137 (2d Cir. 2004), we affirm 
the dismissal of SRM’s complaint for substantially the reasons stated 
in the dislrict court’s thorough and well-reasoned opinion. See S~ 
Global Fund Ltd. P ’sl~ip v. Counrr3~:ide Fin. Co~ip., No. 09 Civ. 5064 
(RMB), 2010 WL 2473595 (S.D.N.Y. June 17, 2010). 

One issue is closer than others, and as to that as well we agree with the 
district court, which ruled that SRM failed to identify xay statements 
actionable under Section 18. The plamtiff was required to specif~v a 
statement in a qualif~ving SEC filmg that was "at the tinge and in the 
ligN of the circmnsta~ces under which it was made false or misleading 
with respect to any material fact." 15 U.S.C. § 78r(a). The an~ended 
complaint relies on four SEC filings: Coumo, mde’s 2006 and 2007 
Fom~ 10-Ks and two Fom~ 8-Ks filed on August 6, 2007 and October 

(contnmed on next page) 
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26, 2007. "llae 10-Ks, alleges SRM, falsely state that Countrywide had 
"developed a co~nprehensive Liquidity Manage~nent Plan (’LIVIP’) to 
tnoderate liquidity risk with the goal of maintaimng adequate, appro- 
priate, and cost-effective sources of liquidity under all market condi- 
tions." The 2007 10-K advised that Countrywide had "adequate liquid- 
i.ty to meet our obligations, including - but not limited to - our com- 
miUnants to lend, maturities of debt and obligations to fnnd rapid 
amortization events. At December 3 l, 2007, we estimate that we have 
available liquidi~ totaling $36.6 billion." The 2006 10-K made similar: 
representations. In its August 6, 2007 8-K, Conntrywide represented 
that it had net available liquidity of $186.5 billion as of June 30, 2007. 
A press release acco~npanymg its October 26, 2007 8-K stated that, dur- 
ing the third quarter, Conntrywide had %tabilized its liquidi .ty," "strength- 
ened its capital position," and "anticipate[d] that the company will be 
profitable in the fourth quarter." SRIVl argues that these statements were 
l~alse and misleading because, almost a yeas later, Countrywide officers 
identified July 2007 as the time period in which Countrywide had lost 
viability, and August 2, 2007 as the date on which liquidity "dis- 
appeared’’ (although SRM acknowledges that Coun~y’wide continued 
to access tens of billions of dollars in new liquidity after that date). 

Fraud cannot be pled by hindsight. See Shields ~’. City¢~st Banco~p, 
Nc., 25 F.3d 1124, 1129 (2d Cir. 1994). Countrywide’s optimistic state- 
merits about future profitabili~ constitute non-actionable tbnva~d- 
looking b~mtcmants. See San Leandro Emergency 3/ledical Group Profit 
Sharing Plan v. Philip J]or~s Cos., 75 F.3d 801, 811 (2d Cir. 1996); 
see alsoRombach v. Cha~g, 355 F.3d 164, 174 (2d Cir. 2004) ("[E]xpres- 
sions of puffery and corporate opt~nism do not give rise to securities 
violations."). The satne is true of Connt~ywide’s high hopes for its 
"Liquidi~’ IVlauagement Plan." See ECA & Local 134 IBE~Y ~oint Pen- 
siou Tn¢st of Chicago v. JP ~$[organ Chase Co., 553 F.3d 187,206-07 
(2d Cir. 2009) (characterizing as "no more than puffery." statements 
that company would "continue to reposition and strengthen its fran- 
chises with a focus on financial discipline" and that company had "risk 
management processes that a~:e highly disciplmad and designed to 
preserve the integrity of the risk management process" (alterations and 
internal quotation marks omitted)). Finally, SRM has not alleged 
facts demonstrating that Countrywide misstated its liquidity position 
in its public filings. 

Having considered all of SRM~s az:guments presented on appeal, we 
hereby AFFIRM the judgment of the district court. 

Docket No. 177 at 2-5 (citations to case documents omitted) (brackets 
in original). 

The appellate court’s mandate was filed with the dibirict court on December 14, 
2011. Docket No. 72. (See the discussion of the matter on appeal, above.) No 
other significant docket entries were made during this coverage period. 

No docket entries were made during this coverage period. 

Tiffs review covers the period from March 1 to MaJcch 31, 2012. 
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U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
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Andrew M. Calamari, Esq. 
Celeste Ann Chase, Esq. 
George S. Canellos, Esq. 

Joshua R. Pater, Esq. 
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Joseph O. Bol3/shansky, Esq. 
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DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Eun Y. Choi, Esq. 
Williams & Connolly 

(Washington, D.C.) 

FAC’s CLAIMS 

1. Violations of 8 17(a) of the Secmities Act of 1933 

2. Violations of (and aiding and abetting violations 
of) 8 10(by of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
and SEC Rule 10b-5 

Violations of (and aiding and abetting violations 
of) 8 15(c)(1)(A) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and SEC Rule 10b-3 

Violations of (and aiding and abetting violations 
of) 88 206(1) and 206(2) of the Investmem 
Advisers Act of 1940 

Violations of (and aiding and abetting violations 
of) 8 206(4) of the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940 and SEC Rule 206(4)-8 

Violations of (and aiding and abetting violations 
of) 8 206(3) of the Invesmlent Advisers Act of 
1940 

Violations of 8 204 of the Investment Advisers 
Act of 1940 and SEC Rule 204-2 

8. Violations of 8 206(4) of the Investment Advisers 
Act of 1940 and SEC Rule 206(4)-7 

9. Comrol person liability, under 8 20(a) of the Secur- 
ities Exchange Act of 1934 

10. Fraudulent transfer in violation ofNY. Debtor & 
Creditor Law 8 273 

11. Fraudulent transfer in violation of N.Y. Debtor & 
Creditor Law 8 275 

12. Fraudulem transfer in violation of N.Y. Debtor & 
Creditor Law 8 276 

D 

This is an SEC action against hedge fund manager Thomas Priore and three 
New York City-based hedge entities he founded and controls: 

]r~s~imtkn~aI Cred~ Partners (~/a ICP Capital; ret)re~med m 
the pmceed~g as "ICP Hol&o") 

¯ KI~ Asset Management (’ICP") 

¯ ]CP Sec~Nties (’2CPS") 

~om, 41, is ICP Capi~l’s CEO and CNef ~veb~ent Officer. He holds a B.A. 
degree from Harvard and an M.B.A. degree from Col~bia. 

According to defen&~t ICP Capital’s website, ~e f~ "was es"mblished in the 
FN1 of 2004 as a f~cial services finn selling and gadmg stnmmmd credit 
~ctmfies. It~e finn h~ b~ome one of the prurient boufiq~ mves~ent 
b~cializmg m mo~gage backed ~fies, conunercM manage Ncked ~- 
ties, s~r~ cr~it, co~rate cr~it and bpmialg; fimnce both m the US and 
Europe." 

~e ICP &fendants collectively congol assets m excess of $25 billion. 

~e FAC names two additional &fen&ms: (1) Loft Pfiore (~omas Pfiore’s 
mfe), aM (2) Bertram Smyers (tmsme of the Pfiores’ perso,ml resi&nce 
~st). 

CASE OVERVIEW 

The SEC aJleges that Pfiore and the corporate defendunts played fast and loose 
with certain CDOs in order to shift losses from one ICP client to another and to 
make tens of millions of dollaxs in fees and profits along the way. 

Since 2006, ICP has managed several investment vehicles, including four 
multi-billion-dollar collateralized debt obligations, known as the Triaxx 
CDOs, whose assets prilnarily consisted of moitgage-backed bonds. 
Staxting in 2007, as the mortgage markets increasingly deteriorated, ICP 
and the other Defendants engaged in a range of improper transactions 
that defrauded the Triax~; CDOs of tens of millions of dollars and placed 
them at risk of substa:atial additional losses in the future. 

As the markets declined, ICP and the other Defendants repeatedly caused 
the Triaxx CDOs, their advisory. clients, "to overpay for bonds - often in 
order to protect another ICP client from realizing losses or to maJ<e 
money fbr ICP. To take just one example oflnany dozens, ICP caused a 
CDO to purchase approximately $22 million of mortgage bonds from 
another client accotmt at a price of $75 per bond, even though ICP had 
purchased the same bonds into that client accounL earlier in the day, at 
only $63.50 per bond .... This trade defrauded the CDO of approxi- 
mately $2.5 millkm. 

ICP also defrauded the Triaxx CI~(5~ by structunng trades in ways that 
disadvantaged the CDOs and allowed ICP and its affiliates "to reap mas- 
sive, risk-free, and undisclosed profits at the CDOs~ expense. For ex- 
ample, in the summer of 2007, after the CDOs had pmvhased a large 
porttblio of mortgage bonds, ICP fraudulently altered the trade to pocket 
a $14 million profit fbr itsel£ ICP did so by directing the brokers from 
whom the CDOs had purchased the bonds - weeks after the trade had 
taken place - to caJ~cel the transaction and rebook it, only tiffs time re- 
placing affiliates of ICP tbr the CDOs as the purchasers. ICP enriched 
itsdf and its affiliates with undisclosed markups in va5ous other trans- 
actions it made on behaKof the CDOs. 

Docket No. 1 at 1-2. 

By early 2010, the majori~, of the bonds tindefiying the Triaxx CDOs had been 
downgraded to junk. 

(co~tiin,.ed on next page 
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13. Violation of the Federal Debt Collection 
Procedure Act, 28 U.S.C. § 3304(b)(1)(A) 

14. Violation of the Federal Debt Collection 
Procedure Act, 28 U.S.C. § 3304(b)(l)(B) 

15. Unjust enrichment 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 

THE COMPL4INT 

fhe SEC filed the complaint on June 21, 2010. ’It~e following excerpt I}om 
that pleading~s ~Factual Backgrotmd" section smmnarizes 11 examples of de- 
fendants’ alleged misconduct. 

As collateral m~d investment managers, ICP and tNore were fiducia- 
ries to the Tfia~ CDOs, SCIF [m~ ICP-controlled hedge fund], and 
Managed Accost fan ICP-controlled mves~nent ~count], and owed to 
inch a du’D’ to act in its best interests. Notwi~b~nding fl~ek obligations, 
however, ICP and fl~e other Det~n&nts engaged m a ~ml/itude of 
gan~cfions that det}auded ICP’s clients out of m~y ~Nlions of doll~s~ 

Maz~y of fl~e~ ~ansacfions we~ done to ~hvor one set oflCP clients - 
Tria~ Ftmding or the Managed Accom~t - over [CP’s other clients, the 
three Triax~ cash-flow CDOs. (Xher transitions were made m ot~r to 
line the pockets ofiCP and its al~lia~s .... [T]he Del~ndm~ts’ miscon- 
duct included the following: 

a. Committing the Tria~ CDOs, wi&out obtaining required 
a~rov~s ~om ~G or FGIC [Tva~x’s insurers] and m 
violation of fl~e CDOs’ ~dentu~es, to lb~vaxd-purcha~ a 
$1.3 bi~ion po~Ii_~fio of mortgage-backed bonds, and con- 
ceahng this investment/}ore the CDOs’ tmst~; 

b. Fraudulently rearranging the purchase of the $1.3 billion 
t~[olio to mim~ropria~ an un~los~ $14 million profit 
for ICP and its affiliates at flae Tfia~x CDOs’ expense; 

c. Con~nitting the Tfia~ CDOs to [o~a~-d-pwcha~ from 
~e Mmmged Account numerous bonds at back-&ted prices 
~lb%~d of~e lower ~evd~g market prices; 

d. Se~g bonds t}om I2ia~x Funding to the o~er Tfia~x 
CDOs at artificially inflated prices so that Tfiax~ Ftmc~ng 
cotfld ~lisf~ its margin obligations to one of its creditors at 
flae expenm of the oilier Tfia~ CDOs; 

e. Using scw~s assets to ma2e undisclosed cash traa~sfers to 
meet Tria~ Ftmding~s mm-gm obligations, repeatedly mis- 
representing fl~e tra~sl~,s as co~ateral~ed loans, 
causing fl~ek value to be ~msa’epo*ted on SCIF’s books; 

£ Dk~ctmg li-andulent ~d mampulative "~vtmlm~cmg" cross- 
travles ofbonds behveen the C[X)s, at above-mmket prices, 
m order ~: (i) f~ili’mte a~e CDOs:’ improper purchams of 
bonds l?om Tfiaxx Ftmdmg mad fl~e Managed Account: 
(ii) manipula~ flae CDOs’ overcollateralization and other 
tests t~_~ generate m~lions of dollms m t~es tbr ICP; 

Purchasing bonds m ~e opc~ m~ket and th~ sdlhag ~ose 
bonds, ollen on the ~me day, t~_~ the Tfia~ CDOs at Ngher 
p~ces, fl~e~oy generating uMi~:losed fisMess profits at the 
CDOs’ expenm; 

h. lm propedy ’~swappmg" bonds that were fbrward-purchased 
by the Tria~x CDOs m~a cheap~ mctu-ifies and ~lling 
cheaper s~ufities to aae CDOs at fl~e lbm’ard purchase 
price of the original bonds, while re~ining flae undisclosed 
piice spread lbr the benefit ofICP a~d a~oth~ client; 

~chashag num~wous bonds ~br ~e T~ia~ CDOs without 
obta~ag the p~ior mltten con~nt of ,~G or FGIC; 

j. Misrepte~nting to (he CDOs’ trustee that tm~£s (hat ICP 
execu~d ~)r the C[X)s confimned m all respects to the 
CDOs’ mves~nent eligbili~ cfi’mria, when m fact such 
trades violated multiple criteria; aaad 

k. Misrepre~nfing and concmlmg info~ation concermng 
~ek ~nproNr trading activib~ m conunu~fications wiff~ ~- 
Yes, ors ~1 file Tfia~x CDOs. 

DocketNo. 1 at 11-12. 

(contnmed on next page) 
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The nucleus of the SEC’ s complaint is a 17-page section detaili~ Piiorc’ s alleged 
repeat(x] fi~ancM ~o~doh~ regarding the purctmse, sale, representation, and 
accounting of the Triaxx CDOs. Several poNons of the SECts case are pre- 
~nted bellow. 

A Forward-Purchase Transaction 

In early June 2007, ... Bear Stearrks put up for auction a large quanti’~ 
of mortgage-backed bonds tlmt previously had been held by iks hedge 
fimds. Pdom participated m a~c auction a~d placed a winning bid for 
al~ro~mtely $1.3 bi~ion of bonds. Since no ICP entib’ or client 
account had sufficient cash avmlable to munediately acquhe all of the 
bonds, ICP a~ged [br two o~er major brokerage t~as ~d SCIF, the 
he@e fired ICI? managed, m accept immediate delive~ of the bonds. 
The brokerage firms agreed to hold a to~l of approximately $1 billion in 
bonds and SCIF was allocated approxmmtely $300 million. 

Un~r a [emporaO’ financi~ a~-rangc~ent, ~e two ~okerage fim~s ~-eed 
to purcha~ fl~e ~)nds and b~multa~e~msly ~)~a~-d-~ll them m a~e Tfiaxx 
CDOs. ¢N or around June 14, 2007, ICP co[~fittcd Tfia~x 1, 2, ~xd. 3 
to foaYa~d purchase the Be~ St~=~s boMs from ~c brokerage IEms. 
It~c~ trades were ~nc~nofia~ m ~t~N. ~It~c settle~n~t &tcs ... were 
~t for A~ust and Sep~mber 2007. 

ln late June 2007, aRer having commiEed the CDOs to the [bBYard pur- 
c~se of the Bear Steams bonds from ghe ~vo brokerage firms, Priot~ 
fraudulently altered a~c tran~cfion m misappropriate approxima~ly $14 
millmn for ICP a~d iks affiliates. Approximately two weeks after 
CDOs fo~’ard-pm-cha~d a~c ~nds (but prior k) a~c ~tflemcn[ 
~om a~ang~ to sell the boMs to amther ICP client, ~c Mamged 
Accom~t, at b~bst~tiNly Ngher prices. ~lNs trade would have a~owed 
~c CDOs to z~alAe a proN of appro~natcly $14 mfl~on t~r ~m risk to 
wNch they were exposed on thek investment in the Bear Steams bonds. 

Rather than executing this trade on belmlf of the CDOs, however, t)riotv 
contrived m mi~opfiate fl~e c~’dre proN for ICP and Nmself. Under 
Ns direction, ICP asked a~c [wo brokerage firms to cancel the lzades by 
which fl~ey sold fl~e Bear S[ea-ns bonds to the CDOs and book new 
¯ ad.es d~at listed ICP entities - ICP, ICPS, a~or ICP ttol&o - as the 
purctm~rs of these bonds. (~me ~s was done, the ICP cntides 
neously pt~chased the bonds from the brokerage finns and m~)ld them 
at the :Ngher prices to the Ma~ged Account, thereby mi~ppropfiating 
for themselves a nsk-fi~e profit of approximately $14 million. 

By ~placing the CDOs ruth &e ICP entities as the purchases of the 
bonds, ICP a~d PHoto defrauded ~e CDOs of a proN that dgNfully 
belonged to l~em. If fl~c ~ade ~d been done properly, &e CDOs woNd 
have sold &e bonds to fl~e Managed Accou]~t and ~lained the $14 mil- 
ton profit. 

DocketNo. 1 at 12-14. 

IMdisclosed $2.5 Million :Profit 

ICI? also knowirgly directed a purchase by the CDOs through another 
client accom~t to circumvent a~ express rcb¢[dcfion hi the THaxx CDOs’ 
mdentm-cs. In August 2008, ICP’s Pof[£)lio Manager caused a Tdaxx 
CDO to purchase approxima~ly $22 millmn ofmo~age-b~ked bonds 
m the o~n market at a price of $63.50 per bond, and sub~tdtted a trade 
ticket to ~e CLX)’s ~b~ee. I]le trustee rqiectcd ff~e ~ade ~cause the 
CDO’s mdcnt~e cxF~ssly protdbited ff~e purctmse of bonds priced 
below $75. This proNbNon was desqned, mnong other things, to pro- 
~ct the CDO m~d its investors by ens~mng fhat ICP did not expo~ them 
~) the risks of owmng higNy-(~stressed [x)nds. 

(contmued on next page) 
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Alter cotderring with Priorc, the Portfolio Managc~ instead caused the 
i~¢anaged Account to acqu~ ~e bon& at the~ pmva~g market l~ce of 
$63.50 ~r ~nd ~d. ~lediately caned ~I~ia~x 2 to purdm~ ~e ~nd.s 
from the Managed Account at a price of $75 [~r bond. TNs gross]y- 
mispriced tran~ctkm generated tbr the :Managed Account an munedia~, 
fisk-fi~ profit of approxm~ately $2.5 million, Nrmfly at the expose of 
Tria~ 2, and fraudulently evaded an express proNbition m Tria~ 2’s 
indenture. ICP and [Nora ma& no disclosure of this m aW of their 
clients or the investom m Tfiaxx 2. 

DocketNo. l at 17. 

Fraudulent Bond Swaps 

Begininng in early 2008, Priore and others at ICP dilected Imtitiple 
%waps" of bonds in the Managed Account to geuera~e profits at the 
expense of the Triaxx CI)Os and to evade the approval procedure set 
lbrda in the CDOs:’ indentures. These swaps were designed to remove 
bonds from the Managed Account that A~G would not approve for pur- 
ctmse into Triaxx 1 and. 2, and replace them with bonds that ICP could 
ague were approved ~ecau~ ~G pmpo~tcdly had approved purchases 
of such bonds m the Nst). 

qTtle ,~waps consisted of three steps: (a) .selling bonds from the iManaged 
Account to the opm~ market, evm~ though ICP had committed a Triax~ 
CDO to lbrward-purchase those bonds in the summer of 2007; (b) pur- 
chasing from the open ma, ket into the Managed Account new bonds 
that were priced bdow the original bonds; axed (c) causing the Triaxx 
CDO to purchase the new, cheaper bonds from the Max~aged Account at 
the forwazd-purchase price assigned to the original bonds. 

As an example of one swap, the Managed Account held several millions 
of dollars worth of DBALT 2005 bonds, whiclh a Triaxx CDO commit- 
ted in August 2007 to forward p~rcha~ ~br $99.22 pet bond. The im- 
proper swap was executed as fbllows: 

In June 2008, ICP and Priore caned the Max~aged Account 
to sell approximately $38 million of the DBALT 2005 bonds 
in the open market at $81.56 per bond (the prevailing price 
at the tinte); 

At tile same time, ICP a~id Priore caused the Malmg(xl 
Account to purcha.se approximately $38 million of CMALT 
2(/(/7 bonds at $78.63 per bond l):om K;PS, which had just 
purcha~d those bonds in the open mm-ket; axed 

Next, ICP and Priore caused a Triaxx CDO to purchase 
from the Managed Account several million dollars worth of 
CMALT 2007 bonds at the [orwm-d-purchase price of the 
original DBALT 2005 bonds (i.e., $99.22 per bond) just 
days al~er ICPS purctmsed the CMALT 2007 bonds in the 
opcm market at $78.63 pet bond. 

ICI? and Priom structured some of the swaps so that ICPS could gener- 
ate an additio,ml risk-ficee profit at the expeuse of the CDOs. Indeed, in 
one email, Priore wroto that he was doing the swaps so ti~at he could 
"make rome dough’" lbr ICP. For example, in mid-2008, ICPS acquired 
approximately $26 million dolla, s wotlh of CMALT 2006 bonds in the 
opcm market at a price of $81.13 lx:r bond and i,mnediately sold theft to 
the Managed Account at a price of $82.63 per bond (generating a risk- 
liee profit of approxi~nately $400,000 [br ICPS). Shortly afterwards, 
ICP cruised the Managed Account to sell the bonds to Triax~ 1 at a for- 
wan purcham price of $97.84 per bond - a price that had been assigned 
to a different bond approxinmlely 12 months earlier. 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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By cam..ing out these improper b~vaps, ICP, ICPS, and. Priore com- 
pounded the Triaxx CDOs’ losses on purctmses fi-orn the Managed Ac- 
count by caus~ them t~ pay tb~Y~d p~cha~ prices t~r less valuable 
~x-~n(ls. In addition, ~e b~vaps cau~ ~e C])()s m ~quire t~)nds, using 
inflated June 2007 prices, that the CDOs hM never committed to fbr- 
ward pt~cha~. If ICP and Priot~ waned the CDOs a) acqmre the 
cheaper bonds, they could have made sEh ptu-cha~s directly into ~e 
CDOs from the open max-ket at prevaling market prices. Instead, ~ey 
executed the swaps to generate profits at fl~e CDOs’ expense. 

DocketNo. 1 at 18-19. 

Fraudulent Bond Sales 

As the moitgage markets began to sharply decline in lale 2007, Triax~ 
Funding received mm~erous margin calls from the coun~r~r~ to its 
repurchase financing agreement ("Repo Counte~a~y"). Under the re- 
purcha~ agcemcnt, the Rcpo Co~’mrparty rcgNarly ma~ked-m-market 
flae value of Tfia~ F~Nng’s portfolio of mo~age bonds a~& as ~e 
vMue dropped, dcCnanded that T~a~x FuMing post additional capi~l ... 
to prot~vt against potelNal los~s. If Tfia~x Fund~ fNl~l to do so, the 
Repo Count~alty had the fi~t t(} sere ~e CDO’s bonds and sell them 
~) ~tis~~ Triaxx Funding’s obligations under the iepurchase agr~ment. 

To allow Tria~ Ftmding to raise cash to meet the margin calls, ICP and 
l~Yiore caumd Triaxx 1, 2, m~d 3 to purcMse Nmdieds of millions of dof 
lars m bonds fi-om Tria~ Funding at what they’ knew were above-mar- 
ket p~ces. Tria~ 1, 2, mad 3 ~ereby ove~aid for bonds by approxi- 
ma’mly $38 million. In addition "u) improperly favoring T~axx F~di~ 
ovc~ the o~er CDOs, the~ roles violated ICP’s obligations to obtain 
bes~ execution ff~r all pui~:hases by Tfia~x 1, 2, and 3 and to conduct a~ 
gan~cfions on ~1 aras’ length basis. 

13egv~n March and October 2008, ICP caused Triaxx Funding to sell 
nine~en bonds - e~h one to another Tria~ CDO, and not once m the 
open market. For example, at Priore’s direction, Tfiaxx 3 purchased 
CMALT 2007-A6 1A1 Nmds fi-om Tria~ Funding on July 28, 2008 at 
a ~ce of $92 per bond, even though ICP knew 5at the prevailing mar- 
ket plice tbr ~ese boMs was subs~ntia~y lower. (ICP had p~chamd a 
vely smNm- boM, C5~’I’ 2007-A5 1A3, on ~e open inaket two 
weeks eaNer at a price of $78.63 per bond.) ICP sublm~ed to the 
CDOs’ trustee trade tickets tbr each of the sales from Tria~ Funding to 
the o~er CDOs ~at ~al~ly r~res~ital that b~h ~]es complied with the 
CDOs’ inve~*tment eligibilib’ criteria m all respects. 

}Morn knew daat the prices of sales from Tria~x Funding were subb~n- 
fiNly above prevaling market levels, yet mstrEtcd ICP empbyees to 
proceed win the sales. After sevm-al ~les were executed, ICP’s Po~- 
INto Manager, who l~k uncomfo~ble Ib~owmg }’dore’s inb~ctions, 
dkected ICP employees to n~ne Pliore as ~ie trader m IcP’s books and 
mcoNs. 

I)ocket No. l at 19-20. 

MOITON I"0 DISMISS 

Defendaa~ts moved to dismiss on August l l, 2010. Docket Nos. 17 a~d 20. In a 
one-sentence order issued on December 20, 2010, "the court denied the motion. 

FAC, ANSWE/~S’ & MOTIONS TO DISMISS 

Plaintiff SEC filed its FAC on June 30~ 2011. Docket No. 54. 

The flaree ICP defendants a~aswered the FAC on July 18, 2011. Docket No. 57. 
Defendant Loft I~iore answered the FAC on August 17, 2011. Docket No. 67. 

Rebel defendant Smyers moved to dismiss the complaint on August 26, 2011. 
Docket No. 70. In ma order is~*ued on December 13, 2011, the court denied the 
motion. Docket No. 114. Also, see Docket No. 127. Then, in a Memorm~- 
dum Order issued on January 24, 2012~ the court set forth its opinion for 
denying relief defendant Stayers’ motion. DocketNo. 127. 

(continued on next page) 
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Three 1-notions for partial summa~ judgment were fried on November 9, 20 ] ]: 

¯ Defendaaat Lori Priore. Docket No. 93. 

¯ TheICPdefendax~tsanddefhndant’I1~omasPriore. DocketNo. 100. 

Plaintiff SEC. Docket No. 96. 

On December 23, 2011, plaintiff SEC fried its opposition to the motion for par- 
tial summa~~ .judgment that had been filed by the ICP defendants axed Thomas 
Pfiore. Docket No. 117. On smnc date, the ICP defendants and Thomas Priorc 
filed their opposition to the SEC’s motion for partial summa~ judgment. 
Docket No. 123. 

On January 25, 2012, defendant Loci Priore filed her memoranduln of P&A in 
b~apport of her motion for partial b"ammary judgment (above). Docket No. 128~ 
PlaitNff SEC fried its opposition on January 26, 2012. Docket No. 131. 

The documenks fried with the court during tiffs coverage period concerned pre- 
triaJ procedural matters, prtmarily motions in lmaine. 

This review covers the period from March l to March 3 l, 2012. [] 
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U.S. District Court (D. Coml.) 
Case No. 11-0010 

Honorable Warren W. Eginton 

Complaint filed on Januao~ 4,2011 

PLAINTIFFS~ COUNSEL 

Edward F. tlaber, Esq. 
Michelle H. Blauner, Esq. 
Ian J. McLoughlin, Esq. 

Rachel Brown, Esq. 
Shapiro, Haber & Urmy 

(Boston, Mass.) 

Jeffrey S. Nobel, Esq. 
Nancy A. Kulesa, Esq. 

Izard Nobel 
(~Vest Haactford, C onn.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Thomas F. Clauss, Jr., Esq. 
James H. Bicks, Esq. 

Wiggin & Dana 
(Stamford, Conn.) 

Sabrina A. Houlton, Esq. 
Wiggin & Dana 

(New Haven, Conn.) 

Steven R. Glaser, Esq. 
Ryan D. Junck, Esq. 

Maura B. Grinalds, Esq. 
Kristina N. Kallas, Esq. 
David M. Zomow, Esq. 

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flora 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Ross H. Garber, Esq. 
Shipman & Goodwin 

(Hartford, Cram.) 

Andrew M. Zeitlin, Esq. 
Shipman & Goodwin 

(Stamford, Conn.) 

Samidh J. Guha, Esq. 
James J. Benjamin, Jr., Esq. 

Christopher M. Egleson, Esq. 
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld 

(New York, N.Y.) 

FAC’s COUNTS 

1. Violations of § lO(b) of the Exchange Act and 
Rule 10b-5 

2. Liability under § 20A of the Exchange Act 

3. Control personal liability under § 20(a) of the 
Exchange Act 

CASE SUM.~L4RY 

This class action deals with defendant FrnnlPni~,t ParmeW alleged use of 
reside information to trade in the conwnon stock of Hulnan Genome Sciences 
(HGSI). The trades allegedly occurred when FrontPoint was receiving non- 
public inlblTnation regaxding ttGSI’s clinical trials of Albufemn, a drag that 
was highly touted as a potential treatment for chronic hepatitis C. According to 
plaintiffs, a pt\vsician who helped direct Albuferon’s clinical trials shaxed trial- 
related information with Joseph "Chip" Skowron, who was the portfolio mana- 
ger for six FrontPoint funds. Skowron then allegedly avoided as much as $30 
million in potential losses by liquidating the funds~ positions m HGSI shortly 
before the shases plmnmeted in response to the public release of "the clinical 
triaYs problematic results. 

DEFENDANTS 

Founded in November 2000, defendant FnmtPoim Pal~r~ers is a hedge filnd 

management finn that fomlerly operated as a subsidiary of Morgan Stanley. 
Along with Skowron, the complaint names the following FrontPoint funds as 

defendants. 

¯ FrontPoint Healthcare Fund 

¯ FrontPoint Healthcare Centennial Fund 

* FrontPoint Healthcare Fund 2X 

¯ FrontPoint tIealthcare ttmizons Fund 

* FrontPoint Itealthcare Long Holgzons Ftmd 

, FrontPoint Healthcare I Fund 

On August 5, 2010, Business Insider reported that FrontPoint managers were 
plazmmg to buy out the fund, and the split was completed in Maa:ch 2011, two 
months after the instam action was filed. Morgan Stanley, however, is not a 
named defendant. 

The physician at the core of tiffs controversy, Yves Benhamou, is a citizen and 
resident of France. ’Itle SEC filed a civil action against him in November 2010, 
and criminal actions were later brought against him. (See Case Nos. 10-cv- 
8266, 10-mj-2424, and 10-cr-0336 in U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.).) 

See the description of the SACC (below) for additional defendants. 

CASE REVIE~V 

The complaint asserts that the Fronl2oint funds sold laxge volumes of HGSI 
coramon stock soon after Skou~on received non-public information con- 
ceming Albufemn’s climeal trials. 

This material, negative non-public information came from Defendant 
Yves Benhamou, M.D. ("Benhamou"), one of five members of a Steer- 
ing Committee overseeing the Albuferon trial, who, at the same time, 
provided consulting services to Skowron and "the Investment Advisor 
Defendants and the Hedge Fund Defendants on multiple occasions 
since at least 2006. Indeed, a hedge fund sponsor affiliated with Skow- 
ron paid substantial fees m the company for which Benhamou worked 
as a consultant so that Skowron and others could consult with experts in 
the healthcare sector. Belfl~amou and Skowron also developed a t~iend- 
ship over the yeaavs and, in fact, many of Beulmmou" s consults with 
the portfolio manager were intbrmal. 

Commencing in November 2(/(/7, and on multiple occasions prior to 
January 23, 2008, Benhamou leaned material non-public information 
about the Albuferon lzial that had negative implications for Albu- 
feron’s filtme conunercial potential, tie conunuincated such infor- 
mation to Skowron and hence the Investment Advisor Defendants and 
the ttedge Fund Defendants ill violation of his duty to ttGSI to keep 

(continued on next page) 
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SAC’s COUNTS 

l. Violations of § 10(b) of the Exchange Act and 
Rule 10b-5 

2. Liability under § 20A of the Exchange Act 

3. Control personal liability under § 20(a) of the 
Exchange Act 

the in}brain}ion confidential. Skou~on knew or absent deliberate reck- 
lessness should have knom~ that Bet~han~ou served on the triaJ’s 
Steering Committee and owed a duty of confidentialib7 to HGSI, but, 
nonetheless, he immediately took action to sell the Hedge Fund De- 
fendants’ holdings of HGSI conunon stock. On key dates prior to 
HGSFs announcement of negative news concerning the trial, includ- 
ing minutes before the close of the markets on Janual3/22, 2008, Skow- 
ron, acting nnder the authority delegated to him by FrontPoint, caused 
the Investment Advisor Defendaats to cause the Hedge Fnnd Defcn- 
drafts to sell all of their remaining holdings ofHGSI conunon stock. 

On Janumy 23, 2008, HGSI publiC@ announced that all patients who 

had been administered a higher dosage level of Albuferon in its clini- 
cal trial would be moved to a lower dosage level due to a safety issue 
detected during Phase 3 of the trial. The higher dosage level was 
believed, until then, to have greater conm~ercial potential than the 
lower dosage. In response to HGSI’s aanouncement, the market price 
of HGSFs common stock fell by approximately 44 percent, to $5.62 a 
share by the close of the markets that day. 

Overall, the six Hedge Fnnd Defendaats sold more than 6 million 
shares of HGSI common stock - representing all of their holdings - 
thereby avoiding at least $30 million in losses. After }tGSI made its 
JanuaU 23, 2008 public announcement regarding Albuferon as the 
price of }tGSI stock declined, the Hedge Fnnd Defendants went back 
into the market and repurchased shares of HGSI common stock, at 
reduced prices. 

Docket No. 56 at 2-4. 

The FAC then presents additionaJ allegations regarding the clinical trials, inter- 
twining details of the FrontPoint defendants’ $60 million position in HGSI. 

In or about August 2007, HGSI began conducting a Phase 3 (late-stage 
development) clinical trial to test the safety- and efficacy of Albuf~ron, 
a drug to treat the liver disease hepatitis C (hereinafler, the "Achieve 
Trial"). 

The Achieve Trial was admimstered to over 2,250 patients worldwide, 
in three arms: (1) a 900 microgram close of Albuferon, given once evcu 
two weeks; (2) a 1,200 microgram dose of Albufcron, given once evcu 
two weeks; and (3) the standasd (180 microgran~) dose of Pegasys, the 
then-leading hepatitis C drug on the market, given once a week. 

At the 58th Annual Meeting of the American Association for the 
Study of Liver Diseases held in Boston, Massachusetts from Novem- 
ber 2 to November 6, 2007 (’~2007 AASLD Conference"), HGSI an- 
nounced that, if Phase 3 confkrmed the findings from Phase 2, HGSI 
expected to demons~ate that: (1) the 900 microgram dose of Albu- 
feron was just as effective as the standard dose of Pegasys, (2) the 
1,200 microgram dose was more effective than the standard dose of 
Pegasys, and (3) both doses of Albuferon hnproved the quality of life 
for patients compared to Pegasys. 

Throughout Phase 3, HGSI publicly stated its expectation that, if its 
Phase 3 trial confirmed the findings of Phase 2, Albuferon could be- 
come the "interferon of choice" for the treatment of hepatitis C. 

ooo 

Frorn February 1, 2007 through Decernber 3, 2007, the }ledge Fund 
Defendants purchased approximately 6.2 million shares of HGSI at an 
average price of $10.32 per share. 

ooo 

At the close of the market on December 3, 2007, the Hedge Fund De- 
fendants collectively owned 6,164,500 shares of HGSI[.] 

On November 12 and 29, 2007, two participants who were receiving 
the 1,200 microgram dosage of Albuferon in the Achieve Trial de- 
veloped interstitial hing disease and were hospital~ed. One of them 
died on December 1, 2007. 

°°° 

(continued on next page) 
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As a member of the Achieve Trial’s Steering Conunittee ... Ben- 
hamou learned of the e~stence and underlying details of these material 
non-public adverse events no later than Saturday, Dece~nber 1, 2007. 
He leaarned at the same time that HGSF s next step was to alert the 
Achieve Trial’s Data Monitoring Committee (~I)IVlC"), an inde- 
pendent committee responsible tbr overseeing the safety of patients 
involved in the Achieve Trial. 

M. at 10-12. 

The }’AC then outlines how Skowron allegedly obtained additional inside 
itKbnnation /?om Benhamou and then immediately moved to divest the 
FrontPoint t~ds of their positions in HG SI. 

On Friday, Januasy 18, 2008, at 9:41 a.m. EST, HGSI sent the Steer- 
ing Committee members a second email in which HGSI: (i) detailed 
the DIVIC recommendation to dose reduce all patients on the 1,200 
microgram arm to the 900 microgram arm; (ii) requested guidance 
from the Steering Committee on how to convey the DIVIC’s recom- 
mendation in a letter to investigators and in a press release, a drat~ of 
which was to be ready later that day or over the weekend; and (iii) 
requested guidance/?om Benhmnou on how to address concerns that 
may be raised by European Union and other global investigators 
participating in the trial. HGSI also requested times in which to call 
Benhamou to discuss the DIVlC reconunendation. Less than ten 
minutes after receiving HGSI’s email, at 9:49 a.m. EST, Benharnou 
told HGSI that he was not available and requested a time to call the 
following day. 

At 9:50 a.m. EST, exactly one minute aider telling HGSI he was not 
available, Benhalnou contacted Skowron and the two had a conversa- 
tion in which Benhamou tipped additional material negative non- 
public information about the Achieve Trial to Skowron. 

Within minutes of receiving the @ i?om Betthamou, Skowron caused 

each of the }ledge Fund Defenda~ts to sell their remaining holdings of 
HGSI common stock based on the material non-public information 
Benhamou tipped to him. 

Thioughout the day on Janu&ry 2½1 ~008, the }ledge Fund Defendants 
continued to sell HGSI shares into the market at an average price of 
$10.37 .... The Hedge Fund Defendants’ sale of HGSI shaxes on 
January 22 comprised 47 percent of the total trading volume in HGSI 
shazcs that day. 

Id. at 19-23. 

On January 23, 2008, HGSI’s share price experienced a 44% decline as a 
result of an HGSI press release concerning the DMC reconm~endation to stop 
the 1,200-microgram dose in the clinical trials. According to plaintiffs, Skow- 
ron then moved to benefit from this low share price by causing the defendant 
hedge funds to purchase 2.2 million shares of HGSI at aJ~ average price of 
$5.60 per share. Id. at 25. 

MOTIONS 

Plaintiffs moved to appoint lead plaintiff and lead counsel on IVlaarch 22, 201 l. 
Docket No. 64. (_In Febrtmry 22, 2012, the cotut det~ied the ~notion without 
prejudice. Docket No. 145. 

SAC & MOTIONS TO DISMISS 

Plaintiffs filed their SAC on September 19, 201 I. The pleading sets forth the 
same defendants and causes of action as the FAC. Docket No. 118. 

Certain defendants moved to disn~iss the SAC on October 6, 2011. Docket Nos. 
119 (FroN2oint cntil~es) and 120 (Skowron). Defendant Bcmhaznou moved to 
dismiss on November 14, 2011. Docket No. 127. PlaintifI; filed their oppo- 
sition to defen ’dants’ motions on Dece~nber 1, 2011. Docket No. 132. Defen- 
dants replied to their motions to dismiss on January 16, 2012. Docket Nos. 
142 (FrontPoint entities), 143 (Skowron), and 144 (Benhamou). 

(contmtted on next page) 
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No docket entries were made during this coverage period.. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to March 31, 2012. [] 

U.S. District Court (E.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 11-5642 

ttonorable Berle M. Schiller 

Filed on September 8,2011 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL 

Richard J. Gerace, Esq. 
Gerace Law Office 
(Philadelphia, Pa.) 

[}EFENI)ANTS’ COUNSEL 

Jeffery A. Dailey, Esq. 
Natalie Lesser, Esq. 

Paul T. McGurkin, Jr., Esq. 
Aldn, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Fdd 

(Philadelphia, Pa.) 

CLAIMS 

1. Securities fraud 

2. Common law fraud 

3. Fraudulent misrepresentation 

4. Breach of fiduciary duty 

5. Common law fraud 

6. Fraudulent misrepresentation 

7. Aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary duty 

8. Colranon law fraud under Pelmsylvania law 

9. Common law fraud under Pelmsylvania law 

Note: The claims axe incorrectly numbered in the 

complaint. 

BACKGROUND 

On September 8, 2011, three individuals who had invested in a mortgage- 
based invesWnent fund established by Robert Stinson filed a fraud action 
against Stinson, the fund (Life’s Good STABL l~iorlgage F(md), and the 
fund’s manager (Keysl,me State CapilN). Of significant interest, however, is 
that plaintiffs also named the rating service Monai~agstar as a defendant. 

Chicago-based Mornings’tar tins provided independent investment research 
since 1984. (Link to Momings~ar.) 

Mommgstax provides data on approximately 400,000 investment offer- 
ings, including stocks, mutual funds, m~d similar vehicles, along with 
real-time global market data on more than 5 million equities, indexes, 
futures, options, con~nodities, and precious metals, in addition "to for- 
eign exchange and Treasury. markets. 

The complaint alleges that Momingst~x provided its top "Five Star" securities 
rating to STABL, despite the fhct that Stinson, who owned and ran Keystone, 
had a long criminal history, which included convictions for fraud, larceny, and 
conspiracy. 

STABL turned out to be a $16 million Ponzi scheme, m~d Stinson is now 
serving a Federal prison term for his involvement with it. 

TIlE COMPLAINT 

The complaint consists largely of an attack against Mo,~ungstm - a tactic that 
ce,~i~fly a~ises because: (1) Stinson’s crinmml conviction regarding STABL 
establishes the case against iron better than any pleading could; and (2) Stmson 
is now destitute, while Mormngstax has extremely deep pockets. 

Through the acks of Stinson and others including Chicago based IVlom- 
ingstar, Inc. ("IVlormngstar") Plaintiffs were duped into investing in 
the Fund, suffering damages in excess of $75,000 each. 

Mornmgstax is a ’~Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organiza- 
tion" (’~RSRO"), a status conferred on no more than ten tufiquely 
quaJified organizations by the SEC to rate the creditworthiness and via- 
bility of investments. 

Morningstar provided the Fund with its very highest rating, ’Tive 
Stars," a rating Mommgstax could not axqd did not genuinely or rea- 
sonably believe to be truthful or accurate. 

Using Momings~x’s Five Star Rating, Stinson promoted "the Fund and 
his prowess as an investment gum to Plamlifffs and other investors. Rely- 
ing on Morningstar’s Five Star Rating, Plaintiffs invested in the Ftmd. 

Mornmgstar knew and should have lcnovm that Stinson would heavily 
promote the Fund based on Momingstax’s unique and indeed rarely 
granted ’Tive Star" endorsement. 

Morningstar’s review of the Fund must have shown fraud, or inaccu- 
racies that could not support a "Five Star" rating or indeed aW rating 
approaching such an exclusive rating. 

Accordingly, Monm~gstar’s ’Tive Star" could not and was not ge- 
nuinely and reasonably based on fhct. IfMornmgstartmdconducteda 
reasonable review, not only would it have refused to rote the Fund at 
all or given it a much lower rating than Five Stars, the fraud would have 
been exposed and Plaintiffs and others would not have invested in it. 

Docket No. 1 at 2. 

(conti,med on next page) 
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The complaint then repeatedly references Stinson’s prior SEC sanctions and 
criminal record. 

[I]n May 1990 Stinson was charged by the SEC with f~deral securities 
fraud which resulted in a judgment, and Stinson was permanently en- 
joined from violating the anti-fraud provisions of the Securities Act of 
1933 and the Exchange Act of 1934. 

As a result of the 1990 fraud, Stinson was ordered to pay $7,680 in 
disgorgcment and prejudgment interest. 

q~ais debt was never paid; nor did Stinson abide by tile pemlanent in- 
junction. 

Also as a matter of record, Stinson also has a criminal history, 
including three convictions on federal charges of fraud and larceny, as 
well as two convictions on state cha~cges of conspiracy and fraud. 

Upon information and belief, Morntngstaar knew or should have known 
of these impediments to "Five Star~’ ratings for funds owned and con- 
trolled by felons. 

Indeed, Momingstar can point to no other "Five S’tar" rated fired 
owned and controlled by such a person. 

Had Plaintiffs and other investors kno~ of these facts, they would not 
have invested in the Fund. 

Id. at 3. 

The claims agdmst Mornmgst~x rely on what the complaint alleges was Mom- 
ingstar’s utter t:ailure to conduct proper due diligence. 

If Morningsto~ had conducted any competent review at all it wotfld 
have discovered tile fraud and saved all investors in tile Fund from the 
damages suffered. 

Either Mommgstas rated the Fund with Five Stars as part of a delibe- 
rate fraud, or conducted no review at all and recklessly granted the 
rating without genuinely and reasonably believing it was "true. 

ooo 

Mornmgstax provided and disseminated "the Five Stax rating knowing it 
was tNse or acted with b"ach reckless abandon maliciously knowing inves- 
t~rs would rely on Mornmgs-tar’s prestige and exclusive NRSRO stares. 

Id. at 9-10. 

The following table shows the defendants against whom the specific claims 
axe brought. (Note: the complaint incorrectly numbers the claims, but the table 
shows the COlTect nmnbers.) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
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Defendant Momingstar moved to dismiss the complaint on Novelnber 14, 
2(/11. The introduction to that motion follows. 

Plaintiffs - who do not allege they or Life’s Good ever paid any money 
to Momingstar, Inc. ("Momingstar") - seek to hold Momingstar liable 
for a hedge fund rating Mr. Stinson obtained from Mornmgstas’s self- 
reporting hedge fund database using false inl’ormation. Plaintiffs 
assert their claims despite the fact that Plaintiffs: 

do not allege the substance of the allegedly t:alse state- 
ments by Momingstar. 

do not allege Plaintiffs were direct recipients of any state- 
merits from Momingstar. 

do not allege that Mormngstar said or did ax~ythmg con- 
tra¢ to their publicly available hedge fund rating meth- 
odology, which stated that "hedge fund data axe generally 
self reported and not subject to independent verification 
so that errors or deficiencies in those data can go undis- 
covered’’ and "[a] particular hedge fund may, whether 
intentionally or not, submit inaccurate returns data to 
IVlomingstar or its investors." 

, do not allege Morningstar made any statement about Key- 
saone, the entity in which Plaintiffs invested. 

do not allege with "the required specificity that Monm~g- 
star had acttml knowledge of Mr. Stinson’s fi~and and 
instead claim in conclusoU fashion that Mm~m~gs’tar 
’1chew or should have lcnowff’ of IVh. Stinson’s [}aud. 

Despite these fatal deficiencies, Plaintiffs sued Mommgstas axed 
asserted four claims: federal common law fraud, federal common law 
fraudulent misrepresentation, federal common law aiding and abetting 
breach of fiduciary, duty, and COlllmon law fraud under Pennsylvania 
law. The claims against Momingstas must be dismissed for four prin- 
cipal reasons. 

First, all of Plaintiffs’ claims are barred because Mornmgstar’s hedge 
fund ratings upon which Plaintiffs~ claims are based are opinions pro- 
tected by the First Amendment. 

Second, consistent with the United States Supreme Court ruling 73 
years ago in Erie R. Co. v. Tompldns, 3(/4 U.S. 64, 78 (1938), there 
are no federal common law claims for fraud, fraudulent misrepresen- 
tation, and aiding and abetting breach of fiducia~ duty. Since Erie, it 
has been recognized that there is no federal common law "tort scheme 
and that federal common law o,tly remains with respect to claims that 
itnplicate a uinquely ~deral interest and are governed by the Federal 
Constitution or an act of Congress. Because Plaintiffs do not allege 
that their claims implicate a uniquely federal interest or that they are 
governed by the Federal Constitution or ax~ act of Congress, Plaintiffs~ 
federal conunon law claims for fraud, fraudulent misrepresentation 
a~d aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary’ duty must be dismissed. 

Third, Plaintiffs’ Pennsylvama common law fraud claim must be dis- 
missed because Plaintiffs have not: (1) identified aW false state,nent 
made by Morningsm~:; (2) sufficiently alleged that Morningsm~: had 
l~owledge of any t:alse statements or an intent to mislead Plaintiffs; or 
(3) pleaded that their alleged reliance on Morningstar’s ratings regard- 
ing Life’s Good in deciding to invest in Keystone was justified. If this 
Court were to allow Plaintiffs’ federal common law fraud and fraudu- 
lent misrepresentation claims, those claims also fail for these same 
reasons. 

© COPYRIGHT 2012 - PAGE MILL PUBLISHING, INC. 
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Fourth, even if this Court were to analyze Plaintiffs’ non-existent 
federal law aiding and abetting breach of fiduciar2 duty claim as a 
claim under Pem~sylvania law, this claim must still be dismissed be- 
cause: (1) the Permsylva~a Supreme Court has not rccog~tized aiding 
and abetting a breach of fiducia~7 duty as a viable claim in Pe~msyl- 
vania; (2) Plaintiffs have not sufficiently alleged that Moi~m~gs ’tar had 
actual kmowledge that Stinson breached his fiduciary duties; and (3) 
Plaintiffs have not sufficiently alleged that Morningstar acted in con- 
cert with Stinson. 

Docket No. 6 at 1-3 (citation to complaint omitted) (brackets in 
original). 

STAY 

On December 6, 2011, the court-appointed Receiver for Life’s Good STABL 
Mortgage Fund and Keystone State Capital tnoved to intervene and to stay the 
proceedings (Docket No. 8), which motion the court granted on same date 
(Docket No. 9). 

The case is stayed. 

No docket entries were made during this coverage period. 

This review covers the period from March 1 to Maxch 31, 2012. [] 

BA CKGROb5~ 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 11-7866 

Honorable Victor Mat3ero 

Filed on November 3, 2011 

LEAD PLAINTIFFS 

Virginia Retirernent System ("VRS") 

Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Alberta ("Alberta") 

Co-LEAI) COUNSIEL 

Gerald H. Silk, Esq. 
Halmah E. Ross, Esq. 
Sean K. O’Dowd, Esq. 
Stefanie J. Sundel, Esq. 

Bernstein, Litowitz, Berger & Grossmann 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Christopher J. Keller, Esq. 
Dominic J. Auld, Esq. 
Iona M. Evans, Esq. 

Javier Bleichmar, Esq. 
Stephen W. Tountas, Esq. 

Labaton Sucharow 
(New York, N.Y.) 

MF Global filed for Chapter l 1 bardcruptcy on October 31, 2011, shortly after 
it becatne publicly known that the firm had taken a disastrous loss on more 
than $6 billion in sovereign bonds issued by European countries. Forbes pro- 
vided the following summa3T of the situation in its December 12, 2011 issue. 

After Moody’s and the other credit rating agencies cited the sovereign 
debt holdings and profitability concerns in a downgrade of MF’ s credit, 
the compan~v staY~ed to experience an increase in maJrgin calls. As confi- 
dence eroded, clients began pulling money out. With a dwindling $1 
billion equity capital base to cover over $6 billion in at-risk securities, 
laxge unsecured creditors like JPMorgan Chase & Co .... and Deutsche 
Batik AG ... asked for IVIF Global to post additional collateral, which 
it didi£t have. 

A last-ditch effort to stave offbankmptcy flailed when a deal to sell sorne 
assets to Interactive Brokers fell through. On HaJloween, MF Global 
filed for Chapter 11 baNcruptcy and the New York Federal Reserve sus- 
pended the company as a prima~ dealer. 

As of December 13, 2011, more than a dozen class actions had been fried against 
MF Global’s principals, most notably against .Ion S. Corzine, the former New 
Jersey Governor and former U.S. Senator. 

With this issa~e, ItFLR commences tracl~g a series of class actions brought on 
behalf of MF Glo baF s shareholders against several of the fn-m’ s principals, in- 
cluding: 

* Jon Cosine (Chairman & CEO) 

- Henri J. Stce~&amp (CFO) 

, Bradley I. Abelow (President & CO0) 

, Michael G. Stoclcman (CRO) 

MF Global was not named as a defendant in the lead case (Case No. 11-7866) 
because of the Bat~kruptcy Code’s automatic stay provision. 

(contn:med on next page) 
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DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Este]a Diaz, Esq. 
Steven R. Ross, Esq. 

Joseph L. Sorkin, Esq. 
Robert H. Hotz,, Jr., Esq. 
Dean L. Chapman, Esq. 

Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Brian J. Fischer, Esq. 
Jenner & Block 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Charles B. Sklarsky, Esq. 
GregoU M. Boyle, Esq. 
Jeffrey S. Eberhard, Esq. 

Jenner & Block 
(Chicago, Ill.) 

James N. Benedict, Esq. 
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy 

(Los Angeles, Cal.) 

Justin A. Alfano, Esq. 
Sean M. Murphy, Esq. 
Thomas A. Arena, Esq. 

Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Edmund Pohibinski, III, Esq. 
Julia Nestor, Esq. 

David B. Toscano, Esq. 
Davis, Polk & Wardwell 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Andrew J. Levander, Esq. 
Benjamin E. Rosenberg, Esq. 

Matthew L. Mazur, Esq. 
Rebecca S. Ka~lun, Esq. 

Dechert 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Lisamarie F. Collins, Esq. 
Therese M. Doherty’, Esq. 

Herrick, Feinstein 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Mark A. Kirsch, Esq. 
Ctmstopher M. Joralemon, Esq. 

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher 
(New York, N.Y.) 

G. Robert Gage, Jr., Esq. 
Gage, Spencer & Fleming 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Daniel E. Reynolds, Esq. 
Frank H. Wohl, Esq. 

Michael D. Longyear, Esq. 
Lankier, Siffert & Wahl 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Jayne S. Robinson, Esq. 
Brett G. Canna, Esq. 

Kathryn A. McDonald, Esq. 
Robinson, McDonald & Canna 

(New York, N.Y.) 

Helen B. Kim, Esq. 
Katten, Muchin, Zavis & Rosenman 

(Los Angeles, Cal.) 

THE COMPL4INT 

Itle complaint in the lead case connnences with quasi-boilerplate material that 
seeks to establish defendants’ responsibility" for ensuring the accuracy of SEC 
fihngs, press releases, and other pubhc statements made on behalf of MF Global 

Because of the Defendants’ positions with the Company, they had 
access to the undisclosed information about IV~ GlobaFs business, 
operations, operational trends, l~muncial statements, maa:kets und present 
and future business prospects via access to internal corporate documents 
(inchiding the Company’s operating plans, budgets and forecasts and 
reports of actual operations compared thereto), conversations and con- 
nections with other corporate officers and employees, attenda~ce at 
management and Board of Directors meetings and committees thereof 
and via reports and other information provided to them in connection 
therewith. 

It is appropriate to treat the Defendants as a group for pleadnig pus- 
poses and to presmne that the false, misleading and incomplete infor- 
mation conveyed in the Company’s public filings, press releases and 
other publications as alleged herein are the collective actions of the 
naiaowly defined group of de~ndants identified above. Each of the 
Defendants, by virtue of their high-level positions with the Company, 
directly participated in the management of the Company, were 
directly involved in the day-to-day operations of the Company at the 
highest levels und were privy to confidential proprietal3/information 
concenmng the Compuny und its business, operations, grouch, finaan- 
cial statements, und financial condition, as alleged herein. Defendants 
were involved in drafting, producing, reviewing and/or disseminating 
the False and misleading statements und in[brmation alleged herein, 
were aware, or recklessly disregarded, that the ~lse and misleading 
statements were being issued regarding the Company, and approved 
or ratified these statements, in violation of the federal securities laws. 

As officers and directors of a publicly-held company whose common 
stock was, und is, registered with the SEC pursuunt to the Exchange 
Act, and was traded on the New York Stock Exchange (’%!YSE"), and 
governed by the provisions of the federal securities laws, Defendants 
each had a dtW to disselninate promptly, accurate and truthful into> 
mation with respect to the Compuny’s financial condition und perfo> 
mance, growth, operations, finuncial statements, business, markets, 
maxmgement, earnings and present and future business prospects, and 
to correct aW previously-issued statements that had become materially 
misleading or untrue, so that the market price of the Compax~y’s pub- 
licly-traded common stock would be based upon l~-uthful und accurate 
information. Defendunts’ misrepresentations und omissions dumag the 
Class Period violated these specific requirements and obligations. 

Defendants, because of their positions of control and authority as 
officers undior directors of the Company, were able to and did control 
the content of the various SEC filmgs, press releases and other public 
statements pertaining to the Company during the Class Period. Each 
Defendant was provided with copies of the documents alleged herein 
to be misleading prior to or shortly after their issuance undior had the 
ability and/or opportunity to prevent their isstmnce or cause thel-n to be 
corrected. Accordingly, each of "the Defendants is responsible for the 
accuracy of the public reports and releases detailed herein and are there- 
fore primarily liable tbr the representations contained therein. 

Each of the Defendunts is liable as a participant in a fraudulent scheme 
and course of business fl~at operated as a fraud or deceit on purchasers 
of MF Global common stock by disseminating materially false and is 
leading statements and/or conceahng material adverse facts. The 
scheme: (i) deceived the investing public regarding MF Global’s busi- 
ness, operations, management und the intrinsic value of its common 
s~ock and (ii) caused Plaintiff and other shareholders to purchase MF 
Global common stock at artificially inflated prices. 

Docket No. 1 at 4-6. 

(continued on next page) 
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Gregory J. O’Cormell, Esq. 
Philip C. Patterson, Esq. 

De Feis, O’Connell & Rose 
(New York, N.Y.) 

Kenneth M. Rehns, Esq. 
Cohen, Milstein, Sellers & Toll 

(New York, N.Y.) 

CLAIMS 

1. Violations of § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 

2. Violations of § 20(a) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 

MEMBER CASES 

SECURITIES ACTION" 

11-07866 
11-07960 
11-08271 
11-08401 
11-08815 
11-08823 

FUTURES CUSTOMERS ACTION 

11-08467 
12-00087 
12-00195 
12-00499 
12-00661 
12-00705 
12-00740 

Following this introduction, the complaint transitions to a blundefl~uss series 
of exceedingly long excerpts from numerous MF Global press releases and SEC 
filings, with plaintiffs then asserting that the documents are replete with mis- 
repre~ntations and material misstatements tbr which defendants are now liable. 
HFLR will provide additional details on these allegations once they become 
paxticularized in future fihngs. 

CLASS AND CLASS PERIOD 

The class consists of those investors who purchased or otherwise acquired "the 
common stock of MF Global bet~veen May 20, 2011 and October 28, 2011, 
inclusive. 

LEAD PL4LYTIFF AND LEAD CObWSEL 

Eight motions to appoint lead plaintiff (on behalf of"Purchasers of MF Global 
Holdings") were filed during Januaxy 2012. Docket Nos. 25, 27, 30, 32, 35, 38, 
39, and 42. Then, in an order issued on January 20, 2012, the court appointed 
the Virginia Retirement System ("VRS~’) and Her IVlaje~y The Queen In 
Right of Alberta ("Alberta") as Lead Plaintiffs acting on behalf of Purchascrs 
of MF Global ttoldings. In that same order, the court appointed Lead Counsel 
for said class (sidebar) and recaptioned the case, In re ~1t~" Global IIoldings 
LimitedSecm4t~esLit~gation. DocketNo. 140. 

Note: HFLR is covering the portion of this overall action known as In re MF 
Global Holdings’ Limited Secmi#es Litigation, not the portion related to Futuxes 
Customers. No key documents regoxding the securities litigation were filed 
during "this coverage period. 

Several defendants have moved for consolidated pre-trial proceedings. The 
matter is betbre the United States Judicial Panel on IVlultidistrict Litigation. See 
In re MF Global Holdings Ltd. Investment Litigation, MDL No. 2338. 

This review covers the period from Maxch 1 to March 31,2012. ~ 
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~ P~~s 

Harbinger (~q,i~a~ Pam~er~ LLC, e~ a£ 

U.S. District Court (S.D.N.Y.) 
Case No. 12-1244 

Honorable Alison Nathan 

Filed on February.- 17, 2012 

Link to Case (D\CER) 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL 

Jacob H. Zaxnansky, Esq. 
Edward H. Glenn, Jr., Esq. 
Kevin D. Galbraith, Esq. 
Zamansk~v & Associates 

(New York, N.Y.) 

I)aniel C. Girard, Esq. 
Amunda M. Steiner, Esq. 

Lesley Vittetoe, Esq. 
Girard Gibbs 

(San Francisco, Cal.) 

DEFENDANTS’ COUNSEL 

Yet to appear 

COUNTS 

1. Breach of fiduciarTy duty 

2. Gross negligence 

3. Breach of contract 

4. Equitable fraud under Delawaxe connnon law 

5. Fraudulent mi srepresentation aaad omission 

CASE OVERVIEW 

Lili Schad, an individual who asserts she is a limited partner in Harbinger 
Capital Partners Fund I (the "Fund"), has initiated a class action on behalf of 
all such limited partners, as against the Fund’s management firm, Harb~lNer 
Cap~tM Partner~ ("HCP"); HCP’s maaaaging member, Harbinger Holdings 
("Holdings"); aa~d Philip A. Falcone, HCP’s co-founder and Chief Investment 
Officer. 

Plaintiffs’ key allegation is that the putative class lnembers were induced to 
invest in tile Fund with assurances that it would invest in distressed debt and 
saib-prime mortgages, but that Falcone instead directed the Fund to invest $3 
billion - some 60% of its assets - in LightSquaxed, a mobile broadband ser- 
vice provider that now finds itself in extremely serious financial straits. 

D EFIZ~TkANTS 

According to its website, New York City’-based Harbinger Capital Palmers "is 
a private investment flma specializing in event/distressed strategies. Founded 
in 2001 with Philip Falcone as the Chief Investnient Officer, ttarbinger 
Capital Paxtners seeks to invest in alpha-generating ideas that axe uncoixelated 
to investment cycles." 

THE COMPLAINT 

The following excerpt is from the introduction to plaintiffs’ complaint. 

Plaintiff mad the other Class Members axe limited paxtners of the Fund. 
The?, inveb~ted in the Fund after receiving the Offering IVla:terials mad 
signing a subscription agreement. ~llae Off~rmg Materials stated that 
the Fund would pursue an investlnent strategy desig’ned to "achieve 
balperior absolute retnrns by paxticipating in investments plimarily 
involving distressed/high yield debt securities, special situation 
equities, and private loaJas m~d notes." The Offering Materials stating 
that the Fund "focuses prmaarily on tumarounds, reslxucturmgs, liqui- 
dations, event driven situations and capital structure axbitrage," and 
"seeks "to achieve its investment objectives by employing a disciplined 
value investing approach based on intensive credit research?’ 

Defendants implemented a velT different investment strategy, which 
bore little or no resemblaa~ce to the investment strategy described in 
tile Offeling Materials. "Illat strategy involved concentrating a sub- 
stuntial percentage of the Fund’s resources to acquire and operate 
LightSquaxed (originally SkyTelIa), a development-stage wireless tele- 
communications compaa~y. Defendants had no relevant expertise or 
experience in telecommunications, in operating a wireless network, or 
in managing the regulatory, issues associated with wireless tech- 
nologies. Defendm~ts did not advise Class Members of their plm~ to 
concentrate the Fund’s resources in LightSquaxed, "the extent to which 
the Fund’s resources had actnally become concentrated in Light- 
Squared, or the impending regulatou challenges facing LightSquared 
tmtil after media reports und Falcone’s entanglement in a series of 
media controversies and regulatoly inquiries brought the extent of tile 
Fund’s problems to light. 

(continued on next page) 
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Defendants have reportedly invested at least 60% of the Fnnd into 
LightSquared. LightSquared’s cormnercial viability depends on a 
license granted it by file Federal Conmmnications Commission C’FCC’) 
to operate a3~d broadcast on the L-squared broadba~ad spectrum, which 
is adjacent to the spectrum used by satellites. The FCC conditioned 
the license on LightSquared’s abili~ to resolve interference problems 
between its proposed network a~d global positioning systems ("GPS") 
employed by the military, airlines, a~d transportation comp~es. On 
Februa~ 15, 2012, the FCC armonnced that its conditional approval 
grmlted to LightSquared was indefinitely suspended because of the 
GPS interference. IVlost indust~T conmlentators believe that Light- 
Squared’s proposed network is no longer viable. As a result, the 
Limited Partners stand to lose substax~tially all of the value of their 
investments. 

Defendants first advised Plaintiff and the other Lintited Partakers that 
LightSquased’s teclmology interfered with GPS systems on or about 
August 19, 2011. Nothing in the Offering Materials or aW subse- 
quent reports or connntmications from Defendazlts to investors prior 
gave any indication that tla~rbinger’s investment in LightSquaared might 
be in jeopardy, and Def~n ’dants have yet to advise investors of the 
impact LightSquared’s failure will have on their investments. Defen- 
dants knew from the outset, or were reckless in failing to know, that 
LightSqua~ced’s teclmology interfered with GPS systems. Falcone’s 
attorney wrote Senator Charles Grassley on October 19, 2011 and 
acknowledged that LightSquared’s predecessor had attempted to 
address GPS interference problems as eaarly as 2002. 

By "going all in" on LightSquared, Defendants rnaterially deviated 
fiom the Offeling Material’s representations that the Fnnd would seek 
to achieve attractive returns by investing in distressed debt, special 
situation equities, and private loa~s and notes. The risks, rewasds and 
time horizon implicit in the LightSquared investment were not those 
attendant upon an investment in a hedge fund with the objectives axed 
investment s~a~ategy described in Haarbinger’s Offering Materials. The 
Offering Materials stated that Defendants would "monitor portfolio 
volatility a~d risk," but the risks associated with Defendants’ concen- 
tration of file Fund’s resources on LightSquared could not be control- 
led or managed through customa~ credit risk management teclmiques 
employed to mmlage porttblio risk and volatility. 

Had Plaintiff known that Defendax~ts would concentrate the Fund’s 
investments in LightSquaared or known of the regulatory obstacles the 
company faced, she would have refrained from investing in the Fund 
or imlnediately sought "to withdraw her investment from the Fund. 
Yet Defendants failed to provide Plaintiff and the other Limited 
Paartners with file in[brmation file?" needed in order to detemdne if an 
investment in the Fnnd met their objectives. Defendants also failed to 
provide Fund investors with candid information concerning the status 
of the Fund’s investment in LightSquaJred, depriving them of the ability 
to determine if they wished to maintain their investments in the Fund. 

At the same time, Defenda~ts have allowed certain favored investors 
to redeem their inveslmnents at times and on terms tmavailable to 
Plaintiff a~d other Limited Partners. For example, in 2009, at a time 
when other limited pastuers were precluded from withdrawing "their 
investments from the Fnnd, Defendants allowed Goldanan Sachs to 
redeem a $50 million interest in the Fund. By allowing Goldman 
Sachs to withdraw its investment, Defendants further concentrated file 
remaining limited partakers’ assets interest in the Fund’s impaired in- 
vestment in LightSquared. In December 2011, the SEC formally 
notified Falcone that it was considering enforcement action against 
him in connection with the redelnption of Goldman Sachs’s interest in 
the Fund. 

(continued on next page) 
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Defendants’ actions violate the fights of; and have damaged, Plaintiff 
and Class Members. By inducing PlaintifPs investment ttuough the 
Offering Materials, then concentrating the Fund’s assets in Light- 
Squared a~ad failing to noti~~ Plaintiff of the extent of the Fund’s con- 
centration and regulatory, challenges LightSquaJced faced, Defendants 
have deprived her and other similarly situated limited partuers of 
information they required to exercise their fights as limited partners. 

Docket No. 1 at 1-4. 

The complaint’s five causes of action are listed in the sidebar. 

A RE~TEW OF HARBINGER~S 

][NVOLVEME:~I" WITH LIGHTSQUARI)2D 

The following excerpt from the complaint presents an ove~iew of Light- 
Sq~red and a de~iled review of the fi~s involvement wi~ Harbinger. 

Harbinger Acquires Li~htSquared 

~ 2007, Harbinger began to mveb~t m S~Te~a, a pubfic compa~, ~at 
c~x~ged its n~e ~ "Li~tSq~xed" m ~d-2010. LightSq~xed is a de- 
velopment-s~ge w~eless Noadb~d comply that ~eks ~ b~d a whole- 
~e, uafiomvide neN~ork to ~ovide 40 wireless access to ~d u~rs. 

At first, Harbinger acquired a ~nofi~ shareholder interest in Light- 
Squaxed. Over ~e next t~w years, however, Harbinger mcrmsed its 
mves~unt in LightSq~rcd ~til, by M~ch 2010, Harbinger had 
acqu~ed full con~ol of the company. 

~ December 15, 2007, H~bmgcr entered into a sec~ties puxc~se 
agm~nent m p~cha~ $150 m~fion of S~T~a’s 16.5% semor ~- 
~c~ed notes due 2013 and ten-year wa~a~nts to purchase 9,144,038 
shares of S~Terra’s capi~l stock, wi~ an exercise price of $10.00 
per share. 

(N Feb~ 4, 2008, Harbinger purchased 14,407,343 shares of non- 
voting co,non stock of SkyTe~a from ano~er company. As a result 
of H~bmger~s purchase, SkyTe~a was requked to offer to rep~chase 
its senior ~c~ed notes due to a %hange m control," and the majority 
of note holders agreed to a waiver of ~s provision. 

~ Apfil 7, 2008, H~binger p~chased 10,224,532 shares of Sl~Te~a 
co~on stock and 6,173,597 shares of non-voting conm~on stock for, 
m ~e aggmga~, approxima~ly $164 million ($10 per share) from a 
flfird pa~. In connection ruth ~s stock purchase, Harbinger filed an 
application with ~e FCC m acquire con~ol over S~Te~a and 442,825 
shares were placed m escrow pending FCC consent. Harbinger also 
proposed two dkectors who were appointed to the SkyTe~a board of 
dkectors. 

On April 10, 2008, tIafl~mger approached S~Terra management with 
a proposal for a business combination between SkyTerra and Imnar- 
~t, a competitor in which Harbinger owned a 28% interest. Sky- 
Terra’s board of directors approved a transaction for its acquisition of 
all of the stock of Inmarsat not owned by Harbinger, which was to be 
funded by Harbinger. As part of the deal, Harbinger would exchange 
Inmarsat stock for shares of SkyTcrra stock at $10 per share. Harbin- 
ger also agreed to provide $500 million of debt financing to fund 
SkyTerra’s business plan through the flfird quaxter of 2010. 

On August 22, 2008, S~Terra’s board approved the Inmarsat deal, 
and changed the temps so that SkyTe~a agreed to issue 10.3 million 
additional shares of common stock to Harbinger if the business 
combination with Inmarsat was consummated. 

On September 12, 2008, SkyTerra entered into several agreements with 
maother compa~, for the sale of its SkyTerra holdings to Harbinger. 
This company sold 23,626,074 shares of non-voting common stock to 
tIarbinger (of which 7,906,737 shares were placed in escrow pending 
the receipt of the FCC Consent for $4.15 per share). Following the sale, 
SkyTerra agreed to exchange non-voting stock for voting conunon 
stock, and Harbinger excha~aged 6,353,915 shares for voting common 
stock. 

(continued on next page) 
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During January and February 2009, tlarbmger purctmsed 1,634,708 
shares of colranon stock in open lnarket transactions at purchase 
prices ranging from $1.43 to $4.69 per share. 

On September 23, 2009, Harbinger entered into an agreement and 
plan of merger with SkyTerra to acquire 100% of the compax~y. At 
the time, Harbinger held approximately 69% of "the company’. In 
connection with its acquisition, Harbinger also took SkyTerra private 
so "that it no longer filed public reports. 

With the completion of the merger on IVlarch 29, 2010, Defendants 
took thll control of SkTTerra and began m transform it into Light- 
Squared. The acquisition gave Defen ’dants fhll responsibilib~ for the 
management of the company, and managerial execution of its busi- 
ness plans. Defendants replaced nearly all of LightSquared’s officers 
and directors. As the o~ner of LightSquared, rather than an investor 
in the company, the Fund’s options for exiting its position in the com- 
pany were greatly reduced. 

By the end of 2011, Harbinger had assets of $5.7 billion, and had in- 
vested about $3 billion in the LightSquared venture. 

The GPS Interference Problem 

LightSquared’s high-speed network is designed to operate on an ~I,- 
band satellite spectrum." If deployed, the base stations of the Light- 
Squared network would use radio band adjacent to GPS frequencies. 
Although each has its own network, "the spectrums are so close "that 
GPS sy stems would likely pick up the stronger LightSquarcd signal. 

LightSquared must obtain FCC approval to operate its netxvork. In 
2005, the FCC granted LightSquared authority.- to build out its network 
in the L-band spectruln. 

On Jax~uary 26, 2011, the FCC gave Light,Squared approval to expand 
its existing initial satellite bandwidth license - but conditioned the ap- 
proval on the resolution of interference problems with GPS operators. 
The FCC directed LightSquared to participate in an interference 
working group, and to submit monthly reports and a Final report by 
June 2011. The FCC also directed the National Telecommunications 
and Infb~mation Adndnistration C’N~I1A’’) to conduct a study into the 
interference concerns. 

The GPS communib’ has objected to FCC approval of LightSquared’s 
expanded network. Optx~sition has come from GPS equipment makers, 
the Pentagon and milita~, industries, and companies like John Deere, 
whose farm equipment uses GPS systems. 

In July 2011, the Federal Aviation Administration issued a report "that 
said it would t~ke ten yea~s for the aviation indusWy to design, develop, 
certit}~ and install modified GPS equipment in commercial and private 
jets. 

On September 8, 2011 the FCC issued a request for NTIA to conduct 
additional testing into LightSquared’s GPS interference. 

Independent of the NTIA study, the National Space-Based PNT Sys- 
tems Engineering Forum conducted its own study of’the potential for 
interference with military, and civilian GPS applications. On Decem- 
ber 9, 2011, according to Bloomberg, ~laboratory testing was per- 
fom~ed for the National Space-Based Positioning, Navigation, and 
Timing (PNT) Systems Engineering Forum, an executive branch bo@ 
that helps advise policy makers on issues around GPS" and ~found 
that 69 of 92, or 75 percent, of receivers tested ~experienced haxmful 
interference~ at the equivalent of 100 meters (109 yards) from a Light- 
Squared base station." 

(contnmed on next page) 
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On February 14, 2012, NTIA reported to the FCC that government 
tests showed that LightSquared’s network would interfere with navi- 
gation equipment used by amines. NTIA concluded that "there is no 
practical way to mitigate the potential interference at this time." 

On Februasy 15, 2012, the FCC revoked its conditional approval be- 
cause of the GPS interference problem. Ta~any Sun, an FCC spokes- 
person, said in an e-mailed statement that the agency is prepaxing to 
withdraw the prelimina~’ approval it granted last year for the com- 
pany to build a high-speed nebxork. Sun said, ’~[t]he commission 
clearly stated from the outset that harmful interference to GPS would 
not be pemdtted," and that "[t]he conm~ission will not lift the prohibi- 
tion on LightSquaaced." 

Defendants’ Reportin~ to the Limited Partners 

Falcone has known that the GPS interference has been ax~ issue since 
2002 and he has said in interviews that LightSquared has been 
working with the GPS industry to remedy the problem since it first 
became kmo~vn. By October 2007, Falcone knew that a resolution of 
the GPS issue was required to receive the final FCC approval needed 
to deploy LightSquared’s tectmology. But Defendants have provided 
the Limited Partners with only positive, general reporting on Harbin- 
ger’s investment in LightSquaaced. 

Defendants periodically advi~d the investors and provided them with 
analysis of the maa:ket enviromnent and updates on the Fund’s invest- 
merits. Prior to the Fnnd’s acquisition of SkyTerra and "the name 
change to LightSquaxed, the Fund only generally referenced SkyTerra. 

Defendants provided additional information about S19’Terra in connec- 
tion with the acquisition of the company. Investors were advised of 
Defendants’ bid to take SkyTerra private and their belief that they 
would be able to capitalize on the need for spectrum bandwidth. Defen- 
dants were advised about "exciting news" in the FCC’s approval for 
Haxbinger "to acquire SkyTerra. Defendants advised the Investors that 
the FCC had granted approvals that would allow the company’s 
bpectmm licenses to be developed commercially. Debt~ite Defendants’ 
l~owledge of the GPS interference issue daring to the Fund’s first 
investment in 2006, they always described SkyTe~aa in highly favor- 
able terms and made no reference of any kind to the interference issue. 

Defendants also issued monthly performance sununaries describing 
the Fund’s asset allocations. These reports did not give any informa- 
tion specific to the investments in LightSquaxed or Slg"Terra and did 
not offer information sufficient to determine the degree to which 
investors’ money was concentrated in a single investment. 

Defendants advised Investors about the GPS interference issue on or 
about August 19, 2011, in mild terms that did not fully capture the 
depth of the problem and its risks. Defendants only advised Investors 
that users of GPS had claimed that LighkSquaaced’s network wou]d 
interfere with satellite signals ~nt to GPS devices. Defendants 
reassured investors that LightSquared had, for years, been diligently 
working with the GPS industry on the issue and had found a compre- 
hensive solution that would allow LightSquared’s plans to proceed. 
Defendants never disclosed that ultimate FCC approval was con- 
tingent on LightSquared finding a solution for the GPS issue. 

In November 2011, tlarbinger reported to its Limited Partners that the 
Fund was down that month by 3.44%, and 13.49% year-to-date. By 
then, Harbinger’s assets were dominated by its at least 60% holdings 
of LightSquaaced, with no offsetting short or hedge. 

Haad~inger was responsible for valuing LightSquaaced’s privately held 
stock. In December 2011, Haacbinger reportedly maxked down the 
LightSquaxed position by approximately 50%. 

In early December 2011, Defendants closed the Fund to withdrawals. 
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Congressional and RegulatoD" Investigations 

Alier the JanuaiT 26, 2011 FCC waiver, Falcone and LightSquared 
became the subject of a Congressional investigation into whether the 
FCC’s approval was tainted by political contributions. Falcone was a 
~zlbstm~tial Democratic contributor, and the FCC’s approval was 
alleged to have been obtained through improper political int]uence by 
the White House. 

Senator Charles Grassley is ta2dng pad in the investigation of the 
FCC’s waver. He has demanded copies of coiiespondence between 
Falcone and the FCC Chairman, and has inquired about contacts that 
LightSquared, tlarbmger mid GPS companies have had with the FCC 
and the White House. In an October 5, 2011 email, Falcone said that 
approval of LightSquared’s network could be made a "an" for the 
Senator and that "the last thing I want to do is make this more political 
thaa~ it akeady is." 

On January 23, 2012, Senator Grasslcy sent Falcone a letter regarding 
attempts to influence his investigation. ’Itle Senator said that a mem- 
ber of his staff received a phone call on January 6, 2012 from Todd 
Ruelle, a telecommunications executive, who said that a call center 
might be placed in Iowa if the FCC approves LightSquared’s network, 
and that Ruelle "only gets paid if this deal goes through." The Sena- 
tor said that Ruelle’s call was a3a %mseemly invitation to discuss a 
quid pro quo," and that the call, in combination with Falcone’s Octo- 
ber 5 email, "implied an invitation to pull punches in my investi- 
gation." 

In September 2011, General William Shelton - four-star Air Force 
general who oversees Air Force Space Command - reported that he 
was pressured by the White tIouse to change his congressional testi- 
mony after he revealed his concerns ruth LightSquared’s GPS inter- 
ference. Representative Mike Turner, chaimm3a of the House Atoned 
Services subconunittee that oversees the GeneraFs space command 
and GPS issues, said that "[t]hcrc was an attempt to influence the text 
of the testimony’ and to engage LightSquarcd in the process in order to 
bias his tebtimoW. The only people who were involved in the process 
in preparation for the hearing included the Department of Defense, the 
White ttouse, and tile Oftice IVlanagement and Budget." 

On December 8, 2011, tile SEC issued a Wells Notice m Harbinger 
and Falcone concerning whether Harbinger engaged in "market ma- 
nipnlation" in certain mortgage-related securities traded during 2006 
to 2008. 

Both Falcone and Harbinger’s president, Omar Asali, arc targets of an 
SEC investigation concerning $50 million that Goldman Sachs with- 
drew from the Fund in 2009. ttarbinger had suspended cash redemp- 
tions, but, in 2009, allowed Goldman Sachs m mth&aw $50 million 
from the Fund at par value. By redeemmg Goldman’s investment for 
$5(/million, Falcone further concentrated the interests of the remain- 
ing investors in the Fund’s investments in LightSquared. Before join- 
ing Harbinger in 2009, Asali was co-head of the Goldman Sachs 
hedge fund strategy group. While at Goldman Sachs, Asali reportedly 
helped oversee its decision to invest in Harbinger. 

The SEC is reportedly also investigating a $113 million loan that Fal- 
cone took from another of his hedge fmlds in October 2009 without 
obtaining permission from its investors. 

LightSquared Is Facing Insolvency 

In Janua~~ 2012, a number of industlT analysts reported that Light- 
Squared would e.:~aust its available cash in the near future, by many,/ 
reports as early,/ as the second quarter of 2012. 

On Jalma~ 3 l, 2012, LightSquared’s network partner, Sprint Nextcl, 
gave Harbinger a mid-March deadline for obtaining the FCC’s uncon- 
ditional approval. LightSquared and Sprint Nextel have a[n] 18-year 
contract for shaling the spectrum and tile costs of equipment and 
building the network. 

(continued on next page) 
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On FebmaQ~ 14, 2012, Tim FaJcrar, an independent satellite-industry 
aJaalyst, said that "[w]ith LightSquared ~t to mn out of money in the 
neax future, it must now consider whether to file for bankruptcy a~d 
preserve its resources for the inevitable litigation fights, or continue 
pretending that all of its problems can be overcome while its cash 
&ains away. 

id. at 9-17 (fourth pah of brackets added). 

CLASS A,~7) CLASS PERIOD 

The class consists of all persons and entities who were limited partners in the 
Fund as of December 31,2011. 

No sigmfica~t docket cn~es were made dt~g @s covcr~e p+od. 

~lNs ~view covers the period [?om Max~h 1 to March 31, 2012. ~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 27, 2013 12:29 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Gennm~ Coalition Reaches Deal but Faces Tough Party Vote 

German Coalition Reaches Deal but Faces Tough Parb" 
Vote 

Germany’s biggest political parties agreed early Wednesday on a deal to forge a coalition 

government led by Chancellor Angela Merkel. 

After 17 hours of negotiations, Ms. Merkel’s conservative Christian Democratic Union, its 

Bavarian Christian Social Union sister party and the Social Democrats agreed to introduce 

a national minimum wage and toughen labor market rules, as well as boost spending on 

pensions, education and infrastructure. 

But the real nail-biter comes next: an unusual mail-in referendum that gives the 470,000 

members of the left-leaning Social Democrats, or SPD, an up-or-down vote on whether to 

approve the coalition agreement. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ 1;00x250 



TODAY’S EVENTS 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Returninq to Balsnce: Stress 
Reduction Nade 

From Twitter [] 

artid®! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

’Slave’ listed as occupation on jury form I Filibuster change harms courts, appeals judge says I Did bikini ’emergency’ 
absolve driver in fatality? 

The "Fop Stories of the Week 

November 27,2013 

Editor’s note: Because of the upcoming holiday, you are receiving your ABA 
Journal Weekly Newsletter early. Happy Thanksgiving! 

Lav~/er who ’incessantly’ disparaged opposing counsel gets two-year suspension 

A ~IESSAGt5 FRO~! JAI~S 

5 Must Have Criteria For Choosing A Class Action/Mass Tort ADR Provider 

Did falling bikini-top ’emergency’ absolve distracted driver in fatal crash? 

3 Law Firm Marketinq Channels To Focus On For 2014 Success 

Law=school debt relief is proposed for some la~wers in pending bill 

Do retailers offer phantom discounts on Black Friday_?_____S____u__!__t__s___t__a_r_.g__e_t__p_r_!__c__!__n__g 

Failed courtroom ID ploy cited in lawyer’s suspension 

44 years after suit flied: Workers can collect back pay plus $14.7M in interest 

._T___r_!__b____e_____s___a__y__s___s____q__v____e___r__e_i_g_n__ immuni_ty__protects it f~om ~a~y!~n~g~$-1~M-~a~-En~e~y~f~e-~e~s~!~n~-~B-a~b~y 
Veronica case 

Contracejotive-coveraq~ mandate will be reviewed bY S#preme Court 

investigation 



Unconventional childhood helps ’Free Spirit’ author to advocate for domestic-abuse 

victims (podcast) 

Vote for your favorite caption in our legal-themed cartoon contest 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

What qualities do you look for in potential hires? 

Last week, a reader asked Corporette about tips for hiring a new assistant. 
"What should I look for in a new assistant? What questions should I ask during 
an interview?" asked the attorney, the newest in the trio of lawyers who would 
share the assistant. 

Corporette’s Kat Griffin didn’t have any direct experience in this scenario, but thought that in this 
reader’s situation, the lawyer should try to get some assurance from the assistant that tasks she 
assigned-as the least-senior lawyer in the group-wouldn’t always be Iower-priodty than the other 
attorneys’ tasks. 

This week, we’d like to ask you: What qualities do you look for in potential hires? Whether it’s an 
assistant, a junior attorney or just a potential new co-worker on whom management want your 
feedback, what would make you hire them? 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: VMnat was the most unusual (but true!) excuse you 
have had for being late to court orthe office? 

We couldn’t settle on a single featured answer. We suggest you read them all. But here are 
some of the highlights. 

"1 was late to court because ..." 

* Bales of hay fell off a trailer, blocking the road. 

* My dog ate my filing. 

* I picked up a stray coonhound that had been "skunked." 

* I broke a bone in my hand after angrily hitting the steering wheel. 

* There was an eviction notice on door of my kids’ day care. 

* There was a live bat in my bathtub. 

* A small plane went down at the one entrance / exit of my apartment complex. 

*1 was holding my cat when he got spooked and slashed my neck. 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, contact us. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 3:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: New Rules Would Rein In Nonprofits’ Political Role 

Today’s Headlines ...... 

~N THIS ENA~L I ~’~ NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business Spots Arts ~ Dining &Wine Today’s 

Top News 

New R~fles Wo[fld Rein h~ Nonprofits~ Political Role 

The Obama adminis [ratiorl’s proposals would curtail political aedvity by tax-- 

exempt nonprofit ~roups, a si~t~it]cant change for one of the fastest-growh~g 

sources of campaign spending. 

UoS. Sends Two B-52 Bombers into Adr Zone 

Claimed by C]~ina 

O~ciala said the Vnited States m~]~ta~T would contim~e to asse~ 

its Hght to lly ~rough whak it regards as international airspace 

after a [~eent Chinese e~a~m to an "ah" defense identification zone," 

Japan Answers China’s Warnings Over Isiends’ Airspace 

THE CANCER DIVIDE 
~ This28- 

In israel, a P~sh to Screen fo~¯ Cm~eer Oene I y~d I 
Leaves Many Conflicted 

As a push ensues in Israel ibr a screening program to test Jewish 

women for canee~eausing gene muka~ons, many Nee hard choices about how 

much they want to t~ow. 

~ Interactive Graphic: Where ~s Breast Cancer? 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE I INTERACTIVE FEATURE 

F.,sse~t-~| Tha~ksg~vh~g 

Your guide to the year’s most important meal, ~fith our best 

recipes, videos, Lechniques and trkq~. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Home for the Holidays 

Is it better for families to air their diflbrences or avoid them? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

HUNBERTO FUENTE8, a high school senior in Orlando, Fla.. on advanced placement 
courses, 

World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Seeur~ :Pact 

Even mm~y of President Harold Karzai’s friends have criticized 

Ms refltsal ko conclude a seenH~y agreement witk tke t hired States. 

Ukraine in Turmoi| Afier Leaders Reject l~Iajor 

E.Uo Deal 

Tens of thousands of protesters have demanded [h a t flae country 

shake off iN post-.Soviet identi~y and move into the orbit of a 

m ore prosperous E~rope. 

Hamid 

:Pope Sets Dow~ Goa~s for oat lne|usive Church, 

Reaehi~g Out ’on the Streets’ 

Francis sNd women musk play an increasingly impotent ~v4e in 

the ehm:eh, but that feting women he priests was "uot a questiou 

open to discussion." 

F~ncis 

spoke 

U,S. 



Pu[~ing a More Diverse Group o£Achievers Into 

the Advanced Placement ~ool 

Con fron fi n g en tren ched pereep U ons, schools h ave begun 

initiatives to em’oll more poor, Latino and z~x~can--z~erican 

s~dents who 

At Least 3o Haitians Die _After Boat Capsizes 

The fatal accident is the latest in a series of ship~q’ecks iwvolxSng 

t taitian migran b, who pay smugglers ~o ferry them to the U hired 

States in oRen unseaworthy vessels. 

~ D Video: U.S. Coast Gc~a~d Rescue Video 

Gb~ecolog~sts May Treat Ne~, Board Sava~ in SuStch 

The statement from the American Board of Obstetrics and Gyneeo]o&v eased 

restrieUons anuouneed in September, which said that &yueeologists could lose 

tbeh" board eerqfieafion if they treated men. 

Business 

’Leave of Absence’ for Lara Logm~ After Flawed Benghazi 

Report 

The leaves for the CBS correspondent and her producer tbllow an interna~ 

repo~ that criticized her reporti og methods for the segment on "60 MimRes." 

The International MoneNry Fund is advocating a mor~? aggressive approach to 

debt restrue~ming that would shift some pain to the p~iw~te seekor, and away 

from German-sgqe austerib,. 

~ Graphic Escalating DeN 

Retai~ers Seek Par4-ners in ..qo~a~ Networks 

Brick and mo~Lar stores like Target and Wahnart are engaging 

heavily with social networks, notably Pinterest, to clinch holiday 

sales. 

Pstrizi, 

head of 

What Does Black ~:riday Mean ter You? 

Sports 



Some Knicks fans lind it diseoneeFdng that James L. l)olan is on 

the road jamming with his blues-rock band, # D & The Straight 

Shot, M~ile his main act on the com~ can’t seem to dig itself out of its desu~toU 

state. 

KEEPING SCORE 
Ca rnneio 

Good May Come on Heels of Bad and Ugly for Anthony 

Kn~eks ~d Net~ ~ 

Anyo~m ~n4ting them off has n ot been paying aRe~fio~ to the 

Ea stem Con lbwnee~ wh ere nin e team s wJ [h l osing record s have m ade th e 

player[2 dm’~ng the past m seasons. 

, NB.A Roundup: Wizards Edge Pastthe Lakers 

Shmnper% Knieks Starter, Str~aggles to Return to 

Relevance 
::.y :31?.13~ 3 i:a"ti:~Oi~ 

Once considered the player with the most upside on tim team, 

Iman Shurnpet~ has taken several big steps backward this 

seasom 

ShumF~ 

rt, right, 

Arts 

’OLDBOY’ 

You Can Cheek O~t Any Time Ym~ IJke, 

Spike b~e ~interpre~s Pa~k Chan.-wook’s fihn "Ohtboy," with 

Josh BroUn 

Citing l~mqafity, Sicily Bm~s Loans of ~3 Artworks 

A policy shift, la~;gely mmo~ieed outside Italy, relleets growing 

concern s by Sh::ilim~ officials that their most importm~t treasures 

are too oRen out of the country. 

~o~h 

%Vhere F~hn Marries Video Game 

"Fort Me.Money," a documentary in the fbrm of an ~-mline video 

game, examines the efl>ets the oil it~dustW has had on FoYt 

MeMurray, A~herta. 

Dining & Wine 

h~ the iEnd, It’s Not _Abmet the Food 

Paying a~e~tion to gt]ests, o~ Thm~k~giving or at any dimmr 

pat~y, is the whole point of having people over. 

An en orm ot] s potato latke evokes the spi tit of Th anksgivi n g. 

Leffow~rs for Breakfast 

Wylie Dufresne makes hu’key hash hy fl)raging throt]gh the 

remnanLs of Thanksgiving dinner for things that go wall with 

eggs. 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Why Care Aboa~t 

A shot~, fihn e.~lores whether ordina~T Americans should be 

concerned about online smveillanee. 

~ VIDEO: ’][’he Making of’Making a Scene’ 

A behind-.the--scenes look at the year’s hes t performers starring 

h~ ~ origin;a] (ve~T) short films directed by the Oscar-winning 

cinematographer Janusz Kaminsld. 

, Related M=.@media Feature 

~ VIDEO= I~terseetiom Less ]is More i~ 

_At~stin 

In the South Congress neighborhood of Austin, Tex., the heat 

keeps the ~ocal sb.:]e casual and comfortable. 

Obituaries 

Merre|| ~,ri||imns Jr,, Paralega| ~,rho Bared Big 

Tobacco, Dies at 7~ 

Mr. Williams leaked mountains ofi~tcrnal documents in ~994, 

fueling lawsuits that resuRed in an industt7 payo*R of billions ~ff 

dollars to pay smokers’ medical bills. 

Clfieo Hamilton, Drm~aer, Bm~dleader 

E×ponent of Cool Jazz, Dies al 9x 

Mr. tlamilton, from the ~s :M~geles area, had a subtle and 

mdodic approach that made him ideNly s~fited fi:~r the refined, 

understated s~yle that came to be known as con jazz. 

Lou Brissie, an AlloStar m~d War Hero, Dies at 89 

Brissie aehie~’ed his ~h’eam and inspired people with Nsabilities 

by raaking the major leaNtes after suffering devastating leg 

inj uries in World War IL 

Williams 

:": Harrfilto 

holding 

I s:°°’ I 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Presst~re and Passivity on I~maigratio~ 

President Obama and Cong4"ess fail to act on passing reform, and the suflk;ring 

of families continues. 

EDITORIAL 

±~mother Cba||enge to the Hesdth Care Law 

The Supreme ( ’.om:t should protect women’s access to affordable contraception 

wken it rules on two eases. 

EDITORIAL 

The t~’~ar on Thanksgiving 

Consmnerism has encroached on the day itself, wi[h retailers opening even 

earlier than in past yeats to get a bigger jump on Black b’riday. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A B~rd ~’hose L~fe Depe|~ds o~ a C~’ab 

A bird’s fl£m’e defends o~ a creatt~re that surqved the 

din osaurs. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ngskir~ P~’~de arid P~°ej~dice 

The worlds of dane Austen and pro l))o[ba]l have more i[~ 

common than y% would think. 

~ Colum ng~ Page 

OP-ED I YOUNG-HA KIM 

:Life Inside a P]layStation 

Would a law providing for kreakraen[ Of I~ternet gaming 

addietio[~ actually help players b reeo%r? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Nov. 27: Rising Rates May Soon Aid Banks; Decision Time on Deposit Advances 

....... ~ °°.~ ~ ° °~ ~ WebSe~nina~s 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 2013 

F-TII-T] E~ 

Today’s Top Stories COMPLETE ISSU~ .:~d’,;~:,~t ~:~:~,:::~:::::~ 

Increases in medium- and long-term interest rates 
still pose risks, but the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corp.’s Quarterly Banking Profile revealed that a 
rate recovery can also have advantages. 

Texas Bankruptcy Case Reinforces Threat to 

Trust~Preferred ~nvestors 

A plan to sell a Dallas bank to an investor group 
through a bankruptcy auction could lead to big 
losses for groups that made investments at the 
height of the economic crisis. 

We~ls Fargo, U.So Bank Face Crossroads on 

The short-term consumer loan product will either 
have to be overhauled or ditched in the wake of 
new regulatory guidance. 

Is Your Second-Lien Position Rea~y 
Second? 

It’s a hot year for second-lien loans, which are 
already at $28 billion. But they may be "second" 
in name only for claims in the event of default 
because of the increasingly complex structures of 
debt issuances and inconsistent industry 
definitions. 

By Department 

Document System He~ps Co~onia~ Savings 
Cut Costs~ Ease Compliance 

Colonial Savings, a mortgage-servicing firm, 
installed new mortgage software and 
consequently tripled loan volume, cut costs and 
improved compliance without reducing 
headcount. 

We~ls Fargo, UoS. Bank Face Crossroads on 
Deposit Advances 

The short-term consumer loan product will either 
have to be overhauled or ditched in the wake of 
new regulatory guidance. 

Texas Bankruptcy Case Reinforces Threat to 
Trust-Preferred ~nvestors 

LexisNexis is delighted to 

welcome SheshunoffT~ to 

D Vie~ eo~p~ete its extensive portfolio of 

iSSUe 
products and services. 

Known for practical 

B View company compliance guidance, 

i}’~ de~ 
Sheshunoff provides easy- 

to-understand resources for 

B BU ~3SCri be the banking professional, 

including sample forms, 

SPECIAL REPORT 
policies, procedures, 
audits and checklists From 

the front line to the back 
The FinTech 100         office, Lexisaexis(9 

~ 
FIS and SheshunoffTM has you 

mata once 
covered. © 2013 

LexisNexis. All rights 

again top reserved. 
1he annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- ¯ .... 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and Hear firsthand from CMOs 

Silver Tail are among and other industry experts 

on how they’re adapting to 
the 10 Tech changes to create 
Companies to opportunities to grow 

Watch. market share and revenue 

in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 
Wealth 2013. 

Managen~ent 

[~ 
W ealth         -- 
management 

has             ~:: 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage Enabling the delivery of 

employees to cut high quality financial 

products and services 

corners and Pursue operational 

regulators to crack excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 
down on 

competitive in today’s 

questionable financial services industry, 

practices. All this companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 
applies to big banks, quality products and 
which thirst for services in response to 

consumer demand. 
sources of growth, 

Download this white paper 

and small banks, to learn how best to 
which are jumping pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 
headlong into the to market. 
business and 



A plan to sell a Dallas bank to an investor group 
through a bankruptcy auction could lead to big 
losses for groups that made investments at the 
height of the economic crisis. 

Why Higher Interest Rates Might Soon Boost 
Ba~k Profits 

Increases in medium- and long-term interest rates 
still pose risks, but the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corp.’s Quarterly Banking Profile revealed that a 
rate recovery can also have advantages. 

Is Your Second-Lien Position Rea~y 

Second? 

It’s a hot year for second-lien loans, which are 
already at $28 billion. But they may be "second" 
in name only for claims in the event of default 
because of the increasingly complex structures of 
debt issuances and inconsistent industry 
definitions. 

catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Eqt~alib’ NC <enc@equali~nc.org> 

~Vednesday, November 27, 2013 6:06 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Next Week’s Crucial Conversation. 

Equality NC 

B efore you I e ave for Th m~ks givi n g, I wa n ted to qui c]d,v a sk tb at you j oin me for a tru ly cr~t da] ccmversati on 

coming up early n ext week. 

For thi s hom’-h:mg even t, hosted by our fl’ien d s ai NC Policy Watch, I ’]l b e j oi n ed by Ch ris B rook, I~gal D i rector of 
the ACLU of North Ca~lilm Legal Foal~dati~-m; and pare~B Cha~kelle Fisher-borne, Shawn D-rag, a~d Craig 
Johnson, plain[ill; in Nsher-Borne v. Smith, a federal lawsuit challenging Not~ah Carolina’s bans on second parent 
ad~-~ption a~d marNage for same--sex couples on behalf d six North Carolina Nmilies. 

Le k’s hmneh the 2 o 14 moveme*~ k for marriage equali[y together! 

Chris Sgro 

Executive Director 

Equality NC 

Tell a Friend 1 ~i Donate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

dacobs: UNC, Duke basketbat~ 
The Tar 

Nay unexpected games ..... Heels’ 

Duke barely beat Vermont; North celebrate 

Carolina surprised defending their 93-84 

NCAA champion Louisville, a 

week after losing at home to 

Belmont. There’s a lesson here... 

UNC guard I~,~arcus PaNe 

meeting own Ngh 

e×pectations 

Marcus Paige, North Carolina’s 

sophomore guard, scored more 

points than he ever had in college, 

and for an encore he did it again. 

Then after that .. 

UNC’s 

Marcus Paige 

(5) handles 

the ball 

during the 

second half 

of the Hall of 

Fame Tip-Off 

Duke wen over U~C wc, u~d ~)ut 

Blue Devils in first Ace tNe 

game 

Duke has a chance to push for 

great rewards when it faces North 

Carolina on Saturday at noon at 

Kenan Stadium. The Blue Devils 

have already won the .. 

Duke head 

coach David 

Cutcliffe is 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=:2[~£a..~.Lg.~ if you have further questions or concerns. 



~en~: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Di[ectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

VVednesday, November 27, 2013 7:01 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

November 27, 2013: Supreme Court Takes Cases on Contraception... 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

T£day:s T£P Head!ine ............................................................................................................. 

Supreme Court Takes Cases on Contraception Coverage 

"The Supreme Court agreed on Tuesday to hear a pair of cases on whether 
corporations can refuse to provide insurance coverage for contraception to 
~hei[ wo[kers based on the religious beliefs of the co[potations’ owners," 
reports the Boston Globe (Nov. 27, Liptak). The cases present a brand new 
challenge to the Affordable Care Act. Last year, the Supreme Court upheld 
another part of the law, one ~ha[ requi~s mos~ Americans to obtain insurgence 
or pay a penalty. "The Obama administration has exempted many religious 
groups from the law’s [equirements for contraception coverage," notes the 
newspaper. "But it said for-profit corporations could not rely on religious 
objections ~e op~ ou~ of compliance with the law." White House Press 
Secretarf Jay Carney was pressed recently on this very topic. He responded: 
"The president believes that no one, including the government or for-profit 
corporations, should be able to dictate those decisions to women." 

Tulsa World (Nov. 27) notes that "the high court justices accepted cases that 
have received conflicting decisions in federal appeals courts." Through these 
cases, the justices could detem~ine whether for~p~fit companies indeed have 
the constitutional dght to [eject the birth-control mandate that is part of 
President’s health-care law. A decision is expected some time before the high 
court’s ~e[r[~ ends in June. One of the companies at ~he cente[ of ~he 
controve[sy is Hobby Lobby, a nationwide chain of crafts and home decor 
stores. The Oklahoma-based company is owned and operated according to 
the Green family’s Christian beliefs. 

The Albuquerque Journal (Nev. 27, Savage) notes that "the Green family, 
which also owns the Mardel chain of Christian bookstores, says they believe 
that lile begins at conception, and they obied to paying to cove[ morning-aI~er 
and week.Per pi~s." According to ~he G[eens’ ~ega~ team, ~he ~am~y is w~ll~n9 
to cover other slandard contraceptives fer their mere than 13,000 fuU-time 
employees. However, they argue that the "contraceptive m~nd~te" v~o]ates 
~hei[ dghts under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, which was 
~ntended to overlurn the Mgh court’s cartier refusa~ to give "religious 
a consfitut~on~] exemption from ordin~ ~aws. WMte House attorneys counter 
that although ~nd~viduals have religious beliefs, s "for-p[ofit corpo[ate 
employer" does not and may no~ ignore laws ~hat safeguard ~he rigMs of ~ts 
workers. "A federa~ judge ~n Oklahoma re~eoted the claim from the Hobby 
Lobby stores," the newspaper recalls. "But ~n June, the U.S. 10th C~[cu~t 
Cou[t of Appeals ~n Denver sak~ the company was entitled to be exemp~ from 
1he ’contraceptive mandate.’" 

Share~ 

Xll PubCoSurveyHeadline ] 

�~m#!im~r~ NACD Web!~a[ ....................................................................................... 

Disruptive Technologies:What Boards Need to Know 
Dec, I9,2013 
2-ap,m.(ET) 

Companies today operate in a rapidly changing world where economic 
can be measured in months instead of years, and technology can render a 
business unit obsolete nearly overnight. While emerging trends like big data, 
cloud computing, mobile technologies, and social media increase operational 
capabilities and are now critical for competitive pertemqance, the convergence 
of these new technologies also presents new risks. As a result, it is clear that 

Check fo~ late- breaking news 

after 9:00 AM Eastern. 

[~ KPMG Hof 2 .... 

[ ~KII Findan NACD Chapter Program 
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information technology (IT) should be part of the boardroom’s discussions on 
strategy. 

Tune-in fer a complimentarf webinar to explore gaps in knowledge and 
address the implications of emerging technologies. Learn more and ~ 

Share[CTTF~ 

Audit and Finance 

Why Are Takeover Prices Plu~meting? 

Dealogic, which analyzed da~a for ~he Wall Street Journal (Nov. 26, Monga), 
reports that "U.S. companies are paying just 19 percent more, on average, 
than their acquisition target’s trading price one week befere the deal was 
announced" - the lowest takeover premium since at least 1995. The 
premiums have averaged 30 percent historically. Such companies as Applied 
Materials Inc., Perrigo Co., and Themqo Fisher Scientific Inc. have inked 
acquisition deals this year with premiums under traditional averages, reflecting 
the cautious stance el their corporate boards. Executives mus~ make 
calculations based on four on._qoin._q factors - industry cycles, a tepid 
economic recover,:/, the volatile political climate, and expectations that the 
Federal Reserve may soon reverse policies that have kept interest rates near 
all4ime lows. Robert Kindler, global head el mer(jers and acquisitions at 
Morgan Stanley, states, "Companies think it’s too uncertain a time to do 
major deals." 

Share[~E] 

Bayer in Talks to Buy Partner AIgeta for $2,4 

Bloomber.q (Nov. 26,, Torsoli, Kresge) has learned that "Bayer AG is in early 
talks to acquire Norwegian partner Algeta ASA for about 14.8 billion kroner 
(US$2.42 billion), a move that would give Germany’s biggest drugmaker fu~ 
control of a pi~state cancer medicine and a pipeline of experimental radiation 
therapbs." The offer values A~geta at 27 percent more than Monday’s c~osing 
price of 264.6 kroner. Bayer is currently funding some medbal trials for 
Algeta’s Xo~igo @ug. Acquiring the company would mean that ~J w~ll no longer 
need ~o sh~re profits or pay ~oya~fies on the medicine. 

Share~ 

~en’s Wearhouse Turns Tables With Bid for Jos. A. ~ank 

Reuters (Nov. 26) reports that Men’s Wearhouse Inc, on Tuesday ofi~red io 
acquire fellow retailer Jos. A. Sank Clothiers Inc. for $1,5 billion, less than a 
month after the latter walked away from its own offer to acquire its bigger 
competitor. Men’s Wear[reuse has offered $55 per share in cash to acquire 
Jos. A. Sank, implying an enterprise value of around $1,2 billion Ior [he chain 
of men’s apparel stores. Last month, Jos. A, Bank offered to purchase Men’s 
Wearhouse for around $2.3 billion, or $48 per share. Men’s Wearhouse 
rejected tha~ offer, describing it as "inadequate" and cautioning ~ha[ it raised 
anti4rust concerns, In addition, it adopted a poison pill to prevent a hostile 
takeover. Jos. A. Sank terminated its offer to acquire Men’s Wearhouse on 

Nov. 15, but did not rule out a second bid down the line. 

Share[gT:T~ 

$&P Places 72 U.S. Companies’ Ratif~gs on Watch to Reflect Criteria 
Change 

"A revision to the criteria methodology used by Standard & Poet’s Ratings 
Services on corporate industrial and u~ility companies has led the ra~ings firm 
to place 72 U.S. companies on watch for an upgrade or downgrade," reports 
the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 26, Ke~). ~th 57 U.S. companies being placed 
on watch w~h positive ~mp~ba~ons, ~he majod~y o~ the companies ~mpacted 
by tMs change are ~ikely to see a ratings upgrade~ TMs comes not tong after 
S&P announced that ~t was revising how ~t determines the issuer credit 
ratings on corporate ~nd~stds~ companies and ~fi~fies. Companies that 
received a "rosb¢’ vbw ranged flora 3M Co~ and Cisco Systems ]nc~ ~o 
Macy’s h~c. and Xerox Corp. Among the companies 1hat received a more 
negative v~ew were C~tgo Petroleum Corp. and Energen Corp. 

Share~ 

�£rP~ra~ G£~[£a£ce ......................................................................................................... 

Female Board Directors Found to Keep M&A Costs Down 

CBC News (Nov. 26) cites a new study by the University of British Columbia’s 
Sauder School of Business, which found that "women directors appear to be 
more cautious shoppers than their male counterparts when it comes to 
company acquisitions." The report determined that companies wi~h female 
directors were less likely to approve mergers and acquisitions, and the price 
they paid fer aquisitions was reduced by 15.4 percent for each woman 
director on the beard. Researchers took a look at 458 merger attempts by 
S&P 1500 companies belween 1997 and 2009. Most el these companies had 
just one female on their boards. Sauder finance professor Kai Li, a study co- 

Leading Minds of 
Governance, New 

York, NY (Dec. 3, 

2013) 

NACD Directorship 

2020; Ne~,~, York, NY 

(Ma~ch !8, 20!4) 
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!5, 20!4) 
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board leadership ~tor 

directors, by directors. We 
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that board members need to 
confidently navigate complex 

business challenges and 

enhance shareowner va~ue. 
We amplity the collective voice 

of directors in the national 

dialog on beard leadership 

~ssdes. Learn more 

Follow NACD on: 



author, attributes the difference to women directors being "less overconfident" 
by comparison wi~h their male counterparts. She adds ~hat females are "less 
interested in pursuing risD~’ transactions and require the #rom~se of a Mgher 
return on investment before a~owh~g an acquisition 1o go ahead." 

Share~ 

Vivendi Approves P~an to Spin Off Telecom Unit 

According to the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 26, Schechner), Vivendi SA’s board 
of directom on Tuesday approved a plan to spin off its French 
telecommunication business in 2014 and has appointed top leaders to 
manage ~he assets tha~ will remain. The newspaper ~s reporting ~het "French 
Jndustr~a~Js~ Vh~cent BoO,ore, who became a vice chairman in September after 
amassing a 5 pement stake, w~]l become V~vend~% chairman after the sp~noff." 
~r~ addition, Hears~ Corp. executive Arnaud du Puyfonta#~e has agreed to serve 
as se~or executive vice presR~ent of media and content ad~v~fies and ~s ~ke]y 
~o become CEO under Bollore once the sp~noff is complete. "V~vend~ is 
midway through a deep shift," the Jouma~ notes, "selling or spinning off 
businesses... ~o pay down deM and focus on a handfu1 of media asse~s, 
including ~ company Cana~ PE~s and California-based Univema~ Music 
Group. The goal: making a smsiler company the board beiieves wiii be better 
valued." 

Share~ 

�£[poFa~ ~�!~! Re,port!! b!!i~y ................................................................................... 

Ford Recalls 150,000 Vehicles Ove~ Fire Risk 

AFP (Nov. 26) is repoding that "U.S. auto giant Ford ordered a recall of nearly 
150,000 of its popular Escape vehicle on Tuesday, citing a potential risk of 
engine fire." The suspected vehicles are the 2013 model equipped with the 1.6 
li~er engine, manulach~red between October 2011 and June el this yea[. 
Nearly 140,000 vehicles affected by the recall are at risk of localized 
overheating of the engine cylinder, which could result in an oil leak and lead to 
fire. Ford acknowledged a dozen incidents where this was believed ~e have 

occurred in the United States and Canada. In addition, AFP notes, the 
automaker "wants to reinspect some 9,469 vehicles which were already 
subjected to a recall last year, because of concerns of the possibility of a fuel 
leak leading ~e a fire." 

Share~ 

H&t’~ Pror~ises to Pay Textffe Workers ’Living Wage’ by 2018 

"Swedish clothing retailer H&M on Monday said it is developing a plan to 
ensure about 850,000 textile workem earn a ’living wage’ by 2018," reports the 
Los An.qeles Times (Nov. 25, Lopez). The wodd’s second-biggest clothing 
retai~er plans to launch its new pay strategy w~th three factories - two ~n 
Bangladesh and one in Cambodia - by 2014. The plan enla~]s improving its 
purchasing practices 1o ensure that ~ts suppliers pay workers 1he 1rue cost of 
~abo[. Helena He~mersson, H&M’s g~oba~ head of susta~nsbility, took the 
wraps offthe plan st the first-ever Living Wage ~n International Supply Chains 
conference ~n Germany on Monday~ "The p~posal d~d no~ specify what ~hose 
~%’ages wou~d be," slales the T~mes, "but h~d~cated the review process wouk~ 
he~p ~dentffy labor costs to pay worke~ accordingly." 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Progressive Names CEO Renwick as Chairman 

"Progressive Corp. has named Presiden~ and CEO Glenn M. Renwick to ~he 
additional role d chairman fellowing the death of previous chairman Peter 
Lewis," reports the Insurance Journal (Nov. 26). In addition, the Ohio-based 
insurer confirms that board member Stephen HardJs has been elected lead 
#ldependerfl d~rec~o[. The 80-year-old Lew~s had shepherded Pl~g[essive ~rorn 
a smalFtime operation io one of the nation’s biggest auto ~nsurers in the 
count~. Accordh~g to the puM~cafion, "Renwick said the company owes ~ts 
grov4h and ~Js culture of openness to LewEs." 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Consame~ Confidence Fails in Novembe~ 

The nonprofit Conference Board on Tuesday reported that its consumer- 
confidence index dipped for the third consecutive month, falling from 71.2 in 
October to 7&4 this month - the Iowes~ level since April. Economists polled 
by MarketWatch (Nov. 26, Bartash} had e~peded the ir~dex to climb to 72.4, 
mainly due to the end of the budget battle that had gripped Capitol Hill though 
the month ef October. "Consumers turned somewhat more pessimistic about 
the availability of jobs and chance of s~ronge[ income growth in ~he next six 
months," the publication noted, even though they expect little change in their 
current financial condition. Separately, a poll by the Washington Post and the 



University of Virginia’s Miller Center detemqined that ever 60 percent ef U.S. 
worke~ are concerned tha~ they will lose thek job. Almost 33 percent say 
they worry "a lot" - a record high. 

S ha reF’T’rT~ 

Pending Home Sales Fall Again 

The New York Times (Nov, 26) repe[ts tha~ the National Association el 
RealtoI~’ seasonally adjusted index of pending home sales fell 0,6 percent 
October to 102.1 - the lowest level s~nce December. The reading marked the 
fifth consecutive month that the number of Americans who s~gned contracts 
buy homes fe~ nat~onally~ Regionally, act~v~y tumMed ~n the West and a~so 
declined in the South~ Among the reasons NAR reseamhers cited fer 
continued s~owdown are h~ghe[ mo~gage rates, pdce increases, and the 
~cen~ pa[tJal govemmen~ shutdown. 

Share~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 10:04 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC-Duke Tickets 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks, Lissa. I hope you all have a safe trip and good Thanksgiving. See yon next week. 

Elizabeth 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 27, 2013, at 9:57 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@emaiLtmc.edn> wrote: 

Are in Bob’s mailbox at the law school. The seats are in the sun so bring sunglasses if it is sunny and the stadium always feels colder to me than it does 

at home so be sure to dress warmly. 

Happy Thanksgiving. We won’t be leaving until tomorrow early a.m. 

Go Heels! 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

<image00:1.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 10:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Re,rye requests comment on proposed changes to Policy on Payment System Risk 

Federal Reserve requests comment on proposed changes to Policy on Payment System Risk 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/new~ventffpress/other/20131127a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Feder~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USAA Magazine <magazine@e.usaa.com> 

~Vednesday, November 27, 2013 10:32 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

USAA Mag~ine looks at the new world of health insurance 

iX USAA - We 

knowwhat it 

means to serve® 

USAA Magazine 
Timely Financial News and Advice 

Dear Mrs. Broome: 

Welcome to your digital winter issue of USAA Magazine, designed to help you become 

a more informed financial consumer. 

In this issue you’ll find: 

,~ 10 Be~~r Vete~m~s to Find J,.>bs ~ Great cities to land in after your 

separation from the milita~. 

¯ T~ of H~lth h]s~aRce ~ How to help find your footing as the 

new mandate kicks in. 

~.~.&~.:~.~!9...~[~.~L!~..~t.£g~.~ Make sure your holiday shopping spree doesn’t 

get out of hand. 

E~%I~.~!~]..~.9.~.~.~.~!~]..~.#.t:~L.~[}£.~.{~#.~]~.~ ~at you should know if you’re 

planning to buy, sell or rent. 

¯ The Power of Oompou~di~g ~ Even a little bit each month adds up, 

especially if you sta~ young. 

We hope yo~ en~oy th~s 

~e k~ew w~t 

Ch~nqe your e-m~ address ] Unsubscr~be I Privacy Promise 

Please do not reply to this e-mail. To contact USAA, visit out secure 9.~9~.~.~.9.. 

USAA will never ask for sensitive personal information such as a Social Security number, a PIN, account numbers or a password in an e-mail. To 
ensure delivery to your inbox, please add magazine@e.usaa corn to your address book 

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc owns the certification marks CFP® and CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER , in the United 
States, which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification requirements. 

USAA means United Services Automobile Association and its iL!~.~#L!~.~,.~#L!~.iLitg,.ig~,.’#~£R~g[#L!~!.g~JJ.9.[.~9£L~gJ#~. Banks Member FDIC. 



Investments provided by USAA Investment Management Company and USAA Financial Advisors Inc., both registered broker dealers. 

You may contact us about this notification at 9800 Fredericksburg Rd, San Antonio, Texas 78288-9876 

© 201 3 USAA 
I :~:i Please consider the environment before urintina this 150206-1213I " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

Elizabeth Prescott <apresco@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 10:48 AM 

Pair Center tbr Eflxics Mailing List <parrcente@istserv.unc.edu> 

[parrcenter] Reminder: Due Date Dec. I st 

I hope you are gearing up for a fan-filled Thm~csgiving. Before yon leave for the holiday, i want to remind you that entries for our first annual case competition are due 

this Sunday. Please spread the word to the high school students in your lives. We’re looking forward to reading file entries, l~.un~edW’nhseb-2014icase- 

com~titioa/ 

Happy Holidays! 

Elizabeth Prescott 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Swofford, John <j swofford@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 11:32 AM 

Caxolyn Ca]la~ha~ (cmc@virginia.edu); Elmne Wise (eowise0 l@lonis~ille.edu); Ja~ie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Puta]l~ Plff) (putallaz@duke.edu); Ma~in P. Dawkins 

(mdawkins~miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Pmnela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.tgu.edu); Patricia Bellia 

(pbellia@nd.edu); Richa~rd D Cannichael (camficha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue 

(sam pardue@ncsu.edu ); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstm~!chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01 @pitt.edn) 

I wish each of you a Happy Thanksgiving. Thanks for all of your good work over the past year and the excellent decisions that you collectively have made! Be safe 
and be well! John 
JOHN S~2#OF’E ORD 
Commissioner 

O: 336.854.8787 

jswofford~t heacc.or.q 

~ileAOO.,:;,:~m ¯ ~2b~l:b.eAOC 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wise, Elaine O. <elaine.wise@louisville.e&p 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 11:40 AM 

Swofford, John <j swofl~brd@theacc.org>; Ca~’olyn Ca~lahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); L~xry Killough 

(larty@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L ~lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Pm~]l~ PhD (putallaz@&tke.edu); M~in P. Dawkins 

(mdawkins~miami.e&0; Michael J. Was.Menko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.igu.edu); Patricia Bellia 

(pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Cannichael (camficha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue 

(sam pardue@ncsu.edn); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstmtx.~)chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu) 

With Gratitude 

Thank you, John. I send thanks for your teadership-.-.ar~d grati[ude to my ACC family of FARS. 

Enjoy the feast~ 

E~aine 

F~: Swofford, ~ohn [mailto:jswofford@theacc.org] 
SeBt: Wednesday, November 27, 20~3 [[:32 AM 
T~ Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virg[nia.edu); Wise,Elaine 04 JaNe Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry Killough (lar~@~.edu); Lissa L. Broome (Ibroome@ema[I.unc.edu); 
Ha~ha Pu~llaz PhD (pu~llaz@duke.edu); Matin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@m[ami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); 
Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@~u.edu); Robe~ Taggart Jr. (robe~.tagga~@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu,edu); Sue Ann 
Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa0~@N~.edu) 
Subject: 
I wi~h e~ch of you ~ H~ppy Th~nl<~ivin~. Th~n~ ~or ~1~ of your ~ood wor~ over ~he p~t y~r ~nd ~he excellent decisions ~h~ you collectively 

and be well! John 

JOHN ~WOFF()RD 
Commissioner 

o: 33B 854.8787 

theAOO corn ¯ 

~ AOO 2013-14 E8ig[~ature Julyl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 27, 2013 12:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Italy’s Silvio Berlusconi Ousted From Senate 

Italy’s Sil~o Berlusceni ()ttsted From Senate 

Silvio Berlusconi lost his seat in Italy’s Senate, marking the culmination of nearly four 

months of political furor following his August conviction for tax fraud and dealing a body 

blow to the man who has dominated Italian politics for nearly two decades. 

Italy’s Senate voted to strip Mr. Berlusconi of his seat, bringing to an end a procedure that 

was set in motion in August when the media mogul was convicted of tax fraud. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:4250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott, Jennifer <Jennifer,Scott@theclearinghouse,org> 

Wednesdav November 27 2013 12:29 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

RE: Recording ti~om Compliance Panel Discussion 

Hi l.issa .... 

It was very nice to meet you as well, It was a very successful panel and we hope you enioyed it as much as we did. We will be able to send you the recording next 

week. 

Have a w~ry happy Thanksgiving. 

Kind Regards, 

Jenn 

~ Broome, Ussa 
~eBt~ Wednesday, November 27, 20~3 ~:03 AM 

To~ Sco~, 3ennifer 
~je~t~ Recording from Compliance Panel Discussion 

Hi Jennifer- 

It was great to meet you last week in NYC. Thanks for all you did to make the TCH program and our portion of it go so smoothly. 

I would love to get started on making a transcript of the panel discussion to be edited and published in our NC Banking Institute Journal. If you have it on a CD, you 

could mail it to me at the address listed below. Or, if we can access it from your website, let me know. 

Thanks and enjoy Thanksgiving, 

Ussa 

Ussa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking [aw 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Eaw 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9~9.962.7066 

http: !/www.law.unc.edu/centers/bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

:: ::+;: :: Description: 

...... http:llvw~,~ law.unc.edulimageslnewslmedialbankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communica~ons@wilmerhaleupdate.com> 

Wednesdav November 27 2013 1:04 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Understanding Ira~ Sanctions for US Business: The New Agreement Brings Some Cha~ge But Much is Left the Sa~ne -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 
81GN UP 

Understanding kan Sanctions for US Business: The New Agreement 
Brings Some Change But Much is Left the Same 

Summary: On November 24 in Geneva, the United States and the five other members of the P5-[I 

entirely peacefui. Under the agreement, the United States and the EU will ease certain sanctions on 

relief means that US and foreign firms must ciosely monitor the implementation of the agreement. 

On November 24, 2013, the United States and the other members of the P5-[I (United Kingdom, 

France, Germany, Russia and Ci~ina) rea,’:hed agreement with karl on the Joint P~an ef Ac[k~n (JPA), an 

initial dnderstanding concerning the disposition of Iran’s n~clear program. The JRA is a significant 

comprehensive solution that would ensure lran=s nuclear programme will be exclusively peaceful" 

Along these lines, the JPA is interaJed k) be a temporary bridge to a mere lasting resolu[ion, as it 

provides just six months of pa~ial sanctions relief to iran in exchange for six months of suspended 

progress in Iran’s nuclear energy development. 

From a US sanctions perspective the JPA provides a limited easing of ce~Nn sanctions and is uniikely 

to materially change the abihty of most US companies to do business with Iran anytime soon. We 

anticipate t~at, like the "unwinding" of ot~e~ US sanctions in the past, the process Of implementing the 

JPA’s "limited, temporary~ targeted, and reversible" sanctions relief will be challenging and reqmre 

careful scrutiny by US and foreign f~rms seeking to comply with the requirements of new ~mplementing 

measures. In addition, we anticipate that parses indirectly involved in transactions that may now 

extreme caution in suppoRin9 such transactions. Specific information about the scope and terms of 

sanol:ions refiner will likely be provkJed by the Obama Administration in the coming weeks, once Iran 

makes an initiai showing that it is meeting its obligations with respect to t~e nuclear program. In t~e 

meantime, all previously existing sanctions against Iran remain m place 

Under the terms of the JPA, iran has agreed to undertake certain measures for six months, including: 

uranium enriched to 20 percent; ceasing advances of actMties at key reactors; and subm~ing to 

time," ie, the minimum time iran would ~eed to build a miclear weapon, and thus create an expanded 

I~ exchange the P5+i have agreed to the following sanctions-relief measures, also for a peded of six 

pausing efforts to further reduce Iran’s crude oil sales and enabiing current customers of Iranian 

crude oil to purchase their current average amounts (Le., without further reductions); 

seRaces in support of Iran’s crude oii sales to current customer% 

metals (and associated services) 

licensing the supply and installation in Iran of spare parts, and inspections and repairs, for 

Iranian civil aviation safety (and associated sei~,’ices) 

refraining from imposing new nuclear-related EU, UN Security Council or US sanctions (with 

respect to the latter "acting consistent with the respective roles of the President and the 

Congress"); 

establishing a financial channel to faciiitate humanitarian trade for Iran’s domestic needs using 

increasing the EU authorization thresholds for transactions for non-sanctioned trade to an 

This sanctions reiief wiii not begin for at least several weeks, until Iran makes an initiai demonstration 

to the P5÷1 that it has commenced the cessation of nuclear-related activity described in the JPA. 



Current US s~,~nctk’lns ~,~g~,~inst iran remain in h;il effect until [i~at time, and all US sanctions apart from 

those specifically described will remain in full effect during the six month period. 

Analysis 

First it is important for US firms in particular to understand that the JPA provides only minimal sanctions 

relief that will not in most cases materially change their ability to do business in or with Iran. As the 

White House slated in ils fact sheeL "{t}hi.% relie[ is sl:ruc~ured so that [he o~erwhelmh~g majodty o~ the 

sanctions regime~ ~ncluding the key oH, bank~ng and financial sanctions architecture, remains ~n place" 

The JPA’s sanctions relief will primarily benefit curren~ foreign purchasers ef ~ranian crude ell, such as 

those in China India and Sout~ Korea However there wili be no change, for example wit~ respect to: 

foreign exchange holdings; dealings with the Central Bank of Iran and other specifically targeted Iranian 

indiwdua~s and entities; or most US restrictions on trade with Iran. 

Second, it is not yet clear what form the JPA’s sanctions relief will take The Obama Administration will 

likeiy proceed to impiement the JPA via Executive Orders and!or general licenses issued by the US 

Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Controi (OFAC) None of those implementing 

be consistent with the other actions taken by OFAC to ease sanctions in response to particular foreign 

polk’:y dew!lopmen[s, .%uch as tile sanctk’lns relie~ provk,~ed ~i; Libya in 2011 However, as the Libyan 

experience shewed, it can be very challenging for firms to navigate the partial rollback of sanctions due 

various sanctions measures that extend beyond the specified scope of the intended relief. 

Third, we anticipate that parties to newly authorized transactions, especially those providing "associated 

set~;ices" as contemplated by the J,r-"A~ will proceed with extreme caution in supporting such 

transactions covered by sanctions relief without receiving some assurance from OFAC or a iegal 

particularly true with respect to the banking sector: both US and foreign financial institutions will likely be 

could become even more prebiematic fer financial services firms operating in multiple jurisdictions 

(eg, ELJ and LJS), where respective authoritie.% adol;t divergent views abeut the timing, scope or 

application of sanctions reiief relative to specific, cross-border transactions. In those cases, 

transactions performed under the JPA may be deemed permissible in one or more jurisdictions; but 

impermissible in another 

Congress; which has sought to proceed with new, tougher restrictions against iran, even in the wake of 

the JPA Indeed, Serlate Majority Leader Harry Reid stated [i~at whiie ti~e ,JRA is "an irnpertan[ first 

the Senate would "take a look at {it} to see if we need stronger sanctions" when the current Senate 

Robert Menendez, have signaled that Congress may be willing to grant the Administration a six-menth 

windowto reach a finai agreement on Iran’s nuciear program before enacting new punitive measures 

against iran. One possibility is that new sanctions legislation wiii be passed with an effective date six 

months from enactment 

Compliance with US sanctions against iran remains a dynamic challenge for many US and foreign 

firms. The "iimited, temporary, targeted, u~nd reversible" sanctions relier provided under the JPA does 

not significantly ease that chaiienge, nor materially impact the ability of most firms to do business with 

specified above. The effectiveness and scope of intended relief for US and foreign firms contemplating 

issued by OFAC and other respective authorities Accordingly, we recommend that US and foreign firms 

c~osely monitor developments relating to JPA implementation over the coming weeks and months 

L                                                           1 

[] 
WiimerHaie has a long record of success in assisting 
clients on issues which significantly affect international 

businesses, anc~ our trade g[oup lawyers are widely 

recognized as being at the top of thei[ f~e~d. Learn more 

Recognizing the impo~ffsnce of addressing business 
obiectives while mininlizing legal and reputationai Hsk, 
our iawyers assist clients in handling crises~ identifying 

and addressing multi-..qtate ar!d gk~bal challenges and 

oppo~’~unities, and providing strategic suppolt for 

proposed busJnesstransac~iens anc~ initiatives Read 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbaa~king@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 1:25 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SOP CAPITAL MARKETS ANNOUNCEMENT: First Internet Bancorp (NASDAQ: INBK; Indianapolis, IN) Closes $31.7 Million 

l~ablic Offering of Co~nmon Stock 

CAPITAL MARKETS ANNOUNCEMENT 
First Internet Bancorp (NASDAQ: INBK; Indianapolis, IN) Closes $31 .7 
Million Public Offering of Common Stock 
Sandier O~Neill o4 Partners L.P. served as sole book-running manager for 
this offering 

On November 27, 2013, First Internet Bancorp, the parent corporation of First 
Internet Bank of Indiana announced the closing of its underwritten public offering 
of 1,587,000 shares of its common stock, including 207,000 shares issued pursuant 
to the underwriters’ 30-day option, at a price to the public of $20.00 per share. The 
net proceeds of the Company after deducting underwriting discounts and 
commissions and estimated offering expenses are expected to be approximately 
$29.4 million. 
The Company expects to use the net proceeds of the offering to support the 
Bank’s organic growth, the pursuit of strategic acquisition opportunities and other 
general corporate purposes. 
This announcement is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to 
sell or the soHcitaHon of an offer to buy securities, 

.i~,bou~~ ~he Company 
First ~nternet Bank of Indiana is the first state-chartered, FD~C-insured institution to 
operate solely via the Internet and has customers in all 50 states. This year, First 
Internet Bank was named one of the Best Places to Work in Indiana by the Indiana 
Chamber of Commerce, one of the Best Banks to Work For by American Banker, and 
the top Online Originator by Mortgage Technology. The Bank is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of First Internet gancorp. 
For more information, please click here. 
For more information, please click here. 

http:/iwww.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

poweradestategamesnc@ncsports.org on behalf of 

Powerade State Games <poweradestategamesnc@ncsports.org> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 3:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Powerade State Games November Update 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because o~: your relationship with North Carolina Amateur Sports, Cycle North 
Carolina and the Powerade State Games of North Carolina. 
You may unsubscribe i~: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Disc Golf becomes a full weekend of 
fun with the addition of a skills 
competition Sunday afternoon! 
Wrestling looks to add Greco-Roman to 
the mix, 



Figure Skating begins to use the 
International Judging System and features an on-ice Parade 
of Athletes! 
~ncing becomes a two day event! 
Youth Girls Basketball partners with the Lake Norman Magic. 

We are working to finalize dates, venues, etc. for all of our sports 
for 2014. Registration for most sports will be opening in early 
January. Stay tuned to the website for more information! 

The staff here at North Carolina Amateur Sports 
would like to wish you and your family a Happy 
Thanksgiving! We are thankful for your continued 
support of the Powerade State Games and are 
looking forward to seeing you in Charlotte in 
2014! 

The llth Annual Coastal Ride returns to Oriental, North 
Carolina in 2014 for another great weekend of riding 
and registration is already underway! Look to join us in 
April for the full weekend or check-out our two day and 
single day options! 

Click here for n~ore information and to register today! 

The Powerade State Games would like to thank the following partners for 
their support: Powerade, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of NC, Harris Teeter, 
BB&T, Carolina Hurricanes, Snyder’s-Lance, Visit Charlotte, Visit Lake 
Norman, Mooresville Convention & Visitors Bureau, Charlotte Sports 
Foundation, Carolina Panthers, Capitol Broadcasting Company, Systel, York 
Properties, Triad Sports Coverage, Charlotte Checkers & Bojangle’s. 
For information on becoming a Powerade State Games sponsor, please 
click HE,RE. 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaii was sent Lo Ibreome@email.unc,~d~ by poweradestateqamesnc@ncsports.orr~ 
Ll[~date ! rof[lej~ma[[Addrfl~ £nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe 

North Carolina Amateur Sports 406 Blackwell Street i Suite 120 i Durham NC :: 27701 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: City Manager Hail identities 3 challenges RaJeigh faces 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

How Obarnacare w(i~ s(ash 25% of profits from thbs 

~S doors 

compensation, Click to learn how you can utilize 

this new offerin!!, 

Ka’.lei~~g. director Silver ~~..’i brand 

Butterball CEO: Our tuH<egs ~rerft ~lled ~dth butter 

People ~ 20~3q4~27 What Fast 50 executives bok for 

_ 

Use these or’..i(r’..e tools to F..’nd the best~deals      ,~s,~hcut, ~]5~, 
your Tha nl<s~ff]g 

Pa~’don 



Valersceli CEO: ~4e~e’s i~ow 

>lana ee about, ina.t.;~.:o~orxiat.e ceil 

back hon"..e? 

Should CEOs t~veet? We ask a~s exsert 

Ask Ca~ee~" NoZ)_; What. exactly, is a "comoa~-}y_ 

A ~oad wa~o~ counts t.he ~easons t.o be .............................................................................................................................. 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

Ger-~ Y e::t.~’e~t>"e::eurs: Yes~,,~,ou st:i:: need a bus:p..ess 

Top N.tio, .l Storics 

............................................................................................................................... 

of the ?ea~~ 

...... 
...................................... 

g~.lildin9 Size: 9,029 St: 

................................................................................................................................ 
F~atur~d Ewnt 

D~te: 2013.-12-09 

............................................................................................................ 
~ ......... :h,~:.::: ,~,,. Lea,ki~ - Best ~racbces~ LLC ......... 

........................ ~ ............................... 
........................................................................................................................................ 

3ew@-v sa~es .~ssoda~:e - saks ~h Avenue 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahl,John P <jps@uakron.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 3:41 PM 

SECTPR.annc@lis~ts.aals.org 

[SECTPR.mmc] - Holiday Greeting and a Reminder 

As a friendly reminder, I attach two items below from our Section’s Fall News Letter. In particular, please notify Sherri Levine at Fordham if you plan to attend the 

Section’s business meeting since Fordham is kindly providing a complimentary breakfast. Thanks. 

My best wishes for a great Thanksgiving holiday. 

Jack 

item 1. 

The Section’s program for the 2014 AALS Annual Meeting is titled, The Lost Lawyer & the Lawyer-Statesman Ideal: A Generation Later -The Shifting Sands of the 

Profession’s Identity. It is scheduled for Saturday, January 4th, from 2:00 to 3:45 P.M. at the Hilton New York Midtown Hotel. The AALS has not assigned a specific 

room yet so please check your AALS Annual Meeting registration materials for location information. 

The program’s speakers are: Thomas Morgan (George Washington); Margaret Raymond (Wisconsin); Myles Lynk (Arizona St.) and the Honorable Shira A. Scheindlin 

of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. Judge Scheindlin replaces Tony Kronman (Yale and author of the book, THE LOST LAWYER) 

who was forced to withdraw recently due to a back injury. 

The Program Committee selected a fifth panelist based on a blind review of articles submitted in response to the Section’s "Call for Papers." Randall Lee (Widener) 

will be the fifth panelist based on his submission, Can a Single Masterpiece Sustain a Lawyer’s Lifetime and Other Questions that Cross a Lawyer’s Way: Musings 

from a Lawyer with a Work in Progress. 

The Lost Lawyer program promises to be a very special occasion given the list of speakers and the timeliness of the topic, especially with all of the recent changes 

buffeting the legal profession (e.g., the globalization of the legal services market, advances in technology, and Washington State’s limited licensing of legal 

technicians to provide legal services,) and legal education (e.g., the general decline in law school applications, the poor job market for graduates, and pressures for 

curricular reform). I hope you can join us on January 4th. 

Item 2. 

The Section’s customary business meeting will begin on Saturday, January 4th, at 7:15 a.m. Fordham Law School’s Stein Center for Law and Ethics will host the 

business meeting at Fordham Law School in Room 430 B/C and provide a complimentary breakfast. I expect the more "formal" part of the meeting to begin at 7:30 

and conclude by 8:15 a.m. -and probably sooner. We have the room until 9:00 a.m. for those who wish to remain longer and socialize--another Section custom. 

Our thanks to Bruce Green and his colleagues at the Stein Center for generously hosting the event. Please RSVP to Sherri Levine, the Associate Director of the Stein 

Center for Law and Ethics, by December 19 if you are attending the business meeting and breakfast. Sherri’s contact information is: slevinelT@law.fordham.edu or 

(212) 636-6988. 
By the way, Fordham Law School is located at 140 West 62nd Street between Columbus and Amsterdam Avenues. It is near the Hilton Midtown Hotel, the site of 

the AALS Annual Meeting. A number of us will be walking from the Hilton’s front entrance (i.e., the Avenue of the Americas entrance) at 6:50 A.M. for the brief trip 

to Fordham instead of taking a cab. Please feel free to join us for the morning walk. 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American La~v Schools 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, November 27, 2013 4:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Clmzter ArraJ~ging $25 Billion in Debt tbr Time Warner Cable Bid 

Charter A~Tanging $25 Billion in Debt for Time War~er 
Cable Bid 

Charter Communications is arranging about $25 billion of debt financing as it pursues an 

acquisition of Time Warner Cable, allowing it to include a hefty cash component in any 

offer it makes for the New York-based cable operator, according to people familiar with the 

matte r. 

See More Coverage 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nov. 29 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

November 29, 2013 @, Number 230 

Canada 
Ca~adia~ Gevemmer~t P~eposes New Pe~vers 

The Canadian government on Nov, 20 proposed amendments to 
the Competition Act that would provide enhanced investigative 
powers over electronic data .... 

Israel 

Israel’s Central District Court has denied a motion to dismiss a 
request to certify a class action to recover illegal overcharges 
from four international airlines that allegedly colluded on air 
freight prices .... 

Greece 
OECD Makes Recommendations to Re~eal 

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development has 
identified 555 regulatory restrictions that potentially hamper 
competition in four major markets in Greece .... 

Energy 

Argentina, Spain and Mexico have struck an agreement in 
principle to compensate Spain’s oil company Repsol for the 2012 
confiscation of its 51 percent stake in Argentina’s YPF, Argentine 
Economy Minister Axel Kicillof said in Buenos... 

Mexico 

While Mexico has maintained economic policy continuity and is 
pursuing growth-enhancing changes, the economy this year is 
growing "well below capacity" at 1.2 percent, down from 3.6 
percent in 2012, the International Monetary... 

Financial Institutions 

~e~l £harph/Over 2009~2012 Period 

European Union member state governments by 2012 had cut by 
more than half the amount of state guarantees outstanding 
since 2009 to prop up the European banking industry and have 
received more than $50 billion in fees for providing the 
backstop,... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nov. 29 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

N .... bet 29, 2013 ~ Number 230 

Payment Systems 

The Federal Reserve Board ~s requesting public comment on 

proposed changes to its posting rules to reflect faster 

settlements of automated clearing house (ACH) and commercial 

check transactions .... 

Directors and ONcers 

A federal judge in Nevada Nov. 26 refused to put his stamp of 
approval on a settlement between the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation and former directors and officers of a failed bank, 
saying the agreement was not reached in good faith (FDIC... 

International Banking 

£U Somber State ~k G~ar~tees 
Fe~l Shar#ly Over 2009~20~2 Period 

European Union member state governments by 2012 had cut by 
more than half the amount of state guarantees outstanding 
since 2009 to prop up the European banking industry and have 
received more than $50 billion in fees for providing the 
backstop,... 

Mortgages 

The largest U.S. banks may have to pay as much as $105 billion 
more to settle mortgage-related legal issues, Standard & Poor’s 
said .... 

International Trade 
USTR Cow, tissues to Re~ec~ EC Demands 

The U.S. continued to reject demands by the European 
Commission that financial service regulatory issues be included in 
the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership following a 
special TTIP negotiating session held in Brussels .... 

Economic Outlook 
Fed ]~dex Sit~ks Lo~ver i~ October 
Or~ Weaker Pro~,l~Jc~io~., ~mploymer~t Data 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago’s monthly index of national 
economic activity dropped into negative territory in October with 
weakness seen in the production, employment and housing data 
categories of the index, the bank said Nov .... 

Housing 

Nortgage rates turned back up in the latest week, taking the 

average for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage to 4.29 percent 

from 4.22 percent the previous week, Freddie Mac said Nov. 
27 .... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 

Express Conrt <info@settleware.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 7:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Black Friday Green Screen NC Search Special ’. 

ExpressCourt, com 

Instant NC Criminal & Civil Data Brought to you Remotely 

A Holiday Special for North Carolina Legal Professionals 

Settleware’s ExpressCourt.com is making a special and limited offer to all NC 
Legal Professionals- receive a ’No Cost to Get Started’ package including FREE 
Set-Up and one month free subscription[ ($207.00 Value) 

Please contact us by November 29, 2013 by 5pro EST for more details. 

Now Available on I PAD & Smart Phones. Quickly sign-up and enter the Special 
Code "blackfriday" in order to receive FREE OFFER. 

NO Large Capital investment 

NO Long-term Commitments 

CLICK HERE FOR A QUICK DEMO 

What Are Legal Professionals in NC Saying About having Settleware’s 
ExpressCourtTM for their Remote Search of Criminal & Civil infractions? 

"We have used your system and find it extremely helpful. We are a small, 
but busy office and not having to go to the courthouse every time we 
need to check judgments has saved us anywhere from 2 to 3 hours of 
"work" time. I have already recommended this system to another 
attorney in our office building. " 

Linda Smith 
Anderson & Strickland, P.A. 

Fayetteville, NC 
"To have AOC access our office was a no-brainer for us. I can’t imagine 
going back to the old way and not having Settleware’s service." 

J. Lee Levinson, 
Levinson Law Firm PA 

Smithfield, NC 
"Having the ability to check VCAP for dates of service in civil filings 
without having to take the time and trouble to call the clerk is of 
tremendous help. I can easily get the date of service to calendar 
deadlines and in cases where we are defending a lawsuit I can get the 
date of service in order to file a Motion to Extend Time." 

Elaine Waters, 
Brownlee Law Firm, PLLC 
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Bulletin: November 28, 2013 

NORTH CAROLINA -- THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Nov. 28 Thanksgiving 

Dec. 10-13 Advanced Commercial & Industrial Lending School, Raleigh 

Dec. 25 Christmas Day 

Jan. 1 New Year’s Day 

Jan. 6 Economic Forecast Forum., RTP 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

HAPPY THANKSGIVING! 

BUY AMERICAN 



Economic Forecast Forum 

The 12th Annual Economic Forecast Forum, presented by your NCBA and the North Carolina 
Chamber on Monday, January 6 at the Sheraton Imperial, RTP, will include multiple outlooks 
for the year ahead. The Forum spotlights key business and political leaders who look to the 
future of the economy in our state, region and nation. The main session of the Forum, presented 
by BB&T, will feature a keynote address from Kelly King, Chairman & CEO of 
B& T. Economic forecasts will al so b e provi ded by U. S~ S enator Rich ard Burr and NCB A 
Economist Dr. Harry Davis. 

Kelly King 
Chairman & CEO 

BB&T 
Winston-Salem 

U.S Senator 
Richard Burr 

Dr. Harry Davis 

NCBA Economist 

As we move into 2014, our country must compete globally. China, for example, is implementing 
changes that could lead to that nation’s biggest economic overhaul in two decades. It has never 
been more important for us all to have a good understanding of the economic outlook and how it 
may impact our lives. All attendees at the Forum can look forward to gaining insight from 
economic experts and participating in discussions revolving around specific implications for 
investors. 

With a history of more than one thousand attendees from business, government, education and 
nonprofits, statewide, the Forum will sell out quickly. For additional information on registering, 
sponsorships and the special session, please click here. Bring your best business 
prospects. They will thank you for providing them with this opportunity! 

We Say "No" To The PO 

Joining the ABA, your NCBA has expressed concern and opposition to the Postal Rate 
Commission that the postal services latest proposed rate increase would "create significant 
uncertainty for financial services mailers and send dangerous economic signals that could lead to 
further electronic diversion from the mail stream." The Postal Service has requested an 
additional rate increase of 4.3%, on top of the 1.6% increase for 2014 that it was granted just last 
week. 
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118th Annual Convention 

Plan to bring your family to our 118th Annual Convention, Alay M-June 3, at The Breakers in 

Pahn Beach, FL. The Breakers features an amazing interactive camp for kids and teens and also 
has a self-contained Family Entertainment Center that includes an arcade, craft area, toddlers’ 
playroom, movie room, video games, board games, outdoor sports court and a playground. The 
Center also offers bicycle rentals and babysitting services. All of this in addition to its glorious 
beachfront! A special thank you to our members that have already secured their Convention 
sponsorship! 



We welcome our members and affiliates ... all &them ... who wish to add their name to this 
outstanding program as sponsors. Contact our Meetings Director, Liz Dobbins-Smith 
(liz(,’bncbankers.or), for more information on sponsorship opportunities! 

Remember to register for the NCBA Foundation Golf and Tennis Tournaments that ~vill be held 
during Convention. All proceeds will go to the NCBA Founda#on which funds both Camp 

Challenge and the NCBA Scholarship Program. Both of these programs support the educational 
efforts of deserving children across our great state. 

Convention. 

Click HERE for everything you need to register for Convention and to reserve your 
room(s) at The Breakers. Plan to join us at this elegant and legendary resort for family fun 
and a grand adventure on the beautiful Florida coast! For more information on 
registration and lodging, please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or 

ch ristv_(~ncba nkers.or~). 

Legal Memorandum 

In August, we published a Legal Memorandum as Vol. 45, No. 2 summarizing Senate Bill 
140, which was enacted as Session Law 2013-337. This legislation sought to further curb 
financial exploitation of older or disabled adults in North Carolina. Although the 
legislation is effective December 1 of this year, there are implementation issues with the 
new law. In this case, the law envisioned both new reporting requirements of suspected 
financial exploitation and a new mechanism for law enforcement and adult protective 
services (APS) to get access to information from financial institutions that would otherwise 
be confidential. Although the reporting requirements can proceed as anticipated, law 
enforcement and APS have determined that the new subpoena process for getting 
supplemental information will no__~t mesh with the procedures and computer systems used 
by the Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) and local Clerks of Court. 

Although some state agencies enjoy new computer systems, the computer system used by 
the courts has been held together on a shoestring budget with new layers placed over 1970s 
computer coding and software. We anticipate that this law will have to be further modified 
in 2014 through a technical corrections bill which likely replaces the "subpoena" 
contemplated in Senate Bill 140 with an "administrative search warrant" that better 
meshes with the computer and filing system that the court system has available to use. A 
new LegalMemorandum, Vol. 45, No. 5, is linked to today’s Bulletin and explains this issue. 

Many More Expect To Sell 

Reports are that a growing number of community bank leaders are expressing a willingness to 
sell. Such a move by many of them would bring about a sea change. While many bankers have 
long hoped to be buyers, for various reasons many are now considering selling 
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opportunities. One fourth of respondents to a recent KPMG survey stated they expect to be sold 
next year while 40% still plan on being acquired over the months and years ahead. 

Shrinking NCBA Membership 

The details of the survey mentioned above have been evident to us at your trade association for 
quite some time. Current membership of banks, thrifts, and trust companies stands at 
113. Twenty-two percent of that number are based outside the State of North Carolina. 

Through our for-profit subsidiary, Community Bank Services, we have been able to upstream 
millions of dollars to the trade association providing its members with many dues refunds over 
the past 35 years. Those dues refunds included two for 100%; two for 90%; several for 10%; 
and one for $1,500 ~vhich translated into yet another 100% dues refund for at least half our 
membership. Meanwhile, dues for our largest institutions are capped at $25,000. With a much 
smaller constituency, and restrictions to only sell our services to our members, demands on 
Community Bank Services to be as productive as it has over many decades is becoming a 
tougher and tougher task. Thus, we ask that you consider Community Bank Services whenever 
you need anything. Call us FIRST. You own us, control us, and have always shown your trust 
in us. Please allow- us the opportunity to quote on your many products and services. Thank you! 

Quote Of The Week 

"As we express our gT"atimde, we must never forget that the highest appreciation is not to utter 
words, but to #ve by them." 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy 

2013 SBA Lenders Conference & Awards Luncheon 

More than 80 lending executives will gather next week for the 2013 North Carolina SBA 

Lenders Conference andAwards Luncheon! This conference will be held December 3 at the 
Hilton Charlotte University Place -just one week away, so register today! The conference will 
begin with a training session on the SBA’s lender and certified development company 
participation requirements in SOP 5010 5 (F) that will be effective January 1, 2014. The Awards 
Luncheon will be held following the training session. Click HERE for complete registration 
materials. Please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or christv~,ncbankers.~)r~z) 
with any questions. 

Turkey And Football 

After the turkey, there is still a lot ojfamily and a whole bunch of jootball to get through over the 

next few days. Happy Thanksgiving! Remember this while you are watching Caro#na go up 
against Duke or any of the other ACC schools playing home games. It’s been tough for those 

schools to fill their stadmms which have been less than 85%full this season. 7hat’s the smallest 
number since the league expanded m 2004 and it’s de,spite having at least three teams ranked in 

the top 10. Attendance in the ACC has been dec#ning evety year since 200,7. That number 



dipped to 88% in 2010 and fell to 85% last year. Those in the Iotow say this is not restricted to 
the ACC but is becoming a kind of national issue of concern. Television is making it tougher to 

attract bigger crowds to the stadium. In the ACC, the schools have different ways of counting 
the crowd Florida State, ~/liami, Georgia Tech, and NC State all go by the number of tickets 

sold and distributed Wake Forest uses the number of tickets scannedplus a count of students 
that show up. UNC’s announced attendance is merely an estimate fi’om the press box. 

Fraud-Net for Bank Security 

Fraud-Net (https:iiw~’.fraud-net.com) is an interactive resource for bank security professionals 
and law enforcement to share information about suspected crimes. Did you know that you can 
use the site to share information statewide about a bank robber5,? While it is an incredibly 
dangerous and stupid act to rob a bank, the people who perpetrate theses crimes are smart 
enough to make use of highways and interstate systems, meaning that the person who robs your 
branch could pick his next target hundreds of miles away. Increase the chances of apprehending 
these criminals by doing two things. First, contact us when you have a branch robbery (call us at 
800-662-7044 or use our web form) and then post information on Fraud-Net. Post, Post, Post! 

Advanced Cooperative Governance Seminar 

On January 17, a continuing education program for nonprofit officers, directors, attorneys and 
CPAs -- Advanced Cooperative Governance for Directors, Exectives, Professionals and 
Corporate Compliance Officers -- will take place at North Ridge Country Club in Raleigh from 
9:00 a.m - 4:00 p.m. The program is offered by GovernanceEducation.com, a continuing 
education provider, which is led by NCBA Affiliate Member A.P. Carlton of Carlton Law, 
PLLC. Attendees will be eligible for six CLE credits (for attorneys) by the NC and SC State 
Bars, NASBA (CPAs), ASAE (Association Executives) and five Other Education Credits for 
CMAA (Club Managers - CAE Approved). Lead nonprofit directors and executive management 
should also attend. In addition to current governance best policies and practices, other topics 
include: Tax Compliance (Form 990 and UBTI management), Enterprise Risk Management and 
Corporate Compliance Programs. Cost is $450 (lunch included). Location is North Ridge 
Country Club, Raleigh. For further details, click HERE. 

Attention All School Of Banking Grads 

Add your graduation from the North Carolina School of Banking to your resume. It is an 
admirable credential and it should be listed among your greatest achievements! 

The Credit Union Tax Subsidy 

CEOs of multi-billion dollar, tax-subsidized credit unions have much to thank Congress for again 
this year. Seventy-seven percent of credit union industry profits are held by less than 6% of 
credit unions. And, they can sleep contentedly knowing that the average individual taxpayer 
contributes over $10,000 each year in taxes while they don’t have to pay a penny of corporate 
taxes. Where do some of those tax savings go? Right back into their pockets as demonstrated by 
the fact that CEOs of credit unions with over $250 million in assets (and higher) make more on 



average than leaders of banks. Yes, our nation can afford to continue to be so generous. It is not 
like ~ve have a federal spending problem!!! 

CBS Spotlight 

WORKS24 - IT REALLY WORKS! 

Works24, formerly BankOnHold, provides innovative digital media marketing solutions for 
banks all across the United States. Works24’s services are used, endorsed, and preferred by 
more state banking associations than any other digital media marketing company in the 
country. The company’s efficient, customized digital signage, onhold messaging and touch 
screen technology products enable you to maximize your communications with your customers - 
your captive audience, while on hold or while waiting in your lobby. Your latest products and 
services, community events and news are now easily delivered directly to customers thereby 
increasing sales, cross-sales, and upgrades quickly - enhancing your bottom line. Works24 is an 
intemet-based, user-friendly and cost-efficient product you shouldn’t overlook. If you have a 
telephone, a lobby and drive-thru windows, you need Works24! The NCBA is pleased to use 
Works24 at our office. For more information, contact Philip Edwards, Territory Manager (919- 
422-7232 or p...e....d.~2a...r..d....s..@..w......~...r...k....s....2....4..:...c....~..2m..) or Janice Royster (800-662-7044 or 

ianice@ncbankers, org). 

The German’s Are Here, Too 

It’s our understanding that, in the coming year, we will see a German consulate office open in 
Raleigh with an honorary consul named to reside in Charlotte. There is increasing interest in 
North Carolina by businesses based in Germany. 

A National Hot Spot 

Only Texas and Florida had more net immigration than North Carolina during the past 
decade. Our state saw a net migration of 2 million people who moved into our 100 counties 
since 1990. North Carolina once had the highest native-born population of any state in the 
country ... hence the words of the Carolina fight song: l ’m a Tar Heel born, I’m a Tar Heel 

bred, and when I die, I’ll be a Tat" Heel dead. Today, 42% of Tar Heel residents were born 
outside the state. That figure was 30% in 1990 and 15% in 1950, 10% in 1930, and 5% in 
1910. The majority of newcomers have made their way here from New York, Virginia, and 
Mexico. 



Industry" Update 

Lincolnton is applauding the latest location of First Federal Savings Bank’s fourth branch 
which will open on December 4. There will be an official Grand Opening in January. Adding to 
the community’s delight is news that First Federal’s CEO, Chip Stroup, has been name Lincoln 

County Man of the Year by the local Rotary Club. 

Dana Stonestreet has succeeded Ed Broadwell as Chairman and CEO of HomeTrnst Bank 
(HTBI) in Asheville. 

John Stumpf, Chairman and CEO, Wells Fargo (WFC), has been named Banker of the Year by 
the American Banker. Also, the bank is looking to hire 1160 tellers and personal bankers in 
Arizona. Particularly, the bank is seeking Spanish-speaking tellers. 

TrustAtlantic Bank, Raleigh, will form a residential mortgage lending group. The new 
department will originate conventional mortgage loans as well as FHA, USDA, and other 
government-backed home loans. 

American National Bank (AMNB) has declared a quarterly cash dividend of $.23 per share 
payable on December 20 to shareholders of record as of December 6. 

Bank Of America (BAC) has received top honors for mobile banking. In the process, it has 
edged out last year’s leader, JP Morgan Chase. BofA was ranked number one for overall user 
experience, scoring the most first place finishes of the 25 banks included in the survey. 

A new logo used for the better part of the last five months by CommunityOne Bancorp (COB), 
Asheboro, is intended to symbolize "a bank built on relationships." But to a purported 
competitor, CommunityOne’s use of an orange square-like obj ect with a white inlay of a 
numeral "1" allegedly amounts to trademark infringement. Durham-based Square 1 Financial, in 

a lawsuit filed November 22 in U.S. District Court in the Middle District of North Carolina, 
demanded injunctive relief to block CommunityOne from further use of the logo along with 
monetary damages for the alleged "irreparable harm" Square 1 Bank has suffered. 

Operation Better Prepared Kids 

Everyone reading this Bulletin knows about Camp Challenge and our North Carolina 
banks’ interest in developing and furthering this great cause. After 20 years of working 
to enhance the financial literacy of rising 6th, 7th, and 8th graders from across North 
Carolina, our program has been recognized for doing a great service for the State of 
North Carolina. 

As a sign of how involved the banking industry is in promoting financial literacy, Popular 
Community Bank, in Puerto Rico, has just plunged into a financial literacy program and 
has committed $150,000 to establish it. The bank’s President pledged that it is not jnst a 



gift but it is an investment that will involve all of his employees in the lives of the young 
people who will benefit from the bank’s benevolence. 

Back in North Carolina, plans are underway for the 21st session of Camp Challenge next 
summer. We have some major announcements to make over the next few weeks about 
the program and its advancement. Please stand by and know that Camp Challenge has 
only just begun to grow! Every bank doing business in North Carolina, we hope, will 
show its warm embrace of this program with a strong commitment of its people and its 
financial resources in order to grow the reach and achieve the goals we have all set to help 
make a better North Carolina. 

Bank Branches in Schools 

A California bank has gotten some free publicity and national news attention for its student-run 
branch programs. The $102 billion-asset Union Bank opened its first such branch in 2011. While 
some other banks across the country have student-run branches, they remain rare. The California 
bank’s newest branches will be located at two Los Angeles high schools and will provide 
banking products and services to students and school staff. Besides being a hands-on 
introduction to the world of banking, the bank has also used the branches as a training ground by 
hiring some graduates from the program. Would your bank benefit from this form of visibility 
here in North Carolina while, at the same time, showcasing your bank’s investment in the 
community and commitment to training the next generation? 

2014 National Small Business Week Awards 

The U.S. Small Business Administration’s online portal is ready to accept nominations for its 
20114 National Small Business Week Awards, including the annual Small Business Person of the 
Year Award. Since 1963, National Small Business Week has recognized the outstanding 
achievements of America’ s small businesses for their contributions to their local communities, 
and to our nation’s economy. For over 50 years, SBA has continued its tradition of honoring the 
nation’s 28 million small businesses. Should you prefer to submit a paper nomination, send it 
directly to SBA District Offices. All nominations must be submitted online, postmarked, or hand 
delivered to the SBA no later than the end of the day, Friday, January 17, 2014. Winners of the 
Small Business Person of the Year Award, and other award categories, will be invited to 
Washington, DC, in 2014 to compete for national titles and to attend National Small Business 
Week events. 

Taking A Human Toll 

Barclay’s has announced layoffs of 1,700 branch employees, blaming the rise of mobile 
banking. Cashiers, personal bankers, operations specialists, branch managers, and assistant 
managers will all lose their jobs throughout 2014. It ~vould appear that more and more people 
are choosing to use smart phones and technology for everyday transactions ... using branches 
only when they need access to expertise. Larger banks are responding by investing in channels 
that customers are increasingly using, but these changes are not being made strictly by big 



banks. They are percolating up and down the asset structure under the vision and leadership of 
CEOs who are employing more and more technological advancements within their banks’ every 
day as standardized operations. 

FDIC And OCC Finalize Deposit Advance Guidance 

The FDIC and OCC finalized guidance intended to ensure that banks are aware of the 
"significant" risks associated with deposit advance products. 

The Paradox Of Our Time In History 

We have taller buildings and shorter tempers, 
Wider freeways but narrower viewpoints, 

We buy more but enjoy less. 

We have more conveniences and less time, 
We have more degrees but less common sense; 

More knowledge but less judgment, 
More experts but more problems, 

More medicines but less wellness. 

We’ve learned to make a living but not a life, 

We’ve added years to life, not life to years, 
We’ve split the atom but not our prejudice, 

We’ve become long on quantity, but short on quality. 

Cartoon 
Of 
The 
Week 
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State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective November 27 the rate of interest charged 
to banks and savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings 
certificates is 3/8%. 

WORK HA RD. PLA Y B Y THE R ULES. 
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This "white paper," written for the Roosevelt Institute, looks at the Dodd-Frank Orderly Liquidation Authority, as currently conceived of by 

regulators. The existence of OLA is crucial to the idea that the Dodd-Frank Act has actually ended "too big to fail." Since financial institutions remain 
very big, it is up to OLA to provide a means for them to fail. The real question is whether OLA will work and, as OLA was originally presented, there 

were good reasons for doubt. 
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innovation, and economic growth. Our IIF findings highlight the success of government sponsorship of venture capital under the Australian program 

design, which is sharply in contrast with the lack of success of government venture programs in other countries. 
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Editorial 

Jeffrey Wool and Rafal Zakrzewski 
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Analysis of Non-Consensual Rights mid hiterests under Article 39 of the Cape Town 

Convention 

John Pritch ard and David Lloyd 

Abstract: This article ~vill analyse how Article 39 entitled ’Rights having priority without registration’ should be understood and applied under the Convention to aircraft objects. It 

begins with a review of the general history and policies behind both generic and aircraft-specific non-consensua[ rights and interests, and rights of detention with respect to 
aircraft, and how they" have related in terms of priority to consensual interests The article discusses the Article 39 policy objectives and conflicts within the purposes and intended 
benefits of the Convention and the Aircraft Protocol It then compares the priority rules in Articles 29, 39 and 40 in relation to non-consensual rights and interests and describes 

how Article 39 works within the Convention. We then J2~cus on the differing categories of non-consensual rights or interests that have been declared to date and conclude with 
policy suggestions for Contracting States in making their declarations under Article 39 The final section analyzes practical examples of enforcement of the Convention where non- 
consensua[ rights or interests may’ arise 
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’][’he treatment of intangible assets under the Cape Town Convention and Protocols 

Roy Goode 

Absrraer: The Cape Town Convention and its associated Protocols are primarily concerned with the protection of interests in tangible movables, namely aircraft objects, railway 

rolling stock and space assets tIowever, these instruments also contain importunt provisions on intangible assets related to such objects; indeed, in relation to space assets such 
rights, in the form of obligations owed to the debtor by third parties (’debtor’s rights’) and assigned to the creditor as additional security are potentially more valuable as collateral 
than the space asset itself. Yet national laws are ill-equipped to deal with such assignments in an intemationa[ setting, since not only do they w~ry from country to country but 
there are fundamental disagreements as to the appropriate choice of law rule. This article analyses the complex provisions of the Convention and Space Protocol concerning the 
protection of dealings in intangible assets. Roy Goode acted as Rapporteur at the diplomatic Conference in Berlin in 2012 to adopt the Space Protocol ttis Official Commentary on 
the Convention and Space Protocol was published by" UNIDROIT in May 2013 and the third edition of his Official Commentary on the Convention and Aircraft Protocol in July 
2013. 
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The perfection and priority rules of the Cape Town Convention and the Aircraft Protocol 

A comparative la’~, analysis 

kIichel Deschamps 

Ahstract: This article presents an overview, from a comparative law perspective, of the rules of the Cape Town (-’onvention and the Aircraft Protocol on the creation, perfection and 

priority of an internatiunal interest Section 1 delineates the scope of the article and points out that the Cape Town Convention and the Aircraft Protocol must be read together; 
therefore, the analyses in the article refer only to the consolidated version of the two instruments. Section 2 summarises the rules for the constitution of each of the three categories 
of international interests contemplated by the Cunvention (a security interest granted under a security agreement, the ownership interest of a seller under a conditional sale and the 
interest of a lessor under a leasing agreement). Comparisons are made with national law, including on whether or in what circumstances a conditional sale or a lease will be 
characterised as a security interest. Section 3 deals with the effectiveness against third palties of an international interest: registration in the International Registry is the mode of 
perfection provided by the Convention. Moreover, the priority rules of the Convention are triggered only’ if the interest of at least one competing claimant has been registered in the 
International R egistry Section 4 examines the basic priority rule of the Convention: an international interest first registered in the International Registry takes priority over any other 
consensual interest not yet so registered, including an interest not reg~strable in that registry’. Section 4 then examines a number of scenarios involving compeung claims, including 
a competition between two chargees and a competition between a seller under a conditional sale and a chargee deriving its interest ftom the buyer under the conditional sale 

Please click here to read paper 

The relationship between transnational commercial la~, treaties and national law - A framework as applied to the Cape Town Convention 

Jeffrey Wool and Andrej Jonovic 

Ahstract: Treaties relate to and interact with national law in complex and impoltant ways. That relationship directly impacts the extent to which transacting parties can reasonably 

rely on new and beneficial international norms This article sets out a core conceptual ftamework, applicable to modem commercial law- treaties, to assist in understanding that 
relationship. The article starts with threshold questions such as the extent to which a treaty has the prevailing force of law in a contracting state, then turns to the borderline 
bet~veen the scope of treaties and national la~v, including internal-treat?- terms that contemplate application of national law, the question of which national law applies and when, 
and, finally, application of a treaty by virtue of the national law of non-contracting states. The article then applies this ftamework to the specific case of the Cape Town Cunventiun 
and its Aircraft Protocol. 
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Public Service mid the Cape Town Convention 

Iltm,ard Rosen 

Absreact: All three protocols to the Cape Town Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment consider the balance between the rights of a creditor wishing to 

foreclose on its asset following a debtor default, and the rights states may wish (or may be obliged) to reserve to themselves to protect the public interest. The Aviation Protocol 
foresees minimal state intervention. The Luxembourg Rail Protocol and the Space Protocol specifically confront the issue of a ’public sel~’ice exemption’, but address the competing 
interests in radically different ways. This paper looks at when the state can intervene to restrict a creditor’s rights, in the context of the Convention, un ’public service’ grounds. It 
also considers some of the definitional and substantive problems that arise both, when the public set.ice requirement of the conm~unity overreaches a creditor’s rights, and what 
the consequences should be for the creditor when that occurs. 
t~[ease dich h ere t~ readpaper 



Jurisdiction and choice of law under the Cape Town Convention and the Protocols thereto 

Karl F.. Kreuzer 

Ahstract: By introducing a new supranational substantive law institution in tire forru of an ’international interest’ the Cape Town Convention and the Protocols thereto eliminate, 

within their ruaterial scope of application, the treed for conflict of laws roles. However, as the ConventiordProtocol-regirue is not a complete codification, recourse to provisions 
designating the gap-filling substantive rules remains unavoidable In this respect, with the exception of a provision in the Protocols authorizing the parties to choose the law 
applicable to their contractual obligations, the Convention and the Protocols refrain licom establishing autonomous conflict of laws rules Instead, Article 5 of the Convention 
generally refers to the conflict of laws rules of the foruna State for issues not settled under the Convention or the relevant Protocol in order to determine the applicable substantive 
law provisions. The rare jurisdictional rules of the Convention choice of court agreement, concurrent jurisdiction in cases of urgency, orders against the Registrar aim at 
guaranteeing the enforceability of rights acquired under the Convention. 
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Generation II of The International Registry Website - The Closh~g Rooru: 

A Transactional Approach to Registrations 

William B. Piels and Tan Slew Huay 

Abs~’aet: ’]?he International Registry, established pursuant to the Cape Town Convention and its Aircraft Protocol, will be establishing a new generation of its website during its 

eighth year of operations. The nrost significant change that will occur is the establistwnent of a closing rooru facility for assembling registrations. The closing room facility is 
expected to be in operation by ruid-year 2014. The closing room facility will enable registry users to assemble all tire data required to nrake the full set of registrations for a 
transaction, and will give the transaction participants the opportunity to review and agree to revise a complete set of planned registrations, all in advance of conducting a closing 
and placing such registrations into the International Registry data base. This alticle will exanrine the concepts underlying the closing room facility, describe the process for using 
this new facility and consider some expected practices and questions. 

Advance relief under the Cape Town Convention and its Aircraft Protocol: A comruent Oll Gilles Cuniberti’s haterpretative proposal 

Anna Veneziano 
Abs~’aet: In the inaugural issue of this journal (iilIes Cuniberti addressed the question of the nature of the relief pending fina[ determination under the Cape Town Convention. One 

of his contentions is that the Convention leaves open the question of the nature of the relief provided in Article 13, which has to be seen as a ’hybrid’ between an interinr relief and 
a final remedy. In the present paper a different approach to the inte12oretation of Article 13 is presented. It is suggested that tire qualification as a speedy etfforcement reraedy to 
obtain the anticipated satisfaction of creditors’ clainrs is raore corwincing than the alternative of focusing on the interim nature of the relief. This suggestion is based on the specific 
conditions set forth for tire exercise of the relief in the Convention, as well as the changes to Article 13 introduced in the Protocols to the Corrv-ention (and in particular the Aircraft 
Protocol). Advance relief in the Convention and its Protocols should be seen as a sui generis reraedy the reginre of which is dictated by the treaties theraselves and should be 
interpreted autonoruously from arty existing domestic counterpart. 

Depositary Update 

Unidroit Secretariat 
Abstract: Covers: Unidroit as Depositary; Status of the Convention and protocols; Declarations; List of Contracting States (as at 10 August 2013); Declarations made under the 

Cape Town Convention by each contracting state thereto (as at 10 August 2013); Declarations made under the Aircraft Protocol by each contracting state thereto (as at 10 August 
2013); Glossary of Declarations Capable of Being Made by Contracting States under the Convention and Aircraft Protocol; OECD Aircraft Sector Understanding Quali[~,!ing 
Declarations Convention (as at 10 August 2013). 
Purr 1 : Text of Annex 1 of the OECD Aircraft Sector Understanding, describing the "qualifying" declarations under the Cape Town Convention and Aircraft Protocol; 
Part 2: Table of Qua[i~ing declarations, Showing which of the Contracting States to both the Convention and Aircraft Protocol have made the declarations in respect of the sut~iect 
matter of the "qualifying" declarations in Anne× I of the OECD Aircraft Sector Understanding 
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Clips eFla~sh: A Nolo Contendere AD Dismissal? 

Newsletter 

Dear Lissa. 

Greetings fiom the ThmaksgivingMorn MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

Perhaps it might be thought trite and ovei~tone at this time of year to remind one another of all 

we should be thankful for, but, well, tbr most ofu~ we have plenty to be thankful tbr. ItMs all 

relative. Yeah, maybe some of you got passed over tbr that raise or promotion recently, or you 

got socked with an unexpected $1,047 car repair bill, or your doctor said you really need to 

do this or that, or maybe somebody stiffed you on paying tbr a group subscription .... well, 
the list goes on .... but, overaJd, most of us have plenty to be thankful for. 

However, some people are being buffeted by bad news in this Thanksgiving week. Take 

recently ~ fired [] Stony Brook AD Jim Fiore, for example. On Tuesday, Nov. 19, the 10-year 

AD was summoned to a meeting with his president. When he walked out of the president’s 
office a little while later, he was out of a job, and had a $800,000 check in his pocket 

(covering the remaining 31 months on his contract). The whys and wherefores, at this point, 

have yet to be divulged. 

[] Fired [] is in quotation marks above because [] as of this m-iting []it is not clear whether Fiore 

wa~s fired (Fiore [; s version), or whether it was a ~]mutual decision. U The distinction bet~veen 

the two is a world of dil~rence. If you ~]re fired, you~] re fired. There ~] s anger, shame and 

reputation involved, and being fired ma~es it tough to move on to the next thing. 

On the other hand, a U mutual decision U leaves more wiggle room tbr both parties. The 
departing person saves face, and the company/school is not seen as an entity, that fires people 

frequently. 
Primer on Long Island/Stony Brook. Long Island is the largest ofall islands" in the US (most of the ten 

bigger islands donor count because they are fkozen chunks ofland on the Alaskan coast, exc’ept fbr the 

island of Hawaii). Geographically, Long lsland includes the ]Vew Fork City boroughs oj Brooklyn and 

Queen~; butElas a practical matter, Long Ls’land is the rest ofthe 1 [3-mile long island not the New York 

City part. Peoplejkom Queens" and Brooklyn would never say that they live Oon Long Island. 

donE]t count Queens and Brooklyn, Long lsland has about 2. 8 million residents. The only two D1 

schools on Long, [sland are Story Brook (ofjlcially known as State Universi& ofN’ew York-Stony Brook; 

or Sr~WF-Stony Brook) and H@tra. Stony Brook is a member (~¢’the America East Conference, and a 

member of the Colonial Athletic Association fbr fbotball. 

Up top diselaimer: 

This Clips eFlash is intended as a presentation of the Facts and news reports from bona 

fide sources. There are legalities involved, and labor/contract law speciaJists (and 

possibly libel and slander people k~o) roll no doubt weigh in on this one in due time. We 

roll leave those details for our lea:reed legalists in our midst. 

Your Clips Editor (and John and Cliffs, the two PSU JCCSJ interns) have dutifully 

scoured all the usual sources, and. as of2:30pm ET Thanksgiving tnoming, there have 

been only three news stories about the, ah, er, firing, mutual decision, departure, 

personnel action, banishinant, whatever, and []at this early juncture []most of the details 

(er, alleged details) have come fi~om []sources. [] And the details provided by these 

sources are eye openers. 

The Clips Editor does not know Jim Fiore; I spoke with him for about four minutes at a 
SportsBusiness Journal Intercollegiate Athletics Forum two 5,ears ago. I have no direct 

knoMedge of his capabilities and leadership style. However, I have heard nothing but 

good things about him. The only thing ~; bad [J about him is that he is not a Clips 

sub~riber, which puts him in the minority of the totality of the 341 D1 ADs in existence 

on our earth (180 D1 ADs are Clips subscribers, 161 are not). 

From an article in New York Newsdav, here [] s the rationg~e (from a [] source []) of why Fiore 
was paid $800,000 in walk-away money ..... 

Stony Brook University athletic director Jim Fiore was fired because the 

conclusions of an internal investigation into a female subordinate’s harassment 

complaint raised serious concern amo~tg the school’s leadership, a source familiar 

with the irn,estigation said Wecbtesday. 



The university; leadership wasJhced with two options: lo either pco~ out the 

remainder ofFiore’s contracl, worth near~ $800,000, or go through the ~smissal 

process ~f the U~ited University Pr~Ossions, the facul& and st~J’union Fiore 

belongs" to, the source sai~ 

’~e would’re gone through a process that would have taken at least a yea~; 

perhaps ~o or more years, and he wouM’ve still kept his job, and his salad, not 

~o mention the university would’ve been saddled with legal cosls and the outcome 

wouM’ve been uncertain, "the source said ’7t was dete~ined that it was in the 
best interest of the universi& to end ias’ relaronship [with Fio~v] as quickly as 

possible." 

The public unive~’i& bought out the remaining 31 months of Fiore’s contract and 

announced his departure Nov. 19. 

Fiore, through a apokesman, mainlains that his contract with the universi& was 

not le~inaled because ~g’a ~sciplinaty aclion and so~s neither the universi&’s 

investigalion nor a slate Deparlment ~Zabor inqui~ into the claim rea~lted in 

a~v ~scip#na~y charges. 
And now, as p~mi~d, here come the co~icfing accounts .... 

An article on the espnW website p~vided serious allegations from several sources. Here are 

excerpts (the entire espnW article is reprinted below) ..... 

"The env#xmment within the athletic department was hostile, toxic even, "said 

one source within the athletic deparmtent. 

Sources told espnW there was" no negotiation with Fiore over his departure ..... 

One source told espnW the university confiscated t~iore’s work cell phone at that 

time. 

The documents obtained by espnW allege, as do several sources, that the Stony 
Brook administration had knowledge of the multiple complaints against Fiore and 
failed to act swiftly. Two sources said that l~2)odruff and~latt La~s’en, the school’s’ 

senior as~’ociate Nrector of athletics, had previously asked Fiore to resign. Fiore 

refused 

’TIe’s a bul~v, "said one source who worked within Fiore’s athletic department. 

"Once you cross’ him, you’re done. There is no gray area with him. And when 

you’re making that Mnd of mon~vJbr the universi&, it’s like you’re a god lie 

seemed to believe he was untouchable." 

Fiore routinely sent inappropriate text messages from his universi& phone to 

female staff members and student-athletes, sources said 
Multiple sources confi~ed that bTore would make casual threats, reminding 

female sm~nt-athletes that he couM take awc~ their scholarships fhe wanted 

He also allegedly touchedJbmale student-athletes in inappropriate ways, such as 

massaging their shoul~rs and in one instance, robbing the #tner thigh of cm 

athlete who was rehabi#tating a leg injmy, accor~ng to sources’. 

"The way he cawied himse~[’aroundJbmale athletes made us ve~ 

uncon~f!grtable, " said one Jb~ner smdent-athlete at Smny BrooL ’Tf we saw him 

in the hallw~, we wouM mn* the other w~ or hide in the bathroom. What made 
it ~]ficuB was that he was the ath##c director; so you coul~’t s~v, ~ack ~f’" 

Numerous women who h~’e worked within the Sto~ Brook athle#c depar~nent 

said they often walked a circuitous route to their offices to ~woid passing the suite 

where bTore’s office was located 

According to one document ~tot i~n#fied in the e~pn~ article] .... accuses 

Fio~ of holdng prac#ces for his’ swt’s C~ basketball team on campus without 

compensating the school Universi& poli~, ~quires o~anizarons to p~ a fee. An 

email exchange be~een Fiore attd staf/brs is incht~d in the doctmtent, in which 

Fiore tells them the youth team will be prac#cing on campus. 

From an aOicle [~om the New York Daily News of I 1-27-13 .... [~ OustedStony Brook 

AD Jim Fiore calls report ~tailing inappropriate behavior towardJOmale 

coaches/athletes ’bogus’ ~ .... 

~7ore~s #me at SBU end on Nov. 19 like this: He is mM ofhis dismir~’al, he is 
given a htmp 6vmt of about $800,000 m pay ~ff’the remaining 31 months on his 

contract and he is asked to go. His bio was taken off the school,s webMte before 

Stony Brook presi~nt Samuel L. Stanley announced m the universi& commwti& 

via entail Ntat Fiore was done. 



Then on Tuesday came allegations’ I ~ serious ones I1 in the Jbrm of an espnw.com 

report. [t claimsJ?om unnamed sources that Fiore behaved inappropriately in 

~vriad ways: asking whether someone is homosexual, making unwanted advances 

on athletes and staffers, discrim#uaion. The story says there are documents, fled 

with the Attorney General of New York and State inspector General, detailing 

numerous complaints. 

Fiore fired back quickly Wednesday via his attorney and spokesman. Between a 

statement.from his spokesperson and a letter to ESPN from his attorney, he 

alleges a s~near campaign. And in a strange way, the universiiy sounds like it may 

agree. 

Now anon?~nity from a sexual harassment victim isn ~ t a problem. A university 

that doesn,t discipline an employee with this pattern of behavior [] f the 

allegations are true i i is. And fit also hands’ him $800,000? That~ ~s a pretty big 

problem, and the Stony Brook administration clearly knows it. 

Stony Brook issued a statement in response to the allegations ill the stoly s~ing it 

I~ takes all claims of discrimim~tion and sexual harassment seriouslyl l but that 

because the claims’ []do not identify the sources of those allegations or the 

documents’ relied upon, tile UniversiO~ and the public cannot reliably assess (theiO 

trutkfuli~ess. [] it adds this: []What we can tell you is’ that the ~liversity received 
a single complaint concen~ing the athletic department from one university 
employee, l¢~ took this complaint very seriously and acted promptly to understand 

and respond to the issues raised [] 

From an article in New York Newsdav titled []Harass~nent complaint led to Stony Brook 

athletic directois firing, source says [] .... 

After ESPNw published a sto~ Tuesday that included allegations that Fiore had 

discriminated against and sexually harassed staf/brs" and students, Stony Brook 

University officials Wecblesday said they had received a complaint. 

"We got a single complaint within the athletic department from one university 

employee. We ~ook the complaint seriously and acted promptly to understand and 

~spond to tile issues raised, "Stony Brook spokeswoman Lauren Sheprow said 

’The university takes all claims of discrimination and sexual harass~lent seriously 

and reviews them in a timely manner." 

"The ESPNw sto~y by Kate Fagan is absolutely outrageous and rife with 

falsehoods, " Fiore said in a statement issued l¢~dnesckty through Conte [his 

spokesman]. ’Tt is blatantly deJbmato~ and my legal representatives have issued 

a cease and desist letter to ESPNw and any media outlet that has sourced or 

reprinted this article. The anol~ymous, ’kitchen sink’ allegations that have been 

made against me are absolutelyJMse. I cannot help but think that the motives of 

the unnamed ’sources’ serve no purpose other tlum someone’s obvious.financial 

gain and m hurt me personally and proJbssionally. I will vigorously fight these 

bogus claims’ and defend my reputation." 

Diane Lamb, a spokeswoman.for ESPN, saM, "We stand by Kate’s reporting." 

That [] s all. Have a good long weekend. More later ..... 

I [] ve got a couple []lagging [] eFlashes that I may get around to this weekend ..... 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w~w~,.twitt e r .c o m/(~,,Colleg eACh Clips 

Fired AD had complaints against him 
By Kate t~gan, espnW, 11-26-13 
.Aanong the co~nplaints leveled against former AD Jim Fiore are sexual h~xassment and 

retaliation, and misappropriation of universi~ resources. 

Numerous claims of inappl~opriate behavior were brought agafinfft former Stony Brook athletic 

director Jim Fiore prior to his dismissal by the school on Nov. 19, sources have told espnW. 
Fiore is accused of discriminating against employees based on gender, age a~d sexual 

orientation, according to sonrces close to and mthin the athletic department, as well as several 

documents. 

StoW Brook’s Office of Diversity and Altirmative Action received several complam~s about 

Fiore and had knoMedge of his tnisconduct for at leafft m,o years but failed to ack according 

to sources close to and within the athletic &p~ment, as well as several documents. 

A~nong the co~nplaints leveled agafinst Fiore are sexual harass~nent and retaliation, 

misappropriation of university resource~ and that he intelrogated people about their sexually. 

According to the documents, which have been received by the Attorney General of New York 

and the State Inspector General (Stony Brook is part of the State Universi~ of New York 

system), Fiore asked female coaches directly if they were homosexual. Sonrces also said Fiore 

asked female student-athletes abont their sexual orientation and behaved inappropriately ruth 

them. 

"The environment mthin the athletic depaJ~nent was hostile, toxic even," said one source mthin 



the athletic depa~ment. 

When contacted by espnW about the allegations, Fiore’s personal spokesman, Michael Conte, 

said he had "nothing to provide." Conte spoke with Newsday on Nov. 20, saying, "The letter 

Jim received inlbrming him of the termination of his contract specified no disciplinao~ action. It 

would be counterintuitive to conclude the university would buy out his contract to the sum of 

nearly $800,000 if Jim was ti~cing disciplinary charges." 

A member of the StoW Brook media relations depa~tment turned down espnW’s request for 
an interview with Dogma Woodruf£ the school’s interim director of athletics, and cited the 

universi~"s policy not to comment on personnel matters. 

Stony Brook president Samuel L. Stanley sent a brief email to the campus community on Nov. 

19. The statement, which was also posted on the school’s main website, read: "I am writing to 

i~fform you that Jim Fiore is leaving Stony Brook Universi~. Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Donna Woodruffwill serve as the Intefm Athletic Director as we commence a national search 

to identify a new Athletic Director." 

Within hours of Sta~ley’s email, Newsday reported that Fiore was essentially forced out. The 

45-yeax-old athletic director had 31 months remaining on his contract, worth a total of 
approximately $800,000, and StoW Brook agreed to pay the full amount left on his deal. 

Sources told espnW there was no negotiation with Fiore over his depexture. Newsday 

reported he was called to a meeting with the schoors head of human resoraces, given a lump 

sum payment and told to leave. One source told espnW the university confiscated Fiore’s work 
cell phone at that time. 

Immediately after Stanley released the news of Fiore’s departure, ~Voodrnff sent a follow- up 

email, obtained by espnW, asking members of the athletic department to "not answer any 

phone calls or communicate via social media in any way on this topic." Woodrnff also asked 

staff’to "not entertain any external inquiries at this time." 

The documents obtained by espnW allege, as do several sources, that the StoW Brook 

administration had knowledge of the multiple complaints against Fiore and failed to act swiftly. 

Two a~urces said that Woodruffand Matt Laxsen, the school’s senior associate director of 
athletics, had previously asked Fiore to resign. Fiore refused. 

Fiore was widely considered a rising s~ar in college athletics. During his 10-year tenure as AD, 

he was the axchitect of Stony Brook’s emergence as a competitive Division I program, 

shepherding an expansion of athletic facilities and overseeing the recent success of the school’s 
most visible programs. The football team, which went to the FCS playofl~ in 2011 and 2012, 

recently moved from the Big South to the more competitive Colonial Athletic Association. The 

men’s basketball team, a member of the America East Conference, earned three NIT bids in 
the past fonr seasons. And the Seawolves s~anned baseball powerhonse LSU to reach the 

2012 College World Series. In addition, Fiore launched the $21.1 million renovation ofStoW 

Brook Arena, scheduled tbr completion next summer, and oversa~v the opening of the $4.3 

million Glem~ Dubin Pertbrmance Center. 

"He’s a bully," said one source who worked within Fiore’s athletic department. "Once you 

cross him, you’re done. There is no gray area with him. And when you’re malting that kind of 

money for the university, it’s like you’re a god. He seemed to believe he was untouchable." 

Fiore routinely sent inappropriate text messages from his universiU phone to tE~nale stall" 

members and stadent-athletes, sources said. 
Multiple sources confim~ed that Fiore would make casnal threats, reminding female s~udant- 

athletes that he could take away their scholarships if he wanted. He also allegedly touched 

female s~udent-athletes in inappropriate ways. snch as massaging their shoulders and, in one 

instance, rubbing the inner thigh of an athlete who was rehabilitating a leg injury, according to 

sources. 

"The way he carried himsclf axound tEmale athletes made us very uncomtbrtable," said one 
former student-athlete at StoW Brook. "If we saw him in "the hallway, we would turn the other 

way or hide in "the bathroom. What made it dllticult was that he was the athletic director, ~ 

you couldn’t say, ’Back ofl?" 

Another source said that Fiore seemed to target younger s~aff members: "He thrived on these 

Upes of power plays." 

Numerous women M~o have worked within the StoW Brook athletic department said they 
often walked a circuitous route to their offices to avoid passing the suite where Fiore’s office 

was located. 

Sources close to the athletic depextment said that senior s~ff members, including Woodrnff 

and Larsen, were afraid of Fiore. "In this field, you’re not going to get another job if you say 
something isn’t right." one source said. "That drove a lot of people to silence." 

According to one document, which was not ruled upo~, StoW Brook thiled to interview key 

tEmale coaches, staB’and administrators when conducting its internal investigation into Fiore’s 

alleged misconduct. 

’][’he same docmnent also accuses Fiore of holding practices for his son’s CYO basketball team 

on campus mthout compensating the school. University policy requires organizations to pay a 

fee. An email exchange between Fiore and stattErs is included in the document, in which Fiore 

tells thegn the youth team roll be practicing on campus. 
In May, Fiore was one of about 10 candidates interviewed by Rntgers for the school’s athletic 

director position. Rutgers was looking for an AD to replace Tim Pernetti, who resigned in the 
wake of the scandal involving Mike Rice, the men’s basketball coach. Rice was fired after 



videos snrthced of him huding basketballs and homophobic slurs at players. According to two 
sources, Rutgers dropped Fiom as a ca~didate after the ~hool was notified by sources outside 
of the ~arch process of the allegations against him at StoW Brook. 
Sources said Fiom also made inquiries into the ADjob at Princeton, where he served as senior 
associate director of athletics from 1999 to 2003. Longtime Princeton AD GaW Waiters 
am~ounced a few months ago that he is stepping down next June. Princeton olticials were made 
awaxe of the claims agains~t Fiore at Stow Brook also by sources outside of the search 
process, after Fiore expressed interest in Princeton’s open athletic director position. 
Fiore was named Stow Brook athletic director on July 23, 2003. He is a native of Long 
Beach, N.Y., and attended Hofstra. where he played free safe~’ for the football team from 
1988-90. Prior to worldng at Princeton, he held administrative positions at Fordham and 
Dartmouth. 
This article has been rep,qnted on (7lips wilh lhe pen~isMon of e.wn. corn 



Other source articles. 

l lOusled Stora~ Brook AD Jim Fiore calls report detailing inappropriate behavior 
toward.female coache~vJathletes ’bogus’ i i by Roger Rubin, New York Daily News, ll-27- 

13 

L JHarassment complaint led to Storo~ Brook athletic dit’ector’s.firing, source S~ysL J by 
Candice Ferrette and Greg Logan, New ~ork News~h~. , 11-27-13 
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Clips eFLPSHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
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sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~vply@bounce.linkedin.com on behJfof 

Li~kedIn Puls~ <news@linkedin.com> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 4:10 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Top news for Lissa Lamkin: 5 keys to g~eat nonverbal communicalion 

communication :.::i:::i.!i:i :.:: i:::::di: P,r: experim~lt pr©,,s~s tllai ~ few 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~] The End of the Public Th~ End Of the PU NiC Un~vemity? 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~] ~ws~i~ .... ~ o~: NewSlides and Data: The State of Social 
...... TheStateof Social Bus~ness Evolution 2013 

Business Evolution 
2013 ::’::~:’:.~ :~: ~’)~::.:::!~ :~:::~’: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3"h~ ~)VOk~t~Or/ ,)~ ! 0(;~ 

Happiness 
.k::::.~ :::~. ::::::::::::::::::::::: :...~:~k:::::::~ 



| School’s Westwa rd | 
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Subject: 

Bryan Hamilton, Publisher <reply@mail.-1 .bizjournals.com> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 6:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

In this issue: Why IBM’s headcount matters to the region 

First Look 

Triangle’s L~tt~e 

Pub~ix chooses Fa~ls of Ne~se sRe 

Wa~ St. }s helping UF~C Health"s f~ances 

D~nk~ng w~th the stars, fo[ profit 

Photos of the Week 

THang~e g~v~ng fh~a~y o~ the rise 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es >> 

You Noven-’..be ¯ 29, 2013 {ssue is avr.~itable 

SPACE 3Q 201:3 

SPACE 2Q 20’f3 

Bi.qs~ols-S BA mserl 

View the Tdangle Bus~ness Journa~ Book of 

Dsts 

Get the Newssta~ App for FREE 

Congra~Ldations. As a subscriber, you now 

Journal’s Newsstand App on yo~r iPhone 

iPad. 

People 

View and contact all F eopD... 









Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chrisu Santacmm <chrisbl@ncbankers,org> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 11:55 AM 

BASEl, III ~minar caJ~celled 

Good morning, 

I am writing to inform you that we have unfortunately had to cancel the BASEl. III seminar scheduled for December 5. We are planning to reschedule this seminar 

for January of next year. We will inform you of the reschedule date ASAP. 

For now, we will plan to keep the registration fee that you have paid so that you stay registered for the January seminar (you can certainly request a refund if the 

new date does not work with your schedule). If you do prefer to cancel your attendance entirely, please let me know and we will issue a refund check now. 

We are so sorry for any inconvenience that this has caused! Let me know if you have any questions. 

~Please rep~¥ to this emai~ to confirm that you are aware of the cancellation P 

Ct~’iSl~ San,~;~,;~’~a~ Meetings Department 

North Oa~olina Bankers Association ~ P.O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NO 27619 

Office: +919.781.7979 ~ Toll Free: +800.662.7044 ~Fax: +919.681.9909 

~,ncba.com ~ christv~ncbankers.orq~ ~ ~ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome .usa.dell.corn> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 2:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.e&~> 

What am you wmting for? 

::~:: ,Del _ DeU Home I 1-877-887-3355 I Live (:hat 24x7 

Laptops ~         Desktops ~ All- Tablets ~c 
U[trabooks ff~-Ones Touch 

giech-onics 5~ ALierlware ~ DeU 
S if:ware Fil~ar!cil~g 

Gamin~. Outlet 

i~i TGI. Black Friday! Rotating doorbusters all day 



i’~’i How Iov,~? Best Prices of the year. Inspiron 15 only $29999 



i~i Sweet. We’re on QVC. 

~ Extendedreturns*1 [~iii Fastandeasyfi .... ingA 

i-877-887-3355 I Chat 

America’s best support 

Did someor~e for’~ard you tMs messa~.e? Subscribe ,’.o receive De[i. Direc[ emaii., 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome .usa.dell.corn> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 4:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@em~]l.unc.e&~> 

$99.99 tablet with purchase of select PCs. 

i:~:I ,Del _ De[[ Home I Live Chat 24x7 

Laptops ~ Desktops ~ At[- TaMers 8c 
U[trabooks imOnes Touch 

More Black Friday deals 



i’~’i Get a new Dell Venue 7 tablet for $99.99 when you purchase any system $49999 and a bove. 

Dell,corn/home I Chat: 

Update ~,~y Preference~ Questions or Comments 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Jonathan Pletzke via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, November 29, 2013 4:35 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Keenya T. Justice via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 5:14 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&t> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, November 29, 2013 6:12 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&v~ 

Dec. 2 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 2, 2013 @ Number 231 

Privacy 

Google [nc. has breached the data protection law in the 
Netherlands by failing to adequately inform users of its services 
that it is collecting their data, and by failing to fully disclose the 
uses to which personal data might be put, the Dutch... 

Canada 

Canadian workers’ average weekly earnings increased a further 
0.3 percent in September after the 0.4 percent increase in 
August that had followed no change in 3uly, Statistics Canada 
said Nov. 27 .... 



A B C D E F 

1 Rank Law School 2016 L25 2016 LS0 2016 L75 2016 G25 

2 I Yale University (CT) 170 173 176 3.82 

3 2 Stanford University (CA) 171 

4 2 Harvard University (MA) 170 173 175 3.77 

5 4 University of Chicago 166 170 172 3.67 

6 4 Columbia University (NY) 169 171 173 3.54 

7 6 Ne~v York University 168 172 3.57 

8 7 University of Virginia 164 169 170 3.53 

9 7 University of Pennsylvania 165 171 3.55 

10 9 University of California Berkeley 166 167 169 3.66 

] 1 9 University of Michigan 165 168 170 3.52 

12 11 Duke University (NC) 165 169 170 3.59 

13 12 Northwestern University (IL) 169 

14 13 Cornell University (NY) 165 167 167 3.52 

15 14 Georgeto~vn (DC) 163 168 169 3.49 

16 15 U Texas-Austin 163 166 168 3.43 

17 15 Vanderbilt U (TN) 163 167 169 3.45 

18 17 UCLA 162 167 169 3.51 

19 18 U Southern California 163 166 167 3.50 

20 19 U Minnesota-Twin Cities 156 164 167 3.44 

21 19 WashingtonU (MO) 160 166 167 3.27 

22 21 George Washington U 165 

23 21 U Alabama 

24 23 U Notre Dame (IN) 160 163 165 

25 23 Emo~3~ U (GA) 165 

26 25 Indiana U-Bloomington 162 

27 26 University of Iowa 159 161 163 

28 26 Washington & Lee U 160 164 165 3.36 

29 28 University of Washington 161 164 165 3.46 

30 29 Arizona State University 158 162 164 3.33 

31 29 Boston University 161 165 166 3.44 

32 31 UNorth Carolina 159 161 163 3.28 

33 31 Boston College 160 164 165 3.41 

34 33 University of Wisconsin-Madison 156 161 163 3.21 

35 33 University of Georgia 158 163 164 3.31 

36 33 William & Mary (VA) 161 164 165 3.46 

37 36 Ohio State University (Moritz) 157 160 162 3.48 

38 36 Wake Forest University 157 162 164 3.26 

39 38 University of California-Davis 159 162 164 3.31 

40 38 Fordham University 163 

41 38 University of Arizona (Rogers) 

42 41 University of Utah (Quinney) 155 159 161 3.31 

43 41 University of Maryland (Carey) 160 

44 41 George Mason University (VA) 161 

45 44 Brigham Young University (Clark) 158 161 164 3.45 

46 44 Colorado 158 162 164 3.29 

47 46 University of Florida 156 160 162 3.32 

48 47 Univ. of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign 

49 48 University of California (Hastings) 155 159 163 3.28 

50 48 Florida State University 159 

51 48 University of Houston 157 160 162 3.18 

52 48 Southern Methodist University 

53 48 Tulane University 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2O 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 

G H I J K L M N 

2016 G50 2016 G75 2016 Class 2015 L25 2015 L50 2015 L75 2015 G25 2015 G50 

3~90 i 3.97 199 170 173 i 176 3~84 3.90 

3.87 i 168 i 170 i 173 i 3.76 3.86 

3.88 i 3.95 564 170 i 173 i 175 i 3.77 3.88 

3.70 i 3.81 352 170 i 172 i 174 i 3.58 3.71 

i 
3.85 437 169 i 171 

i 
173 i 3.54 3.69 

3,87 i 3.94 336 164 i 170 i 171 i 3,53 3.87 
i 3.94 251 164 i 170 i 171 i 3.55 3.87 

3.78 
i 

3.89 286 163 i 167 
i 

170 i 3.68 3.81 

3~71 i 3.82 315 166 i 169 i 170 i 3~57 3.73 

3.77 i 3.84 210 166 i 169 i 170 i 3.58 3.76 

3.75 
i 

177 164 i 170 
i 

171 i 3.38 3.75 

3.75 i 3.84 544 165 i 169 i 170 i 3.43 3.73 

3.68 
i 

3.79 319 163 i 167 
i 

169 i 3.52 3.67 

3.74 i 3.79 174 164 i 169 i 170 i 3.43 3.70 

3.79 i 3.88 293 164 i 168 i 169 i 3.58 3.78 

3.69 i 3.77 189 161 i 166 i 168 i 3.34 3.68 

3.71 i 481 161 i 167 i 168 i 3.32 3.60 

i 95 158 i 162 i 164 i 3.46 3.64 

~ .64 ~ 3.80 143 162 ~ 164 ~ 166 ~ ~ .50 3.68 

3.50 ~ 3.69 238 160 ~ 162 ~ 164 ~ 3.33 3.50 

3.73 ~ 3.88 227 161 ~ 164 ~ 166 ~ 3.45 3.74 

3.65 
~ 

3.81 18l 158 ~ 162 
~ 

164 ~ 3.43 3.64 

3.57 ~ 3.73 179 159 ~ 163 ~ 165 ~ 3A0 3.63 

~ 159 ~ 161 ~ 162 ~ ~ .28 3.52 

3.59 ~ 151 158 ~ 163 ~ 164 ~ 3.27 3.70 

3.77 ~ 3.88 139 158 ~ 162 ~ 165 ~ 3.40 3.74 

i 158 i 163 i 165 i 3.23 3.55 

3.52 
i 

3.69 33l 158 ~ 162 
i 

165 ~ 3.29 3.59 

~ .51 ~ 170 157 ~ 160 ~ 162 ~ ~ .29 3.54 



O P Q R S T U V W X 

1 2015 G75 2015 Class AL 25% AL 50% AL 75% AG 25% AG 50% [ AG 75% AClass AClass% 

2 3.98 l 203 0 0 0 -0.02 0 l -0.01 -4 -1.97% 

’ 3’ ~196 i 
ig0 

~ 
NA 

i 
i 

~ 
NA 

~ 
NA " 010i i NA NA #VALUE! 

4 3.95 
i 

557 0 i 0 0 0 0 i 0 7 1.26% 

5 3,96 ~ 184 -1 ~ -1 -1 0.02 0 ~ -0.01 12 6.52% 

’ 6’ ~82 ~ ~ 
~ 

:i [ ~l 
~ 

~i 
~ 

-0;6~ " 26~i ~ -0.01 -16 -4.35% 

7 3.84 i 452 -1 i NA -1 0.03 NA i 0.01 -15 -3.32% 

8 3.93 ~ 358 0 i -1 -1 0 0 ~ 0.01 -22 -6.15% 

’ 9 ’ ~94 ~ ~ 
~ 

~ ] NA 
~ 

~ 
~ 

~ " NA ~ 0 8 3.29% 

1 0 3.91 ~ 263 3 ~ 0 -1 -0.02 -0.03 ~ -0~02 23 8.75% 

11 3~83 [ 344 -1 [ -1 0 -0.05 -0.02 [ -0.01 -29 -8.43% 

’ 12’ ~ ~ ~6~ " :~ [ 0 
~ 

~ " ~{}i " (}~i ~ -0.01 2 0.96% 

13 3.84 ] 207 NA i -1 NA NA 0 ] NA -30 -14.49% 

14 3.77 ] 194 -1 ] 0 -2 -0.02 -0.02 ] -0.04 1 0.52% 

15 3.82 l 575 -2 l -I -I 0.06 0.02 l 0.02 -3l -5.39% 

16 3.82 ] 300 0 i -1 -1 -0.09 0.01 ] -0.03 19 6.33% 

17 3.85 ] 173 -1 i -2 -1 0.02 0.04 ] -0.06 1 0.58% 

’18’ ~7~ } ~6~ 
~ 

£~ [ 2l 
~ 

~ 
~ 

-0~6T 
~ 

6~] } -0.01 -16 -5.18% 

19 3.80 ] 188 -2 i -1 -1 -0.01 -0.03 ] -0.01 -13 -6.91% 

20 3.89 ] 205 -2 i -3 -1 0.08 -0.0~ ] 0.0~ -20~.~ -98.~0% 
’21 ’ ~T~ } ~0i 

~ 
:1 [ 0 

~ 
Ti " -0~0T " 6~1 } -0.01 -12 -5.97% 

22 3.78 ] 398 NA ] -2 NA NA 0.11 ] NA 83 20.85% 

23 3.94 ] 155 NA ] NA NA NA NA ] NA NA #V~UE~ 

3.80 ~ 178 -1 ~ -o -2 NA -0 06 ~ NA -15 -8.43% 

2s 3.s2 253 Na 0 Na 0.05 Na -S 
26 3.89 [ 201 NA [ -2 NA NA 0 [ NA 3 1.49% 

27 3.~0 ~ ~ss ~ ~ -~ -~ Na N~ ~ NA -60 -3~.7~ 
28 3.73 ~ 188 0 [ 0 0 -0.06 -0.11 ~ -0,07 -77 -40.96% 

29 3.82 ] 176 -1 ] 0 -1 -0.04 -0.04 ] -0.02 -33 -18.75% 

30 3.82 i 152 -3 
i 

-I -I 0.02 -0.ll i -0.11 NA #V~[ 

31 3.83 i 211 -1 ~ -1 -1 -0.08 -0.08 i -0.06 9 4.27% 

32 3.69 i 234 -1 i -1 -1 -0.05 0 i 0 4 1.71% 

33 3.70 ] 245 -1 ] 0 -1 0.01 0 ] -0.01 -15 -6.12% 

34 3.72 ] 216 -1 ~ -1 -1 -0.1l -0.03 ] -0.02 -30 -13.89% 

35 3.82 i 188 0 i -1 -1 -0.02 0.04 i -0.01 13 6.91% 

36 3.85 ] 196 0 ] 0 -I 0.01 -0.01 ] 0.03 3l 15.82% 

37 3.79 ] 173 -1 ~ -2 -2 0.05 0.01 ] 0.02 8 4.62% 

38 3.80 i 125 -2 i -1 -1 -0.14 -0.06 i -0.07 54 43.20% 

3~ 3.71 ] 191 -1 ] -I -I -0.07 -0.05 ] -0.04 -48 -25.13% 

40 3.67 ] 433 NA 

41 3.79 [ 121 NA [ NA NA NA NA [ NA NA #V~UE~ 

42 3.80 ~ 9V -1 
~ 

-l -1 -0.01 -0. l ~ -0.12 10 10.31% 

43 3.77 ~ 264 NA ~ -2 NA NA -0.12 ~ NA -58 -21.97% 

44 3.79 ] 147 NA ] -2 NA NA -0.11 ] NA 4 2.72% 

45 3.~5 i ~40 0 ] -~ -~ o.os 0.03 i 0.03 -~ -0.7~% 
46 3.79 i 152 -1 ~ -2 -2 -0.06 -0.07 i -0.06 32 21.05% 

47 3.73 i 284 -4 i -1 -2 -0.01 -0.04 i 0.04 34 11.97% 

48 3.73 [ 198 NA [ NA NA NA NA [ NA NA #V~[ 

49 3.75 [ 3IV -3 [ -3 -2 -0.01 -0.07 [ -0.06 14 4.42% 

50 3.72 [ 187 NA [ -1 NA NA -0.03 [ NA -17 -9.09% 

5~ 3.70 ~ 212 -1 
~ 

-l -1 -0.05 -0.05 ~ -0.045 3 1.42% 

52 3.81 [ 218 NA 

53 3.63 i 249 NA i NA NA NA NA i NA NA    #V~UE~ 



A B C D E F 

54 53 University ofRichtnond (Willia~ns) 157 161 163 3.19 

5 5 54 Georgia State University 157 159 161 3.14 

56 54 Baylor University 158 161 162 3.31 

57 56 American University (Washington) 153 157 159 3.15 

58 56 Temple University (Beasley) 156 160 162 3.10 

59 58 University of Kentucky 154 157 160 3.27 

60 58 Yeshiva University (Cardozo) 156 160 162 3.20 

61 58 University of Connecticut 

62 61 University of Nebraska-Lincoln 152 155 159 3.32 

63 61 University of Te~messee-Knoxville 153 157 160 3.25 

64 61 Pepperdine University 154 160 162 3.27 

65 64 University of New Mexico 152 154 158 3.09 

66 64 Seton Hall University 152 157 159 3.23 

67 64 University of Denver (Sturm) 154 158 160 3.20 

68 64 Penn. State University (Dickinson) 154 158 160 3.28 

69 68 University of Louisville (Brandeis) 152 155 157 3.01 

70 68 University of Oklahoma 155 157 159 3.24 

71 68 Illinois Institute of Tech. (Chicago-Kent) 153 158 159 3.16 

72 68 University of Nevada-Las Vegas 154 158 160 3.26 

73 68 University of San Diego 156 159 161 3.31 

74 68 Case Western Reserve University 159 

75 68 Loyola Marymount University 160 

76 68 University of Arkansas-Fayetteville 

77 76 Louisiana State University 156 

78 76 University of Missouri 155 157 160 3.13 

7 9 76 University of Miami 155 157 160 3.14 

80 76 Loyola University Chicago 155 160 3.14 

81 80 University of Hawaii (Richardson) 155 157 159 3.03 

82 80 Michigan State University 152 157 159 3.28 

83 80 Lewis & Clark (OR) 154 158 161 3.18 

84 80 University of Cincinnati 158 

85 80 Brooklyn Law School 157 159 162 3.19 

86 80 Catholic Univ. of America (Columbus) 151 157 2.92 

87 86 SUNY Buf151o Law School 150 154 157 3.21 

88 86 University of Tulsa 152 155 158 3.08 

89 86 University of Kansas 153 156 159 3.10 

90 86 Northeastern University 153 161 162 3.29 

91 86 Rutgers, Newark 154 160 3.07 

92 91 West Virginia University 151 153 157 3.11 

9 3 91 University of Pittsburgh 154 158 161 3.16 

94 91 Rutgers, Can~den 

95 94 Marquette University 151 155 157 2.97 

96 94 University of Oregon 156 158 161 3.03 

97 96 Syracuse University 152 155 156 3.06 

98 96 Santa Clara University 155 157 160 2.97 

99 98 University of South Carolina 153 155 158 3.05 

100 98 St. Jolm’s University 152 156 158 3.17 

101 98 Villanova University 153 157 160 3.24 

102 98 Indiana University-Indianapolis 

103 102 University of Mississippi 152 155 157 3.13 

104 102 St. Louis University 151 155 158 3.16 

105 102 Seattle U 153 158 3.07 

106 105 Mercer 148 152 154 3.05 



G H I J K L M N 

54 3.50 3.62 134 158 162 163 3.21 3.50 

55 3~38 i 3.55 189 158 159 i 161 3~21 3.38 

56 3.55 i 3.70 86 161 i 162 i 163 i 3.31 3.51 

57 3.40 
i 

3.56 476 156 i 159 
i 

162 i 3.19 3.44 

53 3.4o i 3.61 227 158 i 161 i 163 i 3.17 3.42 
59 3.49 i 3.74 150 155 i 158 i 161 i 3.25 3.51 

60 3.45 
i 

3.65 336 158 i 162 
i 

165 i 3.30 3.53 

61 i 157 i 159 i 162 i 3,23 3.45 

62 3.61 i 3.81 127 155 i 158 i 161 i 3.31 3.63 

63 3.54 
i 

3.75 158 156 i 160 
i 

161 i 3.30 3.60 

65 3.42 i 3.62 120 152 i 156 i 158 i 3.09 3.39 

ee 3.s~ 
~ 

3.69 166 154 ~ 158 
~ 

161 ~ 3.23 3.50 

e7 ~,4~ ~ ~.6~ ~90 ~ ~ ~9 ~ ~ ~ ~,~ 
68 3.58 i 3.78 132 156 i 159 i 160 i 3.23 3.56 

69 3.31 
~ 

3.58 130 155 ~ 156 
~ 

159 ~ 3.17 3. 4 

71 3.43 i 3.60 286 154 i 159 i 161 i 3.09 3.47 

72 3.45 
~ 

3.71 114 156 ~ 159 
~ 

161 ~ 3.23 3.46 

73 3,50 ~ 3.63 245 157 ~ 160 ~ 162 ~ 3,28 3.50 

74 3.38 i ~00 ]56 ~ ]60 i ]6] ~ 3.~0 3.35 

75 3.~0 ~ 400 ~7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3.~9 ~.~4 
76 ~ 153 ~ 156 ~ 158 ~ 3,26 3.52 

77 3.43 i 175 153 i 157 i 160 i 3.09 3.35 

78 3.45 
~ 

3.64 118 152 ~ 157 
~ 

159 ~ 3.10 3. 0 

80 ~ 3.59 213 156 i 158 ~ 160 i 3.12 3.35 

8] 3.32 
~ 

3.61 53 154 ~ 158 
~ 

160 ~ 3.04 3.36 

82 ~ 52 ~ 3.72 273 152 ~ 157 ~ 160 ~ ~ ,24 3.54 

sa ~.4~ ~ 3.~7 ~77 ~ ~ ~0 ~ ~ ~ ~.~4 3.47 
84 3.50 

~ 
156 ~ 155 

~ 
161 ~ 3.20 3.51 

85 3,40 ~ 3.63 369 159 i 161 ~ 164 i 3,12 3.33 

86 ~ 3.37 161 153 ~ 157 ~ 159 ~ 3.06 3.32 

87 3.48 
~ 

3.66 199 152 ~ 156 
~ 

158 ~ 3.19 3.51 

88 3A3 i 3.73 84 153 i 156 i 158 i 3,05 3.38 

89 3.42 i 3.69 107 154 i 157 i 159 i 3.22 3.50 

90 3.53 
i 

3.69 187 154 ~ 161 
i 

163 ~ 3.27 3.53 

9] ~ 3.55 195 155 i 158 ~ 160 i 2,99 3.26 

92 3.47 i 3.72 119 152 i 154 i 158 i 3.14 3.36 

93 3.42 
i 

3.61 174 155 ~ 158 
i 

160 ~ 3.09 3.34 

94 i 144 153 i 157 i 160 i 3,02 3.31 

95 3.29 ~ 3.52 212 153 ~ 155 ~ 158 ~ 3.15 3.40 

9e 3.~ ~ ~.~ ~0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~0 ~ 3.09 ~.~ 
97 3,29 ~ 3.45 196 152 i 153 ~ 156 i 3,12 3.28 

99 3.27 
~ 

3.54 208 154 ~ 157 
~ 

159 ~ 3.01 3.32 

]0] 3.56 ~ 3.74 162 155 ~ 158 ~ 161 ~ 3.29 3.51 

~0~ ~ =7 ~s~ ~ ~57 ~ ~ ~ 3.~s 
]08 3,46 ~ 3.67 llV 151 i 155 ~ 157 i 3,07 3.39 

]04 3.41 ~ 3.66 145 151 ~ 156 ~ 159 ~ 3.23 3.45 

~05 ~ 
3.56 229 154 ~ 156 

~ 
159 ~ 3.07 3.32 

]0~ ~7~{ ~ ~ 187 149 ’~ 1>o-~ ’~ 156 ’~ 3_,19 3.43 



54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6O 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
7O 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 

O P Q R S T U V W X 

3.60 153 -1 -1 0 -0.02 0 0~02 -19 -12.42% 

3~60 i 204 -1 0 0 -0.07 0 i -0.05 -15 -7.35% 
’ ’ ~i~ i i~ 

~ 
~3 

i 
~i 

~ 
7i 

~ 
0 

~ 
0104 i -0.05 -56 -39.44% 

3.59 i 49~ -3 i -2 -3 -0.04 -0.04 i -0~03 -17 -3.45% 
3~64 i 25, -2 i -1 -1 -o.o7 -0.02 i -0.03 -26 -10.28% , , + 

~ 
~ ÷ ~ ~ ~ 

3.74 i 
~_6 

-1 i -I -I 0.02 -0.02 i 0 14 10.29% 

3.67 i ,79 -2 i -2 -3 -0.1 -0.08 i -0.02 -43 -~.35% 
3.66 i 151 NA i NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA #V~UE~ 

3.83 ~ 1 ~ 6 -3 ~ -, -2 0.01 -0.02 ~ -0.02 -9 -6.62% 

3.~ ~ ~ 
-~ ~ -~ -~ -o.o~ -o.o~ ~ o ~ 3,.~ 

, , ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ 

;.~ i ~ ]4 o i -2 o o o.o; 
3.~ ~ ~o~ -~ ~ -~ -~ o o.o~ ~ -o.o~ -4o -~.4~ 
~.~ ~ ~4~ -~ ~ -~ -~ 0.04 0.0~ ~ 0 4~ ~0.~ 

3.~ ~ ~40 -~ ~ -~ -~ -0.~ -0.~ ~ -0.~ -~0 -7.~4% 

3.~o ~ ~ 
-~ ~ -~ -~ o.o~ -o.o~ ~ o.o~ -~ -~.~ 

’ ’ ~o ~ i;~ 
~ 

NA ] :~ 
~ 

N~ " NA " 0 ~ NA 44 -3S.0~ 
3.~ ~ 3~ Na ~ -~ N~ N~ -O.O4 
~.~4 ~ ~ NA ~ NA N~ NA NA ~ NA NA ~V~U~ 

’ ’ ~o ~ i~ 
~ 

NA ] :~ 
~ 

N~ " NA " 07; ~ NA -~ -~0.SS~ 
3.74 ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o.o~ -o.o~ ~ -o.~ -~ -~,.~ 
~.~7 ~ 4~ o ~ ~ ~ o.o~ o.o~ ~ o.o~ -~4 -~.~ 
~.~ ~ ~ -~ ~ NA 0 00~ ~A ~ 0.0~ -~0 -~4.73~ 
3.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ -~ -0.0~ -o.o4 ~ 0.0~ -~ -3~.3~ 
3.72 i 298 0 i 0 -1 0.04 -0.02 i 0 -25 -8.39% 

3.~3 i ~o~ NA ~ o N~ NA -0.0~ i Na N~ ~VAL~ 

3.53 i 144 -2 i Na -2 -0.~4 ~ 
3.~ i ~o~ -~ ~ -~ -~ o.o~ -o.o~ i -o.o~ -4 -~.~7% 
3.61 i 110 -1 i -1 0 0.03 0.05 i 0.12 -26 -23.64% 

~.~ ~ ~40 -~ i -~ 0 -0.~ -0.0~ ~ -0.0~ -33 -~3.2~ 3.68 
i 

168 -1 ~ 0 -1 0.02 0 i 0.01 19 ll.,l% 

3.47 i 225 -1 i NA 0 0.08 NA i 0.08 -30 -13.33% 

~.~ ~ ~4o -~ ~ -~ -~ -o.o~ o.~ ~ o.o~ -~ -~.oo~ 
3.~o ~ ~,~ -~ ~ o ~ o.o~ o.o~ ~ o.o~ -~7 -~.~4~ 
3.56 i 117 NA i NA NA NA NA i NA 27 23.08% 

3.56 ~ 224 -2 
~ 

0 -1 -0.18 -0.11 ~ -0.04 -12 
-5.3~% 3.64 

~ 
147 1 ~ 0 1 -0.06 0.03 ~ -0.09 -27 -18.o7% 

3.47 i 243 0 i 2 0 -0.06 0.01 i -0.02 -47 -19.34% 

~.4~ ~ ~37 -~ ~ -~ 0 -o.04 -0.0~ ~ -0.04 ~ 3.~0% 
3.~ ~ ~,~ -~ ~ -~ -~ o.o4 -o.o~ ~ -o.o4 -~ -~.~% 
3.66 i 270 -1 i -2 -3 0.04 -0.05 i -0.04 -7 -2.59% 

3.~ ~ ~ NA ~ NA N~ NA N~ ~ Na ~ .,~.~ 
3.67 ~ 157 1 i 0 0 0.06 0.07 ~ 0 -40 -25.48% 

~.~0 ~ ~0~ 0 ~ -~ -~ -0.0~ -0.0~ ~ -0.04 -~0 ->.~% 
3.~4 ~ ~4 -~ ~ Na -~ 0 N~ ~ 0.0~ -~ -~.3~ 

-0.14 -0.05 ~ -0.02 58 44.96% 



A B C D E F 

107 105 Texas Tech 152 155 158 3.16 

108 105 Florida International University 151 156 158 3.10 

109 105 Wayne State 153 157 159 3.17 

1 10 109 University of Missouri--Kansas City 150 152 155 2.92 

1 1 1 109 Drake (IA) 149 153 158 2.99 

1 12 109 DePaul 154 

1 13 109 Stetson 152 155 158 3.17 

1 14 113 Samford (Cumberland) 148 150 155 2.88 

1 15 113 University of Wyoming 149 151 156 3.10 

116 113 Hofstra 151 154 157 2.82 

1 17 113 University of Montana 151 154 157 3.00 

118 113 Go~aga (WA) 152 154 156 3.02 

1 19 113 Arkansas - Little Rock 

120 119 Vernlont Law School 147 151 155 2.92 

121 119 Cleveland State 150 153 155 3.05 

122 119 Akron 151 153 156 3.06 

123 119 University of New Hampshire 153 157 159 3.05 

124 119 Creighton 149 155 2.95 

125 124 University of the Pacific (CA) 151 154 159 3.02 

126 124 St. Thomas (N~) 150 155 159 3.01 

127 126 Campbell University 151 152 156 3.02 

128 126 Hamline University 149 153 156 3.08 

129 126 Drexel University (Mack) 152 155 157 3.11 

130 126 Chapman University 155 158 160 3.06 

131 126 Howard University 

132 126 Loyola University New Orleans 

133 132 Albany (NY) 150 152 155 3.11 

134 132 CUNY 153 154 157 3.04 

135 134 University of Idaho 149 152 156 2.93 

136 134 William Mitchell (MN) 149 153 157 3.02 

137 134 Quim~ipiac 151 154 157 3.05 

138 134 University of Maine 152 155 158 3.13 

139 134 Pace University 

140 134 University of Baltimore 

141 140 St. Mm)~’s University 148 151 154 2.67 

142 140 University of North Dakota 

143 140 Southern Illinois Uniw-Carbondale 

144 140 Washburn University 

145 144 Duquesne (PA) 150 152 155 3.21 

146 144 San Francisco 151 153 157 2.95 

147 144 Memphis 151 153 155 3.00 

148 144 South Texas 148 154 2.95 

149 144 Suf[blk University 

150 UN Texas Southern 142 144 147 2.76 

151 UN Ave Maria 141 146 149 2.76 

152 UN Barry University 145 147 151 2.58 

153 UN Damon 145 148 150 2.72 

154 UN Capital University 145 148 152 2.83 

155 UN Atlanta’s John Marshall 146 149 152 2.65 

156 UN Nova Southeastern 148 149 152 2.83 

157 UN Roger Williams 146 149 154 3.00 

158 UN Western New England 145 149 152 

159 UN Elon University 146 150 153 2.75 



G H I J K L M N 

107 3.47 3.68 217 152 156 158 3.24 3.48 

108 3.58 i 3.73 158 151 156 i 157 3.14 3.61 
109 3.43 i 3.63 139 153 i 156 i 159 i 3.10 3.37 

110 3.25 
i 

3.55 174 149 i 152 
i 

156 i 3.00 3. 2 

111 3.23 i 3.49 113 152 i 155 i 159 i 3.03 3.230 
112 i 153 i 158 i 160 i 3.08 3.41 

113 3.40 
i 

3.61 269 152 i 
15~ i 

157 i 3.02 3. 8 

114 3.25 i 3.50 172 151 i 15~ i 158 i 3.09 3.235 
115 3.35 i 3.63 71 149 i 153 i 156 i 3.16 3.43 

116 3.14 i 3.48 215 153 i 157 i 159 i 2.95 3.26 
1 17 3,32 i 3.61 83 152 i 154 i 158 i 3,01 3.49 

118 3.26 i 3.48 108 152 i 155 i 157 i 3.00 3.27 

119 i 149 i ~52 
i 

156 i 2.87 3.20 

120 3.22 i 3.49 129 149 i 152 i 158 i 3.00 3.21 

121 3.32 l 3.63 139 151 l 154 l 157 l 2.92 3.30 

122 3.38 ~ 3.65 147 151 i 153 ~ 156 i 3.01 3.37 
123 3,39 ~ 3.61 77 151 ~ 156 ~ 159 ~ 2,90 3.28 

124 i 3.55 139 150 l 152 l 156 l 2.92 3.23 

125 3.24 
~ 

3.52 150 152 i 156 
~ 

159 i 2.97 3. 3 

127 3.26 l 3.54 118 152 l 154 l 157 l 2.99 3.29 

128 3.32 ] 3.53 88 148 ] 153 ] 156 ] 3.09 3.38 

129 3.35 ~ 3.58 143 154 ~ 157 ~ 159 ~ 3.02 3.28 

130 3.27 l 3.5] ]57 ]54 ] 158 ] 160 ] 3.20 3.38 

131 ] 150 i 152 ] 155 i 2.99 3.21 

132 ~ 150 ] 152 ~ 155 ] 2.97 3.21 

 .37 i 3.59 187 149 ] 152 ] 155 ] 3.02 3.32 

134 3.37 ] 3.64 104 154 ~ 155 ] 159 ~ 2.97 3.32 

135 25 , 3 51 111 149 ~ 1~ ~ 156 ~ 2.94 
~.2~ 1~ 136 3.36 ~ 3.57 238 150 ~ 154 ~ 158 ] 3.11 ~.~ 

3.33  .sa as 3. 3 
138 3.36 ~ 3.58 86 152 ~ 155 ~ 157 ~ 3.10 3.31 

139 ] 150 ] 153 ] 156 ] 3.08 3.37 

140 i 
149 i 152 i 156 i 2.84 3.13 

141 2=% i 3.29 260 151 l ]53 i 155 l 2=% 3.10 

142 ] 145 ] 150 ] 153 ] 3.04 3.22 

143 i 
149 i 152 i 155 i 2.65 3.05 

144 ~ 150 ~ 1~ ~ 156 ~ 2=9~ 3.18 

]45 3.42 ~ 3.64 138 150 i 152 ~ 155 i 3.13 3.34 

~46 3.27 
~ 

3.51 159 153 ~ 15d 
~ 

159 ~ 2.98 3.26 

147 3     _ ,25 i 3.60 112 152 i 154 i 157 i 3     _ ,05 3.25 

148 ~ 3.40 333 151 ~ 153 ~ 156 ~ 2.89 3.14 

150 3=oa l 3.29 ] 92 ]43 l ]45 l ]48 l 2.77 3.08 

151 3.15 i 3.44 119 144 ~ 14a i 153 ~ 2.a~ 3.~o 

152 2.89 
~ 

3.19 25l 145 ~ 147 
~ 152 ~ 2.58 2.92 

153 3=11 ] 3.40 100 146 ] 149 ] 152 ] 2.84 3.11 

154 3.14 i 3.44 164 147 
~ 

150 i 153 
~ 

2.91 3.16 

155 2.98 ~ 3.34 235 148 ~ 150 ~ 153 ~ 2.60 2.99 
156 _,07 ~ 3.~4 313 147 i lbO ~ 153 i 2.93 3.14 

157 3.20 i 3.50 111 147 ~ 151 i 156 ~ 2.96 3.28 
158 3.20 

~ 147 ~ 150 
~ 153 ~ 2.83 3.14 



O P Q R S T U V W X 

107 3.68 227 0 -1 0 -0.08 -0.01 0 -10 -4.41% 

108 3~76 i 159 0 0 1 -0.04 -0.03 i -0.03 -1 -0.63% 

’109’ ~160 i i~ " 0 
i 

i 
~ 

0 " 0;0T " 0106 i 0.03 -9 -6.08% 

110 3.57 ] 153 1 i 0 -1 -0.08 0.03 ] -0.02 21 13.73% 

111 3.58 ] 128 -3 ] -2 -1 -0.04 -0.07 ] -0.09 -15 -11.72% 

’112’ ~I~T i ~7~ 
~ 

NA 
i 

24 
~ 

NA " NA " NA i NA NA #VALUE! 

113 3.52 ] 296 0 i 0 1 0.15 0.12 ] 0.09 -27 -9.12% 

114 3.57 ] 121 -3 i -3 -3 -0.21 -0.1 ] -0.07 51 42.15% 

115 3.58 ] 77 0 ] -2 0 -0.06 -0.08 ] 0.05 -6 -7.79% 
116 3.59 i 320 -2 i -3 -2 -0.13 -0.12 i -0.11 -105 -32.81% 
1 17 3.66 i 80 -1 i 0 -1 -0.01 -0.17 i -0.05 3 3.75% , . + 

~ 
~ ÷ ~ ~ ~ 

1 18 3.58 i 1_2 0 i -1 -1 0 02 -0 01 i -0.1 -24 -18.18% 

~9 3.50 i ~50 NA i NA NA NA NA i NA NA ~VAL~ 
~20 3.5~ ] ~;~ -2 ] -~ -~ -0.08 0.0~ ] -0.02 -42 -24.56% 

’121’ ~7~ } 1~6 " £T ] 2i 
~ 

-2 " ~;i5 " 0~02 } 0.04 -1 -0.71% 
~22 3.64 ] 16s 0 ~ 0 0 0.05 0.01 ] 0.01 -18 -10.91% 
123 3.58 ] 74 2 ] 1 0 0.15 0.11 ] 0.03 3 4.05% 

124 3.50 i 1_0 -1 ] NA -1 0.03 NA i 0.05 9 6.92% 

325 3.56 i ~92~ 
-] i -2 0 0.05 -0.09 i -0.04 

126 3.67 ] 14~ -2 ] 0 -1 -0.12 -0.01 ] -0.01 -28 -19.58% 

128 3.61 ] 124 1 ] 0 0 -0.01 -0.06 ] -0.08 -36 -29.03% 

129 3.60 ] 140 -2 ] -2 -2 0.09 0.07 ] -0.02 3 2.14% 

~30 ~60 ~ i88 " T ~ 0 
~ 

~ " -o;i~ " ~0~ ~ -0.0~ -~ 4.42% 
131 3.46 ] 130 NA ] NA NA NA NA ] NA NA #VAL~ 

~32 3.46 ] 23; NA ] NA NA NA NA ] NA NA ~V~UE~ 
~33 3.~ ~ ~96 ~ ~ o o oo~ oo~ ~ 0.04 -~ -4.~9% 
~34 3.56 ] ~20 -~ i -~ -~ 0.0; o.os ] 0.0~ -~6 
135 3.52 l 102 0 l -1 0 -0.01 0.04 l -0.01 9 8.82% 

~3~ 3.57 i 258 -] ] -~ -1 -0.09 -0.02 i 0 -20 
-~.75% 137 3.66 ] 127 -2 ] -2 -1 -0.08 -0.06 ] -0.08 -42 -.)3.07% 

138 3.53 ] 87 0 ] 0 1 0.03 0.05 ] 0.05 -1 -1.15% 

139 3.58 i 
~ 78 

NA ] NA NA NA NA i NA NA #V~ 

~4o 3.4~ ~ .,64 NA ~ NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA fVAL~ 
14~ 3.41 i 248 -3 i -2 -1 -0.09 -0.14 i -0.12 12 4.84% 

142 3.58 ~ 83 NA 
~ 

NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA #V~ 

143 3.43 
~ 

112 NA ~ NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA 

144 3.51 i 130 NA i NA NA NA NA i NA NA #V~UE[ 

145 3.58 i 139 0 ~ 0 0 0.08 0.08 i 0.06 -1 -0.72% 

146 3.51 ~ 220 -2 ~ -3 -2 -0.03 0.01 ~ 0 -61 -27.73% 

147 3.55 i 112 -1 i -1 -2 -0.05 0 i 0.05 0 0.00% 

148 3.40 ] 404 -3 ] NA -2 0.06 NA ] 0 -7l -17.57% 

149 3.48 ] 528 NA [ NA NA NA NA ] NA NA 

150 3.39 ] 185 -1 l -~ -~ -0.0~ 0 l -0.~ 7 3.78% 
~5~ 3.4~ ~ ~3 -3 ~ -2 -4 -0.05 o.05 ~ -0.04 6 5.3~% 
~ 52 3.24 ~ 293 0 ~ 0 -1 0 -0.03 ~ -0.05 -42 -14.33% 

153 : 
~ , : o 3.37 ~ 13~ -1 i -1 -2 -o. 12 o ~ 0.03 -33 -24.81 

~54 3.40 ~ ~2 -2 ~ -2 -~ -0.0~ -0.02 ~ 0.04 -~ 
~55 3.2~ i ~ -2 i -~ -~ 0.0~ -0.0~ i 0.0~ s~ 29.a3% 
156 3.48 l 369 ] l -1 -] -0.] -0.07 l -0.]4 -56 -]5.]8% 

~57 3.57 ~ ~sa -~ ~ -2 -2 o.04 -0.0~ ~ -0.07 -40 -26.49% 
~58 3.42 ~ ~0~ -~ ~ -~ -~ NA 0.06 ~ NA NA #VAL~ 
~59 3.48 ~ 99 -4 ~ -5 -5 -o.05 -o.a5 ~ -0.2~ 8 8.08% 



A B C D E F 

160 UN Northern Illinois University 146 150 153 2.82 

161 UN Ohio Northern 145 150 152 2.86 

162 UN Charleston School of Law 147 150 154 2.90 

163 UN Western State College of Law / Argosy 150 

164 UN Golden Gate 150 

165 UN Willamette University 148 151 154 2.81 

166 UN Liberty" 148 151 155 2.83 

167 UN New York Law School 149 151 153 2.87 

168 UN Southwestern 150 152 155 2.91 

169 UN Northern Kentucky 149 152 155 2.99 

170 UN Regent University 150 153 157 3.01 

171 ~;N Belmont University 152 155 159 3.07 

172 UN Whittier 145 152 2.61 

173 UN Touro 145 150 2.75 

174 UN University of California - Irvine 162 166 3.33 

175 UN La Verne 

176 UN South Dakota 

177 UN UlVlass Dartmouth 

178 UN Appalachian 

179 UN Widener (PA) 

180 UN Toledo 

181 UN University of D.C. 

182 UN Faulkner 

183 UN Inter-American - Puerto Rico 

184 UN Mississippi College 

185 UN Valparaiso University 

186 UN Oklahoma City 

187 UN Detroit Mercy 

188 UN Puerto Rico 

189 UN St. Thomas (FL) 

190 UN Florida A&M 

191 UN Widener (DE) 

192 UN Pontifical Catholic - Puerto Rico 

193 UN North Carolina Central 

194 UN Texas A&M 

195 UN Southern University 

196 UN California Western 

197 UN Thomas Jefferson 
198 UN Phoenix 

199 UN Ne~v England 

200 UN John Marshall (IL) 

201 UN Florida Coastal 
202 UN Charlotte 

203 UN Thomas Cooley 

204 Top 14 Law Schools 

205 Top 50 Law Schools 

206 Top 100 Law Schools 

207 Top 148 Law Schools 

208 All 202 Law Schools 

209 

210 

212 2015 Data Source: ABA Standard 509 Form 



G H I J K L M N 

160 3.10 3.36 103 147 150 153 2.81 3.16 

161 3.22 i 3.42 79 145 152 i 154 2.81 3.18 

163 3.12 
i 

103 148 i 151 
i 155 i 2.85 3.12 

164 3.11 i 150 148 i 151 i 154 i 2.79 3.12 

166 3.28 
i 

3.55 68 148 i 150 
i 155 i 2.83 3.32 

167 3.17 i 3.43 326 149 i 152 i 154 i 2.83 3.13 

169 3.20 
i 

3.55 154 149 i 
152~ i 155 i 2.86 

3.17 170 3.37 ~ 3.65 106 151 ~ 15~ ~ 159 ~ 2.97 3.~3 

171 3.4] i 3.58 82 152 i 154 i 158 i 3.04 3.29 

172 ~ 3.2~6 
22l 148 ~ 151 

~ 153 ~ 2.70 2.92 

~73 ~ 3.~3 ~4~ ~ ~48 ~ ~so ~ ~.~7 3.~ 
174 i 3.71 126 162 i 165 i 167 i 3.29 3.51 

175 ~ 147 ~ 151 
~ 154 ~ 2.46 2.78 

~76 ~ ~7 ~4~ ~ ~4~ ~ ~83 ~ 3.o~ 3.~ 
177 i 143 i 145 i 148 i 2.77 3.04 

178 ~ 143 ~ 146 
~ 149 ~ 2.73 2.94 

181 ~ 148 ~ 151 
~ 153 ~ 2.66 2.95 

~82 ~ ~4~ ~ ~47 ~ ~so ~ ~.~ 3.os 

184 ~ 146 ~ 149 
~ 152 ~ 3.07 3.27 

~85 ~ ~o~ ~4~ ~ ~4~ ~ ~s~ ~ ~.~4 3.~ 
186 ~ 147 ~ 149 ~ 153 ~ 2.89 3.19 

187 ~ 146 ~ 150 
~ 157 ~ 2.79 3.09 

188 ~ ]40 i ]44 ~ ]48 i 3.20 3.52 

189 ~ 146 ~ 148 ~ 150 ~ 2.71 3.01 

191 i ]48 i ]50 i ]53 i 2.a5 3.09 

192 ~ 132 ~ 135 ~ 138 ~ 2.96 3.25 

193 ~ 143 ~ 147 ~ 151 ~ 2.91 3.22 

194 i 149 i 152 i 155 i 2.84 3.09 

195 ~ 143 ~ 145 ~ 148 ~ 2.57 2.84 

196 ~ 148 ~ 151 ~ 155 ~ 2.89 3.18 

197 i ]46 i 148 i 151 i 2.69 2.93 

198 ~ 141 ~ 145 ~ 150 ~ 2.55 2.96 

199 ~ 243 145 ~ 149 ~ 153 ~ 2 74 3 06 

200 i 148 i 151 i 154 i 2.88 3.14 

201 ~ 143 ~ 146 ~ 151 ~ 2.83 3.10 

202 ~ 142 ~ 146 ~ 150 ~ 2.65 2.97 

203 ~ 142 i 145 ~ 151 i 2.57 3.02 

204 ~ 4062 ~ ~ ~ 
10280 

206 ~ 19186 i ~ i 

207 ~ 24798 ~ ~ ~ 

29080 

209 

210 

211 

212 ~ ~ ~ ~ 



O P Q R S T U V W X 
160 3.31 109 -1 0 0 0.01 -0.06 0.05 -6 -5.50% 

161 3.45 i 79 0 -2 -2 0.05 0.04 i -0.03 0 0.00% 

’162’ ~ i i7~ 
~ 

:~ i :i 
~ 

0 
~ 

-00~ " 0 i 0.01 -15 -8.62% 

163 3.36 
i 

144 NA i -1 NA NA 0 
i 

NA -41 -28.47% 

164 3.37 i 227 NA 
i 

-1 NA NA -0.01 ~ NA -77 -33.92% , , + 
~ 

~ + ~ ~ ~ + 
165 3.42 ~ 1 ~ 3 -3 i -2 -2 0.03 -0.1 ~ -0.06 -8 -6.02% 

166 3.63 
~ 8~ 

0 ~ 1 0 0 -0.04 
~ 

-0.08 -15 -18.07% 

167 3.40 ~ 44~ 0 
~ 

-1 -1 0.04 0.04 ~ 0.03 -117 -26.41% 

~68 ~k~ ~ ~i 
~ 

:~ ~ ~i 
~ 

~ 
~ 

-oi?~ ~ ~o~ ~ -o.o~ ~ ~.4~% 
169 3.40 [ 174 0 [ 0 0 0.13 0.03 [ 0.15 -20 -I 1.49% 

1 70 3.61 i 142 -1 
~ 

0 -2 0.04 0.04 i 0.04 -36 -25.35% 

’171’ ~0 ~ i~ 
~ 

0 ~ i 
~ 

i 
~ 

~0~ " 0 i~ ~ -0.02 -2l -20.39% 

172 3.22 [ 227 -3 [ NA -1 -0.09 NA [ 0,04 -6 -2.64% 
173 3.35 [ 242 [ [ #V~UE[ -1 ~ NA 0 -0.12 NA -0.02 NA 

’174’ ~7~ } i~ 
~ 

0 } NA 
~ 

7i 
~ 

~0~ " NA } 0.03 7 5.88% 

175 3.15 
~ 

44 NA 

176 3.68 ~ 62 ~                               ~ 8.06% NA    [    NA NA NA NA NA 5 

178 3.51 [ 75 NA 

179 3.42 [ 106 NA [ NA NA NA NA [ NA NA    #V~UE~ 

181 3.27 
~ 

125 NA 

182 3.34 ~ 127 NA ~ NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA    #V~UE~ 

~84 3.55 [ 
151. 

NA 

]85 3.48 ~ 16~ NA 
~ 

NA NA NA NA ~ NA 45 27.61% 

]86 
3.4~9 

~ 
172 NA 

~ 
NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA #V~[ 

187 3.03 [ 191 NA [ NA NA NA NA [ NA NA #VAI,~[ 

188 3.78 ~ 196 NA ~ NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA #V~UE~ 

]89 
3.2~6 

[ 216 NA [ NA NA NA NA [ NA NA #V~[ 

~90 3.~6 
~ 

217 NA 

] 9] 3.44 i 221 NA i NA NA NA NA i NA NA #V~UE[ 

]92 3.55 ~ 244 NA ~ NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA #V~[ 

~93 3.47 
~ 

248 NA 

] 94 3.34 i 258 NA i NA NA NA NA i NA NA #V~UE~ 

]95 3.15 ~ 268 NA ~ NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA #V~[ 

~96 3.45 
~ 

309 NA 

]97 3.20 i 387 NA i NA NA NA NA i NA NA #V~UE[ 

]98 3.30 ~ 447 NA ~ NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA #V~[ 

~ 99 3.40 
~ 

450 NA ~ NA NA NA NA 
~ 

NA -207 -46.00% 

200 3.39 i 498 NA i NA NA NA NA i NA NA #V~UE[ 

20] 
3.~3 

~ 580 NA ~ NA NA NA NA ~ NA NA #V~[ 

202 3.~2 
~ 

626 NA 

203 3.36 i 897 NA i NA NA NA NA i NA NA #V~UE[ 

204 ~ 4aa~ ~ ~ -~74 -~.32% 

209 

2]0 

2]] 



Cell: C472 
Comment: https://officialguide.lsac.org/Release/SchoolsABAData/SchoolsAndLocation.aspx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 3:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Health Care Site Rushing to Make Fixes by Sunday 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i Nid~,< Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENA~L I [~’~ NYT I World ~ LJ.S ~ Business Spots Arts ~D~vel ~ today’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

Health Care Site R~slfing to Make Fixes by Nm~day 

Hardware upgrades and soRware fixes sehedaled for this weekend, Obama 

admi~istration oflScials say, will allow the site to ham:lie 5o,ooo simultaneous 

use[s by Dee. ~, as promised. 

Scandal V~:ide~s Over Contracts for Navy Work 

The suspension of a contractor is another sinuous embarrassment l))r the Navy, 

whid~ is ah:eady doming ~th an i~vestigafim~ of iN mail~ ship supplier in the 

Pacific. 

Navy Suspends 2rid Contractor A~er Evidence of Overbiliing 

Out of S~’ia, Into a European Maze 

As war rages on, mor~; refugees are iqsking a journey across the 

Mediterratmat~ in hopes of new lives in Europe, Instead, many 

1] nd m~ceteain~" and iS:ustration. 

~ ~ Slide Show: A Rescue at Sea 

r~fugee 

huddled 

Editors’ Picks 

AUTOS 

~ vine:o: Review: sot4 Ma~.da 3 

The 2ol4 Mazda 3 has swoopy sheet met;a], a rich Jl~terJor, m~d a 

fun-to-drive dynamic. Why is ik not the besUselling car in ikq 

(:lass? 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

B~mi:~g L~m Neg~ve ~ook :Review 

For too h:mg, htara~?: eroticism has been a realm of relentless 

negativity. Bravo Lo Buzz~ed for taking down ~e gratuitous 

ta]<edowtl. 

i×ii 

World 

_Airli~es Urged by U,So to Give Notice to Chi~ta 

The Obama administration is urgthg .&met~ean commercial airlines to comply 

with China’s new air defense zc.,ne, hours after China se~ambledjets to., patrol it. 

, [] Overlapping Claims 

Reee~t Drone Strikes Strairt UoS, T~e,~ "~ tth Afgh~fista~ a~d 

Pakista~ 

The tension highlights the political complications from America’s persistent 

~’elianee on the lethal ~’emote-con t~’olled weapons 

North Kore~ Aecuses Captive UoS, ~ eter~a~ of 

V~;ar Cr~mes 

’F~e countw’s offidal news agency says Mer~qll E. Newmam 85, 

who was detained in October wh~le visiting as a tourist, has 

acknowledged Mlth~g civilians dm’ing the Korean War. 

photo 

released 

U.S. 

Cornel ISON, Presumed Dead, Shows New Life 
B,. ;<~.;,i~i~.~ B 

Astronomers at~ marveling at the death and apparent 

resur’ree~ion of Comet ISON, which dove dose to the sun on 

Thanksgiving. 

Co~sumer Sa~ety Chief Leaves a Sma|| Age~ey [~ Inez M 
With ~igger ~owers ~’~ 

In ez M. Ten enbaum, who ended her four-year term as the 

chairwoman of the Consumer Product Safety Commission on 

Friday, said she was most proud of the effo~fs to make ehi]d~vn’s products safer. 



Dolan Says Cht~reh Is ’Caricatured~ as Antigay 

In an interview ~dth NBC’s "Mee~ ~he P~ss," Card~nal Timofl~y 

M. Dohm, ~he archbishop of New Ybrk, discassed ~he Roman 

Cafl~o]~c Church’s position on same-sex marriage and tim 

Aflbrdable Care Act, 

Business 

Short on Space, Taiwan Embraces a Boom in 

Recyelh~g 

h~ a counhT that produces more electronics per capita than any 

other, eommerdal and government erIbrts have helped dean up 

the waste byproducts, 

Exhausted Shoppers Head Home, Replaced by 
the Next Wave 

As overnight shoppers paeked it in, more flooded stores at dawn 
in search of Black Fri&y deals, 

Seeking Top Toys, Good Housekeeping Pt~ts 
Then~ to Test 

Good Housekeeping spends all year finding and re~%vdng toys, a 
process integral to the magazine’s overall business strategy, 

Kanefsk 
I 

Sports 

Television Revenue Fue|s a Construction Boom 

The Paci fie-~ 2 Conferen ce is strength enin g pmgra ms and 

building faeili~es as money and exposure flow h’om its television 

deal 

Close the Store, lt’s the Year’s Big Game in 

Alabama 

The Alabama-Aubm’n game, a.k.a, the Iron Bowl, is Saturday. In 

maW pa~% of Alabama, life will shut down. 

, ~ Slide Show: lhe Day of the Big Game (Really Big) 

~ Keeping Baii on the Ground= Auburn’s Offense Still Soars 

ea rly for 



When Coachh~g Gsmesmsaship Ge~s ~n the Way 

Nets (~)ach Jason Kidd and Steelers Coach Mike Tomlin have 

reeently in tethered with ga me action in impermissible ways, 

raising questions of spo~-tsmanship and gamesmanstfip. 

Arts 

Rare Books Vmfish~ "With a Libragian i~ the Plot 

Merino Massimo De Caro, the former dk~etor ~ff the Girolamini 

Libra,’ in Naples, is acensed of stea~ing thousands of rare books 

fl’om the hiskot~e institution. 

o De 

Wired: Putth~g a Writer and Readers to a Test 

The Dutch author ±’u’non Grunberg, and his readers, arc the 

subject of a study that aims to track the physiolo~ of ~ritin g 

and lRerary appreciation. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Dar~cey, Trancey, m~d Dabs of Spice 

Britney Spears’s new album, "gdtney Jean," is out as an iTunes 

stream ahead of its Tuesday release date. 

The 

Travel 

TH E G ETAWAY 

This Is Las Vegas°? 

Fitn east’ Sereni~’? Rej uve~atJ on ? A sea rch fix" a virtuou s Vega s 

amid all of Sin Ciki’s temptations. 

IMPRINT 

My Upper 

The author Lraces his personal histoU with this Michigan region, 

reflecting on everything fl:om a remarkable act of ]dndnesa to his 

fic~ion to "probably ~he beak sound on earth." 

, ~ Slide Show: Shore, Snow and Sky in the Upper Peninsula 

~ etwee 

PURSUITS 

How to Choose a Car~-O~ Bag 

From size to wheels to pockets, here are factors to consider when 

you’re selecting that piece of luggage to take on board. 

Today’s Video 

G ratit~de 

ThaM~sgiving in New York Cil3’ is a warm family experience. 

Tragedy ~s common, when fl~e refugees e)me ash~we, B at there 

also joy, as th ere was wh en a m an ham ed Jaffar cam e to the 

harbor to look for his brother and two nephews. 



~ vm~o: At Horrm Wi~h Dr. R~h 

Dr. Ruth Westheimer has lived i~) Washington Heights for a]n) ost 

half a century. Her apartment is home to a myriad of cherished 

objects eollee ked over her lifetime. 

, Related k~icie 

Obituaries 

Peter Kap|an, V~ho Brought a Cutting Edge to ~ ApFomt 
The New York Observe~ Dies at 

In his ~5 years as e~tor, Mr. Kapla~ was credited ~dth malting I    w I 
The New York Observer bot]~ perkine~t and imperth~ent 

gleefully chronicled the everT move and shake of the eib,’s movers and shakers. 

Matthew lBucksbamn, Mall Developer, D~es at 87 

Mr. Bucksbaum sbu’ted Oeneral Growth Properties i~ 1954 with 

his brothers in smNl cities throughout the M~dwest and 

expan ded fl~e company in concert wi kh the growth d ~efiean 

subnrbs, 

Bucksb 

aurr 

Sa~| I,eJter, Photographer W]ho Captured New 

York’s P~e~e, Dies at 89 

Where other emi~en t photographers in midce~tuD’ captured the 

ei)~ most often in shar~--edged black and white, Mr. ~iter was 

one of the firs~ professionals 

Lens Blog Seeing Beauty Wi[h Saul Leiter 

Fer mere ~;bitua&~s, go t;; NYTimee.¢om/Obitu8riee ~* 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

~¢;hat You Don~t lhmw About Mortgages 

New ~oan rules N~I sho~ of fulI transparency. 

EDITORIAL 

More Disc~osu res Ahm~t S~.op- an d- Frisk 

The latest dat~ shows that crime in New York Cib" has declined even with far 

fewer street stops. 

EDITORIAL 

Desperation ha "l[’]bet 

The eurre~t wave of self-innnola~io~s is a ~ew a~d tragic trend. China sh 

m eve t~ow to ad dress tb e ~n d er]yin g issues. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For Some Folks~ Life Is a Hill 

Yo~ may be bor~ at the bo~om, b~t the bo~om was not born 

you. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Stafins by N(~n~bers 

The problem ~dd~ numerically driven guidelines for cardiovascular disease. 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Uk~a~e’s Battle for Emoope 

Despite their dashed hopes t’,:)r an aeeo~’d, EJJ. supporters look wesL fo~’ Lhe 

fuh~ve. 

FOt.t.OW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

Access The New Yolk Times flora anywhere with o[~r s[~ite of apps: 

iPhone@ I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit ear mobile website at 
Times Store >> ’ He~p Section >> ’ m.nyt,com ~ 

About This Email 

[~is is an autemated email Please do not reply directly to this email. 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYFimes corn’s loday’s Headlines newsleRer 
As a member of t~e [RUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC vs. Duke: A footba~ 

rivalry reborn 

For the first time since 1994, Duke 

and North Carolina meet on the 

final weekend of the football 

season with winning records. 

Duke’s 

Jordan Byas 

(38) and Walt 

Canty (4) stop 

UNC’s Eric 

DeCock: Finally, a Duke- 

Carolina game for the ages 

Neither Duke nor North Carolina 

was guaranteed to get to this point 

in the season with so much on the 

line, but their combined resiliency 

has given... 

UNCcoach 

Lany Fedora 

celebrates 

the Tar 

Recruiting, coaching [~as put 

Duke one victory from Ace 

Championship game 

Coach David Cutcliffe is behind 

Duke’s ascendancy in football. 

From the first moment he stepped 

on campus, Cutcliffe sold the 

players a message... 

Duke 

cornerback 

Ross Cockrell 

(6) intercepts 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD N~ws 

2013 NACD Directorship t00 Complete coverage of the most influential people in the boardroom and 
corporate governance. 

it’s Nobod¥’s Business How a Revocable Living Trust (RLT) can aid executives and directors in keeping 
estate assets private. 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives WaI-Mart names successor to CEO Duke; Lowe’s 
adds former WellPoint CEO to board; Tyoo CEO named to Raytheon board. 

NACD Voice 

~ Directors in Understandin~onsibilities and Avoidin@ Peter Gleason, 
NACD managing director and CFO, talks to the editor of The Metropolitan Corporate Counsel about director 
responsibilities, the roles of board committees, and leading practices for risk oversight. 

NACD BoardVisio~ 

NACD BoardVision - Report of the 

NACD Blue Ribbon Commission on .... NACD BoardVision - 
~ NACD BoardV~slon - ~oara ~ 

Takeaways From the 2013 NACD Cybersecurity 

Board Leadership Conference 

NACD BoardVision - NACD SoaraVision - Private Company 
Mergers and Acquisitions Outlook 

Upcomir~g Eve~~ts 

Your choice I ~n-boardroom I Custom Proqram 

Dec. 3 I New York, NY I Leading Minds of Governance SM, d o,,1. 

Dec. 3 I New York, NY I Directorship 100 Gala 

Dec. 12 I Webinar I How Corporate Culture Can Breed Fraud if Left Unchecked 

Dec. 18 I Webinar I Going to the Mattresses With ISS 

Dec. 19 I Webinar I Disruptive Technologies: What Boards Need to Know 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

March 18, 2014 I New York, NYI NACD Directorship 2020 

April 3-4, 2014 I Houston, TX I Director Professionalism@ 

April 7-8, 20t4 I Houston, TXI Master Class 

June 9-10, 2014 I Chicago, ILl Director Professionalism@ 

July 15, 20141 Denver, CO I NACD Directorship 2020 

Professionalism- 

Sept. 10, 20141 Beverly Hills, CA I NACD Directorship 2020 

Dec. 8-9, 2014 I Fort Lauderdale, FL I Director Professionahsm= 

Dec. 1t-t2, 20141 Fort Lauderdale, EL I Master Class 

Download our brand new Education and Professional Services cataloR. 

Are all of your boards enrolled in NAGD Full Board Membership? 
Equip and optimize your public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 
exchange forums, and network to lead with the highest standard of excellence. The annual investment in 
NACD Full Board Membership is $3,900 for up to six directors through Dec. 31,2013. To enroll or learn more, 
contact Kelly Dodd, membership development officer at 202-380-1891 or ~ACDonline.or~. 

Have a great weekend and thank you for your commitment to boardroom excellence. 

The NACD Team 

Thi ..... il ...... t to: Ib ..... @email ...... du 

~,~emi~e~-~ip j Bc~,~rc~ D~,/eio~mer~ j Ed~c:~io~ j ~ ......... Ic ......... ~ .... National A .... iation o~ Corporate Directo~ 
2001 P .... ylvania Ave. NV~L Suite 500 
~Nashington DC 20006 

To unsubscribe from NACD em~il communications about Weekend Re~der, 
lickh .... 

T ..... bscrJbe, pJ ..... IJck h ..... 



In the Pols 

The ACC has four teams ranked in the 

AP and USA Today polls reieased this 

week. Duke holds steady at No. 2/2, 

Notre Dam.e stands at No 5/6, while 
Maryland and North Carolina rank 

No. 8/8 and No. 11/12, respectively. 

Florida State and Syracuse are receiv- 

ing votes in both polls, while Virginia 

and Georgia Tech are receiving votes 

in theAP Poil 

ACC Player and Rookie of the Week 

Duke senior guard Chelsea Gray and 

and North Carolina freshman for- 

ward Stephanie Mavunga have been 

named the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Women’s Basketball Piayer and 

Rookie of the Week, as voted on by 

the Blue Ribbon Panei. Gray missed 

two triple-doubles by oniy three re.- 

bounds as she averaged 13.0 poitns, 

12.5 assists, 8.5 rebounds and 30 

steals, in two wins over Vanderbilt 
and Marquette. Mavunga averaged 

a doubie-doubie in two victories last 
week for North Carofna, including a 

20-point, 13-rebound and five-biock 

performance in a win over Coastal 

Caroiina on Nov. 21 

Undefeated 
-three ACC teams remain undefeated: 

Duke, Syracuse and Notre Dame. 

Prior to its loss to Wright State, NC 

State rattled off: six straight wins to 

mark its first 6.-0 start since the 2001.- 

02 campaign. 

Wins Against the Ranked 
The ACC has already picked up 

three wins against Top-25 teams 

this season. Duke defeated No. 9/9 

Caiifornia, 70-58, on Nov. ]0, Notre 
Dame topped No 19/18 Michigan 

State, 8]-62, on Nov. t]., and 

25/25 DePaui on Nov. 26. Duke’s win 

at the ninth-ranked Goiden Bears 
marked its first win in a season open- 

er against a top-:tO team in program 

history~ 

Feast Week 
The ACC has many teams playing 

in tournaments over the holiday 

weekend. Duke and Syracuse wiil 

play in the Paradise Jam, Virginia in 

the Junkanoo Jam, North Carolina 
and Boston College in the Cancun 

Chailenge, Georgia Tech in the LIU 

-[bumament, NC State in the Florida 
Gulf Coast Tournament, Maryland 

in the San Juan Shootout and Wake 

Forest in the Nevada Tournament. 
Miami will host its annual-rhanksgiv- 

ing Tournament this weekend. 

Conference Overal 

Team W L Pet Hm Rd W L Pct Hm Rd Nee Streak 

Duke ............................. 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 7 0 :[.000 3-0 2-0 2-0 W7 

Syracuse ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 7 0 1,000 4-0 :[-0 2-0 W7 

Notre Dame .................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 5 0 :[.000 4-0 ~0 0-0 W5 

Maryland ...................... 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 6 1 .857 3-:[ 2-0 2~-0 W4 

NC State ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 6 :[ ,857 6--0 0--0 0--1 L:[ 

Florida State ................. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 5 :[ .833 3-0 2-Z 0-0 W:[ 

Virginia Tech ................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 5 :[ .833 3-:[ 2-0 0-0 L~ 

North Carolina .............. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 5 2 .714 3--:[ i--0 i--i L1 

Miami ........................... 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 4 2 .667 3-2 1-0 0-0 W3 

Pittsburgh ..................... 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 4 2 ,667 2-1 2-:[ 0-0 W2 

Georgia Tech ................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 3 2 .600 2~0 0~2 0~0 W:[ 

Wake Forest .................. 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 4 3 .57:[ 3-0 :[-2 0-:[ W3 

Boston College .............. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 3 3 ,500 

Clemson ........................ 0 0 ~000 0-0 0-0 3 3 .500    2-3 1-0 0-0 Vv’2 

Virginia ......................... 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 3 4 .429    2-0 :[-2 0-2 L3 

1,000 - North Carolina’s Stephanie Mavunga was perfect from 

the floor in the Tar Heels’ :t06-52 win over Coastal Carolina 

on Nov. 21. Mavunga made a/10 of her shots to finish with 

20 points. She also added :t._~ rebounds, five biocks and three 

assists in 22 minutes of action. 

2 - Duke’s Chelsea Gray earned her second ACC Player of the 

Week honor of the season and third of her career this week. 

3 - Four ACC players are averaging double-doubles: Wake For- 

ear’s Dearica Hamby (20.1 pts, 10.0 rob), Maryland’s Aiyssa 

Thomas (:t6.4 pts, :[L3 rob}, Virginia Tech’s Uju Dgoka 

pts, 10.3 rebs) and North Carolina’s Stephanie Mavunga (13.4 

pts, 10.3 robs}. Thomas has posted at ieast :tO points and 

rebounds in each of her last six games. 

10.75 - Duke’s Chelsea Gray has averaged 10.75 assists per 

game over Duke’s last four wins. Gray dished out :~2 assists 

against Vandy and 13 against the Golden Eagies, and had nine 
assists in each of the Blue Deviis’ two games of the Paradise 

Jam. 

14 - The ACC is represented by 14 student-athletes named to 

the Naismith Trophy Early Season Watch List. The :t4 selec- 

tions leads ali leagues. 

20°0- Georgia Tech freshman guard Kaela Davis is averaging 

20.0 points through her first five games of her coilegiate 

career to lead ail ACC freshmen. She ranks third among ACC 

rookies with 8.0 rebounds per game. 

300 - Florida State head coach Sue Semrau earned her 300th 

career win on Nov. 29 when her Seminoles defeated Stetson, 
79-49~ 

299 - Virginia Tech head coach Dennis Wolff is one win shy of 

his 300th career win. Wolff spent 17 years on the men’s side 

at Boston University and Connecticut Co/age. 

Saturday, Nov. 30 

Miami vs. Missouri .............................. 3 p.m. (Miami Tournament) 

Wake Forest at Nevada ................... 8:30 p.m. (Nevada tournament) 

NC State vs. SE Louisiana ....................... :1_2 p.m. (FGC Tournament) 

Georgia Tech vs. McNeese State ......... 4:30 p.m. (LIU Tournament) 

Presbyterian at Virginia Tech .................................................. 2 p.m. 

Maryland vs. Ohio ................................. 2 p.m. (San Juan Shootout) 

Duke vs. Kansas ......................................... 3:30 p.m. (Paradise Jam) 

North Carolina vs. Illinois ................... 3:30 p.m. (Cancun Challenge) 

Boston College vs. USC ........................... 6 p.m. (Cancun Challenge) 

Syracuse vs. Texas A&M ............................. 8:15 p.m. (Paradise Jam) 

Sunday, Dec. 1 

Notre Dame vs. Duquesne ......................................... TBA (Toronto) 

NC State vs. TBD ......................................................................... TBA 

............................ (Florida Gulf Coast Tournament; Fort Myers, Fla.) 

Buffalo at Pitt .......................................................................... 2 p.m. 

Florida State at Miami (Ohio) ................................................. 2 p.m. 

North Florida at Clemson ....................................................... 2 p.m. 

Tuesday, Dec. 3 

Belmont at Wake Forest ......................................................... 7 p.m. 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge (Dec. 4-5} 

Wednesday, Dec. 4 

Nebraska at North Carolina .................................................... 6 p.m. 

Michigan State at Florida State .................................. 7 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Friday, Nov. 29 

No. 20/20 California 84, Wake Forest 65 ....... (Nevada Tournament) 

Miami 78, St. Francis (N.Y.) 57 ........................ (Miami Tournament) 

Arizona State 94, No. $$/~L2 North Carolina 85 (OT) 

(Cancun Challenge) 

No. 2/2 Duke 97, Central Michigan 64 ....................... (Paradise Jam) 

Wright State 99, NC State 90 .............................. (FGC Tournament) 

Kansas State 49, RVi- Virginia 46 .............................. (Junkanoo Jam) 

RV/- Georgia Tech 85, Southern Utah 60 .............. (LIU Tournament) 

No. 8/8 Maryland $00, Texas Southern 59 ....... (San Juan Shootout) 

iowa 78, Boston College 68 ................................ (Cancun Challenge) 

Florida State 79, Stetson 49 

Syracuse 78, Memphis 58 ......................................... (Paradise Jam) 



Boston College Eagles (3-3, 0-0 Ace) 
BC OPP 

DATE 

N9 

NI2 

NI6 
N~I 

N28 

N29 

N30 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP_.. USA__AP_. USA ......... SCORE _...FG%.... FG% ......... MAR 

Stanford .................... - .......... - ....... 3 ....... 3 .......... L, 71-83 ....... 390 ..556 ......... 26/44 

at Hofstra ................ - .......... - ........ - ....... - ......... 
VV, 80-63 ...... 

474 _.257 ......... 44/52 

at BYU ...................... - .......... - ........ - ....... - .......... L, 69-70 ...... 324._403 ......... 41[/52 

Florida Int ................. .-. ......... --. ....... - ....... -. ........ W, 89.-69 ...... 525 _.408 ......... 39/20 

Ca~cun Challenge i~ Cancu~, ~exico 

vs U~C--Wilmingto~., .-. ......... --. ....... - ....... -, ........ W~ 75.-S~ ...... ~64 _.283 ......... 46/33 

vs Iowa .................... - .......... - ...... RV..... RV ......... L, 68-78 ...... 444 ._448 ......... 32/3~ 

vs USC 

D5 at Wisconsin 

O8 Harti:ord 

Dli Boston University 

D115 New Hampshire 

D21 Holy Cross 

D29 at Providence 

Jl Mount St. Mary’s 

J5 Virginia Tech 

J:[2 at Duke * 

J16 Miami # 

J119 NoIth Carolina# 

J23 at NC State * 

J26 Wake Forest * 

J30 at Pittsburgh 

F2 at Virginia 

F6 Virginia * 

F9 at Florida State * 

F13 Notre Dame 

F~.6 Syracuse ~ 

F20 at Clemson ~ 

F27 Mawland * 

M2 at Georgia Tech * 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 5 

Clemson Tigers (3-3, 0-0 ACC) 
CU OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N10 

N117 

N20 

N24 

N27 

D1[ 

DS 

D:[4 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.,,. USA,,.,AP.,. USA ......... SCORE ,..,. FG%.,.. FG% ......... 

Davidson ..................... -, ................ - ........ -, .......... L, 57-77 ,,,, ,373 _,, 442 ......... 34/37 

Woffo~ ...................... - ................. - ........ - .......... W, 72-50.....482..... 2113 ......... 43/37 

Cal State Northridge ._-. ................ --. ....... - ........... L, 53-69 ._..g22..._ 433 ......... 36/4C 

South Carolina ............ - ................ 119..._ :[4 .......... L, 43-68 _._292._.. 456 ......... 27/4g 

at South Florida .......... -. ................ - ....... RV ......... W, 68-63.....551...... 333 ......... 27/gc~ 

Radford ....................... - ................. - ........ - .......... W, 4$-39.._.g7Z...~ 273 ......... 41[/30 

North Florida 

at UNCG 

SC State 

Duel in the Desert - Las Vegas, NV 

D19 at UNLV 

D20 Creighton 

O21 Oregon State 

D29 Middle -tennessee State 

J2 at NJIT 

J5 at Notre Dame ~ 
Jg Georgia Tech * 

J12 Pittsburgh * 

J16 at North Carolina * 

J20 Wake Forest ~ 

J23 at Syracuse ~ 

J26 Miami ~ 

Jg0 at Georgia -rech * 

F2 at Virg~n{a * 

~6 Duke * 

F9 at Maw~and *. 

F$3 NC State * 

F&5 at PiRsburgh * 

F20 Boston College ~ 

F23 Florida State * 

F27 at Virginia l~ch* 

Duke Blue Devils (7-0, 0-0 ACC) 
DU       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPONENT ................ AP ,., USA,.,.AP,,. USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ,., FG% .......... MAR 

N1[0 at California ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... 9 ....... 9 ........ W, 70-58 .,,..424.._.323 ......... 46/39 
N114 USC Upstate ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ....... W, :[23-40 ,... 46g.,,..207 ......... 63/24 

N:[7 Alabama ..................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W, 92-57 ,..,, 523,,..,400 ......... 47/27 

N21 Vanderbilt ................... 2 ........ 2 ...... RV,...,RV ....... W, 88-69 ..,..517.._.481 .......... g2/29 

N24 at Marquette .............. 2 ........ 2 ...... RV,..,,RV ....... W, 78-6:[ .,,..500.._.333 ......... 35/45 
Paradise Jam (St. Thomas, U.S, Virgin islands} 

N28 vs. Xavier .................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W; 81-54 ..,,.596,..,,364 ......... 

N29 vs. Central Michigan ,. 2 ........ 2 ....... -. ....... -. ....... W, 97-64 ._..493 ...,.323 ......... 53/33 

N30 vs, Kansas 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec, 5 

D5 Purdue 

D8 at Oklahoma 

D117 Connecticut 

0:[9 Albany 

D22 at Kentucky 

J2 Okt Dominion 

J5 at Georgia Tech* 

J9 at Syracuse* 

J12 Boston College* 

J16 Virginia* 

J19 at Virginia Tech* 

J23 at Florida State* 

J26 PhJ:sburgh* 

J30 at Miami* 

F6 at Clemson* 

Ft0 North Carolina~ 

F17 Maryland ~ 

F20 N.C. State* 

F23 at Notre Dame* 

F27 Wake Forest*- 

M2 at North Carolina* 

Jimmy V Classic (Darham, N,C.} 

Florida State Seminoles (5-1, 0-0 ACC) 
FS        OPP 

DATE 

N8 

N13 

N17 

N21 

N24 

N29 

D1 

D4 

D8 

D16 

OPP REB 
OPPONENT ............. AP .,. USA.,.,AP.., USA ......... SCORE .....FG%.._ FG% ........ MAR 
tJNC-Greensboro...,. RV _...RV ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 93-59,.._586._.. 299 ........ 48/34 
at Cincinnati ........... RV .,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 63-5g,,...407...,. 355 ........ 30/43 

Prairie View A&M .,, RV .,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, g8-37,,...492...,. 218 ........ 5:[/3:[ 
at Florida ................. RV .._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 76-68.,_.455_._ 3117 ........ 42/38 
at touisvilk_, ............. RV .._.RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........ :[, 59-69 OT_.403,.._ 364 ........ 46/40 

Stetson ................... RV .._.RV ...... --. ....... - .......... W, 79.-49.-..469-.- 321 ........ 47/25 

at Miami (OH) 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge-Dec. 4 
M k:h ida n S tat,,_> 
Jacksonville 

North Florida 

D20 Pacific 

O21 Rk:hrnondiLBSC 

028 tJT-Martin 

J2 at Pittsburgh* 

J9 at Miami* 

J12 North Carolina* 

JI6 at NC State* 

J!.9 at Virginia 

J23 Duke* 

J26 Virginia Tech~ 

F2 at Wake Forest* 

F9 Boston College~ 

F13 at Syracuse~ 

F16 Miami* 

[20 at Maryland~ 

F23 at C~emson* 

F27 Georgia Tech* 

M2 Vkg~nia~ 

Long Beach Classic 



Georgia Tech 13-2, 0-0 ACC) 
GT OPP 

DATE 

N8 

N24 

N29 

N30 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP-,. USA--AP-, USA ......... SCORE -.,.FG%.,., FG% ......... MAR 

Coppin State .............. RV_._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 79-57.._.44Zk...= 3:[1 ......... 48/35 

Westen: Ca[olba ....... RV ...,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-47.,._525..,,. 288 ......... 52/26 

at Tennessee .............. RV.,_.,RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 76-87 _..,351.,_. 380 ......... 38/65 

at Georgia .................. RV _._,RV ._,. 23 ._.. 21 .......... L, 56-63 ._,.373,,.., 382 ......... 44/35 

LIU Turkey Classic (Brooklyn, 
vs. Southen: Utah ...... RV ....... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 85-B0,,...462...,. 315 ......... 51/27 

vs. TBA 

D4 illinois 

D7 Alabama A&M 

D:[7 Portland State 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, 4 

Puerto Rico Classic (San Juan, Puerto Rico} 

D20 vs, UI-EP 

D2:[ vs. Oklahoma Szate 

Georgia Tech Holiday Tournament (Atlanta, Ga} 

D29 Alabama State 

D30 -rBA 

J5 Duke* 

J8 at Clemson* 

1:[2 at Syracuse* 

KE6 Wake Forest* 

J19 at Maryland~ 

J23 at Virginia l-ech* 

125 NC State" 

~30 Clemson* 

F3 at Pittsburgh* 

F6 North Carolina* 

F9 at Miami* 

FI3 Virginia~ 

F:[7 at Notre Dame* 

F23 Maryland* 

F27 at Florida State* 

M2 Boston College* 

Maryland Terrapins (6-i, 0-0 ACC) 
OPP 

DATE 

N8 

{t:[0 

Ni9 
N23 
N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,. USA.,.. AP ,., USA ......... SCORE .,.,. FG%,,., FG% ......... MAI~ 

at: USF ........................ 8 ........ 6 ...... RV .,... RV ......... W, 78.-70..,..403,.... 314 ......... 49/4~ 

Loyola ........................ 8 ........ 6 ....... - ........ = .......... W, 89-53_._439__. 353 ......... 49/23 

Connec~cut ................ 8 ........ 7 ....... $ ....... 1 ........... L, 55-72 ,,._383..,,. 435 ......... ~9/43 

George WasMngton ..., 8 ........ 8 ...... RV _... RV ......... W, 87-5:[..,..478,.._ 349 ......... 53/3; 

at ]bwson ................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 90-53,.._58&._. 327 ......... 46/2] 

Drexel ......................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ --. ......... W, 69-63,.._465._.. 4&4 ......... 39/3( 

N29 vs, Texas Souzhern ...... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... V%~ 100-59_,.600,,.., 407 ......... 42/2( 

Na0 vs. Ohio Uniw~rs~l:y 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 4 
D4 Ohio State 

D9 S~ena 

D$4 Delawa[e Stale 

Terrapin Classi{ {College Park, Md,} 
D28 Wofford 

D29 Howard/College of ChaHeston 

J5 at North Carolina* 

~9 Wake Forest~ 

]i6 Syracuse 

J19 Georgia l~ch* 

~23 a( V~rg~nia* 

]27 Notre Dame* 

at NC State* 

F2 at Syracuse* 

F6 Pi~sburgh~ 

F9 Clemson~ 

F~3 at Miam~~ 

F$7 at Duke~ 

F20 F~orida Stale~ 

F23 at Georgia l~ch~ 

F27 a( Boston College~ 

M2 V~r~ia Tech ~ 

Miami Hurricanes (4-2, 0-0 ACC) 
UM       OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N]O 

NI9 
N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ................ AP ,,. USA,,.,AP.,, USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% .,, FG% .......... MAR 

North Florida ............... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 79-39 _... 446.._. 237 ......... 48/42 

Richmond .................... - ........ --. ....... - ........ --. ........ t., 50-57 ...... 308 ...,.3:[9 ......... 45/52 

Middle Tennessee ........ - ........ - ....... RV,._,RV ........ L, 55-61 ...... 345 ._,.328 ......... 43/42 

at Oakland ................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 86-68 ..._ 43:[__ 365 ......... 5:[/4:[ 

’(ale .............................. --. ....... - ........ --. ....... - ........ V\~ 91..g7 .._, 583 .,...343 ......... 40/42 

Miami Thanksgiving Tournament (Coral Gab(us0 Fla,} 

N29 St. Francis (NY) ............ - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 78-57 _... 500.__368 ......... 33/34 

N30 Missouri/Hartford 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge - Dec. S 
D5 at Minnesota 
DIS Coppin State 

D21 at Arizona State 

D28 Morgan State 

D29 Western Caro[[na/New Mexk:o 

~1 Penn 

J4 at Wake Forest* 

~9 Florida State* 

~2 at Virginia Tech* 

J16 at Boston College* 

~19 NC State* 

J23 at Notre Dame* 

~26 at Clemson* 

~30 Duke* 

F2 at North Caroffna* 

F9 Geor~b -[ech * 

F~3 M~wland~ 

F~6 at Florida State~ 

F20 Syracuse*. 

F23 Wake Forest~ 

F27 at Virginia* 

M2 Pi~sbur~h* 

North Carolina Tar Heels (5-2, 0-0 ACC) 
NC       OPP 

DATE 

N24 

N28 

N29 

N30 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............. AP .,. LISA.,.. AP .., LiSA ......... SCORE .,.,. FG%.... FG% ........ MAR 

Air Force .................. :[2,_.,,:[:[ ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-26..,,.472,,._ ~40 ........ 53/33 

Tennessee ................ :[2.,,,..:[4 ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 65-8:[ ,,._304..,,. 403 ........ 44/4~ 

at UCLA .................... :[2.__. 14 ,...,RV ...,. RV ......... W, 78-68,...,~8L,.. 302 ........ 43/52 

Coastal CaroEna ...... ~2,...,.$2 ...... - ........ - ......... ’&~ $06-52.,..5~7,..., 222 ........ 56/50 
Coppin State ............ ~2._...:[2 ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 9:[-5~,.._422..,.. 304 ........ 52/33 

Cancan Challenge {Caacun, Mexico} 

vs. Arkansas State.,,, &1.,,...12 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 93-60,,._503..,,. 257 ........ 38/43 

vs, Arizona Staze ...... 1L..,,,~2 ...... - ........ - ........ L, 81-94 OT,,.444,,._ 394 ........ 43/49 

vs, Illinois 

D4 Nebraska 

D14 Charleston Southern 

D16 vs. New Orleans 

018 vs, South Carolina 

D2:[ High Point 

J2 .larnes Madison 

]5 Maryland 

J9 NC State 

]12 at Florida State 

Jl6 Clemson 

J]9 at Boston College 

]23 at Wake Forest 

J30 Syracuse 

F2 Miami. 

F6 at Georgia -rech 

F:[0 at Duke 

F:[3 Pittsburgh. 

F16 at NC State 

F20 at Virginia 

F23 Virginia Tech 

F27 at Notre Dame 

N12 Duke 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, 4 



NC State Woffpack (6-1, 0-0 ACC) 
ST       OPP 

DATE 

NI6 

N24 
N2~ 
N29 
N30 
D1 

D5 

D8 

D20 

D28 
Dg0 

J5 Sryt~cuse* 

]9 at Note.h Carolina* 

J12 at Wake Forest* 

]16 Florida S~ate* 

J19 at Miami* 

]23 Boston College* 

J26 at Georgia Tech* 

]30 Maryland* 

F6 Wake Forest* 

F9 at Virginia Tech* 

FI3 at Clemson* 
FIg North Carolina~ 

F20 at Duke* 

F23 Virginb* 

F27 at [d~sbur{h* 

M2 Notre Dame* 

OPP 
[Notre Dame Fighting Irish (5-0, 0-0 ACC) 

REB [                                  ND       OPP 
OPPONENT ............... AP..,. USA.,.,AP.., USA ......... SCORE .-,.FG%,,- FG% ......... MAR 
St, Bonaventure .......... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 70-47.._.333,,.., 302 ......... 45/3(5 

Towson ....................... - ......... ~ ........ - ........ ~ .......... ~], (59-4(5,,..,4,5.._. ~92 ......... ~9/26 ~ 

Presbyterian ............... - ......... - ........ ~ ........ - .......... W, 85-45.._.542,,.., 442 ......... 3~/22 

Morgan State ................................................. W, 94-52,,..,545.._. 385 ......... 52/20 

Tulane ............................................................ ~k~ 69~55.._.403,,.., 356 ......... 39/33 

Dav~dson ........................................................ W, 86-63_.,50&._. 404 ......... 43/3~ 

vs. Wright State .............................................. L, 90-99 ..,,.50&,.., 484 ......... 38/32 

vs, M]-SUiSE Louisiana 
]-gD 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - De~. 5 
at Northwestern 
E~on 
LSU 

UC R~versideiSan Diego State. 

Pitt Panthers {4=2, 0=0 ACC) 
UP OPP 

DATE 

Ng 

N20 

N23 

N26 

DI 

D4 

D7 

D~5 

OPP REB 

DATE OPPONENT ............... AP._. USA_.=AP._ USA ......... SCORE _.,=FG%._. FG% ......... MAR 

N9 UNC Wilmh’,gton ......... 6 ........ 7 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 99-50...,.629,,... 300 ......... 54/24 
N "_,’ ~ Michigan State ............ (5 ........ (5 ...... ~9..._~8 ......... W, 8~-(52_...425..._ 485 ......... 52/29 
N2,’ (5 Valparaiso ................... (5 ........ (5 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 96-4(5,....539..... 289 ......... 49/22 
N23 at Penn ....................... 5 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 76-54...-483.-.. 375 ......... 43/87 

N2(5 DePaul ........................ 5 ........ (5 ...... 25.....25 ......... W, 92-76.....485-... 3(51 ......... 58/33 

D1 vs Duquesne (Toronto, Canada) 

D20 

D21 

029 

J2 

J5 

]12 

Jl6 

]1.9 

J26 

J30 

F3 

F9 

Flg 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ................ AP ._ USA._.AP,.. USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ,.. FG% .......... ~AR 

Bucknell ....................... - ........................ - ........ W, (5(5-51 ..... 408 ..... 297 ......... 88/59 
at Ball State ................. - ........................ - ........ W, (58-58 ..... 404..._ 292 ......... 83/44 
Lafaye~e ...................... - ........................ - ......... L 45-48 ...... 302 ..... 2B~ ......... 43/5~ 
at Michigan .................. - ........................ - ......... L, 75-B~ ...... 492 ..... 549 ......... 2B/27 
at Loyola ...................... -, ....................... -, ....... W, 50-54 ._.. 375 ..._ 310 ......... 35/37 

Mount St. Ma~’s ......... - ........................ - ........ W, 78-43 ..._ 433 ._.250 ......... 51/44 
Buffalo 

James Madison 

at Wagner 

O~d Dominion 

Duel i~ the Desert (Las Vegas, Nov.} 

vs. DePau~ 

vs, Louisiana-Monroe 

vs. Washin~on 

Florida Stal:e * 

at Virginia * 

at Duke * 

Boston Co~ege ~ 

Georgia Tech * 

at Maryland * 

Wake Fores~ ~ 

a~ North Ca~(Jina ~ 

at Virginia Tech ~ 

NC State * 

a~ Miami * 

D4 a~ Penn S~ate 

07 UCLA 

D14 at Michigan 

D22 Central Michigan 

D29 a~ Oregon State 

[ J2 South Dakota State 

[ ]5 Clemson* 

l J9 Boston College* 

J12 a~ Virginia* 

J16 at Pittsburgh* 

]20 at Tennessee 

1J23 Miami* 

J27 a~ Maryland* 

[Jg0 Virginia -rech* 

F2 at Duke* 

F6 at Florida State* 

F9 Syracuse* 

FIg at Boston College* 

FI7 Georgia Tech* 

F20 at Wake Forest~ 

F23 Duke* 

F27 North Carolina* 

M2 at NC Staze* 

Big Ten/ACC Cha[lenl~e - Dec. 4 

D5 at Iowa 

DI(5 Temple 

D19 Niagra 

D21 Saint Joseph’s 

D30 at Arizona State 

]5 at NC State * 

]9 Duke ~ 

J12 Georgia Tech * 

]16 at Maryland * 

]19 at Pi~sburgh * 

J23 Clemson * 
J26 Virginia * 

Jg0 at North Carolina 

F2 Maryland ~ 

F(5 Virginia Tech * 

F13 Florida State * 

F16 at Boston College 

F20 at Miami * 

F23 Pi~sburgh* 

M2 at Wake Forest * 

BiI~ TeniACC Challenge- Dec. 5 

Syracuse Orange (7-0, 0-0 ACC) 
SU       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPON ENT ............. AP ,., USA,.,,AP .,. USA ......... SCORE ,.,.. FG%,.., FG% ........ MAR 

N10 at Washington St ...... - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, (59-65.....360..... 288 ........ 61/46 

NI4 Dartmouth ................ - ....... RV ...... -. ....... -. ......... W, 88-47.....443..... 28g ........ 47/37 

N18 Cornell ....................... - ....... RV _.._ - ........ - .......... W, 89-48_...449..._ g16 ........ 44/g6 

N20 Maryland E. Shore._..- ....... RV _.._- ........ - ......... W, 119-42_..418.._. 220 ........ (50/45 

N24 Maine ........................ - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 97-42.._.444_... 315 ........ 55/3~ 

Paradise Jam - St:. Thornas, tJ.S. Virgin Islands 

N28 vs. Texas .................. RV ,.._RV .._.RV ...... - .......... V\~ 77--65.._,418_... 368 ........ 36/42 

N29 vs. Mem, phis ............ RV .._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 77-5811_.452_... 375 ........ 43/32 
[’430 vs, Texas A&M 



Virginia Cavaliers (3-4, 0-0 ACC) 
VA       OPP 

DATE 

Nil 

Ni9 

N24 

N28 

N29 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.._ USA._.AP ... USA ......... SCORE ._.. FG%=... FG% ......... MAR 

at James Madison ...... --. ........ .-.,..._RV ...... .-. .......... l, 46-63 ,...,283.,,.. 339 ......... 26/49 

High Point ................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, 73.-54..,..357,..., 386 ......... 57/30 

Louisiana Tech ............ --. ........ .-. ....... - ........ .-. ......... W, 95-82_ ..~48~.._. 409 ......... 42/41 

at [.ihe~v .................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, ~.-60.._.318_._ 375 ......... 35/52 

at West Virginia .......... --. ........ .-._.._RV ...... .-. .......... l, 58-68 _._344._.. 404 ......... 44/46 

~nka~oo ~am 
vs~ Tennessee ............. --. ........ .-. ....... 3 ....... 4 ........... L, 67-76 _..~381._.. 528 ......... 35/36 

vs. Kansas Stale ......... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - ........... ~ 46-49 ._..238~.._ 328 ......... 33/45 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge- Dec. 5 

D5 Michigan 

D17 Maryland - Eastern Shore 

FGCU Hilton Garden InniHornewood Suites Classic 
D20 vs. Tulane 

D21 at Florida Gulf Coast 

D2g Coppin State 

D29 Alabama/Princeton 

J5 PittsbLwgh~ 

J9 at Virgil:ia Tech* 

J12 Notre Dame* 

J16 at Duke* 

J19 Florida State" 

J23 Maryland* 

J26 at Syracuse~ 

JJ0 at Wake Forest* 

F2 Clem, son~ 

F6 at Boston College* 

F13 at Georgia Fech* 

F16 Virginia -rech* 

F20 North Carolina * 
F2g at NC State* 

F27 Miami*- 

M2 at Florida State* 

Cavalier Classic 

Virginia Tech HoMes (5-1, 0-0 ACC) 
VT OPP 

DATE 

N9 

Nll 

N17 

N23 

N27 

N30 

D4 

D7 

D15 

D21 

D29 

Jl 

J5 

J9 

J12 

J19 

J23 

J26 

J30 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F16 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,, USA.,.,AP,., USA ......... SCORE ,,.,,FG%..,, FG% ......... MAR 

Howard ............................................... - .......... W, 84-32__,435._.. 220 ......... 64/32 

at Old Dominion .................................. - .......... W, 73-61._,.458,..., 323 ......... 43-39 

Florida ................................................ RV ......... W, 71-59__.421__, 333 ......... 34/38 

Bucknell ............................................... - .......... W, 87-49,...,480._,. 304 ......... 46/35 

at Hofstra ............................................ - ....... Vv’, 77-72 OT_446._.. 366 ......... 50/43 

Rich mond ............................................ - ........... L, 56-64 ._, 274,..., 339 ......... 46/41 

Presb,~erian 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 4 

at Indiana 

Michigan State 

USC Upstate 

at Radford 

Robert Morris 

at Hampton 

at Boston College* 

Virginia* 

Miami* 

Duke* 

Georgia Tech ~ 

at Florida State * 

Boston College * 

NC State * 

at Wake Forest* 

at Virginia*. 

Pittsburgh* 

at North Carolina* 

at Maryland* 

Wake Forest Demon Deacons (4-2, 0-0 ACC) 
WF OPP OPP REB 

DATE 

N9 

N~3 

N15 

N19 

N22 

N26 

N29 

NJ0 

03 

D16 

D20 

OPPONENT ................ AP ... USA....AP ... USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ... FG% .......... MAR 

at Marquette .............................. - ........ - ......... L, 71-90 ...... 439 ,,... 500 ......... 2~/50 

Campbell ..................................... -. ....... -. ....... W, 73-65 ._ .. 365 .._. 328 ......... 50/40 

at Delaware ................................ --. ....... - ......... I_, 61.-7] ....... 434 _... 442 ......... 27/39 

Davidson ...................................... - ........ - ........ W, 69-66 ._ .. 348 .._. 396 ......... 51/35 

Radford ........................................ - ........ - ........ W, 92-65 ..._ 443 _ ... 490 ......... 46/28 

at Arizona .................................... - ........ - ........ W, 70-58 ..... 456 ..... 288 ......... 41/39 

John Ascuaga’s Nugget Classic 

vs, California 

vs. Nevada!idaho 

Belmont 

UNC Wilmington 

South Alabama 

D28 vs. Florida A&M 

029 vs, Fairleigh Dickenson/FIU 

J4 Miami 

J9 at Maryland 

J 12 NC Sb]te 

J 16 at Georgia Tech 

J 20 at Clemson 

J23 North Carolina 

J26 at Boston College 

.130 Virginia 

F2 Florkta State 

F6 at NC State 

F9 at Pittsburgh 

F13 Virginia Tech 

F20 Notre Dame 

F23 at Miami 

F27 at Duke 

M2 Syracuse 

FlU Sun & Fun Classic 



CAREER - TOTAL POINTS 
Player, Team Years GP Pts 

:1.. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... J979-82 J27 3113 

2~ Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 2687 

3 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 133 2540 

3. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... ]977-80 ]28 2367 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 123 2307 

6 Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 2285 

7. Shenise.Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-]2 131 2262 

8. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

9 Chris Moreland, Duke ........................... 1985-88 iii 2232 

10. Madssa Coleman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 ]44 2205 

iI~ Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

12 Riquna Wiliiams, Miami ........................ 2008-12 124 2148 

1.3. Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina .................. ]991-94 ]23 2143 

14. Andrea Stfnson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 2136 

15 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 131 2135 

1.6. Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 140 2122 

1Z Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 129 2094 

18 I<ris[i ]bliver, Maryiand .......................... 2005-09 139 2078 

1.9. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... J990-93 J35 2058 

20~ Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 2042 

21 Carolyn Swords, Boston College ............... 2007-11 133 2029 

22. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... ]983-86 ]24 2001. 

23~ Trudi Lacey, NC State ................................... 1978-81 130 1957 

24 I<isha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 109 1955 

25. Chrissy Floyd, Clemson ................................ 2000-03 120 1937 

CAREER - POINTS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP Pts 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 3113 

2. Andrea Stinson, NC State ....................... 1989-91 94 2136 

3. TamaraJames, Miami .................................. 2004-06 59 1.292 

4. Donna Forrester, Clemson ........................... 1976-78 63 1270 

5. Chris Moreland, Duke ............................ 1985-88 111 2232 

6. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 1.36 2687 

7. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-i0 133 2540 

8. Dolores Bootz, Georgia-I~ch ................... 1985-88 91 1723 

9. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 1.23 2307 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 1557 

11. Janet Forester, Ciernson ........................ 1975-77 55 1008 

Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 2367 

13. Tracy Reid, North Caroiina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

14. Kisha Ford, Georgia -[~ch ........................ 1994-97 109 1955 

15. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1.989, 9J-92 88 1.553 

16. Tia Paschai, Florida State ............................. 1992-93 55 964 

17. ]bnya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 123 2143 

18. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 1.3J 2262 

19. Riquna Wiliiams, Miami .............................. 2008-12 125 2148 

20. Renee Taylor, Miami ............................. 2005--07 60 1025 

21, Tracy Conno~; Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 1619 

22. Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 1928 

23. Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 1716 

24. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 138 2285 

Avg 

24.5 1. 

19.8 2, 

19.1 3. 

J8.4 4. 

18.8 

16.6 6. 

J7.3 7. 

16.6 8. 

20.1 9. 

]5.3 10. 

18,2 

17,2 12, 

J7.4 13. 

22.7 

16.3 15. 

J5.2 16. 

16.2 

143 18. 

J5.2 

16.5 20. 

15.3 21. 

J6,J 22. 

15.1 23. 

17.9 24. 

J6,J 25. 

Avg 

24.5 1. 

22.7 2. 

2:1..9 

202 4. 

20.1 5. 

19.8 

19,1 7. 

18.9 

18.8 

18.8 10. 

18.4 11. 

18.4 

18.2 13. 

17.9 

17.6 

17.5 16. 

17.4 17. 

17.3 

17.2 19. 

17.1 

17.0 21. 

16.9 

16.8 23. 

16.6 24. 

16.6 

CAREER - TOTAL REBOUNDS 

Player, Team Years GP Reb Avg 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979.-82 127 1252 9.9 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 125J 10.3 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 1245 9.7 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland .................. 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Chris Moreiand, Duke .................................. 1985-88 111 1229 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Charlotte Smkh, North Caroiina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 9.3 

Edana I_arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 141 1173 8.3 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .............. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Marissa Coieman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 144 1139 7.9 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson .......................... 1982-85 119 1087 9.1 

Tianna Hawkins, Maryiand .......................... 2009-13 136 1086 8.0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 1065 8.8 

Trudi Lacev, NC State ............................ 1978-81 130 1051 8.1 

Henrietta Walls, North Carolina .................. 1980-83 123 1024 8.3 

Chasity MeMn, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 1020 8.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami ........................ 2008-12 131 1020 7.8 

La’Tangela Atkinson, North Carolina ........... 2003-06 134 1012 7.5 

Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 117 1006 8.6 

Chante Black, Duke .............................. 2005-09 136 995 7.3 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 11.7 984 8.4 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

LaQuanda Barksdale, North Carolina ........ 1998.-01 130 977 7.5 

CAREER - REBOUNDS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP l~eb Avg 

Donna Forrester, Ciemson ........................... 1976-78 63 766 12,2 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. :1.985-88 ill J229 J.J.1 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

Kris Kirchner, Maryland ............................... 1978-80 89 936 10.5 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 J251 10.3 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979-82 127 1252 93 

Barb Krause, Duke ....................................... 1979-8] 74 732 9.9 

Schuye LaRue, Virginia ................................ 2000-01 66 651 9.9 

Jackie Farme0 Clemson ............................... 1990-91 58 570 9.8 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 J28 J245 9.7 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Janet Forester; Clemson .............................. 1975-77 55 524 9,5 

Sheila Cobb, Clemson .................................. 1980-82 47 448 9.5 

Tracy Connor, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 905 9.5 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 93 

Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1989, 91-92 88 810 9.2 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 764 9.2 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ..................... 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson ................................. 1982-85 ]19 J087 9.1 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Angela Scott, Maryland ............................... 1975-77 63 565 9,0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... :1.995-98 J21 J065 8.8 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Sandy Bishop, Clemson ............................... 1984-85 58 506 K7 



CAREER - TOTAL ASSISTS 

Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

1. Sharnee ZolI, Virginia .................................. 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

2. KristiToiiver, Maryland ............................... 2005-09 :139 751. 5.4 

3. Dawn Staiey, Virginia .................................. :1989-92 :131. 729 5.6 

4. Nikki Teasley, North Carolina ................ 1.998-00, 02 :125 728 5.8 

5. Bobble Mims, Clernson ........................ 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

6. Angle Armstrong, NC State ......................... 1980-83 128 608 4.8 

7. CourLney Ward, Florida State ..................... 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

8. Ivory Latta, North Caroiina ......................... 2003-07 138 599 4.3 

9. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina .............. 2007-11 139 589 4.2 

10. Debbie Lytle, Maryland .............................. 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

:11~ Lindsey Harding, Duke ................................ 2003-07 1.40 579 

12~ Donna Holt, Virginia ................................... :[985-88 1.2:1 561 4.6 

:13~ Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech ...................... ]994-97 1.05 559 5.3 

14~ Shenise Johnson, Miam.i ........................ 2008-12 131 556 42 

l& Robyn Mayo, NC State .......................... 1982-85 118 547 46 

l& Pare. Leake, North Carolina .................... 1983-86 124 545 44 

17. Sarah Marshall, Boston College .................. 2003-07 125 543 4.3 

17. Hilary Howard, Duke .................................. 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

18. Debbie Bertrand, NC State ......................... 1986-89 118 528 4.5 

Dena Evans, Virginia ................................... 1990-93 1_:}4 528 3.9 

20. Jaclyn Thoman, Boston Coliege .................. 2007-11 129 521 4.0 

21. Coretta Brown, North Caroiina ................... 2000-03 131 517 3.9 

22. Pare Hammond, North Carolina ................. 1982-85 122 513 4.2 

23~ EmilyJohnson, North Caroiina ................... ]989-92 1.]2 5:[:1 4.6 

24. Alana Beard, Duke ...................................... 2001.-04 1.36 509 

25, Ida Neal, Georgia Tech ................................ ]986-89 108 508 4.7 

CAREER - TOTAL STEALS 

Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1~ Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 1.2] 529 4.4 

2. Dawn SLaley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 131 454 3.5 

3. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 404 3.0 

4~ Pam Leake, North Caroiina .......................... :1983-86 1.24 40:1 3.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami ........................ 2008--12 131 401 3.1 

6 Lele Hardy, Ciemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 32 

7. Tonya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 123 390 3.2 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-g9, 9:[ :[21 375 

9 CeteraDeGraffenreid, N Carolina ............ 2007-11 139 371 2.7 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 133 371 2.8 

:11. Jacqua Wiliiams, Georgia Tech .................... 2005-08 :123 370 3.0 

12~ Marion Jones, North Carolina ............... 1.994-95, 97 1.02 334 3.3 

13. Barbara Kenned% Clem.son .................... 1979-82 127 327 2.6 

14. Robyn Mayo, NC State ................................. 1982-85 118 324 2.7 

:15~ Nikita Beli, North Carolina ........................... 2002-05 1.33 322 2.4 

16. Debbie Lytle, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

17. Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-08 131 313 2.4 

18. Sonia Chase, Maryland ................................ 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

1.9. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... ]9g0-83 :[28 297 2.3 

20 Erlana Larkins, North Carolina ................. 2004-08 141 295 2.1 

21. Deanna Tate, Maryland ......................... 1986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

22. Amy Privette, Wake Forest .......................... ]984-87 :110 287 2.6 

23 Ramona O’Neai, Clemson ............................ 1986-89 112 286 2.6 

Andrea Stinson, NC StaLe ....................... 1989-91 94 286 3.0 

25. Nikki Teas[ey, North Carolina ................. 1998-00, 02 125 280 2.2 

CAREER - ASSISTS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

1. Drema Greet, Ciemson ................................ 1977-79 61 399 6.5 

2. Sharnee Zoll, Virginia ............................ 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

3. Nikki Teasiey, North Carolina ................. 1998-00, 02 125 728 5.8 

4. Dawn Sta[ey, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 131 729 5.6 

5. KristiTolive~. Maryland .......................... 2005--09 139 751 5.4 

Deanna Tate, Maryland ......................... ]986, 88-89 93 500 5~4 

7. Tara Heiss, Maryland ................................... 1975-78 95 504 5.3 

Debbie Lyt[e, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech ....................... 1.994-97 105 559 5.3 

10. Bobbie Mires, Ciemson ............................... 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

Chelsea Gray, Duke .................................. 2010 -** 99 488 4.9 

]2. Angie Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1.980-83 128 608 4.8 

13. Susan Fehling, Ciemson ......................... 1984-85, 88 61 411 4.7 

Ida Neai, Georgia Tech .......................... 1986-89 108 508 4.7 

]5. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121. 56:[ 4.6 

Emily Johnson, North Carolina .................... 1989-92 112 511 4.6 

Robyn Mayo, NC StaLe .......................... 1982-85 118 547 4.6 

18. Courtney Ward, Florida State .................. 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

Debbie Bertrand, NC State .......................... :1986-89 11.8 528 4~5 

20. Nina Bariin, Georgia Tech ............................ 2000-03 75 331 4.4 

Carmen Davis, Georgia /ech ................... 1990-92 82 357 4.4 

Gretchen Holiifield, Wake Forest ................. 1993-96 102 453 4.4 

Carla Holmes, Maryland .............................. 1988-91 100 439 4.4 

Hiiary Howard, Duke ............................ 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1.983-86 124 545 4.4 

Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................. 1991-94 111 488 4.4 

CAREER - STEALS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121 529 4.4 

2. Dawn Stale’c, Virginia ................................... ]989-92 ]31 454 3.5 

3 Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 334 3.3 

4. Lele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 3.2 

Pare Leake, North Carolina .......................... 198_%86 ]24 401. 3.2 

Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina .................. 199]-94 123 390 3.2 

Deanna TaLe, Maryland ......................... 1986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-89, 91 121 375 3.1 

Shenise Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 131. 40:[ 3.1 

Jacqua Williams, Georgia Tech ................ 2005-09 123 370 3.0 

A[ana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 404 3.0 

Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 286 3.0 

1.3. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-]0 ]33 371. 2.8 

Sonia Chase, Maryland .......................... 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

Debbie Lytie, Maryland ............................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

1.6. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-]:1 ]39 371. 2.7 

17 Robyn Mayo, NC SLate ........................... 1982-85 118 324 2.7 

Chelsea Gray, Duke ...................................... 2010-** 92 248 2.7 

19. Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1994-97 109 278 2.6 

Barbara Kenned% Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 327 2.6 

Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech .................. 1994-97 105 278 2.6 

Amy Privette, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 110 287 2.6 

23~ Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-09 131. 313 2.4 

Nikita Beli, North Carolina ........................... 2002-05 ]33 322 2.4 

Ramona O’Neal, Ciemson .................. 1986-88, 90 117 286 2.4 

26. Donna Forrester, C[emson ........................... 1976-78 63 146 2.3 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 ]28 297 2.3 

Anita Malone, Georgia Tech .............. 1982-84, 86 86 195 2.3 



CAREER - TOTAL BLOCKS 
Player, Team Years GP B~k Avg 

i~ Aiison Baies, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3~4 

2. LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 1.38 336 2.4 

3. DeMya Waiker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

4. Dawn Royster; North Carolina ................. 1984-87 110 329 3.0 

5. Jacinta Monroe, Florida State ...................... 2006-10 136 301 2.2 

6. Peggy Capie, Ciemson ................................. 1.982-85 :1:19 298 2.5 

7. Jessica Breland, North Caroiina ............... 2006.-11 142 295 2.1 

8. Waitiea Rolie, North Carolina .................. 2009.-13 120 262 2.2 

9. Chante Biack, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 136 261 

]0. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... :1985-88 9] 245 2.7 

Elizabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 20:11-** 76 245 3,2 

12. Sarah Sullivan, Duke ............................. 1983-87 113 212 1.9 

13. Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

:14. Candace Sut[on, North Caroiina .................. 200:1-04 :126 208 1..7 

15. Laura Harper; Maryland ......................... 2004.-08 116 198 1.7 

16. Krystai Thornas, Duke ........................... 2007-11 135 196 1.5 

17. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 195 2.0 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... :1977-80 1.28 :~89 :1.4 

19. Kris Kirchner, Maryland ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

20. [renaTrice, NC State ............................ 1984-87 117 184 1.6 

21. Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 178 1.3 

22. Chay Shegog, North Carolina ....................... 2008-1.2 131 173 1..._:} 

June Doby, NC State ............................. 1977-80 124 173 1.5 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia Tech ................... 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

25. Vicky Bullet[, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 170 1.5 

Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 1.04 170 :1.6 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS MADE 
Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pc[, 

1. Barbara Kennedy’, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2. Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977--80 1017 1880 .541 

3~ Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 200:1-04 1.005 1.906 ~$27 

4. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 962 2207 .436 

S. Linda Page, NC State ............................. 1982--85 942 1946 .484 

6~ Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1.989-91. 917 1.696 ~54:1 

7. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 889 1363 .652 

8. -[racy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995--98 886 1679 .528 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1.990-93 866 1.587 .546 

i10. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coilege .................. 2007-11 850 1257 .676 

i11. Chasity Meivin, NC State ............................. 1995--98 838 1441 .582 

i12. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... :1983-86 834 1.709 .488 

i13. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828 1448 .572 

i14. Vicky Bullet[, Maryland ......................... 1986-89 816 1449 .563 

[15. Trudi Lacey, NCState ................................... 1.978-81. 794 1.651 .481. 

116. Charlot[e Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

[17. [resa Brown, North Carolina ....................... 1981--84 785 1434 .547 

[l& Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1.994-97 780 1.740 .448 

i Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 780 1412 .552 

i20. Chdssy Floyd, Clemson ......................... 2000--03 778 1763 .441 

i21~ Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 776 1.603 ~484 

i22. Kathy Crawford, North Caroiina .................. 1980-83 770 1420 .542 

i23. Jenny Mitcheli, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763 1258 .607 

i24. Dawn Staiey, Virginia ................................... 1.989-92 753 1.637 .460 

i25. Monique Cuttle, Duke ................................. 2002-06 749 1592 .470 

CAREER - BLOCKS PER GAME 
P~aye~, Team Years GP BIk Avg 

1. Alison Bales, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3.4 

2, Elizabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 2011-** 76 245 3.2 

3. Dawn Royste~; North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 :~10 329 3.0 

4. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 245 2.7 

DeMya Walker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

6. Peggy Caple, Clemson ................................. 1982-85 :[19 298 2,5 

LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 138 336 2.4 

8 Jacinta Monroe, Florida State .................. 2006-10 136 301 22 

Waifiea Rolle, North Carolina ...................... 2009-13 :~20 262 22 

[0. Jessica Breland, North Carolina ................... 2006-11 142 295 2.1 

Kris Kirchner, Maryiand ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

[2. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 1.95 2.0 

1_3. Chante Black, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 136 261 1.9 

Jackie Farrner, Ga[iClernson .............. 1987, 89-91 83 160 13 

Sarah Sullivan, Duke .................................... 1983-87 :113 21.2 :1.9 

Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

L7 Laura Harper, Maryiand ......................... 2004-08 116 198 1.7 

Candace Sut[on, North Carolina .................. 2001-04 ]26 208 :1.7 

1_9. Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 104 170 1.6 

Kody Burke, NC State ................................ 2010-** 106 170 1.6 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 :117 1.84 :1.6 

~_2. Krystal Thomas, Duke .................................. 2007-11 135 196 1.5 

Brittany Miller; Florida State ................... 2005-07 70 103 1.5 

Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 1.70 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia Tech ........................ 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

Genia Beasiey, NC State ......................... 1977-80 128 189 1.5 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED 

Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pct, 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 962 2207 436 

3. Riquna Williams, Miami .............................. 2008-:~2 760 1969 .386 

4. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 942 1946 .484 

5 Alana Beard, Duke ............................... 2001-04 1005 1906 527 

6. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... :~977-80 1017 1880 .54:~ 

7. Chrissy Floyd, C[emson ................................ 2000-03 783 1763 .444 

8 Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 780 1740 448 

9. Pam I_eake, North Carolina .......................... :~983-86 834 :1709 .488 

10. Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 917 1696 .541 

11 [racy Reid, North Caroiina ...................... 1995-98 886 1679 528 

12. Trudy I_acey, NC State .................................. :~978-8:1 794 165:~ .48:~ 

13. Amy Privet[e, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 730 1650 .442 

14 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 753 1637 460 

15. Madssa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 776 1603 .484 

16. Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

17 Monique Currie, Duke ........................... 2002-06 749 1592 470 

1.8. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... :~990-93 866 1587 .546 

19. Kristi Toliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 708 1585 .447 

20 Iciss-Iiliis, Duke ................................... 2001-04 673 1537 438 

21. I_ele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-]0 577 1534 .376 

22. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 618 1504 .411 

23 Mary Anne Cubelic, Clemson .................. 1980-83 651 1491 437 

24. Tynesha Lewis, NC State .............................. ]998-0:1 603 1475 .409 

25. Carla Munnion, Georgia Tech ...................... 1995-98 601 1451 .414 



CAREER - RELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years FGMoFGA 

1. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coilege .................. 2007-11 850-1257 

2. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ................. 2004--08 889-1363 

.3. Tyish Hall, Duke ........................................... 1994-97 54.3-862 

4. Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763-1258 

5. Micheie VanGorp, Duke ......................... 1998--99 389-649 

6. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 730-1232 

7. Jessie Hicks, Maryland ................................. 1990-93 649-1104 

8. Lisa Dodd, Wake Forest ......................... 1987-91 3~8-658 

9. Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 740-1266 

10. Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 838-1441 

11. Rochelle Parent, Duke .......................... 1998-01 2~4-369 

12. t.aToya Pring~e, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 418-722 

13. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ ~989, 91-92 625-1081 

14. Edana Lad<ins, North Cm’ol~na ................. 2004-08 717-1265 

15. Chds Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828-1~48 

16. KaHsa Dav~s, Maryland ................................. 1995-98 384-672 

17. Angie Armstrong, NC S~ate .......................... 1980--8~ 4~8-823 

18. Dafne Lee, Maw~and ................................... 1989-92 382-873 

Kenya WHliams, ~eorgia Tech ...................... 1996-99 420-739 

20. Mistie Williams, Duke ........................... 2003-06 557-983 

21. t.au:a Harper, Mawland ............................... 2004-08 510-902 

22. Summer Erb, NC State ................................. 1998-00 494-878 

V~cky BuHett, Margland ......................... 1986-89 81~-1449 

24. Kerd Hobbs, NCState .................................. 1987-90 364-~53 

DeMya Wa]ker~ Virginia ............................... 1996-99 629-1~29 
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CAREER - FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED 

P~ayer, Team Years FTM FTA Pcto 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 774 

Crystal t.anghorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

Cetera DeGraffenreid, N Carolina ............ 2007-11 544 720 756 

Erlana t.arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 538 688 .782 

Tracg Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 609 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1990-93 326 640 .509 

Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1994-98 366 639 .573 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 768 

Katie Meier; Duke ........................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505 623 .811 

Cierra Bravard, Florida State ................... 2008-12 449 621 723 

Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1978-82 415 614 .676 

Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492 613 .803 

Tracg Connor, Wake Forest ..................... 1993-97 387 599 646 

Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina ............... 1991-94 421 590 714 

Kaayia Chories, NC State ............................. 1999-04 358 582 .615 

Laura Harper, Maryland ............................... 2005-08 386 566 .682 

Wendy Paime~. Virginia ............................... 1993-96 327 562 582 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 200.3-07 469 556 .844 

Tammi Reiss, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 437 552 .792 

CAREER - FREE THROWS MADE 

Player, Team Years FTM FTA Pct. 

1. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 .774 

2. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

3. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-11 544 720 .756 

4. Monique Cuttle, Duke .......................... 2002-06 538 688 .782 

5. Dawn Sta[ey, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 505 623 .811 

6. Shay Doron, Maryland .......................... 2004-07 492 613 .803 

7. Eriana Larldns, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

8. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 .768 

9. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

11. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 469 556 .844 

1.3. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454 550 .825 

14. Cierra Bravard, Florida State ........................ 2008-12 449 621 .723 

15. Katie Meier, Duke ................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

16. -[am, rni Reiss, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 437 552 .792 

17. Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .................... 1991-93 430 537 .801 

18. -[~nya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 421 590 .714 

19. Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 .609 

20. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 415 614 .676 

21. Nicoie Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410 494 .830 

22. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407 477 .853 

23. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

24. Itoro Umoh, Ciemson .................................. 1.995-99 390 533 .7.32 

25. Tracy Conno:, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 387 599 .646 

CAREER - FREE THROW PERCENTAGE (min. of 150 ftm) 

Player, Team Years FTM-FTA Pct, 

1. Nicole Erickson, Duke .................................. 1998-99 161-183 .88C 

2. KristiToliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 362-418 .86~ 

3. Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami .......................... 2009-13 181-211 .86(: 

4. Tricia Liston, Duke ....................................... 2010-** 182-212 .858 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407-477 .853 

6. Amy Geren, Clemson ................................... 1996-99 335-395 .848 

7. Jennifer Howard, NC State .......................... 1994-97 347-411 .844 

8. ReneeTaylor, Miami .................................... 2005-07 241-287 .84C 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 474-564 

10. Melissa Mahoney, Virginia .......................... 1979-82 241-290 .83:1 

11. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410-494 .83C 

12. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454-550 .825 

13. Lisa Brooks, Wake Forest ............................. 1981-84 163-198 .823 

14. Mara Freshour, Florida State ....................... 2005-09 229-281 .815 

15. Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech ................... 1989-92 320-393 .814 

16. Janet Knight, Clemson ................................. 1983-86 333-410 .812 

Tara Saunooke, Clemson ............................. 1992-95 216-266 .812 

18. Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505-623 .81:1 

19. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481-594 .81(: 

20. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 347-429 .808 

21. Daphne Hawkins, Virginia ........................... 1985-88 256-318 .805 

22. Marche Strickland, Maryland ...................... 1999-02 205-255 .804 

23. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492-613 .803 

Marissa Kastanek, NC State ......................... 2009-13 233-290 .803 

25. TamaraJames, Miami .................................. 2004-06 280-349 .802 



CAREER - TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS MADE 
Player, Team Years GP Pet. Art Made 

1. ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 238 .389 886 345 

2. Jennifer Howard, NCState ..................... 1994--97 127 .439 717 325 

3. Kristi Tolive~; Maryland ........................... 2005-09 1.39 ~408 736 300 

4. Riquona Williams, Miami ....................... 2008-12 :125 .324 839 272 

5. Chioma Nnamaka, GeorgiaTech ......... 2004--08 120 .367 733 269 

6. Cotelia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 :11.7 ~332 804 267 

7. Tara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1992-95 :122 .429 586 252 

8. Kerd Shields, Boston College .................. 2009--13 126 .344 732 252 

9. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 :13] ~380 661. 25] 

20. Danielle Donehew, Georgia Tech ............ 1997-00 :122 .366 659 242 

1_2. Marissa Kastenek, NC State .................... 2009--23 233 .359 668 240 

]2. Aiex Montgomery, Georgia Tech ............ 2007-:11. 1.24 ~345 686 237 

Mickel Picco, Boston Coilege ................. 2006-10 :125 .339 700 237 

24. NikkiTeasiey, North Carolina ............. 2998-00, 02 225 .340 694 236 

]5. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ :199]-95 1.24 ~385 598 230 

26. Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami ..................... 2009-13 :127 .330 690 228 

27. Stephanie Lawrence, North Carolina .... 2992--95 228 .358 634 227 

]8. Italee Lucas, North Carolina ................... 2007-:11. 1.38 ~346 653 226 

29. Abby Waner, Duke .................................. 2005-09 :130 .321 692 222 

20. Tora Suber, Virginia .......................... 2994--97 227 .330 666 220 

2]. Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech .............. :1989-92 :11.9 ~373 550 205 

22. Georgia Schweitzer, Duke ....................... 1998-0:1 :136 .401 504 202 

23. Amy Geren, Ciemson ........................ 2996--99 225 .360 553 299 

24. Nicole Lehmann, NC State ...................... :1988-91. :11.0 ~397 489 1.94 

Tonya Sampson, North Carolina ............. 1992-94 :123 .339 573 294 

CAREER o TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS ATTEMPTED 

Player, Team Years GP Pct. Made Art 

2, Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003--07 238 .389 345 886 

2~ RJqaona Wiliiams, Miami ....................... 2008-1.2 ]25 ,324 272 839 

2. Coteiia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 227 .333 268 806 

3. KristiTolive~. Maryland ...................... 2005-09 239 .408 300 736 

4~ Chioma Nnamaka, Georgia Tech ............ 2004-08 1.20 ,367 269 733 

5. Kerri Shieids, Boston Coilege .................. 2009-23 226 .344 252 732 

6. Jenni[er Howard, NC State ..................... 2994--97 227 .439 325 727 

7~ Mickei Picco, Boston Coliege ................. 2006-1.0 1.25 ,339 237 700 

8. Nikki Teasley, North Carolina ............. 2998-00, 02 225 .340 236 694 

9. Abby Waner, Duke ................................ 2005-09 230 .322 222 692 

]0~ Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami ..................... 2009-1.3 1.27 ,330 228 690 

12. Alex Montgomery, Georgia Tech ............ 2007-22 224 .345 237 686 

12. Marissa Kastenek, NC State .................... 2009--13 233 .359 240 668 

]3~ Tora Suber, Virginia ................................. 1.994-97 ]27 ,330 220 666 

14. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 232 .380 252 662 

15. Danielle Donehew, Georgia Tech .......... 1997--00 212 .369 241 659 

]6~ Itaiee Lacas, North CaroiJna ................... 2007-:11. 1.38 ,346 226 653 

17. StephanieLawrence, NorthCaroiina ...... 2992-95 228 .358 227 634 

18. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ 1992-95 124 .385 230 598 

]9~ Tara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1.992-95 1.2:1 ,429 252 586 

20. Tiffany Brown, Maryland ........................ 2997-00 202 .299 272 575 

22. -Ibnya Sampson, North Carolina ............ 1992--94 123 .339 194 573 

22~ Amy Geren, Clemson .............................. 1.996-99 1.25 ,360 1.99 558 

23. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................ 2992-94 222 .352 293 550 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech .............. 1989--92 219 .373 205 550 

25~ Teiisha Quarles, Virginia ......................... 1.999-02 ]22 ,346 1.87 545 

CAREER -THREE-POINT FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years GP Art Made Pct, 

~., Tricia IListon, Duke ................................ 2020-~* 208 4~.3 $90 .461~ 

2. Jennifer Howard, NCState ..................... 2994-97 227 727 325 .435 

3. -[ara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1992-95 221 586 252 .43C 

4. Vicki Krapohl, Duke ................................. 2002-04 227 403 172 .424 

5. Tammi Reiss, Virginia .............................. ~989-92 ~[27 334 ~39 ,4:16. 

6. Haley Peters, Duke ............................... 2010-~ 109 125 5~ °408 

7, Kristi-[0[iver~ Maryland ........................... 2005--09 139 736 300 ,408 

8. Georgia Schweitzer, Duke ....................... 2998-02 236 504 202 .40:1 

Anna Prillaman, Virginia ......................... 200:b04 1.27 45:1 :181. .40~. 

20. Nicole Lehrnann, NC State ................. 1987-92 220 486 194 .39g 

21. Mara Freshour, Florida State .............. 2005-09 231 410 163 .398 

22. Kerry Boyat~-Hali, Clemson ..................... 2990-93 222 450 278 .396 

Nicole Erickson, Duke ............................. :~998-99 66 .309 :~22 .395 

24. Svetlana Voinaya, Virginia ...................... 2999--02 93 325 224 ~394 

25. Leigh Morgan, Duke ............................... 2988--90 84 229 90 ~393 

16, Chelsea Gray, Duke .............................. 2010-** 99 230 90 .393. 

Ivory Latta, North Caroiina ..................... 2003-07 1.38 886 345 .38.~ 

Krista Gin~rich, Duke ........................ 2999-02 220 329 224 .38~ 

29. Marissa Coleman, Maryland .............. 2005-09 244 443 272 .388 

20. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ 1990-95 224 602 230 .382 

Core~a Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 ~.3:1 661. 25:1 .38¢ 

22. Jen Scanion, Duke ................................... 2993--96 228 420 259 ~379 

23. JuiieFailey, Ciemson ............................... 2002--06 222 402 252 ~378 

24. Kindyll Dorsey, Boston College ............... 2003-07 96 403 252 .375 

25. Hiiary Howard, Duke .............................. :1996-99 :12] 354 :132 .373 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia-[ech ........... 2989-92 229 550 205 .373 

All individual rankin!~s include re!~ular season and postseason (NCAA & 

WNIT) ~ames only. Career totals for players from Geor!~ia Tech {joined 

the ACC in 1980}, Florida State {~992), Miami and Vir~]inia Tech {2005) 

and Boston College {2006} will reflect only those years played in the ACC. 

To be eligible for per ~ame consideration, a player must have played a 

minimum of two years and in 75% of her team’s 8ames over that period. 

Must have made 80 three--point field ~oals to qualify. 

Bold denotes active players. 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

SCORING OFFENSE 

1. Duke 
2. Notre Dame 
3. Syracuse 

4. North Carolina 
s. Maryland 

6. NC State 
7. Georgia Tech 

8. Florida State 
9. Boston College 

lo. Virginia Tech 

11. Miami 

12. Wake Forest 
13. Pittsburgh 

14. Virginia 

is. Clemson 

G W-L Pts Avg/G SCORING DEFENSE 

7 7-0 629 89.9 1. Syracuse 

5 5-0 444 88.8 2. Pittsburgh 

7 7-0 610 87.1 Virginia Tech 

7 5-2 601 85.9 4. Florida State 

7 6-1 568 81.1 s. Duke 

7 6-1 563 80.4 6. Notre Dame 

5 3-2 383 76.6 7. NCState 

6 5-1 458 76,3 8. Miami 

6 3-3 452 75.3 9. Maryland 

6 5-1 448 74.7 lO. Clemson 

6 4-2 439 73.2 11. North Carolina 

7 4-3 497 71.0 12. Georgia Tech 

6 4-2 387 64.5 13. Virginia 

7 3-4 446 63.7 14. Boston College 

6 3-3 334 55.7 15. Wake Forest 

SCORING MARGIN 
1. Syracuse 

2. Duke 

3. Notre Dame 

4. North Carolina 

s. NC State 
6. Maryland 

7. Florida State 
8. Virginia Tech 

9. Miami 
lO. Georgia Tech 

11. Pittsburgh 

12. Boston College 

13. Wake Forest 
14. Virginia 

is. Clemson 

G Offense Defense Margin FREE THROW PCT 
7 87.1 52.4 +34.7 1. Maryland 

7 89.9 57.6 +32.3 2. Syracuse 

5 88.8 57.6 +31.2 3. Boston College 

7 85.9 61.7 +24,1 4. NC State 

7 80.4 58.1 +22,3 s. Virginia Tech 

7 81.1 60.1 +21,0 6. Duke 

6 76.3 56.7 +19.7 7. Notre Dame 

6 74.7 56.2 +18.5 8. Clemson 

6 73.2 58.2 +15.0 9. Georgia Tech 

5 76.6 62.8 +13.8 lO. Florida State 

6 64.5 56.2 +8,3 11. Virginia 

6 75.3 69.5 +5,8 12. Wake Forest 
7 71.0 71.3 -0,3 13. North Carolina 

7 63.7 64.6 -0.9 14. Miami 

6 55.7 61.0 -5.3 is. Pittsburgh 

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
1. Duke 

2. Notre Dame 
3. Maryland 

4. Florida State 

s. NC State 

6. North Carolina 
7. Boston College 

8. Miami 
9. Georgia Tech 

10. Syracuse 

11. Virginia Tech 

12. Wake Forest 
13. Pittsburgh 

14. Clemson 
is. Virginia 

G FGM FGA Pet, FIELD GOAL PCT DEFENSE 
7 240 464 .517 1. North Carolina 

5 172 344 .500 2. Syracuse 

7 210 438 .479 3. Virginia Tech 

6 172 364 .473 4. Florida State 

7 206 437 .471 5. Pittsburgh 

7 217 482 .450 6. Miami 

6 159 355 .448 7. Georgia Tech 

6 163 376 .434 8. Duke 
5 136 317 .429 9. Notre Dame 

7 214 503 .425 lO. Clemson 

6 167 396 .422 11. Maryland 

7 174 431 .404 12. Boston College 

6 148 369 .401 13. Virginia 

6 125 314 .398 14. NCState 

7 153 432 .354 is. Wake Forest 

G Pts Avq/G 
7 367 52.4 
6 337 56.2 
6 337 56.2 
6 340 56.7 
7 403 57.6 
5 288 57.6 
7 407 58.1 
6 349 58.2 
7 421 60.1 
6 366 61.0 
7 432 61.7 
5 314 62.8 
7 452 64.6 
6 417 69.5 
7 499 71.3 

G FTH FTA Pet, 

7 112 143 .783 

7 122 164 .744 

6 86 119 .723 

7 92 128 .719 

6 77 109 .706 

7 99 141 .702 

5 79 114 ,693 

6 60 87 .690 

5 74 110 .673 

6 89 133 .669 

7 110 166 .663 

7 105 160 .656 

7 127 195 .651 

6 71 114 ,623 

6 55 89 .618 

G FGM FGA Pet, 
7 132 453 .291 
7 124 400 .310 
6 113 358 .316 
6 116 367 .316 
6 115 354 ,325 
6 125 382 .327 
5 104 308 .338 
7 140 408 .343 
5 105 295 .356 
6 124 348 .356 
7 161 434 .371 
6 137 357 .384 
7 159 403 .395 
7 139 348 .399 
7 169 399 .424 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

3-POINT FG PCT 

1. Duke 
2. Boston College 

3. Notre Dame 

4. Wake Forest 

s. Miami 

6. NC State 
7. Georgia Tech 

8. Maryland 
9. Pittsburgh 

lO. Syracuse 

11, Florida State 
12. Virginia Tech 

13. North Carolina 

14. Clemson 
15. Virginia 

G 3FGM 3FGA Pet. 3=POINT FG PCT DEFENSE G 3FGM 3FGA 

7 50 109 .459 1. Virginia Tech 6 26 114 

6 48 112 .429 2. Georgia Tech 5 18 76 

5 21 52 ,404 3. Syracuse 7 33 137 

7 44 121 ,364 4. Pittsburgh 6 26 105 

6 42 116 .362 s. Maryland 7 36 144 

7 59 163 .362 6. Notre Dame 5 22 84 

5 37 104 .356 7. Miami 6 41 152 

7 36 102 .353 8. Virginia 7 46 162 

6 36 104 .346 9. Boston College 6 38 131 

7 60 177 ,339 lO. Clemson 6 36 123 

6 25 76 ,329 11. North Carolina 7 36 122 

6 37 118 .314 12. Florida State 6 35 115 

7 40 128 .313 13. Duke 7 50 146 

6 24 77 .312 14. NCState 7 37 106 

7 30 113 .265 15. Wake Forest 7 35 93 

REBOUNDING OFFENSE 
1. Notre Dame 
2. Syracuse 

3. Virginia Tech 

4. North Carolina 
5. Georgia Tech 
6. Maryland 

7. Duke 

& Florida State 

9. Miami 

10. NC State 

11. Wake Forest 
12. Virginia 
13. Boston College 

14. Pittsburgh 

15. Clemson 

G Rebounds Avq/G REBOUNDING DEFENSE G Rebounds Avg/G 
5 256 51.2 1. NCState 7 200 28.6 

7 346 49.4 2. Notre Dame 5 145 29.0 

6 283 47.2 3. Maryland 7 220 31.4 

7 329 47.0 4. Duke 7 221 31.6 

5 233 46.6 5. Florida State 6 211 35.2 
7 317 45.3 6. Georgia Tech 5 188 37.6 

7 315 45.0 7. Virginia Tech 6 228 38.0 

6 264 44.0 8. Boston College 6 231 38.5 

6 261 43.5 9. Clemson 6 232 38.7 

7 287 41.0 lO. Syracuse 7 271 38.7 

7 279 39.9 11. Wake Forest 7 272 38.9 

7 272 38.9 12. Miami 6 253 42.2 
6 228 38.0 13. Virginia 7 299 42.7 

6 226 37.7 14. Pittsburgh 6 262 43.7 

6 208 34.7 15. North Carolina 7 309 44.1 

REBOUNDING MARGIN 
1. Notre Dame 
2. Maryland 

3. Duke 

4. NC State 
s. Syracuse 

6. Virginia Tech 

7. Georgia Tech 

8. Florida State 
9. North Carolina 

10. Miami 

11. Wake Forest 
12. Boston College 

13. Virginia 

14. Clemson 
15. Pittsburgh 

G Team Avg. Opp. Avg. Margin BLOCKED SHOTS G No. Avq/G 

5 256 51.2 145 29.0 +22.2 1. Duke 7 44 6.3 

7 317 45.3 220 31.4 +13.9 2. Florida State 6 36 6.0 

7 315 45.0 221 31.6 +13.4 3. Miami 6 35 5.8 

7 287 41.0 200 28.6 +12.4 4. North Carolina 7 40 5.7 

7 346 49.4 271 38.7 +10.7 s. Virginia Tech 6 31 5.2 

6 283 47.2 228 38.0 +9.2 6. Clemson 6 30 5.0 

5 233 46.6 188 37.6 +9.0 7. Pittsburgh 6 27 4.5 

6 264 44.0 211 35.2 +8.8 8. Notre Dame 5 19 3.8 

7 329 47.0 309 44.1 +2.9 9. Wake Forest 7 22 3.1 

6 261 43.5 253 42.2 +1.3 lO. Syracuse 7 21 3.0 

7 279 39.9 272 38.9 +1.0 NC State 7 21 3.0 

6 228 38.0 231 38.5 -0.5 12. GeorgiaTech 5 14 2.8 

7 272 38.9 299 42.7 -3.9 13. Boston College 6 14 2.3 

6 208 34.7 232 38.7 -4.0 14. Maryland 7 15 2.1 

6 226 37.7 262 43.7 -6.0 15. Virginia 7 5 0.7 

Pet, 
.228 

.237 

.241 

.248 

.250 

.262 

.270 

.284 

.290 

.293 

,295 

.304 

.342 

.349 

.376 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

ASSISTS 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Duke 

3. NC State 
4. Maryland 

5. Virginia Tech 

6. North Carolina 
7. Syracuse 

8. Boston College 

9. Florida State 
lo. Georgia Tech 

11. Pittsburgh 

12. Miami 
13. Virginia 

14. Wake Forest 

1s. Clemson 

G 

5 
7 

7 

7 

6 

7 

7 

6 
6 

5 

6 

6 

7 

7 

6 

No. Avg/G STEALS 

117 23.4 1. North Carolina 

148 21.1 2. Florida State 

133 19.0 3. Syracuse 

131 18.7 4. Duke 

110 18.3 s. Virginia 

127 18.1 6. Notre Dame 

120 17,1 7. Wake Forest 

99 16.5 3. Miami 

93 15.5 9. Georgia Tech 

75 15.0 lO. Pittsburgh 

88 14.7 11. NCState 

86 14.3 12. Boston College 

91 13.0 13. Maryland 

79 11.3 14. Clemson 

60 10.0 is. Virginia Tech 

TURNOVER MARGIN 
1. Syracuse 

2. North Carolina 

3. Duke 
4. Pittsburgh 

s. NC State 
6. Virginia 

7. Wake Forest 

8. Notre Dame 

9. Florida State 

10. Miami 
11. Boston College 

12. Virginia Tech 
13. Maryland 

14. Clemson 
is. Georgia Tech 

G Team Avg. Opp, Av9, Margin 

7 97 13,9 165 23.6 +9.7 

7 122 17.4 164 23.4 +6.0 

7 117 16.7 153 21.9 +5.1 

6 75 12.5 103 17,2 +4,7 

7 96 13.7 124 17.7 +4.0 

7 115 16.4 142 20.3 +3.9 

7 125 17,9 138 19.7 +1.9 

5 77 15.4 85 17.0 +1.6 

6 126 21.0 135 22.5 +1.5 

6 103 17.2 109 18.2 +1.0 

6 90 15.0 92 15,3 +0,3 

6 92 15.3 93 15.5 +0.2 

7 112 16.0 99 14.1 -1.9 

6 108 18,0 94 15.7 -2.3 

5 112 22.4 99 19.8 -2.6 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Syracuse 

2. Notre Dame 
3. Georgia Tech 

4. Duke 

s. Wake Forest 

6. NC State 
Virginia 

3. North Carolina 
9. Virginia Tech 

10. Maryland 

11. Florida State 

12. Miami 
13. Boston College 

14. Clemson 
is. Pittsburgh 

G No. Avg/G 

7 145 20,7 

5 99 19.8 

5 95 19.0 

7 113 16.1 

7 110 15.7 

7 109 15.6 

7 109 15.6 

7 108 15,4 

6 86 14,3 

7 98 14.0 

6 81 13.5 

6 77 12.8 

6 72 12.0 

6 71 11.8 

6 63 10,5 

G No, Avq/G 

7 94 13.4 

6 76 12.7 

7 83 11,9 

7 81 11.6 

7 77 11.0 

5 54 10.8 

7 72 10,3 
6 61 10,2 

5 47 9.4 

6 52 8,7 

7 60 8,6 

6 44 7.3 

7 51 7.3 

6 39 6.5 
6 34 5,7 

ASSIST/TURNOVER I:LATIO G Ast, Avq, T/O Av9, Ratio 

1. Notre Dame 5 117 23,4 77 15.4 1.5 

2. NCState 7 133 19.0 96 13.7 1.4 

3. Duke 7 148 21.1 117 16,7 1,3 
4. Syracuse 7 120 17.1 97 13.9 1.2 
s. Virginia Tech 6 110 18.3 92 15.3 1.2 
6. Pittsburgh 6 88 14.7 75 12.5 1.2 
7. Maryland 7 131 18,7 112 16,0 1,2 
8. Boston College 6 99 16,5 90 15.0 1.1 

9. North Carolina 7 127 18.1 122 17.4 1.0 

10. Miami 6 86 14.3 103 17,2 0,8 
11. Virginia 7 91 13.0 115 16.4 0.8 

12. Florida State 6 93 15.5 126 21.0 0.7 
13. GeorgiaTech 5 75 15.0 112 22.4 0.7 

14. Wake Forest 7 79 11,3 125 17,9 0,6 

is. Clemson 6 60 10,0 108 18.0 0.6 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS G No, Avq/G 
1. Virginia Tech 6 197 32.8 
2. North Carolina 7 221 31.6 
3. Notre Dame 5 157 31.4 
4. Maryland 7 219 31.3 

s. Miami 6 184 30.7 

6. Florida State 6 183 30.5 

7. Duke 7 202 28.9 
8. Syracuse 7 201 28.7 
9. Georgia Tech 5 138 27.6 

lO. Pittsburgh 6 163 27.2 
11. Boston College 6 156 26.0 

12. NC State 7 178 25.4 

13. Wake Forest 7 169 24.1 
14. Virginia 7 163 23.3 

is. Clemson 6 137 22.8 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

DEFENSIVE REB PCT, 

1. Notre Dame 
2. NC State 
3. Virginia Tech 

4. Maryland 

5. Duke 

6. Florida State 

7. Miami 
8. Pittsburgh 
9. Syracuse 

10. Wake Forest 
11. Boston College 

12. North Carolina 
13. Georgia Tech 

14. Virginia 

15. Clemson 

G D-Reb Opp. OR D-Reb% OFFENSIVE REB PCT, 

5 157 48 .766 1. Notre Dame 

7 178 55 .764 2. Georgia Tech 

6 197 64 .755 3. Syracuse 

7 219 75 .745 4. Duke 

7 202 89 .694 5. NC State 

6 183 81 .693 6. Maryland 

6 184 96 .657 7. Florida State 

6 163 86 .655 8. Wake Forest 

7 201 107 .653 9. North Carolina 

7 169 94 .643 lO. Virginia 

6 156 87 .642 11. Clemson 

7 221 126 .637 12. Virginia Tech 

5 138 88 .611 13. Boston College 

7 163 108 .601 14. Miami 

6 137 100 .578 15. Pittsburgh 

3-POINT FG HADE 
1. Syracuse 

2. NC State 
3. Boston College 

4. Georgia Tech 

5. Duke 
6. Miami 

7. Wake Forest 
8. Virginia Tech 

9. Pittsburgh 

10. North Carolina 
11. Maryland 

12. Virginia 

13. Notre Dame 

14. Florida State 

15. Clemson 

G 
7 

7 

6 

5 

7 

6 

7 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 

5 

6 

6 

No. Avg/G 
60 8.6 

59 8.4 

48 8.0 

37 7.4 

50 7.1 
42 7.0 

44 6.3 

37 6.2 

36 6.0 

40 5.7 

36 5.1 

30 4.3 

21 4.2 

25 4.2 

24 4.0 

G O-Reb Opp, DR O-Reb% 

5 99 97 .505 

5 95 100 .487 

7 145 164 .469 

7 113 132 .461 

7 109 145 ,429 

7 98 145 ,403 

6 81 130 .384 

7 110 178 .382 

7 108 183 .371 

7 109 191 .363 

6 71 132 .350 

6 86 164 .344 

6 72 144 ,333 

6 77 157 .329 

6 63 176 .264 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

Team 

Duke 

Syracuse 

Notre Dame 

Maryland 

NC State 

Florida State 

Virginia Tech 

North Carolina 

Miami 

Pittsburgh 

Georgia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Virginia 

Conference    Pct, PF PA Overall Pct. PF PA Current unbeaten streak 

.000 0.0 0.0 7-0 1.000 89.9 57.6 Duke -- 7 

.000 0.0 0.0 7-0 1.000 87.1 52.4 Syracuse -- 7 

.000 0.0 0.0 5-0 1.000 88.8 57.6 Notre Dame -- 5 

.000 0.0 0.0 6-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 6-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 5-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 5-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 5-2 

.000 0.0 0.0 4-2 

.000 0.0 0.0 4-2 

.000 0.0 0.0 3-2 

.000 0.0 0.0 4-3 

.000 0.0 0.0 3-3 

.000 0.0 0.0 3-3 

.000 0.0 0.0 3-4 

.857 81.1 60.1 Maryland -- 4 

.857 80.4 58.1 Miami-- 3 

.833 76.3 56.7 Pittsburgh -- 2 

.833 74.7 56.2 Clemson -- 2 

.714 85.9 61.7 Florida State-- 1 

.667 73.2 58.2 Georgia Tech -- 1 

,667 64,5 56,2 

.600 76.6 62.8 

.571 71.0 71.3 

.500 75.3 69.5 

.500 55.7 61.0 

.429 63.7 64.6 

TEAM SUMMARIES 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

G PF-PA 

6 452-417 

6 334-366 

7 629-403 

6 458-340 

5 383-314 

7 568-421 

6 439-349 

7 563-407 

7 601-432 

5 444-288 

6 387-337 

7 610-367 

7 446-452 

6 448-337 

7 497-499 

Avg score Margin FG-FGA Pct, 3FG-FGA 

75.3-69.5 +5.8 159-355 ,448 48-112 

55.7-61,0 -5.3 125-314 ,398 24-77 

89,9-57.6 +32.3 240-464 .517 50-109 

76.3-56.7 +19.7 172-364 ,473 25-76 

76.6-62.8 +13,8 136-317 .429 37-104 

81.i-60.i +21.0 210-438 .479 36-102 

73,2-58.2 +15.0 163-376 .434 42-116 

80.4-58,1 +22.3 206-437 ,471 59-163 

85,9-61.7 +24.1 217-482 .450 40-128 

88.8-57.6 +31.2 172-344 ,500 21-52 

64.5-56.2 +8,3 148-369 ,401 36-104 

87,1-52.4 +34.7 214-503 .425 60-177 

63,7-64.6 -0.9 153-432 .354 30-113 

74.7-56,2 +18.5 167-396 ,422 37-118 

71,0-71.3 -0.3 174-431 .404 44-121 

Pct. FT-FTA Pct. RebF RebA Margin 

,429 86-i19 ,723 228 231 -0.5 

~312 60-87 ~690 208 232 -4.0 
.459 99-141 .702 315 221 +13.4 

,329 89-133 ,669 264 211 +8.8 
,356 74-110 ,673 233 188 +9,0 

.353 112-143 .783 317 220 +13.9 

.362 71-114 .623 261 253 +1.3 

~362 92-128 ~719 287 200 +12.4 
.313 127-195 .651 329 309 +2.9 

,404 79-114 ,693 256 145 +22.2 
,346 55-89 ,618 226 262 -6,0 

.339 122-164 .744 346 271 +10.7 

.265 110-166 .663 272 299 -3.9 

~314 77-109 ~706 283 228 +9.2 
.364 105-160 .656 279 272 +i.0 

ATTENDANCE 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Averaqe 

2-2078 1039 
5-2755 551 

3-11960 3987 
3-5628 1876 
2-1641 820 

4-25598 6400 
5-3119 624 
6-5338 890 

4-11297 2824 
4-33840 8460 
3-6716 2239 
4-1426 356 
2-6725 3362 
4-5139 1285 
3-1537 512 

54-124797 2311 

Away Average Neutral Averaqe 

2-1115 558 2-1439 720 

1-1624 1624 0-0 0 

2-13222 6611 2-0 0 

3-12201 4067 0-0 0 

2-13448 6724 1-204 204 

2=2934 1467 1=0 0 

1-467 467 0=0 0 

0-0 0 I-0 0 
1-2465 2465 2-1436 718 
1-1025 1025 0-0 0 
3-2560 853 0-0 0 
1-1017 1017 2-3196 1598 
3-6692 2231 2-780 390 
2-2870 1435 0-0 0 
3-8375 2792 1-1252 1252 

27-70015 2593 14-8307 593 

Total Averaqe 

6-4632 772 

6-4379 730 

7-25182 3597 

6-17829 2972 

5-15293 3059 

7-28532 4076 

6-3586 598 
7-5338 763 

7-15198 2171 
5-34865 6973 
6-9276 1546 
7-5639 806 

7-14197 2028 
6-8009 1335 

7-11164 1595 
95-203119 2138 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 75.0% of their team’s games. 

SCO RI N (3 

1. Chelsea Douglas-WF 

2. Dearica Hamby-WF 

3. Kaela Davis-GT 
4. Brittney Sykes-SU 

5. Tricia Liston-DU 
6. Jewell Loyd-ND 

7. Uju Ugoka-VT 

8. Diamond DeShields-NC 
9. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

10. Morgan Jones-FS 

Allisha Gray-NC 

12. Brianna Butler-SU 

13. Natasha Howard-FS 
14. Kristen Doherty-BC 

15. Elizabeth Williams-DU 
16. Brianna KieseI-UP 
17. Kody Burke-ST 

18. Kayla McBride-ND 

19. Brittany Brown-FS 

20. Vanessa Panousis-VT 

21. Alexis Jones-DU 
22. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 
23. Taya Reimer-ND 

24. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

25. Keyona Hayes-UM 

26. Ataira Franklin-VA 
27. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

28. Asia Logan-UP 

29. Chelsea Gray-DU 
3o. Kelly Hughes-BC 

Nicole Boudreau-BC 

Monet Tellier-V-F 

CI G FG 3FG FT Pts Avg/G 

Sr 7 51 29 23 154 22.0 

Jr 7 58 4 21 141 20.1 

Fr 5 33 15 19 100 20.0 

So 7 54 0 30 138 19.7 

Sr 7 45 25 13 128 18,3 
So 5 33 2 19 87 17.4 
Sr 6 41 0 22 104 17.3 

Fr 7 49 5 13 116 16.6 

Sr 7 48 1 18 115 16.4 

REBOUNDIN(3 
1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

2. Shakeya Leary-SU 

3. Uju Ugoka-VT 
4. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

5. Dearica Hamby-WF 

6. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 
7. Asia Logan-UP 
8. Taya Reimer-ND 

9. Hannah Young-VT 

So 6 32 13 16 93 15.5 lO. Morgan Jones-FS 

Fr 6 33 9 18 93 15.5 11. Natasha Howard-FS 

So 7 38 24 8 108 15,4 12. Jewell Loyd-ND 

Sr 6 36 0 20 92 15.3 18. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

Sr 6 26 5 32 89 14.8 14. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

Jr 7 45 0 13 103 14.7 15. JassanyWilliams-UM 

Jr 6 34 3 17 88 14.7 16. Kaela Davis-GT 

Sr 7 34 5 27 100 14.3 17. Charrnaine Tay-CU 

Sr 5 27 5 12 71 14.2 Kayla McBride-ND 

Fr 6 32 5 15 84 14,0 19. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

Fr 6 26 11 19 82 13.7 2o. Tricia Liston-DU 

So 7 33 12 17 95 13.6 

Fr 7 40 1 13 94 13.4 

Fr 5 23 0 21 67 13.4 

Sr 7 39 0 11 89 12.7 

So 6 30 1 13 74 12.3 
SF 7 28 12 18 86 12.3 

Sr 4 19 0 11 49 12.3 

Sr 6 27 4 15 73 12.2 

Sr 7 30 6 19 85 12.1 

Fr 6 24 16 7 71 11.8 

So 6 24 15 8 71 11.8 
Sr 6 28 2 13 71 11.8 

Cl G Off Def Total Avq/G 

Sr 7 18 61 79 11.3 
Sr 7 31 45 76 10.9 
Sr 6 24 38 62 10.3 

Fr 7 24 48 72 10.3 

Jr 7 28 42 70 10,0 

Jr 7 36 28 64 9.1 

Sr 6 14 40 54 9.0 

Fr 5 21 23 44 8.8 

So 6 9 41 50 8.3 

So 6 5 44 49 8.2 

Sr 6 24 24 48 8,0 

So 5 15 24 39 7.8 

Fr 6 13 33 46 7.7 

So 5 18 20 38 7.6 

Jr 6 10 34 44 7.3 

Fr 5 11 25 36 7,2 

Jr 6 11 31 42 7.0 

Sr 5 12 23 35 7,0 

Sr 4 9 18 27 6.8 

Sr 7 16 31 47 6.7 

FIELD (3OAL PCT 
1. Lindsay Allen-ND 
2. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

3. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

4. Natasha Howard-FS 

5. Elizabeth Williams-DU 
6. Yashira Delgado-FS 

7. Tricia Liston-DU 
8. Brittney Sykes-SU 
9. S, Walker-Kimbrough-MD 

10, Chancie Dunn-CU 

11, Nicole Boudreau-BC 
12, Keyona Hayes-UM 

13. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

14. Dearica Hamby-WF 

is. Alicia DeVaughn-MD 

Cl (3 F(3M F(3A Pct, 
Fr 5 22 33 .667 
Fr 7 40 61 .656 
Sr 7 39 61 ,639 
Sr 6 36 57 .632 

Jr 7 45 72 .625 

Sr 6 29 48 .604 

Sr 7 45 75 .600 

So 7 54 91 ,593 
Fr 7 31 53 .585 

6 23 41 .561 

So 6 24 43 ,558 

So 6 30 54 .556 

Sr 7 48 89 .539 

Jr 7 58 108 .537 

Sr 7 22 42 .524 

ASSISTS 
1. Chelsea GFay-DU 
2. Yashira Delgado-FS 

3. Monet Tellier-VT 

4. Lexie Brown-MD 

5. Vanessa Panousis-VT 
6. Len’Nique Brown-ST 

7. Lindsay Allen-ND 

8. Brianna KieseI-UP 
9. Kayla McBride-ND 

lO. Lauren Engeln-BC 

11. Kelsey Wolfe-VA 

12. Dawnn Maye-GT 

18. Rachel Coffey-SU 

Alexis Jones-DU 

15. Latifah Coleman-NC 

CI (3 No. Avq/(3 

Sr 7 65 9.3 
Sr 6 37 6.2 

Sr 6 31 5.2 

Fr 7 33 4.7 

Fr 6 27 4.5 

Jr 7 31 4,4 

Fr 5 22 4,4 

Jr 6 26 4.3 
Sr 5 20 4.0 

Jr 6 23 3.8 

Sr 7 26 3.7 

Sr 5 18 3.6 

Sr 7 25 3,6 

So 7 25 3,6 

Jr 6 21 3.5 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

FREE THROW PCT 

1. Kody Burke-ST 
2. Brene Moseley-MD 

3. Kristen Doherty-BC 

Laurin Mincy-MD 

s. Kaela Davis-GT 
6. Chelsea Douglas-WF 

7. Shakeya Leary-SU 

Alexis Jones-DU 
9. Morgan Jones-FS 

10. Chelsea Gray-DU 

Nikki Dixon-CU 
12. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

Kelsey Wolfe-VA 

14. Kayla McBride-ND 

is. Jewell Loyd-ND 
Vanessa Panousis-VT 

Cl G FTM FTA Pct. STEALS 

Sr 7 27 29 .931 1. Dearica Harnby-WF 

So 7 24 26 .923 2. ChelseaGray=DU 

Sr 6 32 36 .889 3. Diamond DeShields-NC 

Jr 7 16 18 .889 4. Allisha Gray-NC 

Fr 5 19 22 ,864 Yashira Delgado-FS 

Sr 7 23 27 .852 6. Dawnn Maye-GT 

Sr 7 17 20 .850 7. Lexie Gerson-VA 

So 7 17 20 .850 8. Alexis Jones-DU 

So 6 16 19 .842 9. Brittany Brown-FS 

Sr 7 19 23 .826 Ivey Slaughter-FS 

Jr 5 19 23 .826 11. Brittney Sykes-SU 

Sr 7 18 22 ,818 12. Lindsay AIlen-ND 

Sr 7 18 22 .818 13. Kristen Doherty-BC 

Sr 5 12 15 .800 14. Len’Nique Brown-ST 

So 5 19 24 .792 Phylesha Bullard-SU 

Fr 6 19 24 .792 Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

3-POINT FG PCT 
i. S. WalkeF-KirnbFough-MD 
2. Nicole BoudFeau-BC 
3. TFiCiB Liston-DU 

Kayla McBFide-ND 

s. Kelly Hughes-BC 

6. Taylor Ford-SU 

7. Alexis Jones-DU 

Jessica Thomas-UM 

CI G 

Fr 7 

So 6 

Sr 7 

Sr 5 

Fr 6 

So 7 

So 7 

Fr 6 

3FG FGA Pct, 3-POINT FG MADE 
9 13 .692 1. Chelsea Douglas-WF 

15 26 .577 2. Tricia Liston-DU 

25 45 .556 3. Brianna Butler-SU 

5 9 .556 4. Kaela Davis-GT 
16 30 .533 s. Kelly Hughes-BC 

11 21 .524 6. Nicole Boudreau-BC 

12 26 .462 7. La’Shay Taft-SU 

12 26 ,462 ~. Sydney Wallace-GT 

10 22 .455 9. MorganJones-FS 

11 25 .440 Krystal Saunders-UM 

29 68 .426 11. Jessica Thomas-UM 
13 31 .419 12. M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST 

24 58 .414 13. Ashley Williams-ST 

13 32 .406 Kelly Gramlich-CU 

11 28 ,393 Vanessa Panousis-VT 

11 28 .393 

9. Jessica Washington-NC 

lo. Ashley Williams=ST 

11. Chelsea Douglas-WF 
12. Morgan Jones-FS 

13. Brianna Butler-SU 
14. Krystal Saunders-UM 

is. Katie Rutan-MD 
Vanessa Panousis-VT 

Fr 

Fr 

Sr 
So 

So 

Sr 

Sr 

Fr 

7 

6 

7 
6 

7 

6 

7 

6 

BLOCKED SHOTS 
1. Elizabeth Williams-DU 
2. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

3. Natasha Howard-FS 
4. Jassany Williams-UM 

s. Kai James-FS 

6. Taijah CampbelI-VT 
Taya Reimer-ND 

~. Dearica Hamby-WF 

Cl G 

Jr 7 

Fr 7 

Sr 6 

Jr 6 

Fr 6 

So 6 

Fr 5 

Jr 7 

9. Marvadene Anderson-UP 
lo. Asia Logan-UP 

11. Maria Brown-UM 
12. K. McCravey-Cooper-DU 

Markeisha Gatling-ST 
N’Dea Bryant-NC 

is. Nyilah Jamison-Myers-CU 

Fr 

Sr 

Sr 

Fr 

SF 
So 

So 

5 

6 

6 

7 

7 
7 

6 

No, Avg/G ASSIST/TURNOVER RATIO 
22 3.1 i. Lexie BFown-MD 
21 3.0 2. Michaela Mabrey-ND 

17 2,8 3. Chelsea Gray-DU 

15 2.5 4. Len’Nique Brown-ST 

14 2.3 s. Lindsay Allen-ND 

12 2.0 6. Brianna KieseI-UP 
10 2.0 7. Brene Moseley-MD 

13 1.9 8. Jessica Washington-NC 

9 1,8 9. Lauren Engeln-BC 

9 1,5 lo. Kelsey Wolfe-VA 

8 1,3 11. Monet Tellier-VT 

9 1.3 12. Kayla McBride-ND 

9 1.3 13. Dawnn Maye-GT 

9 1.3 14. Rachel Coffey-SU 

7 1.2 is. Brittney Sykes-SU 

Cl G No, Avq/G 

Jr 7 24 3.4 
Sr 7 22 3.1 
Fr 7 21 3.0 
FF 6 17 2.8 
Sr 6 17 2,8 

Sr 5 14 2.8 

Sr 7 19 2.7 

So 7 18 2.6 

Fr 6 15 2.5 

Fr 6 15 2.5 

So 7 17 2,4 

Fr 5 12 2,4 

Sr 6 14 2.3 

Jr 7 14 2.0 

Sr 6 12 2.0 

Sr 4 8 2.0 

Cl G 3FG Avq/G 
Sr 7 29 4,1 
Sr 7 25 3.6 
So 7 24 3.4 
Fr 5 15 3.0 
FF 6 16 2.7 

So 6 15 2.5 

Sr 7 16 2,3 

Jr 5 11 2.2 

So 6 13 2.2 

SF 6 13 2.2 

Fr 6 12 2,0 
Sr 7 13 1,9 

Fr 6 11 1,8 

Jr 6 11 1.8 

Fr 6 11 1.8 

Cl G Ast, T/O Ratio 
Fr 7 33 11 3.0 

So 5 17 6 2.8 

Sr 7 65 23 2.8 

Jr 7 31 11 2.8 

Fr 5 22 9 2.4 

Jr 6 26 11 2,4 
So 7 24 12 2,0 

Fr 7 23 12 1.9 

Jr 6 23 13 1.8 

Sr 7 26 15 1.7 

Sr 6 31 20 1,6 

Sr 5 20 13 1.5 

Sr 5 18 12 1,5 
SF 7 25 17 1,5 

So 7 21 15 1.4 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

1. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 
2. Shakeya Leary-SU 

3. Taya Reimer-ND 

4. Dearica Hamby-WF 

Natasha Howard-FS 

Uju Ugoka-VT 
7. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

8. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

9. Jill Brunori-WF 
10. Jewell Loyd-ND 

11. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

Brittney Sykes-SU 

13. Allisha Gray-NC 

14. Briana Day-SU 

is. Ariel Braker-ND 

CI G No. Avg/G DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

Jr 7 36 5.1 1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

Sr 7 31 4.4 2. MorganJones-FS 

Fr 5 21 4,2 3. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

Jr 7 28 4.0 4. Hannah Young-VT 

Sr 6 24 4.0 s. Asia Logan-UP 

Sr 6 24 4.0 6. Shakeya Leary-SU 

So 5 18 3.6 7. Uju Ugoka-VT 

Fr 7 24 3.4 s. Dearica Hamby-WF 

Fr 7 22 3.1 9. Jassany Williams-UM 

So 5 15 3.0 lO. IveySlaughter-FS 

Sr 7 20 2.9 11. Charmaine Tay-CU 

So 7 20 2.9 12. Monet Tellier-VT 

Fr 6 17 2.8 Kristen Doherty-BC 

Fr 7 19 2.7 Kaela Davis-GT 

Sr 5 13 2.6 15. Jewell Loyd-ND 

HINUTES PLAYED 
1. Yashira Delgado-FS 

2. Brianna KieseI-UP 
3. Chelsea Lindsay-CU 

4. Brittany Brown-FS 
Morgan Jones-FS 

6. Monet Tellier-VT 
7. Chelsea Douglas-WF 

8. Dearica Hamby-WF 

9. Vanessa Panousis-VT 
10. Lauren Engeln-BC 

CI G No. Avc.i / G 

Sr 6 2:17 36.2 

Jr 6 211 35.2 

Jr 6 208 34.7 

Fr 6 206 34.3 

So 6 206 34.3 

Sr 6 205 34.2 

Sr 7 238 34.0 

Jr 7 229 32.7 

Fr 6 194 32.3 

Jr 6 193 32.2 

Cl G No. Avq/G 

Sr 7 61 8.7 
So 6 44 7.3 
Fr 7 48 6.9 
So 6 41 6.8 
Sr 6 40 6.7 

Sr 7 45 6.4 

Sr 6 38 6.3 

Jr 7 42 6.0 

Jr 6 34 5.7 

Fr 6 33 5.5 

Jr 6 31 5.2 

Sr 6 30 5.0 

Sr 6 30 5.0 

Fr 5 25 5.0 

So 5 24 4.8 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

TEAM IDENTIFICATION Team ID 
Boston College BC 

Clemson CU 

Duke DU 

Florida State FS 

Georgia Tech GT 

Maryland MD 

Miami UM 

NC State ST 

North Carolina NC 

Notre Dame ND 

Pittsburgh UP 

Syracuse SU 

Virginia VA 

Virginia Tech VT 

Wake Forest WF 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

Points 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assists 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

30 

30 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

25 

23 

23 

1.000 

.900 

7 

6 

6 

6 

6 

13 

12 

.833 

.833 

.833 

12 

11 

14 

13 

13 

1,000 

1.000 

1.000 

1,000 

2O 

17 

17 

13 

12 

9 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

9 

8 

(10-10) 

(9-10) 

(5-6) 
(5-6) 
(5-6) 

(9-9) 

(8-8) 

(8-8) 

(8-8) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Delaware (11/15/13) 

Allisha Gray (North Carolina) at UCLA (11/17/13) 

Brittney Sykes (Syracuse) vs Dartmouth (11/14/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) at Hofstra (11/23/13) 

Elizabeth Williams (Duke) at Marquette (11-24-13) 

Diamond DeShields (North Carolina) vs Arizona State (11/29/13) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) vs Stetson (11/29/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs California (11/29/13) 

Tyaunna Marshall (Georgia Tech) at Tennessee (11/17/13) 

Kayla McBride (Notre Dame) vs Michigan State (11/11/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Stephanie Mavunga (North Carolina) vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Taijah Campbell (Virginia Tech) at Old Dominion (11/11/13) 

Brianna Butler (Syracuse) vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Delaware (11/15/13) 

Allisha Gray (North Carolina) at UCLA (11/17/13) 

Tdcia Liston (Duke) vs Vanderbilt (11-21-13) 

Ataira Franklin (Virginia) at West Virginia (11/24/13) 

Kelly Gramlich (Clemson) vs Radford (11/27/13) 

La’Shay Taft (Syracuse) vs Maryland E, Shore (11/20/13) 

Krystal Saunders (Miami) vs North Florida (11/08/13) 

Nicole Boudreau (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Kelly Hughes (Boston College) vs Iowa (11/29/13) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Kansas State (11-29-13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Ivey Slaughter (Florida State) vs Prairie View A&M (11/17/13) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Kansas State (11-29-13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) vs FIU (11/21/13) 

Brene Moseley (Maryland) at USF (11/8/13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Allisha Gray (North Carolina) at UCLA (11/17/13) 

Haley Peters (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Deadca Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Campbell (11/13/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) vs Richmond (11/27/13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) at Marquette (11-24-13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) vs Vanderbilt (11-21-13) 

Deadca Hamby (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Dawnn Maye (Georgia Tech) vs Western Carolina (11/10/13) 

Alexis Jones (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Elizabeth Williams (Duke) vs Alabama (11-17-13) 

Stephanie Mavunga (North Carolina) vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Taijah Campbell (Virginia Tech) at Hofstra (11/23/13) 

Nikki Dixon (Clemson) vs Wofford (11/10/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Davidson (11/19/13) 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Nov 30, 2013 (All games) 

Points 

Margin 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assists 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

Fouls 

123 

113 

83 

71 

46 

45 

91 

87 

,629 

.603 

15 

15 

41 

38 

,636 

.632 

29 

28 

40 

38 

,941 

.909 

64 

63 

3O 

28 

28 

22 

20 

11 

10 

10 

27 

26 

26 

26 

34 

32 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

(123-40) 

(113-42) 

(39-62) 

(35-58) 

(7-11) 

(12-19) 

(16-17) 

(20-22) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Notre Dame vs UNC-Wilmington (11/09/13) 

North Carolina vs Arkansas State (11/28/13) 

Miami at Oakland (11/19/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E, Shore (11/20/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

NC State vs St. Bonaventure (11/08/13) 

Duke vs Central Michigan (11-29-13) 

Boston College vs FIU (11/21/13) 

Maryland vs Loyola (Md,) (11/10/13) 

North Carolina vs Coppin State (11/24/13) 

Florida State vs Prairie View A&M (11/17/13) 

North Carolina vs Coppin State (11/24/13) 

Duke vs Central Michigan (11-29-13) 

Syracuse vs Cornell (11/18/13) 

Virginia Tech vs Howard (11/09/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Virginia Tech vs Bucknell (11/17/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Virginia at Liberty (11-19-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Duke vs Alabama (11-17-13) 

Duke vs Xavier (11-28-13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Coppin State (11/8/13) 

Florida State at Florida (11/21/13) 

Florida State at Louisville (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Pittsburgh at Ball State (11/14/13) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Laetifia L. Cheltenham via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com~ 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 10:33 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome.usa.dell.com> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 1:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wait, there’s more. 

Friday wasn’t enough. Ho~. deals r~ll weekend 4- free shipping 

i4ovember 30, 20!3 On a moNLe de’Hoe? V~ew fimait or ~;hop t~tobi~e Site, 

glech-onics 5~ ALierlware ~ Dell 
S if:ware Fil~ar!cil~g 

Garnin~. Outlet 

Why stop at Friday? Save all weekend. 



The more you buy, the more you save. 



L ii.~.ii Free shipping ] I ~ii Extended returns*] 

De[Lcornihome I 1-877-887-33~ I Chat 

Windows 7 PCs still available, starting at $379.99. j 

Did someone fon~’ard you this message? Subscribe to receive De[[ Direct emaiL 





UPCOMING EVENTS 

From Twitter [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 3:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Inside the Race to Rescue a ttealth Ca:re Site, m~d Obama 

................ ] M~.~st P,:p:.g::. i Wide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business Spots 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~E~> 

Top News 

Inside the Race to Reseue a Health Care Site, ON    ] 
THE    I 

and Obama                                              ~Er~ I 
I 

only ~e [roub]ed insurance pot[a] and Presideut Obama’s 

credibility, but also Lhe I~emoeratie p~ilosophy [hat a~ aedvis[ government can 

solve complex social problems. 

~ HealtB SiN RusBing to Make Fixes by Sunday 

~ Slide Show: Confronting the Health Insurance Exchange’s Problems 

With the ~ew prc, spedty, soari~g crime tales have come k) 

places iu Montaua and Noz[h Dakoka, skrainiug law enforcement 

resources a~d shaktcdng the se[~se of safety. 

Biocx:t 

~n ak ng 

Eye on 2o~6, Clinl-ons Rebuild ]Bond Witll Blacks 

Five yeals after remmq<s by Bill Clinton about Barack C, bama 

strai n ed klae Clin ton s’ bond ~ kla African-Americans, the lk)rm er 

fi~t family is setting *-~ut to ensure thak fl~ere is ~o ~@ay *-~f such 

trouble ~n 2o16. 

~ As Fund-Rsisers in Cengress, Women Break the Cash Ceiling 

Clinton’s 

Editors’ Picks 



MAGAZINE 

~i Video Feature 
v~)+;o ~’+;aTUR+;," Making a Seene 

The actors who gave the year’s best pefformm~ces star i~ o~e- 

]]ne films created by "~e Oscar-winning cinematographer Janusz 

Kami~ski. 

, ~ Bel-md the Scenes 

OPINION I OPINION 

MiHer~ni~l Searchers 

Young adulL+ born after +980 are more ~dtraistie thal~ fl~ey are 

give~ credit for. 

World 

Where Factory Apprer~tieeship Is Latest Model 

From Germany 
S,. N~.LLON LY 

Labor experts a~d govermne~t officials say [hat traditional 

apprenticeship programs, popular i~ Em’ope, could help sustain 

burgeoning growd~ in ~efiean factories. 

~ ~ Video: Creatin9 Ski~led Worke:~ 

...... Lewis 
Nee I at 

A R~sfie Paradise, Ope~ for Development 

New zoning rules ++ill open uot~d~western Mexico’s agHcultural 

hea~land to denser housing m~d golf com’ses, but there is 

concern that ~d~e Ouadalupe Valley cannot sustMn ~is intensified 

development. 

Afghans .Assail Karzai’s Disparate Views on 

Killings 

Many AfgChans Jaave begun to complain t~at President Hamid 

K~rz~i besmirches the z~ne~eans for deadly dro~e st~qkes, while 

i gn orJ ~ g atta eke by th e Tall ba m 

The 

body of 

a wou Id- 

U.S, 



The T~°ouble~ of ~u~Icl~ng Where Fa~|ts Col] 

A stalled prc~ect to build ~o skyscrapers has become a symbol 

of M~et~er developers can with stand khe compliea ~ on s of 

worldng in eaAhquake-prone Los ~geles. 

Thanlksgiving Openings Take Na~es From Black 

Friday 

More large retaJlet~ were open on Thanksgiving Day d3Js year, 

a~d it appea~ those openings nibbled away not only at khe 

holiday, but at the sales the day after, too. 

~ Dogs Nlay Go to Heaven. These Days, Some Go 

A gTowing number c,f veterinarians are offering hospice care ko 

can a~d dog% giving the pets - and their ov~aers - a less anxious, 

more comfortable passi~g. 

Gardner 

more US !~ev,,’s 9o to NYTimes.com!U$ ~ 

Business 

AMERICAN MADE 

Tidal ’l~’~ade in UoSoAo’ Premium 

Retailers and mamffach~rers say co~sumers’ stated desire fbr 

dodging produced in the United S~tes is orte~ o~Rweighed by a 

pret)rcnee for the lower prices ~ff foreign--made goods. 

~ V~deo: American Made ~ Nane~e Lepore 

Lepore, 

The Big Ten’s Bigger Footprint 

With a~ eastward push, ~im Delany foand ye[ another cash 

en gine fi:~r the football co~#~re~ce he’s led for the past 25 yea~s. 

WORKSPACE 

Preet Bharara, U~ited States attorney i~ ManhaEa~, has an 

office with official poYtraits, plaques and seals adorning khe walls - but also 

eo~skant sound -~f music fi]Iing the air. 

Sports 



AUBURN 34, ALABAMA 28 

O~e Second Dooms No, ~ Alabama 

Alahama was ambushed by Aulmrn on a last-second, length-of- 

the-field mmbaek on ~e Crimson Tide*s fourd~ missed field-goal 

attempt ~ff Lhe gameo 

the Ha~fpipe With David Wise, the Und~de 
;ON..’~ 

Freesbde skii~g in the halfpipe will make i[s Ol>qnpic debut in 

Soehi, Russia, in FebmaU, and David Wise is a gold-medal 

ravodte~ a two-plankcd ve~Mon of the snowboarder Shaun 

Whih~. 

ANALYSIS 

K~ficks Find Solace in Q~m~i~" of Losses 

The KnJd~ have lost eight straight games, thNr longest stretch 

since ~o~o, and have been IeR with little by which to, assess their 

Anthony 

Arts 

Good News! He’s Back! 

Will FerreI1 arm Adam MeKay, the creators of the 2o o4 movie 

"Anchorman," have raised e~)eetafions with its coming sequel, 

"Anehom~an 2: The Legend Coutinues." 

, ~ Want to Ddve (or Smel0 Like Ron Burgundy9 

The Hills Aa’e a Prop, the Show Is Live 

With a little over a week to go before the live hroadeast of 

Sound of Music" on NBC, the production is taking shape 

Long Island sound stage. 

X Carrie 

°’~°~ I 
ood, 
front, on 

Father to a N ation, m~d to a Family 

"Mande]a: Long Walk to Freedom," based on Nelson Mandela’s 

memoir, presenks him as an inslAring leader w~th eomple:dfies. 

Magazine 

The Big Picture St~oikes Back 
L:., .~,. O SCC, iT 

Think TVis where all the action and ambition is? This year 

proves there are some things d~e movies s~II do hekter. 

Louis- 

Dr%dus, 

on e ot 

The Makirie, of Makirie, a Sce~e’ 
B~. r~r. ~;r;’,,~~ 

Janusz Kaminski e~laJns his process in maldngthe ~ fihns as 

part of the magazine’s Movies issue. 

,~ Slide S~ow: Behind the Scenes 

~ ,As king 

iLights, Camera and, for the First Time, D~a|og~m 

For reasons both technical and aesthetic, the magazine’s annual 

great-performers portfolio has traditionally favored sight over 

sound. Until this year. 

Today’s Video 



~ vwEo: A Coma’mmiPy of Co- Parents 

David Dea~ had ah’eady had one so~ through a ne~’otq< of 

lesbian and gay co-parents when he met Steve Lowinger. They 

had one more child together, and in the process, b~filt a large 

e~en ded family. 

~ vm~:o: Creating Skilled Workers 

Manufacturers say dmre is a etideal sh ortage of trained workers 

in the United States. In South Carolina, a German en, mpany is 

training high school stude~ts in skilled labor through 

apprenticeships. 

, Where Fac[ery Apprenticeship Is Latest Model From Germany 

~ VlDEO:~Vi~t a Trip ~ot4 

The Times columnist Nicholas D. Ktqstof invites students to 

en ter a eontes t for an international reporting tt{p in 2o 14. 

L¢wis 

Naa I at 

Obituaries 

Paul Walker, 4o, ’Fast & Fu~o~s’ Star, Dies in 

Car Crash 

Mr. Walker, the star of the "Fast & Fm’h:ms" movie series, died 

Saturday in a ear crash that killed ~wo people nord~ of Los 

z~geles, his publicist said. 

Paul Fo Crouch, Founder of T~4nity Broadcasting 

Network, Dies at 79 

Mr. Crouch and his wi% were ~he faces of erie of ~he Iarges~ 

Christian television empires, drawing te~s of millions of dollars 

in donations annually. 

Arik Eir~stein, 74, Beloved Israeli Si~ger, Dies 

Mr. Einstein’s blend of folk and reek helped shape a new t tebrew 

popular culture and his ballads became modem Israeli anthems. 

Marcl~ 

Eins[ein, 
who 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Putting N~ilitary Pay o~t the Ta 

The Pendragon must make painfl~l but necessaW cuts in compensation. 

EDITORIAL 

Voter ID Gets A~other Day i~ Com’t 

Plain tiffs challenging a Wisconsin law offer s ~’ong evid enee of raci a113; 

discriminatory effects. 

EDITORIAL 

Co~tgress Takes on Abusive Patent Stairs 

New measures shouM hel]: reduce litigation, hut more substax~gve reforms are 

needed. 

For m.a=~ 

Op-Ed 



OPINIONATOR I THE STONE 

The Re~ Hum~i~il-~es 

For those wifla htmmnistk’ and ar~sfie life Jeterests, 

economic system has almost nothing to 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

"i’l~e Polt~e ed~d tl~e i~gl~t 

Pope Urarieis’s latest headline-makirig exhortation 

coeservative Catholics on the defensive. 

~ Columrlist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The radical revoJutions made he~dlJeea. B~t the radical 

evolutions are continuing to play out in Gulf monareMes. 

, Columnist Page 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Who Is Wal-e]~Jng t]~e ~,~ateh Lists? 

ARer almost eight yem,% a case involving terrorist watch lists is goJeg to corot. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Freest Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US;: Facebook ~@NYTimes ~interest 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with ot~r st~ite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com. 

About This Email 

r~is is an autemated email Please do not reply directly to this email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYFimes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines newsle~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy, 

Unsubscri~e I Manage Subscriptions i Change Yeur Email ~ PHvacy Policy I Contact i Adveitise 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 9:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: New York Trmn Derails, Killing Four 

New York Train Derails, Killing Four 

A Metro-North Railroad train derailed in New York City on Sunday morning, killing four 

people, authorities said. 

The seven-car diesel train was southbound on the railroad’s Hudson Line, from 

Poughkeepsie to Grand Central Terminal, when it derailed about 7:30 a.m. 100 yards 

north of the Spuyten Duyvil station, on a long curved section of track, a Metro-North 

spokeswoman said. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Dikeman <eric.dikeman@zapproved.com> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 10:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Law Departments - Doing More with Less 

Lissa, 

Here’s an interestin~ article from Inside Counsel that talks about how smaller companies are fi~urin~ out ways to do more with less. 

Take a look at Even as the economy recovers~ law departments are still under pressure to do more with less. 

I would love to hear your thoughts. 

Best, 

Eric Dikeman 

legalholdpro.com I linked in i ®legalholdpro i facebook 

[ i~:t;~i LHP Logo 

Forward to a friend 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



Happy Thanksgiving! Whether it was Butterball, tofurkey or turducken, we hope you 

enjoyed your time and meal with family and friends. To balance that meal, here is some 

light reading to enjoy with your morning cup of coffee. In this issue, positive effects of 

higher interest rates and why big is bad. 

Why Higher Interest Rates Might Soon 
Boost Bank Profits: Banks appear headed 

into a new phase of the post-crisis credit 

cycle. 

American Banker 27 NOV 

i What’s slower than molasses in November? 
i US electronic payments. Here are countries 

whose systems put ours to shame 

hL-Lp ://bit.ly/17QLwgl 

Bank of America’s Tech Titan Cathy 

Bessant confirmed as keynote. Don’t 

miss this banking innovator named to 

American Banker’s "25 Host Powerful 

Women in Banking" list in 2013 for the third 

consecutive year. 

Why Big Is Bad in Government~ 
Business, Banks: What do HealthCare.gov, 

]PIVlorgan Chase, the National Security 
Agency and .lohnson &]ohnson have in 

common? 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Im~ <inn@caxolinainn.com~ 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 6:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Cyber Monday (?ift Card Special Ottbr 

Get a jump sta~¢ on your Cyber Monday shoppin.cll Purchase a Carolina Inn !i{:i;!(!:i!:::i!:..!i::izi:qq}!:ii! i ................ 

on this limited time opportunity! 

.(::/:~:.~.~:~:::~:~.~.~.~£..~L.~=.:.;::1~.~)£.~:~:~:==~:==~::.1:::~X.:‘~:£.~:~:~:~:~..~:.;::=.1~:~::~£(:y.£.£.~:.~;;.£:~::.~..~:~:~£:..1:::~:~c==~:~2~£~: 

The Carolina Inn G~fl Card ~s the .~.:?~]~:~{:~:~.~:~::?~:.£~:~(~:i~1 for your family and fliends th~s holiday 

season. Our gift. card can be used towatds a d~nmg experbnce ~n out a~vard-wbx~n9 

Carolina Oro~road~ Restaurant and Bar, hotel a~ommodat~ons or merchandi.~e 

our omsite Carolina ~nn 9ift shop 

G~t a jump sNR on your holiday ~hoppin9 and ~).~.£~, your gift cards today. 



~’,.’.~ !e.~pe.:; ?o;.~ rif~t~t t,:, p~~wcy view our policy 

Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile == One-Click Unsubscribe 



THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF A LAW DEGREE 

Michael Simkovic and l~)"ank Mclntyre* 

Legal academics andjourna#sts have marshaled statistics purporting to 

show that enrolling in lan4, school is" irrational. We investigate the economic 

value of a lcm’ degree and find the opposite: given current tuition levels, the 
median and even 25th percentile annual earnings premiums justify 

enrollment. For most lcm~ school graduates, the net present value of a lcm, 

degree Opically exceeds’ its cost by hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
We improve upon previous studies by tracking lifetime earn#tgs of a 

large sample of law degree holders. Previous studies focused on starting 
salaries, generic projossional degree hoMers, or the subset of law degree 

holders who practice law. !4/-e also include unemployment and disabi#ty 
risk rather than assume continuous full time employment. 

After controlling for obserw~ble abi#ty sorting, we find that a law 
degree is associated with a 60 percent median increase in monthly earnings 

and 50 percent increase in median hourly wages. The mean annual 
eatwings premium of a lcm, degree is approximately $53,300 in 2012 

dollars. The law degree earnings premium is cyc#cal and recent years are 
within historical norms. 

We estimate the mean pre-tax lifetime value of a lcm’ degree as 

approximately $1,000,000. 

Introduction ............................................................................................................ 3 

Background ......................................................................................................... 4 

A. Lawyers earnings’ are high, but many law s’chool graduates’ do not work as’ 

lawyers ................................................................................................................. 5 

B. ProJ’essional degree holders" earnings’ are high, but many professional 

degrees" are not law degrees ................................................................................ 8 

C. Starting salaries of recent law graduates have declined, but so have earnings 
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INTRODUCTION 

Conventional wisdom suggests that advanced degrees are a good 
financial investment. Decades of economic research have established that 
workers with higher levels of education earn more1 and are more likely to 
be employed,2 likely because they become more productive--or develop 
"human capital’--through education, and perhaps also because education 
signals productivity to employers.3 The most rigorous empirical studies 

1 See Orley Ashenfelter & Alan Krueger, Estimates of the Economic Return to 

Schooling from a New Sample of Twins, 84 AM. ECON. REV. 1157, 1157 (1994) (estimating 

from a sample of identical twins that an additional year of schooling increases wages by 12 

to 16 percent); Thomas Lemieux, Postsecondary Education And Increasing Wage 

Inequality, 96 AM. ECON. R~vI~w 195, 199 (2006) ("[P]ost secondary education plays a 
crucial role in explaining [increasing wage inequaliDq. By contrast, labor market 

experience, primary and secondary education, and the position of workers without 

postsecondary e&~cation in the wage distribution play a small role in explaining changes in 

the wage structure over the last 35 years."); Gary S. Becket, Human Capital: A Theoretical 

and Empirical Analysis with Special Reference to Education 246 (1994) ("The rate of 

return to an average college entrant is considerable, of the order of 10 or 12 per cent per 

annum"); id. at 247 ("[A]bility explains only a relatively small part of the [earning] 

differentials ]between high school and college educated workers] and college education 

explains the larger part.’). 
20ECD, EDUCATION AT A GLANCE (2011) at 116-17, Chart AT. 1 ("Higher education 

improves job prospects, in general, and the likelihood of remaining employed in times of 

economic hardship."). 
3 See Ashenfelter, supra note 1; cf. Joseph Stiglitz, The Theory of "Screening," 

Education, and the Distribution of Income, 65 AM. ECON. REv. 283, 298 (1975) (arguing 
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suggest that higher education not only correlates with better labor market 
outcomes--it causes them.4 

The purpose of this article is to estimate, as closely as data permits, the 
causal effect on earnings of a particular type of education, the law degree. 
Rather than viewing law degree holders in isolation, we can get better 
estimates of the causal effect of education by comparing the earnings of 
individuals with law degrees to the earnings of similar individuals with 
bachelor’s degrees while being mindful of the statistical effects of selection 

into law school. 
We ask: does a law degree typically increase the earnings of law 

graduates compared to what such individuals would likely have earned with 
only a bachelor’s degree? How does the law school earnings premium vary 

by gender and at different points in the distribution of outcomes? How 
much of the increase in earnings is higher hourly wages, and how much is 
longer work hours? 

Have declines in recent law graduate earnings eroded the law degree 
earnings premium? Or have parallel declines in earnings for similar 
bachelors left the relative advantage of a law degree intact? 

Is the increase in lifetime earnings enough to justify the cost of 
attending law school for most law students? 

Part I of this article provides background and explains how the approach 
in this article improves on previous studies. Part II presents annual earnings 
premium and hourly wage premium estimates for law degrees, taking into 
account ability sorting and selection. Part III presents estimates of 
increased labor force participation and work hours. Part IV presents trends 
in the law degree earnings premium over time and considers whether 
structural changes have eroded the relative advantages conferred by a law 
degree. Part V presents estimates of the lifetime value of the law degree, 
including differences by gender and across points in the distribution. Part V 
also considers the rate of return on an investment in legal education and 
public benefits of legal education in the form of higher tax revenue. Part VI 
presents data showing that student loan default rates for law school 
graduates are relatively low. Part VII concludes. 

I. BACKGROUND 

that education indicates to employers the innate abilities and characteristics of prospective 
employees and that education may not in and of itself improve labor productivity’). 

4 See Ashenfelter, supra note 1; David Card, The Causal Effect of Education on 
Earnings, in HANDBOOK OF LABOR ECONOMICS, (Orley C. Ashenfelter & David Card eds., 
3d ed. 1999) (reviewing the empirical literature). 
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A. La~’yers earnings are high, but many law school graduates do not 
work as lawyers 

Judging from the earnings of lawyers, law degrees seem to be lucrative 
investments. Lawyers have long been among the highest paid of all U.S. 
workers.5 Of the roughly 800 occupations tracked by the by the U.S. 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), Occupational 
Employment Statistics Survey, only doctors, dentists, podiatrists, and chief 
executives routinely have higher average (mean) earnings than lawyers. 

Figure 1 below shows the historical distribution of lawyers’ earnings. 

5 ~<)’ee I.J.S. DI~;PARTMENT O1~ LABOR, BURI~;AU OF LABOR STATISTICS (BLS), 

OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS (OE8), available at http://www.bls.gov/oes/and 

Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1: Lawyers’ earnings are high, even at the low end of the 
distribution 

Real annual wage earnings, 1997-2012 
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employ~ent Statistics 

However, BLS data for "lawyers" must be interpreted with caution 
when measuring the value of a law degree,6 because the data do not reflect 
the experiences of many law school graduates. Roughly one-third to one- 
half of U.S. residents with law degrees do not work as lawyers.7 Some law 

~ ,gee also note 46 infra. 
7 According to estimates by the U.S. Census Bureau, based on the Sulwey of Income 

and Program Participation (SIPP), there were approximately 1.5 million U.S. residents with 

law degrees as of 2009.    Stephanie Ewert, K~at It’s K~orth: Field of 7~aining and 

Economic Status in 2009, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, 2, Table 2 (Feb. 2012). Our analysis of 

SIPP data suggests that about three out of five law graduates work as lawyers. 58% of all 

law degree holders report lavxTer as their occupation, 63% when restricted to those 
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graduates are retired or are caring for dependents. Some law graduates 
choose employment opportunities in business or government rather than 
legal practice.8 According to a June 20112 survey of pre-law students, "23% 
said they wanted to use their JD to go into politics at some point; another 
23% said they wanted to use their degree for business purposes.’’9 Other law 
graduates settle for non-legal or part time work because they are unable to 
find work as lawajers.1° In other words, for purposes of determining the law 
degree earnings premium, data on law2/er earnings is under-inclusive. 

BLS data also does not readily facilitate causal inference, because it 
does not include controls for ability sorting, or even basic demographic 
information. 

working. 
s The dispropor~tionate representation of law graduates at the top of business and 

government is indicative of decisions by many law graduates to pursue careers in these 

fields. Approximately 10 percent of CEOs of large companies and 50 percent of Senators 

have law degrees, whereas only around 1 percent of the workforce has a law degree. See, 

e.g., Spencer Stuart, Leading CEOs: A Statistical Snapshot of S&P 500 Leaders (Feb. 

2006); see also Scott Smallwood & Alex Richards, How Educated Are State Legislators?, 

CHRON. OF HIGHER EDUC. (June 12, 2011); How Educated are State Legislators?, CHRON. 

OF HIGHER EDGE. June 12, 2011. 
9 Kaplan found similar results in an October 2010 su~v’ey. Russell Schaffer & Carina 

Wong, Kaplan Test Prep Survey: Despite an Uncertain Employment Landscape, Law 

School Applicants Still Consider School Rankings Far ~Jot’e Important than Job Placement 

Rates ~en Deciding Where to Apply, Jun. 19, 2012, available at 

http ://press.kaptest.c~m/press-re~eases/kap~an-test-prep-su~wey-despite-an-uncertain- 

emp~yment-~andscape-~aw-sch~-app~icants-sti~-c~nsider-sch~-rankings-far-m~re- 

important-than-j ob-placement-rates-when-deciding-where-to-apply. 
10 See, e.g, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 

LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK, 2012-13 EDITION, Lawyers, Job Outlook, 

available     at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/legal/lax~ers.htm (visited Oct.     09,     2012) 

("Competition should continue to be strong because more students are graduating from law 

school each year than there are [lawyer] jobs available."). Competition for lawyer jobs has 

been strong for decades. 5~e, e.g., BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 

LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK, 1976-77 EDITION, Lawyers, Employment 

Outlook, 140. 

BLS and other labor economists have cautioned against using occupational 

employment projections to guide educational investment. 5~e Michael W. tton:igan, 

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, Empl@’ment projections to 

2012- concepts and context, MONTHLY LAB. REV. 15-16 (Feb. 2004)("The general problem 

with [projections for] specific occupations over the next 10 years is the difficulty of 

projecting . . . dynamic labor market responses"); David Nemnark, ttans Johnson, & 

Marisol Cuellar Mejia, Future ~ill Shortages in the {,~S. Economy? 32 ECON. EDUC. REV. 
151, 162 (2013)("If the BLS numbers are correct, we might expect to see higher 

unemployment and greater underemployment of more highly-educated workers in the 

United States .... We do not find evidence of this."). Explorato~’ results suggest that even 

law degree holders who work in non-lawyer occupations do substantially better than 

bachelor degree holders. 
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The economic value of a law degree turns not on whether law graduates 
practice law,11 but rather on how much more readily they find work with the 
law degree than they would have without, and how much more they earn 
with the law degree than they would have without. 12 

B. Projossional degree hoMers earnings are high, but many 
professional degrees are not law degrees 

Recent empirical studies based on long-term outcome data suggest that 
the lifetime value of a professional degree is probably greater than $1 
million.13 These studies seem to suggest that a law degree probably pays 
for itself several times over during the course of a law graduate’ s career. 

However, such estimates must again be interpreted with caution.14 
Workers with "professional degrees" include not only law graduates, but 
also medical and dental degree holders who likely earn more than law 
degree holders, as well as teachers, accountants, auditors, managers, nurses 
and clergy who likely earn less.15 In other words, for purposes of 
estimating the law degree earnings premium, data on professional degree 
holders is over-inclusive. In addition, differences in earnings and 
employment between professional degree holders and bachelors degree 
holders may be influenced by selection and ability sorting. 

11 This analysis excludes the consumption value that workers may derive t¥om doing 
work that they enjoy or that confers prestige. 

12 ~ee Joshua D. Angrist & JOrn-Steffen Pischke, MOSTLY HARMLESS ECONOMETRICS 

64-68 (2009) (cautioning against controlling for occupation when estimating education 
earnings premimns); Carnevale et al., i~’a note 13 at 7, 9 & Figure 4 (finding that even 
after controlling for occupation, professional degree holders earn more than bachelor’s 
degree holders with the same occupation); Nemnark et al., supra note 10 at 156 
(2013)("For nearly every occupational grouping, wage returns are higher for more highly- 
educated workers even if the BLS says such high levels of education are not necessary."). 

13 ~ee, e.g., Anthony P. Carnevale, Stephen J. Rose, & Ban Cheah, The College 

Pay@ Education, Occupations, Lifetime Earnings 4 (Washington, DC: Georgetown 
University, Center on Education and the Workforce, 2010); id. at 4 (finding that the median 
professional degree holder earns $1.4 million more in 2009 dollars than the median 
bachelor’s degree holder); Jennifer Cheeseman Day & Eric C. Newburger, U.S. Census 
Bureau Current Population Reports, The Big PayoJf" Educational Attainment and ~nthetic 
Estimates of Work-Life Earnings 4 (July 2002) (estimating that mean professional degree 
holders will earn $2.3 million more than mean bachelor’s degree holders in 1999 dollars 
assuming they both work full time for 40 years); Paul ’[’aylor et al., Is COLLEGe; WORTH 
IT?, PEW RESEARCH CENTER, 103-109 (May 16, 2011). 

14 See Carnevale et al., supra note 13 at 21-22. 
is Carnevale et al., supra note 13 at 19, Table 9. 
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C. Starting salaries of recent law graduates have dec#ned, but so have 
earnings of young bachelor degree holders 

Real full time starting salaries of recent law school graduates declined 

by 20 percent between 2009 and 2012. The percent of graduates employed 
9 months after graduation has also declined 4 percent. Figure 2 below 
shows the decline from data collected by the National Association for Law 

Placement (NALP). 

Figure 2: Starting salaries and employment for recent law graduates 
have declined 

Employed 9 mos. after graduation Median FT starting salary 
Percent of recent law grads           Real 2012 USD thousands 
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Median FT Starting 
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Source: National Association for Law Placement (NALP) 
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Deteriorating employment outcomes for recent law school graduates 
have led some to question the value of a law degree. 16 

However, declines in initial employment outcomes must be interpreted 
within the context of the overall labor market. The relevant measure for our 
purposes is earnings of law degree holders relative to earnings of similar 
bachelor degree holders at the same time, under the same set of 
macroeconomic conditions. NALP data is of limited use, because it only 
provides data on law graduates, not on comparable bachelor degree holders. 

As discussed in greater detail below in Part IV, earnings of young 
bachelor degree holders also declined in recent years. The data does not 

suggest that the value of a law degree, as measured by earnings premiums, 
has decreased; to the contrary, point estimates suggest that it may have 
increased as law graduates weathered the recession better than most. 

Another limitation of NALP data and of studies that focus on starting 
salaries is that earnings of professional degree holders, including law degree 
holders, typically grow rapidly and peak in middle age. First year earnings 
represent a small fraction of the present value of lifetime earnings--roughly 
2 to 3 percent for law degree holders--and are imperfect predictors of 
subsequent earnings. 

D. Recent media coverage and widely publicized legal academic 
studies have questioned the value of a law degree 

The mainstream view of a law degree as a sound investment has 
recently been challenged by "sLam blogs",17 widely-read stories in the 
popular press,is class action law suits against more than a dozen law 
schools,I9 and articles and books by law professors such as Herwig Schlunk, 
Jim Chen, and Brian Tamanaha.2° These critics claim that a law degree is a 

16 See Part I.D. 

17 See, e.g., Brian Leiter, C~date on ScamProf Brian Leiter’s Law School Reports, 

Aug. 19, 2011, available at http://leiterlawschool.typepad.com/leiteff2011/08/update-on- 

scamprof.html; Deborah Jones Men:itt, Greek INSIDE THE LAW SCHOOL SCAM BLOG, Aug. 

10, 2012. 
1~ See e.g., David Segal, Law School Economics: Ka-Ching! N.Y. TIMES, July 17, 

2011; David Segal, What They’ Don’t Teach Law Students: Lawyering, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 

20,2011 atA1. 
19 Complaints have been filed against at least 15 law schools, including five law 

schools in California, four in New York, three in Illinois, and one each in Michigan, 

Delaware and Florida. A list of most of the defendants is available on the website of one of 

the plaintiffs’ attorneys, David Anziska. Several complaints in New York, Illinois, and 

Michigan were dismissed. Plaintiffs have survived motions to dismiss in California and 

New Jersey. 
20 See Herwig J. Schlunk, Mamas Don’t Let Your Babies Grow Up to Be... Lawyers, 

Vanderbilt Law and Economics Working Paper No. 09-29, Oct. 30, 2009, available at 
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risky investment, and that many--and perhaps even most--law graduates 
would have been better off terminating their education with a four-year 
bachelor’s degree. 

According to these critics, rapidly rising tuition costs and diminished 
employment prospects for recent graduates following the 2008 financial 
crisis have so eroded the value of a law degree that it no longer makes 
financial sense for many to attend law school. The critics question whether 
recent graduates who do not work as lawyers at big firms will recoup their 
investment. 

Academic critics’ views have been widely disseminated and highly 
influential. Their conclusions have been reported in the New York Times,21 

the I’Vall Street Journal,~ and the Nationa! Law Journal.~3 An article 
warning prospective students not to attend law school, Mamas Dott ’t Let 
Your Babies Grow Up to Be... Lcm~yers, and a related follow-up have been 
downloaded from the Social Science Research Network more than 10,000 
times.:4 One prominent law school critic published a book with the 
University of Chicago Press,z-~ and was invited to speak at a special 

Presidential Panel at the American Association of Law Schools 
Conference.26 

These distinctions and widespread publicity may enable critics to 
influence college graduates’ career plans, the judiciary, and perhaps the 
future of legal education. They may have already contributed to a steep 
three-year decline in law- school applications and enrollments.:7 

http://ssrn .com/abstract=1497044 [hereinafter Schlunk I];. He~vig J. Schlunk, ~lamas 

2011: Is a Law Degree a Good Investment Today? Vanderbilt Law and Economics 

Research Paper No. 11-42, Dec. 16, 2011, available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1957139, 

published as Herwig J. Schlunk, Mamas 2011: Is a Law Degree a Good Investment Today? 

36 J. LEGAL PROF. 301 (2012) [hereinafter Schlunk II]; Jim Chert, ,4 Degree of Practical 

Wisdom: The Ratio of Educational Debt to Income as a Basic ~easurement of Law School 

Graduates’Economic Viabilio,, 38 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 1185 (2012); Brian Tamanaha, 
FA~LING LAW SCHOOLS (2012); William D. tIenderson & Rachel M. Zahorsky, Law School 

Bubble: How Long ~11 it Last !/’Grads Can’t Pay Bills? ABA JOURNAL, Jan. 1, 2012. 
2~ See, e.g., Catherine Rampell, Law School as an Investment, N.Y. TIMES ECONOMIX 

BLOG, Nov. 12, 2009 (citing Schlunk I); David Segal, Law School Economics: Ka-Ching! 

N.Y. TIMES, July 17,2011 (quoting Brian Tamanaha). 
2~ Ashby Jones, Mamas Don’t Let ~2)ur Babies Grow ~,~ to Be Lawyers, WALL ST. J. 

LAW BLOG, Nov. 13, 2009 (citing Schlunk I). 
23 Karen Sloan, Law School Still a Dodgy Investment, Analysis Suggests, NAT’L L.J. 

Aug. 2, 2012 (citing Schlunk II). 
2~ See supra note 20, Schlunk I and Schlunk II. 
:s See supra note 20, Tamanaha, J~’AILING LAW SCHOOLS. 

2~ AALS News, 2012-2, 8 (Aug 2012) (announcing a "Presidential Program," "Law 

Schools and Their Critics," featuring Brian Z. Tamanaha, William D. Henderson, Gene R. 

Nichols, Deborah L. Rhode, and Lauren K. Robel). 

:7 See Steven M. Davidoff, The Economics of Law School, N.Y. TIMES DEALBOOK, 
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E. We improve upon previous research by estimatinlz the value of a law 
degree based on long-tet~ data and established methods in labor 

economics 

This article improves upon existing research by analyzing long-term 
outcome data from the United States Census Bureau’s Survey of Income 
and Program Participation (SIPP) and the National Education Longitudinal 

Study (NELS) using appropriate statistical controls. SIPP reports which 
individuals have law degrees, whereas most Census surveys only report 
generic professional degrees or occupational status as a lawTer. 

Our data sources enable us to estimate earnings premiums and increased 
labor force participation attributable to a law degree, not only for the under- 
inclusive category of lav,2cers or the over-inclusive category of professional 

degree holders, but for the appropriate group, law degree holders. 
Approximately two fifths of the law degree holders in our sample are not 
employed as laws’ers.2~ 

We improve upon previous research by considering lifetime earnings 
rather than starting salaries. We incorporate broad distributional data. 
Rather than estimate earnings premiums exclusively at the mean using OLS 
regression, we also consider outcomes at median as well as the 25t~l and 75th 

percentile, toward the bottom and top of the distribution, by using quantile 
regression. 

We incorporate differences in unemployment, disability, and labor force 
participation rather than assume that all degree holders work full time. 

This article also summarizes and critiques recent research on the 
economic value of a law degree, highlighting crucial assumptions, testing 
these assumptions against actual data, and contrasting critics’ 
methodologies with established practice within the labor economics and 
finance literature. The results suggest that--absent catastrophic and 
unprecedented changes exceeding changes already seen from 2008 to 
201129 and uniquely affecting law graduates rather than the broader labor 

market--many college graduates who follow the critics’ advice and skip 
law school will forego a lucrative career and face higher long-term risks of 
financial hardship. 

Finally, this article considers the impact of federal government funding 

of student loans to law schools on taxpayers, and finds that at current net 

Sept. 24, 2012; Catherine Ho, Law School Applications Continue to Slide, WASH. POST, 

June 2, 2013. 
~ See supra note 7. 
29 

We consider the "structural shift" hypothesis in Part IV it~fra, and find it to be 

unsupported by the data. 
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tuition prices, interest rates, and tax rates, legal education likely provides 
substantial net-benefits to the federal fiscal budget. 

II. LAW DEGREE HOLDERS EARN SIGNIFICANTLY MORE THAN SIMILAR 

WORKERS WttOSE HIGHEST DEGREE IS A BACttELOR’ S 

A. We control for factors other than a law degree that contribute to 
earnings differences between law degree holders and others 

The economic literature on estimation of the value of academic degrees 
calls for several steps. First, the differences in earnings and wages between 
those with the degree and similar individuals without the degree--the 
earnings or wage premium--must be estimated)° 

We estimate the earnings premium associated with a law degree by 
using earnings, education, and demographic data from four panels (1996 to 
2008) of SIPP. Each panel covers several years, and our latest data 
therefore comes from 2011)~ We include in our regressions available 
controls, such as number of years of math, science, English, and foreign 
language completed in high school, as well as demographic data, college 
major, and proxies for parental involvement and socio-economic status. 

Although SIPP provides an excellent source covering the range of ages 
and a number of years, it is somewhat limited in measurements of ability. 
We also investigate the direction of ability sorting using supplemental data 
from NELS. This supplemental analysis is presented in section II.I, below. 
The results of our analyses in SIPP and NELS both suggest that the subset 
of bachelor’s degree holders who attend law school would likely make 
about 10 percent more than the average bachelor’s degree holder even if 
they had not attended law school. Because this level of ability sorting is 
already taken into account in our regressions using SIPP data, we make no 
further adjustments based on our findings in NELS. 

B. Monthly earnings premiums averajze 80percent 

The earnings and wage premiums must be estimated not only based on 
starting salaries of recent graduates, but also based on salaries of 

~0 Dan A. Black et al., The Economic RewardJbr ,gtudying Economics, 41 ECON. 

INQUIRY 364 (2003); Peter Arcidiacono, Ability ~qorting and the Returns to College Major, 

121 J. ECONOMETRICS 344 (2004). 
31 A small amount of data from the end of 1995, comprising around 1.5 percent of the 

sample, is also included. Because educational attainment is measured at the start of each 

panel, the most recent law degree holders in sample will have graduated in 2008. 
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experienced workers. Wages and earnings tend to increase over the course 
of a lifetime as workers become more experienced and more productive.32 

Earnings generally peak in middle age and decline as workers approach 
retirement. Following Cheeseman Day & Newburger and Carnevale et al., 

we focus on the population age 25 to 65 with at least a four-year bachelor’s 
degree. 

We start by comparing law degree holders to the population of people 
whose highest degree is a bachelor’s degree. Thus our comparison is the 
difference between a law degree and a bachelor’s degree only. Using 
statistical techniques including OLS regression (at the mean), quantile 
regression (at the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile), and propensity score 

matching (for our lifetime earnings estimates), we effectively create a 

subset of bachelor’s degree holders who are similar to law degree holders 
on many observable dimensions that predict earnings. It is this subset of 
similar bachelor’s who we compare to law degree holders to estimate the 
law degree earnings premium. Future research could consider the 
differences in earnings associated with law degrees compared to alternate 
graduate degrees.3~ 

Our outcome measure is log monthly earnings, averaged over a year. 
All estimates are weighted with SIPP sample weights. Table 1 reports on 
several standard regression outcomes for our sample. In column 1, we 
report on the unadjusted log gap between the general population of 
bachelor’s degree holders and law recipients. 0.59 in logs translates into an 
average earnings gap of 80 percent. Thus there is an 80 percent earnings 
premium for a law degree when we average over log earnings. 

One explanation for this enormous disparity may be that the kinds of 
bachelor’s degree holders who attend law school may have been more likely 
to succeed compared to the general population of bachelor’s degree holders, 
even without attending law- school. Column 2 investigates this by 

32 Cheeseman Day & Newburger, supra note 13 at 4-5, Figure 4, 10-13, Tables 1-4; 
Carnevale et al., supra note 13 at 4 ("[Compared to age 25 to 29], earnings at ages 40-44 
are considerably h i gh er for all workers, independent of educ ati on al attai n:m ent."). 

33 Raw differences in earnings by type of graduate degree--without controls for 
demographics, selection, or abili~~ sorting--are available in tabulations prepared by the 
U.S. Census Bureau. On the crude measure of median raw earnings of those with earnings, 
law performs better than most graduate degree fields. In 2009, only a handful of technical 
fields such as medicine, dentistry, and engineering performed better. Law outpertk~nned 
business by around $10,000 per year. Law outperformed liberal arts and social science 
graduate degrees by around $35,000 to $40,000 per year. On mean earnings, law 
performed second only to medicine and dentistry. See Michael Simkovic, Risk Based 
Student Loans, 70 WASH. ~; LEE L. R~;V. 527, 641 Fig. 8.3 (2013); 

l.J.S. CENSUS BUREAU, SURVEY OF INCOME AND PROGRAM PARTICIPATION, 2008 Panel, 

’Fables 4H, 4D. 
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controlling for a large array of predictors of earnings. These include 
gender, race and ethnicity, marital status,~4 age, college major, and 

indicators for completing two or more years of advanced high school math, 
science, foreign languages, or English, college major, public or private high 
school, college prep high school and dummy variables for each year of the 
sample, though we only report a subset of these variables in the table. 

With controls, the law degree premium drops only slightly, to 0.53. 
Consistent with our expectations, earnings are higher for those with 
additional years of advanced high school math, English, and foreign 
language. Earnings are also higher for business and science and 
engineering maj ors than for social science, humanities, or education maj ors. 
Earnings increase over time, and appear to peak around the age of 50 to 55. 

We find that racial minorities tend to earn somewhat less than whites, and 
that there is a very, large earnings gap between men and women (0.39). All 

of these are in line with expectations. 
Because of the large difference between men and women’s earning 

profiles, we have included alternate regression in columns (3) and (4) that 
estimate the earnings premium separately for men and women. We find that 
the male premium is somewhat lower than the female premium (0.49 vs. 
0.59). One explanation for this may be that women with law degrees work 
more hours than their bachelor degree counterparts. We investigate this 
possibility more closely in Table 2. 

In column (5) we restrict our sample to full time workers (those ,vorking 
at least 35 hours per week) and find that our overall results are similar to 
those in column (1), with the earnings premium of a law degree falling 
slightly from 0.53 to 0.49. Thus the premium does not seem to be strongly 
related to whether one is participating full time in the labor market. 

C. Hourly wage premiums are approximately 60 percent 

The results of Table 1 are unambiguous--a law degree is associated 
with dramatically higher monthly earnings. Questions remain, however, 

about the extent to which a law degree increases earnings per hour, and the 
extent to which it increases work hours. Increased work hours may be a 
positive, because increased hours may reflect reduced unemployment or 
underemployment, or increased hours may be a negative if, among those 
who are employed full time, law degree holders are routinely working much 
longer hours per day than they would prefer. 

We more closely investigate the impact of work hours in Table 2, in 
which the dependent variable is log hourly wages instead of log monthly 

34 Marital status could be affected by educational attainment. In results available from 
the authors, we found that excluding marital status as a control did not alter the estimates. 
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earnings. We compute the hourly wage as total monthly earnings divided by 
total hours worked during the month and then use the log of this as our 
dependent variable. Column 1 reports a raw gap of 0.50, somewhat smaller 
than the original gap, because law degree holders work more hours than 
those whose highest degree is a bachelors. Adding controls in column (2) 
reduces the premium of a law degree slightly to 0.45, which translates into a 
57 percent wage premium. 

In other words, a law degree increases both work hours and wages per 
hour, and most of the increase in earnings is due to increased earnings per 
hour. 

When looking at hourly wages instead of monthly earnings, the 

difference between men and women is much smaller. In columns (3) and 
(4) for men and women respectively, the pay premium for lav~’ers is now 
almost identical in the two groups (0.44 and 0.47). Thus the gender gap in 
the law premium we found in Table 1 was largely the result of differences 
in hours worked compared to the control group of bachelor’s degree 
holders. Otherwise, the results in Table 2 are generally similar to those in 
Table 1. 

D. Increases in work hours are small and do not suggest overwork 

We continue our investigation of differences in work hours in Table 3 
below, in which our dependent variable is weekly hours of work. We find 
that, after applying controls, law degree holders typically work 3.9 hours 
more per week (column (2)), or about 45 minutes per day.35 Women with 

law degrees (column (4)) work about 4.2 hours more per week than college- 

educated women without law degrees, while men with law degrees (column 
(3)) work about 3.3 hours per month more than men without law degrees. 

When we restrict our sample to those who are working full time 
(column (5)), we see that la~v degree holders work about 3.3 hours more per 
week, or 40 minutes more per day. 

The increase in hours among those who are working full time is mild, 
on average approximately a 7 percent increase, and does not provide much 
support for the view that most law degree holders suffer from involuntal3, 
overwork. We can therefore reasonably base our estimates of the overall 
earnings premium of a law degree on annual earnings. 

The mean annual earnings premium is approximately $53,300 

In Table 4, we look at annual earnings in inflation adjusted 20112 dollars 

35 Assuming five days of work per week, four weeks per month, forty-eight weeks per 

year. 
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rather than log monthly earnings. Our findings suggest a dramatic increase 
in earnings for law degree holders, of approximately $53,300 per year after 
applying controls (column (2)). This premium is higher for men, primarily 
because of longer work hours. Men with a law degree earn approximately 
$56,800 more per year than men without a law degree, and women with a 
law degree earn approximately $43,300 per year more than women without 

a law degree. The earnings premium is larger for full time workers, who 
earn approximately $57,600 more per year with a law degree than without. 

The median annual earnings premium for all degree holders is 
approximately $32,300. 

F. The earnings premium increases as law degree holdel~" become 
more experienced 

As discussed above, earnings typically peak in middle age, around age 
50 to 55. Professional degree holders not only typically start out at higher 
earnings levels than bachelor degree holders, they also usually see their 
earnings increase at a much faster rate or over a longer period of time--that 
is, professional degree holders peak higher and later in life than bachelor’s 
degree holders.36 Because starting salaries are not very good predictors of 

lifetime earnings, earnings premia must be estimated at multiple ages or 
experience interval s. 

Differences in growth rates highlight a flaw in one of the most widely 
read and influential critiques of the value of a law degree. Professor 
Schlunk’s analysis assumes an unrealistically low 3.5 percent real growth 
rate of earnings for law degree holders as they gain experience.37 Moreover, 

Professor Schlunk assumes that both law degree holders and bachelor’s 
degree holders grow at the same rate.3~ He also assumes zero increase in 

earnings due to inflation over the course of a 35-year career, apparently 

36 Cheeseman Day & New-burger, supra note 13 at 4-5 & Figure 4 ("The large 
differences in average work-lit~ earnings among the e&lcational levels reflect both 
differential starting salaries and also disparate earnings trajectories--that is, the path of 
earnings over one’s life. As Figure 4 shows, the earnings paths of people with doctoral and 
professional degrees look ve~~ different from those of workers at other levels of 
education."); Carnevale et al., supra note 13 at 4-5 ("Bachelor’s degree holders in the 
workforce grow- by 50 percent [from ages 25-29 to 40-44]. By far, the biggest gain over 
the early years of one’s career involves those with Professional degrees. Workers with 
Professional degrees earn 100 percent more in their 40’s than they do in their initial years 
in the worklBrce."). 

3~ Schlunk I at 10; Schlunk II at 317. 
3~ Schlunk I at 10 n.17 ("I assume that lawyers on average experience productivity 

raises that are identical in percentage terms to those that I assume for non-lawyers"); 
Schlunk II at 318 n.70 (same). 
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based on low inflation rates in one year in 2009.39 These misspecifications 
dramatically bias down his estimates of the value of a law degree. 

Labor economists typically use cross sectional data on earnings of 
similar individuals of different ages or experience levels to construct 
"synthetic work-life . ,40 earnings. That is, labor economists predict the 
future real earnings of young workers based on the current real earnings of 
similar older workers. This assumption is conservative: it assumes zero 
increase in real earnings over time due to economic growth (although 
individual workers’ wages increase as they become more experienced).41 

But for the last three decades, workers with advanced degrees have seen 
their real wage earnings increase at much faster rate than less educated 
workers (i.e., education has become more valuable after controlling for 
work experience).42 

Following the economics literature, we attempt to estimate the earnings 
premiums among different age groups. We investigate this by estimating the 
earnings premium separately by decade of age. Coefficients are displayed 
below in figure 3. Those in their twenties and thirties get a 49 log point 
premium, which gradually rises to 57 points for those in their forties, fifties 
and sixties. Due to limited sample size, though, we cannot quite reject the 
possibility that the log premium is the same across all ages (p=0.11). 

39 Schlunk I at 10 n. 17 ("The rest of this essay has implicitly assumed no inflation... 
current inflation is essentially 0%, and hence the nominal rates are in fact also real rates."). 
; Schlunk II at 315 n.60 (same). 

Inflation in 2011 was 3.16 percent, and in 2010 it was 1.64 percent. Prot~ssor Schlunk 
may have been using inflation figures from 2009 in both his 2009 and 2012 analyses. 
Long-term historical inflation rates are 3 to 4 percent. See inJ?a note 145. 

40 Cheeseman Day & Newburger, supra note 13 at 1, 8 ("the estimates assume current 
cross-sectional earnings are representative of the patterns in future earnings."); see 
Carnevale et al., supra note 13 at 21-22 (replicating the Cheeseman Day & Newburger 
methodology). 

4~ Cheeseman Day & Newburger, supra note 13 at 8 ("these estimates do not account 
for any future productivity gains in the economy, and therefore, the estimates may be 
low."); Carnevale et al., supra note 13 at 21 ("Productivity growth will [likely] lead to 
higher earnings in the future and therefore the career of today’s young adults will lead to 
higher lifetime earnings than presented here"). 

4z See Lemieux, supra note 1 at 196-99; see also Simkovic, supra note 33 at 537; 
Cheeseman Day & Newburger, supra note 13 at 3 & Fig. 2 (finding that the earnings 
advantage of advanced degree holders relative to bachelor’s degree holders increased l¥om 
20 percent in 1975 to 44 percent in 1999). 
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Figure 3: The law degree earnings premium appears to increase with 
age and experience 

Log Law Degree Earnings Premium by age group 

19 

0.5 -~ 0,49 

0.57 

Coefficient 

Under 40 40 and above 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Survey of Income & Program Participation; Authors’ calculations 
Note: Vertical lines represent the 95 percent confidence interval. 

For illustrative purposes, we present the mean lifetime earnings stream 

of all law degree holders and bachelor degree holders (not just those 
working full time)43 in figure 4 below. We also show a smooth fourth order 

polynomial trend line through each sample. 

43 Law degree holders are more likely than bachelors to be employed and participate in 

the work force. See Part III, infi’a. 
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Figure 4: Law degree holders’ annual earnings grow faster and peak 
later than bachelor degree holders’ 

Annual mean earnings by degree type and age, age 23-65 
Real 2012 USD 
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Source: Survey of Income Program and Participation; Authors’ calculations. 

Note: Includes degree holders who are working, unemployed, or disabled. 

This illustrates a problem in Professor Tamanaha’s analysis. Professor 
Tamanaha compares the earnings of terminal bachelors who majored in 
political science at "midcareer"44--at peak earnings, typically in their 40s, 

with around 15 to 20 years of work experience45--to the earnings of 

~ See supra note 20, Tamanaha, FAIHNG LAW SCHOOLS at 139 (citing Schlunk I at 2 

(citing the website Payscale.com (reporting a 2009 midcareer salary of $77,300 ($82,725 in 

2012 dollars) lbr political science majors))). 
4s See 2009 Pay Scale College Salary Report Methodology Overview, available at 
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lavvs’ers at all age and experience levels, and excluding high-earning law 
firm partners.46 Because many law graduates who do not make partner 

transition to roles other than legal practice after their first few years, 
Tamanaha’s sample will disproportionately include young and 
inexperienced law- graduates. Professor Tamanaha also mismatches work 
statuses--exclusively full time bachelors versus mixed part-time and full- 
time law-jets--in a way that underestimates the earnings of lawTers relative 
to bachelor degree holders. 

Lastly, Professor Tamanaha splices together inconsistent definitions of 
earnings from different sources with different sampling and reporting 
biases. His earnings figures for political science majors include most 
bonuses,47 while his earnings figures for lav~’ers generally exclude them.4. 

This inconsistency will bias averages because, for lawyers and other high- 
income individuals, bonus compensation can be substantial relative to 
salary.49 

Under more consistent assumptions about age, experience, work status, 
and the definition of earnings, the earnings figures Professor Tamanaha 
presents as a median for legally-inclined bachelor degree holders are in fact 
close to the 75t~ percentile for such bachelor degree holders.5° 

http://www.payscale.com/2OO9-best-colleges/salau-report.asp ("Mid-Career Employees 
[are] full-time employees with at least 10 years of experience in their career or field who 
hold a bachelor’s degree and no higher degrees. For the graduates in this data set, the 
typical (median) mid-career employee is 42 years old and has 15 years of experience."). 

46 See Tmnanaha, supra note 20, at at 139 (citing BLS data); U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 

LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS, 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS, ("%mployees’ are all part-time and full-time workers 
who are paid a wage or salaU. The smwey does not cover the self-employed [or] owners 
and partners in unincorporated finns."). 

4~ See PW Scale College SalaU Report Methodology Ovel%ew supra note 45 ("SalaU 

[c]ombines base annual salary.., bonuses, profit sharing, tips, commissions, overtime, and 
other forms of cash earnings, as applicable. Salary does not include equi~ (stock) 
compensation."). 

as See BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, supra note 46 (reporting that OES wage data 
exclude "premimn pay" such as "nonproduction bonuses", but include "incentive pay, 
including commissions and production bonuses."). Bonuses to lawyers would likely be 
classified as non-production bonuses because they generally are "not directly related to 
output of an employee or group," as opposed to commissions measured as a percent of 
sales,    BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, GTP GLOSSARY OF PAY TERMS, available at 
http://www.bls.gov/respondents/gtp/glossary.htm. Although some law firms use billable 
hour thresholds for bonus eligibility, few law fi~xms explicitly calculate associate bonuses as 
a fixed percent of revenue from billable hours. In other contexts, attorney bonuses are 
presumably even less likely to be tied to quantitative measures of productivity. 

49 ~ee inca note 59. 
50 Anthony P. Carnevale, Jeff Strohl, & Michelle Melton, [~That It’s lVorlh: The 

Economic Value of College Majors 34-40 (Georgetown Center on Education and the 
World’orce, May 24, 2011) (reporting median 2009 earnings between $42,000 and $55,000 
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The annual earnings figures Professor Tamanaha cites for lawyers are 
generally either at an early stage of their careers when earnings are 
relatively low,51 are toward the bottom of the earnings distribution for 
lawyers,52 or are otherwise biased down compared to the earnings figures he 

cites for bachelor degree holders. Professor Tamanaha underestimates the 
importance earnings growth53 and consequently overstates the predictive 
power of starting salaries.54 

G. Even at the 25#~ percentile, the earnings premium is large 

Previous studies have typically focused on differences in mean or 
median earnings,55 although it is possible to estimate earnings premia at 
different points in the distribution using quantile regression--for example, 
the 25ru percentile of earners with a given level of education compared to 
the 25th percentile of a similar group of earners with a lower level of 
education.56 Such a distributional analysis would test claims that advanced 

($45,000 to $59,000 in 2012 dollars) for full time workers with teiTninal bachelors’ who 
majored in psychology and social work, humanities and liberal arts, law and public policy, 
and social sciences and 75a~ percentile earnings between $62,000 m~d $87,000 ($66,000 and 
$93,000 in 2012 dollars)). Earnings for all graduates, including those who are working part 
time, are unemployed, or disabled, are lower. 

51 ~ee Tamanaha, supra note 20. at 140 (discussing starting salaries for law graduates); 
id at 141 (discussing earnings seven years after graduation from the After the J.D. Survey). 

s~ See id. at 139 (comparing medim~ earnings for political science majors to the 25th 

percentile of earnings for la~.wers). 
~ Id. at 140 (citing Carnevale et al., The College Payoff supra note 13 at 5). 

Tmnanaha claims that "the earnings of lax~ers.., will increase modestly--about 10 years 
out average earnings peak and remain flat thereafter." 

But Carnevale et al states: 
"By far, the biggest gain over the early years of one’s career involves those with 
Professional degrees. Workers with Professional degrees earn 100 percent more in 
their 40’s than they do in their initial years in the worklk~rce." 

See Carnevale et al., The College Payoff supra note 13 at 5. 
Carnevale et al. find that earnings of generic professional degree holders do not peak 

in their mid-30s, as Professor Tamanaha claims, but rather in their 40s after rapid growth. 
Other sources also report rapid earnings growth and even later earnings peaks. 5~e supra 
note 36. 

54Id. at 140. 
5s Cheeseman Day & Newburger, supra note 13 at 2 n.6, 10-13 (using means); See 

Carnevale et al., supra note 13 at 1, n. 2 (using medians). 
56 Carnevale et al., supra note 13 at 7-8 & Table 1A (estimating that the 25th percentile 

of profcssional degree holders earned about $500,000 more over the course of a career than 
the 25m percentile of bachelor’s degree holders, while the 75~h percentile of professional 
degree holders earned approximately $3 million more than the 75~ percentile of bachelor 
degree holders); see also id. at 6, table 1 (estimating that only 17.2 percent of bachelor 
degree holders earn more than the median professional degree holder). 
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degrees may not benefit less capable students as much as they benefit 
average or above average students. We use the same controls in our 
quantile regressions as in our OLS regressions. 

We include percentile estimates for the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile in 
columns (6) through (8) of Tables 1 through 4. Our estimates suggest that, 
on a percentage basis, the earnings premium is similar for those at the 
median and 25th percentile, and considerably higher for those at the 75th 

percentile. However, in dollar terms, the premium increases dramatically 
because those close to the top of the distribution are starting from a much 
higher base level of earnings. 

In 2012 dollars, the annual earnings premium increases from $17,300 at 
the 25th percentile to $32,300 at the 50m percentile, to $62,200 at the 75th 

percentile. Translating logs into percentages, Table 1 estimates that the 
median difference is a little over 60% in earnings, while Table 2 finds a 
median gap of 50% in wages. 

H. We may underestimate the vahte of a law degT~ee because of 
repor#ng biases in 57PP data 

Several studies that have compared SIPP earnings data to matched 
Social Security Administration earnings records have concluded that highly 
educated, high-earners tend to underreport their earnings to SIPP, while less 
educated, lower earning workers tend to overreport their earnings.57 This is 
probably not primarily because of topcoding.58 Instead, it appears that high 
income, highly-educated individuals tend to report regular monthly salary, 
and generally do not include end-of-year bonuses, pension contributions, or 
other benefits that can be substantial.~9 Less educated, lower income 

57 Roberto Pecace & Nancy Bates, Using administrative records to assess earnings 

reporting error in the survey of income and program participation, 26 J. ECON. & Soc. 

MI~;ASUREMENT 173, 189 (2000) ("At the lowest end of the income distribution, the 
magnitude of misreporting is the highest and the tendency is for SIPP respondents to 

overreport earnings .... However, the reporting error changes directions and respondents tend 

to underreport earnings amounts as income increases."); Peter Gottschalk and Minh Huynh, 

Are Earnings Inequality and ~,~’obility Overstated? The Impact of Nonclassical 

3/Ieasurement Error, 92 REV. ECON. & STATS. 302, 311 (2010) ("The net impact of 

nonclassical measurement error is that inequality, as measured by the variance of log 

earnings, is roughly 20% higher in the DER than in the SIPP."). 
ss Topcoding is less problematic in SIPP than in many other data sources. SIPP 

creates average topcoded values for all topcoded individuals within a certain categou~ (i.e., 

Fulltime Black Women) and then assigns eveo’one within the catego~, the topcoded value 

in the months when their income is above the topcoded level. However, if topcoded law 

degree holders have higher earnings than topcoded bachelors within the same categoo’, 

topcoding could still bias our estimates down. 
s9 Daphne Taras & A. Gesser, How New Lawyers Use E-Voice to Drive Firm 
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individuals tend to report their monthly income in months when they 
worked full time, which is often less than 12 months a year, rather than 
what they actually earn in a typical month. 

Our estimates of the return to a law degree compared to a bachelor’s 
degree will therefore likely suffer from a downward bias (i.e., if this ~vere 
the only bias, we would underestimate the value of a law- degree). 

L The lcm~ degree earningspremium is still high after accounting for 
abi#O, sorting 

We investigate the direction and magnitude of ability sorting using 
supplemental data from NELS. We use panel data to track a large pool of 
students from middle school up to their late 20s. These students were 
interviewed repeatedly from 1988 to 2000. Because the sample is all the 
same age, entered the labor market at much the same time, and is 
interviewed before an extensive post-law-degree income could be observed, 
the data is not a good source to study the lifetime earnings of law degree 
holders or how those differences vary over time. The advantage of NELS is 
extensive data on academic achievement and family background from an 
early age. This lets us estimate which factors lead one to law school, as 
well as how those factors affect earnings for those who stay with a 
bachelor’s degree.6° 

Theoretically, the overall effect of sorting may be either positive or 
negative.6I Many law- schools screen for ability by requiring minimum 

LSAT or college GPA for admission, which will tend to increase academic 
abilities of law students relative to the applicant pool. Law graduates may 
also be more motivated or come from more privileged backgrounds where 

Compensation: The "Greed), Associates" Phenomenon, 24 J. LAB. RES. 9, 21, 25 (2003) 

(noting $40,000 bonuses on $125,000 salaries at top finns in 2000 but no bonuses at some 

finns in 2001); William D. ttenderson & David T. Zaring, Young Associates in Trouble, 

105 MICH. L. REV. 1087, 1097 (2007) (reporting mean 2005 bonuses of $17,000 compared 

to mean salaries of $143,000); U.S. BUREAL- OF LABOR STATISTICS, NATIONAL 

COMPENSATION SURVEY, EMPLOYER COSTS FOR EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION }{ISTORICAL 

LISTINGS MARCH 2004 - DECEMBER 2012, Tbl. 3 at 43-46, Tbl. 15 at 321-24 (Mar. 12, 

2013). 
~0 The larger sample size and wider age range in SIPP makes SIPP superior to NELS 

ibr estimating post-law school earnings. We use NELS not to estimate post-law school 

earnings, but rather to estimate the impact of selection and ability sorting. 
~ See, e.g., James J. Heckman, Lance J. Lochner, & Petra E. Todd, Earnings 

Functions, Rates of Return and 7~eatment ~ffects: The ~lincer Equation and Beyond 310, 

349 in HANDBOOK OF THE ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION (Eric A. Hanushek & Finis Welch 
eds., 2006) ("The traditional ability bias model . . . predicts an upward bias in OLS 

estimates of the return to schooling. In a sequential model, people with a good draw at 

lower schooling levels drop out, thus producing a downward bias."). 
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the initial debt burden of law school is less worrisome. Those same 
advantages may, be valuable regardless of whether the student attends law 
school. On the other hand, our data shows that students who apply to and 
choose to attend law school are disproportionately drawn from college 
majors associated with relatively lo~v earnings and likelihood of obtaining 
employment at college graduation. 

Using NELS, we identify background differences that systematically 
vary between those who attend law school and those who do not. We then 
estimate how those differences predict a change in later earnings, 
independent of law school attendance. If the factors that predict law school 
attendance also predict higher earnings among those who do not attend law 
school, this suggests positive ability sorting, as the law students have 
characteristics associated with high earnings. If ability sorting is positive, 
then some portion of the earnings premium associated with a law degree is 

due to differences in ability levels, and the causal effect of the law degree 
on earnings will be smaller than the observed differences in earnings. 

On the other hand, if the factors that predict law school attendance do 
not predict high earnings without a law degree, this suggests more strongly 
that the bulk of the earnings premium associated with a law degree is 
caused by the law degree. We say "suggests" because even with our 
extensive controls, there are many possible differences that are still 
unobserved across the population. 

We group students into five major groups based on categories in the 
1997/2011 version of the International Standard Classification of Education 
(ISCED).6z Our categories differ slightly from those found in ISCED 

because we classify business and economics majors separately from other 
social science majors due to their systematically higher earning potential.63 

Our five major categories are: humanities, social sciences, business and 
economics, science and engineering (STEM), and other (which includes a 
variety of degrees that have low- numbers going into law-). 

We present descriptive statistics contrasting those whose highest degree 
is a bachelors with those who have a law degree in the first three columns of 
Table 5. The first column shows information for the bachelor’s degree only 
group, the second column is for the law graduates, and the third column 
show-s differences between the bachelor’s degree only group and law 

62 UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

(UNESCO), INTERNATIONAL STANDARD CLASSIFICATION OF EDUCATION: ISCED 1997, 
Nov. 1997. 

63 Black et al., supra note 30, at 364; Peter Arcidiacono, Ability Sorting and the 

Returns to College Major, 121 J. ECONOMETRICS 344 (2004); PETER ARCIDIACONO ET AL., 
WHAT HAPPENS AFTER ENROLLMENT? AN ANALYSIS OF THE TIME PATH OF RACIAL 

DIFFERENCF, S IN GPA AND MAJOR CHOICE 20 (2011). 
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graduates (calculated as law minus bachelor’s). We present data on the 
percent of each group (either bachelor’s or law) falling into each of five 
college major categories, average normalized college grades (both overall 
and broken down by maj or), scholarship receipt, college tuition cost, ranked 
importance of career and education goals, expected future income, 
normalized standardized test scores, and parental socioeconomic status 
(SES) (based on parental education, occupation, and income) at high school 
graduation. From the descriptive statistics, we can see that law graduates 
tend to have higher grades and test scores than those with only a bachelor’s 
degree, but that law graduates disproportionately come from majors such as 
humanities and social sciences and are less likely to have majored in STEM 
or business and economics. We can also see that law graduates have higher 
standardized test scores, and, at the age of 18, report that they subj ectively 
expect to earn higher incomes later in life and also come from a slightly 
higher SES family. They are not more likely to have a scholarship, but do 
attend slightly more expensive schools and care more about career and 
education goals. 

In the fourth and fifth columns of Table 5, we show the predicted 
impact of each of these differences between the two groups on 
income. Column 4 shows the predicted impact of characteristics on an 
individual whose highest degree is a bachelor’s, while column 5 aggregates 
the differences between our group of law degree holders and bachelor’s 
degree holders and provides information on how differences in the various 
factors between the groups predict group differences in income. Thus, 
column 5 provides information on the extent to which differences in income 
between bachelor degree holders and law graduates are due to observable 
differences other than a law degree.64 

As we show in column 4, the majors with the lowest predicted earnings 
are humanities, other, and social science. Business and economics majors 
have the highest predicted earnings, while STEM majors have the second 
highest predicted earnings (it should be noted that this is an average and 
may vary substantially by individual). In other words, law graduates 
disproportionately come from majors with low average predicted 
earnings. In column 5, we see that the difference in majors between our 
group of bachelors and law students predicts 4.4 percent lower income for 
law graduates, before we take into account any other differences. 

64 The predicted income change is based on a simple bivariate regression of log 
earnings on the characteristic of interest. The full multivariate analysis (with standard 
errors) is available below in Table 6. Bachelor’s earnings coefficients may be biased if 
there is a selection of who just gets a bachelor’s degree. But since the number of 
bachelor’s only degrees is far larger than those with graduate degrees the bias should not be 
too severe. 
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In column 4, we also see that the predictive power of grades on earnings 
depends on major. Note that these grades are normalized by major to be 

mean zero, with a standard deviation of one. This eliminates differences 
across major that are due to some majors awarding higher grades than 
others.65 Higher grades typically predict higher earnings within each 

major, but for a one standard deviation increase in GPA, the effect is vet7- 
small for humanities and social science majors (0.4 and 3 percent, 
respectively) and much larger for business and economics and STEM 
majors (10 percent and 16 percent respectively). Column 4 shows the 
impact of a hypothetical one standard deviation increase in GPA on 
individual predicted earnings, while column 5 shows the impact of the 
actual group differences in GPA between law graduates and bachelor’s on 
predicted average group earnings. Because the actual group differences in 
GPA are less than one standard deviation, the predicted differences in 
column 5 are all smaller than the hypothetical differences in column 4. 

Thus, among law graduates who majored in humanities and social 
sciences, higher GPA relative to bachelor’s degree holders does not predict 
much higher earning potential (0.2 percent and 1.9 percent, 
respectively). Differences in GPA predict larger differences in earning 
potential for STEM and business and economics majors, but even there, the 
differences (7.6 percent and 8.9 percent respectively), are small relative to 
observed differences in earnings.66 Moreover, STEM and business and 

economics majors account for less than one out of four la~v school 
graduates. While the raw GPA gap would lead us to predict a 3.3% 
earnings advantage for lawyers (in column 5), the fact that they come from 
majors with little return to grades makes this a loose upper bound. 

We next look at scholarship or grant receipt but find no differences. We 
can see from the table that law degree bound students are academically 
stronger, but perhaps other students may receive more need-based aid. Law 
students do attend slightly more expensive, and therefore perhaps higher 
quality, colleges. This difference predicts an earnings difference of 2.4%. 
We also have a series of questions asking about the importance of career 

65 Simkovic, supra note 33, at 570-80; Valen E. Johnson, An Alternative to Traditional 

(TPA .fi)r ~¥aluating ~qtudent Performance, 12 STAT. SCI. 251, 251 (1997); Patrick D. 

L arkey, Comment: An A lternative to "l)’aditional GP,/t.for ~Valuating Student Performance, 

12 STAY. ScI. 269, 270 (1997); VALEN E. JOHNSON, GRAD~; INFLATION: A CRISIS IN 

COLLEGe; EDUCATION (2003). 
66 STEM fields tend to have the lowest average grades even though students in these 

majors have higher average standardized test scores and spend more hours stu@ing. See 
Simkovic, Risk Based Student Loans, supra note 33 at 570-77; VALEN E. JOHNSON, GRADE 
INFLATION: A CRISIS IN COLLEGE EDUCATION (2003); Heterogeneous Human Capital, 

Occupational Choice, and Male-Female Earnings D~fferences, 8 J. LAB. ~; ECON. 123, 

140-41 (1990); Black et al., supra note 31, at 375. 
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success, money, work, leisure, and education, which we aggregate into a 
normalized index. Lav~,ers are about 0.2 standard deviations higher than 
the bachelor’s degree population, which predicts a 1.6% higher income. 

In the third to last row, we see that each standard deviation increase in 
an 18-year-old’s subjectively expected future earnings predicts a 2 percent 
increase in actual future earnings.67 This may be in part because expected 

earnings are a good proxy for motivation, or because responses to this 
question reveal otherwise unobservable differences. Future law graduates 
expect to earn about 40 percent more than bachelor’s, or about two-thirds of 
a standard deviation, and these differences in expectations therefore explain 
a 6.7 percent difference in actual earnings. 

In the second to last row of Table 5, we see that a one standard 
deviation increase in high school standardized test scores predicts a 6 
percent increase in earnings, and that, because law graduates’ scores are on 
average 0.4 standard deviations higher than bachelor degree holders, group 
differences in test scores predict a 2.4 percent increase in earnings for law 
graduates.6~ 

Lastly we have a measure of parental socioeconomic status (SES) as of 
the individual’s high school graduation. This measure aggregates 
information on each parent’s occupation and education plus family income 

to give a score normalized to one for the population to be mean equal to 
zero, standard deviation equal to one. Law graduates do well by this 
measure, with a 0.33 advantage over bachelor’s degree holders. But since 
the return is only 8.6 percent per standard deviation increase, this translates 
into a 2.8 percent earnings advantage. 

We cannot simply add these individual effects to calculate the overall 
effect because our explanatory variables may be correlated with each other 
and describe the same phenomenon. Therefore, to determine the aggregate 

effect of observable differences on the earnings premium, we run a 
multivariate regression. Although we cannot account for unobservable 
differences that are uncorrelated with our explanatory variables, observable 
differences provide helpful guidance as to the magnitude and direction of 
ability sorting. 

Table 6 reports an OLS log earnings model run using the NELS sample 

67 A number of intrepid high schoolers reported expected future earnings of several 
million dollars a year. We capped expected income at $200,000 for about 1% of the 
sample which increased the quality of the variable at predicting future income. We used 
the log expected income to compute the predicted return, and so use the log standard 
deviation (0.51) in our calculation. 

6~ Law students typically do better on all portions of the standardized test, math, 
reading, science, and social science, although the social science gap is particularly large. 
We considered specifications that looked at test scores by subject, but the results were 
largely the same. 
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of those with just a bachelor’s degree. We include all variables from Table 
5, plus demographics such as race and gender. The results are consistent 
with our findings above, though many coefficients are smaller due to 
additional controls. The first column reports coefficients and standard 

errors of a model ~vith all the above variables. The second column excludes 
subjective earnings expectations, as these may be simultaneously 

determined with the choice to enter law. The coefficients in column 1 
suggest that a typical law degree holder would earn 10.3 (s.e. 2.4) percent 
more than a typical bachelor’s degree holder, even if the law degree holder 
had chosen to terminate his education with a bachelor’s degree. Column 2 

suggests a slightly lower 8 percent, as it ignores differences in expectations. 
In either case ~ve find evidence of modest ability- sorting that explains only a 
small fraction of the obsew’ed law degree earnings premium. The 
differences in ability identified in the NELS analysis are comparable to the 
differences already taken into account through OLS and quantile regression 
using SIPP, and we therefore do not adjust our SIPP estimates based on the 
supplemental analysis in NELS. 

This estimate comes with several caveats. First, because the bachelor’s 
degree sample is selected, the estimated earnings coefficients may be 
slightly biased. Similarly, measurement error in the variables can lead to 
underestimation of the coefficients. In unreported work we considered IV 

estimation that was consistent even with classical measurement error, and 
found that the net change was small.69 

Second, although we have included variables that proxy all the likely 
sources of difference between law graduates and bachelor’s degree holders, 
we cannot rule out the possibility of some remaining unobserved 
differences. The small difference in predicted earnings from test scores, 
grades, internal motivation, college quality, and parental SES suggest that 
on average, law graduates’ latent earning ability may not be strikingly 
different from others. We also investigated structural modeling approaches 

to identifying unobsew’ed ability differences. Those results, available from 
the authors, find some evidence suggesting, though not proving, that 
remaining unobservable differences are probably not a major concern. To 
the extent that any remaining unobservable differences in abilit), bias our 
la~v premium up, such biases may- be offset by the SIPP reporting bias 
discussed above. 

69Instrumenting college grades, test scores, and SES status by earlier survey values to 
purge measurement error changed our lawyer earnings ability gap from 10% to 15% and 
doubled the standard error to 4.2. We are unable to reject the null hypothesis that the 
original OLS version gives the same results as the IV version. The small change is perhaps 
due to the fact that downward bias in the coefficient for one variable tends to be offset by 
upward bias for other variables. 
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Third, the 10 percent gap is only about half due to the factors we 
discussed above. The other half is due to the race and gender variables we 
added as controls]° Thus the combined effect of higher grades, test scores, 
SES, college quality, and subjective expectations is quite small--about four 
to five percent. In addition, we already account for race and gender in our 
primary analysis using SIPP data, as well as including college major and 
proxies for ability, motivation and parental SES. These SIPP controls 
caused the earnings gap in Table 1 to fall from the first to second column by 
6%. 

In sum, observable differences between bachelors and law graduates 
suggest modest ability sorting. 

III. LAW DEGREE HOLDERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 

WORKFORCE, LESS LIKELY TO BE UNEMPLOYED, AND WORK MoRE 
HO~JRS 

The second step is to estimate a working life for workers with the 
degree and a working life for similar workers without. By convention, most 
previous studies have assumed a forty-year working life for both groups and 
focused on earnings of full time workers.71 This approach could over- 
estimate lifetime earnings for less educated individuals relative to earnings 
of advanced degree holders, because individuals with higher levels of 
education are more likely to participate in the workforce, more likely to 
work full time, less likely to be unemployed or disabled, and have lower 
mortality rates (higher life expectancy).72 Those with advanced degrees 
have a very high probability of surviving past age 65,73 the last year for 

70 We determine this by running the model with and without the demographic controls 
and comparing the resulting predictions. Excluding demographics, the predicted pay of 
law degree holders is 5% higher than bachelors. 

71 Cheeseman Day & Newburger, supra note 13 at 1-3, 8; Carnevale et al., supra note 
13 at 21-22; cf Schlunk I & II (assuming a 35 year work life). 

72 Cheeseman Day & Newburger, supra note 13 at 2, 8; Jeffrey Hemmeter, 69 Soc. 

Security Bull. (2009) ("Workers with disabilities are more likely to have lower levels of 
education"); Erika Steinmetz, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, CURRENT POPULATIONS REPORTS, 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES: 2002 P70-107, 8 (2006) (less educated workers are more 
likely to be disabled); OECD Education at a Glance 116-17 (2011); S. Jay Olshansky et al., 

Differences In Life Evpectancy Due To Race And Educational D~fferences Are ~?dening, 

And3/lany May Not Catch U}), 31 HEALTH AFF. 1803 (2012) (finding that within every race 

and gender group, those with higher educational attainment are expected to live years 

longer). 
~3 For those with a bachelor’s degree or higher, life expectancy at age 25 is greater 

than 82 for men and greater than 85 for women, and has been increasing over time. See 

CI~;NTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL AN1) PREVI~2NTION, HF, ALTH, UNITED STATES, 2011, 1)ATA 

TABLE FOR FIGURE 32, LIFE EXPECTANCY AT AGE 25, BY SEX AND EDUCATION LEVEL: 
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which we estimate earnings. 
As noted above in Part II.D., law" degree holders are more likely than 

bachelor degree holders to work full-time. Labor force participation 
(including either full or part-time work) is higher for law degree holders: 90 
percent versus 86 percent. We also find lower unemployment and disability 
rates for law degree holders than for bachelors--2.4 percent versus 3 
percent.74 

However, both individuals with advanced degrees and those without 
face some risk of being unemployed or involuntarily employed less than 
full-time. Other approaches that could be used include estimating earnings 
for all individuals with earnings rather than only full time workers, or 
adjusting earnings of each group down using estimates of involuntary 
unemployment rates or involuntary labor force non-participation rates. 
Another approach is to simply provide at table or chart showing the 
cumulative value of the degree depending on number of years of workforce 
participation, and encouraging prospective students to estimate their own 
work-lives. 

We construct synthetic lifetime earnings based on those who are 
working (part-time or full-time), or are involuntarily unemployed or 
disabled. We include disabled individuals because disability,, like 
unemployment, indicates involuntary non-participation in the labor force, 
disability and unemployment risks vary with education level, and because 
many unemployed individuals claim disability and show up in official 
statistics as disabled rather than unemployed.75 We exclude those ~vho 
voluntarily opt out of the labor force to engage in activities they value, but 
the value of which cannot be measured from current earnings, for example, 

1 o-r    76 raising children, or studying full time toward an advanced ae~ ee. We 
control for ability, sorting by using propensity matching to weight our 
sample of bachelor degree holders by their likelihood of attending law 
school.77 

UNITED STATES 1996 AND 2006. 
~ The unemployment and labor force participation figures in this paragwaph are raw 

figures, without exclusions of those caring for dependents or enrolled in school. The 
relative differences would be substantially similar with exclusions and controls. 

~ David H. Autor & Mark G. Duggan, The Rise in Disability Rolls and the Decline in 

Unemployment, 118 Q. J. ECON. 157 (2003). 
~6 For some bachelors and some law graduates, the decision to raise chil&en or pursue 

additional education rather than work may be driven by limited employment opportunities. 
These things occur both tbr those with bachelor’s and law degrees. In estimates available 
from the authors, including individuals caring IBr dependents and pursuing additional 
education in our premium estimates did not substantively change the results. 

v~ We use the covariates from our SIPP regressions in tables 1 through 4 to predict the 
probability of attending law school. We then use this probability, multiplied by the sample 
weight, to weight the sample of bachelor’s degree holders. In effect, "the more a bachelor’s 
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IV. THE RECENT EARNINGS PREMIUM OF A LAW DEGREE IS WITHIN 

HISTORICAL NORMS 

We estimate lifetime earnings based on historical data from 1996 
through 2011 .Ts Using long-term historical data to project future earnings is 
the most reasonable approach in employment markets that are subject to 
cyclical booms and busts. Labor economists have found evidence that 
skilled labor markets--including the market for law graduates--feature 
cyclical movements in enlry-level wages, employment, and school 
enrollments.79 The entry level is more variable than the occupation as a 
whole because it is easier for employers to refrain from hiring new 
employees or to offer lower starting salaries than to terminate or reduce pay 
of experienced workers. 

William Henderson argues that the legal profession is experiencing a 
"structural shift" due to globalization and technological change,s° 
Although the labor market for law graduates is not the same thing as the 
legal sector--many workers in the legal sector did not attend law school, 
and many law graduates do not work in the legal sector--the structural shift 
hypothesis raises several questions. 

First, is a profound shift currently observable in relative employment 
and wage data and distinguishable from ordinary cyclicality or past periods 
of change? Second, if profound shifts ~vill take place in the future, is it 
likely that globalization and technological change will disproportionately 
harm law graduates while leaving bachelors unscathed, so that the relative 
outcomes for law graduates can be expected to decline? 

With respect to the first question, we investigate changes in the law 
school earnings premium from 1996 to 2011 and find a cyclical pattern. As 
can be seen in figure 5 below, there are peaks in the earnings premium point 

degree holder looks like law- degree holders with respect to pretreatment covariates that 
predict earnings, the more weight the bachelor’s degree holder gets in our control group. 

7s In this section, we exclude a small amount of data from the end of 1995 because it 
may not be sufficient to reliably estimate earnings for the full year. See supra note 31. 

79 See Robert J. Shiller, THE NEW FINANCIAL ORDER: RISK IN THE 21ST CENTURY 132 

(2003) (explaining the concept of cobweb cycles); Richard B. Freeman, The Market for 
College-Trained 3/Ianpower: A Study in the Economics of Career Choice 165-67 (1971) at 
22-26; Shel~vin Rosen, The Market for Lawyers, 35 J. LAW & ECON. 215, 221, 234-38 
(1992); Ronald G. Ehrenberg, An Economic Analysis of the Market for Law School 
Students, NBER Working paper 2602 (May 1998) ("studies by economists of the labor 
market for lavxTers suggest that it is dangerous to project trends."). 

~o See, e.g, William D. Henderson & Rachel M. Zahorsky, Law Job Stagnation May 
Have Started Before the Recession And It May Be a Sign of Lasting Change, ABA J., July 
1, 2011 (arguing for the "structural shift" hypothesis but acknowledging that changes in the 
legal employment market have thus far been far been relatively mild). 
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estimate in 2001 and 2007, and troughs in 1999 and 2002.sl Although the 
earnings estimate has declined from its 2007 peak in recent years, the 
estimate remains close to (and slightly above) the long-term historical 
average. Indeed, the estimate was lower in the late 1990s and early 2000s 
than in the last three years, and the estimate today is about the same as it 
was in 1996. 

The data does not suggest that law graduates were unaffected by the 
recession. Rather, earnings dropped for both law graduates and college 
graduates after the late 2000s recession, and law graduates maintained their 
relative advantage. It is this relative advantage--not absolute outcomes-- 
that measures the value of the law degree. Our data suggest that law degree 
holders are not immune to economic downturns, but they have continued to 
fare better in the recent downturn than bachelor’s degree holders without 
advanced degrees. Moreover, long-term historical data remains a 
reasonable and appropriate data source to forecast future earnings 
premiums. 

Figure 5 below shows the log earnings premium across all age groups, 
by year. In figure 5, the solid line is the earnings coefficient. Above and 
below the solid coefficient line, the dotted lines represent the 95 percent 
confidence interval. The horizontal dashed line is the multi-year average, 
with each year weighted equally. 

Figure 6 below shows the log earnings premiums for exclusively the 
young, age 25 to 30, grouped into four-year time periods to increase 
precision. The vertical lines represent the 95 percent confidence interval, 
and the horizontal dashed line represents the multi-year average, with each 
four-year interval weighted equally. 

As noted above, recent law graduates have seen large declines in 
absolute starting salaries and employment levels, but young law graduates 
continue to do well compared to young bachelor degree holders,s2 In a 
supplemental exploratory analysis using data from the American 
Community Survey, we find some evidence that post 2008 cohorts of 
individuals who are probably young law degree holders (professional 
degree holders excluding those in medical practice) continue to have the 
same earnings advantage over bachelor’s as they had prior to 2008. 

81 One can statistically reject the null hypothesis that the coefficients are the same 
throughout the sample period. 

~ But see supra note 31. 
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Figure 5: Premiums in recent years are within historical norms 

Log Law Degree Earnings Premium, 1996-2011 
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Survey of Income & Program Participation; Authors’ calculations 

Note: Solid line is the coefficient. Dotted lines represent 95 percent confidence interval. 

Horizontal dashed line resents multi-year average with each year weighted equally. Ajoint test 

rejects the hypothesis that the coefficients are equal across all years (p<0.001). 
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Figure 6: Recent premiums for young law graduates 
are within historical norms 

Log Law Degree Earnings Premium, 1996-2011 
Graduates age 25 to 30 
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Survey of Income & Program Participation; Authors’ 
calculations 
Note: Vertical lines represent the 95 percent confidence interval; horizontal line 
represents the multi-year average, with each four-year interval assigned equal weight. A 
joint test rejects the hypothesis that the coefficients are equal across all years (p<0.001). 

Nor is a profound shift evident in recent employment or profitability 
data for experienced lawTers. From 2008 to 2012, employment for lawyers 
was more robust than for the overall economy--lawyers increased from 
0.41 percent of the workforce to 0.45 percent..3 After declining in 2009, 
gross revenue and profits per partner at the largest law finns increased every 
year from 2010 through 2012.*4 

83 See Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics. 
s4 See The 201l Am Law 200, AMERICAN I,AWYER, June 1,2011 (reporting increasing 
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With respect to the second question, although no one can predict the 
future, the recent data does not reflect a law-specific structural shift 
reducing the value of the law degree. To the contrary, our point estimates 
have in fact increased over the last eight years. 

This is perfectly in line with the general trend of large returns to higher 
education. Economists who study outsourcing and automation have found 
that work that requires complex thought and cannot easily be broken down 
into simple rules or algorithms is more difficult to automate or outsource, 
and this favors highly educated workers such as law degree holders over 
those with moderate skill and less education.85 

Predictions of structural change in the legal industry date back at least to 
the invention of the typewriter.86 But law?-ers have prospered while 

gross revenue and profits per partner in the top 200 finns); see also The 2012 Am Law 200, 

AM~;RICAX LAWTY~;R, May 30, 2012; The 2013 Am Law 200, AMk;RICAN LAW¥~;R, May 30, 

2013 (reporting similar numbers for 2011 and 2012). 
ss David H. Autor, Frank Levy, & Richard J. Mm-nane, The Skill Content Q[Recent 

Technological Change: An ~mpirical l~’xploration, 118 Q. J. ECON. 1279, 1322 (2003) 

(presenting empirical evidence that technology complements workers performing non- 

routine problem-solving and complex communication tasks, while replacing simpler tasks, 

and that this contributes to increased demand for educated workers relative to less educated 

workers); David H. Autor, Lawrence F. Katz, & Melissa S. Kea~ey, The Polarization of 

the C{S. Labor Market; 96 AXl. ECON. R~v. 189, 193 (2006); Alan S. Blinder, How Many 

U.S. Jobs Might Be Offshorable? l0 WORLD ECON. 41, 49, 58, 60, 75 (2009) (ranking 

la~Ters as relatively difficult to offshore); Kyoung-Hee Yu & Frank Le~5~, Offshoring 

Prof!)ssional Services: Institutions and Professional Control, 48 BRIT. J. INDUS¯ REL. 758 

(2010) (discussing the difficulty of offshoring professional services). 
s6 F. M. Finch, Legal Education, 1 COLL-Xl. L. R~v. 94, 95-96 (1901) ("cunent 

conditions [in 1901 ] are widely and radically different from those existing fifty years ago.. 

¯ the student in the law office copies nothing and sees nothing¯ The stenographer and the 

typewriter have monopolized what was his work . . . and he sits outside of the business 

tide"); tterbert ttarley, Group Organization Among LaNyers, 101 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POE. 

& SOC. ScI. 33 (1922) (complaining about loss of independence and "fratricidal 

competition" for clients because of the growth of in-house corporate legal departments); 

John L. Garland, A Punched Card Retrieval System ./br Automobile Accident Cases, 4 

M.U.L.L. MOD. Uses LOG. L. 130 (1963) (suggesting that punch-card based indexing will 

"help restore balance to legal literature searching"); John L. Garland, Computers and the 

Legal Profession, 1 t tOFSTRA L. REV. 43, 50 (1973) (discussing, inter alia, the time-saving 

benefits of a "computer-controlled typewriter"); Michael S. Landes, Project- Automated 

Legal Research, 52 A.B.A.J. 730 (1966) (noting that many lawyers felt "threatened" by 

computerized legal research using punch cards, magnetic tape, and microfilm, and 

describing such systems as part of a "second industrial revolution"); Louis M. Brown, 

Eme~ing Changes in the Practice of Law, 1978 UTAH L. REV. 599, 599-601 (1978) 

(discussing "disturbing technological changes" in legal practice from the introducing of the 

telephone, the typewriter, and also large changes from the introduction of female legal 

secretaries); id. at 602 (discussing pre-printed form documents and the photocopy machine 

as technologies that will make legal services more affordable for the middle class); id. at 

602-14 (discussing replacement of lawyers with non-lawyers and computers IBr various 
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adapting to once threatening new technologies and modes of worksT~ 
computerized and modular legal research through Lexis and Westlaw; word 
processing; electronic citation software; electronic document storage and 
filing systems; automated document comparison; electronic document 
search; email; photocopying; desktop publishing; standardized legal forms; 
will-making and tax-preparing software. Through it all, the law degree has 
continued to offer a large earnings premium while people with less 
education and less skill--filing clerks and secretaries--have seen their real 
earnings stagnate or decline. 

It remains easy to tell stories about how various changes will eventually 
have this or that effect, and currently impossible to falsify, since we cannot 
measure the future. One could just as easily list reasons why the value of a 
law degree will increase--higher compliance costs or more litigation driven 
by new healthcare lawss~ or by The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act or the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau;s9 
electronic communications and discover5, making plaintiffs’ work easier 
and driving more lawsuits;9° increased spending on lobbying and politics;9I 

purposes, and the erosion of the bar’s monopoly on legal practice). 
s7 Charles H. Wilson, Plains, Trains and Civility, 76 A.B.A.J. 77, 78 (1990) 

(describing the effect of word processing as "The client pays more and the la~.wers [work 
more hours revising briefs]" m~d also describing the fax machine and photocopier as 
creating more work for la~.wers); William T. Braithwaite, How Is Technology Affecting the 
Practice and Pr@ssion of Law, 22 TEX. TECtI L. REV. 1113 (1991); Douglas E. Litowitz, 
Has Technology Improved the Practice of Law, 21 J. LEGAL PROF. 51, 52 (1997) 
("technological inventions create new tasks and raise expectations, thereby canceling out 
the time which they save .... the law office of the 1990s is full of time-saving devices... 
yet we are working harder than ever."); Richard L. Marcus, The Impact of Computers on 
the Legal Profession: Evolution or Revolution? 102 Nw. L. REV. 1827 (2008). 

ss John Huffman, The Affordable Care Act in HEALTHCARE LAW: A PRACTICAL GUIDE 
(Scott Becker, Michael MacDonald, Kathryn C. Meyer, & Beth Essig eds., Matthew 
Bender & Company, Inc. 2012)("The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 
[as amended by the] ttealth Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 [is] 2,700 
[pages long and it] has already engendered tens of thousands of pages of rulemaking and 
promises many thousands more .... there are considerable gaps, ambiguities, unintended 
consequences and inconsistencies that will need to be addressed for years if not decades to 
colne."). 

89 Arthur E. Wilmarth, The Dodd-Frank Act’s Expansion of State Authority to Protect 
Consumers of Financial Services, 36 J. CORe. L. 893 (2011)(noting that Dodd-Frank 
removes federal pre-emption and permits more state regulation and enforcement). 

90 Richard D. Hurt, Jon O. Ebbert, Monique E. Muggli, Nikki J. Lockhart, & Channing 
R. Robertson, ()pen Doorway to Truth: Legacy of the Minnesota Tobacco Trial, 84 MAYO 
CLINIC PROC. 445, 452 (2009) ("The publicly available internal corporate records of 
tobacco companies are.., a valuable resource for litigation eflBrts."); Amalia R. Miller & 
Catherine E. Tucker, Electronic Discovety and the Adoption o fin formation Technology,, 29 
J. L. ECON. & ORG. 1 (2013). 

91 Michael J. Cooper, Huseyin Gulch, & Alexei V. Ovtchinnikov, Corporate Political 
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growing inequality and higher pay for corporate executives;92 renewed 
interest in regulation in the wake of the financial crisis or the BP oil spill or 
the shale gas boom.93 

The most sober interpretation of the recent decline in starting salaries 
and employment for recent law graduates is that it is part of a broad cyclical 
downturn following the shock of the financial crisis of 2007 to 2008 and the 
recession that followed. The historical data still offers the best, most 
obj ective indicator of value. That said, past performance does not guarantee 
future returns. The return to a law degree in 2020 can only be known for 
certain in 2020. 

V. TIlE PRESENT VALUE OF A LAW DEGREE IS SEVERAL HUNDRED 

THOUSAND DOLLARS MORE THAN THE COST FOR MOST GRADUATES 

A. Present value of a law degree at the start of law school 

In this section we estimate the lifetime present value of a law degree at 
the start of law school using data from the SIPP. This can be understood as 
the total economic value of a legal education.94 This value will be 

Contributions & Stock Returns, 65 J. FIN. 687 (2010); LanT M. Bartles, UNEQUAL 

DEMOCRACY: TIlE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF TIlE NEW GILDED AGE (Princeton University 

Press, 2010); Ike Mathur & Manohar Singh, Corporate Political Strategies, 51 ACCT & 

FIN. 252 (2011); Jt~rgen Huber & Michael Kirchler, Corporate Campaign Contributions 

and A bnormal Stock Returns After Presidential Elections, PUB. CltOICE (2011). 
92 Thomas Lemieux, The Changing ~’v2~ture of Wage Inequality, 21 J. POPULATION 

ECON. 21, 25 (2008) (linking rising inequality to rising education earnings premiums); id. 

at 30-31, 36; Steven N. Kaplan & Joshua Rauh, Wall Street and ~blain Street: What 

Contributes to the Rise in the Highest b~comes? 23 REV. FIN. STUD. 1004 (2010) 

(discussing the strong representation of la~Ters and financial executives in the upper 

echelons of compensation). 
93 Philippe Aghion, Yann Algan, Pierre Cahuc & Andrei Shleifer, Regulation and 

Distrust, 125 Q. J. ECON. 1015 (2010) (distrust increases demand for regulation). 
94 Our analysis estimates the value of a completed law degree, not the expected value 

of starting law school. All higher education involves some risk of non-completion. Law 

school non-completion risk is relatively low. Most studies report law school non- 

completion rates of 4 to 12 percent. ~SFe Timothy T. Clydesdale, A Forked River Runs 

Through Law School: Toward Understanding Race, Gender, Age, and Related Gaps in 

Law School Performance and Bar Passage, 29 LAW & Soc. INQUIRY 711, 734-35 (2004) 

[hereinafter "Clydesdale"]; LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS COUNCIL, OFFICIAL GUIDE TO LAW 

SCHOOLS (2012) [hereinafter "LSAC GUIDE"]; ABA, ENROLLMENT AND DEGREES 

AWARDED 1963-2011 ACADEIvIIC YEARS; ABA TOTAL J.D. ATTRITION, 1981-2010. 
To put law school non-completion rates in context, more than 40 percent of those who 

start 4-year bachelor degree programs do not complete those programs within 6 years. 

CHRON. HIGHER EDUC., COLLEGE COMPLETION: WHO GRADUATES FROM COLLEGE WHO 

DOESN’T, AND WHY IT MATFERS. 
Most law student attrition takes place during the first year of law school. ABA TOTAL 
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apportioned between the law student through higher earnings, the federal 
government as recipient of income and payroll taxes,95 and law schools as 
recipients of tuition revenue. 

We assume that law degree holders attend law school from age 23 to 
age 25.96 We estimate lifetime earnings streams from the age of 23 to 65 for 
all law degree holders and similar bachelor’ s, i.e., not just the population of 
full-time workers. We therefore incorporate differences in risk of 
unemployment or underemployment.97 We also control for the differences 
in observable characteristics by reweighting our control sample of 
bachelor’s to be identical to our law degree holders.9s For each year, we 
subtract the earnings of the bachelor’s degree holders from similar law 
degree holders. During the first 3 years while the law- degree holders are in 
law school, the bachelor’s have higher earnings than the law degree holders. 
We discount the annual differences back to present value as of the start of 
law school using real discount rates of 3 percent (nominal discount rates of 
6 percent) for our base case. This discount rate is typical in earnings 
premiums studies by labor economists, reflects the actual cost of capital 
typically faced by law students, and may be conservative in light of student 
loan prepayments.99 

We include a discount rate sensitivity analysis showing present values 
under alternate discount rate assumptions, varying from 2 to 4 percent real, 
or 5 to 7 percent nominal. In addition, we estimate internal rates of return 
(IRR), real discount rates that ~vould be necessary to reduce the net present 
value of a law degree zero,l°° in Tables 7 through 10. 

For purposes of calculating our base-case internal rates of return, we 

J.D. ATTRITION, 1981-2010. Therefore, the cost of non-completion, compared to not 
attending law school, is probably roughly two semesters of forgone earnings m~d tuition 
(around $55,000). Assuming 8 percent likelihood of non-completion, the expected value of 
non-completion is a loss of $4,400. Those wishing to include non-completion risk in 
present value estimates can multiply our results by the probability of completion (on 
average 0.92), then subtract $4,400. This would not substantially alter our conclusions. 

Individuals can construct more tailored estimates based on non-completion rates and 
net-tuition costs at specific institutions or for specific types of students. Completion rates 
vm.w by school ranking and by race. See Clydesdale; LSAC Guide. 

95 See Part V.C., it{fra. 
96 SIPP data suggests that the .typical starting age was historically closer to 24 or 25, 

but the trend is toward students starting younger. 
9~ If we had only looked at full-time workers, the difI~rences between men and women 

would be smaller, and the overall value would be slightly lower. This is because law 
degree holders are more likely to work full-time, and gender difference in earnings are 
partly attributable to differences in labor force participation and work hours. 

9~ Using the covariates from Tables 1 to 4, we estimate a probability of attending law 
school and then use "this probability to reweight the bachelor’s degree sample. 

99 ~?~, Appendix A for a discussion of appropriate discount rates. 
100 See Brealey et al., supra note 128 at 87-100. 
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assume annual law school net-tuition (tuition net scholarships and grants) of 
$30,000, or a total three-year cost of $90,000. This is consistent with data 
collected by the ABA on typical law school costs,l°l We also include a 
sensitivity analysis of our internal rate of return under net-tuition costs 
ranging from zero (a full scholarship) to $60,000 per year (which is slightly 
more than 2012-13 full tuition, fees, and books at the most expensive law 
schools).I°2 The IRRs are in the 10 to 30 percent range, much higher than 
any plausible discount rate for law degrees. 

Our estimates account for the opportunity cost of lower earnings during 
law school compared to the earnings of a bachelor degree holder who is not 
attending school.1°3 We assume that costs of living while in school are 
similar to costs of living while working full-time and that any differences 
reflect consumption benefits, and therefore need not be accounted for 

101 After excluding subsidies from state and local governments, the average three year 
net-tuition cost of a law degree is probably somewhere between $80,000 and $100,000. 
See AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, LAW SCHOOL TurFION, 1985-2011 (listing average 
annual in state tuition of $22,116 and out of state tuition of $34,865 at public law schools 
and tuition of $39,184 at private law schools in 2010-2011). 

ABA data suggests approximately $7,000 in internal grants and scholarships (i.e., 
tuition discounting) per student per year in 2010-2011, or $21,000 over 3 years. 
AMERICAN" BAR ASSOCIATION, INTERNAL GRANTS AND SCttOLARSttlPS, 1991-2010 

(showing $1,031,060,711 in grm~ts and scholarships in 2010-2011); AMERICAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION, ENROLLMENT AND DEGREES AWARDED 1963-2011 (showing total J.D. 

enrolhnent of 147,525 in 2010-2011). 
This suggests average mmual net-tuition of between $15,116 for residents at public law 

schools, $27,865 for non-residents at public schools and $32,184 at private schools, or 3- 
year tuition of $45,348 for residents at public schools, $83,600 for non-residents at public 
law schools and $96,552 at private schools, and implies a 20 to 30 percent average tuition 
discount. Lower tuition charges for in state residents at public law schools may reflect 
public subsidies t¥om state and local governments, or quality differences. We therefore 
emphasize out-of-state public tuition and private tuition in our estimates. 

~o2 See YALE LAW SCHOOL, NTUDENT BUDGET AND COST OF ATTENDANCE (last visited 
Feb. 11, 2013), available at http://www.law.yale.edu/admissions/finaid_budget.htm; 
COLUMBIA LAW NCHOOL, COSTS AND BUDGETING, NTANDARD COST OF ATTENDANCE (last 

visited Feb. 11, 2013), available at http://web.law.columbia.edu/financial-aid/costs-and- 
billing/costs-budgeting; CORNELL UNIVERSITY LAW NCHOOL, TUITION AND EXPENSES (last 
visited           Feb.           11,           2013),           available           at 
http://www.law-school.cornell.edu/admissions/tuition/tuition_expenses.cfm. 

a03 We assume that law students earn $5,000 in their first year, $7,000 in their second 
year and $12,000 in their third year with part time and summer work, for a total of $24,000 
during law school. SIPP data suggests typical three-year in-school earnings between 
$21,800 (median) and $48,000 (mean) for fulltime graduate and professional school 
students. Census data suggests substantial work hours among fulltime graduate and 
professional students See Jessica Davis, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND 
WORK STATUS: 2011 (Oct. 2012). A strong assumption of zero earnings while in law 
school would reduce lifetime values by around $24,000 and would not substantially alter 
our conclusions. 
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separate from opportunity costs of lower in-school earnings.1°4 
In addition to the lifetime value of the law degree, we also show the 

contribution of each of four decades of work to the total present value of the 
law degree. The first decade is the first ten years from the start of law 
school, including three years of law school and the first seven years of work 
after law school. The final "decade" actually includes thirteen years, from 
age 53 to age 65. The contribution of each decade to the value of a law 
degree may be of particular interest to those who anticipate relatively short- 
term participation in the workforce 

Our results are displayed in Tables 7 through 10. Table 7 estimates the 
value of a law degree for both genders combined. The table includes mean 
values, as well as the 25~h, 50th, and 75th percentile values. Rounding to the 
nearest $10,000, we find that the mean value of a law degree is $990,000, 
the median is $610,000, and the 25th and 75th percentiles are $350,000 and 
$1,100,000 respectively. These figures are in present value as of the start of 
law school, and are pre-tax and pre-tuition. In other words, these figures 
reflect the maximum that a combination of the government and the student 
should be willing to pay in direct costs, such as tuition, for a law degree. 
The Internal Rate of Return at the median is 13 percent in real terms, or 
approximately 16 percent in nominal terms. 

It should be noted that our 25th percentile and 75th percentile values are 
more extreme than the 25th percentile and 75tll percentile values for actual 
individual law degree holders over the course of a lifetime. This is because 
our percentile estimates are constructed synthetically, based on the 25th 
percentile and 75th percentile earners each year. However, most individuals 
at the 25t~ percentile or 75t~ percentile in a given year will move closer to 
the median in subsequent years. Tracking individuals over 3 years, we find 
substantial regression toward the mean, with those near the 25th percentile 
in the first year moving up on average 9 percentiles by the third year, and 
those in the 75t~ percentile in the first year moving down on average 8 
percentiles by the third year. 

These results suggest that even at the 25th percentile, the value of a law 
degree exceeds typical net-tuition costs by hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
At the mean and 75t~ percentiles, the difference is close to one million 
dollars. We therefore reject the claim that la~v degrees are priced above 
their value. Indeed, the value compared to net-tuition prices suggests that 
legal education is a competitive market in which surplus redounds to the 
benefit of student-consumers.l°~ 

104 There are over 200 law schools around the country, so students have a variety of 
options in te~ns of location. Consumption is generally a function of income and is likely 
to be lower when income is lower while in school. 

10s There are 202 J.D.-conferring ABA approved law schools in the United States, 
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B. Gender differences in the value of a law degree 

Table 8 estimates the value of a law degree separately for men and 
women. We find large gender differences at the higher end of the 
distribution. Rounding to the nearest $10,000, the mean value of a law 
degree is $1,030,000 for men and $820,000 for women. The median values 
are $580,000 each for both men and women, although the premium is 
higher for women in earlier years and higher for men in later years. At the 
median, internal rates of return are 11.5 percent for men and 14.3 percent 
for women. Higher earnings for men at the high end of the distribution are 
likely due to longer hours and increased labor force participation among 

men. i06 We find that married women work fewer hours, while married men 
work more hours. 

Even at the 25th percentile of women, our estimate of the lifetime 

earnings premium of a law degree, $350,000, exceeds the typical cost of a 
law- degree by a wide margin. That is, in spite of lower average lifetime 
earnings premiums for women compared to men, a law degree remains a 

good investment for most women who obtain a law degree. 
Table 9 presents present value estimates under alternate discount rate 

assumptions, and Table 10 presents internal rates of return under alternate 
law school net-tuition cost assumptions. Our basic result, that the value of a 

most of which compete across state lines for enrollments. See AMERICAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION, ABA-APPROVED LAW SCHOOLS (visited July 8, 2013), available at 
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/aba_approved law schools. 
html. 

Seventeen law schools were approved or provisionally approved t¥om 2002 to 2012, 
which suggests few barriers to entry. See AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, ABA-APPROVED 
LAW SCHOOLS BY YEAR (visited Jan. 20, 2013), available at 
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/aba_approved law schools/ 
by~ear_approved.html. 

The widespread use of tuition discounting highlights intense price competition among 
educational institutions, including law schools. See Robert E. Martin, Tuition Discounting: 
Theory and Evidence, 21 ECON. EDUC. REV. 125 (2002); Jolm A. Sebert, The Cost and 
Financing of Legal Education, 52 J. LEGAL EDUC. 516, 518-19 (2002); Robert E. Martin, 
Tuition Discounting Without Tean~, 23 ECON. EDUC. REV. 177 (2004); James L. Doti, Is 
Higher Education Becoming a Commodity? J. }{IGHER EDUC. POL’Y & MAGMT. 363 
(2004); San@ Baum et al., Tuition Discounting: Institutional Aid Patterns at Public and 
Private Colleges and Univen~ities, 2000-01 to 2008-09, The COLLEGE BOARD, 4, 6 (2010) 
(; see also supra note 101 (calculating a 20 to 30 percent tuition discount at law- schools 
based on recent ABA data). 

10~ Our results could be interpreted to be consistent with gender discrimination, if, for 
example, discrimination in promotions leads some women to drop out of the labor force 
after the first decade or two. On the other hand, some reduced participation in the labor 
force may be a voluntary decision based on work-life balance and family considerations. 
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law degree exceeds its costs, is robust. 

(7. 7he vahte of the law degree to the degree holder depends on federal 
tax rates 

Until now, we have not distinguished between the public and private 
benefits of a legal education. However, a prospective student deciding 
whether attending law school is a good financial investment will be 
interested in the after-tax value of a law degree. 

We therefore attempt to deduct costs that probably do not provide 
higher consumption benefits to higher-income, educated workers (but may 

107 provide public benefits) such as higher federal income and payroll taxes. 
In the U.S., marginal income tax rates increase as taxable income 

increases. Based on current tax rates and models from the Organization of 
Economic Organization and Development (OECD) and the Urban- 
Brookings Tax Policy Center, we estimate that the average effective federal 
tax rate on the law degree earnings premium is usually between 25 and 35 
percent, l°~ although tax rates could change in the future. 

We simplify our analysis by assuming that state and local taxes are 
equal to consumption benefits in the form of better local sew’ices, and 
therefore need not be deducted from the earnings premium.1°9 Similarly, 
we assume that higher spending on rent, food, and clothing reflect 
consumption benefits and need not be deducted. 

The private benefits of a law degree (i.e., the value to the law degree 
holder), can be approximated by multiplying the values in Tables 7 through 
9 by 0.7.ll° Thus, the mean after tax value of a law degree is $720,000 for 
men and $570,000 for women. For low earners, such as those in the 25th 

percentile, values should be multiplied by 0.75. For very high earners, such 
as 75th percentile men, or for those anticipating higher tax rates in the 
future, values can be approximated with a 0.65 multiple. 

~o~ See OECD, EDUCATION AT A GLAXCE 168, 170-75 (2011). 
~0~ See OECD, TAXING WAGES 2008-2009 at 109 (2010) (estimating that the 2009 

marginal federal U.S. tax rate was 21 percent for workers making $30,000 per year, and 
increased to 37 percent for workers making $100,000 per year). Marginal combined 
t~deral income and employee social securi~~ taxes cap out at closer to 30 percent for single 
earner married couples and those with children. Note that these numbers are larger in 
models that estimate "the "tax wedge" and include the employer portion of payroll taxes, 
which would be improper for our purposes. 

109 See Brian D. Galle, Federal Fairness to State Taxpayers." Irrationality, Ut{~imded 

Mandates, and the ’Salt’ Deduction, 106 MICH. L. REV. 805, 808, 813-14, 829 (2008) 
(describing the conventional view that taxpayers choose "the bundle of state and local taxes 
and services that they want, as well as limitations of "that view). 

110 Approximately 70 percent of the earnings premium will benefit the student, while 

30 percent will benefit "the federal government. 
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Except for our IRR calculation, we do not attempt to estimate the 
precise value of a law degree after the cost of tuition because tuition costs 
are not transparent. Law schools engage in extensive tuition discounting, 
and tuition sticker price is therefore a poor guide to the true net-tuition cost 
of a law degree.111 Prospective students and law school administrators with 
more specific pricing information may wish to compare the estimated after- 
tax value of a law degree to the individualized 3-year price of their law 
degree. 1~2 

Because we discount our present values to the start of law school, and 
already include opportunity costs in our present value calculation, 
comparing the cost of the degree to the private benefits of the degree 
involves a straightforward calculation--subtract the after tax value of the 
law degree from three years of tuition, books, and other direct costs that are: 
necessary for a law degree; do not provide consumption benefits; are not 
matched by similar costs for bachelor’s degree holders who work rather 
than attend school; and are not already taken into account through the 
opportunity costs of lower in school earnings. These costs, like our lifetime 
earnings premiums, should be discounted back to the start of law school, 
and interest accumulated during school should therefore not be included. 

Even at the 25th percentile and after subtracting federal taxes, the value 
of a law degree will still typically exceed its cost, although the private 
returns are substantially reduced. Income Based Repayment plans with debt 
forgiveness may reduce risk and increase the private returns on education 
toward the bottom of the distribution. 

D. Pubfc return on legal education exceeds’pubfc investment 

Public benefits of legal education include the portion of the lifetime 
value of a law degree that accrues to the federal government through taxes, 
reduced risk of unemployment and reliance on social sew-ices, and profits 
from student loan interest. The federal tax revenue benefits of a law degree 
can be estimated by multiplying the values in Tables 7 through 9 by 0.37.la3 
On average, the tax revenue benefit to the federal government of a law 
degree is approximately $370,000. For male law degree holders, the 
average tax revenue benefit is $380,000, and for female law degree holders, 
it is $300,000. At the 25th percentile, toward the bottom of the distribution, 

111 See supra note 105. 
112 Because we discount our estimated law degree value to the start of law school, 

interested parties can multiply annual net-tuition by three and compare the results to our 
estimates of after-tax value. 

113 The additional 7 percent represents the employer portion of payroll taxes. 
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the tax revenue benefit is approximately $110,000.114 
The public benefits are substantial. Indeed, the public benefits will 

typically exceed the cost of a law degree. Thus, on average and ignoring 
obvious behavioral changes, the federal government would hypothetically 
profit from legal education even if it provided legal education free at the 
point of sew-ice. Along with law graduates’ low student loan default rates, 
substantial tax revenue benefits suggest that concerns about harm to 
taxpayers from law student loan defaults or IBR-related costs are 
overstated. On average and even toward the bottom of the distribution, legal 
education in fact improves the federal government’s finances. 

High marginal tax rates on labor and progressive income taxation may 
discourage some individuals from pursuing a law degree, even though a law 
degree would be socially beneficial.115 The government could ameliorate 
these disincentives toward investment by reducing tax rates on labor, 
directly subsidizing higher education, or making educational expenditures 
more fully tax deductible. To the extent that prospective students are risk 
averse, income based repayment plans with debt forgiveness may help 
encourage investment in education. 

VI. LAW STUDENTS RARELY DEFAULT ON THEIR STUDENT LOANS 

Even though law students have relatively high debt levels,116 compared 
to students in other academic programs, law students default on their 
student loans infrequently. As shown in Table 11 and Table 12, law 
students are only about one-quarter to one-third as likely to default on their 
loans as students in other programs offering bachelor’s and advanced 
degrees. 

We estimate law graduates relative default rates as follows. The U.S. 
Department of Education ("DOE") reports cohort default rates ("CDR") by 

1~4 Assuming a 25 percent tax rate plus 7 percent employer payroll taxes. 

l~s Further empirical stu@ would be needed to determine whether these theoretical 
predictions match actual behavior. 

a~ According to the ABA, those students who bo~Towed for law school typically 
borrowed between $76,000 at public schools and $125,000 at private schools. AMERICAN 
BAR ASSOCIATION, AMOUNT BORROWED FOR LAW SCHOOL, 2001-2010. These numbers 
do not include undergraduate debt. 

Law- school debt figures exceed 3-year net-tuition costs. Debt likely includes 
opportunity costs, because students may borrow during law school to cover living expenses 
that they would have covered with earnings if they were not in school. Because we 
separately include opportunity costs of IBregone earnings in our analysis, debt levels 
should not be used as a comparison with the after-tax value of the law degree. Instead, 3- 
year net-tuition should be used. See supra note 101 and accompanying text. 
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academic institution, but generally not by programs within institutions. 
Law" graduate default rates can be approximated by looking at average 
default rates of law schools that report their default rate as independent 
institutions--that is, not as part of a larger university. Table 11 shows these 
law- schools’ three-year cohort default rates for 2009--the most recent 
three-year data currently available,lIT We can compare these default rates 
to the same three-year CDR measure for all postseconda~T institutions, l i s or 

for institutions whose highest degree is a master’ s, doctor’ s, or professional 
degree, i i9 

Across comparison groups, average default rates of former law students 
(3.3 percent) are substantially lower than those of former students who 
enrolled programs whose highest degree is a master’s, doctor’s, or 
professional degree (10.4 percent) which in turn is lower than the overall 
rate across educational institutions (13.4 percent). 

Default rates are not loss rates. In the event of default, after netting out 
collection costs and taking into account the time value of money, the federal 
student loan program typically recovers 75 to 82 percent of value.12° In 

other words, loss rates can be approximated by multiplying default rates by 

21.5 percent. 
The data suggests that loans to law students are profitable for the federal 

government. The federal student loan program as a whole is profitable.IzI 

117 2009 is both the first official and (as of this writing) most recent three-year CDR 
released by the DOE. Three-year CDRs provide additional time for students to default and 
the rates are therefore higher than two-year CDRs). However, our results on relative 
default rates are similar across CDR measures. Trial three-year CDRs are available from 
2005 to 2008. Official two-year cohort default rates are available from 1990 to 2010. 

The three-year 2009 CDR is the percent of graduates who entered repayment in fiscal 
year 2009 (from October 1, 2008 to September 30, 2009) and then defaulted within 3 fiscal 
years, that is, defaulted between October 1, 2008 and September 30, 2011~ See U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, COHORT DEFAULT RATE GUIDE (2012) at 2.1-5. 

a~s In addition to 4-year bachelor’s and advanced degree granting institutions, this will 
include many vocational and 2-year junior college programs. The relatively high overall 
default rate across institutions highlights the fact that law degree programs help bring down 
the average default rate on federal student loans. 

a~9 The default rates of institutions whose highest degree is a master’s or doctor’s 
degree will often be a blended rate combining default rates for both undergraduate and 
graduate students at the institution, including Ph.D, master’s, and professional students. 

~20 DEP’T OF EDUC., STUDENT LOANS OVERVIEW, FISCAL YEAR 2013 BUDGET 

REQUEST, at R-31. This high recovery rate may be due in part to the limits on bankruptcy 
discharge and extensive mechanisms available to collect defaulted fcderal student loans. 

121 ~ee DEBORAH KALCEVIC & JUSTIN I~[UMPHREY, MARCH 2012 BASELINI~; 

PROJECTIONS FOR THE STUDENT LOAN AND PELL GRANT PROGRAMS, CONGRESSIONAL 

BUDGET OI~’FICE, tbls.2 & 3 (Mar. 13, 2012) (projecting a negative subsidy, i.e., profit, for 

:federal student loans originated in 2013 and beyond). 
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Because law graduates both pay higher interest rates122 and default less 

frequently than other borrowers, legal education contributes to profitability. 
Law student default rates may be over-estimated because our sample of 

law schools consists disproportionately of low-ranked institutions. Only 

two institutions in our sample, U.C. Hastings and Brooklyn, were ranked in 
the top half of law schools in 2009 by U.S. News and World Report.~3 

These two institutions collectively account for only 11.5 percent of students 
in repayment in our sample, whereas the top half of law schools presumably 
account for approximately 50 percent of the population of former law 
students in repayment. We therefore also report adjusted figures for law 
schools, in which we assign Brooklyn and U.C. Hastings a combined 50 
percent weight. The adjusted law school 3-year CDR drops from 3.3 to 2.7 

percent. 
Table 12 contains information similar to Table 11, except that Table 12 

shows two-year CDRs for 2008, 2009, and 2010.a~4 Table 12 shows that 

although default rates have trended up across higher education during the 
post-financial crisis recession, law students continue to be much less likely 
than other students to default. Specifically, the adjusted law student default 
rate increased from 1 percent in 2008 to 1.7 percent in 2010, compared to 
an increase from 5.4 percent in 2008 to 7.1 in 2010 for students who 
enrolled programs whose highest degree is a master’s, doctor’s, or 
professional degree, and an overall increase across institutions from 6.9 
percent in 2008 to 9.1 percent in 2010. 

In fact, law school borrowers have had low default rates in ever?- year of 

data released by the Department of Education. Figure 7 below shows two- 
year cohort default rates for law schools (both adjusted and unadjusted), 
compared to two-year cohort default rates for bachelor’s and above 
programs, as well as all postsecondary educational institutions. The data 
cover twenty cohort years, from 1990 to 2010. 

12~ Graduate students pay higher interest rates than undergraduates on federal student 

loans. See Simkovic, Risk Based Student Loans, supra note 33, at 565-66. 
1:3 Universi .ty of California--Hastings was ranked 39. Brooklyn was ranked 61. There 

are approximately 200 ABA accredited law schools, so both University of California-- 
Hastings and Brooklyn are ranked roughly at the 75a~ percentile of law schools. 

1~4 The 2-year 2010 CDR is the percent of graduates who entered repayment in fiscal 

year 2010 (from October 1, 2009 to September 30, 2010) and then defaulted within 2 fiscal 

years, that is, defaulted between October 1, 2009 and September 30, 2011. See U.S. 

DI~;PARTMI~;NT OF EDUCATION, COHORT DI~;FAULT RATIO; GUIDI~; at 2.1-5 (2012). 
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Figure 7: Law students rarely default on their student loans 

Federal Student Loan 2-Year Cohort Default Rates by Institution 

type, 1990-2010 
Number in default divided by number in repayment 

16% "~ 

14% - ",," 
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6% 

4%-- 

All postsecondary 

?’\\\\\\’Y chelor’s and 

Law schools 

Source: U.S. Department of Education 

Note: Sample of law schools is similar to that in Tables 7 and 8, but includes Dickinson 

(3_990 to 1996), McGeorge (1990 & 1994), and Stanford (1993_ & 1992). Data was not 

available in early years for Southern New England (starts 1997), CUNY (starts 1999), 

Massacussetts Andover (starts 1999), Florida Coastal (starts 2000), Appalachian 

(starts 2002), and Ave Maria (starts 2003). 

These relatively low rates of default for law students cannot be 
explained by features of federal student loans such as income based 
repayment (which in any case is a recent program), limits on discharge in 
bankruptcy, or favorable collection regimes, because those features are not 
exclusive to law students. Nor can these results be explained by 
deferment--law graduates are less likely than undergraduates to pursue 
additional education. 

Although it is possible that default rates could change in the future as 
more recent graduates enter repayment, recent student loan default rate data 
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suggest that a law degree remains relatively low-risk even in a recession. 
Student loan default data undercut claims by Professor Chen and Professor 

Tamanaha that a large proportion of graduates of expensive private law 
schools are unable to service their debts. 

The data suggests that the law degree reduces the risk of distress by 
reducing the likelihood of unemployment, increasing labor force 
participation, and increasing expected earnings over the course of a lifetime. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

After controlling for observable differences, we find that a law degree is 
associated with approximately a 60 percent increase in expected median 
monthly earnings and a 50 percent increase in hourly wages, as well as 
reduced risk of unemployment or underemployment. We find earnings 

differences between men and women, and that these differences are due 
primarily to differences in hours worked. The law degree earnings 
premium is cyclical and recent years are ~vithin historical norms. Applying 

reasonable discount rates, we estimate the mean lifetime value of a law 
degree in 2012 dollars as of the start of law school to be approximately 

$1,000,000 before taxes, and $700,000 net of taxes. 
Median pre-tax lifetime values are approximately $600,000 (after taxes, 

$420,000). This suggests that, for most law school graduates, the value of a 
la~v degree typically exceeds its cost by a very large margin. Moreover, law 
school attendance provides a large benefit to public finances through 
student loan interest payments and tax revenue. 

There are a number of important limitations to our study. Although we 
control for some ability sorting using variables available in S1PP, we cannot 
rule out the possibility of selection or omitted variable bias. However, there 
are theoretical reasons to believe that selection bias could be either positive 
or negative, and these may offset each other. In addition, SIPP data has 
been found to underestimate educational earnings premiums, and we 
therefore are likely underestimating the value of a law degree. To the extent 
that selection bias is positive, reporting biases in SIPP earnings data may 
counterbalance it. We investigate ability bias using the NELS sample and 
find little evidence that those prone to attending law- school could earn 
comparable amounts with just bachelor’ s degrees. 

Another important limitation is that we are measuring population level 
differences in earnings. Individual outcomes may vary from those typically 
found at the population level, and we can only account for a limited 
proportion of the total variance in earnings. 

We also cannot determine the earnings premium associated with 
attending a specific law school. Because our data covers a representative 
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sample of law degree holders, the law degree holders in our sample will 
have attended a variety of law schools. Previous empirical studies have 
reached different conclusions about the extent to which the earnings 
premium varies by law school ranking and geography. 125 

Nevertheless, our results suggest that attending law school is generally a 
better financial decision than terminating one’s education with a bachelor’s 
degree. We report distributional data and differences by gender. Our 
findings suggest that even for relatively low earners, a law degree will 
typically more than pay for itself over the course of a lifetime. Even at 
many low-ranked law schools, student loan default rates are relatively low. 
Downside risk of attending law school is mitigated for individual students 
through income based repayment and related programs that spread risk. In 
sum, a law degree is often a good investment. 

Legal education provides a substantial financial benefit to the federal 
government. Because the federal government is a large diversified lender 
and tax collector, outcomes for the federal government will approach the 
population mean--which is highly profitable--and the government is 
therefore well situated to absorb and spread risks of investment in higher 
education. 

125 See, e.g., Paul Oyer & Scott ShaeIEr, T/re Returns to Attending a Prestigious Law 

Sc’hool (2010) (finding a large "elite" law school premium); cf Richard Sander & Jane 

Yakowitz, The Secrets of 3@ Success: How Status, Prestige and School Perfl)rmance 

Shape Legal Careers, 9 J. EMPIRICAL Lk;(}AL STUD. 893 (2012) (finding that earnings and 

likelihood of making partner depends more on individual law school grades than on 

institutional law school prestige). 
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APPENDIX A: DISCOUNT RATES 

Calculation of lifetime earnings premiums requires application of an 
appropriate discount rate to the stream of annual earnings premiums. 
Discount rates are used to convert future income streams into their present 
value. The higher the discount rate, the lower the present value of the 
future income streams. This article uses a base case real discount rate of 3 
percent (equal to a nominal discount rate of 6 percent), which reflects the 
rate typically used in similar studies by labor economists. The discount rate 
is also consistent with actual financing costs typically faced by law 
students, with empirical studies of subjective discount rates of the highly 
educated, and with student loan prepayment behavior by law students. 

A. A4ost labor economists use discount rates between 0 and 3percent 

Most studies by economists have generally either used a discount rate of 
2.5 to 3 percent equal to the risk free interest rate (i.e., the long term 
treasury rate) or inflation, or no discount rate.126 Some studies have related 
appropriate discount rates to the actual student loan interest rates faced by 
prospective students.I27 The corporate finance literature suggests 
incorporating the costs of financing into the discount rate. 

126 See Cheesemm~ Day & Newburger, supra note 13 (using no discount rate); 
Carnevale et al., supra note 13 at 21 (proposing a 2.5 percent discount rate); San@ Baum, 
Jennifer Ma & Kathleen Payea, COLLEGE BOARD, EDUCATION PAYS (2010), 12 Figure 1.2 
(applying a 3 percent discount rate); Dyer & Schafer, supra note 125, at 34 and n.20 
("[w]e believe that 10% is probably too large a discount factor"); Edward M. Gramlich, A 
GUIDE TO BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS, 2d.ED. (1990) (encouraging the use of approximately a 
3 percent discount rate in benefit-cost analysis). 

~ See Ehrenberg, supra note 79, at 21; tteckman, supra note 61 at 313 (discussing the 

traditional view that "if the [Internal Rate of Return] exceeds the interest rate, further 
investment in education is wmTanted."). 

Gas The corporate finance literature suggests using a Weighted Average Cost of Capital 
(WACC) that incorporates the costs of both debt and equiD~ financing. See Tim Koller et 
al., VALUATION: MEASURING AND MANAGING THE VALUE OF COMPANIES, 4th ED. 102-112 
(2005); Richard A. Brealey, et al., PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE FINANCE 8th ED. 445-63, 
511-512 (2006). Whereas the cost of debt is observable, the cost of equity is not. Instead, 
it must be estimated using theories such as the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), or the 
Fama & French Three-Factor model. Equib~ premium estimates are controversial, variable, 
and have generally declined based on recent empirical research. See, e.g., Eugene F. Fama 
& Kenneth R. French, The Equi& Premium, 57 J. FIN. 637 (2002) (arguing that equity 
premia should be estimated based on dividends and earnings rather than observed returns); 
Ravi Jagannathan, Ellen R. McGrattan & Anna Scherbina, The Declining U.S. Equity 
Premium, 24 FED. RED. BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS Q. REV. 3 (2000) (estimating that equity 
premiums declined from 7 percent in 1926 to 1970 to 0 from 1982 to 1999); Elroy Dimson, 
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B. Real student loan interest rates will typically be between 2 and 4 

percent 

Because advanced degrees can be financed 100 percent with federal 
student loans, the maximum financing cost equals the weighted average real 

interest rate on federal student loans. The nominal interest rates on federal 
student loans for a three-year law degree, estimates of the real interest rates, 
and borrowing limits are displayed in Table A1. In estimating real interest 
rates, we assume 3 percent inflation per year, which is slightly lower than 
long-term historical averages. 

Our estimates of interest rates faced by borrowers are probably too 
highlZ9--that is, the present value of the degree we calculate based on the 

figures in Table A1 will be too low--because we have not included tax 
incentives13° or generous loan forgiveness programs for low income 

borrowers. 131 
Table A2 uses the figures in Table A1 to calculate the weighted average 

interest rate for student debtors, depending on the amount that they borrow. 
The third column on the fight, Average Real Interest Rate, contains high- 
end estimates of the actual financing costs faced by law students. As 

suggested by Table A2, the likely cost of financing a law degree is between 

Paul Marsh, & Mike Staunton, The Worldwide Equity Premium: A Smaller Puzzle, 467 

HANDBOOK OF TttE EQUITY- RISK PREMIUM (Rajnish Mehra ed., 2008) (presenting long 
tel~n worldwide historical data suggesting that equity premiums are 3 to 3.5 percent). 

It is unclear how such theories could be applied to labor markets in which lifetime 
earnings are not tradable, investments can be financed 100 percent with student loans, 
interest rates are statutory rather than risk-based, and debt selwice payments depend on 
borrower income. 

a~9 We have not included origination fees. Origination fees may partially offset tax 
incentives and loan forgiveness programs discussed below. 

~30 See 26 U.S.C. § 221(b) (2006); U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, INTERNAL 
REVENUE SERVICE, PUBLICATION 970: T~a~X BENEFITS FOR EDUCATION 30 (Mar 21, 2012). 
(detailing education tax advantages worth at least $8,000 for the .typical 3 year law degree). 

131 Income Based Repayment Plans and similar plans cap federal direct loan 
repayments at roughly 10 percent of income per year for 10 to 20 years, after which any 
unpaid balance of the student loan will be forgiven. This reduces the costs of capital for 
low-income graduates and mitigates downside risk. In addition, many law schools offer 
their own loan forgiveness programs for low-income graduates or those pursuing public 
interest work. Philip G. Schrag & Charles W. Pruett, Coordinating Loan Repayment 

Assistance Programs with New Federal Legislation, 60 J. LEGAL EDUC. 583, 590-97 
(2010). 

A new federal plan, Pay As You Earn, is more generous, effectively capping payments 
at around 7 to 8 percent of income. See Alison Damast, Obama’s New ’Pay as Fou Earn’ 

Plan a Windfall.f!)r MI3As, BLOOMBERG BUSlNESSWEEK, Nov. 2, 2012 ("The new plan 

essentially eliminates any downside"). 
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2 and 4 percent real interest per year. 
The financing costs would be lower if any of the following occurs: (1) 

the law student is able to obtain private loans at lower cost than the highest 
cost federal loans available to him; (2) the student (or the student’s family) 
uses some of their own funds to initially finance the law degree; or (3) the 
student graduates and repays the loan before he or she leaves the labor 
force. Any of these actions would make sense if the alternative investments 
available to private investors, the student, or the student’s family offer a 
lower risk-adjusted rate of return than the interest rate on the student’s most 
expensive federal student loan. In fact, many law graduates prepay their 
loans ahead of schedule, which suggests that law graduates’ subjective 

discount rates are lower than student loan interest rates, and also that the 
interest rate on student loans is higher than the return on other investments 
available to law graduates. 132 

Similarly, actual financing costs will be lower than those in Table A2 
for former law students who are unable to make their standard loan 
payments. Thanks to new debt forgiveness and flexible repayment options 
for federal student loans, as income falls, so do debt service payments and 
therefore the student borrower’s cost of capital. A recent analysis of federal 
income based repayment as modified by the new Pay As You Earn program 

suggests that a law student would pay roughly 4.5 to 7.3 percent of her 
income as debt service for at most twenty years.133 Our estimates suggest 
that even at the 25th percentile, toward the bottom of the income 
distribution, a law degree confers a much larger increase in earnings.134 In 

other words, the downside risk of a law degree relative to a terminal 
bachelor’s degree is small. Real discount rates should therefore probably be 
toward the low end of a 2 to 4 percent range. 

C. Studies questioning the value of a lcm, degree use high discount rates 

Compared to the 3 percent discount rates applied in labor market studies 
by economists and suggested by the actual costs of financing a law degree 
with federal student loans, Professor Schlunk applies real discount rates of 
between 8 and 27 percent135 (i.e., nominal rates of 11 to 30 percent). When 

coupled with assumed low earnings growth, this effectively suggests that 

132 Within three years of graduation, 16 percent of law graduates in the After the JD 

study had no educational debt. Four years later, 36 percent of those graduates had no 

education debt. The percent of graduates with more than $100,000 in debt dropped from 

21 percent to 8 percent. Ronit Dinovitzer et al., ABA AND NALP, After the JD H: Second 

Results fi’om a National Study of Legal Caree~:~ (2009). 
133 

Schrag, FailingLaw Schools (2013) supra note 131, at 8-12; supra m)te 131. 
134 See supra Part II and Tables 1 through 4. 
13s 

Schlunk I at 11 ; Schlunk II at 318. 
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law graduates see their real incomes decline ever5, year of their working 
lives and peak in their first year after law school--an implication that 
several economists have explicitly rej ected as unlikely. 136 

Prospective law students have already delayed entry into the workforce 

by completing high school and college, and they are considering three years 
of additional education-related delay. They have demonstrated their 
willingness to sacrifice present consumption for a long-term investment in 
their careers. This suggests modest, or at least not idiosyncratically large, 

O- ’ subjective discount rates.137 Law ~raduates prepayment of student loans 

confirm s that their subj ective discount rates are generally lower than student 

loan interest rates. 138 
Professor Schlunk also assumes that an investment in a law degree is 

about as risky as a private equity investment.1~9 This seems implausible. 
Private equity investors frequently lose their entire investment--if they 
cannot service their debts, their equity may be wiped out in bankruptcy.14° 

By contrast, law graduates’ degrees and earnings capacity do not disappear 
if they cannot make a loan payment. Income Based Repayment plans adjust 
debt service requirements down when income falls, thereby minimizing 
graduates’ downside risk.141 The data suggests that even toward the bottom 

of the distribution, law degrees increase income by more than the cost of 
IBR payments. 

Like Professor Schlunk, Professor Chen assumes that law graduates face 
high risks of financial distress. According to Professor Chert, law students’ 
debt to income ratios immediately after graduation will often exceed the 
debt-to-income ratios preferred by mortgage lenders when they lend money 
to individuals to buy a personal residence, and according to Professor Chen 

136 See Ehrenberg, supra note 79, at 20 (finding that "la~vyers’ earnings grow at least 

initially at rates that far exceed likely rates of discount"); Oyer & Shaet~r, supra note 126 

at 34, n.20 ("[A 10% discount factor] suggests that real wages would be dropping for most 

of the twenty years we measure."). 
137 ~ee Ga~ S. Becker & Casey B. Mulligan, The Endogenous Determination qfTime 

PreJOrence, 122 Q. J. ECON. 729, 751 (1997) ("more patience may be the reason why some 

people choose to continue their schooling."); Glenn W. Harrison, Morten I. Lau & Melonie 

B. Williams, Estimating Individual Discount Rates in Denmark." A FieM Experiment, 92 

AM. ECON. REV. 1606, 1615-16 (2002) (finding that higher levels of education, skill, and 

income are all associated with lower subjective discount rates). 
~3s See supra note 132. 

a39 Schlunk II at 317 ("Perhaps the best way to analogize the relevant income stream is 

as a non-diversifiable equity income stream . . . that puts me in the mind of the income 

streams I confronted when advising investors in the private equity sector"). 
140 See Michael Simkovic & Benjamin Kaminetzky, Leveraged Buyout Bankruptcies, 

the Problem qf Hindsight Bias, and the Credit Default Swap Solution, 2011 COLUM. BUS. 

L. R~;v. 118 (201 
141 See supra note 131. 
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this suggests that many law graduates may not have "good financial 
viability."142 

However, the corporate finance literature suggests that the implications 
of financial ratios vary by industry.143 Professor Chen does not consider 

whether the debt-to-income ratios applied in the context of housing finance 
are predictive in the context of education finance. Nor does he consider 
actual student loan default rates of law graduates. We consider actual 

student loan default rates in section VI, and find that law student default 
rates are extremely low. This may be due in part to rapid earnings growth 
for law graduates, which reduces the predictive value of starting salaries. 

14~ Chen, supra note 20 at 1186-91, 1197-99, 1202-04. 

143 ~e, e.g., Bill McDonald & Michael H. Morris, The Statistical Validity of the Ratio 

Method in Financial Analysis: An Empirical Examination, 11 J. Bus. FIN. & ACCT. 89 

(1984); Michael Bradley, Gregg A. Jarrell & E. Hahn Kim, On the Existence of an Optimal 

Capital Structure: Theory and Evidence, 39 J. FIN. 857, 876 (1984); John R. Graham et. al, 

INTRODUCTION TO CORPORATI~; FINANCI~;: WHAT COMPANII~;S DO, ABRIDGI~;D, 3d EDrrlON 

41 (2011). 
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TABLE 1 : DIFFERENCE IN LOG EARNINGS BETWEEN BACttELOR’S AND LAW DEGREE 

Percentiles 
Full-Time 

No controls Controls Men Women Workers 25th 50th 75~h 

0.59 0.53 0.49 0.59 0.49 0.44 0.47 0.59 
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) 

Female -0.39 -0.22 -0.37 -0.30 -0.29 
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

College Major 

Business 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 
(0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

Education -0.25 -0.26 -0.24 -0.23 -0.21 -0.24 -0.29 
(0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) 

Science/Engineering 0.08 0.11 -0.02 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.08 
(0.01) (0.02) (0.03) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

Social Sciences -0.16 -0.11 -0.21 -0.11 -0.16 -0.17 -0.16 
(0.02) (0.03) (0.03) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) 

Humanities -0.15 -0.13 -0.18 -0.10 -0.19 -0.14 -0.11 
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

>2 years high school work in 

Math 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.06 
(0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

Sciences -0.00 0.02 -0.02 -0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 
(0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

English 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.00 
(0.O2) (0.O2) (0.O2) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

Foreign Lang. 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.06 
(0.01) (0.01) (0.O2) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

Public HS -0.04 -0.05 -0.02 -0.04 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 
(0.01) (0.O2) (0.O2) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

College Prep HS 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.06 
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

Observations                       109,211     109,131    57,450    51,681        85,689 109,131 109,131 109,131 

R-squared 0.02 0.11 0.09 0.05 0.13 
Year controls used in all columns but not shown. Age, race, and marital status controls used in all columns except column 1, but not shown. 
Year controls are year dummy variables. Age controls are five-year interval dummies. Sample are those age 25-65 with either a law or 
bachelor’s degree. Standard errors are clustered by individual. 



TABLE 2: DIFFERENCE IN LOG WAGE BETWEEN BACHELOR’S AND LAW DEGREE 

iPercentiles 
Full-Time 

No controls Controls Men Women Workers 25th 50th 75th 

Law-Degree 0.50 0.45 0.44 0.47 0.43 0.36 0.40 0.52 

(0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.04) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) 

Female -0.21 -0.15 -0.17 -0.18 -0.19 

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 

College Major 

Business 0.01 0.04 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.01 

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

Education -0.25 -0.24 -0.25 -0.23 -0.22 -0.27 -0.30 

(0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

Science/Engineering 0.08 0.11 -0.01 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.08 

(0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) 

Social Sciences -0.15 -0.11 -0.18 -0.11 -0.15 -0.17 -0.16 

(0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

Humanities -0.13 -0.12 -0.15 -0.10 -0.14 -0.14 -0.11 

(0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) 

>2 years high school work 
in 

Math 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.05 

(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

Sciences 0.01 0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 

(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 

English 0.01 0.01 -0.00 0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.02 

(0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0,01) (0.02) 

Foreign Lang. 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 

(0,01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0,01) (0.01) 

Public HIS -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.05 

(0,01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0,01) (0.01) 

College Prep tIS 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 

(0,01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0,01) (0.01) 

Observations                  106,869      106,792    56,153     50,639        85,689 106,792 106,792 106,792 

R-squared 0.03 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.10 

Year controls used in all columns but not shown. Age, race, and marital status controls used in all columns except column 1, but not shown. 

Year controls are year dummy variables. Age controls are five-year interval dummies. Sample are those age 25-65 with either a law or 

bachelor’s degree. Standard errors are clustered by individual. 



Law Degree 

TABLE 3: DIFFERENCE IN WEEKLY HOURS BETWEEN BACttELOR’S AND LAW DEGREE 

Percentiles 
Full-Time 

No controls Controls Men Women Workers 25th 50th 75th 

4.40 3.88 3.30 4.23 3.29 2.10 3.43 5.37 
(0.47) (0.47) (0.58) (0.78) (0.32) (0.42) (0.23) (0.47) 

Female -6.72 -3.40 -6.31 -3.13 -6.37 

(0.18) (0.12) (0.18) (0.10) (0.21) 

College Major 

Business 0.86 0.30 1.24 0.47 0.76 0.79 1.02 
(0.23) (0.30) (0.34) (0.15) (0.24) (0.13) (0.27) 

Education -0.23 -0.41 0.30 0.15 0.19 -0.17 0.43 

(0.31) (0.59) (0.36) (0.20) (0.30) (0.17) (0.35) 

Science/Engineering -0.33 -0,69 -0.50 -0.33 0.03 -0.17 -0,38 
(0.27) (0.34) (0.49) (0.19) (0.28) (0.16) (0.32) 

Social Sciences -0.90 -0,90 -0.91 0.02 -1.11 -0.25 -0,23 
(0.33) (0.51) (0.44) (0.22) (0.33) (0.18) (0.38) 

Humanities -0.86 -0,97 -0.73 0.16 -1.23 -0.52 -0,20 
(0.29) (0.44) (0.39) (0.20) (0.29) (0.16) (0.32) 

>2 years high school work in 

Math 0.76 0.83 0.66 0.34 0.57 0.25 0.58 
(0.23) (0.34) (0.30) (0.15) (0.23) (0.13) (0.26) 

Sciences -0.36 -0.51 -0,09 -0,27 -0.29 -0.17 -0.32 
(0.24) (0.34) (0.32) (0.15) (0.24) (0.13) (0.26) 

English 0.74 1.01 0.36 0.30 0.51 0.40 0.81 

(0.28) (0.38) (0.40) (0.19) (0.28) (0.15) (0.31) 

Foreign Lang. 0.15 0.44 -0.07 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.37 

(0.19) (0.26) (0.28) (0.13) (0.19) (0.11) (0.22) 

Public HS -0.21 -0.38 0.11 -0,45 0.22 -0.00 -0.39 

(0.24) (0.33) (0.35) (0.17) (0.24) (0.13) (0.27) 

College Prep HS 0.00 0.23 -0.25 0.18 0.14 0.09 0.12 

(0.19) (0.27) (0.27) (0.13) (0.20) (0.11) (0.22) 

Observations                    119,690      119,584    62,078    57,506       86,447 119,584    119,584    119,584 

R-squared                        0.03         0.16       0.15      0.14          0.05 
Year controls used in all columns but not shown. Age, race, and marital status controls used in all columns except column 1, but not shown. 
Year controls are year dummy variables. Age controls are five-year interval dummies. Sample are those age 25-65 with either a law or 
bachelor’s degree. Standard errors are clustered by individual. 



Law Degree 

TABLE 4: DIFFERENCE IN EARNINGS BETWEEN BACHELOR’S AND LAW DEGREE 

Percentiles 
Full-Time 

No controls Controls iMen Women Workers 25th 50th 75th 

58,824 53,327 56,787 43,284 57,649 17,344 32,280 62,200 
(3,114) (3,029) (4,101) (3,698) (3,392) (1,114) (1,255) (1,702) 

Female -24,373 -19,338 -11,561 -15,992 -22,460 
(649) (717) (493) (545) (727) 

College Major 

Business 4,471 5,260 1,820 4,864 820 1,756 3,416 
(941) (1,420) (1,000) (1,042) (637) (712) (966) 

Education -12,261 -16,896 -10,488 -15,074 -3,575 -9,433 -17,308 
(821) (2,011) (777) (996) (832) (924) (1,219) 

Science/Engineering 4,775 5,657 168 6,310 2,837 6,885 7,762 
(1,086) (1,492) (1,274) (1,225) (758) (847) (1,140) 

Social Sciences -7,668 -7,686 -8,183 -6,813 -5,047 -8,345 -10,991 
(1,160) (2,192) (1,054) (1,352) (884) (995) (1,346) 

Humanities -4,644 -3,778 -5,694 -3,316 -5,409 -6,948 -8,020 

(1,120) (2,035) (1,009) (1,315) (781) (862) (1,166) 

>2 years high school 
work in 

Math 4,482 4,775 3,870 3,975 1,923 2,894 4,449 

(752) (1,344) (734) (883) (618) (69O) (926) 

Sciences -189 230 -29 -206 124 415 508 
(811) (1,403) (815) (943) (633) (706) (944) 

English 894 1,862 -537 192 2,172 1,128 716 
(973) (1,497) (1,034) (1,116) (746) (830) (1,119) 

Foreign Lang. 4,269 6,261 2,094 5,177 1,020 1,960 4,000 

(672) (1,078) (656) (757) (522) (584) (785) 

Public HS -4,446 -6,127 -1,682 -4,987 -861 - 1,364 -3,385 
(1,109) (1,868) (968) (1,278) (644) (728) (998) 

College Prep HS 4,217 5,285 2,856 5,402 2,108 2,897 3,947 

(691) (1,124) (686) (793) (529) (591) (801) 

Observations              119,690     119,584     62,078       57,506       86,447 119,584 119,584 119,584 

R-squared                   0.04        0.13        0.10         0.09         0.12 
Year controls used in all columns but not shown. Age, race, and marital status controls used in all columns except column 1, but not shown. 
Year controls are year dummy variables. Age controls are five-year interval dummies. Sample are those age 25-65 with either a law- or 
bachelor’s degree. Standard errors are clustered by individual. 



TABLE 5: OBSERVABLE ABILITY DIEFERENCES BETWEEN LAW GRADUATES AND COLLEGE GRADUATES 

PREDICT ONLY SMALL DIEFERENCES IN EARNINGS 

A verage 

Bachelor Law 
Difference 

College Major 

t {umanities 14°/; 28% 14% 

Social Sciences 7% 40% 33% 

Business 23°/; 16% -7% 

S TEM 27°/; 7% -20% 

Other 29°/; 8% -21% 

Total 100% 100% 0% 

Percent 
predicted 

income change 
based on 

Percent Bachelor’s earning 
difference predicted from law 

graduate differences in 
characteristics 

3 % 

32% 

16% 

3% 

From a one std 
dev. increase 

-4.4% 

Normalized College GPA* -0.10 0.48 0.58 5.7% 3.3% 

College GPA by Major* 

t {umanities -0.13 0.31 0.43 0.4% 0.2% 

Social Sciences -0.11 0.51 0.62 3% 1.9% 

Business -0.17 0.72 0.90 10% 8.9% 

STEM -0.28 0.19 0.48 16% 7.6% 

Other 0.11 0.79 0.69 -2% - 1.4% 

College Scholarship or (}rant 0.49 0.51 0.02 0.1% ~0.0% 

College Cost Decile 6.32 6,98 0.66 4.5% 2.4% 

Importance of Career and 
-0.01 0.20 0.21 7.8% 1.6% 

Education 

Subjective expected income at age    $52,200 
$73.100 $20.900 10% 6.7% 

18 

1its Standardized Test Scores** 0.57 0,97 0.40 6% 2.4% 

SES 0.49 0.82 0.33 8.6% 2.8% 
The sample comes from the National l?2ducation Longitudinal Study (NELS). Number of observations is 1926. 
* College GPA normalized within each major. 
**High School standardized test scores, Importance of Career and Education, SES are normalized variables so that standard deviation equals 
1 for the overall population. 



Female 

Race/Ethnicity 

Black 

Hispanic 

Other 

TABLE 6: OB SERVABLE ABILITY DIFFERENCES BETW%EN LAW GRADUATES 

AND COLLEGE GRADUATES PREDICT ONLY SMALL DIFFERENCES IN EARNINGS 

OLS 
Dependent Variable = Log Income at 

age 28 for those not in school 

(2) 
-0.22 [0.03] -0.24 [0.03] 

0.05 [0.06] 0.06 [0.06] 
0.08 [0.06] 0.11 [0.06] 
0.06 [0.06] 0.06 [0.06] 

College Maj or 

Humanities (Baseline) 

Social Sciences 

Business 

STEM 

Other 

Baseline 

-0.04 [0.07] -0.04 [0.06] 
0.29 [0.05] 0.31 [0.04] 

0.14 [0.05] 0.15 [0.04] 

0.05 [0.04] 0.05 [0.04] 

College GPA by Major 

Humanities 

Social Sciences 

Business 

STEM 

Other 

College Scholarship or Grant 

College Cost Decile 

HS Standardized Test Scores 

Subjective Earnings Expectation at age 18 (log) 

Importance of Career and Education 

Parent SES 

Constant 

Observations 

R-squared 

0.04 [0.04] 0.04 [0.04] 
0.05 [0.05] 0.04 [0.05] 
0.08 [0.03] 0.08 [0.03] 

0.13 [0.03] 0.15 [0.03] 

0 [0.03] 0 [0.03] 

0.04 [0.03] 0.03 [0.03] 

0.02 [0.01] 0.02 [O.O1] 

0.01 [0.02] 0.01 [0.02] 

0.09 [0.03] 

0.05 [0.02] 0.05 [0.01] 

0.07 [0.02] 0.07 [0.02] 

9.18 [0.31] 10.14 [0.06] 

1,390 1,510 

0.16 0.16 
The sample comes from the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS). The samples is those from the 

NELS survey with just a bachelor’s degree. Robust standard errors in brackets. Humanities majors used as 

baseline. 



Li fetime val ue 

TABLE 7: PRESENT VALUE OF INCREASED LIFETIME, EARNINGS FROM LAW DEGREE 

(BOTH GENDERS COMBINED) 

Percentiles 

Mean 25th 50th 75th 

990,039 348,600 606,313 1,097,781 

Contribution per decade 

Years 1-10 

(Age 23-32) 

151,735 58,587 48,535 106,223 

Years 11-20 282,790 102,906 176,515 392,682 
(Age 33-42) 

Years 21-30 316,095 121,492 197,819 347,677 
(Age 43-52) 

Years 31-43 239,419 65,615 183,445 314,199 
(Age 53-65) 

Internal Rate of Return 19.0 11.4 12.8 16.9 

All work statuses, both genders, 3 percent real discount rate (6 percent nominal). Sample includes degree holders who are currently 
employed, unemployed, or disabled, but excludes those who are currently not working because they are caring for children, and also 
excludes those who are currently full time students. Bachelor degree sample is weighted using propensity score matching, so that bachelor 
degree holders are similar (based on observable data) to law degree holders other than law degree attainment. Reported values include the 
opportunity cost of attending law school, but do not include tuition or federal taxes. Internal Return Rate is Real (i.e., net-inflation). 
Internal Rate of Return calculation assumes $30,000 annual net tuition. Other figures do not incorporate tuition costs. 



Lifetime value 

TABLE 8: PRESENT VALUE OF LAW DEGREE IS HIGHER FOR MEN THAN FOR WOMEN 

BECAUSE OF HIGHER EARNINGS IN LAST 2 DECADES 

Men Women 

Percentiles Percentiles 

Mean 25th 50th 75th Mean 25th 50th 75th 

1,028,938 315,778 580,993 1,150,742 819,582 351,750 578,369 961,070 

Contribution per decade 

Years 1-10 
(Age 23-32) 

139,205 33,042 25,817 78,578 166,690 75,503 75,349 142,137 

Years 11-20 273,517 76,054 152,492 336,237 292,005 146,926 210,278 345,750 

(Age 33-42) 

Years 21-30 356,829 123,098 192,602 398,749 212,239 94,336 160,793 282,507 

(Age 43-52) 

Years 31-43 259,388     83,574    210,082     337,178        148,647    34,984     131,949    190,675 

(Age 53-65) 

Internal Rate of Return 18.4 9.3 11.5 15.9 19.3 13.3 14.3 18.5 

All work statuses, 3 percent real discount rate (6 percent nominal). Sample includes degree holders who are currently employed, 
unemployed, or disabled, but excludes those who are currently not working because they are caring for children, and also excludes those who 
are currently full time students. Bachelor degree sample is weighted using propensity score matching, so that bachelor degree holders are 
similar to law degree holders (based on observable data) other than law degree attainment. Reported values include the opportunity cost of 
attending law- school, but do not include tuition or federal taxes. Internal Return Rate is Real (i.e., net-inflation). Internal Rate of Return 
calculation assmnes $30,000 annual net tuition. Other figures do not incorporate tuition costs. 



TABLE 9: SENSITIVITY ANAEYSIS: PRESENT VALUE OF LAW DEGREE UNDER ALTERNATE DISCOUNT 

RATE ASSUMPTIONS (BOTH GENDERS COMBINED) 

Real discount rate is 2 percent Real discount rate is 4 percent 
(5 percent nominal) (7 percent nominal) 

Percemiles Percentiles 

iMean 25th 50th 75th Mean 25th 50th 75th 

Lifetime value 1,230,354    429,452    769,868    1,384,279 805,099    285,629    482,004    879,286 

Contribution per decade 

Years 1-10 
(Age 23-32) 

165,568 64,083 55,760 119,023 138,937 53,483 41,863 94,406 

Years 11-20 326,198     118,738    202,976     380,051 245,674     89,377     153,825    286,606 

(Age 33-42) 

Years 21-30 401,036     154,373    251,030    440,383 249,908    95,909    156,361    275,319 

(Age 43-52) 

Years 31-43 337,552 92,258     260,101     444,822 170,579     46,860     129,955    222,954 

(Age 53-65) 

All work statuses, both genders combined. Sample includes degree holders who are currently employed, unemployed, or disabled, but 
excludes those who are currently not working because they are caring for children, and also excludes those who are currently full time 
students. Bachelor degree sample is weighted using propensity score matching, so thai bachelor degree holders are similar to law degree 
holders in most respects other than law- degree attainment. 3 percent inflation (nominal discount rate real + 3%). Reported values include 
the opportunity cost of attending law school, but do not include tuition or federal taxes. 



Internal Rate of Return 

Annual net tuition 

0 

TABLE 1 0: SENSITIVITY ANALYSI S: INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 

UNDER AI,TERNATE LAW SCHOOL NET TUITION COST ASSUMPTIONS 

Men                                          Women 

Pereemiles                                      Percentiles 

Mean 25th 50th 75th Mean 25th 50th 75lh 

30.9 21.5 19.4 22.9 32.8 32.9 25.7 28.8 

15,000 22.9 12.9 14.3 18.7 24.2 19.1 18.4 22.5 

30,000 18.4 9.3 11.5 15.9 19.3 13.3 14.3 18.5 

45,000 15.6 7.2 9.7 14.0 16.0 9.9 11.7 15.8 

60,000 13.5 5.8 8.3 12.5 13.7 7.7 9.9 13.8 

All work statuses. Sample includes degree holders who are currently employed, unemployed, or disabled, but excludes those who are 
currently not working because they are caring for children, and also excludes those who are currently full time students. Bachelor degree 
sample is weighted using propensity score matching, so that bachelor degree holders are similar to law degree holders in most respects other 
than law degree attainment. Reported values include the opportunity cost of attending law school, but do not include federal taxes. Internal 
Return Rate is Real (i.e., net-inflation). Net tuition and lifetime earnings are in 2012 dollars. 



TABLE 1 1 LAW STUDENTS ARE LESS LIKELY TO DEFAULT ON THEIR STUDENT LOANS THAN STUDENTS 

EROM OTHER POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION PROGRAMS 

School(s) Number in Number in 3-Year Cohort 
Default Repayment Default Rate FY 

2009 (%) 

All Postsecondary Education Institutions 493,969 3,,680,040 13.4 

Bachelor’s and below 243,381 1,265,199 19.2 

£laster’s, Doctor’s or Professiona1119 250,588 2,414,841 10.4 

Law School Unadjusted 7btal 238 7277 3.3 

Law School Adjusted Total 195 7277 2.7 

Charlotte School of Law 0 2 0 

Vermont Law School 0 207 0 

Charleston School of Law 0 93 0 

William Mitchell College of Law 3 339 0.9 

New England School of Law 4 351 1.1 

San Joaquin College of Law 1 69 1.4 

Ave Maria School of Law 2 118 1.7 

Brooklyn Law School 8 457 1.8 

California Western School of Law 6 326 1.8 

University of California, Hastings 8 382 2.1 

Universi~~ of New Hampshire School of Law 3 146 2.1 

Albany Law School of Union University 5 223 2.2 

South Texas College of Law l0 371 2.7 

Southwestern Law School 8 297 2.7 

CUNY School of Law at Queens College 4 134 3.0 

Michigan State Universi~7 College of Law 9 295 3.1 

Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School 4 129 3.1 

New York Law School 15 471 3.2 

Phoenix School of Law 2 52 3.8 

Thomas M. Cooley Law School 56 1290 4.3 

Florida Coastal School of Law 19 436 4.4 

John Marshall Law School (Chicago) 26 502 5.2 

Thomas Jefferson School of Law 17 256 6.6 

Appalachian School of Law 9 127 7.1 

Massachusetts School of Law at Andover 19 204 9.3 

Source: United States Department of Education 



TABLE 12: RECENT COHORTS OE LAW STUDENTS CONTINUE TO HAVE LOWER THAN AVERAGE DEEAULT 

RATES EVEN AS DEFAULTS TREND UP 

School(s) 2-Year Cohort Default Rate (%) 

2008 2009 2010 
All Postsecondary Education Institutions 6.9 8.7 9.1 

Bachelor’s and below 10.5 12.2 12.1 

Master’s, Doctor’s or Professional1~ 9 5.1 6.8 7.4 

Law School Unadjusted Total 1.3 1.7 2.1 

Law School Adjusted Total 1.0 1.3 1.7 

Vermont Law School 0 0 0 

University of New Hampshire School of Law 0.7 1.4 0.6 

Charleston School of Law 0 0 0.7 

South Texas College of Law 0.5 0.8 0.7 

CUNY School of Law at Queens College 0.8 1.5 0.8 

Albany Law School of Union University 0.5 0.9 0.9 

Southwestern Law School 1.4 1.0 0.9 

University of California, Hastings 0.8 1.3 1.0 

Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School 7.1 1.5 1.3 

Brooklyn Law School 0.3 0.4 1.3 

Appalachian School of Law 0.9 3.9 1.4 

New England School of Law 1.2 0.3 1.5 

William Mitchell College of Law 1.0 0.9 1.8 

California Western School of Law 1.8 0.9 2.0 

.N~!!ch!gmES~t~..!~r~!y.~.i~!...~.~.!.!~..~!~.!~a.~ ............................................................................................... 0...~ ................................................ ~.:.~ ........................................................ 
Charlotte School of Law 0 0 2.5 

New York Law School 0.5 1.7 2.6 

Florida Coastal School of Law 1.6 1.7 2.6 

.~.~!~r~..~y~.!?.~!!..~.~...~.~!~f~.!..{~l~i~.~) ............................................................................................................... [.:.~ ............................................... ~...8 ........................................................ }.:.0.. 

.T.1!.on~.~.~...O.:..~!~}~.!~.~\~...S.�!af~! .............................................................................................................................. ~...~ ............................................... 2=7 ........................................................ 

Massachusetts School of Law at Andover 4.8 7.4 3.6 

Phoenix School of Law 0.0 1.9 3.8 

Thomas Jefferson School of Law 0.8 2.4 3.8 

Ave Maria School of Law 1.0 0.8 4.7 



APPENDIX TABLE A1: INTEREST RATES AND FEDERAL LOAN LIMITS FOR A 3-YEAR GRADUATE DEGREE 

Loan Type Nominal Interest Nominal less auto-debit Real Interest Rate 3 year borrowing limit 
Rate (%) incentive144 (%)145 ($) 

Perkins146 5 5 2 24,000 

Stafford147 6.8 6.55 3.55 61,500 

Grad 7.9 7.65 4.65 Remaining educ ational 
PLU S 148 costs 

APPENDIX TABLE A2: WEIGHTED AVERAGE INTEREST RATE BY AMOUNT BORROWED 

Amount borrowed for law Average Nominal Interest Rate less auto Average Real Interest Rate~45 or 

school ($) debit (%) WACC (%) 

25,000 5.06 2.06 

50,000 5.81 2.81 

100,000 6.34 3.34 

150,000 6.78 3.78 

200,000 6.99 3.99 

144 The Federal Direct Loan Program offers a 0.25 percent interest rate reduction to bonowers who use automatic 
withdrawal from their batik accounts to make payments. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ENTRANCE COUNSELING GUIDE 
FOR DIRECT LOAN BORROWERS 15 (2010). 

a4s We assmne 3 percent annual inflation. Annual inflation has averaged over 3 percent since 1914, and over 4 percent 

since 1962. See U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, Consumer Price Index, All Urban Consumers, 
available at ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/cpi/cpiai.txt. The Federal Reserve recently announced a short-term inflation 
target of up to 2.5 percent and a long-term target of 2 percent. Aki Ito, Evans ~2)n New Fed Consensus Linking Rates to 
Unemployment, BLOOMBERG, Dec. 24, 2012. 

a46 The nominal interest rate on Perkins loans is 5 percent. 20 U.S.C. § 1087dd(c)(1)(D) (2006). The annual Perkins loan 
borrowing limit for a graduate or professional student is $8,000. 20 U.S.C. § 1087dd(a)(2). Perkins loans may not be available 
at all institutions for all students. Students without lhll access to Perkins loans should adjusted their weighted average interest 
rate upward accordingly. 

a4~ The nominal interest rate for Stafford loans is 6.8%. 20 U.S.C. § 1087E(b)(7) (2006). The annual Stafford loan 
borrowing limit for a graduate or professional school student is $20,500, consists of $8,500 per year in subsidized Stafford 
loans and $12,000 in unsubsidized Stafford lom~s. 20 U.S.C. § 1078(b)(1)(A)(v) (2006) (stating the subsidized Stafford loan 
bo~Towing limit); 20 U.S.C. § 1078-8(d)(A)(i) (2006) (stating the unsubsidized Stafford loan borrowing limit). 

a4s The nominal interest rate for PLUS loans is 7.9%. 20 U.S.C. § 1087E(b)(7) (2006). The borrowing limit for PLUS 
loans is the student’s estimated cost of attendance, less other financial aid. 20 U.S.C. § 1078-2(a)(1) (2006) (discussing 
eligibility for PLUS lom~s); 20 U.S.C. § 1078-2(b) (2006). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 9:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 12-2-13 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips MondayShip. Hope you are well. 

One of the Iyostings below is entitled ~] The Cont~rence Realignmem Chart Grand-Daddy of 

Them All? ~ For two years now the Clips Conference Realignment Graphic has been the 

hands-down conference realigimaent graphic of choice. 

The Clips Graphic caught a lot of attention, and I got dozens of reqnests from subscribers to 
use it in presentations: conference meetings, presentations to Trustees, even the AD Summit in 

Santa Monica .... 

There have been 24 versions of the Clips Graphic, with upwaxds of 80 chm~ges involving 28 

conferences over the past two years. It has gotten more and Inore difficult to make the graphic 

look presentable and still fit it mthin the constraints of Clips[~ 540 pixels width, which is 

approximately five inches on laptop screens. 

But now, no less than the New York Times has thrown its hat, er, chart into the ring. 

Just yesterday, Saturday Nov. 30, the dogged researchers and expert graphics people at the 
New York Times came out with their own version of a realignment chaJX. They nmned theirs 

[] Tracing the History ofNCAA ConiErences. I~ 

Theirs is not ours, and onrs is not theirs. 

Whereas the Clips Graphics concentrated on just the past two years m~d included oJ1 D 1 

contErences; the Times ~ print version (holizontal) starts in 1980 and restricts itself to including 

iust ~ major~ football programs (so it includes only the eleven D1-A conferences, and not the 

20 D1-AA and D 1-A~%~k conferences). The vertical online version starts in 1965. 
Another difference, and this is a BIG difference, whereas the Clips graphic is about five inches 

wide (due to the constraints of laptop/Nblet computer screens), the print version of the Times 
chart is an amazing 21 inches wide. Their online version was converted to a vertical format, but 

squishing that onto a computer screen lenders it much less legible. 

All that aside, the Times chart is pretty amazing, and I give them credit tbr doing a great job. I 

say tomato, you say tomato? 

tlere’s a side-~-side of the Clips and Times graphics ..... 



Ib access the iVe~ York Times graphic click _k_t__e22e_._. 

Below are the most recent pos~tings on the Clips website ..... 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 



v~’v,twitt e r,co~Y~@Colle.q eAt h Clips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view- the articles (below-) on the 
w’ebsite. Kyou are not logged m you will get a biank white scree~ 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips LeR Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
~wwv.colle~_e_9_t__~_!l__e2tj__q_s___c_l_]p___s_:_c___oj__n_. or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this mai]ing list or change the email format please use the links be]ow: 

Change yore subscription 

Change your subscription 
Unsub~ribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 12:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, you have 11 friend requests 

You have new notifications, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since you iast Io~ged in, Here are some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



Floom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Publishing <Publishing@ameficm~baJ:.org~ 

Monday, December 2, 2013 1:01 AM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Biggest Sale of the Year-- Save 40% on ABA Books and CLE Products! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 3:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: A Commuter Train Accident in the Bronx Kills 4 and Injnres Dozens 

................ ] ~.’i~y~t ~:<I::A:::: i ~’id~,,: i3i.:iy~c:ii~,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business tgpo~s Arts ~ Media & Adve~Jsing 

Todays V~deo ~ Obituaries Ed~orials ~ Op-~ Ol~ihisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

More thin) 6o passe~)gers were injm’ed after severM train 

went off the tracks near the Sp~yten Dwvi] station on Sunday 

morning it~ what was believed to be the deadliest train crash it~ New York 

more than ~vo decades. 

,~ Videos: Governor Cuomo ~ ]he Scelse ~ gloom borg Visits 

, ~ Map of the Derailment 

, Changos to the Commute 

Thousands Demand Resignation of Ukraine 7~{ P~ot~ 
:Leader 

~.~i~ 

The largest showing of fuEv in 11 days over President Viktor F. 

Yatmkovieh’s refusal to sign political and trade accords with the 

Eu ropea~ U~ km earn e as sigt~s c~f fissu re emerged withi~ th e govern me~t. 

Insurers Claim tlealth V~;ebsite Is Still F|awed 

The site @peats easier to use for most people, but problems in 

the so--eNIed back end systems that deliver consumer 

infl:~rmation to i~surers still have not ])ee~ fixed. 

Editors’ Picks 



~ VIDEO: A Cornmmfily of Co- Parents 

David Dea~ bad ah’ezdy had one so~ through a ne~zork of 

lesbian and gay co-pare ~ts w ~en he met Steve I owinger. They 

had one more child together, at~d in {tie process, builk a large extended family. 

OPINION [ OPINIONATOR 

Thc Ini-c~minablc~ Ew~rlasi-ing IJnco|ns 

(Prologue) 

Did Abraham I~ncoln have a specific premoniiion of his death? 

World 

China L~mlches Moon Rover Mission 

If the mission succeeds, China will be the third co an tD’ to 

achieve a "soR" lain:ling on the moon, one that allows a craft to 

operate after descending. 

iran’s Hard-Li~ers Keep Their Criticism of 

N~1elear Pact to Themselves 

Unwilling to risk a confronh~tion with the st~preme leader, who 

has hackd the deal, Iranian hard-liners ar~; wNLing for a missLcp 

to m~leash criticism and huge protcsts. 

Thai Protests Tmon Volatile as at Least 3 Are 

Shot Dead 

,at least three deaths, and the demonstrators’ increasingly 

provocative moves, raised fears [hat the m~res[ could spread to 

other parts of Bangkok. 

I    car@rig I 

injured 
proleste 

U,S. 

Urban Schools Ahn for Enviromncnl-al 

Revolution 

Six big-city school systems are combining their purchasing 

power ko persuade s uppliers to sell heaI{hier and more 



en vi ro~ men t-f~ en d ly produ eL% like composts ble food trays, at low p~:iees. 

In New ~erscy Pi~ms, Trouble A~rives on Nix Legs 

A beetle invasion of New Jersey% Pinelands, said to be caused by 

global wam~ing, has drawn little attention, and scientists say the 

state has been too slow in its response. 

Union 

Comet, Thoaght Dead bat Fmmd ~Mive, Is Now 

Fading Away, Astronomers ..Nay 

z~ter sm~z~sing expetfs wiLh its ~sappeanmee and subsequent 

reappearance ]ask week, fl~e Comet ISON is now "~ought to have 

met its demise, 

tetime- 

more US !~ev,,’s 9o to NYTimes.com!U$ ~> 

Business 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Long on Cutting Edge of Print, New York 

Magazine Cuts Back 

Next year, New York magazine will be printed eveW other week 

as it shifts resovm:.es to suppot~ iks growing websihe. 

G|oomy Numbers ~rr Holiday Shopph~g’s Big 

~;eekend 

Over the course of the weekend, consumers spent about 

billion less on holiday shopping than they did the year before, 

aeeording to tbe National Retail Federation. 

DEALBOOK 
Jamia 

Q[~iet Boss at Citigroup Setting Tone for ~iall ....... Dimon. 
left, the 

chief of 

In an era of chastened Wall Street egos, Michael L. O-~rba[, the 

eb i ef of C~tJ group, b a s cultivated a workm an] ike d em ea 1~ or ou t of the spotlJ ght. 

Sports 

GIANTS 24, REDSKINS 17 

Giants Hope Late Com+~ba~:k Isn’t Too Late 

Trailing by 14-0 and later by ]7-14, tbe Giants %ught hack to 

beat t~e Washington Redskins, but dmir playoff hopes remained 

Tuck 

puisuing 



~E] Box Score 

Auburn’s wild vh:~to~~ over A]abama sets the st+~e for one ]ast 
naBonab[~fle coutroversy before ~he uew playo[f system ~akes e[l~’ct next 

3 General Managers Tr~m to One SchooI 

Dan Duquette of the Baltimore Orioles, Nea] Hm~tington of the 

Pittsburgh l~rates and Ben Cherington of the Boston Red Sox 

credit theh’ former coach at ~Mnhe*~t College, Bill Thurston, for 

thdv success. 

Cheringt 

held 

Arts 

[,~ts~ Mirrors, Insl-agram! #.ArtSensation 

Yayoi Kusama has hung 75 colored LF.D bulbs ~n a m~rro>l~ned 

room at the David Zwimer Gallery, and her creation has become 

~ Slide Show 

Bo)~ Don’t Rm~ Away From These Princesses 

Disney’s "Frozen" took in $93 million over khe hdiday weekend, 

palely because its marketing strategy played down the priestesses 

in the film, in order to attract more boys. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Covenl- Garden Alumnae Shine in a New Flower 

Tamara Rq~o, director of the English Nat~onM Ballet, and AlJna 

Cojoearu star in the company’s production d "Le Cotsain’." 

The 
English 

National 

Media & Advertising 

:Bud Light Hires Jolm Krasinski to Rift on ’Hold 

My Beer’ Meme 

The actor lmown for his role on "The Office" is part of a team 

creating YonTube clips on the popular theme of "bold my beer." 

actor 

John 

iKrasinsk 

ADVERTISING 

the first 

The executives behind "Mob City," a series on TNT about Los 

Angeles mobsters ~n the ]94os, are taking a new approach to promotion by 

hvee~ng "~e 8rst episode’s script. 

News From the Adver[isin9 Industry 

MEDIA DECODER 

Turnfa~g to Public to Back investigative Journalism 

13 nec, verage.com, a website khat will be announced on Monday, will allc, w 

journalists and noDprolSts to seek erowdsoureed f~mding fbr at¢ieles and topics 

like the Syrian war. 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Governor Cuomo Explaia~ Next 

Gov. A~drew M. Cuomo said the Metropo~i~m Transportation 

Authority will begin fixing the track as soon as the investigaSon 

~nto the cause of the ~’ai~ accident i~ the 

~ vmEo: Protests Tm°n Violent in Ukraine 

More than loo,ooo people took to the streets of Kiev on Sunday 

b-., demand the resignation of President Viktor F. Yanukovieh. 

The police responded to the protests with tear gas. 

, Related Ar[icle 

~ vmEo: S~te of Metro-North Train Crash 

Several cars on a train headed south fl’om Pou " gnkeepsie, N.Y., 

leR "~e tracks around 7:20 a.m. near the Spuyten Duyvi~ station 

under the t testy Hug~on B~idge. 

, Re~ated k~icie 

Obituaries 

_amdr& Schiffl’in, Pt~blislfi~tg Force and a Fmmder 

of New Press, Is Dead at 78 

Mr. Schifft~n championed the work of Jean-Paul Sartr< Giinter 

Grass, Studs TerkeL Michel FoucauR, Simone de Beauvoir, 

Noam Chomsky a~d many othe~. 

Williarr~ Stevenson, do~rna|Jst and Spy, l[s Dead 

at 89 

Mr. Stevenson, who ~wote "A Man Called Intrepid" m~d "9o 

Minutes at Enk’bbe," spent much of his career straddling the 

worlds of espionage and journalism. 

William 

Nata|ya Gorbanewskaya, Soviet Disside~rt and 

Poet, D~cs at 77 

Ms. Gorbanevskaya was arresLed after protesting the Soviet 

Union’s 1968 invasion of Czeehoslovalda, and laker confined to a 

psychJah:Je hospital for her writings. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The New Mayor and tlhe Teachers 

Bill de Blasio will need to make r~fficuIt changes in the next contract 

teachers. 

EDITORIAL 

Debt a~d Taxes 

U nless Congress acL~ soon, a law that p~)tects borrowers from unexpectedly 

large t~x bills wil] exl~ire. 

EDITORIAL 

A Swedish Retai|er Prontises a Li~ng V~’agc 

H&M has set an admirable and ambitious goal for ~elping workers in developing 

e-mntries, but it has yet to explain the details of the program. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sex an d the Sh~gle Pr~,e~t 
~. r.~ L~. ~.~. ~. ~.r~ 

There are hints that Pope Francis may take up the issae ~-~f a 

celibate, and lo~ely, eler&v. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beff:~r Pay Now 

Raising t~e rnin~n~m~ wage would help many Amez~cans, a~d 

~night actually be poli[ieally possible, 

, Coh~mn~ Page ~ Blog 

..... ~rugma 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

The M~n~nurn We Can Do 
LM.,:,~~iNi.’I.U’, ;I T Dt.:~.:E 

A ] o perce~t inorease in the mi~n~um wage would re&~ce 

poverty by aroand 2 percent 

The 
Minimu I 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times tram anywhere with out suite el apps: 

iPhone.K0 l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Ti~es Store >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 

About This Email 

lhis is an automated emaiL Please do net ~epiy directly to this email 

You received [his message because yell signed up [sr NYTirnes,com’s Today’s Headflnes newsierter, 

As a member of the IRLJSIe privacy program, we are commi,ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manege Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 4:01 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&~> 

Harmoni~d EuropeaJ~ Principals tbr Oversight of FinanciaJ Products Development (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Client Alert 

Harmonised European Principals for Oversight of 
Financial Products Development 

CONTA©T US AT: 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foelster LLP 
425 Market Street 

San F!an(:isco, CA 94~05 

On November 28, 2013, the European Supervisory Authorities ("ESAs") 

issued a joint paper (the "Joint Position") setting out eight high level 

principles, intended to form a harmonised, cross-sector approach to the 

regulation of the development and governance processes to be observed 

by the originators of financial products and services in Europe. These are 

not intended to be directly applicable to financial institutions, but instead 

are to be guiding principles, within which each of the 3 ESAs will in time, 

develop more detailed provisions which will be applicable to institutions 

operating in their respective financial sectors (banking, 

pensions/insurance and securities/derivatives). The principles are the 

outcome of a survey of national competent authorities in the EU ("NCAs"), 

aimed at highlighting failures in product development and governance 

processes However, they are not seeking to introduce any additional 

product approval, licensing or prohibition powers for NCAs. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~,vww.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 6:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Last Chance Special Offer from PlayMakers 

Last Chance to Buy One Get One 50% Off! 
Hello online shoppers! Here’s your last chance to take advantage of a very special deal 
from PlayMakers. 

Buy one Section A ticket to the following performances, 
get 50% off a second ticket!* 

CLICK HERE to place your online order TODAY ONLY (until midnight) using promo 
code CYBERMONDAY13. 
Take advantage of this offer Cyber Monday offer NOWto lock in your seats to our 
upcoming Mainstage shows at this special price. 
And don’t forget to get your tickets to The Tempest and Met~mo~’phoses. 
MUST CLOSE Dec 8! 

We look forward to seeing you soon at PlayMakers. 

*This offer cannot be applied to previously purchased tickets or combined with other offers or 
~ii discouats. ALl sales are final. Each ticket will be reflect a 25% discount. ¯ .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Retail Banking Conference <conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 6:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Cyber Sale’. One Day Only... Save $250 

~The Sale Limited-~fer Save $250 conference Use code CYBER. Free Save Now ~ber your regist~tioa. Shipping 

[~ ABOUT, CONTA~, P~ACY 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - Retai~ Banking as: Ibroome@email unc.edu 

To Unsubscribe from receivinrj further promotional email from Co~ference - Retail Banking, 

[,3 update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists, Click 

Customer Service: 8oo-8o3-2424, SomeeMedia, One State S h’eet Plaza, 27t[x Floor, New York, NY 10004 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 6:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Dec. 2: M&A as Debt Collection; ’Skin in the Game’ and GSE Reform 

....... ~ °°.~ ~ ° °~ ~ WebSe~nit~a~s 

MON DAY, DECEMBER 2, 2013 

Today’s Top Stories COMPLETE ISSUE 

Refor~ Deba~e ..... 

The Senate Banking Committee is making 
progress toward drafting legislation to overhaul 
the mortgage finance market, but one of the 
biggest unresolved issues is how much skin in 
the game private market participants must have 
in return for a government guarantee. 

Heartland Financial USA’s unusual acquisition of 
Freedom Bank in Sterling, Ill., seems to be more 
about collecting on a debt than strategic M&A. 
Such moves are uncommon but have happened 
in the last few years -- and they can work. 

CFPB Requests Processing information 

from Student Loan Servicers 

In a letter to servicers, a top CFPB official 
requests that student loan servicers show the 
options they’ve made available to borrowers who 
want to make extra payments on their loans. 

CFPB Action Against Payday Lenders 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has 
taken a cautious approach to its oversight of 
payday lenders so far, but is likely to issue new 
regulations covering the industry next year, 
according to several observers. 

PNC Uses Big Data to Find Virtual Wallet 
Prospects 

PNC’s new video ads, which air on websites like 
Hulu, are targeted to viewers based on lifestyle 
and, it is hoped, will gain the Pittsburgh bank 
more customers. 

Why Capita~ is Key Battleground in GSK 
Reform Debate 

The Senate Banking Committee is making 
progress toward drafting legislation to overhaul 
the mortgage finance market, but one of the 
biggest unresolved issues is how much skin in 
the game private market participants must have 
in return for a government guarantee= 

iSSUe 
changes to create 

opportunities to grow 

u View corn ~an~ market share and revenue 

i~’~e~ 
in financial services. Join 

us in NYC, December 5-6, 

B ~ ~ 2013. 

SPECIAL REPORT                  ~ 

The FinTech 100 

~ 
FIS and          ~ 

Tata once 
again top 
¯ e annual 
FinTech 

100 ~ist of vendors, 
Enabling the delivery of 

ranked by revenue; high quality financial 

Packard lead the 
Pursue operational 

pack of tech to market. To stay 

companies se~ing competitive in today’s 

multiple industries; companies must quickly 

and Bionym and and effectively deliver 

Silver Tail are among quality products and 

the 10 Tech consumer demand. 
Companies to Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 
Watch. pursue operational 

Wealth to market. 
Management 

~ 
W ealth 
management 

has            ~ 
reached a        " 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 

from your iPad and 

corners and receive essential news, 

regulators to crack analysis and tools all at 

your finge~ips. From the 

questionable to community banking and 

practices. All this consumer finance news, 

applies to big banks, app provides you with the 

which thirst for comprehensive 

build your business - 

and small banks, accessible anytime, 

which are jumping anywhere. 

headlong into the 
business and 



First Internet Bank in Indianapolis raised $29.1 
million through a public offering. 

CFPB Requests Processing information 
fron~ Student Loan Servicers 

In a letter to servicers, a top CFPB official 
requests that student loan servicers show the 
options they’ve made available to borrowers who 
want to make extra payments on their loans. 

An M&A Deal That May Have Settled a Score 

Heartland Financial USA’s unusual acquisition of 
Freedom Bank in Sterling, Ill., seems to be more 
about collecting on a debt than strategic M&A. 
Such moves are uncommon but have happened 
in the last few years -- and they can work. 

catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information 
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One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 7:01 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

December 2, 2013: LawmakePs on Both Sites Doubt HealthCare.gov Site... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

  iNACD 

Law~akers on Both Sites Doubt NealthCare,gov Site ’Fixed;’ ~nsurers 
Seek to Bypass 

"Skeptical Republicans and hopelul Democrats alike brushed aside ~he glowing 
report ca[d on repairs to HealthCa[e.gov issued by the Obama administration 
Sunday," notes the Washington Times (Dec. 2, Howell Jr.), "w~th ~awmakers on 
both s~des acknowledging the p~sJdent’s team has tougher work ahead." The 
De~a~tmenl of Hea~th and Human Services stated Sunday that ~t has met the 
Dec. 1 deadli£e imposed by 1he W~te House 1o shore up the major 9~tches that 
have been hamstringing He~ithC~re.gov. since its nationwide ro~out two months 
ead~er. Jeff Zien~s, a management consultant tapped by the Obama 
admin~st[ation to oversee the repairs, said traffic on the s~te has indeed 
increased. He added, "HealthCsre.gov, on Dec. 1, is night and day from where ~t 
was on OcL 1 ." Hea]~hCare.gov ~ndeed now ~aces its ~oughes~ tes~ yet as 
consumers who encountered early problems return 1o the webs~te before the Dec. 
23 enrollment deadline to gain coverage by Jam 1. ~M~elher the s~le can handle 
another rush remains an open question. Former Sen. Evan Bayh (Dqnd.) 
remarks, "F~rs~ impressions ~end to be ~asbng, so it’s going to ~ake some [~me in 
the oou[t of public op~n~on to 1urn this tMng around." 

The Wall St[net Journal (Dec. 2, Radnolsky, $cha~z, Ante) further no~es that 
"insurers and some states are continuing ~o look Io[ ways ~o bypass ~he balky 
technology underpinning the hea~lh-ca~e ~aw." James Wadle~gh, cMef h~fo~mation 
officer of Connecticut’s exchange, is now looking at having a new vendor suppod 
~den~ity verification in addition to the federa~ vendor. He is a~so pushing haiti to be 
able to tap slale databases to validate ~ncomes and ~s searching for a way to 
p[ove people were legal [esidents w~thout depending on U.S. data. "Wad~e~gh 
said he wan~s Connecticut ~o be se~f~re~ant and serve ~s residents even when the 
fede[a~ governmen~ has to ~ake down par~s of its technology for maintenance," 
repo~ls the Joumal~ "Some olher slales are walcMng his effod~" 

The Washington Post (Dec. 2, Sullivan) adds tha~ whether the health-care law 
moving fo~,vard is the disaster that some Republicans foresee or the vindication 
that Democrats a~e betting it w~ be "wi~ speak volumes about the 2014 m~dterm 
e~ections." A majority of voters said in ~ ~ecent Post-ABC po~ that a 
cong[essional caRd,date’s suppor~ for or opposition ~o the ~aw would a~fect their 
vote~ "That means greater atlenfion moving forward to questions about whether a 
h~gh enough percentage d young and healthy people will s~gn up fo[ coverage to 
make ~he law a success," s~ates ~he newspaper. "~t means mole questions 
about how far Democratic lawmake~ w~l move ahead w~th ~eg~s~afive proposals 
to a~ow Americans to stay on their p~ans even as Obama has announced Ms 
own fix." Fu~hermore, ~t means key dead~ines down the road will be g~ven extra 
scrutiny. As for Healthcare.gov, questions do linger about "back-end" 
pedermance and ave[age response lime. 

20!4 NAgD B~a~d Leadership �~r~fe~en~ ............................................................... 

Register Before Dec, 31 and Save $800! 

Check for late-breaking news 

af~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

Upcoming NACD 



Don’t miss the premier event of the year for directors, by directors--the NACD 
Board Leadership Conference Oct. 12L14, 2014, a~ the Gaylord National 

Resod and Convention Cosier in National Harbor, MaP~’land. 

Past Speakers Include: 

Mary .1o White, Chair, Securities arrd Exchange Cornrnissien 

Andrew McKenna St., Chairman, McDonaldL~; 
No~. ~yron Steele, Chief Justice, Supreme Coud of De~awa[e 
He~e~e Gay~e, D#ectof, Coca-Cola Co., Colga~e-Palmo~kze Co. 

Past Session Topics Include: 

Board/C-suite expectations 
Asymmetric irrformatien risk 
Human capital management 
Emerging technology 
D&O liability 
CEO succession planning 

Learn more and register today, 

2014 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
Oct. I244, 2014 
Gay~ord National Resort & Convention Center 
Nationa~ Harbor, Maryland 

Audit and Finance 

More U.S. Companies Opening High-Tech Factories in Mexico 

Faced wi~h ris#rg wages in China and high shipping costs, r~ports the Los 
Angeles Times (Nov. 29, Li), a grewing number of Amedcan businesses are 
opening h~gh-tech factories closer to home. "Called ’nearshoring,’" the Times 
notes, "businesses are moving production to Mexico, Canada, and other nearby 
countries to take advantage of ~heJr proximity ~o the U.Si’ Foreign investmen~ 
Mexico, for instance, soared more than 50 percent to $7.4 b~]]~on from 2009 to 
~ast year. ~th~n the next two years, the average cost of production in Mexico 
on pace to be 6 percen~ lower than CMna and as much as 30 pe[cen~ be~ow such 
countries as Germany and Japan. Mexico, 1hough, has its share of proMems. 
"Companies that don’t produce their own goods can have s hard time findh~g the 
dght th~[d-pady manufacturer in a count~ that can’t compete yet w~th Ch~na’s 
dense supplier base and s~rong manufacturing inflast[ucture," notes 
addition, Mexico just passed fisca~ referms that h~c~ude 
owned companies and other businesses, heightening concerns that foreign firms 
m~ght ~eave the coun[ry~ 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

U.B. Businesses Alarmed by Senate Plan on Corporate Taxes 

U.S. companies have for years been clamoring for Capitol Hill lawmakers to wipe 
out a profusion of speciaFinterest tax breaks and use the proceeds to cut the 35 
percent tax on corporate profits, reports ~he Washington Post (Nov. 29, 
Montgomery). Last week, Senate F#~ance Committee Chairman Max Baucus (D- 
Most.) ro~ed oul a tdo of proposals 1o do ~usl that. Howeveq the ~eaction from the 
business community has been far from positive. Dorothy Coleman, chief tax 
lobbyist ~or the National Association of Manufac[ureB, remarks, "There are 
ceda~nly a ~ot of red flags h~ 1here that are really very concemh~g to us." She and 
others lament that the proposals would h~pose an ~mmed~ate 20 percent tax on 
roughly $2 trillion in p~fits accumulated overseas, end the practice o~ #~definJtely 
defemng U.8. taxes on io~ign earn#~gs, and sharply curtail the ability of 
companies to (#~ickly deducl such expenses as advertising. 

Morgan Stanley and Citi Got SEC ~nquiries on Foreign Hiring 

"U.S. authorities are stepping up ~heir probe of Wall Street firrns’ hiring practices 
abroad," Wall Street Journal (Nov. 27, Baer, Matthews) repe~ts, "sending lettei~ 
seeking information from major financial firms ~nck~ding Morgan Stanley and 
C~igroup Inc." The SEC ~s t~dng to determine whether there have been any 
v~o~ations of 1he U.S. Foreign Cos’up1 Practices Act, wMch proMbits companies 
from g~ving money or other ~tems of w~ue to foreign off~c~s~s to w~n bus~ness. "The 
probes are ~0cus~ng on whether the firms Mred relatives o~ we~Fconnected foreign 
officials with lhe ~ntent of winning bus#~ess," Journal sources note. The agency 
has taken enfercemenl actions against a total d seven firms ~n 2013 fer paying 
bribes or maMng other improper payments. Such cases can be hard to prove 
because prosecutors must show thal a company made a job offer w~[h "corrupt 
~ntenL" 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

~ NewYorK, NY (Dec 

3, 2013) 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec. 12- !3, 

2013) t:~old Out 
Houston, IX (Apr ?’-8, 

201,1) 
Chicago, IL (June 12-. 

13, 2014) 
Laguna 

Beact~, CA (Aug 18- 

19; 2014) 
For~ 
Lauderdale, FL (Dec. 

1 ! - 12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Miami, FL (Dec 9.-10~ 

2015) Sofc! Out 
Houston, TX (Apr. 

2014) 
Chicago~ IL (June 9- 

10, 2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug 

14-15, 2014) 
Felt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec. 8-9, 20!4) 

Specia~ Events 

Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Active Engaged 
Shareholders- Are 

We Listening? 

Peer Exchanges 

Leading Minds of 

Governance: New 

York, NY (Dec. 3, 
2013) 
NACD Directorship 

2020: New York, NY 

(March 18, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

20201 Denver, CO 
(J uly 15, 2014) 

NACD Directorship 

2020; BeveHy Hills; CA 
(Sept !0, 2014) 

Webinar~ 

How Corporate 

Culture Can Breed 

Fraud if Left 

Unchecked (! 2/12) 
Going to the 
Mattresses With ISS 

(12/18) 
Disruptive 
Technologies: What 

Boards Need to Know 

(12/19) 
Compensation (1/23) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 
board leadership----for 
directors, by directors. We 

deliver the wisdors and insigi~t 

~hat boa~d members need ,:e 
confidentiy navigate cornpie× 

business challenges and 

enhance shareowner vahJe. 

We amplify the co~iectwe voice 
of dkectors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

~99ues, Learn more 



¢~mpe~a~i~n ....................................................................................................................................... 

~1ore Large Companies ~re Addin~ Health Care C~inics 

The New Haven Reqister (Nov. 30, Sooth) cites a new Mercer study in reporting 
tha~ 15 percen~ of companies wi~h 500 to 4,999 employees had workplace clinics 
last year and 11 percent more planned to add them. MeanwMle, 37 percent ef 
employers with at ~east 5,000 s~affers had on-site clinics - an increase from 32 
percent. "The new emphasis on pr~ma~ care at work suppers the trend toward 
greater wellness rewinds - and penal~es - embedded in employee insurance 
p~ans," holes the publication. Staff members can get lhousands of dollars ~n 
hea~th d~scounts for meeting such wellness goa~s as jobbing a fitness class or 
qui~t#~g smoking. "Other emp~oye~s have added a s~ick: Take benchmark 
screenings ~er health measures such as weight, Mood sugar, and Mood p~ssu[e 
and face paying more ~f the measures Mk~e," adds the Regisler. A~loSource CEO 
Tom Cycyota ~s among the big proponents of the we~h~ess benchmarks and 
reward/penalty system. "Three years down the [ead," he stated, "we could save a 
couple hundred lhousand dol~a~ a year [in overall benefit costs]." 

Share~ ~# ~ ~ 

NY Comptroller Supports Pay Ratio Rules 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 27, Menga) obsen/es that companies are no~ too 
keen on a pending rule, imposed as part of the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010, that 
would require companies to disclose the ratio of total compensation of CEOs to 
the median pay of emp~oyees~ Among those ~n support o~ ~t is New York C~ty 
Comptroller John C. Liu. On Wednesday, he sen~ a letter to ~he SEC, which is 
drafting the rule, in wMch he wrele: "Massive pay disparities between CEOs and 
most worke~ are corrosive to morale and productivity at individual businesses... 
. Th~s is the kind o~ #fformatJon our pension funds find va~uaMe in evaluating and 
voling on executive pay at our rougMy 3,500 U.S. porlfo~o companies# The SEC 
has ss~d ~t wou~d give companies leeway to choose a method appropriate to their 
s~ze to determine who constituted the median employee. However, a recent 
Towe~s Watson survey ~eund ~hat over 50 percent of the executives polled sa~d 
they had concerns about how to gather the necessary data and how they/)~ou~d 
determine the median employee. The SEC ~s accepting public comments until 
Dec. 2. 

Share~ }~ ~ ~ 

SEC Drops Disclosure of Corporate Political Spending From ~ts Priority 
List 

The Washington Post (Nov. 30, EIBoghdady) notes that a plan to consider 
whether public companies should disclose ~heir political spending is missing from 
the SEC’s list of regulatory priorities for 2014 - a setback for investor advocates 

who lobbied hard for 1he cause. Undaunted, Sere Robert Menendez (D-N.J.) has 
h~troduced ~egJs~at~on that would require the po~fica~ spending d~sclosures. His 
bill has gained the support of seve[a~ members of ~he Senate banking committee~ 
and investor groups p~an to keep up the pressure in the monlhs to come. Lisa 
Gilbe~, d~rector of Public Citizen’s Congress Watch, sa~d the SEC "should at the 
least held a roundlable d~scussion to iu~ther examine the ~ssue or put out 
research papers on the topic." 

Share~ }~ ~ ~ 

C-Suite 

GrainOorp CEO Quits After Failed AD~ Deal 

MarketWatch (Dec. 1, Hoyle) reports that GrainCorp Ltd. CEO Alison WatMns is 
quitting in the wake of Australia’s rejection of a US$2.7 billien takeover bid by 
U.S. agribusiness Archer Daniels Midland Co. Watkins is se[ to step down in 
January after lhree yea~ at the helm. Chairman Don Taylor w~ assume aH chief 
executive duties and responsibilities on an h~terim bas~s unti~ a permanent 
successor is named. An external and in~ema~ search for her replacement has 
a~ready begun. According to MarketWatch, "an intense Jobby~ng by farmers and 
some conservative politicians he~ped dera~ the deal w~lh ADM .... The proposed 
acquisition wouJd have Jeff 60 percent of the wheat sMpments from AustraJia 
controlled by three companies: ADM, Glencore Xstrata PLC, and Caigill Inc." In 
addition, it woukJ have put nearly all the nation’s eastern grain expod 
h~frastructure under foreign owne~hip. 

Takeda Names Glaxo’s Weber as Candidate to Be Next CEO 

Bloomber.q (Nov. 30, Matsuyama, Kitamura) has learned that Takeda 
Pharmaceutical Co. over the weekend designated GlaxoSmithKline PLC’s 
Chdstophe Weber as the leading candidate to become its nex~ CEO. The 47- 
year-old currently sem’es as president of Glaxo’s vaccines division. He will 

become Takeda’s COO by April and president in June subject to approval at a 
shareholde~ meeting. If all goes according to plan, ~,%~eber would become the 
Iirst non-Japanese leader in the company’s 230-year history. Current CEO 



Yasuchika Hasegawa said Takeda plans to name Weber as CEO in 2015. 
Takeda ranks as Asia’s biggest drugmaker~ 

Share~ }~.~ ~J~ ~ 

Economic Outlook 

S~uggish Start to HoUday Shopping Season 

CNN (Dec. 1, Isidore) is reporting ,:hat this year’s holiday shopping season got off 
to a relatively stow start. According to the National Retail Federation (NRF), 
shoppers spen{ an average of 4 per~;ent less over {he holiday weekend than a 
yea[ ago. It was the first decUn8 in spending s~nce 2009 when the recessbn cut 
deep into consumer spending. The hope had been 1hat a number of 
hsprovements ~n the U.S. economy - record stock prices, a rebound ~n home 
wk~es an~ car s~les, and so forth ~- would result in stronger sa~es ~t the st~t of 
what will be a shod hoUday retail seasom "But some of the spending on cars and 
new homes th~s past year may have actually cut ~nto hoUday ss~es as it trh~med 
~he 8mount o~ d~scretiona~y do~ars that consumers had to spen~ on Christmas," 
states NRF President and CEO Mathew Shay. 

Share@ }~]~ ~ ~ 

$3 Trillion Headache on the Way for Corporations 

CNBC News (Nov. 30, Cox) warns that "companies face three consecutive years 
where mere than $1 trillion each will come due in the ~0[r~ of matudng bond 
~ssues that have been used during the ffee~,hee]~ng, zero-interest days courlesy 
of the Federa~ ResepzeJ’ ~l~en that occurs, corporations w~]l have to pick 
between using cash on their balance sheets to pay off the# c[edito[s and 
refinancing, or rolling over~ debt ~1 interesl leve~s likely 1o be higher than today. 
On the positive side, the danger is not ~mmediate. According to Dea~og~c, the big 
maturities do not begh~ coming until 2016 when $1.02 tr~]]ion ~s d~e. "In 2017," 
CNBC states, "~ha[ number hits $1.04 trillion and ~r~ 2018 jurnps 1o $1 .I ~ri~Uon. ]r~ 

2014, $893.5 MUbn comes due~" 

Share~ ~# ~ ~ 

U.S, Ou~ab~e43oods Orders Fa~J 2 Percent in October 

"Businesses spent less last month on machinery, computers, and most ether 
ilems," reports ABC News (Nov. 27, Rugabe0, "lowering orders fer U.S~ Iong- 
~asfin9 fscto~ goods." The Commerce Depa~ment confirms that orders for 
du[able goods tell 2 percent in October flom September, following a 4.I pe~ent 
~ncrease in September from the month before~ "Oun~Me goods are meant to [as1 
8t least three years," notes ABC. According to researchers, many companies 
may have held off placing orders during October, awaiting the o~tcome of s 
budget ~mpasse ~hat shu~ down parts o~ the U.S. govermnenL 

Share~ }~]~ ~ ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 7:25 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.echw 

The 10-Point- December 2, 2013 

Hello, 

Jingling Bells 

It’s a big week for data on the U.S. economy, one that may determine 

whether the Fed x~411 at least begin to x~4thdraw its extraordinary stimulus 

measures at its next policy meeting on Dee. 17. On Friday comes the crucial 

jobs report but first we examine a key seasonal ritual this time of 

year [~ear~3: cea,:k~ <~r~ ~<~ida3: ~d~<~ppi~g <,v~r -~h~ Tha~ksgivi~g w<-eke~>:~l~ 

Despite strong foot traffic and higher online sales this year, the National 

Retail Federation reported that sales dropped for the first time in at least 

seven years o}~r weekend after spiking on the holiday itselE The estimates 

suggest that r~:ailer ~d~sco~ r~:s" and other tactics have become somewhat 

fruitless amid slow grm~¢h in overall consumer spending. Note that the 

Census B~eau’s official retail sales data x.~ll provide a more accurate 

assessment of spending levels than preliminaW numbers. 

This Land Is Your Land 

Do the Chinese come from a land down under? Our story reports that the 

Chinese government is sending archaeologists into the depths of the 

Chitin S~ t~ pr~.~v~: ~:~::~ a~:r~ing own~:r~d.dp over thousands of ship~Tecks 

in undersea sites, including disputed areas, while preventing others from 

excavating in the waters. "We want to find more evidence that can prove 

Chinese people went there and lived there, historical evidence that can 

help prove China is the sovereign o~mer of the South China Sea," said the 

head of the Chinese government’s Center of Underwater CNtural 

Heritage. China has been boosting efforts to bolster territorial claims over 

a number of disputed areas. O~ latest report shows that its claims to 

airspace above the Ea~.~ Chi:aa Sea hav<~ bee~.~, co:a:@ic~:i~.~#, 

Can’t Escape the Health Site 

Even as the White House claimed Sunday that "dramatic progress" had 



been made with mending the federal health exchange, we find that 

insurers and some ~;~at~,’,s a~’v ~;~ill ]ooki~:~g fbr wa3’~; ~o distance thcm~eIvc~; 

~}:om the web~i~e. Ore’ story reports that Connecticut, for example, is 

considering ways to veri~" the identities of users ~thout relying on the 

federal government’s infrastruetm’e. Meanwhile, we take a look at the 

evoIutkm oft}w b~hite Hour<’% talkh~g poh:~t~ in the weeks leading up to 

the Nov. 3o deadline fbr fixing the site and examine sonic of the 

roadbk~.,ks dmt ue<’r:-; hav~.’ e~cou~.~.tered while shopping for insurance on 

the f~deral exchange. 

No Parking Anytime 

The garage in Silicon Valley where Steve Jobs started Apple with Steve 

Wozniak has been named a historic site, along with the birthplace of many 

other great Ameriean businesses. But the same fate isn’t awaiting the 

former headquarters of W~ Iwen Bu t:t"<<~ [~.,~ Berk~d~ire -Ha-lhawa5, an okl 

~:e×tile miII in New Bedford, Mass. Our story reports that there is little 

support for the New Bedford may~)r’s campaign to save the building from 

being leveled into a parking lot. Among those not interested in preserving 

the place is Mr. Buffett himself. "I don’t know what you’d do with that 

place," he said. 

0,, <~rsea~,~ Mone3 P<mrs Into Miami R.a] Esthete 

WORLD 

NU~.,1BER OF THE DAY 



3o 

That ~ the number of minutes after a customer places an order by which 

,4 ~~azo~~, ~o~ ~s ~.>i~t~ss,/~.~i~g ~.~-~icf~:s will deliver the package, according 

to CEO &eff Bezos, who revealed an early version of the drone on "6o 

Minutes. 

A READER’S RESPONSE 

Responding to our question about the worst fi~:sbior~ de(si,;%r~ made as ~ 

~:ee~a~ter~ Harry Allacher of Montana wrote: "A generation that bought 

Nehru jackets can’t help but be unexpectedly transported back in time with 

such a question. My God, I can see it hanging in the closet as I ~’ite." 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Tedmically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 



| 

You may be receiving this email in place of The Morning Brief, which we 

no longer offer. To continue to receive the day ~ headlines, sign up fi~r f ~ 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~,iss~:~__ bro~m~,~ f~:,m~c,~d~. For~rther 

assistance, please contact C~stomer Seruice " ’ ~ " " ~ 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Eligibili~ Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 7:30 AIVI 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

1-o view :~n onlh’~e version of this ernail, click 

l’o ensure tl-!et Lhese emails go Lo your inbo:% 

As a reminder, providing a list of your mid-year enrollees 
to ecinfo(~,ncaa.or.q, will enable the NCAA Eligibility 
Center to prioritize these cases. If the prospective 
student-athlete is expected to travel or compete during 
the holiday break, include this information in your 



message. Please encourage mid-year enrollees to 
provide all test scores and transcripts from all high 
schools attended as soon as possible to avoid delays 
once classes start. _R__e_._a_..d___.M.__o_.r_.e_. 

Academic certifications for accounts on an active 1314 
IRL are automatically placed in line for processing once 
the account is DReady to Process-FinalD. [3Ready to 
Process-Final ~ means all documents (i.e., final high 
school transcript, transcripts from all high schools 
attended, test scores, no outstanding academic task) 
have been received. Because academic certifications 
are processed automatically, in most cases, it should not 
be necessary to submit a request for the certification to 
be processed. However, should an expedited review be 
needed, the Academic Certification Request Program 
should be used to initiate the request. As a reminder, the 
request program is not available for International, split 
file, or home school cases. Please click here for 
complete details and instructions for the program. 

In response to suggestions from Division II member 
institutions, the NCAA Eligibility Center has begun 
processing [3Partial Qualifier~ status updates several 
times daily. Previously, OPartial Qualifier~ status was 
updated overnight after the academic certification 
decision was released. Please note that a prospective 
student-athlete who meets the requirements of NCAA 
Division II Bylaw 14.3.2.1 is a [3Partial Qualifier[3. 

The academic certification processing staff have 
provided updates this month regarding: 

1. Proof of graduation on final transcripts; and 
2. Missing Educational Documents tasks for 

International prospective student-athletes. 

Read More 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided 
reminders about the following topics: 

1. Summer school courseworktaken after a 
prospective student-athlete’s junior year; and 

2~ How coursework taken prior to grade nine or the 
first year of high school can be used in academic 
certifications. 

Read More 

One of the purposes for the Additional Information Box 
on the High School Portal is to communicate the status 
of a high schoollJs nontraditional coursework. If the high 

school has nontraditional coursework and if the 
nontraditional coursework has been reviewed, there will 
be a statement in the Additional Information Box 
declaring the approval or denial of the nontraditional 



coursework. If the Additional Information Box contains no 
information about a nontraditional program, then the high 
school ~s program has not been reviewed, and any 
student-athlete enrolled in the nontraditional coursework 
is in jeopardy of not being able to use those courses for 
their certification. 

Members of the NCAA Eligibility Center staff recently 
presented in a webcast for high school administrators 
geared towards educating this group on NCAA Eligibility 
Center procedures, NCAA legislation, and best 
practices for supporting high school students who are 
interested in becoming NCAA student-athletes. The 90- 
minute webcast entitled r. How to Naviqate the NCAA 
Process ~ attracted a wide and actively engaged 
audience of over 650 high school administrators. As part 
of the presentation, participants were able to ask 
specific questions and provide suggestions to the NCAA 
Eligibility Center staff. The presentation is available for 
viewing through the High School Portal Resources page. 
Please note that due to the size of the presentation, it 
may take several minutes to download the presentation. 
The PowerPoint slides used in the presentation can be 
downloaded here. 

Recruiting Internationally? Check out the Academic 
Certification - International resources on the Member 
Institution Portal Resources page and be sure to raise 
questions to the International certification staff through 
the dedicated membership line or by emailing ec- 
international@ncaa.or,q. 

NCAA.org is Changing! 
January 1,2014, NCAA.org will be new and improved. 
Here is what you can expect: Read More 

Click here to subscribe. 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click the ’click here to be 

removed from this mailing list’ link in the footer of your email. 

Footer 



Lex sNex s 

t volume, softbound, 
Pub. #28454 
ISBN 9781601561596 

Persuade a judge, jury er colleague 
with ease and confidence 

As an established (or aspMng) [itigater, you earn your livin.( 

th[eugh ~he power o[ persuasive, compelling speech. Sadly, 

the air of persuasive speaking is oRen overlooked in many 

legal education and training programs, 

Speaking with Powe~ and St}4e is an affordable guidebook 

~o[ ~a~e[s and law studerfls that provides essent[a~ 

in[om~ation and exercises [o he~p develop and #~prove 

speaking skills, Find out how to persuade any audience 

with the expe~ tips yodl[ find h~ this book, 

In 1Ms accessible and practical guide you’~ discover how re: 

¯ Plan powedu~ presentations, whether at ldal er 

~n the classroom 

¯ Choose the most effective words to present 

yo~r argument 

Meste[the "look" and sound of persuasive speech, 

~nc~ding nonverba~ communication 

For a nomh~a~ investment, you can ste~ I~oning you[ 

speaking skills today.. 

~:~,~q:~;~~ 1:h:~:~; L..~:~;:~:]:~::]~,],i~:,d:::~;’:~]’ :~i]~.b::::~;~t ~,~::;:~ ~:~::~,~:: d::,~4::~i]~:~;. 

LexisNexis’~ Legal & Professional: Publications 

To el~siJre delivery, piease add commurdcation@emaii.lexisne×is corn to yo[~[ address book. 

your email preferences use ~his ~nk 

products or services may be trademarks or registered bademsrks of theh respective companies 

LexisNexis Privacy and Security Statement I Cor~yrigi~t ~, 20!3 [.ex~sNexis A~I dghts reserved. 

94,13 Spdngboro Pi~e, btiarrfisbure. OH 45:342 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CFPB Update Web Seminar <conferences@s~urcemediamail.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tomorrow, 2 pm ET: Insights into Business Opportunities in fl~e New QM World 

i :: ~,~ Ready for QM-Now What? 

Indght into Business Opportunities in the New QN World 

Whets: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 

"?iroe: 2:00 p.m EDT I [’h~’~tio~: 75 Minutes 

~rice: $9£00 

Come &~,,"’.;~.~,’.,,,’~ 10, a new reality for the way 

iNi register today 

Although concerns remain, for the savw mortgage lender regulatory requirements are ~n 

check and optimism about the £otenflal to deliver qualified and non-qualified mortgages is 

now front and center. 

This webinar is created for those that are ready to embrace the new reality and are 

~ooking for expert insight on such key items as: 

How the new QM standards are likely to alter the mortgage market and what strategy 

should you take? 

How have lenders adjusted their procedures to streamline QM origination? 

Safeguards and verifications put into place to deal with the new verification 

requirements. 

W~II there be new opportunities for nomQM lenders? 

Have lenders identified outlets for General QMs as well as Agency QMs? 

Top three issues that are vexing the industry and the solutions that are being 

consideredlimplemented. 

REGISTER NOW 

Jason Roth, 

CMT 

Julie Manson, SVP, Risk Managemet)t, Plaza Home Mortgage, 

Inc, 

As Plaza’s Senior Vice President, Risk Management, Ms. Manson has 

oversight of the organization’s compliance, quality control, I~cens~ng and 

~nterna~ auditing actMt~es. Before joining Plaza ~n 2009, She has Nso 

held the position of ExecMt~ve Wce P[esident, Lend~ng D~vis~on fo[ Home 

S~v~ng of Amedca (2008)~ Previous to that, Ms. Manson w~s Sen~o[ 

Wce President Lend~ng Ope[aflons and Credit Policy fo[ SCME 

Moitg~ge Bankers (2000-2007). 

Jason Roth, CMT, Co-Founder & Senior Vice President, Product 

De~,e~opme~t & Engineering, Comp~ianceEase 

CompiianceEase is a leading provider of automated compliance and 

risk management solutions for the residential mo~lgage lend~ng 

~ndustry. Jason ~¢ads design and manages development of the 

company’s product suite. Mr. Roth ~s ~n entrepreneud~ executive who 

draws ~pon strong Computer Science and So,ware Engineering 

experience as wel~ as a pragmatic approach to management to design 

and deliver efficient a~d innovative enterprise products to the financial 

services ~ndustry. 



:~’-’i Fakh 

Schwartz 

Scott D, Sar~i~, Partner, A~sto~ & Bird LLP 

Scott is a New York partner in the firm’s Financial Services & Products 

Group. He is the former executive director and compliance counsel for 

the residential mortgage and lending businesses at Morgan Stanley, 

where he helped oversee the operations of Morgan’s whole loan trading 

desk and its affiliated mortgage loan servicer, Saxon. Prior to this, he 

was the executive vice president, general counsel and chief compliance 

officer for EMC Mortgage, Bear Stearns’ primary mortgage loan conduit 

and senHcer. 

Faith Schwartz, SVP, Gover~ment Solutions, CoreLogic 

Faith is responsible for managing the CereLogic government business, 

while providing policy maker education and though leadership. Prier to 

joining CoreLogic, she was an executive director at the HOPE NOW 

Alliance, a non-profit coalition created in 2007 to bring together, 

servicers, lenders, investors, Federal Reserve BaRks and government- 

sponsored enterprises (GSEs) to help homeowners in distress stay in 

their homes. 

.~i Mark F°garty Mark Fogarty, Edger, National MoAgage News 

Mark Fogarty is editorial director of the Mortgage Group for 

SourceMedia. He has been associated with the mortgage publications, 

which include National Mortgage News, Origination News, Mortgage 

Serv@ing News, Modgage Technology, and related websites, since 

1984, 

CEOs o Compliance officers o Corporate Counsel o Auditors * Loan Originators ¯ Loan 

Officers, Lenders ¯ Board Members 

Forward 

/ Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAAconnect <NCAAconnec@ncaa.org> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:14 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR INFORNATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

Denver’s Kristen Hamilton stayed close to home for her record breaking career 
Kristen Hamilton just finished her senior season competing in soccer at Denver and her career was one for the record books, literally. 

Fordham University failed to monitor its schoMrship program 
Fordham University incorrectly awarded scholarships to incoming student-athletes and failed to monitor its scholarship program, according to a decision announced today by 
the Division I Committee on Infractions. 

NCAA Mental Health Task Force holds first meeting 
Scientists, clinicians, policy experts, team physicians, administrators, coaches and student-athletes convened in Indianapolis to discuss the myriad mental health issues 
facing today’s NCAA athletes. 

This doctor has potential student-athletes in mind 
Tammi VV~lliams, a Texas Woman’s University alumnus and former NCAA Division II All-America basketball player, currently works as a pediatrician at the Medical and 
Surgical Clinic of Irving, Tex., where she serves a variety of patients from underserved and affluent populations alike. 

Student-athletes among 2014 Rhodes Scholars 

Four NCAA student-athletes have been named 2013 Rhodes Scholars= 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 
Current and September 2014 Committee Vacancies 
Current and September 2014 Committee Vacancies 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

@2013 NCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apple <News@lnsideApple.Apple.com > 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:36 AM 

lissabroome@nc.rr.com 

iPad. The season’s most wished-for gift. 

Th e big g e st g i ft of t h e yea :. 
No matter which size you give. 

With a stunning 3. ] -million-pixel display, a mighty A7 chip, and apps for every interest, there’s no 

limit to what they can do with iPad Air or iPad mini with Retina display. St~op o!~ii~e or from the 

Apple Store app and get free shipping. Or select "Pick up" at checkout to have your gifts waiting 

at your favorite Appk~ Retail S.to~~. 

Top Gifts ~~ ................... 

Discover the best accessories of the season. And get free shipping. 

Shop r~ow 



Free engraving. 

Make it all theirs. Add free 

custom engraving to iPad. 

We’re here to help. 

Visit an Apple Retail Store and let 

a Specialist help you find the 

perfect gift. }:i~td ~ ~:,’~re ~ 

Financing for JPad. 

For a limited time, get 

financing for up to 18 months 

Shop fOr gifts on the go~ with the Apple Store app for iPad and iPhone. L<-’ar!~ I!~o~e . 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Liz Dobbins-Smith <liz@ncbankers.org> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:55 AM 

I.~ Dobbins- Smith <liz@ncbankers.ovg> 

NCBA - Ba~l III Seminar CANCELLATION 

Good morning. The Basel III Seminar, scheduled to be held this Thursday, December 5, has been cancelled due to low registration numbers. We are working with 

Grant Thornton now to re-schedule this seminar for first quarter 2014. Once we have a new date, I will send out an email update giving each of you the opportunity 

to move your registration to the new date or to get a refund. We hope to have the new date set by tomorrow. I will be in touch soon with more details, and please 

let me know if you have any questions. 

Please also respond to this email with ’received’ so that I know all registrants are aware of the cancellation. Thank you! 

Liz 

Elizabeth C. Dobbins-Smith, Meetings Director 

North Carolina Bankers Association 

PO Box 19999 

Raleigh, NC 27619 

Office: +919.781.7979 I Toll Free: +800.662.70441 Fax: +919.881.9909 

~,.~.~.~,.~.~.m ~ !!~.c~.~.~.~.~r~.~ ~ [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:57 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 

CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
****Break in to locked out building reported 11/30/13, 10:01 am, 1415 Dawson Rd 
The victim had someone break into her smoke house. The suspect had pried open the door causing minor damage to the frame. The susped stole an antiq~e hear[ shaped 
lock from the door clasp. Value $50.00 

.... Break in to unlocked garage repotted 11/30!13, 8:19 am, 1617 Highway US 15-501 S 
The homeowner stated sometime overnight someone entered his unsecured garage, two blue kero._~:ne fuel cans, two red gasoline fuel cans, ts~,o yellow dJe,~.l ft~el 

cm~s, a large rectangle shaped propane heatec t~x,o white in color torpedo shaped heaters, and an echo branded, 22" bladed chainsaw were stolen. Value $1,176.00 

HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in ~e unlocked residence repealed 11/30;13, 11:39 am, 710 US 70 E 
Today when checking on the place she noticed the stove was missing. Point of entry was made through a side door. There was presentable damage on the frame that 
appeared the suspect/s may have used a screw driver. Value $400.00 

.... Break in to locked shed reported 11/30/13, 4:50 pro, 637 Mt Herman Ch Rd near Durham Co. 
The victim stated that his shed was broken into sometime in the past day. The complainant stated that his lock was cut off the shed door and a five gallon gas tank was 
stolen sometime since Friday November 29, 2013 at approximately 3:30, when it was secure. Value $35.00 

.... Break in to unlocked shed reported 11/30/13, 12:42 pm, 2123 Old NC 10 
The complainant stated that she had been out of town for thanksgiving and when she came home she noticed that her air compressor was missing from the shed. The 
complainant stated that she had the window slightly open for ventilation. Value $300.00 

I hope ever!one had a great Thanksgiving. 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

] Desc=i.,’-:tion 

Description. 

Description: 

Description: 

Desc~i.,otion ¯ 

Description. 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732=6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 9:20 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: Depa~ment Chairs Find Themselves in the Hot Seat 

Monday December o2, 2o13 

This Week’s Highlights 

De#artment Chairs Find Themseives in the Hot Seat 

By Audrey Williams June 

They used to be academics with some tnanagetnent responsibilities. Now they’re 

more like managers who happen to work in academe. 

N 
Accreditors Now Find 
Themselves Under C~iticat 
Review 
By Eric Kelderman 

Atnid higher education’s rapid changes, the 
continuing value of the lengthy, complex 
accreditation process is raising skeptical 
questions. 

Under Melting ice, C~imate 
Change Reveals a New 
Archaeology 

By Pau! Voosen 

Global warming has fostered the diseovei7 

of ancient artifacts, like hunting darts, in 

high-altitude ice patches--finds that have 

opened a new field. 

In Other News 

Most Histot’y Ph,Dis Have Jobs 

T[3e ’Blue Book’ of the 

New Refi’ain at Keau ~,: ,lus~ Sayit~g No to Tenut’e 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Off Track: Job Seekers, Recatibrate Your Honesty Filter 

By Josh Boldt 

I’m not advoeating that you lie to potential employers. But there’s a difference 

between outfight fibbing and stating only that which is necessaW. 

Pedagogy Unbound: Two Bhds, One Teachh~g Statement 
By David Gooblar 
It’s no fun cobbling together a teaching state~nent for your job dossier. But here’s 
the good news: That statement can become a blueprint for a successful syllabus. 

Misadventures in Networking 

By Laura Smith 

Networking events can be awkward, degrading, and not altogether effective. But 

that’s not to say they’re useless. Here ate a few thoughts on how to navigate them. 

What Is Vitae? Discover for Yourself 
The Chronicle invites you to exploi> Vitae, the only online career hub dedicated to making it 
easier and more rewarding for faeulb~ members and admfinistrators to do their job each day. 
Built u~th you in mind, Vitae brings together all the best career-management tools, advice and 
news, eotnmunity, and jobs needed to help advance your career. Joi~ Vitae Now. 

The Chronicle Review 

.~.....~.~ The Great Stratification 

.~"~ :~ By Jeffrey J. Williams 
: The changing role of the professor has created a huge new subclass of academic 

worker. 

r,~ore of 7rle Chromcle Review 

Commentary 



Colleges Can Still Save Tl~emseives. Here(s i~ow. 

~I Despite some predictions, higher education’s business model isn’t about to 

collapse. But failure is not unprecedented, and preventive steps can be taken now. 

More of Commentary 

Advice 

~ 
W hat’s Your Teaching Philosophy? 

By Leonard Cassuto 

It’s tithe to overhaul a foolish job-application requirement. 

More of Advice 

People 

Director of New Center at Texas A&M Looks for Foods That Protect 
Health 

By Katherine Mangan 

Roderiek H. Dashwood has moved from Oregon State Univemib~ to build a Center 

for Epigeneties & Disease Prevention in Houston. 

More of People 

From the Blogs 

BoSom Line 

Are Cotleges Ready to Adjust to a New Highe~ducation Landscape? 
They may have no choice. Recent predictions about the direction of net-tuition [~venue, 
increasingly the lifeblood of tnany institutions, ate more than a bump in the mad, says one 
analyst. 

Head Count 

"Tear-Soaked’ Admissions Tales 

Dispatches from the land of ang[y parents often end up indulging the notion that some 

students desewe a spot that another student took from them. 

Lingua Franca 

Not Whether, but When 

Students learning to u~ite, says Geoff Pullum, need advice about what to do, and when, and 

how, if they are to navigate between sounding like a pompous great-grandfather and an 

overexeited high-sehooler. 

WorldWise 

~raziPs Bold Steps in Higher Education 

With new study-abroad and affirmative-action programs, Brazil is revamping its education 

system, says Marion Lloyd. She recently sat doma with its higher-education seeretaD" to 

discuss the efforts. 

Multimedia 

Slide Show: Trailblazers 

Glimpses of life in academe from around the world. 

Announcements 

NKXT: The Future of Highe~ Education 
This special repot1 looks at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the 
traditional degree, reinventing the academic calendar, "flipping" the classroom or physically 
reoonfiguring it, seeking new ways to evaluate what students know, and helping them navigate 
life after college. Order this special issue today to hear from a diveme group of seholam and 
thinkem about whether innovation can indeed stick. Click here to get a copy. 

The Almanac of Higher l~ducation, 2013oi4 
The latest Almanac of Higher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 
important b’ends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth analysis of colleges and 
universities with data on students, professors, adminis trators, institutions, and their 
resources. Click here to get a copy. 

Did a friend send you this? Go he~e for your own copy 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e- maii newsle,te[s on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 
premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

Retrieve user name I Reset you[ password I 



(c) 2013 rI~ae Chronicle of Higher Education 
1255 23rd Street 
Washington, DC 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC The Farm <uncfarm@hotmail.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 9:43 AM 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information <farm_general@listserv.unc.edu> 

[farm_general] Upcoming Farm Events 

Greetings from The Farm, 

We have a few fun programs scheduled for the month of December. Please read below to see what’s coming up. 

Wine Tasting = SOLD OUT! 

Disc Golf Play Day = Sunday, December 1Sth (beginning at Noon) no RSVP required 

The play day will begin at 12:00 pm and will continue until all groups have played through 18 holes, The winner will receive a Farm Championship T-shirt! 

The two divisions for the tournament are 13 and under and 14 and over. Members and guests are welcome to play. There is no charge for this event. 

Santa Calling = Monday, December 16th (6:00-8:30 pro) Email ahead required 

Ho, ho, ho! When Santa Calling comes around it is a magical time of the year. The Farm personally runs a live feed from the North Pole all the way to The 
Farm and out to your home. This is your chance to have your child(ten) speak to Santa and ask Jolly Old Saint Nick what he or she might want this year. 
This is also a great opportunity for parents to eavesdrop and find out what their child really wants this year. Santa will be making calls between 6:00-8:00 
pm. Please email The Farm with the best time you would like Santa to call on Wednesday evening, the name of your child(ten), how old they are, gift 
suggestions and anything else Santa might need to know. 

Parent’s Night Out = Friday, December 20th (6:00-9:00 pro) RSVP required 

This is a great opportunity for parents and children alike to have a great evening. Once a month from 6:00-9:00 pm, The Farm provides a babysitting 
service for up to thirty kids. While here, we have Alfredo’s pizza, ice cream sundaes and watch a fun movie. This gives parents the night offto do whatever 
they would like whether it be a tennis match or going out for dinner. Make sure to sign up in advance because these evenings tend to fill up quickly. Prices 
are as follows: S15 for one child or S25 for two children from the same family. This event is for children 5-13 years old and RSVPs are a must. 

-Seth Pomerantz, Assistant Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_general as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33939725-2435570,47d4593d8elld651e5d3bcd97bOab835@listserv.unc.edu 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Joining a Linkedln group makes it easy to stay up-to-date with classmates, colleagues, and 
other professionals, Here are some groups your connections have joined 

Teaching 
Prof .... 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Roscoe <broscoe@thatsgreatnews.com > 

Monday, December 2, 2013 10:15 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Last chance to get your plaque for article Roy Williams ON RECRUITING 

~i That’s Great News 

Get your custom plaque delivered featuring 

Only pay if you love it 

Dear Roy~ 

Its already been e Iew weeks since you had ~he satisfaction o1’ bein9 featured in the Inside 

Carolina and a plaque is a great way to keep the feeling ol success alive, which is why last 

week week I offered you a free 30 da~ period for your pfaque. 

I’m sure if you had the actuaf plaque in your hands yeu’tt want te keep it, so I’d Hke to send it to 

you now, w~th no purchase ob~gal~on. ~f Fm wrong and you don’t ~ove ~t, the dsk ~s al~ mine, 

you won’~ pay e cent and we pay for reb.m~ of the plaque. 

However, to ensure you don’t miss this offer you need to act today and select which one of the 

two pfaques iftustrated below yeu’d prefer. 

If you’re short on time today, just rep~y to this email and confirm you would fike us to send out 

the plaque for a free no obligation 30 day free inspection and we’ll get it shipped to: 

Roy WiIliams 

U NC/k~hle~ics 

PO Box 2 ’f 26 

Chapel Hift NC 275’f4 

United States 

The, mahogany finish plaque costs $169~00, 

Prefer to tall( to someone? Then call us on 1- 888~76f o9139 and quote I D 2064157. 

Celebrating your great news. 

Bob Roscoe 

~hat,sGreat~.,~- 

~S We, can’t gueran~ee evailabifity o1’ this 1~]:#.’#..j/:!£~?.’#.9:([9!!.2£[£]: after todey. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jmorrJson@ivvforum.org on behalf of 
IWF Leadership Foundation <jmomson@iwforum.org> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 12:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&i> 

Reaching New Milestones 

Celebrating 20 Years! 
This year, the [WF Leadership Foundation celebrates 
20 extraordinary years of impad - 

%:.~..:.:,<.v ::.<:.:: ::?.M:b .?~:; ::??<.,.’.:.:’,’ The Leadership 
Foundation Fellows Program was the very first and 
only initiative funded by the U.S, Labor Depadment as 
a d]rec~ resu~ of ~he Gbss Ceiling Commission (1991~ 
1995). Developed 1o promote badersMp oppo~unitbs, 
suppo~ive networks, mentodng and broad skills for 
h~gh potential women and uNrna~e]y assis~ them in 
breakh~g through the g~ass ce~h~g, 1he Fellows 
Program has grown into a world-renowned ~eadersMp 
development program. Over the last 20 years, the I[~ 
LeadetsMp Foundation has direct@ impeded ~he 
career lra~eato~ and development of over 350 women 
~eaders from 36 countries and indirectly, countless 
others. 

2013 End of Year Campaign 
Through the Leadership Foundation’s flagship 
initiative, the Fellov~ Program, IWF members are 
arming women ~m around the worm wit[~ the 
detetrninat~on, understanding, and ~deas they need ~o 
sucoeed at 1he Mghest brews. Please make a 
contribution today to suppo~ tNs ~mpo~ant work by 
c~ck~ng the <:~>.,~.:~:~: <,<::.v" bu~ton be~ow~ 
Through the Leadership Foundation’s End of Year 
CampMgn, we Mm to raise $100,000 by Februa~ 1, 
2014, A~ donations to tMs fundraising campaign wN 
go ~oward the operational costs o~ the Fe~bves 
Program, ensudng the Leadership Foundation is aMe 
to pave the path fo~aN for the generation of women 

~eadets r~si~g~ 

"The Fetlows Program 

imagined. "- 

SVP, Sea,hem Company- 
USA 

tnmstom,~at~on. .Peo~>le w~ 

inspired. " .. Hes::e 

the be~te::" - A~me 

College- Csmada 



You[ su~opori mesns so much to us, Thank you for 
help#~g us to meet ot~" ~oa~ a~d celeb~’ate a milestone 
we ca~ a~ be pro~d of. 

I 

This email was ~nt to Ibi~orrle@email,unc.edu by ]morri~n@iwfbrurn.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address instaqt removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy, 

International Women’s Forum 2:!.20 L Street NW i Suite ~,60 i Washington DC i 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@pepperlawupdates.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 1:41 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

~%BINAR: Cross-Border DeaJ, s in the Auto Induslry: A Renewed Interest 

WEBINAR 

December 4, 2013 12:30pro -3:45 pm ET 

Since the economic downturn of 2008, the Automotive Industry has experienced significant growth, 
especially with a renewed interest in global acquisitions in the manufacturing and parts-related 
companies. This t~newed interest - a potential source of significant financial gains = comes with 
more strict and specific due-diligence and regulations across borders. Pepper Hamilton and the 
panel of thought leaders will take you through the reasons for the renewed, potential pitfalls for in- 
house counsel to look for when forming a deal and how to best utilize outside counsel, both foreign 
and domestic. 

This panel will take a particular look at the considerations for developing a due diligence plan in 
cross border investments focusing on business diligence (prioritize your objectives and risks), legal 
diligence (structure and commercial contracting), compliance diligence (FCPA and navigating 
foreign countries, and litigation diligence (analyzing existing clams/potential risks and the dispute 
resolution process). 

Panelists: 
Val6rie Demont, Partner, Pepper Hamilton, LLP 
~_Ln__~A___D__:___E_’~_t_~![t!., Partner, Pepper Hamilton, LLP 
~’~[E!£~..,~,2..1~ :.~-]L~.!~)~L~.t, Partner, Pepper Hamilton LLP 
Boris Gavric, VP, Global Sales and Marketing, Henniges Automotive 
John G. Rahie, Of Counsel, Pepper Hamilton LLP and Managing Director, 

This webinar is being presented for ALM. 

Cost: Complimentary 

Pittsburg~ I Princeton I Silicon Valleg { Washin ton D,C, I ~ 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets I Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

Tiqs email was sent by: Pepper HamH{on 

3000 ]-wo Logan Square PhJladeh3h~e, PA, [9:103 USA 

Go ~?¢L~ to remove your address from {h~s pubHcatb:~n ONLY, 

If you wish to remove your address from ~M_L of this publisher’s maflm~ 
Center-, scroll down to the bottom of ~he p,sge, and follow the d~rect~ons to ":.Jr~subscribe F:rom All", 

Go htCL~ to modify your emaH address end other subscriber m~ormation and preferences, 





El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalres~rve.gov> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 2:38 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Federal Reser~e announces College Fed Challenge winners 

Federal Reserve announces College Fed Challenge winners 

http://www.i’ederalreserve.gov/new~vent~press/other/20131202a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http:i/¥’¢-~’~w.federalresel~e.gov. Follow tls on Twitter. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <’bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Monday, December 2, 2013 2:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 3 -- BNA’s Banking Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Mortgages 

lower the cap on the size of loans that Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac can guarantee .... 

Earnings 
F~C ~e#orts Lower ~a~k Ear~#~gs i~ 3Q 

Banks reported aggregate net income of $36 billion for the third 
quarter of 2013 in results that marked the first year-over-year 
decline in four years, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FBIC) said in its latest Quarterly Banking... 

NEWS 

Payment Systems 

The Federal Reserve Board is requesting public comment on 
proposed changes to its posting rules to reflect faster 
settlements of automated clearing house (ACH) and commercial 

check transactions .... 

Derivatives 

A proposal to subject derivatives to mark-to-market taxation, 
with all gains and losses being treated as ordinary income, may 
have the effect of simplifying tax administration, an Internal 
Revenue Service official told a Practising Law... 

Derivatives 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued a no- 
action letter Nov. 26 giving time-limited relief, until mid-January, 
to non-U.S. CFTC-registered swap dealers from certain 
transaction-level swaps requirements (CFTC No-Action... 

Derivatives 

Several industry trade associations and an investment bank are 
encouraging the Commodity Futures Trading Commission to delay 
action on a provisionally registered swap execution facility’s 

"made available to trade" (NAT)... 

Bankruptcy 

Current bankruptcy venue laws under 28 U.S.C. 0 :[408 are the 

"single most significant cause of injustice" in Chapter :[:[ cases, 

Iudge Steven W. Rhodes of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the 



Eastern District of Michigan Nov. 22 told... 

Mortgages 

The Internal Revenue Service unveiled final rules TD 
9642requiring information reporting by those who get mortgage 
insurance premiums aggregating $600 or more during any 
calendar year, including those who get prepaid premiums .... 

Derivatives 
Optior~s C~earir~g Or,gar~izatior~s Seeks 

The world’s largest equity derivatives clearing organization is 
requesting regulatory changes to the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act to exempt it, under certain conditions, from 
reporting requirements related to dividend equivalent... 

Accounting 

The International Accounting Standards Board agreed to accept 
an approach on classifying and measuring financial assets that is 
aimed at providing more fair value information but without gains 
and losses being recorded in earnings .... 

Community Banks 

Mow View L~ws, Regs as Top Growth Barrier 

Somewhat fewer senior executives at community banks consider 
legislative and regulatory pressures the most significant growth 
barrier this year than did in 2012, according the 2013 edition of 
KPMG LLP’s Community Banking Industry... 

Mortgages 

The largest U.S. banks may have to pay as much as $105 billion 
more to settle mortgage-related legal issues, Standard & Poor’s 
said .... 

Economic Outlook 

Repositioning Toward Profits, Oeloitte Says 

U.S. banks will utilize efficient regulatory compliance processes 
as a competitive advantage in prospective 2014 merger and 
acquisition activity as their industry pivots from regulatory 
compliance toward a greater emphasis on growth... 

E-Commerce 

Bitcoin could be a long way from gaining wide acceptance as a 
viable medium of exchange in the U.S. marketplace, despite so 
far enjoying growing popularity among consumers and a warm 
reception in Washington, industry analysts told Bloomberg... 

Housing 

A forward-looking measure of home sales slipped again in 
October, down 0.6 percent on declines in two of the four 
regions, the National Association of Realtors reported Nov. 25 .... 

Housing 

~n October to Highest Leve~ $i~sce 2008 

Housing permits in October jumped 6.2 percent as multifamily 
permits surged, the Commerce Department said Nov. 26 .... 

Housing 

Home prices increased 13.3 percent year-over-year in 
September and, for the third quarter, posted their biggest gain 
since 2006, according to the latest Standard & Poor’s Case- 
Shiller Home Price indexes .... 

Housing 



~n ~epter~be~ ~o¢~ ¥~a~ Ago 

Home prices edged up 0.3 percent in September, seasonally 
adjusted, and gained a hefty 8.5 percent from a year ago, the 
Federal Housing Finance Agency reported .... 

Mortgages 
b~o~tg~ge ~a~s T~r~ Back 

Nortgage rates turned back up in the latest week, taking the 
average for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage to 4.29 percent 
from 4.22 percent the previous week, Freddie Nac said Nov. 

27 .... 

Economic Outlook 
Fed Zndex Sinks Lower i~ ©ctobe~" 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago’s monthly index of national 
economic activity dropped into negative territory in October with 
weakness seen in the production, employment and housing data 
categories of the index, the bank said Nov .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Mortgages 

A federal judge in New York will soon calculate how much Bank of 
America must pay in the wake of a jury verdict that held it 
responsible for selling flawed loans, even as the U.S. government 
presses for more action against lenders it says contributed... 

Mort_gages 

Loan servicers are not liable under the Truth in Lending Act for 
failing to respond to certain written requests for information, the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit said in a Nov. 26 ruling 
against a borrower who said amendments to... 

Directors and Officers 

A federal judge in Nevada Nov. 26 refused to put his stamp of 
approval on a settlement between the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation and former directors and officers of a failed bank, 
saying the agreement was not reached in good faith (FD[C... 

Mortgages 

Illinois law does not require that mortgages in the state be 
recorded, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit ruled 
Nov. 24 in a lawsuit involving the company that operates a 
national electronic registry system that tracks changes... 

Consumer Protection 
Co~’~ Says L~r~de~" ~,~ig~t Be Liable 

A mortgage lender collecting its own debts can be liable under 
the "false name" exception to the Fair Debt Collection Practices 
Act if it hires a law firm to mail breach notices that misleadingly 
indicate the firm has been retained but... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

Risk Management 

~SB Xss~les Guidelines ~:or Banks 
©~ S~pe~i~io~ of ~.isk ~4a~ag~n~nt 

The Financial Stability Board issued final guidelines aimed at 
helping major banks and other financial institutions draw up 
effective risk appetite frameworks. It also proposed guidelines on 
promoting a sound risk culture within financial... 

International Trade 

The U.S. continued to reject demands by the European 
Commission that financial service regulatory issues be included in 
the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership following a 



special TTIP negotiating session held in Brussels .... 

European Union 

European Union member state governments by 2052 had cut by 
more than half the amount of state guarantees outstanding 
since 2009 to prop up the European banking industry and have 
received more than $50 billion in fees for providing the 
backstop,... 

Foreign Accounts 

The Canada Revenue Agency adequately managed six-year-old 
information it received on undeclared offshore bank accounts 
held by Canadians in Liechtenstein, but isn’t fully prepared for 
the growing workload of addressing offshore... 

Accounting 

Canada’s federal financial services regulator said Nov. 27 it will 
permit banks and other federally regulated entities to adopt 
earlier than planned updated disclosure requirements under a 
new international standard on the accounting... 

Foreign Accounts 
C~Rad~ C~ose to Proposed Acco~’d Wi~b U,S, 

The U.S. and Canada may be close to an eagerly-awaited 
proposed intergovernmental agreement (IGA) to implement the 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, a spokeswoman for 
Canadian Finance Minister ,Jim Flaherty told Bloomberg BNA Nov. 
27 .... 

Foreign Accounts 
Swiss Goverr)~e~t Authot’izes ~t~ks~ 

The Swiss government gave the green light for the first group of 
Swiss banks to take part in a U.S. program for settling charges 
they helped U.S. clients illegally avoid paying tax .... 

Foreign Accounts 

The U.S. has signed intergovernmental agreements (IGAs) to 
implement the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act with both 
the Cayman Islands and Costa Rica@the first FATCA pacts in the 
Caribbean and Central America, the U.S. Treasury... 

Mobile Payments 

The Frankfurt-based European Central Bank (ECB) has called for 
comments to be submitted through lan. 31, 2014, on a set of 14 
draft recommendations on the security of payments made from 
mobile devices and via mobile payment applications .... 

BNA INSIGHTS 

As the Iustice Department has stepped up its pursuit of financial 
institutions, there has been a surge of civil fraud lawsuits 
brought by the government under FIRREA ~ the Financial 
Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act... 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Consumer Credit 

(Bloomberg) ~ The credit retention rule, which regulators 
significantly weakened in response to industry complaints, won’t 
significantly reduce consumer access to credit, according to the 
attached Bloomberg Government Analysis .... 
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Aft(: Women’s Basketball: Syracuse’s Butler Named Player Of The Week 
UNC’s DeShields receives ACC Roolde of the !/Veek honor 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - Syracuse sophomore guard Brianna Butler has been named the Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Basketball Player of the Week, while 
North Carolina freshman guard Diamond DeShields earned ACC Rookie of the Week honors, as announced Monday afternoon by the conference office and voted 
on by the Blue Ribbon Panel. 
Butler received her first ACC Player of the Week honor following a MVP performance at the Paradise ]am while leading Syracuse to three straight wins and the 
Reef Division title. Butler averaged 23.3 points while shooting 57.5 percent in wins over Texas (77-65), Melnphis (77-58) and No. 12/11 Texas A&M (78-63). The 
King of Prussia, Pa., native knocked down 53.8 percent of her attempts from downtow3a, including seven en route to a career-high 29 points in the Orange’s upset 

win over the Aggies. Along with earning Paradise Jam MVP honors, Butler was also tabbed espnW’s National Player of the Week. 
DeShields averaged 23.3 points, 6.7 rebounds and 2.7 steals while leading North Carolina to a 2-1 record last week in the Cancun Challenge. The Norcross, Ga., 
native set a season high with 24 points in the Tar Heels’ win over Arkansas State and topped that mark the next day with 28 points and five steals in an overtime 
loss to Arizona State. DeShMds capped the weekend with 18 points and eight rebounds in an 87-51 win over Illinois. 
It is the first weekly honor for DeShields, and she is the third different Tar Heel to earn Rookie of the Week accolades this season. 
The Heels and Orange will be back in action when the seventh annual Big Ten/ACC Challenge tips off on Wednesday, Dec. 4. No. 18 North Carolina will host No. 15 

Nebraska on Wednesday, while the 22ha-ranked Orange play at No. 25 Iowa on Thursday. 

Complete release will be available this afternoon. 
~M"( U -F:NOW$ KI 
Associate Director, Communications 

©: 336.369.1003 IC: 336.3371249 
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You’re Invited - Inn Clnb Holiday Cheer Reception 

Tis The Season of Givin9 ...... 

i:~i: Th~ Oarolina Inn 

who can use our help. ~ wou~d ~ike for you to join us on We@,es~ay, December 

Through the NC Children’s Promise and their Santa’s Sack Program, your donation, 

large or small wH~ provide a @ft to the padents and families at the NC Children’s 

Hosp~NL We encourage yo~ to bdng your new, unwrapped g~ff to our reception and The 

Carolina Inn wH~ make the de,welT on your behalf.                                   :: 

For ~deas, qew [he Santa Sack W~sh [.~st and bring your ~tem to the reception. 
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Dec. 2 -- BNA’s Banking Report - BreaJ~ing News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 2, 2013, 3:34 P.M. ET 

The Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) might help resolve reported differences 
among regulators on how to implement the Volcker rule, but only if it adopts recommendations 

urged by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, a U.S. Chamber official said today. 

Financial institution regulators, though expected to finalize anti-proprietary trading rules 

before year-end, are said to be at odds on the timing and substance of the rules. 

Among other recommendations in a report released today, the U.S. Chamber’s Center for 
Capital Markets Competitiveness said the FSOC should regularly hear from more regulatory 

officials in its deliberations. 

David Hirschmann, president and chief executive officer of the Center for Capital Markets 
Competitiveness, and senior vice president of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, said a 

revamped FSOC might play the role of Volcker rule peacemaker. 

@I do think that the FSOC could be helpful here, but only if our recommendations are also 
enacted so that the full diversity of views in the financial regulatory system could be added,@ 

he said. 

Overall, the U.S. Chamber’s report calls on the FSOC to back its determinations with more 
evidence and analysis, to overhaul its structure, to coordinate actions by other U.S. 
regulators to increase efficiency, and to establish clear rules to ensure due process for 

companies facing FSOC scrutiny. 

The Volcker Rule, a major change brought about by the Dodd-Frank Act, generally bans 
proprietary trading and hedge fund ownership by banks, while making certain exceptions for 

customer transactions and risk management. 
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AFJ’s big win: Reforming the rules of the Senate 

After years of struggle AFJ and its allies won a huge victory in November as the Senate voted to take a major step toward 

ending the gridlock that has pexalyzed the institation. From now on, a simple majoriU will be enough to end filibusters on 

executive branch and judicial nominees, with the exception of those for the Supreme Court. 

As AFJ President Nan Aron said after the vote, "this was not a deci sion made easily or taXen lightly. There was no choice. The 

Republican minority had turned the existing rules into weapous of mass obstruction." As a founding member of the Fix the 

Seuate Now coalition we’re proud oftaldng the lead in pressiug for tiffs historic change. But this is only the begi~ming. The 

miuoriU wou’t stop t .rying to fiud ways to briug the business ofthe nation to a halt and, ruth your help, we’ll keep fighting to 

keep that business moving. 

This victo~ wouldn’t have been possible without your activism and your financial support. So we hope you’ll 

make a donation to AF3 to keep the momentum going. You’ll be donating to an organization that, last 

month, for the second year in a row, was ~iven the hio,_,hest rating by the independent charity monitor 

Clmritv Navi~.ator. AFJ President Nan Aron 

,speaks to Senator Tom Harkin 

after the vote to change Senate 

rules 

And here are some of the other ways your support is making a difference: 

AFJ "has been a lifesaver" says social justice organizer Jehmu Greene 

Jehmu Crceeue s~tressed how important our Bolder Advocacy resources have beeu for her as an activist speaking out lbr vulnerable and disenl?anchi~d communities. 

Click below to watch Greeue, formerly with Rock the Vote and other ~cial justice group~ extol our nouprofit advocacy resources: 



Raising the bar for judicial ethics 

In our 2010 documental A Question of Integd .ty, AFJ raised profbund questions about the ethical behavior 

of ~me justices of the Supreme Court. We pointed out that the Court is exempt from the tbrmal code of 

conduct that applies to all other tEderal j udges. 

In Nove~nber we joined with Common Cause and Rep. Louise Slaughter, D-N.Y., to file a formal complaint 

agains~t an appellate court judge and a letter of complaint to Chief Justice John Roberts about one of his 

colleagues. 

At issue: the annual black-tie gala fundraising dinner of the Federalist SocieD-. The headline attraction 
for the event was an "interview" of Justice Clarence Thomas was "interviewed" by Seventh Circuit Court of 

Appeals Judge Diane Sykes. Speaking at a fundraiser violates the Code of Conduct for U.S. Judges. Judge 

Sykes is covered by the code, but Justice Thomas is not. That’s why we’re suppoNng Rep. Slaughter’s bill to 
require the Supreme Court to adopt a code of conduct. 

Nan Aron speaks at a news conference in 

support of the Supreme Court Ethics Act. ITte 

bill is sponsored by Rep. Louise Slaughter and 
Senators Sheldon Whitehouse, Chris Murphy 

and Richard Blumenth al (not pictured) 

Offering crucial guidance to groups defending LGBT equality on the ballot 

Through our Bolder Advocacy initiative, AFJ has been helping groups preparing to fight a possible ballot measure that would 

ove~ru a California law protecting LGBT youth. 

In November~ our West Coast office provided in-depth coaching to several s~ffat these nonprofits~ guiding them as they consider 

how to maximize their ability to advocate. This is an exmnple of the close consultation we give to dozens of groups each year that 

are taking on major policy battles. Working with groups at this early stage enables tlaem to unders~nd the legal consequences of 

different strategies t]aey are considering, and plan t]~eir can~paigns and fundraising s~trategies accordingly. 

AFJ in Texas: at the center of two big fights 

Texas is at the epicenter of two national crises the shortage ofjudges in our federal courts, and eltbrts to roll back women’s reproductive rights. AFJ is in the thick 
oftlae fight on both fionts. 

A judge for every vacancy... 

In Novetnber, AFJ joined Texas advocates at a news conference calling attention to the failure of the s~ate’s U .S. 

Senators~ John Comyn and Ted Cruz, to do their paxt to fill vacancies on the federal bench in that state. Texas is home to 

nine federal judicial vacancies that lack nominees; in other words, ~nore than 20 percent of all the vacancies without 

nominees nationwide axe in Texas. Atthe news conference and in an op-ed column for the Dallas Morning News, Nan 
Aron called it "a slow motion shutdown" of the federal j udicia~-in that state. 

Watch the video here. 

Three "stars" of Roe at Risk-Brittany 
Yelverton, Nancy Cardenas, and Heidi 

Gerbracht (pictured at left with AFJ 

President Nan Aron and Director t~" 
Justice Programs Miehelle Schwartz) - 

atten ded th e screening. 

...and the battle fnr reproductive fights 

Texas also is one of the two states profiled in AFJ’s 15-minute documentary Roe at Risk: Fighting fi~r Reproductive 
Justice. And there was a full house for the Texas premiere at The UniversiU of Texas at Austin. Guests and speakers at 

a panel a£ter the screening included some of those profiled in the video. 

Watch Roe at Ri~’k 

Working to stop the "delay ’til they die" act 



Were there a truth in labeling requirement lbr legislation, that would be "the title tbr a bill passed by the House of Representatives to maI:e it harder tbr asbestos victims 
to get justice. But since there’s no such requirement, the bill goes by the Orwellian name Furthering Asbestos Claim Transpaacency (FACT) Act instead. At a 
telephone news conference, AFJ Justice Programs Director Michelle Schwarlz joined asbestos victims in exIyosing the fictions behind "the FACT Act. 

Listen to the news conference: 

Read our blo~ post. 

Also in November: 

o AFJ testified on an issue that may be obscure but is vitally impo~J~t for any American who may need to bring a lawsuit in a federal court. Those lawsuits are 

governed by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Right now, a series of proposals would rewrite parts of the mlebook to give a big edge to big business atthe 
expen~ ofevewday Americans. 

>> Read our blo~ post. 

>> Read our testimony at a public hearing about the proposed changes. 

>> Read our formal comments on the rules. 

o AFJ released a report on the judges of the United States Court of AppeaJ~s for the Fifth Circuit. That’s the court which reins~ted the draconia~n m~ti-abortion law in 
Texas. That awful decision is just one exa~n~ple of its judges’ judiciaJ~ ovelreach. 

>> Read our blo~ post. 

>> Read the full report. 

Ahead this month: Our open house in Washington and our Roe at Risk premiere in New York 

Monday Dec. 9: Join us at our DuPont Cimle offices in Washington for our annual Open House; this year featuring remarks fiom Tom Goldstein, founder of 
SCOTUSBIog. 

Tuesday, Dec. 10: Ne~, York premiere of Roe at Risk, with a great panel discussion aA~terwa~cds; speakers include Nancy Northup, President of the Center tbr 
Repro&tctive Rights and Jessica VaJenti, a contribulx~r for The ~Vation and thunder of Feministing.com. And if you can’t get to New York, the event will be 
livestreamed at www:al].org. 

Please help support AFJ 

Please consider makh~ a tax-deductible ~ift to ?alliance for Justice. Hdp us assist more advocates, protect more nonprofits, and defend a progressive 
vision of justice in America. 

Keep up with AFJ in 2013 

Our Justice fVatch Blo~ keeps you up-to-date on the latest developments concerning the causes we’re fighting for. Watch for our commentaa~es on pressing issues, 

guest blogs from some of the nation’s foremost legal scholars, and important content from our friends and a~lies. 

Click here to sign up. 

Our Bolder Advocacy Blog tracks news about the entire nonprofit community, highlighting trends and showcasing models of s~und advocacy. 

Click here to sign up. 

Find us on Facebook for news, aNcles, commenta~; a~d discussion on the fight for a fair, t~ee, and just America. Tell your friends to become our friends. 

And remember, news about our Justice programs and Bolder Advocacy initiatives also a~e available on Twitter. 

About AFJ 

Alliance for Justice is a national association of over 100 orgm~izations, representing a broad array of groups committed to progressive values and the creation of an 



equitable, just, and free society. Through our justice prograans, we lead the progressive communib, in the fight tbr a fair judiciary, and through our advocacy programs, 

we help nonproths m~d foundations to realize their advocacy potential. 

Learn more about Alliance for Justice at afj.or~. 

Did you receive this message fiom a friend or see it online? Click here to get furore updates directly from AFJ. 

Alliance for Justice 
11 Dupont Circle, NW 

2nd Floor 

Washington, DC 20036 

202-822-6070 

www.aq.or~ 

AFJ West Coast Office 
1611 Telegraph Avenue 

Ste. 1006 

Oakland, CA 94612 

510-444-6070 

~ Twitter ~ Facebook ~ YouTube 

Charity Navigator 
logo 

~Tell a Friend ~ Support AFJ 

Click here to unsubscribe 
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Webcast Series: Family Law- i~ ~ 2013 Changing Lands, 
Managing 
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Career, Your Practic~ 
C~ients a Your He 

Plus ..o Video Replays in locations all over the state! Click here, then go to the Location tab to see our statewide map and city locations. 
PLEASE NOTE: The Bar Center will be closed for the holidays Dec. 24=26. 
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Global Financial Markets Initiative Teleconference: Financial Contract Sat~ Harbors Under the US Bankruptcy Code - After the Lehma~ 

Banl~ptcy - Decetnber 5, 2013 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’,qew it as a web ~ 

ii~ [vlayer B ...... 

Global Fi .... ial Markets Initiative- Teleconf ....... Series 

The Lehman Brothers bankruptcy brought into focus the risks faced 

when one of the counterparties to derivative and other financial 

contracts fails. In the United States, various safe harbors for financial 

contracts exist to mitigate bankruptcy risks. However, such 

protections are not without limits. Please join us as Restructuring, 

Bankruptcy & Insolvency partners Howard Beltzer and Joel Moss 

provide a brief overview of the financial contract safe harbors under 

the Bankruptcy Code and an update of the recent major decisions by 

courts that have addressed, and helped define, the scope of such 

protections. They will also discuss decisions in the US Lehman 

Chapter 11 cases addressing related capital markets issues. 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 

Europe 
5:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. CET 
4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. GMT 

United States 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. CST 
9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. MST 
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. PST 

Teleconference Access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. 

(If you decline we will not send you 

reminders For this event.) 

For additional information, please contact 

Mayer Brown’s Global Financial Markets Initiative helps clients deal 

with the legal and business challenges resulting from the ongoing 

turbulence in worldwide financial markets. By mobilizing the firm’s 

global resources from multiple practices and offices, the initiative 

provides clients with knowledgeable and timely counsel on a broad 

spectrum of their legal needs. 

Please visit us at .r..0.&g..e:.r..b...r..o..t:.~.t}.:.r..Lo..r.E. 

Date & Time 
Thursday, December 5, 2013 

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 

~.~i.~.~ ..b.~,~..~?~. ~’~: 

Speakers 

.~!.~:~:’J..&~..~t~.!L..z.~.[: 
New York 

]oe~ Moss 
New York 

November 14, 2013 

L~LEidi[ V 

October 31, 2013 

Er~er g Industry/ 

October 17, 2013 

Follow Mayer Brown on Twitter 

Facebook 





In the Pol~s 
-[he ACC has five teams ranked in 

the AP Poll released Monday. Duke 
hoids steady at No. 2, Notre Dame 

stands at No. 4, while Maryiand and 
North Carolina rank No. 8and No 
18, respectively. Syracuse made its 

season debut at No. 22, and Fiorida 
State and Georgia Tech are receiving 

votes. 

ACC g~ayer and Rookie of the Week 
Syracuse sophomore guard Bri~nn~ 

Butler and North Carolina freshman 
guard D~amond DeShie~ds have been 

named the Atlan~c Coast Conference 
Women’s Basketball Player and Rook- 

~e of the Week, as voted on by the 

Blue Ribbon Panel. Butler received 
her first ACC Player of the Week 

honor following a MVP performance 
at the Paradise Jam while iead~ng 

Syracuse to three straight wins and 

the Reef DMs~on ~t~e. Butler aver- 
aged 23.3 points wh~e shooing 57.5 
percent in w~ns over Texas, Memphis 

and No. 12/11 Texas A&M. DeSh~elds 
averaged 23.3 points, 6.7 rebounds 
and 2.7 stea~s while leading North 

Carolina to a 2-1 record last week in 
the Cancun Challenge. 

#WB1GACC 
The 2013 Big Ten!ACC Challenge 
will be played this week with six 

games on Wednesday, Dec. 4 and six 
games on ]-hursda~/, Dec. 5~-[he ACC 
owns 41--27 edge over the Big Ten in 
Challenge games and has won five 

Challenge titles. 

Wins Against the Ranked 
The ACC has already picked up [our 
wins against Top-25 teams this sea- 

son. Duke defeated No. 9/9 Caiifor- 
nia, 70-58, on Nov. 10, Notre Dame 

topped No. 19/18 Michigan State, 81-- 

62, on Nov. 11, and No~ 25/25 DePaui 
on Nov. 26, and Syracuse defeated 

No. 12/:[:[ Texas A&M, 78-63, on Nov. 
30~ Duke’s win at the ninth-ranked 

Golden Bears marked its first win in a 
season opener against a top-lO team 

in program history. 

Feast Week Success 
The ACC claimed four holiday tour- 
nament t-ides iast week as Duke won 
the Island Division and Syracuse won 

the Reef Division of the Paradise .Jam; 
Georgia Tech claimed the LIU Turkey 
Classic tide, Maryland the San Juan 
Shootout championship and Miami 
earned its Thanksgiving-[burnament 
Championship. Along with the titles, 
Bdanna Butler (Syracuse) and Tdcia 

Liston (Duke) were named MVPs 
of their respective divisions in the 
Paradise Jam, and GT’s Tyauanna 

Marshall and Miami’s Caprice Dennis 
also claimed MVP honors of their 

respective tournaments. 

Conference Overal~ 

Team W L Pet Hm Rd W L Pct Hm Rd Neu Streak 

Duke ............................. 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 8 0 1.000 3-0 2-0 3-0 W8 

Syracuse ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 8 0 1,000 4-0 1-0 3-0 W8 

Notre Dame .................. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 6 0 1.000 4-0 1-0 1-0 W6 

NC State ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 8 1 ,889 6-0 0-0 2-1 W2 

Maryland ...................... 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 7 1 .875 3--1 2--0 2--0 W5 

Florida State ................. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 6 1 .857 3-0 3-1 0-0 W2 

Virginia Tech ................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 6 1 .857 4-1 2-0 0-0 Wl 

North Carolina .............. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 6 2 ,750 3--1 1--0 2--1 W1 

Miami ........................... 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 5 2 .714 4-2 1-0 0-0 W4 

Georgia Tech ................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 4 2 ,667 2-0 0-2 2-0 W2 

Clemson ........................ 0 0 ~000 0-0 0-0 4 3 .571 3-3 1-0 0-0 W3 

Pittsburgh ..................... 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 4 3 .571 2-2 2-1 0-0 L1 

Wake Forest .................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 4 4 ,500 3-0 1-3 0-1 L2 

Boston College .............. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 3 4 .429 1-1 1-1 1-2 L2 

Virginia ......................... 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 3 4 .429 2-0 1-2 0-2 L3 

~,000 - North Carolina’s Stephanie Mavunga was perfect from 
the floor in the Tar Heels’ 106-52 win over Coastal Carolina 
on Nov. 21~ Mavunga made ali 10 of her shots to finish with 
20 points~ She also added 13 rebounds, five blocks and three 
assists in 22 minutes of action. 

3 -Three different North Carolina players have earned the 
last three ACC Rookie of the Week: Aliisha Gray, Stephanie 
Mavunga and Diamond DeShields -[he last time three differ:- 
ent student-athietes from the same school claimed Rookie of 
the Week honors in the same season was the 2002-03 season 
when Duke’s Mistie Bass, Jessica Foley and Lindsey Harding 

each earned the honor. 

4 - Four ACC players are averaging doubie-doubies: Wake For- 
est’s Dearica Hamby (20.8 pts, 10.0 feb), Maryiand’s Aiyssa 
Thomas (16.0 pts, 11.1 Feb), Virginia Tech’s Uju Ugoka (16.6 
pts, 10.6 rebs) and North Carolina’s Stephanie Mavunga (14.8 
pts, 10.5 rebs}. Thomas has posted at least 10 points and 10 
rebounds in each of her last seven games. 

14 - The ACC is represented by 14 student-athletes named to 
the Naismith Trophy Early Season Watch List. The 14 selec- 
t-ions ieads all ieagues. 

18,8- Georgia Tech freshman guard Kaela Davis is averaging 
18.8 points through her first six games of her collegiate 
career to lead all ACC freshmen. She ranks fifth among ACC 
rookies with &O rebounds per game. 

20,3 - Duke’s Tricia Uston averaged 20.3 points per game 
(while shooting 69.3 percent) in Duke’s three straight wins 

over Xavier, Central Michigan and Kansas to claim MVP 
honors and iead the Blue Devils to the Island Division Title at 
the Paradise Jam. 

300 - Florida State head coach Sue Semrau earned her 300th 
career win on Nov. 29 when her Seminoies defeated Stetson, 
79-49. Virginia Tech% 55--33 win over Presbyterian (Nov. 30} 

marked head coach Dennis Woiff’s 300th career win. Wolff 
spent :[7 years on the men’s side at Boston University and 
Connecticut College. 

Tuesday, Dec. 3 

Belmont at Wake Forest ......................................................... 7 p.m. 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge (Dec. 4-5} 

Wednesday, Dec. 4 

No. 15/10 Nebraska at No. ~8/12 North Carolina .....6 p.m. (ESPN3) 

RV/~8 Michigan State at RV/RV Florida State ............ 7 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Illinois at BV/RV Georgia Tech .................................... 7 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Ohio State at No. 8/8 Maryland ............................................. 7 p.m. 

Virginia Tech at Indiana .......................................................... 7 p.m. 

No. 4/6 Notre Dame at No. 10/14 Penn State ......... 7:30 p.m. (BTN) 

James Madison at Pitt ............................................................ 7 p.m. 

Thursday, Dec. 5 

No. 16/22 Purdue at No. 2/2 Duke .................................... 6:30 p.m. 

NC State at RV/- Northwestern ............................................... 7 p.m. 

No. 22/RV Syracuse at No. 25/RV Iowa ......................... 7 p.m. (BTN) 

Michigan at Virginia ................................................................ 7 p.m. 

Boston College at Wisconsin .................................................. 8 p.m. 

Miami at Minnesota ............................................................... 9 p.m. 

Clemson at UNC Greensboro .................................................. 7 p.m. 

Saturday, Dec. 7 

Pitt at Wagner ....................................................................... 12 p.m. 

UCLA at Notre Dame ........................................................... 12 p.m. 

Michigan State at Virginia Tech .............................................. 2 p.m. 

Alabama A&M at Georgia Tech ......................................... 4:30 p.m. 

Sunday, Dec. 1 

No. 5/6 Notre Dame 100, Duquesne 61 

NC State 67, UCLA 49 

............................ (Florida Gulf Coast Tournament; Fort Myers, 

Buffalo 66, Pitt 62 

RViRV Florida State 71 at Miami (Ohio) 62 

Clemson 48, North Florida 44 
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The Atlantic Coast Conference’s "Blue Ribbon Panel," 

consisting of national and local rnedia mem.bers, 

as weil as school representatives, wiil vote for the 

league’s preseason poll, weekiy honors and postsea- 

son All-Conference teams for the 2013--14 season 

The ACC, with nominations from its 15 re.ember insti- 

tutions, wiil designate approximately 30 media mem- 

bers who cover ACC Women’s Basketball regularly to 

the panel One at-large member, who can be affiliated 

with the institution (i.e., schooi radio personality or 

schooi’s Sports Information Director) will also serve 

on the panel. In addition to the 36 members, the 

league’s com.munications off]co will invite additionai 

national and seiected persons to the panel, inclading 

ACC television broadcasters. 

Finally, all 15 league head coaches will receive one 

balio~ to vote on preseason and postseason acco-- 

lades; however, they wiil not be permitted to vote on 

a weekiy basis or for their own student-athletes. 

Foilowing the conclusion of the regular season, the 

Blue Ribbon Panel will selec[ a 10--mernber Ali--ACC 

First Team, a five-member Ali-ACC Second Team, 

an Ali--Freshrnan Tearn as well as Player of the Year, 

Rookie of the Year and Coach of the Year. The league 

head coaches will also select their own 10-member 

AII.-ACC First Team, a five-re.ember All--ACC Second 

Team, an All-Freshman Team, Player of the ’fear, 

Rookie or [he Year and Coach of the Yeaq. as well as, 

the Ali-Defensive Team, Defensive Player of the Year 

and Sixth Player of the Year. 

All postgame interviews with coaches will be condacted 

in a press interview area designated by ~he host Sports 

Information Director. There will be a maximum 

ute "cooii ng off" period, at which time the first availabie 

head coach will begin a :10.-minute interview session. 

Should both coaches be ready to begin their interviews 

at the sarne tirne, preference [or the fi rst session should 

be given to the visiting coach. The second head coach 

should be ready to enter the interview area no more 

than :10 minutes after the start of the first interview. 

Seiected players wili then be made available to the 

rnedia in ~he iockerroom or in an area designated by 

the host Sports Information Director. 

Defending ACC Champion Dake has been named as 

2013-14 Atiantic Coast Conference Women’s Basket- 
bail preseason favorite in separate polis of the league’s 

Blue Ribbon Panei and its :15 head coaches. 

The Blue Devils, who return all five starters, 11 letter- 
winners and top seven scorers from last season’s team 

that finished 33-3 and reached the regional final of 

the 20:13 NCAA Women’s Championship, were listed 

as this year’s preseason favorite by 39 Blue Ribbon 

Panel voters. 

2013-14 Predicted Order of Finish 

(First Place Votes) 
Blue Ribbon Panel Coaches 

:1. Duke (39) :1. Duke (:10) 

2. Notre Dame (14) 2. Notre Dame (5} 
3. Maryland (3) 3. Maryland 

4. North Carolina (1) 4~ North Carolina 

T5. Georgia Tech 5. Georgia Tech 

T5~ Florida State 6. Florida State 

7. Syracuse 7. Syracuse 

8. Virginia 8~ Virginia 

9. Miami 9. Miami 

]0. NC State :10. NC State 

11. Boston College 11. Boston College 

12. Wake Forest :12. Wake Forest 

13. Virginia Tech 13. Virginia Tech 

14. Clemson :14. Ciemson 

15. Pittsburgh 15. Pittsburgh 

Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa Thomas, Sr., F, Maryland 

Coaches Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa Thomas, Sr., F, Maryland 

2013o14 Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason AII-ACC Team 
Chelsea Gray, St., G, Duke 

Tricia Liston, Sr., G, Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, Jr., F/C, Duke 
Tyaunna Marshali, St., G, Georgia Tech 

Alyssa Thomas, Sr., F, Maryland 

Natalie Achonwa, St., F, Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, Sr., G, Notre Dame 

Xylina McDaniel, So., F, North Carolina 

Ataira Frankiin, Sr., G, Virginia 

Chelsea Douglas, St., G, Wake Forest 

2013o14 Coaches Preseason AII-ACC Team 
Chelsea Gray, St., G, Duke 

Tricia Liston, Sr~, G, Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, Jr., F/C, Duke 
Tyaunna Marshali, St., G, Georgia Tech 

Alyssa Thomas, Sr., E Maryland 

Jeweli t.oyd, So., G, Notre Dame 

Kayla McBride, Sr., G, Notre Dame 

Diamond DeShieids, Fn, G, North Carolina 
Xylina McDaniel, So., F, North Carolina 

Ataira Franklin, Sr., G, Virginia 

2013o14 Blue Ribbon Panel Newcomer Watch IList 

Oderah Chidom, Fr., F, Duke 
Kendail McCravey-Cooper, Ft., F!C, Duke 

Kaela Davis, Ft., G, Georgia Tech 

Lexie Brown, Fr., G, Maryiand 
Diamond DeShieids, Ft., G, North Carolina 
Taya Reimer, Ft. F, Notre Dame 

**an ex~.ra member was added to the ~.eam due ~.o a ~ffe in voting 

2013-14 Coaches Newcomer Watch {.ist 

Oderah Chidom, Fr., F, Duke 
Morgan Jones, Fr. G, Florida State 

Kaela Davis, Ft., G, Georgia Tech 

Diamond DeShieids, Ft., G North Carolina 



Matchups a re set for the 2013 Big TeniACC Women’s 
Basketball Challenge. This year’s challenge will mark 
the seventh year" o[ an event that has been extended 
to 2016 All 12 Big Ten .:earns and 12 of the 15 ACC 
teams will participate in the 2013 Challenge, including 
Notre Dame and Syracuse. which will join the league 
on July 1, 2013. 

Ayear ago, ACC tearns combined for a 7-5 rnark 
against its Big Ten counterparts to win its fifth Chal- 
lenge h.tle. The ACC owns a 4:[-27 edge over the Big 
Ten it’.. the Challenge. The two leagues each earned six 
wins in 2011 to markthe only tie in Challenge history. 

Overall, since the 2000 season, the two conferences 
have squared o~in head-to-head compehhon on 152 
occasions with the ACC holding an 82-70 advantage. 
Last season’s success in the Challenge helped the ACC 
hold a slight 11-10 edge in all head-to heaci rneetings 
against Big 10 teams. 

The ACC and Big Ten conference o~ces determine tile 
scheduie each season, in addiUon, the ofqcial title of 

the Challenge rotates each year -[he 2013 event wili 
be referred to as the Bigiw~/ACC Wornen’s Basketbali 
Chailenge and wiil con~nue to mirror the o~cial ti..d e 
of the two conferences’ Challenge agreement for 
rnen’s basketball. 

2013 Big Ten/ACC Wornen’s Baske.:ball Challenge 
game Ernes, as well as television and broadband 
coverage, will be announced at a later date. For 
more information about The Challenge, including a 
complete schedule, visit theacc.corn. 

203.3 CHALLENGE SCHEDULE 
\/vednesday~ Dec, 4 

Notre Dame at Per]r] State 
Illinois at Georgia Tech 
Ohio State at Maryland 
Virginia i~ch at Indiana 

Michigan State at Florida State 
Nebraska at North Carolina 

l-hur’sda% Dec. 5 
NC State at Northwestern 

Boston College at Wisconsin 
Syracuse at iowa 

Purdue at Duke 
Michigan aL Virginia 

Miami at Minnesota 

Nine Atlantic Coast Conference student-athletes 
have been named to the 2013-14 Wooden Award 
preseason Top 30 list. 

The ACC leads all conferences with nine selections, 
while Duke, North Carolina and Notre Dame are 
three of six schools with multiple candidates 
named to the list. 

Chelsea Gray, 5-J], Sn, G 

Tdda Liston, 6-1, Sn, G 
Elizabeth Williams, 6-3, Jr., C/F 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sr., G 
Alyssa Thomas, 6--2, St:, F 
Xylina McDaniel, 6-2, So., F 

Diamond DeShields, 6-1, Fn, G 
Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F 
Kayia McBride, Sr., 5-:1~, G 

Duke 
Duke 
Duke 

Georgia Tech 
Maryland 

North Caroiina 
North Caroiina 

Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 

Duke’s Chelsea Gray and Haley Peters, Florida State’s 
Natasha Howard and Virginia’s Ataira Franklin have 
been named preseason candidates of the Senior CLASS 
Awar&-[~ be eligible for the award, a student-athlete 

must be classified as an NCAA Division I senior and 
have notable achievements in four areas of excellence 
- community, classroom, character and competition. 
The complete list of candidates follows this reiease. 

An acronym for Celebrating Loyalty and Achievement 
for Staying in School®, the Lowe’s Senior CLASS Award 
focuses on the total student-athlete and encourages 
students to use their platform in athletics to make a 
positive ira.pact as leaders in their com.rnunides 

Senior CLASS Award 
Chelsea Gray, 5-1~, St., G Duke 
Haley Peters, 6-3, Sr., G/F Duke 
Natasha Howard, 6-3, St:, F Florida State 

Ataira Franklin, 5--1:1, St:, G Virginia 

Six Adantic Coast Conference student-athletes have 
been named to the 2013-:14 preseason "Wade Watch" 
list of candidates for the sport’s Player of the Year 
honor by the Women’s Basketbali Coaches Association. 

The ACC leads all conferences with six selections, while 
Duke and Notre Darne are two of four schoois with two 
candidates named to the watch list. 

Now in its 37th year, The Wade Trophy is named in 

honor of the late, legendary three-time national cham- 
pion Delta State University coach, Lily Margaret Wade. 
Regarded as "The Heisman of Women’s Basketbali/’ 
the award is presented annualiy to the NCAA Division 
I Player of the Year by the National Association of Girls 
and Women in Sport (NAGWS) and the WBCA. 

The preseason list is composed of top NCAA Division 
I women’s basketbaii players who best embody 
Wade’s spirit from :18 different institutions and seven 

conferences. 

Wa_d_. _e__.W__a_ _t£b__.~!.s_t_ 
Chelsea Gray, 5-:1!, St., G Duke 
Elizabeth Williams, 6-3, in, CiF Duke 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sr., G Georgia Tech 
Aiyssa Thomas, 6-2, Sr., F Maryiand 

Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, Sr., F Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, St., 5-11, G Notre Dame 

Fourteen Atlantic Coast Conference student-athletes 
have been named to the 20:13-]4 Naismith Trophy 
preseason watch iisL The ACC leads all conferences 
with :14 selections, lead by Duke with fouc Notre 
Dame [oliows with three, Georgia Tech, Maryland 

and North Carolina each haw~ two and Florida State 
has one named to the list. 

Naismith Trophy Watch List 
Chelsea Gray, 5-J.J, So, G 
Elizabeth Wiliiarns, 6-3, Jr., C/F 
Tricia Liston, 6--:1, Sr:, G 
Haley Peters, 6-3, St., G/F 

Natasha Howard, 6-3, St., F 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sr., G 
Kaela Davis, 6-2, Fr:, G 
Laurin Mincy, 6-0, R--Jn, G 
Alyssa Thomas, 6-2, Sn, F 
Xyiina McDanie[, 6-2, So, F 

Diamond DeShields, 6-:]., Ft., G 
Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F 
Jeweil Loyal, 5--:[0, So., G 
Kayla McBride, St., 5--:[:1, G 

Duke 
D u ke 
Duke 
Duke 

Florida State 
Georgia Tech 
Georgia Tech 

Maryiand 
Maryiand 

North Carolina 
North Carolina 

Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 

Maryland senior Alyssa Thomas has been named to 

the Associated Press Preseason All-America Team 

announced Tuesda’~; while Duke’s Chelsea Gray and 

Elizabeth Williams, and Notre Dame’s Natalie Achonwa 
and Kayla McBride also received votes. 

Thomas was named an Associated Press All-American 
after both her sophomore and junior seasons. The 

forward was named a Preseason Ail-American last 

year as well. 

Thomas was voted Preseason ACC Player of the Year 

by both the Blue Ribbon Panel and the league’s :15 

head coaches last month. 5he was named ACC Piayer 

of the Year in both her sophomore and ju nior seasons. 

In 2012-:13, Thomas ied the ACC in points (18.0 per 

game), rebounds (:10.3 per game) and assists (5.3 

per game). 

AP All-America Preseason Team 
Alyssa Thomas, 6-2, St., F Maryland 

Chelsea Gray, 5-:1:1, St., G Duke 

Elizabeth Wiiliams, 6-3, Jr., CiF Duke 

Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F Notre Dame 

Kayia McBride, St., 5-11, G Notre Dame 

In the 37-year history of the league, ACC schools have 

~roduced a 3,49i-1,380 (.7:1_6) record w!rsus nonconference 

foes, 

Records Agaiast 

American AtNetic 

America East 

Atlantic 1.0 

Atlantic Sun 

Bi~ East 

Big Sky 

Bi~ South 

Bi~ Ten 

Bi~ ~2 

Bi~ West 

Colonial 

Conference USA 

Great West 

Horizon 

Metro Atlantic 

Mid-American 

Mid-Eastern 

MBsoud Valley 

Mountain West 

NoH:heast 

OMo Valley 

Pac-~2 

Pa~rio~ 

Southeastern 

Southern 

Southland 

Southwestern 

Summi~ 

Sun BeEt 

West Coast 

Western AtMe~c 

Others/~dep. 

II-12 ............... II-13 ............... 13-14 

2-2 ................... 4-1 .................... 1-0 
8-4 ................... 9-2 .................... 3-2 

i0d .................... 7-1 ..................... 3-0 

11-10 ................... 7-9 .................... 3-1 

i-0 ................... 0-1 .................... 1-0 

8-1 ................. ii-i .................... 5-0 
7-9 ............... 11-10 .................... 2-2 
~-3 ................... 1-3 .................... 1-2 

0--0 ................... 0.-0 .................... 1-1 
12-4 ................... 5-3 .................... 7-2 

3-2 ................... 1-0 .................... 3-0 

1-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 
0-1 ................... 2-0 .................... 2-1 
1-0 ................... 3.-0 .................... 4-0 

0-0 ................... 2-1 ..................... 0-0 

2-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 4-1 

10-3 ................... 8-2 .................... 5-0 

0-I ................... 0-1 .................... 0-0 

1-0 ................... i-0 .................... 1-1 
6-0 ................... 5-1 ..................... 2-0 

2--0 ................... i-i .................... 0--0 
0-3 ................... 4-1 .................... 5-4 

5-0 ................... 1-0 .................... 4-1 

7-8 ................... 4-8 .................... 4-5 
6-I ................... 8-0 .................... 6-I 
i--0 ................... 0.-0 .................... 2-0 

4-0 ................... 3-0 .................... 2-0 

0-1 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 

4-0 ................... 2-0 .................... 1-1 

1-2 ................... 2-0 .................... 0-1 

2-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 
4-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 

12J-56 ............. 10%50 ................ 73-28 

(.750) ............... (,686) ................ (,739) 

vs Non-ACC AP Ranked Teams ............................................ 4-9 

vs Non-ACC USA ]bdav Ranked ]~ams ............................... 4-9 

vs Non-ACC Home ......................................... 43-’.,’1 

vs Non-ACC Road ......................................... 17--10 

vs Non-ACC Neutral ........................................... 11-4 



Nll ........................................... Cheisea Gray, Duke 
N18 ................................. Alyssa Thomas, Maryland 

N25 ........................................... Cheisea Gray, Duke 

D2 ..................................... Brianna Butier, Syracuse 

Nll ................................. Kaela Davis, Georgia Tech 

N18 ........................ Aliisha Gray, Nor[h Carolina 

N25 ................ Stephanie Mavunga, North Carolina 

D2 ................... Diarnond DeShields, North Carolina 

School Player    Rookie Total 
Duke ............................... 77 .............. 51 ........... 128 

North Carohna ............. 64 ........... .~2 ......... 116 
Virginia ........................... 67 .............. 35 ........... 102 

Maryland ........................ 4B ........... 47 .......... 92 

NC State .......................... 46 .............. 30 ............. 76 

Georgia lech ................ 26 ........... 26 .......... 

Ciemson .......................... 30 .............. 15 ............. 45 

Wake Forest ................ 18 ........... 24 .......... 42 

Fiorida State ................... 14 .............. 24 ............. 38 

Miami ........................ 18 ............ B .......... 23 
Boston College .................. 8 ................ 9 ............. 17 

Virginia Tech ................ "3 ............. 3 ............ B 

Notre Dame ....................... - ................. - ................ - 

Syracuse ........................... 1 ................. - ............... 

Below is a list of ACC Career Player and Rookie of 
the Week selections. 

Career Player of the Week 
(among active players} 

8 - Alyssa Thomas, Maryiand 

Career Player of the Week 
18 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2000-04) 

Player of the Week (single-season} 
6 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2002-03) 
6 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2003-04) 

Rookie of the Week (single-season} 
9 --]-racy Connor’ Wake Forest (1992-93) 

9 - Elizabeth Williams, Duke (2011-12) 

Duke was flawless on its home court during the 2012-13 

season, while owning a 20--game aclfiw_~ home win streak. ACC 

teams were a combined 133-62 (.682) when defending their 

home courts in 2012d3. 

Team Years Record 

Boston College ............................... 6th .......... 8]-45 
CIemson ........................................ S6th ....... 362-169 
Duke ............................................. 36th ....... 398--110 
Florida State ................................. 20th ....... 
Georgia Tech .................................. 
M~ryiand ...................................... 12th ........ 159-29 
Miami ............................................ 8th ........ 129-$6 
Nor[h Caroiina .............................. 37th ...... 468--105 
NC State ........................................ S7th ....... 
Notre Dame .................................. 37th ........ 388-90 
Pit~ ............................................... 11th ......... 83-65 
Syracuse ......................................... 9th .......... 93-44 
Virginia ........................................... 8th ......... 160-95 
Virgini~ Tech .................................. 8th .......... 85-57 
Wake Forest .................................. 34th ...... 247-221 

Team Games    Total    Average 
Boston College .................... 2 ............. 2078 ........... 1039 
CIemson .............................. 4 ............. 2378 ............ 468 
Duke ................................... 3 ............ 119~0 .......... 3987 

Florida State ....................... 3 ............. :~628 ........... 18. o 

Georgia Tech ....................... 2 ............. 1641 ............ 821 

Maryland ............................ 4 ............ 25598 .......... 6399 

Miami ................................. 6 ............. 398:[ ............ 664 

North Carolina .................... 4 ............ :11315 .......... 2829 

NC State .............................. 5 ............. 5338 ........... 1067 

Notre Dame ........................ 4 ............ 33840 .......... 8460 

Pi~ ................................... 4 ............. 8252 ........... 2063 

Syracuse .............................. 4 ............. 2443 ............ 611 

Virginia ............................... 2 ............. 6725 ........... 3363 

Virginia Fech ....................... 5 ............. 6092 ........... 1218 

Wake Forest ........................ 3 ............. 1537 ............ 513 

17,950 ............. North Carolina at Maryland (]/2g/07) 

....................... Comcast Center, College Park, Md 

17,950 ............................ Duke a[ Maryland (2/18/07) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md~ 

17,243 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/13/05) 

....................... Comcas[ Center; College Park, Md. 

16,344 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/22/09) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

16,135 ................ Florida State at Maryland (2/24/08) 

....................... Comcast Center, College Park, Md 

16,097 .............................. Duke at Maryland (1/8/06) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md~ 

15,853 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/24/~3) 

....................... Comcast Center; College Park, Md. 

15,531 ............................ Duke at Maryland (1/14/08) 
............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

15,150 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/~9/12) 
............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

14,500 ........................ Virginia at Maryland (2/12/92) 

............................ Cole Field House, College Park, Md~ 

Coach, School Yrs W-IL 

Erik Johnson, BC ............................. 5 ............... 87-74 

Audra Smith CU .............................. 9 ........... 142-]41 

Joarme P. McCaliie, DU .............. 21 ........ 498-183 

Sue Semrau, FS ............................. 15 ........... 301-202 

MaCheile Joseph, (ST .................... 10 ........... 197-]24 

Brenda Frese, MD .................... 14 ........ 342-125 

Katie Meier, UM ........................... 12 ........... 228-153 

Syivia Hatchell, NC ....................... 38 ........... 908-32! 

Wes Moore, S-[. ....................... 24 ........ 566-170 

Muffet McGraw, ND ..................... 31 ........... 720-258 

Suzie McConneiFSerio, UP ............. 6 ............. !27-7! 

Quentin Hilisman, SU ................. 7 .......... 152--88 

Joanne Boyle, VA .......................... 11 ........... 248-122 

Dennis Wolff) VT ............................. 2 ............... 23-44 

Jen Hoover’ WF .............................. 2 ............... 37-36 

Coach, School Yrs W-L 

Erik .Johnson, BC ............................. 2 ............... 15-23 

Audra Sm.ith, CU .............................. -. .................. 4-3 

Joanne R McCaliie, DU ................... 7 ............. 182-35 

Sue Semrau, FS ............................. 17 ........... 301-202 

MaCheile Joseph, GT ................ 11 ........ 197-124 

Brenda Frese, MD ........................ 12 ............. 285-95 

Katie Meier, DM ............................. 9 ........... 152-]08 

Sylvia Hatchell, NC ....................... 28 ........... 636-241 

Wes lvloore, ST ................................ - ................... 8-1 

Muffet McGraw, ND ..................... 27 ........... 632-217 

Suzie McConneil-Sedo, UP .............. -. .................. 4-3 
Quentin Hilisman, SU ..................... 8 ............. 152-88 
Joanne Boyle, VA ............................ 3 ............... 44-29 

Dennis Wolff, V-[. ...................... 3 ............ 23--44 

Jen Hoover, WF .............................. 2 ............... 17-23 

Coach, School ACC Tourn ACC Games 

Erik Johnsorb BC ..................... 1-1 ............. 5-13 

Audra Smith, CU .............................. - ........................ - 

Joanne P. McCailie, DU ............. 13-3 ............... 77-13 

Sue Semrau, FS .......................... 6-16 ........... 127-117 

MaCheile Joseph, GT ................. 8-10 ............... 71-77 

Brenda Frese, MD ..................... 15-9 ............. 107%7 

Katie Meie(. UM .......................... 2-8 ............... 53-65 

Sylvia Hatchell, NC .................. 46-19 ........... 258-148 

Wes Moore, ST ................................ - ........................ - 
Muffet McGraw; ND ........................ -. ....................... - 
Suzie McConneil-Serio .................... - ........................ - 

Quentin Hilisman, SD ...................... - ........................ - 
Joanne Boyle, VA ......................... 1-2 ............... 17--1;’ 

Dennis Wolff, VT .......................... 0-2 ................. 7-27 

Jen Hoovec WF ........................... 1-] .................. 5-13 



~NDIVIDUAL 

Points Scored ....................................................................... 30 

................. Chelsea Douglas~ WF (vs Delaware, 

................................ Allisha Gray, NC (at LiCLA, N17) 

Rebounds ............................................................................ 20 

................................. Halev Peters, DU (vs USC Upstate N14} 

Field Goal Percentage (rain. 8 made) ............... 1.000 (10.-10) 

............... Stephanie Mavunga, NC (at Coastal Carolina, N2i) 

3-Point Field Goals ................................................................ 7 

................ Brianna Butler, SU (Maryland Eastern Shore, N20} 

Free Throw Percentage (rain. g made) ................. :J..O00 (9--9) 

............................................. Brene Mosele~; MD (at USF, 

Assis,:s .................................................................................. 13 

.................................. Chelsea Gray, DU (at Marquette, N24) 

Steals ..................................................................................... 9 

................................... Dearic Hamby, WF (at Marquette, Ng) 

Blocked Sho[s ........................................................................ 5 

............................. Elizabeth Williams, DU (vs Alabama, N17) 

............... Stephanie Mavunga, NC (at Coastal Carolina, 

..................................... ]~ijah Campbell, VT (at Hofstra, N25) 

TEAM 

Points Scored .......................... t[23, Duke (USC Up~ate, 

Margin of Victory ..................... 83, Duke (USC Upstate, N14) 

Rebounds .............................. 64, Virginia Tech (Howard, 

Field Goal Percentage ......................................... 629 (39-62} 

....................................... Notre Dame (UNC-Wilmington, Ng) 

3-Point Field Goals ........................ 1[5, Miami (Oakland, N19) 

......................... $5, Syracuse (Maryland Eastern Shore, N20) 

3-Point Field Goal Percentage (min. "z0 md) ....... g32 

....................................................... Boston College (FLU, N21) 

Free -throws Made ............ 29, Maryland (Loyola (Md.), 

Free Throw Percentage (rain :[3 md) ................... 909 (20-22) 

........................................................... Syracuse (Cornell, N 18) 

Assi~s .................. 30, North Carolina (Coastal Carolina, 

Steals ........................................ 22, Duke (USC Upstate, N14) 

Blocked Shots..._.:[1, North Carolina (Coastal Carolina, N21) 

30 .......................................... Chelsea Douglas, WF (Delaware, 

............................................................. Aiiisha Gra~,; ,NC (UCLA, 

29 ........................................... Brianna Butler; SU (Texas A&M, 

28 ............................................ Dearica P.;amby, WF (Campbell, N$‘3) 

..................................................... Kaela Davis, G-[ (l~nnessee, ,,N:~7} 

................................... Diamond DeShieids, NC (Arizona State, N29) 

27 .................................................... Uju Ugoka, VT (Richmond, N27) 

................................................ Dearica Hamby, W~ (California, 

26 .......................................... Chelsea Douglas, W~ (Marquette, Ng) 

................................................ Brittney Sykes, SU (Dartmouth, N$4) 

............................................................ Uju U~oka, Vf (Hofstra, N2‘3) 

........................................................ Caprice Dennis, UM (Yale, N2B) 

..................................................... Natasha P.;oward, FS (Stetson, 29) 

25 ............................................ Ataira ~ranklin, VA (-[ennessee, N28) 

................................................... Deark:a Hamb’~; WF (Nevada, 

24 ................................. Natasha P.;oward, FS (UNC Greensboro, Ng) 

................................................. Vanessa Par,,ousis, VT (Florida, ,,N:~4) 

.................................... Brittany Brown, FS (Prairie View A&M. N:t7) 

....................................................... Morgan Jones, FS (Florida, 

............................................................ Kody Burke, SF (Tulane, N24) 

................................. Diamond DeShieids, NC (Arkansas State, N28) 

......................................... Len’Nique Brown, ST (Wright State, N29) 

.............................................. Stephanie Mavun~a, NC (Illinois, N‘30) 

2.3 ............................................ Deark:a Hanqby, WF (Marqueth_~, Ng) 

..................................... Nikki Dixon, CU (Cal State Northridge, N:tT) 

....................................................... Nicole Boudreau, BC (BYU, 

...................................................... Brittney Sykes, SU (Corneii, NtB) 

................................................. Kody Burke, ST (Morgan State, [t:[8) 

........................... Brianna Butler. SU (Ma~iand Eastern Shore, N20) 

............................................ Ataira Franklin, VA (West Virginia, N24) 

..................................... Eiizabeth Williams, DU (at Marque~e, N24) 

....................................... Caprice Der,,nis, UM (St. Frar,,ds (,,’t¥), N29) 

....................................... Alyssa Thomas, MD (Texas Sou[hem, N29) 

.................................................. Brianna Butler, SU (Memphis, N29) 

................................................. Caprice Der,,nis, UM (Missouri, ,,N.30} 

22_ ................................................ Chelsea Gra~/~ DU (Califernia, N:t0) 

............................................. Jewell Loyd, ND (Michigan State, 

.............................................. Chelsea Douglas, WF (Campbell, 

.............................................. Morgan Jones, FS (at Cincinnati, Nt.3) 

..................................................... Jeweii Loyd, ND (Valparaiso, 

................................................ Chelsea Oougias, WF (Radford, ,N22) 

................................................. Chelsea Douglas, W~ (Arizona, N27) 

........................................................... Trida Liston, DU (Xavier, N28) 

................................................... Kayla McBride, ND (Duquesne, 

23 ....................................... Shakeya Leafy, SU (Washing[on St., 

.......................................................... Uju Ugoka, \,~f (Bucknell, 

......................... Diamond DeShields, NC (Coastal Carolina, 

................................................. Charmaine Ta~,o CU {at USF, N24) 

............................................... Alyssa Thomas MD (Drexel, N25) 

.................................... Tyaunna Marshall, GT (Southern Utah, N29) 

20 .................................................. Bdanna Kiesel, UP (Bucknell, NB) 

.................................................... Kaela Davis, GT (Coppin State, Ng) 

.......................................... Kaela Davis, G:r (Westerr,, Carolina, 

............................................... Markeisha Gatling, ST (Towson, N::[:~ ) 

............................................... Trida Liston, DU (USC Upstate N14) 

...................................... Alysaa-rhomas, KID (Connecticut, It55) 

................................................. Tricia [.is+~on, DI.J (Alabama, N:[7) 

........................ Stephanie Mavunga, NC (Coastal CaroliP, a, N21) 

............................................. Kelila Atkinson, WF (Radford, N22} 

........................................... Serafina Maulupe, VT (Hofistr~, N2.3) 

....................................... Tricia Liston, DU (Central Michigan N29) 

..................................... Sarah Imovbioh, VA (Kansas State, It29) 

.................................. Tyaunna Marshall, GT (McNeese State, N30) 

Team ACC Non-ACC Overall 

Boston Coliege ............... 0-0 ............ 01-1 ........... 0-:1 

Clemson ......................... 0-0 ............... 2-0 ............. 2-0 

Duke .............................. 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Florida State ............... 0-0 ............ 0.-0 ........... 0-0 

Georgia Tech .................. 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Maryland ....................... 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Miami ...................... 0-0 ............ 0.-0 ........... 0-0 

North Carolina ............... 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

NC State ......................... 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Notre Dame .................. 0-0 ............... 0--0 ........... 0-0 

Pitt ................................. 0-0 ............... 0-I ............. 

Syracuse ......................... 0-0 ............... &-O ............. :1-0 

Virginia ..................... 0-0 .............. :1.-:[ ........... :1-:1 

Vir~ginia Tech .................. 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Wake Forest ................... 0-0 

Overtime Games 

N23 ................. Virginia Tech def Hofstra, 77-72 (OT) 

N24 . No. 4/3 Louisviile def Florida State, 69-59 (OT) 

N29 ._ Arizona State 94, No. 12/:12 North Carolina 8:1 

(OT) 



2013<14 DOUBLE-DOUBLES 

Player, School Career ACC Tot. 

Alyssa Thomas, St., MD ................. (43) ....... - ......... 7 

Natasha Howard, Sr., FS ................. (29) ....... - ......... 2 

Natalie Achonwa, Sn, ND ............... (21) ....... - ......... :1 

Tyaunna Marshall, St, GT ............... (:15) ....... - ......... :1 

Kody Burke, Sr., ST ......................... (:13) ....... - .......... - 

Elizabeth Williams, Jn, DU ............. (:13) ....... - .......... - 

Quinyotta Pettaway, Sn, CU ........... (:13) ....... - ......... :1 

Haley Peters, Sn, DU ...................... (:12) ....... - ......... 2 

Asia Logan, Sr., UP ......................... (:1:1) ....... - ......... 3 

Sarah Imovbioh, So, VA .................. (9) ....... - ......... 4 

Uju Ugoka, Sn, VT ............................ (9) ....... - ......... 4 

Dearica Hamby, Jr., WF .................... (9) .................. 6 

Katie Zenevitch, Sn, BC .................... (7) ....... - .......... - 

Chelsea Gray, Sn, DU ....................... (6) ....... - ......... 2 

Kristen Doherty, Sn, BC .................... (6) ....... - ......... :1 

Keyona Hayes, So., UM .................... (5) ....... - .......... - 

Stephanie Mavunga, Fn, NC ............ (5) ....... - ......... 5 

Xylina McDaniel, So., NC ................. (4) ....... - ......... :1 

Shakeya Leafy, SU ........................... (4) ...... - ......... 3 

Brianna Kiesel, Jr., UP ...................... (4) ....... - ......... 2 

Tricia Liston, Sn, DU ......................... (4) ....... - ......... 1 

Monet Tellier, Sr., VT ........................ (3) ....... - .......... - 

Alicia DeVaughn, Sr., MD ................. (3) ....... - .......... - 

Kayla McBride, Sr., ND ..................... (3) ....... - .......... - 

Ivey Slaughter, Fr., FS ....................... (3) ....... - ......... 3 

Taya Reimer, Ft., ND ......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Allisha Gray, Fr., NC .......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Hannah Young, So., VT .................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Roddreka Rogers, So., GT ................ (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Kaela Davis, Fr., GT .......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Jewell Loyd, So., ND ........................ (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Markisha Wright, Jr., ND .................. (2) ....... - .......... - 

Ataira Franklin, Sr., VA ..................... (2) ....... - .......... - 

Brittany Sykes, SU ............................ (2) ....... - .......... - 

Taijah Campbell, VT ......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Len’Nique Brown, ST ....................... (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Jessica Washington, Ft., NC ............ (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Morgan Jones, R-So., FS .................. (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Briana Day, Fr., SU ........................... (1) ....... - 

Charmaine Tay, Jr., CU ..................... (1) ....... - 

Ashlee Anderson, Fr., UP ................. (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Brianna Butler, So., SU .................... (1) 

Rachel Coffey, Sr., SU ....................... (1) 

Chyna Golden, Jr., UP ...................... (1) 

Dawnn Maye, Sr., GT ...................... (1) ................. 

Nyilah Jamison-Myers, So., CU ........ (1) 

Alexis Jones, So., DU ........................ (1) ................. 

Richa Jackson, Sr., DU ...................... (1) 

Laudn Mincy, R-Jr., MD .................... (1) 

Kelsey Wolfe, Sr., VA ........................ (1) 

Nia Evans, Sr., VT ............................. (1) 

ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Team ............... PS. N1:1. N:18 N25 _ D2 

Connecticut ....... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ..... 1._.. 1 

Duke ................. 2..,.. 2.,,..,2 ,...,2 ,..,,2 

Tennessee .......... 4 ......4 ......3 ..... 3..... 3 

Notre Dame ...... 6..,,. 6.,,._5 ,,..,5 ,,._4 

Kentucky ............ 7 ..._.7 ...... 7 ._.. 7~.... 5 

Stanford ............. 3 _....3 ...... 6 ~.... 6.._. 6 

Louisville ............ 5 ..._.5 _....4 .._. 4..... 7 

Marylanc~ ......... 8_,., 8,,,.,,8 ,.._8 ,._,8 

Baylor ............... 10 ... _.9 ......9 ..... 9 ..... 

Penn State ........ 13 ....13 ... 14 ... 13... 10 

Colorado .......... 19 ....17 ... 16 ... 14... 11 

South Carolina .22 _..21 ... 19 ... 17_. 12 

L.SU ................... 15.._14 ... 15 ... 15._ 13 

Oklat:orna State21 ...20 ... 20 ._ 19._ 14 

Nebraska .......... 17 _..:IS ... 1:[ ... 10._ 15 

Purdue ........... 18...18 .. 18 .. 16_. 16 

Oklahoma ....... 11 _.11 .. 10... 18.. 17 

North Carolina 12,., 12,._:12 ._ 1:1 

Georgia ............ 24 ....24 ... 23 ... 22_. 19 

iowa State ........ 23 ._.22 ... 22 ... 23._ 20 

California ........... 9 ....10 ... 17 ... 20... 21 
Syracuse ............ o ...... - ....... - ...... - ,,.22 
-[exas A&M ....... :~6 ....16 ~.. :[ 3 ._ 12 ~.. 23 
Gonzaga ........... 25 _..25 ... 24 ~.. 24._ 24 
iowa .......................................... 25 
Michigan State. 20 _..19 ... 21 ... 21 ...... - 
DePaul ................. -..._..- _. 25 ... 25 ...... .- 
Dayton ............. 14 ....23 ...... - ...... -...... - 

USA TODAY/ESPN 
Team ............... PS.N:12. N19 N26 
ConP, ec~cut ....... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ._.. 1 
Duke ................ 2..,.. 2._._Z _..,2 
Louisville ............ 5 ..._.4 _...3 .._. 3 
Tennessee .......... 4 _.... 3 .. _..4 ..... 4 
Stanford ............. 3 ..._.S ...... 5 .._. 5 
Notre Dame ...... 7,,.., 6,..,,.6 ..,,.6 
,’Z, ent ucky ............ 8 ._...8 ..._.7 ..... 7 
Maryland ......... 6__, 7,.,.,.8 ...,,8 
Baylor ............... 10 _....9 ..__9 ~.... 9 
Nebraska .......... :~2 ....10 ... 10 ._ :~0 
Texas A&M ....... 13 __:[2 ... 1:[ ... 1"[ 
North Carolina 11... 14.._:12._ 12 
South Carolina. 21 __17 ... 14 ~.. 13 
Penn State ........ 15 .._15 _. 15 ._ 14 
iowa State ........ 20 ....18 ... 16 ... 15 
Oklahoma ........ 14 ._.13 ... 13 ... 16 
LSU ................... 17....16._ 18 ._17 
Michigan State. 18 __20 ... 19 ... 18 
Colorado .......... :~9 ....19 ... 20 ._ :~9 
Cali[omia ............ 9 _..:[ 1 ... 17 ~.. 20 
Georgia ............ 22 ....22 ... 21 ...21 
Purdue ............. 23 ....22 ... 22 ... 22 
Oklahoma State24 ...24 ... 23 ... 23 
Gonzaga .............. - ....... - ... 25 ... 24 

Va~:derbilt ........... - ....25 ...... - ...... - 

UCLA ................ 25 ....... - ...... - ...... - 

Dayton ............. :~5....21 ... 24 ...... - 

POLL PLACING 



Boston College Eagles (3-4, 0-0 ACC) 
BC OPP 

DATE 

NI2 

N16 

N21 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP_.. USA__AP_. USA ......... SCORE _,..FG%,... FG% ......... MAR 

Stanford .................... - .......... - ....... 3 ....... 3 .......... L, 71-83 ....... 390 _556 ......... 26/44 

at Hofstra ................ - .......... - ........ - ....... - ......... W, 80-63 ...... 474 _.257 ......... 44/52 

at BYU ...................... - .......... - ........ - ....... - .......... L, 69-70 ...... 324._403 ......... 41/52 

Florida Int ................. .-. ......... --, ....... - ....... -. ........ W, 89.-69 ...... 525 _.408 ......... 39/20 

Cancun Challenge in Cancun, Mexico 

N28 vs UNC..Wilrnington ...-. ......... ... ....... - ....... -. ........ W, 75-54 ...... 564,_283 ......... 46/32 

N29 vs Iowa .................... - .......... - ...... RV,...,RV ......... L, 68-78 ...... 444..,448 ......... 32/3",’ 

N30 vs USC ..................... - .......... - ........ - ....... - .......... L, 52-79 ...... 340,,.549 ......... 29/36 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge - Dec, 5 

D5 at Wisco~;sin 

D8 Hartford 

Dll Boston University 

D15 New Hampshire 

D21 Holy Cross 

D29 at Providence 

Jl Mount St. Mary’s 

J5 Virginia Tech * 

.112 at Duke * 

J16 Miami * 

J19 NoIth Carolina* 

J23 a~ NC State * 

J26 Wake Forest * 

J30 at Pittsburgh ~ 

F2 at Virginia -rech* 

F6 Virginia * 

F9 at Florida State * 

F13 Notre Dame * 

FI6 Syracuse * 

F20 at Clernson * 

F27 Map!bnd * 

M2 at Georgia Tech * 

Clemson Tigers (4-3, 0-0 ACC} 
CU OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N10 

N17 

N20 

N24 

N27 

D1 

D5 

D14 

D19 

D20 

D21 

D29 

J2 

J5 

J16 

J20 

~23 

.J26 

J30 

F2 

[6 

F9 

F13 

[20 

F23 

F27 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.,,. USA,,.,AP.,, USA ......... SCORE ,..,. FG%.,.. FG% ......... 

Davidson ..................... -, ................ - ........ --. .......... [., 57-77 ,....373 ,_. 442 ......... 34/37 

Wofford ...................... - ................. - ........ - .......... W, 72-50,,..,482..,,. 213 ......... 43/37 

Cal State Northridge ._-. ................ ... ....... - ........... L, 53-69 .,,..322,..,, 433 ......... 36/4C 

South Carolina ............ - ................ 19 .._. 14 .......... L, 43-68 _._292._.. 456 ......... 27/4~ 

at South Florida .......... -, ................ - ....... RV ......... W, 68-63,.._551..,.. 333 ......... 27/3c~ 

Radford ....................... - ................. - ........ - .......... W, 41-39.._.37Z..., 273 ......... 41/30 

North Florida .............. -. ................ --. ....... - .......... V\~ 48.-44._..400,..., 315 ......... 29/45 

at UNCG 

SC State 

Duel in the Desert - Las Vegas, NV 

at UNLV 

Creighton 

Oregon: State 

Middle-[ennessee State 

a[ NJlT 

Georgia Tech ~ 

Pith~burgh ~ 

a~ North Carolina * 

Miami * 

at Georgia -r~ch * 

at Virginia * 

Duke * 

at Maryland *. 

NC State * 

at Pittsburgh * 

Boston College * 

Florida State * 

at Virginia l-ech* 

Duke Blue Devils (8-0, 0-0 ACC} 
DU       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPONENT ................ AP,,, USA,.,.AP,,. USA ....... SCORE ...... FG%,., FG% .......... MAR 
[110 at California ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... 9 ....... 9 ........ W, 70-58 ..,..424.._.323 ......... 46/39 
N14 USC Upstate ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ....... W, 123-40 ,._ 468._..207 ......... 63/24 
NI7 Alabama ..................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W, 92-57 ,..., 523.,...400 ......... 47/27 

N21 Vanderbik ................... 2 ........ 2 ...... RV,...,RV ....... W, 88-69 ..,.. 517.._.481 .......... 32/29 
[t24 at Marquette .............. 2 ........ 2 ...... RV,...,RV ....... W, 78-61 .._.500..._333 ......... 35/45 

Paradise ~am (St, Thomas, U.S, Virgin islands} 

N28 vs. Xavier .................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ V~ 81-54 ._,.595,.._354 ......... 39/24 

N29 vs. Central Michigan ,. 2 ........ 2 ....... -. ....... -. ....... W, 97-64 .,,..493 ...,.323 ......... 53/33 

N30 vs, Kansas ................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W, 73-40 ,...,429.,,..204 ......... 54/28 
Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, S 

D5 Purdue 

D8 at Oklahoma 

D17 Connecticut 

D19 Albany 

D22 at Kentucky 

J2 Okt Domink)n 

J5 at Georgia Tech* 

J9 at Syracuse* 

J12 Boston College* 

J16 Virginia~ 

J19 at Virginia Tech* 

J23 at Florida State* 

J26 Pittsburgh* 

J30 at Miami* 

F5 at Clemson* 

FIO North Carolina* 

F17 Maryland ~ 

F20 N.C. State* 

F23 at Notre Dame" 

F27 Wake Forest* 

M2 at North Carolina* 

Jimmy V Classic {Darham, N,C.} 

Florida State Seminoles (6-1, 0-0 ACC) 
FS        OPP 

DATE 

N8 

N13 

N17 

N21 

N24 

N29 

D1 

D4 

D8 

D16 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............. AP .,. USA.,.,AP.., USA ......... SCORE .....FG%.,_ FG% ........ MAR 

[JNC-Greensboro..._ RV _...RV ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 93-59_._586._.. 299 ........ 48/34 

at Cincinnati ........... R’,/.,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 63-5g,,...407...,. 3~5 ........ 30/43 

Prairie View A&M .,, RV .,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, gg-37,,...492...,. 21g ........ 51/31 

at Florida ................. RV .._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 76-68._..455_._ 317 ........ 42/38 

at [ouisvilk_~ ............. RV .._.RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........ L, 59--69 OT...403_._ 364 ........ 46/40 

Stetson ................... RV .._.RV ...... --. ....... - .......... W, 79.-49.....469..... 321 ........ 47/25 

at Miami (OH) .......... RV ,..,,RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 71-62...,.373,,... 392 ........ 44/27 

Big TeniACC Challenge-Dec. 4 

M ich iga n State 

Jacksonville 

North Florida 

D20 Pacific 

D21 Rk:hrnondiLBSC 

D28 tJT-Martin 

J2 at Pittsburgh* 

J9 at Miami" 

~12 North Carolina~ 

.K[6 at NC State* 

.H9 at Virginia 

J23 Duke* 

J25 Virginia Tech* 

F2 at Wake Forest* 

F9 Boston College* 

F13 at Syracuse* 

F16 Miami" 

t:20 at Maryland~ 

F23 at Oemson* 

F27 Georgia Tech* 

M2 Virginia~ 

Long Beach Classic 



Georgia Tech 14-3, 0-0 ACC) 
GT OPP 

DATE 

N8 

N24 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP-,. USA--AP-, USA ......... SCORE -.,.FG%.,., FG% ......... MAR 

Coppin State .............. RV_._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 79-57.._.44Zk...= 351 ......... 48/35 

Westen: Ca[olba ....... RV ...,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-47.,._525..,,. 288 ......... 52/26 

at Tennessee .............. RV.,_.,RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 76-87 _..,351.,_. 380 ......... 38/65 

at Georgia .................. RV _._,RV ._,. 23 ._.. 21 .......... L, 56-63 ._,.373,,.., 382 ......... 44/35 

LIU Turkey Classic (Brooklyn, 
N29 vs. Southen: Uzah ...... RV ....... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 85-60_..,462..,,. 315 ......... 51/27 

Ng0 vs. McNeese State .__ RV. ...... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 69-60_._492.._. 421 ......... 38-32 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, 4 

D4 illinois 

D7 Alabama A&M 

D57 Portland State 

Puerto Rico Classic [San Juan, Puerto Rico} 

D20 vs, UI-EP 

D25 vs. Oklahoma Szate 

Georgia Tech Holiday Tournament (Atlanta, Ga} 

D2£ Alabama State 

Dg0 

IS Duke* 

J8 at Clemson* 

152 at Syracuse* 

~56 Wake Forest* 

I19 at Maryland~ 

J23 at Virginia l-ech* 

J25 NC State" 

~30 Clemson* 

F3 at Pittsburgh* 

F6 North Carolina* 

F9 at Miami* 

FI3 Virginia* 

F57 at Notre Dame* 

F23 Maryland* 

F27 at Florida State* 

M2 Boston College* 

Maryland Terrapins (7-1, 0-0 ACC) 
MD       OPP 

DATE 

N8 

NS0 

Ni9 
N23 
N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,. USA.,.. AP ,., USA ......... SCORE ,,.,. FG%,,., FG% ......... MAIF 

at: USF ........................ 8 ........ 6 ...... RV ,,... RV ......... W, 78.-70..,..403,..., 314 ......... 49/4~ 

Loyola ........................ 8 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 89-53,.._439.._. 353 ......... 49/23 

Connec~cut ................ 8 ........ 7 ....... $ ....... 1 ........... L, 55-72 ,,._383..,,. 435 ......... 39/4] 

George Wash~1:o~ ..., 8 ........ 8 ...... RV _... RV ......... W, 87.-55..,..478,.._ 349 ......... 53/3; 

at lbwson ................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 90-53,.._58&._. 327 ......... 46/2] 

Drexel ......................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ --. ......... W, ~9- 63,.._ 4~5._.. 

N29 vs. Texas Souzhem ...... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... V%~ ~00-59_..600_..~ 407 ......... 42/2~ 
N30 vm Ohio Unbers~1:y ._..8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ .-. ......... W, 84-60_._47~.._. 358 ......... 48/23 

BiB TeniACC Challe~Be - De~. 4 
D4 Ohio State 

D9 S~ena 

D$4 Delawa[e Stale 

Terrapin Classic {College Park, Md,} 
D28 Wofford 

D29 Howard/College of ChaHeston 

J5 at North Carolina* 

J9 Wake Forest~ 

]i6 Syracuse 

J19 Georgia l~ch* 

~23 a( V~rg~[a* 

J27 Notre Dame* 

at NC State* 

F2 at Syracuse* 

F6 Pi~sburgh~ 

F9 Clemson~ 

F~3 at Miam~~ 

F$7 at Duke~ 

F20 F~orida Stale~ 

F23 at Georgia l~ch~ 

F27 a[ Boston College~ 

M2 V~rg~ia Tech ~ 

Miami Hurricanes (5-2, 0-0 ACC) 
UM       OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N55 

N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ................ AP ,,. USA,,.,AP.,, USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ,,, FG% .......... MAR 

Nort_h Florida ............... - ........ = ........ - ........ = ........ W, 79-39 _... 446.._. 237 ......... 48/42 

Richmond .................... - ........ --. ....... - ........ --. ........ t., 50-57 ...... 308 ..,,.3:[9 ......... 46/52 

Middle Tennessee ........ - ........ - ....... RV,._,RV ........ L, 55-61 ...... 345 ._,.328 ......... 43/42 

at Oakland ................... = ........ - ........ = ........ - ........ W, 86=6g ..._ 435__ 365 ......... 51/41 

’(ale .............................. --. ....... - ........ --. ....... - ........ V\~ 91..g7 .._, 58g ,,..,343 ......... 40/42 

Miami Thanksgiving Tournament (Coral Gables0 Fin,} 

N29 St. Francis {NY) ............ - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 78-57 _... 500._,.368 ......... 33/34 

N30 Missour~ ....................... - ........ --. ....... - ....... RV ....... W, 74-68 _... 365 .._.361 .......... 42/43 

BiB TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 5 
D5 at Minnesota 

DSS Coppin State 

D25 at Arizona State 

D28 Morgan State 

D29 Western Carol~na/New Mexk:o 

Jl Penn 

J4 at Wake Forest* 

~9 Florida State* 

J~2 at Virginia Tech* 

J16 at Boston College* 

~19 NC State* 

J23 at Notre Dame* 

~26 at Clemson* 

~30 Duke* 

F2 at North Caroffna* 

F9 Georgb -[ech * 

F~3 Maryland* 

FI6 at Florida S~ate* 

F20 Syracuse*, 

~23 Wake R~rest~ 

F27 at Virginia* 

M2 Pi~sbur~h* 

North Carolina Tar Heels (6-2, 0-0 ACC) 
NC       OPP 

DATE 

N57 

N25 

N24 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............. AP .,. LISA.,.. AP .., LiSA ......... SCORE .,... FG%.... FG% ........ MAR 

Air Force .................. 52,_.,,55 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-26..,,.472,,._ ~40 ........ 53/33 

Tennessee ................ 52.,,,..54 ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 65-85 ,,._304..,,. 403 ........ 44/4~ 

at UCLA .................... 52.__. 14 ,...,RV ...,. RV ......... W, 78-68,...,38g..,.. 302 ........ 43/52 

Coastal Carolina ...... 12_.._52 ...... - ........ - ......... W, 506-52.,..517,..., 222 ........ 56/50 
Coppin State ............ :[2..,...3.2 ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 95-55,.._422..,.. 304 ........ 52/33 

Cancun Challenge {Cancun, Mexico} 

N2B vs. Arkansas State.,,, 11.,,...12 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 93-60,,...603..,,. 257 ........ 38/43 

N29 vs. Arizona Sta~e ...... 11,..,,, 12 ...... - ........ - ........ L, 81-94 OT,,.444,,.., 394 ........ 43/49 

N30 vs, Illinois ................. 11,...,.12 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-51..,..429,...~ 288 ........ 55/37 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, 4 
D4 Nebraska 

D54 Charleston Southern 

D16 vs. New Orleans 

O18 vs~ South Carolina 

D25 High Point 

J2 Jarnes Madison 

]5 Maryland 

~9 NC State 

J12 at Florida State 

J16 Clemson 

J19 at Boston College 

]23 at Wake Forest 

J30 Syracuse 

F2 Miami. 

F6 at Georgia Tech 

FS0 at Duke 

F53 Pittsburgh. 

F16 at NC State 

F20 at Virginia 

F23 Virginia Tech 

F27 at Notre Dame 

M2 Duke 



NC State WoffpacE (8-~, 0-0 ACC) 
ST       OPP 

DATE 

NI6 

N24 
N2~ 
N29 
N30 
D1 

D5 

D8 

D20 

D28 
Dg0 

J5 Sryt~cuse* 

]9 at Note.h Carolina* 

J12 at Wake Forest* 

]16 Florida S~ate* 

J19 at Miami* 

]23 Boston College" 

J26 at Georgia Tech* 

]30 Maryland* 

F6 Wake Forest* 

F9 at Virginia Tech* 

FI3 at ClemsoP,* 
FIg North Carolina* 

F20 at Duke* 

F23 Virginb* 

F27 at [d~sbur{h* 

M2 Notre Dame* 

OPP 
[Notre Dame Fighting Irish (6-0, 0-0 ACC} 

REB [                                  ND       OPP 
OPPONENT ............... AP..,. USA.,.,AP.., USA ......... SCORE .-,.FG%,,- FG% ......... MAR 
St. Bonaventure .......... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 70-47.._.333..... 302 ......... 45/3g 

Towson ....................... - ......... ~ ........ - ........ ~ .......... ~], g9-46.....4,5.._. ~92 ......... ~9/26 ~ 

Presbyterian ............... - ......... - ........ ~ ........ - .......... W, 85-45.._.542..... 442 ......... 3~/22 

Morgan State ................................................. W, 94-52.....545.._. 385 ......... 52/20 

Tulane ............................................................ ~k~ 69~55.._.403..... 356 ......... 39/33 

Dav~dson ........................................................ W, 86-63_..50&._. 404 ......... 43/3~ 

vs. Wright State .............................................. L, 90-99 .....50&.... 484 ......... 38/32 

vs, SE Louisiana .............................................. W, 87-59._..49&...~ 42~ ......... 26/42 

vs. UCLA ............................... ....... RV.__RV ......... W, 67-49_._542.__ 4~7 ......... 30/~8 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - De~. 5 
at Northwestern 
E~on 
LSU 

UC R~versideiSan Diego State. 

Pitt Panthers {4-3, 0-0 ACC) 
UP OPP 

DATE 

Ng 

N20 

N23 

N26 

DI 

D4 

D7 

D~5 

D20 

D21 

029 

J2 

J5 

]12 

Jl6 

]1.9 

J26 

J30 

F3 

F9 

F13 

Flg 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ................ AP ._ USA._.AP,.. USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ,.. FG% .......... ~AR 

Bucknell ....................... - ........................ - ........ W, 68-51 ..... 403 ..... 297 ......... 88/59 

at Ball State ................. - ........................ - ........ W, g3-Sg ..... 404..._ 292 ......... 33/44 
L~aye~e ...................... - ........................ - ......... L 45-4B ...... 302 ..... 2B~ ......... 43/5~ 
at Michigan .................. - ........................ - ......... L, 75-B~ ...... 492 ..... 549 ......... 2B/27 
at Loyola ...................... -, ....................... -, ....... W, 50-54 ._.. 375 ..._ 310 ......... 35/37 

Mount St. Ma~’s ......... - ........................ - ........ W, 78-43 ,.._ 433 ._.250 ......... 51/44 
Buffalo ......................... - ........................ - ......... L, 62-66 ...... 359 ..._ 377 ......... 43/51 

James Madison 

at Wagner 

O~d Dominion 

Duel i~ the Desert (Las Vegas, Nev.} 

vs. DePaLfl 

vs, Louisiana-Monroe 

vs. Washin~on 

Florida State * 

at Vir~inia * 

at Duke * 

Boston Co~ege ~ 

Georgia Tech * 

at Ma~,land * 

Wake Fores~ ~ 

at North Carolina * 

at Virginia Tech ~ 

NC State * 

at Miami * 

OPP REB 

DATE OPPONENT ............... AP._. USA_.=AP._ USA ......... SCORE _...FG%._. FG% ......... MAR 

N9 UNC WihY@,gton ......... 6 ........ 7 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 99-50...,.629,,... 300 ......... 54/24 

N11 Michigan State ............ 6 ........ 6 ...... 19_...18 ......... W, 81-62.._.425,.._ 435 ......... 52/29 

N16 Valparaiso ................... 6 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 96-46,,...539...,. 289 ......... 49/22 

N23 at Penn ....................... 5 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 76-54,...,433.._. 375 ......... 43/37 

N26 DePaul ........................ 5 ........ 6 ...... 25.,,..25 ......... W, 92-76...,.485,,... 361 ......... 58/33 

D1 vs Duquesne .............. 5 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - ......... W, 100-61._.609,.._ 345 ......... 43/29 

(To~ nto, Canada) 

D4 a~ Penn S~ate 

07 UCLA 

D14 at Michigan 

D22 Central Michigan 

D29 a~ Oregon State 

[ J2 South Dakota State 

[ ]5 Clemson* 

l J9 Boston College* 

J12 a~ Virginia* 

J16 at Pittsburgh* 

]20 at Tennessee 

1J23 Miami* 

J27 a~ Maryland* 

[J30 Virginia -rech* 

F2 at Duke* 

F6 at Florida State* 

F9 Syracuse* 

F13 at Boston College* 

F17 Georgia Tech* 

F20 at Wake Forest* 

F23 Duke* 

F27 North Carolina* 

M2 at NC Sta~e* 

Big Ten/ACC Cha[lenl~e - Dec. 4 

D5 at Iowa 

DI6 Temple 

D19 Niagra 

D21 Saint Joseph’s 

D30 at Arizona State 

]5 at NC State * 

]9 Duke ~ 

J12 Georgia Tech * 

J16 at Maryland * 

J19 at Pi~sburgh * 

J23 Clemson * 

J26 Virginia * 

J30 at North Carolina 

F2 Maryland ~ 

F6 Virginia Tech * 

F~3 Florida State * 

F16 at Boston College 

F20 at Miami * 

F23 Pi~sburgh* 

M2 at Wake Forest * 

BII~ TeniACC Challenge- Dec. 5 

Syracuse Orange (8-0, 0-0 ACC) 
SU       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPON ENT ............. AP ,., USA,.,,AP .,. USA ......... SCORE ,.,.. FG%,.., FG% ........ MAR 

N10 at Washington St ...... - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 69-65.....360..... 288 ........ 61/46 

NI4 Dartmouth ................ - ....... RV ...... -. ....... -. ......... W, 88-47.....443..... 283 ........ 47/37 

N18 Cornell ....................... - ....... RV _.._ - ........ - .......... W, 89-48_...449..._ 316 ........ 44/36 

N20 Maryland E. Shore._..- ....... RV _.._- ........ - ......... W, 113-42_..418.._. 220 ........ 60/45 

N24 Maine ........................ - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 97-42.....444..... 315 ........ 55/33 

Paradise Jam - St:. Thomas, tJ.S. Virgin Islands 

N28 vs. Texas .................. RV ..._RV .._.RV ...... - .......... V\~ 77--65.._.418.,... 368 ........ 36/42 

N29 vs. Mem, phis ............ RV ..._RV ...... - ........ - .......... ’A~ 77-5811_.452_... 375 ........ 43/32 

[’430 vs, Texas A&M ......... RV .,,..RV ,,.., 12 ,..,, 11 ......... W, 78-63,,..,467...,, 404 ........ 29/33 



Virginia Cavaliers (3-4, 0-0 ACC) 
VA       OPP 

DATE 

Nil 

Ni9 

N24 

N28 

N29 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.._ USA._.AP ... USA ......... SCORE ._.. FG%=... FG% ......... [VIAR 

at James Madison ...... --. ........ .-_...,,RV ...... .-. .......... l, 46-63 ,...,283.,,.. 339 ......... 26/49 

High Point ................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, 73.-54..,..357,.._ 386 ......... 57/30 

Louisiana Tech ............ --. ........ .-. ....... - ........ .-. ......... W, 95-82_ ..~48~.._. 409 ......... 42/41 

at [.ihe~v .................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, ~.-60._..31&.._ 375 ......... 35/52 

at West Virginia .......... --. ........ .-_..._RV ...... .-. .......... l, 58-68 _._344._.. 404 ......... 44/46 

~nka~oo ~am 
vs~ Tennessee ............. --. ........ .-. ....... 3 ....... 4 ........... L, 67-76 _..~381._.. 528 ......... 35/36 

vs. Kansas Stale ......... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - ........... ~ 46-49 ._..23&.._ 328 ......... 33/45 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge- Dec. 5 

D5 Michigan 

D17 Maryland - Eastern Shore 

FGCU Hilton Garden InniHoraewood Suites Classic 
D20 vs. Tulane 

D21 at Florida Gulf Coast 

D2g Coppin State 

D29 Alabama/Princeton 

J5 Pittsburgh~ 

J9 at VirgiP, ia Tech* 

J12 Notre Dame* 

J16 at Duke* 

J19 Florida State" 

J23 Maryland* 

J26 at Syracuse~ 

J30 at Wake Forest* 

F2 Clem, son~ 

F6 at Boston College* 

F13 at Georgia [~ch* 

F16 Virginia -rech* 

F20 North Carolina * 

F23 at NC State* 

F27 Miami*- 

M2 at Florida State* 

Cavalier Classic 

Virginia Tech HoMes (6-1, 0-0 ACC) 
VT OPP 

DATE 

N9 

Nll 

N17 

N23 

N27 

N30 

D4 

D7 

D15 

D21 

D29 

Jl 

J5 

J9 

J12 

J19 

J23 

J26 

J30 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F16 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,, USA.,.,AP,., USA ......... SCORE ,,.,,FG%..,, FG% ......... MAR 

Howard ............................................... - .......... W, 84-32__,435._.. 220 ......... 64/32 

at Old Dominion .................................. - .......... W, 73-61._,.45&..., 323 ......... 43-39 

Florida ................................................ RV ......... W, 71-59__ .42~,._, 333 ......... 34/38 

Bucknell ............................................... - .......... W, 87-49,...,480._,. 304 ......... 

at Hofstra ............................................ - ....... W, 77-72 O-F_446._.. 366 ......... 50/43 

Rich mond ............................................ - ........... L, 56-64 ._, 274,..., 339 ......... 46/41 

Presb,~erian ....................................... - .......... W, 55-33._..323,._, 256 ......... 56/23 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 4 

at Indiana 

Michigan Sta~e 

USC Upstate 

at Radford 

Robe~ Morris 

a~ Hampton 

at Boston College* 

Virginia* 

Miami* 

Duke* 

Georgia Tech * 

at Rorida Sta~e * 

at Notre Dame ~ 

Boston College * 

at Syracuse* 

NC State * 

at Wake Forest* 

at V~rg~nia*. 

Pi~sburgh* 

at North Carolina* 

~lemsoR~ 

Wake Forest Demon Deacons (4-4, 0-0 ACC) 
WF OPP OPP REB 

DATE 

N9 

N~3 

N15 

N19 

N22 

N26 

N29 

N30 

03 

D16 

D20 

D28 

029 

J4 

J20 

J23 

J26 

.130 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPPONENT ................ AP ... USA....AP ... USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ... FG% .......... MAR 

at Marquette .............................. - ........ - ......... L, 71-90 ...... 439 ,,... 500 ......... 2~/50 

Campbell ..................................... -. ....... -. ....... W, 73-55 ._ .. 365 .._. 328 ......... 50/40 

at Delaware ................................ --. ....... - ......... L, 61.-7] ....... 434 _... 442 ......... 27/39 

Davidson ...................................... - ........ - ........ W, 69-66 ,_ .. 348 .._. 396 ......... 51/35 

Radford ........................................ - ........ - ........ W, 92-65 ..._ 443 _ .., 490 ......... 46/28 

at Arizona .................................... - ........ - ........ W, 70-58 ,..,, 456 ,,... 288 ......... 41/39 

John Ascuaga’s Nugget Classic 

vs~ California ............... --. ....... - ....... 20 _... 20 ........ L, 61.-84 ...... 379 _... 556 ......... ~3/36 

vs. Nevada ................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 87-95 ...... 452 .._.492 ......... 41-38 

Belmont 

UNC Wilmington 

South A~abama 

vs. Florida A&M 

vs. Fa~rleigh Dickenson/FIU 

Miam~ 

at Maryland 

NC State 

at Georgia Tech 

at Clemson 

North Carolina 

at Boston College 

Virginia 

Florida State 

at NC State 

at Pi~sburgh 

Virginia Tech 

N ol:re Dame 

at Miami 

at Duke 

Syracuse 



CAREER - TOTAL POINTS 
Player, Team Years GP Pts 

:1.. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... J979-82 J27 3113 

2~ Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 2687 

3 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 133 2540 

3. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... ]977-80 ]28 2367 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 123 2307 

6 Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 2285 

7. Shenise.Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-]2 131 2262 

8. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

9 Chris Moreland, Duke ........................... 1985-88 iii 2232 

10. Madssa Coleman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 ]44 2205 

iI~ Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

12 Riquna Wiliiams, Miami ........................ 2008-12 124 2148 

1.3. Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina .................. ]991-94 ]23 2143 

14. Andrea Stfnson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 2136 

15 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 131 2135 

1.6. Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 140 2122 

1Z Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 129 2094 

18 I<ris[i ]bliver, Maryiand .......................... 2005-09 139 2078 

1.9. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... J990-93 J35 2058 

20~ Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 2042 

21 Carolyn Swords, Boston College ............... 2007-11 133 2029 

22. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... ]983-86 ]24 2001. 

23~ Trudi Lacey, NC State ................................... 1978-81 130 1957 

24 I<isha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 109 1955 

25. Chrissy Floyd, Clemson ................................ 2000-03 120 1937 

CAREER - POINTS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP Pts 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 3113 

2. Andrea Stinson, NC State ....................... 1989-91 94 2136 

3. TamaraJames, Miami .................................. 2004-06 59 1.292 

4. Donna Forrester, Clemson ........................... 1976-78 63 1270 

5. Chris Moreland, Duke ............................ 1985-88 111 2232 

6. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 1.36 2687 

7. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-i0 133 2540 

8. Dolores Bootz, Georgia-I~ch ................... 1985-88 91 1723 

9. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 1.23 2307 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 1557 

11. Janet Forester, Ciernson ........................ 1975-77 55 1008 

Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 2367 

13. Tracy Reid, North Caroiina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

14. Kisha Ford, Georgia -[~ch ........................ 1994-97 109 1955 

15. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1.989, 9J-92 88 1.553 

16. Tia Paschai, Florida State ............................. 1992-93 55 964 

17. ]bnya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 123 2143 

18. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 1.3J 2262 

19. Riquna Wiliiams, Miami .............................. 2008-12 125 2148 

20. Renee Taylor, Miami ............................. 2005--07 60 1025 

21, Tracy Conno~; Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 1619 

22. Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 1928 

23. Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 1716 

24. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 138 2285 

Avg 

24.5 1. 

19.8 2, 

19.1 3. 

J8.4 4. 

18.8 

16.6 6. 

J7.3 7. 

16.6 8. 

20.1 9. 

]5.3 10. 

18,2 

17,2 12, 

J7.4 13. 

22.7 

16.3 15. 

J5.2 16. 

16.2 

143 18. 

J5.2 

16.5 20. 

15.3 21. 

J6,J 22. 

15.1 23. 

17.9 24. 

J6,J 25. 

Avg 

24.5 1. 

22.7 2. 

2:1..9 

202 4. 

20.1 5. 

19.8 

19,1 7. 

18.9 

18.8 

18.8 10. 

18.4 11. 

18.4 

18.2 13. 

17.9 

17.6 

17.5 16. 

17.4 17. 

17.3 

17.2 19. 

17.1 

17.0 21. 

16.9 

16.8 23. 

16.6 24. 

16.6 

CAREER - TOTAL REBOUNDS 

Player, Team Years GP Reb Avg 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979.-82 127 1252 9.9 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 125J 10.3 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 1245 9.7 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland .................. 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Chris Moreiand, Duke .................................. 1985-88 111 1229 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Charlotte Smkh, North Caroiina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 9.3 

Edana I_arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 141 1173 8.3 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .............. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Marissa Coieman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 144 1139 7.9 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson .......................... 1982-85 119 1087 9.1 

Tianna Hawkins, Maryiand .......................... 2009-13 136 1086 8.0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 1065 8.8 

Trudi Lacev, NC State ............................ 1978-81 130 1051 8.1 

Henrietta Walls, North Carolina .................. 1980-83 123 1024 8.3 

Chasity MeMn, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 1020 8.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami ........................ 2008-12 131 1020 7.8 

La’Tangela Atkinson, North Carolina ........... 2003-06 134 1012 7.5 

Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 117 1006 8.6 

Chante Black, Duke .............................. 2005-09 136 995 7.3 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 11.7 984 8.4 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

LaQuanda Barksdale, North Carolina ........ 1998.-01 130 977 7.5 

CAREER - REBOUNDS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP l~eb Avg 

Donna Forrester, Ciemson ........................... 1976-78 63 766 12,2 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. :1.985-88 ill J229 J.J.1 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

Kris Kirchner, Maryland ............................... 1978-80 89 936 10.5 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 J251 10.3 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979-82 127 1252 93 

Barb Krause, Duke ....................................... 1979-8] 74 732 9.9 

Schuye LaRue, Virginia ................................ 2000-01 66 651 9.9 

Jackie Farme0 Clemson ............................... 1990-91 58 570 9.8 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 J28 J245 9.7 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Janet Forester; Clemson .............................. 1975-77 55 524 9,5 

Sheila Cobb, Clemson .................................. 1980-82 47 448 9.5 

Tracy Connor, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 905 9.5 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 93 

Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1989, 91-92 88 810 9.2 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 764 9.2 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ..................... 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson ................................. 1982-85 ]19 J087 9.1 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Angela Scott, Maryland ............................... 1975-77 63 565 9,0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... :1.995-98 J21 J065 8.8 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Sandy Bishop, Clemson ............................... 1984-85 58 506 K7 



CAREER - TOTAL ASSISTS 

Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

1. Sharnee ZolI, Virginia .................................. 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

2. KristiToiiver, Maryland ............................... 2005-09 :139 751. 5.4 

3. Dawn Staiey, Virginia .................................. :1989-92 :131. 729 5.6 

4. Nikki Teasley, North Carolina ................ 1.998-00, 02 :125 728 5.8 

5. Bobble Mims, Clernson ........................ 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

6. Angle Armstrong, NC State ......................... 1980-83 128 608 4.8 

7. CourLney Ward, Florida State ..................... 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

8. Ivory Latta, North Caroiina ......................... 2003-07 138 599 4.3 

9. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina .............. 2007-11 139 589 4.2 

10. Debbie Lytle, Maryland .............................. 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

:11~ Lindsey Harding, Duke ................................ 2003-07 1.40 579 

12~ Donna Holt, Virginia ................................... :[985-88 1.2:1 561 4.6 

:13~ Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech ...................... ]994-97 1.05 559 5.3 

14~ Shenise Johnson, Miam.i ........................ 2008-12 131 556 42 

l& Robyn Mayo, NC State .......................... 1982-85 118 547 46 

l& Pare. Leake, North Carolina .................... 1983-86 124 545 44 

17. Sarah Marshall, Boston College .................. 2003-07 125 543 4.3 

17. Hilary Howard, Duke .................................. 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

18. Debbie Bertrand, NC State ......................... 1986-89 118 528 4.5 

Dena Evans, Virginia ................................... 1990-93 1_:}4 528 3.9 

20. Jaclyn Thoman, Boston Coliege .................. 2007-11 129 521 4.0 

21. Coretta Brown, North Caroiina ................... 2000-03 131 517 3.9 

22. Pare Hammond, North Carolina ................. 1982-85 122 513 4.2 

23~ EmilyJohnson, North Caroiina ................... ]989-92 1.]2 5:[:1 4.6 

24. Alana Beard, Duke ...................................... 2001.-04 1.36 509 

25, Ida Neal, Georgia Tech ................................ ]986-89 108 508 4.7 

CAREER - TOTAL STEALS 

Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1~ Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 1.2] 529 4.4 

2. Dawn SLaley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 131 454 3.5 

3. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 404 3.0 

4~ Pam Leake, North Caroiina .......................... :1983-86 1.24 40:1 3.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami ........................ 2008--12 131 401 3.1 

6 Lele Hardy, Ciemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 32 

7. Tonya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 123 390 3.2 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-g9, 9:[ :[21 375 

9 CeteraDeGraffenreid, N Carolina ............ 2007-11 139 371 2.7 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 133 371 2.8 

:11. Jacqua Wiliiams, Georgia Tech .................... 2005-08 :123 370 3.0 

12~ Marion Jones, North Carolina ............... 1.994-95, 97 1.02 334 3.3 

13. Barbara Kenned% Clem.son .................... 1979-82 127 327 2.6 

14. Robyn Mayo, NC State ................................. 1982-85 118 324 2.7 

:15~ Nikita Beli, North Carolina ........................... 2002-05 1.33 322 2.4 

16. Debbie Lytle, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

17. Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-08 131 313 2.4 

18. Sonia Chase, Maryland ................................ 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

1.9. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... ]9g0-83 :[28 297 2.3 

20 Erlana Larkins, North Carolina ................. 2004-08 141 295 2.1 

21. Deanna Tate, Maryland ......................... 1986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

22. Amy Privette, Wake Forest .......................... ]984-87 :110 287 2.6 

23 Ramona O’Neai, Clemson ............................ 1986-89 112 286 2.6 

Andrea Stinson, NC StaLe ....................... 1989-91 94 286 3.0 

25. Nikki Teas[ey, North Carolina ................. 1998-00, 02 125 280 2.2 

CAREER - ASSISTS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

1. Drema Greet, Ciemson ................................ 1977-79 61 399 6.5 

2. Sharnee Zoll, Virginia ............................ 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

3. Nikki Teasiey, North Carolina ................. 1998-00, 02 125 728 5.8 

4. Dawn Sta[ey, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 131 729 5.6 

5. KristiTolive~. Maryland .......................... 2005--09 139 751 5.4 

Deanna Tate, Maryland ......................... ]986, 88-89 93 500 5~4 

7. Tara Heiss, Maryland ................................... 1975-78 95 504 5.3 

Debbie Lyt[e, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech ....................... 1.994-97 105 559 5.3 

10. Bobbie Mires, Ciemson ............................... 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

Chelsea Gray, Duke .................................. 2010 o** 100 493 4.9 

]2. Angie Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1.980-83 128 608 4~8 

13. Susan Fehling, Ciemson ......................... 1984-85, 88 61 411 4.7 

Ida Neai, Georgia Tech .......................... 1986-89 108 508 4.7 

]5. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121. 56:[ 4.6 

Emily Johnson, North Carolina .................... 1989-92 112 511 4.6 

Robyn Mayo, NC StaLe .......................... 1982-85 118 547 4.6 

18. Courtney Ward, Florida State .................. 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

Debbie Bertrand, NC State .......................... :1986-89 11.8 528 4~5 

20. Nina Bariin, Georgia Tech ............................ 2000-03 75 331 4.4 

Carmen Davis, Georgia /ech ................... 1990-92 82 357 4.4 

Gretchen Holiifield, Wake Forest ................. 1993-96 102 453 4.4 

Carla Holmes, Maryland .............................. 1988-91 100 439 4.4 

Hiiary Howard, Duke ............................ 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1.983-86 124 545 4.4 

Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................. 1991-94 111 488 4.4 

CAREER - STEALS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121 529 4.4 

2. Dawn Stale’c, Virginia ................................... ]989-92 ]31 454 3.5 

3 Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 334 3.3 

4. Lele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 3.2 

Pare Leake, North Carolina .......................... 198_%86 ]24 401. 3.2 

Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina .................. 199]-94 123 390 3.2 

Deanna TaLe, Maryland ......................... 1986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-89, 91 121 375 3.1 

Shenise Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 131. 40:[ 3.1 

Jacqua Williams, Georgia Tech ................ 2005-09 123 370 3.0 

A[ana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 404 3.0 

Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 286 3.0 

1.3. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-]0 ]33 371. 2.8 

Sonia Chase, Maryland .......................... 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

Debbie Lytie, Maryland ............................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

1.6. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-]:1 ]39 371. 2.7 

17 Robyn Mayo, NC SLate ........................... 1982-85 118 324 2.7 

Chelsea Gray, Duke ...................................... 2010-** 92 248 2.7 

19. Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1994-97 109 278 2.6 

Barbara Kenned% Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 327 2.6 

Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech .................. 1994-97 105 278 2.6 

Amy Privette, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 110 287 2.6 

23~ Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-09 131. 313 2.4 

Nikita Beli, North Carolina ........................... 2002-05 ]33 322 2.4 

Ramona O’Neal, Ciemson .................. 1986-88, 90 117 286 2.4 

26. Donna Forrester, C[emson ........................... 1976-78 63 146 2.3 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 ]28 297 2.3 

Anita Malone, Georgia Tech .............. 1982-84, 86 86 195 2.3 



CAREER - TOTAL BLOCKS 
Player, Team Years GP B~k Avg 

i~ Aiison Baies, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3~4 

2. LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 1.38 336 2.4 

3. DeMya Waiker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

4. Dawn Royster; North Carolina ................. 1984-87 110 329 3.0 

5. Jacinta Monroe, Florida State ...................... 2006-10 136 301 2.2 

6. Peggy Capie, Ciemson ................................. 1.982-85 :[19 298 2.5 

7. Jessica Breland, North Caroiina ............... 2006.-11 142 295 2.1 

8. Waitiea Rolie, North Carolina .................. 2009.-13 120 262 2.2 

9. Chante Biack, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 136 261 

]0. E~izabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 2011o** 77 249 3.2 

11. Dolores Bootz, Georgia [ech .................. 1985-88 91 245 2.7 

12. Sarah Sullivan, Duke ............................. 1983-87 113 212 1.9 

13. Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

14. Candace Sutton, North Caroiina .................. 2001-04 :[26 208 1..7 

15. Laura Harper; Maryland ......................... 2004.-08 116 198 1.7 

16. Krys[ai Thomas, Duke ........................... 2007.-11 135 196 1.5 

17. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 195 2.0 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 1.28 ]89 1.4 

19. Kris Kirchner, Maryland ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

20. [rena[rice, NC Stale ............................ 1984-87 117 184 1.6 

21. Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 178 1.3 

22. Chay Shegog, North Carolina ....................... 2008-1.2 131 173 1.3 

June Doby, NC Sta~e ............................. 1977-80 124 173 1.5 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia Tech ................... 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

25. Vicky Buliett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 170 1.5 

Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 1.04 170 1.6 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS MADE 
Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pct, 

1. Barbara Kennedy’, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2. Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977--80 1017 1880 .541 

3. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 1.005 1.906 .527 

4. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 962 2207 .436 

5. Linda Page, NC State ............................. 1982--85 942 1946 .484 

6. Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1.989-91. 937 1.696 .541. 

7. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 889 1363 .652 

8. -[racy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995--98 886 1679 .528 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1.990-93 866 1.587 .546 

110. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coi[ege .................. 2007-11 850 1257 .676 

11. Chasity Meivin, NC State ............................. 1995--98 838 1441 .582 

12. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1.983-86 834 1.709 .488 

i13. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828 1448 .572 

14. Vicky Bullet[, Maryland ......................... 1986-89 816 1449 .563 

115. Trudi Lacey, NCState ................................... 1.978-81. 794 1.651 .481. 

116. Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

[17. [resa Brown, North Carolina ....................... 1981--84 785 1434 .547 

El& Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1.994-97 780 1.740 ~448 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 780 1412 .552 

[20. Chrissy Floyd, Clemson ......................... 2000-03 778 1763 .441 

121. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 776 1.603 .484 

[22. Kathy Crawford, North Carolina .................. 1980-83 770 1420 .542 

123. Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763 1258 .607 

i24. Dawn Staiey, Virginia ................................... 1.989-92 753 1.637 .460 

i25. Monique Curde, Duke ................................. 2002-06 749 1592 .470 

CAREER - BLOCKS PER GAME 

P~aye~, Team Years GP BIk Avg 

1. Alison Bales, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3.4 

2. Elizabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 2011-** 77 249 3.2 

3. Dawn Royste~; North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 ]lO 329 3.0 

4. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 245 2.7 

DeMya Walker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

6. Peggy Caple, Clemson ................................. 1982-85 119 298 2.5 

LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 138 336 2.4 

8 Jacinta Monroe, Florida Stale .................. 2006-10 136 301 22 

Waifiea Rolle, North Carolina ...................... 2009-13 ]20 262 22 

[0. Jessica Breland, North Carolina ................... 2006-11 142 295 2.1 

Kris Kirchner, Maryland ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

[2. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 1.95 2.0 

[3. Chante Black, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 136 261 1.9 

Jackie Farmer, Ga[iClemson .............. 1987, 89-91 83 160 1.9 

Sarah Sullivan, Duke .................................... 1983-87 113 21.2 

Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

L7 Laura Harper, Maryland ......................... 2004-08 116 198 1.7 

Candace Sutton, North Carolina .................. 2003.-04 ]26 208 1,7 

[9. Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 104 170 1.6 

Kody Burke, NC State ................................ 2010-** 107 170 1.6 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 117 1.84 

~_2. Krysta[ Thomas, Duke .................................. 2007-11 135 196 1.5 

Brittany Mii[er; Florida Sta~e ................... 2005-07 70 103 1.5 

Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 1.70 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia Tech ........................ 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

Genia Beasiey, NC Slate ......................... 1977-80 128 189 1.5 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED 

Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pct. 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 962 2207 436 

3. Riquna Wiliiams, Miami .............................. 2008-]2 760 1969 .386 

4. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 942 1946 .484 

5 Alana Beard, Duke ............................... 2001-04 1005 1906 527 

6. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... ]977-80 1017 1880 .54] 

7. Chrissy Floyd, C[emson ................................ 2000-03 783 1763 .444 

8 Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 780 1740 448 

9. Pam I_eake, North Carolina .......................... ]983-86 834 1709 .488 

10. Andrea Stfnson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 917 1696 .541 

11 Tracy Reid, North Carolina ...................... 1995-98 886 1679 528 

1.2. Trudy I_acey, NC State .................................. ]978-81 794 165] .48] 

13. Amy Privet[e, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 730 1650 .442 

14 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 753 1637 460 

1.5. Madssa Coleman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 776 1603 .484 

16. Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

17 Monique Currie, Duke ........................... 2002-06 749 1592 470 

1.8. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... ]990-93 866 1587 .546 

19. Kristf Toliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 708 1585 .447 

20 IcissTiliis, Duke ................................... 2001-04 673 1537 438 

21. I_ele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-]0 577 1534 .376 

22. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 618 1504 .411 

23 Mary Anne Cubelic, Clem.son .................. 1980-83 651 1491 437 

24. Tynesha Lewis, NC State .............................. ]998-01 603 1475 .409 

25. Carla Munnion, Georgia Tech ...................... 1995-98 601 1451 .414 



CAREER - RELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years FGMoFGA 

1. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coilege .................. 2007-11 850-1257 

2. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ................. 2004--08 889-1363 

.3. Tyish Hall, Duke ........................................... 1994-97 54.3-862 

4. Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763-1258 

5. Micheie VanGorp, Duke ......................... 1998--99 389-649 

6. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 730-1232 

7. Jessie Hicks, Maryland ................................. 1990-93 649-1104 

8. Lisa Dodd, Wake Forest ......................... 1987-91 3~8-658 

9. Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 740-1266 

10. Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 838-1441 

11. Rochelle Parent, Duke .......................... 1998-01 2~4-369 

12. t.aToya Pring~e, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 418-722 

13. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ ~989, 91-92 625-1081 

14. Edana Lad<ins, North Cm’ol~na ................. 2004-08 717-1265 

15. Chds Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828-1~48 

16. KaHsa Dav~s, Maryland ................................. 1995-98 384-672 

17. Angie Armstrong, NC S~ate .......................... 1980--8~ 4~8-823 

18. Dafne Lee, Maw~and ................................... 1989-92 382-873 

Kenya WHliams, ~eorgia Tech ...................... 1996-99 420-739 

20. Mistie Williams, Duke ........................... 2003-06 557-983 

21. t.au:a Harper, Mawland ............................... 2004-08 510-902 

22. Summer Erb, NC State ................................. 1998-00 494-878 

V~cky BuHett, Margland ......................... 1986-89 81~-1449 

24. Kerd Hobbs, NCState .................................. 1987-90 364-~53 

DeMya Wa]ker~ Virginia ............................... 1996-99 629-1~29 
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CAREER - FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED 

P~ayer, Team Years FTM FTA Pcto 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 774 

Crystal t.anghorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

Cetera DeGraffenreid, N Carolina ............ 2007-11 544 720 756 

Erlana t.arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 538 688 .782 

Tracg Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 609 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1990-93 326 640 .509 

Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1994-98 366 639 .573 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 768 

Katie Meier; Duke ........................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505 623 .811 

Cierra Bravard, Florida State ................... 2008-12 449 621 723 

Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1978-82 415 614 .676 

Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492 613 .803 

Tracg Connor, Wake Forest ..................... 1993-97 387 599 646 

Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina ............... 1991-94 421 590 714 

Kaayia Chories, NC State ............................. 1999-04 358 582 .615 

Laura Harper, Maryland ............................... 2005-08 386 566 .682 

Wendy Paime~. Virginia ............................... 1993-96 327 562 582 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 200.3-07 469 556 .844 

Tammi Reiss, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 437 552 .792 

CAREER - FREE THROWS MADE 

Player, Team Years FTM FTA Pct. 

1. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 .774 

2. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

3. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-11 544 720 .756 

4. Monique Cuttle, Duke .......................... 2002-06 538 688 .782 

5. Dawn Sta[ey, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 505 623 .811 

6. Shay Doron, Maryland .......................... 2004-07 492 613 .803 

7. Eriana Larldns, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

8. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 .768 

9. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

11. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 469 556 .844 

1.3. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454 550 .825 

14. Cierra Bravard, Florida State ........................ 2008-12 449 621 .723 

15. Katie Meier, Duke ................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

16. -[am, rni Reiss, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 437 552 .792 

17. Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .................... 1991-93 430 537 .801 

18. -[~nya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 421 590 .714 

19. Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 .609 

20. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 415 614 .676 

21. Nicoie Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410 494 .830 

22. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407 477 .853 

23. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

24. Itoro Umoh, Ciemson .................................. 1.995-99 390 533 .7.32 

25. Tracy Conno:, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 387 599 .646 

CAREER - FREE THROW PERCENTAGE (min. of 150 ftm) 

Player, Team Years FTM-FTA Pct, 

1. Nicole Erickson, Duke .................................. 1998-99 161-183 .88C 

2. KristiToliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 362-418 .86~ 

3. Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami .......................... 2009-13 181-211 .86(: 

4. Tricia Liston, Duke ....................................... 2010-** 182-212 .858 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407-477 .853 

6. Amy Geren, Clemson ................................... 1996-99 335-395 .848 

7. Jennifer Howard, NC State .......................... 1994-97 347-411 .844 

8. ReneeTaylor, Miami .................................... 2005-07 241-287 .84C 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 474-564 

10. Melissa Mahoney, Virginia .......................... 1979-82 241-290 .83:1 

11. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410-494 .83C 

12. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454-550 .825 

13. Lisa Brooks, Wake Forest ............................. 1981-84 163-198 .823 

14. Mara Freshour, Florida State ....................... 2005-09 229-281 .815 

15. Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech ................... 1989-92 320-393 .814 

16. Janet Knight, Clemson ................................. 1983-86 333-410 .812 

Tara Saunooke, Clemson ............................. 1992-95 216-266 .812 

18. Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505-623 .81:1 

19. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481-594 .81(: 

20. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 347-429 .808 

21. Daphne Hawkins, Virginia ........................... 1985-88 256-318 .805 

22. Marche Strickland, Maryland ...................... 1999-02 205-255 .804 

23. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492-613 .803 

Marissa Kastanek, NC State ......................... 2009-13 233-290 .803 

25. TamaraJames, Miami .................................. 2004-06 280-349 .802 



CAREER - TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS MADE 
Player, Team Years GP Pet. Art Made 

1. ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 238 .389 886 345 

2. Jennifer Howard, NCState ..................... 1994--97 127 .439 717 325 

3. Kristi Tolive~; Maryland ........................... 2005-09 :139 ~408 736 300 

4. Riquona Williams, Miami ....................... 2008-12 :125 .324 839 272 

5. Chioma Nnamaka, GeorgiaTech ......... 2004--08 120 .367 733 269 

6. Cotelia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 :1~J.7 ~332 804 267 

7. Tara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1992-95 :122 .429 586 252 

8. Kerd Shields, Boston College .................. 2009--13 126 .344 732 252 

9. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 :13] ~380 66~J. 25] 

20. Danielle Donehew, Georgia Tech ............ 1997-00 :122 .366 659 242 

12. Marissa Kastenek, NC State .................... 2009--23 233 .359 668 240 

]2. Aiex Montgomery, Georgia Tech ............ 2007-:1:1 :124 ~345 686 237 

Mickel Picco, Boston Coilege ................. 2006-10 :125 .339 700 237 

24. NikkiTeasiey, North Carolina ............. 2998-00, 02 225 .340 694 236 

]5. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ :199]-95 :124 ~385 598 230 

26. Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami ..................... 2009-13 :127 .330 690 228 

27. Stephanie Lawrence, North Carolina .... 2992--95 228 .358 634 227 

]8. Italee Lucas, North Carolina ................... 2007-:1:1 :138 ~346 653 226 

29. Abby Waner, Duke .................................. 2005-09 :130 .321 692 222 

20. Tora Suber, Virginia .......................... 2994--97 227 .330 666 220 

2]. Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech .............. :1989-92 :1~J.9 ~373 550 205 

22. Georgia Schweitzer, Duke ....................... 1998-0:1 :136 .401 504 202 

23. Amy Geren, Ciemson ........................ 2996--99 225 .360 553 299 

24. Nicole Lehmann, NC State ...................... :1988-9:1 :1~J.O ~397 489 ~J.94 

Tonya Sampson, North Carolina ............. 1992-94 :123 .339 573 294 

CAREER o TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS ATTEMPTED 

Player, Team Years GP Pct. Made Art 

2, Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003--07 238 .389 345 886 

2~ RJqaona Wiliiams, Miami ....................... 2008-:12 ]25 ,324 272 839 

2. Coteiia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 227 .333 268 806 

3. KristiTolive~. Maryland ...................... 2005-09 239 .408 300 736 

4~ Chioma Nnamaka, Georgia Tech ............ 2004-08 ~J.20 ,367 269 733 

5. Kerri Shieids, Boston Coilege .................. 2009-23 226 .344 252 732 

6. Jenni[er Howard, NC State ..................... 2994--97 227 .439 325 727 

7~ Mickei Picco, Boston Coliege ................. 2006-:10 ~J.25 ,339 237 700 

8. Nikki Teasley, North Carolina ............. 2998-00, 02 225 .340 236 694 

9. Abby Waner, Duke ................................ 2005-09 230 .322 222 692 

]0~ Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami ..................... 2009-:13 ~J.27 ,330 228 690 

12. Alex Montgomery, Georgia Tech ............ 2007-22 224 .345 237 686 

12. Marissa Kastenek, NC State .................... 2009--13 233 .359 240 668 

]3~ Tora Suber, Virginia ................................. :1994-97 ]27 ,330 220 666 

14. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 232 .380 252 662 

15. Danielle Donehew, Georgia Tech .......... 1997--00 212 .369 241 659 

]6~ Itaiee Lacas, North CaroiJna ................... 2007-:1~J. ~J.38 ,346 226 653 

17. StephanieLawrence, NorthCaroiina ...... 2992-95 228 .358 227 634 

18. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ 1992-95 124 .385 230 598 

]9~ Tara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ :1992-95 ~J.2:1 ,429 252 586 

20. Tiffany Brown, Maryland ........................ 2997-00 202 .299 272 575 

22. -Ibnya Sampson, North Carolina ............ 1992--94 123 .339 194 573 

22~ Amy Geren, Clemson .............................. :1996-99 ~J.25 ,360 :199 558 

23. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................ 2992-94 222 .352 293 550 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech .............. 1989--92 219 .373 205 550 

25~ Teiisha Quarles, Virginia ......................... :1999-02 ]22 ,346 :187 545 

CAREER -THREE-POINT FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years GP Art Made Pct, 

~., Tricia IListon, Duke ................................ 2020-~* 209 4~.5 3.92 .4613 

2. Jennifer Howard, NCState ..................... 2994-97 227 727 325 .435 

3. -[ara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1992-95 221 586 252 .43C 

4. Vicki Krapohl, Duke ................................. 2002-04 227 403 172 .424 

5. Tammi Reiss, Virginia .............................. ~989-92 ~[27 334 ~39 ,4:16. 

6. Haley Peters, Duke ............................... 2010-~* 109 125 53. °408 

7. Kristi-[Oliver, Maryland ........................... 2005--09 139 736 300 .408 

8. Georgia Schweitzer, Duke ....................... 2998-02 236 504 202 .40:1 

Anna Prillaman, Virginia ......................... 200:b04 :127 45:1 :18~]. .40~. 

20. Nicole Lehrnann, NC State ................. 1987-92 220 486 194 .39g 

21. Mara Freshour, Florida State .............. 2005-09 231 410 163 .398 

22. Kerry Boyat~-Hali, Clemson ..................... 2990-93 222 450 278 .396 

Nicole Erickson, Duke ............................. :~998-99 66 .309 :~22 .395 

24. Svetlana Voinaya, Virginia ...................... 2999--02 93 325 224 ~394 

25. Leigh Morgan, Duke ............................... 2988--90 84 229 90 ~393 

16. ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 886 345 .389 

Krista Gingrich, Duke .............................. :1999-02 :120 3:19 :124 .38.~ 

28. Chelsea Gray, Duke .............................. 203.0-** 3.00 232 90 .388 

29. Marissa Coleman, Maryland .............. 2005-09 244 443 272 .388 

20. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ 1990-95 224 602 230 .382 

Core~a Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 ~.3:1 66~]. 25:1 .38¢ 

22. Jen Scanion, Duke ................................... 2993--96 228 420 259 ~379 

23. JuiieFailey, Ciemson ............................... 2002--06 222 402 252 ~378 

24. Kindyll Dorsey, Boston College ............... 2003-07 96 403 252 .375 

25. Hiiary Howard, Duke .............................. :1996-99 :12] 354 :132 .373 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia-[ech ........... 2989-92 229 550 205 .373 

All individual rankin!~s include re!~ular season and postseason (NCAA & 

WNIT) ~ames only. Career totals for players from Geor!~ia Tech {joined 

the ACC in 1980}, Florida State {~992), Miami and Vir~]inia Tech {2005) 

and Boston College {2006} will reflect only those years played in the ACC. 

To be eligible for per ~ame consideration, a player must have played a 

minimum of two years and in 75% of her team’s 8ames over that period. 

Must have made 80 three--point field ~oals to qualify. 

Bold denotes active players. 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Standings 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

Tea m 
Duke 

Syracuse 

Notre Dame 

NC State 

Maryland 

Florida State 

Virginia Tech 

North Carolina 

Miami 

Georgia Tech 

Pittsburgh 

Clemson 

Wake Forest 

Boston College 

Virginia 

Conference Pet. 
0-0 

0-0 
0-0 

0-0 
0-0 

0-0 
0-0 

0-0 
0-0 

0-0 

PF PA Overall Pct, PF PA Home Away Neut Last :tO Streak 
¯ 000 0.0 0.0 8-0 1.000 87.8 55.4 3-0 2-0 3=0 8-0 W 8 

¯ 000 0.0 0.0 8-0 1.000 86.0 53.8 4-0 1-0 3-0 8-0 W8 

¯ 000 0.0 0.0 6-0 1.000 90.7 58.2 4-0 1-0 1-0 6-0 W6 

.000 0.0 0.0 8-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 7-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 6-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 6-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 6-2 

.000 0.0 0.0 5-2 

.000 0.0 0.0 4-2 

.000 0.0 0.0 4-3 

.000 0.0 0.0 4-3 

.000 0.0 0.0 4-4 

.000 0.0 0.0 3-3 

.000 0.0 0.0 3-4 

¯ 889 79.7 57.2 6-0 0-0 2-1 8-1 W2 

¯ 875 81.5 60.1 3-1 2-0 2-0 7-1 W5 

¯ 857 75.6 57.4 3-0 3-1 0-0 6-1 W2 

¯ 857 71.9 52.9 4-1 2-0 0-0 6-1 W 1 

¯ 750 86.0 60.4 3-1 1-0 2-1 6-2 W 1 

¯ 714 73.3 59.6 4-2 1-0 0-0 5-2 W 4 

¯ 667 75.3 62.3 2-0 0-2 2-0 4-2 W 2 

¯ 571 64.1 57.6 2-2 2-1 0-0 4-3 L 1 

¯ 571 54.6 58.6 3-3 1-0 0-0 4-3 W 3 

¯ 500 73.0 74.2 3-0 1-3 0-1 4-4 L 2 

.500 75.3 69.5 1-1 1-1 1-1 3-3 L 1 

.429 63.7 64.6 2-0 1-2 0-2 3-4 L 3 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

SCORING OFFENSE 

i. Notre Dame 
2. Duke 

3. Syracuse 

North Carolina 

s. Maryland 
6, NC State 

7, Florida State 

8, Georgia Tech 
Boston College 

lo. Miami 
11. Wake Forest 

12. Virginia Tech 

13, Pittsburgh 

14, Virginia 

ls, Clemson 

6 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
7 
6 
6 
7 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 

W-L Pts Avg/G 

6-0 544 90.7 
8-0 702 87.8 

8-0 688 86.0 

6-2 688 86,0 

7-1 652 81.5 
8-1 717 79.7 
6=I 529 75.6 
4-2 452 75.3 
3-3 452 75.3 
5-2 513 73.3 
4-4 584 73.0 
6-1 503 71.9 
4-3 449 64.1 
3-4 446 63.7 

4-3 382 54.6 

SCORING MARGIN 
i. Notre Dame 
2. Duke 

3. Syracuse 

4. North Carolina 
s. NC State 

6. Maryland 
7. Virginia Tech 

8. Florida State 

9. Miami 
10. Georgia Tech 

11. Pittsburgh 

12. Boston College 
13. Virginia 

14. Wake Forest 

15. Clemson 

G Offense Defense Margin 
6 90.7 58.2 +32.5 

8 87.8 55.4 +32.4 

8 86.0 53.8 +32.2 

8 86.0 60.4 +25,6 

9 79.7 57.2 +22.4 
8 81.5 60.1 +21,4 
7 71.9 52,9 +19.0 
7 75.6 57.4 +18.1 
7 73.3 59.6 +13,7 
6 75.3 62.3 +13,0 
7 64.1 57.6 +6.6 
6 75.3 69.5 +5,8 

7 63.7 64.6 -0.9 

8 73.0 74,2 -1.2 

7 54.6 58.6 -4.0 

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE G FGM FGA Pct, 
1. Notre Dame 6 214 413 .518 

2. Duke 8 264 520 .508 
3. NC State 9 266 554 .480 

4. Maryland 8 240 501 .479 

5. Florida State 7 194 423 .459 

6. Boston College 6 159 355 .448 

7. North Carolina 8 247 552 .447 
8. Georgia Tech 6 166 378 .439 
9. Syracuse 8 242 563 .430 

lO. Miami 7 186 439 .424 

11. Wake Forest 8 206 502 .410 

12. Virginia Tech 7 188 461 .408 

13. Clemson 7 145 364 .398 

14. Pittsburgh 7 171 433 .395 

ls. Virginia 7 153 432 .354 

SCORING DEFENSE 
1. Virginia Tech 

2. Syracuse 

3. Duke 

4. NC State 

5. Florida State 

6. Pittsburgh 

7. Notre Dame 
8. Clemson 

9. Miami 
10. Maryland 

11. North Carolina 

12. Georgia Tech 

13. Virginia 

14. Boston College 
15. Wake Forest 

G Pts Avg/G 

7 370 52.9 
8 430 53.8 
8 443 55.4 
9 515 57.2 
7 402 57.4 
7 403 57.6 
6 349 58.2 
7 410 58.6 
7 417 59.6 
8 481 60.1 
8 483 60.4 
6 374 62.3 
7 452 64.6 
6 417 69.5 
8 594 74.2 

FREE THROW PCT G FTM FTA Pet, 
1. Maryland 8 131 166 .789 

2. Syracuse 8 136 181 .751 
3. NC State 9 110 150 .733 
4. Boston College 6 86 119 .723 

s. Virginia Tech 7 86 121 .711 
6. Duke 8 123 174 .707 

7. Notre Dame 6 90 131 .687 

8. Florida State 7 109 161 .677 

9. Clemson 7 65 98 .663 

10. Virginia 7 110 166 .663 

11, North Carolina 8 150 228 ,658 

12, Wake Forest 8 118 181 ,652 
13, Georgia Tech 6 79 122 ,648 

14. Miami 7 93 146 .637 

ls. Pittsburgh 7 67 108 .620 

FIELD GOAL PCT DEFENSE G FGM FGA Pct, 
1. North Carolina 8 151 519 .291 

2. Virginia Tech 7 124 401 .309 
3. Syracuse 8 145 452 .321 

4. Florida State 7 136 418 .325 

s. Duke 8 151 462 .327 

6. Miami 7 147 443 .332 

7. Pittsburgh 7 138 415 .333 

8. Georgia Tech 6 128 365 .351 
9. Clemson 7 141 402 .351 

lO. Notre Dame 6 124 350 .354 

11. Maryland 8 180 487 .370 

12. Boston College 6 137 357 .384 

13. Virginia 7 159 403 .395 

14. NC State 9 178 441 .404 

ls. Wake Forest 8 199 460 .433 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:~CS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

3-POINT FG PCT 

1. Duke 
2. Boston College 

3. Notre Dame 
4. Wake Forest 

s. NC State 

6. Miami 

7. Maryland 
8. Georgia Tech 
9. Florida State 

10. Syracuse 

11. Pittsburgh 

12. North Carolina 
13. Clemson 

14. Virginia Tech 

is. Virginia 

G 3FGM 3FGA Pct. 

8 51 117 .436 
6 48 112 ,429 
6 26 61 .426 
8 54 141 .383 
9 75 207 .362 
7 48 134 .358 
8 41 117 .350 
6 41 119 ,345 
7 32 94 .340 
8 68 200 ¯340 

7 40 124 .323 

8 44 146 .301 
7 27 92 .293 
7 41 143 .287 
7 30 113 .265 

REBOUNDING OFFENSE 
1. Notre Dame 
2. Virginia Tech 

3. North Carolina 

4. Syracuse 

s. Duke 
6. Maryland 

7. Georgia Tech 

8. Florida State 

9. Miami 
lo, Wake Forest 

11, Virginia 

12, Pittsburgh 
13, NC State 

14. Boston College 

is. Clemson 

G Rebounds Avq/G 
6 299 49.8 
7 339 48.4 
8 384 48.0 
8 375 46.9 
8 369 46.1 
8 365 45.6 
6 271 45.2 
7 308 44,0 
7 303 43.3 
8 320 40.0 
7 272 38.9 
7 269 38,4 
9 343 38,1 
6 228 38.0 
7 237 33.9 

REBOUNDING MARGIN 
1. Notre Dame 
2, Duke 
3, Maryland 

4. Virginia Tech 

s. Florida State 

6. NC State 

7, Syracuse 

8, Georgia Tech 
9, North Carolina 

10, Wake Forest 

11. Miami 
12. Boston College 

13. Virginia 
14. Clemson 

15. Pittsburgh 

G Team Avg. Opp. Avg. Margin 

6 
8 
8 
7 
7 
9 
8 
6 
8 
8 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 

299 49.8 174 29.0 +20.8 

369 46.1 249 31.1 +15.0 
365 45.6 247 30,9 +14,7 

339 48.4 251 35,9 +12,6 

308 44,0 238 34.0 +10.0 

343 38.1 260 28.9 +9.2 

375 46.9 304 38,0 +8,9 
271 45.2 220 36.7 +8.5 
384 48.0 346 43.2 +4.8 
320 40.0 310 38.8 +1.2 
303 43,3 296 42.3 +i.0 
228 38.0 231 38,5 -0,5 
272 38.9 299 42.7 -3.9 
237 33.9 277 39.6 -5.7 
269 38.4 313 44.7 -6.3 

3=POINT FG PCT DEFENSE G 3FGM 3FGA 
1. Virginia Tech 7 28 125 

2. Syracuse 8 34 148 

3. Georgia Tech 6 22 90 

4. Notre Dame 6 23 93 

5. Pittsburgh 7 31 125 

6. Maryland 8 46 171 
7. North Carolina 8 39 140 
8. Virginia 7 46 162 

9. Boston College 6 38 131 

lo. Clemson 7 42 143 

11. Miami 7 54 183 

12. Florida State 7 45 143 

13. NC State 9 44 137 

14. Duke 8 54 160 
15. Wake Forest 8 42 110 

REBOUNDING DEFENSE G Rebounds Avg/G 
1. NC State 9 260 28¯9 

2. Notre Dame 6 174 29.0 

3. Maryland 8 247 30.9 

4. Duke 8 249 31.1 

s. Florida State 7 238 34,0 
6. Virginia Tech 7 251 35.9 

7. Georgia Tech 6 220 36.7 

8. Syracuse 8 304 38.0 

9. Boston College 6 231 38.5 

lo. Wake Forest 8 310 38.8 

11. Clemson 7 277 39.6 

12. Miami 7 296 42.3 
i3. Virginia 7 299 42.7 

14. North Carolina 8 346 43,2 

is. Pittsburgh 7 313 44,7 

BLOCKED SHOTS G No, Avq/G 
1. Duke 8 53 6.6 

2. Miami 7 41 5.9 
3. Florida State 7 37 5.3 

4. North Carolina 8 42 5,3 

5. Clemson 7 35 5.0 

6. Virginia Tech 7 34 4.9 

7. Pittsburgh 7 31 4.4 

8. Notre Dame 6 25 4.2 
9. Georgia Tech 6 21 3.5 

10. Syracuse 8 26 3.3 

11. Wake Forest 8 23 2,9 

12. NC State 9 24 2.7 

13. Boston College 6 14 2.3 

14. Maryland 8 18 2.3 

is, Virginia 7 5 0.7 

Pct, 
.224 

.230 

¯ 244 

.247 

.248 

,269 

,279 
,284 
,290 

¯ 294 
.295 

.315 

.321 

,338 
,382 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:[CS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

ASSISTS 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Duke 

3. NC State 

4. Maryland 

s. North Carolina 
6. Virginia Tech 

7. Boston College 

8. Syracuse 
9. Florida State 

10. Pittsburgh 

11. Georgia Tech 

12. Miami 
13. Virginia 

14. Wake Forest 

is. Clemson 

G 
6 
8 
9 
8 
8 
7 
6 
8 
7 
7 
6 
7 
7 
8 
7 

No, Avg/G STEALS 

138 23.0 1. North Carolina 

161 20.1 2. Florida State 

170 18.9 3. Duke 

150 18.8 4. Syracuse 

142 17.8 s. Virginia 

123 17.6 Notre Dame 

99 16.5 7. Wake Forest 

131 16.4 3. Miami 

110 15.7 9. Georgia Tech 

104 14.9 10. NC State 

87 14.5 11. Pittsburgh 

95 13.6 12. Boston College 

91 13.0 13. Maryland 

101 12.6 14. Clemson 

70 10.0 15. Virginia Tech 

TURNOVER MARGIN 
1. Syracuse 
2. North Carolina 
3, NC State 
4, Pittsburgh 
s, Duke 
6, Virginia 
7. Miami 
8. Notre Dame 
9. Wake Forest 

10, Florida State 
11, Boston College 
12. Virginia Tech 
13. Clemson 
14. Maryland 
is. Georgia Tech 

G Team Avg. Opp, Av9, Margin 
8 111 13.9 185 23.1 +9.3 
8 137 17.1 186 23.3 +6.1 

9 124 13.8 168 18.7 +4.9 

7 90 12.9 118 16,9 +4,0 

8 142 17.8 174 21.8 +4.0 

7 115 16.4 142 20.3 +3.9 

7 115 16.4 128 18.3 +1.9 

6 95 15.8 106 17.7 +1.8 

8 143 17.9 156 19.5 +1.6 

7 148 21.1 158 22.6 +1.4 
6 90 15.0 92 15,3 +0,3 

7 108 15.4 110 15.7 +0.3 

7 118 16.9 113 16.1 -0.7 

8 127 15.9 115 14.4 -1.5 

6 122 20.3 111 18.5 -1.8 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Syracuse 

2, Notre Dame 
3, Georgia Tech 

4. Duke 

s. Wake Forest 

6. North Carolina 

7. Virginia Tech 

3. Virginia 
9. Florida State 

10. NC State 

11. Maryland 

12. Miami 
13. Boston College 

14. Clemson 

is. Pittsburgh 

G No, Avg/G 
8 157 19.6 

6 110 18.3 
6 107 17.8 

8 133 16.6 

8 128 16.0 

8 126 15.8 

7 110 15.7 

7 109 15.6 

7 102 14.6 

9 129 14.3 

8 109 13,6 

7 94 13.4 

6 72 12.0 

7 76 10.9 

7 74 10.6 

G No, Avq/G 
8 105 13.1 

7 86 12.3 

8 93 11.6 

8 90 11.3 

7 77 11.0 

6 66 11.0 

8 81 10.1 

7 68 9.7 

6 53 8.8 

9 78 8.7 

7 57 8.1 

6 44 7.3 

8 57 7.1 

7 48 6.9 

7 38 5.4 

ASSIST/TURNOVERRATIO G Ast, Avq, T/O Av9, Ratio 

1. Notre Dame 6 138 23.0 95 15.8 1.5 

2. NCState 9 170 18.9 124 13.8 1.4 
3. Maryland 8 150 18.8 127 15.9 1.2 

4. Syracuse 8 131 16.4 111 13.9 1.2 

s. Pittsburgh 7 104 14.9 90 12.9 1.2 
6. Virginia Tech 7 123 17.6 108 15.4 1.1 
7. Duke 8 161 20.1 142 17.8 1.1 
8. Boston College 6 99 16,5 90 15.0 1.1 
9. North Carolina 8 142 17.8 137 17.1 1.0 

lO. Miami 7 95 13.6 115 16.4 0.8 

11. Virginia 7 91 13.0 115 16.4 0.8 

12. Florida State 7 110 15.7 148 21.1 0.7 
13. Georgia Tech 6 87 14.5 122 20.3 0.7 

14. Wake Forest 8 101 12.6 143 17,9 0,7 

is. Clemson 7 70 10,0 118 16.9 0.6 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS G No, Avq/G 
1. Virginia Tech 7 229 32.7 

2. North Carolina 8 258 32.2 
3. Maryland 8 256 32.0 

4. Notre Dame 6 189 31,5 

s. Miami 7 209 29.9 

6. Duke 8 236 29.5 

7. Florida State 7 206 29.4 

8. Pittsburgh 7 195 27.9 
9. Georgia Tech 6 164 27.3 

lo. Syracuse 8 218 27.3 

11. Boston College 6 156 26,0 

12. Wake Forest 8 192 24.0 

13. NC State 9 214 23.8 

14. Virginia 7 163 23.3 

is. Clemson 7 161 23.0 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:[CS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

DEFENSIVE REB PCT. 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Virginia Tech 

3. Maryland 
4. NC State 

s. Florida State 

6. Duke 

7. Pittsburgh 

8. Miami 
9. North Carolina 

lo. Syracuse 

11. Wake Forest 

12. Boston College 

13. Georgia Tech 

14. Virginia 

is. Clemson 

G D-Reb Opp. OR D-Reb% OFFENSIVE REB PCT. 

6 189 56 .771 1. Notre Dame 

7 229 68 .771 2. Duke 

8 256 77 ,769 3. Georgia Tech 

9 214 77 .735 4. Syracuse 

7 206 89 .698 s. NC State 

8 236 102 .698 6. Florida State 

7 195 101 .659 7. Maryland 

7 209 110 .655 8. Wake Forest 

8 258 137 .653 9. North Carolina 

8 218 120 ,645 lO. Virginia Tech 

8 192 106 .644 11. Virginia 

6 156 87 .642 12. Miami 

6 164 98 .626 18. Boston College 

7 163 108 .601 14. Clemson 

7 161 115 .583 15. Pittsburgh 

3-POINT FG HADE 
1. Syracuse 

2. NC State 

s. Boston College 

4. Miami 
s. Georgia Tech 
6. Wake Forest 

7. Duke 

8. Virginia Tech 

9. Pittsburgh 

10. North Carolina 

11. Maryland 

12. Florida State 

13. Notre Dame 
14. Virginia 

is. Clemson 

G 
8 

9 

6 

7 
6 
8 

8 

7 

7 
8 

8 

7 
6 

7 

7 

No. Avg/G 
68 8.5 
75 8.3 
48 8.0 
48 6.9 
41 6.8 
54 6.8 
51 6.4 
41 5.9 
40 5.7 
44 5,5 
41 5.1 
32 4.6 
26 4.3 
30 4.3 
27 3.9 

G O-Reb Opp, DR O-Reb% 
6 ii0 118 .482 
8 133 147 .475 
6 107 122 .467 
8 157 184 .460 
9 129 183 .413 
7 102 149 .406 
8 109 170 .391 
8 128 204 .386 
8 126 209 .376 
7 Ii0 183 .375 
7 109 191 .363 
7 94 186 .336 
6 72 144 .333 
7 76 162 .319 
7 74 212 .259 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

Team 

Duke 

Syracuse 

Notre Dame 

NC State 

Maryland 

Florida State 

Virginia Tech 

North Carolina 

Miami 

Georgia Tech 

Pittsburgh 

Clemson 

Wake Forest 

Boston College 

Virginia 

Conference 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

Pct, 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

PF PA Overall 

0.0 0.0 8-0 

0.0 0.0 8-0 

0.0 0.0 6-0 

0,0 0,0 8-1 

0.0 0.0 7-1 
0.0 0.0 6-1 

0,0 0,0 6-1 

0.0 0.0 6-2 

0.0 0.0 5-2 

0.0 0.0 4-2 

0.0 0.0 4-3 

0.0 0.0 4-3 

0.0 0.0 4-4 

0.0 0.0 3-3 

0.0 0.0 3-4 

Pct, PF PA Current unbeaten streak 

1,000 87,8 55,4 Syracuse -- 8 

1.000 86.0 53.8 Duke -- 8 

1,000 90,7 58,2 Notre Dame -- 6 

,889 79.7 57.2 Maryland -- 5 

.875 81.5 60.1 Miami--4 

,857 75,6 57,4 Clemson -- 3 

.857 71.9 52.9 NC State -- 2 

.750 86.0 60.4 Georgia Tech -- 2 

,714 73,3 59,6 Florida State -- 2 

.667 75.3 62.3 Virginia Tech -- 1 

.571 64.1 57.6 North Carolina -- 1 

,571 54,6 58,6 

.500 73.0 74.2 

.500 75.3 69.5 

,429 63,7 64,6 

TEAM SUMMARIES 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

G PF-PA 

6 452-417 

7 382-410 

8 702-443 

7 529-402 

6 452-374 

8 652-481 

7 513-417 

9 717-515 

8 688-483 

6 544-349 

7 449-403 

8 688-430 

7 446-452 

7 503-370 

8 584-594 

Av9 score Margin FG-FGA 

75.3-69.5 +5,8 159-355 

54.6-58.6 -4.0 145-364 

87.8-55.4 +32.4 264-520 

75.6-57.4 +18.1 194-423 

75.3-62.3 +13,0 166-378 

81,5-60,1 +21.4 240-501 

73,3-59.6 +13.7 186-439 

79.7-57.2 +22.4 266-554 

86.0-60.4 +25.6 247-552 

90.7-58.2 +32.5 214-413 

64.1-57.6 +6,6 171-433 

86,0-53,8 +32.2 242-563 

63,7-64.6 -0.9 153-432 

71.9-52.9 +19.0 188-461 

73.0-74.2 -1.2 206-502 

Pct. 3EG-EGA Pct. ET-FTA 

,448 48-112 ,429 86-119 

.398 27-92 .293 65-98 

.508 51-117 .436 123-174 

.459 32-94 .340 109-161 

,439 41-119 ,345 79-122 

.479 41-117 .350 131-166 

.424 48-134 .358 93-146 

.480 75-207 .362 110-150 

.447 44-146 .301 150-228 

.518 26-61 .426 90-131 

,395 40-124 ,323 67-108 

.430 68-200 .340 136-181 

.354 30-113 .265 110-166 

.408 41-143 .287 86-121 

.410 54-141 .383 118-181 

Pct. RebF RebA Margin 

,723 228 231 -0,5 

.663 237 277 -5.7 

.707 369 249 +15.0 

.677 308 238 +10.0 

,648 271 220 +8,5 

.789 365 247 +14.7 

.637 303 296 +1.0 

.733 343 260 +9.2 

.658 384 346 +4.8 

.687 299 174 +20.8 

,620 269 313 -6,3 

.751 375 304 +8.9 

.663 272 299 -3.9 

.711 339 251 +12.6 

.652 320 310 +1.2 

ATTENDANCE 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Averaqe Away Average 

2-2078 1039 2-1115 558 
6-3180 530 1-1624 1624 

3-11960 3987 2-13222 6611 
3-5628 1876 4-12524 3131 
2-1641 820 2-13448 6724 

4-25598 6400 2-2934 1467 
6-3981 664 1-467 467 
6-5338 890 0-0 0 

4-11297 2824 1-2465 2465 
4-33840 8460 1-1025 1025 
4-8252 2063 3-2560 853 
4-1426 356 1-1017 1017 
2-6725 3362 3-6692 2231 
5-6092 1218 2-2870 1435 
3-1537 512 4-9325 2331 

58-128573 2217 29-71288 2458 

Neutral Averaqe Total Averaqe 

2-1439 720 6-4632 772 

0-0 0 7-4804 686 

3-672 224 8-25854 3232 

0-0 0 7-18152 2593 

2-379 190 6-15468 2578 

2-115 58 8-28647 3581 

0-0 0 7-4448 635 

3-0 0 9-5338 593 

3-2370 790 8-16132 2016 

1-933 933 6-35798 5966 

0-0 0 7-10812 1545 

3-4432 1477 8-6875 859 

2-780 390 7-14197 2028 

0-0 0 7-8962 1280 
1-1252 1252 8-12114 1514 

22-12372 562 109-212233 1947 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 75.0% of their team’s games. 

SCORING 
1. Dearica Hamby-WF 
2. Chelsea Douglas-WF 

3. Brittney Sykes-SU 

4. Kaela Davis-GT 

s. Tricia Liston-DU 
6. Jewell Loyd-ND 

7. Brianna Butler-SU 

8. Diamond DeShields-NC 
9. Uju Ugoka-VT 

10. Alyssa Thomas-MD 
11. Kayla McBride-ND 
12. Allisha Gray-NC 
13. Morgan Jones-FS 
14. Elizabeth Williams-DU 

Brianna Kiesel-UP 
16. Natasha Howard-FS 
17. Kristen Doherty-BC 
16. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 
19. Brittany Brown-FS 
2o. Tyaunna Marshall-GT 
21. Kody Burke-ST 
22. Alexis ]ones-DU 
23. Vanessa Panousis-VT 
24. Ataira Franklin-VA 

Asia Logan-UP 
26. Taya Reimer-ND 
27. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

28. Chelsea Gray-DU 

29. Kelly Hughes-BC 
Nicole Boudreau-BC 

CI G FG 3FG FT Pts Avg/G 

Jr 8 67 5 27 166 20.8 

Sr 8 54 29 25 162 20.3 

So 8 60 0 33 153 19.1 
Fr 6 37 18 21 113 18.8 
Sr 8 51 26 19 147 18.4 
So 6 41 2 19 103 17.2 
So 8 47 31 12 137 17.1 
Fr 8 55 7 17 134 16.8 
Sr 7 45 0 26 116 16.6 

REBOUN DI NG 
1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

2. Uju Ugoka-VT 
3. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

4. Dearica Hamby-WF 

s. Shakeya Leary-SU 

6. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 

7. Ivey Slaughter-FS 
8. Hannah Young-VT 

9. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

Sr 8 53 1 21 128 16.0 lO. Asia Logan-UP 

Sr 6 36 7 14 93 15.5 11. Natasha Howard-FS 

Fr 7 37 10 24 108 15.4 12. Morgan Jones-FS 

So 7 37 14 19 107 15.3 13. Taya Reimer-ND 

Jr 8 50 0 2O 120 15.0 14. Taijah Campbell-VT 

Jr 7 40 3 22 105 15.0 3ewell Loyd-ND 

Sr 7 39 0 26 104 14.9 16. Tricia Liston-DU 

Sr 6 26 5 32 89 14.8 17. Jassany Williams-UM 

Fr 8 49 1 19 118 14.8 13. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

Fr 7 38 8 16 100 14.3 19. Charmaine Tay-CU 

Sr 5 28 0 13 69 13.8 2o. Kayla McBride-ND 

Sr 9 42 5 32 121 13.4 

So 8 37 12 18 104 13.0 
Fr 7 29 13 19 90 12.9 
Sr 7 28 12 18 86 12.3 
Sr 7 31 4 20 86 12.3 
Fr 6 26 0 21 73 12.2 

Sr 9 49 0 11 109 12.1 

Sr 8 34 6 21 95 11.9 

Fr 6 24 16 7 71 11.8 

So 6 24 15 8 71 11.8 

Cl G Off Def Total Avq/G 
Sr 8 19 70 89 11.1 

Sr 7 31 43 74 10.6 

Fr 8 31 53 84 10.5 

Jr 8 31 49 80 10,0 

Sr 8 33 46 79 9,9 

Jr 7 36 28 64 9.1 

Fr 7 20 41 61 8.7 

So 7 12 48 60 8.6 

So 6 24 27 51 8,5 
Sr 7 15 44 59 8,4 

Sr 7 30 28 58 8,3 

So 7 7 48 55 7,9 

Fr 6 21 25 46 7.7 

So 7 24 25 49 7.0 

So 6 15 27 42 7.0 

Sr 8 21 34 55 6.9 

Jr 7 10 37 47 6.7 

Sr 5 10 23 33 6,6 

Jr 7 11 34 45 6,4 

Sr 6 12 26 38 6.3 

FIELD GOAL PCT 
1. Lindsay Allen-ND 

2. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

3. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 
4. Elizabeth Williams-DU 

s. Brittney Sykes-SU 

6. Tricia Liston-DU 
7. Natasha Howard-FS 

3. Chancie Dunn-CU 

9. Yashira Delgado-FS 

10. S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD 
11. Nicole Boudreau-BC 

12. Dearica Hamby-WF 

13. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

14. Keyona Hayes-UM 

is. Miah Spencer-ST 

CI G FGM FGA Pct, 
Fr 6 26 37 .703 

Sr 9 49 75 .653 

Fr 8 49 77 .636 

Jr 8 50 84 .595 

So 8 60 101 .594 

Sr 8 51 86 .593 

Sr 7 39 67 .582 

7 29 51 .569 

Sr 7 30 53 .566 

Fr 8 31 55 .564 

So 6 24 43 .558 

Jr 8 67 123 ,545 

Sr 8 53 100 .530 

So 7 30 57 .526 

Fr 9 31 59 .525 

ASSISTS 

1. Chelsea Grav-DU 
2. Yashira Delgado-FS 

3. Monet Tellier-VT 
4. Brianna KieseI-UP 

s. Lexie Brown-MD 
6. Lindsay Allen-ND 

7. Vanessa Panousis-VT 
3. Brene Moseley-MD 

9. Len’Nique Brown-ST 

Cl G No, Avq/G 
Sr 8 70 8.8 

Sr 7 42 6.0 

Sr 7 33 4.7 
Jr 7 31 4.4 

Fr 8 35 4.4 

Fr 6 26 4.3 

Fr 7 29 4.1 

So 8 33 4.1 

Jr 9 36 4.0 

10. Lauren Engeln-BC 
Dawnn Maye-GT 

12. Rachel Coffey-SU 

13. Latifah Coleman-NC 

Kelsey Wolfe-VA 

15. Alexis ]ones-DU 

Kayla McBride-ND 

Jr 6 23 3.8 

Sr 6 23 3.8 

Sr 8 30 3.8 

Jr 7 26 3.7 

Sr 7 26 3.7 

So 8 28 3.5 

Sr 6 21 3.5 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

FREE THROW PCT CI G FTM FTA Pct. 

1. Brene Moseley-MD So 8 26 28 .929 
2. Kody Burke-ST Sr 9 32 35 .914 

3. Kristen Doherty-BC Sr 6 32 36 .889 

Laurin Mincy-MD Jr 8 16 18 .889 

s. Kaela Davis-GT Fr 6 21 24 .875 

6. Shakeya Leary-SU Sr 8 19 22 .864 

Tricia Liston-DU Sr 8 19 22 .864 

8. Alexis ]ones-DU So 8 18 21 .857 
9. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 8 21 25 .840 

lo. Nikki Dixon-CU Jr 6 19 23 .826 

Morgan Jones-FS So 7 19 23 .826 

12. Kayla McBride-ND Sr 6 14 17 .824 

13. Kelsey Wolfe-VA Sr 7 18 22 .818 

14. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 8 21 26 .808 

is. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 8 25 31 .806 

3-POINT FG PCT CI G 3FG FGA Pet. 
1. S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 8 9 15 .600 

2. Kayla McBride-ND Sr 6 7 12 ,583 

3, Nicole Boudreau-BC So 6 15 26 .577 

4, Tricia Liston-DU Sr 8 26 47 .553 

s, Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 6 :16 30 ,533 
6, Taylor Ford-SU So 8 :11 23 ,478 

7. Alexis ]ones-DU So 8 :12 27 .444 
8. Brianna Butler-SU So 8 3:1 70 .443 

9. Jessica Thomas-UM Fr 7 13 30 ,433 

10, Jessica Washington-NC Fr 8 10 24 .4:17 
11, Ashley Williams-ST Fr 8 :12 29 .4:14 
12, Kaela Davis-GT Fr 6 :18 44 ,409 
13, Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 8 29 7:1 ,408 

14. Katie Rutan-MD Sr 8 :13 33 .394 

is. Kwstal Saunders-UM Sr 7 :14 36 .389 

BLOCKED SHOTS 
1. Elizabeth Williams-DU 
2, Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

3. Natasha Howard-FS 

4. ]assany Williams-UM 

s. Marvadene Anderson-UP 
6, Kai ]ames-FS 

7, Taijah CampbelI-VT 
8, Taya Reimer-ND 

9, Dearica Hamby-WF 

10. Asia Logan-UP 

Maria Brown-UM 
12. K. McCravey-Cooper-DU 

13, Briana Day-SU 

N’Dea Bryant-NC 
is, Markeisha Gatling-ST 

Cl G No, Avg/G 
Jr 8 26 3.3 

Fr 8 23 2.9 

Sr 7 17 2,4 

Jr 7 16 2,3 

Fr 6 13 2.2 

Fr 7 15 2.1 

So 7 13 1.9 
Fr 6 11 1.8 

Jr 8 13 1.6 

Sr 7 9 1.3 

Sr 7 9 1,3 

Fr 8 10 1,3 

Fr 8 9 1.1 

So 8 9 I.i 
Sr 9 10 1.1 

STEALS CI G No, Avq/G 
1. Dearica Hamby-WF Jr 8 27 3.4 
2. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 8 25 3.1 

3. Diamond DeShields-NC Fr 8 23 2.9 
4. Yashira Delgado-FS Sr 7 20 2,9 

s. Lexie Gerson-VA Sr 7 19 2.7 

6. Alexis 3ones-DU So 8 21 2.6 
7. AIlisha Gray-NC Fr 7 18 2.6 
8. Tvey Slaughter-FS Fr 7 17 2.4 
9. Brittney Sykes-SU So 8 19 2.4 

lo. Kristen Doherty-BC Sr 6 14 2.3 
Dawnn Maye-GT Sr 6 14 2.3 
Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 6 14 2.3 

13. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT Sr 5 11 2.2 
14. Brittany Brown-FS Fr 7 15 2.1 
lS, Jewell Loyd-ND so 6 12 2.0 

3-POINT FG MADE Cl G 3FG Avq/G 
1. Brianna Butler-SU So 8 31 3,9 
2. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 8 29 3,6 

3, Tricia Liston-DU Sr 8 26 3.3 

4, Kaela Davis-GT Fr 6 18 3.0 
s, Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 6 16 2,7 
6, Nicole Boudreau-BC So 6 15 2,5 

7. M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 9 21 2.3 
8. La’Shay Taft-SU Sr 8 16 2,0 

Morgan Jones-FS so 7 14 2,0 
Krystal Saunders-UM Sr 7 14 2.0 
Sydney Wallace-GT Jr 6 12 2.0 

12, Jessica Thomas-UM Fr 7 13 1,9 
Frederique Potvin-UP Fr 7 13 1,9 

Vanessa Panousis-VT Fr 7 13 1,9 

lS. Ataira Franklin-VA Sr 7 12 1,7 
Kelly Gramlich-CU Jr 7 12 1,7 

ASSIST/TURNOVER RATIO CI G Ast, T/O Ratio 
1. Lexie Brown-MD Fr 8 35 12 2.9 
2. Michaela Mabrey-ND So 6 20 7 2.9 
3. Brianna KieseI-UP Jr 7 31 12 2.6 
4. Len’Nique Brown-ST Jr 9 36 14 2.6 
s. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 8 70 30 2.3 

6. Brene Moseley-MD So 8 33 15 2.2 
7. Jessica Washington=NC Fr 8 25 12 2,1 
8. Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 6 26 13 2.0 

9. Lauren Engeln-BC Jr 6 23 13 1.8 
lO. Kelsey Wolfe-VA Sr 7 26 15 1.7 
11. Dawnn Maye-GT Sr 6 23 14 1.6 

12. Monet Tellier-VT Sr 7 33 22 1.5 
Kayla McBride-ND Sr 6 21 14 1.5 

14. Rachel Coffey-SU Sr 8 30 21 1,4 
is. Nicole Boudreau-BC So 6 18 13 1,4 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

1. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 

2. Uju Ugoka-VT 
3. Natasha Howard-FS 

4. Shakeya Leary-SU 

s. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

6. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

Dearica Hamby-WF 

8. Taya Reimer-ND 
9. Taijah CampbelI-VT 

10. Allisha Gray-NC 

11. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

12. Jill Brunori-WF 

13. Shayla Bivins-GT 

14. Brittney Sykes-SU 

Tricia Liston-DU 

CI G No. Avg/G DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

Jr 7 36 5.1 1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

Sr 7 31 4.4 2. Hannah Young-VT 

Sr 7 30 4.3 Morgan Jones-FS 

Sr 8 33 4.1 4. StephanieMavunga-NC 

So 6 24 4.0 5. Asia Logan-UP 

Fr 8 31 3.9 6. Uju Ugoka-VT 

Jr 8 31 3.9 7. Dearica Hamby-WF 

Fr 6 21 3.5 8. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

So 7 24 3.4 9. Shakeya Leary-SU 

Fr 7 21 3.0 10. Jassany Williams-UM 

Fr 7 20 2.9 11. Kristen Doherty-BC 

Fr 8 22 2,8 12. Charmaine Tay-CU 

Sr 6 16 2.7 13. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

So 8 21 2.6 14. Monet Tellier-VT 

Sr 8 21 2.6 is. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

Jewell Loyd-ND 

MINUTES PLAYED CI G No, AvcJ/G 
1. Yashira Delgado-FS Sr 7 256 36.6 

2. Brianna KieseI-UP ]r 7 245 35,0 

3. Chelsea Lindsay-CU Jr 7 244 34.9 
4. Brittany Brown-FS Fr 7 241 34.4 

s. Morgan ]ones-FS So 7 238 34.0 

6. Dearica Hamby-WF ]r 8 265 33.1 

7. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 8 258 32.2 

8. Lauren Engeln-BC Jr 6 193 32.2 

9. Monet Tellier-VT Sr 7 218 31,1 

Vanessa Panousis-VT Fr 7 218 31.1 

CI G No. Avq/G 
Sr 8 70 8.8 

So 7 48 6.9 

So 7 48 6.9 

Fr 8 53 6.6 

Sr 7 44 6.3 

Sr 7 43 6.1 

Jr 8 49 6.1 

Fr 7 41 5.9 

Sr 8 46 5.8 

Jr 7 37 5.3 

Sr 6 30 5.0 

Jr 7 34 4.9 

Sr 5 23 4.6 

Sr 7 32 4.6 

So 6 27 4.5 

So 6 27 4.5 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

TEAM IDENTIFICATION Team ID 

Boston College BC 

Clemson CU 

Duke DU 

Florida State FS 

Georgia Tech GT 

Maryland MD 

Miami UM 

NC State ST 

North Carolina NC 

Notre Dame ND 

Pittsburgh UP 

Syracuse SU 

Virginia VA 

Virginia Tech VT 

Wake Forest WF 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

Points 

Margin 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3=Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sts 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

Fouls 

123 
113 
83 
71 
46 
45 
91 
87 

.629 

.609 
15 
15 
41 
38 

.636 

.632 
29 
28 
4O 
38 

.941 

.909 
64 
63 
3O 
28 
28 
22 
2O 
ii 
i0 
I0 
27 
26 
26 
26 
34 
32 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

(123-40) 

(I13-42) 

(39-62) 

(42-69) 

(7-11) 

(12-19) 

(i6-i7) 
(20-22) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Notre Dame vs UNC-Wilmington (11/09/13) 

Notre Dame vs Duquesne (12/01/13) 

Miami at Oakland (11/19/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E, Shore (11/20/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

NC State vs St. Bonaventure (11/08/13) 

Duke vs Central Michigan (11-29-13) 

Boston College vs FIU (11/21/13) 

Maryland vs Loyola (Md,) (11/10/13) 

North Carolina vs Coppin State (11/24/13) 

Florida State vs Prairie View A&iVl (11/17/13) 

North Carolina vs Coppin State (11/24/13) 

Duke vs Central Michigan (11-29-13) 

Syracuse vs Cornell (11/18/13) 

Virginia Tech vs Howard (11/09/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Virginia Tech vs Bucknell (11/17/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Virginia at Liberty (11-19-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Duke vs Alabama (11-17-13) 

Duke vs Xavier (11-28-13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Coppin State (11/8/13) 

Florida State at Florida (11/21/13) 

Florida State at Louisville (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Pittsburgh at Ball State (11/14/13) 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

Points 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sts 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

30 

30 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

25 

23 

23 

1.000 

.900 

7 

7 

13 

12 

12 

.833 

.833 

.833 

12 

11 

14 

13 

13 

13 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

2O 

17 

17 

13 

12 

9 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

9 

8 

8 

(10-10) 

(9-10) 

(s-6) 
(5-6) 
(5-6) 

(9-9) 

(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Delaware (11/15/13) 

Allisha Gray (North Carolina) at UCLA (11/17/13) 

Brittney Sykes (Syracuse) vs Dartmouth (11/14/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) at Hofstra (11/23/13) 

Elizabeth Williams (Duke) at Marquette (11-24-13) 

Diamond DeShields (North Carolina) vs Arizona State (11/29/13) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) vs Stetson (11/29/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs California (11/29/13) 

Tyaunna Marshall (Georgia Tech) at Tennessee (11/17/13) 

Kayla McBride (Notre Dame) vs Michigan State (11/11/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Stephanie Mavunga (North Carolina) vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Taijah Campbell (Virginia Tech) at Old Dominion (11/11/13) 

Brianna Butler (Syracuse) vs Map/land E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Brianna Butler (Syracuse) vs Texas A&M (11/30/13) 

Kelly Gramlich (Clemson) vs Radford (11/27/13) 

La’Shay Taft (Syracuse) vs Map/land E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Brianna Butler (Syracuse) vs Texas A&M (11/30/13) 

Kp/stal Saunders (Miami) vs North Florida (11/08/13) 

Nicole Boudreau (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Kelly Hughes (Boston College) vs Iowa (11/29/13) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Kansas State (11-29-13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Ivey Slaughter (Florida State) vs Prairie View A&M (11/17/13) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Kansas State (11-29-13) 

Sudya McGuire (Miami) vs Missouri (11/30/13) 

Kdsten Doherty (Boston College) vs FIU (11/21/13) 

Brene Moseley (Map!land) at USF (11/8/13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Allisha Gray (North Carolina) at UCLA (11/17/13) 

Haley Peters (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Campbell (11/13/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) vs Richmond (11/27/13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) at Marquette (11-24-13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) vs Vanderbilt (11-21-13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Dawnn Maye (Georgia Tech) vs Western Carolina (11/10/13) 

Alexis Jones (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Elizabeth Williams (Duke) vs Alabama (11-17-13) 

Stephanie Mavunga (North Carolina) vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Taijah Campbell (Virginia Tech) at Hofstra (11/23/13) 

Nikki Dixon (Clemson) vs Wofford (11/10/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Davidson (11/19/13) 

Morgan Jones (Florida State) at Miami (Ohio) (12/1/13) 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Dec. 3 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

December 3, 2013 ~, Number 232 

Systemic Risk 

The U.S. ChambeF of CommeFce called foF a broad overhaul of 
the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC), saying 
fundamental flaws have been exposed in the three yeaFs 
following the FSOC’s establishment by the Dodd-Frank Wall 
StFeet... 

Bank Supervision 

The Federal Reserve is not objecting to capital plans refiled by 
two megabanks after weaknesses were detected during an 
annual review held to see how the biggest financial companies 
can handle stress .... 

Mortgages 

Bank of America Corp. will pay $404 million, less a $13 million 
credit for payments and adjustments already made, to settle all 
remaining representation and warranty claims for home mortgage 

loans sold to Freddie Mac from fan. I, 2000, to Dec .... 

Mortgages 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have completed a major overhaul of 

their mortgage insurance master policy requirements, the Federal 

Housing Finance Agency announced .... 

International Banking 
EU A~e~cy Faul[s Credit Ra[i~g Agencies 

The world,s leading credit rating agencies~Standard and 
Poor~s, Moody~s and Fitch~have conflict of interest problems 
along with other issues concerning maintaining the confidentiality 
and timing of... 

Securities 

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York 
Nov. 27 dismissed with prejudice a Puerto Rico-based, Cayman 
Islands limited liability company’s $37 million securities fraud suit 
over Deutsche Bank AG’s alleged misconduct... 

Securities 
Effec~ of Prior Arbitration 
Is Issue for Arbitrators, Court Ru~es 

In a dispute over a multi-billion dollar investment between 
plaintiff Citigroup Inc. and defendant Abu Dhabi Investment 
Authority, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of 
New York ruled Nov. 25 that under the broad arbitration... 

Accounting 



O~~ ~en~ed ~A~8 ~cco~i~ 

Canada’s federal financial services regulator said Nov. 27 it will 
permit banks and other federally regulated entities to adopt 
earlier than planned updated disclosure requirements under a 
new international standard on the accounting... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 3 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 3, 20:1.3 ~, Number 232 

Financial Institutions 
EU Agency" F~ulLs Credit R~Li~J A~e~cies 

The worldOs leading credit rating agenciesOStandard and 

PoorOs, IVloodyOs and FitchOhave conflict of interest problems 
along with other issues concerning maintaining the confidentiality 
and timing of... 

Mergers and Acquisitions 

Canada’s Competition Bureau on Nov. 29 announced that it 
approved Telus Communications Inc.@s acquisition of wireless 
telecommunications competitor Public Nobile Holdings Inc. on the 
basis that the merger would not substantially... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC <ijones@impactmtgs.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 9:47 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: SHaking Request: New group--Black Women In Business 

Thanks, ~.issa. 1’11 follow up with you soon! 
Ingr[d ,I,:)rles 
Presiden~ 
Impact P~eefings and Events, 
919.544 4587 
w~’.im ac~eetin sandevents.com 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, December 2, 20~3 9:25 PN 
Te~ Ingrid ~ones, Impa@ Neetings and Even~, LLC 
Su~ject~ RE: Speaking Request: New group--Black Women In Business 

Hi JngrM --.The [].~th does not work, but the I8th or 20th are fine. 
Keep me posted. 

Thanks, 

F~m= Ingrid Jones, Impact Neetings and Even~, LLC [maiJ~:iiones@impactmt~s.com] 
Sent~ Nonday, December 02, 20~3 9:03 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
Su~jectl RE: Speaking Request: New group--Black Women In Business 

Hi, L~ssa.]hanks for letting me know and, yes, we can find a new date. There are two other women who wil~ Mso be provh]~ng remarks For that n~ght, so I need to 

coordir]ate w~l:h them. Could you please let me know ~f February 13, 18 and/or 20 w~H work for you? Once you ~et me know your dates, f’]~ work wK:h the other two 

women on their calendars and hopefully, you’re aH available agab~ on the same date! 

~’m ~ooking [:orward to thb session. 

Thank you~ 
IngHd Jones 
~ounder, Bi.ack Women in Business 

Presiden~ 
Impa,::t b’leetings arid Everfl:s, I.LC 
919.544 4587 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, December :[, 20:[3 5::[7 PM 
Te; Ingrid Jones, Impact Heetings and Events, LLC (ijones@impactmtgs.com) 
Subject: FW: Speaking Request: New group--Black Women In Business 
Hi [ngrid - UnfortunateJy, [ now have a conflict on February 1]. related to some bank dkector training that ~ am part~dpating in that tmf.:)rtunateh, needed to be 

scheduled that week. I believe you previously mentioned February 4. as an a~ternative date. If that date is st~fl an option, I am avaHabfe that day at either lunch or 

dinner. There are probably many o[her dates that would work as we~ is February 4 is not an option. 

I’m sorry that ~ cannot make February 1:1, but we were trying to coordh~ate the schedules of about 20 people and that date was the only one that worked for 

everyone e]se~ Hopefully, we’ve got enough time to make an a~ternative arrangement. 

Tha]lks, 

fAssa 

Ussa L Broome 

Wells Fa~o Professer of Bankin~ Law 

Director, Cente~ for BanMn8 ~nd Finance 

U N(: SchooJ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke.-Wettach Ha~l 

Chapel FH~, NC 27599--3380 

9~9.962.7056 

http:!!www.lawamc.edu!centers!bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

:: ::~:: :: Description 
...... htt p:,’i~ww law. u r;c ed u/ima ges,’n ews/media,’ba n kingfirt a nce 

web 542 

From: Broome, Lissa L 



Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 2:31 PM 
To: ’Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC’ 
Subject: RE: Speaking Request: New group-Black Women In Business 
Hi k~grid --- I have the date dowrL My picture and a bio can be downloaded at .~j~:~:9~/~/~/~[~)~Z. ~ have also attached a 

short word document with a b~o. 

Let’s be k~ touch agah~ as we get closer to the event 

Best, 

Ussa 
Lh~ga }_ Broome 

Wefls Fargo Professor o~: Banking Law 

Director, Center for BanMng and Finance 

LiNG Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3:~80, Van Hecke-Wettach 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssm.com/author=248720 

Description: 

From: Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC [mailto:ijones@impactmtgs.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:54 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Speaking Request: New group--Black Women In Business 

Wonderful! Thank you for being a speaker. 

Since both dates work for you, would you please hold February I1 t:rom 6 pm --- 8 pm on your calendar? I w~H follow up w~[h you to provide mere de[arts on the 

location. 

~ bok forward to ta~ldng with you to share information about the membership and interest hs corporate boards. 

{::ouk~ you provMe a photo and bio ~:hat we can use m the announcements of l:h~a session? 

Thank you, and ~ look forward to rneetin~ you~ 
ingrid Jones 
Pres[den~ 
~mpa,::t Nh~etings arid Everfl:s, LLC 
919.544 4587 

~.~.~ ~,,~Ac~ ~.oGo 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:15 PM 
To: Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC 
Subject: RE: Speaking Request: New group--Black Women In Business 
Hi [ngrid - I woukt be delighted to speak with your group. February 4 or 11 is fine either at kmchtime or in the evening Please h:,t me know as soon as you sea:de on 

the date and t~me so I can get it on my calendar. As we ~et closer to the event, 

corporate board serv~ce~ 

Thanks, 

[~ssa 

Ussa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Profi~ssor of Banking 

Director, Center for BanMn~ and Finance 

UNC SchooJ of Law 

CB#gBSO, Van Hecke-Wettach Hail 

Chapel Hi[[, NC 27599-3380 

9:[9.962.7066 

Access rny papers on SSRN at: 

Description 

htt p://,,’,,’,,~,~ law.u nc ~;du/images/news/media/ba n kh~gfina rice 

web 542 

From: Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC [mailto:iiones@impactmtqs.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:23 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Sabje¢t: Speaking Request: New group--Black Women In Business 

Good afternoon, Dr. Broome. 

I am writin8 to ask if you would speak to a new 8roup that I am establishin8 in the Triangle called Black Women In Business. The group is for women of color who 

are leaders in companies, non-profits and those who are entrepreneurs. It’s focus is on buildins, levera~in8 and celebratin8 skills and talents. This will be done 

throush workshops, seminars, mentorin8 and information-sharins. 

It would be of ~reat interest to the 8roup to learn about: 



¯ the importance (both to the individual and the organization) of being on a board of directors 

¯ how to get on boards 

As an expert in this field, it would be wonderful for you to talk to the group. 

Tentative dates are February 4 and 11 at either a lunchtime or evening--whichever suits your schedule. The location has not been determined, but will take place 

in the Triangle area. 

Please let me know if you have questions or if I can provide you with more information. We are in the process of setting up the website and it will be launched in 

the next couple of weeks. The first event will take place in September of 2013. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Regards, 
Ingr[d Jones 
President 
Impact Meetings and Events, LLC 
919.544.4587 
~___~___~_:i_r_n__P__a___c_t_~_]__e_#_t_~_n___q ~ a n d e v e n t s. c o rn 

::~:: IMPACT LOGO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edtv-- 

Monday, December 2, 2013 10:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee Meeting A Ibllow- up to the October 31 st Meeting 

10.31.2013.MeetingMaterials.pdf; 10.31.2013.LicensingLaborCodeAdvisouCommitteeMembershipl 3-14.doc; Duke a(ticles regarding 
The Accord.docx; 10.31.2013.MeetingMinutes.docx 

From: Weiss, Meredith 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 5:17 PM 
To: Tewari, Meenu; Gitterman, Daniel P; Mosley, Layna; May, Steve; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin; Lochbaum, Derek W; Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; Oft, Shirley A; 
Lambden, Christopher David McCartney; Adams, Michael Christopher; Jansa, Joshua M 
Cc: Wilkinson, Patti; Hamish, Emily Jane 

Subject: Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee Meeting - A follow-up to the October 31st Meeting 
Hello Everyone, 

Thank you again for your service on this important committee. I am attaching the draft minutes, which include committee action items, from our first meeting. 

Additionally, a committee membership document, news articles on Duke’s decision, and the materials that were distributed on October 31st are included. Please 

review this information before our next meeting which will likely be held in early December. Emily Harnish, copied on this email, will help us schedule this 

shortly. 

Best, 

Meredith 

Meredith Weiss, PhD 

Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration 

Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Energy, Environment, Health, and Campus Safety 

Division of Finance and Administration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-4080 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 2:27 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbrDome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 74, 12/03/2013 

Table of Contents 

Disqualifying Directors in the EU 

Karsten Engsig S~rensen, Aarhus University - Department of Law 

No Budget for Bribery: Congress Should Not Codify a Compliance Defense to the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 

Tamara Livshiz, Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems 

The Law and Economics of a New Hong Kong Business Sector Anti-Corruption Policy 

Bryane Michael, University of Hang Kong 

A Canadian Model of Corporate Governance: Insights from Canada’s Leading Legal Practitioners 

Carol Liao, University of British Columbia Faculty of Law, University of Toronto - School of: Law 

~ Bagatellfehler im aktienrechtlichen Suits and Minor Defects in Stock Law: More than Beschlussm~ngelrecht (Rescission Corporation a Trifling 

Concern?) 

Holger Fleischer, Nax Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW eJOURNAL 

iiiiiii"Disqualifying Directors in the 
Boards of Directors in European Companies. Reshaping and Harmonising Their Organisation and Duties by Hanne S. Birkmose, IVlette Neville & Karsten Engsi# 

Serensen (eds.) Waiters Kluwer 2013 
Nordic & European Company Law Working Paper No. ~0-43 

i{A~.STEN ~G~G ~REI~SI~N, Aarhus University - Department of Law 

Email: kas@asb.dk 

Many Member States have rules in place to ensure that those who have acted as a director of a company and who have proved to be unfit to carry 

on the business of a company are disqualified from acting as directors for a given period. Due to the financial crisis, the number of insolvencies has 

increased in recent years and so has the number of disqualification orders. Disqualification orders seem to be a more common sanction for unfit 

dh’ectors than civil suits. Today it is becoming easier to incorporate a company in another Member State, so it is relevant to ask whether the rules 
on disqualification take into account the increased mobility of the internal market. This paper analyses how the rules on the disqualification of 

directors in Denmark, Germany, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom deal with the consequences of mobility in the internal market. More 

specifically, this paper analyses whether it is possible to disqualify directors who manage or have managed foreign companies and whether it is 

possible to enforce a disqualification order against someone who intends to use a foreign company as a vehicle for a business venture. 

[t is concluded that the national disqualification rules deal in part with the challenges of the internal market. The rules do allow for the 

disqualification of directors of foreign companies, but the imposition of a disqualification order will normally be conditional on it being possible to 

initiate insolvency proceedings. Since there is a presumption that the courts in the Member State in which the company is incorporated have 
jurisdiction to initiate insolvency proceedings, this may not be possible. The Member State of incorporation is more likely to have jurisdiction, but 

problems of proof and the lack of an incentive may make it less likely that insolvency proceedings will be initiated there. If a disqualification order is 

made, the Member State will also prohibit the disqualified person from being registered as a manager of a branch of a foreign company. However, 

apart from in Denmark, a disqualification order does not extend to preventing a person from being a director of a company which is not active in the 
Member State in which the order is made. So far there has been no harmonisation for ensuring the mutual recognition of disqualification orders, 

and the Member States have made little attempt to achieve this. In fact, despite the suggestions of both the European Parliament and the 

Reflection Group, there is not even a Union-wide system of online access to information about disqualified persons. This makes it easy for 

disqualified persons to get round disqualification orders by becoming directors of companies in other Member States. While an individual Member 

State may export its problem in this way, such a solution does not sit well with the concept of the internal market. 

iiiiiii"No Budget for IBribery: Cong~ess Should Not Codify a Compliance Defense to the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act" 
Columbia Pub/it Law Re,search Paper, Forthcoming 

TA~A~. L’i’V~’t~, Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems 
Email: t12491@columbia,edu 

The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act ("FCPA") is an essential anti-corruption tool used to prosecute corporations that engage in the bribery of foreign 



officials overseas. Once a mere rubber-stamp, over the past five years the statute has been used aggressively to prosecute wrongdoing abroad 

leaving many companies nervous that they may be next. Seeking to return predictability to corporations exposed to FCPA-related liability, the 
United States Chamber of Commerce has sought to introduce a statutory "Compliance Defense" which would serve to inoculate corporations from 

liability if they have implemented, at the time of wrongdoing, adequate compliance programs. This Note will argue that adopting this defense would 

be detrimental to the FCPA’s efficacy and to global efforts towards preventing corruption. It will utilize and expand upon an existing framework for 

appraising corporate liability schemes in order to demonstrate the various ways in which a Compliance Defense would damage the FCPA’s 
statutory mechanism. However, it will also highlight alternative reforms that may address the challenges of the current regime. 

BR~AN~ ~]:CHA~L, University of Hong Kong 

Email: bryane, michael@eueconomics.org 

By most measures, Hong Kong’s companies rank relatively poor in terms of adopting business measures aimed at preventing, detecting, and 
sanctioning corruption. Because Hong Kong anti-corruption law has focused on natural rather than legal persons, Hong Kong’s companies have 
hitherto had little incentive to adopt corporate policies and practices aimed at fighting corruption committed by its agents. In this brief, we argue 
that Hong Kong should adopt legal provisions similar to those in other upper-income countries (like the US, UK and Western Europe), which provide 
the incentives for companies to engage in some self-policing. Hong Kong law should penalise corporations for corruption committed by their agents. 
Such law should provide incentives for self-policing by offering limited relief from prosecution for companies which adopt generally effective, 
comprehensive and risk-focused anti-corruption programmes. Such law should introduce incentives for professional associations, business groups, 
accountants and other "stakeholders" to assist companies implement anti-corruption policies and practices. Corporate whistleblowing needs to be 
protected. We also recommend the restructuring of the ICAC’s Ethics Development Centre so can play a more effective role in helping companies 
adopt adequate anti-corruption measures. 

[ ~ Free Download ] 

20~3 Robert Bertram Doctoral Research Award Report, Canadian Foundation for Governance Research and Institute of Corporate Directors 

~AP.OL L’tAO, University of British Columbia Faculty of Law, University of Toronto - School of Law 

Fmail: caroMiao@mail.utoronto.ca 

This report comes at a unique time in Canadian corporate governance history. It has been five years since the landmark decision of BCE Inc. v 1976 

Debentureholders, a plan of arrangement case where the Supreme Court of Canada specifically addressed director duties in relation to stakeholder 

interests. In the decision, the court affirmed its earlier findings in Peoples Department Store Inc. (Trustee of) v. Wise and seemed to shift away 

from an Anglo-American definition of shareholder primacy. But of course, the current state of Canadian common law is only one part of a larger 
story. The Canadian securities commissions have become increasingly influential in the governance sphere, and by design are shareholder-focused. 

Canada is considered one of the most bidder-friendly jurisdictions in the world, as Canadian boards have a limited number of defensive tactics 

when faced with an unsolicited takeover bid. Shareholders’ rights have increased well beyond what was ever contemplated by Canadian corporate 

laws, and the issue of greater shareholder vs. board control has now become the topic of live debate. The release of competing proposals from the 
Canadian Securities Administrators and the Autorit~ des March~s Financiers regarding the use of shareholder rights plans and defensive tactics in 

general have put these issues under increased scrutiny in Canada. 

The conflicting theoretical positions from the courts and the securities commissions have enriched the dialogue on the current environment of 
Canadian corporate governance. This qualitative study brings together some of the top corporate legal minds in Canada to opine on the 

fundamental principles that are driving the development of Canadian corporate governance today. Interviews were conducted with 32 leading 

senior legal practitioners across Canada, who spoke candidly on matters involving shareholder primacy, director duties, stakeholder interests, 

common law and the courts, regulatory bodies, and the future trajectory of Canadian corporate governance, among other things. The observations 

from these senior practitioners provide a pulse check on the dynamic field of Canadian corporate governance. Taken within the context of today’s 
legal and regulatory environment, their insights piece together the framework of a Canadian model of corporate governance to further director 

knowledge and help inform future research. 

Generously funded by the Canadian Foundation for Governance Research. This report was sent to 7,500 members of the Institute of Corporate 
Directors on November 14, 2013. 

Concern?)" 
Zeitschri~ f~r Wi~scha~srecht (ZIP), Vet 34, 2013, 
Max Planck P~iva~e Law Resea~’h Pape~ No, ~3/30 

HOLGIER IFLE]:SCHIER, Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law 

Email: fleischer@ mpipriv.de 

Der vorliegende Beitrag untersucht, ob und gegebenenfalls unter welchen Voraussetzungen Bagatellfehler im aktienrechtlichen 
BeschlussmSngelrecht beschlussrechtlich folgenlos bleiben. Er unternimmt zunSchst eine Bestandsaufnahme jener Rechtsfiguren, mit denen man 
geringfi)gigen lvl~ingeln bereits de lege lata zu Leibe rOckt. Hieran schlieBt sich ein Rundgang durch verschiedene Auslandsrechte an. Auf dieser 
Grundlage werden schlieBlich mOgliche Verbesserungen beim Umgang mit Bagatellfehlern im geltenden und kOnftigen Beschlussm~ingelrecht 
erOrtert. 

Rescission suits, i.e. actions challenging the validity of resolutions passed by the general shareholder’s meeting, are the most important 

enforcement mechanism of German Stock Corporation Law. This instrument is however open to abuse by predatory shareholders, particularly in 

conjunction with minor defects in resolutions. This paper explores how minor defects are dealt with in German courts and legal doctrine. This is 

followed by a comparative examination of other jurisdictions, including the UK ’internal irregularities’ doctrine, the ’merely irregular acts’ doctrine 
from the US, and special provisions addressing minor defects in France and Japan. The article closes with recommendations for improving the 

instruments available for dealing with minor defects in Germany. 
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The 35th Anniversary of the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) is an opportune time to reflect on the very successful globalization of values 
embodied in this remarkable statute. When the FCPA was first enacted in 1978, the U.S. stood alone in criminalizing bribes paid to foreign officials 

to obtain business abroad. By 2012, 39 major economic powers have ratified the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention and 165 nations are states parties 

to the U.N. Convention Against Corruption. 

This article briefly traces the normative justifications for the FCPA which evolved over the 35 years from the initial emphasis on efficient free market 

competition and morality to unfair competition and a desire to level the playing field. By 1998, democracy and development norms became 

additional standard justifications for the prohibition on bribing foreign officials to obtain business. Respect for foreign local laws governing gifts and 
entertainment of their own government officials was the statutory embodiment of this norm respecting the sovereignty of foreign governments. 

Most recently the understanding that strict anti-bribery law enforcement is central to the rule of law, and that corruption itself is a profound 

violation of human rights. 

The increasing importance of the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Anti-Bribery Convention is also a tribute to the 
importance of the FCPA. The OECD Convention is modeled on the FCPA, and now binds 39 of the world’s most powerful economies to implement 

domestic laws prohibiting bribery of foreign officials to obtain business. Effective enforcement of anti-bribery law expanded beyond the U.S. to 

include Germany, which notably succeeded in major prosecutions in 2007-2008, and the U.K. which, after some initial difficulties, was able to 

prosecute British Aeronautics Corporation (BAC). Despite some weakness in prosecutions by the U.S. and the U.K., especially where national 
security or military procurements are involved, the OECD Working Group has effectively organized multi-jurisidicational prosecutions. 

The OECD Working Group, comprised of prosecutors from the 39 OECD jurisdictions, has very effectively worked to harmonize formal written laws 

governing bribery abroad. Through multi-lateral cooperation among networks of professional prosecutors, enforcement cooperation has been 
enhanced in several major cases. Perhaps as important as multi-lateral cooperation, multi-lateral competition amongst the 39 jurisdictions have 



proven an effective mechanism for prosecuting when domestic political hurdles might otherwise hinder effective law enforcement. 

The most recent major multi-lateral anti-corruption instrument, the United Nations Convention Against Corruption (UN CAC), is not modeled on the 
FCPA but shares similar underlying norms. It entered into force in 2005. With 165 States Parties and 140 Signatories as of December 2012, the UN 
CAC is the broadest global adoption of anti-corruption values. 
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At a time when hedge fund returns have been stagnating and failing to meet expectations in the period from 2004-2007, they have also attracted 
significant amounts of capital as investors have eagerly sought to secure above market returns. Pressured to perform in the wake of the 2008 

financial crisis, hedge funds have turned to shareholder activism as a means of maximizing profits and increasing their returns on investment, 

seeking to influence corporate policy and, if necessary, hold underperforming managers accountable. With significant amounts of funds available at 

their disposal, they have the means to pressure management and directly influence corporate policy through the use of proxy contests. 

However, despite the recent legal reforms and court decisions that have deregulated proxy contests, poison pills has proven to be a daunting 
antitakeover mechanism, inhibiting a hedge fund’s ability to wage cost effective proxy contest without tying up large amounts of funds. Moreover, 
under Unocal, management may avail themselves of the business judgment rule if they are able to prove that the perceived a reasonable threat to 
corporate policy and took a proportional response to threat. 

Therefore, in order to acquire an in depth understanding of the intricacies over whether hedge fund activism can really be considered a reasonable 

threat to corporate policy under Unocal, this paper will discuss (1) hedge funds as active investors, (11) the necessity of shareholder activism, (Ill) 
the specificities of hedge fund activism, (IV) how activist hedge funds influence corporate policy, (V) potential concerns over hedge fund activism 

and (Vl) the poison pill as a deterrent to hedge fund activism activism. 
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Claims by company shareholders seeking damages from governments for so-called "reflective loss" now make up a substantial part of the investor- 
state dispute settlement (ISDS) caseload. (Shareholders’ reflective loss is incurred as a result of injury to "their" company, typically a loss in value 
of the shares; it is generally contrasted with direct injury to shareholder rights, such as interference with shareholder voting rights.) This paper 
considers the consistency issues raised by shareholder claims for reflective loss in ISDS. 

The paper first compares the approach to shareholder claims in ISDS with advanced systems of national corporate law (and other international 

law). ISDS arbitrators have consistently found that shareholders can claim individually for reflective loss in ISDS under typical BITs. This can be seen 
as a success story from the point of view of consistency of legal interpretation and improves investor protection for potential claimant shareholders 

in many cases. In contrast, however, advanced national systems and international law generally apply what has been called a "no reflective loss" 

principle to shareholder claims. 

The second part of the paper analyses the policy issues relating to consistency that are raised by shareholder claims for reflective loss in ISDS. 
National and international law barring shareholder claims for reflective loss is often explicitly driven by policy considerations relating to consistency, 

predictability, avoidance of double recovery and judidal economy. Limiting recovery to the company is seen as both more efficient and fah’er to all 

interested parties. In contrast, ISDS tribunals and commentators have generally given limited consideration to the policy consequences of allowing 

shareholder claims for reflective loss. The third part of the paper addresses the issue of company recovery (including two different existing systems 
which expand the ability of foreign-controlled companies to recover in ISDS) and its relevance to shareholder claims for reflective loss. The paper 

also contains a series of questions for discussion and has been discussed by governments participating in an OECD-hosted investment roundtable. 
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In 1909, the U.S. Supreme Court approved of the conceptually bizarre practice of prosecuting companies. Unlike the Court’s position in Kiobel over 
a century later, the arguments that ultimately led to the open-armed embrace of corporate criminal liability were unambiguously concerned about 
impunity. For the U.S. Supreme Court, doing without this curious phenomenon would create a significant and morally repugnant regulatory gap. 
After that, the quintessentially American fiction that corporations are people for the purposes of criminal law caught on, such that the concept is 
now relatively ubiquitous globally -- even jurisdictions that bravely held out for decades on philosophical grounds have recently adopted corporate 
criminal liability, again out of a concern to avoid impunity. In this paper, I argue that human rights advocates should redirect their energies away 
from the ATS towards this earlier doctrinal development, especially its potential coupling with international crimes in national systems. As I show, 
this approach promises to move this field beyond the highly polarized debates about the scope of complicity within ATS litigation that never 
accurately captured the true meaning of accomplice liability, and bypasses the cumbersome debate about corporate responsibility for international 
crimes as a matter of international law, which will not arise in criminal trials. Finally, trading the private right to sue within the ATS for prosecutorial 
discretion in a criminal context is certainly a loss, but it also comes with a series of upsides we should celebrate. As things turn out, corporate 
criminal liability always had certain competitive advantages over the ATS, which we are now forced to explore with greater vigor if we are to call 
guilty corporations to account. 

2013 50(3) Criminal Law Quarterly 
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The authors of this article argue that the Canadian model for corporate criminal liability is one that ought to be studied by other jurisdictions as an 

efficient model that strikes the right balance between the previous "directing mind" doctrine and the vicarious liability model that is utilized in the 

United States. This article reviews the recent cases of Global Fuels and Metron as case studies of how this model works. 



Global Fuels was convicted of price fixing where a regional manager participated in collusion and let territory managers participate in collusion with 

his knowledge without interference. In the context of criminal negligence, the Ontario Court of Appeal in the case of Metron Construction has 
affirmed that the actions of an independent agent who manages an important aspect of a corporations’ activities and qualifies as a senior officer 

may result in a conviction of that corporation for criminal negligence causing death where the agent demonstrates a marked and substantial 

departure from the standard that could be expected of a reasonably prudent person. Companies must now be fully aware of the reality that the 

scope of what constitutes a "senior officer" has been significantly broadened. The result is that potential criminal corporate liability has been 
dramatically increased. 

Corporate compliance must operate on myriad levels of complexity. At the senior officer level, compliance systems must recognize the wider ambit 

of persons who qualify as senior officers, including agents and contractors who manage an important aspect of the organization’s activities. New 
compliance programs in leadership, training, monitoring and auditing must be specifically designed for the new classes of senior officers at both 

policy and operational levels. A different level of compliance programme must also be developed for the spheres under the supervision of senior 

officers; at this level, the taking of reasonable measures may qualify as a defence. 

A major advantage of the Canadian model is that it encourages and rewards corporate compliance by recognizing defences based on reasonable 
measures taken by senior officers with respect to those sectors under their supervision. 
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This article first documents the shift to annual elections of all directors at most U.S. corporations, and argues that the alternative of "ineffective" 
staggered boards would have been more desirable, as a policy matter, but is now a missed opportunity. Using this experience on staggered 
boards as a motivating case study, the article then examines a policy choice regarding Section 203 of the Delaware corporate code. Four facts are 
uncontested: (1) in the 1980s, federal courts established the principle that Section 203 must give bidders a "meaningful opportunity for success" in 
order to withstand scrutiny under the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution; (2) federal courts upheld Section 203 at the time, based on 
empirical evidence from 1985-1988 purporting to show that Section 203 did in fact give bidders a meaningful opportunity for success; (3) between 
1990 and 2010, nota single bidder was able to achieve the 85% threshold required by Section 203, thereby calling into question whether Section 
203 has in fact given bidders a meaningful opportunity for success; and (4) perhaps most damning, the original evidence that the courts relied 
upon to conclude that Section 203 gave bidders a meaningful opportunity for success was seriously flawed -- so flawed, in fact, that even this 
original evidence supports the opposite conclusion: that Section 203 did not give bidders a meaningful opportunity for success. The constitutionality 
of Section 203 is therefore "in play," and, with the decline of the poison pill, a constitutional challenge against Section 203 will eventually come. 
Delaware could avoid this showdown by lowering Section 203’s 85% threshold to 70%. Like the middle-ground approach on staggered boards, this 
amendment -- to a single number -- would also represent good policy: facilitating high-premium offers that attract a supermajority of disinterested 
shares, but also providing companies with reasonable insulation against opportunistic low-ball offers. This article will be presented as the Pileggi 
Lecture in Wilmington, Delaware on November 22, 2013. 
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:Rethought 

Harsher penalties [or repeat of[imders, spurred by two 

California murders two decades ago, have had unintended conseqaences, a 

Retro Report shows. 
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Boys, a group of dht bike ~ders, %r young people in Baltimore. 
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:Kurds’ Oil Deals V~ith Turkey ]Raise Fears of 

Fissures in iraq 

Iraqi Kurds are sdling oil and na~uraI gas dbvefly to Turkey, 

infln’iating Washin~olL which fears a broader indepel~denee fbr 

Kurds in Iraq’s noV~h. 
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A New ~Va ve of Challenges to Hea|th Law 

Conservative critics, joined by fl~eir Repub]ican a]lies on Capitol 

Hill, are trying to make the ease fl~at President Obama has 

overskepped his authofityo 

, Goat of Health Care Law ~s Seen as Decreasin~ 

, ~nsurers Are Offered Assistance for Losses 

Bishops Sued Over Policies on Abortion at Hospit~ds 

The American Civil Liberties U nion, on behalf of a Michigan woman, is s*fing 

Caflao]ic bishops, argtfing that their anti-abortion guidelines to affiliated 

hospib~Is are leading to medical negligence. 
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A~locating Liability for C~L~d Pornography, in Fa0d or 

Fractional Shares 

In aanua~y, the Supreme ( ~)ut¢ will hear argmnents on whefl~er a person 

convicted of possessing child pornography can be ordered to pay 

restitution to the victim. 
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New York Subpoe~as VVebsites ~ m~ Effort to 

Curb Payday Le~ders 

The move targeted 16 so-called lead generator websites, which 

soil reams d eonsmner daka to payday lenders. 

New Orlemts Tables Are Ready 

Eight years after Hurl{cane Katrina, the restaurant indushy has 

become the backbone of the city, similar to what the financial 

i~dus~T is to Wall Street. 
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Cloud Computhtg 
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Uncertainty Comes Fast ~)r Rcdsk~ns~ Sure b~ 

Tlfing I Rob~. I 

Less tha~ a year after quarterback Robe~ Griffin III ended his 

stellar ro~-~ide seuson with a severe M, ee injury and a iAayoff loss, he is at a 

crossroads in his career. 

l’Vith :Pressure On, Brazi|’s Coach Seeks 
Psychological Edge 

With much at skake with Brazil hosting the World Cup next year, 

its coach has enlisted the help of a surprising weapon: a 

psychotherapist. 
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Aubau’n Am~otmcer Has the Call era Lifetime, Roa 

Rod Brambles, the radio announcer for Aubm’~ fbotbal],               ~ .... 

conveyed enerAy and emotion in making d~e two greakest calls of 

his career tinting Aubm’n’s stunning wins *wer OceaNia and zMabama. 

Adding a New Note to a N[usical N[eraagerie 

Issue Mizrahi is transforming "Peter & the 

Guggenheim Musemn from conce~ and a~¢ installation to 

theatrical production. 

Clfinese Dissident Ai ~’Veiwci to Take His Art to 

Alcatraz 

The artist Ai We[wei will }lave a show on the g~unds of the 

former prison, starting next September. 

in Surprise Win, Laure Prouvost ’Fakes ’l~rr~er 
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The artist Laure Prouvost, who was born in France but has ]~ved 

in London since eke was 18, won the award given to a BHdsh 

artist under 5o. 
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Big Bugs Too Lovely to Sq~ish 

"Beetles and Other Inse~’ts," an expanded edition of Bernard 

[)m’]n’s 1980 work, gathers 6o color plates of all his k~own 

watercolor pot h’ai ks of insee ks. 
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Learning to Def~asc the Aorta 

The long search for a gene mutalion has led to a chance 

stopping Maffan syndrome and reducing the risk of a fat;d burst 

before it happens. 

~ Seeking Clues to Heait Disease in DNA of an Unlucky 

, Ra~e Mutation INhales Race for Cholestero~ Drug 

Findh~g Japan’s Aircraft-Carrier Sub 

’Fke I-4oo, an enormous World War II submarine, was sunk by 
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hands of the Soviet Union. The submersible Pisees V fom~d it. 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: ira Performance: Peter Bradbury 

Peter Bradbu~7 in a scene from Patrk~k Barlow’s adaptation of 

Charles Dh::ke~s’s "Christmas Carol," at the Theater at St. 

Clemen 

~ vwEo: Creatfa~g Skilled V~;orkers 

Manufacturers say there is a et{tieal shortage of trained workers 

i~ the U~fited St~tea. h~ South Carolina, a Oermm~ company is 

training studenN in skilled labor through apprenticeships. 
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V~e~hras 

Religious leaders gathered in the B~-mx o*~ Monday ~fight for a 

memorial semqce overlooking the steam of Sunday’s train 

derailment, in which four people died. 
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I-t[einrieh Boere, 9% Dies; Member of Nazi Hit 

UrAt ira Netherlarads 

Mro Boere, who had avNdedjustiee for decades, was serving a 

life sentence for the murder of Dutch civilians as a member of a 

Nazi Waflbn SS hit squad. 
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Banking regulators issued new rules designed to rein in short-term consumer 
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Give through The Advance, the designated giving arm of The United Methodist Church, 

and extend your generosity through this matching opportunity. 

Visit ~.d,~£?:~’d?:?.i..s....s..i£!%£!i~./..~lig~ to search the more than 850 missions and ministries 

that are supported through The Advance. As always, 100 percent of your gift will reach 

the project you designate. 

Begin your search >> 

*Global Ministries will allocate the "matching funds" dollar for dollar up to the first $500,000 in gifts to Advance projects 

received onlin e on December 3, 2013, between 12:00 am EST and 11:59 pm EST. A maximum of $10,000 per 

individual gift to a project will be dispersed as matching funds. A project may receive a maximum of $50,000 in 

matching funds 

Remove your~lf ti-om this ma~ling.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DICK’S Sporting Goods <DSG@email.dcsg.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 6:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Cyber Week Continues! Check Out Today’s Deals! 

i~ SAi..E 50% OFF - adides 

F[ee,se I SHOP BIOW> 

::~:: SALE $8998 -,’%teFfs 

Wiidborse Trai~ Runnin~ 

SALE $6998 -,’%ten=s i’4ike 

L.una#iy4- RUnF.,iF.,g Shoes 

SHOP NOW> 

SALE 69% OFF - 8one 

Coibctor and Dd,/e~ Fleece 

Csm, o Hoodies j SHOP 

NOW> 

SALE 8160 OFF ¯ Fitness 

NOW> 

i~’~] SALE 39% OFF - Aii Junior 
...... Top-Fiite Golf Equipment i 

Sb:OP NOW> 

SL"~ ONE GET ONE 5( 

SHOP NOW> 

SALE S269.98 ¯ Garmin 

App!osch 83 Golf GPS 

~.’Ystch ] SHOP NOW> 



3ALE 50% OFF:~ Youth 
reline o~ Roibl- Skate 
Pscksgas i SHOP NOW~" 

i’~] gAVE S! 50 - Dismor~dback i~ SALE $299.98 ~ [.@tim® 

52~’ Poltable .snd IR-G~osnd 
H.sops I SHOP NOVS~ 

.’,,IE.’,,IBERS ONLY i f RIPi..E POiN 18 ON EVERYTHHG ALL WEEK- IH £%fORE ONLf Wf~H ©OUPON I THAT’S 

REWARDS ON YOUR ENTIRE 

PURCHASEI I NOT A MEM’SER ? SIGN U,E’ NO~/AND S]AR] SAVHNG I PRINT HN-S ]ORE COUPON~ 

¯ ...::.X.:: [HE PER~:EO[ GIF[ EVERY TiME 
E4TRODUC:ING THE DICK’S 

.’gPQR NNG GOOD~? GIF[ LOCKER 
BUILD LOCKER : 

S’f. JUDE CHILDREF.i’.’9 RESEARCH 

HOSFITAL I GIVE TO 8ELP US LiVE 

DONATE NOW > 

i ~] GIFf CARDSARE PE~:ECT 
....... EVERYONE ON YOUR LIST 



F’ro~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <emait®btackboardconnect.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome®emaiLunc.edu> 

Teaching Chairs 

Endowed Teaching Chairs Recognize Excellence in Education 

The Chape[ HflbCarrboro Public Schoo[ Foundation (PSF) seeks nominations for 

six prestigious Teaching Chair Awards. Chair honorees receive monetary 

awards of $1,000 annualty and hotd the award for two to three years, 

depending on their specific chair. 

Students, parents, CHCCS staff and members of the community are invited and 

encouraged to nominate outstanding teachers for these awards. Nominations 

can be submitted to the Pub[ic School Foundation via their website 

(www.pubticschoolfoundation.org) or by contacting the PSF office at 919-968- 

8819 for a printed form. A[t nominations must be submitted by Jo~uan~ 15, 

2014. 

The PSF will be awarding the six Teaching Chair titles in 2014. Grade-level 

Chairs are: the Sockwel[ Chair for Teaching Excellence in Primaw Grades, The 

Bernadine Sullivan Chair for Excellence in Teaching High School English or 

Social Studies and the GtaxoSmithKtine Chair for Excellence in Teaching Middle 

School Science or Math. District-w~de Chairs include: The Neff Pedersen 

Teachers First Chair, the Burton Stuart Chair for Promising New Teachers in 

Secondary Math or Science and, new in 2014, the PTA Cultural Arts Chair. 

Nominees for most of these chairs must have at least four years experience in 

the Chapel-Hill Carrboro Schoo[ System. Nominees for the Stuart Chair for 

Promising New Teachers must have fewer than four years of teaching 

experience. Successful candidates w~[[ ignite enthusiasm for learning, 

demonstrate commitment to a high [eve[ of achievement for at[ students and 

be a rote model for students, peers, and the community. Specific criteria for 

eligibility can be found for each Chair at 

www. publicschootfou ndation.org/teachers-staff/teaching-chairs-and-awa rds. 

The Public School Foundation is a non-profit organization that financially 

supports students and teachers of the Chapel Hflt-Carrboro City Schools. Since 

its inception in 1984, the Chapel HflbCarrboro Public School Foundation has 

distributed nearly $4,000,000 for programs and projects that otherv~se would 

not have received funding. The PSF receives funding from grants and private 

donations and helps schools v~th fundraising for special projects through 

community events such as the Annual Walk for Education and the 5K for 

Fitness. 
For more information about the Teaching Cflair Awards or the Public School 
Foundation, please see the PSF website at www.publicschoolfoundation.orq or 
con ta ct: 
Kim Hoke, Executive Director 
Chapel Hil!-Carrboro Public School Foundation 
P.O. Box 877 
Carrboro, NC 27510 

Email: ps[@chccs, k 12.nc.us 

Phone: 919.968.8819 

]This e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 

Icommunication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 

Imessage. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY 

ISCHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-8211. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

g~and jury 

The Orange County grand jury 

Monday morning accused former 

UNC-Chapel Hill African studies 

chairman Julius Nyang’oro of a 

felony for accepting $12,. 

6 reviews and investi#a~ions 

have ~ooked if~to LiNG A#ican 

studies department 

The State Bureau of Investigation’s 

probe is one of at least six officiN 

reviews or investigations into the 

long-standing academic fraud 

within UNC... 

Julius 
Nyang’oro 

Nyang’oro 

A~FACC football team includes iI~ Blue Devils, 

3 Tar Heels 

Eleven Blue Devils were named to the AII-ACC 

football team on Monday, led by first team selections 

Kelby Brown, Jeremy Cash, Ross Cockrell and 

Jamison Crowder. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=:R[~.a..~.L.g.~ if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

newsletter5@m6.comm 100edm5.com on behalf of 

Atiner Conferences <info@greece2013.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 8:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Law Conference Athens Greece 

11~h Annual International Conference on Law, 
14-17 July 2014, Athens, Greece 

Call for Papers and Participation 
The Law Research llnit of the Athens Institute for 

Education and Research (ATIN~R) will hold its 11 th Annual 
International Conference on Law, 14-17 July 2014, 
Athens, Greece. For further details, please go to the 
conference website: http:!iw~a~.atiner.gr/iaw.htm. T h e 
registration fee is ~ 300 (euro), covering access to all sessions, 
two lunches, coffee breaks and conference material. Special 
arrangements will be made with a local luxury hotel for a 
limited number of rooms at a special conference rate. In 
addition, a number of special events will be organized: A 
Greek night of entertainment with dinner, a special one-day 
cruise in the Greek islands, an archaeological tour of Athens 
and a one-day visit to Delphi. 

The aim of the conference is to bring together scholars 
and students of all areas of law and other related disciplines. 
Please submit a 300-word abstract by email, atme~@atiner.gr, 
by .[~..l).~7~.~;..~.0.~}..to: Dr. David A. Frenkel, Head, I_~_a_?~I 
Research ! init. ATINER & Professor, Ben-Gurion University 
of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel. Please include: Title of 
Paper, Full Name (s), Current Position, Institutional 
Affiliation, an email address and at least 3 keywords that best 
describe the subject of your submission. Please use the 
abstract submitting form available 
athttp:/iwww.atiner.gri201d/~FO~M-LAW.doc. Decisions are 
reached within 4 weeks. 

If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. 
organize a mini conference or a panel (session), chair a 
session, review papers to be included in the conference 
proceedings or books, contribute to the editing of a book, or 
any other contribution, please send an email to Dr. Gregory 
T. Papanikos, (g_t_p~__a_~ki__n__~__r_:g~_i), President, ATINER. 

The Athens Institute for Education and Research 
(ATINER) was established in 1995 as an independent 
academic association with the mission to become a forum, 
where academics and researchers - from all over the world - 
could meet in Athens and exchange ideas on their research 
and discuss the future developments of their discipline. Since 
1995, ATINER has organized more than 200 international 
conferences, symposimns and events. It has also published 
about 150 books. Academically, the Institute consists of five 
research divisions and twenty-two research units. Each 
research unit organizes at least an annual conference and 
undertakes various small and large research projects. 
Academics and researchers are more than welcome to 
become members and contribute to ATINER’s objectives. 
The members of the Institute can undertake a number of 
academic activities. If you want to become a member please 
download the form (membership form). For more information 



or suggestions, please send an email to: info4~)atiner.~r. 

Currently, ATINER is upgrading its system of mailing list. 
Please let us know if you want to receive emails from us. 
Typically, ~ve will not send you more than 5 email alerts per 
year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melissa Camvfight, Equality NC <enc@equali~nc.org> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 8:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

#GivingTue~tay A Chance. 

Equality NC 

Friend of Equality -- 

To kick off a trne seasol~ of giving wekv holAl~g youll take 
giving back to non-profit organizations that you care most abouL ~on’t you l~elp us make #Oiving’I’uesday 
the B~ack Friday ~k~r 

#OivingTuesday s~fed last year as a eharitN)Ie answer to the retNI shopping days d Black Ex~day, SmNI Business 
Sa kurday, and Cyber Mon day. 

Your investment on this #GivingTuesday of $1o, gao, ~5o, or more will not only go a lo~g way to building 
momentum for a national movement for giving, but also help build a stake of Equalib’ hem at home. So, p~ease - 
donate 

Thank you, 

Melissa Cartwfight 
EqualJb~ NC 

i.~.i Tell a Friend ] Get Involved .~.iI Donate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melissa Camvfight, Equality NC <enc@equali~nc.org> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 8:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

#GivingTue~tay A Chance. 

Equality NC 

To kick off a tr~e seaso~ of giving we’~v holA~g youql take pmq. i~ today’s #GivingTuesday - a na~onal day of 
giving back to non-pt’ofik organizations that you care most abouL ~*on~t you l~elp us make #Giving’I’uesday 
the B~ack Friday lk~r 

#GivingTuesday s~fed last year as a eharitN)Ie answer to the retNI shopping days d Black l,’~day, SmNI Business 
Sa kurday, and Cyber Mon day. 

Your investment on this #GivingTuesday of $1o, gao, ~5o, or more will not only go a lo~g way to building 
momentum for a national movement for giving, but also help build a stake of Equalib’ het~ at home. So, p~ease - 
donate 

Thank you, 

Melissa Cartwfight 
EqualJb~ NC 

i.~.i Tell a Friend ] Get Involved .~.iI Donate 



From: Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 8:53 AM 

To: Broome, Lis~ I <]broome@emaJ unc edu> 

] Crime Report ~x ~iption: 
....... De~criptinn 

Description: | 
/ 

C:\Users\bcl / 

| a rk\Desktop\ | 

pRIM~J~OIRTS: 
pO.THING TO R.I~,P2RT 

R~por L~d B~/E and Larceny Offenses for the month of NOVEM BER 2013 

Year -To- 

~OVEMBER ~OVEMBER       PerCent     Bate          Percent 

21:)12 2013 +/- (:hanged 21:)12 2~1B +/- (:hanged 

! !! !!!~! 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

i~i Description: 
Description: 
Description. 
Description: 
Description: 
Description 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Worst Writing Advice You Ever Got 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard- webannouncement@federalres~rve.gov> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 9:19 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of notice by Investors Bancorp, MHC, and Investors Bancorp, Inc. 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of notice by Investors Bancorp, MHC, and Investors Bancorp, Inc. 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.govinewsevent~pres~/orders/20131203a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pint}fences Paae. You will need m use your 
email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive~5~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http:/Tvwvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 9:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 3 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - BreaJ~ing News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 3, 2013, 9:47 A.M. ET 

Student Loan Rule Increases Oversight by CFPB 

Development: Consumer protection bureau issues rule bringing new oversight to large 

consumer debt market. 

Takeaway: Rule levels playing field for banks, nonbanks. 

By Jeff Bater 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has finalized a rule allowing the agency to supervise 
the nation’s largest nonbank servicers of student loans, increasing oversight of a market 

afflicted with borrower delinquency and leveling the playing field for banks. 

Under the rule, any nonbank student loan servicer that handles more than 1 million borrowers 
will be considered a @larger participant@ in consumer financial markets and be subject to the 
bureau’s supervision, CFPB Director Richard Cordray said. The agency estimates it will have 
the authority to supervise the seven largest student loan servicers. Combined, those seven 
service loans of more than 49 million borrower accounts, representing most of the activity in 

the student loan servicing market. 

Amid complaints by borrowers in the student loan market, the CFPB rule will give the agency 
visibility into the complete cycle of private student loan debt @ from origination through 

servicing to debt collection and credit reporting. 

@Student loan borrowers should be able to rest assured that when they make a payment 
toward their loans, the company that takes their money is playing by the rules,@ Cordray 
said. @This rule brings new oversight to those large student loan servicers that touch tens of 

millions of borrowers.@ 

The rule was proposed in Narch (51 BBD, 3/15/13). The final rule applies to servicers 

regardless whether the company handles federal or private student loans. 

The regulation ensures bank and nonbank servicers play by the same rules. @Our examiners 

are already supervising the largest student loan servicers that are banks,@ Cordray said. 

Rising Loan Debt, 

The CFPB estimates outstanding student loan debt totals about $1.2 trillion, the second 
largest debt burden for U.S. consumers after mortgages. Cordray indicated the rising level of 

debt might be holding back economic growth. 

The agency estimates more than 7 million student loan borrowers are in default on their debt. 

Private student loan borrowers have complained their servicer is not held accountable for 
answering their questions and providing quality customer service, according to the CFPB. 
Others have reported trouble making prepayments or partial payments on their loans. There 
have also been complaints that when loans were transferred between servicers, paperwork 

was lost and processing errors were made that resulted in late fees. 

@Through supervision, the CFPB will be better able to evaluate the extent and scope of 
problems consumers face when dealing with larger nonbank student loan servicers,@ the 



agency said. ~The student loan market has grown rapidly in the last decade and is now 
facing the stress of increasing numbers of borrowers who are struggling to stay current on 

their Ioans.~ 

To contact the reporter on this story: Jeff Bater in Washington at ibater@bna.com 

To contact the editor responsible for this story: Joe Tinkelman at tinkelman ®bna.com 

The CFPB news release can be read at http:i/op.bna.com/bar,nsf/r?Open=jbar-9dztzk. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 10:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Play Browzer’s ttoliday ttunt on newsobserver.com 

Play Browzer’s Holiday Hunt on 
newsobserver, com for a chance to win a 

$100 Crossroads Plaza 
gift card daily! 

Contest runs November 25 to December 24. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyri~qht 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer and!or our advertising partners. To manage your email newsletter 
subscriptions, please go to ~-?~-~-~-~r-2~b-,-~:~-L‘-~’-~!~-~1r-3~-~-~9~?~[~ and check the appropriate boxes (after logging in). :~.c2.~’...~.~.r=’j~...u.~ if you have further questions or 

concerns. 

This email was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass mailing. 
(i~.g..[!~i~:g. to opt out of future email offers. , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Amy Nelson <~info@newspub.co> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 10:10 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Urgent: Petition to Increase Collegiate Funding 

Facul~, Students ~d Stafl? 

In today’s edition (~vw.newspub.org), we featured an article by Jason Hulsey entitled "The Need for Increased Collegiate Funding," urging increased government 

funding of ~esearch mad education at all levels. 

If you support this effort, please sign our petition at w~x~v.newspub.org. You roll not be asked for any personal information, and you may post a comment, as well. 

Looking li~rward to a brighter academic future, 

Amy Nelson 

News l~ublication International 



8u bje Give~B G i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g T~ ~d ~ 

.............................................................................................................................................. Give the Gif~ of Jastice 

on #GivingTaesday 

.............................................................................................................................................. Lawyers Laugh it up 
for Legal Aid 

.............................................................................................................................................. Amily IVlcCooh Woma~ 
of Justice 

.~.i 

Legal Aid of North Carolina is thrilled to ix i Give the Gift of Justice 
join over 3,000 nonprofits around the on #GivingTuesday 

country today to celebrate 

#GivingTuesday, the holiday season’s 

designated day to give back. If you have 

not done so already this year, we hope 

you will consider giving the gift of justice to veterans, domestic 

violence survivors and elderly North Carolinians by making a donation 

to Legal Aid of North Carolina today. Our work is impossible without 

YOU! To learn why our friends around the state are giving this 

#GivingTuesday, WATCH THIS VIDEO! 

Lawyers La~.~gh it 

Legal Aid of North Carolina is laughing all i::o::i Wake County Bar 
the way to the bank thanks to the Wake Association 

County Bar Association, which held its 

Sixth Annual Bar Awards show Nov. 14 in 

Raleigh. The variety-show-style event 

raises money for Legal Aid of North Carolina and gives lawyers a 



chance to let loose and expose their inner vaudevillian by showing off 

their singing, acting and comedy skills (which are often frowned upon 

in the courtroom). To everyone who participated, Legal Aid says 

"Thank you!" Check out the WCBA’s Facebook page for pictures from 

the event. 

Amily McCool, a domestic violence attorney in our 

Durham office, received a Public Service 

Practitioner Award at the 2013 Women of Justice 

Awards ceremony hosted by NC Lawyers 

Weekly in Charlotte Nov. 14. Bee photos from 

the event. In addition to her work for Legal Aid, 

Amily also handles domestic violence cases in her solo practice, the 

McCool Law Firm. In addition to her dual career, Amily is also a dual 

degree holder. Before she earned her JD from UNC-Chapel Hill, she 

earned a Master of Social Work from the same school. Before coming 

to Legal Aid, Amily was an assistant DA in the Wake County District 

Attorney’s office. 





:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <pntallaz@duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 10:32 AM 

Robert Taggart (robert.taggaW~:bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; LarD’ Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsn.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbmome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmich~wfu.edu (carmicha@~4"u.edu)’; 

Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.edu>; She Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 

Ma~dn P. Dawldns (mdawldn@mimni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; ~njwaule@ma_wa, ell.ss~.edu; Tficia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 

(eomse0 l@louis~’ille.edu) 

I:W: NC?~k.org Article- NCAA Mental Health Task Force Holds First Meeting 

Hello AIb---here is a forwarded article for you from Bran Shannon. See you all soon! 

Best, Martha 

Frora: Shannon, Brian [mailto:BRIAN.SHANNON@ttu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 10:26 AM 
To: jpotutol@unl.edu; adavey@ncaa.org; ddickman@ncaa.org; kyurk@ncaa.org; Dennis.Phillips@usm.edu; Turner@agecon.msstate.edu; fegreen@troy.edu; 
jatwood@buffalo.edu; Martha Putallaz, Ph.D.; Moore, Melinda; bruno.l@osu.edu; david.clough@colorado.edu; david.szymanski@uc.edu; diann@unl.edu; 
billy.campsey@sjsu.edu 

Subject: FW: NCAA.orcj Article- NCAA Mental Health Task Force Holds First Meeting 

From: Keri Boyce [mailto:keri@bi~:t2spor~s.coml 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 8:51 AM 
To: Be Stoney (Kansas State); Shannon, Brian; Jeffrey Neely (West Virginia); Kelly Damphousse (Oklahoma); Meredith Hamilton (Oklahoma State); Michael Clement (Texas); 
Mike P,ogers (Baylor); P, honda Hatcher (TCU); Susan Williams (Kansas); Tim Day (Iowa State) 
C¢: David Flores; Ed Stewart; Rob Saunders 
Subject: NCAA.org Article- NCAA Mental Health Task Force Holds First Meeting 
FARs- 
FYI- in case you have not seen this article yet. 

Keri Boyce 

Assistant Commissioner- Compliance 

Big 12 Conference 

400 East John Carpenter Freeway, Irving, TX 75062 

Office: 469-524-1021 I keri@bi~ 12sports.com 

CONNECT WITH THE BIG 12 

NCAA Mental Health Task Force holds first meeting 
Scientists, clinicians, policy experts, team physicians, administrators, coaches and student-athletes convened in 

Indianapolis to discuss the myriad mental health issues facing today’s NCAA athletes. 
By Brian Burnsed 

NCAA. org 
Publish date: Nov 26, 2013 
Only weeks into his new role as the NCAA’s first chief medical officer, Brian Hainline roamed the wide halls at the 2013 NCAA Convention, 
convinced he would hear that concussions were the membership’s chief health and safety concern. To his surprise, though, when he met with 
members of the student-athlete advisory committee, they stressed that finding a way to address the array of mental health problems that 
permeated training rooms, dorms and playing fields was their biggest worry. Help us solve this silent, yet significant, problem, they asked him. 
So Hainline, the NCAA Sport Science Institute staff and mental health experts from around the country have started down the long road to finding 
solutions. In mid-November, nearly two dozen scientists, clinicians, policy experts, team physicians, administrators, coaches and student-athletes - 
dubbed the NCAA Mental Health Task Force - convened in Indianapolis to discuss the myriad mental health issues facing today’s NCAA athletes. 
"Student-athlete mental health is an under-recognized health issue, and if managed improperly, leads to poor performance in sport and the 
classroom, and can potentially lead to life-threatening emergencies," Hainline said. 
The transition from high school to college, particularly for athletes, is often psychologically daunting. Adjusting to a new coach can be particularly 
trying, task force members said. Several referenced data that indicated coaches have more influence than any other factor over whether student- 
athletes view their college experience as positive or negative. Importantly, coaches who do not understand or acknowledge mental health issues 
negatively impact the well-being of a student-athlete. 
Schedules crammed with academic and athletic commitments and very little leisure time are major stressor that can trigger emotional distress, 
task force members indicated. One study found that more than a quarter of NCAA athletes across an array of sports claimed that an overwhelming 
schedule was the element of their college experience they wanted to change most. 
Injuries, too, are commonly linked with depression and other psychological problems, task force members said. They can result in the loss of one’s 
athletic identity, and the time spent away from the sport, the team and vigorous exercise - particularly among lengthy rehabilitations such as 
recovery from an ACL injury - often incites problems such as depression, anxiety and self-medication. 
But getting student-athletes to open up is not easy. Before many will feel comfortable speaking up about psychological problems, barriers must be 
broken down. Even student-athletes who want to open up may not know where to turn, and there may be limited access to mental health 
professionals. 
Breaking barriers to mental health access was a major theme at the task force’s meeting. The group determined that ensuring an institution’s 
entire team of athletic trainers, physicians, athletic directors and coaches must address both mental and physical health issues at the beginning of 
the season. There should be a plan to address all injuries and illnesses that may confront a student-athlete, without the stigma commonly 
associated with psychological issues, and there should be a point of contact for mental health problems. Getting coaches and athletics staffers to 
understand that mental health problems are tied directly to poor athletic, school and social performance is integral to the task force’s mission, 
Hainline said. 
The task force will be developing educational programs for coaches, medical providers and student-athletes via the SSI website and other means. 
The group is expected to reconvene annually, but will continue its work through assigned working groups that will address myriad mental health 
issues. 



"Through the assembling of the task force members, we hope to develop concrete educational, management and research guidelines for NCAA 
member institutions," Hainline said. "Mental health issues may well be the most important health concern of student-athletes." 
Printed from: 
http:/iwww.ncaa.or,qiwps/wcmiconnectlpublic/ncaa/resourcesilatest+news/2013inovember/ncaa +mental+health+task+force+holds+fi rst+meeting? 
page Design=print+template 
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Federal Reser~e Board announces termination ofentbrcement actions 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of enforcement actions 

http:,/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/pres~enforcementi20131203a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the FederaJ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Pa~e. You will need to use your 
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~%BINAR - Under Pressure: The CFPB and Auto Financing - December 17, 2013 

WEB~NAR 
Under Pressure: The CFPB and Auto Financing 
December t7, 20131 t:00-2:00 PM (EST) 

Join Hudson Cook LLP and Pepper Hamilton LLP in a special webinar examining the latest 
developments in the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s targeting of auto financing. 

Our practitioners will discuss such issues as: 

CFPB scrutiny of auto dealer participation 
Industry and Congressional response 
Practical advice for auto finance industry participants. 

Our presenters are leading consumer financial services attorneys: 

Gary Apfel, Partner, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP 

Dana Clarke, Partner, Hudson Cook, LLP 
Richard J. Zack, Partner, White Collar Litigation and Investigations Practice Group, Pepper 

Hamilton LLP 

To register visit ~)nfine..com!webl 21713. 

CLE credit available in CA, NY, VA (Pending). NJ credit available through reciprocity. 

Contact Brian Dolan at g#.~)]#.[?.~#.@t?~#i?.~)~[ifA~,2~2£~?.[~ or 215.981.4568 with any questions. 

New Webinar Recording Available: FIRREA - The New Weapon of 
Choice for Federal Prosecutors 

Click the image below to see a short video by Richard J. Zack about what the webinar covered and 
to view the full webinar recording and download the PowerPoint slides. 

::N~:: FIRREA 111913 soundbite 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets I Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

Ti~is ema#l was ser~t by: Pepper HamilLon 

3000 Two Logan Square Pi~iladelpi~i~, ~A, 3.’)~.03 USA 

Go here .’:o remove your address ~rcrn Lh~s publication ONLY. 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Detroit Eligible tbr Bankruptcy Protection, Judge Rules 

Detroit Eligible for Bankruptcy Protection, ,ludge Rules 

Detroit, the fallen capital for U.S. industrial might, is eligible for bankruptcy protection, 

clearing an important hurdle for the cash-poor city to restructure billions in long-term debt. 

Five months after the city filed for Chapter 9 protection, U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Steven 

Rhodes ruled that Detroit is legally entitled to pursue bankruptcy. With the legal finding in 

hand, Detroit can now file a plan to restructure its estimated $18 billion in long-term debt. It 

is the nation’s largest municipal bankruptcy case in history. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 
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Phil’s Christmas Present Recommendation 

77 Uk7 SOU77-Z, IASTER CHRIST, IAS PACY, LqGE: $80.00 

An A&ance Readem’ Copy available for immediate deliveU with Christmas Gift Message + Kindle book, Audio book, and the book itself for deliveU in early’ 2014. 

Entire package is $80.00 or $25.00 per individual item. Mail check made out to Thackeray Press, Box 5324, High Poink NC 27261 along with your email address. 

Add $9 flat rate postage for any size order. (Advance Readers’ Copy will be delivered by email along with Gift Message.) 15% of purchase is designated for chari~. 

ADVANCE REVIEWS 

True South: Leadership Less’ons From Polar Extremes 

Expected Pub/ishing Date Jamtary 31, 20!4 

True South is a managerial mad biographical saga of Robert Scott’s Antarctic race against a more astute competitor, Roald .aanundsen, in a region so desolate mad 

inhospitable that best attempts result in close calls and less thm~ perfect execution, in the explorer’s death. Johnston makes it clear from the get go, Amundsen has the right 

stutt; employing well thought-out strategy and team work. Meanwhile, his "polar opposite," Scott. leads his team not to victory but to their wreckage through groupthnfl~, 

failure to plan for contingencies, poor recruitment skill, mqd axroga~nce. Even the casual observer will note these characterisfics are neither tbreign nor in short supply in the 

boaacdroom or the t’acto~T floor today-. 

Johnston’s detective work includes perusal of hundreds of dimT entries penned by these two exceptional explorem, and the contrast is a case study in what mak~es 

an organization thrive. As aaayone who has followed arctic exploration knows, Amundsen prevailed, while Scott and his entire crew died. Why? Johnston doesn’t hem mad 

haw. It’s all about decision malting - exmnining options mad calculating risk vs. tal’~g the traditional approach mad casting aside all doubts in the face of what Johnston 

would call "Edwardian a:rrogm~ce." Johnston properly excoriates Scott tbr his bumbling leade~,’ship while at the stone ti*ne recognizing his noble nature, hauntingly recalled by 

the final notation in his diary, which the British monthly, I477de I4/orld Magazine, proclaimed to be "the most i~npressive document ever read by mare." 

"We axe wea~k, writing is difficult, but, for my own sake, I do not regret this joumey, which has shown that Englishmen cam endure hardship, help one another a~nd 

meet death with as great a fortitude as ever in the past. We took risks we knew we took them. ’Ihings have come out against us, and therefore we have no 

cause for complaint...detennined still to do our best till the last." 

Johnston is himself a specialist on leadership amd ,nanagerial excellence. To his credit, he is no man chair strategist; Johnston is cmrently CEO of Platinum 

Technology Systems, ha~s served on five public company boards, including a NYSE member finn, amd ha~s been appointed CEO of two public compmfies and numerous 

private organizations. True South is not only a welcome addition to the boardroom but am adventure stoD~ that will astound mqd fascinate. 

Jeft?ey M. Cunningham, 

Author; Founder amd Maaaaging Director, NACD Directorship Magazine 
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In his latest book, True South: Leadership Lessons from Polar Extremes, Phil Johnston analyzes a historical event for the purpose of leaJning from the past to 

help us become better leaders. Using the competing Scott and _Amundsen expeditions to reach the South Pole, Johnston draws out the similarities and differences in their 

approaches to leadership and the resulting impact, exacerbated by the challenging, harsh conditions of Antarctica 

Today, our challenges as leaders in organizations are quite dit~rent, with few that have the life and death hnmediacy Scott and Amundsen faced. Nonetheless, we 

have been buffeted by "gale-force" technological change, and the cold reality of snstained difficult economic conditions, which, when combined with other ibrces, makes 

our leadership journeys difficult. In the face of these challenges, will we be ,4anundsen, who was inclusive aJ~d developed a well-thought ont strategy’ to overcome 

difficulties aaad reach the goal? Or will we be Scott, who was anthoritariaJa aJ~d lacked a cogent strategy’? Johnston also provides the reader with aJa easy-to-remember 

mnemonic that ir~tbrms our understanding of leadership. Students of leadership will recognize some of the components, but Johnston’s mnemonic aJ~d exemplars make it 

easy for readers to absorb them all. 

True South is an interesting read for any student of leadership with many lessons from which we can benefit. In addition to those already’ mentioned, there is the 

clear acknowledgement that even great leaders suffer human failnres in other reahns of life. That should not detract from their leadership accomplishn~ents, but it is 

canfionary that, at some level, we must take leadership lessons as just that and not apply a halo to other elements of leaders’ lives. 

McRae C. Banks, PhD 

Dean, B~an Business School 

~i http://upload 
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If you fear that cold-blooded corporate management-by-numbers threatens to relegate American free-market capitalism to the global economic deep freeze, True 

South will warm your entrepreneurial heart. Wea~-ing his fur-lined hat as a keen observer of history, Phil Johnston hitches rides with each of the two dueling expeditions 

that raced to the South Pole at the outset of the 20th Century. Using the explorers’ personal journals and other first-hand recollections, he reflects on the leadership factors 

and flaws that led one team to international glo1~¢ and the other to icy graves. Switching to his hat &s a snccessful serial entreprenenr and governance guru, Johnston then 

sculpts com~non sense lessons on ett~cfive leadership (and life) fi’om this block of frozen history. Johnston’s ten easy-to-remeinber markers of leadership success 

CHALLENGES readers to (among other things) develop efl’ective strategic plans, listen more, follow talented team members, and laugh a lot. If you want advice on 

mindless cost-cutting and using financial machinations to meet quarterly numbers, look elsewhere. Whether you are looking for a thrilling (and chilling) tale of polar 

exploration or searching for the col& ha~rd facts about the path to effective entrepreneurial leadership, True South provides the GPS coordinates to follow. 

Patrick McGum, 

Corporate Governance Expert and Speaker 

Naxned to NACD Directorship 100’, 2007-2012 

(*The Most Influential People in Corporate Governance) 
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Having known Phil Johnston for some 12 yea~, it was inspirational, educational, invigorating, a~nd delightful to read his latest book True South. To a great extent it 

was like Phil was taking to me about the many interfaces he encompasses in this book. To extract the most from TS, you need to understand the eclectic scholar and 

historian underpinnings of Phil. Then the book makes infinite sense. 

Framing leadership via the comparison of ~4anundsen’s and Scott’s journeys to the South Pole makes for an exciting read as Johnston exa~nines their talents, 

backgronnd, preparation, actions, thoughts, and even their youthful activities. It helps demonstrate that new- societal issues are not new-, and that we have models tbr 

success (and failure) if those in positions of influence follow the basic precepts as outlined herein. 

Important business concepts such as leadership, strategy, and execution are presented in the highly entertaining and enlightening framework of context, analogy, 

history, human nature, and value systems. Phil has pulled this off in style. True South is well worth reading. 

Stanley W. Mandel, Ph.D., CPA, PE 

Professor of Practice and Director, 

Angell Center for Entreprenenrship 

Schools of Business 

Wake Forest University 

Winston-Salem, NC 27109 
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It is so trne that wisdom is best imparted through the skillful telling of a story.. Likewise, the highly complex subject of leadership is best illustrated by example. The 

story. of Roald .Nnundsen and Sir Robert Falcon Scott’s race to claim the desolate South Pole one hundred yeaxs ago is fertile ground for illustrating the abundance of 

leade~.’ship lessons ha:crested from the caretM study of hundreds of diary enlxies made by these fearless explorers. Their contrasting leadership is the titscinating subject 

matter of True South: Leadership Lessonsj}’om Polar Extremes, by the talented and prolific J. Phillips L. Johnston. 

Along with his adept examination of leadership success and failure through the lens of these polar opposite explorers, Mr. Johnston’s perspicacious assessment of 

the causes and effects of Scott a~ad Amundsen’s decision-makdng presents a unique telling of this stow, a story. in which evew decision is potentially a matter of life and 

death in the merciless enviromnent of Antarctica. 

True South will find a favorite place in your library because Jolm~ston’s clarity of detail within his wise reflections on leadership set this book uniquely part. The 

adventure and inl~’igue of the race over the endless ice is guaranteed to entertain, but more importantly, leaders and followe~,~ alike will find the lessons contained within 

universally applicable in setting one’s compass towards True South. 

Dr. Nido Qubein 

Author and International Speaker 

President of High Point University, 

Ra~ed #1 Regional College in the South 

By U.S. News and World Report 
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Phil Johnston ha~s produced an insighttM and helpful volume that clearly enunciates *najor differences between management and leadership. This book, by a 

seasoned veteran of the ups and downs of management styles and corporate failures wad successes, makes a genuine contribution to the study of leadership strategies. In 

an age when ma~ny books about leadership spew tbrth well-intended barrages of waecdotes and shallow catch phrases, Johnstort has managed to make insightful 

comlections without becoming trite or erudite, tte lays out a historical foundation of the disparate strategies employed by Robert Falcon Scott and Roald kanundsen in their 

quest to reach True South. Then, he unfolds a supporting framework that easily enables the reader to recognize those strategies as having enduring and timeless trnths to 

oiler leaders and those wanting to be leaders in our contemporaW corporate world. In a world where the fast eat the slow and the big tend to eliminate the small, Johnston 

offers ti’om the history. of the polar expeditions of Scott and 2mmndsen sonnd advice to amy aspiring leader: pace is eve .wthing, especially in a world of pit l:alls and danger. 

In short, this book affirnls the goal of leadel,’s twing to live up to theh" potential without living beyond their limitations. It oilers a much-needed historical correction to those 

who neglect reality and spin around in short term illusions of their own importance to the disregard of long-term realities. True to his purpose, Johnston tracks Amundsen 

into a fax less than successful retirement where he seemed to forget most of the life lessons he had learned and modeled in earlier years. Since the book contains numerous 

historical time lines and important markers for entrepreneurial leadership strategies, it should prove to be a valuable reference tool for business leaders as well as a good 

read for the general public. 

Dr. Hal Warlick, 

Graduate of Harvard Divinity School 

Former Chaplain, High Point University 
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It was with immediate and keen interest that I read Phil Johnston’s True South. To learn leadership lessons a~ad histow lessons simulta~aeously was not only am 

efficient nse of my time surely am advantage both of the highlighted explorers wonld endorse it was also a gweat joy. The window that Jolm~ston opens to the hearts 

and minds of the early twentieth-century explorers is fascinating and reads mnch like fiction at times, but his ability to tie in the snccesses and failures of Antarctic 

explorers 2manndsen and Scott with the idea of universal leadership skills that are essential in today’s professional life was a clear bonus. Ideas like avoiding what he calls 

"groupthink" and the importance of strategic plamling are bronght to life by the story that mffolds as the two explorers race to the South Pole. I’m a great fan of books like 

Nathaniel Philbreck’s in the Heart of the Sea, a~ad True South has much the sasne style and substance, with all the excitement and tragedy that polar exploration can 

bring. To weave into that strong narrative a comprehensive comparison of leadership approaches is icing on the cake it’s like Nathaniel Philbreck meets Steven Covey. 

Allison L. Reid, M.A. 

Assistant Dean 

UNC School of Law 
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Thank God the study of leadership still remains part science, art, and *nost of all, heart. Phil’s riveting exmnination of Amundsen’s and Scott’s quest for the South 

Pole show-s that despite all claims to the contrary., leadership continues to be based upon those most noble pasts of being: our character, courage wad integrity. This is a 

must read for any aspiring leader, both young and old, as it ventures into the last great unexplored frontier.., the hidden regions of our hearts. 



Paul Lessard, 

M.F.A., C.H.M. Carnegie Hero Medal °94 
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Phil Johnston’s True South is a lucid portrayal of the differences in leadership style. The author describes leadership as ’~iJae ability to unify and influence others 

towaxd positive resulks." He chooses the expeditions of two explorers: one Englislunan, Robert Falcon Scott, amd one Norwegia~a, Roald Engebreth (~ravning Amundsen, as 

the platform for demonstrating how two very- different leadership styles cam have drastically different results, rI1qe goal is to be the first to reach 90 degrees tree south, the 

South Pole. One style results in failure and death, the other style in success and a saX’e return to a hero’s welcome. 

_Along the way, the reader is drawn into the nan’ative by interesting contrasts...Scott’s training as a naval officer requires strict obedience to authoritarian rule, 

whereas Amundsen allows team building amd the congenial shazing of ideas to build consensus. 

The one word that best sums up this writing: gripping. It’s a "page turner." Once started the reader can’t put it down until concluded. 

Jim .am’nstrong 

CHALLENGE: HIGH POINT 

Leadership Development Progcmn for 

Ilig~ Point Chamber of Commerce - 1982 
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New International Law Titles ] 10%off+ FREE Shipping 
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By Alexander Gillespie 

This is the first volume of a projected three volume series charting the causes of 

war from 3000 BCE to the present day. Written by Alexander Gillespie, a leading 
international lawyer, and using as its principal materials the documentary history of 

international law (largely in the form of treaties and the negotiations which led up to 

them), these volumes explain what the treaties can tell us about the causes of 

war. Read More... 

Hart Publishing, Oxfof~ I h/b I 9781849465007 I $85.00 

Corruption in Transitional China: A 33 Year ,Study 

By Qingli Meng 

Corruption in Transitional China offers quantitative and qualitative analyses of 
the manifestation and determinants of corruption throughout China between 1979 

and 2012. Covering all 31 provinces of China, the study is based on years of 

research by the author to gather 33 years’ worth of data from Procuratorate Year 

Books and Working Reports, as well as other official announcements and 

proclamations by the central government agencies. Read More_. 

Wolf Legal Publishers i pib i 9789462400023 I $42.00 

~nternational Guide to Money Launderinq Law and Practice 
Feur~h Edition 
Edited by Arun Srivastava, Mark Simpson and Nina Moffatt 

This fully revised fourth edition provides a detailed insight into the background of 

money laundering operations and counter-terrorist financing and clearly explains 

the anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing laws and regulations in 
the key global financial centers throughout the world. In addition to the 33 

jurisdictions that were covered in the third edition, this new edition now includes 
two key financial and business centers - Belgium and Saudi Arabia. Read More... 

B~oomsburv ProfessionN I h/b I 9781847669797 I $365.00 



A Selection ol Essays by Members ol the Legal P[oiession to Mark Twenty~F~,’e 
Yea~ of the Msh Legal History Society 
Edited by Daire Hogan and Colum Kenny 
Published by __F__o___u__r____C___o___u___rt__s____P__~L&_S. 

Cloth 19781846824159 I $74.50 

Chinese Civi~ Law 
Edited by Yuanshi Bu 

Published by Hart Publishing. Oxtbrd 
Cloth I 9781849464031 I $320.00 

Encyclopedia on the internationa~ Crimina~ Tribunai for Rwanda: Volume 4 
Pauline Nyiramasuhuko Case Pad 3;3 
Edited by K. Madens 
Published by ~-~-~--t--e-L~-n--~-a--t-!-~-L!-a--L~-C---~-~u--~-s-~-A-~-s-‘-~-~--c-J~-a--t-!-~--~-~- 

Cloth I 9789058871695 I $110.00 

Volume 22,2011 
Edited by Jan Klabbers 

Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
Cloth I 9781849463492 I $270.00 

Human Rights and Public Finance 
Budgets and the Promotion of Economic and Social Rights 

Edited by Aoife Nolan, Rory O’Connell and Colin Harvey 

Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
Cloth I 9781841130118 I $110.00 

~npiementing EU Environmental Law i~ italv 
Edited by Giovanni Di Cosimo 

Published by Eleven International Publishir~ 
Cloth 19789462360648 I $52.50 

Intellectual P~opertV and Human Rights: Is a Balance Possib~e? 
By Sara Fiorentini 
Published by Wolf Legal Publishers 
Paper I 9789462400306 I $55.00 

A Critical Introduction 
By Wade Mansell and Karen Openshaw 
Published by ._H___a_L_t_____P__u__~_/_Ls_!_~f_!.~:____O_~’_o__cd_ 
PaperI 9781849460972 I $34.00 

Jud_qin£~ Euroj3e!s Judq~es 
The Legitimacy of the Case Law of the European Coud of Justice 
Edited by Maurice Adams, Henri de Waele, Johan Meeusen, et aL 

Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
Cloth 19781849463355 I $90.00 

The Law and Economics of Article i02 TF~EU ~’Second Edition) 
By Robed O’Donoghue and Jorge Padilla 
Published by Hart Publishing,____O__~o___r__d_ 

Cloth I 9781849461399 I $290.00 

Complexity in the Law and S~ruc~u[e of Wellare 
By Neville Harris 

Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
PaperI 9781849464451 I $50.00 

The ~entai Element in the Rome Statute of the International Criminai Court 
By Kristina Janjac 
Published by Wolf Legal Publishers 
Paper I 9789462400399 I $25.00 

Best Practice Guide to R.,gulation (EC) No 190712006 
Edited by Dieter Drohmann and Matthew Townsend 
Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 

Cloth I 9781849461948 I $640.00 

The Sierra Leone Special Cou~t Collection 
Volume B-1.3.5: Case no. SCSL-03-01~A: The Prosecutor Against 
Charles Ghankay Taylor: Appeal Judgment 
Edited by R.W.F. van der Wolf 



Velume B~. 1.4. - Case No. SCSL-04-14 - The Prosecuto~ Ag~h~st 
Fofana and Ko~dewa, Transcripts Par~ I (Pa~ts 2 
Edited by C. Tofan 
Published by Int~~~oc~at~on 
Paper I 9789058871701 I $125.00 

Edited by Stephen G.A. Pitel, Jason W. Neyers and Erika Chamberlain 
Published by 

Cloth I 9781849464710 I $150.00 

Volume I: The Treaties and Declarations 
By Dorina Andoni 
Published by Wolf Legal Publishers 

~~ 
aper ~ 9789462400313 ~ $55.00 
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In the 
The ACC has five teams ranked in the 
AP and USA Today polls reieased this 
week. Duke hoids steady at No. 2/2, 

Notre Dame stands at No. 4/’5, while 
Maryland and North Carolina rank 

No~ g/8 and No. 18/16, respectively. 
Syracuse made its season debut at 

No. 22/23, and Florida State and 
Georgia Tech are receiving votes in 

both polis~ 

ACC Player and Rookie of the Week 
Syracuse sophomore guard Brianna 
Butler and North Carolina freshman 
guard Diamond DeShields have been 
narned the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Women’s gasketbali Player and Rook- 

ie of the Week, as voted on by the 
Blue Ribbon Panel. Butler received 

her first ACC Player of the Week 
honor foilowing a MVP performance 

at the Paradise Jam whiie ieading 
Syracuse to three straight wins and 
the Reef Division titie. Butler aver- 

aged 23.3 points while shooting 57.5 
percent in wins over-[~xas, Memphis 

and No. 12/:[1 Texas A&M. DeShields 
averaged 23.3 points, 6.7 rebounds 
and 2.7 steals whiie leading North 

Carolina to a 2-:[ record last week in 
the Cancun Cha[lenge~ 

#WBIGACC 
The 20:[3 Big Ten!ACC Challenge 
will be played this week with six 

games on Wednesday, Dec. 4 and six 
games on ]-hursda~/, Dec. 5~-[he ACC 
owns 4:1-27 edge over the Big Ten in 

Challenge games and has won five 
Chailenge titles. 

Wins Against the Ranked 
The ACC has already picked up four 
wins against Top-25 teams this sea- 
son. Duke defeated No. 9/9 Caiifor- 
nia, 70-58, on Nov. 10, Notre Dame 

topped No. 19/:[8 Michigan State, 81-- 

62, on Nov. :11, and No. 25/25 DePaui 
on Nov. 26, and Syracuse defeated 

No. :[2/:1:1 Texas A&M, 78-63, on Nov. 
30. Duke’s win at the ninth-ranked 

Golden Bears m, arked its first win in a 
season opener against a top-:10 team 

in program history. 

Feast Week Success 
]-he ACC claimed four holiday tour- 
nament titles last week as Duke won 
the Island Division and Syracuse won 

the Reef Division of the Paradise Jam; 
Georgia Tech claimed the UU Turkey 
Classic titie, Maryland the San Juan 
Shootout championship and Miami 
earned its Thanksgiving Tournament 
Championship. Aiong with the titles, 
grianna Butler (Syracuse) and Tdcia 

Liston (Duke) were named MVPs 
of their respective divisions in the 
Paradise Jam, and GT’s Tyauanna 

Marshall and Miami’s Caprice Dennis 

also claimed MVP honors of their 
respective tournaments. 

Conference Overall 

Team W L Pet Hm Rd W L Pct Hm Rd Nee Streak 

Duke ............................. 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 8 0 1.000 3-0 2-0 3-0 W8 

Syracuse ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 8 0 :1.000 4-0 :1-0 3-0 W8 

Notre Dame .................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 6 0 :1.000 4-0 :1-0 :1-0 W6 

NC State ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 8 1 .889 6-0 0-0 2-1 W2 

Maryland ...................... 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 7 1 .875 3--1 2-0 2--0 W5 

Florida State ................. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 6 :1 .857 3-0 ~-:1 0-0 W2 

Virginia Tech ................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 6 :1 .857 4-:1 2-0 0-0 W:1 

North Carolina .............. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 6 2 .750 3--:1 1--0 2--:1 W:1 

Miami ........................... 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 S 2 .7:14 4-2 :1-0 0-0 W4 

Georgia Tech ................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 4 2 ,667 2-0 0-2 2-0 W2 

Clemson ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 4 3 .57:1 3-3 :1-0 0-0 W3 

Pittsburgh ..................... 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 4 3 .57:1 2-2 2-:1 0-0 L1 

Wake Forest .................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 4 4 ,500 3-0 :1-3 0-:1 L2 

Boston College .............. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 3 4 .429 1-1 1-1 1-2 L2 

Virginia ......................... 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 3 4 .429 2-0 1-2 0-2 L3 

1,000 - North Carolina’s Stephanie Mavunga was perfect from 
the floor in the Tar Heels’ 106-52 win over Coastal Carolina 
on Nov. 21~ Mavunga made ali 10 of her shots to finish with 
20 points~ She also added 13 rebounds, five blocks and three 
assists in 22 minutes of action. 

3 -Three different North Carolina players have earned the 
last three ACC Rookie of the Week: Aliisha Gray, Stephanie 
Mavunga and Diamond DeShields -[he last time three differ:- 
ent student-athietes from the same school claimed Rookie of 
the Week honors in the same season was the 2002-03 season 
when Duke’s Mistie Bass, Jessica Foley and Lindsey Harding 

each earned the honor. 

4 - Four ACC players are averaging double-doubles: Wake For- 
est’s Deadca Hamby (20.8 pts, :10.0 rob), Maryland’s Aiyssa 
Thomas (16.0 pts, :11.1 rob), Virginia Tech’s Uiu Ugoka (:16.6 
pts, 10.6 robs) and North Carolina’s Stephanie Mavunga 
pts, :10.5 rebs), lhomas has posted at least 10 points and 10 
rebounds in each of her last seven games. 

14 - The ACC is represented by :14 student-athletes named to 
the Naismith Trophy Early Season Watch List. The :14 selec- 
tions ieads all ieagues. 

18.8- Georgia Tech freshman guard Kaela Davis is averaging 
18.8 points through her first six games of her collegiate 
career to lead all ACC freshmen. She ranks fifth among ACC 
rookies with &O rebounds per game. 

20.3 - Duke’s Tricia Uston averaged 20.3 points per game 
(while shooting 69.3 percent) in Duke’s three straight wins 

over Xavier, Central Michigan and Kansas to claim MVP 
honors and lead the Blue Devils to the Bland Division Title at 
the Paradise Jam. 

300 - Florida State head coach Sue Semrau earned her 300th 
career win on Nov. 29 when her Seminoies defeated Stetson, 
79-49. Virginia 1-ech’s 55--33 win over Presbyterian (Nov. 30} 

marked head coach Dennis Wofff’s 300th career win. Wolff 
spent :17 years on the men’s side at Boston University and 
Connecticut College. 

Tuesday, Dec. 3 

Belmont at Wake Forest ......................................................... 7 p.m. 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge {Dec. 4-5} 

Wednesday, Dec, 4 

No. 15/13 Nebraska at No. 18/16 North Ca[~lina .....6 p.m. (ESPN3) 

RV/25 Michigan State at RV/RV Florida State ............ 7 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Illinois at RV/RV Georgia Tech .................................... 7 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Ohio State at No. 8/8 Maryland ............................................. 7 p.m. 

Virginia Tech at Indiana .......................................................... 7 p.m. 

No. 4/5 Notre Dame at No. 10/11 Penn State ......... 7:30 p.m. (BTN) 

-/RV James Madison at Pitt .................................................... 7 p.m. 

Thursday, Dec. 5 

No. 22/22 Purdue at No. 2/2 Duke .................................... 6:30 p.m. 

NC State at RV/- Northwestern ............................................... 7 p.m. 

No. 22/23 Syracuse at No. 25/RV Iowa ......................... 7 p.m. (BTN) 

Michigan at Virginia ................................................................ 7 p.m. 

Boston College at Wisconsin .................................................. 8 p.m. 

Miami at Minnesota ............................................................... 9 p.m. 

Clemson at UNC Greensboro .................................................. 7 p.m. 

Saturday, Dec. 7 

Pitt at Wagner ....................................................................... 12 p.m. 

UCLA at No. 4/5 Notre Dame .............................................. 12 p.m. 

RV/25 Michigan State at Virginia Tech .................................... 2 p,m, 

Alabama A&M at RV/RV Georgia Tech .............................. 4:30 p.m. 

Sunday, Dec. 1 

No. 5/6 Notre Dame 100, Duquesne 61 

NC State 67, UCLA 49 

............................ (Florida Gulf Coast Tournament; Fort Myers, 

Buffalo 66, Pitt 62 

RViRV Florida State 71 at Miami (Ohio) 62 

Clemson 48, North Florida 44 
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The Atlantic Coast Conference’s "Blue Ribbon Panel," 

consisting of national and local rnedia mem.bers, 

as weil as school representatives, wiil vote for the 

league’s preseason poll, weekiy honors and postsea- 

son All-Conference teams for the 2013--14 season 

The ACC, with nominations from its 15 re.ember insti- 

tutions, wiil designate approximately 30 media mem- 

bers who cover ACC Women’s Basketball regularly to 

the panel One at-large member, who can be affiliated 

with the institution (i.e., schooi radio personality or 

schooi’s Sports Information Director) will also serve 

on the panel. In addition to the 36 members, the 

league’s com.munications off]co will invite additionai 

national and seiected persons to the panel, inclading 

ACC television broadcasters. 

Finally, all 15 league head coaches will receive one 

balio~ to vote on preseason and postseason acco-- 

lades; however, they wiil not be permitted to vote on 

a weekiy basis or for their own student-athletes. 

Foilowing the conclusion of the regular season, the 

Blue Ribbon Panel will selec[ a 10--mernber Ali--ACC 

First Team, a five-member Ali-ACC Second Team, 

an Ali--Freshrnan Tearn as well as Player of the Year, 

Rookie of the Year and Coach of the Year. The league 

head coaches will also select their own 10-member 

AII.-ACC First Team, a five-re.ember All--ACC Second 

Team, an All-Freshman Team, Player of the ’fear, 

Rookie or [he Year and Coach of the Yeaq. as well as, 

the Ali-Defensive Team, Defensive Player of the Year 

and Sixth Player of the Year. 

All postgame interviews with coaches will be condacted 

in a press interview area designated by ~he host Sports 

Information Director. There will be a maximum 

ute "cooii ng off" period, at which time the first availabie 

head coach will begin a :10.-minute interview session. 

Should both coaches be ready to begin their interviews 

at the sarne tirne, preference [or the fi rst session should 

be given to the visiting coach. The second head coach 

should be ready to enter the interview area no more 

than :10 minutes after the start of the first interview. 

Seiected players wili then be made available to the 

rnedia in ~he iockerroom or in an area designated by 

the host Sports Information Director. 

Defending ACC Champion Dake has been named as 

2013-14 Atiantic Coast Conference Women’s Basket- 
bail preseason favorite in separate polis of the league’s 

Blue Ribbon Panei and its :15 head coaches. 

The Blue Devils, who return all five starters, 11 letter- 
winners and top seven scorers from last season’s team 

that finished 33-3 and reached the regional final of 

the 20:13 NCAA Women’s Championship, were listed 

as this year’s preseason favorite by 39 Blue Ribbon 

Panel voters. 

2013-14 Predicted Order of Finish 

(First Place Votes) 
Blue Ribbon Panel Coaches 

:1. Duke (39) :1. Duke (:10) 

2. Notre Dame (14) 2. Notre Dame (5} 
3. Maryland (3) 3. Maryland 

4. North Carolina (1) 4~ North Carolina 

T5. Georgia Tech 5. Georgia Tech 

T5~ Florida State 6. Florida State 

7. Syracuse 7. Syracuse 

8. Virginia 8~ Virginia 

9. Miami 9. Miami 

]0. NC State :10. NC State 

11. Boston College 11. Boston College 

12. Wake Forest :12. Wake Forest 

13. Virginia Tech 13. Virginia Tech 

14. Clemson :14. Ciemson 

15. Pittsburgh 15. Pittsburgh 

Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa Thomas, Sr., F, Maryland 

Coaches Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa Thomas, Sr., F, Maryland 

2013o14 Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason AII-ACC Team 
Chelsea Gray, St., G, Duke 

Tricia Liston, Sr., G, Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, Jr., F/C, Duke 
Tyaunna Marshali, St., G, Georgia Tech 

Alyssa Thomas, Sr., F, Maryland 

Natalie Achonwa, St., F, Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, Sr., G, Notre Dame 

Xylina McDaniel, So., F, North Carolina 

Ataira Frankiin, Sr., G, Virginia 

Chelsea Douglas, St., G, Wake Forest 

2013o14 Coaches Preseason AII-ACC Team 
Chelsea Gray, St., G, Duke 

Tricia Liston, Sr~, G, Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, Jr., F/C, Duke 
Tyaunna Marshali, St., G, Georgia Tech 

Alyssa Thomas, Sr., E Maryland 

Jeweli t.oyd, So., G, Notre Dame 

Kayla McBride, Sr., G, Notre Dame 

Diamond DeShieids, Fn, G, North Carolina 
Xylina McDaniel, So., F, North Carolina 

Ataira Franklin, Sr., G, Virginia 

2013o14 Blue Ribbon Panel Newcomer Watch IList 

Oderah Chidom, Fr., F, Duke 
Kendail McCravey-Cooper, Ft., F!C, Duke 

Kaela Davis, Ft., G, Georgia Tech 

Lexie Brown, Fr., G, Maryiand 
Diamond DeShieids, Ft., G, North Carolina 
Taya Reimer, Ft. F, Notre Dame 

**an ex~.ra member was added to the ~.eam due ~.o a ~ffe in voting 

2013-14 Coaches Newcomer Watch {.ist 

Oderah Chidom, Fr., F, Duke 
Morgan Jones, Fr. G, Florida State 

Kaela Davis, Ft., G, Georgia Tech 

Diamond DeShieids, Ft., G North Carolina 



Matchups a re set for the 2013 Big TeniACC Women’s 
Basketball Challenge. This year’s challenge will mark 
the seventh year" o[ an event that has been extended 
to 2016 All 12 Big Ten .:earns and 12 of the 15 ACC 
teams will participate in the 2013 Challenge, including 
Notre Dame and Syracuse. which will join the league 
on July 1, 2013. 

Ayear ago, ACC tearns combined for a 7-5 rnark 
against its Big Ten counterparts to win its fifth Chal- 
lenge h.tle. The ACC owns a 4:[-27 edge over the Big 
Ten it’.. the Challenge. The two leagues each earned six 
wins in 2011 to markthe only tie in Challenge history. 

Overall, since the 2000 season, the two conferences 
have squared o~in head-to-head compehhon on 152 
occasions with the ACC holding an 82-70 advantage. 
Last season’s success in the Challenge helped the ACC 
hold a slight 11-10 edge in all head-to heaci rneetings 
against Big 10 teams. 

The ACC and Big Ten conference o~ces determine tile 
scheduie each season, in addiUon, the ofqcial title of 

the Challenge rotates each year -[he 2013 event wili 
be referred to as the Bigiw~/ACC Wornen’s Basketbali 
Chailenge and wiil con~nue to mirror the o~cial ti..d e 
of the two conferences’ Challenge agreement for 
rnen’s basketball. 

2013 Big Ten/ACC Wornen’s Baske.:ball Challenge 
game Ernes, as well as television and broadband 
coverage, will be announced at a later date. For 
more information about The Challenge, including a 
complete schedule, visit theacc.corn. 

203.3 CHALLENGE SCHEDULE 
\/vednesday~ Dec, 4 

Notre Dame at Per]r] State 
Illinois at Georgia Tech 
Ohio State at Maryland 
Virginia i~ch at Indiana 

Michigan State at Florida State 
Nebraska at North Carolina 

l-hur’sda% Dec. 5 
NC State at Northwestern 

Boston College at Wisconsin 
Syracuse at iowa 

Purdue at Duke 
Michigan aL Virginia 

Miami at Minnesota 

Nine Atlantic Coast Conference student-athletes 
have been named to the 2013-14 Wooden Award 
preseason Top 30 list. 

The ACC leads all conferences with nine selections, 
while Duke, North Carolina and Notre Dame are 
three of six schools with multiple candidates 
named to the list. 

Chelsea Gray, 5-J], Sn, G 

Tdda Liston, 6-1, Sn, G 
Elizabeth Williams, 6-3, Jr., C/F 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sr., G 
Alyssa Thomas, 6--2, St:, F 
Xylina McDaniel, 6-2, So., F 

Diamond DeShields, 6-1, Fn, G 
Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F 
Kayia McBride, Sr., 5-:1~, G 

Duke 
Duke 
Duke 

Georgia Tech 
Maryland 

North Caroiina 
North Caroiina 

Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 

Duke’s Chelsea Gray and Haley Peters, Florida State’s 
Natasha Howard and Virginia’s Ataira Franklin have 
been named preseason candidates of the Senior CLASS 
Awar&-[~ be eligible for the award, a student-athlete 

must be classified as an NCAA Division I senior and 
have notable achievements in four areas of excellence 
- community, classroom, character and competition. 
The complete list of candidates follows this reiease. 

An acronym for Celebrating Loyalty and Achievement 
for Staying in School®, the Lowe’s Senior CLASS Award 
focuses on the total student-athlete and encourages 
students to use their platform in athletics to make a 
positive ira.pact as leaders in their com.rnunides 

Senior CLASS Award 
Chelsea Gray, 5-1~, St., G Duke 
Haley Peters, 6-3, Sr., G/F Duke 
Natasha Howard, 6-3, St:, F Florida State 

Ataira Franklin, 5--1:1, St:, G Virginia 

Six Adantic Coast Conference student-athletes have 
been named to the 2013-:14 preseason "Wade Watch" 
list of candidates for the sport’s Player of the Year 
honor by the Women’s Basketbali Coaches Association. 

The ACC leads all conferences with six selections, while 
Duke and Notre Darne are two of four schoois with two 
candidates named to the watch list. 

Now in its 37th year, The Wade Trophy is named in 

honor of the late, legendary three-time national cham- 
pion Delta State University coach, Lily Margaret Wade. 
Regarded as "The Heisman of Women’s Basketbali/’ 
the award is presented annualiy to the NCAA Division 
I Player of the Year by the National Association of Girls 
and Women in Sport (NAGWS) and the WBCA. 

The preseason list is composed of top NCAA Division 
I women’s basketbaii players who best embody 
Wade’s spirit from :18 different institutions and seven 

conferences. 

Wa_d_. _e__.W__a_ _t£b__.~!.s_t_ 
Chelsea Gray, 5-:1!, St., G Duke 
Elizabeth Williams, 6-3, in, CiF Duke 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sr., G Georgia Tech 
Aiyssa Thomas, 6-2, Sr., F Maryiand 

Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, Sr., F Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, St., 5-11, G Notre Dame 

Fourteen Atlantic Coast Conference student-athletes 
have been named to the 20:13-]4 Naismith Trophy 
preseason watch iisL The ACC leads all conferences 
with :14 selections, lead by Duke with fouc Notre 
Dame [oliows with three, Georgia Tech, Maryland 

and North Carolina each haw~ two and Florida State 
has one named to the list. 

Naismith Trophy Watch List 
Chelsea Gray, 5-J.J, So, G 
Elizabeth Wiliiarns, 6-3, Jr., C/F 
Tricia Liston, 6--:1, Sr:, G 
Haley Peters, 6-3, St., G/F 

Natasha Howard, 6-3, St., F 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sr., G 
Kaela Davis, 6-2, Fr:, G 
Laurin Mincy, 6-0, R--Jn, G 
Alyssa Thomas, 6-2, Sn, F 
Xyiina McDanie[, 6-2, So, F 

Diamond DeShields, 6-:]., Ft., G 
Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F 
Jeweil Loyal, 5--:[0, So., G 
Kayla McBride, St., 5--:[:1, G 

Duke 
D u ke 
Duke 
Duke 

Florida State 
Georgia Tech 
Georgia Tech 

Maryiand 
Maryiand 

North Carolina 
North Carolina 

Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 

Maryland senior Alyssa Thomas has been named to 

the Associated Press Preseason All-America Team 

announced Tuesda’~; while Duke’s Chelsea Gray and 

Elizabeth Williams, and Notre Dame’s Natalie Achonwa 
and Kayla McBride also received votes. 

Thomas was named an Associated Press All-American 
after both her sophomore and junior seasons. The 

forward was named a Preseason Ail-American last 

year as well. 

Thomas was voted Preseason ACC Player of the Year 

by both the Blue Ribbon Panel and the league’s :15 

head coaches last month. 5he was named ACC Piayer 

of the Year in both her sophomore and ju nior seasons. 

In 2012-:13, Thomas ied the ACC in points (18.0 per 

game), rebounds (:10.3 per game) and assists (5.3 

per game). 

AP All-America Preseason Team 
Alyssa Thomas, 6-2, St., F Maryland 

Chelsea Gray, 5-:1:1, St., G Duke 

Elizabeth Wiiliams, 6-3, Jr., CiF Duke 

Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F Notre Dame 

Kayia McBride, St., 5-11, G Notre Dame 

In the 37-year history of the league, ACC schools have 

~roduced a 3,49i-1,380 (.7:1_6) record w!rsus nonconference 

foes, 

Records Agaiast 

American AtNetic 

America East 

Atlantic 1.0 

Atlantic Sun 

Bi~ East 

Big Sky 

Bi~ South 

Bi~ Ten 

Bi~ ~2 

Bi~ West 

Colonial 

Conference USA 

Great West 

Horizon 

Metro Atlantic 

Mid-American 

Mid-Eastern 

MBsoud Valley 

Mountain West 

NoH:heast 

OMo Valley 

Pac-~2 

Pa~rio~ 

Southeastern 

Southern 

Southland 

Southwestern 

Summi~ 

Sun BeEt 

West Coast 

Western AtMe~c 

Others/~dep. 

II-12 ............... II-13 ............... 13-14 

2-2 ................... 4-1 .................... 1-0 
8-4 ................... 9-2 .................... 3-2 

i0d .................... 7-1 ..................... 3-0 

11-10 ................... 7-9 .................... 3-1 

i-0 ................... 0-1 .................... 1-0 

8-1 ................. ii-i .................... 5-0 
7-9 ............... 11-10 .................... 2-2 
~-3 ................... 1-3 .................... 1-2 

0--0 ................... 0.-0 .................... 1-1 
12-4 ................... 5-3 .................... 7-2 

3-2 ................... 1-0 .................... 3-0 

1-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 
0-1 ................... 2-0 .................... 2-1 
1-0 ................... 3.-0 .................... 4-0 

0-0 ................... 2-1 ..................... 0-0 

2-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 4-1 

10-3 ................... 8-2 .................... 5-0 

0-I ................... 0-1 .................... 0-0 

1-0 ................... i-0 .................... 1-1 
6-0 ................... 5-1 ..................... 2-0 

2--0 ................... i-i .................... 0--0 
0-3 ................... 4-1 .................... 5-4 

5-0 ................... 1-0 .................... 4-1 

7-8 ................... 4-8 .................... 4-5 
6-I ................... 8-0 .................... 6-I 
i--0 ................... 0.-0 .................... 2-0 

4-0 ................... 3-0 .................... 2-0 

0-1 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 

4-0 ................... 2-0 .................... 1-1 

1-2 ................... 2-0 .................... 0-1 

2-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 
4-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 

12J-56 ............. 10%50 ................ 73-28 

(.750) ............... (,686) ................ (,739) 

vs Non-ACC AP Ranked Teams ............................................ 4-9 

vs Non-ACC USA ]bdav Ranked ]~ams ............................... 4-9 

vs Non-ACC Home ......................................... 43-’.,’1 

vs Non-ACC Road ......................................... 17--10 

vs Non-ACC Neutral ........................................... 11-4 



Nll ........................................... Cheisea Gray, Duke 
N18 ................................. Alyssa Thomas, Maryland 

N25 ........................................... Cheisea Gray, Duke 

D2 ..................................... Brianna Butier, Syracuse 

Nll ................................. Kaela Davis, Georgia Tech 

N18 ........................ Aliisha Gray, Nor[h Carolina 

N25 ................ Stephanie Mavunga, North Carolina 

D2 ................... Diarnond DeShields, North Carolina 

School Player    Rookie Total 
Duke ............................... 77 .............. 51 ........... 128 

North Carohna ............. 64 ........... .~2 ......... 116 
Virginia ........................... 67 .............. 35 ........... 102 

Maryland ........................ 4B ........... 47 .......... 92 

NC State .......................... 46 .............. 30 ............. 76 

Georgia lech ................ 26 ........... 26 .......... 

Ciemson .......................... 30 .............. 15 ............. 45 

Wake Forest ................ 18 ........... 24 .......... 42 

Fiorida State ................... 14 .............. 24 ............. 38 

Miami ........................ 18 ............ B .......... 23 
Boston College .................. 8 ................ 9 ............. 17 

Virginia Tech ................ "3 ............. 3 ............ B 

Notre Dame ....................... - ................. - ................ - 

Syracuse ........................... 1 ................. - ............... 

Below is a list of ACC Career Player and Rookie of 
the Week selections. 

Career Player of the Week 
(among active players} 

8 - Alyssa Thomas, Maryiand 

Career Player of the Week 
18 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2000-04) 

Player of the Week (single-season} 
6 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2002-03) 
6 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2003-04) 

Rookie of the Week (single-season} 
9 --]-racy Connor’ Wake Forest (1992-93) 

9 - Elizabeth Williams, Duke (2011-12) 

Duke was flawless on its home court during the 2012-13 

season, while owning a 20--game aclfiw_~ home win streak. ACC 

teams were a combined 133-62 (.682) when defending their 

home courts in 2012d3. 

Team Years Record 

Boston College ............................... 6th .......... 8]-45 
CIemson ........................................ S6th ....... 362-169 
Duke ............................................. 36th ....... 398--110 
Florida State ................................. 20th ....... 
Georgia Tech .................................. 
M~ryiand ...................................... 12th ........ 159-29 
Miami ............................................ 8th ........ 129-$6 
Nor[h Caroiina .............................. 37th ...... 468--105 
NC State ........................................ S7th ....... 
Notre Dame .................................. 37th ........ 388-90 
Pit~ ............................................... 11th ......... 83-65 
Syracuse ......................................... 9th .......... 93-44 
Virginia ........................................... 8th ......... 160-95 
Virgini~ Tech .................................. 8th .......... 85-57 
Wake Forest .................................. 34th ...... 247-221 

Team Games    Total    Average 
Boston College .................... 2 ............. 2078 ........... 1039 
CIemson .............................. 4 ............. 2378 ............ 468 
Duke ................................... 3 ............ 119~0 .......... 3987 

Florida State ....................... 3 ............. :~628 ........... 18. o 

Georgia Tech ....................... 2 ............. 1641 ............ 821 

Maryland ............................ 4 ............ 25598 .......... 6399 

Miami ................................. 6 ............. 398:[ ............ 664 

North Carolina .................... 4 ............ :11315 .......... 2829 

NC State .............................. 5 ............. 5338 ........... 1067 

Notre Dame ........................ 4 ............ 33840 .......... 8460 

Pi~ ................................... 4 ............. 8252 ........... 2063 

Syracuse .............................. 4 ............. 2443 ............ 611 

Virginia ............................... 2 ............. 6725 ........... 3363 

Virginia Fech ....................... 5 ............. 6092 ........... 1218 

Wake Forest ........................ 3 ............. 1537 ............ 513 

17,950 ............. North Carolina at Maryland (]/2g/07) 

....................... Comcast Center, College Park, Md 

17,950 ............................ Duke a[ Maryland (2/18/07) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md~ 

17,243 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/13/05) 

....................... Comcas[ Center; College Park, Md. 

16,344 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/22/09) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

16,135 ................ Florida State at Maryland (2/24/08) 

....................... Comcast Center, College Park, Md 

16,097 .............................. Duke at Maryland (1/8/06) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md~ 

15,853 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/24/~3) 

....................... Comcast Center; College Park, Md. 

15,531 ............................ Duke at Maryland (1/14/08) 
............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

15,150 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/~9/12) 
............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

14,500 ........................ Virginia at Maryland (2/12/92) 

............................ Cole Field House, College Park, Md~ 

Coach, School Yrs W-IL 

Erik Johnson, BC ............................. 5 ............... 87-74 

Audra Smith CU .............................. 9 ........... 142-]41 

Joarme P. McCaliie, DU .............. 21 ........ 498-183 

Sue Semrau, FS ............................. 15 ........... 301-202 

MaCheile Joseph, (ST .................... 10 ........... 197-]24 

Brenda Frese, MD .................... 14 ........ 342-125 

Katie Meier, UM ........................... 12 ........... 228-153 

Syivia Hatchell, NC ....................... 38 ........... 908-32! 

Wes Moore, S-[. ....................... 24 ........ 566-170 

Muffet McGraw, ND ..................... 31 ........... 720-258 

Suzie McConneiFSerio, UP ............. 6 ............. !27-7! 

Quentin Hilisman, SU ................. 7 .......... 152--88 

Joanne Boyle, VA .......................... 11 ........... 248-122 

Dennis Wolff) VT ............................. 2 ............... 23-44 

Jen Hoover’ WF .............................. 2 ............... 37-36 

Coach, School Yrs W-L 

Erik .Johnson, BC ............................. 2 ............... 15-23 

Audra Sm.ith, CU .............................. -. .................. 4-3 

Joanne R McCaliie, DU ................... 7 ............. 182-35 

Sue Semrau, FS ............................. 17 ........... 301-202 

MaCheile Joseph, GT ................ 11 ........ 197-124 

Brenda Frese, MD ........................ 12 ............. 285-95 

Katie Meier, DM ............................. 9 ........... 152-]08 

Sylvia Hatchell, NC ....................... 28 ........... 636-241 

Wes lvloore, ST ................................ - ................... 8-1 

Muffet McGraw, ND ..................... 27 ........... 632-217 

Suzie McConneil-Sedo, UP .............. -. .................. 4-3 
Quentin Hilisman, SU ..................... 8 ............. 152-88 
Joanne Boyle, VA ............................ 3 ............... 44-29 

Dennis Wolff, V-[. ...................... 3 ............ 23--44 

Jen Hoover, WF .............................. 2 ............... 17-23 

Coach, School ACC Tourn ACC Games 

Erik Johnsorb BC ..................... 1-1 ............. 5-13 

Audra Smith, CU .............................. - ........................ - 

Joanne P. McCailie, DU ............. 13-3 ............... 77-13 

Sue Semrau, FS .......................... 6-16 ........... 127-117 

MaCheile Joseph, GT ................. 8-10 ............... 71-77 

Brenda Frese, MD ..................... 15-9 ............. 107%7 

Katie Meie(. UM .......................... 2-8 ............... 53-65 

Sylvia Hatchell, NC .................. 46-19 ........... 258-148 

Wes Moore, ST ................................ - ........................ - 
Muffet McGraw; ND ........................ -. ....................... - 
Suzie McConneil-Serio .................... - ........................ - 

Quentin Hilisman, SD ...................... - ........................ - 
Joanne Boyle, VA ......................... 1-2 ............... 17--1;’ 

Dennis Wolff, VT .......................... 0-2 ................. 7-27 

Jen Hoovec WF ........................... 1-] .................. 5-13 



~NDIVIDUAL 

Points Scored ....................................................................... 30 

................. Chelsea Douglas~ WF (vs Delaware, 

................................ Allisha Gray, NC (at LiCLA, N17) 

Rebounds ............................................................................ 20 

................................. Halev Peters, DU (vs USC Upstate N14} 

Field Goal Percentage (rain. 8 made) ............... 1.000 (10.-10) 

............... Stephanie Mavunga, NC (at Coastal Carolina, N2i) 

3-Point Field Goals ................................................................ 7 

................ Brianna Butler, SU (Maryland Eastern Shore, N20} 

Free Throw Percentage (rain. g made) ................. :J..O00 (9--9) 

............................................. Brene Mosele~; MD (at USF, 

Assis,:s .................................................................................. 13 

.................................. Chelsea Gray, DU (at Marquette, N24) 

Steals ..................................................................................... 9 

................................... Dearic Hamby, WF (at Marquette, Ng) 

Blocked Sho[s ........................................................................ 5 

............................. Elizabeth Williams, DU (vs Alabama, N17) 

............... Stephanie Mavunga, NC (at Coastal Carolina, 

..................................... ]~ijah Campbell, VT (at Hofstra, N25) 

TEAM 

Points Scored .......................... t[23, Duke (USC Up~ate, 

Margin of Victory ..................... 83, Duke (USC Upstate, N14) 

Rebounds .............................. 64, Virginia Tech (Howard, 

Field Goal Percentage ......................................... 629 (39-62} 

....................................... Notre Dame (UNC-Wilmington, Ng) 

3-Point Field Goals ........................ 1[5, Miami (Oakland, N19) 

......................... $5, Syracuse (Maryland Eastern Shore, N20) 

3-Point Field Goal Percentage (min. "z0 md) ....... g32 

....................................................... Boston College (FLU, N21) 

Free -throws Made ............ 29, Maryland (Loyola (Md.), 

Free Throw Percentage (rain :[3 md) ................... 909 (20-22) 

........................................................... Syracuse (Cornell, N 18) 

Assi~s .................. 30, North Carolina (Coastal Carolina, 

Steals ........................................ 22, Duke (USC Upstate, N14) 

Blocked Shots..._.:[1, North Carolina (Coastal Carolina, N21) 

30 .......................................... Chelsea Douglas, WF (Delaware, 

............................................................. Aiiisha Gra~,; ,NC (UCLA, 

29 ........................................... Brianna Butler; SU (Texas A&M, 

28 ............................................ Dearica P.;amby, WF (Campbell, N$‘3) 

..................................................... Kaela Davis, G-[ (l~nnessee, ,,N:~7} 

................................... Diamond DeShieids, NC (Arizona State, N29) 

27 .................................................... Uju Ugoka, VT (Richmond, N27) 

................................................ Dearica Hamby, W~ (California, 

26 .......................................... Chelsea Douglas, W~ (Marquette, Ng) 

................................................ Brittney Sykes, SU (Dartmouth, N$4) 

............................................................ Uju U~oka, Vf (Hofstra, N2‘3) 

........................................................ Caprice Dennis, UM (Yale, N2B) 

..................................................... Natasha P.;oward, FS (Stetson, 29) 

25 ............................................ Ataira ~ranklin, VA (-[ennessee, N28) 

................................................... Deark:a Hamb’~; WF (Nevada, 

24 ................................. Natasha P.;oward, FS (UNC Greensboro, Ng) 

................................................. Vanessa Par,,ousis, VT (Florida, ,,N:~4) 

.................................... Brittany Brown, FS (Prairie View A&M. N:t7) 

....................................................... Morgan Jones, FS (Florida, 

............................................................ Kody Burke, SF (Tulane, N24) 

................................. Diamond DeShieids, NC (Arkansas State, N28) 

......................................... Len’Nique Brown, ST (Wright State, N29) 

.............................................. Stephanie Mavun~a, NC (Illinois, N‘30) 

2.3 ............................................ Deark:a Hanqby, WF (Marqueth_~, Ng) 

..................................... Nikki Dixon, CU (Cal State Northridge, N:tT) 

....................................................... Nicole Boudreau, BC (BYU, 

...................................................... Brittney Sykes, SU (Corneii, NtB) 

................................................. Kody Burke, ST (Morgan State, [t:[8) 

........................... Brianna Butler. SU (Ma~iand Eastern Shore, N20) 

............................................ Ataira Franklin, VA (West Virginia, N24) 

..................................... Eiizabeth Williams, DU (at Marque~e, N24) 

....................................... Caprice Der,,nis, UM (St. Frar,,ds (,,’t¥), N29) 

....................................... Alyssa Thomas, MD (Texas Sou[hem, N29) 

.................................................. Brianna Butler, SU (Memphis, N29) 

................................................. Caprice Der,,nis, UM (Missouri, ,,N.30} 

22_ ................................................ Chelsea Gra~/~ DU (Califernia, N:t0) 

............................................. Jewell Loyd, ND (Michigan State, 

.............................................. Chelsea Douglas, WF (Campbell, 

.............................................. Morgan Jones, FS (at Cincinnati, Nt.3) 

..................................................... Jeweii Loyd, ND (Valparaiso, 

................................................ Chelsea Oougias, WF (Radford, ,N22) 

................................................. Chelsea Douglas, W~ (Arizona, N27) 

........................................................... Trida Liston, DU (Xavier, N28) 

................................................... Kayla McBride, ND (Duquesne, 

23 ....................................... Shakeya Leafy, SU (Washing[on St., 

.......................................................... Uju Ugoka, \,~f (Bucknell, 

......................... Diamond DeShields, NC (Coastal Carolina, 

................................................. Charmaine Ta~,o CU {at USF, N24) 

............................................... Alyssa Thomas MD (Drexel, N25) 

.................................... Tyaunna Marshall, GT (Southern Utah, N29) 

20 .................................................. Bdanna Kiesel, UP (Bucknell, NB) 

.................................................... Kaela Davis, GT (Coppin State, Ng) 

.......................................... Kaela Davis, G:r (Westerr,, Carolina, 

............................................... Markeisha Gatling, ST (Towson, N::[:~ ) 

............................................... Trida Liston, DU (USC Upstate N14) 

...................................... Alysaa-rhomas, KID (Connecticut, It55) 

................................................. Tricia [.is+~on, DI.J (Alabama, N:[7) 

........................ Stephanie Mavunga, NC (Coastal CaroliP, a, N21) 

............................................. Kelila Atkinson, WF (Radford, N22} 

........................................... Serafina Maulupe, VT (Hofistr~, N2.3) 

....................................... Tricia Liston, DU (Central Michigan N29) 

..................................... Sarah Imovbioh, VA (Kansas State, It29) 

.................................. Tyaunna Marshall, GT (McNeese State, N30) 

Team ACC Non-ACC Overall 

Boston Coliege ............... 0-0 ............ 01-1 ........... 0-:1 

Clemson ......................... 0-0 ............... 2-0 ............. 2-0 

Duke .............................. 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Florida State ............... 0-0 ............ 0.-0 ........... 0-0 

Georgia Tech .................. 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Maryland ....................... 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Miami ...................... 0-0 ............ 0.-0 ........... 0-0 

North Carolina ............... 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

NC State ......................... 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Notre Dame .................. 0-0 ............... 0--0 ........... 0-0 

Pitt ................................. 0-0 ............... 0-I ............. 

Syracuse ......................... 0-0 ............... &-O ............. :1-0 

Virginia ..................... 0-0 .............. :1.-:[ ........... :1-:1 

Vir~ginia Tech .................. 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Wake Forest ................... 0-0 

Overtime Games 

N23 ................. Virginia Tech def Hofstra, 77-72 (OT) 

N24 . No. 4/3 Louisviile def Florida State, 69-59 (OT) 

N29 ._ Arizona State 94, No. 12/:12 North Carolina 8:1 

(OT) 



2013<14 DOUBLE-DOUBLES 

Player, School Career ACC Tot. 

Alyssa Thomas, St., MD ................. (43) ....... - ......... 7 

Natasha Howard, Sn, FS ................. (29) ....... - ......... 2 

Natalie Achonwa, Sn, ND ............... (21) ....... - ......... 1 

Tyaunna Marshall, St, GT ............... (15) ....... - ......... :1 

Kody Burke, St., ST ......................... (13) ....... - .......... - 

Elizabeth Williams, Jn, DU ............. (:13) ....... - .......... - 

Quinyotta Pettaway, Sn, CU ........... (:13) ....... - 

Haley Peters, Sn, DU ...................... (:12) ....... - ......... 2 

Asia Logan, Sn, UP ......................... (:1:1) ....... - ......... 3 

Sarah Imovbioh, So, VA .................. (9) ....... - ......... 4 

Uju Ugoka, Sn, VT ............................ (9) ....... - ......... 4 

Dearica Hamby, Jr., WF .................... (9) .................. 6 

Katie Zenevitch, Sn, BC .................... (7) ....... - .......... - 

Chelsea Gray, Sn, DU ....................... (6) ....... - ......... 2 

Kristen Doherty, Sn, BC .................... (6) ....... - ......... :1 

Keyona Hayes, So., UM .................... (5) ....... - .......... - 

Stephanie Mavunga, Fn, NC ............ (5) ....... - ......... 5 

Xylina McDaniel, So., NC ................. (4) ....... - ......... :1 

Shakeya Leafy, SU ........................... (4) ...... - ......... 3 

Brianna Kiesel, Jr., UP ...................... (4) ....... - ......... 2 

Tricia Liston, Sn, DU ......................... (4) ....... - ......... :1 

Monet Tellier, Sr., VT ........................ (3) ....... - .......... - 

Alicia DeVaughn, Sr., MD ................. (3) ....... - .......... - 

Kayla McBride, Sr., ND ..................... (3) ....... - .......... - 

Ivey Slaughter, Fr., FS ....................... (3) ....... - ......... 3 

Taya Reimer, Ft., ND ......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Allisha Gray, Fr., NC .......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Hannah Young, So., VT .................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Roddreka Rogers, So., GT ................ (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Kaela Davis, Fr., GT .......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Jewell Loyd, So., ND ........................ (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Markisha Wright, Jr., ND .................. (2) ....... - .......... - 

Ataira Franklin, Sr., VA ..................... (2) ....... - .......... - 

Brittany Sykes, SU ............................ (2) ....... - .......... - 

Taijah Campbell, VT ......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Len’Nique Brown, ST ....................... (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Jessica Washington, Ft., NC ............ (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Morgan Jones, R-So., FS .................. (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Briana Day, Fr., SU ........................... (1) ....... - 

Charmaine Tay, Jr., CU ..................... (1) ....... - 

Ashlee Anderson, Fr., UP ................. (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Brianna Butler, So., SU .................... (1) 

Rachel Coffey, Sr., SU ....................... (1) 

Chyna Golden, Jr., UP ...................... (1) 

Dawnn Maye, Sr., GT ...................... (1) ................. 

Nyilah Jamison-Myers, So., CU ........ (1) 

Alexis Jones, So., DU ........................ (1) ................. 

Richa Jackson, Sr., DU ...................... (1) 

Laudn Mincy, R-Jr., MD .................... (1) 

Kelsey Wolfe, Sr., VA ........................ (1) 

Nia Evans, Sr., VT ............................. (1) 

ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Team ............... PS. N13.. N3.8 N25 _ D2 

Connecdcut ....... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ..... 1._.. 1 

Duke ................. 2..,.. 2.,,..,2 ,...,2 ,..,,2 

Tennessee .......... 4 ......4 ......3 ..... 3..... 3 

Notre Dame ...... 6..,,. 6.,,._5 ,,..,5 ,,._4 

Kentucky ............ 7 ..._.7 ...... 7 .._. 7_._ 5 

Stanford ............. 3 _....3 ...... 6 _... 6.._. 6 

Louisville ............ 5 ..._.5 _....4 .._. 4..... 7 

Marylanc~ ......... 8_,., 8,,,.,,8 ,.._8 ,._,8 

Baylor ............... 10 ... _.9 ..... 

Penn State ........ 13 ....13 ... 14 ... 13... 10 

Colorado .......... 19 ....17 ... 16 ... 14... 11 

South Carolina .22 _..21 ... 19 ... 17_. 12 

LSU ................... 15._.14 ... 15 _. 15._ 13 

Oklat:orna State21 ...20 _. 20 ._ 19_. 14 

Nebraska .......... 17 _..:IS ... 1:[ ... 10._ 15 

Purdue ........... 18...18 .. 18 .. 16_. 16 

Oklahoma ....... 11 _.11 .. 10... 18.. 17 

North Carolina 12,., 12,._:~2 ._ 1:~ 

Georgia ............ 24 ....24 ... 23 ... 22_. 19 

iowa State ........ 23 ._.22 ... 22 ... 23._ 20 

California ........... 9 ....10 ... 17 ... 20... 21 
Syracuse ............ o ...... - ....... - ...... - ,,.22 
-[exas A&M ....... :~6 ....16 _. :[ 3 ._ 12_. 23 
Gonzaga ........... 25 _..25 ... 24 _. 24._ 24 
iowa .......................................... 25 
Michigan State. 20 _..19 ... 21 ... 21 ...... - 
DePaul ................. -..._..- _. 25 ... 25 ...... .- 
Dayton ............. 14 ....23 ...... - ...... -...... - 

USA TODAY/ESPN 

Team ............... PS.N:~2. N19 N26,, D3 

ConPec~cut ....... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ..... 1_... 1 

Duke ................ 2.,,.. 2._._Z ,,.,,2 ,,._2 

Tennessee .......... 4 ..._.3 ......4 ..... 4..... 3 

Stanford ............. 3 _....5 ...... 5 ..... 5.._. 4 

Notre Dame ...... 7,._, 6,._..6 ._..6_,..5 

Kentucky ............ 8 ...._8 _....7 ..... 7_... 6 

Louisville ............ 5 ._...4 ..._.3 ..... 3..._ 7 

Mawland ......... 6__, 7,...,.8 ...,.8 .._.8 

Baylor ............... 10 _....9 .._..9 ..... 9.._. 9 

South Carolina.21....17 _. 14 ._ 13_. I0 
Penn State ........ 15 __15 ... 15 ... 14_. 11 

iowa State ........ 20....18 ... 16 ._ 15... 12 

Nebraska .......... 12 _..10 ... 10 ... 10... 13 

LSU ................... 17.._16 _. 18 ... 17... 14 

Oklahoma ........ 14 ....13 ... 13 ... 16_. 15 

North Carolina 11 .., 14..,.12 .,. 12 ,_16 

Colorado .......... 19 ....19 ... 20 ... 19_. 17 

Georgia ............ 22 __22 ... 2:[ _. 21._ 18 

Oklahoma State24 ...24 _. 23 ._ 23_. :[9 
]-exas A&M ....... 13 __:[2 ... 1:[ ... 11_. 20 

California ............ 9 ....11 ... 17 ... 20... 21 

Purdue ............. 23 ....22 ... 22 ... 22... 22 
Syracuse ............ - ...... - ....... - 
Gonzaga .............. - ....... - ... 25 ... 24... 24 
Michigan State. 18 ._.20 ... 19 ... 18._ 25 
DePaul ................. - ....... - ...... - ... 25 ...... - 
Vanderbilt ........... -__25 ...... - ...... -.._.. - 
UCLA ................ 25 
Dayton ............. 16 _..21 ... 24 ...... --...... - 

POLL PLACING 



Boston College Eagles (3-4, 0-0 ACC) 
BC OPP 

DATE 

NI2 

N16 

N21 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP_.. USA__AP_. USA ......... SCORE _,..FG%,... FG% ......... MAR 

Stanford .................... - .......... - ....... 3 ....... 3 .......... L, 71-83 ....... 390 _556 ......... 26/44 

at Hofstra ................ - .......... - ........ - ....... - ......... W, 80-63 ...... 474 _.257 ......... 44/52 

at BYU ...................... - .......... - ........ - ....... - .......... L, 69-70 ...... 324._403 ......... 41/52 

Florida Int ................. .-. ......... --, ....... - ....... -. ........ W, 89.-69 ...... 525 _.408 ......... 39/20 

Cancun Challenge in Cancun, Mexico 

N28 vs UNC..Wilrnington ...-. ......... ... ....... - ....... -. ........ W, 75-54 ...... 564,_283 ......... 46/32 

N29 vs Iowa .................... - .......... - ...... RV,...,RV ......... L, 68-78 ...... 444..,448 ......... 32/3",’ 

N30 vs USC ..................... - .......... - ........ - ....... - .......... L, 52-79 ...... 340,,.549 ......... 29/36 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge - Dec, 5 

D5 at Wisco~;sin 

D8 Hartford 

Dll Boston University 

D15 New Hampshire 

D21 Holy Cross 

D29 at Providence 

Jl Mount St. Mary’s 

J5 Virginia Tech * 

.112 at Duke * 

J16 Miami * 

J19 NoIth Carolina* 

J23 a~ NC State * 

J26 Wake Forest * 

J30 at Pittsburgh ~ 

F2 at Virginia -rech* 

F6 Virginia * 

F9 at Florida State * 

F13 Notre Dame * 

FI6 Syracuse * 

F20 at Clernson * 

F27 Map!bnd * 

M2 at Georgia Tech * 

Clemson Tigers (4-3, 0-0 ACC} 
CU OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N10 

N17 

N20 

N24 

N27 

D1 

D5 

D14 

D19 

D20 

D21 

D29 

J2 

J5 

J16 

J20 

~23 

.J26 

J30 

F2 

[6 

F9 

F13 

[20 

F23 

F27 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.,,. USA,,.,AP.,, USA ......... SCORE ,..,. FG%.,.. FG% ......... 

Davidson ..................... -, ................ - ........ --. .......... [., 57-77 ,....373 ,_. 442 ......... 34/37 

Wofford ...................... - ................. - ........ - .......... W, 72-50,,..,482..,,. 213 ......... 43/37 

Cal State Northridge ._-. ................ ... ....... - ........... L, 53-69 .,,..322,..,, 433 ......... 36/4C 

South Carolina ............ - ................ 19 .._. 14 .......... L, 43-68 _._292._.. 456 ......... 27/4~ 

at South Florida .......... -, ................ - ....... RV ......... W, 68-63,.._551..,.. 333 ......... 27/3c~ 

Radford ....................... - ................. - ........ - .......... W, 41-39.._.37Z..., 273 ......... 41/30 

North Florida .............. -. ................ --. ....... - .......... V\~ 48.-44._..400,..., 315 ......... 29/45 

at UNCG 

SC State 

Duel in the Desert - Las Vegas, NV 

at UNLV 

Creighton 

Oregon: State 

Middle-[ennessee State 

a[ NJlT 

Georgia Tech ~ 

Pith~burgh ~ 

a~ North Carolina * 

Miami * 

at Georgia -r~ch * 

at Virginia * 

Duke * 

at Maryland *. 

NC State * 

at Pittsburgh * 

Boston College * 

Florida State * 

at Virginia l-ech* 

Duke Blue Devils (8-0, 0-0 ACC} 
DU       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPONENT ................ AP,,, USA,.,.AP,,. USA ....... SCORE ...... FG%,., FG% .......... MAR 
[110 at California ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... 9 ....... 9 ........ W, 70-58 ..,..424.._.323 ......... 46/39 
N14 USC Upstate ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ....... W, 123-40 ,._ 468._..207 ......... 63/24 
NI7 Alabama ..................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W, 92-57 ,..., 523.,...400 ......... 47/27 

N21 Vanderbik ................... 2 ........ 2 ...... RV,...,RV ....... W, 88-69 ..,.. 517.._.481 .......... 32/29 
[t24 at Marquette .............. 2 ........ 2 ...... RV,...,RV ....... W, 78-61 .._.500..._333 ......... 35/45 

Paradise ~am (St, Thomas, U.S, Virgin islands} 

N28 vs. Xavier .................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ V~ 81-54 ._,.595,.._354 ......... 39/24 

N29 vs. Central Michigan ,. 2 ........ 2 ....... -. ....... -. ....... W, 97-64 .,,..493 ...,.323 ......... 53/33 

N30 vs, Kansas ................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W, 73-40 ,...,429.,,..204 ......... 54/28 
Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, S 

D5 Purdue 

D8 at Oklahoma 

D17 Connecticut 

D19 Albany 

D22 at Kentucky 

J2 Okt Domink)n 

J5 at Georgia Tech* 

J9 at Syracuse* 

J12 Boston College* 

J16 Virginia~ 

J19 at Virginia Tech* 

J23 at Florida State* 

J26 Pittsburgh* 

J30 at Miami* 

F5 at Clemson* 

FIO North Carolina* 

F17 Maryland ~ 

F20 N.C. State* 

F23 at Notre Dame" 

F27 Wake Forest* 

M2 at North Carolina* 

Jimmy V Classic {Darham, N,C.} 

Florida State Seminoles (6-1, 0-0 ACC) 
FS        OPP 

DATE 

N8 

N13 

N17 

N21 

N24 

N29 

D1 

D4 

D8 

D16 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............. AP .,. USA.,.,AP.., USA ......... SCORE .....FG%.,_ FG% ........ MAR 

[JNC-Greensboro..._ RV _...RV ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 93-59_._586._.. 299 ........ 48/34 

at Cincinnati ........... R’,/.,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 63-5g,,...407...,. 3~5 ........ 30/43 

Prairie View A&M .,, RV .,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, gg-37,,...492...,. 21g ........ 51/31 

at Florida ................. RV .._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 76-68._..455_._ 317 ........ 42/38 

at [ouisvilk_~ ............. RV .._.RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........ L, 59--69 OT...403_._ 364 ........ 46/40 

Stetson ................... RV .._.RV ...... --. ....... - .......... W, 79.-49.....469..... 321 ........ 47/25 

at Miami (OH) .......... RV ,..,,RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 71-62...,.373,,... 392 ........ 44/27 

Big TeniACC Challenge-Dec. 4 

M ich iga n State 

Jacksonville 

North Florida 

D20 Pacific 

D21 Rk:hrnondiLBSC 

D28 tJT-Martin 

J2 at Pittsburgh* 

J9 at Miami" 

~12 North Carolina~ 

.K[6 at NC State* 

.H9 at Virginia 

J23 Duke* 

J25 Virginia Tech* 

F2 at Wake Forest* 

F9 Boston College* 

F13 at Syracuse* 

F16 Miami" 

t:20 at Maryland~ 

F23 at Oemson* 

F27 Georgia Tech* 

M2 Virginia~ 

Long Beach Classic 



Georgia Tech 14-3, 0-0 ACC) 
GT OPP 

DATE 

N8 

N24 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP-,. USA--AP-, USA ......... SCORE -.,.FG%.,., FG% ......... MAR 

Coppin State .............. RV_._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 79-57.._.44Zk...= 351 ......... 48/35 

Westen: Ca[olba ....... RV ...,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-47.,._525..,,. 288 ......... 52/26 

at Tennessee .............. RV.,_.,RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 76-87 _..,351.,_. 380 ......... 38/65 

at Georgia .................. RV _._,RV ._,. 23 ._.. 21 .......... L, 56-63 ._,.373,,.., 382 ......... 44/35 

LIU Turkey Classic (Brooklyn, 
N29 vs. Southen: Uzah ...... RV ....... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 85-60_..,462..,,. 315 ......... 51/27 

Ng0 vs. McNeese State .__ RV. ...... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 69-60_._492.._. 421 ......... 38-32 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, 4 

D4 illinois 

D7 Alabama A&M 

D57 Portland State 

Puerto Rico Classic [San Juan, Puerto Rico} 

D20 vs, UI-EP 

D25 vs. Oklahoma Szate 

Georgia Tech Holiday Tournament (Atlanta, Ga} 

D2£ Alabama State 

Dg0 

IS Duke* 

J8 at Clemson* 

152 at Syracuse* 

~56 Wake Forest* 

I19 at Maryland~ 

J23 at Virginia l-ech* 

J25 NC State" 

~30 Clemson* 

F3 at Pittsburgh* 

F6 North Carolina* 

F9 at Miami* 

FI3 Virginia* 

F57 at Notre Dame* 

F23 Maryland* 

F27 at Florida State* 

M2 Boston College* 

Maryland Terrapins (7-1, 0-0 ACC) 
MD       OPP 

DATE 

N8 

NS0 

Ni9 
N23 
N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,. USA.,.. AP ,., USA ......... SCORE ,,.,. FG%,,., FG% ......... MAIF 

at: USF ........................ 8 ........ 6 ...... RV ,,... RV ......... W, 78.-70..,..403,..., 314 ......... 49/4~ 

Loyola ........................ 8 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 89-53,.._439.._. 353 ......... 49/23 

Connec~cut ................ 8 ........ 7 ....... $ ....... 1 ........... L, 55-72 ,,._383..,,. 435 ......... 39/4] 

George Wash~1:o~ ..., 8 ........ 8 ...... RV _... RV ......... W, 87.-55..,..478,.._ 349 ......... 53/3; 

at lbwson ................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 90-53,.._58&._. 327 ......... 46/2] 

Drexel ......................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ --. ......... W, ~9- 63,.._ 4~5._.. 

N29 vs. Texas Souzhem ...... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... V%~ ~00-59_..600_..~ 407 ......... 42/2~ 
N30 vm Ohio Unbers~1:y ._..8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ .-. ......... W, 84-60_._47~.._. 358 ......... 48/23 

BiB TeniACC Challe~Be - De~. 4 
D4 Ohio State 

D9 S~ena 

D$4 Delawa[e Stale 

Terrapin Classic {College Park, Md,} 
D28 Wofford 

D29 Howard/College of ChaHeston 

J5 at North Carolina* 

J9 Wake Forest~ 

]i6 Syracuse 

J19 Georgia l~ch* 

~23 a( V~rg~[a* 

J27 Notre Dame* 

at NC State* 

F2 at Syracuse* 

F6 Pi~sburgh~ 

F9 Clemson~ 

F~3 at Miam~~ 

F$7 at Duke~ 

F20 F~orida Stale~ 

F23 at Georgia l~ch~ 

F27 a[ Boston College~ 

M2 V~rg~ia Tech ~ 

Miami Hurricanes (5-2, 0-0 ACC) 
UM       OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N55 

N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ................ AP ,,. USA,,.,AP.,, USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ,,, FG% .......... MAR 

Nort_h Florida ............... - ........ = ........ - ........ = ........ W, 79-39 _... 446.._. 237 ......... 48/42 

Richmond .................... - ........ --. ....... - ........ --. ........ t., 50-57 ...... 308 ..,,.3:[9 ......... 46/52 

Middle Tennessee ........ - ........ - ....... RV,._,RV ........ L, 55-61 ...... 345 ._,.328 ......... 43/42 

at Oakland ................... = ........ - ........ = ........ - ........ W, 86=6g ..._ 435__ 365 ......... 51/41 

’(ale .............................. --. ....... - ........ --. ....... - ........ V\~ 91..g7 .._, 58g ,,..,343 ......... 40/42 

Miami Thanksgiving Tournament (Coral Gables0 Fin,} 

N29 St. Francis {NY) ............ - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 78-57 _... 500._,.368 ......... 33/34 

N30 Missour~ ....................... - ........ --. ....... - ....... RV ....... W, 74-68 _... 365 .._.361 .......... 42/43 

BiB TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 5 
D5 at Minnesota 

DSS Coppin State 

D25 at Arizona State 

D28 Morgan State 

D29 Western Carol~na/New Mexk:o 

Jl Penn 

J4 at Wake Forest* 

~9 Florida State* 

J~2 at Virginia Tech* 

J16 at Boston College* 

~19 NC State* 

J23 at Notre Dame* 

~26 at Clemson* 

~30 Duke* 

F2 at North Caroffna* 

F9 Georgb -[ech * 

F~3 Maryland* 

FI6 at Florida S~ate* 

F20 Syracuse*, 

~23 Wake R~rest~ 

F27 at Virginia* 

M2 Pi~sbur~h* 

North Carolina Tar Heels (6-2, 0-0 ACC) 
NC       OPP 

DATE 

N57 

N25 

N24 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............. AP .,. LISA.,.. AP .., LiSA ......... SCORE .,... FG%.... FG% ........ MAR 

Air Force .................. 52,_.,,55 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-26..,,.472,,._ ~40 ........ 53/33 

Tennessee ................ 52.,,,..54 ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 65-85 ,,._304..,,. 403 ........ 44/4~ 

at UCLA .................... 52.__. 14 ,...,RV ...,. RV ......... W, 78-68,...,38g..,.. 302 ........ 43/52 

Coastal Carolina ...... 12_.._52 ...... - ........ - ......... W, 506-52.,..517,..., 222 ........ 56/50 
Coppin State ............ :[2..,...3.2 ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 95-55,.._422..,.. 304 ........ 52/33 

Cancun Challenge {Cancun, Mexico} 

N2B vs. Arkansas State.,,, 11.,,...12 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 93-60,,...603..,,. 257 ........ 38/43 

N29 vs. Arizona Sta~e ...... 11,..,,, 12 ...... - ........ - ........ L, 81-94 OT,,.444,,.., 394 ........ 43/49 

N30 vs, Illinois ................. 11,...,.12 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-51..,..429,...~ 288 ........ 55/37 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, 4 
D4 Nebraska 

D54 Charleston Southern 

D16 vs. New Orleans 

O18 vs~ South Carolina 

D25 High Point 

J2 Jarnes Madison 

]5 Maryland 

~9 NC State 

J12 at Florida State 

J16 Clemson 

J19 at Boston College 

]23 at Wake Forest 

J30 Syracuse 

F2 Miami. 

F6 at Georgia Tech 

FS0 at Duke 

F53 Pittsburgh. 

F16 at NC State 

F20 at Virginia 

F23 Virginia Tech 

F27 at Notre Dame 

M2 Duke 



NC State WoffpacE (8-~, 0-0 ACC) 
ST       OPP 

DATE 

NI6 

N24 
N2~ 
N29 
N30 
D1 

D5 

D8 

D20 

D28 
Dg0 

J5 Sryt~cuse* 

]9 at Note.h Carolina* 

J12 at Wake Forest* 

]16 Florida S~ate* 

J19 at Miami* 

]23 Boston College" 

J26 at Georgia Tech* 

]30 Maryland* 

F6 Wake Forest* 

F9 at Virginia Tech* 

FI3 at ClemsoP,* 
FIg North Carolina* 

F20 at Duke* 

F23 Virginb* 

F27 at [d~sbur{h* 

M2 Notre Dame* 

OPP 
[Notre Dame Fighting Irish (6-0, 0-0 ACC} 

REB [                                  ND       OPP 
OPPONENT ............... AP..,. USA.,.,AP.., USA ......... SCORE .-,.FG%,,- FG% ......... MAR 
St. Bonaventure .......... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 70-47.._.333..... 302 ......... 45/3g 

Towson ....................... - ......... ~ ........ - ........ ~ .......... ~], g9-46.....4,5.._. ~92 ......... ~9/26 ~ 

Presbyterian ............... - ......... - ........ ~ ........ - .......... W, 85-45.._.542..... 442 ......... 3~/22 

Morgan State ................................................. W, 94-52.....545.._. 385 ......... 52/20 

Tulane ............................................................ ~k~ 69~55.._.403..... 356 ......... 39/33 

Dav~dson ........................................................ W, 86-63_..50&._. 404 ......... 43/3~ 

vs. Wright State .............................................. L, 90-99 .....50&.... 484 ......... 38/32 

vs, SE Louisiana .............................................. W, 87-59._..49&...~ 42~ ......... 26/42 

vs. UCLA ............................... ....... RV.__RV ......... W, 67-49_._542.__ 4~7 ......... 30/~8 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - De~. 5 
at Northwestern 
E~on 
LSU 

UC R~versideiSan Diego State. 

Pitt Panthers {4-3, 0-0 ACC) 
UP OPP 

DATE 

Ng 

N20 

N23 

N26 

DI 

D4 

D7 

D~5 

D20 

D21 

029 

J2 

J5 

]12 

Jl6 

]1.9 

J26 

J30 

F3 

F9 

F13 

Flg 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ................ AP ._ USA._.AP,.. USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ,.. FG% .......... ~AR 

Bucknell ....................... - ........................ - ........ W, 68-51 ..... 403 ..... 297 ......... 88/59 

at Ball State ................. - ........................ - ........ W, g3-Sg ..... 404..._ 292 ......... 33/44 
L~aye~e ...................... - ........................ - ......... L 45-4B ...... 302 ..... 2B~ ......... 43/5~ 
at Michigan .................. - ........................ - ......... L, 75-B~ ...... 492 ..... 549 ......... 2B/27 
at Loyola ...................... -, ....................... -, ....... W, 50-54 ._.. 375 ..._ 310 ......... 35/37 

Mount St. Ma~’s ......... - ........................ - ........ W, 78-43 ,.._ 433 ._.250 ......... 51/44 
Buffalo ......................... - ........................ - ......... L, 62-66 ...... 359 ..._ 377 ......... 43/51 

James Madison 

at Wagner 

O~d Dominion 

Duel i~ the Desert (Las Vegas, Nev.} 

vs. DePaLfl 

vs, Louisiana-Monroe 

vs. Washin~on 

Florida State * 

at Vir~inia * 

at Duke * 

Boston Co~ege ~ 

Georgia Tech * 

at Ma~,land * 

Wake Fores~ ~ 

at North Carolina * 

at Virginia Tech ~ 

NC State * 

at Miami * 

OPP REB 

DATE OPPONENT ............... AP._. USA_.=AP._ USA ......... SCORE _...FG%._. FG% ......... MAR 

N9 UNC WihY@,gton ......... 6 ........ 7 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 99-50...,.629,,... 300 ......... 54/24 

N11 Michigan State ............ 6 ........ 6 ...... 19_...18 ......... W, 81-62.._.425,.._ 435 ......... 52/29 

N16 Valparaiso ................... 6 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 96-46,,...539...,. 289 ......... 49/22 

N23 at Penn ....................... 5 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 76-54,...,433.._. 375 ......... 43/37 

N26 DePaul ........................ 5 ........ 6 ...... 25.,,..25 ......... W, 92-76...,.485,,... 361 ......... 58/33 

D1 vs Duquesne .............. 5 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - ......... W, 100-61._.609,.._ 345 ......... 43/29 

(To~ nto, Canada) 

D4 a~ Penn S~ate 

07 UCLA 

D14 at Michigan 

D22 Central Michigan 

D29 a~ Oregon State 

[ J2 South Dakota State 

[ ]5 Clemson* 

l J9 Boston College* 

J12 a~ Virginia* 

J16 at Pittsburgh* 

]20 at Tennessee 

1J23 Miami* 

J27 a~ Maryland* 

[J30 Virginia -rech* 

F2 at Duke* 

F6 at Florida State* 

F9 Syracuse* 

F13 at Boston College* 

F17 Georgia Tech* 

F20 at Wake Forest* 

F23 Duke* 

F27 North Carolina* 

M2 at NC Sta~e* 

Big Ten/ACC Cha[lenl~e - Dec. 4 

D5 at Iowa 

DI6 Temple 

D19 Niagra 

D21 Saint Joseph’s 

D30 at Arizona State 

]5 at NC State * 

]9 Duke ~ 

J12 Georgia Tech * 

J16 at Maryland * 

J19 at Pi~sburgh * 

J23 Clemson * 

J26 Virginia * 

J30 at North Carolina 

F2 Maryland ~ 

F6 Virginia Tech * 

F~3 Florida State * 

F16 at Boston College 

F20 at Miami * 

F23 Pi~sburgh* 

M2 at Wake Forest * 

BII~ TeniACC Challenge- Dec. 5 

Syracuse Orange (8-0, 0-0 ACC) 
SU       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPON ENT ............. AP ,., USA,.,,AP .,. USA ......... SCORE ,.,.. FG%,.., FG% ........ MAR 

N10 at Washington St ...... - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 69-65.....360..... 288 ........ 61/46 

NI4 Dartmouth ................ - ....... RV ...... -. ....... -. ......... W, 88-47.....443..... 283 ........ 47/37 

N18 Cornell ....................... - ....... RV _.._ - ........ - .......... W, 89-48_...449..._ 316 ........ 44/36 

N20 Maryland E. Shore._..- ....... RV _.._- ........ - ......... W, 113-42_..418.._. 220 ........ 60/45 

N24 Maine ........................ - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 97-42.....444..... 315 ........ 55/33 

Paradise Jam - St:. Thomas, tJ.S. Virgin Islands 

N28 vs. Texas .................. RV ..._RV .._.RV ...... - .......... V\~ 77--65.._.418.,... 368 ........ 36/42 

N29 vs. Mem, phis ............ RV ..._RV ...... - ........ - .......... ’A~ 77-5811_.452_... 375 ........ 43/32 

[’430 vs, Texas A&M ......... RV .,,..RV ,,.., 12 ,..,, 11 ......... W, 78-63,,..,467...,, 404 ........ 29/33 



Virginia Cavaliers (3-4, 0-0 ACC) 
VA       OPP 

DATE 

Nil 

Ni9 

N24 

N28 

N29 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.._ USA._.AP ... USA ......... SCORE ._.. FG%=... FG% ......... [VIAR 

at James Madison ...... --. ........ .-_...,,RV ...... .-. .......... l, 46-63 ,...,283.,,.. 339 ......... 26/49 

High Point ................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, 73.-54..,..357,.._ 386 ......... 57/30 

Louisiana Tech ............ --. ........ .-. ....... - ........ .-. ......... W, 95-82_ ..~48~.._. 409 ......... 42/41 

at [.ihe~v .................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, ~.-60._..31&.._ 375 ......... 35/52 

at West Virginia .......... --. ........ .-_..._RV ...... .-. .......... l, 58-68 _._344._.. 404 ......... 44/46 

~nka~oo ~am 
vs~ Tennessee ............. --. ........ .-. ....... 3 ....... 4 ........... L, 67-76 _..~381._.. 528 ......... 35/36 

vs. Kansas Stale ......... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - ........... ~ 46-49 ._..23&.._ 328 ......... 33/45 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge- Dec. 5 

D5 Michigan 

D17 Maryland - Eastern Shore 

FGCU Hilton Garden InniHoraewood Suites Classic 
D20 vs. Tulane 

D21 at Florida Gulf Coast 

D2g Coppin State 

D29 Alabama/Princeton 

J5 Pittsburgh~ 

J9 at VirgiP, ia Tech* 

J12 Notre Dame* 

J16 at Duke* 

J19 Florida State" 

J23 Maryland* 

J26 at Syracuse~ 

J30 at Wake Forest* 

F2 Clem, son~ 

F6 at Boston College* 

F13 at Georgia [~ch* 

F16 Virginia -rech* 

F20 North Carolina * 

F23 at NC State* 

F27 Miami*- 

M2 at Florida State* 

Cavalier Classic 

Virginia Tech HoMes (6-1, 0-0 ACC) 
VT OPP 

DATE 

N9 

Nll 

N17 

N23 

N27 

N30 

D4 

D7 

D15 

D21 

D29 

Jl 

J5 

J9 

J12 

J19 

J23 

J26 

J30 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F16 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,, USA.,.,AP,., USA ......... SCORE ,,.,,FG%..,, FG% ......... MAR 

Howard ............................................... - .......... W, 84-32__,435._.. 220 ......... 64/32 

at Old Dominion .................................. - .......... W, 73-61._,.45&..., 323 ......... 43-39 

Florida ................................................ RV ......... W, 71-59__ .42~,._, 333 ......... 34/38 

Bucknell ............................................... - .......... W, 87-49,...,480._,. 304 ......... 

at Hofstra ............................................ - ....... W, 77-72 O-F_446._.. 366 ......... 50/43 

Rich mond ............................................ - ........... L, 56-64 ._, 274,..., 339 ......... 46/41 

Presb,~erian ....................................... - .......... W, 55-33._..323,._, 256 ......... 56/23 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 4 

at Indiana 

Michigan Sta~e 

USC Upstate 

at Radford 

Robe~ Morris 

a~ Hampton 

at Boston College* 

Virginia* 

Miami* 

Duke* 

Georgia Tech * 

at Rorida Sta~e * 

at Notre Dame ~ 

Boston College * 

at Syracuse* 

NC State * 

at Wake Forest* 

at V~rg~nia*. 

Pi~sburgh* 

at North Carolina* 

~lemsoR~ 

Wake Forest Demon Deacons (4-4, 0-0 ACC) 
WF OPP OPP REB 

DATE 

N9 

N~3 

N15 

N19 

N22 

N26 

N29 

N30 

03 

D16 

D20 

D28 

029 

J4 

J20 

J23 

J26 

.130 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPPONENT ................ AP ... USA....AP ... USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ... FG% .......... MAR 

at Marquette .............................. - ........ - ......... L, 71-90 ...... 439 ,,... 500 ......... 2~/50 

Campbell ..................................... -. ....... -. ....... W, 73-55 ._ .. 365 .._. 328 ......... 50/40 

at Delaware ................................ --. ....... - ......... L, 61.-7] ....... 434 _... 442 ......... 27/39 

Davidson ...................................... - ........ - ........ W, 69-66 ,_ .. 348 .._. 396 ......... 51/35 

Radford ........................................ - ........ - ........ W, 92-65 ..._ 443 _ .., 490 ......... 46/28 

at Arizona .................................... - ........ - ........ W, 70-58 ,..,, 456 ,,... 288 ......... 41/39 

John Ascuaga’s Nugget Classic 

vs~ California ............... --. ....... - ....... 20 _... 20 ........ L, 61.-84 ...... 379 _... 556 ......... ~3/36 

vs. Nevada ................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 87-95 ...... 452 .._.492 ......... 41-38 

Belmont 

UNC Wilmington 

South A~abama 

vs. Florida A&M 

vs. Fa~rleigh Dickenson/FIU 

Miam~ 

at Maryland 

NC State 

at Georgia Tech 

at Clemson 

North Carolina 

at Boston College 

Virginia 

Florida State 

at NC State 

at Pi~sburgh 

Virginia Tech 

N ol:re Dame 

at Miami 

at Duke 

Syracuse 



CAREER - TOTAL POINTS 
Player, Team Years GP Pts 

:1.. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... J979-82 J27 3113 

2~ Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 2687 

3 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 133 2540 

3. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... ]977-80 ]28 2367 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 123 2307 

6 Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 2285 

7. Shenise.Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-]2 131 2262 

8. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

9 Chris Moreland, Duke ........................... 1985-88 iii 2232 

10. Madssa Coleman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 ]44 2205 

iI~ Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

12 Riquna Wiliiams, Miami ........................ 2008-12 124 2148 

1.3. Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina .................. ]991-94 ]23 2143 

14. Andrea Stfnson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 2136 

15 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 131 2135 

1.6. Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 140 2122 

1Z Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 129 2094 

18 I<ris[i ]bliver, Maryiand .......................... 2005-09 139 2078 

1.9. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... J990-93 J35 2058 

20~ Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 2042 

21 Carolyn Swords, Boston College ............... 2007-11 133 2029 

22. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... ]983-86 ]24 2001. 

23~ Trudi Lacey, NC State ................................... 1978-81 130 1957 

24 I<isha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 109 1955 

25. Chrissy Floyd, Clemson ................................ 2000-03 120 1937 

CAREER - POINTS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP Pts 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 3113 

2. Andrea Stinson, NC State ....................... 1989-91 94 2136 

3. TamaraJames, Miami .................................. 2004-06 59 1.292 

4. Donna Forrester, Clemson ........................... 1976-78 63 1270 

5. Chris Moreland, Duke ............................ 1985-88 111 2232 

6. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 1.36 2687 

7. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-i0 133 2540 

8. Dolores Bootz, Georgia-I~ch ................... 1985-88 91 1723 

9. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 1.23 2307 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 1557 

11. Janet Forester, Ciernson ........................ 1975-77 55 1008 

Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 2367 

13. Tracy Reid, North Caroiina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

14. Kisha Ford, Georgia -[~ch ........................ 1994-97 109 1955 

15. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1.989, 9J-92 88 1.553 

16. Tia Paschai, Florida State ............................. 1992-93 55 964 

17. ]bnya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 123 2143 

18. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 1.3J 2262 

19. Riquna Wiliiams, Miami .............................. 2008-12 125 2148 

20. Renee Taylor, Miami ............................. 2005--07 60 1025 

21, Tracy Conno~; Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 1619 

22. Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 1928 

23. Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 1716 

24. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 138 2285 

Avg 
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CAREER - TOTAL REBOUNDS 

Player, Team Years GP Reb Avg 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979.-82 127 1252 9.9 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 125J 10.3 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 1245 9.7 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland .................. 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Chris Moreiand, Duke .................................. 1985-88 111 1229 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Charlotte Smkh, North Caroiina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 9.3 

Edana I_arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 141 1173 8.3 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .............. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Marissa Coieman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 144 1139 7.9 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson .......................... 1982-85 119 1087 9.1 

Tianna Hawkins, Maryiand .......................... 2009-13 136 1086 8.0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 1065 8.8 

Trudi Lacev, NC State ............................ 1978-81 130 1051 8.1 

Henrietta Walls, North Carolina .................. 1980-83 123 1024 8.3 

Chasity MeMn, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 1020 8.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami ........................ 2008-12 131 1020 7.8 

La’Tangela Atkinson, North Carolina ........... 2003-06 134 1012 7.5 

Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 117 1006 8.6 

Chante Black, Duke .............................. 2005-09 136 995 7.3 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 11.7 984 8.4 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

LaQuanda Barksdale, North Carolina ........ 1998.-01 130 977 7.5 

CAREER - REBOUNDS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP l~eb Avg 

Donna Forrester, Ciemson ........................... 1976-78 63 766 12,2 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. :1.985-88 ill J229 J.J.1 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

Kris Kirchner, Maryland ............................... 1978-80 89 936 10.5 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 J251 10.3 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979-82 127 1252 93 

Barb Krause, Duke ....................................... 1979-8] 74 732 9.9 

Schuye LaRue, Virginia ................................ 2000-01 66 651 9.9 

Jackie Farme0 Clemson ............................... 1990-91 58 570 9.8 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 J28 J245 9.7 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Janet Forester; Clemson .............................. 1975-77 55 524 9,5 

Sheila Cobb, Clemson .................................. 1980-82 47 448 9.5 

Tracy Connor, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 905 9.5 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 93 

Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1989, 91-92 88 810 9.2 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 764 9.2 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ..................... 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson ................................. 1982-85 ]19 J087 9.1 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Angela Scott, Maryland ............................... 1975-77 63 565 9,0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... :1.995-98 J21 J065 8.8 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Sandy Bishop, Clemson ............................... 1984-85 58 506 K7 



CAREER - TOTAL ASSISTS 

Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

1. Sharnee ZolI, Virginia .................................. 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

2. KristiToiiver, Maryland ............................... 2005-09 :139 751. 5.4 

3. Dawn Staiey, Virginia .................................. :1989-92 :131. 729 5.6 

4. Nikki Teasley, North Carolina ................ 1.998-00, 02 :125 728 5.8 

5. Bobble Mims, Clernson ........................ 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

6. Angle Armstrong, NC State ......................... 1980-83 128 608 4.8 

7. CourLney Ward, Florida State ..................... 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

8. Ivory Latta, North Caroiina ......................... 2003-07 138 599 4.3 

9. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina .............. 2007-11 139 589 4.2 

10. Debbie Lytle, Maryland .............................. 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

:11~ Lindsey Harding, Duke ................................ 2003-07 1.40 579 

12~ Donna Holt, Virginia ................................... :[985-88 1.2:1 561 4.6 

:13~ Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech ...................... ]994-97 1.05 559 5.3 

14~ Shenise Johnson, Miam.i ........................ 2008-12 131 556 42 

l& Robyn Mayo, NC State .......................... 1982-85 118 547 46 

l& Pare. Leake, North Carolina .................... 1983-86 124 545 44 

17. Sarah Marshall, Boston College .................. 2003-07 125 543 4.3 

17. Hilary Howard, Duke .................................. 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

18. Debbie Bertrand, NC State ......................... 1986-89 118 528 4.5 

Dena Evans, Virginia ................................... 1990-93 1_:}4 528 3.9 

20. Jaclyn Thoman, Boston Coliege .................. 2007-11 129 521 4.0 

21. Coretta Brown, North Caroiina ................... 2000-03 131 517 3.9 

22. Pare Hammond, North Carolina ................. 1982-85 122 513 4.2 

23~ EmilyJohnson, North Caroiina ................... ]989-92 1.]2 5:[:1 4.6 

24. Alana Beard, Duke ...................................... 2001.-04 1.36 509 

25, Ida Neal, Georgia Tech ................................ ]986-89 108 508 4.7 

CAREER - TOTAL STEALS 

Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1~ Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 1.2] 529 4.4 

2. Dawn SLaley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 131 454 3.5 

3. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 404 3.0 

4~ Pam Leake, North Caroiina .......................... :1983-86 1.24 40:1 3.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami ........................ 2008--12 131 401 3.1 

6 Lele Hardy, Ciemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 32 

7. Tonya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 123 390 3.2 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-g9, 9:[ :[21 375 

9 CeteraDeGraffenreid, N Carolina ............ 2007-11 139 371 2.7 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 133 371 2.8 

:11. Jacqua Wiliiams, Georgia Tech .................... 2005-08 :123 370 3.0 

12~ Marion Jones, North Carolina ............... 1.994-95, 97 1.02 334 3.3 

13. Barbara Kenned% Clem.son .................... 1979-82 127 327 2.6 

14. Robyn Mayo, NC State ................................. 1982-85 118 324 2.7 

:15~ Nikita Beli, North Carolina ........................... 2002-05 1.33 322 2.4 

16. Debbie Lytle, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

17. Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-08 131 313 2.4 

18. Sonia Chase, Maryland ................................ 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

1.9. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... ]9g0-83 :[28 297 2.3 

20 Erlana Larkins, North Carolina ................. 2004-08 141 295 2.1 

21. Deanna Tate, Maryland ......................... 1986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

22. Amy Privette, Wake Forest .......................... ]984-87 :110 287 2.6 

23 Ramona O’Neai, Clemson ............................ 1986-89 112 286 2.6 

Andrea Stinson, NC StaLe ....................... 1989-91 94 286 3.0 

25. Nikki Teas[ey, North Carolina ................. 1998-00, 02 125 280 2.2 

CAREER - ASSISTS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

1. Drema Greet, Ciemson ................................ 1977-79 61 399 6.5 

2. Sharnee Zoll, Virginia ............................ 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

3. Nikki Teasiey, North Carolina ................. 1998-00, 02 125 728 5.8 

4. Dawn Sta[ey, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 131 729 5.6 

5. KristiTolive~. Maryland .......................... 2005--09 139 751 5.4 

Deanna Tate, Maryland ......................... ]986, 88-89 93 500 5~4 

7. Tara Heiss, Maryland ................................... 1975-78 95 504 5.3 

Debbie Lyt[e, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech ....................... 1.994-97 105 559 5.3 

10. Bobbie Mires, Ciemson ............................... 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

Chelsea Gray, Duke .................................. 2010 o** 100 493 4.9 

]2. Angie Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1.980-83 128 608 4~8 

13. Susan Fehling, Ciemson ......................... 1984-85, 88 61 411 4.7 

Ida Neai, Georgia Tech .......................... 1986-89 108 508 4.7 

]5. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121. 56:[ 4.6 

Emily Johnson, North Carolina .................... 1989-92 112 511 4.6 

Robyn Mayo, NC StaLe .......................... 1982-85 118 547 4.6 

18. Courtney Ward, Florida State .................. 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

Debbie Bertrand, NC State .......................... :1986-89 11.8 528 4~5 

20. Nina Bariin, Georgia Tech ............................ 2000-03 75 331 4.4 

Carmen Davis, Georgia /ech ................... 1990-92 82 357 4.4 

Gretchen Holiifield, Wake Forest ................. 1993-96 102 453 4.4 

Carla Holmes, Maryland .............................. 1988-91 100 439 4.4 

Hiiary Howard, Duke ............................ 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1.983-86 124 545 4.4 

Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................. 1991-94 111 488 4.4 

CAREER - STEALS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121 529 4.4 

2. Dawn Stale’c, Virginia ................................... ]989-92 ]31 454 3.5 

3 Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 334 3.3 

4. Lele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 3.2 

Pare Leake, North Carolina .......................... 198_%86 ]24 401. 3.2 

Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina .................. 199]-94 123 390 3.2 

Deanna TaLe, Maryland ......................... 1986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-89, 91 121 375 3.1 

Shenise Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 131. 40:[ 3.1 

Jacqua Williams, Georgia Tech ................ 2005-09 123 370 3.0 

A[ana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 404 3.0 

Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 286 3.0 

1.3. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-]0 ]33 371. 2.8 

Sonia Chase, Maryland .......................... 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

Debbie Lytie, Maryland ............................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

1.6. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-]:1 ]39 371. 2.7 

17 Robyn Mayo, NC SLate ........................... 1982-85 118 324 2.7 

Chelsea Gray, Duke ...................................... 2010-** 92 248 2.7 

19. Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1994-97 109 278 2.6 

Barbara Kenned% Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 327 2.6 

Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech .................. 1994-97 105 278 2.6 

Amy Privette, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 110 287 2.6 

23~ Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-09 131. 313 2.4 

Nikita Beli, North Carolina ........................... 2002-05 ]33 322 2.4 

Ramona O’Neal, Ciemson .................. 1986-88, 90 117 286 2.4 

26. Donna Forrester, C[emson ........................... 1976-78 63 146 2.3 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 ]28 297 2.3 

Anita Malone, Georgia Tech .............. 1982-84, 86 86 195 2.3 



CAREER - TOTAL BLOCKS 
Player, Team Years GP B~k Avg 

i~ Aiison Baies, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3~4 

2. LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 1.38 336 2.4 

3. DeMya Waiker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

4. Dawn Royster; North Carolina ................. 1984-87 110 329 3.0 

5. Jacinta Monroe, Florida State ...................... 2006-10 136 301 2.2 

6. Peggy Capie, Ciemson ................................. 1.982-85 :[19 298 2.5 

7. Jessica Breland, North Caroiina ............... 2006.-11 142 295 2.1 

8. Waitiea Rolie, North Carolina .................. 2009.-13 120 262 2.2 

9. Chante Biack, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 136 261 

]0. E~izabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 2011o** 77 249 3.2 

11. Dolores Bootz, Georgia [ech .................. 1985-88 91 245 2.7 

12. Sarah Sullivan, Duke ............................. 1983-87 113 212 1.9 

13. Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

14. Candace Sutton, North Caroiina .................. 2001-04 :[26 208 1..7 

15. Laura Harper; Maryland ......................... 2004.-08 116 198 1.7 

16. Krys[ai Thomas, Duke ........................... 2007.-11 135 196 1.5 

17. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 195 2.0 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 1.28 ]89 1.4 

19. Kris Kirchner, Maryland ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

20. [rena[rice, NC Stale ............................ 1984-87 117 184 1.6 

21. Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 178 1.3 

22. Chay Shegog, North Carolina ....................... 2008-1.2 131 173 1.3 

June Doby, NC Sta~e ............................. 1977-80 124 173 1.5 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia Tech ................... 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

25. Vicky Buliett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 170 1.5 

Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 1.04 170 1.6 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS MADE 
Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pct, 

1. Barbara Kennedy’, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2. Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977--80 1017 1880 .541 

3. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 1.005 1.906 .527 

4. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 962 2207 .436 

5. Linda Page, NC State ............................. 1982--85 942 1946 .484 

6. Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1.989-91. 937 1.696 .541. 

7. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 889 1363 .652 

8. -[racy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995--98 886 1679 .528 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1.990-93 866 1.587 .546 

110. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coi[ege .................. 2007-11 850 1257 .676 

11. Chasity Meivin, NC State ............................. 1995--98 838 1441 .582 

12. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1.983-86 834 1.709 .488 

i13. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828 1448 .572 

14. Vicky Bullet[, Maryland ......................... 1986-89 816 1449 .563 

115. Trudi Lacey, NCState ................................... 1.978-81. 794 1.651 .481. 

116. Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

[17. [resa Brown, North Carolina ....................... 1981--84 785 1434 .547 

El& Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1.994-97 780 1.740 ~448 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 780 1412 .552 

[20. Chrissy Floyd, Clemson ......................... 2000-03 778 1763 .441 

121. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 776 1.603 .484 

[22. Kathy Crawford, North Carolina .................. 1980-83 770 1420 .542 

123. Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763 1258 .607 

i24. Dawn Staiey, Virginia ................................... 1.989-92 753 1.637 .460 

i25. Monique Curde, Duke ................................. 2002-06 749 1592 .470 

CAREER - BLOCKS PER GAME 

P~aye~, Team Years GP BIk Avg 

1. Alison Bales, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3.4 

2. Elizabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 2011-** 77 249 3.2 

3. Dawn Royste~; North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 ]lO 329 3.0 

4. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 245 2.7 

DeMya Walker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

6. Peggy Caple, Clemson ................................. 1982-85 119 298 2.5 

LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 138 336 2.4 

8 Jacinta Monroe, Florida Stale .................. 2006-10 136 301 22 

Waifiea Rolle, North Carolina ...................... 2009-13 ]20 262 22 

[0. Jessica Breland, North Carolina ................... 2006-11 142 295 2.1 

Kris Kirchner, Maryland ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

[2. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 1.95 2.0 

[3. Chante Black, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 136 261 1.9 

Jackie Farmer, Ga[iClemson .............. 1987, 89-91 83 160 1.9 

Sarah Sullivan, Duke .................................... 1983-87 113 21.2 

Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

L7 Laura Harper, Maryland ......................... 2004-08 116 198 1.7 

Candace Sutton, North Carolina .................. 2003.-04 ]26 208 1,7 

[9. Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 104 170 1.6 

Kody Burke, NC State ................................ 2010-** 107 170 1.6 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 117 1.84 

~_2. Krysta[ Thomas, Duke .................................. 2007-11 135 196 1.5 

Brittany Mii[er; Florida Sta~e ................... 2005-07 70 103 1.5 

Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 1.70 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia Tech ........................ 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

Genia Beasiey, NC Slate ......................... 1977-80 128 189 1.5 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED 

Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pct. 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 962 2207 436 

3. Riquna Wiliiams, Miami .............................. 2008-]2 760 1969 .386 

4. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 942 1946 .484 

5 Alana Beard, Duke ............................... 2001-04 1005 1906 527 

6. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... ]977-80 1017 1880 .54] 

7. Chrissy Floyd, C[emson ................................ 2000-03 783 1763 .444 

8 Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 780 1740 448 

9. Pam I_eake, North Carolina .......................... ]983-86 834 1709 .488 

10. Andrea Stfnson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 917 1696 .541 

11 Tracy Reid, North Carolina ...................... 1995-98 886 1679 528 

1.2. Trudy I_acey, NC State .................................. ]978-81 794 165] .48] 

13. Amy Privet[e, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 730 1650 .442 

14 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 753 1637 460 

1.5. Madssa Coleman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 776 1603 .484 

16. Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

17 Monique Currie, Duke ........................... 2002-06 749 1592 470 

1.8. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... ]990-93 866 1587 .546 

19. Kristf Toliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 708 1585 .447 

20 IcissTiliis, Duke ................................... 2001-04 673 1537 438 

21. I_ele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-]0 577 1534 .376 

22. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 618 1504 .411 

23 Mary Anne Cubelic, Clem.son .................. 1980-83 651 1491 437 

24. Tynesha Lewis, NC State .............................. ]998-01 603 1475 .409 

25. Carla Munnion, Georgia Tech ...................... 1995-98 601 1451 .414 



CAREER - RELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years FGMoFGA 

1. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coilege .................. 2007-11 850-1257 

2. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ................. 2004--08 889-1363 

.3. Tyish Hall, Duke ........................................... 1994-97 54.3-862 

4. Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763-1258 

5. Micheie VanGorp, Duke ......................... 1998--99 389-649 

6. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 730-1232 

7. Jessie Hicks, Maryland ................................. 1990-93 649-1104 

8. Lisa Dodd, Wake Forest ......................... 1987-91 3~8-658 

9. Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 740-1266 

10. Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 838-1441 

11. Rochelle Parent, Duke .......................... 1998-01 2~4-369 

12. t.aToya Pring~e, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 418-722 

13. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ ~989, 91-92 625-1081 

14. Edana Lad<ins, North Cm’ol~na ................. 2004-08 717-1265 

15. Chds Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828-1~48 

16. KaHsa Dav~s, Maryland ................................. 1995-98 384-672 

17. Angie Armstrong, NC S~ate .......................... 1980--8~ 4~8-823 

18. Dafne Lee, Maw~and ................................... 1989-92 382-873 

Kenya WHliams, ~eorgia Tech ...................... 1996-99 420-739 

20. Mistie Williams, Duke ........................... 2003-06 557-983 

21. t.au:a Harper, Mawland ............................... 2004-08 510-902 

22. Summer Erb, NC State ................................. 1998-00 494-878 

V~cky BuHett, Margland ......................... 1986-89 81~-1449 

24. Kerd Hobbs, NCState .................................. 1987-90 364-~53 

DeMya Wa]ker~ Virginia ............................... 1996-99 629-1~29 
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CAREER - FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED 

P~ayer, Team Years FTM FTA Pcto 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 774 

Crystal t.anghorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

Cetera DeGraffenreid, N Carolina ............ 2007-11 544 720 756 

Erlana t.arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 538 688 .782 

Tracg Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 609 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1990-93 326 640 .509 

Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1994-98 366 639 .573 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 768 

Katie Meier; Duke ........................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505 623 .811 

Cierra Bravard, Florida State ................... 2008-12 449 621 723 

Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1978-82 415 614 .676 

Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492 613 .803 

Tracg Connor, Wake Forest ..................... 1993-97 387 599 646 

Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina ............... 1991-94 421 590 714 

Kaayia Chories, NC State ............................. 1999-04 358 582 .615 

Laura Harper, Maryland ............................... 2005-08 386 566 .682 

Wendy Paime~. Virginia ............................... 1993-96 327 562 582 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 200.3-07 469 556 .844 

Tammi Reiss, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 437 552 .792 

CAREER - FREE THROWS MADE 

Player, Team Years FTM FTA Pct. 

1. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 .774 

2. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

3. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-11 544 720 .756 

4. Monique Cuttle, Duke .......................... 2002-06 538 688 .782 

5. Dawn Sta[ey, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 505 623 .811 

6. Shay Doron, Maryland .......................... 2004-07 492 613 .803 

7. Eriana Larldns, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

8. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 .768 

9. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

11. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 469 556 .844 

1.3. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454 550 .825 

14. Cierra Bravard, Florida State ........................ 2008-12 449 621 .723 

15. Katie Meier, Duke ................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

16. -[am, rni Reiss, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 437 552 .792 

17. Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .................... 1991-93 430 537 .801 

18. -[~nya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 421 590 .714 

19. Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 .609 

20. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 415 614 .676 

21. Nicoie Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410 494 .830 

22. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407 477 .853 

23. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

24. Itoro Umoh, Ciemson .................................. 1.995-99 390 533 .7.32 

25. Tracy Conno:, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 387 599 .646 

CAREER - FREE THROW PERCENTAGE (min. of 150 ftm) 

Player, Team Years FTM-FTA Pct, 

1. Nicole Erickson, Duke .................................. 1998-99 161-183 .88C 

2. KristiToliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 362-418 .86~ 

3. Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami .......................... 2009-13 181-211 .86(: 

4. Tricia Liston, Duke ....................................... 2010-** 182-212 .858 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407-477 .853 

6. Amy Geren, Clemson ................................... 1996-99 335-395 .848 

7. Jennifer Howard, NC State .......................... 1994-97 347-411 .844 

8. ReneeTaylor, Miami .................................... 2005-07 241-287 .84C 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 474-564 

10. Melissa Mahoney, Virginia .......................... 1979-82 241-290 .83:1 

11. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410-494 .83C 

12. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454-550 .825 

13. Lisa Brooks, Wake Forest ............................. 1981-84 163-198 .823 

14. Mara Freshour, Florida State ....................... 2005-09 229-281 .815 

15. Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech ................... 1989-92 320-393 .814 

16. Janet Knight, Clemson ................................. 1983-86 333-410 .812 

Tara Saunooke, Clemson ............................. 1992-95 216-266 .812 

18. Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505-623 .81:1 

19. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481-594 .81(: 

20. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 347-429 .808 

21. Daphne Hawkins, Virginia ........................... 1985-88 256-318 .805 

22. Marche Strickland, Maryland ...................... 1999-02 205-255 .804 

23. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492-613 .803 

Marissa Kastanek, NC State ......................... 2009-13 233-290 .803 

25. TamaraJames, Miami .................................. 2004-06 280-349 .802 



CAREER - TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS MADE 
Player, Team Years GP Pet. Art Made 

1. ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 238 .389 886 345 

2. Jennifer Howard, NCState ..................... 1994--97 127 .439 717 325 

3. Kristi Tolive~; Maryland ........................... 2005-09 :139 ~408 736 300 

4. Riquona Williams, Miami ....................... 2008-12 :125 .324 839 272 

5. Chioma Nnamaka, GeorgiaTech ......... 2004--08 120 .367 733 269 

6. Cotelia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 :1~J.7 ~332 804 267 

7. Tara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1992-95 :122 .429 586 252 

8. Kerd Shields, Boston College .................. 2009--13 126 .344 732 252 

9. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 :13] ~380 66~J. 25] 

20. Danielle Donehew, Georgia Tech ............ 1997-00 :122 .366 659 242 

12. Marissa Kastenek, NC State .................... 2009--23 233 .359 668 240 

]2. Aiex Montgomery, Georgia Tech ............ 2007-:1:1 :124 ~345 686 237 

Mickel Picco, Boston Coilege ................. 2006-10 :125 .339 700 237 

24. NikkiTeasiey, North Carolina ............. 2998-00, 02 225 .340 694 236 

]5. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ :199]-95 :124 ~385 598 230 

26. Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami ..................... 2009-13 :127 .330 690 228 

27. Stephanie Lawrence, North Carolina .... 2992--95 228 .358 634 227 

]8. Italee Lucas, North Carolina ................... 2007-:1:1 :138 ~346 653 226 

29. Abby Waner, Duke .................................. 2005-09 :130 .321 692 222 

20. Tora Suber, Virginia .......................... 2994--97 227 .330 666 220 

2]. Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech .............. :1989-92 :1~J.9 ~373 550 205 

22. Georgia Schweitzer, Duke ....................... 1998-0:1 :136 .401 504 202 

23. Amy Geren, Ciemson ........................ 2996--99 225 .360 553 299 

24. Nicole Lehmann, NC State ...................... :1988-9:1 :1~J.O ~397 489 ~J.94 

Tonya Sampson, North Carolina ............. 1992-94 :123 .339 573 294 

CAREER o TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS ATTEMPTED 

Player, Team Years GP Pct. Made Art 

2, Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003--07 238 .389 345 886 

2~ RJqaona Wiliiams, Miami ....................... 2008-:12 ]25 ,324 272 839 

2. Coteiia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 227 .333 268 806 

3. KristiTolive~. Maryland ...................... 2005-09 239 .408 300 736 

4~ Chioma Nnamaka, Georgia Tech ............ 2004-08 ~J.20 ,367 269 733 

5. Kerri Shieids, Boston Coilege .................. 2009-23 226 .344 252 732 

6. Jenni[er Howard, NC State ..................... 2994--97 227 .439 325 727 

7~ Mickei Picco, Boston Coliege ................. 2006-:10 ~J.25 ,339 237 700 

8. Nikki Teasley, North Carolina ............. 2998-00, 02 225 .340 236 694 

9. Abby Waner, Duke ................................ 2005-09 230 .322 222 692 

]0~ Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami ..................... 2009-:13 ~J.27 ,330 228 690 

12. Alex Montgomery, Georgia Tech ............ 2007-22 224 .345 237 686 

12. Marissa Kastenek, NC State .................... 2009--13 233 .359 240 668 

]3~ Tora Suber, Virginia ................................. :1994-97 ]27 ,330 220 666 

14. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 232 .380 252 662 

15. Danielle Donehew, Georgia Tech .......... 1997--00 212 .369 241 659 

]6~ Itaiee Lacas, North CaroiJna ................... 2007-:1~J. ~J.38 ,346 226 653 

17. StephanieLawrence, NorthCaroiina ...... 2992-95 228 .358 227 634 

18. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ 1992-95 124 .385 230 598 

]9~ Tara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ :1992-95 ~J.2:1 ,429 252 586 

20. Tiffany Brown, Maryland ........................ 2997-00 202 .299 272 575 

22. -Ibnya Sampson, North Carolina ............ 1992--94 123 .339 194 573 

22~ Amy Geren, Clemson .............................. :1996-99 ~J.25 ,360 :199 558 

23. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................ 2992-94 222 .352 293 550 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech .............. 1989--92 219 .373 205 550 

25~ Teiisha Quarles, Virginia ......................... :1999-02 ]22 ,346 :187 545 

CAREER -THREE-POINT FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years GP Art Made Pct, 

~., Tricia IListon, Duke ................................ 2020-~* 209 4~.5 3.92 .4613 

2. Jennifer Howard, NCState ..................... 2994-97 227 727 325 .435 

3. -[ara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1992-95 221 586 252 .43C 

4. Vicki Krapohl, Duke ................................. 2002-04 227 403 172 .424 

5. Tammi Reiss, Virginia .............................. ~989-92 ~[27 334 ~39 ,4:16. 

6. Haley Peters, Duke ............................... 2010-~* 109 125 53. °408 

7. Kristi-[Oliver, Maryland ........................... 2005--09 139 736 300 .408 

8. Georgia Schweitzer, Duke ....................... 2998-02 236 504 202 .40:1 

Anna Prillaman, Virginia ......................... 200:b04 :127 45:1 :18~]. .40~. 

20. Nicole Lehrnann, NC State ................. 1987-92 220 486 194 .39g 

21. Mara Freshour, Florida State .............. 2005-09 231 410 163 .398 

22. Kerry Boyat~-Hali, Clemson ..................... 2990-93 222 450 278 .396 

Nicole Erickson, Duke ............................. :~998-99 66 .309 :~22 .395 

24. Svetlana Voinaya, Virginia ...................... 2999--02 93 325 224 ~394 

25. Leigh Morgan, Duke ............................... 2988--90 84 229 90 ~393 

16. ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 886 345 .389 

Krista Gingrich, Duke .............................. :1999-02 :120 3:19 :124 .38.~ 

28. Chelsea Gray, Duke .............................. 203.0-** 3.00 232 90 .388 

29. Marissa Coleman, Maryland .............. 2005-09 244 443 272 .388 

20. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ 1990-95 224 602 230 .382 

Core~a Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 ~.3:1 66~]. 25:1 .38¢ 

22. Jen Scanion, Duke ................................... 2993--96 228 420 259 ~379 

23. JuiieFailey, Ciemson ............................... 2002--06 222 402 252 ~378 

24. Kindyll Dorsey, Boston College ............... 2003-07 96 403 252 .375 

25. Hiiary Howard, Duke .............................. :1996-99 :12] 354 :132 .373 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia-[ech ........... 2989-92 229 550 205 .373 

All individual rankin!~s include re!~ular season and postseason (NCAA & 

WNIT) ~ames only. Career totals for players from Geor!~ia Tech {joined 

the ACC in 1980}, Florida State {~992), Miami and Vir~]inia Tech {2005) 

and Boston College {2006} will reflect only those years played in the ACC. 

To be eligible for per ~ame consideration, a player must have played a 

minimum of two years and in 75% of her team’s 8ames over that period. 

Must have made 80 three--point field ~oals to qualify. 

Bold denotes active players. 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

SCORING OFFENSE 

i. Notre Dame 
2. Duke 

3. Syracuse 

North Carolina 

s. Maryland 
6, NC State 

7, Florida State 

8, Georgia Tech 
Boston College 

lo. Miami 
11. Wake Forest 

12. Virginia Tech 

13, Pittsburgh 

14, Virginia 

ls, Clemson 

6 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
7 
6 
6 
7 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 

W-L Pts Avg/G 

6-0 544 90.7 
8-0 702 87.8 

8-0 688 86.0 

6-2 688 86,0 

7-1 652 81.5 
8-1 717 79.7 
6=I 529 75.6 
4-2 452 75.3 
3-3 452 75.3 
5-2 513 73.3 
4-4 584 73.0 
6-1 503 71.9 
4-3 449 64.1 
3-4 446 63.7 

4-3 382 54.6 

SCORING MARGIN 
i. Notre Dame 
2. Duke 

3. Syracuse 

4. North Carolina 
s. NC State 

6. Maryland 
7. Virginia Tech 

8. Florida State 

9. Miami 
10. Georgia Tech 

11. Pittsburgh 

12. Boston College 
13. Virginia 

14. Wake Forest 

15. Clemson 

G Offense Defense Margin 
6 90.7 58.2 +32.5 

8 87.8 55.4 +32.4 

8 86.0 53.8 +32.2 

8 86.0 60.4 +25,6 

9 79.7 57.2 +22.4 
8 81.5 60.1 +21,4 
7 71.9 52,9 +19.0 
7 75.6 57.4 +18.1 
7 73.3 59.6 +13,7 
6 75.3 62.3 +13,0 
7 64.1 57.6 +6.6 
6 75.3 69.5 +5,8 

7 63.7 64.6 -0.9 

8 73.0 74,2 -1.2 

7 54.6 58.6 -4.0 

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE G FGM FGA Pct, 
1. Notre Dame 6 214 413 .518 

2. Duke 8 264 520 .508 
3. NC State 9 266 554 .480 

4. Maryland 8 240 501 .479 

5. Florida State 7 194 423 .459 

6. Boston College 6 159 355 .448 

7. North Carolina 8 247 552 .447 
8. Georgia Tech 6 166 378 .439 
9. Syracuse 8 242 563 .430 

lO. Miami 7 186 439 .424 

11. Wake Forest 8 206 502 .410 

12. Virginia Tech 7 188 461 .408 

13. Clemson 7 145 364 .398 

14. Pittsburgh 7 171 433 .395 

ls. Virginia 7 153 432 .354 

SCORING DEFENSE 
1. Virginia Tech 

2. Syracuse 

3. Duke 

4. NC State 

5. Florida State 

6. Pittsburgh 

7. Notre Dame 
8. Clemson 

9. Miami 
10. Maryland 

11. North Carolina 

12. Georgia Tech 

13. Virginia 

14. Boston College 
15. Wake Forest 

G Pts Avg/G 

7 370 52.9 
8 430 53.8 
8 443 55.4 
9 515 57.2 
7 402 57.4 
7 403 57.6 
6 349 58.2 
7 410 58.6 
7 417 59.6 
8 481 60.1 
8 483 60.4 
6 374 62.3 
7 452 64.6 
6 417 69.5 
8 594 74.2 

FREE THROW PCT G FTM FTA Pet, 
1. Maryland 8 131 166 .789 

2. Syracuse 8 136 181 .751 
3. NC State 9 110 150 .733 
4. Boston College 6 86 119 .723 

s. Virginia Tech 7 86 121 .711 
6. Duke 8 123 174 .707 

7. Notre Dame 6 90 131 .687 

8. Florida State 7 109 161 .677 

9. Clemson 7 65 98 .663 

10. Virginia 7 110 166 .663 

11, North Carolina 8 150 228 ,658 

12, Wake Forest 8 118 181 ,652 
13, Georgia Tech 6 79 122 ,648 

14. Miami 7 93 146 .637 

ls. Pittsburgh 7 67 108 .620 

FIELD GOAL PCT DEFENSE G FGM FGA Pct, 
1. North Carolina 8 151 519 .291 

2. Virginia Tech 7 124 401 .309 
3. Syracuse 8 145 452 .321 

4. Florida State 7 136 418 .325 

s. Duke 8 151 462 .327 

6. Miami 7 147 443 .332 

7. Pittsburgh 7 138 415 .333 

8. Georgia Tech 6 128 365 .351 
9. Clemson 7 141 402 .351 

lO. Notre Dame 6 124 350 .354 

11. Maryland 8 180 487 .370 

12. Boston College 6 137 357 .384 

13. Virginia 7 159 403 .395 

14. NC State 9 178 441 .404 

ls. Wake Forest 8 199 460 .433 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:~CS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

3-POINT FG PCT 

1. Duke 
2. Boston College 

3. Notre Dame 
4. Wake Forest 

s. NC State 

6. Miami 

7. Maryland 
8. Georgia Tech 
9. Florida State 

10. Syracuse 

11. Pittsburgh 

12. North Carolina 
13. Clemson 

14. Virginia Tech 

is. Virginia 

G 3FGM 3FGA Pct. 

8 51 117 .436 
6 48 112 ,429 
6 26 61 .426 
8 54 141 .383 
9 75 207 .362 
7 48 134 .358 
8 41 117 .350 
6 41 119 ,345 
7 32 94 .340 
8 68 200 ¯340 

7 40 124 .323 

8 44 146 .301 
7 27 92 .293 
7 41 143 .287 
7 30 113 .265 

REBOUNDING OFFENSE 
1. Notre Dame 
2. Virginia Tech 

3. North Carolina 

4. Syracuse 

s. Duke 
6. Maryland 

7. Georgia Tech 

8. Florida State 

9. Miami 
lo, Wake Forest 

11, Virginia 

12, Pittsburgh 
13, NC State 

14. Boston College 

is. Clemson 

G Rebounds Avq/G 
6 299 49.8 
7 339 48.4 
8 384 48.0 
8 375 46.9 
8 369 46.1 
8 365 45.6 
6 271 45.2 
7 308 44,0 
7 303 43.3 
8 320 40.0 
7 272 38.9 
7 269 38,4 
9 343 38,1 
6 228 38.0 
7 237 33.9 

REBOUNDING MARGIN 
1. Notre Dame 
2, Duke 
3, Maryland 

4. Virginia Tech 

s. Florida State 

6. NC State 

7, Syracuse 

8, Georgia Tech 
9, North Carolina 

10, Wake Forest 

11. Miami 
12. Boston College 

13. Virginia 
14. Clemson 

15. Pittsburgh 

G Team Avg. Opp. Avg. Margin 

6 
8 
8 
7 
7 
9 
8 
6 
8 
8 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 

299 49.8 174 29.0 +20.8 

369 46.1 249 31.1 +15.0 
365 45.6 247 30,9 +14,7 

339 48.4 251 35,9 +12,6 

308 44,0 238 34.0 +10.0 

343 38.1 260 28.9 +9.2 

375 46.9 304 38,0 +8,9 
271 45.2 220 36.7 +8.5 
384 48.0 346 43.2 +4.8 
320 40.0 310 38.8 +1.2 
303 43,3 296 42.3 +i.0 
228 38.0 231 38,5 -0,5 
272 38.9 299 42.7 -3.9 
237 33.9 277 39.6 -5.7 
269 38.4 313 44.7 -6.3 

3=POINT FG PCT DEFENSE G 3FGM 3FGA 
1. Virginia Tech 7 28 125 

2. Syracuse 8 34 148 

3. Georgia Tech 6 22 90 

4. Notre Dame 6 23 93 

5. Pittsburgh 7 31 125 

6. Maryland 8 46 171 
7. North Carolina 8 39 140 
8. Virginia 7 46 162 

9. Boston College 6 38 131 

lo. Clemson 7 42 143 

11. Miami 7 54 183 

12. Florida State 7 45 143 

13. NC State 9 44 137 

14. Duke 8 54 160 
15. Wake Forest 8 42 110 

REBOUNDING DEFENSE G Rebounds Avg/G 
1. NC State 9 260 28¯9 

2. Notre Dame 6 174 29.0 

3. Maryland 8 247 30.9 

4. Duke 8 249 31.1 

s. Florida State 7 238 34,0 
6. Virginia Tech 7 251 35.9 

7. Georgia Tech 6 220 36.7 

8. Syracuse 8 304 38.0 

9. Boston College 6 231 38.5 

lo. Wake Forest 8 310 38.8 

11. Clemson 7 277 39.6 

12. Miami 7 296 42.3 
i3. Virginia 7 299 42.7 

14. North Carolina 8 346 43,2 

is. Pittsburgh 7 313 44,7 

BLOCKED SHOTS G No, Avq/G 
1. Duke 8 53 6.6 

2. Miami 7 41 5.9 
3. Florida State 7 37 5.3 

4. North Carolina 8 42 5,3 

5. Clemson 7 35 5.0 

6. Virginia Tech 7 34 4.9 

7. Pittsburgh 7 31 4.4 

8. Notre Dame 6 25 4.2 
9. Georgia Tech 6 21 3.5 

10. Syracuse 8 26 3.3 

11. Wake Forest 8 23 2,9 

12. NC State 9 24 2.7 

13. Boston College 6 14 2.3 

14. Maryland 8 18 2.3 

is, Virginia 7 5 0.7 

Pct, 
.224 

.230 

¯ 244 

.247 

.248 

,269 

,279 
,284 
,290 

¯ 294 
.295 

.315 

.321 

,338 
,382 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:[CS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

ASSISTS 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Duke 

3. NC State 

4. Maryland 

s. North Carolina 
6. Virginia Tech 

7. Boston College 

8. Syracuse 
9. Florida State 

10. Pittsburgh 

11. Georgia Tech 

12. Miami 
13. Virginia 

14. Wake Forest 

is. Clemson 

G 
6 
8 
9 
8 
8 
7 
6 
8 
7 
7 
6 
7 
7 
8 
7 

No, Avg/G STEALS 

138 23.0 1. North Carolina 

161 20.1 2. Florida State 

170 18.9 3. Duke 

150 18.8 4. Syracuse 

142 17.8 s. Virginia 

123 17.6 Notre Dame 

99 16.5 7. Wake Forest 

131 16.4 3. Miami 

110 15.7 9. Georgia Tech 

104 14.9 10. NC State 

87 14.5 11. Pittsburgh 

95 13.6 12. Boston College 

91 13.0 13. Maryland 

101 12.6 14. Clemson 

70 10.0 15. Virginia Tech 

TURNOVER MARGIN 
1. Syracuse 
2. North Carolina 
3, NC State 
4, Pittsburgh 
s, Duke 
6, Virginia 
7. Miami 
8. Notre Dame 
9. Wake Forest 

10, Florida State 
11, Boston College 
12. Virginia Tech 
13. Clemson 
14. Maryland 
is. Georgia Tech 

G Team Avg. Opp, Av9, Margin 
8 111 13.9 185 23.1 +9.3 
8 137 17.1 186 23.3 +6.1 

9 124 13.8 168 18.7 +4.9 

7 90 12.9 118 16,9 +4,0 

8 142 17.8 174 21.8 +4.0 

7 115 16.4 142 20.3 +3.9 

7 115 16.4 128 18.3 +1.9 

6 95 15.8 106 17.7 +1.8 

8 143 17.9 156 19.5 +1.6 

7 148 21.1 158 22.6 +1.4 
6 90 15.0 92 15,3 +0,3 

7 108 15.4 110 15.7 +0.3 

7 118 16.9 113 16.1 -0.7 

8 127 15.9 115 14.4 -1.5 

6 122 20.3 111 18.5 -1.8 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Syracuse 

2, Notre Dame 
3, Georgia Tech 

4. Duke 

s. Wake Forest 

6. North Carolina 

7. Virginia Tech 

3. Virginia 
9. Florida State 

10. NC State 

11. Maryland 

12. Miami 
13. Boston College 

14. Clemson 

is. Pittsburgh 

G No, Avg/G 
8 157 19.6 

6 110 18.3 
6 107 17.8 

8 133 16.6 

8 128 16.0 

8 126 15.8 

7 110 15.7 

7 109 15.6 

7 102 14.6 

9 129 14.3 

8 109 13,6 

7 94 13.4 

6 72 12.0 

7 76 10.9 

7 74 10.6 

G No, Avq/G 
8 105 13.1 

7 86 12.3 

8 93 11.6 

8 90 11.3 

7 77 11.0 

6 66 11.0 

8 81 10.1 

7 68 9.7 

6 53 8.8 

9 78 8.7 

7 57 8.1 

6 44 7.3 

8 57 7.1 

7 48 6.9 

7 38 5.4 

ASSIST/TURNOVERRATIO G Ast, Avq, T/O Av9, Ratio 

1. Notre Dame 6 138 23.0 95 15.8 1.5 

2. NCState 9 170 18.9 124 13.8 1.4 
3. Maryland 8 150 18.8 127 15.9 1.2 

4. Syracuse 8 131 16.4 111 13.9 1.2 

s. Pittsburgh 7 104 14.9 90 12.9 1.2 
6. Virginia Tech 7 123 17.6 108 15.4 1.1 
7. Duke 8 161 20.1 142 17.8 1.1 
8. Boston College 6 99 16,5 90 15.0 1.1 
9. North Carolina 8 142 17.8 137 17.1 1.0 

lO. Miami 7 95 13.6 115 16.4 0.8 

11. Virginia 7 91 13.0 115 16.4 0.8 

12. Florida State 7 110 15.7 148 21.1 0.7 
13. Georgia Tech 6 87 14.5 122 20.3 0.7 

14. Wake Forest 8 101 12.6 143 17,9 0,7 

is. Clemson 7 70 10,0 118 16.9 0.6 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS G No, Avq/G 
1. Virginia Tech 7 229 32.7 

2. North Carolina 8 258 32.2 
3. Maryland 8 256 32.0 

4. Notre Dame 6 189 31,5 

s. Miami 7 209 29.9 

6. Duke 8 236 29.5 

7. Florida State 7 206 29.4 

8. Pittsburgh 7 195 27.9 
9. Georgia Tech 6 164 27.3 

lo. Syracuse 8 218 27.3 

11. Boston College 6 156 26,0 

12. Wake Forest 8 192 24.0 

13. NC State 9 214 23.8 

14. Virginia 7 163 23.3 

is. Clemson 7 161 23.0 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:[CS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

DEFENSIVE REB PCT. 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Virginia Tech 

3. Maryland 
4. NC State 

s. Florida State 

6. Duke 

7. Pittsburgh 

8. Miami 
9. North Carolina 

lo. Syracuse 

11. Wake Forest 

12. Boston College 

13. Georgia Tech 

14. Virginia 

is. Clemson 

G D-Reb Opp. OR D-Reb% OFFENSIVE REB PCT. 

6 189 56 .771 1. Notre Dame 

7 229 68 .771 2. Duke 

8 256 77 ,769 3. Georgia Tech 

9 214 77 .735 4. Syracuse 

7 206 89 .698 s. NC State 

8 236 102 .698 6. Florida State 

7 195 101 .659 7. Maryland 

7 209 110 .655 8. Wake Forest 

8 258 137 .653 9. North Carolina 

8 218 120 ,645 lO. Virginia Tech 

8 192 106 .644 11. Virginia 

6 156 87 .642 12. Miami 

6 164 98 .626 18. Boston College 

7 163 108 .601 14. Clemson 

7 161 115 .583 15. Pittsburgh 

3-POINT FG HADE 
1. Syracuse 

2. NC State 

s. Boston College 

4. Miami 
s. Georgia Tech 
6. Wake Forest 

7. Duke 

8. Virginia Tech 

9. Pittsburgh 

10. North Carolina 

11. Maryland 

12. Florida State 

13. Notre Dame 
14. Virginia 

is. Clemson 

G 
8 

9 

6 

7 
6 
8 

8 

7 

7 
8 

8 

7 
6 

7 

7 

No. Avg/G 
68 8.5 
75 8.3 
48 8.0 
48 6.9 
41 6.8 
54 6.8 
51 6.4 
41 5.9 
40 5.7 
44 5,5 
41 5.1 
32 4.6 
26 4.3 
30 4.3 
27 3.9 

G O-Reb Opp, DR O-Reb% 
6 ii0 118 .482 
8 133 147 .475 
6 107 122 .467 
8 157 184 .460 
9 129 183 .413 
7 102 149 .406 
8 109 170 .391 
8 128 204 .386 
8 126 209 .376 
7 Ii0 183 .375 
7 109 191 .363 
7 94 186 .336 
6 72 144 .333 
7 76 162 .319 
7 74 212 .259 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

Team 

Duke 

Syracuse 

Notre Dame 

NC State 

Maryland 

Florida State 

Virginia Tech 

North Carolina 

Miami 

Georgia Tech 

Pittsburgh 

Clemson 

Wake Forest 

Boston College 

Virginia 

Conference 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

0-0 

Pct, 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

PF PA Overall 

0.0 0.0 8-0 

0.0 0.0 8-0 

0.0 0.0 6-0 

0,0 0,0 8-1 

0.0 0.0 7-1 
0.0 0.0 6-1 

0,0 0,0 6-1 

0.0 0.0 6-2 

0.0 0.0 5-2 

0.0 0.0 4-2 

0.0 0.0 4-3 

0.0 0.0 4-3 

0.0 0.0 4-4 

0.0 0.0 3-3 

0.0 0.0 3-4 

Pct, PF PA Current unbeaten streak 

1,000 87,8 55,4 Syracuse -- 8 

1.000 86.0 53.8 Duke -- 8 

1,000 90,7 58,2 Notre Dame -- 6 

,889 79.7 57.2 Maryland -- 5 

.875 81.5 60.1 Miami--4 

,857 75,6 57,4 Clemson -- 3 

.857 71.9 52.9 NC State -- 2 

.750 86.0 60.4 Georgia Tech -- 2 

,714 73,3 59,6 Florida State -- 2 

.667 75.3 62.3 Virginia Tech -- 1 

.571 64.1 57.6 North Carolina -- 1 

,571 54,6 58,6 

.500 73.0 74.2 

.500 75.3 69.5 

,429 63,7 64,6 

TEAM SUMMARIES 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

G PF-PA 

6 452-417 

7 382-410 

8 702-443 

7 529-402 

6 452-374 

8 652-481 

7 513-417 

9 717-515 

8 688-483 

6 544-349 

7 449-403 

8 688-430 

7 446-452 

7 503-370 

8 584-594 

Av9 score Margin FG-FGA 

75.3-69.5 +5,8 159-355 

54.6-58.6 -4.0 145-364 

87.8-55.4 +32.4 264-520 

75.6-57.4 +18.1 194-423 

75.3-62.3 +13,0 166-378 

81,5-60,1 +21.4 240-501 

73,3-59.6 +13.7 186-439 

79.7-57.2 +22.4 266-554 

86.0-60.4 +25.6 247-552 

90.7-58.2 +32.5 214-413 

64.1-57.6 +6,6 171-433 

86,0-53,8 +32.2 242-563 

63,7-64.6 -0.9 153-432 

71.9-52.9 +19.0 188-461 

73.0-74.2 -1.2 206-502 

Pct. 3EG-EGA Pct. ET-FTA 

,448 48-112 ,429 86-119 

.398 27-92 .293 65-98 

.508 51-117 .436 123-174 

.459 32-94 .340 109-161 

,439 41-119 ,345 79-122 

.479 41-117 .350 131-166 

.424 48-134 .358 93-146 

.480 75-207 .362 110-150 

.447 44-146 .301 150-228 

.518 26-61 .426 90-131 

,395 40-124 ,323 67-108 

.430 68-200 .340 136-181 

.354 30-113 .265 110-166 

.408 41-143 .287 86-121 

.410 54-141 .383 118-181 

Pct. RebF RebA Margin 

,723 228 231 -0,5 

.663 237 277 -5.7 

.707 369 249 +15.0 

.677 308 238 +10.0 

,648 271 220 +8,5 

.789 365 247 +14.7 

.637 303 296 +1.0 

.733 343 260 +9.2 

.658 384 346 +4.8 

.687 299 174 +20.8 

,620 269 313 -6,3 

.751 375 304 +8.9 

.663 272 299 -3.9 

.711 339 251 +12.6 

.652 320 310 +1.2 

ATTENDANCE 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Averaqe Away Average 

2-2078 1039 2-1115 558 
6-3180 530 1-1624 1624 

3-11960 3987 2-13222 6611 
3-5628 1876 4-12524 3131 
2-1641 820 2-13448 6724 

4-25598 6400 2-2934 1467 
6-3981 664 1-467 467 
6-5338 890 0-0 0 

4-11297 2824 1-2465 2465 
4-33840 8460 1-1025 1025 
4-8252 2063 3-2560 853 
4-1426 356 1-1017 1017 
2-6725 3362 3-6692 2231 
5-6092 1218 2-2870 1435 
3-1537 512 4-9325 2331 

58-128573 2217 29-71288 2458 

Neutral Averaqe Total Averaqe 

2-1439 720 6-4632 772 

0-0 0 7-4804 686 

3-672 224 8-25854 3232 

0-0 0 7-18152 2593 

2-379 190 6-15468 2578 

2-115 58 8-28647 3581 

0-0 0 7-4448 635 

3-0 0 9-5338 593 

3-2370 790 8-16132 2016 

1-933 933 6-35798 5966 

0-0 0 7-10812 1545 

3-4432 1477 8-6875 859 

2-780 390 7-14197 2028 

0-0 0 7-8962 1280 
1-1252 1252 8-12114 1514 

22-12372 562 109-212233 1947 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 75.0% of their team’s games. 

SCORING 
1. Dearica Hamby-WF 
2. Chelsea Douglas-WF 

3. Brittney Sykes-SU 

4. Kaela Davis-GT 

s. Tricia Liston-DU 
6. Jewell Loyd-ND 

7. Brianna Butler-SU 

8. Diamond DeShields-NC 
9. Uju Ugoka-VT 

10. Alyssa Thomas-MD 
11. Kayla McBride-ND 
12. Allisha Gray-NC 
13. Morgan Jones-FS 
14. Elizabeth Williams-DU 

Brianna Kiesel-UP 
16. Natasha Howard-FS 
17. Kristen Doherty-BC 
16. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 
19. Brittany Brown-FS 
2o. Tyaunna Marshall-GT 
21. Kody Burke-ST 
22. Alexis ]ones-DU 
23. Vanessa Panousis-VT 
24. Ataira Franklin-VA 

Asia Logan-UP 
26. Taya Reimer-ND 
27. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

28. Chelsea Gray-DU 

29. Kelly Hughes-BC 
Nicole Boudreau-BC 

CI G FG 3FG FT Pts Avg/G 

Jr 8 67 5 27 166 20.8 

Sr 8 54 29 25 162 20.3 

So 8 60 0 33 153 19.1 
Fr 6 37 18 21 113 18.8 
Sr 8 51 26 19 147 18.4 
So 6 41 2 19 103 17.2 
So 8 47 31 12 137 17.1 
Fr 8 55 7 17 134 16.8 
Sr 7 45 0 26 116 16.6 

REBOUN DI NG 
1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

2. Uju Ugoka-VT 
3. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

4. Dearica Hamby-WF 

s. Shakeya Leary-SU 

6. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 

7. Ivey Slaughter-FS 
8. Hannah Young-VT 

9. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

Sr 8 53 1 21 128 16.0 lO. Asia Logan-UP 

Sr 6 36 7 14 93 15.5 11. Natasha Howard-FS 

Fr 7 37 10 24 108 15.4 12. Morgan Jones-FS 

So 7 37 14 19 107 15.3 13. Taya Reimer-ND 

Jr 8 50 0 2O 120 15.0 14. Taijah Campbell-VT 

Jr 7 40 3 22 105 15.0 3ewell Loyd-ND 

Sr 7 39 0 26 104 14.9 16. Tricia Liston-DU 

Sr 6 26 5 32 89 14.8 17. Jassany Williams-UM 

Fr 8 49 1 19 118 14.8 13. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

Fr 7 38 8 16 100 14.3 19. Charmaine Tay-CU 

Sr 5 28 0 13 69 13.8 2o. Kayla McBride-ND 

Sr 9 42 5 32 121 13.4 

So 8 37 12 18 104 13.0 
Fr 7 29 13 19 90 12.9 
Sr 7 28 12 18 86 12.3 
Sr 7 31 4 20 86 12.3 
Fr 6 26 0 21 73 12.2 

Sr 9 49 0 11 109 12.1 

Sr 8 34 6 21 95 11.9 

Fr 6 24 16 7 71 11.8 

So 6 24 15 8 71 11.8 

Cl G Off Def Total Avq/G 
Sr 8 19 70 89 11.1 

Sr 7 31 43 74 10.6 

Fr 8 31 53 84 10.5 

Jr 8 31 49 80 10,0 

Sr 8 33 46 79 9,9 

Jr 7 36 28 64 9.1 

Fr 7 20 41 61 8.7 

So 7 12 48 60 8.6 

So 6 24 27 51 8,5 
Sr 7 15 44 59 8,4 

Sr 7 30 28 58 8,3 

So 7 7 48 55 7,9 

Fr 6 21 25 46 7.7 

So 7 24 25 49 7.0 

So 6 15 27 42 7.0 

Sr 8 21 34 55 6.9 

Jr 7 10 37 47 6.7 

Sr 5 10 23 33 6,6 

Jr 7 11 34 45 6,4 

Sr 6 12 26 38 6.3 

FIELD GOAL PCT 
1. Lindsay Allen-ND 

2. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

3. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 
4. Elizabeth Williams-DU 

s. Brittney Sykes-SU 

6. Tricia Liston-DU 
7. Natasha Howard-FS 

3. Chancie Dunn-CU 

9. Yashira Delgado-FS 

10. S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD 
11. Nicole Boudreau-BC 

12. Dearica Hamby-WF 

13. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

14. Keyona Hayes-UM 

is. Miah Spencer-ST 

CI G FGM FGA Pct, 
Fr 6 26 37 .703 

Sr 9 49 75 .653 

Fr 8 49 77 .636 

Jr 8 50 84 .595 

So 8 60 101 .594 

Sr 8 51 86 .593 

Sr 7 39 67 .582 

7 29 51 .569 

Sr 7 30 53 .566 

Fr 8 31 55 .564 

So 6 24 43 .558 

Jr 8 67 123 ,545 

Sr 8 53 100 .530 

So 7 30 57 .526 

Fr 9 31 59 .525 

ASSISTS 

1. Chelsea Grav-DU 
2. Yashira Delgado-FS 

3. Monet Tellier-VT 
4. Brianna KieseI-UP 

s. Lexie Brown-MD 
6. Lindsay Allen-ND 

7. Vanessa Panousis-VT 
3. Brene Moseley-MD 

9. Len’Nique Brown-ST 

Cl G No, Avq/G 
Sr 8 70 8.8 

Sr 7 42 6.0 

Sr 7 33 4.7 
Jr 7 31 4.4 

Fr 8 35 4.4 

Fr 6 26 4.3 

Fr 7 29 4.1 

So 8 33 4.1 

Jr 9 36 4.0 

10. Lauren Engeln-BC 
Dawnn Maye-GT 

12. Rachel Coffey-SU 

13. Latifah Coleman-NC 

Kelsey Wolfe-VA 

15. Alexis ]ones-DU 

Kayla McBride-ND 

Jr 6 23 3.8 

Sr 6 23 3.8 

Sr 8 30 3.8 

Jr 7 26 3.7 

Sr 7 26 3.7 

So 8 28 3.5 

Sr 6 21 3.5 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

FREE THROW PCT CI G FTM FTA Pct. 

1. Brene Moseley-MD So 8 26 28 .929 
2. Kody Burke-ST Sr 9 32 35 .914 

3. Kristen Doherty-BC Sr 6 32 36 .889 

Laurin Mincy-MD Jr 8 16 18 .889 

s. Kaela Davis-GT Fr 6 21 24 .875 

6. Shakeya Leary-SU Sr 8 19 22 .864 

Tricia Liston-DU Sr 8 19 22 .864 

8. Alexis ]ones-DU So 8 18 21 .857 
9. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 8 21 25 .840 

lo. Nikki Dixon-CU Jr 6 19 23 .826 

Morgan Jones-FS So 7 19 23 .826 

12. Kayla McBride-ND Sr 6 14 17 .824 

13. Kelsey Wolfe-VA Sr 7 18 22 .818 

14. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 8 21 26 .808 

is. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 8 25 31 .806 

3-POINT FG PCT CI G 3FG FGA Pet. 
1. S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 8 9 15 .600 

2. Kayla McBride-ND Sr 6 7 12 ,583 

3, Nicole Boudreau-BC So 6 15 26 .577 

4, Tricia Liston-DU Sr 8 26 47 .553 

s, Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 6 :16 30 ,533 
6, Taylor Ford-SU So 8 :11 23 ,478 

7. Alexis ]ones-DU So 8 :12 27 .444 
8. Brianna Butler-SU So 8 3:1 70 .443 

9. Jessica Thomas-UM Fr 7 13 30 ,433 

10, Jessica Washington-NC Fr 8 10 24 .4:17 
11, Ashley Williams-ST Fr 8 :12 29 .4:14 
12, Kaela Davis-GT Fr 6 :18 44 ,409 
13, Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 8 29 7:1 ,408 

14. Katie Rutan-MD Sr 8 :13 33 .394 

is. Kwstal Saunders-UM Sr 7 :14 36 .389 

BLOCKED SHOTS 
1. Elizabeth Williams-DU 
2, Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

3. Natasha Howard-FS 

4. ]assany Williams-UM 

s. Marvadene Anderson-UP 
6, Kai ]ames-FS 

7, Taijah CampbelI-VT 
8, Taya Reimer-ND 

9, Dearica Hamby-WF 

10. Asia Logan-UP 

Maria Brown-UM 
12. K. McCravey-Cooper-DU 

13, Briana Day-SU 

N’Dea Bryant-NC 
is, Markeisha Gatling-ST 

Cl G No, Avg/G 
Jr 8 26 3.3 

Fr 8 23 2.9 

Sr 7 17 2,4 

Jr 7 16 2,3 

Fr 6 13 2.2 

Fr 7 15 2.1 

So 7 13 1.9 
Fr 6 11 1.8 

Jr 8 13 1.6 

Sr 7 9 1.3 

Sr 7 9 1,3 

Fr 8 10 1,3 

Fr 8 9 1.1 

So 8 9 I.i 
Sr 9 10 1.1 

STEALS CI G No, Avq/G 
1. Dearica Hamby-WF Jr 8 27 3.4 
2. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 8 25 3.1 

3. Diamond DeShields-NC Fr 8 23 2.9 
4. Yashira Delgado-FS Sr 7 20 2,9 

s. Lexie Gerson-VA Sr 7 19 2.7 

6. Alexis 3ones-DU So 8 21 2.6 
7. AIlisha Gray-NC Fr 7 18 2.6 
8. Tvey Slaughter-FS Fr 7 17 2.4 
9. Brittney Sykes-SU So 8 19 2.4 

lo. Kristen Doherty-BC Sr 6 14 2.3 
Dawnn Maye-GT Sr 6 14 2.3 
Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 6 14 2.3 

13. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT Sr 5 11 2.2 
14. Brittany Brown-FS Fr 7 15 2.1 
lS, Jewell Loyd-ND so 6 12 2.0 

3-POINT FG MADE Cl G 3FG Avq/G 
1. Brianna Butler-SU So 8 31 3,9 
2. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 8 29 3,6 

3, Tricia Liston-DU Sr 8 26 3.3 

4, Kaela Davis-GT Fr 6 18 3.0 
s, Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 6 16 2,7 
6, Nicole Boudreau-BC So 6 15 2,5 

7. M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 9 21 2.3 
8. La’Shay Taft-SU Sr 8 16 2,0 

Morgan Jones-FS so 7 14 2,0 
Krystal Saunders-UM Sr 7 14 2.0 
Sydney Wallace-GT Jr 6 12 2.0 

12, Jessica Thomas-UM Fr 7 13 1,9 
Frederique Potvin-UP Fr 7 13 1,9 

Vanessa Panousis-VT Fr 7 13 1,9 

lS. Ataira Franklin-VA Sr 7 12 1,7 
Kelly Gramlich-CU Jr 7 12 1,7 

ASSIST/TURNOVER RATIO CI G Ast, T/O Ratio 
1. Lexie Brown-MD Fr 8 35 12 2.9 
2. Michaela Mabrey-ND So 6 20 7 2.9 
3. Brianna KieseI-UP Jr 7 31 12 2.6 
4. Len’Nique Brown-ST Jr 9 36 14 2.6 
s. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 8 70 30 2.3 

6. Brene Moseley-MD So 8 33 15 2.2 
7. Jessica Washington=NC Fr 8 25 12 2,1 
8. Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 6 26 13 2.0 

9. Lauren Engeln-BC Jr 6 23 13 1.8 
lO. Kelsey Wolfe-VA Sr 7 26 15 1.7 
11. Dawnn Maye-GT Sr 6 23 14 1.6 

12. Monet Tellier-VT Sr 7 33 22 1.5 
Kayla McBride-ND Sr 6 21 14 1.5 

14. Rachel Coffey-SU Sr 8 30 21 1,4 
is. Nicole Boudreau-BC So 6 18 13 1,4 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

1. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 

2. Uju Ugoka-VT 
3. Natasha Howard-FS 

4. Shakeya Leary-SU 

s. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

6. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

Dearica Hamby-WF 

8. Taya Reimer-ND 
9. Taijah CampbelI-VT 

10. Allisha Gray-NC 

11. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

12. Jill Brunori-WF 

13. Shayla Bivins-GT 

14. Brittney Sykes-SU 

Tricia Liston-DU 

CI G No. Avg/G DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

Jr 7 36 5.1 1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

Sr 7 31 4.4 2. Hannah Young-VT 

Sr 7 30 4.3 Morgan Jones-FS 

Sr 8 33 4.1 4. StephanieMavunga-NC 

So 6 24 4.0 5. Asia Logan-UP 

Fr 8 31 3.9 6. Uju Ugoka-VT 

Jr 8 31 3.9 7. Dearica Hamby-WF 

Fr 6 21 3.5 8. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

So 7 24 3.4 9. Shakeya Leary-SU 

Fr 7 21 3.0 10. Jassany Williams-UM 

Fr 7 20 2.9 11. Kristen Doherty-BC 

Fr 8 22 2,8 12. Charmaine Tay-CU 

Sr 6 16 2.7 13. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

So 8 21 2.6 14. Monet Tellier-VT 

Sr 8 21 2.6 is. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

Jewell Loyd-ND 

MINUTES PLAYED CI G No, AvcJ/G 
1. Yashira Delgado-FS Sr 7 256 36.6 

2. Brianna KieseI-UP ]r 7 245 35,0 

3. Chelsea Lindsay-CU Jr 7 244 34.9 
4. Brittany Brown-FS Fr 7 241 34.4 

s. Morgan ]ones-FS So 7 238 34.0 

6. Dearica Hamby-WF ]r 8 265 33.1 

7. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 8 258 32.2 

8. Lauren Engeln-BC Jr 6 193 32.2 

9. Monet Tellier-VT Sr 7 218 31,1 

Vanessa Panousis-VT Fr 7 218 31.1 

CI G No. Avq/G 
Sr 8 70 8.8 

So 7 48 6.9 

So 7 48 6.9 

Fr 8 53 6.6 

Sr 7 44 6.3 

Sr 7 43 6.1 

Jr 8 49 6.1 

Fr 7 41 5.9 

Sr 8 46 5.8 

Jr 7 37 5.3 

Sr 6 30 5.0 

Jr 7 34 4.9 

Sr 5 23 4.6 

Sr 7 32 4.6 

So 6 27 4.5 

So 6 27 4.5 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

Points 

Margin 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3=Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sts 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

Fouls 

123 
113 
83 
71 
46 
45 
91 
87 

.629 

.609 
15 
15 
41 
38 

.636 

.632 
29 
28 
4O 
38 

.941 

.909 
64 
63 
3O 
28 
28 
22 
2O 
ii 
i0 
I0 
27 
26 
26 
26 
34 
32 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

(123-40) 

(I13-42) 

(39-62) 

(42-69) 

(7-11) 

(12-19) 

(i6-i7) 
(20-22) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Notre Dame vs UNC-Wilmington (11/09/13) 

Notre Dame vs Duquesne (12/01/13) 

Miami at Oakland (11/19/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E, Shore (11/20/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

NC State vs St. Bonaventure (11/08/13) 

Duke vs Central Michigan (11-29-13) 

Boston College vs FIU (11/21/13) 

Maryland vs Loyola (Md,) (11/10/13) 

North Carolina vs Coppin State (11/24/13) 

Florida State vs Prairie View A&iVl (11/17/13) 

North Carolina vs Coppin State (11/24/13) 

Duke vs Central Michigan (11-29-13) 

Syracuse vs Cornell (11/18/13) 

Virginia Tech vs Howard (11/09/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Virginia Tech vs Bucknell (11/17/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Virginia at Liberty (11-19-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Duke vs Alabama (11-17-13) 

Duke vs Xavier (11-28-13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Coppin State (11/8/13) 

Florida State at Florida (11/21/13) 

Florida State at Louisville (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Pittsburgh at Ball State (11/14/13) 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Dec 02, 2013 (All games) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

Points 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sts 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

30 

30 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

25 

23 

23 

1.000 

.900 

7 

7 

13 

12 

12 

.833 

.833 

.833 

12 

11 

14 

13 

13 

13 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

2O 

17 

17 

13 

12 

9 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

9 

8 

8 

(10-10) 

(9-10) 

(s-6) 
(5-6) 
(5-6) 

(9-9) 

(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Delaware (11/15/13) 

Allisha Gray (North Carolina) at UCLA (11/17/13) 

Brittney Sykes (Syracuse) vs Dartmouth (11/14/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) at Hofstra (11/23/13) 

Elizabeth Williams (Duke) at Marquette (11-24-13) 

Diamond DeShields (North Carolina) vs Arizona State (11/29/13) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) vs Stetson (11/29/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs California (11/29/13) 

Tyaunna Marshall (Georgia Tech) at Tennessee (11/17/13) 

Kayla McBride (Notre Dame) vs Michigan State (11/11/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Stephanie Mavunga (North Carolina) vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Taijah Campbell (Virginia Tech) at Old Dominion (11/11/13) 

Brianna Butler (Syracuse) vs Map/land E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Brianna Butler (Syracuse) vs Texas A&M (11/30/13) 

Kelly Gramlich (Clemson) vs Radford (11/27/13) 

La’Shay Taft (Syracuse) vs Map/land E. Shore (11/20/13) 

Brianna Butler (Syracuse) vs Texas A&M (11/30/13) 

Kp/stal Saunders (Miami) vs North Florida (11/08/13) 

Nicole Boudreau (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Kelly Hughes (Boston College) vs Iowa (11/29/13) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Kansas State (11-29-13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Ivey Slaughter (Florida State) vs Prairie View A&M (11/17/13) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Kansas State (11-29-13) 

Sudya McGuire (Miami) vs Missouri (11/30/13) 

Kdsten Doherty (Boston College) vs FIU (11/21/13) 

Brene Moseley (Map!land) at USF (11/8/13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Allisha Gray (North Carolina) at UCLA (11/17/13) 

Haley Peters (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Campbell (11/13/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) vs Richmond (11/27/13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) at Marquette (11-24-13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) vs Vanderbilt (11-21-13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Dawnn Maye (Georgia Tech) vs Western Carolina (11/10/13) 

Alexis Jones (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Elizabeth Williams (Duke) vs Alabama (11-17-13) 

Stephanie Mavunga (North Carolina) vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Taijah Campbell (Virginia Tech) at Hofstra (11/23/13) 

Nikki Dixon (Clemson) vs Wofford (11/10/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Davidson (11/19/13) 

Morgan Jones (Florida State) at Miami (Ohio) (12/1/13) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCardell, Dan <Daaa.McCardell@theclearinghouse.org~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 2:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Spring Program 

Lissa: Good to see you in New York. I hope that you enjoyed the program, We received a lot of good feedback on your panel. Could we talk about your spring 

program when you have a minute? Please let me know what works. 

Best, 

Dan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McCardell, Dan <Daaa.McCardell@theclearinghous~.org> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 2:07 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl uric edu> 

Romain, Ricaxdy <Ricardy.Romain@theclea~inghouse.org> 

RE: Spring Progrmn 

Great--- Ricardy (copied here) will find a time to catch up on Friday. Look forward to speaking then. 

Best, 

From: Broome, Lissa 
Sent; Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:06 PM 

To-" McCardell, Dan 
Subject-" RE: Spring Program 

Hi Dan ---I was very pleased with the program. Friday morning between 8:30 and 11]. work for a call or from :l ~:~5 ---2:00. Let me know ~f you have any t~me during 

those periods. 

7hanks, 

L~ssa 

~= McCardell, Dan [mailto:Dan.McCardell@theclear~nqhouse.orq] 
Se~t= Tuesday, December 03, 20~3 2:0~ PM 

Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
8~ject~ Spring Program 

[issa: Good to see you in New York. I hope that you enjoyed the program. We received a lot of good feedback on your panel Could we talk about your spring 

program when you have a minute? Please let me know what works. 

Best, 

Dan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown Events <events@mayerbl~own.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 2:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder - 4th Annual Subscription Credit Facility and F und Finance Symposium - January 16, 2014 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’.,().9.[~,.’..i~..#[#..#..2~t~L~.R~£I~ 

~iI Mayer B .... ]                       [ 

.~i1 4th Annual Subscription Credit Facility and Fund Finance Symposium 

Reminder 
Please join us at our 4th Annual Subscription Credit Facility and Fund 

Finance Symposium on January 16, 20:[4 in New York. Speakers from 

Bank of America, Barclays Capital, Blackrock, Citibank, Cornerstone, 

DBRS, Deutsche Bank, Global Infrastructure, Goldman Sachs, Heitman, 

HSBC, Investec, Lloyd’s, Macquarie, Natixis, Northern Trust, OrbiMed, 

Preqin, Silicon Valley Bank, State Street Bank, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 

Corporation, SunTrust, Union Bank, Walton Street Capital, Wells Fargo 

and others will be joined by Mayer Brown and Appleby attorneys. 

Agenda (subject to change) 

Time 

1:00 p.m. 

1:15 p.m. 

2:00 p.m, 

Session 

Registration 

¯ Understanding Fund Structures and the Impact on 

Collateral Structure 

¯ Investor Issues and Side Letter Updates 

¯ 2013 SCF Market Year in Review 

¯ Management Company and GP Facilities, Derivatives, etc. 

3:00 p.m. 

The Evolving Borrowing Base and the "Included Investor" 

Fund Formation Market Update 

Syndication Market 

Lending to BDCs and ’40 Act Funds 

4:00 p.m. 

Underwriting and Credit Analysis 

Legal and Regulatory Developments 

European Market Update 

Hybrids, NAM Facilities & Fund of: Funds Financings 

5:00 p.m. 

6:00 p.m. 

Date ~. Time 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 

:[::[5 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Reception to follow 

Location 

Convene (formerly Sentry Midtown East) 

730 Third Avenue, 17th Floor 

(Between 45th & 46th Streets) 

New York, NY :[00:[7 

CLE credit is pending. 

Key ~vent 2nformation 

Date 

Thursday, ]anuary 16, 2014 

1:15 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Reception to follow 

Location 
Convene (formerly Sentry 

Midtown East) 
730 Third Avenue 
17th Floor 
(Between 45th & 46th 
Streets) 
New York, NY 10017 

Event Sponsors 

.~.iI Natixis 

i~i~ ,o~hern Tru~ 

"~’iI State Street 

[~i wells Fa EgO SeOu rities 

Speakers 

.~.iI Michael C. Mascia 

Michael C, Mascia 
Partner 
Mayer Brown 

~i Zachaq¢ K. Barnett 

._z_~!~_&r_~:____K=#__a__r__n__gt__t_ 
Partner 

Mayer Brown 



There is no charge to attend this program. 

i:i~:~ii; Regist .... 
/ 

i~ii; Decli .... 

(If you decline we will not send you 
reminders for this event.) 

For additional information, please contact Michelle Stinga at 

!):)~i[i!).!~&@.Q3.#.y.#$~![Ak~’.!).,..c.#.!~3 or +~ 2:[2 506 2453~ 

For sponsorship opportunities, please contact Erin Boswell at 

eboswell~erbrown,com or +1 704 444 3552. 

Learn more about our Bankin..q & Finance and Private Investment Funds 

practices. 

Please visit us: 

Partner 
Mayer Brown 

~iI. . Julian Black 

Partner 
Appleby 

~iI Simon Raftopoulos 

Simon Raftopo~los 

Partner 

Appleby 

Follow Mayer Brown on Twitter 

Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Hastings Information <information@paulhastingsllp.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 2:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

A Special Thank You: The FT Ranks Paul Hastings #2 Most Innovative U.S. Law Firm 

Thanks to You, Paul Hastings Ranked #2 
Most Tnnovative U,S, Law Firm 

Delivering innovative solutions to our clients’ most complex challenges and providing the highest level of service are 
our top priorities. 

Recently the Financial Times released its 2013 U.S. Innovative Lawyers Report and ranked Paul Hastings #2. 
The report recognizes U.S. firms that bring "original thinking and practices to business issues." 

We are proud to have our efforts noticed in the marketplace, something we could not have achieved without your 
support. 

We remain committed to deepening our invaluable partnership in the coming year, and look forward to opportunities 
to further innovate on behalf of our clients. 

To learn more about our innovative client successes, please visit our website. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Enter the Holiday Photo Contest and win CASH! 

I.~ii Holiday Photo ContestI 

Submit your coolest, funniest, most endearing holiday photo and you could 
win fantastic gifts for yourself or your family. 

First Place: $500 Visa Gift Card 
Second Place: $300 Visa Gift Card 

Third Place: $200 Visa Gift Card 

The contest runs from Friday, November 15 through Friday, December 20. 
Voting begins Monday, December 9th. Tell your friends and family to enter 
and vote! 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer and/or our advertising partners. To manage your email newsletter 
subscriptions, please go to 1:he newsobserver,(:om ~o’nt~a( e and check the appropriate boxes (after logging in) C(:,!~tac1: us if you have further questions or 

concerns. 

This email was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass mailing. 
Gc. her~ to opt out of future email offers.. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: New Commerce Depart3nent public-private partnership waiting on Decker 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

~nvest@" Ditches 

www.¥NCAWeBuild People.org, 

n~a(nten~nce proNems 

.................................................................. 



Americans a voice 

,,~, ~": s -~ N.~,£3:bex? 

SL:DESHOW: Contro:~ed chaos a~ 3 mass:re d~stdbut:on centers 

23ar’..d..."qe tlaics 9]ep..etic test 

CNN :.~ Zuckmx Network to ’b~oaden what ~eo:)le ~’ap ~£?ec~ from 

CNN~ 

People 

~ .................. 

Price per Square Foot: 
gu~d:n9 S~ze: 3,192 SF 

................................................................................................................................ 
Featured Event 

o~te~ 2o3s.-:2-o5 

............................................................................................................ 

~:.~:.,....:..,.<~,:....:...~.: bz<....:b.:~ ............ ~L.,~::..:,.:.:,.~L.~ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 3 -- BNA’s Banking Report - BreaJ~ing News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December3, 2013, 3:12 P.M. ET 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. has scheduled a 10 a.m. meeting Dec. 10 to consider 

final regulations on the Volcker rule. 

The announcement came shortly after the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) said 

it will take similar action the same day. 

The Volcker rule, a major section of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act, bans proprietary trading by insured depository institutions, their affiliates and 
subsidiaries, and holding companies. It also bars those companies from owning or sponsoring 

hedge funds or private equity funds. 

It makes exceptions for risk management and transactions done on behalf of customers. The 

final rules will provide more details on how hedging and market-making will work in practice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 3 -- BNA’s Banking Report - BreaJ~ing News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December3, 2013, 3:17 P.M. ET 

The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. have both scheduled 10 

a.m. meetings Dec. 10 to consider final regulations on the Volcker rule. 

The announcements came shortly after the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) 

said it will take similar action the same day. 

The Volcker rule, a major section of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act, bans proprietary trading by insured depository institutions, their affiliates and 
subsidiaries, and holding companies. It also bars those companies from owning or sponsoring 

hedge funds or private equity funds. 

It makes exceptions for risk management and transactions done on behalf of customers. The 

final rules will provide more details on how hedging and market-making will work in practice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 3 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - BreaJ~ing News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 3, 20~3, 3:42 P.~. ET 

The FederM Reserve Board and the Federal Deposit [nsurance Corporation have both 

scheduled $0 a.m. meetings Dec. $0 to consider final regulations on the Volcker rule. 

The announcements came shortly after the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (C~C) 

said it will take similar action the same day. 

The Volcker rule, a major section of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act, bans proprietary trading by insured depository institutions, their affiliates and 
subsidiaries, and holding companies. It also bars those companies from owning or sponsoring 

hedge funds or private equity funds. 

It makes exceptions for risk management and transactions done on behalf of customers. The 

final rules wil~ provide more details on how hedging and market-making will work in practice. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Federal Regulators Expected to Approve Toughened Volcker Rule Next Week 

Federal Regnalators Expected to Appr~ve To~L~ghened 
Volcker Rule Next Week 

Federal regulators are expected to approve a toughened version of the Volcker rule next 

week, ending years of wrangling over the controversial Dodd-Frank provision and opening 

a new phase of stricter oversight for Wall Street. 

The votes come in the wake of frantic last-minute negotiations that threatened to upend 

the rule, which prevents banks from making risky bets with their own money. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbaa~king@sandleroneill.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Frontier Bank FSB dba El Paseo Bank (Palm Desert, CA) has sold its Market Place branch 
location to FirstBank Holding Company (Lakewood, CO) 

Frontier Bank, FSB dba El Paseo Bank (Pahn Desert, CA) has sold its Market Place branch 

location to FirstBank Holding Company (Lakewood, CO) 

Sandier O’Neil served as the exclusive f’mancial advisor to Frontier Bank, FSB in the 
tt~ansacfion. 

The t~msaction represents Sandier O’Neill’s 41st bank branch transaction since Janual~" 1, 
2011, totaling 440 branches and $23.9 billion in aggregate deposits. Sandier O’Neill has advised 

on more bank branch transactions than any other investment bank since dammry 1, 20117 
FirstBmik, a corrmmnity bank with inore than 11 $ locations in CalifOrnia, Colorado, and Arizona, a~mounced 

that the acquisition of El Paseo Bmlk’s ’Market Place’ braxich, located at 39580 Washington St. in Palm 

Desert, has officially closed. ’Ihe acquisition includes leased office space, the brmach’s existing customer 

base axed ax~ estimated $60 million in deposits. Fh’stBm-,k will relocate its braxich at the corner of 

Washington & Varner to the Market Place location. As both companies are privately hel& FirstBm~k and 

El Paseo did not disclose finm~cial details of the trm~saction. 

For more information, please click here. 

http:ftwww.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htm 



From: dennis.kennedy@nationaldiversitycouncil.org 

Sent: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 7:06 ply] 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Save the Date! Charlotte - Women in Leadership Symposium 



To unsubscribe from the National Diversity Council mailing list: 
To update your mailing list preferences: tb, i~. 

,To forward a message to a friend: d~is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 7:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Fortegra Financial Corporation Reaches a Definitive Agreement to sell Bliss & Glennon and 

eReinsure to A~nWlNS Group, Inc. 

Fortegra Financial Corporation Reaches a Definitive Agreement to sell Bliss & Glennon 

and eReinsure to AmWINS Group, inc. 

Sandier O’Neill served as exclusive financi’,fl advisor and rendered a fairness opinion to 

Fortegra Financial Corporation in this transaction. 

This transaction represents Sandier O’Neill’s 142nd financial services transaction since 

January 1, 2011, more than any oilier investment bank over this period2 

Fortegra Financial Corporation (NYSE: FRF), announced today that it has reached a definitive 

agreement to sell Bliss & Glennon, an excess and snrplus lines wholesale insurance broker and managing 

general agency, and eReinsure, an online platform for managing the placement of facultative reinsurance 

to AmWINS Group, Inc. The acqnisition is expected to close within 30 days, following standard 

regulatory approval. 

Bliss & Glennon, was ranked in September 2013 as the No. 10 P&C wholesaler with $229 million in 

premium by Business Insurance. Founded in 1965 with ol~ices in California, Nevada, Texas, Alabama, 

Florida, Illinois and New Hampshire, Bliss & Glennon has long-standing retail client relationships and a 

broad array of maJcket relationships including several binding authority contracts. 

eReinsure provides Intemet-based technology solutions lbr controlling reinsurance transactions including 

the negotiation and placing process, data management and analysis, compliance, integration and 

auto,nation. Recognized as an innovator in the reinsurance indus~try~ eReinsure provides insurance and 

reinsurance calTiers and reinsurance brokers with secure access to a global network of business 

connections. The company is headquartered in Salt Lake City., Utah, and employs 28 people among its 

offices in Salt Lake City and at additional locations in London and New York City. 
l) Source SNL Financial Excludes terminated transactions and se[~:advisory roles. 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

~www.sandleroneill.com/email-disclaimer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 8:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 4 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 4, 20:1.3 ~, Number 233 

Comm unica tions 

Mobile phone operators T-Mobile Austria and HutcMson 3 Austria 
have launched legal action to overturn the results of an Austrian 
government auction of 4G mobile licenses held in November .... 

Comm unica tions 

The European Commission is demanding that Finnish telecom 
regulator FICORA withdraw plans to deregulate the nation@s 

wholesale markets for fixed-line voice call termination rates, 
which are the highest in the European Union .... 

R ussia 

The Russian authorities have amended the country’s banking 

legislation, setting forth new criteria to assess financial 
sustainability of banks and requiring them to be more transparent 
about their directors and officers .... 

R ussia 

Dec, 3 @ Russian President Vladimir Putin has signed a decree to 
create a new body inside the presidential administration to 
coordinate measures to combat graft .... 

Corruption 

Tr~s~>are~cy ::[~ter~atior~l Re~>~srts 

Corruption is on the increase in Spain, one of Europe’s crisis- 
ridden states, according to the 2013 Corruption Perceptions 
Index (CPI) survey the non-governmental organization 
Transparency International (TI) released in Berlin .... 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nic~collegeathleticsclips.com@mail183.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 9:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Clips eFlash: °%lefa~ous and Daslardly" Slcx)rts Agents? 

De~r 

TuesdayE:ver~ingGreetings flora Clips. Hope you ale 

Here’s an observation Item your afbeyes and all.-eais Clips Editor, and i~ regards money, 

human nature and the general dea[th of sound decision-making skills among young 

adults ~t’s even worse when those decision-making skNs a~e being tendered by young 

adults who are #~ the one pe~cen~ of ce~lege atMe~es who have a sho~ a~ going p~o~ Why 

~s ~t worse? Because there’s tons mo~e attention on them, and that attention comes from 

sometimes unscrupulous agents who want to get their percentage of the future income 

stream. 

That’s where money and human nature kick im There’s a considerable amount el money 

waiting for same college athfetes, but they have to wait foi it. 

This all is nothing new. All these elements have existed for a couple decades st least. 

However, the money involved today is far greater than it ever was 

Now thole has been a new twist on the nefarious and dastardly spolts agent preying on 

the "innocent"~,~tudent-atMete. Far the first time ~n the t 3~yea~ history of the 

Unikm~ AtNete A~ents AcL somebody has actually been ~nd~cted~ Fer the first [~me ever~ 

And speaking of nefadeus and dastardly, remember when? 

And one of the accused agent’s alleged "runners" was Jennifer ]hompson, a former 

academic tutor for both the UNC football team and far the son of themhead coach Butch 

Davis. She was baned from having contact with the school alter an NCAA investigation 

determined that she provided impermissible academic and financial assistance to several 

players. 

Ms. Thompson was being on four counts of athlete agent inducement under the North 

Carolina Unifenn Athlete Agents Act, which prohibits giving money to players. Each 

charge ~s a Class ( felony~ which carries ~ sentence of up to 15 months and c~vd fines of 

up to $25,000 

Y’ou can’t make this stuff Lip. 

New York Times Opinion writer Joe Nocera was en the case, and he adroitly takes us 

through tl~e case flora A to Z. 

Have a good Tuesday evening. 



Nick lnfante 

Clips Editor 

The :Opinion Pages 

The North Carolina Five 

The North Carolina Five 

By &’,e Nocera, i’4ew "Cork Time,s, I1o2& ~3 

The Uniform Athlete A.qer,’gs Ac’g was a bill draffed 13 years ago at the urging of the 

N.C.A.A. The draffeis we,re n~e,n~be,rs el some,thing called the Unile,rm Law Commission: 

whose job it is to propose model legislation that the state,s can then adopt if they so 

choose, Today~ 4t state,s have the, faw~ o~ same, va~iant of it, on their books 

The law e,sse,ntiafty criminafizes most contact bet, x/con spor~s agents and college, atMete,s 

...... something that heretofore, had merely been a violation of N ~C~A~A~ rules~ Agents ~,vhe, 

give athletes money are now violating the few. "Runners" who act as go-betweens for 

agents are. violating the law. Agents who don’t ai~i~ounce to the, university that they want 

to talk to, an entofted athlete aI’e violating the law. It is a measure of how good a job the 

N.C.A.A. has done in brainwashing the country that the simple act of handing raoney to 

..... or giving advice to ...... a college student is now against the taw in most el the country 

whe,n the recipient happens to play a sport. 

(And you wonder why so many college foe,tbaft and men’s basketball players come out 

schoof so ill-equipped for life? According to Sports Illustrated (see befe,ta,9, some 78 

~)ercent of professiona~ footbal~ ~)~ayers are e~ther bankru~)t or in sedous financ~a{ trouble 

wkh~n two yea~s of their ~eti~ement. Maybe ff the NC.A.A. encouraged p~ayers to get 

agents wh~le they were sfil~ ~n school, instead of cdm~nal~z~n~ such contact, athietes wouM 

be a ~it~le better prepared fo~ what comes a~e~ward. Instead, the N.C.A.A. v~ews ~his 

activity as the work of "NlsscrQpq~oqs agents" who are "victimizing" atNetes. But I 

d~gress.) 

Stilf, on anyone’s list of criminal activities, slipping a few bucks to the middle linebacker 

has to rank pretty low. ~Nhich perha~>c; expfains why, so far as I can te,l{, no one, had eve,~ 

been indicted before fol violating the law. 

Until Iast month: that is. That’s when Jim Woodatl, the top prosecutor in Orange County, 

N.C., egged on by the North Carolina Secretary of State,’s Office, which had conducted a 

lengthy investigation, indicted five people for funneling "illegaV benefits to three farmer 

University of North Catofina Ie,otbalf players. 

At the center of this "conspiracy" is a sma]btime agent named Teriy V~&tson, who: in 

2010~ is alleged to have given the three athletes in question a torn of around $24,000. 

~,M~at he ho~ed for was that the p~ayers wouk~ use Mm as their agent when the,y went 

pro. (They didn’t.) The charge is "athlete agent inducementF 

The other four we,re indicted on charges of being the supposed geobetweens, tt is one of 

those alleged go-betweens t want to brieIfy focus e,n. It used to, be that the r, kC~A~A, could 



only wreck tile lives el athletes. Now, i~ appears, thanks to ~he Unifoml Athlete/kgents 

Act, nonathletes can afso have their lives wrecked by the N.C.A.A. 

Between 2007 and 2009, Jenniler Wiley ihompson was an academic adviser Ior No~~h 

Carolina athletes Her original crime, in tile eyes of the I’q C.A A~ was giving athletes a 

~it~le ~eo rauch he~p. She wasn’~ wr~t#~g papers for ~hem, bu~ she was he~p~ng there make 

them better. ~,t~hen the football team became m~red in a scanda~ ~n 2010, the he~p she 

had g~ven became p~Mic know~edge She, in t~m~ became a foca~ point ~n the news 

media~ She no~ on~y test he~ position as an academic adviser, but she lost her day job 

teaching grade schoo~ Mds. 

She has since lost a second job -- and now faces the prospect of jaif time fol allegedly 

passing money to a player for piano tickets. "They are doing this because she hefped 

people with their homework?’~ said Joseph Chesh#e, hei lawyer. "It is ridiculous. ~?Ve don’~ 

see where she broke the law. ~Ne’le going to war on this." 

It is a war well worth waging. Iheie is virtually no preceden~ ~o look to: so this case is 

likely to determine whether this law has any teeth. If the Orange County district attorney 

succeeds in his elfort to prosecute tile North Ca~otina five, it will mean that other 

p~osecutors~ in other jurisdictions, wilf foftow suit. Going aftel someone who has tainted 

dear old State ~.J. will be irresistible. 

If, on the othe~ hand, the cases go to trial and they are found not guifty~ the law wift be 

rendered meaningfess, e~en if it ~emains oil tile books. 

]’,fleanwhile, in [ate October, a committee of the Unifenn Law Commission met in Chicago 

to discuss revisions to ----- what else? .----. the Unifolm A~hlete ,,-~gen[s/\ct. According to 

R~chard T. Cassidy~ who wdtes the Meg "On Lawye~in%" the 9~an ~s to "expand tl~e scope 

of the ~aw and ~mprove its effectiveness." One p~oposa~ ~s to ha~e the ~aw cover h~gh 

schoo~ a~d even e~ementary school a~Metes. 

Thus does the long arm of the N C.AA get that much longer. 



Tuto~ b÷co~nes first ~ha~ge~ in L~NC ag÷nt probe 

By Harofd Gutmann, The Herald Sun (C,~pel Hill, NCL I0-3-13 



HILLSBOROUGH ..... Former k~tor ,Jennifer V~lfey Thompson is the first person to face 

criminal charges stemming Iron the lbetbaff scandal at U NC-.Ct~apel Hill. 

Thompson w~s indicted in Orange Country for viel~ting the state’s I~ws regarding sports 

agents. She was charged with four counts of athlete agent inducement for funneling 

83,309 from agent Terry ~htson to then-U NC wide ~ecei~er Grog Little in 2010 to get 

Utt~e to s~gn w~th Watson. 

Thompson was arrested Thursday morning and released on ~ $15,000 secured bond. 

After making a brief appearance Thursday altemoon, s~e is scheduled to be back in 

coart on Oct. 15. 

Thompson is being charged under the North Carolina Uniform Attsfete Agents Act. whicts 

requires s~orts agents doing b~siness i~ the state to be ~egistered ~nd ~oh~b~ts giving 

mo~ey to players. Eac~ charge is a C~ass ~ felony, w~ch cardes a sentence of ~.~p to 15 

months a~d c~vJ~ fi~es of up to $25,000. 

Orange County District Atlornay Jim Woodatl said lh~.~rsday that this was the first time 

anyone had been chalged under the act in North Carolina, and he believed it was tt~e 

first suc~ case in [he nation. More indictments ape expected to be unsealed soon. 

"Although some people feel like it goes on everywhere - sisce everybody does it, it’s 

okay --- tha[’s not [he way it is," Woedall said. "it’s net okay beca~.~se it may go on 

everywtsere, and wtsen we have evidence that it’s gone on here, we’le going to take 

action." 

Elliot Abr;~m.% who was in ceL~rt re~)resenting Thompso~, said that he was "shocked" that 

his clien~ was charged and said ~hat an indictment is net evidence of g~.dlt. 

"This has been a long and s;~d re;~d for Jennifer," Abrams s;~id "She’s a wenderfuf 

person, she’s a kind person and s~e’ft con~im.~e to maintain her dignity througho{~t this 

process. [I] don’t believe in any way that she committed a crime~ and we look forward to 

reviewing the state’s case and discussing the matter with Mr 

Thompson, who serried as an ac~demic t~tor for both the football team and for the son 

of thenrt~ead coac~ }3~.~tch Davis, was barred from ~aving contact with t~e school after an 

NCAA investigation detem~ined that she provided impelmissible academic and financial 

assist~nce to several pl~yers 

The NCAA eventually found evidence of nine major NCAA violations in tt~e football 

program, ranging Iron academic miscond~.~c~ to impermissible beneIits, wh~c~ were 

committed by various people connected to the team~ The North Carolina Secretary of 

State’s off~ce fo~owed the NCAA case w~th ~ts own ~west~gation, wMch focL~sed on the 

conduc~ o~ agents. 

Little, who starred at HilL~ide High School a~d now plays for the NFL’s Cleveland Browns, 

told t~e Secretary of S~ata’s off’ice ~hat he i.~sad Thompson as a ge..be~ween for 

payme~sts between him ~nd Watson so theft the NCAA we~fdn’t find a direct link between 

agent and player. Little also said tha~ ~is Iirst meeting with Watson, pk~s meetings wi~h at 

least two ottser agents, occurred at Thompson’s apartment in Chapel Hill. 

Li~tta said he received more ~han $20,000 Iron Watson and was permanen~fy banned 

from cotlege footbatl in 2010 for accepting other benefits. 

Thompson was charged in the indictment with receiving $2.000 in cash from Watson in a 

FadE..>,, package and delivering it to t..ittfe. She’s also accused of providing plane tickets 

valued a~ $579.50 each 

take a Memorial Day trip to Miami, and for paying for Littte’s $150 fligtst change fee on his 

return trip from the 

In each case, she was reimbursed by ’t,~atson. 

Little also said that Thompson paid for his on-campus parking violations, which totafed 



$1,789, though {hat was no[ included in "Th~.~rsday’s charges. 

A subpoena of her phone records showed e>:tensive contact between Thompson and 

three UNC players --- L~tt~e, Br~ce Car~er and Charles Brown --- plus contact w~th two other 

Tar Hee~s~ Kendr~ck B~rney and Quen Sturd~vant. The records a~so showed d~rect 

contact bet%~,een Thompson and agent Peter Scha~e~ and between Thompson and 

fi~anc~a~ adviser MaAy B~azer. 

Football Age~t Terry Watson 
Faci[~g 14 Felony Cou~rts For 
Violati~g North Caro~ina Athlete 
Agorot Law 

By Darren Hei#Ter. Forbes, 10-9- f3 

Former F~orid~ Gato~s and current New 

England Patriots lieebacker Braedon Spikes 

was a second round (No. 62 o’~eraH) p~ck in 

/~ ~:~j~,~ ef ~x~[~!~ %~:-::~ ~-e~-~ ~ ~h~ the 2010 ~ ~[. D~a~. A~ the time he was 

selected, Spikes ~,vas represented by M~r~etta, 

Geo~gia-based football agent Ter~y ~datso~ of V~atso~ Spolis Agency. A yea~ ~ater, 

Spikes ~eff Watso~ to sign with competitor Drew Rose~haus of Rosenhaus Spo~ts 

Representation after ~umors Hrculated that Sp~kes had made wild monetary demands ~o 

Watso R. 

In the past 2 yea~s, V\~atson has felt the bum of clients leering his fhm for Isis rivals. 

Kansas City Chiefs defensive end Allen Bailey (No. 86 overall pick of the 2011 NFL Draft) 

also moved from Watson to Rosenhaus alter being selected, in 20t2, Jacksonville 

,~aguars cornerback Mike Harris decided to switch from Watson to Joe Linta and Tom 

Kleine of J{. Spo~Ss agency. Earlier this yea~, Sa~ Francisco 49e~s cornerback Chris 

Culfiver changed agencies: going Item VVatson’s company ~o Joe] Segal of Lagardere 

Unlimited. 

Yet, VVatson’s biggest problem is not the fact that his once-reputable client base has 

g~adual[y drifted away a~d into his com~etitors hands I~stead~ his fetus ~s on the State 

of North C~oHna, where he currently faces 14 ~e~ony counts (based on Athlete Agent 

I~ducement & Felony Obstruction of 3ustJce) on charges that he Hoisted the State’s laws 

concerning athlete ~ge~ts. V~atson has been ~nd~cted fo~ a~leged~y proHd~ng a host of 

H~egal benefits to forme~ footbal~ p~ayers at the Uni’~ersity of North Caro~ina-Chape~ Hill 

aH of whom now p~ay ~n the NFL. 

The a[teged benefits come in the form of money, hotel rooms and aiffare, and v~’ere 

purportedly p~oHded by V’Vatson to Marvin Austin, Grog Little and Robert Quinm 

As early as September 2010, [t was known that Austin, Li~le and Quinn were being 

investigated fop allegedly receiving benelits deemed to be improper by the NCAA. Those 

players have had a tough time keep~Rg their Rames out of the news. E~ch of the 

aforementioned football p~ayers h~e changed agents s~nce entering the NFL One 

agen[ eve~ sued Qu~ (for agent commissions on 

~ecru[fl~g Quin~ away to ~ r[va~ agent)~ [~ 2011, ~n NC~ Notice of AHegatJons against 

the University of North Carolh~a mentioned that Aust~ and I..~tt~e received money to cover 

trave~ expenses dn viol~io~ of NC~k ru~es ~nd regulations). 

The indic[ments against We{san reveal [hat We[son allegedly attempted [o induce Lit[le 

and Austin to sign an agency contract with him and paid the two players money 



throughout 2010. Addi[ienally, the indictments show that Watson provided Little and 

Quinn with hotel looms and akfine tickets on muftiple occasions. 

~I[~ ~ aIleged benelits received by [he fobmet UNC Iootbalf players may have begun as 

early as ~,~lay 4, 2010 It was anfy 2 months later that Joe Schad o[ ESPN.com ~earned 

that the NCAA had initiated an investigation of UNC’s ~ootbaH p~og~am concerning 

benefits that may have been delivered from spolts agents to student~atMetes. Marvin 

Austh~ was 1 of 13 p~ayers who were interviewed as pa~t of the investigation. The State of 

No[th C~ro~#~a go~ into a ~ega~ battle w~th the NCAA over a request for ~he documents 

and records re~ated to the NCAA ~vestigaflo~. And then the State embarked on its own 

investigation Now ~t seems that Terry t,~etson may be hit w~th some major penalties ~n a 

[are display of a state actually enforcing the athlete agent ~aws ~t has on the books. 

Earlier today, VVatson ~,vas released on a $50,000 bond~ Nis next coult appearance is 

scheduled fo~ Octebe[ 15. 

Darren He/l~,er i:s a Par~ne.r at doffe Law MiamL P.A. k~, t[,~;am, i, F!otfda, Founder of 

Spo~t.s .~gent Bfeg, and Professor of Sf~ort Agency Managen~,ent at Indiana University: 

How (and Why} Athletes Go B~oke 

Recessio,~ or ne recession, re, any NFL, NBA ~nd Major League Ba.sebalf players h~ve ~ 

3°23-09 

Wl’~at the he~ I’~appened here? Seven flools above the iced-evel Daftas North 

Totl~,vay, Raghib (Rocket) Ismail is revisiting tile question, t~’s December, and ]smail is 

sitting in the boaldroom of Chap’wood Investments, a wealth management fkm, his white 

Notre Dame snow hat pulled dawn to his furrowed brow. 

In 199f lsmail, a junior wide ~eceiver tel the Fighting hish, was the presumptive No. 1 

pick in tile NFL draft. Instead he signed w~th the CFL’s Toronto A~gonauts for a 

guaran[eed $18~2 m[tl~on ove~ ~our years, then ~he dchest con[tact #~ footbatl history. 

today, at a [)dvate session on financiai p~annh~g attended by e~ght other current or 

one[im¢ pro ~[Metes, ~sma~l, 39, ~dulges in a ~ux~.~y he d~dn’[ enjoy as a yo~.~ng V~P: 

Mnds~ght. 

"1 once had a mee[ing with J.P. t\,,~organ," he Jells the g~oup, "and it was literally like 

listening to Cha~tie Brown’s teacher." The men sur[ounding lsRaail st the conference table 

~nclude An~e~s outfielder To~i HunteL Oowboys w~deout Isaiah Stanback and sb: fennor 

p~os: NFL cornerback Ray Mickens a~d fullback Jera~d Sowel~ (both of whom retired ~ 

2006), majo~ league ouff~eide~ Ben Gdeve and NBA guard Edck Str~ck~and (’05), and 

tinebacke~s V~nfred [h.~bbs (’00} and ~uge~e Leckha~[ ~’92). Isma[t (’02~ cackles 

"~ was so busy focusing on footbal~ that the first yea[ was suddenly over," he says. 

sta~Sed w~th tMs $4 m~ll~on base sa~ar~L but then ~ looked at my bank statement, and ~ 

went, V~at [he...?" 

Before Ismail can efabo~a~e on his bewildermen[.----over [he complexity of that s[atemen~ 

and the amount of money he had atleady lest-~eight heads a~e nodding~ eight faces 

smiling in sympathy. Hunter chimes in, "Once you get into tile financiaf stuff, and it 

sounds like Japanese, guys are just like, ’1 ain’t going back.’ They’re test." 

At the front of tile room Ed Butowsky afso does a bobMehead nod Stout, besuited and 

silver..haired, Bu~owsky, 47, is a managing paltner a[ Chapwood and a forme~ sen~or vice 

president at Morgan Stanley. H~s bailiwick as a money manager has long been 

Mignonettes, h~.mdred-m~i~onaires and CEOs-----a ck~b [hat, the S[einbrenne~s’ pen be 

dam~ed~ sti~ doesn’t include malay atMetes. But one aftelqsoon s~x years ago Butowsky 



was chatting with [ubbs, his neighbor in the Dallas suburb of Plane, and the onetime Pro 

Bowl player casualfy described hew money spilfs through athletes’ fingers. Tubbs 

e>’.plained how a~~d when they begin ear~~i~~g income (often in school, throL~gh illicit 

payments from agents)i how [heir pro salaries are invested I~blindly); and when [he 

millions evaporate (before they know it). 

"The details were mind-boggling." recalls Butowsky, who would late~ hire Tubbs to work in 

business developme~t at Chapv~eod. "1 couldn’t believe what I was heari~9 " 

What happens to many athletes and their money is indeed hard to believe, tn this month 

alcove Saints alltime leading rusher Deuce McAllister filed for ba~kruptcy pretectio~ for 

the Jackson~ M~ss, ca~ dealersMp he ow~s: Panthers receiver Muhsin Muhammad put 

h~s mansion i~ Charlotte up for sale on eBay a month a~e~ news broke that h~s 

entertainment company was be~g sued by Wachev~a Bank fo~ overdue credit-card 

payments; and pear,less former NFL ~Lm~g back Tray,s Henry was jailed fo~ 

nonpayment of cMId support. 

In a less public way, other athletes from the nation’s three biggest and most profitable 

leagues.----.the NBA: 1’4 ]-.~ and Meier League BasebalP---.are suffering from a 

pandemic. A~though salai~es have risen steadily dud~g the last three decades, ~eports 

from a host of sources (athletes, players’ associations, agents and fina~c~a~ advisers) 

o By the time they have been retired for twe years, 78% of former N FL players have gone 

bankrupt or are unde~ financial stress because of jeblessness or divorce. 

o Within Iive yeats of retirement, an estimated 60% of former NBA players are broke. 
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Top News 

Detroit Rafting on Bar~k~uptey L~fts Pension Prot~t~ ] 

~E~r°tee[~ °ll~S outside~ ] ] 

Detroit is eligible to enter bankruptcy al~d shed hi]hens in debt, a I I 
l)deraI judge ruled Tuesday, while also fi ~ding d~at public 

pensions could be reduced despite a provision ir~ Michigan’s Constitutiom 

[] Video: Whet Bankruptcy Meens for Detroit 

News Analysis: Pension Ruling in Detroit Echoes West to California 

,Jihadist Gro~lps Gain in Turmoil Across Middle 

East 

~eriean inte~Iigenee and eoanterterro~sm offieials are 

concerned that militanks aligned with AI Qaeda could esb~blish a 

base in Syria capable of threatening Israel a~d Europe. 

North K~rea~s Leader Is Naid to Oust Uncle in 

Power Nay 

South Ko~’a’s inteIIigence ser~-ice reported that Jaug Song- 

thaek, eot~sidered to be No. 2 in the government and a mentor to 

Kim &mg-nn, has bee~ stripped cg his powe~s. 

...... islamis~, 

fi::jhter 

The 

North 

I<.orea n 

Editors’ Picks 



BUSINESS 

De~ro~ 

CRy of~chds hope a judge’s ruling allowing bankruptcy w~]l 

release Detroit h’om fl~e g[~p of creditors and move it toward reeovm7. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Seerets inside Us 

The hmnan body is less well understood than we think, 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JUDGE STE’v’EN W. RHODES> announcing his ~ding on Detroiffs finances. 

World 

Ukraine Protests Persist as Bid to Oust 

Govermnent Fails 

Opponents of President Viktor F. Yanukovieh on Tuesday 

unsuccessflllly demanded his resignation as protesLers continued 

a siege d government buih~ngs. 

Syria Cris~s ]Is ~A,~orsen~ng, IJoN, Relief Offh~ia| Nays 

Despite modest progress hy the Syrian govern merit, %~alefie Amos said, aid 

de]ive~3’ n’mained far below what is needed. 

~ Top UN Righ~ Official Links Assad to Cdmes in Syda 

Biden Back~ ,Mly Japan but Avoids Roiling China 

Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. finds himself in the midst of 
an inereasingly tense s~mdoff bebxeen Japan and China over 
Beijing’s creation of an air defSnse zone. 

i ~eph 

U,S. 

One Man Lost and Impaired, the Other Fearf~i| and Armed 

No one is sm:e how, in the pre-dawn hom,~ of Nov. 27, Ronald Westhrook ended 

up nearly three miles h’om home and later shot to death in Chiekamauga, Oa. 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

.,\judge in l~eh’oit’s bank~’upbT case r~fled that public pensions are not 

protected Kern cuts, potentially alte~4ng the course of banlm~pteies in rifles like 

Sto&ton and San Bernard~no, CaliL 

Illinois Legislat~re Approves Retiree Benefit 

C~ats i~ Tro~ibled Per~sion System 

The hard-fought deal, whieh includes higher state contributions 

to d~e system, could be a template for agreements elsewhere. 

state 1 
Represe I 

more US !~ev,,’s go to NYTimes.com!U$ ~> 

Business 

Hands-O~t Bavavia~ Co~mt Presides Over 

Pencil- }lak~g Empire 

a picturesque centmT-o]d faetow, Ccmnt A~ton-Wo]fgang 

yon Faber-Castel] is "~e eighth in a long line carrying on 

famib~ name in the pencil business. 

Video: Penciling in t~e Future 

g yon 

DEALBOOK 
7~{ Paul A. 

Vo|eker Rt~c on Bank Risk .Approaches Its Fi~a~ 
a former 

Federal regula tots have reached a ten b~tive agreement to vote 

next week on the tmw ~’ule, overcoming internal sqnabbling at~d an onslaught of 

Wall Street lobbying. 

Rupee Canee~¯ Treatme~tts, Cleared by FoD.Ao but 

The F.D.A. ul]~-.,ws the sa]e o[ some devices ~o h’eat small groups 

of patie~ts without requirh~g proof the* the devices work, or any 

¯ ~gorous study of the medical ~s;sulLm 

~c, onq bine 

Sports 

iE|lsbuloy and Yankees Near a 7:Year Deal 

The Yankees on TuesdW night were near completion on a seven- 

year, 8~53 million deal [o~" center fielde~" Jae4-~y EI]sb my. 

, Yanks Trade a Catcher to the Pirates ] Mets Take a Peek at Granderson 

[>: Jscoby 
..... : EIIsbu ~’ 

helped 



ON BASEBALL 

A Rich Fix h~ the 8;pi~t of Steinbremmr 

The most raLio~al way b) rebuild the Yankees is Lo reeonsLruet a skeletal farm 

system, but with a deal near for ~he fl’ee-agen~ ougieMer 3aeoby E]lsbury, ~here 

seems to be no o’~er option titan to spend big. 

Hoping to Tame the Snow fa~ Soehi 

13 sing baeMu~es, explosive charges and a network of &m~s and 

pi]:4ng, a team cd ext>erts is working to protect the new Russian 

resot~ that wilI host fl3e Soehi Games. 

~ ~ Graphic: Keepin# Avalanches Out of {he Games 

, Vonn Set ~o Tes~ Knee 

p~pe, 

Arts 

Sugprisi~g New Face in Arabic Music 

Jennifer Grout, a young ~ne~can who sings classical ~’abic 

musk:, is a finalist on "Arabs Qot Talent," a~ Arabic version 

the realiU show. 

Fate of Detroit~s AN Hangs in the Balance 

While some believe selling the Detroit Ins [RuLe of 

collection would be a wise move, a federal judge’s comments are 

bring inLerpn’ted as a defense of hNding on to the art. 

Bolshoi Dancer Gets Six Years h~ Acid Al-tac.k on 

Director 

A Moscow com’t sentenced Pavel ~L Dmitrichenko, a former 

Bdshoi Theater soloist, to six years in a penal colony after a ttSal 

that eNx~sed toxic r4vaMes at the theaDr. 

Jennifer 

Dmitrich 

en ko in 

Dining & Wine 

The Ceramic Canvas 
EF ji.tF 

Plating is now as ranch a reflecLion o[ a chef’s craftsmanship as is 

the cooking itse]fi 

~ ~ Video The Art of Pla[ff~g ] ~ S~ide Show 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I CHARLIE BIRD 

A ReIaxed Air, but Attention Must :Be Paid 

Charlie Bird leans heavily on cheese, salt and enmch (and warm 

smiles). 

~ ~ Slide Show 

[.iebrsn 

dt of the 

Elm i,~ I 

New Orlem~s Restaurant Scene Rises, Reflecth~g 

a Richer City 

Eigj~t years after Hurri ca n e Katri ha, the restau rant indus~’y ha s 

become d~e backbone of the city, and the boom is a barometer of 

a more affluent and more educated New Orleans. 

~ ~ Slide Show: In New Orleans, the Mere ResNurants t#e Merrier 

ReOaur 

" ants 

Today’s Video 



New s~rfaces make water bo~mce, faster. 

~ V~DEO: Sex Beeon~es a New Big B~si~ess 

in China 

The Guangzlnou National Sex C~flt~lre Festival is a maLing 

beb, veen eapitalism at~d hedonism, all obse~’ed by a prudish 

chaperone: (Th~na’s government. 

~ Re~ated a~icle 

Obituaries 

Peter Graf, Volatile Father of Ter~rds Great, Dims 

at 75 

The man ~icknamed Papa Merciless was accused of 

mismanaging the millions his daughter, S~cfi Graf, had won. 

J~dy Rodgers, Chef of ReFn~ed Sirr~plieity, Dies at 

57 

The influe~tiN chd at San Francisco’s Zmai (2af~ was kt~own for 

preach’dug dishes fl~at were simul~meously rustic and urbane. 

"ILRo Fehrenbaeh, Historiar~ of a Larger-Thar~- 
Lii’e Texas, Dims at gg 

A n~ember of the Sons of Texas, Mr. Fehrenbaeh said he had 

never claimed to be a historian; he once eharaete~Szed his writing 

as "political selectee 

Gra~ 

and her 

father. 

Rodgers 
making 

Kor more obit(ieHes, go to NYTimee.¢om/Obituariee ~* 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Keel~h~g Shareholders in the Dark 

The Securities a~d Exeha~ge O-.,mmission is failing to put i~vesLor interests 

first. 

EDITORIAL 

Lessons Unleavened on Rail Safety 

Why are there still r~o automated sal~guards for o~t-of-eontro] trai~s like the 

one that j umped the tracks in the Bronx? 

EDITORIAL 

S~sl.ai~r~i~g Resi|ien~:e at Sea 

New research indicates that a mar4~e reserve helps ward off some of the effects 

of climate change. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~’lornlny, tl~e Drone~s l~tere.~ 

Will ou r claronie con su me~sm o~twci gla our i~sing robophobia? 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The prime minister of Israel and the Amer~czn presMent are 

together again over the Iran talks and peace with the 

PalesLinianso 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

Good nutrition can be especially elusive during &e hoii&~ys, but 

the best lesson s have~’t claa~ ged m u eh since your childhood - 

wheaever that was. 

Mark 
Bttman 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Progressive Law Practice <~newsletter@progressivelawpmctice.com> 

~Vednesday, December 4, 2013 4:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

’Exposed’ Driver Cleared in Fatal Crash 

Web version of this emaJl 

Brought to you by 

SIGN UP I SEND TO A FRIEND i UNSUBSCRIBE 

’Exposed’ Driver Cleared in Fatal Crash 
A Brooklyn appeals court jury has recently absolved a young woman driver who took her hands off the wheel to cover her chest 

after one of the passengers had playfully untied her bikini top. So reports The NewYork Daily News 

Share: ~DDD 

Orrick-Pillsbury Mega Merger Breaks Down 
The advanced merger talks between Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe and Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman fell apart last week. 

Share: ~~ 

Communicate When You Litigate to Strengthen Your Practice 
Most attorneys do not communicate often enough and they are losing clients and business 

Share: DDD~ 

Florida Considers Education-Loan Relief for Lawyers 

If a bill pending in the Florida House and Senate passes, the Sunshine State will pay up to $44,000 toward the law-school debt of 

any attorney who works as a state prosecutor or public defender for a set number of years 

Share: DDD~ 

SCOTUS to Hear Mandated Contraceptive-Coverage Objections 
The U.S. Supreme Court last week agreed to consider two cases brought by business owners who, based on their religious 

beliefs, object to providing certain types of birth control coverage required by President Obama’s signature health care law. 

Share: DDD~ 

Photog Wins Twitter Pic Copyright Dispute 
In a ruling that reinforces photographers’ rights in the era of social media, a Manhattan jury last week awarded $1.22 million to a 

photographer whose pictures of the 2010 Haitian earthquake were sold without his permission after he posted them on Twitter. 

Share: DDD~ 

Most Emailed 

ASA Offers Kits foe Conferences on Gender-Pay Equality 

Mize Houser Names 3 Partners 
Top Lawyer Leaves Skadden for Quinn Eimanuel 
Practicing Law with Your Morn 
Divorce La~jer Dumps Profession, Finds Love 
Diversity in Law: Insights from DuPont GC Tom Sager 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 4, 2013 6:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: EU Fines Fina~]cial Institutions Over Fixing Key Benchmarks 

EU Fines Financial Instituti~ms Over Fixing Key 
Benct~marks 

Eight global financial institutions, including J.P. Morgan, Societe Generale and Deutsche 

Bank, were fined �1.71 billion ($2~32 billion) by European Union regulators for alleged 

collusion in fixing key benchmark rates. 

Royal Bank of Scotland Group, Citigroup and broker RP Martin were also fined by the 

European Commission in the latest chapter of the rate-rigging scandal that has shaken the 

financial sector. 

The EU’s antitrust regulator said the institutions were involved in illegal cartels either in the 

yen Libor rate or a euro-based counterpart, known as Euribor, and some were involved in 

manipulating both benchmarks. The rates are used to price trillions of dollars in assets 

around the world from derivatives to mortgages. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 





Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 6:57 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

December 4, 2013: EU Fines Financial Institutions Over Fixing Key... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

BU Fi~es Fi~anciaB Institutions Over Fixing Key Benchmarks 

"Global financial institutions - includin9 J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., Societe 

Generals SA and Deutsche Bank AG - were Iined 1.7I billion eures (US$2.32 
billion) by European Union (EU) regulato~ Wednesday for alleged collusion h~ 
fixing key benchmark rates," confirms the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 4, Mock). 
Also fined by ~he European Commission (EC) were Royal Bank o~ Scot,and 
Group PLC, C~tigroup ~nc., and breker RP Maim TMs marks the latest 
chapter of the rate-r~ggin9 scandal that has gdpped the financ~M sectoc 
Accordh~g to the EU’s antitrust regulator, the various ~nstitufions were involved 
~n ~legal cartels e~ther ~n lhe yen Libor t~te or the Eufibor, a sure-based 
counler#a~t. Some were involved in manipulating both benchmarks, wMch are 
used to pdce trillions of dollars ~n assets woddwMe from me,gages to 
derivatives. 

CNN (Dec. 4, Thompson) notes that Barclays Group and Swiss giant UBS 
"were spared further punishment [by the EC] due to the fact that they 
cooperated with the antitrust investigation." Both have already been fined by 

De(:e~;be~ 4, 2013 

Check for late-breaking news 
s~er 9 00 AM Eastern. 

1 
ii~iI KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 j 

COCE B ..... 

ii~iI Findan NACDChapter Program 

Upcoming NACD 
Events 

regulato~ in the United States and the United Kingdom fer Libor rigging. Prior ......................................................... 
to VVednesday’s announcement, banks had already paid a total of $3.6 billion 
in fines~ Meanwhile, CNN no~es, "a handlul el traders have been charged with 

criminal offenses." 

The Financial Times (Dec. 4, Barker) notes that a number of banks and 
interdealer b~kers - including HSBC and C~di~ Agricele for Euribor and the 
broker ICAP for Yen Libor - "reiected a settlement and are likely to face 
formal antitrust charges from Brussels, which will pave the way to a fine at a 
la~er point." Even wi~h these hoMou~s, this ~a~est EU penalty is setting 
ant[lrusl [ecoK~s [n Europe. Additbna~ fines ~or other cartel membe~ a~ likely 
within a year or 

Share~ 

talent brc headline 2 

Join Yo~r Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020T# in 2014 

I~;~ar. 18, 2014 

New York, NY 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

July 15, 2014 
Denver, CO 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. 10, 2014 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Connect with boardroom luminaries, academic leade~ and subject matter 
Ti~ experts at NACD Directorship 2020--, a highly interactive, half-day 

agmpos~um. TMs exciting series of peer exchanges w~H coincide w~th NACD 

Directorship 2020, a rnu~fi-yeat initiative ~o help directors and boards 
unde~tand, ddine, and ~repare 1or emerging ~ssues, coming challenges, and 
oppo~un~fies that w~]] affect the boardroom h~ the f~t~re. 

Master Class 

Miami, FL (Dec. ;2-f3, 

20f3) Sold Out 
Houstorl, TX (Apr 7-8, 

201411 
Chicago, II. (JHne 12- 

13, 2014) 
Laguna Beach, CA 
(Aug. 18-19, 2014) 
Fed: L auderdale, FL 

(Dec. f !- f 2, 20 f 4) 

Director Professiorlalisrn® 

Miami, FL (Dec 9-10, 

2013) Sold Out 
Houston, TX ,~Apr 3-4, 
2014) 

Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug 
14-!5, 2014) 

For~ Lsuderdale; FL 

(Dec 8-9, 20f4) 

Local NACD Chapter 
Events 
Active Engaged 

Shareholders - Are We 

Listening? 

NACD Directorship 

2020; New York, NY 
(March 18, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020; Denver, CO (July 



Pa[ticipanis will begin the day with a networking kmch, followed by 
sfimulaiing panels and peer exchange discussions, then conclude the day 
with an intimate cocktail reception. Learn more and request a 
corn limentar invitation. 

ShareFTF~ 

NACD in the News 

~4ore Than 80 Corporate Directors Became NACD Fellows in Q3 2013 

MarketWatch (Dec. 3) confi[rns ihat more than 80 corpo[a~e directors became 
NACD Fellows during this year’s third quarter. The National Associalion 
Corporate Directors’ Fellows sewe on the boards of global corporations, 
private companies and nonprofits, including: AARP Services Inc., Blue Cross 
Blue Shield el Rhode Island, Cat’penter Technology, Foot Locker’, ON 
Semiconductor, and the U.S. Naval Academy Foundation. According to the 
publication, "NACD’s Fellowship program is a comprehensive program of 
study developed exck~sively for corpot’ate direc~o[s who st[ive to stay 
and knowledgeable abou~ leading boardroom practices and ~rends tha~ shape 
today’s corporate governance environment." NACD President and CEO Ken 
Daly applauded the new additions. He remarked, "Directors who choose to 
enhance their skills and knowledge base by becoming NACD Fellows 
demonstrate a desire to perferm their fiduciary duties to the best of their 
abilities to company management, shareholders and their 

Audit and Finance 

Tally of U.B. Banks Sinks to Record Low 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 3, Tracy, Chaudhuri) cites new FDIC da~a in 
repor~in.g that the number of federally insured institutions nationwide shrunk to 
6,891 in the third quarter - its lowest level since the Great Depression. Three 
maior factors - the slow economic recovery, low interest rates, and 
heightened regulation - have placed undue pressure on the rnat’ket. The 
number of physical bank branches nationwide has also decreased 3.2 percent 
between the end of 2009 and June 30 of this year. SNL Financial says the 
median Ioan-grov,4h [a~e for banks wi~h less than $100 million in asse~s was 
about 2 percent during ~he year ending Sept. 30, lower than ~he 3.4 per’cent lo 
7 percent growth rate fer midsize banks. 

Sha[eFTF~ 

Apple Buys SociaFMedia Analytics Firm Topsy 

"h~ the latest in a string of recent purchases," repeals the San Jose Mercury 

News (Dec. 2, May), "Apple on Monday said it had bought Twitter partner 
Topsy, repo~edly for mote than $200 million." In debug so, the technology 
giant has acquired a San Franc[sco~based fitrn that ~aps #fro and analyzes 
the Twitler stream for consumer sentiment. I1 is not ce~ain how Apple plans 
to use the technology developed by Topsy, one of on~y a smal~ number d 
certified Tw~tte[ partners w~th access ~o the so-called ’file hose." "Tha~ means 
Topsy, and now Apple, can ~ap ~nto ~he hundreds o~ billions of ~wee~s sent out 
since the microblogging s~te was ~aunched ~n 2006," notes the newspaper~ 
Gagner Research analyst Van Bake[ theorizes that Apple may again be 
venturing into socia~ ne~work~ng a~e~" a disappointing initial foray wi~h its 
mus~c-orienled Ping sepvice, wMch launched in 2010 but fo~ded in 2012 after 
flat results. 

Shar8~ 

Volcker Ruie Set for Dec. 10 Approva~ by U.S. Regulators 

"U.S. [egula~ors will meet on Dec. 10 to adopt the final version el the Volcke[ 
rule banning banks from making speculative bets with their own money," 
confirms Bloomber# (Dec. 3, Hamilton). At least four federa~ agencies - the 
Federal Resewe, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the FDIC, and 
~he Commodity Futu[es Trad#lg Commission - have pledged ~o act on tha~ 
dale. The SEC - the remaining agency that needs to approve the rule - w~ll 
likely act at about the same time, stated SEC Chair Ma~ Jo ~te. 
According to ~he puM~ca~on, "~he agencies’ approval would be the fina~ stage 
~n the process d adopting the Vo~cker ru~8, a centerpiece of the 2010 Dodd- 
Frank Act designed to prevent a repeat of the 2008 g~oba~ credit cds~s~" In 
addition, the fina~ version ~s expected to extend the rule’s compliance dates. 

Share~ 

IIlinois Senate eke ADI~& Office~a×, and Univar; House Adjourns 

The San Antonio Express-News (Dec. 3) is reporting that Illinois House 
legislators "have adjourned without approving bills proposing tax incentives for 
Atx;her Daniels Midland Company, chemical distributor Univar, and newly- 
merged Off~ceMax and Office Depot." The Senate approved 1we b~s on 

15, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020; Beverly Hills; CA 

(Sept !0, 20!4) 

Webinare 

How Corporate Culture 

Carl Breed Fraud if Lef~ 

Unchecked (!2/12) 
Going to the Mattresses 

With ISS ,~12/!8) 
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Technologies: What 
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(!2/19) 
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NACD advances exemplary 
board leadership ~for 
directors, by directors. We 

deliver the wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 

confiden~iy navigate complex 
business chalienges and 

enhance shareewner value 

We amplify the collective voice 

of clirectors in the national 
dialog on boa[d ~eadership 

issues. I_earn more 



Tuesday, The first would give ADM up to $30 million in tax breaks, while the 
second calls for approximately $58 million in incentives for Univar arrd 
OfficeMax. The House, though, adjourned after a pensbn w)te. Beth preposa~s 
are aimed at keeping the various companies h~ ~llinois and savh~g jobs~ Un~var 
wants to relocate to IIl~nois from £%~ashington state," notes the newspaper. 
"Nape~ville-based OfficeMax merged w~th Florida-based Office Depo~ las~ 

month, [whi~e] ADM wanls 1o relocate from Decalur." 

Share~ 

Archie Comics CEO Accused of Discriminating Against Male Employees 

Salon.com (Dec. 3, McDonough) reports that Archie Corrrics CEO Nancy 
Silberkleit "is being sued by a group of male employees for alleged sexual 
harassment and gender discrimination." Court documents show that the 
employees - ~nclud~ng the company’s pres~den~ and editorqn<:h~ef -- charge 
that S~berk~eit acted ~n a hostile and "uns~abJe" manner as co-CEO of the 
company. Her behavior a~eged~y ~nck~ded using 1he word "penis" 
the names of her male colleagues. According to the filing, ’"PenW became 
somewhat o~ a campaign slogan and her p~fer[ed method of ~fer[ing 
employees in ~eu of their names." The ~awsu~l further a~leges thal S~berMe~t 
brought members of the He~’s Ange~s to the company’s New York office to 
~nfim~date s~affers. According to Salon, she also would frequently ~nqu~re 
about "the ~ocafion of a handgun she says her ~ate husband kepl at 

office ." 

Shate~ 

~mpen~tion ................................................................................................................................ 

Cravath, Bwaine & [~loore to Pay Bonuses at 2012 Levels 

"Elite New York law firm Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP plans to pay its 
associate attorneys the same end-el=year bonuses i~ paid in 2012," s~a~es the 
Wall Street Journal (Dec. 3, Smith), "reflecting a cautious mode after a year 
which many big law firms are on track to make only modest revenue gains." 
An in~erna~ memo reviewed by the newspaper sho~ tha~ junbHnos~ lawyem 
at Cravath w~ receive $10,000 and those with the most experience w~ll get 
$60,000. "C~avath’s decisions on bonuses mstte~," according to the 
"because they typically set a benchmark for how other majo~ ~sw firms reward 
~heir junior la,t~ers~" The end-oFyear payouts a~ viewed as a litmus ~est 
sorts, hldicat~ng how we~ - or poorly ~ the year has gone ai large law firms. 

Sha[e~ 

(~£rp£[a~e 6?~e!~£anc~ ......................................................................................................... 

Abercrombie Shareholder Wants CEO Jeffries Replaced 

"An Abercrombie & Fitch Co. shareholder called on the teen apparel retailer to 
replace Chief Executive Mike Jeflries alter his corrtract expires in February," 
reports Reuters (Dec. 3), %aying his re-election could further dent shareholder 
confidence in the beard." In a letter to the board, Engaged Capital LLC wrote 
tha~ the expiration of Jelfries’ term is an opportunity Ior directors to set a new 
coume Ior ~he company~ A&F’s shares have lost nearly 30 percent el their 
vak~e since Jan. 1, and analysls have raised questions about the relailer’s 
ability to revitalize its merchandise mix. Engaged Capital is concerned that 
~here appears to be no qualified successor within the company to replace 69- 
year-old Jeffries, who has been CEO for 16 yea~. "His currenl contract 
includes a clause that he would receive over $100 million if the company 
changes control," notes the wire service. 

Sharer’]-Tl~ 

Cybefcrime 2014: More Attacks, More Boardroom Scrutiny 

"The number of data breaches experienced and reported is expected to 
increase in 2014," reports ~he Wall Street Journal (Dec. 3, DiPietre), "and that 
means even the most sophisticated corporations will encounter continuing 
challenges in managing 1heir dala supply chains." New studies from secudty 
firms Kro~ and Expedan forecast more scrutiny from co~po~ate boards into 
how top executives are managing and safeguarding their da~a p~pelines from 
proMems that ooukJ ~esu~l in eve~thing from regu~alo~y penalties to 
reputational damage. Corporate audit committees a~e sta~ing to place g[eate~ 
emphasis on the I~nk between cybemec~rity and an organization’s economic 
welhbeing. Alan BrilL sen~o[ managing director at Kroll, comments, "As 
corporate boards carry out iheir fiduciary responsibilities, they must a~so 
protect the company from possible shareholder ~a~s~uits that allege the 
company’s cybemecudty wasn’t at a leve~ tha~ could be ~asonaMy v~ewed ~o 
be ’commercially reasonable’ and thal incident response p~ans weren’t ~n 
p~ace to m~figate the dsk. The challenge they face is determining what ~s a 
reasonable ~evel of security and response." 

Share~ 

BEC Cf~aif White Touts Benefits of Shareholder Activism 

SEC Chair Mary Jo White this week told a conference organized by the 



European Corporate Governance Institute that corporate boards and 
managemen~ should engage more with shareholders to help improve 
governance, reports 4-Traders.com (Dec~ 3)~ The event was hem at the SEC’s 
~asMngton, DC., headqua~ters~ "~le’s speech touched on measures 
advocated by shareholder activists," noted the publication, "from say-on-pay 
votes to executive compensation disclosures." [n some ~nstances, she noted, 
such measures have helped fosler more productive communication among 
management, board members, and shareholder. ~ite added, "The process 
has become ross defensive and more proact[ve. We are seeing a concerted 
effo~ to persuade sharehoMets of the w~sdom of management’s choices and 
practices." She concluded that corporate d~rectors should archways I~sten to 
investors and adjust their governance practices "when warranted." 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Cybe~ Monday Sales Nit Record as Amazon to EBay Win Shoppers 

"Cyber Monday sales surged [this yem~," reports the San Francisco Chronicle 
(Dec. 3), "sending online shopping teward a single4ay record as 
Amazon.corn Inc. and EBay Inc. siphoned consumers from brick-and-modar 
stores." According to IBM data, online sales increased 19 percent flora 2012 
as of 9 p.m. Eastern time Monday. Big Blue researchers note that retailers 
catering to smartphone and tablet users benefited the most, with mobile traffic 
accounting for 30 percent of the total site visits - up more than 58 percent 
Irom a year ago. "Web sales this holiday season are projected to climb as 
much as 15 percent to $82 billion," adds the Journal, citing National Retail 

Federation numbePs, which is "more than three times faster than total retail 
gro~,Ah of 3.9 percent ~o $602.1 billion:’ Mobile devices drove 16 per~;ent of 
online purchases on Cyber Monday. 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

ONe forward James I~ichaet 

niche 

After an uneven start to his junior 
season, McAdoo is still trying to 
define his role with the Tar Heels, 
who play No. 1 Michigan State on 
Wednesday .. 

UNC’s James 

Michael 

McAdoo (43) 

muscles his 

way to the 

basket 

aqainst 

Forme[ UNC official 

Nyang’oro will fight felony 

charge 

Former UNC-Chapel Hill African 

studies department Chairman 

Julius Nyang’oro appeared before 

an Orange County judge Tuesday 

to face a felony.. 

~.,; ] Former UNC- 

...... Chapel Hill 

faculty 

member 

Julius 

$ reviews and investigations 

have looked i~to UNC African 

studies department 

The State Bureau of Investigation’s 

probe is one of at least six official 

reviews or investigations into the 

long-standing academic fraud 

within UNC.. 

Julius 
Nyang’oro 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 8:27 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
****Break in to locked residence reported 12/03/13, 8:33 pro, 219 Homestead Rd 
The victim stated that someone had broken into her home through her living room window where a window air conditioning unit was placed, change from on top of her 
refrigerator missing along with a pair of yellow gold earrings and a yellow gold necklace/chain missing from her kitchen table..Value $400.00 
....... Larceny from business repoded 12/03/13, 6:03 pro, 3403 NC 54 W. Stone Heating and Air 
The victim advised that a neighbor to his shop witnessed two black males driving a older model chevrolet ~ruck (zzm-6844) ~aking scrap metal Irom ~he dumpstet on 10-19- 

2013. value $100.00 
.... Break in to locked residence reporied 12/03/13, 3:17 pm, 213 Homestead Rd 
The victim arrived home tuesday at about 3:00 pm, she advised that the back door was wide open. the complainant then advised that she walked around the house to make 
sure all of the windows were secure before she went inside, after checking, the complainant advised that she entered the residence to find that her 37 inch Ig tele’,dsion had 

been stolen. $Value 90.00 
.... Larceny from residence reporied 12/02/13, 5:17 pm 2700 Winningham Rd 
The complainant advised that on sunday, the neighbors that lives across the street from the residence, saw an old whi~e pickup truck leaving the residence with the green in 

cok~r canoe in the back. Value $1,500.00 
SCHLEY AREA: 
.... Break in ~o locked residence reported 12103/I3, 1:39 pro, 2403 Pearson Rd, 
The victim stated he left home at around six o’clock this morning and just returned. He entered through the back door of the residence and upon walking into the living room 
noticed a light on in a bedroom and then the front door standing open. It appeared that the front door had been pried open and the frame of the door was broken. He discovered 
two guns, a T.V. and a fire safe missing from the home. inside the fire safe were old credit card statements, social security cards, titles to his vehicles, checks, and 

statements from his bank, Value $1,100.00 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~11. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Description: 

Description¯ 

Description: 

Descrir~tion: 

Description: 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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Sent: 
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Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nasdaq Proposes More Flexible Compensation Committee Independence StaMards 

~:~?:~:: a~i~ Pol, CLIENT NEWSFLASH 

Nasdaq Proposes More Flexible Compensation 
Committee Independence Standards 
Dec~-~mb,~r 4~ 2013 

The NYSE and Nasdaq listing standards governing the independence of compensation committee 

members, as required under Dodd-Frank, currently diverge in how they treat directors who receive any 

compensatory fees, including consulting and advisory fees. For Nasdaq-listed companies, a director who 

receives such payments is prohibited from being considered independent for purposes of the 

compensation committee. 

Nasdaq has filed a proposed rule c;h.?.~?ge with the SEC to replace this strict prohibition with a requirement 

that a board of directors instead consider the receipt of such fees when determining eligibility for 

compensation committee membership, similar to the NYSE standard. In the proposal, Nasdaq indicated 

that, over the past few months, it has received feedback that the prohibition creates a burden on issuers 

and that this additional burden could influence a company’s choice of listing venue. 

The proposal includes other amendments, including broadening the general consideration by boards to 

assess whether the director receives compensation from any person or entity, and whether any affiliate 

relationships places the director under the direct or indirect control of the company or its senior 

management or creates a direct relationship between the director and senior management, that in each 

case would impair the director’s ability to make independent judgments about executive compensation. All 

fees received by the director, including regular director compensation, would need to be part of the 

evaluation. 

In addition, Nasdaq makes clear that boards must consider all factors specifically relevant to determining 

whether a director has a relationship to the company which is material to that director’s independence in 

connection with the duties of a compensation committee member. This express "catch all" is also 

contained in the NYSE standards. The form of certification that Nasdaq companies will need to provide is in 

Exhibit 3 of a p,,"io,," 

There is a 21 -day comment period. However, Nasdaq has made it clear that companies are required to 

comply with the compensation committee member independence requirements by the earlier of their first 

annual meeting after January 2014, or October 31,2014, and has expressed the importance of 

implementing the proposed changes immediately, before companies initiate changes to board and 

committee composition in connection with their 2014 annual meetings. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

Executive Compensation and Employee Benefits 

Kyo~to ~’~k~sh{ {..~ 212 450 4706 

..~e~ ~, ~,~ck(~~ 212 450 4416 

Corporate Governance 

Ricf~;.’,,,"d d, %~,,,",di~.,," 2’i2 450 4224 



Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s p=~vs,<y i oi~c~, located at ds~ ispoik sore 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dp!;~m,-db~}d,-~4 s polk :-.:-,=-,’ to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:00 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&~> 

REMINDER: Structured Products Magazine Conference 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Structured Products Magazine Conference 

Regulation, Legal and Compliance Issues Affecting 
Structured Products 
Tuesday 

December 10, 2013 

Washington Marriott at Metro 

Center 

775 12th Street Northwest 

Washington, D.C. 20001 

Morrison & Foerster LLP has 

been certified by the New York 
State Continuing Legal Education 

Board as an Accredited Provider 
of continuing legal education in 

the State of New York. 

This continuing legal education 

program has been approved in 

accordance with the 
requirements of the Continuing 

Legal Education Board for a 

maximum of 2.5 credit hours, of 
which 2.5 credit hours can be 

applied toward the Professional 

Practice requirement 

For more information: 
A~exa Powers 

{212) 33~312 

This conference will provide a strong focus on the most recent 

developments in the U.S. regulatory landscape for structured 

products. The first half of the conference will consist of presentations 

and panel discussions by regulators, including the SEC and FINRA. 

During the afternoon, MoFo lawyers Lloyd Harmetz, Anna Pinedo, 

Bradley Berman, Dan Nathan and Remmelt Reigersman will each 

lead a bootcamp class. 

Boot�amp to#ics inch~de: 

Bootcamp 1: New product approvah We will discuss FINRA’s 

guidance; what it means for market participants; industry 

standards for new product approval processes and procedures; 

and how FINRA’s guidance relating to investor suitability comes 

into play. 

Bootcamp 2: Dealing with distributors: We will discuss know- 

your-distributor policies and practices, training for distributors, 

allocation of responsibilities as between product manufacturers 

and distributors, and structuring dealer relationships. 

Bootcamp 3: Disclosure issues:We’ll discuss estimated value 

disclosure; issues in deriving those numbers; variable price 

reoffering disclosure practice; and some of the unique disclosure 

issues raised by the use of novel or proprietary indices 

Bootcamp 4: Other compliance concerns: The compliance 

Kitchen-Sink presentation: We’ll address everything from training 

policies for structured products marketers, to policies relating to 

monitoring product concentration in customer accounts, 

secondary market repurchases and trading in and out of products. 

Bootcamp 5: Taxation of financial products: This session will 

provide an update on recent federal income tax developments 

involving financial products including a discussion of the mark-to- 

market proposal for financial derivatives that is being floated in 

Congress as part of fundamental tax reform and an update on 

FATCA 

To viewthe agenda, please visit: 

http:ilw~^tw.structuredproductswashinqton com/static/aqenda 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Mordson & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time These can be accessed at http:/iwww.sra or~.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:54 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Law: Promotion & Tenure, Revised Policies 

Perfect, thanks. 

On Dec 4, 2013, at 9:39 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbmome(~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

FYI. The Provost has approved~ We may want to add December 3 to the end of Lhe document Lo reflect the effective date. If you agree, you rnay wanL 

to corr~murficste witf~ Andr’ew Hunt so the version o~: the document that he posts includes this date. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

F~m= Boger, Jack 
Sent= Tuesday, December 03, 20~3 5:52 PN 
Te= Broome, Lissa L; Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subject= Fwd: UNC Law: Promotion & Tenure, Revised Polities 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Strauss, Ronald P." <ron strauss@unc.edu> 

Date: December 3, 2013, 3:56:20 PM [ST 

To: "Hunt, Andrew" <hunan@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Boger, Jack" <jcboger@emaiMmc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Law: Promotion & Tenure, Revised Policies 

Andrew Please place the new attached version up on our website and lelnove the old version. Thanks, Ron 

Ronald P. Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Chief International Officer 
Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Building, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ~on strauss(o~unc edu 

<13Nov 11 .P&TPoliciesAsRevised.FINAL.docx> 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 4, 2013 9:55 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Corrected: FIJ Fines Financial Institutions Over Fixing Key Benchmarks 

Corrected: EU Fines Financial Institutions Over Fixing 
Key Benchmarks 

Six financial institutions were fined �1.71 billion ($2.32 billion) by European Union 

regulators for colluding in an attempt to manipulate key benchmark interest rates, the EU’s 

largest-ever penalty in a cartel case. 

Correction: European Union regulators fined six financial institutions. An earlier version of 

this alert incorrectly said that eight financial institutions were fined. 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

F.L.A.M.E. Program Mailbox <flame@usoc.org> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:46 AM 

US Olympic Committee FLAME Program: Accepting Applications Now’. 

FLAME College.pdf; FLAME HS.pdf 

Good morning--I hope this finds you well. My name is Jason Thompson and I am the director of diversity & inclusion at the United States Olympic Committee. 

Every summer, the USOC hosts a program called Finding Leaders Among Minorities Everywhere (FLAME). Two separate programs provide minority high school and 

college students with an intensive look into the complex world of the Olympics and sports business. Students are provided with exciting and rigorous curriculum 

aimed at developing both professional skills as well as Olympic sport knowledge. Students who are accepted into this highly competitive program will attend 

workshops and classes at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, Colo., where they will have the opportunity to eat at the athlete dining hall and 

experience life in the fast-paced world of elite sports. Additionally, for the first time in years, the program will expand to include a high school curriculum that will 

offer college students an opportunity to play a leadership role in. 

We are reaching out to diversity directors across the country to help spread the word about FLAME. The application process opens Dec. 2, 2013, and we expect a 

competitive pool this year. Don’t let your students and athletes miss out on this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 

Please find attached the program overview that you can send to interested students or print out asa flyer. The online application can be found at 

._T_e__a____m____U___S_A_:__o__[gi_J__n___c_!__u__s_j__o___n_.. If you have any questions please contact ._F__k___A____M___E__~__u__s___o__c_:__o__[g. 

Best, 

Jason Thompson 



Do you want to pursue a career in sports business? 
Are you interested in knowing more about the 
U.S. Olympic arid Paralympic movemer~ts? 

Apply now for this unique opportunity that will enhance 
your personal and professional development. 

For more information, visit TeamUSAoorg/Indusion. 

FLAME provi@s co=i=ege and graduate-bvel students with an intens==ve ==ook into t~se corporate world oI 
elite spert~ [l~e 11--d{~y prograr]~ otfers an exciting an(~ rigorous curriculur~-~ aimed at develepi% beth 
ps)fess==onal sk=ii=s aid knewledge of tile Olymp==c ant Paralyrnp~c increments. Students who are accepted 
into this h==glf=y cor~petrB~e program are ==r~vi~ed to expenence the fasbpsced wor=d of elite spot[ while 
atten(~ng workslx~ps at tl~e U.S. Olympie lrair~ing Center in Colerade Springs, Cob. R~rticipar~ts wiii Ixc~,ie 
the eppo~tunity te network with dSOC, executives and staff, U.S. (}lyr]~pb~ns~ Paralympians and hopefuS 

CATALYZE YOUR CAREER 

THE FACTS 

FU’.ME teaches participants how to be intentional with career geaL The program ofte~s career.-plar~r~ing Apply: 
worksheps~ rT~ook inte~,/iews wit~ sp’,o~ts iridust~/==cadets, and other p’,refessior~ai deveieprT~ent act=uities tisa£ 
help prepare students for a career in spor[s business. Participants will be c~sarged v,.,it~s developi% business Deadline: 
and ir~ckJsiol~ s~rategies ~,.’) assist National Governing Bodies. At the end of the program, studer~ts will I~ave Contact: 
ti~e c,..opo~tuRity to present t~eir busirsess n~o,.le==s to NGB e>:.eeutives. 

-% ult==rna[e goals o1: R.AI’..4E are to increase know==edge o1: the Olympic and Paralympic movements, 
(.’,reate {~ pipe::ine ef diverse car~did{~tes for jeb o~pot.JrlJt 68: arid provi(~e participarts with persona~ 
profess::onal deve::opment. 

SPARK HOLISTlC LEARNING 

While structured barning is important, tangibie expe@nees {~re eritbal to (:ultiv£irg a well-.rour~ded 
education ant character. FLAME i:)a~t~(::~pants w~l eng~ge ~n Olyrr~pic sp()~¢ demer~stratiens, on-s::te 
experiences ard rouncltable d::scussior~s~ %rt~cip~nts w~:::: challerqe~ encourage and inspire each other. ’i~]~s 
clese-kni[ community .... corr]bined w@ [he diverse rarge of activities ..... helps hater le{~dership skills 
ult;:mate::y creates stR)nger canc~dates for future jeb oppertu#:ties. 

APPLY NOW: TeamUSA.org/l~clusio~ 

11 days (includirq travel} 
U.& Olympb lrairsi% Center 
t O::ympic Piaza 
Colorado Sprirlgs, CO 80909 

$1,000 tuition p::us 
(Finan(;ial assbtance 

r~amUSA.orgi::r~ck;sior~ 

FeL £8~ 2014 

FL.£qE@usoc,erg 

FINANCIAL AID 

Full and ..oarf=al scisob]~shi..os are av~]ib]ble for 
students who require (bar~cial assistance for L4ion 
and travel ~f you wish to apply fe~ fi~ancia~ aid, 

BECOME A MENTOR 

Undergraduate students are er~couragec to ap..qy 
to be s r~en~or br the F=ve-dsy high schoo== FLAME 
program, ~(; be I~e::d Ju~y 20-.24 ir~ Cobra@ Springs, 
Cob. Studer~ts whe as interested in tnS rewsd=:ng 
bsdership opportur~ity should compbte t~se high 
schooi mentor portior~ of the {~ppJica[ion. 

States Olympic ¢ornrnitteeo 10lyr@ic Piaza, Cok)rado Spri%s, OO 80909 



Are you interested in knowing more about the 
U.S. O~ympic and P~raiympic movements? 

Apply now for this unique opportunity that will enhance 
your personal and professional developmento 

For more information, visit TeamUSA.org/hclusion. 

FLAME provides h~gh schoo== students st1 hlterS’,ie look intO the corporate world ol elite sport. The 
progra.s criers an exdtirsg arid rigor(}us (;Llrr~o~.J~.JITS a~J~ec~ s.t develop~r~g persons.I skills, prol:essks~:: skills, 
and kr~owle(~ge of tl~e ()lyrq~pie ~r~d P~ralyrr~S(:: ~overq~ents. {~;tu(~ents whe are ac;c:;e :>ted i~to this 
competitive pregrsm 8re invited to experier~ce the wo11(I o1: elite tsport while 8ttend==r~g workshOpts at the 
O::yspic liSr~ir~g Cer~ter Jn Cc;Icsra(Io Springs, Colo. Paticipar~ts will have ~he opportu£y to network wi~h 
U$O(} exec:stives and staff, LJ.S. ()~y~pians, Paralympia~s a~(~ hopefuls ~nd e:stab~sl]ed le~ders ir~ 
buaJries~s~ 

CATALYZE YOUR 

FL/~ME teaches parti(;ip{~rts how to 5e irter~tiona’, witl~ career {]oals. ]he pr(){]ra.rn offers career-pls.rir~r~g 
workshop, and ether pdess~or~al developr~]ent a(stivit~es tlst help ~>rel:)are studers for a career ~r~ sF)(}rts 
btJairieSar Participants will be charged with (le’,ielop::r~g s.~sineas and inclutsion strategies Ko ass::aK Nstiord: 
Governing Bod~es~ £ the er~d ot ~he progrs.rr~, studers will have tl~e oppc}rtu£y to presen~ their bus~r~ess 
r~ode::s to ~’qGB executives. 

r~-,e ult==rr~ste goals o1: FI.AIvIE are to increase know==edge o1: the Olympic and Bralympic r’r~overnents, 
(.’.reate ;~ pipe::ir~e ef cliverse car~cli..’~;~tes for job o~po t.JrlJt es, 8.rlc1 provic~e ~:dticiparts with persor~s.~ 
profess::o~sal deve::opment. 

THE FACTS 

{’.(:~mr~hitment: 

Location: 

==NveStN~er~t; 

Apply: 

Deadline: 

Contact: 

5 ds~ys (in(:;ii.iding travel) 

L!rSr Olympic [~a==rf=r~g Center 

Cobrado Springs~ (}O 80909 

S650 tL££i plus 

(F~r~ar~c~al assistance 

Te~r~t.~SA.orgi~r~clusbn 

Feb. 28~ 2014 

FBMER~usoc 

While structured learr~ing is ir~-~portant, tangibie experbnces {~re criical to (:#tiv{~tir~g a well-.rour~(le(I 
edueatio~ an,;] character. FLAME I:)st~(::~:,~nt:~ v8 e~g~ge ~n Olyrr~Ss sF)()~¢ demor~stratiens, on-s::te ::eamir~g 
experiences arid ro~.~ncltable d::ac~£siors F~art~cip~nt~s w~:::: challenge~ encourage and inspire each other. Th~s 
close-k£ commur~ity .... corr]bined w~th the diverse rar~ge of activities ..... helps k}ster b{~dership skills 
ult;:m~te::y eremites stsnger can(s~d~tes for future jeb opportL;#:ties. 

F|NA~C|AL AID INFOBMAT|ON 

Full anti partial scho==srshbs are a~/Slsbb for 
students wl]o require firsars(.’.ial assistar~ce for tuition 

and travel. ~f ye~ wish to apply for fi~anc~a~ ai¢ 

of the app~icatb~, 

United States Olympic ¢ommitteeo 10l’ir~-~pic Piaza, C(£)racIo Sprir~gs, O0 80909 



From: 
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To: 
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Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:59 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
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The Syrian Crisis and international Law 
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Law School Admission Council (LSAC) 

Research Grants 

Universita Bocconi, Milan, PhD School 

PhD in Legal Studies - Curriculum in International Law and Economics 

McGill University, Faculty of Law, Centre for Human Riqhts and Leqal Pluralism 

O’Brien Graduate Fellowships 2014: Call For Applications 

LSN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices. 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on LSN 

Call For Papers 

The Syrian Crisis and International Law 

The College of Law, Qatar University and the Qatari Branch of the International LawAssociation are co-organizing an international conference focusing on ’The Syrian Crisis and 

International Law’. The conference is scheduled to take place on the 25th and 26th of February 2014, in Doha (Qatar). Invited speakers will include academics, diplomats, activists and 

legal practitioners who will discuss different aspects of International Law applicable to the Syrian crisis. 

PANEL SESSIONS: The Conference will have four Panel Sessions in order to offer a holistic approach. The four Panels will thematically address Public International Law, International 

Humanitarian Law and Human Rights, International Criminal Law and, lastly, the Syrian crisis in the International World Order. Interested participants are kindly requested to submit 

papers falling within these areas. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Interested participants should submit an abstract (800 words maximum) summarizing their argument and ideas that they intend to develop in their 

presentation. Abstracts should be sent to Dr Yaser Khalaileh (khalaileh~,qu.edu.qa) or to Dr Adamantia Rachovitsa (rachovitsa(~qu.edu.qa) by the 30th of December 2013. 

Please note that the invited speakers should submit their paper (or at least a work-in-progress version of their paper) until the 1st of February 2013. Papers will be circulated beforehand 

to all participants to the Conference in an effort to engage in a productive discussion of pressing international law issues. 

PUBLICATION OF THE PAPERS: Selected papers would be published in a special edition of the International Review of Law subject to the journal’s peer-review process 

Law School Admission Council (LSAC) 

Research Grants 

The Law School Admission Council (LSAC) Research Grant Program funds research on a wide variety of topics related to the mission of LSAC. Specifically included in the program’s 

scope are projects investigating precursors to legal training, selection into law schools, legal education, and the legal profession To be eligible for funding, a research project must 

inform either the process of selecting law students or legal education itself in a demonstrable way 



RESEARCH PROPOSALS: The program welcomes proposals for research proceeding from any of a variety of methodologies, a potentially broad range of topics, and varying time 

frames Proposals will be judged on the importance of the questions addressed, their relevance to the mission of LSAC, the quality of the research designs, and the capacity of the 

researchers to carry out the project 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Application deadlines are February 1 and September 1 

For more details, go to: http://www.lsac.orq/Isacresources/qrants/Isac-research 

Universita Bocconi, Milan, PhD School 

PhD in Legal Studies - Curriculum in International Law and Economics 

The PhD in Legal Studies - Curriculum in International Law and Economics, is a 3-year program organized in courses, specialized seminars and working groups; it encourages PhD 

candidates to participate in relevant international conferences, courses and seminars organized by other qualified institutions. 

In the first three semesters students attend courses and seminars for a total of about 300 hours. Starting in the fourth semester, they are advised to spend a period of time as visiting 

researchers in universities, international institutions and research centers abroad, focusing on the drafting of their dissertation, which is to be delivered by the end of the third year. 

Extension for another year can be granted in exceptional cases 

The program offers courses covering all the main areas of international law and economics, including, among others, International Economics, WTO and other trade-related 

Organizations, with specific courses on EU institutions and internal markets, the IMF and the regulation of monetary relations, Intellectual Property, Competition, Investment, International 

Taxation, Economic Development, environmental trade-related issues, EU Institutions and internal markets. 

One semester will be focused on specific methodological issues, such as Theory and Techniques of Legal Interpretation, Law and Economics and Empirical Methodology for Legal 

Research 

Prestigious posts are held by our PhD graduates in academia, international organizations, public administration, multinational law firms, consulting firms and research centres. 

Faculty includes professors from Bocconi University like Giorgio Sacerdoti, former member of the WTO Appellate Body, Fabrizio Onida, former President of the Italian Trade 

Commission, Claudio Dordi, head of a number of EU "aid for trade" projects, as well as professors from other Italian universities like Manlio Frigo, President of the Italian section of the 

International Law Association, visiting professors from prestigious foreign Universities such as the University of Michigan, the University of California, Yale, Berkeley, Monash and New 

York Columbia), members of international organizations like the WTO, the EU, the World Bank, and Government officials. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Applications can be submitted by Italian and non-Italian citizens who: 

- have completed or are completing their graduate studies and 

- have at least a B2 (CEFR) level of competence in English 

In addition, for the curriculum in Business and Social Law only: are Italian native speakers or have at least a B2 (CEFR) level of competence in Italian. 

PROGRAM DETAILS: The PhD School offers: 

- a maximum of 8 places with fellowship exclusively for the PhD in Legal Studies 

- a maximum of 8 places with a merit-based tuition waiver (up to 100%) for outstanding students of all the five Bocconi PhD programs, including the PhD program in Legal Studies 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more detailed information please see the full official call published on the website http:/IvA,~w.unibocconi.eu/admissionphd 

For more detailed information about our program please visit the website: http://www unibocconi eulphdleglalstudies 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: To apply for our PhD program you have to use only our Online Application System at: 

http:flvA~zw.unibocconi.eulwpslwcmlconnectlBocconilSitoPubblico ENINaviqation+TreelHomelSei~/iceslApplication+and+Admission/Admission+- 

+ Ph D+ proglrams/Su bmittingl+you r+Application/Appl¥+here/Apply+ here Mascia+2010+08+25÷03+50 

Applications are due by 31st January 2014. 

For your application you will need the following documentation: 

1 Completed on-line application form 

2. Full CV 

3. Documents regarding Undergraduate and Graduate degrees with full list of exams with grades 

4. For candidates who have not yet finished their Graduate program, a document of enrolment with full list of course exams, exams taken and grades achieved 

5. Up to two reference letters prepared by people who have direct knowledge of you either as a student or as a colleague 

6. Maximum 5 other supporting documents you feel important to be evaluated (e.g. publications, other courses attended, etc.) 

7. Research project on a subject which is part of the PhD curriculum 

8. Abstract of your graduate thesis, if graduate course of studies attended required writing a dissertation 

Please consult our website for complete details of our application procedure: http://,z, rw’w.unibocconi.eu/admissionphd 

For more information about the program, please feel free to contact our Program Assistant at infophd@unibocconi.it 

McGill University, Faculty of Law, Centre for Human Rights and Legal Pluralism 

O’Brien Graduate Fellowships 2014: Call For Applications 

The O’Brien Graduate Fellowship was established in 2005 through a very generous gift from David O’Brien for outstanding Masters or Doctoral students studying in the area of human 

rights and legal pluralism in the Faculty of Law, McGill University 

O’Brien Fellows become members of the Centre for Human Rights and Legal Pluralism, a focal point for innovative legal and interdisciplinary research, dialogue, and outreach on 

human rights and legal pluralism. The O’Brien Fellowships are valued at $25,000 per annum. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Successful applicants will have an outstanding academic record and a strong research proposal in the field of human rights and legal pluralism 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The deadline for O’Brien Fellowship applications is December 15th, 2013 Further information and application instructions are available on the web at 

http:llwvwv.mc~qill.callaw-admissionslqraduateslfinanciallobrien 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Saltzman, Pau| <Paul.Saltzman@theclearinghouse.org> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sorry we missed each other 

Hope you enj o?-ed the conference. 

Looking for some legal talent. Both for our internship and full time. 

If there are 2 or 31 stars that are looking have then send me their resume We have openings in ny and dc 

Happy holidays Paul 

Sent from my/Phone 

This e-mail may contain information that is pri\~iteged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e-mail and notify us immediately. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Judge Mark Davis <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 12:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thankful 

Dear Friend, 

The holidays are here, and at_ross the state we@re enjoyh~g out fliends and families. IOta wriUng to ask you to take a moment to reflect on one of 

North Cato~na@s true b~ess#Kjs, one we can aH be thankgu~ for. 

It@s our state@s strong tradition of fah" judges, who g~ve a~ of us a fah" shake ~f we find ourselves h~ a courtroom w~th nowhere else to turn. 

g~g political money threate~s to uRderm~Re that strong tradition. That@s why I hope you@ll di~ here and make a contribution to my husband@s 

campaign to keep h~s seat on the North Carolina Court of Appeals. 

Mark Dav~s blinqs falrness, experience~ and stron~ North Carolina values to our 

Mark and I were born ~n NoRh Carolina and we@re Hved here our whole Hves. We@re been married for 21 years and have three chl~dren. Mark 

coukln@t be more committed to a court system that@s fsh to every North CsroHna ~am~ly, bus~ness, and community. 

Please click here and contribute whatever you can, 

Thank you, and have a wonderful holiday season, 

Marcia Davis 

Judge Mark Davis Committee I P.O. Box 62 I Raleigh, NC 27602 

www..] udgeMa rkDavis, com 

Paid For By Judge Mark Davis Committee 

North Carolina law requires political committees to record the name, mailing address, job title or profession, and the name of employer for each 

individual whose aggregate contribution is in excess of $50 in an election cycle. Poltical contributions are not tax deductible. 

~[ you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Brown <trt@trtcle.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 12:35 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

CLE Snapshot tbr December 

[ii~~ TR TOi..E-EmaiI-Header-(2012-07-02) png ] 

1.7R7 Tefephone CLE is apploved as LIVE in 

NC, VA, NO, NM, VT, WA, WI 

2 TRT Onsite Seminars avai]abfe in TN Dec 16-20 

3. TRT’s Online CLE courses ere NOW available 

ONLINE CLE 
COURSES 

approved i~ 

Csr:sds and Puelte Rico) 

Ethics Hours 

¯ LE121: Bench 
arid 

Substance 
Abuse and Other 
Misjudgments 

¯ L~122: ~ve~tar 

LEI2S: Noxious 

Professionalism? 
LE124.: Sanctions 
--- Wea~h~g the 
Shoe that 
L~t25: 
Com~at~M~ty 
Lega~ and 
Jud~c~a~ EtNcs 

Recusa~ --. A Hot, 
New LegN 
g~hics ~op~c 
Lg127: See 
Ev~ .-- 
Assistance of 
Cosnse~ 
L~128: Top 10 
EtNcs 
ChM~enges 
LEt29: 
Depos~t}o~ 

EtMca~ 
Boun(~ar~es and 

Practical 

TELEPHONE 
CLE/CPD COURSES 
Ethics Hours 

Attorney Fee ~ 
Bthics ~ssues 
Conf,}ors of 

Nuances that 
Will Surprise 

DigitN Age 

EtNcs and Pre- 
D~g~ta~ 

D~ssemNance, 
Alcohol Abuse 
and Cross~ng 
the ~th~ca~ Line 

Conduct: 
Dep~tment of 
J~s$~ce or 

He~p~ng the 

C~ent or 
Buying ~he 
Case? 
~advertent 

Challenge 
Lega~ ~th~cs 

Not for Prime 

P~tfaHs & 

Lawye~ 
~nd~sc~et~o~s 

Service a~d 
~mpact on the 

B~llable Hour 
Problem 
W~tnesses & 

Lawyers: 



Ordine CLE catafog 

ONS1TE CLE 
COURSES 

~aemphis, TN - Dec 16 
The CFescarfl 

Jackson, TN - Dec 17 
DoubletreeoAc~arns Salon 

Nashville. TN o Dec 18 
Nashville Ci(y Ck~b 

Johnson City, TN o Dec 
2O 
The Cen[re at Millennium 

Deposit}on 

Ethica{ 
Landmi~es 

General Hours 

Animal Law 
Arbitration) 
Basics and 

& Legal C~ai~s 
through the 
Prism or 

a~d ~xpefts: 

D~scove~y and 
Testimony 
How to #~ake a 
Powe~fu} 
Presentation 
Keepb)g Wh~t 
You’ve Got: 
He~p{ng C{ients 
P~otect 
Accumu~aSed 
Assets #~ 
of 
D~stfess 

Basics and 
Strategy 

and 
Discovery 
Tactics & 
H~dles 

All Tefephose CLE 

TRT. Inc, 

43546 Firestone Place 

Leesburg, VA 20176 

For Live Cuslomer Service: .~.93~J]. or Call ~.800) 672-6253, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Employment Insider <Callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 12:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Networking Tips tbr the Holiday Season 

To view Lhis e~-r~ail as a web page, go here. 

E 

Easy ways to network during the holi&\v 
seaso~ (and possibly land a job) 
"No one hires over the holidays right?" Jeff-; ~m anxious student 
sa in my oi~ice, wonted abou~ his job search. "Should I quit 
lookh~g ~mtil Ja~,’?" he asked, sighi~g as he sipped his collie. 

If3ou th~k there ~e no job possibilities &trh~g the holidays, ~ink 
again. ~ll~e holidays can stfl~ be a good time to look Every year ~ 
hem" stories aboN people who received job otters during the 
holidays. I’m sure you want ~(~ concemrate on finals, and 
celebrate the end of the semester. Bm there are some easy, 
palm,less ways to keep yo~r job search going durh~g the ho[ida3 
SeasorL 

Edition 

Read Digital Edition 

:-’:>Networking Tips for the Holiday Season 

] 

Buyers market for law jobs m 2015? 
Is it a good thne to apply to law school 
or not? 

With law school :g~plicaions &’opping, 
some say it is only a maI~er ofthne 
bet;:>re the nmnber ofgraduaes 
exceeds the number offiflMime legal 
jobs~ It is basic eeonomk:s, they argue. 
At some point, demand will exceed 

&x, iadling s~pply. And vx, hile il would seem m be a simple 
equation, difl~re~t 1my prof~sso~ can’t agree on the date. 

>> Read More 

] 

Most: Influential people m legal education 
Legal edueation is gong tN’ough mueh chm~ge and N~rospection, 
which is hardly a shock, g~ven the challenges it fiaces. So perhaps 
it sho*fld come as no sm>~se that a listing office fidd’s most 
hNue~tial has seen ch~ge as well. 

’II~a’s what the resulk< of The Natio~*al 3~rist magazine’s 
compilation oflhe Most h~fl~ential People in Lega~ 
seems to h,dicate, l".i~t newcomers are on the list of 25 this 
year. 

>> See who made the list 

] 

The Good & The Bad 
It was a GOOD week for 

~Feeding the lumg~% after Marsha]l-Wythe School 
] :~: ] of Law at ~he College of Willian & bla’y’s %od and 
~ ~ do~ation drive provided more than 7,000 items and 

several thot~sa~d dolla’s to benefit local fanilies in 
need. Read More 

It was a BAD week 



profbssor plagiarized Wikipedia a~a]ysis in ;m expert 
repork Pa,ts of 13 pages of the 1g-page repo*t may 
ha~e been taken directly From the website. Read 

More 

:hi..: emaJ: wP.s se,n: to: JbFocme,.".~.emaJLun¢.:~di~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown Events <events@mayerbl~own,com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 1:07 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Reminder - Global Financial MaJckets Initiative Teleconference: Financial Contract SaJ[;e Harbors Under the US Bankruptcy Code - After the 

Lehma~ BmNruptcy - December 5, 2013 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’,qew it as a web ~ 

"ii"~ [vlayer B ...... 

Reminder 
"~ii Global Fi .... ial [vlarkets Initiative- Teleconf ....... Series 

The Lehman Brothers bankruptcy brought into focus the risks faced 

when one of the counterparties to derivative and other financial 

contracts fails. In the United States, various safe harbors for financial 

contracts exist to mitigate bankruptcy risks. However, such 

protections are not without limits. Please join us as Restructuring, 

Bankruptcy & Insolvency partners Howard Beltzer and Joel Moss 

provide a brief overview of the financial contract safe harbors under 

the Bankruptcy Code and an update of the recent major decisions by 

courts that have addressed, and helped define, the scope of such 

protections. They will also discuss decisions in the US Lehman 

Chapter 11 cases addressing related capital markets issues. 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 

Europe 
5:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. CET 
4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. GMT 

United States 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. CST 
9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. MST 
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. PST 

Teleconference Access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. 

(If you decline we will not send you 

reminders For this event.) 

For additional information, please contact 

Mayer Brown’s Global Financial Markets Initiative helps clients deal 

with the legal and business challenges resulting from the ongoing 

turbulence in worldwide financial markets. By mobilizing the firm’s 

global resources from multiple practices and offices, the initiative 

provides clients with knowledgeable and timely counsel on a broad 

spectrum of their legal needs. 

Please visit us at .r..0.&g..e:.r..b...r..o..t:.~.t}.:.r..Lo..r.E. 

Date & Time 
Thursday, December 5, 2013 

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 

~.~i.~.~ ..b.~,~..~?~. ~’~: 

Speakers 

.~!.~:~:’J..&~..~t~.!L..z.~.[: 
New York 

]oe~ Moss 
New York 

November 14, 2013 

L~LEidi[ V 

October 31, 2013 

Er~er g Industry/ 

October 17, 2013 

Follow Mayer Brown on Twitter 

Facebook 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 3:21 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

Title VII Update 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Teleconference 

Title VII Update 

Tuesday 

December 17, 2013 
10:00 a.m.- 11:00 a.m. EST 

Dial-in: 
North America: 

(855) 581-0952 
Other Countries: 

(619) 377-3936 

Continuing Education Credits: 

Credit is peadLng for New York and 
California. 

For more information: 

Alexa Powers 

{212) 338-43’12 

This briefing will review the current status of the regulatory 

framework for OTC derivatives in the United States Topics will 

include both elements of the CFTC’s framework for swaps that 

have not yet been implemented (such as substituted compliance 

and margin for uncleared swaps) and elements that have been 

largely implemented. With a key date for the SEC’s regulation of 

security-based swaps scheduled for February of next year, we will 

also review the current status of the SEC’s security-based swap 

regulations. 

Speakers: 

¯ Anna Pinedo 

¯ James Schwartz 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 3:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Reviewi BofA, Wells changing mortgage practices 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

IBa~k of Amer}ca, Wells Fargo changing 

practices ~nder mortgage settlement 

Bank of America and Wells Fargo are changing 

some of their practices to comply with the terms of a 

national legal settlement that aimed to fix pervasive 

problems in mortgage servicing. 

McCrory pushing for approval to drill offshore 

N.C. Gov. Pat McCrory has begun working with a 

coalition of governors from coastal states to press 

the Obama Administration to allow exploration of 

offshore energy resources, particularly oil and natural 

gas. 

Red Ventures p~ans to hire 200 i~ ¢harbtte 

Fort Mill-based Red Ventures said Wednesday that it 

plans to hire more than 200 employees in the 

Charlotte area after landing deals with AT&T, 

National General Insurance and Verizon. 

US. Transportation Secretory 

Anthony Foxx, Charlottds former 

mayor, touted the Queen City as a 

model for a nation that he said 

must move beyond.. 

Scott Stone’s firm acquires Gannett Flemi~g’s 

Charbtte office 

American Engineering Associates, a Charlotte firm 

led by former mayoral candidate Scott Stone, has 

purchased the Charlotte operations of global 

engineering firm Gannett Fleming 

Former Charlotte Mayor Anthony Foxx, now the U.S. 

transportation secretary, deflected questions about 

an FBI investigation of his former employer on a visit 

this week to Charlotte. 

US service sector grows at 

slower pace last ~nonth 

U.S. service sector firms grew in 

November at the weakest pace 

since June, evidence that cautious 

spending by consumers and 

businesses may be slowing.. 

Survey: US con~#an}es add 

2t~;K jobs, most in year 

A private survey shows U.S. 

businesses last month added the 

most jobs in a year, powered by 

big gains in manufacturing and 

construction. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 



Click here to ~subsclibe from this newsletter 



NCBA Bulletin: December 5, 2013 

NORTH CAROLINA -- THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Dec. 10-113 Advanced Commercial & Industrial Lending School, Raleigh 

Dec. 25 Christmas Day 

Jan. 1 New Year’s Day 

Jan. 6 Economic Forecast Forum, RTP 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY _N WILBERT SEABOCK 

BUY AMERICAN 

2014 Bank Directors Assembly: March 3-4 

Bank Directors must be well-informed and up-to-date with industry trends in order to adequately 
perform their jobs and contribute to the success of the bank. In order to become and remain an 
expert in the financial industry, bank directors MUST participate in comprehensive training. We 
believe that each bank should bring their ENTIRE board to the Annual Bank Directors 
Assembl~:, March 3-4, at the Greensboro-High Point Airport Alarriott. Your NCBA staff has 
worked as hard as ever to bring the right people to deliver valuable information and guidance to 
our members. We are working to finalize the agenda now - it will be posted in early January. 

There is a whole new" dynamic at play within our industry that includes lots of new faces as well 
as many strategies never before employed. If you’re not a player and in attendance at the Bank 
Directors Assembly (the Annual Convention and the Management Team Conference), you lose 
out. You don’t make those new connections. Opportunities, the inside scoop, and the 
accumulation of pertinent knowledge may become a glaring deficiency. 

The Directors Assembly will cover all of the topics that you are facing with the best speakers at 
the LOWEST possible price. Just a reminder that Monday evening’s dinner is included in your 
registration fee. Click HERE for everything you need to register for our 2014 Directors 

Assembly. For more information on registration and lodging, please contact our Meetings 
Department (800-662-7044 or christE(ff)ncbankers.org). 



The NCBA Health Benefit Trust Welcomes Bank Of The Carolinas 

Steve Talbert 
President & CEO 
Bank of the Carolinas 
Mocksville 

~_~pecial welcome to Bank o the Carolinas who will be "oinin the 

Health Benefit Trust effective Januar~Pt! The Association 
plan provides benefits to over 3,000 employees from 

50 member banks. The NCBA Health Benefit Trust qffers five 
traditional PPO medical plans, a 1-2-3 plan and three high deductible 

medical phms that are qualified for Health Savings Account 
contributions. Participating members have access to the largest 

provider network in the state, Blue Cross Blue Shield of North 
Carolina, and are able to take advantage of flexible plan design, rate 

stability, innovative wellness and disease management programs. We 
look.forward to workingj~br the Bank of the Carolinas team! 

"Smaller Mortgage Players" Increase Share Of Origination Market 

As of the third quarter, "smaller mortgage players" held a 60% market share of the U. S. 
origination market, up from 39% in 2009. These institutions were defined as those outside the 
top five. One significant driver in the largest banks’ declining market share has been their 
decisions to stop buying loans from other lenders or mortgage brokers, due to costly capital 
rules. 

Military’s Economic Impact To Be Featured At Economic Forecast Forum 

Army Marines Navy 

Coast Guard Air Force National Guard 

2 



We are proud to call North Carolina 
"The Nation’s Most Miftary Friendly State!" 

During the annual Economic Forecast Forum, a special session is held each year focusing on a 
different segment of economic development. This year’s session will feature North Carolina’s 
military presence and the economic opportunities it provides. Our state’s military installations 
contribute directly to economic development through capital investments, employment and 
defense contracting, and indirectly through increased demand experienced by regional businesses 
and spending from military households. Additionally, retired military personnel and veterans, 
given their attractive skill sets, are desired employees for industries. It is important that our 
business community continues to find ways to open up career opportunities for qualified military 
applicants by transitioning the skills they have gained through their service into j obs in the 
civilian workforce. A panel of military experts, moderated by WRAL’s David Crabtree, will 
include General (Ret.) Dan K. McNeill (former Commander, Coalition Forces, Afghanistan; 
former Commanding General, U.S. Army Forces Command (FORSCOM) and former 
Commander of International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan) and Scott 
Dorney, Executive Director of the North Carolina Military Business Center. 

Nearly 1200 business leaders from across our state will gather on January 6, 2014, at the 
Sheraton Imperial, RTP. The Military session will begin at 10:30 am, followed by the Economic 
Forecast Forum and Luncheon at 12:00 noon. For additional information on registering, 
sponsorships and the special session, please __c__l_j___c__~__~__e___r_e_. This is the ideal event in which you 
should bring your directors, customers and business prospects for an informative session that will 

be beneficial for all, no matter their line of business. They will thank you for providing them 
with the opportunity! 

Changing the Authentication Process 

A project in Canada is creating a bank-managed single sign-on for Canadians to access the 
banking and government websites they use. The goal is to simplify the authentication process 
and reduce the number of user names and passwords for consumers. Four Canadian banks are 
now participating in the proj ect called SecureKey Concierge. it has been running for 18 months 
and processes 1 million transactions per month. Using Concierge, a user going to a government 
site receives a menu of authentication providers, including his or her bank. The provider he or 
she selects will present a security challenge, and if the challenge is passed, the provider produces 
a token that is given to a network provider and ultimately routed to the government agency, 
thereby allowing access to the site. A similar hub is being created in the U.S. and is called the 
Federal Cloud Credentialing Exchange. The U.S. Postal Service is overseeing it, and financial 
institutions that provide authentication services could see it as a revenue generator as 
government sites pay for the service. 

Farm Credit Administration Withdraws Proposed Rule 

The Farm Credit Administration has withdrawn a proposed rule that allowed the lenders it 
regulates to invest in non-agricultural companies. It also will conclude all pilot programs 
associated with the proposal. In June 2008, the Farm Credit Administration first published the 



proposed rule that allowed Farm Credit Institutions to issue investments in the form of privately 
held bonds. 

118th Annual Convention 

Situated on 140 lush oceanfront acres in the heart of the island, you will be surrounded by 
breathtaking beaut}, and provided with the greatest array of on-site activities and amenities at our 
118th Annual Convention, May 3 l-June 3, at The Breakers in Palm Beach, Fir. Enjoy 
revitalizing spa services, delicious dining, world-class shopping, exciting family programs and 
the ultimate beachfront experience including bungalow rentals for a one-of-a-kind vacation. 
Whether you seek an activity-filled vacation or a sanctuary for spirit and soul, The Breakers 
beachfront lifestyle sets the stage for a memorable experience! 

A special thank you to our members that have already secured their Convention sponsorships! 

Cherry Bekaert elliott davis 

AloSlar Bank oF Commerce 
Apple Advertising 

Communily Invesfmenf Corporation of the Carolinas 
Raymond James 

Sandier O’Neill + Parlners 
Slrategic Risk Associates 
Turlinglon & Company 

Wbrks24 
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We welcome our members and affiliates ... all &them ... who wish to add their name to this 
outstanding program as sponsors. Contact our Meetings Director, Liz Dobbins-Smith 
(liz(~ncbankers.or~), for more information on sponsorship opportunities! 

Remember to register for the NCBA Foundation Golf and Tennis Tournaments - all proceeds 
~vill go to the NCBA Foundation which funds both Camp Challenge and the NCBA Scholarship 

Program. 

Click HERE for everything you need to register for Convention and to reserve your 
room(s) at The Breakers. Plan to join us at this elegant and legendary resort for family fun 
and a grand adventure on the beautiful Florida coast! For more information on 
registration and lodging, please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or 
ch ristv(~ncba nkers.or~). 

CFPB Increases Supervision of Student Loan Servicers 

The CFPB has finalized a rule that allo~vs it to supervise the largest nonbank student loan 
servicers in the country. Beginning March 1 st, the rule permits the CFPB to examine any 
nonbank servicer that handles more than 1 million student loan borrower accounts, a category 
that includes seven firms and accounts for 70% of the market. The rule also gives the CFPB the 
ability to look at all student loans handled by supervised servicers, including federal student 

loans, which should cover 85% of the $1.2 trillion market. 

CFPB Updates Exam Procedures Related To Mortgage Rules 

The CFPB has released updated examination procedures related to mortgage rules issued last 
January and amended through October 15. The updates offer financial institutions guidance on 
how the bureau will assess compliance with the TILA and RESPA. Please take time to review 
the new exam procedures. 

FHFA Overhauls GSE Mortgage Insurance Requirements 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have overhauled mortgage insurance master policy requirements 
for the first time in several years, as called for by the GSEs’ conservatorship "scorecard." The 
requirements now cover loss mitigation strategies developed during the housing crisis; specific 
timeframes for handling claims; standards for when coverage must be maintained or may be 
revoked; and better communication among Fannie, Freddie, mortgage insurers and servicers~ 

Bah, Humbug! 

PNC has published its 30th annual Christmas Price Index. Based on the array of gifts in the 

holiday classic, "The Twelve Days of Christmas," the price tag of the PNC CPI is 
$27,393.17! That is up $1,192 more than last year. The main culprits were the Nine Ladies 
Dancing which increased 20%, and the Lords-a-Leaping that jumped 10%. 



Curbing Payday Lenders 

As part of a broader effort by state and federal officials to curb online payday lenders that offer 
short-term loans with annual interest rates of more than 400%, New- York’s Superintendent of 
Financial Services has subpoenaed 16 lead generator websites that sell consumer data to payday 
lenders. The lead generator websites advertise free cash, flash $100 bills, and feature smiling 
families. Talk show host Montel Williams is the spokesperson for MoneyMutual, one of the 
sites at issue. And in November, the CFPB began taking complaints on payday loans. These 
complaints could serve as the basis for enforcement actions and new rules next year. As a 
further sign that the issuance of rules could be in the near future, the FDIC and OCC recently 
finalized guidelines restricting the use of deposit-advance products, with these guidelines 
possibly sewTing as a model if the CFPB decides to issue rules for payday lending. Meanwhile 
here in North Carolina, a consortium of payday lenders sought earlier this year to change North 
Carolina law to allow payday lending. The legislation did not advance at the General Assembly 
before it adjourned for the year. 

"The Great Consolidation" 

As part of"The Great Consolidation," the number of financial institutions in the U.S. is now at 

its lowest level since the Great Depression. The number of federally insured institutions shrank 
to 6,891 in the third quarter. This summer, it fell below 7,000 for the first time since federal 
regulators began keeping track in 1934. At its peak, there were more than 18,000 
institutions. North Carolina, in particular, has seen significant consolidation. With this 
consolidation within the industr?; the number of NCBA member banks and trust companies 
stands at 112. 

Less Demand For Brick And Mortar Banking 

Many young adults rarely sets foot in a bank branch, but he may be more in sync with his 
accounts than his grandparents ever were. Armed with remote deposit and online bill paying, the 
younger generation sees little need for the teller line. They only go to the bank to take out cash, 
which is rare. Many do not have checkbooks and use mobile apps or websites for more than 
90% of their banking. As the popularity of mobile and online banking grows, more bank 
branches are starting to vanish. Nationally, banks have closed a net 3,209 branches, or 3.2%, 
since 2009, according to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., which regulates banks. Although 
bank failures, mergers and cost-cutting consolidation account for some of the vanishing 
branches, experts say it is clear that banks also are responding to a broader shift away from 
bricks and mortar. So as technology improves, the need for branches declines, they say. 

Industry Update 

Charlotte-based Carolina Premier intends to convert from a state charter to a national charter 
and change its name to reflect a broader focus. 

Asheville-based HomeTrust Bancshares (HTBI) has announced the completion of a 5% stock 
repurchase program. A total of 1,041,245 shares, or 5% of the bank’s then outstanding shares of 



common stock, were purchased at an aggregate cost of approximately $17.1 million, or an 
average cost of $16.38 per share. 

Bank of America (BAC) will pay Freddie Mac $404 million to settle the remaining claims 
related to home loans sold to Freddie Mac. With this agreement, the bank resolves all 
outstanding mortgage-repurchase claims with Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. 

Joseph A Smith, Jr., Monitor of the National Mortgage Settlement (NMS), has released 
a summ ary of five compliance reports he filed with the United States District Court for the 
District of Columbia. This summary details the results of his tests to determine compliance 
among the institutions that are part of the settlement with the NMS servicing rules from January 
1 to June 30, 2013, as well as actions taken to address metrics they failed in 2012. Of the original 
29 metrics that are part of the settlement, tests showed six fails in the first quarter of 2013 and 
one in the second quarter of 2013, with the banks taking action to address the cited issues 
through detailed corrective action plans. 

Patent Trolls Beware 

A NewT York Judge has rejected a patent infringement claim based on overly broad subject 
matter, Lumen View 7’echnolog~’ LLC v. FindTheBest. corn, Inc. The NCBA is diligently working 
so more Judges become attuned to patent trolls and rejection of claims becomes a trend. 

Make Sure Your Information Is Current 

In order to help us keep our online membership director), as accurate as possible, please make 
us aware of any changes at your institution!company. It is important that mailing addresses, 

phone numbers, e-mail addresses, titles, antipersonnel listings are current in the NCBA 
Directory. The accuracy of this inf!~rmation is" vital to all NCBA members and affiliates. This 

is your connection to other bank members and a~f!liates. ~lake sure that all of your employees 

know how to use the NCBA online directory and can obtain the contact inj~brmation they 
need. The directory is always accessible under the "About Us" tab of the NCBA ’s website. 
Any changes can be submitted directly to Vickie Bowers at vickie~_~ncbankersoorg. 

Cartoon Of The Week 



State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective December 4 the rate of interest charged to 
banks and savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings 
certificates is 3/8%. 

WORK HA RD. PLA Y B Y THE R ULES. 
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Dec. 5 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 5, 2013 ~, Number 234 

Antitrust 

The European Union antitrust authority, in record fines for an 
illegal cartel, hit six European and U.S.-based investment banks, 
including Citigroup Inc. and JPMorgan Chase & Co., as well as 

one broker, with $2.32 billion worth of financial... 

Antitrust 

The European Union antitrust regulator gave unconditional 
approval to Nicrosoft Corp.@s $7.2 billion acquisition of Nokia 
Corp.@s mobile phone division after concluding that the 
Redmond, Wash. company would not be able to... 

Antitrust 

The Russian authorities amended the country’s legislation to 
reduce some fines for violations of anti-monopoly regulations .... 
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Dec. 5 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

D .... bet 5, 2013 0’ Number 234 

Regulatory Reform 
~ar~kers ~ee Naj~r Cha~ges ir~ 

For ma ny ba n ks, th e real New Yea r sta rts Dec. 10, wh en at least 

four federal regulators will issue final regulations to implement 

new bans on proprietary trading and fund ownership under the 

Volcker rule .... 

Systemic Risk 

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce voiced fears at a conference on 
systemic risk regulation that the Financial Stability Oversight 

Council will not protect the overall system, and a panel of 

experts crfficized the group of regulators for a lack of... 

Derivatives 
Trade Association,s ka~ch Court Cha~er~ge 

Financial trade associations asserted Dec. 4 the U.S. Commodity 

Futures Trading Commission acted illegally by disregarding federal 
rulemaking provisions when it issued interpretative guidance and 
advisories that are scheduled to govern... 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 

Hedge Fu~]ds Tackle GNEs and Win~ Eventua~y~" BGOV 

(Bloomberg) 0 Hedge funds are trying to get a slice of the $10 
trillion mortgage market in two diametrically opposed ways. 
Consistent with leading Senate and House proposals, Fairholme 
Capital Management LLC is betting on the liquidation... 

Enforcement 
Con~p~ia~ce Deficie~cies Remair~ After 

Dec. 40 The large mortgage servicers subject to the $25 billion 
national settlement reached in 2012 over alleged abuses in 
mortgage-servicing practices still are not fully in compliance with 
the agreement, according to the court-appointed... 

Interest Rates 
EU Regulator Levies Record Car~e~ FiRe~ 

The European Union antitrust authority, in record fines for an 
illegal cartel, hit six European and U.S.-based investment banks, 
including Citigroup Tnc. and 3PMorgan Chase & Co., as well as 

one broker, with $2.32 billion worth of financial... 

Taxes 

A foreign banking corporation’s method of allocating income to 
New York correctly disregarded certain interbranch transactions 
and transactions producing non-effectively connected income, 
the Division of Tax Appeals determined... 

Regulatory Policy 



The chairman and ranking member of a key House Financial 
Services subcommittee are circulating draft legislation that would 
require the nation’s major financial regulatory agencies to 
identify conflicting or duplicative existing... 

Securities 

The House passed a bipartisan bill Dec. 4 that would exempt 
most private equity fund advisers from registering with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission as required under the 2010 
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act .... 

T~xes 

For ~anks~ Fi~a~cial S~rvi¢~s Cr~p~t~i~s 

Financial companies in China will benefit from new tax rules that 
allow gains from transactions in one category of financial 
products to offset losses in another, practitioners told Bloomberg 
BNA .... 

Enforcement 

Cincinnati-based Fifth Third Bancorp and its former chief financial 
officer Daniel Poston agreed Dec. 4 to pay a total of $6.5 million 
to resolve Securities and Exchange Commission administrative 
proceedings over their allegedly improper... 

Economic Out!ook 

The labor market lagged behind most indicators in the latest 
economic snapshot from the Federal Reserve, as hiring either 
stagnated or grew only modestly across the Federal Reserve 
System’s $2 districts .... 

Housing 

New home sales soared 25.4 percent in October, lifted by strong 
gains in all four regions, the government reported Dec. 4 .... 
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Sportsmen & Women., North Carolina’s Economy to 
Benefit from Bipartisan SPORT Act 

From Great Smoky Mountains National Park in the west to Cape 
Hatteras National Seashore in the east, North Carolinians are 
passionate about the outdoors. In fact, more than 1.6 million 
sportsmen and women call North Carolina home. That’s nearly one in 
five of our residents, and Vm proud to represent each of them in the 
U.S. Senate as Co-Chair of the bipartisan Congressional Sportsmen’s 
Caucus. 

In this role, I recently introduced the Sportsmen’s and Public Outdoor 
Recreation Traditions (SPORT) Act, a package of policies supported by 
Republicans and Democrats to expand access to federal public lands for 
hunters and anglers, conserve wildlife habitats, and reform regulations 
that prevent people from enjoying the outdoors. 

Hunting, fishing and wildlife viewing are not only an integral part of 
North Carolina’s heritage, but these activities also benefit our state’s 
economy and create jobs. The SPORT Act is first and foremost about 
jobs because, as one study found, outdoor recreation supports 192,000 
jobs and $430 million in retail sales for businesses and communities 
across North Carolina. 

In recognition of the importance of these activities for North Carolina, 
I’ve included in the SPORT Act key programs for our state. For instance, 
my bill would reauthorize a cost-effective conversation law that has 
helped preserve nearly 70,000 acres of wildlife habitat in North 
Carolina. 



The SPORT Act would also exempt sportsmen trust funds from across- 
the-board budget cuts, known as sequestration. The federal 
government collects excise taxes from hunters, anglers and sales of 
equipment, such as ammunition and fishing tackle, to build sportsmen 
trust funds. North Carolina and other states then receive the money to 
manage fisheries and wildlife habitats, open and maintain recreational 
areas, and provide hunting and boating safety education. 

However, these funds that our state depends on to enhance outdoor 
recreation activities have been stuck in Washington instead of being 
put to good use in North Carolina. Our state is one of the best places 
in the country to fish and hunt, and we need to retain our sportsmen 
trust fund dollars to keep it that way. The SPORT Act would ensure 
North Carolina permanently retains these vital funds. 

My SPORT Act includes a number of additional bills that would benefit 
North Carolina, including provisions that would improve access to 
existing federal public lands with restricted access for hunting, fishing 
and other recreational purposes; help states build and maintain public 
shooting ranges and promote firearm safety; and grant the Secretary of 
the Interior permanent ability to authorize states to issue electronic 
duck stamps. 

I come from a family of lifelong hunters, and I’m committed to 
protecting and growing the time-honored traditions of sportsmen and 
women in our state. The SPORT Act combines the best ideas from 
Republicans and Democrats to enhance opportunities for hunting, 
fishing and shooting while strengthening our economy. I will continue 
to work with all stakeholders in North Carolina and my colleagues on 
both sides of the aisle to move this legislation forward. 

Sincerely, 

P.S. To keep up with my work in the Senate and around North Carolina, 
follow me on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Drug-Cost Smprises Lurk Inside New Health Plans 

Drtig-Cost Surprises Lurk Inside New Health Plans 

Americans with chronic illnesses--who are expected to be among the biggest beneficiaries 

of the health law--face widely varying out-of-pocket drug costs that could be obscured on 

the new insurance exchanges. 

Under the law, patients can’t be denied coverage due to existing conditions or charged 

higher rates than healthier peers. The law also sets an annual out-of-pocket maximum of 

up to $6,350 for individuals and $12,700 for families, after which insurers pay the full tab. 

But depending on the coverage they select, some patients on expensive drug regimens 

could reach that level fast. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 
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LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 75, 12/05/2013 
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Criminal Liability of Director 

Daya Shankar Tiwari, University Of Petroleum & Energy Studies 

Relationship between Goals of Company Law and Harmonization of Company Law in the EU 

}an Broulik, Tfiburg University, Charles UniversiW in Prague 

The Evolution of Security Industry Regulation in Australia: A Critique 

Tim Prenzler, Griffith University - School of Criminology and Criminal Justice 

Rick San’e, School of Law - University of South Australia 

Insolvent Professional Sports Teams: A Historical Case Study 

Nathaniel Grow, University of Georgia - Department o~ Insurance, Legal Studies, Real Estate 

The Colombian Simplified Corporation An Empirical Analysis of a Success Stow in Corporate Law Reform 

Francisco Reyes, University of Fribourg, Universidad Javeriana 
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Liability of Director" ~:~ Free Download 

DAYA SHAINN~ TI~VARI, University Of Petroleum & Energy Studies 

Email:               @gmail.com 

The present paper deals with one of the important aspects of company law i.e. criminal liability of director. Directors are often regarded as the brain 
of the company. It is the director who conducts, manage and regulate the affairs of the company. Therefore it is necessary to regulate the power 
and functions of director so that they cannot act ultra vires. The author through present paper will try to bring in light the liability of director for 
every wrong committed by him while exercising his power and function. The author will also discuss various provisions of company law dealing with 
criminal liability of director. 

i~:i~:i~:i"RelationsV~ip between Goals of Company Law and Harmonization of Company Law in tNe E~" ~~~ Free Download 

JAN 8NO~L~(, Tilburg University, Charles University in Prague 

Email: j.broulik@tilburguniversity.edu 

In the European Union there is still a discussion continuing about the desirable extent of harmonization of company law. According to the 

subsidiarity principle, the union should enact company law only in cases where member states cannot solve an issue effectively themselves. The 

primacy of national legislation is fueled mainly by benefits of diversity consisting in (i) legal rules better adapted to the preferences of firms and 

citizens, and (ii) innovation through the dynamic forces of competition between legal orders. However, benefits of diversity may be outweighed by 
benefits of centralization, such as averting of the danger of a ’race to the bottom.’ An interesting observation is that the concept of race to the 

bottom implies that states stop pursuing goals of company law and start to pursue other goals. These other goals are the economic benefits of (re) 

incorporation of companies in the respective state such as taxes paid by therein incorporated companies, or services that these companies buy 

from other local companies. This is to be understood so that a primary goal of a state is promotion of efficiency (wealth) of its nationals. If benefits 
of attracting foreign companies by poor company laws are higher than benefits of high quality company law (which is possible due to existence of 

interstate externalities) then the state decides for the former. 

in Australia: A Critique" ~i Free Download 
iiiiiii"The Evolution of Security Industw Regulation : 

IdCd 2012 1(1): 38-51 

TI~’~ ~REHZLER, Griffith University - School of Criminology and Criminal Justice 

Ema il: ~, Prenzler@griffith.edu.au 



RICK SARRE, School of Law - University of South Australia 

Email: [ick.sL=ffre@ U nisa =ed u =a u 

This paper charts the main changes in security industry regulation in Australia from the 1980s to the present time, and provides a critique of the 
regulatory framework and the change process. Change has largely been driven by recurring conduct scandals, with governments obliged to 
introduce increasingly more stringent integrity checks and competency standards in an attempt to diminish widespread concerns about the 
industry. Despite the lack of strategic planning, a significant learning process is evident and a clear model of best practice has emerged. Recent 
enquh’ies show that Australia still does not have an optimal system for managing the industry but change has been in the right direction, with 
scope for fine-tuning to ensure more responsive and effective regulation. 

~.ewL~ & Clark, ~.aw Review~ Forth~omin~ 

~.TH~.~’~ ~O~t~, University of Georgia - Department of Insurance, Legal Studies, Real Estate 

Email:                  @gmail,com 

The U.S. professional sports industry has recently witnessed a series of high-profile bankruptcy proceedings involving teams from both Major 
League Baseball ("MLB") and the National Hockey League ("NHL"). In some cases -- most notably those involving MLB’s Los Angeles Dodgers and 
the NHL’s Phoenix Coyotes -- these proceedings raised difficult issues regarding the proper balance for bankruptcy courts to strike between the 
authority of a professional sports league to control the disposition of its financially struggling franchise’s assets and the rights of the debtor team 
to maximize the value of its property. However, these cases did not mark the first time that a court was called upon to balance the interests of a 
professional sports league and an insolvent team. 

Building off of related research documenting the history of the :1922 Supreme Court case of Federal Baseball Club of Baltimore, Inc. v. National 

League of Professional Baseball Clubs (resulting in the book Baseball on Trial: The Origin of Baseball’s Antitrust Exemption, Forthcoming 20~_4, 

University of [llinois Press), this article documents the history of two long forgotten disputes in 19~_5 for the control of a pair of insolvent franchises 

in the Federal League of Professional Base Ball Clubs (specifically, the Kansas City Packers and the ]ndianapolis Hoosiers). Drawing upon original 

court records and contemporaneous newspaper accounts, the article contends that despite the passage of time -- and the different factual and 
procedural postures of the respective cases -- courts both then and now have adopted similar approaches to managing litigation between 

professional sports leagues and their insolvent franchises. Moreover, the article discusses how the history of these ~_915 disputes helps explain 

why U.S. professional sports leagues have traditionally disfavored public franchise ownership. 

I=R~P~Ct’SCO RI~Y~S, University of Fribourg, Universidad 3averiana 

Email: [reyesl@llaw.su.edu 

Law ~L258 was enacted in Colombia on December 5, 2008. During the last five years the country has witnessed a revolutionary turnaround in its 

Corporate Law. This legislation introduced a new type of business entity referred to as the Simplified Corporation or Sociedad por Acciones 

Simplificada (also known as SAS, according to its acronym in Spanish). Following the most progressive approach to Corporate Law, this law reduced 

incorporation formalities to a simple filing before the Mercantile Registry. It also streamlined costs and requirements associated with the formation 

and operation of boards of directors, fiscal auditors, purpose clauses, and other formalistic requirements that existed before its enactment. Law 
$258 made it clear that shareholders would be shielded from any liability concerning obligations arising from the business activities of the 

corporation. [t also reduced old-fashioned prohibitions pertaining to shareholders and managers activities and, most significantly, it reinforced an 

effective principle of freedom of contract. Furthermore, by applying the method of structural transplants, this law also introduced an innovative 

enforcement environment where arbitration and administrative adjudication superseded inefficient judicial procedures. This paper briefly analyzes 
the evolution of the Colombian SAS during the first five years after the enactment of quoted Law $258 of 2008. [t provides an empirical evaluation 
based on statistical data collected at the Colombian Confederation of Chambers of Commerce, the Mercantile Registry of Bogot~ and the National 

Office of Corporations. 
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Today’s Headlines: Large Companies Prepared to Pay Price on Caxbon 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~NTHISEMAILI i~i NYT I VVod~ ~ U.S ~ Business Spots Arts ~Fashion&S~e ~ lo~ay’s 

Top News 

Large Compardes Prepared to Pay Price on 

Carbon 

More thm~ bvo dozen of the ~mt~on’s h~gg~st eo~oraticms, 

including lhe five m~or oil companies, ate" pi~’paHng to pay 

efimate--related taxes, a departm’e from the policies they usually support. 

Chicago Pro°sues Dea]l to Change Pension 

:Fmtding 

M:ayor Rahm Emanuel said proper%’ kaxes wo~fld double or 

services wou~d be eat if the city did not gel pensio[~ relief 

Rahm 

Poor B]lack and Hisp~mic Men Are the Face of 

The number of new H.I.V. infections na[ionu~de remains 

skabbornly slack, with more and more occurring it~ young black 

a~d Hispmfie mere 

k, who 

Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

~ vmEo: The Tria~s of3acob Maeh 

A 24-rta~l~l[e documentary follows a Lost Boy who, ~2 years after 

leaving Sudam has l))ut~d that the &’earn of a better life is both all 

arom~d a~d just ouN~de h~s grasp. 

, Re~ated .&rtic~e 

Den9 

Msch 



OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

M~king Low Wages [J wd~e 

Wha[ can be do~e to improve the ]~ving s[andards of workers 

the bottom of Lhe pay scale? 

L.ow 

Wages 

.~va b e 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SHARIFF GIBBONS> of GMHC in New York, on an increase in H,LV. infection among 
yonng black and Hispanic men. 

World 

MATTER 
I £ An 

Ba~’~ 4oo~ooo-~ear-O]~d Chle tO H~nan 
interpret 

O~]~S 
ation of 

B? C’-,RL ZH~:iME~ 
I 

th~ 

DNA from a fossil in Spain most c]osely maLehes another exfiucL 

human lineage, Denisovans, whose remains have been fi)und thousands of rn~les 

away i~ Siberia. 

Major Hezbollah F~gure, Tied to S.~’im~ %~ar, Is 

Assassinated Near Beirut 

As questions swirled about why and by whom the leader, 

Hassane I,aqees, was killed, Hezbo]]ah accused Israel, saying it 

would have to bear "ramifications?’ 

The Lede: Image Links Official 1o Battle for Syria 

_~ansterdam Has a Deal for Alcoholics: Work ~.g,.o~,p; 

Paid ha Beer                                                   ~iooho, 

tolerance is giving alcoholics street-deanh~gjobs and paying 

them pmdy in beer, hut conservative politicians denounce the prqjecL as 

misguided. 

U,S. 

Docmnents Say Phones O~tside UoS. Axe Tracked 

The National Seemqty Agency is tracking the location and movemenb ~ff 

cellphones outside the United States in an effo~* to find suspicious travel 

patterns or activities by intelligence kargets, according to documenLs leaked hy 



Edward J. Snowden. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
:~ Cyciir,9 

In Detroit R~alh~g~ Thl’eats to Promises and past a 
Delroit 

A judge’s decision that benefiN could be reduced in a bankrupkcy 

proceeding has reeask khe Iandseape tbr pensions and given ~stressed clues 

leverage to backtrack on tb eir promises. 

Arizona Agency Is Fa~llted ~n Deaths of F~reflghters 

A state agency said "dae [ores’uy division put [he protection of property ahead of 

the safely of firefighters. 

~[~ Document: Yarnell Hill Fire Repot[ 

For more UO. 

Business 

$~5 Wage h~ Fast Food Sl-i~°s Debate on Effe, ets 

Repeated strikes against fasbfi:~od reslamrants have called ibr a 

sharp minimum-wage increase, to $~5 an hour, but "dae side 

efl’eets of such ajump on prices and employment a~ nuclear. 

rs in fast 
-food 

DEALBOOK 

Treas~?" Chief to Declare Big Gaines ~n Finmieial R~form 

In a broad po~h::y speech ~ntended to sigoal the admin~straUon’s views on 

financial reg~flaUons, ’FreasmT Secre~ry Jacob & Lew will also make it dear 

that more measures may be needed to stt~ngthen the global system. 

DEALBOOK 
~ Joaqu[n 

:Europe Sets Big F~nes ~n Sett~g Libor Case 

The European Unioo fined a group of globa~ financJa~                   ~urop~ 

insUtuUons a combined L7 billion em’os ($2.3 billion) on 

Wednesday to se~le charges that they eoluded to fix benchmark ~oterest rates. 

~ Understanding Ubor 

Spots 



Rad~g for Top, Ow~ers of K~ficks and Nets See 

tl~e Bottom Fall Out 

James L. Ddan, the o~er of @e Knk’ks, and ~,1ikhai~ D. 

ProD~orov, the owner of the Nets, share a city a*i a*~ approach 

that has saddled them wkh high payr4ls for weak teams. 

, N.B A. Rounaup: Garr~e in Mexico Ci~ Postponed After Smoke Fills Arena 

~ Knicl,;s’ Three-Win Circus Draws Spotlight 

:g the 

Kidd Reticent on Demotion of Assistant 

,~. day after Nets O:~aeh ,laso~ Kidd demoted I~wrenee Frank to a mn&-vedueed 

role firing daily repoV~s, he insisted it had no~ been a di@e@~ &dsion ~o make. 

, Fran~, Once Kidd’s R~gh> Han~ Man~ Is Demoted 

ESSAY 

Three Rhtgs Erase Sting of Losi~tg EllsbuD" 

Jaeoby Ellsb~rT’s joining @e Yankees is not @e same as when 

other former Red Sex players s*~eh as Sporty Lyle, Roger 

clemens and Wade Bogs wet to New York and won titles. 

Boggs 
played 

~< 1 years 

Fer mei~ spoi!.s r~ews, go to NYTimee~com/Sporte ~* 

Arts 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Let the Red Carpets 

Prizes handed o@ this week for the @otham Independent Fihn 

Awards, the New York Fihn Critics Circle sd the Nati@~al Board 

of Review began b set the stage for the Academy Awards in March. 

Three Rockwell Classics Brhg Nearly 857o8 

Nemean Roel~el]’s "Sayi% @’ace," o~e of the artist’s most 

popular covers for I%e Saturday Evening Post, sdd for raore 

than d@ble its estimated price. 

Christie s Reveals Detroit Art Appraisal 

The heart of the Detrdt Institute of irts co]lectk~n wo@d raise 

between 8452 million and $866 million if sold, according to an 

apprNsa] by Christie’s, 

Ethan 

~2[k° 

Detroit’s 

largest 

Fashion & Style 

DRESS CODES 

Appropriately Inap]l~ropriate for ’Festive Dress’ 

If invi ’rations request festive attire, what’s a man to do? First, 

don’t pa~ie. Second, do~’t by a eostnme. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Dressing for a Festive Holiday Pang 

The Image Chase~° 

Know~ for his wotq< with digit~l images, Pascal DangJ~ is stel.~ping 

out onto a wider stage: fashion branding. 

Heady Days for Hai,¯ in the NoF,L 

Helmets just get i~ the w~y ofs@e in today’s N.FI. 

,[~] Slide Show 

Dangin, 
whose 

I 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: A~atomy ofa See~m: ’O~t of the 

Scott Cooper nabs’ares a sequence fl’om his film featuring C3sey 

Affleck, Woody Ha 

~ WDEO: Vicarage S~’le h~ Bucharest 

The old center of Bucharest, Romania. highlights vintage style 

and noneonformib’ in local fashiom Victor Plaeinta, an 

architect, said his wardrobe is insph’ed by British sgde. 

~ WDEO: App Smart: Docume~t Scamfi~g 

A mobile app could make the scanner at your home or office a 

thing of the past. 

Obituaries 

Pau~ .A~ssaresses, 95, Who Tortured ?dgeriar~s, 

Dies 

General Aussaresses shinned France in 2000 when he assm ted 

that he tor[nred and summarily executed dozens of prisoners 

din:i*% his countt?is war in Algeria fl:mr decades emqier. 

Vince~t A. Marchise~ Ex=New York Legislator 

From BroiL% Dies at 85 

Mr. Marchiselli, electcd in ~974. as a rel~rmer, was a defiant 

w:4ee against his bot’ou~a’s scandal-searred Democratic 

organization. 

Dick Dodd, ][.cad Singer of the Stande||s, Dies at 

The Standells’ most famous so~)g, "Dirb~ Water," beeame a hit in 

the mid-~96os and the anthem of Boston sports tearas decades 

later. 

The 

s, with 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The President on ]~mq~al~ty 

Mr. Obama said in a speech on the economy and the widening gap in national 

ineome that he will devote the rest of his presidency to the crucial issue of social 

m obility. 

EDITORIAL 

Egypt’s Latest Constitution 

:V21er dabbling in democracy, Egyptians face the choice of reve~ing ko a 

seem’~~ state. 

EDITORIAL 

New York’s ’Legalized Bribery’ 

A repmt on ethics in A~bany reads like an encyclopedia of seandaI. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why the D~tch Love Black Pete 

In the Netherlm~ds, the gl~ck Pete debate m~derscores how deep 

lies the fear oflosiug ideu’d~i. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Presider~t, the Pope and the People 

The idea that honest work should p~y an h~-~nesk wage is part 

the American soeiaJ col~t~’aet - and one that is in danger (d 

disintegra[ing. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Once again, serial eonse~azatives are out in lk)ree and feeling 

picked on over Llying Lo protect the Christian holiday~ 

~ Columnis~ Page 

For mare opinion; go to NYTimee.eom!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYrimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have (#~estiens? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This Email 

This is an autornated emaii. Please do rio[ [eply directiy [o this ernail 

You received this message because yell signed up [er NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headl#~es rlewsietter. 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Mour Email :: Privacy Policy I Cont~3ct i Adve~ise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: 12-momh timer starts lbr 23-stou SkyHouse rower in &wntown Raleigh 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 5, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

12-month timer starts for 23=stor~ ~kyHouse tower in 
d own to~rn Raleiqh 
Bet, veen now and the end of 2014, the corner of Martin and Blount streets in 

downtown Raleigh will resemble a busy anthill as workers start to assemble all the 

~ieces for what will become the 23-story SkyHouse Raleigh apa~ment tower. 

N.C. to pr~oritize manufacturing, aviation, defense ,jobs 
N.C. Commerce Secretary Sharon Decke~ is finished with her "listening tou# around 

the state as she reorganizes her depa~ment, so she had a few minutes fo~ 

questions about what’s next for 20 ia. 

McCrory: Medicaid reform ~R be ’crucial’ in 2014 
During his visit Tuesday te Wake Ferest Baptisl Medioal Center, ~ asked Gev Pat 

McCrory how much o~ ;~ priarity Medicaid reform will be when the k~gish~ture returns 

,o 

Discuss 
.................. 

S~ve cash by launchin~ your sta~up in ,., Par~s? 
Hey, erfirepreneurs~ Thinking abeut iaunc, hing yeur s~adup abroad? You rrfigh~ 

actually save meney. 

, ~.~ 

T~tter awash ~th speCulation on PNC Arena’s mystery 

Cree to light up N.C. S~te’s newdorm project 

What do CEOs want for Christmas? A federa~ b~dqet 
agreement 

Cisco predicts the future: Internet of Eye.thing, ubiquitous 
video and web overhaul 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2018 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 7:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- December 5, 2013 

Hello, 

All That Glitters Isn’t Gold 

dust because a health-care plan has lower premiums under the Affordable 

Care Act, doesn’t mean it is neeessarily a better deal. Our story reports that 

patients groups are asking Americans x~th chronic illnessesl~l who were 

meant to be among the biggest benefieiaries of the health lawi2 to shop 

carefully on the new exchanges because }~ef~:y <~-l.-<~t"--pocke~: dry, It co,’~,’~ ~ re 

~ ~ki~,,, i r~side ,,~<~m~’ ~e~I-I ~ pbm,,~ We find that, in general, the lower a 

plan’s monthly premium, the higher the portion of drug eosts patients 

must bear. We also note that patients may find it difficult to make an 

informed deeision, as some plans require shoppers to formally apply 

before seeing all the details. The director of advoeaey for the Arthritis 

Foundation voieed eoneern that "people may be attraeted to plans with low 

premiums and not have mueh drug eoverage at all." 

The Crack of Dax~n 

History has taught us that economic crisis can give wings to radical forces. 

A fascist movement known as Golden Dawn has gone from being an 

obseure grouping to beeoming Greeee’s third most popular politieal parb~. 

We report that the mov-ement is steeped in neo-Nazi rhetorie and street 

violenee against ilnmigrants. Despite this, the Greek governlnent has 

hesitated to eraek down on the group for a long time amid its rise in 

popularity. Not until after the murder of a Greek tapper in September did 

the government begin to mount a serious legal effort aimed at erushing the 

par~~. Our story homes in on the vic~tims ~.~:" (};~.~[de~ l)a>,~~ a~.~.d clu’onic.les 

"~l~e r~.~om:Cting e{:ti~r’~ o{ t}~e g~v<:rnment to bring party leaders to justice. We 

note that the stakes are high: If the governlnent fails, many" imlnigrants 

fear that Golden Dawn’s popularity may reaeh new heights. 

Mind the Gap 

U.S. President Baraek Obama is pushing a number of liberal priorities for 



his economic agenda at home. He promised Wednesday to focus on 

f%’d~’ral mi~fim um wage wtfile detailing other ways the government can play 

a bigger role in boosting economic mobility. Republieaus believe the move 

is a ploy to shift attention away fl’om the troubled rollout of the health law. 

"Instead of addressing people’s frustrations he’s trying to change the 

subject," said Rep. Kevin McCarthy, the House GOP whip. Meanwhile, 

some Delnoeratie Senate aides say that a push to increase the minimmn 

wage may endanger prospects for some "vulnerable Democrats up for re- 

election in 2o14. 

The Very Pink of Perfection 

Pantonel~iwhich is in the business of selling color swatches and giving 

advice to industries [i1 ehooses an "It" eolor every year. Our fashion 

columnist Christina Binkley unveils the new piek for 2o14: a pi r~k3, purpl~> 

k~K*wn a,’~ :’radia~ t or~,’~id% So, is there really a such thing as an "It" color? 

Our story reports that housewares, cosmetics and packaging are already 

showing up in radiant orchid, while coffee-machine maker Keurig is using 

the color on two models coming out in early February. And cosmetics giant 

Sephora even considered it as a hair color. (Now where can I get radiant 

orchid socks?) 

WORLD 

BUS~NESS 

NAR~TS 



NU~.’~BER OF THE DAY 

What is the most important consideration when choosing an airline? Send 

your responses to topoi~t@~si,co~:~:~ and follow ({,’~GcrardTBa~;cr on 

Twitter. 

A READER’S RESPONSE 

After M> Obama said, "We’re ~o-1 goi~g back]’ in reference to pre-reform 

health care, we asked readers how he might improve his battered approval 

ratings. Sara Roskott of Pennsylvania x.~:ote: "’Back’ had good solutions for 

many. Mr. Obama should admit that, allow for those solutions, and build 

on what was truly broken. He should worry less about changes to 

Obamaeare and more about doing the right thing for the American people." 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The l o-Poh~t" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lO-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 



You may be receiving this email in place of The ~14orning Brief, which we 

no longer offer. To continue to receive the day’s headlines, sign up for h~ 

FOLLOW US 

Copyr~lht 2o~3 Do~v Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A New Psychiatric Disorder 



click here. 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification ~d’rboard- webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 11:12 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board annoances termination of entbrcement action 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of enforcement action 

http:,/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/pres~enii?rcement, 20131205a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federa~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Pa~e. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you hm~e questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscfiberhelp.govdelivels~.com_. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federa]reserve.gov_. Follow us on Twitter. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Americau Law Institute z<tevelopment@ali.org> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 11:59 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Al,I’s Annual Appeal 

By now you should have received in the mail ALI’s 

Annual ReporL, which also is 

The Annual Report provides an overview of the 
Institute’s achievements during the fiscal year as 
well as information on its finances, It also recognizes 
those who made a financial contribution during that 
fiscal year, The Institute could not have 
accomplished as much as it has this year wi[heu[ [he 

intellectual and financial contributions of its 
members, 

We hope you will support the Institute’s work and 
make a donation by cem#eting and returning the 
gift card that accompanied the Annual ReporL If you 
prefer, you can make a gift online at our website. 

Thank you in advance fer your genarosity, and best 
wishes for the holidays. 

The Am~!!i,’:an Law institute! 

4025 Che.%tnut Sh~!et. Philadelphia, PA 19104 ~ 215.243.1623 



Re se ar~ and~re ativ ~ ac ti ~ity at ~ar~iina, D~ ~ N ~2 

~at might make solar technology more affordable? Trading silicon for plastic~ 

FEATURES 

Est0e Lander, Haagen- To understand A new approach to 

Dazs--Do we know where neurodegeneration, Juan transplants could save 

our favorite brands come Song discovers how baby many who need new 

frorn? neurons stay alive, lungs 

VIDEO 



~"i laurie mcneil 

Wo °kin  on Women in Science 

The number of women in facul~ positions in the sciences lags far behind the 
percentage of female graduate and undergraduate studen~ nationwide. A 
campus-wide initiative at UNC called Working on Women in Science is t~ing to 
change that. Photo by Steve Exum. 

[x:: ~tch vide°      ] 

SPOtLIGHtS CAROEINA~ QUOTED 

--Sidney Smith, ~n Sh~ft W~ cholestero~ advice could double statm 

demographers make a 

time-lapse video to show 

housing gro~h from 1940 Cyberk~fe treab:qent pro’sales s prom~s~n~ opbon for patients 

to what the state might with eady ~)~osb~l:e csncer {L}neberg~ [ [:cmp~ehens=ve [:ance~ 
look like in 2050. (Ca~ofina Cen~er} 

~ coffee owners with beans 

Coffee cannectie!~s: Three 

Carolina alumni guide 

Counter Culture Coffee 

from a class proposal to a 

business with worldwide 

Phihppmes wants Chapel Hii] sta~tup’s help with typhoo~ relief 

efforts (rda~igle Busii~ess Journs0 

reispse (UNC Heeil:h Caie~ 

I..a ~9.9-scu~l.9, h=gh-qdahty pt~blic presoheol pays elf (FPG 



influence on the coffee 

industry {LJ~’~C 

GE~CON NEe 

[] Earl .......... Facebook [] Ea,’!,e,3vor .... Twitter [] RSSFeed 

wry did / get ~h}s~ unsubscdbe Fr,:3m t~is list t~p,:Jate subscrJpl:~on preferences 

UNCCh~pelHiI~.CB,1106 Ch~pelHll~,blc27599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 2:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board releases guidance reminding financial institutions to exercise appropriate risk mmaagement mad oversight when using 

service providers 

Federal Reserve Board releases guidance reminding financial institutions to exercise appropriate risk management and 
oversight when using service providers 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~press/bcreg/20131205a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 2:32 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces final rule regarding Federal Reserve Break accounts and sereices tbr financial market utilities designated as 

sys’~e~nica~ly importoJ~t 

Federal Reserve Board announces final rule regarding Federal Reserve Bank accounts and services for financial market 
utilities designated as systemically important 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20131205b.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kranse, Joan H <~jhkrause@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 2:32 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Law: Promolion & Tenure, Revi~d Policies 

Thank you l 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 20:[3 2::[6 PM 

To: Krause, Joan H 
Subject: FW: UNC Law: Promotion &Tenure, Revised Policies 

I also forwarded this to Jeff Hirsch. You might want to check with him to see if he is using December 3 as the approval date. 

l.issa 

Froro: Boger, Jack 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 20:[3 5:52 plVl 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subject: Fwd: UNC Law: Promotion & Tenure, Revised Policies 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Strauss, Ronald P." <ron straussd~unc.edu> 

Date: December 3, 2013, 3:56:20 PM EST 

To: "Hunt, Andrew" <h__u_n__a__n___@__e_._m__a_~_!:.u_n__c_:_e_d__~).> 

Cc: "Boger, Jack" <jcboger@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Law: Promotion & Tenure, Revised Policies 

Andrew Please place the new attached version up on our website and remove the old version. Thanks, Ron 

Ronald P. Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Chief International Officer 
Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South B~dlding, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510;ron st~auss,~anc edu 



::N:: KPMG’s ACI 
~ile SEC enforcement actions related to accountin9 matted have ..... Celeb~tin 

o                  ¯ ¯         o ¯                          Years Logo fallen to 11 go of enforcement achwty from 31 Yo m 2007, 
investigations are likely to increase as the SEC’s Division of 
Enforcement refocuses its effo~s on identiking, investigating, and 

Audit Comm;~ee Understandin~ the SEO’s plans to renew its Ion~-standing focus on 
Institute accountin~ and financial repo~in~ irregularities, including its new " 

compliance with the SEC financial repo.ing and other regulato~ 

For more on a proactive approach to anti-fraud programs and      I 

controls, read the latest Forensic Focus from KPMG. 

ACl Videos 
On Financial Reporting: KPMG’s Defining issues 

Measurement- Business Model Assessment. The FASB and 
iASB continue to discuss their respective proposed standards on 

reached tentative decisions on six aspects of the business model 

Public Companies. The FASB recently decided to consider 
changing the accounting for goodwill by public companies, and also 
voted to endorse ~o recent recommendations from the Private ...... I 
Company Council (PCC) on accounting for goodwill and allowing a 
simplified hedge accounting approach. (KPMG) 

Concept. The FASB recenfl~ proposed accounting guidance that Upcoming ~vents 
would eliminate the cumulBtive financial reposing requirement [or 
both public and private development stage entities. Comments are KPNG’s Fa~ Audit 
due December 23, 2013. (KPMG) committee Roundtab~ 

On Audit and the Audit Committee 

Regulatory Changes on Deck Fo~ Auditors, Audit Comml~ees. Agd~t Committee 
~th regulatom considering significant changes to the audit ~ssues 
function-and the risk and regulato~ environment becoming J 
~er-more complex and challenging-audit committees continue to 

responsibilities and how investors and otheB could gain greater Share [~si hts 

Governance Leaders Issue Call to Action to Enhance the       ’ ’ ’ 
Audit Committee Report, A group of nationally recognized U.S. 
corporate governance and policy organizations is jointly calling on 

proactively consider strengthening their public disclosures to more 
effectively convey key elements of their critical work to investors 

Engagement Partner. The PCAOB plans to hold a meeting to 
discuss re-proposing a requirement for audNng firms to disclose in 
the auditor’s repo~ the names of the engagement pa~ner and 
ce~ain other pa~icipants in the audit. (WebCPA) 

On Governance and Leadership 

Engaging on P{oxy Issues: Know@rig When, How and Who to 



Ca~L It is almost universally acknowledged that boards need to 
engage more directly with institutions on corporate governance and 
compensation issues. In doing so, however, it is important for 
directors to know that they are engaging with the right person at the 
institution. (Corporate Board Member) 

ISS Re~eases 2014 Voting Policies. Institutional Shareholder 
Services updated relatively few of its policies this year, but the 
changes largely represent a more measured, company-specific 
approach to corporate governance practices. (14/achtel~ Lipton, 

Rosen & Katz via Ha~vard Law BIo~) 

Think of ~nterna~ Audit as the Conscience of the Organizatior~. 
The expression of core organizational values can be a key indicator 
of a strong tone at the top, as well as an effective way to 
communicate the behaviors employees are expected to embody 
and demonstrate. #NACD Directo~hip) 

On Technology 

~e~di~g ~inds with the C~O. Now more than ever, CFOs and 
ClOs need to get along and unde~tand each other to maximize 
companies’ pedormance-present and future. (CFO) 

On Cyber Securi~ 

Cyber A~cks Know No Barriers. Edward Goings, National Lead 
Padner, KPMG Forensic Technology, and Ronald Plesco, Jr., 
Managing Director, KPMG Forensic SeHices, discuss the current 
cyber threat landscape and the board’s role with regard to cyber 
attacks. (The Metropol#an Corporate Coansel) 

From KPMG 

REGISTER NOW: KPMG’s F~I~ 20~ 3 Audit Committee 
Roundtab~e Series. Hosted in more than 25 cities across the U.S. 
through December 19, St~king the Right DeaL" Oversight of M&A 
and International Ventures will explore the critical role of the audit 
committee and the board in helping the company assess the 
oppo~unifies and risks posed by M&A and other transactions in a 
globa~ environment. (KPMG) 

Links 

AC~ Home KPMG Finsncia~ KPMG 
Supporting audit RepoSing Network Turning knowledge 
committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with nev~ updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reposing our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACl, other KPMG Institutes and more. 

’~ ~:~=.~ ~e ~ ~ ~,~" 4 th~s mess~ ~~cm ~’:~M"~ LL~~ ~ ~:~=.~ ~v~:5 ~.~ ~ms~:b~c~b 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Cary retail project gets $87M advance; Lend Lease names Carolinas head 

iiiiiiiii Today’sTopLoealStories iiiiiiiii c ...... twlthns 

t.o 

_ 

~.YNC~WeBuildPeople.org, 

Letter from Cor~t~ fast food cha(ns to raise ~vac~es 

_ 

We~k~y ~d~bs on your ~Pad or ~Phor~~. Ne~>> ,, 

................................................ 

N,Co to orior~tize manufactur~n 

_ 



former ~ntem fee@ack about her bad attitude? 

How to minimize ne~)pact when disaster strikes 

~A lock indicates content available to paid subscribers. Learn atx~st 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

sb:zle 

gdt.,@xc~ :~     # h~..ckad]..,n~ ~ ~ winner ~alks hea18%art.,.:~ and @area o~u.r 

........................ 

] w~tter gets ~:s woman; Dame Haqjor~e Scar@no 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 3:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 5 -- BNA’s Banking Report - BreaJ~ing News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 5, 2013, 3:23 P.M. ET 

The Federal Reserve Board cleared a final rule that spells out how Federal Reserve Banks 
provide account services to financial market utilities such as the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange, owned by the CME Group (CNE), and TCE Clear Credit, owned by the 

Intercontinental Exchange Group (ICE). 

The rule, which implements part of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act, applies to a small but important group of clearing and settlement firms that 
the Financial Stability Oversight Council designated as systemically important financial 

institutions in 2012. 

Financial market utilities, often described as the payments and processing infrastructure of 
U.S. markets, provide vital services such as clearing securities and derivatives transactions. 

The rule takes effect in 60 days. 

The rule is at http:i/op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-ge4rrg. 
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Dec. 5 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - BreaJ~ing News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 5, 2013, 3:29 P.M. ET 

The Federal Reserve Board cleared a final rule that spells out how Federal Reserve Banks 
provide account services to financial market utilities such as the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange, owned by the CME Group (CNE), and TCE Clear Credit, owned by the 

Intercontinental Exchange Group (ICE). 

The rule, which implements part of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act, applies to a small but important group of clearing and settlement firms that 
the Financial Stability Oversight Council designated as systemically important financial 

institutions in 2012. 

Financial market utilities, often described as the payments and processing infrastructure of 
U.S. markets, provide vital services such as clearing securities and derivatives transactions. 

The rule takes effect in 60 days. 

The rule is at http:i/op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-ge4rrg. 
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Team NVivo <info@exptore,qsrinternatienal,com> 
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Broome~ Lissa L <lbroome@email unc.edu:-- 

NVivo Brown Bag Webinar: ~ntreducing Aute Cod~ng by Example 

NVivo Brown Bag Webinar: ~ntroducing Auto Coding by Example 

Please .iain us on Wednesday, D¢~e~be~ ~ 1 at 10:~ ~ST~ [cr the ccmplir~’~entary ~V~vo B~o~ ~ag web}~a~: ~rod~¢~g~u~o ~o~9 by ~xa~. b~V~,o is seft¢~are t~at helpa 

Pattern bssed a(4o cod~r=g ~s a new feature in N’~J’,.o 20 that ~s designed to speed up t~e ceding process for Isrge volumes of textua~ data ~t allows you to de spprox~mate ’broa&brus~¢ 

Regards. 

NVivo Webinar feam 

QtSR International (Americas) 

55 Cambridge Street 

Burlington, MA 0~803 
617~491q850 

Please add ua 1:o your Safe Sender list! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hofstra Law Eveuts <hofstralaw@hofstra.edu;, 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Save the Date: Lichtens~tein Distinguished Lecture in LegaJ Ethics 

Haruetj A. Feldman Distinguished Facul~ Scholar’ 

and Professor of Law, 
Penn Sta~e Dickinson School of Law 

Laurel S. Terry is a preeminent scholar working in the area of legal ethics and the 
international and interjurisdietional regulation of the legal profession. She has 
examined trends in global la~3~er regulation, the need to create a global umbrella 
organization for lawyer regulators, and the impact of the GATS, FATF, the Bologna 
Process and antitrust initiatives on legal eduea{ion and legal services. Professor 
Terry is a prolific scholar whose work is frequently ere& A three-time Fulbrigh{ 
grant recipient, she has been active in international, national and state organizations 
involved with lauTer regulation and has served as a LawWithoutWallsTM Thought 
Leader and Subject Matter Expert. Professor Terry is a member of the 
International Bar Association and American Law Institute. Learn more 

This message was sent from Hofstra Law Events to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. 121 Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY 11549. 

You can modify/update your subscription via the link below. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lh2170@columbia.edu 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:18 PM 

prvs 044d4b729 lbroome@email.unc.edu 

On Sabbatical 

Thank you for your message. I am on sabbatical from July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014. I will be checking my umversl~ e-mail account less frequently than usual If your message concerns the 

Institute for Research in African American Studies contact either Professor Marcellus Blount (mb33@columbia.edu) or Carl Hart (clh42@columbia.edu). It’you have not received a retuned e- 
mail message from me ~vithin a week or two, please feel free to email me a reminder. 

Thank You, 

Fredrick C. Harris 
Professor of Political Science 

Director, Center for the Stud?- of African-American Politics and Socie~z 
Columbia Universi~ 
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Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 14 No. 85, 12/05/2013 

Table of Contents 

Protecting Consumers from Zombie-Debt Collectors 

Nail L, Sobol, Texas A&M University - School of Law 

~ China’s New ’Common Law’: Using China’s Guiding Cases to Understand How to Do Business in the People’s Republic of China 

Jocelyn Limmer, South Texas College of Law, Faulkner University - Thomas Goode Jones School of Law 

Specific Performance - An Exceptional Remedy 

Thulasi K, P, aj, Indian Law Society (ILS) Law College 

~ A Fork in the Stream: The Unjustified Failure of the Concurrence in .1, Hclntyre Machinery Ltd, v. Nicastro to Clarify the Stream of Commerce 

Doctrine 

Cody .~al’n~s .~acobs, Georgetown University Law Center 

~ Die Beendigung einer Schiedsvereinbarung durch Anrufung staatlicher Gerichte (The Termination of Arbitration Agreements by Resorting to 

State Court Litigation) 

Christian Kers~in~l, Heinrich Heine University DCisseldorf - Faculty of Law 

CONTRACTS & COHHERCTAL LAW eJOURNAL 

i;il;il;i)’Prot~cting Cossumers groin Zombi~-Oeb~ Collector~" ~III Free Download 
Hew/Vaxico Law Review, ~brthcom~ng 

NElL L, NO~OL, Texas A&M University - School of Law 

Email: nsobol@law.tamu.edu 

The debt-collection business is booming, led by a dramatic increase in the sale and collection of defaulted debts. Currently, debt buyers annually 

purchase more than $100 billion in the face value of debts. In the typical purchase, buyers pay only a small fraction of the face value of the debts; 
in return, they receive extremely limited, often inaccurate information. Many of the debts that buyers seek to recover never existed or are no longer 

enforceable by operation of law. Consumers who receive communications from debt buyers often complain about mistaken-identity and identity- 

theft cases where the individuals contacted never incurred the alleged debts. Additionally, buyers may seek recovery of debts that have been paid, 

settled, discharged in bankruptcy, or have become time-barred because the collection period under the statute of limitations has expired. 

By obtaining judgments or persuading consumers to pay a portion of these debts, acknowledge these debts, or enter into new agreements, 
collectors can transform these debts thought to be "dead" or non-existent, into "living" and enforceable debts. The media have labeled these 
resurrected debts as "zombie debts." 3ust as the zombies in movies come back from the dead to terrorize individuals, dead debts may resurface to 
cause havoc for consumers. Even if a consumer successfully defeats one zombie-debt collector, the process may restart when the debt is resold. 

Legal scholarship has only begun to address the issue. The scholarship has primarily focused on the collection of zombie debts through the court 

system; however, the abuses are not limited to litigation. Collectors are often successful in persuading consumers to pay dead debts without filing 

lawsuits. Moreover, efforts to make it harder for collectors to sue on unenforceable debts may increase pre-litigation abuses. Accordingly, this 
Article addresses zombie-debt issues before the onset of litigation. It identifies the failure of traditional methods to deal with this growing problem 

and proposes amendments to the federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act to establish uniform standards for the transfer of information and 

documentation to debt buyers and consumers. Furthermore, penalties and limitation periods should be set to deter debt buyers from violating the 

Act. Finally, the Article emphasizes the importance of providing assistance and education to consumers and suggests that the recently formed 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau coordinate a federal, state, and local attack to combat zombie debt. 

iiii"Chi~a’s N~w ’Com~non L~w’: Using Chi#a’s Guiding C~ses to Understa#~t How to Do Business in the People’s l~epub~ic oI’ China" 

Free Download 

30CELYN LiMM~R, South Texas College of Law, Faulkner University - Thomas Goode 3ones School of Law 

Fmail:                   @g n3aiI,con3 

Beginning in December 2011, the People’s Supreme Court (PSC) in the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter "China") embarked on substantial 

changes to China’s legal system when it issued the first four "Guided Cases" under its new "Guided Case system." While China’s courts are 



prohibited from making law under China’s Constitution, as China’s law is established by code rather than case law precedent, the Guiding Cases 

provide a framework by which to understand how to interpret China’s laws related to doing business in China. U.S. companies doing business in 
China now have a clearer picture of how to predict, avoid, and resolve problems with Chinese business partners. 

This article explains some of the significant provisions of China’s Constitution, Contract Law, and other relevant statutes, and the impact of the 

Guiding Cases on doing business with Chinese companies and state entities. Part I explains the underpinnings of Chinese jurisprudence and the 
pertinent sections of the Chinese Constitution, "the Mother Law," as it affects U.S. businesses entering into contracts with Chinese entities, both 

private and governmental. Part I! explains relevant portions of China’s Contract Law statute for U.S. companies doing business in China. Part Ill 
explains what Guiding Cases are, the relevant Guiding Cases released to date, and other cases which may impact U.S. companies doing business 

or considering doing business in China. Finally, Part IV explains strategies U.S. companies can use to successfully navigate China’s new judicial 
landscape. 

T~}~JL~,~ ~, ~A‘1, Indian Law Society (ILS) Law College 

Email:                 ~Jg n-~ail.co nl 

An analysis on how and why specific performance is an exceptional remedy in common law legal system. Historical reasons behind the same are 

thoroughly examined, followed by a detailed analysis of sections 10 and 14 of the Specific Relief Act in India. Finally, the case for and against 

specific performance is discussed. 

iDo~triae,, [~ Free Download ] 

DePaul Business & Commercial Law Journal (2014 Forthcoming) 

~O~Y .II~,~]IE~ ~A~OB~, Georgetown University Law Center 

Emaih              @gmail,com 

This article critiques the concurring opinion in the recent United States Supreme Court personal jurisdiction derision in J. Mclntyre Machinery Ltd. v. 
Nicastro. That opinion declined to choose between the competing approaches to the stream of commerce doctrine because of perceived flaws in 
those approaches and because the facts of Nicastro did not involve modern technology. 

Consumer products are increasingly distributed through international distribution chains. Whether foreign manufacturers who utilize such chains 

are amenable to personal jurisdiction in states where their products are distributed has become a hotly litigated issue because of the Supreme 
Court’s 4-4-1 split decision over 20 years ago in Asahi v. Superior Court. The Court had an opportunity to resolve that issue in Nicastro but again 

could not muster five votes for a single test because of the concurring opinion of two Justices that declined to break any new ground. 

There are serious negative economic consequences to having unclear jurisdictional rules for such a commonly occurring situation. Moreover, the 
lack of clarity violates the due process rights of defendants who cannot effectively structure their primary conduct to avoid jurisdiction. 

This article argues that the concurrence’s critiques of the competing approaches to the stream of commerce test were overblown and that modern 
technology should not significantly impact the stream of commerce calculus. While internet contacts certainly need to be taken into account in any 
personal jurisdiction inquiry, lower courts already have a well-accepted test for analyzing them that operates independently of any analysis of 
product distribution networks. Thus, the concurrence unnecessarily perpetuated a murky legal climate that will continue to confound businesses, 
litigators, and courts. 

::i::i::i::"Die Bee~dig~ng ~iner $chie~sv~r~i~r~ng d~rch Anr~f~ng s~atlicher Gerich~e (The T~rmi~atio~ o~ Ar~itratio~ Agreements by Resoling to 

Zur Verg~entflchung angenommen in: Die neue Zeitschrift f~r ~chiedsverfahren - ~chiedsVZ/ Accepted for pubflcation in the German Arbitration 3ournal, 

Fo~hcoming 

CH~.~T:~AI~I ~,E~T~, Heinrich Heine University DOsseldorf - Faculty of Law 

Emaih ch dstian.kersting@uni.-duesseldorf=de 

Zum Wesen der Schiedsvereinbarung gehOrt, dass sie die Zust~indigkeit staatlicher Gerichte ausschliegt. Trotzdem kommt es vor, dass die Parteien 
einer Schiedsvereinbarung staatliche Gerichte anrufen bzw. sich an solchen Verfahren beteiligen, ohne die Schiedseinrede zu erheben. Es stellt 
sich dann die Frage, wie sich die beidseitige Einleitung yon oder Beteiligung an Verfahren vor staatlichen Gerichten auf die Schiedsvereinbarung 

auswirkt. Ein solches Verhalten tier Parteien kann zur Beendigung der Schiedsvereinbarung fOhren: entweder aufgrund eines formlos gOltigen, 

konkludent geschlossenen Aufhebungsvertrages, aufgrund der wirksamen AusObung eines KOndigungsrechts aus wichtigem Grund oder ipso lure 

wegen UnmOglichkeit, den mit tier Schiedsvereinbarung verfolgten Zweck, n~mlich die ausschlieglich schiedsgerichtliche Streitentscheidung, zu 

erreichen. Dabei fOhrt grunds~tzlich jude, auch die nut teilweise, Anrufung staatlicher Gerichte, die nicht lediglich tier Unterst0tzung des 
Schiedsverfahrens dient, zur Beendigung tier Schiedsvereinbarung insgesamt. Denn auch die nur in Bezug auf einzelne yon tier 

Schiedsvereinbarung erfasste StreitgegenstSnde erfolgte Anrufung staatlicher Gerichte fOhrt dazu, class eine ausschlieglich schiedsgerichtliche 

Streitbeilegung nicht mehr m6glich ist. Dies rechtfertigt die Annahme eines konkludenten Aufhebungsvertrages, begr0ndet ein KLindigungsrecht 
und f0hrt zur UnmOglichkeit der Zweckerreichung. 

Arbitration agreements exclude the jurisdiction of state courts and establish the exclusive jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal. It nevertheless 

happens that parties to an arbitration agreement resort to litigation in state courts or participate in such litigation without invoking the arbitration 

agreement. This raises the question as to the ensuing consequences for the arbitration agreement. Such behavior of the parties can lead to the 
ineffectiveness of the arbitration agreement: either due to a bilateral, implicit agreement to cancel the arbitration agreement or due to a unilateral 

termination of the agreement or due to the fact that the agreement becomes incapable of being pe~l~ormed, because its purpose to settle all 

disputes exclusively by arbitration cannot be attained anymore. In principle, every litigation in state courts that does not exclusively serve the 

purpose of aiding the arbitration leads to the ineffectiveness of the entire arbitration agreement. The ineffectiveness is not limited to the issues 
raised in state courts. Even if only one of several issues covered by the arbitration agreement is raised in a state court this frustrates entirely the 

arbitration agreement’s purpose to establish the exclusive jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal and have all issues litigated in only one forum, i.e. in 

front of the arbitral tribunal. This justifies the conclusion that resorting to litigation in state courts can be understood as a bilateral cancellation of 

the arbitration agreement, constitutes a unilateral right to terminate the agreement and renders the agreement incapable of being performed. 
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Sent: 
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WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Nelson Mandela, South African Leader, Dies at 95 

Nelson Mandela, South African Leader, Dies at 95 

Nelson Mandela, who rose from militant antiapartheid activist to become the unifying 

president of a democratic South Africa and a global symbol of racial reconciliation, died at 

his Johannesburg home following a lengthy stay at a Pretoria hospital, President Jacob 

Zuma said Thursday. He was 95. 

Mr. Mandela spent nearly three months in the hospital through September, initially to treat 

a lung infection. It was the latest in a series of increasingly severe ailments South Africa’s 

first black president had battled since contracting tuberculosis during his nearly three 

decades in prison for opposing the former white-minority regime. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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International Business & Finance Daily 

December 6, 2013 ~, Number 235 

European Union 

In an effort to simplify procedures for reviewing acquisitions, the 
European Commission announced on Dec. 5 that it has adopted a 
package to expand the scope of its simplified merger review 
procedure for "unproblematic mergers."... 

European Union 

The already strained relations between the European Union and 
Russia absorbed new stress Dec. 5 as the European Commission 
declared illegal the South Stream pipeline contracts that Eastern 
European EU member states have signed with the Russian... 

European Union 
ECB tr,~ Mair~tair~ ,Key :[r~terest Rate 

The European Central Bank’s governing council decided to keep 
the key interest rate unchanged at a record low 0.25 percent, 
Mario Draghi, president of the Frankfurt-based ECB, said at a 
press conference after the monthly meeting of the... 

Financial Institutions 

China’s central bank and four government ministries have banned 
financial and payment institutions from using Bitcoin, a virtual 
currency traded more in China than anywhere else in the 
world .... 

Antitrust 

Amid concerns that companies may have practices in place that 
would restrict online sales of consumer electronic products and 
small domestic appliances, the European Commission on Dec. 5 
confirmed that it participated in coordinated unannounced... 

Economic Outlook 
S~4rvey~ Economic :[~s~abi~ity~ Politica~ Risk 
~ #evelopi~g Work~ Are Top ~vestor Worries 

Economic concerns lead the list of constraints investors believe 
they face in developing countries, closely followed by political 
risks, the World Bank said Dec. 5 in a new survey .... 

Canada 
Car~adia~ Cow,tracts Reached i~ October 

Major collective bargaining agreements reached in Canada during 
October produced an average base rate wage increase of 1.8 
percent, slightly less than the 1.9 percent average in September 
but greater than the 1.5 percent average in August,... 

Food Prices 

"World food prices inched lower in November, the sixth time in 
seven months they fell, the United Nations Food and Agriculture 



Organization said Dec. 5, as a surge in prices for cooking oils was 
offset by small drops elsewhere .... 
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Sent: 
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BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Dec. 6 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

Th~ F~d~ral R~s~rv~ Board cMar~d a finM rum that sp~Hs out 
how Federal Reserv@ Banks provide account s@rvices to financiM 
market utilities such as th~ Chicago M~rcantH~ Exchange, owned 
by th~ CME Group, and ICE CMar Credit, owned by... 

Risk Management 

A regulator is urging banks to keep an eye on consultants and 
other outside hires, staying aware of potential risks emerging 
from ~he ~UUon,hip ~nd ~m~mb~in~ ~h~t o.~,ou~dng fo~ ~o~k 

Secudties 
Tr~a~ry~ Le~ Vo~ck~r Ru~e N~xt St~p 

Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew Dec. 5 said a regulatory 
framework for the financial industry requires the implementation 
of the Volcker rule on proprietary trading, an established orderly 
liquidation authority, greater international... 

Bank Supervision 
Foreigr~ Teat~ Reviews OCC o~ Su#ervisiot~,: 

A team of international regulators reviewing bank supervision at 
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency recommended the 
agency move examiners out of banks and into its own offices to 
improve internal communications .... 

Bank Supervision 

A U.S. senator who fears the continued growth of the 
megabanks could lead to another financial crisis is asking the 
biggest lenders to disclose contributions they make to think 
tanks .... 

Securities 

SEC Wi~ Cow, sider Dec~ 10 Whether 

The Securities and Exchange Commission Dec. 10 will consider 
via its seriatim process whether to finalize regulations to 
implement the Volcker rule, spokesman John Nester said Dec. 

Foreign Accounts 

Improvements to the Foreign Financial Institution Registration 
System (FRS) are needed to help the [nternal Revenue Service 
implement the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, the 
agency’s inspector general said in a new report .... 

Foreign Accounts 
Europear~ Commission Rejects Swiss Effort To 



Link Bunk ~ecre~¥~ Financial 5ervi~e Access 
The European Commission rejected efforts by Switzerland to 
commit to ending bank secrecy laws and adopt an information 
exchange accord conditional on the European Union giving 
assurances that pending EU financial market laws give equal.., 

Derivatives 

Commodity Futures Trading Commissioner Scott O’Malia said Dec. 

4 that the agency in 2014 "must commit to less regulatory 
activism and more statutory accuracy."... 

Currency 

China’s central bank and four government ministries have banned 
financial and payment institutions from using Bitcoin, a virtual 
currency traded more in China than anywhere else in the 
world .... 

Accounting 

Over ~llege~lly Fa~lt¥ Crisis~Era ~c~o~nting 

Cincinnati-based Fifth Third Bancorp and its former chief financial 
officer Daniel Poston agreed to pay a total of $6.5 million to 
resolve Securities and Exchange Commission administrative 
proceedings over their allegedly improper accounting... 

Housing 

Mortgage rates jumped in the latest week, taking the average 
for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage up to 4.46 percent from 
4.29 percent the previous week, Freddie Mac said Dec. 5 .... 
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Universitv of Pittsbur~lh, Joseph M, Katz Graduate School of Business and Colleqe of Business Administration 

Tenured Associate/Full Position In Supply Chain Management 
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Universita Bocconi, Milan, PhD School 

PhD in Public Policy and Administration 

The PhD in Public Policy and Administration prepares qualified candidates to be the next generation of high-level policy researchers and teachers. It is intended for students interested 

in either academic or policy-making careers that require advanced, multidisciplinary knowledge and training. It is a 4-year full-time program open to students who demonstrate high 

qualification and motivation for research in demography, economics, management, political science, and/or sociology regardless of background. The program has both a wide range of 

electives and exceptionally strong teachers and mentors from a variety of fields. In the first two years, students acquire cutting-edge theoretical and methodological skills that inform 

specialization in both a major and minor field of Health, Political-Economics, Public Administration, and Social Dynamics. The third and fourth years are devoted to research that will 

form the basis of the students’ doctoral dissertations. During their tenure, students will be exposed to the most advanced research from some of the most highly acclaimed scholars 

working in the field. If advantageous, students will also have opportunities to participate in exchanges and internships with leading policy institutes across the globe. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Applications can be submitted by Italian and non-Italian citizens who: 

- have completed or are completing their graduate studies and 

- have at least a B2 (CEFR) level of competence in English 

PROGRAM DETAILS: The PhD School offers: 

- a maximum of 4 places with fellowship exclusively for the PhD in Public Policy and Administration; 

- a maximum of 8 places with fellowship for outstanding students of the following PhD programs: Business Administration and Management, Economics and Finance, Public Policy and 

Administration, Statistics; 

- a maximum of 8 places with a merit-based tuition waiver (up to 100%) for outstanding students of all the five Bocconi PhD programs (the above mentioned four, plus Legal Studies). 

Enrolment is also open to candidates who have not been awarded a fellowship or a merit-based tuition waiver but have gained at least the minimum points required for admittance in 

the competition (50 total points). 

REGISTRATION/FURTHER INFORMATION: Registration fees for such students amount to Euro 5,000 for each year of the PhD program 

For more detailed information please see the full official call published on the website: http:i/~,A^tw.unibocconi.eu/admissionphd 

For more detailed information about our program please visit the website: http://www.unibocconi.eu/phdpublicpolic¥ 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: To apply for our PhD program you have to use only our Online Application System Applications are due by 31st January 2014 



For your application you will need the following documentation: 

1 Completed on-line application form 

2. Full CV 

3 Documents regarding Undergraduate and Graduate degrees with full list of exams with grades 

4. For candidates who have not yet finished their Graduate program, a document of enrolment with full list of course exams, exams taken and grades achieved 

5. Certificate of results for the GRE (Graduate Records of Examination) or GMAT (Graduate Management Admission Test) test 

6. Up to two reference letters prepared by people who have direct knowledge of you either as a student or as a colleague 

7. Maximum 5 other supporting documents you feel important to be evaluated (e.g publications, other courses attended, etc.) 

8. Statement of purpose 

Please consult our website for complete details of our application procedure: http:I/wvwv.unibocconi eu/admissionphd 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information about the program, please feel free to contact our Program Assistant at infophd@unibocconi.it 

Universita Bocconi, Milan, PhD School 

PhD in Business Administration and Management 

Our PhD is a 4 year full time programme designed for highly qualified and motivated students who wish to acquire world-class research skills. Bocconi’s PhD program is uniquely 

multidisciplinary, pragmatic and eclectic. It is multidisciplinary, as it combines insights from a variety of disciplines related to management studies. It is pragmatic, because it 

emphasizes the abilities necessary to integrate different approaches in order to solve relevant problems in a rigorous manner. It is eclectic, because it provides the skills necessary to 

understand which specific tools and theories are necessary to solve different problems. 

Our first year students acquire a broad set of theoretical and methodological skills (e.g. statistics, econometrics, grounded theory, survey design and implementation, etc.) relevant to 

various fields in management studies. In the second year, our students choose their field of specialization (e.g. Strategic Management, Technology and Innovation Management, 

Marketing, Organization Theory). The third and fourth year are entirely dedicated to research. The students are expected to shape their research agenda through interaction with the 

Faculty and their advisors. They will acquire teaching expertise in their chosen fields. Our PhD classes are enriched by the interaction among students from all over the w’orld, with 

background in business administration and economics, but also other disciplines such as psychology and sociology. 

The Faculty members have earned their PhD in some of the most important international schools (such as Stanford, Wharton, Yale, IESE, London School of Economics, Rotman School 

of Management, Copenhagen Business School, HEC Paris, Michigan University, etc.) and are highly productive in terms of international publications and also active members of 

international communities They contribute to the international debate by publishing in and serving the editorial board of leading research journals, such as: The Academy of 

Management Journal; The Academy of Management Review; Administrative Science Quarterly; Management Science; Organization Science; Research Policy, Strategic Management 

Journal and many others. 

In terms of placement, in recent years our students have been hired by prestigious schools such as: Michigan State University, Penn State University, Georgia State University, Australian 

School of Business, Aston Business School, Imperial College Business School, Carlos III, Cass Business School, Tilburg University, Emlyon Business School, HEC Paris, Catolica 

Lisbon, Esade Business School, Rotterdam School of Management and others 

QUALIFICATIONS: Application can be submitted by Italian and non-Italian citizens who: 

- have completed or are completing their graduate studies and 

- have at least a B2 (CEFR) level of competence in English 

PROGRAM DETAILS: The PhD School offers: 

- a maximum of 7 places with fellowship exclusively for the PhD in Business Administration and Management 

- a maximum of 8 places with fellowship for outstanding students of the following PhD programs: Business Administration and Management, Economics and Finance, Public Policy and 

Administration, Statistics 

- a maximum of 8 places with a merit-based tuition waiver (up to 100%) for outstanding students of all the five Bocconi PhD programs (the above mentioned four, plus Legal Studies). 

Enrolment is also open to candidates who have not been awarded a fellowship or a merit-based tuition waiver but have gained at least the minimum points required for admittance in 

the competition (50 total points). 

REGISTRATION/FURTHER INFORMATION: Registration fees for such students amount to Euro 5,000 for each year of the PhD program 

For more detailed information please see the full official call published on the website: http://wvwv unibocconi eu/admissionphd 

For more detailed information about our program please visit the website: http://wvwv.unibocconi eu/phdbusinessadministration 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: To apply for our PhD program you have to use only our Online Application System. Applications are due by 31 st January 2014. 

For your application you will need the following documentation: 

1. Completed on-line application form 

2. Full CV 

3. Documents regarding Undergraduate and Graduate degrees with full list of exams with grades 

4. For candidates who have not yet finished their Graduate program, a document of enrolment with full list of course exams, exams taken and grades achieved 

5. Certificate of results for the GRE (Graduate Records of Examination) or GMAT (Graduate Management Admission Test) test 

6. Up to two reference letters prepared by people who have direct knowledge of you either as a student or as a colleague 

7. Maximum 5 other supporting documents you feel important to be evaluated (eg. publications, other courses attended, etc.) 

8. Statement of purpose 

Please consult our website for complete details of our application procedure: http://w’v,A~.unibocconi.eu/admissionphd 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information about the program, please feel free to contact our Program Assistant at infophd~,unibocconi.it 

University of Pittsburgh, Joseph M, Katz Graduate School of Business and College of Business Administration 

Tenured AssociatelFull Position In Supply Chain Management 

The Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business and College of Business Administration at the University of Pittsburgh invites applications for a tenured position (Associate or Full) in 

Supply Chain Management beginning Fall 2014. 



JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Candidates must have a PhD and strong evidence of established high quality research and teaching in supply chain management Expertise in data analytics to 

identify strategies and tactics at the operational level, and an aptitude to work at the interface of operations with other functional areas, such as OR, marketing, accounting, and 

information systems, is highly desired We are particularly looking for candidates with research expertise in one of the following areas: risk management, revenue management, 

sustainabilitylsocially responsible supply chains, or contracting/procurement 

ABOUT THE CENTER: Supply Chain and Value Chain Management is one of the strategic thrusts of the Katz Graduate School of Management and College of Business Administration 

and a new Center for Supply Chain and Value Chain Management has recently been established. Depending on their interest, the new faculty member might take a leadership role in 

shaping the Center’s activities either through direct or indirect involvement 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications must be submitted electronically to http:l!v, rw~J.business.pitt.edulkatz!faculty/openin.qs!supply-chain-ts.php. Materials submitted must include 

a cover letter, a curriculum vitae detailing educational background, research and work experience and complete contact information for three references. To ensure full consideration, 

applications must be received by January 6, 2014. 

The University of Pittsburgh is an Affirmative Action. Equal Opportunity Employer and values equality of opportunity, human dignity and diversity. Women and members of minority groups 

under-represented in academia are especially encouraged to apply. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Nelson Mm~dela, South At~ca’s Liberator as Prisoner and President, Dies at 95 

Today’s Headlines 
IN THI~ EMAIL "~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spolts Alts Movies Today’s Video Obitusries 

~ Editorials Op~ ~ OniBis Day ~ 

Top News 

Mr. Mande]a’a quest fbr fl’eedom i~ South Af~Sca’a system of 

white rule took him from the court d t~bal royalty to the 

liberation undergmal~d ko a p~son ceil to the p~sidel~eyo 

Go to Complete Cooperage ;, 

Bratton to Lead New York Police for Second 

Time 

Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio named as the l~ex~ police 

commissioner William J. Bratton, who held the post in ~e ~99os 

a~d will retur~ at a time oflow crime and a deepening rift b~’~wee~ ofliee~s and 

the public. 

. ~ Gra phic: Ho,t~ Cdme Declined in Naw York City and the US 

, ~ W~l~am J Sra~on on the ~ssues 

Congress Nears Modest Accord on the Budget 

Co~servafive House R~publieans are likely to balk at the deal, 

a~d Democrats have not said whether they will make their 

support contingent on an extension of jobless henefits. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 



WORLD 

Mr. Mandela, who led the emancipation of South AfYica fl’om 

whike minority rule and sm~-ed as his countris first blank 

presidenL died ak 950 

Related Obituary 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Mand~|a "l’aug~t a Cor~tin~mt to Forgive 

~rieans were Lransf~-~rmed by his Lime in pNson. 

World 

%Varning F~’om Biden 

Wee PreMdent Joseph R. B~den Jr. raised the ~ssue as Beijing 

wi Lhhold s a ecredi tation lbrj on ma]ists from Th e New 5%rk 

Times and Bloomberg. 

Clashes E,oup~. 

Rept~bl[ie 

Nghting broke out in BanN~i, the eapiM1, just be%rs? the United 

Nations Seem~b, Council approved a ~sohRion ko expand a 

force ~n the eom~try. 

Aba~se of Chi~dre~ by P,oiests 

The announcement was a forthright aeknow]edgment by "d~e 

Vatican of an enduring problem, and fit v*dth Pope Francis’ 

pattern of wi]ling~ess to set a new tone i~ the governance of the church. 

U.S. 

Pension Problem U~solved 

Stockton has gone throug~ w~aL DeLroit lhees and hopes to 
emerge fl’om bankruptcy proLe~’tion in the sp~{ng, But its bigges L 



problem, pensio~ payments, still looms. 

~ Document: Stockton’s Plaa of AdNstment 

¯ Video: A Cb’_ys ,Struggles I Slide Show: Before Detroit, Stock,on 

Families See Colorado as N ew Frontier on 

Medical Marijuana 

More families are migrating to the eannabis.-f~{endIy s~te 

because of the promise of a ma~nm~a-based oil knom~ as 

Charlotte’s Web to treat thdr children’s seb:ures. 

Prosecutors Draw Fir~ .{br S~mtenees Called 

Harsh 

Cr~th::s say prosecutors ~re ~s~ng their d~seretionaU power to 

stmn g-a ~ d efenda n ts in to pleading guilty an d over-pu nish 

those who do 

[] [] 

Business 

:Faste~~ l~aee of Gro~h l~,~ay Not Last :Long 
::.i:’ ?F::i:30 ~ 1" 

The estimate of gt’o;~th fi~ the third quarter was ~vised to a 3.6 

percent rate h’om 2.8 percent, with much of the gain 

to it~ventory changes at~d a*~ impmvit~g Erode piekure. 

Treating Allergies %~ith :~5[ls or Drops Instead of 

Shots 

’[~vo eompanie8 are as~ng the Food and Dn*g Administra[ion for 

approval to market tableks or liquids to treat allergies, drugs 

which are already available fi~ Enrope. 

DEALBOOK 

Livel.y Debate on the Influ~me, e of Pro..~y Adlvisor~’ 

Firms 

The S.E.C. led a diseussim~ that examfi~ed the growling clout of 

proD- advisers, the potential for conflicts of interest, and the transparency and 

accuracy of the firms’ recommendations. 

Spots 



KNICKS 113, NETS 83 

T}m KnJcks, losers of nine consecutive games, embarcassed the 

even-worse Ne ks at Bardays Cen ter and delayed, temporarily, 

discussions about when timy migi~ i~it rock bottom. 

ESSAY 

l~lan~le]a E~b~oaeed the Power of Spor~-s 

Resistance ~d 

While imprisoned, Nelson Mm~dela supposed the i~ternatio~ml 

sports boyeoR that helped isolate South At~ca; as president, he used spoCas 

reach across t}~e raeiN divide. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES E~i~ 

El.certified a City 

The ~ieks may be less woeful than ~heir New York ~Svals, bu~ 

they have a long way to go to match the I99os teams that were sometimes 

exaspera[ing but always exhilara[ing. 

Arts 

For a V~IIage Troubadour, a Late 

Dave Va~ Ron k, w~mse prese~ce in th e Greenwic~ Villa ge folk- 

music scene was overshadowed by some who followed him, is 

earning new attention thanks to "Inside Llewyn DavisY 

ART REVIEW 

Clem~, Opaq~m and O]~, 

Wenetian Glass by Carlo S 

~947," a sublime exhibiti~-m at tim Met, can radieNIy reshape 
your ideas about fl:~rm, beanb~ and a~t for aA’s sake. 

, ~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I ’WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT? BACHARACH REIMAGINED’ 

Vt~h~erability 

"Whak’s It N1 About? Bac~araeh Reimagined," a musical revue 

at New York Theater Wor~}~op, digs into the mdaneholy in many of t}~e hits 

that Mr. Bacharach wrote with Hal David. 

Movies 

IINSIDE LLE~,~N DAVIS’ 

l~le]m~e]holy Odyssey Tlhroug]h tlhe Folk 

"Inside I,]e~Tn Davis" is an intoxicating, somewhat sm’rea~ 

ramble d3rough the OreenwM~ Village folk scene in 

’TWICE BORN’ 

Wa~i_ng Emotions 1Play Out in a Urdverse Torn 

"Twice Born" features Penelope Cruz i~ a drama that uses the 

199os Balkans as a backdrop. 



’OUT OF THE FURNACE’ 

s,. ~’.’>’,~io,~.~-’, :>.~:,Rt:.~S 

"Out of the Furnace" k~oks at the viscera] bond behvee~ hvo 

troubled brothers. 

Today’s Video 

Before Detroit, S~ockton, CaliL was the largest d~y to file for 

bankruptcy. Now, StocMon is worMng its way ha&, and city 

leaders see lessm~s J~ ~ts ordeal %r other stmggj~ng 

ra u nidpali d 

¯ Rei~ted Article 

~ wb~:o.. President Obama Remembees 

Mr. Obama spok-e of an "influential courageous and profom~dly 

goc, d" man, wt~o was an it~spk’ation at~d a model for mat~y, 

i~duding himself, 

T}m New York Times movie cHth::s on "h~side IJe~3q~ Davis," 

"Out of the Furnace" and "Lenny Cooke." 

Obituaries 

Past at~d present Africa ec, rrespondents of The New YBrk Times 

reflect on their ex]:,erie~ee eoverh~g Mr. Mm~dela. 

J~Iartin S]~arp, 7-~, Pop AN-lEt Who Tested 

Mr. Sharp’s posters, pah~fi~gs a~d collages ~nduded &pitt[onE 

of Tiny Tim and MaHlyn Mort roe. 

Sister: Ma~zy Ner~ey~ Advocate for Wo.me~:~. in 

Priso~, Dies at 75 

Sister Mary founded an orgm~ization that helps women 

imprisoned for killing t~eir batterers, as well as a program to 

teach female ex-convicts eot~stru~’tion tradeso 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Nelsor~ 

The man who led a people h-., et~d apartheid in South zMM~.a at~d set a moral 

example for the world. 

EDITORIAL 

The de Blas~(. I e~u~ lakes Shape 

The mayor-elect made ~wo sdid appointments: Anthony S~ort{s as first deputy 

mayor and William Bra~tc, n as New York police ec, mmissioner. 

EDITORIAL 

Money to Fig][~t 13:~oba~ D~seases 

Other nations have failed to pledge e~ough to take fl~ll adva~tage of a ge~erous 



offer [o give $1 for every $2 dona[ed. 

Fo~ me~e ar)isiei~ ~a ~e NYTimes.eom/Opinio~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

He left South Aflica a proud legacy of freedom and tolerance..Alas, some of his 

compatriots are trampling on iL 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’lT~e I~’o~,y of Despair" 

The Hse in suicide rates prompLs a sober confronkatio~ of old 

a~d ~ew questions around t~ae will to oYereorne. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama Gets Rea~ 

With a big i~equa]i), speech, the president is finNly sonndi~g 

like ~e progressive many of kis supporkers d~oug5t tkey were 

backing in 2oo8. 

Column~s~ Page I Blog 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 
iPhone~¢ l iPad(0p Android I 

Visit The New Yo~k 
Tinges Sto~e >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 

He~p Section >> m.~yt.com ~ 

About This Email 

This is an automated emaiL Please do rio[ [eply directiy [o this email 

You received this message because yell signed kip for NYTimes coFn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are comrnittecl to protecting your privacy 

Unsub.qcribe J Man;~ge 8ubs,:;!iptior!.q :: Change Your Email :: P!iw~cy Policy I Cenl:;~ct i Adveltise 



Fl’onl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greek Philosophy’][’our <info=greekphilosophs¢our.gr@mai146.wdco1.medlv.net> 

Friday, December 6, 2o13 5:24 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.une.edu> 
Greek Philosophy’Four Newslekl.er 

@’eek Phitosop~O, Tour s~v~ste~er 

A tour in thoughts, ideas, places, tastes and stories 

Friday (~ Decembm" 2o13, Isst~e ~ 

Achilles, the angry hero 

Food for thougLtHt        " 

¯ Farnous Quotes from 
Ancient Greece           . 

¯ We speak Greek, we 
just don’t know it.,, yet 

~u~des 

A tour of the Acropolis 
with Pausanias 

The Acropolis then.., and 
today 

¯ Ancient Greeks.. 
gourmet Archestratos 

¯ A recipe from the 
depths of t~me: St~t~tae 

Arts a Culture 

¯ Ancien~ Greek Love 

Poems 

Sappho the Lesbian 

¯ A taste of Sappho’s 

poetry 

Hymn to Aphrodite 

~b~..~ d...~..t b~..~w. 

¯ Patras 
Opposite the Odeon 

¯ It’s a~ Greek to you? 
Not anymore 

Dear fellow travelers, 

we send you this newsletter as a ticket that will take 

you to a journey to the ancient Greek thought and 

philosophy, because we strongly believe that we 

share a mutua~ love and interesL It ~s a philosophy 

that ~oves theoret~cM approaches but does not stick 

to them, 

read more... 

Savoring ancier~t Greece 

What happens when the main 

protagonist in your monumental 

poem gets angry at the very 

outset of the story and re|ires 

from the action? Especially if 

he is the bravest of all the 

heroes and the outcome of 

fighting wil~ be radically 

:. different without h~m? If that happens, then you 

compose the Iliad and you are Homer, 

This is how the story goes. Achilles, the best of the 

Achaeans, quarrels with Agamemnon, the leader o~ 

the Greek army, over a beau[~ful maiden, BHse~s, 

Agamemnon takes her from Achilles, who then,., 

read more... 

This is the Iliad, the first ever text of western 

literature, composed orally by Homer in the 8th c. 

BCE, This poem is not only a heroic epos but it raises 

important questions about the human condition: ’how 

to define honor’ and ’what are the limits of human 

. herNsm’. We also fee~ the unlimited power of,,. 



Free Harvard Course 
Online 

The Ancient Greek Hero 

Greek Lyric, Volume I: 
Sappho and Alcaeus 

read more... 

desire 

Aristotle, Nora physics A.1.- 2 

The lecture "Introduction 

to Philosophy" by Gregory 

Sadler at Narist College 

focuses on the first part of 

Aristotle’s Pletaphysics bk. 

1, r~nging frorn the human 

desire for knowledge, the 

development of 

read more,.. 

welcome to the Acropolis~ 

My name is Pausanias and 

I come From Lydia in Asia 

Ninor, I was born in the 

2nd centuryAD and I am a traveler, a geographer 

and a writer. I have extensively traveled in Asia, 

Egypt, Greece and Italy, and described the marvels I 

have seen in those places. I especially like to 

describe in detail places, monuments, buildings of all 

kinds, temples, walls and artworks and enrich them 

with customs, religious beliefs and rituals. 

I was asked to guide you to the Acropolis, which is 

700 years old and a vibrant par~ of the life of the 

Athenians. 

Plutarch, an important Greek historian, biographer, 

essayist, and a great traveler too, will be our 

companion. 

Amd n~ore food 

Inscriptions from the 

temple of Apollo at Delphi 

So, follow us in our wandering. 

Click here to follow Pausanias... 

read more... 

The Greek language is one 

of Lhe richesL and most 

WOfJd. It ~I[ £:ons~def{~d to be 

writing, But with 4{},00{} 

Archestratus~ was a 

i~i Gastronomy Greek poet, born in 

Syracuse in the 4th 

century BC. In fact he 

invented the term 

Gastronomy, which in 

andent Greek means the 

rules of the stomach. 

Archestratus, tl~e first to approach cooMng as an art, 

wrofe the first cookbook ca~led "Hedypathe[a" (Life of 

Luxury). 

Read more about Gastronomy and try a recipe from 

the Depths of time... 



Greek words (or words of 

Greek origin), used today in 

the English language, 

varying, perhaps, a little in 

intone[ion or pronunciation, 

the Anglophones already 

s~eak Greek, l:hey simply do 

no~: know i1: ~et. 

read more... 

[~at r as 

Patras Odeon 

Read,~ 

~ The f~avo~rs of the Ancients 

Cook and Taste 

’the soft dough is poured upon a frying pan and on it 

are spread honey, sesame and cheese’. Athenaeus, 

Vo/ 6 

Free Harvard Course Online 

A survey of ancient Greek literature focusing on 

classical concepts of ~he hero and how they can 

inform our understanding of the human condition. 

Two of the top universities in the world, Harvard and 

the 5tassachusetts Institute of Technology, have 

created the edx, a massive open online course 

(~OOC) 

~ode~’~ tastes i~ 

ancient place 

The old and the new are 

met in the west of the 

Acropolis, in the Upper city 

of Patras, where the 

Roman Odeon is. 

read more about the course... 

Ancient Greek I.ove Poems 

Click here to read more... 

Surprise your friends. 

Speak and write in ancient 

Greek. It will all be Greek 

to them! 

Here are some useful 

phrases in the ancient and 

~he modern Greek 

language So, Jet’s start. 

Sappho 

corner of the earth. 

At the touch of a lover, 

everyone becomes a poet 

Sym~osium, para, 196e. 

So love has always made 

people poets and ancient 

love poems have been 

discovered on every 

The most important poet of antiquity is considered to 

be Sappho of Lesbos, whose name has ~een 

connected with ~oth lyric poetry and lesbian love... 

Ye~, the close relationships of Sappho with her 

students gave rise to sexual dimensions, which 

remained ~n h~story as "~esb~an Jove", a term that 

wouk~ mark the Jove between women ever s~nce,,. 

However, in later times~ Attic comedy writers 

parodied Sappho as both overly promiscuous and 

Jesbian and the zea~ of the early Christians, who 

turned against her with range, managed to destroy 

her writings. 

read more about Sappho... 



Click here to start... 

Hymn to Aphrodite 

read the poem... 

Edited and banslated by David A. Cam 

Harvard University Press, 1982 ~ Poe~,ry - 492 pages 

This volurne contains d~e poetic fragments of the two 

illustrious singers of early sixth-century Lesbos: 

Sappho, the most famous woman £oet of antiquity, 

whose mah~ theme was love; and Akaeus, poet of 

wine, war, and politics, and composer of short hymns 

~o the gods. 

read more._ 

Greek Philosophy Tour 

This emaii ’,^,’s s sent to Ibroome@emsiJ.unc edu 
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Daily Briefing, Dec. 6: Buying a Bank, Losing a Brand; Eviction for On-Site Examiners? 

Out of Mega#anks: OCC Report 

A team of international regulators delivered a 
sweeping report on Thursday calling for 
significant changes to the OCC’s supervision 
process, including pulling examiners-in- 
residence out of the biggest banks and making 
changes to the bank rating system. 

Buyers Give Up Their Names to Seal 
Merger Deals 

Bank mergers of equals are on the rise, but 
buyers are giving up their brands to make them 
happen. 

Treasury Secretary Jack Lew vowed Thursday 
that regulators will release a strict version of a 
long-awaited regulation that would ban 
proprietary trading and investment in hedge 
and equity funds by banks. 

are Buyers or Sel~ers 

The ongoing debate over community bank 
consolidation also extends to big shareholders. 
While most prefer to see deals, there are a few 
who argue Mat well-run banks can stay 
independent. 

By Department 

The Virtuous Circle Connecting Loyalty; 
Technology and Share of Wallet 

A Bain study of customer loyalty among bank 
customers confirms what most of us already 
know -- outstanding digital banking offerings 
and customer happiness go together. 

Big Banks Ask ’What’s the Rush?’ on 
Faster Payments 

The Fed’s vision of a vastly improved payments 
system within 10 years is getting a chilly 
reception from a group representing the 
nation’s largest banks. 
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The FinTech 100 

~ 
FIS and 

Tata once 
again top 
the annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

~ 
Wealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
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The ongoing debate over community bank 
consolidation also extends to big shareholders. 
While most prefer to see deals, there are a few 
who argue Mat well-run banks can stay 
independent. 

A team of international regulators delivered a 
sweeping report on Thursday calling for 
significant changes to the OCC’s supervision 
process, including pulling examiners-in- 
residence out of the biggest banks and making 
changes to the bank rating system. 

Buyers Give Up Their Names to Sea~ 
Merger Deals 

Bank mergers of equals are on the rise, but 
buyers are giving up their brands to make them 
happen. 
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American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
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customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

Examiners-in-Residence Should Be Pulled Out of 
Megabanks: OCC Report 

A team of international regulators delivered a sweeping 
report on Thursday calling for significant changes to the 
OCC’s supervision process, including pulling examiners-in- 
residence out of the biggest banks and making changes to 
the bank rating system. 

Buyers Give Up Their Names to Seal Merger Deals 

Bank mergers of equals are on the rise, but buyers are 
giving up their brands to make them happen. 

Treasury’s Lew: Volcker Rule Will Be ’Tough’ 

Treasury Secretary Jack Lew vowed Thursday that 
regulators will release a strict version of a long-awaited 
regulation that would ban proprietary trading and investment 
in hedge and equity funds by banks. 

For Many Institutional Investors All Banks are Buyers or 
Sellers 

The ongoing debate over community bank consolidation 
also extends to big shareholders. While most prefer to see 
deals, there are a few who argue that well-run banks can 
stay independent. 

By Department 

The Virtuous Circle Connecting Loyalty, Technology 
and Share of Wallet 

A Bain study of customer loyalty among bank customers 
confirms what most of us already know -- outstanding 
digital banking offerings and customer happiness go 
together. 

Big Banks Ask "What"s the Rush?’ on Faster 
Pay~ents 

The Fed’s vision of a vastly improved payments system 
within 10 years is getting a chilly reception from a group 
representing the nation’s largest banks, 

For Many ~nstitutiona~ Investors° AI~ BanKs are Buyers 



The ongoing debate over community bank consolidation 
also extends to big shareholders. While most prefer to see 
deals, there are a few who argue that well-run banks can 
stay independent. 

Megaba~ks: OOC Report 

A team of international regulators delivered a sweeping 
report on Thursday calling for significant changes to the 
OCC’s supervision process, including pulling examiners-in- 
residence out of the biggest banks and making changes to 
the bank rating system. 

Buyers Give Up Their Names to Sea~ ~4erger Bea~s 

Bank mergers of equals are on the rise, but buyers are 
giving up their brands to make them happen. 
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In this issue: Carolina Theatre is back in the black 

First Look 

Carolina Theatre is back in the 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Roy Williams, players have 

d~amatic swings 

The Tar Heels defeated No. 1 

Michigan State on Wednesday, 

and also beat then-No. 3 

Louisville. Those triumphs, 

combined with losses against 

Belmont. 

Kennedy 

Meeks #3 of 

the North 

Carolina Tar 

Heels tries to 

get a first half 

shot off over 

Adreian 

Payne #5 of 

UNC stuns No. I Michigan 

State 794~5 

For the second time in two weeks, 

the North Carolina Tar Heels 

defeat a top-5 opponent -- this 

time the top-ranked Michigan State 

Spartans. 

North 

Ca rolinaSdfx2 

019;s Nate 

Britt (0) tries 

to get a first- 

half shot off 

UNC women withstand early shooting binge 

to top Nebraska 754~2 

×ylina McDaniel tied her career high with 25 points, 

leading three UNC players in double figures as the 

No.18 Tar Heels eased past the No.15 Cornhuskers 

75-62 in the Women’s Big Ten/ACC Challenge at 

Carmichael Arena. 
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December 6,2013: Volcker Rule to Require CEOs Guarantee... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

Volcker Rule to Require CIEOs Guarantee Compliance 

"The Volcker rule will require bank executives to guarantee their firms are in 
compliance wi~h the regulation," Wall Street Journal (Dec. 6, Patterson) 
sources are repotting, "another setback for Wall Street firms that lobbied 
against such a requirement." The inck~s~on of CEO attestation ah~s to he~p 
k~crease accounlabi~y at fim~s by ensuring lhat top executives are aware of 
wha~ types of trades are occurring at ~heir firms. ~n a speech Thursday, U.S. 
Treasury Secretary Jack Low referenced the need for such accountaMl~ty, 
stating that the Volcker ru~e "puts in place strong compliance requirements 
~hat require those ~r~ charge of financ~a~ institutions to make sure that fl~e ’~one 
at the ~op’ sends the righ~ signal to ~he whole firm," Regulators are expected 
to approve the ru~e next week, 9Mng the green ~9ht to a long-awaited 
prov~sion of the Dodd-Frank financial law ~o p~ven~ banks flom engagin9 ~n 
proprietary trading or maMng riser bets with 1heir own funds~ 

~ (Dec. 6, Klimasiska, Katz) notes that Sarah Bloom Raskin will be 
among the regulators vo~ing next week on the final version of ~he Volcker rule. 
V’vlqen Federal Reserve governors voted two yeats on the ban on banks’ 
proprietary trading, she was alone in her opposition on the grounds that it 
wasn’t ~ough enough. La~er in December, the Senate may decide whether ~o 
confirm her as the Treasury Department’s No. 2 official and its highest4~nking 
female ever. Raskin, a Harvard Law School graduate, was Maryland’s top 
financial regulator from 2007 to 2010. Dennis Kelleher, president of a non- 
profit group that backs s~ricter bank regulation, said her initial dissent on ~he 
Volcker rule sho~’~ "she was ahead of everybody eL~e.’’ 

However, ~he Financial Times (Dec. 5, Btai~hwaite, Chon) quotes one 
unnamed senior Treasury Department oIficial, who cautions tha~ the Volcker 
nJ~e w~ ~eave a gn~y area for regulators to po~ce as 1hey see fit. The 
sam that such risk-taking as the so-called "London whaW’ derivatives trades, 
wNch resulted Jr~ JPMo[gan Chase losing $6 billion in 2012, would be banned. 
However, the off~cia~ adds, "some tn~d~ng would fair between such activity and 
the explicitly permitted bus~ness of ’market making’ - buying and se~Hng 
stocks and bonds on c~ents’ behalf. He said the ru~e ~tse]f wouM be quite 
sho~t, ~eav~ng loom [O[ regulators’ d~screfion~" 

Share~ 
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NACB !n~igh~ and Ana!ysis .............................................................................................. 

NACD urges the S15C for flexibi{ity in pay fat{o rule 

This week NACD submitted a comment letter in response to the proposed 
rule from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on the "pay ratio" 
d~sc~osure, which wouM ~quke puMic companies to disclose the ra~io o~ the 
compensation of their CEOs to the median compensation of thek employees. 
NACD’s comments reflected the v~ews from recent su~eys of NACD 
members, as well as thought leadership groups, chapter [ound~ables, and 
d~reclor education forums. 

Expressing concern that the proposed disclosure may not meet the intended 
goal of demonst~ting whether a company’s pay practices are ’Yak," ~he letter 
asks the SEC to increase the flexibility of its proposed rule. Suggested 
changes include permitting the use of industry averages, limiting included 
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employees to fufl4ime domestic employees, and permitting supplemental 
notes io correct any distortions caused by tire use of "[oral pay" figures. 

Click here to read the comment letter. 
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Audit and Finance 

Major Companies Pian for U.B. Carbon Emissions Fee, Report Bays 

Reuters (Dec. 5, Volcovici) has learned that such major U.S. companies as 
Goog]e Inc., Wal4vlart, She]], arrd ExxonMobil are inck~ding future charges for 
carbon emissions in lheir s~rategic plans. "The non-profit Cl#nate Disclosure 
Prejed, which discloses the greenhouse gas emissions of the werld’s biggest 
corporations, found that 29 major companies that operate or are 
headquar[ered in ~he United States, factor in an ’internal carbon price’ of up [o 
$60 per ton of emissions in their busi]’~ess strategies," notes the wire service. 
The United States does not currently have federal rules in place that require 
companies 1o pay for hea[4r~rppin9 carbon pollution. However, many major 
fimrs expect such curbs in the Iuture and have made allowances in their 
budget for so-called "shadew" carbon prices. "These range from $6 to $60 per 

ton of emissions to model a carbon-constrained scenario," states Reuters. 

ShareET]-~ 

Big Corporations Rushing to Partner With Bilicon Valley Btartups 

The San Jose Mercury News (Dec. 5, Delevett) is repo~ting that Anheuser 
Busch, Home Depot, and soap giant Unilever are "among a fast!:.:.:Jrowing 
number of consumer brands ~hat are setting up shop in the Bay Area with new 
venture capital funds and stadup dens." These and other Mg-name companies 
are descending on the region to find better ways to develop products and 
reach consumers in the social media age. From Janua~ through 8epternber 
o~ this year, corporate venlut~ capitalists have reportedly #~vested more than 
$5 M~lion comMned. MeanwMle, lhe efforts of these consumer g~ants are far- 
reaching. "Anheuser Busch has s ’Beer Garage’ in Pale Afro, whe[e it 
experiments with new d~gital ma[keting tools," notes lhe newspaper. "Ford, 
Volkswagen, and BMW are looking for the hottest consumer technology to 
load into their cars." Meanwhile, such retailers as Target are looking for ways 
to use S~licon Valley technology to tap into the new ways that consumers 
shop. 

Share~ 

Law and Policy 

House Passes BII~ A#ned at Patent ’Trolls’ 

"The House overwhelmingly passed legislation on Thursday aimed at 
discouraging frivolous lawsuits by patent holders," reports the Wall Street 
Journal (Dec. 5, Nagesh), "a rnove backed by companies like Google Inc. that 
cited high ~figation costs." The b~lL which passed by a 325-91 vote, marks the 
~stest effo~ by technology companies to constrain the entities they have 
~abe~ed as "palent tie,Is." According to ~he newspaper, "it would require patent 
ho~ders who ~ile lawsuits to disclose more information up,rent on the patents 
involved and g~ve judges more discretion to D~I the lega~ work companies 
must go through to defend themselves." The ~egis~ation stiff [equates Senate 
approval Critics a[gue thai it couM h#~der innovation and p[event ~nventoB 
from uphokJ~ng their dghts. 

Share~ 

Co[polite Ge~rna!~e ......................................................................................................... 

Twitter Adds Female Board Member 

"Twitter has added a female board member to its ranks," confimqs USA Today 
(Dec. 5, Martin), "a move lhat cornea after criticisms el a boy’s club el 
execulives." The micro-Moggin.g selvice’s appo[ntmenl of Marjode Scard~no 
~ndeed comes after Twitter became the subject of controversy befo[e ff went 
public when the New Yolk Times noted that a~ d ffs executives were whffe 
males with the exception o~ one ~emale who was not a board member. 
Scardino replaces former DouMeC~ick CEO Davk~ RosenMatt on lhe board. 
She previously sewed as CEO of Pearson, the publishing and education 
company. "Under the deal for the board seat," the newspaper notes, 
"Scardino was gn~nted a restricted stock unit award for 4,018 shares of the 
com#any’s common stock." 

Share~ 

Barrick Gold Upends Board; Founder Peter [~,~unk to Leave in 20t4 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 5, MacDonald, Dummett) is reporthxg that 

"Barrick Gok~ Corp., the wodd’s lar.gest gold miner, announced a raft of 
boardroom changes Wednesday and the exit date of chairman Peter Munk as 
[~ looks 1o ease irrvestors’ corrcerns over corporate governance." These moves 
cap a prolonged drama for one of Canada’s best-known companies over its 
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corporate governance and the role of founder Munk. Barrick now must 
convince inves~om ihat the changes add genuine independence ~o ihe board, 
wMb a~so moving pasi the boardroom ~ens~ons that have hampered the 
process of finding new directors. Munk ~s now due to step down from ~he 
board at the company’s 2014 aRnua~ meeting, which is expected to be he~d ~n 
May. 

Share~ 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

NY Pension Fund Presses Olympics Sponsors on Gay Rights in Russia 

The Rochester Democrat & Chronicle (Dec. 5, Specte0 is repealing that "New 
York’s pension fund and investors across the countqi have sent letters to 10 
major corporate sponsors ol tire upcoming Win~er Olympic Games askin9 
them to press Russia to resped the r~gh~s of gay athletes and c~fizens." 
Among the companies that received the lette~ are Coca~o~a, Dew Chemical 
Genera~ E~ectfic, McDonald’s, Panason~c, Proctor $ Garnbb, Sarnsung, and 
V~sa. TMs marks the ~atest pressure from New York Comptroller Thomas 
DiNapo~i ~o use the $160.7 b~ion pension fund for stronger corporate 
governance. In total, the ~nvestors who s~gned onto the le~e[ have $327 b~on 
of assets. In a s~a~ement, D~Napo~ wrote: "We carl upon fl~ese corporate 
sponsors 1o stand up for the respect and equality enshrined ~n the Olympic 
movement, advocate for human rights, and confront abuses. Taking a stand 
against these pre]udiciai laws and polbbs ~s not just the right thhsg to do, ~t 
protects shareholder interests and corporate [eputatbnsi’ 

Share~ 

Chick4iloA Removing Artificial Dye, High Fructose Corn Syrup 

Fox News (Dec. 5) is reporting that Chick-fiI-A "is removing high4ructose corn 
syrup Item i~s white buns and adificial dyes from its sauces arid dressings as 
pad of a push to improve its ingredients." According to the fast-feed chain, the 
reformulated buns are being tested in about 200 Georgia eateries. The sauces 
and dressings will be ~ested beginning in the first quarter of 2014. Chick~IiI-A 
has also "removed a yellow dye from its chicken soup," Fox added, "and that 
the new recipe should be in all restaurants by the end of this month." 
Additionally, the company is testing a new peanut oil that it hopes to roll out 
early nex~ year. ingredients in packaged and Ias~ Ioods are coming under 
increased scrutiny as more people are becoming health-conscious, h~ 2012, 
for example, PepsiCo Inc. said it would remove a controversial ingredient from 
Gatorade in response to customer demand. "Kralt Foods recently corffirmed 
to the AP that it was reformulating soled varieties of it.<; macaroni and cheese 
to remove artificial dyes," adds Fox. 

C-Suite 

Activision CI~O Kotick Threatened to Quit Over Buyout Ro~e 

Bloomberlq (Dec. 4, Feeley) cites newly released court papers that show 
Ac~ivision Blizzard Inc. CEO Robert Ko~ick "threatened to quit if directors 
didn’t allow him to lead a group that helped buy out most of Vivendi SA’s 
stake in the v~deo-game maker for $8.2 M~on." Kotick insisted that 
Actiqsbn’s board back his p~an to have the Calfforn~a-based company buy 
back $5.83 Mllion ~n stock fl’em V~vend~ wM~e an ~nvestment group ~ed by 
CEO wo~ld pumhase another $2.34 billion of Vivend~% owne~hip interest. 
Kofick took the CEO reins at Acfiv~sbn ~n 1991. According to Bbomberg, his 
exit "would have caused banks ~nvolved in the dea1 ~o pu11 ~hei[ financing .... 
The buyout closed a day after the Delaware Supreme Court sa~d a 
shareholder vote on the transaction wasn’t required." 

Share~ 

Ford Director Says Alan ~,.~ulaIly Staying Through End of 2014 

The Seattle Times (Dec. 5, Tu) quotes Edsel Ford II, a Ford company director, 
who this week said that Ford CEO Alan Mulally will most likely not be the 
next chiel executive el Microsoft as has been widely rumored. He stated, 
"Alan is staying through the end of 2014 and that’s al~ I know .... [He has] 
told us that Ms plan is to stay w~th Ford through the end of 2014." Speculation 
has been fuebd by the fact that Mulally has never denied that he was being 
cou~ed ~o[ the top Microsoft pos~ or tha~ he was interested. O~ coume, the 
Times notes, ~t ~s plausible the1 he could ~ump to M~crosofl ~ate next year 
"g~ven that when current Mbrosofl CEO Steve Bailmer announced his 
refiremen~ last AugusL he gave a 12=month w~ndow in whbh to do 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Jobiess Ciaims Drop 23,000 to 298,000 

MarketWatch (Dec. 5, Badash) cites new Labor Department numbers in 
reporting that the number of new applications for unemployment benefits fell 



by 23,000 last week to 298,000. The decline, though, may have been skewed 
by dilficul~ies in making seasonal adjustments during ~he holidays. "The 
holiday season kicked off last week with Thanksgiving," reasons 
MarketWatch, "a holiday that often occurs at different times near the end of 
November." Regardless, adjusted claims are now at the lowest level in three 
months, in fact, they are below 300,000 Io[ only the second time since the 
recession ended in 2009. "tt~t~at’s less clear is whether companies are hiring 
at a much faster pace," concludes the publication. "A report by payroll 
processor ADP on Wednesday suggested that’s the case, but investors are 
waiting for Friday’s crucial U.S. employment report for November for 
confirmation." 

Sha[eFTT~ 

Exports Climb to Record High 

"American exports rose in October for the first time since early summer," 
reports the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 4, House}, "a s~gn thal slab~z~ng 
ove~eas economies could suppo~ U.S. gro~,~4h in coming months." New 
Comme~e Depar~meRt numbers show that U.S. exports increased 1.8 
percent to $192~7 billion ~n October from 1he month before - their highesl leve~ 
on record. Impels, mesnwM~e, ~ncreased by a mere modest 0.4 percent to 
$233~3 b~Jon. "The October rebound ~n exports reflects a staM~zatJon in the 
g~oba~ economy that could hJject new 8ne[gy into a lacMuster U.S~ recoverf," 
states the ne~,~paper. ~n recent years, weakness abroad coupled w~th 
government spending cuts have weighed on both U.S. companies and 

consume[s. M~an Mu~raine, dh~ctor of U~S. economic research a~ TD 
Securities, concludes, "The big ga~n ~n expo~t demand could be a signal of a 
turnaround in globa~ demand which has so fa[ been unsuppod~ve to the U.S. 
economic recove[y." 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 7:11 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- December 6, 2013 

Hell(), 

Gera~d Bake~ 

Nelson Mandela (1918-2013) 

"As I walked out flze door toward the gate that would lead to my freedom, I 

knew ifI didn’t leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I’d still be in 

prison." 

The tragic central reality of so much human conflict through history is its 

self-sustaining nature. Injustice breeds resentment. Resentment 

generates rage. Rage curdles into a lust for revenge. It takes uncommon 

courage to break this vicious cycle. The genius of Nelson Mandela was his 

immediate understanding that genuine freedom required not just the 

removal of the shackles that constrained him and his fellow blacks under 

apartheid. True liberation meant discarding the mental chains that tied 

them I~l and the rest of usi~l to the instantly gratifying but ultimately 

destructive pursuit of vengeance. But reason does not always bend to the 

will. The greatness of Mr. Mandela resided in his character: the 

extraordinary moral strength to subordinate the natural urge for revenge 

to the greater good of reconciliation. South Africa is a better nation 

because of this remarkable man’s leadership. The world is a better place 

because of his example. 

Light at the End of the Budget Tunnel 

After Band-Aid solutions, doomsday predictions and a traumatic partial 

shutdown of the U.S. government, (:o~grc,,~,,;io~aI b~dgcl: ~:all;~ may fi~mlly 

be gar~ering res{~l-b~. O{~r ~-~ry reports that negotiators are working to 

close a two-year deal that would avert the threat of another government 

shutdo~m, in what would be a rare moment of bipartisanship. We note 

that obstacles still e~st, one being a last-minute push from Democrats to 

renew expanded unemplo3~ent benefits that expire before the end of this 

)~ar. If a compromise materializes, congressional committees x.~miting 



spending plans would be able to take a long view for the first time in years. 

And Then There Were Fewer 

Edward Lampert, whose hedge fund has one of the strongest long-term 

track records in the industry, is facing a mass departure of inv-estors. Our 

story reports that clients of 

t}w)r ~:~007 inv~.,stn~e~/~ of ~%5 billion back after his big bet on Sears 

Holdings Corp. resulted in hear7 losses. We note, howev-er, that not 

ev-eryone has lost faith. "This might be the time people should consider 

investing" with Mr. Lampert, said one client on Thursday. Mr. Lampert’s 

fund, ESL Investments, is expected to retain roughly $9.5 billion in 

outside investor moneyl;] possibly enough to ensure that this isn’t the end 

of Eddie Lampert. 

Fading Witness 

An urgent problem confronts those seeking to m~’moriaIize ~}~e }-L~>k~eau~,fl:: 

~}~’ k~omi~:~g ~oss of ~rs~}~a~:~d sur~ i:~’~,~" testimony. "Nothing has as much 

impact as seeing the person in real life," said Regina Sluszny, 74, who was 

hidden from the Nazis as a child. Our stot7 reports on the ~4gorous 

attempts by libraries, museums and other institutions to preserve the 

voices of the Holocaust’s last survivors. We find that among the most 

striking is a project to create interactive survivor holograms. 

Scoring Off the Super Bowl 

Players won’t be the only ones aiming to score big at Super B<.~,~I XLV~ H o 

Wit}~ ~.~.ear.ly ev~%," fivc.-~’4~.w hotel in Manhat~.an booked solid, we find that 

an array of mansions, penthouses and luxury condos are featured on 

rental accommodation websites as owners anticipate the arrival of 

ultrawealthy ~sitors. Our story takes a look at some of the high-end cribs, 

including yachts, being offered for thousands a night. We note, however, 

that wannabe landlords should manage their expectations; scoring big 

might be a long shot. 

WORLD 

U oS,, Chf ~a Signa] Retre~: Fr<:,~m S 



BUS~NESS 

~tARKETS 

NUMEiER OF THE DAY 

That is the valuation of ?~if:)-d<~ta ~h~r P~&~r~tir ~fkok~o~o~fi~s b~c, 

following a recent round off ffunding, making it one of the most valuable 

eloselg held startups in Silicon Valleg. 

What, if anything, is most likely to get in the way of U.S. economic growth? 

Send your responses to ~ opoi~ ~ @%%ioc<~m and follow (4~ 6-~ r~ rdT b~ k~:r on 

Tx~4tter. 

A READER’S RESPONSE 

Thanks to our jet-setting readers for w~igling in ~.~n ",vlmt tSev k~ok ~i~r 

",vl~en c[~oo,,:h~g airli~e:<: low ticket priees, operational reliability, legroom 

and spaee between seats, eonvenient eonneetions, simple reservation 

systems, and low or no charges for luggage, seat plaeement and route 

ehanges. On the latter point, Carol Fortlage of Ohio ehided airlines for 

"robber-baron change fees," writing: "IMHO $95 should be a sufficient 

penalty for changing. While we’re on the subject of airlines’ annoying 

behavior, how about all those cheek-in slowing attempts to sell me extra- 

fee amenities when all I want is to hand over my luggage and get a claim 

tag for it." 



Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

Tlzis daily briefing is named "Tlze l o-Point" after tlze nickname conferred 

bg the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ]Lss<...b~~¢:~ome¢~,~.u~,e,¢d~,,.. For fi~rther 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at :-~.ppo,~’t(~:~u~@¢om 

Copyright 2012, Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 7:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Good news farm the Richmond Fed; Sale of Durham building blocked 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 0, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

~ N,C~ ~!~ ~C Good news from the Richmond Fed: Carolinas’ economy!~ 
improving 
~n case you missed it in the frenzy of Thanksgwing, Black Friday and Cybepweek 

there’s ~ bit of good news about the pe~ormsnce of the economy, 

Sale of Durham"s Cheste~ield buildinq blocked by lawsuit 
A dispute among investors in the recant Cheste~ield cigarette factory buiidin~ at 

701 W, Main Street in Durham is holding up the sale of the propeRy 

A{~i~{i~ 
Study: 48% of STE~ maiors s~tch fields before graduation 

F#d#~i~n 
Almost half of students studying science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics (STEM) end up switching majors before they graduate, according to a 

¯ Amer~ca~ h~s{~t ,,e( ........... recent study by the US, Department ef Educ, ation’s, 

C~mm~ng B~ad ~[~ine Edition 

House targets patent trolls, but will small businesses be hit 
as we~l? 
Mariy business groups praised House passage of legislation aimed at he~ping 

businesses fight frivolaus lawsuits filed by so-calked "patent trolls." 

Disease 

2 reasons why a Japanese candy maker chose Orange 
County to expand 

PNC Arena mystery revealed: Billy Joel coming to Raleigh 

North Raleigh indoor gun range moving to Brier Creek 

Report: Health care IT firms must do these things better 

Bacon is out; slow food is in for restaurants in 2014 



Contact Us 

~~’.~ corn 

cached c:.[ othe~wlse i}:,~.d except 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 8:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Added 203,000 Jobs in November; Unemployment Rate Falls to 7% 

U.N. Added ~o3,ooo ,I~)bs in N~wernber; Unernpl~)yment 
Rate Falls to 7% 

U.S. employers continued to add jobs at a steady pace and the unemployment rate fell in 

November, a sign of stronger economic growth that may intensify debate within the 

Federal Reserve about reducing central bank bond purchases as early as this month. 

U.S. payrolls rose by 203,000 last month, the Labor Department said Friday. The 

unemployment rate dropped three-tenths of a percentage point to 7.0%, the lowest level in 

five years. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification ~d’rboard- webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 10:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve launches History Web Gateway 

Federal Reserve launches Histor)’ Web Gatewa.~ 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/new~vent~press/other/20131206a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Feder~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your pass~vord or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Prei~rences Page_. You will need to use )’our 

email address to log in. If yon hm~e qaestions or problems or need assistance~ please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive~5~.com_. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~-ww.federalreserve.go,~. Follow as on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 10:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 6 -- BNA’s Banking Report - BreaJ~ing News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 6, 2013, 10:01 A,M, ET 

PNC Bank N.A. will pay Freddie Mac $89 million, minus an $8 million credit, to resolve 
~,substantially all@ indemnification and repurchase obligations in connection with roughly 

900,000 loans originated and sold to Freddie Mac between 2000 and 2008, PNC said Dec. 6. 

The agreement in principle also calls for PNC Bank, a unit of PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. 
(PNC), to compensate Freddie Mac for losses past and future in connection with mortgage 

insurance cancellations and denials. 

The settlement agreement must be approved by the Federal Housing Finance Agency, the 

conservator for Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 6 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - BreaJ~ing News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 6, 2013, 10:49 A,M, ET 

PNC Bank N.A. will pay Freddie Mac $89 million, minus an $8 million credit, to resolve 
~,substantially all@ indemnification and repurchase obligations in connection with roughly 

900,000 loans originated and sold to Freddie Mac between 2000 and 2008, PNC said Dec. 6. 

The agreement in principle also calls for PNC Bank, a unit of PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. 
(PNC), to compensate Freddie Mac for losses past and future in connection with mortgage 

insurance cancellations and denials. 

The settlement agreement must be approved by the Federal Housing Finance Agency, the 

conservator for Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa Fairfax <lfairfax@law.gwu.edu~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:23 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation to ~rve as commentator at GW’s Junior Faculty Forum 

Dear Liss& 

I hope you are well. 

I am writing to see if you are interested in serving as a commentator for 
GW’s Junior Faculty Workshop. It will be hosted at GWon February 7-8, 2014. 

Each year we host a Junior Faculty Forum pursuant to which we issue a call for papers and then select papers on which we will comment. This year we received close to 
eighty submissions and selected twelve papers of scholars in the business law area who have been in academia for seven years or less. Thus, all of the selected papers focus 
on business and finance issues. In particular, there is a paper focused on banks that I believe would benefit greatly from your insights. 

A commentator reviews one of the selected papers and provides about 10-12 minutes of feedback. Moreover, it is not necessary for you to stay and participate on both days of 
the Workshop. GW can pay for your hotel and expenses, but would not be able to cover air[are. 

We would love to have you join the Workshop and offer your thoughts to the paper presenters. 

Of course I recognize that you are incredibly busy, and hence will certainly understand if your schedule does not permit you to participate. Please let me know if you would 
like any further information about the particular papers or the Workshop. I look forward to hearing from you, and thanks in advance for considering the invitation. 

Best, 
Lisa 

Lisa M. Fairfax 

Leroy So~enson Merrifield Research Professor of Law 

The George W&shington Universib’ Law School 

2000 H Street, NW 

Washingmn, DC 20052 

202-994-4630 (phone) 

202-994-4714 (i~x) 

115~ riSx(~law .gwu.edu 

web: http://w~vw.law.~wu.edu 

papers: http:i/papers.ssm.com/sol3/cf dev/AbsBvAuth.cfm?per id 94140 

blog: http://~vw.theconglomerate.orN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CFPB Update Web Seminar <conferences@s~urcemediamaiLcom> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:48 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Preparing liar Diversity & Inclusion Assessments 

i ::~,~ CFPB Updates: Preparing for Diversily& Inclusion Assessments 

.Assessme  ts 
Whe~: Wednesday, December 11. 2013 

"Time: 12:00 p.m.- 1:00 p.m. EDT Durz~tio~: 60 Minutes 

~rice: $9900 

Section 342 of the Dodd-Frank Act required bank regulators to get together and agree on 

ioint standards for assessing the diversity policies and practices of regulated institutions. 

In late October the CFPB, FDIC, NCUA, SEC, OCC and Federal Reserve Board issued 

preliminary guidance on the standards for banks that cover policies related to many aspects 

of recruiting, hiring, retention and promotion of employees as well as supplier and 

contractor diversity and are seeking comments before making them final. 

This policy is likely to take effect in early 2014 so compliance experts are urging banks to 

explore their own policies in light of the proposed standards and to make adjustments 

accordingly~ 

The good t~ews? Regulators say they are not platming to make the diversity 

assessments part of the usua~ examination process at this point. 

"This Web seminar will cover: "The proposed standards by which banks will be 

assessed, including: 

Organizational Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion 

Workforce Profile and Employment Practices 

Procurement and Business Practices Related to Supplier Diversity 

Transparency of Organizational Commitment to Diversi~ and Inclusion 

in addition, paf~elists will discuss: 

Regulators’ Proposed Approach to Conducting Assessments, including self- 

assessments and voluntaq," reporting 

Regulators’ commitment to flexibility based on institution size and characteristics 

Lack of disclosure of potential penalties if diversity and inclusion efforts are found 

unsatisfactory 

Hi John L John L. Cu~hane, Jr,; Esq Partner, Ba~lard Spahr LLP 

John is a member of the firm’s Consumer Financial Services, Higher 

Education, Mortgage Banking, and Bank Regulation and Supervision 

Groups as we~l as the Firm’s Fair Lending Task Force. H~s practice 

emphasizes advising clients offering consumer and res~dent~N 

mortgage ~oan and financing programs on consumer financial sen/ices 

~aw, as wel~ as counseling on Equa~ Credit OppoAun~, Act and Fair 

Housing Act issues. He conducts fak lending and compliance 

assessments of financJa~ institutions and assists in the defense of fak 

~end~ng and comp~iance-re~ated c~ass actions, attorney genera~ 

~nvestJgat~ons, and agency enforcement actions. He is a member of the 

Pennsylvania and American Bar Associations, and of the American 

College of Consumer Financial Services Lav~,ers. 



.~.i Heather Landy 

Heather is a~so ed~toria~ d~ector of American Banker’s annu~ program 

[ecogn~zJng ~he Mast Powe[ful Women ~n ~nking and Finance, She 

was on st~ff of the Amedc~n Banker dai~y newspaper covering large 

~nstitutions and an 8tray of governance, dsk, accounting and 

regulatory issues affecting the sector. She hss also been 8 special 

correspondent to The WasMngton Post, covedng Wall Street at the 

height of the financ~a~ crisis. In 2007 she won 8 Gerald Loeb Award, 

one of the Mghest hono[s ~ business journalism, whi~e repoA~ng on the 

retail ~ndust~" for The Fort Wo[th Star-Telegram. 

Forward 

Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 12:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of application by Ameris Bancorp 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of application by Ameris Bancorp 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.govinewsevent~pres~/orders/20131206a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCardell, Dan <Dma.McCardell@theclearinghous~.org> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 12:33 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: C~ you caJJ again 

Goes straight to VM, I’m on 2:[2 6:].,g 0164 when you are free, 

From: Broome, Lissa 
Sent: IZriday, December 06, 20:1.3 J.2:32 PM 

To: McCardell, Dan 
Subject: Can you call again 

Just missed your call. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.com/author=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
htt p:flwww.law, u nc.ed u/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n king fin a nce 
web542.jpg 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahl,John P <jps@uakron.edu~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 1:15 PM 

SECTPR.annc@lis~ts.aals.org 

[SECTPR.mmc] - FWD: Request tbr Assitance 

A case in Atlanta that has caught the attention of the media this week opens a brief window of opportunity during which it may be possible to get an initiative 

going to strengthen Georgia’s attorney discipline procedures. I am thinking of writing a letter to our state bar’s Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Proceedings 

recommending a number of changes. I would like to have as much comparative information about other states as possible when I write that letter. I have 

developed a very short on-line survey that would take less than 5 minutes to complete if the person is familiar with their own state’s disciplinary system. As you 

can see on the form, I offer to share the results. 

Could you forward this email to the PR email list with my request that someone in each jurisdiction complete the survey by next Monday, if at all possible. 

Here is the link: 

www.surveyrnonkey.cornis/Disciplina rySurvey 

Cordially, 

Clark 

Clark D. Cunningham, Director 

National institute for Teaching Ethics & Professionalism (NIFTEP) and 

W. Lee Burge Professor of Law and Ethics 

Georgia State University College of Law 

P.O. Box 4037 

Atlanta, GA 30302-4037 

Phone: (404) 413-9168 

Fax: (404) 413-9225 

Address for FedEx/UPSiCourier Delivery: 

GSU College of Law 

140 Decatur Street, Suite 400 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

(404) 413-9000 (reception) 

Emaih cdcunningham@gsu.edu 

Home Page: http:i/law.gsu.edu/ccunninghami 

NIFTEP: http:iilaw.gsu.edu/niftep 

The Burge Chair was established by an endowment from the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Georgia, using funds collected for alleged attorney 

misconduct to promote ethics, professionalism, and access to justice. 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American La~v Schools 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crystal Kaahaaina <ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 1:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Accommodalions tbr BaJ~k Director Training 

I am currently out of the office returning on Monday, December 9th. For inmaediate assistance, please contact Maile Fong Aiu at kl’ongaiu@asbhawaii com. 

Thank you, 
Crystal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edt~> 

Federal Reserve Board issues final role aligning market risk capital role with Basel III 

Federal Reserve Board issues final rule aligning market risk capital rule with Basel III 

http:/iwww .[’ederal~e serve .gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20131206a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subseriptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive~5~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve, og~. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 6 -- BNA’s Banking Report - BreaJ4ng News 

.~i BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 6, 2013, 2:01 P.M. ET 

The U.S. Supreme Court Dec. 6 agreed to hear a patent dispute on whether systems that help parties settle payment and 

other financial transactions can be patented (Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank Int’l, U.S., No. 13-cv-00298, 12/6/13). 

The case is important for financial companies because of the need to manage risk in global stock and currency transactions, 
while patent lawyers are watching the case because it bears on extent to which claims to computer-implemented inventions 

are directed to patent-eligible subject matter under 35 U.S.C. 101. 

In July 2012, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit held for CLS Bank International, an Edge Act Corporation 

chartered by international banks under Section 25A of the Federal Reserve Act. 

London-based CLS Bank provides risk-management services for global transactions. CLS Bank kicked off the litigation by 
asking for a declaratory judgment after Alice Corp., a technology firm half-owned by National Australia Bank Ltd., raised 

claims of patent infringement. 

The Federal Circuit’s July 2012 ruling is at 

http://www.bloomber01aw.com/public/document/CLS Bank Intl v Alice Corp Pry Ltd 685 F3d 1341 Fed Cir 2012 Cour/1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahl,John P <jps@uakron.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:22 PM 

SECTPR.annc@lis~ts.aals.org 

[SECTPR.mmc] - FVvT): Messesage from Carol Needham 

2014 AALS Welcome Jan 5 2014 Annna] Meeting Workshop 1 .docx; AALS Presidential Workshop on Tomorrow’s Law Schools.pdf 

Fm attaching two documents relating to the 2014 AALS Presidential Workshop on Tomorrow’s Law Schools: Economics, Governance and Justice. 

In light of the interests of the members of the Section, I’d urge anvone who is planning on going to the New York AALS annual meeting to join us for all or part of 

the workshop on Sunday January 5th. 

Warm regards, 

Carol 

Carol A. Needham 

Professor 

Saint Louis University School of Law 

100 N. Tucker Blvd. 

St. Louis MO 63101 

314-977-7104 (office) 

314-977-3332 (fax) 

Attacliment Links: 2014 AA]I.S Welcon’le 2ran 5 2014. Annual Meetina gVorkshoi) 1.docx (16k) AA]I.S Presidential Workshot) on Tomorrow’s Law Schools:i~d£(l158 k) 
Site Links: View ~:~ost online View raailirN list online Unsubscribe from this mailin~ list Mana.q_e your subscription 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American La~v Schools 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 



On January 5th at the 2014 AALS Annual Meeting in New York City - 

AALS Presidential Workshop on Tomorrow’s Law Schools: Economics, Governance & Justice 

We in the legal academy, working in AALS law schools, are in a certain sense keepers of the flame. 
Each of us received from the judges we clerked for, from our clients, from our colleagues in practice 

and from our own teachers a sense of the nobility of the enterprise, essential in any democracy, that 
is involved in the delivery of legal services. Whether we became involved in teaching the law only a 

few years ago or decades ago, each of us at some point dedicated ourselves to transmit some of this 
cultural legacy in our work with future generations of lawyers. As the legal profession and clients’ 
needs in the market for delivery of legal services continue to evolve, this AALS Presidential 

Workshop presents an opportunity to evaluate the implications of those changes. 

The morning plenary session, "The Economic Context in Which Legal Education is Situated," will 

explore topics from the perspective of a university president as well as from law professors and 
deans. The plenary speakers will discuss the dynamics of university financing of legal education and 
financial aid, considerations in directing scarce funds and identifying a school’s comparative 

strengths. The speakers will also reflect on some perhaps surprising empirical evidence regarding 
studies of employment patterns among recent graduates and the actions of justice-seeking potential 

clients and their views regarding accessing legal services. 

The three concurrent sessions immediately following the plenary include a detailed examination of a 
number of the proposed changes in bar admission requirements currently under consideration, a 
nuanced consideration of the trends in law" school enrollment and the impact of finances and student 

debt and an in-depth comparative discussion of legal education in countries outside the United States. 
Both administrators and professors will find food for thought in the second set of concurrent 
sessions. One focuses on the use ofMOOC’s, apps and other technology for providing legal 

information both to law students and to persons with unaddressed needs for legal services. The other 
session addresses possible changes in the traditional balance of a law professor’s teaching, 

scholarship and service. The workshop concludes with a pair of concurrent sessions in the 
afternoon. One session addresses the organizational dynamics and other aspects of productively 
participating in institutional governance, including an examination of what "shared governance" 

entails as well as consideration of how faculty can effectively work with university trustees. The 
impact of proposed changes in legal education and student debt loads on the outlook for affordable 
legal services, incubator programs and the ability of clinics to provide free and low cost legal 

services, is the focus of the other afternoon concurrent session. 

The members of the planning committee for this workshop, Carole S. Silver, Wendy B. Scott and 

Thomas D. Morgan (in reverse alphabetical order), each devoted significant energy and time to 

thoughtfully refining what promises to be a memorable program. We are also, of course, indebted to 

all of the panelists and moderators who have generously agreed to participate in this workshop. 

--- Carol A. Needham, Saint Louis University School of Law, Planning Committee Chair 



8:45 - 9:00 AM WELCOME 

Leo P. Martincz, AALS Prcsidcnt and University of California, Hastings 
College of Law 

Carol A. Nccdham, Chair, Planning Committcc for 2014 Annual Mccting 
Workshop on %morrow’s Law Schools: Economics, Govcrnancc and 
Ju.sticc and Saint Louis University School of Law 

9:00 - 10:50 AM [7060A] PLENARY SESSION: 

The Economic Context in Which Legal Education is 
Situated 

~]ODERATOR: 

Carol A. Nccdham, Saint Louis Univcrsity School of Law 

SPEAKERS: 

D. Bcnjamin Barros, \gidcncr Univcrsity School of Law 
Blake Ii). Morant, \Etkc Forcst Univcrsity School of Law 
Rcbccca L. San&fur, University of Illinois Collcgc of Law 
Tom Sullivan, Prcsidcnt, Univcrsity of Vermont, Burlington, VT 

2qac criticism f’ocuscd on law schools in rcccnt ycars tcnds to ignore that lcgal 
cducation docs not cxist in a vacuum, gZc opcratc among prcssurcs ~’or changc that 
confl’ont all ofhighcr cdu.cation arid our graduates scck to cntcr a prof)ssion that 
is itsclf undergoing rapid change. ’i[;qis panel will introduce us to the context and 
issues with which any con sidcrati on of th c futurc of’legal cducation must deal. 

The panel will cover: 

university financing of:legal education in times of shrinking university 
budgets; 

the changing nature of financial aid in legal education, especially ~he trend away 
fl’om nccd-bascd grants and towards thc use of financial aid as a tactic in 
NEWS & ~vKzORI.I) REPORT rankings compctitions, and the implications of this 
for acccss to lcgal cducation; 

trends toward outcome-based regulation and assessment, including questions of 
how to mcasurc outcomes; 
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continuing, &spite cost pressures, ~() ffulf~ll law schools’ mission in providing 
legal services to underrepresented persons ban&in-hand with student training. 

10:45 API - 12:15 Pbl 

, ~ uc~tlon. Comparative Models for Legal Ed ’~-" " 

L_essons from Abroad 

MODERATOR: 

Carolc Silver, Northwestern University School of Law 

SPEAKERS: 

Bryant Garth, University of California, kvine School of Law 
Manual A. G6mez, Florida International University School of Law 
Priya Gupta, Southwestern Law School 
Sctsuo M.iyazawa, University of Calif’ornia, Hastings Collcgc of’Law 

Whilc U.S. lcgal cducation cxpcricnccs challcngcs from scvcral dimcnsions 
domestically, it rcma~s an important modal for cffbrts to rcf’orm lcgal education 
outside of the U.S. At thc same timc, U.S. legal education is significant fbr many 
laxwcrs first cducatcd outsidc ofthc UIS. as an clcmcnt in building thcir carccrs. In 
this scssion, spcakcrs will draw from thcir rcscarch on lcgal education outsidc of 
the U.S. to highlight thc impact and role of U.S. legal education in other countries 
and in the dcvclopmcnt of’legal careers. Xhcir commcnts will contcatualizc thc 
convcrsation about rcforming U.S. lcgal cducation and providc insight into how it 
is valucd and evaluated. 

Proposals for Training Required for Bar Admission 

MODERATOR: 

’l]~omas D. Morgan, ’i[;qc George @:ashington Umvcrs~t., Law School 

SPEAKERS: 

Deborah Lo l~&ode, Stanford Law School 
Daniel B. Rodrigucz, AALS President-Elect and Northwestern University 

School of Law 
Nancy H. Rogers, ’~;qc Ohio Statc Lk~Ncrsity Moritz College of Law 
Kent D. Syvcrud, ~ashington University in St. Louis School of Law 

An Amcrican Bar Association Task Forcc has proposed changcs in thc nation’s 
systcm o~’lcgal cducation, and somc of our largcst statcs arc considcring conflicting 
proposals for the kind of education candidatcs for bar admission in their states 
should bc rcquircd to have. Califbrnia is considering requiring substantial skills 
training, ~’or cxamplc, whilc New York has announced a significant pro bono 
scrvicc rcquircmcnt. Othcr proposals urgc liccnsh~g la~Tcrs affcr two ycars of 
training, while other proposals would add a period of mentorship bcf’orc final bar 
admisskm, iMaW proposals assume that implcmcnting thcsc changes would make 
legal cducation both chcapcr and bcttcr. This session will considcr thcsc proposals 
and considcr thcir cff~cct on what our law schools do today. 
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[706OD] CONCURRENT 

Access to Legal Education 

MODERATOR: 

Wcndy B. Scott, North Carolina Ccntral University School of Law 

SPEAKERS: 

Kcvin Brown, Iridiana Uriivcrsity Maurcr School of Law 
Carla D. Pratt, Pcnnsylvania State Univcrsit> Thc Dickinsori School of Law 
Margarct Raymond, University of’Wisconsb~ Law School 
Michael H. Simkovic, Scton Hall Lk~Ncrsity School of’Law 

The dccliric in the riumbcr ofwcll-payirig law firm jobs, risirig tuitiori costs, 

incrcascs in thc lcvcl of student dcbt, and thc advcrsc publicity rcgarding legal 
education have discouraged some potential lawyers fi’om applying to law school. 
Some schools also may bc cxpcricricing a decline in thc number of racial mirioritics 
and womcri applicants. ~ltxis scssiori is dcsigricd to discuss the overall impact of 
dcclinirig applications and crirollmcnt and corisidcr altcrnativcs for stratcgic 
adjt~stmcrits arid best practices in transparency and budgeting for financial aid, 
placcmcnt oI~cc, academic support, and othcr staflqng. 

12:15 - 1:45 PM [706ODD] CONCURRENT SESSION: 
~4;’,st/~a/b00m, &eond Floo~ /Li~on ,5’ew ~,k Midto~n 

Technology in Legal Education 

MODERATOR: 

Carolc Silvcr, Northwcstcrn University School of Law 

SPEAKERS,: 

Dcborah Post, ’Iburo College Jacob l). Fuchsbcrg Law Center 
Rcbccca Purdom, Vermont Law School 
Tanina Rostain, Gcorgctown University Law Ccntcr 
Ronald g>[ Staudt, Chicago-[Kcrit College of I_.a~; Illinois Iristitutc o~’~IT~chnology 

In the agc ofMOOCs, apps arid flipped classrooms, technology offcrs the promise 
ofrcachirig ricw student populatioris, changing classroom cxpcricnccs, and 
providing legal infbrmation to undcrscrvcd populations. This session will address 
both thc opportunities arid challcrigcs posed by various roles of technology in law 
school. 

session co& when yo~_~ 
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[7OSODDD’I CONCURRENT SESSION 

I___.aw Professors of the Fbtb,e, 
A [4ew Balance of Teaching, Scholarship and Service? 

MODERATOR: 

Thomas D. Morgan, Thc Gcorgc Washington Univcrsity Law School 

SPEAKERS: 

Judith A. McMormw, Boston Collcgc Law School 
Nora ~( Dcmlcimcr, ~%shington and Lcc Univcrsity School of Law 
Mccra E. Dco, ~omas Jcff~rso~ School of Law 
Rcbccca H. Whitc, Univcrsity of Gcorgia School of Law 

]fftomorrow’s law school will look different than today’s, the law professor o£thc 
future may look diffcrcnt as wall At many schools, thc currcnt model of a law 
teacher emphasizes scholarly training and ambition. 7he law profcssor of the 
future might bc required to spcnd lcss dmc on scholarship and morc on tcaching. 
And if teaching is to bc practicc-oricntcd and skills4ocuscd, the background 
rcquircd of an cffcctivc tcachcr may changc as wclL Furthcr, if thc charactcristics 
rcquircd o~’a law pro~’cssor continuc to evolve, prcssurc to modify or climinatc 
thc system of academic tcnurc may continuc to grow. This session will cxaminc 
whether and how the law professor of the £uturc will differ fi’om the current modal 
of the legal cducator. 

session code 

2:00 - 3:30 PNI [7OBOE] CONCURRENT SESSION: 

Productively Participating in Institutional Governance 

MODERATOR: 

Carol A. Nccdham, Saint Louis University School of Law 

SPEAKERS: 

George ~ l. Cohcn, University of’Virginia School of’Law 
Susan ~7cstcrbcrg Pragcr, Southwcstcrn Law School 

As a result o£ our background and c×pcricncc, many law school faculty an d 
administrators can makc a significant contribution to thc govcrnancc ofour 
rcspcctivc institutions. What’s the lcarning curve nccdcd to pardcipatc cffcctivdy? 
How do mcmbcrs ofa govcrning board vicw facuky? Arc thcrc ccrtai~ moments 
in the life ofa unNcrsit> such as transitions in leadership, at which faculty 
involvcmcnt can bc particularly important in sustaining thc acadcmic ~’ocus of thc 
cntcrprisc? What, prcciscl> docs participation offacultyin %harcd govcrnancc" 
entail? Does it differ dcpcnding upon whcthcr thc law school is flee-standing or 
a unit o{ a rcscarch university or organizcd as a for-profit organization ? Amid 
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dcvcloping conccpts in univcrsity govcmancc that can poi~t toward a top-down 
command and control organizcd structure, speakers in this scssion will discuss 
finding the middle ground. Wc will also discuss lessons lcarncd from thc speakers’ 

cxpcricnccs as participants in university govcrnancco 

[7080V1 CONCUR’RENT SESSION 

Access ko Legal Services 

MODERATOR: 

Wcndy B. Scott, North Carolina CcntM University School of Law 

SPEAKERS: 

Scott Cummings, University of Calif’ornia at Los Angeles, School of Law 
Pamcla S. Glcan, North Carolina Ccntral University School of Law 
Phoebe A. Haddon, Univcrsity of Maryland Francis King Carcy School of Law 
Camille A. Nelson, Suffblk University Law School 

In the midst of discussions of thc fi~turc of legal education, debate continues on 
whcthcr thcrc arc too maW lawycrs or a maldistribution of those in the prof)ssion. 
’Ibis scssion focuses on whcthcr proposed changcs in lcgal education, and in thc 
cost, will offer a solution to this problem or ~’nrthcr cxaccrbatc efforts to provide 
fi’cc or aflS)rdablc lcgal scrviccs to all citizens by directing graduates towards 
cmploymcnt options that allow thcm to pay offthcir indcbtcdncss. Prcscntcrs will 
also discuss the continuing nccd to provide low cost legal scrviccs through clinical 
cducation and rcccnt innovations such as the provision of incubator law firms and 
thc use oftcchnolog> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 6 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - BreaJ4ng News 

.~i Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 6, 2013, 2:35 P.M. ET 

The U.$. Supreme Court Dec. 6 agreed to hear a patent dispute on whether systems that help parties settle payment and 

other financial transactions can be patented (Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank Int’l, U.S., No. 13-cv-00298, 12/6/13). 

The case is important for financial companies because of the need to manage risk in global stock and currency transactions, 
while patent lawyers are watching the case because it bears on extent to which claims to computer-implemented inventions 

are directed to patent-eligible subject matter under 35 U.S.C. 101. 

In July 2012, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit held for CLS Bank Tnternational, an Edge Act Corporation 

chartered by international banks under Section 25A of the Federal Reserve Act. 

London-based CLB Bank provides risk-management services for global transactions. CL$ Bank kicked off the litigation by 
asking for a declaratory judgment after Alice Corp., a technology firm half-owned by National Australia Bank Ltd., raised 

claims of patent infringement. 

The Federal Circuit’s July 2012 ruling is at 

http://www.bloomber01aw.com/public/document/CLS Bank Intl v Alice Corp Pry Ltd 685 F3d 1341 Fed Cir 2012 Cour/1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Legallnterview Program@csm.umplici~.com 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NC Legal Interview Program Invitation 

Are you in need of a new associate or would 
you like to hire a summer clerk? The North ~iI NCLIP 
Carolina Law School Consortium’s annual 
program offers firms of 25 or fewer attorneys, 
government and public service organizations, 
and companies with an in-house legal 
department the opportunity to interview 
students from the state’s seven law schools in one of two convenient locations. 
You will be able to review resumes in advance and pre-select the students you 
want to interview. Participation is free. 

Schools participating in the program include Campbell Law School, Charlotte 

School of Law, Duke Law School, Elon University School of Law, NCCU School of 
Law, UNC School of Law and Wake Forest University School of Law. 

REGISTRATION 

For more information or to register for either program, go to 

~~icli:~,’. The deadline to register is Friday, January 10, 

2014. 

QUESTIONS 

Contact Kala Glenn-Pruitt, University of North Carolina School of Law, 

919.962.0280, ~.Semaii.unc,e~ or Glenda Darrell, Campbell University 

School of Law, 919.865.4495, 

School of Law Campbell Universit~ 

Duke University School of 
Law 

North Carolina Central University School of Law 

Wake Forest Universily School of Law 

[i~i Charlotte School of Law] 

[ii.~.iI ElonUniversitySohoolofLaw] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa Fairfax <lfairfax@law.gwu.edu~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Invitation to serve as commentator at GVv"s Junior Facul~ Forum 

Lissa, 

Thanks for letting me know. I will have to get you next lime. 

Happy Holidays to you as well. 

Best. 
Lisa 

On Fri, Dec 6, 2013 at 1:24 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbmome(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lisa, 

Thanks for the kind invitation, Unfortunatel% the timing doesn’t work out for me given other commitments and travel I already have planned, Please keep me in 

mind for another year when things are less hectic, 

hope you are doing well, 

Tal~e care and all ~:he best for the holidays, 

From: Lisa Fairfax [mailto:lfairfax@law.qwu.edu] 

Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 11:23 AN 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
~ubject-" Invitation to serve as commentator at GWs Junior Faculty Forum 

Dear Lissa, 

I ho~ you are well. 

I am writing to see if you are interested in serving as a commentator for 
GW’s Junior Faculty Workshop. It will be hosted at GWon February 7-8, 2014. 

Each year we host a Junior Faculty Forum pursuant to which we issue a call for papers and then select papers on which we will comment. This year we received close to 
eighty submissions and selected twelve papers of scholars in the business law area who have been in academia for seven years or less. Thus, all of the selected papers 

focus on business and finance issues. In particular, there is a paper focused on banks that I believe would benefit greatly from your insights. 

A commentator reviews one of the selected papers and provides about 10-12 minutes of feedback. Moreover, it is not necessary for you to stay and participate on both 
days of the Workshop. GWcan pay for your hotel and expenses, but would not be able to cover aidare. 

We would love to have you join the Workshop and offer your thoughts to the paper presenters. 

Of course I recognize that you are incredibly busy, and hence will certainly understand if your schedule does not permit you to participate. Please let me know if you would 
like any further information about the particular papers or the Workshop. I look forward to hearing from you, and thanks in advance for considering the invitation. 

Best, 
Lisa 



Lisa M. Fairt?~x 

Leroy Sorenson Memfield Research Prot~ssor of Law 

The Geo~e Washington Universi~ Law School 

2000 H Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20052 

202-994-4630 (phone) 

202-994-4714 (t~x) 

ltS~ riS~x(~law .~wu.edu 
web: ht~://w~v.law.gwu,edu 

papers: htlp://papel~.ssm.com/sol3/cf dev/AbsBvAuth.cfin?per id 94140 

blog: http://~vw.theconglomerate.orN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

G.19 Consumer Credit 

Statistical Release 
G.19 Consumer Credit 
http:/!www.federalreserve.gov/releases!g 19!current/default. htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http:i/www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: List-makers toast to success at TBJ’s inaugural Power Party 

Harris Teeter-Kro~ts~/ger co.:~td close 



~ T:-’.rgeted booking_j@ center~ re_venue 

innovations 

Bacon is out; stow Food is in for resta.:.~rants 

~ A lock indicates content available 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice                  W 

6 ie.sso ~s Ne. son ~,’ta ~de a eaves ~of en~re~re.neu.."s               ~ 

Lamborgh~n~ semis a Tesla ~4odel S for 9t B~tco~n, takes caius for 

n~ore 

....... ~(> ~ Aa~ : Levie must get over %at of flxd_~!g 

Alex K~sro closes ~n on b~il~ona~re status with Pa~antir fundin<~ ............................................................................................................................................................. 

Joso A, Bank looks overseas %r sales growth 

People ~ Comn, erdal Real ~":~’:~ " 

........................................................................... 

Price per ~luat~ Foot: $0,00 
g~ldm~ Size: ?,192 5~ 
Use Tgpe: Sale 

Featured Event 

Date~ 2013-124}9 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:16 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

University jobs in Bm~king, Business & Financial Law, Commercial & Bankruptcy Law, and other related areas 

Dear Professor Broome, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Law- features 18 faculty- openings, 14 senior a&ninistrative positions, and 4 post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education. 

Issue: Law Dec. 6th, 2013 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Bal~mg, Business & Financial Law 
- Commercial & Bankruptcy Law- 

Become a fan of Academic Keys on Facebook! Click here: 
http://wwwfacebook.com/pages/Storrs-CT/Academic-Kevs/56778577910 

Follo~v us on T~vitter! 
http ://twitter. corn/!!/acad emickevs 

Join us on LinkedIn! 
http:/iwww. [inkedin com/~roups/Academic-Kevs-I Ii~her-Education-Professionals-d055169 

POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEiVE~;NT 

Add your department’s positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions: 
- http://En~ineering.AcademicKev, s.con~/client lo~in.php?ta~=LA131206m 

SENIOR ADMIN[S’I~{ATIVE POSITIONS: 

Nt:?&7! - Dean o17 the Francis King Care?" School of Law 
Universl~ o17 Maryland Francis King Carey School o17 Law 
Francis King Carey School of Law 
Baltimor, ~/2[) 
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2013 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con’b’r?iob=51966&o=232497&t=LA 131206m-6e 

NE{W[ - Dean and President 
Ave Maria School of Law 
School of Law 
Naples, FL 
Date Posted: Nov. 26, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?iob=51870&o=232497&t=LA 131206m-6e 

i’~EW! - Dean 
Texas A&M University 
School of Law 
Fort Worth, TX 
Date Posted: Nov. 25, 2013 

h~p :/,\wcw.AcademicKeys. com,’r’.’iob=5183 9&o=232497 &t=LA131206m-6e 

NEW[ - Associate Dean 
Kaplan University 
Concord Law School (CLS) 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Nov. 19, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.cougr?job=51618&o=232497&t=LA 131206m-6e 

ix,~EW[ - Dean 

Nova Southeastern University 

Shepard Broad Law Center 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 

Date Posted: Nov. 13, 2013 

http://vavw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job=51444&o=232497&t=LA 131206m-6e 

B,~W! - Dean, School of Law 
Washington University in St. Louis 
School of Law 



St Louis, Me 

Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 51337&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

N};?AT! - Dean, Law School 
Wayne State Umversity 
Wayne State University Law Schoo] 
Detroit, M1 
Date Posted: Nov. 8, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKeys.cor~,’r?iob 51273&o 232497&t LA131206m-2e 

Dean 
University of Florida 
Lcvm College of Law 

Gaines’~dlle, FL 
Date Posted: Oct. 29, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?iob 50797&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Executi’,~e Dffector 
University of St. Thomas 
International Education Center 
St. Paul, MN 
Date Posted: Oct. 9, 2013 

httr~://’,wcw.AcademicKe’vs.cor~,’r?iob 49832&o 232497&t LA131206m-0e 

Assistant Dean, Law Admissions 
Barg~ Univer si~ 
Dwayne O. Andreas School of Law 
Orlando, FL 
Date Posted: Sep 27, 2013 

http://w~a~’.AcademicKeys.corpgr?job 49249&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Dean, School of Law 
Universi~z of Akron 
School of La~v 
Akron, OH 
Date Posted: Sep. 23, 2013 

http://vavw.AcademicKeys.con’v’r?job 48997&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Dean, School of La~v 
University of Detroit Mercy 
School of Law 
Detroit, 2vfI 
Date Posted: Sep 17, 2013 

http://w~a~’.AcademicKevs.corpg1-?iob 48684&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Executive Director, International 
University of British Columbia 
Office of the [~xecutive Director, International 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Sep. 13, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 48606&o 232497&t LA131206m-0e 

Executive Recruiting Consultant 
Academic Keys 
Academic Keys 
Storrs, CT 
Date Posted: Sep 13, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 48580&o 232497&~LA131206m-0e 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS 

NI;?ZTt - Career Counselor JD. 
Charlotte School of Law 
Center for Professional Development 
Charlotte, NC 
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2013 

http://xwcw.AcademicKeys.cor~,’r?iob 52084&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

ix~EW! - Regius Professor of Laws 



Trinity College Dublin 
School of Law 
Dublin, Ireland 
Date Posted: Dec. 3,2013 

http:/?www.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 52000&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Nt~’?AT! - Up to Three Term Faculty Positions 
University of Saskatchewan 
College of Law 
Saskatoon, SK, Canada 
Date Posted: Nov. 18, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKe’is.com,~r?iob 51557&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

NEW! - Facul~ Openings for 2014 - 2015 
Kuwait International Law School 
Faculty of La~v 
Doha Ci~, Jal-tra, Kuwait 
Date Posted: No’,~. 18, 2013 

http:i/waaa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 51548&o 232497&t LA131206m-2e 

iN~EW[ - Full-time Faculty 

King Faisal Univcrsity 

College of Law 

A1-Ahsa, Eastern Region, SaudiArabia 

Date Posted: Nov. 7, 2013 

http://’,wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 51218&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Visiting Faculty Position 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 
College of Law 
Knoxwille, TN 
Date Posted: Oct. 23, 2013 

http://w~’.AcademicKeys.corpJr?job 50609&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Assistant/Associate Professor in Law (2-Year, Non-Renewable) 
Queen’s University 
Faculty of Law 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 22, 2013 

http://vavw.AcademicKe’~s.com/r?job 50558&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Assistant Professor, Law (2 Tenure-track Positions) 
University- of Victoria 
Fa culty of Law 
Victoria, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 18, 2013 

http:Z/www.AcademicKe,/s.con~’r?iob 50331&o 232497&~LA131206m-6e 

Assistant/Associate Professor in Law (Tenure-track) 
Queen’s University 
Facul~ of Law 
Kingston, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2013 

http:/?www.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 50261&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Assistant/Associate/& Full Pro[" in Law (English and At.. 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd Umversity 
College of Arts and Science 
A[ Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Oct. 10, 2013 

http:Z/www.AcademicKes~s.con~’r?iob 49922&o 232497&~LA131206m-6e 

Assistant or Associate Professor Appointments 
University of British Columbia 
Facul~ of Law 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 9, 2013 

http:i/waaa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 49830&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Assistant/Associate/Instructor/Lecturer in Law (English... 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 



College of Arts & Science 

Al Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 

Date Posted: Sep 30, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 49308&o 232497&FLA131206m-6e 

Law }"ull Professor (2~.3427) 
University of Washington 
School of Law 
Seattle, WA 
Date Posted: Sep. 27, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?iob 49267&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Adjunct, Legal Studies 
Berkeley College 

New- York, NY 
Date Posted: Aug. 21, 2013 

http://,,w.a~.AcademicKe’,/s.cora,,’r’.’iob 47910&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Associate Professors/Assistant Professors/Chairs 

American Univelsit~- of Beirut 

Olayan School of Business 

Beirut, Lebanon 

Date Posted: Aug. 19, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?job 47854&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Adjunct, Criminal Justice 
Berkeley College 

New York Ci~, NY 
Date Posted: Aug 19, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job 47846&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Faculty Positions Open 
University of Denver 
Daniels College of Business 
Denver, CO 
Date Posted: Aug. 12, 2013 

http://w~’.AcademicKeys.corcg1-?job 47701&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

Canada Research Chair in Law (Tier 2) 
Queen’s University’ 
Facul~ of Law 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Aug 12, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 47668&o 232497&t LA131206m-7e 

POST-DOCTORAL POSE[’IONS 

N~f{W! - Chair and Facul~ Positions for the Dept of Bus .... 
Abdullah Gul University (AGI_2) 
Dept of Business Achninistration, Department of Economics 
Kayseri, Turkey 
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 51784&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 

NI:?A~t - International Phi) Scholarship at iCourts 
University of Copenhagen 
Faculty of Law 
Copenh~Nen, Denmark 
Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2013 

httpZ/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 51320&o 232497&FLA131206m-6e 

N~fiW! - Vacant Phi) scholarships at the Faculty’ of Law 
University" of Coper2aagen 
Faculty" of Law 
Copetkhagcn, Detwnark 
Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 51316&o 232497&t LA131206m-6e 



Ductural Research Scholarships AY2014-2015 

The National University of Singapure 

NUS Law 

Singapore, Singapure 

I)ate Posted: Sep 30, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 49345&o 232497&FLA131206m-6e 

To view- more acaderuic jobs, visit: http://www.AcademicKevs.com; 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Why manners still matter in business 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

~n business, n~anners stN n~atter 

Is it bad manners to keep your cellphone out during 

lunch or completely acceptable? 

~=as14ood wor~ers, activists 

protest for ’supersized’ wa.~es 

About 50 fast-food workers and 

activists protested Thursday in the 

drizzle outside a Burger King on 

Wilkinson Boulevard. demanding 

$15-an-hour wages... 

Dow jumps 200 points after 

s~ong jobs ~epo~t 

Good news was finally good news 

for the stock market on Friday. 

Boeing bidding war: How 

will NC go? 

As Charlotte officials join the 

multistate competition for 

Boeing’s 777X plant, a site 

selection consultant who has 

worked with the company 

questioned .. 

Catawbas r~ake case for NC 

~and purchase, casino 

The Catawba Indian tribe says a 

1993 settlement allows the federal 

government to designate land in 

North Carolina as a reservation. 

the first step .. 

US Airways pi~ots union to hold recall vote 

The union representing US Aipways pilots plans to 

hold a vote in the coming weeks to decide whether to 

recall its president and vice president, according to a 

spokesman. 

Photo ID will be required fo~ NC 

une~ploymen~ benefits 

The state Division of Employment Security plans to 

require people receiving unemployment benefits to 

present a photo ID beginning next year. 

T~af~ic rises at Charlotte Douglas 

Five percent more passengers have used Charlotte 

Douglas so far this year than last, putting the airport 

on pace for a record number of travelers, officials 

said Thursday. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, December 6, 2013 5:07 PH 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Court Rules that Detroit is Eligible for Chapter 9 and that Pensions May be Impaired in Chapter 9 

December 6, 2013 

On December 5, 2013, the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the 
Eastern District of Michigan released its 143 page decision 
upholding the City of Detroit’s eligibility to be a debtor under 
chapter 9 of the United States Bankruptcy Code. 

De~:, 5, 2.0t 3}_. The Court’s decision is the first ever to 
address the treatment of municipal pensions in bankruptcy, 
concluding that pension obligations may be adjusted in a 
chapter 9 case, notwithstanding protective provisions in the 
state constitution. A similar issue is pending, but not yet 
decided, in the Stockton and San Bernardino chapter 9 cases 
in California. 

Ouick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

[] Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

~]E-mail This Issue 

% Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Fhm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nic~collegeathleticsdips.com@mail184.wdc02.mcdlv.net~ 

Friday’, December 6, 2013 5:38 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Clips eFlash: Watch M~at you write 

F~idayAfternoanGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

No matter who we are or what we do, there is always some kind of leadership / 

managemen[ stiucture, wi[h people a~ the. top making de.oisions that aflec[ everyone 

else. 

It is very rate [hat t~e delibeiations, deals and debates ~ha[ Ie.d up to those decisions aie 

ever made pubfic, so there’s always plenty of wiggle room after-theofact for the fingel- 

pointing and denials; 

In the college sports wodd you can’t get any bigger than the Big Ten, and The Chrenicfe 

of Highei Education’s Brad VVofver~on dove deep to foot out t~e email communications of 

ttse leaders of ttse University of Maryfand as they deliberated (albeit in a compressed time 

frame) whether to join the B1G. And how deep did Mr. VVoh,’erton dive? .... Very deep 

indeed~ Via a public-¢ecords ~equest, B~ad obtained over a ~housand emails that flew 

back and forth sher~ly before the decision was made. 

The emaifs revealed tibet tap university leaders are just like you and me, and that’s not 

necessarify a good thing. Their emails showed them to be pe~y~ vain, touchy and 

cantankerous. You’d expect mere from people in charge of~ ~arge univemity, but 

ema~ls gave them away. 

~h2hict~ all leads to ClipsCommunications Reminder #821 .Et, which s~ates "When 2,wa!ved 

D ~itte~ communicatia~ (Le.-i:~ & p~per, emai/s, text~, bweet~ re#co& biflbaard& 

bumper she/tots, T-shifts, etc.) one should be very very c~refuL When put#ng things 

any amount of sensitivi~ or potentia: to offend others should be discussed i~ ~e:~son 

(witho~� a tap~ tecora’et ~eat~J or on the phone (as/eng as your phone i~ t~ot tappe( 

all knewthis, but it<:; good to remind ourselves periedicalfy. 

So everybody, let’s talk more and write tess when things start getting dicey. 

Have a good weekend. 

Nick lnfante 

Clips Editol 



Cache of Messages Reveals Leadership 
Challenges of M ry and Move to Big Ten 

Move to Big Ten 

William E. (Brit) Kilwan was in a bind. Hours after word le;~ked last year th;~t the 

University of Maryland was considering a move to ~he prestigious Big Ten Conlerence, 

the system’s chancetlol was facing resistance nearly everywhere he looked. 

"How ugfy is it getting?" Mr, Ki~wan asked a colleague the day after many repairs 

surfaced 

"We have 80 emaifs against, 2 for~" wrote Sapienza Barone, an assistant to the president 

of the College Park campus. One F~cebook p~ge, "Maryland to Big t 0--1 Hate It," had 

t ,755 members. Another, "Boycoff Terps Foo~balU’ had 973. "There are thousands and 

thous~nds of comments on the press stories--mostly ~rguing with each other about the 

cons and p~os ~.~ to be honest, I can’t keep 

The commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference, where Maryland had played sporls 

for nearly 60 years, wanted answers, l\iumni were threatening [o puft dana[ions. And 

many Terrapins coaches were upset and opposed to the idea~ one leader reported. 

"Does any of this give you pause?" Mr. Kin~,’an wrote to Barry P, Gossett, a member of 

the university system’s Board of Regents 

In an earlier message, the legent had expressed concerns: "1 have been getting 

and em;~ik~ from friends and fans alike, bottom line is ’say it ;~in’t so.’" 

Despite the pushback, Mr. Kirwan appealed to have his mind made up, according to 

more than 1,000 pages o1’ emails obtained by The Chronicle in a public-records request. 

He just needed to persuade more people that it was the right call. 

Ove~ 72 hours last November, as the conference question hung over the sta[e’s flagship 

campus~ the chancelfor painted a rosy picture of Big Ten membership~ citing advantages 

for academic programs and an influx of new TV money that wouid bolster Maryland’s 

struggling athletic department. 

Bur emails between M~. Kirwan and top officials sugges[ed a Iack of regard I~r concerns 

about the fargMy secretive negotiations, Confidentiality agleements prevented the Big 

Ten propos~l from being shared widely, and the majority of board discussions happened 

over a weekend, 

During that time, the chancellor sent notes criticaf of the ACC, a premiere le~gue that 

Mawland helped loire, He lepeatediy criticized one regent who opposed the move, And 

the university worked clesefy with a corporate-communic~tions consultant in an ~ttempt 

to influence public opinion~ 



The ehenceIler’s emails provide a rare glimpse into the leadership challenges 

sulrounding a highAprofile conference switch, They iflustrate the pow~ that top offici~s 

h~e over such decisions, and the #ed~ that can ~ccompany ~ f~st-mov~ng, h~gh~y 

charged debt[e, 

Mixed Messages? 

Plenty el colleges have Iaeed similar incentives and made tile same choices. And lots 

people came to commend MI. KiP,,/an’s efforts. 

One early supporter was R. Gerald Turner~ the president efSauthem Methodist 

University. 

"Brit~ I don’t blame you," Mr. Turner emaifed after Maryland’s Big Ten move was 

announced. "There are tee many pesiti~es for the University for you to have stood ~n the 

doorwey, 

"What I don’t like," he added, "is tile ACC taking another Big Ees~ 

(Less than twe weeks after Maryland said it was departing fer the Big Ten, the University 

el Louisville said it was moving to ~he ACC3 

Mr. Turner and Mr Kilwan discussed other concerns as well. As coochairs of tile Knight 

Commission on b~terce]legiate Ath~e~cs~ e watchdog group thet has advocated for 

contro~s on spending in college spo~ts, they found themselves defendh~g moves to 

Mgher..power conferences. 

"V~lth my moving to the Big East and Maitland’s move to the Big t0, we will need to think 

through atl our messages," Mr. rumor wrote. He said he didn’t feel compromised 

commission’s issues, but that he, Mr. Kirwan, and Amy Perka, the commission’s executive 

director, "grebaMy need a frank conversation" 

"Tetalfy agree," Mr. Kirwan responded. "I was thinking exadly the same thing 

But the message about leaving the ACC was MI. KiP,,/an’s to manage--and the prospect 

was not so easy for many alumni to accept. A number wrote to Mr Kirwan directly, with 

some taking shots et Wallace D. Lob, the CoIlege Ra~k president, and Kevin Anderson, 

the university’s athletic dilector. 

’q spoke to twenty Maryland glads tonight and we are all AGAINST going to the Big Ten," 

Neif Kefter, a 1982 accounting graduate, wrote the chancellor the day before the decision 

was finalized. ’q knew Docto~ Lob and Kevin Anderson are new to Meryland but how can 

they push Maryland to a conference whe~ at least 90% of the a~umni and fan base are 

against this?" (Two pol~s at the time suggested that about 70 gercent of people opposed 

the change, ema~ls show.) 

Tern Millet, a 1976 graduete, wendered why the Terrapins would leave e powerhouse 

basketball conference that had a big financial upside. 

"The ACC is on ~he verge el an exciting new e~a, with Notre Dome, Pitt, and Syracuse 

joining," he emailed Mr. Kirwan. "V~,~at an attractive malket to buifd an ACC network, 

rather than join a market where the closest rival is a day’s drive away" 

Others praised the academic reputations of Duke Uni~ersity, Georgia Tech, and ether 

ACC institutions, erguing that they stack up wolf against the universities of the Big Ten. 

Mr. Ki[wan, a former president of Ohio State Uni~ersity, trumpeted the benefits of the 

Committee on k~sti~u~ional Cooperation, ~he Big Ten’s academic consortium. He claimed 

the censeltium gave the league a ’"very substantial academic advantage." 

The ACC, he told one farmer leader who had worked in the Sautheasteln Conference 

and the Pace12, has become a "mi× of institutions with no unifyh~g academic m~ssion." 

other emeHs, the cha~ce~lo~ se~d [hat Mary~end was "increasingly d~ssat~sfied" wi[h the 

ACC. "There w~s ~ess and less ~de~tJty w~th the schools, other than ~ athletics." 



Some el ~he strongest criticism the chancellor heard came from Joseph D. [ydings, a 

former US. Senator from M~ryland He sent Mr Kirw~n a note bl~sting Pennsyl~ani~ 

State University, OMo S~ate, and other instkut~ons ~r ath~et~cs.-re~ated improprieties, and 

exp,eased co~cems about the ~ack of transparency Jn Maryland’s B~g Ten d~scuss~ons~ 

Mr. K~wan em~i~ed h~m ~n a~tic~e about an ~cademic scanda~ at the University of North 

Carol~ at Chapel H~fl. 

"You seem to think we are sliding down the integrity scale by leaving tile ACC for the Big 

Ten," the chancellor wlote. "’This is about what’s been going on at UNC." 

In an exchange with James L. Shoe, chair of the Board ef Regents, the two leaders 

discussed the possible effects of leaving the ACC~ incfuding ending decadesqong 

rivalries theft m~ny fa~s were aiready moumi~g 

"Fo~ some time f have been bothered that these ’baditional rivaMes’ have p~evoked toxic 

reactions flora abusive language at tile games to riots and car burnings ~fter v~ctodes," 

Mr. Shea wrote the chance~o[~ ’"Maybe the most significant result w~l be that we have 

d~srupted the fan b~se and that a new base, equally dedicated to excellence and 

success but more c~vfl~zed, w~l ~ake ~ts place." 

Media Matters 

C. Thomas McMilfen, a regen~ who strongly opposed ~he move, became a thorn fo~ Mr. 

Kin,’~an. A fo~mer Malyland basketbaft star who seered three reims 

McMi~en was most cfitica~ about the secretive negoti~tions I~ an op~n~on p~ece for The 

W~shington Pos~ and in a~ ~nterv~ew w~th The Chronicle, he ra~ed aga~ns~ what he saw 

as a "rushed process/’ 

"1 thought that something as menumentaf as this should take mo~e time," he said at the 

time. "f thought tile players, the coaches--even tile ACC, which we h~ve been involved 

with for 60 years-----should be a pa~t ef the decision." (Mr. McMilfen’s sister, Liz McMil]en, 

is the edito~ of The Chlonicle.) 

V~en Mr. Ki~,tTan ~ead tile c~iticism: he Iumed. "Tom’s comments in ~he media are raising 

my bfood pressure~" he said on Monday, November 19, the day the deal was completed. 

Latel, he wrote to Mr. Shea~ the board chak: "Tern is outrageous. He is using his self 

righteous protest;~tions for shameless self promotion .... Not sure there is an,~hin9 we 

can do about it but f have lost whatever modicum el respect f had for him. I conside~ his 

blather an affront to the Boa~d and to itqe personafty." 

As Mr. Kirwan p~epared for final deliberations with the ~egents, he wrote to Mr. Shoe, 

apparently fooking for ~dvice oil how to frame the announceme~t. 

"Jim: An important technical question. Does the BOR ’approve’ or ’endorse’ the deal. 

would opt for the fatter language but either can work," Mr Kirw~n said 

Mr. Shea suggested that an endorsement was mo~e appropriate, but defened to Thomas 

Fautk, who oversees leg~l matters for the university, for cl~rific~tion of the regents’ 

autholity. 

Mr. Faulk found no s~atuto~y previsions requiring tile board’s approval. However, he did 

find language alfowing campus presidents the authority to "~egulate and administer" 

athfetic a~d student activities 

"Given this specific statutory language and the absence of anything to the contrary," Mr. 

Fautk wrote, "t vo~e for 

On the morning of the announcement, Maryland’s publicore[atio~ss staff released ~ 

detailed schedule describing when certain constituents would be notified. After Mr~ 

Kip/van and othe~ leaders met with the board, at 9 a.m.. the deans would receive notice. 

Then the uni~ersity would hofd ~ special session of its Senate Executive Committee 



At 11, Mr. Lob, ~he College Park president, would inlorm John O. Swolford, the ACC 

commissioner. A halfq~our ~ater, a med~a advisory wou~d go out announch~g ~ late- 

a&emoon ~ews co~ference. A~er the re,ease, coaches were allowed to ho~d team 

mee~gs to ~el~ p~ayers. 

Head coaches were invited ~o stand on stage a~ ~he news conference in a "visible show 

of suppolt." 

By the time ~hey gathered for ~he cameras, the studen~ government association and the 

facafty senate had endorsed the decision. The deans also supported it, Mr. Ki~wan wrote 

later. "In fact," he said, "they broke into spontaneo~s applause" when Mr Lob i~formed 

them. 

Bur [we of the universi[y’s highest-prolite employees, Mark ]h.~rgeon, the men’s basketball 

coach, and Brenda Frese, the nationaFchampion women’s basketbaft coach, were not so 

sure Accordi~g to a~ emai] from o~e regent who had talked to them, both had balked at 

leaving the ACC. 

In ~he end, tho{~gh, alte~ this tong weekend: the coaches lined up. 1hey may not have all 

agreed at the time, but they formed a solid waft of red behind the chancellor. 

p~bl~c records 
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Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 8:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 9 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

December 9, 2013 ~, Number 236 

Capita! 

The Federal Reserve has finalized a regulation making changes 
that align its market risk capital rule with Basel III .... 

Community Banks 
ga~k Groups Ask Regulator to Revie~ 

Two industry groups are asking the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation to review de novo application policies that they say 
might be too restrictive and have discouraged formation of 
community banks .... 

Mortgages 

PNC Bank N.A. w~ll pay Freddie Nac $89 m~llion, m~nus an $8 
million credit, to resolve "substantially all" ~ndemnification and 
repurchase obligations in connection with roughly 900,000 loans 
originated and sold to Freddie Nac between... 

Payment Systems 
LLS, Supreme Cou~’t Will Near Ar~jur~e~ts 

The U.S. Supreme Court Dec. 16 said it will hear a case 
challenging software method and system patent eligibility under 
35 U.S.C. 101 (Alice Corp. Pry. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l, U.S., No. 

13-cv-00298, 12/6/13) .... 

Mort_gages 

Dec. 6 ~ A coalition of groups in California sued the Federal 
Housing Finance Agency under the Freedom of Information Act, 
saying it wants to know more about the FHFA’s relationship with 
large financial institutions and its opposition... 

Data Security 
~dia~ Gover~me~t Or~Jers ~e~ks t~ Restore 

In what is being called the first case of its kind in India, a 
government financial services adjudicator has ordered two banks 
to restore funds siphoned out of the account of a customer by 
hackers who altered the victim’s contact information... 

Foreign Accounts 

Hidde~ Treasuries N~ki~g Payments to FF[[s 

Companies that expect to come under Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act reporting requirements may not be aware of the 
additional payment centers outside of accounts receivable 
departments that may need to become FATCA-compliant, a 
practitioner... 

Consumer Credit 
Co~su~er Revolving Loa~s Rebound 



Consumer debt grew at a faster pace in October led by revolving 
loans, a category that includes credit cards, which increased at 
a 6.1 percent annual rate, up from a -0.3 percent decreasing 
rate in September, according to the Dec. 6 report from... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 8:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 9 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Finance Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 9, 20:1.3 ~, Number 236 

Canada 

The Canadian economy generated a further small increase 
empIoyment in November, but the continued growth of the 
overall labor force kept the nationM unemployment rate 
unchanged at 6.9 percent, Statistics Canada said Dec. 6 .... 

Canada 
~ T~ird Q~rter, Ca~di~ Prod~<:tivit~ 

O~AWA@Canadian labor productivity increased by 0.2 percent 
in the third quarter of 20~3, the third consecutive quarter of 
growth after no growth in fourth-quarter 20~2 and three 
decreases in the first three quarters of 20~2, Statistics... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 3:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Lowest Jobless Rate in 5 Years Raises Odds of a Fed Move 

Today’s Headlines  o,o doy, o .... be,7, 0,  
I~’,1 THIS ENAIL "~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spolts Alts Tlavei ~ Toda’f’s V~deo ~ ObRuades 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ OnIbis Day CUSTOMIZE>* 

Top News 

Lowest Jobless Rate in 5 ~ears Rameses Odds of ~ 

Fed Move 

November’s s~:ong jobs repo~ closes a wed< of strong economic 

news and gave President Obama’s admhaistration a rare bR of 

good news. 

Hea~h Care Law Providing Relief and 

Frustrafior~ 

The anxiety aud d~e promise of revamping the health insurance 

system have left thousands of people in Norkh Carolina 

stru&g~ing to sort out tbdr option s. 

Ge~eratio~ Bo~qa After Apartheid Sees Mandela’s 

Vight as History 

Those horn after ~paAheid’s end say their dekerminath)n to look 

to the future and ~ot the past ~s the greatest h’ibute they can pay 

Nelsou Mandela. 

. ~1 Video: Born Free in South Afdca 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

There’s a New Way to Read Today’s Paper 

Today’s Paper is a web app that combines the co~veniem-~e of 

N’TFimes.eom ~qila the structure of our p~tcd newspaper. It’s 

designed fbr use on tablet a~d desktop b~-.,wsers. Try it now. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Too few charitable deductions achmIly serve the lmb]ic good. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

NOKUTHULA ~IAGU~ANE, 18. of South Africa, 

World 

Disappointment in Successors to Nelson 
N[andela, a Revered Fa~mr ofa Natio~ 

There has been a sDu~le to tiI] the shoes of Mr. Mande]a and g~e 
o~her ]ea&rs of the South z~Hean libertRion fight. 

Battle Over the Future 

Protes ters m W be staging an’d-govern men t rallies, but behin d 

the scenes an equally ~eree Eu&-of-war is being waged among a 

small group of ul~:a-wealthy busi~essmem 

(~ A~rested in Theft of°F~ek ~V~th Radioactive Waste 

Government offidals said ~e people che&ed into a hospi~l not far from 

central Mexican town where a stolen truck earwing rar~oa~’tive cobalt 6o was 

fcmnd abandoned. 

U.S. 

North Korea Says It Has Released V<~teran It 

:Held After Visit 

MenJ]l Newman did top-secret work as an ~’my intel]igenee 

o~fieer during the Korean War. On a ~tum visR to the North this 

fMI, he was accused of war crimes and hdd, then ~e]eased. 

Fleeing to Next Town, Bosses ~’~ay Find Minimum Wage Is 

R1 sing There, Too 

When businesses threatened to move across county lines if the minimum wage 



was raised, a county councilman was able ko get three governments ko agree to 

raise it together. 

The Oba ma administra tion said Frida y khat "dn e enroll men t record s tot r~u ghly 

a quarter of all the people who signed ap [c,r healkh insm’anee on iks websike in 

October and November could contain rotors. 

[] [] 

Business 

:P~s]~ed Out of a 3oh Early 

Age discrimination claims are on lke Hse as members of the post- 

World War II baby boom enter their 6os. 

A Tricky A~’l~rte Nferge~’, lba~t ~’Vitl~ 

As ~mriean ~flines and U S ~rways j Nn to become the world’s 

largest airli~e, the new company will have to corn bine 

earners ~fi’~ vastly cliff)rent operating cNtures and baekgrounds~ 

gy .,:, N D,R Lv’./~-’Oi. 

The Food and Drag A&ninis[ration has approved SovalN, fl’orn 

Gilead Seiel~ees, which w~]] let some patienN be ~’eated fbr a 

minimum of 12 weeks, buk at a cosk of ~1,ooo per dNly pill. 

Sports 

KNICKS 121, MAGIC 83 ~2,.~1~1~ 

The ~licks l})]]owed their victory over the Nets wifl~ another 

resmmding win, over the Orlando Magk:, as they shot be~er tha~ 5o percent. 

¯ ~ Box ::;core 

, Sports of The Tin!es: Lor!gin,~ for 1:he Days When the Kr!icks Ek.~cl:rified :~ Cily 

ON BASEBALL 

Yanks Try a New Ta~tie: Res~-~oa~n~. 

Allowing second baseman Robinson Cano to leave for SeaE~e 

rakher than significantly increase tkeir offer of $’75 million for 

seven years was a viekory for the Yankees. 



The United States, whieh made a dramatic run to the knockout 

rounds four years ago in South Aft%a, will have a much more 

diltieult task ~his time. 

LAST CHANCE 

Art, ~ Balm After the Storm 

"Come Together," which started as a feel-good eelebraLion of 

artists affeeted by HurHcm~e Sandy, has evolved i~to a 

cerebra[ion of the New York art world. 

.An Assist for Weinsteirds ’N[andela’ 

ttarvey Weinstein, a rnaster at b~fiMing buzz aroand his movies, 

wNks a fine ]i~e in publicizing his ~ew film, "Mandela: Long Walk 

A Col[legator Nets His Eye and His Gut 

The collector Steve Wilson ta kes in the s i ghts of :\rt Basel Miami 

Beach at a sprint and in t~e mood to buy. 

Travel 

Beneath Na]ta’s Bem~ty, a Tang|ed History 

The Mediterranean island-nation d Malta couples a tranquil 

movie-set surface with m~ astoundi~gly rich past. 

. ~ 8~de Show: V~ews From Ma~a 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

Too Lai-c to Book a Holida~ Gctaway~ Not 

Necessarily 

If you want to make a last-minute escape [o a warm-weather 

destination, you can still tind deals -- you just may need ko work %r them. 

THE GETAWAY 

Apps i-o Smooth Your 0:hmrney 

From discovering Wi-Fi hot spots to booking ]asbmim~te hotels 

to finding restaurants at the next highway eMt, [hese apps can 

help make tr~ vel a little easier. 

Today’s Video 

~ win:o,. Senator Kirsten Giliibrand: In Her 

Words 

The se~mtor from New York tMks a bout how her ~andmother 

inspir~?d her ko enter polities, and [he way women work toge[her 

in the Senate. 

~ wmco: Refleel-im~s From Soweto 

Near Nelso~ Mande]a’s %rmer home, South Aft’leans mourn the 

late leader and rs;memher his legacy as a freedom fighter. 



~N VIDEOs BO~ FPee 

The futm’e *-~,f South 5Xi"iea*x polities may depet~d ot~ the 

generation born after" Mandela. 

Obituaries 

Michael. Kammen~ Historian ofU,S. Psyehe~ Dies 

Mr. Kammen, a Pulitzer Pr~ze-.winni*xg author, helped east the 

form of the modern seholatqy fidd knom~ as memotT s~dies. 

Ahmed Fouad Negro, Dissident Poet of Eg2~ipt’s 

Undere~ass, Dies at 84 

Mn Negro’s fearless and often mo&h~g edtiqnes of power made 

h~m a fb]k hem, hut also earned h~m a total of ~8 years ~n 

dean-Clm.~de Beton~ Who Gave Oran~in~ Its 

Signat~rc Bott~e~ Dk~s at 88 

Mr. Betcm used ~maghmtive marketh~g teehniqnes to popularize 

a sopkistiea{ed dDns soft drink. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

V~:ork ~md Rewards 

Job nmnbers are st~’onger than e~)eeted, but many jobs still do not pay el~ou~ 

for ~)rke~ to make a decent living. 

EDITORIAL 

A Pope’s New Path on Chih~ .Ab~*se 

After decades of Vaticat~ i*~diflbre*me and evasiom the new church leader will 

seek reform proposals from a gjoba~ commission, 

EDITORIAL 

A Bad Dee, is.io~ at Ga~ant/mamo 

Forcibly returning detainees to countries where t~ey reasonably fear for their" 

safeb~ is a pen~erse move. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Lesson Befo~’e Dying 

Nelson Ma*~dela’s life provides a bluep*~nt for those seeking 

justice. 
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’l~’o Cheers for E-Cigarettes 

Why won’t p(~blic health advocates lend suppm* to smoke~ 

using a device that could ultimatdy save lives? 
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damage 
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U.S. Will End "Too Big To Fail" Says Jack Lew 

Markets Could Help The Federal Reserve End TBTF 

U.S. Chamber Calls For Changes To The FSOC And Systemic 
Designations 

Federal Reserve Details Account Services For Companies Vital To 
Stable U.S. Markets 

Volcker Rule To Give Regulators Flexibility 

Volcker Rule To Require CEOs Guarantee Compliance 

SEC Likely To Vote Behind Closed Doors On Volcker 

Volcker Rule Won’t Allow Banks To Use "Portfolio Hedging" 

Volcker Rule Said Set For December 10 Approval By Regulators 

Examiners-In-Residence Should Be Pulled Out Of Megabanks: 
OCC Report 

Global Regulators Expected To Ease Banking Leverage Rule 

U.K. Banks Must Meet Basel Rule Five Years Ahead Of Schedule 

Basel Said To Target Bundled Debt In Hunt For Capital Holes 

Japan And Australia Call For U.S. Reprieve 

U.S. Swaps Regulator Says More Time Needed On Cross-Border Rules 

Wall Street Challenges Overseas Swaps Rules 

Davis Pofk & Wa]’dwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



Regulators’ E~phasis On F~eso~tio~ Pla~s A~d °’ToooBig-To-Fai~," May Be Misplaced (Dece~ber 5, 20~ 3) 
In Reuters, Bora Yagiz reports, "Focusing on too-big-to-fail policies and hard-to-implement resolution plans 
may lead regulators to miss the next big financial failure, which could come in the areas of shadow banking 
and short-term financing, industry experts said .... By putting too much emphasis on the too-big-to-fail issue, 
and breaking up big banks through tools such as the Volcker Rule ban on proprietary trading, regulators 
have, until recently, largely ignored the risks posed elsewhere in the financial system, [said] Glenn Hubbard, 
former chairman of the White House Council of Economic Advisers and a professor at Columbia Business 
School .... Another panelist, Andrew Metrick, Professor at Yale School of Management .... said the 
regulators should focus not on institutions per se, but the functions, as they are more likely to indicate where 
the next crisis may lay. Professor Richard Herring, of the University of Pennsylvania .... [argued that] [t]he 
single-point-of-entry (SPE) resolution system now gaining regulatory interest, with its focus on applying 
resolution at the holding-company level of a firm, is at odds with separate requirements by U.S. bank 
regulators that financial institutions provide living wills for individual subsidiaries. He suggested if the FDIC 
were to take receivership of the holding company, create a bridge company and manage its operating and 
key subsidiaries as under an SPE plan, the only use of subsidiary resolution plans would be in 
complementing the fragmented knowledge about the subsidiaries of a large financial institution." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Wi~ End "Too Big To FaiV’ Says Jack Lew (December 5, 2:013) 
In the Financial Times, Gina Chon in reports, "Treasury Secretary Jack Lew said U.S. financial reforms 
would end ’too big to fail’ and that the Obama administration would focus on holding the rest of the world to 
the same higher standards. ’We want a global race to the top,’ Mr. Lew said in a speech at the Pew 
Charitable Trusts .... ’Let me be clear: we will press other jurisdictions to match our robust standards -- 
including in Europe and across Asia.’... Mr. Lew said the newly completed Volcker Rule, which bans 
proprietary trading and will be voted on by regulators next week, along with stronger capital and liquidity 
requirements and plans to wind down failing banks, had made the financial system safer and stronger. ’1 
said if we could not with a straight face say we ended ’too big to fail’, we would have to look at other options,’ 
he said. ’Based on the totality of reforms we are putting in place, I believe we will meet that test.’... One 
area where he sees the need for more improvement is international co-operation and ensuring global banks 
meet strong standards for capital and curbing leverage, saying the U.S. is a model for those efforts. He 
noted the slow movement overseas to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives market that previously 
operated in an opaque system .... ’There will be difficult cross-border issues to manage, and these are 
made more complex because other nations are moving far more slowly than the U.S.,’ Mr. Lew said. He 
added that international regulators needed to quickly work out how they would resolve global banks that 
failed in a way that did not harm other aspects of the company, or the overall financial system." 

::i::i::i::i:: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Secretary Lew Speech 

Markets Could He~p The Federal Reserve End TBTF (December 3, 2013} 
In American Banker, Joseph T. Lynyak III reports, "The continuing debate over whether the Dodd-Frank 
resolution structure for systemically important financial institutions is adequate has ignored the real-world 
interaction that will occur between the reform’s ’too big to fail’ supervisory approach and the disclosure 
requirements of the federal securities laws. If the Federal Reserve Board supervises U.S.-based SIFIs 
openly, the task of regulating large systemically important financial institutions will primarily become the role 
of the securities markets .... Should the Fed order the elimination of real or potential systemic risk, the 
issuance of such an order, formal or informal, requires a SIFI to disclose to the market that it must modify its 
business operations in a manner that would likely place it at a serious disadvantage to its competitors. 
Market reaction would be immediate and the securities of that SIFI would be adversely impacted .... 
Notwithstanding the fact that the securities markets cannot address all TBTF situations, the prudent use of 
market discipline may prove to be one of the most effective means to eliminate TBTF." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



In The Wall Street Journal, Ryan Tracy reports, "Jeffrey Lacker, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Richmond, said the U.S. bankruptcy code should be changed to accommodate the failure of a large financial 
firm, which he said was preferable to the federal government rescue of a cratedng bank. Mr. Lacker, in 
testimony at a House Judiciary Committee hearing Tuesday [December 3], said improving the U.S. bankruptcy 
code would strengthen the financial system by reducing the chance of a government rescue and, in turn, 
imposing more discipline on financial firms and their creditors. ’That’s, I think, our best hope for getting out of 
the ’too big to fail’ box,’ Mr. Lacker said .... ’The path toward a stable financial system requires that policy 
makers have confidence in the unassisted failure of financial firms under the U.S. bankruptcy code,’ Mr. Lacker 
said in his testimony. He said it is ’vitally important’ to ensure U.S. bankruptcy laws ’are well crafted to apply to 
large financial institutions’... [and] could also help reduce reliance on potentially volatile short-term funding 
since creditors and firms would be less willing to take such risk, Mr. Lacker said." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Judiciary Committee Hearing: Richmond Federal Reserve Bank President Lacker Testimony 

Chamber Cal~s For Changes To The FSOC And Systemic Desig~~ations (Dece~ber 
In American Banker, Donna Borak repots, "The U.S. Chamber of Commerce laid out a series of 
recommendations Monday [December 2] detailing how regulators should change the process for labeling 
nonbank firms as systemically risky .... Among the changes were recommendations on how to improve 
data collection by the Office of Financial Research (OFR), the data and research arm of the FSOC, as well 
as changes to how regulators formally name systemically risky firms. In its repot, the Chamber criticized a 
recent study unde~aken by the OFR on the potential riskiness of the asset management industry, which 
oversees roughly $53 trillion in assets. The group called the September 30 study by the OFR ’woefully 
incomplete and appears to have been developed without the benefit of the best available or sufficient 
data.’... The Chamber also recommended changing the voting process to designate a firm as a potential 
risk to the economy. Currently, the FSOC requires a two-thirds vote as well as approval by the Treasury 
Secretary. But the Chamber said that three-qua~ers of the council should be in favor of taking such a step. 
What’s more, if the primary regulator responsible for overseeing the company did not vote affirmatively for 
the designation then a second vote should be held within 45 days, the Chamber said .... The Chamber also 
called for fu~her changes to the designation process, such as postponing any final decisions until all rules 
are in place detailing how the Federal Reserve will regulate such designated firms .... Additionally, the 
lobbying group called for greater refinement on the role between the Fed as supewisor of the nonbank 
company versus oversight by the primary regulatory." 

==~==~==~==~ Full te~ of a~icle 
=/==/==/==/= Related a~icle: Banking Daily, Business Group Fears Oversight Panel Won’t Protect U.S. Financial Stability 
===/==/==/= CofC Materials: Press Release ~ Repo~ 

How To Know Whe~ We’ve Ended The $8,3 Bi~io~ Ba~k Subsidy {Decem~ber 1,201,3) 
In a BIoomberg View article, the editors write, "It’s been almost a year since.., the largest U.S. banks received a 
taxpayer subsidy worth an estimated $83 billion a year .... [Since then,] [b]etter banking rules are coming into 
force, and if they work they’ll reduce the subsidy. It would be good to know exactly how much. Unfortunately, 
measuring the transfer in real time is something regulators aren’t well equipped to do .... The economists 
whose work we cited in our $83 billion estimate -- Kenichi Ueda of the IMF and Beatrice Weder di Mauro of the 
University of Mainz -- focused on the credit-rating ’uplift’ that banks receive due to the expectation of 
government support. By looking at long-term data on borrowing costs at different ratings, they could infer the 
typical annual value of the taxpayer subsidy. The rating method, though, is less useful in monitoring the effect of 
reforms .... Researchers from NYU, Virginia Tech University and Syracuse University have adopted what 
seems a better way to measure progress. They use small banks, which don’t enjoy too-big-to-fail status, as the 
borrowing-cost benchmark (with statistical controls to strip out other features that make big and small banks 
different). This approach suggests that a multibillion-dollar subsidy persisted at least through 2011 .... 
Government can help move this along. At the behest of Congress, the GAO is analyzing the too-big-to-fail 
subsidy, work that might be used to develop real-time indicators. The OFR, set up by the Dodd-Frank Act to give 
regulators more information, could act as a clearinghouse, vetting the available research." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 



In The Wall Street Journal, David Reilly reports, "Barring a last-minute hitch, Janet Yellen will soon take the 
wheel at the U.S. Federal Reserve .... Under current Chairman Ben Bernanke, [regulatory policy] has 
largely been the preserve of Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo .... So far, there aren’t any 
indications his [Tarullo’s] role would markedly change under Ms. Yellen, nor any signs he might leave the 
Fed. And while some observers have alluded to past tensions between Mr. Tarullo and Ms. Yellen, those 
don’t seem to have centered on regulatory policy .... Ms. Yellen raised the possibility that the Fed could 
consider an additional capital surcharge on banks for such funding, or that it could look to impose margin 
requirements for such transactions. Her comments were followed a week later by a speech from Mr. Tarullo, 
who went into more detail on why such steps may be necessary to make shadow-banking markets less of a 
threat .... The idea, Mr. Tarullo said, is that while there are rules for capital and liquidity at banks, ’the 
relationship between the two also matters.’ So such a surcharge would give banks ’an incentive to use more 
stable funding,’ since short-term, wholesale funds would essentially become more expensive. There is a 
worry this could cause unregulated firms to take a bigger role in providing such funding, allowing systemic 
risk to build up in a new area. Mr. Tarullo said there are already reports some hedge funds are exploring 
such a possibility. To counter that, the Fed may consider margin requirements for certain short-term 
securities transactions, as Ms. Yellen said. While somewhat similar to rules being crafted for derivatives 
markets, it would also mean that the Fed, rather than regulating a particular kind of firm, would focus on 
transactions. That, too, would mark a change." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Federal Reserve 

Federal Reserve Detai~s Acco~mt Services For Companies Vital To Stable U oS. Markets {December 5,201 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Chris Bruce reports, "The Federal Reserve Board cleared a final rule 
that spells out how Federal Reserve Banks provide account services to [systemically important] financial 
market utilities such as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, owned by the CME Group, and ICE Clear 
Credit, owned by the Intercontinental Exchange Group. Among other points, access to those services 
will require some measure of stress testing. The Fed said financial market utilities that have those 
accounts will have to show Reserve Banks that they can continue as going concerns ’even in various 
financial stress scenarios.’ The rule.., focuses on the scope and requirements of account services, all 
of which have concrete business implications for the enterprises involved. Among other points, access 
to Reserve Bank accounts and services requires an FMU-SIFI to be in ’generally sound financial 
condition.’ According to the Fed, that means maintenance of ’sufficient working capital and cash flow to 
permit the designated FMU to continue as a going concern and to meet its current and projected 
operating expenses under a range of scenarios.’ Accountholders, the rule said, will have to give their 
Reserve Bank ’some indication that the accountholder is operating on a reasonably sound financial basis 
and will continue as a going concern, even in various financial stress scenarios.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Goldman And JPMorgan Satisfy Federal Reserve With Capita~ P~ans {December 2, 2013) 
In The New York Times DeaIBook, Peter Eavis reports, "Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan Chase have finally 
overcome a regulatory rebuke that had been hanging over both banks since the Federal Reserve performed 
stress tests this year on large financial firms. In March, Goldman and JPMorgan passed the tests, which are 
held annually and are intended to assess whether banks have the financial strength to get through sharp 
downturns in the economy and the markets. But in an unexpected reproach, the Fed said that it had 
identified significant weaknesses in the plans that JPMorgan and Goldman had submitted to show what 
might happen to their capital during periods of stress. The [Federal Reserve] told Goldman and JPMorgan to 
come up with improved capital plans, and it threatened to stop the banks from paying out dividends and 
performing stock buybacks if the perceived flaws were not addressed. On Monday [December 2], the two 
banks effectively put the matter behind them when the Fed announced that it did not object to plans that the 
firms had resubmitted .... In March, the Fed turned down the capital plans of two smaller banks, Ally Bank 



and BB&T. The Fed prevented both from carrying out their plans to distribute capital until their plans were 
fixed. The regulator approved BB&T’s resubmitted plan in August and AIly’s in November." 

==i==i==i==i Full text of article 

Volcker 

Chi~ton To Stay At CFTC For Vo~cker Ru~e Vote {Dece~ber 5, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Andrew Ackerman and Scott Patterson report, "CFTC Commissioner Bart Chilton, 
who has announced plans to step down from the agency, plans to stay at the CFTC through at least Tuesday 
[December 3] to vote on the Volcker rule .... ’The timing will allow me to vote on the Volcker rule,’ he said. 
’As long as i’m a commissioner and not conflicted or recused from an issue, I intend to fulfill the 
responsibilities of the office.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

In BIoomberg News,: Jesse Hamilton and Cheyenne Hopkins report, "U.S. banks that must comply with the 
proprietary-trading ban known as the Volcker rule are facing inconsistent future demands from the five 
agencies responsible for enforcing it .... Enforcement authorities for Volcker violations will rest in the 
agencies’ traditional legal powers -- outlined elsewhere in federal law -- such as shutting down improper 
activities, hitting firms with cash penalties, collecting restitution for those harmed and banning officials from 
banking. It’s not clear how heavy future penalties may be or if improper profits could be clawed back .... 
’The banking agencies can employ their discretion,’ while the SEC won’t have the same ’wiggle room,’ 
[SEC Commissioner Daniel] Gallagher said in an e-mail. ’Our rules are rules, and when our examiners come 
across a rule violation, whether egregious and intentional or peripheral and accidental, they are required to 
record such violations.’... The law allows banks to continue hedging and market-making -- where banks 
take the other side of transactions for clients who want to buy certain securities. The proposed rule would 
require banks to document the rationale for hedging transactions, specifying how a hedge counters risk. The 
banks would also keep a running checklist of metrics for each trading day to demonstrate they aren’t straying 
into improper trading, reporting those calculations to the agencies monthly." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Vo~cker Rule To Give Regulators F~e×ibi~ity (Dece~ber 5, 2013) 
In the Financial Times, Tom Braithwaite, Gina Chon and Alex Barker report, "The U.S. Volcker Rule, which 
bans banks from proprietary trading, will leave a grey area for regulators to police as they see fit, according 
to a senior Treasury official .... IT]he ’London whale’ derivatives trades, which saw JPMorgan Chase lose 
$6bn last year, would be banned. But the official said some trading would fall between such activity and the 
explicitly permitted business of ’market making’-- buying and selling stocks and bonds on clients’ behalf. 
He said the rule itself would be quite short, leaving room for regulators’ discretion. Banks have argued in 
presentations to the Treasury that the Rule... is already diminishing liquidity because banks are wary of 
holding large bond inventories for fear of being accused of buying to speculate .... But the senior Treasury 
official yesterday dismissed the idea that markets were already being hurt and said banks should not be 
refraining from any activity that could be considered market making. It is unclear whether the comments and 
the rule will reassure the industry, which is sceptical of the ability of regulators -- or even banks themselves 
-- to draw a line between banned and permitted activity." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Vo~cker Rule To Require CEOs Guarantee Co~p~iance (Bece~lber 5, 2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Scott Patterson reports, "The Volcker Rule will require bank executives to guarantee their 
firms are in compliance with the regulation, said people familiar with the rule, another setback for Wall Street firms 
that lobbied against such a requirement. The inclusion of so-called CEO attestation is intended to help increase 
accountability at firms by ensuring that top executives know what types of trades are occurring at their firms, these 
people said .... The Volcker Rule didn’t include CEO attestation when it was first proposed in November 2011 .... 
’The issue is whether it creates individual liability for that executive,’ said Joseph Grundfest, a professor of law and 



business at Stanford University and a former SEC commissioner. The rule could lead banks to create a system of 
sub-certifications, in which business heads who report to the CEO, and possibly their subordinates, must sign off on 
the activities of their units, Mr. Grundfest said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC Likely To Vote Behind C~osed Boors On Volcker (Becember 5, 2013) 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "The SEC’s voting on whether to adopt the Volcker Rule to ban proprietary 
trading by banks will likely be done behind closed doors rather than in a public meeting, SEC Chair Mary Jo White 
said on Thursday [December 5]. Speaking with reporters on the sidelines of an event at SEC headquarters, White 
said she expects to carry out the vote behind closed doors in a process known as ’seriatim.’ Many of the other 
regulators working on the rule with the SEC, by contrast, plan to vote on the Volcker Rule in open public forums on 
Becember 10 .... The SEC had given thought to holding a public meeting on Becember 18, two people previously 
told Reuters. But earlier this week, White told reporters she was hoping to vote on the Rule on or about the same 
time as the other regulators involved... [namely] the Federal Reserve, the FDIC, the OCC and the CFTC. ’In order 
to essentially coordinate with the other regulators timing wise.., and to make sure all of our commissioners have an 
opportunity to vote and comment on the rule, I think we are going to proceed seriatim,’ White said in response to a 
question from Reuters. The SEC is not legally required to hold a public meeting to vote on rules, nor is it required 
under the 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street reform law to vote at the same time as the four other regulators working on 
the Rule. Both the SEC and CFTC are also not technically required to adopt the same version of the Volcker Rule as 
the banking regulators, though all of the regulators are striving for uniformity in both the content and timing of the 
voting. Still, the decision not to seek a public hearing and debate on the final version of the Volcker Rule could irk 
the industry and proponents of the rule who have been tracking its progress for two years. It has become customary 
practice for the SEC and other regulators, particularly in the wake of the 2007-2009 financial crisis, to conduct public 
votes on rules that are highly controversial or critical to the markets. [But] It]he Volcker Rule has proven to be among 
the most contentious provisions in the Dodd-Frank law." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Volcker Ru~e Won’t Allow Bm~ks To Use "Portfolio Hedging" (Becember 4, 20i 3} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Scott Patterson and Justin Baer report, "In a defeat for Wall Street, the ’Volcker Rule’ 
won’t allow banks to enter trades designed to protect against losses held in a broad portfolio of assets, according 
to people familiar with the rule .... [I]t won’t contain language permitting portfolio hedging, which has been 
’expunged’ from earlier drafts of the rule .... A recent version of the Volcker Rule, reviewed by The Wall Street 
Journal, defined hedging activity as ’designed to reduce or otherwise significantly mitigate.., one or more 
identifiable risks.’ What hedges don’t do, regulators wrote, is ’give rise.., to any significant new or additional 
risk that is not itself hedged contemporaneously.’ The excerpt reviewed by the Journal didn’t mention portfolio 
hedging .... Regulators still are putting the finishing touches on the rule as they prepare to vote. 
Commissioners at the CFTC received a new version of the rule Tuesday night [Becember 3]. Staffers are 
combing the rule for typos and spelling errors. In the past few weeks, regulators have been hammering out 
details such as how the rule should apply to trades executed overseas and which kind of funds banks can invest 
in, in addition to complex hedging restrictions, say people familiar with the talks." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Volcker Ru~e Said ,Set For Becember i0 Approval By Regulators (Becembe~ 3, 20i3) 

In BIoomberg News, Jesse Hamilton reports, "At least three U.S. regulators will meet on December 10 to adopt the 
final version of the Volcker Rule banning banks from making speculative bets with their own money, according to 
three people familiar with the planning. The Federal Reserve, OCC and FDIC are scheduling meetings to act on the 
rule on that date, said the people, who requested anonymity because the schedule hasn’t been announced. Two 
other agencies that need to approve the rule -- the CFTC and the SEC -- are trying to arrange December 10 votes 
as well, three other people familiar with that effort said .... ’If one or more of the other regulators have set 
December 10, I would expect us to act on or about that date as part of that coordination,’ SEC Chairman Mary Jo 
White told reporters today after a speech on corporate governance." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



FDIC 

Why FDIC ~s Runr~ing Out Of Time For Reso~utior~ Planning (December :2, 2013) 
In American Banker, Barbara A. Rehm reports, "It’s been nearly two years since the FDIC unveiled its 
so-called ’single point of entry’ approach, which is designed to implement the Dodd-Frank Act’s mandate for 
orderly liquidations of systemically important financial companies .... It’s time for more progress and that 
means more details .... ’If we don’t see any of the operational execution by very early in the first quarter of 
next year, it will collapse,’ said Karen Shaw Petrou of Federal Financial Analytics. ’It ceases to be 
credible.’... Art Murton, the director of the FDIC’s Office of Complex Financial Institutions, speaking at The 
Clearing House annual conference in New York on November 21, said a policy statement fleshing out single 
point of entry would be released for public comment in December .... Among his list of unanswered 
questions, Murton listed these: how the bridge company would be governed; how it would pay claims; how 
the troubled firm would be restructured so ’we never have this happen again.’... But one of the bigger 
questions looming is one the FDIC can’t answer: how much equity and debt will large financial holding 
companies have to hold?... Mark Van Der Weide, the Fed’s deputy director of supervision, speaking at the 
same conference, said the Fed would publish its proposal for holding company debt ’in the next few months.’ 
Van Der Weide acknowledged that as creditors realize how single point of entry will work, they will demand 
higher rates and that in turn will encourage banking companies to cut back on this type of borrowing. Before 
that happens, the Fed wants to establish a floor and ensure, as Ven Der Weide put it, that the right amount 
of debt and equity are held by the right investors .... Van Der Wiede said the Fed will have to decide which 
firms must comply with the holding company debt requirement and then lay out minimum terms and 
conditions such as the duration of the debt. He said it would be at least six months and more likely a year. 
The Fed also may limit who may invest in this debt .... Finally, Van Der Weide said the Fed’s proposal will 
contain provisions governing the structure of these systemically important firms. He didn’t get specific but 
did say regulators want to be sure that capital can more ’up and down the organization.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

OCC 

OCC~s Curry Says Wants To Revisit Bank Pay Ru~es In 2014 (Decem#er 5~,2013) 
In Reuters, Emily Stephenson reports, "Comptroller of the Currency Thomas Curry said on Friday [December 6] 
he hopes that early next year regulators will revisit proposed rules barring banks from using pay structures that 
encourage employees to take big risks .... ’One of the undone provisions is the provision relating to incentive 
compensation, and that’s something that I personally would like to take up and address within the first quarter 
of 2014,’ he said .... Curry’s comments came in response to a question about provisions of the Volcker rule 
that deal with bank employee pay. Curry said incentive-based compensation should be addressed soon but 
that he could not comment on the Volcker rule, which is scheduled for a vote by regulators next week." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Examinersqn~Residence Should Be P~ed Out Of Megabanks: OCt Report (December 5~ 2013) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "A team of international regulators delivered a sweeping 
report on Thursday [December 5] calling for significant changes to the OCC’s supervision process, 
including pulling examiners-in-residence out of the biggest banks and making changes to the bank rating 
system. The report.., said the agency should relocate examiners who work on-site at large banks.., to 
a centralized area where they can work with other large bank examiners. At issue are concerns that on- 
site examiners may be less likely to detect systemic problems across banks or get too close to their bank’s 
management team, ignoring signs that the institution is engaging in unsafe behavior. Pulling them out of 
the bank would help curb that problem, the study’s author said .... Overall, the report said the OCC 
needed to set a clear primary objective for its examiners to focus more on safety and soundness. While 
that has been the traditional goal of the OCC, the report suggested it was not being communicated 
adequately to examiners in the field who might favor ’other goals,’ like fostering increased competition in 
certain areas .... In response to such concerns, the report suggests the OCC develop a ’risk appetite 
statement’ so staff know exactly what the OCC wants examiners and banks to watch for within risks. The 
reporting team acknowledged that Curry had already made risk management a top priority and the OCC 
has a separate system for assessing banks on risk, called RAS .... [In a letter responding to the report, 



Comptroller Tom] Curry acknowledged that timeliness was key and promised to ramp up their efforts on 
some of the suggestions that can be made quickly. ’1 believe that some of the proposals can be 
implemented fairly quickly. Others, however, will take more time, and I plan to put together a number of 
internal cross-functional teams to review these recommendations and decide how best to implement them,’ 
he said in the letter issued Thursday .... For now, Curry said he would share the report with his 
counterparts at the Federal Reserve, the FDIC and the Conference of State Bank Supervisors." 

:a:: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i OCC Materials: Guidance -- Press Release 

G~oba~ R:egulators Expected To Ease Banking Leverage Ru~e (December 3, 2013} 
In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "Global banking regulators are expected to ease a new capital rule due in 2018 
to rein in risky balance sheets after U.S. complaints, two regulatory and banking sources said on Tuesday 
[December 3] .... The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision published a proposal in June to flesh out a 
leverage ratio that banks will have to introduce in January 2018 .... A key issue for Basel was how to square 
accounting systems that vary in the way they treat derivatives .... Basel opted for gross positions in its June 
proposal, to the dismay of U.S. lenders who would face having to raise more capital to comply. The insistence 
on only gross positions is set to be scaled back by the Basel Committee, which is meeting in Hong Kong. ’There 
will be a sound compromise to allow an acceptable degree of netting for all banks, subject to good comparability 
and transparency,’ a European regulatory source involved in the negotiations said. A banking industry source 
said he expected the Basel Committee to adjust its proposal to allow some netting of derivatives positions to 
reflect feedback from the market as it did with its liquidity coverage ratio rule earlier this year." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Base~, U.S. Securitization Ru~es Proceed, A~beit Slowly (December 2, 2013} 
In Securitization Intelligence, Matt Scully reports, "The biggest challenge for U.S. regulators would be figuring 
out an alternative to the ratings-based approach used in Basel. In the U.S., the Dodd-Frank Act prohibits 
references to external credit ratings in federal regulations. The Basel approach would simply reduce 
’mechanistic’ reliance on credit ratings, said Andrew Fei, an attorney at Davis Polk & Wardwell. Under the 
Modified Supervisory Formula Approach, the first of two alternative hierarchical approaches in the Basel 
proposal, the quality of the underlying assets is taken into account to determine the capital charge. Other 
factors such as the maturity, seniority and thickness of the tranche are factored into the assessment. A 
revised ratings-based approach could become a secondary option, according to Fei .... Banks must hold a 
percentage of capital against a security’s assigned risk weighting. For example, under the current ratings- 
based approach in the Basel framework, a triple A rated senior tranche note with five-year maturity would 
carry a 7% risk weight. That could increase to 58% of the carrying value of the securitization if the proposal 
is finalized as is, Fei said .... There are also potential changes to trading book capital rules for banks 
trading securitized assets. The changes could have significant regulatory capital implications for 
securitizations held in a bank’s trading account, according to Fei. The pending Volcker Rule could also 
significantly impact securitizations if regulators adopt the language in its proposed form. Market participants 
want regulators to broaden an exemption to protect securitization vehicles, or special purchase vehicles, 
from falling into the same category that prohibits banks from investing or acting as a sponsor of the vehicle, 
he said. Nearly 30% of all Dodd-Frank mandates have not yet been finalized, according to a Davis Polk & 
Wardwell November report." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Davis Polk November Report 

U.K. Banks Must Meet Base~ R~le Five Years Ahead Of Schedule (November 29, 2013} 
In BIoomberg News, Jim Brunsden reports, "The largest U.K. banks will have to comply with tougher capital rules 
five years ahead of an international timetable as the Bank of England seeks to bolster lenders’ resilience to 
crises. U.K. banks and building societies including Barclays PIc, HSBC Holdings PIc and Royal Bank of Scotland 
Group PIc will have to meet capital requirements of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision by January 1, 



2014, the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) said in a statement today [November 29]. The requirements 
include a debt limit, known as a leverage ratio, that forces lenders to have equity equal to 3 percent of their 
assets .... Lenders that will have to comply with the faster timetable also include Banco Santander SA’s U.K. 
unit, LLoyds Banking Group PIc, Co-operative Bank PIc, Nationwide Building Society, and Standard Chartered 
PIc, the PRA said .... Under CRD IV, national regulators can force their banks to implement the capital rules 
ahead of the international timetable. The rules, which are scheduled to be phased in by 2019, more than triple 
the core amount of capital, such as retained earnings and shareholder equity, that banks must have to absorb 
losses, to a minimum of 7 percent of risk-weighted assets. The rules also limit what banks can count as capital 
and define how banks should calculate the riskiness of their investments." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Base~ Said To Target Bundled Debt ~n Hunt For Capita~ Ho~es (November 28, 2013} 
In Bloomberg News, Jim Brunsden reports, "Global regulators are set to toughen capital requirements for 
banks’ holdings of the riskiest types of bundled debt, known as securitizations, while seeking to shield 
higher-quality paper from overly onerous rules. The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision sign[ed] off on 
draft proposals at a meeting in Hong Kong starting December 3, according to two people familiar with the 
plans who asked not to be named because the process is private .... Regulators at [the] meeting will also 
review the details of a planned indebtedness limit for banks, known as a leverage ratio, the people said. The 
group is seeking to publish the final version of that rule by early next year, Stefan Ingves, the group’s 
chairman, has said .... Uldis Cerps, executive director for banking at the Swedish Financial Supervisory 
Authority and a member of the Basel Committee, said in an interview on November 19 [that]... [g]lobal 
regulators will next week also discuss details of a structural liquidity rule, known as a net-stable funding ratio, 
that would set out minimum requirements for banks to finance long-term investments using sources that are 
unlikely to dry up in a crisis, Cerps said .... The Basel group will.., change some elements of its plans in 
response to the results of impact studies, the people said, without providing further details. The fundamental 
approach of the Committee hasn’t altered from the earlier draft, one of the people said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

In Law360, Kurt Orzeck reports, "The U.S. House of Representatives passed a measure Wednesday 
[December 4] that would undo a Wall Street reform established through the Dodd-Frank Act by exempting 
nearly all private equity fund advisers from registration requirements with the SEC. The Small Business 
Capital Access and Job Preservation Act, or H.R. 1105, would amend the Investment Advisers Act by 
allowing private equity fund advisers to shake off regulatory burdens that may hinder their ability to provide 
capital to growing companies .... The bill.., passed the House by a 254-I 59 vote, with 36 Democrats 
joining nearly all of the House Republicans .... Private equity fund advisers have been filing reports with the 
SEC for more than a year, pursuant to Dodd-Frank, which became law in July 2010. Information required to 
be reported includes the amount of assets under management, types of assets held, trading practices and 
other information the SEC says it needs to evaluate potential systemic risk in the securities sector .... The 
bill wouldn’t change the existing Dodd-Frank requirement that all private fund advisers keep records and 
make them available to the SEC for the protection of investors or for the assessment of systemic risk by the 
Financial Stability Oversight Council, according to the summary." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Text of H.R. 1105 

SEC Puts Fiduciary Duty On 20i4 Age[~da As "Lo~~g-Term Actions" {December 2, 20i 3) 
In The Investment News, Mark Schoeff Jr, reports, "The SEC is pursuing a rule that would raise investment- 
advice standards for brokers --just not in the near future .... The SEC put the rule on a 2014 regulatory 



agenda that included 43 items. It was slated for ’long-term action’ without a specific timetable .... The SEC is 
conducting a cost-benefit analysis of a potential fiduciary-duty rule. Although action isn’t imminent on a proposal, 
one advocate noted that it is one of the few non-mandatory Dodd-Frank provisions that appears on the 2014 
regulatory agenda .... ’It is a priority but not a top priority,’ he said. ’1 do believe in time they will proceed.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC 

Japan And Australia Ca~l For U.So Re~)rieve (December 5, :~0113} 
In The Financial News, Michelle Price reports, "Regulators in Australia and Japan have called on their U.S. 
counterparts to grant them more time to prove that their regulatory regimes are in order as a key deadline in 
the over-the-counter derivatives market approaches. Speaking at the Futures Industry Association 
conference in Singapore, officials at the Japan Financial Services Agency and the Australian Securities and 
Investment Commission, said they were working under ’tremendous pressure’ to demonstrate that their 
regulatory system meets U.S. standards ahead of a critical December 21 deadline .... The U.S. is 
assessing whether six foreign jurisdictions -- Japan, Australia, Hong Kong, the EU, Canada and Switzerland 
-- qualify for so-called ’substituted compliance,’ a relatively new regulatory concept which allows non-U.S. 
swap trading firms and foreign branches of U.S. banks to continue to trade with U.S. firms or firms dealing in 
U.S. instruments under local rules provided the U.S. deems them equivalent to its Dodd-Frank Act. These 
markets are presently operating under a grace period granted by the U.S. CFTC which expires on 
December 21. If these countries fail to achieve substituted compliance, non-U.S, swap trading firms that deal 
with U.S. firms, along with foreign branches of U.S. banks, would have to comply with the onerous 
requirements outlined under the Dodd-Frank Act .... Masamichi Kono, vice commissioner for international 
affairs at Japan’s Financial Services Agency, said that the regulator was in the process of reviewing the 
substituted compliance requirements, but revealed that it had only received the document last Friday 
[November 29]. ’It’s very short notice for us to provide our feedback,’ he said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC Suit Puts Non-UoS. Firms ~n Limbo (December 6, 2013} 
In The Financial News, Michelle Price and Anish Puaar report, "A lawsuit filed against the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission [by industry trade groups] contesting aggressive new cross-border derivatives trading 
rules leaves non-U.S, firms ’frozen’ in a state of further regulatory uncertainty, according to lawyers .... The 
groups are trying to avert or delay the implementation of aggressive CFTC cross-border rules which aim to 
regulate trading in overseas jurisdictions .... The suit comes ahead of a looming December 21 deadline, at 
which point another aspect of the CFTC’s cross-border regime will come into force further affecting trading in 
foreign jurisdictions. The latest development in the CFTC Dodd-Frank saga creates further uncertainty as to 
whether the CFTC will bow to growing pressure from trading firms and Asian regulators to extend the 
December deadline. Firms are unlikely to take the risk of not complying with the rules, particularly given the 
recent fines being handed out by regulators for rule breaches, said Holland West, partner at Dechert. He said: 
’Enforcement and litigation in compliance are at their all-time high. If you are running a business, you need to 
think carefully about being compliant and the costs involved. For now and the foreseeable future we will have 
these conflicts because none of these things will be resolved that quickly.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Swaps Regulator Says More Time Needed On CrossMBorder Ru~es (December 4, 20"~ 3} 
In Reuters, Rachel Armstrong reports, "U.S. regulators will likely miss a December deadline to finalize a key 
part of their cross-border rules on swaps trading, Commissioner Scott O’Malia said on Wednesday 
[December 4], a delay that will bring more frustration to foreign regulators and banks .... [Scott O’Malia, a] 
commissioner at the CFTC, said the December 21 deadline of finalizing rules on ’substituted compliance’ is 
unlikely to be met. O’Malia said that while a draft document on the issue had been circulated to foreign 
regulators for their input, it did not have details on certain key areas such as trade reporting. ’1 know for a 



fact that not all of the documents have been circulated to the regulators,’ he said in an interview .... ’So it’s 
obviously evolving and while I’m pleased we are sharing it to get their input, it will be a challenge to get it 
done by the 21st, he added .... The U.S. wants its regulation to extend to trades conducted overseas if they 
could have an impact on its domestic economy, unless its regulators are satisfied that local rules governing 
those deals are tough enough .... Foreign regulators have accused the CFTC of stepping on their turf by 
prescribing detailed trading rules for banks in their jurisdictions .... O’Malia said he agrees the U.S. rules 
reach too far, but that the CFTC should take longer to finalize the guidelines on substituted compliance so 
that they work well. ’Make sure everybody understands what rules apply to whom and who the appropriate 
regulator is,’ he said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulator O’Ma~ia Cites "~nsanity" ~n U.So Overseas Swaps Policy (December 4, 2013) 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Silla Brush and Robert Schmidt report, "[CFTC Commissioner] Scott 
O’Malia... criticized recent staff opinions on the agency’s oversight of foreign derivatives deals as 
’regulatory insanity.’ The CFTC told banks last month that it would impose Dodd-Frank rules when they 
arrange trades domestically and then book them overseas. ’1 question the wisdom of spending commission 
resources to chase after a foreign swap transaction that has nothing to do with the U.S.,’ O’Malia said today 
[December 4] in prepared remarks for a Futures Industry Association conference in Singapore. He said that 
there are ’problematic legal and enforcement issues surrounding these staff documents’ which were released 
without commission votes.’" 

iiiiiiiiii Full text of article 
iiiiiiiiii Related article: Securities Law Daily, O’M~!!~ L!sts ~r~es fo~, ~ys CFTC Should Get Less 

Active, More Accurate 
~ Commissioner O’Malia ~£eech 

DOJ 

No Penalties Planned ~n Swaps Probe (December 1,2013) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Katy Burne reports, "A four-year-old U.S. Justice Department civil probe into 
allegations that large banks and others conspired to thwart competition in the $24.3 trillion market for credit- 
default swaps is winding down and penalties aren’t planned, said people familiar with the matter .... The 
Justice Department probe remains open, with investigators evaluating whether new regulations are opening 
the market to more competitive trading, and examining trading in the much-smaller market for so-called 
credit futures, the people familiar said .... The probe has focused on trading among a small cadre of CDS 
traders who conducted most of their business over the phone rather than via computer technology that 
records and distributes prices. Investigators also have been looking at information services supporting the 
market for signs the banks and others were controlling access to pricing data and licenses, as well as the 
clearing of trades, the people said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

EU 

Europe Sets Big Fines in Settling LIBOR Case (December 4, 2013} 
In The New York Times DealBook, Chad Bray and Jack Ewing report, "Joining a chorus of regulators worldwide, 
the EU fined a group of global financial institutions -- including for the first time two American banks -- a 
combined 1.7 billion euros to settle charges they colluded to fix benchmark interest rates. The widely 
anticipated settlement, worth about $2.3 billion and announced by EU antitrust officials on Wednesday 
[December 4], is the largest combined penalty ever levied by European competition authorities and marks the 
culmination of an investigation that dates back more than two years. European officials said they uncovered a 
collusive scheme by traders at some of the world’s largest banks, including Citigroup, the Royal Bank of 
Scotland and Deutsche Bank, to improperly influence the London interbank offered rate, or LIBOR, as it relates 
to the Japanese yen and the euro interbank offered rate, or Euribor .... Wednesday’s announcement marked 
the first time that two American institutions, Citigroup and JPMorgan Chase, faced penalties in the rate-fixing 
investigations. They will pay about �149 million combined .... The largest penalty was levied against 
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Deutsche Bank, which agreed to pay about �724 million .... Barclays and UBS, which alerted EU officials to 
the improper practices, will avoid fines as part of Wednesday’s settlement. Citigroup, which will pay a total of 
�70 million in fines, avoided an additional �55 million penalty by cooperating with investigators." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related article: New York Times DealBook, EU !rnposes $2.3 Billion In Fines Over Rate-Riqg!ng Scandal 

BOE Seeking E×e~ption From European Bank Stress Tests in 20i4 (Bece~lber 4, 20i 3} 
In Bloomberg News, Ben Moshinsky reports, "The Bank of England is seeking an exemption from EU stress 
tests to spare U.K. banks the burden of two check-ups as it prepares to conduct its own exams next year. 
The BOE is trying to convince the European Banking Authority (EBA) that its own planned tests on U.K. 
banks are ’sufficiently rigorous’ to avoid having to carry out separate checks using methods set down by the 
EBA .... The BOE’s Financial Policy Committee recommended earlier this year that banks be tested for 
their resilience to economic shocks. The first exams will take place next year and cover Britain’s eight 
biggest lenders .... Alessio Balduini, managing director for stress testing and asset-quality review at 
Moody’s Analytics, said in a telephone interview [that the] BOE favors a more ’detailed approach,’ while the 
’EBA has to strike a balance between what they have and what they can get.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Europea~ Watchdog War~s Of Rossib[e Action Against Ratings Agencies (Dece~ber 2, 2013) 
In The New York Times DealBook, Chad Bray reports, "The European Securities and Markets Authority 
(ESMA) said in a report on Monday [December 2] that its investigation into Fitch, Moody’s and S&P revealed 
issues in the sovereign rating processes, which ’could pose risks to the quality, independence and integrity of 
the ratings.’ The investigation took place between February and October this year .... In its report, the 
watchdog said it was concerned by the involvement of senior management and directors of rating agencies 
in some instances in the decision-making process regarding rating changes to a nation’s creditworthiness. 
European regulations require that rating agencies ensure the independence of people involved in the rating 
process. ESMA also expressed concerns about how the appeals process is carried out for sovereign rating 
changes and whether specific protocols are in place at the agencies to ensure that ratings changes are kept 
confidential until they are released publicly, as well as the timing of how those changes are released." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Street Challe~ges Overseas Swaps Rules (December 4, 2013) 
In The New York Times DealBook, Landon Thomas Jr. reports, "Banking trade groups.., filed a lawsuit on 
Wednesday [December 4] that challenges new guidelines put in place recently by the CFTC. The move was 
a response to an initiative by the agency to increase oversight of derivatives trading in markets like London 
and Hong Kong, long one of the most profitable, as well as risky, business areas for multinational banks like 
JPMorgan Chase, Barclays and Deutsche Bank .... ’None of this is going to catch the next London Whale 
or AIG,’ said Stephen O’Connor, the chairman of ISDA, one of the three groups that brought the suit. ’What 
we really need is a common international approach to these rules.’... Regulators point to a series of 
international financial scandals, such as the scheme on fixing LIBOR interest rates as well as the current 
investigation into foreign exchange trading, as supporting the need for curbs on complex derivatives trading 
that involves different continents and many billions of dollars .... It remains unclear as well how the U.S. 
District Court in Washington will respond to the legal attack. Some challenges to Dodd-Frank rulings have 
been successful while others have not." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
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Cordray Counters "Myths" About I~inent QM Rule (December 5, 2:013} 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "The head of the CFPB on Thursday [December 5] sought to clear up 
misinformation about the agency’s [Qualified Mortgages] rule that takes effect next month .... One ’myth is 
that this rule restricts down payments; in fact, it says nothing about how much of a down payment you have 
to make on the house, but leaves that entirely up to you and your lender,’ Cordray said. Another common 
myth, he noted, is that the CFPB rule will apply to loans that were made before the January 10 effective date. 
’The rule does not change anything about your current mortgage; it only applies to new mortgages that you 
apply for on or after January 10, 2014,’ he said. He also took issue with the perception that the rule forbids 
DTI ratios above 43%. ’It does not stop lenders from lending to any borrower with a debt-to-income ratio 
above 43%; this particular claim is wrong in three ways,’ Cordray said. ’First, lenders can also rely on the 
standards for loans backed by the GSEs or federal housing agencies. Second, smaller local creditors can 
make the same kinds of solid loans they have always made if they choose to keep those loans in their own 
portfolio, as they often have done in the past. Third, lenders can simply use their own judgment when 
looking at your ability to repay, just as they always have done.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFPB Gai~~ir~g Wider C~out Over Stude~tMLoa[~ Servicers (December 3, 2013} 
In The Washington Post’s Business section, Danielle Douglas reports, "Companies operating outside of the 
banking system that process student loan payments will be subject to federal examinations for the first time, 
the CFPB said Monday [December 3]. Starting March 1, the government watchdog will regulate the seven 
largest student-loan servicers that process payments for more [than] 49 million borrower accounts -- 
representing a majority of the market. Sallie Mae, Nelnet, Great Lakes and Ed Financial are some of the 
firms that will come under the new supervision rule. Examiners at the bureau will begin assessing whether 
these nonbank student-loan servicers are complying with federal consumer financial law, including providing 
borrowers with accurate information and disclosures. They also will investigate whether servicers are 
applying payments as promised and not charging borrowers unnecessary fees. The CFPB already 
supervises banks that process student loan payments, but it will have broader jurisdiction over the servicing 
industry once the new rule to expand oversight takes effect .... CFPB Director Richard Cordray, on a call 
with reporters Monday .... said the bureau ’will be keeping a watchful eye over any servicing company that 
engages in unfair or deceptive acts or practices toward student-loan borrowers.’ But he did not specify, nor 
would bureau officials disclose, whether the CFPB intends to issue any new rules to govern the market." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

December 10, 2013 Swap Execution Facilities: The Evolution of OTC Tradin(~-- ISDA 
Tuesday 9:00 AlVl - 5:00 PM o Global Financial Conference Center, 360 Madison Avenue, 17th Floor, New Yo~k~ NY 

, Topics include the onboarding process, tradeable products, market trends, clearing certainty, SEF-initiated confirmations, and SEF 
recordkeeping and reporting. (Registration) 

Open Meetin,q on Propdeta~ Trad!ng Rule and Other Rulemaking -- CFTC 

9:30 AM ¯ CFTC Headquarte~s Corffe~e~ce Center, 3 Lafayette Cenbe, 1155 21sl Slreet NW, Washington, DC 

, Meeting will consider proprietary trading and certain interests in and relationships with covered funds, core principles for 
Designated Contract Markets (DCMs) and block trading for futures and options on futures contracts. (Webcast) 

Open Meeting on Volcker Rule -- FDIC 
10:00 AM ¯ Sixth Ftoo~ Board Room of the FDIC Building, 550 17th Street NW, Washington, DC 

o Meeting will consider a final rule on prohibitions and restrictions on proprietary trading and certain interests in, and relationships 
with, hedge funds and private equity funds. (Webcast) 



December 10, 2013 
Tuesday 

Open Meetinq on Volcker Rule -- Federal Reserve 

10:00 AM ¯ Marriner S. Eccles Federal Resep~e Board Building, 20th and C Streets NW, Washington, DC 

, Meeting will consider a joint agency final rule on Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act. (_W____e___b__c___a__s__t_; ._R___e__g)__s__t_r__a__t_!£_n_) 

SIFMA Compliance and Cross-Border Regulation in the Global Marketplace -- SIFMA 

3:30 PM -7:00 PM * SIFMA Conference Center, New York, NY 

o A seminar on the compliance and legal considerations that impact cross-border activity in the global marketplace. From the 
regulatory systems related to electronidalgorithmic trading, systemic risk management and private wealth management to 
Dodd-Frank Title VII as compared to the EU’s EMIR, experts from Allen & Overy and Davis Polk & Wardwell will discuss the 
regulatory considerations and concerns that financial institutions and investors face in the global market. Panelists include Davis 
Polk partner Annette Nazareth and Davis Polk associates Jai Massari and Zachary Zweihorn. (Agenda; Registration) 

December 11,2013 
Wednesday 

Systemic Resolution Advisory Committee -- FDIC 

8:45 AM -3:45 PM, Si:~h Floor Board Room of the FDIC Building, 550 17th Street NW, Washington, DC 
° Committee will provide advice and recommendations on a broad range of issues regarding the resolution of systemically important 

financial companies pursuant to Title II of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. (Webcast) 

Banking Law Institute 2013 -- PLI 

9:00 AM---5:00 PM o PLf New York Center, 1177 Avenue of the Americas, (2nd floor), New York, NY 
° A comprehensive overview of the developing regulatory framework, as well as the significant operational and compliance issues 

facing industry participants and regulators, and insight into the future direction and challenges of the new legal and regulatory 
environment. Speakers include Davis Polk partner Randall Guynn. 

The Annual Testimony of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the International Finance 
System -- House Financial Services Committee 

10:00 AM ¯ 2128 R~ybum House Oflice Building, Washington DC 
, Agenda to be announced. Witness: Jack Lew, Treasury Secretary. 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: JPMorgan Tabulated Business Linked to China Hiring 

Top News 

DEALBOOK 

JPMorg~ Tab~flated Bus~ess l~ked to Chir~a sh~,~r,~ I 

I Confidenfi a ] doc~n}ents ogSr th e nlost deta i led aeeou n t yet of 

JPMorgan (; ~ase’s "Sons and Daugkke~s" hiring program in Chiua, which has 

been ak the eeriter of a federal bribery irivesdgatiorio 

, .~:: Oomment Post a Cotangent I Read 

In Mass .Attacks, New Advice Lets Medics Rusli 

T~e Federal Emergency Management :\ge~cy has released 

gnidelines on mass casualty events for first re, sponders, 

recommending entry ink) "~sarm z~-.,nes" before t~ey are secured. 

~,;al] Street Mothers, StayoIIome Fathers 

For growi~g m~mbers of women on Wall St~eet, slaty-at-home 

~a usbands are enabling tl~em ko eompeb ak work ~th new 

intensib~. 

Coiumbi 

Jan de 

Beur in 

For morr~ toi) news. ~r) to NYTin~es.oom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZI NE 

Now O~ne ] The l-~olkhy Issue 

In T’s final iss~_e of the year, ~se get inko the festi~,e mood of the 

season and pay tribute to the creative genius of ReJ Kawakubo, 



the enduring allure of icoaie old restaurants, the seduction of 

Tangier and more. 

OPINION I OPINION 

The Case for 

The o~ly possible solution to the gender cli~’ide on housework 

for everyone to do a lot less of it. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

FAAN1ECLO TkAK£L~ who has worked as a waitress in South Africa. 

World 

in Nat~on Remade by Mandela, Noc~al Equality 

Remah~s Elusive 

Black South African, s are still ~’er~.; i~r hehiud whites when it 

comes to iueome aud education, and by some measures falling 

further bach 

In C~ba’s Press, Nt~’eets m~d L~’h~g Rooms, 

Glhm~ers of Opem~ess to Criticism 

In recent yeats, Cuba~a dose to the communist government 

have begun k~flNng more openly about the economy, the political 

leadership a~d the restrictions they resent. 

ARer decades of diaeriminatkm m~d neglect, many Bedoni~s am:l 

their suppoAers see, in Isradi ofl)rs d jobs, edueahon and 

homes, a plot to destroy their way of life. 

, ~ Graphic: Bedouin Vii~ages That Could Face Relocation 

black 

S°uth I 

U,S. 

In Hog, ton, Armored Cars Are Doing the 

Opposite of Diss~ading Robbers 

WRh ~ armored-car heists this year, the Texas city accounts rot 

about a third ~ff the national total. One company, hit four times, 

took the unusuN step of publicly calling out "the bad guys." 

odd 



SOLDOTNA JOURNAL 

A]aska~s T]hin Li~e Betwee~ Campi~g and 

A land of vast beaub’ can mask a hard reality ~3at "~is is a place 

whe~ people in t~aBle can feel los L in the wilderness. 

Ameriea~ Veteran Seized by North K(~rea During 

a Tour llet~ns Hon~e 

Mer~4]I Newma~ was released aRer a month of detention 

No[~h Korea after exp[~ssing regre[ for his a~’tions tinting 

Korean War. 

n with 

Business 

Britai~’s Mh~istry of N ~dges 

Inspired by American behavioral economies, the British 

government is finding new w~ys to gently prod people to pay 

taxes, find jobs and insulate their homes. 

Nadoff Vkgtims, Five Years the Wiser 

Speaking fl’om experience, victims of the Madoff Ponzi scheme 

advise other investors to diversi~- their savings, ibcus on what 

really matters in life and resist giving up. 

FAIR GAME 

Pla~Xr~g Pensio~ Gmes 

As cities and states face shortfalls, there is a need for rnore 

disclosure, not less, about pension flmds. 

and Burr ] 

, retJ;e~s 

Sports 

AUBURN ~9, M~SSOUR~ 4~ T,.o 
Mason, 

SEC Title                                                   ~ubur~ 

Tre Mason had 3o4 r~Jsh]ug yards for Auburn, which beat 

Missom~ l))r the Southeastern Conf~renee championship al~er finishing 0--8 in 

the ]eag~e in 2o~2. 

Box Score 



Qual~e~0baeks o~l~ Rise, and on Co|lision Course 

The Seahmvk~’ Russell Wilson and 49er~’ Colh~ Kaepernick 

appear to be qnm terha& stars h~ the maMng, but in raany ways, 

they could not be more diffe~mL 

ON BASEBALL 

Cane Renews a Rivalry Across a Great Divide 

Even befbre Robinson Cane, the paths of the Yankees and 

Mariners have been oddly intertwined despite their 

geographical, and eompe fitive, differeneeso 

Griffey 
Jr, no 

Arts 

Musicals Coi~ld~’t Be Hotter Off Broadway (by 

7,00o Miles) 
LB: PATIdC~, H E.::,L’, 

Seoul, South Korea, has become a boomtown for Amer{cm~ 

musicals, with producers opening Ko~vanqanguage versions of 

hits and flops alike. 

A PNneess Finds Her Dark Side 

Amy Adams may always be a wMe-eyed pr4m~ess to many fm~s, 

but she continues to brave darkcr t~?~es, most notably in 

":~neriean H us fie," 

the 

For a Village Troubadour, a Late Eneo~oe 

D ave Vm~ Ron k, whose prese~ce i n th e O reenwi ch Villa ge folk- 

music scene was overshadowed by some who followed him, is 

earning new attention thanks to "Inside Llewyn DavisY 

left~ Bob 
Dylan, 

Magazine 

A Lost Boy Grows Up 

12 years after leaving Sudan, a Lost k~oy has found that the 

dream of a better life is both all arcamd and just outside his 

grasp. 

, [] Times Documentary: The Trials of .Jacob Mach 

SHOPTALK 

Positively Fourth Street, All Over Agair~ 

Rcereating the Greenwich Village of the ~96os, using the East 

Village, Brooklyn and Chinatown. 

~D Video: Preview of ’Inside [Jewyn/)avis’ 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

The Wedding Fix i[s In 

Can the Internet remedy the piece-gouging problem in the 

wedding im:lust~3~9 

, Kconomix B~og: The Wedding Markup 

Den9 [ 
M~ch 

I 

Today’s Video 



~ v~:o: On Stage irt Seoul 

Building on fi~e phenomenal popularib7 of Korean pop tousle and 

soap operas among women in their 2o8 and Sos, Broadway and 

Korean producers are turning Seoul into a boomtown for 

American musicals. 

~ vine:o: Math for Real 

An innovative new high school in Brooklyn e~ergizes math and 

science studenN and links them directly to the teeh indust~7. 

~ Editorial Who Says Math Has to Be Boring’? 

~ VIDEO: ~l~Jllldela.° Lo~g V~;aIk to Freedo~~ 

The Times e~qtie Stephen Holden reviews "Mandela: Long Walk 

to Freedom." 

Obituaries 

Tabu Ley Roehereau Dies; Spread the Sourtd of 

Souko~s 

Global influences could be beard in the music of Mr. Tabu, a 

Congolese singer, songwriter and politician. 

Delbert Tibbs, Who Left Death Row and Fought 7~{ Delberl 
Against It, Dies at 74 iibbs’ right, in 

Mr. Tibb8, sentenced to death in I074 for a murder and rape in 

Florida, was one of six people whose sto~es of wrongful 

co~victi on an d ~ea r executi on were told in the play "The Exo~erated." 

_At~t Kami~tsky, Top Age~t for Hockey Players, Dies at 66 

At one point, Mr. Kaminsky represented about one-third of the players in the 

NotLL., and he branched out to handle broadcasters. 

Far mare obitue:i~s, i~: to NYTimee,eom;Obituariee ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL I NUMBERS CRUNCH 

Who Says Math Has to Be Boring? 

It’s time to overhaul the way math and science are taught. 

, E~I Video: Mati~ for Reel Life 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 

Borderli~e Insaraity at the l~’e~ee in Nogales 

The failure to reform _~m~eriea’s immigra tion laws feeds cruelb, 

a~d death o~ the border. 

EDITORIAL 

Work m~d Rewards 

Joh numbers are sh’ouger thau expected, but many jobs still do uot pay enough 

for worl<e~s to make a decent living. 

For i:~;re or~inian go ta NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A F|i~ Diw~rsion 

A birth aboard an ai~t)la~e br~egs relief and a sense of hope, 

temporarily. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Bible as Bludgeon 

In heated political campaigns, there’s inadequake separation of 

cbm’ch and state. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obm~aeare Tarns a Corner? 
::.:.’ F’O.B" : L~O:J~SAr 

The website has rallied. But will the right custc,me~ buy in ? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

more opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 
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F~is is an autemated email Please do not reply directly to this emaii. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Palaima <tpalaima@austin.utexas.edu> 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 12:55 PM 

AAS 12072013 Slow Erosion of Core Govt Services 

Palahna: A slow erosion of core government se~wices 

Austin American-Statesman Posted: 7:00 p.m. Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 Print edition December 7, 2013 

http://www.statesman com/news/news/opinion/palaima-a-slow-erosion-of-core-~overnment-services/ncBmy/ 

Also avaAlable at: http://blogs.utexas.edu/pasp/aas-120713-slow-erosion-core-~ov-t-services/ 

By Tom PaJ, aima 

"Don’t it always seem to go / That you don’t kmow what you’ve got / Till it’s gone." 

It took a trip to Hawaii in 1970 for Join Mitchell to realize that we let important things slip away without noticing tmtil it is too late. She ~vrote these lines after looking out from her hotel roonr 
window at "beautiful green mountains in the distance." She then looked down on "a parking lot as far as the eye could see, this blight on paradise." 

Sometinres a long view- helps, like Mitchell’s out across natural distance and then down upon the impel~AOUS pavenrent nrade by and for hunran machines. In other cases, a view through 
time helps. 

Since the 1980s, I have been watching the dismantling of public services motivated mainly by the idea that government is inefficient or worse. In most cases that I am a;vare of, the process 
has been gradual 

Budgets are cut a little at a time or frozen below yearly cost increases Regulations are changed; legal safeguards removed; institutional stluctures modified. All this is done in the name of 
free enterprise The elt’ects are felt down the line, and they are generally felt by those who had little say in the decisions being made or little grasp of the consequences of those decisions. 

You can think of your own examples In my mind are the stea@ cutbacks in state funding of public higher education, insufficient appropriations for the lung-term maintenance of highway 
ilffrastructure, removal of controls over savings and loan institutions, budget cuts for National Public Radio, the Public Broadcasting System and the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, and the undoing of the safeguards of the Olass-Steagall Act (Banking Act of 1933) through the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (the Financial Services Modernization Act) of 1999 

Front and center in my mind right now is the United States Postal Service, an independent agency of the :Federal government that was viewed as so important by our founding fathers that 
the United States Constitution mandates that Congress "establish Post Offices and post Roads." 

Note that the USPS is a vital national "service," just like our armed services. It is part of a worldwide postal system that is arguably one of the greatest feats of international cooperation the 
world has ever seen 

In 2006, Congress passed the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act. It mandates that the USPS uniquely set aside from its revenues $5 5 billion per year for 10 years in order to cover 
retiree health care 75 years into the future. 

So when you read the headlines this last month: "Postal Ser~,dce crisis persists: The agency has lost $41 billion since 2007" (Nov. 11) and "U.S. Postal Service cites $5 billion loss" (Nov. 16), 
do look at the fine print, do the nrath and thitxk of the bottom line. 

Consider also that in the United Kingdom standard-sel~Ace first-class letters up to 3.5 ounces cost 96 cents. In Sweden, first class nrail up to 0.7 otmces costs 90 cents and then up to 3.5 
ounces $1.80. U.S. postal rates are kept ~vell belo~v such rates: up to one ounce 46 cents; two ounces 66 cents; three ounces 86 cents; 3.5 ounces $1.06. 

Think also of the human beings throughout our countly who depend on postal service, like the widow of my late cousin Paul. In 2000, at age 57, Paul, a mechanical engineering grad of 
Cleveland State Umversity and a Vietnam vet, was laid off from his long-time job as a computer numerical control programmer when the once vibrant industw-based economy of Cleveland 
was just about finished rusting away. He died in September 2005, feeling thrown away. 

Paul’s widow, Elizabeth Palaima, mother of their three no;v grown children, is a high school graduate who a&nits that she barely made it through her math courses She writes me simple 
letters about the daily joys and problems faced by her children and grandchildren in economically blighted Cleveland. She encloses clippings from the newspapers, occasional snapshots 
and drawings her grandchildren have made. Since May 15, 2011, I have received and kept 198 letters, each mailed from the front porch of her small house and safely delivered to my Austin 
mailbox for 46 cents each. It is what she can afford and how she stays humanly in touch 

Elizabeth, like many Americans, caunot pay the entrance fee and high toll charges on our electronic information highway. She depends on a service from our government that Abraham 
Lincoln declared was "of the people, by the people, for the people." 

Palaima is a classics professor at the University of Texas at Austin tpalaima(~sbcglobal net 

Tom Palaima 

Robert H. Armstrong Centennial Professor 

Direotor PASP CLASSICS UT AUSTKN 

2210 Speedway I~IL DROP C3400 

Austin, TX 78712-1738 

http://blogs.utexas.edu/pasp! 
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caxolyn.bach@le~ snexis.com <carolyn.bach@mail.lexisnexis.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 5:03 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema]l unc edu> 

Invitation to attend LexisNexis tbcus group during AALS on Ja~uary 3rd. 

If you are planning to attend the AALS conference in New York in January., we’d like to invite you to 
attend an interactive discussion session regarding a new product LexisNexis® is releasing to Law 
Schools in early 2014 called Lexis@ Practice Advisor. Lexis® Practice Advisor is a one stop practical 
guidance tool accessible within Lexis Advance for transactional legal matters. This robust product 
includes forms, checklists, practice notes, relevant authority, expert commentary and more. See a 
product demonstration and share your feedback on how this tool can help you and your students. 

Date/Time: Friday January 3rd, 1:30 - 2:45pm 

Location: This session will be held Jn the Madison 2 conference room on the 5m floor of the 
Sheraton New York hotel, 811 7th Ave, New York, NY 10019 

As a sma]l token of our appreciation, you will receive a $50.00 AmEx gift card for your pa~lcJpation in 
tNs session. 

Who may panic,pate: To ensut~ an intmactive and engaging discussion, attendance w~ll be limited to 
the first 15 respondents for each sessJon~ This invitation is not transferable. 

RSVP: Sign up here by December 2eth. You w~ll be notffed by Lex~sNexis v~a ema~l on Dec. 20th 
confirming your registration if among the first 15. 

We look fo~,ard to your part~cipatlon~ 

Best rega rds, 

The LexisNexJs Law School Team 
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Daily Briefing, Dec. 9: Banks vs. Patent Trolls; Are There Too Many Banks? 

[ ~’~ American Banker Daily Briefing White. P~p~.rs 
....... We~ Seminars 

Today’s Top Stories 

Why Patent Reform ~,~atters to Banks 

With just two weeks left before Congress takes 
a holiday recess, lawmakers are stepping up 
efforts to deter frivolous patent lawsuits against 
banks and a host of other companies. 

Banks Cede More of CLO Field to Other 
Trip~eoA Players 

Banks have been the largest triple-A investors 
in collateralized loan obligations, but new 
regulations have prompted some banks to pull 
back. That trend is giving other investors more 
sway in the market, which is evident in new 
pricing structures. 

Ame× Grounded as American Airlines 
Gives Citi Card E×clusive Perks 

American Airlines and US Airways have 
argued that a planned merger will be good for 
"competition, consumers and choice." But days 
before the merger’s closing, changes the 
airlines made to a popular credit card reward 
may end up having the opposite effect. 

What ~f 99% of Banks Disappeared? 

Reduced lending, fewer leaders in times of 
crisis and less innovation - that’s what we’d 
have if only the biggest banks were allowed to 
survive. 

By Department 

Mobile Banking Late B~oomer First Niagara 
Sees Quick Adoption 

Although admittedly late to the game, the 
Buffalo bank is getting enthusiastic response to 
its mobile banking app. 

Amex Grounded as American Airlines 
Gives Citi Card Exclusive Perks 

American Airlines and US Airways have 
argued that a planned merger will be good for 
"competition, consumers and choice." But days 
before the merger’s closing, changes the 
airlines made to a popular credit card reward 
may end up having the opposite effect. 

What ~f 99% of Banks Disappeared? 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2013 

COMPLETEISSUE 

D View company 

index 
D Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

The FinTech I00 

~ 
FIS and 

Tata once 
again top 
the annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 
Management 

~ 
W ealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 

Finn 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

sep;ices in response to 

consumer demand¯ 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 

Access American Banker’s 

award winning coverage 

from your iPad and 

receive essential news, 

analysis and tools all at 

your fingertips From the 

latest regulatory updates, 

to community banking and 

consumer finance news, 

the American Banker iPad 

app provides you with the 

comprehensive 

information you need to 

build your business - 

accessible anytime, 

anywhere 



Reduced lending, fewer leaders in times of 
crisis and less innovation - that’s what we’d 
have if only the biggest banks were allowed to 
survive. 

With just two weeks left before Congress takes 
a holiday recess, lawmakers are stepping up 
efforts to deter frivolous patent lawsuits against 
banks and a host of other companies. 

Banks Cede More of CLO Field ~o Ot~er 
Trip~e-A Players 

Banks have been the largest triple-A investors 
in collateralized loan obligations, but new 
regulations have prompted some banks to pull 
back. That trend is giving other investors more 
sway in the market, which is evident in new 
pricing structures. 

affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:80 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 
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One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC heading to I~et~; Bowl, 

North Carolina is going to its 

home away from home for the 

bowl season and East Carolina is 

headed to Florida. The Tar Heels 

are going back to Charlotte... 

East 

Carolina’s 

Justin Hardy 

No makeup offered for many suspected ’no- 

show’ e~asses at UNC.~H 

UNC-Chapel Hill did not reach out to offer another 

class to the students in a "no-shod^/’ class taught by 

Julius Nyang’oro -- one that resulted in a criminal 

charge -- nor to the hundreds of students in 166 other 

such "suspected" classes. That’... 

North 
Carolina’s 
Isaiah Hicks 
(22) and UNC 

UNC avoids ~etdown in 

dominant 81-50 victory 

against UNC Greensboro 

Three days after the Tar Heels’ 

victory at No. 1 Michigan State, 

North Carolina defeats the UNC 

Greensboro Spartans in most 

dominant victory... 
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NCAAconnect <NCAAconnec@ncaa.org> 
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NCAAconnect Weekly Update 

YOUR IN~ORNATION GATiEWAY 

LATEST NEWS 

The Record (December 2013)The Record (December 2013) 
The Record (December 2013) 

Billy Miils to receive NCAA’s 20t4 Theodore Roosevelt Award 
In January of 2014, Billy Mills will receive the NCAA’s highest honor, the Theodore Roosevelt Award. Named after the former president whose concern for the conduct of 
college athletics led to the formation of the NCAA in 1906, the award is given annually to an individual "for whom competitive athletics in college and attention to physical well- 

being thereafter have been important factors in a distinguished career of national significance and achievement." 

John Parsons named new director of NCAA Sport Science Institute 
The Iongtime athletic trainer, researcher and instructor at A.T. Still University will begin his new role in January. 

Two for the Price 
Identical twins Rachel Price, now Rachel Bell, and Ronda Price, now Ronda Brinley, were major contributors for the Lions from 1996 to 1999 and became two of the most 
athletically and academically decorated volleyball student-athletes in Division II history. 

No obstacles 
Former student-athlete Tori Murden McClure rowed across the Atlantic, skied to the South Pole and rose to the presidency of Spalding University. 

More News 

LATEST MEMBERSHIP UPDATES 

2014 NFL Educational Document 
The NFL educational document for student-athletes regarding agents for 2013 

Current and September 2014 Committee Vacancies 
Current and September 2014 Committee Vacancies 

NCAA Master Calendar 

Edit your NCAAconnect email preferences 

@2013 NCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 9:37 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: The Influence List: Meet the People Who Shaped Higher Education in 2013 

i~ Chronicle of Higher Education                                                        :Ki subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday December o9, 2013 S*.sbe¢~i[3e to the Cbro~lic[e 

This Week’s Highlights 

The Chronicle List: This Year’s Newsmakers 

These individuals made their mark through the courts, through the power of an 

idea, through the act of writing an open letter, even in death. 

Which lnfluencers Did We Miss? 

Send us your suggestions here. 

~ 
A djuncts Test Faith of 
Religious Colleges 

By Peter Schmidt 

Colleges that oppose [he 

unionization of pro’t-time instructors m’e 

accused of violating the teachings of their 

own faiths. 

~ 
in Rejuvenated Research on 

Aging, an N~H Team Hunts for 
Unified Cures 

By Paul Basken 

Scientists say recent work shows that a new 

push to identify and block the processes of 

human agony is wo]"dawhile. 

In Other News 

Digital [.ibr;~t’y of .,\medea, 7-Month--Old Super;~ggrega~or 

84-Year--Old Philosopher Rallies Opposition to t{ungat?,"s Hard-Line Oovevmnent 

M;~ry[and Emails Reve;d Leadership Cha[le~ges of Move ~o Big Ten 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Professiona~ Identity: A Luxury Few Can Afford 

By Sarah Kendzior 

In today’s job market, you’re judged not by what you’ve accomplished, but by" 

your abili~ to walk a path untouched by the incongruities of market forces. 

~ 
H ow to l~njoy Your Job More: Be Black? 
By Staeey Patton 
Well, no, it’s obviously not that simple. But a new study suggests that black 
employees are happier in their workplaees than their white colleagues. I asked the 

author what it all means. 

The Professor Is In: The Fine Art of Choosh~g a Writing Sample 

By ]k~zren Kelsky 

There’s a subtle calculus to selecting the right material for your application. Here 

are a few principles that can help you govern your decision. 

What is Vitae? Discover for Yourself 
The Chronicle invites you to explore Vitae, the only online career hub dedicated to making it 
easier and more rewarding for faculty membe]s and administrators to do their job each day. 
Built with you in mind, ¥Stae brings together all the best career-management tools, advice and 
news, community, and jobs needed to help advance your career. Join ~tae Now. 

The Chronicle Review 

Triumph of the Strange 
By James Delbourgo 
Curiosity-is curious, sometimes spurring us toward knoMedge, sometimes 
stupefying us with the ostensibly unknowable. 

More of The Chronicle Review 

Commentary 



To Measure a ~IOOC’s Value, Just Ask Students 

By Owen Youngman 

Sm~zey results Kern those who passed a Northwestern pro%ssor’s massive open 

online course suggest they understand the balance between educating and 

eredentialing. 

More of Comraentary 

Advice 

Know the Vital Players in Your Career: Senior Administrators 

By David D. Perlmutter 

When are deans, provosts, and presidents most likely to reverse a depm~mental 

tenure decision’.) 

Mere of Advice 

People 

~ 
N ewChance~or Brings Business Background to a Nonprofit Online 
University 

By Andy Thomason 

Michael Cunning, ham, an entrepreneur and former business dean, is working on 

ways to help National University better sewe its nontraditional students. 

British-Educated OfficiN to Lead Newly ~erged College in Georgia 

By Peter ~/lonaghan 

System officials hope Christopher Blake will guide Middle Georgia State College 

toward university status. 

More of F’eopie 

From the Blogs 

The Oonversation 

The Ethics of ~etaphor 

President Obama as Stalin? The Tea Party as the KKK? What price do we pay, asks John 

Duffy, for metaphors run wild? 

Heaa Count 

Some Colleges Breathed a Sigh of Relief Over the Deiay in the New SAT 

Changes in the test affect more than just students. Admissions offices worry about a loss of 

the test scores’ predictive and comparative qualities. 

Lingua Franca 

"No Hangeo’ 

Ilan Stavans explores a Spanglish expression. 

Percolato~ 

A Victory for Paycho~ogica~ Research 

Multimedia 

~ 
A udio: Where Do Homeless Students Go Over Winter Break? 

A senior at Aquinas College, in Grand Rapids, Mich., statq~ed a campaign to bring 

herself and others in from the cold. 

~ 
Slide Show: Tree of Knowledge 

Glimpses of life in academe from around the world. 

Announcements 

NEXT: The Future of Higher Education 
This special repot~ looks at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the 
traditional degree, reinventing the academic calendar, "flipping" the classroom or physically 
reeonfiguring it, seeking new ways to evaluate what students know, and helping them navigate 
life after college. Order this special issue today to hear from a diverse group of scholars and 
thinket.~ about whether innovation can indeed stick. CJick here to get a copy. 

The Almanac of Higher Education, 2013oi4 

The latest Almanae of Higher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 

important trends in higher edueafion. It brings readers an in-depth analysis of eolleges and 

universities with data on students, professors, adminis trators, institutions, and their 

resources. Click here to get a copy. 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your oven copy 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e- maii newsle,te~s on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 



The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purcl~ase s subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

Retrieve user name I Reset you[ password I 

(c) 2013 The Chronicle of I tJgher Education 
1255 23rd Street NW 
Washington, DC 20037 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Journals <reply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 10:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are, havin9 trouble viewin,g this emaiI, dick here 

i ::~,< IndustryWatch Newsletter 

Dallas 
Bof;~ series wi~h Freddie Mac for ~404M over 

Kansas City 
AMC En~ertainnsent anveils ,Nan to raise 

Memphis 
~~adn~ $30 m~ll~on ~awsu~t over 

San Jose 
Job re,Aew s~te G~assdoor raises ~SOM for 

Albuquerque 

~u~atiens are stN~n~ creation of new banks, 

Hous~n 

Wunderl~ch 5ecurNes ~e% new ~, ~m~ 

Phoenix 
IRS Iowednq expense rate for 

Los Angeles 

Buffalo 

Dallas 

Cincinnati 
F~h TNrd charqed w~th b~pro~er account~n~ 

Boston 
New S~r F~nandal ~er deal from 

South Florida 

Colombbn b~bna~re seUs ]GB Bank ~o Sabade~ 

Austin 

~Are bank bran~:hes stiii needed? 

i Memphis 

/ ~A 
content to paid | lock indicates available 

subscribers, 

Fealawed Jobs 

.,’.’!:[!!:~t~]!:~O..,.{~lifi]i}~!:~!] - Agora In�, 

£gjLgorate Counsel - De~aware Nor[:h (:empan~es 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CFPB Update Web Seminar <conferences@s~urcemediamaiLcom> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 12:02 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Wed., 12/11, 12PM ET: Preparing for Diversity & Inclusion Assessments 

i ::~,~ CFPB Updates: Preparing for Diversily& Inclusion Assessments 

WE~ SE[~tNAA 

.Assessme  ts 
Whe~: Wednesday, December 11. 2013 

"Time: 12:00 p.m.- 1:00 p.m. EDT Durz~tio~: 60 Minutes 

~rice: $9900 

Section 342 of the Dodd-Frank Act required bank regulators to get together and agree on 

ioint standards for assessing the diversity policies and practices of regulated institutions. 

In late October the CFPB, FDIC, NCUA, SEC, OCC and Federal Reserve Board issued 

preliminary guidance on the standards for banks that cover policies related to many aspects 

of recruiting, hiring, retention and promotion of employees as well as supplier and 

contractor diversity and are seeking comments before making them final. 

This policy is likely to take effect in early 2014 so compliance experts are urging banks to 

explore their own policies in light of the proposed standards and to make adjustments 

accordingly~ 

The good t~ews? Regulators say they are not platming to make the diversity 

assessments part of the usua~ examination process at this point. 

"This Web seminar will cover: "The proposed standards by which banks will be 

assessed, including: 

Organizational Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion 

Workforce Profile and Employment Practices 

Procurement and Business Practices Related to Supplier Diversity 

Transparency of Organizational Commitment to Diversi~ and Inclusion 

in addition, paf~elists will discuss: 

Regulators’ Proposed Approach to Conducting Assessments, including self- 

assessments and voluntaq," reporting 

Regulators’ commitment to flexibility based on institution size and characteristics 

Lack of disclosure of potential penalties if diversity and inclusion efforts are found 

unsatisfactory 

Hi John L John L. Cu~hane, Jr,; Esq Partner, Ba~lard Spahr LLP 

John is a member of the firm’s Consumer Financial Services, Higher 

Education, Mortgage Banking, and Bank Regulation and Supervision 

Groups as we~l as the Firm’s Fair Lending Task Force. H~s practice 

emphasizes advising clients offering consumer and res~dent~N 

mortgage ~oan and financing programs on consumer financial sen/ices 

~aw, as wel~ as counseling on Equa~ Credit OppoAun~, Act and Fair 

Housing Act issues. He conducts fak lending and compliance 

assessments of financJa~ institutions and assists in the defense of fak 

~end~ng and comp~iance-re~ated c~ass actions, attorney genera~ 

~nvestJgat~ons, and agency enforcement actions. He is a member of the 

Pennsylvania and American Bar Associations, and of the American 

College of Consumer Financial Services Lav~,ers. 



Managemet~t, Nav~g~t Cap~t~ Advisors 

Raman Mandapaka specializes ~n fair ~end~ng statistica~ analyses and 

modeling, compliance testing, credit risk managemenL credit and 

marke~ dsk methodologies, da~a management, and automated 

solutions deve~opmenL Mr. Mandapaka has a~so conducted 

independent model va~dafions and drafted va~dafion policy and 

procedures ~n accordance with infi ernafiona~ best practices stemming 

from ~egulatory guidelines at various USA and ~ntemafional financial 

~nsfitufions. His wo[k involves frequent ~nteracfion w~th regulato[s, 

auditors, in-house and external counsels, and authoring expel1 repoRs. 

:~:: Heather [.andy Heather Landy, Editor#~ chief., American Banker Magazine 

Heather is also editorial director of American Banker’s annual program 

recognizing the Most Powerful Women in Banking and Finance. She 

^,as on st~ff of the American Banker dai~y newspaper, covering ~arge 

~nstitutions and an ~rray of governance, dsk, accounting and 

~egu]ato~y issues affecting the sector. She h~s also been ~ specia~ 

correspondent to The WasMngton Post, covering Wail Street ~t the 

height of the finanda~ cdsis. In 2007 she won a Ge[ald Loeb Award, 

one of the highest honors ~n business journalism, while ~eportJng on the 

[eta~l ~ndust~y for The Fo[~ Worth Sta[-Telegram. 

Friend 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard- webannouncement@federalres~rve.gov> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 12:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Z.I Financial Accounts 

Z. 1 Financial Accotm~,~ 

http://~a~av.federalreserve.gov/release~’zl/Cunent/ 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret}rences Page. You will need m use your 
email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact sub~fiberhelp.govdeliveu.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http:/Tvwvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Monday, December 9, 2013 12:51 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject." Article of Interest: 2013 FERC Report Confirms Increased Enforcement Activity 

December 

On November 21, 2013, the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission Office of Enforcement issued its 2013 Report on 
Enforcement . The annual Report provides an overview of and 
statistics regarding FERC’s enforcement activities during the 
fiscal year 2013 within Enforcement’s four divisions: the 
Division of Investigations, the Division of Audits and 
Accounting, the Division of Energy Harket Oversight and the 
Division of Analytics and Surveillance. The Report provides 
information regarding Enforcement’s non-public activities and 
priorities during the fiscal year. In general, the Report shows 
that Enforcement appears to be increasing scrutiny regarding 
tariff violations. 

I~uick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

~]E-mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is vhus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Sysco to acquire US Foods; Hams Teeter buys land near Brier Creek 



f~eborr’.. Biu~ D~vils headed to Atlanta after 

Hatteras Island to iose millio.qs with 8onner Bridge closed 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review Bourbon drinkers go crazy for Papw Van Winkle 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Pappy Van W}n~e craze st}rs 

drinkers 

Charlotteans are used to driving 

south of the state line for good 

deals on liquor But they’re now 

going to much greater lengths for 

a chance. 

Tech giants call for controls 

Major technology companies, 

stung by revelations that the US. 

government collects people’s 

personal data on their networks, 

on Monday issued an open.. 

US household wealth reaches record high 

Americans’ wealth reached an all-time this summer, 

buoyed by record-setting stock prices and a healthy 

recovery in home values. 

Hood: Google still not effectively fighting 

crbrle 

Mississippi Attorney General Jim Hood is again 

asking Google to do more to prevent people from 

using the search engine to find illegal drugs and 

pirated videos, music and games. 

Survey: Fed economic stira~us wN end in 

The vast majority of business economists believe the 

Federal Reserve will begin to pull back on its 

massive economic stimulus program in the first 

three months of 2014, according to a November 

sut~/ey done by the National Association of Business 

Economists.. 

One of the largest food supply companies is buying 

one of its key rivals, creating an even laFgeF, global 

distribution company, 

IMcDona~d’s key sales metric rises in 

November 

McDonald’s said Monday that a key sales figure rose 

0.5 percent in November, even as the world’s biggest 

hamburger chain faced tough competition and 

basically flat traffic in the U.S. 

Stocks edge higher a~ter 

Sysco acquisition 

A big acquisition in the food 

industry and hopes for a longer- 

term budget deal out of 

Washington nudged stocks back 

into record territory Monday 

afternoon.. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu~ 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

12-13-13: "China’s financial refonn and investment policy: future trends" tt. speaker China Development Bank Vice Governor Dr. Gao Jian 

China’s financial reform and investment policy: future trends 
A conversation with China Developmer~t Batik Vice aoverr~or Dr, aao Jian 
Event co-sponsored by the Center for the Study of Asia and the Center fi)r Finance, Law & Policy 
Dr. Gao Jian has collaborated at high government and banking levels in China’s financial reforms since 
the 1990s, and China Development Bank has offered substantial development aid and investment in 
Asia, Afidca, and Latin America, apart from helping to support urbanization in inland China. Dr. Gao will 
offer his reflections on China’s current financial refortns and investment policies. 
Time & Date: 2:30 pro, Dec 13, Friday - open to the public 
Location: 154 Bay State Rd, 2rid Floor, Bilts Room 
Boston University 

Biographical information on Dr. Gao ]ian here 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 
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12-13-13: "China’s financial refonn and investment policy: future trends" tt. speaker China Development Bank Vice Governor Dr. Gao Jian 

China’s financial reform and investment policy: future trends 
A conversation with China Developmer~t Batik Vice aoverr~or Dr, aao Jian 
Event co-sponsored by the Center for the Study of Asia and the Center fi)r Finance, Law & Policy 
Dr. Gao Jian has collaborated at high government and banking levels in China’s financial reforms since 
the 1990s, and China Development Bank has offered substantial development aid and investment in 
Asia, Afidca, and Latin America, apart from helping to support urbanization in inland China. Dr. Gao will 
offer his reflections on China’s current financial refortns and investment policies. 
Time & Date: 2:30 pro, Dec 13, Friday - open to the public 
Location: 154 Bay State Rd, 2rid Floor, Bilts Room 
Boston University 

Biographical information on Dr. Gao ]ian here 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:40 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&~> 

REMINDER: Capital Markets and Regulatory Retbm~ Update tbr Canadian Entities 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

Capital Markets and Regulatory Reform Update for 
Canadian Entities 
January 8, 2014 

The Fairmont Royal York 
100 Front Street West 

Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M6J 1E3 

Regis#ation: 

8:00 a.m- 8:30 am. 
Semina~ 

8:30 a.m- 11:30 a.m. 

Breakfast will be sewed 

For more information: 

Alexe Powers 

{212) 338~312 

On January 8, 2014, please join us for several informative 

sessions that will address the following topics: 

= Session 1: Dodd-Frank Implementation Progress Report and 

Predictions for 2014 

¯ Session 2: Practical Impacts of the JOBS Act and other U.S. 

Capital Markets Developments; Areas of Focus for the U.S 

Securities and Exchange Commission in 201 4 

¯ Session 3: Cross Border Derivatives Issues (Title VII and EMIR) 

For a detailed agenda, click here. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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Subject: 

Cambridge University Press <USAcademic@emarketing.cambridge.org> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

A ranter treat tier our ti-iends! 

×~ 

Please visit ~2!5}’2t~<:~:~.r33~<~i!(.~E.:~2L~/~j#. to see new releases from Cambridge, 

i,~,i Cambridge University Press, 32 Avenue o# the Americas, New York, NY ] 0013 

This em~l was sent by: Cam bridge University Press 

32 Avenue of the Americas New York, New York, NY 10003-2473, United States of America 
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×~ 
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i,~,i Cambridge University Press, 32 Avenue o# the Americas, New York, NY ] 0013 

This em~l was sent by: Cam bridge University Press 

32 Avenue of the Americas New York, New York, NY 10003-2473, United States of America 
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A ranter treat tier our ti-iends! 

×~ 

Please visit ~2!5}’2t~<:~:~.r33~<~i!(.~E.:~2L~/~j#. to see new releases from Cambridge, 

i,~,i Cambridge University Press, 32 Avenue o# the Americas, New York, NY ] 0013 

This em~l was sent by: Cam bridge University Press 

32 Avenue of the Americas New York, New York, NY 10003-2473, United States of America 
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A ranter treat tier our ti-iends! 

×~ 
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i,~,i Cambridge University Press, 32 Avenue o# the Americas, New York, NY ] 0013 

This em~l was sent by: Cam bridge University Press 

32 Avenue of the Americas New York, New York, NY 10003-2473, United States of America 



CHANGE IN STATUS REPORT 

Employer Name and Address: 

Account Number 

[ 
Return to: 

NC Dept. of Commerce 
Division of Employment Security 

P.O. Box 26504 
Raleigh, NC 27611-6504 

A. Sold or otherwise transferred all or part of the business to: 

Date of 
Employer Name: Sale: 

Trade Name: 

Address: 

Phone: ( 

[--] B. 

Was the entire business operation and all its incidents (including equipment, merchandise, raw materials) sold, transferred, 
or leased to new owner? [] Yes    [] No 

Partnership formed or changed. Explain (including eJfoctive date): 

[]C. 

[]D. 

[]E. 

[]F. 

Incorporated business (Effective date): 

Ceased operations in North Carolina. Date operations ceased: 

Operating without employees. Last date of employment: 

Changed business name to: 
(If corporation, fi~rnish copy of corporate minutes or amended charWr on Jile with the Secretary ofState) 

Changed:    [] Business Location [] Mailing Address [] Telephone Number 

New Address: ( ) 
(Street) (Telephone Number) 

(City) 

Change in person to contact for tax matters: 

(State) (Zip Code) 

(Name) 

(Address) 

(      )      - 
(Phone Number) 

(Signature of person authorizing change) 
For Agency Use Only 

Action Taken 
Operator 
Date 

NCUI 101-A (Rev. 09/2013) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lis~s.w&shlaw.edu on behalf of 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Buchalter.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 4:59 PM 

David Tatge <DTatge@ebglaw.com> 

ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Your question 

ATT00001 .c 

~t is a hypo which ~ iust thought of, 

Assume there was nothing iN the legal does. gut what good wou~d it do, since SPI is a shell? 

From: David Tatge [mailto:DTatge@ebglaw.com] 
Sent: Nonday, December 09, 2013 10:57 AIVI 
To: Zadek, Robe~ 
Subject: Your question 

Tough question. Was there anything in the legal docs which required SP2 to disclose its role as being merely an agent of the true party in interest, SPIA? 

::~< EPSTEIN 
...... BECKER 

GREEN 

David Tatge 

~202.861.1875 i f 202.861.3575 

1227 25th Street, NW Washington, DC 20037 
t202.861.0900 

Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 

please see http://www.buchalter.com/bt/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=151&ltemid=129. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 
herein. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Red Cross <donotreply@usa.redcross.org> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 5:02 PM 

Pease donate Tuesday at UNC Fetzer 730 am to 1 pm 

I IINII Red Cross Logo ] 

Hello oJ1, 

University, of North Carolina Chapel Hill Facul~ Staff and the American Red Cross are hosting an npcoming blood drive. 

Please join our lifesaving mission and schednle an appointment today! 

Drive Details: 
Site: University of North Carolina Fe~er Gym 

Address: South Road, Chapel Hill, NC, 27514 

Room Name: A & B 

Date: The Dec 10, 2013 

Time: 7:30: AM - 1:00: PM 

Coordinator Name: Kirsten Kruh~n 

Coordinator Phone Number: 9196057023 
Click here to make an appointment 

The ranter storm fftriking much of the conntry has so far forced the cancellation of more than 75 American Red Cross blood drives in 12 s~tes, mstflting in a shortfall of 

more than 2,400 blood donations since Wed. Please schedule an appt or simply walkin Tuesday, Dec 10th at Fe~er. Contact Kirsten at Kirsten.Kruhm@redcross.ovg 

or 919- 605- 7023 if you need help m th making an appt. 

The need tbr blood is constant mad only volunteer donors can fulfill flint need for patients in our communi~. Nationwide, ~meone needs a unit of blood every 2 to 3 

seconds and most of us will need blood in our lifetime. 

Thank yon for supporting the American Red Cross blood program! 

American Red Cross Blood Sei~Aces - 2025 E St. NW, Washington, DC, 20006 

Click here to unsubscribe fiom further mailings fiom Americmi Red Cross Blood Services. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Rams Club <ramsclub@ramsclub.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 5:14 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Join The Rams Club in Charlotte for the Belk Bowl! 

Ir ":7ou are !laving trouble viewi!l.c, this message see it in your browser 

Join The Ran~s C~ub in Charlotte for the Belk Bow~! 
Carolina vs. Cincinnati - Sat. December 28 3:20PM 

[i~e!e’.s tons to do as a ~am.s Ck~b re,gre!e! irl Charlolte in conjunction with tile Belk Bowl! L.~sl:ed below 

are a few o~ the Carolina events that w~ be going on Stay tuned b The ~ams CIt~b’s Belk Bowl pa~qe for 

~r~6ag, ~ec 27th 

210 East Trade Street 

EpiCentre 

Join fellow Tar Heels at BlackFinn American Saloon to cheer on the Heels as they 
take the court in Chapel Hill against Northern Kentucky. The Rams Club and General 

Alumni Association will provide appetizers. Cash bar and additional menu items will 

be available on individual tabs 

BlackFinn American Saloon is the designated official sports bar for UNC during the 

BlackFinnCharlotte corn Belk Bowl. 

Saturday, Dec 28th 

I:00PM Come by the team hotel to see the team off to the stadium. Gather in the Westin lobby 

at 12:45. Be loud, wear blue! 

Westin Charlotte 

Saturday, Dec. 28th 

11:00 a.m- 2:30 p.m. 

Outside Bank of America 

Stadium, centered on the 
corner of Mint St and 

Stonewall St. 

Look for The Rams Club/GAA tent at the Belk Bowl FanFest. This year’s entertainment 

features Blake Shelton, along with other live music, food, interactive games and other 

family friendly activities! 

Visit AnthonyTravel.com to book 
your trip to Charfotte! 

Hotel sccomodations: Westin Charlotte 

$209/night 

Gameday Bus 1rip: S60/peraon 

o Depart to Charlotte at 8:30AM, 

Get your tickets today! 
GoHeels.com Ticket Center! 

Price Range: $45-$100 

Max of 12 tickets on priority, additional 

orders will be assigned based on 

availability 



!eiurn 1:o C~ha,oel Hill 

~ Arrfirak 7rarlsporlation :$,52/p,grson 

o Pleas,9 visii Arnl:rak’s 

for addil:ionai del:ails 

Club poin[ priority. 

Requesl: ,qeadline: Dece!~’lber ’i 5 at 

11:59PM 

(]onfirmal:~on ernalls will be ser~i 

[)ecernber 16 after 5:00PM 

Tickel: will be sh~pped via FedE~ or~ 

December 25 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Illustrated Magazine <SportsIllustrated@SportslllustratedCus~omerService.delivery.net> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 6:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Notice Regarding Your Subscription 

Renew Now - Don’t Lose Your Access! 

Sports Illustraled E2Q-~ND YOUR SUBSCRIP-[ION. REN_F.W NOW! 

Sports lllus~rated Sports llluNrated 

Ni Spor 
ts 

Illustr 
ated               i ;:*:; i Sp 

ort 

Illu 
str 

Act now to continue getting SI delivered to you in print, on your 
tablet, on your smartphone, and exclusive online access to 

www.si.com/magazine. 

Plus, you’ll get 1he FREE GIFT of your choice 
with your paid renewal= Sim~ click to renewl 

Choose your FREE GiFT toda~ 

Ni Athletic Bag Thermal Shirt i~ Portable Speakers 

Renew Now! To Get Your Free Gift! 



E-MAIL OPT-OUTS 
If you’d rather not receive e-mails from SPORTS ILLUSTRATED about your subscription, click here or copy and paste this 

link into your browser: 
http://time.p delivery.neb’m/p/tim/pref/preference_center asp? 

mid=1151209104&cid= 15681901894&bid=Sl&mt=CS&efn= 114936247022 

PRIVACY POLICY 

Please read our Privacy Policy or copy and paste this link into your browser: 
http://wvvw.timeinc.net/subs/privacy/si/policy html 

For further communication, please contact: 
Attention: Consumer Affairs 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Customer Service 

3000 University Center Drive 
Tampa, FL 33612-6408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lis~s.w&shlaw.edu on behalf of 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Buchalter.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 6:36 PM 

David Tatge <DTatge@ebglaw.com> 

ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Your question 

ATT00001 .c 

From: David Tatge [mailto:DTatge@ebglaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 2:16 PM 

To: Zadek, Robe~ 
~bject= RE: Your question 

~f you can find a tort, you m~ght be aMe to assert personal I~ab~l~ty under the "respons~Me officer" doctrine. 

::~< EPSTEIN 
BECKER 
GREEN 

David Tatge 

~202.861.1875 i f 202.861.3575 

1227 25th Street, NW Washington, DC 20037 
t 202.861.0900 

From: Zadek, Robert [mailto:RZADEK@Buchalter.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 20:[3 4:59 PM 
To: David Tatge 

Cc: ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu; Zadek, Robert; Zadek, Robert 
Subject: RE: Your question 

~t is a hypo which ~ .~ust thought of. 

Assk~me ~hete was noth{ng {n the legal dOCSo gut what good wokfld it do, since SPl {s a shell? 

From: David Tab:je [mailto:DTatqe@ebglaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 20:[3 :[0:57 AM 

To: Zadek, Robert 
Subject: Your question 

Toush question. Was there anythin8 in the lesal docs which required SP:[ to disclose its role as bein8 merely an asent of the true party in interest, SP1A? 

::~ EPSTEIN 
BECKER 
GREEN 

David TatgeiBie 
t 202.861.1875 :: 1202.861.3575 
DTatge~})eb~iaw.c<m~ 

1227 25th Street, NW Washington, DC 20037 

t202.861.0900 :: wvcw.eb(it;?w c<*m 

Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see [~-t--~-L/-/-~--w-~-b-~Lc-~[!--a-!-tLe--r-~-c-~-~--r-[~-/--b-~Ln-~-d-~-e---x-~p-~[!~-~-~-~--tj--~--r-[=~=~:~-c-‘-~--EL~£-~-~!-t-~-r-LtL&--t--a-~=~=~[~i~=~=~:~[~E!i~=~=~j~. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 
herein. 

Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see http://www.buchalter.comlbt/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=151&ltemid=129. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 



contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 
herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, December 9, 2013 7:31 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 10 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fina~ce Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 10, 2013 @, Number 237 

Antitrust 

A court in Beijing has issued China’s first ruling in a horizontal 
agreement case that could provide incentive for further antitrust 
action against foreign companies, according to practitioners 
surveyed by Noomberg BNA .... 

Antitrust 

The number of patent settlements concluded in 2012 between 

originator and generic pharmaceutical companies that may raise 
anticompetitive concerns is continuously low, according to 
findings in a European Commission report .... 

Intellectual Property 

:[r~t÷~ectual Pro#erb/Rights With Competitio~ 

While he acknowledged that some in the intellectual property 
community have expressed fear that competition and the 
protection of IP rights have misaligned objectives, European 
Competition Commissioner .loaquin Almunia suggested at a... 

Mexico 

Mexico’s President Enrique Pena Nieto is expected to sign the 
country’s financial overhaul in coming days, following Senate 
approval, practitioners said .... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown Events <events@mayerbl~own.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 8:13 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Global Financial Maxkets Initiative Telecont~rence: Finalizing the Volcker Rule - Sessions I and II - December 19 & 20, 2013 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can view it as a web ~ 

ii~ [vlayer B ...... 

Global Financial Markets Initiative - Teleconference Series 

The US financial regulators are expected to act on December 10, 

2013, on final regulations implementing Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank 

Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the "Volcker Rule’). 

The Volcker Rule prohibits US banks and non-US banks with US 

banking operations, as well as their affiliates, from engaging in 

proprietary trading and from sponsoring and investing in private equity 

funds and hedge funds (covered funds). The final regulations will seek 

to define the scope of the Volcker Rule prohibitions and exemptions, 

including those for market making, hedging, asset management, 

securitization, and for certain activities conducted "solely outside the 

United States." 

Please join Mayer Brown lawyers David Sahr, Jerome Roche, Carol 

Hitselberger and Donald Waack as they provide a high-level overview 

of the final regulations, including the principal changes from the 

proposed regulations and their potential extraterritorial effect. Session 

One, on Thursday, December 19, will cover the prohibition on 

sponsoring, investing in and lending to covered funds. Session Two, 

on Friday, December 20, will examine the prohibition on proprietary 

trading, the impacts on securitization, and the Volcker Rule 

compliance program requirements. We will also address expected 

changes in the conformance period. 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 and Friday, December 20, 2013 

Europe 
5:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. CET 
4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. GMT 

United States 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. CST 
9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. MST 
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. PST 

CLE credit is pending. 

Teleconference Access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. 

you decline we will not send you 

reminders for this event.) 

For additional information, please contact 

Mayer Brown’s Global Finar, cial Markets Initiative helps clients deal 

with the legal and business challenges resulting from the ongoing 

turbulence in worldwide financial markets. By mobilizing the firm’s 

global resources from multiple practices and offices, the initiative 

provides clients with knowledgeable and timely counsel on a broad 

spectrum of their legal needs. 

Please visit us at 

Date & Time 
Thursday, December 19, 2013 
& Friday, December 20, 2013 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 

Speakers 

.~:.~.!.cj...!~.~..’.5..~. ~.r. 

London 

ilerome J, r~oche 
Washington DC 

Charlotte 

Washington DC 

Harbors Under the US 

December 5, 2013 

November 14, 2013 

Joi ...... Facebook 

Your Sugscr~t[on Details 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, December 9, 2013 8:25 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Dec. 10 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

D .... ber 10, 2013 ~ Number 237 

Community Banks 

State bank regulators called on federal policy makers to do a 

better job supportin9 small banks, and stressed the importance 

of a lendin9 model based on relationships w~thin a community .... 

Cybersecurity 

Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew agreed during d~scussions w~th 

representatives of the public and private sector in a Dec. 9 

meeting of the Financial Stability Oversight Council that 

~egislation is necessary to effectively safeguard the... 

Cybersecurity 

~ooz &lien Predicts To# Cgbersecuritg 

C~a~e~ges for Fi~a~cial Sector ~n 20~4 

Banks will face significant cybersecurity challenges in 2014 as an 
environment of persistent cyberthreats becomes "the new 
normal" for the financial services industry, international 
consulting and services firm Booz Allen Hamilton... 

Economic Policy 
Car~eg Focuses ot~ Bank Re<:apita~izatio~, 
~OE Chief Sags Reg Changes Stil~ Needed 

The recapitalization of U.K. and U.S. banks was a "prerequisite" 
to the current global economic recovery from the 2008 financial 
crisis, and continued improvements to bank regulatory and 
supervisory regimes will be an important... 

International Banking 
Canada Finalizes Prepaid Card R~les; 
Financia~ Product Consumer Code Next 

Canada’s Department of Finance published Dec. 4 final 
regulations to better protect consumers’ interests when they 
purchase prepaid credit cards .... 

International Banking 

Ru~es for Inte~bank Issuar~c of NCDs 

The People’s Bank of China said it will allow Chinese banks to 
issue and trade negotiable certificates of deposits (NCDs) in the 
interbank bond market beginning Dec. 9, a move that market 
analysts said was a step towards liberalizing interest... 

Troubled Asset Relief Program 
Treasury Se~s Last GM Nbares~ Recovered 
$sgig of 7[nvestment ir~ Compang~ Le~v Sags 

The U.S. government completed the sale of its remaining General 
Motors Co. shares, marking "one of the final chapters in the 
administration’s efforts to protect the broader economy by 
providing support to the auto industry,"... 

Consumer Credit 
Fed~" Household Mortgage Debt 

Expands for First Time Sir~ce 2000 

For the first time since the first quarter of 2008, the amount of 



mortgage debt held by U.S. households expanded, growing by 
percent in the third quarter of 2013, according to the Federal 
Reserve Board’s quarterly "flow of funds"... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Tarkington <mtarking@iupui.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:25 AM 

SECTPR@lists.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - January 6 Deadline tbr Legal Ethics Fellowship Application 

With less than a monfli belbre our January 6 application deadline, and with students soon to depart for vacation, I 

hope you will not mind this notice asking for yore’ help once more in sharillg the announcement below, about a summer legal ethics fellowship, with your 

students and posting a flyer about the program, found at this link (http://www.mjhnyc.or~/faspe/docunients/LawFlyer-2014-v.1 O00.pdf), on your 

department bullethi board. 

Email- Friendly Am~ouncement: 

FASPE 

(Fellowships at Auschwi~ tbr the Study of Professioual Ethics) is now 

accepting applications for a t~llowship that uses the conduct of lawyers and 

judges in Nazi Gemiany as a launching point for an intensive two-week early 

summer program about contemporary legal ethics. Applications from all law 

students, regardless of what field of law they are interested in, are sought. 

Fellowships include an aJd- expense paid trip from New York to Berlin, Krakow, 

and OA~mA~V’cim (Auschwitz) where students roll work ruth leading faculty to 

explore both legal histoD~ and the ethical issues facing la~ers today. All 

program costs, including international and European travel, lodging, and food, 

are covered. 

The 2014 program for FASPE Law roll run from May 25 to June 5. 

Completed applications must be received by January 6, 2014. Candidates of all religious, 
ethnic, and cultural backgrounds ~:re encouraged to apply. 

To apply orto learn more about FASPE, please visit: w~wv.FASPE.info 

If you have any questions, please contact Thorin R. Tritter. Managing Director of FASPE, at 

ttritter~FASPE.info. 

Site Links: View post online View mailin~ list online Start new thread via email Unsubscribe from this maiiin~ list Manage your subscriptmn 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 
https://connect.aals.org/picm/ld/fid 280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 5 No. 76, 12/10/2013 

Table of Contents 

Agency Capitalism: Further Implications of Equity Intermediation 

P, onald ]. GlIson, Stanford Law School, Columbia Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

.]effrey N. Gordon, Columbia Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Shareholder Derivative Litigation’s Historical and Normative Foundations 

Ann N, Scarlet?, Saint Louis University - School of Law 

Some Realism about Corporate Rights 

Richard Schragger, University of Virginia School of Law 
l’4icah Schwartzfflan, University of Virginia School of Law 

Social Enterprises: How Should Company Law Balance Flexibility and Credibility? 

KarsLen Engsig Sr~rensen, Aarhus University - Department of Law 

NetLe Iqeville, Aarhus University - Department of Law, Business and Social Sciences 

Is the Corporate Director’s Duty of Care a ’Fiduciary’ Duty? Does It Matter? 

Chris~ophe~ H. Brunet, Washington and Lee University - School of Law 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW e3OURNAL 

i::i::i::i"AgencY C~ Pita~isltl: ~u rt her r ~ P~ications o$ E~ uity~tnter~e&tiatiOn" Free Download 

Columbia Law and Economics Working Paper ~7o. 4~.I 

~ONALD ,~o GrLSON, Stanford Law School, Columbia Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: RG]LSON @LEW~N D,SIT~N FORD, EDU 

~ll~FF~E~" N, GORDON, Columbia Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: jgordon@law,colu mbia,edu 

This chapter continues our examination of the corporate law and governance implications of the fundamental shift in ownership structure of U.S. 
punic corporations from the Berle-Means pattern of widely distributed shareholders to one of Agency Capitalism - the reconcentration of 
ownership in intermediary institutional investors as record holders for their beneficial owners. A Berle-1’4eans ownership distribution provided the 
foundation for the agency cost orientation of modern corporate law and governance - the goal was to bridge the gap between the interests of 
managers and shareholders that dispersed shareholders could not do for themselves. The equity intermediation of the last 30 years gives us 
Agency Capitalism, characterized by sophisticated but reticent institutional shareholders who require market actors to invoke their sophistication. 
We examine here three implications of this shift in ownership distribution. The first addresses a proposal to turn back the clock in the regulation of 
ownership disclosure under the Williams Act to a time when shareholders were small and dispersed rather than large and concentrated as they are 
today. The next two share a common theme: that the allocation of responsibility between directors, shareholders and courts can no longer be 
premised on a paternalism grounded in an anachronistic belief concerning the distribution and sophistication of shareholders. We show that the 
Chancery Court has recognized that Agency Capitalism counsels different rules concerning the roles of shareholders and the court in policing 
freezeouts. And we argue that the Supreme Court will come to realize what the Chancery Court has recognized for some time - that the doctrine 
of substantive coercion as a basis for takeover defense must give way as Delaware corporate law adapts to the very different shareholder 
distribution the capital market has now given us. 

[i~i Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"Shareho~der Derivative [.itigatioWs Historica~ an~ Normative Fo~mdations ......... 

Buffa/o Law Review, Voi, 6~, pp, 8.27-90So 2013 

Sa#~t Louis U, Legal Studies Research Paper No, 2013-29 

AN~ ~4, :~CA~LET’ff’, Saint Louis University - School of Law 

Email: ascarlet@slu,edu 

Scholars and judges often say that the United States imported the shareholder derivative action from England, but that is not entirely accurate. 

What the United States imported from the English Court of Chancery was the necessary parties rule and its exceptions. During the 1800s, U.S. 



courts recognized an exception to the necessary parties rule that permitted representative lawsuits, but the contours of these actions differed 

from such actions in England. Today, these lawsuits would be classified as class actions and shareholder derivative actions in the United States. 
The shared history of these two forms of representative litigation has long been overlooked, but it reveals the early normative justifications for 

shareholder litigation. For the United States’ first 150 years, similar to class actions, shareholders were permitted to bring lawsuits on behalf of 

themselves and all other shareholders in certain circumstances. That formulation did not change until the late 1940s, when courts began to 

regularly describe such lawsuits as being brought on behalf of the corporation. This Article will explore the reasons for this shift in the nature of 
shareholder derivative litigation as well as the changes in the limitations on when shareholders can bring such actions. It will conclude by 

suggesting the implications that the historical and normative foundations of shareholder derivative litigation may have on the modern corporate 

law debates. 

iiiiiii"Some Realism about Corporate Rights" ~:i Free Download 
Wrg~n~a Pubfic Law and Lega! Theory Research Paper No, 2013-4.3 

~I"C~A~D ~CH~..&~I~, University of Virginia School of Law 

Email: rcs4t@virginia.edu 

M~C~.H ~CHW~,’I’ZM~;M, University of Virginia School of Law 

Email: m.is4d@vir(jinia.edu 

Can we meaningfully speak of a church’s right to conscience or a corporation’s right to religious liberty? One way to approach this question is by 

inquiring into the nature of churches and corporations, asking whether these are the kinds of entities that can or should have rights. We have 
recently seen this kind of reasoning in public debates over whether corporations have free speech rights, and, relatedly, in arguments about the 

religious free exercise rights of churches, non-profits, and for-profit corporations. Those in favor of such rights sometimes argue that corporations 

and churches are moral agents, capable of exercising rights separate and apart fl’om the rights and interests of their members; whereas, those 

opposed tend to argue that churches, corporations or groups are mere aggregations of individuals, or else artificial persons created or recognized 
by the state to advance the interests of those who compose them. 

In this paper, we argue that this form of argument is mistaken and that debates about the ontological status of group or corporate entities are 

largely irrelevant. One does not need a particular theory of a corporation, organization, or group’s metaphysical status in order to determine its 

legal rights. To defend this claim, we first consider and reject H.L.A. Hart’s semantic critique of corporate personality theories. Instead we follow 
]ohn Dewey’s realist argument against corporate metaphysics. We develop that argument and apply it to current litigation over whether for-profit 

corporations can assert rights of religious free exercise against the requirement that they provide health insurance coverage for contraception. 

Cre~libility?" Free Download 

tVO~dIC & Eun~pean Company Law Working Paper No..I0-44 

~A~TEN ]~NGS:~G S~:~R]~N~EN, Aarhus University - Department of Law 

Email: kas@asb.dk 

M~TTIE ~I~V~LL~, Aarhus University - Department of Law, Business and Social Sciences 
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In recent years, many countries have introduced special regimes to facilitate the organisation of social enterprises. Many of these include company 

law rules which may either provide for a special corporate form for social enterprises, or which are part of a certification scheme for such 
enterprises. This article analyses how these company law issues have been addressed. It focuses on the solutions of the US benefit corporation, 

the UK Community Interest Company and the recently proposed Danish certification regime for social enterprises. There is an analysis of how the 

different systems aim to find the right balance between flexible rules which are sufficiently attractive to entrepreneurs and (social) investors, and 

rules which ensure that the designation of ’social enterprise’ is credible. It is pointed out that the three systems balance these requirements quite 
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While reference to "fiduciary duties" (plural) is routinely employed in the United States as a convenient short-hand for a corporate director’s duties 
of care and loyalty, other common-law countries generally treat loyalty as the sole "fiduciary duty," This contrast prompts some important 
questions about the doctrinal structure for duty of care analysis adopted in Delaware, the principal jurisdiction of incorporation for U,S, public 
companies, Specifically, has the evolution of Delaware’s convoluted and problematic framework for evaluating disinterested board conduct been 
facilitated by styling care a "fiduciary" duty? If so, then how should Delaware lawmakers and judges respond moving forward? 

In this Essay I argue that styling care a "fiduciary" duty has impacted Delaware’s duty of care analysis in ways that are not uniformly positive. 

Historically, loyalty has been aggressively enforced, while care has hardly been enforced at all - the former approach aiming to deter conflicts of 

interest through probing analysis of "entire fairness," while the latter aims to promote entrepreneurial risk-taking through a hands-off judicial 
posture embodied in the business judgment rule. Conflation of these differing concepts as "fiduciary duties," however, has facilitated a tendency 

toward over-enforcement of care, periodically threatening to impair entrepreneurial risk-taking until arrested by a countervailing legislative or 

judicial response. Additionally, their conflation threatens to erode the duty of loyalty by fueling the contractarian argument that the sole utility of 

such "fiduciary duties" is to fill contractual gaps, and that corporations therefore ought to possess latitude to "opt out" of loyalty to the degree 
already permitted with respect to care. 

While I concede that there may be good reasons not to abruptly recharacterize Delaware’s duty of care as "non-fiduciary," I conclude that the 
analytical problems described in this Essay can otherwise be remedied only through a statutory provision more clearly distinguishing these differing 
duties and enforcement strategies, Specifically, I advocate a statutory damages rule declaring once and for all that monetary damages may be 
imposed on a corporate director for loyalty, but not care, breaches - an approach effectively discarding much of Delaware’s multi-layered and 
convoluted mode of care analysis, while insulating the duty of loyalty from future erosion, 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Rule That Curbs Bank Risk-Taking Nears Approval 

Today’s Headlines 
IN THIS EMAIL "~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spoils Arts Science Today:s Video Obituaries 

~ Editorials Op~ ~ OniBis Day ~ 

Top News 

DEALBOOK 

Rule That (;~lobs Batik RiskiFak[ng N ears 

Appl’ova~ 

Five f>deral agencies are eN)eeted to vote to approve the 

Voleker Rule on Tuesday, rep~vsenting a potential shift in the balance of power 

in finandal reform. 

, ~ Timeiine: T:’acking ti~e Volcker Rule 

, ~ Do,::umen£~: Decipherin:~l the Voicker Rule 

Ganms 

American and British spies have Jnfiltr~ted online fantasy games, 

l)aring that militang co~fld use d~em to communicate, move 

money +~r plo t attacks, doe amen ks 

V~deo: World of Spycrs~ [ hqfi~tratin9 a Visual 

INVISIBLE CHILD 

Dasard: A F’ut~lre Resting or~ a F’~oagile 

Foundation 

Dasani ~s o~e of more than 22,000 homeless children in New 

York (try. The New York Times began foIIowing her in September 2o] 2, when 

she was *~ and living at the Auburn Family Residence in BrooNyno This is the 

second part in flae series. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 



One of {lae most extraordinaW things revealed in the doeumenks 

disclosed by Edward J, Snm~’den is the sum’eillanee of video 

games like Wotqd of Warcrat~ by Western spy agencies. 

OPINION I OP-DOC$ 

’35 a~d S~g~c’ 

An Argentine woman begins an indmate investigation searching 

for love and answem: must she settle down or remain a Dee spirit 

h~ order to he hal.~py? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ROBERT CAVAZO8, at~ American expert o~t North Korea, ot~ umformed gaards seizing a 
top political figm’e m a telmdsed dismissaI, 

World 

Public O~ster ~ Norris. Korea U~sett]ies 

As No, d3 Korea~s watched the unusual spectacle of Jang So~g- 

thaek’s urrest on television, Chinese leaders were concerned 

about the k~s8 of one of the[y lll;~}OI: links to the leadership of the 

North. 

NoRh Korea Releases t.ist of Acc~sations Against Purged C_~icial 

Will~o~l Notice, lhll-i.~ Dissolves a News .Age*~.ey 

The decision to d~ssolve RIA Now.,sti, al~-.,ng wkh its international radio 

broadcaster~ came as a complete sm~:~rise and signaled a major state media 

reorganization in Russia. 

Dim~ning Hopes fo~" Talks 

Omh~ous new action by Ukraine’s securi~’ forces included a raid 

on an opposition pat%?s headqnatters, as Western officials 

grasped for a way ~o defuse the country’s intensit}’ing political eris~s, 

~ Map: Pr,31:ests Cenl:ieue in Downtown Kiev 

U,S, 



Mabama’s eapitM is do~ed with marke~s eommemorafing 

aspects of the civil ~g~ts movemcnt and the Civil War, bu~ undl 

now veW few had taken note of the city’s role in the slave trade, 

Miscond~mt at Los Angeles 3 ails 

The 18 were accused of excessive use of force and obstruction 

justice as part of a sprawling investiga iion inh-~ MlegaSons of 

miscou&mt a~d abuse cd inmates iu count" jails. 

N avy Secretary Expands Review of S~.pply Cor~tracts 

Amid an i~quiU into b~@e~3, in ~lae Pacific, Secre~D’ Ray Mabus has ordered 

an examina{ion of how {he semdee awards contrac{s around {he globe. 

[] [] 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

LLSo Ends BMlout ofG,l~lo, Sellhig Last Shares of 

Stock 

Taxpayers reec, uped abc, ut $39 bilI%n on the investment, the 

TreasuU Depa~*ment said, having spent about $50 billim~ bai]iug out the 

automakcr. 

DEALBOOK 

Cerberu.s May Of~cr JD~.vestm.cr~t i~. _Firearm.s 

Cerberus CapiD~l, wMeh tried unsuccessfully to sell its firearms 

group, is seeki~}g to offer iud~vidna] ~nvestors a wW to sell their 

stakes in its group of t~ree gun companies. 

Few Places to Go 

The problem of affordable rentN housing has reached crisis 

proportions nafioual]y, officials sMd on Monday. 

Spots 

Real Basketball Morns of Kct~tucky 

Overaggressive parents ~olle~qng Dora t~e stands have become a 

clict%, but some Kentucky morns have turned parental chee*~ng 



into an art %rm .- and, they hope, a business. 

ON BASEBALL 

Torte Tips Cap on "Way to Hall 

Joe Torre’s cahn and reassm:ing d~meanor fronted a burning 

competitive d five ~at his Yankees teams shared. An d George 

Steinbrenner’s spenNng never hurt. 

, Torre, La RUSS8 aRd COX ElecNd to Hali of Fame 

’l’orre, La Russa and Cox E] ecl-ed to Hall. of Fame 

The vetenms committee of the BasebNI tlalI of Fame annc, uneed 

on Monday that ,Joe Torre, Tony La Ruses and Bobby Cox would 

be part of "d~e ao~4 inductio~ class. 

Arts 

It’s Post "~ime: At the Big A, Big _,~t 

"The Aqueduct Murals," a project sponsored by ~e New York 

Racing AssoNafion, has b~-mght street a~ists to the Queens 

racetrad<. 

:Berlin ~ hilharmonie Phms M aim" Concerts in N ew ~’ork 

Led by Simon Rattle the orehesh’a will give two opening-night performances in 

the city next year, at Carnegie tiall and the White M~k Festival 

Ratings for "The Sonnd of Music" bare encouraged NB(’. to 

con sid er makin g live m usiea] prod uetions a ~olida3, a’adi tion. 

Science 

Vitamins’ Old, Old Edge 

From the beginnings of life r~ughly four billion years ago, they 

have played a central, necessary role. In facL eaNy li% fot~ns 

used to be vm~table vitamin factories. 

Considering the Humanity of Nonhumans 

Fundamen ’tal questions of philosophy and moralib,, and what it 

means to be autonomous, are fbllowing an unusna~ challenge to 

have chimpanzees recognized as legal persons. 

Ancient Martian Lake Nay Have Supported Life [[:::::     ::. 

Scientists have confirmed that the crater where a N~4A rover 

landed last year contained a freshwater lake about 3-5 billion 

years ago, around the dine that life is t~ought to have begun on 

Earth. 

Today’s Video 

~ win:o.. Exxon VMdez: In the Wake ofDisaste~~ 

In ~989, a tanker *’an aground of{" "abe coast of Alaska, causing 

one of the worst oil spills in United States histoW. Nearly 25 

years later, the less one of the gxT~on Va ldez conti n u e to 



~ wm,:o: The Execrative Assistant 

hen Sergio Klet,my, the executive assistant to the 

Cosmopo~itm~ edKor 3oam~a O:,les, saw "The Devil Wears Prada" 

yea*s ago, he knew this was lke industU ~e wanted to work in. 

Obituaries 

Dies 

Ms. Parker, a*~ dega*~t, ladylike fihn a~’t~ss, had her most 

recognizable role as the Baroness who loves Chr~stop]~er 

Plummer’s character in "The Sound of Music." 

Mr. Porter, who had cerebral palsy, was fl~e h~qAraUon for 

"Door to Door," a 2002 %7 film starring William H. Maey. 

Josepl~ Napo~itar~, Pio.neering Campaigr~ 

Cor~s~Itant, Dies at 84 

Mr. Napolita~’s use of polling sod adve~is~ng heralded the rise 

of i n d epen d ent poli ileal s Dategis ts like hi mself an d th e wa ning 

power of party organizaUot~s it~ managit~g eampaigz;s. 

F:(~r i~:(~re abiti~a:ie.’,, fj~ to NYTime~ comiObituarie~ s. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A [;~°eak:tb~o~gb Ag~oeeme~:~.t at Risk 

Reekless Congressional ~h~a~s of new satmtions could toq0edo the nuclear deal 

with h’an. 

EDITORIAL 

A Seas(:m fo~" SMes Taxes 

Sta tes need to eollect m ore ~vvenue fl~)m online shopping. 

EDITORIAL 

Fairer Policir~g ir~ Suffo|k Cotmty 

The ~ astiee Department and the county poliee have reached a tentative 

agreeme~t to serUe a~ i~vestigatioo of discriminatory policing there. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

%Vhy r~laehia~e]t]ti Sti]tl l~:latte~os 

Set aside what you would like to imagine about polities, 

Machiavelli wH kes, and in stead go strai~ k ko the ~’u kh of how 

thit~gs ~mlly work. You will see khat Nlies i*~ polities, whether at home or 

abroad, are not fl’ie~ds. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Thinking for the F~ture 

What modes d thought will be most valuable in a fitture 

economy defined by maehi*m intelligenee? 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T~m S,a,~e~ Careless of Cybe~osp~ee 

TeeImo]o&v at once validates aed erases ~s, bhming the lice 

between flesh and figment. 

Fo; mv~e opinioI~, go to NYTimes,corrdOpinior~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hinder|iter. Alan L <alan !ainderlite~(~med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 6:24 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[rNC-G 

Lissa, 

Thanks so much for the tickets to the UNC-G game. 

The Heels looked pretty good! Hope you can cheer them to victory this weekend against Kentucky .... 

Thanks again, 

Alan H. 
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CFP <cfp@-law- conference.org> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 6:32 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

3rd Annual International Conference on LRPP: Call For Papers 2014 

Please view our £D.~![~.D.~2-~.[~L~.~ if you are unable to view the below message 

If you wish to stop receiving further updates pertaining to these conferences, please reply to 

~.~n~bscrib~@f~lobMs~f.~-~r~ with the subject "Unsubscribe" 

*Extended Submission Deadline: 10th January 
2014* 

www.law-conference.orq l info~,law~onference.orq 

CONFERENCETHEME 

The laws of the land lay the foundations of peace and order, and to ensure people progress in all aspects 

of their lives - whether in business, education, travel, health or recreation The role of public officials is to 

create, scrutinize, implement and uphold the laws in order to protect the rights of every individual, corporate 

entity or institution. 

Educators of law thus possess the task of not only shaping each and every generation of legal 

practitioners into knowledgeable and responsible agents, but also the study of issues which surround the 

practice of law and its implementation across jurisdictions 

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS 

2 Keynote Addresses: 

1} Prof, Chan Wingl Cheongl will deliver "ConstitutionalRestraints on 

Mandatory/Imprisonment Sentences" 

Faculty of Law, 

National University Singapore 

2) Prof. Bradley Myers will deliver "The Future of LeqalEducation: The 

Impact of Regulation~ Technology and Globalization on the Training of 

Lawyers" 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 

Associate Professor of Law 

Randy H Lee Professor of Law 

University of North Dakota,USA 

~The Conference Proceedings (Print ISSN: 2251-3809, E-Periodical ISSN: 2251-3817) will be indexed 

by EBSCO,CrossRef, ProQuest, Ulrichsweb and will be submitted to Scopus, ScienceDirect and Cabell’s 

Directories amongst others, where applicable 

¯ LRPP 2013 Acceoted Papers ¯ LRPP 2012 Acceoted Pagers 

~ Book: Selected authors will be invited to contribute book chapters in "Contemporary Social Science 

Insiqhts" to be published by GSTF. The editor of the book will be Edward P. Wolfers, CSM CMG BA PhD, 

Foundation Professor of Politics, University of Wollongong (NSW, Australia). 

~ Journal: Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and other editorial 

considerations, eligible research articles will be invited for publication in the GSTF Journal of Law and 

Social Sciences IJLSS} (Print ISSN: 2251-2853, E-periodical: 2251-2861) which is indexed by EBSCO, 

CrossRef, ProQuest, UIrichsweb and Cabell’s Directories 



~Best Paper Awards and Best Student Paper Awards will be conferred at the conference (in order to 

qualify for the award, the paper must be presented at the conference). 

~LRPP 2014 will also constitute a Special Panel Session 

~ Panel Proposals are invited for submission to the LRPP 2014. A minimum of three papers centering 

on a specific topic will be accepted for submission under Panel Cateqory 

iMPORTANT DATES 

Extended Fall Paper Submi~sioa Deadline: 

Final Paper (Camera-Ready) Submission Deadline: 

Early Bird Registration Deadline: 

Late Registration Deadline: 

Conference Dates: 

10th January 2014 

7th February 2014 

31st March 2014 

9th May 2014 

9th - 10th June 2014 

ADDITIONAL PUBLICATION OPPORTUNITIES 

Contemporary Social Science Insights 

Selected authors will be invited to contribute book chapters in 

"Contemporary Social Science Insights" to be published by GSTF. 

The book will be edited by Edward P. Wolfers, CSM CMG BA PhD, 

Foundation Professor of Politics, University of Wollongong (NSW, 

Australia). 

GSTF Journal of Law and Social Sciences (JLSS) 

Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and other 

editorial considerations, eligible research articles will be invited for 

publication in the GSTF Journal of Law and Social Sciences (JLSS} 

(Print ISSN: 2251-2853, E-periodical: 2251-2861) which is indexed by 

EBSCO, CrossRef, ProQuest, Ulrichsweb and Cabell’s Directories.. 

LRPP 2014 PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

PROGRAM CHAIR 

Dr. K.C. Sunny 

Dean, Professor and Head 

Department of Law, University of Kerala, India 

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

Professor Tony Carry 

SirY K. Pao Chair of Public Law, 

Faculty of Law, The University of Hong Kong 

Dr. Willem de Lint 

Flinders University, Australia 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

Dr. Jianfu Chert 

La Trobe University, Australia 

Dr. Christoph Antons 

Deakin University, Australia 

Prof. Denise Meyerson 

Macquarie University, Australia 

Prof. Paula Baron 

La Trobe University, Australia 

Dr. Anqi Shen 

Teesside University, UK 

Prof. Jiunn-rong Yeh 

National Taiw’an University, Taiwan 

Prof. Abu Bakar Bin Munir 

University of Malaya, Malaysia 

Prof. Mohd Altar Ahangar 

Universiti Islam Sultan Sharif All, 

Brunei 

For a complete list of the Committee, please click here: 
http:llwww.law.conference.orqlCommittee.html 

GSTF PARTNER UNIVERSITIES 

For a list of GSTF Partner Universities, please visit: 
httl~://www.qlobalsff.orqlpartner-universities.phl~ 
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December 10, 2013: U.S. Sells Remaining Stake in General 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or are using a mobile device. 

Today’s Top Headline 

U.S, Sells Remaining Stake in Genera~ #Jlotors 

"The U.S. government sold its last shares in General Motom Co. on Monday," 
reports the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 10, Bennett, Morath), "booking a $10.5 
billion loss but clearing the way for the auto maker to re~urn cash ~e shareholders 
and begin wooh~g consumers alienated by the ba~ouL" h~deed, Amedcan 
taxpaye~ were aMe to recoup $39 b~ll~on of the $49.5 billion spent rescuing the 
Detro]~based automaker - a loss ~hat w~ ~ue~ ongoing debate over whether 
taxpayer money shouM have been used to put GM and Chrysler Group LLC 
through government-led bankruptcies four years ago. Opponenls argue that the 
federa~ government h~d no dght to orchestrate bankruptcies that resulted h~ 
~osses ~or bondholders wh~e sa~egua[d~ng pensions ~o[ un~on employees and 
retirees. "Proponents say 1he auto indust[y and the nation’s Midwest 
manufacturing headland would have been devastated by a collapse of auto and 
auto-parts makers," the Journal slales. 

"Since leaving bankruptc;;4" the Associated Press (Dec. 10, Krisher) notes, 
has been profitable for 15 straight quarters, racking Lip ah~nost $20 billion in net 
income on strong new products and rising sales in North America and Ch#la." In 
addiiion, it has invested $8.8 billion in U.S. facilities. The company, which is now 
sitting on $26.8 billion in cash, is considering the restoration of its quarterly 
dividend. The AP recalls tha~ "the auto bailout was part of the Troubled Asset 
Relief Program, with ~he bulk el the money going io financial institutions." 

The Wisconsin Rapids Tribune (Dec. 10) notes that President Obama offered 
wo~s el praise late Monday Ior the U~S. auto indust[y after his Treasury 
Depariment sok~ the last of its shams in GM. "Each of the Big Three auiomakers 
is now strong enough to stand on its own," Obama said in a written statement. 
"They’[e profitable for ihe first lime in nearly a decade, [and] ihe indust[y has 
added more ihan 372,000 new iobs - its s~ronges~ growth since the 1990s2 

2014 NACD Board Leadership Conference 

F#~a! Mo~th to Register Early and Save $800fl 

Don’t miss the premier event of the year Io[ direc~om, by directors--the NACD 
Board Leadership Conference Oct. 12-14, 2014, al the Gaylord National 
Resort and Convention Center in National Harbor, Map/land. 

Past Speakers Include: 

[~ary Jo White, Chair, Securities and Exchange Commissien 

Andrew t~cKenna St., Chairman, McDonald’s 

Check for late-breaking news 

atte[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

NA.CD: Chap!er 



® Hen, Myron Steele, Chief Justice, Supreme Cou~t of Delaware 
~ He~ene Gayle, Director, CocaoOola Co., Colgate=Palmolive Co~ 

Past Session Topics include: 

Beard/C-suite expectations 
Asymme[ric informs[ion risk 
Human capital managemenl 
Emerging technology 
D&O liability 
CEO succession planning 

Learn more and re,lister today, 

2014 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
Oct. I244, 2014 
Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center 
Nationa~ Harbor, Maryland 

Share~ i~,~ ~ ~ 

Audit and Finance 

Sysco Buys Rival US Foods for $3.5 Billion to Create Food-Distribution 

"Sysco Corp. said it will buy US Foods for $3.5 billion in stock and cash," reporls 
the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 9, Gasparro, Dezember, Needleman), "uniting the 
country’s two biggest food-distribution companies into a giant with about $65 
billion in annual revenue." Officials say the cornMned cornpany would have 
~nc~eased leverage selling and distributing food goods flora manufacturers to 
restaurants, hotels, schools, hospitals, and other ~nsfitufions. ComMned, Sysco 
and US Foods co~ec~ed approximately 27 pet~ent of the total revenue in the 
food distribution market in 2012, reports Technom~c ~nc. The nexl Mggest dva] 
Pedormance Food Group Co, which has only a 5 pement market share. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Hilton Moves Up $2.7 Bin IPO Pricing to Wednesday 

"Hilton Worldwide Holdings Inc. has acceleraled 1he timetable for its potential 
$2.7 billion IPO," reporis MarketWatch (Dec. 9, Demos), "and is now planning on 
pricing its shares after markets close on Wednesday, ~nstead of on Thursday." 
The acceleration is a s~gn of s~rong demand from #~vestors who have me~ w~h 
management dudng the ongoing ~oad show~ The V~gin~a-based hotel chain was 
mcqu~red by pdwte~qu~ty firm B~mckstone Group LP s~x years ago. According to 
MarketWa~ch, "Hilton could be ~he second-Mggest ]PC of ~he yeaL ~f ~ raises ~he 
mexh~um $Z7 billion at the Mgh end of ~ts proposed price range and ~f the 
underwriting banks exem~se thei~ dght to buy more stock fl’om the company." 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Carly~eM:)wned Company Buys Linens ’N Things Brand 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 9, Specter) is reporting that a company owned by 
private~quily gianl Cadyle Group LP has ~eached a deal to buy the Linens ’N 
Things brand, an e-commerce company reincarnated from a defunct housew~res 
chain. The se~er ~s a group of ~quidation and brand-turnaround spedalists tha~ 
purchased the brand out of bankruptcy proceedings several years ago~ "The deal 
returns the name to private-equity c~rc]es after s stint under the watch of niche 
~nves~ment f#ms ~hat buy defunct brands," notes ~he ne~paper. The Cadyle~ 
owned Galaxy Brand HoMings is reportedly ~ayin9 more 1ban $10 m~[[~on for the 
Linens ’N Things b~and. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Law ~nd P~!icy ..................................................................................................................................... 

Tech Companies Cal~ for New Curbs on Surveillance 

Fox News (Dec. 9) is reporting lhat eight el the country’s biggesl technology 
Iirms have called on the ~%~ni~e House and Capitol Hill lawmakers to impose new 
curbs on surve~]]ance after a sedes d revelations deia~]~ng how the Nat~onM 
Secudty Agency (NSA) accessed ~nd collected user data from their customers. 
The eigM companies include AOL Apple, Facebook Google, Linkedln, M~crosoft, 
Twitter, and Yahoo. Togelhe~, Fox repo~s, they have "ca~ed on the United Slales 
to le~d a worldwide effod to ~estdct on~ne spying and offered a p~an d their own 
~n an open letter puM~shed in sever~] U.S. newspapers Monday." Among the 

reshic~ons the lette~ cal~s ~o~ is an end to bulk collection of user information, 
h~o]ud~ng e-mail, address books, and v~deo chats: reviewing of surveillance 
requests by an ~ndependent cou~ w~th an ~dveBada~ ~eg~ process; p~b~ic 
d~sdosure d govemmen~ demands for use~ #fformat~on; and an in~emafiona~ 
framework to govern lavdu~ data ~e~#~esls across national boundaries. 
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Companies, Activists Declare Truce in Boardroom Battles 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 9, Benoit) repoils that activist investo~.~ are 
increasingly encountering a wilfingness to discuss and negotiate when 
approaching corporate targets. "instead of puflin~ up ~he drawbridge as activists 
approach," the newspaper states, "corporate executives and dkecto~ more often 
~re engagh~g, concNd~ng lh~t ~t ~s eas~er and che~per 1o negotiate rather lh~n 
resist and dsk a public fight." F~rms are generally becoming more receptive due 
~o the fact tha~ activists increasingly enjoy the support o~ bngqerm institutional 
sha[eholders that traditionally a~ied with management. According to proxy- 

adv~so~ firm ~nstitutJons~ Shareholder Se~ces ~nc., activists have won or settled 
for a board seat h~ 66 percent of s~l proxy contests tMs year - an increase from 
43 persent in 2012. 

Share@ ~ # ~ 

Ho~ogic Names New CEO, Adds Two Icahn Nominees to Board 

Reuters (Dec. 9) is repo{ting that Hologic Inc. has named former St~yke~ Corp. 

CEO Stephen MacMillan as its new CEO, effective irr~media~ely. In addition, ~he 
medical device m~ker has appointed two d{rectors backed by Carl ]cahn to its 
board as pa~ of s settlement with the activist ~nvestor. ~cahn d~sc]osed a 12.5 
percent s~ake ~ate ~as[ month. A~ the time, he said he would consider dJscuss{ng 
w~th Ho{ogic’s management the possibility of board representation and ways to 
boost shareholder value. That same day, the company announced s shareholder 
r~ghts plan, or ~ "po~son pilF, to shield ~tse~f against hostile takeovers. Jonathan 
Chdstodoro and SBmuel Me[ksamer, the new appointees, presently seHe as 
managing diredors of ~cahn Cap,lot LPr 

Russia’s l~inistry Proposes Easing Corporate Governance Rules 

The Moscow Times (Dec. 10) is reporting that Russia’s Economic Development 
Ministi¥ "plans to [elax reguirements for board approval of various business deals 
and transactions." These changes are pa~ of the min~stp/’s campaign to create 
an #ffernafiona~ financial center in the Russian redo[alien, accord#~g to an 
explanatory note that came w~th a b~ amending the existing federa~ taw on joint 
stock companies and ~m~ted ~iab~lity companies. The b~ll reduces the number of 
bus~ness transactions that require board of d~rectors approval These ~nck~de 
deals coRducted by companies ~hat have one owRer-shareholder, bus~Ress 
partnerships formed as a restdt of issuing shares, or business re~afionsMps 
formed ~n the wake of a company reorganization and transition of asset 
owne~hip~ 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

C-Suite 

More CFOs Choose to Retire EaHy 

A total of 56 CFOs at the country’s 1,000 biggest companies have retired since 
the first of this year, up sharply from 33 in all of 2012, notes data compiled for the 
Wall Street Journal by Ker!!Ferry International. Among ~he big=name CFOs who 
have announced p~ans ~o reti[e this year a~ B[ian Rice of Roya~ Caribbean 
Cruises Lld., Grelchen Hagge~ty of U.S. Stee~ Corp. and Char~es McLane of 
A~coa Inc. "Roughly one in five of the CFOs who have chosen to retire tMs year 
was 55 or younge[," no~es the Journal "That pul~ed ~he average retirement age 
down to 59 from 62 last year." Job stress ~s pad oflhe reason for the 
phenomenon. I n addition, thanks to the stock market’s meteoric highs, low-priced 
stock awards made du[ing ~he cds~s have been t~nsformed #fro "lo~tery~size 
jackpots." 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Abercror~bie Rejects Shareholder Ca~l; l~xtends CEO Contract 

The Chicago Tribune (Dec. 9, Thomas) confirms tha~ Abercrombie & Fi~ch Co. 
has ex~ended CEO Mike Jeffries’ contract by at least one year aI~er its Feb[uary 
expiration. The move comes days after shareholder Engaged Capital LLC urged 
the company to replace the 69-year-old Jeffr~es or set] ~tse~f. Instead, the 
s~ruggling teen apparel reta~er p~ans 1o hke brand presidents ~er i~s AbercromMe 
& F~ich, abercrombie Mds, and Hol~sier brands io he~p w~th ~is succession 
p~anning. Morn~ngstar h~c. analyst B[idget We~shaa[ [eacts, "Th~s g~ves them a 
chance to ~ntroduce at ~east ~hree new very senior ~eaders ~o the organJzafion~.. 
. So, they have some options ~n ihe iuiure when the CEO position ~s vacated." 
The new ag[eement w~th Jeffdes’ new contract e~m~nates sembannua] equity 
grants contained ~n h~s previous 2008 agreement and replaces them w~th ~ong- 
term incentive awards each year w~th a target value of $6 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ ~ 

Economic Outlook 

Companies Regaining Appetite for ~ergers This Year 

USA Today (Dec. 9, Krantz) ciles a new Dealo.gic study in repo~ting that a tolal 
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of 9,281 U.S. companies have been bought for $1.1 trillion since the first of this 
year~ "Tha~ dollar volume of deals already exceeds ~hat of all el 2012 ai $984~1 
billion," researchers note, "altho~gh the number of companies bedight is still 
down 24 percent." Some are concerned that the momenk~m for deal-making 
might lose steam in the new year. According to Dealogic, 2013 will go down as 
tire busiest year Ior M&A activity since $1.6 trillion was spent on U.S. companies 
in 2007. 

Shared !~" ~ [] 

~4obiles to Drive Faster Giobai AdvertisiRg Growth, Study Shows 

Reuters (Dec~ 9, Winning) cites a new ZenithOp[imedia s~udy in forecasting tha~ 

"grow[h in global advertising spending w~ accelerate 1o 5.8 percent a year by 
2015, driven by demand for marketing v~a mobile devices and a broad-based 
economic recove~)’." Acco[d]ng 1o ~he report, spending on adved~s~ng was on 
pace to rise by 3~6 pement 1his year~ Ad spending wil~ then ~ncrease by 5.3 
pement next year and 5.8 pe[cenl in 2015 and 2016. Zenith is the ferecasfing unit 
of Publicis Groupe, the wodd’s tMrd-~argest adve~s~ng company in terms of 
sa~es. Zenith CEO S~eve K~ng remarks, "Mobile technology ~s ct~a~ing new 
opportunities for marketers to connect with consumers~ ComMned with 
continued rise of young, dynamic markets, th~s w~] spur healthy and sustained 
gro,t~h ~n global ’ad spend’ over ~he next three years." He expects mobile 
technology to contribute 36 percenl of the extra ad spend belween 2013 and 

2016~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesdw, December 10, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Audit: Medicaid payment wstem has ~en 3,200 detbcts 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 10, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Audit: Medic~i~ ~yme~ystem has seen 3~200 defects; 
DHHS poorly equipped to 
The state’s Medicaid payment system encountered more th~n 3,200 defects since 

going live fewer than six months ago, and Medicaid personnel have "an inadequate 

framework for the timely resolution of,, 

C~nstructi~n wraps up at Durham’s Diamond View 
m~ves HQ 
With construction of the new Diamond View 

......... Ele~,~tv ,fes ~ Negh-: *~ ~’P " ............. ..................... 
downtown Durham, the buiMing’s ancher tenarfi, the nenprofi{ FHi 360, officially 

opened its new headquarters {here en Monday ,, 

Discuss ................. 

Two electric utilities join Research Trianq~e Cleantech 
Cluster 
Two more companies joined the Researci~ Triangle Cleantech Clusier en Menday, 

bringing ~he RTCC’s merrlbership [oh~i ~o ~ive. 

McCrory credits his administration for fallinq N,C. 
unemployment 
Ip, a speech before the Charlotte region’s business executives Monday, NC. Gov 

Pat McCrory attributed recent deciines in the state unemployment rate and other 

economic improvement to tough decisions .. 

Discuss 

$8 billion deal 

Harris Teeter bu s ~and near Brier Creek ............................................. ~_: ............................................................... 

With mergercom#leted~ new American Airlines takes flight 

Treasury sells ~ast GM shares; government saved auto 
maker but lost $10 billion 

New venture with Raleiqh’s sister city in China to produce 
drinking water from a car’s 

Holiday bonuses on par with 2012 

Male and female investors aren’t so different after ai~ (except 
for ego size) 

Today"s parents will spend $10-15K per year per child 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bonnces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Bnchalter.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:56 AM 

’Rundell, Thomas’ ~homas.Rundell@slrasburger.com> 

’ucclaw- l@lis~s.washlaw.edu’ 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Your question 

ATT00002.c 

That may not be the case. Note that in the case of a assignment of a secured loan, there is no need for the assignee to record an assignment of the 

fiEng (it is optional). Thus after the assignment, the assignor remains the secured party of record, although the "actual" secured party is the 

assignee. No one would suggest that the assignor is the agent of the assignee for any purpose. 

From: Rundell, Thomas [mailto:Thomas.Rundell@strasburger.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 5:05 PM 
To: Zadek, Robert 
Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-I] Your question 

Without looking I would have thought one could reasonably argue either the "real" secured party had vested the named one with apparent authority or the failure 

to identify a secured party with such power made the filing seriously misleading and ineffective. 

Thomas G. Rundell 

Strasburger & Price LLP. 

Sent from my mobile phone. 

On Dec 9, 2013, at 4:23 PM, "Zadek, Robert" <RZADEK@guchalter.com> wrote: 

~t is a hypo which I jus~ thought of. 

Assume there was nothing in the legal dOCSo gut what good would it do, since $P1 is a shel~? 

F~m: David TaNe [mail~:DTatqe@ebqlaw.com] 

Sent: Nonday, December 09, 2013 10:57 AN 

To: Zadek, RobeR 
Subject: Your question 

Tough question. Was there anything in the legal docs which required SP2 to disclose its role as being merely an agent of the true party in interest, 

SPSA? 

<image001.jpg> 

David Tatge ~_~_2 

t 202.861.1875 ~ 202.861.3575 

1227 25th Street, NW Washington, DC 20037 

t202.861.0900 www,eb(ilaw,c<*m 

Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received 

this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return 

e-mail and please delete this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For 

additional policies governing this e-mail, please see [-~-t-!Rk{/--w--~=b-.-u--~-‘~La-.[!-e--[2-c-‘£EL/.-b--t/--~[-~-(-!-e--‘-x-~£-h-.~-?--~--~-t-i-~-1E:.£~[~£~$91~.~#.~:.:..~i~j~!y.:.~.~/].~]$91~1~y.:.1~.~. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any 
U.S. tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the 
purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any 

transaction or matter addressed herein. 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Service" 

http:/istore.weslgronp.com,, with assistance {?om the V~ ashlaw Web. To subscribe or chm~ge your settings, go to 

htlp:i/lisls, w~shlaw.edu/mailmaMistm~b,’ ucch~w- l 

A free se~ice of WashLaw 

(785)670.1088 



This email message and any attachments are confidential and may be privileged IJlyou are not &e inlended recipient, please noli)5~ Slrasburger & Price, 

LLP immedialely - by replying to this message or by sending an email to poslm~sle~{strasburger.com - and destroy all copies of lhis me~s:sage and any 
atlachmenls. Thank you. 

Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see [~ttp://www.buchalter.com/bb’index.php?option=com content&task:::view&id=151&ltemid=129. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 
herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:29 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 10 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December !0, 2013, 8:19 A.M. ET 

Federal regulators will issue planned final regulations as planned Dec. i0 to implement the 

Volcker rule, despite the federal government’s closure due to inclement weather. 

The Volcker rule, a major piece of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 

Protection Act, generally bans proprietary trading by banking companies and puts most private 
equity and hedge fund ownership off limits to them. The final rule is set for release at 9:30 
a.m. today by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), the Federal Reserve Board, 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDTC), the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency (OCC) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). 

An expected attestation requirement under final regulations to implement the Volcker rule 
could make bank executives liable on an individual basis, analysts at FBR Capital Markets & Co. 
said. The final rules are widely expected to require chief executives of banks covered by it to 

attest to their bank’s compliance. 

In a Dec. 10 note, analysts Edward Mills, Steve Stelmach and Paul .1. Miller, Jr. said they will 
be watching for more details on any such provision. �,One open question is whether there is 

individual liability for the executive making the attestation,�, they said. 



Sowi#g a Passio# for Scie~3ce 

As a bielegy professer at Furman University i~ South Carolh~ ]..aura Thompsen has 

h3sp~red classrooms of students s~nce 1987, "She saw areas of potentiM that I couM not see 

~n mysetU’ says one graduete, ~nMde m he~ ~eed laboratory and o~ts~de ~n her fiber and dye 

garden. Thompso~s geal ~s to he~p students ~eam about plants ~ and d~scover more abeut 

themselves Mong the way~ 

.................................................................................................................................................................. Ope~3~3g the Pipel~3e ~n Hea~th 
Professions 

....... ~@~ By ta~et~# undergraduates, a special 

.............. program h3 South Carolina seeks to ~crease 

the numbe~ of m~nori~y st~dents #3 heakh care 

Pat~ to the PulpR 

The Rev, Brad "]’hie, new director of the 

Thdv~ng Rura~ Commu~s~t~es In~t~at~ve, sat 

w~th us to s~sare h~s journey from the 

wo~d b the ministry, 

~(te~e~(te~ce 

hs Neath Carolhsa, the EB~da Schoe~ of T~ade 

A~s he~ps ease t]s~ transition from fostel care 

to ~dependence, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Never Confuse a Fact ... 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:09 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

lawson bennett.jpg; anthony poole.jpg 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HILLSBOROUGH AAREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence [epoded I2/09/13, 10:51 am, 2520 Lannie Dr 
It was reported that two male subjects breaking up a heat pump and loading it into a white pick up truck, the suspects left in a white older model small track with the bed full 
of copper and a refrigerator, the front door had been kicked in at the residence,and the back window was taken out of the window seal and placed in the floor. We searched 

the area for the vehicle but could not find it. Value $940,00 
.... Larceny from business repo~ted 12/09/13, 2:12 pro, 6911 Mt Herman Ch~ Rd. 
The victim stated that someone came over the weekend and stole their outdoor wood heater.. The last time they remember seeing the wood heater is on saturday 12-7-13 at 
5:30 pm. And they found it missing today at 12:30. Value $200.00 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 

* * ** This call came out as an alarm activation as ~,e checked the rear of the residence we located a rear exterior door that had been damaged, it appeared that the 

glass po(tion had been kicked / hit resulting in the mm around the glass being forced out. the neighbor advised that he was parked at the end of his driveway, across the 

street, and saw a small wt~ite car occupied by what kioked like a Rack male a~d a white male. while checking the scene, shefiffPendergrass advised that they had seen 

a "suspicious" white vehicle close to this area and they were attempting to locate it again, the vehicle was located on or near bowden rd and followed to the glen lennox 

area where it stopped, deputies on scene advised that when they approached the subjects, the subjects got back into the vehicle and fled the scene, within minutes 

multiple units from the sheriffs office m~d other departments were actively pnrsuing the vehicle, after a brief pnrsuit, the vehicle and subjects were located and detaJned. 

While checking them for warrants, a firea~m was seen under the driver’s seat. It was retrieved. It crone back listed as stolen tiom a break-in m Mecklenbu~_~ Co~mty 

Virginia on 12-0d-2013. Another gun was found under the ~me seat. There were nnmerous items throughout the interior of the vehicle. Arrested a~d charged Was 

Lawsor~ Bennett w/m 02/’15/1994 and Anthony Poole b,’m 08/15/1995 both live at 304 Nichols Ave in Roxtx~ro. Person Co. has charged them in the past with break 

in’s.(see attached) 

THANKS TO EVEROYNE THAT HAS BEEN CALLING AND REPORTING INFORMATION PERTAINING TO SUSPICIOUS VEHICLES POSSIBLY INVOLED iN BREAK INS~ 
THIS IS ~,tNAT COMMUNITY WATCH IS ALL ABOUT 
REMEMBER: LOCK YOUR VEHICLES PARKED IN YOUR DRIVEWAY, DON’T LEAVE VALUABLES INSIDE. BE OBSERVANT OF" YOUR SURROUNDINGS 
EVER"t~2HERE YOU ARE. EXTRA PRECAUTIONS MIGHT MEAN HAVING A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS. 

PLEASE BE EXTRA OBSERVANT DURING THS TIME OF THE YEAR, THIS IS A VERY BUSY TIME FOR EVERYONE. THE CROOKS ARE COUNTING ON US BEING TO 
BUSY TO PAY ATTENTION TO ’¢~HAT IS GOING ON IN OUR SURROUNDINGS. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest dete~ent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:21 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: General Motors Names Ma~ Barra as CEO 

General Motors Names Ma~7 Barra as CEO 

General Motors will name Mary Barra as the auto maker’s new chief executive officer, 

succeeding Dan Akerson. 

Ms. Barra, who is currently senior vice president in charge of product development for GM, 

becomes the first woman to run the largest U.S. auto maker in terms of revenue. She 

spent her whole working life at GM, beginning her career at the auto maker in 1980, 

before her 20th birthday. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 10 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December !0, 2013, 9:36 A.M, ET 

Final regulations to implement the Volcker rule presume that covered transactions with a 60- 

day turnaround are banned unless banks show otherwise. 

The rule presumes that the purchase or sale of a financial instrument by a banking entity is 
for its own account if it holds the instrument for fewer than 60 days, or if it @substantially 
transfers the risk of the financial instrument@ within 60 days of purchase or sale, @unless the 
banking entity can demonstrate, based on all relevant facts and circumstances, that the 
banking entity did not purchase (or sell) the financial instrument principally@ for prohibited 

purposes. 

The final rule is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?O0en=cbre-ge9~luh. A summary for community 

banks is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-9e9gvb . A fact sheet is at 

http:i/op.bna .com/ba r. nsf/r?Open = cbre- 9e9gvn. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:35 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Dec. 10 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 10, 2013, 10:23 A.M. ET 

Five federal regulators finalized requlations to implement new limits on bank proprietary trading 

and fund ownership despite inclement weather that closed the U.S. government for the day. 

The Volcker rule, found at Section 619 of the Wall Street Reform and Consumer protection 

Act, is one of the most far-reaching elements of the 2010 financial regulatory law. 

The rules as issued by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), the Federal 
Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
throughout the day will differ to some degree, though most provisions are expected to 

overlap. 

The rule sharply limits any @banking entity~, from proprietary trading, and puts most bank 
ownership of private equity funds and hedge funds off-limits. The rule covers banks, saving 
associations, their holding companies and affiliates, as well as foreign banks with U.S. 

operations. 

As expected, the rule as released Dec. 10 does not allow broad portfolio hedging, but allows 
banks to hedge holdings @designed to reduce the specific risks to the banking entity@ if they 

meet a four-part test. 

They must (1) establish an in-house compliance program, (2) maintain and enforce it, (3) 
document how the policy is applied to hedging, and (4) use independent testing and other 

measures to confirm the hedging strategy. 

Quick Tumarounds Banned, 

In general, the rules presume that covered transactions with a 60-day turnaround are banned 
unless banks show otherwise. The rules presume that the purchase or sale of a financial 
instrument by a banking entity is for its own account if it holds the instrument for fewer than 
60 days, or if it @substantially transfers the risk of the financial instrument@ within 60 days of 
purchase or sale, @unless the banking entity can demonstrate, based on all relevant facts 
and circumstances, that the banking entity did not purchase (or sell) the financial instrument 

principally~ for prohibited purposes. 

Chief executive officers of U.S. banks covered by the Volcker rule will have to attest in 
writing, on an annual basis, that their institutions comply with new restrictions on proprietary 

trading and fund ownership. 

The same requirement also applies to foreign banks, but somewhat differently. The attestation 
will apply to the foreign bank’s entire U.S. operations, and will be made by the senior 

management officer of the foreign bank in the U.S. 

The rules will allow the Federal Reserve Board to extend by two years the deadline for banks 

to divest themselves of private equity or hedge funds covered by the rule. 

The rule generally bars banks from owning or sponsoring those funds, but the Fed can extend 
the deadline for up to two years, if the bank submits an application 90 days ahead of that 

time explaining its reasons for the delay and how it will divest the fund. 

The actual deadline will depend on the size of the institution and its trading assets. The 

earliest deadline for Volcker rule compliance starts in luly 2015. 



Deadlines Until 2016, 

The final rules will take effect April 1, 2014, while the Federal Reserve Board has extended the 
conformance period~the deadline for banks to bring their activities into compliance~until July 

21, 2015. 

Starting June 30, 2014, banks covered by the rule that have $50 billion or more in 
consolidated trading assets and liabilities will have to report quantitative measurements, while 
the deadline for banks with at least $25 billion but less than $50 billion in consolidated trading 

assets and liabilities to do so is April 30, 2016. 

Banks with at least $10 billion but less than $25 billion in assets must report quantitative 

measurements by Dec. 31, 2016. 

Final regulations under the Volcker rule will generally exempt a showing of compliance by 

smaller institutions, federal regulators said Dec. 10. 

~The final rules would provide compliance requirements that vary based on the size of the 
banking entity and the amount of activities conducted, reducing the burden on smaller, less 
complex entities,~ the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), the Federal Reserve 
Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the Office of the Comptroller of 
the Currency (OCC) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) said in a summary 
accompanying the final text of the rule. ~Banking entities that do not engage in activities 

covered by the final rules would have no compliance program requirements,~ they said. 

The final rule is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-9e9quh. A summary for community 

banks is at http:!iop.bna.com/bar~nsf/r?Open=cbre-9e9qvb . A fact sheet is at 

http://op.bna .com/ba r. nsf/r?Open = cbre- 9egc~vn. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gwen Tomasulo <gwen.tom&sulo@chronicleaccounts.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Follomng up on lasl week’s emaJ4 otter 

Dear Lissa, 

There’s still time to get a head start on the New Year and take advantage of last week’s offer. Stay up to date 

with reliable coverage and insight on the latest trends and points of discussion in academe that is vital to 

you by subscribing to 7:he Chronicle of Higher Education. Subscribe today and receive 15% off of the 

standard yearly rate.* 

You will instantly benefit from: 

Trusted insight into upcoming enrollment coverage and analysis 

Special reports focused on the current issues in academe 

Reporting on the effects of the economy on academe. 

This exclusive, introductory offer* gives you the opportunity to access premium, subscriber-only content on 

topics that are vital to you Redeem this special offer and receive 15% off when you subscribe to The 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Best, 

ewen 

Gwendolyn Tomasulo 

Managing Director 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St., N.W I Washington, D.C 20037 

Privacy Policy, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:46 AIVl 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SAVE THE DATE: Leadership Academy Recognition Banquet (4/14) 

You said it! April 7 is looking promising. Still running it up a few more flagpoles. Hope to confirm shortly. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:22 AM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: SAVE THE DATE: Leadership Academy Recognition Banquet (4/14) 

Thanks, Shelley. [ have April 7 down. 

Scheduling with th~s group ~s qu~te the cha~lenge! 

Lissa 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
SeBt: Tuesday, December ~0, 20~3 ~0:~8 AM 
T~ Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Cunningham, Bubba; Renner, ~oy ~; Broome, Lissa L; Baddour, Richard A; Miller, Beth; Creech, Karlton W; ~lle, Vince; Ballen, Marina K; Gwaltney, 

Clint; Kirschner, S~ve; Mon~ome~, John R 
~e: Norton, Molly; Lane, Cricket 
Subje~t~ RE: SAVE ~E DA~: Leadership Academy Recognition Banquet (4/~4) 

Thank you for bringing this to our attention, t.arrv. Apparently, despite our best efforts to con~municate!reserve tNs date in mid October (see entail sent Monday, 

Oct:ober 3.4, 203.3 at 12:26 ~W[), we will retur~ t:o t:he dry, wing bo~rd to find ~other suitable d~te. Tent~t~w~[y, we ~re looking at April 7. gny potentiM conflicts there 

-- besides our Caro[k~a CP, EED rneetin~ which we will need to ~eschedule ~n orde~ 

Again, attached is our Sprin~ Schedule o[: Workshops. 

Fmmt Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Se~t~ Monday, December 09, 20~3 7:04 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H; Cunningham, Bubba; Renner, Joy ]; Broome, Lissa L; Baddour, Richard A; Miller, Beth; Creech, Karl~n W; tile, Vince; Ballen, Marina K; Gwaltney, 
Clint; Kirschner, Steve; Montgome~, John R 
~ North, Molly; Lane, Cricket 
~ubjeet: SAVE THE DATE: Leadership Academy Recognition Banquet 
Shelley ~ 

I am sonT to ~ffo~ yo~, b~t tiffs is the ~ate of The Rammys~ 

La~ 

~Lar~T Ga~o~ 

],xccutive Associate Direct~)r of Athletics 

l JniYe~sit? of NorM Carolina a~ (;haw[ Hill 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 6:11 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Rennet, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Baddour, Richard A; Miller, Beth; Creech, Karlton W; 111e, Vince; Ballen, Martina I(; Gwaltney, 
Clint; Kirschner, Steve; Montgomery, John R 
C:¢: Norton, Molly; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: SAVE THE DATE: Leadership Academy Recognition Banquet (4/14) 

You are cordially invited to attend the Recognition Banquet for the RichorcIA. Boddour Carolina Leadership Academy on Monday, April 14 (7:00-8:30pm). More to 

the point, we know how quickly your calendar fills, so we are emailing now to ask that you "save the date" this far in advance. We hope that you could join us in 

the Concourse Club of the Blue Zone at Kenan Stadium to celebrate our TENTH year of being the premier leadership development program in collegiate athletics. 

Shelley Johnson 

Sh elley Joh J:l son 
Director. Richard A. Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-733~ ofi~ 
(919) 962~8247 fax 
Small: shelli@~anc.edu 
Ix, udermilk Center, Kenan Memorial Stadium (room 2 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
344 Ridge R~ad 
Chapel Hill NC 27~ lg- 3107 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Brown <trt@trtcle.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:11 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

CLE December - Telephone and Onsite in TN 

[ii~~ TR TOi..E-EmaiI-Header-(2012-07-02) png ] 

1. TN Next week o Onsite Seminars available in TN Dec 16-20 

2. TRT Telephone CL.F. is approved as I..R/E ~[~ 

3. TRT’s Online CLE courses are NOW available 

ONSITE CLE 
COURSES 

~emp~is, TN -. Dec 16 
The Crescent Club 

Jackson, T~ .- Dec I 7 
IbouMetree-Ad~-~ma Sakm 

Nashville, TN ~ Dec 18 
Nashv~b C~ty ()~u~) 

20 
The Ce81:re at M~ennk~m 

Park 

ONLIN~ CLE 
COURSES 

approved ::n AR IA, KS, 
Canada and Pue£o R~co) 

Ethics Hours 

TELEPHONE 
CLE/CPD COURSES 
Ethics Hours 

Attorney Fee ~ 
Ethics ~ssues 
Conf,}ors of 

Nuances that 
Will Surprise 

You 
DigitM Age 
Ethics a~~d Pre- 
D~g~ta~ 

DissemNance, 
Alcohol Abuse 

and Cross~n~ 
the ~th~ca~ Line 

Conduct: 
Dep~tment of 
J~s$~ce or 

He~p~ng the 

C~ent or 



LE121: 9eneh ¯ Inadvertent 
an(~ E~ar ... Disclosure~ 
Substance Ethics 
~b~se a~d Othe~ Challenge 

Buffet o~ ~ecent Deco~u~n 
E~hics & ¯ Not fo~" Prhne 
Professionalism T~me - 
~ssues P~t~s & 

Causes --- Lawye~ 
Po~son~n# the Indiscretions 
WeU of ¯ Pro 
Pro[ess~ona~sm? ~e~v~ce ~nd 
L~24: Sanctions ~mpact on the 
- Wea~n9 the B~able Hour 

LE~3~: W~tnesses & 
Comp~t~bi~ty of Problematic 
Lega~ and Lawyers: 
Jud~c~a~ E~h~cs 
LE125: The Deposition 
Recusa~ - A Hot~ Misconduct 
New Lega~ ¯ S~destepp#)~ 
Ethics Topic 
LE~27: See No Landmines 
Ev~ - I~effect}ve 
Assistance of 

General Hours 
Counse~ 
L~128: Top 10 

Challenges ¯ Arbitration 

LE129: Basics and 

M~sconduct- ¯ Common Torts 

Eth~ca} & Lega~ C~ai~s 

Boundaries and [hrough the 

So~tions                                  Bus~ness 

Genela~ Hours 
and 
Issues wkh 
Discovery 

Arb~trat}on .... ¯ How to Make 

P~ocedure Presentation 
CE312: ¯ Keeping Wh~t 
Mediation .... You’ve Got: 
Basics a~d He~ph~9 CUents 
P[ocedu~e Pro[eel 
CE3t3: Accumulated 
E~ectron~c Assets #~ 
D~scovery of 

CE314: Legal ¯ Mediation- 
Jades and the Basics and 
~nternet,~Web 
CE31~: Scien~[~c ¯ Social 
Evidence .-- and 
Daube[t D~scovery 
Standards Tactics & 
Update Hu~d}es 

Online CLE catalog All Tefephone CLE 



Eo~" Liw~ (]ustorne~ S~.~r~ic~h ~E!#.i! or C;~ll (809) 872.4"]253. 

:~i:il F ..... dThis TweetThis "~’iI SendtoLinkedin .~:iI Send to Facebook ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apple <News@lnsideApple.Apple.com > 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:18AM 

lissabroome@nc.rr.com 

Give an engraved iPad Air. Order by Dec. 11. 

Make a gift -that ~a~ a 
say a little mo 

Give iPad Air with a free laser-engraved message. Order online by 

December ] 1 and get it shipped free in time for the holidays. 

Discover the best accessories of the season. And get free shipping. 
Shop i"..o~,, ~ 

Signature gift wrapping. We’re here to help. Financing for iPad. 



Add the finishing touch with 

our signature gift wrapping. 

Visit an Apple Retail Store and 

let a Specialist help you find the 

perfect gift. ~-i~il a s~o!e ~ 

For a limited time, get financing 

for up to | 8 months on an iPad. 

.,~..~.’:.~ Shop online and select "Pick up" at checkout to have your gifts waiting at your favorite Apple Retail Store. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Eqtmlib’ NC <enc@equaliUnc.o~> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We Won a Battle. Help Us Win the War. 

Equality NC 

Lissa -- 

]{~ s .)f~emh Myrtle Grove Christian School -- the Wilmington private scbooI that sought to deny admission or 
even confirmed enrollment to gay students und children from loving gay f~milies - has now ~ot o~fly amended 
its discriminatory policy to no longer require students and parents to sign it, but is also cl~ooMng 
not to accept publlc~y-fimded dollar’s in 2o14, 

This heartening result is because of yore’ hard work--- comnmnity membel.x j ust like youjoining v,~th Equali~" NC 
to share this sto~3~, to participate in our eyefuls a~d actions, and to lobby c~m-~eaders against giving any 
diserinfinatoW school in North Curolina even one dollur of your taxpayer money. 

But thanks to the legislature’s new "Opportunity Scholarship" program, there are hundi’eds of private schools just 
like Myrtle Grove that are eligible for pu blic flmding begim~ing il~ 2014. And one school taking themselves 
o ut of the *’~mifing fo*" ta~paye*" dolla~os in o~’der to stay true to their policy of e~chision is no 
guaral~tee that others won’t lille ~p to take its place, 

Tomorrow we take this fight to $;~.{~:r]~}.!:!~, where we’ll lead u roundtable discussion on surer schools with state 
and national partneis hoping to expose ta’eent attacks on North Carolina’s LGBT students and families. At this 
event we’ll unnounee all-.impotent "next steps" including in--person actions designed to allow you ko do even more 
to protect our s~te’s most vulnerable LGBT dtizens. Stay tuned. 

Keep the moment~m~ going today by demanding that o~r leaders take actiom 

When you’re done, please forward this emMl to five fl’iends, It’s khut impoAant. 

Thank you, 

ChNs Sgro 
Executive Director 
Equality NC 

i.~.i Tell a Friend ] Get Involved .~j Donate 



Sent: 

Subject: 

64260@bizmailtod~,,y.oom on behalf ef 

Dr. Fui~rmen <info@d!fuhlrnan.c,’lm;~ 

Tuesdey, De,’:ernbel ! 0, 2013 1 ! :30 AM 

is Pleesing Grandma Ruining your :qeall:h? 

Is P~easing Grandma Ruining 
your Health? 

Are you af!~Nd to "ro,’:k the boat?" 

e~t he~Rh,ull~, but ,ear hurting serneone’s ,eelings 

rejecting the foed they offer te yeu? Saying "No" 

vdtheut feeling guiky can Le dif, k:uk, but 

L~sten to t:he Holiday Health Vest ..... 
Web~na~ from N~ond~ay 12/’9 

4 Waiter E. Foran Blvd 

Suite 408 

Fiemington, NJ 

08822 

If you no longer wish to receive communication from us: 

Cancel 

To update your contact information: 

Update 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Dec. 10 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 10, 2013, 11:37 A.M. ET 

Five federal regulators released final rules to implement new limits on bank proprietary trading 

and fund ownership despite inclement weather that closed the U.S. government for the day. 

The Volcker rule, found at Section 619 of the Wall Street Reform and Consumer protection 

Act, is one of the most far-reaching elements of the 2010 financial regulatory law. 

The rules as issued by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), the Federal 
Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Tnsurance Corporation (FDIC), and the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
throughout the day will differ to some degree, though most provisions are expected to 

overlap. 

The rule sharply limits any @banking entity~, from proprietary trading, and puts most bank 
ownership of private equity funds and hedge funds off-limits. The rule covers banks, saving 
associations, their holding companies and affiliates, as well as foreign banks with U.S. 

operations. 

As expected, the rule as released Dec. 10 does not allow broad portfolio hedging, but allows 
banks to hedge holdings @designed to reduce the specific risks to the banking entity@ if they 

meet a four-part test. 

They must (1) establish an in-house compliance program, (2) maintain and enforce it, (3) 
document how the policy is applied to hedging, and (4) use independent testing and other 

measures to confirm the hedging strategy. 

Quick Tumarounds Banned, 

In general, the rules presume that covered transactions with a 60-day turnaround are banned 
unless banks show otherwise. The rules presume that the purchase or sale of a financial 
instrument by a banking entity is for its own account if it holds the instrument for fewer than 
60 days, or if it @substantially transfers the risk of the financial instrument@ within 60 days of 
purchase or sale, @unless the banking entity can demonstrate, based on all relevant facts 
and circumstances, that the banking entity did not purchase (or sell) the financial instrument 

principally~ for prohibited purposes. 

Chief executive officers of U.S. banks covered by the Volcker rule will have to attest in 
writing, on an annual basis, that their institutions comply with new restrictions on proprietary 

trading and fund ownership. 

The same requirement also applies to foreign banks, but somewhat differently. The attestation 
will apply to the foreign bank’s entire U.S. operations, and will be made by the senior 

management officer of the foreign bank in the U.S. 

The rules will allow the Federal Reserve Board to extend by two years the deadline for banks 

to divest themselves of private equity or hedge funds covered by the rule. 

The rule generally bars banks from owning or sponsoring those funds, but the Fed can extend 
the deadline for up to two years, if the bank submits an application 90 days ahead of that 

time explaining its reasons for the delay and how it will divest the fund. 

The actual deadline will depend on the size of the institution and its trading assets. The 

earliest deadline for Volcker rule compliance starts in July 2015. 



Deadlines Until 2016, 

The final rules will take effect April 1, 2014, while the Federal Reserve Board has extended the 
conformance period~the deadline for banks to bring their activities into compliance~until July 

21, 2015. 

Starting June 30, 2014, banks covered by the rule that have $50 billion or more in 
consolidated trading assets and liabilities will have to report quantitative measurements, while 
the deadline for banks with at least $25 billion but less than $50 billion in consolidated trading 

assets and liabilities to do so is April 30, 2016. 

Banks with at least $10 billion but less than $25 billion in assets must report quantitative 

measurements by Dec. 31, 2016. 

Final regulations under the Volcker rule will generally exempt a showing of compliance by 

smaller institutions, federal regulators said Dec. 10. 

~The final rules would provide compliance requirements that vary based on the size of the 
banking entity and the amount of activities conducted, reducing the burden on smaller, less 
complex entities,~ the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), the Federal Reserve 
Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the Office of the Comptroller of 
the Currency (OCC) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) said in a summary 
accompanying the final text of the rule. ~Banking entities that do not engage in activities 

covered by the final rules would have no compliance program requirements,~ they said. 

The final rule is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-9e9quh. A summary for community 

banks is at http:!iop.bna.com/bar~nsf/r?Open=cbre-9e9qvb . A fact sheet is at 

http://op.bna .com/ba r. nsf/r?Open = cbre- 9egc~vn. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DICK’S Sporting Goods <DSG@email.dcsgcom> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:59 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

The Perfect Gift, Every Time: Introducing the Gift Locker 

i~i iNTRC>DUCING THE DICKS SPORTING GOODS GIFT LOCKER 

:::~;] :: AN ONLINE LOCV(ER TO COLLECI" ALL "[HE GEAR ’¢OU NEED AND THEN SHARE WII"H FRIENDS AND FAME ~. 

::X:: CREA’[E ’FOUR LOOKER NOW>~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

brandon@ncbm~kers.org on behalf of 

NC Bankers Association <bmndon~ncbankers.org> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:59 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

2014 Economic Forecast Foruln 

Geld Spem~ors: Spe~ ial Preli mi~ary Sponsor: 



Silver S{~ortsors: 
Fifth Third Bank 

MedicM Mutual Insura~ce Company of NC 

Piedmont N~tura~ Gas 

S~nTrust Ba~ k 

The 12th Annual Economic Forecast Forum, presented by BB&T and co- 
sponsored by BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina, Business North 
Carolina and Duke Energy, will be held on January 6 at the Sheraton 
Imperial, RTP. The North Carolina Bankers Association and North Carolina 
Chamber, co-host of the Forum, announced today that North Carolina 
Governor Pat McCrory has been confirmed to speak. The Forum spotlights 
key business and political leaders who look to the future of the economy in 
our state, region and nation. 
The Forum will feature a keynote address from Kelly King, Chairman & CEO 
of BB&T. 
"As we move into 2014, our country must compete globally. China, for 
example, is implementing changes that could be its biggest economic 
overhaul in two decades. It has never been more important for us all to 
have a good understanding of the economic outlook and how it may impact 
our lives. All attendees at the Forum can look forward to gaining insight 
from economic experts and participating in discussions revolving around 
specific implications for investors," observes Thad Woodard, President & 
CEO of the NCBA. 
With a history of more than one thousand attendees from business, 
government, education and nonprofits, statewide, this event will sell out 
quickly. To register, visit www.ncba.com or contact Christy Santacana at 
the N.C. Bankers Association at christy@ncbankers.org or (800) 662-7044. 
A special session is held each year focusing on a different segment of 
economic development. This year’s special session will feature North 
Carolina’s military presence and the economic opportunities it provides. Our 
state’s military installations contribute directly to economic development 
through capital investments, employment and defense contracting, and 
indirectly through increased demand experienced by regional businesses and 
spending from military households. Additionally, retired military personnel 
and veterans, given their attractive skill sets, are desired employees for 
industries. It is important that our business community continues to find 
ways to open up career opportunities for qualified military applicants by 
transitioning the skills they have gained through their service into jobs in the 
civilian workforce. A panel, moderated by WRAL’s David Crabtree, will 
discuss the military’s importance to North Carolina. We are proud to be the 
nation’s most military friendly state. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Le~rnan, Lisa G <lerman@law.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:01 PM 

SECTPR@lists.aals.org 

Thorin Tfitter <ttritter@ihspe.info> 

[SECTPR] - RE: Jmm~cy 6 Deadline for Leg~l Ethics Fellowship Application 

Hi all. I taught in this two-week summer stu@ program last stammer. It was a wondelful, intense learning experience for students and faculty alike. We visited relevant sites in Germany and 
Poland with historians as guides, studied the role of la,a)’ers and judges in the Third Reich, and then explored the relationship of the ethical dilemmas that confronted them to those that 
confront contemporary law3~ers and judges. Do let your students know- about it. It is highly competitive Last year we had 200 applications for 14 slots for law students The odds may be 
long, but the experience is ~vell Wolth the effort. 
Lisa 

Lisa G Lerman 
Professor of La~v 
’]7he Cathulic University of America 
3600 Juhn McCotmack Rd., NE 
Washington, DC 20064 

(u) 202-319-5005 
lerman@law.edu 

From: Margaret Tarkingtun <mtarking@iupui.edu<mailto:mtarkin~(~iupui.edu>:> 
Reply-To: Margaret Tarkingtun <mtarking@iupui.edu<mailto:mtarkin~(~r)iupui.edu>> 
[)ate: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 at 1:24 ~\~i 
Tu: "SECTPR@Iis ts. aals urg <in ailto: SECTPR (~[ists. aals or~>" < SECTPR@Iists aals. org<mai ltu: SECTPR~lists. aals. or~ >> 
Subject: [SECTPR] - January 6 Deadline for Legal Ethics Felluwship Application 
Re sent-Frum: <s ectpr@lists, aals. urg <mailtu:sec tpr(~ li sts aal s. or~>> 
Resent-Date: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 at 1:24 ~M 

With less than a month before uur January 6 application deadline, and with students suon tu depart for vacatiun, I 
hupe you will not mind this notice asking fi~r your help once mure in sharing the annuuncement below, about a summer legal ethics fellowship, with your students and pusting a flyer abuut 
the prugram, fuund at this [ink (http://www.mihnyc.ur~ifaspe/ducuments/LawFlyer-2014-vl 000 pdI), un your 
department bulletin buard 

Ema~l-Friendly Annuuncement: 

FASPE 
(Fellowships at Auschwitz for the Study of Professional Ethics) is now 
accepting applications for a fellowship that uses the conduct of la’~-ers and 
judges in Nazi Germany as a launching point for an intensive two-~veek early 
sunlmer program about contemporary legal ethics. Applications frora all law 
students, regardless of ~vhat field of law thcy are interested in, are sought. 
Fellowships include an all-expense paid trip from Ne~v Yurk to Berlin, I-5akow, 
and OA>wiA~cim (Ausch~vitz) ~vhere students will work with leading faculty to 
explore both legal history and the ethical issues facing lawyers today. All 
program costs, including international and European travel, lodging, and food, 
are covered. 

The 2014 program for FASPE Law will run from May 25 to June 5. 

Completed applications must be received by January 6, 2014. Candidates of all religious, 
etl-mic, and cultural backgrounds are encouraged to apply. 

To apply or to learn mure about FASPE, please visit: ww~v.FASPE.info<http:i/w,~.FASPE.ir~fo> 

If you have any questions, please contact Thorin R. Tritter, Managing Director of FASPE, at 

ttritter@FASPE.info<mailto:ttritter(~FASPE.info>. 

..... End Original Message ..... 

View post online: https://colmect.aals org/p/foistipost 28045&anc p28045#p28045 
Vie~vmailing list online: https://connect.aals.org/pifo/si/topic 370 
Start new tl~read via email: mailto:sectpr@lists.aals org 
Unsubscribe Iicom this mailing list: https://cunnect.aals.org/o/fo/topic 370 
Manage your subscription: https://connect aals org/p/us/to/ 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 
https://counect.aals.org/picm/ld/fid 280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyer <TheBondBuyer@SourceMediaMaJl.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:32 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

TraJlblaz, ing Women in Public Finance 

Having trouble viewing thi~ email? View as webpage. 

To ensure receipt of Conference - The Bon,~ B~yer Conferences emails, please add 

TheBcnd[}uyer@SourceMediaMa~l corn to your address book 

The Bond Buyer Logo 

Monday, December 10.2013 

For the third year, Northeast Women in Public Finance and 

The Bend Buyer were pleased to present The Freda 
Trailblazing Women In Public Finance 

Johnson Award, atthe 12th Annual Deal of the Year 
Awards ceremony, Thursday, December 5th in New York City. 

We are delighted that the 2013 recipient of the Freda Johnson Award is Nancy ~Vink~er, 

Treasurer ef the Ci~ of Philadelphia. Treasurer V~nkler has dedicated over 30 years to public 

finance, as a financial advisor and as an appointed government official. 

If you did not receive the special "Trailblazing Women in Public Finance" in The Bond Buyer, 

last week, you may download it now. 

Interested in advertising Jn The Bond Buyer, or sponsoring an upcoming event? Please 

contact Nichael Ballinger at (212) 803o848I. 

Here. 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii "1 didn’t know exactly what it was but it was really compelling" That Y 
w forHed4,!,     , g and 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: was Michael Mayer’s reaction way back in 1995 when John :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: showed Mayer a monologue that he had been writing. It was about a ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: making its eagerly anticipated Broadway debut at the Belasco :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The w~nner w~ll receive two 

?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?:?: tickets to the landmark musical 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Hedwig On Broadway: Meet the Creative Team when it storms the Broadway 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: stage this spring 

i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i! get the title character back on her feet and ready to present her story 

.................................................................................................... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::.~:~::::::~::!::~::::::~::~::::::~::::::~::~::::::~::~::::::::~::::::::~::~1::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::~::~::::::::~::::::~::~t~::~::~::~::::::::~::~1~i::~::~::::::~:::::.~:.~ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~i::~ ~ ~?:~i ~::~?:?:~::~ ~::?.~ ~ ] ~:.~ ~:::.::~ ~::~:.~:.:::.~::~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::.:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:.~ ~:~ ~:.~:::::~:~ ~:.~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::~ ~::::::~ ~::~ ~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::~a~:.~:.i:.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 10 -- BNA’s Banking Report - Breaking Ne~\s 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 10, 2013, 12:28 P.M. ET 

The Senate has moved one key step closer to approving the nomination of Rep. Nel Watt (D- 

N.C.) to lead the regulator and conservator of Fannie Nae and Freddie Nac. 

The nomination cleared a series of procedural votes, including a cloture motion, 57-40, that 

limits debate to eight hours. A final vote on confirmation could happen later in the day. 

President Obama nominated Watt on Nay 1 to be director of the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA), but the nomination stalled on the Senate floor Oct. 3:[ due to a Republican 
filibuster. The Democratic-controlled Senate has since agreed to a rule change in which a 

simple majority vote is all that is needed to move along executive nominations. 

Watt would replace FHFA acting Director Ed DeNarco, who has resisted calls from the Obama 
administration and congressional Democrats to adopt a large-scale principal reduction program 

for troubled borrowers with Fannie or Freddie mortgages. 

DeMarco also has been critical of the slow pace of efforts to overhaul the government- 
sponsored enterprises, and has taken steps on his own to facilitate the return of private 

capital to the secondary mortgage market. 

The independent agency has operated without a permanent director since 2009. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 10 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 10, 2013, 12:35 P.M. ET 

The Senate has moved one key step closer to approving the nomination of Rep. Nel Watt (D- 

N.C.) to lead the regulator and conservator of Fannie Nae and Freddie Nac. 

The nomination cleared a series of procedural votes, including a cloture motion, 57-40, that 

limits debate to eight hours. A final vote on confirmation could happen later in the day. 

President Obama nominated Watt on Nay 1 to be director of the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA), but the nomination stalled on the Senate floor Oct. 3:[ due to a Republican 
filibuster. The Democratic-controlled Senate has since agreed to a rule change in which a 

simple majority vote is all that is needed to move along executive nominations. 

Watt would replace FHFA acting Director Ed DeNarco, who has resisted calls from the Obama 
administration and congressional Democrats to adopt a large-scale principal reduction program 

for troubled borrowers with Fannie or Freddie mortgages. 

DeMarco also has been critical of the slow pace of efforts to overhaul the government- 
sponsored enterprises, and has taken steps on his own to facilitate the return of private 

capital to the secondary mortgage market. 

The independent agency has operated without a permanent director since 2009. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University of Kansas School of Law <kulawnews@ku.edu2, 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

International & Comparative Lm¥ Newsletter 

in China and K~og~zstan 

KU Law has colabotated with twe prominent universities Io 

facttate i)temafionN oppo~unitiea %r Nudents and faculy, 

Rep~’eae~tatives ef ~he h~tematienal Un~¢ersly e~ Cen~raf Asia in 
Kyrgyzsla~ ’~siled Lawrence Ins1 fall and signed a Memerandl~m 
of Understanding to establish cooperaton between the schools, 
Jus~ weeks later, KU anneunced a si~i~a~’ part~ersNp w~th Sun 
Yat Sen Un~ver’sly ~ Gtlang2:heu, China. "l’he tm~ver’slies plan 
to develep ~oint research opporl~Nties, st~denl and schoiar 
exchanges and professional t~’a~ning prog~’ams, 
Rea~ mere abeut KU LaWs pad:netsMpa with :~}~1!!}. and 

~,zstan, 

Numerous KU Law faculty are 

involved in international and 

comparative law, including: 

~ Bhala 

Chri.~:io~)her R [)rai~e::al 



J.’lhn C Peck 

t.ua K. 

planned to spend the s~mmer after their first 
year ol law school in Bangladesh studying ...... 
the.~ (jam~(,m~ industry, Just weeka belk~re 
their departure, a commercia~ bu~ldh~g in the 
capffa~ of Dh~k~ collapsed, killh~g I ~129 
people and injuring more than 2~500, H was 
the dead~k~s~ garmen~ h~ck~ aociden~ ~n 

histo% 
OverMghL the indus~Pi came under fire and 
~he pah"s prk~ri[ies sh~fled. 
"We wanted to give a mew, objective 
pe~pecfive on what the ~adustry ~s really 
like new," Rahman said. "Med~a perspective Heerer~ and aahman tour the slums of Dhaka. 
was ve~ akewed, aRd we wan~ed to provkJ(~ 
an objective accounl of what was go~ng o~ and what changes were being made." 
To get that insMe look, the pair reached out to Bangladesh’s ~ermer M~nister of Commeme~ the 
chairman of the board o[ foreign di~eot ~nves~rnent, busiRess owne~ and werkel~. They teured 
faclodes and slums and ~efl with a complex v~ew of the ~ndustry. 

Read mo~e 

For nearly 69 yeara, ~he General Agreemen[ on Tadffs and 
Trade, be#or known as GA~, broughl down barriers, 
encou~aged trade among nations and changed ~he way the 

the world of scholarly law. A University of Kansas ~aw 
professor has changed that w~th a twowolume, 3,000-page 
explo~afion of the "constitution of international trade law." 
~, Asseciate Dean for ~n~ematk)na[ and ()ompafa~k,e 
Law and R~ce D~stinguished Professor at 1he KU School of 

Law, has authored "Modem GATT Law: A T~eatise on the Law 
and Political Ecenomy o~ the General Agreement on 

and Trade and Other Wodd Trade O[9anizat~on 
Agreements" (2nd ed.). The book is an extensive examination of GA~ - all 38 of ~ts a~cles, 
their applications in ~he ~aw, re~ated ~O influence, examinations of [heodes critical 
unlimited ~ntematk)na[ 1:fade alxJ mdch 
Read mo~e 



VVhen people gaze eut upon the world’s grasslands, they may not 

be impressed a~ what they see~ Ye~ ~hose ecosystems 
~oundal:k~n ier needy all of Earlh’s ~Fe and haw~ been compromised 
and desb’oved a~ alarming rates. A KU Law pro~essor has authered 
a new boo~ exploring grasslands a~ound 1he wodd, how they have 

been degraded and what h~ternational ~aw can and should do to 
proteot these invah~aMe spaces. 
J@~n W~s~d, Roberl W~ Wagslaff D~stingu~shed Professor of 
Law, has published "G~obal Regimes to PFotect the Wodd’s 

GFass~ands$ a book that examines ~he Ea~h’s major temperate and t~op~ca~ grasslands, why 
peeple should care about ~hem, and some key legal and ~ns~itul:~enat efferla that have been 
made to respond to their deskuction and regulate their use. 
Read more 

C~imate change disproportionately affects indigenous populations, 
] ] yet they are often powerless ~o respend~ A UniveFsi~V of Kansas I I 

law pKd~aser has co-.edited a beek examining ~he eM~c~s o~ I I 
c~h’nate change on indigenous people and how they ca~ ~ega~v ’i ’I 
address the ~ssues ~n the future~ ’i ’I 
.~.~.~b...~.~g.[}.~ assedate pToFessor oF ~aw ~nd @’ecteT of the I I 
"l’r~ba[ Law & Gevemment Cenler at KU, has oc~-.ediled "Climale 
Change. a~d I~digenous Peoples: The oearch for Legal Remedies" 
w~th Randall S. Abate, associate professoF of ~aw at Florida A&M University. The 
galhered work ~rern a collection of h~gal and environmental expeds from around lhe world, 
many of whom hail from ir~digeneus pepuia~iens. TheiF er~r~es examine hew c~irsab~ 
has affected indigenous peoples on numerous continents and how future ~ega~ action may help 
theiF cause. 

During lhe past year arid a half, Green Hall has beer~ the temporary’ home to 
partk;ipa~ng Overseas Visiting 8che~ars Program 
Fatih Bi~can is a leaohing assistant in 1he Turkish Natiom~ Police Academy at the Oollege 
Secud~y Sciences in AnkaFa, Turkey. His research interests incklde human Figh~s~ immigration 
and human trafficking 
Lihong Gao is a lecturer with the School of Law and Politics h~ Anhui Univer~ty of 
AFchitecluFe, Hefei, China. Ms. Gao’s resea~ch ~s in the area of comparative admin~stFaIive I~w 
and lhe rights ef gevernmenl and dt~zer~s. 
~aegeun 8eong ~s a professor at Puaan Natkmat Unk, eraity in Pusan, South Kerea His 
research ~nteresls h~clude corpon~te law and economic law with a s~ec~a~ ~terest ~ the ~egal 
problems rela~ed ~o KoFean conglomerates called Chaebok 
Bijuan Xing is an assistant proh~ssor a~ the City University ef Hong Keng. Her research 
interests ~cklde comparative Jaw, h~ternat~ona~ economic law, ~O ~aw, madtime law and 
public h~terna~ienal I~w. 
diah~i "@a~’a" X~ is an associate professor a~ Glorious Sun School of Business and 
Management in Shanghai, China, where her researoh interests include asset seouri~izatkm law 
and business orgaMzation. 

~ptmding year at KU ~La% ........ 

Dr. Amir H, Kheul~ joins KU Law’s faculty as a 
D~sfingwshed Visiting Professor for the 2013-14 school yeah 
A spec~aiisl in ~nteileclua] properly law and regWalion, 
Khoury has wr~[l:en two books, 14 U.S ~aw jeuma~ arl~ofes 
and a chapter in an Oxford UMversity Press book. He has 
presented at conferences a~ound 1he work~ and trains 
judges, ]a~e~s and palent examiners in IP matters. He ~s a 
senier ~edurer at Tel Aviv University and holds a Ph.D. from 

Haifa Un~vers~lv, an LLM from Fordham Un~vers~lv and an 
EL.B. from Hebrew University. He ~s auFrentiy working on a 
colfeotkm of English pee~ry 
"Lawrence represents ~he bes~ m th~s grea~ country: a 
m~xtu~e d achievements, kindness and rabies," Khoury sakL "Academically, ~ have been 
enjoying my time heFe. The teaching experience ~hat I have received from ~t is Fuly rew~rding." 
Kheury’s KU course ef~erings include International Regulalion of In~ellecklal Prope4y and 
Theory and Practice ~n Fair Dealing in Commeme and Commerce Wrongs. 



A 2009 KU Law graduate who has devoted her personal 
and pref~.~ssional fife to Sydan re~e~ efforts recently made 
the Huff~ngton Post’s ~sl of Te~ 10 "Muslims Who Save 

Lives2 
Jomana QaddouL L’09, ~s a researcher wi[h ~he BroeMngs 
h~sl:~tutk)n, a lk~re~gn poficy ~h~nk tank h~ WasMngton, D.C. 

In 2011, she co-feunded w~th her father a non~rofit 
o~ganlzation called Syria Relief& Development, dedicated 
to providing humamtadan relief and medical aid to ~hose 

suffering ~n Syria and surrounding countries. 

Read more 

On Oct.l~., the h~ternational Law 
Society (ILS) hesiod Ca[hleen Carothers, L’99, 
Foreign Sewice ()Ific(.~r for ~he US. 
Depa~lmesl of State. Carolhers presented her 
observa[ions and answered questions on her 
career in [he Foreign Se~s’ice. Care[hers has 

se~zed in the Dadbbean, Greeoe, india and 
Egypl in various capacities, from po~cymaMng 
to consular se~dce. Her experiences have 
been d~verse both substanfiw~ly and 
geographically~ 
g.~#.~..[9#~~ 

For the second time in five yea~, a KU Law team adw~nced to the world finals of lhe World 
Trade Organization h~temafional Moot Cou~t Competition, hem Apd~ 30 [o May 5 at 
headquarters h~ Genew~, Sw~[z:edand. Team sapta~n Bruno S~m6es, Ryan 

Themk~n, Jade Mar~in, and MaRhew 
O’Nei~ represented the university, facing 
off against 20 other ~op teams from around ...... 

the 9lobe. The team ~>b~ced 18th #~ the 
woHd, 
E~dier this year, the Jessup ~n[erna[ional 
Law Moe~ Cour~ team competed ~n ~he 
wodd finals ~n gv~sh~ngten, D.C., wheu~ 
team members Matlhew Agnew, Sam 

Ba~ton, Lauren Pearce, Jane Li and Isabel 
Segarra fin}shed 24th eu~ of 110 teams, 
and fourth among a~ Amedcan teams for 

their written memorial. Ba~ton and Pea~ce 
also received honoB for ~heir ora~ 
adveoacy sk~lls, (:ommg m 79th and 8"Rh 
p~ace, respectively. 
KU L~w is one of on~y [we schools ~n the coun[~ to ~dvance moot cou~ teams to ~he finals of 
both [he gvq’O and Jessup compet~kms, 

Read more: 

A]l~mi ~otes 

The caree~s of many KU Law ah,lmni working across the United States and around the worm 

have spec~a~ ~n~emational elements. Fo~owing are a ~ew graduates we know about. You can 
~eport your ~ntemationa~ akm~ni news at 
Dr. A~f~ed Fa~ha, L’61, praofices in Zurich, Sw~lzedan(L 
Robert Wags~aff, L’$& was awarded a Doctor of Philosophy ~n Law by [he University of 
OxR)rd, England. His ~hesis, "Terror Deten[iens and the Rule e~ Law: US and UK: 
Pe]~pect]ves," ~s being published by {he Oxferd Uniw~[s~{y Press, 
John Jennings, L’82, ~s now ~s now Senior Business Counsel fer Eastman Chem{cal 
Company’s Europe, MMdle East and Aflica operations, b~sed ~n Brussels, 
L{nfe~ Llu, L’92, is a sender partner at Jun He, ene of the top bw fim}s ~n China. He ~s 
recognized as one of the ~ead~n9 merge[s and acquisitions ~a~vyers h~ the countP¢. 

Cara Elmer, L’04, negotiates contracts for the oil and gas industry/in Calgary, Albeita, 

Stanley Wan, L’O6, is a s{xth-year associate at Jt.m He. He focuses on al~ aspects of antitrust 
law~ h~clud~n9 merger control, government anfiFust ~nvesfigation and antitrust ~figafion. 



From studying criminal >rocedure in 
t,sl:anb~l, ~o learning an~i-.terrerisrn law 
h’e~and, to examin~sg the English legal 
system h~ Losdos, 18 KU Law students 
gained a perspective ~rom the oilier s~de 
of the At~anl:~c dudng study abread 
p[ograms in 2013. 
KU Law sponsors programs in 

~ ~stanbl~l focus on European criminal 

and comparative criminal procedure. 
Seven K[J al:t~denl:s padk:~pal:ed 

s~mmer 2013~ Dean Stephen 

8~uden~s ~ake a break from coursewerk accompanied ~he g~oup and taught an 
kffernal:k)na~ ~ax law 

to aigh~see in ~reland. 
N~ne s~uden~s al:t~d~ed k~ t~’e~and. 
co~rses centered on EU anfi-terror~srn 
~aw and ~he international criminal coufl, 

international criminal coud~ 
An additional twe students spent thek spring semester in London through tl~e 

greup and ~augM claases. 

S~mme~ ~n ~re~and: A student’s ~ecfive 

"~n~ematbna~" m~ght net be a wo~d rnan~’ 
people immed~ale~y associate w~th 
K~nsas. But don’t let KU L~w’s Ioc~fion 
en l:~e p~a~r~e fool yot~, 
The KU chapter of ILS is over-10 years 

old, bul KU’s international law tradition 
goes back even further. International and 
comparative ~aw haw~ been [aught a[ K:U 
Law since tl~e school fi~st opened its 
deo~s in 1878. Frem i~s beginning= KU 

of eth~icity, race, gender or re~gio~ TMs 
legac~ of lo~erance and openness has 
fostered a community o~ ~LS members 
interested ~n expanding ~he~r hodzona and 

prac[iced 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies issue final rules implementing the Volcker Rule 

A~encies issue final rules implementin~ the Volcker Rule 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/20131210a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces banking entities covered by section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act are required to fully conform "their 
activities by July 21,2015 

Federal Reserve Board announces banking entities covered by section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act are required to fully 
conform their activities by July 21, 2015 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.govinew~vents/pres~bcreg/bcreg20131210b.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 
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To: 

Subject: 

Global Economic Governance Initiative <gegi@bu.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

GEGI is costx~nsored by the Center tbr Finance, Law & Policy 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

GEGI Homepacle People Publications Proqrams Newsletters 

From Cocktail to Dependence: Revisiting the 
Foundations of Dependent Market Economies 

In his new working paper, GEGI’s Cornel Ban examines a new strain of capitalism 
emerging in Eastern Europe known as "dependent market economy." With this 
paper, Ban marshals evidence to show that this institutional variety of capitalism 
has failed to capture crucial mechanisms of dependence created by 
transnationalized finance. Additionally, the paper suggests that some of the 
arguments made regarding the interests of foreign capital with regard to domestic 
innovation and labor training need to be qualified. Finally, the paper attempts to 
bridge the differences between the varieties of capitalism literature and Polanyian 
analyses of capitalist diversity in semi-peripheral middle-income states. 

Read the Workinq Paper 

Follow GEGI’s work on Frontier Economies 

Stay in the know! Be sure to follow GEGI on Facebook and GEGI’s Kevin Gallagher on Twitter. 

Stay Connected 

Boston University I The Global Economic Governance initiative I b_-tt-p-:-/’--b--u-:_-e--d-g’-g--e~cd 
53 Bay State Road I Boston, MA 02215 

Copyright © 2013. All Rights Reserved. 

Forward this small 

lhis emNi ’~x, ss sent to Ibroon~e@email.unc.edu by g__e_clL@’_~_~_h_e__d___u. :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Boston University Global Economic Governance Initiative i 53 Bay State Road Boston :: MA :: 02215 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:01 PM 

Caxo|51n Ca]laban (cmo@virgima.edu); Elaine Wise (e|aine.wi~@louis~ille~edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clem~n.edu); Larry Killough 
(lany~)vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L qbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Puta]l~ PhD (putaHaz@duke.edu); Ma~in P. Dawkins 

(mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. WasyIenko (mjwasyle@~r.edu); Nicholas Hadley (HadIey@umd.edu); Pamela 
Pertewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (cearaicha@~4~u.edu); Robert T~ggart Jr. 

(mbert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Peadue (smn_ paxdue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht 

(saa01 @pitt.edu) 

Buvgemeiste~: Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

NCAA Convenlion meeting 

A2d 
As a follow up to our brief discussion Saturday, I’d like to enlist your help in finalizing who is attending the NCAA Convention among you and your President, AD a~d 
SWA. I have some preliminary numbers fi’om October but in order to set the roo~n ea~d order tbod, I need to get a final nu~nber. Please let me ~ow who fi’om your school 

will be a~endNg the Convention and our meeting on ~ul~day JanuaQ" 16th ~kom 12-2. ~is ~neeting is ibr Presidents, F~s, z~s and SW:~ only a~d is i~gended to get 
fol~ who axe atlending the Convention toge~er prior to the Division I Dialoole session to discuss may l~t mhaute updates. Please reply to me by the end of the day ~6~y 

~a~ tbr the assist on 
B~D ~’~OS~E~ER 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 

O: 336369.4640 ~ C 336337.4897 
b h o 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welbom <joanna.welbom@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:49 PM 

thmaworkers@duke.edu 

SAF Update: $10k in 72 hours + Take Action on the Big 6 Pesticide Corporations + Alumni Survey Results 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve suppolted Student Action with Fam~workers and given us 
your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at an?" time, simply reply to fam~workers- 
request,@,duke.edu with the following corrm’mnd: unsubscribe. 

3, Alumni SurveE Re. ~lts 

1. $10k h~ 72 

SAF needs to raise a minimum of $10,000 in the next three days to meet our 
year-end fundraising goal: 

Please check out SAF executive director Melinda Wiggins’ online fundraisin~ pa~e to read her 

reflections on her 20th year with SAF. She shares her thoughts on The Way of SAF, which 

enabled her to take a two-month sabbatical this year and offer farmworkers a mini-sabbatical 

through SAF’s Theatre of the Oppressed project. 

P~ease take a brief respite in yo~n¢ own ~ife to make an online donation to SAF in lhe rmxl 

72 hours° 

This is the opportunity to make your first donation to SAF, increase your annual gift, or make a 
special donation in honor of a friend or family member this holiday season! 

2, Take Actio~ on the Big 6 pest{cide corporations’, 



The "Big 6" pesticide corporations -- Monsanto, 
Syngenta, Bayer, BASF, Dow and DuPont -- 
dominate global seed, pesticide and ag biotech 
markets. These giaa~t multinationals conlinue to violate our rights to 
health aM livelihood here in the U.S. and around the world. It is time 
tbr governments to hold Monsanto & Co. to account. 

SPEAK UP! ’Fell U.S. gove~rm~ent officials why it’s so important to 

put the Big 6 peslicide colnl~nies in check personal s~tories caJ~ 

make a real difference. 

http://holdthebig6accountable.tumblr.com/ 

We’re excited to share the results from our 
recent alumni survey! 

We were so pleased to hear from 1 ~ 8 SAF alumm about the work they’re doing 

now, the ilnpact SAP" had on them, o~d how they want to s~ay involved in the 

fannworker justice movement. 

Check out this ~fographic ~*~ see a break~l~w~ ¢~f ~¢nne ~f ~e 

~ If you did not have a chance to fill oN a su~ey we would love to hear fioln 

you~ Send a brief update paxagraph to our MumN contact Y~n. 

Visit t[:~e SAF websRe ~2br [inks to jobs a.t~d o~pport,.~ities across tl~e 

Friend SAF on Facebook! 

[~ iF°ll°w us °n Twitter! 

SAF Sta~:. 
Patty Adams I Operatinns Manager 

Nadeen BirI Advocacy & Organizing Director 
Rafil Granados G~imez I Migram Youth Director 
Laxmi Haynes I Program Director 

Yamnin Garcia Rico I National Organizer 

Joanna Welborn [Assistant Director 
Melinda Wiggins I Executive Director 
Ramon Zepeda [ Youth Orgamzer 

Student Action with Farmworkers is a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 
together to [earn about each other’s lives, share resources and skills, ~mprove conditions for farmworkers, and build diverse 
coalitions working for social change. 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more just agricultural 
system. Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students, farmworker youth, and cormnunity members in the farmworker 
movement. 

SAF depends on financial support fiom individuals like YOU to continue our work with fam~workers. 

Want to post an armouncement on this list? Email joarma welborn@duke edu 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 

your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any time, simply reply to ~arnlworkcrs- 

request@duke edu with the following command: unsubscribe. We hope you’ll enjoy our updates on farm~vorker issues and 
the ~vork SAF does to create a more just agricultural system. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review AIG to create 230 jobs in Charlorte 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

IBa~k of America ~owest 

among peers in customer 

Bank of America remains in last 
place among big banks in a widely 
watched measure of customer 
satisfaction, and is the only one 
that has yet to return. 

A~G [o c~ea[e 230 jobs in Charlot[e 

The insurance company plans to open a technology 

center in Mecklenburg County, company and state 

officials announced Tuesday 

Caro~#~a T~ail golf courses 

headed }nto foreclosure, 

owner Says 

The five remaining Carolina Trail 

golf courses are headed into 

foreclosure, their owner said 

Tuesday, after a tumultuous year 

of unpaid tax bills, ... 

Duke Energy fi~es $1,2B t~uclear shut.<lown 

p~an 

Duke Energy has filed with federal regulators a nearly 

$1.2 billion plan to decommission its shuttered 

Crystal River nuclear plant. 

Charlotte touts airport site for Boeing p~ant 

In an attempt to lure a Boeing plant to Charlotte, the 

city will give the company details about a site near the 

airport that could be used for the facility, according to 

two officials familiar with the talks. 

Lululemon founder stepping 

down as chairmah 

Lululemon Athletica Inc. is hoping 

new faces at the top will help it 

bounce back from a series of 

embarrassing issues that have 

hurt its image. 

high, a hopefu} sign 

US. employers advertised the 

most job openings in more than 

five years in October, and the 

number of people quitting also 

reached a five-year high. 

ts[ womat~ $o head car co, 

General Motors picked Mary Barra, 

its product development chief and 

a 33-year company veteran, as its 

next CEO She will become the 

first female head.. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

12/10/2013 8:43:44 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Holiday Party! 

top of the hill 

12/12/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

12/13/2013 i:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 14 No. 86, 12/10/2013 

Table of Contents 

Convergence and Unification of 19th-Century European Commercial Sales Law 

-]anwillem Oosterhuis, Maastricht University - Faculty of Law 

The Paper Chase: Securitization, Foreclosure, and the Uncertainty of Mortgage Title 

Adam -], Levitin, Georgetown University Law Center 

~ Globalisation and the Transnationalisation of Commercial and Financial Law 

.]an Hendrik Dalhuisen, King’s College London 

Arbitral Autonomy 

All Khan, Washburn University - School of Law 

The Impact of Contract of Carriage of Goods Sold on Passing of Risk in Accordance with INCOTERMS Rules 

Ebrahim faghizadeh, Independent 

CONTRACTS & COHHERCIAL LAW e3OURNAL 

~i Free Download 
iiiiiii"Convergence ~n~ Unification of ~th-Centur~ Eurepean Commercia~ 

European Review of Private Law, 4-20~3 [99~-~ 008] 

Haast[icht Faculty of Law Working Paper/Vo, 

~ANW:[LLE~ OOSTERHUIS, Maastricht University - Faculty of Law 

Email: j,oosterhuis@rechten,vu,nl 

In contemporary European contract law a patchwork of convergence, harmonisation and unification of commercial laws of contract can be 
witnessed. Why do certain commercial laws converge or even become unified, whereas others remain separate, national laws? In this paper two 
theories from law and economics -- viz. competition between legal systems and game theory -- are applied to nineteenth-century European 
commercial sales law to determine whether or not these concepts can explain the convergence and unification of commercial laws. First, the 
concepts of convergence by competition and unification by coordination are briefly explained. Second, the convergence of one of the consequences 
of the seller’s non-performance in a trade sale -- immediate default upon the lapse of a delivery date -- is examined for the legal systems of 
Prussia, France and the Netherlands. Third, the convergence of another of the consequences of the seller’s non-performance in a trade sale -- a 
choice of remedies upon default -- is examined for the jurisdictions within the German Confederation. Game theory is applied to a next step, the 
unification of German commercial sales law in the AIIgemeines Handelsgesetzbuch, to highlight its explanatory force. The paper determines that 
these two concepts do not exclude but complement one another. Together they provide valuable tools to explain the convergence and unification 
of contemporary commercial laws. The paper concludes with comments on the future prospects for the convergence and unification of European 
commercial sales law. 

iiiiiii"The Paper Chase: Securitization, Foreciosere, a~d the Unce~aisty of t’4o~gage Tit~e" :~) Free Download 

Duke Law Yourna/, VoL 53, pp. 537-734 (2013) 

ADA~ J. LEVITIN, Georgetown University Law Center 

Email: ada m.leviLin @law.georgetown.edu 

The mortgage foreclosure crisis raises legal questions as important as its economic impact. Questions that were straightforward and 

uncontroversial a generation ago today threaten the stability of a $13 trillion mortgage market: Who has standing to foreclose? If a foreclosure 

was done improperly, what is the effect? And what is the proper legal method for transferring mortgages? These questions implicate the clarity of 
title for property nationwide and pose a too- big-to-fail problem for the courts. 

The legal confusion stems from the existence of competing systems for establishing title to mortgages and transferring those rights. Historically, 
mortgage title was established and transferred through the "public demonstration" regimes of UCC Article 3 and land recordation systems. This 
arrangement worked satisfactorily when mortgages were rarely transferred. Mortgage finance, however, shifted to securitization, which involves 
repeated bulk transfers of mortgages. 

To facilitate securitization, deal architects developed alternative "contracting" regimes for mortgage title: UCC Article 9 and MERS, a private 



mortgage registry. These new regimes reduced the cost of securitization by dispensing with demonstrative formalities, but at the expense of 

reduced clarity of title, which raised the costs of mortgage enforcement. This trade-off benefitted the securitization industry at the expense of 

securitization investors because it became apparent only subsequently with the rise in mortgage foreclosures. The harm, however, has not been 
limited to securitization investors. Clouded mortgage title has significant negative externalities on the economy as 

a whole. 

This Article proposes reconciling the competing title systems through an integrated system of note registration and mortgage recordation, with 

compliance as a prerequisite to foreclosure. Such a system would resolve questions about standing, remove the potential cloud to real-estate title, 

and facilitate mortgage financing by clarifying property rights. 

Free Download | 

3~ ~ ~A~,I’~U~’SE[~, King’s College London 

Email: ian.dalhuisen @kcl.ac.uk 

This contribution explores the manner of and methodology behind the transnationalisation of commercial and financial law and its regulation and 
seeks to establish an academic framework that explains and makes this process more transparent. It tests the findings in four areas: the 

development of a dynamic transnational contract law in the professional sphere that is not solely intent based; the opening-up of the proprietary 

system particularly in the area of asset back funding in international financings leading to a dynamic transnational movable property law; the 

support for payment and transactional finality in international transactions; and the transfer of international cash-flows. 

iiiiiii"Arbitral A~tonon~¥" [ ~:~ Free Download ] Looisia;~a Law Reviaw, Vo}. 74, Ho. 1, 2013 

AL~ ~.4~, Washburn University - School of Law 

Email: ali.khan@washburn.edu 

This Article presents concrete proposals to amend the current arbitration law for minimizing court intervention into arbitration proceedings and 
enforcement of arbitral awards. As a method of dispute resolution, arbitration offers an alternative to litigation. Yet arbitration is frequently 
interspersed with litigation. As a true alternative, arbitration should be, and can be, autonomous, that is, litigation-free. Arbitral autonomy fails 
when parties go to court to challenge validity of the arbitration agreement, to obtain emergency relief, or to contest enforceability of the award, 
among other reasons. To accomplish litigation-free arbitration, first, the need to go to court must be minimized; second, the desire to go to court 
must be deterred. In developing arbitral autonomy, the Article offers theoretically defensible and practically feasible proposals to remove both the 
need and the desire to go to court. In endorsing arbitral autonomy, however, the Article warns against arbitration blackout that thrives on secrecy, 
quasi-lawlessness, and pro-arbitration judicial exuberance, a blackout that hurts weak and vulnerable parties drawn into mandatory arbitration. 

£1BRAH~ TAGH]:Z~DEH, Independent 

Email: eb taghizadeh@yahoo.com 

Under the most legal systems, the sale contract transfers the ownership and the buyer owns the subject matter of the contract and the seller 
owns the price paid to him immediately upon the conclusion of the contract, but because the buyer’s ultimate purpose is to receive the subject 
matter and be able to possess it proprietarily, not merely the ownership being transferred to him. So the question arises that in case of loss of 
specific goods without the buyer’s fault before the goods being delivered to him, the seller remains liable for the loss or the buyer? A more difficult 
issue is the sale of goods embodying the contract of carriage, in this case, can you say that the carrier is liable for damage or loss? Because of the 
extensive use of certain forms of contract under the rules of INCOTERMS in international trade and the limited use of it in internal trade, to sell the 
goods that are required to carry them from one place to another, then necessarily those questions mentioned above should be answered in 
relation to the 1i’~CQTERMS rules during a separate study, in addition, the comparative analysis of the H’~COTERMS rules in association with the 
iran’s law and the Vienna Convention on the international sale of goods could also be useful. The results of this study indicate that unlike Iran’s 
law that transferring the risk of loss of goods requires the delivery of them, but according to the UN Convention on the Contracts for International 
Sale of Goods, the risk of loss of the goods before being delivered may passes to the buyer. Under the INCOTERMS rules, since the carriage of 
goods sold accompanies various issues and any failure during the carriage may results in the delay in delivery of goods and passing of risk, it has 
been tried to prevent from the issues arising unreasonably. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Rams Club <ramsclub@ramsclub.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 5:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

We Need You at the Belk Bowl! 

We’re thrilled that Carolina Football will be in Charlotte on Saturday, December 28, to play in the Beik Bowi 

against the Cincinnati Bearcats We need you at the game to help represent Caroiina weil on a national stage! 

I encourage you to .ourchase your tickets directly from Carolina. Purchasing your seats directly from the UNC 

ticket office will not only help sell out the allotment of tickets t~e school must buy from the bowl, but it also 

helps with bowi selections in future seasons An outstanding sale of tickets and visible support on game day 

at Bank of America Stadium demonstrates to the coiiege football wodd our university’s strong commitment to a 

suacessful and exciting football program. 

Ti~e Belk ~owl is the only game in town on Pea. 28~h, wi~ich cjives our grea[ fans an opportunity to b~anke~ 

Charlo[te in Carolina Blue and White. l.e~’s show the entire aoun~ry that Charlo[l:e has, is and will aM, ays be ~he 

Ti~e Belk Bowl has a fantastic lineup of fan a,’:[ivities pbnned, in,’:iudin9 a aoncert from recording star 

the game kicks o~[! Coach Fedora, his staff and ~he Tar Heel p~ayers have p~ayed e:<aitm9, h~gh.-scorin9 Rxfiball 

all season, winning five of their last si>: games to reaah the posbseason, On behal~o~the Rams Club, I invite 

you ~o join us in support o[ the Carolina Foo~ba~ team and make plans ~o spend Deaember 28th in Charlol:~e 

cheering on a Tar Heel vksl:ory~ 

Jehn Montgemery 

E~ecufive I:)~recbr o~ The Rams 

Visit ._A__D_t___h__o__D_y__T__r___a__v___e__[=_c___O__L’Q_ to book 
your trip to Charlotte! 

Hetei acoomodations: West}n Chariotb.-, - 

$2gglnighl 

~ Garr!eday Bus Trip: $60/person 

o Depa£ to Charlo~e at 8:30AM, return 

to Chapel Hill 30 minutes affe~the 

98me ends 

o Snacks and beverages wiii not be 

provided but are showed. 

e Am~rak Transportation :$5g/pe~son 

c, Pk~ase v~si~ Amtrak’s official page for 

additional de~a~s 

Get your tickets today! 
GoHeels.com Ticket Cented 

Pric,9 Range: $45-$!gg 

Max of 12 tickets on priority, addit}onal orders 

will be assigned based on aw~ilability 

Club peint pdodty 

Request deadiine: December 15 at 11:59PM 

Confirmation emads wdl be sent December 

16 after 5:00PM 

l-bkets w~ be shipped via FedEx en 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 6:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 10 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 10, 2013, ~:~7 P.M. ET 

The Senate has approved Rep. Mel Watt (D-N.C.) to lead the regulator and conservator of 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, after breaking through a months-long impasse over the 

nomination. 

By a vote of 57-41, Watt was confirmed to be director of the Federal Housing Finance Agency 

(FHFA). 

The nomination cleared a series of Senate procedural votes earlier in the day, including a 

cloture motion that limited debate to eight hours. 

President Obama nominated Watt on May 1 to be director of the FHFA, but the nomination 
stalled on the Senate floor Oct. 31 due to a Republican filibuster. The Democratic-controlled 
Senate has since agreed to a rule change in which a simple majority vote is all that is needed 
to move along executive nominations. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AT & T <art ~ e. att- mail. corn> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 6:28 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

I,issa, get a new smartphone -- no annual contract! 

Get connected at the speed of ATST. 

] 

[] No, credit check 

[] No surprises~ 

Sma~ph .... ~ Tablets ~ Quick [~ Basic ] ~ Prepaid ~ mgAT&T 

I I I I ........... Ii ..... /I .......... / h 

contac: us ~ pdvacv po~c~; 

O~ call 

@2< 13 AT&T i!~teiiects.si P:o~.’.e:t! All :igh~s ~eselved AT&T .snd ths &T&T logo .s~e t~sdems~ks o~ AT&T i!~teiiectd.si 

CLM 166 0!1113 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke Fan- I-Am -~uke@faniam.com> 
Tuesday, December 10, 2013 6:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Win a Chick-fl-A Prize Pack farm Duke Fro>i-A!! 

Duke is in the Chick-fiI-A Bowl 

~i 12 days of Fanshake! 

::~i Download the free app 

::.~.i Fan Photo Spotlight 

Tell a friend for bonus points 

Visit Duke Fan I Am 

7 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Suzanne Rudy [SRudy@rfmd.com] 

12/10/2013 11:49:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa Broome/Suzanne Rudy lunch 

Chapel Hill 

12/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

12/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Hi Suzanne ---- How about the 20th at noon? Ym happy to come your ~vay if you have suggestions for spots. If you want to 

come to Chapel Hill, I recommend Margaret% Cantina, http://www.margaretscantina.com/, .just off I.-40. We can decide 

k~catio~ as we get ck~se~ to the date° 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Kenneth Kettering <ke~meth.kettefing@brooklaw.edu;, 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:41 PM 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Buchalter.com> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edn 

[Ucclaw-1] Lien subo~tination practice question 

ATT00002.c 

Bob Zadek’s question inspires me to ask the list participants who are currently in practice the following question: What is your practice, and what practice do you see others 
follow, about giving public notice of a lien subordination agreement? Do you ever effect, or see others effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the fact in the 
appropriate Article 9 filing system? If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendment to the senioCs financing statement? An amendment to the junior’s 
financing statement? A new financing statement? An information statement aka correction statement? Any attempt at giving public notice of the subordination through some 
mechanism other than an Article 9 filing? 
I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see many examples of others’ handiwork. I have long wondered why this subject hasn’t been more 
litigated than it seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated security interest are just incorrigibly honest as a class, and never ever sell the debt 
without disclosing to the buyer the subordination agreement the seller signed last month. 

Ken Kettering 
Visiting Professor 
Case Western Reserve School of Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Carroll <kcarroll@mornings~rlawgroup.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:01 PM 

Bmome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~l.unc.edu> 

NCBA Business Law Section Distinguished Service Award 

Replies sent to one of the following emai~ addresses uo ~ater *hau 

December 31~ 2013 

June Basden -jlb(~crlaw.com 

Ken Can’oll kcarroll(a!momingst~’lawgroup.coln 

or Jeremy Willimns iwillimns~ncbax.or~ 

To: Members of the Business Law Section of the NC Bar Association 

From: Ken Can’oll, Section Chair 

Re: Distinguished Se~wice Awa~xl -- Business Law Sectiou 

In 2008, our Section established a committee of former Chairs of the Business Law Section to recommend a procedure for establishing a Distinguished Service Awaxd for 
the Business Law Section. The Conmfittee, chaired by June Basden, included 14 past Chairs of our Section. The award procedure proposed atter substantial thought and 
deliberation by the Con~nittee was subsequemly adopted by the Business Law Section Council. Pursuant to that procedure, I am writing to request your recommendations 
for possible recipients of the award. 

Please respoud to June Basdeu at jlb(~crlaw.com. Ken Carroll at kcmroll(?~nomingstarlaw~roup.com, or Jeremy Williams at jwilliams(?~ncbay.or~, wifli your 

recommendations no later than December 31, 2013. 

Please also include a brief statement of why you believe that the person or persons that you are recommending meet the purpose and criteria of the 

award. Thank you for considering this. 

*** Purpose and criteria for the award m’e as follows: 

The Business Law Section Distinguished Service Award is established to recognize, mad to encourage others to emulate, extraordinary service to the Section, the legal 
profession or the public, above and beyond the call of any official duties to the Section, in am endeavor or endeavors relating to the field of business law and the mission and 
activities of the Section. Such endeavors could include, for example, leadership in the creation, promotion or execution of paxticulax projects, programs or initiatives of the 
Section; contributions to the jurisprudence of business law; advocacy for law reform in the field of business law; promotion of public understanding of business law; 
continuing education of lawyers in the field of business law; creation or expansion of opportunities for pro bono service by business lawyers; and other endeavors that 
reflect the professional ideal of service by lawyers to the profession and the public, beyond service to their clients. 

It is expected that the service to be so recognized will be extraordinary and distinguished, beyond the job well done or the duty fulfilled that is to be expected of good 
lawyers. Additionally, the recipient of the Award shall be a me*nber of the Section and a person of good character who embodies the professional ideals of competence, 
service, integrity, independence and community. 

I encourage you to consider attending the Business Law Section institute andAnnual :~eeting, to be held jointly with the International Law & Practice Section 

at the Pinehurst 2r~esort on February 20 and 21, 2014. We have a great program planned and look,forward to seeing you there. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 11 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fina~ce Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December ii, 2013 ~. Number 238 

Antitrust 

The European Union antitrust authority imposed a total of $22 
million in fines on drug companies Johnson &.Johnson and 
Novartis for an agreement that delayed market entry of a 
generic version of the pain drug fentanyl .... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caxolina Annual Fund ~:~Jmualfund@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Get a tax deduction by supporting UNC in 2013! 

Because of you, Carolina can continue its commitment to academic excellence, 

research and public service. We are grateful for the private support from alumni 

and friends who help make this possible. We hope you will 

and secure your status as a Carolim-’. Beii Ri..’~q££. 

Your gifts can: 

Support programs such as "Carolina Firsts/which encourages the enrollment, 

retention and graduation of first-generation college students by offering 

resources and services to help them succeed; 

Help UNC recruit and retain top faculty and support them through faculty 

excellence funds; 

Support the increasing number of students with demonstrated need for financial 

aid through merit- and need-based scholarships and fellowships; 

Provide support to areas of greatest need through the Chancellor’s University 

Unrestricted Fund. 

You car~ make your ta×--deductibie 2.,!jft ~o~ the 2013 ta×;,~ear 

~],S,T, or~ Dec, 31 20] 3 to ar~ a~e~t ti~-’.t is r~’..ost r~e;~dr~f,~i~], to \,ou, Gifts made by check 

must be POSTMARKED by Dec. 31. To make a gift of stock or cash wire, please call 

91 9-962-81 89. 

Thank you for your support and Happy Holidays! 

Rebecca Bramlett 

Director of Annual Giving 

P.S. Our UNC Heelraisers Student Giving Council held a "Give Thanks to UNC" day on 

Nov. 19. This annual event promotes thankfulness amongst the campus community 

and educates students about the importance of donations to UNC. Please enjoy 

these hand-written messages of thanks from our grateful students, faculty 

and staff! They can be viewed on I:acebook or I:lickl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iwfnews@iwfomm.o~g on behalf of 

IntemationaJ Women’s Forum <iwfnew@ivvforum.olg> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&i~ 

2014 World Cornerstoue Confereuce - l?re & Post Tours 

Dear iWF Members, 

The International Women’s Forum is pleased to provide you with information 

and booking instructions for the Pre & Post Conference Tours for the upcoming 

IWF World Cornerstone Conference in Beiiin - 

Innovalions Kraflwerk - May’ 21-23, 2014 

ixii 

A diverse array of ’A day to 3 day Pre & Post Conference Tours will be offered throughout Germany and the Czech 

Republic by premier four operator v. Beust & Partner Reiseb0ro. From Frankfurt to Dresden and beyond .- visit the world’s 

top museums, galleries, grand operas and culinary destinations. At the intersection of history and modernity, enjoy 

Berlin’s distinctive neighborhoods and discover the global influences of this metropolitan juggernaut. 

If you wish fo lock in your participation on one of the tours offered by w Beusf & Partner ReisebOro, we encourage you 

to review the details provided below and book soon. All four spaces are on a first--come, first--served basis and quoted 

in Euros. 

To make your reservations at iWF’s rate, please ._c__[!__c__h<____h____e__r_£ to fill out your reservations form and return to Kerstin 



Obermoser at k.obermoser@vbp-berlin.de or call +49 30 40 50 99 810. 

We look forward to welcomir’,,g you in Berlitz! 

IWF Communications 
Global Headquarters 





Forward this email 

This emaii was ~nt to Ibroome@email.unc,ed~i by iwfnews@iwforum.orq 
Update Prof:ile/Email Add[ess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ P[ivacy Policy, 

international Women’s Forum 2120 L Street NW :: Suite 460 :: Washington DCi20037 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caxolina Annual Fund ~:~Jmualfund@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:15 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Get a tax deduction by supporting UNC in 2013! 

Because of you, Carolina can continue its commitment to academic excellence, 

research and public service. We are grateful for the private support from alumni 

and friends who help make this possible. We hope you will 

and secure your status as a Carolim-’. Beii Ri..’~q££. 

Your gifts can: 

Support programs such as "Carolina Firsts/which encourages the enrollment, 

retention and graduation of first-generation college students by offering 

resources and services to help them succeed; 

Help UNC recruit and retain top faculty and support them through faculty 

excellence funds; 

Support the increasing number of students with demonstrated need for financial 

aid through merit- and need-based scholarships and fellowships; 

Provide support to areas of greatest need through the Chancellor’s University 

Unrestricted Fund. 

You car~ make your ta×--deductibie 2.,!jft ~o~ the 2013 ta×;,~ear 

~],S,T, or~ Dec, 31 20] 3 to ar~ a~e~t ti~-’.t is r~’..ost r~e;~dr~f,~i~], to \,ou, Gifts made by check 

must be POSTMARKED by Dec. 31. To make a gift of stock or cash wire, please call 

91 9-962-81 89. 

Thank you for your support and Happy Holidays! 

Rebecca Bramlett 

Director of Annual Giving 

P.S. Our UNC Heelraisers Student Giving Council held a "Give Thanks to UNC" day on 

Nov. 19. This annual event promotes thankfulness amongst the campus community 

and educates students about the importance of donations to UNC. Please enjoy 

these hand-written messages of thanks from our grateful students, faculty 

and staff! They can be viewed on I:acebook or I:lickl. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caxolina Annual Fund ~:~Jmualfund@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:27 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Get a tax deduction by supporting UNC in 2013! 

Because of you, Carolina can continue its commitment to academic excellence, 

research and public service. We are grateful for the private support from alumni 

and friends who help make this possible. We hope you will 

and secure your status as a Carolim-’. Beii Ri..’~q££. 

Your gifts can: 

Support programs such as "Carolina Firsts/which encourages the enrollment, 

retention and graduation of first-generation college students by offering 

resources and services to help them succeed; 

Help UNC recruit and retain top faculty and support them through faculty 

excellence funds; 

Support the increasing number of students with demonstrated need for financial 

aid through merit- and need-based scholarships and fellowships; 

Provide support to areas of greatest need through the Chancellor’s University 

Unrestricted Fund. 

You car~ make your ta×--deductibie 2.,!jft ~o~ the 2013 ta×;,~ear 

~],S,T, or~ Dec, 31 20] 3 to ar~ a~e~t ti~-’.t is r~’..ost r~e;~dr~f,~i~], to \,ou, Gifts made by check 

must be POSTMARKED by Dec. 31. To make a gift of stock or cash wire, please call 

91 9-962-81 89. 

Thank you for your support and Happy Holidays! 

Rebecca Bramlett 

Director of Annual Giving 

P.S. Our UNC Heelraisers Student Giving Council held a "Give Thanks to UNC" day on 

Nov. 19. This annual event promotes thankfulness amongst the campus community 

and educates students about the importance of donations to UNC. Please enjoy 

these hand-written messages of thanks from our grateful students, faculty 

and staff! They can be viewed on I:acebook or I:lickl. 



flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 11, 2013 12:07 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: WSJ/NBC News Poll: Health Law Hurting Oba~na PoliticaJly 

¯ ~rSJ/NBC News Poll: Health Law Hurting Obama 
P~litically 

The federal health-care law is becoming a heavier political burden for President Barack 

Obama and his party, despite increased confidence in the economy and the public’s own 

generally upbeat sense of well-being, a newWall Street Journal/NBC News poll suggests. 

Disapproval of Mr. Obama’s job performance hit an all-time high in the poll, at 54%, amid 

the flawed rollout of the health law. Half of those polled now consider the law a bad idea, 

also a record high. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Our Gift to You- Amazing holiday rates just in time for the vacation of your dreams. 

.~.iI Omni Hotel 
at CNN Center 

.Y’.i :~ Omni Shoreham Hotel 

Omni Hotel at CNN Center 

Starting at $89 

.~.i Omni Dallas 

Hotel 

Omni Shoreham Hotel 

Startincj at $99 

Ornni Dallas Hotel Omni La Costa Resort & Spa 

Startin.q at $129 Startincj at $189 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Allen <do-not-reply@davidco.com> 

Wednesday, December 11,2013 3:13 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Productive Living: Do you know how to get back on track when you fall off? 

If you have trouble viewing this message or would like to share it, please click here. 

Produc’~ive Living 

i~i David Allen 
Hi Folks, 

When people start to implement GTD®, they usually feel 

fabulous. They’re getting things out of their head, feeling lighter 

and more focused because of it. The trick is knowing how to 

get back to that feeling when you fall off the GTD wagon, which 

happens to all of us. It’s easier than you think... 

All the best, 

David 

Easy Off, Easy 

Most everyone I know who has engaged with us in some way 
about Getting Things Donee--clients, seminar participants, 
and readers of my books--has fallen offthe wagon. And 
gotten back on. And fallen off. And gotten back on. I can’t help 
having an image of a kid first learning to ride a bike. Up, down, 
up, down, up, down, up. And not long after that, they’re focused 
on where they can go on their bike--not how to ride it. Wouldn’t 
it be great if we all had the same enthusiasm and dogged 
determination of that kid, for whom there’s no stopping the off 
and on and off and on, with GTD, until we’ve graduated to the 
issue about where we’re going with it, not how to do it? 

What is it that we had at age seven or ten that kept us going, in 
spite of failure after failure after failure? Probably the same 
thing that keeps weekend golfers lusting after another 18 
holes, even when they continue to produce a seemingly infinite 
number of crappy golf shots. No matter how many times they 
screw up, it feels so great to win--even just once! What’s funny 
is that it’s as easy to forget as to be reminded. And to be 
reminded when we forget. (Ask any weekend golfer!) 

When people start to implement GTD, they feel fabulous. 
They’re getting things out of their head, feeling lighter and more 
focused because of it. They’re making successful-outcome 
and next-action decisions about things they’ve been avoiding, 
experiencing a new level of confidence and productivity. 
They’re cleaning their center drawer and jumping up to take 
everyone to lunch. They’re finding things they filed yesterday, 
praising the Lord for their miraculous healing. And they touch 
the Holy Grail of an empty inbox in email. They’re in the driver’s 
seat of their life, and it’s wonderful. 

But there’s an inherent snag: all that good feeling uncorks a 
flow of creative energy that (temporarily) eliminates the 
distress of overwhelm, and generates MORE stuff to process 
and clean up behind! But there’s not a concomitant feeling to 



keep the process going that got them there. The giddiness of 
the high both deflates the need to engage in the GTD 
practices, and it sparks new creative thrust that generates 
more "stuff’ to track and deal with. Their motivation to keep 
writing things down slows down, they start to avoid next-action 
decisions on things lurking in their psyche, and the "stuff’ 
begins to pile up and create drag on their systems again. (I 
know this doesn’t apply to you, but I’m sure you know the 
people I’m talking about.) 

I have several areas in my life that I still fall offthe track 
regularly about, a couple of which I think are really important to 
me. Much of what I consider as my own personal growth in the 
last few years is not so much that I am "doing better," (in all the 
ways that I interpret that), but that I am more gracious with 
myself when I don’t. There really is something to the old saying 
that success just comes from getting up one more time than 
you fall down. Of course that’s an easy platitude to say, but 
pulling myself back around to the feeling of getting up again 
isn’t always that easy--especially if I’ve beat myself up for 
falling down. Self flagellation seems to provide a strange 
comfort in egotistical self-absorption, and it seems so easy to 
just give up and take the apparently easier but lower road. 

One sure way to get back on track is to have things fall apart 
so badly from continuing with the old behavior you simply must 
refocus and change, for pure survival. You get back on board 
your new program not because you should, but because you 
have to. But shy of letting things drop to that level in order to 
come back to the altar, progress is made by tricking and 
training ourselves to bounce back in line more regularly. 

You’d think the first step would be admitting that we need help. 
No, it’s the second. The first step is to remember how good it 
feels to be up again, and that I can do it. I just need the little 
reminders of the value of up. Plus the self-esteem required to 
swallow my pride and admit I’ve slipped. So I need to hear the 
same messages, over and over again. I also need to think 
they’re new, fresh, different in some way, so I can be the 
adventurer again, inspired in new territory with new truths and 
tricks. Well, they are new truths and tricks. They might look and 
sound identical to what I saw and heard last month, but no, they 
are different. Because I’m different. There’s always something 
about it I didn’t get before--another nuance, another technique, 
another way to apply it to something I can relate with. 

It’s been an interesting process to observe my own relationship 
to all the people connecting with our material over the years. 
I’ve heard myself many times say, "Why don’t they get it?! It’s 
so simple!" I’ve been coming more and more to the conclusion, 
however, that it’s not about people not "getting it." It’s about in 
how many ways, how many times, can they keep coming back 
to "getting it." One of the most surprising things to me as 
feedback over all the years is how easily people can get back 
on, after they’ve slipped. Perhaps I can be of better service the 
more they can just use me to keep on keeping on_.with the 
continually different same message. But then, I wouldn’t learn 
that until I knew how I~e needed it for myself. 

So, to those of you who have tasted a "there" to get to, with 
GTD, and want to get it back.., it’s as simple as playing 
another 18 holes. 

It is only at the moment of humans’ realistic admission to 
selves of having made a mistake that they are the closest to 
that mysterious integrity governing the universe.--R. 
Buckminster Fuller 

Have patience with all things, but chiefly have patience with 
yourself. Do not lose courage in considering your own 
imperfections but instantly set about remedying them--every 
day begin the task anew.--Saint Francis de Sales 



Finding the creative spark within the structure of a GTD 
system. Listen now 

GTD In the 

..... News Check out Fast Company’s "Amazing History of the To-Do 
Lis___~t," with examples from fascinating historical figures, and a 
reference to David Allen and GTD. 

GTD Tools 

GTD Commun~ly        COb1MUNITY STORIES 

"GTD has been so helpful by helping me integrate my 
’downtime!braindead activity" (knitting) into a creative 
avocation. By doing the designing (they are one-of-a-kind 
creations) when I am fresh, the actual activity is fairly mindless 
and replenishing. By looking at scraps of yarn and saying "what 
is it?" my "stash" helps the creative process, too. I have 
remained connected to family friends that otherwise might slip 
away."--Judy Lacks 

These are a great way to get a lot of GTD learning in a little 
amount of time. Only $49 per webinar. 

Guided GTD Weekly Review~- December 12 
Keys to Getting Things Done®- December 19 
GTD~ & Outlook® -- January 9 
Guided GTD Weekly Review~ -- January 23 
Getting Email Under Control®- February 13 



Getting Things Done~ is the work/life management system 
created by David Allen. Learn more 

The David Allen Company is a global training and consulting 
company, based in beautiful Ojai, California. About us 

GTD~, Getting Things Done®, GTD Connects, and GTD-Q® are 
registered trademarks of the David Allen Company. 

P° °aStS i iLinkedln 
[~i 

Free Articles ] 

t 
~ake it up. Make it happen. 

© 2013 David Allen Company. All Rights Reserved 

SUBSCRIBE TO PRODUC"IIVE LIVING 

If you received this message directly from the David Allen Company, you are already subscribed. If you received this message as a 

forward and would like to subscribe, please send a blank email to subscribe@davidco.com, or visit: 

<www.davidco.com/]n dividu als/produ ctive-livin q-n ewslett er> 

It’s free! 

UNSUBSCRIBE FROM PRODUCTIVE LIVING 

To unsubscribe, send an email to unsubscribe~,davidco.com or visit: 

<www.davidco.com/]n dividu als/produ ctive-Iivin #-n ewslett er> 

We apologize for any inconvenience. 

CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS 
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Regulators OK Volcker Rule, Cu[bing Hig Hanks’ High-Risk Trades 

"Government regulators approved a sweeping new set of rules fer the nation’s 
biggest banks that ban them from the kind of ultra-high-risk trading that nearly 
collapsed the wedd’s Iinancial system," confirms ~he Los Angeles Times 
(Dec. 11, Tange[, Puzzanghera, Recka~d). F~ve of the counl~’s top regulalo~y 
agencies on T~esday app[oved the fins] version d the so~a~ed Vo]cker ru~e, 
a key component of the Dodd-Frank financial overhaul law. Named after 
Federa~ ResePve Chairman Paul Volcker, ~t #roMbits banks from trading fer 
thek own profit instead of on behMf of customer,s. "The measure MghHghts 
new era of stiffer oversight as emboMened regulators flex their muscles," 
notes ~he T~mes. "The st[~c~er4han~expected rule cornea arn~d a be[rage 
cosily government ~nvesfigations ~nlo the financia~ ~ndustr~ and as securities 
regulators ~ncreasingly push to extract admissions of wrongdoing from b~g 
fim~s." 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 11, Beer, Steinberg) adds that the Volcker rule 
codifies and restricts the way banks trade securities. The 953-page edict 
"curbs banks’ ability to be~ with their own capital and Iorces them to draw 
bdght lines separating t~ades for clients from trades to limil their risks and 
cMled propdeta~ bets," explains the Journal. Analysts repo~ that Goldman 
Sachs G[oup Inc. has ~he most at stake with H~e new rule, as it generates 
higher percentage of [evenue from trading and investmerfls ~han such 
competitors as Morgan Stanley. Bank executives spent most of yesterday 
poling over evep/passage d the fin~ ru~e lot deta~s that w~ he~p them 
respond to the prov~s~on. "Few bankers spoke openly about the ru~e, which 
goes ~nto effecl on Apd~ 1~ or ~ts poss~Me impact. Privately, though, many 
noted that much st~ depended on how the [egu~ators ~nterpreted - and 

enforced - ~t," states the Journal 

Forbes (Dec. 11, Fisher) notes that the rule also reguires "bank directo~ to 
review, and chid executives to personally attest to the effectiveness of 
compliance programs designed to make sure banks don’t engage ~r~ the kind 
d 1fading 1hat JPMorgan’s ’London ~a~e’ got ~nlo so much trouMe w~lh." 
These follow s~m~ar provisions in the Sarbanes~x~ey law governing public 
companies - prov~s~ons that securities attorneys have found useful ~n cM~ng 
company executives ~o task for neglecting their duties and caus#~g investor 
~osses. Nevertheless, this latest turn effectively completes a transition from a 
supeRdsopi system to a regu~ato~ one where banks resemMe puM~c utilities 
and ate operated undo[ specific and detailed 

Share~ 

talent brc headline 2 

g~mP!imentan! N/~CD Webin~!: ....................................................................................... 

Disruptive Technologies: What Boards Need to Know 
Dec. 1.9, 2013 
2--3 p.m. (ET) 

Companies today operate in a tepidly changing world where economic cycles 
can be measured in months instead of yeaI~h and technology can render a 
business unit obsolete nearly overnight. While emerging trends like big data, 
cloud computing, mobile technologies, and social media increase operational 
capabilities and are now c[itical for competitive performance, the convergence 
of these new technologies also presents new risks. As a Jesuit, it is clear that 
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information technology (IT) should be part of the boardroom’s discussions on 
stra[egy~ 

Tune-in for a complimentary webinar to explore gaps in knewledge and 
address the implications of emerging technologies. Learn more and ~ 

ShareFTT~ 

NACD in the News 

Russell Reynolds Associates to Co-Lead NACD Master Class on Board 
Leadership in iT 

Business Wire (Dec. 10) [epods ~ha[ Shawn Banerji, a Russell Reynolds 
Associates managing director serving the global technology sector, will co- 
lead a Master Class for the National Association of Corporate D~rectors 
(NACD) ~n M~ami with Je~Blue dkector Virginia Gambale~ Among the topics 
that will be d~scussed are notaMe findings from Russe~ Reynolds’ ~atest study 
exam~nh~g d~gital transformation on boards, along wffh NACD’s recent 
governance survey on how puM~c company beaK, s pdodtJze ~nforma[~on 
technology. The presentation wil~ be held on Dec. 12 at [he NACD Master 
Class on ~nformafion Technology. Led by veteran directors and corporate 
governance expels, NACD Master C~asses are designed for experienced 
d~rec~ors ([~ve or more years of experience) who are ~ookJng to delve more 
deeply ~nlo strategy and complex challenges. 

Sha[e~ 

Audit and Finance 

Companies Speed Up Follow-On Offerings 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 10, Chasan) cites a new Vv111iam Blair & Co. 
study in reporting ~hat "~he median ~ime elapsed this year between a 
company’s initial public offering and the completion of its second stock 
offering has been just 151 days, down fl’em 195 days last year and 368 days 
in 20112 While fellow-on offerings can provide early access to growth stocks, 
they are considered less Hsky ~han IPOs due ~o the fac~ that ~he shares have 
a track record. Companies often held back a sizable portion of their shares in 
IPOs, preventing staffers, investors, and unden~vriters from selling additional 
shares until ~he lock-up period expires alter abou~ six months. "But 
companies have raised some $88 billion in follow-on offerings so far this year 
by generally ignoring lock-ups," notes the Journal. 

Sha[elCTTF~l 

Office Depot Chooses Florida Campus fo~ Headquarters 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 10, Stynes) confirms that Office Depot Inc. has 

decided to locate its new corporate campus in Boca Raten, Fla. The recently 
enlarged office-products retailer completed its $1.2 billion acquisition of rival 
OIficeMa× in November. The location ol the new headquarters was among ~he 
major decisions the combined company was facing. "Whether to base the 
combh~ed company in Florida or at OfficeMax’s hometown of Naper~ille, Ill., 
depended in pad on whether illinois lawmakers agreed ~o give ~he company a 
generous package or tax breaks, worth an estimated $53 million over 15 
years," the Journal states. Office Depot plans to maintain a presence in 
Napewille throughout the headquarters transition. According to company 
management, the 625,000-square4oot Boca Raton campus has ample space 
to accommodate employees making the move from Illinois. 

ShareFTT~ 

corporate 6ey~rna!~e ......................................................................................................... 

~nvestor Wants Help Pressuring Bob Brans to Make Changes 

The Columbus Dispatch (Dec. 10, Vanac) has learned that Sandell Asset 
ManagemenL which wan~s Bob Evans Farms to spin oft its food-sewice 
business and [~qake other moves, has ~ntensified efterrs to have ffs 
recommendations p~t into action. Accordh~g to the newspaper, the New York 
hedgedund manager "has launched an effo~ called a consent soHcffafion to 
ge~ other shareholders ~o back i~s proposed changes Jn the New Albany 
company~ wMch reported d~sa~po~nflng financ~M results last week." This ~ast 
summer, Sandell went public wffh ffs suggestions that Bob Evans sel~ and 
~ease back its [estau~n~ properties, spin oft ffs food~ervice bus#~ess, and 
then use the sa~e proceeds to buy back many of its shares at a ~rem~um 
"Sandell also m~ghl try to replace d~rectors or change the company’s bylaws," 
notes the D~spatch. Bob Evans has countered that these suggestions wou~d 
increase the company’s costs and [educe i~s cash flow and ~lex~bility to pay 
for fl~ture grot~h. 

Sha[e~ 

Clubby Ties Between U.S. clues and Board Audit Committees, Study 
Shows 

Reuters (Dec. 10, Aubin} cites a new study conducted by two accountin9 
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professors at Tilburg Universi’~- in The Netherlands in repor[ing that "ah~nost 40 
percent ol U.S~ corporate directors with [esponsibility Io[ moni~or#~g ~he p[o~it- 
andqoss ledger have social ties to the chief exeout~Ver" The research 
reinfe~ces Ionp-heM perceptions of ~ "c{ubby cu{ture" on UrS, corporate 
boards, where members rarely challenge the executives they are meant to 
keep ~abs on. Researchers looked at 8pprox#nately 2,000 U.S. companies 
~nd their bo~rd audit commi~ees. "it [ou£d that personal friends of sen~or 
mansge[s were often appointed to these committees, msk~ng the d~recto[s 
more likely to go along wi~h the company’s reporting practices," notes the 
wire se~’ice. %M~ere that was the ease, eamin(;s manipulation was more 
fl’equent." 

Sha[e~ 

British Oil Firm P~ots Board Shake-Up 

"The London-listed oil explorer Gulf Keystone Petroleum is plotting a fresh 
boa~dreom shake-up that couM jeopardize a fl’agile truce between the 
company ~nd le~ding ~nvestors," Sky News (Dec. 10, K~e~nman) repo~s. Gulf 
Keystone Js rope[redly ~n discussions rega[d~ng the appointment o~ two new 

non~xecuflve directors, which wouM ~ncrease the size of ~ts board to 13 
members. The appointments would be ~ source of controversy due to the dea~ 
~hat was reached between Gu~ Keystone and unhappy #~vestors earlier in the 
year that restricls the board’s membersMp to 12 members. According to Sky 
News, "the company ooukJ sl~ conform to 1he agreement with sharehoMers ~ 
.. by appointing on~y one of the csndMates to ~ts board, or by asking one of 
the existing non~xecu~ves ~o step down." Investors have Ion9 been unhappy 
with standards of corporate governance al GuF Keystone, wMch has seen its 
sh~re price skimp from its peak ~evel. 

Share~ 

El~iott ~,~oves to Block Pharma Merge~ 

Elliott Management on Tuesday made good on its threat to try and sink the 
merger of two maior pharmaceutical distributors, reports FINalternatives.com 
(Dec. 10). The activis~ hedge fund cautioned that i~ would ne~ tender its shares 
in Ceiesio unless McKesson, i~s wouM-be buyer, "ofters fair compensation to 

aH Ceiesio sharehoMers and bondholders." McKesson’s $8.3 billion deM 
reqLdres the tendering of 75 percent of Celesio shares. EH~ott presently owns 
25.I6 percent. "Even aRer tha~ s~ake is diluted by bond conve[sions, ElHott 
wi[[ still hold a 22# percent voting stake, wMch should be enough to Mock the 
dea~," notes the website. Under terms of the agreement, McKesson can back 
ou~ of a dea~ to purchase a cent[oiling interes~ in Celeste from Franz Hanie~ & 
Cie if 75 pe[cen~ of shares at~ no~ tendered. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Sudden I{lness Sped Up G~l’s Bxecutive Shuff{e, Barra’s CBO 
Promotion 

The Los An eles Times (Dec. 10, Hirsch) is reporting that "the sudden illness 

of Karin Akerson, the wile el Gene~fl Motors Co. Chiel Executive Dan 
Akerson, sped up the naming of a new top executive at the nation’s largest 
automaker." GM has appointed Mary Barra to succeed Akerson next month. 
The 51-yearoold Barra cun~n~ly heads the company’s global product 
development team. She has worked at the automaker since ieining the 

busir~ess as an intern in 1980. "She is the first woman to head an 
automaker," notes the Times. However, Barra’s gender raises the potential 
risk that she will face far mere scrutiny than a male counterpart would. Kathy 
Kram, a Boston University School of Management professor, ~’~arns, "That 
would not be helpful to her, for the company, or for those of us who want to 
see more diversity in the C-suite." 

Sharer’TTl~ 

Lululemon Gets a New CEO, Four, tier Stepph~g Down As Chairman 

-time (Dec. 10, Stample0 has learned that Lukdemon, the maker of high-end 
yoga-weaL has named Iom~er TOMS Shoes President Lau~n RoMev~n as its 
new CEO. She will be takin(; the reins fl’om depad~ng CEO Christine Day next 
month. In addition, the company announced thal founder Chip ~M[son w~H no 
~onger be ~ts chairman. W~son, who founded Lulu~emon in 1998, stepped 
down as chief executive ~n 2005 ~o make way for Day. Wilson, though, 
sometimes made decisions w~thout CEO app[ovaL 

Sha[e~ 

Economic Outlook 

I~lid-~,,larket CFOs Fear Rising Health�are Costs 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 10, Monga) cites a newly released Bank of 
Amedca Merrill Lynch su[vey el 751 CFOs, which ibund that over 66 perceni 
of them polled listed healthcare expenses as a %ignificant concern" for the 
U.S. economy and over 50 percent feared their labor costs would rise as they 



complied. "Three-quarters of those said they would offset those costs by 
dialing back spending," adds the Journal. For its results, Bank of America 
polled finance executives at firms with annua~ revenues bet, veen $25 m~lion 
and $2 M~Hon. Nearly 75 percent of [espondents said they were e~ther 
completely or mostly ready to comply w~th the new healthcare ~aw thanks to 
the WMte House’s Ju~y dec~sioR g[anfing a one-yea[ de~ay for companies w~th 
ever 50 employees. 

Share~ 

Study Chronicles Those Pushed Out of a Job Early 

"Age discrimination claims are on the [ise as members of ihe pos~-World War 
II baby boom enter their 60s," confirms CNBC Ne~ (Dec~ 9, ~Mner~p)~ ~n 
2012, s total of 22,857 people fi~ed age-~elated complaints with the Equal 
Employmen~ Oppoduni~y Commission ve[sus 16,548 six yeais ead~er. "Once 
oMer workers lose their ~obs," notes the network, "many never regain their 
former slandard of ~v~ng" Those who do find work, on average, make 20 
percent less than they had in their previous positions - the b~ggest income 
loss for any age group, repo~is the Bureau o~ Labor Statistics~ W#~n~ng an age 
discrimination case ~n a federa~ court has become pa~icu~arly difficult since 
S~preme Cou~ [u~ng four years ago requiring 8n employee to prove that 
was the de~erm#~ing ~actor for a ~ayo~f. "~n a few states," coRc~udes CNBC, 
"the standard of prod is ~ower, requMng only thal workers show that age was 

one factor." 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

No makeup offered for ma~W 
suspected ’no--~how’ classes 

UNC-Chapel Hill did not reach out 
to offer another class to the 
students in a "no-show" class 
taught by Julius Nyang’oro -- one 
that resulted in a.. 

Julius 
Nyang’oro 

UN¢ headH~g to Belk Bowl, 

ECU gets Beef O~Brady 

North Carolina is going to its 

home away from home for the 

bowl season and East Carolina is 

headed to Florida. The Tar Heels 

are going back to Charlotte... 

Carolina’s 
Justin Hardy 

dominant 81 ~0 victory 

against UNC Greensboro 

Three days after the Tar Heels’ 

victory at No 1 Michigan State, 

North Carolina defeats the UNC 

Greensboro Spartans in most 

dominant victory.. 

North 
...... Carolina’s 

Isaiah Hicks 

(~2_2_) _a_ n_ d~ _U_ _N, _C 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. £:#.[?!#.~.~..~.& if you have further questions or concerns. 
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This Month: Short CLE ~ ebmars ~ ;’ Ethics, Rela’uonshlp Skills 

Great la,,~,%’erh’:g requires you to ethically exels influence over 

others In these short courses you will learn classical and 
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The 10-Point- December 11,2013 

Hello, 

A Woman Behind GM’s Wheel 

A woman has never served as the chief executive of a major global auto 

makeri~l until next month. What it took was an indukstry veteran steeped in 

Detroit ear eNture to break a century-old gender barrier. We report that 

Ma~)~ Earra as its next CEO, replacing Dan Akerson, who MI1 retire next 

year. Ms. Barra, a 51-year-old who started at GM 33 years ago as a college 

intern, will become the 22nd woman currently running a Fortune 5oo 

company. Our story homes in on Ms. Barra’s career at GM and looks ahead 

to the eompanis future ~fith her at the wheel. Her challenge: ~:~:-~ 

Let’s Make a Deal 

At last, we have a ~,.~dget pr<~p(>~;al [,.~ f~md t}~e g.~>v<:r~me~L and it’s not for 

two months or two weeks but two whole years. We find that the brokers of 

the tentative deal are a political odd couple: conservative Rep. Paul Pvyan 

and stalwart liberal Sen. Patty Murray. Our story reports that the Ryan- 

Murray agreelnent will avert a governlnent shutdown in January and roll 

back some sequester cuts to the military and other programs in 2o14 and 

2Ol5. We also examine what the pr~p<~.~;.~] doe~,-;n°~: d<). As the House is 

expected to vote on the deal later this week, we note that it will likely need 

considerable Democratic support to win passage ~ many Republicans are 

staunchly opposed to easing sequester cuts. 

Historical Revisionism? 

The fall of the So~et Union is largely seen by the West as an example of 

the communist system’s failure. In China, however, it is a history lesson in 

betrayal. Our story reports that China’s Communist Party is encouraging 

officials to watch a ~d×.-~ar~ d~x~m~l:ary tha-I blam~.-,,~ ~:~." ~:,~’i~.-t -U~i~ 

c~>~apse r~>-I <)r~ e<)m m{mi.,~m, but on indix4duals that turned against the 



system, especially Mikhail Gorbachev. We find that the Commmfist Party’s 

attempts at reinforcing its own version of history come as China’s new 

leader is working to re-energize the party and silence those who advocate 

using the constitution to restrict its power. 

Speed Demon 

Sure, there is often a premium plaeed on the speed by whieh we eomplete 

tasks, but many workers are tapping into a new eareer tool: looking 

rushed. Our "Work & Family" columnist Sue ShcIle~b~.~’ger exph~im-; hew 

s~,’condhand >t r~,’s> and lead to burnout. What’s more, quality of work ean 

suffer. We find that open-plan offiees help perpetuate rushing, while 

overdrive mode often begins after employees move to a new role. William 

Arruda, a personal-branding consultant, says, instead of prioritizing their 

lengthening to-do lists, some people "go into hair-on-fire mode, telling 

themselves, ’I’m a maehine. I get so mueh done. There’s nothing 3~u can 

give me that will break me.’" 

WORLD 

Gather ~:,:::, Say Farewell -Io Mandela 

E~US~NESS 

Um’aveli~g {:he Li~,’~, M~doff Told 

NUMBER OF THE DAY 



high, even as Americans feel more upbeat about the economy. 

A Reader,s Response 
Wizen asked whether ~g,pa~b{iea~s sho~dd co~a~ ~q~ tt~fth a~ a~t~,r~atfve to 

~}~, A.[~)~>~a~.:d~:~ (~’e Ac~) Peter Coffey of Connecticut suggested the 

following: "Republieat~s need to address cost and coverage. Stimulate 

competition by requiring website price disclosure by providers and 

allowing interstate insurance sales. Encourage responsible consumption 

and protect against medical bankruptcy with sliding scale eopays. Replace 

employer deduetibility with capped personal insurance tax credits to 

provide portability. Guarantee coverage at ’normal’ rates (without moral 

hazard risks) to anyone who has carried insurance for five years before 

buying a new policy. Add tort reform. Do it in 2o pages, not 2,000." 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

bg the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendarg "Wizat’s News" digest of top stories. Tedmicallg, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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Meet the Author Ben Schorr on MS OneNote 

Meet the Author Web Confereno~ Series, NCBA Center for Practice Management 

Join us at Noon, Friday, December 13, for our Meet the Author Web Conference Featuring Ben Schorr on MS OneNote! 

Join The CPM and Ben Schorr to learn how to incorporate MS OneNote into your office workflows. With this guide, learn to use OneNote in your law practice to save time and 

increase productivity. Microsoft® OneNote in One Hour for Lawyers will explain, in plain English, how to get started with the software, develop best practices, and become far 
more effective in your note-taking and research. In just six short lessons, you will learn how to: 

- Get started with your first notebook 
- Take notes more effectively 
- Add audio and video recordings to notes 

- Capture and organize side notes 
- Collect research quickly and easily 
- Create templates for frequently used notes 
- Search and share notebooks 
- Integrate OneNote with other applications such as Microsoft® Outlook and Microsoft® Word 

Register now for this FREE one-hour web conference - space is limited! 

About the Author [ Ben M. Schorr is a technologist and chief executive officer for Roland Schorr & Tower, a professional consulting firm 

headquartered in Honolulu, Hawaii, with offices in Los Angeles, California, Flagstaff, Arizona, and Astoria, Oregon. In that capacity he 
consults with a wide variety of organizations including many law firms. He is frequently sought as a writer, teacher and speaker for 
groups as diverse as the Hawaii Visitor and Convention Bureau and the American Bar Association. More than 16 years ago Microsoft 
named him as an MVP in their Outlook product group and he has been supporting Outlook, Exchange and most recently OneNote ever 
since. 

Meet the Author Web Conference events feature a recently pubfished author and are designed to help lawyers engage in discussion with industry prefessionals. Each hour- 
long conference focuses on a different author/topic. Free to NCBA members, we welcome all legal professionals regardless of expeflence or practice size. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Is Boeing nntouchable?; PowerSecure ties CEO’s tbr~une to pertbmmnce 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 11, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s 

!~ IBg~!~ ’untouchable’ for North Carolina? 
In director Brian DePalma’s i987 movie "The Untouchables," there is an early 

scene in a church, when Eliot Ness, played by Kevm ~ o,~tn ~r, asks Sean Connery’s 

honest cop character, Jimmy Malone,... 

PowerSecure ties CEO’s compensation to company 
performance 
PowerSecure (Nasdaq: POWR) wants to make sure that CEO Sidney Hinton 

doesn’t think about going anywhere else¯ 

~.!~ ~.~.~ 

Ca~,joins the co-worMnq movement with Oakhaven facRity 
Cary has its first coworking space 

~!~.~.~.~. 

Researchers project N.C. ’megalopolis’ by 2050 
With North Carolina expected te grow by at k~ast a million people every decade, 

researchers say thai the growth will result in the fermation of a "megakspoiis" along 

the Triangle, Triad and Charlo~ie .. 

Discass 

Read ~orninq Edition >> 

Wa/-Mart hiring 450 for new distribution center in Mebane 

3 things business leaders should take from Coach K’s 
playbook 

Ponysaurus Brewing opens m Durham 

WakeMed earns top ranking in safety transparency 

Here are the top 3 ~T skills that wiR get you a job in Ra~eiq. h 

sequester 

Here’s what B~ockbuster is doinq for its last hurrah 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2018 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Brose, Christian <CBrose@mcguirewoods.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:45 AM 

Kenneth Kettering <kenneth.kettering@brooklaw.edu-~; Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Buchalter.com> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edn 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Lien subordination practice queslion 

ATT00002.c 

"i’bis is the driver behind the requirement to legend the subordinated debt ~nstrument and subordkH~ted k)an (~n(:h.~d~ng securiW) documents w~:h a notice that 

Hghts and remedies are sabjecL to the Lerms o1: a subo~’d~nat~on agreement~ 

Christian B~ose 
McGukeWoods LLP 

201 Nodh T~,on Street 
Suite 3009 
Charb~e, NC 28202-2146 

704.3432315 (Direc[ L~ne} 
704.444.8871 (Direct FAX) 
cbrose@mcg ~rewoods.com 

htt p://~.mcg uit~woods.com 

Th~s e-mail may cot~tain conl)det~&d or privileged #?~otmado~). tt you a~ not tI~e inle~m’ed rec@ie~?t, p~ea.se advise by totum e#t~a~l a~m’ de,~ete #nme@ateIy ~,~:iO?oul t~,a@ng or 

I=rora: ucclaw-I-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu [mailto:ucclaw-I-bounces@lists.washlaw.edu] On Behalf Of Kenneth Kettering 
Sent; Tuesday, December :[0, 2013 7:41 PM 

To-" Zadek, Robert 
Ce-" ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
$~bjeet-" [Ucdaw-I] Lien subordination practice question 
Bob Zadek’s question inspires me to ask the list participants who are currently in practice the following question: What is your practice, and what practice do you see others 
follow, about giving public notice of a lien subordination agreement? Do you ever effect, or see others effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the fact in the 
appropriate Article 9 filin9 system? If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendment to the senioes financing statement? An amendment to the junior’s 
financing statement? A new financing statement? An information statement aka correction statement? Any attempt at giving public notice of the subordination through some 
mechanism other than an Article 9 filing? 
I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see many examples of others’ handiwork. I have long wondered why this subject hasn’t been more 
litigated than it seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated security interest are just incorrigibly honest as a class, and never ever sell the debt 
without disclosing to the buyer the subordination agreement the seller signed last month. 
Ken Kettering 
Visiting Professor 
Case Western Reserve School of Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC The Farm <uncfarm@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:53 AM 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information <farm_general@listserv.unc.edu> 

[farm_general] Upcoming Farm Events 

Greetings from The Farm, 

We have a few fun programs scheduled fothis week and next. Please read below to see what’s coming up. 

Disc Golf Play Day = Sunday, December 1Sth (beginning at Noon) no RSVP required 

The play day will begin at 12:00 pm and will continue until all groups have played through 18 holes. The winner will receive a Farm Championship T-shirt! 

The two divisions for the tournament are 13 and under and 14 and over. Members and guests are welcome to play. There is no charge for this event. 

Santa Calling = Monday, December 16th (6:00-8:30 pro) Email ahead required 

Ho, ho, ho! When Santa Calling comes around it is a magical time of the year. The Farm personally runs a live feed from the North Pole all the way to The 

Farm and out to your home. This is your chance to have your child(ten) speak to Santa and ask Jolly Old Saint Nick what he or she might want this year. 

This is also a great opportunity for parents to eavesdrop and find out what their child really wants this year. Santa will be making calls between 6:00-8:00 

pm. Please email The Farm with the best time you would like Santa to call on Monday evening, the name of your child{ten), how old they are, gift 

suggestions and anything else Santa might need to know. 

Parent’s Night Out = Friday, December 20th (6:00-9:00 pro) RSVP required 

This is a great opportunity for parents and children alike to have a great evening. Once a month from 6:00-9:00 pm, The Farm provides a babysitting 

service for up to thirty kids. While here, we have Alfredo’s pizza, ice cream sundaes and watch a fun movie. This gives parents the night offto do whatever 

they would like whether it be a tennis match or going out for dinner. Make sure to sign up in advance because these evenings tend to fill up quickly. Prices 

are as follows: S15 for one child or S25 for two children from the same family. This event is for children 5-13 years old and RSVPs are a must. 

-Seth Pomerantz, Assistant Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_general as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33990219-2435570.47d4593dSelld651e5d3bcd97bOab835@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia Travel Deals <usmaJl@expediamail.com> 

~Vednesday, December 11, 2013 9:10 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ASAP: Up to 50% off 

Expedia 

ASAP- A 
~i Deals End at [,,~kJnight! 

SUDDEN ...... 

Rooms Up to 50% OffmEvery Day 

[}id you know yo~,t can find ~’..ew ASAi:~ deals daily? if 
book r~ow, because ~t’ll expir~ by 



[] Expedia Deal Finder 

whe~e to go? Exple~e eu.~ very best 
de~ls at des~in~tie~’,s ali ove~’ 
werid. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 11, 2013 9:11 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Private Healfl] Pla~] Enrollment Ri~s With New F.xcha~ges 

Private Health Plan Enr~lhnent Rises %rith New 
Exchanges 

The new health-insurance system signed up 258,000 people in November, more than 

double the number in October when the marketplaces opened and problems plagued the 

HealthCare.gov website. Still, the number is well below Obama administration projections 

that 500,000 people would sign up in the first month. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jen Jones, Equality NC <enc@equalitync.org> 

~Vednesday, December 11, 2013 9:13 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

YOU could be our 50,000th. 

Equality NC 

Friend of Equality-- 

As of dais morning we haYe almost 49, 950 friends on Facebook. 

social netwoek in the woeld, w~ile also retaining our tRle as the second-most social state equality group in the 

ccamtry (behind our good fl’ie~ds h~ Calitbrifia.) 

If eve~)~ EqualJ~: NC supporter who receives this ema~] ~ikes cmr page, well easi]y eclipse 1 oo,ooo on Faeebook, 

and not only be able to rnore really push out ]mpo[ian~ information arm activate folks around crucial LGBT 

issues, But also send a strong message [hak people from all over care about building a s~ke of Equalib~ in the 

When you’re doue, please fo~,ward tlfis emai~ to fi~’e friends. It’s a big help. 

Thank you 

Equalib~ NC 

::X:: Tell a Friend Get Involved ] .~.iI Donate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~ielle A-~mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December l L 2013 9:33 AM 

Broome, Lissa L ~lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Ille~ Vince ~ille@unc.edu> 

FW: quick update 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw?rsit¥ o~ North C~rolirH~ 

Pho~)e: (971.9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.6002 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

F~: Cleveland, 3oanna Carey 
Senti Wednesday, December [1, 20~3 9:~6 AM 
Te: Vangelder, Marielle A 
$~ject~ quick update 

I walked out and left my phone at home this morning. If you need to reach me, please call me at my office (962-6976). Thanks. 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 

Associate University Counsel 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 

222 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

919.962.6976 (telephone) 

919.843.1617 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USA TODAY High School Sports <edito@schedulestar.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

10% off~r~nal~ed holiday gitts plus a custom tee otter’. 

USA TODAY HSS 

ii~ Havin9 troubl .... din9 this? View Online 
10% off the best personalized holiday 9ifts plus a FREE custom tee with $85 order! 

This is an advertising message from USA TODAY High School Sports 

If you no longer wish to receive promotional emails, click here to Unsubscrib¢ ::.~[i.,:,’k.,..r3.~,2.e" 
to view our privacy policy 

This email was sent by: USA TODAY High School Sports 

!00 Emerson Lane Suite 1529 Bridgeville, PA, 15017, USA 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

West Academic <eupdates@westacademic.com> 

Wednesday, December 1 l, 2013 10:09 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Please join us during AALS tbr our annual author reception 

WEST 
ACADEMIC 

YOU ARE INVITED! 

While you are attending the 2014 AALS Annual Meeting in New 
York, please join us at our annual reception honoring West 
Academic Publishing and Foundation Press® authors. The 
reception will be held at Robert in the Museum of Arts and Design, 
9th Floor, where you can enjoy the contemporary American fare 
from award-winning Chef Luisa Fernandes. 

WHEN: Friday, January 3, 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. 

WHERE: Robert* in the Museum of Arts and Design, 9th Floor 

2 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 

WHAT: Live music, full bar and delicious appetizers 

QL~ESTIONS? 
No reply is necessary. For more information, please contact your 
account manager at 800-313-9378 or 

accountmanager@westacademic.com 

*PLEASE NOTE: There is no signage for Robert outside the 
Museum of Arts and Design. Please enter the Museum and proceed 

to the 9th floor. 

~FOU NDATION      ~’WEST 
ACADEMIC 

Contact Us 

Privacy policy 



This message was sent to LBROOME@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

West Academic I 444 Cedar Street, Suite 700 I St. Paul, MN 55101 

U~B~.~bsc~ibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DPAC <~cus~omerservice@dpacnc.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:25 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friends of DPAC Special Oilers: Brit Floyd; Crosby, Stills & Nash 

Crosby, Stills & Nash Brit Floyd 

An Intimate Evening with 
Rock & Roll Legends 

The World’s Greatest 
Pink Floyd Show Returns 

FIND TICKETS 
Active t2/12, 10 a.m. - 1 t :59 p.m. 

FIND TICKETS 
Active Now, Unti~ t t :59 p.m. Tonight 

No password needed. These special online offers expire tonight at 11:59 p.m for Brit Floyd and tomorrow, 12/12 at 

11:59 p.m. for CSN. Additional seats go on sale via Ticketmaster starting Friday at 10 a.m. for both shows. 

4 ticket limit per account. 

~i Follow us Th, .... 111 .... t by: Durham Performing Ar~s Center        :online: 

Manage Your Email Preferences for Ibroome@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FORTUNE Magazine <~FORTUNEMagazine@fomme.chtal~.ne~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:08 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Protbssional Subscription Discount Ottbr 

Professional Subscription Discount Offer 

~i Professional Subscription Di .... t Offer 

Click here to view a web version of this email. 

Waiting Room Subscriptions at 
up to 91% off newsstand price 

AWARD-WINNING, BEST SELLING PUBLICATIONS 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED ENTERTAINMENT INSTYLE TIME 
America’s #1 

WEEKLY Get celebrity inspired The Larger story of the 
The Very latest on movies, 

sports magazine,         TV, music, and more,     fashion and beauty trends,       world we live in, 

Keep your clients happy in your waiting room with best-selling magazines 
while you enjoy discount prices - reserved only for professionals like you. 

Don’t miss this special one-time-only email discount offer. 
Order today! 

vo:.= =’,~tiler t~ot receive email sJbscHptiorl of%=~ [o~ mcliti;~ie m~,gazines from FORTuNe2 click here o~ cor;v ~!~d p~ste this ii~K 

https://subscription.timeinccom/storefront!privacy/for~une/fleneric mthost optout online.html?dnp-source=D 

PRI’vAC’¢ POUC¢: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 
David Sanchez <sanchez@smachez-amador.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:38 AM 

Kenneth Kettering <kenneth.kettering@brooklaw.edu-~; Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Buchalter.com> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edn 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Lien subordination practice ques~tion 

My sense is that many SP2’s do not file anything to give notice of the subordination agreement, although some subordination agreement forms have SP1 expressly grant to SP2 the 
authori~ to file financing statements and make other filings to give such notice. I believe the ABA model ICA does not include ant’ such authorization. 

David Sanchez. Esq. 
Sunchez & Amador, LLP 
811 Wilshire Boulevard 
20th Flour 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
(213) 955 7211 
(213) 955 7201 (Fax) 
www.sanchez-amador cum 

The contents of this message may be privileged and cunfidentia[. There[ore, if this message has been received in errur, please delete it withuut reading it. Yuur receipt uf this message is nut 
intended to waive any applicable privilege Please du nut disseminate this message withuut the permissiun ufthe authur. 

To ensure compliance with Treasuw I)epartment regulations, we inform you that, unless otherwise indicated in wriung, any US. Federal tax advice contained in this communication 
(including any attachments) is nut intended or wrirten tu be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or applicable state and 
lucal provisions or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending tu anuther part?, aW tax-related matters addressed herein 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: ucclaw-l-buunces@lists.washlaw edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces(~lists.washlaw edu] On Behalf ()l!Kermeth Kettering 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:41 PM 
To: Zadek, Robert 
Cc: ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw edu 
Subject: [Ucclaw-l] Lien suburdinatiun practice question 

Bob Zadek’s question inspires rae to ask the list participants who are cm~ently in practice the following question: \Vhat is your practice, and what practice do you see others follow, about 
giving public notice of a lien subordination agreeraent? Do you ever effect, or see others effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the fact in the appropriate Article 9 filing systera? 
If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendraent to the senior’s financing statement? An araundment to the junior’s financing statemunt? A new- financing statement? An 
irfformation statement aka currection statement ? Any attempt at giving public notice of the subordination through some mechanism other than an Article 9 filing? 

I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see many examples of others’ handiwork. I have long ~vondered why this subject hasn’t been more litigated than it 
seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated security interest are just incorrigibly honest as a class, and never ever sell the debt without disclosing to the buyer 
the subordination agreement the seller signed last raonth. 

Kun Kettering 

Visiting Professor 

Case Western Reserve School of Law- 

The UCC’LAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Sel~’ice" 
http:/istore.westgroup.comi, with assistance from the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or change your settings, go to http:/ilists.washlaw.edv.’mailmarglistirffo/ucclaw-1 

A free sel-.zice of WashL aw 
http://washla~v.edu 
(785)6701088 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 11, 2013 11:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Forgotten Documents Reveal Government’s Lobx~tomy ofU.S. Troops 

Forgotten D~cmnents Reveal G~ver~ment’s Lobotorny 
of U.S. Troops 

A cache of musty documents lost to memory exposes a time when the U.S. Iobotomized 

some 2,000 veterans. The nation forgoL But Roman Tritz remembers. 

The Lobotomy Files: A WSJ Special Project 

See ~ore Coverage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jus~tin Hansford <jhansfor@slu.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:02 PM 

~ctpr@li sts.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - PR and Nelson Mandela 

Hi everyone, 

I’m working on a piece involving Nelson Mandela and legal ethics, and I’ve included a link to a snapshot of the argument below. If anyone is covering p~ofessional 

identity and planning to discuss Mandela ne~ semester, I’d love to hear your thonghts and learn about yonr approach. Feel fi~ee to email me at ihansfor~slu.edu 

http://criticallegalthit ~lkSng. corn/2013/12/06/nelson-mandela- lawyers -ideal/ 

Best Wishes, 

Justin Hansii~rd 

Site Links: View- post online View mailir4z list online Start new thread via email Unsubscribe from this mailing list Manage your subscription 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American La~v Schools 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 
https://connect.aals.org/picm/ld/fid 280 



Subject: 

Team NVivo <info@exptore,qsrinternatienal,com> 

Wednesday= December 11= 2013 12:29 PM 

Broome~ Lissa L <lbroorne@email ~nc.edcp- 

NVivo Brown Bag VVebinar: Incorporatir~g Social Media Research Capabilities with NVivo 

Social media cot=tent cor=tinues to play an integral role in conamunity and stakeholder engagement initiatives By grouping and evaiuatin..q sociai media trer=ds you have the ability to gauge 

e Capl:tirirlg web pu~.(tes as PDF [ilea 

e \Norldn!~’wifl~ YcdTtiba rr!u~terial 

Join ~s en T~esday, December 17 at 2:~eP~a I~DT~ fer a live webir!u~r orl hcw NCapl:~re ar!d NVivo mal~e i1: poa.sible te uae Secial Madia data in yotir NVivo prcject Clink iseie 1o register. 

Please feel fl-ee to s~lare this with your colleagues or students 

If you have additional questions please contact us at r:,~" ,.os ve!]ts{~:~!qsri:?~ ~i ~t m-:ai cm :] or cai1617~491-1850 

NVi’vo Wabinar Team 

QSR Irltem~:t=onal (Arrlariaas) 

Oambridge S~reet 

Burlington~ M!\ {)18(}3 

7-491-I 

Co!st.sat ~Is I ~--!ivu.-s," P~olic:: I 

Please add us to your Safe Sender Iisti 



Get the __U__pdated Version of 

Witnesses 

Haven’t aprjated in a few 

years’? Don’t worry! Our annuaf 

suppfements are now 

refleshed versions of the entire 

(800) 440-4780 

The 20~3 supplement brings you the latest 

information in disquafifying, cross-examining, and 

impeaching your opponent’s expert. New and 

updated topics include: 

Discovery of Electronic Documents 

Presenting Your Expert’s Opinion 

Statistical, Tire Defect, Economic, Financial 

Damage, & Engineering Experts 

Improper Subject of Expert Testimony 

Speculative or Conjectural Evidence 

Expert Opinion Is Unnecessary 

Lack of Proper Basis for Opinion 

Challenges to Expert 

Future Damages Reduced to Present 

Valuation Methods 

By Robert C. Clifford 

Exclusive pFice for existing customers." 

~f you have already purchased the latest version 

of this book, please disregard this email -- but 

stay tuned for future updates and deals! 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisle Baker <lbaker@sufiblk.edu; 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:06 PM 

Justin Hanstbrd <jhansfor@slu.edw~; sectp@lists.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Ma~dela 

Dear Justin: 

Thanks for bringing to light an aspect of his life that may bare been overlooked, 

If others a~T~.:_~g the S~-:~ction have similar pro[Hes of exem~ary ~awvers to share~ ~1: wouk~ be vak~aMe ~:o have an im~entory to provh~e to studen~:s as they ~ook 

forward ~o I~fe beyond law school. 

~ Lisle Baker, SuffoH< University Law Schoo~ 

E~m= 3ustin Hansford [mail~:jhansfor@slu.edu] 
Seat; Wednesday, December $~, 2053 $2:02 PN 
To= sectpr@lists.aals.org 
Sabject= [SE~PR] - PR and Nelson Nandela 

Hi eveD’one, 

I’m working on a piece involving Nel~n Mandela and legal etNcs, a~d I’ve included a link to a snapshot of the a~ument ~low. If anyone is covefng professional 

identi~ and plmming m Nscuss Mandela ne~ semes~ec rd love m hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel l~e to emml me at jhans~/or(tbslu.edu 

http://criticallegaN~h~g corn/2013/12/06/nelson-m~dela-lawvers-ideal/ 

Best Wishes, 

Justin ttanstbrd 

..... End Original Message ..... 

SiteLinks: Viewpostonline Viewmailin~,]istonlk~e Startnewthreadviaemai] Unsubscribe:[rorathisraailing]ist M:anageyou[ subscription 

This list is a formn for the exchange of poims of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list a~d do not necessarily 

represent the position of the Association of American Law- Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 

https:/,’connect.aals.o~W picn~,’ld,’fid 280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <:frboard- webannouncements@ f~deralreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:07 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu~ 

Federal Reserve Boaacd issues consent order m cea~ and desist and a civil money penalty of $50 million against the Royal Bank of Scotlm~d 

Group plc (RBS Group) and the Royal Bank of Scotland plc (RBS plc) 

Federal Reserve Board issues consent order to cease and desist and a civil money penalty of $50 million a~ainst the Royal 

Bank of Scotland Group plc (RBS Group) and the Royal Bank of Scotland plc (RBS plc) 

http:,/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/presCenibrcement’20131211 a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update ?’our subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 
email address to log in. If you hm, e qaestions or problems or need assistance~ please contact subscfilmrhelp.govdelive~5~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at h_ttp:i/w~vw.federalreserve.go_v. Follow us on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@pepperlawupdates.com> 

Wednesday, December 1:[, 20:[3 :[:20 Prd 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
The Community Reinvestment Act (CRA): New and Revised ]:nteragency Questions and Answers Leaves 
Some Questions - Client Alert - December :[:[, 20:[3 

To view this email as a web page, go her~e 

Client Alert 

December 11, 2013 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System (Board) and the Federal Deposit insurance Corporation (FDIC) (collectively the Agencies) 
adopted as final the Interagency Questions & Answers (Q&As) regarding community reinvestment 
that were proposed on I~larch 18, 2013. These Q&As continue the apparently never-ending process 
of policy tweaking and further adjustment by the Agencies to better align the aspirations of the 
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) with the practical difficulties that sometimes constrain banks in 
the marketplace from being able consistently to meet the CRA requirements. IV|ost of the new Q&As 
are not likely to spark great controversy, but several do represent restatements of the Agencies’ 
views, especially regarding qualified investments. The new Q&As became effective on November 20, 
2013. The rules are not limited to only having prospective effect, and certain critical issues were 
deferred until examination procedures are written, and exams conducted. A link to the Q&As can be 

found here. 

Read more 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets 

Philadelphia~ PA 19103-2799 

Update preferences For~vard to a Friend Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:37 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 11 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 11, 2013, 1:25 P.M. ET 

The Royal Bank of Scotland plc (RBS) will pay $100 million to settle claims by U.S. authorities 
that the bank violated U.S. sanctions regulations and programs in connection with Iran, 

Sudan, Burma, and Cuba. 

The settlement involves the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), 
the Federal Reserve Board, and the New York State Department of Financial Services. All 

three agencies worked with the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority. 

According to Treasury, from 2005 to 2009, payment practices by RBS interfered with 
implementation of U.S. economic sanctions. References to critical information, such as 
connections to Iran, were left out of cover payments sent to U.S. financial institutions, 

Treasury said. 

RBS representatives could not immediately be reached for comment. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Baum, Marsha <baum@law.unm.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:43 PM 

Lisle BaI:er <lbake@suffolk.edu:~; Justin Hanstbvd <jhanstb@sln.edu>; ~ctpr@lists.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Ma~dela 

In my Ethics class, I offer the students the opportunity to write a short paper on a judge or lawyer that they consider wise and to offer examples of that wisdom. I have had 
some very thoughtful papers on tribal court judges and local lawyers and judges that offer great insights into the types of contributions our students can make to practice and 
society. I have not created a collection of the best of these papers but I might start. Thanks for sharing your insights, Justin. 

Marsha L. Baum 
Professor of Law 
University of New Mexico 

From: Lisle Baker [Ibaker@suffolk.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December J,i, 20:13 :I:t:05 AM 
To: Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Thanks for bringing to light an aspect of his fife ~hat may have been overlooked, 

If others ~mong the Section have sh~~r pro[:~les of exempfary ~awyers to share, ~t wo~dd be vatuabfe ~o have an inventory to provide to students ~s they took 

forward to I~fe beyond law school, 

N Usle Baker, Suffolk University Law School 

F~m: Justin Hansford [mail~:jhansfor@slu.edu] 

Sent= Wednesday, December ll, 2013 12:02 PN 

To= sectpr@lista.aals.org 

Subject; [SE~PR] - PR and Nelson Nandela 

Hi eve~7one, 

I’m worNng on a piece involving Nel~n Mandela ~d legal etNcs, a~d I’ve included a li~ to a snapshot office a~ument ~low. If anyone is covering professional 

identib’ m~d pla~ing to discuss Mandela ne~ semester, rd love to hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel free to email me at ihaa~stbr~f~slu.edu 

h~p:/ icriticallegalthink it~g.com/2O l 3i12iO6/nelson-mandela-]awyers-ideaF 

Best Wishes, 

Justin Hansford 

..... End OriginaJ~ Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

Site Links: View post online View maili~_z list online Slari new tt~read via email Unsubscribe :fi’om Ibis mailing list Manavze your subscription 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here axe not necessarily those of the group associated with the list a~d do not necessarily 

represent the position of the Association of American Law Schools. 

Use of this email content is governed by the terms of ~rvice at: 

https://connect.aals.or~,’p/cm/ld/fid=~80 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 11 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 11, 2013, 1:31 P.M. ET 

The Royal Bank of Scotland plc (RBS) will pay $100 million to settle claims by U.S. authorities 
that the bank violated U.S. sanctions regulations and programs in connection with Iran, 

Sudan, Burma, and Cuba. 

The settlement involves the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), 
the Federal Reserve Board, and the New York State Department of Financial Services. All 

three agencies worked with the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority. 

According to Treasury, from 2005 to 2009, payment practices by RBS interfered with 
implementation of U.S. economic sanctions. References to critical information, such as 
connections to Iran, were left out of cover payments sent to U.S. financial institutions, 

Treasury said. 

RBS representatives could not immediately be reached for comment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:08 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

lawson bennett.jpg; anthony poole.jpg 

CRIME REPORTS: 
NOTHING TO REPORT FOR YESTERDAY EXCEPT: 
The two men arrested during ~he event listed below has new been charged with break in’s on Cernpton Rd, Pear,on Rd, Dorsey Rd. nd Olin Rd~ 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
**** This call came ont as an alarm activation as we checked the rear of the residence we located a year exterior door that had been damaged, it appeazed that the 

glass portion had been kicked / hit resulting in the trim around the glass being forced out. the neighbor advised that he was paxked at the end of his driveway, across the 

street, and saw a small wt~ite car occupied by what kioked like a Nack male a~d a white male. while checking the scene, shefiffPendergrass adviscd that they had seen 

a "suspicious" white vehicle close to this axea mad they were attempting to locate it again, the vehicle was located on or near bx~wden rd and followed to the glen lennox 

area where it stopped, deputies on scene advised that when they approached the subjects, the subjects got back into the vehicle and fled the scene, within minutes 

multiple uNts ti~om the sheriffs otfice and other depaxtments were actively pursuing the vehicle, after a brief pursuit, the vehicle and subjects were located and detained. 

While checking them for warrants, a firea~an was seen under the driver’s seat. It was retrieved. It crone back listed as stolen tiom a break-in m Mecklenbu~ Cotmty 

Virginia on 12-0(>2013. Another gun was found under the same seat. The~e were numerous items throughout the interior of the vehicle. Anested and cha~rged Was 

Lawson Bem~ett wire 02/15/1994 ~md Antimony PooIe b/m 0g’15/1995 both live at 304 Nichols Ave in Roxboro. Person Co. has charged them in the past with break 

~n’s.(see attached) 
THANKS TO EVEROYNE THAT HAS BEEN CALLING AND REPORTING INFORMATION PERTAINING TO SUSPICIOUS VEHICLES POSSIBLY INVOLED IN BREAK INS, 
THIS IS £%SHAT COMMUNITY VVATCH IS ALL ABOUT 
REMEMBER: LOCK YOUR VEHICLES PARKED IN YOUR DRIVEWAY. DON’T LEAVE VALUABLES INSIDE, BE OBSERVANT OF: YOUR SURROUNDINGS 
EVERYWHERE YOU ARE. EXTRA PRECAUTIONS MIGHT MEAN HAVING A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS. 

PLEASE BE EXTRA OBSERVANT DURING THS TIME OF THE YEAR. THIS IS A VERY BUSY TIME FOR EVERYONE. THE CROOKS ARE COUNTING ON US BEING TO 
BUSY TO PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT IS GOING ON IN OUR SURROUNDINGS. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

:106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

9:19-644-3050 Office 

9:19-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP <happyholiday@~x~’rick.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:22 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Happy Holidays’. 

View as a webpage. Click here 

i~ tloliday blessings come in many forms. 

Wyrick Robbins is privileged to enjoy your trust and your friendship. We are 
thankful for both. As part of our comm~mity commitme,~* we will once again 
be providing donations this year to selected organizations devoted to helping 

those among us who are most in need. 

We hope you have a peacefiA arid ioyous holiday season. 



Forward this email 

This emaii was sent to Ibroome@em~il.unc,ed~i b’~’ happvholidays@w~/rick, com :: 
Uz~date ProfilejEmailAdd[ess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ P[ivacy Policy, 

Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP :: 4101 Lake Boone Trail :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27607 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

foMhamla~ye~law.fordhan~.edu@reply.bronto.com on behalf of 

Fordham Law School <fordhamlawTer@law.fordham.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fordham Lawyer Magazine, Fall 2013: Now Available 

Fordharn Lawyer, Fall 2013 
Real-world legal matters take center stage in 
this issue of Fordham Lawyer* magazine from 
Professor Daniel Capra’s leadership drafting 
rules of evidence and serving as a special 
master in high-profile civil actions to Professor 
Catherine Powell’s human rights work in the 
Secretary of State’s Policy Planning Office and 
on the White House’s National Security Staff. 
Visit India with Professor Clare Huntington’s 
Comparative Family Law course. Meet Fordham 
Law,s newest professor, Jed Shugerman. 
Consider the right to representation with 
Professor Bruce Green. Explore labor and 
employment law issues. And get to know one 
of Fordham Law,s most graceful alumni, Denny 
Roja ’86. 

"~/iew the _o_~j!~_e___fj!p_~_9__o__k. here. 

Cover 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

: 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 



140 W 6~’:ld 8ireet i Ne,r~ York :~ NY i 10023 

Forward to a friend I Manage Preferences i UnsubscrJbe 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Paley <MemberServices@NACDonline.org~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NACD Complimenta~ Benefit: Latest NACD Directorship Issue 

If you haven’t already received your copy of the November/December issue oINACD 
Directorship magazine, it willarriveshortly, ln additiontothecomplimentary printissue 
mailed to NACD members, immediate access to the electronic copy of the magazine is 

corporatec~overnance, olusorofilesoftheinducteesintotheCorporateGovernance 

Delaware Supreme Court chief justice reflects on his career, the boardroom, and 

all of NACD’s publications on leading governance practices, or call our office at 202-775-0509 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Skiing Magazine <newslette@email.skiingmag.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:08 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Hate Your Job? Try This One. 

You are receiving this message because of your customer relationship with Skiing Magazine e-newsletter 

Click here if~ou wish to unsubscribe. 

Hate Your Job? Try This One. No images? Viewthe online version. 

iNii BearTek 

This email was sent to Ibroome@email unc.edu 

Update your profile I Unsubscribe I Read our Privacy Policy 

Copyright © Active Interest Media, 5720 Flatiron Parkway, Boulder, CO 80301 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Toshiba Global expands; tteaJflaCare.gov continues slow grind in N.C. 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

.................................. 

ClicR here for our 2013 - 14 Web T~x GuMe, 

___ 



PowerSecure ties CEO’s com$)ensation to comt~j&~{4])erformar’..ce, 

Budget deal {evoids flovemmep..t shutdown 

~ A lockindicates content available ~) paid subsc6~rs. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Came Menkel-Meadow <cmeadow@law.uci.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:39 PM 

Lisle BaJ~er <lbake@suffolk.edtr~; Justin Hanstbvd <jhanstb@slu.edu>; ~ctpr@lists.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Ma~dela--a thought’. 

As a comment to our whole list serve., there is something in the fact that two of our century’s greatest human rights and revolutionary leaders (Mandela and Gandhi) were 
lawyers who left lawyering to achieve justice for their people., law was a good beginning for articulating justice needs and values but it did not deliver adequately and other 
means needed to be chosen 
Carrie Menkel-Meadow 
Chancellor’s Professor of Law 
University of California, Irvine School of Law 
401 E. Peltason Drive 
Irvine, California 92697 
phone 949-824-1987 

email= cmeadow@law.uci.edu 
View my research on my SSRN Author page: 

http://ssrn.com/author=98428 
Co-editor, {nterna~onal Journal (~t’Law in Coniext (Cambridge University Press) 

From: Lisle Baker [Ibaker@suffolk.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 i0:05 AM 
To: Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org 
Subject: [SECTPP.] - RE: PP. and Nelson IVlandela 

Dear .Justin: 

Thanks for bringing to ligM: ~n aspect of his iife ~:hat may baw~ been ow~rh:~o~ed, 

~f others among the Section have sh~k~r pro[iles of exem~iary ~awvers to share, ~1: wouk~ be vak~ab~e ~:o have an inventory to provh~e to studen~:s as they ~ook 

forward to I~fe beyond law school, 

~ Lisle Baker, SuffoH< University Law Schoo~ 

~mm= Justin Hansford [mailto:jhansfor@slu.edu] 
Seat= Wednesday, December $~, 2053 $2:02 PM 
To= sectpr@lists.aals.org 
Sabject= [SE~PR] - PR and Nelson Mandela 

Hi eve~one, 

I’m working on a piece involving Nel~n Mandela and legal etNcs, a~d I’ve included a link to a snapshot of the a~ument ~low. If anyone is coveting professional 

identi~ and plmming m discuss Mandela ne~ semester, rd love m hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel l~e to emml me at jhans~or(tbslu.edu 

http]/cfiticallegalfl~h~lg~ corn/2013/12/0(~nelson-m~d ela@awyers - k~al/ 

Best Wishes, 

Justin Hansfo~d 

..... End Otigina] Message ..... 

..... End Otigina] Message ..... 

SiteLinks: Viewix~stonlme Viewtnailin~.]istonlme Startncwthreadviaemail Unsubscribe:[~rorathisraailm~hst Mana&es~oursabscr~_?tion 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of seP,dce at: 
h___t!~_~s: /.’connect.aals. or~g/_~_?/cm/ld/fid 280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ellmarm, Stephen J. <stephen.ellmann@nyls.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 4:07 PM 

’Came Menkel-Meadow’ <cmeadow@law.uci.edu>; [,isle Baker <lbake@sul]blk.edu>; Justin Hanstbrd <jhansfor@slu.edu-~; 

sectpr@li sts.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela-- a thought! 

Wha[ Carrie says is right, It’s also important to recognize that [here were dramatic difl:erences in the extra--legal courses these two great leaders took .-- Gandh~ 

developing nonviolent civil d~sobed~ence, Mandela tryh~g that as we~ but g~vh~g ~t up as infeas~Me, and ~nstead undertaking the "armed struggle" agah~st 

apartheid as the ~eader of the ANC’s m~il:ary force, u Mkhonto we S~zwe (’5pear of the Nation"), These two ~eaders are also proo[ that there ~s more than one way 

to a peacefu~ sel:th~menl:. 

Stephen EIImann, Professor of Law and D~redor of the Office of Cl~n~cN and Experient~N Learning, New York Law School, 185 W. Broadway, NY, NY 

10013-.2921; tel: 212-431--2392; fax: 212.-966-.2053, 

F~m= Carrie Nenkel-Neadow [mailto:cmeadow@law.uci.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, December ii, 2013 3:39 PM 
Te~ Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford~ sectpr@lists.aals.org 
Su~ject~ [SE~PR] - RE: PR and Nelson Nandela-- a thought[ 
As a comment to our whole list sere., there is something in the fact that ~o of our centu~’s greatest human righN and revolutionary leaders (Nandela and Gandhi) were 
la~ers who left layering to achieve justice for their people., law was a good beginning for a~iculating justice needs and values but it did not deliver adequately and other 
means needed to be chosen .... 
Carrie NenkeI-Neadow 
Chancellor’s Professor of Law 
Universi~ of California, I~ine School d Law 
401 E. Peltason Drive 
I~ine, California 92697 
phone 949-82+ 1987 

View my research on my SSRN Author page: 

h~p:!/ssrn.com/author=98428 
Co-editor, I~ternalional ,]ournal o~ Law in Cow, text (Cambridge UniwrsiI~ 

Frem." Lisle Baker [Ibaker@suffolk.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:05 AM 

To; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.orq 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Nandela 

Dear Jusdn: 

Thanks for bringing to light an aspect of his fife d~at may have been overlooked, 

If others among the Section have similar profiles of exemplary lawyers to share, ~t wou~d be uak~ab~e to haue an inventory to prou~de to students as theg ~ook 

[orward to I~[e beyond law school. 

~ Lisle Baker, Suffolk Un~versil:y [.sw Schoo~ 

F~m= Justin Hansford 
Sent~ Wednesday, December ll, 2013 12:02 PN 

Te~ sectpr@l~sts.aa~s.org 
Subject~ [SE~PR] - PR and Nelson Plandela 

Hi eye,None, 

I’m wor~ng on a piece involvin~ Nel~n Mandela ~d lega~ eflfics, and I’ve included a li~ to a snapshot office a~ument ~low. If anyone is co~ering pmfessiona~ 

identib" ~d pla~ming to discuss Mandela ne~ semester, I’d love to hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Fee~ free to email me at 

h~p:/ /’criticallegalthink ing.com/2013i12/’O6/nelson-mandela-~awyers-ideal/ 

Best Wishes, 

Justin Hansii~rd 

..... End OriginaJ Message ..... 

..... End OriginaJ Message ..... 

..... End OriginaJ Message ..... 

Site Links: View- post online View mailirN list online Start new ttmead via email Unsubscribe ti’om this mailing list Manage ~onr subscl-~ption 

This list is a forum for the exchange of poims of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily 

replesent the position of the Association of American Law Schools. 

Use of this email content is governed by the terms of ~rvice at: 

https://connect.aals.or~,’p,’cm/ld/tid=~80 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rotunda, Ronald <rrotunda@chapman.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 4:10 PM 

Came Menkel-Meadow <cmeadow@law.uci.edu>; [,isle Baker <lbaker@sultblk.edu>; Justin HansIbrd <jhanstb@slu.edu>; 

~ctpr@li sts.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela-- a thought! 

We shouid aiso add Thurgood Marshall, wk~o promoted justice by his actions as a lawyer. 

Ronald D. Rotunda 

The Doy & Dee Henley Chair and Distinguished Professor of Jurisprudence 

Chapman University 

The Date E. ,r"o’wle v Si:hoo] ol’Law 

One University Drive, Rm. 406 

Oran~e, CA 92865-$005 

Email: rrotunda@chapman.edu 

Tel. (754) 528-2698 

Fax: (754) 528-2576 

Home Pa~e: http://www$.chapman.edu/~rrotunda/ 

Social Science Research Network (SSRN) Author Page: http:Iissm.comlauthor=254334 

https:L/mybizcard.co/ronald rotunda. 58248 

From: Carrie Menkel-Meadow [mailto:cmeadow@law.uci.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2023 22:39 PM 
To; Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org 
Subject; [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela-- a thought! 
As a comment to our whole list serve., there is something in the fact that two of our century’s greatest human rights and revolutionary leaders (Mandela and Gandhi) were 
lawyers who left lawyering to achieve justice for their people., law was a good beginning for articulating justice needs and values but it did not deliver adequately and other 
means needed to be chosen .... 
Carrie Menkel-Meadow 
Chancellor’s Professor of Law 
University of California, Irvine School of Law 
402 E. Peltason Drive 
Irvine, California 92697 
phone 949-824- 2987 
email= ._C_Ln___e__a___d___o_ky_~!_a___w__:_y_c_ j_#_~!_u__ 

View my research on my SSRN Author page: 

http://ssrn.com/author=98428 
Co-editor, Interna~onal doz~rnal of Law in Context (Cambridge Universiiy Press) 

From: Lisle Baker [Ibaker@suffolk.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 22, 2023 10:05 AM 

To-" Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.orq 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

D *-’_~ a r J u s [:it~: 

Thanks for bringing to light an aspect of his fife ~hat may have been overlooked. 

If others among the Section have s~m~ar profiles 

~orward to I~e beyond law schook 

~ Lisle Baker, Suffolk Un~versit~ Law Schoo~ 

F~m= Justin Hansford 
Sent= Wednesday, December ~, 20~3 ~2:02 PM 

To: sectpr@lists.aals.orq 
Subject: [SE~PR] - PR and Nelson Mandela 

Hi eve~yone, 

I’m wor~ng on a piece involving Ne]~n Mandela ~d legal etNcs, and l’ve included a ]i~ to a snapshot of tim a~ument ~]ow. If anyone is covering professional 

identib" ~d p]mming to discuss Mandela ne~ semester, rd love to hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel free to mnail me at ihan~for@slu.edu 

h~p:/icritical]egal~hinking.com/2013/12i06/ndson-mandela-~awyers- ideal/ 

Best Wishes, 

Justin Hansford 

..... End OriginaJ Message ..... 

..... End OriginaJ Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

Site Links: Vie~v post online View roaili~_z list online S~arl new tt~read via emaii Unsubscribe :fi*om ~his mailing list Mana~ze your subscription 

This list is a forum for the exchange of Ix~ims of view. Opinions expressed hem am not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily 
represent the Iyosition of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use oft his email content is governed by the tenns of ~rvice at: 
https://connect.aals.orR:’p,’cm/ld/tid=~80 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome a~sa.dell.com> 

Wednesday, December 1 l, 2013 4:22 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Black Friday is back. 

b. was so 

December ! 1, 20!3 On ;~ mobile ale’,dee? V~ew Zmai[ or Shop Mobile Site. 

::~:: ,Del _ DeU Home I 1-877-887-:]355 I Live (;hat 24x7 

Laptops ~ Desktops ~ All- Tablets ~c 
U[trabooks in-Ones Touch 

giech-onics 5~ Atierlware ~ Deil 
S if:ware Fil~ar!cil~g 

Garnin~. Outlet 

Last minute shopping made easy 



ii~iI It’s not too late to give great gifts at a great price. 

It’s not too late to give great gifts at a great price, j 



ii~iI It’s not too late to give great gifts at a great price. 



Shipping deadlines for delivery by December 24, 2013.~ 

Purchase a Det[ PC and pror.ecL ALL your 

devices with Mc,’-’~fee~’ LiveSafeTM 

undmited number of compuLers, 

srnartphones~ and tab[e~s, 

The new Off:ice is now more 

your favorite Offi¢,~! app[i,::~tions: 

Ou~bok, Access, and Pdbi.isi~er~ 

[~ Over7$ Million PDs repaired 

Over 75 mi~[ion PCs repaired, Take your 

F ee PC I-lea[U~ Ci ec~ o’= ~e n ~ 

ResuLr.s in just minur.es, 

De[Lcornihome I 1-877-887-33:):) ] Chat 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:01 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <thrm te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?mn tennis] Wednesday and Thursday evening clinics 

Hello evelyone, 

Our Wednesday and Thursday evening clinics axe on for tonight and tomorrow night, bnt will be held on the hm~t courts. 

Thanks! 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm tennis as: lbroome@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave-33993398-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d164a(~listserv.unc.edu 

For more information, see our website: http:i/~wwv.uncfann.ora/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

ACCFL Secreta~ - Peter Carson <info@accfl.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:16 PM 

Broome, I issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Nominations for 2014 Homer Kripke and Special Service AwaJcds 

DEADLINE JANUARY 17, 2014 

Past PresJdeut "v:..~]Jin ~ingerlmt is ct’,p, Jr of the Committee of the College charged w~t~ the ~omm~tiou of recipieu~s 

for t]}e College% Homer KHpke Aclievemet~t and Special Sen,ice A~ard:,. The awards Committee asks t]}at the 

Fellow~; ,:)f the C,:)]iege sertd Madilt h3 ~nmi ~1 ~))~).g}.gq~iH~.~:52~.3.~R~.~2J25252~£d22K~ ner~dm~lJolts 

Seconds ~md supporting iI~n~iX~n ~re I~o~ necessat3, but ce]~mn]y encouraged. A detmled description 

]%r lhe awmds ~md a li~;t ?f ~he p~ : reci]?ients m:~3 be acces~:ed 

Peter Carson, SecretaD~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USAA Financial News & Advice <newsletters@e.usaa.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:38 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Cash In on Year-end Car Deals 

%1: USAA Financial Ne~s and Advice 

Editoffs Pick:~ 

[J Beware 50niine Hoiiday Shoppin.q Traps 

[J Ti;e Ta> Advar!ta.qe.s of Coilege 

[J Wheri ,q’ate.s ,q.iae, Doir!g Notbirig Cari Cost You 

[ 
[ 

..Most--Vics~%~(] Stories 

~] ,’3eat Pieces [o~ Job-Seei,;in.q \/eta 

0 CO [.addera: Clii?~b ir!l:e SaviP,.qs 

t:raud & 
[ 

,~ ~n u,_ ~ Secure Logon From LiS~A 

Au to 

h Wouid You Dri,;e With Your Eyes Shut? 

L] 4 Ways to Bundle i.Jp 5"ou[ Home 

How much money will Amedcans 

spend o~ isoiiday gifts this year? 

’: 8532 

, 8}%6 

i : 8902 

Having tro:Jb~e? C~ck here 

Get more interesting facts and trivia 

when yeu add the "Quick Question" tile 

Did you know ... 

-Whether you’re iust stalling cut or are a --i 

Find out re, ore 

Since Z008, mo:e thar~ Z8 bil:ion pages were de:ivered e:ectlor~ic.s:iy -- saviag more ti2an 34:.000 trees USAA 

We know wi~st it means to serve because so many of us have More titan 20% of USAA employees are 

veterans or military spouses. 

Phase do r:ot reply to thb emak ",,o send a secure nqessage to U SAA, please 

i!;vestinp; in secJrities products kwolves risk incklding possibb :oss of principal 



in,;ss[me,n~s p~o~,ided by USA~ In’,,estment Ma!;agsme,nt Company’ and USAA Financial ,t, dviso~s hnc, both 

Financiai ad’,,ice pFo’,,ided by, USAA Financial Planning Se~’,,ices insurance Age;~cy; inc (know!; as US:AA 

~:inancisi insuisnce A~ency in California, License ~ 0E385 ]2}, and USAA Financial Advisors. Inc, a re~iste=’ed 

Agency, inc. (known as (JSAA ~:inancisi insurance Agency in California. License #0B36312;, a registered 

San Anbnio, TX 75288 

150486-i213 

C:o ..e~,rig i;t @ 2013 U SAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

vickie@ncbankers.org on behalf of 

NC Bankers Association <vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:57 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCBA Bulletin- Decelnber 12, 2013 

.~.i NCBA Bulletin Header 

NOTE PASS~,VORD CHANGE: The user name is financial and the pass~,ord is 

literacy 

Below is a link [br this week’s NCBA Bulletin. 

https./,, ~wwv.ncbankers. )rg, bulletin,2013- I z- 12 

’Fo pdnt the weeM?,~ Bulletin, click on the print icon in the upper ~ight comer of the B~dletin 

(beside the date). 

Use tNs area to provide your subscribers information about your or~aniz~tbn. 

NC B~nkers Assoc~ation 
P O. Box 19999 

Raleigh, Nort~l Carolina 27~19.-9916 

8001~;6~-70441 9191881-9909 (Fax) 

Forward thi~ ema~l 

] 

This email was ~nt to Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu by vickie@ncbankers, orq i 

U.odat# ProFij#L~m~jjAddress Ins[ant [ernoval wi[il Saf:eUnsubsclibeTM Privacy! Policy. 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh :: NC :: 27609 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Breme, Paul M <PMBreme@pplweb.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:04 PM 

’ucclaw- l@lists.washlaw.edff 

[Ucclaw-1] Uusubscribe request 

Can you please unsubscribe me from this list? 
Thanks 

The information contained in this message is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the recipient(s) named above If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient 
or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this document in error and that any review, dissemination, distribution, or 
copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please noti~ us immediately, and delete the original message. 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Service" 
http:/istore westgroup corn/, with assistance from the Washla~v Web To subscribe or change your settings, go to http://lists.~vashlaw.edu~’mailman/listinfo/ucclaw-1 

A free sel-,zice of WashL aw 
http://washla~v.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rotunda, Ronald <rrotunda@chapman.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:25 PM 

Robert La~vry <rpl2@case.edtr>; Baum, Maxsha <baum@law.unm.edu> 

[,isle BaJ~er <lba~e@snttblk.edu>; Justin Hansford <jhansfo@slu.edu>; sectpr@lists.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - I),22: PR and Nelson Mandela 

What was dramatic about Mandela was first, after nea@ 3 decades of imprisonment, when took over to iead the nation, he did so without bitterness or 

revenge. Second, he left office voiuntariiy -- unlike the rulers of many other African nations. 

Ronald D. Rotunda 

The Doy & Dee Henley Chair and Distinguished Professor of Jurisprudence 

Chapman University 

The Dale }’:. Fowler School of La,x 

One University Drive, Rm. 406 

Orange, CA 92866-1005 

Email: rrotunda@chapman.edu 

Tel. (714) 628-2698 

Fax: (714) 628-2576 

Home Page: http://wwwl.chapman.edu!"rrotunda! 

Social Science Research Network (SSRN) Author Page: http:/,’ssm.corn,’author 254334 

https://mybizcard co/ronald.rotunda.58248 

From: Robert Lawry [mailto:rpl2@case.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2023 1:24 PM 
To: Baum, Marsha 
I::¢: Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists,aMs.org 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 
Dear Justin, 
Like Professor Baum, tbr many years in my PR class, I had the students write 10 page papers on a la~vyer the student would like to "emulate" because of their ethical 

condnct or professionalism. I let them chose among three categories: historical (John Adams), tictional (Atficus Finch) or someone they knew or worked with (mom or 

dad). Only facul~ colleagues were excluded, but the lbcus had to be on a lmvyer "in practice." (So not Lincoln the President or Thurgood Marshall, As~ciate Jnstice.) 

I received good papers t?om students writing in all three categories, and mediocre ones in all three a~s well. Although I, too, did not save papers or try to keep a list, I 
did talk of three lawyers I would like to emulate in a tribute piece I did in honor of Fred Zacharias, at 48 San Diego Law Rev. 199 (2011 ). Good luck with your 

Mandela exploration. One word of caution. No one is perfect (except Atticus, though, even here, Professor Monroe Freedman disagrees); but yon need to explore 

your lawyer (Mandela) with some caxe. I believe Mandela turned to violence at some point in his cmeer. Although a revolution in South Africa during the apartheid 

yeasts would have been morally justified, there may be acts that - even within ajuslified revolution - may be hard to juslify. Keeping the eye on the "practice" aspect of a 

la~x?’er’s life is both more manageable and probably more useful for fledgling lm~ers as well. Just a thought. 

Best regards, 

Bob Lawry 

Emeritus Professor of Law 

Director, Center tbr Prol}ssional Ethics 

CWRU School of La~v 

On Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 1:42 PM, Baum, Marsha <_l?_’_a_u__r_~2~!_’_aj:~::__uj!_r_~:__e__@_> wrote: 

In my Ethics class, I offer the students the opportunity to write a short paper on a judge or lawyer that they consider wise and to offer examples of that wisdom. I have had 
some very thoughtful papers on tribal court judges and local lawyers and judges that offer great insights into the types of contributions our students can make to practice and 
society. I have not created a collection of the best of these papers but I might start. Thanks for sharing your insights, Justin. 

Marsha L. Baum 
Professor of Law 
University of New Mexico 

From: Lisle Baker [Ibaker(a~suffolk.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:05 AN 
To: 3ustin Hansford; sectpr¢~lists.aals.org 
Subject," [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Nandela 

Dear Justin: 

Thanks for bringing to light an aspect of his li[e that: mi~y have been oveHooked. 

f[ others among the Sectb:~n h~ve s~mHar pro[Hes of e’.<emplary ~wyers to share, ~1: wouM be w~luaMe to have an inventory to ~)rovide to students as t:hey k)o~ 

[orward to I[[:e beyond law school. 

I~ Lisle Baker, Suffolk Liniversity Law School 

From: Justin Hansford [mailto:jhansfor@slu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2023 22:02 PM 
To: sectpr@lists,aals,org 
Subject: [SECTPR] - PR and Nelson Mandela 
tIi everyone, 

I’m working on a piece involving Nelson Mandela and legal ethics, and I’ve included a link to a snapshot of the argnment below. If anyone is covering prot}ssional 

identity and planning to discuss Mandela next semesler, I’d love to hear yonr thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel ti-ee to email me at jhansfor~;slu.edu 
http://criticallegald’dnlda~g.com/2013/12/06/nelson-mandela-~awyers-ideal/ 



Bes~t Wishes, 

Justin ttanstbrd 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Origin~2l Message ..... 

This liszt is a forum for the exchange of points ofview. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily 

represent the position of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 

https:/,’connect.aals.org/picn~,’ld,’fid 280 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 11, 2013 6:38 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Top U.S.-Backed Commander in Syria Run Out, U.S. Officials Say 

Top U.N.-Baeked Commander in Syria Run Out, 
Officials Say 

Salim Idris, the top Syrian rebel commander supported by the West, was run out of his 

headquarters in northern Syria over the weekend and fled to Turkey and then Doha after 

Islamist fighters took over facilities run by Western-backed opposition, U.S. officials said 

Wednesday. The U.S. is urging Gen. Idris to return to Syria, the officials said. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ellmarm, Stephen J. <s~ephen.ellmann@nyls.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:10 PM 

Rotunda, Ron~ld <rrotunda@chapman.edu> 

Robert Lawry <rpl2@c~se.edw~; Banm~ M~xsha <baum@law.unm.edu>; I,isle B~er <lbaker@suitblk.edu>; Justin Hansfi~rd 

@mnsfor@slu.edu~>; sectpr@lists.a~ls.org 

[SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Those aspects of Mandela’s life ~vere certainly dramatic. Bnt surely this list is too short. We should also include his willingness to lose his Iiceedom, or even his life, for the sake of the 
struggle against a ferocious and determined racist state. His willingness to break the la~v was a part of that dramatic courage 

Best to all - 

Steve El[mann 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11,2013, at 6:26 PM, "Rotunda, Ronald" <rrotunda@chapman.edn<mailto:rrotunda~chapman edu>> wrote: 

What was dramatic abont Mandela was first, after nearly 3 decades of imprisonment, when took over to lead the nation, he did so without bitterness or revenge Second, he left office 
w)luntariIy unlike the rulers of many other Al~ican nations. 

Ronald D Rotunda 
’]7he Day & Dee Henley Chair and Distinguished Professor of Jurisprudence 
Chapman University 
The Dale B Fowler School o fLaw 
One University Drive, Rm. 406 
()range, CA 92866-1005 
Bmail: rrotunda@chapman edu< mail to:rrotunda(~c hapman, edu> 
Tel. (714) 628-2698 
Fax: (714) 628-2576 
tIome Page: http://www 1. chapm an. edu/~-rrotunda/ 
Social Science Research Network (SSRN)Author Page: http://ssmcom/author=254334 
https://mgbizcard.coironald.rotunda. 58248 

From: Robert Lawry [mailto:rpl2(~,case.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday-, December 11, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Baum, Marsha 
Cc: Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr(~,lists.aals.org> 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Dear Justin, 

Like Professor Baum, for many years in ray PR class, I had the students write 10 page papers on a la~’er the student would like to "emulate" because of their ethical conduct or 
professionalism. I let them chose among three categories: historical (Jol~ Adams), fictional (Atticus Finch) or someone they knew or worked with (room or dad). Only ~aculty colleagues 
were excluded, but the focus had to be on a lawyer "in practice." (So not Lincoln the President or Thurgood Marshall, Associate Justice.) I received good papers from students writing in all 
three categories, and mediocre ones in all three as well. Although I, too, did not save papers or try to keep a list, I did talk of three lawyers I would like to emulate in a tribute piece I did in 
honor of Fred Zacharias, at 48 San Diego Law Rev. 199 (2011 ). Good luck with your Mandela exploration. One word of caution. No one is perfect (except Atticus, though, even here, Professor 
Monroe Freedman disagrees); but you need to explore your lawyer (Mandela) with some care. I believe Mandela turned to violence at some point in his career. Although a revolution in 
South Afldca during the apartheid years would have been morally justified, there may be acts that - even within a justified revolution - may be hard to justin’. Keeping the eye on the 
"practice" aspect of a lawyer’s life is both more manageable and probably more useful for fledgling lawyers as well. Just a thought. 

Best regards, 

Bob Lawry 
Emeritus Professor of Law 
Director, Center for Professional Ethics 

C~rRU School of Law 

On Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 1:42 PM, Baum, Marsha <baum@law.uaam.edu<mailto:baum@law.uaam.edu>> wrote: 
In my Ethics class, I offer the students the opportunity to write a short paper on a judge or lawyer that they consider wise and to offer examples of that wisdom I have had some very 
thoughtful papers on tribal court judges and local la~vyers and judges that oiler great insights into the types of contributions our students can make to practice and society. I have not 
created a collection of the best of these papers but I might start Thanks for sharing your insights, Justin 

Marsha L Bauna 
Professor of La~v 
Universi~ of New Mexico 

From: Lisle Baker [lbaker@suffolk.edu<mailto:lbaker@suffolk.edu>] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:05 AM 
To: Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists, a als.org<mailto:sectpr@lists.aals org> 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 
Dear Justin: 

Thanks for bringing to light an aspect of his life that may have been overlooked. 

If others among the Section have similar profiles of exemplary la~vyers to share, it would be valuable to have an inventory to provide to students as they look for~vard to life beyond law 
school. 

¯ Lisle Baker Sulti~lk University l,aw School 

From: Justin Hansford [mailto:ihansfor(~sIu edn<mailto:ihans~2~r~!slu.edu>] 



Sent: Wednesday, December 11,2013 12:02 PM 
To: sectpr@lists.aals.org< mail to:sectpr(@lists aals. or~> 
Subject: [SECTPR] -PR and Nelson Mandela 

Hi everyone, 

I’m working on a piece involving Nelson Mandela and legal ethics, and I’ve included a link to a snapshot of the argument below If anyone is covering professional identity and plarming to 
discuss Mandela next semester, I’d love to hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel free to email me at jhans~2~r@slu.edu<mailto:ihansfor@slu.edu> 

http:i/criticallegalthiaking.cotr~’2013i12iO6/nelson-mandela-lavcgers-ideali 

Best Wishes, 

Justin Hansford 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

View-post online: https:i/connect.aals.org/p/fo/st/post 28064&anc p28064~p28064 
View mailing list online: https://connect.aals.orgip/foisi/topic 370 
Start new ttnead via email: mailto :sect’0r(~)lists. aals. or~ 
Unsubscribe from this mailing list: htt~s:/iconnect.aals.or~/oifo/topic 370 
Manage your subscription: https:i/connect.aals.or~ipiusitoi 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by- the terms of service at: 
https://cormect aals org/p/cm/ld/fid 280 



Sent: 

Subject: 

64260@bizmailtoday.cem an behalf ef 

Dr. Fui~rmen <infe@d!fuhlmarl.c,’lm;~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7 22 PM 

The Perfect N~tri~arien Gif~ arl Sale Tadey 

December 12th 

4 Walter E Foran Bird 

S~ite 408 

Fiemington, NJ 

08822 

US 

If you no longer wish to receive communication from us: 

Cancel 



To update your contact information: 

Update 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 12 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fina~ce Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 12, 2013 @, Number 239 

Financial Institutions 
EU Gives Ca~tio~s Welcome to Volcker 

The European Commission gave a cautious welcome to the 
approval of the Volcker rule adopted Dec, :[0 by U.S. banking 
regulators and said it will propose similar legislation in early 20:[4 
designed to deal with proprietary trading and "too-big-to-fail".,, 

Antitrust 

The European Union@s second-highest court rejected an appeal 
by Cisco Systems lnc. and Messagenet SpA to overturn the 
201:[ EU antitrust authority’s decision to approve Microsoft 

Corp.@s $8.5 billion takeover of the global,.. 

Energy 

Mexico’s Senate approved a major energy overhaul that will open 
one of the world’s largest oil and electricity sectors to foreign 
competition .... 

Finance 

The Millennium Challenge Corporation has announced the 
selection of Lesotho as eligible to develop a proposal for a new 
compact, or grant, and the reselection of five other developing 
countries that were already in the process of crafting... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Carle <scarle@wcl.american.edn> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:58 PM 

Ellmann, Stephen J. <stephen.ellmalm@nyls.edu>; Rotunda, Ronald <rrotund~chapm~m.edu> 

Robert Lawry <rpl2@case.edu-~; Baum, Maxsha <baum@law.unm.edu>; I,isle BaJ~er <lbaker@suttblk.edu>; Justin Hansibrd 

<jhansfor@slu.edu>; sectpr@lists.a~1 s.org 

[SECTPR] - I~E: PR and Nelson Mmadela 

On the complex issue of lawyers’ assistance to groups engaged in violence against oppressive regimes, the South African activist ._B___r_a____m_____F_!_s___c__h___e___r~__s___b__!__o_~_r__a_p____h_~ is also 

interesting. Susan Carle 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: EIImann, Stephen J. [mailto:stephen.ellmann@nyls.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:10 PM 

To: Rotunda, Ronald 

Cc: Robert Lawry; Baum, Marsha; Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org 

Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Those aspects of Mandela’s life were certainly dramatic. But surely this list is too short. We should also include his willingness to lose his freedom, or even his life, 

for the sake of the struggle against a ferocious and determined racist state. His willingness to break the law was a part of that dramatic courage. 

Best to all - 

Steve EIImann 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "Rotunda, Ronald" <rrotunda@chapman.edu<mailto:rrotunda@chapman.edu>> wrote: 

What was dramatic about Mandela was first, after nearly 3 decades of imprisonment, when took over to lead the nation, he did so without bitterness or revenge. 

Second, he left office voluntarily -- unlike the rulers of many other African nations. 

Ronald D. Rotunda 

The Doy & Dee Henley Chair and Distinguished Professor of Jurisprudence Chapman U niversity The Dale E. Fowler School of Law One University Drive, Rm. 406 

Orange, CA 92866-1005 

Emaih rrotunda @chapman.edu<mailto:rrotunda@chapman.edu> 

Tel. (714) 628-2698 

Fax: (714) 628-2576 

Home Page: http:!!wwwl.chapman.edu!~rrotunda! 

Social Science Research Network (SSRN) Author Page: http:!!ssrn.com!author=254334 

https://mybizca rd.co/ronald.rotun da.58248 

From: Robert Lawry [mailto:rpl2@case.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:24 PM 

To: Baum, Marsha 

Cc: Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr@lists.aals.org> 

Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Dear Justin, 

Like Professor Baum, for many years in my PR class, I had the students write 10 page papers on a lawyer the student would like to "emulate" because of their 

ethical conduct or professionalism. I let them chose among three categories: historical (John Adams), fictional (Atticus Finch) or someone they knew or worked 

with (room or dad). Only faculty colleagues were excluded, but the focus had to be on a lawyer "in practice." (So not Lincoln the President or Thurgood Marshall, 

Associate Justice.) I received good papers from students writing in all three categories, and mediocre ones in all three as well. Although I, too, did not save papers 

or try to keep a list, I did talk of three lawyers I would like to emulate in a tribute piece I did in honor of Fred Zachadas, at 48 San Diego Law Rev.199 (2011). Good 

luck with your Mandela exploration. One word of caution. No one is perfect (except Atticus, though, even here, Professor Monroe Freedman disagrees); but you 

need to explore your lawyer (Mandela) with some care. I believe Mandela turned to violence at some point in his career. Although a revolution in South Africa 

during the apartheid years would have been morally justified, there may be acts that - even within a justified revolution - may be hard to justify. Keeping the eye 

on the "practice" aspect of a lawyer’s life is both more manageable and probably more useful for fledgling lawyers as well. Just a thought. 

Best regards, 

Bob kawry 

Emeritus Professor of Law 

Director, Center for Professional Ethics 

CWRU School of Law 

On Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 1:42 PM, Baum, Marsha <baum@law.unm.edu<mailto:baum@law.unm.edu>> wrote: 

In my Ethics class, I offer the students the opportunity to write a short paper on a judge or lawyer that they consider wise and to offer examples of that wisdom. I 

have had some very thoughtful papers on tribal court judges and local lawyers and judges that offer great insights into the types of contributions our students can 

make to practice and society. I have not created a collection of the best of these papers but I might start. Thanks for sharing your insights, Justin. 

Marsha L. Baum 

Professor of Law 

University of New Mexico 

From: Lisle Baker [Ibaker@suffolk.edu<mailto:lbaker@suffolk.edu>] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:05 AM 

To: Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr@lists.aals.org> 

Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela Dear Justin: 

Thanks for bringing to light an aspect of his life that may have been overlooked. 

If others among the Section have similar profiles of exemplary lawyers to share, it would be valuable to have an inventory to provide to students as they look 

forward to life beyond law school. 

¯ Lisle Baker, Suffolk University Law School 

From: Justin Hansford [mailto:jhansfor@slu.edu<mailto:jhansfor@slu.edu>] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:02 PM 



To: sectpr @lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr@lists.a als.org> 

SubJect: [SECTPR] - PR and Nelson Mandela 

Hi everyone, 

l’m working on a piece involving Nelson Mandela and legal ethics, and l’ve included a link to a snapshot of the argument below. If anyone is covering professional 

identity and planning to discuss Mandela next semester, l’d love to hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel free to email me at 

jhansfor@slu.edu<mailto:jhansfor@slu.edu> 

http://crNcallegalthinking.com/2013/12/O6/nelson-mandela-lawyers-ideal/ 

Best Wishes, 

Justin Hansford 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rotunda, Ronald <rrotunda@chapman.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:11 PM 

MURIEL C. MORISEY <mmorisey@temple.edu> 

Robert I.awry <rpl2@c&se.edu>; Baum, Maxsha <baum@law.unm.edu>; Lisle Baker <lbake@suttblk.edu>; Justin HansIbrd 

<jhansfo@slu.edt#,; sectp@lists.aaJs.org 

[SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mmadela 

To be sure, dictators populate more ttsan one continent. In Africa, tsowever, there is actualiy a special sward for ieaders who leave willingly, and in many 

years, no one wins tMs award, 

The Mo ~brahim prize for goori governar~ce in Africa pays a hefe3- sum, $5m (£3.2m). Ills supposed to be awarded each year to a democratically 

elected leader who governed well, raised living standards and then ~!~Arily !~ft 0ffice. 

The panel said no candidate had met all of the criteria - as in 2009 and 2010 & 2012. In 2011, Cape Verde President Pedro Verona Pires won the prize. 

Ronald D. Rotunda 

The Doy & Dee Henley Chair and Distinguished Professor of Jurisprudence 

Chapman University 

The Daie E. Fowler School of Law 

One University Drive, Rm. 406 

Orange, CA 92866-$005 

E m a i l : _r L __o__t_(_[ ~__d__a__@__c_ b__a_ p__L_n___a__n_ :__e__d___u_ 

Tel. (754) 628-2698 

Fax: (754) 628-2576 

Home P a g e: _h__t__t#_ ~/_ Z _v_ _c_ _w_ _ _ _w_ _ _l_ : _c_ b__a_ p_ _ _m_ _ _a_ _ _n_ : _e_ _ _d_ _u_ J:~ _r_E _o__t_L_[ 0__d__a_ Z 

Social Science Research Network (SSRN) Author Page: _h_t_t22!._%s__r_t~_:~__o_g$!_a__u__t__h__~Z1_L__2__~_4__3__’_3__4_ 

.h_!_t I.t~_: _/_/_Lr_L~__b_i_~_c_~_t _rs_!:_c_’_?_!_r_9_~#~ ~:2#1~ ~!~ ~:_~ ~_~_~. 

From: MURIEL C. MORISEY [mailto:mmorisey@temple.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 4:25 PM 

To: Rotunda, Ronald 
Cc: Robert Lawry; Baum, Marsha; Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org 
Subject: Re: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

We should be careful not to imply that leaders refusing to leave voluntarily is a pa~iculmty Ai~caa~ phenomenon. 

On Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 6:25 PM, Rotunda, Ronald <m~tunda@chapm,m.edu> wrote: 
What was dramatic about Mandela was first, after neari,i 3 decades of imprisonment, when took over to iead the nation, he did 50 without bitterness or 
revenge. Second, he left office voiuntariiy -- unlike the rulers of many other African nations. 

Ronald D. Rotunda 

The Doy & Dee Henley Chair and Distinguished Professor of Jurisprudence 

Chapman University 

The [)ale E, ~’owler School of Law 

One University Drive, Rm. 406 

Orange, CA 92866-$005 

Email: rrotunda@chapman.edu 

Tel. (754} 628-2698 

Fax: (754} 628-2576 

Home Page: http:!!wwwLchapman.edu!’~rrotunda! 

Social Science Research Network (SSRN) Author Page: http:/,’ssm.corn/author 254334 

https://mybizcard co/ronald.rotunda.58248 

From: Robert Lawry [mailto:rpl2@case.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Baum, IVlarsha 
Co: Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@!ists~aa!s,org 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 
Dear Justin, 

Like Professor Baum, tbr mmay years in my PR class, I had the students write 10 page papers on a lawyer the student would like to "emulate" because of their ethical 

conduct or professionalism. I let them cho~ among three categories: historical (John Adams), tictional (Atticus Finch) or someone they knew or worked with (mom or 

dad). Only faculb~ colleagues were excluded, but the Ibcus had to be on a lmvyer "in practice." (So not Lincoln the President or Thurgood Marshall, As~ciate Justice.) 

I received good papers from students writing in aJl three categories, and mediocre ones in all three as well. Although I, too, did not save papers or t~7 to keep a lie1, I 

did taJk of three lawyers I would like to emulate in a tribute piece I did in honor of Fred Zacharias, at 48 San Diego Law Rev. 199 (2011). Good luck with your 

Mandela exploration. One word of caution. No one is perfect (except Atticus, though, even here, Professor Monroe Freednm~ disagrees); but you need to explore 

your lawyer (Mandela) with some caste. I believe Mandela turned to violence at some point in his cmeer. Although a revolution in South Africa during the apartheid 

years would have been morally justified, there may be acts that - even within ajuslified revolulion - may be hard to justify. Keeping the eye on the "practice" aspect of a 

la~x~’er’s life is both more manageable and probably more useful for fledgling lawyms as well. Just a thought. 

Best regards, 

Bob LawlT 

Emeritus Proi~ssor of Law 

Director, Center tbr Prol}ssionaJ Ethics 

CWRU School of Law 

On Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 1:42 PM, Baum, Marsha <_b_La_u__r!~@!La3:_~::__u_!il__r!L_e_£~__u_> wrote: 
In my Ethics class, I offer the students the opportunity to write a short paper on a judge or lawyer that they consider wise and to offer examples of that wisdom. 1 have had 
some very thoughtful papers on tribal court judges and local lawyers and judges that offer great insights into the types of contributions our students can make to practice and 



society. I have not created a collection of the best of these papers but I might start. Thanks for sharing your insights, Justin. 

Marsha L. Baum 
Professor of Law 
University of New Mexico 

From: Lisle Baker [Ibaker(~suffolk.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:05 AM 
To: 3ustin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Dea~ ,Justin: 

Thanks for bringing to ligM: an ~spe(:t of his iife ~:hat may b~w~ been ow~doo~ed, 

~f others ~m.:~ng the Section have sh~k~r profiles of exem~ary ~awvers to share, ~1: wouk~ be vak~ab~e Lo have an inventory to provh~e to studenLs ~s they ~ook 

forward to I~fe beyond law school, 

Lisle Baker’, Sut:folk UniversiW Law School 

From: Justin Hansford [mailto:ihansfor@slu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2023 12:02 PM 
To; sectp[@!!sts,aa Is~o[g 
Sabject; [SECTPR] - PR and Nelson Mandela 
Hi eveo’one, 

I’m working on a piece involving Nel~n Mandela and legal ethics, and I’ve included a link to a snapshot of the argument below. If anyone is covering professional 

identi~ and plmming m discuss Mandela next semester, I’d love to hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel free to email me at jhans[’or(tbshLedu 
http://cdticallegaltbMdn,g~com/2013/12/06/nelson-mandela-lawvers-ideal/ 

Best Wishes, 

Justin ttanstbrd 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ellmarm, Stephen J. <stephen.ellmann@nyls.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:17 PM 

Susan Carle <scarle@wcl.american.edu>; Rotunda, Ronald <rrotunda@chapmm~.edu> 

Robert Lawry <rpl2@ca~se.edu-~; Baum, Maxsha <baum@law.unm.edu>; [,isle Baiter <lbake@suttblk.edu>; Justin Hansibrd 

<jhansfo@slu.edu>; sectp@lists.a~1s.org 

[SECTPR] - I~E: PR and Nelson Mmadela 

Fischer article SAJHR.pdf 

Relying on the facts as recounted in Stephen Clingman’s excellent biography, which Susan Carle links to, I wrote about Brain Fischer’s legal ethics in "To Live Outside the Law You Must Be 
Honest: Brain Fischer and the Meaning of Integrity," 17 South African Journal on Human Rights 451 (2001). I’ve attached a pdf (though I’m not sure if’the [istserve will distribute it), and 
would be very happy to discuss it with anyone who’s interested. 

From: "SCarle@wcl.american.edu<mailto:S(2arle(~wchamerican.edu>" <SCarle@wcl.american edu<mailto:SCarle~wcl.american.edu>> 
Reply-To: "SCarle@wchamerican.edu<mailto:S(2arle(~wcl american.edu>" < SCarle@wcl.american.edu<mailto:S(2arle~wcl.american.edu>> 
Date: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:58 PM 
To: Stephen Ellmann <stephen.ellmann@nyls.edu<mailto:stephen ellmann(£ns:ls.edu>>, "Rotunda, Ronald" <rrotunda@chapman.edu<mailto:rrotunda(~r!chapman.edu>> 
Cc: Robert Lawry <rpl2@case.edu<mailto:rpl2~case edu>>, "Baum, Marsha" <baum@law.unm edu<mailto:baum(a)law.unm edu>>, Lisle Baker 
<lbaker@sufl2~lk.edu<mailto:lbaker~suffolk edu>>, "jhansfor@slu edu<mailto:ihansl2~r~slu.edu>" <jhansfor@slu.edu<mailto:ihansfor(~r!slu.edu>>, 
"sectpr@lists. aals. org<m ailto:sectpr@lists.aals, org>" < sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr@lis ts.aals org>> 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 
Resent-From: "sectpr@lists aals org<mailto:sectpr@lists.aals.org>" <sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr@lists.aals.org>> 
Resent-Date: YVednesday, December 11, 2013 7:58 PM 

On the conrplex issue of lav~iers’ assistance to groups engaged in violence against oppressive reginres, the South African activist Brain Fischer’s biography<http ://wa~w.amazon.com/Bram- 
Fischer-Afrikaner-Revolutionar,/-Literature/dp/155849135XYref sr 1 flcmr0 l?ie UTFS&qi~1386809782&sr 8-1-fkmr0&kcvwords Braura+Fischer+soutl-~african~lavwer+autobiography> 
is also interesting. Susan Carle 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Ellmatm, Stephen J. [mailto:stephen.ellmann(d~,,n¥1s.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday-, Decenrber 11, 2013 7:10 PM 
To: Rotunda, Ronald 
Cc: Robert Lawry; Baunr, Marsha; Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr(~lists.aals.org> 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Those aspects of Mandela’s life were certainly dramatic. But surely this list is too short. We should also include his ~villingness to lose his freedom, or even his life, for the sake of the 
struggle against a ferocious and determined racist state. His willingness to break the law was a part of that dramatic courage. 

Best to all - 

Steve Ellmama 

Sent from my iPhune 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "Rotunda, Ronald" <rrotunda@chapman edu<mailto:rrotunda@chapman.edu>>> wrote: 

What was dramatic about Mandela was first, after nearly 3 decades of imprisonment ~vhen took over to lead the nation, he did so ~vithout bitterness or reven~e. Second, he left office 
voluntarily unlike the rulers of many other African nations. 

Ronald D Rotunda 

The Dov & Dee Henley/" (;hair and Distinguished Professor of Jurisprudence Chapman Universit’,’ ’]’he Dale E. Fowler School of Law One UniversiW [)rive, Rm. 406 Orange, CA 92866-1005 

Email: trot unda~chapman edu< mail to:rrotunda(~c hapman, edu>> 

Tel. (714) 628-2698 

Fax: (7141628-2576 

Home Pa~e: http://www 1 chapman edn~-,rrotun&~/ 

Social Science Research Network (SSRN) Author Page: http://ssmcom/author 254334 



https://m’~,bizcard.co/rona[d rotunda 58248 

From: Robert Lawp)~ [mailto:rpl2@case.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:24 PM 

To: Baum, Marsha 

Cc: Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr(d},,lists.aals.org>> 

Subiect: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Dear Justin. 

Like Professor Baum. for many years in ray PR class, I had the students write 10 page papers on a laxa-~’er the student would like to "emulate" because of their ethical conduct or 
professionalism. I let them chose among three categories: historical (Jol’m Adams), fictional (Atticus Finch) or someone they knew or worked with (mom or dad). Only l:acults, colleagues 
were excluded, but the focus had to be on a lawyer "in practice." (So not Lincoln the President or Thuraood Marshall, Associate Justice.) I received ~ood papers from students xvritin~ in all 
three cateaories and mediocre ones in all three as well. Although I. too, did not save papers or ttv to keep a list I did talk of three lawyers I xvould like to emulate in a tribute piece I did in 
honor of Fred Zacharias, at 48 San Diego Law Rev. 199 (20115. Good luck with your Mandela exploration. One word of caution. No one is perfect (except Atticus, though, even here, Professor 
Momoe Freedman disaarees): but you need to explore vottr laxwer (Mandela) with some care. I believe Mandela turned to violence at some point in his career. Although a revolution in 
South At~ica &trin~ the apartheid years would have been morally iustified, there may be acts that - even within a iustified revolution - may be hard to iustifv. Keepin~ the eve on the 
"practice" aspect of a laxwer’s life is both more manageable and probably more useful for fledgling lawyers as well. Just a thought. 

Bestre~ards. 

Bob Lax~%, 

Emeritus Professor of Law 

Director, Center for Professional Ethics 

CWRU School of Law 

On Wed, Dec 11 2013 at 1:42 PM, Baum, Marsha <baum@la~v.unm edu<mailto:baum@la~v.unm edu>>> wrote: 

In my Ethics class. I offer the students the opportunity to write a short paper on a judge or lawyer that they consider ~vise and to offer examples of that wisdom. I have had some very 
thoughtful papers on tribal court judaes and local la~wers and judaes that oiler great insights into the types of contributions our students can make to practice and society-. I have not 
created a collection of the best of these papers but I might start Thanks for sharin~ your insights, Justin 

Marsha L Baum 

professor of Law 

UniversiW of New Mexico 

From: Lisle B aker [lbak erO~suflblk, edu< mailto: lbak er (~r)suflk~lk. edu>< mailto: lbak er (~r)su.[’fulk. edu>] 

Sent: \Vednesday, December 11,2013 11:05 AM 

To: Justi n tlansJk~rd; sectpr@l is ts. aals. org<mai [to:s ectpr(~lists, aals or~>> 

Subiect: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela Dear Justin: 

Thanks [’or bringing to liaht an aspect of his life that ma,v have been overlooked. 

If others among the Section have similar profiles of exemplap~, la’a~v’ers to share, it would be valuable to have an invento~ to provide to students as they look forward to life beyond law" 
school. 

¯ Lisle Baker. Suffolk Universit~ Laxv School 

From: Justin Hansford [mailto:ihansfor(d?slu. edu<mailt o:ihansfor ,@,slu. edu><mailto:ihansfor(dMu, edu%3 cmailto:ihansfor (d},,s lu. edu%3 e>] 



Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:02 PM 

To: sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr(~,lists.aals, org>> 

Subiect: [SECTPR] - PR and Nelson Mandela 

Hi everyone, 

I’m working on a piece involving Nelson Mandela and legal ethics, and I’ve included a link to a snapshot of the argument below. If anyone is covering professional identit~" and platming to 
discuss Mandela next semester. I’d love to hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel free to email me at jhansfor@slu.edu<mailto:jhansfor@slu.edu>> 

http://criticallega lthilicmg corn/2013/1 ~/06/nelson-mandela-la~/ers-ideal/ 

Best Wishes, 

Justin Hansford 

..... End ©riginal Message ..... 

..... End ©riginal Message ..... 

..... End ©riginal Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 
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TO LIVE OUTSIDE THE LAW 
YOU MUST BE HONEST: 
BRAM FISCHER AND THE 
MEANING OF INTEGRITY* 

STEPHEN ELLMANN** 

ABSTRACT 

It is often suggested that anti-apartheid South Africans’ use of the old order’s courts in 

the course of their struggle contributed to the new South Africa’s commitment to the 
rule of law. At the same time, it is widely felt that apartheid South Africa’s laws were 

so illegitimate that moral citizens were not obliged to obey them, and indeed were 
entitled to take up arms against them. Could a lawyer who chose to break the law at 

the same time contribute to the ideal of the rule of law?. Bram Fischer, whose life has 
recently been compellingly recounted in a full-length biography by Stephen Clingman, 

followed a moral path that eventually brought his ethical duty as a lawyer and his 
moral duty to end apartheid into conflict, and in the end chose to breach his duties as 

a lawyer in order to meet his responsibility as a human being. This article argues that 
although it is impossible to know with certainty how Fischer’s choices affected other 

anti-apartheid lawyers, or how those other lawyers’ choices to obey or disobey the law 

affected the strength of the rule of law in post-apartheid South Africa, still we have 

reason to think that his example taught the ultimate importance of achieving a legal 

system to which men and women, black and white, could be faithful. Fischer’s 

honesty, his commitment to principle, even as he broke the Law resonates across the 

decades that have passed since he made his choices. 

* ’[T]o live outside the law, you must be honest’ is from Bob Dylan, ’Absolutely Sweet Marie’ on 
Blonde on Blonde (Sony/Columbia Records 1966). Thanks to my colleague Michael Perlin for 
the citation and discussion of Dylan’s meaning. 

** Associate Dean for Faculty Development and Professor of Law, New York Law School. I 
thank the participants in the Symposium on Apartheid to Democracy in South Africa: A 
Symposium in Honor of Kenneth S. Brown (26 January 2001) for their comments on these issues 
and I also want to thank the University of North Carolina School of Law faculty and students 
who organised the Symposium for all their work to make the Symposium a pleasure to be a 
part of. In addition, I appreciate the comments of George Bizos, Geoff Budlender, Arthur 
Chaskalson, Stephen Clingman, Robert Condlin, Tom Karis, Louis Raveson, Nancy 
Rosenbloom, Abbe Smith, Stuart Woolman and the students in Professor Woolman’s class 
at Columbia Law School, with whom I discussed these issues, as well as the participants in 
faculty colloquia at the University of Cape Town (Politics/Law), Rutgers Law School 
(Newark) and at New York Law School, to whom I presented this paper, and two anonymous 
referees for this journal. Responsibility for the views expressed here, however, is solely my own. 
Finally, I thank New York Law School for tYmancial support of this work. This article grew out 
of a presentation made at the University of North Carolina Symposium, and was published 
under the same title in (2001) 26 North Carolina J Int L and Com Reg 767. It is reprinted here 
(with some revisions) with the kind permission of the editors of that journal. I hope that South 
African readers will indulge the occasional exposition of facts which are common knowledge 
here, but not in the United States. 

451 



452 BRAM FISCHER AND THE MEANING OF INTEGRFFY 

Bram Fischer could ’charm the birds out of the trees’. 1 He was beloved 
by many, respected by his colleagues at the bar and even by political 
enemies. 2 He was an expert on gold law and water rights, represented Sir 
Ernest Oppenheimer, the most prominent capitalist in the land, and was 
appointed a King’s Counsel by the National Party government, which 
was simultaneously shaping the system of apartheid. 3 He was also a 
Communist, who died under sentence of life imprisonment. 

Responding to his introduction at the From Apartheid to Democracy in 
South Africa Symposium, Justice Albie Sachs4 resisted the notion of 
’heroes,’ but Bram Fischer was surely heroic. Yet it is no exaggeration to 
say that during his life Bram Fischer, this most respected of lawyers, 
violated many laws, sometimes openly and sometimes covertly. I want to 
tell this aspect of Fischer’s story in some detail, not to impugn his 
memory, but rather in the hope of understanding the moral decisions 
faced by a lawyer of both great integrity and passionate opposition to 
apartheid during the long decades of that oppressive system. I never had 
the honour of knowing Bram Fischer, but I have had the great fortune to 
know some South African lawyers for fifteen years now, and I have been 
impressed by their courage and integrity, which I rather think owe 
something to Fischer’s legacy. While the choices he made were his 
choices, and represent only one of the ways that lawyers honourably 
responded to the evil of apartheid, in speaking about Fischer I seek to 
speak about the meaning of integrity in a world where integrity and 
justice are surrounded and beset by evil. That was the world of South 
Africa over much of the last fifty years, but of course not a world whose 
boundaries were ever confined to South Africa’s. 

Let me add one more word before I begin. I could not have written this 
essay if I did not have on my desk the extraordinary and definitive 
biography of Bram Fischer by Stephen Clingman. 5 Clingman’s concern is 
with Fischer’s life as a whole, rather than the particular dilemmas Fischer 
faced as a lawyer. My concerns begin with those lawyer’s dilemmas, 
though ultimately I too want to speak of Fischer’s life and heart. In doing 
so, to a very large extent I am reading Stephen Clingman and through 
him, I hope, Bram Fischer. 

I ANTI-APARTHEID LAWYERING AND THE LAW 

While South African lawyers who opposed apartheid knew that they 
faced great obstacles in the cases they brought and defended against the 

1 S Clingman Brain Fischer: Afrikaner Revolutionary (1998) 175 (quoting South African attorney 
Charlie Johnson). 

2 Ibid 117, 163, 230. 
3 Ibid 117, 195, 217, 289. 
4 Justice Albie Sachs is a member of the Constitutional Court of South Africa and a man who, 

like Brain Fischer, endured a great deal in the struggle against apartheid. After detention 
without trial and exile, he lost an arm when South African agents bombed his car on 7 April 
1988. A Sachs The Soft Vengeance of a Freedom Fighter 2 ed (2000) 51. 

5 Chngman (note 1 above). 
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state, they - or at least many of them, black and white - continued to 
work within the legal system to obtain there what victories they could. In 
many ways, therefore, they embraced a strategy of playing within the 
rules. But this decision by no means reflected any concession that the 
system was actually a just one. For many of these lawyers, this choice was 
accompanied by other choices, choices that involved at least some 
violations of the law. Bram Fischer followed this path especially far, but 
many other lawyers walked it as well. 

Indeed, for many black South African lawyers, lawbreaking was 
almost the first step in their practice of the profession. Under apartheid 
laws, black lawyers were prohibited from setting up offices in the 
downtown areas where the courts were located without special 
government permits. Nelson Mandela, for example, tells us in his 
autobiography that, in the early 1950s, ’It]he authorities refused to renew’ 
the permit that temporarily had allowed Mandela and his partner, Oliver 
Tambo, to set up an office in Johannesburg. 6 They ’insist[ed] that we 
move our offices to an African location many miles away and virtually 
unreachable for our clients. We interpreted this as an effort by the 
authorities to put us out of business, and occupied our premises illegally, 
with threats of eviction constantly hanging over our heads.’ 7 In Kenneth 
Broun’s unique and illuminating book, 8 which we rightly celebrated at 
the From Apartheid to Democracy Symposium, Dullah Omar, later the 
Minister of Justice in the first post-apartheid government, remembers 
starting an illegal partnership with an African lawyer: 

I filled in my application forms. I lied about our relationship, and I said he was working 

for me. I lied under oath about a number of things. I, too, had to apply for a Group 
Areas permit because I could not practice in the city without a permit. So we had to tell a 

few lies on my permit as well. 9 

Similarly, Ismail Mahomed, the late Chief Justice of South Africa’s 
Supreme Court of Appeal, told Broun that he could not legally have 
chambers as an advocate in Johannesburg. Camping in sympathetic 
colleagues’ offices for years, 10 Mahomed and the lawyers whose offices 
he used may all have violated the law. Some years later, Dikgang 
Moseneke, who would one day play an important part in South Africa’s 
peaceful transition to democracy, hoped that he and his partners would 
be charged for setting up their office despite the law. At the time they 
thought: 

6 N Mandela Long Walk to Freedom (1995) 151. 
7 Ibid 132. 
8 KS Broun Black Lawyers, White Courts: The Soul of South African Law (2000). 
9 Ibid 224. 

10 Ibid 162-64. Mahomed’s situation was not unique. George Bizos has pointed out, in a personal 
communication to me, that ’It]he Johannesburg Bar Council itself defied the law by arranging 
with [Bizos] to share Chambers with Duma Nokwe between 1956 and 19627 See I Maisels AA 
Life at Law (1998) 72-74. 
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’There will be a hell of a case. It will be all over in the papers: New Black Law Firm 

Resists the Group Areas Act. What more fun can you have than that?’ In the end, they 

didn’t charge us. For some reason they just backed off from charging us. And we were 
dying to be charged. 11 

Another kind of lawbreaking was also far from unknown to South 
African lawyers opposed to apartheid. The careers of Nelson Mandela 
and Oliver Tambo illustrate this point. These two men, at one time the 
partners of the only African law firm in South Africa, t2 were also leaders 

of the African National Congress (ANC). In 1953, Nelson Mandela was 
the ’volunteer-in-chief’ for the Defiance Campaign, in which he and 
thousands of others committed a range of acts of civil disobedience. 
Mandela was convicted for his actions, but a South African judge held 
that this was no ground for Mandela to be disbarred. 13 Later, Mandela 
went underground and became ’the leader of a nascent guerilla army,’ 14 
uMkhonto we Sizwe, in effect the military arm of the ANC. 15 Tambo 
went into exile and led the ANC from outside South Africa for almost 
three decades. Probably everything Mandela and Tambo did in those 
capacities was illegal. 

Bram Fischer also engaged in lawbrealdng of this sort. His office was 
one of those that Ismail Mohamed used. 16 During and shortly after 
World War II, both Fischer and his wife, Molly, took part in Communist 
party ’food raids’. In these raids, party members took grocery goods that 
the merchants were hoarding or selling at above the prices set by war 
regulations and sold them at the lawfully fixed prices. 17 At best this 
conduct was of ’marginal legality’. 18 In 1948, Fischer pied guilty to aiding 
and abetting an unlawful strike by African miners. 19 Within a few years 

of the 1950 ban of the Communist Party, Fischer became part of its 
resuscitation as an underground, illegal organisation. 20 In response to 
these actions, Bram and Molly Fischer faced constant governmental 
pressure throughout the 1950s and early 1960s. Bram Fischer was 
officially listed as a Communist, both Fischers received banning orders, 

11 Cllngman (note 1 above) 98. 
12 Mandela (note 6 above) 145. 
13 See ibid 126-40, 162-63; see Incorporated Law Society, Transvaal v Mandela 1954 (3) SA 102 

14 Mandela (note 6 above) 282. 
15 Ibid 270-74. ’UMkhonto we Sizwe’ means ’The Spear of the Nation’. Ibid 274. 
16 Broun (note 8 above) 162-63; Clingman (note 1 above) 348. 
17 Clingman (note 1 above) 160, 167. 
18 See ibid 167. 
19 Ibid 182. 
20 It is not clear exactly when Fischer and his wife, Molly, became part of the underground 

organisation. Clingman reports, however, that the Party had re-established itself by 1953 (ibid 
193), and specifically mentions that, ’[g]iven the South African Communist Party’s recent 
reconstitution, it is hard to believe that Molly’s trip [to China in 1954] did not have any 
clandestine purposes’ (ibid 203). Lionel ’Rusty’ Bernstein recalls Fischer playing an integral 
role in the resuscitation of the Communist Party, apparently beginning in 1951. See R 
Bernstein Memory Against Forgetting: Memoirs from a LiJb in South African Politics 1938- 

1964 (1999) 114--30. 
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and they were subjected to police searches and wiretapping.21 In 1960, 
Molly Fischer, though not her husband, was detained without trial under 
a State of Emergency. 22 

It is one thing to violate the obviously unjust laws of racial segregation 
that blocked black South Africans from practising law, or even to engage 
in unlawful political activities ’at night’ outside the sphere of legal work. 
It is perhaps another matter to violate the law in the course of one’s legal 
practice itself, for here the grounds for finding an obfigation to obey the 
law are particularly substantial. 23 This too, however, was not unheard of 
in apartheid South Africa, although for obvious reasons it was probably 
little spoken of at the time. Dullah Omar told Kenneth Broun that he had 
carried messages between prison inmates whom he represented. 24 Omar 
used his access to the individual inmates as their attorney to pass from 

21 Ibid 194, 209-10, 267. 

22 Clingman (note 1 above) 265. 

23 The possibility that lawyers are specially obliged to obey the rules of their own profession 

stems from at least three sources: the oath of admission lawyers take, the daily interactions 

lawyers have with each other, and the lawyers’ continued participation in the legal system. I 

will not explore these moral arguments in detail, but it is important to sketch them briefly. 

The oath of admission, whatever its exact language, surely implies to others that the oath- 

taker will obey the rules that directly govern the lawyer’s professional activity. A lawyer might 

maintain that an oath calling, say, for fidelity to the Repubfic of South Africa bound him or 

her only to the laws of the just nation that was waiting to be born. (For an example of a 

somewhat similar understanding of the oath, see D Dyz~nhaus Judging the Judges, Judging 

Ourselves: Truth, Reconciliation and the Apartheid Lega! Order (1998) 114 (quoting a comment 

by a speaker from the National Association of Democratic Lawyers, at the Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission’s hearings on the legal profession).) But unless the lawyer 

announced this interpretation, it would no doubt come as a surprise to many other members of 

the profession. A lawyer might also maintain that a promise or oath offered to an evil 

antagonist had no moral force, but this position seems hard to sustain as a general 

proposition. Finally, lawyers might contend that their decision to take the oath of admission 

was coerced because they could not otherwise challenge the injustice of apartheid through the 

courts. This point has force, but not every lawyer who came to oppose apartheid could really 

have said that he or she was ’coerced’ into becoming a lawyer. 

The daily interactions that lawyers have with each other also may generate moral 

obligations. If lawyers and judges tend to trust each other, perhaps warily but still 

meaningfully, because of their shared membership in the legal profession and their presumed 

adherence to its norms, then each lawyer who receives that professional trust from others while 

in fact not living by those norms is engaged in a form of deception. The deception, moreover, 

is not abstract, but personal - directed at the particular men and women with whom the lawyer 

interacts and whose trust he or she seeks to manipulate. 

Finally, lawyers’ participation in the legal system may also generate moral claims. 

Participation may imply some measure of consent, confirming the apparent meaning of the 

oath of admission. In addition, participation may sometimes lead to victories, and then the 

lawyer who rejects the obfigafions of the profession is in the position of seeking and obtaining 

benefits while refusing to acknowledge reciprocal duties. 

I do not mean to suggest that any of these sources of professional obligation generate claims 

that always trump the other ethical duties resulting from the right and obfigation to oppose 

injustice. Moreover, these grounds of professional obligation may have less force in some 

contexts than in others; the norms of the courtroom may have more claim on lawyers than those 

of the prison, for example, where shared trust and decent treatment may be in scant supply. My 

point is only that even in an unjust society where, in general, law does not deserve obedience, 

the obligations of the legal profession itself will often still have special, moral weight. 

24 Broun (note 8 above) 228. 
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one to another what they could not communicate directly. 25 This conduct 
clearly violated prison rules. Nelson Mandela confirmed that Robben 
Island inmates relied on their lawyers to smuggle letters out of prison - 
’[1]awyers were not searched’ - and to carry messages to the ANC in exile 
in Lusaka. 26 

Some lawyers who were also determined political opponents of 
apartheid might even have been willing to lie for the sake of their 
cause. Godfrey Pitje, who was admitted as an attorney in 1959, 
remembered telling the security police that he was not in touch with 
Nelson Mandela, who was then underground. In fact Pitje ’used to meet 
him [Mandela] in disguise.’27 Perhaps men and women prepared to take 
these steps in their private lives were also prepared to take similar steps as 
lawyers: to violate the obligations of legal ethics, and of the criminal law, 
in their legal practice. As we shall see, this is the terrain that Bram Fischer 
arrived at after a career dedicated to the law. 

II BRAM FISCHER AND THE LAW 

Bram Fischer is perhaps best remembered for one remarkable act of 
courage and self-sacrifice, which grew out of his own arrest. In June 1964, 
Fischer had finished his work as lead counsel for Nelson Mandela and 
the other leaders of uMkhonto we Sizwe at the Rivonia trial. The trial 
ended with sentences of life imprisonment, an outcome that was seen as a 
victory against the possibility of the death penalty.28 This victory 
preserved the lives of Mandela and his co-defendants, and made it 
possible for them eventually to return to the stage of South African and 
world history. Just three months after the trial, in September 1964, 
Fischer himself was arrested and charged with Communist activities. 29 
He applied for bail. A co-defendant, who had faced charges twice before 
and not fled, was denied bail, while Fischer’s request was granted. 30 Bail 
enabled him not only to leave jail, but also, as the magistrate granting it 
understood, to leave the country; and leave the country he did. 31 

Two details of this story are important here. First, the legal profession 
supported Fischer’s application for bail with great intensity. One lawyer 

25 Ibid. 
26 Mandela (note 6 above) 421. 
27 Broun (note 8 above) 21. 
28 Clingman (note 1 above) 319-22. Walter Sisulu, perhaps Mandela’s closest comrade, said of 

this verdict: ’Our Movement should have been broken, without leaders and without hope. But 
instead it was alive, singing, marching in procession right there around the court, with ANC 
colours flying. It was not just our celebration, but had become a world celebration with ANC 
colours waving. We were expecting death and now we were all alive preparing for the next 
phase of the struggle .... Now we were a central part of a worldwide movement.’ W Sisulu I 
Will Go Singing (2001) 150-51 (an interview/biography of Sisulu, ’[i]n conversation with 
George M. Houser and Herbert Shore’) (punctuation modified). 

29 Clingman (note 1 above) 337, 348. 
30 Ibid 338-39. 
31 Ibid 339-40. 
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named Rissik, who ultimately put up the substantial bail himself, 
testified, as Clingman writes, that ’he was prepared to underwrite Bram’s 
bail for any amount: "I have absolute faith in his integrity. I would accept 
his word unhesitatingly, confident that he would carry it out.’" 32 Second, 
Fischer did not leave the country to escape trial, although it is 
conceivable that the government hoped he would depart the scene for 
exile. 33 Rather, Fischer left South Africa to argue an appeal before the 
British Privy Council on behalf of a Rhodesian manufacturing 
company. 34 Throughout much of his career, Fischer was on retainer to 
some of South Africa’s largest companies, just as he was almost always 
on the Johannesburg Bar Council, the governing body of advocates. 35 He 

was at the center of South Africa’s legal elite. Indeed, he had practically 
been born to the role - his father became the Judge President of the 
Orange Free State division of the Supreme Court, one level below the 
highest South African court of his time.36 From his arrival in 
Johannesburg to begin his law practice, Fischer ’almost in some pre- 
assigned way ... became ensconced among the Bar’s elite social circle’. 37 

When he applied for his passport, which was suddenly approved just 
before his arrest, 38 Fischer ’conveyed a message to the Minister via the 
chairman of the [Bar] Council that he would refrain from political 
activity in England’. 39 He perhaps violated this promise, since he met 
with the Communist Party in exile precisely to discuss whether he should 
return to South Africa. Fischer did, however, argue his case before the 
Privy Council as planned (and won it), and then returned home to face 
trial. 4o Up to this point, Fischer’s story is more or less that of a favoured 
son of the Afrikaner establishment, unaccountably gone astray, but still 
ultimately staying within the rules. 

That soon ceased to be true. After his trial resumed, Fischer estreated, 
or, to use cruder American language, jumped bail. Rissik was repaid the 
bail money he had put forward,41 but Fischer had still unmistakably 

violated his implicit, and arguably express, undertaking to the court that 
he would stand trial. 42 Harold Hanson, Fischer’s lawyer, read out to the 

32 Ibid 339 (quoting Peter Ulrich Rissik). 

33 Ibid 340. 

34 Ibid 337. 

35 See notes 2-3 above and accompanying text. 

36 Clingman (note 1 above) 334. 

37 Ibid 108. 

38 Ibid 337-38. 

39 Ibid 370. He later maintained that this statement bore on the grant of his passport, but not his 

getting bail. Ibid. 

40 Ibid 342-46. 

41 Ibid 358. 

42 At his bail heating, Fischer testified: ’I have no intention of avoiding a political prosecution. I 

fully believe I can establish my innocence. I am an Afrikaner. My home is South Africa. I will 

not leave South Africa because my political beliefs conflict with those of the Government 

ruling the country’ (ibid 338). Even if this declaration falls short of a promise to stand trial to 

the end, as distinguished from a promise only to return to South Africa (as Clingman suggests, 
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court a letter that he said was delivered to him that day. 43 In the letter 

Fischer told Hanson, ’I wish you to inform the Court that my absence, 
though deliberate, is not intended in any way to be disrespectful.’44 
Instead, he explained his reasons for believing his action was morally 
required, and concluded by saying: ’I can no longer serve justice in the 
way I have attempted to do during the past thirty years. I can do it only 
in the way I have now chosen.’45 Despite the certainty that his actions 
would subject him to harsher criminal charges and longer punishment if 
he were caught, he saw this step as ’a supreme duty’. 46 It was a matter of 
special anguish to him that, two days after he fled his trial, the 
Johannesburg bar, of which he had been so prominent a member, filed 
proceedings to strike him from the roll of advocates, or in other words to 
disbar him. 47 Fischer was disbarred, by the same judge who had presided 

over the Rivonia trial, and his name has never been restored to the roll. 48 
No other public step Fischer ever took divided him so totally from the 

world to which he had been born. 49 Fischer’s 294 days underground were 
very difficult. 50 The political work he had hoped to do came to little, 
although the symbolic consequences may have been important, in 
particular to the Rivonia prisoners on Robben Island. 51 The pain of 
hiding and being cut off from most of those whom he knew was acute. 52 
After ingeniously transforming his physical appearance, he indiscreetly 
resumed contact with people he felt he could not be apart from. 53 Within 
the tremendous constraints of secrecy, Fischer was ’surrounded by 
women’, 54 but he was without his wife, because she had died just after the 
Rivonia trial, in a freak automobile accident that took place while 
Fischer was driving. 55 His daughters felt that he would never have gone 
underground had she been alive, 56 and now he was losing even more. 
After he was captured, having failed to act decisively to flee the country 
when he might have, 57 Fischer paid the price he had expected: he was 

ibid 370), it is obvious that a criminal defendant seeking bail implicitly represents that he will 
continue to attend his trial. 

43 Ibid 355. Hanson was not telling the truth. He had gone to Fischer’s house the previous day to 
pick up the letter, and Clingman writes that ’[i]n fact when Bram told Hanson what he plarmed 
to do, Hanson had said he would do anything to help him’ (ibid 364). Hanson’s acts surely put 
him too in breach of ordinary legal ethics. 

44 Ibid 355. 
45 Ibid 356. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid 368-72, 389-91. 
48 Ibid 389-90, 454. 
49 See ibid 390. 
50 Ibid 401. 
51 Ibid 375-76. 
52 Ibid 379. 
53 Ibid 365-68, 379. 
54 Ibid 379. 
55 Ibid 323-28. 
56 Ibid 357. 
57 Ibid 382, 388, 392, 398-99. 
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now tried on more extensive charges than he had confronted at his 
original trial, including sabotage. 58 In the end, the price was even worse 
than he had anticipated, because he had hoped and even believed that 
apartheid would end soon. 59 

Fischer was sentenced to life imprisonment. Nine years later he died 
after succumbing to cancer, which may have been aggravated by gross 
malpractice by his prison doctor. After he died in his brother’s house, 
legally still a prisoner, his ashes were claimed by the Department of 
Prisons. 60 Among the many hardships he endured, perhaps the worst was 
the death of his son Paul, who had suffered from cystic fibrosis from 

birth.61 Arthur Chaskalson, now the Chief Justice of South Africa’s 
Constitutional Court, gave the eulogy for Paul because his father was 
locked behind prison walls. 62 

It is less widely known how far Bram Fischer had departed from the 
normal rules of lawyering before he shocked his colleagues at the 
Johannesburg bar by fleeing his trial. To understand how far he had 
already gone, we need to return to the Rivonia trial, in which Fischer led 
the defense of Nelson Mandela and other leaders of uMkhonto we Sizwe. 
It was natural that he should be the lead counsel for the accused in this 
case, for he was a senior counsel who had helped win the great ANC 
Treason Trial only a few years before. 63 But Fischer was reluctant to take 
the case. The young lawyers who joined him on the case did not initially 
understand why and Fischer evidently did not tell them. It was only in the 
course of their case preparation that they examined documents collected 
by the prosecution and found Bram Fischer’s handwriting on them. 64 
Fischer’s handwriting was there because, although he ’was never a 
member of uMkhonto we Sizwe .... he was deeply involved at Rivonia, 
attending meetings, discussing policy, drafting documents’. 65 

He was, in other words, probably already a co-conspirator in the case 
he was defending. Certainly he was an accessory after the fact, for after 
the Rivonia arrests he was personally involved in getting rid of a car that 
one of the accused had been using. 66 He also helped another lawyer 
involved in uMkhonto’s work to flee the country after the lawyer, ’quite 
possibly’ with Fischer’s prior approval, had bribed a guard in order to 
successfully escape from jail. 67 He avoided being in court and left some 

58 Ibid 4O6. 
59 Ibid 392, 418, 427. 
60 Ibid 432-41. 
61 Ibid 217-18, 427-28. 
62 Ibid 428. 
63 Ibid 301. For more information on Fischer’s role in the Treason Trial of the 1950s, see ibid 

228-64. 
64 Ibid 304-05. 
65 Ibid 287. 
66 Ibid 293. The car needed to be disposed of to prevent its being discovered at a cottage being 

used as a ’safe haven’ (ibid). 
67 Ibid 295. 
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early witnesses for his co-counsel, purportedly on the ground that he had 
to handle another case; actually, these witnesses could have identified him 
as a visitor to the uMkhonto headquarters in Rivonia. Even so, he wound 
up cross-examining another witness who, as Clingman writes, at any 
moment could have answered: ’But you know about this, Bram, because 
you were at the meeting.’68 On one occasion in court, the prosecutor 
offered into evidence a document with handwriting on it, and the writing 
was identified as belonging to the brother-in-law of one of the accused. 
Fischer looked at it, didn’t blink, and passed it to his co-counsel. No 
doubt they did their best not to blink too - but the handwriting belonged 
to Fischer. 69 

Obviously, these acts took Fischer some distance from conventional 
legal ethics. He did no injustice to his clients; they knew where matters 
stood and admired his bravery in taking the case. 70 But when a lawyer, in 
the course of defending his clients, faces evidence that actually implicates 
him, he has what in normal circumstances would be seen as a conflict of 
interest. When a lawyer cannot tell his co-counsel that he is himself at 
peril in the case they are working on, we would ordinarily say that he has 
also, in some sense, breached faith with them and perhaps endangered the 
effectiveness of their work. 

Fischer’s clearest departure from the world of ordinary legal 
obligation, however, took another form. Here is Stephen Clingman’s 
description: 

UMkhonto we Sizwe had been all but destroyed at Rivonia, and it was necessary to 

reconstitute it, even if in minimal form: this occurred while the Rivonia Trial proceeded. 

A new National High Command was established: Wilton Mkwayi was seconded from the 

ANC, and Dave Kitson from the Communist Party; they were joined by a comrade called 

Chiba. Following precepts all the more stringent now, each of them had to cease active 

membership within his home organisation, but at the same time there had to be links. 

Accordingly, Brain Fischer became Dave Kitson’s liaison with the Communist Party, and 

they kept up regular contact .... Brain brought Kitson money in large amounts, 
smuggled in from overseas, and fairly soon, Kitson recalled, they had reactivated the 

uMkhonto structures, with some 600 members in the Transvaal alone, as well as 
acquiring cars, vans and other equipment. 

Brain also brought along exhibits from the trial, now a repository that was proving 

surprisingly useful. For handed in among all the documents were maps of likely targets 

for sabotage, as well as plans for blowing them up - and Brain gave them to Kitson to 

pore over. Perhaps, given the machinations of the prosecution, Brain took the dry view 
that documents, once submitted as exhibits, were in the public domain; or he may have 

been able, to this extent, to separate his various commitments and responsibilities in 

competing areas of his life. Still, there was a certain flagrancy, if not an outright 

contradiction of his normal fealty to the ethics of the court. Brain was not so naive after 

all: with the trial on in full force, and under the fierce onslaught of the state, there was no 

need to retain an absolute purity; legal imperatives had been subordinated to the 
political .... As long as the trial proceeded there was a moratorium on all sabotage 

68 Ibid304, 312. 

69 Ibid305. 

70 Ibid304. 
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activity (it was crucial to avoid any provocation that might reinforce the possibility of 
death sentences), and other organisations observed the moratorium as well. But as soon 

as it ended the new leadership clearly had it in mind to re-initiate their campaign. Even 
some of the accused, remarked Kitson, relayed suggestions via Brain of what to blow up 

and how. 71 

This is a remarkable passage. Assuming the recollections on which it is 
based were accurate, Bram Fischer, while defending the Rivonia accused 
against charges of sabotage, was in fact conspiring to commit more 
sabotage. He conspired with the defendants in his case to continue 
committing the crimes for which they were on trial. He took advantage of 
his access to the accused in jail to relay information that would further 
this conspiracy. And he used documents to which he had easy access, due 
to his position in the case, to promote these same crimes. 72 It must be 
said, in light of these acts, that when Fischer later told the Court that he 
had absented himself from his trial because he could no longer serve 
justice in the way he had for the past thirty years,73 he was not being 
altogether candid. He had already stopped trying to serve justice within 
the bounds of the law, and was already trying to serve justice in quite 
another way, by becoming what might be called a guerrilla or a spy 
within the legal system. 

III INTEGRITY AND LAW BREAKING 

We might ask, in response to all this, whether Bram Fischer’s conduct 
was justified. For those who are convinced that violent action, even 
violent action directed only against property, 74 is never a just response to 
oppression, his actions were wrong. For those who accept the legitimacy 
of violence as a tool to end intolerable abuse when other means have 
failed - and anyone who considers the American revolution or the 
Union’s military struggle in the Civil War justified is such a person - it is 
evident that violence was a justifiable response to the stunning oppression 
of apartheid South Africa. Whether violence was the wisest course of 

71 Ibid 310-11. This and all other excerpts from S Clingman Brain Fischer: Afrikaner 

Revolutionary (copyright ©1998 by Stephen Cfingman) are reprinted by permission of the 

publisher, the University of Massachusetts Press. 

72 Ibid. Clingman mentions that another lawyer and Communist ’had given evidence (under 

instruction from Bram) when subpoenaed in the Rivonia Trial’ (ibid 366). It is not clear from 

this brief reference whether Fischer influenced this lawyer’s testimony in ways that would have 

been unlawful. When Fischer himself was tried, however, he smuggled messages to a jailed 

former Communist Party coIleague, Pier Beyleveld, who was preparing to testify against him. 

Fischer wrote to ’Beyleveld that the threat of ten years [imprisonment] meant nothing, and 

that he must not give evidence under any circumstances’ (ibid 349). Bernstein appears to 

assume that Fischer urged a potential witness against the Rivonia accused, Bob Hepple, to flee 

the country after Hepple’s release from detention. Hepple did escape. Bernstein (note 20 

above) 293, 296. 

73 Clingman (note 1 above) 356. 

74 In ’the first stage of armed struggle, uMkhonto took care to avoid any loss of life’ 0bid 280). 

Even in 1963, at the time of the Rivonia arrests, uMkhonto apparently had not yet embraced 

’guerrilla warfare’ 0bid 300, 312-13), although Umkhonto’s leadership may have been pressing 

the ANC and the Communist Party to approve tiffs step. Bernstein (note 20 above) 249-52. 
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action can still be debated, but, even if it was not the best strategy, it was 
surely a justifiable choice. 

Once it is accepted that lives could ethically be taken in the struggle 
against apartheid, it might seem difficult to muster an argument that the 
rules of legal ethics could not be violated. Breaching the rules of legal 
ethics may be a form of lying and a violation of the promise of obedience 
entailed in the oath of admission.75 Lies and breaches of promise, 
however, are not such grave acts as killing. The greater includes the 
lesser, and if killing was justified, so was Fischer’s departure from legal 
ethics. 

But this is too neat. Killing may not always be worse than breaking 
faith. The soldier who kills an enemy soldier in the heat of battle may 
have less to answer for than the spy who takes advantage of human trust 
to steal military secrets. A lawyer trusted implicitly by his professional 
colleagues breaks faith with many people in a way that the rifleman does 
not. Spies are rarely held in high esteem, because they live a life of 
falsehood, and we are in some ways more troubled by that than by frank, 
lethal contest. 

There might be two other costs of making this choice. First, following 
Fischer’s path risked sacrificing whatever gains could be won in the 
South African courts. I have argued elsewhere that these gains, from 
outright courtroom victories to valuable opportunities to address a 
watching world, were real. 76 Obviously any lawyer who went as far as 
Fischer was abandoning his legal career and thus his chance to contribute 
to the anti-apartheid movement as a lawyer. But even if lawyers followed 
Fischer only part of the way - by breaking the rules of ethics when they 
saw that as necessary, but always trying to escape detection - they risked 
not only personal disaster, but also the gradual deterioration of the 
perception of anti-apartheid lawyers as fellow members of the legal 
fraternity. That perception may have protected and encouraged anti- 
apartheid legal advocacy by lending it the mantle of the traditions of the 
bar, and forfeiting this mantle might have had profound costs. In the end, 
however, while anti-apartheid lawyers may in fact have come under some 
suspicion,77 my sense is that they did not forfeit the credibility and 
leverage they had as legal professionals. Whether this was because they 
scrupulously and consistently adhered to the rules of the game, or 

75 See note 23 above and accompanying text. 
76 S Ellmann In a Time of Trouble: Law and Liberty in South AJ?ica’s State of Emergency (1992) 

248-74. 
77 In 1987, the Appellate Division (then South Africa’s highest court) upheld a state of 

emergency regulation barfing emergency detainees from access to their lawyers (except with 
government permission). The court rejected an argument that the possibility of adopting case- 
by-case measures to avoid the ’security risks arising from contact between a detainee and his 
legal adviser’ made the regulations’ broad-brush approach so unreasonable as to be beyond 
the state’s authority (Omar v Minister of Law and Order; Fani v Minister of Law and Order; 
State President v Bill 1987 (3) SA 857 (A) 859). See Ellmann (note 76 above) 94-97. 
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because their departures from the rules did not become widely known, 
ultimately this first concern is not an acute one. 

The second cost raises a longer-range issue. When wars end, armies are 
demobilised or even merged, as in South Africa today. Courts may be 
another matter. If they have been used as mere tools by all those 
concerned - with judges being told how to rule by the government, 
prosecutors working in league with brutal security police, and defense 
counsel and defendants lying and cheating whenever they could get away 
with it - then which institutions will provide justice after the struggle is 
over? Kenneth Broun suggests, as have others (including me), that the 
remarkable struggle by black and white lawyers to extract justice from 
the courts of apartheid South Africa taught those involved in the struggle 
the value of the rule of law and helped make South Africa a country 
governed by law today. 78 But if Bram Fischer, the paragon of anti- 
apartheid lawyers, was actually engaged in breaking the law, in court, 
with his clients, what could any of them have learned, or later taught, 
about the rule of law? 

Even if lawbreaking by anti-apartheid lawyers did undercut the hold of 
the rule of law on South African life, it might have been justified. 
Certainly the possible acts of these lawyers were far less egregious 
assaults on the rule of law than the ferocious violations of legal order 
committed by apartheid’s supporters. 79 What harm these lawyers may 

have done, moreover, might well be outweighed by the contributions they 
made to the ultimate victory over apartheid, perhaps precisely by virtue 
of law-brealdng in the service of the struggle. But the moral calculations 
that these suggestions point to may not have to be undertaken; we must 
first try to measure whether some harm was actually done to the rule of 
law. 

I will not immediately answer these questions of the moral significance 
of breaking faith, and its long-term impact on the rule of law. Instead, I 
want to pose another question: How did Bram Fischer come to do these 
things? I don’t mean by this to ask another question, which one might 
utter in tones of outrage: ’How could Bram Fischer have done these 
things?’ The ferocity of apartheid explains, as an intellectual matter, how 
a lawyer could come to believe that obedience to the law was impossible. 
Nelson Mandela and others reached similar conclusions. What I want to 
ask, rather, is how Bram Fischer in particular came to take the steps he 
did. When we understand better who Bram Fischer was, we will be in a 
better position to return to the larger moral questions that I have left 
unresolved for now. 

78 Broun (note 8 above) 255-56; Ellmann (note 76 above) 266-67. Dikgang Moseneke makes a 
similar point in Broun (note 8 above) 108-09. 

79 South Africa has struggled to identify and respond to the stunning violence of apartheid (and 
sometimes of its opponents) through the work of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 
For a wrenching and moving account of this Commission’s efforts, see A Krog Country of My 
Skull: Guilt, Sorrow, and the Limits of Forgiveness in the New South Africa (1999). 
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Let me start this way. Bram Fischer was ’to the manor born.’ He was a 
member of the Afrikaner elite and the grandson of Abraham Fischer, an 
Afrikaner leader during the years of resistance to the British and 
afterwards, so He was the son of Percy Fischer, who would become the 

Judge President of the Orange Free State division of the South African 
Supreme Court. sl He was an outstanding athlete, a Rhodes Scholar, and 

82 someone who might easily have lived a life of privilege and power. 
Fischer had an ease that reflected the confidence such an upbringing 
could produce. 83 Yet he seems also to have had the anxiety that such an 
upbringing could produce too, the nagging doubt that he was really all 
that he wanted to seem.84 Moreover, Bram Fischer came from a very 

unusual elite - an elite that had known bitter defeat in the Boer War and 
in an abortive Afrikaner rebellion during World War I, an elite with a 
tradition of resistance. 85 He was a person who could see grandeur in 
what the world might call ignominy. 

Fischer was also an utterly charming man. In the words of Ismail 
Mahomed, Bram Fischer ’was gifted with a personality which conquered 
all who had the privilege to know him’, reflected in ’a dignity and a 
courtesy which was unfailing, an integrity which was unbending, a 
warmth and a gentility which was rich and infectious.’86 He respected 
others, was slow to condemn anyone,87 and built connections all 
around.88 The Fischer home was filled with guests; their parties were 
key events in the social life of the left. The swimming pool at their home, 
perhaps built first to help combat the young Paul Fischer’s cystic fibrosis, 
became an oasis of interracial harmony in the midst of apartheid, s9 When 

his underground Communist colleagues were urgently consumed with 
issues of tactics and manoeuvre, Fischer’s focus seemed rather to be on 

80 See Clingman (note 1 above) 6-28. 
81 Ibid 334. 
82 Ibid 40, 67-68 (detailing Fischer’s athleticism); 101 (noting his success as a Rhodes Scholar); 

48-49, 78-79, 105, 109 (chronicling his early promise). 
83 Ibid 39, 58, 97, 109. 
84 Ibid 38, 40-41, 107-09, 224, 291. 
85 Ibid 29-31. 
86 I Mahomed ’The Bram Fischer Memorial Lecture’ (1998) 14 SAJHR 209, 209-10. 
87 Cfingman (note 1 above) 353. 
88 Ibid 98-99, 165, 247, 292, 429. In a letter to her husband, Molly Fischer told him, ’Someone 

else said that from the time you took over [to argue for the accused in the Treason Trial], 
kindliness descended over the whole court!’ (ibid 262). After being sentenced to life 
imprisonment, ’[e]ven across the borderlines of prison enmity Bram managed to make the 
kinds of connections that defined him’ 0bid 425). Similarly, Hugh Lewin, a fellow prisoner 
(and opponent of apartheid), describes Fischer’s suffering at the hands of one abusive jailer, 
but says that, even with this man, Fischer was ’irrevocably pofite and courteous’ (H Lewin 

Bandiet: Seven Years in a South African Prison 213 (1974)). 
89 Ibid 171,220-21, 224, 252. 
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which comrades had which personal problems or needs. 90 Even a state 
witness, testifying at Fischer’s trial, agreed that Fischer had a ’saint-like 
quality’.91 Arthur Chaskalson wrote recently that Fischer displayed 
respect for human dignity ’in every aspect of his life’. 92 

In modern terms, Fischer, though by conviction a very faithful 
Communist, may more fundamentally have been responding to his sense 
of a web of human connection, a morality more of need and care than of 
rules or ineluctable social processes.93 If this morality of connection is 

more characteristic of women than of men, 94 it seems fair to add that 
Fischer combined characteristics that might stereotypically be called 
masculine and feminine. A quite small man, he was a very good rugby 
player, yet surely one of the few rugby players of his day to seriously 
contemplate missing a match to attend a garden show. 95 He could also 

use his capacity to charm others to his advantage. In cross-examination, 
he won admissions from witnesses not by browbeating them, but by 
winning them over so fully that they told him things because they wanted 
to please him. 96 

Fischer was, moreover, a person of overwhelming integrity. This didn’t 
mean he was ’[in]capable of concealment,’ 97 at least not by the time he 
took the steps I have already described. His cross-examination techniques 
suggest a capacity to be strategically charming and self-effacing. So does 
a story Clingman repeatedly alludes to, about a tennis match Fischer 
played as a young man, in which he lost the first set badly because he 
devoted it to feeling out his opponent’s weaknesses, and then came back 
to take the match. As Clingman puts it, Fischer could be ’disarmingly 
congenial’. 98 

Fischer’s integrity, as his biographer sees it, lay instead in a 
determination to achieve consistency in his principles and to realise his 
principles in his own life. 99 In a crucial turning point as a young man of 
Afrikaner nationalist sentiments and Afrikaner racial prejudices, Fischer 
found himself called upon to shake hands with a black man. Clingman 

90 Ibid 282-83; see ibid 452 (quoting Joe Slovo - lawyer, Communist, leader of uMkhonto, and 
later, Minister of Housing in the first post-apartheid government): ’[Fischer] wasn’t a 
communist in the sense that we used to understand the way a communist operated. And in that 
sense he laid the basis for the future .... In his personal relationships with people he had a sort 
of humanistic approach to the way people should operate in a political party’ 0bid)). 

91 Ibid 351. 
92 A Chaskalson ’The Third Brain Fischer Lecture: Human Dignity as a Foundational Value of 

Our Constitutional Order’ (2000) 16 SAJHR 193, 195. 
93 See generally C Gilligan In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women’s Development 

(1982). 
94 For references to the debate on this question, see S Ellmann ’The Ethic of Care as an Ethic for 

Lawyers’ (1993) 81 Geo LJ 2665, 2665-66 n3. 
95 Clingman (note 1 above) 40, 47. 
96 Ibid 116, 247-49. 
97 Ibid 248. 
98 Ibid 249; see ibid 46-47, 423. 
99 Ibid 50. 
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writes that ’Bram found himself suddenly overcome by an instinctive 
feeling of revulsion which he had to force himself to suppress.’ 100 More 
than thirty years after the fact, Fischer related his feelings about the 
incident to the court that was sentencing him. Remembering that he had 
grown up with black children as playmates on his farm, he saw ’that it 
was I who had changed, and not the black man... I had developed ... an 
antagonism for which I could find no rational basis whatsoever.’ 101 He 

set himself to change, and what he set himself to do he was relentless 
about.1°2 Perhaps he was all the more relentless because he always 
carried within himself the sense that he was not the person he ought to be. 

He was immensely loyal as well. 103 Brain Fischer considered family 
profoundly important, and his comrades in the Communist Party became 
a larger family.1°4 He remained a faithful Communist even after 
Khruschev revealed some of the truth about Stalin. 105 His biographer 

writes that once Fischer committed himself to the woman he later 
married, he never wavered. 106 He wrote to her that he would be ’as 
honest as it’s possible for a human being to be’. 107 And yet, oddly, in 
calling Fischer ’unwavering’ toward Molly, Clingman seems to overlook 
some of the story he himself tells. Long after Fischer and his wife had 
professed love for each other, each of them wavered; Fischer himself may 
even have become engaged to another woman. 108 Later he said that he 
had ’nearly ruined all the future’ in the process. 109 Still later, from prison, 
Fischer wrote to his daughter Ruth ’that many marriages underwent such 
things’ as infidelities, and included as examples his own marriage and 
that of his parents. 110 

100 Ibid 51. 
101 Ibid. 
102 See ibid. 
103 Ibid 224. 
104 Ibid 226. Moreover, he shared his political convictions, and to some extent the peril to which 

his politics had brought him, with his family members. Molly Fischer was a longtime member 
of the party and was detained without trial during the 1960 state of emergency (ibid 265-75). 
Their daughter Ilse was also a Communist, and apparently (Clingman does not quite specify 
the chronology) her father ’brought her on to the central committee’ while he was a fugitive 
(ibid 397). Ilse "also drove the car while her father hid on the floor, when he fled from their 
family home to begin his months underground (ibid 362-65). Other members of the Fischer 
family, without necessarily sharing all of Brain Fischer’s beliefs, assisted him in hiding 
information or delivering clandestine messages. See ibid 326-27, 329, 357. To share peril with 
one’s family may seem startling, but, as Clingman observes, Fischer was always pragmatic 
(ibid 357). It seems right to say that his loyalty to his family was one that encompassed them 
in his world, rather than trying to shield them from it. In somewhat the same way, Brain and 
Molly Fischer regarded their ill son Paul’s ’sense of independence as having as absolute a 
value as his health’, and ’they had long decided that part of Paul’s normality had to be the 
moral and political engagement of his parents’ 0bid 272). 

105 Ibid 211-13. Even in prison ’Bram would brook little criticism of the Soviet Union’ (ibid 424). 
106 Ibid 60. 
107 Ibid 94. 
108 Ibid 103, 112. 
109 Ibid 103. 
110 Ibid 431. 
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Whatever Fischer might have actually had in mind as he wrote this 
letter to a daughter in anguish, it is not startling that even as strong a 
marriage as Bram and Molly Fischer’s could have had human 
weaknesses. But Bram Fischer judged his own weaknesses rigorously. 
Did he not, perhaps, worry that his loyalty to his comrades in the anti- 
apartheid struggle would be equally incomplete? Or that he might not live 
up to the saint-like image others had of him? ’Fuck my career,’ he said as 
he contemplated returning to South Africa to face trial and going 
underground, 111 but this comment sounds more desperate than saintly. A 
similar hint of uncertainty and anguish emerges in Fischer’s explanation 
of his decision to go underground, in his first letter to his daughter Ilse 
from hiding: ’I suppose it was worth doing - at any rate, I felt I just had 

to, and that was that.’ 112 
Brain Fischer was also a believer, not in God, but in theories. 113 He 

was much taken with a theory of physical and mental conditioning that 
his physician brothers viewed as preposterous; they took his engagement 
with it as a sign of his naivetr. 114 He was no less taken with scientific 
explanations of history, which he began mentioning as much as twenty 
years before he finally joined the Communist Party. 115 When he visited 
the Soviet Union in the 1930s, he saw railway stations filled with peasants 
and thought this was proof of the lazy peasant mentality that 
Communism was combating. In fact, the peasants were fleeing the 
famine to which Stalin had subjected them.116 As World War II 

approached, Fischer was able to maintain that the victims of Stalin’s 
show trials were actually guilty. 117 Various observers, Nelson Mandela 
and Fischer’s own daughter Ruth among them, felt that Fischer the 
person was greater than his Communist ideology, but he himself adhered 
to the party line. 118 He may not have been terribly good at tolerating 
uncertainty; his strength was relentless systematising. In the face of 
intensifying repression by the National Party in the 1950s and 1960s, 
Fischer’s need to hold onto his ideological and human commitments may 
have intensified.119 In prison debates (like Nelson Mandela, Fischer 
became an eminent figure among his fellow political prisoners) he took 
the position, perhaps surprising for a lawyer, ’that conceptual terms 

111 Ibid 341. In any event, he knew that the government planned to ban Communists from 

practicing law, so ’he had little prospect of anything, by way of a legal career, to protect’ 0bid 

342). 

112 Ibid 382. 

1 ! 3 Ibid 27. 

114 Ibid 228-29. 

115 Ibid 59, 92. 

116 Ibid 81. 

117 Ibid 150. 

118 Ibid 190, 291. 

119 See ibid 212. 
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could have only one meaning’. 120 As Clingman notes, ’that, after all, was 
how he had rived his whole life.’ 121 

Finally, he had seen a lot of history. He was the child of a family that 
sought to bridge the great divide of white South Africa, the gap between 
Afrikaner and Engfish. 122 He was in Europe in the years when fascism 
was building towards war. lz3 Then he returned to South Africa and was 
present during the step-by-step escalation of oppression by his fellow 
Afrikaners in the National Party, a resurgence with overtones of 
fascism. 124 Democratic and nonviolent means of resistance had been 
tried for years, but the state’s oppression was worse, not better. 125 The 
legislation outlawing the Communist Party had been enacted in 1950,1~6 
and after the Sharpeville massacre of black demonstrators in 1960, the 
state banned the ANC and other anti-apartheid groups. 127 Many of his 
comrades, including Nelson Mandela and Walter Sisulu, were in 
prison. 12s Mandela, Sisulu and no doubt others had endured the risks 
and deprivations involved in leading a life underground. 1~9 If Africans 
were to suffer this way, how could Fischer hold himself back? Especially 
if, in some part of himself, he feared that he might not have the courage 
and commitment he owed to his moral family? As Clingman writes, after 
Fischer was captured, George Bizos, a close colleague and himself a 
dedicated anti-apartheid lawyer, asked Fischer if it had been 

worth sacrificing his family, his profession and everything else? Bram’s response was 
again angry and clear-cut. He wanted to know if George had asked Nelson Mandela that 

question: didn’t Nelson have a practice and a family? George confessed that he had not 
asked Mandela. ’Well then, don’t ask me,’ Brain replied. 130 

120 Ibid 423. On Fischer’s leadership role in prison, see note 137 below. 

121 Clingman (note 1 above) 423. 

122 Fischer’s father and grandfather both were part of Afrikaner struggles against the British. See 

notes 80-85 above and accompanying text. But Fischer’s grandfather, Abraham, married a 

woman whose native language was English, named Brain’s father Percy, and advised Percy to 

stay in college in Cambridge, England during the Boer War (ibid 9, 15). Percy in turn married 

a woman who spoke no Afrikaans 0bid 33). In their home, the children spoke English with 

their mother and Afrikaans with their father 0bid). 

123 Ibid 87-93. 

124 Ibid 92. See also D Harrison The White Tribe of Africa (1985) 117-30 (examining the pro- 

German and pro-Nazi sympathies of many Afrikaner nationalists during World War II). 

Clingman emphasises Fischer’s dismay that an Afrikaner ’had caved in’ quickly and become 

a witness against him at his trial; ’[s]urely,’ Clingman writes, ’it was now up to at least one 

Afrikaner to prove his good faith.’ Fischer did that by going underground (Clingman (note 1 

above) 353). 

125 Clingman (note 1 above) 253-54, 264, 278-79. 

126 Ibid 185. 

127 Ibid 185-88, 253. See also J Dugard Human Rights and the South African Legal Order (1978) 

163 -64. 

128 See Mandela (note 6 above) 372-378. 

129 Ibid 265-318; Sisulu (note 28 above) 81, 235. 

130 Clingman (note 1 above) 401. Geoff Budlender has emphasised that Fischer’s response is an 

expression of his solidarity with African victims of apartheid. G Budlender ’Book Review’ 

(1999) 15 SAJHR 413, 415. Yet it is also, interestingly, not an answer to Bizos’s question. Did 

Fischer, on that terrible day, feel more certain of his commitment than of the value of his 

sacrifice? 
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So this is how Bram Fischer came to violate his obligations as a lawyer. 
To become a just person, he committed himself to the political struggle 
against apartheid, to the ideological tenets of Communism, and to the 
personal bonds he shared with his comrades. He took these commitments 
very, very seriously. Throughout his years of political action, Fischer 
never permitted himself to shirk duties that others were performing, from 
selling subscriptions to the Communist Party paper to meeting with his 
underground colleagues while maintaining an above-ground existence as 
a lawyer, t3t He hardened in the struggle, t32 

For many years, Fischer led two lives simultaneously - a life of 
professional achievement, elite status, and powerful corporate clients, 
meshed imperfectly but tenably with a life of radical political struggle. At 
home he and Molly took a black child into their household; yet they also 
had black servants, including the aunt of the little girl whom they had 
taken into their home almost as a member of their family. 133 Clingman 
writes that the grace with which Fischer could join his different lives was 
part of the promise he represented to those who knew him. 134 His 
communism was a communism of unification, t35 In prison later, Fischer 
insisted on maintaining contact even with a fellow prisoner who was 
clearly ’dangerous, lashing out at his co-prisoners, alternately betraying 
them and trying to win their confidence’. 136 Fischer felt that ’they could 
not be responsible for driving a man into madness.’ 137 

But the country hardened alongside Fischer and the space within which 
it was possible to lead two such different lives contracted. Fischer could 
not withhold himself from the underground Communist Party; he could 
not withhold himself from its participation in the decision to form 
uMkhonto we Sizwe; he could not protect himself from exposure by 
staying out of the Rivonia case; he could not abstain from the 

131 Clingman (note 1 above) 166-67, 283. 
132 When he returned to Europe for a Communist-linked ’Congress of the Peoples for Peace’, he 

disdained London’s West End plays as ’bourgeois and neurotic’, and ’it was evident that his 
political and aesthetic tastes had hardened from twenty years before’ (ibid 198-99). 

133 Clingman comments that ’[t]here is no doubt that [taking in the little girl, Nora Mlambo,] was 
in many respects a remarkable gesture for those times, especially for an Afrikaner’, but notes 
that this act was later seen by some as ’Bram Fischer’s urtholy communist "experiment’" 0bid 
171). Clingman suggests, however, that the Fischers acted at least as much out of their ’clear 
sense of human reciprocity’ as out of any political principle (ibid 171-72). 

134 Ibid 226. 
135 See ibid 59-60, 286-87, 375, 413, 456. 
136 Ibid 424. 
137 Ibid. One fellow political prisoner viewed him as rigid and Stalinist, but this man may have 

been almost alone in his harsh reaction. ’[B]y common consent [Fischer] was the presiding 
and guiding figure in prison. Everyone came to him with their needs and their troubles, and 
no decision of any import was ever taken without hearing his views’ 0bid 424-25). Baruch 
Hirson, a fellow prisoner and sharp critic of Fischer’s Communist political thinking, wrote 
that Fischer ’towered over [the prison authorities] (despite his size!) as he towered over the 
political prisoners’ and recalled that Fischer’s ’lack of personal rancour, his even-handed 
treatment of everyone, and his compassion’ ’endeared Bram to everyone in the prison yard’. 
B Hirson Revolutions in My Life (1995) 247. For other instances of Fischer’s role in prison, 
see Lewin (note 88 above) 184, 187, 215-16. 
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resurrection of uMkhonto during that trial; and in the end, perhaps 
impelled further by the terrible loss of his wife, he could not hold back 
from following Nelson Mandela’s example and going underground. 138 
He broke the law out of despair, out of determination, out of self-doubt, 
out of care and love, out of loyalty, and out of integrity. As he wrote to 
his lawyer in response to the Johannesburg bar’s court action to strike 
him from the roll of advocates: 

When an advocate does what I have done ... it requires an act of will to overcome his 

deeply rooted respect of legality, and he takes the step only when he feels that, whatever 

the consequences to himself, his political conscience no longer permits him to do 

otherwise. He does it not because of a desire to be immoral, but because to act otherwise 

would, for him, be immoral. 139 

In this fight it is possible to answer the troubling questions I raised 
earlier about the morality of Fischer’s actions. 140 Was Fischer’s breach of 

obligation worse than ldlling? In fight of Fischer’s fife, this question no 
longer seems so difficult. Though he violated many of his obligations 
under the law, he did so out of obligation rather than out of indifference 
to it. In countless ways, he honoured the bonds between people, and the 
obligations of humanity; his rigorous understanding of those ties led him 
to his fate. In this important sense, he always remained honest - faced 
with excruciating choices, he was prepared to take steps that were illegal 
and covert but only in the service of principle, in a lifelong effort to be, in 
his own qualified but determined words, ’as honest as it’s possible for a 
human being to be’. 141 

To answer the second question posed earlier, whether his conduct 
undermined the meaning of the rule of law for others and for future 
generations, requires more than a moral response to Fischer himself. We 
know that South Africa embraced the rule of law, and in particular the 
value of enforceable constitutional law, in making its remarkable 
transition to democracy. We do not yet know, however, exactly how 
firmly the rule of law has become ingrained in the new South Africa. In a 
real sense, the lessons of Bram Fischer’s life are still being learned and 

138 Bernstein describes the frame of mind of the activists connected to Rivonia as arrest 

approached: ’There was, I suppose, a measure of recklessness in us all, which kept us going 

even while things were patently falling apart. We were living dangerously in the constant 

shadow of disaster ... We had come too far and given too much to pull back now even if we 

wanted to. There was only one way to go - onward.’ Bernstein (note 20 above) 249. 

139 Clingman (note 1 above) 369-70. This statement is not unlike a comment by Gandhi, who 

wrote that a Satyagrahi, a person challenging injustice through nonviolent ’truth force’, 

’obeys the laws of society intelligently and of his own free will, because he considers it to be 

his sacred duty to do so. It is only when a person has thus obeyed the laws of society 

scrupulously that he is in a position to judge as to which particular rules are good and just 

and which unjust and iniquitous. Only then does the right accrue to him of the civil 

disobedience of certain laws in well-defined circumstances’ (MK Gandhi An Autobiography; 

or the Story of My Experiment with Truth (1957) trans M Desai (1993) 575-76, quoted in J 

Leubsdorf ’Gandhi’s Legal Ethics’ (1999) 51 Rutgers LR 923, 939). 

140 See notes 75-79 above and accompanying text. 

141 See text at note 107 above. 
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still being applied; their ultimate impact will be the result of what today’s 
and tomorrow’s South African lawyers and citizens say and do. 

It would be tempting to say that Fischer’s decision to sacrifice his own 
well-being and go underground ultimately taught respect for moral 
principle and for just law, because it was, after all, a public moral witness 
quite akin to civil disobedience. But this decision, as we have seen, was not 
the only one Fischer made. Some people, though not many, knew he had 
gone further: some of his political comrades, who might have taken his 
choices as guidance for their own later decisions, and presumably some of 
his adversaries within the South African security state, who might have 
seen in his conduct a confirmation of the immorality of their 
opponents.142 Moreover, if others, anti-apartheid lawyers or South 
African citizens, had known of his active contributions to sabotage during 
the Rivonia trial, some of them might have deeply disapproved of his 
lawbreaking. 

On the other hand, many South African citizens - quite possibly most, 
since most South Africans were black people oppressed by apartheid and 
its laws - might have been impressed and moved by his bravery. 
Moreover, while I have been at pains to identify those respects, until 
recently not widely known, in which Fischer for the sake of conscience 
breached his obligations as a lawyer, what the public did know about 
Fischer was remarkable enough. Even in 1965 all of South Africa knew 
that Fischer had set himself wholly against the state. He himself told the 
court at his trial for sabotage that he ’had become aware of the existence 
of uMkhonto after it was formed, and I did not disapprove’. 143 All of this 

was enough, no doubt, to raise in others’ minds, in particular in the 
minds of anti-apartheid lawyers, the question of whether they too could 
no longer adhere to the rules of behavior of a legal system so 
compromised by injustice. 144 

We simply do not know, and probably never will know, how many 
South African anti-apartheid lawyers, ostensibly worldng within the limits 
of the law, chose to violate the rules of legal practice in the course of the 
struggle. We can say, however, that if Fischer’s logic had been applied 
relentlessly and undiscriminatingly - and not limited to the tremendously 

142 Action promotes, or at least provides a cover for, reaction. Fischer himself worried about the 

ANC’s entry into armed struggle; Joe Slovo recalled that Fischer was ’anxious to avoid a step 

from which there could be little turning back for South Africa’. Clingman (note 1 above) 285. 

Cf Dyzenhaus (note 23 above) 133 (arguing that the ANC’s move, however fully justified, 

provided a pretext for the state’s ferocious repression). It is, of course, ultimately a truism 

that human encounters are interactive, and to recognise this is not at all to excuse the horrors 

of the apartheid state’s response to the liberation struggle. 

143 Clingman (note 1 above) 414. He denied various other connections to uMkhonto, including 

’any knowledge of its f’mancial sources’ (ibid), although Clingman reports that Fischer 

’brought Kitson [a member of uMkhonto] money in large amounts, smuggled in from 

overseas’ 0bid 311). 
144 David Dyzenhaus, in his thoughtful and admiring discussion of Fischer, emphasises the 

challenge he posed to his colleagues (Dyzenhaus (note 23 above) 99). 
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wrenching circumstances in which he himself had to act - the result would 
have been legal lawbreaking on a wide scale. This lawbreaking would have 
gone far beyond the limited contexts, discussed earlier in this article, in 
which it is now public knowledge that lawyers broke the law. 145 By the 
1980s, South Africa’s legal system presented a host of occasions for anti- 
apartheid lawyering, from work akin to American poverty legal services to 
labour law to the defence of anti-apartheid activists both prominent and 
obscure. In all of these settings it might have been convenient to break the 
normal bounds of legal ethics for the sake of clients or (not necessarily the 
same thing) for the sake of the cause. 

If Fischer’s choices were widely, though covertly, imitated, we would not 
easily be able to say whether the result was to undermine the rule of law for 
the future, or only to undermine the rule of apartheid then and there. The 
ravaging injustice of apartheid pervaded South African law, yet even so its 
courts ordinarily remained open and sometimes did justice in the face of 
apartheid’s logic. In the words of Walter Sisulu, a determined revolutionary 
and no stranger to South Africa’s courts, ’there is a certain amount of 
justice in the judiciary.’ 146 It could be that disrespect for the rules of even so 
gravely flawed a legal system would teach disregard forever. 147 Like other 
human behaviour, lawbreaking is, no doubt, partly a matter of habit, and a 
habit once acquired as a part of ardent political struggle might find 
expression in other, less admirable moments as well. On this ground, I feel 
that the possibility that a part of the heritage of South Africa’s anti- 
apartheid lawyering might have been a norm of widespread lawbreaking is 
a troubling one. On the other hand, men and women go to war and come 
home to peace. South African lawyers, similarly, might have disregarded 
the rules of ethics in a racist authoritarian state, and come home to honour 
those same rules as part of a democratic order. And perhaps each of these 
patterns may have held true for some South African lawyers. 

My own perception, however, is that many anti-apartheid lawyers, even 
in the midst of apartheid’s rule, remained deeply convinced of the moral 
significance and value of law. For these lawyers, Fischer’s life surely did 
not teach the lesson that law could be casually dispensed with in order 
someday to restore law. I suspect that, just as his gentle, self-effacing style 
of lawyering may have helped shape a generation of South African anti- 

145 See notes 6-27 above and accompanying text. 

146 Sisulu (note 28 above) 118. 

147 As David Dyzenhaus observes, ’right can never be entirely on the side of one who decides to 

overthrow an order which still contains vestiges of the rule of law’ (Dyzenhaus (note 23 

above) 134). John Lenbsdorf comments that ’Gandhi never treated the existing system as a 

mere power structure that lacked any legitimacy, so that revolutionaries should manipulate 

or disregard it at will. He would have regarded such an attitude as fatal to the moral growth 

of both the manipulators and the manipulated, and he believed that growth was essential to 

any real or lasting improvement’ (Lenbsdorf (note 139 above) 937). 
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apartheid lawyers’ courtroom tactics, 148 so his decisions to violate the law 
out of principle contributed to many principled lawyers’ determination, 
not to disregard the obligations of legal ethics, but to fight relentlessly and 
courageously to overturn the world of apartheid. Whether or not lawyers 
like this ever felt themselves obliged to depart from the law - not widely 
and habitually but only, as Fischer did himself, in circumstances of 
surpassing moral crisis 149 _ the lesson they brought to the new South 
Africa would not have been disrespect for legal order. Rather, they would 
have sought, and did seek, a Bill of Rights, as Albie Sachs writes in his 
remarkable memoir, to eliminate the horrors that ’compelled the most 
honest amongst us to become the biggest dissemblers’. 150 

148 On Fischer’s style, see Clingman (note 1 above) 116, 247, 255, 299-300. For an instance of 
’unusual emotion,’ see ibid 308. On Fischer’s impact on other lawyers, see ibid 454-55. For an 
account of the comparable style of advocacy that seems to have been characteristic at least of 
many anti-apartheid South African lawyers, see Ellmann (note 76 above) 238-41. 

149 Lawyers who chose not to violate the law might nevertheless have also chosen to stretch it. A 
lawyer who would not knowingly lie in court, for example, might have structured his or her 
inquiries of the client so as not to come to know intolerably damaging facts. I have argued 
that such conduct can be justified, in limited circumstances, even in the United States, a 
society whose legal system is obviously far less flawed than that of apartheid South Africa. 
See S Ellmarm ’Truth and Consequences’ (2000) 69 Fordham LR 895, 905-09 (2000). Conduct 
of this sort does stay within the bounds of the law, albeit uncomfortably within them. As 
such, it may be less disrespectful and less threatening to the values of the rule of law than 
blunt (and covert) disobedience. 

150 Sachs (note 4 above) 208. The Johannesburg bar has come to recoguise that ’"a grave 
injustice" was done to Fischer’ when his name was taken off the roll of advocates (Dyzenhans 
(note 23 above) 99 (quoting the General Council of the Bar’s submission to the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission hearings on the legal profession)). His name has not been 
restored to the roll. Clingman writes that the reason is that ’[o]nly practising advocates may 
appear on the roll; someone who is no longer alive can no longer practise; therefore Bram 
could not be reinstated’ (Clingman (note 1 above) 454). Surely this is a requirement that 
could be made waivable, and should now be waived. Happily, Fischer’s reinstatement now 
appears imminent, under the Restoration of Enroiment of Certain Legal Practitioners Bill, 
which has been approved by South Africa’s cabinet and will be before Parliament early in 
2002. W Hartley ’Bill Seeks to Reinstate the Lawyers Who Fell Victim to Apartheid’ Business 
Day (29 November 2001). 

Candour compels the acknowledgment that Fischer had by 1965, overtly and covertly, 
gone far beyond the bounds of normal legal ethics. (His actions as a lawyer in the Rivonia 
trial were not then known, ho~vever, and the sole basis for his disbarment appears to have 
been his breach of his bail.) See notes 63-72 above and accompanying text. A lawyer who 
systematically acts on the principle that the rules of legal ethics are not binding can hardly 
continue to act as a lawyer. Even so, it was not necessary to remove Fischer from the roll, for 
he was already on a trajectory that would send him to prison or at the very least keep him far 
from the work of legal advocacy. Moreover, the government had already announced its 
intention to bar all communists, in or out of prison, from practising. See Clingman (note 1 
above) 342, 369. (Nelson Mandela, imprisoned for life, was never struck from the roll of 
attorneys. See Mandela (note 6 above) 426-27.) Nor, ultimately, was it just to strike Fischer 
from the roll. Fischer, the moralist who turned to illegality in an immoral society, did not 
deserve to be cast out as dishonourable. As his lawyer Sydney Kentridge urged in court at the 
time, ’It was doubtful ... if there were any member of the Bar that had known Brain who 
would be prepared to stand up and say, "He is a less honourable man than I am’" (Clingman 
(note 1 above) 389). 

Ironically, South Africa, with its history of internal division, also had a history of 
distinguishing to some extent between crimes committed out of political conviction and 
crimes that made a lawyer unfit to practise law. See Incorporated Law Society, Transvaal v 
Mandela 1954 (3) SA 102 (T) 107-09; Ex parte Krause 1905 TS 221. Fischer himself invoked 
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We do, therefore, have reason to think that Fischer’s actions ultimately 
affirmed, rather than undercut, the rule of law in a future South Africa. 
But we do not, and in fact cannot, know this with certainty. Our efforts 
to calculate the ripples of someone’s actions over a span of thirty years 
and more must always be somewhat speculative. Fischer himself, as he 
decided what to do, could not have known exactly what the results of his 
choices would be. t51 In the end we must judge the rightness of actions in 
part by understanding the person who took them, and all the more so 
because the impacts that actions have are in part the product of the moral 
quality of the person who acted. Choices recklessly and callously made 
resonate differently over the years than those made with a full heart. 
Fischer acted with a tremendously full heart. Others might have chosen 
differently, and I do not say that Fischer’s choices were necessarily the 
best ones. I do say that they were the morally justified choices of a 
remarkable man. 

IV CONCLUSION 

Bram Fischer offered himself as a sacrifice, as Clingman emphasises. 152 

In a life that initially might seem quite removed from Fischer’s, and more 

frivolous than his, Oscar Wilde similarly became a sacrifice. Wilde 

sacrificed himself for a life of artistic and sexual freedom. Bram Fischer 
may once have flirted with this version of human liberty, ~53 but seems 
largely to have cast it aside in favour of political earnestness. Yet the two 

this distinction in his response to the Johannesburg bar’s proceeding against him. See Society 

of Advocates of South Africa (Witwatersrand Division) v Fischer 1966 (1) SA 133 (O) 135H. 

The precedents may not have encompassed all that we now know Fischer had done; indeed, 

in one further irony, Fischer’s own father was apparently the lawyer in an unsuccessful 

attempt to forestall the disbarment of an Afrikaner rebel convicted of high treason 

(Incorporated Law Society v De Villiers 1915 OPD 98). It is still sad that Fischer was not 

treated with the generosity South Africa sometimes accorded its erstwhile adversaries. 

151 Dyzenhaus (note 23 above) 134. 

152 See Clingman (note 1 above) 456. 

153 Fischer wrote to his future wife from Europe in 1932 to express, or confess, his thoughts 

about sexuafity: ’For me the only thing that is wrong is that which impedes the development 

of intellectual life on this planet’ 0bid 93). As Clingman writes, Fischer ’told Molly he had 

not actually put his sexual philosophy into practice - "just why is difficult to say"’ (ibid). 

Molly disagreed in principle, but also pointed out in her letter back that ’You have such 

’frightfully loose moral standards’ and then you never do a thing to be ashamed of’ (ibid 94). 

Her insight reflected not only Fischer’s own rectitude, but also his tendency to work for 

others’ well-being while almost never being able to ask for help for himself (ibid 425, 428-29). 

(People often value in others what they hope to find in themselves, and Gillian Slovo observes 

that Brain Fischer, mourning for his wife Molly, praised her for having ’the rare quality, 

supposed to belong to judges, of being able to exclude entirely from her mind what the 

consequences of a decision might be to her and - what was perhaps even more remarkable - 

what such consequences might be to her family.’ She is struck by ’that almost biblical 

conviction that what matters is not the person but the cause. And yet Brain was the least 

impersonal of men... He was one of the most heroic of men and the kindest and here is his 

accolade for the dead wife he had adored: that she thought not of herself, or of her family, 

but of others, less well offthan them.’ G Slovo Every Secret Thing: My Family, My Country 

(1997) 99.) Both aspects of his personality helped bring him to the radical, even desperate, 

steps of his last years of freedom. 
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men shared lives filled with early promise, graced by personal kindness, 
and drawn almost ineluctably towards terrible loss. 

The routes they took towards their final suffering were not, after all, 
entirely different. Fischer’s choices were more political than Wilde’s, but 
both were certainly fuelled by deep emotion. Wilde’s decision to file a 
baseless libel suit against his lover’s father, a suit he could only pursue 
through perjury and that ultimately his perjury was insufficient to 
sustain, sent him to prison at the height of his success, and cut him away 
from the society that had briefly acclaimed him. It might be said that he 
did all this to satisfy his vengeful lover, yet these decisions also grew out 
of the fundamental impulse toward self-expression that Wilde exemplifies 
even today. 

Wilde’s life teaches lessons of personal liberation and its costs, and his 
actions do not reflect the burdens of power and responsibility that 
lawyers often undertake. The sense that Wilde stood for principle even as 
he violated the law, however, resonates with the life that Fischer led, and 
each became an avatar of a liberation he would not live to see. Moreover, 
Wilde, who was a socialist as well as an artist, may in his own way have 
had a moral rigour quite comparable to Fischer’s. As my father, Richard 
Ellmann, wrote in the biography of Wilde he completed just before his 
death: 

Essentially Wilde was conducting, in the most civilized way, an anatomy of his society, 

and a radical reconsideration of its ethics. He knew all the secrets and could expose all the 

pretense. Along with Blake and Nietzche, he was proposing that good and evil are not 
what they seem, that moral tabs cannot cope with the complexity of behavior. His 

greatness as a writer is partly the result of the enlargement of sympathy which he 
demanded for society’s victims. 154 

Wilde himself wrote, in words that describe both him and Bram Fischer, 
that: 

Personality is a very mysterious thing. A man cannot always be estimated by what he 

does. He may keep the law and yet be worthless. He may break the law, and yet be fine. 
He may be bad, without ever doing anything bad. He may commit a sin against society, 
and yet realize through that sin his own perfection. 155 

In writing about Bram Fischer I have tried to offer an appreciation of 
Fischer akin to my father’s appreciation of Oscar Wilde. It is not 
necessary to agree with Bram Fischer’s choices to understand that they 
were moral choices. It is also not necessary to ignore the role that 
personal loss or anguished self-examination played in his choices to 
recognise that they were principled decisions - the kind that human, 
emotional beings make. Perhaps, though, it is necessary to understand 
how impressive a man Bram Fischer was in order to accept, even 

154 R Ellmann Oscar Wilde (1987) xiv. 

155 O Wilde ’The Soul of Man Under Socialism’ in O Wilde The Artist as Critic: Critical Writings 

of Oscar Wilde ed R Ellmann (1969) 255, 265. 
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somewhat comfortably, the reality that if one lawyer can break the law 
out of principle, so can others. We cannot stop this, and we cannot doubt 
that some of the lawyers who do this will do so mistakenly or that others 
will claim the mantle of principle when in fact they are merely corrupt. 
We can only say that we should seek to educate our students, and to 
strengthen ourselves, to live, as Brain Fischer did, with integrity, because 
it is certainly true that to live justly outside the law, you must be honest. 
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scheme using an account ak ~he bank. 

, ~ Comme~s 

Finding Strength hi Bonds of Fm~y 

For Dasani, ~ii~ as oi~e of New¥ork Cib;s 22,ooo homeless 

children mea~s innocence is threatened at eve~3~ turn. 

Editors’ Picks 

Gun Com~tl~ 

A look at the complicated relationship zM~lerieans have v~dth fire 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tryh~g to make employees happy may ac]~]eve the reverse. 

World 

UoSo S~aspends Nonlet|ml Aid to Sy~’ia Rebel~ 

Tt~e d ecis i on, j ~st a mo~tt~ be%re a peace co~ffere~ce fl~at will 

seek a~ end to flae grinding civil war in Syria, demonstrated again 

ti~e fr~strations of [ryit~g 1o cultivate a viable alternative to 

President Bashar a]-Asaad. 

Rights Lawyer Among 4 Abduc,ed in Syria; 2 J~urnalists .Are Also ’3ein9 Heid 

Canada’s postM service said Wedl~esday that it wo~fld cease home delivery over 

the n ext five years, an d subs tan tially inerea se postal ra tes. 

llmming Gay 

The com’t rtfled that the issue of whether gay sex was a crimil~ 

aetivRy should be decided by lawmakers, not by the judieiaI 

systemo 

U.S, 

F.DoAo Restricts ~tibiot]e~ Use for Livestock 

move was a major stfiR t]~a[ could have far-reaehi~g 

implication, s tbr indusIHal farming al~d humm~ ]~ealth. 

U.So CoHege~ Finding ideals "i’e~ted Abroad 

12 Mversities with programs i~ countries wi[h a~toera~ie 

govenm~ents are ~Testli~g with how to respond to actions that 

fly in the face of democratic principles. 

Broade~" App~’oaeh Urged to Red~ce Gm~ Violence 



The most effective way to reduce gun violence withou[ significantly cur’tailing 

Second Amendment rights is to treat the problem as a punk: health issue, like 

smoking or drunken ddving~ a new sku@ finds 

more US ne,,vs ,go to NYTimes.com~US ~ 

Business 

Banker hi the Bcrr~anke Mold 

The adminis~:ation’s interest i~ Stanley Fischer appears to 

refleck a desire for contimlity at "due Federal Reser~-e. 

Aeeused of Har~fi~g Bees, Bayer Researches a 

Different Culprit 

The maker cg a pesticide l~nked to the die-off of honey bees sees 

a diger(mt threat - varroa mikes - and is ~)rking to fi~d a 

remedyo 

Hardships Lh~gcs for a Me~dh~g Irelm~d 

A program of austeri~~, hailed as a successfi~l reeove~- tool, has 

~efk many desperakely skrugg~ing to survive. 

, Euro Zone Near Agreement on How to Close Sailin9 Banks 

Stanley, 

Fischer, 

second 

of a 

Sports 

The Play at the Platc~ SaA~r 

In the first step to fbrma]ly eradicating a thrilling but dangerous 

sh~p]e of khe game~ Major [x’ague Basebal]*s miles committee 

voted ko eliminake home plate collisionso 

Vocal _Acrobat Mixes Soccer Calls V~qth Awe 

In Ray Hudson’s soccer analysis on the belN Spo~ he.york, 

players’ shoks curve like Bernini sc~flpkurcs, and ]itera~T and 

m~h references a~ all parts of the game. 

~ ~ Videos: Acrobatic Verbal Maneuver~n~ ~ An Apology to RonNdinho 

Mets Arc Said l-o Spend Again, Agreeing to 2- 

Year Deal "W~.th Colon 

Barkolo Colon, who wenk 18-6 for OaMand in 2Olg and was 

named an 2~I-Star, was said [o agree ko a two-year, $2o million 

Hudson 

Bartolo 

went 18 

-6 in 30 I 



deal with the Mets, pending a physicalo 

~ Baseball Roundup: TWO Ex-MeN Getting Look From Yankees 

~ On Basebali: in Granderson, Mets Take Strikeou~ With the Power 

, Wilpon Says Me~ Have ’a Long Way to Go’ 

Arts 

Ai a Frer~ch Muse~am, Peeks a~. Nureyev~s Wor|d 

Many ~-.,f Rudolf[ N ureyev’s b@.,ngings are now o~ display at a 

costume museum in Moulins, France, offering a sense of that 

ha]let dancer’s exuberank petsonalRy and passion for all "dual was 

rare and beautiful. 

o~ o~ 
Rudolt 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

The competition for khe best actor prize is exeeedJngly lighl lhis 

seasom with a doze~ leaning men ~dkering thNr bo~es a~d 

hringi~% harrowing and o~en true stones to the screen. 

~ Video: Christian Bale’s Chara~er Secrets 

P~dson Memoir ofa B~ack Niar~ in tl[~e ~ 85os 

Yale Un~’ers~b~ has acquired what ~t believes to be the earliest 

kno~ memoir u~tten in prison by an All, can-American, dated 

~858. 

Fashion & Style 

Beyo~d Tie-Dye~ dust "If’ceLtic 

Bay 2u’ea 2o- and 3o.-somethings are flocki~g to "intentional 

communikies," tech-sa~,~’y, ~ot particularly polJtMzed versions 

off eommunes~ where shared living became popular in the 

Charltu~agne Tha God: l(ee]ph~g a Hot Seat 

The radio host puts celebrities like Kanye West on the spot - and 

hen away ~ilh 

Charism 

sgne 

Today’s Video 

An interview with the star of "Ameriean Hustle" and "Out of the 

~ VmEO: A D~mcer~s Workout 

Robe~q. Fairchild, a t~rJncJpal dancer with the New York 

Ballet, h~Iks about his workout and his role in *q’he NutcrackerJ 

~ v~Eo: App Smart: Winter Games 

Apps for iOS and Android let you enjoy winter-themed games, 

including skiing and snowboarding, from the comfort of the 

i*ldoorso 



Obituaries 

Joe BiharL ~,’Vho Put Early R&B on Record, Dies 

at 88 

Mr. Biha[~ created Modern Music Records ~dth Ms two bro’~ers, 

J ales and Saul, re~rding B,kk ~ng, Etta games, John h~e 

Hooker and other blues legends. 

Fred Fo Scherer Dies at 98~ Diorama Painter 

Mastered Even the 1[h~sion 

Mro Seherer helped create scenes tbr people in New York who 

otherwise might never see a flock of cormorants nesting on a 

cliff. 

....... Scherer 

For more ebiK:sdes, go to NYTimes,eom,~Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Min~malist Budget Dea~ 

Democrats are able to rednce the sequester bnt Repnblican-irnposed austerity 

still dominates Congress. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The AppMling Stance of Rand Pau~ 

We have gone from a war on poreW in this eotmt~T to a war on 

the poor, and conservatives have led the charge. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

RepubKicans Running in Reverse 

"1"he glass ceiling is definitely cracking. Jnst look at what Mary 

Barra and Patty Murray accomplished this week. 

~ ColumnLst Page 

Fo[ me~e oeir~iei~ go to NYTimes.eomfOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How to Truly Honor Mm~de|a 

A meaningfnl way to honor Nelson Mandda’s spi~dt would be to 

speak oat for human rights adw.,eates and political prisoners 

worldwide. 

Columnist Page ] Kristof Biog Nick Kristof Answers ’Your Questions 

~ 
Nichols 

s D. 

Kr ~of 

OPINIONATOR I PRIVATE LIVES 

H~ve We MeF? 
B,. ~’.’~,-’,e~. B~.Bi..~,,~.,:,N~i 

I’m bad with fi~ces. But it’s not my fimlt. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Obama s O~eH~a~:~ Image Control 

The White House has systematically tr~ed to b31)ass the media hy releasing a 

sanitized visual record of Mr. Obama’s activities, denying photqjournalists 

For more oginion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

ON THiS DAY 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 6:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Briefing, Dec. 12: Volcker Story’s Just Begun; Ark. Bank’s Texas M&A Steal 

....... We~ Seminars 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2013 

F]F]F-] 

Today’s Top Stories 

The Volcker Rule may finally be out, but the 
process of understanding the intricacies of the 
complex regulation that bans the largest banks 
from making risky trades has only just begun. 

Lend#~g Club Courts Sma~ Banks as 

PersonaFLoan Partners 

The peer-to-peer lender, which has both 
threatened banks’ traditional businesses and 
cultivated Wall Street ties, is now selling its 
loans to community banks and working with 
them to offer personal loans as a counter to big 
banks’ dominance in credit cards. 

How Bank of the Ozarks Got an ~&A Stea~ 
in Texas 

Buyers in Texas show little interest in strugglers 
like Omnibank in Houston, leaving the door 
open for a buyer like Bank of the Ozarks from 
Arkansas that knows how to acquire and fix 
broken banks. 

Senate GSE Reform Bill Unlikely to Meet 

Senate Banking Committee leaders reiterated 
their optimism Wednesday for forging a 
bipartisan housing finance reform plan, but 
offered little additional detail on when 
legislation will emerge. 

By Department 

User Experience To~ Priority, Says Bank 
of the West°s Krogstad 

The San Francisco bank has made recent 
upgrades to its mobile app that expand the 
account balances customers can see without 
logging into the app and add targeted 
marketing capabilities. 

The peer-to-peer lender, which has both 
threatened banks’ traditional businesses and 
cultivated Wall Street ties, is now selling its 
loans to community banks and working with 
them to offer personal loans as a counter to big 
banks’ dominance in credit cards. 

COI~IPLETE ISSUE 

issue 
D View company 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

The FinTech I00 

~ 
FIS and 

TaN once 
again top 
the annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewle~- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies se~ing 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 
Manageme~t 

~ 
Wealth 
management 

reached a 
critical 

jun~ure. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of gro~h, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catedng to the less 
a~uent clien~ 

×i 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

sepvices in response to 

consumer demand. 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 

Access American Banker’s 

award winning coverage 

from your iPad and 

receive essential news, 

analysis and tools all at 

your fingertips From the 

latest regulatory updates, 

to community banking and 

consumer finance news, 

the American Banker iPad 

app provides you with the 

comprehensive 

information you need to 

build your business - 

accessible anytime, 

anywhere 



Stress Testin!~ Shou~dn°t Be Stressfu~ for 

Despite widespread concerns at community 
banks, industry experts assert that regularly 
testing can help bankers with strategic 
planning. 

Fina~ Volcker Rule 

The Volcker Rule may finally be out, but the 
process of understanding the intricacies of the 
complex regulation that bans the largest banks 
from making risky trades has only just begun. 

How Bank of the Ozarks Got an ~&A Stea~ 
in Texas 

Buyers in Texas show little interest in strugglers 
like Omnibank in Houston, leaving the door 
open for a buyer like Bank of the Ozarks from 
Arkansas that knows how to acquire and fix 
broken banks. 

ignored by large 
banks. 
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December 12, 2013: Budget Deal Picks Up... 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

CoSuite 

Budget Deal Picks Up Steam 

"House Republican leaders threw their weight behind a two-year budget deal," 
notes the Wall Street Journal (Dec. I2, Hook, Peterson), "planning to bring i~ 
to a vote Thursday as opposition in both par~ies failed to gain enough traction 
to threaten passage." Few legislators expressed enthusiasm for the accord 
reached by House Budget Chairman Pau~ Ryan (R-W~s.) and Ms Senate 
counlerpaM, Budget Chair Pattf Mun’ay (D-Wash.), to ease the effecl of 
previously enacted, across-the-board spending culs known as the sequesler. 
But Mpa~san desire to call a cease4ire in Capffo] HH]’s budget battles shouM 
carry the legislation through the House and ~nto ~he Sena{e nex{ week. House 
Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) and other RepuMican leadem noted that the 
deal would reduce the dd~cff over the next decade, while allowing roughly $62 
MHion more ~r~ spending on m~{ary and domes{~c programs in the current and 
next fiscM years. Many Democratic ~eaders, meanwM~e, remained 
noncommitla] due to lingering disappoinlment thal the compromise d~d not 
include a renewal of expanded unemployment benefits set to expke Dec. 28. 
"S{HU {he Ooumal reports, "even {hose ~nclined to oppose ~{ predicted ~he 
budget deal would pass2 

The Associated Press (Dec. 12, Taylor) notes tha~ among GOP critics’ 
biggest gripes is that ~he measure would increase deficits for the next ~hree 
years and that much of its deficit savin.gs would come near the end of its 10- 
year projections. "A preliminary estimate by the Congressional Budget Office 
says $68 billion, or 80 percent, of the plan’s delici~ savings would come in ~he 
pact’s final three years," the AP notes. "Just $11 billion would accrue in the 
first three years, an amount that will be far exceeded by the $63 billion in new 
spending pem~itted this year and nexL" The House will vote on the ma~ter 
belore it adjourns for the year on Friday. 

The Minneapolis Star Tribune (Dec. 12, Espe) adds that, inside the budget 
agreement, the savings would come from items ~hat had been under 
negotiation in previous rounds of budget talks that never came to fruition. 
"Among them were h~creases in the secudty fee paid by aid~ne tmvelem and 
the money that corporations p~y to the federal agency that guarantees 
pensions," notes the ana~ys~s. "Military retkees under ~he age of 62 w~ pay a 
pdce, too, ~n 1he form d sma~er4hamprojected annua~ cost-of-lb’ing ~ncreases 
in pensions." 

Share~ 

talent brc headline 2 ] 

¢0mp!imer~a[y N/~¢O P~er Excl]ang~s .................................................................. 

Join Your Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020 in 20t4 

~,.ila~. I8, 2014 
New York, NY 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

July 1~, 2014 
Denver, CO 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. I0, 2014 

Check ~or late-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern 

[ ~ KPMGACl Fall RoundtableSeries ] 

i~i Broadridgo ~rox~ 

~i COOE B ..... 

[~ BY-PrivateCompanyOutlook 

[~ BV - Private Company Boards ] 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Houston, TX (Apr 7-8, 

20~4) 

Chicago, IL (June !2- 

13, 2014) 
Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug, ~8-~9, 20~4) 

Felt Lauderdale, FL 
(Dec 1 1-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalisrn® 

Houston, TX (Apr 3-4, 

20~4) 

Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

20!4) 

Dana Point, CA (Aug 
14- ~5, 20~4) 

Felt Lauderdale, FL 

[[Dec. 8-9~ 2014) 

8pecia~ Events 

Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Active Engaged 

Shareholders -. Are We 

Listening? 



Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Connect with boardroom luminaries, aoademio leaders and subject matter 

experts at NACD Directorship 2020TM, a highly interactive, half-day 
symposium. This exciting series of peer exchanges will coincide with NACD 
Directoi~hip 2020, 8 multi-year initiative to help directors and boards 
understand, define, and prepare for emerging issues, coming challenges, and 
opportunities that will affec~ the boardroom in ~he Iu~ure. 

Participants will begin the day with a networking lunch, fellowed by 
stimulating panels and peer exchange discussions, then concklde the day 
with an intimate cocktail reception. Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

ShareIC]CT~ 

Audit and Finance 

Centerbridge Reaches $8.8 Billion Tentative Deal ~or LightSquared 

Takeover 

"Centerbridge Partners LP reached a tentative deal to buy LightSquared Inc. 
out el bankruptcy proceedings," Denver Post (Dec. 11, Specter, Glaze0 
sources note, "potentially upstaging a bid by Dish Network Corp. to take over 
the wireless telecommunications firm." The private-equity firm has repoMedly 
proposed paying $3.3 billion for the wireless venture, backed by financier 
Phifip Falcone, and assuming aboul $I .7 MIlion ~n liabilities. The deal would 
be executed under a bankruptcy reorgan~zalion p~an. "The Centerbddge p~an 
wou~d repay LightSquared senior lende~ owed about $1.7 billion in full with 

interest," Post sources add. "Those lenders backed Dish’s bid and have been 
anxious for an auction to ~roceed." 

Share~ 

Discovery Considering Bid for Scripps Networks 

CNBC News (Dec. 1 I) states tha~ Discovery Communications is considering 
a bid for Scripps Networks Interactive, home to such popular came channels 
as the Food Network and HG~L Discove~’s board of directo~ repoMed~y 
discussed making a possible run 8t Scdpps 8t its last meeting. "Discovery’s 
businesses ~nclude Animal Planet and Discovery Channel," notes CNBC, 
"and ~t operates Oprah W]nfrey’s O~q Network under a ~o~nt venlure." 

Share~ 

Blackstone’s Hilton Raises $2.35 Biliion in Record Hotei 

The Los Angeles Times (Dec. 12) is reporting that Hilton Worldwide Holdings 
Inc. raised $2.35 billion in a record initial public offering for a lodging company. 
The world’s largest hotel operator and existing shareholders sold nearly 117.6 
rnillion shares for $20 each. The Virginia-based company had offered 112.8 
million shares for $18 to $21 apiece. "BIackslone Group is lak~ng advanlage 
of U.S. stocks near highs and s rebound ~n the hotel market to take H]]ton 
public s~x years after acquMng it for $26 b]]lion st the end of the buyout 
boom," notes the Times. "Since the New York-based pdvale equity firm 
purchased H~lon, the company has expanded ~ls room count by a lMrd, most 
of ~t outside the U.S. and in franchised and managed hotels, which require 
a~mos~ no cap~a~ ~nvestmenL" Hi~ton wi~ have a stock market vak~e of abou~ 
$1£7 b~ll~on at the ~PO pdce, topping rivals Starwood Hole]s & Resorls 
Wbddw~de Inc., Mardott h~temational, and Hyatt Hotels Corp~ 

Share~ 

SEC Gets ’Serious’ on ~mproper Segment Reporting 

"U.S. securities regulators are requesting more companies make changes to 
their segmen~ reporting in a push to increase transparency and accuracy in 
financial results," reports 1he Wall Street Journal (Dec. 11, Chasan)~ The SEC 
is ~ooking more c~ose~y at both how companies aggregate operating segments 
and how histodca~ segment results are portrayed. A week ago, for ~nstance, 
Barnes & NoMe ~nc. confirmed the agenoy was h~vesfigafing how the ~e~a~er 
spl~t expenses amongst ~ts devices and e-book segments. "SEC staff has 
recently wfiften ~o companies ask#~g them to separate U.S. units from 
’Americas’ segments ~f they are domiciled ~r~ the U.S. The staff has also 
asked firms to make sure they are assigning 1he va~ue of goodwill assets from 
past acquisitions to their appropriate segments," adds the Journal Audit 
Analyt~cs confirrns ~hat segment repotting ranked as lhe lh~rd mos~ common 
area d~scussed ~n SEC common1 letters during the first none months of this 
year after tax and goodw~ accounting ~ss~es. 

Share~ 

American Airlines’ Former CEO Gets $17-~illion Severance Package 

Peer Exchanges 

NACD Directorship 

2020; New York; NY 
(March 18, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020: Denver, CO (July 

15, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 
2020: Beverly Hills, CA 

(Sept. 10, 2014} 

Webinars 

How Corporate Culture 

Can Breed Fraud if Left 

U nchecked (12/12) 
Going to the Mattresses 

Wi~h ISS (12/18) 
Disruptive 

Technologies: What 
Boards Need to Know 

(i 2/! 9) 
Compensation (d23) 

About NACD 

NACD advances e×ernpia[y 

board leadership ~for 
directors, by directors We 

deliver ti~e wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 

confidently navigate complex 
business c~aiienges and 

enhance shareowner value. 

We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

issues Learn more 

Fo~Iow NACD on: 



The Los Angeles Times (Dec. 11, Martin) is reporting that "Thomas Horton, 
who was American Airlines’ chief executive when its parent company filed for 
bankruptcy, will get his severance pack~ge valued at ~bout $17 m[[[~om" This 
was one of the flint decisions made by the new American AMines after it 
emerged flora bankruptcy earlier th~s week and joined w~th US A~wvays ~o 
1orm ~he wodd’s Mggest amine. Ho~ton ~ave up his CEO’s post ~o Doug 
Psrke[, formedy US A~sys’ top executive. Ho~on will sere as chairman of 
the bo@rd o~ the new ~medcan Air~#~es Group ~nc. "The newly merged @#line 
agreed 1o pay Horton $5.4 m~]lion ~n cash, an ’alignment award’ valued at $6.5 
milk,on, plus a pedermance bonus that could rise as high 8s $1.3 m~]lion," 
notes the Times. He,on will siso get 170,722 shares of stock and he, his 
wife, and "e~gJble dependents" will get ~fe[ime "~l~ph[ and ethel travel 
privileges." 

Share~ 

¢o[p£[ate G£~e[nan~ ......................................................................................................... 

Changes in the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the 
boaB~room. This information was compiled and provided ~e NACD by Spencer 
Stuad. Twitter announced the appointment of Man,erie M. Scardino to its 
board ol d~rectors. Analog Devices announced the e~ecfion of Richard 8eyer to 
its board of directors. ~ob McDonald has been appointed to the board of the 
United S~ates Stee~ Corp, e~fecfive Janua~ I. Susan Cameron (ivey) has been 
e~ected to rejoh~ ~he board of Reynok~s American. Stanley B~ack & Decker 
announced the election of Debra A. Crew to ~ts board of directors. 

Share~ 

Minister Moore Launches Consultation to Strengthen Canada’s 
Corporate Governance 

According to 4-Traders.com (Dec. 11), Canada’s Minister of Industry James 
Moore ~his week launched a public consultation on the Canada Business 
Corporations Act (CBCA) to help identify ways in which the legislation "can 
better promote impoltant policy objectives such as combating bribery and 
corruption, increasing diversity on corporate boards, and enhancing the ability 
of authorities to access information on corporate beneficial ownership." The 
three-month consultation delive~ on the Canadian government’s Budget 2013 
commitment to engage the public on the issue of strengthening the country’s 
corporate governance. Issues tha~ have been identilied for review as part of the 
consultation process range from greater t[ansparenc,:i of the ownership of 
corporations to the rules for takeover bids to the role of corporate social 
responsibility. Moore concludes, "Our government is committed to engaging 
in meaningful conversations on issues around corporate governance? 

Share~ 

K, lany U.S, Companies Already Preparing to Pay For The Carbon They 
Burn 

The Weather Channel (Dec. 11, Johnson) is reporting that "a group of 29 
major American companies - in industries l~tnging from energy arid retail to 
entertainment and information technology - have decided they’re not waiting 
on the federal government to take action on climate change." Instead, they 
have already started to include the cost of carben emissions in their future 
investment plans. The revelation comes Item an early December report by 
CDP, the British-based nonprefit group that collects data from over 10,000 
companies worldwide on how they manage the costs of everything from 
climate change to greenhouse gas emissions. CDP’s list was made up of 
companies like E×xonMobil and Chew’on, but also included Disney, Google, 

Microsoft, and WaI-Mart Stores. 

The Best Companies to Work For in 2014 

Forbes (Dec. 11, Smith) reports that online jobs and career community 
Glassdoor has announced its sixth annual Employees’ Choice Awards, which 
is a list of the 50 best places to work in the coming year. Boston-based 
consulting giant Bain & Co. took ~he ~op spe[ Ior a second time. Russ Hagey, 
the firm’s global chief talent officer, remarks, "For more than 40 years, we 
have placed significant focus on creating an outstanding professional and 
personal work experience ~hat in turn has Iueled our growth anchored in a 
mission d delivering results for clients and organizations a[ound the globe." 
Second-place Twitter received high marks 1or holding "weekly all-hands 
meetings where tough questions are asked and answered" in order to 
"maintain a culture el openness and ~rusL" According to Forbes, "the ranking 
of the top companies was determined by taking cumulative average ratings 
from the half-million employees who responded to an 18-question survey 
between Nov. I4, 2012 and Nov. 12, 2013." The survey asked employees to 
late their company overall and such key workplace 1actors as career 



opportunities, compensation, benefits, work-life balance, culture, and values." 

ShareFTFT~ 

C-Suite 

Possible ~uffett Successo[ Drops CEO Role at BNSF 

CNBC News (Dec. 11, Crippen) has learned ~hat Ma~t Rose will drop his role 
as CEO of BNSF Railway to become executive chairman. President and CO0 

Carl Ice, who has been with the Berkshire Hathaway subsidiary for more than 
three decades, has agreed to become chief executive as of Jan. 1,2014. 

"Rose’s move away from day=to-day duties could increase speculation among 
Buffett watchers that he is a step closer to becoming tt~ar~en Buffett’s 
successor as Berkshire’s CEO," notes the network. Buffett has repeatedly 
s~ated tha~ he has no plans ~o s~ep down anytime soon. Back in the sp[ing, 
though, he tom Berkshire shareholders that he and the bea[d of directoi~ are 
"solidly in agreement" on who would become CEO if he suddenly died or 
became incapacilaled. "He’s also said lhe[e al~ three internal candidates to 

be ~he next CEO," recalls CNBC, "all of them men." 

ShareF]CT~ 

Economic Outlook 

U.S. Co~struction I~mployers Add 17,000 Jobs in Nov. Amid Uneven 
Growth 

The DaiLy Commercial News (Dec. 11) cites an analysis of new government 
data by the Associated Gene[al Contractors of America, which found ~hat 
U.S.-based construction employei~ added a~prex~mately 17,000 jobs ~ast 
month as the secto¢s employment Mt the highest ~eve~ since August 2009. 
Construction employmen~ totaled 5,851,000 du[in9 November, up 178,000 
from the same month a year ago. Not a~ of the news was good, though. Ken 

Shnonson, the association’s cMef economist, states, "htdJe these new 
employment figures are ve~ encouraging, gro~h remains uneven by 
segmenL region and ~ime pedod. There are ]~ke]y ~o be continuing va[ia~ions 
gre~¢h between homebu~ding, pdvale nonresidential and public sector." He 
adds that constr~cfion employment remains almost 1.9 milk,on be~ow the 
settees Apd~ 2006 peak. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News aud Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Cincinnati coach Tommy Tubervi~le sat out 

~ast year’s Be~k Bow~ 

Tommy Tuberville has never coached Cincinnati in 

the Belk Bowl, but he was with the Bearcats during 

their last trip to Charlotte in 2012. 

Co[lerje Notebook: Sports news from Duke, 

N¢ State and UN¢ teams 

Duke’s Pam Bustin was named the South Region 

Coach of the Year by the National Field Hockey 

Coaches Association on Wednesday after guiding 

the Blue Devils to a 17-6 record and an appearance 

in the NCAA championship game. 

No makeup offe[ed for many 

suspected ’no.how’ classes 

at UNC4~H 

UNC-Chapel Hill did not reach out 

to offer another class to the 

students in a "no-show" class 

taught by Julius Nyang’oro -- one 

that resulted in a.. 

Nyang’oro 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage youremail newsletter subscriptions, please log into~h~~)unte ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~2[~.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@iuteractive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- December 12, 2013 

Hello, 

Forgotten Soldiers 

"They got the notion they were going to come to give me a lobotomy," says 

Roman Tritz, a World War II bomber pilot. "To hell with them." Michael 

M. Phillips, who has reported for The Wall Street ,Journal from war zones 

around the world, uncovered a trove of forgotten memos, letters and 

reports that reveal a time when the U,S, ~:~v~r rm~e r~ ~: ~o-~om~z~d ~me 

2/.~oo World -W~ ~ ~1 v~-~er~ r~:~, The nation has long forgotten about the 

brain-altering operations performed on former servicemen diagnosed as 

depressives, psychotics and schizophrenics, and occasionally on people 

identified as homosexuals, but Mr. Tritz remembers when they came for 

him. The first part of our chilling narrative told in a compelling 

presentation of video, graphics, photographs and primary doe~ents 

focuses on ~:~e ~obo~om?’ a~d lif~~ ~f Mr~ ’fritz, who is now 9o )~aI’s old. 

Later today, )~u can read part ~o, about an alliance bebveen the Veterans 

Administration and an eminent neurologist who recommended ~ing 

brain s~get7 to treat mental illness and thereby became one of the most 

controversial fig~es in ~eriean medical histot7. 

San Francisco, We Have a Problem 

The Asiana Airlines crash in duly that left three people dead and 18o 

injured has put landings at San Francisco International Airport under a 

microscope. Our analysis of radar data on nearly lOO,OOO flights at S FC’., 

did U.S. pilots in the months before the ~iana crash. ~en a pivotal 

component of the airport’s landing system that provides ~sual cues to 

pilots was removed from ~o major r~ways, fBreign airlines had to break 

off landing approaches to go back and try again at a significantly Ngher 

rate than domestic airlines. Why the discrepancy? Some say fBreign pilots 

aren’t as aee~tomed to SFO’s busy airspace, while others attribute it to 

foreign crew relying more on automated controls rather than manual 



flying. 

Dr. Fischer and the Bond Party 

As we were the first to report, President Baraek Obama is expected to 

nolninate fbrmer Bank of Israel Governor Stanley Fischer to becon.~e ~ice 

cImh’man of the !.7oS. Federal Reserve. Dr. Fischer, fbrmerly an economics 

professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has taught a long 

list of illustrious students, including Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke, 

European Central Bank President Mario Draghi and former Treasury 

Secretary La~wence Summers. We find that his nomination probably won’t 

result in any sudden policy shifts when it comes to federal stimulus. He 

has largely been supportive of the Fed’s efforts to boost the economy, 

calling the signature bond-bu~ving program a "dangerous" but "necessary" 

move. He has, however, voiced ,,~k~p-lich~m over the Fed’~ cm’ren 

i~m~i ng tbrward g{~idanc<:, arguing that it causes market confusion. ,Just 

last month Dr. Fischer spoke at our CEO council about the 

Hey Mr. DJ, Put a Record On 

And when the music starts, I never wanna stop. That is the effect retailers 

are h,opi~:~g ~:hcir in--st,ore m usi~~ scb~,ti(ms will have on shoppers. We find 

that big chains often turn to specialists like Mood Media and PlayNetwork 

to design store playlists that match the values of the brand and the lifestyle 

of its shoppers. We note that seamlessly playing in-store music can be a 

complicated ordeal, requiring licensing rights and certain digital 

technology. So, why do stores care? It might all come down to the ability of 

music to release dopamine. The right tune can keep us in a store longer 

than we intend, lulling us into making purchases we never planned. By the 

same token, the wrong song can drive us out faster than it will take 

Madonna to get to the chorus again. 

White House Works to A~traet -Younger Hca.[th--P]an Users 

WORLD 

Top W<~;-~ m--Backed Rebel 

]~ush~esses Stm~g by S~5-~u~-d:lour 



Draw Sa(~}e Eincs Over ’\&~}ckcr Rul ." 

Investments in the (~uerage co~pany % pen,,;h>n p&~;~ are expected to be at 

levels that cover 95%o of future obligations at the end of the year, according 

to a new estimate by J.P. Morgan Chase. That’s up from 7~% at the end of 

last year [] a figure that was essentially unchanged since the financial crisis 

of 2oo8. 

’~ iiii b~ fo W~ ~ve ~*ledgiggg!i~g~ ha ~d 

Do you think Mr. Boehner was right in his criticism of conservative 

organizations? Send us your response to -I <~point@~v0,,iocc>m and follow 

p:* Gcr~ ~’<ITBa k<~s" on Twitter 

Compiled by Khade@ Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What ~ News" digest of top stories. Technically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The ~)pe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln <messages-noleply@linkedin.com> 

Thnrsday, December 12, 2013 7:33 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Fran has endorsed yon! 

Congratulations! Your connection Fran Perez-W~lhite has endorsed you for the following skills and expertise: 

Fran 
Perez- 
Wilhite’s 
photo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: McCrou weighs GOP convention; N.C. lawmaJ~er charged with embezzlement 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 12, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s 

Does McCrorg want Charlotte to host the GOP convention? 
After Charlotte’s successful hosting of the 2012 Democratic National Convention, 

and after a strong showing by the GOP across t,he state in the ensuing elections, 

Gov. Pat McCrory is weighing a pursuit.. 

State Rep. McManus charged with embezzlement 
Deb McManus, a Democratic state legislator, was arrested Wednesday on felony 

tax charges, according to the NC. Department of Revenue 

Wel~s Fargo customers run into biR-pay glitch 
An untold number of online-banVJng customers of ’,/’#ells Fargo & Co. (NYSE:WFC) 

could discover that recently made bill payments didn’t go through due to a glitch in 

the system. 

Obamacare has CFOs thinking: Should we cut our payroll? 
Neariy half o~ Arrierica’s chief financiai afficers say 1heir firms are considering 

reducing employment in respense to the Afferdabie Care Act, accerd~ng te the latest 

q ua rte rly su rvey oF CFOs co nd u cied. 

r 
HealthCare,gov continues slow grind in North Carolina: 
9,000 now enrolled 

Toshiba Global expands presence in Durham 

Bad Daddy’s opens in Morrisville 

Coming (relatively) soon: ’Bull Durham’ the musical 

SmM|businesses can ~ook~ but not buy, on HealthCare.q, ov 

10 ways accountability wil~ make your company more 

Would you pay to keep your smartphone info private? 

Read Morning 1Edition >> 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dina Haynes <dhayues@nesl.edu;, 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 8:49 AM 

Ellmann, Stephen J. <stephen.ellmann@nyls.edu-~; Susan Carle <scarle@wcl.a~nerica~.edu>; Rotunda, Ronald <rrotuuda@chapman.edu> 

Robert Lawry <rpl2@case.edu-~; Baum, Maxsha <baum@law.uum.edu>; Lisle BaJ~er <lbake@suttblk.edu>; Justin Hansfi~rd 

<jhansfo@slu.edu>; sectp@lists.a~s.org 

[SECTPR] - ILE: PR and Nelsou Mmadela 

I had the great pleasure of meeting Nelson Mandela in Johannesburg in 1995, when I clerked on the newly folrned Constitutional Court He came to hold a press conference congratulating 
the justices after they’d held against him in a separation of po~vers case (in the decision, we cited Marbuly v Madison), reminding the countW that through the decision the new court had 
demonstrated its .judicial independence, a cornerstone of democracy. Which reminds us that he was a consummate and sav,~" statesman, as welh 

Dina Francesca Haynes 
Professor of Law and 
Director of Human Rights and [n~nigration Law ProJect 
New England LawiBoston 

New publication: On the Frontlines: Gender War and the Post Conflict Process (OUP 2011 ), 
h ttp:i/www, oup. c om ius/c a talo~/~eneral/subiect/], awiPublic In ternation all a w/InternationalHumanR i~hts/?view=usa&c i=9780195396652 
Select publications available at: http://ssrn.comJauthor=522625 

From: Ellmann, Stephen J. [stephen.ellmann@nyls edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:16 PM 
To: Susan Carle; Rotunda, Ronald 
Cc: Robert Lawry; Baum, Marsha; Lisle Baker; Justin tlansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Relying on the facts as recounted in Stephen Clingman’s excellent biography which Susan Carle links to. I wrote about Bram Fischer’s legal ethics in "To Live Outside the Law You ?,/lust Be 
Honest: Bram Fischer and the Meaning of IntegriD’," 17 South African Journal on tluman Rights 451 (2001). I’ve attached a pdf (though I’m not sure if the listserve will distribute it), and 
would be very happy to discuss it with anyone who’s interested. 

Steve 

From: "SCarle@wchamerican.edu<raailto:SCarle(~wcharaerican.edu>" <SCarle@wchamerican.edn<raailto:SCarle,@,wchamerican.edu>> 
Reply-To: "SCarle@wcharaerican.edu<mailto:SCarle(~wcl.aracrican.edu>" <SCarle@wcl.american.edn<raailto:SCarle,@,wcl.american.edu>> 
Date: Wednesday-, December 11, 2013 7:58 PM 
To: Stephen Ellmann < stephen, ellmann@ny ls. edu<mailto:stephen, ellmatm(~nyls, edu>>, "Rotunda, Ronald" <rrotunda@ chapman, edu<mailto :rrotunda(~ cha pman. edu>> 
Cc: Robelt Lawry <rpl2@case.edu<mailto:rpl2,@,case.edu>>, "Baum, Marsha" <baum@law.anmedu<mailto:baum(~,law.~ra.edu>>, Lisle Bakcr 
<lbaker@suffolk.edu<raailto:lbaker,@,suffolk.edu>>, "jhansfor@slu.edu<mailto:jhansfor,@,slu.edu>" <jhansfor@slu.edu<mailto:jhansfor(~slu.edn>>, 
"sectpr@list s. aals. org<mailto:sectpr(~,lists.aals, org>" <sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr ,@,lists.aals. org>> 
Subject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 
Resent-From: "sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr(~,lists.aals.org>" <sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr,@,lists.aals.org>~ 
Resent-Date: Wednesday, Deccraber 11, 2013 7:58 PM 

On the complex issue of la~’ers’ assistance to groups engaged in violence against oppressive regimes, the South African activist Bram Fischer’s biography<http:i/~wzw.alnazon.colrdBram- 
Fischer-Afrikaner-Revolutionary-Literature/dpi155849135X/re~sr 1 tkmr0 ~?ie=UTF8&qid=~3868~9782&sr=8-~-f~r~&keyw~rds=Braum+Fischer+s~uth+african+~a~’er+aut~bi~graphV> 
is also interesting. Susan Carle 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: EllmamL Stephen J. [mailto :stephen.ellmann(~nvls. edul 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:10 PM 
To: Rotunda, Ronald 
Cc: Robert Lawry; Baum, Marsha; Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr@lists.aals.org> 
Sulzject: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Those aspects of Mandela’s life ~vere certainly dramatic. But surely this list is too short. We should also include his willingness to lose his Iiceedom, or even his life, for the sake of the 
struggle against a ferocious and determined racist state. His willingness to break the la~v was a part of that dramatic courage 

Best to all - 

Steve Ellmaun 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "Rotunda, Ronald" <rrotunda@chapman.edu<mailto:rrotunda@chapman edu>>> wrote: 

What was dramatic about Mandela was first, after nearly 3 decades of imprisonment when took over to lead the nation he did so without bitterness or reven~e Second. he left office 
w~luntarily unlike the rulers of mare’ other Ali’ican nations. 



Ronald D. Rotunda 

The Doy & Dee Henley Chair and Distinguished Professor of Jurisprudence Chapman University The ][)ale E. Fowler School of Law One Unlversiw Drive, Rm. 406 ()range, CA 92866-1005 

Email: n-otundn(~chapm an.edu<mailto:rrotundaO~chapman edu>> 

Tel. (714) 628-2698 

Fax: (714) 628-2576 

Home Page: http://www 1. chapm an. edu/~rrotunda/ 

Social Science Research Network (SSRN) Author Page: http://ssm.com/author 254334 

https://m’~,bizcard.co/ronald rotunda 58248 

From: Robert Lawry [mailto:rpl2(~,case.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, Decenaber 11, 2013 1:24 PM 

To: Baum, Marsha 

Cc: Lisle Baker; Justin Hansford; sectpr@lists.aals.org<mailto:sectpr(d~,,lists.aals.org>> 

Subiect: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela 

Dear Justin. 

Like Professor Baum. for many years in ray PR class, I had the students write 10 page papers on a lawyer the student would like to "emulate" because of their ethical conduct or 

professionalism. I let them chose among three categories: historical (John Adams), fictional (Atticus Finch) or someone they knew or worked with (mom or dad). Only f:acultv colleagues 
were excluded, but the focus had to be on a lawyer "in practice." (So not Lincoln the President or Thurgood Marshall Associate Justice.) I received good papers from students xvriting in all 
three categories and mediocre ones in all three as well Although I. too, did not save papers or try to keep a list I did talk of three law3,ers I would like to emulate in a tribute piece I did in 
honor of Fred Za charias at 48 San Diego Law Rev 199 (2011 ). Good luck with your Mandela exploration. One word of caution. No one is perfect (except Atticus, though, even here, Professor 
Monroe Freedman disagrees); but you need to explore your lawyer (iVlandela) ~vith some care I believe Mandela turned to violence at some point in his career Although a revolution in 
South Africa during the apaltheid years would have been morally justified, there may be acts that - even within a justified revolution - may be hard to justify. Keeping the eve on the 
"practice" aspect of a lawyer’s life is both more manageable and probably more useful for fledgling law3,ers as well. Just a thought. 

Bestre~ards. 

Bob Law%, 

Emeritus Professor of Law 

Director, Center for Professional Ethics 

CWRU School of Law 

On Wed Dec 11 2013 at 1:42 PM, Baum, Marsha <baum@la~v.unm edu<mailto:baum@la~v.unm edu>>> wrote: 

In m~/Ethics class, I offer the students the opportunity/to write a short paper on a iud~e or lawyer that they consider wise and to offer examples of that wisdom I have had some very 
thoughtful papers on tribal court iudges and local law,vers and iudges that offer ~reat insights into the types of comributions our students can make to practice and socieW. I have not 
created a collection of the best of these papers but I might start Thanks for sharing your insights, Justin 

Marsha L Baum 

Professor of Law 

UniversiW of New Mexico 

From: Lisle B aker [lbak erO~suffblk, edu< mailto: lbak er (~r)sut~k~lk. edu>< mailto: lbak er (~r)su[’fulk. edu>] 

Sent: \Vednesday, December 11,2013 11:05 AM 

To: Justi n tlansJk~rd; sectpr@l is ts. aals. org<mai [to:s ectpr(~lists, aals org>> 

Subiect: [SECTPR] - RE: PR and Nelson Mandela Dear Justin: 



Thanks for bringing to light an aspect of his life that ma~, have been overlooked. 

If others amona the Section have similar profiles of exemplary lawyers to share, it xvould be valuable to have an inventoc/to provide to students as they look forward to life beyond law 
school. 

¯ Lisle Baker. Suffolk UniversitT Laxv School 

Froru: Justin Hansford [mailto:ihansfor(d?slu. edu<mailt o:]hansfor ,@,slu. edu><mailto:ihansfor(dMu, edu%3 cmailto:ihansfor (d},,s lu. edu%3 e>] 

Sent: Wednesday-, December 11,2013 12:02 PM 

To: sectpr@lists.aals.org<raailto:sectl~r(~lists.aals, ora>> 

Subiect: [SECTPR] - PR and Nelson Mandela 

Hi everyone, 

I’m working on a piece involvin~ Nelson Mandela and legal ethics, and I’ve included a link to a snapshot of the argument below If anyone is covering professional identity’ and planning to 
discuss Mandela next semester. I’d love to hear your thoughts and learn about your approach. Feel free to email me at jhansfor@slu.edu<mailto:jhansfbr@slu.edu>> 

http://criticallega lthinkmg corral2013/12/06/’nelson-mandela -la~/-ers-ideal/ 

Best Wishes, 

Justin Hansford 

..... End Original iVlessage ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

..... End Original Message ..... 

View post online: https://cormect.aals org/p/fo/st/post=28071 &anc=p28071 #p28071 
View mailing list online: https://connect.aals.orgip/fo/si/topic 370 
S tart new thread via emalk mailto :sectpr@lists. aals org 
Unsubscribe from this mailing list: https:/iconnect.aals.org/oifo/topic 370 
Manage your subscription: https:i/connect.aals.orgipiusitoi 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points ofviexv. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by- the terms of selwice at: 
https:/icom~ect.aals.orgip/cm/ldifid 280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Once Upon a Time, I Learned Something 



click here 

UpdaLe your preferences Unsubscribe 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Elkius <jelkins@labs.net> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:17 AM 

~ctpr@li sts.aals.org 

[SECTPR] - {Blank Subject 2013-12-12} 

Please remove James R. Elkins from this list 

James R Elkins 
Professor of Law 
West Virginia University 

View post online: https://COlmect.aals org/p/foistipost 28073&anc p28073#p28073 
Vie~vmailing list online: https://connect.aals.org/pifo/si/topic 370 
Start new tl~read via email: mailto:sectpr@lists.aals org 
Unsubscribe Iicom this mailing list: https://connect.aals.org/o/fo/topic 370 
Manage your subscription: https://connect aals org/p/us/to/ 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 
https://connect.aals.or~/picm/ld/fid 280 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Konzelmann <~s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.uk--- 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:20 AM 

Sue Konzelma~n <s.konzelma~n@bbk.ac.uk> 

FW: TI-UKjob opportuni~ - Project Otticer - Corruption in the Pharmaceulical & ttealthcare Sectors 

Hi everyone, 

I’ve been asked to circulate this j ob oppoltunity -- The details are below, if you are interested. 

take care, 

Sue. 

Dr Suzanne J. Kunzelmalm 
Reader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Progran~aes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 

Birkbeck, University of London 
Malet Street Bloomsbury 
London WC1E 7HX 

LCCGE website: http ://www. lccge bbk. ac.uk/ 
Persona[ webpage: http://www.bbk ac.uk/manop/mana~ement/staf[~/konzelmarm.shtm[ 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http:/issrn.com/author=349753 

See my latest books: 

’]7he Economics of Austeri~ 
http ://www.e-el~ar. co.uk/bookentry main lasso?id=15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: ~Ilqe Faces of Liberal Capitalism 
http ://www.routled~e. con~/books/detaiIs/9 780415 517898 / 

From: FTM network@googlegroups.com<mailto:FTM network(~r!goo~le~roups.com> [FTM network@googlegroups.com<mailto:F~I~l network(a)goo~le~roups.com>] on behalf of Nick 
Maxwell [nick.maxwell@transparency.org.uk<mailto :nick am~xwell(~transparency.org uk >] 
Sent: 12 December 2013 09:46 
To: Nick Maxwell 
Subject: [ftm network] TI-UK job opportunity - Project Officer - Corruption in the Pharmaceutical & tIealthcare Sectors 

][)ear all, 

TI-UK is hiring a Project Officer to focus on Corruption in the Pharmaceutical & tlealthcare Sectors, expanding our research team I’d be very grateful if you could circulate this notice to help 
ensure that we can :find the best candidate for this agenda Thank you for your support. 

Many thanks, 
Nick 

h ttp://www.transparenc~,~.~rg.uk/get-inv~ved/i~bs-a-internships/pr~iect-~fficer--c~rrupti~n-in-pharmaceutica~s~a-hea~thcare-sect~r 

PROJECT OFFICER 

’.’26,000-30,000 pa depending on experience. This appointruent is for one year initially. 

Start Date: February 2014 or as soon as possible thereafter 

Role Profile 

Reporting to the Research Manager and based in our offices in central London, the Project Officer will play an important role in helping to develop a new progranwne on corruption in the 
Pham~aceuticals & Healthcare sector. 

For the right person, this is an opportunity to help develop a significant new project in the world’s leading anti-corruption organisation. S/he should be able to work under pressure and 
multi-task effectively. The role will involve both research and project management. It will require a range of skills including research, advocacy, communications and stakeholder 
nranagenrent. This is a new position, and we are therefore looking for a self-starter who can create the role and use the results of the research to help create a vision for how TI-LNI can tackle 
the problenr of corruption in this vital sector. 

This is initially a one-year pilot project whose success will help us decide whether to invest in a larger multi-year prograrrmre. We expect the pilot year will provide a thoroughly-researched 
platform for the launch of a 3-year prograrume, achieving the buy-in of key stakeholders and the funds for the next phase. 

Key duties 

? Research: tmdertake research to scope the size and nature of the problem and prioritise problems to be addressed 

? Deliver key programme outputs: identify and deliver key actions and outputs for the pilot phase of the programme, including researching and writing an?- necessary publications 

? Stakeholder management: build a bo@ of supportive stakeholders, including those within the global TI movement 

? Programme development: produce a costed plan for the next 3-year phase and help to identify and secure funding for next phase 

? Programme management: manage all aspects of the pilot phase of the programme under the supervision of the Research Manager. 



R equiremems 

? Fluent in English and excellent written and oral communication skills 

? At [east three years of work experience in relevant fields 

Knowledge of or proven interest in one or more of: corruption, the Pharmacemicals & Healthcare sector, business development, campaigning, fundraising, project management 

No restrictions on right to work in the IYK. 

Education and experience: Graduate or post-graduate universi~ degree, professional qualification or extensive practical or research experience. 

Application process 

? The deadline for applications is 3rd January 2014 

?     Applicants should send a cover letter (1 page max) and a CV (2 pages max), with details of relevant experience. The cover letter should confirm that the applicant has the right to work 
in the L~-;, and state the date on which the applicant would be available to start in this position. 

Applications should be sent by e-mail to jobs@transparency.org.uk<mailto:iobs(~transparenc’~.org.uk>. 

Intel~’iews for short-listed candidates will take place in the week commencing 13 January/2014. 

Interviewees may be asked to undertake a short written assignment to be submitted in advance of the interview and/or submit hard copy examples of relevant previous work. 

Please note that due to the veq- high volume of applications we receive, we greatly regret that we are ~mable to send personalised acknowledgements or give feedback on applications. 
Short-listed applicants will be notified by 13th January at the latest. If you have not been notified by this date, you should assume that we do not wish to proceed further with your 
application. 

Transparency International l~,~ is an equal opportunity employer. 

Nick Maxwell 
Research Manager 

Transparency I~ternational l~rK 
transparency org.uk<http://www.transparenc¥ org.uk>? Facebook<http://www.facebook.com/transparencvuk> ?Twitter<http://www.twitter.com/transparencyuk> 

E: nick.maxwell@transparency.org uk<mailto:inck.maxwell@transparenc?-.org uk> 
T: + 44 (0)20 7922 7976 
This e-mail transmission and an?- attachments accompanying it may contain information that is confidential and legally privileged. It belongs to the sender and is intended only for the 
addressees named above. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this information in error, please be advised that its use, disclosure, distribution, copying, printing or action 
taken on the basis of its contents is strictly prohibited. The views and opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the positions of Transparency International. 
UK Registered Charity number 1112842 

NB: Default reply is to whole group. 
For more info see www.followthemoney net and follow @FTM Network 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Follo~v the Money Net~vork" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails licom it, send an email to 
FTM network+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com<mailto:FTM network+unsubscribe@googlegroups com> 
To post to this group, send email to FTM net~vork@googlegroups com<mailto:FTM network@googlegroups.com>. 
Visit this group at http://~roups.~oo~le.col~’~roup/FTM net~vork 
For more options, visit https://~roups. ~oo~le. com/~roups/optout. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:23 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Ioarceny from residence reported 12/11/13, 7:08 am, 9118 Old NC 86 
The victim advised that she noticed within the last week that (~wo) steel rusted twen~y4our inch wagon wheels, that were hanging frem the front of her barn, were missing, the 
victim also advised me that within the past couple of months she has noticed that (two) of her leaf blowers were taken, one being a stihl backpack blower and the other bein9 

a handheld blower. Vlue $390.00 
MEBANE AREA: 
....... Larceny Irorn residence repotted 12!11113, 8:30 pro, 8020 Dairy Ridge Rd 

The victim stated that he had three packages delivered to the residence on December 3rd, 2013, however when they got home that evening the packages were gone. Mr. 
Grieger said they just assumed the packages had not been delivered yet. The contents of the packages were ordered over the intemet. After not receiving the items that they 
had ordered He looked up the tracking numbeB on the shipments. All 3 packages were confirmed delivered on 12/3/2013. The first two packages were delivered by UPS at 
approximately1:38 pm He said the packages were left on the front porch, visible to anyone who drove by the house.. Value $250.00 
NOTE: Beacues thefts like the one above does occur, especially at this time of year. VVe recommend if at all possible have your shipments sent to a location where someone 

will be there., or have the delivery company’s leave them in an area that cant be seen from the road. 
.... Larceny Irern residence reported 12/11/13, 10:44 am, 3622 Buckhorn Rd, 
The complainant stated that he had several items taken from his residence. The complainant stated that three nail guns were taken from the back seat of his truck and eight 
more nail guns plus three impact wrenching were taken from a bin that is inside his shed. Suspects have been named. Value $3,212.00 
THANKS TO EVEROYNE THAT HAS BEEN CALLING AND REPORTING INFORMATION PERTAINING TO SUSPICIOUS VEHICLES POSSIBLY INVOLED IN BREAK 
THIS IS ~,tHAT COMMUNITY WATCH IS ALL ABOUT 
REMEMBER: LOCK YOUR VEHICLES PARKED IN YOUR DRIVEWAY. DON’T LEAVE VALUABLES INSIDE. BE OBSERVANT OF" YOUR SURROUNDINGS 
EVER’,t~’HERE YOU ARE. EXTRA PRECAUTIONS MIGHT MEAN HAVING A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS. 

PLEASE BE EXTRA OBSERVANT DURING THS TIME OF THE YEAR. THIS IS A VERY BUSY TIME FOR EVERYONE. THE CROOKS ARE COUNTING ON US BEING TO 
BUSY TO PAY ATTENTION.. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

9:19-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Director DiversiD- Initiative <directordiversit3. @unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:30 AM 

~gmail.com:~ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Database of Potentied Directors: .Am Application Has Been Submitted 

A new application has been submitted for the database of potentia~ directors by 

This application will be reviewed and a reply will be sent within two weeks containing a password if you are selected to register for the database. 

If you do not hear from us after two weeks, please contact us at 919.962.7066 or directordiversityC~,unc edu to check on the status of your application. 

UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Director Diversity Initiative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Bnchalter.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:22 AM 

Kenneth Kettering <kermeth.kettering@brooklaw.edu> 

ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edn 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Lien subordination practice question 

ATT00002.c 

P~b~ic notice is entire~y irrelevant, since a subordination simply affects the parties to the s~bordinatiOno 

From: Kenneth Kettering [mailto:kenneth.kettering@brooklaw.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2023 4:42 PN 
To: Zadek, Robert 
Co: ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject: Lien subordination practice question 

Bob Zadek’s question inspires me to ask the list participants who are currently in practice the following question: What is your practice, and what practice do you see others 
follow, about giving public notice of a lien subordination agreement? Do you ever effect, or see others effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the fact in the 
appropriate Article 9 filing system? If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendment to the seniors financing statement? An amendment to the junior’s 
financing statement? A new financing statement? An information statement aka correction statement? Any attempt at giving public notice of the subordination through some 
mechanism other than an Article 9 filing? 
I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see many examples of others’ handiwork. I have long wondered why this subject hasn’t been more 
litigated than it seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated security interest are just incorrigibly honest as a class, and never ever sell the debt 
without disclosing to the buyer the subordination agreement the seller signed last month. 
Ken Kettering 
Visiting Professor 
Case Western Reserve School of Law 
Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see http://www, buchalter.com/bt/index, php?option=com content&task=view&id=151 &ltemid= 129. 
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 
herein. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

leonaxd.gilber~hklaw.com 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:59 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Holiday Greetings ti~om HollaJ~d & Knight 

You have a special greeting 

from Leonard [ [, (_;ilbert at t ]olland & Knight.., 

Click here to view your greeting 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lis~s.w&shlaw.edu on behalf of 

Kenneth Kettering <kenneth.kettering@BROOKLA~V.EDU~ 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:01 AM 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Buchalter.com> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edn 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Lien subordination practice question 

ATT00002.c 

Bob, suppose that SP-1 subordinates his security interest to that of SP-2, and then later SP-1 sells the debt secured by the now-junior security interest to Buyer, who has no 
knowledge of the subordination agr~emenL (SP-1 did not disclose its existence, perhaps maliciously, perhaps forgetfully. The subordination is not referred to in the 
documentation for the loan between SP-1 and Debtor, perhaps because it is effected after the loan was closed.) Is Buyer bound by the subordination? Should it matter that 
Buyer could have learned of the subordination via a public notice given by SP-2? 
I do not think that Article 9 gives a clear answer to those questions. Section 9-339 simply says that "[t]his article does not preclude subordination by agreement by a person 
entitled to priority." If the phrsse "by a person entitled to priority" is given maximum weight, then Buyer is not bound by the subordination agreement even if he knows of it 
when he buys, as he was not party to that agreement. (The comment says that "a person’s rights cannot be adversely affected by an agreement to which the person is not a 
party.") That conclusion is hard to swallow. Even if 9-339 is so interpreted, that doesn’t preclude a court from applying supplemental principles of law, and I should think that 
there’s a plausible argument that a Buyer who knows of the subordination agreement when he buys ought to be estopped from claiming that he’s not bound by it. If one buys 
that argument, then it seems equally plausible to conclude that a Buyer who does not know of the subordination agreement, but who could have learned of it via a public 
notice given by SP-2, ought likewise be estopped. Hence the desirability of SP-2 giving such a public notice. 
Ken Kettering 

From: Zadek, Robert [RZADEK@Buchalter.com] 
Sent= Thursday, December 22, 2013 "10:21 AM 

To= Kenneth Kettering 
Co= ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu; Zadek, Robert; Zadek, Robert 
Subject= RE: Lien subordination practice question 

PuNic notice is ent[re~y {rrelevant, s{nce ~ subord[~at~on s~mp~y ~ffects the par~{es to the subord[~atio~ 

F~m= Kenneth Ke~ering [mailto:kenneth.ke~ering@brooklaw.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:41 PN 

To= Zadek, Robe~ 
C~= ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject= Lien subordination practice question 
Bob Zadek’s question inspires me to ask the list paAicipants who are currently in practice the following question: What is your practice, and what practice do you see others 
follow, about giving public notice of a lien subordination agreement? Do you ever effect, or see others effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the fact in the 
appropriate A~icle 9 filing system? If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendment to the senioVs financing statement? An amendment to the junior’s 
financing statement? A new financing statement? An information statement aka correction statement? Any a~empt at giving public notice of the subordination through some 
mechanism other than an A~icle 9 filing? 
I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see many examples of others’ handiwork. I have long wondered why this subject hasn’t been more 
litigated than it seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated security interest are just incorrigibly honest as a class, and never ever sell the debt 
without disclosing to the buyer the subordination agreement the seller signed last month. 
Ken Ke~ering 
Visiting Professor 
Case Western Reserve School of Law 
Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see h~p:l/w~.buchalter.com/bb’index.£h#?opt~on=com content&task=v~ew&~d=151&ltemid=129. 
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements hnposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 
herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News aud Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:04 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Time to VOTE... and still time to enter our Holiday Photo Contest 

I.~: iI HolidayPhotoContest I 

Great holiday photos continue to be submitted on our site. Tell us which ones 
are your favorites. One lucky winner will receive a $500 gift card. Second and 
Third place will receiver $300 and $200 respectively. 

It’s not too late! You can still enter your holiday favorites! 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer and/or our advertising partners. To manage your email newsletter 
subscriptions, please go to thenewsobs.~rver.aom Nv Accoun~s ~ and check the appropriate boxes (after Ioggingin) Contact usi~you have further questions or 

concerns, 

This email was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part og an indiscriminate mass mailing, 
g3~2.~).Ag~ to opt ou~ og guture email offers. , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Bnchalter.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 11 : 12 AM 

Kenneth Kettering <kenneth.kettering@BROOKLAW.EDU> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edn 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Lien subordination practice question 

ATT00001 .c 

the position that the assignee took free of the s~berdinat~en (Le. the beneficiary of the subordination was screwed). Most of the audience 

more) of ~nformed responses are that the assignee takes subject to the subotd~at~o~ {Le, disagree w~th me}, a~d the balance agree w~th 

What [s most interesting is that none of the 60% who d~sagree w~th ~e can c~te a~y law [n support of their pos~t[on, ether than some vague {and 

~t ~s ~n my ~h~on the s~ngle greatest unanswerable UCC ~ssue {although ~ h~ve many others ~h~ch come 

I can an~ do draft around it (indeed I have ~wo drafth~g solutions}, bu~ no ~ther ~ntercred~r agreement I have seen deals w~th th~s ~ssue. 

F~m= Kenneth Ke~ering [mail~:kenneth.ke~ring@BROOK~W.EDU] 
Sent= Thursday, December ~2, 2013 8:02 AN 

T~= Zadek, Robe~ 
~c= ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject= RE: Lien subordination practice question 
Bob, suppose that SP-1 subordinates his security interest to that of SP-2, and ~hen later SP-1 sells the debt secured by the now-junior security in~erest to Buyer, who has no 
knowledge of the subordination agreement. (SP-1 did not disclose its existence, perhaps maliciously, perhaps forgetfully. The subordination is not referred to in the 
documentation for the loan between SP-1 and Debtor, perhaps because it is effected after the loan was closed.) Is Buyer bound by the subordination? Should it matter that 
Buyer could have learned of the subordination via a public notice given by SP-2? 
I do not think tha~ A~icle 9 gives a clear answer to ~hose questions. Section 9-339 simply says that "[~]his article does not preclude subordination by agreement by a person 
entitled to priority." If the phrase "by a pemon entitled to priority" is given maximum weight, then Buyer is not bound by the subordination agreement even if he knows of it 
when he buys, as he was not pa~y to that agreement. (The comment says that "a person’s rights cannot be adversely affected by an agreement to which the pemon is not a 
pa~y.") That conclusion is hard to swallow. Even if 9-3~9 is so interpreted, that doesn’t preclude a cou~ from applying supplemental principles of law, and I should think that 
there’s a plausible argument that a Buyer who kno~ of the subordination agreement when he buys ought to be eatopped from claiming that he’s not bound by it. If one buys 
that argument, then it seems equally plausible to conclude that a Buyer who does not know of the subordination agreement, but who could have learned of it via a public 
notice given by SP-2, ought likewise be estopped. Hence the desirability of SP-2 giving such a public notice. 
Ken Ke~tering 

From: Zadek, Robert [RZADEK@Buchalter.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 20:21 AM 

To: Kenneth Kettering 
Co: ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu; Zadek, Robert; Zadek, Robert 
Subject: RE: Lien subordination practice question 

I never give public notice of a lien subordination agreement, and I rarely see other do it, 

Public notice is entire~y irrelevant, since a subordination simply affects the parties to the subordination, 

From: Kenneth Kettering [mailto:kenneth.kettering(~brooklaw.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:41 PM 

To: Zadek, Robert 
Cc: _u_c___c_ La_ _w_ :_ L,r~ Jj_s_t_s__: _~___a_s_h_ La_ _w_ :__e_d___u_ 

Subject: Lien subordination practice question 
Bob Zadek’s question inspires me to ask the list participants who are currently in practice the following question: What is your practice, and what practice do you see others 
follow, about giving public notice of a lien subordination agreement? Do you ever effect, or see others effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the fact in the 
appropriate Article 9 filing system? If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendment to the senioPs financing statement? An amendment to the junior’s 
financing statement? A new financing statement? An information statement aka correction statement? Any attempt at giving public notice of the subordination through some 
mechanism other than an Article 9 filing? 
I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see many examples of others’ handiwork. I have long wondered why this subject hasn’t been more 
litigated than it seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated security interest are just incorrigibly honest as a class, and never ever sell the debt 
without disclosing to the buyer the subordination agreement the seller signed last month. 
Ken Kettering 
Visiting Professor 
Case Western Reserve School of Law 
Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see http://www.buchalter.com/bt/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=151&ltemid=129. 
IRS Oircular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (if avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Oode or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 
herein. 
Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see http://www.buchalter.com/bb’index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=151&ltemid=129. 
IRS Oircular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (if avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Oode or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 

herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bonnces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Nicole Jamieson <nicole.jamieson@tabbmflc.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:42 AM 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@buchalter.com>; Kenneth Kettering <kenneth.kettering@brooklaw.edu> 

Preston Koemer <Preston.Koerner@tabbank.com >; ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Lien subordination practice question 

ATT00001 .c 

What is your position on recording a federal tax lien subordination? The cover letter from the IRS revenue oft:icer suggested filing the certificate of subordination 

of property from federal tax lien (form 669-D) in the respective county~ 

[ ~N~ iC~lO email 

F~m= ucclaw-l-bounces@Nsts.washlaw,edu [mailto:ucclaw-l-bounces@llsN,washlaw.edu] On ~ehalf ~ Zadek, Robe~ 
Sent~ Thursday, December 
Te~ Kenneth Ke~ring 

Subje~t~ Re: [Ucclaw-I] Lien subordination practice question 

F~m= Kenneth Ke~ering 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:41 PN 

Te: Zadek, Robe~ 

Subjectl Lien subordination practice question 
Bob Zadek’s question inspires me to ask the list pa~icipants who are currently in practice the following question: What is your practice, and what practice do you see others 
follow, about giving public notice of a lien subordination agreement? Do you ever effect, or see othe~ effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the fact in the 
appropriate A~icle 9 filing system? If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendment to the seniocs financing statement? An amendment to the junior’s 
financing statement? A new financing statement? An information statement aka correction statement? Any a~empt at giving public notice of the subordination through some 
mechanism other than an A~icle 9 filing? 
I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see many examples of other’ handiwork. I have long wondered why this subject hasn’t been more 
litigated than it seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated security interest are just incorrigibly honest as a class, and never ever sell the debt 
without disclosing to the buyer the subordination agreement the seller signed last month. 
Ken Ke~ering 
Visiting Professor 
Case Western Reserve School of Law 
Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see h~p://~.buchalter.com/bt/index.php?opfion=com content&task=v~ew&~d=151&ltemid=129. 
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 

herein. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Brown <trt@trtcle.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:55 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last Call for Onsite CLE in TN Next week 

[ :: ,~ TR TOLE-EmaiI-Header-(2012-07-02) png ] 

1, LASTCALL o TN Next week o Onsite Seminars avaifable in TN Dec 16-20 

2. TRT Telephone CL.F. is approved as I..R/E it~ 

3. TRT’s Online CLE courses are NO~ available 

ONSITE CLE TELEPHONE 
COURSES CLE/CPD COURSES 

Ethics Hours 

~emp~is, TN -. Dec 16 
The Crescent Clt~b ¯ Attorney Fee 

Ethics ~ssuee 
Jackson, TN .- Dec 17 . Conflicts of 
DeuMetree-Adams Safen I~terest ~ 

Nuances that 
Nashville, TN - Dec 18 W~I 
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rule should be dramatically deemphasized. The policy rationales for the rule are sound, but they have no relevance for shareholders and introduce 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bonnces@lis~s.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Bnchalter.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 12:02 PM 

Nicole Jamie~n <nJcole:iamie~n@tabbank.com> 

Preston Koemer <Preston.Koerner@tabbank.com >; ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

[Ucclaw-1] Federal T~x Lien Subordination 

ATT00001 .c 

fi~ed?} and I found that, ~f the ~RS ~ater a~gued that the subord~natg~n was ~ e~ror, the re~ordat~n of the subordination p~eduded the IRS from 

raising that issue, That seems strange s~nce even if ~t ~as issued ~m error, ~t seems to me that the IRS ~ould be bound by 

~ have not further researched th~s and leave ~t to the List ~o contribute whatever anyone e~se may know about 

~ have not fu]l~ ~ccepted the 16~h ~mendmen~ to the Constitution as of ~et, so perhaps ~ am not ~he best person to comment on the 

F~m: Nicole 3amieson [mailto:nicoledamiesonO~bbank.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 8:42 AN 

To: Zadek, Robert; Kenneth Ke~dng 
C~: ucclaw-I~lists.washlaw.edu; Nicole 3amieson; Preston Koerner 
Nubjeet: RE: [Ucclaw-I] Lien subordination practice question 

Robe~L 

Wh~)~: {s ?our p.:)sitior~ or) recording a Federa~ tax I~er~ subo~’d~{~atior~? The cover le~:ter from ~:he IRS ~evem~e officer sagges~:ed [H{ng the certificate of subo~’d~{~atior~ 

oF propertv from Federal tax ~ien (fo~m 669-{)} {n the respective counl:V 

F~m: ucclaw-l-bouncesC~l~sts.washlaw.edu [maH~:ucclaw-l-bounces~l~sN.washlaw.edu] On Behalf ~ Zadek, Robe~ 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 8:22 AN 

To: Kenneth Ke~dng 

~c: ucclaw-I~lists.washlaw.ed u 
Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-I] L~en subordination practice question 

~ never g~ve public notice of a lien subordination agreement, and I rarely see other do ~t, 

Public notice is entirely ~rrelevant, s~nce a subordination s~mp~v affects the parties ~o the 

F~m: Kenneth Ke@ering [mail~:kenneth.ke@ering@brooklaw.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:41 PN 

T~: Zadek, RobeR 
~e: ucclaw-I@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject: Lien subordination practice question 
Bob Zadek’s question inspires me to ask the list paRicipants who are currently in practice the following question: What is your practice, and what practice do you see others 
follow, about giving public notice of a lien subordination agreement? Do you ever effect, or see othem effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the fact in the 
appropriate ARicle 9 filing system? If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendment to the senioPs financing statement? An amendment to the junior’s 
financing statement? A new financing statement? An information statement aka correction statement? Any a~empt at giving public notice of the subordination through some 
mechanism other than an ARicle 9 filing? 
I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see many examples of others’ handiwork. I have long wondered why this subject hasn’t been more 
I~tigated than ~t seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated security interest are just ~ncorrig~bly honest as a class, and never ever sell the debt 
without disclosing to the buyer the subordination agreement the seller signed last month. 
Ken Ke~erino 
Visiting Professor 
Case Western Reserve School of Law 
Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law: If you received this e-mail 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see h~D://~w.buchalter.com/bVindex.Dhp?opfion=com content&task=v~ew&~d=151&ltemid=129. 
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 
herein. 
Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see 
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) ~s not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 
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Final Two Weeks to Save $800 on 2014 ContErence Registration 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

inAugust. Don’t missyourchancetoattend the largestand most distinguished director 

gathering of the year, and take advantage of discounted rates-and open seats-before it’s too 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

stansimon@amtslaw.com 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 12:09 PM 

Zadek, Robert <RZADEK@Buchalter.com>; Kenneth Kettering <kenneth.kettering@brooklaw.edu> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edn 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Lien subordination practice question 

ATT00001 .c 

I am coming to the discussion late, so I am not sure if this is exactly what you are looking for, but it may provide some help. In New York, for 
cooperative transactions, we are very concerned about public notice of subordinate liens, so much so that whenever a lender agrees to take a 
subordinate position, lenders have always filed something. I say "something" because everyone used to do it differently. Some would file an 
Amendment with a copy of the subordination agreement attached, others would record the subordination agreement as they would a mortgage. I 
represent lenders and was one of the drafters of the cooperative provisions of New York’s Article 9 for the 2001 revision, so we made sure this issue 
was addressed at that time. 
For coops, we created the Cooperative Addendum. It is a New York specific form that was meant to supplement the Financing Statement and 
Addendum. Fora subordination, the Cooperative Addendum is filed so that it is indexed to the Financing Statement that has priority but whose 
securd party has agreed to take a subordinate position. On the form, line item 26 would be checked which states, "The purpose of this Cooperative 
Addendum is to subordinate this security interest to another security interest in the same Cooperative Interest." Then the filer would put in line item 
26a, the File Number of the security interest being given consentualpriority. If there are many Financing Statements affecting this collateral, it 
immediately alerts a searcher that the secured party represented by this Financing Statement, which has apparent priority, has agreed to give 
consentual priority to the lien of a specific Financing Statement, so the searcher then knows the true priority of all liens affecting the collateral. No 
other details need be given, so it is up to the searcher to do their due dilligence if they want more info. 
For collateral other than a Cooperauve, if I wanted to let a searcher know of a subordination, I would file the Financing Statment Addendum indexed to the filing with priori~" and in the line 
item labelled Miscellaneous, I would state something like, "The purpose of this Addendum it to subordinate the priori~ of this Filing No.        to that of Filing No      ." While this 
may not have an?" legal effect, the subordination agreement takes care of that, and the filing I suggest gives the world simple notice I guess the only question a filer may want to ask is do 
they want the subordination to be discoverable to a searcher? If yes, then I think this may work 

Start 

Stanley Simon - Payoff Department 

Allen, Morris, Troisi & Simon kkP 

ll2 East 19th Street 

New York, New York :1_0003 

Tel: 212-353-0040 

Fax: 212-529-3443 

Learn aboat o~r iPhone & iPad App on our web site ._h__t___t~_:~_L_a____m___t___s_!__a____w__;__c___o____m__ 
The information contained in this transmission is confidential and protected by the attorney/client priviledge. If the reader of this message is not the 
recipient named above or the employee designated to deliver this transmission to the named recipient, this shall serve as notification that any 
dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this transmission is prohibited. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Zadek, Robert [mailto:RZADEK@Buchalter.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:21 AM 
To: ’Kenneth Kettering’ 
C¢: ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-l] Lien subordination practice question 

~ never give p~Nic notice of a lien subordination agreement, a~d I rarely see other do 
PubBic notice is ant{rely {rrelevant, s{nce a subord{~ation simpBy affects the part{es to the subord{~atio~, 

From: Kenneth Kettering [mailto:kenneth.kettering@brooklaw.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:41 PM 
To: Zadek, Robert 
Co: ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject: Lien subordination practice question 
Bob Zadek’s question inspires me to ask the list participants who are currently in practice the following question: What is your practice, and what practice do you see 
others follow, about giving public notice of a lien subordination agreement? Do you ever effect, or see others effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the fact in the 
appropriate Article 9 filing system? If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendment to the senioCs financing statement? An amendment to the junior’s 
financing statement? A new financing statement? An information statement aka correction statement? Any attempt at giving public notice of the subordination through 
some mechanism other than an Article 9 filing? 
I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see many examples of others’ handiwork. I have long wondered why this subject hasn’t been more 
litigated than it seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated security interest are just incorrigibly honest as a class, and never ever sell the 
debt without disclosing to the buyer the subordination agreement the seller signed last month. 
Ken Kettering 
Visiting Professor 
Case Western Reserve School of Law 
Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in 
error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. For additional policies governing this e-mail, 
please see http:Hwww.buchalter.com/btlindex.php?option=com content&task=view&id=151&ltemid=129. 
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: In order to comply with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that any U.S. tax 
advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of 
avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter 
addressed herein. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 1:12 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips Eyewitness Report: IMG IAF in NYC 

Newsletter 

Here [] s a question for you. 

What happens when you get about four hundred fif~., of the top level college athletics people 0 
you know, D 1- A ADs, presidents, and conference commissioners; plus all manner of media 

moguls, marketing agencies, vendors, etc. (see below tbr a breakdown of attendees) I, 811 in 

one room, like say the Astor Ballroom at fl~e Marriott Marquee Hotel smack dab in the middle 

of Manhattan U s Times Square; at the san]e time, tbr one and a half days (Wed.-Thur., Dec. 

11-12) and have it be orchestrated by a top-notch business forum group, like say the 

SportsBusiness Journal conference temn? 

Well, what do you get? 

What you get is the annual IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum presented by Spol~Business 

Journal and SportsBusiness Daily, or. the IMG IAF by SBJ & SBD, (or how about I refer to it 

as just ~The Forum~ for short?) Day One attendees were witnesses to a terrific snapshot of 

the present and future s~ate of big-time college athletics as discussed and ruminated by the 

people who actually shape the opinions and make the decisions. It was heady stuff from very 
intluenfiaJ people I,. 

Read on, Dear Reader, read on .... 

Nick Iltt:axite 

Clips Editor 

This was your loya3 editor 0 s ninth Foruln, and they seem to get better eveiy year. The 

stature of the panelists (and attendees*) this year was especially noteworthy, but the issues 

were notewort~hy as well: governance, the upcoming College Football Playo~ NCAA 

investigato~ improvements, stipends, pay-lbr-play, agen’~s, the arms race, concussions/health 

issue, TV deals, conference networks, etc. 
However, there was only so much time for discussion, and it seemed flaat this time aJ;ound there 

was little mention of gender equiF, coach sa3m-ies~ minoriF hiring, [] monetization, [] [] hostile 

and abusive [] niclmames/mascots and APRs; which were severa3 of the hot buttons not that 
long ago. 

*The Clips Tabulation Team tallied aggregate numbers.f!’om the Forum attendee 
list, and here[]s what we came up with. [Note: the list was current as of the day 

before the Forum. Typically there are no-shows and last minutes sign-ups, so this 

is as close an approximation tabulation as is possible at this juncture.] Of the 437 

persons #sted (which was almost a hundred more than the usual count of 350 at 

most lAFs), 279 were vendors, association members, faculty & miscellaneous; 73 

were athletics administrators (including 43 ADs, about 30 (f those D1 ADs, with 

the rest being the other divisions plus a half dozen ADsJ?om Canada); 35 were 

working media members; 29 were conJOrence executives (including 16 conference 
commissioners, 11 of those D1 commissioner~); and21 were Sport~usiness 

JomT~al persw2s. 34 of the people counted above as [] venders/misc. [] were 

people (~\IG was the p~qnciple 6ponsor of the FotvmO. 

Of the 437 total, 49 had titles of President, Chairman, CEO, CO0, Executive 
Director or Principle; 85 were Sr ~7~s, Exec ~/7~s and VPs; and the rest of us were 

assorted directors’, general managers, account managers, professors; attorneys, 

underwriters, chairpersons, district managers, ticket managers; con~vdtants, 

editors, reporters, C~VIOs and coordinators. The coolest titles we came across were 
L ; ChiefP eople OJficerL J arm L JChieJLislening Qff~cer. [ ~ 

For those of you who just arrived from Mars, I will hereby intbrm you that SportsBusiness 

Journal is the undisputed bible of the business of sports. It consists of a weekly print mag~ine, 



and the SportsBusiness Daily website. SBJ/SBD has a s~ffof several dozen, including the 

most knowledgeable editors, w6ters and freelancers, plus they have a small brigade of talented 

regular contributors. Not to mention a team of primo conference prot~ssionals who put on 

eight or so thrums each year. 

Their Intercollegiate Athletic Forum has become established as a must-attend by college 
athletics cognoscenti. 

Your intrepid Clips co~respondent was delighted to be in attendance for Day One (it didn ~t 

even feel like work), mid I listened attentively, scribbled notes, asked questions, snapped 
photos, schmoozed, mingled and snapped more photos. 

I got into Manhattan early to have a cup of coffee with Sun Belt Commissioner Karl Benson, 

who is an old crony of mine [well, s#~ce I only have a ten year history in college athletics, 

so ~oM~ is relative]. Amazing fellows that we are, we came up solutions to aJl the ills of 
college athletics within 20 minutes. 

Karl and I then made our way to the Astor BaJlroom, sifted through the crowd, got more 

coltEe and made ready tbr the day about to officially begin. As is the custom, SBJ Publisher 

Richard Weiss caJled the Forum to order. 

The proceedings kicked off with a ftm and frenetic presentation by Richard Luker, 

tbtmder of Luker on Trends & the ESPN Sports Poll. Mr. Luker is about as quick-talking 

and quick-thinking a presenter as one would ever see. The emphasis of his intricately designed 

slides was that it [] s not just good enough to attract fans, but that sports teams/leagues should 

seek out relationships. 

Next was a one-on-one involving SB, I[1 s Executive Editor Extraordinaire Abe 
Madkotu" and NCAA President Mark Emmert. Abe is a veteran of hundreds of interviews 

at aJl the va~ous SBJ conferences (sports marketing, nredia & teclmology, sponsorships, 

motorsports, etc.). Abe possesses the raJce knack of mixing the congenial and collegial 

questions with the tough questions, and lie did so with President Emme~t. 

Abe wamled things up by asking Etnmert about his highs and lows in the l~St year. President 

Emmert responded by saying that right now is a high (on the verge of solving governance issues 

at next month [] s NCAA convention) and that a big low was the mishandled Miami 
investigation. Of the failure of the Miami inves~gation Emmert said, [] I []11 take that one on 

mysel£ [] 

There were a series of questions and comments about a possible (likely?) change in 

governance that would allow bigger schools to []improve the scholarship model[] (that [] s 

code tbr stipends and training tables). When asked about the coming ~ ]tweaksll to NCAA 

governance, Emmert said: "It will be like all democratic processes I1 clump. ~ 

When Abe pressed tbr more details of how the process might unfold, Emmert ~id he was 

[1 no Goodell, [] meaning that the power of an NCAA president does not approach that of an 

NFL commissioner. 

President Emmert stated [] several times [] dilt~rent versions of the following: [] There is 

absolutely no interes~t in having student-athletes be paid. That would malce them e~nployees. [] 

Abe appropriately brought up the O [] B annon lawsuit, and Emmert [] s body language was 
noticeable, as was the terseness of his voice. Emmert groused about the plaintiff[] s morphing 

litigation strategy; that the focus was changed from past payments to current and future 

payments. He said that they [] d pursue the suit all the way to the Supreme Court if need be. 

Sounded like he meant it. too. 
When asked about ESPN commentator Jay Bilas ~] criticism of him and the NCAA 

amateurism model, Emmert diplomatically stated that Bilas ~certainly has a passion for the 

game. I~ He went on to say that ~ with all due respect, I know more about running big 

organizations than he does, and he knows basketball better than me. ~] 

On the TwitterSphere, there was im~nediate reaction: 



And now, it was breakti~ne .... 

Out to the foyer headedJbur and half a hundred, and the nem,orking serum 

ensued In a rat-a-tat manner I said hello to (roughly in chronological order): 
Jean Frankel, President of Ideas for Action; ~tlark Lewis, NCAA; Duer Sharp, 

S14~4C Commissioner; Joe Hull College of Charleston AD ; Kelli Hilliard L’~IG St. 

VP; Armen Keteyian, CBS Sports; Joe Nocera, NY Times writer, DavidRoach, 
Fordham AD, Tom Odjakjian, American Conference Sr. Associate Commissioner; 

Dennis Dodd CBSSports.com Senior ~iter, Keith Martin, NCAA; ~¢ike Wooley, 

Partnet; Venue Solutions Group; Mike Bobinski, Geot~gia Tech AD; Bubba 

Cunningham, UNC AD; Scott Sidwell, U-San Francisco AD; Ckuck Gerber, 

Sports Media Consultant, Ellen Staurowsl~,, CSBN columnist; John Barranco, Sw~ 

Belt Conference Assoc. Commissioner; Bob Williams, NC~L4 VP; N, icole 

Auerbach, USA Today reporter, Samantha H~ge, Deputy AD, Delaware: Ross 

Netheo/, SBJ ~anaging Editor; and probably another dozen more .... 
Next up was a thoroughly interesting panel titled [] Comnfissioner [] s Module: 

Commissioners Speak Out on Reform Part 1 [] Talk aNmt hem3~weights; the panel was 

comprised of the commissioners of the top five conferences: Bob Bowlsby, Big 12; Jim 

Delany, Big Ten; Larry Scott. Pac-12; Mike Slive, SEC and John Swoltbrd, ACC. 
As the panelisks were getting settled in, I leaned over to Brad Wolverton of the Chronicle of 

Higher Education and Armen Keteyian of CBS and asked them if it was I~ olticially LI settled as 

to what we should call the big contbrences, the LI Power Five LI or the ~; Big Five? I1 Armen 

said, ~How about the I ~Five Families? I1 You heaxd it hear first. 
Mike Smith of SBJ was moderator, and he did a fine job of clarifying, nnancing and probing. 

The five conference Dons, er, Commissioners, proceeded to say in every possible way, at 

ever,:" possible oppormni .ty, that they wanted to []help their s~dent-athletes, [] and that they 

had no predetermined wish to depaxt from the NCAA[] s []Big Tent[] to be able to help 
student-athletes. 

The five Dons were firm (bnt not menacing) in their resolve to get what they want. This was a 

much less threatening tone than the [] or else [] versions that several of them have made over 

the past year. A kinder, gentler Five Families? 

Safid Big Ten Commissioner Jim Delany, "What’s really hard in these kinds of things is for 

people to vote themselves less politica1 anthofib~. They don’t do that. That’s not a natural thing 

to do." 

As reported by Dennis Dodd of CBSSports: 
As the NC/~I continues to fundamentally change the way it does business, along 

came this reminder Wednesday from Big "l?n commissioner Jim Delany. 

The concept of the five biggest conferencesJbrming their own subdivision, []is not 

off the table, [] Delany said at the ]2~IG Intercollegiate Athletics Forzm~. 
While that’s not exactly news, it is a reminder of who’s in chang, e. 

The NCAA wants to restructure. Essentially it’s a move to become less intrusive 

and allow schools more self-determination. B’s either that or those 65 schools in 
the SEC, Big 12, Big Ten, ACC, Pac-12 andNotre Dame are going to take their 

balls and go home. 

To a new division where they woula%’t be lem,ing the NC,4A but they woula%’t be 



celebrating it either. 

[ ~ Division 4 concepls are out there..., I ] Dela~v saic~ N There was a lot of chum in 

the waler about lhe sustainabilily of the NCAA. ~ ] 

It’s come lo lhat now. The threats aren’t even veiled a~more. 

From Gre,~ Bishop Of the New Fork I~mes: 

The reason the ~ C.A.A. has come under more criticism than normal in recent 

years has little to ~ with a lack of attention to women,s go{~" as one panelist 

suggested The ~ C.A.A. earned its c~qtics, one botched i~estigation or 

unnecessa~ mle complication at a time. 

It was har~ then, to tell whether the power brokers consi~red the ,~vstem broken. 

They said it nee~d refo~n. And they said thW would deJOnd it and its honor and 

what worked 
We also heard a lot about student-athletes and how haplo~ lhey were and how 

much lhey benefite~from their scholarships. We heard about thisJ?om men in 

tailored suits who profit handsomely off’college ,sports and whose universities and 

co, gorences cull revenue J?om the same. 

~ Commissioners Speak Out on Retb~ Part II ~ was the ne~ panel. The Guest 

Moderator was Brad Wolve~on of the Chronicle of Higher Education. Panelists were Mike 

Aresco, American Coherence Commissione~; Kml Benton, Sun BeR Conference 

Commissioner; BriRon Banows~, CUSA Commissione~: John Steinbmche~; MAC 

Commissioner and Jamie Z~inovick Wes* Coas~ Coherence Commissioner. 
As one would expect, the substance and tenor oft~s panel of not-Power Five conferences 

was quite did}rent ~an the panel that preceded it. There was a realist/pragmatist aura from this 

group. 
Ba~owsky came out with a great line early on when the topic was the ~ssible re-emergence 

of super coat}fences (with 16 and more ~hools). lie said, N I have ~me experience with 

super cont}mnces, ~can~ the Big East kept "raking our ~hools. ~] 

L~ch was in NThe View, N which was aptly named, as it is 8 stories up, with a 15-ti~ot ~gh 

window ~nomma looMng down on the giga-waR splendor of Times Sq~re. I noticed that 

Tim Mu~ay a~d Tmvis Tellitocci of Mafist had scarfed up one of the best views in The View. 

FiRing. Your Clips Editor had the plenum of si~ing ne~ to Clfina Jude, ~ of Queens 

College. 

ARer lunch I had a few words wi~ P~- 12 Commissioner LaW Sco~ and I was veu pleased 

that he spoke ~ndly of Clips. 

Back from lunch was a great panel ~ ~ For the Love of the Game: Members of First- 
Ever CoRege FootbaR Playoff Selection CommiRee Speak Out~ ~compfised oft~ee 

members of the College Foot~ll Playoff selection commit’me [~ which kicks off next year. A~ 

Madkour was the moderator, and panelists were Tom Osborne, t~nner Nebraska FB 

coacffAD; Tom Jen~stedt, 38-yea, veteran of the NCAA; a~d Dan Ra&kovich, Clemson 

AD. 
’I’~s was a very intems*ing ~d ente~aining p~el, and fl~e s~&ers were at once illuminating 

and fury. Despite his e~ensive ~sket~ll renown, Tom stated that he has always been a 

~ closet foot~ll fa~, ~ ~d he reveled in ~e fact ~at ~ving on the commi~ee would give ~m 

a legitimate excuse to watch 10-12 hours of football on a Saintly. 

When Abe ~ked why a journalist (foyer USA Today writer Steve Wieberg) w~ included on 

the commi~ee, there w~ a pause, and the ~nelists looked at e~h other, and then Radakovich 

said (with deaden delivery-), ~ Becau~ they axe veu intelligent. ~ Definitely a contender for 

Best-One-Liner of the Forum Awad. 
Abe asked the panelists to complete a s~tement[ ~. He sai& NA yeaz l~m now, youNll t~ 

the CFP selection process was a success ifN .... to which ~e consis~en’dy witty Tom 

Osborne replied, ~] ItN 11 be a success if we don Nt get lynched. ~ (Eazlier, Osborne related 

stories of the negarve passion of some l~ns, and sa~d one of them blew up his mailN~x al~r a 

tough loss). 

~’I’od~v~s AD: BM~c~g ChMlenges ~d Oppor~fies~ fea~led five ~s from some 

office biggest programs in fl~e countu: Bill BaSle, UniversiU of~abaana; ~eg Byme, 

U,fiversi~ of A~ona; John Cume, Kansas State University; Jack Swarbric~ Ufiversi~~ of 

Notre Dame; and Kevin W~te, Duke UniversiU. SBJ ~ s Michael Smith was moderator. 
Mnch of the comments had to do with the markedly different sco~ of the job the~ days, and 

veterans W~te and Baale provided great insights. ~Newcomers ~ (young in yearn but already 

wise in ex~fience) Grog Byme and Jolm Curfie were impressively cognizant of the way it must 
have been decades ago. 

Moderator Michel Smi~ mentioned the much more pnblic profile flaat once-anonymous ADs 

have been thntst into, mentio~fing flae recent BCS-stumping undemken by Auburn AD Jay 

Jacob~ and ~at thns were limng up to have their picture "token with him at the SEC 

championship g~e. To wlfich the eve~: clever Kevin White remaxked that ~s are now 

perceived as the ~ owner of the ~a~clfi~. E 

Inevitably5 the discussion centered on communication flow, ~iculaxly Twi~e~; wi~ Byme 

poin~ng out fl~at ~ifyou don E t control the message then someone el~ is going to control it for 
you.~ 

R~lated to ~is w~s th~ di~cul~ of con~olling t~ timing of n~ws ~l~s~s~ that ~m~tim~s 

there ~ s a l~ak, To which Byrn~ related a rummy line that hc a~ribut~d to a U-K~nR~c~ 



prot~ssor, wherein the prof ~id [JI can keep a secret, but the people I talk to canl ~t keep a 

secret¯ ~; 

It appears that Byme is something of a legend in the efl~ctive and frequent use of Trotter, with 

Currie not t~r behind. In t~ct, Byrne is thought to be the firs~t-ever AD to announce a coach 

hire via Twitter, when he snapped a picture of himself and new FB coach Rich Rodriguez in an 

airport after they shook hands. And tweeted it to the Wildcat world about the new hire¯ 

Currie tnentioned that he occasionally writes [] letters [] to the fan base and that they have been 

pretty well received¯ I [] m not sure how those letters [] are delivered [] email, tweets, snail mail, 

website, all of the above? [] but I will get back to him and ask. 

After another scrum of a Networking Break, within wNch I saw/said hello to Eric Hyman, 

Texas A&M AD; Amy Yakola, ACC Sr Associate Commish; Jamie Zaninovich, West Coast 

Conference Commisk Lenny Kaplan, NJ Institute of Technology AD; Bob Vecchione, 
NACDA Executive Director; Bill Sutton, IMG prez; etc .... and then we were in the home 

stretch¯ 
After the break I sat in on ~ ]It[ ~s All About Innovative, Revenue-Generating 

Opportunities that Enhance the Game-Day Experience for Fans, LJ which was 

moderated by able Abe Madkour and included Jason Cook, Texas A&M Sr Assoc AD, Don 

Dethlefs, CEO, SM¢ Combs Dethlefs CEO; Chip Lydum, U-Washington Assoc AD; Steve 
Temll, AECOM project Director; and Justin Wood, Dimensional Innovations VP. 

’][’his was an interesting panel, and the best pe~s (I thought) had to do with reviving the interest 

of s~dent fans to actually come and see the games. The panelists described several in-vanue 

solutions to enhance fan intemctivi~ and customizable experiences. This wasn []t a]l just for the 

good of the fans, as the words []monetization[] and []premium packages[] were mentioned 

frequently. 

[1Athletics in Transition: The Realities of Conference Realfignment[1 was next, and this 

panel, moderated by Michael Smith featured a 4- star quartet of Conference Realignment 

veterans: ADs Chris Del Conte, TCU (Mountafin West Big East [ltbr the proverbial ~1 cup of 

coffee ~; [lto Big 12); Da~’l Gross, Syracuse University (Big East to ACC); Eric tlyman, Texas 

A&M University (Big 12 to SEC); and Oliver Luck, West Virginia University (Big East to Big 

12). 
Any panel that includes the effervescent Chris Del Conte is going to be jam-packed with 

humor and stream-of-thought straightforwa~tness, and this one was all that, 

but [] surprisingly [] Del Conte was matched in the wit and fast wordage deliveo~ by Eric Hyman. 

And Oliver Luck and Darryl Gross were right up there as well. 

This panel had more talk-overs and interruptions than all the rest combined. These guys were 

not yelling at each other, but they were finishing sentences and thoughts for one another¯ This 

panel was easily the most intbnnative, most voluminous (15,000 words I bet?) and entertaining 

of the entire day. 

Some of the tidbits: 

Del Conte ribbing Hyman constantly (Hyman was TCU and South Carolina AD before 

tnoving to Texas A&M): [] it was a package deaJ: South Carolina and Texas A&M [] .. 

¯ Hyman and Del Conte were sitting next to each other, and they pushed each other [] s 

shoulders when they were ribbing one another) 
Hyman ribbing Del Conte back: [] some of the ancillao~ schools like TCU [] .... ouch¯ 

Luck: (resIx~nding to Smith[] s question about how much prior plmming went into 

realignment moves) [] There was no higher authoriU .... It was like kids clawing and 

scratching. [] 

Del Conte (Mren describing his pilgrimage to Austin to secure Texas AD DeLoss 

Dodds[; buy-in on TCU joining the Big 12): [J I introduced myself as Chris Del Conte, 

but he did not hear the [; Clm s [; pafft, and he said, I~ your first name is ~J Dell?, [J tha’t [J s 

nice. [1 And he called me Dell tier the next three hours¯ ~J . . . 

Gross got in a good one when he described one of Luck[]s remarks during a Big Eas~t 

meeting, when he bluntly pmfl’ered, [] Did anyone ever think about just moving the 

basketbaJl schools out’? [] Prescient, lmh? 

The best was last; a []20 for 20 with Tracy Wolfson, Reporter & Host, CBS Sports, [] 

wherein Abe Madkour masterfully led Tmcy Wolfson on a fast-paced Q&A on the fun and 

foibles of not just sideline reporting, but in the totality of her impressive media experience and 

credentials. 
At one point Abe asked about uncomfortable situations (remember, parer of Tracy ~; s 

resEx~nsibility is to interview coaches as they are leaving the court/tield tbr halNme). Sometimes 

she interviews coaches whose teams have performed very poorly in the tirst hal£ They are in a 

tbul mood mad anxious to tip into their players¯ Bo Ryan’s Wisconsin team had one of these 
awful first halves, and Tmcy[] s interview went south¯ But Tracy hastened to add that was a 

one-time blip and that Bo has been terrific eve~ since then¯ 

When asked about mentors and i~ffluences, Tracy enthusiastically cited Leslie Visser~ as well as 

Michele Tafoya and Holly Rowe¯ Tracy also related a few embarrassing a few embarrassing 

moments (including getting booed offthe court at the US Open, and being reminded by her 

producer that she was not Barbara Waiters). 



After a quick beer at the apr[; s Forum cocktail reception, your editor was on his way back 

to the Clips MotherShip, located 41 miles clue west of Times Square, via a Line 1 subway 

from the 50th Street station to Penn Station, then NJ Transit to the Convent Station station 
(yes, the nan~e of the town is "Convent Station~), and then a 9-mile drive back to the M-Ship. 

It was 10:30 when I walked in the door, and I tried to finish this riveting and award-worthy 

Clips Eyewitness Report, but I was too tired to do so, so here I an~ at it on Thursday morning 

to finish up. Tlms I roll unfortunately be unable to attend the Thursday session, which roll 

include the follomng panels: 

[] College Sports Business Headlines of the Day~ From changes to NCAA governance 

and enforcement, to the economic challenges eve~ athletic program faces, to the ~pay-for- 

play[] model and monetaD~ and academic benefits to student-athletes, every day brings a range 

of new headlines in college sports. Panelists: Val Ackerman, Big East Conference 

Commissioner; Mike Bobinski, Georgia Tech AD; Mark Lewis, NCAA EVP; Burke Magnu~ 

ESPN Sr VP; and Ben Sutton, IMG President. 

LJ Fostering Communi~ Engagement through College Sponsorships I~ with Bets.~ 

Wilson, Director~ Global Sponsorship and Sustainabili~ Communications, UPS and Gues~t 

Facilitator Tom Haidinger, l?resident, Adwaatage International As the Official Logistics 

Partner of the NCAA, SEC, Big Ten Conference, Pac- 12 Conference and 69 individual 

colleges and universities, UI?S has tnade a significant commitment to college sports. In this 

presentation, Bets?- Wilson will share activation plans for engaging the passionate college sports 

communi~. She roll share insights into how the college platform has provided new business-to- 

business opportunities, thus delivering ROI and ROO, including new revenue streams, for the 

company. 

[1 The Benefits of Owning Your Own Media Net~,ork 1 In this ~ssion, Brooks Boyer, 

CEO, Silver Chalice Ventures; Justin Connolly, ESPN Sr VP; Chuck Gerber, Sports Media 

Consultant; Lan), Jones, Fox Sports Media EVP; and Dean Jordan, Wasserman Media 

Group Managing F~-;ecutive, will discuss the benefits of owning your own media network I~ at 

the coat’erence or school level [] the competitive advantage the exposure creates and the 

volume of content required to operate a stand-~one ch~amel. 

[] Innovations that Add to the Game-Day Experienced In this session, moderated by 

Bonnie Bernstein, VI?~ Content and Brand Development & On-Air Hosk Campus Insiders; 

speakers Bubba Cunningham, UNC AD; Joe Ferreira, Leartield Sports Sr VP; Kelli Hilliard, 

IMG College Sr VP; Jeff James, Disney Institute Sr VP; Scott Stricklin, Mississippi State AD; 

and Rob Temple, ESPN VP: will discuss fan-friendly changes they are making in an eltbrt to 

foster deeper connections, create happier customers and build shonger brand loyal~ for their 

schools. 

All in all, Day One of the IMG SBJ Intercollegiate Athletic Fornm was a superb venue tbr a 

healthy cross-pollination of thought and opinion. And I Ilm sure that Day Two will be more of 

the same. 

Just like it was supposed to be. 

Clips Superlatives of the IAF 
In years past, Forum Superlatives have been warmly received, so the Clips ’][’ruth Squad has 
studiously compiled this year[] s superlatives as well.* Here goes: 

Best Gestictdations: Chris Del Conte, Tracy Wolfson 

Dapper Dan Awm’d: Tile always well-groomed Daryl Gross was resplendent in a dark shirt 

with contrasting spread collar shelled in a meticulously tailored British worsted suit (40 short?) 

and an el eg~mt silk cravat. Guys like Daryl donI~ t wear neckties, they weax cravats. 

Sure and Steady Wins the Race: Tom .lernsteO, Jim Sullivan, Tom Osborne 

The Annual Look-~Mike Awards: Mark Emmert and Joe Hull (~md Bill Battle, and Nick 
Voinis); Tracy Wollk~n and a young Sally Field; Dennis Dodd and Brad Wolverton; Kelli 

Hillimd and Jennifer Biehn; Stan Wilcox and Jon Oliver (and Duer Sharp); Richard Weiss and 

Ch~xles Bloom; Ross Nethe~5~ and JeffBourne (yeah~ I know it,s a repeat frotn two years 

ago) 

Saying the Most in the Least _~nova~t of Words Award (tie): Mike Slive and Kml 

Benson 

Saying the Most in the Greatest Amount of Words Award: Richard Luker 

Saying the Least in the Most Amount of Words: no comment 

Best Moderator: Abe Madkour. With a steady and sure sUle [] part Mike Wallace, part 

Howard Cosell, part Chris Bennan ~] Abe was our solid vote tbr moderator of the event. This 

is his eighth straight Best Moderator award. Yeah, this is s~arting to ~und like a suck-up, and 

maybe it is, but Abe is really good (sometimes better than the per~n(s) he ~] s 

interviewing/moderating). His interviews with John Calipafi (4 years ago) and Juan Pablo 

Montoya (at the SBJ Motorsports Forum 5 yems ago) were classics. 

Overused words/phrases of the Fonnn: governance, flexibility, the big tent, the academic 

mission of the university, student-athlete... 

Fastest-Talking Person of tile Forum: (you guessed it) Chris Del Conte (TCU) 



Distinctive Name Awards (listed alphabetically): Britton Banowsky (C-USA), Tag Garson 

(Wassennan), Haynes Hendrickson (Turnkey), China Jude (Queens College), Arman 

Keteyian (CBS Stx~rts), Lorianne Lamonica (SBJ), Burke Magnus (ESPN), Molly M~zolini 

(Infinite ScaJ~e), Tom OdjaJ~jian (American), Travis Tellit~cci (Marist) and Jamie Zaninovich 

(West Coast Conference), These folks have to put up with people a~ways ~nisspelling their 
naanes, but fl~ey [] re g~eat naanes. 

Coolest Holl~vwood-like Name: Burke Magnus 

Loudest Necktie Award: Jim Paquette 

Tallest Attendee: Greg Byme 

Finnest Handshake Award: Mike Bobinsld 

Most Gentlemanly Panelists (tie): Bill Battle, Daryl Gross and Karl Benson 
\Vish-I-coulda-said-hello-to-lt~en|: Jim Delany, Mike Slve, Tom Osborne, Joe Giansante, 

Nick Voini~ Andy Staples, Mike Kelly, Ivan Maisel, Brett McMurphy, Patti Ohlendorl; etc. 

\~,]sh-they-were-here: Gene Smith, JeffLong, Dan Guerrero, Pat Haden, Ed O ~Bannon, 

Paul Finebanm, Kirk Herbstreit, a t~w presidents, a t~w rogue boosters, Nick Saban, Lee 

Fitting, Greg Shaheen, Bill t][ancock, Condi Rice, Gordon Gee, Mark Silverman, David Stem, 

Sonny Vaccaro, etc. 

* Please note that these superlatives’ have been compiled in a subjective and non- 

scienti../ic manner. 

And finally, I would be remiss if I failed to express my appreciation for 

the folks at SBJ for putting on such a terrific Forum and~br having me 

an d College A th letics Clips b e p art of it. 





It’s SBJ’s 20th Birthday... 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vw~.twitter.com/@Colle,qeA~hCli~os 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips Eyewitt~ess Reports aft we-weft-theft "fly on the wall," first-hand accounts of events, 
conventions, forums, games, etc. of particular inteftst to the eclectic and erudite tastes of Clips’ 
sage & sawy subscriber base. Eyewitness Reports are emailed directly to Clips subscribers (and 
later posted onto the Clips website). This particular IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum presented 
by SportsBusiness Joumal and SportsBusiness Daily Eyewitness Report was originally emailed to 
Clips subscribers who are ADs, Presidents, VPs, FARs, Sr Assoc / Assoc / Asst ADs, SIDs, 
SWAs, CFOs, compliance people, development people, marketing people, academic support 
people, facilities people, athletic council members, Board of Trustee members, conference 
executives, bowl executives, sports management professors & students, PSU JCCSJ pftfessors 
and students, U-Dub IAL students, astute & enetgetic development folks, glad-handlers, financial 
people, tea-leaf readers, hand-wt#~gers, vigilant & protective presidents, undecided voters, 
undeniably insidious persons, litigators, barffsters, esquires, attorneys, lawyers, adjudicators, 
a~bitrators, Bultaco jockeys, widget makers, foundry workers, lispy wispy flitterers, nattering 
nabobs, chest beaters, hedge fund managers, displaced Syrian refugees with access to the 
intemet, believers in normal cyclical economic adjustments, DGG fr Wilmington, CG fr Bftoklyn, 
DDiJ fr Phila, David fr Tti-State, JC fr New Litchfield St, TH fr B C, A B fr CD, JF fr Bakersfield, IG 

fr NYC, BF fr Newington, CW fr N J, VN fr Phila, RS fr Berlin, RB fr Hartford, FS fr Chicago, Scott 
fr NO, FR fr Hartford, FD fr Baltimore, MC fr the Butt; Anthony’s mother (not gMfriend), GS fr 
Hamden, BJ fr Columbus, Relva fr Wallingford, Gftucho fr Freclonia, Roger fr ND, Moose fr 
Chicago, GS fr Cleveland, GS fr lndy, DA fr Nebraska, Etikae fr Timbuktu, Adolph fr Austda, 
Papa / Mama / baby bear, the ghost of Christmases past, etc. 

About our ~vebsite: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics ne~vs 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally" humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery" and soft underbelly of our modem day 

sports/entertaim~ent culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics 

*To be removed from this maili~g list or cha~ge the email format please use the links below: 

Chaltge yore subscription 

Ullsnbscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.washlaw.edu on behalf of 

Avery Katz <ak472@columbia.edu;, 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:39 PM 

stansimon@amtslaw.com 

UCC LISTSERV <ucclaw-l@lis~ts.washlaw.edu:> 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Lien subordination practice ques~tion 

ATT00001 .c 

[Still procrastinating on writing my final exam] 

I am in the 40% that agree witl~ Bob. The problem is not just notice. It is also that SPl’s security interest against the acco~mt debtor is a propeVty interest, while SP2’s 

right under the subordination agreement is only a contractual interest, not binding on SPI’s assignees. [See comment 2 to 9-339: " Only the per~m entitled to priority 

may make such an agreement: a per~n’s rights cannot be adversely aB’ected by an agreement to which tl~e per~n is not a pa~y."] 

So I am not sure that Staffs solution roll prevent SP l’s assignee from taking priority over SP2, though it may give SP2 a tortious interference claim against the assignee. 

However, the fix is obvious and easy - turn the subordination agreement into prope~V. I.e., add a term to fl~e subordination agreement in which SP1 gra~ts a security 
interest in all its rights against the account debtor as collateral for the promise not to assign the underlying receivable mtllout obtaining a similar agreement from tory 

assignee. And then have SP2 file a UCC- 1 against SP1, liffting the underlying receivable as collateral. 

Am I missing ,something? 

Avery 

On Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 12:09 PM, <stmisimon(~aa~tslaw.com > wrote: 
I am coming to the discussion late, so I am not sure if this is exactly what you are looking for, but it may provide 
some help. In New York, for cooperative transactions, we are very concerned about public notice of subordinate liens, 
so much so that whenever a lender agrees to take a subordinate position, lenders have always filed something. I say 
"something" because everyone used to do it differently. Some would file an Amendment with a copy of the 
subordination agreement attached, others would record the subordination agreement as they would a mortgage. I 
represent lenders and was one of the drafters of the cooperative provisions of New York’s Article 9 for the 2001 
revision, so we made sure this issue was addressed at that time. 
For coops, we created the Cooperative Addendum. It is a New York specific form that was meant to supplement the 
Financing Statement and Addendum. Fora subordination, the Cooperative Addendum is filed so that it is indexed to 
the Financing Statement that has priority but whose securd party has agreed to take a subordinate position. On the 
form, line item 26 would be checked which states, "The purpose of this Cooperative Addendum is to subordinate this 
security interest to another security interest in the same Cooperative Interest." Then the filer would put in line item 
26a, the File Number of the security interest being given consentual priority. If there are many Financing Statements 
affecting this collateral, it immediately alerts a searcher that the secured party represented by this Financing 
Statement, which has apparent priority, has agreed to give consentual priority to the lien of a specific Financing 
Statement, so the searcher then knows the true priority of all liens affecting the collateral. No other details need be 
given, so it is up to the searcher to do their due dilligence if they want more info. 
For collateral other tha~ a Cooperative, if I wrested to let a searcher ki~ow of a subordination, I would file the l?inancing Statment Addendum indexed to the filing 

with priority and in the line item labelled Miscellm~eous, I would s~te something like, "The purpose of tl~is Addendum it to subordinate tl~e priority oftl~is Filing No. 

to that of Filing No.      ." While this may not have aaay legal effect, the subordination agreement takes cme ofthaL and the filing I suggest gives the world 

simple notice. I guess the only question a filer may wa~t to ask is do they want the subordination to be discoverable to a searcher? If yes, then I think this may work. 
Stan 

Stanley Simon - Payoff Department 

Allen, Morris, Troisi & Simon LLP 
112 East 19th Street 

New York, New York ::[0003 
Tel: 212-353-0040 
Fax: 2:12-529-3443 
Lear~ about our iPhone & iPad App o~ our web site http:/]amtslaw.com 
The information contained in this transmission is confidential and protected by the attorney/client priviledge. If the reader of this message is not the 

recipient named above or the employee designated to deliver this transmission to the named recipient, this shall serve as notification that any 
dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this transmission is prohibited. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Zadek, Robert [mailto:RZADEK@Buchalter.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:21 AM 
To: ’Kenneth Kettering’ 
Cc: ucdaw-l(~lists.washlaw.edu 
Subject: Re: [Ucclaw-l] Lien subordination practice question 



From: Kenneth Ket~ering [mailto:kenneth.ketterinq@brooklaw.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December ~0, 2013 4:41 PM 

To: Zadek, Robert 
C¢: ucclaw-l~lists~washlaw.edu 
Subject: Lien subordination practice question 

Bob Zadek’s question inspires me to ask the list participants who are currently in practice the following question: What is your practice, and what practice do you se, 
others lbllow, about giving public notice of a lien subordination agreement? Do you ever effect, or ~e others effect, a lien subordination without filing notice of the 

in the appropriate Article 9 filing system? If you do file something, exactly what do you file? An amendment to the senior’s financing s~tatement? An amendment to the 

junior’s financing state,nent? A new financing state,nent? An iat’onnation statement aka conection statement? Any attempt at giving public notice of the subordinatio~ 

through some mechanism other than an Article 9 filing? 

I know what I did when I was in practice, but I didn’t have occasion to see ,nany examples of others’ handivc-ork. I have long wondered why this subject hasn’t been 

more litigated than it seems to have been. Perhaps sellers of debt secured by a subordinated securi~ interest am jns~t incorrigibly honest as a class, and never ever se] 

the den mthout disclosing to the buyer the subordination agreement the seller signed last month. 

Ken KeRering 

Visiting Profesmr 

Case Western Reserve School of Law 

Notice To Recipient: This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a 
communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or 
copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please deleb 
this message and any and all duplicates of this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 
For additional policies governing this e-mail, please see http://www.buchalter.com/bt/index.php? 
option=com contentAtask=view&id= 151&Itemid= 129. 

ZRS Circular 230 Disclosure: ~n order to comply with requirements imposed by the Znternal Revenue Service, we 
inform you that any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended 
to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the ~nternal Revenue Code or 0il 
promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

The UCCLAW-L listserv is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Service" 

http://store.wes~tgroup.com,’, with assistance from the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or change your .settings, go to http://lis~.washlaw.edu/ma~lmardistinfoiucclaw-I 

A tiee ~rvice of WashLa~v 

http:/iwashla~v.edu 

(785)670.1088 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Mike Daisey Takes Aim - December News 

Availabie for PHvate Lives 

Waves of Praise for 

Joilq the PlavMakers 

UPCOMING 
EVENTS 

1"he Stor ~ of The Gun 

created & performed by 

Mike Daisey 
directed by 

Jean-Michele Gregory 

Jan 8-12 

by Noel Coward 

directed by Sean Daniels 

Jan 22-Feb 9 

Love Alor~e 

by Deborah Salem Smith 

directed by Vivienne Benesch 

Feb 26-Mar 16 

!~.~:~.?.e..~ &?. 

music & lyrics by 

Stephen Sondheim 
book by John Weidman 
directed by Mike Donahue 

Apr 2-20 

by Jeanne Sakata 

directed by Lisa Rothe 

Apr 23-27 

We’re kicking off the NewYear with a bang, bringing Mike Daisey back to 

the PRC2 stage to tackle one of the hottest of hot button topics in 

America. 

In ou r world premiere of ...~.~£.~.t.£..t~...o..t’...T...h..e...~.u..~, specially commissioned 

by PlayMakers, Mike, no stranger to controversy, tackles his most 

provocative subject yet: America’s relationship with guns. Throwing easy 

answers and partisan bickering out the window, Mike’s performance 

promises to cut through the political static with his trademark blend of 

hilarious comedy, brilliant observation and pitch-perfect timing. 

Joe Haj calls Mike Daisey "one of the most clear-eyed, artistically 

courageous and compelling artists around. I knew, by commissioning 

him to wrestle with this issue, he’d create something that challenges our 

assumptions with scathing, hilarious and insightful observations from 

multiple points of view.." 

Mike tells groundbreaking stories, weaving together autobiography, 

gonzo journalism and unscripted performance to tell hilarious and 

heartbreaking tales that cut to the bone. His controversial work, The 

Agony and the Ecstasy of Steve Jobs, was recognized as one of the best 

monologues in recent years by The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, 

The Washington Post and Seattle Times, among others. 

"the master storyteller--one of the finest solo performers of his 

generation"- The New York Times 

Joe continues, "1 programmed .~!]t#..~!2z2L.~[[..~!]~!.@L0 this season for the 

same reason I’ve programmed As.~as.~/ns.; to create, through an artistic 

experience, a community dialogue about guns and how deeply woven 

they are in our idea of ourselves as Americans We’re a nation of roughly 

300 million people and 300 million guns. I think that’s worthy of 

interrogation." 

"To share the work of two master storytellers in Mike Daisey and Stephen 

Sondheim, each of them looking at the question of guns in our culture 

using their own unique talents, allows us to put together two plays that 

are both thought-provoking and hugely entertaining. These will be two 

electric events" 

Start the dialogue with the outrageously talented Mike Daisey Jan 8-12! 

DETAILS 

THE STORY OF THE GUN 

created & performed by Mike Daisey 

directed by Jean-Michele Gregory 



Tickets to The StoryofThe Gun. as well as all shows in the 2013/14 

Season are on sale nowand start at $15 every night! CILICK H~RA to 

purchase online or Call our Box Office at 919.962.PLAY (7529}. 

~v’HEN. Jan 8-Jan 12; Wed-Sun at 7.30pm, 

Sun Matinee at 2.OOpm 

It~PORTANT NOTICE - 

PRC2 SCHEDULE CHANGE 
Ho~d These Truths & The S~:ory of The Ou~ 

Due to changes in the schedules of the guest a~ists in our upcoming 

PRC2 shows, we’re exchanging the performance dates for :~9[#’__][~2~. 

][!:~t~J~: and The Story’ of 779e Gun. 

Mike Daisey’s ._T__~_~_~_~_t_9_!~__?__t_’_T__i£e____G_£#~ will now be performed Jan 8-12. 

Heid These Truths by Jeanne Sakata will be onstage April 23-27. 

If you already have tickets to either of these shows, your new replacement 

tickets have been mailed. Please review your tickets and call us with 

any questions or concerns. Our Box Office staffis ready to assist you at 

919.962.PLAY (7529). 

This season’s PRC2 opener, Loudon Wainwright III in 

was a sold-out smash, and we look forward to sharing more PRC2 

experiences with you as the series continues in the NewYear! 

Caf¢ Society Seating Offered for 
Private Lives! 
Join the cr&me de la cr&me...be part of Caf~ Society 

In January, sophistication takes the stage for our production of Noel 

Coward’s comedy classic PHvatP. ~.~÷~,~. And you can enjoy the gNtz and 

glamour even more by taking your place at one of our Care Society 

Tables! 

Imagine yourself at one of the legendary nightclubs Coward and his 

crowd made famous. Cocktail shakers rattle in rhythm, champagne corks 

pop, the music begins, and you’re there 

For just $20 in addition to the price of a Section A show ticket, you’ll 

become one of the beautiful people Sean Daniels, director of Pri’vatP. 

Lwe,~, calls it "a chance to party 1930s style, without the pesky 

Depression looming!" 

"We wanted to let the audience immerse themselves in Noel Coward’s 

world of the 1930s supper club scene where fashion, comedy and 

deliciousness were what an evening was all about. Sitting at a Caf~ 

Society table makes this possible - you can be in the story without having 

to participate in it." 

Your Caf~ Society ticket includes: 

Exclusive floor seating at caf~ tables surrounding the stage, right 

next to the action! 

Before the show - a mocktail devised just for [[~__r_.t_X_a_L~_~_i’z_e_:#. brought 

to you in period 1930s barware, along with a mushroom crostini 

and gazpacho shooter. 

At intermission you’ll be seP,~ed delicious premium coffee with a 

mini dessert sampler. 

Coffee and delectable edibles from 

Mocktail created by Gary Crunkleton of 

Be transported to the elegant world of Private Lives and enjoy the show 

with all the trimmings. 

Availability is limited, so purchase your Caf~ Society upgrade today! 

To order, ~.1~!~.~!~~ or, if you’ve already purchased tickets to Private 

Lives and would like to upgrade, call the Box Office today at 

919.952.PLAY (7529). 



We look forward to escorting you to your table! 

DETAILS 

PRIVATE LIVES 

by Noel Coward 

directed by Sean Da~,ie/s 

Tickets to Private Lives, as well as all shows in the 2013/14 Season are 

on sale now and start at $15 every night! .~_._L_I.~__ .K__H__~_~.~_ to purchase online 

or Call our Box Office at 919.962.PLAY 17529). 

~v’HEN. Jan 22-Feb 9; Tues-Sat at 7.30pm, 

Sun at 2.00pm ; Sat Matinee Feb ! at 2.OOpm 

Waves of Praise for The Tempest and 
f~letamorphoses! 
Winter’s arrived, but the kudos for our repertory shows will keep us warm 

all through the holiday season Buzz was already high for The Temr~est 

and Metamorr~ho~,~e,s before previews had even begun, and once 

audiences sawthe aquatic action onstage a tsunami was underway, with 

raves like .. 

"spectacular!" "truly inspired and a pure joy" "extraordinary!" 

Then reviewers, led by The News & Observer, proclaimed our dramatic 

duo bona fide "must-see theater"..."two evenings of many stunning 

moments that will remain in memory long after seeing them." 

Thanks to all of you who joined us for this magical experience! 

Join the Play~akers Family 
Make your gift by December 31 to get a 2013 tax credit! 

Support the theatre you love this holiday 

season. A gift to PlayMakers is not extra 

funding for the theatre; it is put to work 

immediately to make our work possible. 

From nationally-acclaimed theatre to 

educational programs serving thousands 

I of area youth annually; from community 

outreach events promoting dialogue and 

the exchange of ideas to All Access programs for patrons with disabilities 

and discounted tickets for students and community members - making a 

gift makes a difference! 

If you would like for your donation to be counted in calendar year 2013, 

follow the guidelines below: 

To submit a credit card gift online, use our online giving page 

here. Online donations will be processed immediately and you 

have until 11:59pm on December 31. 

When sending a credit card gift via liSPS, please ensure the gift 

arrives in our office no later than Friday, December 27 to allow for 

ample processing time. 

All gifts made by check postmarked on or before December 31 

will be attributed to calendar year 2013 

~n the News 

PlayMakers couples named among the 
most intriguing in Chapel Hill 



This month, PlayMakers Artistic Director ~ 

and his wife, Full Frame Film Festivai Executive 

Director Deirdre Haj were named one of Chapel 

Hill’s most intriguing couples by Chapel Hilt 

Magazine. The December issue is on stands now. 

In November, PlayMakers 

Advisory Coucil member, 

playwright and actor 

and his wife, zoologist Jodi 

Neely Wiley received the same 

honor in part one of the 

magazine’s two-part series 

titled Spousa! Support. You can read part one online 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:38 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Says Syria Rebel Commander Didn’t Flee 

Says S~l-ia Rebel Commander Didn’t Flee 

U.S. officials have changed their account that the top Western-backed rebel commander in 

Syria fled his headquarters over the weekend during a takeover by Islamist forces, saying 

they have since learned he was in Turkey at the time of the incursion. 

See More Coverage 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of applications by United Bankshares, Inc., and its subsidiary, George Ma~son Bankshares, Inc. 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of applications by United Bankshares, Inc., and its subsidiary, George Mason 
Bankshares, lnc. 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.govinewsevent~press/orders/20131212a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, plea~se contact sub~fiberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <charles recorr@ml.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Registration open tbr Feb 13th Speakers’ Program’. 

Forward this email 

[ 

This email was ~n{ to Ibloorrle@email,unc.edu by charles recorr@ml.com 

._U_t?_d___a_t__e___r£Zg_fj!_e_Z~Lr_,_a_j!_&_d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant remo°val with S_’.a_~_.e_U_._n_s_!tb__s_c_121b_~~’’ [~__r_i_v__a__c_y__~_o_LL_cx~ 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD i 150 Fayetteville St. :: Suite 2000 :: Raleigh i NC 27601 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 6:46 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: House Passes Budget Agreement in 332-94 Vote 

House Passes B~Ltdget Agreement in 339-94 Vote 

The House passed a budget bill designed to avoid a government shutdown next month 

and relax spending limits in the next two years. 

The bill passed by a wide bipartisan margin, 332-94. Approval of the bill, which is also 

expected to pass the Senate next week, clears the way the next stage of budgeting as 

lawmakers set out to make line-by-line spending decisions before current funding runs out 

Jan. 15. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentba]~king@sandleroneill.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SOP CAPITAL MARKETS ANNOUNCEMENT: Peapack-Gladstone Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: PGC; Bedminster, N J) 
Announces Completion of $42.0 Million Rights Offering 

CAPITAL MARKETS ANNOUNCEMENT 
Peapack-Gladstone Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: PGC; Bedminster, N J) Announces 
Completion of $42.0 Million Rights Offering 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners L.P. served as dealer manager for this offering. 
This transaction represents the 146th public offering or private placement 
cornmon stock fora bank or thrift since january 1, 2009 for which Sandier O’Neill 
acted as book-runner, co-manager, placement agent or dealer manager, more than 
any other investment bank during that periodA 

Peapack-Cladstone Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: ~C), the parent corporation of Peapack- 
Gladstone Bank, (the "Company"), announced today that it had successfully completed the sale of 
2,470,588 common shares in its rights offering and sale to standby investors. The common shares 
in the offering were all sold at a price of $17.00 per share, representing gross proceeds to the 
Company of $42.0 million. Sandier O’Neill + PaWners, LP. acted as dealer manager in this 
transaction. 
Douglas L. Kennedy, President and CEO of the Company, commented, ’We are extremely pleased to 
complete the rights offering. The proceeds will enable the Company to fund our expansion plans, 
increase working capital and pursue strategic oppo~unities which may be presented to us from 
time to time. We would like to thank our shareholders for their vote of confidence and continued 
suppoR of the Company and welcome our new shareholders." 

~he solicitation of an offe~ to buy securiHes. 

Peapack-Gladstone Financial Corporation is a New Jersey bank holding company with total assets 
of $1.8 billion as of September 30, 2013. Founded in 1921, Peapack-Gladstone Bank is a 
commercial bank that provides innovative private banking seR, ices to businesses, non-profits and 
consumers which help them to establish, maintain and expand their legacy. 
(]) Does no~ c:ombine the results of advisors which have rnerged until the date such merger was completed 

Source: SN[ Financial 
For more information, please click here. 
For the press release, please click here. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ~::~:: ~::~ ~ ~ ~ ~::~::~::~ ~ ~::~::~ ~::~:~::~ ~;~::~ ~::~i ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 13 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fina~ce Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 13, 2013 @, Number 240 

Finance 

Treasury Secretary Jacob J, Lew urged lawmakers to act quickly 
to adopt a U.S. increase in its quota contribution to the 
International Monetary Fund that will enable "quota and 
governance reforms" to go forward .... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Unwitting lawyer who fell for Nigerian scam is disciplined I Boy, 6, suspended for ’sexual harassment’ I Holiday gifts for 
lawyers 

The Top Stories of the Week 
December 13,2013 

Editor’s note: Only one more week to vote for your favorites in the ABA Journal 
Blawg 100. Voting closes on Dec. 2Q 

Unwittinq lawyer is suspended for arranqing client loans to secure Niqerian 
inheritance 

A MESSAGE FROM WESTLAWNEXT 

Leverage Technology to Drive Profit: Must-Read for Small Law Firms 

School called 6-year-old boy’s classroom kiss ’sexual harassment’ and suspended 
him 

Holiday gifts for lawyers: A ’Law & Order’ gavel, an e-book rental service--and ~ __L____e__gA! 

Law school’s credit rating drops to junk=bond status b~g~p~ere 
:::: ~,: ~:: ~::.: ::~::; .~ :~ :.:::::~:: ~ ~::~ ~, :., ~::::::~:~ .::. #gBverse~!9B 

Lega~ Education Section considers do~ng random audits of ~aw school iobs data 

SCOTUS dismisses ’under the radar’ case on agreements that a~d union organizin~ 

How do you noti~ clients when firms dissolve and ~a~’ers leave? Proposed etMcs 
rule takes this on 

underrepresented’? 

’Poor li~e dch boy,’ 16, gets 10-year probation in DUI crash that killed 4 people 

Rape defendant punches Ms la~’er at tria~ 



Legal industry loses jobs for second month in a row 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

What’s a #if[ that you’d love to receive? 
It’s that time of year! We’ve come out with our guide to ._h___o_JLd___a__y__gj~___f__o___r_J_a__~:~_y___e__r__,_s_ 
(as has lawyer Reid Trautz at Reid My BIog!). 

Butwe~dliket~ba~ance~utthese~ists~fgiftsbyhearingfr~my~uab~ut~haty~u’drea~~y~ikef~r 
a gift. Law-related or not. For instance, at the Volokh Conspiracy, George Mason University Law 
School professor David Bernstein dedicated a one-word post this week to his desire for a 
"Doctor Who" Dalek Mr. Potato Head. 

What’s a gift that you’d love to receive? That fancy popcorn from the airport? An iPad Air? A set 
of Justice League statues? (We welcome answers for more intangible gift wishes as well.) 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: VMnat’s the bi,qgest mistake a boss, co-worker or 
underlin.q has made that you’ve had to fix? 

Featured answer: 

Posted by mtcrawford: "A secretary sent confidential information via fax to the wrong number 
(opposing counsel). The case had to be settled, and I had to pay the client the money they lost 
due to the secretary’s snafu." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, ._c_.o_q__t.a_#_t__.g_.s_.. 
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Call For Papers 

EFMD 2014 Higher Education Research Conference "Research on Higher Education Management, Management Education and Business Schools: Developments and Discoveries" 

1 5-16 May 2014, Stockholm, Sweden 

A. CONFERENCE THEME: We are proud to announce that the 2014 edition of the EFMD Higher Education Research Conference will take place at the Stockholm University School of 

Business on 15-16 May 2014. The theme of next year’s conference will be: "Research on Higher Education Management, Management Education and Business Schools: Developments 

and Discoveries" 

TOPICS: We are inviting submissions of research work within the following three broad areas of academic inquiry: 

Track 1 : Higher Education Management Research 

Track 2: Management Education Research 

Track 3: Research on Business Schools 

All submissions will be subjected to a double-blind and competitive review process. Preference will be given to papers which deal with new developments and discoveries in higher 

education management, management education or research on business schools. The developments could be work expanding or shaping new fields of inquiry, bringing new 

conceptual work into these fields from related parts of management and the social sciences, or new empirical findings. In addition, we are also welcoming papers which offer well- 

argued critiques of existing scholarship and in other ways challenge existing theories, methods and empirical findings. 

We are open to quality work from established scholars and from younger scholars entering these important fields of scholarship. We are also open to papers from scholars interested 

in the co-production of knowledge between scholars and practitioners and those interested in engaged scholarship whose purposes are to create more impactful social science and 

management research We recognise, of course, that most discoveries and developments are more likely to be incremental than radical, but those professing radicalism are also 

welcome to submit their manuscripts. 

B. KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: We are delighted to announce that three distinguished speakers have accepted our invitation to deliver keynote addresses during the conference: 

Rosemary DEEM, Vice Principal and Professor of Higher Education Management, Royal Holloway College, University of London 

"Developments and Discoveries in Research on Higher Education Management" 

Santiago INIGUEZ DE ONZONO, Dean and Professor of Strategic Management, IE Business School 

"Bridging the Agora and the Academia: Relevance and Impact of Business School Research" 



Ken STARKEY, Professor of Management and Organisational Learning, Nottingham Business School 

"In Search of a Narrative: Reflections on the Evolution of the Business School" 

C. BACKGROUND: since 2012‘ EFMD is engaging in a community-building effort to encourage research on business schools and their role in higher education The AnnualEFMD 

Higher Education Research Conference serves as an anchor event of this initiative It serves as a platform to facilitate the cross-fertilization of research by scholars from management, 

higher education as ~/ell as other fields The forthcoming conference in Stockholm will be the third such conference organized in this series. Previous events have been hosted by The 

Lorange Institute in Switzerland and Paris-Dauphine University in France. 

D SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: Authors are initially requested to submit a synopsis of their paper indicating the key theoretical and empirical questions addressed in the paper, the 

conceptual field(s) informing the paper, if applicable the data set used in the paper and the major theoretical and empirical contributions of the paper. Submissions should include an 

indication of the authors’ preferred conference track. 

All synopses for the 2014 EFMD Higher Education Research Conference need to be submitted via our submission website at: http:l!herc2014.efmd.or.q!openconflopenconf.php 

The submission website will be open as of Monday. November 18, 2013. The final deadline for all submissions is Monday, January 20th, 2014. 

All submissions will be subjected to a competitive review process on the basis of originality, rigour and relevance with members of the Programme Committee serving as reviewers. No 

author information or other identifying information should appear anywhere in the submission. All authors will be informed about the outcome of the review process no later than 28th 

February 2014. 

Authors of selected papers are requested to submit completed papers by 20th April 2014. At least one author of each paper must register for the conference and present the paper. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For further details please consult the conference website at http:!Iwv,~¢.efmd.orq/herc2014 

E. CONFERENCE DATE, VENUE & REGISTRATION: The 2014 EFMD Higher Education Research Conference will be hosted by: 

The Stockholm University School of Business 

S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden 

http:/!ww’w.fek.su.se!en 

The conference will start on 15th May 2014 at noon and will end on 16th May 2014 at 16:00. 

Conference registrations will start from 16th December 2013. 

Participants registering by 14th March 2014 will receive an early bird discount and pay EUR 390 

After this date the regular conference fee will be EUR 450. 

Doctoral students will be charged a special rate of EUR 290 as long as they register for the conference by 14th March 2014. 

F CONTACT AND INQUIRIES: 

EFMD Research & Surveys Unit Phone +32 2 629 08 10 Email: research(~,efmd ore! 

G. CONFERENCE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: 

Thomas HARTMAN, Dean of the Stockholm University School of Business, Professor of Accounting and Finance, Stockholm, Sweden 

Ulrich HOMMEL, Professor of Finance, EBS Business School, Germany & Director, EFMD Research and Surveys Unit 

Andrew PETTIGREW, Professor of Strategy and Organisation, Said Business School, University of Oxford, UK & Chair of the EFM D R&D Steering Committee 

H. PROGRAMME COMMITTEE: 

CHAIR: 

Andrew PETTIGREW, Professor of Strategy and Organisation, Said Business School, University of Oxford, UK & Chair of the EFM D R&D Steering Committee 

MEMBERS: 

Eric CORNUEL, Director General, EFMD & Adjunct Professor, HEC School of Management, France 

Rodolphe DURAND, Professor of Strategy and Business Policy & Head of the Strategy Department, HEC School of Management, France 

Jurgen ENDERS, Professor of Higher Education, Southampton Education School, University of Southampton, UK 

Alain GED, Professor of Strategy, Finance, Entrepreneurship, IAE Aix en Provence, France 

JeanuPierre HELFER, Professor of Marketing & Dean, IAE Paris, France 

Ulrich HOMMEL, Professor of Finance, EBS Business School, Germany & Director, EFMD Research and Surveys Unit 

Alan IRWIN, Dean of Research, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark 

Andrew KAKABADSE, Professor of Governance and Leadership at Henley Business School. University of Reading and Emeritus Professor at Cranfield University School of 

Management, UK 

Michel KALIKA, Professor of Management, Universite Paris Dauphine, France 

Pierre KLETZ, Professor at Ben Gurion University of the Negev & Vice President, Mandel Foundation, Israel 

Peter LORANGE, Professor of Corporate Strategy Leadership & President, Lorange Institute of Business, Switzerland 

Rajani NAIDOO, Senior Lecturer, School of Management, University of Bath, UK 

Joan Enric RICART. Professor of Strategic Management Department, IESE Business School, Spain 

Barbara SPORN, Professor & Vice Rector of Research, International Affairs & External Relations, WU Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria 

Kenneth STARKEY, Professor of Management & Organisational Learning, Director of Research, Nottingham University Business School, UK 

Howard THOMAS, Professor and LKCSB Chair of Strategic Management & Dean, Lee Kong Chian School of Business, Singapore Management University, Singapore 

Alain VAS. Professor of Change Management & Director, Louvain School of Management, Belgium 

Jonathan WAREHAM, Professor of Information Systems & Vice Dean of Research, ESADE Business School. Spain 

Call For Nominations 

Kauffman Junior Faculty Fellowship in Entrepreneurship Research 

Nomination Deadline: January 21, 2014 

The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation is pleased to announce that the nomination period is now open for the Kauffman Junior Faculty Fellowship in Entrepreneurship Research 

(KJFF). The Kauffman Foundation will award up to seven Junior Faculty Fellowship grants to junior faculty members in the United States whose research has the potential to make 

significant contributions to the body of literature in entrepreneurship. Each Fellow’s university will receive a grant of $35,000 over two years to support the research activities of the Fellow. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Nominations will be accepted online from now until 5:00 p.m. Central Standard Time on Tuesday, January 21, 2014. Nominees must be tenured or tenure-track junior 

faculty members at accredited U.S. institutions of higher education who received a PhD. or equivalent doctoral degree between January I, 2009 and December 31, 2012. Nominees will 

have until 5:00 p.m. Central Standard Time on Monday, March 17, 2014 to complete their online applications for consideration for the fellowship. 

SUBMISSIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: To see the complete Call for Nominations, including submission guidelines, please visit http:livwvwkauffman.or!q/kiff Please direct all 



questions to kiff@kauffman.orq 

Frankfurt School of Finance & Management 

Doctoral Programme in Finance, Management, Accounting and Economics 

The Frankfurt School of Finance & Management is one of Germany’s leading business schools Frankfurt School invites ambitious candidates to apply for its doctoral programme in 

finance, management, accounting and economics 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The programme is entirely taught in English and provides in-depth training and excellent research opportunities led by renowned scholars. Doctoral 

students in the programme learn and work in small teams In their independent research and publication efforts they are guided by experienced faculty members. 

The Frankfurt School of Finance & Management Stiftung offers 10 Doctoral Scholarships including a tuition waiver and a stipend of EUR 1,200 per month Outstanding graduates of a 

master programme in business administration, finance, economics, mathematics or a related field who aspire to launch an academic career are invited to apply Students are expected 

to devote 100% of their working time to their doctoral studies at the Frankfurt School or at least three years. 

All scholarships will be granted on the basis of academic criteria only. 

The application deadline is 15 January 2014. 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information, please visit our website: http:ilvwwvfrankfurt-schooldelphd or contact the Doctoral Students Advisor, Ms Corinna 

Zoeller: c.zoeller@fs.de 

htt p://~’~^tw.fra n kfu rt-sc h co I. d e 
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Daily Briefing, Dec. 13: The Volcker ’Monster’; FDIC Loss-Sharing Deals Wind Down 

The Volcker Rule may finally be out, but the 
process of understanding the intricacies of the 
complex regulation that bans the largest banks 
from making risky trades has only just begun. 

Banks Eager to Wrap Up FD~C Lossq~hare 
Pacts Early 

Buyers of failed banks and the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corp. have mutual interests in 
closing out loss-share agreements even before 
they are due to sunset in coming years. 

CFPB°s ~ind Already Made Up on 
Arbitration, Banks Charge 

Banking groups fear the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau is already gearing up to 
write tough new rules restricting the use of 
arbitration clauses despite promises by 
agency officials that a study on the issue was 
only "preliminary" and not designed to pass 
judgment. 

China’s ~nfl~ence Shows in ~etroCorp Bid 

to Se~ ~tse~f 

Before agreeing to sell itself to East West, the 
Houston company tried to connect with 
Chinese banks. Could other banks follow 
MetroCorp’s lead? 

By Department 

First Look: Startup Offers 

A California startup is seeking community 
banks to pilot its transaction analytics service. 
The startup’s grander vision: to also track 
customers’ physical activities and reward them 
with better interest rates and small business 
deals as they move more. 

Free Checking ~nereased After D#rbin: 
Study 

Price caps on debit card swipe fees were 
supposed to spell the demise of free checking 
accounts, but new research from the Kansas 
City Fed reveals otherwise. 

COMPLETE ISSUE 

o View company 

index 
o Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

The FinTech I00 

~ 
FIS and 

Tata once 
again top 
the annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 

~ 
W ealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

sepvices in response to 

consumer demand. 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 

Access American Banker’s 

award winning coverage 

from your iPad and 

receive essential news, 

analysis and tools all at 

your fingertips From the 

latest regulatory updates, 

to community banking and 

consumer finance news, 

the American Banker iPad 

app provides you with the 

comprehensive 

information you need to 

build your business - 

accessible anytime, 

anywhere 



China’s ~nfleen~e Shows i~ MetroCorp Bid 

Before agreeing to sell itself to East West, the 
Houston company tried to connect with 
Chinese banks. Could other banks follow 
MetroCorp’s lead? 

CFPB°s Mind Already Made Up on 
Arbitration; Banks Charge 

Banking groups fear the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau is already gearing up to 
write tough new rules restricting the use of 
arbitration clauses despite promises by 
agency officials that a study on the issue was 
only "preliminary" and not designed to pass 
judgment. 

Banks Eager to Wrap Up FD~C Loss4,~hare 
Pacts Early 

Buyers of failed banks and the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corp. have mutual interests in 
closing out loss-share agreements even before 
they are due to sunset in coming years. 

catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

express written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
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American Banker Digital Edition for Friday, December 13, 2013 

White Papers 
[~ 

AmericanBankerl 
Digital Edition WebSem,oars 
Friday, December 13, 2013          [~J~]-[~] 

American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

Banks, Lawyers Struggling to Evaluate Final Volcker Rule 

The Volcker Rule may finally be out, but the process of 
understanding the intricacies of the complex regulation that 
bans the largest banks from making risky trades has only 
just begun. 

Banks Eager to Wrap Up FDIC Loss-Share Pacts Early 

Buyers of failed banks and the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corp. have mutual interests in closing out loss-share 
agreements even before they are due to sunset in coming 
years. 

CFPB’s Mind Already Made Up on Arbitration Banks 
Charge 

Banking groups fear the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau is already gearing up to write tough new rules 
restricting the use of arbitration clauses despite promises 
by agency officials that a study on the issue was only 
"preliminary" and not designed to pass judgment. 

China’s Influence Shows in MetroCorp Bid to Sell Itself 

Before agreeing to sell itself to East West, the Houston 
company tried to connect with Chinese banks. Could other 
banks follow MetroCorp’s lead? 

By Department 

A California startup is seeking community banks to pilot its 
transaction analytics service. The startup’s grander vision: 
to also track customers’ physical activities and reward them 
with better interest rates and small business deals as they 
move more. 

Free Checking ~ncreased After Durbin; Study 

Price caps on debit card swipe fees were supposed to 
spell the demise of free checking accounts, but new 
research from the Kansas City Fed reveals otherwise. 

Chi~a’s ~nfluenee S~ows i# MetroCorp Bid to 



Before agreeing to sell itself to East West, the Houston 
company tried to connect with Chinese banks. Could other 
banks follow MetroCorp’s lead? 

CFPB’s Mind A~ready Made Up on Arbitration~ Banks 
Charge 

Banking groups fear the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau is already gearing up to write tough new rules 
restricting the use of arbitration clauses despite promises 
by agency officials that a study on the issue was only 
"preliminary" and not designed to pass judgment. 

Banks Eager to Wrap Up FD~C Loss-Share Pacts Early 

Buyers of failed banks and the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corp. have mutual interests in closing out loss-share 
agreements even before they are due to sunset in coming 
years. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 

5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail custserv@americanbanker.com 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction 
or forwarding of this publication without the express written permission of the publisher is strictly 
prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. 
Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site 
license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 
One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 
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December 13, 2013: Budget Deal Wins Broad Bipadisan Support in... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Toda~i~ TPP H~d!!n~ ............................................................................................................. 

Budget Deal Wins Broad Bipartisan Support in House 

USA Today (Dec. 13, Davis) is repealing that "the U.S. House overwhelmingly 
approved, 332-94, a two-year bipartisan budget framework Thursday that will 
eliminate the ih~a~ of a govemrnent shutdown and modestly reduce the dd~c~t 
over the next decade~" Near~y equa~ numbe~ d Democrats, 163, and 
Republicans, 169, voted in faro[ of the measure. House Budget Chairman 
Paul Ryan (R-~s.) had c~ai~ed the deal w~ih Senate Budget Cha~w~oman 
Patty Murray (D-Wash.) He remarks, "We see tMs as a ste~ ~n the Hghl 
dkecfion on the way toward our ultimate goaL" Ryan added that GOP 
~egislato~ must face the realities of a d~vided government and place their 
emphasis oR govern#~g and winning e~ections i~ they are ~o have any chance 
d advancing more fiscally conservative p[oposa~s in the future. "The 
agreement sets top-I~ne federa~ spending figures through fiscM year 2015/’ 
USA Today Rotes, "and partially alleviates uRpopular spending cuts kRown as 
the sequester~ FederM spending on defense and domestic programs will be 
capped at $1.012 trillion ~n fiscal year 2014, al~(J $1.014 trillion for fiscal year 
2015." 

The Asbury Park Press (Dec. 13, Espo) notes thai the bipartisan agreement 
has been endorsed by the Obama administration. "The measure would erase 
$63 M~Hon in across4he-board cuts set for Janumy and eady 2015 on 
domestic and defense programs," ~he publication states, ’qeaving about $I 40 
M~ion h~ reductions ~n place. On the other side of the ledger, it projects 
savings totaling $85 bil~bn over the coming decade, enough to show a ddicit 
reduction of about $23 billion over the 10-year period." The cu~s would be 
replaced with sav~ngs generated from a myriad of sources, ~nchxfing Mgher 
amine sec~Hty fees and additional costs lot co[potations whose pensions are 
guaranteed by ~he U.S. governmenL 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 13, Hook) cautions that there is no guaranlee 
that the bipartisan agreement will reach into other areas. "The most 
immediate test will be the next month’s work on appropriations legislation, 
which must be enacted before Jan. 15," repeals the newspaper. At the same 
time, budget hawks on Capitol N~l are concerned that the budget des~ 
reached Thu~day w~H make ~t mote difficult to press fo~ fu~he[ deficit- 
reduction rneasu[es at the next turning point ~r~ the process - late[ this 
when Congress has to vete again to raise 1he federa~ debt ~m~t. 

Share~ 

.~iI talent brc headline 2 

NACD !n~igh~ and Ana!ysis .............................................................................................. 

6 Signs Your Board isn’t Gettinq the information It Needs 

NACD’s latest white paper, Mitigating Bored Information Risk, addresses ~he 
widening iniom~a~ion gaps between the C-suite and board-also known as 
~nfem~aflon asymmetP~. The paper ktentifies the six warning s~gns that these 
gaps ~n the flow of ~nformatbn have become too ~arge-and provMes specific 
preventative measures the board can ~ake to address this ~ssue. 

Click here to read the report. 
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Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .&M Eastern. 

] 
ii~iI KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 j 
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Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Houston, TX (Apr. 7-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 201,1) 
Lagdna Beach; CA 

(Aug 18-!9, 2014) 
Fo~t Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 201,1) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Houston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA (Aug. 
14-!5, 2014) 
For~ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec. 8-9, 2014) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 
Active Engaged 

Shareholders - Are We 

Listening? 

..................................................................................................................................................................... Peer Exchanges 



The Detroit News (Dec. 12, Burden) reports that General Mete~.~ Co. has sold 
its 8.5 percent ownership interest in Detroit-based Ally Financial Inc. - its 
former in-house ~end~ng arm, prevbusly known as GMAC - for around $900 
mi~bn. According to the Detroit-based au~omake[, ~he heady $500 millbm 
gain will be treated as a specM ~tem h~ ~ls teu~lh4tt~a~ter finances. GM Chad 
Fina~cia~ Officer Dan Ammann remarks, "Th~s transectb~ [e~eases capital 
~m a non~o[e asset and further enhances our ~inancia~ ~lexib~ity. 
confint~es to p~ay an impo~lant role in finandng our dealers and customers in 

the United States." 

Sha[e~ 

Corporate Per~sior~s Make the Most of Stocks’ Surge 

"A roaring stock market and rising interest rates are fueling the strongest 
recovery in tile $2.4 trillion U.S. corporate-pension sector in mere than a 
querier-century," repor[s the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 12, Zuckerman, 
Corke~’), "g~vhg companies new flexibility ~n dealing w~th some employee- 
benefit costs." A new estimate by &P. Morgan Chase & Co~ shows 1hat 
~nvestments ~n the average company’s pensbn phn are on pace to be at 
~eve~s tha~ cover 96 percent d future obligations as of the end of 2013. A 
separate M~lliman ~nc. analysis pt~ts the figure above 94 pe[cenL "The news 
for pensbn phns cot~ld get better in 2014," adds the Journal "~f yields on 
bonds continue to rise, as many expect when the Federa~ Resep~e eventually 
reduces its bond buying, the health of corporate pensbns could be ~u~ther 
bo~slered." 

Share~ 

Barnes & Noble Chairman Cuts His Stake to 26,3 Percent 

MarketWatch (Dec. 11, T[acNenberg) has learned that Barnes & Noble 
Chairman and biggest shareholder Leonard Riggio has reduced his stake in 
the book retailer from about 30 percent to 26.3 percent. Rigg~o confirms that 
he so~d two m~bn sha~s at $I3.81 each ~ a "privately negotiated block 
~rade" for tax purposes. The sale raised $27~6 mil~on~ 

Share~ 

Law and Policy 

J.P. Morgan to Settle Madoff Probe for More Than $1 Biilion 

"J.P. Morgan Chase is expected to pay more than $1 billion in penalties to 

the Justice Department to end a criminal probe into whether it provided 
adequate warnings about BernaB~ L Madolf," according to the Wall Street 
Journal (Dec. 12, Fitzpatrick, Strt~mpf). "The deal would also include a 
deferred-prosecution agreement with U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara. The goal is 
to have the ma~ter wrapped up by ~he end el this month. "A central 
component d tile case is wily the bank didn’t provide a tbrmal repor~ raising 
concerns about Madoff in the U.S.," notes the newspaper, "despite filing such 
a document with authorities in the U.K." In addition, the largest U.S. bank is 
expected to pay an additional set el Iines ~e U.S~ regulators rela~ing ~e 
inadequate warnings arot~nd Madoff and other control weaknesses. 

Share[CTT~ 

££rp£[a~e 6£~e[£anc~ ......................................................................................................... 

Ca~pers Blasts lcahB~’s Apple 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 12, Benoit) quotes Anne Simpson, head of 
corpo[a[e governance a~ the Calilomia Public Employees’ Retiremen~ System 
(Calpers), who said Tht~rsday the pension plan will not be suppoding Carl 
Icahn’s push for a bigger buyback at Apple. In fact, she stated that Calpers is 
pleased wi[h the ~echnology giant’s already~announced plan Eadier [his 
spring, Apple announced a plan. She went orb to state that she was 
"uncomfer~able" with Icahn’s proposal "to seek a shareholder vote on whether 
Apple should commit to $50 billion more in share buybacks by the end of 
September 2014." hB doing so, she called Icahn "a raider" and a "Johnny 
come lately." 

Shate[CTT~ 

Ford Board of Directors Aims to Pin Dow~ CEO Mu~a~ly’s 

"Ford Motor Co.’s board of d#ectors plans to press Chief E×ecutive Alan 
Mulally soon for a decMon on his future," repoils Reuters (Dec. 12, 
Seetharaman, Damouni), "as speculation intensifies that he may be offered 
the job of CEO at MicrosoI~ Corp." The 68oyear-old Mulally is one el a handful 
of candidates still in contention for ~he ~op job at Microsolt, and he has made 
little effert to dispel rumors that he is interested in the iob. "That has begun to 

vex some on Ford’s board," two sources told Reuters this week, and the issue 
will be discussed a~ this week’s board meeting in the Dettoi~ area~ Said one 
source close to Ford’s beard: "People don’t write abot~t Mustang, they don’t 
write about earnings, they write about Mulally." That, in turn, has led to some 
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frustration and a desire for clarity on directoB’ pads, 

ShareFT]-~ 

C-Suite 

Companies Grapple With Passed-Over CEO Candidates 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. I2, Lublin) obsewes tha~ Mark Reuss just 

landed a larger management role at General Motors after losing out on the 
CEO job to MaR/Barra. Reuss, head of North American operations, is 
succeeding her as head of worldwide vehicle deve~opmenL Corporate 
recruiters, though, expect he will jurnp sMp for a CEO spot e~sewhe~ sooner 
or ~ater. According to the Journal, "Reuss is the ~atest ~n a str~ng of high- 
p~ofile executives passed over for the top job at big businesses ranging f~om 

WaI-Mad Stores h~c. to We~lRo~n~ ~nc., Yahoo Inc., and ~ohnson & ~ohnson~ 
Depending on theh" age and ambition, executives sometimes resign after such 
~ setback even ~fthe company m~kes a conceded effo~ to ret~n them." 
Turnover Jn the C~u~e has been on ~he rise in 2013, as 43 companies ~n the 
S&R 500 changed CEOs ~n ~he ~irst ~hree quade[s - an ~nc~ase from 27 
during the year-ago per~od, repeals Spencer Stuad~ "The proportion of 
companies tapping an ~ns~der a~so climbed," the Journal added. About 60 
percen~ of employers lack a plan for reta~n~n9 top executive talent, according 
to a 2011 suP~ey of exeout~ves and board members by Pead Meyer & 
PaWners. Consequently, key insiders often quit to go wo~k e~sewhere 

Share~ 

Volkswagen America CEO Steps Down as Sales Slump 

The Detroit Free Press (Dec. 12) has learned that Volkswagen Group of 
America CEO Jonathan Browning will be stepping down next month as the 
Gen:qan automaker deals with a sales slump in the United States. Browning 
will be replaced by Michael Horn, who currently serves as head of 
Volkswagen Group G~oba~ Aftermarket Sales. According to a company 
statement, "Browning is ~eaving the company for person~ reasons and 
returning to the U.K." The 54-year-old ~s a former Ford and General Motors 
executive who ~o~ned ~ three years ago. 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

November Retail Sales Top Forecasts 

USA Today (Dec. 12, Mullaney) cites a suwey by Econeday in reporting that 
"~tail sales jumped 0.7 percen~ in November, topping economists’ Io[ecasts." 
The results include Black Friday, but exclude Cyber Monday, which was on 
Dec. 2 this year. The numbers appear to show consume~ becoming more 
cenfident in the economy, which added over 200,000 lobs last month as the 
unemployment l~te dipped ~o a five-year low el 7.0 pe[cenL "Bigqicket items 
seemed to do especially well," the newspaper notes, "with a 1.8 percent gain 
in auto sales and gains of more than 1 percent in furniture, electronics, and 
appliances." Sales of gasoline dipped 1.1 percent, while sales of food and 
clothing registered smaller decreases. 

Sha relCTTF~ 

Exxon Predicts 68 Percent Rise in Natural~as Demand by 2040 

MarketWatch (Dec. 12, Assis) cites Exxon Mobil Co[p.’s annual Iong4erm 
energy outlook ~eleased Thursday in reporting that "demand for natural gas 
wilt dse by 65 percent h~ 2040." According to 1he ferecast, natura~ gas w~l 
account for 25 percent of global energy needs by that year, and ~t w~ become 
more important in the global energy mix as abundan~ resources are unlocked 
by "continuing technology advances." Exxon continues to rank as the U.S~ 
top natural gas producer. ~t achieved this status achieved when ~t acq~ked 
XTO Energy Inc. ~hree yeats ago. "Overall," MarkelWatch notes, 
energy demand w~ll rise by 35 percent through 204& Developing countries 
such as China and India will lead 1hat 

$hare~ 

Foreclosures Drop to Lowest Level in 7 Years 

CNNMonev (Dec. 12, Ellis) cites new RealtyTrac data in repealing tha~ new 
foreclosure filings slid 15 percent last month to 113,454 homes - the lowest 
number in seven yea~. On an ann~al basis, Rea~tyTrac a~so repo~s that new 
deiaul~ helices, auciions, and bank seizures were 37 percen~ lower in 
November than a year eaH~er. A recovering economy has enaMed more 
owners to keep up with me,gage payments, according to the firm, while 
property appreciation has provided mote o~ an ~ncentive ~er them to hang onto 
their homes. Desp~e the improvement, foreclosure fil#~gs are s~ll ~ar oft the 
pre-crisis ~evel of about 86,000 for 2005 and 2006. ~n addifion, a number d 
states remain buried under high foreclosure rates. 

Share~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Kentucky 

Tar Heels guards P,J, Hairston 

and Leslie McDonald are expected 

to sit out for the ninth consecutive 

game on Saturday when UNC 

hosts Kentucky 

Fedora: Belk Bow~ invite 

turvy season 

North Carolina opened the 

season 1-5, then won five of its 

last six games to become bowl 

eligible. The Tar Heels will face 

Cincinnati in a Dec. 28 ... 

UNC’s P.J. 
Hairston, 
sidelined from 
play during 
an ongoing 

There has 

been reason 

to smile in 

recent weeks 

Cincinnati coach Tommy Tubervi~le sat out 

~ast yeaPs BNk Bow~ 

Tommy Tuberville has never coached Cincinnati in 

the Belk Bowl, but he was with the Bearcats during 

their last trip to Charlotte in 2012 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 2~5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 2760~, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into [h~~)unte 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~:2.[~#.~.L.~L& if you have further questions or concerns. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welborn <joanna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:12 AM 

t~ymworkers@duke.edu 

SAF Update: $1500 and 3 hours left to go + hnmigration Retbnn Update + SAF Potte~ Sale today + Windcall Residency lbr Organizers 

If you’re getting this emai[ for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 
your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at an?" time, simply reply to fatmworkers- 
request,@,duke.edu with the following COlrm~and: unsubscribe. 

4~ Windca[l Resider~cv fbr Or~amzers 

1. $1500 and 3 bo(u:s leff. to go 

Will you be 1 of 30 people to give to SAF in the next 3 hours? 
You can be a part of The Way of SAF--our existence and action--by givina today. 

Individual donations are essential to SAF’s success. This last year 46% of our $658k budget was from 

cotttributions. 

We hope that you will continue supporting SAF’s work towaxd fair working conditions, dignity in the fields, a~d 

a real sabbatical for workers--time offto rest, go to the doctor, see their family, and explore other interests. 

Please check out SAF executive director Melinda Wiggins’ ordine fundraJ sing page to read her rellections on 

~lhe Way of SAF and Inake a donation today. We have $1500 left to raise to reach our goal of $10k in 3 

days! 

Bamboo fbrest in Japan A farmworker who received a guitar to playjbr the season 

Farmworker Justice~ our allies in D,Co, issued this Immigration Reform Update on 

12/6/13o We fee[ encouraged and hopeful by this movement towards reform, 

Boehner Hires Immigration Expert 

Speaker Boehner hired Rebecca Tallen~, Director of Immigration Policy at the Bipartisan Policy Center to 

assist him. Tallent is Sen. McCain’s former Chief of Staff. She worked extensively on McCain’s effort with 

Sen. Kennedy to reach a comprehensive immigration compromise. This action is generally viewed as 

positive sign that Speaker Boehner intends to work on immigration reform in 20:14. 

House Dems Call on President Obama to Halt Deportations 

On Thursday, 25 House Democrats sent a letter to President Obama asking him to halt deportations and 

grant deferred action status for people who would be eligible for immigration status under pending 



immigration reform legislation. Rep. Grijalva (D-AZ) organized the letter and held a press conference with 

Reps. Gutierrez, Schakowsky, Rangel, Holt, Titus and Doggett 

Fast for Families: A Call for Immigration Reform and Citizenship 

After fastin for22 da s, Eliseo Medina, formerly Secretary-Treasurer of SEIU, Dae Joong Yoon of the 

National Korean American Service & Education Consortium (NAKASEC), Cristian Avila of Mi Familia Vota, and 
Lisa Sharon Harper, Sojourners, ended their fast as a new group began. In a ceremony on Tuesday, Eliseo 

Medina passed his fast on to Rep. Joe Kennedy (D-MA), the grandson of Senator Robert F. Kennedy who 
visited Cesar Chavez when he ended a 25-day fast to bring attention to the poor conditions of farmworkers 

in 1968. Since our last update, many more politicians have visited the rasters on the National Mall, including 

President Barack Obama~ as well as First Lady Michelle Obama. In addition to Kennedy, other Members of 

Congress have fasted or are planning to, including Representatives Juan Vargas (D-CA), Joe Garcia (D-FL) and 

Steve Cohen (D-TN). 

House Floor Speeches Praise Farmworkers’ Hard Work 

On Wednesday Rep. Polis (D-CO) organized a set of floor speeches by Members of Congress on the need for 

immigration reform, highlighting undocumented farmworkers. Rep. Polis noted that, "In the time it takes 

Congress to hold our first vote in a series of votes-- 15 minutes, how long it takes people to come here and 

cast their vote--the average immigrant worker has picked four 30-pound buckets of grapes." Rep. Garda 

described a farmworker in Florida’s experience, "Both of [Jose’s] parents died in Mexico. He was unable to 

say good-bye. Jose does his job, pays his taxes, and serves as an advocate and mentor for other 

farmworkers, but our immigration system has done nothing but turn a blind eye to his sacrifice." Rep. 

Cardenas (D-CA) spoke about his father’s experience as an immigrant farmworker in California. 

11 Days for the 11 Million 

The United Farm Workers, the U FW Foundation and Campesina Radio Network launched the "11 days for the 

11 million" sit-in and fast campaign in the district office of House Majority Whip Kevin McCarthy in 

Bakersfield. Participants included Camilla Chavez, Executive Director of the Dolores Huerta Foundation. 

They delivered a Christmas tree filled with ornaments highlighting the stories of farmworkers and the 

"fruits of their labor" (local fruit) to Rep. McCarthy’s office. 

3. SAF Pof.tc 5’ Sale 

Join us TONIGHT for our annual SAF Pottery sale and find great gifts for your loved 
ones made by our director & other SAF friends! 

SAF Pottery Sale 
Fri&~y Dec ]3, 2013 [ 5:3(>’7:30pm 
204 Rigsbee Ave. [iJnit 201, Durham NC 2770] 

Pottery by Melinda Wiggins, Nicole Rider, 
Susan Trabka & Robbin Randolph. 
Watercolors & wearable art by Ellen O’Grady. 

Proceeds benefit SAF! 

See the Facebook extent here. 

& Wi~dcall Residency [i:~r organizers 

Are you an organ~er at a crossroads? Is it time to refuel your energies and visions? 

The Windca]l Residency t rograln might be for vou. Windcall is a transformative, free, three-week 

residency/sabbatical for coillmllllity and labor organizers working in low-income con|illunifies mid 

communities of color all over the country. Residencies will take place in the spring mid t:~]l of 2014. 

Applications are now being accepted throngh December 16th for the 2014 Windcall Residency Program. Go 

to www.windcall.o~ for more fifformation and your application. 

Morn about the Windcall Residency Program: Windcall has been a transformative experience for over 470 
organizers like you (see the website fbr our alumni list). Windcall residents reutrn home with new visions, 
energy, and practices to sustmn their organizing. At Windcall, your’time is entirely your own, with the space to 
think, rest and reflect. Each Residency is throe weeks and takes place at sites that are comfbrtable and deep in 
nature. You’ll be in a small group with just two or three other organizers from vmious movements a~d parts of 
the countw, with the opportunib~ to connect on the joys and challenges of organizing and being a movement 
leader. You’ll have the freedom to make the Residency your own, tapping into a ,nix of program features that 



organizers before you have found renewing and transformative: peer support, coaching, nature itnmersion and 

learning, contemplative practices, creative expression and play, body awareness and healtl~ solitude and 

silence, and technolo~- fasting, Your leadership matters, Apply before December 16th for an 
unforgettable experience. 

Visit ihe SAF website ft)r ~irtks t~ jobs and opportunities acr()ss the I J. S, ! 

Friend SAF on Facebook! 

[i~;! 
j Follow us on Twitter! 

SAF Staff. 

Patty Adams ] Operatinns Manager 
Nadeen Bir ] Advocacy & Organizing Director 
Ra61 Granados Gfimez ] Migrant Youth Director 
Laxrui Haynes ] Program Director 
Yaz~rfin Garcia ~co ] National Organizer 

Joanna Welborn ] Assistam Director 
Melinda Wiggins ] Executive D~ecmr 
Ramon Zepeda ] Youth Organi~r 

Student Action with Farmworkers is a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 
together to learn about each other’s lives, share resources and skills, improve conditions for ~armworkers, and build diverse 
coalitions working for social change. 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more just agricultural 
system. Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students, farmworker youth, and cormnunity members in the farmworker 
movement. 

SAF depends on financial support from individuals like YOU to continue our ~vork with farmworkers. 

[ ~ 

Want to post an announcement on this list? Emai[ joanna welbom(~duke edu 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 

your email address If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any time, simply reply to falrnworkers- 

request(~duke edu with the following command: unsubscribe. We hope you’ll er~joy our updates on farmworker issues and 
the work SAF does to create a more just agricultural system. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:32 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
MEBANE AREA: 
***Suspicious Condition reported 12/11/13, 5920 Mebane Oaks Rd 
The complainant advised that he was passing his neighbor’s house when he noticed a truck in his driveway that did not belong there. The vehicle was backed up to the garage 
that is attached to the residence. As he pulled into the driveway lwo white males got into the vehicle and attempted to leave. He stopped them and asked what they were 
doing. While he was doing this the home owner arrived and stated that he did not know them and went behind the vehicle to collect the tag number. The vehicle then drove 
around the complainant’s truck and left at a high rate of speed. The tag on the vehicle came back to a business owner in Mebane and he was contacted. He advised that the 
tag had been stolen off his truck today. 
Have a great weekend 
THANKS TO EVEROYNE THAT HAS BEEN CALLING AND REPORTING INFORMATION PERTAINING TO SUSPICIOUS VEHICLES POSSIBLY INVOLED IN BREAK INS. 
THIS IS WHAT COMMUNITY WATCH IS ALL ABOUT 
REMEMBER: LOCK YOUR VEHICLES PARKED IN YOUR DRIVEWAY. DON’T LEAVE VALUABLES INSIDE. BE OBSERVANT OF YOUR SURROUNDINGS 
EVER’~WHERE YOU ARE, EXTRA PRECAUTIONS MIGHT MEAN HAVING A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS, 

PLEASE BE EXTRA OBSERVANT DURING THS TIME OF THE YEAR THIS IS A VERY BUSY TIME FOR EVERYONE. THE CROOKS ARE COUNTING ON US BEING TO 
BUSY TO PAY ATTENTION,, 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BOL Conferences <donotreply@bolconferences.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dodd-Frank PANIC Antidote DVD 

Every employee on the loan side of your institutiors needs a higho, level 

understanding of 1:he historic changes mandated by the new Oodd4:.rank 

reg~..~lations, 

For the first time ever we are making over 5 hours of instructional video available to purchase on DVD, 

solid foundakion in the fundamenkal compliance concepts of Dodd-Frank. 

Plop the DVD into your" computer or your" training room’s completer and pick and choose what to watch 

and when, The trainil~.g is work--flow oriented and allows yo(. to match the reBulato.."y requirements with 

particular compo~.e~.ts of you.." process. 

lie’s desigr:ed to give you a lchorough grour:ding in the foundational pdr:cipies and concepts of the ©odd-- 

l:rar’..k iendir’..g reguiations and is appropriate for anyone in yo.ur insti.~ul:ion thai: needs a top 

understanding o[ the new mort.gage rules, 

M~ke this ]~eund~tion~I t~ining ~ standard p~rt o~ your t~ining lib~rF ted~y~. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:10 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies issue statement on supervi~ approach for qualitied and non-qualified morigage loa~s 

A~encies issue statement on supervisory approach for qualified and non-qualified mortgage loans 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~/pres~bcreg/bcreg20131213a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 12:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces appointment of the chairs m~d depu .iy chairs of the Federal Reserve Banks for 2014 

Federal Reserve Board announces appointment of the chairs and deputy chairs of the Federal Reserve Banks for 2014 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/new~vent~press/other/20131213a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From-" Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, December :1.3, 20:[3 12:11 PPI 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Final and Proposed Regulations Address U.S. Withholding Tax on U.S. Equity Derivatives 

December 13, 2013 

On Tuesday, December 4, the IRS and the Treasury 
Department issued proposed regulations that, if finalized as 
proposed, would dramatically increase the extent to which 
U~S. withholding tax is imposed on U.S. equity derivatives~ On 
the same day, the IR$ and the Treasury Department also 
issued final regulations that extend the current withholding 
rules for these derivatives through December 31, 20~.5. 
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only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Fhm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JHUpdate <jhupdate@jhu.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 12:31 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

You’ll shoot your eye out/Ghost hunter~ apply mthin 

News From across Johns Hopkins {Web Version] [Forward Lo a Friend] 

No. 149; December 2013 

Afun~ni Pments Risin~i Lo the Chalfen~ie 3ohns Hopkins University 

Note from the Editors 

Dear JHUpdate Reader: 

This holiday season, give family and friends the perfect gift -- 

share JHUpdate using the Forward to a Frienc~ option, and treat 

them to the world of Johns Hopkins discovery and wonderment. 

On behalf of the Alumni Association and university, and from our 
family of faculty, students, and staff to yours, best wishes for a 
safe and happy new year, and thanks for your support. 

The Editors 

Ghost h~nters, apNy w~thin 
[he president is looking For "ghosLs" -- the photos, stories, and 
documents that represent our past and can help shape our future. 

Xi Hopkins 
Hopkins researchers he~p overt~lrn ban 

....... researchers help A landmark paper by Krieger alumnus ~}rian 

overturn ban Boyarsky and Hopkins surgeon Dorry Segev 
was instrumental in overtruffian( a decades- 
old ban on transplanting H;V-infected 
organs. 

i-i~t 9h~¢z’s career began with a penchant for taking things apaR, a 
type of probing that was encouraged and, as it turns out for this 
Marfan syndrome expert, key for discovery. 

You’ll shoot your 

eye out 

Sweet repeat for 

cress count~, 

YoWll shoot your eye out 

Searching for the perfect holiday gift 1:o risk 

harm to your chifd’s eye? Look no further. 

Researchers have linked high-power blue 

laser toys to serious eye damage, 

A~um#i News ..................................... 

Sweet repeat for cress cameron 

You’ve read about it. Now, see it! Watch 
race highlights from our second-straight 
NCAA women’s cross country victory, and 

interviews with our Blue Jay national 
champs! 

Ph~n 
Mark next year’s calendar for Akmmi Weekend on April 11-13 and 
stay in the loop by updating your costact information. ~ a!s~ ~BS ~ory 



~ive 
Your generous donations to the Alumni Association Student Grants 

Program have funded 49 student volunteer service groups and 

programs for 2013-2014, Please consider a year-end gilt I:oday to 

ensure the program’s future. 

IRisin ~o ~he Chal~e~ e 

The first collegian in his farai~y 
13iophysics major George Alw~re~ would not be able to attend 
Hopkins -- and become the first in his family to attend college -- 
without scholarship support. You can help more like him. 

Hopki~s as an ’anct~or institution’ 

Through its Institute For the AmeMc~n City, Hornewood Community 

F";~rI:ners Initiati,/e, and other philanthropically backed programs, 

Hopkins serves as an anchor for 13aftimore and model f~or 

universities. 

i iiiiiiiiii~i~i~i~ii~ 

or share wi[h your network ;~h.mmL~hu~edu a~umni~jhu.edu 
i .......... parents,jhu,edu paren[s~3~jhu,edu 
~ MshK~.jhu~edu rismg(~jh u.edu 

We hope you found this message from the Johns Hopkins University informative and engaging. If you prefer not 

to receive similar emails in the future, unsubscribe by visiting t~ai~ |i~k. if you prefer not to receive any more 

3ohns Hopkins Development and Alumni Relations emails, globally opt-out by visiting this ~i~k. 

Questions? comments? story ideas? You can contact us by email at jhapgate@jl~,e~l~ or by postal mail 

addressed to The 3ohns Hopkins University, Development and Alumni Relations, Office of Communications, 3500 

San Martin Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21218 USA. 

Please note that this message was sent to the following email address: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Venable Events <Events@Venable.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 1:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Please Join Us tbr a Webinar: CFPB 2014 Regulator Outlook: Nonbanks 

CFPB 2o~.4 Regulatory Outlook: Nonbanks 

Please join Venable LLP for a complimentary webinar on the CFPB ~o~4 Regulato~j O~tlook: 
Nonbanks on Wednesday, Janual~� 8th from 2:00 pan. - :]:,’~0 p.m. ET. Members of 
Venable ~ s CFPB "F~sk Fo~oe~: will review the current state of federal consumer financial protection law 
and policy and outline what you and your company or organization need to know about what~ ls ahead. 
During the webinar, the speakers will share their experiences from the front lines and offer strategies to 
help you navigate the evolving legal landscape. 

Topics ~11 include: 

Enforcement Actions: Who ~ s at risk and what to expect; 
Nonbank Supervision and Examination: Lessons learned and which markets are next?; 
Rulemaking Updates: The latest on rulemakings and proposals related to mortgage, small dollar 
loan, debt collection, arbitration, and more; and 
Congress: Reform and criticism. 

This session will be geared towards nondepository consumer financial products and services providers 
and their service providers, including advertisers, in such markets as student loans, mortgage servicing, 
auto lending, small dollar lending, consumer reporting, consumer credit and related services, money 
transmission and cheek cashing, prepaid cards, debt collection, and debt relief services. 

Partieipa nts will have an opportunity to ask questions and ~vill receive a copy of the presentation and 
other materials fbllovving the live event. 

Npeake~.~,s~ 
Suzarme ivo Garv, ood, Esq., Partner, Co-Chair CFPB Task Force, Venable LLP 
A[iy,~on Bo Baker, Esq., Partner, Venable LLP 
A~drew Oi mere, Esq., Partner, Venable LLP 

J’,)~’..akl~ar~ I ,, Pompar~, Esq., Partner, Co-Chair CFPB Task Force, Venable LLP 

C~ek ~e~’e to view the event summary and speaker biographies. 

Please respond by clicking one of the buttons below. 



If you have any questions, please contact Kelly Harris at ~,g:~,!.!,~!:;rJt?~.~.~,!.~!~:~!?~4~2177 or 2o2.344.4759. 

C~ek he~e for more information on Venable’s CFPB Task Force. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Support Center <events@thesupportcenter- nc.org> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 2:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

The Support Center’s Leader recieves 2013 SBA Distinquished Leadership Award 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: m~lIi<miaaearIy 80 s_malI c<~mpa~xies acros,. North 

Please joi~ The St~pport Ce~.ter staff i,~ congratulating 
Lenwood on this great aehie~ent~ 

Plea~e vi~d t the page today b:::, vie~Z ou r reee~at p,:::,st~ and :~}::~;.!~::!~2..>.i~:g~::. 



T}3e: 
SUPPORT= 
CENTER 

This message was sent from The Support Center to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. It was sent from: Vicki Lee 

Parker, 3120 Highwoods Blvd., Suite 350, Raleigh, NC 27604. You can modify/update your subscription via 

the link below. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: TBJ names Cha~nelAdvi~r CEO Scot Wingo 2013 Businessperson of the Year 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

~ (B3 names Ch,~nneii:,,dvisor Ci£O Scot Winao 2013 

3 muit~fam~i:~c:~ro~ert~es ~n Tr~an~£ sell for 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide, 

Wakel’qed Car~2@2~’ed with smart~shones for pat(er’..t 
care 

Hurricanes: _kJi{lher sales tax will be passed alonq to fans 

Entr,%orene.ur to launch waterless to(let at Niami boat show 

~.!}..d~.S ~,..:,~£.!J. ~,..!~.-’.~ .~.,.....:F... £ .,. x...( 

_ 



econom,£ 

RTP’s :;eoias: ’This is Rt-’.,e ~.~£_you will see actiorf 

~ L.:.I...iYL 2.....2’.....~L.2~......22..?}....}{..£29........2.;; 

~Whv we chose Sco~ W~n(~o as Bus~nessperson of the Year 

Polk Obama~s in 8o~¢h Carolina 

~qo~%@.ge rat.es ho~d steadx over las~ week 

Qee sna~s $30N ~n kax credits ff)r ex~anson, dean ener~v ~obs 

~ A lock indicates content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. ~,£~3.£~i~4,.~ 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

~.; ~itcoin jq{g sh(Xs: Who made a mark this week it: c~_g~_ 
curre:lcx 

Ah.l~ork 

Charter rea.d~x__~240 a share for T~:-ne Warne~" Cable 

Would ~:~X__~225 for Nl<e~s Kobe k~cks? 

iiiiiiiii ........................................................................... 

Featu~’e~i 

Price per Square RmI:: $0,00 
guiIdini 
Use ry~e: Sale 

Featured Event 

= : " .,e m’ ::~ ..    - ~ve:sz~ Nort: Carofna at Chapel 

l~?siIe Sates Leader-- Beat Praclces. LLC 





::N:: KPMG’s AC 

Oversight of financial accountin9 and repoNn9 is job #~ for the audit ..... Celeb~tin 
Years Logo 

committee each and eve~ year, but what else should your audit 

governance challenges stemmin9 from continued economic              . 
Audit Comm;~ee uncedainty, globalization and geopolitical turbulence, increased 
Institute government regulation, and an intemonne~ted world in which " 

techno ogy ~ acc~ er~t ng ~v~wth ng 

"Focused, yet flexible agendas, exercising judgment about what 
belongs or doesn’t belong on the committee’s agenda, and taking 

deep dives on key risks and challenges facing the business will be I 

critical," said Dennis T. ~alen, Paaner-in~haNe and Executive 

Director of KPMG’s Audit Committee Institute (ACI). ACI Videos 

TO help audit committees and boards meet these and other 
governance challenges of tile coming year, KPMG’s ACI has 
published its Audit Committee Priorities for 2014, highlighting 
issues that should be top-d-mind for eve~ audit committee as they 

Read Audit Committee Priorities ~or 2014 

Corporate DirectoB invite you to tune-in for the next Quaaerly Audit ....... I 
Committee Webcast, featuring a dialogue with Leo Abruzzese, 

Global Forecasting Director for the Economist Intelligence 

Unit (EIU), on the outlook for the U.S. and global economies in 

20~ 4. 
Upcoming Events 

~th the economic outlook as the backdrop, this 60-minute 

webcast wm also provide updates and insights on key financial 
reposing and legal/regulato~ developments impacting audff Committee RoundtaN* 

committee and board ove~ight. Series ~rough 
December 1 

Registration for the webcast is now open.                            KP~IG’s 

On Governance and Leadership 
January 14-15, 2014 

Risk and Compliance Issues Arising From Third Party 
Relationships. The potential risk exposure from working with Register with ACl. 

third-pady business pa~ne~ and vendom are quite extensive- Share Insights 
privacy risks, transaction risks, technology risks, credit risks and 
reputafional risks. This Q&A provMes timely guidance on how to i i i 
mitigate risk and manage compliance issues. (KPMG) 

Dkectors Unwavering on Long-Term Economic Gro~h. The 

NACD Board Confidence Index has now tracked directo~’ 
sentiment regarding the current and future state of the economy for 
13 qua~em. (NACD D#~cto~ship) 

Most U.S. Companies Changing Biz rt~ode~s, KPrt~G Finds. A 
large majority of U.S. companies are changing business models to 
meet customer demands, utilize disruptive technologies, and 
remain globally competitive. (WebCPA) 

International Developments in Corporate Governance. Well 
pa~ner, Holly GregoN, examines international developments that 
U.S. boards and their advisom should be aware of as potential 
harbingers of additional regulatory and shareholder pressures in the 



US. (Weft, Gotshal & Manges LLP) 

Heads Up for 2014 Proxy Season: Nasdaq Amends 
Compensation Committee ~ndependence Requirements = 
Again. Nasdaq has again amended its listing rules governing the 
independence of compensation committee members. 
Compensation committee members at Nasdaq-listed companies 
must meet the revised independence standards by the earlier of the 
first annual shareholders meeting after Janua~ 15, 2014, or 

October 31,2014. ~il, Gotshal & Man~es LLP) 

On Financial Reporting 

FEI Conference on Current Financia~ Reporting Issues. 
Financial Executives International (FEI) recently held its annual 
conference on current financial repoding issues that addressed 
FASB and IASB joint projects, developments at the SEC and 
PCAOB, and other accounting and financial reposing topics= 

(KPMG) 

On Cyber Securi~ 

How Good is Your Cyberincident Response P~a~? Many 
organizations must face a troubling fact: defending their digital 
perimeter is not enough. They should assume that successful 
cyber attacks will occur-and develop an effective plan to mitigate 
the impact. (McKinsey) 

From KPMG 

KEYNOTE ANNOUNCED: KP~G’s ~0th Annua~ Audit Co~mi~ee 
~ssues Conference = Governance Challenges & Pdodties 
DHving th~ 2014 Agenda. Private equity investor Jonathan 

Coslet, Senior Partner and Chief Investment Officer of TPG 
Capital, L.P., will share his perspective on board dynamics and 
effectiveness as emerging teohno~ogbs, business model disruption, 
and new sources of capital accelerate change and challenge 
conventional thinking. The conference will be held on Janua~ 14- 

15, 2014 at the Arizona Biltmore in Phoenix, AZ, and will include a 
candid dialogue on the prioritbs and challenges shaping corporate 
governance in the year head. Register now, as space is limited. 

Links 

AC~ H.)me KPM~~ Financia~ KPM~ 

su,~o.i., auait ~o.~., .~wo~k ~um~., k.o~e~,~ 
committees and Executive level into value for the 
~o~ra~ ~th n~ u~d~t~ on th~ ~te~t ~en~f~t of our o~ient~, 
and insights, financial reposing our people, and the 

issues, oapita~ ~.rk~ts. 

Fo,o~*~ ~o~.~ates ~ro~ ~C~, o~h~*~ ~.stitut~. a.a ~ore. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Support Center <events@thesupportcenter- nc.org> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 3:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Correction: The Support Center’s Leader recieves 2013 SBA Distinquished Leadership Award 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: m~lIi<miaaearIy 80 s_malI c<~mpa~xies acros,. North 

Please joi~ The St~pport Ce~.ter staff i,~ congratulating 
Lenwood on this great aehie~ent~ 

Plea~e vi~d t the page today b:::, vie~Z ou r rece~at p,:::,st~ and :~}::~;.!~::!~2..>.i~:g~::. 

Thank you, 



T}3e: 
SUPPORT= 
CENTER 

This message was sent from The Support Center to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. It was sent from: Vicki Lee 

Parker, 3120 Highwoods Blvd., Suite 350, Raleigh, NC 27604. You can modify/update your subscription via 

the link below. 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Sprint Working Toward Bid tbr T-Mobile US 

Sprint Working Toward Bid for T-Mobile US 

Sprint is working toward a possible bid for rival T-Mobile US, setting the stage for a giant 

telecom merger that if permitted by regulators would leave the U.S. wireless market 

dominated by three big companies. 

Sprint is studying regulatory concerns and could launch a bid in the first half of next year. 

A deal could be worth more than $20 billion, depending on the size of any stake in T- 

Mobile that Sprint tries to buy. 

A merger of the third and fourth largest U .S. carriers would create a sizable competitor to 

industry leaders Verizon Wireless and AT&T Inc. But it would likely face tough opposition 

from antitrust authorities, who worry consumers could suffer without a fourth national 

competitor to keep a check on prices. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:06 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

IRS Releases Final and New Protx)sed Regulations That Define "Dividend Equivalent" tbr U.S. Withholding Tax Purposes (ATTORNEY 
ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster C ient A ert 

IRS Releases Final and New Proposed Regulations 
That Define "Dividend Equivalent" for U=S. Withholding 
Tax Purposes 
C;ONT.,S,CT US AT: 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Stree~ 

Sail Francis,:;,:~, CA 94105 

On December 5, 2013, the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS")finalized 

temporary regulations and issued new proposed regulations under 

Section 871(m), the Internal Revenue Code provision that treats ’dividend 

equivalents" paid under securities lending transactions, sale-repurchase 

transactions and certain notional principal contracts (’ NPCs") as 

dividends from sources within the United States and therefore subject to 

U.S. withholding tax. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~,vww.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Briana Brake <briana.brake@law.duke.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:11 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

RE: Guy Charles - Crayton review 

Hi Professor Broome, 

Yes, I worked there for a while. ;kll is well, thanks, J hope that things are going well at Carolina, 

Enjoy the holidays! 

Briana 

F~m~ Broome, kissa k [maJlto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, December 13, 2013 3:56 PN 

T~i Briana Brake 
Subject: RE: Guy Charles - Crayon review 

Thanks, Br~ana. D~d you used to work at Carolina law? 

L~ssa 

F~m= Briana Brake [mailto:briana.brake@law.duke.edu~ 
Sent= Friday, December ~3, 2013 ~:5~ PN 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Guy Charles - Crayton review 

Professor Broome, 

Please see the attached article review letter from Professor Guy Charles. 

Thank you, 
ghana Brake 

Academic Assistant 

Duk~ UB~v~rsity ~chool of [~w 

9].9- 613-.8~22 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cuevas- Martinez, Nancy <nancy.cuevas-martinez@davispolk.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: 2014 BaJ~king Institute Panel 

I am presently out of the office on medical leave and request that you reach out to Jennifer Rogers at tel: 212.4506462 ] email: Jennifer.rogers@davispolk corn who ~vill be able to assist you 

as necessaw 

Thank you 

Nancy Cuevas-Maltinez ] Executive Assistant to \{argaret E. Tahyar ] Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 
450 Lexington Avenue ] 17t2a Floor ] New York, NY 10017 ] tel 212 450 6462 i nancy.cuevas-martinez@davispolk.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O24eill <hwestmentbanking@sandleroneill.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP CAPITAL MARKETS ANNOUNCEMENT: Kingstone Companies, Inc. (NASDAQ: KINS; Kingston, NY) Closes $20.5 Million 

Upsized Public Offering, Including Exe~eise of Over-Allotment Option 

CAPITAL ~L,\RIKETS ANNOUNCEMENT 

Kingstone Companies, Inc. (NASDAQ: KINS; Kingston, N’~) Closes $20.5 Million Upsized 
Public Offering, Including Exercise of Over-~o~ent Option 

Sm~dler O’Neill + PaWners L.P. served as the sole book-r~g m~mager ~d m~de~v~ter for 
this off,fin g 

~ December 13, 2013, Kingstone Comp~mies, Inc. (the "Comp~my" or ~NNgstone"), the pa~ent comply 
of Kingstone Insurance Company, announced the closing of its underwritten lk~llow-on ofl~ring of 
3,450,000 sha~es ofi~ co~mon stock includNg 450,000 sha~es issued pursuamt to the unde~-riter’s 30-day 
over-allottnent option, at a price of $5.95 per share. The net proceeds to the Company a~er deducting 
underwrNng discounts amd commissions m~d estimated ofl)rNg expenses ~e expected to be approx~ately 
$18.9 million. 

The Company expects to use the net proceeds of the offering to contribute capital to Kingstone Insursmce 
Compm~y to support growth, including possible product expression, to repay indebtedness, and tbr general 
co,orate purposes, which may Nclude acquisitions. 
7~is am~o~tme~t~t ~sj~r i~rmational p~trposes ~n~, and do~ not constitute an ~ff~r to sell or t~e solicitation ~f a~ qf]~ to 

buy securi~es. 

Kingstone is a prope~y and casualty holding company whose principal operating subsidia~’, Kingstone 
hsuramce Company, is dotniciled in the State of New York. ~e Cotnpany is a multi-line regional prope~y 
and casualty insurance comply writing business exclusively through independent retail and wholesale 
agents and brokers. Kingstone is licensed to write insurance policies in New York and Pe~msylvania. ~e 
Compamy ofl)~ prope~y and c~ualty insurance prodncts to individuals and small businesses primarily in 
New York State. 

For more i~ormation, please click here. 

For more i~ormation, please click here. 

http://www,sandleroneill.comiemail-disclaimer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.ovg> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:39 PM 

Caxolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wi~@louis~ille.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clem~n.edu); La~ Killough 

(larvy@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ernail.unc.edu>; Martha Putall~ PhD (putaHaz@duke.edu); Ma~in P. Dawkins 

(mdawkms@miami.edu); Michael J. WasyIenko (mjwasyle@~r.edu); Nicholas Hadley (HadIey@umd.edu); PeaneIa 

Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia,~nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (ceamicha@wfu.edu); Robe~l Taggart Jr. 

(robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Peadue (s~an paxdue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht 

(saa01 @pitt.edu) 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Conference Call 

Brad Hostetter would like to schedule a conference call Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday of next week to discuss a waiver. Please advise me of your availability at 
your earliest convenience. Call-in information will be forwarded to you as soon as a date and time for the call has been set. 

Monday, December 16th - 

Tuesday, December 17th - 

Wednesday, December 18th - 

Thank you in advance for your prompt response. 
TRACEY HAI’I"H 

O: 336 3~9 4~343 I F: 33~ 3590055 

l:h a~h~l:h ea,::,::.,:) r[~ 

theAOC corn ¯ 

~ ACC 2013-14 ESi#r~ature July1 (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard- webannouncement@federalres~rve.gov> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:37 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board annonnces approval of application by Canara Bank 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of application by Canara Bank 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.govinewsevent~pres~/orders/20131213a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pint}fences Paae. You will need m use your 
email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http:/Tvwvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weisbur& Mark <amw@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Guy Charles - Crayton review? 

Lissa: 

Neither your response to Charles nor the one to Briana included Charles’s letter. Yes, Briana used to work here, and was also a student here for a while. 

Mark 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 3:56 PM 
To; Briana Brake 
Subject: RE: Guy Charles - Crayton review 

Thanks, Briana. Did you used to work at Carolina Law? 

Hop~-’_~ all is well, 

Liss~ 

From: Bdana Brake [mail~:bdana.brake@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 1:~1 PH 

To: Broome, LJssa L 
Subject: ~uy Charles - Croydon review 

Professor Broome, 

Please see the attached article review letter from Professor Guy Charles. 

Thank you, 

Briana Br~ke 

~cademic Assistant 

Duke U~versity School of [sw 
glg-613-.gB22 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weisbur& Mark <amw@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 6:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Guy Charles - Crayton review? 

That eventually dawned on me. Thanks. 

Mark 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 5:58 PM 

To: Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: RE: Guy Charles - Crayton review? 

It should be in Crayton’s folder’ on the G drive. 

From: Weisburd, Mark 
Sent; Friday, December 13, 2013 5:58 PM 

Te: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Guy Charles - Crayton review? 
Lissa: 

Neither your response to Charles nor the one to Briana included Charles’s letter. Yes, Briana used to work here, and was also a student here for a while. 

Mark 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 3:56 PM 
To: Briana Brake 
Subject: RE: Guy Charles - Crayton review 

7hanks, Briana Did you us~-_~d to work at Carolina Law? 

Hope a~ ~s wel~, 

L~ssa 

F~m= Briana Brake [mailto:briana.brake@law.duke.edu] 
Sent; Friday, December ~3, 20~3 i:S1 PN 

Te= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Guy Charles - CrayOn review 

Professor groome, 

Please see the attached article review letter from Professor Guy Charles. 

Thank you, 

Briana Br’ake 

Academic Assistant 

Dul~e University School oF Law 

919-.613-8522 



i Frera:: Dawki~s, Mm~,m PMllip <mdawkins@miaani.e@a> 

} a:*n available few a c*_-mgerence call a:t aary time e,s Monday (De: 16} Tuesday (Dec ~7) or Wednesday {Dec. 18}. 

~ram: g:a~th:,, gracW <{ha~th@theacc.o~> 

~e~t: Frids~’,. Dec,ember I3., 2013 4:38 PM 

fie: Ca:ro{gn Ca:{iahan {cmc@v[~gmia~edu}; E[a{n:e W~se {eiaine.w{se@louis~’}l~e.e,d~*:}; JesSe ~odge {hodge@c:~ernsoa~edu}; Larry Xi~{caugh ~.[a. ~’e vt.e,~a), Lisle L Broome 

~HaS~ey@umd,e6u}; Pa~e~ a Per~ewe~ ~pperrewe@~ob,fsu,edu}; gatdcia Belgie {pg~ll(a@r~&edu~; R~c.hard D Ca~mic.R~e~ {carra:~d~a@vdu.edu~; Robe~ ga~a,~ 

~robe~,tagg.a~bc,e~u~; :Sam Pad-due {sam pardue[~ncsu,e~i~ul:~ Sue Aan Allea: {:sue,bidst~up@chbe,gatech,ec~:u).: 5c~n A~brecht {sa~Ol@p}tt,e.du) 

}u:Nect:: Conferen~:e 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 7:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Errors Continue to Plague Government Health Site 

Errors Contint~e to Plagnae Government Health Site 

Insurers and federal officials sifting through insurance applications under the health-care 

law have identified a raft of errors, including missing customers and inaccurate eligibility 

determinations that mean people may be enrolled in the wrong coverage. 

Thousands of insurance applicants from HealthCare.gov--at least one in five at the height 

of the problems by one estimate--have received inaccurate assignments to Medicaid or to 

the marketplace for private plans, or have received incorrect denials, people familiar with 

the matter said. Eligibility determinations are an early step in the application process, 

before consumers choose plans. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 16 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

December 16, 2013 @ Number 241 

Mort_gages 

Residential mortgages issued by banks will not be subject to 
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) scrutiny based solely on 
their status under the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s 
(CFPB) new standards for qualified mortgages (qN),._ 

Payment Systems 
~k Gr~sup N~ys ~;~wJustW Nust Adapt 
To TechnologV Affecti~# Pavments S~stem 

A bankers’ group, commenting on a Federal Reserve paper, 
agrees on the need to align the U.S. payments system with 
changes in technology, but says a suggested timeline for making  mprovements should be accelerated 
Payment Cards 
Retail Associatior~ Pledges to Appea~ 

A fedeFal judge’s decision to appFove an appFoximate $7.25 billion 
settlement in a case that alleged Visa U.S.A. Inc. and 
blasterCaFd InteFnational Inc. conspired to fix inteFchange, or 
swipe, fees will be appealed by a tFade group that... 

International Finance 
Basel Co~n~nitLee [Issues Fi~M Rul÷s 
O~ £~ar~ks~ Expos~we ~:o Eq~it¥ ~u~ds 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has issued final 
rules regarding limits on global banks’ exposures to equity 
investments in funds held in the banking book .... 

Systemic Risk 

Ba~ki~g I~stitutio~s 
In the desperate days of 2008, the U.S. authorities invoked a 
wide range of emergency measures to avert the collapse of the 
U.S. financial system and with it the global finandal system. The 
broad outlines of these measures will be familiar to... 

Foreign Accounts 
ZRS: BaRks Nust Update FATCA 

Financial institutions that have created accounts and entered 
information on the portal to register for the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act must take additional steps to update their data 

after lan. 1, the Internal Revenue Service said... 

Foreign Accounts 
FATCA Z~nplementatio~ Top Priority as Porta~ 

Implementation of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act 
remains a key priority for the Internal Revenue Service in the 
months ahead, two top agency officials said at an international 
tax conference .... 



The Internal Revenue Service is "not sitting on the sidelines by 
any means" as the Department of lustice works out agreements 
with Swiss banks that allow them to avoid criminal prosecution in 
return for providing information about... 

Securities 

The Securities and Exchange Commission Dec. 13 announced 
that registration has started for its national seminar aimed at 
helping investment companies and investment advisers improve 
their compliance programs .... 

Securities 

The U.S. Supreme Court may decide to review a federal appeals 
court ruling rejecting as untimely a pension fund’s 1933 
Securities Act claims against TndyMac MBS Inc. over certain 
mortgage pass-through certificates, New York lawyer Ionathan... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 3:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Boehnefs Jabs at Activist Right Show G.O.P. Shift 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs ,Arts ~rrsvel ~ [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Boelnler~s 3t~bs at Activist Right Nhow 

Speaker &~hn A. Boehner seethed and questioned tbe motives of 

conservative advocacy groups afker they piled on against a new 

bipa~fisan budgek deal. 

L~md Disputes S|ow Recovery in Philippines 

Squatre~.~ have long been able to setde on others’ land, but aRer 

Typhoon Haiyan some lando~ers have d~warted rebuilding 

efforts. 

A Disappet~l°ing Spy, and a Scandal at the CoLAo 

When Robert A. I~vJnson disappeared in h’an in 2007, U.S. 

officials insisted he was a private investigakor. In fact, he was a 

C.LAo contractor. 

Speaker i 

John A. [ 
Boahner [ 

~ kicizeI 

Levinso 

~er mere tei) news. ~r) te NYTimes.oom ~> 

Editors’ Picks 

~o~3 Holiday Gift G~fide 
The best present ideas, selected by New York Times expe~fs, for 

the people in your life who love food, nmsJe, movies, games, 

home design, fashion, books, travel and New York City. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

It" we cmmot determine how Worm War I happened, how can we 

hope to avoid anoth er su eh ea ka stroph e? 

World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

G rasph~g for Clues in North Korean Exec~tio~ 

The execution of l~m Jot~g-un’s ut~de could signal a fight over 

the clirec~m~ of No~h Korea while sowing eoneern about the 

skabilKy of the eounttT. 

l~Ieeting Opposition Leaders, Ukraine’s 

P~oeMdent Calls for End to Protests 

President Viktor F. Ymmkovich held his first i1~ee-b:>faee 

meeting uqtk opposi’don leadms FHday as "the eounbT’s fiekest 

mare i~J*mt z~(hmetov, expressed suppo~t for the demot~sb’ators. 

Fo~¯ Syrim~ Refugees Sho~’t of Food m~d Clem~ 

%;ater, Snow is an _Added ChMle~ge 

Already suffering from a dire lack of food aid and sanikation, 

displaced Syrians in I ~banon must now deal with bitterly cold 

winter wea dmr. 

UN. Chief Responds to Syria Repoit 

Unicef Urges .Aid for Syria’s Shattered School System 

~ t. ViAor 

Bekaa 

U,S, 

in "~ States, Corner Ca~abis Store Nears Reality 

The sale of the drug w~]] be legal in Colorado a*~ct Washingkm 

n ext mo~th, and some observers predict other states will soon 

follow suit. 

I 772E’; I 



Assailant Dead Afler Shoofin~ at Colorado 
School 

A student who law enforcement officials said wanted to conh’ont 

a teacheF sh~-~t and wounded another student, and then ~ed of an 

apparently self-inflicted gunshot. 

Obama to Keep Securil~° Agency and Cyberwarfare Under a 

S~ng|e Commander 

The president made h~s choice despite concerns that it c,-mcentrates too much 

power ~n the ha~ds ofa s~ng]e military o~cial. 

Business 

B~ilionaire Drops Plan for Casino in Spah~ 

Some ei~de and t~I~g~ous gronps in Spa~n sought to hl~-~ck the 

Enco~gas project, but advocates saw it as a potentla] stimulus 

to the weak economy. 

casino 

SHORTCUTS 

A~ Alternative to Giving Up the Car Keys 

The number of older d~vers on the road is growing, hut 

teeImoloKv a~d ~’aining could keep them hehind the wheel safely 

for longer. 

Hegber ] 
g, le~t, 

?-2 ....... 

COMMON SENSE 

Underdog Agail~st Amazon, Bust Buy Charges ;~ 

Best Buy stock is one of the best-peribrming stocks h~ the 

S~mdard & Poet’s 5oo. leading t@al retailers to wonder how the company did 

~ [] Graphic An Unlil,;ely Member of the fop ~ 0 

Sports 

_Afte~¯ Flirtin~ With "~ ietmoy, :Knieks FaR Apart at       c~,i,:’ 
Gerald the End Wallace 

Despibs havh~g an ~l-.point lead early in t~e fonrt~ qnar~er, ~he 

Knieks managed only three haskets the rest of the way ~n a loss to the Ce]th?s. 

,[~Box Score 



ESSAY 

Sk~b~g Fihns Now H~ve Stor4es to M~l~a t]he 

Ouee known as "ski porn" by powder cndmsJasks, sM movies 

have evolved Lo include actua~ 

~0 Video: Skier’s Fresh Eyes Enable Fi~t Descent 

doing a 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

The public per~’epfion is that the Jameis Winston case was not 

ha~dJed as other cases mi~t have heem and that might he 

that ]t takcs to deter other victims from reporting sexual assaults. 

Patricia 

Carroll 

said the 

Florida 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A December Su~prise, %’]tho.t ~Vh~spers (or 

Leaks) 

"Beyone.~," the pop star’s steamy and sleek sell--titled fiK~ studio 

album, suddenly appeared ~n the iTm~es music store w~th no p~{or hype. 

’AMERICAN HUSTLE’ 

**.&meHean Hustle," sLan~ng Christian Bale and Amy Adams, may 

he about a Nmous federal sting, bat it’s also a love story, 

, [] Anatemy of a Scene: ’American HustW 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Inventio~ and Whimsy, I~spired by a Toy 

Reeen t per%rmanees at the U nCaged Toy Piano Festival 

celebrated 3ohn Cage and the qu~rks of a eet~ai~} i~strume~t. 

per~ormi 
~g 

Travel 

FAVORITE PLACE 

Seduced lby Naples 

More than Florence, Rome or Ve~)ice, the author argues, it is 

Naples that is one of the mosk romandc cities in the world. 

CHOICE TABLES 

Ai Pro’is B~’asse~-ies, Cuisine to Mate:h i]~c 

In recent years, the city’s hrasseries have gained a t~putafion 

medioerib’. But at these Ibm" spot% diners can tS~d hoth a lively 

atmosphe~v and sa~isl~ing food. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

D~°awir~g Yomoself Into i-l~c Seen e 

ttow can art deepen the travel experience’? Following the trail of 

artists ra~%i~}g Dora Dali to Vermeer reveals sore e answet~. 

Today’s Video 



The black silhouette of New Yorkers is brought to life by a 

stretch of leg, m ultiple textured fab~es, fur and, of course, a 

black umbrella dus~ed with snow. 

~ w~)~o: In Performmtee: Atom= Mar~e 

The actress pod[Grins a scene fi’om I,incoln Center Theater’s 

production of Shakespeare’s "Macbeth," on Broadway a~ ~he 

Vivian Beaumont. 

~ vine:o: Holiday Feast: Goose 

Sam Siftoa shows how to make a goose fit any ~{ntertimc special 

Obituaries 

Honey Wa|dman, Producer Who C~0eated 2 

Theaters~ D~es at 87 

Ms. Waldman was a stage producer who teamed up with bet 

tmsband to convert a dilapidated movie house in ~he tludson 

Valley m~d a bank i~ the Eas~ ~,,tllage i~to distinguished theaters. 

Waldma 

who 

Allert Rose~tberg, O13w~tp~c Rouqing Coach lNho 

Transformed the Spot% Dies at 8~ 

Mr. Rosenberg ]ed the ~Mnefiean rowing team to gold in the 1964 

Olymph?s a~d brought a~ a~ml~ical approach to what was a spo~ 

of brute strength. 

Don Mitdmll, a Co-Star on TV% ’Ironside,’ Dies 

Besides playing Mark Sanger, the kifle character’s bodyguard- 

assistant on "Ironside," Mr. Mitchell also appeared in the 1973 

film "Scream Blacula, Scream" and on other ’P,; series. 

MitchMI, J 

and J 

Ed itorials 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Poor Apology for a V~;ord 

It is peculiarly Englisb to use the word "sorry" to defitse "dae 

potential for conflict while &’a~ng attention to it. 

EDITORIAL 

Battling Horn e|essness in New York Ci ty 

A series i~ The Thnes shows the tragedy of growing up in a shelter. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Year _After Newtown 

Given the ~’ack record of gun-controI efforks, it’s bard to be 

optimistic. But it’s impo~fant not to give up. 

~ Collimr/ist Page ] Blog 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED I ALLISON ARIEFF 

Companies flock to cries bflMng of eommunRy, then p~x~eeed to 

~solate themselves fl’om ~he m’ba*~ expmqe*~ee, 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Prosecution Defe~’~’ed, J~stiee De~ied 

Tb e govermn e~t has show]~ a trou blin g ~] u ctanee to brin g crimin al charges 
against major eo~)orations. 

EDITORIAL 

A Fight Oror (7;~ooss-State Po]l]lution 

The Supreme Court should uphold the Environmental ProLeetion Agency’s 

rigbfftfl authorib~ to clean the air. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

[]     ~i ~,4 ,~,,,oI ~[] 

Access The New York Times Item anywhere with ou[ suite el apps: 

iPhone’(0 l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This Email 

lhis is an automated emaiL Please do net reply directly to this email 

You received this message because yell signed up [sr NYTirnes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsierter, 

As a member of the IRUSIe pnvacy program, we are commi,ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe { Manage Subscriptions :: Change"(our Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Former UNC basketball 

char~]es after drags found in 

house ~ented ~rom Roy 

Will Graves, a former Noah 
Carolina basketball player, faces 
~¢o m~sdemeanor charges after 
Chapel Hill police found 
marijuana and drug 
paraphernalia... 

North 

Carolina’s Will 

G raves (13) 

points to 

UNC basketbNI strength 

coach helps ~eshape team 

During his 10 years at UNC, 

strength and conditioning coach 

Jonas Sahratian has helped 

Raymond Felton and Ty Lawson 

become faster, and Sean May 

and.. 

% UNC point 

..... guard Marcus 

Paige lifts a 

pair of 60- 

DeCock: B~ice Johnson may 

hold key for Heels 

With almost no outside-shooting 

threat to speak of beyond Marcus 

Paige - as long as P.J. Hairston 

and Leslie McDonald remain in 

their increasingly .. 

North 

Carolina’s 

Brioe 

Johnson (11) 

lets out a yell 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=:21‘~!.a..~.L.g.~ if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <-reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

Top Stories of the Week 

.............................................. .............................................................................................. 
4. 3 kI?itnas busir?ess ieaders si-to.’,.t)d take frotyl Coach 

5.5 ~i~ings you didn’t k~-~ow at}ou~ BPOY Sco~ Wingo (Pi-tOqOS) 

I II 
I I ~~0~- ~ w~ r.~ ~.i,~. 

I .... ~ I uOc..~ ~’).,. d~L’~ ,..Of .~O.t.3,~cf~) .a .............................................................................. 

9. How tree ~?eeds (-~ome Depo~ ~o se() its L.~:D bulbs 



11. Toshiba @obal ~.@~__presence it’,, D.Ltt4-~am 

12. Wal--ivla~-~ hirinq 450 for new distribution c~n~er in Heban~ 

13. b~ortis Rale{£kL’.. residents: We dor’..*t want Publix 

14. Obamac~re b.a.s CFOs thinking; Should we cut our pavr@l? 

~A lock indicates content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. 

Top Stories ~on~ tiffs Week’s Pl~t E~fion 

~ 20:t3 ~us~nes~;~erson of the Ye{~r: Scot. W~ngo 

~2013 BusinessD~msor~ of th~s Year: Da’£ ~r~ th~s Lifts 

~Wood b~asts DHHS for de%cts revealed ~n audR 

Upsta~: Editor’s Choice 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

B~ck 9 Lin~,s; At th~s ca%, somethT~es the customer ~s wrenf~ 

People 
~ 

C~mme~eml Real 

.......... P]’k:e ~er Square Fob}t: 

Bu~tdlrN btze: 3,I92 SF 

Featured Event 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Rams Club <ramsclub@ramsclub.com> 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 3:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Important Belk Bowl Information 

are !laving trouble viewin.c, this message see it in your browser 

Join The Rams C~ub in Charlotte for the Belk Bow~! 
Priority. Deadline Reminder 

q 1:59~ S~mp]y bgm to 1:he UNC Ticket Cen~er 1:o make your requesL lt~e Rams Ck~b, UNC General 

Ah;mni Associa~k~rL and 1:he Department of Athlel:~cs w~ be in Charlotte Satt~rda~/, I])~c 28, 1:o help far~s 

ge~ in the spiri~ before the big game 

Friday, Dec 27th 

7:00PM 

210 East Trade Street 
EpiCentre 

Join fellow Tar Heels at BlackFinn American Saloon to cheer on the Heels as they 
fake the court in Chapel Hill against Northern Kentucky. The Rams Club and General 

Alumni Association will provide appetizers. Cash bar and additional menu items will 

be available on individual tabs. The Belk Bowl Fan Central event will be faking place in 

this area Friday night as well with entertainment, an appearance by the Marching Tar 
Heels end more. 

BbckFinnCharloIte corn BlackFinn American Saloon is the designated official sports bar for UNC during the 

Belk Bowl. 

Saturday, Dec. 28th 

I:00PM 

Westin Charlotte 

Saturday, Dec 28th 

11:00 a.m- 2:30 p.m. 

Outside Bank of America 

Sfadium, centered on the 
corner of Mint St and 

Stonewall St. 

We invite all UNC Fans to stop by the team hotel for a special Victory Walk in 
Charlotte. Gather in the Westin lobby at 12:45 pro. to cheer on the Heels as they head 

to Bank of America Sfadium Please note that players and coaches will not be able to 

stop for autographs or photos. 

Look for The Rams Club/GAA tent at the Belk Bowl FanFest. This year’s entertainment 

features Blake Shelton, along with other live music, food, interactive games and other 
family friendly activities! 

Travel Information 

Visit AnthonyTravel.com to book 
your trip to Chadot~.e! 

Parking Information 

Folk~w this link b 8cc,gss 9am,gday parkir~g 



~ Arrfirak 7rarlsporlation 

o Pi~ase visii Aml:rak’s i~’ffi(,’i~l 

for a:d,’til:io!lai del:a:ils 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 3:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Officials Say U.S. May Never Know Extent of Snowden’s Leaks 

Today’s Headlines  oo o ,o ..... 
I1’~ THIS EMAIL "~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spoils Alts Magazine Today’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On This Day ~ CUSTOMIZE*~ 

Top News 

O.~N~cials Say UoS. Nay Neve~° Know Ext~r~lt of S~owde~/s 

Ilwesfigators l’emai~ i~ the dark pmNy becanse the faci~ig~ where the fi:~rmer 

National Security Agency contractor Edward d. Snowden worked was not 

equipped with software to mo~fitor employees. 

A pro%" know~ as Ataka, which means a~ad<, champh:ms 

**Bu]gaz~a lbr Bulgarians" and has denounced Syrian reNgees as 

terrorists whom Bulgaria, the European Unio~’s poo~st ~mtion, must expel. 

Tl~e Se[~ng of Attention Deficit 

Diag~oses have soared as make~ of the drugs used to treat 

attention defidt hyperactivity disorder have found success with 

a two-decade marketing campaign. 

, ~’~ Vi,<,ee: How P!~rn!a,:;eutic;?is Sell A D ~-I D 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

The l~est of~o~3 

Slaws’s, aslronauk~ and con a~ lis’Ls in film. "Matilda" and 

"Macbeth" in theatcr. Slimy polidcians and zombies on TVo 

Kanye West, I,orde a~d Nine Inch Nails in pop mus~e. Paul 



McCall_by and medieval treasures in arts. An extended look back at fi~e year’s 

very best, 

OPINION I OPINION 

A Formu]ta foJ~ HappiJ[~ess 

Social stick, fists have determined three souyces of supreme 

contentment: genes, evenLs and values. 

QUOTATIONOFTHBDAY 

~EITB CONNERS, a psychologist and professor emeritns at D~ke University, criticizing 
the rise of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or A.D.H.D. diagnoses and 

prescriptions for stinmlants. 

World 

State F~me~za~ of Nande|a Begins 

~,v2"ter lo days of*rational m~-.,urni*~g, Nelsot~ Mandeia is to be 

bnr{ed with mi]itaW bcmot~ at a ceremony blendi~% the public 

and the private. 

. Video From NBC News Live 

. ~ Video NotebooK: Manaela Arrives Home 

_,~mriem~ m~d Chirmse Na~.W Sh~ps Nem’ly Collided ~n South 
China Sea 

The etmounter this month was a sign of the increased tet~sions in the South 
Chitin Sea as Cbi~m tries to enfbrce its terrkorial claims. 

Ciudad Oragtrez, a Border City l(no*~ fi~r Killing, 

(;eta [Sack to Living 

Ot~ly a few yea*~ ago, Ciudad O u~z was a symbol of dt~g war 

devaatatiom But the ldl]i~g has subsided, replaced by 

businesses, returning wsidenLs and cautious hope. 

. ~ Slide Show: A Violent Border C~ty’s RevivN 



A federal j udge struck down parts of U tah’s anti-polygamy law as 

unconstitutional in a case brought by a star of "Sister Wives," the reali~ 

television show. 

.Arrests Ch~]]er~ge Los Angeles Coamty Sherit’~s 4- 

With the CounW ShetSft~s Department emneshed in new 

allegations of civil righks violations and Nlsified reports, its 

leader, Lee Baea, faces renewed calls for his r~sig)mtion, 

Se~errt~sts q)0~ Their Gaze Toward T~y Threats 

to Great Lakes 

Scientists have worried about plas[ie debt, s in [he oceans lk)r 

decades, but focused on enormous ace mnulations, More 

recently, the question *:d smaller bits has gained a~e~tion. 

[] [] 

Business 

Japan’s ’Fop Voice: Higb~, Polite and on the 

The annual A] 1-Japa n Phon e-An sweri n g Competition for o~ce 

workers is a closely watched contest that some say r~iterates the 

stereotype ~ff women in clerical positions, 

~ Video: Hello, Japan’s Champion Speakin9 ... 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

Congress and the hospitals have established a residency system 

that doesn’t train the doctors Americans need most. 

Cook Islm~ds, a Paradise of U~to~ehable 

These flyspeck islands in the Pacific have the reputation of being 

a place where assets can be hidden fi’om business partners, 

litigants or form er spouses. 

Sports 

Florida S1a~te’s Jameis Winston, who faced scrutiny this season 

after Being accused of rape, finished ],5o~ points ahead ofA J 



MeCarron for the seventh.-Iargesk victory margin in Heisman 

history. 

A iLast ][-l~rr~d~ for Holl?.vood Park 

Wilk ~e track’s last race scheduled lbr Dec. 22, among the l~w 

likely to witness iN final momeng a~ those who ~nmmber the 

synch rm~izati on of the g:4 d en era s of h orse racing a n d 

Hollywood. 

KNICKS 111, HAWKS 106 

N o Rest for Sto~Mlemire; No Regrets ~br Kn]~ks 

WRh limRed options, Mike Woodson rolled ~he dice with his s~r 

Am ar’e Stored emire, who is still recove~i ~ g from knee an rgery. 

. ~ Box Sco~e 

Arts 

Tlhe Festers] World, and ~VhaUs Beyo~:~d 

"American ttnstle" and "12 Yea~s a Slave" are among a critic’s 

favorite films of the year. 

J airy escapism predominated on television this year, with series 

like "Scandal," "Revenge" and "Hot~se of Cards" eclipsing 

ofl’erings like ’The Newsroom.’ 

And a Teer~ager Shall Lead Them 

Popular ae[s like Lanra Marling, Nine Inch Nails, M.I.A, Janelle 

Mmff~e and David Bowie made room fl:~r the neweomer Lorde 

araong a lisk of the best albums of the year. 

Magazine 

H~side t~e Power of~e N,R,A, 

It has been a yea*’ sh~ee the Newto*~m shooting. Federal gun laws 

haven’t changed. Here is why. 

The dh’ector of "American Hustle" on redirecting his o~ career. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

_,~’e Amer~*m~s Sta~g P~t9~ 

As with so ma~y cases of inertia, the h~ternet may be pm~ly to 

blame. 

Today’s Video 

A~iea 

Sonth ~ca’s constitntion gnamntees eqnality. Bnt some gWs 

worry ~hat with Nelson Man de]a’a passing, some of those righN 

could come under threat. 



~ vine:o: HoJJ.day Dr~.nks: T~rkey Legs 

Jon Santer of The Prizefighter ~n F.mer3~’ille, ( ’~ali/, made a 

spice-filled cocka~il Kom brandy and mira. 

When the 2o~3 Malibu failed to excite critics (and more 

imporkanfly, buyers), Chevy quickly refreshed iL The 2o~4 

model gets mo~ sb4e, ~-~,om, power and cornering f~_m. 

Obituaries 

Pro Fishman worked on a drug ~hat eonnters the addk.tive and 

poten~ially ~akal use of narcotics. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL I NUMBERS CRUNCH 

With its best students far behind their foreign peers, Mnerh:~a 

needs new ideas to nurture their talenk and produce new 

innovaLors. 

~ Video: ]eachin,~ Science Teachers 

EDITORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

T]he G~mnt{~narno Trials, ~n Pastel 

Every single (h’awing from the lone sketch a~ist permitted in die 

termfiat trials is scrutinized by censors, an d sore crimes 

defendanb, before the milita~7 allows public dissemination. 

EDITORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

Tilde Return of~lolm Pod~sta 

Podest~’s decision 

on vi ton men tails 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Skip the Supplements 

Dietmy supplemel~ts: ndslN)eled, contain inated and probably 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Th~ Cat|relies Still i~ ExiK~ 

Pope Krancis’ words are gen tie, b u k khe eh arch’s trea tment of 

s ome employees remains h arsh, i mpeding th e ou [reac~ to 

disaffi~eted Cakholies. 

. Cobmni~ r~age ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Does raising girls make paren[s e~-~nservafive? 

Columnist Page I Blog 



Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Some see a small-tc, wn atmospim[’e, some see Big B[’c, the[’o 

EWS ANALYSIS 

’1The B~teoi~ Ideology 

its creators and mm~erous disciples, bitcoin is a mostly ideoh:~giea~ 

d e~¢aking, m ore philosophy th an fi n ante. 
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News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC hoMs on ~or 82-77 victory 

UNC sophomore Marcus Paige 

scored 21 of his 23 points in the 

second half to lead the 18th- 

ranked Tar Heels to a 82-77 victory 

over the No. 11 Kentucky... 

UNC’s Brice 

Johnson (11) 

celebrates 

after a dunk 

to give the 

DeCock: Less turning out to be more for short- 

Even without P.J Hairston and Leslie McDonald, 
North Carolina has now beaten the top three teams 

in the preseason AP poll after Saturday’s win over 

Kentucky at the Smith Center. 

UNC vs. Kentucky: ~[f~e 

preview 

North Carolina Tar Heels vs. 

Kentucky Wildcats: What you need 

to know 

Will North 

Carolina beat 

its third 

ranked team 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 
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Today’s Headlines: China Focusing Gra£t Inqui~ on Ex-ONcia] 

Today’s Headlines 
Iit THI++ ENAIL ~ World i U.S Business ~ Spoils Alts Media &Adve~sing Tod~y:s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On This Day ~ CUSTOMIZE*~ 

Top News 

The deeisio~ hy Preside~k Xi dinping to investigate tt~e former 

head of the domestic seem’ity apparata~s is the fil,~t time that 

such a hig~-level official has been the focus of a formal 

corruption inquiry. 

;-:7 E ;d ’:.4:, 

The resistam?e of 

laws is raising questions about whe~er lougher rules passed 

since Ne~4ow~ h~ve a muted et~):ct i~ parks of the na~io~ where 

gul~ ownership is common. 

Billio+~.+ in Projects 

Bloomherg admiifis tradon officials are determined to finish 

reviews for a ~ u m bet c f "lega ey proj ects" betbre Mayor 

Michael R. B]oomberg leaves office. 

Gl~?phic: L.eRo,¢er Projects 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

The Timcs’s +John Eligon talked to Soud~ Africans in Qunu~ 

Nelson Mandela’s boyhood village, as his remains arrived for 

hm’~al. 



OPINION I OP-DOCS & THE MAGAZINE 

~Nat~rally, J~,.L Ca|e~ 

This animated Op-Doc explores why && Cale, who wro[c classics 

]~ke "~er Mi~k~igtR," "Cocaine" and "Call Me [~e Breeze," never 

achieved stardom, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRINCE TURKIAL:FAISAL, the former intelli~ence chief of Saudi Arabia, accusm~ 

PreMdent Obam~ of ~ndecis~on on issues m [he M~ddle l.;~st. 

World 

Ukraine 

A Lop official ~fl] ba[ accused P~sident V~ktor 

dissembling over a deal that protesters have bee~ demm~d~ng. 

Sa~di Pri~ce C~iI-icizes Obama Admi~iatral-io~, 

Pi’~Ilee T~l’k~ al-.}:a~sal, a ~o~zler intelligence chief, said efl?~As 

semn?e a peace deal behveen Israelis m~d Palesfinians would 

lkmnder x~i [hon t d ea r corn mi tmen t h’om Presiden t 0barn a. 

North Ko~oean Leader*a A~t Appem°s U~s(~athed 

Kim Kyong-tmi was named on a Ieadetship list in No~h Korea’s 

state-run media, signaling she may have avoided the thte of her 

tmsband, who was executed last weeko 

U.S. 

More Retailers See Haggl[h~g as a P~oice of Doing 

Consumers have become bolder, and they know that they oRen 

have the upper ha~d clu}Sng a tough seascm fbr retailers, who 

must compete with steep online discounts. 

Pay ~r UoS, College Preside~ts Contraries to G~0ow 

The Chronicle of Hi~j~er Education released their latest analysis of the 



compensation %r Unitd States college presidents. 

Scholars~ (;rmlp to Disc|osc Result of Votc on an Academic 

Boyeott of Israel 

The zMnm{ean Studies ~soeiafion put a resolution ko a yoke of its almost 5,000 

members, who had until SundW night to cast thdt" ballots online. 

[] [] 

Business 

Beyonci~, Rc~eets Tradition for Social ~Iedia’s 

The pop star bypassed the standard prae6 ce of rdentless 

pwmofion when she rdeased her albnm last week, and 

impressive response may have blazed a new trail for the m usie industW. 

Booksellers ~&’at~" About Holiday Sales 

Competit[ol~ t~?i:a’a e-hooks }ms eased, but merchants face other 

obstacles during their most en~eial sales pe~qod. 

Revelath-ms That Ikea Spied on Its Employees 

St~r Outrage in F~’ant~e 

The ease has cansed outrage in a country where p~{vaey is 

valued, and it remains unclear why ~he Ikea’s unit is said to have 

engaged in the pyactiee so wMely. 

Sports 

PANTHERS 30, JETS 20 

Jets’ Fml~h-QuarCer BtIistakes, Unu.su.al a~d 

Familiar, Hurt PhD~fff Hopes 

The dens stayed withit~ 3 points of the Carolina Panthers fbr 

three qnarters, before falling, 30-20, and needing a Baltimore loss on Monday 

to keep their playoff chances aliveo 

Sharapova Is Back i.u the Game and as D~iven as 

E.er 

h,la~a SJmrapova, who says she can now sense paln-fl?ee, is 



preparing for the 2o14 season opener with a new coach, new off:- 

court challenges and an old rivahT, 

SYRACUSE 68, ST. JOHN’S 63 

In "~e first game between the rivals sb~ee the Orange jobmd the 

A.C.C, C. 3. Dfir and "13’ler Ennis each scored 21 points to lead 

No. 2 Syracuse ~o a win a* Madison Square Garden. 

Fer mei+ spoi’:.s i-~ews, ~e to NYTimers. com]Sp~rts + 

Reform E~b~ts 

The state-run China Poly Group < :o+~:,orafion, once pat+ of the 

army, has grown h’om an arms merchant to a condomera~e 

behind the world’s third--larges t auction house. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Bad Gir]t Meets Bad Sancta 
~,. i.:~.N 

The antidpath:m of Mi]ey Cyrus generated intense excitement at 

the Zmo Jingle Bali on Friday, until her performance, at least 

musically, became a pointed rejection of the rhythm of,Jingle Ball, in which the 

npbeat mood must role. 

. ~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Mu]t~p]taye~° Games ~Vit.h a I,oc~l ToueI+ 

"Indic Essentials: +5 Mns>Play Video Gamea," a playable 

exhibition at ~e Museum of the Moving Image, providcs the 

easiest way +o experience "local mulfiplwer" games. 

, ~ Slide 9how 

Media & Advertising 

Coverage and Develop Distal I lat.{brm 

The grants, to be announced Monday, comejust three months 

aRer NPR, which is facing financial di~eulfies, aa~d it would cut 

~o pereen ~ of its staff. 

MEDIA DECODER 

Mired in bankruptcy, Budget Travel has fom~d wws to generate revenue 

through digital subscriptions on iPad, Kindle, Nook and Andrdd devices, and 

from display adver~sing on iks websRe. 

ADVERTISING 

Ahq-mb C~mlpa~g~ Uses lgirdho~ses to ~V~+ten I~s 

Read~ 

A~ rbn b, an online se~M ee th at con n ecta travelers with people 

who want to r~nt out their homes, is beginning its first integrated national 

a dve~ain g campaign. 

News From {he Advert~sh~g ~aaustry 



Today’s Video 

This animated Op-Doe explores why-I~J. Cale, who wrote sneh 

da ssi e songs a s "After ~dni gh t," "Cocai n e ~ and "Call Me th e 

Breeze," never achieved stardom. 

t~ VmEo;Vows: Celebrating Hom.e 

~,Mnan&~ Lan~" and Sean MeGinley, both qnirky collectors, live 

in their dream home in Sea Bright, N.J. ;0amage from Hurriea~e 

Sandy had them scrambling to x’enovate in time fox’ theix" 

wedding. 

Tens of thousands of demonstrators came ox~t to support 

Ukx’aine’s President Yanukovieh on Saturday. 

Obituaries 

Pete~ O’Toole, Star of’Law~’enee of A~abia~’ Is 

Dead a~ 8~ 

Mr. O’Tode was one of" his generation’s most accomplished and 

ehaxqsmatie so[ors whose pet’lk~rmanees bxs~ught him eight 

Aeadmny Award nominations. 

Ms. Fontaine was only 24 when she took home an Academy 

Award in 1942, the youngest best-aet~’ess winner" at the time. 

Lea de~ in O~ [i~m Edlieafio~, Dies 

Dx’. Vest was trained as a mechanical engineer and bex~’m~e a 
ehamplon of women in sdenee and englneexingo 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Exchanges report sharp ~ise in applications processed for p~ivate and public 

EDITORIAL 

The ]Black Hole of Te.r.rorism ~:atcl~ Lists 

Cong~s;ss should mnke it easier [or people to challenge [heir inclusion on the 

list. 

EDITORIAL 

]Big Tobacco ]B~llies 

Tobacco eompan ies are usil~g trade and investment agreeme~ts to challenge 

and intimidate developing eountx{es as they try to regulate cigarettes. 

Fo; mo~e or~i:~ioI~ ~o to NYTimes.~orrdOpinior~ ,,~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Russia vs. 

Czar %qadhnh: takes on the de(’ade~t West. 

. CoK:mnist Page ~ 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

IYhy h~eq~aIity I~1 atte~’s 

The econ omi c populi sts h ave it right. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Doc~ente, d L~fe 
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Daily Briefing, Dec. 16: Resolution Plan Doubted; Service Complaints Continue 

[ ~’~ American Banker Daily Briefing White. P~p~.rs 
....... We~ Seminars 

Today’s Top Stories 

the FDIC°s ’Bing~e@oint’ Resolution 
P~an a Stealth Bailout? 

In theory, the FDIC’s plan to seize and 
dismantle a troubled megabank is the furthest 
thing from a government bailout. But experts 
are increasingly worried that even if the plan 
works as promised, it might be perceived 
differently by the public. 

Regulators Likely to Miss Yearend 
Deadline for Key Regs 

While the agencies successfully finalized the 
long-awaited Volcker Rule this week, they are 
expected to miss yearend deadlines for 
several other rules, including ones that would 
institute tougher capital requirements on big 
banks and force them to issue long-term debt. 

Banks Struggling to Resolve Customer 
Complaints 

A recent survey found that a significant number 
of customer problems take multiple interactions 
to resolve or are left unaddressed. 
Improvement in this area is critical as banks try 
to keep customers. 

FHA°s Finances Stabilize: Report 

Lower credit losses and higher premium 
revenues pushed the Federal Housing 
Administration’s mortgage insurance fund 
closer to positive territory and the agency says 
it is on pace to reach its statutory capital 
requirement two years ahead of schedule. 

By Department 

Are Banks Ready for Quantum 
Computing? 

Some banks have quietly begun testing 
computers that harness quantum physics to run 
100,000 faster than traditional computers. 

FHA°s Finances Stabilize: Report 

Lower credit losses and higher premium 
revenues pushed the Federal Housing 
Administration’s mortgage insurance fund 
closer to positive territory and the agency says 
it is on pace to reach its statutory capital 
requirement two years ahead of schedule. 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 16, 2013 

COMPLETEISSUE 

D View company 

index 
D Subscribe 

SPECIAL REPORT 

The FinTech I00 

~ 
FIS and 

Tata once 
again top 
the annual 
FinTech 

100 list of vendors, 
ranked by revenue; 
IBM and Hewlett- 
Packard lead the 
pack of tech 
companies serving 
multiple industries; 
and Bionym and 
Silver Tail are among 
the 10 Tech 
Companies to 
Watch. 

Wealth 
Management 

~ 
W ealth 
management 
has 
reached a 
critical 

juncture. The 
pressure to expand 
and cross-sell could 
encourage 
employees to cut 
corners and 
regulators to crack 
down on 
questionable 
practices. All this 
applies to big banks, 
which thirst for 
sources of growth, 
and small banks, 
which are jumping 
headlong into the 
business and 
catering to the less 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

sepvices in response to 

consumer demand. 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 

Access American Banker’s 

award winning coverage 

from your iPad and 

receive essential news, 

analysis and tools all at 

your fingertips From the 

latest regulatory updates, 

to community banking and 

consumer finance news, 

the American Banker iPad 

app provides you with the 

comprehensive 

information you need to 

build your business - 

accessible anytime, 

anywhere 



A recent survey found that a significant number 
of customer problems take multiple interactions 
to resolve or are left unaddressed. 
Improvement in this area is critical as banks try 
to keep customers. 

Regulators Likely to Miss Yearend 
for Key Regs 

While the agencies successfully finalized the 
long-awaited Volcker Rule this week, they are 
expected to miss yearend deadlines for 
several other rules, including ones that would 
institute tougher capital requirements on big 
banks and force them to issue long-term debt. 

Pacific Nationa~ in ~iarni Discloses 
BuyeCs ~dentity 

A group of employees at Black Diamond 
Capital Management are looking to buy Pacific 
National Bank. 

affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

DeOock; Less turning ou~ ~o be mo~e for sho~to 

handed Tar Heels 

Even without P.J. Hairston and Leslie McDonald, 
North Carolina has now beaten the top three teams 

in the preseason AP poll after Saturday’s win over 

Kentucky at the Smith Center. 

UNC ho~ds on for 82-77 victory 

against Kentucky 

UNC sophomore Marcus Paige 

scored 21 of his 23 points in the 

second half to lead the 18th- 

ranked Tar Heels to a 82-77 victory 

over the No. 11 Kentucky.. 

UNC’s Brice 

Johnson (11) 

celebrates 

after a dunk 

to give the 

UNC 82, Ken~Lucky 77: In 

~r~view 

A look back at the Tar Heels’ 82- 

77 victory against Kentucky at the 

Smith Center on Saturday. 

Noah 

Carolina 

forward Brice 

Johnsonlets 
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December 16, 2013: Investors Are Hungry for U.S. Corporate... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

~nvestors Are Hungry for U.S. Corporate Bonds 

"Bond investors are showing the most confidence in corporate America since 
~he financial crisis," reports the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 16, Cherney), 
"underscoring expectations that the U.S. econom,,, will keep rolling as the 
Federal ReseP~e prepares to trim moneta~ sfimukls." Buyem of corporate 
den are demanding the smallest h~erest-rate premium to comparable 
government bonds ~n sk years. At 1he same time, demand has pul sJes of 
new junk-rated corporale bonds in the Un~led States on pace to surpass 
2012’s record taJJy. According to Deabgic, saJes of investment-grade bonds in 
~he U.S. this year are akeady a~ the highest on record. "The trend shows 
bond buyers’ ~ncreasing comforl that companies w~ repay them," the Jouma~ 
states, "thanks to rock-bottom ~nterest rates and an economic recovery that, 
wNle tepid, ~s show~n9 signs of renewed strength. As we~L companies are 
benefiting from ~nvesbr demand for the income generated by corporale bonds, 
as yMds offered by other debt such as US. Treasu~s remain low." For 
~nstance, that demand helped Ve[[zon Communications Inc. complete its $49 
b~llion bond sale ea[lier ~h[s fall, the biggest corporate-bond safe [n history 
topp[n9 Apple ~nc.’s $17 billion deal back in ApdL 

The Financial Times (Dec~ 16, Roddgues), meanwhile, forecasts tha~ the 

prodigious level of adivity in the global co,potage bond market will slow in 
2014 due to concerns d higher borrowing costs. Jonny Fine, head of 
~nvestment grade syndbate h~ the Amerbas for GoNman Sachs, described 
2013 as ~he "vomcbus year," as a flurry d large offedngs by such companies 
as Apple, Pelrobras, and Spr~nl indeed clh~axed in September wilh the 

bbckbuster Verizon offer. "For the first time sh~ce 2008," the Th~es notes, 
"corporate borrowers are now ~acing ~he prospect d higher borrowing costs:’ 
Since the spdng, ~he issue of how and when the Federal Resem’e w~l begin b 
taper its $85 billbn of monthly bond purchases has weighed on markets, 
hampering the peffon~ance d corporate bonds. Dan Heckman, s senbr fixed- 
bcome strategist at US Bank Wealth ManagemenL states, "As we go ~nto 
2014, 1he oppo[tun~ly fer some of these companies 1o keep ~ssuing debt at 
very attractive rotes ~s dimin~shh~g." 

Meanwhile, Bloomberq (Dec. 16, Linsell) reports tha~ "Spanish corporate 
bonds are set to hand investom the largest returns this year among 
investment-grade company debt soM ~n Europe." Spanish debt ~s rewarding 
bves~om a[Jer ~he counJry ended a Jwo-year recession during Jhk year’s Ju~y- 
through-September period. ThaL h~ lurn~ compelled Rlch Ratings, Moody’s 
hwestors Service, and Standard & Pools to a~ raise the~ outbok for Spain’s 
credit rating to "stable," c~ting the nation’s improvh~g gro~h prospects. 
"~n~ernat~ona~ ~nvestors are showhg a lot d confidence ~n Spah as the 
macroeconomic situation has s~gn~ficant~y improved this year," observes 
Cdsfina Ma~inez, who he~ps oversee approximately 6 bi~bn euros ~n fixed 
bcome at ~bercaja Ges~ion SG~IC SA ~n Zamgoza, Spa~n. "The[o’s still a pJcb 
up ~n y~ekJ from Spanish compan~es compared to those based ~n Europe’s 
core that’s wo~h 1eking advantage oL" 

Sha[e~ 
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~$dle capitalism has a strong element of selfdnterest, it is aL~;o arguably one 
d the most amazing vehiebs for social cooperation that has ever existed~ Our 
panel will discuss "conscious capitalism," an approach to business in whbh 
self-interest and the profit motive have combined with purpose, compassion, 
and shared values to achieve outstanding long-term performance, 

Speakers fer this webinar include Seth Goldman, TeaEO, Honest Tea, and 
Charles V, Calian, Senior Vice President of Regulatory Affairs and Policy 
Research, Broadddge F~nancia~ Solutions. 

Learn more and register. 

Share[~qlq~ 

Audit and Finance 

Goog~e Acquires Boston Dynamics, I~ake~ of Crazy, Walking Robots 

PC Magazine (Dec, 14, Murphy) is reporting that Google has acquired Boston 
Dynamics for an undisclosed slim. While Googb is expected to use the 
company’s technology ~o "build a new class of autonomous systems," it 
unobar precisely how tMs robofics4hemed acquisition could fit into 
Internet search giant’s existing p[oduct lineup. According to the publication, 
the acqLdsifion is its "eighth in the last hsif-year or so and it’s clear that the 
moves are par o~ a new robotics ~ni~a~ve at Google, bd by ~errner Android 
feunder Andy Rubin2 Boston Dynambs currently has severa~ ongoh~g 
government contracts, inck~ding a $10.8 m~llion one with the Pentagon’s 
Defense Advanced Reseamh Projects Agency, "Google represerfla~ives sam 
that the company inlends to honor Boston Dynamics’ existing contracls," 
notes PC Magazh~e, "though Googb doesn’t plan to move toward becoming a 

m~Hta~ contractor on its own." 

Share~ 

First Conflict tVline~a~s Audits Loom 

"The deadline is less than six months away for the first round of audits on the 
use of metals and minerals from the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and 

confusion abounds," states the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 13, Chasan). The 
Dodd-Fn~nk financial reforms of 2010 mandates that companies musl scour 
their supply chains for such metals and mh~era]s as tin, tungsten, and 
~hat are blarned ~or ~uel~ng v~obnce in the Congo~ Companies rnust have those 
results audited and flied w~th the SEC by the end of May. "This year was the 
first annual reposing perbd," notes the Journal and "the fimt year of the audit 
couM be challenging for companies that don’t have much experience ~n the 
a~a." Jim Low, a paRner a~ accoun~#~g f#m KPMG LLP, says companies 
should be carefu~ about how much information 1hey put ~n their initial repo~s. 
companies revea~ ~nfon~ation they dec~de they don’t want disclosed ~n the 
~u~ure, he warns, "it’s going ~o be hard ~o take that back:’ 

Share~ 

N.J. Incentives Go to Companies Out of the Region 

The Press of Atlantic City (Dec. 15, Post) confirms that New Jersey’s 
Economic Development Authority has approved the first projects under the 
Grow NJ Assistance program, the new consolidation of NJ. incentive 
programs for bushlessesr "Projecls by sevens[ companies are scheduled to 
receive $93 mi~Hon from the state," notes the newspapeB. "Nearly $40 million 
of the money w~ go ~o Valeant Pharmaceuticals In[ema[bnaL whbh ~s 
tMnMng aboul pulfing ~ts post-merger headqualters in New Jersey or in 
Rocheste[, N.Y." The firm is p[esently ~ess~ng a fsc~ty in Bridgewater, where 
~ employs 274 workers and m~ght hire another 550 if ~ op~s ~or ~he Garden 
Slale and ~ts money. Another $24 m~llion ~s pledged to IDT Corp. fix staying 
pul in Newark despite an attractive incentive package now being offe[ed by the 
State of New York. "That wouM keep 530 jobs ~n New Jersey’s ~argest city," 
notes the pubHcatbn. 

Share~ 

La~( a!~d P~!i£~ ............................................................................................................................... 

Anadarko Liable in Kerf4VicGee Case, Judge Rules 

Fox Business (Dec. 13, Rocco) repeals that a ruling by Judge Allan Gropper 

has found Anadarko Petrobum "liable for more than $5.2 billion in a lawsuit 
connected to ~he oil producer’s 2006 acquisition of Kerr-McGee." The lawsui~ 
was filed in 2009, three years after the Texas-based company paid $16.4 
billion to acquire oil and gas producer Kerr-McGee. Prior to the transaction, 
Kerr-McGee shed liabilities from its chemicals business when it spun the unit 
off into Tronox. "Tronex filed Ior bankruptcy in 2009," repeals Fox, "citing 
billion d dollars in environmental obligations. It’s seeking to recover the value 
of oil and gas assets that Anadarko acquired in its deal for Kerr-McGee, 
arguing that i~s former parent loaded it wi~h liabilities and made it insolvent." 
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The court found Kerr4V~cGee liable for fraudulent transfers in connection to a 
2002 internal restructuring and the Trenox spinoff. As a result, Anadarko could 
be forced to pay damages of between $5.2 billion and $14.2 billion. "Both 
sides will submit arguments related to the size of the payments," states Fox. 
"The court will then issue a judgment, which will be subject to appeal." 

ShareFTTF~ 

�0rnper~af~i~n ................................................................................................................................ 

Health Bosses Top Nonprofit Pay Survey 

The San Diego Union-Tribune (Dec. 15, O’Neal) has released the [esulls of its 
firsi regional sur~,ey of compensation for nonprofit CEOs. The newspaper 
reviewed the most recent tax filings from the top charities ~n the county by 
revenue. It concluded that DonaM Casey Jr., head of the West Hea~[h 
~n La JoUle, was the Mghest paM in 2011 at $1 r7 million ~ a sum the1 JnchJded 
$1 m~HJon in sMa~ and $540,000 ~n bonuses. The po~ found st ~esst 70 
organizations throughout the region that pay [hmr CEOs over $200,000 
annually. "Ck~stered neat the top were hospitals and scientific and medica~ 
research groups," holes the publication, "along with a credit union and a 
university." Nonprofits say executive compensation in their sector is well 
justified by the complexity of ~he organizations. Pat Libby, who heads the 
University of San D~ego’s ~nsfik~e fer Nonprofi~ Education and Research, 
remarks, "These are not your grandmother’s nonprofits. These are 
sophisticated organizations that require a well~ua~fied CEO to manage 
~hem." 

Share~ 

Corporate Governance 

Simon Property Group Shedding Strip K, la~ls Into Separate RE~T 

According to Forbes (Dec. 13, McGrath), Simon Property Group on Friday 
announced that it is shedding the strip shepping centers and smaller malls 
Irorn its property portfolio and is spinning them elf into their own REIT~ The 
move will enable S~mon to place greater emphasis on ~ts larger ma~s and 
premium o~flets. S~mon currently owns or has owneBhip stakes h~ more than 
325 properties throughou~ North Amedca and Asia. In fact, Jt ranks as the 
Mggest ma~ owner ~n ~he United States. l~s plan Js to spin off 54 strip malls 
and 44 "small center" malls into a RE~T that wi~ be known as SpinCo~ In total 
this spinoff w~]] operate approximately 53 m~H~on square feet ~n 23 states. 
SpinCo will be spearheaded by an independent management team, though 
S~mon President and COO Richard Sokolov wi~ chair Sp~nCo’s board d 
d~[ectoB. Simon Chairman and CEO DavM Simon has agreed to sen~e as a 
Sp]nCo board rnember. 

Share~ 

¢O[#o[~t~ S£ci~! Res#£r]Sibi!it~’ ................................................................................... 

Senior Execs Responsible for Establishing a Company Cuit~re of 
~nc{usion 

"Studies show that relatively few CEOs, chief financial officers, and other top- 
level business leaders actively drive perfon:qance in corporate dive~sity 
p~g~rns," states Business Insurance fDec. 15). The publication c~tes a 
recently released poll by KornlFeny Insfilule ~n repoM~ng that that wM~e 96 
percent of senior executives su~eyed said workforce diversib/can improve 
business results, just 72 percent directed their organization to ~mplernen[ a 
formM dive~ity strategy. Shirley Davis Shep#ard, vice presMent of 
d~vers~ty, ~nc~usion, and wor~orce flexibility for the Society for Human 
Resource Management, ~s cM~h~g on sen~or executives to be responsible for 
estab~sh~n9 corporate cultures tha~ vak~e inclusion and d~vers~ty o~ thougM at 
a~] operat~onM ~eve]s. She adds, "Diversity has to be seen h~terna~y and 
externally as pa~ of the organ~zefiona~ DNA. ~t can’t be seen 
program you put ~n place." 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Quaicomm Names Steve ~ol~enkopf Chief Executive Officer 

Business Week (Dec. 13, Callan) reports that Qualcomm h~c. has promoted 
44-year-old CO0 Steve Mellenkopf to CEO, effective March 4. Paul Jacobs, 
the current chief executive, has agreed to become executive chairman. 
"Mollenkopfjoined Qualcomm in 1994 as an engineer," notes the publication, 
"and rose through the ranks to become head of the chip business, QCT, in 
2008." Qualcomm ranks as the world’s biggest maker of chips for mobile 
phones. 

Sha relC~EI 

Exec to Stay After K,1icrosoft CEO Change 



The Fort Wayne Journal Gazette (Dec. 15, Mawad, Hyde) is reporting that 
Satya Nadella, Mic[osoI~ Corp:s cloud-services chiel, sam he plans to remain 
at the software giant regardless of who replaces CEO Steve Ballmer. The 
executive ~s repo~tedly on the short list of I~kely candidales for ~he ~op ~ob at 
the Wash.-based company. According to the newspaper, "the beard ~s aiming 
for a quick replacement for Ballmer, who sa~d ~n Augusl that he will re~ire 
within ~he next 12 months." MeanwhHe~ Microsoft has been shifting its focus 
away from software and more to hardware and Intemet-based sendces as ~t 
vies w~h Apple and Goog~e. 

Shsre~ 

MarketWatch (Dec. 13, Fottrell) cites a new workplace suwey of 2,000 adults 
by the Pew Research Center, which found tha~ only 32 percen~ of males ages 
49 to 67 and 21 percent of females in that range say they want to eventually 
occupy the corner office. By comparison, 70 percent of Millennial-age men 
and 61 percent of women in the same dome - defined by the study as ages 
18 io 32 - say they would like to be the top boss. Tkn Sackett, president el 

Human Resources Unlimited Technical Resources, holes that Boomers are 
put off by the longer hours and stress that comes with being solely 
responsible for a company’s perlom~ance and strategic direction. However, 
such factoi~ as age, lifestyle, and the years left to attain the top iob also 
factor in employees’ ambitions, notes Pew researchers. Furthermore, 
Millennials may have unrealistically high expectations for their careers, with 
many seeing ~he meteoric rise of such young business leade~ as 29-year-old 
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg. The average age d an incoming CEO at an 
SAP 500 company hovers at 52, reports The Conference Board. 

ShareETl-~ 

Economic Outlook 

China, Western Compa~ies Cut Jobs as Growth l~bbs 

",After years of rapid expansion in China," the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 13, 
Chu) reports, "some Vv’estern companies are shedding jobs as the wodd’s 
second-largest economy grows at ~ts ~owest rate in more than 20 yea~." 
Among them are Hew~ett-Psckard Co., wMch is ~aying off a small percentage 
of its workforce ~r~ China; Johnson & Johnson, which is cutting ~ts 
pharmaceutical sales force there; and Bs(#~are Corp., wMch ~s shulting ~ts 
Beij~ng off~ce. According to Manpowe[Group h~c., the positions it tracks at 
foreign companies in China -everything f~m ent~y-leve~ jobs to senior 
management - are down 25 percent ~n the fi~s~t 10 months of 2013. 
remains one of the top priorities for Weslern companies," 1he Journal notes. 
"Fo[e~g~ direct ~vestme~t h~to the coLmt~ from the U.S. and the Europea~ 
Un~on was $9.4 b~ion ~n ~he first 10 months of this year:’ A~so heady 50 
percent of the U.S. firms po~ed by the U.S.~Mna Business Counc~ say they 
p~an to commit more resources to CMna ~n 2014. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <~charles recorr@ml.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 7:17 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Chapter Board Nomination Deadline Dec 31 
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qualified the no~rdnees the higher the likelihood of Board 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: UNC Health Care to pestner with Nash system; Bonner Bridge reopens 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 16, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s 

UNC HeaRh Care to partner vdth Nash ~ystem 
UNC Heaith Care is expected to announce an expanded pa~nership with Nash 

Health Care as early as Monday afternoon. 

Discuss 

Bonnet Bridge reopens; repairs continue 
Bonnet Brid~e on N.C. 12 to Hatteras Island on biorth Carolina’s Outer Bani~,s 

reopened Sunday a~ernoon after being closed since Dec. 3. 

What is Google+? (And Why You Should Use It) 
Not another seoial network to worry abaut! You may have heard abeut Geogle’s 

social neb,~ork but is it really wo~h your time’? Watch this video to find out why you 

should care about Googlee and howto get started 

Discuss 

UNC investigating data breach that could affect 6.000 
£__e___o__p__!__e_. 

]-he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is investigating a data breach that 

involves personal information involving employees and students 

Discass 

~R~NDS & $O~ICS IN ........................ 

5 things you didn’t know about BPOY Scot Winqo (PHOTOS} 

in the Triangle, Wells Fargo adding ATMs instead of 
branches 

...G.r.£.u..p~gLv..L~..g~..a..‘.~..a.y.~9.~..~.Lq~.e.~.~..u..!pm..e.~&t.~.m..~#~£~#~[~£~[!.~#.~!.~ 
nonprofits 

_A_._T_.&_._T_,_ other carriers __a__gree to unlock ce~lphones 
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~s it time to start exporting 

Linked~n releases most overused buzzwords of 201;3 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 7:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- December 16, 2013 

Hello, 

Outside Looking In 

It’s no secret that Saudi Arabia hasn’t been pleased ~th U.S. overtures to 

Iran. But we weren’t sure how displeased. Speaking on the sidelines of the 

World Policy Conference in Monaco, T~rki a]--Faisal~ a ~adi~g S~,~di 

pri~c~, dema nd~x~ a pIace -~or ~is co~:n ~:r~: ~:-~alk~ wi-~h ~r~ n, publicly 

attacking the Obama administration for working behind Riyadh’s back and 

denouncing other steps taken by the U.S. in the Middle East. We note that 

the ~rds are a rare demonstration of bluntness from the longtime ally of 

the U.S. Prince Turki went so Nr as to say the Nilure of the U.S. and the 

United Nations to take steps to end violence in Syria bordered on "criminal 

negligence." He also echoed concerns raised by Israel and Congress that 

the nuclear deal x.~4th Iran ~asn’t enough to ensure Tehran won’t develop 

atomic bombs. 

Tried and True Trumps What’s New 

After a long drought, pharmaceutical companies are launching new drugs 

at the fastest pace since the 199os. But that doesn’t mean they are having 

an easy time selling these new creations. We report that dr~g r~mk~.’r~ are 

h.aving dif}:’ie~.}~:y con-,,:in~,’ing pi~y,,~i~.’ia~.~.:-~, i~.~.:-~:~rers ~d patie~t:-~ that new 

advances, especially for conditions that alrea@ have treatments, are worth 

paying a premiuln for. Our story takes a look at recent drug adv-anees that 

haven’t been sufficiently innov-ative for the marketplace. Pfizer’s Xeljanz to 

treat rheumatoid arthritis, for example, was supposed to be an attractive 

option because it is a pill rather than an injection, as offered by its 

competitors. But the convenience of a pill form just isn’t enough, insurers 

say, to trump the proven record of existing agents. 

Back Scratching or National-Security Concern? 

d~::[;~s~," co~ ~rac-lor to step up involvement in backing Republicans who will 



defend militaW spending. Our stoW reports that iris push is part of an 

effort by party leaders to decrease the influence of conservatives ~ many 

aligned with the tea party~ who are increasingly stepping up to challenge 

GOP incumbents, such as himself. Mr. MeConnell’s message has been 

rippling through the defense industW, where officials are speaking out 

against tea party’-aligned Republicans who have no reservations cutting 

militaW spending. But not everyone agrees with Mr. MeConnell’s outreach 

efforts. The executive director of a group backing his GOP challenger in the 

coming election called Mr. MeConnell a hypocrite. "What he’s really saying 

is that he’s a big spending Republican who will take care of these special 

interests if they help him in the primary’," he said. "It’s, you scratch my 

back, I will scratch your back." 

Have Their Gluten-Free Cake and Eat It Too 

Increasing numbers of customers are shunning gluten, a protein 

composite found in some grains that can cause digestive disorders such as 

celiac disease. And as a result, restaurant chains are responding. Domino’s 

Pizza Inc. last year introduced a gluten-free pizza, but the company’s 

website says it "DOES NOT recommend this pizza for customers with celiac 

disease. Customers with gluten sensitMties should exercise judgment in 

consuming this pizza." Like Domino’s, many re,,~mra~b~ ~> r~: -h~ a~t r~c’-I 

g~u~e~>~:r~’e cu~,~t~mv~’~ ~.~4thout making any promises, since it’s quite easy 

to accidentally mix ingredients in the kitchen. Our stoW examines what it 

takes to meet the Food and Drug Administration’s requirement of gluten- 

free that goes into effect in 2o14. The bar is high: food with fewer than 20 

pa~’~’~ per mi~lio~ of g~u~e~. 

Set for Tighter \:o~e i~i~ Sea,ate 

Tea-Party R<.~sist~.’~.’ Chruds P-u,,~h {\.~r M@>r Trade 

WORLD 

F<~r D~.4hi Cop, Tr~dith~n O>:rwhelms Badge 



U,S, Exchange:< Near Deal 

W(.;rkp[aee I.,~~ms Gain b~ Popularity 

NUNBER OF THE DAY 

Twelve mouies are set to open at ~;oo *hP~P~’s 

>~; the highest number in recent times. 

Tenee o~ Arabm; ............. 

whii di~d S~urd~y ~{ ~ 8i 

What do you think of contemporary film stars as compared ~4th those of 

Mr. O’Toole’s generation? Send your response to 1 ofx)i;:; ~@w,,@:om and 

follow ~,~,(.,-erard P-baker on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

A READER’S RESPONSE 

Several readers who responded to our query about <:~m~’r~.~-.pho~’ Pud¢a~r~ 

agreed that #prevents us from living authentic lives. But there’s an upside 

to the current fad, notes Debbie Veale of California: "The benefit is that 

future generations will have many more images to look at from this time 

period than we had from previous generations." That said, Texan Greg 

Jackson worries about the impact on kids: "Are we likely to be raising a 

cohort of narcissists or people who feel they have to live ’onstage’ 24/77" 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The ~)pe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 8:00 AM 

chrenicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: What Private-College Presidents Make: An Interactive Special Report 

Monday December 16, o-o13 

Presidential Pay: A Special Report 

What Private-Oo~e.qe Presidents l~ake 
Use The Chroniele’s exclusive database to explore the compensation of private- 
college presidents, featuring tools to put those numbet~ in eontext. 

Boards dustily High Pay for 
Presidents 
B9 J~mk Stripling 
Forty-two presidents made 

more than $~-million in 2o11, a Chronicle 
analysis of the most recent tax filings has 
found. 

Highest-Paid I~residen~s Face 
Backlash, Study Finds 
By Jonah Newman 
Colleges whose leaders appear on The 
Chroniele’s top-lo list bring in less money" 
the following year, researehers say. 

By the Numbers: Millionaires at Private 
Colleges, 2011 
By Jonah Newman 
At some of the wealthiest ins?ira?ions, it is 
not uneommon fi)r sotne employees-- 
especially doetot~, eoaehes, and inves~aent 
offieers--to earn even tnore than their 
presidents. 

This Week’s Highlights 

College-Completion Push Fai~s to Nudge Graduation Rates 
By Katherine Mangan 
With all the millions of dollars invested in completion strategies, you might think 
more students would finish college. A new report says you would be wrong. 

NlI4 Considers a ’People, Not Projects’ Approach to Awarding Grants 
By Paul Basken 
The agency’s director wants to expand the approach used in the Pioneer Award 
progratn, whieh foeuses more on researchers than on specific proj eets. 

As GI Bill Reaches Milestone, Veterans Push for Better Services on 
Campus 

By Libby Sander 

Federal officials urge campuses to become more welcoming to an influx of 

veterans. 

In Other News 

Plaguing" of UrtpaJd ’l’uitJ(m Aftlie£s Colleges ~n So~[t[3 

New Da~a Show Articles by Worueu Are Cited Less [frequently 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

jargon. 

Market Crash Course: Job Ad Deconstr~ctionism 101 
By Rebecca Sehuman 
You’ve seen plenty of job listings that emphasize "service oppmlunities" or tout an 
"aggressive t~seareh agenda," right? Het~’s a guide to deeoding some of that 



Why So Nany Academics Quit and Tell 
By Sydni Dunn 
It’s been hard to miss the reeent surge of eathartie "Why I’m Leaving Academia" 
columns. Why are seholars so quick to explain themselves? 

Off Track: Higher Education’s ShiRing Baseline Syndrome 
By Josh Boldt 
What can fisheries biologists tell us about the adjunetifieation of academe? More 
than you might think. 

What Is Vitae? Discover for Yourself 
The Chroniele invites you to explore Vitae, the only online career hub dedieated to making it 
easier and more rewarding for faculty members and administrators to do their job each day. 
Built with you in mind, Vitae brings together all the best ear~er-management tools, adviee and 
news, community, and jobs needed to help advanee your eareer. Join Vitae Now. 

The Chronicle Review 

Slavery, in Fact and Fiction 

By Greg Grandin 

The real events behind Melville’s bleak Benito Cereno. 

More of The Chronicle Review 

Commentary 

A New University Can Help Save haq’s Democracy 

By Ali Mohammad Al-HzLssein All AI-Adeeb 

The minister of higher education sees the American model of higher education as a 

means to point Iraqi youth in the fight direction. 

M ore of Co m me n ~a ry 

Advice 

Off-List References 

By Jean Dowdal! 

Due diligence in a search r~quir~s ealling people who aren’t on a candidate’s list of 

recommenders. 

More of Advice 

People 

Remembering Gordon Winston, [Economist Who Analyzed Workings of 
Higher Education 

B9 Morton Schapiro 

Mr. Winston, a professor of political economy emeritus at Williams College, 

unraveled many of the mysteries of financial and intetl)ersonal processes at colleges. 

Former Ambassador to Lead Indiana U,’s New Global-Studies Schoo~ 
By Karin Fischer 
Lee A. Feinstein, who says diplomats must be as eonvetsant in eeonomies as in a 
foreign language, looks forward to eollaborations aeross disciplines. 

Mo!e of F’eopie 

From the Blogs 

Bottom Line 

The Secrets of ’Nillkm-Dollar Ready’ Colleges 

Instead of looking at what makes donors likely to off’or big gifts, a new study examines what 

makes institutions more likely to reedve them. 

Hea~l Count 

Nonprofit Group Will Offer Personalized College Gt~idance Ordine 

with $2-million from Google, Get Schooled will build an online hub using reeonamendation 

teehnology to give students eustomized information. 

Lingua Franca 

Why Doesn’t EngEsh Have an Academy? 

Ours is a language of the people, by the people, and for" the people, says Ilan Stavans. The 

only ones capable of defending it are us. 

Percolator 

Does Familiarity Breed Contempt or Fondness? 
The more you know about people, researehers found, the less you like thegn. But more-reeent 
work suggests other~,ise. 

Multimedia 



Slide $How: $tudenis on the Hove 
Glimpses of life in academe from around the world. 

Announcements 

H~ternships at The. Ohroaicle 

The Chronicle is seeking editorial interns for the Summer 2o14 session. The internships a~ 

paid, full-time positions in our Washington office and will run fl’om May through August. 

Duties include reporting and writing brief featm’es for our print edition and daily news articles 

for our website. The application deadline is Friday, Janumy" 3. For details, please go to our 

website~ 

N~XT: The Ft~lt~re o~ Hi~He~ Education 
This speeial repoi~ looks at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the 
traditional degree, reinventing the aeademie ealendar, "flipping" the classroom or physieally 
reeonfiguring it, seeking new ways to evaluate what students know, and helping then~ navigate 
life after college. Order this special issue today to hear from a divetse group of seholats and 
thinkels about whether innovation can indeed stick. Click here ~,~ get a copy. 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e- maii newslet~e[s on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 
premium content, please purchase s subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

Retrieve user name I Reset you~ password I 

(c) 2013 The Ct~onicle of Highcr Education 
1255 23rd Street iNnJV 
Washington, DC 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

G.17 Industrial Production 

Statistical Release 
G.17 Industrial Production 
http:/!www.federalreserve.gov!releases!g 17!current/default. htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http:i/www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Dikeman <eric.dikeman@zapproved.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:59 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Good i ll[brmation for you 

Lissa, 

I think this article may interest you - Kansas Federal Court Finds No Preiudice as Grounds for Denyin~ Spoliation Sanctions, 

This decision is another reminder of the lack of consistency across jurisdictions on what threshold a party is required to meet in order to issue sanctions for 

spoliation of ESI. 

Best, 

Eric Dikeman 

legalholdpro.com I linked in i ®legalholdpro i facebook 

i~i LHP Logo 

Forward to a friend 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Journals <~ply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 10:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are, having trouble viewing this emaiI, dick here 

i ::;~ IndustryWatch Newsletter 

Philadelphia 
Citizens gank~ ~.OON for 

Cincinnati 
FiSh ~rd couM sN~ one.¢hkd of branches ~o se~f- 

San Jose 
~itel wN~t sta~ Lemon sold to L~feLock for 

Tampa Bay 

Walter Investment~ 

Columbus 

~~e~ ~s and sma~ businesses 

3acBonvJlle 

Boston 

Baltimore 

Tampa Bay 
Fidelity, Nat~ena~ weighs future of 

Boston 
Nue H~s Bank wins nam~@ for Ba~k of 

Atlan~ 
SunTrust ~ dives~ R~d ~~ement 

Phoenix 

South Florida 

compa~w s~ck 

San Antonio 

!.’,.~ ~:L ~;..e..a.£ 

Wichita 

/ ~A 
content to paid | lock indicates available 

subscribers, Learn about our~ subscriptions, 

Fealawed Jobs 

Cemm~mi~" Fo~mdation 

B.e.,:~!..~;i}~@~t..~}.~!!gili.~5;~!t...’!~- Cord~[[era Ranch 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haith, Tracey <thaith@theacc.org> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 10:41 AM 

Ca~rolyn Ca]laban (cmc@virgirfia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wi~@louis~ille.e&0; Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); La~y Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Putall~ Plfl) (putallaz@&&e.edu); Maim P. Dawkins 

(mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@~r.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela 

Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carnfichael (cmmicha@~u.edu); Robe(t Taggart Jr. 

(robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Produe (sam pa~rdue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrulo@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht 

(saa01 @pitt.edu) 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Conference Call - Waiver 

The conference call to discuss a waiver has been confirmed for Wednesday, December 18th from 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon. This is the only time that the majority can 
be on this call. Brad Hostetter, Matt Burgemeister and Mary Giardina from the ACC office will also be on this call. Following is call-in information: 
Participant passcode: 801849 

Dial in Phone Numbers: 
Toll free: 1-888-450-5996 
Toll: 1-719-955-1371 

Thank you all for your cooperation in setting up this call. 
TRACEY HAfTH 
Coordil-:ator, Compliance, Sti~deqt~/s~-;let~:" P~grams, HR 

I:heACC tom ¯ (~[heACC 



Toll free: 1-888-450-5996 
Toll: 1-719-955-1371 

y~u a;,l ~r ?our cooperatb~ ir~ s~ttmg ap th~s c~l, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fellows@abfn.org on behalf of 

The Fellows of the American Bar Foundation <fellows@abfn.olg> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 11:58 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Fellows News 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here for a webpa~te version. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~ 

Februar~ 8~ 20~4 
at The M~rphy C~cago 

generousiy s~onso~d by 

Congratulations to our 2014 Fellows 
Award Honorees 



The Honorable 

Patrida 14, Wald 

Washington, D, C. 

Outsta~din~ Scholar 
Awa 

Professor 

Deborah 
Rhode 

Henry M, Coxe 

~oA~h 

~ark 
I Miam 

FIoF~ic 

Co- 

Chair 
We are delighted to announce that this year’s 

Keynote Speaker will be Patrick .1, Fitzgerald, 

Former United States Attorney for the Northern 

Illinois District and current Partner at Skadden, 

Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flora, 
Click here to purchase tickets to the Awards Reception 
and Banquet and our other Fellows events taking place 

during the ABA Midyear Meeting. 
If you are interested in sponsorship opportunities, more 

information can be found here. 
Par~f~ip~f~n ~y" ABF 

C ~ .......... 
Beard o~ Governors how much ~un ~aw~e~s have staging 

D~ve~s~y 

Fro#~m 20~ 4 ............................................................................................................. ~ ............................................ ~ ....................... 
Applications for Bummer 

2054 are now open. Please 

be sure to share th~s link 
with any talented and 

bright undergraduates in 
you r life. 

..................................................................... 



Donate Online 

Fellows Home 

Fellows in the News 

ABF Home 

_u__p__£_o_mL_ng__~y___e___n___Ls_ 

The Fellew~ e~ the 

(ellows~abfn,org 

Forward email 

This emai[ was ~nt to Ibroome@email.unc,edu by fellows@abfn.orq 
_U_2_d__a__t__e__!~__r_o__f_LLeZ~__~]__a_LL_A__d__d__Le__s__s. ~nstant removal with ._S__a__f#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_i__b__e_~’ [_%v__a__c_Z__r_Lo_Jj_c_y_. 

American Bar Foundation 750 North Lake Shore Drive :: 4th Floor Chicago :: IL i 60611 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentba~aking@sandleroneill.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 12:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Central Bancorp, Inc. (Private; Gaxland, TX) has agreed to merge with Hm~mi Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: HAFC; Los Angeles 

CA) 

Central Bancorp, Inc. (Private; Garland, TX) has agreed to merge with Hanmi Financial 

Corporation (NASDAQ: HAFC; Los Angeles, CA) 

Sandier O’Neill served as financia~ advisor to Central Bancorp, ~nc. and rendered a fairness 

opinion in connection with the transaction. This transaction is Sandier O’Neill’s 12th bank 

or thrift transaction nationwide since January 1, 2011. Sandier O’Neill has served as a 

financial advisor on more bank and thrift transactions than any other investment bank 

during that time period. 

This transaction represents Sandier O’NeilFs 22th bank and thrift transaction in Texas for 

an aggregate transaction value of $2.85 billion since January ~, 20~, more than any other 

investment bank during that time period. 
LOS ANGELES Ha~d Financial ~o~poratinn (NASDAQ:H~C) ("Ha~i"), the holding company £o~ Ha~d 
announced today that it has entered into a definRive agreement to acquire ~entra] ~ancorp, ~c. ("C~I"), parent 
Texas-based Unired ~entral ~a~. ~e combined company will have 31 ba~ing offices and 2 loan production offices 
serving a broad range of ethnic co~nm~ities in ~al~mia, Texas, Ill~ois, New Yor~ New Jersey, Virginia and Georgia. 

As of Septeruber 30, 2013, CBI had approximately $1.6 billion in assets, $0.7 billion in gross loans and $1.4 billion in 
deposits, and 24 branches across seven states (California, Texas, Illinois, New York, New Jersey, Virginia and 
Georgia) 

Upon closing of the transaction, Hanrm will have approxnnately $43 billinn in assets, $2.8 billinn in gross loans and 
$3.8 billion in deposits, and ~vill be the second largest Korean-American bank with a #1 deposit market share ranking 
among Korean-American banks in Texas, Illinois and Virginia and a significant presence in other key markets. Key 
strategic benefits of the merger include: Access to highly attractive markets ~vith large Asian-American commumties, 
creating business opportunities by leveraging Hamni’s brand and business strategies; Ability to realize significant 
cost savings and operational efficiencies for the combined company; Opportunity to prudently deploy capital at an 
attractive return for Hanmi shareholders 
Under the terms of the agreement, the total merger consideration payable to CBI common stockholders is $50 million 
in cash, subject to potential purchase price adjustments, representing approximately 62% of CBI’s tangible book value 
as of September 30, 2013. The transaction is expected to close in the second half of 2014. Excluding one-time merger 
expenses, the transaction is expected to be immediately accretive to 2014 earnings and significantly accretive to 2015 
earnings and beyond; and is expected to generate internal rate of return in excess of 20% for Hanmi shareholders 

(l) Includes b ank and thrf/~ transactions since January 1, 2011; ~a’cludes terminated transactions and selj=advisocv roles 

Source: 5~ Financial 

For more information, please click here 

For the press release, please click here 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co rn/email-discla imer.htm 



Fi"oill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clms Crenshaw <chris@c3finm~cial,com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 12:15 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emml unc edu> 

Financial Topics Newsletter 

1-o view :sn onlh’~e ve~-sion of this email, click 

December 2013 

Achieving Your Financial Goals Is Our Mission 

With the increasing demands of daily life and growing complexity of the 

financial markets, more and more people have sought financial 

advisors to manage their investment needs. They have opted to spend 

their free time with family or relaxing rather than enduring the stress 
of financial planning, all the while having peace of mind because their 

investments receive expert attention. 

As the founder of Chris C. Crenshaw Financial Services, I have over 43 
years of investment advisory experience and offer expertise in a 

variety of areas such: 

Retirement & Investment Portfolio Management 

Personal Financial Planning 

Estate Analysis & Planning 

Risk Management & Insurance 

The mission of Chris C. Crenshaw Financial Services is to provide 

personalized investment services to high-net worth clients that allow 

them to meet their short and long-term goals. By employing a balanced 

approach, we allocate assets to achieve maximum portfolio 
performance relative to a client’s risk tolerance and liquidity needs. We 

also strive to educate our clients on the investment process so they 

have a complete understanding of their financial plan. 

Our advisory services are based on a percentage fee, not 
commissions, ensuring that you will receive independent investment 

recommendations. We realize that seeking investment advice is an act 

of trust, and we are dedicated to earning that trust by providing 

superior performance and a broad array of services to meet your 

needs. 

We want to work with you to achieve your goals and ensure a certain 

financial future. To get started, call (919) 493-3669 for a complimentary 

consultation. 

5 Ways to Ensure You’re Ready for Retirement 
~Early boomers (those born between 1946 and 

1955) may be the last cohort on track to retire 

Iwith enough savings and assets to maintain their 

| financial security through their golden years.~ 

] (Source: ~Retirement Security Across 

Generations,~ Pew Charitable Trusts Economic Mobility Project, 

May 16, 2013) 
[FULL ARTICLE...5 Ways to Ensure You’re Ready for Retirement] 

Does Home Ownership Still Make Sense? 
There,s no denying that for most of us, owning 

a home feels good. But does it make sense 

financially? Here weOll consider some reasons 

why it may and some reasons why it may not. 
[FULL ARTICLE...Does Home Ownership Still Make Sense?] 

Chris C. Crenshaw 

Owner 

Chris C, Crenshaw 

Financial Services, 
LLC 
2727 University Drive 

Durham, NC 27707 

Tel: (919) 493-3669 
e-mail: 

chris@cSfinancial.com 

As the founder of Chris 
C. Crenshaw Financial 

Services, LLC, I have 
over 43 years of 

investment advisory 
experience and offer 

expertise in a variety of 

areas such as: 

Retirement & 

Investment 

Portfolio 

Management 

Personal 

Financial 

Planning 

Estate Analysis & 

Planning 

Risk 

Management & 

Insurance 

For a complimentary 

consultation, call (919) 
493-3669. 



Lessons Learned about Stock investing 
The stock market volatility of the past few years 
has taught some valuable lessons about the 

stock market: The market tends to revert to 
the mean, There is a tendency for the stock 

I market, when it has an extended period of 

above- or below-average returns, to revert back to the average 
return. 
[FULL AETICLE...Lessons Learned about Stock Investing] 

Organizing Your Estate 
Estate planning is an on-going process that 
rightly entails careful recordkeeping, review, and 
updates for the rest of your life to keep up with 
changes in the markets, aws, and your fami y. 
When you,ve finished creating the plan, the 

next step is to make it possible for your survivors to activate it 
easily and confidently when the time comes. And that means 
organizing your estate so all those documents are readily 
available. 
[FULL AP, TICLE...©rganizing Your Estate] 

Control Your Spending 
¯ If you,re trying to increase savings, remember 

i~i that savings are directly tied to spending ~ the 
less you spend, the more you have to save. 
Some t ps to help you clamp down on your 
spending include... 

[FULL ARTICLE...Control Your Spending] 

Published by Integrated Concepts Group, Inc. 

Some information provided in this newsletter was prepared by Integrated Concepts. This newsletter intends to offer 

factual and up-to-date information on the subjects discussed, but should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 

these subjects. Professional advisers should be consulted before implementing any options presented. No party 

assumes liability for any loss or damage resulting from errors or omissions or reliance on or use of this material. 

Click ~2e.ff£! to fo[ward this maiiMg with your personal message. 

l-his email was sent to: Ibroo~e@e~aiL~,e~l# 

2727 University Drive,, Durham~ NC 27707 

Click her~ to ~eave this mailing lisL, 

Click ~.!~.;:;4 to view our prR, acy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

brandon@ncbm~kers.org on behalf of 

NC Bankers Association <brandon~ncbankers.org> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 1:10 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Economic Forecast Forum To Hold Special Session On Milim~" In NC 

Geld Spem~ors: Spe~ ial Preli mi~ary Sponsor: 



The North Carolina Bankers Association and North Carolina Chamber, co- 
host of the 12th Annua! £conomic Forecast Forum, presented by BB&T 
and co-sponsored by BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina, Business North 
Carolina and Duke Energy, held on January 6 at the Sheraton Imperial, RTP, 
announced today that there will be a special preliminary session, sponsored 
by AT&T, focusing on the economic impact of the military in North Carolina. 
The special session will begin at 10:30 am. 
According to a recent report released by the N.C. Commerce Department, 
the presence of the military, which employs nearly 540,000 in the state, 
may be reduced over the coming years. North Carolina has the third-largest 
military population in the country. Businesses in 82 of the state’s 100 
counties won defense department contracts last year. And roughly 340,000 
private-sector jobs are tied to the military, including attorneys, accountants 
and realtors. 
In addition to the special session, Kelly King, Chairman & CEO of BB&T, will 
deliver this year’s keynote address. North Carolina Governor Pat McCrory 
and Dr. Harry Davis, NCBA Economist, Professor of Banking at Appalachian 
State and Dean of the North Carolina School of Banking in Chapel Hill, will 
also speak. T#e Forum spotlights key business and political leaders who 
look to the future of the economy in our state, region and nation. 
With a history of more than one thousand attendees from business, 
government, education and nonprofits, statewide, this event will sell out 
quickly. To register, visit __w_____w____w___.__0__c____b___a__:__c___o_____m__. or contact Christy Santacana at 
the N.C. Bankers Association at christy@ncbankers.org or (800) 662-7044. 

Date: January 6, 2014 
Time: 9:30: Registration 

10: 30: Special Session on the Military 
Noon: Luncheon and Forum 

Location: Sheraton Imperial RTP (4700 Emperor Blvd. in Durham) 
Registration Fees: $85 - Individual Seat ($100 after December 19) 
$1,250 - Reserved Table of 10 



Forward this email 

I 

This ernail was ~nt to Ibraome@emaiLu~lc.edu by brandorl@ncbankers.ol_3][ 
Update ProfiJe/EmaiJ Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’~ Privao/Policy, 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh :: NC :: 27609 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@peppeflawupdates.com~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 1:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~%BINAR - Under Pressure: The CFPB and Auto Financing - December 17, 2013 

WEB~NAR 
Under Pressure: The CFPB and Auto Financing 
December t7, 20131 t:00-2:00 PM (EST) 

Join Hudson Cook LLP and Pepper Hamilton LLP in a special webinar examining the latest 
developments in the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s targeting of auto financing. 

Our practitioners will discuss such issues as: 

CFPB scrutiny of auto dealer participation 
Industry and Congressional response 
Practical advice for auto finance industry participants. 

Our presenters are leading consumer financial services attorneys: 

Gary Apfel, Partner, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP 

Dana Clarke, Partner, Hudson Cook, LLP 
Richard J. Zack, Partner, White Collar Litigation and Investigations Practice Group, Pepper 

Hamilton LLP 

To register visit ~)nfine..com!webl 21713. 

CLE credit available in CA, NY, VA (Pending). NJ credit available through reciprocity. 

Contact Brian Dolan at g#.~)]#.[?.~#.@t?~#i?.~)~[ifA~,2~2£~?.[~ or 215.981.4568 with any questions. 

New Webinar Recording Available: FIRREA - The New Weapon of 
Choice for Federal Prosecutors 

Click the image below to see a short video by Richard J. Zack about what the webinar covered and 
to view the full webinar recording and download the PowerPoint slides. 

::N~:: FIRREA 111913 soundbite 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets I Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

Ti~is ema#l was ser~t by: Pepper HamilLon 

3000 Two Logan Square Pi~iladelpi~i~, ~A, 3.’)~.03 USA 

Go here .’:o remove your address ~rcrn Lh~s publication ONLY. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ufnowsld, Amy <aufnowski@theacc.org> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:11 PM 

Uti~owski, Amy ~auti~owski@theacc.org~ 

ACC Women’s Basketball: Marylm~d’s Alyssa Thomas Named Player Of The Week 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Monday, Dec. 16, 2013 
@ACCWBB 

http;//t!leacc:co/WBBpow 12:1:613 

ACC Women’s Basketball: Maryland’s Alyssa Thomas Named Player Of The Week 

BC’s Kelly Hu, qhes receives ACC Rookie of the Week honor 

GREENSBORO, N.C - Maryland senior forward Alyssa Thomas has been named the Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Basketball Player of the Week, while 

Boston College freshman guard Kelly Hughes earned ACC Rookie of the Week honors, as announced Monday afternoon by the conference office and voted on by 

the Blue Ribbon Panel. 

Thomas picked up her third career triple-double and ~L0th straight double-double in a 2-0 week for the eighth-ranked Terrapins. Against Siena on Dec. 9, Thomas 
finished with 12 points, 13 rebounds and 11 a ssists in just 2 0 minutes to mark the 18th overall triple-double in ACC women’s basketball history and seventh overall 

in Maryland basketball history. She is the only player in league history with three triple-doubles fbr her career. 

Thomas finish ed the week with an 18-point and 10-rebound effort in Maryland’s win over Delaware State. After getting in foul trouble early in the game, Thomas 

turned it on in the second half and scored 14 points and grabbed 10 rebounds in 17 minutes of action. 

The Player of the Week honor is Thomas’ second of the season and ninth of her career. 

Hughes averaged 13 points and seven rebounds to help Boston College to back-to-back wins last week, while shooting 5 0-percent from the floor. The rookie from 

Point Pleasant, N.J., scored all 12 of her points from long-range in the Eagles’win over Boston University on Dec. 11. She followed that up with 14 points and eight 

rebounds offthe bench in BUs win over New Hampshire. 

It is Hughes’ first Roold e of the Week honor of her career, and she is the first BC student-athlete to pick up an ACC weekly honor since the 2010-11 season. 

Complete release will be available this afternoon. 

AMY UFNOWSK} 
Associate Director, Communications 

a ufnows ki0~,thea cc o rfl 

[ i:~i: ACC 2013-14 ESignature July1 (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

spencerheadworth@gmaiLcom on behalf of 

Spencer Headworth <sheadworth@u.northwestern.edu~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 3:12 PM 

Conley, John M ~imconley@emafil.unc.edu> 

l~awiec@law.duke.edu; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Edited volume submission: Initial review 

Hello all, 

I hope you are having a healthy and happy holiday season. I wanted to touch base with you on your manuscript. Do you have an estimate for when you might be able to 
send in your revised draft? 

Thank you, 
Spencer 

On Fri, Nov 1, 2013 at 2:50 PM, Conley, John M <imconlev(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank yoa, Spencer Your edits on the manu~cript aH look helpfu~ to me, ba~: we’H go through ~1: in deti~l Wefil a~so have ~:o d~cuss how we might re%~ond to 

your interesting cor~?ments about the theme of the volume. 

Regards, 

John 

From: Spencer Headworth [mailto:sheadworth@abfn.org] 
Sent; Thursday, October 33., 203.3 7:3.3. PM 
To; krawiec@law.duke.edu; CoNey, John M; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Edited volume submission: Initial review 

Dear Kim, John, and Lissa, 

Thank you again for your submission to our edited volume on professional diversity. We are excited about the papers, including yours. 

We are completing our first round of edits before formally soliciting publishers. This round of edits is intended to help bring the various contributions together as a 
collection, as well as address any initial issues the editors may find in the papers. 

We’ve finished this initial review for your piece; I reviewed pieces in the section to which we’ve tentatively assigned you. Attached, find an edited version, which includes 
some suggested edits, questions, and comments, made using track changes. 

This is an excellent paper. ~Vell-writte~, thoughtful, and--particulaxly nice from ma editorial perspective--polished. ~Ve are delighted to have it in the volume. As you 

will see, I have few suggested edits follomng the initial review. 

In general, we are asking authors to limit themselves to 10,000 words, not including abstracts mad ret~rences. Your paper is somewhat of a different case, because 

of the inclusion of a substantial amount of text quoting your interlocutors; however, if you’re able to find places where you feel you can make cuks mthout seriously 

detracting from the argument, in either your prose or the quotes, that would be good. 

We are envisioning the volume’s central organizing theme as "rhetoric and reality." In different ways, the papers importantly engage with questions related to the departure 
between rhetorical commitments to diversity and persistent inequalities in law and the professions. 

We see a connection between your paper and the theme of rhetoric and t~alJty first in the disconnect between the importance placed on board diversity as a goal and the 
slowness of improving board diversity you introduce in the opening lines of your paper, and on which your respondents are asked to comment. Additionally, we see a 
strong tie to the "rhetoric and reality theme" in the lack of experiential evidence your interlocutors are able to offer to support their abstracted rhetorical commitments to 
diversity. The causal analysis for this lack of expressed experiential evidence is interesting and important, as your paper clearly points out: the extent to which 
respondents are devoid of experiences in which they feel diversity made a difference, vs. the extent to which a form of social desirability bias is operating here, in which 
respondents do not feel that whatever benefits of diversity they may have perceived fit the rhetorics of inclusivity and equality they espouse. 

To help tie the various contributions together as a coherent collection, we at~ also encouraging authors to make reference to other pieces within the volume, as appropriate. 
We thought you might be interested in findings regarding the pipeline and the "war for talent" in the UK presented in Ashley and Empson’s work, as well Briscoe’s findings 
regarding the ineffectiveness of work inheritance strategies for historically underrepresented lawyers (these cites might be relevant on the bottom of p.4 & top of p. 5). 
Somewhat similarly to Ashley and Empson, Webley and her co-authors point out the importance of the way qualifications are defined, which you bring up again at the end 

of your paper (we believe that Bill Henderson will also be contributing a piece on this topic, but we don’t yet have it-if you like, I could send it along when we have it in 
hand). Abstracts for these pieces are below, and the current drafts of these papers are attached for your reference-these are all early drafts, so please do not cite or 
circulate them further. 

We ask that you please submit your revised draft by December 15, such that we will be able to actively pursue publication early in 2014. Your paper is already in great 



shape, so I hope this deadline will give you plenty of time. 

Please let us know if you have questions, comments, or concerns. We look fonNard to continuing to work with you. 

All the best, 
Spencer 

Ashley, Louise and Laura Empson 

"Explaining Social Exclusion and the ’War for Talent’ in the UK’s Elite Professional Service Firms" 

Despite the rapid expansion of higher education in the UK over the past thirty years, elite professional service firms (PSFs) believe that they are engaged in a ’war for talent’ 
within the graduate labour market, which they attribute to an apparent scarcity of high quality recruits. Initiatives designed within the sector to broaden access according to 
social background have been positioned by elite PSFs as a means to improve the supply of talented graduates, whilst also rectifying their historic tendency to exclude on 
this basis. Based on a qualitative study of five elite professional service firms, this study interrogates the concept of the ’war for talent’ and questions its effects. It asks 
first: how have recruitment and selection processes implemented by elite professional service firms helped to construct the ’war for talent’? Second, it asks: what impact 
does the ’war for talent’ have on social exclusion within these firms? Third, it asks: to what extent can the ’war for talent’ be reconciled with the professed commitment to 
social inclusion in elite professional firms? We argue that the ’war for talent’ enables elite professional service firms to construct an elite organizational identity, whilst 
simultaneously creating the conditions for exclusion and inequality. This finding has important implications for diversity and inclusion programmes which, in principle at 
least, seek to achieve the opposite goals. 

Briscoe, Forrest 

"Law Firm Partner Diversity and Client Billings: Preliminary Findings from a Quantitative Case Study" 

Little systematic research has been conducted on the performance outcomes and careers of law firm partners, including minority and female partners. This 

report attempts to shed light on three related questions concerning minority and female partners: First, do these partners have different client billings 

outcomes than their counterparts? Second, do these partners have different workplace networks? And third, do network differences help account for 

differences in billings outcomes? 

To examine this issue, I use a quantitative case study involving analysis of the fine--grained billings data from a single large law firm. Because minority and 

female partners are relatively rare in this data (and partnership ranks in general), I also employ a matched-- sample analysis. I defined minority partners as 

those who are identified as black or Hispanic in the firm’s personnel records, and compared them to other partners who are identified as white or Asian. I 

compared all female partners with all male partners. 

Minority and female partners also exhibited different network characteristics than other partners, including lower centrality in the client--sharing network, 

and fewer ties to powerful partners such as those with prestigious lawyer ratings and those with large financial clients. These network differences also tend to 

grow larger with partner tenure, as the networks of minority and female partners generally do not improve on average in step with the networks of other 

partners. 

Webley, Lisa, Jennifer Tomlinson, Daniel Muzio, Liz Duff, and Hilary Sommerlad 

"Access to a Career in the Legal Profession in England and Wales: ’Race’, Class and the Role of Educational Background" 

Much attention is currently,focused on the equafity and diversity o,f the legal pro,fession in England and Wales, not least because the pro, file o,f law graduates has 

markedly changed and diversified over the past 20 years and yet the senior legal profession has yet to reflect the increasing number o,f women and Black, Asian 

Minority Ethnic (BAME) entrants over that period. A body o,f previous research evidence,from around the UK indicates that educatfonal background has a major 

role to play in the extent to which aspiring lawyers gain entry into, progress and succeed within the legal profession (Shiner, 1994, 1999, Duffer al, 2000, Nicolson, 

2005, Thomas, 2000, Sommerlad, 2008). Law Society statfstfcal evidence indicates that aspiring BME lawyers are concentrated in the less prestigious parts o,f the 

higher educatfon sector and it has been argued that this places them at a disadvantage as regards entry into the legal profession. This paper is in,formed by data 

collected,for a study into diversity in the legal profession in England and Wales which was commissioned by the Legal Services Board (Sommerlad et aL 2010). In 

that study we used biographical interviews (77) to consider the barriers and choices that,faced women and BAME lawyers and would-be lawyers. Using a 

Bourdeusian analysis, this paper examines the extent to which participants considered that their educational background pre-University and their course o,f study 

and institutfon at University level had an impact on their legal career. It will explore this argument through the various themes that emerged,from the data, 

including those o,f parental educational background, aspiring law students" school background, the importance o,f mentors,for school age pupils, university choice 

and course selection and the role o,f education in acquiring cultural capital. In doing so we illustrate a number o,f structural,factors which inhibit the development 

and utilization o,f talent. 

Spencer J. Heach~orth 

Research Assistant, American Bar Uoundation 

Ph.D. Candidate 

Department of Sociology 



Northwestern University 

Spencer J. Headworth 

Ph.D. Candidate 
Department of Sociology 

Nortlm,estern University 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 3:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review] Chinese textile tirm bringing 500 jobs to area 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Chinese executive says he’s bri~ging yarn 

factory, 500 jobs to Lancaster County 

The head of a Chinese textile company says he is 

bringing a new yarn factory and 500 jobs to Indian 

Land, S.C., part of what local officials call a growing 

trend of Chinese firms setting up shop in the 

Charlotte region. 

North Carolina sues online payday lender 

Wes[ern Sky 

North Carolina attorney general Roy Cooper said 

Monday that his office has filed suit against payday 

lender Western Sky, joining several other states and 

a federal agency in one of the first major crackdowns 

on what they call illegal online lending. 

US stocks sharply highe~ 

Stocks broke through a slump and 

posted strong gains on Monday, 

powered by two big corporate 

deals and a report that suggests 

the economy is getting... 

US stocks up sharply at 

midday 

Stocks are rallying at midday, 

powered by two big corporate 

deals and news that suggests the 

economy is getting stronger. 

Charlotte airport’s recycling 

center struggles with de~ays, 

overruns 

A recycling complex at Charlotte’s 

airport envisioned as a green 

innovation and a profit center has 

been beset in its first year by cost 

overruns.. 

Blast at US S[eel pla~t t~ear Detroit kil~s 
w@r~er 

An explosion Sunday at a steel plant near Detroit 

killed one worker and injured two others, United 

States Steel Corp. said. Operations were halted at 

the plant while an investigation began 

She got a foreclosure notice 

-for her ~ate husband 

A California woman is scheduled 

to lose her home nine days before 

Christmas because her mortgage 

company concluded that the 

house is no longer the. 

Charbtte’s first Po#eyes 

proves a hit with cus[omers 

The opening of Charlotte’s first 

Popeyes Chicken has brought 

enough business to clog a 

parking lot and merit police traffic 

control. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steven Oliveim <stevenoliveira@law.harvard.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 4:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Har~Tard Law School Brief: Vol IV, Issue 2 

Decem bet 2013 

The end of the year is typically a time to look back, 
and this has been a very exciting year at HLS. The 
School conferred its first grants from our Public 
Service Venture Fund a unique program which will 

award up to $1 million each year to help graduating 
seniors and recent graduates obtain their ideal jobs 
in public service. We launched a new Veterans 
Le.qal Clinic, watched our Food Law and Policy 
Clinic’s work on food expiration labels gain national 

attention, and celebrated the 100th anniversary of 
the Harvard Le.qal Aid Bureau. HLS celebrated the 
50-year teachin.q career of Professor Alan 
Dershowitz with an afternoon of panels recognizing 
his accomplishments. The Law School also added 

new professors of practice and visiting professors to 
its stellar faculty. Many of these appointments were 
made possible through the generous support of our 
alumni. Thank you. 

In September, more than 600 alumnae and friends 
gathered on campus for Celebration 6Q, three days 
of panel discussions, keynotes, receptions and 
dinners honoring the 60th anniversary of the first 
women graduates at HLS. A month later, we 
welcomed 750 attendees to our unique Reunion 
Weekend 2013, which brought together members of 
12 HLS classes. Although it was necessary to 
cancel our Spring Reunion after the tragic events at 
the Boston Marathon, many of our alumni returned 
in October, and it was wonderful to see so many of 
you back on campus. If you were unable to join us, 
we hope to see you in Cambridge soom 

The finishing touches have been completed on our 
new outdoor spaces, connecting all of the Law 
School’s buildings, old and new, for the first time. 

The Law School Courtyard has truly become a 
crossroads and another lively meeting place for 
students, faculty and visitors. 

December is also a time to look ahead. Dean 
Minow has already announced that two new 
professors will join the faculty in 2014, and our 
clinics and research centers are engaged in new 
projects that will advance legal scholarship and 
strengthen our society. We will tell you more about 
this important work in future editions of HLS Brie£ 
We’re also looking forward to welcoming the 

classes of 1984, 1989, 1994, 1999, 2004 and 2009 
to Spring Reunion 2014 in April, and the classes of 

1954, 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974, 1979 and Emeritus 
Club to Fall Reunion 2014 in October. 

~NDEX: 

[i~iHappeningsonCampusi 

[i.~.iNe~°rking     
] 

] 

Bestwishesfora wonderfuIHolidaySeasonanda 
Happy New Year. 

Oliveira 

Steven Oliveira 
Associate Dean and Dean for 
Development and Alumni Relations 

CELEBRATION 60 



Mor~ than 600 alumnae, students and friends -- fi~)m the Class of 1953 to the Class of 2016 -- joined 
us in September for Celebration 60: Women Transforminq Our Communities & The World Harvard Law 
School’s celebration of the 60th anniversary of our first women graduates. Over the weekend, attendees 
enjoyed engaging panel discussions and heard dynamic keynote speakers, including Susan Cain ’93, 
best-selling author of QUIET, Senator Elizabeth Warren, and Professor David Wilkins ’80 of the HLS 
Pro.qram on the Le.qal Profession, who presented preliminary results from the groundbreaking Harvard 
Law Career Study. They also gathered at receptions and a gala dinner, and welcomed the opportunity to 
shar~ experiences, learn from each other, and r~connect. 

During Celebration 60, HLS paid tribute to the more than 30 HLS alumnae judges present at the event. 

View videos, photos and posters from Celebration 60. 

Read more: 

Dean Minow: ’We’re all sisters in law 

Women in the law: 600 return to HLS to celebrate 60 years of participation (Harvard Gazette) 

REUNION 2013 

Over 750 alumni and guests returned to Cambridge October 25-27 for our unique Reunion Weekend 
2013, bringing together 12 Harvard Law School classes- 1953, 1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978, 1983, 

1988, 1993, 1998, 2003, 2008 and the Emeritus Club -- to celebrate with classmates and friends. 

Reunion Weekend began with class visitations and tours of the new Wasserstein Hall, Caspersen 

Student Center, Clinical Wing building 0NCC), followed by a thought-provoking talk by Professor 
Lawrence Lessig on "The Obligation of Citizens" and reflections and humor from Professor Alan 
Dershowitz on "A Half Century of Change -- Mostly for the Better." Saturday featured individual class 
symposia, an overview by Dean Martha Minow on the current state of the law school and legal education 
in general, and the Dean’s spirited conversation with Lloyd C. Blankfein ’78, Chairman and CEO of The 
Goldman Sachs Gr~)up. The Saturday afternoon plenary session, "Law and National Security: 
Counterterrorism and the Rule of Law," offered perspectives from HLS faculty and alumni who are 
leaders in this field. Attendees also enjoyed class dinners, class photos, a gathering of the 1817 
Society, and the opportunity to celebrate and reconnect with old friends. On both days, alumni listened 
to wide-ranging panel discussions with HLS faculty and alumni leaders in law, public service, estate 
planning, entertainment and business. 

View videos, photos and posters from Reunion 2013~ 

Upcoming Reunions: Save the Date! 

Spring Reunion 2014 
April 11-13, 2014 
Classes of 1984, 1989, 1994, 1999, 2004, 2009 
Registration opens January 9. 

Fall Reunion 2014 
October 24-26, 20t4 
Classes of 1954, 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974, 1979 and EmeHtus Club 

Find more information and updates on our Reunions paqe. 

HiGHLiGHTS 

The Harvard Legal Aid Bureau at 100 
This year marks 100 years since the founding of our first clinic, the 
Harvard Legal Aid Bureau, a law firm run by Harvard Law School 
students that has helped countless people in the Boston area 
unable to afford legal representation. Read more and watch video 

from the celebration. 

The 20"~3 Ames Moot Court competition 
The 2013 Ames Moot Court competition was held at HLS on Oct. 
23. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg ’56-’58 presided at 
the final r~und, joined by Judge Merrick B. Garland ’77 of the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and Judge liana 
Diamond Rovner of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit. 
Read more. 



Alan Dershowitz: ’Never boring’ 
After five decades as one of the most visible and vocal presences at 

Harvard Law School, Alan M. Dershowitz is in his final semester of 
teaching and will retire at the end of the academic year. Read the 

Gazette’s profile. 

On Oct. 7, HLS hosted a celebration of Professor Dershowitz’s 50- 
year career with an afternoon of panels recognizing his 
accomplishments and the influence he’s had on law, teaching, 
scholarship and society. Read more and watch video. 

HLS Food Law and Policy C~inic co-authors 
groundbreaking report on food date ~abe~ing and 
food waste 
According to a new report co-authored by HLS’ Food Law and 
Policy Clinic and the Natural Resources Defense Council -- a 
project that received extensive coverage in the national media -- 
U.S. consumers and businesses throw out billions of pounds of food 
every year due to confusion caused by America’s food expiration 
date labeling practices. Read more. 

Sullivan & Cromwell endows visiting 
professorship at Harvard Law School 
With students and faculty members joining in the celebration, a 
delegation from Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, a leading international law 
firm, came to Harvard Law School on Sept. 18 to formally announce 
the establishment of the Sullivan & Cromwell Visiting Professorship 
of Law at HLS. Read more. 

Oren Bar-Gill, an expert on law and economics, to 
join HLS faculty 
Oren Bar-Gill LL.M. ’01 S.J.D. ’05, a leading expert on the law and 
economics of contracts and contracting, will join the HLS faculty in 
July as a Professor of Law. Read more. 

Intisar A. Rabb, expert on Islamic Legal Studies, 
to join HLS Faculty 
Intisar A. Rabb, a leading expert on Islamic law and legal history, 
will join the faculty of Harvard Law School in spring 2014, with an 
appointment as a tenured P~)fessor of Law. Read more. 

ALUMN~ IN THE NEWS 

~/largaret Stock ’92 
Immigration specialist receives 

MacArthur "Genius Award" 

Samantha Power ’99 
Confirmed as U.N. Ambassador 

ON CAMPUS 

A reflective Justice Breyer explains inner 
workings of the Supreme Court 
To celebrate the 20th anniversary of his appointment to the United 
States Supreme Court, Associate Justice Stephen Breyer visited 

HLS on Oct. 1 for an informal chat with Dean Martha Minow, and a 
panel discussion with several HLS professors examining his tenure 
and some of his most notable opinions. Read more and watch 
video. 

E~ack at Harvard Law, Justioe Kagan reflects 
During a visit to Harvard Law School in early September, Supreme 
Court Justice Elena Kagan ’86 reflected on her career and her 
current role on the Cour[ in a conversation with Dean Minow. During 
the event, Kagan fielded questions on topics ranging from her 
experience arguing before the Court as solicitor general, to the 
social aspects of serving on the Supreme Court (including hunting 
with Justice Scalia), to Supreme Court cases she thinks should get 
more public attention. Read more and watch video. 

Human Rights Program symposium on civilian 
harm caused by armed conflict 
In November, "Acknowledge, Amend, Assist: Addressing Civilian 
Harm Caused by Armed Conflict and Armed Violence," a two-day 
summit organized by HLS Senior Clinical Instructor Bonnie 



Docherty, gathered policy experts, fieldwork leaders and 
government officials from around the world to try to develop a 
framework to increase collaboration on assistance to conflict 
victims. Read more. 

HLS hosts annua~ meeting of Special Olympics 
board of directors 
In November, the Harvard Law School Project on Disability hosted 
the fall meeting of the Special Olympics International (SOl) Board of 
Directors, under the direction of board member and HLS Professor 
William Alford, who has worked for more than two decades with 
SOl. Read mor~. 

Marriage Equality: A retrospective and a way 
forward 
A colloquium on Oct. 18, sponsored by HLS Lambda and the 
Harvard Journal of Law & Gender, celebrated 35 years of LGBT 
activism and posed the question of where the movement will go 
next. Read more and watch video. 

Restoring justice: the ~egacy of Edward Levi 
On Oct. 29, legal scholars and experts discussed the legacy and 
ideas of Edward H. Levi, who assumed the role of U.S. attorney 
general in 1975, at a time of depleted civilian trust in the executive 
branch following the Watergate scandal and the resignation of 

President Nixon. Read more and watch video. 

SPOTUGHTS 

HLS hosts ~nternationa~ 8at Association pane~ on 
the G~obal Lega~ Profession 
As part of the International Bar Association’s 2013 Annual 
Conference in October, HLS’ Program on the Legal Profession 
hosted "Preparing for the Future -- Changes in Structures, 
Technology & Regulation," a keynote address and panel 
discussions focusing on the future of the global legal profession. 
Read mor~ and watch video. 

FAC U 
Jackson on "Proportionality and Judging in 
American Constitutiona~ism" 
Professor Vicki Jackson marked her appointment to the Thurgood 
Marshall Professorship of Constitutional Law with an Oct. 3 chair 
lecture, titled "Proportionality and Judging in American 
Constitutionalism." Read more and watch video. 

HLS names civil rights ~awyer Maya L, Harris 
visiting scholar 
Maya L. Harris, a leader in civil and human rights law, advocacy and 
philanthropy, has been named a Visiting Scholar beginning in 2014. 
Read more. 

Mack delivers Supreme Court ~ecture as part of 
historica~ series 
On Oct. 23, Professor Kenneth Mack ’91 delivered a lecture at the 
U.S. Supreme Court as part of the Supreme Court Historical 
Society’s 2013 Leon Silverman Lecture Series. Read more. 

Former FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski ’91 is 
first K~insky Professor of Practice for Leadership 
and Progress 
Genachowski, who served as chairman of the Federal 
Communications Commission from 2009 until May 2013, is 
teaching "Running a Federal Agency: Lessons from Business, 
Technology and Game Theory" at Harvard this fall. He is the 
inaugural holder of the Steven and Maureen Klinsky Professorship of 
Practice for Leadership and Progress. Read more. 

CUN~CAL PRACTICE 

Harvard report finds Canada, U,So fai~ing in 
refugee protection 
On Nov. 26, the Harvard Immigration and Refugee Clinic released 



"Bordering on Failure: Canada-U.S. Border Policy and the Politics of 
Refugee Exclusion," a comprehensive report examining Canadian 
border measures designed to intercept and deflect "undesirable 
travelers," including asylum seekers, before they make a claim for 
refugee protection. Read more. 

A case for veterans 
In October, three HLS students, working in the School’s new 
Veterans Legal Clinic, stood before the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
Veterans Claims to argue for the rights of their client, a decorated 
U.S. Army veteran. Read the Gazette’s story. 

Clinic students develop workbook to he~p 
navigate Affordable Care Act 
For people living with HIV/AIDS and other chronic health conditions, 
finding the optimal insurance plan under the Patient Protection and 

Affordable Care Act will be easier, thanks to a new assessment tool 
created by the Harvard Law School Center for Health Law & Policy 
Innovation, a Iongtime national leader in addressing the health care 
needs of low-income people= Read mor~. 

STUDENT PURSUITS 

Gannett House: Everything o~d is new again 
The oldest building on Harvard Law School’s campus underwent a 
major transformation this year. Gannett House, the porticoed Greek 
Revival structure that has housed the Hafvard Law Review since the 
1920s, has been brought into the 21st century. Read more. 

Enlisting at Harvard Law Schoo~ -- a ~ook at this 
year°s service members 
At Harvard Law School this year, there are two Navy JAG Corps 
officers -- Stephen C. Reyes LL.M ’14 and Jacob W. Romelhardt 
LL.M. ’14 -- both with distinguished legal careers in the military. 
This year’s 1L class includes nine military veterans, including A. 
Zoe Bedell ’16, a former U.S. Marine. Read more. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

The Reginald F. Lewis Fellowship for Law Teaching, 2014 - 2015 
Harvard Law School is offering the Reginald F. Lewis Fellowship for Law Teaching, with appointment 
expected to commence August 1,2014. The fellowship is designed to support a recent law school 
graduate who has demonstrated a strong interest in legal scholarship and who is preparing for a career 
in law teaching. 

The Lewis Fellowship program particularly supports the training of prospective law teachers who will 
enhance the diversity of the profession. The Fellowship is made available through a gift from Reginald F. 
Lewis ’68 and his wife, Loida Nicolas-Lewis. Shortly before his death in 1993, Mr. Lewis, founding CEO 
of TLC Beatrice Foods International, gave the largest grant in the law school’s history at that time. 
Harvard Law School’s International Law Center was renamed in his honor. 

Applications are due February 14, 2014. Find more information here. 

NETWORKING 

~i HLS Connect 
13ecome an A~umni Advisor in HLS Connect 
If you have already registered for HLS Connect, but are not sure if 
you are an active advisor, Iogin to www.hlsconnect.com/advisor and 
make sure your advising status is set to "active" so that our 
students can benefit from your wondedul career and life 
experiences. 

To register for HLS Connect, visit wvvw.hlsconnect.com/re.qister 

ALUMNi EVENTS 
January 22, 2014 
Maplewood, NJ 

HLSA of New Jersey 

67th Annual Arthur T. Vanderbiit Lecture 

Delivered by: 

Norman Dorsen, ’53 
Stokes Professor of Law, NYU School of Law and Counselor to the 
President of New York University 

Topic: "Seeking Civil Liberties" 

Wednesday January, 22, 2014 
6:00 p.m. 



January 28, 2014 
Los Angeles, CA 

Download the Registration Form and RSVP. 

HLS Alumni Networking cocktail reception with Michael S. 
Dukakis ’60 

The HLSA of Los Angeles invites you to mark your calendars and 
join us for a conversation with the former Governor of 
Massachusetts, Democratic Party Nominee for President of the 
United States, Distinguished Professor of Political Science at 
Northeastern University and Visiting Professor of Public Policy at 
UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs. 

Mr. Dukakis will join us to share his thoughts on the Affordable Care 
Act (and the Supreme Court’s decision relating to the Act) and other 
relevant topics and to address your questions. 

Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 
Time: 5:30 pm - 7:30 pm 
Location: Houlihan Lokey, 10250 Constellation Blvd., 5th Floor, 
Los Angeles, CA 

Please save the date. invitations and additional details to follow. 

Questions? Please email hlsa(~,,law.harvard.edu. 

View Events Calendar 

CLASS NOTES 

Send your news to the Harvard Law Bulletin 
Taught law in Turkestan? Expanded your family? Segued into a new 
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Harvard respects your privacy. Please see our privacy statement for more information. If you no longer 
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.~i1 4th Annual Subscription Credit Facility and Fund Finance Symposium 

Reminder 
Please join us at our 4th Annual Subscription Credit Facility and Fund 

Finance Symposium on January 16, 20:!.4 in New York. Speakers from 

Bank of America, Barclays Capital, BlackRock, Citibank, Cornerstone, 

DBRS, Deutsche Bank, Global Infrastructure, Goldman Sachs, Heitman, 

HSBC, Investec, Lloyd’s, Macquarie, Natixis, Northern Trust, OrbiMed, 

Preqin, Silicon Valley Bank, State Street Bank, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 

Corporation, SunTrust, Union Bank, Walton Street Capital, Wells Fargo 

and others will be joined by Mayer Brown and Appleby attorneys. 

Agenda (subject to change) 

Time 

1:00 p.m. 

1:15 p.m. 

2:00 p.m, 

Session 

Registration 

¯ Understanding Fund Structures and the Impact on 

Collateral Structure 

¯ Investor Issues and Side Letter Updates 

¯ 2013 SCF Market Year in Review 

¯ Management Company and GP Facilities, Derivatives, etc. 

3:00 p.m. 

The Evolving Borrowing Base and the "Included Investor" 

Fund Formation Market Update 

Syndication Market 

Lending to BDCs and ’40 Act Funds 

4:00 p.m. 

Underwriting and Credit Analysis 

Legal and Regulatory Developments 

European Market Update 

Hybrids, NAM Facilities & Fund of: Funds Financings 

5:00 p.m. 

6:00 p.m. 

Date & Time 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 

1:15 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Reception to follow 

Location 

Convene (formerly Sentry Midtown East) 

730 Third Avenue, 17th Floor 

(Between 45th & 46th Streets) 

New York, NY :[00:[7 

CLE credit is pending. 

Key ~vent 2nformation 

Date 

Thursday, ]anuary 16, 2014 

1:15 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

Reception to follow 

Location 
Convene (formerly Sentry 

Midtown East) 
730 Third Avenue 
17th Floor 
(Between 45th & 46th 
Streets) 
New York, NY 10017 

Event Sponsors 

.~.iI Natixis 

i~i~ ,o~hern Tru~ 

"~’iI State Street 

[~i wells Fa EgO SeOu rities 

Speakers 

.~.iI Michael C. Mascia 

Michael C, Mascia 
Partner 
Mayer Brown 

~i Zachary K. Barnett 

._z_~!~_&r_y____K=#__a__r__n__gt__t_ 
Partner 

Mayer Brown 
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Deched L.I..P 

Forms Are Amended 1:o E×plicitly Cover U.S~ h~vestment Managers 

In January 2014, U.S. investment managers may experience increased reporting obligations 

~s ~ result of recent changes to the Treasury International Capital ("TIC") reporting system 

effective for cedai~ reports regarding cross-border claims and liabilities a~d ho~di~gs of 

short-term securities. 

Some investment managers previously may have reported their funds’ cross-border claims and liabilities 

and holdings of short-term securities to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York CFRBNY") as part of the 

U.S Department of the Treasury’s ("Treasury") TIC reporting system on TIC Forms CQ-1 and CQ-2 

(collectively, the "TIC C Forms") or simply were not aware that these U.S. government surveys applied to 

them Treasury adopted amendments to TIC Forms BC, BL-1, BL-2, BQ-1, BQ-2, and BQ-3 (collectively, the 

"TIC B Forms") and the TIC C Forms to more clearly cover asset managers, effective January 2014. 

Investment managers have historically reported this data on the TIC C Forms. Due to the amendments, 

beginning with forms filed after December 31, 2013,1 a newly-defined category of "non-bank financial 

institutions" ("NBFI"), including U.S. investment managers, will no longer be required to report on the TIC C 

Forms (if they even were aware of the forms) and instead will report certain cross-border claims and 

liabilities and short-term securities on the TIC B Forms.2 The TIC B Forms had previously been reserved 

for banks and other depository institutions, bank holding companies, financial holding companies, and 

broker-dealers (among other similar types of institutions) This change could subject investment 

managers to heightened TIC reporting requirements, including more numerous forms and more frequent 

reporting.3 

This OnPoint provides an overview of the TIC B Forms and identifies, when helpful, key distinctions 

between the TIC B Form and the old TIC C Form regimes.4 

Purposes o~~the Fo~ms 

The TIC B Forms and the TIC C Forms are designed to provide Treasury with a snapshot of cross-border 

claims and liabilities and holdings of short-term securities That data is used by the U.S. government to 

generate macroeconomic surveys such as U.S. balance of payments data 

Both sets of forms capture this information on an aggregate basis from the party deemed best suited to 

provide the report. For example, the instructions to each set of forms provide that assets held by a U.S. 

custodian should be reported by the U.S. custodian, not the U.S. end investor (e.g., a U.S. fund) on whose 

behalf the assets are held. 

Overview of the "TIC B Forms 

The TIC B Forms are periodic surveys that collect snapshot month- and quarter-end information about (i) 

the claims of U S.-resident financial institutions (eg, US. asset managers) and their U.S -resident 

customers on non-U.S, residents, and (ii) the liabilities of U.S.-resident financial institutions (e.g., U.S. 

asset managers) and their U.S.-resident customers to non-US residents5 In the asset management 

context, the term "customers" applies to the investment funds and can also apply to managed accounts. 

Any assets of a US fund that are not held by a US-resident custodian may thus be subject to reporting by 

the manager on behalf of its U.S. funds.6 The following table highlights some of the features of the TIC B 

Forms most relevant to investment managers 

~C (monthly) ~eport of US. Dollar Claims of Financial Institutions $50 million, or $25 January 15 

~n Foreign Nesidents million with 

respect to any ~oeludos U S.-rosMoo~ ~uos~moo~ m~o~ors’o~o 

mdMdual countrg 
~.S dollar cf~ms 

a U.S ~nvestment 

non-US funds for accrue6 management fees 

~k-~ (montNg) ~e~o~ of U.S. ~ollar Uab~l~t~es o~ ~manc~al $50 m~on, or $25 ~anuarg ~5 

nsfltuflons to ~ore~n Nes~dents m~ll~on w~th 



respect to any 
rncfudes U.S -resident investment managers’own 

individual country 
rj. S. dollar liabilities to non-U. S. residents 

iBL-2 (monthly) 

3Q-1 (quarterly) 

iBQ-2, Part 1 

iquarterly) 

3Q-2, Part 2 
i(quarterly) 

3Q-38(quarterly] 

Examples: 

fees owed by a U.S.-resident investment 

manager to a non-U.S, subadviser or service 

provider 

liabilities ofa U.S investment manager to 

foreign affiliates or subsidiaries 

Report of Customers’ US. Dollar Liabilities to 

:oreign Residents 

tncfudes U.S. dollar liabilities of U S. funds to non- 
rJ. S. residents 

Examples: 

(if no U.S. custodian reports this data) a U.S. 

fund’s accrued fees, paid by the fund, and 

owed to a non-U.S, subadviser or service 

provider 

(if no U.S. custodian reports this data) a US 

fund’s US. dollar-denominated margin debit 

balance with a non-U.S, bank or broker 

Report of Customers’ U.S. Dollar Claims on Foreign 

Residents 

rncfudes U.S. dollar clallns of U. S funds on non-U.S 

"esidents 

Examples: 

(if no U.S. custodian reports this data) a US 

mutual fund’s holdings of commercial paper 

denominated in U.S. dollars and issued by a 

non-U.S issuer 

a U.S. fund’s U.S.-dollar credit balance with a 

non-U.S, bank 

Report of Foreign Currency Liabilities and Claims of 

--inancial Institutions, and of Their Domestic 

?ustomers’ Foreign Currency Claims with Foreign 

Residents 

tncfudes U. S. investment managers’ foreign cu~:rency 

:fallns on and liabilities to coc-U S residents and 

U.S. funds’claims on non-U. S. residents 

Examples: 

a U.S. fund’s foreign-currency denominated 

credit balance at a non-U.S, bank or broker 

aU.S mutual fund’s holdingsofforeign- 

currency denominated commercial paper 

issued by a non-U.S, issuer 

Report of Customers’ Foreign Currency Liabilities to 

=oreign Residents 

tncfudes U.S. funds’ liabilities to foreign residents 

Examples: 

a U.S. fund’s foreign-currency denominated 

margin debit balance with a non-U.S, bank 

or broker 

Report of Maturities of Selected Liabilities and Claims 

3f Financial Institutions with Foreign Residents 

tncfudes remaining maturities of U.S. investment 

managers’ claims on and liabilities to non-U S 

"esidents 

Examples: 

(if no U.S. custodian reports this data) a US 

investment manager’s own holdings of short- 

term securities issued by a non-U.S, issuer 

$50 million, or $25 

million with 

respect to any 

individual country 

$50 million, or $25 

million with 

respect to any 

individual country 

$50 million, or $25 

million with 

respect to any 

individual country 

$50 million (no 

individual country 

limit) 

$4 billion (no 

individual country 

limit) 

January15 

January 20 

January 20 

January 20 

January 20 

Reportable Data 

The definitions of "claims" and "liabilities" differ to some extent among the TIC B Forms depending on 

whether the applicable form captures information about managed funds or about asset managers 

themselves. 

With respect to U.S. clients managed by a U.S. manager, the types of claims the TIC B Forms capture 



include: 

¯ short-term securities issued by a non-U.S, resident (i.e. negotiable and non-negotiable debt 

securities with an original maturity of one year or less, as well as short-term U.S. Treasury, federal 

agency, and federally-sponsored enterprise securities);9 

¯ negotiable certificates of deposit of any maturity issued by a non-US, resident and held by the 

reporter for U.S. residents; and 

claims of U.S. residents on the reporter’s managed foreign offices. 

With respect to the reporter itself (i.e., the investment manager), reportable claims include: 

¯ deposit balances of any maturity due from foreign banks (including non-negotiable CDs); 

¯ negotiable certificates of deposit of any maturity; 

¯ brokerage balances; 

¯ customers’ overdrawn accounts; 

¯ loans and loan participations of any maturity; 

¯ resale agreements and similar financing agreements; 

¯ short-term negotiable and non-negotiable securities (original maturity of one year or less); and 

¯ money market instruments (e.g., commercial paper, bankers’ acceptances) with an original 

maturity of one year or less 

Covered liabilities are treated similarly For funds, liabilities include: 

¯ short-term securities (i.e., negotiable and non-negotiable debt securities with an original maturity of 

one year or less, as well as short-term U.S. Treasury, federal agency, and federally-sponsored 

enterprise securities); and 

¯ liabilities of U.S. residents to the reporter’s managed foreign offices. 

With respect to the reporter itself (i.e, the investment manager), reportable liabilities include: 

¯ non-negotiable deposits of any maturity, including non-negotiable certificates of deposit; 

¯ brokerage balances; 

¯ overdrawn deposit accounts; 

¯ loans of any maturity, excluding drawn syndicated loans where there is a U.S administrative agent; 

¯ short-term non-negotiable securities; 

¯ repurchase agreements and similar financing agreements; 

¯ insurance technical reserves; and 

¯ accrued interest payables. 

Items specifically excluded from reporting on the TIC B Forms include, among other things: 

¯ long-term securities (ie., those with an original maturity of more than one year); 

¯ assets held as collateral in a cross-border resale agreement; 

¯ spot foreign exchange contracts; 

¯ derivatives; and 

¯ securities lending agreements in which one security is lent in return for another. 

Ag.(~regation 

While the Instructions to the TIC B Forms do not currently state so explicitly, the FRBNY staff takes the 

position that investment managers should aggregate their own and their subsidiaries’ reportable data 

when the investment manager’s own holdings are reported, and should aggregate the holdings of all the 

funds it manages when the funds’ holdings are to be reported. 

Penalties fo~ Failure to File 

The TIC B Forms are authorized and required by an Act of Congress. There is potential civil and criminal 

liability for failure to file timely and accurate reports for any U.S. person or group subject to the reporting 

requirements. Any group that fails to provide timely and accurate data may be subject to a civil penalty of 

between $2,500 and $25,000. Any US person or group that willfully fails to submit any of the information 

required in the report on the TIC B Forms may be subject to a fine of up to $10,000, and, if an individual, 

may be subject to imprisonment for up to one year, or both In addition, the requirement subjects to the 

same penalties officers, directors, employees, and agents of any entity with filing obligations, who 

knowingly participate in such willful violation 

Importantly, the person who will sign the filing must certify that he!she is aware of the penalties and that 

helshe is sufficiently knowledgeable about the activities and functions of the group on behalf of whom the 

report is filed and that he/she can knowingly and with reasonable confidence certify that the information 

provided is accurate and complete. 

Other TIC and Retated Reporting Requhemen~s 

Certain securities that are excluded from reporting on the TIC B Forms may nevertheless be reportable on 

other TIC Forms, and asset managers should familiarize themselves with these reporting requirements.1° 

For example, cross-border derivatives positions, which are expressly excluded from reporting on the TIC B 

Forms, may be reportable on TIC Form D for firms whose assets under management include derivatives 

exceeding certain thresholds.11 Similarly, although excluded from reporting on the TIC B Forms, cross- 

border holdings of, and transactions in, long-term securities are reportable on TIC Form SLT and TIC 

Form S, respectively. In addition, every five years, Treasury conducts benchmark surveys on TIC Forms 

SHC and SHL, which collect data on cross-border holdings of both long-term and short-term securities 

Finally, the Treasury Foreign Currency Forms require reporting of foreign exchange contracts and positions 

above a specified threshold.12 To the extent that TIC Forms SHC and SHL capture holdings of short-term 

securities, there may be reporting overlap between those forms and the TIC B Forms. There may also be 

overlap between the TIC B Forms, Treasury Foreign Currency Forms and certain Bureau of Economic 



Analysis Forms. 

S#ecia~ Considerations for Investment I~anage~s Curret~tly Reportit~g on T~C C 

Forms 

For those investment managers who have filed the TIC C Forms in the past, the following bullet points 

highlight the key distinctions between the two sets of forms Going forward, investment managers will no 

longer report on TIC C Forms 

Form BL-2, which requires investment managers to report cross-border liabilities of the funds 

under their management, differs in a variety of respects from the corresponding components of 

Form CQ-1. Form CQ-1 breaks down liabilities to foreign residents into two categories: "Short-Term 

Negotiable Securities" and "Other Liabilities." In contrast, Form BL-2 divides the types of reportable 

liabilities into three categories: "Short-term U.S. Treasury Obligations," "Negotiable CDs & All Short- 

Term Negotiable Securities," and "Other Custody Liabilities." In addition, the liabilities reported on 

Form BL-2 are further distinguished based on the category of counterparty or issuer, distinguishing 

between "Foreign Official Institutions," "Foreign Banks," and "All Other Foreigners" 

Form BQ-1 requires reporting of claims under the four separate categories of "Non-Negotiable 

Foreign Deposits," "Negotiable CDs," "All Sho~t-Term Negotiable Securities," and "Other Claims." 

The corresponding items on Form CQ-1 combine "Negotiable CDs" and "All Short Term Negotiable 

Securities" in a single column. 

Also, as noted above, the categories of reportable claims and liabilities under the TIC B Forms are 

much more detailed than the TIC C Forms, and there are a number of categories that may not be 

relevant to the investment management business. 

In addition, unlike the TIC C Forms, the TIC B Forms distinguish between US dollar-denominated 

and foreign currency-denominated claims and liabilities.Accordingly, Form BQ-2 deals exclusively 

with foreign currency-denominated claims and liabilities (of both the asset manager and its funds), 

while all of the other TIC B Forms capture only U.S. dollar-denominated claims or liabilities. 
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Under the final version of the Volcker Rule issued this week, issuers and sponsors of new 

CLO issuances should consider structuring CLOs to conform to ~he exclusions contained in 

the rule, and banks and bank affiliates that own tranches in existing CLOs will need to 

evaluate whether those CLOs conform with the exclusions contained in the rule and, if net, 

whether they need to amend the CLO documents, divest those interests by July 2015 or 

seek interpretive guidance. 

~nt[oduction 

On December 10, 2013, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Treasury, the Board of Governors of 

the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission, and the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Agencies") adopted a final rule (the 

"Final Rule") to implement section 13 of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 (the ’BHC Act"), which was 

added by section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act. ! Section 13 of the BHC Act contained what has become 

commonly known as the "Volcker Rule," which generally prohibits insured banks and their affiliates from 

proprietary trading or from acquiring or retaining any equity, partnership, or other ownership interest in, 

sponsoring, or having certain other relationships with a hedge fund or a private equity fund.2 To define 

"hedge fund or private equity fund," Section 13 of the BHC cross-referenced the Investment Company Act of 

1940 (the "40 Act"), saying that any entity that relied on the exclusions contained in section 3(c)(1 ) or 3(c)(7) 

to not qualify as an "investment company" under the ’40 Act was a "hedge fund or private equity fund’’3 

Because many CLOs rely on these exclusions, such CLOs would be subject to the same rules restricting 

bank ownership and sponsorship as hedge funds unless specifically excluded by the Final Rule. 

Fortunately, the Final Rule provides a number of possible exclusions, but meeting the exclusion criteria 

would require changes to common CLO structures currently used in the market And as the Final Rule 

provides no grandfathering for existing deals, existing CLOs that do not meet the exclusion criteria will be 

subject to substantially the same limits imposed by the Final Rule on bank relationships with hedge funds 

and private equity funds. 

Covered Funds 

As implemented, the Final Rule prohibits any "banking entity’’4, either ’as principal, directly or indirectly," 

from acquiring or retaining any ownership interest in or sponsoring a ’covered fund "A"covered fund" 

includes any issuer "that would be an investment company, as defined in the [’40 Act], but for section 3(c) 

(1) or 3(c)(7) of that Act," but subject to a number of specific exclusions.5 

The Final Rule includes a number of carve-outs from the definition of’covered fund" One provision, 

discussed in more detail below, excludes all "loan securitizations.’’6 Another clarifies that an issuer "that 
may rely on an exclusion or exemption from the definition of ’investment company’ under the [’40 Act] other 

than the exclusions contained in section 3(c)(1) and 3(c)(7) of that Act" - including, for example, an issuer 

that relies on the exclusion for issuers of asset-backed securities contained in Rule 3a-7 of the ’40 Act- is 

not a covered fund under the Final Rule.7 A related provision excludes any entity that "has elected to be 

regulated as a business development company.., and has not withdrawn its election, or that is formed 

and operated pursuant to a written plan to become a business development company" and that files a 

written plan of its election meeting certain requirements under the Final Rule8 

Any banking entity that had more than $10 billion in consolidated assets as of December 31 of the two 

prior years must retain records documenting "the exclusions or exemptions other than sections 3(c)(1) 

and 3(c)(7).. relied on by each fund sponsored . in determining that such fund is not a covered fund," 

as well as "documentation supporting the banking entity’s determination that [any fund it sponsors] is not a 

covered fund pursuant to" the "loan securitization" provision or several other exclusions under the Final 

Ruleg 

Loan Securitizations 

The Final Rule defines a loan securitization as "an issuing entity of asset-backed securities" that holds 

nothing other than: 

"(A) Loans as defined in § __.2(s) of subpart A; 

(B) Rights or other assets designed to assure the servicing or timely distribution of proceeds to 

holders of such securities and rights or other assets that are related or incidental to purchasing or 



otherwise acquiring and holding the loans, provided that each asset meets the requirements of 

paragraph (c)(8)(iii) of this section; 

(C) Interest rate or foreign exchange derivatives that meet the requirements of paragraph (c)(8)(iv) of 

this section; and 

(D) Special units of beneficial interest and collateral certificates that meet the requirements of 

paragraph (c)(8)(v) of this section’’10 

The defined term "loans" includes "any loan, lease, extension of credit, or secured or unsecured receivable 

that is not a security or derivative.’’11 The Supplementary Information published by the Agencies to 

accompany the Final Rule (the "Supplementary Information") notes that the question of whether a loan is a 

security "will depend on the particular facts and circumstances," but "the parties’ characterization of an 

instrument as a loan is not dispositive," and ultimately "whether a loan is a security or a derivative for 

purposes of the loan definition is based on the federal securities laws and the Commodity Exchange 

Act.,,12 It is clear that some assets commonly held by CLOs, including bonds or notes issued by other 

CLOs, would clearly not be permissible as loans for purposes of the Final Rule. 

The Final Rule sets forth several categories of assets that loan securitizations are not permitted to have. 

These impermissible assets include any "security, including an asset-backed security, or an interest in an 

equity or debt security," other than "cash equivalents for purposes ot~’ the "rights or other assets" basket in 

clause (B) above, or "securities received in lieu of debts previously contracted with respect to the loans 

supporting the asset-backed securities.’’!3 "Cash equivalents" were not further defined in the Final Rule 

itself, but the Supplementary Information gives examples of "cash equivalents" that are more narrow than 

many CLO indentures currently define ’permitted investments’’14 Those structuring CLO indentures to 

comply with the "loan securitization" definition should consider whether any contemplated "permitted 

investments" may fall outside the scope of this permission (such as highly rated corporate bonds or repos 

not issued by federally insured banks), and if so, whether those additional categories convey benefits 

worth risking "loan securitization" treatment under the Final Rule 

In addition, the Final Rule prohibits loan securitizations from being party to any derivative other than 

interest rate or foreign exchange derivatives that, by their written terms, relate directly to the loans, the 

asset-backed securities, or the contractual rights of other assets held by the issuer and that actually 

reduce interest rate and/or foreign exchange risk.15 Finally, the Final Rule specifically forbids loan 

securitizations from holding commodity forward contracts.!6 

P~’ohibited Activities with ~’espect to Covere.d Funds 

If a CLO issuer relying on the 3(c)(7) exclusion from the ’40 Act does not meet the definition of "loan 

securitization" (or another carve-out contained in the Final Rule such as relying on Rule 3a 7 for exclusion 

from the ’40 Act), then it will be considered a covered fund, severely limiting its relationships with banks 

and bank affiliates. As discussed above, a banking entity generally may not sponsor17 or own an interest 

in a covered fund,18 subject to various exceptions The Final Rule also references the "covered 

transaction" provisions of section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act to provide that, subject to certain 

exceptions, a banking entity that serves as "investment manager, investment adviser, commodity trading 

advisor, or sponsor to a covered fund, that organizes and offers a covered fund pursuant to [the Final Rule] 

or that continues to hold an ownership interest" in a covered fund in connection with acting as a securitizer 

thereof or retaining risk retention with respect thereto under Section 15G of the Exchange Act, and any 

affiliate of such an entity, may not: 

[] loan or extend credit to the covered fund, 

[] purchase or invest in securities of the covered fund, 

[] purchase assets from the covered fund, 

[] accept securities or other debt obligations issued by the covered fund as collateral for a loan to any 

person or company, 

[] issue a guaranty, acceptance or letter of credit on behalf of the covered fund, 

[] enter into any transaction with the covered fund that involves borrowing or lending securities, to the 

extent the transaction would cause the banking entity or a subsidiary to have credit exposure to the 

covered fund, or 

[] enter into any derivative transaction with the covered fund, to the extent the derivative transaction would 

cause the banking entity or a subsidiai¥ to have credit exposure to the covered fund19 

Notwithstanding this list, the Final Rule permits banking entities to hold very limited interests in covered 

funds Banking entities are permitted to sponsor, acquire and retain ownership interests in a covered fund 

in connection with providing trust, fiduciary or advisory services to customers (which may be new 

customers),2° and in connection with an offering of asset-backed securities when the banking entity acts 

as a securitizer or acquires or retains an ownership interest in the issuer as required by the risk retention 

rules under section 15G of the Exchange Act and otherwise complies with the Final Rule.21 In connection 

with such an offering, the banking entity is permitted to establish the fund and provide it with ’sufficient 

initial equity for investment to permit the fund to attract unaffiliated investors," as long as, within one year 

after the date on which assets are initially transferred into the fund, the banking entity sells down its 

interest to no more than three percent of the total value of outstanding interests in the fund. The banking 

entity can hold more than three percent of the ownership interests if required to meet its risk retention 

obligations under section 15G of the Exchange Act.22 However, no banking entity is permitted to hold 

ownership interests in covered funds with an aggregate value of more than 3% of the tier 1 capital of the 

banking entity under the foregoing authorities.23 

Of particular relevance to the CLO market, the ownership exceptions to the covered transaction provisions 

do not permit lending money to the covered fund by a banking entity or any affiliate thereof subject to such 

covered transaction provisions. This means that certain warehouse facilities would be a prohibited 

transaction under the Final Rule if the issuer is a covered fund and the lender is a banking entity or an 

affiliate thereof subject to such covered transaction provisions. 



In addition to the ownership and relationship restrictions, the Final Rule also subjects "any banking entity 

that serves.., as the investment manager, investment adviser, commodity trading advisor or sponsor to a 

covered fund, or that organizes and offers a covered fund" pursuant to the above exemptions, to section 

23B of the Federal Reserve Act "as if such banking entity were a member bank and such covered fund 

were an affiliate thereof," which will require "covered transactions" between the banking entity and a 

covered fund be on arms’-Iength terms24 

Finally, the Final Rule contains a blanket prohibition on any transaction involving a covered fund that would 

"involve or result in a material conflict of interest between the banking entity and its clients, customers, or 

counterparties,’’25 although a banking entity may avoid a material conflict of interest by offering to the 

ultimate client, customer or counterparty timely disclosure and an opportunity to negate or mitigate the 

effects of the conflict, or by establishing information barriers (and formal policies to maintain those 

barriers) designed to prevent the conflict.26 

Repo~ting and Reco~dkeeping 

To the extent a banking entity holds any interest in or sponsors any covered fund, the Final Rule imposes 

substantial monitoring and reporting requirements27 This includes "provid[ing] a process, which must 

include appropriate management review and independent testing, for identifying and documenting covered 

funds that each unit within the banking entity’s organization sponsors or organizes and offers, and covered 

funds in which each such unit invests," establishing compliance procedures that sets forth how the 

banking entity monitors and prohibits conflicts of interest relating to covered funds, prohibits transactions 

that threaten the soundness of the banking entity and prevents exposure to high-risk assets or trading 

strategies, and establishing internal controls to monitor holdings in covered funds. The compliance 

program must also explain how the bank plans to "actively seek[] unaffiliated investors" to ensure that it is 

able to sell down an investment in a covered fund it sponsors to the )ermitted level within the permitted 

timeframe. 

A provision that appeared unexpectedly in the Final Rule is an expansive definition of"ownership interest" 

in a covered fund that could encompass many currently outstanding CLO debt tranches. Under the Final 

Rule, "ownership interest" is defined as "any equity, partnership, or other similar interest," including any 

interest that "has the right to participate in the selection or removal of a general partner, managing 

member, member of the board of directors or trustees, investment manager, investment adviser, or 

commodity trading advisor of the covered fund (excluding the rights of a creditor to exercise remedies upon 

the occurrence of an event of default or an acceleration event).’’28 

Many CLO indentures permit either the controlling class of notes or the holders of equity interests to 

remove the manager for cause (but outside of an event of default), and permit the controlling class and the 

equity, acting together, to select a new manager. This limited control right of the controlling class appears 

to fall within the definition of"ownership interest" under the Final Rule, thereby preventing any banking 

entity from acquiring or retaining notes after July 21, 2015 if the notes were issued by a CLO that is a 

covered fund at the end of the conformance period. However, amending the indenture to remove any bond 

basket and make sure the permitted investments and permitted hedge agreements comply with the 

definition of ’loan securitization" in the Final Rule, or modifying the deal structure in such a way that the 

issuer could rely on the exclusion contained in Rule 3a-7, would remove the issuer from the universe of 

"covered funds," and permit banking entities to invest in and continue to own notes issued by the CLO We 

also anticipate that market participants will attempt to clarify to the Agencies that CLO noteholders 

exercising the right to participate in the removal of a manager for cause (outside of an event of default) and 

the selection of a replacement manager after such removal or resignation by the prior manager are 

exercising creditor remedies, and will request guidance from the Agencies that such a right does not give 

rise to an ownership interest. 

The Agencies acknowledged in the Supplementary Information the request by commenters to grandfather 

certain existing funds and so not require them to comply with the provisions of the Final Rule, but explicitly 

rejected this approach, instead noting that "section 13 specifically addresses a banking entity’s preexisting 

investments in covered funds by providing a conformance period, which banking entities may use to bring 

their activities and investments into compliance with the requirements of section 13 and the final rule.’’29 In 

a separate action the Agencies extended this conformance period for most provisions of the Final Rule, 

including the prohibition on acquiring or owning interests in or sponsoring covered funds, for one year until 

July 21, 2015.30 

~mp~ications for the CLO ~,~arket 

Given the harsh consequences of being considered a "covered fund" under the Final Rule, we expect that 

CLO issuers and sponsors will increasingly structure new deals to avoid treatment as a covered fund, 

either by fitting their deals within the definition of "loan securitization," or by relying on Rule 3a-7 for 

exclusion from the ’40 Act rather than section 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7) 

For a CLO structure to conform to the definition of "loan securitization," one obvious change is the removal 

of bond and CLO note baskets and any other investments that fall outside the definition of "loan," which, as 

securities or derivatives, are prohibited assets for loan securitizations under the Final Rule. Several deals 

that went to market in the immediate aftermath of the release of the Final Rule followed this approach; as 

an alternative, permission to hold such investments may be left in the indenture, but the issuer would be 

prohibited from acquiring or holding any such investment unless the trustee receives an opinion of 

counsel that the acquisition thereof by the issuer would not cause the issuer to constitute or be deemed a 

"covered fund" as defined in and subject to the Volcker Rule. As additional precautions, parties should 

provide that issuers are only permitted to enter into interest rate and foreign exchange derivative 

transactions that actually reduce interest rate or foreign currency risk, and make sure they are comfortable 

that only "cash equivalents" (as loosely defined in the Final Rule) are permitted investments. 

If issuers and managers want to keep the ability to invest in bonds, they may try to avoid the Volcker Rule 



entirely by relying on Rule 3a-7 of the ’40 Act rather than section 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7). However, managers may 

find that the limitations and burdens of Rule 3a-7 outweigh the benefits. An issuer relying on Rule 3a-7 

cannot acquire or sell assets "for the primary purpose of recognizing gains or decreasing losses resulting 

from market value changes.’’31 Among other things, this can impose a compliance burden, as a manager 

typically must keep records showing that they traded for reasons other than to recognize gains or decrease 

losses, and certify as such to the trustee 

Finally, we encourage interested readers and relevant trade associations to request guidance from the 

Agencies that the exercise of a noteholder’s right to participate in the removal of a manager for cause, and 

participate in the selection of a replacement manager when a manager is removed or resigns, even 

outside of the context of an event of default, would be deemed the equivalent of the exercise of a creditor’s 

right to remove the manager following an event of default, and as such would not cause the related CLO 

notes to be deemed "ownership interests" Absent such guidance, banks and banking affiliates holding 

interests in debt tranches in existing CLOs will need to review the terms of those CLOs carefully, and in the 

event that (i) the CLO is a covered fund (for example, because the issuer may hold bonds or CLO notes), 

and (ii) their notes constitute an ownership interest (for example, because they may grant the right to direct 

removal of the manager for cause or participate in the selection of a replacement (other than following an 

event of default)), they should consider seeking amendments to the CLO documents to allow the related 

CLO issuers to rely on the loan securitization exclusion or on Rule 3a 7 to the ’40 Act so as not to be a 

"covered fund" subject to the Final Rule, or otherwise carefully evaluate whether they will be required to 

divest those interests by July 21, 2015 

Later this week, Dechert LLP will issue an OnPoint discussing the full range of significant developments 

contained in the Final Rule. 
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SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: KKR Financial Holdings LLC (NYSE: KFN) has agreed to merge with KKR & Co. L.P. 

(NYSE: KKR) 

KKR Financial Holdings LLC (NYSE: KFN) has agreed to merge with KKR & Co. L.P. (NYSE: 

KKR) 

Sandier O’Neill served as financial advisor to the independent committee of the Board of 

Directors of KKR Financial Holdings in connection with this transaction, 

2012, more than any other investment bank over this period,~ 

NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO, December 16, 2013--KKR & Co. L.P. (NYSE: KKR) and KKR 

Financial Holdings LLC (NYSE: KFN) today announced the signing of a definitive merger 

agreement where KKR will acquire KFN through a stock-for-stock merger that values KFN at S2.6 

billion. 

KFN is a specialty finance company with a portfolio of assets spanning a complementary range 

of strategies, principally leveraged credit through ownership of subordinated and mezzanine 

notes across a number of CLOs; special situations; and Private Markets strategies including 

natural resources, commercial real estate and private equity. KFN is externally managed by KKR. 

Under the agreement, which has been approved by the boards of directors of both KKR and KFN, 

in KFN’s case based on the unanimous recommendation of a committee of independent 

directors of KFN, shareholders of KFN will receive 0.51 common units of KKR for each common 

share of KFN. Based on KKR’s closing price as of December 16, 2013, the exchange ratio 

equates to a value of S12.79 per common share of KFN, implying a 35% premium to KFN’s 

closing price on December 16, 2013, or S2.6 billion in total common equity value. 

Based on the volume-weighted average closing price of KKR common units over the 30 trading 

days ended December 16, 2013, the exchange ratio implies a 27% premium to the volume- 

weighted average closing price of KFN common shares over the same time period. 

Henry Kravis and George Roberts, Co-Founders and Co-Chief Executive Officers of KKR, stated: 

"Through this transaction, we are acquiring a business with a fully invested, complementary 

portfolio of assets while increasing the scale and diversity of KKR’s balance sheet. Furthermore, 

through the distribution of KFN’s realized earnings, the transaction is expected to provide a 

meaningfully greater recurring component to KKR’s distribution and also be immediately 

accretive on a total distribution per unit basis." 

Paul Hazen, Chairman of the board of directors of KFN, said: "KFN has built a strong business 

with a diversified portfolio of assets. This transaction offers KFN shareholders a substantial 

premium for that business, with an implied value in excess of the company’s trading price over 

the last five years, while enhancing holders’ liquidity. Furthermore, through the ownership of 

KKR common units, KFN common shareholders will gain access to the performance of the entire 

KKR platform, including asset management, capital markets and the KKR balance sheet, in 

addition to participating in KFN’s legacy portfolio." 

The transaction is subject to approval by KFN’s shareholders as well as customary regulatory 

approvals and other customary closing conditions. Upon closing of the transaction, which is 

expected in the first half of 2014, KFN will become a subsidiary of KKR. KFN’s perpetual 

preferred shares as well as its junior subordinated and senior notes will remain outstanding 

securities of KFN. 
1) Excludes terminated transactions and self advisory roles 
Source: SNL Financial 

For more inibrmation, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 
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This paper discusses why a "corporate governance movement" that commenced in the United States in the 1970s became an entrenched feature 

of American capitalism and describes how the chronology differed in a potentially crucial way for banks. The paper explains corporate governance’s 
emergence and staying power by reference to changing market conditions and a deregulation trend that provided executives with unprecedented 

managerial discretion as the 20th century drew to a close. With banking the historical pattern paralleled general trends in large measure. Still, 

while the "imperial" CEO who surged to prominence in the 1980s became outmoded for the most part after corporate scandals at the start of the 

2000s, this was not the case with large financial companies. The continued boldness of "star" CEOs in the financial services industry plausibly 
contributed to the market turmoil of 2008 but the financial crisis emphatically ended this corporate governance "free pass" banks had enjoyed. 
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Under English law the conventional wisdom is that companies should aim to maximize shareholder value. The duty formulated in section 172 of the 
Companies Act 2006 for directors to promote the success of the company enshrines in statute a reformed and broader concept of shareholder 
value, labelled as ’enlightened shareholder value’. The meaning of the term ’company’ in this context was construed, again and again, by the 
courts as referring to present and future members,subject to the requirement to take into consideration the interests of other constituencies. 



But has the recent financial crisis proved that this conception of shareholder value failed? Does it require refinement or re-tuning? Should we look 
at new ways of thinking about the ultimate purpose of the corporation? This brief commentary intends to highlight some hidden truths and new 

realities which impact on and bear profoundly on the way the above questions should be dealt with. 

These questions were recently discussed at a panel at Cass Business School on 24 April 2013, in which the author was part of. Other speakers 

were: Professor Colin Mayer, Past Dean of the Said Business School at Oxford University, Dr Daniel Summerfield, Head of Responsible Investments 
at USST, Professor Paddy Ireland, Kent Law School and Professor Igor Filotochev, Associate Dean, Cass Business School. The views expressed in 

this commentary were presented at the debate and are solely those of the author. 
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The paper provides a review of the theoretical, normative and judicial base of the shareholder value paradigm in order to assess its ultimate 
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strategies in a mono-dimensional way beyond having failed to provide sound mechanisms of control in large public firms. 
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This paper contains the European Company Law Experts’ response to the report of the European Commission of 28 June 2012 on the application of 
the Takeover Bids Directive of 2004 and the reform initiatives announced. For evaluating these initiatives the rationale of the mandatory bid rule is 
relevant (exit rationale, control premium rationale and undistorted choice rationale). On this basis the paper discusses each of the concerns raised 
by the European Commission: 1) The concept of "acting in concert": The ECLE are of the opinion that a uniform concept for the Takeover Bids 
Directive, the Transparency Directive and the Acquisition Directive is not useful because of the different objectives of these Directives. As to the 
Takeover Directive it should be made clear that joint engagement activities of investors should not trigger a mandatory offer. 2) National 
derogations to the mandatory offer rule differ widely, but there are different types of derogations that pose different concerns. The ECLE 
recommend that the Directive should provide for a review process with respect to national derogations. 3) The ECLE believe that there are good 
reasons to close the loopholes against the "creep in" and the "creep on" acquisitions. 4) As to board neutrality and the break-through rule the 
ECLE believe that the default rules should be changed. The option rights should be given to the shareholders, not to the member states. The 
reciprocity rule is flawed. 5) The protection of the rights of employees should be addressed in a wider context and should not be taken up 
specifically for one type of transaction such as takeover bids. 

W~’[L~.~’~4 .~. �~.~Y, Emory University School of Law 

Email: lawwjc@law,emory,edu 

Larry Ribstein and his co-authors broke new ground in examining jurisdictional competition and private choice of law. Going beyond corporate law 
bounds, they examined jurisdictional competition for other forms of entities, and found competition driving efficient uniformity. The more challenging 
area they addressed was private choice of law in contracts. While much of their work is enlightening, there is much left to be done in examining the 
mechanisms of efficiency in private agreements. Law are complex bundles of rights and obligations, often heterogenous, in a market without 
explicit prices. While the mechanisms of adoption of business laws are well documented, difficult questions of bounded rationality remain in the 
area of private choice of law. 
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DAVID :L WALKER, Boston University School of Law 
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We evaluate the effect of highly salient disclosure of private college and university president compensation on subsequent donations using a 

quasi-experimental research design. Using a differences-in-discontinuities approach to compare institutions that are highlighted in the Chronicle of 

Higher Education’s annual "top 10" list of most highly-compensated presidents against similar others, we find that appearing on a top 10 list is 
associated with reduced average donations of approximately 4.5 million dollars in the first full fiscal year following disclosure, despite greater 

fundraising efforts at "top i0" schools. We also find some evidence that top i0 appearances slow the growth of compensation, while increasing 

fundraising and enrollment, in subsequent years. We interpret these results as consistent with the hypothesis that donors care about 

compensation and react negatively to high levels of pay, on average; but (absent highly-salient disclosures) are not fully informed about pay levels. 
Thus, while donors represent a potential source of monitoring and discipline with respect to executive pay in the nonprofit sector, significant 

agency problems remain. We discuss the implications of these findings for the regulation of nonprofits and for our broader understanding of the 

pay-setting process at for-profit as well as nonprofit organizations. 
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Financial Institution& the Market, and the Continuing Problem of Executive Compensation, Americans for Financial Reform and the Roosevelt Institute, Nov. 

12, 2013 
U Denver Legal Studies Research Paper ~7o. 14-05 

~o ’~,O~RT ~ROWN, University of Denver Sturm College of Law 

Emaih jbrown@law,du,edu 

The financial crisis of 2008 occurred in part because of excessive risk taking by financial institutions. Compensation formulas at some of these 
institutions contributed to the collapse by encouraging the maximization of short-term revenues. Excessive risk, however, was not the only problem 
associated with compensation that surfaced during the crisis. Payments often seemed unrelated to actual performance. Compensation formulas 
could result in amounts disproportionate to the services provided and could include lavish perks. 



The practices raised broad concerns about the role of the board of directors in the corporate governance process. The source of the problem was-- 
and remains--surprisingly clear. Compensation has traditionally been a matter left to the discretion of the board of directors. Directors in turn have 

a fiduciary obligation to act in the best interests of shareholders. In the abstract, the duties would seem sufficient to require boards to develop 

formulas that avoided excessive risk and linked incentives to the long-term performance of the company. In fact, fiduciary obligations impose no 
meaningful restraints on the type or amount of executive compensation authorized by boards. Instead, executive compensation is left to the 

"market" to regulate. Yet as the recent downturn shows, the market has not proved up to the task. Congress in the new millennium has expressed 
dissatisfaction with the compensation process and has intervened on several occasions. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act required top officers to reimburse 

improperly paid compensation in certain circumstances. 

The legislation also sought to prevent abuses in the compensation process by prohibiting loans to directors and executive officers. During the 
financial crisis, temporary restraints were imposed on the compensation practices of financial institutions receiving funds under the Troubled Asset 

Relief Program (TARP) of 2008. Permanent reforms, however, had to wait until the adoption of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 

Protection Act in 2010. It authorized financial regulators to prohibit compensation practices that encouraged inappropriate risk taking. In addition, 

Congress sought to force corporate boards to adopt more rigorous processes for determining compensation and to give shareholders a permanent 
role in compensation determinations. 

Executive Compensation. 

These efforts, although productive, represented a patchwork of changes that left the underlying problems in place. Even under proposed rules by 
bank regulators, boards largely remained free of meaningful limits in determining compensation. As a result, for years after the adoption of the 

Dodd-Frank Act, the dynamics that contributed to the financial crisis remained mostly unchanged. Future reforms are therefore necessary and will 

likely emanate from Congress. 
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University of CambrMge F~culty of Law ~esearch Paper ~o. 36/20~3 

~It~,:~AN i~, CHEI~F:~:I~, University of Cambridge - Faculty of Law, European Corporate Governance ~[nstitute (ECGI) 
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This paper discusses why a "corporate governance movement" that commenced in the United States in the 1970s became an entrenched feature 

of American capitalism and describes how the chronology differed in a potentially crucial way for banks. The paper explains corporate governance’s 

emergence and staying power by reference to changing market conditions and a deregulation trend that provided executives with unprecedented 

managerial discretion as the 20th century drew to a close. With banking the historical pattern paralleled general trends in large measure. Still, 
while the "imperial" CEO who surged to prominence in the 1980s became outmoded for the most part after corporate scandals at the start of the 

2000s, this was not the case with large financial companies. The continued boldness of "star" CEOs in the financial services industry plausibly 

contributed to the market turmoil of 2008 but the financial crisis emphatically ended this corporate governance "free pass" banks had enjoyed. 

(2013) 31 Company and Securities Law Journal 423-436 
,~lonas,~ University F~culty of Law Legal ~tudies Research P~o~r No. 20~3/33 

ROSE~ARY TEELE LANGFORD, Monash University - Faculty of Law 

Email: Rose mary= LangFord@law. monash.edu.au 

The duty to act bona fide in the interests of the company is essential to directors’ fiduciary loyalty and proscribes a number of forms of disloyalty. 
These include pursuit of self-interest, non-consideration of the company’s interests and conferral of benefits on third parties in the absence of 
attendant corporate benefit. With respect to the first of these aspects of loyalty the duty to act bona fide in the interests of the company overlaps 
with the duties to avoid conflicts and profits. However, the duty to act bona fide in the interests of the company has an independent operation as 
concerns the second and third forms of disloyalty. This article examines the relationship between the duty to act bona fide in the interests of the 
company and the duties to avoid conflicts and profits. In so doing, it demonstrates the overarching nature of the duty to act bona fide in the 
interests of the company and its fundamentality in terms of the fiduciary loyalty exacted of directors. These issues will be of direct relevance in any 
decision of the High Cour~ in relation to the Bell Group of companies. 
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The organizational structure of financial conglomerates gives rise to fundamental regulatory challenges. Legally, the structure subjects firms to 
multiple, incompatible client duties. Practically, the structure provides firms with a huge reservoir of non-public information that they may use to 
further their self-interests, potentially harming clients and third parties. The primary regulatory response to these challenges and a core feature of 
the financial regulatory architecture is the Chinese wall or information barrier. Rather than examine measures to strengthen Chinese walls, to date 
legal scholars have focused on the circumstances in which to deny them legal effect, while economists have focused on demonstrating Chinese 
walls’ practical ineffectiveness in a range of important contexts. 

This paper discusses the phenomenon of failing Chinese walls, explains why it occurs, and proposes a regulatory solution. The paper argues that 
limits on market discipline and evidential difficulties in detecting and proving the use of non-public information account for the failures of Chinese 
walls. It shows how the Volcker Rule, a core plank of the Dodd-Frank Act, will likely reduce harms flowing from failing Chinese walls, despite the 
rule’s intended focus on financial stability. To address the ongoing regulatory challenges, the article proposes the use of statistical inference to 
both detect and prove trading by financial conglomerates using non-public information and thus the failure of Chinese walls. Employed in so-called 
forensic finance to detect wrongdoing, the analyses can be used to rule out benign rationales - including superior trading skill and mere 
coincidence - for financial conglomerates’ abnormal trading returns. The article designs a regulatory strategy based on the use of statistical 
analyses. Although recognizing limits with the strategy, the article argues that it nevertheless holds promise in addressing the regulatory 
challenges of financial conglomeration. 
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BART BOOT~A, Erasmus University Rotterdam (FUR) - Erasmus School of Law 

Ernail: bootsma@law.eur~nl 

This essay analyses the shareholder role in corporate governance in terms of Albert Hirschman’s Exit, Voice, and Loyalty. The term ’exit’ is 
embedded in a law & economics framework, while ’voice’ relates to a corporate constitutional framework. The essay takes an eclectic approach and 
argues that, in order to understand the shareholder role in its full breadth and depth, the corporate law & economics framework can ’share the 
analytical stage’ with a corporate constitutional framework. ]t is argued that Hirschman’s concept of ’loyalty’ is the connecting link between the 
corporate law & economics and corporate constitutional framework. Corporate law is perceived as a Janus head, as it is influenced by corporate 
law & economics as well as by corporate constitutional considerations. In the discussion on the shareholder role in public corporations, it is 



debated whether corporate law should facilitate loyalty-promoting instruments, such as loyalty dividend and loyalty warrants. In this essay, these 
instruments are analysed based on the eclectic approach. It is argued that loyalty dividend and warrants are law & economics instruments (i.e. 
financial incentives) based on corporate constitutional motives (i.e. promoting loyalty in order to change the exit/voice mix in favour of voice). 
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Today’s Top Stories 

Citi Exec Deborah McWhinney to Leave for 
Corporate Board Seat 

McWhinney, the head of Citigroup’s enterprise 
payments division, is leaving the bank at the 
end of January to serve as an independent 
director for a Fortune 250 company, which she 
did not name. She said she hopes her move 
will encourage more women to serve on the 
boards of public companies. 

Hann~i’s ~4&A Shift Changes Korean~ 
American Bank Picture 

Early in the year Hanmi Financial in Los 
Angeles was poised to put itself up for sale. 
But its deal to buy a Texas bank with 
operations in six states could rearm Hanmi in 
its fight with BBCN Bancorp and Wilshire 
Bancorp to be the top Korean-American bank. 

The community bank says it’s winning over 
government contractors and law and 
accounting firms with technology that’s a step 
ahead of peers. 

CFPB Now Partnering with ,States to Rein 

in Online Lenders 

Actions jointly announced against California- 
based CashCall signal the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau’s intent to target online 
lending based on claims originating in states. 

By Department 

First Virginia Bank Uses Tech, Low Fees 

The community bank says it’s winning over 
government contractors and law and 
accounting firms with technology that’s a step 
ahead of peers. 
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McWhinney, the head of Citigroup’s enterprise 
payments division, is leaving the bank at the 
end of January to serve as an independent 
director for a Fortune 250 company, which she 
did not name. She said she hopes her move 
will encourage more women to serve on the 
boards of public companies. 
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Some banks want to expand their check- 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Equality NC Foundation <enc@equali~nc.org> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 6:10 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Please don’t donate. Invest. 

This time of year, we know yon’re going to get a lot of"asks" coming yonr way. ~d while other 
organizations may be wor~ay of a donation, today we’re writing lk~r something diflbrent: an actual 
INVESTMENT in o~r sha~’ed fl~tm’e. 

So please, DON~T DONATE. I~tstead~ INVEST ~n EquaHty. 

Becanse w~en you invest in Equality NC Foundation, your impact is immediate: 

, � ~ invest ne ~t of $15o = hope for a rural Western Norkh Carolina eommunRy in need of vital voter 
education to grow its pro-equality activism in 2Ol4. 

, ~ investmenk of ~3oo = support for a small Easkem NoAh Carolina town seeking to pass nmch- 
n ceded employment proteekion po]ieies for its gay and transgender worke~ ne:,~ year. 

~ An investment of $6oo = mobiliza~on of faith negvorka in all corners of the s~e dedicated to 

leading ]oea~ e~brts to gain auppot~ for marriage equalib~. 

. An investment of $1200 = vit~d eollection and dissemination of stories from No~h Carolina’s 
plentifi~l militaU and veteran families wi~o are leading the charge on all fl’on N of LGBT advocacy 
and activism. 

. An investment of 8~5oo = transforming a small grassroots gronp into a strategic, community-led 

Equali[y NC affiliate, focused on s~ared goals, including civic engagemenL LGBT issue eduea~on, 
and targeted actions. 

I.issa~ we know you’ve always been a friend of Equality. 

Now we’~" asking yon to play an even bigger role in our fasbgtx~wing EqualRy NC Foundation family - 
s uppot~ing ~he next phase of our all-.important work in 2o14, by making a long--term, tax-deductible 
investment in Eqnali[y NC Fbunda’don today. 

We’ve always eounted o~ yon. Now it’s time to eount on us. 

Please -- invest now i~ Eqm~li~" NC Fom~dat~on: 

Thank you, 

Chris Sgro 
Executive Director 
Eqnality NC Fore,damon 
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Akin, John Stephen <john akin@unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Wissick, Brent Stewaxt <bswissic@email.unc.e&~>; 
Byar~ Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email.unc.edu~-; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edtr~; Renner, Joy J q!oy Renne@med.unc.edn>; 
Taylor, Todd <lwtaylo@em~Jl.unc.e&~>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@nnc.edtc’; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtC" 

Thal~ You 

Dear Colleagues: 
Thank you for our meeting yesterday. I thought the conversation was thoughtful, detailed, fair, and respectful to the student and to all involved. 

After reading the file again after our meeting, I agreed with your recommendation and concluded that we should not offer the student admission. 

Thank you again for the very helpful conversation, and happy holidays to you and to your loved ones. I am grateful to be your colleague. 

Steve 

Stephen Farmer 

Vice Provost for Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.966.3992 
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The 10-Point- December 17, 2013 

Hello, 

The NSA Fought the Law and the Law Won 

Ever since Edward Snowden leaked documents revealing the National 

Security Agency’s program that stores the phone records of Americans, a 

debate has ensued about whether the NSA crossed the line. For the first 

time, a -f~x~era~ j~dge i~ ~a3,~ r~ i-~ pr~a ~@ d~d. We report that Judge 

Richard Leon, an appointee of President George W. Bush, ruled against 

the NSA’s eolleetkm of phone records, calling the program "almost 

Orwellian" and sa~ng it "almost certainly does violate" the Constitution. 

We note, hot~ver, that the ruling doesn’t mean the data collection is going 

to end soon. The judge suspended his ot~n order to destroy the plaintiffs 

data while the government pursues an expected appeal. The issue x.~411 

probably make its way through a long and x.~4nding judicial road, 

One Catch and That’s Catch-22 

A major objective of President Baraek ObaIna’s health-care law is 

extending coverage to millions of Americans, particularly those with pre- 

existing illnesses. But we find that a paradox might emerge when 

and h~x,@ta.l,,~ ~.~f:~\:r t<~ pay i~.~.,,~.~r~.mce pr~.’r~:~i~:~m;~ for low-income people who 

need costly health care. While efforts to extend coverage to those who 

need it most help fulfill the stated goal of the health law, these acts of 

kindness may also be a setback for the law’s rollout because insurers say 

they need a mix of healthy and sick customers to make a profit. Our story" 

takes a look at the economies of the health-care law, portending the 

complications that might arise if insurers find a new group of people with 

costly illnesses on their rolls. 

Hey, Get Off My Lawn! 



companies. We report that tech cmnpanies have been bringing online new 

submarine and underground cables they have funded, striking long-term 

agreements to lease so-called dark fibers and building their own network 

hardware. The aims, according to executives: reduce costs, improve 

performance of Internet services and ensure they have enough space to 

accommodate growing traffic. We note that Google’s capital spending rose 

to 82.3 billion last quarter ~twice as nmch as analysts were 

predicting [] mostly- to cover the cost of new computers, data centers and 

land. 

Nothing As It Seems 

Do you religiously take a multivitamin every day? Well, now might be a 

good time to stop. We report that ~w<,~ ~ew ,,;12~di~’s deb~ r~k ~e be r~e~ ~s of 

~:akMg m~tivitamMs. Not only do they not help, according to the research, 

but high doses of eertain vitamins inerease the risk of death. And the harsh 

reality eheek doesn’t stop there. Think back to all the times you washed 

)~ur hands ~th antibaeterial soap and thought )~u were doing yourself a 

favor. Now think again. Citing evidenee that some ingredients in 

hormonal effeets, the Food and Drug Administration is reqNring makers 

to prove that their produets are safe for long-term daily use and are more 

effeetive than plain soap and water. 

WORLD 

BUS~NESS 

~’IARKETS 



The Energy Department in the U.S. b~o~ £x:d aS<>~~ 2~2oo ~t~.¢~£s thLs yc~ 

by users seeking to get data from its websites in ways that endangered 

equal access to the agency ~ widely followed economic reports. 

Does Mr. Snowden deserve amnesty or leniency of any kind? Send your 

response to ~opoi~@~s},~o~:~:~ and follow (,.’~’:GcrardTB@er on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

A READER’S RESPONSE 

Our question about how today~ film stars compare with the likes of the 

/~t~: F%’ter O’To~£~ sp~rr~:d t~£s ~o~m~:nt~om Irene DeBlasio of 

Calgornia: ’3etors of Peter O’Toole’s generagon, espeeiall~ the Bri~h 

(Olivier, Burton), were serio~ actors who honed their craft and learned 

the classics. ~ey sometimes worked fin" no pay to perfin’m ’Hamlet.’ I 

have my doubts about the contemporary group. ~ey seem to relish the 

money and limelight too much." But Arthur Gindin of Michigan objected to 

the ques~on altogether. ,Like race ear drivers, actors shouM only be 

compared with their contemporaries," he wrote. 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

bg the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Tedmicallg, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 



FOLLOW US 

You are currentlg subscribed as ~ ~.su<L.. br~,om e ~? ~.~:,e. ed~,,.. Forj~zrther 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at 

Copyright 2o13 Dow Jones & Con~pany, Inc. All Rohts Reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hanilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Tuesdw, December 17, 2013 7:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Kanki shopping center sold to South Cazolina investor 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin{~ this emaiI, dick here 

DECEMBER 17, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s 

Kanki shoppin~ center sold to South Carolina investor 
A South Carolina investF,qent firF,q has snapped up t,he Noah Market Square 

neighborhood retaii center that’s been open in noRh Raleigh for more t,han 25 

years. 

Nash Health Care chooses UNC Health Care as partner 
biash Health Care officially announced an affiliation with UNC Health Care Monday 

aft.ernoon. 

What is Google+? (And Why You Should Use It) 
Not another social network to worry about! You may have heard about Google’s 

social ne~,vork but is it reaUy woRh your time? Watch this video to find out why you 

sho~id care about Google-~ and how to get sta~ed. 

The No~2h Carolina treasurer’s office has implemented new governance policies 

that would affect the 100-plus investment managers who heip manage the state’s 

$83 billion pension fund 

unconstitutional 
~t}~ it’s just a pFeliminaFy Fuling, but a federal judge Faised constitutional eyebFows at 

~ ~y~jr~ the National Security Agency’s collection of bulk teiephone data fFom AcqeFicans. 

First cold storage building at Port of Wilmington could brinq 
100 jobs 

Free bus ~ay be faster than Fortify tta~c freeze 

Year in Review: Syn~enta’s increased footprint in the 
Trian,qle 

Year in Review: Faceliff for Chape~ HiWs Franklin Street 



H~w to better understand why customers b~y 1tom you 

Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 

To LI!;sL:bscdbe fiom this 

bizjoslmsls css~ome~ se~’,,ice, bizjoslmsls 120 W Morehesd S~_, C:i;ailo~_~_e bloi-~il Carolina 28202 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cmwfo~d Advisors <~Vebinars@CrawfordWebinars.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Webinar: Impact of Private Exchanges - Federal, State and Pre-Obamacare Exchmages 

Dear Lissa, 
The recent rollout of the federal health insurance exchange has given the phrase "health exchange" a bad name. Yet some companies are choosing to offer 
employees health benefits via "private exchanges" - online marketplaces separate from the federal system. Some companies are converting current retiree 
programs and directing them to both public and private exchanges. Accenture estimates that one million people will enroll in private exchanges this year. 
Financial methodologies used by employers to facilitate these offerings are called "Defined Contribution Plans". Join us for this informative webinar as 
attorney Patrick Haynes explains: 

Federal, State and pre-Obamacare Exchanges 
Discrimination Testing under Sections 105(h) and 125 of the IRS Code 
Participation Requirements 
Private Exchanges and "The Controlled Group Dilemma" 
Tax Aspects of Defined Contribution Plans and Retiree HRA’s 

Wed, Dec 18, 2013 12:00 PM - 12:35 PM EST 
Space is limited - click on this link to register: https://wwwl .gotomeetingcom/register/529176529 
Not interested in benefits and compliance related topics - always an easy opt-out below. 
Sincerely, 
Reagan M Crawford, CLU 
Managing Member 
Crawford Advisors, LLC 
410-771-5500 
rcrawford@crawfordadvisors.com 
www.crawfordadvisors.com 

This message was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu from: 

Crawford Advisors I 200 International Circle I Hunt Valley, MD 21031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Hoffman <julie@thecorporatecounsel.net~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:15 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Director Diversity Initiative 

Hi Lissa - 

Just confirming our call tomorrow at 11 ; I will call your office. 
If the time doesn’t work for you anymore, just let me know. 
Thanks! 
Julie 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, December 09, 2023 22:25 PM 
To: Julie Hoffman 
Subject-" RE: Director Diversity Initiative 

Great. Thanks, 

Lissa 

Froro: Julie Hoffman [mailto:julie@thecorporatecounsel.net] 
Sent: Honday, December 09, 2023 22:20 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Director Diversity Initiative 
Your office phone is fine. I’ll call you on that line next Wednesday at 11am. 
Julie 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Nonday, December 09, 2023 22:08 PN 

To: 3ulie Hoffman 
Subject: RE: DirecMr DiversiN Initiative 

Hi JuiCe --. How about December ~8 at I~? We have an on-campus studio. Do you wa~t me to see ~f i can go there for the call or is do~ng it on my office phone fine for 

you? FH k~t you know by Monday, December 15 ~f ~ have any ed~t:s to the questions. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

Sent~ Nonday, December 09, 2013 ~2:03 PN 

Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
Su~ject~ RE: Director Diversi~ Initiative 

Hi Lissa - 

I am available Monday, December 16th from 10-1 or Wednesday, December 18th from 10-1 to tape the podcast. Do either of those times work for you? It should only take 

about thi~y minutes in total. 
I also wanted to echo what Broc mentioned, which is that you should feel free to edit the questions he proposed. If you do, just shoot me an email so that I have the latest 
questions. 
I’m looking fo~ard to speaking with you, 
Julie 
Julie Hoffman 
Associate Editor 
TheCorporateCou eel.net 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Nonday, December 09, 2023 9:56 AlVl 
To: Broc Romanek 
Co: ’Julie Hoffman’ 
Subject: RE: Director Diversity Initiative 

Hi Broc and Julie --- 

The best time for me to do this would be sometime during the week of December ~.6th. I’m pretty clear that entire week. Let me know a couple of dates/times that 

might work for you. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2023 7:28 AN 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Co= ’3ulie Hoffman’ 
Subject= RE: Direc~r DiversiN Initiative 

That’ s groat. The ti~ng of it reNb~ is up to you - tNs month or next gyou am deNing with fi~ls. My colleaN~e J~ie - who is based in 
Charlotte - will rope it with you, and she’ s on this email. 
Hem am dr~t questions for u to ad~subtrac#mod~’: 

Why do you tN~ tlmt sogdng board dive~ib~ problems ~sn’t progressed much tlfis past decade? 
Am there cenain types of companies that seem to trove the most Nversity problems? 
W~t is the "Director Dive~i~ I~tNtive"? 
Have you experienced aRv positive msMts as the msMt of your lmtiative? 

From: groome, Lissa L [ma~:o:~broon~e@erna~Lunc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, December 07, 2013 3:16 PM 

To: Broc Romanek 

SuNect: RE: Director Diversity Initiative 

Hi 8roc --- ~ wou~d be dNighted to work with you on s 0odcsst shout our D~rector D~versity h~k~ative. Just ~et me know when you’d I~ke to do ~t and what questions 

you haw? ~n m~nd. 



Lissa L Broome 

Wetls Far~o Professor ot: Bankin~ Law 

Director~ Center for Banking and Finance 

IJNC School of taw 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach 

Chapel H~lt, NC 2759%3380 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!bank~ng 

Access my papers o~ SSRN at: http:ffssrn.comiauthor=248720 

::X:: Description: 

....... http:/iv~ww.law unc.edu/irr;ageslnews/rr;edialbanl:irtgfinance 

web 542.ipf,; 

From: Broc Romanek [Maii~o: broc,romane~oraLecounsel,net] 
Sent: Saturday, December 07, 2013 7:50 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
S,,bject: Director Diversity Initiative 

Professor Broome -I’ve been blogging a bit on board diversity (see this one from Friday: 

iTtt~S~www,thecorporatecounsel,netil~Ol.3/:1.2 ;board.-d[versit,~act.-of-short-.slates,html) and wondered if you would 

like to tape a 5-10 minute podcast on your initiative sometime for TheCorporateCounsel.net. There would be no rush -January 

would be fine. Here’s how our podcasts work: 

The podcast is a taping of an oral interview over the phone and you can listen to it before it goes "live." Then, if you are fine with it 

(we can always redo), I post and let you know how many visits it gets over a few weeks. I have been surprised by how popular 

they are. 

The 3-4 questions I ask would be ones we would agree to in advance. Basically, I email you a 3-4 questions for you to 

add/subtract/modify and then we pick time to tape. 
thx, broc 

Broc Romanek 

Editor TheCorporateCounsel.net htt£:Z’/TheCo,~’~2orateCounsel.r~e!~ 

DealLawyers.com 

CompensationStandards.com 

703.237.9222 

b ~’OC. ;O rn ~i r~ e k 

Twitter: @brocromanek 
TheCorporateCounsel.net Blog: 

DealLawyers.com BIos: 

The Advisors’ BIos: 

The Mentor Blog: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch CI ark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:21 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 

HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
****Larceny from residence reported 12/16/13, 8:23 am, 303 Rosewood Rd 
The complainant advised he came home this morning and noticed his shed doors were 
open. he advised he went to the shed and noticed the hinges were pryed off and his 
motorcycle, leaf blower, and chainsaw were stolen. He also advised his son’s motorcycle 
was stolen. He advised the items were last seen this past friday. Value $30,950.00 

****Larceny from residence reported 12/15/13, 2:31 pm, 4510 Orange Grove Rd 
The complainant advised that he had four chain saws taken from hisproperty. The chain 
saws were taken from an open air shed and were last seen on Friday 12-13-13 Value 
$3,075 

****Larceny from business reported 12/14/13, 8:26 am, 1500 Lawrence Rd, Occoneechee 
Golf Course 
Sometime during the night last night someone had stolen 6 golf hole flags, and 2 t- 
markers. Value $280.00 

****Larceny of motor vehicle reported 12/13/13, I 40 West near Mile marker 259 
He advised his 1978 Chevrolet truck had broken down on 140 west at mile marker 259, 

he was able to catch a ride with someone else but left the truck stationary. A friend arrived 
at 6:00 pm to tow the vehicle to a shop in Burlington. When the owner came to the shop 
to retrieve the vehicle today, multiple items were missing from the cargo area (Riding 
mower, weed trimmer and tool box w!assorted tools). He questioned the friend, but the 
friend advised the equipment was not in the vehicle when it was towed on 12/12/2013. 
Value $2,180.00 

CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
*** The glass from a rear exterior window was busted and the window was raised, it 
appearedto be the entry point, the only missing items were several pieces of gold jewelry, 
Value $7,000.00 

MEBANE AREA: 
****Larceny from residence reported 12/16/13, 3:16 pm, 6706 Banks Rd 
The realtor advised they are selling this home and during a walkthrough noticed the 
range/stove was stolen. The realtor advised there was no forced entry and no damage 
was done from removing the range/stove. Value $800.00 

THANKS TO EVEROYNE THAT HAS BEEN CALLING AND REPORTING 
INFORMATION PERTAINING TO SUSPICIOUS VEHICLES POSSIBLY INVOLED IN 
BREAK INS. THIS IS WHAT COMMUNITY WATCH IS ALL ABOUT 

REMEMBER: LOCK YOUR VEHICLES PARKED IN YOUR DRIVEWAY. DON’T LEAVE 
VALUABLES INSIDE. BE OBSERVANT OF YOUR SURROUNDINGS EVERYWHERE 
YOU ARE. EXTRA PRECAUTIONS MIGHT MEAN HAVING A VERY MERRY 
CHRISTMAS. 

PLEASE BE EXTRA OBSERVANT DURING THS TIME OF THE YEAR. THIS IS A VERY 



BUSY TIME FOR EVERYONE° THE CROOKS ARE COUNTING ON US BEING TO 
BUSY TO PAY ATTENTION,, 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 
Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 

9:[9-644-3050 Office 
9:[9-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the 

eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in 
the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Michael Bertics via Linkedln <~membel@linkedin.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:25 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Card Forum & Expo <conferences@sourcemediamaJl.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hapw Holidays [h)m Card Forum m~d Expo 

ABOUT 

Dea r LAW, 

WHO ATTENDS 

Card Forum & Expo 2013 

SPONSORS    
I VENUE 

As the year draws to a close, don’t forget to mark your calendar for the 2014 Card Forum 

and Expo, April 22-25 in Orlando, Florida. 

You’ll hear innovative ideas on payment analytics, the mobile wallet, and the evolving face of 

loyalty and customer experience - strategies that will help your company keep pace with the 

rapid developments in payments today. 

Enjoy $100 savings when you register before December 31st, 
2013. Use promo code N~Vg¥~AR when you reqister. 

The Forum agenda will be posted in the coming weeks. Click ~ere to receive updates about the 

strategies we’ll cover, our speaker line-up, and who you’ll meet in Orlando. 

We wish you and your loved ones happy holidays, and look forward to a healthy and 

prosperous 2014. 

With our best wishes, 
Card Forum and Expo Team 

(212} 803-6072 or 3go IFrega at (212) 803-834& 

Sponsorship Opportunities Available 
To find out how to customize a sponsorship/exhibit package that is most appropriate for your 

institution, please contact Melima $efi¢ at (212) 803-6067 for more information. 

::i::ii 
~                                                   ABOUT I CONTACT I PRIVACY 

All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to current registered attendees. Offers are not 

transferable and cannot be combined with any other offer. SourceMedia cancellation policies apply. Please call our Customer 

Service department at 800-803-3424 if you have any questions. 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - Card Forum and Expo as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

To Unsubscfibe from receiving further promotional email from Conference - Card Forum and Expo, Click Here. 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists, Click Here. 

Customer Set�ice: 800-803-3424, SourceMedia, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

con ferences@sourcemediamail .corn 

Privacy Policy I Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

MoFo Resources (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email messages from Morrison & 

Foerster’s Marketing Department, please click here to unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

To manage your email preferences, please click here. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors 

Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers 

(admitted to practice in various US States). In England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 

2007, as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~vww.sra.or# uk Our offices are located at CityPoint, One Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahl,John P <jps@uakron.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:27 AM 

SECTPR.annc@lis~ts.aals.org 

[SECTPR.mmc] - FrieMly Reminder 

As a friendly reminder, I attach two items below from our Section’s Fall Newsletter. In particular, please notify Sherri Levine at Fordham if you plan to attend the 

business meeting since she needs a headcount for the complimentary breakfast. Thanks. 

I want to also share with you an opportunity to join colleagues for dinner on Friday, January 3rd at 6:30 p.m. Stephen Gillers and Andrew Perlman are kindly 

organizing the event. If you are interested in joining the dinner, please email Andy at aperlman@suffolk.edu by no later than Monday, December 23. I look 

forward to seeing you at the dinner. 

My best wishes for the holiday season. 

Jack 

Item 1. 

The Section’s program for the 2014 AALS Annual Meeting is titled, The Lost lawyer & the Lawyer-Statesman Ideal: A Generation Later -The Shifting Sands of the 

Profession’s Identity. It is scheduled for Saturday, January 4th, from 2:00 to 3:45 P.M. at the Hilton New York Midtown Hotel. The AALS has not assigned a specific 

room yet so please check your AALS Annual Meeting registration materials for location information. 

The program’s speakers are: Thomas Morgan (George Washington); Margaret Raymond (Wisconsin); Myles Lynk (Arizona St.) and the Honorable Shira A. Scheindlin 

of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. Judge Scheindlin replaces Tony Kronman (Yale and author of the book, THE LOST LAWYER) 

who was forced to withdraw recently due to a back injury. 

The Program Committee selected a fifth panelist based on a blind review of articles submitted in response to the Section’s "Call for Papers." Randall Lee (Widener) 

will be the fifth panelist based on his submission, Can a Single Masterpiece Sustain a Lawyer’s Lifetime and Other Questions that Cross a Lawyer’s Way: Musings 

from a Lawyer with a Work in Progress. 

The Lost Lawyer program promises to be a very special occasion given the list of speakers and the timeliness of the topic, especially with all of the recent changes 

buffeting the legal profession (e.g., the globalization of the legal services market, advances in technology, and Washington State’s limited licensing of legal 

technicians to provide legal services,) and legal education (e.g., the general decline in law school applications, the poor job market for graduates, and pressures for 

curricular reform). I hope you can join us on January 4th. 

Item 2. 

The Section’s customary business meeting will begin on Saturday, January 4th, at 7:15 a.m. Fordham University Law School’s Stein Center for Law and Ethics and 

Hofstra University’s Maurice A. Deane School of Law’s Institute for the Study of Legal Ethics will co-sponsor the business meeting and complimentary breakfast. 

The meeting is located at Fordham Law School in Room 430 B/C. I expect the more "formal" part of the meeting to begin at 7:30 a.m. and conclude by 8:15 a.m. - 

and probably sooner. We have the room until 9:00 a.m. for those who wish to remain longer and socialize--another Section custom. Our thanks to Bruce Green at 

Fordham, Susan Fortney at Hofstra, and their colleagues for generously co-sponsoring the event. Please RSVP to Sherri Levine, the Associate Director of the Stein 

Center for Law and Ethics, by December 19 if you are attending the business meeting and breakfast. Sherri’s contact information is: slevine17@law.fordham.edu or 

(212) 636-6988. 

By the way, Fordham Law School is located at 140 West 62nd Street between Columbus and Amsterdam Avenues. It is near the Hilton Midtown Hotel, the site of 

the AALS Annual Meeting. A number of us will be walking from the Hilton’s front entrance (i.e., the Avenue of the Americas entrance) at 6:50 A.M. for the brief trip 

to Fordham instead of taking a cab. Please feel free to join us for the morning walk. 

Site Links: View post online View mailing list online Unsubscribe from this mailing list Manage your subscription 

’]7his list is a forum :[’or the exchange of points of view Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American Law Schools. 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 
https://connect aal s org/p/cm/ldi[’~d=280 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker Magazine <AmericanBankerIVlagazine@SouvceMediaMail.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Snbscripdon Alert - Action Required 

Subscribe Today! 

Dear LAW, 

Based on your industry status, we would like to 
offer you a FREE subscription to American Banker 
Magazine[ Please take a brief moment and 
complete the subscription form to be sure you don’t 
miss a single issue! 

SUBSCRIBE NOW and you’ll .qet each issue 
packed with critical industry information, including: 

- The 25 Most Powerful Women in Banking 
- Semi-Annual Ranking of M&A Advisers 

- Big ideas for 2014 
~’-’i Go Here to Subscribe 

Have a colleague who would appreciate a 
complimentary subscription to American Banker 
Ma.qazine? Click here and simply forward this offer. 

Publisher reserves the right to seo/e free subscriptions to those 

who qualify 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker Magazine as: Ibroome@email unc.edu" 

To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from American Banker Magazine, Go Here 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists Go Here. 

Customer Seo/ice: 800-221-1809 

Source Media, Inc, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

Privacy Policy 



~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Meet Scot W~ngo: Businesspersen of the Year 

2013 Businessperson 
Congratulations, Scot Wingo! 

of the Year 

2013 was an exciting and successful ye~r 

for many companies i~ the Tdan~te. it was 

especi~lly so for Scot W~ngo and 

Chan~e~Adv~sor. ~f you’ve ~ead this week’s 

edition of TH~ngfe Business deum~!~ you 

a~ready know that Mr. W~ngo has been 

selected as our 2013 Businessperson of the 

Year, 

We wift honor Mr. W~ngo with a breakfast 

even~ on January 16~h. It’s a grea~ chance 

to meet w~th him a~d g~ve your persona~ 

congratulations. ~% ~nv~te you to The 

Umstead to m~gle w~th Mr ~,Mngo and a~ of 

your extraordinary pee~s ;~s we ce~ebrate 

the year in business alsd look forward to 

2014~ 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, Jaml~ry 16th 

7:30AM 

WHERE: 

The Umstead Hotel 

100 Woodland Pond Dr 

Cary~ NC 27513 

SPONSORS 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~cy I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 



~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Meet Scot W~ngo: Businesspersen of the Year 

2013 Businessperson 
Congratulations, Scot Wingo! 

of the Year 

2013 was an exciting and successful ye~r 

for many companies i~ the Tdan~te. it was 

especi~lly so for Scot W~ngo and 

Chan~e~Adv~sor. ~f you’ve ~ead this week’s 

edition of TH~ngfe Business deum~!~ you 

a~ready know that Mr. W~ngo has been 

selected as our 2013 Businessperson of the 

Year, 

We wift honor Mr. W~ngo with a breakfast 

even~ on January 16~h. It’s a grea~ chance 

to meet w~th him a~d g~ve your persona~ 

congratulations. ~% ~nv~te you to The 

Umstead to m~gle w~th Mr ~,Mngo and a~ of 

your extraordinary pee~s ;~s we ce~ebrate 

the year in business alsd look forward to 

2014~ 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, Jaml~ry 16th 

7:30AM 

WHERE: 

The Umstead Hotel 

100 Woodland Pond Dr 

Cary~ NC 27513 

SPONSORS 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~cy I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: U.S. Senate Advances Bipartisan Budget Plan 

U.S. Senate Advances Bipartisan Budget Plan 

Atwo-year budget deal cleared its last major hurdle, as the Senate voted to advance a 

compromise designed to ease the impact of impending spending cuts and avoid a 

government shutdown when funding runs out in mid-January. 

The vote to cut off a Republican filibuster was 67-33, seven more than the 60 votes 

needed to advance the bill. The vote clears the way for final Senate passage later 

Tuesday or Wednesday, capping months of fiscal uncertainty and turmoil that included a 

16-day government shutdown and a series of short-term policy patches. 

See More Coverage 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:55 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Russia to Lend Ukraine $15 Billion and Cut Gas Prices 

Russia to Lend Ukraine $a5 Billion and Cut Gas Pi-ices 

Russia agreed to lend Ukraine $15 billion and cut prices for natural gas, striking a deal to 

bail out its crisis-stricken neighbor to stave off possible economic collapse amid large- 

scale protests in Kiev over the rejection of a trade deal with the European Union. 

The high-stakes deal comes as thousands of Ukrainians have been protesting President 

Viktor Yanukovych’s government for weeks, which has put additional pressure on 

Ukraine’s bonds and currency. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:08 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

Sorry. The address was left off the below crime. Break in to locked residence reported 12/14/13, 1020 Harward Lane, off Hatch Rd. Thank you to the person that caught this. 

CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
*** The glass from a rear exterior window was busted and the window was raised, it appeared to be the entry point, the only 
missing items were several pieces of gold iewekv, Value $7,000.00 
THANKS TO EVEROYNE THAT HAS BEEN CALLING AND REPORTING iNFORMATiON PERTAiNiNG TO SUSPiCiOUS 
VEHICLES POSSIBLY INVOLED iN BREAK INS. THIS IS WHAT COMMUNITY WATCH IS ALL ABOUT 
REMEMBER: LOCK YOUR VEHICLES PARKED IN YOUR DRIVEWAY. DON’T LEAVE VALUABLES INSIDE. BE 
OBSERVANT OF YOUR SURROUNDINGS EVERYWHERE YOU ARE, EXTRA PRECAUTIONS MIGHT MEAN HAVING A 
VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS, 

PLEASE BE EXTRA OBSERVANT DURING THS TIME OF THE YEAR, THIS IS A VERY BUSY TIME FOR EVERYONE, THE 
CROOKS ARE COUNTING ON US BEING TO BUSY TO PAY ATTENTION,. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.w&shlaw.edu on behalf of 
Cynthia Montgome~ <Cynthia.Montgomery@gray-robinson.com~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:24 AM 

ucclaw-l@lists.washlaw.edu 

[Ucclaw-1] Right to Redeem Collateral - 9-623 - Competing Secured Creditors 

ATT00001 .c 

Any experience or thoughts on the following: 
If a request to redeem collateral is made pursuant to Section 9-623 by each of 2 competing secured creditors to the other in an attempt to 
obtain certain assets of a debtor, which creditor would be required to allow redemption first? The creditor with the first priority lien in the 
particular collateral, the creditor which sends its notice/request to redeem first, or the creditor with the larger debt? 

Cynthia Montgomery 
GrayRobinson, P.A. 
50 North Laura Street, Suite 1100 

Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Main: 904-598-9929 I Fax: 904-598-9109 

Direct: 904-632-8485 I 

Emaih cynt hia.m ont gomery@gray-robinson.com 

GRAY I ROI~INSON 

This e-mail is intended only for the individual(s) or entity(s) named within the message. This e-mail might contain legally privileged and confidential information, if you properly received this e-mail as a client or 

retained expert, please hold it in confidence to protect the attorney-client or work product privileges Should the intended recipient forward or disclose this message to another person or party, that action could 

constitute a waiver of the attorney-client privilege, if the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited by the sender and to do so might constdute a violation of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, !8 US.C. section 2510-2521. If this 

communication was received in error we apologize for the intrusion Please notify us by reply e-mail and delete the original message without reading same Nothing in this e-mail message shall, in and of itself, 

create an attorney-client relationship with the sender 

Please be advised that this law firm may be acting as a debt collector and is attempting to collect a debt and any information provided will be used for that purpose. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University of Illinois Foundation <GPInfo@ui£uillinois.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 12:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbreome@email.unc.edu> 

We really croft say "thanks" enough 

Whether you’re making gifts currently or you’ve remembered the U of I in your estate plans, 
please know that your generosity is highly valued and makes a difference. If you’ve been 
considering helping, but have not yet done so, following are some simple and popular ways to 
give: 

Make a tax4ree gift from your IRA. The law allowing this expires at year-end. For more 
information on this opportunity for those over 70 1/2, call, email or go to 
www.uif.giftplans.org. 

Make a gift by mail or online and reduce your 2013 income tax bill. 

Increase your income and lower your taxes with a gift annuity. 

Give appreciated stock while the market is high to avoid taxation of your capital 
gain and reduce your 2013 tax bill. 

Establish an estate qift (will, trust, IRA, etc.) using the language below: 

"l leave (e.g., % of es~a~e, $ amount, resid~e) ~o the UnJvetsity of Illinois FoLlnda~Jon 
(37-6006007), te be used fer (*fill in #era ept~ons beiev,9 a~ ~he University ef illinois a~ 
Urbane-Champaign." 

*financial need-based schoiarshg~s %¢ademic medbbased scholarships 
"graduate fellowships *faculty re.seamh 

*general support o, education& programs and actMt~es 

NEXT STEPS: 

1. Make a gift online at www.uif.uillinois.edu 

2. Call or e-mail to arrange an IRA gift and/or to request your annuity rate 

and deduction. (217} 244-0473 ¯ GPInfo@uif.uillinois.edu 

3. Visit our Web site to learn more: www.uif.qiftplans.org 

Jeff W. Roley, Associate Vice President for Gift Planning 
Office of Gift Planning 

University of Illinois Foundation 

1305 W. Green St., Rm. 214 
Urbana, IL 61801-2962 

Phone: 217-244-0473 
E-mail: GPInfo@uif.uillinois.edu 

www.uif.gift pie ns.org 

[ ~i uif logo 

The information contained herein is offered solely for general informational and educational purposes. You should 

seek the advice of an attorney for applicability to your own situation. 

Copyright (~ Pentera, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAT <CollegeBoard@noreply.collegeboard.org> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 12:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The SAT: the next step on your child’s path/to college 

If college is in your senior’s future, it’s time to take the next step to get 

there: the SATe-). 

Did you know? 

The SAT is a great way for your cNId to show 

his or her skills and knowledge to colleges 

throughout the country. 

Now that your child is star~ing college applications, it’s the perfect 

time to take the SAT. 

There are plenty of free and affordable practice tools to help him or 

her get ready. 

The SAT connects your child to college planning resources, 

scholarships, and more. 

iX SATI 
Achieve 
More 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

12/17/2013 6:02:43 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Clark, Jen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clarkjen]; McLean, Myrna R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mmclean] 

Canceled: Quarterly Finance sit-down 

160 ridge road rm. 5066 

12/17/2013 9:00:00 PM 

12/17/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Weekly 

every 12 weeks on Tuesday from 4:00 PM to 4:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L; Clark, Jennifer L 

Hello Jennifer, 

Here is the re-invite 

Cheers, 
CB 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debevoise & Plimpton <debevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 2:35 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~ 

Debevoise’s Paul L. Lee Discusses Systemic Risk 

If you have problems viewing this email, please click here. 

FY1 Debevoise & Plimpton LLP 

We hope you find this information useful, but if you prefer not to receive future announcements, 

please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" as the subject. Many thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: La~e CentennM Campus building on tap, again 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

comoensa~ion 

m ~~o13 _ ~4 Web Tax Guide, 

s .................................................... 

... 



for sta rtu~..’,£i 

Free bus rn@: be faster than Fortify traMc fi~eeze 

Yeast in Review: Facdift fbr Cha~£~ HilFs F.rankiin Street 

Year ~n Review: Synf~enta~s increased fboq?rint in the Tr~anale 

:~.00 lobs 
I’~ILB Hall-of-Fame.." Cal R~keli 

A lock indicates content available k) paid subscd~rs. ~:£~.~..{~):PS!~ 

[ 

Four Mckv ~ott.o w~nne~s turned entrepreneurs ..................................................................................................................... 

Ste[>hen Colbe~-t [)rods ~3uzzFeed’s %under on v~ral ’d~ckba~t’ 

........................................................................................................... 

Top Nafio,,~ Stories 

P1~crosoff Office chief DdBene bares to run Obama% He~@hcare 

How to ~,now if #odre hiring a hero or a victim 

Hulu;s rolier-.coaster ride in 20~.3 

Moody’s: ~3udqet deal s;.,~ ~ ease sequestration sair] for defense 

ProvMed By 
People 

~ 
Commercial Real 

............................................................................. [~t~ I~ I 

~, ~. . [ [ Prcepe’S~{a’eFoot 

[ Use Type: Sale 

Featured Event 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
~ ............................................................................................................ 
~ C~r ~ers at Ver~zor~ Wh’ek~ss -Vefizo~ ~ ~rebss 

........................................................................................................................................ Zr~gde Sa~es Lesde¢ - Best Practices, LLC 

CusP?met Se~’v<:e [g~#rese~tat~ve - Nexlaff 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Muriel Offerman <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

this one is shocking. 

! 

Lissa - 

We’ve come to expect national embarrassment due to Republicans’ continued foot-in-mouth disease. But this one is shocking. 

Sen. Bob Rucho comparing the Affordable Care Act to the atrocities committed by the Nazis is just beyond the pale of our political discourse--at least it should be. 

Please siqn the YDNC petition below demanding Republican leadership condemn Sen. Bob Rucho’s offensive remarks. 

Despite the public outcry over these outrageous comments, Sen. Bob Rucho has doubled-down and refuses to accept any responsibility. Now, it’s time for Republican 

leadership to stand up and say: enou.qh is enou.qh. 

Muriel Offerman 
Treasurer, North Carolina Democratic Party 

--Original Message from YDNC- 

Lissa - 

Republican Senator Bob Rucho has crossed the line. Yesterday, he compared President Obama and Chief Justice Roberts to Nazis, Soviets, and terrorists: 

Rucho Tweet 

This year, Bob Rucho led the charge take control of Charlotte’s airport; r~signed a committee chairmanship due to Republican infighting; endorsed Thom Tillis for the US 
Senate; and claimed John F. Kennedy as a tea party member. 

His latest antics, however, are clearly his worst. Even if you disagree with the Affordable Care Act, making the above comparison is unfathomably offensive. 

Click here and siqn our petition askinR Republican leaders to condemn Rucho’s comments. 

After you sign, don’t forget to ask your friends to sign as well. Join us and ask Republican leaders to stand aqainst hateful rhetoric. 

Cheers, 

Rebekah Jane Whilden 
Secretary 
Young Democrats of North Carolina 

IPaid for by North Carolina Democratic Party. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate committee.I 



i~,~!~ ~ NGP VAN, INC. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvmd Alumni Gazette <comtn@harvard.edt~- 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:26 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

$10M Gift to GSD, Mastodons and Meteorites, Meet Kate 

John K. g. Iwing AB ’83, MBA ’89 and Sloane ~idden AB ’02 has found her 

Anne Iwing Oxley honor their father, calling among mastodons and 

John E. (Jack) Iwing. meteorites. 

::.~ SubscribetotheDaily ~O~V~ the [.~tes&" News 
Gazette 

Sign up for the Hazard Gaze~e and receive a daily email 

digest of UNversi~ news, facul~ research, and campus 

even~ from Haward’s official newspaper. 



UNIVERSITY UPDATES 

TRAVELS & EVENTS" 

d Yale [~}i Saturday of Symposia 

MAR 14-23, 2014 JAN 13, 2014 

Your Harvard: Lo~dor~ 

JAN 21,2014 

Join us for the kickoff of 



Create lasting 

connections as you 

explore Greece with 

Prof". ~re~ory Nagy or 

Explore and expand your 

Harvard Network as you 

connect with local alumni. 

the "Your Harvard" series, 

featuring remarks by 

Harvard President Drew 

Gilpin Faust. 

SERVICES & BENEFITS 

Narvard £~(~m#i 

Introducing the Harvard Alumni Card. No annual fee. No foreign 

transaction fees. Exceptional rewards for exceptional alumni. 

NaCv~rd COOP 

Shop the best selection of official Harvard apparel, gifts, memorabilia, 

and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wegner. Judith Welch <judith wegner~nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Doodle: Link for tx)ll "Tenure aJad Promotion Committee Meetings" 

Thanks, Lissa.--Judith 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:52 PM 
To: Daye, Charles E; Weisburd, Mark; Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch 
Subject: FW: Doodle: Link for poll "Tenure and Promotion Committee Meetings" 

Friends -- To help us schedule 3 meetings during the new year. 

Thanks for your advice on the call today Mark has written Bill. Catherine has scheduled our first ti~ll professors meeting (1/23 12 & 4:15). The meeting for the Clinic director has not been 
noticed yet, but is likely to be on 2/20 at 4:15. Catherine and I also discussed the possibili~z of doing Erika at the end of the March 6 faculty meeting. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Doodle [mailto:mailer@doodle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:50 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Sutzject: Doodle: Link for poll "Tenure and Promotion Committee Meetings" 

You have initiated a poll "Tenure and Promotion Cotmnittee Meetings" at Doodle The link to your poll is: 

http : //www. doodle com/w295prv6yu4gu3p’~, 

Share this link with all those who should cast their votes Do not forget to cast your vote, too. 
(If you did not initiate this poll, somebody must accidentally have used your e-mail address; simply ignore this e-mail, please.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dover Saddle~ <email@e.doversaddle~’.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 4:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Looking tbr Great Gitt Ideas? 

Top-selling products make great gifts! Click here to view this email online! 

Don’t lose touch with us! To ensure that you continue to receive the Dover Saddlery e-Newsletter, 

please add "email@e.doversaddlery.com" to your e-mail Address Book¯ 

¯ . Ask o~r experts 
~:::.: i. .i 

800-406-8204 
MONEY BACK ANY TIME, ANY REASON 

100% Satisfaction Gu~xanteed 

P rio 

X181470 

Riding Sport Competitor II Breeches 

Riding Sport Competitor II Breeches 

Riding Sport Plaid Trim Zip Mock 

Riding Sport Quilted Vest 

The Original Mountain Horse Winter Jacket 

;~ Tredstep Donatello Field Boot 

Shop All Top Sellers Now 

The above specials are for our valued e-mail customers only¯ To take advantage of ti]ese specials, follow any link provided within this e-mail. Ti]ese specials may not 

be combined with any other offers. 

Subscription Information: 

We occasionally send information such as this to customers who have placed a recent order or have expressed interest in receiving special offers and updates via 
email This email was sent to: [Ibroome@email unc.edu]. If you do not wish to receive these special email offers in the future, please click here If this email was 

forwarded to you by another email recipient and you would like to subscribe to the Dover Saddlery email list, click here. 

@2013 Dover Saddlery, Inc, All Rights Reserved 

P.O Box 1100 Littleton, MA 01460 
email: customerservice@doversaddlery corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke Fan- I-Am -~uke@faniam.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 4:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

’Tis the Season of Winning m~d Giving! 

i i’~ Tis th ........ f winning and giving! 

%1:12 days to play 

.~i Invite 5 friends 

Play Pick ’em 

~:: Fan Photo Spotlight 



Visit Duke Fan I Am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

marketing@h~l.com on behalf of 

KRCL <markedng@krcl.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 4:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Happy Holidays from Your Friends at Kane Russell Coleman & Logan PC 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

has a special holiday ~essage for you 

vi e~ now 

Forward this email 

] 
this emaii was sent to Ibroome@emaiLunc,edu by marketinq~lqcLcom 
Update Prof:ile/Ernail Address Instan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

KRCL 3700 Thanksgiving Tower :: 1601 Elm Street Dallas :: TX :: 75201 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna.Hamlin@hmnli~harkins.com 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 4:58 PM 

Laline Rodria <rodria.Mine@intrabond.com> 

Happy holidays from hh’. 

Wisemen LR~pg 

Randy’s done it again with our’ annual card. Enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mamott Rewards <Marriott~marriott- emaJl.com > 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 4:59 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa’s December Deals + Discoveries 

Personalized Picks ~ Reach New Heights Viev¢ with images 

I 

MARRIOTT: A Better Way to Work - Need a place to work or meet? Try our lobbies with Workspace on Demand by Marriott. 

Reserve Now. 

.~:ii .~:i Resid .... Inn® Courtyard®. Center 

of ItAII - Stay with us in the heart of 

NYC, atthe tallest hotel in the U.S. 
The new Residence Inn® and 

Courtyard® Manhattan/Central Park 

is a soaring 65-story property 
housing two hotels with amazing 

views of Times Square and Central 

Park 

~’-’i Book Residence Inn 

~;~:: Book Cou rtyard 

FINDAHOTEL 



See more cities ~nd ¢le~@ u [] [] [] 

I[ you urisubscribe from MarrioLL prornotionai emaJl~ we will continue Lo send only transacLJonal messages suci~ as 
reservation confirmatior,, emails 

YOLI can also u~subscribe by writing to: Marriott Rewards 

310 Bearcat Drive Salt Lake Ci~ UT 84115-2544 USA 

@,Y2013 Marriott international, inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenneth Johnston <kjohnston@krcl.com~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 5:44 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Happy Holidays from Your Friends at Kane Rnssell Coleman & Logan PC 

Same to you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2013, at 4:13 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Kem~eth -[hanks for the gr~-_~at holiday card, All the best to you at~d your family for the holidays and the:, New Year. 

Sent; Tuesday, December 17, 20J.3 4:48 PN 
To-" groome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Happy Holidays from Your Friends at Kane Russell Coleman & Logan PC 

Having trouble viewing ~his email? Click here 

KANE RUSSELL COLEMAN LOGAN PC 

has a special holida; ~essage ~or you 



]his emaii was sent to .ll~_r:o__gg]_e_@.e__n_!a__[[:t_Ln_c_:_e_.d__u. by ~?_a_rLk,e__tj.n_.cJ_~..kr__c_j:c_.o_r,n_. 
Update Profile/Email Address ,rnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy P~. 
KRCL 3700 Thanksgiving Tower :: ~.60:!. Elm Street Dallas :: TX i 7520:1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SONG <kindl~ed@ southemersonnewground.org> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 6:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

20 Years: Now More Than Ever 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Unsubscfibe 



Southerners On New Ground 

250 Georgia Ave. 

Suite 315 

Atla~ta, GA 30312-3032 
United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 7:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 18 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fina~ce Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 18, 2013 ~. Number 243 

Energy 

The European UnionC, s strategic plans to enhance its energy and 
economic security by reducing its dependence on Russia natural 
gas imports and lowering sky-high energy costs for businesses 
made significant headway with a new deal that,.. 

European Union 

Single Resolutio~ Scheme Demurrals Rejected 

European Union banking union plans for a single resolution and 
fund to deal with failed cross-border banks faced a crucial 
crossroads when the European Parliament backed a version of 
the plan with key differences compared to a scheme Germany... 

Financial Institutions 
B~se~ Stud~,f Affi~’#~s Wide Varia~ce 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision issued a new study 
which it said confirms its earlier finding of wide variations in how 
banks assign risk weights for assets in their trading books .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:17 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Dec. 18 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

D .... ber 18, 2013 ~ Number 243 

Bank Supervision 
New York City Co~<:i~, Bank Gro~> 

The New York City Council and the New York Bankers Association 
have asked a federal judge to move quickly in a case that could 
give local governments a bigger say in how banks run their 
businesses (New York Bankers Ass’n Inc. v. City of New York .... 

Systemic Risk 

Risin~ interest rates stand as a risk to U.S. financial stability, 

accordin~ to a report by a Treasury Department office set up 

after the crisis to help locate threats to the overall system .... 

Payment Cards 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) wants financial 
institutions to publicly disclose agreements with colleges and 
universities to market debit cards, prepaid reloadable cards, and 
other financial products to students .... 

Securities 

A federal judge in New York has blocked a bid by defendants in a 

major mortgage-backed securities case to mount a defense 
under the laws of Virginia and the District of Columbia (Fed. 
Hous. Fin. Agency v. HSBC North Am. Holdings Inc., 2013 BL 

345966,... 

European Union 

EU Bank U~ion P~an at Crossroads; Gerrn~ 

European Union banking union plans for a single resolution and 
fund to deal with failed cross-border banks faced a crucial 
crossroads when the European Parliament backed a version of 
the plan with key differences compared to a scheme Germany... 

Corporate Governance 
Analyst P~shes for New Ve~’sion of Capitalism 

In advocating for enhanced corporate governance, greater 
shareholder transparency and in a push to gain additional insight 
into the financial institutions he analyzes, CLSA Americas LLC 
bank analyst Mike Mayo intends for the second year... 

Risk Management 
~asel ~;t~dy Affirms Wide Variance 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision issued a new study 
which it said confirms its earlier finding of wide variations in how 
banks assign risk weights for assets in their trading books .... 

International Banking 



Mexico’s landmark energy reform will generate huge lending 
opportunities for the country’s banks as the opening of one the 
world’s largest industries bolsters financing demand for a slew of 
infrastructure projects, Alberto... 

Data Security 

Connecticut Revenue Commissioner Kevin Sullivan has halted a 
program under which taxpayers received their income tax refunds 
on debit cards following notification by JP Morgan Chase & Co. of 
a data breach earlier this year .... 

Securities 

Tn a Dec. 17 amicus curiae brief, the Securities Tndustry and 

Financial Markets Association urged the U.S. Court of Appeals for 

the Second Circuit to affirm that Saudi businessman Ghazi Abbar 
may not compel Citigroup Global Markets inc. to... 

Systemic Risk 

Legislation that would exempt insurance companies from bank 
capital standards under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act is not meant to grant a pass to 
insurance companies that are in the business of banking, or 

that... 

Foreign Accounts 
~4a~ta Latest Na~io~ ~o Sig~ 
FATCA ~gree~ent With UoSo 
Malta is the latest nation to forge an agreement with the U.S. 
under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act to enhance the 
exchange of financial information and to improve international tax 
compliance .... 

Housing 

Builder confidence improved in December, rising four points to a 
reading of 58 after stalling the previous two months, the National 
Association of Home Builders reported Dec. 17 .... 
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Previous studies of securities fraud class actions under the PSLRA have found that class counsel’s fee requests and awards are lower in cases in 
which the lead plaintiff is a public institutional investor rather than a union fund or individual investor. Those studies, however, have not explained 
the mechanism that underlies this reduction in agency costs. Do public funds negotiate better terms with their chosen counsel ex ante than do 
other lead plaintiffs? Or are judges responsible for the reductions in agency costs, suggesting that the PSLRA may not be working as Congress 
intended. 

To learn about the role that negotiated fee agreements play in the PSLRA’s fee-setting process, we studied 134 securities fraud class actions that 

settled between 2007 and 2011 in the three federal district courts that processed the largest numbers of these cases (the Southern District of 
New York and the Central and IIorthern Districts of California). Our examination of the court filings in these cases revealed that fee agreements 

played little role in the lead plaintiff selection process, but were more important at the fee-award stage. On average, fee requests were smaller in 
cases with evidence of ex ante fee agreements than in cases without them (13.2% vs. 25.4%), a difference that remained statistically and 

economically significant in regressions when we controlled for other case characteristics. Judges cut the requested attorneys’ fees in 19.7% of 
cases without evidence of an ex ante fee agreement but in only 5.9% of cases with such evidence, although this difference was not statistically 

significant because of sample size. 

Finally, the presence of a public pension fund as lead plaintiff may serve as a proxy for an ex ante fee agreement. Public pension funds correlated 
with statistically and economically significant reductions in fee requests and fee awards, and with greater judidal deference to class counsel’s fee 



request. 
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Financial Znstitutions, the Market, and the Continuing Problem of Executive Compensation, Americans for Financial Reform and the Roosevelt Znstitute, Nov, 

12, 2013 
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The financial crisis of 2008 occurred in part because of excessive risk taking by financial institutions. Compensation formulas at some of these 

institutions contributed to the collapse by encouraging the maximization of short-term revenues. Excessive risk, however, was not the only problem 
associated with compensation that surfaced during the crisis. Payments often seemed unrelated to actual performance. Compensation formulas 

could result in amounts disproportionate to the services provided and could include lavish perks. 

The practices raised broad concerns about the role of the board of directors in the corporate governance process. The source of the problem was 
-- and remains -- surprisingly clear. Compensation has traditionally been a matter left to the discretion of the board of directors. Directors in turn 
have a fiduciary obligation to act in the best interests of shareholders. In the abstract, the duties would seem sufficient to require boards to 
develop formulas that avoided excessive risk and linked incentives to the long-term performance of the company. In fact, fiduciary obligations 
impose no meaningful restraints on the type or amount of executive compensation authorized by boards. Instead, executive compensation is left to 
the "market" to regulate. Yet as the recent downturn shows, the market has not proved up to the task. Congress in the new millennium has 
expressed dissatisfaction with the compensation process and has intervened on several occasions. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act required top officers to 
reimburse improperly paid compensation in certain circumstances. 

The legislation also sought to prevent abuses in the compensation process by prohibiting loans to directors and executive officers. During the 
financial crisis, temporary restraints were imposed on the compensation practices of financial institutions receiving funds under the Troubled Asset 
Relief Program (TARP) of 2008. Permanent reforms, however, had to wait until the adoption of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act in 2010. It authorized financial regulators to prohibit compensation practices that encouraged inappropriate risk taking. In addition, 
Congress sought to force corporate boards to adopt more rigorous processes for determining compensation and to give shareholders a permanent 
role in compensation determinations. 

These efforts, although productive, represented a patchwork of changes that left the underlying problems in place. Even under proposed rules by 
bank regulators, boards largely remained free of meaningful limits in determining compensation. As a result, for years after the adoption of the 
Dodd-Frank Act, the dynamics that contributed to the financial crisis remained mostly unchanged. Future reforms are therefore necessary and will 
likely emanate fl’om Congress. 
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~[~ ~o C~EEE~, University of Cambridge - Faculty of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECG[) 

Email: brc21@cam,ac.uk 

This paper discusses why a "corporate governance movement" that commenced in the United States in the ~970s became an entrenched feature 
of American capitalism and describes how the chronology differed in a potentially crucial way for banks. The paper explains corporate governance’s 
emergence and staying power by reference to changing market conditions and a deregulation trend that provided executives with unprecedented 
managerial discretion as the 20th century drew to a close. With banking the historical pattern paralleled general trends in large measure. Still, 
while the "imperial" CEO who surged to prominence in the 1980s became outmoded for the most part after corporate scandals at the start of the 
2000s, this was not the case with large financial companies. The continued boldness of "star" CEOs in the financial services industry plausibly 
contributed to the market turmoil of 2008 but the financial crisis emphatically ended this corporate governance "free pass" banks had enjoyed. 

Free Download 

Erasmus Law Review, Vo!, 6, No, 2, 2013 

B~,~T BOOT~l~t~,, Erasmus University Rotterdam (FUR) - Erasmus School of Law 

Email: bootsn-~a@law.eur,nl 

This essay analyses the shareholder role in corporate governance in terms of Albert Hirschman’s Exit, Voice, and Loyalty. The term ’exit’ is 
embedded in a law & economics fl’amework, while ’voice’ relates to a corporate constitutional framework. The essay takes an eclectic approach and 
argues that, in order to understand the shareholder role in its full breadth and depth, the corporate law & economics framework can ’share the 
analytical stage’ with a corporate constitutional framework. It is argued that Hirschman’s concept of ’loyalty’ is the connecting link between the 
corporate law & economics and corporate constitutional framework. Corporate law is perceived as a Janus head, as it is influenced by corporate 
law & economics as well as by corporate constitutional considerations. In the discussion on the shareholder role in public corporations, it is 
debated whether corporate law should facilitate loyalty-promoting instruments, such as loyalty dividend and loyalty warrants. In this essay, these 
instruments are analysed based on the eclectic approach. It is argued that loyalty dividend and warrants are law & economics instruments (i.e. 
financial incentives) based on corporate constitutional motives (i.e. promoting loyalty in order to change the exit/voice mix in favour of voice). 

Free Download 

State Experience Under Formulary Apportionment" J 

i{~48ERLY A, CLAU~NG, Reed College - Department of Economics 

Email: clausing@reed.edu 

This work undertakes a comprehensive analysis of the U.S. state experience under formulary apportionment of corporate income. While formulary 

apportionment eliminates the possibility of shifting income across states through accounting strategies that manipulate where income is booked, it 
may heighten the tax responsiveness of formula factors. The present analysis uses the substantial variation in corporate tax policy decisions of 

U.S. states over the period 1986 to 2012 to better understand the consequences of formulary apportionment. It examines the effects of policy 

choices regarding tax rates, formula weights, and other parameters on economic activity, estimating the tax sensitivity of employment, investment, 

and sales. With the inclusion of adequate control variables, results indicate that economic activity is not particularly sensitive to U.S. state 

corporate tax policy choices, especially in recent years. Still, tax policy choices have important effects on corporate tax revenues. These results 
suggest important lessons regarding possible international adoption of formulary apportionment. 
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In 2005, the SEC enacted the Securities Offering Reform (Reform), which relaxes ’gun jumping’ restrictions, thereby allowing firms to more freely 

disclose information before equity offerings. We examine the effect of the Reform on voluntary disclosure behavior before equity offerings and the 

associated economic consequences. We find that firms provide significantly more pre-offering disclosures after the Reform. Further, we find that 
these pre-offering disclosures are associated with a decrease in information asymmetry and a reduction in the cost of raising equity capital. Our 

findings not only inform the debate on the market effect of the Reform, but also speak to the literature on the relation between voluntary 

disclosure and information asymmetry by examining the effect of quasi-exogenous changes in voluntary disclosure on information asymmetry, and 

thus a firm’s cost of capital. 
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Call For Papers 

"Regulating Moral Hazard in Financial Markets" - Launch Conference for the Journal of Financial Regulation 

July 11-12, 2014, Paris 

The threat of moral hazard has played an influential role in shaping post-crisis policy debates about the optimal role and limits of financial regulation as a means of constraining socially 

excessive risk-taking Simultaneously, however, our understanding of moral hazard - its potential sources, its impact on financial markets and institutions, and the most appropriate 

regulatory responses - is far from complete. Where does moral hazard reside within the financial system? How does it influence the decisions of market participants, financial 

regulators, and elected policymakers? How can we identify and measure its impact? What role does financial regulation play in generating it? And, most importantly, what role can 

regulation play in preventing - or at the very least minimizing - its pernicious effects? 

TOPICS: "Regulating Moral Hazard" will seek to enhance our understanding of these and other important questions. More specifically, the conference will seek to explore topics 

including, but not limited to: 

- The sources of moral hazard within the financial system. The ’sources’ of moral hazard in this context can be understood as referring to both the location of socially excessive risk- 

taking (e.g. systemically important financial institutions, the shadow banking system, etc.) as well as its underlying causes (e.g. implicit and explicit state guarantees, the provision of 

liquidity by central banks, the interdependent relationship between sovereigns and domestic financial services sectors, etc.); 

- The relationship between the increasingly integrated structure of the global financial system, the largely fragmented regulatory system which governs it, and the ability of both public 

and private sector actors to externalize their socially excessive risk-taking; 

= Regulatory responses on a global or regional level to constrain the moral hazard of sovereigns - including, for example, the evolving role of the European Central Bank and new Single 

Supervisory Mechanism/Resolution Mechanisms and their impact on moral hazard in the Eurozone; 

= The emerging role of the US Federal Reserve as de facto global lender of last resort and its impact on moral hazard at the global level; 

- The role and limits of both conventional regulatory tools (e.g risk-based supervision and capital requirements) and recent regulatory reforms (eg. liquidity requirements, bail=in and 

structural regulation) in constraining moral hazard within financial institutions; and 

- The role of constitutional and administrative law, as well as other forms of public sector governance, in generating or constraining moral hazard 

The conference organizers invite papers from scholars, policymakers and practitioners on each of these topics. The organizers encourage the submission of papers which examine 

these topics from an interdisciplinary, international and/or comparative perspective 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: All papers should be submitted via email to Genevieve Helleringer at ¢lenevieve.hellerincler@law.ox.ac.uk. The subject line of the email should 

state "JFR Inaugural Conference Submission". Authors who wish to have their conference submission considered for the inaugural issue of the JFR should also submit their paper via 

the ScholarOne link available on the journal’s website: ifr.oxfordiournals.orq 



The deadline for submission of papers for the conference is February 1st, 2014. Authors will be notified regarding whether their paper has been accepted for presentation at the 

conference by April 1st, 2014. 

ABOUT THE JOURNAL OF FINANCIAL REGULATION: The Journal of Financial Regulation is a new peer-reviewed journal dedicated to examining theoretical, policy and practice-related 

issues in the area of financial regulation The journal seeks to publish world-class scholarship which examines these issues from an interdisciplinary, international, and comparative 

perspective. The journal is published by Oxford University Press. Further information about the journal - including its aims and objectives, submission process, and subscription details 

- is available on the journal’s website: ifr.oxfordiournals.orq Please email qeorq.rinqe~,law.ox.ac.uk if you would like to be included in the Journal’s mailing list 

Wadham College, Oxford in association with the Faculty of Law, University of Oxford 

Tutorial Fellowship in Law, in Association with a University Lecturership (CUF) in Law 

Wadham College, Oxford and the Faculty of Law, University of Oxford propose to appoint to an Official (Tutorial) Fellowship in Law, in association with a CUF Lecturership in Law (titular 

2014-16), with effect from 1 September 2014. This is a permanent position. 

JOB DESCRI PTION/QUALI FICATIONS: Applications are invited from candidates who are active researchers of outstanding ability in any area of Law, with the ability to provide excellent 

tutorial teaching, classes and lectures. The successful candidate will be required to engage in scholarly research and publication, to teach at least one subject taught on the University’s 

undergraduate and postgraduate courses, and to teach at least three undergraduate Law subjects for the College, at least two of which should be drawn from the following compulsory 

subjects for the BA: Tort, Contract, Land Law, Trusts, EU Law, Roman Law, and Criminal Law. Pay will be on a scale from British Pound 43,312 p.a., and additional allowances are 

available, including a taxable and pensionable housing allowance of British Pound 8,250 if the successful candidate chooses not to reside in College, and within 25 miles of Oxford city 

centre. Candidates must hold a doctorate or LLM equivalent at the time of interview. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications, including a detailed covering letter (which should set out which subjects the candidate could offer to teach for the College, and which for the 

Faculty), a brief description of teaching experience, and a full curriculum vitae including a list of publications, a statement of current and proposed research, and the names and 

addresses of three referees, should be sent, by email if possible, to the Warden’s Executive Assistant, Ms Rachel Paniagua, Wadham College, Oxford, OX1 3PN (email 

wardens.secretarv~,wadh.ox.ac.uk: tel. (+44) 0 1865 277931), to arrive by noon on 13th January 2014. Candidates should ask their referees to send references directly to the Warden’s 

Executive Assistant by this deadline without further prompting. Further particulars are located on the College website at: http:fiwvvw.wadhamox.ac.uk!about-wadham!iobs. It is expected 

that interviews will be held on 3 February 2014. 

Applications are particularly welcome from women and black and minority ethnic candidates, who are under-represented in academic posts in Oxford. 

Wadham College and the University of Oxford are Equal Opportunities Employers. 

http:l/~^,~/w.wadham.ox.ac.uklabout-wadham/iobs 

Kuwait International Law School (KILAW) 

Faculty Openings for 2014-2015 

Kuwait International Law School (KILAW) located in Kuwait invites applications for faculty positions for the academic year 2014-2015 specialties in the following areas: 

- Private Law 

- Criminal Law 

- Energy Law 

- Air Law 

- Marine Law 

- European Law 

- Commercial Law 

- Civil Procedural Law 

- International Business Law 

- International Environmental Law 

-International Law and Human Rights 

- Public Law (Constitutional Law and Administrative Law) 

- Information Technology and Law (Mass Media and Internet Law) 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: 

- PhD holder. JD and JSD and SJD are welcome to apply 

- Accomplished publications in related fields 

- Ability to teach in the English language 

- At least five years of teaching experience in universities or teaching institutes 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Interested candidates may submit a curriculum vitae and cover letter directly to: Recruitment@kilaw.edu.kw 

Resume must include the followings: 

- Personal Information: Nationality of Passport, Date of Birth, Recent Photo, Marital Status, and Skype 

- Professional Information: Field of Specialty, Taught Courses, and Subject of Interest 

- Copies of the above documents will be requested during the process of application. 

The school offers a high competitive tax-free salary and benefits package. Contract duration is One year, renewable based on agreement and school need. Salary, rank and benefits will 

be determined in accordance with the university policy. The university provides strong support for research. 

The deadline for applications is January 30, 2014. The selected candidates are expected to join at the end of August 2014. 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL: Kuwait International Law School (KILAW) - is located in Kuwait City, Doha area, started operating in January 2011 as the first and the only private university 

specializing in Law in Kuwait and the Middle East. The school aims to participate in providing the society with distinguished graduates for legal profession with high personal standards. 

We have approximately (1270) students; (1200) are enrolled in the LL.B. and (70) students in the LL.M program. Our first students of LL.B. and LL.M programs will graduate in 2014 

KILAW is known for its academic friendly-environment that a faculty member would enjoy. We are proud to have professional and dedicated faculty members representing different 

nationalities including western faculty members. As an international law school, we teach a substantial number of courses through the English Language The current number of our 

faculty members is 68, and the students to faculty ratio is 22:1. 



The school website is http://wvwv.kilaw.edu.b.~ 

ABOUT KUWAIT: Kuwait is a safe and comfortable living environment. It is the oldest democracy in the Middle East and the best country to make money while teaching overseas. There 

are good global airline connections and a vibrant expatriate community. 
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~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World i U.S ~ Business SpoAs Arts ~ [)ining &~,%’ine 
Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

L:;: MARK ~AZ:::~.~ 

The Senate ~l~te]ligenee Commi~ee has asked the C.I.A. for 

internal stu@ that lauqnakers believe is broaOy ctqtieal of "~e 

C.I.A.’s detet~ion at~d i~tert~gation program. 

Russia Offers Cash Infusion for Uk~oaine 

Presiden~ Iqadimir V. Putin said Russia would provide $I5 

billion in loans and a shat’p discount on nahm~l gas prices, a bold 

move in his receipt diplomatic battle with the West. 

, Unease as an Opposition Part/Stends Out in Ukraine’s Protests 

Got a Ligl~t? Ol~]l~ie Torch Relay Seems Cursed 

to the Ends ofl-he Earth 

The toreh relay leading to the Soehi Games, featurJ~g the longest 

route iu Olympic his[oD’, has bad its share of inep~tude aud 

misfortu*~e. 

~ Slide Show: The Travels of the Olympic retch 

~ ~ Graphic: Glitches Along an Ambitious ! 4,000-Leg Relay 

~ Obama Names Gay AtNetes to Delegation 

Mark 

,’~{ 

~reside 

Vladimir 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

NuL~ have been getting a ]or of attention as a dieter’s best fl’iend. 

Despite being loaded ~th fat and ea]o~%s, studies show that 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

OPINION I OP-DOCS AND THE MAGAZINE 

’Npider Drove a TaxP 

This Op-.Doe video celebrates New York City’s taxi d~qvers 

through tb e lif~ of Job n hie Footm an, kn own as S1A d~r, wh o w~ s 

the city’s oldest cabby. 

Today’s Video 

~ v~:o: SeieneeTake: Tlhe Pl~ysi(xs of Ants 

They can flow like a liquid and bonnee back like a solid. Masses 

of fire at~ts show a duality that it~trigues physicists. 

, Reisted AIticle 

Tow~ies 

Tonia Guffey of Dram in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, created a 

cocktail packed with holiday flavors: orange, cocoa and 

World 

A Top Iraqi Official’s Advice to Karzai? Take [~ ~id. 
_~ieriea’s Deal 

Hamid 

With the benefit of hindsighL the Iraqi forei~ minister~ ttoshyar 

Zeba~, eom~seled Preside~[ Hamid Karzai to get over his 

d~fl~rences wkh the Americans and sign a seem’ib~ agreement with the Vnited 

States. 



New Feeling: Fear 

More than ~5o EK~’pfia~ police officers ~ave been killed since 

mid--Aagus~ alone, and the a~taeks have affected morale on khe 

Rocky Stair in Promoting New Cha[ter for Egypt 

~gy~ [ 
officers 

Amid Chinese Rivah~, Japan Seek~ More Muscle 

A ~mw five-year defense plan, deseribed as "proactive pacifism," 

calls for acquiring drones and amphibions assan]t vehicles, and 

reverses a decade of military spending cuts. 

s of the 

Je’apanes 

U.S. 

After Rifli~g Critical of N oS.Ao, Unceetair~ Terrah, for Appeal 

A definRive decision on a ~eiephone surveiliance effork seems likely~ but much 

else is m~dem’, as Supreme Cxm~ opinions have pointed in opposite directions. 

~ Video: The N S.A.’s Evolution 

, Judge Questions I.ega~~ of N.S.A Phone Records 

Plau for iEvaluath~g Them 

~ evaluation sysk’m installed by t~e skate~a education 

secretaw-designake, Hanna Skandera, ~ves koo much weighk 

standardized tesN, Ol~po~mnta say. 

ac!ing 
New 

Workers’ Claims Over G~Jf Oil Spill 

The oil company accused the la~Ter, MikaI (2. Watts, of 

fraudulently drivqng up its settlement costs in the ao]o Gulf 

Coas t oil spill by el aiming to represen k ken s of "dn o u san ds of eli ents who turned 

out to be "phantoms." 

For more L;t~. r:ews, go to NYT[mes.eom/US s, 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

82 Billion Deal Creates Agency tim Screen and 

Stadi’~.~ 

A combin ed IMG and William Morals Endeavor won]d 

[~ IMG 

..... : bandies 

athleles, 



significantly alb~r the bahmee of power in Hollywood’s business landscape, 

creafng a mega-ageney that would leap ahead of its primary rival, Creafve 

Artists Agency. 

Applying Creativity to a Byproduct of 

D~lIing in North Dakota 

A surge in emissions - and criticism - has prompted 

executives 1o devise strategies to eapkure the nah[ra] gas being 

flai~d during M1 &@ling in North Dako~L 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

]In the War on Poverty, a Dogged{ Adversar2y 
~,. EPU.:kRDO PO~E~ 

Despite eonfmmd efforts to help the poor, the pover~: level 

remains close b> whak it was 5o years ago. 

~ Graphic: Stubborn PoveAy 

Sports 

Scrambled Conik~renees Keeping Teams Up in 

the Air 

The repetvuasioaa d the college rmlignmeats have been hilt 

most by the so.-ealled nonrevenue spo~s, tBreing many teams 

into ta:dng h’avd schedules. 

Poor Decisions Add to Knieks’ Dysfunction 

Mike Woodson has been able to shield ~imsdf after previous 

defeats by citing i~0uries and pc, or shc, oting, hut he mentic, ned 

"bad coaching" as a factor in the Knid<s’ la*est loss. 

With Injuries, Step Forward Is Matched by Step 
Back for l<mdeks 

As ’I}’sc, n Chandler nears his ~vtm’n from a broken bone in his 
leg, Amar’e S~oudemire is dealing with a swollen knee. 

in tha 
AC.C. 

put the 

Arts 

’HER’ 

Disembodied, b~t, Oh, What a Voice 

"Her," dh’eeted by Spike -Ionze, centers on a Ionely soul who is 

dra~ out by the female w>iee of his computer operating system. 

, Spike Jonze Discusses Evolution of ’Her’ 

’ANCHORMAN 2’ 

Ron Burgundy’s Boob Tube Goes ~a4 Hours a Day 

Will Fen’ell stare in "Anchorman 2: The Legend O:mtinues," a 

sequel now sek in the ]98os and the era of cable. 

, Ron Burgundy Returns in ’Anchorman 2’ 

Smitten 

with an 

empath 

Christins 

Deal Gives Plfi[harrrm~dc Masidans Modest Gains 

Both sides achieve some concessions in the new musicians~ contract at the New 

York Philharmonic. 

Dining & Wine 



A Life, of Nouddes Comes F~d3 Circle 

Ivan Orkin, a s accessful chef in Tokyo, h fings his ramen ~o N ew 

York ~fl~ Ivan Rame~ SltFp Shop i~ the Gotham West Market, 

~ ~ Slide Show: How to Eat Ramen 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I MARCO’S 

F~°anny~s Sophistieated, Brother 

Marco’s thrives on small-soMe spk4t and Cal-ltal fl’eedom. 

~ [] Slide Show 

m at the 

bar at 

Surfs Up on Christmas Eve 

The Feast of the Seve~ Fishes, a~ Ib~lian tradition, is ~ovel and 

rcfi’eshing in a season dominated by roasted fowl and hea~y 

braised meats. 

~ Video ~ Slide Show 

Whole 
roasted 

fish with 

Obituaries 

Harold Camping, Dogged Forecaster of the End 

Mr. Camping, who founded the Family Radio network, 

repeatedly prophesied the date of the apoeNypse, and 

apologized w~en it turned out to be wrong. 

,Janet Dailey, Ronmnee Author, Dies at 69 

Mso Dailey ;~’ote her first novel on something of a dare and wen t 

o~ to sell as many as 3oo millio~ copies of her romance novels, 

many for Harlequin. 

George L. S|finn, Wall Street Chief Who Chose a 

Different Path, Dies at 9o 

Mr. Shinn, a former president of Me,rill Lynch, also led the Fi~t 

Boston Corporation as chairman and chief executive, hut left 

m~e~)eetedly to pursue teachi~g. 

L Shinn 

s~ent 

2 7 yea rs 

Kei mele ~;bitua=%s, 9e t;; NYTimes.¢om/Obituaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL I NUMBERS CRUNCH 

%~(hy ()[her Countries Teaeh Better 
B~. mr. ~.~.~ r,’~v~ r.~o.’,.Ee 

The United States has much to learn fi’om other countries, 

espeeially in preparing teachers and payi~g for schools. 

, Q. & A Wi[h Arthur cevina 

Q, & A, With Arthur Lev~ne 

A lon~ime critic of the qua]i~" of teaeher preparation in the 

United States. 

For i:l~re opini~n, go t~ NYTimes.¢om/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The ~A~rong College Ratings 

Rather than rating schools against one another, the 

administration shouM make many ~)es of data easily available 



and let people rate schools %c themsdves. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Spyh~g R~u~ 

Fpam "ttomeland" to the NoS.z~ pp,’_~te~’ting the homeland: 

dark ate of ereati~% monate~ that can’t be controlled, 

~ Colum his% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Nee~oeta~T Kerry’s Derri~g- Do 

There is a lot on the line with rdent]ess eampaig~ underway 

the Middle East. 

Columnist Page 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTirnes Pinteri;st 

Access The New York Times [torn anywhere with our suite ol apps: 

iPhone~ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This Email 

1his is an automated emaL Please do not ~eply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’r’]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

.As a member of the TRUSTe p~lvacy program, we are commi.tted to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dover Saddle~ <email@e.doversaddle~’.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 6:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last Chance! Receive Your $15 Gift! 

Limited time offe!! Click here to view this email online! 

Don’t lose touch with us! To ensure that you continue to receive the Dover Saddlery e-Newsletter, 

please add "email@e.doversaddlery.com" to your e-mail Address Book¯ 

¯ . Ask o~" experts 
~:::.: i. .i 

800-406-8204 
MONEY BACK ANY TIME, ANY REASON 

100% Satisfaction Gu~xanteed 

P rio 

X181471 

Get a $15 Gift Certificate with your $150 Order 

To receive this offer, please click anywhere in this e-mail, visit our retail stores 
or call toll free (800) 406-8204 and provide promotional code DSC003 

Shop Dover Gift Cards 

*Your $15 Gift Certificate will be mailed to you with your next $150 or more order and can be redeemed on a future purchase¯ Limit 1 $15 Gift Certificate per order 

Not valid on previous purchases. Offer only valid December 2, 2013 through December 24, 2013, 11:59 PM ET 

The above specials are for our valued e-mail customers only. To take advantage of these specials, follow any link provided within this e-mail These specials may not 

be combined with any other offers. 

Subscription Information: 

We occasionally send information such as this to customers who have placed a recent order or have expressed interest in receiving special offers and updates via 
email. This email was sent to: [Ibroome@email.unc edu] If you do not wish to receive these special email offers in the future, please click here. If this email was 

forwarded to you by another email recipient and you would like to subscribe to the Dover Saddlery email list, click i]ere. 

@2013 Dover Saddlery, Inc., All Rights Reserved 

P.O. Box 1100 Littleton, MA 01460 
email: custom erse rvice~,doversaddlery.co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edward Wimmer - Road ID <EdwardW@RoadID.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 6:11 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

You Still Have Time. Gift Cards, IDs & more. 

To view this email in a browser, click here. 

.~i Stop Guessing¯ Give ’era a Gift Card 

10% OFF - IDs, Apparel & High-Vis 

Get 10% OFF - Apparel ::X:: Get 10% OFF - IDs % Get 10% OFF - High-Vis 

.~i Holiday Challenge - Win a $5,000 Trek Shopping Spree 

© 2013 Road ID Inc. All Rights Reserved. 1845 Airport Exchange Blvd - Suite 230 - Erlanger, KY 41018 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 7:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Is the suburban otlice park dead? (And how it might be saved) 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 18, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s 

is the suburban offce ]park dead? {And how it miqht be 
saved) 
Speakin~ to a FOOm of eoFpoFate Feai estate pFofessionals last weeR, Jones Lang 
LaSalie FeseeFcher John SiKaitis summed Lip what iandloFds h~ve been womed 
about: 

Discuss 

Citrix’s Raleigh ops doubles headcoant M 2013 
For Citrix’s Raleigh heBdcount, 2013 has been ~ building year= literally. 

N.C. film industry rakes in $254 million in 2013 
Proponents of fiim incentives in NoRh Carolina for Hoiiywood houses are beating 

their chests a iitfle bit harder these days, as a new repo~ shows filming of feature 

#iscass 

NCDOT exploring "all of the above" strategy for 540 project 
The North Carolina Deparirrierfi, of Transportatk)n will siudy 17 recommended 

corridors for [he comple~ion o~ the 540 project in Wake Coun[y 

Read ~ornin# Editio~ >> 

[Cro,,v~4#D~#g~ #tart#p GroundFIoor announces second 
.__G___e___o__r_g_La___#_r___o_#____e__~:~ 

Need a Triangle traffic lawyer? There’s an app for that 

Biogen to earn extra cash selling biosimiMrs in Europe 

Is this Wilmington startup the ’Net’flix’ of e-Books? 

Amazon buy may mean new competition for PavPal, Square 

:~.~.~.°..~y-°.~.u..~!Lk-e.~..c.b..°.~.c.~£La..t-e.~..n.~.°-..w.~.L..!..v..!~.n.~g~££!~[~b~&~#~@~b~£~ 
the daily dea~ 

Contact Us 

Contact Us For a{i inquiries iegar,,’Jin9 this offer or subs,,’.:’iptioq to the Triang{s Bi;s{ness .Jo[i:’nal, please emai{ us at: 

t ............ ~ ............................ m~nole~.b{ziodmalscom 



Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 



MCLEZ con~ <mail@mclez.cora> 

Wednesday, Decemb~ I g, 2013 g :40 AM 

Broome: Li:~sa L <lbroome@ema~I.ut~c.edu> 

4 Credit - N~rth C~a:olma CLE Bund~:e- $49 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welborn <joanna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:18 AM 

t~mworkers@dnke.edu 

SAF Ulxtate: Celebrate & take action with li~rmworkers this International Migrants Day + Thank you to onr year-end donors’. 

If you’re getting this emai[ for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 
your email address o1 we’ve received updated contact information for you. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing 
list at any time, simply reply to farmworkers-request@&tke.edu ~vith the following command: unsubscribe. 

1. Celebrate and take action with l?~cn~workers fl~is ~ ~f.er ~af. ~ ~a M g ~an .~; Day 

"Borders are apolitical construction, a human f!~brication 

around geography, resources and power defined ~e~d re- 

defined through time by war, bloodshed and death." 
Amon Lindquist, Artist 

On December 18, we celebrate h~te~ational Migrants 

Day. In the U.S. we think of ~nigrants as illegal Mexican workers 
who pick fruit, clean, or work in construction. If we look deeper, 

we come to understand migration is a complex global issue 

involving many dil~rent ethnicities mad countries. Migration is 

being debated in nearly eveo~ counto~ in the world- including the 
UK, China, India, and Rnssia. The news reports in those 

countries echo those here in the U.S. Many think migrants choose 

to enter a country illegally vs. legally. It’s not a choice, 

immigration to the U.S. is simply not possible tbr the majority of people who need to migrate for work. 
Borders are im~sible; created by laws that cmi be changed 
by a determined people. The way that we decide to treat people ¯ 

who cross borders is up to us; we can change our personal actions 

and our state and national policies. A load offantolnotive factor,:" 

worker from Detroit that makes the difficult decision to move her 

family fiom Michigan to North Carolina for more job opportunities 

is not much different than a Guatemalan framer who leaves his 

family to work in North Caxolina’s fields ,so he can send money 

home to them. It’s obvious that migration across borders needs to 

happen in order for people to survive and thrive. Let’s celebrate migrants, those brave men, women and 

children that take tremendous risks tbr their t~Jnilies. 

Ho~, you can help: 

Decorate your com~nuniF with Migration is Beautiful. 

Take action ruth the HaJ~vest of Dignity campaign for safe places to live, sate places to worL and strong 

enfoicement of our existing laws tbr fm~nworker 
Support Let’s Learn NC because children of migrants should be able to get an aflbrdable education. 

2. Thank you a~ our yem=e~d donor:s m~d it’s not t~o late to give[ 

A big thank you to everyone that has donated to SAF dur~g our end of year 

~ndraising campai~ 

A special shout out to onr thll online thn&ai~m: 

~an& Soltes 



Andrea Kells 

Jonathan Kitsch 

Navelv Perez Huerta 

Patrick & Gus 

Quirina Vallejos 

Rvm~ Nilsen 

Samdy Preiss 

Victor CanNes Gamino 

We have raised $22,548 from those that have donated to one of these cmnpaigns and to SAF executive 

director’s year- end campaign! 

If you have not had a chance to make your year-end donation, it is not too late! 

Yon cam s~ill give directly ~o one of ore online fundra~sers. 

Yon can also give to SAF through the Indy Give!Guide, an online and print 

publication highlighting area nonpmfits to p~omote year-end giving. Prizes 
and incentives tbr donors of all giving levels! 

Friend SAF on Facebook! 

]~ IF°ll°w us °n Twitter! 

SAf" Staf!! 
Patty Adams ] Operations Manager 
Nadeen Bir ] Advocacy & Organizing Director 
RatS1 Granados Gfimez ] Migrant Youth Director 
Laxmi Haynes ] Program Director 
Yazmm Garcia Rico ] National Organizer 
Joanna Welborn i Assistant Director 
Melinda Wiggins ] Executive Director 
Ramon Zepeda i Youth Organizer 

Student Action ~vith Farmworkers is a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 
together to learn about each other’s lives, share resources and skills, improve conditions for fiarmworkers, and build diverse 
coalitions working for social change¯ 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more just agricultural 

system Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students, farmworker youth, and community members in the farmworker 

movement. 

SAF depends on financial support fiom individuals like YOU to continue our work with famxworkers. 

Want to post an atmouncement on this list? Email ioatma.welbom(g~duke.edu 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve suppolted Student Action with Famxworkers and given us 

your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any time, simply reply to l:armworkers- 



request~!duke.edu with the following command: unsubscribe We hope you’ll enjoy our updates on farmworker issues and 
the work SAt" does to create a more just agricultural system 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbaa~king@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:22 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: BNC Bancorp (BNCN; High Point, NC) has agreed to acquire South Street Finm~cial 
Coq~oration (SSFC; Albemarle, NC) and Community First Fin~ci~ Group, Inc. (Private; Chapel Hill, NC) 

BNC Bancorp (NASDAQ: BNCN; High Point, NC) has agreed to acquire South Street 
Financi’,fl Corporation (OTCQB: SSFC; Albemarle, NC) and Community First Financial 

Group, Inc. (Private; Chapel Hill, NC) 

http://www.sandleroneill.com/email-disclaimer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18,2013 10:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Care Society Seats - The Perfect Holiday Gift! 

Wrap Up Your Special Seating Today! 

Looking for a unique holiday gift for someone very special? 
PlayMakers Caf~ Society seating is just the ticket - a one-of-a-kind theatre 

experience for the stylish, discerning recipients on your list. 

Noel Coward’s comedy classic __P_~_~__e____L_~L_e__s_. is the play the cr6me de la cr6me are looking 
forward to in the New Year, and you can make the experience complete by adding 
exclusive Caf~ Society seats. 

For only $20 in addition to the price of a Section A show ticket, your gift includes 
floor seating at tables-for-two right next to the action, along with a mocktail devised by ~:}..e... 
G~~nkleton served with a delectable edible before the show and delicious premium coffee 

with a sweet treat at intermission, all from T~e W~atherv~e at So~th~r~ Season. 

Give the gift of being part of the elegant world of ~$~<~t.e.;..[=~<.e..~. 

Or call the Box Office at 919.962.PLAY (7529) to get your $20 Caf~ 
Society upgrade today - just in time for holiday giving! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Business Alumni Affairs <BusinessAlumni@illinois.edu;, 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:28 AM 

Business Alunmi Att~rs <Busines~Alumni@illinois.edu~ 

Your input requested: Who or what do you think is integral to the College of Business story? 

linked image001 1AECDAF7-46514500-9FB34~D287EOBDBOA.jpg 

This messa~le was sent by. 
College of Business at ILLINOIS, Alumni Affairs, 218 Wohlers Hall, 1206 South Sixth Street 
Champaign, IL 61820, 217-244-6669, fax: 217-333-4254, 
To be removed from this mailMg list please email 
To update your contact information please visit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goodmn Executive Search <info@goodmnsearch.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 10:56 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Season’s Greetiugs from Goodwiu Executive Search 

Forward this email 

] 

This ernaii ~’~,aa sent ~o Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu by jn~b@c!oodwinsearch~com 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’~’ Privacy Policy. 

Goodwin Executive Search :: 766 Whitaker Hill Road i Raleigh NC :: 27608 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-botmces@lists.w&shlaw.edu on behalf of 

Harris, Steven <shams@kentlaw.iit.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:21 AM 

Cynthia Montgomery <Cynthia.Montgomery@gray-robinson.corn> 

ucclaw -l@lists.washlaw.edu 

Re: [Ucclaw-1] Right to Redeem Collateral - 9-623 - Competing Secured Creditors 

ATT00001 .c 

Redemption requires a tender: "To redeem collateral, a person sha]l tender .... " The first secured party who tenders in accordance with 9-623(b) has redeemed the 
collatera] ti~m the security interest of the other secured pa~y, assuming the tender is timely under 9-623(c). 

--Steven Harris 

On Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 10:23 AM, Cynthia Montgomery <C’~nthia.Montgomery~grav-robinson.com> wrote: 

Any experience or thoughts on the following: 

If a request to redeem collateral is made pursuant to Section 9-623 by each of 2 competing secured creditors to the other in an attempt 
to obtain certain assets of a debtor, which creditor would be required to allow redemption first? The creditor with the first priority lien in 
the particular collateral, the creditor which sends its notice/request to redeem first, or the creditor with the larger debt? 

Cynthia Montgomery 
GrayRobinson, P.A. 

50 North Laura Street, Suite 1100 

Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Main: 904-598-9929 I Fax: 904-598-9109 

Direct: 904-632-8485 I 

Emaih cynt hia mont#omeryl~,gray-robinson com 

GllL&.Y [ ROBINSON 
A TTOR]~EY S AT LAW 

This e-mail is intended only for the individual(s) or entity(s) named within the message. This e-mail might contain legally privileged and confidential information. If you properly received this e-mail as a client or 

retained expert, please hold it in confidence to protect the attorney-client or work product privileges Should the intended recipient forward or disclose this message to another person or party, that action could 

constitute a waiver of the attorney-client privilege. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 

review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited by the sender and to do so might constitute a violation of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, !6 US.C. section 2510- 

2521. If this communication was received in error we apologize for the intrusion. Please notiN us by reply e-mail and delete the original message without reading same. Nothing in this e-mail message shall, in 

and of itself, create an attorney-client relationship with the sender. 

Please be advised that this law firm may be acting as a debt collector and is attempting to collect a debt and any information provided will be used for that purpose 

The UCCLAW-L listse~w is sponsored by Thomson West, publisher of the "UCC Reporting Se~wice" 
/ / o / http:i/store.westgroup.con~, with assistance from the Washlaw Web. To subscribe or ch~ge your settings, go to http:/7lists.washlaw.edu maihnan/lislmtb, ucclaw-1 

A free service of WashLaw 

http:iiwashlaw.edu 

(785)670.1088 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjeck 

replies actblue com@mail.salsalabs.net on behalf of 
Erin Hill, ActBlue <repIies@actblue.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <[broome@email.unc.edu> 

checkIi st 

~]~%.- ~....%~. 
I, RETIRED It helps campaigns 

~%~N 2, TEACHER 

~ ~ ~N i 6 U ~ 3. AT’rORNE¥ raise ~,p ~o 200% 

We’ve also ~.ot quite a few soldiers, optemetrists~ : ~;~:~:~:~::~:~:~:~;~::~::~:~:~:~:~ 



We worked with 

io011 ~and~dates 
who are running 

for office in 2014. 

That’s 1/.)i 1 

ca.~didates who are 

better pl-epared to 

take on Republicans 

next year. 



Paid for by ActBlue (wv~v.actblue.com) and not authorized by any candidate or candidate’s committee. 

Contributions or gifts to ActBlue are not tax deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Birckhead, Tamar R <tbirckhe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:33 PM 

Birckhead, Tamax R <tbirckhe@email.unc.e&~ 

Peace on Earth 2014 



~i Qualil,ling &Allr~cking ExpertWitnesses 

Haven’t updated in a Few 

years? Don’~ worry! O~u" annual 

The 2013 supplement brings you the latest 

information in disqualifying, cross-examining, and 

impeaching your opponent’s expert. New and 

updated topics include: 

Discovery of Electronic Documents 

Presenting Your Expert’s Opinion 

Statistical, Tire De~ect, Economic, Finandal 
Damage, and Engineerhlg Experts 

Improper Subject of Expert Testimony 

Speculative or Conjectural Evidence 

Expert Opinion ]is Unnecessary 

Lack of Proper Basis for Opinion 

Challenges to Expert 

Future Damages Reduced to Present 

Valuation [’.lethods 

Give us a catI: 

{800) 440-.4780 

By Robert C. Clifford 
Exclusive price for existing customers: $79,9~ 

If you have already purchased the latest version 

of this book, please disregard this email -- but 

stay tuned for future updates and deals! 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbaa~king@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Webinar Reminder - The Volcker Rule’s Impact on Regional a~d Community Banks 

The Volcker Rule’s Impact on Regional and Community Banks 

A Sandier O’Neill Client Webinar 

Date: Thursday, December 19, 2013 
Time: 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. ET 
To Register 
Click on the link below, then click the highlighted word "register" mad fill out the form. 
https://sandler-oneill.webex.com/sandler-oneill/onsta~a&~668876201 

Replay 
If you are unable to paJ:ticipate on the 19th, please register above and a replay will be made available to 
you, or contact your Sandier O’Neill representative. 

Executive Summary 
’lhe Volcker Rule restricts U.S. banks from investing in funds with collateral comprised of less than 100% 
loans that axe not registered with the SEC and from engaging in hedgh~g activities that do not hedge a 
specific identified risk. ~Ls a result, we expect to see a nulnber of changes in bank investlnent and hedging 
strategies including: 

- Significant reduction in batik iuvestments in the debt tranches of Covered Funds of collateralized debt 
obligations (CDOs) at~d possibly collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs); 

- Significant reduction in bank investments in the debt trmaches of collateralized loam obligations 
(CLOs) and a shift in focus to transactions with 100% loan collateral; and 

- Hedgh~g activities will be restricted to risk-mitigating hedges of quantifiable risk 
Expert Sandier O’Neill Panel 

Tom Killiml - Principal, Investment Banking 

Adam Mandel Principal, ttead of TPS CDO Trading 

AhJn Sarabanchong Managing Director, Head of CLO Trading 

Sara Higgins Managing Director, Head of Interest Rate Products 

Jeff Harte Principal, Equiey Resem’ch 
In addition to the webinar, Sandler O’Neill has published a new paper written by Tom Killiat~ on the 
Volcker Rule’s impact on regional and community banks and their investment and hedging strategies. To 
access the paper, clickhere. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:;~ ~:;:: ~ ~ ~2 ~ ~ ~:;~ ~:;::~ N ~:; N N~::~}E::~ ~:;:; ~::~ N~:;}):t ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 1:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: White Hou~ to Release Full Report on Surveillance-Programs Review 

¯ ~ite Hotxse to Release Full Report on gm~-eillance- 
Programs Re~Aew 

The White House said it will release a report from a presidential task force that includes 46 

recommendations for overhauling U.S. intelligence operations. 

White House Press Secretary Jay Carney said the administration is reviewing the report 

and will decide later what recommendations to implement. President Barack Obama 

created a task force earlier this year to look into potential changes to intelligence 

gathering in the wake of leaks on U.S. spying programs. The White House said it wants to 

balance keeping Americans safe and protecting civil liberties 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Collections & Operational Risk Conference <conferences@sourcemediamaJ.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

ACA’s CEO on the Changes in Collecting Consumer Debt 

ii~~ National Collections & Operational Risk Conf ....... March 24-26, 2014 in Miami 

ACA International CEO Pat Mords 
share a candid bok at [he state of the 
~ndus~ g~ven vas[ changes facing the 
co~ecflon of consumer debL 

From Large Market Participants to complainers and proposed 
new rules, what impact will the CFPB have on debt collection and 

where do we go frem here? 

N:: Pat Morris 

Federal and state legislative, regulatory and AG action 

against debt collection-what does it mean? 

What should collection agencies be doing given the ever changing environment? 

What are the implications of all of this change for creditors? 

CEO 

ACA International 

Get the answers from Pat Morris when you jein us m Miami Beach, FL for the Coflecdens & 

Credit RiakN 18th Annual National Collections & Operational Risk Conference on March 24-26, 

2014, 

We are gifting you $100 
~ Use promo code G~FTi00 

Re,lister online now or call (212) 803-8775 or (212) 803-8456, 

Offer exp res FF day, 12120, 

~iI S ..... Media Professional Events 
A[~OLt-’~" I C©~T,a~CT I P~-~%s&CY / 

J 

NY 10004 ~iI Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cambridge Journals ~oumals@emarketing.cambridge.org> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Access five Editor’s choice articles ti~m 2013 



%:: related-books- 
..... 

FREE Access to 5 Key Articles 
from 2013 

Dear Colleague, 

Enjoy complimentary access until January 17, 2014 to 
five Editor’s choice articles published in 2013 from 

International Journal of Cultural Property. 

Click here to read all five articles for free 

Published for the International Cultural Property 
Society, the Journal provides a vital, international, 
and multidisciplinary forum for the broad spectrum of 
views surrounding cultural property, cultural heritage, 
and related issues. 

Warm regards, 

loon Won Noon 

Cambridge lournals 





~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Wednesday, December 18~ 2013 2:01 PM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Nominations 

Nominations 
Get a head start on the 2014 TBJ Award season 

Upcoming 

It’s almost 20t4 and with a new year comes 

new opportunities to bring valuable 

recognition to your company Get a head 

start on the upcoming TBJ award seaso~ by 

visiting TBJnominations.com and submitting 

your nomJnatbns before crunch time. 

And we encourage anyone interested in the 

nerninatbns process ~o attend a 

Nominations Clinic. I~’s a great opportunity 

ask questions to our stalf and ~eam about 

some of the common mistakes people m~ke 

~n preparing their nominations The next 

clinic will be on bekJ on February 7 at 

9:00am. Good luck h~ 2014~ 

NOMINATION DEADLINES 

Neal’d~ Care Heroes Awards 

Me nday, Jan ua ry 20tb 

Nominate 

Life Sciences Awards 

Monday~ March 17th 

Nominate 

40 Under 40 Leadership Awards 

Monday, March 24~h 

Nominate 

Nominations Clinic 

Friday, February 

9:00am - 10:00am 

Re.qister 

Forward to ~ Friend i Privacy I Unsubscdbe 

Triangle Business Journat 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC, 276t2, USA 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Wednesday, December 18~ 2013 2:01 PM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Nominations 

Nominations 
Get a head start on the 2014 TBJ Award season 

Upcoming 

It’s almost 20t4 and with a new year comes 

new opportunities to bring valuable 

recognition to your company Get a head 

start on the upcoming TBJ award seaso~ by 

visiting TBJnominations.com and submitting 

your nomJnatbns before crunch time. 

And we encourage anyone interested in the 

nerninatbns process ~o attend a 

Nominations Clinic. I~’s a great opportunity 

ask questions to our stalf and ~eam about 

some of the common mistakes people m~ke 

~n preparing their nominations The next 

clinic will be on bekJ on February 7 at 

9:00am. Good luck h~ 2014~ 

NOMINATION DEADLINES 

Neal’d~ Care Heroes Awards 

Me nday, Jan ua ry 20tb 

Nominate 

Life Sciences Awards 

Monday~ March 17th 

Nominate 

40 Under 40 Leadership Awards 

Monday, March 24~h 

Nominate 

Nominations Clinic 

Friday, February 

9:00am - 10:00am 

Re.qister 

Forward to ~ Friend i Privacy I Unsubscdbe 

Triangle Business Journat 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC, 276t2, USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board and Federal Open Market Committee release economic projections ti-om the December 17-18 FOMC meeting 

Federal Reserve Board and Federal Open Market Committee release economic projections from the December 17-18 

FOMC meeting 

http:i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/press/monetary/20131218b.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact sub~fiberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johns Hopkins University <than~ouvideo@jhu.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

A video thank you message 

Dear Alumni, Parents, and Friends, 

At this time of year, as we race through our days, 

smartphones in hand, their glow reflecting off our 

faces, it’s important to look up on occasion and 

take time to appreciate all those who give 

meaning to our lives. 

Watch the video 

In that spirit, I’d like to thank all of you for your 

continued dedication to Johns Hopkins University. 

Every day, your passion, advocacy, and 

generosity inspire us in our work and help us touch the lives of millions -- on our campuses, in 

our communities, and around the world. 

Time and again, you’ve shown us that even the smallest expressions of humanity and gratitude 

can, as they say, go viral. 

From my family to yours, best wishes for a safe and joyful new year. I hope you’ll enjoy this 

~ear’s video message. 

~’-’i Ron Daniels Signature 

Ron Daniels 

President, 7-he Johns Hopkins University 

[ 
We hope you found this message from the Johns Hopkins University informative and engaging. If you’d prefer 

not to receive the president’s end-of-year thank you messages from the Development and Alumni Relations 

Office of Communications, unsubscribe by visiting rims H~:. If you’d prefer not to receive any emails sent by the 

Development and Alumni Relations Office of Communications, globally opt-out by visiting tl~s I~: or by 

Questions? comments? You can contact us by email at t#a#kye~vi~lee@jhe.e~l~ or by postal mail addressed 

to The Johns Hopkins University, Development and Alumni Relations, Office of Communications, 3500 San Nartin 

Drive, Baltimore, Naryland 21218 USA. 

Please note that this message was sent to the following email address: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 3:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: France Voices Doubt on Iran Nuclear Deal 

France Voices Doubt on Iran N~L~clear Deal 

French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius voiced concerns about the chances of reaching a 

final deal with Iran over its nuclear program, citing doubts about the country’s willingness 

to definitely abandon its nuclear ambitions. 

To reach a lasting agreement, Western powers are pressing Iran to adopt measures that 

unwind its nuclear capabilities to the point that a nuclear weapon is no longer within 

Tehran’s reach, Mr. Fabius said in an interview with The Wall Street Journal. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Durhmn’s Ninth St. district adds two more retailers 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

_ 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide, 

(;oog]/£jo~r~s -rrian~(e-based £p~n sou~’c~ ~r~(tiative 

_ 

We~k)y EdR~o~ o~s your ~Pad or ~Phork~. Ne~>> ,, 

N,C, rani, s amo,,’vz.t(.&), five for car insurance premium 

Grade 

_ 



’Crowd--lendin~p Gro.:_~r~dFioor anr~ounces second 

ChanneJAdviso~ cl~_ its efforts in China 

Gsco teams up_ w~th Santa and Duke Ch~idrerfs 

B~oaen to e~m extra c~sh sel~ing, b~os~mi~ars 

~ ~ o~ ~os~ers? 

......... ~ates content available ~ paid subscfi~rs. 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

~4j!£ G~ass takes photos w~th a w~nk-----and hei~o. 

ideas 

6 steps to attract~n~Dg oni~ne consumers 

People ~ Commerdal Real ~ " 

........................................................................... 

Prk;e per Square Foot: $0.00 
Building Size: 3,192 5~ 
Use Type: Sale 

Featured Event 

Date~ 2014-014}6 





North 
RaI~i%h IoC= 

OovernaneeEdueation.eom is registered with the National Assoda.tion of State: Bc, ards 

ofAeeountaney (N.ASBA) as .a sponsor of eor~t~nuing 
professiot~.al edueati0n on the National RegistD’ of 
CPE Sponsors. Slate boards of accountancy have 

NIII) the fin:al authori|iy o~. the aeeeptanee of individua! 
eourses fo~: CPE erediL eomplaints regardb~g regis- 
tered sp0~sors may be submitted to the National 
Registry of CPE Sponsors through its website: 

S P O .~ ~ O .R. g wwwileart~ingmarkeLorg 

0 
< 

r ,90 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Hold Pro <mitchell@legaJholdpro.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Top 10 Legal ttold mad Data Preservation Opinions of2013 

20~3 

Lissa, 

In our second annual recap, we are l.ooking back at the year that was in terms of 

opinions centered on preservation. 

Any expectation that the number of cases would subside fel.l, by the wayside early 

on. The on~oin~ debate over amendin~ the Federal Rules of Civil. Procedure was 
drivin~ discussions about what constitutes reasonabl.eness and ~ood faith, how and 
when sanctions shoul.d be meted out, and how organizations can mid,ate the cost 

and risk of data preservation. 

Cl.ick on the l.ink bel.ow to see which opinion was our #1 of the 2013 and l.earn how 
many of our Top 10 you had read. 

i~ Top Legal Hold & Data 

Preservation Cases of 2013 

See Our 2013 Top 10 >> 

As you move into 2014, it’s important to understand what ~aps may be present in 
your organization and resol.ve to address them in the New Year. 

Let us know how we can hel.p. 

Re~ards, 

The Legal. Hol.d Pro Team 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AT&T z--ait~e.att-mail.cx~m> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 3:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Day Sale: Get the Samsung Note II now! 

i ::~,~ Online Exclusive Savings - 2 DAYS ONLY! 

Gift gear. Spread cheer. Samsung Galaxy Note(R) II X 2 D,% ONLY SAL~5 

Online Exclusive Savings NOW $49.99 (Reg. $199.99) 

.~GoPhone(R) 
[.~myAT&T ] 

Oeogsaph~c. {~sag¢. g, other tasms, conditions, g, :est:ictions appiy & ms’f sesuit ~n svc te:m~:?at~or: Equ~pt p:ic¢ & sva~ 

Chargee~:.hl¢ ~]:s~’f inc:ude fede:s~ and state univesss~i svc chasge% Regu:sto:%’ Cost Racovery Charga (up to S:.25}~ 

@2013 A[8[ Ii~tallact(sal ?sopa(~y ,:I: :if.lilts. sese:,sed ,:I: oti]as mal!(s cm]tained i]a:-e:n a:e the property of ti]ais 

Ref Code: A241916 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly D Krawiec <~krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:57 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Conley, John M ~mconley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Edited volume submission: Initial ~eview 

Thanks for doing this Lissa. At Text 18, it looks as if your commem got partially deleted -- all it says is "That." Do you lemember what you intended to say there? 

thanks! 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 

krawiec@law.duke.edu 
919-613-7197 

On Dec 18, 2013, at 1:28 PM, Broolne, Lissa L wrote: 

<Krawiec CoNey Broome ABF Book Submission_SH edits.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Plaz, a Fiesta coming down to make way tbr Cabela’s 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Plaza I~iesta comir~g dowr~ to n~a~e way for 

Cabela’s ..... 

The Cabela’s chain of outdoor and sporting goods 

stores said Wednesday it will build a location in Fo~ I -1 "1 

Mill next year, 

~obile fashion boutiques rol~ 

Fashion retailers in the Carolinas 

and beyond are following in the 

footsteps of the food truck trend. 

putting their wares on wheels and 

serving up ... 

See, it wasn’t so bad 

Plan could b~in~ ~p [o gg0 mo~e homes to 

A plan that could bring up to 650 more homes to Fort 

Mill received approval from the town planning 

commission, and now makes its way to Town 

Council. 

FedEx CEO says drones 

unlikely to make bi.(l in,pact 

The CEO of FedEx doesn’t see 

drones taking over the package 

delivery business anytime soon. 

~ede~al Reserve wi~ reduce 

bond purchases by $10 billion 

in January 

The Federal Reserve said 

Wednesday that it will reduce its 

$85 billion a month in bond 

purchases by $10 billion starting 

in January, citing a stronger,,, 

JPMorgan is suing the Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corp. to recover more than $1 billion tied to its 

purchase of Washington Mutual when that bank 

failed in 2008. 

U.S. builders broke ground on 

homes at the fastest pace in more 

than five years, strong evidence 

that the housing recovery is 

accelerating despite ... 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 



Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 4:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: SAC’s Michael Steinberg Convicted in Insider-Trading Case 

SAC*s Michael Steinberg Con~cted in Insider-Trading 
Case 

A Manhattan jury found a senior employee of SAC Capital Advisors guilty of insider 

trading, a verdict legal observers say could help the government in its continuing civil case 

against the hedge-fund firm’s founder, Steven A. Cohen. 

The decision by the 12-member jury against Michael Steinberg, an SAC veteran with close 

ties to Mr. Cohen, comes after a four-week trial and less than two days of deliberations. 

The jury convicted him of four counts of securities fraud and one count of conspiracy. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly D Krawiec <~krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 4:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Conley, John M ~mconley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Edited volume submission: Initial ~eview 

Thanks -- rll fill it in for you 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec@law.duke.edu 
919-613-7197 

On Dec 18, 2013, at 3:59 PM, Broolne, Lissa L wrote: 

I meant to say ’%hat is what he said. I think he was referring to climb as in climbing the social ladder." 
Thanks, 
Lissa 

I=r~m; Kimberly D Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :t8, 20:t3 3:57 PN 
"re; Broome, Lissa L 
Ce; ¢onley, John M 
$,,bjeet: P,e: Edited volume submission: Initial review 
Thanks for doing this Lissa. At Text 18, it looks as if your comment got partially deleted -- all it says is "That." Do you remember what you intended to 

say there? 

thanks! 

Kimbedy D. Krawiec 
Kathdne Robinson Everett Professor of kaw 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec_@law.du ke.edu 
919-613-7197 

On Dec 18, 2013, at 1:28 PM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

<Krawiec CoNey Broome ABF Book Submission_SH edits.docx> 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 4:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: NSA Task Force Asks for Limits on ’Excessive’ Data Gathering 

NSA Task Force Asks for Limits on ’Excessive’ Data 
Gathering 

A presidentially appointed panel reviewing U.S. surveillance programs is recommending a 

major overhaul of both foreign and domestic spy practices that, if adopted, would amount 

to a major wing-clipping of the National Security Agency. 

The 46 proposals present President Barack Obama with a major test of how far he is 

willing to push the envelope on reform. The panel would revamp NSA’s phone records 

collection program as well as the process of foreign spying. Mr. Obama will decide in 

coming weeks which of the recommendations he will implement. None of the group’s 

recommendations are binding. 

See More {~overa~e ~ 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 4:16 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Stocks Set New Records as Fed Announces Reduction in Bond Buys 

Stocks Set New Records as Fed Annotmces Reduction 
in Bond Brays 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average and the S&P 500 both rallied to new record closing 

highs as the Federal Reserve announced it would start to reduce its bond purchases. 

The S&P 500 rose 29.65 points, or 1.66%, to close at 1810.65. The Dow Jones Industrial 

Average gained 293.03 points, or 1.85%, to close at 16168.29. The dollar also rose above 

104 yen to its strongest level against the Japanese currency since October 2008. 

The Fed’s move surprised many investors, who had been expecting the central bank to 

hold off paring its $85 billion-a-month bond market purchases. However, in setting only a 

one-time, $10 billion reduction of that bond buying in January, and committing to keeping 

interest rates low, the Fed’s shift was a relatively cautious one, giving markets the green 

light to rally. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BLOCKBUSTER <CustomerCare@blockbuster.delivery.net~ 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 4:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Get 4 Movies tbr $10 From BLOCKBUSTER! 

Starts Thursday, 12/19 - CLOSING STORE SALE! Previously viewed movies! - BLOCKBUSTER 4-for-S10 Blue Sleeve 

Special in store only! - Buy single Blue Sleeve Movies just $2.99 each! - 4 for $10 Blue Sleeve Special runs th rough 

12/24 - Have a BLOCKBUSTER(R) GiftCard(R)? Use it now! - Find the closing store locations! - Every DVD and Blu-ray 

now under $899! 

¯ _.i.~ Get other deals online!- Buy your favorite movies online before they’re gone!- Family & Kids- Animation- Action a 

Adventure - Drama - Comedy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lia Temarantz <%~ebinaxs@NACDonline.ovg> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 5:11 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Complimentary NACD Webinaxs 

...................................................................................................................... e 

t r ~ 

th ..................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................... exclusively for your board: ..................................................................................................................... 



Feb. 20-21, 2014 I Washington, DCi 

March 18, 20t4 I New York, 

March 18, 2014 I New York, NY I ~ACD ~recto~h~ 2020 

March 25, 2014 I New York, NY I .~.~..~g.[E}~.[}~:.~2~.[g.~.~.&..~.~b..~[~.~.~ 

April 34, 2014 I Houston, TX I .~[[~Ltg.(..~.[~.(~.~9.[(&0:~ 

April 7~, 20t4 I Houston, ~ I 

May 5~, 2014 ~ Washington, DC I C~Suite to Board Seat 

June 9-10, 2014 I Chicago, IL I 

June 12-t3, 20t4 I Chicago, IL 

July 15, 2014 j Denver, CO I NAC~ D~rectorsh~) 2020 

Aug. 14-15, 2014i Dana Point, CA I ~recter 

Aug. 18-19, 2014 i Laguna Beach, CA i 

Sept. 8~, 2014 j Beverly Hills, CA I 

Sept. 10, 2014 ~ Beverly Hills, CA i NAC~ D~rectorsh~) 2020 

Oct. 12-14, 2014 i National Harbor, MD i ~.~..~.~[~..~.~b.~P..~.[}[~.~* 
*$800 saying, s ends 12/3!/13 

Dec. 8@, 2014 I Fo~ Lauderdale, FL I Dh’~ctor P~efl~ssion~lisrs~:~ 

Dec. 11-12, 2014 I Fo~ Lauderdale, FL I Master Class 

Additional events are added monthly. Check o~e for updates or contact us to learn more. 

This message was sent to: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

Mer~bersh~p ~ E;¢,:~ ~r~ [~es, e~opmen~ ~ [[:du~:a~o~ ~ ~esour,:;es I Conne~:t~on~ National Association of Corporate Directors 
2001 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Suite 500 

phone: 202-775-0509 I fax: 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Conferences, 
forums, peer exchanges, and webinars, please cilck here 

To unsubscribe from all NACD email communications, please click here 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahl,John P <jps@uakron.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 5:15 PM 

SECTPR.annc@lis~ts.aals.org 

[SECTPR.mmc] - Request to Post Notice t?om the Sectioin on Balance in Legal Education 

Dear Colleagues, 

If you are planning to attend the AALS Annual Meeting in New York this year, please consider joining us for one or more activities sponsored by the Section on 

Balance in Legal Education. 

The section’s business meeting is on Friday, January 3, 2014, at 6:30 p.m. If you’ve attended one of our business meetings in the past, you know that we see this as 

an opportunity to discuss hopes and plans for the upcoming year, as well as a chance to reconnect with old friends and meet new ones. 

Our section’s program, scheduled from 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. on Sunday, January S, 2014, is entitled "The Many Connections Between Well-Being and 

Professionalism in the Practice of Law" and is co-sponsored by the Section on Teaching Methods. We will be focusing on how well-being contributes to, and may 

indeed be necessary for, the ethical, civil, and responsible practice of law. The first segment of the program is a foundational set of more theoretical presentations 

explaining the psychological and sociological literature on the interactions between student-lawyer well-being, traditional law school pedagogy, and impacts on 

professional development and responsible practice of law. This portion of the program will be moderated by Professor Todd Peterson, George Washington Schoc 

of Law, and will feature Professor Elizabeth Mertz, University of Wisconsin Law School, Dave Shearon of Thriving Lawyers, and Professor Larry I~rieger, Florida State 

University College of Law. 

The second segment of the program is devoted to actual teaching techniques (in a variety of classroom settings) that show how presenters teach students while 

improving their well-being and contributing to the development of a personally satisfying career and an ethically responsible professional identity. This part of the 

program will be moderated by Dean Mike Schwartz and will feature Professor Anneka Ferguson, Australian National University, Professor Nathalie Martin, 

University of New Mexico School of I_aw, and Professor David Koelsch, University of Detroit Mercy School of Law. The UALR Law Review will be publishing papers 

related to the program. 

We hope you will be able to join us for what is sure to be an enlightening and energizing program ! 

As has become our tradition, we also invite those interested in the work of the Balance Section to gather informally for some social time during the conference. A 

number of us who have been active in the work of the section plan to meet at the Bridges Bar in the Hilton conference hotel when it opens - at 5:30 p.m. - both on 

Friday, before the business meeting, and on Sunday, after the program. Please join us. Everyone is welcome. 

We look forward to seeing you in January 2014! 

The Section on Balance in Legal Education 

Site Links: View ~ost online View raailm~ list online Unsubscribe ~korn this rnaiImlz list ManaRe ¥oar subscription 

This list is a forum for the exchange of points of view. Opinions expressed here are not necessarily those of the group associated with the list and do not necessarily represent the position 
of the Association of American La~v Schools 
Use of this email content is governed by the terms of service at: 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 5:35 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Senate Approves Budget Bill in 64-36 Vote 

Senate Approves Bttdget Bill in 64-36 Vote 

Atwo-year budget deal cleared Congress when the Senate approved it on a 64-36 vote, 

ending a year of polarized debate on fiscal matters. 

Nine Republicans voted with all 55 members of the Democratic caucus for the bill. The 

measure, which already had been approved by the House, passed the Senate despite an 

1 lth-hour firestorm over a provision that will slow the growth of pension benefits to military 

retirees under the age of 62, which drew strong opposition from veterans and their 

supporters. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@pepperlawupdates.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 20:[3 5:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
New Congressional Bill Would Exempt Business Brokers from Full SEC/F]INRA Broker Registration - Client 
Alert - December :[8, 20:[3 

To view this email as a web page, go here 

Client Alert 
December 18, 2013 

On November 4, 2013, the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Financial Services, by a 57-0 
vote, ordered H.R. 2274 to be reported for further consideration. The bill, named the "Small Business 
Mergers, Acquisitions, Sales, and Brokerage Simplification Act of 2013" (H.R. 2274) would create a 
new class of "broker" (a so called "M&A broker") that would be exempt from most of the time- 
consuming requirements currently required of brokers, and direct the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) to implement regulations and interpretive guidance. M&A brokers would remain 
subject to the anti-fraud rule (just like registered brokers) and they would be required to establish, 
maintain and enforce written supervisory procedures governing their operations. M&A broker 
personnel would be required to meet the "standards of training, experience, competence, and such 
other qualifications as the [SEC] finds necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the 
protection of investors," just like registered representatives of fully registered brokers must. The SEC 
will have to define this by rule. 

Read more 

3000 Two Logan Square J Eighteenth and Arch Streets 

Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

This Alert is a periodical publication of Pepper Hamilton LLP and it was created as of the date set 
forth above and is based on laws, court decisions, administrative rulings and congressional materials 

that existed at that time, and should not be construed as legal advice or legal opinions on specific 
facts. The information in this publication is not intended to create, and the transmission and receipt 

of it does not constitute, a lawyer-client relationship. The contents are intended for general 
information purposes only, and you are urged to consult a lawyer concerning your own situation and 
any specific legal questions you may have. Any tax information or written tax advice contained herein 

(including any attachments) is not intended to be and cannot be used by any taxpayer for the 
purpose of avoiding tax penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. 

(The foregoing legend has been affixed pursuant to U.S. Treasury 
Regulations governing tax practice.) 

This publication may contain attorney advertising. 

Copyright © 2013 Pepper Hamilton LLP. All rights reserved. 

Update preferences Forward to a Friend Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia Travel Deals <usmaJl@expediamail.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 6:25 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

50% o11; just fi~r you 

Expedia 

[] Expedia Deal Finder 

\,%’~!~t to g~.’t ~way but ~ot 
where to go? Explore ou~ very best 

wedd. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 6:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Secret Service Investigating Credit-Card Data Breach at Target 

Secret Ser~4ce Investigating Credit-Card Data Breach at 
Target 

Target was hit by an extensive theft of its customers’ credit card data over Black Friday 

weekend, in what appears to be a brazen breach of a major retailer’s information security. 

The theft happened in stores, not online. It may have been the result of software installed 

at the machines customers use to swipe their cards when paying for their purchases. 

See More Coverage 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 6:59 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Correction: Obama to Name Sen. Baucus Ambassador to China 

Correction: Obama t~ Name Sen. Baucus Ambassador 
to Clhina 

President Barack Obama plans to name Sen. Max Baucus, Democrat of Montana, to be 

the U.S. ambassador to China, people familiar with the decision said. 

Mr. Baucus, who is 72 and in his sixth Senate term, has said he won’t seek re-election next 

year. It is unclear when he would take the new post, which requires Senate confirmation. 

Mr. Baucus would replace departing Ambassador Gary Locke. 

He would take the position at a time of growing tension over what Washington and its 

regional allies see as Beijing’s assertive posture in the South China and East China seas. 

(Correction & Amplification: An earlier email alert misspelled the name of Ambassador 

Gary Locke.) 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:4250 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <e spnpromotions@e spranafil.com> 

~Vednesday, December 18, 2013 7:14 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Watch #14 North Carolina Live Now 

i i~ ESPN College Basketball 

Watch ESPN Available On: WatchESPN ..... iPad, iPh .... Apple W, Android, Kindle Fire, XBOX ONE, XBOX 360, 
Roku 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vickie Bowers <~vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:21 PM 

NCBA <ncbankers@NorthCarolinaBank.onmicro~fl.com> 

December 19, 2014 Bulletin 

131219.pdf 

Attached is the December 19, 2013, edition of the NCBA’s weekly Bulletin. Please let me know if you have any trouble ruth the file. Thanks’. 

Vickie Bowers 

Dilector of Human Resources 

North Carolina Bankers Association 

P. O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619-9916 

919/781-7979 / 800/662-7044 



NCBA Bulletin: December 19, 2013 
NORTH CAROLINA -- THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Dec. 19 

Dec. 25 

Jan. 1 

Jan. 6 

Jan. 14 

Jan. 20 

Feb. 4-6 

Feb. 11-14 

Feb. 25-27 

Mar. 3-4 

Mar. 18-20 

Apr. 8-10 

May 31 - 
June 3 

NCBA & CBS Board of Directors Meetings, Greensboro 

Christmas Day 

New Year’s Day 

Economic Forecast Forum, RTP 

Compliance Seminar: New Mortgage Rules Update, 
High Point 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 

Basic Commercial Lending, Raleigh 

Washington Bank Caucus 

..~.~.n...t...e.g...m....e....d..i....a..t....e....~...~.....m.....n..Le...r....c..i....a..~......a....n....d...~...d...u.~..s..t...r..i...a.~.....L.....e....n....dj...n..g, Raleigh 

Bank Directors Assembly, Greensboro 

Intermediate Commercial Real Estate Lending, Raleigh 

...a.....d.~...a...n....c....e....d.....c.....~..~...m.....e.~r...c..i..a..L~..n....d...2~..d...u....s...t..r..i..~LL~.d.i.~, Raleigh 

! 18th Annual Convention, Palm Beach, FL 

MERRY 

CHRISTMAS 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

Thanks To All NC Banks For Remembering 

Your NCBA, in the name of each member bank in our state, assisted Historic Oakwood 
Cemetery in Raleigh with their ~?eaths Across America campaign. You can clearly see the 
results. Viewing the military section of the cemetery (Field of Honor) from a distant promontory 
would clearly give any onlooker the thought of being at Arlington National Cemetery. It was a 



meaningful tribute to the men and women who have helped to protect our families, our freedoms, 
and our way of life. North Carolina’ s banks are eternally grateful for the sacrifice they 
made. We all appreciate the opportunity to demonstrate our feelings in such a beautiful way. 

NCBA Membership Drops By Two More Banks 

Expanding its presence across North Carolina, Bank of North Carolina, under the leadership of 
Rick Callicutt, its President and CEO, announced yesterday its definitive merger agreements 
with Harrin~on Bank, Chapel Hill, and Home Savings Bank of Albemarle. Both transactions 
are expected to close in the second quarter of 2014. 

Early Bird Rate Expires Today - Reserve Your Seats 

The 12th Annual Economic Forecast Forum, sponsored by BB&T, on Monday, January 6 at 
the Sheraton Imperial, RTP, will provide crucial outlooks for the year ahead. The Forum 
spotlights key business and political leaders who look to the future of the economy in our state, 
region and nation. The Forum will feature a keynote address by Kelly King, Chairman & CEO 
of BB&T, as well as presentations by Governor Pat McCrory, U.S. Senator Richard Burr, and 
Dr. Harry Davis, Economist for the NCBA. 

The Forum’s special preliminary session will feature a panel discussing the importance of the 
military to our state’s economy. Panelists include: General (Ret.) Dan McNeill (former 
Commander, Fort Bragg); Brigadier General Kenneth A. Beard (Assistant Adjutant General- 
Sustainment, North Carolina National Guard); Major General Comell Wilson, Jr. (Governor’s 



Military Liaison); NC Senator Harry Brown; and Scott Dorney, (Executive Director of the NC 
Military Business Center). 

With a hi story of a sell-out crowd of more than a thousand attendees from business, government, 
education and nonprofits, statewide, this event will sell out quickly. The "Early Bird" 
~istration fee expires today. To register, click here for complete registration information or 
contact Christy Santacana at the N.C. Bankers Association at christy@ncbankers.org or 800-662- 
7044. 

What Happens In Canada Doesn’t Stay In Canada 

Canada’s postal service has announced that it will cease home delivery over the next five years 
and substantially increase postal rates. In that process, it will eliminate 8,000 jobs, mostly 
through attrition. In place of home delivery, Canadians who live in cities ~vill have to pick up 
their mail and parcels at community mailboxes which will be established in neighborhoods 
across that nation. 

Another One Bites The Dust 

The OCC has closed Texas Community Bank north of Houston. Its failure brings to 24 the 
number of banks which have failed so far this year. It was the second bank failure in Texas in 
2013. 

Memorial Contributions Do Make A Difference 

When industry leaders pass away, please honor them with a memorial contribution to the 
NCBA Fonndation (P. O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619-9916). By making a memorial 
contribution in memory of those who have served our industry so well, their names will live 
on for years to come through the lives and achievements of young people all across North 
Carolina. Any memorial contributions received help the NCBA Foundation continue its 
efforts to help the youth of our great state through college scholarships and Camp 
Challenge. Please contact the NCBA (800-662-7044) for additional information. 

Quote Of The Week 

"IJind it increasingly d(f.ficu# to work with college students whose poor writing mechanics 

undermine their strong command of the technical skills’." 

Comment on newsobserver.com about the decrease in the use of proper language. 

2014 Bank Directors Assembly 

iiHigh Point Airport Marriott. Your NCBA staff has worked as hard as ever to bring the 
iright people to deliver valuable information and guidance to our members. Bank 



Directors must be well-informed and up-to-date with industry trends in order to 
adequately perform their jobs and contribute to the success of the bank. In order to 
become and remain an expert in the financial industry, bank directors MUST participate 
in comprehensive training. We are working to finalize the agenda now - it will be posted 
in early January. Click HERE for everything you need to register for our 2014 Directors 
Assembly. For more information on registration and lodging, please contact our Meetings 
Department (800-662-7044 or christy~ncbankers.orll). 

Kind Of A Drag 

At a senate hearing in Washington State earlier this month, the King County sheriff testified that, 
unless forthcoming legal pot businesses can open bank accounts, there is likely to be more 
crime. "Cash only businesses are prime targets for armed robberies. Cash only businesses are 
very difficult to audit, leading to possible tax evasion, wage theft and diversion of the resources 
we need to protect public safety." The sherift" s comments came as Colorado and Washin~on 
State prepare to legalize recreational marijuana sales. Federal banking regulators are certain to 
face pressure to bring pot merchants into the financial mainstream. 

Last Minute Christmas Gift 

Copy ~f ~he NC~A% 

Who Is A "High-Risk" Customer? 

There has been a significant uptick in B SAiAML-related criticism of banks, with respect to 
banks who continue to do business with supposed "high risk" customers. The regulators have 
been ambiguous about who or what businesses are considered high-risk. In a recent response 
letter, the FDIC has given some clarification. The FDIC noted merchants that engage is higher 
risk activities include an array of different types of businesses, including, but not limited to: 
telemarketing entities, debt consolidation and forgiveness programs, online gambling-related 
operations, credit repair sew’ices, government grant or will-writing kit providers, online tobacco 
or firearms sales, pharmaceutical sales, sweepstakes, and magazine subscriptions, as well as 



online short-term lenders. The bottom line? Knowing your customers is becoming more and 
more critical in examinations. 

Attention Civil War Buffs 

In process today is the creation of a new Civil War museum in Fayetteville. It’s a state- 
sponsored museum and will be a part of the North Carolina Museum system. Those in charge of 
the project are looking diligently for outstanding board members. If this is something you would 
like to sink your teeth into from the beginning of the project, please respond to me ASAP at 
thad@ncbankers.org. I will pass your name and vitals on to the Generals who will lead the 
troops to a successful conclusion of this worthy undertaking. 

FHFA Seeks Input On Fannie, Freddie Loan Limits 

The Federal Housing Finance Agency has requested comment on a plan to gradually reduce the 
maximum size of loans that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac may purchase. The plan would lower 
the loan limit by approximately four percent from $417,000 to $400,000 nationwide and from 
$625,500 to $600,000 in high cost areas. Among other things, the agency would like comments 
on whether six months’ notice is sufficient, whether it is preferable for FHFA to announce a 
multi-year schedule of decreases, and to what date any future loan purchase limit reductions 
should be tied. The FHFA stressed that the plan will not be finalized until all comments are 
reviewed. It said the changes would not affect loans originated before October 1, 2014. You 
may get more information by clicking _t_Le___r___e__. If you would like the NCBA to help you in drafting a 
comment letter, please contact Dawn Thompson (dawn@ncbankers org or 800-622-7044). 

Recent ECOA Violations Lead To CMPs For Banks 

The FDIC has recently ordered civil money penalties (CMPs) for ECOA violations where the 
FDIC determined: the bank engages in a pattern or practice of discrimination by publishing all of 
the bank’s marketing advertisements only in Asian languages, where the bank charged Hispanic 
applicants higher interest rates than similar situated non-Hispanic borrowers on unsecured 
consumer loans, and where the bank charged Hispanic applicants higher interest rates than 
similarly situated non-Hispanic borrowers on automobile secured consumer loans. 

Attention All Nonprofit Volunteers 

Upcoming on January 17 is a continuing education program for tax-exempt nonprofit 
officers, directors, attorneys, and CPAs. Since bankers lead the way in volunteering and, 
since many of our bank directors give of their time to such causes, you may well 



idetermine this to be of importance. It ~ that should be understood. The 
iprogram is designed to meet the needs of all types of member-governed IRS Section 
iS01(c) tax-exempt nonprofits including C3s, C4s, C6s, C7s, C12s, C14s, and C19s. North 
iRidge Country Club in Raleigh is the site of the meeting on January 17 from 9:00 a.m. - 
ii4:00 p.m. To register, visit GovernanceEducation.com or call 919-480-0790. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

NCBA Compliance Seminar: New Mortgage Rules Update 

Patti Blenden will give your bank an update on the new mortgage rules that will be implemented 
next month at our next Compliance Seminar: New Mortgage Rules Update on January 14 in 
High Point. The discussion will focus on mortgage servicing and loan officer compensation with 
an update on all of the new mortgage rules. We continue to get clarification from the 
CFPB. We’ll discuss observations and solutions to date! This session is a must for your 
executive credit risk management team~ ,/our regulatory compliance officers, your mortgage 
lending managers and loan servicing professionals throughout the organization! Registration is 
$225 and includes breakfast and lunch. Click HERE for complete registration details. A full 
agenda will be posted soon! For more information, please contact Christy Santacana in our 
Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or christ~(~ncbankers.org). 

Registration Is Underway For The NC School Of Banking 

The 78th Annual NC School of Banking will be heM August 3-8 at the Friday Center at UNC 

Chapel Hill. The four-year curricuhtm is designed to provide bankers the knowledge and 
#(orma#on necessary for advancement to senior posi#ons. To achieve its" objec#ve, the School 
utilizes a combination of teaching platforms such as lectures, cases, and computer-based 

simulations. An informal atmo~sphere allows maximum interaction between students and 

faculty. 7here is no comparable experience to the NCBA ’s School of Banking m Chapel Hill. It 

is a four year educational commitment that will take graduates to a level equivalent with those 
who attend LSU, Stonier, and the other equivalent schools at the ’graduate level. ’ 

Freshman Year: Compfiance, t~Tnancial Management, Marketing, Essentials of Lending, 
Operations, Creativity in Banking, Managing Diversity, Sales Systems and Team Building. 

Sophomore Year: ConVict Management, Finance, A~[otivation by Delegation, Sales and 

Customer Service, Money and Banking, Government Relations, Managerial Accounting, and 
Banking Ethics. 

Junior Year: Asset Liabi#ty, Investments’, Advanced Commercial Lending, Leadership 
Development, Self-Assessment, Alternative Funding Sources, Performance Measurement and 

Management, and the Bank President Simulation program. 

Senior Year: Bank Simulation, Asset-Liabifity Management, Competitive Strategies, Bank 
Leadership, and Evaluating Bank Performance. 



iicontact Liz Dobbins-Smith ([iz@ncbankers.or~ or 800-662-7044). 

Fed To Encourage Electronic Check Returns 

The Federal Reserve has re-proposed a rule designed to encourage banks to send and receive 
returned checks electronically. Regulation CC governs the processing and returning of paper 
checks. The Fed proposed that electronic checks and electronic returned checks exchanged by 
agreement be subject to the same rules unless a sending and receiving bank agree otherwise. The 
proposal also puts forward two alternative return processing frameworks for comment. The first 
involves eliminating the two-day expeditious return requirement and requiring formal notice 
only if a paying bank returns a paper check. Under the second alternative, the expeditious return 
requirement would be retained for checks that are being returned to a receiving bank 
electronically, eliminating the formal notice requirement. Comments are due by May 2, 2014. 

Worried About Paying Your Christmas Bills And Suffering Other Stresses? 

Each of us is a mere speck in this infinite universe where we survive day-to-day. Maybe it will 
help you to shake @C that monkey on your back to consider the latest findings f!’om the Hubble 

Spacecraft as it has photographed plumes of water vapor shoo#ng more than 1 O0 miles high on 

Europa, a moon of Jupiter first discovered by GaOleo. NASA scien#sts are contemplatingfly#1g 
a spacecraft through a 200-kilometer-tall geyser with a vehicle made by men on earth gathering 

samples of the water spouting out of Europa that would be returned to our planet f!~r 
study. Please pay your bills. But, as you read this slory, think about all the fascinating 

discoveries and amazing advances being made by man and, hopefully, the intriguing nature of it 
all will serve to lighten your load. 

Annual Security Press Conference Broadcasts Tough Message 

If you are going to rob a bank, you’re going to do time ... hard time. With bank robberies not at 
the top of their priority list because of the war on terrorism, the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
has pretty much stepped away from solving that type of crime. So, when we brought law 
enforcement together to highlight the frightening implications of even thinking about robbing a 
bank in North Carolina, we relied on Assistant Attorney Jane Jackson from the Eastern District 
Federal Court. She serves under Thomas Walker, ChiefU.S. Attorney for the Court and heads 
its violent crimes division. Jane Jackson is TOUGH! She told us in the process of meeting with 
all the press gathered for the event that she is ramping up federal prosecution of bank 
robberies. That is great news! We used a federal courtroom as the setting for our news 
conference and the focus ~vas on prosecution and punishment. 

We take this opportunity, as we always do at this time of the year, to urge you to make your 
employees aware of the heightened chance of bank robberies and to be on alert every 
day. Robbing a bank is foolish. The robber is going to be caught and sentenced. It is imperative 
that every branch employee know what procedures to follow. Certainly, one of those is to call 



the NCBA so that we can activate our longstanding and successful Robbery Reward program in 
behalf of the bank that suffers should it happen. 

CBS Spotlight 

Going into the New Year is the perfect time to analyze your current payroll process by asking the 
following questions: 

Are you up to date on the Affordable Care Act and new NC4 forms? 
Has your payroll pricing increased this year? 
Are your payroll questions answered quickly by someone who knows you ? 
Does your payroll provider keep you updated on all the new required reporting? 

Flex-Pay not only processes payroll but also has a full array of additional services that can save 
you time and money! By utilizing their HR Functions, Complete Management Reports, 
Employee Self-Serve, Timekeeping Solutions and FSA/HRA Administration, you can focus on 
growing your business and leave the reporting to them ! Here are a few of the many reports Flex- 
Pay can provide to assist you with tracking data and keeping you up-to-date: 

¯ Affordable Care Act Tracking 
° E-Verify of new employees 
¯ 401K Transfers & Reporting 
° EEOC Reporting 
° Performance Review Tracking & Reminders 
¯ Workers Comp Report 
° Group Term Life Calculations 
¯ Time Off Tracking ...... and much more!!! 

Sign-up and your first process is FREE!! Contact Sherry Reddick at Flex-Pay (336-245-2261 or 
sreddick@flex-pay.com) or Janice Royster (800-662-7044 or j anice@ncbankers.org) for more 
details! 

Visa/MasterCard Swipe-Fee Deal Finally Approved 



A federal judge has approved the multi-billion dollar settlement over credit card s~vipe fees. The 
lawsuit began in 2005 - 8 years ago!! Judge John Gleeson noted more than 400 depositions 
were taken and more than 80 million pages of documents were exchanged as a part of the 
discovery portion of this suit. The final settlement is valued at $5.7 billion. VISAiMasterCard 
also agreed to allow retailers to impose surcharges on credit card purchases. 

Cheers To The Leaders 

Attached to this week’s Bulletin you will find a very special Honor Roll. IS THE NAME OF 
YOUR BANK ON IT? An exceptional response to this Honor Roll has been provided by Bank 
of North Carolina, Belmont Federal Savings Bank, Piedmont Federal ,Savings Bank of 
Winston-Salem, Union Bank & Trust of Oxford, and Uwharrie Bank, Albemarle. The 
bankers at every institution on this Honor Roll understand the importance of being 
listed. THEY DO THEIR PART 11¥ BEHALF OF OUR INDUSTRY. Our thanks go out to 
each of the!! 

Again, we ask, "Is your bank’s name on this Honor Roll?" 

Agencies Issue Social Media Guidance/Teleconference Scheduled 

Federal financial regulators have issued ,~;uidance clarifying that consumer protection laws and 
regulations apply to activities that financial institutions conduct through social media just as they 
would to activities conducted through other channels. The guidance is intended to help financial 
institutions understand the potential consumer compliance, legal, reputational and operational 
risks associated with the use of social media, along with expectations for managing those risks. 

The FDIC will hold a teleconference about social media for bankers on December 19 at 1 p.m. 
EST. Click here to register. 

Grounded 

Throughout the effort to win public support and regulatou approval for their planned merger, 
American Airlines and U.S. Airways argued that the combined airline will be good for 
"competition, consumers, and choice." But, just days before the merger’s consummation on 
December 9, the airline started to make changes. No longer will it accept American Express 
Platinum Card to access its Admirals Club or U.S. Airway’s club lounges. Citigroup has been 
chosen for that exclusively. 

Industr3~ Update 

The U.S. Supreme Court has agreed to use a case regarding Fifth Third (FITB) to decide ho~v 

easy it will be for workers to sue when their retirement plans lose money because of a drop in the 
employer’s stock price. 



NewBridge Bank (NBBC), Greensboro, has mentioned to the media that, "ultimately, 
management wants to have $1 billion of assets each in Raleigh and Charlotte, with slightly fewer 

assets along the coast." 

Winston-Salem-based BB&T (BBT) has agreed to buy 21 branches in Texas from Citibank 
NA. The acquisition includes all of Citibank’ s retail branches in the Austin, Bryan-College 
Station, and San Antonio markets, including $1.2 billion in deposits and $134 million in loans, it 
will expand BB&T’s presence in Texas to 81 financial centers, $2.8 billion of deposits and $2.1 

billion of loans. 

Surrey Bancorp (SRYB), Mount Airy, has declared a special cash dividend of 21 ¢ per 
share. The cash dividend is payable on January 8 to shareholders of record as of the close of 
business on December 27. 

Bank of the Ozarks (OZRK), Little Rock, AR, has acquired OmniBank in Houston. With its 
shares trading at nearly 350% of its tangible book value, Bank of the Ozarks has a rich currency 
making it essentially an acquirer of choice. 

Peoples Bancorp of North Carolina (PEBK), Newton, has received regulator?- approval to 
repurchase and redeem the remaining 12,524 outstanding shares of its series A preferred 
stock. The repurchase and redemption is expected to be completed in January. 

SunTrust (STI) has agreed to sell RidgeWorth Capital Management its asset management 
business. The deal is expected to close in the second quarter of the new year. 

Shareholders of Forest Commercial Bank, Asheville, have approved their merger with Carolina 

Alliance Bank. The merger is expected to close in April. 

First Tennessee Bank (FHN), Memphis, is expanding its footprint into the Charleston, SC area 
with the opening of a branch in Mount Pleasant. 

PNC (PNC) continues its pattern of opening smaller branches in desired markets and closing 
some larger, traditional branches, resulting in roughly 25 net closings. The bank has 2,969 

offices throughout the U.S. The bank’s goal is to shrink the number of traditional branches to 
about one-third within five years. 

Reid Pollard has returned to the Carolinas, having accepted the job as President and CEO of 
Enterprise Bank in Ehrhardt, South Carolina. We send him our best wishes for great success. 

Fred Green, President and CEO of the South Carolina Bankers Association, did an outstanding 

job recently before the House Small Business Subcommittee hearing on the state of small 
business lending. He hit all the fight notes on the burdens of Dodd-Frank Act compliance and 
the unfair tax advantage for credit unions. He also impressed on the Subcommittee that 
community banks are integral members of their communities and know their customers. 



The Office of the Commissioner of Banks reports to us that, to date, it has received no 
applications for licensing Bitcoin businesses in North Carolina but has received some 
inquiries. Companies that trade virtual currencies including Bitcoin are considered money 
transmitters for the purpose of complying with anti-money laundering. Money transmitters 
(including Western Union and MoneyGram International) require licenses in most states. 

North Carolina Attorney General Roy Cooper and Commissioner of Banks Ray Grace have filed 
suit against Western Sky Financial, CashCall, related companies and their owner John Paul 
Reddam for violating North Carolina law on permissible rates of interest on loans. The lenders 
are alleged to have made loans with interest rates of up to 342 percent in violation of the North 
Carolina Consumer Finance Act, the usury laws, and North Carolina’ s Unfair and Deceptive 
Practices Act. 

In Memoriam 

Harold Marlowe, former CEO, Pioneer Savings & Loan in Whiteville has passed 

away. Memori al contributions may be made to the North Carolina Bankers Association 
Foundation (P. O. Box 119999, Raleigh, NC 27619-9916). 

New Year Quickly Approaching 

The end of the year is quickly approaching! Keeping a clean house is very important! Please 
remember to view your current postings on REOdeedwa,,,on.com. We want to ensure that the 
site maintains current information. We appreciate your help in keeping up-to-date a great 
product for consumers. Inquiries continue to come in regarding properties advertised on 
REOdeedwagon.com. If you have any questions, please contact Brandon Wright 

(brandon@ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044). 

The Loss Of A Friend To Everyone 

Our state is blessed to have the greatest beaches on the East Coast. Our ocean waters are filled 
with game fish and tasty fish that make any seafood meal a delight. Because so many of us 
know the coast, and go there as often as we can, most everyone reading this story knew Jesse Lee 
"Tony" Seamon who had a long and successful career at Sanitary Fish Market and restaurant in 
Morehead where he began as a young boy under the tutelage of Tony Sr. He believed in 
supporting local fishermen and was always ready to feed his guests. He died at age 77 earlier 

this month. His was a life well lived! 

Silver Pockets Full 



A phenomenon that occurs only every 823 years will happen in August 2014. Next August, 
there will be 5 Fridays, 5 Saturdays and 5 Sundays. The Chinese call this ’ Silver Pockets Full’. 

Agencies See No Safety And Soundness, CRA Risk On QM 

The prudential financial regulators have announced that banks will not be criticized on safety and 
soundness or on Community Reinvestment Act compliance solely based on whether they offer 
Qualified Mortgages or non-QM loans. "The agencies recognize that some institutions may 
originate only or predominantly QMs, particularly when the Bureau’s Ability-to-Repay Rule first 
takes effect. In fact, the agencies note that some institutions’ existing business models are such 
that all of the loans they originate satisfy the requirements for QMs." Residential mortgage loans 
will not be criticized on safety and soundness grounds based solely on their QM status, 
regulators said. A decision to originate only QMs would not of itself adversely affect CRA 
evaluations. 

Cartoon Of The Week 

State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective December 18 the rate of interest charged 
to banks and savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings 
certificates is 3/8%. 

WORK HARD. PLAY BY THE RULES. 
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Articles 43-120 of the Greek Law No. 4072/2012 provide for a new corporate form, i.e. the Private Company (hereafter: "P.C.") 
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Businesses, human rights, environmental protection - areas which at first sight might seem to have little in common, are in fact greatly intertwined 

and as businesses become more internationalized, the need to have clear-cut laws regulating the relations among these areas becomes 

inevitable, 

Companies and transnational corporations nowadays have great impact on the environment all over the world through their activities, such as 

logging forests for mining purposes and in this way changing the biodiversity, the quality of air etc, creating tailing dumps which threaten the 

rivers, planting non-native species and displacing the native ones in this way as well affecting the biodiversity, overusing and wasting water in the 
oii and gas sector, etc. All these activities eventually affect not only the biodiversity, but also human well being. 

Thus, one method for tackling the problem of environmental degradation is creating universal mandatory norms to which all corporations would 

adhere. Another method, however, which is considered in this work in more details, is the approach to the issue of environmental degradation from 
the human rights perspective, particularly from the perspective of each human being having the right to live in a healthy, clean environment. As the 

reflection of this right is found in the state binding UN Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), we consider this indirect 

approach to the environmental protection as a possible effective method for addressing the issues of environmental degradation. 

Therefore, in this work we first justify our choice of approaching the environmental protection from the perspective of state’s human rights 
obligations, rather than from the perspective of voluntary guidelines adopted by corporations and financial institutions. We then analyze how 



relevant articles of the ICESCR address the issue of environmental degradation. After this analysis we identify possible obstacles which may hinder 

the fulfillment of the Covenant provisions. Based on the observations, we summarize the extent to which the ICESCR can serve as an alternative 
for environmental protection, acting as a temporary measure, until the guidelines adopted by the corporations and financial institutions aimed at 

protecting human rights and the environment become universal and mandatory. 
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In the last few decades the Alien Tort Statute has proven a useful tool in the struggle to impose legal obligations on transnational corporations 

conducting their activities in developing countries. However, its usefulness has recently been significantly reduced, as its application to conduct 
occurring outside of the United States has been seriously challenged by the Supreme Court decision in the Kiobel case. This decision was founded 

on the basis of the presumption against extraterritoriality; a U.S. law provision which entails that domestic legislation does not normally apply 

outside of the United States’ territory. This article argues that the principles of international law, rather than the presumption against 

extraterritoriality, would have constituted better guidance for assessing the legitimacy of the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction. It contends 
that based on these principles, the exercise of extraterritorial civil jurisdiction is legitimate when the alleged perpetrator is an American national. In 

addition, even where both parties are foreign, universal civil jurisdiction can be legitimately exercised when the alleged perpetrator is present on 

U.S. ten’itory, provided it is limited to the same category of particularly heinous crimes of universal concern as those giving rise to universal criminal 

jurisdiction. 
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This paper presents a valuation approach for merger and acquisition (M&A) deals employing earnouts. It is argued that these transactions have 

option-like features, and the paper uses a theoretic approach to model the value of such claims. Moreover, the paper examines the impact of 

uncertainty on the optimal timing of M&A using earnouts. The theoretical contribution of this paper is a dynamic decision-making model of the 

invest-to-learn option generated upon investment in an acquisition. The paper also offers practical implications for the design of acquisitions 
employing earnouts. 

It has been found that earnouts provide best hedge to the acquiring companies for minimizing the risk of adverse selection in acquisitions. The 

reason being earnouts enable an acquiring company resolve the problem of over-valuation and that of non-performance by making part payment 
contingent on the ex post performance of the target company as well as by retaining target company’s managers respectively. The paper 

recommends earnouts as a valuable strategy for the acquiring companies in the emerging markets for their future global acquisitions as these 

companies usually end up overpaying the target companies due to lack of expertise in acquisitions. The paper has tried to fill the void in the 

existing literature by explicitly analyzing the impact of the different modes of payment on the risk profile of acquiring companies in the post 
acquisition period. 

Free Download 
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This paper reviews the regulation about the minority shareholdings in EU Merger Control. It also focuses on economic aspect of such transactions. 

This paper evaluates the possible solutions in order to close the "Gap". 
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There has been contention recently as to the distinction between the equitable duty of care and the fiduciary duties to act bona fide in the 
interests of the company and for proper purposes. In particular, it is sometimes asserted that positive aspects of the latter duties are more 
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Recently, U.S. activists, scholars, and policy makers have turned their attention to a notable effort to address the large gender gap in top business 
management: gender quotas for corporate boards of directors. Gender quotas for corporate boards represent an intriguing option, even if the 
empirical case for quotas is not airtight. 

Still, gender quotas may seem a cultural and legal oddity in the United States, a European transplant unlikely to take root here. Even if a quota 

could survive constitutional scrutiny, gender quotas for corporate boards seem to represent the kind of intrusive state regulation of business that 
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which are jumping 
headlong into the 

F1FqF1 

Enabling the delivery of 

high quality financial 

products and services 

Pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. To stay 

competitive in today’s 

financial services industry, 

companies must quickly 

and effectively deliver 

quality products and 

services in response to 

consumer demand¯ 

Download this white paper 

to learn how best to 

pursue operational 

excellence and faster time 

to market. 

Access American Banker’s 

award winning coverage 

from your iPad and 

receive essential news, 

analysis and tools all at 

your fingertips From the 

latest regulatory updates, 

to community banking and 

consumer finance news, 

the American Banker iPad 

app provides you with the 

comprehensive 

information you need to 

build your business - 

accessible anytime, 

anywhere 



Low interest rates drove lending income and 
margins downward at community banks early in 
the year, but they benefited from the midyear 
spike in long-term rates more than they let on. 

Bernanke: More Fi~ancia~ Refor#~ May Be 
Needed 

During his final press conference as chairman, 
Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke cited progress 
made over the past twelve months, but left the 
door open to further change& 

Now Two Sr~a~l Thrifts Sold for More Than 
Expected 

BNC Bancorp’s deals to spend $48 million on 
two lenders with sizable levels of 
nonperforming assets show that strugglers can 
command stronger prices in markets where 
aggressive banks are under pressure to buy. 

business and 
catering to the less 
affluent clients 
ignored by large 
banks. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc Reproduction or forwarding of this publication without the 

law. Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site license subscription information 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 

One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 

[)~ American Bank 

..... : Banker ..... Tech 

© 2013 $o~ce#,~edia. All rights reserved 
.~.iI SourceMedia 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha & Mike for ENC Foundation <enc@equalitync.org> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:08 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We love our son. 

We’re Equality NC Foundatiot~ supporters and paret~gs fl’om Philadelphia and we love om° sore 

Even though we have lkree children who are adults now --. only two of them can get married. Chris 
and his long-time partner, Ryan, five in No~h Cm’olina and are sul-0ect to discriminatory laws that 
don’t recognize their loving relationship it~ the state they call home, 

But we have hope that this will change - wRh your help. We’ve personally watched as the team at Equality 
NC Fou~dation leads the fight tbr marriage equally’, workplace protections, and protecting LGBT youth in 
the South. 

As parents of a gay son still fighting for equality, {l~e most important giR we can give th~ 
yea*" ~s the gift hi Equalliy. ’l’tiat’s wtiy we’~’e giving to EqnaHty NC }.’onndatloil this 
lmllday season. Today we’re asMng ~hat you join us. 

That means yonr tax-deductible, year.-et~d gift eat~ make even more of a difference, rno~ fully fundit~g 
Equality NC Fmmdation’s ~o~4 efforts to build a movement for marriage that engages all ages, raees, 
baekgrom~ds, politieal affiliations, and religious designations, in areas re’ban and rm’aI, from the majestic 
mountains to the beautiful coast. 

Most importantly to us as parent% your year-el~d gift goes directly to helpil~g so many North Carolina 
children and families become lhll al~d equal citizens under the law %rid~ in the eyes of fellow ~’itizens it~ all 
parks of the Tar Heel State. 

So, today we chMle~ge all parents a~d families (as well as 
Equality. Please join us in standing up for our kid - and so many others. Give the gift of Equality this 
holiday season: 

Thank you, 

Mat’aha and Mike Sgro 
Equ~dity NC Fonndatiot~ Supportem 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha & Mike for ENC Foundation <enc@equalitync.org> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:10 AM 

Broome, I ~issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We love our son. 

Dear L]ssa- 

We’re Equality NC Foundatiot~ supporters and pare~Ls from Philadelphia and we love om° sore 

Even though we have lkree children who are adults now --. only two of them can get married. Chris 
and his long-time partner, Ryan, five in No~h Cm’olina and are sul-0ect to discriminatory laws that 
don’t recognize their loving relationship it~ the skate ~hey call home. 

But we have hope that this will change - wRh your help. We’ve personally watched as the team at Equality 
NC Foul~dation leads the fight fbr marriage equally’, wor~Aace protections, and protecting LGBT youth in 
the South. 

As parents of a gay son still fighting for equality, tl~e most important giR we can gh,e th~ 
yea*" ~s the gift hi Equalliy. ’l’tiat’s wtiy we’~’e giving to EqnaHty NC }.’onndatloil this 
lmllday season. Today we’re asMng ~hat you join us. 

That means yonr tax-deductible, year.-et~d gift eat~ make even more of a difference, rno~ fully fundit~g 
Equality NC Fmmdation’s ~o~4 efforts to build a movement for marriage that engages all ages, raees, 
baekgrom~ds, politieal affiliations, and religious designations, in areas re’ban and rm’aI, from the majestic 
mountains to the beautiful coast. 

Most importantly to us as parent% your year-e~d gift goes directly to helpil~g so many North Carolina 
children and families become lhll at~d equal citizens under the law %rid~ in the eyes of fellow ~’itizens it~ all 
parks of the Tar Heel State. 

So, today we chMle~ge all parents a~d families (as well as 
Equality. Please join us in standing up for our kid - and so many others. Give the gift of Equality this 
holiday season: 

Thank you, 

Mat’aha and Mike Sgro 
Equ~dity NC Fonnda[iot~ Supporkem 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <~uo- reply@researchgate.net > 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:19 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 1 of your department coHeaguesjustjoiued Re~archGate 

Liss~st, I of your dep~-]rtment celleagt_les just joi~~ed Flese~strchG~-]te, 

Why r~ot foltew them? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 7:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Financial Services Quarterly Report 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

i::~ Banner 

E]Fi~a~Cia~ Services Q~arter~y Report 

Fo(~rth Quarter 2013 

Insider trading remains a top priority for the U.S. SEC and Depa~ment of Justice. The 

regulators have continued their crackdown on hedge funds and their information 

~supp ers assoc ated wth expe~ networks, wh ch began n 2010. Now, wth the 

passage of the Stop Trading on Congressional Knowledge Act (STOCK Act), we are 

experiencing d~j~ vu, as the law has "teed up" a new category of expels - political 

intelligence firms - as the next source of potential investigations and actions in an 

ever changing landscape of insider trading laws 

Prior to 2013, the door to the PRC’s domestic mutual fund market was closed to 

outsiders. Foreign fund managers had only one choice: to team up with local Chinese 

managers in joint ventures, controlled by the Chinese manager But even these joint 

E]ventures faced a daunt ng cha enge when d str but ng the r products, as fund sa es 
heavily depended on establishment of a robust distribution network. Two recent 

developments in China not only crack open the door for some foreign financial 

institutions -they offer tangible evidence of the maturation of the mutual fund market 

in China. 

Read more ~* 

UK A~tumn Statement Brings ~,~i×ed B~essings 

This year’s Autumn Statement delivered by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in 

FiParliament on 5 December 2013, and the subsequent draft Finance Bill and H.M. 

Revenue & Customs and H.M. Treasury press releases of 10 December 2013, 

brought a m xture of good and bad news for the f nanca servces ndustry 

Read more ,,} 

Delegated Portfolio ~,~a~agers - Risk Takers or Not? 

German management companies (KVGs, formerly known as KAGs) that manage 

alternative investment funds within the meaning of the Alternative Investment Fund 

iqManagers Directive are considered to be alternative investment fund managers. 

Sub ect to de minimis exempt ons, therefore, they are requ red to comp y fu y wth the 

AIFMD as implemented in Germany through the German Investment Code (KAGB) and 

theAIFMD’s own Level II regulation. 

Read more ~> 



Management ~f F~ench ~und~ ~nd Access to the F~ench 

~ket: New Opportunities Off~r~ by ~h~ AIFN 

Fu~her to the implementation of the AIFMD in France, new cross-border management 

~and distribution possibilities are now available for investment products in the form of 

J a ternat ve nvestment funds n add t on, as pa~ of the mp ementat on of the A FM D, 

the French financial regulator has reframed and significantly simplified the range of 

French funds available. 

Read more ~ 

A New Age of Electronic Trading Regulation in Asia? 

Hong Kong introduces a new electronic trading regulatory regime with effect from 

1 January 2014, when all licensed and registered persons in Hong Kong that conduct 

electronic trading of securities and futures contracts listed or traded on an exchange 

E3must comply with new rules of the Securities and Futures Commission. Electronic 

trading is broadly defined as the trading of securities and futures contracts 

electronically, and includes internet trading, direct market access and algorithmic 

trading 

Leveling the P~ayi~g Fie~d: Recent Developments in 
Benchmarks Regulation 

The individuals and entities responsible for setting financial market reference rates or, 

more broadly, financial benchmarks, have not historically been subject to extensive 

rqregu aton. Recent m sconduct by banks wth regard to the sett ng of nterest rate 

benchmarks - along with the growing theme of greater oversight of the financial 

industry - has prompted regulators either to put in place regulation of interest rate 

benchmarks or to create the foundations for new regulation. 

Read more >* 

A~FMD Resources: C~ing Through the Noise 

Dechert has established a new web page that provides tools for navigating the EU 

Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive, including reference guides, legal 

E]updates and video briefings. The AIFMD is the most significant EU regulation of the 
aternatve nvestmentfunds ndustry nrecenttmes. TheAFMDw affectawde 

range of asset managers, not just traditional hedge and private equity managers 

whether they are based within or outside the EU. 

Go to the AIFMD site >> 

Financial Services Quarterly Report Editorial Board 

David J }4a.~ri.~ i t.I 20~ 2~.t 33~ P,~t~jall C. Johlleot~ 1 +t ~02 ~6~ ~35t 

Dechert’s Financial Services Group has approximately 160 lawyers across the United States, Europe, 

Asia and the Middle East. To see the full list of lawyers, please visit our website. 

To read additional Financial Services publications, please visit our website. 

Photo credits 

© 20!3 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500): in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000) 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 

IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any U.S. 

federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and 

cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or 

recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News aud Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Williams dis{lusted by UNC’s 

8t3~3 loss against Texas 
UNC coach 
Roy Williams 

North Carolina head basketball calls fora 

coach Roy Williams criticized the foul, after 
UNC’s Nate 

Tar Heels’ effort, intensity, 

execution and toughness 

following a loss in which UNC... 

NCAA clears him, but 

Hairston still on ice 

Leslie McDonald, the Tar Heels’ 

senior guard, scored 15 points 

against Texas in his season debut 

on Wednesday night after the 

NCAA allowed him to ... 

Texas&#x201 

9; Damarcus 

Croaker, left, 

fouls Leslie 

McDonald 

during the 

first half of 

Wednesday 

night&#x2019 

;s game in 

Chapel Hill 

Leslie McDonald cleared to 

return, P~& Hairston status 

McDonald, the Tar Heels’ only 

scholarship senior, will return 

when UNC hosts Texas on 

Wednesday night. Uncertainty, 

meanwhile, continues to... 

X North 

..... Carolina 

guard Leslie 

McDonald 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. £~2[~!#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 7:52 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Putin to Pardon Mikhail Khodorkovsky 

Putin to Pard~m Mikhail Khodorkovsky 

Russian President Vladimir Putin said jailed Yukos founder Mikhail Khodorkovsky had 

asked for clemency and would receive a pardon soon. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:31 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

You’re Invited: Annual Real Estate Board of New York Cocktail Reception, January 16, 2014 

Cadwalader’s Annual Real Estate Board of New York Cocktail Reception 
Thursday, January 16, 2014 

6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p,m. 

New York Hilton and Towers 
The Sutton Rooms, Second Floor 

Sixth Avenue at 53rd Street, New York City 

RSVP by Thursday, .lanuary 9, This is an invitation=only event, 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or 

disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and any attachments without 
retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

brandon@ncbm~kers.org on behalf of 

NC Bankers Association <bmndon~ncbankers.org> 

Thnrsday, December 19, 2013 8:38 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Economic Forecast Forum Early Bird Deadline Today 



As we continue to face the fiscal challenges of doing business in these 
uncertain times, the 2014 Economic Forecast Forum is certain to sell out. 
The Forum will bring together the state’s most influential business leaders 
on Monday, January 6, 2014, at the Sheraton Imperial at Research Triangle 
Park. This year’s keynote address will be given by Kelly King, Chairman & 
CEO of BB&T. Other speakers include U.S. Senator Richard Burr, North 
Carolina Governor Pat McCrory and Dr. Harry Davis. 
A special session is held each year focusing on a different segment of 
economic development. This year’s session, sponsored by AT&T, will feature 
North Carolina’s military presence and the economic opportunities it 
provides. Our state’s military installations contribute directly to economic 
development through capital investments, employment and defense 
contracting, and indirectly through increased demand experienced by 
regional businesses and spending from military households. Additionally, 
retired military personnel and veterans, given their attractive skill sets, are 
desired employees for industries. It is important that our business 
community continues to find ways to open up career opportunities for 
qualified military applicants by transitioning the skills they have gained 
through their service into jobs in the civilian workforce. 
With a history of more than one thousand attendees from business, 
government, education and nonprofits, statewide, this event will sell out 
quickly. To register, visit www.ncba.com or contact Christy Santacana at 
the N.C. Bankers Association at christy@ncbankers.org or (800) 662-7044. 

Date: January 6, 2014 
Time: 9:30: Registration 

10: 30: Special Session on the Military 
Noon: Luncheon and Forum 
L~:ation: Sheraton Imperial RTP (4700 Emperor Blvd. in Durham) 
Registration Fees: $85 - Individual Seat ($100 after December 19) 
$1,250 - Reserved Table of 10 

Forward this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard- webannouncement@federalres~rve.gov> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:04 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal banking regulators ,seek comment on joint supplemental guidance on income tax allocation agreements 

Federal banking regulators seek comment on joint supplemental ~uidance on income tax allocation agreements 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~press/bcreg/20131219a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federa~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pint}fences Paae. You will need m use your 
email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive~5~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http:/Tvwvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:34 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

Blake Gmdy.jpg; B-Aycock.jpeg 

CRIME ~ORTS: 
CFL, kPgL HILL Af~gA: 

Break ii~ to locked reside~ce reported 12/18/13, 8:29 pm~ 646 Pii~e Acres Rd 

The complainant slated that she had t~x.o televisions, a desk top computer~ a iaptol3, and m~ iPod stolen from her residence. The front door of the residence was kicked 

ir~ V~lue $L300,00 

HILLSBOR O! IGH AREA: 

Break m *o residence reported 12/I 8/13~ 102 King Charles St 

The victim reported a Zcnza B~mica INC Camera stolen from the resident. Blake Grady was seen with the camera by several subjects. Blake 

arrested at nick’s convenience store. The camera was recovered at Blake’s resident 106 kings Charles. See attached photo 

The Orange County Sheriff’s Office arrested Brace Howard Aycock on federal charges of Receiving Child Pornography and 
Distribution of Child Pornography, on December 18, 2013. The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) 
provided information from a Cyber tip that resulted in a two month investigation by Investigator Chan McDade, with the Orange 
County Sheriff’ s Office. NCMEC provides support and Cyber tips to the Internet Crimes against Children Task Force member that 
investigates Cyber tips within our agency. Through the information provided and the findings of our investigation a search warrant for 
Aycock’ s residence and place of employment was served. At the time of the search Aycock was a Camp Director at a private facility 
within Orange County. Aycock was an employee of the camp for five years prior to the service of the search warrant. Aycock is no 
longer employed at the camp. The investigation is still ongoing. See attached Photo 
THANKS TO EVEROYNE THAT HAS BEEN CALLING AND REPORTING INFORMATION PERTAINING TO SUSPICIOUS 
VEHICLES POSSIBLY INVOLED IN BREAK INS. THIS IS WHAT COMMUNITY WATCH IS ALL ABOUT 
REMEMBER: LOCK YOUR VEHICLES PARKED IN YOUR DRIVEWAY. DON’T LEAVE VALUABLES INSIDE, BE 
OBSERVANT OF YOUR SURROUNDINGS EVERYWHERE YOU ARE, EXTRA PRECAUTIONS MIGHT MEAN HAVING A 
VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS, 

PLEASE BE EXTRA OBSERVANT DURING THS TIME OF THE YEAR. THIS IS AVERY BUSY TIME FOR EVERYONE, THE 
CROOKS ARE COUNTING ON US BEING TO BUSY TO PAY ATTENTION,. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

:106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

9:19-644-3050 Office 

9:19-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott, Jennifer <Jennifer,Scott@theclearinghouse,org> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:40 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Tape/CD of The Compliance Luncheon di~ussion 

Hi l.issa, 

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you--we’ve had some issues with the AV people. If you can provide me with your address, we can mail you a CD of the panel. 

Tha~ks! 

From: Broome, Lissa 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 01:27 PM 
To: Scott, 3ennifer 
Subject: Tape/CD of The Compliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi Jennifer-It was great to meet you last month in New York. If you could get me a link to the tape of the compliance lunch discussion (or a tape or CD) we will go 

ahead and beginatranscriptforinclusioninthenextvolumeofourBankinglnstitutejournal. It would be good for us to get this so we can start the transcription 

process. 

Thanks so much. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:01 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nominate a Health Care Hero 

2014 Hea th Care Heroes Awards 
Nomination Deadline: January 20, 2014 

h~ its 13th ;~nnual Health C;~re Heroes 

will honor Triangle individuals a~d 

o~ganizations fo~ p~tting innovation and 

compassion to work to improve the human 

condition, 

Honorees will be chosen in the 

Care Innovator/~ese~rche~ 

Dend~t, Cemmutff~ Outreach, Health 

NOMINATION DEADLINE 

~onday, Januaf’y 20th 

Submission site closes at 1 

SPONSOR 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~¢y I Uns~bscribe 

Triangle B~siness Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 27612, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

postmaster@Co-Paq.Local [postmaster@Co-Paq.Local] 

12/19/2013 3:25:33 PM 

b451.emlsharepoint@engmsp.net 

Undeliverable: Potential Employee, Recently Posted Opening 

Potential Employee, Recently Posted Opening 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

b451.emlsharepoint@engmsp.net 

Potential Employee, Recently Posted Opening 

12/19/2013 3:25:30 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

b451.emlsharepoint@engmsp.net 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dykema Marketing Communicalions <DykemaMaxkelingCommunications@dykema.com~ 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FTC Seeks Broader Cyber-Authority to Impose Civil Pens]ties on U.S. Companies 

FTC Seeks Broader Cyber-Authority to Impose 
Civil Penalties 

December 19, 2013 

In recent years, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has increased its cyber-efforts to hold 
companies accountable for data breaches. On December 12, 2013, FTC Chaiwvoman Edith 
Ramirez promoted the idea of a new federal cyber-law that would require companies to notify 
consumers in the event of a data breach. Ramirez also wants the FTC to have the authority 
to impose civil penalties on the non-compliant companies. This indication of greater federal 
government oversight and enforcement only heightens the already high legal and operational 
risks imposed on U.S. companies in the area of cybersecurity. 

To learn more about what your company should do on the cybersecurity front to reduce the 

risk of civil and criminal fines and lawsuits, click here. 

As part of our service to you, we regularly compile short reports on new and interesting developments and the 

issues the developments raise. Please recognize that these reports do not constitute legal advice and that we do 

not attempt to cover all such developments. Rules of certain state supreme courts may consider this advertising 

and require us to advise you of such designation. Your comments are always welcome. © 20!3 Dykema Gossett 

PLLC. 

here ::c. lee.re ~?L~ I~aHir.3 iist c.! modify ,/eu~ er le. ii p;!c.fiie, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott, Jennifer <Jennifer.Scott(.@theclearinghouse.org> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:55 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema]l unc edu> 

Re: Tape/CD of The Compliance Luncheon discussion 

We are all set and will be sending it your way! Warm wishes for a wonderful holiday season! 
Best, 

From: Broome, Lissa 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 09:42 AM 
To: Scott, Jennifer 
Subject: RE: Tape/CD of The Compliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi Jennifer--That would be great, You car] send it to the address below and add 

1(-;0 Rktge Road 

All tb-:~ b~-’_~st for the holidays! 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking law 

Director, Center for BanMng and Finance 

U NC Schoo~ of [aw 

CB#3:~80, Van Hecke-Wettach Hail 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 
http:!iwwwJaw.u nc~ed u!cente~s!ba n k~n~ 
~<:cem~ my pape[s o~ SSRN at: h[tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
h [[p:ffw~m~s law.uncedu/images/!]ews/rr~edia/bankirigfina!]ce 
w~;b 542.ip2 

From: Scott, Jennifer [mailto:Jennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org] 
Sent= Thursday, December :t9, 20:t3 9:40 AM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Re: Tape!CD of The Compliance Luncheon discussion 
Hi Lissa, 
Sorry for the delay in getting back to you--we’ve had some issues with the AV people. If you can provide me with your address, we can mail you a CD of the panel. 
Thanks! 
J I:_! n n 
F~: Broome, Lissa 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 01:27 PM 
T~: Scott, Jennifer 
Subject: Tape/CD of The Compliance Luncheon discussion 
Hi ]ennifer-lt was great to meet you last month in New York. If you could get me a link to the tape of the compliance lunch discussion (or a tape or CD) we will go 
ahead and beginatranscriptforinclusioninthenextvolumeofourBankinglnstitute]ournal. It would be good for us to get this so we can start the transcription 
process. 
Thanks so much. 
Lissa 
Lissa h Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http:i!www.law~u nc.ed u/cent ers/ba n kin~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http]//ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Dec. 19 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 19, 2013, !0:53 A.M. ET 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, in its semiannual risk report, says cyberthreats 

are growing, and that electronic bank fraud is increasing. 

The regulator said competition for limited lending opportunities is intensifying, resulting in 

increased risk tolerance and loosening underwriting standards. 

It sam strategic risk remains elevated as many banks re-evaluate business models and 

appetite for risk to generate returns amid slow economic growth and low interest rates. 

~Cyberthreats are growing in sophistication and frequency, and require heightened awareness 
and appropriate resources to identify and mitigate the associated risks,~ the OCC said. 
~Bank Secrecy Act and anti-money laundering risks continue to rise as money laundering 
methods evolve, electronic bank fraud increases in volume and sophistication, and banks fail 

to incorporate appropriate contrNs into new products and services.~ 

The report can be found at http:i/op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=jbar-9ejlfe. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:06 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Payments Study offers expanded view ofU.S, noncash payment trends 

Federal Reserve Payments Study offers expanded view of U.S. noncash payment trends 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/new~vent~press/other/20131219a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret}rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscliberhelp.govdefivei5~.com_. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at htto://vwvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 
Culhane, Marianne B. <~mculhane@creighton.edu~ 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:08 AM 

Richards, Ed <richards@law.lsu.edu>; jordm~@uakmn.edu; LAVVPROF@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

I~E: 3 ~ 3 programs 

Creighton Law has long had a successful 3--3 program with our College o[: Business, and fast year [he College of Arts & Sciences joined as well The undergrad 

schools agree to give transfer credit for the :].l. classes, so the ~,-3 student gets his or her undergraduate degree at the end of the :[[. gear. 

We requke 3-.:g a~p~can~:s to take ~:he [.SAT and generNlv look [or a stronger LSAT core and UGPA than [or other applicants We do so because ~ve ~,ant to ma~e sure 

they ~,~ do ~ve~l enough to get their undergraduate degree through that transfer credit process. So Jar, al~ haw~ done so and ~n fact, many eventually graduate ~n 

d~e top quartile of their raw school classes. 

Und[ this year we had not offered the 3-3 program to schools outside of Creighton Un~vers~W, desp~e frequent requests to do so. Th~s gave our undergrad schools 

a recruiting advantage. The Dean of our Bus~ness School often says that :[0 freshmen enroll ~n his school (planning to go 3-~) for every I who actually reaves a year 

early for raw school However, in the current environment, savh~g a whole year’s tuition, p[tJs riving and opportunity costs, makes the 3-~ option even more 

inviting. Since la~v schools no~v need their o~,n recruiting advantages, we ha~e begun t:alks ~,~t:h a Jew other regional undergraduate schools. 

B?W, because we now ha~e a two-.year accelerated JD og~tion, we couk~ offer a 3.-2 route t:o t:he JD, with even greater savings. 

~-[appy Holidays to 

Marianne Culhane 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communicalions@mlmerhaleupdate.com~ 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:09 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Qimonda: Fourth Circuit Protects License Rights in Chapter 15 Bankruptcy -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 

"n" ’ zG it? re @t..onda AG: Fourth Circuit Upholds US Patent Licensee 
Protections in Chapter 15 Cross--Border Bankruptcy Case 

As described in our previous Ciien[ Alert regarding in re QL, nonda AG, the US Bankruptcy Court for the 

Eastern District of Virginia concluded in October 2011 that the protections afforded to nondebtor 

intellectual property licensees kinder Section 365(n) of the US Bankruptcy Code should be available in 

the Chapter 15 proceeding of Qimonda AG, a German company According to the US Bankruptcy CouR, 

without allowing the licensees to continue exercising their rights to the patents for the duration of the 

license te!ra, as required by [he LJS Bankruptcy Code Aft:or more than [wo years, the US Court o~ 

Appea~s for the Fouilh Circuit recently affirmed the US Bankruptcy Cou£’s ruling 1 

In its affirmance, [he Fourth Circuit upheld the balance of interests employed by the lower tour1: under 

Section 1522(a) of the US Bankruptcy Code. The Fou~h Circuit found that the US Bankruptcy Cou~ was 

correct in considering the r~ghts of Q~monda’s licensees ~n that balance, and m holding that protecting 

licensee rights under Section 365(n) was a necessary par of NIowing t~e Qimonda foreign 

representative to proceed w~th ~ts Chapter 15 case Even though the Qm~onda foreign representative d~d 

not seek [o invoke Section 365 of the LJS Bankrup[cy Code te rejeat Qimenda’s patent out-.liaenses----the 

foreign representative rel~ed solely on German law for that reject~on~the US Bankruptcy Coup1 and the 

Fou[th Circuit hek~ that SecNon 365(n) coukJ still be imposed on the Qimonda foreign representa[ive in 

the Chapter 15 context 

Because it affirmed the US Bankruptcy Court’s deaisk)n based on [he app~k:aNon of Sectk)n 1522{a)’s 

bNancing of interests the FouRh Circuit did not expressly address the US Bankruptcy CouP’s 

alternative holding that depliv~ng US pa[en[ licensees o[ Section 365{n) preteation woukJ be "marfifest~y 

contrary" to the public policy of the UNted States withi~ the meaning of Section 1506, and that Section 

365(n) could be imposed on that basis as well However, the FouRh Circuit did recognize the important 

public policy u~deriying Sect~e~ 365(n)~to avoid imposing a burden on American technologicN 

development by depriving lbensees of their rights in a licensor’s bankruptcy. 

other couRs outside the FouRh Circuit will follow Q~monda, and whether couRs ~n and outside the Fou~lh 

C~rcuit w~ lirrfit the application ef the Feurl:h C~rcui[=s ruling to the narrow aircumstanaes a[ issue in 

Qimonda, or whether they will view the hoid~n9 me~e broadly as suppo~ FO~ applying Sect~e~ 365(n) in 

oN~er contexts (because the SecNon 1522(a) babnaing of interests is a fact-based exercise).2 ~[ is also 

possible that couRs could view the decision as suppe~ fo~ imposing on foreign representatives other 

US Bankruptcy Code prowsions~such as lessee protecbons under Section 365(h) or even the 

absolute priority rule under Sectio~ 1129(b)~that may also be deemed necessary to satisfy Section 

1522(a)’s balancing of interests. 

I Jaffe v S~m,’~ang Blocs Co., Ltd., No. ~2--’1802, 2013 WL 6"58859 ~ (4In CJ! Dec 3, 2013). 

2 lhe US House o! Rep!esent~N:ives recently pa,s,sed a b~ll----the "Innovation .Rc[" (H.R 3309)----thal:wot~ld, ~mong 

oN~er [hk~gs, amend Chapter !5 of the US Bankruptcy Code to make See[ion 365(n) apply automatically in a Chapter 
!5 ,::~se Essentially, the bill bgislatively imp,:?ses the result of d ~m)nda u] ~il Cl~spte[ 15 cases 

I 

Whiie ti~e BFR Group:s wod~ was broad-reaching 

then]e: delivering l:cp-notch !esources [o un[angle 

toughest legal knots, in the bankruptc? and insoivency 

Altorneys from WilmerHale’s Bsnkruptcy and Financial 

Restructuring Prac[ice provide bde~ overviews of 

the business landscspe. 
Receive updates 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:12 AM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Dec. 19 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 19, 2013, !1:02 A.IVl. ET 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, in its semiannual risk report, says cyberthreats 

are growing, and that electronic bank fraud is increasing. 

The regulator said competition for limited lending opportunities is intensifying, resulting in 

increased risk tolerance and loosening underwriting standards. 

It said strategic risk remains elevated as many banks re-evaluate business models and 

appetite for risk to generate returns amid slow economic growth and low interest rates. 

@Cyberthreats are growing in sophistication and frequency, and require heightened awareness 
and appropriate resources to identify and mitigate the associated risks,@ the OCC said. 
OBank Secrecy Act and anti-money laundering risks continue to rise as money laundering 
methods evolve, electronic bank fraud increases in volume and sophistication, and banks fail 

to incorporate appropriate controls into new products and services.@ 

The report can be found at http:i/op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=jbar-9ejlfe. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Veuable Events <Eveuts@Venable.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:20 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Join Us for a Webinar: CFPB 2014 Regulatory Outlook: Noubauks 

VenableLogoNew 

CFPB 2ol.4 Regulatory Out:look: Nonbanks 

Please join Venable LLP for a complimentary webinar on the CFPB ~o~4 Regulato~j O~tlook: 
Nonbanks on Wednesday, Janual’y 8fl~ from :2:00 p.nl. - ;~::}O p.m. ET. Members of VenablelJs 
CVP~ Task Foeee will review the current state of federal consumer financial protection law and policy 
and outline what you and your company or organization need to know about what?is ahead. During the 
webinar, the speakers will share their experiences from the front lines and offer strategies to help you 
navigate the evolving legal landscape. 

Topics ~11 include: 

Enforcement Actions: Who ~ s at risk and what to expect; 
Nonbank Supervision and Examination: Lessons learned and which markets are next?; 
Rulemaking Updates: The latest on rulemakings and proposals related to mortgage, small dollar 
loan, debt collection, arbitration, and more; and 
Congress: Reform and criticism. 

This session will be geared towards nondepository consumer financial products and services providers 
and their service providers, including advertisers, in such markets as student loans, mortgage servicing, 
auto lending, small dollar lending, consumer reporting, consumer credit and related services, money 
transmission and cheek cashing, prepaid cards, debt collection, and debt relief services. 

Partieipa nts will have an opportunity to ask questions and ~vill receive a copy of the presentation and 
other materials fbllovving the live event. 

Npeake~.~,s~ 
Suzarme iv. Garv, ood, Esq., Partner, Co-Chair CFPB Task Force, Venable LLP 
A[iyson Bo Baker, Esq., Partner, Venable LLP, and tbrmerly an attorney in the Office of Enforcement at 
the CFPB 
Andrew Oimem, Esq., Partner, Venable LLP, and former Chief Counsel and Deputy Staff Director at the 
U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Aft:airs 

Jona khan L, Pompan, Esq., Partner, Co- Chair CFPB Task Force, Venable LLP 

C~ek heee to view the event summary and speaker biographies. 

Please respond by clicking one of the buttons below. 



If you have any questions, please contact Kelly Harris at ~,g:~,!.!,~!:;rJt?~.~.~,!.~!~:~!?~4~2177 or 2o2.344.4759. 

C~ek he~e for more information on Venable’s CFPB Task Force. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence G. Ba~er <baxte@law.duke.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:21 AM 

Cammam, Scott <Scott.Cmnmarn@c~vt.com> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Volcker 

Thanks Scott. I am iPhoning while traveling today but look forward to reading when I get somewhere I can pull out my laptop. Would love to see the memo when it is 

available. 

Lawrence 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 10:12 AM, "Cammarn, Scott" <Scott.Cammam,~;cwt.com> wrote: 

FYI, thought you might find this interesting. We are publishing a detailed memo later today. 

http://~w.b~mberq.c~m/vide~/v~cker~ru~e-enc~urage~‘~-fra(Amentati~n-cammarn-bTqhV~3SR~u7zUMyn~cA dQ.html 
Scott Oammarn 
Partner 

Oadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 
227 West Trade Street 
Oharlotte, NO 28202 
Tel: +1 704.348.5363 
Fax: +1 704.348.5200 
scott .ca mma rnl~,cwt .corn 
~: ~.~_~_ d_ yq__a_l. "_a_ .d_ ~. (: q_o_.r_r_). 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be nsed, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. 

federal, state, or local tax penalties. UNess otherwise specifically indicated atx~ve, you should assume that any statement in this email relating to any U.S. 

federal, slate, or local tax matter was written in connection with the promotion or marketing by other paxties of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in 

this emaJd. Each taxpayer should seek advice ba~sed on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances ficom ~m independent tax advi~r. 

NOTE: The information in this ema~l is coafidential and may be legally privileged. If you axe not the intended recipient, you ~nust not read, use or 

disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply elnail and delete this message and a~ly attachments mthout retaining a copy. 

Although this email and any attachinents are believed to be free of any virus or other defect that may att~ct any computer systeln into which it is received 

and opened, it is the responsiNlity of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility, is accepted by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 

for any loss or damage arising in any way fiom its nse. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly D Krawiec <~krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:28 AM 

Conley, John M ~imconley@emml.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Edited volume submission: Initial leview 

No -- I’d just look back at the CFP and make sure that whatever you plan to say fits ruth it. But that shouldn’t be an issue -- ifI recall correctly, it seemed tailor made 

for us 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec@law.duke.edu 
919-613-7197 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 9:05 AM, Conley, John M wrote: 

Sounds good to me. Don’t volunteer for more work unless d~ey ask us. 

Kim, looking ahead to NY~ is there anything in particular you promised them? Just a project overview, or some special focus? 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:45 AN 
Te= Kimberly D Krawiec; CoNey, John N 
Subject= RE: Edited volume submission: Znitial review 
~ don’t feel any great compulsion to cut the paper’ down. One of the 3 papers he attached was as ~ong and the second was almost as ~ong. 

Unless you want to take a crack at reducing the paper, I’d say go ahead and send it in 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

~; K~mberly D Krawiec 
Seat= Wednesday, December ~8, 2053 7:59 PN 
Te= CoNey, 3ohn N 

~¢= Broome, Lissa L 
$~bject= Re: Edited volume submission: [nitial review 

[ also a~ree with a]~ o£DJssds edits aud co~cnts. That o~]y ]ea~es the question o£whether we can cnt so~c coute~t, as requested by S~ncer. What do 

you ~nys 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Evere~ Professor of Law 
Duke Universi~ 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec_@law.du ke.edu 
919-613-7197 

On Dec 18, 2013, at 5:51 PM, Conley, John M wrote: 

This all looks good, Lissa----.thank you for doing it. On p~ 19, agree Lhat leaving McKinsey in is OIC The speaker is citing thaL company as a source for a 

pervasive definition o1: business culture, not making any kind o~: reference to what happens b~side ~t. 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, December ~8, 20~3 ~:28 PM 
To: ~[~_£~1~_~:_~_~_¢~_~; Conley, John N 
Subject: ~: Edited volume submission: Initial review 
gh~l and John --- ~ have attached (at the end) my version of the SH ed~Ls. I suggest you start w~th this ~ast document {the one that is 75 KB). Spencer is 

expecting our responses by the end of this week. 

* He suggesLed possiMy trimming the ~ength of the article a ]~tt~e. I did not do Lhat. 

* He has some edits and comments h~ the draft. ~ thought his edits were N~ fine and that we should accepL them. ] agreed w~th mosL o[: the 

comments and responded otherwise w~th my own comment ~n other cases. 

I added some footnotes referendng the works that he attached. ~ don’L know whether footnotes are sufficient or ~[: he expects thsL we w~l~ 

k~corporate references h~ the text. Hopefully, the parenthetical information w~l~ be sufficient ~f e~ther of you wants to incorporate something 

about these art~des ~n the texL 

Hope tMs he~ps. 7here was not much ~n the way o[ ediL~ng so hope[ul~y rev~ew~ngl:h~s w~l not be Loo burdensome. 

Lissa 
F~m= Spencer Headwo~h [mai~to:sheadwo~h@abfn.org] 
Sent= Thursday, Oc~ber 3~, 20~3 7:~ PM 
Te= ~[:¢k~_¢g_@_[~,#_#_~#_:#~#J CoNey, John N; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Edited volume submission: Initial review 

Dear Kim, John, and Lissa, 

Thank you again for your submission to our edited volume on professional diversity. We are excited about the papers, including yours. 



We are completing our first round of edits before formally soliciting publishers. This round of edits is intended to help bring the various contributions together as 
a collection, as well as address any initial issues the editors may find in the papers. 

We’ve finished this initial review for your piece; I reviewed pieces in the section to which we’ve tentatively assigned you. Attached, find an edited version, which 
includes some suggested edits, questions, and comments, made using track changes. 
Tiffs is an excellent paper. Well-written, thoughtftll, and--particularly nice from an editorial perspective--polished. We are delighted to have it in the 

volume. As you will see, I have few suggested edits following the initial review. 

In general, we are asking authors to limit themselves to 10,000 ~,ords, not including abstracts and references. Your paper is somewhat of a different 
case, because of the inclusion ofa snbs~antial amount of text quoting your interlocutors; however, if yon’re able to find places where you feel you can 

m~£e cuts without seriously detracting from the argument, in either your p~ose or the quotes, that wonld be good. 

We are envisioning the volume’s central organizing theme as "rhetoric and reality." In different ways, the papers importantly engage with questions related to the 
departure between rhetorical commitments to diversity and persistent inequalities in law and the professions. 

We see a connection between your paper and the theme of rhetoric and reality first in the disconnect between the importance placed on board diversity as a 
goal and the slowness of improving board diversity you introduce in the opening lines of your paper, and on which your respondents are asked to comment. 
Additionally, we see a strong tie to the "rhetoric and r~ality theme" in the lack of experiential evidence your interlocutors are able to offer to support their 
abstracted rhetorical commitments to diversity. The causal analysis for this lack of expressed experiential evidence is interesting and important, as your paper 
clearly points out: the extent to which respondents are devoid of experiences in which they feel diversity made a difference, vs. the extent to which a form of 
social desirability bias is operating here, in which respondents do not feel that whatever benefits of diversity they may have perceived fit the rhetorics of 
inclusivity and equality they espouse. 

To help tie the various contributions together as a coherent collection, we are also encouraging authors to make reference to other pieces within the volume, as 
appropriate. We thought you might be interested in findings r~garding the pipeline and the "war for talent" in the UK presented in Ashley and Empson’s work, as 
well Briscoe’s findings regarding the ineffectiveness of work inheritance strategies for historically underrepresented lawyers (these cites might be relevant on the 
bottom of p.4 & top of p. 5). Somewhat similarly to Ashley and Empson, Webley and her co-authors point out the importance of the way qualifications are 
defined, which you bring up again at the end of your paper (we believe that Bill Henderson will also be contributing a piece on this topic, but we don’t yet have it- 
if you like, I could send it along when we have it in hand). Abstracts for these pieces are below, and the current drafts of these papers are attached for your 
reference-these are all early drafts, so please do not cite or circulate them further. 

We ask that you please submit your revised draft by December 15, such that we will be able to actively pursue publication early in 2014. Your paper is already 
in great shape, so I hope this deadline will give you plenty of time. 

Please let us know if you have questions, comments, or concerns. We look forward to continuing to work with you. 

All the best, 
Spencer 

Ashley, Louise and Laura Empson 

"Explaining Social Exclusion and the ’War for Talent’ in the UK’s Elite Professional Service Firms" 

Despite the r~pid expansion of higher education in the UK over the past thirty years, elite professional service firms (PSFs) believe that they are engaged in 
a ’war for talent’ within the graduate labour market, which they attribute to an apparent scarcity of high quality recruits. Initiatives designed within the sector to 
broaden access according to social background have been positioned by elite PSFs as a means to improve the supply of talented graduates, whilst also 
rectifying their historic tendency to exclude on this basis. Based on a qualitative study of five elite professional service firms, this study interrogates the concept 
of the ’war for talent’ and questions its effects. It asks first: how have recruitment and selection processes implemented by elite professional service firms 
helped to construct the ’war for talent’? Second, it asks: what impact does the ’war for talent’ have on social exclusion within these firms? Third, it asks: to 
what extent can the ’war for talent’ be reconciled with the professed commitment to social inclusion in elite professional firms? We argue that the ’war for talent’ 
enables elite professional service firms to construct an elite organizational identity, whilst simultaneously creating the conditions for exclusion and inequality. 
This finding has important implications for diversity and inclusion programmes which, in principle at least, seek to achieve the opposite goals. 

Briscoe, Forrest 

"Law Firm Partner Diversity and Client Billings: Preliminary Findings from a Quantitative Case Study" 
Little systematic research has been conducted on the performance outcomes and careers of law firm partners, including minority and female 

partners. This report attempts to shed light on three related questions concerning minority and female partners: First, do these partners have 

different client billings outcomes than their counterparts? Second, do these partners have different workplace networks? And third, do network 

differences help account for differences in billings outcomes? 

To examine this issue, I use a quantitative case study involving analysis of the fine--grained billings data from a single large law firm. Because 

minority and female partners are relatively rare in this data (and partnership ranks in general), I also employ a matched-- sample analysis. I 

defined minority partners as those who are identified as black or Hispanic in the firm’s personnel records, and compared them to other partners 

who are identified as white or Asian. I compared all female partners with all male partners. 

Minority and female partners also exhibited different network characteristics than other partners, including lower centrality in the client--sharing 

network, and fewer ties to powerful partners such as those with prestigious lawyer ratings and those with large financial clients. These network 

differences also tend to grow larger with partner tenure, as the networks of minority and female partners generally do not improve on average in 

step with the networks of other partners. 

Webley, Lisa, Jennifer Tomlinson, Daniel Muzio, Liz Duff, and Hilary Sommerlad 

"Access to a Career in the Legal Profession in England and Wales: ’Race’, Class and the Role of Educational Background" 

Much attention is currently focused on the equality and diversity of the legal profession in England and Wales, not least because the profile of law 

graduates has markedly changed and diversified over the pest 20 years and yet the senior legal profession has yet to reflect the increasing number of 

women and Black, Asian Minority Ethnic (BAME) entrants over that period. A body of previous research evidence from around the UK indicates that 

educational background has a major role to play in the extent to which aspiring lawyers gain entry into, progress and succeed within the legal 

profession (Shiner, ~994, ~999, Duff et al, 2000, Nicolson, 2005, Thomas, 2000, 5ommerlad, 200B). Law 5ociety statistical evidence indicates that aspiring 

BME lawyers are concentrated in the less prestigious parts of the higher education sector and it has been argued that this places them at a 

disadvantage as regards entry into the legal profession. This paper is informed by data collected for a study into diversity in the legal profession in 

England and Wales which was commissioned by the Legal Services Board (Sommerlad et a!. 2020). In that study we used biographical interviews (77) to 

consider the barriers and choices that faced women and BAME lawyers and would-be lawyers. Using a Bourdeusian analysis, this paper examines the 

extent to which participants considered that their educational background pre-University and their course of study and institution at University level 



had an impact on their legal career. It will explore this argument through the various themes that emerged~from the data, including those o~f parental 

educational background~ aspiring law students" school background, the importance of mentors~for school age pupils, university choice and course 

selection and the role of education in acquiring cultural capital. In doing so we illustrate a number of structural factors which inhibit the development 

and utilization o~f talent. 

Spencer 5( Headworth 

Research Assistant, American Bar Foundation 

Ph.D. Candidate 

Department of Sociology 

Northweste~t UniversiW 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal financial regulators extend comment period tier proposed policy statement on a~ssessing diversi~ policies and practices of regulated 
entilies 

Federal financial regulators extend comment period for proposed policy statement on assessing diversity policies and 
practices of regulated entities 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vents/press/bcreg/20131219b.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@acstechnologies.com on behalf of 

Whitney Fauntle~oy <~vfauntleroy@chapelhilluumc.org~ 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emo~l.unc.edu> 

Wikipedia and Whitney Explain Progressive Dinners and White Elephm~ts 

tlave you ever wondered .... 

What is a Progressive Dimaer? 

A progressive dinner (US) or safari supper (UK) is a dinner party with successive courses prepared and eaten at the residences of different hos~ts. Usually this 

involves the consumption of one course at each location. Involving travel, it is a variant on a potluck dinner m~d is sometimes known as a round-robin. 
What is a White Elephant Gift F~-;change? 

What is a whi~e elephar~ gift e×cha~ge? 

A white elephant is an idiom for a valuable but burdensome possession of which its owner cannot dispose and whose cost (particularly cost of upkeep) is out of 
proportion to its usefulness or worth. The term derives from the sto~ that the kings of Siam (now Thafilaaad) were accustomed to make a present of one of these 

animals to com~ders who had rendered themselves obnoxious, in order to ruin the recipient by the cost of its maintenance. In modem usage, it is ax~ object, sche~ne, 

business venture, facility, etc., considered without use or value. 

You can RSVP via google doc or the evite, https:/idocs.google.comispreadsheet/ccc? 

ke5~ 0AvIPuw3UEwmAdHYxQWQ5XzNMaTZtlVVDZFckFEQV9iOUE&usp sharing 

Peace, 
Whitney 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Doodle: Promotion and Tenure Committee Meeting 

Do not for,,qard this e-mail * 

this poll on ~,our dashbo,~rd 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

You have created your Doodie 

"Promotion and Tenure Committee Meeting" 

You should keep this e-maii in case ya~.i want to edit your poli or 

invite, more pa~licipants Eater 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Thursday December 19 2013 12:49 PM 

Broome0 Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Doodle: Link for poll "Promotion and Tenure Committee Meeting" 

You have initiated a poll "Promotion and Tenure Cornmittee Meeting" at Doodle. The link to your poll is: 

~ u9hb u 

Share this link with all those who should cast their votes. Do not forget to cast your vote, too 
(If you did not initiate this poll, somebody must accidentally have used your e-mail address; simply ignore this e-mail, please.) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Promotion a~d Tenure Committee Meeting" Update 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Judith \;Vegner" just provided information to the poli "Promotion 

and Tenure Commi~ee Meeting," 

2014 Benchmark Report 

Learn the ecommerce metrics that matter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISBS Books <michael@isbs.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 1:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

International Commercial Law 2013 20% offtitles 

Compan~ ~aw~ Co~t~ac~ ~aw, Trade Law~ h~te~ectua~ 

you~ o~de~ when you eidei dkec~ frem BBS. Th~s 

discount w~ll be c~va[k]b~e until Jan ~5, 2014, sh~s 

e::ecf~orfio ed~tien is ~n PDF febmat, ond car, eos~h/be .......................................... 

choking fhe en the ~rnc~ge to fhe d@’ff, All ISBN’s in the 

f::ye~ c~e .:::l]ok,::~k~e ihroug~ to our ’,,~ebs~e fo~ m.’::,re 

deie?:s obou~ each ~ile. 

$5.99 for 1st book, $2.10 for each 

additional title in the US. 

Offer Expires1!15/14 



Intematio!~al Specialized Book SeCvices 

800 944 8190 :: www.isbs corn 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to [i,~sa_broome@unc.ed~i b’~’ isbs-books@isbs.coI’~ 
._U_p__d__’_a_t__e____P_r_o__fjj_e_LE_~_T!_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s_’~ Insta~lt rerr, o,/a[ ~’~ith _S__a__f~_e__U__r)__s__u__b__s__c_Ej_b__e_.~" _P__rj_v__a__c_’~/___P__o_[Lc_~:. 

ISBS :: 920 NE 58th Ave :: Suite 300 Portland :: OR :: 97213 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 1:34 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

REMINDER: Capital Markets and Regulatory Retbm~ Update tbr Canadian Entities 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

Capital Markets and Regulatory Reform Update for 
Canadian Entities 
January 8, 2014 

The Fairmont Royal York 
100 Front Street West 

Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M6J 1E3 

Regis#ation: 

8:00 a.m- 8:30 am. 
Semina~ 

8:30 a.m- 11:30 a.m. 

Breakfast will be sewed 

For more information: 

Alexe Powers 

{212) 338~312 

On January 8, 2014, please join us for several informative 

sessions that will address the following topics: 

Session 1: Dodd-Frank Implementation Progress Report and 

Predictions for 2014 

¯ Session 2: Practical Impacts of the JOBS Act and other U.S. 

Capital Markets Developments; Areas of Focus for the U.S 

Securities and Exchange Commission in 201 4 

¯ Session 3: Cross Border Derivatives Issues (Title VII and EMIR) 

¯ We will also address the Volcker Rule 

For a detailed agenda, click here. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2009. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrisen & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 1:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Promotion a~d Tenure Committee Meeting" Update 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Mark ~Teisb,~rd" i~.Ist addeci a comment to yo,~r Doodle poll 

"Promotion and Ten~re Committee Meeting." 

Legally Beat the 

They’re furious over this new tax leak.. Learn how you could legally get 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 1:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Promotion a~d Tenure Committee Meeting" Update 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Mark ~Meisburd" just provideci information to the poli "Promotion 

and Tenure Corr’.,mi~ee Meeting." 

Start a campaign today, 

Reach ~iche audiences via emaii with LaunchBit a~ ad ~etwerk for 

errlail i1: only takes a ~ew minutes [o gel set 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Thursday, December 19, 20:[3 2:02 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: European Banking Authority Publishes Final Draft Regulatory Technical Standards on Securitisation Retention 
Rules - Who Can Now Retain in a Managed CLO? 

19 December 2013 

Earlier this week, the EBA published its final draft Regulatory 
Technical Standards ("Draft RTS’~) on securitisation retention 
rules and related requirements. The RTS are intended to 
provide greater clarity and transparency for market 
participants, and to support compliance and foster 
convergence in supervisory practices across the European 

Union ("EU’~. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

[~Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

ME-mail This Issue 

% Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

..... LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. :It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Gold Falls to Lowest Price in Three Years 

Gold Falls to Lowest Price in Three Years 

Gold slid to the lowest price in three years Thursday after the Federal Reserve said it 

would cut back on the easy-money policies deployed to steady the U.S. economy. 

Gold for February delivery, the most actively traded contract, fell $41.40, or 3.4%, to settle 

at $1,193.60 a troy ounce, the lowest price since August 2010, on the Comex division of 

the New York Mercantile Exchange. Front-month gold for December delivery fell $41.10 to 

$1,195.0, also a three-year low. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 3:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Bo£A, Wells Fargo chime in on 2014 economic tbrecast 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide, 



Moral MondasL_{grotesters still want 1"4edicaid £}£~ansion 

Bank of NC ex...’sar’..ds to Durham and Cha~#;_! i-qli 

Private worker makes 35~t;- more in saiar,~ than a f~*,derai 
worke~s__~is-s_por~ states 

Ben Bernank#s new moves make Wal~ Street swoon 

~ta an manufacb rer Nutkao to create S6.]obs ~] Rocky Nou st ............................................................................................................................................................ 

~tNism t8 b"~e ~ev to torrrunc., a ...’srosperous A’..-rlcan~Amerlcan ~ ...................................................... 
m~d@~ das’~ 

~ A lockindicates content available ~ paid subsc~rs. 
" .......................... 

Upsta~: Editor’s Choice 

Co~nsetter CEO ]aron Lukasb~wicz warns Chinese 
merchants ........................... 

Check out a cro~.vdfunded LEGO caF ~hat acb,~alk~ wo6(s ............................................................................................................................................ 

¯ op N.Uo.~ Sto~ 

]2_¢_r!~et~s Redcard !_~)gjn Ste crashes after data breach 

WH~ Under A~mou continue to outfit ~D ~ck %£nast}i sta~ 

Want cash from ~Shark ]ank: ~nves~or Na~k Cuban? Send 
................ 

town in 2013 

~SY]);~ the failure of the Obamacare webs~te was entirely 
predic~@le 

People ~ Comlnerdal Real ~ " 

........................................................................... 

Price per S~luare Foot: $O.OO 
.................................. 

Use ]Vpe: Sale 

Featured Event 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 3:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Promotion a~d Tenure Committee Meeting" Update 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Charles Daye" just provided information to the poli "Promotion 

and Tenure Commi~ee Meeting," 

Start a campaign today, 

Reach ~iche audiences via emaii with LaunchBit a~ ad ~etwerk for 

errlail i1: only takes a ~ew minutes [o gel set 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentbanking@saudleroneill.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 3:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUCEMENT: Flagstar BaJ~corp, Inc. (NYSE:FBC; Troy, MI) has agreed to sell $40.7 billion in unpaid 

principg~ bg~ance of mortgage sere’icing rights to a subsidi~y of Two Hautboys Investment Corp. (NYSE:rlWO; Mi~metonka, MN) 

Flagstar Bancorp, Inc. (NYSE:FBC; Troy, MI) has agreed to sell $40.7 billion in 
unpaid principal balance of mortgage servicing rights to a subsidiary of Two 
Harbors Investment Corp. (NYSE:TWO; Minnetonka, MN) 

~"" ~"~ 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co rn/email-discla imer.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Day, Sandy <saudyday@paulhas~dngs.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:08 PM 

Paul Hastings Iu The News: V. Gerard Comizio Quoted in The Deal 

M&T extends closing date for Hudson City again.pdf 

To PH Clients and Friends 
Paul Hastings In The News: V. Gerard Comizio Quoted in The Deal 

V. Gerard Comizio was quoted in The Deal in connection with why M&T Bank Corp. and 
Hudson City Bancorp Inc. extended the termination date of their merger agreement by 
nearly a year. 

http:i,’~*a*a¥.thedeaicom/conteul/~egu!ato!y/m[- extends- doshN- date- tbr- hud~)n- ci~- again=php 

r 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: As required by U.S.Treasury Regulations governing tax practice, you are hereby advised 

that any written tax advice contained herein was not written or intended to be used (and cannot be used) by any 

taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. 

This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you received 

this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. 

For additional information, please visit our website at !~!~!:__~_!!i!!_!!~!~_~!i:!:Zt_~9__:_~i!_~_[![ 



Printer Friendly: M&T extends closing date for Hudson City again - The Deal Pipeline (S... Page 1 of 2 

M&T extends closing date for Hudson City again 
by William McConnel~ And Scc, tt Stl~art I Pubfished December ’18, 2013 at 10:25 AM ET 

M&T Bank Corp. and Hudson City Bancorp Inc. Tuesday 

again extended the termination date of their merger 

agreement, this time by nearly a year. Under the new 

agreement, the outside closing date is Dec. 31,2014. 

The parties also revised their merger agreement to allow 

Hudson City to terminate the agreement at any time if it 

"reasonably determines" that M&T will not be able to 

complete the actions necessary to obtain regulatory 

approval of the merger prior to Dec. 31,2014. 

Buffalo, N.Y.-based M&T continues to struggle to gain 

Federal Reserve Board approval for its Bank Secrecy Act 

and anti-money-laundering compliance program and, as 

a result, Fed approval of the $5.2 billion takeover of Hudson City has been delayed too. 

Regulatory experts familiar with Fed investigations said the length of the closing date extension could indicate that a 

Fed enforcement order could soon result from the inquiry. That possibility brings into question how long Hudson City 

will remain committed to the deal. 

Paramus, N.J.-based Hudson City will hold its annual meeting Wednesday, at which time investors are expected to 

demand a fuller explanation of the problems M&T is having getting Fed approval for its compliance program and 

what the issue portends for the takeover. 

For now, the merger appears to be holding together. Hudson City chairman and CEO Ronald E. Hermance Jr. said 

Tuesday that the bank’s board of directors "continues to believe that the M&T transaction is ultimately in the best 

interest of the company and our shareholders." However, the situation also makes them "committed to diversifying 

our business model by continuing to pursue our strategic plan." 

Added Hermance, "We are gratified that M&T continues to see the value in the Hudson City franchise." 

M&T has been in discussions with the Fed regarding its compliance programs since early 2013 when the Federal 

Reserve identified certain regulatory concerns with M&T’s procedures, systems and processes relating to M&T’s 

Bank Secrecy Act and anti-money-laundering compliance program. M&T entered a preliminary consent order with 

http://www.thedeal.com/content/2Ol3/12/mt extends closing date for hudson city aga... 12/19/2013 



Printer Friendly: M&T extends closing date for Hudson City again - The Deal Pipeline (S... Page 2 of 2 

the Federal Reserve in June and commenced "a major initiative" to fully address the Fed’s concerns. That initiative 

is ongoing. In April, M&T and Hudson City first extended their merger agreement to Jan. 31,2014. 

M&T said Tuesday that it has received no assurance from the Fed as to whether or when it will approve the merger 

but that M&T and Hudson City believe that the earliest time the merger could be completed is in the latter half of 

2014. 

Because of the long time horizon for completing the deal, the banks amended their merger agreement to permit 

Hudson City to take action under its strategic plan. The acquisition was announced in August 2012 and was 

originally slated to close Aug. 27,2013. 

The revised agreement also has a "burdensome condition," meaning the threshold for what actions M&T must take 

to gain government approval, which excludes any actions M&T might have to make that are the result of any issues 

in existence prior to Dec. 16 or resulting from the June preliminary agreement with the Fed. 

V. Gerard Comizio, a partner in the global banking practice group at Paul Hastings LLP, said it’s not a surprise that 

merger plans have ground to a halt after the discovery of significant problems in bank secrecy compliance. 

"They’ve run into a buzzsaw on two issues," Comizio said. "Federal regulators made clear that once the financial 

crisis subsided they would be back in the business of scrutinizing Bank Secrecy Act compliance. They’ve had a 

number of high-profile enforcement actions. Second, but just as important, regulators cannot approve a bank merger 

where the acquirer has Bank Secrecy Act problems. There are two big show-stoppers when it comes to bank M&A: 

Community Reinvestment Act compliance is one, and the Bank Secrecy Act is the other. That’s how those laws 

were designed." 

Comizio said that even without knowing the true extent of M&T compliance problems, any level of concern will cause 

regulators to move slowly in ruling that issues have been resolved. 

The length of the revised closing date could indicate that an enforcement order is imminent, he said. "At a minimum, 

a party with Bank Secrecy Act issues might need to have to wait until regulators have conducted a midterm 

examination, but if there’s an enforcement order they must wait a full [annual] exam cycle." 

Comizio said that the financial crisis made regulators particularly sensitive to compliance with secrecy and money 

laundering rules. "We’re going to see more of this until regulators go back to Defcon 2," he said. 

The parties Tuesday reaffirmed the financial terms of the merger, which call for each Hudson City share to be 

exchanged for 0.08403 of an M&T share in the deal. That valued Hudson City shares Tuesday at $9.51. Through 

late afternoon trading Hudson City sank 12 cents per share, to $9.11, at a spread of 40 cents, or 4%, to their deal 

value. 

http://www.thedeal.com/content/2Ol3/12/mt extends closing date for hudson city aga... 12/19/2013 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies release annual CRA asset-size threshold adjustment,s tbr small and intermediate small institutions 

A~encies release annual CRA asset-size threshold adjustments for small and intermediate small institutions 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/20131219c.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Recent Developments in Swaps Regulatory Framework 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

ii~. Dechert LLP 

~Recent Developments in Swaps 
Fran~ework 

Dechert’s Global Commodities & Derivatives Team prepared the 

paper below at the request of the Investment Company Institute CICI") 

describing recent developments in the swaps regulatory framework of 

the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC"), in 

connection with the December 11, 2013 ICI Securities Law 

Developments Conference (which was cancelled due to weather 

events). This paper discusses, among other things: 

[] the CFTC’s new swap clearing and exchange trading mandates 

and processes, 

[] proposed margin requirements for uncleared swaps, 

[] the CFTC’s "US. person" definition and interpretative guidance 

regarding its cross-border authority over non-US person swap 

market participants and transactions, and 

[] certain other regulatory developments relevant to buy-side market 

participants. 

Many investment managers and other swap market participants are 

currently grappling with the issues raised in this paper in the rapidly 

changing international regulatory environment. 

READ MORE (PDF) 

Holland West 

NewYork 

T: +1 212 698 3527 

[] 

~ 
P hilip Hinkle 

Washington, DC. 

BSend an email 

T: +1 202 261 3460 

I Matthew V,rag 

INewY°rk 
IBSend an email 

~ JT: +1 212 641 5695 

Deche~ associates Audrey 

Wagner, Nauman Malik, Bobby 

Rhatigan, Kiki Richardson, and 

Victor Bieger provided 

substantial input on this paper. 

E~L-~ 2013 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.corn on our Legal Notices page. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Hendee <Catherine.Hendee@RaymondJames.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:56 PM 

Catherine Hendee <Catherine.ttendee@RaymondJmnes.com> 

Emailing: Holiday Greetings l’rom Raymond James.htm 

.~iI http://raymondjames.com/email/ecm/ecards2011/globe/email/holida~greetings.jpg 

You have received a special holiday 

Igl’eeting, 

It’s a joyous time when we gather with 

family and friends to reflect on the good 

ib~*nne of another year. Thank you for the 

opportunity and privilege of working 

together - k~day and in the h~ture. 

Sincerely, 

BILL V~rAGNER~ CHUCK STUt~BS & 

MATT PARAMORE 

http://rayrrlondjames.com/errlail/ecrrl/ecards2011/globe/e 
mail/click here jp9 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person to whom, or entity to whiclL it is addressed and may contadn confidential mid/or privileged tnateried. Any 

review, ~etransmissior~ dissemination or other use o£ or taking of any action in reliance upor~ this information by persons or entities otl~er than the intended recipient, or 

an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender m~d then 

delete and destroy all copies of the material. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer(.@doodle.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:39 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Promotion a~d Tenure Committee Meeting" lJpdate 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Rich Saver" just provicied information to the poli "Promotion and 

T~p.nure Committee Meeting," 

Start a campaign today, 

Reach niche audiences via emaii with LaunchBit an ad network for 

email i1: o~ty l:akes a few !rlinutes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Allen, Sue A <sue.bidstruIL~chbe.gatech.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:37 PM 

Broome, I ,i s~ I, <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Good news 

Can you send me your cell phone number so 1 can give you a call? 

Sue Alan Bidstrup Allen 
Professor and Associate Chair 
School of Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering 
Georgia Tech 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0100 
Phone: 404-894-2872 
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Securities 
Re~j~at~rs Ha~ ~a~ks H~ve Time 

Banking regulators, offering clarification to the Volcker rule, said 
lenders that have holdings in collateralized debt obligations 
backed by trust preferred securities are not required to sell 
those holdings immediately .... 

Accounting 

ExDected Credit Loss~ Path o~ Loa~ Losses 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board tentatively decided to 
continue to proceed with its proposed approach for the reporting 
of expected loan losses and banks’ reserves for them, an issue of paramount importance to financial institutions .... 
International Banking 

~U Fi~ance Ni~isters’ ~a~k Reso~utio~ 

A day after European Union finance ministers concluded 
marathon negotiations to set up an EU Single Resolution 
Nechanism (SEN) and Single Resolution Fund (SRF) des~gnedto 
w~nd up failed cross-border banks, the European Parliament 
insisted... 

Mortgages 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and authorities 
in 49 states have proposed a consent order requiring Ocwen 
Financial Corporation to pay more than $2 billion in relief to 
mortgage borrowers who may have been harmed by the 
company’s... 

Capital 

O~ Z~sti~:utio~s Wi~;h Sec~ritiza~ion ExDosures 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has issued a revised 
proposal which retreats from its earlier call for potentially sharp 
increases in the capital set-aside requirements for banks with 
securitization exposures .... 

Risk Management 
Cybe~hreats Grow i~ 8ar~ir~ Sector 

~s ke~ders CoDe ~ith Z~teres~ R~tes; OCC 

Costs to fight increasingly sophisticated threats in the 
cyberworld are rising for banks as they reach for yield and take 
on risk under pressure from interest rates, a report by a 
regulator says .... 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 
FHFA ~sDector Ge~era~ Sa~s Ager~cy 
Has ;[mDroved Exami~a~ion Cap~citV 

The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) has made 
improvements to its examination program for government- 
sponsored enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac in 
response to shortcomings identified in 2011 by the agency’s 
inspector... 



Payment Cards 

Three putative classes of plaintiffs that previously suffered 
dismissal of their Sherman Act Section 1 claims against Visa Inc. 
and MasterCard Inc. are unable to revive their claims, according 
to a Dec. 19 decision by the U.S. District Court... 

Securities 

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York 
Dec. 13 dismissed "holder" claims brought by a former financial 
adviser for Smith Barney Asset Management LLC against his 
former employer, but recommended his whistle-blower... 

Securities 

Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. agreed Dec. 19 to be fined $6.5 
million by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority for what 
the self-regulatory organization called "serious financial and 
operational deficiencies" related... 

Intellectual Property 

Capital One Financial Corp. failed to make out antitrust 
counterclaims under Sherman Act 02 and Clayton Act 07 
against a "patent troll" purportedly threatening it with endless, 
piecemeal litigation using a huge portfolio... 

Foreign Accounts 

The Internal Revenue Service has finalized the format for 
automatically exchanging information with nations that have 
intergovernmental agreements with the U.S. under the Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act .... 

Foreign Accounts 
L~,S, Sig~s Six New FATCA Atjreer~e~ts; 

The Treasury Department announced that the U.S. has signed 
accords with Bermuda, Guernsey, [sle of Man, Jersey, Malta and 
the Netherlands to implement the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act, bringing praise from practitioners who also 
expressed... 

Housing 

Sales of existing homes fell 4.3 percent in November to their 
lowest reading since last December, down in all four regions, the 
National Association of Realtors reported Dec. 19 .... 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Sen. Reid Gets Agreement For Yellen Confirmation Vote in JaJmaxy 

Sen. Reid Gets Agreement For Yellen Confhwnation 
Vote in ~antm~" 

The Senate will vote in January on confirming Janet Yellen as Federal Reserve chairman, 

breaking a logjam that had threatened to keep lawmakers working on the weekend before 

the holidays. 

The vote will now take place on Jan. 6, when the Senate returns, instead of by Saturday. 

See More Covera#e >> 
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Corporate Tax Cuts l:ncrease Investraents? ......... 

FAccT Center Working Paper Nr. 14/2013 

LALIRA IBRANDSTETT~R, Free University of Berlin (rUB) 

Email: laura,brandstetter@fu-berlin.de 

NARTltN ,~t~CO~, WHU - Otto Beisheim School of Management 

Email: martin.jacob@whu.edu 

This paper studies the effect of corporate taxes on investment. Using firm-level data on German corporations, we investigate the 2008 tax reform 
that cut corporate taxes by l0 percentage points. We expect heterogeneous investment responses across firms, since firms with a foreign parent 
have more cross-country profit shifting opportunities than domestically owned firms. Using a matching difference-in-differences approach, we show 
that, following the corporate tax cut, domestically owned firms increased investments to a larger extent than foreign-owned firms. Our results imply 
that corporate tax changes can increase corporate investment but have heterogeneous investment responses across firms. 

~:i~:i~:i), Reg ~lati ng Ca pit a ~,, [ ~:~ Free Download ] 

Halyard Business Law Review, Forthcoming 

PI~C~.SAD ~R:[~HNAH~JI~,THY, u.c. Berkeley School of Law, University of California, Berkeley, University of California, Berkeley - School of Law, Berkeley Center for 

Law, Business and the Economy 

Email: prasad @econ. berkeley,ed u 

Most observers agree that the excessive debt or leverage of systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs) was a central reason why the 

housing crash of 2007-2009 led to a recession. The Dodd-Frank Act authorizes the Financial Stability Oversight Council and the Federal Reserve to 



adopt new prudential standards for regulating these institutions. A fundamental challenge for these standards is how to restrain the leverage of 

SIFIs by prescribing a minimum amount of capital or equity they must hold relative to their assets. This Article develops a framework for the 

regulation of capital in SIFIs that departs from current regulatory practice. Starting from the assumption of perfect capital markets, it first shows 

that a limit on leverage is an optimal regulatory policy when capital markets are perfect, but bank failures entail an external social cost. It then 
argues that capital regulation can be effectively adapted to the imperfections that exist in real financial markets such as taxes, transaction costs, 

and incomplete information. Many of these imperfections strengthen the argument for capital regulation. In cases where capital regulation may 
inefficiently reduce lending, suitable regulatory design can mitigate this effect. This Article proposes a security design -- automatic convertibles -- to 

mitigate the cost of issuing capital; considers the strategic responses of SIFIs to regulation; and critiques current regulations as well as other 

market-based proposals in this literature, 

Free Download 

How does corruption in Central and Eastern Europe hurt economic growth? The paper explains theoretical framework that is applied to the problem 

of corruption and reveals its application difficulties. Corruption may be understood as the problem of agency, which is the problem of coordination 

between principal and agent that is solved through the enforceable system of property rights, or as the problem of rent-seeking addressing the 
problem of rules motivating entrepreneurs to corrupt behaviour. Within comparison of both agency theory and rent-seeking we argue that 

corruption in general is the problem of legal setting and its enforcement and, if badly established, it does not promote economic development. To 

verify the theoretical argument we present empirical test showing whether corruption hurts or not economic growth in Central and Eastern Europe. 

For this purpose we use Granger causality test to demonstrate that corruption precedes economic growth in Central and Eastern Europe which 
means that legal setting and its enforcement rather allow for rent-seeking than promote economic growth. As a consequence we emphasize the 

necessity to focus on institutional framework to fight corruption and support economic growth. 

[ :,’~.,; Free Download ] 
i:ii:ii:ii"$~ggere~ 8oards a~d Fir~ Val~e, Revisited ......... 

~.~T:~} (::~,~I~IR~, University of Notre Dame 
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This paper revisits the association between firm value (as proxied by Tobin’s Q) and whether the fh’m has a staggered board. As is well known, in 

the cross-section firms with a staggered board tend to have a lower value. Using a comprehensive sample for 1978-2011, we show an opposite 
result in the time series: firms that adopt a staggered board increase in firm value, while de-staggering is associated with a decrease in firm value. 

We further show that the decision to adopt a staggered board seems endogenous, and related to an ex ante lower firm value, which helps 

reconciling the existing cross-sectional results to our novel time series results. To explain our new results, we explore potential incentive problems 

in the shareholder-manager relationship. Short-term oriented shareholders may generate myopic incentives for the firm to underinvest in risky 
long-term projects. In this case, a staggered board may helpfully insulate the board from opportunistic shareholder pressure. Consistent with this, 

we find that the adoption of a staggered board has a stronger positive association with firm value for firms where such incentive problems are 

likely more severe: firms with more R&D, more intangible assets, more innovative and larger and thus likely more complex firms. 

Revue juridique Th~mis de I’Universit~ de Montreal, Vol. 47, No 1, 2013 

~O1MgT~NT~NO9 SE~.GA~:9, University of Bristol 

Email: Konstantinos. Sergakis@bristol,ac. uk 

The exercise of stewardship responsibilities by institutional investors has become an important emerging and widely-debated topic, especially due 
to its potential to reform corporate governance culture. Its ultimate objective appears to be change in how investment is thought of and carried 
out, in order to optimise the functioning of financial markets and to sustain companies’ existence and investors’ portfolio value in the long term. 
Investors can contribute towards this objective if they engage effectively with companies and achieve a convincing level of interaction in order to 
express concerns about what they expect from their investments and how the investee company should be managed. The barrier that hampers 
this objective is the growing distance between investors and companies, which has created a gap in terms of communication, understanding and 
cooperation. Financial intermediation has made cooperation between these two parties more difficult, and therefore needs to be revisited. 

Regulation is able to intervene indirectly to influence this ongoing relationship by requiring that investors, especially institutional ones and their 
asset managers, become more transparent in how they conceive their role and how they carry out their business. 

In this respect, the UK Stewardship Code was introduced in 2010 and revised in 2012. It addresses these issues and aims to become a point of 
reference for investors in order to assist them in achieving broader and more advanced engagement with companies. This paper aims to analyse 
the benefits of the Code, as well as to address remaining problematic issues, which, once dealt with, will help the UK regulatory framework achieve 
optimal impact on the market. It will further explore the way forward in order to improve the current framework and explore new fields of research 
in this area. Part I will analyse and explore the current status of the Stewardship Code. Part II will analyse the shortfalls of the Code and will strive 
to propose future amendments. Part III will concentrate on wider market-related issues associated with the Stewardship Code, which, once 
resolved, will increase its effective adoption and acceptance by the market. Part IV will conclude the debate and evaluate the contribution of the 
Stewardship Code in improving the relationship between companies and investors. 

/ Free Download 
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A MAXTax would equalize the tax treatment of business income from passthrough entitles with that of corporations. The tax revenue loss from a 
MAXTax would be partially offset by closing the S corporation SE tax loophole. In the absence of a MAXTax, individuals may choose to incorporate 

their businesses to take advantage of the lower corporate tax rate. If the S corporation payroll tax loophole is not closed, more individuals will use 

S corporations to minimize their Medicare and net investment income tax liabilities, significantly reducing projected tax revenues from those taxes, 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Putin Signs Decree to Pardon Khodorkovsky 

Signs Decree to Pardon Khodorkovs~- 

Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a decree to pardon Mikhail Khodorkovsky, the 

jailed founder of oil empire Yukos, the Kremlin said. 

The pardon comes more than a decade after Mr. Khodorkovsky, 50 years old, was jailed 

for financial crimes, and eight months before he would have been released anyway. 

The Kremlin said Mr. Putin’s decision was "guided by humanitarian principles" and comes 

into effect immediately. 

See More {~overage ~ 
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Today’s Top Stories 

The War Over Financial Reform Needs to End 

In her final column for American Banker, Editor-at-Large 
Barbara Rehm says there is no denying the system is safer 
than it was in 2007, and while further changes may be 
needed, it makes sense to "take a breather." 

Hits and Misses from M&A Predictions for 2013 

This time last year American Banker predicted six types of 
deals that would predominate in 2013. We were right about 
some things (more mergers of equals), wrong about others 
(lots of tiny banks would sell), and partly correct in some 
cases. Here’s our self-critique. 

Will FHFA Fee Hike Attract Private Capital to Mortgages? 

A hike in guarantee fees could encourage banks to retain 
loans they might have otherwise sold to Fannie or Freddie, 
but observers are skeptical that it will accomplish its true 
mission of jump-starting the market for private-label 
mortgage securitizations. 

Hardworking Banks Poised to Do Better in 2014 

Competition and regulation will make things difficult next 
year, but a panel of banking experts believes banks that 
mine new markets and expand product offerings have an 
opportunity to succeed. 

By Department 

[ eeh ~.~=olog y 

Even wi~h EMV? 

The Target breach, which affected up to 40 million 
cardholders who shopped at the store from Nov. 27 through 
Dec. 15, is noteworthy because it affects a massive retailer 
with deep experience in the credit and debit card 
businesses and an extreme early adopter of EMV-chip 
cards in the U.S. 
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Will FHFA Fee Hike Attract Private Capi~l to 

Mortgages? 

A hike in guarantee fees could encourage banks to retain 
loans they might have otherwise sold to Fannie or Freddie, 
but observers are skeptical that it will accomplish its true 



mission of jump-starting the market for private-label 
mortgage securitizations. 

Competition and regulation will make things difficult next 
year, but a panel of banking experts believes banks that 
mine new markets and expand product offerings have an 
opportunity to succeed. 

In the space of just a few hours, regulators issued -- and 
banks condemned -- guidance meant to clarify the impact 
of the Volcker rule on small institutions. 

This time last year American Banker predicted six types of 
deals that would predominate in 2013. We were right about 
some things (more mergers of equals), wrong about others 
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Daily Briefing December 20, 2013 

Today’s Top S~ories 

Target Data Breach Has Become a Card Data Fire Sale: Krebs 

by PENNY CROSMAN 

Thieves who stole card data fer 40 million Target shoppei~ are now tr~,ing to sell 

their ill-gotten infermation as fasi as they can on underground websiies, says 

security blogger Brian Krebs. 

READ MORE 7> 

Hits and Misses from M&A Predictions for 2013 
by ROBERT BARBA 

This time last year’ America~ Ba~ker predicted six types of deals ~hat would 

predominate in 2013. We were right abou~ some things (more mergers ol equals), 

wrong about others (lots of tiny banks would sell), and partly correct in some 

cases. Here’s our self-critique. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

10 Who Had a Rough Year in Banking 

The banking world was full of missteps and 

miscalculations in 2013. These folks - well, except for 

those who will remain behind bars - are hoping for sunnier 

skies in 2014. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 
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Ocwen Nears $2,1B Mortgage Settlement 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

Ocwen Financial (OCN) is preparing to pay $2.1 billion to seJtle allegations 

misconduct in its servicing practices, accorc!ing to a reporJ in the Waft Street 

Journal. 
RE,~,D MORE *> 
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Bitcoin’s Price Swings Just Show an Adolescent 
Growth Spurt 
by BRIAN ARMSTRONG 

As more consumers pile into Bitcein and the currency’s 

market capiialization increases, any handful of [fades will 

not have as strong an effect on the currency 
REJ’*D MORE "> 
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MORE TECENOLC~3Y ;) 

Reform 

Long-time American Banker Editor Rehm 
Resigns 
by ROB BLACKWELL 

Barbara A. Rehm, tl~e former editor-in-chief turned 

columnist for American Banker, is leavh~g the paper to joh~ 

Promontory Financial G[oup, 
READ MORE >> 

Long-time 

<em>American 

Ba nker</em> 

Editor Rehm 

Resigns 

M©RE REGUL;-\[I©N AND RBF:ORM }:. 

Nergers & Acquisitions 

Olney in Texas to Buy Park Cities in Bankruptcy Auction 
by PAUL DAVIS 

Oh~ey Bancshares of Texas in Olney has agreed to buy Park C~ties Bank from 

No~th Texas Bancsha[es in Da~]as, 
READ MORE ~> 

MORE M BRGBRS AND ACQUISI ]IONS >> 

Contain 

Volcker Rule a Threat to Small Banks, Industry 
Says 
by AN DY PETERS 

The Independent Community Bankers of America and the 

Amedcan Association of Bank Directors warned regulators 

that the Volcker Rule will force banks to Iowa[ capital to 

dangerously low levels. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 
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Consumer Finance 

Ocwen Reaches $2.1B Mortgage Settlement 

by CHRIS CUMMING 

Ocwen Financial will pay $2.1 billion to settle Mbgatiens of misconduct in its 

mortgage servicing and foreclosure practices. 

RE,~,D MORE ;> 
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Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
V’THITERAPER 

Banks have long strived to be~ter align and integ~’ate their risk and finance 

fLmctions, 
READ M©RE ;> 

Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 
WEB SEMINAR 

In a recent report, the CFPB detailed how consumers have benefitted from the 2009 

CARD Act, citing reduced penalty fees and greater transparent,,, with cost of credit 

cards, 
RE:/-\D MORE >> 
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White House Makes Last~Mi~ute Obamacare Rules Changes 

"Trying ~o head elf more bad news over ~he chaotic rollout el President 
Obama’s health care law," CBS News (Dec. 20) repeals, "the administration 
ThuBday offered stopgap options so people whose existing plans got 
canceled aren’t penalized." Monday, Dec. 23, is the deadline ~o purchase 
health ~nsurance in order to be covered on Jan. 1. The Affordable Care Act 
mandates the1 a~ Americans have coverage or be assessed a fee ~n the form 
d a tax penMty. However, millions of people saw their p~ans cancelled 
because they d~d no~ rnee~ new s~andards ~a~d ou~ in ~he law. "Health and 
Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius said in a ~etter to a grou~ of 
senators that she w~l use authorities in the ~aw to issue a ’hardship 
exemption’ from tax penaR~es to ~hose who ~ece~ved cancellations and were 
not aMe to ]~ne up new coverages" notes CBS. In addifion, the ~tdte House is 
opening up a spedal coverage p~an created under the ~aw for young adults. 
"Regardless of the~ ~ge," the network states, "people whose p~ns were 
cancelled wi~ be able to buy a bare-bones catastrophic plan in~ended [o~ 
those under 30." 

CNBC News (Dec. 20, Thomas, Coombs) po#ffs out that ~his is the lates~ in a 
series of late-game concessions being made by Iedet~fl government dlicials 
berried by outraged consumers as the days tick down to the final deadline for 
getting health insurance for 2014. The Obama administration has had to push 
back deadlines and soI~en rules Ior those who have been a~tempting to 
purchase health coverage pdor to the end of the year. "A week age," the 
network states, "federal officials gave people struggling to buy health 
insurance until Dec. 31 to pay their first premiums for coverage starting the 
very next day, and asked insurance companies to extend o~he[ deadlines, 
too. Health insurers have since offered to e>:tend this time until Jan 10." 

According to ~he Wall Street Journal (Dec. 20, Ma~tin, Weaver), "insurers 
pressing for last-minute enrollees under the health-care law say they are 
running into a worrisome trend: Customers who were put off by the insurance 
marketplaces’ eady troubles are provh~g hard sells." Many co~sume~ 
thwarted by ~he ~echn~cal problems of the HealthCare.gov websi~e are prov~ng 
hes~lant to try again, citing eve~ylMng from eadier frustrations with the site to 
v’~b-secudty concerns to the time constrah~ts of the ho~day season. £%~hi~e 
enrollmen~ has climbed during December thanks ~o a sedes of [~xes ~o the 
federa~ site, problems bdng~ng cuslomers back couM stanch those gains. 
"Wilh only days befere the Monday deadline to s~gn up for coverage 1hat 
sta~s Jan. 1 ," concludes the Journal, "~nsure[s are facing 8 m~ch sma~er, 
and s~cker, pool of customers ~han hoped for." 
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Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Bodston, TX (Apr. 7-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 201,1) 
Lagdna Beach; CA 

(Aug 18-!9, 2014) 
For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec 1%12, 201,1) 

Director Professionalism® 

Bodston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA (Aug. 
14-!5, 2014) 

For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec, 8-9, 2014) 

Special Events 

Private Company Directors ~ore Responsive to Stakeholder Requests 
Small-Cap Forum San 
Antonio, TX (April 10, 

Year over year, respondents to NACD’s annual Private Company Governance 2014) 
Survey reflect the ability for private beards to quickly respond to changes in e o-suite to Board Seat 
the marketplace. This year private company dh~ctors we~ more I~ke~y than Washington, DC (May 
public company peers to respond to stakeholder requests~ Nearly half revised 5-6,201,1) 



executive compensation plans and 25 percent altered ~heir board’s 
composition to increase diversity. By comparison, just 5 percent of public 
companies altered their beard’s composition to increase diversity. 

An essential resource for any private company director looking Ior key trends 
among beard practices, the 20t3-2014 NACD Private Company Survey 
explores timely topics with fresh data and insight. For more h~formation, visit 

nacdonline.org/privatesu rvey. 

Sha rer’]-Tl"~ 

NACD in the News 

NACD Members Share Their Views on the Role of the Boa[d 

The Metropolitan Corporate Counsel (Dec. 19) interviewed three members el 
the National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) - Barbara Duganier, 
David Rosenblum, and Mary Beth Vitale - to get their views on questions 
relating 1o corporate governance and their robs as directors. One o~ the 
questions dea~[ wi~h wha~ respondents felt ]s the optimum s~ze o~ a board. The 
trio replied 1hat they have sees effective boards ranging ~n s~ze from five 
membe~ to a dozen. V~tsb, who has been on the board of NACD’s Cobrado 
chapter for over a decade, stated, "You don’~ want ~o have a board that ]s so 
unwieldy thal decisions cannot be made ~n a timely manne~ w~lh the 
appropriate due diligence." Other questions ranged from "What qualifications 
shouM a director have?" to "How frequently sho~d a board meet?" to "Should 
~he genera~ counsel attend board meetings, and what rob shouM he or she 
p~ay?" The arficb ~no~u(Jes the d~sclah~er: "The fe~low~ng remarks reflect 1he 

vie~,s of the ~nte~dewees, not those of NACD/’ 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

Essex, BRE Will Combine in $I6,4B [~erger 

GlobeSLcom (Dec. I9, Bubny) is reporting that Essex Proper~y Trust Inc. and 
BRE Properties announced jointly on Thursday that they have officially agreed 
to merge and create the only publicly traded, pure play aps~ment RE]T on the 
Wes~ CoasL The cornMned company will have a ~o~a~ market capitalization of 
approximately $15A M~Hon. Each BRE common share wi~ be converted into 
0.2971 newly ~ssued shares of Essex common stock pk~s $12.33 ~n cash 
under terms of the agreement. BRE CMef Executive Constance B. Moore 
no~es, "For eve[ a year, BRE’s board and management team have been 
eva~uafing a~ternafives to maximize shareholder value." She adds that the 
merger wi~ create "a must-own sharpshooter RE~T." Essex President and 
CEO Michael Scha]l s~a~es ~hat the combination ~esults #~ "a stronger 
p~atDrrn [o~ sustainable growth and vak~e creatbn." The combined company 
wi~ own approximately 56,000 renta~ un~ls in 239 apadment communities 
throughout Southern California, No,hem CM~fom~a, ~nd Seattle. The merger ]s 
on t[ack to be finalized by the end of March. 

Share~ 

Facebook to Sel~ 70 t".:!li~lion Sha~es, ~ofe Than Half From CEO 

NPR (Dec. 19) is reporting that "Facebook plans to offer 70 million shares of 
i~s Class A stock in a sale tha~ includes more ~han 41 million shares from 
Chairman and CEO Mark Zuckerberg, who also will buy Class B shares that 
carry more voting weight." The Class A shares will be offered primarily to 

index funds whose portfolios are based on stocks included in the index. The 
S&P 500 is due ~o add Facebook on Friday after marke~s close~ According [o 
NPR, "Zuckerberg will use most d the proceeds fl’em his sale of Class A 
shares to pay taxes he will incur in connection with exercising an option to 
buy 60 million shares el Class B s~ock. He’s also using part el it for charitable 
contributions." The planned sale will only "minimafly reduce" his ownership 
stake and voting power. 

Hershey to Buy China Candy ~aker 

"Hershey Co. is gobbling up Chinese candy maker Shanghai GoMen Monkey 

Food Joint Stock Co.," confirms the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 19, Burkitt), "in 
a nearly $600 million bid for a stronger hold in China - one of the world’s 
fastest-growing marke~s for swee~s." The Pennsylvania-based chocolate 
g~ant’s plan ~s to purchase 80 percent of privately hem Shanghai GoMen 
Monkey ~n a dear that ~s on track to dose by the end of J~ne. Hershey’s bM 
~[ the Shanghai-based company Js part of a broader campaign executives 
have ~aid out to expand the company’s ~nlernational sales 1o 25 percent of 
gbba] s~bs by 2017 - an increase from ~ts current 10 percent. 

Sha~e~ 

WaloMart to Expand Sam’s Ciubs in China 

MarketWatch (Dec. 18, Burkitt) reports that Greg Foran, WaI-Mart Steres 
new China chief executive, is aiming to expand the retailer’s private 
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clubs and reduce its online prices in China amid stiff competition. %,%~aI-Mart 
already plans to open ~wo more Sam’s Club outlets in China in the nex~ year," 
the publication notes, "but it plans to pick up the pace after." For~n’s goa~ 
to ~ncrease the rate of Sam’s Ck~b growth to 10 new stores a year within the 
next s~x to seven years. He points out, "There ~re a couple hundred m~H~on 
people in China who could be Sam’s members. R]ght nowwe have 3.7 
members." WaI-Mart continues to rank as 1he world’s b[[jgest retai~er in terms 
of sales. But ChJnese competitors h~ve been outpacing ~t in number of stores. 
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Brown Has New Tools for Luring Companies to OMifornia 

"California Gov. Jerry Brown has a new set of tools for luring companies like 
Boeing Co. to expand in or move to the state," reports Bloomber# (Dec. 19), 
"~nclud~ng ~ d~screfiona~ pot of money his administration can use to sweeten 
deals;’ Starting Jan. I, Brown’s administration w~] have $30 rn~HJon ~n tax 
credits ~t can award to companies to add or keep lobs ~n the state - an 
amount that ~nc~eases to as much as $200 million annually. In addition, 
sta~ing h~ July, the Golden State will allow some biotechno~ogy companies 
and other [~rms to write oil Call,emma’s 4.19 percent sales tax on ~he purchase 
d manufacturing and reseamh and development equipment. California is 
currently the headqua~ers of 13 pement of companies on the Standa[d & 
Pool’s 500 ~ndex. But ~t has long been criticized by business groups as being 
unfriendly to emp]oye[s. Dorothy Rothrock, vice president o~ government 
relations at the California Manufacturers and Technology Association, says 
the changes "should help California be a little more nimble and responsive 
when companies come and say: ’Hey, we’d be here excepl [o~ th~s p~Mem or 
that problem.’" 

Share~ 
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Coakley Questions High Executive Pay at Nonprofits 

The Boston Globe (Dec. 19, Wallack) cites a new report from Massachusetts 
Attorney General Martha Coakley’s office, which Iound ~hat "nonproli~ groups 
in Massachusetts are paying their chiel executives huge amounts of money 
and g~v~ng them lavish pe~ks unava~aMe to most workers." The 92-page study 
ca~s for reform in the way s~ch groups disclose executive compensation. The 
report covered more than two dozen M9 charitable organizations in 
Massachusetts, prh~ad~y hospitMs, ~nsurers~ and colleges. Reseamhe~ 
found that s]] of them ps~d their leaders at least $500,000 a year ~n tota~ 
compensation. "And many of the organizations offered ~hei[ executives an 
assortment o~ othe[ benefits, ~nc]udk~g bonuses, deferred compensation, auto 
allowances, financiM p[ann~ng~ [~fe insurance, and other benefits that are more 
commonly associated with corporate leaders," states the Globe. "Even when 
executives re~re, lhey e~ten leave with he~ty severance or consulting deals 
that M~ow them to earn mi~ons more." 

Sha~e~ 
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IDarden Plans to Split Frown Red Lobster 

"Darden Restaurants announced [Thursday] it plans to separate from Red 
Lobster," s~a~es ~he Orlando Sentinel (Dec. 19, Pedicini), "either by selling 
the seafood chain or executin9 a spinoff of the brand to shareholders." In 

addition, it plans to slow down .grov,4h at its LongHorn Steakhouse chain and 
suspend new unit g[o~,th at O~ve Garden. K~m Lopdrup, currently Darden’s 
President, Spec~a~y Restauran~ Group and New Business, has been tapped 
to serve as CEO of Red Lobster tb]low~ng 1he separafion. "~f, as expected, the 
form of s sepa[ation for Red Lobster is a sp~n~ff, Brad Richmond, who has 
been sen~or vice presMent and [CFO] of Darden s~nce 2006, will become CMef 
Financial and Administrative Office[ of Red Lobster upon completion of the 
transaction," holes the Sentinel Darden has ~nitiated the p[ocess of 
~dentify~ng its board of d~[ectors and ~dentify~ng a potential successor to 
Richmond. Any sepa[a~ion ~ransac~ion would ~ke]y close ~r~ early fiscal 2015, 
wMch starts May 26~ 

Share~ 

Siemens Donates to Charities in Recognition of Employee Community 
~nvo~ve~;qent 

This holiday season, tire Sacramento Bee (Dec. 19) reports, Siemens Canada 
is donating a total d $30,000 to four Canadian non-profit organizations in 

recognition of the winners of an internal employee competition called the 
Greatest Community Suppo~er Contest. To enter, Siemens employees 
shared ~he~r s~o[~es of community ~nvo~vernenL In ~o~a~, contestants raised 
over $48,000 for non-profit organizations and vo~untee[ed more than 11,500 



hours - the equivalent of 480 days of their spare time. According to the Bee, 
"applications were shorilis[ed by Siemens employees through online voting, 
and winners were selected by a committee made up of members of the 
executive management team that ove~ee Siemens’ corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) activities." 
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C-Suite 

Codina Steps Down, Names Daughter CEO 

GlobeSLcom (Dec. 18, LeClaite) has learned that Codina Pa[tnem CEO 
Am~ando Codina is stepping down from the commercial real estate firm that 
bears his name and w~ll be succeeded by h~s daughter, ~na~arie Cod~na 
Barl[ck. He intends 1o maintain his role as executive chairman el the Miami- 
based company. Codina Badick previously served as ~he firm’s managing 
dkector and bdngs nearly two decades of ram estate bus~ness experience to 
the post. The company, whbh oversees a real es~a~e ~nvestmen~ poR~Olio of 
more than $1.35 MHbn, has eme[ged as one o~ the biggest bu~de[4evelopers 
in Flodda~ Armando Cod~na remarks, ’lt ~s the duty of every CEO to devebp 
capable leadership and p~an lot sn ordedy successbn. ~n appointing Ans 
CEO, Vm doing just [hat, and needbss to say I am quite p~oudi’ 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Housing Starts Nighest Since 2008 

USA Today (Nov. 19, Schmit) cites a new Commerce Department repo~t in 
stating that builders broke ground on new homes at a seasonally adjusted 
rate of 1.09 million units in November- 23 perceni more than the previous 
month and roughly 30 percent more than a year ago. The pace of construction 

reached its highest point since February 2008, according to the data. Single- 
family housing star~s, at 727,000, have not been so high since March 2008. 
Building permits - an indicate[ of Iu~ure construction - were up as well, 
topping the I million mark. 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC: {~AclDonMd drove severa~ 
~uxury cars provided by ’Fats’ 

Thomas 

Leslie McDonald, the North 

Carolina senior guard, missed 

nine basketball games primarily 

because of his use of luxury 

vehicles that Haydn "Fats" 

Thomas.. 

North 

Carolina’s 

Leslie 

McDonald 

DeCock: Expect UNC’s Fedora 

to keep open{rig up the 

p~aybook 

UNC football coach Larry Fedora 

certainly has a history of using the 

time off before the bowl to play 

mad scientist. In four bowl games 

in four seasons... 

UNC coach 

La ny Fedora 

smiles at the 

umpireas a 

olav is 

UNC offensive coordinator 

B~ake Anderson named head 

coach at Arkansas $~ate 

Anderson, who has been the Tar 

Heels’ offensive coordinator for 

the past two seasons, is leaving 

for his first head coaching job 

X Blake 

..... Anderson, 

the North 

Carolina 

offensive 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

SAT <CollegeBoard@noreply.collegeboard.org> 
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SAT Registration Date Fast Approaching 

SAT 

SAT Registration Deadline 

SAT® Test Date: 
Jan. 25, 2014 

Registration Deadline: 
Dec. 27, 2013 

The SAT@ registration deadline is quickly approaching. You 

have until December 27 to register online for the January 25 

SAT test day. 

Please note: This is a one4ime only email alert. You won’t get 

any further alerts unless you have requested additional alerts or 

reminders. 

Don’t Forget to Practice! 
The SAT has many free and affordable practice tools to help 

you get ready. Visi,~ 

"l’l",,e O’,,*’,,*}cial SA’I" Q~,,’esti®,,’,, o’,,* ~b,,e Day~~’: 

Make practice part of your daily routine with this free practice 

tool. Go online to see how many people answered the day’s 

question and what percentage got it right. Sign in if you want to 

keep track of your progress. The Offi~:i~,~l SAT ~:,},’~,.,,’estio,,",," of tl’,,’e 

D~,,’y offers easy access on Twitter. You can also download our 

app for iPhone, iF’ad and iPod. 
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The 10-Point- December 20, 2013 

Hello, 

Losing Its Luster 

Money managers are losing their Midas touch. We report that l:[~ pric~ of 

gold ~a~ sIid ~:<~ ~h>>---3-<-ar low,,;, in effect closing the book on a bull run of 

more than a decade that drew investors from across the spectrum. We note 

that the Fed’s decision on Wednesday to begin trimming bond purchases 

further undermined the metal’s prospects, which were already on 

precarious ground. Barring a miraculous comeback before New Year’s Eve, 

the price of gold will notch its first annual decline in 13 years and its biggest 

drop since 1981. Our story takes a look at the changing circumstances that 

have affected investments in gold, as well as the casualties of its selloff, 

including some investors who haven’t lost faith. 

Washington’s Nuclear Standoff 

U.S. President Baraek Obama will start the new year with Congress on 

shaky ground. We report that the White House issued a rare veto threat 

after a bipar~:i,~;a~ bi~ w~.-~ i~:~:r~du~>~ "F}mr~d~-~w i~ ~:~:~ S~>-~~ ~}m~ ~,~uk~ 

h~~pos~ m~w sa~c~io~:~s o~:~ h:a~:~ if it ~olates an interim deal reaehed last 

month to eurb its nuelear program. "We don’t think it will be enaeted. We 

eertainly don’t think it should be enaeted," said White House Press 

SeeretaW 3ay Carney. "If it were to pass, the president would veto it." We 

note that the bill ~ght jeopardize Mr. Obama’s effbrts to broker a final 

agreement with Iran over its nuelear program, but the veto threat ereates 

an impasse between him and more than ~o dozen Senate Demoerats and 

Republieans. 

Online Shopping Is a Battlefield 

Have you notieed any changes on Google.eom over the past year? Try 

entering "microwave oven" in the search bar. Do you see a selection of 

produets with photos and priees that might not have been there before? 

Our story reports that G-~<~g~e r~,q:<~ol~>3 i-l:~ h~c’r~-live ~,’a rc’h page,’ ~a.,~ ye~r 



allow ~’etai~ers to post pictures, descriptions and prices of products at the 

top of search results to remain competitive against Amazon.com. Both 

companies want to be the preferred entry point for Internet shopping. Wre 

find that Google’s move is already paying off, but e-commerce experts say 

the search giant has a long way to go before it catches up with Amazon 

when it comes to online-shopping searches. 

The Apartments of Lilliput 

"Micro apartments" ~ generally measuring 30o square feet or 

smaller i~l aren’t meant for tiny people. These little places are a way for 

young people to find accommodation in big cities where rent is ridiculously 

high. Now we find sm~lI~c a~d ~,~ e~,,~y cil:ie,,~ ar~" ~I,~o -b~t-li r~ o~ 

mi~?ia-l~r~: a~>ar~m~r~s, hoping to attract young renters. What’s not so clear 

is whether young people will be ~.~411ing to squeeze into tiny units to save 

some money in places where the cost of living isn’t very high. Our story 

examines the types of tenants who would be amenable to living small, as 

well as the outlook for micro apartments in smaller cities. "If you’re the 

type who likes to be in your apartment all the time, this probably isn’t the 

lifestyle for you," said a 25-year-old entrepreneur who moved into a 464- 

square-foot apartment. 

WORLD 



since Facebook ’s initial public offering, part of a complex transaction in 

which the founder and chief executive also plans to donate stock valued at 

roughlg $1 billion to charity. 

What do you think best explains the widening gender gap in U.S. 

manufacturing jobs, whieh often require a baekground in math and 

engineering? Send your response to ~opo~r~ l@w~n.i.~x>~ and follow 

@GerardTBak~" on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

A READER’S RESPONSE 

?¢Iost readers came out against legal protections for diplomats in response 

to our question about whether they should be given special considerations. 

But some of you &99nd(zd ~J-~<~ ~o~.c~:~’}~-qfJi~dom~"Ai~ i~.~n~ffty, saying it 

exists to prevent host amntries from exerting undue pressure on fi)reign 

diphnnats. That said, John Evans of Washington, D.C., noted, "the 

protections are less fi~r consular officials," and added that "U.S. diplomats 

are stronghj cautioned not to violate host-government laws [] but some 

other countries’ representatives are not so inclined []" 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lO-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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Sent: 
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Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.biz~ournals.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 7:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Lines to move faster at RDU 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 20, 20’i3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leachers, 

Lines to move faster at RDU 
Passenger lines at Raieigh-Durham Internationai Airport wiii be moving faster after 

Friday thanks to a new screening technique called Known Crewmember (KCM) 

that will make the screening process,, 

How to avoid beinq the next ’tarqet’ of a data breach 
In the wake of the major data breach that affected 40 million Target customers 

during the post-Thanksgiving shopping peak, many businesses are wondering 

howto ward off a similar attack, 

~.~.~. 

The Boeing 777X - Meet the 
Boeing has yet to announce its sho~ list of potentiai sites for a 777X jetiiner 

~ A~i~i~ ~ assembiy factory, one that couid create up to 8,500 jobs for its host region. The 

~n~ren~ Triad is on the long iist, having. 

~.~.~.~ 

Re~ Hat exec: Prepare for an ~T owrhau~ ~ 2~14 
C~Os, ~e{ ready 201~ wi~ bring a camp~e{e overhau~ o~ ~T eperations 

, w ~e~ ................................. - ................ 

~ Gr~ 
R~a~ ~omin~ Edition >> 

+ 

+ 

Experts predict top 2014 trends for law f~rms 

Bov~ season offers big money for ACC schools 
(SLIDESHOW) 

CouM 2014 be the year of the ’smart bike?’ 

Prediction: These six Trianqle start~ps will make news in 
2014 

Splashy billboards wii~ teach N.C. motorists about driving 

Year in Review: Wall Street opens up for Trianq!e firms 

Read Mornin~ Edition >> 
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Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clark, Jen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CLARKJEN] 

12/20/2013 1:38:31 PM 

Hennessey, Tricia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Phenness]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Mid-Year budget meeting 

Tricia’s office 

1/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hennessey, Tricia; Broome, Lissa L 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 8:46 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Crrowth Revised Up to 4.1% Rate in Third Quarter 

U.S. Growth Revised Up to 4A% Rate in Third Quarter 

The U.S. economy grew at a healthy 4.1% annual rate in the third quarter, stronger than 

previously estimated, as new data showed consumer spending accelerated in the summer. 

The Commerce Department previously pegged the annual rate of growth at 3.6% in July 

through September. Friday’s new estimate showed gross domestic product expanded at 

the fastest pace since the fourth quarter of 2011 and the second-fastest since the 

recovery began in mid-2009. Economists surveyed by Dow Jones had forecast a revised 

third-quarter growth pace of 3.6%. 

See More Coverage 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&]> 

6th Annual SPA and MoFo Structured Products Legal, RegulatoW & Compliance Update 2014 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

iXi Structured ProductsA .... iation ] 

1 

8th Annua~ SPA and MoFo Structured Products 
Legal Regulatory & Compliance Update 2014 

Tuesday, 

January 14, 2014 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

1290 Avenue of the Americas 

39th Floor 

New York, NY 10104 

Registration and 

Nots d’oeuvres. 

6:00 pm.- 6:30 p.m. ET 

Panel Presentation. 

6:30 pm.- 7:45 p.m. ET 

Cocktail Reception. 

7:45 pm.- 8:30 p.m. ET 

For more information: 

(212) 33~M316 

j __m___£L [_ZLn___q @. £ _~__o_ ~ _o_=__¢__o___m__ 

The Structured Products Association and Morrison & Foerster are 

pleased to present this annual Legal, Regulatory & Compliance 

update to friends, clients and members on Tuesday, January ’14, 

2014. 

Join us for a timely and important presentation on significant new 

developments in the legal-regulatory-compliance landscape. This 

presentation will cover a wide range of topics related to structured 

products, including: 

Topics: 

¯ Round-up on Title VII implementation 

¯ Nasdaq’s quotation system for structured products 

¯ Areas of attention for FINRA and the SEC related to structured 

products 

¯ The Volcker Rule 

¯ Whatto expect in 2014 

A more detailed agenda and speakers will be circulated shortly. 

This event is traditionally standing-room only, so kindly register 

today. Hors d’oeuvres and cocktails will be served at the beginning 

and the end of the event, respectively. The event is closed to press. 

VVe are offering NY and CA CLE credits. 

CPD Credit: Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP (Authorisation Number 3538/MOFO) certifies that this activity has been approved for 

CPD credit by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board. 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~ww.sra.orfl.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 







~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 10:08 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

January Bizmix at [asu in C~ry 

January Bizmix 
Tasu Asian Bistro Sushi & Bar 

BizMi×: It’s alf ;~bout ~etworki~g, 

coI~nectio~s, and getting to know Tdangb 

Business Journal Jo~n us as we build 

quality, b~g lasth~g b~siness 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Mosday~ January 6th 

5:00PM o 7:00PM 

WHERE: 

T~s~ 

2007 Walnut Street 

Cary NC 27518 

COST: 

$25 

SPONSORS 

Forward ~o 8 Friend i Pdvacy I Urssubscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Glen’wood Ave. Suite f00 

Raleigh, NC~ 27612~ USA 
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January Bizmix 
Tasu Asian Bistro Sushi & Bar 
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Business Journal Jo~n us as we build 

quality, b~g lasth~g b~siness 
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$25 
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Forward ~o 8 Friend i Pdvacy I Urssubscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Glen’wood Ave. Suite f00 

Raleigh, NC~ 27612~ USA 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vasbindel: Kimberly L <garrabra@email.unc.edu: 

Friday, December 20, 2013 10:14 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Room Reservations 

Morning Ussa, 

I have you in room 5067 for all three dales and times below. 

l=~: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Thursday, December :[9, 20:[3 5:46 PM 
To; Vasbinder, Kimberly L 
Sabject: Room Reservations 

Hi Kim - I need a room like 5066 or 5067 or other small room for the tenure and promotion committee meetings listed below. 

January :[3 - 4::[5 - 5:30 

January 28 - 4:3[5 - 5:30 

February 21 - 11-12:30 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:~9.962.7066 

.h---t~t--~--~j-j---w----w----w--~--]~&w----.~y~£~-~e---d---u--~e--~n---Le--r--s--~b---a-~-~1~ 

Access my papers on 55~ at: ._h__Lt#_:_LL_s__s__r__n__;~_Q__m__Z_a___u__Lh___o___r_~.__2__4__&7___2__0__ 

Description: 
htt p://w~q law. u nc.ed u/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n kingfin a nce 
web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 10:16 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dechert Webinar: Transaction Reporting Under EMIR: Update on the Position of Exchange Traded Derivatives - 13 January 
2014 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

E]Transaction Reporting Under EI~[R: Update 1:::::3When an~ Wt~ere     ~ 

on the Position of Exchange Traded 
Derivatives 

The obligation to report derivative trades under EMIR will apply from 

12 February 2014. At the same time, Dodd Frank reporting 

requirements are coming into force in the US. During this webinar, 

we will look at a range of questions: 

[] Are you caught? Are your clients an EU entity or a U.S. person? 

[] Will someone do your reporting for you? Is your counterparty a 

U.S. dealer or an EU dealer? 

[] Whose duty is it to report? What has to be reported? 

[] Update on implementation of EMIR reporting; timeline and what 

needs to be done. 

Monday, 13 January 2014 

U.S. (EDT}: 12.00 PM - 1.00 PM 

UK (GMT): 5.00 PM - 6.00 PM 

Click here to register 

Further details, including howto 

conect to the webinar, will be 

provided closer to the 

programme 

Speakers 

r- 

~About Dechert 

Abigail Bell, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Financial Services (London) 

Richard Frase, Dechert LLP 

Partner, Financial Services (London) 

Philip T. Hinkle, Dechert LLP 

Associate, Financial Services (Washington, D.C.) 

Daniel Jude, CME Group 

Director, Client Development & Sales (London) 

Dechert is a global specialist law firm focused on sectors with the greatest complexities and highest 

regulatory demands We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to our clients’ most important 

matters Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the firm’s entrepreneurial energy and 
seamless collaboration in a way that is distinctively Dechert. Learn more 

2013 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as ~ 

substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 



attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hon9 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000) 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <’bhighlig@bna.com--- 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 20 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 20, 2013, 10:52 A.M. ET 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and the Department of Justice announced a 
$98 million settlement with Detroit-based Ally Financial Inc. to settle claims of discriminatory 

lending from the bank’s indirect auto lending program. 

The settlement provides $80 million in compensation for consumers and requires Ally to pay 

$18 million to the CFPB’s Civil Penalty Fund. 

The agencies claim that Ally’s indirect financing program, involving more than 12,000 car 
dealerships, charged approximately 235,000 African-American, Hispanic and Asian/Pacific 
Islander borrowers higher interest rates than non-Hispanic white borrowers. 

The bank did not admit or deny the charges, but agreed to improve its auto dealer monitoring 

and compliance systems as part of the settlement. 

CFPB Director Richard Cordray said that the alleged discriminatory lending was not intentional 
on Ally’s part, but said that @it does not matter~ to consumers who were saddled with higher 

interest rates. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <’bhighlig@bna.com--- 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 20 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - BreaJ4ing News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 20, 2013, 10:56 A.M. ET 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and the Department of Justice announced a 
$98 million settlement with Detroit-based Ally Financial Inc. to settle claims of discriminatory 

lending from the bank’s indirect auto lending program. 

The settlement provides $80 million in compensation for consumers and requires Ally to pay 

$18 million to the CFPB’s Civil Penalty Fund. 

The agencies claim that Ally’s indirect financing program, involving more than 12,000 car 
dealerships, charged approximately 235,000 African-American, Hispanic and Asian/Pacific 
Islander borrowers higher interest rates than non-Hispanic white borrowers. 

The bank did not admit or deny the charges, but agreed to improve its auto dealer monitoring 

and compliance systems as part of the settlement. 

CFPB Director Richard Cordray said that the alleged discriminatory lending was not intentional 
on Ally’s part, but said that @it does not matter~ to consumers who were saddled with higher 

interest rates. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Americma Law Inslitute <ali@ali.org> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11:19 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Hapw Holidays t~om AI,I 

Ni Happy Holidays from ALl 

Thank you again for your continued commitment to the American Law Institute~ As the 

year comes to a close, please consider making a year-end, tax-deductible gift to the 

Institute by December 31,2013, Your gift will help fund the Institute’s important and 

influential work, allowing for projects to be completed more quickly, and making it possible 

for more members to participate in our project meetings--an essential element to our 

drafting process. Through your support, you will help ensure that ALl is prepared for a 

second century of law reform. 

~:: Don~ste Nov~ 

Thank you in advance for your generesity, and for making ALFs 90th year such a 

tremendous success, Best wishes and happy holidays. 

4025 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 j 2! 5243 !~23 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 12:07 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

A Tale of Two Bridges: Duke v UCLA at Madison Square Garden 

Newsletter 

Greetings from the Clips RoundBallSWp. Hope you are well. 
Last night I attended a 0 neutral site 0 men [] s basketball game at Madison Square Garden, 

which immodestly ret~rs to itself as M The Most Famous Arena in the World. U In the 

basketball sen~ of that phrase, there race some folks in Kansas, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, 

Kentucky and Durham who might taJ~e issue ruth that claim of ~; greatest, ~] but New York 

swagger is what it is. 

The cuirent Madison Squmce Garden (aka: MSG) is the fourth venue to bear that name, and it 

opened in 1968. However, a three-year renovation (price tag: $1-billion) has recently been 

completed on the 40-plus year old fftructure, so this is (solIa) the.fifth Madison Square 

Garden. 
Amazingly, Madison Squmce Garden sits right in the thick of midtown Manhattan, ruth a 50- 

stoly ski/scraper atop, and [] no kidding [] a bustling Penn Station rail and subway terminus 

below. 

I do not know all the intricacies of neutral site basketball games, but it’s east to piece it all 

together as a win-win-win tbr both schools and tbr the venue as well. Neither team gets "the 

home court advantage (instead they both get the neutral court advantage), the venue makes 

money and each school (presumably) gets compensated appropriately. Win-win-win. 
Furthermore, coaches ~md players get the wow lhctor of playing at the I~Gahden. ~; [New 

Yawk dialect here] Metro New York (read: all five boroughs, plus Long Island, Westchestei; 

the top half of New Jersey, the lower one-third of Connecticut and a couple slivers of eastern 

Pennsylvania) residents get to see their alma mater andior favorite team. And []in this 

case []donors quite distant from New York were quite willing to travel to New York City 
during the Christmas season. Aside: my unofficial observation (based on vocals and logoed 

wemmbles) was that Duke fans outnumbered UCLA fans by about 2-to- 1. 

As for the game itself, I will leave the details to the professionals (see a great recap below by 

ESPN [] s Dana O []Neill), but it was obvious to me that this was two games: a first half played 

almost even, and then a second half in M~ich Duke basically slammed the door shut. Final 

score: Duke 80, UCLA 63. It should not have been that bad, and the Bruins will now have an 

m-ihn 2,900-trip home to mull it over. 

As Clips readers know well, your Clips Editor revels in the two hours betbre tip-offto engage 

in schmoozing, and last night did not disappoint. I gor some time in ruth Duke AD Kevin 

White, plus I had a nice extended conversation (facilities, fundmising, team travel, branding, 

uranium enfichtnent, etc.) with Duke Deputy AD Mike Cragg. I also spoke with Chris 

Roberts, the 22-year []Voice of the Bruins. [] Plus snippets with Duke Associate AD Jon 
Jackson and TV guy Dick Vitale. Also, was that Duke President Richard Brodhead I saw in 

the second row sitting next to Kevin White? I was told that Mike Sobb, Jack Winters and Joe 

Manherlz from the Duke athletic stalt’were there, but I did not mn across them. 

At half-time it was more of the same with Dan Guerrero (UCLA AD) and Anne Marie 
Guerrero, plus UCLA Sr. Associate AD Mark Harlan and UCLA Assoc. AD Josh 

Rupprecht. I think UCLA basketball SID Alex Timiraos was there as well, but our paths did 

not cross. Enough name-dropping? 

College basketball is three seasons. November-December is non-cont}rence gmnes; January 

and Febmaxy are conference games and March is coifference playoffs and (for 68 schools) the 

N CAA tournan~ent. 

Last night was the wind-down for Phase One and next month the conference dog fights 

commence. 

A couple of post scripts .... 

A Clips thank-you to All Nudo, who works for Madison Square Garden. She solicitously 

took me on a great tour of the two Chase Bridges [] dangling [] (well, they [] re not really 

[]dangling, [] they are just sort of hanging) from the rafters of MSG. Hard to describe, but like 

notNng else I Mve ever seen. All said that there are no other ~] tk~m the ceiling L; seals in any 

other arena. The only other example I can "think of is the lihte broadcast cubicle that hangs on a 

wall (like a clinging bat) at Cameron Indoor Stadmm. 



Remember \Vhen? Being a native Metro New Yorker, Madison Square Garden was always 

the pinnacle of arena spectating (pro/college basketball, pro hockey, concerts, circuses, the 

Pope ~1 s visits, etc.). For my sixteenth birthday (1967), my parents took my brother and I to 

the old Madison Square Garden tbr anew York Rangers-Boston Bruins hockey game. This 
was a year before the present MSG opened. 

The old Garden (built in 1925) was positively ancient by then, and the seating footprint was 

much steeper and more vertical than today [] s bowl-like arenas. These have gradually rising 

rows that push the uppermost seats not all that tnuch higher than the courV’rink, but quite a 
distance away from the action. Not so at the 1925-vintage Garden. We sat in the second to 

the last row, and we were literally looking down on the tops of the players [] heads. 

There were no helmets in those days (and the NHL had only six teams []trivia [] can you name 

them?) and I remember that because one of the Brains [] brawlers was Reggie Fleming, and he 

had a red-orange shock of unruly hair atop his head. Snre enough, he got in a scuffle and a 

third shade of red (blood) also appeared on his head. Those were the days in the old NHL. Is 

it mnch difl~mnt now? 

Later, in about 1986, I was working for Labatt beer. and I was in Toronto. I walked into the 

old Maple Leaf Garden, and it looked like a carbon coW of the old MSG. not only do they 

not matte them like that any morn, but I don [] t think aW of them me still s~aading. 

Today [] s Chase Bridges (Chase, as in Chase Bank) in the renovated Madison Square Garden 

are a step back in the past in terms of perching very high and very steep, but the amenties are 
vastly superior. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
~’~,,,,’w.twitt e r .co n’J@Collegf eat h Clips 

As mentioned previously, Dana O ~ JNeill~l s account of the game can be found below. For 

now, here[]s a great one-pmagraph description, excerpted from "l?arker nnfazed by New 

York sta~e in leading Duke past UCLA" by David Gardner, SI.com, 12-20 

Eventually, 15, O00 fans filed into the Garden. Among them were Tyson Chandler 

and Tim Harck~way Jr. of the Knicks, 45 NBA scouts, and even Bruce Springsteen, 
whose daughter is a Duke sophomore. The), all had #ca-eta’for UCL4 vs. Duke, 

but what most of them wanted to witness was’ another episode of the Jabari 

Parker show. And Parker delivered again, scoring 23 points and adding 10 

rebounds and six assists to lead the Blue Devils’ to an 80-63 win. 

Parker puts on New York-worthy show 
By Dana O’Neil, ESP?~com, 12-19-13 

NEW YORK - New Yorkers love a good show, and the marquee at venerable Madison 

Square Garden promised a good one Thnrsday -- Duke versns UCLA, two basketball names 

that even the casual fan would recognize. 

New Yorkers, though, aren []t easily impressed, and nmnes alone amn []t enough to lure them 
into the seats on a December night. 

No, the main attraction was the new college basketball sen~tion, the one who has all the skills 

and all the promise of the Gardem ls usual superstar, Carmelo Anthony. 

Jabari Parker is the draw here, there and eve~where he goes. He is a one-man barnstorming 

show, a player who somehow even manages to transcend the attraction that is Duke 

basketball. 

’][’hey were all there to see him -- 15,410 fans, the 45 NBA scouts, Tyson Chandler and Tim 

Hardaway, Jr., even the Boss, Bruce Springsteen, who sat at center court alongside his 
daughter, Jessica, who is a Duke senior. 

Evegr’one wanted a glimpse of Parker. save maybe the gny canl~ing awmnd a teacup dog in a 

sweater and the rest of his displaced West Coast brethren. 

[] He is not afraid of the moment, [] Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski said. 
Indeed, Parker, who somehow was gilled the unnsual genetic cock/all of extraordinary talent 

without even a dose of am~gance, has been "that rarest of athletes, of stars in genera], and a 

person who actaally lives up to his hype. 

Every single night. 

By now Tibetan monks know that this is the Year of the Freshmen, and when they" play, we 

must critique, fawn and debate. 

Them is little to critique and less to debate about Parker. 

The fawning, however, continues. 

In Duke [] s 80-63 win over UCLA, he had 23 points, 10 rebounds and 5 assists. He hit 7 of 

13 of his shots fiom the floor, 4 of 8 from behind the arc, and all five of his free throws. 

The only thing he didn [] t do, people even tried to credit him for. At the end of the game, it 

looked like he met freakishly athletic Zach LaVine at the rim to block a dunk. 

But, of course, Parker came clean. 
llNo, no, not even close, ii he said. ~; It jus~t rimmed ont. ii 



Parker now ha~s nine games of 20-plus points. He ~1 s playedjnst 11 overall. On his "off’ night~ 

he had 19 (against Arizoua) and 15 (against Michigan). 

[11 know we I~ re in New York, but he has a lot of Melo in him, ~1 UCLA coach Steve Alford 

said. ~lHe ~1 s very, very talented. You don ~lt see a lot of guys like him, playing like this 10 or 

11 games into their freshmen yeast. [] 

Parker was asked about the Anthony comparison after the game and he didn [] t deny it. But his 

answer was a nice peek into the quali~ of Parker as both a player and a person. 

[] He [] s dlways about his fundamenta~ [] Parker said. [] He [] s someone who cons~ntly 

works on his craft. [] 

This is a kid who, at 18, is better than many will be before they ~etire, yet only womes about 

getting better. He didn []t care abont the scouts, he said. Didn []t care about the fans, though he 

did like the extremely pro-Duke crowd. 

tte jnst cared about playing his role and getting better on this Thursday night than he was a 

week ago. 

[J He loves to play, ~ Krzyzewski ~id. ~He ~ s a natural. In ditt~rent sports there are people 

who are natural, and he I~ s a natural but he always wants to learn. I~ 

Perhaps mofft astounding is that Parker can be so singula~rly good without being overbearing. 

He is not a one-man wrecking crew~ nor does he have to be. 
Unlike Andrew Wiggins and Julius Randle, who have been burdened by their teammates’ lack 

of performance, Parker has the luxury of raking over a game subtly~ of blending in with other 
capable players. 

Rodney Hood and Quinn Cook each had 14 against UCLA, and even better for the Blne 

Devils, Rasheed S ulaimon emerged from hibernation. The slnmping, dog-house-dwelling guard 

scored eight and gave ont four assists in 18 minutes, the most he [] s seen since a DNP against 

Michigan. 

And unlike Anthony, Parker has a good coach. 

Krzyzewski won this game as much as his players, tweaking both his offense and det~nse at 

halftime to turn what had been a bncket- for-bucket track meet into a Duke walkover. The 

Blue Devils used Amile Jefferson at the high post ~o get easy, open looks and then took away 

the Brains [] transition buckets, slowing down their pace and taking them out of their rhythin. 

[]We can get better obviously, but tonight was really good, [] Krzyzewski said. []The second 

half was really good basketball by us. [] 

The whole game was really good basketball by Parker. 

It [] s what everyone came to see -- and they got what they paid for. 

The scouts, the fans and even the Boss enjoyed a good show. 

Asked if he kilew any Brace Springsteen song,s, Parker smiled, []Nah, he [] s a little before my 

time. [~ 

The Boss knows Parker[Is tane, though. 

And itI~s pretty pitch-pert~ct. 







TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes ate items of particular interest that ate either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips" sage & sawy subscriber base. el=LASHes are emailed directly to specially 

selected Clips subscribers. This particular renovated MSG eFLASH has been sent to all Clips 
subscribers, plus Kent Howerton, Tony Turin& Joey Ramona& Don Sasso, Mike Gminski, Jay 

Bllas, Jack Ramsey, the memory of Pistol Pete, Rick Mount, Calvin Murphy, Franny Zooey, Too 
Taft Jones, Mike Glenn, Mary Miscikowski, Tom Samele, Gloria Salvatote, Toby Kimball, Dominic 
Perno, Quincy Adams Wagstaff, Tate George, Fran Dunphy, Steve Lavin, the memory of Joe 



Lapchick, Rowdy Roddy Piper, Lionel Rose, Pele, Michael Schumachef; Dominick Dunne, Steve 
Rubbinnacio, Abe Iban, Philip Roth, Herb Caen, Dana O’Neill, Greg Bishop, Pat Forde, Dan 
Wetzel, BJ Schechter, Ben Jay, Nicole Auerbach, Glen Toth, Anne Marie Guerrere, Bill Husak, 
Jethre Tull, Jethre Clampet, Jim Livengood, Stacey Osbum, Brad Wolverton, Lorianne Lamonica, 
Ethel Merman, Grace Slick, Jom~a Kaukonnen, Jose Chepito Areas, Yuri BeregevoL Yufi Gagarin, 
Valerie Brumel, Dick Fosbury, Rollie Massimino, Roger Ayles, Zeppo Marx, All Nudo, Ali Bhutto, 
Muhammed All, Anna Banana, Oscar Bonavena, Nino Benvenuti, George Chuvalo, Wally Schirra, 
Howard Roafke, John Gait, Hank Rearden, Hank Aaren, Juan Fangio, AJ Foyt, Joe Wepner, the 
memory of Manute Bol, Kareem, etc. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thought-prevoking, infonnational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the 
one above), which are award-worthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the pedphery and 
soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bakaly, Charles <~Charles.Bakaly@edelman.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 1:11 PM 

Hapw Holidays! 

Warm wishes for a wonderful holiday and a Happy New Year! From your Edelman DC Team 

i ~:*:; i cid:image002.jpg@010EFC99.DC201910 

Charles Bakaly 

Edelman/Washington, DC 

Telephone: 202.312.1093 

Facsimile: 202.371.2858 

E mail: .-c--h-~-a-£~-e-~-s~-b---a-~[<--a-~[~-e-~-d---e-!~-m--~-a-~-n-:~-c---~---m--. 
This transmittal and/or attachments is confidential, tf you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this message in error. Any review, dissemination, 
distribution or copying of this transmittal and/or attachments is strictly prohibited. 
If you have received this transmitted emai[ and/or attachments in error, please notify us immediately by reply or by telephone (202-371-0200) and immediately delete this message and all its 
attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer.Brigh@le~ sne~ s.com <Jennifer.Brigh~}mail.lexisnexis.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 1:32 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emal unc edu> 

LexisNexis® at AALS 2014 

Members of the LexisNexis@ Law School Team will be present at the 2014 AALS Annual Meeting, 
being held in New York City at the New York Hilton Midtown, January 3- 5, 2014. Stop by the LexisNexis 
booth and share your thoughts to help us increase our understanding of the challenges and 
opportunities in teaching in today’s academia. 

While at the booth, you can see innovative products designed to enhance your teaching and your 
scholarship, and help improve student learning outcomes. These products incorporate new technology 
and consider different learning styles. Get your free access credentials to our exclusive Professor 
version of the LexisNexis@ Digital Library. You can also learn more about our eBooks, interactive apps 
and Lexis Advance@ and meet several LexisNexis authors and product champions. 

The first 100 visitors to the LexisNexis booth (#307) will receive a flee print copy of the new book: 
The Legal Profession: What is Wrong and How to Fix It by Sheldon Krantz. Bring a copy of this email 
or show the emaN at the Reception Desk to get your copy. 

A~l [acuity who visit the booth, get their digital library credentials and see a~l four booth 
demonstratior~s are e~igiNe for the dai~y drawing for ar~ iPad mir~io* We’re giving away three 
this year} 

The LexisNexis booth will feature the following dome stations: 

LexisNexis@ Digital Library - Check it out 
Teaching with Technology - Get ready for the challenge 
High Quality Content - Books, eBooks and Beyond (Book stand and Mobile Bar>) 
LexisAdvance@ - Rich content & features for more efficient research 

LexisNexis Featured Authors and Champions of several recently published and forthcoming Law 
School publications and new products will be present for an hour in the LexisNexis booth throughout 
the show. Look at the schedule before you come to the booth so you don’t miss anyone you would like 
to see. 

If you are interested in discussing publishing opportunities, come by the booth and meet Leslie Levin 
Executive Acquisitions Editor on these dates. 

We look forward to seeing you in New York City! 

*NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCE OF WiNNiNG Void where 

prohibited Open to legai US residents w~o are at least 18 years of age as of 1/3/2014. Begins: January 3rd, 201-’I at i 0:00 

am EST and ends January 5th, 2014 at 2:00 p.m. EST. Prize: Apple@ iPad® Mini with Retina display, Wi-Fi, 16 GB, ARt/: 

$399 00 Subject to full officiai rules iecated at Boot~ No 307, AALS Exhibit Hall, Hilton Midtown, 1335 Avenue of the 

Americas New York, NY 10019, USA Sponsor: LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier i nc, 9443 Springbore Pike 

Miamisburg OH 45342 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ropes & Gray <ropesgrayllp@rolsesgray.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 2:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Massachusetts Attorney General Releases Charity CEO Compensation Report 

~’~lassac~-}~}s¢~t~s Attom¢~y Ge}~era~ Re,casals C~-}arity C~-:O 

On December ~ 9, the 1~4on-PFofit OrganizationsiPubib Charities Division of the Massachusetts Office of 

the Attorney Oenelsi Feieased the ~esults of a "focused revie\,;~’ of CEO compensation at 25 of t~ie 

Commonwealth’s largest chaFities, pqmaniy ~n the health care and ~9~er educatbn sectors W~e the 

~epo~ does not recommend t~at specific dollar limit5 be pbced on executive pay, it conclude5 that 

compensation ~5 "generally h~9~¢ and contains various obse~atbns that could event=JaZZy ~ave a 

substsr:t~a~ impact on how t~e ARorney General’s office responds to nonpFofits’ compensation policies 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobod,v@ncaa.org 

Friday, December 20, 2013 3:00 PM 

Br<x~me, I ,issa L ~lbroom@email.unc.edu>; Vm~gelder, Madelle A <mva~geid@email.unc.edu> 

VaJ~gelder, Ma~ielle A <mvoJ~geld@email.unc.edu> 

Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in Requests/Self-Reports Online. Please visit https://ama.ncaa.org/waivers/edit/562451 to vie~v the application. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Wake Tech completes capital cmnpa]gn with $17.5M funckaiser 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Wake~ Teoh~ tom             ~ ~ ~ ~, ~’<.d&5~4, f~ndral~er<, 

Year in Review: TBoS awards events of 2013 ($LiDESi-~OW} 

Breakf~st eate~,if)_qj at North I--Iiils 

.:.ar’..er’..)pl,. ~m,,r’..t rate Tails a~ labor fbr+,t, deJlnt.s 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide, 

indivld u~-’.l mand~-’.te ................................................. 

_ 

Chapel H~II 8arber Shop 

Wilt ........................................... 

obamaca:e 



DHHS ~)i’oalai~i ieiocatii-’..~j]£i]woods’ Research Coi".qi".qop..s 
park 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

~’~umberoJo{£~_;_ How bad is 8JackSerri~!5_;~4~4 b’iliiorl ~oss? 

........... 

........................................................................... 

................................... gu:id~n# Size: 

Featured Event 
................................................................................................................................. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 3:32 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Happy Holidays 

To our clients and friends around the world, we send our best wishes and warmest regards this holiday season. 
Click here to view our e=card. 
Cadwalader has made a donation on behalf of our clients and friends to the American Cancer Society, Havens Hospices, 
and the International Fund for Animal Welfare. 

~ii Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or 

disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining 

a copy. It is the responsibilit3~ of the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibilibl is accepted by Cadwalader, 
Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom HULL <THulI@NCBAR.ORG> on behalf of 

Allan HEAD <AHead@NCBAR.ORG> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:10 PM 

It’s in your DNA - Give Back 

TO: Baby Boomer Lawyers, et al 
FROM: Tom Hull, Director of Development 
DATE: December 20~ 20113 
RE: Givh~g Back 

For some reaso~ we have been ~nable ~o convince you for many years ~o make a gif~ ~o the NCBA Fo~dation Patron 
Campai~L Would you do me a Nvor aml re-think that notion? Since yo~ last heard ma~y great Foundation p~grams have 
expanded across the state, 

Why give? As a lawyer you I~ow ~ha* carh~g, compassion and giving back are part of your DNA. Here ~s an impressive 
~ummary of Foundation services from la~* year- nearly 20,000 ~*uden~s~ ~eachers ~d lawyers were ~voh, ed with Law-Related 
Education (LRE) programs i~ our schools and more than 40,000 North Carolinians were assisted by our statewide Lawyer 
Referral Sen~ice (LRS)~ The early Marcb 4ALL Statewide Se~wice Day answered the legal questions of almost 10,000 caller~ and 
Lawyer on the L~e is he~ping thousands of legal services eligible clients. 

A gi~ from you is ~mportant as fl~ese stories co~fir~: 
¯ A Lawyer on the LNe helped Teresa B. resolve issues wi~h a di~cult landlord N Watauga Comity. 
¯ Joe M., a disabled worker, discussed reasonable accommodations wi~h a 4ALL voNnteer lawyer allow~g him to return to 

work i~ [J~io~ 
¯ The Lawyer Referral Service he~ped the Lopez Nmily in Johnston County, who i~ seekNg reNgee 
¯ GuilNrd County middle school studcn~ competed N fl~e Mock Trial Program, ~The 

much", said Cheryl S., a grateN1 readier. 
¯ Vohmteer attorney Joe Ao ~ays, "You guys hit a home ~n with tbe Justice Teacbing Institute fi~r teachers at Salter Pa~h’L 

Please make your generous gif~ today and use the enclosed reply envelope. You may also donate securely online at 
www.~cbar.orgipatrondo~atem~Wo The Patro~ Campaigm relies upon your support since NCBA membership a~d Section dues do 
not support Foundation projects. 

Happy Holidays, 

Tom. 
Thomas M. Hull 
Director of Development 
NC Bar Association Foundation 
PO Box 3688 
Cary, NC 27519 
919-657-1567 office 
919-67743761 fax 

1-800-662-7407 toll-free 

Follow the NCBA on Facebook and Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <~charles recorr@ml.coni> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: A True Benefit tbr 2014 Members 

I robabl the hi h omt of the National Associations ear 1s its almual Y,     gP Y 

conversations with the other directors ou will meet in the sessions 

5                            (    ). 
exg enses are your responsibility. If you attend D or more but less than 

shortl after our Cha ter s last event m No~ ember The reimbursement 

~ Y Y Y 

) ¯ 

National Association of Cor orate Dire~Xors 

F~rw~rd thi~ em~l 



This email was ~n~ to Ib,oome@email.~i~c.edu by charles recorrCeml.com 

Update Pi~fije/EmajjAddress ][rlsta~lt iemeval 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD :: 150 Fayetteville St. :: Suite 2000 :: Raleigh :: NC 27601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@pepperlawupdates.com> 
Friday, December 20, 2013 4:24 plVl 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
No Easy A: SEC Proposes Rules for Regulation A+ - Client Alert - December 20, 2013 

To view this email as a web page, go here 

Client Alert 

In the last of its major rulemaking proposals under the JOBS Act, on December 18, 2013, the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) voted to publish proposed rules to modify and develop 

Regulation A, the so-called (and little-used) "small offering exemption." The new proposal is required 

by the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012 (JOBS Act) and will be open for a 60-day 

comment period. The proposed rules would modify and expand Regulation A, which currently 

exempts from SEC registration offerings of securities of up to $5 million within a 12-month period. 

The new Regulation A will increase this maximum to $50 million, and allow for the first time for state 

securities law pre-emption in certain circumstances when offering more than $5 million and following 

the Tier 2 protocol, as described below. 

Congress’s goal in requiring expansion of Regulation A, dubbed by many market observers as 
Regulation A+, was to enable small businesses to raise capital without SEC registration and as a 
viable, potentially more compelling alternative to accredited investors Regulation D private 
placements and public crowdfunding. Like public crowdfunding, Regulation A securities are not private 
placements and therefore are not restricted. Also like public crowdfunding, current public companies 
cannot use Regulation A to raise capital. 

Read more 

New Yerlk 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets 

Philadelphia1 PA 19103=2799 

This Alert is a periodical publication of Pepper Hamilton LLP and it was created as of the date set 
forth above and is based on laws, court decisions, administrative rulings and congressional materials 

that existed at that time, and should not be construed as legal advice or legal opinions on specific 
facts. The information in this publication is not intended to create, and the transmission and receipt 

of it does not constitute, a lawyer-client relationship. The contents are intended for general 
information purposes only, and you are urged to consult a lawyer concerning your own situation and 
any specific legal questions you may have. Any tax information or written tax advice contained herein 

(including any attachments) is not intended to be and cannot be used by any taxpayer for the 
purpose of avoiding tax penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. 

(The foregoing legend has been affixed pursuant to U.S. Treasury 
Regulations governing tax practice.) 

This publication may contain attorney advertising, 

Copyright © 2013 Pepper Hamilton LLP. All rights reserved, 

Update preferences Forward to a Friend Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Rams Club <ramsclub@ramsclub.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 5:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You for Being A Part of The First 75! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Office of Senator Hagan <~Hagan Newslette@hagma.senate.gov> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 6:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Connection: Wishing You a ttapw ttoliday Season 

Kay Hagen I United .~,ates Senator for North C~roiina 

Official Web Site KayinNC AskKay i~ GetHelpwithaFederalAgency 

Wishing You a Happy Holiday Season 

X:: 

I want to wish everyone in North Carolina a joyful holiday season and a 

Happy New Year. For me, there is no better gift than the opportunity to 

be surrounded by my loved ones during these winter holidays. And this 

year is particularly special in the Hagan household, as it is our first 

holiday with a new addition - our first grandchild. 

This season, I hope that each of you finds joy - whether it is gathering 
close to your family and friends, or by embracing the spirit of the 
season, as so many North Carolinians do, and giving back to our 
communities and neighbors in need. 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH SENATOR HAGAN’S HOLIDAY MESSAGE 



This time of year is about gratitude. About taking a step back to reflect 
on our many blessings. And as North Carolinians, we have so much to 
be grateful for: 

¯ Our brave men and women in uniform who selflessly serve this 
great nation and protect the freedoms we hold dear. 

¯ Our world-renowned public universities and community colleges. 

And our hardworking teachers and small business owners. 

To those servicemembers who will spend the holidays away from your 
families, deployed overseas, know that the thoughts of the entire 
state, and the entire country, are with you, not just during the 
holidays, but every day you serve to protect us here at home. 

Heading into 2014, I want you to know that I will continue to fight 
every single day for the people of North Carolina. I will continue 
working to promote job growth in our state and ][ will continue to do 
everything I can to support our brave men and women in uniform, our 
veterans and their families. 

It is an honor to serve you, the people of North Carolina, and [ extend 
my warmest wishes of the holiday season to you and your families. 

Sincerely, 

[ ~ 

P.S. To keep up with my work in the Senate and around North Carolina, 
follow me on Twitter, Facebook, [nstagram and read my new bloct. 

To ~.ms:.:b.scdbe from Ke.y’s New.sleLLer [;ie:~se ,;isi~ Lile unsubscribe pa,qe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 3:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: N.S.A. Spied on Allies, Aid Groups and Businesses 

Today’s Headlines 
IN THIS ENAIL "~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spolts Alts Tlavei 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ OnIbis Day CUSTOM~ZEa 

Top News 

N ,S.A.o Spied on AIHes, Aid Gvo~ps and 

B~sinesses 

Secret documents reveal more than I,ooo targeN of L’.S. and 

B~itish surveillanee in recent years, including khe office of an 

Isradi p~ime minister and hea&s of inb:rnationaI aid mNanizations. 

. News ,~nalysis: A Legacy in the gaiance on Sua~eiiiance Poiicies 

Many zMnerieans who don’t quality for health care subsidies are 

facing steep prem ium prices. 

Yemen Deaths Test Claims of New Drone Policy 

The repork’d deatlas of innocent people in a wedding proeessio~ 

this month illmninated the realJb/behind the rhetoric of the 

Obama administration’s new drone polk’y. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ w~)~:o.. Nest Ma~’~’f, age 

A look back at the mos t interesting marriage proposNs 

submi~ed to the Weddi~gs/Ce]ebrafions section of The New 

York Times in 2ol3. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Revi~.alizh~g Om° Forests 

In my small corner of western Ma~ne, I’m bringh~g back the 

~m~qean ehestnu~ as a significant component of g~e ecosystem. 

Today’s Video 

~ wu~:o.. The Sm~l of ~.he Square 

Ai Independence Square in Kiev, Ukraine, the pop singer 

Ruslana Lyzhychko kceps demonstrators upbeat and energized 

in fl’eezing temperatures eve~T nighL 

~ v,m~.o, Spanish TortiIht ~&’ith Tomato Salad 

Spanish tortillas are a~ adaptable dish that (’an be served at 

brunch or a coekkail 

~ vine:o,. Re~4ew: ao14 l~la~da CX-9 
Introduced in :2007, the Mazda CX-9 has been around the block. 

zv2"ter all ~hese years (arid two face-.lifts), e~-~,rners remain this 

n im ble th roe-row crossoveffs ~ atural h a bit. 

ORDER TODAY! 

World 

Libya Militias Fleeing Cities, Lea~4ng Chaos 

Civilian protesters and atoned groups have chased militias from 

Trip~qi at~d Benghazi for the first time since the ouster of Col. 

Muammur el-Qaddufi in 2o11. 

Freed Abruptly by Putin, KhodorRov:~ky Arrives 

in Germany 

MikhaiI ~odorkovsky, once Russia’s ~d~est man, flew ~o ~erlin 

on a pr@ate jet after President ~,~adimir V. Putin signed a dee~ve 

pardoning him early Ftqday. 

. The Lena: Statement From Khodorkovsk~ h~ Ber~h~ 



Ugandan Lawmakers Pass Measg~e Imposing Harsh 

Penlites on Gays 

The e~b~ tc~ introduce harsher punishments ineluded life ~mprisomne~t for 

what the ~aw ca~led "aggravated homosexuM~b,/’ news repo~’~s said. 

The Lede; Online Reaction to Uganda’s ~tigay Legislation 

U.S, 

Settfng the Table ~hr a Regal Butterfly 

Comeback~ ¥~ith Milkweed 

Conservadon~sks have p~anted milkweed, a favorcd lbod of the 

hu~terfly, along rni~’ato~T routes whe~ ~mtural habitat has been 

plowed under for erops. 

F’edera~. J~.dge Rules That Same-Sex l~’|arriage Is 

Legal ~ U~ah 

The j udge sam that Utah’s ame~dme~t bar~i~g same-sex 

marriage v%l~ted the United States Consfitu@:a. If d~e ru]ing ~s 

uphdd, ltah will become the 28d~ state ko permit same-sex mar*%ge. 

By Sei-Fi Standartls~ Newest Robots Nay 

The Darpa R~:fl)otics Chal]enge is more tlaa~ a showcase fbr a new 

generation of robots. It is also an attempt by the federal 

govermne~t to push tedmology forward, to create machines that cm~ perform 

dangerous kasks in humans~ place. 

[] [] 

Business 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

Leadh~g ~:he Charge _Agah~.st Spain’s Mortgage 

Ads Colau’s group, the P]afform for People Affected by 

Mortgages, has blocked hundreds of evictions and pressed lbr changes in 

Sp~fit~’s hard-line mortgage laws. 

The Commerce Depar~nenk revised its estimate of [bird-quarter 

growth to 4.1 percent from 306 pereenL saying consumer and 



busin ess spendi~g were sh’onger than origh~al]y thought. 

¯ Repot[ on Economic Growth Lifts Ma~ke~ 

YOUR MONEY 

lNdF-r~i~g ][teal[th Pl[~ms: The Devilish Detrains 

As a deadl~ne approaehes, more people are tryh~g to figure out 

the in bd care cost-shaz~ng arrangemen ks of rations options. 

Sports 

Nets Look to Get Both Feet i~ Brooklyn 

The Nets plan to raove "dneir baske[ba]I opera~ons ~o Indus~T 

City in Sunset Park, BrooMyn, a fitml step in ~beir move o*R of 

New ,Jersey. 

ON BASEBALL 

Bel.tran is l_~aek in N ew ~ ork, }% ith Not~Jng to 

Carlos BelB’an did t~o[ wit~ a permaz~t in his sevet~ seasons wi[b 

the Mets, but he says be has ~m ~eed to redeem b~mself wkb the ]qmkees. 

. Baseball Roundup Youk~l~s do#ls S[ar P~[c~eCs Team in Japan 

Ot~e= Hm~ded B~tsketbM~ Player Gets Si~ot YVitl~ 

F|o~id~ 

Despite being born wXbout a kdt band and lk)rearm, Zacb 

Hodakins has a guaranteed ros~er spot with Norida ~e~ aeaaon, 

an affirmation of his basketbMl skill h’om a college powerhouse. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Nu~iva~ Goes to E×t~’emes 

;r)iscove~T’s "Dude, You’re Screwed" transforms smwiva] into 

spot1. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Hailu Mergia, a onetime star of EtNopian music now &’iving a 

cab in Washin~on, led m~ earthy eveni~g of funk at Baby’s All 

tdghk in Williamsburg on Thursday. 

New" Ce~te~°, b~t ~roes at H[is~.o~°ie Site 

Even as it prepares to open a ’$34 million eulhwal building, the 

Weeksville Heritage Center in Brooklyn faces money problems. 

Travel 

A Test Ram at RusMa’s O]tympie Hopeful 

Wit~ Soehi, Russia, preparing to host the Winter Olyrapies in 

February. the author gets a*~ early taste of the area’s developing 

sM es~}erienee. 



EXPLORER 

I,eavi~g a sult~3, New York behind, the author escaped t<~ Chile, 

where she fom’~d sno~3, slopes and even a gold medal or two. 

NEXT STOP 

I~ Bril-~sh Columbia~ Litl-le Big Resort 

Red Mom~Lain Resort, no~h of Spokane, Wash., has added 

h~m dreds of acres of ~ift-sem,ed terrain. But where does that 

leave the overall ski expe~qenee? 

Obituaries 

&met D. Rm.dey, Who Discovered That Cancer 

Can Be Genel-ie, Dies at 88 

In 1972, Dr. Rowley became the fit~t pe*son to show a 

em~dnsive ]~nk bebveen ee~%h~ gene~e abnormMit~es and 

Ned ¥izzini~ Author of Teenage Novels, Dies at 

Mr. Vizzini addressed depression and other adolescent issnes in 

works like "IL’s Kind of a Funny Stow." 

Ke:[~y C~ark, a Lawyet Who ~&~on a Pivota~ Abuse 

Case Against the Boy 8;eo~ts, Dies at 56 

Mr. Clark’s sueeessfld ehiM molest~ttion lawsuit against the Boy 

Seou~s of America in Oregon led to the release of a trove of 

doenments con ’tMning thousands of accusations o~ sexual abuse. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

~r. Obama’s l)~sappoi_nting Response 

In his news conference, the president, yet again, olt~rs little more Lhan bkmd 

reassm’ances o~ the g<wernment’s runaway surveillance policy. 

EDITORIAL 

Return to Re~dm" G,OoPo Progrmmning 

The budget deal only briefly papered over tke paCw’s destructive political 

taetieso 

EDITORIAL 

B~mgladeshi Workers’ Long "W~dt 

Eigh~ months a~er the deadly collapse of a garment factou, most victims and 

their families have yet to receive financial help. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

’Duck D~qaasty’ and Quackery 

The "aw, sh ueks" vetMon of intolerance is the worst kind. 

. Columni~ Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Co~gress gave a]] AmerJcm~s a great C]~rJs~as gi~: ~o 

government shutdowns %[" the new kwo years. Now ~ can rest 

easy uritil Ilex~ year, 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

India’s ou~rag~ at th~ Lreatm~mt of a dipIomaL who underpaid her hous~keei_,,er 

points up its comp~iei~ in an exploitative system. 

ON THIS DAY 

See this FroW~ Page i Buy this Front Page 

Access The New York Times from a~wwhere with ,.)~r s~fite of apps: 

Visit Tf~e New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store ~ He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ n~,nyt.con~ ~; 

About This Email 

Tilis is an au~emated email Please do !lot re~ly dhectly to ~his email. 

Yod received this message because yod signed u~ for N~qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e~ 

As a rnembe~ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy ~rogram, we are comrrfib’_ed to ~ro~ecting you~ privacy. 

Un-~ubscribe I Mar!age S~;bscdptiot~s :: Change Yotir En!ail :: Pdvacy Policy I Cor!b,~ct i Advertisa 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

DeCock: UNC’s Hairston not 

P.J. Hairston’s bad decisions have 

left North Carolina - both the 

basketball team and the university 

- in difficult positions. Because 

Hairston won... 

UNC coach 

Roy Williams 

huddles with 

~is,pI ,a~,ers.. , 

UNC’s P,J. Hairston wil~ not 

return to Tar Heels 

After an investigation that spanned 

months, the case against P.J. 

Hairston was so strong that UNC- 

Chapel Hill decided against 

seeking his reinstatement.. 

Wearing a 

suit, PJ 

Hairston sits 

P,d, Ha#ston news a ’relief’ 

af~d a burden for T~r Heels 

UNC could have been considered 

a viable national title contender 

with Hairston, but at least nowthe 

Tar Heels have a resolution to a 

case that had.. 

Wearin9 a 

suit, PJ 

Hairston sits 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 2760:1., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=:R[~.a..~.L.g.~ if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

Top Stories of the Week 

1. Want cash from ’Shark Tank’ (nvestor iviark Cuban? Send at’.. 

email, 

2. Bowl se_ason offers bia money for AC¢ schools 

3. T~ tangle ~ Larqest igankruptcies of 2013 {_COUNTDOWn’0_ 

4. Pi~x,l,,,I,.i ~, These six Trianale startu2~.;i wi)) make news in 
2024 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide, 

?-?’~e T~?,~s., Ten ,.&,cks for Dec. 20 







about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

~r. Allison Goes to Washington A new book by noted financial CEO turned academic and think tank leader 
John Allison, The Financial Crisis and the Free Market Cute: Why Pure Capitafism Is the World Economy’s Only 
hbpe, prescribes a cure for what ails the free market. 

~lewly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives Boeing makes key leadership changes; FedEx names 
lew board member; Lockheed Martin CEO also assumes chairmanship. Lloyd’s names first female CEO; 
3ushman & Wakefield appoints new CEO. Rite Aid adds healthcare exec to board. 

NACD Voice 

Preparing the 2014 CD&A: Priority Considerations for Boards Based on NACD’s conversations with major 

~aper highlights key issues for compensation committees and boards to consider as they prepare their 
sompanies’ CD&A statements for the upcoming proxy season. 

=~rivate Company Directors More Responsive to Stakeholder Requests According to the just-released 
2013-2014 NACD Private Company Governance Sun/ey, private company directors were more likely than their 
3ublio company peers to respond to stakeholder requests. Nearly half of the private company directors surveyed 
ndicated their boards revised executive compensation plans and 25 percent altered their board’s composition to 
ncrease diversity. By comparison, just 5 percent of public companies altered their board’s composition to 
norease diversity. 

NACD BoardVision 

NACD BoardVision - 
Strategic Asset for Private NACD BoardVision _- Board Culture Compliance and 

NACD BoardVision= NACD BoardVision -PrivateCompany 
Outlook 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Feb. 20-21,2014 I Washington, DC I Battlefield to Boardroom 

"vlarch 18, 2014 i New York, NY I Leadinq Minds of Compensation 

’vlarch t8, 2014 I New York, NYI NACD Directorship 2020 

’vlarch 25, 2014 I New York, NY I Private Company Outlook: A Fresh Perspective 

~,pril 3-4, 2014 I Houston, TX I Director Professionalism~ 

~.pril 7-8, 20t4 1 Houston, TX I Master Class 

~.pri110, 2014 I San Antonio, TX I Small-Cap Forum 

"~ay 54, 20141 Washington, DC I C-Suite to Board Seat 

’vlay 30, 2014 I Washington, DC I NACD Spring Forum 

June 9-t0, 20t4 I Chicago, ILI Director Professionalism~ 

June 12-13, 2014 I Chicago, I L I Master Class 

July 15, 2014 I Denver, CO I NACD Directorship 2020 

July 17, 2014 I San Francisco, CA I Small-Cap Forum 

&ug. 14-15, 2014 I Dana Point. CA I Director Professionalism@ 

~,ug. 18-19, 2014 I Laguna Beach, CA I Master Class 

Sept. 8-8, 2014 I Beverly Hills, CA i C-Suite to Board Seat 

Sept. 10, 2014 I Beverly Hills. CA I NACD Directorship 2020 

3ct. 12-14, 2014 I National Harbor, MD I NACD Board Leadership Conference $800 savings ends 12/3tf~3 

Dec. 8-9, 2014 ~ Fo~ Lauderdale, FL I Director Professionalism~ 

Dec. 11-12, 2014 I Fo, Lauderdale, EL I Master Class 

3ownload our brand new Education and Professional Sewices cataloq. 

Are all of your boards enrolled in NAGD Full Board Membership? 
Equip and optimize your puM~c, private, and nonprofit boards w~th the tools, resources, peer knowledge 
exchange forums, and network to lead with the highest standard of excellence. The annual investment in NACD 
Full Board Membership is $3,900 for up to six airecto~ through Dec. 31,2013. To enroll or learn more, contact 
Kelly Dodd, membe~Mp development officer at 202480-1891 or kkdodd@NACDonl~ne.or#. 

Have a great weekend and thank you for your commitment to boardroom excellence. 

The NACD Team 

Thi ..... i l ...... t to: Ib ..... @e ma il ...... de 

Membe~sh~[~I ~osr<! Deve~or>me~tI Education I R ....... ces IC ....... t~ .... National A .... iation of Corporate Directo~ 
2001 P .... ylvania Ave. NW, Suite 500 
Washington DO 20006 
pt .... 202-775-0509 I fax 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Weekend Reader, 
pl ..... lick h .... 

T ..... bscribe, pl ..... lickt ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Press+ Customer Caxe <customercare@mypressplus.com> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 3:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The News & Ob~rver: Qualifying Subscription Contirmed 

Dear Adam, 

Thank you for subscribing to The News & Observer through Press+. 

Your qualifying subscription has been confirmed, and we hope that you are enjoying 
your online access. We will review your subscription status periodically and will 
contact you if at any time we cannot confirm your required subscription. 

For assistance with your online access, contact Press+ by using our online contact 
form. 

Sincerely, 

--Press+ Customer Care 

View our Privacy Policy. Learn more about Press+. 

Press+ is a service of RP, Donnelley. Copyright @ 2013 3ournalism Online, LLC, 25 W. 52nd Street, 15th 

Floor, New York, NY 10019. All rights reserved. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southern Season <southemseason@newsletter.southemseason.com> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 12:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~ 

After Christmas Specials BEFORE Christmas 

Chapel Hill Store Operas Early Today, Sunday 
Dec. 22 at 8am. 

~ 
Southern Season 

x 





Orders up to $68.~9: pay standard shipping + pay e×press .~hippi~g 
surcharge, 

Orde.rs $~9--9~.~9: free .~ta~dard shipping.( + pay only express shipping 



surcharge (if d~sired). 

Orde~rs $100+: flee standard shipping + free express shipping (no surcha[ge). 

*Shipping offers are valid on total order after discount is applied, per 

destination. 

Choose express shipping to get it there on time. Order by Monday Dec. 23 at 
10am EST 

(fer o~ders under $100:2 DAY --- add $12,99, 1 DAY --. add $19.99) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 8:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Not Too Late to Give a Memory for the Holidays! 

Still Looking for That P÷d÷ct GiA? 
Make the Holidays Complete with ._C___~[_e_’___~_£__c_~9_t_~_. Seats! 

It’s not too late to give that special someone a present they’ll treasure for years to 
come.., a one-of-a-kind theatre experience you’ll find only at PlayMakers. 

Give the gift of Cafe Society seats and make our production of Noel Coward’s comedy 
classic .P_y~y.~_t.#_._L_ix._e_A an event they’ll never forget. 

For only $20 in addition to the price of a Section A show ticket, your gift includes 
floor seating at tables right next to the action, along with a mocktail devised by Th~ 
.C_r_k~_!?_!~_t~_t_~_n_ served with a delectable edible before the show and delicious premium coffee 

with a sweet treat at intermission, all from ~.!).e....\,~!~.~.’~!~(.~!..~..~!?.!~.’~3e:t~!)..~.e...~.~!~!’~. 

It’s not too late to make your holiday gift one for the memory book! 

Or call the Box Office at 919.962.PLAY (7529) to get your $20 Caf~ 
Society upgrade today - just in time for holiday giving! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edward Wimmer - Road ID <EdwardW@RoadID.com> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 8:12 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

You’re Not Too [,ate. Send m~ eCard. 

To view this email in a browser, click here. 

.~i Stop Guessing¯ Give ’em an eCard. 

Holiday Challenge - Win a $5,000 Trek Shopping Spree 

0 2013 Road ID Inc. All Rights Reserved. 1845 Airport Exchange Bivd - Suite 230 - Erianger, KY 41018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ammate Pizza <michael@ammate-nc.ccsend.com> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 9:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Season’s Greetings from Ama~te Pizza 

Logo 

Forward this email 

This ~maii was sent to Ibroome@em~il.unc,~du bV amante@amantepizza.com 
_U_#__d__a__t__e__!~__r_9_f_[[_e.~g__rj_La_[[__A__d__d_j2_e__s__s. ~nstant i-emoval with ._S__a__f#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [_)j2[_v__a_£~__[_)_o_Jj_c_y__. 

Amante Pizza CARRBORO :: CHAPEL HILL LOCATIONS NC :: 27510 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BLOCKBUSTER <CustomerCare@blockbuster.delivery.net~ 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 9:29 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hurry In! Spend $20, Get a Movie from BLOCKBUSTER! 

BLOCKBUSTER 
(R) 

.SLOCK.SUSiER Closing 8toFes Ssle! In Store Deal! 

i~ Great Deals at BLOCKBUSTER(R)! 

FREE FRIDAYS! SALE EXTENDED THROUGH CHRISTMAS EVE! 

LAST MINUTE GIFTS! :,’~.,; IN STORE ONLY! 

FRI 12/20-TUE 12/24 

:~ Hurry in to BLOCKBUSTER(R) to fill your stockings with GREAT MOVIE DEALS! 

SPEND $20 AT A CLOSING BLOCKBUSTER STORE AND GET A BLUE SLEEVE MOVIE FREE! Fore every $20 
...... spent, you get a free BLUE SLEEVE MOVIE* NO LIMIT!! *Purchase of store assets are excluded from this offer 

~ 
iI IN STORE ONLY SALE! LAST MINUTE GIFTS! 

FIND THE CLOSING STORE LOCATIONS! 



**Spend $20 and get a FREE BLUE SLEEVE MOVIE offer is limited to in store purchases only. 

..... II ..... ixi xi R .... bert .... 

..... Ii .... II ...... I II ..... " ............ yoor " ..... 
-- ~ I .... Ii ..... BLOCKBUSTER -- 

GiftCa rds(R~ 

To continue to receive all of the best of 
BLOCKBUSTER, we’ve put together a 

special DISH offer for BLOCKBUSTER 
customers only. It provides: 

-J .A free iPad-2* 

¯ The ability to watch live and 

recorded movies anywhere 

¯ 12 Free BLOCKBUSTER new 

release movie tickets valued at $80 

¯ Storage for up to 2,000 hours of 

movies and TV shows 

¯ 15,000+ movies to w’atch instantly. 

~:~i THE BESTOF BLOCKBUSTER INSTANTLYAVAILABLE 

...... AT HOME AND ON THE GO. Sign up for DISH and instantly 

get all the hits you love with Blockbuster @Home plus 12 

FREE Pay-Per-View new releases. CALL NOW 888-610- 

4652 MENTION OFFER CODE: MOVIES I GET 12 HOT 

NEW RELEASES AND 3 MONTHS OF BLOCKBUSTER 

@HOME FREE! DISH offers more free movies than ever! 

Sign up today and receive: 12 Free PPV new releases I 

Thousands of OnDemand titles 115 Movie channels 

* For complete offer details and requirements, click here 

this commu:lication, piease £[[9:~!.}Z~[S~ or 9o to ~,t~St’b’.:~!:~:~[~:~!).~[[.~.&£~)~ s:~d ciick or: "i-~ei5 " 

you i-ecei,Te all of our emsils sdd Custome¢Care,~bBLOCKBUS]ER deliver~ to your addiess beck or triisted seF:der 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 11:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"Tenure and Promotion Committee Meetings" to take place JanuaJ0., 13, 2014 4:15 PM? 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

Currently, Janual~’ t3, 2014 4:i5 F>M is among othel’s the best 

date for "Tenure and Promotion Committee Meetings," if ail 

invited persons .."’..ave participated, you can close ~,he poil now 

Ciosing a poll wiil prevent further changes and make it cJear when 

the event wili take piace, F;ius aJi calendar-connected users 

thank you since c~osing a po~ c~eans up their calendars from 

{entat~ve t~me 

~ Of don’t need to ciose the poll it still yeu’~e 

from this poll 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Dupont Circle Hotel <VIP@cm~.Sa£eCRM.com> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 11:53 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Enjoy 15% OffRates in Washingtou, DC 

Book your fall and winter ,dates now and enjoy the ssvingsi 

View in browser 

The Dupont Circle Hotel11500 New Hempshire Avenue NW j VVsshington D.C. 20036 I +! 855-523-6953 

if you wish to no longer receive email communications 

froFn The Dupont Circle Hotel, please i.9.LbJg..i~.[!9.)ty. 

Hotel Internet Marketing by 

~~Lq~ L~]~ ~.~.Y. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <dpwmail@davispolkcom> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 4:53 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema]l unc edu> 

CFTC Announces Cross-Border Substituted Complia~ce Determinations, Provides Limited Phase-In tbr Some Swap Requiremems 

CFTC Announces Cross-Border Substituted 
Compliance Determinations, Provides Limited Phase-In 
for Some Swap Requirements 
Decem be~ 22, 2013 

On Friday, just ahead of the expiration of the CFTC’s exemptive order delaying the applicability of some 

CFTC swap regulations for non-US, swap dealers and foreign branches of U.S. swap dealers, the CFTC 
issued a p,,~ess ,~eh~ase and s~,.~m".,~.,"y t~,~bl~ announcing comparability determinations that will allow non- 

U.S. swap dealers and foreign branches of U.S. swap dealers to comply with local law instead of CFTC 

requirements in cases where substituted compliance is available under the CFTC’s cross-border 

guidance. The CFTC’s actions also extend to nomU.S. MSPs and foreign branches of U.S. MSPs. The 

press release states that the CFTC has made comparability determinations for a "broad range of entity- 

level requiraments" for the six jurisdictions--Australia, Canada, the European Union, Hong Kong, Japan 

and Switzerland--that requested substituted compliance determinations. The press release also states 

that the CFTC has issued comparability determinations for some transaction-level requirements for the EU 

and Japan. 

Contemporaneously with issuing the press release, the CFTC published two no-action letters (b{~.~r~-’. and 

/}{~e) providing temporary relief for non-U.S, swap dealers in certain jurisdictions from compliance with 

swap data reporting rules under Parts 45 and 46 and certain internal business conduct rules under Part 23 

of the CFTC’s regulations. \t¢nile the CFTC deferred the decision to make a comparability determination 

with respect to such swap data reporting requirements, as it continues to review the issue, its reporting no- 

action relief will allow non-U.S, swap dealers that do not have a U.S. ultimate parent to delay reporting 

transactions with non-U.S, persons for several months. 

Where the CFTC did not provide for comparability or timing relief, firms will need to comply with the 

relevant requirements immediately. 

~ie have prepared charts, ~,w~,ib, bl,t~ o~-’., <~,," we/.,.~it< which summarize the comparability determinations 

and the timing relief, based on the press release, summary table and the two no-action letters. The charts 
also reflect information contained in the sL~t,.’!t.,’-,~-}e.,’-~t issued by Commissioner O’Malia. The text of the 

comparability determinations is not yet available, and the CFTC may publish other explanatory information 

in the coming days. We intend to update the charts as additional information, including the text of the 

determinations, becomes available. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies Refer to the firm’s p:i~.,::.y :~iicv located at 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dpw:-y~3ii@d3v 3poik c¢m-: to your 

address book 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Exloedia.com <F, xpedia@ exl~diamail.com > 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 4:55 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Plan "the rest of your trip to Salt Lake City 

i~ Expedia 

Set for Salt Lake City? 

From fiic~tsts and hotels, to ren’.’mi cs.l-s, a(tl-actions anci evenS< Exp ~ut~, ,a.. 

e\;erytb..i~g you r’..eed ~@t.h ioads of deals and choices you 3il be ready to travei 

no time, 

Hotels 
Fb.d the per~ec[ ~>lsce it, stay - o~oe:.~e f~ern 
more ttsar: t 40,000 hoteis wo~idwide. 

Ca rS 

Book your csl- ~o,,,’~’ a.~d ~ay later. ~h_m ~o 

cance~t~o~ fees before p~ck-up. 

Things to Do 
Choose Iro.m mo~e {har~ ?,000 sctiviLes end 
eve<..ts ~ f.~om the hottest sb..ows to tt~e tried~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 5:39 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"Promotion and Tenure Committee Meeting" to take place January 28, 2014 4:15 PM? 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

Currently, Janual~’ 28, 2014 4:15 F>M is the best date for 

"Promotion and Tenure Committee Meeting." If ali invited persons 

ha~e pa;~,icipated, you car’., cioee the poll now 

Ciosing a poll wiil prevent further changes rand make it cJear when 

the event wili take p~sce, Pk~s aJ~ calendar-connected users 

thank you since c~osing a po~ c~eans up their calendars from 

{entat~e t~me 

~ Of don’t need to ciose the poll it still yeu’~e 

from this poll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 9:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 12-23-13 

Dear Lissa, 

Greelmgs from tl~e End-of-YearShip. Hope you are well. 

It happens every a[] o. It [] s Thanksgiving, and then []in just a blink ~it ~ s a few days before 
Christmas. Yikes. 

Then it U s a blur of lhmily gatherings, prodigious consnmption of li~od and drink a~d ~ of 

conrse I~ eyeballs glued m boM gmnes and non-coni~rence basketball. For ns the Christmas - 

into - New Year rash includes several back-a~d-tbrths on 1-287 and 1-95 m visit two 

Grandmas and a Cqandpa, choo-choo trains in m~d oat of Mmahattan and pick-ups and drop- 

otis at Newark Airport. 

But here we are, the last Sunday night before Christmas, and ~ as is oar charter~ we tender you 

this week’s bounF of executive sulnmaries, guest comlnentaries, a Clips Eyewitness Report 
from MSG, slightly modified eFlashes, reprints and .... dnmt rollplease .... the 

painstakingly constructed, astonishingly detailed and edge-of-seat riveting ~Clips State-of-tl~e- 

Service 2013. [] 

Yup, we have renamed it this ),ear to ~State of the Service, [] and not ~State of 

the Site. [; Thatk ;s because the Clips sen,ice is now equally ,split between both the 

Clips website and the Clips eFlashes. 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to all, and may 2014 be healthy, safe, prosperous and 

happy lbr all of us. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

wvwv.twitter.com!@Colle#eAt hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles (below) on the 
website Ifyo~ are ~ot ~ogged in you wil| get a blm~k white screen. 

players? Which o~es? A~I of them? How m~ch? 



About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Arctiives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.collegeattileticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@ co lleqea th leticsctips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed flom 1iris nmililtg list or chmtge the email fbrmat please use 1he links below: 

Chmtge yore subscription 
Ui~snbscfibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southern Season <southemseason@newsletter.southemseason.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 12:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~ 

Shop Our Christmas Specials Eax]y 

Free Shipping On All Orders Over 100 

All Gift Baskets 40% Off 

Peppermint Bark40% Off 

Virginia Peanuts 50% Off 



All Cookbooks 40% Off 

Gingerbread H ..... 80% Off 

Christmas Ornaments 50% Off 

Snow-Covered Trees 50% Off 

iX HolidayCrackers40% Off 

[% Asher’s Chocolate Boxes40% Off 



Southern Sup .... Fruitcake 40% Off 

WalkeCs Shortbread 40% Off 

Funky Chunky Chip-ZeI-Pop 30% Off 

Select Cookies 40% Off 

S .... by’ Powd ..... d Spartina 40% Off 

Give the Gift Of Choice with Southern Season’s Gift Cards 



Or.qers ~ip to $~J~; 99: pa,.; slanda!d shipping + pa,.; ex~pre.~s s!~ippirlg i~;rcharge. 

O~ders $C:.9-99 99: f~ee stan~rd shipping ~- pa’f only express si~ippir~r:l st=rchsrt~e (if ~esire~; 

Orders $ ]0t’..-~: free standard si~ippi~g - free e~prer~r~ shipping (~o surci~arge). 

express shipping te get it there an time Order by ~,/londsy Dec. 23 at 10sin ES] (for orders 

under $100:2 DAY - ~sdd $]:299, 1 DAY- add $ 9 99~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 3:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Buying Overseas Clothing, U.S. Flouts Its Own Advice 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs Arts ~ Media & AdveRising 

Today’s V~deo ~ ObituaFies Ed~oFials ~ Op-~ OnihisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Buyl~g Overseas Clothh~g, UoS, P’lo~ts Its Ou~ 

Advice 
L:7 ban URLdNA 

h~ some countries, supphers to the Amer~cm~ govel’mne~t show a 

pa[tern of unsafe or abusive conditions. 

~ ~ Graphic Where the US Government GeN ib Clothes 

Free to Speak About R~sia, but Now From a 

Safe Distance 

Mikhail B. ~odorkovsky, a former billionaire and a critic of 

President V~adimir %L PntJn’s who was imprisoned fbr a decade, 

said in Berlin [hal he would work to help okher political prisoners. 

, ~ardoned Russian Tycoon Is Free to S~t Planning His Future 

_Aa~fid Steady Deportation, Fear and ~,Vorr3, a 

M~fltiply Among immigrants ....... Fot~ 

Immigrunt leaders see a broud impact on their comm mfides, 

w~th depo~atio~s sfil~ separating bread-winning parents from 

children and unauthorized immigranks from family members here legally. 

Editors’ Picks 



WOR’O 

[~i sl~_t~ 
...... sLn~: s~ow: Refigees in Syria Put 

k~ulga~a has st~ggled to provide even r~v~tnentary shelter to Syrian reflgees. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tourists with GPS are enda~gering fl’agJle Anasazi sites. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

I~IKHAIL B. KHOI2ORKOV~KY, a former billionaire who was released after ~o years i~ a 
R~ssian prison. 

Today’s Video 

~ V~DEO: A VVoodstoek for Robots 

At the Robotics f; ~alle ~ge 2o~3 T~als in }tornestead, Fla., teams 

that builk rescue robots competed fbr a chance ut a 8~ million 

prize ne~ year. 

~ Reiated Article 

Tim New York Times movie eritk:s on "Her," "The Past," and 

**.&nehom~an 2: The Legend Continues." 

~ VIDEO= Mining fi~r Biteoir~s in Ieela~d 

A* a seeure faeilit?: that was once a ?ZATO base, eomputer 

servers run around the dock raining bitedns. The company 

behind the operation relies on cheap enerKv to turn processing 

power into cask 

World 

Americans Evacuated F~oom South 

.&merieans were flown out ofa t)esieged [ hired Nations compound, a day after a 

first attempt was fired 



Anl-igow~rnment Protesters Vow to Block 

Demonstrators in Bangkok vowed to disrupt elections scheduled 

lbr Feb. 2 i~ their campaign b) Nd ThNhmd of i~ m~-~st i~fluential 

poUtieal family. 

NORTHAMPTON JOURNAL 

Pa~ying Until Drm~k and Disorderly h~ Britah~ 

BHtish offiNaIs are considering sobNons as large numbers of 

British yoadls go out on the weekends to get thoroughly, 

h]i~d~ngly and oRen v~olenfly dnmk. 

Focus on Ocean’s Heall-h as Dolphin Deaths Soar 
L:y ~ iZ~.i iT. AL’,M, Ri.2 

The resurge~ce of a marine mammal virus o~ the Eastern 

Seaboard and ’unusual mot~ality evenhs’ in the Gulf region have 

puzzled seiemists. 

Cincinnati Streetcar Plan Pits Desire tbr Growth 

Against Fiscal Restraint 

Ai’ter much contentious debate, cons~’uetion on a 3.6 mile 

streetcar line in Cindnnafi is moving ahead, with finandal 

suppo~ from a foundafiom 

On ~ Pamned ,Jets, Sardines ’lh~m on One _kamther 

AMines are making seats smaller, and increasing the n umber of 

passengers, to raise revenue. 

Rodriqu 
e, 

continu 

out 

Business 

Midsize Cities ir~ Polm~d Develop as Service Hubs 

£or Outsoureh~g Industry 
S,. j.AC! ~.Vvi NO 

Poland has become a hub for an in~ernaLional eo~orate clientele 

that wflues the counter’s wdI-edueated and ofk’n muldlingual 

work tBree. 

, ~ Sl~de Show: From India to Pola;~d 

...... former 

textile 



Strong Pro~t Margh~ at Paramount 

Underlines a Holl~ood 

Brad Grey of Paramount Pictmv~ has chosen to produce fewer 

films, giving up revert ue, but increasing profitability as the 

i~dustW moves into sun4vaJ mode. 

""" GreY, 

left. ’~he 

DEALBOOK 

investment Strategi� Rises From Obsemoity 

Since the finanda] misis, the popularity of a seemqties structun’, the master 

limited partnership, has som~d, and it is outpe~brming the broader s ~oek 

m a~ket. 

Sports 

N.F.L. ROUNDUP 

Arizona Stays in Race and Ends Seal-t|e’s Home Streak 

Carsm~ Palmer overcame four interceptions, throwing a ]ate touehdom~ pass 

tha t hdped the Cardinals stop d~e Seahawks’ 14-game home winning skreak. 

GIANTS 23, LIONS 20 (OT) 
Will Hili 

~,¢c~er a BIU;]e of Blmlders~ the ~iants Get It : : intercep 

Right ~r]le~ It Cou~ts ] ~1~£~ ]ted a 

Both Dams sDn~led with e~’o~ and wasted oppo]~m~tJes 

throughout the game, hue a guNy fourth-dom~ play in overtime set up [he 

winning field goal. 

,rqBox Score 

a~TS 24, SROWNS ~a a~t~ 
,Jets Ride Rya~s Po}~,er of Pel’s~aasion to Vh:tory I quay!orb ] 

Geno 

With Rex Ryan delivering impassioned pleas to the officials and 

Ms pb~yem, the ,JeN scored 17 straight points on [heir way to a solid win over 

the C~eveland Brow~s. 

,~Box Score 

,Roundup:Arizona Staysin Playoff Race[Day’s Bestinthe N.FL. 

Arts 

_After the Deluge, the Resto~o~tion 

Restoration work con timms on Giorgio Vasa*i’s "The Last 

Supper," a work ti’om 1546 that was &mmged in a flood in 1966. 

Enough AnMeD" to Fill Two Books 

Seo~t Stossel and his sister, Sage, each have written a book lkat 

reveals how anxiety disorders have gripped their family. 

Book Thef~ in Italy, %~ith a Hint of Polities 

A former Italian senator who received books that went missing 

li’om the Oirolamini ~bra~7 in Naples is hTing to distance 

h~n~self fl’om one cg the biggest rare-book-thoR seandNs in 

history. 

Marcelio 

Media & Advertising 



THE MEDIA EQUATION.         Nt                                      "    " 

~,~:her~ ~6(} Mmute~ Checks Its Journahst~c 

Skepfie[sn~ at the Door 

Viewers expect and deserve the shQw to bring its A game when it 

takes on a huge issue like the N .S.A., to se~’e as a s~md--in for the ~Mne*qcan 

people and ask the uncomfo~Mfle ques~ons. 

Plan for Trib~me Sph~off Raises Cor~cerns for 

F~,l-ure of Newspaper Operation,s 

The new company being created to p~d)iish The Chicago T~bune 

and other 1.mpem ~lI have to pay rent and a d~vJdend to ks 

former parenL 

...... 
Tribune I 
Publishi 

ADVERTISING 

S~aper Bowl Concerts ~Aqll Spill ~VeZll P~st the 
g of the I 

Meadowl~ds B~ I 
Corporate-sponsored concerts arQu~d the big game i~clnde the 

Foo Fighters and the Roots, courtesy of Bud Mgh~; Red Hot Chili Peppers, 

p~sented by (7:BS Radio; and John I~gend and Band of Horses, put on by 

Ci’dbank. 

Obituaries 

:Lawre~tee O, :Kitchen, a :Former Lockheed Chief, 

Dies at 90 

Mr. Kitebe~ rose through the ranks of the aerospace compaW 

dining a 3o.-year career and led the ec, mpany thr,’)ugh rocky 

tussles ~th governmenks dmqng the ~98os. 

Edgar M o Bro~ffmar~ TVho BtOt a Bigger, MoTe 

E|ega~t Seagram, Dies at 84 

Mr. Bro~ffman helped the liquor company acquire other 

businesses and make a stake in Holl3~vood, and he championed 

the rights c,f 0 ews as president of the World Je~xish Congress. 

BroNma 

John Eisenhower, Mi|itary Historian and Son of 

the President, :Dies at 91 

Mr. Eiscnhowcr, "~e son of Dwight D. Eise~hower~ ~e five-s~r 

general turned president, forged his own career in the ~M’my and 

the~ chronicled the histo~7 of the milita]T in mnnerous books. 

Eisenho I 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A S[[ta[l Step Toward 1M[ore Merey 

President O])ama’s set}tenee eommntafiot}s are welcome, but they are too few. 

EDITORIAL 

Dark Days i~t Egypt 

The conntry’s militaU dictators seem un~dlling to stop [heir crackdQw~ until all 

the opposition is silenced. 

EDITORIAL 

Congress’s Temerity on O~l~ Safety 

The failure to pass meaningfu] gm] safe~" laws ~s pa~f of the tragedy of the 

Newtown school massacre. 



Op-Ed 

~ VIDEO: x~’O1~ ,~I~I~L~ 

This short film celebrates the life and work o[ Ireland’s rues t 

famous eontemporatT poet, Seamus Heaney. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

irmq~a~ity fox" Dmm~ies 

t tere is a citizen’s guide to the great debate, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bits Pa~d Barbarism 

From ~al gold to virtual gold, we’re digging ore’ way bask to Lhe 

17t.h eentuW. 

Fo: mei~ epiqiel-:: 2~: te NYTimes,comiOpinion ~* 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® l iPad(O Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Sto~e >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m.nyt.com ,, 

About This Email 

TNs is an automated emNi Please do net reply directiy to this emsil. 

You received this message because yell signed kip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTs privacy program~ we are committee1 to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Cont~3ct i AdveRise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome .usa.dell.com> 
Monday, December 23, 2013 5:23 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

It’s the final countdown... 

~~~ ,Del _ DeU Home I 1-877-887-3355 I Live Chat 24x7 

Laptops ~         Desktops ~ Aft- Tab{ets ~c 
U[trabooks in-Ones Touch 

Elech-onics {t Alierlware ~ Dell 
S ~f:ware 

Finar!cing Garn{ng Outlet 

ii~iI Psssst. Last chance to give the perfect gift. 





Hurry, get holiday deals before time runs out 

DAYS .~ HOUmS ::’~ MINUTES 







De[Lcom/home I 1-877-887-3355 I Chat 

Update My Fr~fec¢,nces q~Jestions or Cemme~ts i Dell Fdvacy 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Monday, December 23, 2013 6:17 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Target Data Breach Has Become a Card Data Fire Sale: Krebs 

Daily Briefing December 23, 2013 

Today’s Top S~ories 

Target Data Breach Has Become a Card Data Fire Sale: Krebs 

by PENNY CROSMAN 

Thieves who stole card data fer 40 milfion Target shoppei~ are now tr~,ing to sell 

their ill-gotten infermation as fasi as they can on underground websiies, says 

security blogger Brian Krebs. 

READ MORE 7> 

Hits and Misses from M&A Predictions for 2013 
by ROBERT BARBA 

This time last year America~ Ba~ker predicted six types of deals ~hat would 

predominate in 2013. We were right abou~ some things (more mergers ol equals), 

wrong about others (lots of tiny banks would sell), and partly correct in some 

cases. Here’s our self-critique. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

Should Banks Issue New Cards in Wake of Target’s Data Breach? 
by PENNY CROSMAN 

As the industry reels from the massive data breach Target announced Thursday, 

there’s debate around the best way for banks to respond. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

Ocwen Nears $2.1B Mortgage Settlement 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

Ocwen Financial (OCN) is preparing to pay $2.1 billion to settle allegations of 

misconduct in i~s servicing practices, according ~o a report in the Waft Street 

Journal. 
REAL) MORE 7> 

Contain 

Target Breach Sends Chills: Is Any Merchant Safe, Even With EMV? 
by DAVID HEUN 

If Target can’t protect itself from a data breach, how can any retailer hope to do so’? 
RE;-\D MORE ~> 

MORE [ ECEI’qOLL%~¥ >> 

Reg~atior~ & Reform 



Banks Reject Regulatory Clarification of Voicker 
Rule 
by DONNA BORAK 

In ihe space ol just a few hours, regulalo~s issued - and 

banks condemned - guidance meant to cladfy the impact 

of the Vobker rule oll small institutions. 
REJ’,D MORE "~ 

Banks Reject 

Regulator/ 

Clarification of 

Volcker Rule 

MORE REGUU’,TION AND REFORM 

Young Bank Overcomes Tall Odds, Strikes It 
Rich 
by AN DY PETERS 

Team Capital Bank in Bethlehem, Pa. has done 

sometMng few star[ups of the last decade could beast of: 

it suP, dyed the financial crisis and lust .soM fer $122 million. 

R E;-\ D MORE 

Young Bank 
Overcomes Tall 
Odds, Strikes It 
Rich 

MORE M E:RGE:RS.;-\ND 

Contain 

Volcker Rule a Threat to Small Banks, Industry 
Says 
by AN DY PETERS 

The Independent Community Bankees of America and the 

American Association of Bank Directors warned re.gulatols 

that the Volcker Rule will ferce banks to lower capital to 

dangerously low levels. 
READ MORE ,> 

Volcker Rule a 

Threat to Small 

Banks, Industq¢ 

Says 

MORE COMMUNrFY BANKING 

Consumer Finance 

Will FHFA Fee Hike Attract Private Capital to 
Mortgages? 
by KATE BERRY 

A hike in guarantee fees could encourage banks to retain 

loans they mighi have oiherwise sold io Fannie or F[eddie, 

but ebse[vers are skeptical tha~ it will accomplish ils true 

mission of jump-starting the market for private-label 

morigage securitizations. 
READ MORE ~> 

::X:: Will FHFA Fee 

Hike Attract 

Private Capital to 

Mortgages? 

MORE CONSUMER ~:INANCE ~> 



Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
V’THITERAPER 

Banks have long strived to be~ter align and integ~’ate their risk and finance 

functions, 
READ M©RE ;> 

Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 
WEB SEMINAR 

In a recent report, the CFPB detailed how consumers have benefitted from the 2009 

CARD Act, citing reduced penalty fees and greater transparent,,, with cost of credit 

cards, 
RE:/-\D MORE >> 

IHE RESOURCE 

FOLLOW [.iS: [] @AmerBanker [] Fscebook 



NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 6:56 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

December 23, 2013: Activist to Seek Broad Darden... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Activist to Seek Broad Darden Breakup 

RTT News (Dec. 23) is repealing that activist investor Starboard Value LP 
could seek a broad b~akup of Darden Restaurants Inc. days after the 
Floddambased company said it is looking to sell or spin-off its struggling Red 
Lobster chain of eateries. Starboard has taken a 5.6 percent homing h~ 
Darden, which it w~ reportedly d~sc~ose ~n a regulatory fi~ng later today. "The 
~nvestment firm ~s believed to be d the v~ew that Darden’s move on Red 
Lobster is short of what ~s requked to boos1 the company’s sha~es," holes the 
publication. "Darden co~d be faced w~th s ca~ for a more dramatic breakup d 
~he company as we~ as demand for spl~fting oft its real-estate hoM~ngs" ~nto a 
REIT~ 

Reuters (Dec~ 23, Toonkel) adds tha~ S~arboard’s purchase el the s~ake, worth 
approximately $374 million, means it will become the second activist investor 
in as many months to push for a change in strategy at the Orlando company. 
In October, Barington Capital Group LP called on Darden to carve out its Red 
Lobster and Olive Garden chains into a separate business, place its properly 
holdings into a REIT, and slash costs. After the creation of a REIT, Starboard 
wants Darden to combine its Red Lobster, Olive Garden, and LongHorn 
Steakhouse chains into one company "while grouping the res~ of i~s faster- 
growing chains in another," according to ~he wire sewice. 

"R~e Wall Street Journal (Dec. 23, Benoit) notes that the two activists are not 
working together on Da~den at ~his point. However, the newspaper adds, 
"Starboard will seek talks with other shareholders and the company after 
reporiing the stake. Activists often pile into the same stock and push for 
change from several angles." Starboard frequently seeks boaK~ seats and has 
stated that DaK~en needs to improve i~s ope~a~ions to become more eIficient. 
The Journal adds, "Darden has hired Goldman Sachs Group Inc. for advice." 

ShareFTT~ 

Pub Co Sun/ey Headline ] 

Join Yo~r Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020 ’ in 2014 

I~;~ar. 18, 2014 

New York, NY 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

July 15, 2014 

Denver, CO 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. 10, 2014 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Connect with boardroom luminaries, academic leaders and subject matter 

experts at NACD Directorship 2020TM, a highly interacIive, half-day 
symposium. This exciting series of peer exchanges will coincide with NACD 
Directorship 2020, a rnulIi-yea[ initiative lo help directors and boards 
understand, ddine, and prepare for emerging issues, coming challenges, and 
opportunities that will affect the boardroom in the future. 

4:~e~:ember 23, 2013 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 AM Eastern. 

ii~iI KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 ] 

.ACe ~o~,e S~de~ar 

i~il Findan NAODChapter Program 

[ ~ BY- MandA 

ii~iI BY- Private Compa ny Boa rds 

ii~iI BY- Private Company Outlook ] 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Houston, TX (Apr. 7.-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 201,1) 
Lagdna Beach; CA 

(Aug 18-!9, 2014) 
For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 201,1) 

Director Professionalism® 

Hods[on, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA (Aug. 
14-!5, 2014) 

For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec, 8-9, 2014) 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 

2014) 
C-Sui~e to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (May 

5-6,201,1) 
NACD Spring Forum 

Washington, DC (:May 



Participants will begin the day with a networking kmch, followed by 
stimulating panels and peer exchange discussions, then conck~de the day 
with an intimate cocktail reception. Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

Sha rer,TT’r~ 

Audit and Finance 

Hyundai to Bell Financial Businesses to Cut Debt 

"Hyundai Group said Sunday it wi[[ sell ils financial businesses to reduce deb~ 
and fecus on its shipping, logistics, and ebvator-machiner~, businesses," the 
Wall Street Journal (Dec~ 22~ Kwaak) repotts. According to the South Korean 
conglomerate, the restructuring w[[[ generate up to 3.3 trillion won (US$3.1 
bJ~Hon). The units on the sel[#~g Mock include Hyundai Securities Co., 
Hyundai Asset Management Co., and Hyunda[ Sav~ngs Bank~ "The 
conglomerate w[[I also sell its po~ management bus~ness and a range of 
properties," adds the Journal, ’1nck~d[Rg its Banyan Tree hote~ [R Seoul. The 
debt rat~o fer the company’s three remaining ma~n businesses - Hyunda~ 
Merchant Marine Co., Hyunda~ Ebvator Co. and Hyunda~ Logistics Co~ - was 
493 percent [ss of Sept. 30]." Nyunda~ ~s boking to slash that to 200 percent. 

Shar8~ 

App{e Btrikes Deal With China Mobile 

"After years of talks," states MarketWatch (Dec. 22, Fried), "Apple confirmed 
on Sunday that it has at long last reached a deal with China Mobile to 
officially car~/the iPhonei’ China Mobile is set to begin selling the iPhone 5s 
and 5c starling on Jan. 17. Apple CEO Tim Cook expressed his enthusiasm 
for the deal. He states, "China is an extremely important market for Apple, 
and our’ partnership with China Mobile presents us the opportunity to bring 
iPhone to the customers of the world’s largest network." 

Sha re[’-’[T"~ 

A~catel-Lucent to Sell LGS for $200 

Aba~eI-Lucent SA has agreed to "sell i~s LGS Innovations LLC unit ~o an 
investor group led by U.S.-based Madison Dearborn Paltners," repolts the 

Wall Street Journal (Dec. 20, Landauro), "as part of the company’s asset-sa~e 
p~an to finance ~ts turnaround." The network-gear maker will receive as much 
as $200 million cash ~or the un~J through nexJ year. Abatel=Lucent has pu~ 
~nto adion a restructuring plan, dubbed the "Sh~fl," wMch ~s aimed at returning 
the company to profit by se~ing assets, cutting costs, and placing more 
emphas~s on ]~s most p[ofitabb bus]nesses~ "The company expects to raise 1 

Milton euros (US$1.36 billion) in asset subs/’ slales the Journal 

Share~ 

Tiffany Ordered to Pay Swatch $449 Million Over Venture Dispute 

"Swatch Group AG wen an arbitration award of 402 million francs (U85449 
million) h~m Tiffany & Co.," reports Business Week (Dec. 22, ISerri, Hart), 
"more than the New York-based jeweler earned las~ year slier ~he Swiss 
watchmaker claimed a breach of conlract at a ~o~nt venture." Tiffany w~H take a 
charge d $295 mi~on to $305 mi~on ~n th~s year’s fouRh qus~e[ for the 
decision by an arbitration panel in the Netherlands. Two years ago, the 
companbs became embroiled ~n a bga~ dispule after the Swiss company 
charged that T~ffany bbcked devebpment of the buqness. The U.S. jeweler 
~ns~sted that ~t honored ~ts oM~gatbns under the ten~s of the a~iance the two 
companies had star~ed heady four years earlier. In 2007, lhe puMbal~on 
notes, "they agreed to develop and sell watches under the Tiffany brand and 
share the profits. Swatch said in 2011 that the venture would sh~t down within 
~wo years." 

Share~ 

I~¢~exi¢o Opens up Petroleu~n Business to Private and Fo[ekJn 
Companies 

"Mexico enacted constitutional changes on Friday," confirms USA Today 
(Dec. 20, A.gren), "openin.g up its state-run petrobum sector to private and 
foreign companies." h~ doing so, the count~ also ove~umed the bng-held 
"national myths" surrounding public oil ownership, wMch has come to 
symbolize sovere~gRty ~er many MexbaRs. Supporters argued ~hat the status 
quo was unacceptabb, pa~culaHy as 1he wodd’s seventh biggesl pelrobum 
producer and the United States’ third ~a[gest supplier r~sked su[fe[ing from 
declining output and depleted rese~’es. 

Share~ 

££mpen~gtien ................................................................................................................................ 

Why Wall Street Bonuses Are Changing This Year 

30, 2014) 
Small-Cap Forum San 

Francisco, CA (July !7, 

2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 
San Francisco, CA 

(Juiy 17~ 2014) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

NACD Directorship 

2020 New Yo~k, NY 
(March l& 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Denver, CO (July 

15. 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Beveriy Hills, CA 

(Sept !0, 20!4) 

Webinars 

Quarterly Audit 

Commit~e Update (1/9} 

The US. Demographic 

Tsunami: What 

Directors Need to 

Know (1/16) 
Board Pay Preview: 

NACD 2013/14 Direc’~or 

Compensation RepoR 

(!/23) 
Conscious Capibalism in 

the Boardroorn (1/29} 

Abo~t NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 

board leadership ----for 
directors, by directors. We 
deliver the wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 

confiden~iy navigate complex 

business challenges and 
enhance shareowner value 

We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in the national 
dialog on boa~d leadership 

issues. Learn more 



"~.~ile Wall Street bonuses are on the iise fer the second straight year," 
notes the Daily Finance (Dec. 22, Terzo), "they still psle in comparison to the 
more lucrative pl~orecession times of 2007." dohnson Associates, a 
compensation consulting firm, reports Jha[ bonuses on Wall Street al~ 
reflecting the pedormances of firms~ Managing d~rector Alan Johnson sl~les, 
"The pe~ormsnces have not come back, so bonuses cJearJy shouidn’t come 
beck~ They 8re in reasonaMe alignment/’ He and oJhers have spotted a trend 
on ~<~]1Streel as of Jate that ~nvoJves payout of bonuses not only ~n egu~ly 
and cash, but also with debt -- includh~g me,gage-backed securities and 
high-yield bonds. This trend has aJready gripped Credit Su~sse and UBS and 
may become more pervasive among many Wa~l S[~e~ firms. Johnson 
oonohJdes that bonds as pad of the bonus structure touches on severa~ key 
themes. "For one, it’s ~n alignment with d~scou[ag~ng excessive dsk takh~g," 
he states. "~t also provides some diversificatbn for paA~c~pants and it 
conserves the equ~ty~" 

Share~ 

¢0[Pe[~t~ S£ci~! ReS#£~SibJ!Jt~’ ................................................................................... 

Target Offers 10 Percent Off as Credit Fraud Apology 

Stung by a major credit-card security breach, Target offered a 10 percent 
discoun~ this past Sah~rday and Sunday in its U.S. stores, reports USA 
Today (Dec. 21, Vvbedyard}. Additionally, the retail giant is preparing to offer 
flee credit monitoring to customers who could be at risk from the breach~ "The 
~ctions come after the Minneapol~s-b~sed mass-market reta~g g~ant 
d~sclosed Thursday tha~ about 40 million c~d~ and deb~ card accounts were 
stolen starling with the Thanksgiving weekend," adds the ne~paper. 
"Patrons who swiped credit cards at Target steres from Nov. 27 to Dec. 15 
could be at dsk." Separately, JPMorgaR Chase ~s putting ~imits o~ abou~ 2 
mi~on deM~ cards used a~ Targe~ during the pedod in which the fraud was 
perpetrated~ 

Share~ 

Cracker Barre~ F~ipflops on Nixing ’Duck Dynasty’ Items From She~ves 

"Less than 48 hours after Cracker Barrel announced plans to pull ’Duck 
Dynasty’ items off its shelves in the wake of cast member Phil Robeilson’s 
anti!:.:.:jay comments, the Southern count~ store ~nd restaurant chain has 

reversed i~s decJsbn," ABC News (Dec. 22, Fields) has ~earned. The l~vemal 
was posted Sunday morning 1o Facebook after a flum~ of negative responses 
from custome~ and suppoders of the "~nasty" patriarch. Company 
management wrote: "When we made the decision [Friday] [o remove and 
eva~uate certain Duck Dynasty ~ems, we offended many o~ our 
customers~ Our ~ntent was 1o avoid offending, but that’s just what we’ve 
You fiat out told us we were wrong. We ~stened." The restaurant chain had 
been the first major retailer to announce ~ts stance on the scanda~ since 
Robedson’s remarks were made puMic. The company has p~edged 
reinstate a~l "Duck Dynasty" products back into ~ts stores. 

Sha[e~ 

Paui WaikeCs Foundatior~ Gets $10,000 Donation From JCPenney 

E! News (Dec. 21, Finn) has learned that JCPenney is donating $10,000 to 
Paul Walker’s Reach Out Worldwide, the nonprofit foundation that the recently 
deceased actor launched ~o help mobilize aid worker’s when natural disasters 
strike. The donation was announced by ~alk show hos~ Ellen DeGeneres, a 
spokeswoman for the depa~ment-store chain. DeGeneres stated~ "He was a 
humanitarian who sta~ed Ms own charity after the ea~hq~ake ~n Haiti." 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Susar~ Story ~s Named CEO of ~ajor Utility American Water Works Co. 

Engineering News-Record (Dec. 23, Rubin, lifts) is reporting tha~ "American 
Water Werks Co. Inc., the largest publicly traded U.S. water and wastewater 
utility, has elevated senior vice president and [CFO] Susan N. Story to CEO." 
Effective May 9, she will succeed ~he retiring Jeffrey Sterba. Prior to joining 
the firm, Story seP.,ed as executive ,,’ice president of Southern Co. and was 
president and CEO of Southern Co. Selvices, which provides services to that 
power utility’s subsidiaries. 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Third4~uarter U.S. Growth at 4,t Percent Rate in New Estimate 

~e New York Times (Dec. 20, Shannon) cites newly released Commerce 
Department data in reporting that "the United States economy grew at an 
astonishing 4.1 percent annual rate." This marks the federal government’s 
third and final revision of gross domestic product for the July4hrough- 



September period, Commerce officials note that the rate was the fastest in 
nearly two yea~. "Business spending was stronge[ [harp it originally thoug~ff," 
the Times adds, "leading to the [evision ~p from 3.6 percent." 

SharerCTT~ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC 97, Davidson 87 I 
12,21.13 

Tar Heels defeat Wildcats 

UNC’s JP. 

Tokoto (13) 

glides above 

the Davidson 

defense to 

tap in a 

Paige, UNC find stride in 

overtime, survive scare 

against Davidson 

Marcus Paige, the Tar Heels’ 

sophomore guard, scored 11 of 

his 17 paints in overtime to lead 

UNC to a 97-85 victory against 

Davidson. 

UNC’s 

Marcus Paige 

reacts after 

sinkine a 

P.J. Hairston, his UNC p~aying 

~ays over, ~e~nains on Ta~’ 

Heels’ bench 

P.J. Hairston, the junior guard, 

won’t play again for UNC, which 

decided against seeking 

reinstatement from the NCAA. But 

he has remained a presence. 

UNC’s P.J. 

Hairston talks 

with 

teammate 

Leslie 

McDonald 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage youremail newsletter subscriptions, please log into[h~~)unte ~e-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. £:2[~#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BU Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucenter@bu.edtc, 

Monday, December 23, 2013 7:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Happy Holidays from BU Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

[ 



/l/his emaii was sent to Ibroome@emaiLur~c.edu by .b__L_Lc__e_~_!_t__e_E~_b__u_~__e__d__u_ :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant remeva[with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

BU Center for Finance, Law & Policy i 53 Bay State Road Boston :: MA i 02215 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BU Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucenter@bu.edtc, 

Monday, December 23, 2013 7:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Happy Holidays from BU Center for Finance, Law & Policy 



This email was sent to lissa_broome@unc,edu by _b__u__c_~__n_t__e__F__@b__L_L:_e__d___u. :: 
Update PFoFJle/F_maJl Address Instant Femovalwith SafeUnsubscFibeTM Privacy Policy. 

BU Center for Finance, Law & Policy i 53 Bay State Road Boston :: MA i 02215 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: How can the UNC wstem get more brag for its brick? 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 23, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

How can the UNC ~ystem N~t more banq for its buck? 
The University of Noah Carolina system has found ways to save more than $100 

miiiion since 2006 by buying in bulk and cutting energy use, but a report to the state 

legislature says mere can and must.. 

Discuss 

Southwest, Delta say no to in41iqht phone calls 
Regardless of what the federal government does, Southwest Airlines and Delta Air 

Lines passengers won’t be making any in-flight phone calls 

AAA Carolinas predicts record number of N.Co holiday 
travelers 
A record number of biorth Carolinians will travel 50 miles or more during this 

holiday season, according to AAA Carolinas 

.................. 

Investors: Here’s what you’ll see in 2014 
What sheuld invesiors expec~ from 2014? 

’:..: 

Red Hat CEO: In 2014. every~d you see may just be for yo~ 

Duke Energy CEO Lynn Good makes ’10 Most InfluentiaV list 

in energy 

Wilmington startup uses science to help choose wines 

Chubby’s Tacos wants your help tindin.q a new name 

Obama sees clear road ahead, press corps rubberneckin~ 
2013 wrecks 

Co._rp.oratejet sa es rebound from recess on 

i~-f~rmation 

Get a cab; no Tipsy Towfor North Carolina 

Year in Review: TBJ awards events of 2013 (SMDESHOW} 



Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumsls c(istomes seP,,ice, bisioumsls I~:0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~:. 

2018 American City Business Journals, iac and its licensor’s All dgi]ts i~eselsled H-~e material on this sits may aot be 

~eproduced, distdbLited tr.snsPai~ed cached o[ otheP,~,,,ise used except ,,~’i~il the prio~ wheaten pem~,issior[ of bizioslmals 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Digital Banking Summit <conferences@sourcemedianmil.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 8:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Help us build our agenda 

Digital Banking Summit 

i~i Submit your proposal for Digital Banking Summit ~ 

The long-.running Mobile Banking & Commerce Summit is now Tt~e Digital Banking 
Summit. 

Tell us how you’re including mobile into an omnichannel digi~.af strategy, and about 
other’ emerBing ~.r’ends in financial services. 

Submit your proposal 

January 27, 2014 

..... Media Professional Events ] ABOUT 

0004                                                                                        Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 8:35 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - How to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$285°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt wit[ be your re.~strat~o~ confh~mat~o~ 

Friday March 7th, 2014 
This workshop serfs out quickty 

Location: 

Conference Center 

S~a~e Bar of Geor#a 
104 Marietta St., NW, Suite 100 

3rd Root, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For direct~on~ 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns a~ 8:30 

Workshop start5 promptly a~ 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours will be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

Attend tMs workshop and receive your free gift- the entire 

program on demand for 1 ful.[ year~ 

Can’t attend? No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Discount Group Ra 

Contact Susan at: susan@si~entmessa£es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimoniak 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 



Silent Messsges corn i 808 Langston Oourt i ~’~,~,~nue~ Florida 3280,1 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <~no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Monday, December 23, 2013 8:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Lissa, are you having trouble logging in? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DPAC <customerservice@dpacnc.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 9:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Hapw Holidays From DPAC 

Lissa, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 9:21 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIMK RPC~RTS: 

t[IL[ ,SBOROI IGI{ ARKA: 

****Break i~ to locked residence reported 12/20/I3, 5600 Po~derosa Dr near D~rham 

Ccommunications advised me that a neighbor had called to report the door to the residence on ponderosa had been open for two days.it was obvious that the door had been 
forced open., it looked as if the door had been kicked open, the homeowner reported that she had a nineteen inch flat screen television stolen and a mku box (which was 

attached to the TV). She stated that she didn’t notice any other items missing and stated that she was in the process of cleaning so it was hard to tell if anything other than 
the TV was missing. Value $2~0.00 
.... Larceny from residence reported 12/22/13,4911 Hwt7 86 N. 
The victim stated that he had six Iireatms stolen from his residence. The victim told me that he had last seen the firearms on 12/11/2013 and that he noticed they were 
missing today. Taken from the residence were five shotguns and a riIle. Suspect named. Vak~e $I,700.00 
.... Break in to locked residence repofled 12/22/13, 10:06 pro, 744 Rex Dr 
The victim advised that he had already been through the residence and had only located a tv missing and a piece of yard equipment, he stated that he last knew his residence 
to be secure around 2:30 hrs today on 12-22-13. he advised that when he returned home at 10:00 pm he found his front door standing open to his residence. Suspect Named. 
Value $760.00 
CEDAR GROVE AREA: 
.... Break in to locked business reported 12/20/13, 3:44 pm, 5515 Hwy 86 
The front window by the cash register busted out and several items that were inside the store, next to the window had been stolen. Upon arrival i spoke with the owner and 
had him list the item stolen, he says that nothing was taken from the cash register because it was too far from the window, but a box of black and mild’s, a box of white owls, 
and a display with 15 lighters was taken. No value given 
ROUGEMONT AREA: 
.... Larceny ffon construction site reported 12i21/13, 1:07 am, 8927 Miles Branch Rd 
The victim advised that sometime during the night someone stole several items from his construction site. The victim stated that a 250 foot long drop chord was stolen from 
the sight and a Japanese maple sapling he planted was taken out of the ground along with 12 Holly Heley bushes. Value $142.00 

NOTE: THE OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED TOMORROW 12/24 THRU THURSDAY 12/26. WE WILL REOPEN ON FRIDAY THE 27rH~ AS ALWAYS IF YOU NEED 
EMERGENCY CERVlCE CALL 9-11 ; 
EVERYONE HERE WISHES ALL OF OUR CITIZENS THE BEST CHRISTMAS POSSIBLE. MAY YOUR TIME SPENT WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS BE FILLED WITH JOY 
AND HAPPINESS? 
IF YOU TRAVEL OVER THE HOLIDAY, GIVE YOURSELF PLENTY OF TIME TO REACH YOUR DESTINATION SAFELY AND RETURN HOME SAFELY. 

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYONE FROM THE ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE 
PLEASE BE EXTRA OBSERVANT DURING THS TIME OF THE YEAR. THIS IS AVERY BUSY TIME FOR EVERYONE, THE 
CROOKS ARE COUNTING ON US BEING TO BUSY TO PAY ATTENTION 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 8t 1. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919=732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Exloedia Fare Sale <usmail@expediamail.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 9:26 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Winter flight deals 

Expedia 

[] Expedia Deal Finder 

~./’~’s.~t to get awsy b~t I~et ,sLIle 

wodd 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 9:43 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

From our Equality t~mily to yours. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 9:46 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

From our Equality t~mily to yours. 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: T ......... "eceipt of ......... il, pl ..... dd sarahc@gab ....... gto 3 ..... ddress book. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 12:44 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: HealthCare.gov Moves Ei~rollment Deadline Back a Day 

HealthCareog~v Moves Enrollment Deadline Back a Day 

In an unannounced last-minute move, federal officials delayed the deadline to sign up for 

Jan. 1 coverage through the end of Christmas Eve, people familiar with the matter said. 

The deadline was originally set for midnight on Dec. 23, but contractors managing the site 

changed configurations to allow users to sign up for the first wave of health-law coverage 

through Dec. 24, people familiar with the matter said. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar <leap- syllabus@mnericaa~bar,org> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 12:54 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Syllabus Winter 2013-2014, t~om the ABA Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar 

i"~’i header 

ApprenticeRamp Engages Law Schools and Clients 
By Paul Lippe 

FEATURED ARTICLES 

The ABA Standards and the Standards Review Process 
By Barry Currier, Managing Director of Accreditation and Legal Education 
Comments Invited for Proposed Standards Changes 
Opportunities for Law Students 

NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Call for 2014 Council Nominations 

Nominations Sought for 2014 Kutak Award 

Comments Solicited for Spring Site Visits 

ABA Leadership at Council Meeting 

Click here for Winter 2013-2014 PDF version 

~yllabus is a p/~blication fioln the Section of Legal Education & Admissions to file Bar. 

If you are already a men, her and want to sign up for Syllabus, c]i ck her~. If you wo~fld like infoianafion on joining the ABA, click here. Yore e-mail Mdress 

will only be used within the ABA mid its entities. We do not sell or rent e-mail addresses to mlyone ontside the ABA. 

American Bar Association I 321 N. Clmk I Chicago, IL 60654-7598 I 1-800-285-2221 

&~ 2013 American Bar Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Support Center <~events@thesupportcenter- nc.org> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 1:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Hapw Holidays ti-om The Support Center 

rsc News 

December’ 2013 





T}3e: 
SUPPORT= 
CENTER 

This message was sent from The Support Center to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. It was sent from: Vicki Lee 

Parker, 3120 Highwoods Bird, Suite 350, Raleigh, NC 27604. You can modify!update your subscription via the 

link below. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Support Center <events@thesupportcenter- nc.org> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 1:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&m 

TSC ttoliday Office Hours 

The 
7~.:: ... ~) - 

.. 

S U.[ .I. ()RT 
<:ENTER 

This message was sent from The Support Center to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. It was sent from: Vicki Lee 

Parker, 3120 Highwoods Bird., Suite 350, Raleigh, NC 27604. You can modify!update your subscription via 

the link below. 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Monday, December 23, 2013 2:0:[ PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: The Importance of a Causation "Defense" In Post-Credit Crisis Investment Litigation 

December 23, 20~.3 

This memo explores the chances of defeating litigation 
brought by investors who claim injury due to a financial 
institution’s or investment manager’s conduct during the 
credit crisis that started in 2007. As these cases proceed 
toward resolution, defendants increasingly have defeated 
these claims by arguing that plaintiffs could not prove that 
the defendant’s conduct - as opposed to market or economic 
events at the time - caused the investment losses. However, 
hurdles remain for defendants seeking to prevail on this 
ground, and the article provides practical advice for financial 
institutions and their counsel in how to maximize the chances 
of succeeding on this basis. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

ME-mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
LLP 

@2013 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification ~;frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 2:11 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Federal Reser~e Board seeks comment on propo~d amendments to Regulation A regarding emergency lending authority 

Federal Reserve Board seeks comment on proposed amendments to Regulation A re~ardin~ emergency lendin~ authority 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~press/bcreg/20131223a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Pa~e. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have qaestions or problems or need assistance please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.co~m. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at htto://~vw.federalreserve, og~. Follow as on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, December 23, 2013 2:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 23 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 23, 2013, 2:04 P.M. ET 

The American Bankers Association Dec. 23 said it will file suit to challenge limits on holdings of 
trust-preferred securities under the Volcker Rule, saying banks that invest in pooled trust- 
preferred securities Oare facing unexpected and precipitous write-downs on these 

investments that are not justified by any safety and soundness concern.O 

In a letter to federal bank regulators, ABA President and Chief Executive Frank Keating said his 

group will seek emergency relief in court if the rule is not suspended. 

OIn light of the short time frame banking entities have to evaluate the status of their 
investments, make decisions regarding valuations and reach agreement with their 
accountants, we request, in the interest of fairness, that you issue a stay of these 
provisions, and that you keep this stay in effect until these issues are resolved, either 

through further dialogue or, if necessary, by the courts,O he said. 

The Volcker Rule is part of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. 
Restrictions on fund ownership and investment restrict bank holdings of trust-preferred 

securities. 

The ABA letter is at http:i/op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-genq5k. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Trb~gle investors pick staJlups to watch in 2014 (SLIDESHOW) 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Two new ACOs aim to lower healtis care costs in Trian£!£S 



Fo,."me,." pro bdt%ls Socce,." Sho~,s fianchise to the T,.’iangte 

Socltb..west~.,~,: no to imfligh~ ohor’..e calls 

e football bowl qarrtes matters 

rrianale B.’,.tsiness .loumal’s 20£3 Year in Review 

lock indicates content available to paid subscfi~rs. 

Upsta#: Editor’s Choice 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <~charles recorr@ml.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 3:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Chapter Board Nomination Extended To Jan 15th 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

directors by the end of January 2014. The package will include a 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 3:57 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review McCro~ hails Staafly plm~t expression, 25 new jobs 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

I~cCrory halls Sta~ly plant ex#ansion, 25 new 

jobs 

Gov. Pat McCrory and Commerce Secretary Sharon 

Decker announced Monday that a Stanly County 

manufacturer will expand its plant over the next three 

years, creating 25 new jobs and investing $3.8 

million. 

Charlotte area foreclosure rate fa~s in 

October 

Foreclosure rates in the Charlotte area fell in October 

from the same month last year, according to recently 

released data by CoreLogic 

Piedmont Natural Gas reported a 12 percent 

increase Monday in net income for 2013 over the 

previous year. 

Stocks Hse to s~Lart o[f a slow 

holiday week 

Stocks moved higher Monday at 

the beginning of what is 

traditionally a slow week as 

investors start to close the books 

on 2013 Apple helped lift 

technology.. 

Crude oi~ holds above $~9 a ba~el amid US 

hopes 

The price of oil was holding above $99 a barrel 

Monday on optimism that stronger than anticipated 

U.S economic growth would help boost demand. 

US consumer spending ~ose 

0,5 percent in November 

Americans increased their 

spending in November by the 

most in five months, and their 

income edged up modestly. 

iobless~ess 

The state’s falling unemployment rate would appear 

to be good news, but University of Connecticut 

economists said in a report released Monday that it’s 

due not to job creation, but because workers are 

quitting the labor force 

Apple reaches deal to bring 

iP~o~e to China Mobile 

Apple and China Mobile 

announced a long-anticipated 

agreement Monday to bring the 

iPhone to the world’s biggest 

phone company. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this news]etter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification ~frboard- webannouncements@ federalre~rve.gov> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 4:09 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of notice by Investors Bancorp, MHC, and Investors Bancorp, Inc. 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of notice by Investors Bancorp, MHC, and Investors Bancorp, Inc_. 

http://’wwwl]ederalreserve.govinewsevent~pres~;orders, 20131223a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret}rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assiskance please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Educational Foundation <sue ramsclub.com@mai142.wdc01 .mcdlv.net~ 

Monday, December 23, 2013 4:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Cornerstone Endowment a~d Planned Giving News from The Educationa] Foundation 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erin Esse~maacher <Education~NACDonline.org> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 4:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NACD 2014 Director Education Event Line Up 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
This holiday season we reflect on all that we arethankful for, including you-ouractive members 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii dedicated to exemplary board leadership. Aswewrap up 2013 and look forward to a NewYear, we 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii remain as focused as ever on enhancing integrity, accountability, and courage in and out of the 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii boardroom and on restoring public trust in corporate America. Our" 2014 events will allow you to do 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii     eventssold outthisyear!)whenyou registerforanyoneofNACD’scorecourses-designedto 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Mar. 18 New York, NY .~j..A....G...~.....D..~.Le.~.~Lq.r.~.!.~.~£>...2...0..2...0...~. : ....................................................................................................................... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3qv) :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

........................................................... 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    If you have any questions or" need help registering please contact NACD’s registrar directly at 202- 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    We Iookforwardtoyourparticipation andthankyouforyoureommitmenttoadvancingexemNary 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Dempsey <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 5:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sanford Hunt Frye 2014 

Purchase vour tickets todav! 

Purchase VOUr tickets todav! 

You may also reserve your room at the Hilton Charlotte Center City by clickin.q here 

Contributions are not tax deductible for federal income tax purposes. 
Thank you for your contribution to the North Carolina Democratic Party Federally permissible contributions to the North Carolina Democratic Party will be used in connection with federal elections and are 

subject to the limitations and prohibitions of the Federal Election Campaign Act. Federal and state laws require us to use our best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation, and name 

of employer of individuals whose contributions aggregate in excess of $50 per year to the Party’s Non-Federal accounts and/or $200 per year to the Party’s Federal account. All contributions to the Party are 

used to meet the Party’s general operating expenses and to assist in its mission to elect Democrats at all levels of government, and are expended solely at the discretion of the NCDP. The North Carolina 
Democratic Party greatly appreciates the commitment of parbj leaders, elected officials, and others to assist in raising the funds necessary to build a strong and financially sound organization. No contribution, 

regardless of who solicited the contribution, may or will be earmarked or designated for the use of any candidate or candidate committee. 

If you have any questions about how your contribution will be used, please contact the NCDP Executive Director at 919-821-2777. 

[Paid for by North Carolina Democratic Party. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate committee.j 

PO’,,W.:~E~b ~ NGP VAN, INC. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 5:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board mmo~mces approval of proposal by Alamogordo Fina~cial Corporation 

Federal Reserve Board announces approval of proposal by Alamo~ordo Financial Corporation 

http:/iwww.fedemlreserve.gov inewsevent~pres~/orders/20131223b.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jmorrison@ivvforum.org on behalf of 

IWF Leadership Foundation <~jmomson@iwforum.org> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 6:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&i> 

IWF Members Making A Diffeience in 2013 - Join Us In 2014! 

Through the Leadership Foundation’s End of Year 
Campaign, we aim to raise $I00,000 by February J., 
20:14. All donations to this fundraising campaign will go 
toward the operational costs of the Fellows Program, 
ensuring the Leadership Foundation is able to pave the 
path forward for the next generation of women leaders 
rising. 

Since the Foundation launched the 20:t3 End of Year 
Campaign, we have raised $44,775. Your support means 
so much to us. Thank you for helping us to meet our 
goal. 

l, You marked a n~i~esto~e ir~ t~e ~isto~3f of t|~e Leaders~ip Foondatio~ 

This year, the IWF Leadership Foundation celebrated 20 extraordinary years of 
impact. The Leadership Foundation Fellows Program was the very first and only 
initiative funded by the U.S. Labor Department as a direct result of the Glass 
Ceiling Commission (1991-~995). Over the ~ast 20 years, the IWF Leadership 
Foundation has directly impacted the career trajectory and development of 
389 women leaders and indirectly, countless others. 

This year, the Leadership Foundation was awarded the renewal of a Carnegie 
Corporation of New York Grant to provide scholarships for nine women from 
African universities over the span of three years, in the sum of $247,520. 
Since the initial awarding of the grant in 200~, the Carnegie Grant has 
supported 23 Fellows from academic institutions in Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania 
and Uganda. The Leadership Foundation is proud to announce the three 
Carnegie-supported Fellows for the 2013-20~4 year: 

Professor & Dean of the Faculty of Clinical Sciences 

Manager of Academic Affairs 

Associate Professor £ Department Chair of the Department of English 

This year the Leadership Foundation expanded its reach, increasing its 
international impact from 33 countries to 36. The 2013-2014 Fellows Class 
represents 13 nations, including our first participants hailing from Chile, Japan 

and Romania. 



In March, the Leadership Foundation launched the inaugural Executives 
Leadership Symposium (ExSL) pilot program in South Africa. Modeled after the 
flagship Fellows Program, ExSL is a condensed development training designed 
to enhance the leadership capacity of rising women leaders. Taking the power 
and skill sets of the global training arm of the IWF Leadership Foundation, ExSL 
offers two days of inspiration, learning, discussion and discovery with leading 
women in the host forum’s region and from IWF’s network of global leadership. 
Following the success of the program in South Africa, the Leadership 
Foundation looks forward to facilitating ExSL programs at forums in the future. 

In reflecting upon these accomplishments, it is very important for us to thank 
the donors who contributed to our success through the 2012 End of Year 
Campaign. It’s truly been a tremendous year for the Leadership Foundation and 
without the support of these individuals, corporations, and foundations, we 
would not have experienced the same success. 

Please click here to view a complete list of supporters from 2012. 
Thank you for your enduring support. Please join these advocates of women’s 
leadership by taking part in the 2013 End of Year Campaiqn! 

Forward this email 

] 

This en~aii was ~nt to Ibroome@email.unc,ed~i by irnorriaon@iw~:oru m.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address Ii~star~t removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, December 23, 2013 8:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Dec. 26 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

December 26, 2013 ,~ Number 247 

Regulatory Reform 

Cites ~ re#act o~ Trust~ Preferred Securities 

The American Bankers Association said it may file a lawsuit to 
challenge limits on holdings of debt interests in trust-preferred 
securities under the Volcker rule, saying banks are facing 
"unexpected and precipitous write-downs on... 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit Dec. 23 dealt ¢#~ti~i~g Ea~i~ & 
a setback to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation on one ~rai~!~gi 

question in its suit against directors and officers of a failed bank 
while asking the Georgia Supreme Court whether...~ 

Credit Po/icy 

The Federal Reserve is proposing a rule that would limit its 
powers by ensuring any emergency lending program isn’t used to 
bail out a failing financial company .... 

Mortgages 

The mortgage industry is welcoming plans by Rep. Nel Watt (D- 
N.C.), the incoming director of the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA), to delay implementation of guarantee fee 
increases and a new pricing structure for Fannie Mac and 
Freddie... 

Regulatory Policy 
Ager~cies gxte~d Comm÷~t Period 

The Securities and Exchange Commission and five other federal 
agencies extended until Feb. 7 the date by which commenters 
may respond to their proposed policy statement to establish joint 
standards for assessing the diversity policies and.., 

Foreign Accounts 

Swiss Ba~ks U~de~" Pressure as Deadline 

The pressure on Swiss banks to turn over information on their 
U.S. clients to the Department of Justice is increasing as a Dec. 
3:[ deadline nears for a program that lets the banks pay penalties 
and avoid prosecution, with many expected to participate,... 

Securities 

A group of Republican senators Dec. 20 asked federal regulators 
to rework an August risk-retention proposal affecting 
collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) .... 

Derivatives 
Cot~t~odit~ T~’adi~g Advisers 



The Commodity Futures Trading Commission staff provided time- 
limited no-action relief to commodity trading advisers that are 
members of swap execution facilities .... 

Derivatives 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission staff Dec, 23 offered 
commodity trading advisers guidance regarding requirements 
imposed by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act .... 

Derivatives 

The U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission Dec. 20 
granted a limited purpose swap dealer designation to State 
Street Bank and Trust Co. with respect to its activities in certain 
foreign exchange products .... 

Regulatory Reform 

A group of Republican senators Dec. 20 asked federal regulators 
to rework an August risk-retention proposal affecting 
collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, December 23, 2013 8:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 26 -- BNA, Inc. International Business & Fina~ce Daily 

International Business & Finance Daily 

December 26, 2013 ~. Number 247 

R ussia 

The Russian authorities amended the country’s bankruptcy 
legislation and set forth provisions of insolvency of special 
purpose vehicles (SPV) .... 

Economic Outlook 
L~garde :~Vs ~MF Will Raise 

LL$o Growth ~o~’e<:ast fo~" 20~4 

The International Nonetary Fund is raising its U.S. growth 
forecast for next year, the managing director said .... 

Securities 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission staff issued a no- 
action letter providing conditional time-limited relief for Australia- 
based trading platform Yieldbroker Pry Ltd .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregg Gordon <Admin@SSRN.com> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 1:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SSRN’s 2013 Year-End President’s Letter 

The SSRN Community continued its growth over the past six months. Downloads averaged close to 1,000,000 per month growing the full-text downloads since inception to 72 million. 

We will reach 75 million early in 2014 and we can envisage 100 million in late 2015. This milestone is one we had previously not contemplated yet appreciate greatly. We have a lot of 

work to do before we get there and are incredibly proud of the role we play in helping create innovative research by facilitating the worldwide, free and early distribution of scholarly 

research papers. 

The SSRN eLibrary currently has 522,000 paper abstracts from 242,000 authors and received 67,000 new submissions during the year. We have extracted 8.8 million references and 

8.9 million footnotes, and matched 5.9 million citations from our 427,000 full text papers. 

Our mid-year distribution break is scheduled for Monday, 23 December 2013 through Sunday, 5 January 2014. During the break, SSRN’s abstracting e Journals will not be distributed so 

that we can expand the capacity and improve the performance of our site. We will continue to provide support for downloads, submissions, and subscriptions but there will be periods of 

time during the break when the site is unavailable. 

For any requests during the break, please contact customer support at Support(~,,SSRN.com or call toll free 877-SSRNHelp (877-777-6435). Outside of the United States, call + 1 585 

442 8170. We are available Monday through Friday between 8:30AM and 6:00PM, United States Eastern. 

I am always interested in your feedback about SSRN and our team loves to hear stories about how SSRN has impacted your life. Please contact me at Greqq Gordom’~SSRN.com or 

use our "Feedback to SSRN" link on most SSRN web pages. 

Thank you for your continued support! 

Gregg Gordon 

President 

Social Science Research Network 

search I browse I ~1 facebook I twitter I linkedin 

This is a SSRtV general announcement All subscribers to SSRN automatically receive these announcements and cannot be unsubscribed without removing all other subscriptions. 

Please contact Admin@ssrn com to unsubscribe from aft SSRtV subscriptions 

Search the SSRN eLibrary I Browse SSRN I Top Papers 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 3:19 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Upstart Groups Challenge Rove for G.O.P. Cash 

Today’s Headlines 
Iit THI~ ENAIL ~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spoils Alts Science Today:s Video Obituaries 

~ Editorials Op~ ~ OniBis Day ~ 

Top News 

UpsI:art Gro~ps Challenge Rove for G,O.P. Cash 

At least a dozen new ~’oups are setting up to back individaal Republican 

candidates tbr the Se~mte, threatening the strategic al~d final~eial domilmnee of 

Karl Rove and the nonprofit he co-founded, American Crossroads. 

K.o~ea Exee~-~on Is Tied to C|ash Ove~ 

The execution of the m~cle of Kim ,lo~g-un, North Korea’s 

leader, is sNd to have had iN roots in a firefight over who would 

profit from the country’s most h~erative exports: coal clams and crabs. 

A VULNERABLE AGE 

Older ~eterans are being coaxed into payh~g for ser~:Jees or 

inves km en N and signhag contracts tha k lock th em in to Ion g-term 

living arr~ ngemen N. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

BOOKS 

I,ila Abu-I a~ghod discusses her latest book, "Do Muslim WomeI~ 

Need Saving?,~ a~d the gap between what she learned in her 

anthropo]ogieaI work and the rhetoric surrounding the UoS. war 

in Afghanis~m. 



OPINION I OP-DOC$ 

~Ch~°~st-ma~ Icon Reform~ 

Santa has gone too soft on kids, argues this animated Op-Doe, 

prompting t~e need for more frightening holiday icons like khe 

German ~’~mpns. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm}:o: A Sente~ee for a Family 
Jesse Webs[er has been ineareeraked ~8 years t~r dealing 

eoea~n e; h is family hopes Preside~t Obam a w~l] comm ute his 

senkenee. 

. Read Ar,’Jcie 

¢~ vIt~Eo: Favelas in R~o Are New Lodgi~g Hot 

Spots 

As Brazil prepares to host the 2ol4 World Cqp, residen[s of Rio’s 

favelas are turning once dilapidated a~d dangerous hillside 

dwellings into valuable hotel rooms. 

, Related Articie 

~:~r mo:e video, go te NYTimee.comN[deo ~ 

World 

U,No Chief Urges Steps to C~lm South S~dm~’s 

Growing Con flier 

Seereta~7 General Ban ~-.moon is seeking a near donbiing of the 

peaeekeeping fbrce in the country, where civil war has become a 

rising thirst. 

.Archbishop a~d h~:~mn Are Ur~ited Across Battle 

Lines in Cen~.ral A@iean Rep~blie 

Two religious leaders joined forces to try to head off brewing 

secb~fian k’nsions in Central Afl~can Republic, where a brutal 

conflict between Christians and Muslims has killed hundreds this mont~ Noneo 



Mi khai l Kal ashniko v~ Creator of AK- 4 % Dies 

94 

Genera] Kah~shnikov sometimes lamented the weapon’s 

unchecked distribution but took pride in having invented the 

rifle, the most abundant fiream~ ever made. 

U.S, 

Same-Sex-Nilarriage Supporters Applaud Ohio 

mad Utah Rulings 

A federal judge in Utah found tha t gay marriages could proceed 

whib under appea~, and a judge in Ohio struck dowt~ pad of the 

state’s bau ou such mm’dagea. 

Methodist B~sh(. p Offers Pastor Job In SpRit Over Oa.ys 

A pastor who was stdpped of his clerics credentials by the I hi ted MethoNst 

Church in Pennsylvania because of his suppod lbr same--sex marriage is 

weighing au offer by a bishop in California. 

Cut S~laries, Not Pensions in S~m Jose, Judge Rules 

CMifornia law probibib the City of San Jose h’om reducing its employees’ 

pensions, even though voters approved the cuts in a ~[erendmn, khe ruling 

said. 

[] [] 

Business 

R EWORKING LABOR 

A New Allianee Steps Up to Prote~t a New 

Generation of Models 

Mod~] Alliance is working to preve~t abuses ]~ke age~des 

cheating modeb out of pay and coercive contracts. 

84o Nillion in Aid Set .tbr Bangladesh 

Workers 

The fund for the Rana Plaza fi~cto~" buiMi~g collapse is 

considered a Ia~dmark in compensating families of garment 

industry viedms, in terms of both the amount to be paid and the sopNs 5eation 

of the arrangem cuts. 



DEALBOOK 

Sonrces b~cYe~ on the ~ns~&~r h’adh~g ~nvesfi~afion ~nto Shwen 

Ao Cohen, the hea~ of SAC Cap~bt, say ~hat a call in 2oo9 rabed h~s susp~dons. 

Sports 

Cm~dlestiek Park Fades From a Spotlight 

Made ~ Habit of 

Candiestid~ Pmq<, a stadium that was home to San Fmnciseo’s 

Giants and 49c~s and visib fl’om the Beatles and a pope, may 

have hosted its last game on Monday night. 

KNICKS 103, MAGIC 98 

The Knid~* escaped vdth a ~n over the Magh:~ that f~atm’ed no 

fewer than two of thcb sta~ers, ~ncluding Ca~elo Anthony, 

limping off" the coart wifl~ hij udes. 

PACERS 103, NETS 86 

Frown Top h-) Bot~om~ Pacers Do~nhm~e Nets 

Lance $tephenson, a Coney Ishmd native, produced a 

swaggeri~g, al-arom~d performance to lead the Pacers, finishing 

wi’~ 26 poiaLs. 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

Retm’nh~g Home, but Always Going Fm~’ard 

"David ttockney: A Bigger Exhibition," at the de Young Museum 

in San l,’randseo, fbeuses mainly on Mr. ttoekney’s recent work, 

espedally his radiant, moden~ist landscapes of East Yorkshire in Englm~d. 

Jewelry Show at Met RMses Questions 

"Jewels hy JA’~." an exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum, is 

raising questions ahoat the line between a~t and commerce. 

A Dif~brent Home fi~r the Holidays 

on Broadway and Off Broadway, the holiday season means work 

and lots of it. 

Science 

BASICS 

For Thal- Zeus Bug ~n 

The drive to exchange presents is ancient, transeultm:al and by 

no means ]imiked to Homo sapiens. 

ESSAY 

The ~Lind Cries -. Oe? 

You may not know the world’s distinctive breezes hy their 

names, like the Oe or the Witch of Novemher, but chances are, if 

they blew your way, you’d remember them. 



I,~ his ~ew book explo[~g sehadez~freude, the psychologist 

R]ehard H. SmKb ~’~tes that the emo~on stems fl’om our hard- 

wired need to corapare ourselves to other~. 

Obituaries 

Dies at 8+~ 

M> Brooks’s ~enure a*~d pwlifie output on New York’s first all.- 

news rad% sta5m~ made him o~e of the most reeo@ized voices 

on the radio l~r more than 4o years. 

Larry Lujack, a Cranky Radio Voice That 
Carried, Dies at 7a 

Mr. Lujaek was a longtime Chicago discjod<ey whose 
curmudgeon]y atfih~d e influen eed current ra d% person ali d es 
like Rush Limbaugh. 

For mere ¢bituad~s, 90 t~ NYTimes.¢omgObitum’ies ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Pho~:m System With Safeguards 

Regulators shoulct make sm’e eeliphone a*~d Internet.-based services are reliable 

a~d mfiversak 

EDITORIAL 

Democracy b~ Thai]a~d 

Effmts to block early elections by anfigovernmeat protcste~ will lead to more 

EDITORIAL 

Federal housi~)g o~]eials ~eed to bwestig~te whether the state is operati~g in a 

n ondisefiminatory fashion. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Answers for t~ose tr{ckv situations we all [ace ak kl~is time of 

3,ear. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Legitim~ey Prob]e~ 

Is Obamaeare’s biggest cballe~}ge this era’s fundame~ta] dish:ust 

of governmentP 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The (;ospe~ Aecordh~g to Mary 

What we can learn ti’om early ChNsdat~ texg that are not in the 

New Testament. 
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Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

overtime, survive scare 

against[ Davidson 

Marcus Paige. the Tar Heels’ 

sophomore guard, scored 11 of 

his 17 points in overtime to lead 

UNC to a 97-85 victory against 

Davidson. 

UNC’s 

Marcus Paige 

reacts after 

sinkino a 

P,d, Hairston, his UNC Naying 

days over, remains on Tat 

Heels’ bench 

P.J. Hairston. the junior guard. 

won’t play again for UNC. which 

decided against seeking 

reinstatement from the NCAA. But 

he has remained a presence... 

UNC’s P.J. 

Hairston talks 

with 

teammate 

Leslie 

McDonald 

UNC 97, Davidson 87 f 
I2.2I,I3 

Tar Heels defeat Wildcats 

UNC’s J.P 

...... Tokoto (13) 

glides above 

the Davidson 

defense to 

tap in a 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 7:35 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- December 24, 2013 

Hello, 

Must Be Santa 

Chip Moore used to focus on family, business and football. But all that 

changed a little over a year ago when the Eirmi~g[~am, A]ao, b~:d~e:~ma~ 

read a ~-~>ry ab~ R~[~m~ 5~eikh ~ T}~-W~ S~ree-~ ~h~ r~. Inspired by 

her fight against drug-resistant tuberculosis, he decided to ~fire her money 

to help out, considering it a one-time thing. Ten months later, he found 

himself sitting cross-legged on the roof of a tiny brick house in northern 

India, eating goat curry and talking ~th Ms. Sheikh’s husband about the 

business he had helped their Nmily start as a way to escape pover~. Our 

story reports on how a spontaneous act of charity drew Nm deeper and 

deeper into a family’s fight for survival thousands of miles a~ay. 

An Attitude of Gratitude 

If a coldhearted miser like Ebenezer Scrooge can learn the spirit of gixdng, 

then it is certainly possible for parents to cultivate a sense of appreciation 

in children. Out’ sto~y looks at the ar~ 

gratit,.~de, re~x’,,r~i~g (~:~ rec’e~t r~,’,s~,’,arcl:~ in the field. We find that concrete 

benefits come to kids who literally count their blessings and those who go 

through the act of giving thanks. While it requires effort for parents to 

foster these habits in their kids, we also note that it may be easier for 

children to feel appreciation than grown-ups. University of California, 

Davis psychology professor Robert Emmons says, "Kids have a natural 

affinity to gratitude. They often teach parents as much or more about 

gratitude than the other way around." 

’Protect the Motherland’ 



motherland" after World War II. But as we know, it became the weapon of 

choice for armies and guerrilla soldiers around the globe. "It was like a 

genie out of the bottle, and it began to walk all on its own and in directions 

I did not want," he said in 2oo3. But he added, "I sleep soundly. The fact 

that people die because of an AK-47 isn’t because of the designer, but 

because of polities." 

Ka Ching! 

A strong rally" in financial markets over the past two months is expected to 

bols~:er borm~ p~cka£e,,~ :fbr ~ome Wail 5-1 r<,’el: w~rker,,~. We find that the 

distribution of bonuses provides clues as to the relative strength of 

different parts of the financial industry. The ;~inners this year are likely to 

be equity traders, who are reaping the gains from soaring stock markets, 

and investment bankers, who have benefited from a pickup in initial public 

offerings and other deals. Bond traders, on the other hand, ~dll likely get 

the short end of the stick, having endured one of their toughest years since 

the financial crisis. 

NASA Plans Christina,s Eve" Spac~walk 

WORLD 

~ARKETS 

NUMBER OF THE DAY 

Japanese shares closed at a six-gear high Tuesdag, propelled steadily 



reform agenda. 

Have you or someone you know fallen ~ctim to a financial seam? Share 

}our experiences with us at ~x::~poi~.(~:~ws.ixx:~:~:~:~ and follow ;~.o~:~m~;]T~ake:~" 

on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

~ERRY CHRISTMAS! SEE YOU ON ~ONDAY, 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead cohmm of the 

legendary "14~at~ News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lo-point" 

referred to the size of the ~peface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~us<~....broome~;~i.u:,~,,~d~. For~rther 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesdw, December 24, 2013 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Durham’s Treyburn Park recruits get OK for utili~ hookups 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 24, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s 

Durham’s Treyburn Park recruits ~et OK for 
Two projects, a Purdue Pharma drug-manufacturing plant and a smaii data center 

with the working title "Project Joshua," have received the OK from the Durham City 

Council for water and sewer. 

Discuss 

CEO of drug company in RTP names new druq after herself 
To people outside of the biopharma industry, drug names often seem like an 

alphabet soup of letter combinations but here’s one with a discernible inspiration, 

~ i~iiiiv~i~i B~ii~ii~ The future of money, reckoned by payment technoloqies of 
2013 
Bitcoin. Square. Ciinkle. Payment technoiogies have been a hot area of gro,.,~h and 

investment in 2013 ~ut so far, no oompany, s[arl:up er incumbent has f~(~ured out 

how [o ea~ Visa’s lunch. 

................. 

Hiring a Miflennial? You may get a call from Morn 
Given thai abeut 36 percent of Mi~k~nnia~s sti~ live at home, it’s not surprising that 

parents are taking an inc, reasingiy more actiw~ role in their children’s job search 

process. 
Discass 

1.2 mRlion ~n N.C. ~ ~y ~N~ data breach 

Two new ACOs aim to lower health care costs in Trianqle 

CEO: Ca~" sol.are firm’s acq~isRion means more Triangle 
jobs 

Triangle i~vestors pick s~ps to watch ~n 20~4 

.......................................................... (SLIDESHOW) 

IDC: 3-D printer sales ~II grow I 0 times by 20~7 

Why ~ ~ ~9~ won’t d~e ._ or even fade away 

Contact Us 
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Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Tuesday, December 24, 2013 9:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: ABA to Sue Regulators Over Volcker Rule 

Daily Briefing December 24, 2013 

Today’s Top S~o#es 

ABA to Sue Reguiators Over Voicker Rule 
by ROB BLACKWELL 

The American Bankers Association plans to challenge the Volcker Rule in court 

unless regulators immediately suspend portions of the controversial regulation that 

restric~ certain collateralized debt obligations of irusi=prelerred securities. 
READ MORE 7> 

How Thomas Curry is Trying to Redeem the OCC 
by RACH EL WITKOWSKI 

When Tom Curry was Iirsl named as cornpb~ller, there 

were some douMs about whether he was the right pick to 

address the industry’s problems snd the agency’s bsttered 

reputation. Yet during the past year, Curry h~s reasserted 

the OCC’s role in banking regulation and appears distinctly 

more comfortable in his ~le. 
READ MORE ,> 

i.~.i How Thomas Curry 

is T~ying to 

Redeem the OCC 

Bankers to Watch in 2014 

Following are ~en bankers who will be busy in 2014 

digesiing big acquisitions, finding new so~rces of revem~e, 

answering critics or proving themselves in new roles. 
READ MORE ~> 

::X:: Bankers to Watch 

in 2014 

PNC Agrees to $35M Settlement Over NatCity 
Loans 
by RACH EL WITKOWSKI 

WASHINGTON - PNC Financial has reached a $35 million 

settlement with the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

and Depaltment of Justice ever allegaiions that National 

City Bank - which PNC acquired in 2008 - made higher- 

priced mortgage loans ~o minorities. 
READ MORE ,> 

::X:: PNC Agrees to 

$35M Settlement 

C~er NatCity 

Loans 

Contain 

Target’s Redcard Proves Less Vulnerable to Data Breach Than Bank 
Cards 



by DAMID HEUN 

Decoupled debit cards, which draw funds fl’om an account at a separate issuer, are 

typically framed as a low-cost aRernative to bank cards. 

RE:AD MORE >> 

Reform 

Bank Regulation 2014: What’s Ahead 

The Volcker Rule may be finalized, but bankers still face 

many Ioomin.q questions about the final shape of the Dodd- 

Frank financial reI0rrr~ law and other pending financial 

regulations. American Bankered~iors d~scuss whai ~o 

expect ~n 2014 from regu~ato~ inck~ding the Fede[M 

Resewe. the Federal Housinq Finance Agency and the 

Consumer F~nanc~a~ Protection Bureau. 
RE2,D MORE ;:. 

::~:: Bank Regulation 
...... 2014: What’s 

Ahead 

M©RE REGUL;-\[I©N AND REFORM }:. 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

Bank M&A Seen Stuck in Limbo in 2014 
by ROBERT BARBA 

Banks that want to expand via M&A will face a special 

challenge in 2014. The failed=bank market has quieted, bu~ 

regulatory costs and other factors ~hat are expected to 

drive open-bank M&A haven’t coalesced quite yet, says 

bank M&A advisor Randy Dennis. 
READ MORE *> 

::~:: Bank M&A Seen 

Stuck in Limbo in 

2014 

MORE: M ERGERS AND ACQUISI 1IONS >> 

Contain 

Porter Bancorp’s CEO Works to Right the Ship Under Tough 
Circumstances 
by AN DY PETERS 

Next year couM be a make or break moment for John Taylor, who was hired as 

CEO of a Kentucky company with one of the largest remaining Tarp bMances and 

massive credit issues, 
READ MORE ,> 

MORE COMMUNFP~" BANKJN® ;> 

Consumer Finance 

Face It: FHA’s the Only Game in Town for 
Subprime Borrowers 
by CHRISTOPHER WHALEN 

Before consigning millions of Americans 1o lives of 

pe~’pe~ual ~enancy, we need observers on all sides of ~he 

housing reform deba~e io put aside #le~eric and focus on 

market realities. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

::X:: Face It: FHA’sthe 

Only Game in 

Town for 

Subprime 
Borrowers 

MORE CONSUMER ~:INANCE ~> 



Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
VWtlTERAPER 

Banks have long strived to beiter align and integ~’ate their risk and finance 

functions. 
READ MORE ,> 

Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 
WEB SEMINAR 

In a recent report, the CFPB detailed how consumers have benefitted from the 2009 

CARD Act, citing reduced penalty fees and greaier transloarenc,~, with cost of credit 

cards. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

RESOURCE 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American Bankec’s inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smad approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers of similar size, 

based on asse~s. READ MORE ~> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cui corners and re.gulato~s io crack down 

on questionable practices. A[[ tMs applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

growth, and small banks, which al’e jumping headlong into the bus#~ess and 

catedng 1o ~he iess affluent clients ~9nored by large Dunks.READ MORE ~ 

MOIRE IN 8F’E:CIk4. REFR.JF:,."I8 ;:. 

FOt.LOWUS: [] ~AmerBanker [] F 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Ddlhome a~sa.dell.com> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 10:24 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

We j ust wanted to say... 

~~] pel _ DeU Home I 1-877-887<]355 I Live Chat 24x7 

Laptops ~ Desktops & At[- 
U[trabooks ff~-Ones 

--Happy Ho[idays 

Thank you for being a DeU Customer - you 

continue Lo inspire us to do more, 2013 has 

been an excitM~ year, wRh the best st~K to 

come. Next year "we’U brin~ you even more 

innovative products and sok~tions designed to 

help you achh~ve your persona[ and professional 

goals. We rook forward [o a ~reat 2014. 

From a{[ oF us here a[ DeU, Happy HoLidays! 

Happy Holidays 
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A Most Sacrilegious Suggestion 
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CFTC Compaxability Determinations and No-Action Relief liar Certain Foreign Swap Dealers and Major Swap Participants 
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Afternoon Edition: Durham drug developer NephroGenex files tbr $46M IPO 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

(;or, ~’4cO~o%’_ Feel %rtunate tha~ 1~ did not ~;M’..and Obarnacare 

£~,,L’{ real estate investor; W~s~¢l~’.. out for ’bia bubble’ 

Get the coverages you need to help gout business 
thrive., 



DexPledia ~’edraws em~S{~reerrter>’, with CEO 

The er’..veioDe 91ease: 20t3’s best ~and worst} actors on the 
Washin~gA 

Durham’s Tre,~bum Park ~’ec~’ults g~ OK for utilRv hooku~ 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

~q remembered 

Fom~e~ Yahoo exeds anti-.Hallmark bets that l~a~er k~n~t ~ass~ ............................................................................................................................................................. 

Top Nafion~ Stories 

boomers retire in 

ailegations 

The ne::<t ~B@tor: Ae:’eo vs, broadcast television 

People ~ Comn, ercial Real 

........................................................................... 

...................................... 
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BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 4:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dec. 24 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 24, 2013, 4:22 P.M. ET 

The Federal Reserve Board Dec. 24 said it has adopted a final rule clarifying the treatment of 
uninsured U.S. branches or agencies of a foreign bank under a section of the Dodd-Frank Wall 

Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act known as the swaps push-out provision. 

The final rule, which will go into effect Jan. 31, 2014, is unchanged from the interim final rule 
issued by the Fed on June 5, 2013. Insured depository institutions that function as swaps 
entities will be eligible for a transition period of up to 24 months for compliance to certain 
statutory exceptions, the Fed said. 

@Section 716 of Dodd-Frank generally prohibits the provision of certain types of federal 
assistance, such as discount window lending and deposit insurance, to swaps entities. The 

provisions of section 716 became effective on July 16, 2013,@ the Fed statement said. 

The notification of the final rule can be found here: http://op.bna.com/der.nsf/r?Open=sbay- 

9eppja. 

Posted December 24, 2013, 4:22 P.M. ET 

American Express (AXP) will pay $16.2 million in fines and pay at least $59.5 million in refunds 

under a settlement with federal regulators announced today. 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency announced a $3 million penalty against American 
Express Bank, F.S.B., of Salt Lake City. The OCC said the bank’s billing and marketing 
practices violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits unfair and 

deceptive acts or practices. 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau said it ordered American Express to refund an 
estimated $59.5 million to more than 335,000 consumers for illegal credit card practices. The 
practices included unfair billing tactics and deceptive marketing with respect to credit card 
add-on products, such as payment protection and credit monitoring. American Express will pay 

an additional $9.6 million in civil penalties to the CFPB. 

@We first warned companies last year about using deceptive marketing to sell credit card 
add-on products, and everyone should be on notice of this issue,@ CFPB Director Richard 
Cordray said. @Today we are refunding thousands of American Express customers who were 
harmed by these illegal practices. Consumers deserve to be treated fairly and should not pay 

for services they do not receive.@ 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation announced a settlement with American Express 
Centurion Bank, of Salt Lake City, for allegedly unfair and deceptive marketing practices 
related to credit card add-on products. The order requires the bank to pay a civil penalty of 

$3.6 million. 

The OCC news release and consent order is viewable at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r? 
Open=ibar-gepla4, the FDIC news release and order can be seen at 
http:/iop.bna.com/bar.nsfir?Open=ibar-geplag, and the CFPB news release is available at 

http:i/op.bna.com/bar.nsf/?Open=ibar-9eplae. 
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NCBA Bulletin - Decelnber 26, 2013 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 
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Today’s Headlines: Sign-Up Period Extended Again tbr Health Plan 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ [)ining &~,%’ine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnFhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Sign-Up Period Extended Agahl for Health Plan 

The move was khe Iatesk in a set~es of changes that have confused insm’ers arm 

many Americans and opened the administration to increasing criticism fl’om 

Republicans. 

Political Fight in South Sudm~ "l[’aegets Civilians 

The crisis in South Sudai~ has broadeimd ii~to a coi~fliet in which 

lo~gstanding ettmic dJvisioi~s are fuelJi~g the viole~ce and 

civilians are not accidental victims of the fighting. 

About 

~The Lede: Witness Repor[s 

Sto~’ies Add Up as Bully 1hinge T~oails Christie 

A histou of perceived revenge on Gov. Chz~s Cht~stie’s eri[ics 

includes an ex--govemor who ]os[ police pro[ection, a professor 

who lost fina~cing and a mayor’s town that became gridlocked. 

Christie 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

~ VmEO: Retmqa~g to tim Stage, At 55 

A form er Alvi n AiIey superstar and a eu rren t azd t]cial-hip 

~wner. E]izabeth Roxas-.Lob~sh, returns ko d~e stage to pe~l))rm 

"Revelafio~s," the company’s best-knou~ work. 

~ Re~ated A@icle 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Fo~ a ,lewJsh ]dd, in Leningrad and then Q~eens, d~sgu~ses were 

mystifying. They still are. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ELIZABETH ROX,CS-DOBRBH~ on dancing Alvin Alley’s "Revelations" again at age 55, 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Gift.s Across the Miles 

Immig~:ant~s in the most ~ntema~onal boro~@~ in New York Cig, 

send gills home lbr the holidays to suppot~ "~eir families, and to 

s kay connected. 

Related Article 

~ V~D~O: in Performance; ’]It’s a Wonderful 

Life’ 

Howard McOi]]in and Haley Bond, with Rosy [)~t~" on so~md 

ef[ects, perfom~ a scene from "lUs a Wonderful Life: The ~946 

Live Radio Play," at the h5sh Repertory Theater. 

~ vine:o: Mining for Bil-eoins in Ice|and 

At a seem:e faeilib, that was once a NAT(:) base, computer 

ser%-ers run a ronn d th e dock mining bi teoins. The corn party 

behind the operaSon relies on cheap energy k9 turn processing 

power into cash. 

Related .Articie 

video, f;o to NYThaes.comNideo ~ 

World 

Eg3~t~an Off~eials Point at Islamist Group After 

Blast at Police Ba~ilding 

At ]eask ~5 people were killed in "~e bombing in ~e city of 

Mansoura, tt~e dear~iest such attack since President Mohamed 

Moral was ousted in July. 

body of 

those 



One member of a seized Greenpeaee vessel’s crew received a pardon, and it" the 

amnesty covers the rest, it will ch’aw to a dose one of the more contentious 

chapters in the organization’s history. 

Freed RusMan Applies for Swiss Visa ~Mlowing 

Mikhail B. Khodorkovsky, a former o~l ~eool~ al~d poUfieal 

opponent of President Madimir V. Putin, has submitted Ns 

ai~g~licatic~n to Switzerland tbra three-month visa. 

ty~.x~on 

U,S. 

Indiana Finds It’s Not So Easy to Buck Gay 

Marriage Trend 

Supportets of same--sex marriage say victory in a generally 

col~ser~:ative p]aee would mark a tm?nil~g poil~t in a fight that has 

largely been waged in more left--leaning states or it~ the eom’ts. 

~:yomJng May Act to Phig Abandoned Wells as 

Natural Gas Boom Ends 

Matt Mead has proposed an increased budget to plug 

abando~ed wells, reduce the risk of ~’oandwater eo~tarninaLio~ 

I iX Samant I 

and begin to restore propelS" values, but the mol~ey is not expected to go far. 

Appeals Cou~ Refi~ses to Ha|t Name:Sex Mar~oiages i~ Utah 

The Utah attorney general’s office said it would ask the United States Supreme 

Court to stop same--sex marriages in the s~te undl the legal battles can be 

Same-Sex-Marriage Suppollers Applaud Ohio and UNh Rulings 

Business 

DEALBOOK                                                   :~ Detroit’s 

UBS and Bank of America agreed [o lower "~eh" fees o~ fina~ciaI 

conLrae[s ~th the struggling city Lhat a borrower b@c~dly cannot alter even in 

the ease of bankruptcy. 



~u New Services Traek 

Several ~ew e--book sabsc~pUon services arc a~aIyzing the data 

of readers and providing it 

,Jet Ftml by the Acre 

Advances in mdecu]ar genetics and DNA sequendng 

h ave allowed a San Diego start-up to dora estieate j a!a’oph a~ a 

plant wig~ seeds that produce high-quali 

]n t~-., Iow:-earb~-.,n biofueL 

Sports 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES Je~,si,’~ 

For Female Sk~ atm~pers~ Agony of Exclusion ....... J~rome 
Finally E~ds                                               ~2 

:~er years of st~tggle by pare*~ Ls, ath]etes, coaches and other 

w:,lunteers, womeo w~1l compete io Olympic ski j n rap in g in 2 o ~ 4 for flee first 

Knieks’ Vicious Rm~ of Injuries Is Exacting a Toll 

o~ A~m~y 

the KnJeks strain to saL-age ~leir season, they are becoming 

mo~’e ii0uW pwne, with Ca~T,~do ~,thoi~y now joini*~g the 

casualb" list. 

On Pro ~asketbalL Pacers’ ~ep~enson. Bern in Brooklyn, Blooming in Indiana 

Anthony 

ANALYSIS 

Coaching Carouse| May Leave Heads Spinning 

Last season, seven N.F.L. coaches were fired co the day affey the 

regular season. This seasom Houston has already fired OaW 

Kul-dak, and maW mox~ coaches could exit Monday. 

, Je~: Ryan Looks Ahead. but Not Past Finale 
~ Key Return for G~ant Tryin9 to Take Positive Steps 

Shanah 

an has 

Arts 

$¢qth Willing Spirit, a Reprise for AHey Dancers 

Retired Alvin Alley company daoeers wU] rennin to the s~ge co 

New Years Eve for a spednl performance of ~]ey’s classic 

"Revelations." 

’THE WOLF OF WALL STREET’ 

~AThen G~oeed "~Vas Good (and F~n) 

Martin Seorsese’s "The Wolf of Wail Street" is three hours tiff] of 

sex, drugs and conspicuous eonsumpUon, but what does it sW 

about us? 

’THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY’ 

He Can ig~ance a Checkbook, ]l)(lt Not His 

In The Secre~ LJ% of Walter MiKy," Ben SUI]m’ is an office 

drone with a*~ active fatl~asy Iif< 

[~ 
oLeonard 
DiCaprio 



Dining & Wine 

The past year produced terfifieally e@~yable restam’a~ts from 

seasoned veterans, but tl~ose were exceptions. The newcomers 

were the true stamtoats in 2ol3. 

LETTER FROM PARIS 

V, ve~3~ December, just about eveL~,’ restmn’ant che~, pastry chef 

and honbon-maker in France feels compelled to do somed~ing - 

simple, spectacular or silly-, w~th chocNatc. 

~E] Slide Show 

chocoia 

Aca Egg for Eyed° Occasion 

Today, good ones are easier to find than ever before, with 

vibrant and flaw:Mid yolks. 

Obituaries 

Ed~Sn Ao Shmnan IIL Fm~mr Prisone~¯ of~Vm¯ 

Who Defied Hanoi H~ton Guards, Dies at 82 

Connnander Shnman, a Na~?" pi~ot whose phme was shot down i~ 

1968, led an effo~f by pfiscme~s to conduct church services in 

the Noz[h Vieh3amese camp known as the Hanoi Hilton. 

Yusef Lateef, irmovative J azz Saxophonist and 

Fh~fist, D~es at 93 
L:;, PL~ ER Ki.EPNLv’,f9 

Mr. I,ateef crossed musical bom~daries, playing world music 

before world music had a name. 

....... Cmdr 

Lateef 
in April 

Rodolfo Hernsmdez, 8a, Dies; Awarded Medsd of 
Rodol~o 
Hernan 

da~ing assault wMle wounded and armed ~th an iuoperab]e 

and a bayonet when he was an ~’my eo~])oraI dm’]ng the Korean War. 

~:of mol;~ ~;bitua=i;~s, go t;; NYTimes.¢om/Obituaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Hm,ger for the Poorest Ameriem~s 

InsLead d alhwiadng hnnger, Cot~gress is wor~ng on a farm bill Lhat would 

actually reduce erudal food assistance. 

EDITORIAL 

Frm~ee~s Operation B~ttertly 

The French need help h’om Europe and the United Nations to stabilize the 

Central ~riean Republic. 

EDITORIAL 

The Global Cancer B~rden 

Less-developed nakkms accounted for more than half of all the new cancer eases 

in 2o12. Tobacco controls in those counti~es ar~; c~dtically important as cancer 

For i:l~re o.,oini~n, go t~ NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

If the Beetles sa~g about getting old today, the age might need to 

be h~creased by a few decades. But radical life e:,~e~s~on would 

take the world into dangerous ten,toW. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Christmas l~lmmers Q~iz 

Answers for those tricky situations we al] face at "this time of 

year, 

OP-DOCS 

~Christm~,s Icon Re~brm’ 

Santa has gone too sop cm kids, argues this animated Op-Doe, 

prompting the need for more M~tening ~oliday icons like the 

Germat~ ~’ampus. 

For i:v)re or~inion go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, December 25, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Tar Heels’ Hibbard becomes 

effective at "the money kicks’ 
North 
Carolina’s 

North Carolina junior punter punter 

Tommy Hibbard, who won back- Tommy 

to-back 4AA state titles at Butler in 

2009 and 2010, is a key member 

of Tar Heels’ punt team... 

8elk E~owl Notebook: 
Tube~vil~e’s ~espec{ for 
motorspo~ts drivers (jrows 

Tommy Tuberville has always 
been a fan of fast cars and the 
people who drive them 

Natchelt fkjhts leukemia, 

hopes to coach this year 

Sylvia Hatchell is fighting to get 

back to her North Carolina 

women’s basketball program as 

quickly as possible. 

i~2ii Inthis 
...... Wednesday, 

Dec. 18, 
2013, ph~o, 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Boyd at Mark Jacobson Toyota <sen, ice at maxkjacobsontoyota.com@mmsdlr.com> 

Wednesday, December 25, 2013 8:21 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We Wish You a Merry Chfislm&s’. 

SER’,,"ZC~[ & P,’-’,R ~S: 888455-5230 

Mark Jacobson Toyota 

Durham, ItC 27707 

Mark Jacobson Toyota ] 

wvwv.ma rkiacobsontovota .com 

Mark Jacobson Toyota 
4516 Durham Chapel Hiii Blvd. 

Durham, NC 27707 
888465-6230 

[] [] ~[Xll Love Mark 
Jacobson? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espmna]l.com> 

Wednesday, December 25, 2013 12:43 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Watch the NBA All Day on Christmas on ESPN and ABC 

View this email with images here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, December 25, 2013 9:09 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Japan’s Abe to Visit Yasukuni Shrine 

,Japan’s Abe to Visit Yasttktmi Shrine 

Japanese Prime Minister SNnzo Abe will visit the controversial Yasukuni Shrine Thursday, 

government officials said, in a move that is likely to anger Japan’s neighbors who view the 

shrine as a symbol of Japan’s past militarism. 

See More Coverage 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Thursday, December 26, 2013 6:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Research Library Mobile Login 

Daily Briefing 0 .... ber 26, 2013 

Today’s Top S~ories 

Research Library Mobile Login 
by 

RF~,O MORE ~:. 

;~; Contain 

Contain 

Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 



WHITEPAPER 

Banks have long slrh~ed 1o better align and inlegrate ,:heir risk and finance 

functions. 

RE:/-\D MORE >> 

Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 
WEB SEMINAR 

In a recen~ report, the CFPB detailed how consumers have benelitted flora the 2009 

CARD Act, citing reduced penalty Iees and 9rea~er ~ransparency with cost ol c[edi~ 

cards. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

MORE IN THE REb%>URC:E CE~4TER 

The Best Banks to Work For 
A~,~et’ic_:a,~ Ba,~t<efs inaugural ~ank~ng of the Best Banks ~o Work For highlights 

institutions wi~h strong cultures and smart app[oaches to makJn9 employees 

valued and engaged. Compsn~es have been measu[ed against peeB of s~m~a[ s~ze, 

based o~ assets~ READ MORE ;:. 

Weaith Management 
Wealth rnanagemen~ has reached a critical junc~u[e. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

en questionable practices. All this applies te big banks, which thirst for sources ef 

gro~lh, and sma~ banks, wMch are jumping headlong inlo the bus~ness and 

catering to the ~ess afflue~t c~ents ~g~ored by ~arge banks.READ MORE >; 

MORE ]]’,i SPECIAL REFORTS *> 

FOLt.(}W US: [] @AmerBanker [] 

Source Media / O=-~¢ St:~t~ Str~:t r-~isza 27th FIO,;~ N.:~,~ ~ od,.. NY !0004 

J 



Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFGNC.COM> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 6:53 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

December 26, 2013: China Forecasts 7.6 Percent Economic... 

Click here it you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

China Forecasts 7,6 Percent Economic Growth 

China’s economy will post growth of 7.6 percent for all of 2013, according to 
~he Wall Street Journal (Dec. 26, Kaze0‘ indicating that ~he wodd’s second- 
largest economy will exceed Beiiing’s 7.5 percent target but that it also lost 
momentum in the final months of the year. The full-year estimate was revealed 
by Xu Shaoshi, head d the National Devebpment and Reform Commissbn, b 
~ reoo~t b senbr membem of the cou~t~v’s to~ ~eaislafive body o~ 
Wednesday~ "We cannot deny a downward pressure on economic gro~4h," Xu 
told ~awmakers. He cited unce~ainties in the gbba~ economic recove~ and 
~ackk~ster ~ntema%na~ demand, Some economists said the figure suggested 
a slowdown near the end of the year follow~n9 a third-quader uptick, 

Bloomber:cl (Dec, 26) notes the GDP release came as China’s central bank 
sought to ease a liquktity crunch in the market for loans between banks, as 
financM markets were roiled by the second spike in borrowing costs this 
year. The People’s Bank of China two days ago conducted its first reverse- 
repurchase opera~ien in three weeks, stepping up effods ~o provide lenders 
with cash after the biggest surge in rates since 2011 sparked a sell-eft in 
Chinese shares traded in Shanghai, Hong Kong and New York. 

Stability rather than Iast grov’,4h remains ~he walchword, according to Reuters 
(Dec. 26), as Presktent Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang seek to push 
through sweep~% plans b restructure Ch~ns’s economy so it ~s ddven by 
consump%n and services rather ~han exports and investment. The cabinet 
repo~ also sakJ that Chha w~]l fudher enhance interest-rote flexibility ~nd 
coordination on using various poJbies, inchding for fiscal menorah, 
industrial hnd use and environmental ones. The government w~JJ csrefuiiy deal 
with ~he ~ssue d bcal government debt whi~e ensuring reasonable needs 
J~quk~ity, ~he report s~d. 

Share~ 

¢0m#!i~nt~ry NAOD ~ee~ E~ha!~ges .................................................................. 

Check for late-breakin# news 
a~er 9 00 .,~vl Eastern. 

i~il KPMG Quarterly Webcast - 2014 Economic Outlook ] 

Broadridge Proxy Pulse 

Upcoming NACD 
Events 

Master Class 

Houston, TX (Apr. 74, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13~ 2014) 
Laguna Beach, CA 
(Aug 18-19, 2014) 

Fort Lauderclaie, FL 

(Dec. 1 ~- 12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Houston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9.-10; 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA (Aug. 

14-15, 2014) 

Join Yo~r Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020 ’ in 2014 

Mar. t8, 2014 
New York, NY 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

July 15, 2014 
Denver, CO 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. 10, 2014 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Connect with boardroom luminaries, academic leaders and subject matter 

experts at NACD Directorship 2020~, a highly interadive, half-day 
symposium. This exciting series of peer exchanges will coincide with NACD 
Directorship 2020, a multi-year initiative ~o help direcbrs and boards 
undei~tand, ddine, and prepare for emerging issues, coming challenges, and 
oppor[unities that will affect the boardroom in the future. 

Fort Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec. 8-9, 2014) 

Specia~ Eyelets 

Small-Cap Forurn San 

Anbnio~ TX (April 10; 

2014) 
r~Suite to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (May 

5-6~ 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 

Washington, DC (May 

30, 201,1) 
Small-Cap Forum San 

Francisco, CA (July !7, 

201~.) 
C-Suite to Board Seat 

San Rancisce, CA 

(July 17, 20’14) 

Local NACD Chapter 
Events 

Peer Exchanges 
Participants will begin the day with a networking lunch, followed by 



stimulating panels and peer exchange discussions, then conclude the day 
with an intimate cocktail reception, Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

Sha reF’[-7"r7~ 

Audit and Finance 

Apple Buys Map Maker BroadMap, Note-Taking App Catch 

"Apple has acquired two companies working in the areas of mapping and 
note-taking as par[ of the company’s strategic acquisitions," reporis the 

Times of india (Dec, 24). Terms el the deals were not ~isclosed. The 
technology giant’s latest purchase is BroadMap, whbh specializes 
managing and analyzing mapping data - an area where Apple has had 
d~fficulties ~n the past. Apple has a~so acquired Catch, an Eyesore dvaL 
Dur~n9 Apple’s recent 1~udh~quader earnings conference caJJ, Chief Executive 
Tim Cook sakJ that the company made a tota~ of 15 strategb acqu~s~tbns in 
2013. 

Share~ 

Kinder Morgan to Acquire Oi~ Tanking Companies for $962 Million 

"Kinder Morgan Energy Partners LP has entered into an agreement to 
purchase American Petroleum Tankers and State Class Tankers for $962 
million in cash," the Houston Business Journal (Dec, 23, Ryan), The Houston° 
based oil and gas pipeline and storage company bougM the companies from 
affiliates of The B~ackstone Group and Cerberus Capital Management. W~h 
this deal, Kinder Morgan will add new maritime tanker seHice. In addition, ~t 
wi~ own tankers that ~ranspo~t cru~e o~l, condensate, and red,ned products for 
U,S. domestic trade~ 

Sha[e~ 

Through Trade Treaty, U.B. Hopes Rules That Favor its Companies Will 
Become the Norm 

~le Washington Post (Dec. 25, SchneideD notes thai Vietnam issued new 
Intemet rules earlier this year that reguire such companies as Facebook and 
Googb to invest in local computer infrastructure to store data on Vietnamese 
users. In addition, the rubs could ultimately force cMpmakers to strip 
standa[d enc~’ption ~eatures flom their p[ocessors~ "As the United States and 
11 other nations near a new trade agreement in the Pacific [eg~on," the Post 

notes, "~t is those so~s of restrictive Ioca~ standards that have become the 
chbf battbground ~n a debate [hat could shape ~he fuh~re of industries 
considered v~ta~ to U.S. economic gro~h." The biggesl fights are over issues 
such as the regulation of 1he ~nlemet; the ru~es for the patent and sale d 
Mopharmace~fica~s; and the eyesight of bg~stics, consulting, and ethel 
service ~ndustries where ~he U~S. ho~ds an edge. The Post concludes that 
U.S~ government and ~ndustry officials hope the1 if an agreement can be 
struck with the 12 nations involved - including Wetnam, Japan, Canada, and 
Mexico - ~ w~ll "set the terms of commerce throughou~ the tepidly growing 
Asia@acetic region." 

Share~ 

~taly Approves ’Google Tax’ on ~nternet Companies 

Bioomberg (Dec. 23, Drucker, Vasard) is repotting tha~ I~aly’s Parliament has 
passed the so-called "Google tax," which will require Internet companies to 
sell ads from locally registered companies instead of from units based 
hsvens such as Bermuda and ~re~and. "The tax has stirred 
states the puMica~ion, "w~th some ~awyers saying ~ probably v~olates 
European Unbn ~aws regarding non-d~scdm~nation over commercia~ activity 
and could be subject to legal challenges." This past summer, the 
Organization ~0[ Economb Cooperation and Development proposed a Mueprint 
to fight s~rateg~es used by such companies as Goog~e, Apple Inc., and 
Yahoo~ Inc. to shift taxabb profits h~to havens~ Acco[dh~g to Bloombe~ 
~s the fi~t major European government to pass bgislation to combat the 
problem of moving co[potato ~axable earnings ~n[o havens, whbh costs 
Europe and the U.S. over $100 b~on a year, s~nce 1he OECD proposaL" 

8hare~ 

Judge Rejects BP Bid to Exclude Some Businesses From Bpi~l 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 24) is reporting that U.S. District Judge Carl 
Bsrbier "has rejected BP PLC’s argument that a multibillion-dollar settbment 
over the company’s massive 2010 Gulf oil spill shouldn’~ compensate 
businesses if they can’t d~rect~y ~race ~heir bsses ~o the spill." In his rulin9 
~ate Tuesday, BarMer wrote that the settlement was designed to avoid de~ays 
that wou~d result from a "c~a~m-by claim ana~ys~s" of whether each c~a~m can 
be ~raced to ~he sp~l. Eadier ~n December~ a ~hree-judge pane[ o[the 5th U.S. 
Circuit Coup1 st Appea~s rubd 1hat BarMer made a m~stake when he initially 

NACD Directorship 
2020 New YorK, NY 

(March 18, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Denver, CO (Juiy 

15, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Beverly Hilis, CA 

(Sop1. i0; 2014) 

Webinare 

Quarterly Audit 

Commit~e Update (1/9) 

The U.S Demographic 

Tsunami: What 

Directors Need to 

Knew (1/18) 
Board Pay Preview: 

NACD 2013/14 Director 

Compensation Report 

(I/23) 
Conscious Capitalism in 

the Boardroom (1/29) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exempiary 

board ieadersilip .---#o r 

directors, by directors We 
deliver tl~e wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 
confidently navigate cenlplex 

business challenges and 
enhance snareowner value. 

We amplify the collective voice 

ef direclors in 1i~e national 

dialog on board leaders[sip 
issues [.earn more. 

Follow NACD 



refused to consider BP’s "causation" arguments. "Barbier agreed with 
plain~ifts’ lawyers tha~ BP can’~ make ~hese arguments because the company 
took a contradictoqi position on the same ~ssue when ff u[ged Barbier ~ast 
year to approve the setfiemenl," states ~he Journal 

Sha[e~ 

Freeport CEO Granted $36 ~i~lion in Stock 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 24, Hagerty, Lublin) notes tha~ Freepo[t- 

McMoRan Copper& Gold ff~c. has awarded CEO Richa[d Adkerson "shares 
currently valued at about $36 million to compensate Mm for agreeing to g~ve 
up r~ghts to severance pay." The new arrangement gbes the 66-year~ld 
restricted stock units convert~bb ~n[o one rn~l~bn sha~s when he retires. 
Adkerson, who has been CEO since December 2003, agreed to end the 
employment contract he signed five years ago that would have g~ven hhs the 
r~gh[ to severance pay undo[ ce[ta~n circumstances. Chades Elson, head of 
~he Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance a~ the University of Delaware, 
saffJ "the trend ~s for public companies 1o eliminate executive empbyment 
contracts. That gives boards more flexibility to dismiss CEOs. Companies 
also may want to remove ~he potential conflict of interest ~hat can ar~se when 
a CEO ~s abb 1o trigger a Mg severance payment by arranging to sell the 
company." 

Share~ 

Changes in the 13oardroorn 

NACD notes ~he following changes ~ha[ have [~cen[ly occur[ed in [he 
boardroom This infomqafion was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer 
Stuart. Chevron Corporation announced the election of Jon M. Huntsman Jr. to 

its board of directors, effective January 15. As of January 1, the following 
director appointments will be elfective: Robert M. Malchione 1o ~he board of 
Bio-Rad Laboratories, Thomas J. Lynch, Jr., M.D. to the board of Bristol- 
Myers Squibb Company and Janet F. Clark to the board of EOG Resources. 

SharelC~r~ 

C-Suite 

Acer Names Semiconductor Veteran as New CEO 

"Ace[ has named Jason Chen, vice p[esident of worldwide sales and 
marketing at Tab’~an Semiconductor Manufacturing, as ~ts new presff~ent and 
CEO effective Jan. 1/’ [epo~s PC Worm (Dec. 23). Tl~e Ta~wanese computer 
maker’s board of directom selected Chen as the company’s chief executive on 
Monday, w~th Chaffman S~an Sh]h describff~g Mm as "the ~dea~ executive to 
~ead our ~ransformation," Acer recently announced plans ~o refocus its 
business on software and cloud son, ices wffh ffs PC-making bus~ness 
~agging. Acer ranks as ~he world’s ~0urth Mggest PC vendor~ 

Share~ 

IEarthlJnk Names New CEO 

EarthLink has appointed Joseph F. Eazor as the company’s new president 
and CEO, reports the Atlanta Business Ch[~)nicle (Dec~ 23, Hudson), 
replacing the soenqo-be-retired Rella Huff. Eazor, who is currently a 
consultant, has more than two decades of IT industry and consuff~ng 
experience. He previously se~ed as executive vbe p[esident and COO d 
Gbba~ Sales and Customer Ope~tions at EMC CotF and has he~d 
managemenl positions al such firms as McKinsey & Company h~c.~ 
Ebctronic Data Systems Corp, and New~ett-Packard. 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Durable Goods Orders Jump 3.6 Percent in November 

"Businesses s~epped up their orders for Iongqasting U.S. manufactured goods 
in November," reports USA Today (Dec. 24, Crutsinge0, "and a key category 
that signals business investment plans climbed at the fastest pace in 10 
months." According to the Commerce Depa[tmen~’s ]a~est roped, eiders ~or 
durabb goods rose 3.5 percent ]as~ month versus October. The increase was 
bd by a 21 ~8 percenl jump ~n demand for commerc~a~ aircraft. Meanwhib, 
core capital goods - a catego~ that tracks business ~nvestment - rose 4.5 
percenL That marked the Mggest gain since January’. "TMs catego~ ~s seen 
as a gauge of business p~ans to expand and modernize and as a measure d 
bus~ness confidence," notes the newspaper. 

Share~ 

Consumer Spending Up 0.5 Percent in November 



"Americans stepped up their spending in November," repo[ts the Wall Street 
Journal (Dec. 23. Mitchell. Porfleck), "boding well for holiday sales and 
offering ~he ~a~est s~gn ~he U.S. [ecove~ ~s ga#fing momentum." According ~o 
~he Commerce Depa[tmenL personal spend#~g increased 0.5 percent last 
monlh flora October - the faslest pace s~nce June. However, tepid ~ncome 
gro~h co~d limit future gains. "The repo~ showed pe~ona~ ~ncome lose just 
0.2 perceRt ~n Novembe[ after fa~#~g 0.1 perceRt ~n Octobe[," no~es the 
Journal Economists surveyed by Dew Jones had fo[ecast a 0.5 percent rise 
~n spending and a 0.4 percent increase in ~ncomes." 

Share~ 
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Sent: 
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News aud Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Holiday ~nvitationa~ beg{ns 

three4ay run at Broughton 

High and Ca~y Academy 

UNC basketball recruits Joel Berry 

of Orlando (Fla.) Lake Highland 

and Justin Jackson of the 

Homeschool Christian Youth 

Association from Spring, Texas.. 

Justin 

Jackson, 

who plays for 

Homeschool 

Christian 

Youth 

Association, 

practices with 

his team at 

the Lutheran 

North High 

Belk Bowl Notebook: 
Tuberville’s respect for 
moto~spor~s drivers grows 

Tommy Tuberville has always 
been a fan of fast cars and the 
people who drive them. 

Tar Heels’ Hibbard becomes 

effective at ’the money kicks’ 

North Carolina junior punter 

Tommy Hibbard, who won back- 

to-back 4AA state titles at Butler in 

2009 and 2010, is a key member 

of Tar Heels’ punt team... 

North 

Carolina’s 

punter 

Tommy 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~2[?!.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 
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HAA Travels <haatravels@harvard.edu> 
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Last chance to Ix)ok your Spring trip 
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From: Vickie Bowers <~vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 8:39 AM 

To: 

Subject: December 26, 2013 Bulletin 

Attach: 131226.pdf 

Here is the December 26 edition of the NCBA weekly Bulletin. Please let me know if you have any trouble ruth the file. Thanks and Men.5~ Clmstmas and Hapw New 

Year!’.!! 

Vickie Bowers 

Director of Human Resources 
North Carolina Bankers Association 

P. O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619-9916 

919/781-7979 / 800/662-7044 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Thursday, December 26, 2013 8:57 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing [corrected]: ABA to Sue Regulators Over Volcker Rule 

Daily Briefing December 26, 2013 

Today’s Top S~o#es 

ABA to Sue Regulators Over Voicker Rule 
by ROB BLACKWELL 

The American Bankers Association plans to challenge the Volcker Rule in court 

unless regulators immediately suspend portions of the controversial regulation that 

restric~ certain collateralized debt obligations of irusi=prelerred securities. 
READ MORE 7> 

How Thomas Curry is Trying to Redeem the OCC 
by RACH EL WITKOWSKI 

When Tom Curry was Iirsl named as cornpb~ller, there 

were some douMs about whether he was the right pick to 

address the industry’s problems snd the agency’s bsttered 

reputation. Yet during the past year, Curry h~s reasserted 

the OCC’s role in banking regulation and appears distinctly 

more comfortable in his ~le. 
READ MORE ,> 

i.~.i How Thomas Curry 

is Tlying to 

Redeem the OCC 

Bankers to Watch in 2014 

Following are ~en bankers who will be busy in 2014 

digesiing big acquisitions, finding new so~rces of revem~e, 

answering critics or proving themselves in new roles. 
READ MORE ~> 

::X:: Bankers to Watch 

in 2014 

Banks Rebuff Online Gambling - Even Where It’s Legal 
by KEV’IN WACK 

Three states recently legalized Internet wagering, but so far banks have been 

reluctant to let gamblers use credit cards to make their bets. 
READ MORE >> 

Contain 

Technology 

Target’s Redcard Proves Less Vulnerable to Data Breach Than Bank 
Cards 
by DAVID HEUN 

Decoupled debit cards, which draw funds from an account at a separate issuer, are 

typically framed as s low-cost alternative to bank cards. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 



MORE TECHNOLGEb/ ~ 

How the Battle to Change Dodd-Frank Has Shifted 

A~cording t~ many, 2~1~ wa~ meant to b~ th~ y~ar that p~bymak~r~ ma~ 

techn~ca~ cerrections to the Dodd-Frank Act. But ihat d~dn’t happen 
READ MORE >> 

MORE REGUU’,TION AND REFORM 

Bank M&A Seen Stuck in Limbo in 2014 
by ROBERT BARBA 

Banks that want to expand via M&A will face a special 

challenge in 2014. The failed-bank marke~ has quieted, but 

tegulalory costs and olhet {actors tha~ are expected to 

drive open-bank M&A haven’t coalesced quite yet, says 

bank M&A advisor Randy Dennis. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

Bank M&A Seen 

Stuck in Limbo in 

2014 

MORE MERGERS.;-\ND 

Contain 

Porter Bancorp’s CEO Works to Right the Ship Under Tough 
Circumstances 
by AN DY PETERS 

Next yea~ could be a make or break moment fer John Taylor, who was hired as 

CEO of a Kentucb:i company with one of the lalgest remaining Tarp balances and 

massive credit issues. 
READ MORE ~> 

MORE COMM:JNRY BANKING >> 

Consumer Finance 

Face It: FHA’s the Only Game in Town for 
Subprime Borrowers 
by CHRISTOPHER WHALEN 

Befe~e consigning millions of Americans to lives of 

perpetual tenancy, we need observers on all sides o{ the 

housing [elorm debate to put aside rhetoric and IOcus on 
market realities. 
READ MORE >> 

Face It: FHA’s the 

Only Game in 

Town for 

Subprime 
Borrowers 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE ;> 



Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
VWtlTERAPER 

Banks have long strived to beiter align and integ~’ate their risk and finance 

functions. 
READ MORE ,> 

Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 
WEB SEMINAR 

In a recent report, the CFPB detailed how consumers have benefitted from the 2009 

CARD Act, citing reduced penalty fees and greaier transloarenc,~, with cost of credit 

cards. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

RESOURCE 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American Bankec’s inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smad approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers of similar size, 

based on asse~s. READ MORE ~> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cui corners and re.gulato~s io crack down 

on questionable practices. A[[ tMs applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

growth, and small banks, which al’e jumping headlong into the bus#~ess and 

catedng 1o ~he iess affluent clients ~9nored by large Dunks.READ MORE ~ 

MOIRE IN 8F’E:CIk4. REFR.JF:,."I8 ;:. 

FOt.LOWUS: [] ~AmerBanker [] F 
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Triangle Business Journal <replytriangle@bizjournals.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Did the holidays deliver? 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 9:32 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

On the High Wire Without a Net 





click here. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

BankersOnline <donolreply@bmakers~nline.com> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 11:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Stop Fraud! Pre-Order 2014 ID Checking Guides 

It’s time to order your 2014 US I.D. Checking Guides 

a coupon for S 75 off 

Conducting the Required ~dentity Theft Risk Assessment 
Presented by Mary Beth Guard and Jack Holzknecht 

The FACT Act requires a continuing assessment of the risks of identity theft as the threats evolve and change. 

Get expert advice on how to do the assessment in this 2- hour presentation. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 11: 58 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Dec. 26 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

ii.~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 26, 2013, Z1:48 A,~. ET 

Litigation challenging new trading and fund ownership restrictions under the Volcker rule is boiling up fast as bankers and 

regulators rush to resolve threshold questions in a time frame that might be measured in hours. 

The American Bankers Association and several member banks Dec. 24 filed two actions@one in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of Columbia (Am. Bankers Ass’n v. Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., D.D.C., No. 13-cv-02050, 12/24/13), and a separate 
but related petition for review in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit (Am. Bankers Ass’n v. Board of 

Governors of the Federal Reserve System, D.C. Cir., No. $3-cv-01310, 12/24/13). 

The ABA, citing jurisdictional questions because so many agencies promulgated the Dodd-Frank Act rule, asked the district court 
to block implementation of certain provisions by Dec. 31, saying limits on holdings of collateralized debt obligations backed by 

trust-preferred securities would damage capital levels and earnings at more than 275 banks. 

The litigation is moving fast. In the D.C. Circuit, where the ABA sought an emergency stay of rule provisions, federal bank 

regulators Dec. 24 agreed to freeze portions of the ru~e but asked for more time@until Jan. i0@to respond to the ABA’s action. 

The ABA quickly responded, opposing the request by saying Jan. $0 wou~d be too ~ate to stem damage from the rule. 

The district court complaint is at 

http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document!ANERICAN BANKERS ASSOC~ON et al v FEDE~L DEPOSIT INSU~NCE CO. 
The petition in the D.C. Circuit is at 

http://www.bloomberq~aw.com/public/document/American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301310 . The 
Dec. 24 motion by regulators for an extension is at 

http://www.bloomberg~aw.com/public/documentiAmerican Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301350 /1. The 
ABA’s brief in opposition to that motion is at 

http:i/www.bloomberqlaw.com/public/document/American Bankers Association et a~ v FRS et a~ Docket No $305310 /2. 

FederM Reserve F~na~izes PuM~o~t 

Posted December 24, 2013, 2:03 P.M. ET 

The Federal Reserve Board Dec. 24 said it has adopted a final ru~e clarifying the treatment of uninsured U.S. branches or 
agencies of a foreign bank under a section of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act known as the 

swaps push-out provision. 

The final rule, which will go into effect Jan. 31, 2014, is unchanged from the interim fina~ rule issued by the Fed on June 5, 2013. 
Insured depository institutions that function as swaps entities wil~ be eligible for a transition period of up to 24 months for 
compliance to certain statutory exceptions, the Fed said. 

~Section 716 of Dodd-Frank generally prohibits the provision of certain types of federal assistance, such as discount window 
lending and deposit insurance, to swaps entities. The provisions of section 716 became effective on July 16, 2013,~ the Fed 

statement said. 

The notification of the final rum can be found here: http://op.bna.com/der.nsf/r?Open=sbay-geppja. 

Ame~ca~ Express ~o P~y F~es a~d Ref~ds 

Posted December 24, 2013, 11:02 A.~. ET 

American Express (~P) will pay $16.2 million in fines and at least $59.5 million in refunds under a settlement with federal 

regulators announced today. 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency announced a $3 million penalty against American Express Bank, F.S.B., of Salt Lake 



City. The OCC said the bank’s billing and marketing practices violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which 

prohibits unfair and deceptive acts or practices. 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau said it ordered American Express to refund an estimated $59.5 million to more than 
335,000 consumers for illegal credit card practices. The CFPB said practices included unfair billing tactics and deceptive 
marketing with respect to credit card add-on products, such as payment protection and credit monitoring. American Express will 

pay an additional $9.6 million in civil penalties to the CFPB. 

‘@We first warned companies last year about using deceptive marketing to sell credit card add-on products, and everyone should 
be on notice of this issue,‘@ CFPB Director Richard Cordray said. ‘@Today we are refunding thousands of American Express 
customers who were harmed by these illegal practices. Consumers deserve to be treated fairly and should not pay for services 

they do not receive.,@ 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation announced a settlement with American Express Centurion Bank, of Salt Lake City, for 
allegedly unfair and deceptive marketing practices related to credit card add-on products. The order requires the bank to pay a 

civil penalty of $3.6 million. 

The OCC news release and consent order is viewable at http://op.bna.comibar.nsf/r?Open=ibar-9epla4, the FDIC news release 
and order can be seen at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=ibar-geplag, and the CFPB news release is available at 

http://op.bna .comiba r.nsf/?Open =j ba r- 9eplae. 

Posted December 23, 2013, 2:04 P.M. ET 

The American Bankers Association Dec. 23 said it will file suit to challenge limits on holdings of trust-preferred securities under 
the Volcker Rule, saying banks that invest in pooled trust-preferred securities ‘@are facing unexpected and precipitous write- 

downs on these investments that are not justified by any safety and soundness concern.‘@ 

In a letter to federal bank regulators, ABA President and Chief Executive Frank Keating said his group will seek emergency relief in 

court if the rule is not suspended. 

‘@In light of the short time frame banking entities have to evaluate the status of their investments, make decisions regarding 
valuations and reach agreement with their accountants, we request, in the interest of fairness, that you issue a stay of these 
provisions, and that you keep this stay in effect until these issues are resolved, either through further dialogue or, if necessary, 

by the courts,‘@ he said. 

The Volcker Rule is part of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. Restrictions on fund ownership and 

investment restrict bank holdings of trust-preferred securities. 

The ABA letter is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-9enq5k. 

~D~C ~et~ Mi×e~ ~e~u~k~ i~ ~eve~th Ci~c~it 

Posted December 23, 2013, 12:48 P.M. ET 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit Dec. 23 dealt a setback to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation on one 
question in its suit against directors and officers of a failed bank while asking the Georgia Supreme Court whether Georgia’s 

business judgment rule bars the FDIC’s claims (Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. v. Skow, 11th Cir., No. 12-15878, 12/23/13)~ 

Steven M. Skow and other former officials of the now-failed Integrity Bank asserted several defenses against the FDIC when it 

sued them for negligence, but the FDIC said those claims fail as a matter of law. 

The FDIC asked a district court to strike the defenses, saying it owes ‘@no duty‘@ to bank officers or directors, but the district 

court denied the motion, and the Eleventh Circuit affirmed that holding Dec. 23. 

The district court also held Georgia’s business judgment rule barred the FDIC’s claims for ordinary negligence, but the appeals 

court asked the Georgia Supreme Court for advice on that question. 

The ruling is at 

http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/Federal .Deposit Insurance Corp. v Steven Skow et al Docket No 1215/3. 
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Dec. 26 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 26, 2013, 12:20 P.M. ET 

Litigation challenging new trading and fund ownership restrictions under the Volcker rule is boiling up fast as bankers and 

regulators rush to resolve threshold questions in a time frame that might be measured in hours. 

The American Bankers Association and several member banks Dec. 24 filed one suit in the U.S. District Court for the District of 
Columbia (Am. Bankers Ass’n v. Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., D.D.C., No. 13-cv-02050, 12/24/13), one day after a separate 
but related Dec. 23 petition for review in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit (Am. Bankers Ass’n v. 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, D.C. Cir., No. 13-cv-01310, 12/24/13). 

The ABA, citing jurisdictional questions because so many agencies promulgated the Dodd-Frank Act rule, asked the district court 
to block implementation of certain provisions by Dec. 31, saying limits on holdings of collateralized debt obligations backed by 

trust-preferred securities would damage capital levels and earnings at more than 275 banks. 

The litigation is moving fast. In the D.C. Circuit, where the ABA sought an emergency stay of rule provisions, federal bank 

regulators Dec. 24 agreed to freeze portions of the rule but asked for more time@until Jan. 10@to respond to the ABA’s action. 

The ABA quickly responded, opposing the request by saying Ian. 10 would be too late to stem damage from the rule and arguing 

that the offered freeze would be pointless. 

The district court complaint is at 

http:/iwww.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION et al v FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CO. 
The petition in the D.C. Circuit is at 

http://www.bloomberqlaw.com!publicidocument!American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301310 . The 
Dec, 24 motion by regulators for an extension is at 

http://www.bloomberqlaw.comzpublicidocument/American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301310 /1. The 
ABA’s brief in opposition to that motion is at 

http://www.bloomberqlaw.com/public/document/American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301310 /2. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 
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Dec. 26 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

i~i BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 26, 2013, 2:24 P,M, ET 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit today clave federal bank regulators until Monday at 9:00 a.m. 

to respond to a motion for emergency relief from some provisions of the Volcker rule. 

The American Bankers Association and member banks say accounting rules will force major losses if the rule is not 

suspended before Dec. 31. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, which previously said the Federal Reserve and other 

regulators had to respond by Dec. 27, pushed that deadline back to Dec. 30. 

The Dec. 26 order is at 

http://www.bloomber~llaw.com/publicidocument/American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301310 /3. 
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Dec. 26 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted December 26, 2013, 2:27 P,M, ET 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit today cjave federal bank regulators until Monday at 9:00 a.m. 

to respond to a motion for emergency relief from some provisions of the Volcker rule. 

The American Bankers Association and member banks say accounting rules will force major losses if the rule is not 

suspended before Dec. 31. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, which previously said the Federal Reserve and other 

regulators had to respond by Dec. 27, pushed that deadline back to Dec. 30. 

The Dec. 26 order is at 

http://www.bloombercllaw.com/publicidocument/American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301310 /3. 
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Dec. 27 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

D .... ber 27, 2013 ~ Number 248 

Regulatory Reform 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 

gave the Federal Reserve Board until Dec. 30 at 9:00 a.m. to 
respond to the American Bankers Association’s bid for emergency 
relief from certain provisions of the Volcker rule.., 

Foreign Accounts 
~ ~ve~s F~ ~greeme~t for ~a~s 
To S~g~ U# for D~rect ~ATCA Repo~g 

The Internal Revenue Service unveiled the eagerly awaited final 
agreement for foreign financial institutions (FFIs) that want to 
s~gn up for direct reporting of their U.S.-owned accounts under 
the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act in Rev .... 

Derivatives 

A banking regulator finalized a rule that prohibits federal 
assistance such as deposit insurance to swaps entities, a Dodd- 
Frank measure meant to curb systemic risks... 

Payment Cards 

American Express has agreed to pay $16.2 million in fines to 
federal regulators and provide at least $59.5 million in consumer 
refunds to settle charges of unfair billing tactics and deceptive 
marketing of credit card "add-on" products... 

Securities 

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York 
awarded $116.8 million in attorneys’ fees to plaintiffs’ attorneys 
Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP, after parties settled 
a would-be class action over... 

Credit Rating Agencies 
Credit Raters Improving i~ Cotn#~ia~ce 

While nationally recognized statistical rating organizations are 
improving in meeting their compliance obligations, the Securities 
and Exchange Commission staff continues to identify problems 
during examinations of the entities .... 

Securities 
SEC Staff G~’a~ts Nora Relief 

The staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission Division of 
Corporation Finance granted Bank of America Corp.’s bid for relief 
from being considered an "ineligible issuer" under the 1933 
Securities Act after its subsidiary... 

Housing 



Sales of new single-family homes fell 2..t percent on weakness in 
two of the four regions, the government reported Dec. 24 .... 

Housing 

Home prices continued rising in October, up 0.5 percent on a 
seasonally adjusted basis, the Federal Housing Finance Agency 
said Dec. 24 .... 

As the Justice Department has stepped up its pursuit of financial 
institutions, there has been a surge of civil fraud lawsuits 
brought by the government under FIRREA ~ the Financial 
Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Year in review: Reader favorites and editors’ picks from 2013 

T~e Top Stories of the Week 
December 27,2013 

Editor’s note: This is a special end-of-year edition of the ABA JoumalWeekly 
Newsletter, featuring popular stories, galleries and lists from the past year. 

Wishing you a safe and happy new year--l~e ABA Journal staff 

10 most popular legal news headlines on ABAJournal,com in 2013 

A ~E~SSAGE FROM ~¥’CASE 

~Ls~cJ~d~c~m~u~Ln~g~I~h~e~w~a~y~f~T~h~E~[~ 

~M~s~tJ~m~n~r~t~a~n~U~e~g~a~L~s~t~r~Le~s~J~n~2~j~$ 

Reader Favorites: Galleries 

25 greatest law novels,,,ever 

11 must=have apps for la~wers 

10 police raids gone wrong 

9 creative lawyer business cards 

The 25 Greatest Lecial Movies 

A ~ESSAG~ FRO~ DAEG~S 

What does the future of Technology-Assisted Review (TAR) mean to your future? 

Editor’s Choice from the Magazine 

~.D....a.~.v..!~.d..~E..~.~.s...t...e.~.r.~...W....a.!~[.a....c.~.e..1.s.~.a..~.d..~Lc....e.~.~....n.~.a..~.rg~!~g~ersu asively 

Popular Lists 

Our 100 favorite law blo,qs of 2013 

50 simple ways you can market your practice 

Meet this year’s 10 Legal Rebels 

15 fairly new legal industry jobs and 6 more you may see soon 

Editor’s Choice from Podcasts 



What were the best legal novels of 2013? (podcast) 

Rosa Parks’ attorney: ’if the story would be told. i’d have to tell it’ (podcast) 

On-the-go lawyer’s guide to keeping fit and healthy (podcast with transcript) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 4:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Car Bomb Explodes in BeiruL Killing Former Minister 

Car Bomb Explodes in Beirut, Killing Former Minister 

A massive car bomb exploded in central Beirut near an upmarket hotel and shopping area, 

killing Mohamad Chatah, a former finance minister and adviser to former Prime Minister 

Saad Harid. 

Lebanon’s Red Cross said the blast killed at least five people, with at least 15 critically 

injured. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 6:07 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

American Banker Digital Edition for Friday, December 27, 2013 

White Papers 
[~ 

AmericanBankerl 
Digital Edition WebSem,oars 
Friday, December 27, 2013          [~J~]-[~] 

American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

Will the Re.qulatory Screws Loosen in 2014? 

The question triggers a whole array of responses. But after 
a five-year onslaught of new rules and enforcement, some 
see a brighter regulatory future for banks. 

Why It Takes Guts to Run a Bank on the Block 

Further delays in the M&T!Hudson City deal were a 
reminder of how hard it is to manage banks in the limbo 
between the announcements and closings of M&A 
agreements. Tougher regulatory scrutiny means longer 
waits and greater risk of cancellation. 

Banc of California CEO Seeking Opportunity Profits Next 
Year 

The company suffered from growing pains - and a big third- 
quarter loss - due to rapid expansion. CEO Steven 
Sugarman must prove to investors in 2014 that his efforts 
are leading to a stronger company. 

Nonprofit Teamincl with More Banks to Better Reach 
Underbanked 

Buoyed by its success on the West Coast, Operation Hope 
is partnering with the likes of SunTrust and Popular 
Community Bank to set up its financial literacy centers in 
such cities as Memphis, Atlanta, Washington and New 
York. 

High-Tech ATM Delivered Holiday Cash to Those with 
Blocked Cards 

Family Focus FCU is helping members whose debit cards 
have been blocked due to the Target breach still receive 
24/7 access to their money. 

By Department 

High~Tech ATM Delivered Noliday Cash to Those with 

Blocked Cards 

Family Focus FCU is helping members whose debit cards 
have been blocked due to the Target breach still receive 
24/7 access to their money. 

Nonprofit Teaming with More Banks to Better Reach 



Buoyed by its success on the West Coast, Operation Hope 
is partnering with the likes of SunTrust and Popular 
Community Bank to set up its financial literacy centers in 
such cities as Memphis, Atlanta, Washington and New 
York. 

Ba#c of California CEO Seeking Opportun#y, Profits 

The company suffered from growing pains - and a big third- 
quarter loss - due to rapid expansion. CEO Steven 
Sugarman must prove to investors in 2014 that his efforts 
are leading to a stronger company. 

The question triggers a whole array of responses. But after 
a five-year onslaught of new rules and enforcement, some 
see a brighter regulatory future for banks. 

Further delays in the M&T/Hudson City deal were a 
reminder of how hard it is to manage banks in the limbo 
between the announcements and closings of M&A 
agreements. Tougher regulatory scrutiny means longer 
waits and greater risk of cancellation. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 
5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail custserv~.americanbanker.com 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction 
or forwarding of this publication without the express written permission of the publisher is strictly 
prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. 
Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site 
license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 
One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 

[ i~ American 

[ i~ Bank ..... : Banker ...... Tech 

Free Trial I Subscribe I Unsubscribe I My Email Alerts I Contact Us I Advertise 

© 2013 SourceMedia. All rights reserved. S .... Media 



From: 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Ditectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 6:56 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

December 27, 2013: Stocks Extend Record... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

m A~;dit ~r~d ~ h-~,3i~c e 
Check for late-brea king news 

a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

Stocks ~xtend Record Run 

U.S. stocks rallied on Thursday, repo~s MarketWatch (Dec. 27, Mahmudova), 
extending their record run after government data showed a decline ~n weeMy 
jobless cla~ms~ The Dew Jones Industria~ Average surged 122.33 points, or 

500 h~dex added 8.70 points, or 0.5 pe[cent, to 1,842.02, c~osh~g at a record 
~eve~ for the 44~h t#ne this year. H~stodcaHy, markets see abnormally Mgh 
returns Jn the trad~n~ days between Christmas and New Year’s Day. B~ 
Stone, chief ~nveslment strategist at PNC Asset Management Group, gave 
three [easons for this: po~fo~o adjustments for maximizing tax benefits before 
year end, investor optimism associated with ~he ho~day season or ~he ~act 
that a ~arge nt~mber ef sho~ se~ers are on vacation unfi~ the new year. 

Michael Yosh~kamL chief executive oft~cer a~ Destination Wealth Ma~er Class 
Managemenl, expects stocks le benefit as inveslers exit bonds, and buy 
shares. ~n the months ahead, according to the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 27, 
DieteHch). "~ndiv~dual ~nvesto~ ale starling to believe that these [strong stock[ 
re~urns is not some phantom and that ~he economy ~s coming back from ~he 
abyss of 2008," says YosMkamL whose firm manages $1.4 bHl~on~ Others, 
~nck~ding Keith Goddard, chief executive officer at Cap~t~ Adv~som, an 
~nvestmen~ manager tha~ oversees $1 ~3 billion, are beginning to gkd for 
choppier ~rad~ng next year. "Thole are not enough positive surprises ~e~ out 
there to st~stain the momentum ~n tMs markeL" says Goddard. "We are 
~ctively d~al~ng our risk profile down." 

Director Professionalism@ 

G~oba~ markets continued the surge on Friday, repeals the Associated Press 
(Dec. 27), as Japan’s benchmark ~ndex hit ~ flesh five-year Mgh. Tokyo’s 
Nikkei index has had a spectacular year, up more than 50 percent s~nce 
4. Nong Kong’s Hang Song index rose by 0.2 percent to 23,231.86, and 
CMna’s Shangha~ compes~te gained 1.4 percent to 2,199.06, after the CMnese 
Cabinet said this year’s economic gro~,~h wou~d be 7.6 percent, down on~y 
slightly ~rorn las~ year’s 7.7 percent. European traders also jo#~ed ~n ~he post- 
he~iday cheer, w~th Germany’s Dax h~dex dsin~ &7 #ercenl in early trading to 
9,059.20, the FToE ~ndex of majo[ British stocks up 0.o percent to 6,724.99 

~ 8pecia~ Eyelets and France’s CAC up 0.7 percent to 4,24s.66. 

¯ .            ] i~i KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 

Upcoming NACD 
Events 

Houston, TX (Apr. 7-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 20f4) 

Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug. 18-19, 2014) 
Felt Lauderclaie, FL 

(Dec. f ~= 12, 20 f 4) 

Houston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 

Chicago, II. (June 
2014) 

Dana Point, CA (Aug, 

14-15, 2014) 
Fed: I. auderdale, FL 

(Dec. 8-9, 2014) 

Share~ 

¢omp!im~t~n] NACD W~bi~a[ ....................................................................................... 

Compensation Series Webinar 
Jan, 23, 2014 
2-3 p,m. 

Join NACD and Pearl Meyer & Padners to discuss current executive and 
directo~ compensation issues in 2014. Stay abreas~ of ~rends and 
requirements as government action fueF:~ new regulations and requirements, 
Led by experienced directors and compensation expels, each program 
provMes pracfica~ guidance you can immediately put to use. 

Learn more and register. 

Sha~eFTT~ 

Audit and Finance 

After IBme[ging From Bankruptcy, Beechcraft to Be Acquired by 
Textron 

Small-Cap Forum San 
Arl~enio, TX (ApHI 10; 

2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (:May 

5-6, 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 

Washington, DC (May 

30, 2014) 
Small-Cap Forum San 

Francisco, CA (July !7, 

2014) 
C-Suite to Board Seat 

San F[ancisco, CA 

(July 17, 20f4) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Peer Exchanges 

NACD Directorship 

2020 New York, NY 

(March 18, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 



The parent company of Cessna Aircraft will buy Beechcraf~ for approximately 

$1.4 billion, reports the New York Times (Dec. 27). Cessna’s parent, Textron, 
based in Providence, R.I., said it expected to cempbte the acquisition early 
next year. "The acquisition of 8eechcrafl ~s a tremendous oppo~un~y ~o 
extend our genera~ aviation bus~ness," Scott C. Donnelly, Textron’s chairman 
and chie~ executive, said. "From our customers’ perspective, [h~s crea~es a 
broader sebction of a~rcrafl and ~ I~rger service footprint ----- ~]1 sharing the 
same Mgh standards of quality and innovation/’ Beechcrafl emerged from 
bankruptcy tMs year largely freed from debt and its unprofitaMe Hawker 
bus~ness jet operatbns, which ~t stopped making to ~ocus on turboprop and 
p~ston aircraft as wail as ~reiners ~nd 1~9ht 8track planes for the military. 

Share~ 

Surge of Holiday Packages Delays UPS~ FadE× De~iveries 

United Parcel Service of North America, Inc. the world’s larges~ package- 
delivery company, and FedEx Corporation said they couldn’t deliver some 
holiday shipments by Christmas Day due to h~gh volume and bad weather, 
reports ~he Chbago Tribune (Dec. 26). "The volume o~ a~r packages in our 
system exceeded the capacity of our network immediately precedh~g 
Christmas so some sMpments were de~ayed," UPS said. In a statement 
posted to its Web site Thursday, FedEx saM~ "Our 300,000 team members 
delivered outstanding service durin9 tMs holiday season, and we experienced 
no me,or serqce d~sruptions in the week before Christmas despite heavy 
volume. Eve~ s~ngle p~ckage is h~po~ant to us, and we w~ continue to work 
directly w~h customers to address any ~solated #~cidents." Many factors, 
~no~udin(~ Mgher vok~me then expeded and recen~ p~ches of bad weather, 
caused the delays, UPS spokeswoman N~]ie B~ack seM~ 

Sha[e~ 

Rather than tout bi9 new investments, raise worker wages, or hi[e more 
employees, U.S. companies are more ~kely to sol aside funds to reward 
shareholders, according to the Columbus Dispatch (Dec. 26, Yang). That 
trend took a d~p during ~he recessbn bur has roared back dudng the recovery. 
Buybacks are on track to reach $754 MIIbn, shy of 1he $863 bi~bn record set 
~n 2007. The 30 companies ~sted on the Dew Jones ~ndustdal average have 
authorized $2I 1 billion in 2013, according 1o data from Bk#~yi Assoc~a[es. 
Thai sum ~s nearly three times wha[ the group spent on research and 
development ~ast year, according io data from S&P Capita~ IQ. The 
repumhases ~nc[ease earnings per share, a number closely watched by 
~nvesto~ ~ and by corporate boards Jr~ de~em~n~ng executive pay. Of the 30 
Dew companies, all but [eur list earnings per share ~n iheir public documents 
8s a metdc ~sed to determine executive pay. U~fimately, analysts say, when 
companies spend money on buybacks rather than ~nvesiment, they’re 
signaling bw hopes for economic 9[ov~h. 

Share~ 

LightSquared lnc. Looks to Exit Chapter 11 With Backi~g of Fortress, 
Melody 

W~reless venture Ligh~Squared Inc. is seeking to exi~ bankruptcy-court 
protection with backing from private-equity firms Fortress Investment Group 
LLC and Melody Cap~ta~ Advisors LLC, repo~s the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 
27, Fitzgerald). MghtSquared, wMch has been at ~he center of a ~ight between 
hedge fund manager PM] Fabone and Dish Network Corp. Charlie Ergen, 
s new plan to exit Chapter 11, w~th more than $4 billion in debt and equity 
backing from Fortt~ss, Melody, and existing investors J.P. Morgan Chase and 
Faicone’s Hath#igor Cap~a] Partners. The Fortress-led investors would pump 
at least $1.25 bH~on in new equity ~nto a reorganized UghtSquared, according 
to papers fi~ed in U.S. Bankruptcy Cou~ late Tuesday in New York. The new 
p~an includes $2.5 b~ion ~n so-called exit financing, plus a $250 m~ll~on ban 
earmarked fer a ~eorgan~zed UghtSquared. 

Share~ 

~nvestors Sue C~aiming $400 Million Empire State Building Loss 

h~vesto[s claim they Ios~ more ~han $400 million when the Malkin family’s 
Empire State Realty Trust ignored private of Je~Y~ before an initial public oft~ring, 
UPI (Dec. 26) reports. Stakeholders are suing the family that manages the 
Empire State Building in a class-action claiming $410 million in cash Iosses~ 
The Malkin family raised abou~ $754 million in a public olfering for the iconic 
1024bet [~qidtown Manhattan skyscraper on Oct. 1, but shareholders claim 
tl~at a $13 per share price raised the building’s actual worth to $1.89 billion. 

ShareFTTF~ 

GOP, Business Recast Message 

GOP House leaders are ~aking steps ~o impose discipline on wavering 
committee chairmen and tea-party factions, repeals the Wall Street Journal 

2020 Denver, CO (Juiy 

15, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Beverly Hills, CA 

(Sept 10, 2014) 

Webinare 

Qualterly Audit 
Committae Update (1/9) 

The U.S Demographic 

Tsunami: What 

Directors Need to 

Know (’1/16) 
Board Pay Preview: 

NACD 2013/14 Director 

Compensation Report 

Conscious Capitalism in 

the Boardroom (1/29) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 

board ieadersi~ip ~,,’or 

directors, by dhec~ors We 
deliver ~he wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 

confidently navip;ate complex 

business challenges and 
enhance si~areowne[ value. 

We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in the national 

d~a~og on board ~eaders~ip 
issues Learn more. 

Follow NACD o~: 



(Dec. 26, King, O’Conno0. Meanwhile, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce early 
next year plans to roll out an aggressive effort--expected to cost a~ least $50 
million-----to support establishment, businessdriendly candidates in primaries 
,3nd the general election, with an ,3im of trying to win ,3 Republican Senate 
majority. "Our No. 1 focus is to make sure, when it comes to the Senate, that 
we have no loser’ candidates," says the business group’s ~op political 
strategist, Scott Reed. GOP leaders hope a less restive Republican caucus 
will allow the House to pass a farm bill and push ahead on at least 
incremental overhauls of ~he irrrmigra~ion system. 

Sha re~CTc~] 

~grpg[a~e G(~e[l~anc~ ......................................................................................................... 

Change Shakes Up Boards 

A little-noticed change in the way an influential sh,3reholder adviser m,3kes its 
up-or-down recommendations on director elections may have some 
companies rethinking their responses to irrves[or proposals, reports ~he Wall 

Street Journal (Dec~ 27, Hoflman)~ The ’~’veak focuses on tire dilference 
between shares that are outstanding and shares that are votedr Sta~ti~’L(] in 
2014, Institutional Shareholder Services Inc. is changing its guidelines to 
recommend ousting directors who don’t irnplemen~ a shareholder proposal 
that got a majority of the votes cast at the 2013 meeting. Previously, ISS 
recommended "no" votes on directors only if the proposal received a majority 
of all the shares outstanding--a more forgiving standard for directors because 
many shares go uncast. 

Share~TT~ 

Barclays CapitaB lnc, Fined $3.75 Million for Failing to Retain Records 

The Financial Industry Regulato[y Authority on Thursday fined Barclays 
Capital Inc. $3.75 million for what i~ called "systemic failures" in records 
retention, reports the Los Anqeles Times (Deer 26, Lopez). The Londombased 
bank was fined after an investigation found that the fimq failed to presewe 
e~ec~ron~c records, e-mails and ~ns~ant messages for the requh~d minimum 
time of 10 years~ F~NRA said that from 2002 to 2012, Barclays fa~]ed to save 
many of these e~ectronic records ~ including order and t[ade ticket data, 
trade continuations, account records and other items ~ in the proper fonsat. 
FINRA ~nvesfigators sa~d the ~ssues were widespread and included all of ~he 
firm’s bus~ness areas. As pa~t of the settlement, Ba~clays d~d not admit or 
deny the charges. 

Share~ 

Why Many Directors Prefer P~ivate Company Boards 

Serving on ,3 private company board has distinct advant,3ges, according to this 
column in Forbes (Dec. 26, Hall). "For one, you can avoid the rigidity that can 
constrain public boards, where moun~ing r~gulation and shareholder scrutiny 
h,3ve made it harder a~d more time-co~suming to serve," the column states. 
"Additionally, p[ivate company boards don’t have the same legal ~aM~Jfies and 
r~sks that puMJc company boards face. For example, d~[ectors can be more 
~nvo~ved Jn growing the bus~ness, rather than acting as a watchdog for 
shareholders, and work more c~osely w~th the CEO and management learn." 
However, the column adds that "in a closely he~d company, you may have 
~irnited influence, padicular~y i~ the CEO o[ chairman has assemMed a board 
that’s afraid 1o challenge 1he C-su~le’s perspective a~d decisions." 

Share~ 

C=Suite 

Partnership Names Clay Walker ~,Jext CIBO 

TriCities.com (Dec. 27, Gibson) reports that Clay Walker, an economic 
developer from Gallatin, Tenn., will take the reins ol NETWORKS=Sullivan 
Partnership early next year’. Walker, 50, will replace Richard Venable, who 
h,3s se~’ed ,3s Networks’ CEO s~nce 2006 a~(J announced his p~ans to retire 
eadier this year. £%~alkeCs contract begins Jan. 6. "After 8n extensive inte~ew 
process, the search committee felt C~ay Walker was an ~deal candidate for 
Venab~e’s replacement," J~m Street, cha~rman~ect of the Networks executive 

committee and board of directors, said ~n s written announcement of the 
appointment. "Walker has 8n excellent track record of leading and delivering 
on economic development effe[ts, is well-known in the Nashville economic and 
community development arena and has particular slrength ~n fosterh~g 
relationships with existing business and indust~." 

Shar8~ 

Economic Outlook 

Jobless Claims Fall in Positive Sign for Labor ~arket 

The number ol Americans filing new claims for unemploymen~ benefits Iell last 

week to the lowest level i~ ~eaily a month, a hopeful sign for the labor m,3rket, 

, according to Reuters (Dec. 26, Lange). hlitial claims for state unemployment 



benefits decreased 42,000 to a seasonally adjusted 338,000, the Labor 
Department said on Thursday. While recent data on claims have been 
clouded by seasonal volatility around the w~nter ho~day pedod, Thursday’s 
repo~ showed claims ~n a range that supports expectations fer faster 
economic gro~,~h next yea[. "With ~sbo[ msrkets on the mend and consumer 
confidence on the rise, we look ~o[ broader economic improvemerfl 1o continue 
pushing cJaims (~owe0," sam Gennad~y GoJdbetg, an a~taJysi at TD Securities. 

Share~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Ryan Switzer’s ore,gression 

After a quiet start to his freshman 

season, UNC’s Ryan Switzer has 

been among the most productive 

punt returners in ACC history. 

UNC’s Ryan 

Sw~tzer (3) 

leaves Old 

Dominion 

Art WeJneL forme~ UNC 

footba~ alFAmerican, dies 

Art Weiner, who set receiving 

records that stood for decades, 

formed a dynamic duo with 

Charlie Justice in the late 1940s. 

UNC football 

greats Charlie 

Justice left) 

and Art 

Weiner 

(right). 

Friday: No. 19 UNC vs. No[the[n Kentucky 

Player to watch: J.P. Tokoto, forward, North Carolina: 

Tokoto’s confidence has blossomed in recent 

weeks. He’s coming offthe best game of his time at 

UNC. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)unte 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~:~2£~.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 7:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: N.C. wasn’t ready tbr Boeing; Estate home pla~s tbr Chapel Hill 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 27, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s iea~ers, 

North Carolina wasn’t ready for Boeinq 
8o ~he ~o~ng ,N ....... ) oppo~unity has come and gone for North Carolina¯ Truth 

be told it seems we never had a great chance, 

Discuss 

Terramor Homes begins estate home plans in Chapel Hill 
Terramor Homes of Raleigh is taking its custom estate collection into the big-lot 

neighborhood of Lystra Preser~e in ~ hap.I Hill 

Discuss 

Raleigh hedge fund shareholders to vote on takeover 
One of Raleigh’s premier hedge funds is set to come under new ownership, 

pending the results of a stakehoider vote scheduied for late January, 

Discuss 

Here are the top 10 Triangle ZiP codes newcomers are 

flocking to 
Of fi~e 52 ZIP codes in Wake, Durham ;~rid Orarlge counues, 1he Cary-Morrisville 

27519 ZiP code seems to be the most appeaiing among people who are moving 

into. the Tri~ngie, averaging 405 new residents.. 

Discuss 

B 

Ral~b investors takinq 9v~[ ~y~le Beach golf co~rse 

Eight years later, Lenovo inches away from IBM 

Raleigh ranks No. 9 among metros for economic momentum 
going into 2014 

Durham’s Counter Culture Coffee to host re.qional coffee 
competition 

UPS may pay back customers for package deMy 

Here’s one term entrepreneurs must learn for 2014 

Read Momin~ Edition >> 
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FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 11:57 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJNEWS ALERT: NSA Phone Surveillance Is Legal, Judge Says 

NNA Phone Nurv-eillanee Is Legal, Judge Sa~ s 

A federal judge ruled that a massive U.S. phone-tracking program is legal. U.S. District 

Judge William Pauley issued the decision, saying the program "represents the 

government’s counter-punch" to eliminate al Qaeda’s terrorist network by connecting 

fragmented and fleeting communications. 

The ruling notes the terrorist attacks in 2001 and how the National Security Agency’s 

phone data-collection system could have helped investigators connect information before 

the attacks occurred. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjedr: 

ResearchGate <no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Friday, December 27, 2013 11:58 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Li s~, 8 researchers viewed your publications 

Weekly stats update 

See views by cel_mtry 

~ Full-text dowr:leads 189 

~ P!ofiie views °~9 ’ii 

View 

Complete your stats 

Lissa gamkin Broome 

Dangerous Categories: Narratives of Corporate Boar.,. 





















Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 12:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Target Says Enc~pted PIN Data Taken in Breach 

Target Says Encr3~pted PIN Data Taken in Breach 

Target said that encrypted debit card PIN data was among the information accessed in a 

data breach during the peak holiday shopping period. The retailer said it doesn’t believe 

PINs themselves were accessed in the breach and doesn’t think they can be unencrypted 

by those who took them. 

Target along with the Secret Service, the U.S. Department of Justice, and a forensics unit 

of Verizon Communications continue to investigate a data breach that affected as many as 

40 million credit and debit-card accounts used at Target stores between Nov. 27 and Dec. 

15. 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Fjeld <bounce@tx~unce.myngp.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 1: 52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

In just 4 days’. 

Dear Lissa, 

i hope you are having a wonderful and joyous holiday season. As we approach 

year-end and our filing deadline in just 4 days, [. m reaching out again 

because we need your help "to continue building a ~nning campaign! 

We,re $~4,75o shy of our goal for our December 31st deadline and your year- 

end contribution ~411 help get us there. This is a team e.~ba’t, and ~e 

~leed e~e~’.~on.e ~o~v~. Whether it is 846 for a roll of stamps, $~25 for 

additional Hterature or $5oo toward fi~ture media buys, every 

dollar invested will absolutely make a difference, so please click 

tiffs link mid make a contribution online now. 

Our campaign has been building momentum steadily since our announcement 

in August. I have been o~,erwhelmed by tt~e support we have received ~rom so 

many who believe in "this campaign, i am honored to have been selec:ted as a 

eartdidate reeeix,ing support from EMIIX. ls list. This success }~as been 

possible beeaase of the sapport we have received from you and others, and I 

sincerely thank you. 

Please help us ~4n this important seat in the U.S. Congress by clicking this link 

to make a contribution online today. 

Thank you. 

Kindest regards, 

PAID FOR BY LAURA FJEI,D FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE 

PO Box 635 



Hillsborough, NC 27278 

If you believe you received this message in el-for or wish to no longer receive email from u~ please unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 3:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies reviemng treatment of collateralized debt obligations backed by trust pret~rred securities under final rules implementing the 

"Volcker role" 

A~encies reviewin~ treatment of collateralized debt obligations backed by trust preferred securities under final rules 
implementin~ the "Volcker rule" 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevent~press/bcreg/20131227a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, December 27, 2013 3:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 27 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 27, 2013, 3:47 P.M. ET 

Five federal financial institution regulators late Dec. 27 said they may provide some relief 
under the Volcker rule for collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) backed by trust-preferred 

securities by Jan. 15. 

In an interagency statement, regulators said their accounting staffers believe that any 
actions in January 2014 @that occur before the issuance of December 31, 2013, financial 

reports should be considered when preparing those financial reports.@ 

The interagency statement is an effort to address matters raised in a lawsuit by the American 
Bankers Association and several member banks. They say accounting rules will require as 
many as 275 banks to write down major investments with significant implications for earnings 

and capital. They also say relief before the end of 20:[3 is vital. 

The statement was released by the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission, and the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

The interagency statement is at http://op.bna.com~bar.nsf/r.Open=cbre-9ess32. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, December 27, 2013 4:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 27 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December 27, 2013, 3:51 P.M. ET 

Four federal financial institution regulators late Dec. 27 said they may provide some relief 
under the Volcker rule for collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) backed by trust-preferred 

securities by Jan. 15. 

In an interagency statement, regulators said their accounting staffers believe that any 
actions in January 2014 @that occur before the issuance of December 31, 2013, financial 

reports should be considered when preparing those financial reports.@ 

The interagency statement is an effort to address matters raised in a lawsuit by the American 
Bankers Association and several member banks. They say accounting rules will require as 
many as 275 banks to write down major investments with significant implications for earnings 

and capital. They also say relief before the end of 2013 is vital. 

The statement was released by the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Securities and Exchange 

Commission. 

The interagency statement is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r.Open=cbre-9ess32. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 4:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Merck Plans Radical Overhaul of Drug R&D Unit 

Merck Plans Radical O~Terhaul of Drug R&D Unit 

Merck is working on a plan to radically reshape its once-storied research-and- 

development unit that would create international innovation hubs tapping into drug 

research outside of its labs. 

Merck would create these hubs in or near Boston, the San Francisco Bay area, London 

and Shanghai--regions with a critical mass of academic and commercial R&D. The 

company would use the bases to scout for promising biotechnology and pharmaceutical 

research that Merck could license or acquire in deals. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Friday, December 27, 2013 9:51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 30 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

D .... ber 30, 2013 ~ Number 249 

Regulatory Reform 

Four federal financial institution regulators Dec. 27 sam they may 

provide some relief under the Volcker rule for collateralized debt 
obligations (CDOs) backed by trust-preferred securities, signaling 
the potential for flexibility... 

Foreign Accounts 

F~a~ FATCA Reg~s~r~t~o~s 

The Internal Revenue Service offered guidance to financial 
institutions on how to submit the final online registration under 
the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act that is required after 

Jan, 1, 20~4 .... 

The responsibility of corporate directors to address cybersecurity 
is commanding more attention and is obviously a significant 
issue. Yet here is how one writer entitled her "Forbes" article 
about the 2012 Carnegie Mellon Cylab... 

Credit Rating Agencies 
~EC Remo~e~ References 
To Credit R~ti~gs i~ Ru~es 

The Securities and Exchange Commission Dec, 27 announced 
that it has adopted amendments to remove references to credit 
ratings in certain of its rules and forms under the :1.940 
Investment Company Act and the 1:934 Securities Exchange 
Act .... 

Foreign Accounts 
I:Rg Cr, rrects Numbe~" of, Reissues 

Reven~e Procedure or~ FATCA Reporting 

The Internal Revenue Service reissued with a corrected number 
the revenue procedure describing the agreement for foreign 
financial institutions (FFIs) that want to sign up for direct 
reporting of their U,S,-owned accounts under the Foreign,,, 

Foreign Accounts 
Citin9 Co~nplia~ce Diffic~ties~ ACL1: Seeks 

The American Council of Life Insurers has asked the Internal 
Revenue Service to delay the July 1, 2014, implementation date 

of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act by another six 

months .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 3:45 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Judge Upholds N.S.A.’s Bulk Collection of Data on Calls 

Today’s Headlines 
IN THIS EMA& "~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spolts Arts Travei 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ OnIbis Day CUSTOMIZE>* 

Top News 

Judge Upholds NoN,Ao’s Bulk Colleefion of Data on Cal~s 

The judge’s ruling was the latest eoi~t~butioi~ to a debate among eourN ai~d a 

presidential review group about how to balaoee seem’ity sod privacy in the era 

of big da 

Benefits Ending .tbr ()he Million Unemployed 

A federal emergency program, in place sii~ee 2oo8, had provided 

up to 47 weeks of supplemeotN uo empk,yn~eot insnranee 

payments ko people ]ooMng for work. 

~ Graphic: CuLLing1 Back Unemployment BenefiN 

THE HOUSE EDGE 

Aeaden~ies ~:ho Defend ~:all St, Reap Reward 

WNI Street paid academic experts - and gave money to ~eir 

universities - whose resea~:.h supported the fina~ei~d 

commm~ib~’s views on commodih trading. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

Th~ Lives They Live.d 

A celebration of public and private lives, and of the moments - 

in tima re, his ko~ e, u n expected - tha t shaped ~em. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Once, my mother thot%ht I was oversharit~g by putting my name 

on the zinc I published from my bedroom. Now she’s a]] over 

Twitb~r. 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o= Flaming Baba m~ Rhm~ 

A baba is tractit~ona]Iy baked with rais~ns, but Mel~ssa Clark 

m akes he~s with chocolate. 

Related A~icle 

~ vw~<o~, R.~view: 2o14 Kia So~| 
To humans and hamsters, the Kia Soul has been a design 

touehstone. This subcompact is often the Korem~ bra~d’s best- 

selling model Designing an all-new version was no sma1I ~sk. 

The New York Times movie eritb:~s on three new releases, 

F,.’,r mo;e vid’~o, <3o ~ NYTimes,comNid~o 

World 

M~slim groI]~e~°hood Nuppo~°~.ers Def,y Egyptian 

Crackdown 

Protesters marched i~ cities across the comltry following the 

government’s decision to declare the group a terrorist 

organizafon. 

The tb~r, wl>-~ were believed to bare bee~ reviewi~g evacuatim~ routes for 

diplomaks, were released after bei ~g mid for ~ours at the Interior Ministry. 



Bomb i~ Bc~o~. Kills Polific~a~, a C~0~fic of Syria 

The blast was the first to hit Beirut% do~to~ since 2005, and 

among the six dead was Mohamad Bo Church, a fi)m~er Lebanese 

finance minister and ambassador ~o fl~e 

For meiw world news. 

U,S. 

Police Salaries arid Per~sio~.s P~sl~ Cal_ifo~rda 

City to Brink 

Desert Hot Springs is alidin g into hankrulAcy for familiar 

reasons: unrealistic revenue estimates and too-genet~us pension 

promises to eib, workers. 

In Ba/~lle Aga~st Fraud in Free Phone Service, 

A fight against fl’aud in a l~deraI p~gr’am that provides limited 

fl’ee wireless se~qee for @e po+~r could have f~r-.[~aehing 

consequences for millions of Americans. 

New Er~crgy Struggles on Its Way to Markets 

Experts say that nudear and ~nd power, while battling each other, are being 

sqneezed out by market pressure from natural gaso 

[] [] 

Business 

LoyM S~bse~’ibe~’s Keep Hobby Magazi:~cs Afloat 

Some high-end hobby magazines have experienced steady 

circ.ulation growth even as costs ise, and raise mo~ revem~e 

wkh special events fl)r an bscr~bera. 

’l~’key Legs Conquer :Lined of M ouse Em"s 

t nleashing their inner cave dweller, Disney guesLs will eat as 

many as two million ~ff the theme parks’ giant smoked tnrkey 

legs in 



t}eyond the Living Room 

As it ba&s away from consumer eleetronies, Panasonie is 

focusing on two less visiNe bnt more pIx-,,fitable areas -- homes 

Sports 

NETS 104, BUCKS 93 

Nets Get-Offthe ]k]at, 
the Sehedtde 

Ai’ter sho~{ng glimpses dpromising play in a victor:.’ against 

Milwankee, the Nets begin a three-.game trip Saturdig against Indiana, San 

Auto,rio m}d Oklahoma 

. ~ Box Sco~e 

Rocket’s Day at [Jne Costs Grizzly ~,’Vho Q~es 

Foul 

Memphis’s Za& Randdph was lined $:?5,0oo for eriti&:ing the 

referees who sent Houston’s James Harden to the foul line 25 

thnes Thursday night. 

Arts 

Hey, Stars, Be Nice to fl~e Stagehands. Yot~ Might 

Need a Loam 

The stagdmnds at New York’s no~protSt performance 

insiituiions e~!joy ihe salaries and bargaining power of having 

hard--to-replace skills and jobs ihat can’t be outsoureed. 

Docmnel~taries: ~A:here Sm~da~ee Goes, Osears 

A look at whi& nodietion films will be shown at Sun&nee, 

whose picks often overlap the Academy’s, 

Bowing to P~.~ssm% A&E Revokes N~aspension of 

,4&:E has changed iks mind and wiI1 not suspend Phil Robertson, 

the patriarch of the family at the center ~-~f the show, over 

comments he made in GQ magazine. 

Travel 



Taking a road ~rip with the singer thro,gb southern Arizona and 

northern Mexico, a regio~ where bet roots run deep. 

~ Slide Show: A Road rrip Through Ronstadt Country 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

Dodging a Ho|ktay in a Remo~++ Nh~x_h~an Town 

I k may not be easy to reach tbe seaside village of XeMak, but 

when seasonal traditions loom, that could be a good firing. 

FAVORITE PLACE 

Wintry ~ande~ings :~anong Chel[sea~s Ghosts 

Many luminaries have ealled the I~:mdon neighborhood home, 

and winter is "an excdlent time for dead-celebrity stalking." 

Obituaries 

:Paul Blab’, Center Fielder for Champ~ons, D~es at 

69 

Perhaps the finest outfielder of his era, Mr. Blair was known for 

his speed and grace, a~d for his abilRy to read a hitter’s swing 

and make a quick break on a fly bali. 

Mr. Wilson, the fi:~m~d~ng par~er of the firm Wilson & 

Associates, donated about ~6oo million to causes including 

environmental consen’afon and Roman Catholic education, 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

:ll~_~s Week, N[ass Surveillauce Wh~s 

CongressionN a~’tion is mgenfly needed aRer a federal court npholds ~he 

phone 

EDITORIAL 

S~ngapm’e~s :~mg~’y M~gr~mt Workers 

The government must ensure higher pay and an end to the abuse. 

EDITORIAL 

Despah° a~. Guant~namo 

The delivery of credible justice tbr those at the prison camp remains far fl’om 

complete. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Greeting the New Year 

In this time ~:d ]ighl]aess and optimism in a world full of darkness, 

it feels as though anything is possible. 

Columnist Page 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tbece have bee~ cmly a ~w proseeufio~s, b~t the 

homosexual law has begun to bite in other ways, 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

For political reasons, and under at~ absm’d pretext, one man 

wm~N me out as mayor of BogotS. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: 

Access The New York T~mes from anywhere w~th our suite of apps: 

iPhom~*) ~ iPad(~) 

Visit The Ne~ "{o~ Have questions? Visit out mobile ~bsite 

About This Email 

This is an autornated emaiL Please do no[ ~eply directly [o this ernail 

You received Ibis message because yell signed up [er NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committecl to protecting your privacy 

Unsub.scribe I Ma~;~ge 8tibsc!iptior!.s :: Change Your Email :: P!iw~cy Polk;y I C(:,~l:;~ct i Adveliise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 7:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Tar Hee~s rusty if~ victory 

against Northern Kentucky 

Roy Williams said five days of 

Christmas vacation might have 

been too much for his North 

Carolina basketball team. The No. 

19 Tar Heels might have ... 

JP. Tokoto 

(13) dunks 

over the 

Northern 

Kentucky 

defense 

UNC quarterback Marquise 

WiJiiams comes home to Belk 

~owl a w#~ner 

Marquise Williams, the third-year 

sophomore quarterback at North 

Carolina, grew up in Charlotte, 

where the Tar Heels on Saturday 

will play against ... 

UNC’s 
Marquise 
Williams (12) 
celebrates as 

DeCock: Fo~ Ta~ Hee~s, is 

Charlotte too c~ose for 

comfort? 

No team has been to the Belk 

Bowl more than North Carolina, 

yet the Tar Heels are 0-3 in their 

previous visits to the Charlotte 

bowl game, which is.. 

NoAh 
Carolina 
coach Larry 
Fedo~ 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage youremail newsletter subscriptions, please log into[h~~)unte ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~:2[~#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

Top Stories of the \Veek 

....................................................................................................................... 

3. 2024 

......... ~~;~:¢} 

5. ~)~)_investo~’s taking over ~4vrt)e 8each golf course 

Get the coveraqes you need to help your business 
thrive., 

6. F~’o.m ~letLife to Publix to 3ira Goodniqht; The most-clicked 
stories of 20S.3_{SLIDk]SHOW} 

7, No~’th Carolina wasn’t ready for 8oeinq 

8, Gov, t,~cQorv; Feel fbrt.unate t:hak ] did not exr)and 
Obamacare 

Weekly edkio~ or~ youl" i~~ad .or iPi~.<,ne. Next>> 



11. CEO; Ca~]0. so?(ware firm’s ac(FAsition meac.s more Triacg]_£ 

~5. CEO of dru~32 its RTP names new druq after herself 

~A lock indica’~s content available to paid subscf~rs. 

Top Stories from this X~’eek’s Print Edition 

~ ~i.(3 dollars needed to execute Centenniai’s 

~ ~/~$~le to Watch; Tim Smith 

Bad< 9 Unks: Was 20a3 a road ~e nov,~here? ................................................................................................................... 

......... 

~ 
Comme~Mal Real People 

............................................................................. Estate 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Foster <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 1:01 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

The Importance of Science and Research in Congress 

Dear Lissa, 

With sequestration reducing federal budgets for research and education to their lowest levels in 50 years, there has never been a more important time for a rational voice and 
advocate in Congress. 

As a scientist and Congressman engaged in a tough reelection battle, and as someone who shares your commitment to education and research for the long-term health of 
our country, I am asking for your support. 

The impact of sequestration cuts on higher education and research has been devastating. Promising careers in dozens of fields have been truncated by the scarcity of grant 
funding from federal agencies. Students are turning away from academic careers in droves. The American Association for the Advancement of Science recently calculated that 
scientific research funding has dropped to 0.83% of GDP, the lowest fraction since the 1960’s. 

In November 2012, I was honored to be elected as the new U.S. Congressman representing Illinois’ 1 lth District, located in the southwest suburbs of Chicago. It is an exurban 
district in a historically Republican area. For many people in our district, this is the first time they ever had a Democrat to represent them in Washington - and history 
indicates that it will take hard work to keep it that way. 

Among the many reasons that I have chosen to return to Congress, support for education and research funding are among the most important - and this is why I am asking 

At this moment in history our focus should be on policy, legislation, and hammering out workable compromises for the future of our country. There is so much work to be 
done. Immigration reform has to be passed into law and Affordable Care Act must be successfully implemented. The economy is slowly but surely recovering and the housing 
market has finally stabilized. New initiatives such as STEM education. And for the first time in years, we should have serious discussions about both limiting military spending 
and ensuring the long term solvency of our safety net programs. 

And yet, radical Republicans have been placing roadblocks in front of this nation’s progress in every possible area - health care, financial reform, immigration, and basic 
human rights. Driven by the radical Tea Party, Republicans are crippling this nation’s future by repeatedly threatening to shut down the government and severely curtailing 
funding for research, education, science and technology. 

Economic growth is the key to our future, and study after study has shown that investments in education and research have among the highest returns of any investment our 
country can make. And yet Republicans who proudly proclaim themselves "pro-growth" routinely propose and execute massive disinvestments in education and research. 

For the education and research communities, 2013 was a particularly challenging year. Sequestration, budget cuts, and other funding issues were recklessly pushed by 
radical Republicans, resulted in a drop of over 16% in Federal R&D spending since 2010. The US federal investment in science and education as a share of the economy now 
stands at the lowest point in 80 years. 

That is why I am asking you to contribute to my campaign to retain at least one more voice for sanity and scientific thought in Congress. 

In order for Democrats to regain control of the House of Representatives in 2014 and to stop Congress from repeatedly manufacturing crises, we must first defend vulnerable 
districts like Illinois 1 lth District. For this campaign to be successful, it will require financial resources to fight back against a barrage of Republican Super PAC attacks we 
saw during the 2012 election. 

The fight for what we believe in will be long and hard, and must continue. And I will not back down on my pledge to fight for workable solutions that support our common 

beliefs. 

Please help me bring a more rational, scientific approach to problem solving in Congress. Please give $500, $250, $125, $50 or whatever you can afford so that we can win 
this race. 

Thank you. 
Sincerely yours, 

Bill Foster 

[ ] 
[Paid for by Bill Foster for Congress.j 













Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 3:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Deadly Mix in Bengh~i: False Allies, Crude Video 

Today’s Headlines 
IN THI~ EMAIL "~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spoils A~ts Magazine Today’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On This Day ~ CUSTOMIZE*~ 

Top News 

Deadly Mix in Benghazi: F~]se AHies, C~de 

Video 

The really: behind the deadly a~aek on Ameficm~ outposts 

Libya is murkier and more complex dmn initially believed. 

A C~i] Nervant in M<~xico Tests Uo,_qo 

Mexican offiNals have become h’us krated by a local official who 

has provided residents with letters describing their area’s drug 

violence to ~elp tl~em seek asylum in the United Skates. 

The new computing approach is based ~-.,n the biological nerw-.,us 

system, specifically on how nem?cas react to stimuli m~d connect 

wi kla o ther neurons to interpret in form a lion. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

T~:~e Lives Tl~ey Loved 

Photographs and stoI~es from readet~ of people close to them 

who died in ao~:~. 

. Share a Story 



OPINION I OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Tim ++++:,st am+%ving loe++tio+~s of tim +’ear. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

TERR~ MILLER, e+ecutb+i: dicei;tor of an anti-car theK g(’oup, on [hi: Interm+t’s roti: as a 
marketplace for small-time thieves. 

Today’s Video 

ON THE STREET 

The night be%re the new year is a time %r exh’avagank dresses+ 

decorative tmaddresses a~+d oversize neddaees. 

The florist Jennie I,ove dJ&s through the snow at her nrba++ 

flower farm in Philadelphia to create a seasonal, mNanically 

grown b~dal bouquet ou[ of unusual materials. 

I n this episode of Te++:m O ravin" Researeh’s "Behi+~ d The Li+~e," 

the skier Sage Cattabt+ga-Alosa has ko tmmel through a snow 

mass to get to a ski run in Alaska. 

video, go to NYTimes.comNideo +> 

World 

In Tex+book Fig|it+ Japa~ Leaders Seek +o Reeas+. 

History 

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe+s government has begun b~ pursue a 

more openly nationalist age*ida on an issue fl+ak e+~fies t)ar will 

push the com~t~7,’ f]~N~er fl’om its pos~var pacifism. 

. A Shiftin~ View of Japanese bHstory 

Fears of Social Breakdown as GambIi~g 

Explodes i~. Italy 

Critics blame the concentration of gambling machines lbr an 

~nm’eaae ~n ehro~ic gambbng - a~d debL bankruptdes, 

depression, domestic violence and broken ~omea - recorded by social ae*wiee 

workers it~ Pavia, Italy. 



C~v~|[m~s Trfing to ~lee South S~*dm~ Vio]e~ee 

Those who have songht shelter at a United Nations base a~v 

nmMng wounds and fighting hunger and ~sease~ 

U,S, 

West %z~.rginia Demob:rats Fa~:e an Uneasy Time 

Long a backbone of the Democratic Path’ West Virginia has an 

aecelerafing ~°ightward tilt that coald anger next year’s Senate 

Me~bers of Sewish Stude~t Gro~p Test 

Swar~hmore’s Hillel rebdled this month, sayh~g it wo~fid not 

abide by its parent group’s guidelines prohibiting collaboration 

wikh speakers or groups deemed unsappor~ive of Israel. 

A Rare Elected Voice ~br Soe~a~Js~ Fledges to Be 

~hama Sawant ~11 jNn "~e City Council on dan. I as one of the 

n~fion’s few alerted soeialists, a polifieN brand most officials run 

[] [] 

Business 

S~g~s ofa Ra~ssian Thaw (Towm~d Bush~ess) 

In a eounttT where entrepreneurs are scorned (or worse an 

influential voice is speaking up for them -. earefally. 

The I#ler~hm~t ofJ~st l~e Happy 

The life coach Mat*aha Beck has made a lot of money from a 

simple kherne: If it tbels righL go for it. She wants Both women 

and me~ to e,:mquer the "soul-sud6ng" forces arom~d them. 



FAIR GAME 

Under the Sarbaues-()xley law, regnlators must (,lear mauy 

hmq]es before executives can be required to foffei~ pay. 

Sports 

RAPTORS 115, KNICKS 100 

H~ Toronto~ a Knk~ks :Loss and a Boo- 

R.et~n-n 

A late comebuck Jell sho~ it~ a loss to the Ruptors, giving the 

Koieks theh" seeo~d loss to Torouto in >~o nights. Former Raptor A~drea 

Bargnani’s eonb~butions were limited. 

ANALYSIS 

Big Derisions for Jets, and Not Just on the Coach 

Surrounding Oeno SmKh or a stuffing quarterback to be 

determfi~ed with more off>nsive tale~t, partimflarly at receiver, 

]s imperative to d~e team’s success in 2ol4. 

Black N[onday." Now a Ritual Whose Meaning Is 

Black Morn:lay is the day of reckou~ng %r many N.F.L. coaches 

whose jobs are in the balance, but it is unclear when "~e tem~ was 

fkst used in a football context. 

Essay: Fletcher Lasted W!~ere Most Don’t 

Arts 

At City Ballet ~md Elsewhere, I~ Jokes Tmke the 

Some shows, induNng New Yo~k City Ballet’s "George 

BNanehine’s The Nutcracker," ~neotporate secret homages to 

their creators, sometimes disg~fised in the costumes or the set. 

THE PROVOCATEUR                                                                   ~ 

Miley Cyrus, pop’s enfank ker~ble of 2o13, unswers critics, and 

says, "I’m telling women he whoever you wm~t to be." 

THE CONSCIENCE 

~ 

Miebael B, Jordan on His R.ole in T.r~itvale 

Station~ 

"i"rNtvule Station," ubout the Miling of a young z~ean-- 

Ameriea~ on a~ Oakland, Ca]ifl, subway platform, has l~Red the actor Michael 

B. J ordan a few rungs on the ladder of stardom. 

Magazine 

The L~ves They Lived 

A celebration of public and private lives, and of the moments - 

intimate, hiskoHe, nnexpeeted- thak shaped them. 



Obituaries 

Over [he yea~, Dr. Santo opened a number of res~urants - 

Yellowtingers, ~M’izo*m 2o6 and Co,~trapunto amo*~g them - near 
the corner of Third Average and East 6oth Street. 

_,¢mdrew Jaeobs Jr., B*, Ex-Congressm~m, Dies 

A former Marine, Mr. Jacobs was among the early critics of the 

Vietnam War. He also helped write the 1965 Voting t~ks AeL a 

touchato~e of civil rights legMat~on. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

~ ~ Ye.ars of ~th~yor B~ooml-}erg 
E~. mr. i.~.~;o,~P-’,~ r.;O.’,.F~> 

DeslAte policy mistakes, he will leave a ]asS~g and largely henefieia~ imprint on 

New York City. 

EDITORIAL 

N o {;h~er for the JolMess 

Federa} unemployment benefits expire while Congress erljoys a holiday. 

EDITORIAL 

People who brandish guns, threaten others a~d eT’en admit to men~l illness are 

able to get around the police. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Confe, ss~ons o~" a Cohmu~st 

Here is a look at my three biggest mistakes of 2o~3. 

. Columnist Page ] BIog 

OP-ED I T. M. LUHRMANN 

~"hen Demons Are ReM 

In Africa, encounters with a God different from that of United 

States eYangelieals. 

EDITORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

Wolf Haters 
S,. LAWR~.b~C~L i.iOWN~.L 

Recent developments i~ Idaho have a~armed those who want to 

protect ~e gray wolf h’om its human predators. 

Fo~ mo~e o’..:.i:~ic.I~. 90 ".o NYTimes.comIOpinio~ ,,~ 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNO confident i~ ~uture a~ter 

,3~-~ 7 win over C~nch~nat~ at 
UNC’s Ryan 
Switzer 

~1~ ~OW~ celebrates 

Ryan Swi~er, the Belk Bowl MVP, after returning 
a Cincinnati 

is a freshman who will return, and 

several other key contributors are 

expected back, too, a~er leading 

the Tar Heels.. 

OeCock: Swi~ze~ ~inishes 

strong for North Caro~i~a, but 

for the freshman, it’s just the 

North Carolina freshman Ryan 

Switzer’s emergence from deep 

on the depth cha~ to all-American 

concluded with his NCAA-record- 

tying fish punt.. 

UNC’s Ryan 

Switzer 

returns a 

Cincinnati 

punt 86-ya rds 

for a 

UNG tackle James H~rst breaks a leg h~ the 

Heels’ Belk Bow~ vic~kory 

UNC lineman James Hurst, projected as a high pick 

in the NFL draft, suffers a serious injury in the Belk 

Bowl after setting the school record for games 

started. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into [h~~xm.:e ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=:2[~.a..~.Lg.~ if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 8:31 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dec. 29 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

i~i BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December29, 2013, 8:24 P,M, ET 

The American Bankers Association and the Federal Reserve Board have reached a temporary truce in a high-profile court 
challenge to portions of the Volcker rule (Am. Bankers Ass’n v. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, D.C. Cir., 

No. 13-cv-01310, 12/28/~3). 

The case had been on a path for emergency action by late Dec. 31 (with a Fed brief due at 9:00 a.m. Dec. 30), but in a 
joint motion filed late Dec. 27, both sides said an interagency statement released earlier Dec. 27 eases the pressure for an 

immediate decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. 

The ABA’s petition in that court said accounting rules would force many banks covered by the Volcker rule to take major 

write-downs and losses unless regulators took action by Dec. 31, but regulators offered assurance that any relief available 

to banks in January 2014 may be reflected on their year-end financial statements for 20~3. 

The Fed still must respond to the ABA’s motion for emergency relief from the Volcker rule, but now has, by agreement of the 

parties, until Jan. 17 to do so. The ABA will reply by Jan. 23. 

~,The parties therefore agree that the proposed briefing schedule is appropriate in light of this development,~, the joint Dec. 

27 motion said, referring to the interagency statement. 

The D.C. Circuit entered its order Dec. 28. The case involves treatment of collateralized debt obligations backed by trust- 

preferred securities. 

The joint ABA-Fed Dec. 27 motion is at 

http:!iwww.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301310 /5. 
The D.C. Circuit’s Dec. 28 order is at 

/ http://www.bloomberglaw.com~publicidocument/American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301310 /4. 

The Dec. 27 interagency statement is at http:/iop.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-gess32. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Tech Monthly <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Delivery drones a ’legal minefield’ I Dating site to blame for alienation of affection? I How to make good on New Year’s tech 
resolutions 

This Month’s Top Tech Stories 
December 20 t 3 

[nternet car companies offer convenience, but [a~fers see caution signs 

Amazon’s delivery drone plan presents ’a legal minefieid’ 

Jilted husband blames attorney-owned website in alienation-of=affection suit 

How to make good on your New Year’s tech resolutions 

2 new websites offer a platform for crowdsourced legal research 

How law firms can use technology to save money (podcast with transcript) 

Autocomplete search led to government stalking, lawsuit contends 

While face time holds steady for c~!ent communication~ digital interactions are 
~ainin~ favor 

Organized crime leaders and terrorists cross paths in cyberspace 

Law firm sues Florida Bar over rules restricting what le#a~ websites and blo~ posts 

can say 

Online yoga provider’s patent application causes stir in otherwise tranquil crowd 

9th Circuit to provide ~ive internet coverage of en banc oral arguments 

Hells Angels club sues o~en to protect its ~ntei~ectuai property 

Ill-timed ~eets by prosecutor don’t merit reversal, appeals couR says 

Taboo aAists are asseAing thek copyright claims 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YourABA Editor <YourABA@AMERICANBAR.ORG> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 7:00 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

YourABA - Jan. 2014 - Highlighks of 2013; Resources for everyday ethics questions; TECHREPORT overview; more 

N i You rABA Decern bet 2013 Mast head 

::’~’i YourABA December 2013 

YourABA: 2013 year in review 
YourABA features news to help you hone your lawyering 
skills, and in 2013, it offered up a mix of articles on litigation 
skills, communication, marketing and much more. 
Rediscover some of the best of 2013 to reinforce ideas that 
still remain relevant. Make the newyear your best one yet! 

Alternative fee arrangements grow in popularity 
April 2013 
Law firms have created numerous alternatives to the billable 
hour when pricing legal services. The most common are 
outlined here. 

Targeting clients for growth 
May 2013 
Having a good book of business requires a lot mor~ than 
luck. It takes thought, careful planning and plenty of hard 
work to make sure that you are positioned in the right place 
at the right time to land the right clients. 

Judge: 12 wavs to lose trials and how to avoid them 
March 2013 
Every day, lawyers sabotage their own cases at trial for a 
variety of reasons. Judge Ruben Castillo of the Northern 
District of Illinois in Chicago shared which errors to watch 
out for. 

A personalized ’dashboard’ can help with work-life 
management 
May 2013 
A San Diego lawyer shares her dashboard system of 
managing where she needs to focus her efforts to adjust her 

work-life balance. 

How to improve communication in your firm 
June 2013 
’What can be done to address the need for effective 
communication when email is tying many of us to our 
desks? Work as a team to develop a communication plan 
that includes everyone in your firm who has supervisory 



responsibility. 

How to better serve corporate clients 
September 2013 
An Annual Meeting panel points out the importance of an 
early and realistic assessment of a case. 

Mobile marketing: Do law firms need an app for that? 
October 2013 
As the world goes mobile, law firms are finding that 
marketing to mobile devices is increasingly important. But 
the jury is out on whether law firms need their own apps. 

Tailor your career to fit your strengths 
November 2013 
Before you can tailor your legal career to match your 
personal strengths, you need to discover what those 
strengths are= Experts advise lawyers on how best to 
identify their strengths and then build on those areas. 

Interviewing tips for lawyers 
December 2013 
In the ever=changing and competitive job market, lawyers 
seeking to start or advance their careers must be prepared 
to interview well if they want to move ahead in the 
profession. 

10 tips for approaching lawyer rankings and ratings 
November 2013 
A positive ranking can be a nice feather in the cap for a 
lawyer or law firm, but as the rating business has expanded 
and changed, experts on an American Bar Association 
panel advised lawyers on the best ways to manage their 
participation in this industry. 

Supervisory Associate Advocate 

Taxpayer Advocate Service 

Columbia, S.C. - Dec 19 

Senior Attorney 

Matthews International Capital Mana.qement 
San Francisco - Dec. 18 

Associate General Counsel 

Pepco Holdin.qs, inc. 
Washington, DC - Dec. 10 

Assistant City Attorney 

City of Petalurna 
Petaluma, Calif - Dec. 9 

Browse all job postings 
on the ABA Job Board 

"YourABA" is a monthly publication emailed to all ABA 
members who have provided an email address. 

If you would like information on joining the ABA, click her~e. 

Your email address will only be used within the ABA and its 
entities. We do not sell or rent email addresses. 

Update your profile Manage your email preferences Unsubscribe 
Privacy Policy Centac~ Us 

American Bar Association I 321 N Clark, Chicago, IL 60654- 

7598 1800-285-2221 I 312-988-5522 



To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 7:00 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

December 30, 2013: Home Prices Sack at Peaks in Some... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Home Prices Sack at Peaks in Some Areas 

Home prices have zipped back into record territoni in a handful of American 
cities, reports the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 30, Timiraos), a milestone tha~ 
comes seven years after the housing bust ravaged the market a~d the b~oader 
economy. Pdces are back to a~Ffime highs ~n 10 of the nation’s 50 largest 
metropolitan areas, according to a Wall S~reet Journa~ analysis of pdce da~a 
from Z~ow, an on~ne real-estate ~ntermafion service. Pdces nationally remain 
be~ow 1he highs of the past decade, and many of the c~fies that have seen the 
b~ggest gains ~argely escaped a boom ~nd bust. The figures ~ren’t ~djusted for 
~nflafion, but experts say they underscore ~he uneven nature of the 
housing recovery. 

Barton’s (Dec. 30, Laing) notes tha~ U.S. home prices have enjoyed a healthy 
rebound in 2013 after the nightmarish 33 percent drop over the previous five 
years tha~ triggered an orgy of mortgage defaults and wealth destruct~on~ 
These days, monthly home-price repo~s regularly show double-d~g~t 
pementage jumps over ~he year-earlier pedod, whether ~t’s ~he 13.3 percen~ 
annua~ ~ncrease for Seplember of the S&P/Case-SM~er 20~ty Composite 
Home Pdce hsdex el the 12.2 percent annua~ dse for October ~ogged by 
Core~og~c’s home-price index. Yet, a~ least some observem question how 
rnuch longer the home-price recover’ can con~nue~ A jump in mortgage [a~es 
along with 1he tordd ~ncreases in home prices have hu~t lransacfion volume 

some. The market has been overly dependent on alkcash buyers such as 

vulture funds, which earlier this year accounted for about a tMrd of all sa[es~ 

Newsday (Dec. 30) says homebuyers and refinancers in pricier areas are 
finding att~ctive inle~st rates and less stringent requiremenls lo qualify for 
jumbo mortgages, ~hanks to lenders’ growing appelite Io[ large loans. As the 
housing market rebounds and more ~nveslors turn their eyes to 1he jumbo 
me,gage market, lende~ are eash~g their terms and credit score 
requirements on jumbos. Loan origination and approval rates on these loans 
also ate on the rise. "S~x months to a year ago, ~f you weren’t at a 720 credit 
score or a 740, you couldn’t get a dumbo) loan," says Jason Auerbach, 
d~v~sional manager for F~rst Choice Loan Sewices ~n New York. "Now, there 
a~ opportunities to gel jumbo financing w~th cred~ sco~s as low as 700. And 
there may be lenders out there that will go below that." 

Share~ 

talent brc headline 2 

Com~!im~nt~y NACD Pee~ E~ha~ge ..................................................................... 

Leading Minds of Compensatio~ 
March 18, 2014 
Metropolitan Club, New York 

Join NACD next March for the annual Leading Minds of Compensation ferum 
in New York City. This uniquely interactive peer exchange will include a lively 
panel discussion with today’s leading compensation experts ~o provide you 
with a comprehensive b[eakdown on all things compensation in 2014, along 
with the tools to enhance the effectiveness of your board’s compensation 

committee. 

Sp~ce is limited, Learn more and request an invitation today. 

Share[~]~ 

L~e~tember 30, 2013 

Check for late-breaking news 
after 9 00 AM Eastern. 

ii~iI KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 ] 

.ACe ~o~,e S~de~or 

i~il Findan NACDChapter Program 

ii~iI BY- Private Compa ny Boa rds 

ii~iI BY- Private Company Outlook ] 

[~ BY- MandA 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 7-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 201,1) 
Lag:Jna Beach; CA 

(Aug 18-!9, 2014) 
For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 201,1) 

Director Professionalism® 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA (Aug. 
14-!5, 2014) 

For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec, 8-9, 2014) 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 

2014) 
C-Sui~e to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (May 

5-6,201,1) 
NACD Spring Forum 

Washington, DC (:May 



Audit and Finance 

Apple Forge Auto Ties 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec, 30, Boudette, Wakabayashb repeals that 
technology giants Googb h~c. and Apple Inc. are about to expand their battle 
for digital supremacy to a new front: the automobile. Next week st the 
Consumer Ebct[o~cs Show in Les Vegas, Google and Gerrna~ auto maker 
Audi AG p~an ~o 8nnouoc8 that they are working ~ogether to devebp 
ente~ainment and ~nformation systems that are based on Googb’s Android 
software. They a~so p~an ~o d~sclose collabo[a~ive efforts with other automotive 
and tech companbs, including cMp maker Nvk~ia Corp., to estaMish Android 
as an impodant technobgy for future veMcbs. The coming announcements 
signal Google’s response to an ~nifiative ~a~nched last J~ne by Appb to 
~ntegrate iPhones and other devbes running its ~OS operating system wffh 
makeW dashboard contro~ pane~s. Apple so far has 1he supped of BMW, 

Da~mb[ AG’s Mercedes-Benz divisbn, Genera~ Moto~ Co., and Honda Motor 
Co~ 

Share~ 

General Motors af)d SAIC Motor Corp, to RecaP{ 1,5 .,~il~{on Cars in 
China 

General Motors Co. and its Chinese partner SAIC Mo~o[ Co[p. will recall more 
than 1.46 million Buick and Chevrolet cars due to defective fuel-pump 
brackets, MarketWatch (Dec. 27) reports. The affected cars were mainly 
produced beM~een 2006 ~nd 2011, CMna’s Genera~ Administration of Quality 
Supet~’~s~on, h~spection and Quarantine said, adding that ~he recall w~ll s~att 
on Dec. 30. Shangha~ Gene[a~ Motors Co. a 50-50 joint venlure between GM 
and SA~C, w~ replace the defective brackets, which under extreme condffions 
wi~ bad to fuel leaks~ 

Share~ 

La~ a~d P(~!i(~¯ ............................................................................................................................... 

Banofi MS Drug Lemtrada Fai~s to Win Backing of U.B, FDA 

Sanofi failed to win U.S. [egulatoiy approval for its multipb scleresis drug 
Lemtrada, reports Bloomberq (Dec. 30, Bennett, Wainer), denting the 
cornpany’s ambitions of capturing a larger share of ~he $20 billion market for 
the disease. The U~S. Food and Drug Administration said Sanoli’s Genzyme 
unit didn’t submit evidence from "adequate and well-controlled studies" 
showing that the benefits of Lemtrada outweigh its side effects, the Paris- 
based company said in a statemenL Sanofi disagrees wi~h the conck~sion 
and plans to appeal, the drugmaker said. 

ShaterTrTr]] 

China to Blacklist Heaffh Firms ~mplicated in Bribery 

China’s health [~gulators are tolling ou~ a corporate blacklist for drug and 
medical-device companies implicated in commercial bribery, reports Dew 
Jones Newswires (Dec. 27, Burkitt), a move aimed at stamping out corruption 
in the countg"s graft-ridden health-care sector. Beginning h~ March, the 
Nationa~ Health and Family Rlann#~g Commission w~H puM~sh on ~ts webs~te a 
record of medical-related manufacturers, agencies and ~ndividuals charged 
with bdbepi by co~s, s~ed, punished or investigated for bribe% Usted 
companies w~ll be batted tot two yea~ flom sell#~g their products w~h~n ~he 
proqnce ~n which they are imp~cated. 

Sha[e~ 

Hong Kong, China to Sign Cross-Border Funds Deal 

Hong Kong and China will soon sign a deal where {unds based in both 
markets can be sold to retail investors on either side, reports the Wall Street 
Journal (Dec. 30, Li), potentially allowing cross-border investments in stocks 
and bonds te the tune of billions of dollars. A deal according "mutual 
recognition" to funds domb~bd on bo~h sides of ~he border may ge~ the greeR 
~ght as soon as the first ~#~arter of 2014, say fund managers, bankers~ and 
strategists familiar w~th the ta~ks. 

Share~ 

(~mpen~tion ................................................................................................................................ 

C~awbacks? They’re Still a Rare Breed 

The New York Times (Dec. 29, Morgenson) notes thai while securities 
regulators can indeed require executives to pay penalties out of their own 
pockets when they settle charges of flouting securities laws, executive pay 
clawbacks undo[ the Sarbanes-Oxby law are very [’are. Bringing such cases 
~s complicated for regulators. "Many pieces must fa~ ~nto place before a case 
can be brought. The firs1 re~#~irement is a restatement of earnings, where a 
company goes back and adjusts previous results to reflect the accounting 

30, 2014) 
Small-Cap Forum San 

Francisco, CA (July !7, 

2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 
San Francisco, CA 

(Juiy 17~ 2014) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

NACD Directorship 

2020 New York, NY 
(March 18, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Denver, CO (July 

15, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Beveriy Hills, CA 

(Sept !0, 20!4) 

Webinars 

Quarterly Audit 

Commit~e Update (1/9} 

The US. Demographic 

Tsunami: What 

Directors Need to 

Know (1/16) 
Board Pay Preview: 

NACD 2013/14 Director 

Compensation Repor~ 

(!/23) 
Conscious Capi[~alism in 

the Boardroor~ (1/29} 

Abo~t NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 

board leadership ----for 
directors, by directors. We 
deliver the wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 

confiden~iy navigate complex 

business challenges and 
enhance shareowner value 

We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

issues. Learn more 

Follow NACD or~: 



errors," the Times states. "The actions must also have been reckless or 
intentional. Finally, there mus~ be recoverable executive corr~pensa~ien, such 
as a bonus received or stock sales made within one year." 

She rel’CTT~ 

~£rp£l~a~e 6~e~anc~ ......................................................................................................... 

Defensive, JPMorgan Hired Chi~a’s Bffte 

The New York Times (Dec. 29, Protess, Silver-Greenberg) reports that 
JI3Morgan Chase in the pas~ Iew years escalated what i~ called its "Sons and 
Daughters" hiring program in China, adding scot.s of welFconnected 
employees and tracking how 1hose hires translated inlo bus~ness dea~s w~lh 
the Chinese government. The previously unrepo~ed emends and documents ~ 
cop~es o~ which were reviewed by The New Yolk T~mes ~ offer a v~ew into 
JPMorgan’s motivations for ramping up the hiring program, suggesling that 
competitive pressures drove many of the bank’s decisions that are now under 
~ede~fl investigation. The references ~o other banks in the ema~ls a~so pa#ff ~O[ 
~he ~irst ~ime a broad pJc~u~ of questJonaMe hMng practices by o~he[ Wa~ 
Slreet banks doing bush~ess ~8 China ----- some d 1hem hMng 1he same 
employees w~th family connections. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Crocs CEO to Retire as B~ackstone Takes $200 Miliio~ Stake 

Crocs Inc. Chief Executive Officer John McCawel will re~ire and Blackstone 
Group LP will invest $200 million in convertible preferred stock as the maker of 
colodul plastic clogs struggles to regaill lost popularity, according to 

Bloomberg BusinessWeek (Dec. 30, McCombs). The shoemaker will use the 
funds to increase stock repurchases to $350 million. McCa~’el will step down 
on or about April 30. 

ShareFTTT~l 

Economic Outlook 

2014 ShouBd be Brighter Year for IEuro Zone 

After starting 2013 with major concerns about whether the eu[o zone had 
done enough to prevent a Iresh descent into crisis, now, there are good 
reasons to believe relative calm may persist for 12 more months, according to 
the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 30, Badey). The channels by which issues in 
one country could swiftly engulf lhe wider bloc have been broken. ~n 2013, 
vadous flashpo~nt~---4rom ~taly’s e~ecfions to Porluga~’s po~fica~ str~fe to 
~prus’ bai~out~caused ~ttle more than localized market ripples. The euro 
zone m~ght grew 1 percent ~n 2014, according to Deutsche Bank, ~fler a 
contraction d 0.4 persen~ Jr~ 2013. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

DeCock: Switzer 

strong for North Carolina, but 

[o~ the freshman, it’s jus~ the 

North Carolina freshman Ryan 

Switzer’s emergence from deep 

on the depth chart to all-American 

concluded with his NCAA-record- 

tying fifth punt.. 

UNC’s Ryan 

Switzer 

returns a 

Cincinnati 

punt 86-ya rds 

for a 

UNC tackle James Hu[st breaks a leg in the 

Heels’ Be~k gow~ victory 

UNC lineman James Hurst, projected as a high pick 

in the NFL draft, suffers a serious injury in the Belk 

Bowl after setting the school record for games 

started. 

f 12,28,13 

168 images of Tar Heels vs. 
Bearcats 

First Look: 

Photojournali 

st Robert 

Willett’s 

imaoes of 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 9:00 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - How to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$289°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt writ be your re.~strat~o~ confirmat~o~ 

Friday March 7th, 2014 
This workshop serfs out quickty 

Location: 

Conference Center 

S~a~e Bar of Geor#a 
104 Marietta St., NW, Suite 100 

3rd Root, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For direct~on~ 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns a~ 8:30 

Workshop start5 promptly a~ 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours will be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

Attend tMs workshop and receive your free gift- the entire 

program on demand for 1 ful.[ year~ 

Can’t attend? No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Discount Group Ra 

Contact Susan at: susan@si~entmessa£es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimoniak 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 



Silent Messsges corn i 808 Langston Oourt i ~’~,~,~nue~ Florida 3280,1 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 9:31 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CR]:MK [~.P()RTS: 

CEDAR GROVE: 
.... Break in to residence reported 12/27/13, 4:31 pro, 8503 NC 49 N. 
The victim stated that she was coming to check the property and found that the steps were moved from the residence and the back door open. She stated the refrigerator, 

s~eve, and microwave were taken from the residence. Value $980.00 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 12/28/13, 9:32 am, 2525 Nevile Rd 
The victim advised someone broke a rear window in the residence to gain entry. She had double checked the interior prior to my arrival and nothing appears to be missing at 
this time. I observed the rear window that had been damaged and a shovel lying against the exterior of the dwelling. 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 12/28113, 3:03 pro, 213 Lizzie Ln 
The complainant stated that the back lock on her shed door was broken. She stated that nothing was missing. 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Break in to unlocked residence reported 12/29/13, 2818 Pleasant Green Rd, near Durham Co. 
The victim said she found her back door kicked in. The house was rummaged thru but nothing was taken. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Journals <reply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 10:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are herin9 trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

i ::~,< IndustryWatch Newsletter 

New York 
American Express ~o issue refunds ~ar~ of fraud 

San Francisco 
~les over PINs in secl.~rit~0 breaci~, as 

Greensboro~inston-Salem!Hi~h Point 

Greensboro/Winston-Salem/High Point 

Sea~le 

~ 20~4 co~d be record year for SBA loans 

~ Albuquerque 

Wichita 

]ac~onville 

Tampa Bay 

BosUn 

Jacksonville 
Deutsche Bank ~lans ~nternat~o~al off~ce ~n 

Austin 
~est U.S, banks h~crease market share 

Portland 

Albany 

]ac~onville 

/ ~A lock indicates content available to paid | 

Fealawed Jobs 

Guaranty Bank and Yrast O)mpany 

Berkadia Capital Narkets 

~~_~- Pace Nana~err~ent, Inc. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Field <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 l:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Only 35 Hours! 

Dear Lissa 

As a member of the Field campaign team, I can attes~t that this campaign is a team ell’oft--- not only the staffhere on the ground but more importantly you, our 

supporters are crucial members of our team. With just 35 hours left in 2013, we are down to the wire of our critical 4th quarter filing deadline, tomorrow at 11:59pm. 

Laura has been working hard these last t~w days of the year, putting us with in reach of our goal. Your year-end contribution will help get us to our goal, but we need 

everyone to mal~e their donation now.t No matter how big or small, your contribution will absolutely make a difference in our efforts. 

Please help us before midnight on December 31 st by clicking this link and making a contribution online today. 

Thank you, 

Lachlan Mclntosh 

Campaign Manager, Field for Congress 

PAID FOR BY LAURA FJELD FOR CONGRESS COMMITTEE l 

Laura Field for Congress 

PO Box 635 

Hillsborough NC 27278 United States 

If you believe you received this message in elror or wish ~o no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 3:17 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] City hopes new rail yaJcd kicks offboom around airport 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

City hopes ~ew rai} yard kicks 

off boom around airport 

A long-awaited rail yard at 

Charlotte Douglas International 

Airport has started moving cargo, 

and city leaders are hoping the 

new facility will help... 

Wel~s Fargo settles with Fannie fT~ae ~o~ $691 

million 

Wells Fargo will pay more than half a billion dollars to 

mortgage giant Fannie Mae to settle a disagreement 

over bad loans sold by the bank before the financial 

crisis 

NC p~ofesso~ turns backya~d 

hobby into weather website 

Clicking on RaysWeather.com, an 

average of 300,000 unique 

monthly visitors troop to about a 

dozen domain names that cover 

Surry County at the Virginia... 

Stocks are flat i~ quiet end~ 

o%year trading 

Stocks were little changed in 

midday trading Monday as 

investors closed out their 

positions for what has been a year 

for the history books on Wall .. 

Signed contracts to buy US 

homes leve~ of[ 

The number of Americans who 

signed contracts to buy existing 

homes in November was 

essentially unchanged from 

October, suggesting sales are 

stabilizing. 

Coope~ Tire ends buyoul ag~eemen$ with 

Apollo 

Cooper Tire & Rubber Co. is calling off its proposed 

$2.2 billion sale to India’s Apollo Tyres, a deal that 

would have created the world’s seventh largest tire 

company 

AP ~PACT: The world 

braces for retirement cbs}s 

A global retirement crisis is 

bearing down on workers of all 

ages. 

Lawyers chided for tro~Hng, suing 
porno_qraphy down~oaders 

A federal judge in East St. Louis, III, recently turned 

the tables on several lawyers accused of being 

"copyright trolls," who attempt to collect money by 

suing people who download pornography. 
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Good afternoon, 

more streamlined and efficient, The new site will be Iannched at the close of business today. Bear 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, December 30, 2013 7:57 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Jan. 2 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

The American Bankers Association has agreed to a new briefin9 

schedule in its challenge to portions of the Volcker rule, giving 
the Federal Reserve Board more time to respond to the ABA’s bid 
for emergency relief (Am. Bankers Ass’n... 

Interest Rates 

The U.S. O~strict Court for the Southern District of New York held 
Dec. 30 that it retains jurisdiction over three lawsuits related to 

alleged manipulation of the London Interbank Offered Rate (In re 

Cybersecurity 

Target Corp. announced Dec. 27 that encrgpted PIN data 

pertainin~ to its customers’ debit cards were removed bg hackers 

durin~ a recent breach .... 

Derivatives 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission granted Singapore 
Exchange Derivatives Clearing Ltd. registration as a derivatives 
clearing organization under Commodity Exchange Act Section 

Housing 
Pe~di~g Home Sa~es l;~dex Edges Up 
0°2 Perce~t i~ Nove~ber~ Up in West~ :~o~.lth 

A forward-looking indicator of home sales rose slightly by 0.2 
percent in November, with gains in the South and West, the 
National Association of Realtors said Dec. 30 .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College of Business at ILLINOIS <info business.illinois.edu@createsend4.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 11:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Illinois BusinessNews December 2013 

View Orlii!~e ~: Forward to a Frie!~d ~: Unsubscribe 

New relationships, new opportunities: University opens China office 

6 reasons why people--not things--will make you happier !:~!~[.¢...,’.,’. 

Anupam Agrawak The most effective leaders embrace cultural differences 

Supply chain management programs growing in popularity 

Peppermint, Miley Cyrus, & the Grinch get creative juices flowing 



Bogie Redmon ’65 inducted into Illinois hoops hall of fame Mere ~ 

Brian Carley ’76 named president & CEO of Cincinnati Chamber Mere ~ 

Greater Chicago Food Depository’s Don Tusek ’80 named CFO of the Year Mere >> 

Michael Flannery ’81 will lead Duchossois Capital Management as president More 

Anjana Reddy ’11 MS aims to transform branding landscape in India Mere >> 

NYC bound, Accounting team earns spot in PwC case competition finals 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Illinois BusinessNews December 2013 

View Orlii!~e ;= Forward to a Frie!~d ;= Unsubscribe i : .............. 

Student studying in ElF. 

New relationships, new opportunities: University opens China office 

6 reasons why people--not things--will make you happier !:~!g~[.¢...,’.,’. 

Anupam Agrawak The most effective leaders embrace cultural differences 

Supply chain management programs growing in popularity 

Peppermint, Miley Cyrus, & the Grinch get creative juices flowing 



Bogie Redmon ’65 inducted into Illinois hoops hall of fame Mere ~ 

Brian Carley ’76 named president & CEO of Cincinnati Chamber Mere ~ 

Greater Chicago Food Depository’s Don Tusek ’80 named CFO of the Year Mere >> 

Michael Flannery ’81 will lead Duchossois Capital Management as president More 

Anjana Reddy ’11 MS aims to transform branding landscape in India Mere >> 

NYC bound, Accounting team earns spot in PwC case competition finals 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 3:47 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Clothing Brands Sidestep Blame for Sat~ty ][.apses 

Today’s Headlines ..... 
IN THI~ ENAIL ~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spol~s A~ts Science Today:s Video Obituaries 

~ Editorials Op~ ~ OniBis Day ~ CUSTONIZEt> 

Top News 

Clothi~g Brm~ds S~destep Blame for Safety 

Lapses 

Months after the collapse of the Rmm Plaza complex i~ 

Bangladesh exposed abuses in the garment industry, there is no 

eonse~sus on what responsibility global chains should bear for ref,’>rm and 

Bomb Attacks i~ R~assia Eel~o Threats by 

Chechen Ins~n~gent 

Two [ela’orisk attael~s in Volgograd have sowed widespread fear 

across the country, and flae aRel~fio~ of Rnssian seenfiV 

services has turned to khe insurgent leader, Doku Umarov. 

As Police Comm issioner Raymond W. Kelly steps down, a look 

ha& at his ~4-year career as the head of New York City’s Police 

DepartmenL 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

N,Y, ! REGION 

t]~e Decades 

Mayoral inaugurations often reflect characteristics of both the 

m~yor and the era. Here are some reports and recordings from 



inaugura[iot~s dating back ko Fiorello tL La Guardia in 1934, 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A preeap of news sure to happe~ h; 2ol4. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

.~ERENY 7R.a.VfS, presidelat of John d ay College of Criminal d ustice, describilag N ew 
York’s police commissioner, Raymond W. Kelly, and his defense of the sto >and-frisk 

poliey~ 

Today’s Video 

~ V~D~;O: l~sh~ess Behaving Badly 

Despite having to paying millions or even billions of dollars in 

firms, many companies k~ok at the payments as j ust the cost of 

doing business. 

~ win:o.. A Wi~er Bouquet, LoeMly Grow~ 

The florist Jennie Love digs thwugh the snow at her urban 

flower farm in Philadelphia b) ereake a seasonal, organieally 

grow~l bridal bouquet out of mmsual ms*crisis. 

ON THE STREET I VIDEO 

:Bi~ (;~m~i~gham I Start the Co~tdow~ 

’F~e night before the new year is a time for extravagant &vases, 

decorative headdresses and oversize neeklaeeso 

World 

Russia~ Tycoon Is Free, b~t His Money Is Still 

Tk~d Up 

MikhaiI B. Khodorkovsky was workh an estimated $~5 billion 

whet~ he went to prison 1o years agoo Now, he eat~ ot~ly guess at 

how mueb of it is left. 

Pol.h~tion Rising, Chinese Fear for Soil and Food 

Anxiety is growing in China about contaminated soil in the 

ec, untry’s agricultural centers a*~d the poten tial effects c,n the 

%od ch ai m 



BAALBEK JOURNAL 

Beyond Ca~np& A~:l~ng Syrians Is Even Harder 

Aid groups have strained to help the more thm~ 1.8 million 

regis feted Syrian refugees dispersed in Lebanom Jordan, Tnrkey 

and elsewhere, who are harder to reach khan those in ~mps. 

~ Slide Show: Syriar~s LMng as Outsiders, as Sqaalters or in Camps 

U.S, 

Six insdtu[ions we~ chosen ko explore how ko set safety 

standards for eomme~viN and private dro~ms, h:ain and eer~,~ 

t~eir ground-based piloN, ensure that the Nreraff u~]l operate sah?ly and avoid 

collisions. 

Spared ~nter Freeze~ FloridaLs N{angroves Are 

M arching N o ~’th 

Mangroves, ouce kept in check by bitter xdnler uights iu coastal 

eenkmI Nofida, are displaNng salk inrushes, wi[h uneerNin 

eedogieal impl~eagons. 

Philadelphia .l~lonsignor to Be Released on Bail 

Pending Appeal in .AI-mse Case 

A judge agreed that Msgr. William J. Lynn should be allowed to 

leave prison aRer an appeals court overhmmd bis eo~victJon on 

a child endangerment charge. 

[] [] 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Ameriear~-Style Start-Ups Take Root in India 

I~ a ~ation with a reputation as a tougb place to do busi~ess, 

Am e*~ ea n teeh en ~’eprs?n curs are i mporti n g the Silicon Va 11 ey 

mind--set. 

China Says Local-Level Debt Soars, Stirring Fear 

A report from the National Audit Office says debt rose ~ ~.7% in 

six months, which is likely to fnt’~her raise concerns abont 

China’s borrowing. 



Credit Seo~oe~ by Multiple C]hoiee 

Where credit scores are rare, hanks are using a psychome~’ic 

test developed at Har~-ard to help lend to small-business owners. 

Sports 

Stmffo~:d~s Disfirmt T~’~ini~:~g Regdmen R.~d.efin~s 

Shann on Tur[ey, Stanford’s director of foofl)a]] spot,s 

perfotm~ance, st~vsses ruction, bOance and fleMbility, and his 

program has helped p~wen t inj aries. 

The Bt’o~s’ R#b Chudz~nsN, g~e RedsMns’ Mike Shanahan~ the 

Greg Sehiano lost their coaching jobs Monday after poor years. 

N.FL Confirms Blown Call on Chiefs’ Field-Goai A~empt 

. On Pro FootbaJi: Shalqahs~l=s Biggest FaJluFe? Not FoHow~lqg His Gut 

. League Has ~he Book on Poten[ial Coaches 

H~rt 

A hand signal created by a French comedian has crossed into the 

worh:l of professional sports. Critics say the sNnte has racist and 

anti-Semitic connotations. 

Arts 

as _Feet 

Slamming her shoes againsk a wa]I befot~ going onstage in "The 

Nutcrad<er" is just one of many alterations the Sugar Plum FaiU 

makes ko her ba]Iet shoes to dance en pointe. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

~¥bat Pt~ts Sou] i~ a Masterpiece? 

The critic Ken Johnson assesses the painlings of Pei--Shen Qian, 

whose imitations of works hy Pollock, de Kooning and other 

Abstract Expressionists ~re sold as real in a New York ark galleU seandaI. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Sing~la~° Voices From the Arab Up~°ising 

’Diaries of an U nfinished Revolution," a eolleetion of personal 

essays from writers in eight countries, is a reminder flaat Arabs 

are individuals below t~ey are anykhing else, fifll of behaviors both heroic and 

questionable. 

Science 

A R.~sisted Pill to Prevent HA.Vo 

Truvada’s use to prevent H.I.V. has been approved by the F.D.A. 

and hailed hy ext>erts. But the pill has been slow to catch on 

among healthy gay men. 



GLOBAL HEALTH 

Dr. Anita Zaida, who hopes to save hundreds of’newborns in a 

Karachi nei~borbood, has ~m the first Caplow Cbil&vn’s Prize. 

MATTER 

B7 CAi,i. Z~MwiEB 

Reseurehe~s ut tiam, urd argue that the human brain is so 

advanced not simply because it is large, but because its rapid 

growth caused neurons to develop new connections and eh’euits. 

Obituaries 

A Mome~t fo~" t~m Flames That %~e~t Out h~ 2o~3    ~~ 

Paying ~ibute ko I u mi n aft es like Jam es Oandolfi hi, Edward I. 
Koch, Margarek T~ateher, Nelson Mandelu and ma*w ot~e*~.       }~ 

Kenneth C. Ede~n, Doctor ~tt Cer~ter of 

Landma~:k Abor¢io~ Case, Dies alt 74 

Dro Eddin beeume a hero of the wome*~’s movement after Iris 

eonvietiot~ an d even tua] aequi~al for performing a legal a bortion 

in ~973. 

~larta Egge~oth, ’l-l~e Ca||as of O pe~oett-a,’ Dies at 

A coloratura soprmm, M~ss Egge~h was often compared to 

Mafia COlas for her vocal faeilRy, charm and ubiquity - in opera 

houses, on the concert stage, in the movies a*~d o*~ Broadway. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

l~r, de Blasio~s New Appoir~l-ments 

The mayor-elee~ filled two crucial positions with seusoned public servunts Lo 

run the ~aa~on’s largest cib’ govemme~t. 

EDITORIAL 

The F~mts Abo~t Bengh~zi 

An exhaustive investigation by The Times makes it dear that N Qaeda did not 

ru*~ the atNek on the ~ne~%an mission, but that wo*~’k silence eonspira~’y 

theorists. 

EDITORIAL 

Cull or° the 

Shooting deer seems like a reasonable opUon to help r~;soIve a great unnatural 

imbalance in eastern Long Island. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e Sidr~ey _Awa~ds, Pa~t 2 

Before ao*3 is g-me for go -~d, here is another bakeh of nokable 

essays to savor. Happy New Year~ 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

There’s ~sta~t ex~l’esskm a~d then there’s rea~ eon~emp]a~km, 

which is the route to healthier debate. 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED I JENNIFER FINNEY BOYLAN 

Sara Todd was never again seen. I fantasized abou[ finding a new 

l~fe. 

For mere or;inion go to NYTil~ea.eomfOpinio# ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

FOLLOW US: ~[~ Facebook I ~41i’ @NYTirr!es i @iPinterest 

Access The New York Times [ram anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~ I iPad® I A~droid I All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Tinges Store >> He~p Sect[ion >> m,nyt.com ~ 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Tuesday, December 31,2013 6:16 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: It’s a Wonderful Life, Through a Chief Risk Officer’s Eyes 

Daily Briefing December 31, 2013 

Today’s Top S~o#es 

It’s a Wonderful Life, Through a Chief Risk 
Officer’s Eyes 
by MICHAEL COHN 

George Bailey has a lot to teach us about the ongoing 

basic risks faced by financial institutions. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

It’s a Wonderful 

Life, Through a 

Chief Risk Officer’s 

Eyes 

Portfolio Hedging Is Alive and Well Under 
Volcker 
by AKSHAT TEWARY 

The Vobker Rub is a veritable leviathan in size and 

compb×ity, but the jury is out on whether it can t[uly avert 

another London Whale4ype Iiasco~ Don 
READ MORE ,> 

::X:: Porifolio Hedging 

Is Alive and Well 

Under Volcker 

How FDIC’s Big Bank Failure Regime Turned a 
Corner in 2013 
by JOE ADLER 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. still faces questions 

over how its resolution platform for systemically irnpodant 

firms will work. But international dialogue, a document 

detailing the agency’s resok~iion strategy and the 

endorsement of a key rating agency highlighted progress 

du~’ing the year~ 

REJ’,D MORE 

::~:: HowFDIC’s Big 

Bank Failure 

Regime Turned a 

Corner in 2013 

PSECU Uses Social Media to Put Members at Ease After Target 
Breach 
by RAY BIRCH 

The massive Target card data breach has membe~ of Pennsylvania State 

Employees Credit Union viewing the credit union’s Facebook page in record 

RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

Contain 

Technology 



Avidia Bank Debuts Health Care Savings 
Platform 
by KEITH BUll-ON 

Massachusetls bank is belting that Obamaca~e will give a 

boost to healthcsre savings accounts, 
READ MORE *> 

:::~:: Avidia Bank 

Debuts Health 

Care Savings 

Platform 

Merger of Equals to Raise Rockville CEO’s 
Profile in New Year 
by PAUL DAVIS 

Bill Crawford seemed content to oversee slow and steady 

growth before agreeing to buy United Financial in a deal 

that will c~eate a $5 billion-asset bank in the Northeast. 
READ MORE >> 

i~i Merger of Equals 

to Raise Rockville 

CEO’s Profile in 

New Yea r 

MORE M E:RGE:RS.;-\ND ACQUISITIONS }:. 

Contain 

Industry Momentum Returns in Latest Index of 
Banking Activity 
by PAUL DAVIS 

Commercial lending perked up after the government 

shutdown ended, though bankers a~e still having to cul 

deals on p~ic~ng to ~and bus~ness. Consumer ~end~ng 

continued to decelerate. 
READ MORE ,> 

:: [:+:; :: Industn! 
...... Momentum 

Returns in Latest 
Index of Banking 
Activity 

MORE COM M UI’,41C~" BANKJI’,4® ~> 

Consur~er Finance 

Wells Fargo to Pay Fannie Mae $591 Million to Resolve Claims 

’~’v’elL~ Fargo & Co., the largest U.S. home lender, agreed to pay Fannie Mae $591 

million to ~eselve repurchase demands on loans sold to the government-backed Iirm 

before Jan. 1,2009. 

READ MORE *> 

MORE CONBUMEi4~ ~INANCE ~> 



Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
VWtlTERAPER 

Banks have long strived to beiter align and integ~’ate their risk and finance 

functions. 
READ MORE ,> 

Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 
WEB SEMINAR 

In a recent report, the CFPB detailed how consumers have benefitted from the 2009 

CARD Act, citing reduced penalty fees and greaier transloarenc,~, with cost of credit 

cards. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

RESOURCE 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American BankePs inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smad approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers of similar size, 

based on asse~s. READ MORE ~> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cui corners and re.gulato~s io crack down 

on questionable practices. A[[ tMs applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

growth, and small banks, which al’e jumping headlong into the bus#~ess and 

catedng 1o ~he iess affluent clients ~9nored by large Dunks.READ MORE ~ 

MOIRE IN 8F’E:CIk4. REFR.JF:,."I8 ;:. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

~e.rno~ab~e moments: 

sportswriters pick their top 

story in 2013 

Triangle sports fans were treated 

to numerous big moments in 

2013. They included Dean Smith’s 

Medal of Freedom, the drama N.C. 

State and UNC... 

UNC coach 

Dean Smith 

points to one 

of his players 

draft 

North Carolina junior offensive lineman Russell 
Bodine says he is entering the NFL draft. 

De.Cock: Switzer finishes 

strong for North Caro~{na, but 

for the freshman, it’s just the 

stuart 

North Carolina freshman Ryan 

Switzer’s emergence from deep 

on the depth chart to all-American 

concluded with his NCAA-record- 

tying fifth punt.. 

UNC’s Ryan 

Switzer 

returns a 

Cincinnati 

punt 86-ya rds 

for a 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage youremail newsletter subscriptions, please log intoth~~)unte ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~2[~.a..9.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



~ent: 

~o~ 

Subject: 

NACD Di[ectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Tuesday, December 31,2013 7:03 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

December 31,2013: China Says LocaFLevel Debt Soars, Stirring... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

~ ~’~ACO ill tb~. Ne~w, 

Toda~i~ TPP H~d!!n~ ............................................................................................................. 

China Says Local-Level Debt Soars, Stirring Fear 

"R~e New York Times (Dec. 31, Gough) reports that total debt of local 

governments in China has soared to nearly $3 trillion as the country’s 
addiction to credit-fueled grov;’~h has deepened in recent years, according 
the findings of a ~ong-awa~ted report re~eased on Monday by the centra~ 
auditing agency, h~ the repo~, the National Audit Office found that ~ocal 
governments across the country had accumulated 17~89 t[~Hon renm~nbL o[ 
$2.95 tdH~on, worth d debt oMigafions as of 1he end d June. That was an 
~ncrease of 12.7 percent from December 2012, when ~oca~ government dab1 
stood at 15.88 trillion [enm~nbi, the repo~ ss~d. The June figure a~so 
rep[esented a sharp ~ncrease of 67 pe[cen~ flora the end o~ 2010, when an 
earlier re#o~t by the Audit Office estimated Ioca~ government debt a110.71 
trillion [enm~nbi. 

Reuters (Dec, 31, Gui Qing} says "China’s quest to solve its $3 trillion-and- 
growing public debt problem by starting a domestic municipal bond market 
hinges on the one thing its officials are most afraM of: transparency." As 

markets abso[b the results of CMna’s latest audit o~ its state finances, 
Be~jing’s longstanding vow 1o develop a municipal bond market to cuda~ rap~d 
gro~h ~n other types d hMden puM~c debt w~ take center,rage once more. 
By letting local governments sell bonds for cash, China wan~s ~o rely on 
n~mble markeJs rather ~han inflexible regulations to keep spendthriR units in 
check. But analysts say CMna’s dreams of a mun~ci#M bond market have 
been impeded by a Jack of disclosure from IocaJ governments on how m~ch 
money and asse~s ~hey have, and how much they owe. 

Chinese President Xi Jinping, named on Monday to head the committee 
overseeing China’s economic overhaul, must quickly figure oui how 1o keep 
China’s burgeoning local government debt Item tanking ~he world’s second- 
largest economy, according to the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 31, Davis, 
McMahon). Xi’s appointment is the latest signal that he has taken control of 
economic policy, which over the pas~ two decades has been the preserve el 
China’s No. 2 official, the premier. The swelling debt problem presents Mr. Xi 
with a menu of bad choices, say economists. He can essentially tqi to 
muddle through and avoid a bust by providing somewhat more central 
govemmeni Iunds and using regulation and back[oom orders to banks ~o 
tighten restrictions on loans. But that would make local governments more 
dependent on loans from trust companies, leasing firms and infomqal 
lenders---so-called shadow bankers--which charge highe[ interes~ ra~es than 

banks. As a result, debt leveFz~ could rise fur{her. Or he could attack the 
problem aggressively by ~aising iaxes, selling off assets and allowing some 
defaults as a way to warn financial firms or local governments of the risks 
involved. 

Sha re177:7EI 

talent brc headline 2 

2014 NACD Board Leadership Conference 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

ii~iI KPMG Quarterly Webcast - 2014 Economic Outlook ] 

NACD Mobile Sidebar 

i~il Findan NACDChapter Program 

[ ~ BV- MandA 

ii~iI BY- Private Company Outlook ] 

ii~iI BY- Private Compa ny Boa rds 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 7-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 201,1) 
Lagdna Beach; CA 

(Aug 18-!9, 2014) 
Fo~t Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 201,1) 

Director Professionalism® 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug. 

14-!5, 2014) 
Fo~t Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec. 8-9, 2014) 

..................................................................................................................................................................... Special Events 

Don’t miss the premier event of the year for directors, by directors--the NACD 

Board Leadership Conference Oct, 12-14, =014, at the Gaylerd National 
Resor~ and Convention Center in Naiional Ha[bet, Maryland. 

Past Speakers 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 

2014) 
C-Suite to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (May 

5-6,201,1) 
NACD Spring Forum 

Washington, DC (:May 



Mary Jo White, Chair, Securities and Exchange Commission 

Andrew McKenna St., Chairman, McDonald’s 
Hon. Myron Steele, Chid Justice, Supreme Cou~ of Delaware 
Helene Gay~e, D~rector, Cocs-Co~a Co., Colgate-Palmolive Co. 

Past Session Topics Inc~ude: 

Board/C4~uite expectations 
Asymmetric information risk 
Human capital management 
Emerging lechnobgy 
O&O I~abi[[ly 
CEO succession planning 

Learn more and register today. 

2014 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
Oct, 12=14, 2014 
Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center 
National Harbor, ~’~aryland 

NACD in the News 

Judy Brown Grows Bottom Line at Per~igo 0o, 

The Grand Rapids Business Journal (Dec. 30, Kopenkoskey) profiles Judy 
Brown, chief Iinancial officer at Perrigo Co. the world’s lar._qes~ manufacturer of 
(~er-the-counter phamqaceuticals, nutritional products, active pharmaceutical 
ingredients and consumer products for the store brand market. The company 
has reached $3 billion in revenue with a five-year compound annual growth of 
I7.24 percent. Although Brown is Pemgo’s firs{ female CFO, she Ioresees 
many other women in the pipeline for senior management positions. Brown is 
a board member of Belden Corp., University of Chicago Booth School of 
Business, Deloitte Cen~er tot Health Solutions, Michigan Economic 
Development Foundation, Perrigo Charitable Foundation, American In.sfitute of 
Certified Public Accountants, and the National Association of Corporate 
Directors. 

ShareET]C~ 

Audit and Finance 

Cooper Tire Terminates $2.5 Biliion Sa~e to India’s Apollo 

Cooper Tim & Rubber Co. is calling olf ils proposed $2~2 billion sale to h~dia’s 
Apollo Tyres, according to the Associated Press (Deer 30), a deal that would 
have created the wodd’s seventh largest tire company. The Findlay, Ohio, 
company said Monday {hat financing is no longer available and continues to 
clah~, as ~t has for months, thal Apolb breached the terms of the agreement. 
The boards d both companies and Cooper shareholde~ had approved the 
buyout, but negotiations with the union representing Cooper empbyees 
became a s~icking point. Afte[ Apollo sought a better pdce because o{ the 
~abor ~ssues, Cooper accused the company of sta~ng negotiations w[lh the 
unions. 

Share~ 

Hertz Global Holdings lnc. Enacts Poison Pili Following Unusual 
Trading Activity 

Hertz Global Holdings h~c. enacted a one-year shareholder-rights plan to 
prevent investors from gaining sizable control of ~he car-r~n~al firm, a move the 
company attributed to "unusual and substantial" trading actMty, repods the 
Wall Street Journal (Dec. 31, KeH). He~z’s shareholder-rights plan has a 10 
percent trigger, and ~s being used to reduce the likelihood that any individual 
or group would gain control of the company through the open market before 
engaging ~n ta~ks w~th the company’s board. He,z, which declined to 
comment on specific d~scussions w~th shareholders, sa~d it has had 
conversations w~h "a number el shareholders and welcomes ~heir input 
towards the goal of enhancing shareholder ValUer" 

Share~ 

Berkshire Hathaway to Buy Phi{lips ~6 Unit for $1.4 Bi{lion 

Warren Bu{fe[t’s Berkshire Hathaway Inc~ struck a deal to buy a Phi[tips 66 
business that makes chemicaL~ to improve the flow potential d pipelines for 
around $1.4 b~[[[on of stock, accordh~g to Fox Business (Dec. 30). Phillips 66 
said on Monday that Berkshire wilt pay for the ~ll[t, Phillips Specialty 
Products Inc, using a~out 19 m~lion shares of Phillips 66 stock tha~ ~ 
currently owns. "~ have long been ~mpressed by the st~engih of the PM~ips 66 
business po~fo[io," Buffett said. "The flow improver business [s a h~gh-qua[~ty 
bus~ness w~th consistently strong {[nanc~al pedom~ance." The exact number of 
shares BerksMre w~[[ pay for 1he unit w~[[ be delerm~ned b~ their pdce on the 

30, 2014) 
Small-Cap Forum San 

Francisco, CA (July !7, 

2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 
San Francisco, CA 

(Juiy 17~ 2014) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

NACD Directorship 

2020 New York, NY 
(March 18, 2014) 
NAGD Directorship 

2020 Denver, CO (July 

15. 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Beveriy Hills, CA 

([Sept !0, 20!4) 

Webinare 

Quarterly Audit 

Commit~e Update (1/9} 

The US. Demographic 

Tsunami: What 

Directors Need to 

Know (1/16) 
Board Pay Preview: 

NACD 2013/14 Direc’~or 

Compensation Repor~ 

(!/23) 
Conscious Capibalism in 

the Boardrool’n (1/29) 

Aboat NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 

board ieadersMp ----for 
directors, by directors. We 
deliver the wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 

confiden~iy navigate complex 

business challenges and 
enhance shareowner value 

We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

issues. Learn more 



closing date, the companies said, 

Sharel~]-~ 

Wefts Fargo to Pay $591 [~,~i~ion to Far~r~ie IViae in Mortgage 

Wells Fargo & Co. said Monday it has agreed to pay $591 million to Fannie 

Mae to settle disputes over soured mortgages the bank sold to the seized 
housing finance giant during the subprime housing boom, repeals ~he Lo~s 
An.qeles Times (Dec. 30, Puzzanghera). The agreemenl covers loans 
originated by Wells Fargo before 2009 that Fannie Mae was trying to force the 
bank to buy back. The deal "resolves substantially" all repurchase issues 
related to those loans, ~[~e company said. 

Share~TT~ 

Cracker Barrel Rejects 8iglari Call for Sale Process 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 31, Calia) repdts that Cracker Barrel Old 
Coun[~’ Store Inc. on Monday rejected activist investor Sardar Bigla[i’s call to 
begin a process to sell the compa~y, which operates restau[a~ts with gift 
stores. Instead, Cracker Barrel said it believes continuing with its current 
business plan is best Ior ~he company and its shat~holders. "We ate 
disappointed thal Mr. Biglari is seeki~g to call a special meeting to vote on a 
proposal requesting that the company commence a sale process, particularly 
in light of his defeat by substantial margins in three consecutive proxy 

con~ests," Q~cke[ Barrel Chairman James W. Bradford said. 

Share~TT~ 

Law and Policy 

After Troubled Rol~out, Oba~nacare’s New Test Starts New Year’s Day 

Reuters (Dec. 30, Gershberg, Clarke) notes that New Year’s Day will bdKg a 
fresh test for President Barack Obama’s healthcare overhaul, as hundreds d 
tf~ousands of Americans will begin to use the program’s new medical coverage 
for the first time. For 1he na%n’s healthcare system as we~ as ~ts ~o~t~cs, the 
stakes are h~ge ~n Wednesday’s ~aunch of the program known ss 
Obamacare. The question ~s whether ~he program w~ll work as adver%ed on 
Jan. 1, a%r a chaotic enrollment period in whic~ problems wilh t~e 
Hea~thCare.gov webs~le ~ed 1o a series of dead~h~e extensions and undermi~ed 
p~blic suppo~ for Obamscsre and the president. 

Share~ 

New York City Sues FedEx for $52 I~i~lion Over lffegal’ Cigarette 

Deliveries 

New York City has sued FedEx, accusing the package-deliveqi company of 
illegally delivering millions el contraband cigarettes to people’s homes in 
viohfio~ of a 2006 settlement, Reuters (Dec. 31) reports. Mo~day’s lawsuit 

was fi~ed in Manhattan federa~ cou~ and seeks $52 million in civil fines and 
unpaid taxes from ~he Memphis~based d~ice-se[vices giant. ~ marks one d 
~he ~as~ acts by t~e administration of Mayor Bloomberg, whose more4han~ 
decade-old campaign to ba~ smoking [~ varbus ~uN~c a~d ~rivate places has 
been credited with sav~% thousands d ~ves and has become a Nuep[Jnt for 
o~he[ cities. According to ~he city, FedEx crea~ed a "puNic nuisance" through 
~ts ~a~l~ersh~p w~th Sh[~necock Smoke Shop, bcated o~ 1he Shhnecock 
Indian Nation resewa%n [n Southampton, LI, to sNp untaxed cigarettes to 

residential homes. 

Shar8~ 

£~mpen~tion ................................................................................................................................ 

Apple CEO Tim Cook took a $4 million pay cut this year, after he urged the 
company’s board of directors to link half of his stock grants ----- which make up 
the bulk of his compensation -- to the company’s pedermance on Wall 
$~reet, repdts -Rme (Dec. 30, Nicks). Cook made tf~e decision out of a 
%trong desire to set a leadership example in the area of CEO compensation 
and governance," Apple said in a filing. The pay cut represents just 10 percent 
el Cook’s overall compensation, wf~ich includes a $1.4 million salary, $2.8 
million cash bonus and $36.4 million in stock grants. 

Sha re[-’[T-~ 

C-Suite 

Barc~ays 0~50 Anto~y Jenkins Says Rebuilding Trust May Take 10 Years 

Antony Jenkins, chief executive officer of Bardays PIc, says it may take a 

decade to rebuild trust in the bank after a series of scandals from interest-rate 
manipulation ~o selling customers insurance they didn’t need, notes 
Bloomberg (Dec. 31, Vaugha~). "It is about what you do, not what you say," 
Jenkins says. "Until people stari to perceive the change, Barclays will not 



begin rebuilding that trust," Jenkins was named to head 8arclays in August 
2012 in the aftermsth of ~he Libor [a~e-rigging scsndsI, which cost ~he lende[ 
290 million pou~ds ($479 m~[[ion) [n fines and three of its most senior 

execut~ves~ 

Sha[e~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 31,2013 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

The Story of The Gun Premieres in PRC2 

Tonight we celebrate New Year’s Eve, but PlayMakers is saving the fireworks until Jan 8- 
12 when Mike Daisey blazes onto the PRC2 stage in a world premiere created just 
for you! 

We’re heating things up with "one of the finest solo performers of his generation" (The New 
York Times) and his searing new show, __T_[~_~___S____t__q_t~____o___f____T_[~_~____G_~Lq_, specially commissioned by 
PlayMakers. 

After the tragedy of Newtown, Joe Haj knew America’s relationship with guns was a topic he 

wanted to explore through the artistry of theatre, so he chose Mike Daisey to turn a red-hot 
spotlight on the subject as only he can. Joe calls Mike "one of the most clear-eyed, 
artistically courageous, thought-provoking artists around. I knew, by commissioning him to 
wrestle with this issue, he’d create something that challenges our assumptions with 
scathing, hilarious, and insightful observations from multiple points of view." 

Mike says, "Like many other Americans, I have complicated feelings about the role guns 

have played in our history and national identity, so at Joe’s invitation I decided to work 
through these ideas and feelings in the best way I know how: a new monologue, which I’m 
excited to premiere at PlayMakers." 

Be here when Mike Daisey sets PRC2 on fire. 
Book your seats today for The Stork of The Gun! 

MORE ~NFORMATION 

Tickets for The 

.G:_.~__~]2 are ON SALE NOW. 
Tickets available for every 
budget, starting at $15 
every night. 

JAN 8-12 
Wed-Sun at 7:30pm 
Sun Matinee at 2:00pm 

WHERE 

PlayMakers is located in the 
Center for Dramatic Art. Our 
PRC2 productions are 
performed in the Kenan 
Theatre, 

Apr 2-20 
WHEN YOU’VE GOT A GUN 
EVERYBODY PAYS 
ATTENTION 
Sondheim’s Tony-winning 
musical comes to the 
Mainstage in April! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 9:07 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

On Behalf of Myself 



click here 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 10:39 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

On Behalf of Myself 



click here 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vartaniar~ Thomas ~homas.Vartanian@dechert.com> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 10:57 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

A~muaJ Institute 

Lissa: 
The CFPB guy on my panel needs to know if the program is open to the press, and if so what kind? They sure waste a lot of energy on silliness. 
assume press is allowed? 
Regards. 
Tom 
Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP 
1900 K Street, Suite 1300 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 261-3439 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Directors Roundtable <karen@directorsroundtable.com~ 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 11:35 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Global Honor tbr Apollo General Counsel 

Dear Colleague: 

The Directors Roundtable is pleased to present ti~e leading global honor for General Counsel entitled "World Recognition of Distinguished General Counsel." In 

September of 2013 in New York, this honor was presented to John Suyd~:m, General Counsel of Apollo Global Management in recognition of his distingnished cmeer. 

The edited transcript of this special event is available at this link: 

http:i/~w.directorsroundtable.com/resourcecenter/showTopic.php?topicID 86 

Boards of Directors are looking increasingly to General Counsel to enhance financial and business strategy, compliance, and integri~ of corporate operations. 

Furthermore, Directors believe that companies do not receive the positive recognition they deserve. Therefore, key benefits from this series include raising awareness of 

their valuable contributions and distinguished leadership, as well as other concerns of Directors such as legal and regulator’ reform. 
Mr. Suydam addressed the audience and had a Roundtable discussion on key issues facing the General Counsel of leading international investment firms with 

Distinguished Speakers: Adam Weinstein, Akin Gump Strauss ttauer & Feld LLP; Martin Dunn, O’Melveny & Myers LLP; Brad Karp, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, 

Wharton & Garrison LLP; Harvey Eisenberg, Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP; and Jack Friedman, Directors Roundtable (Moderator). The subjects include 

deahnakmg; investment strategy in the United States aM emerging markets; aM regulation of investment companies. 

The Directors Roundtable is a civic group which for 23 years has organized the preelninent worldwide programming for Directors and their advisors including General 

Counsel. This honor is presented in selected ~najor cities globally. This transcript is being made available to approximately 150,000 leaders nationally and globally. For 

the transcripts of prior events in tiffs series and oti~er infoimation about the Directors Roundtable, you may go to our Website mYw.directorsroundtable.com. 

Sincerely. 

Jack Friedman 

Chairman 

Directors Roundtable 

Ks,’rer! Todd I 1222 So Ge!~,e.see ,~\ve. i Los/v~.geles, C~% 90019 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCDP Headquarters <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Tuesday, December 31,2013 2:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New Year’s Eve Checklist 

Dear Lissa, 

Before you go out tonight, make sure you’ve arranged for everything you need for a safe, fun night out on the town: a sitter for the kids, a safe way to get back home, and real 
change in Raleigh! 

2013 will not be remembered as one of North Carolina’s finest yea~s. From refusing half a million North Carolinians access to affordable healthcare, to the systematic 
dismantling of our public education system, and the damage to our national brand this extreme Republican legislature has all but declared war on our state and its future 

North Carolina needs to elect leaders to office who will listen to a broad constituency as opposed to a narrow ideological base. We need real leaders with backbone and vision 
who not only understand the challenges our state faces, but who will be willing to make the tough decisions required to lead for the people. Together we will elect these 
leaders and we will get our state moving in the right direction once again. We will pull our state out of the ditch and get Tar Heels back on the road to prosperity= From O= Max 
Gardner, to Kerr Scott, to Terry Sanford through Jim Hunt, North Carolina Democrats have been the visionary leaders who found common ground around the state and forged a 
way fowvard together. 

We’ve done this before and we’re ready to do it again in ~014} 

Please consider makinq a contribution of $14 right now to our campaign for change. 

Every little bit helps and as we close the books on 2013, my guess is you’ll rest easier tonight knowing you did what you could to get North Carolina moving in the right 
direction once again. 

Now, about getting home tonight, click on this link and scroll down to find a cab company in your area for a safe ride home. Start 2014 off in a safe way. There’s so much to 
do and we’ll need your help in order to bring real change to our state! 

Cheers! 

Randy Voller 
Chairman 
North Carolina Democratic Party 

LPaid for by North Carolina Democratic Party. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate committee.j 

PO’,,W.:~ZE~b ~Y NGP VAN, INC. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 4:44 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review Charlotte home prices post biggest almual gain since 1987 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Charlotte home prices post biggest annual 

gain since 1987 

Charlotte-area home prices rose 8.8 percent in 

October from a year ago, according to a report 

released Tuesday by the Standard & Poor’s Case- 

Shiller index, marking the biggest annual increase 

since the city joined the index in 1987. 

Bun Belt hopes for ~ebi~th in 

manufacturing to 

econor~y, exports 

Sun Belt states have watched as 

some of their bedrock industries 

withered away. Officials and 

educators in North Carolina, 

Mississippi and elsewhere.. 

UB co~)sL~mer ¢o~i~e~)c~ 

rises on better job out~oo~ 

U.S. consumer confidence 

jumped this month on a be~er 

outlook for hiring and overall 

gro,~h, supposing other signs 

that showthe economy could 

accelerate... 

g~orld markets bdng strong 

year to a close 

Major global stock markets closed 

out a strong 2013 at or near record 

highs as NewYear’s Eve 

festivities kicked off Tuesday. 

~ntrepreneur finds comfort in 
dis~ption 

Amish Shah likes his new 
moniker: ’the disruptor." 

City hopes new rail yard kicks 

off boom around airport 

A long-awaited rail yard at 

Charlotte Douglas International 

Airport has started moving cargo, 

and city leaders are hoping the 

new facility will help .. 

Wel~s Fargo sales pressure comes at a cost 

Wells Fargo & Co. is the nation’s leader in selling 

add-on services to its customers. But that success 

has come at a cost. The relentless pressure to sell 

has battered employee morale and led to ethical 

breaches, customer complaints and labor... 

Wells Fargo will pay more than half a billion dollars to 

mortgage giant Fannie Mae to settle a disagreement 

over bad loans sold by the bank before the financial 

crisis. 
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Today’s tteadlines: De Blasio Draws All Liberal Eyes to New York 

Today’s Headlines  eOoee. ,  ..... 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~i NYT J World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ [)ining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ O~5Yhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

De Blasio Draws AH Liberal Eyes to N ew York 

City 

Liberals across the com~tly are ]oo]dng to Bill de Blasio, who 

takes of~ee as mayor on Wednesday, to morph New York City’s 

Bl~sio 
blew 

mnnieipal machinery into a closely watched laboratory for populis k theories of 

Powe~¯ Cm’bed, Det~oo~t Mayor Faces B~g Job 

Mike Duggan must share power with an appointed emez;genQ- 

manager and confront vexing qnes[ions about the A~ture of a city 

that has been losing popnlafio~ for decades. 

Duggan J 

Millions Gaining Health Coverage Under Law 

Thc new momcn[ ~dlI test ~hc heal’~n Iaw’s central premisc - that 

extending coverage ko far more _&rnerieans will improve the 

natio~¢s heMth and hdp ma~y avoid cripplfi% medical bills. 

; 4~a nnsh 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ VmEO: Lost in the Bto~°n~ 

An 1 I-year-old girl rei]cek~ on all that she lost whcn her home 

Taeloban, the Philippines, was devastated by a typhoon in 

November. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

1~1] InteraGive Feature INTERACTIVE ~’~:J~Jl 1~ R ~: I Notable 

A se]ec’dou of illustrations ~at refleeLs on thc issues of the past 

year. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ms) or, on the inauguratioB of Bill de Bhtsio as m~yor of Neu York Cit), 



Today’s Video 

~i Video Feature 
....... VIDEO FEATURE." T}m Bloombcrg 

:Legacy 

T~mes reporte*~ and columnists look back at tim Bk~omberg 

legacy in some of the key areas that most a~ct New Yovkers. 

~ vmEo: SeieneeTmke: How to Control 

Du~{ng a meal, the s~omad~ o[ a starfish comes out of its mouth 

a~d g~abs hold of’whai it is eating, Figuri~g out what cm~trols this 

process could mean good news for the coral that skatgish feed on. 

~ vmEo: Dressir~g Gatsby 

Catherine Martin, the costume and production designer for ’The 

Great Gatsby,’ says a key to keelA~g the eostumes exciting was 

nok to rely only on old standbys like the beaded [lapper dress. 

..... ~ichaei 

World 

Old Rival~°ics Reignitcd a Fuse in Sout|~ Sudan 

The e~-.,ntliet in South Sudan is ro~-.,ted partly in a failure to 

aehieve a lusting reconci]iatio~ between r4val ethnic i~ctions 

when the countW was created in 2ol]. 

Kcrry to Press li~r ’Framework’ Accord to Keep 

Mideast Peace Eff~ 

Secretary of State .John KenT hopes to seem’e a broad pact 

encapsulating basic agreemenLs on e~-.,re issues as a first step, buk 

critics brand the move as a~ et~b~t to play for time. 

d girl 

_AlZghmts’ Plm~ to Release Prisoners _Angers 

Officials from both sides who support a security deal with the 

United States worry khat a mass release of militants could b~ng a 

complete Western with draws 1. 

U,S, 



Down 

Judge MarT S. Sefiven of ~he Unikxt States Dis~l~c~ Com~ 

Orlando hem that the tesking requi~ment violated the 

eonsfih~fiolml prote~Non agMnst unreasonable searches. 

Chicago 1~ings Fall, as Officials Praise Progress 

As of Dee. 3o, tl~e dry had repot~aed 413 homiddes, about a 17 

percent drop from the year before and the lewes[ [o date since 

1965. 

Lebron, 

a Navy 

Friends, 

..... fellow 

students 

By Nuns 

8nstiee Sonia Sotomayor is giving khe government until Fri&~y morning to 

respond to her decision on President Obama’s health care law. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

For Stocks, m~ ~anazingly Good Year 

1)espi te tu rbulen ce in Washin gton, China a n d Eur’opc, which threa ten cd to pull 

the world into another recession, stock prices just kept rising in 2ol3. 

, ~ Comment Commer~sl ~ Returns for S.&P 500 

Do~a~t Risks 

~though buoyed by a resurgence of stock markets in Japan and 

Europe, many investo~ were skill wary, given the swiftness 

the rebounds. 

:~.; Prime 
:: M~n~star 

In Lat~4a, a New Year Also R~ngs In the Euro 

The cou~tD’ became the z8 th naiion to adopt the currency, 

keeping alive the idea dmt despite iN p~q4ems the euro dub stiI] 

has potenfiN to grow. 

..... resident 

purchas 

Sports 

for .Athletes, but Charges of Fraud at North 

Carolina 

Somc classes never rock and some grades wets" illicitly changed in 

Universi[y of North Cat~)]ina department that attraeked 

former 

professo 

n um erous athletes, a n d a respected pro%ssor now faces a cd m i n al cha rge. 

~oo G~or~ous Years of the Rose Bowl 

A look back at the pageantry in Pasadena, some mcraorable 

football games c,n the field and khe grandenr c,f the gr~nddaddy 

of them all. 

~r~ Slide Show: T he Rose Bewl Over the Yes rs 



ON PRO FOOTBALL 
[~ General 

~ets~ at Least for l~’][oli!t~eJ[lt, :Pllt g~lteglal~ll~1~t~eJ[lt ....... Manafje 

r John 

~dmk, 

Rex Ryan appean’d ve~7 much on an imaginary leash as General 

Manager John Idzik sek the eonse~five agenda for a news conference 

Tueaday, ~vo days a~er the Jets umapped up an 8-8 season. 

Arts 

6rear Expectations for 2ot 4 

A roundup of eultm’al picks fl:~r the eoming year by critics 

The New York Times. 

So Valuab|e, It Could Akriost Be Real 

"Intent to Deceive," a forthcoming exhibition at SprinffieM 

Musemns in Massaehusekts, explores tl~e mystique of forgeries 

and fakes that duped the art world. 

~ [] Slide Show 

Korean Cash "Fakes Broadway Bows 

With Broadway musicals finding success in Seoul, Korean 

producers are sta~in g to get in on the front en d or" the finan 

in New York. 

Dining & Wine 

THE FLEXITARIAN 

Sustainable Resolutions for Your Diet 

Healthy ea fi n g h abits only coun L i f you s d ek M kh Lhem, right? 

These lips can you help yon sNy resolute f,’)r the long term. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I TORO 

Spanish Explorers Land in Chelsea 

Toro, a tapas restaurant tha~ open ed in Septem her, goes big on 

eveEckhing from the space to Lhe menu. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

[~ A ~late 

....... of red 

shrimp 

atT°"° I 

~oo4, the Yem" That Chm~ged How %’e :Dine 

From Pc’r Se to Shake Shack, new paths to innovaiive dining. 

Chang, ] 

Obituaries 

John Dominis, a Star Photographer for Life 

Magazine, Dies at 92 

Mr. 1)orninis was ~om~ for capturing celebli~ies~ ~4ld animals 

and presidents at their nngaarded best. 

Patricia Ryan, 75~ an Editor at Time Inco~ Dies 
;.:~ BBUCE WEBER 

Initially making her mark as a secretmy at Spot% Iih~strated 

who knew horses, Ms. Ryan was anaong the fi~t women ko lead 

m@)r publications. 



. , ike O’Co,  n or, a vetera  ,, ar correspon de,  who  eca me a        22° 
t -mgh adv~cate and co mseior for threatened]~urnalis~s in one 

of the worM’s most dangerous connt]:ies for the press, has died. He was 67. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Guns Wili Not Save hoaq 

Washi,~ gton needs to press Ba gh&sd to comm ~t to democr~ cy as we] 1 as 

security. 

EDITORIAL 

Preserving Wireless Competition 

A combination of Sp~int and T--Mobile covdd raise p~iees and hurt e-ms rotors. 

EDITORIAL 

Saying ~I Do’ .Amid the Roses 

After a historic year for marriage eqnaU~’, a same-sex weddi,~g on the first day 

of 2o14 is scheduled to take place on a float at [he Tournamen~ o[Roses 

Parade. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Anxious Youth, Then and N ow 

Today’s rnillennials face many of the same concerns and 

challenges of the late Igth ce~tmy, when the booms and busts of 

t~e Induskzia] Age tore apat~a the accepted order. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

I~ly J ewish State 

He~ is one prediction for 2o1~: This will be another year 

which peace is not reached in the MidNe East. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

A Guide to Years Ending ~n 4 

Does history give us reason to be optimistic abont 2o147 

[£ Mark 
..... Bttman 

For more o,oinion go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 
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ResearchGate <no- reply@researchgate.net > 
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Lissa, one of your publications was cited: Banking and Insurance: Betbre and After lhe Gramm-Leach-BliL. 

Bankin~ and ~nsurance: Before and After ~he 

Gramm~Leach4~ile~ Act 

Cited m: 

Fin~nciN Services Moder~izatio~ Act of 1999: 

Market Assessment of Wi~mers and Losers in t.,, 

£uthois: i~bduiiah Ai Mamun,M Ksbii Hessen,Gordof ’,,,’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC The Farm <uncfarm@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, January 1, 2014 11:21 AM 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information <farm_general@listserv.unc.edu> 

[farm_general] Happy New Year: Celebrate with free bamboo poles at The Farm 

Happy New Year! 

The Farm is reclaiming some areas of its property from that invasive grass called bamboo. Currently, there are several hundred (maybe a thousand) stalks 
laying on the ground in the parking lot behind the picnic shelters. Now is your chance to create that House of Bamboo (Southern Culture on the Skids song) 
in your backyard. 

Please feel free to take any part of the bamboo stalks that you want. We will dispose of whatever you leave behind. Please be careful trimming the pieces 
and transporting them. 

Thanks, 

Ben AIIred 
FSRA Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_general as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34050842-2435570.47d4593dSelld651eSd3bcd97bOab835@listserv.unc.edu 



From: Vickie Bowers <~vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 1, 2014 5:01 PM 

To: 

Subje~’t: January 2, 2014 Bulletin 

A~tacl~: 2014-01-02 Bulletin.lxtf 

Here is the Jmaua~ 2 edition of the NCBA weekly Bulletin. Please let me know if you have any trouble mtl~ the file. Thanks. 

Vickie Bowers 

Dissector of Human Resources 

North Carolina Bankers Association 

P. O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619-9916 

919/781-7979 / 800/662-7044 
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NORTH CAROLINA - THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Jan. 6 

Jan. 14 

Jan. 2o 

Feb. 4-6 

Feb. ]1-14 

Feb. 25-27 

Mar. 3-4 

Mar. 18-2o 

Apr. 8-]o 

May 31 - 

June 3 

E<,)t~)mic Forecast Forints, RTP 

Comp]ianc~ Sen,inar: :New Mortgage Rn]es Update, 

~gh Poim 

Marth~ Luther I~g, Jr. Day 

Basic Corn merciM Le,~d~g, Raleigh 

IntermedAte Commerdal and Industrial Lending, Raleigh 

Bank ~[Nrectors AssemMy, Greensboro 

Intermediate Corn merck~l ReaI Estale Lending, Raleigh 

Advanced Commerckd and I ndustrial Let~ding, Raleigh 

1,8tl~ Anm~al Cona~entioN The Breakers, Pa~ Beach, FL 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

Happy New Year! 

NCBA Compliance Seminar: New Mortgage Rules Update 

Be sure to register today for our next Compliance Seminar: New Mortgage Rules Update on January ]4 in High 
Point. Patti Blenden ~fill give your bank an update on the new mortgage rules that ~fill be implemented later this month. 
The discussion will focus on mortgage servicing and loan officer compensation with an update on all of the new mortgage 
rules. We continue to get clarification from the CFPB and will discuss obsmwations and solutions to date! This session is 

a must for your executive credit risk management team, your regulatory compliance officers, your mortgage lending 
managers and loan servicing professionals throughout the organization! 

https://www.ncbanlers.org/bulletin/201 4-01-02 1/8 
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Registration is $250. Click HERE for complete registration details. A full agenda will be posted soon! For more 
information, please contact Christy Santacana in our Meetings Department (8oo-662-7o44 or 
ch t~i~b,@ncb~n.ke:r~oo:rg). 

Agencies Reviewing Treatment of Collateralized Debt Obligations Backed by Trust 
Preferred Secu rities 

In a positive development, the Federal Reserve Board, the FDIC, the OCC, and the SEC have m~nounced that they ate 
reviewing whether it would be appropriate and consistent with the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act not to subject collateralized debt obligations, backed by trust preferred securities, to the investment 
prohibitions of section 619 of Dodd-Frank, othma~ise known as the "Volcker rule." The ~encies intend to address the 
matter no later than ,lanuarv 15. The accounting staffs of the agencies have said that, consistent with generally accepted 
accounting principles, any actions in ~lanuary that occur before the issuance of December 31, 2o13 financial reports 
should be considered when preparing those financial reports. 

History a Hundred Years in the Making 

A milestone was quietly reached at the end of December. Mthough the anniversary was overshadowed by the holidays, 
the Federal Reserve System is now lOO years old. Two days before Christmas in 1913, President Woodrow Wilson signed 
into law the Federal Reserve Act. The legislation was driven in response to economic panics that the country suffered in 

1873, 1884, 189o, 1893, and again in 19o7. However, debate over the legislation had been so ugly in September 1913 that 
Rep. George Ross Smith of Minnesota carried onto the floor of the House a 7-by-4-foot wooden tombstone meant to 
mourn the deaths of industry’, labor, agriculture and commerce that would result from having political appointees in 
charge of the new central bank. 

Throughout the last lOO years, there have been countless examples of how the Federal Reserve has had a moderating 
influence on our economy and helped to stave off disaster. While we mw not always agree with policy decisions or 
superxqsory~ actions by the Fed, the passage of the Federal Reserve Act ranks as one of the most profound and 
transformative decisions of the 2oth century. It is a sign of the Fed’s quiet influence and stability that its birthday was 
marked without fanfare and with few realizing its true importance. 

The Disaster Experience Workshop 

Chances are th at while you read this, an unexpected disaster is causing a financial institution stress and confusion and is 
affecting its long-term ability to provide products and services to its customers. Are the bank leaders prepared to handle 
it? Will they be able to recover? Attanium Corp. will coach The Disaster Experience on February 11 in High Point to 
help you prepare for unexpected disasters. 

Register today for this simulation that will put you in the throes of real-life disaster situations as they unfold. Disasters of 
every~ shape, size, look and feel happen all the time, affecting businesses, people’s jobs, lives and families, and ultimately, 

https://www.ncbanlers.org/bulletin/201 4-01-02 2/8 
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the economy. During this workshop, you will make critical decisions and deal with the consequences of those decisions! 
After you’ve finished, you’ll understand the importance of advance disaster and continuity planning. You’ll never want to 
be caught u nprepared again! 

Registration is $225. Click HERE for complete registration details. For more information, please contact our Meetings 
Department (800-662-7044 or ehrisL~@~ebankers.org). 

Encouraging Report on Housing 

The research department of Raymond dames has published a report on the current state of the housing market in North 
Carolina. It notes that all three of the major markets in our state (Charlotte, Raleigh and Greensboro) exhibited double 
digit increases in year over year home sales while Charlotte remains one of the top markets in the count~ in tetras of job 
growth. The research report may best be summarized by the statement: "We bdieve the Carolinas w-ill prove to be a 
relatively healthy market for homebuilders during the early stages of this housing reeoveb~ due to attractive 
demographics, a less severe foreclosure overhang and improving job markets." 

Continuing Fallout from the Target Data Breach 

As the impact of the massive data breach at Target continues to widen, banks that had been closely monitoring card 
activity by their customers as they waited for more information from the retailer may be forced to reissue more cards. 
Target had previously insisted that debit card PIN data was encrypted and that customer accounts had not been further 
compromised. However, the retailer now acknowledges that after investigation its shoppers’ personal identification 
numbers may have been stolen during its recent data breach, which affected about 40 million of the retailers’ customers. 
The largest card issuers have diverged on the best ww to respond to the Target breach. JPMorgan Chase tightened limits 
on cash withdrawals and purchases for customers whose data may have been stolen. Other banks, including Bank of 
America and Wells Fargo, are tracking their customers’ accounts to detect suspicious aetivib~, but have not begun 
reissuanees on a wide scale. Meanwhile, Citigroup has been cancelling and reissuing cards for accounts that show signs 
of fraudulent activity. 

Last Call for Eco 

The ,~th Annual Economic Forecast Forum, sponsored by BB&T, wi!! be held next Mondag, Januaw 6, at the 

Sheraton Imperial, RTP. The Forum will feature a keynote address by Kelly King, Chairman & CEO Qf BB&T, as well as 
presen tations by Governor McCrorg, U.S. Senator Burr and Dr. Harw Davis. The Fom~m ~s special session will feature a 
panel discussing the importance of the military to our state’s economy. The Special Session on Militaw will begin at 
~ o : 3o am,followed by lunch at ~2 : oo noon and will conclude with the economic forecasts. 

There are only a few seats left and we cannot guarantee availability the day of the event. If yOU would like to attend, 
please sign up today. To register; c~ick h¢,re for complete registration information or contact Brianna Karmi 
(bri(mnaO~cb(mkvrsoow or (800) 662-7044). 

NC Growing Toward 9th in Population 

Our state’s population is on pace to pass Michigan’s sometime in 2Ol4 lifting it to 9th in state population rankings, just 
below Georgia, which slipped by Michigan in estimates a year ago. The Tar Heel State is among the nation’s fastest 
growing states, with a three percent jump in population since the last full census, in 2OLO. Today, it is estimated there 
were 9,848,o6o people living here as of duly 1. That is up more than lOO,OOO from the previous year leaving our state 
uqth just 48,ooo fewer residents than Michigan. That bodes huge political change by virtue of its growth and the 
potential of gaining seats in Congress resulting from the next U.S. census in 2020. 
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The Federal Reserve Board has published the schedule of 2014 banking holidays. The list is available through this lir~k. 

One Party Dominates Most States 

Three-fourths of the United States is controlled by Democrats or Republicans - more than any time in recent memory. A 
graphic armlysis shows the evolution from a majority of split-control states to single party, where the Governor’s party 
and the majoriV in the legislature are on the same side. 

Always Here to Help 

We hope you had a nice New Year’s Day. Our NCBA will be open as usual to provide assistance to our 

members Thursday and Friday of this week. Call us! 

New Enforcement Actions Fall 47% 

A total of 149 new enforcement actions against banks and bank holding companies were issued in 2Ol3 by the Federal 
Reserve, FDIC, and OCC. That is a 47% decrease from 2o12 when regulators issued a total of 281 actions. Meanwhile, the 

federal regulators terminated 33o actions against banks and bank holding companies. 

Mikyla Phillips 
6th Grade 

Please remember to support Camp Challenge. 
It truly makes a difference in the lives of many future leaders. 

Congressman Holding Gets Democratic Opponent 

A Cary woman, Brenda Cleary, with an extensive background in national health policy ~dll run against first-term U.S. 

Congressman George Holding in the ~3th Congressional District. 

A Dangerous Robbery Spree Comes to a Close 

A week-long bank robbery spree that spanned from Georgia to Arizona, and which included the tragic shooting death of a 
Mississippi police officer, ended on Saturday after the suspect was shot and killed by a Phoenix detective who was 
responding to another bank robbery. The crimes made nation al headlines, in part because the suspect was arrested back 
in 2olo after making online threats against the President. While we were fortunate this past year that it was among the 
lowest on record for the number of bank robberies in North Carolina, this pattern of robberies reminds us of how violent 
these crimes can be and the importance of working together as an industry to assist law enforcement in bringing these 
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dangerous criminals to justice. We encourage you whenever you have a branch robbed in North Carolina ... 
whether your bank is large or small.., to call us at the NCBA (800-662-7044) so that we can get 
information out to the local media about our Robbery Reward Program./Mid as your next step, post 
information on Fraud-Net (https:/iwww.fra~d~net.com). Post, Post, Post! Fraud-Net and our RobbeD Reward 
Program work and can help law enforcement bring dangerous criminals to justice. 

Washington Bank Caucus 

Please join Caucus Chairman Dana Stonestreet at the annual 14Zashington Bank Caucus on February 11 -- 13. We 
will h ave a packed line-up of activities and meetings with members of Congress and leaders of the bank regulatory 
agencies. If you have never been to Washington with the NCBA, you will be impressed by the incredible level of access 

you will have to key decision-makers. The pace and energy of it all u,ill sweep you along. At the end, you will go home 
knowing that you have done your part to advance the issues of concern to our industry. Your attendance will be a 

valuable investment of your time. 

The Hay-Adams Hotel, located just across Lafayette Square from the White House, will be the 
headquarters for our delegation. Rooms are limited and I encourage you to make your room 
reservation now. Complete :reg~st~oafio:~ ~nfo:r:matio:~ is attached to today’s Bulletin. For more 
information, please contact Liz Dobbins-Smith (8oo-66~-7o44 or liz@ncbankers.org). 

Industry Update 

Jerry L. Ocheltree, formerly President & CEO of First Bank, Southern Pines, has been named President and CEO of 
Carolina Trust Bank (CART), Lincolnton, effective January 1. He served as Chairman of the NCBA, 2012-13. 

Aquesta Bank (ATBK), Cornelius, has broken ground on its first branch in Huntersville as the bank continues its 
expansion in the communities north of Charlotte. The new branch, which is slated to open in the spring, will be built off 
Sam Furr Road in the Northcross Shopping Center. In addition to other amenities, the branch ,~:ill feature a community 
room that groups will be able to reserve for free. 

A federal judge has approved Bank of America’s (BAC) $39 million settlement of a gender discrimination lawsuit by 
female brokers. 

United Community Bank (UCBI), Blairsville, GA, has received the required regulatory approvals to redeem all of its 

$196.8 million in preferred stock. Included in the total is $18o million in Series B preferred stock issued under the 
Treasury’s TARP Program and $16.8 million in Series A and Series D preferred stock. The bank will utilize its cash on 
hand, bank dividends of $ ~ 19 million and $4o million of short-term debt to redeem the preferred stock. 

Forty-eight Triangle PNC (PNC) employees spent 274 volunteer hours over the past six months building a new natural 
learning environment for Raleigh Nursery School’s outdoor playground. 

Wells Fargo (WFC) will pay more than half a billion dollars to Fannie Mac to settle a disagreement over bad loans sold 
by the bank before the financial crisis. 

Final Honor Roll 

Attached to today’s Bulletin is our F[NA L 20~3 Honor Roll. We’ve really been working hard to meet our goal of 
$1~5,ooo and missed the mark by only ~%. Sincere thanks to everyone listed for what their bank did in ~o13 to help our 
industry in Washington and Raleigh. Everyone on this Honor Roll has given lOO% or more effort to furthering the cause 
of banking. Thank you for your support! 
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Business Barometer: Expect Stronger Economic Growth in 2014 

Dr. Harry Davis, NCBA Economist, Dean of the North Carolina School of Banking and Professor of Banking at 
Appalachian State University, has released his 2014 first quarter business barometer. Click here to see what he predicts 
for the new year. Dr. Davis will speak further about the economy on Monday, 3anuary 6 at the 12th Annual Economic 

Forecast Forum. 

Sea Crews 

Although drilling, refineries and the jobs that could accompany them are probably at least a decade away, in the lifetime 

of many North Carolinians, they will see crews of oil workers headed out to sea from the ports in Morehead City and 
Wilmington in search of oil deep dou~ under the ocean floor. Unlike the Gulf of Mexico, where a massive network of 
undersea pipelines course oil and gas onto land, that infrastructure would all need to be built to deliver Atlantic energy. 
Realistically, that might go along for a couple of decades before any oil could be tapped.., if there is any oil actually out 
there! If Atlantic tracts are opened up, current estimates ate that drilling with the best technology now available co uld 
yield between 1.3 billion and 5.6 billion barrels. The midpoint on those estimates is 3.3 billion total barrels ofoil which 
would make the flow equ al to what Saudi Arabia’s state-owned oil company pumped last year alone. Atlantic drilling 
advocates contend that new testing will reveal more oil and gas deposits than decades-old tests believed. North Carolina 

juts east almost to the Gulf Stream and near likely drilling grounds. Our state would expect to see great job creation. 
South Carolina would find a flow of new jobs to match expectations of oil production off of its coast as well. Some 
promoters see the offshore industry creating about 2o,ooo jobs in North Carolina in 15 years, if exploration is allowed to 

start in 2o17. They say thousands more jobs will be the result of those paychecks circulating through the economy. Still 
more thousands of jobs would come along the entire East Coast and inland states as the influx of black gold and natural 
gas courses onshore, led by mining, manufacturing, administrative and scientific fields. The industl3?S job projections 
don’t consider the environmental costs to all and economic costs to tourism businesses. That’s according to at least one 
group in opposition to the proposed drilling. 

Spike in Student Loan Write-Offs 

Between January and August of last year, lenders wrote off $]3.6 billion in student loan debt, a 46 percent increase from 
the same period in 2o12 and the highest amount for that period in any of the last eight years. The write-offs come as 
many lenders had gotten out of the private student loan business due to a lack of profit and as recent graduates face a 
tough road towards finding a high-paying job. The unemplo~Tnent rate for 2o- to 24-year-olds was 12.5 percent in 
October compared to 7.3 percent for U.S. workers overall. Meanwhile, real wages for young college graduates declined 5.4 
percent between 2ooo and 2o11.3ust three lenders account for 75 percent of the originations of private student loans. 

CBS Spotlight 

TARGET CARD BREACH: Harland Clarke Can Help! 

With the recent breach of security at Target stores, our endorsed vendor, Hafland Clarke, has provided us with some 
critical information regarding steps they suggest credit/debit card account holders take if they have concerns about their 
accounts. If you are one of the Target shoppers who may have had your account compromised, Harland Clarke 
Marketing Services can help you address your concerns quickly. 

Hafland Clarke’s multi-channel rapid response communications has provided the following link below for you to use in 
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checkin g your accou nt: l~r~l~: iiww~-. ~mrlm~de~arke.eomiTa~g~tCardBrea eh. You may ~Msh to pass this along to 
your bank’s customers. 

For more information, contact Hafland Clarke Key Account Executive, Carroll Lynn Ritchie 
(carrolllyn n .r~tch ~e@h a rla~.dcIarke.com or 7o4-649-3124) or danice Royster (800-662-7044 or ja~fice@~cban kers.org). 

Modern Alarm Clocks Can Be a Blessing 

Do you hate &’agging yourself out of bed in the morning after the wake-up alarm on your clock or ce!l phone soun&? 
Maybe you will think differently and be more thankful for that modern convenience after reading this. In the mid-~ 88os, 
S~ma W~rd~q* was a lamplighter in New York. Because he lit the streetlights in the evening, he needed to be up early to put 
them back out at dawn. He devised an ingenious wag to make sure that he woke up on time. He took a standard 
mechanical alarm and connected it by a wire to a catch he fitted on a shelf in his room. He then placed a , olb stone on the 
shelf. When the alarm struck, the shelf fell and the stone landed on the floor with a deafening crash. His method worked 
perfectly until the night he clea~vd his room for a party. After the party, he was tired and moved his bed back into the 
room withoutpaging close enough attention to where he put the bed. The next morning, the alarm went off and the 
unfortunate lamplighter’s ingenuity (and life) came to a crvshing end. Think about that the next time you wake up and 
stare balefully at your alarm clock or cell phone! 

A Possible ATM Security Vulnerability 

Researchers have revealed how criminals sliced into ATM machines operated by a bank in order to in feet them u~th 
malware. The criminals cut holes in order to plug in USB drives that installed a malicious code onto the ATMs. They then 
carefully patched the holes up. The thefts came to light after the lender involved noticed its ATMs were being emptied 
despite the use of safes to protect the cash inside. To activate the code at the time of their choosing, the thieves typed in a 
19-digit code that launched a special interface. Analysis of software installed onto affected machines demonstrated that it 
displayed the amount of money available in each denomination and presented a series of menu options on the ATM’s 
screen to release each kind, which allowed the attackers to focus on the highest value eurrenw in order to minimize the 
amount of time they were exposed. To prevent a thief from going rogue, the software used by the crimes’ masterminds 
required the thief to enter a second code which varied each time, obtained by phone from another gang member in 
response to the numbers displayed on the ATM screen, before the ATM could release the money. 

Help with Your Reservations 

American AMines and US Mrways are merged and ready to compete with United and Delta. That’s going to mean 
changes in how you book flights in ou r state. Beginning with its Miami hub next August, American w411 "rebank" its hu bs. 
Dozens of flights u411 all land within a narrow time period, then take off within a similarly narrow time period. American 
will vary its schedule, according to demand, rather than operate the same schedule throughout the month. For example, 

the 7:oo a.m. flight you prefer to Washington or NewYork might become a 7:2o or 7:45 departure. With that happening 
overnight, you’ll need to follow schedule changes more closely. FYI, Douglas International in Charlotte is the new 
American’s second-busiest hub behind Dallas/Fort Worth. Charlotte has about 65o daily flights by US Air and American. 
Those flights land and depart in about lO banks of flights a day. 

Cartoon of the Week 
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State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective December 31 the rate of interest charged to banks and savings 
institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings certificates is 3/8%. 

I~’ORK HARD. PLA Y BY THE R ldT_,ES. 
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Find Way tbrwa]cd to Pa]cadigm Shifts in Business of Real Estate and Construction on 14th Feb 

the current legal, reguiatory and complisr:ce affecting value chain for real estate; 

Companies Act, 20i3 and it impact on real estate sr=d construction companies 

Due diii.gence for avoiding future disputes and iitigatio~ in purchase of 9ovemm, ent owned land and 

i~frastructure and development projects 

Approvals & Licens:q9 :: NI}R -Dalili - Neida --- Gurg ~on 

impiic ;tiaris ef tile prep, seed Real E.staie {[~egul;[iari & Dev.glapmer~[) ~-3iii, 29! 3 

Direct, indirect [sxatio~ & 8ep,,ice fax in~piication 

Fraud Management 

Kaow[edge Rart~er- Mine & Young Advocates & Legal Consuitants 

Kit ~ad:~e~- Deepsk Sabhar\,vsl & Associates 

Flare[city Partner -- SI[.F & iCCA 

S~p#or~ing Pa~t~er--IOD 

LitOo~s Pa~t~er-- BLACKPEN LCC 
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Today’s Headlines: Boehner Is Said to Back Change on Immigration 

Today’s Headlines 
IN TRI$ EMAIL "~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spol!s Arts Fashion & 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On This Day ~ CUSTOMIZE. 

Top News 

Bochr~er Is Said to Back Change on Inunigration 

~,~ Speaker John :~ Boehner sigtmled he might suppo~t limited 

changes to immigration laws, advocates hope that 2oi4 ;~light be 

the year that a bikterly divided Congress reaches a compromise. 

. ~1 Video: Boehner on Immigra[ion 

Taking Office, de BlaMo Vows to Fi~ ]l~equ~ty 

Bill de Blasio claim ed his place as the ~o9 kh mayor of New York 

Ci[y, promising in his inaugural speech that his campaign’s focus 

on inequ alib~ was ~ ot merely rh etori e. 

, I[~ Slide 8how: The In;?ugur;?tior! of Bill de Bi;?sio 

~ Video: Saw Yorkers Assess ]heir New 

Loa~ Monitor Is Ace~lsed of Rui-ldess Taei-ies on 

As d~e Eduea[ionaI Cr~?dit Management Corporation fighN 

bor~’owe~ who file for bankrupkcy on federal loans, ther~ is 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA 

A look at fl)e news eve~)ts, babies, hacki~)g and diplomacy that 

del]ued the year. 

OPINION I EDITORIAL 

Edward Snowden, Wb~fle-]gl[owe~" 

Considering the value of his leaks a~d the N.S.A. abuses he has e~3~osed, Mr. 

Snowden should be offer~?d clemency or a plea bargNn. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

B~LL DE BLAS]O, at his swearing-in as mayor of New ~ork City. 



Today’s Video 

In his inaagural add~ss at CiLy ttall, New Y~-~rk’s new mayor, 

de Blasio, promised to follow through on promises to address 

inequality. The mood among some New Yorke~s was positive, 

but pragmatic. 

~ v*t~o,o Hawaiian Roots 

Armed wifla hatchets and he~q)icides, Paul Zwe~% a~d his 

vohmk, ers thin a forest of invasive trees one section at a time. 

Their mission: to return the ~a~d to its ~mtm’al state. 

Re~ated A~icle 

~ vw~o; Iris Apfel on the Nestling of Nty|e 

Earlier this year, the 9~.-year style maven sat drown with T 

editor-i~-ehief Deborah Need~emm~ for a cm~did eo~ve~.~aticm 

about a life that has always been in fashion. 

World 

For Prost~txite,s Jailed h~ China, Forced Labor 
%%qth No Recourse 

China’s m~rky pe~m~ system for prostitutes is simiJar to 

education through labor, with women being held i~ centers for 

np to ~s’o years and often required to wo~q< seve~ days a week for no pay. 

MEMO FROM JERUSALEM 

Ntield~g Poh~t h~ Peace Talks~ Recognition of a 

Jewish State 

Prime Minister Benjamiri Netanyatm at%ues that Pales[inian 

reeog~ition of Israel as a Jewish stale m~derl)fi~s all other issues i~ peace 

negotiations, and "~is lbcus is exactly what makes it unacceptable to 

Pales[inianso 

Lebano~ Arrests Leader of Qaed a-Lh~ked Group, Reports 

The group, the Abdullah .~:zam BHgades, claimed responsibility lbr a suicide 

at~ek on [tie Ira~ian Embassy in Beirut in November. 

U,S. 



in C~orad~ 

The statc’s official soag is "Rocky Mouatain Hi~," but the 

legaJzadon law that took effect on New Year’s Day mW not be 

what John Denver had in mind. 

Cor~s~m:mrs S{ar¢ LIsir~g Cove.rage U~:~.der Health Law 

Hospitals said they were getting ready for an influx of newly insured patients, 

hut many heakh caw providms said the pace was slower than nsual because of 

the New Year’s holiday. 

NEWS ANALYSTS 

Health Law Cha[~.er~ge Opens Up New Front 

Justice Sonia Sok)mayoffs injunction against ~he part of 

health eat~ law relah~d to coverage for bir~h eontr~k broa&ned 

the avenues for opponents. 

. Justice Blocks C:onLracepL~on Mandate on Insurance in Suit by N~ns 

Business 

High Rollers in a Bu3dng Mood 

A 1egion of buyers, buoyed by a growing economy and a soaring 

stock market, are shedding whatever reluctancc, or seK-imposcd 

reskr~fint, they had dnfing the recession by enkefing showrooms 

and leaving ~id~ h’ophy cats. 

The agreement, which is expel.ted ~o dose on Jan. 20, wHI allow the carmaker 

and the m~ion to end months of negotiations over the vah~e of the United 

Au torn obile Workers’ stake. 

DEALBOOK 

A Stoek Exeha~ge Ex]gar~d.a l[ts O|oba]{ Reael~ 

BATS is aiming to serve as an evangelist for the ~net{ean wW of 

trading, focusing on low costs, competition and high-speed 

trading. 

Sports 

KEEPING SCORE 

For New York, a Wi~u~i~g Year° RealIyo 

From Jan. 1 to Dee. 31, ~o~3, the nine professional teams in the 

New York metwpolRan area had a winning record: 394-392. 

Feel he~er9 

MICHIGAN STATE 24, STANFORD 20 

:~d~ter Pageantry, Tougib, Stop m~d Timely Passes 

Lift: Sparta~s in Rose B; wl 

Michigan State’s ~dc~o~T agains~ Stanfbrd hinged on Connor 

Cook, a qua~*erbad< who sta~*ed the season as a haekup, and Kyler Elswo~h, a 

linchacker who arrived on campus as a walk-on. 

~ Box Sco~e 



Showstopper ~n ~(h.ai- May Have Bee~ 

Last College 

It would be hard to fad~om how qua~4erbaek Johnny Manziel, a 

redshirt sophomm~, eonld raise his N.FoL. draft statns throv@~ 

another college season. 

Arts 

OPERA REVIEW 

The Met’s traditional New Year’s Eve "[)[e F~edermaus" is heavy 

on shriek and good humor. 

Newbery "Wi_nner to Promote Her Get, re 

Ka te DiCamil~o, author of "Because of W inn--Dixie," has been 

chose~ to se~’e as the fourth nationN ambassador for yotmg 

people’s ]itcra Lure. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Barmed at Home ~nd Noticed by ()sears 

o~ the sho~list for possible Oscar nomfi~afions in the 

doenmentary category, but they can’k be shows in their home countries. 

Fashion & Style 

Seeking Stardom of Their Ow~ 

The photographers Inez van Lamsweerde and Vinoodh Ma[adin 

are nok household *mmeso BtR they hope ko change khat. 

No Time to Lose for Michelle B~dges 

The race to make Ms. Bridges a U.S. fitness brand. 

G Mni~ g :Red - Carpet Swagge r 

In awards season, Taylor Schilling leans on her mentor, 

Thakoon Panichgul. 

Obituaries 

James Avery, ’Fresh Prince Aetor~ 1[ ms at 68 

Mr. AveW, who played the surrogate father to WilI Smith’s 

character on the ~990-96 NBC sitcom, also appeared in movies 

and was a popular voice-over actor. 

Al@ed Marsha|L Founder of Stores That Bear 

His Nm~m, Dies at 94 

Mr. Marsha]] parlayed a grocery store into a wo~qdwide discount 

clothing ~vtailer. 

Chamber~ah~ Trade 

Mr. Dierking was a center who teamed with Osz~r Robe,%on at 



the 12 niversity of Cineinna[i and in the N.B.A., where he was 

among three playe~,~ traded to bri~g Chamberlain back to Philadelphia, 

mere obi!.u~ffi~<~, go to NYTimes.¢om?Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Raising [he minimum wage is good polities and even 1- utter e~:on -~mies. 

EDITORIAL 

New Political Faces ir~ 

The Common Man Party *%us to challenge the establishmenL 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

More people would dea~ with their drinking if soeie~" was less 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Gi~l~s Escape 
i.:~ N iC~-i".~i ,:’,~.~ 

A week spent foI]owing a tlait~an teenager ~m’ns up some 

shocking, and hea~%rea]dng, details o{’lii~ as an nnpa~d child 

laborer. 

. Coh;mnist Page I BIog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Has progress o~ developing new birth control methods sta~led? 

What can be done to promote innova’don? 

ON THiS DAY 
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Sent: 
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American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Thursday, January 2, 2014 6:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Worrisome Spike in Student Loan Write-Offs 

Daily Briefing J ..... y 02, 2014 

Today’s Top S~ories 

Worrisome Spike in Student Loan Write-Offs 
by CHRIS CUM MING 

Lende~ see a worriseme spike in wdte-offs. 
RE;-\D MORE ~> 

Fifth Third Jobs Program Brings Borrowers Back 
From the Brink 
by DAVE LINDORFF 

A re-employment program for iobless mortgage-holders 

pays off for Fifth Third. 
READ MORE ~> 

::X:: Fifth Third Jobs 
Program Brings 
Borrowers Back 
From the Brink 

Meet & Greet: Bankers To Watch 2014 

½~o will be digesting key acquisitions? Proving themselves in new roles? Under 

pressure to make critical s~rategic decisions? Or Iacing big opportunity? The 

bankers to keep an eye on ~his year. 
READ MORE 7> 

Elizabeth Warren’s Dual Approach 
by VICTORIA FINKLE 

Massachusetts’ freshman senator, one year 
READ MORE ;> 

::X:: Elizabeth Warren’s 

Dual Approach 

Contain 

Technology 

BNP Paribas’ Approach to Technology Startups 
by SHANE KITE 

A reentering approach, like the one BNP Padbas’ L’Atelier unit takes with 

technology startups, can give banks a lead on innovative ideas without the risk of a 

capital investment 
READ MORE >> 



Contain 

More Community Bank Executives Ready to Sell 
by JACKIE STE3/VART 

More bank executives 

MOIRE ©OMMUNFFh" F.:¢.N KJ NG 

Consumer Finance 

Big Ideas for 2014 

Is it time to abandon promotional pricing? Stop pursuing the underbanked? link 

executive pay to reputation? Our ideas are sprouting like a pop-up bank branch. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

MOIRE CONSUMER FINANCE 

Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
VVHITEPAPER 

Banks have long strived to better align and integrate their risk and finance 

functions. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 
WEB SEMINAR 

In a recen~ repo~t, the CFPB detailed how consumers have benelitted from the 2009 

CARD Act, citing reduced penalty fees and greater transparency with cost of credit 

cards. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

MORE IN THE RE~>URC:E CENTER 

Specia~ Reports 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American Bankers inaugu[al ranking of ~he Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peeB of similar size, 

based on assets. READ MOIRE }:. 

Wealth Management 
Wealth rnanagemen~ has reached a critical junc~u[e. The pressure to expand and 



cross-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on questionable practices, All ~his applies to big banks, which thirs~ for sources of 

gro~lh, and sma~ banks, wMch are jump~sg head~osg into the bus~ness and 

SPECIAL REPORTS 

FOLLOW US: [] @AmerBanker [] Fscaboek 

Source Media 0=-~¢ St:~t~ Stre~:t r-~isza 2:tl= FIO,:~ N.:~,~ ~ od,., NY 10004 
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Subject: 

NACD Di[ectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Thumday, January 2, 2014 6:56 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

January 2, 2014: Fiat Buys Rest of Chrysler From... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Fiat Buys Rest of ChrysBer From UAW 

USA Today (Jan. 2, Healey) is reporting that "Fiat, owner of Chrysler Group, 
has agreed lo buy the United Auto Workers’ remaining 4I .46 pe[cen~ stake in 
Chrysler for $3.65 billion, plus feur separate payments totaling $700 m~ll~on." 
The accord heads off a p~blic stock offedng of Ch~sler shares that neither 
Fia~ nor Chrysler wanted, but ~he UAWwas forcing. No decision has been 
made as to where a me~ged automaker wouM have headquarters, no~ whelhe~ 
a full merger weuld change managemenl teams or producl p~ans. 
Fiat/Chpis~er CEO Serg~o Mamh~onne has ~ssued a statement that read: "The 
un~fied ownership structure w~H now a~ow us to ~u~ly execute ou[ v~s~on o~ 
creating a g~obM automaker the1 is truly unique in terms of m~x of ex#eHence, 
peBpective and know-how, a solid and open organization that w~ ensure a~ 
employees a challenging and re~’vard~ng environment." 

Bloomberg (Jan. 2, Ebhardt, Clothie0 confirm,~ that the accord "limits the 
amount of money that Turin-based Fiat must spend to take over and merge 
with Chrysler, which it helped rescue Irorn bankruptcy almos~ Iive years ago." 
That puts the Italian automaker in prime position to gain financial resources 
from the U.S.-based unit to help turn around unprofitable European operations. 
Since taking ~he reins at Fiat a decade ago, Marchionne has sought to 
combine the company wi~h ano~he[ caretaker ~o challenge Toyota Motor 
Corp., General Motors, and Volkswagen AG in sales. 

~e Chicago Tribune (Jan. 2) notes ~hat, despi~e a fairly low price negotiated 
by Marchionne after more than a year of negotiations, analysts remain 
concerned about how the deal will add to Fiat’s already heavy debt load. Fiat’s 
stock climbed as much as I6 pe~ent ~o levels last seen ~n ~he summer of 
2011 aRer ~he agreement was announced late yesterday~ Marchionne’s goa~ ~s 
to merge the two h~to the worM’s seventh-b~ggest auto g~ou~ 

Share~ 

talent brc headline 2 

Join Your Directo~ Peers fo~ NACD Directorship 2020 ’ in 2014 

I~ar. 18, 2014 

New York, NY 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Ju~y 15, 2014 

Denver, CO 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. 10, 2014 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Connect with boa[droom luminaries, academic leade~ and subject matter 

expe~ts at NACD Directorship 2020TM, a highly interacIive, half-day 
symposium. This e×citing series of peer exchanges will coincide with NACD 
Directorship 2020, a rnulIi-yea[ initiative lo help direclors and boards 
undei~tand, ddine, and iorepare fer emerging issues, coming challenges, and 
eppor[unities that will affect the boardroom in the future. 

d;~nu~’y 2, 20~4 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

ii~iI KPMG Quarterly Webcast - 2014 Economic Outlook ] 

ii~iI Findan NACDChapter Program 

NACD 
Mobile Sidebar 1 

[ ~ BV- MandA 

i~il BV - Private Company Boards 

ii~iI BY- Private Company Outlook ] 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 7.-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 201,1) 
Lagdna Beach; CA 

(Aug 18-!9, 2014) 
For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 201,1) 

Director Professionalism® 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA (Aug. 
14-!5, 2014) 

For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec. 8-9, 2014) 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 

2014) 
C-Sui~e to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (May 

5-6,201,1) 
NACD Spring Forum 

Washington, DC (:May 



Participanis will begin the day with a networking kmch, followed by 
stimulaiing panels and peer exchange discussions, then conck~de the day 
with an intimate cocktail reception. Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

Sharer’]’r~ 

Audit and Finance 

Royal Dutch Shell Completes Repsol LNG Portfolio Deal 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 2, Walker) reports that oil major Royal Dutch 
Shell PLC "has completed its aquisition of Repsol SA’s liquefied natural gas 
portfelio outside North America fer $3~8 MH~on net. That ~s slighlly lower than 
the $4.4 billion originally agreed on a year ago next month. The final purchase 
prbe has been amended to ~nc~ude the exercise o~ pre~emptbn r~ghts o~ the 
BBE power plant ~n Spa~n by an existing padner, along w~th such olher 
adjustments as the financia~ pedon~ance of the po~folio and working cap~ta~ 

movements s~nce Oct. 1, 2012~ "She~ wi~ a~so assume ba~ance~shee~ 
~abi~ties of $1 ~6 hi,Hen," adds the Journal, "down from $1.8 bi~on as originally 
agreed." 

$hare~ 

SAC Capital Takes 5 Percent Stake in Crocs After B~ackstone’s Bet 

SAC Capital Advisors this week disclosed a 5 percent stake in footwear 

manufacturer Crocs, confirms TheStreet.com (Dec. 31, Guru). The move 
followed The Blackstone Group’s announcement that ~t p~sns to invest $200 
mi~on in a convedibb preferred s~ock offeHn9 ~hat wil~ enable the company to 
replace ~ls chief executive and buy back $350 million ~n stock. According to 
the webs~te, "fin~s holding 5 percent or more of a company’s shares are 
required by the SEC to discbse ~hei[ homing. HoweveL ~hey have a window 
make the disclosure/’ 

Share~ 

Chinese Recyclh~g Tycoon Says He Wants to Buy the New York Times 

Reuters (Dec. 31, Rajagopalan) reports tha~ Chinese recycling magnate Chen 
Guangbiao this week indicate(] he was preparing to open negotiations to buy 
the New York Times Co. GuangMao, a we~bknown pM~anthrop~sL sa~d he 
expected to discuss the matter on Januap/5, when he [s due to meet a 
"bad~ng shareholder" [n New York. "There’s nothing that caWt be bougM for 
the dght price," Chen said. A spokeswoman for the New York Times sak[ the 
company did not comment on rumors. The company’s chairman, A~hur 
SuizbergeL Jr., said recently that the T~rnes was not for sub. Chen be:byes 
the Times ~s wodh $1 bit:ton, but said he wouk[ be willing to negotiate. 

Share~ 

La~y a!~d Pp!i~ ............................................................................................................................... 

Firms to Face New Ru~es Ove~ Pay, Taxes 

"Regulators are set to unleash new business rubs in 2014 that will push 
companies to re=examine issues ranging from their ~axes and suppliers to 

auditor relationships and interesbrate hedges," reports the Wall Street Journal 
(Dec. 31, Chasan). A myriad of corporate tax breaks expired Tuesday, 
including those that a~low companies to deduct hs~f the cost of new- 
equiprneR[ purchases dght away, write off [esearch~aRd-devebprneR[ costs, 
and get tax credits for Mrh~g veterans. ~n add~t~on~ companies are new required 
to fib their fi~t repo~s by the end of May "on whether their products contain 
so-called conflict minerals - t~n, tantalum, tungsten, and go~d - Mamed for 
fueling vblence in the Congo region." h~ 2014, ~he SEC ~s expected to write 
ru~es for companbs to c~aw back some executive compensation following a 
financial restatement, h~ addition, there will be new pay-for-pedon~an~ 
dJscbsures. ABe ~n the new year, the Jouma~ states, "a decadeqoRg effod to 
a~gn U.S~ and ~nternafiona~ accounting ru~es is expecled 1o formally end .. ~ 
with the ~ssuance of fina~ rubs for revenue recognition and ~ease accounting." 

Sha[e~ 

French Leader Would Reward Companies That Hire More People 

The New York Times (Jan. 2, Jolly) is reporting that "President Francois 
Hollande, seeking to reduce France’s punishingly high unemployment rate, 
has called for a ’responsibility pact’ with businesses that would reward 
cornpanies that hire rno~ people with lower ~axes and greater flexibility." 
France’s hourly labor costs remain among the highest throughout Europe. In 
his most recent speech, Hollande poh~ted to a deal last spring to loosen the 
nation’s restrictive labor practices in return for rno~ job security as one of his 
few recent job market successes. According to the Times, "that change made 
it easier for companies to lay off employees in some cases and to cut 
workers’ pay and hours when times are hard, in exchange for extending more 
benelits to workers on sho~t4erm contracts." Unemployment, however, 
remains stubbornly high - 10.9 percent as of Oct. 31 compared to 5.2 percent 
in neighboring Gemqany - and continues to dominate the political discourse. 
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H-P, Regulators in Talks to Settle Bribery Probes 

Hewlett-Packard Co. is in advanced talks with two U.S. regulators to settle 
investigations concerning allegations of bribery, the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 
31, Kell) ~eporis. h~ a Iiling with ~he SEC, the computer gian~ said i~ is under 
investigation for allegations that some longer and current employees paM 
mi~ons of dollars to win an ~nformation technology contract with a Rt~ss~an 
government agency. The ~nvestigafion cente~ around a rougMy 35 million 
euro (US$48.3 rn~on) transaction i6r ~he de~very and installation o~ an ~T 
network. 

Share~ 

�ompensation ................................................................................................................................ 

Approval on Golden Parachutes Rose in 2013 

The Wall Street Journal (Dec. 31, Monga) notes that shareholders voted for a 
bigger number of"golden parachutes" with strings tied to corporate 
acquisitions in 2013 than the year before. According to FactSei SharkWatch 
data, there were a total of 141 votes on executive pay packages linked to 
company takeovers and 86 percent passed - an increase from 82 percent the 
year bdore. "The increase [uns counter to direction Irorn proxy adviser 
Institutional Shareholder Services dSS), which is making more negative 
recommendations on pay perks for executives who sell their companies," 
reports the newspaper. "ISS advised shareholders io vote against 28 pet~;ent 
d golden parach~ate proposaL~ between February and the end of October." 
Unlike say-on-pay votes, advisory votes on golden parachutes are not required 
until just prior to investo~ voting on a takeover. 

ShareFT]-~ 

~rp~![a~e G~e~!~anc~ ......................................................................................................... 

investment Bankers on Boards Make fo~ Better Oo~porate [~ergers 

The Alma.qest (Jan. 1) cites a new University of Iowa study, which found that 
companies with an investment banker on their boards of directors pt~rsue 
merge~ and acquisitions mo~e often. "Mo[eove~," the puM~cation adds, "those 
~kms pe[form better afte[ the acquisition has been cornp~ted than fim~s that 
don’t have ~nvestment bankers on theh" boards." According to the siudy’s 
author, the experience of ~nvestment bankers pays off fo[ companies 
because they he~p the board ~mprove the screening of takeover targets, he~p Jn 
identifying good ~a[get firms, and steer them away from potential value- 
deslroy~ng acqt~isitions. In addition, their experience ~ike~y he~ps 1he company 
negotiate better ten~s, thus [educ~ng fees and other costs ~nvo~ved w~th a 
merger o[ acquisition. "The siudy found deals ~nvo~v~ng Jnvestmen~ banker 
board members paid at ~east 12 percent lower fees than firms that don’t have 
~nvestment bankers," concluded The A~magest. 

Sha[e~ 

Campbell’s Recalls Prego Traditional ~talian Sauce 

United Press International (Jan. 1) has learned that Campbell Soup Co. "is 
voluntarily recM[ing 300 cases of Prego Traditional Italian Sat~ce, citing a risk 
of spoilage." The sat~ce was ma~’~t~factured at the New Jersey-based 
company’s facility in Paris, Texas. It was shipped in December to retailer 

dist[ibu~ion cente[s in seven states - Arizona, Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, 
Nebraska, New Mexico, and Oklahoma. 

Sha reFTTFl~ 

Economic Outlook 

Consumer Confidence in U.S, Increases ~ore Than Forecast 

"Consumer confidence in the U.S. climbed more than projected in December," 

confirms Bloomberg (Dec. 31, Chandra), "as Americans’ views of current 
economic conditions jumped to the highest level since April 2008." The 
Conference Board’s index indeed climbed to 78.1 from a revised 72 a month 
earlier that was stronger than initially estimated. According to analysts, 
Americans are growing upbeat about the U.S. economy as household 
finances improve on the heels of more hiring, rising property values, and 
stock-market gains. "Increased optimism along with greater wealth will help 
underpin the consumer spending tha~ makes up almost 70 percent of the 
economy," concludes the publication, "providing a boost to the expansion." 

ShareFTTF~ 

Case~hiller: Home Prices Up, but Boom Fading 

U.S. home prices remained on a solid upwa[d trend in October, according to a 



roper[ released Tuesday, but price gains may not be as strong in 2014, 
reports MarketWatch (Dec. 31, Madigan), T~e home-price index covering 10 
maior U.S, cities increased 13.6 percent in the year ended in Ociober, 
according io the S&P/Case-SM~er home-price repo~t. The 20~iy price index 
a~so h~cressed 13,6 percent, close to the 13,7 percent advance expected by 
economists. Bot~ #~c[eases are the best s~nce Febr[~a~y 2006, the [epor~ 
saM~ 

Share~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 2, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

IYNC Sports - News & Observer 

dacobs: Wake Forest guard 

teams from one of the best, 

faces HeNs Sunday 

As a starter in all but one game for 

Wake Forest, guard Codi Miller- 

Mclntyre had same disappointing 

statistics last season. He was 

even worse in ACC... 

Wake Forest 

guard Codi 

Miller- 

Mclntyre (0) 

celebrates a 

three-point 

opportunity 

after drawing 

a foul and 

making the 

bucket on 

UNC shakes off slow start in 

dominaf~t 84~ victory 

a,qa{nst UNC 

The Tar Heels shot 62.9 percent in 

the second half, and James 

Michael McAdoo scored a game- 

high 23 points to lead UNC to 

victory over the Seahawks... 

UNC’s 

forward 

James 

Michael 

McAdoo 

reacts to his 

dunk in the 

second half 

First Look: UNC vs, UNCW t 
I2.3I,I3 

110 images of Tar Heels vs. 
Seahawks 

First Look: 

...... Photojournali 

sts Corey 

Lowenstein 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into [h~~xm.:e ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=:2.t~!~.~.~..~).~ if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, JanuaU 2, 2014 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: TriEx tolls rise; Rex braces Ibr Obamacare; Chesterfield building sold 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 2, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

As of Jan 1, tolls on the Triangle Expressway went up, in accordance with project’s 

bond repayment schedule 

Oiscass 

i ~gwYSr~3#{g How Rex Hospital is bracin~ for the Obamacare wave 
~ O~i~8 R~i~{r{ With the Affordable Care Act officially going into effect on Wednesday, Rex Hospital 

in Raleigh is preparing itself for the influx of newly insured patients it expects to 

receive. 

i S~rd 
Durham’s Cheste~leld Building sells for 
The Cheste~ield building at 701 W Main St. in Durham has been sold to a 

Maryland real estate company 

Four years after restaurant smoking ban, N.C. stats show 
health improvement 
Faur years after u, caniraversial smoking ban went into effec, t in 1he tobaccoJoving 

state af Nadh Carolina, health siafistics have irnpraved 

Discass 

Read Mornin~ Edition >> 

Here are 5 Tdanq!~ ~tar~ps that can helpyou achieve your 
._N._e_~_~:i~_a_._r_’_t__~e_ ~_9!_~ _t.!q~ 

After transformation, Trader Joe’s shopping center sells for 
$34M 

We~ls Fargo: Consumer confidence shoots up heading into 
2014 

D,C, columnist: RTP is ’scrambling to urbanize’ 

Canes’ defenseman Fau~k named to U.S. Olympic team 

See how U.S. retirement policy stacks up against other 
countries 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Collections & Operational Risk Conference <conferences@sourcemediamaJ.com> 

Thursday, Januao~ 2, 2014 8:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

CFPB’s Proposed Rulemaking + Holiday Savings Code Inside 

National Collections & Operational Risk Conf ....... March 24-26, 2014 in Miami 

~The entire credit and collection world will more than likely be 

turned upside down stadin9 in 2014, If you’re a creditor in any 
industry from bank}n9 to healthcare, pay close attention. New 
rules on how you do business are coming your way, and soon 

Debt Co~ectior~ Ra~emakir~g: Where We Started, 
Where We Stand a~d Where We Are Go}r~g 
This panel will examine the various questions .~:: ~ci:s:d cord~sy 
posed ~n the ~FPB’s recent Advance Notice of 

Proposed Ru~emaking ("ANPR") for the coJlection 

industry, as well as explore how pr~er views and 

reports from the OCC, FTC, and other regulators 

informed the areas of inquky and questions 

posed in the ANPR. 

Explore where the regulators are headed in I~ght 

of the ANPR, as well as the comments submitted 

by indust~ pmt~c~pants and consumer groups in 

response to the ANPR. NexL preview what we 

expect the CFPB’s proposed ru~e w~l~ ~ook ~ke in 

I~ght of the ANPR comment process, and the 

impact that rule w~l have on the enforcement 

agendas of other industry regu~a[ors moving 

forward, 

John Cu[hane, Jr., Partner; Ba~lard Spahr 

Stefanie Jackman, Associate, Bal~ard Spahr 

"Debt ca#ec#on is quicMy becoming the 

topic that draws the n?est cem, piaints of 

aft the consume," financial products," 

--CFPB Director Richard Cordray said 

according to American Banker. 

~ SPECIAL SAVINGS EXTENDED 
Save $200 off the best rates with promo code HOUDAY2013, 

Register online now or call (212) 803-8775 or (212) 803-8456, 

Gather your team to join us at the 18th Annual National Collections & Operational Risk 

Conference taking place March 24-26, at the Fontainebleau Miami Beach. 

l ~:: S k, ledia Professional Events ..... ~o~,~. i ca~.ro,~c.~, i ~,~xvacy 

NY I )00..i                                                                                                 Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 9:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

On the High Wire Without a Net 





click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Dikeman <eric.dikeman@zapproved.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 10:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"Legal Hold aM Data Preservation Best Practices" Published Recently 

Lissa, 

I wanted to make sure you received a copy of the Le.~a[ Holds and Data Preservation Best Practices Signature Paper. This ~uide was compiled from the 

comprehensive program presented at the 2012 Conference on Preservation Excellence. It offers actionable information and ~uide[ines for navi~atin~ the 

complexities of preservation in our digital a~e. 

~ hope you find the paper valuable and that it helps you ~a~n important information on trends ~n dvi[ [~t~at~on. 

Best, 

Eric Dikeman 

~ ~;:f~..% ~; ]a~a~d~o~r~e. b~s~e 120 ~ ~-~s~ ~):~). O~ %"1 

tegathoidpro.com ~ tinked in ~ ~legatholdpro ~ Ncebook 

Forward to a friend 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Thursday, January 2~ 2014 10:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Meet Scot VVmgo: Businesspersen of the Year 

 eet Scot Wingo 
2013 Businessperson of the Year 

2013 was an exciti~sg and s~ccessfuf year" 

for ma~y companies in the Trian.~le. It was 

especiafty so for Scot Wingo and 

Channe~Advisor. If yo~’re a Triangle 

Business JoumM reader, you already know 

that Mr~ ~/’~lsgo has been selected as oar 

2013 Businessperson of the Year~ 

We will honer Mr. Wingo witts a breakfast 

event en January 16th. I~’s a g~eat chance 

~o mee~ w~th him and g~ve yo~r persona~ 

congratulations, We ~v~te you to The 

Umstead [o m~ngle wkh Mr. VVmgo and a~ o~ 

yo~r extraordinary peers as we ce~ebrate 

the year in business and look forward to 

2014. 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, January t 6th 

7:30AM 

WHERE: 

The Umstead Hotel 

Cary, NC 27513 

SPONSORS 

Ferwald to a Friend i Privacy I Unsubscdbe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Gtenweod Ave. Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC~ 27612~ USA 
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Mark Fitzgibbon, CFA, Principal/Director of Research 
212-466-7925 

mfitzgibbon@sandleroneill.com 

2014 Financial Services Outlook: Still Some Room to Run 

© Sandier O’Neill + Partners, L.R All rights reserved. Sandier O’Neill does and seeks to do business with 
companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that Sandier O’Neill may 
have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of the report. Investors should consider this report as 
only a single factor in making their investment decision. Please see "Important Disclosures" and the analyst 
certifications in the Appendix of this report. 



Still Some Room to Run ... 

With financial stocks up about 52% in 2013 (as measured by the SNL U.S. Financial Index) following a 24% move 
up in 2012, you would have to be crazy to expect them to rise again in 2014, right? Well, consider us crazy, because 
that is exactly what we are predicting for the New Year! 

Performance in 2013 

SNL U.S. Financials Index: 52% 
SNL U.S. Asset Managers Index: 50% 
SNL U.S. Bank and Thrift Index: 34% 
SNL U.S. Broker Dealer Index: 57% 
SNL U.S. Financial Technology Index: 51% 
SNL U.S. Insurance Index : 43% 
SNL U.S. REIT Equity Index: 0% 

Broader Market 

DJIA - 27% 
SPX - 30% 

While we expect price appreciation in financial stocks to be more tempered than we saw last year, we nonetheless 
expect financial stocks as a group to produce total returns of slightly north of 10% in 2014. Obviously, we are 
more bullish on certain sub-sectors of financials than others. While we recognize that valuations are generally less 
attractive today than they were a year ago and that the regulatory and operating environments are challenging, we 
also see an improving economic backdrop, enhanced operating leverage, a steeper yield curve and a burgeoning 
M&A environment as catalysts to propel stocks even higher. 

In 2013, we recommended an overweight position in five of the eight sub-sectors of financials. This year, we are 
advocating an overweight position in 5 sectors, a marketweight in 4 sectors and an underweight in 1 sector, as 
shown below. Our slightly less optimistic outlook is also reflected in the percentage of stocks we follow for which 
we maintain BUY ratings, as shown below. 

% of SOP Stocks Rated BUY 

January 2009 - 20% 
January 2010 - 29% 
January 2011 - 36% 
January 2012 - 50% 
January 2013 - 48% 
January 2014 - 40% 
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O’NEILL+ 

To summarize our findings, going into 2014, we would recommend the following sector weightings: 

Asset Managers - Overweight 

Broker/Dealers & Money Center Banks - Overweight 

Credit Cards - Marketweight 

eFinance - Marketweight 

Financial Technology - Overweight 

Life Insurance - Overweight 

Mortgage REITs - Underweight 

Property and Casualty Insurance - Marketweight 

Real Estate - Marketweight 

Regional and Community Banks and Thrifts - Overweight 

For more detail on each sub-sector, please continue reading. 

And as my grandmother used to tell me at the start of each new year: "May your pockets be heavy and your heart 
be light. May good luck pursue you each morning and night." 

Happy New Year! 

-Mark Fitzgibbon, CFA, Principal/Director of Research 
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ASSET MANAGERS - OVERWEIGHT 

2014 Asset Managers Outlook: 

Despite lingering concerns about fundamental trends across the industry 12 months ago, 2013 ended up being a 
strong year for asset manager stocks. Indeed, cooperative equity markets and early signs the long-awaited "Great 
Rotation" from fixed income to equity strategies was increasingly taking shape drove meaningful outperformance 
across the sector. For 2014 we are upshifting to a more aggressive stance on the group. Assuming the macro 
environment remains accommodating, we look for convincing step ups in the pace and scale of portfolio re-risking 
dynamics powering considerably steeper AUM and EPS growth trajectories across the industry, thereby driving 
valuation multiples closer to cyclical peaks (north of 20x earnings on average). 

I. Flow Outlook: Rotation Here & Now 

VVhile weekly equity mutual fund net flows remained in positive territory for most of 2013, evidence of an asset 
class rotation (consistent bond fund outflows) started to surface in the back half of the year - a trend we expect to 
increasingly play out in 2014 (assuming the equity market backdrop remains constructive). 

Catalysts likely include: 

1) Massive rebalancing: As shown in Exhibit 1, retail investors have poured more than $1 trillion into bond funds 
since 2008 (on a starting AUM base of just $1.4 trillion), largely at the expense of equity portfolios (cumulative 
net flows over the last six years are essentially breakeven despite a nice rebound in 2013). Barring another 
macroeconomic setback, we look for investors to increasingly rotate out of bonds and into equities over time, 
particularly assuming relative return profiles continue to diverge. 

2) Flows follow performance: VVhile investors reaped equity-like returns from fixed income strategies up until more 
recently, equities continue to increasingly outperform across trailing one-, three-, and five-year track records (SPX 
has more than doubled off of early-2009 lows) - a trend we expect to carry on, with interest rates likely continuing 
to trend higher- likely a powerful draw for investors with stagnant portfolio allocations. 

3) Revolving flow charts: Up until 2013, fixed income strategies consistently dominated the mutual fund flow charts 
looking back over the last several years (Exhibit 2). That said, last year’s data suggests rising demand for equities 
more broadly (notably for more traditional categories like Large Cap Blend and Large Cap Value portfolios), largely 
at the expense of fixed income funds (aside from ongoing interest in less correlated bank loan, unconstrained, and 
non-U.S, strategies). 

4) Powerful demographic trends: While some aging investors likely opt to maintain more conservative portfolio 
allocations, we expect others to shift 401(k)/IRA portfolio mixes in favor of higher-risk strategies, with retirement 
accounts making up ~40% of mutual fund assets across the industry. Furthermore, stubborn asset/liability gaps 
likely trigger more institutional investors to move up the risk curve. 
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Exhibit 1. Flow Patterns Since GFC Suggest Massive Rotation (Over Time) 

$300 

$0 

120 

I00 

2O 

($1,soo) ............................................................................................................................ o 

~ Cumulative Equity Less Fixed Income MF Net Flows (Left) 

’,ndexed SPX (Ri{Iht) 

Source: Morningstar, Bloomberg, and Sandier O’Neill calculations. 

Exhibit 2. Flows Follow Performance - Re-Risking Signs Taking Shape 
Annual Open-End Mutual Fund Net Flow~ & Performance 

($ billions) 

2012 YTD (through 11/30) 
Net Total Net Total 

Category Flows Return Category Flows Return 

1 Fixed Income Intermediate-Term Bond 102.2 70% 1 Fixed Income Bank Loan 577 5.2% 

2 Fixed Income Short-Term Bond 35.1 3.7% 2 Fixed income Nontraditional Bond 51.6 -01% 

6 Fixed Income Emerging Markets Bond 22.2 17.9% 6 Fixed Income World Bond 23.7 -26% 

Total 286.9 Total     326.3 

Source: Morningstar and Sandier O’Neill calculations. 

II. EPS Outlook: Latent Earnings Power 

While the publicly-traded asset managers are set to post ~15% EPS growth on average for 2013 based on our 
estimates, we look for an even steeper trajectory this year (our models call for nearly 20% EPS growth on average 
in 2014 across our coverage universe). Beyond our baseline market assumptions (8% for equities and 4% for fixed 
income), earnings growth drivers likely include: 1) stepped up AUM growth driven by reaccelerating flows; 2) more 
potent asset mixes lifting blended fee rates; and 3) higher margins reflecting rising operating leverage. Conversely, 
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variable expense bases (compensation and distribution costs linked to performance, sales, AUM, revenues, and 
profits) likely mitigate downside margin risk to some degree across the group. 

III. Valuation: Still Room to Run 

Asset manager stocks broadly outperformed in 2013 pushing valuations higher- the group is currently trading at 
~17x 2014 earnings, or in line with long-term historical averages). That said, historical data suggests multiples can 
trade well north of 20x in up cycles, as reaccelerating flows, a more favorable AUM mix, and rising operating leverage 
drive outsized EPS growth. Stepping back, the sector remains at risk of swift!considerable P/E multiple contraction 
across-the-board assuming lingering macro concerns trigger a sustained downdraft in the equity markets given 
the high-beta nature of asset manager stocks. Indeed, Exhibit 3 illustrates economic sentiment remains a reliable 
lead indicator for P/E multiples across the group. In the chart, we juxtapose retail confidence (as measured by 
the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index) against fonNard P/E multiples on a 12-month lagged basis, 
with the data suggesting improving sentiment typically drives higher valuation multiples across the sector (and vice 
versa). Aside from some fits and starts along the way, consumer confidence has generally trended higher since 
mid-2011 (particularly more recently) reinforcing our thinking P/E multiples still have plenty of room to run, potentially 
driving further outperformance for the group. 

Exhibit 3. Rising Consumer Confidence Bodes Well For Asset Manager PIE Multiples 
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Source: BIoomberg, FactSet, and Sandier O’Neill calculations. 

IV. Picks & Pans: Lots of Ways to Win 

While we look for the sector to outperform more broadly in 2014, we continue to favor the more diversified/global 
players including AMG, BEN, and IVZ (seemingly well positioned to continue to gain market share regardless 
of prevailing investor sentiment), as well as the alternative asset managers (BX, CG, KKR, OAK) given building 
distributable earnings power and powerful asset allocation trends. Furthermore, we expect the more retail equities- 
skewed firms (APAM, TROW, VRTS, WDR) to be amongst the biggest beneficiaries of a step up in risk appetites, 
though we remain mindful of valuations and broader flow trends (for now). On the flipside, we continue to avoid 
franchises with more muted organic growth prospects given ongoing performance/positioning issues (EV, FII, and 
JNS). 

-Michael Kim, Managing Director 
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BROKER/DEALERS & MONEY CENTER BANKS - OVERWEIGHT 

We expect 2014 to represent another strong year for broker/dealer (B/D) and money center bank (MCB) 
stocks. After a difficult year in 2011 (valuations down over 35% on average), B/D and MCB stocks have strung 
together back to back strong years in 2012 (up over 30% on average) and 2013 (up over 40% on average). 
Declining systemic negative tail risks and gradually improving clarity around regulatory reforms set the stage for the 
group’s outperformance over the last couple of years. However, a cyclical recovery in capital markets activity levels 
have, much like economic growth, remained elusive. We expect reduced macro-level volatility and improving global 
economic growth to drive stronger capital markets activity levels and higher B/D and MCB share prices in 2014. 

A more favorable macro-environment is developing as the economic recovery continues and clarity 
improves on the regulatory and government policy fronts. Many major compliance dates have passed (e.g. 
mandatory derivatives clearing), a final Volcker rule has been approved, and new capital requirements have been 
more clearly spelled out. U.S. government driven uncertainty has been significantly reduced with the Taxpayer Relief 
Act of 2012, the recently passed Ryan-Murray budget deal, and tapering officially scheduled to begin in January. 
Europe has emerged from its second recession, the EU is moving incrementally closer to having a single bank 
regulator, and liquidity programs (e.g. OMT and LTRO) have significantly reduced solvency fears at the bank and 
sovereign levels. While uncertainty remains (e.g., impact of the Affordable Care Act, pace and impact of Fed tapering, 
lending restrictions in China), we expect incremental improvements to drive greater engagement by investors, 
businesses, and consumers. 

The Recovery in GDP has been S~ow to Develop 
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We expect the gradual recovery of investment banking fees to continue in 2014 but continue to note the 
potential for materially higher revenue levels. Overall investment banking fees increased by approximately 6% 
in 2013, as strength in equity and syndicated loan volumes more than offset declines in M&A completions and 
investment grade bond underwriting. Investment banking activity levels remain well below historical norms and we 
remain constructive on the potential for substantially stronger investment banking activity from current cyclically 
depressed levels. While we expect improved market stability to drive volume growth in businesses like M&A and 
equity underwriting during 2014, persistent market overhangs (e.g., the pace and economic impact of Fed tapering 
remains a wildcard) are likely to prevent investment banking platforms from hitting on all cylinders. 

M&A activity should rebound from a disappointing 2013. Industry M&A fees and announced M&A volumes 
declined by 10% and 2% in 2013, respectively. Global M&A announcements in 2013 were nearly 50% below their 
2007 peak, which highlights both how challenging the operating environment has been and the tremendous upside 
activity potential in a more functioning deal environment. Many of the elements for an improving M&A environment 
existed in 2013, like low financing rates, high levels of corporate liquidity, muted opportunities for organic growth, 
and positive international dynamics. Unfortunately, confidence is probably the most important driver of M&A activity 
and has been in short supply given persistent macro-uncertainty in the wake of the financial crisis. Given signs 
of positive momentum in 2H13, we have increased confidence that the stage has been set for improved activity 
levels in 2014. Small business confidence has finally begun to rebound, government driven uncertainty is being 
significantly reduced, and monthly volume announcements continued to pick up through the back half of 2013. We 
also continue to see preliminary indications that M&A activity in the Eurozone (world’s second largest economy) 
is beginning to pick-up as it emerges from a double-dip recession. We are modeling advisory revenue growth of 
10-15% in 2014. 

¯ Equity underwriting ended 2013 on a high note and we expect continued strength in 2014. Equity 
underwriting fees increased 32% in 2013 as equity markets rallied (S&P 500 up 28%), volatility was muted, and 
IPO listings accelerated rapidly in 4Q13. After starting slowly in 1Q13, IPO listings reached a three year high 
in 4Q13 and the backlog looks robust and broad-based. Additionally, the January resumption of IPO activity in 
mainland China should create significant additional tail-winds for equity underwriting revenues in 2014. Despite the 
significant rebound in 2013, equity underwriting volumes remained depressed in the absolute, tracking at roughly 
20% of their 2007 peak. We continue to believe that equity underwriting remains a strong secular growth story 
as companies remain eager to finance organic growth plans, raise capital for acquisitions, and look to monetize 
private investments in the public markets. We are modeling equity underwriting revenue growth of between 10-15% 
in 2014. 
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Debt underwriting fees have been resilient but are likely to decline in 2014. While rising U.S. interest 
rates are likely to significantly reduce refinancing related debt issuance, we expect a more muted decline in 
2014 fixed income underwriting revenues. In addition to expecting continued issuance growth in Europe and the 
emerging markets, we view rising U.S. interest rates as a double edged sword for debt underwriting fees. We 
continue to believe that the Fed’s willingness to let U.S. interest rates rise is economic strength dependent. Higher 
margin financial sponsor and M&A related debt financing activities remain depressed and have been historically 
correlated to economic growth. While rising interest rates would likely depress refinancing related debt issuance, 
a corresponding improvement in economic growth would likely jump start financial sponsor and M&A related debt 
financing activities. 

Fixed income sales & trading revenues should improve modestly after declining in 2013. We expect core fixed 
income sales & trading revenues (ex-DVA gains/losses) to increase by approximately 5% in 2014 on the back of 
improving client risk appetites and reduced regulatory uncertainty. Core fixed income trading revenues are tracking 
down 5-10% in 2013. The real key to 2014 fixed income sales & trading revenues will likely be the extent to which 
investor risk appetites improve. We specifically expect institutional client activity levels to improve in 2014 as clarity 
improves around a number of issues including the timing and impact of Fed tapering, newly issued SEF (Swap 
Execution Facility) rules, and serial U.S. budget/debt ceiling issues. 2014 revenues should have relatively easy YOY 
comparisons as credit appears to be the only one of the five major fixed income trading businesses with positive 
YOY comparisons in 2013. 

Equity sales & trading revenues should continue to improve even after rebounding strongly in 2013. We 
expect core equity sales & trading revenues (ex-DVA gains/losses) to increase between 5-10% in 2013 after 
increasing by approximately 15% in 2013. We expect cash volumes to improve during 2014 for the first time in four 
years as both primary market volumes and equity product inflows remain strong. We expect derivatives revenues 
to benefit from continued volume growth and a likely Fed tapering related increase in overall market volatility. 
Additionally, we expect improved macro-clarity to drive improved activity levels in some of the higher margin equity 
trading businesses (e.g., longer dated derivatives). 

Scale matters more now than ever and favors the money center banks. While our outlook for the traditional 
banking arms of the money center banks is generally consistent with the views expressed in the "Regional and 
Community Banks and Thrifts Outlook" section of this report, we expect expense inefficiencies to increasingly 
differentiate the money center banks in 2014. Management teams have been busily integrating prior acquisitions, 
and we expect cost advantages from economies of scale to become increasingly evident as industrywide regulatory 
and compliance costs continue to rise. While litigation and problem asset servicing costs remain high, we believe 
the apex of these expenses is in the rear-view mirror. 

MCBs are Regaining Their Historica~ Efficiency Advantage 

-Jeff Harte, Principal 
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CREDIT CARDS - MARKETWEIGHT 

Our view on credit card companies is marketweight. Within the credit card space we like Discover but are more 
cautious about prospects for American Express and Capital One. In general, credit quality improved in 2013 despite 
being historically good at the end of 2012. While we are not optimistic enough to forecast further improvement, we 
see little reason why credit quality should worsen in the near term. While we acknowledge that multiple factors affect 
delinquency trends - including the willingness of card issuers to extend credit - there is a meaningful relationship 
between credit card delinquencies and the four-week moving average of unemployment claims, as shown in the 
chart below. We point out that in recent weeks average claims have increased from a low of 300k. If this trend 
persists then we would expect credit card delinquencies to also increase. All else equal, this would be negative for 
net revenues (i.e., higher provisions) and potentially earnings multiples. 

Weekly Jobless Claims versus Federal Reserve Data on Quarterly Credit Card Delinquencies 
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Loan growth could benefit Discover. While we do not expect card issuers to aggressively grow their portfolios, 
even modest growth would have positive earnings implications. This is the case for Discover, which generates 
roughly two-thirds of its revenue from net interest income. With many bankcard issuers still maintaining a cautious 
stance toward credit, we believe Discover might have an opportunity to gain market share, particularly among middle 
class consumers. Loan growth has less of an effect on earnings at American Express, as it generates only 15% of 
revenue from net interest income. 

An improving economy would be positive for cardmember spending, but current spending trends are 
modest. U.S. GDP growth for 3Q13 suggests that the economy is improving. However, we point out that personal 
consumption expenditure is not accelerating from the ~2% level. We view PCE as a useful proxy for credit card 
spending trends. In addition, holiday spending indicators paint a somewhat lackluster picture while First Data’s 
SpendTrend data shows decelerating credit card spending. While changes in spending activity have a small impact 
on revenues at Discover and Capital One, it represents over half of revenue at American Express. 
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Year-on-Year Change in Billings/Gross Dollar Volume for U,S. Credit/Charge Card Spending 
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FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY - OVERWEIGHT 

We continue to like the outsourcers in the Financial Technology sub-sector. The end-customers of the 
Financial Technology companies we cover are typically asset managers, brokers, and banks. We believe demand for 
the products and services offered by our Financial Technology companies might improve materially for two reasons: 
(1) larger spending budgets at asset managers who are benefiting from growing AUM, and (2) a technology upgrade 
cycle at banks and brokers who have had other spending priorities since the financial crisis. We believe that both 
SEI Investments and Broadridge Financial are well-positioned for these trends. 

Projected EPS Growth for FY14 for Financial Technology Companies 

IC4Q13 Estimates 

Company Name Ticker SOP Cons. 

Advent Software ADVS $0=30 = $0=30 

Broadridge Financial Solutions* BR $0.17 < $0.25 

Envestnet ENV $0~14 < $0~15 

Meta Financial Group, Inc.* CASH $0.62 < $0.67 

SEI Investments SEIC $0=37 > $0=36 

FY13 Estimates ] 
SOP Cons.] 
$1.30 = $1301 
$2,10 < $2,241 
$0.53 < $0=55i 
$2.98 = $2.98 

$1.39 = $1=39 

FY14 Estimates 

SOP Cons. 

$1.35 < $1.40 

$2.25 < $2.41 

$0.72 < $0.76 

$2.72 < $2.99 

$1.74 > $1.69J 

FY14 EPS Growth I 
SOP Cons. I 

3.8% 7.7% I 

7.1% 7.6% I 

35=8% 38.2% I 

-8=7% 0.3% I 

252% 21.6%l 

*Broadridge FY ends in June. CASH FY ends in September 
Source: Company documents, SNL Financial and Sandier O’Neill 

MORTGAGE REITS - UNDERWEIGHT 

Price volatility for mortgage-backed securities is a significant risk for mortgage REITs. In December the 
Federal Reserve announced it would incrementally reduce its monthly MBS purchases to $35 billion from $40 billion. 
In addition, the Fed said it would "likely reduce the pace of asset purchases in further measured steps at future 
meetings." While we believe the Fed’s continued purchases should provide some support to MBS prices, the Fed 
isn’t the only market participant. We believe that in recent funds fixed income mutual funds have been sellers of MBS 
as they have reacted to fund outflows. In addition, a number of mortgage REITs have been reducing their portfolios. 
Looking beyond 2014, while we do not expect the Fed to sell its $1.5 trillion portfolio of MBS, we believe concerns 
about potential selling could weigh on MBS prices and also the book values of mREITs. 
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Outstanding Agency MBS by Holders 
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Source: Financial Stability Oversight Council 2013 Annual Report 

-Chris Donat, CFA, Managing Director 
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eFINANCE - MARKETWEIGHT 

2014 eFinance Outlook: A Return to Fundamentals 

2013 was a banner year for our coverage universe - driven by M&A and multiple expansion. On average, 
stocks in our coverage universe appreciated by 75% in 2013 without a single stock falling in value. Stock performance 
was driven by expanding valuation multiples for the group, which on average increased 67% compared to 2014 EPS 
forecasts that were up 10%. While there were some instances of organic EPS growth (CBOE, ITG, eBrokers), the 
two main drivers of earnings growth were (1) M&A and (2) rising interest rates. 

Exhibit 1: Changes to 2014 EPS Forecasts and PIE Multiples 
Stock Price SOP 2014 EPS Est. PE Multiple 

CBOE $29.46 $5196 76% $2.00 $2.13 6% 147x 24.4x 66% 

CME $50.67 $78.46 55% $3.53 $3.45 -2% 14.4x 22.7x 58% 

ICE (1) $123.81 $224.92 82% $927 $1153 24% 13.4x 19.5x 46% 

NDAQ $24.99 $39.80 59% $3.17 $2.98 -6% 7.9x 13.4x 69% 

Avg. 68% 6% 60% 

AMTD $16.81 $3064 82% $1.20 $1.34 12% 140x 22.9x 63% 

ETFC $895 $1964 119% $0.60 $0.77 28% 149x 25.5x 71% 

SCHW $14.36 $26.00 81% $086 $0.91 6% 16.7x 28.6x 71% 

FXCM $10.07 $17.84 77% $100 $0.90 -10% 10.1x 19.8x 97% 

GCAP $409 $751 84% $0.45 $0.87 93% 91x 8.6x -5% 

Avg. 90% 29% 58% 

BGCP $346 $605 75% $0.87 $0.50 -43% 40x 12.1x 204% 

GFIG $3.24 $3.91 21% $0.40 $0.36 -10% 8.1x 10.9x 34% 

IBKR $13.68 $24.34 78% $116 $1.15 -1% ll.8x 21.2x 79% 

ITG $9.00 $20.56 128% $0.70 $1.00 43% 12.9x 20.6x 60% 

KCG (2) $10.53 $1196 14% $0.84 $0.76 -10% 125x 15.7x 26% 

MKTX $35.30 $66.93 90% $1.87 $2.09 12% 18.9x 32.0x 70% 

Avg. 68% -1% 79% 

Notes: (1) ICE estimates reflect NYX merger (2) KCG estimates and share price adjusted for 3-for-1 reverse stock split 
Source: BIoomberg and Sandier O’Neill estimates 

With exchange and trading at or above historical valuation levels, focus should return to fundamentals. On 
average the U.S. exchange stocks are trading at 20.0x 2014 EPS while the eBrokers are at 25.6x. These valuation 
multiples represent premiums of 31% and 38% to the respective trailing 5-year average. While our coverage universe 
benefited from significant multiple expansion in 2013, valuations are now at or above historical levels. Therefore, 
we anticipate stock performance being more closely tied to fundamental performance. 

U.S. Exchanges eBrokers 
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Source: Factset 

U.S. equity volume has been stagnant - could 2014 be a breakout year? Equity volumes have declined for 4 
straight years, ending 2013 down 4% 2012, and are at pre-crisis levels of approximately 6.2 billion shares per day. 
For the first time in several years, we see potential catalysts for volume growth in 2014, mainly from (1) continued 
inflows into domestic equity mutual funds and (2) the wind down of the Fed’s QE program which could increase 
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volatility in the markets. With plenty of cash on the sidelines, we see the potential for a modest rebound in volumes 
with minimum downside risk given the four-year trough volume levels. 

Exhibit 2: Consolidated U.S. Equity ADV and Average Closing Value of VIX 

10 
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Source: BATS Global Markets and Bloomberg 

The outlook for retail volumes is cautiously optimistic. Retail trading generally outperformed cash equity trading 
volumes in 2013, as industry DARTs rose 7% as measured by the three largest eBrokers (assuming December 
DARTs decline 15% sequentially) vs. a 4% decline in expected consolidated share ADV. We suspect retail activity 
benefitted from: (1) continued adoption of derivatives trading and (2) improving retail investor sentiment as home 
prices have appreciated and unemployment has continued to moderate. In 2014, we expect retail volumes to improve 
again as (1) the debate around the Fed’s QE tapering could drive higher volatility and (2) retail investor confidence 
drives higher activity levels. AMTD has taken a more optimistic view on DARTs in 2014, as its outlook for FY14 
assumes a 6% YoY increase at the midpoint of its guidance range (up from 4% growth in FY13). 

Exhibit 3: Annual DARTs for eBrokers and Average VIX 
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o Notes: (1) Full year 2013 DARTs are estimated and assume Dec. DARTs decline 15 ~ from November (2) eBrokers DARTs include AMTD, ETFC, 
and SCHW. Source: BIoomberg, company documents, and Sander O’Neill estimates. 

Forecasting derivative volumes is always a challenge - but we see another strong year for interest rate 
and volatility products in 2014. Looking back on 2013, the two classes of derivatives that saw significant volume 
growth were interest rate derivatives (CME +22%, Liffe +16%) and index options (+19%). In 2014, we see these 
products posting outsized growth again. Interest rate volumes should benefit from: (1) continued improvement in the 
macro-economic outlook, (2) tapering of the Fed’s QE program, and (3) positive impact from OTC derivative reform 
and possible "futurization" of interest rate swaps. We suspect FX volumes could also be impacted by many of the 
same drivers for interest rate volumes. Index option volume growth has been driven by exclusive products launched 
at the CBOE, mainly (1) VIX options (+29%) and (2) SPX weekly options (+97%). These products should continue 
to grow in 2014 and should be augmented by the launch of Russell 2000 Volatility options and VIX weekly options. 

In the last interest rate cycle eBroker prices rose well in advance of actual increases in the Fed Funds rate. 
Key drivers of incremental EPS in a higher interest rate environment include higher yields on IDA assets and other 
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spread based balances for AMTD and reduced MMF fee waivers and higher yields on new securities investments 
for SCHW. However, while eBroker sensitivity to rising longer term rates remains high, the current short term rate 
environment remains challenging with short term rates ~300 bps or more below their level in 2005. Note: the eBroker 
index moved well ahead (12-18 months) of the last tightening cycle and continued to rise as Fed Funds increased 
above 2.0% in late 2004/early 2005. 

Exhibit 4: eBroker Performance vs. Fed Target 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Turning to the Stocks 

Expect a return to fundamentals for exchanges - but fundamentals could improve. While we saw a modest 
improvement in interest rate volumes/equity futures and strong growth in index options in 2013, we believe this 
trend could continue in the coming year. We see the catalysts of interest rate volatility and consolidation/integration 
continuing to be a driver of exchange performance in 2014. We like ICE and its opportunity to innovate across a 
broader product set (now to include interest rate derivatives, both listed and European OTC, and even possibly cash 
equities) and to realize incremental integration benefits. Both the CME and Nasdaq (eSpeed and NLX) are plays 
on incremental interest rate volumes with Fed tapering. Finally, we expect the CBOE’s stock performance to be tied 
to the continued specialized growth in its VIX products. 

eBrokers - a play on interest rates with trading a potential upside. We see the potential for continued modest 
increases in DARTs and net new assets (NNA). Also, an improving economy should help with retail engagement 
and flows. Growing derivative trading as well as alternative products for both TD Ameritrade (investment fees) and 
Schwab (401k product offering) will continue to be their focus and add to incremental growth. Though, we expect 
continued credit improvement to make E’TRADE more enticing as a takeover target in 2014, amortization of the 
company’s home equity lines of credit (which begins materially in 2015) will likely keep potential acquirers cautious. 
Bottom line, despite lofty valuations on current earnings estimates, we continue to like the eBrokers with the interest 
rate cycle moving in their favor. 

And continued improvement in flows should help execution services companies. The execution services 
sector is, of course, dominated by volumes and flows, which we believe could be friendlier as the cycle shifts. 
Specifically, we believe IBKR will continue to be driven by the broker with the market maker likely to face continued 
headwinds from lower volatility. ITG will continue to benefit from increasing institutional volumes, leverage its 
research offering into a stable/higher revenue capture, and see improvement in international operations, particularly 
Asia. Finally, interdealer brokers (BGCP and GFIG) and execution platform (MKTX) are likely to have a clearer view 
of their post Dodd Frank business models. 

-Rich Repetto, CFA, Principal 
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2014 Life Insurance Outlook: 

After a year in which most life insurance stocks significantly outperformed the S&P 500, our outlook for the space 
is one characterized by optimism tempered by realistic caution. Rising interest rates are becoming a tailwind rather 
than a headwind for the life insurance group. We are also optimistic for the life insurance group because of earnings 
growth, strong capital positions and some return of excess capital to shareholders by way of dividend increases 
rather than by way of share repurchases. However, valuations for life insurers are fairly full as investors have 
anticipated the benefit from rising rates. The large-cap life insurers are trading around 11x 2014 earnings compared 
to the 5-year average of about 13x earnings. As a result, we are realistically cautious in our approach to the group 
and believe that it is a stock picker’s market rather than a broad sector opportunity. 

The most significant factor that gives us cautious optimism for the life insurance sector is our expectation for modestly 
rising interest rates. The 10-year Treasury rate is roughly 2.9%, and BIoomberg consensus for the year-end 2014 
10-year Treasury rate is at 3.37%. Some life insurers are already on record for assuming a 3.5% rate for 2014. 
Given the expectations for tapering by the Federal Reserve, we believe the 3.5% rate is achievable in 2014. This 
would represent nearly a 170 bp increase from the beginning of 2013, and signifies a meaningful relief to stresses 
to life insurance investment spread compression seen in recent years. We continue to believe that companies with 
diversified revenue streams from fee-based businesses (both domestic and international) are better positioned to 
weather the pressure from low interest rates. One potential asset class that may help life insurers to weather the 
low rate environment is commercial mortgage loans. Mortgage originations by life insurers picked up in 2013, and 
we expect this trend will continue into 2014. These investments provide a good return (nearly 300 bps spread over 
the 10-year Treasury), but we have some concerns about the availability of quality mortgages as well as increased 
competition from banks. 

Other macro-environment headwinds will also affect performance of the shares of life insurers. The most prominent 
macro issue is the U.S. economy. The U.S. economy appears to be improving, but the rate of improvement continues 
to be slow going. We believe unemployment will modestly decline over 2014 from the year-to-date unemployment 
rate in 2013 of 7.46%, although there could be some post-holiday upward pressure in the early part of 2014 as some 
part-time holiday jobs are cut. The current BIoomberg forecast is for a 2014 unemployment rate of 6.8%. There is 
also the potential for yet another government standoff as the debt ceiling will again be reached in early 2014. 

There are also some regulatory uncertainties as we enter into 2014. First, we are anticipating that rules for non-bank 
Systemically Important Financial Institutions will finally be promulgated by the Federal Stability Oversight Council. 
These rules would primarily affect MetLife and Prudential in our coverage. Additional regulatory uncertainty remains 
around the use of offshore captives by life insurers, and this issue may become settled in 2014. We would not be 
surprised if a formal step is taken by insurance regulators to increase required capital levels for life insurers. 

Given the prospects of the U.S. economy, the U.S. equity markets are likely to continue to experience volatility and 
could even experience a correction given their strong performance in 2013. Significant equity market volatility or 
a downturn in the equity markets could impact the earnings of the large variable annuity writers and insurers with 
large asset management operations (in our coverage, AMP, LNC, MET, PFG, PRU). We believe that the companies 
will be able to manage through any weakness given their performance in the recent past. We believe that most life 
insurers are planning for roughly 2% quarterly total equity market returns in 2014. 

The life insurers as a group have substantial excess capital. The large-cap insurers are reporting risk-based capital 
ratios that are well above their traditional regulatory levels. While maintaining conservative capital cushions, many 
insurers are actively returning the excess to shareholders. Given the valuations of life insurers, we believe that most 
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capital deployment will take the form of dividend increases and/or debt deleveraging. Most large-cap life insurers 
have significant share repurchase authorizations in effect and have increased dividends in 2013. The strong excess 
capital positions of insurers suggest that mergers and acquisition activity could pick-up in 2014, although 2013 was 
another fairly modest year for M&A. Sales of older blocks of business and reinsurance transactions may pick up 
in 2014 as interest rates rise, which makes these transactions more attractive for both the seller and the acquirer. 
Companies may also continue to seek to focus on what they consider to be core lines of business while divesting 
of businesses deemed non-core. We believe that the group of companies that are more likely to divest operations 
are the non-U.S, domiciled companies. 

There could also be a number of equity offerings by life insurers in 2014. There could also be IPOs by life insurance 
properties that have been acquired by private equity firms in the last several years. 

-Edward Shields, Managing Director 
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2014 Property=Casualty insurance Outlook: 

Following a year in which many property-casualty insurance companies outperformed the S&P 500, we have grown 
increasingly cautious towards the property-casualty insurance sector. We entered 2013 with valuations for the sector 
largely trading at a discount to book value. We enter 2014 with valuations for the sector largely trading at a premium 
to book value. In our coverage universe, there are now less than a handful of property-casualty insurers trading at 
a discount to book value. 

Many of the insurers appreciated during 2013 due to continued improvement in commercial lines insurance pricing 
which bled over into improving underwriting results that stemmed from the earning in of pricing increases along with 
a relatively benign catastrophe loss environment in 2013. 

We believe we have transitioned from a market where a rising tide lifts all boats to a stock picker’s driven market. This 
has led us to focus our BUY ratings on ideas that do not depend on the insurance pricing cycle. We think the better 
ideas as we look towards 2014 will likely be restructuring stories that do not need higher insurance prices to work. 

The major industry discussion has been about the property-casualty insurance cycle petering out. Reinsurance 
prices are outright softening. Commercial insurance pricing increases are flat in some cases and decelerating in 
others. Personal lines prices look like they are also slowing with auto insurance prices pretty much flat but home 
insurance prices still rising. Progressive and Travelers, in particular, have spoken about how they are looking to 
grow market share through discounting auto insurance prices. 

The problem is that this pattern does not follow the historical - more saw-toothed - pattern of insurance pricing 
cycles of the past. We cannot superimpose stock charts on a historical pattern to determine if valuations should rise 
or fall because we have just not seen this sort of environment before. Valuations have risen for the group. We think 
it is increasingly hard to justify higher price-to-book multiples in an environment where the hard market appears to 
have peaked. For some time, we have been talking about how we anticipated a gradual decline in our enthusiasm 
for the group as reinsurance prices decline, the pace of commercial insurance prices decelerate and auto insurance 
price increases level off. This has led us to cap the valuation multiples that drive our price targets for the property- 
casualty insurers in our coverage universe. 

We enter 2014 with the environment for increasing interest rates looking likelier in the next year than when we 
entered 2013. We anticipate a deceleration in the rate of decrease in investment income as some of the lower 
yielding assets that insurers rolled into at the depths of the low interest rate environment roll off and are reinvested 
in slightly higher yielding assets. 

We anticipate that favorable reserve releases will continue in 2014, albeit at a lower level than experienced in 2013. 
A number of companies have talked about increases in auto claim costs mostly related to bodily injury claims. This 
was due to more serious bodily injury claims (requiring hospital stays) as a source of higher claims. There has also 
been a suggestion that increased texting on mobile phones may be a cause of more serious accidents. It will be 
interesting to see what impact Tower Group’s difficulties has on the broader marketplace and if other companies 
that posted strong growth during the soft market years report reserving issues. 

We are expecting that catastrophe losses will increase in 2014 relative to 2013 along with lower amounts of favorable 
reserve development partially offset by continued improvement in combined ratios from the higher pricing of the last 
couple of years. We should see property-casualty insurers report lower operating earnings on an absolute basis in 
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2014 relative to 2013. This combined with deceleration in pricing along with the material stock price appreciation that 
occurred in 2013 has led us to find it increasingly hard to justify higher price-to-book value multiples for the group. 

The outlook for insurance brokers is more upbeat than that of the property-casualty insurers. The brokers should 
continue to benefit from pricing increases. While much of the insurance brokerage business is fee-based, the 
remainder is based on commissions. (We would note that the split between commissions & fees is roughly 50/50). 
The commission based premium business directly benefits from higher insurance prices as the brokers are typically 
paid on a percentage of premium sold. So if pricing goes up, the brokers benefit, and if pricing goes down, insurers 
tend to purchase more coverage. That being said, pricing increases appear to be broadly concentrated in the U.S. 
while the insurance brokers in our coverage universe write roughly half of their business outside of the U.S. where 
commercial insurance pricing increases are more muted and in certain cases remain negative 

We believe the insurance brokers will benefit from continued improvement in the domestic economy. This should 
translate into increased demand for insurance in the construction and real estate industries and other ancillary 
industries that depend on the housing sector for employment. 

In early 2014, we should begin to get greater visibility on revenue and profitability of health insurance exchanges 
with fourth quarter 2013 earnings. We think investors are going to want to know how the health insurance exchange 
revenues are going to be recognized. We would point out that AON talked up fourth quarter 2013 on its third quarter 
2013 earnings conference call based on revenues from its exchange coming in then. This suggests that MMC and 
AON are taking a different approach to revenue recognition. Our understanding is MMC is taking a more conservative 
approach where it earns its commission revenue over the life of the policy. AON appears to be recognizing the 
revenue on a cash basis. Insurance brokers have indicated that their health insurance exchanges have higher profit 
margins than other areas of their consulting segments. 

We believe the insurance brokers are well positioned to benefit from the impact to the reinsurance market from the 
influx of capital markets in to business. The brokers have capital markets operations that have served to facilitate 
much of this entry of capital from hedge funds and new start-ups into the marketplace. 

We believe we could see macroeconomic pressures from issues in Continental Europe ease as the year progresses. 
A number of insurance brokers saw this region turn from a headwind to a tailwind in the latter half of 2013. And it is 
our opinion that Europe could very possibly surprise to the upside, which would help both organic growth and margin 
performance. We should get greater clarity on this in the early part of 2014 as this is when budgets are finalized and 
consulting engagements renewed. There could be expansion of existing consulting engagements and increased 
one-off engagements that are a large part of the consulting business. 

-Paul Newsome, Managing Director 
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2014 REIT Sector Outlook: Fighting the Good Fight - Headwinds of Rising Rates and Maturation of the Cycle 

Like most, if not everyone else in REITland, we are happy to put 2013 behind us but realize that 2014 isn’t 
likely to be much more friendly towards the sector. Clearly, our crystal ball failed us in 2013 as we never imagined 
that Ben Bernanke was going to speak on May 22 but then not act. We held the view that rates would remain 
unchanged, which would support REIT valuations. Under that premise, on a price-only basis, the REiTs were slightly 
outperforming the S&P 500 (January 1 through May 21, RMZ +18.3% versus S&P 500 +17.0%), but once Mr. 
Bernanke spoke, the underperformance was destructive (May 22 - December 30, RMZ -16.2% versus S&P 500 
+10.3%). YTD through December 30, REITs have underperformed on a price only basis for the first time since 2009 
(REiTs have underperformed on a total return basis for the first time since 2008). Regardless of whether the Fed 
moves on rates in 2014, the great tapering exercise has begun with December’s decision to reduce QE by $10b/ 
month, which means the market’s bias will be towards rising rates. While the REiTs bore the brunt of Mr. Bernanke’s 
May 22 comments, we note that when the Fed decided to start tapering on December 18, REITs rallied and closed 
the day up 1.7%, a few basis points ahead of the S&P 500. 

Against the backdrop of rising rates, the outlook for REITs in 2014 is further complicated by earnings growth that 
for most sectors is slowing as the economic/real estate recovery cycle matures. Shopping Centers, industrial and 
Office are among the few sectors that will still show accelerating fundamentals with Shopping Centers likely to peak 
in 2014 and Office just starting to ramp up. On a macro level, REITs should continue to benefit from minimal supply 
and as vacancy levels slowly decline, landlords should maintain pricing power. We note that pricing power seems to 
be increasing more for commercial than residential landlords. Despite a year of being beaten up, REITs are trading 
at seemingly fair valuations (7.2% discount to NAV versus 10-year average of 0.7% premium and a 14.0x FFO 
multiple versus 10-year average of 13.3x); thus we look for catalysts in deciding which stocks should work. Our 
preferred sectors are Shopping Centers, industrial and Office with Office in the best position heading into 2014 
given it is a late-cycle recovery story and that rising corporate profits mean businesses should have capacity to 
pay higher rents, in these sectors, we like EGP (continued industrial recovery), DDR (scarcity of space in 
top performing retail - also applicable to SPG, though Malls face headline headwind of decelerating sales 
growth), BXP (stock lagged in 2013 on development and Midtown New York concerns, both of which we 
believe are improving), and VNO (potential for a spin-off of the shopping center portfolio - Two Guys Retail). 
Finally, we believe asset divestiture/spin-offs will increase as 1) SPG’s decision has given the ’okay’ to others to 
follow suit and 2) management succession challenges will mean that if boards want to pick the best candidates to 
one day take the helm, boards and founding/long serving managements need to emotionally detach themselves 
from the investment process to allow new leaders to improve capital allocation decisions. 

Exhibit 1: RMS versus S&P 500 Total Return Performance 1995 -YTD 2013 
50% i 

Source: SNL Financial & Sandier O’Neill 
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Exhibit 2: REIT FFOx and NAV Premium/Discount 2003 -YTD 2013 
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Source: SNL Financial, FactSet & Sandier O’Neill 

Though cap rates are likely to be a focal point in 2014 as the Fed presumably increases tapering, we believe 
cap rates are not going to rise as much as some may think. Real estate pricing is driven by factors beyond 
interest versus cap rates. Inflation fears have previously driven cap rates to levels well below interest rates (e.g., 
early 1980s) while the pre-credit crisis run up (recall negative leverage) was driven by an insatiable enthusiasm for 
future growth. The current dynamic is marked by cap rates that remain 200bps+ over the 10-Year and where upper 
single digit returns pencil based on in-place rents. VVhile it is reasonable to think cap rates will rise as the 10-Year 
backs up, there is clearly a lot of cushion already in place and the lack of supply coupled with folks still needing to 
solve for long term ~8%-type total returns will likely temper any meaningful back up in cap rates. 

We expect REITs to deliver ~5% stock price appreciation in 2014, which, when coupled with the average 
dividend yield of ~4%, gives a total return of 8% - 9%. Assessing REIT performance in 2013, it was only the 4th 
year in the past 14 years that returns for individual companies were well spread out across various return buckets 
(See Exhibit 3). We expect that 2014 could be similar given the divergence of underlying sector trends and individ ual 
company catalysts. We expect Apartments to remain unloved heading into 2014 absent any additional M&A activity 
beyond the announced ESS/BRE merger or a potential AEC takeout (recall KKR is now a #9 shareholder; see 
our November 19 note). We do believe, however, that the sector could start to outperform later in the year if it 
becomes apparent that the dreaded second derivative - the rate of change for NOI growth - will flatten out in 2015. 
Student Housing will remain dependent on ACC’s performance on their 4Q13 earnings call, as we discussed in our 
4Q13 Earnings preview, dated December 20. If management delivers improved preleasing metrics and identifies 
meaningful cost saves on the marketing side ($1 m - $2m in our view), then we believe investors will warm back up to 
the sector and react conversely if not. Though Malls continue to show good earnings growth, the headline metric of 
slowing sales productivity is likely to continue to weigh on the sector. SPG’s recent decision to spin off its B-malls and 
shopping centers may spark an interest in the sector if it leads to an acceleration in B-mall transactions, which would 
allow the A-mall REITs (i.e., SPG, GGP, MAC and TCO; though the latter has its own development issues) to focus 
on the properties that have better growth profiles. Shopping Centers are likely to see fundamentals peak in 2014 as 
occupancies return to historic levels and small shop space fills up. Office and Industrial should continue to benefit 
from an economic recovery that has seen businesses become ever more efficient and as a result, profitable. Both 
sectors benefit from larger tenants’ willingness to pay for new development to maximize operations while smaller or 
more cost conscious tenants will look to take better quality space before rents get away from them. Office is typically 
the last sector to benefit during an economic recovery and this cycle seems no different. With Midtown New York 
starting to move beyond the stagnation of the traditional financial service firms and Washington’s woes old news, 
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we believe the "bad" in Officeland is well worn in the market and that continued strength in Boston, San Francisco 
and the Sunbelt coupled with any additional positives will propel the sector. 

Exhibit 

2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 

3: REIT Returns Segmented by Return Buckets 

< -20% -20% - 10% -10% - <0% 0% = 10% 10% - 20% > 20% 
10% 2% 3% 22% 14% 49% 
5% 3% 9% 9% 22% 51% 
6% 10% 17% 20% 21% 26% 
0% 1% 4% 0% 6% 88% 
0% 1% 0% 6% 17% 76% 
1% 5% 24% 26% 16% 28% 
0% 2% 2% 20% 15% 61% 

51% 22% 10% 9% 3% 4% 
60% 13% 11% 10% 6% 0% 
3% 4% 2% 10% 14% 66% 
2% 1% 2% 14% 13% 68% 
17% 13% 22% 18% 16% 15% 
1% 1% 3% 18% 23% 54% 
5% 8% 18% 29% 21% 19% 

Source. Bloomberg & Sandier O’Neill 

Given the prospect of rising rates, we expect REIT unsecured issuance to remain elevated in 2014 as 
companies potentially front-end load offerings while all-in rates are still historically low and as more 
companies seek the investment grade designation. We don’t mind if companies need to lower earnings guidance 
through the course of 2014 in order to get ahead of rising rates. That said, we believe managements need to be 
adroit in timing and thus would rather a company issue early or upsize an offering rather than try to perfectly match 
need with rate. Market timing for any of us is hard enough and thus if rates pull back to favorable levels, we see no 
reason to look a gift horse in the mouth just because the need for that capital is several months off. 

Exhibit 4: REIT Unsecured Debt Issuance 2003 - YTD 2013 
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Source: Company data, SNL Financial & Sandier O’Neill 

-Alexander Goldfarb, Managing Director 
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Regional and Community Banks and Thrifts - Overweight 

2014 Regional and Community Banks and Thrifts Outlook: 

We recommend investors overweight bank stocks once again in 2014. And while 2013’s very strong performance 
certainly creates a high hurdle for the coming year (and we do not expect stock performance to duplicate last year), 
we feel it is reasonable to expect, in percentage terms, total returns in the low double-digit range. 

We believe four main factors will drive bank stock performance in the coming year: 

First, we believe the industry is reaching an inflection point on fundamentals. Earnings growth over the past 
few years has been driven by credit leverage, mortgage banking, and cost rationalization. We think the modest 
improvement in the economy and the end of private sector deleveraging will drive a pick-up in loan demand, and 
those same factors should drive longer-term interest rates gradually higher, which should bode well for net interest 
margins. So we believe the passing of the baton from "lower multiple" to "higher multiple" earnings drivers will 
have positive ramifications for bank stocks this year. Of course, 2013’s multiple expansion partly anticipated this 
development (which is why we believe last year’s performance will be difficult to duplicate). But the overriding 
point is that these higher multiples are justified, so bank stock price performance should, at the very least, track 
the moderate earnings growth we’re expecting this year. 

¯ Second, we believe that additional clarity on the new regulatory "rules of the road" will allow banks to manage and 
optimize their capital structures more efficiently. This dynamic should result in improved returns on tangible equity, 
which are highly correlated to multiples on tangible book. 

Third, even though the revenue picture is getting better, drivers from the last couple years are not yet depleted. 
Along those lines, an ongoing focus on cost control should help banks to generate positive operating leverage, 
even in the face of challenging revenue growth. Plus, while credit will certainly not represent the enormous earnings 
tailwind it has for the last couple of years, we believe that trends will stay better for longer than we may have 
thought a year or so ago. And even though one might typically consider cost- and credit-driven earnings "lower 
quality," the fact is that they are earnings nonetheless. And we appreciate momentum wherever we can find it. 

¯ Fourth and finally, we believe M&A will remain a driver of stock price performance this year. This resurgence began 
in the healthiest markets (i.e. the Northeast and Texas). But last year we witnessed it spread to more distressed 
areas such as the Southeast and the Pacific Northwest. Improved stock prices (i.e., stronger currencies for buyers 
and more acceptable multiples on TBV/sh for sellers) helps the process along as well. On a number of recent 
deals, we also saw positive reaction to the buyers’ stock prices -which likely bodes well for getting potential sellers 
aligned with such well-structured, "win-win" combinations. In 2014, we see a continuation of these trends. 

As we think about the stocks, valuations have mostly recovered and are now more reasonable, but we do not 
consider them overly stretched. Consequently, given some of the dynamics we have outlined above, we see room 
fora high single digit upward move in the stocks in absolute terms, and improving capital return (i.e. dividend yields) 
should help push total returns into the low double digit range, making 2014 a decent year for bank stock performance. 

Revenues: Improving loan growth and stable NIMs should help overcome declining mortgage revenues. 

Our sense, given the backdrop of a positive, though still slow recovery, is that a typical bank will likely be able to 
generate about mid-single digit loan growth in the current environment. In large part, we see that growth driven by 
C&I, as has now been the case for the past couple of years. Beyond traditional commercial, though, we’re beginning 
to see CRE start to hit an inflection point, moving from contraction to growth. And while performance certainly is 
not off the charts, it is an emerging tailwind, nonetheless. Plus, unique areas such as equipment finance and asset- 
based lending offer some opportunity as offsets to more sluggish traditional drivers. 
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We find the consumer side a bit more of a mixed bag. On one hand, we continue to hear that the consumer balance 
sheet is de-leveraging, which limits growth in this area. That said, there are a number of positive pockets in consumer. 
For instance, home equity is only now beginning to re-emerge (particularly in locales where home prices continue 
to jump off a very depressed base). So we consider this asset class still a work in progress. Separately, a number of 
banks have portfolio’d certain adjustable-rate mortgages in lieu of holding securities, which helps the optics of loan 
growth. Plus, there are certain niches of opportunity on the consumer side, as well. For example, banks still have 
opportunities to grow areas such as indirect auto, which will probably be strong as long as the US auto replacement 
cycle continues. 

So in the aggregate, we see loan growth as slow, but steadily improving. 

On the funding side, the picture is still pretty good, though it is certainly challenging to make money on deposits 
these days. We see deposit growth continuing to match or exceed loan growth, given the lack of any compelling 
alternatives for cash. We are only now beginning to hear of corporations drawing down deposits meaningfully 
(typically a precursor to better loan growth), and much consumer and commercial excess liquidity remains tied up 
in deposits. 

Of course, the funding story is bound to get much more interesting when the Fed eventually pulls back in a more 
meaningful way (i.e., beyond the recently signaled "taper") from its massive liquidity programs. But until then, we 
expect more of the same. What that will likely mean is that total earning asset growth may continue to outpace loan 
growth, as banks continue to look for places to park this excess liquidity (especially should the curve steepen). This 
notion holds especially true for larger banks, who must contend with new liquidity coverage ratio guidelines. 

As it relates to margins, we see the outlook as pretty steady. While an ideal scenario would of course include higher 
short-term rates (which unfortunately still looks years oft), most of the damage to bank balance sheets has already 
been done. At this point, while funding costs are about as low as they can go, loan portfolios have mostly re-priced, 
too. Any steepening of the yield curve should alleviate pressure on reinvestment rates within securities portfolios - 
not a huge positive, but definitely the removal of what has been chronic negative pressure. 

So in the aggregate, we see Nil increasing modestly for the group in 2014, as mid-single digit balance sheet growth 
and stable NIMs allow for some spread revenue expansion. 

On the fee side, there is no doubt that mortgage banking represents a meaningful headwind following the past 
couple of extraordinary years. But as offsets, banks are recovering from the horrific regulatory changes of the past 
couple of years and are still finding ways to generate new account openings. So even improving fees modestly on a 
growing customer base should help noninterest income to overcome the pressures of mortgage-related headwinds. 
Plus, an improving stock market should help areas such as investment and wealth management. 

Expenses: Branch closures, smaller RE "footprints," continued headcount reductions. Positive operating 
leverage is the key. 

Considering the challenging revenue environment for the past few years, banks have become much better at 
managing their costs, in our view. We continue to consider cost containment the single most controllable factor in 
a bank’s arsenal. 

One area that should continue to improve in an improving macro-recovery is those credit costs embedded in 
noninterest expenses (including OREO, legal, maintenance, and other costs). As credit and the housing market 
continue their recoveries, related costs should subside even further. 
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Aside from these environmental costs, our sense is that dynamics such as branch and headcount reductions will 
likely continue. Virtually every bank we follow has undergone some sort of review of its branch footprint and is 
experimenting with either fewer or smaller branches, often staffed with fewer FTEs. Thankfully, consumer behavior 
continues to change, as well, which augers well for banks as their customers increasingly move to platforms such 
as mobile and the Internet and tax branch networks much less heavily. 

That said, we suspect that at least some of this aforementioned progress in costs may be needed to offset 
heightened regulatory/compliance and systems costs given increased demands from regulators, not to mention 
systems upgrade projects that have been postponed over the course of the economic downturn. All in all, we see 
banks continuing to strive to keep their costs as flat as possible (if not down), which should allow them to generate 
positive operating leverage in 2014. 

Capital: Incremental moves for CCAR banks; still a good story everywhere else. 

The industry enters another year on very sturdy capital footing, in our opinion. And even though we expect balance 
sheet growth in 2014 to be better than anything we witnessed last year, that growth will probably still be small by 
historical standards. Consequently, internal capital generation rates are likely to stay very strong. 

For the largest (CCAR) banks in particular, we expect capital returns to increase incrementally from last year. This 
increase should still reflect about a 30% dividend payout ratio cap, though we believe total earnings return (with the 
remainder coming almost exclusively from share repurchase) could approach the 75% to 80% range. 

For those banks falling outside the purview of the more formulaic CCAR requirements, our sense is that the story 
will be a pretty favorable one. On the one hand, more sophisticated capital management expectations generally and 
higher absolute expectations specifically certainly represent pressure points. Plus, those requirements governing 
larger institutions will inevitably trickle down to smaller brethren over time. But we balance these concerns with the 
fact that (1) the industry still remains very, very strongly capitalized (meaning that smaller banks can certainly deal 
with higher requirements) and (2) we have not yet seen too meaningful a trickle down of capital return "caps" to non- 
CCAR banks. So we believe that most banks should be able to retain both dividend payouts and share repurchase 
activity that reflect more flexibility than for CCAR banks. 

Credit Quality: Poised to remain strong ("better for longer"). 

We expect asset quality to remain a strong story in 2014, though it will most certainly be difficult to keep pace with 
the improvement of the past few years. Instead, the theme in our view seems to be moving toward one of "better 
for longer." In other words, while low credit costs will no longer provide the same kind of year-over-year earnings 
leverage we have come to know since the cycle turned favorable, if anything we feel that the benign environment 
will simply stay this way for an extended period of time. Of course, we look and listen for signs of new credit issues. 

In our view, the fact of the matter is that three main dynamics should drive an ongoing strong credit story. First, 
most loans have now been made post-crisis under some of the most stringent underwriting standards in history. 
Second, consumer balance sheets continue to de-leverage and improve, such that their debt levels are now much 
more reasonable than before the crisis. And third, corporate balance sheets of course remain in excellent shape. 

And while we have been hearing about terrible pricing for what seems like years, and we hear anecdotal comments 
about weakening structure, we have yet to see anything show up in numbers that would change our favorable 
outlook. 
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For all these reasons, we believe that credit will remain a positive story for the industry in 2014. 

M&A: Conditions remain very strong for more deals; but regulation remains a double-edged sword. 

We continue to view banking M&A resurgence as a bit of a work in progress. 2013 was by any judgment a much 
better year than any of the last several. But it still left much to be desired. 

On the plus side, M&A has already begun to spread from only the healthiest markets into those among the most 
distressed during the financial crisis. Also, and more importantly, several recent deals have offered plenty of evidence 
that deals structured appropriately could end well for both buyers’ and sellers’ share prices. This significant shift 
from past years’ experience (in which buyers’ stocks were seemingly subjected to an obligatory "penalty box") helps 
to encourage even more activity, in our view. This is good because we find the logical argument for bank M&A so 
overwhelmingly compelling: There is too much capital in the system chasing too little growth. Regulations continue 
to put a damper on profitability, particularly costs. Reducing redundancies and directing capital allocation to deals 
helps to alleviate both these pressures. 

But on the negative side, large bank M&A continues to be sidelined by regulatory concerns. It doesn’t help that 
one of the most highly respected banks in the industry (MTB) has been stymied in its pursuit of HCBK, which we 
believe has caused others to second guess their own deal appetite for fear of exposing issues that might otherwise 
go unnoticed. Plus, the arbitrary $10 bil. asset threshold around which so much regulation has been constructed 
hangs like a cloud over those fearful of impairing their own profitability by not exceeding this level by enough to 
make a deal worth it to cross. 

At the end of the day, though, we remain guided by our firm belief that further consolidation can have only positive 
ramifications for both banks and their shareholders. So whether or not we are right on the timing, the industry’s 
inexorable march toward consolidation will remain a driving factor for shares, in our view. 

-Joe Fenech, Managing Director; Kevin Fitzsimmons, Managing Director; and Scott Siefers, Managing Director 
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I attest that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about the security and/ 
or industry covered by this report as of the date of this report, and that no part of my compensation was, is or will 
be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by me in this report. S/Mark 
Fitzgibbon, CFA 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 

Sandier O’Neill’s price charts and an explanation of its price targets, valuation methodology, ratings system and related 
risk factors for the companies covered in this report, along with required disclosures regarding certain relationships 
between those companies and (a) Sandier O’Neill + Partners, L.P. and its affiliates, and (b) the individuals involved in 
the preparation of this report may be obtained at our Oisc~os~re Site or by calling Angela Chart or Katherine Esposito 
at 800-635-6875. 

This report has been prepared and issued by Sandier O’Neill. The information contained in this report (except information 
regarding Sandier O’Neill and its affiliates) was obtained from various sources which we believe to be reliable, but we do 
not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Additional information is available upon request. The information, opinions or 
recommendations contained in this report speak only as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. 

This report does not constitute an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments, 
including the securities of companies mentioned in this report. This report has been prepared and circulated for general 
information only and does not take into account the financial position or particular needs or investment objectives of any individual 
or entity. The securities or strategies discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own 
determination of the appropriateness of an investment in any securities based on the legal, tax and accounting considerations 
applicable to such investors and their own investment strategy, investors are cautioned that statements regarding future prospects 
may not be realized and that past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. 

Sandier O’Neill generally prohibits research analysts and members of their households from maintaining a financial interest in 
securities or options of any company that the analyst covers. Information as to whether Sandier O’Neill was making a market in 
securities covered by this report at the time this report was published is available by calling the toll-free number referred to above. 

This report or any portion thereof may not be reproduced or redistributed by any person for any purpose without the written 
consent of Sandier O’NeiE 

(C) Copyright 2014 Sandier O’Neill + Partners, L.R All rights reserved. 
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Crime Report 
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CRIME ~ORTS: 

CRIME ~ORTS: 

HILLSBOROUGH 

****Break in to locked residence rel~orted 01,01,2014, 2721 Walkers Rd 

The victim stated on 12-31-2013 at 1:03am, someone entered his barn by breaking through a rear window. The unknown subject entered the barn, and searched 

through several ret~gerators. The unknown a~spect stayed inside the barn tbr several minute~ m~d left after realizing he was on securi~ camera. At this time, no items 

are missing. Snspect appears to be around 5’4"-5’5". Slender build, light skh~, unknown race, wearing a dark colored tl~injacket or hoodie. 

Break m to locked residence reported 012/31/I3, 9:30 am, I114 I)a~is Rd, 

someone had entered the residence through the gaxage door m~d stole cop[~er pipes and tit~i~Ns. Value $100.00 

* ** * [ ,arceny t?om business repoCted 12/31 / 13, 2:57 pro, 

’][’he victim stated someone stole severn tools out of one of his tow tracks. He stated he is unsure when it happened ~d also what exactly was ~&en, Valae $372.00 

****Break in to locked vehicle reported 01/01/13~ 2:06 am~Ama of 420 Hoover St near Alamance Co 

Asl turned onto Hoover St. I saw cars parked on both sides of the mad all the way down the street. When I got to the end of the street I located a large bonfire party. I spoke 
with the person in charge of the party, and he agreed to turn the music down. At 2:06 am. I was called back out to Hoover St. in reference to a male subject breaking into 
vehicles parked at the end of Hoover St. There were still several cars parked along Hoover St. and multiple subjects standing around in the area. The complainant said that he 
had seen the suspect break out several vehicle windows with a piece of wood and then ramble through those vehicles. He described the suspect as a stocky built male 
wearing dark pants and a light color shirt. He also said the suspect was wearing a small black nap sack on his back. 
As we approached the suspect and upon first glance I noticed blood on his clothes coming from a fresh cut on his right hand along the outside edge of the hand and the smell 
of alcohol and marijuana coming from his person. The suspect was wearing dark pants and a gray hoodie, but he was not wearing any knapsack. I asked the subject for his ID 
and he gave me a Taco Bell gift card. I gave it back to him and requested for his ID again. This time he gave me his ID and I began asking him questions about what was 
going on. He said that he did not break into any of the vehicles and that it was a black male that had done it. He also said that the black male had dented his car earlier and 
he was going to beat the black male’s ass. I then had the suspect walk with me back to where the victim’s vehicles were. That’s when I learned one of the victims’ had a 
Taco Bell gift card and a Subway gift card stolen from his vehicle. So at that time I went ahead and placed the suspect under arrest. I then searched the suspect and located 
the stolen Subway card on his person along with the Taco Bell card. We located 5 vehicles that had been broken into or damaged. We also located a 2x4 piece of wood, a 
black AUX cord, a white phone cord, and a black knapsack all of these items were located near the victim’s vehicles. The two cords where stolen from one of the victim’s 
vehicles and inside the nap sack we located several more items stolen from another vehicle.(Including a Subway gift card holder that according to the owner of the gift card 
said the card was with the holder in his vehicle, prior to the break in.). I collected all the evidence and transported the suspect to the Magistrate’s Office. The Magistrate found 
probable cause on all charges including 3 counts of Breaking and Entering to a Motor Vehicle, 2 counts of Larceny, and 5 counts of Damage to Property. He was placed in 
OCJ on a $10,000 bond. Arrested was Gonzalo Velasquez, (see attached) 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
Break in to locked residence repolted 01/01/2014, 9:30 am, 2713 Mt Sinai rd. 
The victim advised she had just returned from the nature trail and observed her vehicle damaged and purse missing from the interior of the vehicleShe advised when she 
returned to her vehicle and proceeded to open the driver side door, st~e observed broken glass throughout the interior of the vehicle. Mrs. Honeycutt stated she immediately 
inspected the front passenger area where she had left her purse and observed the purse and all its contents to be missing from the interior of the vehicle. She stated the purse 
contained a 64GB Apple IPAD, three personal books, her Verizon cellphone, and wallet containing credit cards, $20 cash, and her North Carolina Driver’s License, plus a 

Garmin GPS vehicle unit. Value $1,307.00 

Reported B/E and Larceny Offenses for the month    December 20:1.3 

of 

December December Percent Year-To-Date I Percent I 
20:12 2013     +/- Changed 2012       2013 +/- Changed 

19 27 +8 42% 320 248 -72 -23% B/E Residential 

Larceny 20 6 -14 -70% 218 197 -21 -10% 

NOTE WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF OUR CITIZENS FOR ALL OF YOUR CALLS REPORTING CRIME AND SUSPICIOUS CONDITIONNS IN YOUR 
NEIGHBORHOOD IN 2013. IT DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN HELPING US TO KEEP OUR NUMBERS DOWN. LET’S BE VIGILANT IN OUR EFFORTS TO CONTINUE 
BRINGING OUR NUMBER DOWN EVEN MOORE IN 2014. BEING A GOOD NEIGHBOR AND W~LLING TO REPORT, IS WHAT COMMUNITY WATCH IS ALL ABOUT. WE 
SINCERELY WISH FOR EACH OF YOU A MOST HAPPY HEALTHY AND SAFE NEW YEAR 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest dote[lent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

:106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 10:44 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER -You’re Invited: Annual Real Estate Board of New York Cocktail Reception, January 16, 2014 

Cadwalader’s Annual Real Estate Board of New York Cocktail Reception 
Thursday, January 16, 2014 

6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p,m. 

New York Hilton and Towers 
The Sutton Rooms, Second Floor 

Sixth Avenue at 53rd Street, New York City 

RSVP by Thursday, .lanuary 9, This is an invitation=only event, 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or 

disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and any attachments without 
retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here 



Wol~els Kiuwer Law& Busi ..... 

Visit Wolters Kluwer Law & Business at AALS 2014 - Booth #105 

Dear Professor, 

Are ~ou interested in discussing ke~ trends in legal education, 

and, how they are impacting law students and recent graduates? 

Are you a~ending ~LS 2014 in NYC? 

If your answer to either question is yes, my name is Miche~e 

Weyenberg, and I invite you to contact me. I have likely spoken 

with many of you before in my previous role as managing editor 

of The National Jurist and preLaw magazines. I’m in the very 

early stages of working on a report for Wolters Kluwer Legal 

Education, which will explore the key trends in legal education 

today. 

The Wolters Kluwer Leading Edge Report will highlight, 

to name a few: 

¯ The globalization of law and legal education 

¯ Distance and online learning 

¯ Clinics, extemships, "pretend law firms" 

¯ Bar prep 

¯ Moving away from the Socratic Method 

I invite you to stop by the Wolters Kluwer booth (#105) 

on Saturday, Janua~ 4th or email me at 

le;~dh~#e~;~e@wo~terskluwer.com to discuss the key trends 

in legal education today and what innovative programs you 

are currently implementing, to assist us in the development 

of The Wolters Kluwer Leading Edge Report. 

Regards, 

Michelle Weyenberg 

PLEASE JOIN US 
The ALWD Guide to Legal Citation, 5E Launch Party 

Saturday, January 4th 2014 from 3~pm in Booth #105 

Come meet ALWD President Kathleen Ellioff Vinson and 

the author of the ALWD Guide to Legal Citation, Coleen Burger, 

and learn more about how changes in the new edition 

of the citation manual have been combined with a powerful 

new website with hundreds of interactive exercises to create 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DechertOnPoint <DechertOn Point@edechert.com> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 1:42 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Central Bank of Ireland Consults on a Draft UClTS Rulebook Including the Possible Removal of the Promoter Requirement 

Having trouble reading this email? View i[ in your browser Print email 

ii~. Deched LL.P 

aCentral Bank of Ireland Consults on an Draft UCITS Rutebook Including ~ 

the Poss~Me Removal of the Promoter Requirement 

The Central Bank of Ireland ("Central Bank") has today issued a consultation paper (CP 77) on the 

publication of a draft UCITS Rulebook. The consultation period will close on 28 March 2014 

The UCITS Directive is implemented in Ireland by a Statutory Instrument- the UCITS Regulations, which 

designate the Central Bank as the competent authority for the authorisation and supervision of UCITS. 

The UCITS Notices were developed by the Central Bank to explain and clarify various aspects of the UCITS 

Regulations and set down conditions not contained in the Regulations with which UCITS must conform. 

Subsequently, the Central Bank commenced the practice of issuing Guidance Notes to provide direction 

on issues relating to the funds industry. As this guidance did not constitute a regulatory requirement, its 

standing was unclear. 

The Central Bank proposes to replace the existing series of UCITS Notices and Guidance Notes with a 

single consolidated document, to be called the UCITS Rulebook, containing all of the conditions that the 

Central Bank imposes on UCITS funds, their management companies and depositaries in addition to the 

requirements of the UCITS Regulations. 

The purpose behind the UCITS Rulebook is to create a consolidated, yet simplified set of rules that apply 

to UCITS, to facilitate greater certainty regarding UCITS requirements and to avoid any repetition or 

paraphrasing of relevant legislative provisions The draft UCITS Rulebook follows the same approach 

adopted by the Central Bank in relation to its implementation of the Alternative Investment Fund Managers 

Directive which resulted in the publication of a single rulebook for Alternative Investment Funds (the ’AIF 

Rulebook") with the aim of creating a "more accessible and readable regulatory framework" 

Although the draft UCITS Rulebook principally transposes current provisions specified in the UCITS 

Notices and Guidance Notes, in some instances, the Central Bank is proposing to remove existing 

requirements. Dechert will produce a more detailed OnPoint that will examine the consultation in greater 

detail and, in particular, the changes to the existing regulatory framework that are being proposed. Despite 

the fact that the Central Bank will no longer publish Guidance Notes, it does intend to continue to provide 

guidance from time to time on its website. 

The Central Bank has highlighted a number of questions upon which it is seeking industry feedback. It is 

interesting to note that two of these questions relate to the first two Guidance Notes issued by the Central 

Bank in 1996 on the Promoter Requirement and the Permitted Markets requirement. 

1. Promoter Requirement 

As stated in the consultation, the Central Bank has placed great reliance on the Promoter to ensure 

that only sizeable entities with relevant experience could establish UCITS in Ireland. Promoters were 

required to have shareholder funds of at least �635,000 based on latest audited accounts. These 

requirements caused difficulties for managers for whom the shareholder funds amount and audit 

requirement was in excess of their local regulatory requirements. The Central Bank now proposes to 

eliminate the promoter approval process for UCITS. Similar to the approach adopted by the Central 

Bank in relation to Alternative Investment Funds, the promoter approval process is expected to be 

replaced by reliance on the regulatory regime for UCITS management companies, with increased 

emphasis on the obligations of directors when UCITS get into difficulty 

2. Permitted Markets 

The Central Bank proposes to withdraw Guidance Note 1/96 which sets out the Central Bank’s 

criteria for determining whether a market meets the definition of "regulated market" as set out in the 

UCITS Regulations. The withdrawal of Guidance Note 1/96 means that the Central Bank will not 

publish a list of permitted markets for UCITS and that it will not review submissions on proposed 

regulated markets. UCITS will be required to regularly review the list of stock exchanges and 

regulated markets to ensure that they continue to meet the regulatory criteria and they will be required 

to consult with the depositary to ensure that adequate custody arrangements are in place. The 

removal of current guidance on the criteria for regulated markets may serve to remove some of the 

uncertainty regarding the eligibility of certain markets that trade 144A securities and, in particular, 

convertible bonds. 

3. Financial Reporting Requirements 

In a move that will likely see some pushback from industry, the Central Bank is proposing to require 

UCITS management companies (including self managed investment companies) and depositaries 

to submit half yearly management accounts covering the second six months of the financial year (in 



addition to the current requirement to publish such accounts covering the first six months of the 

financial year and audited annual accounts). In a question that will surely be answered in the 

affirmative, the Central Bank requests feedback on whether the proposal would add significantly to 

the current reporting burden on UCITS management companies and depositaries Using the 

conventional 31 December year end as an example, such a move will probably require the convening 

of an additional board meeting to approve these accounts by the end of February, with a further board 

meeting to approve the annual audited accounts being scheduled for the end of April. This will add 

significantly to the reporting burden at the busiest time of year for those involved in the financial 

reporting process. 

The Central Bank requests all responses to the Consultation Paper to be submitted no later than 28 March 

2014. Following the end of the consultation period, the Central Bank will carry out a technical examination 

of the draft UCITS Rulebook to refine its drafting and then issue a final UCITS Rulebook on a statutory 

basis. 

The Consultation Paper and draft UCITS Rulebook can be viewed on the Central Bank’s website 

This update was authored by*: 

~ 
Declan 

O’Sullivan ~Conor Durkin ~ 
Dublin Dublin 

T: +353 1 436 8510 T: +353 1 436 8520 

* The authors would like to thank Lisa Foley for her contribution. 

~ To browse our library of legal updates, please visit dechert.comipublications 

E]To eee t~e f~ ~ist of financial services lawyers, I~ease visit our website. [] 

E~’o 20!3 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 35!8 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000) 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Buvgemeister. Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Thursday, Januau 2, 2014 2:27 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Out of Ofl]~ce: ACC Legisla’,~ve Meeting Follow-Up 

Thanks for your note. I mn om of the office until Monday, Ja~auaxy 6th and will respond at my eaxliest opportunity. If this is am emergency, I cam be reached on my cell 

phone. 

Tha~ y ou, 
Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 3:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: TBJ names 2014 Real Estate Awards tinalisls; Square 1 acquires SV firm 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Durham’s ~£Tuare J. ~3ank aceuires $~licon Valley fim~ 

The List: The Trianqle% larqest banks ($LIDESHOW,). 

I Get the coveraqes you need to help ~our business 

~ thrive 

Now gift cards: Tarqet dealt aP..otP..er :sroblen".. 

How Re:< Hos2ital is bracinq for the Obamacare wave 

4 thinas t.o watch ~n Washington -,: -,#, ~a;~ 

How r,’iud: Tax Reve.."..ue From 

_ 



Durham’s Chesterfield 

UNC researcP..e~’s~ A stronq contract m~n~mbxes cloud ~com~_g 
r~sks 

T~ian~@resswav tolls h~qher as of Jan, t 

Pozen issmes new <,h~ .,~ bus~r-]ess ....................................................................................................... 
S~.8! ~..~:~g.~k(!.gK..L~s~.~’X..£~.. 

57,0 

Upstart: Editor’s Choice 

news? 

ors Kickstarter 

Ail thin{is honest: How Honest Tea’s chief ke~@5 h~s bus~ness 
rooted 

[ 

........................................................................... 

................................... 
Use X~pe: Lease 

Date~ 2014-01-(}6 

lowe~ 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Powell, Norman <NPowell@ycst.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 3:34 PM 

Powell, Norman <NPowell@ycst.com> 

Hapw New Year from Norm Powell & Young Conaway Staxgatl & Taylor, LLP 

With thin, ks for 20:1.3 and very best wishes for the year ahead. 

Norman M. Powell 

Youn9 Conaway Stargatt & Taybr, LLP 
Rodney Square 
1000 North Kin9 Stree[ 
W~frn~ng~on, DE 19801 
P 302.571~6629 
F 302~576~3328 

~_~W~J~ cst .corn 

Click Image Below To View e-Greeting 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats.com> 

Thursday, January 2~ 2014 3:55 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

Finalists Announced 

2014 Rea  Estate Awards 
Finalists Have Been Announced 

The finalists f~ave been announced a~ 

TriangleBusinessJournal.com. Now our 

distinguished panel of judges will determine 

this year’s winners, who w~l~ be ~ecog~zed at 

a first-cl;~ss dinner ~f you h;~ve anytMng to 

do w~th sel~g, buying, remodeling or 

financh~g ~ea~ estate ~n the Triangle, you’~ 

want to save your seat now~ 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, Ja~u;~ry 30 

6:00PM o 9:00PM 

WHERE: 

8001 Development Drive 

Merlisville, NO 27560 

SPONSORS 

Title Spenser: 

Reception Sponsor: 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~¢y I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business Jeumat 

3600 Glenwood Ave: Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 
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To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats.com> 

Thursday, January 2~ 2014 3:55 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

Finalists Announced 

2014 Rea  Estate Awards 
Finalists Have Been Announced 

The finalists f~ave been announced a~ 

TriangleBusinessJournal.com. Now our 

distinguished panel of judges will determine 

this year’s winners, who w~l~ be ~ecog~zed at 

a first-cl;~ss dinner ~f you h;~ve anytMng to 

do w~th sel~g, buying, remodeling or 

financh~g ~ea~ estate ~n the Triangle, you’~ 

want to save your seat now~ 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, Ja~u;~ry 30 

6:00PM o 9:00PM 

WHERE: 

8001 Development Drive 

Merlisville, NO 27560 

SPONSORS 

Title Spenser: 

Reception Sponsor: 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~¢y I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business Jeumat 

3600 Glenwood Ave: Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <~charles recorr@ml.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 2, 2014 4:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Chapter Board Nomination Extended To Jan 15th 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

directors by the end of January 2014. The package will include a 



Forward this email 

This ~rnaii v,,aa ser~t to Ibroonle@enlaiLunc.~du by charles recorr@mLcorn 

Update ProFJlejEmaJl Adchess instant i-emevalwitr~ Sai:eUnsubscrJbe~’ Privacy Pol!cy. 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD :: 150 Fayetteville St. i Suite 2000 i Raleigh :: NC 27601 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

How would you like to respond? 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Benjamin Anderson 

:::::::::::::::: i{iiii {i iiii iiiiii i ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: .......................................................................... 



bepress SelectedWorks notification system <norep[y@bepress.com > 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 6:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emai].unc.edu> 

Your Latest Readership Report from bepress SelectedWorks 

JANUARY 2014 

bepress SelectedWorks 

Signaling Through Board Diversity: Is Anyone Listening? 

]otal downloads 

[::~] News for Authors 

2100 Milvia Street, Suite 500, Berkeley, CA. 94704 

Technicai assistance: support@dc.bepress.com I Unsubscribe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 2, 2014 7:09 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Hezbollah Upgrades Missile Threat to Israel 

Hezbollah Upgrades Missile Threat to Israel 

U.S. officials believe members of Hezbollah, the militant group backed by Iran, are 

smuggling advanced, guided-missile systems into Lebanon from Syria piece by piece to 

evade a secretive Israeli air campaign designed to stop them. 

Some components of a powerful antiship missile system have already been moved to 

Lebanon, according to previously undisclosed intelligence, while other systems that could 

target Israeli aircraft, ships and bases are being stored in expanded weapons depots 

under Hezbollah control in Syria. 

See More Covera#e >> 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vartanian. Thomas ~homas.Vartanian@dechert.com~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 8:17 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Annua] Institute 

Thanks Lissa. 
Regards. 
Tom 
Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP 
1900 K Street, Suite 1300 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

(202) 261-3439 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, January 02, 2014- 6:39 PM 
To-" Vartanian, Thomas 
Subject; Re: Annual Institute 
Hi Tom, 
We do invite members of the press to attend and one or two sometimes show up. Typically we have a business reporter from the Charlotte Observer and the 
Charlotte Business Journal. Sometimes Reuters, American Banker or BNA show up but usually only if a Fed governor is speaking. 
Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 31, 2013, at 8:57 AM, "Vartanian, Thomas" <Thornas.Vartanian@dechert.com> wrote: 

Lissa: 
The CFPB guy on my panel needs to know if the program is open to the press, and if so what kind? They sure waste a lot of energy on 
silliness. I assume press is allowed? 
Regards. 
Tom 
Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP 
1900 K Street, Suite 1300 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 261-3439 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 1:18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Indian Prime Minister Won’t Seek TNrd Term 

Indian Peime Minister V~ron’t Seek Third Term 

Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh on Friday announced he won’t seek another term 

in elections this year, in an apparent attempt by his Congress party to signal change 

during a time of widespread disillusionment with the current administration. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, January 3,2014 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Blawg 100 fan favorites I Are you prepared for retirement? Check these tips I Chemerinsky on an under-the-radar SCOTUS 
case 

The Top Stories of the Week 
January 3~ 2014 

Chemerinsk~" on the under-the-radar SCOTUS case that may have ’enormous 
!mportance’ 

The votes are in! The 2013 Blawg 100 fan-favorites are _. 

Do lawyers have the ’desiqn mojo’ needed to re4hink the delivery of 

Road to retirement: What you should be doing now to prepare 

Former DOJ lawyer who practiced without active license for 20 years is 
admonished 

~HIS WEEK S FEATURED BLAWG 

Federal judge gives up his celebrated blog amid criticism and support 

Utah tries a ’subtle shift’ in ar#uments for SCOTUS to stay same=sex marriage 

Need a court’s OK to settle? That means terms may be public, 7th Circuit iudge 

Lawyer charged in drug case. accused of selling prescription pills he exchanqled for 
!__e__g_a__[ fees 

Cartoon caption contest: Wait ._ VVno’s the criminal? 

Apple balks at $138K bill for 2 weeks work by court-appointed monitor 



QUESTION OF THE WEEK ~ 

~H~w~!~D~g~a~s~!~t~u~t!~Ly~u~s~t~p~!!~D~g~!!~]~D#~!~[~many years you you 
~ It’s a new year. How many years has it been since you started practicing law? 

How has it been since were a "new lawyer’’? Or are one 
still ? i"~ ~:~ ........ 

"One of the transactional attorneys I worked with at BigLaw told me that she only started to feel 
like she kind of, sort of, maybe started to feel like she understood what she was doing after six 
years practicing at BigLaw," Altamonte Springs, Fla., lawyer Suzanne D. Meehle wrote recently 
at Solo Practice University. "My former business partner, on the other hand, felt that she learned 
pretty much everything she needed to know after a year working in the public defender’s office. 
Some feel like they know it all upon passing the bar exam. Still others feel like they are flying by 
the seat of their pants after 10 years. Your mileage may vary." 

So this week, we’d like to ask you: How long was it until you stopped feeling like a ’new’ lawyer? 
One year? More than 10 years? 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to our Dec. 18 question: ~.a..t.~..d..p..~2..~...u.~24..s...h~.s.~.~.~..m....e...~...n...e..~..h...a...d..~.t.~[~y~#.~£~.b~y~# 
were a first-year lawyer? 

Featured answer: 

Posted by Lawful Lady: "Becoming a really good lawyer does not happen in the first few years of 
law practice. You evolve into it, work at it, make mistakes and learn from them. Don’t be afraid to 
say you don’t know the answer to a question. Always be curious and always seek to improve on 
what you know. Twenty years or so later, you will look back and reflect on your career, and you 
will realize how far you have come. Be patient." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, contact us. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The IP LeadersNp Forum 2014 <akshay mtnesslive.in@mai1175.at121 .rsgs~.net~ 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 3:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

IP Leadership Forum 2014, Jmmary 7 9, 2014, New Delhi 

BFLS 2013 
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Daily Briefing: Banks Near Victory in Fight Over Volcker Rule Provision 

Daily Briefing 

Today’s Top S~ories 

January 03, 2014 

Banks Near Victory in Fight Over Volcker Rule 
Provision 
by ROB BLACKWELL 

Regulators are hoping to release an interim final rule next 

week designed to satisfy banker demands to change a 

provision of the Volcker Rule that threatens to force 

smaller institutions to take millions of dollars in write-oils. 
READ MORE ,> 

Banks Near Victory 

in Fight Over       I 
Volcker Rule 

Prov s on 

Former Colorado Bank Regulator Discusses 

Dodd-Frank, Pot, Bitcoin 
by ROBERT BARBA 

Fred Joseph reiired fl’em everseein,g banks and securities 

Iirms last month. In a wide=ranging interview, he reflected 

on Iris car~er and provided perspective on ihe Iu~ure el tire 

banking industry. 
REJ’,D MORE "~ 

::X:: Former Colorado 

Bank Regulator 

Discusses Dodd- 

Frank, Pot, Bitcoin 

Mortgage Servicers Face More Heat Under 
Settlement 
by KATE BERRY 

So far, the big mortgage service~ have received stellar 

report cards for their compliance with the $25 billion 

national settlement. That co~dd change this year as testing 

gels lougher - potentially costing these companies f~rther 

embanassmenl and penalties. 
READ MORE ,> 

::~:: Mortgage 

Servicers Face 

More Heat Under 

Settlement 

Creditors Deserve Better Bankruptcy Reform 
by LESLIE BERKOFF 

While a bankruptcy court has iraditionally been a "debtors 
READ MORE ~> 

Contain 

Technology 



AT&T’s Bid to intertwine its Services with Mobile 
Banking Apps 

The telecom company, like its rival Verizen, would like 

banks to use i~s network for" mobile banking services such 

as identity verifica[ien. And in a surprising vision, it sees 

the major carriePs all working together one day to provide 

joint mobile sep~ices. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

:::~:: AT&T’s Bid to 

Intertwine Its 

Services with 

Mobile Banking 

Ap~ 

Square I Bank in N.C. Buys Silicon Valley Firm 
by SARAH TODD 

Square 1 Sank in Durham, N.C., has bough1 Sand Hill Finance, a finance com~0any 

based in the Silicon Valley. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

MOIRE M ERGERS AND ACQUISI’FIONS ;:. 

Contain 

Bank Director Arrested in Georgia 
by SARAH TODD 

A femqer bank director accused of spearheading a massive investment scheme 

was arrested after a year and a hall on lhe lain. 
READ MORE ,> 

MOIRE COMMUNFFM BANKJ NG 

Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
WHITERAPER 

Banks have long strived to belter align and integrate their risk arrd finance 

functions. 
READ MORE ,> 

Anticipating More Card Scrutiny 
WEB SEMINAR 

In a recent ~eport, the CFPB detailed how consumers have benefitted from the 2009 

CARD Act, citing reduced penalty fees and greater t~ansparency with cost of credit 

cards, 
RE:AD MORE >> 



The Best Banks to Work For 
American BankePs inaagura~ ranking of the B6st Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and sma~ ~pproaches to m~k~ng employees feel 

valued and engaged, Companbs have been measured agains~ pee~s of s~m~Jar 

based on asse~s. READ MORE ~> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on ~#~estionaMe prscfices. A~ tMs applies to Mg banks, which thirst for sources of 

growth, and srna]] banks, whbh are jumping headlong into the bus#~ess and 

catedng to ~he bss affluent clients ~9nored by 1arge Danks.READ MORE ~ 

MOIRE iN 8PE:CI,~d. REFX.)R"I8 ;:. 
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American Banker Digital Edition for Friday, January 3, 2014 

[~ 
AmericanBankerl 

Digital Edition 
Friday, January 3, 2014 [~J~]-[~] 

American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221 =1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

Banks Near Victory in Fi.qht Over Volcker Rule Provision 

Regulators are hoping to release an interim final rule next 
week designed to satisfy banker demands to change a 
provision of the Volcker Rule that threatens to force smaller 
institutions to take millions of dollars in write-offs. 

Florida Likely to Experience More M&A in 2014 

The state had a dozen deals last year as foreign investors 
looked to expand, particularly in the Miami area. 

Mortgage Servicers Face More Heat Under Settlement 

So far, the big mortgage servicers have received stellar 
report cards for their compliance with the $25 billion 
national settlement. That could change this year as testing 
gets tougher - potentially costing these companies further 
embarrassment and penalties. 

Former Colorado Bank Regulator Discusses Dodd-Frank, 
Pot, Bitcoin 

Fred Joseph retired from overseeing banks and securities 
firms last month. In a wide-ranging interview, he reflected on 
his career and provided perspective on the future of the 
banking industry. 

By Department 

AT&T’s Bid to I~tertwi~e ~ts Services with Mobile 
Banking Apps 

The telecom company, like its rival Verizon, would like 
banks to use its network for mobile banking services such 
as identity verification. And in a surprising vision, it sees the 
major carriers all working together one day to provide joint 
mobile services. 

Mortgage Servicers Face More Heat Under Settlement 

So far, the big mortgage servicers have received stellar 
report cards for their compliance with the $25 billion 
national settlement. That could change this year as testing 
gets tougher - potentially costing these companies further 
embarrassment and penalties. 



Fred Joseph retired from overseeing banks and securities 
firms last month. In a wide-ranging interview, he reflected on 
his career and provided perspective on the future of the 
banking industry. 

Banks Near Victory in Fight Over Vo~cker Ru~e 

Provision 

Regulators are hoping to release an interim final rule next 
week designed to satisfy banker demands to change a 
provision of the Volcker Rule that threatens to force smaller 
institutions to take millions of dollars in write-offs. 

F~ori~a Likely ~o E×pedenee Mote IVl&A in 2014 

The state had a dozen deals last year as foreign investors 
looked to expand, particularly in the Miami area. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 
5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail custserv@americanbanker.com 
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license subscription information. 
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In this issue: The Pioneer: O. Temple Sloan Jr. 

First Look 

The Collaborators: ~ & Barbara Good~o~ 

T~e Patrons: J~m & A~m Goodr~ght 

The Coach: h!~ke Krzyzewski 

The Governor James B. Hunt 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es >> 

You.~ Jan~aary 3~ 201 ,-~ iss~se {s available 

SPACE 3Q 201:3 

SPACE 2Q 20’f3 

Bi.qs~ols-S BA ms~.~rl 

View the Tdangle Bus~ness Journa~ Book of 

Get the Newssta~ App for FREE 

Congratulations. As a subscdbe~, you now 

Journal’s Newsstand App on yo~r iPhone 

iPad. 

People 

View and contact all F eopD... 
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Sent: 
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NCAA Eligibili~ Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

1-o view :~n onlh’~e version of this ernail, click 

l’o ensure ,’d-!et Lhese emails go Lo your inbo:% 

Compliance staff should remind prospective 
student-athletes to copy the institution on emails 
with the staff member responsible for the 
amateurism certification. This helps to ensure that 



everyone is up to date on the review status. 
¯ To ensure your prospective student-athletes are 

certified in a timely manner, please place all 
midyear enrollees (i.e., those with a [3winter/spring 
2014[3 enrollment period) on your active 
Institutional Request List (IRL) for the 1314 
recruiting cycle. Similarly, please place any 
prospective student-athlete your institution is 
recruiting for the 2014-15 academic year (i.e., 
those with a [3fall 201413 or [3winter!spring 201513 
enrollment period) on your active I RL for the 1415 
recruiting cycle. 

¯ Reminder: Please have prospective student- 
athletes enter the correct enrollment period to 
avoid delays. 

The International academic certificaiton staff has 
provided reminders this month regarding: 

¯ The October 2013 International Student Records 
Committee report; 

¯ International urgent academic certification 
requests; and 

¯ Delays in the release of final certificates/diplomas 
for International students, 

Read More 

During the coming months, the NCAA Eligibility Center 
will process as many preliminary evaluations as 
possible. Please encourage your prospective student- 
athletes to respond promptly to any academic tasks that 
are assigned after a preliminary academic review. Once 
the task is completed and the requested information is 
received, these cases go back in line for review with the 
new information. It is important for the student to 
complete any open academic tasks that do not 
specifically state [3this task will be automatically be 
marked complete [3 as an open academic task will keep 
the account from going ~ Ready-to-Process-Prelim [3 

Member institutions now have visibility to the high school 
account log and high school course details such as 
course submission and course decision dates. Read 
More 

Thank you for providing feedback regarding the NCAA 
Eligibility Center through the annual Membership Survey. 
The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently evaluating the 
survey results and information to continue to improve the 
service it provides. To help in that regard, the NCAA 
Eligibility Center needs your ongoing feedback. A 
recurring theme provided revolves around the need for 
improvement in the area of consistency. Concerns about 
consistency extended to the level of service provided by 
individuals as well as inconsistency of responses related 



to case status or expectations. The NCAA Eligibility 
Center is very focused on creating improvement in this 
area. You are encouraged to notify the NCAA Eligibility 
Center when you experience inconsistency in responses, 
service or process. Please send an email to 
ecinfo@ncaa.or.q. Please include case information such 
as NCAA ID numbers if at all possible. This information 
will be used to enhance staff training and strengthen the 
NCAA Eligibility Center’s processes. Your help is greatly 
appreciated! 

Click ~1~£~2. to forward Lh~s r!~aiiing w~t:h ycur personal messe#e, 

P,O, Box 7:[36, [~d~anapoHs, IN 46207 

Click ~L@£~ to be removed from this mailing [~st. 

Click he:’e to ~ew our privacy policy. 
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The 10-Point - Janua~ 3, 2014 

Hello, 

A Glimmer of Hope 

The bulk of U.S.-led forces i~l perhaps all of them [~1 are expected to exit 

Afghanistan by the end of this year, prompting a debate over the outcome 

of the 12-year war. We look at >~ce~t ev~’r~-ls i~ A~ r~:a~ H~h~ r~d 

provi~ce, w~-~i<~h mig[~: ~<~rve a~; a ~:es~i~g gr<~md for how well a transition 

could proceed in the rest of the country. As U.S. and allied forces depart 

from the area, we find that Afghan National ~my soldiers have taken the 

lead in fighting the Talibanl~3 a result that might offer some optimism about 

the country’s future. But we also note that the reality in Helmand shows 

the limits of government control: Despite hea~T fighting, the Taliban aren’t 

spent and continuing attacks from insurgents contribute to the perception 

of instability. 

Hitting the Jackpot 

The Las Vegas Strip, synon3,~nous with gambling, isn’t the ca,~i~:~,~> capi~:a~ 

~:~e w<~rId. °/"ba~ ~:i~e beI,,mg~ ~o Maeau~ ~}~e ~,~]y place i~:~ <’]~i~a where 

casino gambling is legal. Ore’ story takes a look at the rise of Maeau~ how it 

went from a smattering of casinos to a booming gambling destination. We 

find that while the Chinese territory has been hitting the jackpot for the 

past few years, the Strip and Atlantic City are struggling to recover from the 

financial crisis. The Las Vegas Strip’s revenue in 9o13 was likely down to 

only about one-seventh that of Maeau. We also note that Maeau has 

become the fastest-growing economy in the world, but has yet to achieve 

the status of Las Vegas in global popular culture. 

Green Day 

Last year, many investors bet on the strength of the dollar, only to see its 

value slide as the U.S. economic recovery moved in fits and starts. On the 

first day of trading in 2o14, we report that the d<>Iiar w~s <,~f(-lo a r<,~a ri~g 

s-la r-l, while the euro, Turkish lira, South African rand and Brazilian real all 



tumbled. We find that the Fed’s announcement in December to start 

shrinking its monthly bond purchases has renewed optimism in the 

greenback. But will the surge last? That depends on whether investor 

expectation meets reality: Can U.S. economic growth outpace the recovery 

in Europe and other regions? "If U.S. data doesn’t start printing stronger, 

then the v-cry likely outcome is that the dollar’s not really going to mov-e," 

said one money manager. 

Fit for a Dog 

For some families, the most important members are pets. We find that 

some homeown~rs are cre~ l:i ~g }->~a ~l:i fully de~dgn~x~ sp~ces with ~heir pe-h~ 

in mind, whieh means builders and architects are having to go to great 

lengths to please the four-legged variety. One ehihuahua o~er, for 

example, learned that dogs beeome anxious if they hear noises and ean’t 

see where they are eoming from, so she dropped a few thousand to add 

ehihuahua-height windows to her home. From personalized alcoves to 

eustom-built wash stations, our story takes a look at some of these pet- 

friendly designs (and yes, we have pictures). 

WORLD 

Pinta Tar.,;~.¢:,~ ~ Brok~.~rs With Many Complaints 

NUMBER OF "[’HE DAY 



FireE~je said Thursday it is paging r~s~’~ ~ ~~h~o~ to b~aj c~os~,~i hc/,d 

M~~,di~:~n~, a computer securitg firm known for outing Chinese hackers. 

Should other states ff)llow Califf)rnia’s example? Why or why not? Send us 

your response at l opoi~t ~i:cw~io,.’,::,~ and follow (r+..’ (~e r~ rdT 1~ ke~’ on Twitter. 

Compiled bg Khadeeja Safdar 

TODAY IN WSJ HISTORY 

For The Wall Street Journal’s ~25th anniversarg in 2o~4, we’ll be 

resurfacing s~ri~s ~x~m ~h~ p~st ~;~6 ~:~rs ~ ~~ ~ b/o~?. You can see 

how the Journal covered wars, crashes, inventio~ and other b0 news 

events since the first paper O’ust a single sheet, priced at ~o cents). Our 

latest post brings back an ~rticI,~ j}’o~ ~9~o ~bo~t .5~herr~ L~si~ the first 

woman to head production at a movie company. 

Tom Lindholtz of California disagreed with Thursday’s "Quote of the Day" 

from Lisa Goldenberg, president of Delaware Steel Co., who suggested 

Lindholtz wrote: "lf a person is working in bnsiness and is unaware of the 

box, theg are out of touch with realittj. Theg are bound to be extremehj 

frustrated bg the inannprehensible reasons that theg can’t do what theg 

want to do. The shnple reason is that, in most eases, there are good 

underlging reasons for ’the box. ’It doesn’t mean that those reasons cannot 

be addressed h~ new and innovative wags, or somethnes worked around 

towards the same ultimate end. But if gou don’t even know the box e.ffsts 

~jou will be incapable of solving the necessarg problems. Theg are a 

function of the box." 



This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead eolumn of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lo-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~iss~.... brt~om~: @ ~c,~.~d~. For fi~rther 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at s~,tpport(<: ms.fx:om 

Copyright 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Morning Edition: Kent Comer project breaks ground; Raleigh named ’Region to Watch’ 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 3, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Construction startinq on Durham’s Kent Corner project 
Dur,~am city leaders will gather on Monday afternoon to celebrate a milestone for 

the Southwest Centrai Durham neighborhood with a ground-breaking ceremony for 

the 913 million Kent Corner building.. 

Forbes: Raleiqh ranks amonq top ’U,S. Regions to Watch in 

2014’ 
The median household income in Raleigh has decreased 63 percent since 2007, 

but other economic factors were strong enough to help the city rank No. 9 among 

the top "U.S. Regions to Watch in 2014" by. 

U nlv~ R~,~y .................. 

Durham fire causes heavy damage to former Maqnolia Grill 
buildin~ 
A h~ndmark buik?:ing en NJrlti~ Street in Durharrl susl:ah~ed heavy fire and smoke 

darnage Thursday 

Discuss 

A Vibe Z made in North Carolina? Not yet, Lenovo says 
The internet i~as been buzzing this week ~bout Leriove’s new LTE srn~rl:phene .- the 

Vibe Z, which is ameng many preducts the Chinese cernpu~er maker is debuiing at 

the Censumer Electronics Shew in L.as .. 

Discuss 

Michael Jordan re-lists Chicaqo mansion after failed auction 

Durham’s Square 1 Bank acquires Silicon Vafley firm 

NCSU and Johns Hopkins team up to stabilize power grid 

Business tax frets can be~in tilin~q federal returns on Jan. 13 

patients due to flu spread 

New N.C. sa~vaqe law leads to uptick in stolen car 
interventions 

ACA launch 7 times more costly than Medicare to,lout, 



report finds 

The List: The Triangle’s largest banks (SLIDESHOW} 

Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 
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Crime Report 

CRIME RPC~RTS: 

CHAPEl, t llLI ~ AREA: 

****Break in to residence reported 01/02/I4, 210 No~hwood Dr 

I walked t~ough the interior of tl~e residence to see ifI cord find a ~iN of ent~, and them was notNng sigNficant fouM, so point of ent~- is nndetennined. The 

complainant stated that he came home from work ~d inifiNly didn’t notice ans~hing out of the ordin~’. He ~id that as ~st he can remember he locked both doors 

leaving the home in ~e mo~ng. He is missing ~ assorted amotmt of coins taken ~om N~mnt locations in fl~e hour. The com~lainm~t stated fl~at ~me of�he coins 

were gold and othe~ were silver. In adN~on ~o ~he corns, fl-~e complainan~ said he is N~ missing a ~ew Apple I-Pad. Value $1,200.00 

****Break in l~ Iocked msider~ reported 01/02/14, 914 Collins Mo~mmm Rd 

The complmnant s~ted that she saw a white male m a &rk blue {oboggan and a blue windbreaker leave fl~e v~a~,t resi&nce m a white 1990~s styIe Toyota track 

a~pes down the side. The complainm,t stated ~he male had a meditm, size box with him. We searched the residence and located the basement door open. Medications 

were missing. The complmnant also noticed a military pn@e heart was misaing l}om the side [vdroom. A lmTge roll ofcop~r piping w~ missing i?>m fl~e basement. 

Va]~e $500.00 

NOTE WE WOU[ ,D MKE TO Tt {ARK ALL OF OUR CITIZENS FOR ALl, ()V YOUR CALI,S REI>ORTING CRIME AND S! ISPICIOUS 

CONDITIONNS IN YOUR NEIGt {13ORt {OOD IN 2013. IT DOES MAKE A DIVI:ERENCE IN HELPING US TO KEEP OUR NUMBERS DOWN. [ ,ET’S 

BE VIGILANT IN OUR EFFORTS TO CONTINUE BRINGING OUR NUMBER DOWN EVEN MOORE IN 2014. BEING A GOOD NEIGHBOR AND 
WILLING TO REPORT, IS WHAT COMMUNITY gVATCH IS ALE ABOUT. WE SINCERELY WISH FOR EACH OF YOU A MOST HAPP’{ HEALTHY 

AND S~E NEW YEAR 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report susNc~ous act~vRy to 911. 
CommunRy ~nvolvement ~s the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch ~lark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the e~,es and ears of law enforcement. Not onbi 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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Consumer and Communi~ At][~irs Director to retire 

Consumer and Community Affairs Director to retire 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/new~vent~press/other/20140103a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 







From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, 3anuary 3, 2014 1:02 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject." Article of Tnterest: New York Court Affirms 3ury Verdict against Chinese Hanufacturers of Vitamin C, Awards Attorneys’ Fees to 
Plaintiffs 

Tn a recently released decision, a federal court in New York 
has declined to overturn a jury’s $153.3 million verdict 
against vitamin C manufacturer Hebei Welcome 
Pharmaceutical and its parent, North China Pharmaceutical 
Group ("NCPG’) for price-fixing, and the court permanently 
enjoined the companies from engaging in any further 
violations of U.S. antitrust law. 
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[] Download PDF 

~Contact Us 
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% Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

..... LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. :It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 1:04 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <thrm te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?mn tennis] Polar Bear Club 

On Janualy 25th at 7 PM, we will have our second almual Polar Bear Club. Last year we had 18 people play in 32 degree weather. It was a great time. 

The idea is that we play for a little while to warm-up, and then we all play at least one game in shorts/sldrts and t-shirts/taJ~ks. All players axe welcome. 

We will have warm cider, hot chocolate, soup and a file going in the lodge. 

Please RSVP to this emaJl if you plan on attending. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

i~rm tennis as: lbmome(dbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a bl~lk em~l to leave- 34057885-2921055.1 e7797b3 b21002d2346b9119533d 164a(dblistseiw.unc.edu 

For more information, see our website: http:i/~wwv.uncfann.ora/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 1:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

JanuaU -- Corporate Governance Report 

Corporate Governance Report 

January 6, 2014 @ Volume 17 Number 1 

Employee Benefits 
blercet’ SMrvey," Most Employers 

Although most surveyed employers (55 percent) have 
implemented a pay-for-performance program, almost half (45 
percent) expressed dissatisfaction with their program, according 

to Mercer’s recent "2013 Pay for Performance Survey."... 

Executive Compensation 

NACD 

The National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) released 

for 
disclosure and better communicate... 

Sustainability 

Reporting Gro~vs., Q~ali~y Lags 

Reporting on sustainability and other aspects of corporate 
responsibility has become an "undeniably" mainstream business 
practice worldwide, but there is "significant room for 
improvement" in the quality of reporting,... 

Compliance 

Companies acquiring a business operation need to provide more 

details about any potential impact on goodwill that might stem 

from such a transaction, accountants with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission’s Division of Corporation... 

Sustainability 

A global coalition of regulators and investors Dec. 9 unveiled a 
new framework to help companies prepare annual reports that 
move away from a traditional focus on short-term financial 
performance to incorporate a broader, longer-term valuation... 

Corporate Appointments 

Robert E. Bostrom, to Senior Vice President, General Counsel and 
Corporate Secretary, Abercrombie & Fitch Co., New Albany, 
Ohio .... 

Officers and Directors 

At some companies, the chief executive officer may not want 
the corporate secretary to have much interaction with the 
board, and this could hamper the organization’s ability to develop 
good governance .... 

Proxy Advisory Firms 
Directors," 0~ Co~#e~sa{io~, 
Prox~ Advisers ~liissi~ Mark 



Companies should do more to communicate with shareholders 
and proxy advisory firms on executive compensation programs, 
especially when they vary from best practices, according to Greg 
Lau, a managing director at RSR Partners, who spoke... 

Executive Compensation 

Determining who is a mobile employee is an important first step in 
recognizing the tax and employee issues from a cross-border 
employment relationship, a benefits practitioner said in a Dec. 17 
American Bar Association webinar .... 

Proxies 

Two "relatively small" changes will come into play in 2014 with 
respect to recommendations by Institutional Shareholder 
Services Inc. regarding board responsiveness to majority- 
supported shareholder proposals and its analysis... 

Disclosure 

The staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s Division of 

Corporation Finance Dec. 20 recommended that the agency 

develop a plan to comprehensively review the disclosure 

requirements for registrants, including emerging growth... 

SEC W~’ned A~o~t ~orced Ar~itr’~tio~ Cl~ses 

The Council of Institutional Investors Dec. 11 asked the 
Securities and Exchange Commission to oppose what it warned 
could be a potential trend of companies adopting forced 
arbitration clauses in their bylaws to bar class actions on 
federal... 

SEC Enforcement 

[{EC Obtai~ed Reco~’d $3°4[{ it~ S~n<:tions ir~ Fisc~ Year’ 

Enforcement actions by the Securities and Exchange Commission 
in fiscal year 2013 resulted in a record $3.4 billion in sanctions 
ordered, the agency announced Dec. 17. That number is 10 
percent higher than in FY 2012 and 22 percent higher than... 

Shareholder Activism 

The push toward declassified boards continues, as institutional 
investors associated with Harvard University’s Shareholder Rights 
Project have submitted declassification proposals with 31 S&P 
500 and Fortune 500 companies... 

Shareholder Proposals 

AT&T Inc. Dec. 20 announced that it plans to publish online 
semi-annual "transparency" reports providing information about 
how many law enforcement requests for customer data it 
received in 2013 from governments in the U.S .... 

SEC Rulemaking 

CorN, Re~s Continue 
Fo~" Ch~g~s to #~y Ratio 

Corporate representatives have continued to call for changes in 
a controversial proposal by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission that would require companies to disclose the ratio of 
the median pay of their employees and the pay of their... 

Compliance 

In 2013, the New York Stock Exchange (the "NYSE") 
implemented various amendments to the continued listing rules 
contained in its Listed Company Manual (the "Manual"). These 
amendments implement new independence standards... 

Zn-House Counsel 
£eport,° Coq>ot’~te Co~nseJL~ 

As business environments become more complex and global, chief 
legal officers play an increasingly important role in high-stakes 
executive and boardroom conversations .... 



Executive Compensation 

The Nasdaq Stock Market LLC is proposing a change to its 

compensation committee rules to replace the prohibition on the 

receipt of compensatory fees by committee members .... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, Jannary 3, 2014 1:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Speech by Governor Stein on banks as patient debt investors 

Speech by Governor Stein on banks as patient debt investors 

At the American Economic Association!American Finance Association Joint Luncheon, Philadelphia, Pelmsylvania 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speecl~/stein20140103a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or elnail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdeliven~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit ns on the web at http://¥~vw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, Jannary 3, 2014 2:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Speech by Chairmm~ Bemanke on "the Federal Reserve: looking back, looking forward 

Speech by Chairman Bernanke on the Federal Reserve: looking back, looking forward 

At fl~e Annual Meeting of the Americaa~ Economic Association, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newsevents/speech/bema~ke20140103a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Feder~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or elnail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdeliven~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit ns on the web at http://¥~vw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Done deal: General Parts finalkes $2 billion ~le to Advmace Auto 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Auto 

members ......................... 

downtown Durham 

Durham entre~x’enecu" (everaqes soda( media to ke~g~_2our Idds 

active 

Nl£aal il~s~)~ai~(:e is pass~,gr~a~ about Ixo.~:ectiI~qi ~t, 

Get the coveraqes you need to help your business 
thrive., 



deseP~,e to be fi~ed 

~ A lock indicates content available k~ paid subscribers, Learn :~]x~m 

~Pstaa~ Editor s Ch~i~           ~ 

............. ~.@@~:~t:~ .......................................................................................................................................................................... 

iiiiiiiii Hicimei ;]ordan ~e--tists Chicago inansion after t%iled a~ction 

Commercial Real 
Estate 

Use [yp~: Lease 

~te: 201,t--01-06 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke Fan- I-Am -<luke@faniam.com> 

Friday, JanuaU 3, 2014 4:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Duke Fan- i- Am Prizes Available Now! 

Exclusive Rewards for you 

~:: Download the free app 

Visit Duke Fan I Am 

MaKe sure we’re ~r! ?o:.lr inbox! Add inf¢{~fe, niam corn to your address book 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 4:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] From trucking to IT: ttot Charlotte jobs li)r ’14 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

IBernanke: 2014 could be better year for US 

economy 

Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said 

Friday that factors which have kept the economy from 

accelerating appear to be abating, and he predicted 

stronger growth in 2014. 

From tr~cking to ~T: Hot 

Char~otle jobs for 

Experts predict strong hiring in 

information technology, nursing, 

truck driving, retail sales 

Cherry neighborhood 

After decades of resistance from 

residents, the first signs of a long- 

expected residential boom are 

beginning to rise from the ground 

in Charlotte&#.. 

Dec, auto sales falter: 20t3 

still bes[ in ~ years 

December U.S. auto sales slowed 

a bit from the brisk pace earlier 

this year, but automakers still 

were on target to finish 2013 with 

the best numbers.. 

OHginN Cheerios to go GMO4ree 

General Mills says some Cheerios made without 

genetically modified ingredients will start appearing 

on shelves soon. 

American A}rlines workers 

endorse new tai~ design 

American Airlines says more than 

60,000 employees voted, and a 

majority want to paint red, white 

and blue horizontal stripes on the 

tails of all AA. 

Chanticleer Hold{rigs to own {ts first Hooters 

in the 

Charlotte-based Chanticleer Holdings said Thursday 

it is acquiring two Hooters restaurants in Oregon and 

Washington state, giving the company its first 

Hooters locations in the U.S. 

What 2014 may hold for smal~ b~sinesses 

What stresses small-business owners the most? 

Our conversations with them and the research we 

come across suggest it’s a lack of clarity. ’Well, 

there’s no small business crystal ball - at least one 

we are aware of- but... 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 



Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



ACC ILidiifters 

The ACC begins its 37th season of 

conference piay with three new 

teams; Notre Dame, Pittsburgh 

and Syracuse. Florida State topped 

Pittsburgh to kick off league play 

on-[hursday, Jam 2 Miami wiil piay 

at Wake Forest on Saturday, Jan. 4, 

whiie 12 teams wili be in action on 

Sunda,~; Jan. 5, Notre Dame wili host 
Clemson, while Syracuse will play at 

NC State for their first ACC contests 

on Jan. 5. 

In the Polls 

The ACC has six teams ranked in 
this week’s AP and USA]bday polls, 

including four in the Top 1.0 of the AP 

poli leading all leagues. Notre Dame 

is ranked No. 2/2, while Duke stands 
at No. 3/3. Maryland holds steady at 

No, 8/8, and North Carolina rounds 
out the ]bp 10 of the AP Poll at No. 

:10 and is No. 1.] in the Coaches Poik 

Syracuse and FlorMa State are No. 

20/’24 and No. 21./20, respectively. 

NC State and Georgia Tech are receiv-- 

ing votes in both polls. 

ACC P~ayer and Rookie of the Week 
Wake Forest senior guard Cheisea 

Douglas and Maryland freshman 

guard Shatod Walker--Kim, brough 

have been named the Atlantic Coast 

Conference Women’s Basketball 

Player and Rookie of the Week, as 

voted on by the Blue Ribbon Panel 

Douglas had a career day in the 

championship game o[ the FlU Sun 

& Fun Classic, where she scored a 
school.-record 48 points in the 86-79 

victory over the Golden Panthers. 
Against FlU, Douglas made :15-of-25 

fieid goal attempts, including nine 

from long range. Her nine 3--pointers 

are a Wake Forest record and tie an 
ACC single-game record. Walker-Kim- 

brough came off the bench and 

provided Maryiand a huge spark 

while averaging 1.6.0 points in a 2-0 

week for the Terrapins 

TripleoDoubie Showing 

Maryland’s Alyssa Thomas recorded 

her fourth career tripie-doubie, and 

second of the season, in the Terps’ 

110-53 win over Wofford on Dec. 

28. Thomas registered 18 points, 1.2 

rebounds and 10 assists in 28 min- 

utes of action. Thomas’ triple-double 

is the 19th overall in ACC wom, en’s 

basketbali history and eighth overali 

in Maryiand basketbail history. She is 

the only piayer in league history with 

four triple-doubles for her career. 

Conference Overal~ 

Team W L P~ Hm Rd W L Pct Hm Rd Neu Streak 

Florida State ................. 1 0 :1.000 0--0 :1-0 13 :1 .929 7-0 5-:1 :1-0 W9 

Notre Dame .................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 :12 0 :1,000 7-0 4-0 :1-0 W:12 

Duke ............................. 0 0 ~000 0-0 0-0 :13 :1 .929 6-:1 4-0 3-0 W3 

NC State ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 :13 :1 329 8-0 2-0 3-:1 W7 

Maryland ...................... 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 :12 :1 .923 8.-:1 2--0 2--0 W:10 

North Carolina .............. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 :12 2 .857 7-:1 :1-0 4-:1 W7 

Syracuse ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 :1:1 2 .846 7-0 :1-2 3-0 L:1 

Georgia Tech ................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 :10 3 .769 7--0 0--2 3--:1 W2 

Virginia Tech ................. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 :10 3 .769 7-:1 3-:1 0-0 L:I 

Wake Forest .................. 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 9 4 ,692 6-0 2-3 :1-:1 W5 

Boston College .............. 0 0 ,000 0-0 0-0 9 5 .643 6-:1 2-2 :1-2 W6 

Miami ........................... 0 0 .000 0--0 0--0 8 5 .6:15 7-3 :1-2 0-0 L1 

Clemson ........................ 0 0 .000 0-0 0-0 8 6 ,57:1 4-4 3-:1 :1-:1 W:1 

Virginia ......................... 0 0 ~000 0-0 0-0 7 6 .538 5-:1 2-2 0-3 W3 

Pittsburgh ..................... 0 :1 .000 0--1 0--0 8 7 .533 4-4 3-:1 :1-2 L1 

1.000 - Notre Dame senior Kayla McBride went 8-of-8 from 
the floor and knocked down a pair of flee throws to score 18 
points in 20 minutes of action in ND’s win over South Dakota 
State on Jan. 2. McBride joins North Carolina freshman 
Stephanie Mavunga as the oniy two piayers this season 
to make all of their field goal attempts (minimum eight 
a~empts). Mawmga went :~O-for-:[O against Coastal Carolina 
on Nov. 21. 

8 - North Caroiina freshman Stephanie Mavunga owns an 
ACC-freshman high eight doubie-doubles through 1.4 games 
this season. 

9 - Wake Forest’s Chelsea Douglas matched an ACC 
single.-game record, knocking down nine 3.-pointers in the 
Demon Deacons’ 86-79 win over FlU. The nine 3-pointers are 
aiso a Wake Forest record. 

12- Maryland’s Alyssa-[hornas owns an NCAA-high :12 dou.- 
ble-doubles this season, Wake Forest’s Chelsea Douglas ranks 
second in the nation with 11 double-doubles. 

13 - ACC teams have hit time century mark 13 times this 
season. Syracuse, Notre Dame, North Carolina, Maryiand, 
Georiga Tech and Duke have all scored lO0-pius points in at 
least one game this season. 

13 - The ACC owns ]3 wins over Top-25 teams, including four 
over Top ~.0 teams. 

14 - The ACC is represented by :14 student-athletes named to 
the Naismith Trophy Early Season Watch List. The :14 selec- 
"dons leads ali leagues. 

48 - Wake Forest’s Chelsea Douglas scored a Wake Forest 
record 48 points in the Demon Deacons’ 86-79 win at FlU on 
Dec. 29. Dougias’ 48 points just missed the ACC single-game 
record of 50 set by NC State’s Andrea Stinson on Dec. 3, 
1.989. However, the 48 points are the second-most points 
scored by arm ACC player in a single gam, e. Her 48 points are 
aiso the second-most scored in a single Division I game this 
season, Douglas owns two o[ the ieague’s top six single--game 
scoring performances (30-or-more points) of the season. 

Saturday, January 4 

Miami at Wake Forest ............................................................ 4 p.m. 

Sunday, January 5 

Virginia Tech at Boston College .................................... 1 p.m. (RSN) 

Clemson at No. 2/2 Notre Dame ........................................... 2 p.m. 

Pitt at Virginia ........................................................................ 2 p.m. 

No. 20/24 Syracuse at RV/RV NC State ..................... 2 p.m. (ESPN3) 

No. 3/3 Duke at RV/RV Georgia Tech ........................ 2 p.m. (ESPNg) 

No. 8/8 Maryland at No. 10/11 North Carolina ....... 3 p.m. (ESPNU) 

Wednesday, January 8 

Georgia Tech at Clemson ....................................................... 7 p.m. 

Thursday, January 9 

NC State at North Carolina ....................................... 6 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Boston College at Notre Dame .............................................. 7 p.m. 

Duke at Syracuse ................................................................... 7 p,m, 

Florida State at Miami ........................................................... 7 p.m. 

Wake Forest at Maryland ...................................................... 7 p,m, 

Virginia at Virginia Tech ......................................................... 7 p.m. 

Sunday, January 12 

Georgia Tech at Syracuse ....................................................... 1 p.m. 

North Carolina at Florida State ..................................... 1 p.m. (RSN) 

Notre Dame at Virginia .......................................................... 2 p.m. 

Pitt at Clemson ...................................................................... 2 p.m. 

Thursday, January 2 

No. 10/11 North Carolina 74, James Madison 71 

No. 3/3 Duke 87, Old Dominion 53 

No. 21/20 Florida State 78, Pitt 69 

Clemson 84, NJlT 37 

No. 2/2 Notre Dame 94, South Dakota State 51 

Wednesday, January 1 

Boston College 81, Mount St. Mary’s 67 

Penn 67, Miami 66 

Hampton 70, Virginia Tech 60 



ACC Amy Ufnowski 

Office: (336) 369-1003 Fax: (336) 854-8797 

Cell: {336) 337-1249 au[nowski@theacc.org 

Boston College 

Office: (617) 552-3004 

Cell: (857) 233-3421 Press 

tunnera@bc.edu 

Clemson 

Office: (864) 656-?,920 

Stephanie Tunnera 

Fax: (617) 552-4903 

Row: (617) 552-8989 

Jeff l{allin 

Fax: (864) 656-0299 

Cell: (508) 944-3859 Press Row: (864) 654-3326 

Email: ]kallin@clemson.edu 

Duke 

Office: (919) 684-2664 

Cell: {919) 599-9821 Press 

Ibrown@duaa.duke.edu 

Florida State 

Office: (850] 644-4836 

Cell: (850) 363-0990 Press 

Email: sstone@fsu.edu 

Georgia Tech 

Office: (404) 894--5445 

Lindy Brown 

Fax: (919] 684-2489 

Row: (864) 684-6186 

Steve Stone 

Fax: (850) 644-3820 

Row: (850) 224-8790 

Brittany McCormick 

Fax: (404) 894--1248 

Cell: (908) 839-7274 Press Row: (404} 894--5458 

bmccormick@athletqcs.gatech.ed u 

Maryland Rose DiPaula 

Office: (301) 314-7063 Fax: (301) 314-9094 

Cell: (443) 417-5266 Press Row: (301] 314-8624 

Email: rdipaula@umd.edu 

Miami Taylor l~cGillis 

Office: (305) 284.-3241 Fax: (305] 284-2807 

Cell: (786] 510--7462 Press Row: (305] 284-2111 

t.mcgillis@mia rni.ed u 

North Carolina 

Office: (919) 962-0084 

Cell: (919) 619-3344 

mkimmel@unc.edu 

NC State 

Office: (919) 515-1_:1.83 

Nlark Kimmel 

Fax: (919) 962-0612 

grett Compton 

Fax: (919) 515-3624 

Cell: (919) 740-8714 Press Row: (919) 513--1220 

bacompto@ncsu.edu 

Notre Dame Chris g, lasters 

Office: (574) 631-8032 Fax: (574) 631-7941 

Cell: (574) 532-4166 Press Row: (574) 631-5309 

masters.5@nd.edu 

Pitt Ted Feeley 

Office: (9:1.9) 515-:[:183 Fax: (412) 648-8248 

Celk (9~9) 740-8714Press Row: (412) 648-23~80 

TBA 

Syracuse Dave Gunn 

Office: (315) 443.-3341 Fax: (315) 443-3405 

Ceil: (315) 436-8712 P~ess Row: (315) 443-4241 

dlgunn@svr.edu 

Virginia Melissa Dudek 

O~ce: (434] 982-5534 Fax: (434) 982-5525 

Cell: (434) 962-0579 Press Row: (434) 962=0579 

mdudek@virginia.edu 

Vi~inia Te~h April ~oode 

Office: (540] 231-8823 Fax: (540) 23~--6984 

Celk (540) 392-~336 Press Row: (540) 23~--3048 

a~goode@vLedu 

Wake F~rest Ga~ Pe~t 

O~ce: (336) 758-~880 Fax: (336) 758-5~40 

Cell: (740) 5~6=4370 Press Row: (336] 758-2350 

pe~tgm@wfu.edu 

-[he 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball [eurnament will 
run March 5-9 at the Greensboro Coiiseum. The 
expanded tournament will feature 14 games and 
include all 15 league teams. Sunday’s championship 
game will be played at 7 p.m., live on ESPN and 
feature a halftime concert by national recording artist 
and winner of NBC’s "-[he Voice", Danielle Bradbery. 

In addition to the special haiffime concert, Bradbery 
will also perform the National Anthem prior to the 
cham.pionship game’s 7 p.m tip--off. 

Tickets for the championship game, as well as all indi- 
vidual sessions of the 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball 

Tournament, are on saie at www.ticketmaster.com, 
via-[icketmaster’s charge-by-phone network at 1-800- 

745-3000 and at the Greensboro Coiiseum box office. 
Individual session ticket prices start at S:[O for adults 

and .~7 for students/seniors. Books, which include 
tickets for ail 10 sessions of the five-day tournament, 
are $99 and also on saie. 

The 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament wili 
mark the ~Sth consecutive year the Coliseum has 
played host to the event, the most of anyvenue~ The 

2013 [eurnament drew over 60,000 fans. 

The Atlantic Coast Conference’s "Blue Ribbon Panel," 
consisting of national and local media members, 
as well as school representa[ives, will vote for the 
league’s preseason poll, weekly honors and postsea- 

son All-Conference teams for the 20:[3-14 season. 

The ACC, with nominations from its 15 member insti- 
tutions, will designate approximately 30 media mem- 
bers who cover ACC Women’s Basketbail reguiarly to 
the panei. One at-iarge member, who can be affiiiated 
with the institution (i.e., school radio personality or 
school’s Sports Information Director) wiil also serve 
on the panel In addition to the 36 members, the 
league’s communications office will invite additional 
nationai and selected persons to the panel, including 
ACC television broadcasters. 

Finally, all 15 league head coaches will receive one 
ballot to vote on preseason and postseason acco- 
lades; however, they will not be permitted to vote on 
a weekly basis or for their own student-athletes. 

Following the conclusion or [he regular season, the 

Blue Ribbon Panel will seiect a 10-mere, bet AII-ACC 
First Team, a five-member AiI-ACC Second Team, 
an All-Freshman Team as weli as Piayer of the Yea~; 
Rookie of the Year and Coach of the Year. The league 
head coaches will aiso select their own 10-member 

Ail--ACC First Team, a live-mere, bet AIi-ACC Second 
Team, an All-Freshman Team, Piayer of the Yea~; 

Rookie of the Year and Coach of the Year, as weli as, 
the All-Defensive Team, Defensive Player of the Year 
and Sixth Player" of the Year. 

All postgame interviews with coaches will be conducted 
in a press interview area designated by the host Sports 
In[ormation Director.-[here wiil be a maximum lO-min- 
ute "cooling off" period, at which time the fi rst avaiiable 
head coach wili begin a :[O-minute interview session, 
Should both coaches be ready to begin their interviews 
at the same time, preference for the fi rat session shouid 
be given to the visiting coach. The second head coach 
should be ready to enter the interview area no more 

than :[0 minutes after the start of the first interview. 
Selected players will then be made available to the 
media in the Iockerroom or in an area designated by 
the host Sports Informa[1on Director. 

Defending ACC Champion Duke has been named as 

20:13-]4 Atiantic Coast Conference Women’s Basket- 

ball preseason favorite in separate polls of the league’s 

Biue Ribbon Panei and its :[5 head coaches. 

The Biue Deviis, who return all five starters, :[1 letter- 
wirmers and top seven scorers from iast season’s [eam 

that finished 33-3 and reached the regional final of 

the 2013 NCAA Women’s Championship, were listed 

as this year’s preseason favorite by 39 Blue Ribbon 

Panel voters. 

2013=14 Predicted Order of Finish 

(First Piace Votes) 
Blue Ribbon Panel Coaches 

1, Duke (39) 1. Duke (10) 

2~ Notre Dame (14) 2 No[re Dame (5) 
3. Maryland (3) 3. Maryland 

4. North Carolina (1) 4. North Carolina 

T5. Georgia Tech 5. Georgia Tech 

[5. Florida State 6 Florida State 

7. Syracuse 7. Syracuse 

8. Virginia 8. Virginia 

9, Miami 9. Miami 

10, NC State 10, NC State 

]:[. Boston College 1]. Boston College 

12. Wake Forest 12. Wake Forest 

13. Virginia Tech 1.3. Virginia Tech 

14. Clem, son 14~ Ciemson 

:~5. Pi~sburgh :].5. Pittsburgh 

Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa [homas, Sn, F~ Maryland 

Coaches Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa Thorn.as, Sr., F, Maryland 

2013=14 Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason Ali-ACC Team 
Chelsea Gray, St., G, Duke 

-[ricia Liston, Sr:, G, Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, Jr., F/C, Duke 
Tyaunna Marshali, So, G, Georgia -I~ch 

Alyssa Thomas, St., F, Maryiand 

Natalie Achonwa, St., F, Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, St., G, Notre Dame 

Xyiina McDaniel, So., F, North Carolina 

Ataira Franklin, Sn, G, Virginia 

Chelsea Douglas, St., G, Wake Forest 

2013=14 Coaches Preseason AiI-ACC Team 

Chelsea Gra% St., G, Duke 

-[ricia Liston, So, G, Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, Jr., F!C, Duke 
Tyaunna Marshall, Sr., G, Georgia [ech 

Alyssa Thomas, Sr., F, Maryland 

Jewell Loyd, So., G, Notre Dame 

Kayla McBride, St., G, Notre Dame 

Diam.ond DeShieids, Fr., G, North Caroiina 
Xylina McDaniel, So., F, North Carolina 

Ataira Frankiin, Sc, G, Virginia 

2013=14 Blue Ribbon Panel Newcomer Watch List 

Oderah Chidom, Fn, F, Duke 
Kendail McCravey-Cooper, Fr:, F,/C, Duke 

Kaela Davis, Fr., G, Georgia Tech 

Lexie Brown, Fr., G, Maryland 

Diamond DeShieids, Fr., G, North Carolina 
-[aya Reimer, Ft. F, Notre Dame 

**on ~’xtr{~ n!~,mber w~s {~dde~d to the~ tec~m due~ to, c~ de in young 

2013-14 Coaches Newcomer Watch List 

Oderah Chidom, Fr., F, Duke 
Morgan Jones, Fn G, Florida State 

Kaela Davis, Fr., G, Georgia Tech 

Diamond DeShieids, Fr, G North Carolina 
-[aya Reimer, Ft., F, Notre Dame 



The Atiantic Coast Conference enjoyed another suc- 
cessful Big Ten/ACC Women’s Basketball Challenge 
in 20:13. It was the seventh year of the event that 
has been ex[ended to 20:16.-[he ACC look the 20:13 
Challenge titie, 7--5, and has won six Challenge 
including the first foun 

Through seven Challenges, Maryland remains the 
only undefeated [eam for either conference. 

In 201:L the two conferences each won six games 
for the first tie in Challenge history. The inaugural 
Challenge in 2007 saw the ACC collect its all-time 
high of eight vic[ories. 

The Big TeniACC Women’s Basketball Challenge 

matches teams from each conference in head-to- 
head competition, traditionaliy on the first Wednes- 
day and Thursday after Thanksgiving [oliowing the 
Big Ten/ACC Men’s Basketball Challenge. 

The ACC and Big Ten conference offices determine 
the schedule each season, and matchups may repeat 
from year-to-year in efforts to coordinate similar 
opponents and reach competitive equity, in addition, 
the officiai titie of the Chailenge will rotate each year. 
The 20!3 event was referred to as the Big Ten/§a.CC 
Women’s Basketball Chaiienge and wili continue 
to mirror the o~ciai title of the two conferences’ 
Challenge agreement for men’s basketball. 

Since the 1999-2000 season, the two conferences 
have gone head-to-head in ali competitions on :165 
occasions with the ACC holding a 9:1-75 advantage. 
The ACC owns a :1:1-7 record over Big -I~n teams in 
2013. 

20:13 CHALLENGE RESULTS 

Wednesday, Dec. 4 
No. :18/:16 North Carolina 75, No :15/:13 Nebraska 62 

No. 8~8 Maryland 67, Ohio Stab~ 55 
RViRV Georgia Tech 93, Iliinois 69 

RV/RV Florida State 60, RV/25 Michigan State 58 

No. 4/5 Notre Dame 77, No. :10/:1:1 Penn State 67 
Indiana 77, Virginia Tech 65 

Thursday, Dec. 5 
Wisconsin 74, Boston Coilege 59 

No. 2/2 Duke 99, No. :16/22 Purdue 78 
NC State 76, Northwestern 6:1 

No. 25iRV iowa 97, No. 22/23 Syracuse 91 

Minnesota 74, Miami 67 
Michigan 73, Virginia 53 

Nine Atlantic Coast Conference student-athletes 
have been named to the 20:~3-14 Wooden Award 
preseason Top 30 list. 

The ACC leads all conferences with nine seiections, 
while Duke, North Caroiina and Notre Dame are 
three of six schools with multipie candidates 
named to the list. 

Chelsea Gray, 5-:~ !, St., G 

Trida Liston, 6-1, Sn, G 
Elizabeth Wiiliams, 6-3, Jr., C/F 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sn, G 
Alyssa Thomas, 6--2, St:, F 
Xylina McDaniel, 6-2, So., F 

Diamond DeShields, 6-1, Fn, G 
Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F 
Kayia McBride, Sr., 5-:1:1, G 

Duke 
Duke 
Duke 

Georgia Tech 
Maryland 

North Caroiina 
North Caroiina 

Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 

Duke’s Chelsea Gray and Haiey Peters, Florida State’s 
Natasha Howard and Virginia’s Ataira Frankiin have 
been named preseason candidates of the Senior CLASS 
AwarcL-[~ be eiigible for the award, a student-athlete 

must be classified as an NCAA Division I senior and 
have notable achievements in four areas of excellence 
- community, classroom, character and competition. 
The complete list of candidates foilows this reiease. 

An acronym for Celebrating Loyalty and Achievement 
for Staying in School®, the I_owe’s Senior CLASS Award 
focuses on the total student-athlete and encourages 
students to use their platform in athletics to make a 
positive impact as leaders in their comrnunities 

Senior CLASS Award 
Chelsea Gray, 5-:11, Sn, G Duke 
Haley Peters, 6-3, SL, G/F Duke 
Natasha Howard, 6--3, St:, F Fiorida State 

Ataira Franklin, 5-:1:1, Sn, G Virginia 

Six Atlantic Coast Conference student-athletes have 
been named to the 2013-:14 preseason "Wade Watch" 
list of candidates for the sport’s Player of the Year 
honor by the Women’s Basketbali Coaches Association. 

The ACC leads all conferences with six selections, while 
Duke and Notre Darne are two of four schoois with two 
candidates named to the watch list. 

Now in its 37th year, The Wade Trophy is named in 

honor of the late, legendary three-time national cham- 
pion Delta State University coach, Lily Margaret Wade. 
Regarded as "The Heisman of Women’s Basketball," 
the award is presented annualiy to the NCAA Division 
I Player of the Year by the National Association of Girls 
and £Vomen in Sport (NAGWS) and the WBCA. 

The preseason list is composed of top NCAA Division 
I women’s basketbaii players who best embody 
Wade’s spirit from 18 different institutions and seven 

conferences. 

Chelsea Gray, 5-11, St., G Duke 
Eiizabeth Williams, 6-3, Jr., CiF Duke 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sr., G Georgia Tech 
Aiyssa Thomas, 6-2, Sr., F Maryiand 

Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, Sr., F Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, St., 5-11, G Notre Dame 

Fourteen Atlantic Coast Conference student-athietes 
have been named to the 20:13-:~4 Naismith Trophy 
preseason watch iist. The ACC leads all conferences 
with :14 selections, lead by Duke with foun Notre 
Dame follows with three, Georgia Tech, Maryland 

and North Carolina each haw~ two and Florida State 
has one named to the list. 

Naismith Trophy Watch List 
Chelsea Gray, 5-:]J, Sn, G 
Elizabeth Wiliiarns, 6--3, Jr., C/F 
Tricia Liston, 6--1, St:, G 
Haley Peters, 6-3, St., G/F 

Natasha Howard, 6-3, St., F 
Tyaunna Marshail, 5-9, Sr., G 
Kaeia Davis, 6-2, Fr:, G 
Laurin Mincy, 6-0, R-Jr., G 
Aiyssa Thomas, 6-2, Sr., F 
Xyiina McDaniei, 6-2, So, F 

Diamond DeShields, 6-1, Fr., G 
Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, Sn, F 
Jeweil Loyal, 5--:10, So., G 
Kayla McBride, St., 5--:1:1, G 

Duke 
D u ke 
Duke 
Duke 

Florida State 
Georgia Tech 
Georgia Tech 

Maryland 
Maryland 

North Carolina 
North Carolina 

Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 

Maryland senior Alyssa Thomas has been named to 

the Associated Press Preseason All-America Team 

announced Tuesday, while Duke’s Chelsea ~3ray and 

£1izabeth Williams, and Notre Dame’s Natalie Achon- 

wa and. also received votes. 

Thomas was named an Associated Press All-American 
a~er both her sophomore and junior seasons. The 

forward was named a Preseason AiI-American last 

year as well. 

Thomas was voted Preseason ACC Player of the Year 

by both the Blue Ribbon Panel and the league’s :15 

head coaches last month. She was named ACC Piayer 

of the Year in both her sophomore and ju nior seasons. 

In 2012-:13, Thomas ied the ACC in points (18.0 per 

game), rebounds (:10.3 per game) and assists (5.3 

per game). 

AP AlloAmerica IPreseason Team 
Alyssa Thomas, 6-2, St., F Maryland 

Chelsea Gray, 5-:1:1, St., G Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, 6-3, Jr., CiF Duke 

Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F Notre Dame 

Kayia McBride, St., 5-11, G Notre Dame 

In the 371year history of the league, ACC schools have 

)roduced a 3,563-1,398 (.716) record versus nonconference 

foes, 

Records A~aiast 

American AtNetic 

America East 

Atlantic 1.0 

Atlantic Sun 

Bi~ East 

B~g Sky 

Bi~ South 

Big Ten 

Bi~ 12 

Big West 

Colonial 

Conference USA 

Great West 

Horizon 

Metro Atlantic 

M~d-American 

M~d-Eastern 

MBsoud Valley 

Mountain West 

No~:heast 

OMo Valley 

Pac-~2 

Pa[rio[ 

Southeastern 

Southern 

Sou[bland 

Southwestern 

Summi[ 

Sun Belt 

West Coast 

Western AtMe~c 

Others/~dep. 

II-II ............... 12-13 ............... 13-14 

2-2 ................... 4-i .................... 4-0 
8-4 ................... 9-2 .................... 5-2 

10-~ .................... 7-1 ..................... 7-0 

11-10 ................... 7-9 .................... 5~1 

1-0 ................... 0-1 .................... 2-0 

8-1 ................. 11-1 .................... 8-0 

7-9 ............... 11-10 .................. 11-7 

~-3 ................... 1-3 .................... 3-3 

0--0 ................... 0.-0 .................... 2--1 

12-4 ................... 5-3 .................. 10-3 

3-2 ................... 1-0 .................... 7-2 

1-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 
011 ................... 2-0 .................... 211 
i--0 ................... 3.-0 .................... 5-1 

0-0 ................... 2-1 ..................... 2-0 

2-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 5-1 

10-3 ................... 8-2 .................. 13-1 

011 ................... 0-i .................... 010 
1-0 ................... i-0 .................... 3-2 
6-0 ................... 5-1 ..................... 5-0 

2-0 ................... 1.-1 .................... 2-0 

0-3 ................... 4-1 .................... 7-6 

5-0 ................... 1-0 .................... 6-1 

7-8 ................... 4-8 .................... 7-5 

611 ................... 8-0 .................... 911 

i--0 ................... 0.-0 .................... 3-0 

4-0 ................... 3-0 .................... 4-0 

0-1 ................... 0-0 .................... 

4-0 ................... 2-0 .................... 3-1 

1-2 ................... 2-0 .................... 1-1 

2-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 
4-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 

12~-56 ............. 109-50 .............. 145-46 

(.750) ............... (,686) ................ (,762) 

vs Non-ACC AP Ranked Teams ........................................ 11-13 

vs Non-ACC USA fbdav Ranked ]~ams ........................... 13-11 

vs Non-ACC Home ......................................... 93-’.,’6 

vs Non-ACC Road ......................................... 32--17 

vs NomACC Neutral ......................................... 19-10 



Nll ........................................... Cheisea Gray, Duke 
N18 ................................. Alyssa Thomas, Maryland 

N25 ........................................... Cheisea Gray, Duke 

D2 ..................................... Brianna Butier, Syracuse 

D9 ............................. Uju Ugoka, Virginia -[~ch 

D16 ................................. Alyssa Thomas, Maryiand 

D23 ............................. Markeisha Gaffing, NC State 

D30 .......................... Chelsea Douglas, Wake Forest 

Nll ................................. Kaela Davis, Georgia Tech 

N18 ........................ Aliisha Gray, Nor[h Carolina 

N25 ................ Stephanie Mavunga, North Carolina 

D2 ................... Diarnond DeShields, North Carolina 

D9 ................................... Kaela Davis, Georgia Tech 

D16 ...................... Keily Hughes, Boston Coliege 

D23 .............................. Aliisha Gray, North Carolina 

D30 ............................... Shatod Walker-Kimbrough 

School Player    Rookie Total 
Duke ............................... 77 .............. 51 ........... 128 

North Carohna ............. 64 ........... .~3 ......... 117 
Virginia ........................... 67 .............. 35 ........... 102 

Maryland ........................ 46 ........... 48 .......... 94 

NC State .......................... 47 .............. 30 ............. 77 

Georgia lech ................ 26 ........... 27 .......... 

Ciemson .......................... 30 .............. 15 ............. 45 

Wake Forest ................ 19 ........... 24 .......... 43 

Fiorida State ................... 14 .............. 24 ............. 38 

Miami ........................ 18 ............ 5 .......... 23 
Boston College .................. 8 .............. 10 ............. 18 

Virginia Tech ................ 4 ............. 3 ............ 7 

Notre Dame ....................... - ................. - ................ - 

Syracuse ........................... 1 ................. - ............... 1 

Below is a list of ACC Career Player and Rookie of 
the Week selections. 

Career Player of the Week 
(among active players} 

9 .- Alyssa Thomas, Maryiand 

Career Player of the Week 
18 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2000-04) 

Player of the Week (single-season} 
6 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2002-03) 
6 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2003-04) 

Rookie of the Week (single-season} 
9 --Tracy Connor; Wake Forest (1992-93) 

9 - Elizabeth Williams, Duke (2011-12) 

Duke was flawless on its home court during the 2012-13 

season. ACC learns were a combirled ~.33.-62 (.582) when 
defending their home courts in 2012-13. 

Team Years Record 

Boston Coilege ............................... 6th .......... 86-45 

Clernson ........................................ 36th ...... 363-170 

Duke ............................................. 36th ....... 401-111 

Florida State .......................... 20th ...... 197-113 

Georgia Tech .................................. 2nd ......... !3-8 

Maryland ...................................... 12th ........ 164-29 

IVliam, i ............................................ 8th ........ 132-57 

North Caroiina .............................. 37th ...... 472-]05 

NC State ................................ 37th ...... 405-118 

Notre Dame .................................. 37th ........ 390-90 

Pitt ............................................... 11th ......... 85-66 

Syracuse ......................................... 9th ........ 96--44 

Virginia ........................................... 8th ......... 163-96 

Virginia Tech .................................. 8th .......... 88-57 

Wake Fores[ ........................... 34th ..... 250-221 

’Team Games Total Average 

Boston College .................... 7 ............. 5122 ............ 705 

Clem.son .............................. 8 ............. 4634 ............ 579 

Duke ................................... 7 ............ 28636 .......... 4773 

Florida State ....................... 7 ............ 13428 .......... 1918 

Georgia Tech ....................... 7 ............. 5158 ............ 737 

Maryland ............................ 9 ............ 38261 .......... 4251 

Miami ................................ 10 ............ 6306 ............ 631 

North Carolina .................... 8 ............ 16593 .......... 2422 

NC State .............................. 8 ............. 8639 ........... 1080 

Notre Dame ........................ 6 ............ 51196 .......... 8533 

Pi~ ................................... 7 ............ 1.3089 .......... 1870 
Syracuse .............................. 7 ............. 2235 ............ 319 

Virginia ............................... 6 ............ 20293 .......... 3382 

Virginia Tech ....................... 8 ............. 993? ........... 1242 

Wa ke Forest ........................ 6 ............. 2958 ............ 493 

17,950 ............. North Carolina a[ Maryland (1/28/07) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

17,950 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/18/07) 
............................. Comcas[ Center; College Park, Md. 

17,243 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/13/05) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

16,344. ........................... Duke at Maryland (2/22/09) 

....................... Comcast Center, College Park, Md 

16,135 ................ Florida State at Maryland (2/24/08) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

16,097 .............................. Duke at Maryland (1/8/06) 

....................... Comcas[ Center; College Park, Md. 

15,853 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/24/13) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

15,531 ............................ Duke at Maryland (1/14/08) 

....................... Comcast Center, College Park, Md 

15,150 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/19/12) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

14,500 ........................ Virginia at Maryland (2/12/92) 

...................... Cole Field House, College Park, Md. 

Coach, Schoo~ Yrs W-IL 

Erik Johnson, BC ............................. 5 ............... 93-76 

Audra Smith CU .............................. 9 ........... 146-]44 

Joanne R McCaliie, DU ................. 21 ........... 503-184 

Sue Semrau, FS ............................. 15 ........... 308-202 

MaCheile Joseph, GT .................... 10 ........... 203-]25 

Brenda Frese, MD .................... 14 ........ 347-125 

Katie Meier, UM ........................... 12 ........... 231-156 

Sylvia Hatchell, NC ....................... 38 ........... 908-321 

Wes Moore, S-[. ............................ 24 ........... 571-170 
Muffet McGraw, ND ..................... 31 ........... 726-258 

Suzie McConneiI-Serio, UP ............. 6 ............. 131-75 

O.uentin Hilisman, SU ................. 7 .......... 155--90 

Joanne Boyle, VA .......................... 11 ........... 252-124 

Dennis Wolff) VT ............................. 2 ............... 27-46 

Jen Hoover; WF .............................. 2 ............... 42-36 

Coach, School Yrs W-L 

Erik .Johnson, BC ............................. 2 ............... 2]-24 

Audra Sm.ith, CU .............................. -. .................. 8-6 
Joanne R McCal[ie, DU ................... 7 ............. 187-36 

Sue Semrau, FS ............................. 17 ........... 308-202 

MaCheile Joseph, GT ................ 11 ........ 203-125 

Brenda Frese, MD ........................ 12 ............. 290-95 

Katie Meier, DM ............................. 9 ........... 155-~11 

Sylvia Hatchell, NC ....................... 28 ........... 636-241 

Wes Moore, ST ................................ - ................. 13-1 

Muffet McGraw, ND ..................... 27 ........... 638-217 

Suzie McConne[l-Sedo, UP .............. -. .................. 8-.7 
Quentin Hilisman, SU ..................... 8 ............. 155-90 
Joanne Boyle, VA ............................ 3 ............... 48-31 

Dennis Wolff, V-l. ...................... 3 ............ 27--46 

Jen Hoover, WF .............................. 2 ............... 22-23 

Coach, School ACC Tourn ACC Games 
Erik Johnson, BC ..................... 1-1 ............. 5--13 
Audra Smith, CU .............................. - ........................ - 

Joanne R McCailie, DU ............. 1.3-3 ............... 77-13 

Sue Semrau, F5 ..................... 6-16 ........ 128-117 

MaCheile Joseph, GT ................. 8-10 ............... 71-77 

Brenda Frese, MD ..................... 15-9 ............. !07-$7 

Katie Meieq. UM ..................... 2-8 ............ 53--65 

Sylvia Hatche[I, NC .................. 46-19 ........... 258-148 

Wes Moore, ST ................................ - ........................ - 
Muffet McGraw; ND ........................ -. ....................... - 
Suzie McConnei[-Serio .................... - ................... 0-1 

Quentin Hilisman, SD ...................... - ........................ - 

Joanne Boyle, VA .................... 1-2 ............ 17--17 

Dennis Wolff, VT .......................... 0-2 ................. 7-27 

Jen Hoover; WF ........................... 1-] .................. 5-13 



............................................... Alyssa Thomas, MD (Drexel, N25) 

.................................... Tyaunna Marshaii. GT (Southern Utah, N29) 
2013-14 DOUBLE-DOUBLES 4g .................................................... CheiseaDouglas, WF(FIU, D29 ............................................. NatalieAch°nwa, ND(f~ennState, D4) 

32 .......................................................... Uju U~oka, ~ 0ndiana, D4) ......................................................... Madison Cable, ND (UC~, D7) 

3~ ................................... Deadca Hamb% WF (South Alabama, D20) ......................................................... Laur~n Mincy, MD (Siem~a. 

Player, School Career ACC Tot. 30 .......................................... Chelsea Douglas, WF (Delaware, [115) ............................................. Kat Cooper, ~C (New ~am~sh~re, D~5) 

Alyssa Thomas, St., M D ................. (48) ....... - ....... 12 ............................................................. AiHsha Gray, NC (UCLA, N17) ............................................... Katie Zenevitch, BC (Holy Cross, D21) 

Natasha Howard, Sn, FS ................. (31) ....... - ......... 4 .......................................... Jewell Loyd ND ,Centrai Michigan D22) ...................................... Markesisha Gatlin~, ST (Kansas State, D28) 

29 ........................................... Brianna Butie~ SU (Texas A&M. N30) ................................ Nikki D~xon, CU (Middle Tennessee State, D29) 

Natalie Achonwa, St., ND ............... (23) ....... - ......... 3 ................................................. Kaela Davis, GT (Alabama A&M, DT) 20 .................................................. Brianna Kiesel, LIP (~ucknell, 

Tyaunna Marshall, St, GT ............... (17) ....... - ......... 3 ....................................... ~a~e Zenev~tch, BC (Mount St. Ma~’s, J I) .................................................... Kae~a Davis, GT (Co,pin State, N8) 

Kody Burke, Sr., ST ......................... (~4) ....... - ......... ] 28 ............................................ Dearica Hamby, WF (Campbell, N13) .......................................... ~aela Davis, GT (Western Carolina, N~0) 

..................................................... Kaela Davis, GT (Tennessee, N]7) ............................................... Markeisha Gatling, SF {Towson, NI~) 

Dearica Hamby, Jr., WF .................. (]4) ................ ~ ................................... Diamond DeShields, NC (Arizona State. N29) ............................................... Trk:ia IJston, DU (USC Upstate, N1.4) 

Elizabeth Williams, in, DU ............. (]3) ....... - ......... ] ...................................................... Tricia Liston, DU (Kentucky, D22) ...................................... Alyssa Thomas, MD (Connec~cut, N~5) 

Qui nyo~a Pe~away, Sr., CU ........... (]3) ....... - ......... ~ ............................. Aiyssa Thomas, MD (College of Charleston, D29) ................................................. Tffda Uston, DU (Alabama N~7} 

27 .................................................... Uju U~oka, V[ (Richmond, N27) ........................ Stephan~e Mavun~a, NC (Coastal CarolMa, N2~} 

Uju U~oka, Sn, VT .......................... (]3) ....... - ......... 8 ................................................ Dearica Hamby, WF (California, N29) ............................................. Kelila Atkinson, WF (Radford, N22} 

Haley Peters, Sr., DU ...................... (]2) ....... - ......... 2 ................................................. Chelsea Dou~ias, WF (Belmonl, D3) ........................................... Serafina MaukJpe, VT (Hofs[ra, N23) 

Asia Logan, Sr., UP ......................... (]2) ....... - ......... 4 ................................................... £vaunna Marshall, G£ (Illinois, D4) ....................................... Fricia Liston, DU {Central M~chi~an, N29) 

.................................................... Uju U~oka, ~,~ (USC Upstale, D15) ..................................... Sarah Imovb~oh, VA (Kansas State, N29} 

Sarah Imovbioh, So., VA ................ (]~) ....... - ......... 6 ................................................. Brianna Kiese UP (Duquesne D29) .................................. Tyaunna Marshall, GT (McNeese State, 

Ka~e Zenevitch, Sr., BC .................. (~) ....... - ......... 4 ............................................................ Natasha Howard, FS (Pi~, J2) ................................. Markeisha Gatih~, ST (at Northwestern, DS) 

Stephanie Mavunga, Fr., NC ............ (8) ....... - ......... 8 26 .......................................... Chelsea Douglas, WF (Marquette, N9) ............................................. Keyona Hayes, UM (at Minnesota. DS) 

................................................ Bri~ney Sykes, SU (Dartmouth, N~4) ...................................................... Alexis Jones, DU {Oklahoma, Dg) 

Chelsea Gray, Sr., DU ....................... (6) ....... - ......... 2 ............................................................ uji, Jsok~, -. ~ ’H :-f,,s~ra, + N23) ....................................................... Jewell Loyd, ND (Michigan, 

Kristen Doherty, Sr., BC .................... (6) ....... - ......... ] ........................................................ Caprice Dennis, UM (Yale, N25) ........................................... Brianna Kiesel, UP (Old Dominion, D15) 

Keyona Hayes, So., UM .................... (6) ....... - ......... ] ..................................................... Natasha Howard, FS (Stetson, 29) ................................................. AIIisha Gray, NC (New Orleans, 

....................................................... Markeisha Gatling, SF {Elon, Dg) .................................... Diamond DeShieids, NC (New Orleans, 
Shakeya Leary, SU ........................... (5) ...... - ......... 4 .............................................................. Kaela Davis, GT (UTER D20) ...................................................... Bri~ney Sykes, SU (Temple, D]6) 

Brianna Kiesel, Jr., UP ...................... (5) ....... - ......... 3 .............................................. Na[asha Howard, FS (UT-Marfin, D28) ................................ Stephanie MawJn~a, NC (South Carolina, 

Ivey Slaughter, Fn, FS ....................... (6) ....... - ......... 6 25 ............................................ Ataira Franklin, VA (Tennessee, N28) ...................................................... BalOney Sykes, SU (Niagara, D19) 

................................................... Dearica Hamby, WF (Nevada. N30) .................................................... Natasha Howard, FS (Pacific, D20) 

Monet Tellier, Sr., VT ........................ (5) ....... - ......... 2 ................................................. Xylina McDaniel, NC {Nebraska, D4) ..................................... Chelsea Douglas, WF (South Alabama, D20) 

Xylina McDaniel, So., NC ................. (4) ....... - ......... ~ ................................................ Alyssa Thomas, MD (Ohio State, D4) ................................................ Bd~any Sykes, SU (St. Joseph’s, 

Tricia Liston, St., DU ......................... (4) ....... - ......... ] ........................................................ Brii~ney Sykes, SU (at Iowa. DS) ............................................ Kayla McBride, ND (Oregon State, D29) 

Jewell Loyd, So., ND ........................ (3) ....... - ......... 3 

Alicia DeVaughn, Sr., MD ................. (3) ....... - .......... - 

Kaela Davis, Fr., GT .......................... (3) ....... - ......... 3 

Kayla McBride, Sr., ND ..................... (3) ....... - .......... - 

Taya Reimer, Fr., ND ......................... (3) ....... - ......... 3 

Brittany Sykes, SU ............................ (3) ....... - ......... :1 

Roddreka Rogers, So., GT ................ (3) ....... - ......... 3 

Allisha Gray, Fr., NC .......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Hannah Young, So., VT .................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Markisha Wright, Jr., ND .................. (2) ....... - .......... - 

Ataira Franklin, St., VA ..................... (2) ....... - .......... - 

Taijah Campbell, VT ......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Len’Nique Brown, ST ....................... (:1) ....... - ......... :1 

......................................................... Keiiy Gramiich, CU (UN[V, DIg) 

...................................................... Markeisha Gaffing, ST (LSU, D20) 

................................................................. Kodv Burke, SF (LSU, D20} 

............................................... Brianna giesei, UP (UL Monroe, D20) 

............................................ Bdar,,na Butler, SU (Arizona State, D30) 
24 ................................. Natasha Howard, FS (UNC Greensboro, Ng) 

................................................. Vanessa Panousis, VT (Fklrida, N:14) 

.................................... Bri;.:tany Brown, FS (Prairie View A&M, N:17) 

....................................................... Morgan Jones, FS (Florida, N21) 

............................................................ Kodv Burke, SF (Tulane, N2,1) 

................................. Diamond DeSi~ieids, NC (Arkansas State, N2g) 

......................................... [en’Nique Brown, ST (Wright State, N29) 

.............................................. Stephanie Mavunga, NC (Illinois, N30) 

.................................................... Kelly Gramlk:h, CU (SC Stale, D14) 

...................................................... Shakeya LeaDt. SU (Temple, D16) 

......................................................... Loiiya Briggs, UP (DePaui, D19) 

.......................................................... Dearica Hamby, WF (FLU, D29} 

................................. Markesisha Gaffing, ST (San Diego State, D30) 

Jessica Washington, Fr., NC ............ (1) ....... - ......... :1 ................................................................... Nikki Dixon, CU (NJff, .12) 

Morgan Jones, R-So., FS .................. (:1) ....... - ......... :1 23 ............................................ Dearica Hamb~,; WF (Marque~e, [t9) 
..................................... Nikki Dixon, CU (Cal Slate Norlhridge, N:17) 

Briana Day, Fr., SU ........................... (:1) ....... - ......... :1 ....................................................... Nicole Boudreau, BC (BYU, N:16} 
Charmaine Tay, Jr., CU ..................... (1) ....... - ......... :1 ...................................................... Brittney Sykes, SU (Corneii, 

.............................. 71, Goodw,n-_o~eman, ST (San Diego State, D30) 

............................................... Brianna Kiese[, Pitt (Florida State, .12) 

Team ACC    Non-ACC    Overall 

Boston College ............... 0-0 ............... 0-i ............. 0-:1 

Ciemson ......................... O-O ............... 2-0 ............. 2-0 

Duke ........................ 0-0 ............... O-0 ........... 0-0 

Ashlee Anderson, Fn, UP ................. (:1) ....... - ......... :1 

Markeisha Gatling, Sn, ST ................ (:1) ....... - ......... :1 

Jassany Williams, R-Jn, UM ............. (:1) ....... - ......... :1 

Vanessa Panousis, Fn, VT ................. (:1) ....... - ......... :1 

Brianna Butler, So., SU .................... (:1) ................. - 

Rachel Coffey, Sr., SU ....................... (:1) ................ 

Chyna Golden, Jn, UP ...................... (:1) ................. 

Dawnn Maye, St., GT ...................... (:1) ................. 

Nyilah Jamison-Myers, So., CU ........ (:1) 

Alexis Jones, So., DU ........................ (:1) 

Richa Jackson, Sn, DU ...................... (:1) 

Laurin Mincy, R-Jr., MD .................... (:1) ................. 

Kelsey Wolfe, Sn, VA ........................ (:1) ................. 

Nia Evans, Sn, VT ............................. (:1) ................. 

................................................. Kody Burke, ST (Morgan Stale, NZ8) 

........................... Brianna Butler, SU (Maryiand Eastern Shore, N20) 

............................................ Aiaim Franklin, VA (West Virginia, N24) 

..................................... Elizabeth Williams, DU (at Marque~e, N24) 

....................................... Caprice Dennis, UM (St. Frands (NY), N29) 

....................................... Aiyssa [homas, MD (l~xas Southern, N29) 

.................................................. Brianna Butler, SU (Memphis, N29) 

................................................. Caprice Dennis, UM (Missouri, N30) 

......................................... Natasha Howard, FS (Michigan State, D4} 

...................................................... Tricia Uston, DU (Oklahoma, Dg) 

.................................................... %iaunna Marshall, G] (UTEP, D20) 

.............................................. Kristen Doherty, BC (Providence, 

22 ................................................ Chelsea Gra~/~ DU (California, N:tO) 
............................................. Jewell Loyd, ND (Michigan State, N11) 

.............................................. Chelsea Douglas, WE (Campbell, NI.3) 

.............................................. Morgan Jones, FS (at Cincinna~, 

..................................................... Jewell Loyd, ND (Valparaiso, N16) 

................................................ Chelsea Douglas, WF (Radford, N22} 

................................................. Ci~elsea Douglas, WF (Arizona, N27) 

........................................................... Trk:ia Liston, DU (Xavk_% N28) 

................................................... Kayla McBride, ND (Duquesne, 

........................................................... Alexis Jones, DU (Purdue, 

Florida State ................... O-O ............... O-O ............. O-O 

Georgia Tech .................. O-O ............... 

Maryland .................. O-O ............ O.-O ........... O-O 

Miami ............................ O-O ............... 0-2 ............. 0-2 

North Carolina ............... O-O 

NC State .................... O-O ............ O.-O ........... O-O 

Notre Dame .................. O-O ............... O-O ............. O-O 

Pitt ................................. 0-0 ............... 0-I ............. 0-:~ 

Syracuse ......................... O-O ............... 2--1 ............. 2-1 

Virginia ........................... O-O ............... :1-1 ............. 1-:1 

Virginia Tech .................. O-O 

Wake Fores~ ............... O-O ............ 1--O ........... 1-O 

Ore rf:ime Games 

N16 .......................... BYU def. Boston College, 70-69 (OT) 

N23 ......................... Virginia Tech def Hofstra, 77-72 (OT) 

N24 ...... No. 4/3 Louisville def Florida State, 69-59 (OT) 

....................................... Faith Randol~. VA (MD Eastern Shore, D:17) 
Quinyo~a Pettaway, CU (Creighton, D20) 

..................................................... Asia Logan, UP (UI_ Monroe, D20) 

:12 pts, :[3 rebs, :1:1 assists ................... AIvssa Thomas, MD ...................................................... Ataira Franklin, W~ (Tulane, D20) 

........................................................................ (Sienna, Dg) ........................................................... [Jju Ugoka, ~,q- (Radford. D2:l) 

:18 pts, 12 rebs, :10 assists ................... AIyssa Thomas, MD .................................................... Keisey Wolfe, VA (Princeton, D29) 

................................................................... (Wofford, D28) ............................................. Tyaunna Marshall, GT (Hampton, D30) 

21 ...................................... Shakeva Lea~, SU (Washington St, N10) 

.......................................................... Uju Ugoka, VT (Bucknell, N17) 

......................... Diamond DeShields, NC {Coastal Carolina, N21} 

................................................. Charmaine Ta% CU (at USF, N24} 

N29 .Arizona ,~tate .)4, No. 12/12 North ,.arolina 8:1 (OT) 
D20 ......................................... Tulane 79, Virginia 72 (OT) 



iNDIViDUAL 

Points Scored ....................................................................... 

................................ Che&ea Douglas, WF (FLU, D29) 

.................................. Uju Ugoka, \,q- (at Indiana, D41 

.............. Deark:a Hamb% WF (South A~abama, D20) 

................. Chelsea Douglas, WF (vs Delaware, 

................................ AIlisha Gra% NC (a[ UCLA, 

Rebounds ............................................................................ 20 

................................. Haley Peters, DU (vs USC Upstate, N14) 

Field Goal Percentage (rain. 8 made) ............... 1.000 (10-10) 

............... Stephanie Mavunga NC (a,: Coastal Carolina N21} 

............................................................................... 1.000 (8-8) 

........................... Kayla McBride, ND (South Dakota State, 

3-Point Field Goals ................................................................ 9 

.............................................. Chelsea Douglas, WF (FLU, D29) 

Free Throw Percentage (rain. 8 made) ................. 1~000 (9-9) 

................................................ Kristen Doherty, BC {FLU, N21} 

Assists .................................................................................. 13 

.................................. Chelsea Gray, DU {a~ Marquette, N24) 

Steals ..................................................................................... 9 

................................... Dearic Hamb% WF (at Marquette Ng) 

Blocked Shots ........................................................................ 6 

............................................ Shakeye Leary, SU {Temple, D16} 

TEAM 

Points Scored .......... 124, North Carolina (New Orleans, D16) 

Margin of Victory ..................... g~, Duke (USC Up~ate, N14) 

.................................. 83, No[th Carolina (New Orleans, D16} 

Rebounds .............................. 64, Virgkfia Tech (Howard, Ng) 

....................................... 64, Maryland (Delaware State, 

Field Goal Percemage ......................................... 643 (45-70} 

........................................ North Carolina (New Orleans, 

3-Point Field Goa& ........................ 15, Miami (Oakland, N19) 

......................... 15, @racuse (MaHland Eastern Shore, N20) 

I-Point Field Goal Percentage (mh~. i0 md) ....... 657 (10-15) 

.......................................................... Mawb~nd (Sk~nna, D10) 

Free Throws Made.._35, Georgia l~ch (PoRland State, D17) 

Free Throw Percentage (mh~ 13 rod) ................ 1.000 (17-17} 

.................................................... Syracuse (SL .Joseph’s, D2~ 

Assi~s ....................... 34, Noah Carolina (New Orleans, D16) 

Stea~s ........... 25, North Carolina (ChaHeston Southern, D14) 

Blo@ed Shots .................................. ~2, Duke, (kentuk~ D22} 

POLL PLACING 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Team ............... PS. NI:[. N:[8 N2S _ D2 _. D9. 
Connecticut ....... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ..... 1......1 ...... 1 ...... 1 .............. 
Notre Dame ...... 6..,,. 6.,,..,5 ,,.., S ,,.,,4 ...... 4,..,,.4 .,,.. 2 ...... 2 
Duke ................. 2,,.., 2,..,,.2 ..,,.2 ..,..2 ...... 2..,..,2 ,,..,~ ...... 
Stanford ............. 3 _....3 ...... 6 _... 6.._..6 ...... 6 _....6 .._. 4 ....... 4 
-[enr, essee .......... 4 ..._.4 _.._3 .._. 3_.._3 ...... 
Kentucky ............ 7 _....7 ...... 7 _... 7.._..5 ...... 5 _....5 ..... 6 ....... 6 
Louisville ............ 5 ..._.5 _....4 .._. 4......7 ...... 7 ..._.7 ..... 7 ....... 7 
Marylan~J ......... 8_... 8......8 .__8 .._.8 ...... 8.._..8 _...8 ...... 8 
Baylor ............... 10 ......9......9 .. _. 9 _....9 ...... 9 ......9 _... 9 ....... 9 
North Carolina :[2,,. :[2,._:[2 .., :[:[ ..,:[8 ..,.:[&,,.:[4 ,.. 
Oklahoma State21 _.20 ... 20 ... 19... 14 ....14 ....:[3 ... 11.....11 
Colorado .......... :[9 ....17 ... :[6 ... 14_. :[1 ....:[1 ....1:[ ... 12.....12 
South Carolina.22 _..2t ... t9 _. 17._ 12 ....10 ._. :i 0 ... t~_...t~ 
iowa State ........ 23 ....22 _. 22 ._ 23_. 20 ...J7 .._15 _. 14..._ 14 
Penn State ........ 13 _..~3 ... 14 ... 13._ 10 ....12 _.J7 ... 15__.15 
LSU ............... 15.., 14 ~. 15 ._ 15_. 13 ,_13 ..,12 _. 16.,_16 
Purdue ............ 18 _.18., 18 _. 16., 16 ..., 18 _.18., 17_..,17 
Nebraska ........ 17 ..,15 _. 11 ,~ 10_. 15 ,_19 ..,19 _. 18.,_18 
Georgia ............ 24....24 ... 23 ... 22... 19 ....16....16... 19.....19 
Syracuse ............ - ...... - ....... - ...... - ,_22 ,..,25,..,2~ .., 20 .,,.20 
Florida State ...... - ...... - ....... - ...... - ..,...- ...... -._.24 ,.. 32 
iowa .......................................... 2.5 ....2:i ._.22 ... 2:[_...22 
California ........... 9 ....10 ... :[7 ._ 20_. 21 .._22 ....2:[ _. 23..._23 
Arizona State ........................................................ 24 
Oklahoma ........ 1:[ ....11 _. 10 ._ 18_. 17 .._20....20 _. 25..._25 
Gonzaga ........... 25._.25 ... 24 _.24... 24 ....23._.25 ... 24 ........ - 
Texas A&M ....... 16 ....16 _. 13 ._ 12_. 23 .._24 ....... - _.... -. ....... - 
Michigan State.20....19 ... 21 ... 21 .................................. 
DePaul ................. - ....... - ... 25 ... 25 .................................. 
Dayton ............. 14 ....23 ...... - ...... -...... - ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ - 

USA TODAYiESPN 
Team ............... PS.N:[2. N19 N26,. D3, D10, D!7 .D24. 
Connecticut ...... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 .... 1_.. ~1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ...... 1 
Notre Dame ...... 7_.., 6,_._6 _._6_,_5 ...... 4.._.,4 ,_.,2 ...... 2 
Duke ................ 2_._ 2_._.2 __.2._..2 ...... 2_._.2 
Stanford ............. 3 ......5 ...... S ..... 5......4 ...... 4 ......5 ..... 4 ....... 4 
Tennessee .......... 4 ._...3 ......4 ..... 4......3 ...... 3 ._...3 ..... 5 ....... 5 
Kentucky ............ 8 ......8 ......7 ..... 7......6 ...... 6 ......6 ..... 6 ....... 6 
l.ouisville ............ 5 ._...4 ..._.3 _... 3..._.7 ...... 7 ._...7 ..... 7 ....... 7 
Maryland ......... 6,,.., 7,.._.8 ._,.8 ..,_8 ...... 8_,..,8 ,__8 ...... 8 
Baylor ............... 10 _....9 .._..9 _... 9.._..9 ...... 9 _....9 .._. 9 ....... 9 
iowa State ...... 20 ..,18 _. 16 ,~ 
North Carolina :[1_./4,...12 .., 
South Carolina .21 .._17 _. 14 ._ 13_. 10 ._.10 .._10 _. 12.._.12 
Oklahoma State24 ...24 ... 23 ... 23... 19 ....18....16 ... 13.._.13 
Colorado .......... 19 ....19 ... 20 ... 19... 17 .... 15 ....14 ... 14..... 14 
Nebraska .......... 12 _..10 ... 10 ... 10... 13 ....16....17 ... 15.....15 
LSU ................... 17._.:[6 ... 18 _. 17._ 14 .... 13 __:[2 ... 16_...16 
Per, n State ........ :iS ....15 _. :[-3 ._ 14_. :il ._.:i2 .._18 _. :[ 7.._.:[ 7 
Georgia ............ 22__22 ... 2:[ _.21._ 18 ....17 _.. :i 5 ... 1&....18 
Purdue ............. 23 ....22 ... 22 ._ 22_. 22 ._.23....21 _. 19.._.19 
Florida State ...... - ...... - ....... - ...... - ,.,.,.- ,._25.._23 ,., 20 _..20 
California ............ 9....11 ... 17 ...20... 21 ....2:[....20 _. 22.....21 
Oklahoma ........ :[4 ....13 ... :[3 ... 16_. :[5 .._:[9 ....19 ... 24..._22 
iowa ................................................. 24 ._.25 ... 25_...23 
Syracuse ............ - ...... o ....... - ...... - ..,2~ ...... - ....... o ,,. 2:3 __24 
Arizona State ........................................................ 25 
Gonza~a .............. - ....... -_. 2-3 ._ 24_. 24 __22 ....22 _. 2t ........ - 
Texas A&M ....... :[3 _..12 ... 11 ... 11._ 20 .._20 _..24 ...... - ........ - 
Michigan State. 18 ...20 _. 19 ._ 18_. 25 ....... -..._..-_....-. ....... - 
DePaul ................. --._....- .._.. - _. 25 .................................. 
Vanderbilt ........... - ....2S .............................................. 
UCLA ................ 25 ....... - ...... - ...... - ...... - ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ - 
Dayton ............. 16 ....21 ... 24. ....................................... 



Boston College Eagles (9-5, 0-0 Ace) 
OPP 

DATE 

N9 

NI2 

NI6 
N~l 

N28 

N29 

N30 

D5 

D8 

029 

J:[ 

J5 

J9 

.1:[2 

J23 

J26 

J30 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F:[3 

F~6 

F20 

F27 

M2 

OPP       REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP_.. USA__AP_. USA ......... SCORE _...FG%.... FG% ......... MAR 

Stanford .................... - .......... - ....... 3 ....... 3 .......... L, 71-83 ....... 390 ..556 ......... 26/44 

at Hofstra ................ - .......... - ........ - ....... - ......... W, 80-63 ...... 474 _.257 ......... 44/52 

at BYU ...................... - .......... - ........ - ....... - ,..., L, 69-}’00T .._.. 324 ._403 ......... 4:[/52 

Florida Int ................. .-. ......... --. ....... - ....... -. ........ W, 89.-69 ...... 525 _.408 ......... 39/20 

Cancun Challenge in Cancun, Mexico 

vs U~C--Wilmingto~., .-. ......... --. ....... - ....... -, ........ W~ 75.-S~ ...... ~64 _.283 ......... 46/33 

vs Iowa .................... - .......... - ...... RV..... RV ......... L, 68-78 ...... 444 ._448 ......... 32/3~ 

vs USC ..................... - .......... - ........ - ....... - .......... L, 52-79 ...... 340...549 ......... 29/36 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec, 5 

at W~sconsin .............................. - ....... - .......... L, 59-74 ...... 455 ...474 ......... 35/27 

Har~ord ..................................................... W, 65-45 ...... 377 ._333 ......... 48/26 

Boston University ....................................... W, 63-52 ...... 429._27Z ......... 47/33 

New Hampshire .......................................... W, 65-40 ...... 4~Z ,33~4 ......... 38/32 

~oly Cross .................................................. W, 77-60 ...... 459 ._3~9 ......... 44/40 

at Providence ............................................ W, 80-7~ ...... 509 ,..45~ ......... 3Z/28 

Mount St. Mary’s ....................................... W, 8:[-67 ...... 443 ...393 ......... 45/28 

V~rg~a Tech ~ 

at Duke ~ 

Miami ~ 

North Carolina~ 

a~ NC State ~ 

Wake Forest ~ 

at Pi~sbur~h * 

at V~rg~nia -[~ch~ 

V~rg~nia ~ 

at F~oHda State ~ 

Mawland * 

at Georgia Tech ~ 

Clemson Tigers (8-6, 0-0 ACC} 
CU OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N20 

N24 

N27 

D5 

D19 

D20 

O21 

029 

J2 

J5 

J20 

~23 

.~26 

J30 

F2 

~6 

F9 

F13 

~20 

F23 

F27 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.,,. USA,,.,AP.,, USA ......... SCORE ,..,. FG%.,.. FG% ......... 

Davidson ...................................... - ........ --. .......... L, 57-77 .....373 ,_. 442 ......... 34/37 

Woffo~ ....................................... - ........ - .......... W, 72-50,,..,492.._. 213 ......... 43/37 

Cal State Northridge .................... ... ....... - ........... L, 53-69 .,...322,..,. 433 ......... 36/4C 

South Carolina ............................ 19.._. 14 .......... L, 4~-68 ,.._292._.. 456 ......... 27/4~ 

at South F~odda ........................... - ....... RV ......... W, 68-65,.._55:[._.. 533 ......... 27/3~ 

Radford ........................................ - ........ - .......... ’A~ 4~-39.._.~72,..., 

North Fk)rMa ............................... --. ....... - .......... Vk~ 48.-44._..400_... 3~5 ......... 29/45 

at UNCG ....................................... - ........ - .......... W, 77-TL...,B2L._. 407 ......... ~8/24 

SC State ....................................... - ........ - .......... W, 88-4&,..,579.._. 281 ......... 44/28 

Due[ i~ the Desert - Las Vegas, ~V 

at UNLV ....................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 54-63 .....354..... 488 ......... 34/34 

Crei~hton .................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 56-52.....4~3.._. 370 ......... 36/37 

Oregon State ............... - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 4~-74 .....280..... 426 ......... 32/45 

MTSU .......................... - ......... - ....... RV._.. RV .......... L, 5~-76 .._.41L.... 500 ......... 26/39 

at NJIT ......................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... ~t~ 84-37.....565..... 260 ......... 37/39 

at Notre Dame * 

Georgia Tech * 

P~ttsburgh * 

at North Carolina * 

W~ke Forest ~ 

at SyFacuse * 

Miam~ * 

at Georgia -[~ch * 

at Virginia * 

Duke * 

a~ Maryland *. 

NC State * 

at Pi~sburgh * 

Boston College * 

~lorida State * 

at Virginia ]~ch* 

Duke Blue Devils (13-10 0-0 ACC} 
DU       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPONENT ................ AP,., USA,.,.AP,,. USA ....... SCORE ...... FG%,., FG% .......... MAR 
NI0 at California ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... 9 ....... 9 ........ W, 70-58 .._.424..._323 ......... 46/39 
N14 USC Upstate ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ....... W, 123-40 .... 46g.....207 ......... 63/24 
N17 Alabama ..................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W, 92-57 _...523._..400 ......... 47/27 

N2:[ Vanderbik ................... 2 ........ 2 ...... RV.....RV ....... W, g8-69 ..... 517.._.491 .......... 32/29 
N24 at Marque;_%e .............. 2 ........ 2 ...... RV,...,RV ....... W, 7g-61 .._.500..._333 ......... 35/45 

Paradise Jam (St, Thomas, U.S, Virgin islands} 
[’428 vs. Xavier .................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ V~ g1-54 ..,,.596,..,,364 ......... 39/24 

N29 vs. Central Michigan ,. 2 ........ 2 ....... -. ....... -. ....... W, 97-64 ..,..493 .._.323 ......... 53/33 

N30 vs. Kansas ................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W, 73-40 .....429.....204 ......... 54/28 
Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, S 

D5 Purdue ........................ 2 ........ 2 ...... 16 ,..., 22 ....... V~ 99-7g ..,,. 559,...,391 ......... 46/33 

D8 at Oklahoma ............... 2 ........ 2 ...... 17 ,..., 15 ....... W, 94-85 .._.533..._475 ......... 31/29 
Jimmy V Classic {Durham, N,C.} 

D17 Connecticut ............... 2 ........ 2 ....... 1 ....... 1 ......... L, 61-83 ...... 41S._..492 ......... 31/39 

D19 Albanv ........................ 2 ........ 2 ....... -. ....... -, ....... W, 80-5] ...... 599 .._.365 ......... 35/24 
D22 at Kentucky ................. 2 ........ 2 ....... 5 ....... 6 ........ W, 69-61 .._.441..._333 ......... 46/42 

J2 Old Dominion ............. 3 ........ 3 ....... -. ....... -. ....... W, 87-53 ..._ 522 .....429 ......... 47/24 

J5 at Georgia Tech* 
J9 at Syracuse* 

J12 Boston College* 

J16 Virginia~ 

J19 at Virginia Tech* 

J23 at Florida State* 

.126 Pittsburgh* 

J30 at Miami* 

F6 at Clemson* 

Ft0 North Carolina* 

F17 Maryland ~ 

F20 N.C. State* 

F23 at Notre Dame" 

F27 Wake Forest* 

M2 at North Carolina* 

Florida State Seminoles (13-i, 1-0 ACC} 
FS        OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPONENT ............. AP .,. USA,,..AP.,, USA ......... SCORE .....FG%.,., FG% ........ MAR 

N8 tJNC-Greensboro..... RV _...RV ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 93-59.....586.._. 299 ........ 48/34 

N13 at Cincinnati ........... RV .,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 63-58,,...407...,. 365 ........ 30/43 

N17 Prairie View A&M .,, RV .,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, g8-37,,...492...,. 218 ........ 51/31 

N21 at Florida ................. RV .._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 76-68._..455_._ 317 ........ 42/3g 

N24 at [ouisvilk_~ ............. RV .._.RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........ L, 59--69 OT...403,.._ 364 ........ 46/40 

N29 Stetson ................... RV .._.RV ...... --. ....... - .......... W, 79.-49._..469..._ 321 ........ 47/25 

D1 at Miami (OH) .......... RV .....RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 71-62.....373..... 392 ........ 44/27 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge-Dec. 4 

D4 Mk:higan State ........ RV .._.RV .....RV _... 25 ......... W, 60.-58._..328..._ 355 ........ 36/46 
Dg Jacksonville ............. RV .._.RV ...... --. ....... - .......... W, 71.-33._..493..._ 254 ........ 43/36 

D16 North Florida ......... 24.,...,25 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 61-42...,.357,,.., 326 ........ 3g/27 

Long Beach Classic 

[.)20 Pacific ..................... 24.._..23 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 73-66,.._390.._. 406 ........ 41/40 

D2:[ [.BSC ......................... 24.._..23 ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 72-57_._482._.. 267 ........ 48/3i 
D2g UT-Martin ................ 22..-..20 ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 76-53...-545.-.. 354 ........ 41/20 

J2 at Pi~sburgh* ......... 21...,..20 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 78-69.,...452...,. 409 ........ 45/40 

39 at Miami" 

J12 North Carolina~ 

.~I6 at NC State* 

J!.9 at Virginia 

J23 Duke* 

J25 Virginia Tech* 

F2 at Wake Forest* 

F9 Boston College* 

F13 at Syracuse* 

F16 Miami" 

t:20 at Maryland~ 

F23 at Clemson~ 

F27 Georgia Tech* 

M2 Virginia* 



Georgia Tech (10-3, 0-0 ACC) 
GT OPP 

DATE 

N10 

N~7 

N24 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP-,. USA--AP-, USA ......... SCORE -.,.FG%.,., FG% ......... MAR 

Coppin State .............. RV,.__BV ...... = ........ - .......... ~A~ 79-67.__444_..= 311 ......... 4g/36 

Wester P, CatoliP, a ....... RV ...,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-47.,...525...,. 288 ......... 52/26 

at Tennessee .............. RV ._...RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 76-87 _..~351.._. 380 ......... 38/65 

at Georgia .................. RV .,...,RV ...,. 23 ..,.. 21 .......... L, 56-63 ...,.373.,... 382 ......... 44/35 

[IU Turkey Classic (Brooklyn, NY} 
N29 vs. SoutherP, Uzah ...... RV ....... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 85-60_..,462..,,. 315 ......... 51/27 

N30 vs. McNeese State .__ RV. ...... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 69-60_._492.__ 421 ......... 38-g2 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge - Dec, 4 
D4 illinois ........................ RV_I,_RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 93-691,_144&...~ 352 ......... 56/44 

D7 Alabama A&M ........... RV..,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 93-56.,...500...,. 339 ......... 48/26 

[,)17 Portland State ............ RV._..,RV ...... - ........ - ......... W, 104-54...A93._,. 294 ......... 46/27 

Puerto Rico Classic (San Juan, Puerto Rico} 
D20 vs. UI-EP ..................... RV_._.RV ._..RV_...RV ........ W, 102-77._.481_..= 387 ......... 52/42 
D21 vs. Oklahoma Szate..,,RV..,,..RV ,,.., 13 ,..,, 16 .......... L, 60-58 ,,...307..,,. 456 ......... 48/44 

Georgia Tech Holiday Tournament (Atlanta, Ga} 

D29 Alabama State ........... RV,,...,RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 99-58...,.43&,... 318 ......... 58/46 

D30 Hampton ................... RV,.__RV ...... - ........ - .......... ~,~ 89-70._,.43&...~ 398 ......... 45/40 

IS Duke* 

J8 at Clemson* 

112 at Syracuse* 

~16 Wake Forest* 

J19 at M’aryland~ 

J23 at Virginia l-ech* 

126 NC State* 

J30 Clemson* 

F3 at Pittsburgh* 

F6 North Carolina* 

F9 at Miami* 

FI3 Virginia~ 

F17 at Notre Dame* 

F23 Marvland* 

F27 at Florida State* 

M2 Boston College* 

Maryland Terrapins (12-1, 0-0 ACC) 
OPP 

DATE 

N8 

N10 

N15 

N19 

N23 

N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,. USA,,., AP ,,, USA ......... SCORE ,,.,. FG%,,., FG% ......... MAIF 

at: USF ........................ 8 ........ 6 ...... RV _... RV ......... W, 78.-70..,..403,.... 3",,’4 ......... 49/4~ 

Loyola ........................ 8 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 89-53,...,439..,.. 353 ......... 49/23 
Connec~cut ................ 8 ........ 7 ....... 1 ....... 1 ........... L, 55-72 ,,..,383..,,. 435 ......... 39/4~ 

George Washington ..., 8 ........ 8 ...... RV .,... RV ......... W, 87.-51..,..478,.._ 349 ......... 53/3; 

at l-owson ................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 90-53_._586__. 327 ......... 46/21 

Drexel ......................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ ... ......... W, 69- 63,.._ 466._.. 414 ......... 39/3( 

San Juan Shootout (San Juan, Puerto Rico} 

N29 vs, Texas Souzhern ...... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... W, 100-59_,.600_.., 407 ......... 42/2( 

N30 vs. Ohio University ..,..8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ .-. ......... W, 84-60,...,476..,.. 358 ......... 48/23 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 4 
D4 Ohio State ................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 67-55..,,.359,,... 310 ......... 53/3,’ 

D9 Siena ........................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... W, i05-49...,600..,.. 280 ......... 41!2~ 

O14 Delaware Sta~e ........... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 93-44,,..,473.._. 242 ......... 64/3~ 

Terrapin Classic {College Park, 

D28 Wofford ..................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... W, 110-53.._621._.. g16 ......... 46/2[ 

D29 C,of Charleston ........... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... W; 103-51,._549.._. 258 ......... 54/3z 

J5 at: North Carolina* 

J9 Wake Forest~ 

]i6 Syracuse 

~19 Georgia l%ch* 

J23 a~ Virginia* 

]27 Notre Dame* 

at NC State* 

F2 at: Syracuse* 

F6 Pittsburgh~ 

F9 Clemson* 

F13 at: Miami* 

F17 at Duke* 

F20 Florida Sta~e~ 

F23 at Georgia l~ch* 

F27 a: Boston College~ 

M2 Virginia Tech * 

Miami Hurricanes (8-5, 0-0 ACC) 
UM       OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N]O 

N&5 

NI9 

N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ................ AP ,,. USA,,,,AP.,, USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ,,, FG% .......... MAR 

North Florida ............... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 79-g9 _... 446._,. 237 ......... 48/42 

Richmond .................... - ........ --. ....... - ........ --. ........ t., 50-57 ...... 308 ._,.319 ......... 46/52 

Middle Tennessee ........ - ........ - ....... RV,..,,RV ........ L, 55-61 ...... 345 .._.328 ......... 43/42 

at Oakland ................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 86-6g ..,_ 435__ 365 ......... 51/41 

Yale .............................. --. ....... - ........ --. ....... - ........ V%¢ 9&--67 _._ 583 _._343 ......... 40/42 

M~ami ThanksgMng Tournament (Cora~ Gables, Fin,} 

N29 St. Frands {NY) ............ - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 78-57 _... 500._,.368 ......... 33/34 

N30 Missour~ ....................... - ........ --. ....... - ....... RV ....... W, 74-68 ..... 365 ..-.361 .......... 42/43 
8is TeniACC Challenge - Dec, 5 

D5 at Minnesota ............... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 67-74 ...... 370,...,548 ......... 32/42 

DI5 Coppin State ................ --. ....... - ........ --. ....... - ........ V~ 63-58 ...., 328 .....375 ......... 36/54 

D21 at Arizona State ........... - ........ - ....... RV.,,..RV ........ L, 73-75 ...... 409 ,,..,407 ......... 38/37 

D28 Morgan State ............... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 80-42 _... 408.__300 ......... 49/37 

D29 New Mexico ................. - ........ --. ....... - ........ --. ....... W, 67-50 ._..446._..344 ......... 37/45 

Jl Penn ............................ - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 66-67 ...... 375 ...,.431 ......... 45/37 

J4 at Wake Forest* 

~9 Florida State* 

112 at Virginia Tech* 

J16 at Boston College~ 

J19 NC State* 

J23 at Notre Dame* 

J26 at Clemso~* 

BO Duke* 

F2 at North Carolina* 

F9 Georgb -rech * 

F]3 Maryland* 

F15 at Florida State* 

F20 Syracuse*, 

F23 Wake Forest* 

F27 at Virginia* 

M2 Pl~sburgh~ 

North Carolina Tar Heels (12-2, 0-0 ACC) 
NC       OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

Nll 

N17 

N21 

N24 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............. AP .,. USA.,..AP.., USA ......... SCORE .,.,. FG%.... FG% ........ MAR 

Air Force .................. 12,_.,,11 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-26..,,.472,,._ 140 ........ 53/33 

Tennessee ................ 12.-,..14 ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 65-81 ,,._304..,,. 403 ........ 44/4’-3 

at UCLA .................... 12._._ 14 ,._,RV ._,. RV ......... W, 78-68_._383_,.. g02 ........ 43/52 

Coastal Carolina ...... 12,._,.12 ...... - ........ - ......... W, 106-52_..517,._~ 222 ........ 56/50 

Coppin State ............ ~2._...12 ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 91-5/,.._422..,.. 304 ........ 52/33 

Cancun Challenge {Cancun, Mexico} 

N2B vs. Arkansas State.,,, i1._...12 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 93-60,,...603..,,. 257 ........ 38/43 

N29 vs. Arizona Sta~e ...... 11,..,,, 12 ...... - ........ - ........ L, 81-94 OT_.444_._ 394 ........ 43/4~ 

N30 vs~ Illinois ................. 11,...,.12 ...... - ........ - .......... W~ 87-51.-..429--~ 298 ........ 55/37 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, 4 

D4 Nebraska ................. 18,...,, 16 ..,,. 15 .,... 13 ......... W, 75-62..,,.485,,... 393 ........ 40/33 

D14 Charleston Southern 15.,,...14 ...... - ........ - ......... W, 100-49,..,582..,,. 271 ........ 43/37 

£)16 vs. New Orleans ...... 14_,._ 14 ...... - ........ - ......... W, 124-41._,643._.. 278 ........ 52/15 

D18 vs, South Carolina,.., 14,..,,.13 .,,.. 10 ,,.., 10 ......... W, 74-66.,,..459,._~ 411 ........ 43/33 

D21 High Point ................ 14._...13 ...... - ........ --. ........ W, 103..71 ....486.,,.. 353 ........ 51/32 

J2 .laroes Madison ........ 10...,,.I1 ...... .-. ....... - .......... W, 74-71..,..456,.._ 373 ........ 31/40 

J5 Maryland 

J9 NC State 

]12 at Florida State 

J16 Clemson 

J]9 at Boston College 

]23 at Wake Forest 

J30 Syracuse 

F2 Miami, 

F6 at Georgia -rech 

F10 at Duke 

F13 Pittsburgh. 

F!6 at NC State 

F20 at Virginia 

F23 Virginia Tech 

F27 at Notre Dam, e 

M2 Duke 



NC State Woffpack (1~-1, 0-0 ACC) 
ST       OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

NI6 
Nlg 
N24 
N26 
N29 
N30 
D1 

D5 
Dg 

D20 
D2g 

D30 

J5 Sryt~cuse* 

]9 at Not+~h Carolina* 

J12 at Wake Forest* 

]16 Florida State* 

J19 at Miami* 

]23 Boston College* 

J26 at Geor:4ia Tech* 

]30 Maryland* 

F6 Wake Forest* 

F9 at Virginia Tech* 

FI3 at Clemso~:* 

FI6 North Carolina* 

F20 at Duke* 

F23 Virginb* 

F27 at Pittsburgh* 

M2 Notre Dame* 

OPP 
[Notre Dame Fighting Irish (12-0, 0-0 ACC) 

REB [                                  ND       OPP 
OPPONENT ............... AP..,. USA.,.,AP.., USA ......... SCORE 
St. Bonaventure .......... 

Towson ....................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... ~], 69-46.....4,5.._. ~92 ......... ~9/26 ~ 

Presbyterian ............... 

Morgan State ................................................. W, 94-52.....545.._. 385 ......... 52/20 

Tulane ............................................................ 

Dav~dson ........................................................ W, 86-63_..50&._. 404 ......... 43/3~ 

vs. Wright State .............................................. L, 90-99 .....50&.... 484 ......... 38/32 

vs, SE Louisiana .............................................. W, 87-59._..49&...~ 42~ 

vs. UCLA ............................... 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge 
at Northwestern ......... 
E[on ............................. -. ........ - ........ --. ....... - .......... W, 91.-5] .._.507_._ 377 ......... 46/27 
LSU .............................. 

s    " ~ v_, Kansas :~tate ......... 

San Diego Szate ......... RV ..,,..RV ...... 

Pitt Panthers {8-7, 0-i ACC) 
UP OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N14 

N17 

N20 

N23 

N26 

D1 

D4 

D7 

D15 

D19 

D20 

D21 

029 

J2 

J5 

]12 

J16 

]19 

J26 

J30 

F3 

F6 

F9 

F1:4 

F16 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ................ AP ._ USA._.AP.., USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ,.. FG% .......... ~AR 

Bucknell ....................................... - ........ - ........ W, 66-51 _._ 40:4 _... 297 ......... 38/59 

at Ball State ......................................... - ........ W, 6:4-58 .._. 404..._ 292 ......... :43/44 

Lafaye~e .............................................. - ......... L 45-48 ...... 302 ,..., 286 ......... 43/51 

at M ichi:4an .......................................... - ......... L, 75-83 ...... 492 ..,.. 549 ......... 26/27 

at Loyola .............................................. -, ....... W, 50-54 ._.. 375 .._, 310 ......... 35/37 

Mount St. Ma~’s ................................. - ........ W, 78-43 ,.._ 433 ._.250 ......... 51/44 

Buffalo ................................................. - ......... L, 62-66 ...... 359 ..._377 ......... 43/5Z 

James Madison ................................... RV ........ L 6~-71 ...... 379,._,476 ......... 34/4~ 

at Wagner ............................................ - ........ W, 69-55 ,,._ 414 .,,..3~0 ......... 4~/41 

Old Dominion ...................................... -, ....... W, 63-49 ..,.. 439 .._.32~ .......... 44/32 

Duel i~ the Desert (kas Vegas, ~ev.} 

vs. DePau[ .................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 63-77 ...... 333 .._.4Z0 ......... 41/47 

vs. Lou~s~ana-Mon roe ,. - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ V~ 76-61 ..,,. 484,._, 392 ......... 35/3~ 

vs, Washin~on ............ - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 69-76 ...... 338 .,,..4~9 ......... 45/42 

Duquesne .................... -, ....... -. ....... -. ....... -, ....... W, 67-57 ..,.. 368 .._.300 ......... 47/43 

Florida State * ............. -. ....... -_...,. 2~ ..,.. 20 ........ L, 69--78 ...... 409._.. 452 ......... 40/45 

at Virginia * 

at C~emson ~ 

at Duke * 

Boston College ~ 

Georgia Tech * 

at Ma~,land * 

Wake Forest * 

at North Car(Jina * 

at Virginia Tech ~ 

NC State * 

at Miami * 

OPP REB 

DATE OPPONENT ............... AP._. USA_.=AP._ USA ......... SCORE _..=FG%..=. FG% ......... MAR 

N9 UNC WihY~i~;gton ......... 6 ........ 7 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 99-50..,,.629,,.., 300 ......... 54/24 

N11 Michigan State ............ 6 ........ 6 ...... 19_...18 ......... W, 81-62.._.425,..., 4:45 ......... 52/29 

N16 Valparaiso ................... 6 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 96-46,,._539._,. 289 ......... 49/22 

N23 at Penn ....................... 5 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 76-54,...=4:43._.. 375 ......... 43/:47 

N26 DePaul ........................ 5 ........ 6 ...... 25.,,..25 ......... W, 92-76._,.485,,._ 361 ......... 58/33 

D1 vs Duquesne .............. 5 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - ......... W, 100-61._.609,.._ 345 ......... 43/29 

(To~ nto, Canada) 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec. 4 

D4 at Penn State .............. 4 ........ 5 ...... 10 _... 11 ......... W, 77-67._..370..._ 407 ......... 44/36 

07 UCLA ........................... 4 ........ 5 ....... - ........ - .......... ’A~ 90-48.._.56:4_..~ 280 ......... 48/35 

D14 at Michi:4an ................. 4 ........ 4 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 86-64,,._586._,. 426 ......... 29-26 

D22 Central Michigan ........ 4. ....... 4 ....... - ........ - ......... W, 106-72...,618..,.. 397 ......... 38/:49 

D29 at Oregon State .......... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 70-58._,.414,,.., 382 ......... 46/34 

J2 South Dakota State,.._ 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 94-51.._.536,.._ 316 ......... 53/28 

]5 Clemson* 

J9 Boston College* 

J12 at Virginia* 

J16 at Pittsburgh* 

J20 at Tennessee 

1J2:4 Miami* 

J27 at Maryland* 

[J:40 Virginia -rech* 

F2 at Duke* 

F6 at Florida State* 

F9 Syracuse* 

FI3 at Boston College* 

F17 Georgia Tech* 

F20 at Wake Forest* 

F23 Duke* 

F27 North Carolina* 

M2 at NC State* 

Syracuse Orange (11-2, 0-0 ACC) 
SU       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPON ENT ............. AP .., USA,.,,AP .,. USA ......... SCORE ,.,.. FG%,.., FG% ........ 

N10 at Washington St ...... - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 69-65.....360...., 288 ........ 61/46 

NI4 Dartmouth ................ - ....... RV ...... -. ....... -. ......... W, 88-47,,...443..,,. 283 ........ 47/37 

Nlg Cornell ....................... - ....... RV _.._ - ........ - .......... Vv’, 89-48_...449..._ :416 ........ 44/36 

N20 Maryland E. Shore._..- ....... RV _.._- ........ - ......... W, 113-42,...418.._. 220 ........ 60/45 

N24 Maine ........................ - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 97-42.._,444_,.. 315 ........ 55/33 

Paradise Jam - St, Thomas, tJ.S. Virgin islands 

N28 vs. Texas .................. RV .._,RV ._,.RV ...... - .......... V\~ 77--65...,.418.,... 368 ........ 36/42 

N29 vs. Mem, phis ............ RV ..._RV ...... - ........ - .......... ’A~ 77-5811_1452_... 375 ........ 43/32 

[’430 vs, Texas A&M ......... RV ..,..RV .,... 12 ,..., 11 ......... W, 78-63.,...467...,, 404 ........ 29/33 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge- Dec. 5; 

D5 at Iowa .................... 22,,..,,23 ..,,.25 .,,.. RV .......... L, 91-97 ..,,,479,,... 500 ........ 43/38 

D16 Temple ..................... 23,,..,,RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 82-76.._,392_... 426 ........ 40/46 

D19 Niagra ...................... 23,...,,RV ...... -. ....... -. ......... V\~ 80--44..,,.358,,... 271 ........ 48/44 

D21 Saint Joseph’s .......... 23_.._RV .._.RV _..., - .......... ’A~ 64-62.._.:409_... 344. ....... 56/34 

D30 at Arizona State ....... 20_.._23 .._. 24 _... RV .......... L, 60-63 .._.:494_... 3:48 ........ 38/49 

]5 at NC State * 

]9 Duke ~ 

]].2 Georgia Tech ~ 

J16 at Maryland * 

]19 at Pi~sburgh * 

J23 Clemson * 

J26 Virginia * 

J:40 at North Carolina ~ 

F2 Maryland ~ 

F6 Virginia Tech * 

F~3 Florida State * 

F16 at Boston College * 

F20 at Miami * 

F23 Pi~sburgh* 

M2 at Wake Forest * 



Virginia Cavaliers (7-6, 0-0 ACC) 
VA       OPP 

DATE 

Nil 

Ni9 

N24 

N28 

N29 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.._ USA._.AP ... USA ......... SCORE ._.. FG%=... FG% ......... MAR 

at James Madison ...... -. ........ .-_....,RV ...... .-. .......... l, 4g-g3 ,...,283..,.. 339 ......... 26/49 

High Point ................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, 73.-54..,..357,.._ 386 ......... 57/30 

Louisiana Tech ............ -. ........ .-. ....... - ........ .-. ......... W, 95-82_ ..~48~.._. 409 ......... 42/41 

at [.ihe~v .................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, ~.-60._..31&.._ 375 ......... 35/52 

at West Virginia .......... --. ........ .-_..._RV ...... .-. .......... l, 58-68 _._344._.. 404 ......... 44/46 

~nka~oo ~am 
vs~ Tennessee ............. -. ........ .-. ....... 3 ....... 4 ........... L, 67-76 _..~381._.. 528 ......... 35/36 

vs. Kansas Stale ......... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - ........... ~ 46-49 ._..23&.._ 328 ......... 33/45 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge- Dec. 5 

D5 Michigan ..................... -. ........ .-. ....... - ........ -. .......... I, 53-73 ,.._333..,.. 538 ......... 27/41 

D17 MD-Eastern Shore ...... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, 81-46._..378,..., 294 ......... 48/37 

FGCU H{Iton Garden InniHoraewood Suites Classic 
D20 vs. Tulane .................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 72-79 ,,..,413..,,. 352 ......... 41/44 

D21 at Florida Gulf Coast.., - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 85-56..,,.509,..., 360 ......... 41/27 

Cavalier Classic 
D28 CoppiP, State ............... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 70-45..,,.429,,... 291 ......... 46/33 

D29 Princeton .................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 69-57_...462.._. 345 ......... 37/35 

35 Pittsburgh~ 

J9 at VirgiP, ia Tech* 

J12 Notre Dame* 

J16 at Duke~ 

319 Florida State" 

J23 Maryland* 
J2g at Syracuse~ 

JJ0 at Vv’ake Forest* 

F2 Clem, son~ 

F6 at Boston College* 

F13 at Georgia [~ch* 
Flg Virginia -rech* 

F20 North Carolina * 

F23 at NC State* 

F27 Miami*- 

M2 at Florida State* 

Virginia Tech HoMes (10-3, 0-0 ACC) 
VT OPP 

DATE 

N9 

Nll 

N14 

N17 

N23 

N27 

N30 

D4 

D7 

DIS 

D21 

D29 

J1 

J5 

J9 

J12 

J19 

J23 

J26 

J30 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F16 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,, USA.,..AP,., USA ......... SCORE .,..,FG%..,, FG% ......... MAR 

Howard ............................................... - .......... W, 84-32__,435._.. 220 ......... g4/32 

at Old Dominion .................................. - .......... W, 73-51..,,.45&..., 323 ......... 43-39 

Florida ................................................ RV ......... W, 71-59._..421__, 333 ......... 34/38 

Bucknell ............................................... - .......... W, 87-49,...,480..,,. 304 ......... 4G/35 

at Hofstra ............................................ - ....... W, 77-72 OT_44g._.. 356 ......... 50/43 

Rich mond ............................................ - ........... L, 56-54 ..,,.274,..., 339 ......... 46/41 

Presb,~erian ....................................... - .......... W, 55-33._..323,._, 255 ......... 5g/23 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 4 

at Ind iana .................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 65-71 ,..,,384.,,.. 344 ......... 53/40 
Michigan State ............ - ......... - ....... RV.,... 25 ......... W, 72-66..,,.459,..., 397 ......... 37/42 

USC Upstate ............... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 65-61._..404,..., 347 ......... 43/43 

at Radford .................. - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 82-33,...,412..,,. 235 ......... 58/29 

Robert Morris ............. - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 70-64,._,426._.. 345 ......... 42/30 

at Hampton ................ - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 60-70 ..,,.3fi1,..., 323 ......... 46/54 

at Boston College* 

Virgi~:ia* 

Miami*- 

Duke* 

Georgia Tech ~’ 

at Florida State * 

at Notre Dame * 

Boston College * 

at Syracuse* 

NC State ~ 

at Wake Forest* 

at Virginia*. 

Pittsburgh* 

at North Carolina* 

at Maryland* 

Wake Forest Demon Deacons (9-4, 0-0 ACC) 
WF OPP OPP REB 

DATE 

N9 

N13 

N15 

N19 

N22 

N26 

N29 

NJ0 

03 

D16 

D20 

D28 

029 

J4 

J9 

.112 

J20 

J23 

J26 

.130 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPPONENT ................ AP ... USA....AP ... USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ... FG% .......... MAR 

at Marquette .............................. - ........ - ......... L, 71-90 ...... 439 ..... 500 ......... 28/50 

Campbell ..................................... -. ....... -. ....... W, 73-65 _... 365 ..... 328 ......... 50/40 

at Delaware ................................ -. ....... - ......... I_, 61.-71 ....... 434 _... 442 ......... 27/39 

Davidson ...................................... - ........ - ........ W, 69-g6 ,_.. 348 .._. 396 ......... S 1/35 

Radfo~d ........................................ - ........ - ........ W, 92-65 ..._ 443 _.., 490 ......... 46/28 

at Arizona .................................... - ........ - ........ W, 70-58 ,..., 456 .,... 288 ......... 41/39 

John A~c~aga’s N~gget Classic 

vs~ California ............... -. ....... - ....... 20 _... 20 ........ L, 61.-84 ...... 379 _... 556 ......... 33/36 

vs. Nevada ................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 87-95 ...... 45~ .._.492 ......... 4~-38 

Belmont ...................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 69-49 ..._ 455 _._ 29~ ......... 48/33 

UNC WHm~ngton ......... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ ~ 68-44 ..... 456 ..... 295 ......... 45/39 

South Alabama ........... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ ’~ 92-66 ..,.. 467 ...,,435 ......... 51/28 

FlU Sun & Fun Classic 

vs. Florida A&M ......... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 79-63 _...500.._.324 ......... 4~/4~ 

vs, FIU ......................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ ’~ 86-79 ..._ 49~ _._408 ......... 39/4~ 

Miami 
at Maryland 

NC Sb]te 

at Georgia Tech 

at Clemson 

North Carolina 

at Boston College 

Virginia 

Florida State 

at NC State 

at P~sburgh 

Virginia Tech 

N ol:re Dame 

at M~am~ 

at Duke 

SyracLise 



CAREER - TOTAL POINTS 
Player, Team Years GP Pts 

:1.. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... J979-82 J27 3113 

2~ Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 2687 

3 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 133 2540 

3. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... ]977-80 ]28 2367 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 123 2307 

6 Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 2285 

7. Shenise.Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-]2 131 2262 

8. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

9 Chris Moreland, Duke ........................... 1985-88 iii 2232 

10. Madssa Coleman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 ]44 2205 

iI~ Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

12 Riquna Wiliiams, Miami ........................ 2008-12 124 2148 

1.3. Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina .................. ]991-94 ]23 2143 

14. Andrea Stfnson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 2136 

15 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 131 2135 

1.6. Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 140 2122 

1Z Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 129 2094 

18 I<ris[i ]bliver, Maryiand .......................... 2005-09 139 2078 

1.9. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... J990-93 J35 2058 

20~ Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 2042 

21 Carolyn Swords, Boston College ............... 2007-11 133 2029 

22. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... ]983-86 ]24 2001. 

23~ Trudi Lacey, NC State ................................... 1978-81 130 1957 

24 I<isha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 109 1955 

25. Chrissy Floyd, Clemson ................................ 2000-03 120 1937 

CAREER - POINTS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP Pts 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 3113 

2. Andrea Stinson, NC State ....................... 1989-91 94 2136 

3. TamaraJames, Miami .................................. 2004-06 59 1.292 

4. Donna Forrester, Clemson ........................... 1976-78 63 1270 

5. Chris Moreland, Duke ............................ 1985-88 111 2232 

6. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 1.36 2687 

7. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-i0 133 2540 

8. Dolores Bootz, Georgia-I~ch ................... 1985-88 91 1723 

9. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 1.23 2307 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 1557 

11. Janet Forester, Ciernson ........................ 1975-77 55 1008 

Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 2367 

13. Tracy Reid, North Caroiina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

14. Kisha Ford, Georgia -[~ch ........................ 1994-97 109 1955 

15. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1.989, 9J-92 88 1.553 

16. Tia Paschai, Florida State ............................. 1992-93 55 964 

17. ]bnya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 123 2143 

18. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 1.3J 2262 

19. Riquna Wiliiams, Miami .............................. 2008-12 125 2148 

20. Renee Taylor, Miami ............................. 2005--07 60 1025 

21, Tracy Conno~; Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 1619 

22. Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 1928 

23. Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 1716 

24. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 138 2285 

Avg 

24.5 1. 

19.8 2, 

19.1 3. 

J8.4 4. 

18.8 

16.6 6. 

J7.3 7. 

16.6 8. 

20.1 9. 

]5.3 10. 

18,2 

17,2 12, 

J7.4 13. 

22.7 

16.3 15. 

J5.2 16. 

16.2 

143 18. 

J5.2 

16.5 20. 

15.3 21. 

J6,J 22. 

15.1 23. 

17.9 24. 

J6,J 25. 

Avg 

24.5 1. 

22.7 2. 

2:1..9 

202 4. 

20.1 5. 

19.8 

19,1 7. 

18.9 

18.8 

18.8 10. 

18.4 11. 

18.4 

18.2 13. 

17.9 

17.6 

17.5 16. 

17.4 17. 

17.3 

17.2 19. 

17.1 

17.0 21. 

16.9 

16.8 23. 

16.6 24. 

16.6 

CAREER - TOTAL REBOUNDS 

Player, Team Years GP Reb Avg 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979.-82 127 1252 9.9 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 125J 10.3 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 1245 9.7 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland .................. 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Chris Moreiand, Duke .................................. 1985-88 111 1229 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Charlotte Smkh, North Caroiina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 9.3 

Edana I_arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 141 1173 8.3 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .............. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Marissa Coieman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 144 1139 7.9 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson .......................... 1982-85 119 1087 9.1 

Tianna Hawkins, Maryiand .......................... 2009-13 136 1086 8.0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 1065 8.8 

Trudi Lacev, NC State ............................ 1978-81 130 1051 8.1 

Henrietta Walls, North Carolina .................. 1980-83 123 1024 8.3 

Chasity MeMn, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 1020 8.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami ........................ 2008-12 131 1020 7.8 

La’Tangela Atkinson, North Carolina ........... 2003-06 134 1012 7.5 

Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 117 1006 8.6 

Chante Black, Duke .............................. 2005-09 136 995 7.3 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 11.7 984 8.4 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

LaQuanda Barksdale, North Carolina ........ 1998.-01 130 977 7.5 

CAREER - REBOUNDS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP l~eb Avg 

Donna Forrester, Ciemson ........................... 1976-78 63 766 12,2 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. :1.985-88 ill J229 J.J.1 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

Kris Kirchner, Maryland ............................... 1978-80 89 936 10.5 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 J251 10.3 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979-82 127 1252 93 

Barb Krause, Duke ....................................... 1979-8] 74 732 9.9 

Schuye LaRue, Virginia ................................ 2000-01 66 651 9.9 

Jackie Farme0 Clemson ............................... 1990-91 58 570 9.8 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 J28 J245 9.7 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Janet Forester; Clemson .............................. 1975-77 55 524 9,5 

Sheila Cobb, Clemson .................................. 1980-82 47 448 9.5 

Tracy Connor, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 905 9.5 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 93 

Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1989, 91-92 88 810 9.2 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 764 9.2 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ..................... 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson ................................. 1982-85 ]19 J087 9.1 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Angela Scott, Maryland ............................... 1975-77 63 565 9,0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... :1.995-98 J21 J065 8.8 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Sandy Bishop, Clemson ............................... 1984-85 58 506 K7 



CAREER - TOTAL ASSISTS 

Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

i. Sharnee ZolI, Virginia .................................. 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

2. KristiToiiver, Maryland ............................... 2005-09 :139 751. 5.4 

3. Dawn Staiey, Virginia .................................. :1989-92 :131. 729 5.6 

4. Nikki Teasley, North Carolina ................ 1.998-00, 02 :125 728 5.8 

5. Bobble Mims, Clernson ........................ 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

6. Angle Armstrong, NC State ......................... 1980-83 128 608 4.8 

7. Courtney Ward, Florida State ..................... 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

8. Ivory Latta, North Caroiina ......................... 2003-07 138 599 4.3 

9. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina .............. 2007-11 139 589 4.2 

10. Debbie Lytle, Maryland .............................. 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

:11~ Lindsey Harding, Duke ................................ 2003-07 1.40 579 4A 

12~ Donna Holt, Virginia ................................... :[985-88 1.2:1 561 4.6 

:13~ Tiffany MartM, Georgia Tech ...................... :~994-97 1.05 559 5.3 

14~ Shenise Johnson, Miam.i ........................ 2008-12 131 556 42 

l& Robyn Mayo, NC State .......................... 1982-85 118 547 46 

l& Pare, Leake, North Carolina .................... 1983-86 124 545 44 

17. Sarah Marshall, Boston College .................. 2003-07 125 543 4.3 

17. Hilary Howard, Duke .................................. 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

18. Debbie Bertrand, NC State ......................... 1986-89 118 528 4.5 

Dena Evans, Virginia ................................... 1990-93 1_:}4 528 3.9 

20. Chelsea Gray, Duke .................................. 2010-** 106 527 5.0 

21~ Jaclyn Thoman, Boston College ............... 2007-11 129 521 4.0 

22~ Coretta Brown, North Carolina ................ 2000--03 131 517 39 

23~ Pare. Hammond, North Carolina .............. 1982-85 122 513 42 

24. Emily Johnson, North Caroiina ................... 1989-92 112 511 4.6 

25. Alana Beard, Duke ...................................... 2001-04 136 509 3.7 

CAREER - TOTAL STEALS 

Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121 529 4.4 

2~ Dawn Stale% Virginia ................................... 1989-92 :13] 454 3.5 

3. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2002,-04 1.36 404 3.0 

4. Pam Leake, North Caroiina .......................... 1983-86 1.24 402, 3.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 131 401 3.1 

6 Lele Hardy, Ciemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 3.2 

7 Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina ............... 1991-94 123 390 32 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-89, 91 121 375 3.1 

9. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-11 139 371 2.7 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 133 371 2.8 

:11. Jacqua Wiliiams, Georgia Tech .................... 2005-08 :123 370 3.0 

1.2. Marion .Jones, North Carolina ............... 1994-95, 97 :102 334 3.3 

1.3. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... :~979-82 2,27 327 2.6 

14. Robyn Mayo, NC State ........................... 1982-85 118 324 2.7 

15. Nikita Bell, North Carolina ...................... 2002--05 133 322 2.4 

lB. Debbie Lytle, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

17. Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-08 131 313 2.4 

18. Sonia Chase, Maryland ................................ 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

19. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 128 297 2.3 

20. Erlana Larkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 1.4] 295 2.1 

21. Deanna Tate, Maryiand ......................... 1.986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

22. Chelsea Gray, Duke .................................. 2010-** 106 288 2.7 

23 Amy Privet~e, Wake Forest ..................... 1984-87 110 287 2.6 

24 Rarnona O’Neai, Clemson ............................ 1986-89 112 286 2.6 

Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 2B6 3.0 

CAREER - ASSISTS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

1. Drema Greet, Ciemson ................................ 1977-79 61 399 6.5 

2. Sharnee Zoll, Virginia ............................ 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

3. Nikki Teasiey, North Carolina ................. 1.998-00, 02 125 728 5.8 

4. Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 131 729 5.6 

5. KristiTolive~. Maryland .......................... 2005--09 139 751 5.4 

Deanna Tate, Maryland ......................... ]986, 88-89 93 500 5~4 

7. Tara Heiss, Maryland ................................... 1975-78 95 504 5.3 

Debbie Lyt[e, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech ....................... 1.994-97 105 559 5,3 

10. Chelsea Gray, Duke .................................. 2010-** 106 527 5.0 

11. Bobbie Mires, Clemson ............................... 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

:~2. Angie Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1.980-83 128 608 4.8 

13. Susan Fehling, Ciemson ......................... 1984-85, 88 61 411 4.7 

Ida Neai, Georgia Tech .......................... 1986-89 108 508 4.7 

:~5. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121. 56:1 4.6 

Emily Johnson, North Carolina .................... 1989-92 112 511 4.6 

Robvn Mayo, NC State .......................... 1982-85 118 547 4.6 

18. Courtney Ward, Florida State .................. 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

Debbie Bertrand, NC State .......................... :1986-89 11.8 528 4~5 

20. Nina Bariin, Georgia Tech ............................ 2000-03 75 331 4.4 

Carmen Davis, Georgia /ech ................... 1990-92 82 357 4.4 

Gretchen Holiifield, Wake Forest ................. 1993-96 102 453 4.4 

Carla Holmes, Maryland .............................. 1988-91 100 439 4.4 

Hi[ary Howard, Duke ............................ 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1.983-86 124 545 4~4 

Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................. 1991-94 111 488 4.4 

CAREER - STEALS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121 529 4.4 

2. Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... :~989-92 :~31 454 3.5 

3 Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 334 3.3 

4. Lele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 3.2 

Pare Leake, North Carolina .......................... 198_%86 ]24 401. 3.2 

Tonya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 199:~-94 123 390 3.2 

Deanna Tare, Maryland ......................... 1986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-89, 91 121 375 3.1 

Shenise Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 131. 401 3.1 

Jacqua Williams, Georgia Tech ................ 2005-09 123 370 3.0 

Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 404 3.0 

Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 286 3.0 

1.3. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-:~0 :~33 371. 2.8 

Sonia Chase, Maryland .......................... 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

Debbie Lytie, Maryland ............................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

17. Chelsea Gray, Duke ................................... 2010-** 106 288 2.7 

Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............ 2007-11 139 371 2.7 

Robyn Mayo, NC State .......................... 1982--85 118 324 2.7 

19. Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1994-97 109 278 2.6 

Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 327 2.6 

Tiffany Mar~in, Georgia 1-ech .................. 1994-97 105 278 2.6 

Amy Privette, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 110 287 2.6 

23~ Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-09 131. 3:~3 2.4 

Nikita Bell, North Carolina ........................... 2002-05 ]33 322 2.4 

Ramona O’Neal, Ciemson .................. 1986-88, 90 117 286 2.4 

26. Donna Forrester, C[emson ........................... 1976-78 63 146 2.3 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1.980-83 ]28 297 2.3 

Anita Malone, Georgia Tech .............. 1982-84, 86 86 195 2.3 



CAREER - TOTAL BLOCKS 
Player, Team Years GP B~k Avg 

i~ Aiison Baies, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3~4 

2. LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 1.38 336 2.4 

3. DeMya Waiker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

4. Dawn Royster; North Carolina ................. 1984-87 110 329 3.0 

5. Jacinta Monroe, Florida State ...................... 2006-10 136 301 2.2 

6. Peggy Capie, Ciemson ................................. 1.982-85 :1:19 298 2.5 

7. Jessica Breland, North Caroiina ............... 2006.-11 142 295 2.1 

8. Waitiea Rolie, North Carolina .................. 2009.-13 120 262 2.2 

9. Chante Biack, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 136 261 

E~izabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 2011-** 83 261 

11. Dolores Bootz, Georgia [ech .................. 1985-88 91 245 2.7 

12. Sarah Sullivan, Duke ............................. 1983-87 113 212 1.9 

13. Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

14. Candace Sut[on, North Carolina .................. 200:1-04 :126 208 1..7 

15. Laura Harper; Maryland ......................... 2004.-08 116 198 1.7 

16. Krystai Thornas, Duke ........................... 2007-11 135 196 1.5 

17. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 195 2.0 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... :1977-80 1.28 :~89 :1.4 

19. Kris Kirchner, Maryland ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

20. [rena[rice, NC State ............................ 1984-87 117 184 1.6 

21. Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 178 1.3 

22. Chay Shegog, North Carolina ....................... 2008-1.2 :[31 173 1..3 

June Doby, NC State ............................. 1977-80 124 173 1.5 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia l-ech ................... 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

25. Vicky Bullet[, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 170 1.5 

Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 1.04 170 :1.6 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS MADE 
Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pc[, 

1. Barbara Kennedy’, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2. Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977--80 1017 1880 .541 

3~ Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 200:1-04 1.005 1.906 ~527 

4. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 962 2207 .436 

5. Linda Page, NC State ............................. 1982-85 942 1946 .484 

6. Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1989-91. 917 1.696 .541 

7. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 889 1363 .652 

8. -[racy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995--98 886 1679 .528 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1.990-93 866 1.587 .546 

i10. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coilege .................. 2007-11 850 1257 .676 

i11. Chasity Meivin, NC State ............................. 1995--98 838 1441 .582 

i12. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1.983-86 834 1.709 .488 

i13. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828 1448 .572 

i14. Vicky Bullet[, Maryland ......................... 1986-89 816 1449 .563 

[15. Trudi Lacey, NCState ................................... 1.978-81. 794 1.651 .481. 

116. Charlot[e Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

[17. [resa Brown, North Carolina ....................... 1981--84 785 1434 .547 

[l& Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1.994-97 780 1.740 ~448 

i Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 780 1412 .552 

[20. Chrissy Fioyd, Clemson ......................... 2000-03 778 1763 .441 

i21~ Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 776 1.603 ~484 

i22. Kathy Crawford, North Carolina .................. 1980-83 770 1420 .542 

i23. Jenny Mitcheli, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763 1258 .607 

i24. Dawn Staiey, Virginia ................................... 1.989-92 753 1.637 .460 

[25. Monique Cuttle, Duke ................................. 2002-06 749 1592 .470 

CAREER - BLOCKS PER GAME 
Playe~, Team Years 6P BIk Avg 

1. Alison Bales, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3.4 

2, Elizabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 2011-~ 83 261 3.1 

3. Dawn Royste~; North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 :~10 329 3.0 

4. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 245 2.7 

DeMya Walker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

6. Peggy Caple, Clemson ................................. 1982-85 :[19 298 2.5 

LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 138 336 2.4 

8 Jacinta Monroe, Florida State .................. 2006-10 136 301 22 

Waifiea Rolle, North Carolina ...................... 2009-13 :~20 262 2.2 

[0. Jessica Breland, North Carolina ................... 2006-11 142 295 2.1 

Kris Kirchner, Maryiand ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

[2. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 1.95 2.0 

1_3. Chante Black, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 136 261 1.9 

Jackie Farrner, Ga[iClernson .............. 1987, 89-91 83 160 13 

Sarah Sullivan, Duke .................................... 1983-87 :113 21.2 :[.9 

Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

L7 Laura Harper, Maryiand ......................... 2004-08 116 198 1.7 

Candace Sut[on, North Carolina .................. 2001-04 ]26 208 :1.7 

[9. Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 104 170 1.6 

Kody Burke, NC State ................................ 2010-~* 113 177 1.6 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 :117 1.84 :1.6 

~_2. Krystal Thomas, Duke .................................. 2007-11 135 196 1.5 

Brittany Miller; Florida State ................... 2005-07 70 103 1.5 

Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 1.70 1.5 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia Tech ........................ 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

Genia Beasiey, NC State ......................... 1977-80 128 189 1.5 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED 

Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pct. 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 962 2207 436 

3. Riquna Williams, Miami .............................. 2008-:~2 760 1969 .386 

4. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 942 1946 .484 

5 Alana Beard, Duke ............................... 2001-04 1005 1906 527 

6. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... :~977-80 1017 1880 .54:~ 

7. Chdssy Floyd, C[emson ................................ 2000-03 783 1763 .444 

8 Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 780 1740 448 

9. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... ]983-86 8_:}4 1709 .488 

10. Andrea Stfnson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 917 1696 .541 

11 Tracy Reid, North Caroiina ...................... 1995-98 886 1679 528 

12. Trudy I_acey, NC State .................................. :~978-8:1 794 165:~ .48:~ 

13. Amy Privet[e, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 730 1650 .442 

14 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 753 1637 460 

15. Madssa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 776 1603 .484 

16. Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

17 Monique Currie, Duke ........................... 2002-06 749 1592 470 

1.8. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... :~990-93 866 1587 .546 

19. Kristi Toliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 708 1585 .447 

20 Iciss-Iiliis, Duke ................................... 2001-04 673 1537 438 

21. I_ele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-]0 577 1534 .376 

22. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 618 1504 .411 

23 Mary Anne Cubelic, Clem.son .................. 1980-83 651 1491 437 

24. Tynesha Lewis, NC State .............................. :~998-01 603 1475 .409 

25. Carla Munnion, Georgia Tech ...................... 1995-98 601 1451 .414 



CAREER - RELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years FGMoFGA 

1. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coilege .................. 2007-11 850-1257 

2. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ................. 2004--08 889-1363 

.3. Tyish Hall, Duke ........................................... 1994-97 54.3-862 

4. Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763-1258 

5. Micheie VanGorp, Duke ......................... 1998--99 389-649 

6. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 730-1232 

7. Jessie Hicks, Maryland ................................. 1990-93 649-1104 

8. Lisa Dodd, Wake Forest ......................... 1987-91 3~8-658 

9. Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 740-1266 

10. Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 838-1441 

11. Rochelle Parent, Duke .......................... 1998-01 2~4-369 

12. t.aToya Pring~e, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 418-722 

13. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ ~989, 91-92 625-1081 

14. Edana Lad<ins, North Cm’ol~na ................. 2004-08 717-1265 

15. Chds Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828-1~48 

16. KaHsa Dav~s, Maryland ................................. 1995-98 384-672 

17. Angie Armstrong, NC S~ate .......................... 1980--8~ 4~8-823 

18. Dafne Lee, Maw~and ................................... 1989-92 382-873 

Kenya WHliams, ~eorgia Tech ...................... 1996-99 420-739 

20. Mistie Williams, Duke ........................... 2003-06 557-983 

21. t.au:a Harper, Mawland ............................... 2004-08 510-902 

22. Summer Erb, NC State ................................. 1998-00 494-878 

V~cky BuHett, Margland ......................... 1986-89 81~-1449 

24. Kerd Hobbs, NCState .................................. 1987-90 364-~53 

DeMya Wa]ker~ Virginia ............................... 1996-99 629-1~29 

Pet, 

.676 

.652 2~ 

.630 3. 

.607 

.599 5~ 

.593 6. 

.588 

.587 

.585 9. 

.582 10. 

.580 11~ 

.579 12. 

.578 13. 

.567 

.572 15. 

.571 16. 

.569 17. 

.568 18. 

.568 19. 

.567 

.565 21. 

.563 22. 

.563 23. 

.557 24. 

.557 25. 

CAREER - FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED 

P~ayer, Team Years FTM FTA Pcto 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 774 

Crystal t.anghorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

Cetera DeGraffenreid, N Carolina ............ 2007-11 544 720 756 

Erlana t.arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 538 688 .782 

Tracg Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 609 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1990-93 326 640 .509 

Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1994-98 366 639 .573 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 768 

Katie Meier; Duke ........................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505 623 .811 

Cierra Bravard, Florida State ................... 2008-12 449 621 723 

Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1978-82 415 614 .676 

Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492 613 .803 

Tracg Connor, Wake Forest ..................... 1993-97 387 599 646 

Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina ............... 1991-94 421 590 714 

Kaayia Chories, NC State ............................. 1999-04 358 582 .615 

Laura Harper, Maryland ............................... 2005-08 386 566 .682 

Wendy Paime~. Virginia ............................... 1993-96 327 562 582 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 200.3-07 469 556 .844 

Tammi Reiss, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 437 552 .792 

CAREER - FREE THROWS MADE 

Player, Team Years FTM FTA Pct. 

1. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 .774 

2. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

3. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-11 544 720 .756 

4. Monique Cuttle, Duke .......................... 2002-06 538 688 .782 

5. Dawn Sta[ey, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 505 623 .811 

6. Shay Doron, Maryland .......................... 2004-07 492 613 .803 

7. Eriana Larldns, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

8. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 .768 

9. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

11. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 469 556 .844 

1.3. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454 550 .825 

14. Cierra Bravard, Florida State ........................ 2008-12 449 621 .723 

15. Katie Meier, Duke ................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

16. -[am, rni Reiss, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 437 552 .792 

17. Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .................... 1991-93 430 537 .801 

18. -[~nya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 421 590 .714 

19. Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 .609 

20. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 415 614 .676 

21. Nicoie Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410 494 .830 

22. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407 477 .853 

23. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

24. Itoro Umoh, Ciemson .................................. 1.995-99 390 533 .7.32 

25. Tracy Conno:, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 387 599 .646 

CAREER - FREE THROW PERCENTAGE (min. of 150 ftm) 

Player, Team Years FTM-FTA Pct, 

1. Nicole Erickson, Duke .................................. 1998-99 161-183 .88C 

2. KristiToliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 362-418 .86~ 

3. Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami .......................... 2009-13 181-211 .86(: 

4. Tricia Liston, Duke ....................................... 2010-** 182-212 .858 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407-477 .853 

6. Amy Geren, Clemson ................................... 1996-99 335-395 .848 

7. Jennifer Howard, NC State .......................... 1994-97 347-411 .844 

8. ReneeTaylor, Miami .................................... 2005-07 241-287 .84C 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 474-564 

10. Melissa Mahoney, Virginia .......................... 1979-82 241-290 .83:1 

11. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410-494 .83C 

12. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454-550 .825 

13. Lisa Brooks, Wake Forest ............................. 1981-84 163-198 .823 

14. Mara Freshour, Florida State ....................... 2005-09 229-281 .815 

15. Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech ................... 1989-92 320-393 .814 

Katie Zenevitch, Boston College ................ 2010-** 188-231 .814 

17. Janet Knight, Clemson ................................. 1983-86 333-410 .812 

Tara Saunooke, Clemson ............................. 1992-95 216-266 .812 

19. Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505-623 .81:1 

20. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481-594 .81C 

21. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 347-429 .808 

22. Daphne Hawkins, Virginia ........................... 1985-88 256-318 .805 

23. Marche Strickland, Maryland ...................... 1999-02 205-255 .804 

24. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492-613 .803 

Marissa Kastanek, NC State ......................... 2009-13 233-290 .803 



CAREER - TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS MADE 
Player, Team Years GP Pet. Art Made 

1. Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 .389 886 345 

2. Jennifer Howard, NCState ..................... 1994-97 117 .439 717 315 

3. Kristi Toliver, Maryland ........................... 2005-09 139 .408 736 300 

4. Riquna Wiiliams, Miami ......................... 2008-12 125 .324 839 272 

5. Chioma Nnamaka, Georgia Tech ............ 2004-08 120 .367 733 269 

6. Cotelia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 117 .332 804 267 

7. Tara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1992-95 121 .429 586 252 

8. Kerri Shields, Boston College .................. 2009-13 126 .344 732 252 

9. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............ 2000-03 131 380 661 251 

10. Danielle Donehe~4 Georgia-I~ch ......... 1997-00 112 366 659 241 

11. Marissa Kastenek, NC State ................ 2009-13 $33 359 668 240 

$2. A~ex Montgomery, Georgia]~ch ......... 2007-1~ ~24 345 686 237 

M~ckel Picco, Boston College ............. 2006-10 ~25 339 700 237 

$4. Nikld Teas~ey, North Carolina .......... ~998.-00, 02 ~25 340 694 236 

$5. -[ammy Gibson, NC State ................... 1991-95 $24 385 598 230 

$6. Ste~an~e Yderstrom, Miami ................. 2009-13 $27 330 690 228 

$7. Stephanie Lawrence, North Carolina ..... 1992-95 ~28 358 634 227 

$8. ~talee Lucas, North Carolina ............... 2007-1~ ~38 346 653 226 

$9. Abby Waner~ Duke ........................... 2005-09 $30 321 69~ 222 

20. -[era Suber; V~rgin~a .......................... 1994-97 $27 330 666 220 

2~. Karen Lounsbur~ Georgia Tech .............. 1989-92 1~.9 .373 550 205 

22. Georgia Schweitze[; Duke ....................... 1998-01 136 .401 504 202 

Trida Liston, Duke ................................ 2010-*~ 115 .453 446 202 

24. Amy Geren, C~emson .............................. 1996-99 125 ,360 553 ].99 

25. Nicole Lehmann, NC State ...................... 1988-91 1].0 ~397 489 ].94 

Tonya Sampson, North Carolina ............. 199~-94 123 ~339 573 ~.94 

CAREER o TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS ATTEMPTED 

Player, Team Years GP Pct. Made Art 

1, Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003--07 138 .389 345 886 

2~ Riquna Wiliiams, Miami ......................... 2008-12 :~25 ,324 272 839 

2. Coteiia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 117 .333 268 806 

3. KristiTolive£. Maryland ...................... 2005-09 139 .408 300 736 

4~ Chioma Nnamaka, Georgia Tech ............ 2004-08 1.20 ,367 269 733 

5. Kerri Shieids, Boston Coilege .................. 2009-13 126 .344 252 732 

6. Jennifer Howard, NC State ..................... 1994--97 117 .439 315 717 

7~ Mickei Picco, Boston Coliege ................. 2006-2.0 1.25 ,339 237 700 

8. Nikki Teasley, North Carolina ............. 1998-00, 02 125 .340 236 694 

9. Abby Waner, Duke ................................ 2005-09 130 .321 222 691 

:[0~ Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami ..................... 2009-2.3 1.27 .330 228 690 

11. Alex Montgomery, Georgia Tech ............ 2007-11 124 .345 237 686 

12. Marissa Kastenek, NC Stale .................... 2009--13 133 .359 240 668 

13. Tora Suber, Virginia ................................. 1994-97 :~27 .330 220 666 

14. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 131 .380 251 661 

15. Danielle Donehew, Georgia Tech .......... 1997--00 112 .369 241 659 

:[6~ Itaiee Lucas, North Caroiina ................... 2007-11. 1.38 ,346 226 653 

17. StephanieLawrence, NorthCaroiina ...... 1992-95 128 .358 227 634 

18. Tammy Gibson, NC Stare ........................ 1991-95 124 .385 230 598 

:[9~ Ta:a Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1992-95 1.21 ,429 252 586 

20. Tiffany Brown, Maryland ........................ 1997-00 102 .299 172 575 

21. -Ibnya Sampson, North Carolina ............ 1991--94 123 .339 194 573 

22~ Amy Geren, Clemson .............................. 1996-99 1.25 ,360 2.99 558 

23. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................ 1991-94 111 .351 193 550 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech .............. 1989--92 119 .373 205 550 

25~ Teiisha Qua:les, Virginia ......................... 1999-02 :~22 ,346 2.87 545 

CAREER -THREE-POINT FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years GP Art IVlade Pct, 

:L Tricia IListon, Duke ................................ 2010-~* 1:[5 446 202 .453 

2. Jennifer Howard, NC State ................. 1994-97 117 717 315 .439 

3. -fats Saunooke, Clemson ................... 1992-95 121 586 252 .43(: 

4. Vicki Krapohl, Duke ................................. 2001-04 127 403 171 .424 

5. Tammi Reiss, Virginia .............................. ]989-92 :[27 334 ]39 

6. Kristi-[~iiver) Maryland ........................... 2005--09 139 736 300 ~408 

7. Georgia Schweitzec Duke .................. 1998--01 136 504 202 AO:I 

Anna Prillaman, Virginia ......................... 2001-04 127 451 181 .40:1 

9. Nicole Lehmann, NC State ...................... ~987-91 11.0 486 ~94 .399 

Haley Peters, Duke ............................... 2010o*~ 115 :[38 55 .399 

11. Mars Freshour, Florida State .............. 2005-09 13:[ 410 163 .398 

12. Kerry Boyat~-Hali, Clemson ..................... 1990-93 121 450 178 .39~ 

Nicole Edckson, Duke ............................. :~998-99 66 309 :~22 .395 

14. Svet[ana Voinaya, Virginia ...................... 1999-01 93 315 124 .394 

15. Leigh Morgan, Duke ............................... 1988--90 84 229 90 ~393 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 886 345 .38~ 

Krista Gingrich, Duke .............................. 1999-02 2.20 319 124 

18. Madssa Coleman, Maryland .............. 2005-09 144 443 172 .388 

Chelsea Gray, Duke .............................. 20&0-** &06 240 93 .388 

20. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ 1990-95 124 602 230 .382 

Coret~a Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 :[3~ 662. 25:1 ,38C 

22. Jen Scanion, Duke ................................... :[993-96 118 420 :[59 .379 

23. JuiieTailey, Ciemson ............................... 2002-06 111 402 :[52 ,378 

24. Kindyll Dorsey, Boston College ............... 2003-07 96 403 151 .375 

25. Hiia:y Howard, Duke .............................. ~_996-99 12:~ 354 ~_32 .373 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia-[ech ........... 1989-92 119 550 205 .373 

All individual rankings include regular season and postseason (NCAA & 

WNIT) games only. Career totals for players from Georgia Tech {joined 

the ACC in ::L980), Florida State {:].992), Miami and Virginia Tech {2005) 

and Boston College {2006) will reflect only those years played in the ACC. 

To be eligible for per game consideration, a player must have played a 

minimum of two years and in 75% of her team’s games over that period. 

Must have made 80 three--point field goals to qualify. 

Bold denotes active players. 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 03, 2014 (All games) 

SCORING OFFENSE 

i. Notre Dame 
2. North Carolina 

3. Maryland 
4. Duke 

s. Georgia Tech 

6, Syracuse 

7, NC State 

8, Wake Forest 
9, Florida State 

lo. Miami 
11. Boston College 

12. Virginia Tech 

13. Virginia 

14. Pittsburgh 

ls. Clemson 

G W-L Pts Avg/G SCORING DEFENSE 

12 12-0 1067 88.9 1. Florida State 

14 12-2 1238 88.4 2, Maryland 

13 12-1 1130 86,9 3, Virginia Tech 

14 13-1 1192 85.1 4. Notre Dame 

13 10-3 1092 84.0 s. Clemson 

13 11-2 1065 81.9 6. Syracuse 

14 13-1 1134 81.0 7. NC State 

13 9-4 978 75.2 8. North Carolina 

14 13-1 1020 72.9 9. Miami 

13 8-5 929 71.5 lO. Duke 

14 9-5 994 71.0 11. Pittsburgh 

13 10-3 917 70.5 12. Virginia 

13 7-6 876 67.4 13. Georgia Tech 

15 8-7 986 65.7 14. Boston College 

14 8-6 833 59.5 15. Wake Forest 

SCORING MARGIN 
1. Maryland 

2. Notre Dame 
3, North Carolina 

4, Duke 

s, Syracuse 
6, NC State 

7. Georgia Tech 

8. Florida State 

9. Virginia Tech 

10, Miami 
11, Wake Forest 

12, Boston College 
13. Virginia 
14. Pittsburgh 

15. Clemson 

G Offense Defense Margin FREE THROW PCT 
13 86.9 56.4 +30.5 1. Maryland 

12 88.9 59.1 +29.8 2. Boston College 

14 88.4 60.2 +28.2 3. Syracuse 

14 85.1 61.7 +23,4 4. NC State 

13 81.9 59.4 +22.5 s. Notre Dame 
14 81.0 59.5 +21.5 6. Virginia 

13 84.0 63,5 +20.5 7. Duke 

14 72.9 55.7 +17.1 8. Pittsburgh 

13 70.5 56.5 +14.0 9. North Carolina 

13 71.5 60.2 +11.2 lO. Georgia Tech 

13 75.2 68.8 +6,4 11. Florida State 

14 71.0 64.6 +6.4 12. Virginia Tech 
13 67.4 62.2 +5.2 13. Miami 
15 65.7 61,8 +3.9 14. Wake Forest 

14 59.5 59.2 +0.3 ls. Clemson 

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE G FGM FGA Pct, 
1. Notre Dame 12 419 815 .514 

2. Duke 14 456 897 .508 
3. Maryland 13 417 841 .496 

4. NC State 14 416 859 .484 

s. North Carolina 14 451 943 .478 

6. Florida State 14 367 821 .447 
7. Georgia Tech 13 395 896 .441 
8. Boston College 14 354 811 .436 
9. Wake Forest 13 350 806 .434 

lO. Clemson 14 317 748 .424 

11. Syracuse 13 377 911 .414 
12. Virginia Tech 13 338 830 .407 

13. Miami 13 343 843 .407 

14. Pittsburgh 15 368 934 .394 

ls. Virginia 13 303 791 .383 

G Pts Avq/G 
14 780 55.7 

13 733 56.4 

13 735 56.5 

12 709 59.1 

14 829 59.2 

13 772 59.4 

14 833 59.5 

14 843 60.2 

13 783 60.2 

14 864 61.7 

15 927 61.8 
13 808 62.2 
13 826 63.5 
14 905 64,6 
13 895 68.8 

G FTM FTA Pet, 
13 226 295 .766 
14 175 231 .758 
13 211 282 .748 
14 183 252 .726 
12 169 236 .716 
13 203 294 .690 
14 200 291 .687 
15 178 264 .674 
14 253 376 .673 
13 226 337 .671 
14 234 362 .646 
13 170 264 .644 
13 167 269 .621 
13 196 318 .616 
14 141 230 .613 

FIELD GOAL PCT DEFENSE G FGM FGA Pct, 
1. North Carolina 14 273 871 .313 

2. Virginia Tech 13 248 771 .322 
3. Florida State 14 274 822 .333 
4. Maryland 13 262 780 .336 

s. Syracuse 13 264 767 .344 

6. Georgia Tech 13 281 798 .352 

7. Miami 13 271 757 .358 

~. Notre Dame 12 258 718 .359 
9. Pittsburgh 15 320 885 .362 

lO. Duke 14 304 834 .365 

11. Clemson 14 283 768 .368 

12. Virginia 13 275 723 .380 

13. Boston College 14 309 805 .384 

14. Wake Forest 13 304 761 .399 

ls. NC State 14 300 733 .409 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of .1an 03, 2014 (All games) 

3-POINT FG PCT 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Duke 

3. Wake Forest 

4, Boston College 

5. Maryland 
6. NC State 

7. Clemson 

8. Syracuse 

9. North Carolina 
10. Georgia Tech 

11. Miami 
12. Florida State 

i3. Virginia 

14. Virginia Tech 

is. Pittsburgh 

G 3FGM 3FGA Pct. 

12 60 142 .423 

14 80 204 .392 

13 82 213 .385 

14 111 289 .384 

13 70 186 .376 

14 119 323 ,368 

14 58 174 .333 

13 100 303 .330 

14 83 256 .324 

13 76 249 .305 

13 76 250 .304 

14 52 176 .295 

13 67 228 .294 

13 71 242 .293 

15 72 249 .289 

REBOUNDING OFFENSE 
1. Georgia Tech 

2. Maryland 

3. Virginia Tech 

4. Notre Dame 
s. Syracuse 
6. North Carolina 

7. Duke 

8. Florida State 

9. Wake Forest 

10. Miami 
11. Pittsburgh 

12. Virginia 
13. Boston College 

14. NC State 

15. Clemson 

G Rebounds Avq/G 
13 625 48.1 
13 623 47.9 
13 618 47.5 
12 557 46.4 

13 600 46.2 

14 644 46,0 

14 605 43,2 

14 600 42.9 

13 552 42.5 

13 541 41.6 

15 596 39.7 

13 512 39,4 

14 545 38.9 

14 543 38.8 

14 485 34.6 

REBOUNDING MARGIN 
1. Maryland 
2, Notre Dame 
3, Duke 

4. Georgia Tech 

s. Virginia Tech 

6. NC State 

7, Florida State 

8, North Carolina 
9, Syracuse 

10, Wake Forest 

11. Boston College 

12. Virginia 
13. Miami 
14. Pittsburgh 

15. Clemson 

G Team Avg. Opp. Avg. Margin 

13 623 47.9 4o0 30.8 +17.2 

12 557 46.4 372 31,0 +15,4 

14 605 43.2 440 31,4 +11,8 

13 625 48.1 491 37,8 +10,3 

13 618 47,5 489 37.6 +9.9 

14 543 38,8 412 29.4 +9.4 

14 600 42.9 478 34.1 +8.7 

14 644 46.0 536 38.3 +7.7 
13 600 46.2 515 39.6 +6.5 

13 552 42.5 492 37,8 +4,6 

14 545 38.9 481 34,4 +4,6 

13 512 39,4 516 39.7 -0.3 

13 541 41,6 549 42.2 -0.6 

15 596 39.7 635 42.3 -2.6 

14 485 34.6 523 37.4 -2.7 

3=POINT FG PCT DEFENSE G 3FGM 3FGA 
1. NOrth Carolina 14 70 266 

2. Notre Dame 12 49 186 

3. Virginia Tech 13 65 246 

4. Maryland 13 67 252 

s. Florida State 14 85 299 

6. Pittsburgh 15 78 270 

7. Georgia Tech 13 61 211 
8. Virginia 13 88 303 

9. Syracuse 13 74 253 

lo. Clemson 14 90 280 

11. Miami 13 84 261 

12. NC State 14 70 214 

13. Boston College 14 98 289 

14. Duke 14 97 283 
is. Wake Forest 13 69 195 

REBOUNDING DEFENSE G Rebounds Avg/G 
1. NC State 14 412 29.4 

2. Maryland 13 400 30.8 

3. Notre Dame 12 372 31.0 

4. Duke 14 440 31.4 

s. Florida State 14 478 34.1 
6, Boston College 14 481 34.4 

7. Clemson 14 523 37,4 

8. Virginia Tech 13 489 37,6 

9. Georgia Tech 13 491 37,8 

lo, Wake Forest 13 492 37.8 

11, North Carolina 14 536 38.3 

12, Syracuse 13 515 39.6 
13. Virginia 13 516 39.7 

14. Miami 13 549 42.2 

is. Pittsburgh 15 635 42.3 

BLOCKED SHOTS G No, Avq/G 
1. Duke 14 84 6.0 

2. Miami 13 71 5.5 
3. North Carolina 14 73 5.2 

4. Syracuse 13 62 4,8 

s. Notre Dame 12 57 4.8 

6. Florida State 14 60 4.3 

Clemson 14 60 4.3 

8. Pittsburgh 15 64 4.3 
9. Georgia Tech 13 52 4.0 

lO. Maryland 13 46 3.5 

Virginia Tech 13 46 3,5 

12. Wake Forest 13 41 3.2 

13. Boston College 14 41 2.9 

14. NC State 14 38 2.7 

is. Virginia 13 10 0.8 

Pet, 
.263 

.263 

.264 

.266 

.284 

.289 

.289 

.290 

.292 

.321 

.322 

.327 

.339 

.343 

.354 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:[CS 

Through games of 3an 03, 2014 (All games) 

ASSISTS 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Maryland 
3. NC State 

4. Duke 

s. North Carolina 
6. Virginia Tech 

7. Boston College 

8. Syracuse 
9. Georgia Tech 

10. Pittsburgh 

11. Florida State 

12. Wake Forest 

13. Virginia 

14. Miami 
is. Clemson 

G No, Avg/G STEALS 

12 282 23.5 1. North Carolina 

13 268 20.6 2. Florida State 

14 274 19.6 3. Georgia Tech 

14 266 19.0 4. Duke 

14 255 18.2 s. Syracuse 

13 221 17.0 6. Virginia 

14 227 16.2 7. Notre Dame 

13 207 15.9 8. Wake Forest 

13 200 15.4 9. Miami 

15 229 15.3 lO. NC State 

14 209 14.9 11. Maryland 

13 178 13.7 12. Pittsburgh 

13 177 13.6 13. Clemson 

13 174 13.4 14. Boston College 

14 167 11.9 is. Virginia Tech 

TURNOVER MARGIN 
1. Syracuse 

2. North Carolina 

3, Miami 
4, Virginia 

s, NC State 

6, Notre Dame 
7. Georgia Tech 

8. Duke 

9. Florida State 

10, Pittsburgh 

11, Wake Forest 

12. Maryland 
18. Clemson 

14. Virginia Tech 

is. Boston College 

G Team Avg. Opp. Avcj, Margin 

13 182 14.0 286 22.0 +8.0 

14 234 16.7 318 22.7 +6.0 

13 199 15.3 261 20.1 +4.8 

13 219 16.8 271 20.8 +4.0 

14 2oo 14.3 251 17.9 +3.6 
12 188 15.7 225 18.8 +3.1 

13 239 18.4 277 21.3 +2.9 

14 245 17.5 283 20.2 +2.7 

14 288 20.6 324 23.1 +2.6 

15 216 14.4 254 16.9 +2.5 

13 230 17.7 25o 19.2 +1.5 

13 194 14.9 211 16.2 +1.3 

14 206 14.7 219 15.6 +0.9 

13 191 14.7 187 14.4 -0.3 

14 201 14.4 186 13.3 -1.1 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Georgia Tech 

2. Syracuse 

3. Notre Dame 
4. Wake Forest 

s. North Carolina 

6. Virginia Tech 

7. Virginia 

8. Duke 
9. Maryland 

10. Miami 
11. Florida State 

12. NC State 

13. Boston College 

14, Pittsburgh 

is, Clemson 

G No, Avg/G 
13 258 19.8 
13 251 19.3 
12 199 16.6 
13 208 16.0 
14 216 15.4 
13 200 15.4 
13 197 15,2 
14 212 15.1 
13 196 15.1 
13 193 14,8 
14 207 14,8 
14 198 14.1 
14 173 12.4 
15 185 12,3 
14 168 12.0 

G No. Avq/G 
14 197 14.1 
14 168 12.0 
13 149 11.5 
14 155 Ii.I 
13 140 10.8 
13 139 10.7 
12 126 i0,5 
13 130 i0,0 
13 128 9.8 
14 121 8.6 
13 103 7.9 
15 115 7.7 
14 98 7.0 
14 93 6.6 
13 64 4.9 

ASSIST/TURNOVERRATIO G Ast, Avg. T/O Av9, Ratio 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Maryland 

3. NC State 

4. Virginia Tech 

s. Syracuse 
6. Boston College 

7. North Carolina 

8. Duke 

9. Pittsburgh 

lO. Miami 
11. Georgia Tech 

12. Clemson 
13. Virginia 

14. Wake Forest 

15. Florida State 

12 282 23.5 188 15.7 1.5 
13 268 20.6 194 14.9 1.4 
14 274 19.6 200 14.3 1.4 
13 221 17.0 191 14.7 1.2 
13 207 15.9 182 14.0 i.I 
14 227 16.2 201 14.4 i.I 
14 255 18,2 234 16.7 i.I 
14 266 19.0 245 17.5 I.i 
15 229 15.3 216 14.4 I.i 
13 174 13.4 199 15.3 0.9 
13 200 15.4 239 18.4 0.8 
14 167 11.9 206 14.7 0.8 
13 177 13.6 219 16.8 0.8 
13 178 13.7 230 17.7 0.8 
14 209 14.9 288 20.6 0.7 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Maryland 
2, Virginia Tech 
3, North Carolina 

4. Notre Dame 
s. Georgia Tech 

6. Florida State 

Duke 

8, Pittsburgh 
9, Syracuse 

10. Miami 
11. Boston College 

12. Wake Forest 

13. NC State 
14. Virginia 
15. Clemson 

G No, Avq/G 
13 427 32.8 
13 418 32.2 
14 428 30.6 
12 358 29.8 
13 367 28.2 
14 393 28.1 
14 393 28,1 
15 411 27.4 
13 349 26.8 
13 348 26.8 
14 372 26.6 
13 344 26.5 
14 345 24.6 
13 315 24,2 
14 317 22.6 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:[CS 

Through games of 3an 03, 2014 (All games) 

DEFENSIVE REB PCT. 

~. Maryland 
2, Virginia Tech 

3. Notre Dame 
4. NC State 

s. Boston College 

6, Florida State 

7, Duke 

8, North Carolina 
9, Pittsburgh 

lo. Wake Forest 

11. Miami 
12. Georgia Tech 

13. Syracuse 

14. Virginia 

is. Clemson 

3-POINT FG MADE 

G D-Reb Opp, OR D-Reb% OFFENSIVE REB PCT. 

13 427 133 .763 1. Georgia Tech 

13 418 147 .740 2. Notre Dame 

12 358 133 .729 3. Duke 

14 345 130 .726 4. Syracuse 

14 372 161 .698 5. Maryland 

14 393 175 .692 6. NC State 

14 393 176 .691 7, Florida State 

14 428 207 ,674 8, Wake Forest 

15 411 202 ,670 9, North Carolina 

13 344 179 .658 lO, Virginia 

13 348 184 .654 11. Virginia Tech 

13 367 197 ,651 12. Boston College 

13 349 200 .636 13. Clemson 

13 315 190 .624 14, Miami 

14 317 208 ,604 is, Pittsburgh 

No. Avg/G 

1. NC State 
2. Boston College 
3, Syracuse 
4, Wake Forest 
s, North Carolina 
6, Miami 

Georgia Tech 
8. Duke 
9. Virginia Tech 

10, Maryland 
11, Virginia 
12, Notre Dame 
13, Pittsburgh 
14. Clemson 
is. Florida State 

14 119 8.5 

14 111 7.9 

13 100 7.7 
13 82 6,3 

14 83 5.9 
13 76 5.8 

13 76 5.8 

14 80 5.7 

13 71 5.5 

13 70 5.4 

13 67 5.2 

12 60 5.0 
15 72 4.8 

14 58 4.1 

14 52 3.7 

G O-Reb Opp, DR O-Reb% 

13 258 294 .467 
12 199 239 .454 
14 212 264 .445 
13 251 315 .443 
13 196 267 ,423 
14 198 282 ,413 
14 207 303 .406 
13 208 313 .399 
14 216 329 .396 
13 197 326 .377 
13 200 342 ,369 
14 173 320 ,351 
14 168 315 ,348 
13 193 365 .346 
15 185 433 .299 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of 3an 03, 2014 (All games) 

Team 

Florida State 

Pittsburgh 

Notre Dame 

Duke 

NC State 

Maryland 

North Carolina 

Syracuse 

Georgia Tech 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Boston College 

Miami 

Clemson 

Virginia 

Conference    Pct, 

0-1 

PF PA Overall Pct. PF PA Current unbeaten streak 

1.000 78.0 69.0 13-1 ,929 72.9 55.7 Notre Dame-- 12 

.000 69.0 78.0 8-7 .533 65.7 61.8 Maryland-- 10 

.000 0,0 0,0 12-0 1,000 88,9 59,1 Florida State -- 9 

.000 0,0 0,0 13-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 13-1 

.000 0,0 0,0 12-1 

.000 0.0 0.0 12-2 

.000 0.0 0.0 11-2 

.000 0,0 0,0 10-3 

.000 0.0 0.0 10-3 

.000 0.0 0.0 9-4 

.000 0.0 0.0 9-5 

.000 0.0 0.0 8-5 

.000 0.0 0.0 8-6 

.000 0,0 0,0 7-6 

,929 85,1 61,7 North Carolina -- 7 

.929 81.0 59.5 NC State -- 7 

,923 86,9 56,4 Boston College -- 6 

.857 88.4 60.2 Wake Forest -- 5 

,846 81.9 59.4 Duke-- 3 

,769 84,0 63,5 Virginia -- 3 

.769 70.5 56.5 Georgia Tech -- 2 

,692 75.2 68.8 Clemson -- 1 

,643 71,0 64,6 

.615 71.5 60.2 

,571 59.5 59.2 

,538 67,4 62,2 

TEAM SUMMARIES 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

G PF-PA 

14 994=905 

14 833-829 

14 1192-864 

14 1020-780 

13 1092-826 

13 1130-733 

13 929-783 

14 1134-833 

14 1238-843 

12 1067-709 

15 986-927 

13 1065-772 

13 876-808 

13 917-735 

13 978-895 

Av9 score Margin FG-FGA 

71.0-64.6 +6,4 354-811 

59.5-59.2 +0.3 317-748 .424 58-174 

85.1-61.7 +23.4 456-897 .508 80-204 

72.9-55.7 +17.1 367-821 .447 52-176 

84.0-63.5 +20,5 395-896 ,441 76-249 

86,9-56,4 +30.5 417-841 .496 70-186 

71,5-60.2 +11.2 343-843 .407 76-250 

Pct. 3FG-FGA      Pct. FT-FTA Pct. RebF RebA Margin 

,436 111-289 ,384 175-231 ,758 545 481 +4,6 

.333 141-230 .613 485 523 -2.7 

.392 200-291 .687 605 440 +11.8 

.295 234-362 .646 600 478 +8.7 

,305 226-337 ,671 625 491 +10,3 

.376 226-295 .766 623 400 +17.2 

.304 167-269 .621 541 549 -0.6 

81.0-59.5 +21.5 416-859 .484 119-323 .368 183-252 .726 543 412 +9.4 

88.4-60,2 +28.2 451-943 .478 83-256 .324 253-376 .673 644 536 +7.7 

88.9-59.1 +29.8 419-815 .514 60-142 .423 169-236 .716 557 372 +15.4 

65.7-61.8 +3,9 368-934 ,394 72-249 ,289 178-264 ,674 596 635 -2,6 

81,9-59,4 +22.5 377-911 .414 100-303 .330 211-282 .748 600 515 +6.5 

67,4-62.2 +5.2 303-791 .383 67-228 .294 203-294 .690 512 516 -0.3 

70.5-56.5 +14.0 338-830 .407 71-242 .293 170-264 .644 618 489 +9.9 

75.2=68,8 +6.4 350-806 .434 82-213 .385 196-318 .616 552 492 +4.6 

ATTENDANCE 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Averaqe Away Average 

7-5122 732 4-4825 1206 

8-4634 579 4-2425 606 

7-33086 4727 4-43806 10952 

7-13428 1918 6-14159 2360 

7-5158 737 2-13448 6724 

9-42083 4676 2-2934 1467 

10-6306 631 3-4983 1661 

8-8639 1080 2-910 455 

8-19231 2404 1-2465 2465 

7-60063 8580 4-14192 3548 

8-14067 1758 4-3071 768 

7-2235 319 3-6761 2254 

6-20293 3382 4-8524 2131 

8-9937 1242 5-6253 1251 

6-2958 493 5-9723 1945 

113-247240 2188 53-138479 2613 

Neutral Averaqe Total Averaqe 

3-2373 791 14-12320 880 

2-753 376 14-7812 558 

3-672 224 14-77564 5540 

1-776 776 14-28363 2026 

4-866 216 13-19472 1498 

2-115 58 13-45132 3472 

0-0 0 13-11289 868 

4-422 106 14-9971 712 

5-6507 1301 

1-933 933 

3-0 0 

3-4432 1477 

3-780 260 

0-0 0 

2-1754 877 

14-28203 2014 

12-75188 6266 

15-17138 1143 

13-13428 1033 

13-29597 2277 

13-16190 1245 

13-14435 1110 

36-20383     566    202-406102 2010 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 03, 2014 (All games) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 75.0% of their team’s games. 

SCORING 
1. Chelsea Douglas-WE 
2. Dearica Hamby-WF 
3. Brittney Sykes-SU 
4. Uju Ugoka-VT 
s. Kaela Davis-GT 
6. Natasha Howard-FS 
7. Alyssa Thomas-MD 
s. ]ewell Loyd-ND 
9. Brianna KieseI-UP 

10. Tricia Liston-DU 
11, Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 
12. Markeisha Gatling-ST 
13. Brianna Butler-SU 
14. Kayla McBride-ND 
is, Diamond DeShields-NC 
16, Kristen Doherty-BC 
17, Allisha Gray-NC 
is. Morgan ]ones-FS 
19. Kody Burke-ST 
20. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 
21. Elizabeth Williams-DU 
22. Alexis 30nes-DU 
23. Natalie Achonwa-ND 
24. Xylina McDanieI-NC 
2s. Ataira Franklin-VA 
26. Asia Logan-UP 
27. Katie Zenevitch-BC 
28. Chelsea Gray-DU 
29. Keyona Hayes-UM 

Vanessa Panousis-Wl- 

CI G FG 3FG FT Pts Avg/G 
Sr 13 93 49 44 279 21.5 
Jr 13 113 6 45 277 21.3 

So 13 95 0 61 251 19.3 

Sr 13 99 0 5O 248 19.1 

Fr 13 73 33 61 240 18,5 

Sr 14 98 0 56 252 18.0 

Sr 13 9O 1 48 229 17.6 

So 12 86 6 31 209 17.4 
Jr 15 91 10 69 261 17.4 

Sr 14 86 37 34 243 17.4 
Sr 12 84 0 38 206 17.2 

Sr 14 98 0 29 225 16,1 

So 13 7O 43 21 204 15.7 

Sr 12 74 11 23 182 15.2 

Fr 13 8O 10 26 196 15.1 

Sr 14 68 17 55 208 14.9 

Fr 13 65 20 43 193 14.8 

So 14 66 28 39 199 14.2 

Sr 14 70 10 46 196 14,0 

Fr 14 78 1 35 192 13.7 

Jr 14 77 0 31 185 13.2 

So 14 67 18 29 181 12.9 
Sr 9 51 0 14 116 12.9 

So 14 66 13 35 180 12.9 

Sr 13 52 21 38 163 12.5 

Sr 15 69 6 39 183 12,2 

Sr 14 64 5 31 164 11.7 

Sr 14 61 9 31 162 11.6 

So 13 59 1 3O 149 11.5 
Fr 13 42 20 45 149 11.5 

REBOUN DI NG 
1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

2. Dearica Hamby-WF 

3, Uju Ugoka-VT 

4, Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

s, Ivey Slaughter-FS 

6. Shakeya Leary-SU 

7. Natasha Howard-FS 
8. Natalie Achonwa-ND 

9. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 

10, Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

11. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

12. Taijah CampbelI-VT 

13. Asia Logan-UP 

14. Hannah Young-VT 
15. Katie Zenevitch-BC 

3assany Williams-UM 

17, Jewell Loyd-ND 

18, Monet Tellier-VT 
19, Taya Reimer-ND 

2o. Kaela Davis-GT 
Keyona Hayes-UM 

Cl G Off Def Total Avq/G 

Sr 13 39 107 146 11.2 

Jr 13 49 95 144 11.1 

Sr 13 58 84 142 10.9 

Fr 14 50 90 140 10.0 

Fr 14 46 82 128 9.1 

Sr 13 51 64 115 8.8 

Sr 14 56 62 118 8.4 

Sr 9 21 53 74 8.2 

Jr 13 49 53 102 7.8 

Sr 12 44 49 93 7.8 

So 13 41 56 97 7.5 

So 13 44 52 96 7.4 

Sr 15 26 84 110 7.3 

So 13 21 74 95 7.3 

Sr 14 38 6O 98 7.0 

Jr 13 31 6O 91 7.0 

So 12 31 51 82 6.8 

Sr 13 17 69 86 6.6 

Fr 12 32 47 79 6.6 

Fr 13 26 58 84 6.5 

So 13 29 55 84 6.5 

FIELD GOAL PCT 
1. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

2. Natasha Howard-FS 

3. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 
4. Brittney Sykes-SU 

s. Dearica Hamby-WF 

6. Elizabeth Williams-DU Jr 14 
7. Sarah Imovbioh-VA Jr 13 

8. Natalie Achonwa-ND Sr 9 

9. Katie Zenevitch-BC Sr 14 

lO. Uju Ugoka-VT Sr 13 

11. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 14 
12. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 13 

13. Xylina McDanieI-NC So 14 
14. Alicia DeVaughn-MD Sr 13 

is. S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 13 

CI G FGM FGA Pct, 
Sr 14 98 134 .731 

Sr 14 98 153 .641 

Fr 14 78 126 .619 

So 13 95 163 .583 

Jr 13 113 196 .577 

77 134 ,575 

52 91 ,571 

51 90 .567 

64 113 .566 

99 176 .563 
86 154 .558 

90 162 ,556 

66 121 ,545 

39 72 ,542 

53 100 .530 

ASSISTS 
1. Chelsea Grav-DU 
2. Yashira Delgado-FS 
3. Len’Nique Brown-ST 
4. Vanessa Panousis-VT 
s, Lexie Brown-MD 
6, Rachel Coffey-SU 
7, Brianna KieseI-UP 
8. Latifah Coleman-NC 
9. Monet Tellier-VT 

10. Alexis Jones-DU 
11. Dawnn Maye-GT 
12, Lindsay Allen-ND 
13, Lauren Engeln-BC 
14, Brene Moseley-MD 
is. Michaela Mabrey-ND 

Cl G No, Avq/G 
Sr 14 104 7.4 

Sr 14 83 5.9 

Jr 14 67 4.8 

Fr 13 58 4.5 

Fr 12 53 4.4 

Sr 13 57 4.4 

Jr 15 65 4.3 

Jr 13 56 4,3 

Sr 13 55 4.2 

So 14 57 4.1 
Sr 13 51 3,9 

Fr 12 46 3.8 

Jr 14 52 3.7 

So 13 48 3.7 

So 12 44 3,7 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 03, 2014 (All games) 

FREE THROW PCT CI (3 FTM FTA Pct. 

1. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 14 34 37 .919 
2. Shakeya Leary-SU Sr 13 26 30 .867 

3. Brene Moseley-MD So 13 38 44 .864 

4. Katie Zenevitch-BC Sr 14 31 36 .861 

s. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 13 48 56 .857 

6. Kody Burke-ST Sr 14 46 54 ,852 

7. Kelsey Wolfe-VA Sr 13 28 33 .848 

8. Kristen Doherty-BC Sr 14 55 65 .846 
9. Kaela Davis-GT Fr 13 61 74 .824 

lo. Brianna KieseI-UP Jr 15 69 84 .821 

11. Laurin Mincy-MD Jr 13 27 33 .818 

12. Alexis Jones-DU So 14 29 36 .806 

13. Aaliyah Whiteside-GT So 13 36 45 ,800 

14. AIlisha Gray-NC Fr 13 43 54 .796 

ls. Ataira Franklin-VA Sr 13 38 48 .792 

3-POINT FG PCT CI G 3FG FGA Pet. 
1. Madison Cable-ND Jr 12 13 23 .565 

2. S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 13 14 26 .538 

3. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 14 37 78 ,474 
4. Nicole Boudreau-BC so 14 31 68 .456 

s. Taylor Ford-SU So 13 13 29 .448 
6. Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 14 30 68 .441 
7. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 13 49 112 .438 

8. Jessica Washington-NC Fr 14 17 39 .436 

9. Kwstal Barrett-ST Jr 14 15 37 .405 

lO. Katie Rutan-MD Sr 13 17 42 ,405 

11. Kelly Gramlich-CU Jr 14 32 80 .400 
AIlisha Gray-NC Fr 13 20 50 .400 

13. Len’Nique Brown-ST Jr 14 17 44 .386 

14. M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 14 38 100 .380 

is. Brianna Butler-SU So 13 43 114 .377 

BLOCKED SHOTS CI G No. Av(:j/G 
1. Elizabeth Williams-DU Jr 14 38 2.7 

2. Stephanie Mavunga-NC Fr 14 36 2.6 
3. Natasha Howard-FS Sr 14 35 2.5 

4. Jassany Williams-UM Jr 13 32 2.5 

s. Taya Reimer-ND Fr 12 20 1.7 
6. Shakeya Leary-SU Sr 13 19 1.5 

Taijah CampbelI-VT so 13 19 1.5 

8. Briana Day-SU Fr 13 18 1.4 
9. Shayla Bivins=GT Sr 13 17 1.3 

Dearica Hamby-WF Jr 13 17 1.3 

11. K, McCravey-Cooper-DU Fr 14 18 1.3 

12. Nariah Taylor-GT So 12 15 1.3 

13. Asia Logan-UP Sr 15 17 1.1 
14. Suriya McGuire-UM Jr 13 14 1.1 
is. Markeisha Gatling-ST Sr 14 15 1.1 

Kai James-FS Fr 14 15 1.1 

STEALS 
1. Dearica Hamby-WF 
2. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

3. Chelsea Gray-DU 

4. Lexie Gerson-VA 
s. Yashira Delgado-FS 

6. Dawnn Maye-GT 
7. Brittany Brown-FS 
8. Diamond DeShields-NC 

9. Allisha Gray-NC 

10. Brittney Sykes-SU 

11. Alexis Jones-DU 
12. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

Danielle Butts-NC 
14. Natasha Howard-FS 

is. Brianna Butler-SU 

Cl G No, Avq/G 
Jr 13 40 3.1 

Sr 12 35 2.9 

Sr 14 40 2.9 

Sr 13 34 2.6 

Sr 14 36 2,6 

Sr 13 33 2.5 

Fr 14 35 2.5 

Fr 13 29 2.2 

Fr 13 28 2.2 

So 13 27 2.1 

So 14 29 2.1 

Fr 14 28 2,0 

Jr 11 22 2.0 

Sr 14 25 1.8 

So 13 23 1.8 

3=POINT FG HADE CI G 3FG Avq/G 
1. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 13 49 3.8 

2. Brianna Butler-SU So 13 43 3.3 

3. M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 14 38 2.7 

4. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 14 37 2.6 

s. Kaela Davis-GT Fr 13 33 2.5 
6. Kelly Gramlich-CU Jr 14 32 2.3 

7. NicoleBoudreau-BC So 14 31 2.2 
8. Krystal Saunders-UM Sr 13 28 2.2 
9. Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 14 30 2.1 

lo. Morgan Jones-FS So 14 28 2.0 
11. Sydney Wallace-GT Jr 13 24 1.8 
12. Michaela Mabrey-ND So 12 21 1.8 
13. Ataira Franklin-VA Sr 13 21 1.6 
14. Allisha Gray-NC Fr 13 20 1,5 

Vanessa Panousis-V-F Fr 13 20 1,5 

ASSIST/TURNOVER RATIO 
1. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 
2. Michaela Mabrey-ND 
3. Lexie Brown-MD 
4. Chelsea Gray-DU 
s. Lindsay Allen-ND 
6. Len’Nique Brown-ST 
7. Jessica Washington-NC 
8. Brene Moseley-MD 
9. Latifah Coleman-NC 

10. Nicole Boudreau-BC 
11. Rachel Coffey-SU 
12. Dawnn Maye-GT 
13. Alyssa Thomas-MD 
14. Brianna KieseI-UP 
is. Chelsea Lindsay-CU 

CI G Ast. T/O Ratio 
Sr 12 37 9 4,1 

So 12 44 16 2.8 

Fr 12 53 20 2.7 

Sr 14 104 43 2.4 

Fr 12 46 21 2.2 

Jr 14 67 31 2.2 

Fr 14 43 21 2.0 

So 13 48 24 2.0 

Jr 13 56 30 1,9 

So 14 42 23 1.8 

Sr 13 57 34 1.7 

Sr 13 51 31 1.6 

Sr 13 46 28 1.6 

Jr 15 65 40 1.6 

Jr 14 47 29 1.6 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 03, 2014 (All games) 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

1. Uju Ugoka-VT 
2. Natasha Howard-FS 

3. Shakeya Leary-SU 

4. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 

Dearica Hamby-WF 

6. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

7. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

8. Taijah Campbell-VT 
9. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

10. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

11. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

12. Briana Day-SU 

Brittney Sykes-SU 

14. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

is. Jill Brunori-WF 

CI G No. Avg/G 

Sr 13 58 4.5 

Sr 14 56 4.0 

Sr 13 51 3.9 

Jr 13 49 3,8 

Jr 13 49 3,8 

Sr 12 44 3.7 

Fr 14 50 3.6 

So 13 44 3.4 

Fr 14 46 3.3 

So 13 4:[ 3.2 

Sr :[3 39 3.0 

Fr :[3 37 2,8 

So :[3 37 2.8 

Sr :[4 39 2.8 

Fr :[3 36 2.8 

MINUTES PLAYED 
1. Yashira Delgado-FS 

2. Brianna KieseI-UP 

3. Chelsea Lindsay-CU 

4. Morgan ]ones-FS 

s. Dearica Hamby-WF 

6. Kristen Doherty-BC 

7. Monet Tellier-VT 
8. Brittney Sykes-SU 

9. Brittany Brown-FS 

10, Lauren Engeln-BC 

¢1 G No. Avg/G 
Sr 14 511 36.5 

Jr 15 532 35.5 

Jr 14 472 33.7 

So 14 458 32.7 

Jr 13 423 32.5 

Sr 14 454 32.4 

Sr 13 420 32.3 

So 13 419 32,2 

Fr 14 449 32.1 

Jr 14 448 32.0 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

2, Dearica Hamby-WF 

3, Uju Ugoka-VT 
4. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

s. Natalie Achonwa-ND 

6. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

7, Hannah Young-VT 
8, Asia Logan-UP 

9, Morgan Jones-FS 

lo, Monet Tellier-VT 
11. Shakeya Leary-SU 

12. Kdsten Doherty-BC 
13. Jassany Williams-UM 

14, Kaela Davis-GT 
is, Natasha Howard-FS 

CI G No. Avq/G 
Sr 13 107 8.2 

Jr 13 95 7.3 

Sr 13 84 6.5 

Fr 14 90 6.4 

Sr 9 53 5.9 

Fr 14 82 5,9 

So 13 74 5.7 

Sr 15 84 5.6 

So 14 78 5.6 

Sr 13 69 5.3 

Sr 13 64 4.9 

Sr 14 66 4,7 

Jr 13 60 4.6 

Fr 13 58 4.5 

Sr 14 62 4.4 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Jan 03, 2014 (All games) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

Points 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sts 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

48 
32 
15 
14 
25 
25 

.000 

.000 
9 
8 

19 
14 

.833 

.833 

.833 

.833 
12 
ii 
ii 
Ii 
ii 
14 
14 
14 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

20 

18 

13 

12 

12 

9 

8 

6 

6 

9 

8 

8 

(10-10) 

(8-8) 

(5-6) 
(s-6) 
(5-6) 
(5-6) 

(9-9) 

(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at FIU (12/29/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) at Indiana (12/4/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at FlU (12/29/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) at Indiana (12/4/13) 

Tyaunna Marshall (Georgia Tech) at Tennessee (11/17/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at FlU (12/29/13) 

Stephanie iVlavunga (North Carolina) vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Kayla McBride (Notre Dame) vs South Dakota State (01/02/14) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at FlU (12/29/13) 

Kelly Gramlich (Clemson) vs SC State (12/14/13) 

Krystal Saunders (Miami) vs Morgan State (12-28-13) 

Kaela Davis (Georgia Tech) vs Alabama A&M (12/7/13) 

Krystal Saunders (Miami) vs North Florida (11/08/13) 

Nicole Boudreau (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Kelly Hughes (Boston College) vs Iowa (11/29/13) 

Madison Cable (Notre Dame) vs UCLA (12/07/13) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Kansas State (11-29-13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) at Wagner (12/07/13) 

Ivey Slaughter (Florida State) vs North Florida (12/16/13) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) vs Duquesne (12/29/13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) vs Michigan State (12/04/13) 

Vanessa Panousis (Virginia Tech) vs Robert Morris (12/29/13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) vs FlU (11/21/13) 

Brene Moseley (Maryland) at USF (11/8/13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Allisha Gray (North Carolina) at UCLA (11/17/13) 

Alyssa Thomas (Maryland) vs Delaware State (12/14/13) 

Brittney Sykes (Syracuse) vs Niagara (12/19/13) 

Brittney Sykes (Syracuse) vs Saint Joseph’s (12/21/13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) vs Mount Saint Mary’s (1/1/14) 

Haley Peters (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Florida A&M (12/28/13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) at Marquette (11-24-13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) vs Vanderbilt (11-21-13) 

Latifah Coleman (North Carolina) vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Danielle Butts (North Carolina) vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Shakeya Leary (Syracuse) vs Temple (12/16/13) 

]assany Williams (Miami) vs New Mexico (12-29-13) 

Nikki Dixon (Clemson) vs Wofford (11/10/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Davidson (11/19/13) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) vs Florida State (01/02/14) 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Jan 03, 2014 (All games) 

Points 

Margin 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sts 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

Fouls 

124 

123 

83 

83 

46 

45 

45 

91 

87 

87 

.643 

.629 

15 

15 

41 

38 

.667 

.647 

35 

29 

45 

44 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

64 

64 

34 

31 

25 

22 

22 

22 

12 

11 

11 

27 

26 

26 

26 

34 

34 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

(123-40) 

(124-41) 

(45-70) 

(39-62) 

(lO-15) 
(11-17) 

(17-17) 

(11-11) 

(10-10) 

(10-10) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E, Shore (11/20/13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Illinois (12/4/13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Notre Dame vs UNC-Wilmington (11/09/13) 

Miami at Oakland (11/19/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E, Shore (11/20/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

NC State vs St. Bonaventure (11/08/13) 

Maryland vs Siena (12/09/13) 

Virginia at Florida Gulf Coast (12/21/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Portland State (12/17/13) 

Maryland vs Loyola (Md,) (11/10/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Portland State (12/17/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Alabama State (12/29/13) 

Syracuse vs Saint Joseph’s (12/21/13) 

Boston College vs Holy Cross (12/21/13) 

Pittsburgh vs Louisiana-Monroe (12/20/13) 

Pittsburgh vs Washington (12/21/13) 

Virginia Tech vs Howard (11/09/13) 

Maryland vs Delaware State (12/14/13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Notre Dame vs UCLA (12/07/13) 

North Carolina vs Charleston Southern (12/14/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Virginia vs MD Eastern Shore (12/17/13) 

Duke at Kentucky (12-22-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

North Carolina vs Charleston Southern (12/14/13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Coppin State (11/8/13) 

Florida State at Florida (11/21/13) 

Florida State at Louisville (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Virginia vs Tulane (12/20/13) 



Jones Day invites you to join us for a webinar. 

Mortgage lenders, investors, and homebuyers still have many questions about the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s Ability to Repay and Qualified Mortgage Rule. The 
biggest question of all is: What will lending outside the QlVl safe harbor look like? 

This webinar will explore key business and legal risks, as well as opportunities for lending 

outside the QM safe harbor. Will lenders make non-QM loans and, if so, to whom? What 
will happen to borrowers who do not meet the QM standards? What factors will influence 
pricing for borrowers and investors? What are other consequences of the QM safe 
harbor, including will the QM rules affect the housing market’s recovery? 

Our panel of outside experts and Jones Day partners will tackle these challenging 
questions and more. 

-1ones Day Panelists: 

Lisa M. Ledbetter, Partner, Jones Day 
Ralph F. MacDonald, III ("Chip"), Partner, Jones Day 

Albert .1. Rota_, Partner, Jones Day 

lExterna~ Panelists: 
Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 
-1ohn Dill’orio, Chief Executive Officer, :[st Alliance Lending 
Steve O’Connor, Senior Vice President, Public Policy and [ndustry Relations, Mortgage 

Bankers Association 
Faith Schwartz, Senior Vice President, Government Solutions, CoreLogic 

Please use this link to RSVP for the webinar by January 10~ 

]:f you have any questions, please contact Anu Vermani at 

rsvpwashington@jonesday.com or 202-879-3987. 

7~his program has been approved for 1.50 general credits by the State Bar of California and 1.50 areas of 

professional practice credit (nontransitional) by the New York State CLE Board. Jones Day is a State Bar of 

California MCLE approved provider, as well as an accredited provider in New York. Application for CLE credit in other 

states will be made as needed, 

Forward to a Friend 



THOMAS 
JEFFERSON 
SCHOOL OF LAW 

8:00 AM - 5:00 PM, TJSL ROOM 3:25 

The 2014 Women and the Law Conference gathers together a slate of luminaries in 
miitary leadership ~o explore the unique Jsorces shaping women’s access to power in: the 
U.S. military. The conferer~e focuses on a nun~ber of issues, including whether new 
statistics on sexual assadt h~ the mtitary warrani legislative changes to the UniFon~ C~de 
of Military Justice, and explores the topic of women serving in efte combat units. The 

who seeks t~ gain insight o~ leadership and success ~rom: some of the naton:’s most 

............................. VI!! 

Far more abou~ the conJ:erence and to register, pleo:.~, vist us a~ 

tisJ  du/conf r nc s/wJc WWW~ ~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Friday, January 3, 2014 8:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Li s~, 6 researchers viewed your publications 

Weekly stats update 

222 

See views by col_retry 

Complete yore" stats 

Lissa Lamkin Broome 

Dangerous Categories: Narra[ives of Corpera[e Boar,., 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 8:32 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 6 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

]anuary 6, 2014 @. Number 3 

Payment Cards 

The National Retail Federation has moved to overturn a 
December district court order that approved a $7.25 billion 
settlement of claims that Visa, MasterCard and major U.S. 
financial institutions violated antitrust laws by fixing fees on... 

Mortgages 

The Consumer Finandal Protection Bureau (CFPB) is asking for 
more information on the mortgage closing process after 
completing a rule ~n November to simplify and improve the loan 
cost disclosures provided to borrowers .... 

Systemic Risk 

Fed Official," Na~ks with TraditionaB Fu~din~/ 

The shadow banking sector is more vulnerable to runs than 
traditional banking, which can ride out transitory valuation 
changes without having to dump assets at depressed prices, a 
Federal Reserve governor said .... 

Reglatory Policy 
House Fi~a~cial Services Committee 
To Hold H~ari~g or~ Vo~cker Rul~ :Impact 

The House Financial Services Committee Jan. 2 said it will hold a 
hearing .]an. 15 to examine "the impact and potential unintended 
consequences" of the Volcker rule .... 

Economic Outlook 

Ben S. Bernanke said the headwinds that have held back the 
U.S. economy may be abating, leaving the country poised for 
faster growth as his tenure as Federal Reserve chairman comes 
to an end .... 

Corporate Governance 
Failut’e-o%Ovet’sight Derivative C~aim 

The U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota Dec. 30 
dismissed a shareholder derivative action alleging that US Bank 
officials failed in their oversight duties as trustee for trusts that 
made various mortgage-backed securities... 

Derivatives 
CFTC Seeks Corn merit o~ S~aff Advisory 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission requested comment 
.]an. 3 on a staff advisory issued in November that sought to 
clarify the application of certain CFTC rules to the U,S, activities 
of foreign swap dealers .... 

Enforcement 

Dodd~Frar~k Ru~es Note Thar~ Half Dor~e, 



Regulators have completed slightly more than half of all required 
rulemaking under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act, according to a 3an. 2 report by law 

firm Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP .... 

Derivatives 

S~aff of ~he Commodffy Futures Trading Commission Jan. B 
ex~ended for eigh~ more months no-action relief for registered 
foreign swap dealers from certain ~ransac~ion-level requirements 

(C~C No-Action Letter No. 14-01, 1/03/14) .... 

State Taxes 
Ohio Tax DepartMent ~ssues G~idance 
~>~inin~ ~ew Fin~n~:ia~ ~n~tituti~n~ Tax 

The Ohio Department of Taxation has promulgated six new rules 
for the state’s new financial institutions tax, which, effective 
]an. I, will be levied on financial institutions for the privilege of 
doing business in the state .... 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ehube((}email.unc.edu 

Saturday, Januao~ 4, 2014 1:12 AM 

January Meeting Cancel led 

To: All Po~icipants 

F~om: Evelyne Huber 

Dear Colleagues: 

First, a Hapw and ttealthy 2014 to all of you. 

The Chancellor’s Office inlbnned me that our Janualy meeting is cmacelled because of a change in "the Cha~cellor’s ~hedule. 

Lookiug forward to seeing you in February., 

Evelyue 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "Chancellor’s Advisory. Committee" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Chancellor’s Advisory Committee. 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, Januao, 4, 2014 4:05 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Access to Abortion Falling as States Pass Restrictions 

Today’s Headlines 
I1’~ THIS ENAIL ~ World i U.S Business i Spolts Alts Tlavei 

Editorials i Op~ i On[his Day CUSTOMIZE>* 

Top News 

.Access to Abo~lion Falling as States Pass 

Res[~oict-~o~s 

A surge in m~ti-abort~on measures i~ more than ha]f the sta~es 

has made ik far more di@eu]t in mauy ta’gions to obtain the 

procedm’e. 

h~ Graphic: Abo~tio~ Restrictions Passed by States 

My.ste~oy in He, bollah Operatiw~% Life a~.d Death 

The assassination c,f Hassane Laqees, Hezbollah’s master 

technician and logistics e:q~e~¢, has e~posed a convulsing 

region’s tangled and shifting a]lianccs and eumi’des. 

WRh no plans for ~mrican mi~ikaW in[ervention, @e Unib~d States is 

fl’anfical~y b~x~kering peace talks behveen the warring ihctions while ruing to 

loftily, a t ni ted N a’dons pea eekeeping force. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ wb~: A D<~sperate Rivei° Crossir~g 

Residents of Bor, a city in the Republic *-~f South Sudan, fled 

deadly viole~ce there by taki~g ferries across the White Nile to 

Awedal, where an estimaked 76,ooo displaced people are 

stranded. 

Related 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Figh ~.ing to KJ e:k th e H aMt 

I replaeed d[x~gs and liquor with a craving to be a better man. 

who was cleared of treason for his actions during the Korea~ War and 
is fighting to be declared a hero~ 

Today’s Video 

neighborhoo& F~dav, with fl’eezing wi*~d, A~ snowplows cleared ~{~;~ 

[O work. 

~ vm~:o,, _&pp Smart~ Resoh~thms 

A seleetio ~ of great apps to mlp you keep your new year’s 

resolutions, 

addition of proseiutto, persimmon and croutons to a regular 

spinach salad makes light fare sabstantial enough for a fall meal. 

World 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

O~ee Lab~|ed a Traitor, Korem~ Aims to Be a 

Hero 

Ho*~g Yoon.-hee, whose 195o treason cot~viction in South Korea 

was recen~y nullified, says, "l’he truth is I helped save Soukh Korea dmdng one 

of its most e~tieaI times 

Military police officers kilh’d at h’ast three people, officials said, 

as protesks agNnst the decades--old nile of Prime Minister Hut~ 

Sen entetvd a vo~adle ~mw phase, 



Rebels in Syria, as Schism Grows 

The fighting punctuated a growing ~ft between seven 

homegro~ rebel groups and a powe~fi Qaeda affiliate. 

U.S, 

A Brain Is Dead~ a Hear~. Bea~.s On 

A eom~ was called to intervene af~er a Califbrnia hospital 

pronounced a girl dead after complications from surgery but her 

family insists she is alive. 

J~,sl-lees Are .Asked to Reject Nuns~ Challenge to Health Law 

The J~sfiee Department said the requhvments for birth control coverage did 

n ok impose a "substan tial burden" on an order of Roman Catholic nuns who 

challenged them. 

Come Grants Secrecy lbr l~’lemo on Phone Da~a 

A f~deral al>l>eals eom% endorsing a broad coneel:,tion of executive branch 

secrecy, said the White }louse could ~dthhold a Justice Department memo 

about the handing ~ver of telephone records. 

[] [] 

Business 

Unemployed h~ Emoope Stymied by Lack of 

Technology Sldl[Is 

Thousands of jobs are languishing unfilled as many in the work 

force find that their sNlls are ill suited for posts in in%rmation 

technoloKv. 

Solar Power Cra~e on ~Val! Sto Propels Start- Up 

Spin,City, a start-up that bet on solar energy, is priced hig~ on 

the stock market ~dth barely any profiN. But it has some 

headaches that others do~’t. 

A Lexicon of h~.stant Argot 

Urban Dictionary has become a real-time archive for new and 

shrug terms, i>artieularly those that have risen because of social 



media and the web. 

Sports 

ROCKETS 102, KNICKS 100 

Mental. Lapse at Finish ~A"astes 47 Good 

From the Kn~eks 

One night after a stirring vieb-~Lv in San ~tonio, the ~fie~ lost 

in the final seconds, in part be~mse of an ill-advised shot by J. R. Smirk 

¯ N~ Box Score 

Tre Mason, the son of De I~ Soul% DJ Maseo, pounds the Tigers’ 

opponenks into submission with a punishing style. 

Are1-ic Temp<~ratures for P]ay<~rs and Fans, but 

No Bh~eko~ts on ~ 

Frigid weather is making the N.F.I/s first round of playoffs hard ..... 

ou fans traveling ko games, but team sponsors boug~k big bloe~ 

seats [o avoid any "IY b]aekonts. 

v~ki~gs to ~v~st~gate F~unter Chris K~uwe’s Claim 0f Hom0phob~a 

Arts 

Send~ng :~mrks Home, Fur to 

The Denver Museum of Nature and Science ~I1 return 30 

totems to the National Museums of Kenya, which will deride 

whether to search for their owners. 

~¥ooing Fihngoers Through Their Ears 

The promoters of the film "Inside Llewyn Davis~ have gone to 

extraordinaD" lengths in nsing ~he folk nmsie at the movie’s 

center to aRract audiences, woo Oscar voters and sell its 

soun&ra& album. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Visual _Portents ot" a Silent Bol.t 01"Thm~der 

"There ~111 Never Be Silence," an exhibition at the Museum of 

Modern Art, examines the interse~Non of John Cage’s "4’33 

wi th the work of con temporaneous vi sual artis ts. 

Travel 

Chasing the Northern Lights ~n Alaska 

A frost), family "uip in pursuit of the aurora borealis slides 

between watching and waiting, panic and prayer. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

Traveling YVhile ]Black 

Exploz~ng the many dimensions ofwhak it’s like to see the world 

as a black traveler, fl’om diseove~qng liberation ko experiencing 

healing. 



36 Hm~rs in Chicago 
LM FF.~.Li,t, wiOON 

The hard~st thinS about spending a weekend here may be 

choosing an itinerary from an abundance of options. Here’s a 

quick guide to help you make the tough ehNees. 

Obituaries 

Phil Everly, Hal~fofPioneer Reek Duo, Dies at 74 

As part of the Everly Brodmrs, whose hits ineluded "Wake Up 

Litde Susie" and "Bye Bye I ~we," Mr. Ever~y helped draw the 

blueprint of rock ’n~ rdl in dm ’5os and 

~;em\ge ~;oodman, Who Demystitried the ~’°orld of 

Mr. Goodman was probably best M~own as Ne amiable but 

intellectually *~gorous host of "Adam Smith’s Money World," 

seen on PBS from ~984 to ~997. 

Save D~% ~g, Dies 

Dr. Cordim was part d a team of surgeons who opera Led on the 

civil rights leader after he was stabbed in Harlem in ~958. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The :l[’ickh:~g M~id.east C|oek 

Secretary of Stake John KerD’ presses Israelis and Pa]estinians to stick to the 

peace negotiations timetable be set fbrth in .Ju~y. 

EDITORIAL 

Not gJ et[ing Their N’I oney~s Worth 

T;~xpayers pay too m nch for federal contractors, and d~ey get too little in 

EDITORIAL 

Stopping ]~ile~l-ally I[~ G~ln B~lyers 

Two Obama proposals ogbr a prom ise of at least some relief. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Imio~rinating Rei~igiou~ "~ ~’~’im’a 

R.el.mb]ica~ par~" leaders employ a tactic: to divert the a[7[elltiOll 

of the rank-and-file h’om areas of common sense. 

Colum nist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Brazil Is Ab~zz About Snowden 

On a visit to Rio de Janeiw, asyInm ~v~s the question of the hour. 

Conld South ~Mneriea be his next stop after Russia? 

Columnis~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



The most vulne~’able suffe~" when technoloKv contracts ave bungled. 

For mers or~inioI~ 

ON THiS DAY 

~":t::~:~; i::: i:: ,~:. i ~ i. i ..’~ ’i~ i ’. i::: ~ i ~ i::i:. ~ ]i, :: ::~ i ~ ::; :: : i ~ : ~ ~ ;~ i. ]:: i ~ 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I ~4~#’ @NYTimes i @iPinterest 

Access The New York Times Irom anywhere with our suite e[ apps: 

iPhone’,$ I iPadcb J Android j All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Tithes Store ~ He~p Section ~ m,nyt.com ~} 

About This Email 

lhis is an automated emaiL Please do net reply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up fer NYlimss.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

.As a member of the TRUSTs pnvscy program, we are commi.tted to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Mansge Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Pdvacy Policy I Conbct i Advertise 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, Januao~ 4, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC’s Williams: James 

North Carolina coach Roy 

Williams says he doesn’t expect 

sophomore center Joel James will 

play in the No. 19 Tar Heels’ 

Atlantic Coast Conference ... 

~ UNC trainer 

Doug 

Halverson 

Co~ege notebook: Tar Heels women ranked 

The North Carolina women’s tennis team is ranked 

No 3, according to the first ITA Tennis team rankings 

of the 2014 season Also see Duke and NC State 

sports news 

ACC basketba~k What we 

~earned from f~of~eo~fere~ee 

p~ay 

Basketball games bet~veen ACC 

members start Saturday. This 

much w’e know: Syracuse is for 

real, Duke is good but can be 

better, NC State is playing ... 

Tyler Ennis 

#11 of the 

Syracuse 

Orange splits 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us J Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)un.’..~; 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~Rt?!.a..~.L.~L& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 8:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Mike Daisey’s Back at PlayMakers! 

_T__~_~_e____S__t_o_~_Af____T_h___e___G__~L_n_ Premieres This Week 
Don’t Miss the "Master Storyteller" in His Newest Show 

Clear the decks - the incomparable Mike Daisey hits town this week at PlayMakers! 

Mike takes the PRC2 stage by storm in our specially commissioned production that 
promises to be the most provocative, hard-hitting and hilarious evening of theatre we’ve 
seen at PlayMakers yet, when he tackles The ,St.or,~ of The Guru. 

Throwing easy answers and partisan bickering out the window, Mike takes on America’s 
relationship with guns, cutting through the political static with his trademark blend of 
outrageous comedy, brilliant observation and pitch-perfect timing. 

Don’t miss "The master storyteller...one of the finest solo performers of his 
generation" (The New York Times), the man called "a mesmerizing performer who spins 
words into comic and emotional gold" (The Oakland Tribune), in the timely, topical 
production everyone will be talking about. 

Join us for this limited engagement world premiere event starting Jan. 8 
with the one, the only, Mike Daisey! 

~’10 RE ~NFOR[v~ATION 

Tickets for The 
~.~..~..~ are ON SALE NOW. 
Tickets available for every 
budget, starting at $15 
every night. 

JAN 8-12 
Wed-Sun at 7:30pm 
Sun Matinee at 2:00pro 

WHERE 

PlayMakers is located in the 
Center for Dramatic Art. Our 
PRC= productions are 
performed in the Kenan 
Theatre. 

APR 2-20 
WHEN YOU’VE GOT A GUN 
EVERYBODY PAYS 
ATTENTION 
Sondheim’s Tony-winning 
musical comes to the 
Mainstage in April! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, Januao, 4, 2014 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RaleigkiDurham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

Get the coveraqes you need to help your business 
thrive., 

6. 7 companies it’.. ti~e Td~nc..le named %~).r;t biote¢l-’., emolo?:~U.i 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 7:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: File - 2013-14_Head-Coaches-of-Womens-College-Teams-Report_Dec-18.pdf 

Thanks,’ 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Broome>, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, January 4, 20:14 7:32 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: File - 20:13-14_Head-Coaches-of-Womens-College-Teams-Report_Dec-18.pdf 

Bubba and Beth, 

In case you have not seen this. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Martha Putallaz, Ph.D." <putallaz@duke.edu> 
To: "Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu)" <robert.taggart@bc.edu>, "Nick Hadley" <hadley@umd.edu>, "’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’" 

<cmc@vir~inia.edu>, "Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu)" <slpposc@ncsu.edu>, "Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu)" <larry@vt.edu>, "Broome, Lissa L" 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>, "’carmicha@wfu.edu (~armicha @wfu.edu)’" <carmicha@wfu.edu>, "Janie Hodge" <HODGE@demson.edu>, "Sue Ann Allen 

(sue.bidstrup@chbe~gatech.edu)" <sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu>, "Perrewe, Pamela" <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>, "Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miamLedu)" 

<mdawkins@miami.edu>, "saaOl@pitt.edu" <saaOl@pitt.edu>, "mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu" <mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu>, "Tricia Bellia ([~belEa@nd.edu.)" 
<gbellia @nd.edu>, "Elaine Wise (eowiseOl@louisville.edu)’’ <eowiseOl@louisville.edu> 
Subject: FW: File - 2013-14_Head-Coaches-of-Womens-Coilege-Teams-Report_Dec-18.pdf 

Happy 2014 to everyone! I neglected to forward an email to you over the holidays from Jo Potuto. Here it is and thanks to Pam I am also attaching the full report 

that Pam if you are interested in reading more. 

Best, Martha 

From: cfaa-elite-clips@googlegroups.com [mailto:cfaa-elite-clips@googlegroups.com] 

Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2013 7:11 AM 

To: cfa a-elite-clips@googlegroups.com 

Subject: [cfaa-elite-clips] Making Room For More Women To Coach College Sports 

Making Room For More Women To Coach College Sports 

Jeff Jacobs 

Hartford Courant 

22 December 2013 

STORRS - The biggest na me in women’s college sports stopped in mid-sentence and said, "I’m going to look like a jerk no matter what in this. Do me a favor and don’t 

make me look like too big of a jerk." 

Geno Auriemma rarely comes with a filter, even less rarely without a gallon of wiseass. When it comes to dealing with sports columnists, he does not ask for favors. 

So when Auriemma prefaced his response to a question about the Tucker Center for Research on Girls & Women in Sport and the Alliance of Women Coaches jointly 

issuing a harsh statistical assessment of the hiring practices of women’s coaches by 76 big-time schools, you knew two things. 

1. The Basketball Hall of Famer would give a serious hall of fame answer. 

2. There’d be no wiseass. 

"Title IX is one of the greatest things that ever happened to me," Auriemma said. "It gave me a career and a lifestyle I’d never have had otherwise." 

"And if somebody said to me tomorrow, ’Geno, you can’t coach next year, who should we hire?’ The answer is the best coach available. Would I want it to be a 

woman? Absolutely, I would. But I wouldn’t sacrifice anything to make sure it’s a woman. I think that’s what a lot of these people are saying, and I don’t like it." 

The report issued an A to schools that had 70 percent to 100 percent women coaching its women’s sports. Only Cincinnati, at 80 percent, got an A. Eight schools 

received a B [between 54 percent and 69 percent]. In 2012-13, the study showed that 40.2 percent of coaches for women’s sports, or 356 of 668, were women, and 

39.6 percent, or 352 of 888, in 2013-14. 



UConn, at 53.8 percent last school year and now at 46.2 percent, got a C grade. A total of 40 of the 76 schools received either a D or F at 39 percent or lower. 

The results of the report were made available in advance to USA Today and clearly got the intended consequences: 

"More than 40 years after Title IX opened the floodgates for women and girls to play sports, our universities are doing a terrible job of hiring women to coach 

women’s sports," columnist Christine Brennan wrote. "More and more, they are hiring men to coach women’s teams, failing to give female athletes the professional 

opportunities they deserve after their playing days are over and, perhaps just as important, failing to provide girls and women with female coaching role models so 

they might someday aspire to those jobs." 

The Tucker project stated a clear agenda to increase the number of women coaches, yet, thankfully, there also is an invitation to join a national discussion. That’s 

healthy. It’s also an opportunity to tap the brakes a few times on the critical hyperbole. 

Few fan bases appreciate women’s college sports like the one in Connecticut. And with UConn landing an eighth national basketball title and a third in field hockey, 

Auriemma and Senior Associate Athletic Director Debbie Corum, responsible for gender equity at the school, seem like a good place to start the discussion. 

"My thought is that a more accurate study would be to find out in-depth if there are qualified women who want to go into coaching that are not having the 

opportunity," said Corum, who served in high-profile positions at Stanford, LSU and the SEC over two decades before arriving at UConn in 2012. "My experience is a 

lot of our female athletes choose different careers. They don’t want to take the path of coaching or officiating." 

"Do the facts behind the numbers show a real problem? I’m not sure." 

It is no secret that big money has been poured into women’s basketball in the name of Title IX. It is the one women’s sport in which schools hope to make a return on 

their investment. As Auriemma pointed out, the women’s basketball coach at BCS schools is often the third-highest-paid coach on campus. Given the relatively 

modest interest and the fact that they aren’t under the Win Now gun as much as a D-1 football coach, some not named Summitt or Auriemma are extraordinarily 

fortunate. 

"People make a big deal over the much-repeated fact that 40 years ago 90 percent of coaches in women’s sports were women," Auriemma said. "Well, 40 years ago 

they were part-time coaches and teachers, didn’t get paid anything. There was no expectation to win championships, fill arenas, make money. OK, let’s go back to 

that. Then it won’t matter who the coach is, will it?" 

"But as long as people are putting money into a program, they are looking to get the best coach, female, male, white, black, whatever religion, it doesn’t matter. 

And as long as that is the case, I don’t worry." 

To satisfy Title IX, UConn has 10 men’s sports and 12 women’s sports, but Bill Morgan, who oversees indoor and outdoor track and field and cross country programs, 

is counted multiple times. A coaching change was made in May from Heather Linstad to Chris MacKenzie in ice hockey, and that explains the statistical flip from 53.8 

percent to 46.2 percent. Is a grade of C a fair qualitative measure? Field hockey nationally, for example, is coached 100 percent by women. But if some school went 

to the Netherlands or Australia and plucked a great male coach to replace a bad female coach, should that be criticized? 

I’m not going to pretend to know the perfect percentage. 

One matter that skews the report is that there are several male coaches who oversee both men’s and women’s programs. You see it with swimming at 12.1 percent 

women and track at 7.8 percent. 

"It’s not like there is a job opening and there are 1,000 women applicants and they go, ’You are all qualified, but we’re taking the guy who isn’t,’" said Auriemma, 

making it clear that he was talking only about his area of expertise, Division I basketball, which has 60.5 percent women. "That’s not happening. As a matter of fact, 

I think the reverse is happening. Women are getting jobs because they are women. Guys have to win at mid-majors as head coaches and then win in the NCAA 

Tournament before maybe they get a [big-time] job. So don’t tell me about discrimination." 

Auriemma pointed to the immediate success that Indiana and Illinois have had since hiring Curt Miller from Bowling Green and Matt Bollant from Wisconsin Green 

Bay. Both have revived dormant programs previously coached by women. 

"There was a scenario there for a while where the best way to get a head coaching job in women’s basketball was to be a young, black woman assistant at a big- 

time school," Auriemma said. "1 know. Tonya [Cardoza]and Jamelle [EIliott] got great jobs. Hey, I’m all for it. I’ve always wanted my assistants to get head coaching 

jobs." 

"But guess what? How many guys have been fired in the last 15 years for not winning enough games? This many," Auriemma said, holding his fingers inches 

apart. "How many women have been fired for not winning enough games and not being ready? A ton. Why? They don’t hire guys when they aren’t ready. So what 

are we saying here?" 

The WNBA, in the hard-core business of wins and losses, had seven men and five women coaching last season. Four of the schools currently ranked in the Top 10 are 

coached by mem 

The study pushed for a female implementation of the N FL Rooney Rule that requires at least one African America n to be interviewed for each job. That’s a fine idea. 

Yet the study also took pains to point out that men have two career paths to follow, men’s and women’s sports, while the women only have one. I don’t buy that as 

logic to reduce the number of men from the women’s game. On the contrary, I support a more dedicated NCAA plan to get women involved in D-1 men’s coaching. 

USA Basketball should develop a joint pool of interested female/male candidates and feather them into national and international competitions of both sexes. Fill the 

pipeline. Look at all the male athletes raised in single-parent households where room is the rock. You’re going to tell me no young man would appreciate having a 

female coach, head or assistant, who knew basketball and could lend mature guidance for off-the-court matters? 

"I’ve been involved in many searches over the years where our first choice was a female, but they didn’t want to move," Corum said. "Raising families is part of it. 

That being said, I think it’s our responsibility to encourage young women to get involved in their sport We’ve got to keep opening that door up, but it’s just too 

complicated an issue to just give a grade out." 

"Women have more choices now, too. When I graduated [from Vanderbilt] in 1976, we didn’t have a lot of choices. School teacher, nurse, coach. If you coached, you 

had a better chance of getting hired as a teacher. Now you can be an attorney, a doctor, an entrepreneur. It’s real easy to look at the percentage and it’s all bad. 

My thing is, why are the numbers different? Is it a good thing? Or a bad thing? Do we have women who want to be coaches and aren’t getting the opportunity? l’m 

not seeing that in my world." 



You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "CFAA-Elite-Clips" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to cfaa-elite-clips+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt_out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Saturday, Janua~ 4, 2014 11:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

College Athletics Clips - U~mame reminder 

Hello, 
A usemame reminder has been requested for your College Athletics Clips account. 

Your username is: 

To log in to your account, click on the link below: 

http :/i~v,a~v.collegeathleticsclips. corn 

Thank you. 

NOTE: This email was automatically generated Iicom College Athletics Clips (http://wv~v.collegeathleticsclips.com). 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, January 5, 2014 12:22 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: GM to Offer ’Performance Recorder’ on 2015 Corvettes 

GM to Offer ’Perf~)rrnance Recorder’ on 2o15 Col~-ettes 

Blurring the line between racing and real life, Chevrolet is rolling out some high-tech video 

technology that will make its hard-core Corvette fans think they were on ESPN. 

General Motors will begin offering a fully integrated "Performance Data Recorder" that 

records everything from speed and lap time to the select choice of curse words shouted 

out by the driver after failing to negotiate a turn. The feature will be offered on the 2015 

Corvette Stingray models due out later this year. Pricing wasn’t disclosed. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, Janumy 5, 2014 4:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: New York State Is Set to Loosen Marijuana Laws 

Today’s Headlines 
IN THI~ EMAIL "~ World i U.S Busir/ess i Spoils Arts Magazioe Today’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On This Day ~ CUSTOMIZE*~ 

Top News 

New _York State Is Set to Loosen Marijuana Laws 

Gov. Andrew M. Caomo itans ko announce ai~ executive aefim~ 

that would allow limited nse ~:ff medical marijuana, moving the 

skate a skep closer to policies embraced by advocates and 

lawmakers elsewhere. 

, {~ M~p: S~:ates That #,il,:?w Me@ca~ M~@uana 

Power Vaemm~ in Midd]le East Lil?ts ..’Mi Htants 

The bloodshed tha* has engulfed h’aq, Lebm~oi~ and Syria 

exposes khe emergence of a post-.ammiean Middle East in which 

no broker has the wili or power ko eonkaii~ the region’s see ’tarian 

hatreds. 

WASHINGTON MEMO 

5o Yea~s Later, ~%~ar on Pove~~ Is a N@xed B~tg 

The debakc over the government’s role in creating opportunity 

aim endit~g depriva5o*~ has flared strew, with inequality as acute 

aa it was in ~he Roaring %ve~fies and the raw, ks of~he poor and near-poor at 

record highs. 

. ~ G~phic: 50 Years of Peve~y 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 



Torn Hanks and Emma Thompson on "Savb~g Mr. Banks," 

~Mfonso Cuar6n on "Gravity," Chiwetel Ejiofor on "~ Years a 

Slave," the Woody Nlen genome and more. 

SUNDAY REVIEW I NEWS ANALYSIS 

%%"1~y Everyone Seems to Have, Ca_neck" 

As heark disease and Mroke are beaten back, cancer vies ~o 

become the f’i~ml killer. 

~ Grapni,::: De,::l~n~ng Lethality 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

.RtJA8 KI~OURY. a Lebanese novelist and critic who lived through his owr~ country’s ~5- 
year civil wan 

Today’s Video 

Th~-mghout ~hanis~an, there is what doc~ors ~’all acute severe 

malnuh’~flon. Most of the cases are seen in children m~der the 

age of 5- 

¯ Related Article 

Phil Everly, as hail of the Everly Brothers, inspired the Beatles, 

Linda Ronsb_~dt, Simon and GaffunkeI and maW othms who 

reeorded their songs and tried to emulate their ringing vocal 

aleheray. 

¯ Reia~ed Obitua~7 

S~’lisb yet se~sJble, New Yorkers brandied up, m~restrieted by 

the Notates of fashion. 

more video, go to NYTimes.eomNideo ~> 

World 



Cambodia C~0aeks Dowa on Protes~ ~’Vitb 

Cambodia~ police officers on Saturday cleared pro[esters from a 

Phnom Perth pa~k thak has been khe staging ~’ound for 

a~figovernment demonstrations, and organize~ ea~eeled a planned Sm~day 

rally. 

Qaeda-IAnked Militants in Hoaq Seem’e Nemoly Fu[~ Coat~ool 

of [:a~luja 

Snnni mi]it~mta fi~at~ng under tt~e bam~er d N Qaeda appeared to make gaines 

across Anbar Province, Mso eaptm~ng the skrategie town of Karma. 

Four months after a spasm of rd~g~ous violence in flae sta*e of 

U Rar Pradesh, an estimated 15,ooo (~splaeed Muslims remain 

tent cities, not believing i~ is sai~ to retmn~. 

U.S, 

A longtime columnist for a gun magazine q uestioned when the 

regulation of gm~s became infi~i~%eme~t of the right to bear 

arms. He was quickly fired, squelching any debate. 

A Lonely Q~est for Facts on Genetica|ly Modified 

Crops 

When a bill to ban genetically engineered ~Fops on the island of 

Hawaii was in~’oduced, doubts na&ged at Oreggor I]agan, a 

councilman, about what the fis~ were, if any, of the c~)ps. 

:Braei~g for Carp in Great Lakes, but Debating 

Their Presence 

~,~ian caw, or era1> DNA at least, may have arNved in khe Great 

I,akes, and Nther way, the Army Co~s of Engineers ~Jl issue a 

stu@ proposing ways to keep ~e invasive spedes out. 

[] [] 

Business 



~t ~ Does~t Look L~ke 
;-;7 E;~’.~OX~ 

To ~m’e a you +~ger crowd, Marr+o~ In +rnafio+~ a~ i s m akin g a tm:n 

toward flash, pargy by ofl~tqng new hotel brands. 

~ Slide Show: A Marr+o~ for the Hip Crowd 

Boeir~g Workers Approve 8=Year Cow,tract 

E×ten si on 

The vote was an emotional, and veU dose 51 percent in favor of 

the eo+~tract extension to 2024, keeping aerospaeejobs in 

Washington State. 

How to keep your company as Desh as a start=up? In hun+teals 

of i+~te+xiews, executives sha+>d the paths +hey took to energize 

their corgi)orate cultures. 

Sports 

COLTS 45, CHIEFS 44 

Ove~a’lml[med Early, Colts Overcome Chiefs Will+ 

Huge Comeback 

The Colts trailed, 38-.~o, early in the third quarter but stormed 

back hehi+~d A+~drew Luck, who threw for 443 yards and 4 scores, to beat the 

Chiefs in an A.F.C. ~+]d-eard game. 

~Box Score 

Packers Fever Cools a Bit, a~:~.d t~e Explanation 

Is Complex 

Even after the return ofAar,’)n Rodgers and a faff~dous ending to 

Week ~7, it took +mill Fr+day for Gree+~ Bay to sell out Snnday’s 

N.FoC. wild--card game against the San Francisco 49era. 

Patriots Put Aside Chill a~d Await Next Opponent 

:l[’~e Roots Stay Stro~:~.g at 

A van&d poisoned two mighb~ trees at Auburn, but he could not 

kill what they represented. 

Arts 

Tommorow’s Val]~alla 

The classical music critics of The New York Times identil~ the 

great new operas of receipt decades. 

L~fe Goes On, at L(mg Last 

The g~pping "Downton Abt)ey++ is back on PBS’s "Masterpiece" 

f,’)r its long=awaited [om~h season. 

Steps 1-{ card +Rom+d t]~e ~iorld 

At just 45, Alexei Ratmansky is making his mark as the most 

histo~eally conscious choreographer alive, ~he most travel-- 

hnngry a~d the most prolific. 



Magazine 

A Speck Sn t~ac Sea 

Jo]m Aldridge fell overboard in the middle office n~ght, 4o nfiJes 

Kom shore, and ~he Coast Guard was loo~ng in ~e wron~ place. 

tt ~w dM he survive? 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

Th~r~kir~g O~*{side the (Big) Box 

Treating retail worke~,s much better may mal<e everyone 

(including their employers) much richer. 

The Q~mst for a Natural Sugar Sa~bstitute 

Why is it so hard to make a low-cal soda that actually tastes 

good?" 

Obituaries 

Saul Zaet~tz, Proda~eer of Oscar- Wim~h~g Movies, 

Dies at 9a 

Mr. Zaentz, an independent film pro&met, won besb-pictm’e 

Academy Awards for "C"n e Flew Over the Cud<oo’s Nest," 

"Araadens" and "The English Patient." 

Donald H, Forst, Feisty Newspaper Editor, Dies 

Mr. Fors[ was the %rmer top editor of New York Newsdw, The 

Village Vdce and The Boston Herald. 

J~ardta .I~’|oore, Oscar N ominee fi_,r ’Imitai-ior~ of 

[A~k~L Dies at 99 

Ms. Moore found only limited wofl< after hecoming the fifth 

Aft@an-Atom%an performer nominated for an Academy Award. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Evidence is oKen wi~held from the defense, and couAs rarely hold prosecutors 

aeeovmtable. 

EDITORIAL 

Put-~.i~g Dro~es ~.o t-l~e Tcst 

Congress shouM e~aet privacy protections before commercial unmanned 

aircraft are allowed to take off. 

EDITORIAL 

"][’]~e l~�la~,it~ana Experim.er~t 

Colorado and Washington State will serve as tesk eases for full-on legalizadom 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Sho~ki~g T~°~t]h Abo~t Pi~0an]has Revealed~ 

Tb ese am n h~ores b ave a ]ways been am on g on r favorite sul~ eets 

for sheer, sputtering nonscnse. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

O~e. Marine~s 1)fi~g W~sh 

The milita~7 famed dishonor in Hal Faalkner’s homosexaalityo 

He did~’t want that sen se~ess verdict to smMve him. 

. Columnist Page ] BIog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

:De BlaMe’s Long Odds 

Why liberals won’t be able to win their war on ~nequalib~. 

¯ CoLumnist Page I Blog 

more opiaiol:: So to NYTimes,comfOpinion ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Need- [~lind J~stk~e 

How can wc make sure la~?’e[s defend poor clients with vigor 

a~d care? EN~eriments in ~’o states are tryh~g to offer solutions. 

ON THiS DAY 

See ~his Fron~ Page ] Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit eur mobile webMte at 
Times Store ~ HNp Sectiot~ ~ ’ m,nFt,com ~ 

About This Email 

TMs is an automated email Please do not reply d#ectly to ~his email. 

Yea received this message because yea signed up for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e[ 

As a member of t~e rRUSre privacy program, we are committed te protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, January 5, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC’s JV basketball team a 

chance to Nay for Tar Hee~s 

UNC’s junior varsity program 

resembles what a college 

basketball team might have 

looked like before college sports 

became a billion-dollar ... 

UNC Jayvee 

basketball 

coach Hubert 

UNC seekin# consistency entering start of 
ACC 

The Tar Heels, who open up conference play at Wake 
Forest, are searching for stability. 

Carolina D~eamers-Day One I 

0f .04A4 

Tryouts for the UNC JV Basketball 
Team 

UNC JV 

basketball 

coach Hubert 

Davis 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. £~Rt?!#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Snnday, Jannary 5, 2014 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to Open a Client Letter (Part 2 of 3) 



click here 

UpdaLe your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <~bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 5, 2014 1:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@emaJd .unc.edtr~; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu-~ 

Re: File - 2013-14 Head-Coaches-of-Womens-College-Teams-Report Dec- 18.pdf 

Lissa, 

Thanks for sharing this ilfformalion and article from the Hartford Conrant. I saw another article on this subject ruth some of the same data, but had not seen this one. I 

do thi~k it is concerning that the number of women coaching women’s sports is declining. 

Thank~ 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 4, 2014, at 7:32 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome,@~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bubba and Beth, 

In case you have not seen this. 

Sent t?om my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mastha Putallaz, Ph.D." <puta]laz(~duke.edu<mailto:putallaz~)duke.edu>> 

To: "Robert Taggart (robert.ta~art(~z)bc.edu< tnailto:robert.ta~art(~bc.edu>)" <robert.tap.aart@.bc.edu<mailto:robert.ta~m~?bc.edu;~>, "Nick Hadley" 

<hadley(~umd.edu<mailto:hadle’~umd.edu;,v, ’"Carolyn Callahan (cmc~virginia.edu<mafilto:cmc(~vi~;~inia.edu>)’" 

<cmc~virginia.edu<mafilto:cmc(~vi~;~inia.edu>>, "Sam Pardue (slpposc~ncsu.edu<mailto:slpposc~ncsu.edu~)" 

<slppose(~ncsu.edu<mailto:slpposc(~ncsu.edu>>, "La~ Killongh (lanw~vt.edu<ma~lto:lam’(~vt.edu>)" <lalry~vt.edu<mailto:lalry~vt.edu;~>, 

"Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~email.unc.edu<mailto:lbroome~email.unc.edu~, "’ca~rnicha@~vfu.edu<mailto:caxmicha@wfi~.edu> 
(carmicha@wfu.edu<mailto:carmicha@~4"u.edu>)’" <cam~icha~b3~fu.edu<mailto:carmicha@~4"u.edu~-, "Janie Hodge" 

<ttODGE@clemson.edu<mailto:HODGE~b~clem~)n.edu>>, "Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup~b~chbe.gatech.edu<mailto:sue.bidsm~p@chbe.gatech.edu>)" 

<sue.bidsm~p@chbe.gatech.edu<mailto:sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu>>, "Perrewe, Pmnela" 

<pperrewe,~cob.Igu.edu<mailm:pperrewe(a)cob.fsu.edu>:~, "Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins,~mia~ni.edu<mailto:mdawking~miami.edu>)" 

<mdawkins~mim~fi.edu<ma~lto:mdawldns~mia~i.edu>>, "saa01(~pitt.edu<Inafilto:saa01@pitt.edu>" <saa01(~pitt.edu<mailto:saa01~pitt.edu>>, 

"mi wasyle~maxwell, svr.edu<mailto:mi wasvle(~maxwell, syr.edu>" <mi wasyle(~ma_wa~ell, ss~r.edn<mafilto:mi wasMe~maxwell, syr.edu> >, "Tricia Bellia 



(pbellia@nd.edu<mailtoellia~b~nd.edu>)" <pbellia(a)nd.edu<mailtoellia@nd.edu>>, "Elaine 

(eom se01 @louis~ille.edu<mailto:eowisc01 ~b~lo uisville.edu>)" <eowisc01 @lonisville .edu<mailto: eowise01 @louis~ville.ed u-~> 

Subject: FW: File - 2013-14 ttead-Coaches-of-Womens-College-Teams-Report Dec-18.pdf 

Happy 2014 to evmyone! I neglected to fom,ard an email to you over the holidays from Jo Potuto. Here it is and thanks to Pmn I am also attaching the 

full report that Paan if you are interested in reading tnore. 

Besk Maxtha 

From: cfaa-elite-clips~googlegroups.com<mailto:cfaa-elite-clips~,~googlegroups.com> [mailto:cfaa-elite-clips(~googlegroups.com] 

Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2013 7:11 AM 

To: cfaa- elite- clips(~googlegroups.com<mailto:cfaa- elite- clips(~googlegroups.com> 

Subject: [cIha-elite-clips] Making Room For More Women To Coach College Sports 

Making Room For More Women To Coach College Sports 

Jeff Jacobs 

Hartford Courant 

22 December 2013 

STORRS - The biggest name in women’s college sports stopped in mid-sentence and said, ’Tin going to look like a jerk no matter what in this. Do me a 

favor and don’t make me look like too big of a jerk." 

Geno Auriemma ra~cely comes with a filter, even less rarely without a gallon of wiseass. When it comes to dealing with sports columnists, he does not ask 

for favors. 

So when Auriemma prefaced his response to a question about tl~e Tucker Center for Research on Gitls & Women in Sport and the Alliance of Women 

Coaches jointly issuing a harsh s~tistical asscss,nent of the hiring practices of women’s coaches by 76 big-time schools, you knew two things. 

1. The Basketball Hall of Famer would give a serious hall of ~:ame maswer. 

2. There’d be no mseass. 

"Tire IX is one of the greatest things that ever happened to me," Auriemma said. "It gave me a career and a lifesUle I’d never have had otherwise." 

"And if somebo@ said to me tomorrow, ’Geno, you can’t coach next year. who should we hire?’ The answer is the best coach available. Would I waist it 

to be a woman? Absolutely, I would. But I wouldn’t ~crifice an.54~hing to make sure it’s a woman. I think that’s what a lot of these people are saying, and I 

don’t like it." 

The report issued an A to schools that had 70 percent to 100 percent women coaching its women’s sports. Only Cincinnati, at 80 percent got an A. Eight 

schools received a B [between 54 percent and 69 percent]. In 2012-13, the study showed that 40.2 percent of coaches for women’s sports, or 356 of 

668, were women, and 39.6 percent, or 352 of 888, in 2013-14. 

UConn, at 53.8 percent last school year and now at 46.2 percent, got a C grade. A total of 40 of the 76 schools received either a D or F at 39 percent 

or lower. 

The results of the report were made available in advance to USA Today mad clearly got the intended consequences: 

"More than 40 years alter Title IX opened the floodgates lbr women and gMs to play sports, our universities are doing a terrible job of hiring women to 

coach womeffs sports," columnis~t Christine BretmaJ~ wrote. "More and more, they are hiring men to coach women’s teams, failing to give tEmale athletes 

the professional opportunifies they deserve after their playing days axe over a~& perhaps just as impo~tant, thiling to provide gitls m~d women with female 

coaching role ,nodels so they might someday aspire to those jobs." 

The Tucker project stated a clear agenda to increase the number of wo,nen coaches, yet, thanld’ully, there also is m~ invitation to join a national discussion. 

That’s healthy. I~s also an opportuni~’ to tap the brakes a few fimes on the critical hyperbole. 

Few fan bases appreciate women’s college spo~ts like the one in Connecticut. And ruth UConn landing an eighth national basketball fire mad a thiM in 

field hockey. Auriemma and Senior Associate Athletic Director Debbie Corum, responsible for gender equity at the school, seem like a good place to 

start the discussion. 

"My thought is that a more accurate study would be to lind out in-depth if there are qualified women who want to go into coaching that axe not having the 

opportunity," said Comm, who served in high-profile positions at Staxffor& LSU mid the SEC over Pa, o decades before amving at UConn in 2012. "My 

experience is a lot of our fetnale athletes choose different careers. They don’t wm~t to take the path of coaching or officiating." 

"Do the ~:acts behind the numbers show a real problem? I’m not sure." 

It is no secret that big money has been poured into women’s basketball in the name of Title IX. It is the one women’s sport in which schools hope to make 
a return on their investment. As Auriemma pointed out, the women’s basketball coach at BCS schools is often the third-highefft-paid coach on campus. 



Given the relatively modest interest and tlae thct that they aren’t under the Win Now gun as much as a D- 1 tbotball coach, some not named Summitt or 

Auriemma axe extraordina~ly fortunate. 

"People make a big deal over tire much-repeated t~ct that 40 years ago 90 percent of coaches in women’s sports were women," Auriemma said. "Well, 

40 years ago they were part-time coaches and teachers, didn’t get paid ansrthing. There was no expectation to win championships, fill arenas, make 

~noney. OIC let’s go back to that. Then it won’t ~natter who the coach is, roll it?" 

"But as long as people axe putting money into a program, tlley are looking to get the best coach, t~Inale, male, white, black, whatever religion, it doesn’t 

matter. And as long as that is the case, I don’t worry." 

To satisfy Title IX, UConn has l0 men’s sports and 12 women’s sports, but Bill Morgan, who oversees indoor and outdoor track and field and cross 

count~ programs, is counted multiple times. A coaching change was made in Mat’ from Heather Lins~d to Chris MacKenzie in ice hockey, and that 

explains the statistical flip from 53.8 percent to 46.2 percent. Is a grade ofC a fair qualitative measure? Field hockey nationally, for example, is coached 

100 percent by women. But if some school went to the Netherlands or Australia and plucked a great male coach to replace a bad t~male coach, should 

that be criticized? 

I’m not going to pretend to know tile perfect percentage. 

One matter tllat skews the report is tllat there are several nine coaches who oversee both Inen’s and women’s progranls. You see it with swimlning at 

12.1 percent women and track at 7.8 percent. 

"It’s not like there is a job opening and there are 1,000 women applicants and they go, ’You are all qualified, but we’re taking the guy who isn’t,’" said 

Auriemma, making it clear that he was talking only about his area of expertise, Division I basketball, which has 60.5 percent women. "That’s not 

happening. As a matter of fact, I think the reverse is happening. Women axe getting jobs because they are women. Guys have to win at mid-majors as 

head coaches and then win in the NCAA Tournament beli)re maybe they get a [big-time] job. So don’t tell me about discrimination." 

Auriemma Iyointed to the immediate success that Indiana and Illinois have had since hiring Curt Miller t?om Bowling Crreen and Matt Bollant from 

Wisconsin Crreen Bat’. Botl~ have revived dormant programs previously coached by women. 

"’][’here was a scenario there for a wllile where tile best way to get a head coaching job in women’s basketball was to be a young, black wolnan assistant 

at a big-time school," Auriemma said. "I know. Tonya [Cardoza]and Jamelle [Elliott] got great jobs. Hey, I’m all for it. I’ve always wauted Iny assistants to 

get head coaching jobs." 

"But guess whar? How many gut’s have been fired in the last 15 years for not winning enough games? This many." Auriemma said, holding his fingers 

inches apart. "How many women have been fired for not winning enough games and not being ready? A ton. Why? They don’t hire guys when they aren’t 

ready. So w-hat are we saying here?" 

The WNBA, in the hard-core business of wins and losses, had seven men and five women coaching last season. Four of the ~hools currently ranked in 

the Top 10 are coached by men. 

The study pushed for a female imple~nentalion of the NFL Rooney Rule that requires at least one African American to be interviewed for each job. ThaWs 

a fine idea. Yet the study also took pains to point out that tnen have two career paths to follow, men’s and wotnen’s sports, while the women only have 

one. I don’t buy that as logic to reduce the number of men from the wotnen’s game. On the contrary, I support a more dedicated NCAA plan to get 

women involved in D- 1 men’s coaching. 

USA Basketball should develop a joint pool of interested female/male candidates and feather them into national and international competitions of both 

sexes. Fill the pipeline. Look at all the male athletes raised in single-parent households where morn is the rock. You’re going to tell me no young man 

would appreciate having a female coach, head or assistant, who knew basketball and could lend mature guidance for off-the-court matters? 

"rve been involved in many searches over the years wlrere our tirst choice was a t~male, but they didn’t want to move," Comm said. "Raising tZamilies is 

part of it. That being said, I think it’s our responsibility to encourage yoang women to get involved in their sport. We’ve got to keep opening that door up, 

but it’sj ust too complicated an issue to just give a grade out." 

"Women have more choices now, too. When I graduated [from Vanderbilt] in 1976, we didn’t have a lot of choices. School teacher~ nurse, coach. If you 

coached, you had a better chance of getting hired as a teacher. Now you can be an attorney, a doctor, an entrepreneur. It’s real easy to look at the 

percentage and it’s all bad. My thing is, why are the numbers different? Is it a good thing? Or a bad thing? Do we have women who want to be coaches 

and aren’t getting the opIx~ni~? I’m not seeing that in my world." 
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TRUESPORT U 
The Impact of College Athletics on Education, Youth Sport, and American Culture. 

~IAY 2-3, 2014 

University of North Caroliua at Chapel Hill 

We invite you to a first-of-its-kind, national summit which promises to have a lasting impact on 
the complex and changing conversation about sports culture in academia and in our 
communities. 

"The Impact of College Athletics on Education, Youth Sport, and American Culture," sponsored 
by the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency’s True Sport, University of North Carolina, and Penn State 
University, will feature prominent sport leaders, scholars, coaches, athletes, parents, and 
journalists discussing a broad range of effects of collegiate athletics on American society from 
their unique perspectives. This passion-filled multi-million dollar industry affects virtually every 
aspect of our culture with a particularly prominent reach over how we administer and support 
values such as sportsmanship in youth and high school athletic programs. Participants in the 
conference will have an opportunity to interact with the speakers, take positions on the white 
papers and make recommendations for future actions on the topics of the value of sport, early 
specialization, sportsmanship, elite performance, and the behavior of parents. 

Visit our website at: www.truesportsummit.com 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Profitable Learning Curve for Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg 

Profitable Lear~ing Cur~e for Facebook CEO Mark 
Zt~ckevberg 

Mark Zuckerberg has learned to embrace--or at least accept--the reality that he now is in 

charge of what might be bluntly described as the most visible advertising business in the 

world. 

He embraced the idea in 2012 of selling more ads in Facebook’s prized "news feed," the 

center of the screen where the social-networking site’s 1.2 billion members spend most of 

their time. 

The intensified focus on advertising generated a surge in new revenue from corporate 

giants. Analysts expect Facebook to announce later this month that its revenue jumped 

more than 40% in 2013 compared with a year earlieL 

Despite all the improvements, Mr. Zuckerberg must show that Facebook can out-innovate 

a steady stream of upstarts. 

See More Coverage 

[)~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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In the public debate over international finance and its operation, an important dimension has been missed. The focus has been on international 
financial standards and their nature as "soft law". but this discourse ignores profoundly different patterns of legal thought cutting across national 
boundaries, resulting in different understandings of international financial standards. The experience over the past decade or more, with 
international financial standards both as diagnostic and prophylactic tools, has been decidedly mixed, and in fact largely unsatisfactory. As well, 
international financial standards appear strangely remote from the daily grind of international commercial practice, where they are largely 
unknown. The proposition put forward here is that the formal regulation of financial markets is supported by a body of strong and persistent 
customary law, a rarely acknowledged but powerful undercurrent in finance, especially in its international iteration. The continued prevalence of 
oral contracting in the derivatives business and the stubborn persistence of self-regulatory principles are examples. There are several intriguing 
implications to this proposition. 
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The present global financial crisis has revived the notion that competitive markets may lead some directors and executives to behave in 
opportunistic ways considered unethical and even illegal, through the pursuit of self-interest. This article proposes and tests an integrated model 

that offers new insights into the relationship between board structure, independence and firm value. By incorporating the proportion of 

independent directors on the board as a moderating factor in this relationship, this study contributes to a better understanding of the 

entrenchment and convergence-of-interests hypotheses. Using empirical data obtained from 114 Spanish listed companies in a context of economic 

crisis, from 2007 to 2010, we conclude that having a board with a greater proportion of independent directors reduces the negative association 

existing between firm value and a large board size and significant board share ownership. 
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This paper contains the European Company Law Experts’ response to one of the main issues raised in the European Commission’s Action Plan of 
12 December 2012, namely how to make corporate governance codes more effective. The concept of "codes’ effectiveness" has two meanings: 
effectiveness of the comply-explain mechanism (disclosure effectiveness) and level of adoption of the codes’ recommendations themselves 
(substantive effectiveness). The ECLE believes that it is of crucial importance to keep the advantages of regulation by codes while finding adequate 
improvements of the quality of the reports and the explanations. The relationship between the content of corporate governance codes and 
disclosure is discussed. A "culture of departure from code recommendations", if well explained, is needed. The quality of corporate governance 
reports and the explanations should primarily be improved by incentives, but non-legal and legal sanctions may help. Improvements may also be 
possible by mobilizing private actors and/or by charging public or private agents and agencies with inspection and monitoring. 
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Philosophical Foundations of Fiduciary Law, Andrew Gold & Paul Miller eds., Oxford University Press, 2014, Forthcoming 

ROBERT H, $:~TKOFF, Harvard Law School 
Email: rsitkoff@law,harvard,edu 

This chapter restates the economic theory of fiduciary law, making several fresh contributions. First, it elaborates on earlier work by clarifying the 

agency problem that is at the core of all fiduciary relationships. In consequence of this common economic structure, there is a common doctrinal 

structure that cuts across the application of fiduciary principles in different contexts. However, within this common structure, the particulars of 
fidudary obligation vary in accordance with the particulars of the agency problem in the fiduciary relationship at issue. This point explains the 

purported elusiveness of fiduciary doctrine. It also explains why courts apply fiduciary law both categorically, such as to trustees and (legal) 

agents, as well as ad hoc to relationships involving a position of trust and confidence that gives rise to an agency problem. 

Second, this chapter identifies a functional distinction between primary and subsidiary fiduciary rules. In all fiduciary relationships we find general 

duties of loyalty and care, typically phrased as standards, which proscribe conflicts of interest and prescribe an objective standard of care. But we 

also find specific subsidiary fiduciary duties, often phrased as rules, that elaborate on the application of loyalty and care to commonly recurring 

ch’cumstances in the particular form of fiduciary relationship. Together, the general primary duties of loyalty and care and the specific subsidiary 
rules provide for governance by a mix of rules and standards that offers the benefits of both while mitigating theh" respective weaknesses. 

Finally, this chapter revisits the puzzle of why fiduciary law includes mandatory rules that cannot be waived in a relationship deemed fiduciary. 
Committed economic contractarians, such as Easterbrook and Fischel, have had difficulty in explaining why the parties to a fiduciary relationship do 
not have complete freedom of contract. The answer is that the mandatory core of fiduciary law serves a cautionary and protective function within 
the fiduciary relationship as well as an external categorization function that clarifies rights for third parties. The existence of a mandatory fiduciary 
core is thus reconcilable with an economic theory of fiduciary law. 
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Prepared for presentation at the Joint Program of the Financial Institutions and European Law Sections, AALS Annual Meeting, New York City, Janua~ 3, 

2014, for the panel: "Taking Stock of Post-Crisis Reforms: Local, Global, and Comparative Perspectives on Financial Sector Regulation" 
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Five years after the financial crisis, it remains unclear the degree to which regulatory reforms have succeeded in addressing the root causes of the 
financial crisis. This paper argues that ongoing policy debates about financial reform are undermined by a tension not between pro- and anti- 
regulatory views, but rather a deeper tension within reform discourse between two rival conceptual frameworks of how financial regulation should 
operate. The predominant approach to financial regulation in the United States, especially on matters of systemic risk and financial stability has 
revolved around a "managerial" approach, that relies heavily on the ability of insulated expert regulators to optimize and manage the vicissitudes 
of the financial system. Although this approach may seem logical, it is nevertheless at odds with a rival reform discourse present today, and 
historically. In this rival approach, the emphasis is less on expert macroeconomic management, and more on "structural" regulations: reforms that 
impose strict constraints on the size and powers of financial firms, potentially at greater cost to industry but also more easily implemented. 

This paper identifies this disjuncture between managerial and structural approaches in financial regulation discourse today (Part I). It then traces 



historically how the managerial ethic comes to dominate financial reform law and policy over the last century (Part II). In short, I argue that the 
gravitation towards managerialism stems from an underlying unease with making moral judgments about the social value of finance, and an 

overeager deference to financial innovation as an unqualified good. This avoidance of moral judgment in turn has created pathologies in the law of 

financial regulation, displacing a fundamentally moral and substantive judgment about the value of various financial firms and activities into proxy 

debates over, for example, agency jurisdiction, centralization, or the quality of regulatory expertise (Part III). These pathologies continue to 
constrain the effective implementation of financial reform in the United States. The paper then returns to some of the major financial regulation 

debates today to suggest that addressing issues like "too-big-to-fail" or new financial instruments necessarily requires making a moral judgment 

about the social value of finance--and that such judgments, once embraced, open up a range of more structural rather than managerial, 

approaches to financial reform (Part IV). 
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Daily Briefing 

Today’s Top S~o#es 

January 06, 2014 

Banks Near Victory in Fight Over Volcker Rule 
Provision 
by ROB BLACKWELL 

Regulators are hoping to release an interim final rule next 

week designed to satisfy banker demands to change a 

provision of the Volcker Rule that threatens to force 

smaller institutions to take millions of dollars in write-oils. 
READ MORE ,> 

Banks Near Victory 
in Fight Over       I 
Volcker Rule 
Prov s on 

Housing Finance Reform to Dominate 
Legislative Agenda in 2014 
by MICTORIA FINKLE 

Lawmakers are expected to forge ahead on several key 

irritiatives in the New Year’, including housing finance 

reform - but must move quickly in ihe early part of 2014 

before legislative action grinds te a halt ahead of the mid- 
ten:q elections in November. 

READ MORE *> 

Former Colorado Bank Regulator Discusses 
Dodd-Frank, Pot, Bitcoin 
by ROBERT BARBA 

Fred Joseph retired from overseeing banks and securities 

firms last month. In a wide-ranging interview, he reflected 

on his career and provided perspective on ihe future of the 

banking industry. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

i.~.i Housing Finance 

Reform to 

Dominate 

Legislative Agenda 

in 2014 

::X:: Former Colorado 

Bank Regulator 

Discusses Dodd- 

Frank, Pot, Bitcoin 

Mortgage Servicers Face More Heat Under 
Settlement 
by KATE BERRY 

So far, the big moilgage sen4cers have received stellar 

report cards for their compliance with the $25 billion 

national settlement. That could change this year as testing 

gets tougher - potentially costing these companies furtl~er 

embarrassment and penalties. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 
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Another Side of the Bitcoin Debate; Are Dodd- 
Frank Mortgage Rules Necessary or Predatory? 

~ A recap ef the informed opinions (and discussions 

they generated) on BankThink fttis week, 
R[~AS MORE :,> 

Another Side of the 

Bitcoin Debate; 

Are Dodd-Frank 

Mortgage Rules 

Necessary or 

Predator? 

MOREIECHNOLCX3Y ,> 

Regulation & Reform 

Creditors Deserve Better Bankruptcy Reform 
by LESLIE BERKOFF 

While a bankruptcy couit has traditionally been a "debtors 
READ MORE ~> 

MORE REGUU’,TION AND REFORM 

Florida Likely to Experience More M&A in 2014 ii.~j Florida Likelyto 
by JACKIE STEWART Experience More 

The state had a dozen deMs last year as foreign investo~ M&A in 2014 

looked to expand, particularly h~ 1he M~ami area. 
R~AD MORE ;:. 

MORE MERGERS AND AC:QIJISITIONS "> 

Contain 

Bank Director Arrested in Georgia 
by SARAH TODD 

A former bank director accused of spearheading a massive investment scheme 

was arrested after a year and a half on the lain. 
RF~.-^,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE COMMUNIrh" BANKING }:. 

Consumer Finance 

Banks Keep Offering Deposit Advances, Six 
Weeks After Crackdown 
by KEM’IN WACK 

Wells Fargo and U,S. Bank are among the institutions still 

offering the controversial loan product in the face of tough 

guidance that ~ook elfect in November. 
READ MORE ,> 
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Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
WHITERAPER 

Banks have long strived to beiter align and integrate their risk and finance 

functions. 
READ MORE ,> 

Helping Financial Services Companies Make Better Decisions while 
Reducing Costs 
WEB SEMINAR 

In the highly compet[iive Iinancial services market, business leaders knew tha~ real- 

time access to better data can help gain, cross-sell, and retain customers - driving 

grov4h for their business. 
READ MORE *> 

MORE IN THE RE,~DURCE CEBFFER ~> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American Banket’s inaugural t~nkin9 of the Best Banks to Wo[k Fo[ highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smad approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers of similar size, 

based oil assets. R’E:AD MORE >> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure 1o expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on (#~estionabb practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

.grov~gh, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering ~o lhe less affluent clients ignored by large bar, ks.READ MORE ~ 
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A New Golden Age 
For activists, yes ~ but for directors, too. 

By Jim Kristie 

[2Activist investing has entered a new golden age,[] 
trumpeted Barton[]s in its November 30, 2013 issue. 

Activists did r~ap a lot of gold last year, certainly if you 
count board seats. As reported in the Financial Times in a 
late-December article titled []Activist Hedge Fund Managers 

Get Board Welcome,[] ISS has calculated that 68% of 
proxy fights for board representatives resulted in success for 

activists in 2013 [2 []and that does not include cases where 
the agitators were invited on to the board before launching a 
fig ht. [] 

And activists sure reaped a lot of media coverage last year. I have not seen any 
studies on this, but if some intrepid researcher were to measure column linage 
devoted to shareholder activists, I would bet 2013 was a banner year for activism 
as a newsprint-hogging subject. 

Two of my touchstones in this regard: 

[] Again from the FT, a Dec. 12 anticle that reports that []The heads of some of 
America[]s largest companies are preoccupied by an unusual question: what 

would Carl Icahn do?[] 

[] And the Wall Street Journal, in a Dec. 10 article headlined []Companies, 

Activists Decla[~ Truce in Boardroom Battles, G states that []Activist investors 
are increasingly encountering an unusual reception when approaching corporate 
targets: an open door.[] 

This sounds golden agey to me, at least for the activists and potentially their 
investors. 

But let[]s spin this on its head and suggest that we have the makings of a new 
golden age for board members, too. Smart, savvy and strong directors [] the 
three S[2s [] will be valued more than ever as they help navigate their companies 
in an era roiled by investor activism. 

To this point, I am reminded of something Jeffrey Sonnenfeld said at a Yale CEO 
Summit about 10 years ago. (Quick plug: These summits, which Jeff runs as 

founder of the Yale School of Management Chief Executive Leadership Institute, 
are one of the most stimulating gatherings of top executives; I have just returned 

from the most recent summit held last month at New York[]s Waldorf-Astoria.) 
Jeff shared with those of us who participated in that decade-ago summit [] many 
of whom were leaders still working through the devastating dot-com collapse ~ 
what he called an old Jewish saying: []1 ask not for a lighter burden, I ask for 
broader shoulders. [] 

The burden is not going to get lighter for directors in 2014 [] activists will see to 
that. So let[]s add a fourth S [2 broader shoulders 12 to the qualities that 
distinguish valued directors. If management and the board have a bevy of 4S 
directors, gt~at. If not, it better get them, so that the new golden age is enjoyed 
by all, not just the activists. 
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Click here to read the entire article. 

Please join me for the second annual Private Company Governance Summit to 
be held May 7-9, 2014 at the Dupont Circle Hotel in Washington, DC. We have a 
great array of director speakers, and session topics include:Best practices for 
the successful private board meeting; Governance for family-controlled 
companies; The use and value of advisory boards; Committees for private 
company boards; Private board composition, evaluation and compensation. This 
is the only national conference focused exclusively on the unique governance 
challenges of privately-owned businesses, including closely-held companies, 
family-owned companies and private equity-owned companies, and I’m sure you’ll 

get much out of attending. Click here to learn more and to register. 

Directors: Prepare to Be Targeted 
These nine trends point to one conclusion: Boards must be more transparent 
and mote willing to communicate with shateholde~s. 

By John C. Wilcox, chairman of Sodali Ltd. 

Companies preparing for their annual shareholder meetings 
in 2014 should be aware of a new governance challenge: 
opposition to the election of individual directors is becoming 
a strategy of choice not only for activists but for 
E3responsible[~] investors seeking change at portfolio 
companies. 

W~thholding (or threatening to withhold) votes for incumbent 
directors, supporting short slate campaigns, or voting for 
dissident candidates in proxy contests are no longer 
considered hardball tactics for use only in extreme cases. 

Institutional investors who in the past would routinely support incumbent directors 
have learned an important lesson from the success of hedge funds and activists: 
targeting directors gets the immediate attention of companies, promotes 
dialogue, attracts media coverage, and increases pressure on other investors to 
support shareholder initiatives. 

The willingness of institutional investors to oppose director elections should 
come as no surprise= It represents an endgame of the corporate governance 
reform movement. After years of focusing on governance externalities, 
shareholders are turning their attention inside the boardroom. 

At the same time, this new approach to director accountability represents a 
fundamental shift away from the wholesale tactics that governance advocates 
have relied on for nearly three decades. Instead of just sponsoring policy 
resolutions, box-ticking board members[~ credentials, and demanding 
compliance with governance norms, institutional investors are now looking more 
deeply into boardroom activities and targeting individual directors ~ often 
committee chairs, lead directors or CEOs ~ deemed responsible for policy 
failures or poor performance. 

Click the link below to read more. 

Read the entire article. I Return to top of page 

DonLlt Do It: The Case Against Individual Director 
Assessments 
Such reviews potentially set the board up for any number of undesirable results. 

By Randall S. Cheloha, president and founder of the Cheloha Consulting 
Group 



Over the last several years a number of articles have 
appeared in corporate governance publications advocating 
individual board director assessments. Many benefits are 

cited, including enhancing the boardlZIs performance as a 
group; addressing underlying individual director 
personality/style issues; and/or releasing pent-up 
frustrations and tensions because some directors are 
working harder to make up for the director(s) not pulling their 
weight. 

In a perfect world, where a formal survey or interview 
process was conducted confidentially with all directors, the results summarized 
correctly, and the feedback provided diplomatically, targeted directors would fully 
understand the issue, be gracious and receptive, thank the provider for the 
feedback, and change their behavior. 

But behavior change is hard. And it is very likely this performance issue is not a 
well-kept secret. In fact, it is quite probable that many or even all of the other 

[] directors, including the CEO and chair, are aware of the problem. There may 
have been a few hallway conversations, brief discussions on the way to the 
airport, and/or telephone calls with the CEO about: a) the problem; b) the 
situation it creates, and c) suggestion for remedying matters. 

Given that most boards are small groups, it is fairly likely that even the offending 
directors themselves know. What to do? 

Click the link below to read more. 

Read the entire article. [ Return to top of page 

Ousting an Executive: When More Is Required than a Going 
Away Party 

By Ken Springer, President, Corporate Resolutions 

You are a board member of a private company, ABC Corp= 
You and your other fellow directors have noticed that the 
CEO is not around as often as he once was. You give the 
CEO the benefit of the doubt. Weeks later, you receive an 
anonymous email alleging the CEO has been diverting funds 
into his own personal bank accounts and has been absent 
from the office because he is starting his own competitor 
company. You bring the issue to the board. Now what do 
you do? 

To mitigate your companyDs risk and avoid any impact to 
morale, the first step in addressing this issue is to determine whether the 
allegations about the CEO are true. To properly execute the investigation of 
these rumors, you must hire an independent investigative firm to discreetly and 
professionally conduct research on the CEO, interview appropriate sources with 
knowledge of the CEOC]s activities (employees, etc.) and come to a conclusion 
about the veracity of these allegations. 

In the [~al story above, an investigation found the CEO had indeed formed 
another company, an LLC with a similar name to ABC Corp., and had been 
diverting checks from ABC Corp. to his own company. The monies he embezzled 
from the company were used to fund his daughterDs college tuition, purchase 
luxury vehicles, and pay for private trips across the globe. 

As part of our investigation, we conducted a computer forensic review of the 
executive’s business computer and other company-owned devices to preserve 
potential evidence related to his activities should there be any litigation down the 

road. In addition, we conducted a behavioral assessment of the CEO that 
deemed him to be a risk to others. 

Click the link below to read more. 

Read the entire article. I Return to top of page 

January 26-28, 2014 

Directors Forum 2014 will be held in San Diego. Bringing together inslitution~J~ 

investors, directors, officers, aaad regulators, the event will feature such speakers 



as Mary Schapiro, former SEC chair who is now a director of General Electric; 

Myron Steele, chief justice of the Supreme Court of Delaware; and John Engler, 

president of the Business Roundtable. For more intbrmation, visit 

http://www.directorslbrum.comicont~rence/2014iindex.php 

Januau 28-29, 2014 

PLUS (Professional Liabili~ Underwriting Society) holds its 2014 D&O 

Symposium at the Marriott Marqnis Hotel in New York City. This is the 

premier event in the D&O insurance field for gaining valuable insight into the 

most recent developments in D&O liability trends. In addition to the educational 

sessions, each featuring indust~ insiders discussing the hot issues in D&O 

insurance, PLUS is presenting two keynote speakers: Ed G. Hochuli, partner. 
Jone~ Skelton & Hochuli PLC a~d NFL reIbree (reflecting the conference’s 

Super Bowl week timing); and Michael S. McGavick, CEO ofXL Crroup PLC. 

For more inti~rmafion, visit http://plusweb.o~ 

January 29, 2014 

"Finding the Right Fit: Private CompaJ~y Boards" is the topic of a workshop 

being hosted by Deloitte in its continuing Director Education Series. This 

workshop has been designed specifically for boa:rd-ready executives. When 

deciding whether to join a corporate board, candidates may wish to consider 

the benefits and challenges of serving on a private company board. The 

diseussion roll focus on the similarities and differences be~aveen private company 

and public company boards and how plans may be tailored to a search for a 
private company bx~ard. The workshop will run from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. 

Following the workshop will be a presentation on "Making Decisions Under 

Pressure," led by Mary Galligan, retired FBI special agent fi~r cyber and special 

operations and current director with Deloitte & Touche LLP, MJo will share 

practical advice on making appropriate decisions when the stakes are high - a 

key sldll for any board member. Galligm~’s presentation will then be tbllowed by 

a panel discussion on "Knowing the Role: What CEOs Really Think of their 

Boards." The program concludes at 6:30 p.m. with a nem, orking reception. The 

event will be held at Deloitte & Touche’s office at 30 Rockefeller Center inNew 

York CiVy. Registration is limited. For more information, visit here. 

See more events of interest to directors I Return to top of page 

Shareholder Activism: The November issue of Unsolicited Views, the monthly 
newsletter from Morrison & Foerster, includes a primer on actions that 
companies should consider to reduce the likelihood of [~second bite~ proxy 
contests [~3 where companies face additional proxy fights after reaching 
settlements on an initial contest. The law firm[~s newsletter tracks the world of 
shareholder activism through proxy contests, shareholder challenges, topping 
bids, non-friendly tender offers and other pitched disputes among public 

companies. It is produced by MoFo[~]s Corporate practice, including lawyers with 
substantial experience in M&A, private equity, securities offerings, governance, 
and corporate finance. To download a copy click here. 

D&O Insurance: ACE Bermuda has launched what it terms Ga new and 
significantly enhanced CODA PremierG Directors and Officers Liability Policy 

that provides unparalleled personal asset protection to directors and officers.G 

For more information on the new policy click here. 

Women on Boards: Women held only 16~9% of corporate board seats in 2013, 
I~lindicating no significant year-over-year uptick for the 8th straight year, I~] 
according to the newly released Catalyst 2013 Census of the Fortune 500 
boards. And only 14.6% of executive officer positions were held by women ~ 

[~the 4th consecutive year of no year-over-year gmwth.[~ Women of color 
continued to fare particularly poorly, Catalyst noted, holding just 3.2% of all 
board seats. Ten percent of companies had no women serving on their boards. 

To access a copy of the 2013 Census click here. 

Women on Boards fi: EY has released its latest report on the status of women 
on boards, which shows that the historically slow pace of board turnover may be 
poised to accelerate as a result of expected turnover in board seats in coming 
years. To access the full EY report titled [~Diversity Drives Diversity,[~] click 
here. 



Governance leadership: As a follow-on to its November 2013 Symposium, [23 
Steps to Better Corporate Governance,[] law firm Drinker Biddle & Reath has 
created a poster that distills the key themes from the discussion and serves as a 
reminder of the best practices covered in the symposium. A copy of the poster 
can be downloaded here. 

Click the link below to read more corporate governance news. 

Read more news. I Return to top of pa.qe 
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J.P. I~1o~gan to Pay Over $2 BiIlion to U.S. in Penalties in ~adoff Case 

"U.S. prosecutors and regulators are expected to announce this week that 
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. will pay slightly more than $2 billion in penalties for 
alleged failures to warn abou~ Bernard L MadoII’s massive fraud," Wall Street 
Journal (Jan. 6, Fitzpatrick, Ea.qlesham} is repo~tin.q. The federal actions are 
expected to include a deferred- prosecution accord with Manhattan U.S. 
Attorney Preet Bha[ara~ The lion’s share of ~he fines will likely be rou~ed ~o 
Madoffs victims. Madoff pleaded guilty to multiple charges that he 
orchestrated a decades-long Ponzi scheme that bilked investom out of billions 
of dollars. "Penalties paid to the Justice Depa[tment are expected to form the 
larges~ chunk of the total - an arrloun~ greater ~han $1.5 billion," Journal 
sources note. "The rest will be paid to the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency and the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, both of which are 
part of ~he T[easu[y Department." 

AFP (Jan. 6} points out that J.P. Morgan Chase, the largest U.S. bank in 
terms of assets, was the primary bank used by Madoff for over two decades. 
According to ~he publication, the bank has agreed "to pay up ~o close criminal 
and civil investigations b,,, federal authorities which suspected that the bank 
had ignored signs that Madoff was operating a fraudulent scheme." The 
expected announcement, likely to come on Tuesday, would take ~o $20 billion 
the total amount paid by ~he bank in ~he past year ~o settle the various 
government investigations. 

~e Toronto Globe and Mail (Jan. 6, Silver~Greenberg, Protess) conlirms tha~ 
the settlements would enable the bank to put yet another investigation behind 
it. "The expected deal comes on the heels of J.P. Morgan’s payment of a 
record $13 billion 1o ~he Justice Department and o~her government authorities 
over i~s sale ol t[oubled mortgage securities in the period leading up to ~he 
financial crisis," notes the newspaper. The payouts are further proof of the 
new conciliatory stance at the bank, where there is growing impatience 
among executives who are concerned ~ha[ the scrutiny is distracting flora its 
record profits. "And while it continues to haggle over the details of each 
settlement," the Globe and Mail states, "J.P. Morgan is keen to regain its 
credibility and is resigned to pulling out the checkbook to make that happen." 

Share[H]TF~ 
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¢0mp!im~£t~!~ NACD W~bi~a~ ....................................................................................... 

Compensation Series Webinar 
Jan, 23, 2014 
2-3 pro. (ET) 

Join NACD and Pearl Meye[ & Paltners to discuss current executive and 
directo[ compensation issues in 2014. Stay abreas~ of ~rends and 
requirements as goverm~qent action fuels new regulations and requirements. 
Led by experienced directors and compensation expe[ts, each program 
provides practical guidance you can immediately put to use. 

Learn more and register. 
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Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 
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Apple Acquires Snappycam Photo App Company 

USA Today (Jan. 5, Krantz) is repoding that Apple Inc, has pumhased 
SnappyLabs, a small company that makes the popular SnappyCam app, for 
an undisclosed sum Observers say this Js ~he ~ates~ proof ~hat the corporate 
g~an~ Js geadng up to #movate ~hrough acquisitions. According to ~he 
newspaper, "SnappyCam ~s a $1 app that allows sma[tphone users to modJf~ 
the way the bu~ltqn camera takes photos and how quickly the photos are 
taken. The app ~s bes~ known for a feature that a~low~ a smadphone’s camera 
to keep takh~g photos in ~apkJ succession as ~ong as the on.croon shutter- 
button ~s depressed." 

Shar8~ 

Liberty Media Offers Stock Swap to Buy Sirius 

Liberty Media Corp. has offered to purchase Sirius XM Holdings Inc. in an all- 
stock swap that vak~es Sirius at $3.68 a share, reporis MarketWatch (Jan. 3, 
Jelte0. "Liberty proposed the deal as a st[aight-fowva[d stock swap based on 
8 new C c~ass of shares ~ha[ would ’simplify’ the satellite radio company’s 
cap~tal structure," notes the pub~cat~om Liberty Media ah’eady has a 52 
percent ownersMp stake ~n S~rius. ~f approved, the swap would leave Sirius 
shareholders with 8 39 pe[cenL noRwot#~g interest in Uber[y. 

Share~ 

FireEye Pays $11B for Mandiant to Help Users Stamp Out Cyber Attacks 

Computerworld (Jan. 3, Miners) reports that "FireEye, a major enterprise 
security company, is hoping to better shield i~s customers Irorn cyberattacks 
through its acquisition of privately hek~ [cyber forensics fim~] Ma~dia~ for 
nearly $1 b~ll~on." F~reEye currently boasts more than 1,500 customem 
across government, enterprise, and sma~ and mid-sized businesses. It 
reco~ed over $I04 m~on ~n revenue ~or the nine months ended Sept. 30. 
~th Virginia-based MandianL FJreEye wi~ be IooMng to expand ~ts services 
at a time when cybe[attscks ate becoming an ~ncreas~ngly dire threat. "Last 
year," ~he publication recalls, "Mandian~ played a c[ffical role in helping the 

New York Times track down 8~le~ed Chinese hackers who had breached 
systems." The Washington Post has also h~red the firm to help it defend 

resources. 

Share~ 

Law and Policy 

Workers Approve 8~Year Contract Extension 

"Boeing workers narrowly approved an eight-year contract exiension, their 
union announced late Friday," confirms the New York Times (Jan. 5, 
Greenhouse), "in a move that will assure production of Boe~ng’s new 777X 
akcraf~ in the Puget Sound area." The employees voted by a 51 percent to 49 
percent margin in favor, responding to pressures from Washington State 
~awmake[s and top uRiOll officials. They cautioned that Boeing might p~ace 
777X production e~sewhe[e, potentially costing the s~a~e over I0,000 jobs. 
Washington Gov. Jay ~ns~ee remarked on Friday, "Tonight, Washington S~a~e 
secured its future as the aerospace cap~tal of the workJ." 

8hare~ 

Facebook Faces Suit Over Private Messages 

CNNMoney (Jan. 3, Riley) has learned that Facebook users Matthew 
Campbell and Michael Hullo,,, a~e taking the social-networking giant to cour~ 
over claims it mines private messages for data that is then sold to third 
parties~ The lavv~ui[ alleges thai "Facebook scans messages between users 
~abeled ’private’ for ~nks and other ~nformation that can be sold 1o advertisers, 
marketers, and data aggregators," repots CNN. The suit charges that tMs 
has been done wJthou~ proper d~sclosure or ~he consent of users. Campbell 
and Hurley, who want ~he suit ~o be made a class action, sugges~ ~hat as 
many as 166 million Facebook users ~n the United Slales would be eligible to 
jo~n. 

Shars~ 

££rp£[a[te Gg~e~anc~ ......................................................................................................... 

Activist investors Gain in M&A Push 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 5, Ma~tioli, C#nilluca) observes ~hat aggressive 
investors such as Elliott Management and Barington Capital Group were a 
driving force behind a number of major corporate deals last year. "According 

~o FactSet Sha[kWa~ch," ~he Journal states, "there were 10 instances in 2013 
in which a U.S. company agreed to break itself up or sell or exit businesses 
after an investor pushed it to make such changes, even if the moves didn’t 
always satisfy the activist." That was the highest such tally in the corporate- 
activism database’s five-year history. The clou~ of ~hese shareholders is being 
felt in boardrooms across the counti¥, wiih more and more firms launching 
reviews of their operations and, in some cases, making pre-emptive moves. 
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"In recent years," the Journal notes, "more executives and their advisers have 
been [eceptive to opening lines of communication wilh activists in an elfor~ to 
avoid spats." 

Sha reIC"[-Tr~ 

Apple Facing Criticism About Diversity Changes Bylaws 

Bloomberg (Jan. 6, Sa~ariano) is reporting tha~ "Apple Inc., facing behinddhe- 
scenes pressure from some shareholders to add more female directors and 
executives, has taken a stop to address the criticism and d~vers~fy ~ts board." 
The company recently added language to its corporate cha~er p~edgh~g to 
d~vers~y ~ls board - a move thai follows objections from sharehoiders Trillk~m 
Asset Management LLC and the Susta~naMlity Group~ who expressed 
d~seppo~ntment that the ~Phone maker has only one woman on its e~ght- 
mernbe[ board, h~ ~t~eak~ng its corpo[a~e cha~ter, Apple has vowed ~o cons~de[ 
more females and m~nodfies as boa[d candkJales without making any specific 

comm~tmenls. 

Sha[e~ 

Why ~.~icrosoff Hasn’t Yet Chosen a New CEO 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 4, Ovide, LuMin) reports that awkward 

boardroom dynamics may be playing a pa[t in Microsoft Corp.’s troubles to 
pick a new CEO. In place, the JoumM notes, is "a founder who believes he 
know~ best; a CEO who stepped down under pressuro for a faste[ change 
strategy; and, soon, an activist ~nvestor #usMng for big changem" ~e 
M~crosofl has stated it w~l select a successor to Steve Bal~mer by summer 
2014, board members had hoped for a dec~sion by the end of 2013. "John W. 
Thompson, lhe director ~eading the CEO searoh, says the board is 
methodically seekh~g the dght person for a complex ro~e," states lhe Journal. 
Only e~ght companies ~n the S&P 500 index have two of theft forme[ CEOs as 
dh~ctors, notes Equ~ar ~nc. ~n November, shareholders re-elected bo~h 
Ba~lmer and Chairman B~ Gates for one-year board temps, but both woukJ be 
able to resign their posts scone[. Adding to the boardroom drama ~s hedge 
~und ValueAc~ Cap~ta~ ManagemenL which purchased ove[ $2 billion 
Microsoft s~ock ~as~ year and parlayed sharoholder unhappiness into a board 
seat. VakaeAct President G. Mason Mo~fit w~ll be the first direclor ~n 
company’s h~sto~ not chosen by Microsofl’s board. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Shareholders Oust ~organ as CEO of Strauss Coffee 

"A general shareholders’ meeting has approved the lermination of Todd 
Morgan’s employment as chief executive of Strauss Coffee," confirms Reuters 
(Jan. 5). The move follows a Dutch coud dec~sion that permitted St[auss 
Coffee to proceed with the repiacement of Morgan. Torner Harpaz, an 
executive v~ce ~res~dent al parent company Strauss Group, has agreed to 
sere as ~tedm manager d St[auss Coffee. Strauss Coffee’s boa[d d 

d~recto~ w~ now ~aunch a search for the next CEO. 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Auto Sa~es Reach Six-Yea~ High in 2013 

ABC News Radio (Jan. 5) is reporting that U.S. auto makers registered their 
best annual perfermance in six years, as sales figures returned to pre- 
recession levels. Michelle Krebs, a sen~or analyst who covers the automotive 
~ndushy for Edmunds.com, writes: "Car shoppe~ shop seasonally, so right 
now h~ December we saw vep{ strong p~ckup sa~es and SUV sa~es. I tMnk 
they’re bracing for a bad w~nte[." According to figures released late last week, 
Chrysler and Nissan posted a 9 pe[cen~ Jnc[ease JR for ~he yeaL whJJe GM 
and Toyota’s sa~es activity climbed 7 percenL "Ford [e~aJJ sales were up 14 
pe[cenl for the year," ABC notes, "maMng the company’s brand the best 
se~g for the rough consecutive year." 

Share~ 

Cassidy Turkey: Office Vacancy Rates Continue Decline 

The Cincinnati Enquirer (Jan. 3) cites the latest Cassidy Turley research, 
which shows that vacancy rates continued to decline in most metro areas 
during the fourth quader of 2013 and ~hat ren~s are rising in over 50 percenl of 
maior American cities. The repod shows that the countqi has now had 
occupancy gains for 14 quaders in a row. "Office vacancy is clearly 
tigMening, bu~ at a rate that is much slower lhan past recoveries," remarks 

Cassidy Turley chiel economis~ Kevin Thorpe. "Steady job growth and lack of 
new development has vacancy falling in 70 percent of the countqi, but the 
office sector is still adjusting to the new era of tenant downsizing and space 
efficiency." Thero was 55.2 million square feel of office space under 
construdion as of the end of the year - a 32 percent increase from a year 
earlier. 
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The 10-Point - Janua~ 6, 2014 

Hello, 

November Rain 

The U.S. midterm ~,’l~,’~,’l:i~:~:~ i r~ N(~vemb~r are al>mdy figari r~1~ pr<~mi~e~rdy 

i~ ~:[~ mi~ds of m~:mb~’r.,~ ~f Co~gre,,~s as they return to work this week. 

Our story examines the ways party members are expected to use policy 

debates to position themselves for campaigns. We note that Republicans 

in the House are focusing on what they expected to be further problems 

with the health law, while Democrats are turning their attention to a raft of 

proposals aimed at easing income inequality. President Baraek Obama is 

expected to speak Tuesday about the issue of unemployment benefits, 

after the Senate w)tes Monday to confirm ~Janet Yellen at the helm of the 

Federal Reserve. 

The Crossroads 

As Syria’s’< civil war spills <~ver ~}:~<~ b,,~rder i~to Iraq a~d Leba~~.,m~ things are 

becoming increasingly complicated for the U.S., which has allies in 

competing camps. In response to the rise of Islamist forces in Iraq, the 

U.S. plans to shore up the Shiite-led government. At the same time, the 

White House is supporting Lebanon’s government and Sunni militias in 

S.vria. We find that the U.S.’s ability- to navigate the worsening regional 

di’dsions amid an intensifying proxy battle between Iran and Saudi Arabia 

~4ll likely determine whether Mr. Obama achieves the top two foreign 

policy initiatives of his second term: an Arab-Israeli peace agreement and a 

deal with Iran to curb its nuclear program. 

A Sea Change 

How did Facebook Chief Executive Mark Zuckerberg turn his company 

around after its disastrous initial public offering in May 9m27 We report 

that Faeebook’s rm~val is also a sl:<~ry a-b<<l Mro Z~ck~rberg a~d/~i;~ 

c’omi r~g of ag~: ~ a c<~rp<~r~ ~:~ ~:xecatiw~’: it involves a profitable learning 

curve and a ~fillingness to upend what some people close to him describe 



as his sacrosanct beliefs. Interviews with the CEO, Faeebook directors and 

executives, and dozens of other engineers, friends and former employees 

show how Mr. Zuekerberg’s sharpened focus on the bottom line was part 

of a sea change by the often-stubborn, idealistic 29-year-old chief 

executive once called "toddler CEO" in Silicon Valley. 

Here We Go Again 

Mvin Hansen, an economist who died nearly 40 years ago, said in 1938 

that the -U.S. win-; st-uek b.~. ~ period ~g pro:f~.;~.md.{y ,,~}~w ~.’c~~n~.~mic grow-~}~ he 

called "secular stagnation," driven by slowing population growth and 

insufficient technological progress. Turns out, Mr. Hansen was wrong. But 

that hasn’t stopped him from being one of the most-talked-about figures at 

the American Economic Association meetings in Philadelphia this 

weekend. Our stoW reports on the colorful exchange between top 

economists who are sparring on whether Mr. Hansen’s ideas apply today; 

and if so, what to do about it. 

WORLD 



than the Nasdaq Stock Ylarket. 

Have you come across any useful gadgets that aren’t as well known as, say, 

a tablet or smartphone? Send us your response to l~op(>int(d:’w<Lco~ and 

follow (4~(;-~ c~ cdT13~ker on Twitter. 

A READER’S RESPONSE 

Most readers ~*Tote in to say that other states shouldn’t follow Califbrnia’s 

example in allowing Mcxica~ imr~igra~t Scrgk.~ Garcia ~.~ pr~c~.~cc l;.~w. ~xc~ 

the gro~.md~; th;.~ ~. living in t[~.e -U.S. il.[egaI])~ underlnines a person’s 

credibility as a la~,Ter. But Lisa Foster of Michigan had a different take: "I 

say, why not? In this ease you have someone who came to the U.S. as a 

)9~g child, who has been educated here and now would like to be a 

productive part of o~ society. He has applied fbr a green card, yet he 

remains on the waiting list. California granted him something the f%deral 

govermnent could not, the abili~ to continue to contribute and be a 

productive part of our economy. Sergio Gareia is as much as a U.S. citizen 

as I am and I, for one, welcome him." 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What ~ News" digest of top stories. Technically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The ~jpe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 
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Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - How to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$289°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt writ be your re.~strat~o~ confirmat~o~ 

Friday March 7th, 2014 
This workshop serfs out quickty 

Location: 

Conference Center 

S~a~e Bar of Geor#a 
104 Marietta St., NW, Suite 100 

3rd Root, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For direct~on~ 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns a~ 8:30 

Workshop start5 promptly a~ 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours will be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

Attend tMs workshop and receive your free gift- the entire 

program on demand for 1 ful.[ year~ 

Can’t attend? No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Discount Group Ra 

Contact Susan at: susan@si~entmessa£es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimoniak 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, JanuaD, 6, 2014 8:42 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIMK 

MEBANE AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 01/03/13, 5:30 pro, 2315 Patrick Dr 

SHE STATED SHE RETURNED TODAY AND NOTICED HER FRONT DOOR WAS DAMAGED. SHE ADVISED A 22 CAL RIFLE, JEVVELRY, AND HER 3%/WERE TAKEN I 
SPOKE WITH A NEIGHBOR AND HE ADVISED HE OBSERVED A WHITE!SILVER TOYOTA CAMERY LEAVING THE AREA AT 0200HRS THIS MORNING. Value 
$1.100.00 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Larceny of vehicle t~poried 01/06/14, 1213 Us 70 E 
The victim advised that somone had stolen his box truck.Coniaining Misc. tools. Possible suspect named. Value $14,000,00 

NOTE: SCHLEY COMMUNITY WATCH MEETING TONIGHT, 7:30 SCHLEY GRANGE 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to ~11. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

9 t9-644-3050 Office 

9t9-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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Weekly Bliefing: Digital Humanities TaJ~e Hold 

i~ Chronicle of Higher Education :Ki subscribe now 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday January 06, 2014 S~sbscri~3e to T~e Cbto#icle 

Digital Humanities Take Hold 

How the Humanities Compute in the Classroom 
By Mare Parry 
Hmnanities progralns are teaching students to deconstruet technologies, not just 
texts. 

~ 
B orn Digital, Projects Need 
Attention to Survive 

By Jenni.fer Howard 

For one, they may require 

eontinuin g maintenance to rem ain useful 

and accessible. 

~ 
Digita~ Humanists: ffYou 
Want Tenure, Be Prepared 
for Double the Work 
By Sydni Dunn 

The digital humanities still have an 
existential problem: Timeworn tenure 
incentives just aren’t a good fit for this 
work. That puts practitioners in a difl]eult 
position. 

This Week’s Highlights 

Professors in Classroom on Time? Cheek. 
By Lindsay Ellis and Robin H4lson 
At the University" of North Carolina, a culture of aeadenfie autonotny falls vietitn 
to one department’s no-show scandal. 

~ 
B ack~ash Against lsrae~ Boycott Puts American Studies Assn. on 
Defensive 
By Peter Schmidt 

The criticism could sexve as a warning to other scholarly groups that might 

consider taking a similar stand. 

Unfettered Academic Speech: Not in Kansas Anymore 
By Peter Sc.hmidt 
New prohibitions in that state--and a high-profile clash in Colorado--raise fears 
fox" academic fl’eedom in the digital age. 

In Other News 

Budget Breakthrough May Mean lAttle [’or Battered Ri;seaFi;}l Agencies 

New NCAA Standards Eni;ourage Academic Shortcuts 

What 5 Teeh Experts E>:pect in 2ol4 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

How to Survive Your First Years of Teaching 

By Stacey Patton 

’Fake it from these neMy minted professors. Yon’ early days as a pedagogue will 

force you to set botmdades, protect your time, and pick your banes. 

Trebling Ph.DJs to Teach Where the Jobs Are 

By Paula Krebs 

Whose responsibility" is it to ensure that doctoral students learn how to become 

faculty members at institutions like mine? 

Conference Season ~s Here, Don’t Stink at Twitter. 

By Menachem Wecker 

Social-media conversations at conferences can provide insightful peer x~view--or 

they can be quicksand. Here are some thoughts on how to sort the signal from the 



noise. 

What is Vitae? Discover for Yourseff 
The Chronicle invites you to explore Vitae, the only online career hub dedicated to making it 
easier and more rewarding for faeulb’ members and admtinistrators to &) their job each day. 
Built with you in mind, Vitae brings together all the best earner-management tools, advice and 
news, community, and jobs needed to help advance your career, doi~t Vitae Now. 

The Chronicle Review 

The Graying of the NYRB 

By Russell Jaeoby 

At 50, the onetime upstart New York Review of Books has become a staid, insular 

empire of its cure. 

Commentary 

The Allure and Quick Fix of the Full-Pay Foreign Student 
By I@vin Carey 
Enrollments fl’om China have soared. But are colleges doing right by those 
students? And what about the Americans they displace? 

Advice 

The Ph.D.’s Guide to a Nonfaculty Job Search 

By L. March Wood 

You, too, can j oin the ranks of the gainfully" employed outside of academe. Here’s 

More of Advice 

People 

Expert on Japanese Business to Lead Liberal-Arts College in Arkansas 
By Justin DoubIedag 
William M. Tsutsui joins a relatively stnall number of Asian-Americans as college 
presidents in the United States. 

New Provost Hopes to Help Design Another Renaissance in Detroit 
By Diana ParselI 
The College for Creative Studies attracted a professor of industrial design from 
the Universi ,ty of Cincinnati. 

From the Blogs 

Bettom Line 

Fake lnfomercial for ’For Profit Online University’ Satirizes Higher Ed 

Former writers for The Onion savage for-profit educ.ation, and its adve~ising, in an 11-~ninute 

video. 

Lingua Franca 

The Top Word of 20~32 

Ilan Stavans is mystified by the selection of "science" as the top look-up in Merriam-Webster. 

Players 

Coaching Opportunities for Women Continue to Decline 

,Just 39.6 percent of head coaches of big-thee women’s teams this year ate women, continuing 

a decades-long slide. 

~ 
V ideo: An Adjunct’s Balancing Act Has Its Ups and Downs 

Desiree Robertson says the way in which she has to divide her time slows her 

growth as a professor. 

Announcements 

NEXT: The Future of Higher Education 
This special report loolcs at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the 
traditional degree, reinventing the academic calendar, "flipping" the classroom or physically 
reeonflguring it, seeking new ways to evaluate what students know, and helping them navigate 
life after college. Order this special issue today" to heat’ fi’om a diverse group of scholars and 
thinkers about whether innovation can indeed stick. Clic’k here to get a copy. 

The Almanac of Higher Education, 20~3=t4 

The latest Almanac of ttigher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 

impor~mt trends in higher education. It brin&s readers an in-depth analysis of colleges and 



universities with data on students, professors, administt’atol., institutions, and their 

resources. Click here to get a copy, 

Did a friend send you this? Go hare for your own copy 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e-maii .,’~ews~ettels on technology, community colleges, hiring, 
and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 

premium content, please purchase a subscrip[ion to our weekly newspaper, 

Retrieve user name I Reset your password I 

(c) 2014 The Ct~onicle of Higher Education 
1255 23rd Strect iNn2~T 
Washington, DC 20037 
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LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 15 No. 1, 01/06/2014 

Table of Contents 

Whither Symmetry? Antitrust Analysis of Intellectual Property Rights at the FTC and DO3 

Joshua D. Wright, George Mason University School of Law 

Douglas H. Ginsburg, George Nason University School of Law 

Increasing Legalism in International Commercial Arbitration: A New Theory of Causes, a New Approach to Cures 

S,], Strong, University of Missouri School of Law 

Trade Usage in the Courts: The Flawed Conceptual and Evidentiary Basis of Article 2"s Incorporation Strategy 

Lisa Esther gernstein, University of Chicago - Law School 

Agreements to Specifically Perform Contractual Obligations 

Robyn Carroll, University of Western Australia 

Promises and Expectations 

Florian Ederer, Yale School of Nanagement, Yale University - Cowles Foundation 

Alexander Stremitzer, UCLA School of Law 

After Identifying the "Linkages!Impossible" Cases: Can the WTO Rules Be Efficiently Breached? 

Abdulmalik N, Altamimi, University of Leeds 

Exchange Rate Variation in Defence Contracts in India: Charting a Way Forward for MoD Beyond the New MoF Memorandum 

Sandeep Verma, Unique Identification Authority of India 
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Competition Poficy International, VoL 9, No. 2, Fail 20~3, Fo~hcoming 

George Hason Law X Economics Re.search Pspef ~o, ~3-71 

3OSHUA ~o WRigHT, George Mason University School of Law 

Emaih jwrightg@gmu,edu 
~OUGLAS ,~o G:[~$~UR~, George Mason University School of Law 

Emaih dginsburg@cadc, uscou rts.gov 

in modern antitrust law, intellectual and other forms of property have been treated symmetrically as a matter of principle. Recent actions by the 

Federal Trade Commission and Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice, however, sound a departure from this salutary principle of symmetry. 
In this paper, we describe and defend the principle against the recent barrage of agency testimony and enforcement actions discouraging holders 

of standard essential patents from pursuing preliminary injunctions or exclusion orders; arguing that breach of a FRAND commitment constitutes an 
antitrust violation; and tightening merger review involving standard essential patents. 

i~-~ Free Download 
i::i::i::i"~ncre~si~g Leg~iism i~ ~#ter#ation~i ~om~erci~i Arbitration: A New Theory of Causes, a New Approach to ~sres ..... 

7 World Arbitration and Mediation Review 117 (2013) 
Unive;:s~ty or ~vlis.souri School of Law l.ega/ Studies Research Paper No, 2013-25 

~,L ~TRON~, University of Missouri School of Law 

Emaih StrongSi@missouri,edu 

Recent years have seen an increasing amount of criticism of international commercial arbitration, primarily because of concerns about excessive 
legalism and the attendant increase in the amount of time and money spent on the dispute resolution process. The common assumption is that 

international commercial arbitration has changed, and not for the better. 

Much of the blame has been laid at the feet of U.S.-qualified lawyers who are often assumed to have brought U.S. litigation tactics into the arbitral 
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Irredeemably Inefficient Acts: A Threat to Markets, Firms, and the Fisc 

Alex Raskolnikovy 

This article defines and explores irredeemably inefficient acts--a 

conceptually distinct and empirically important category of socially 
undesirable conduct. While inefficient behavior is, no doubt, pervasive, the 
standard view holds that inefficient conduct may be converted into efficient 
one by forcing actors to internalize the external harms of their decisions. 
For some acts, however, such conversion is impossible. These acts are not 

just inefficient forms of otherwise socially beneficial activities--they are not 

just contingently inefficient. Rather, they are inefficient at their core; they 
reduce social welfare no matter what the regulator does. These 

irredeemably inefficient (or just irredeemable) acts are private, intentional, 

non-consensual transfers of money. While this definition certainly describes 

theft, it also covers churning and price fixing, market manipulation and 
option backdating, insider trading and tax shelters, to name just some 

examples. All these acts are socially undesirable in any ~brm and at any 

level, yet all may be overdeterred if enforcement is imperfect. 
Overdeterrence is possible for two reasons. First, enforcement increases 

the costs of irredeemable acts that remain undeterred. Second, enforcement 
burdens efficient conduct that yields outcomes indistinguishable from those 
produced by irredeemable acts. These considerations (along with no need 

for the standard cost-benefits comparison) underlie the unique optimal 
deterrence analysis of irredeemable acts. Antitrust law, corporate law, and 

criminal law largely reflect the divide between contingently and 
irredeemably inefficient acts, as well as some of the more specific 

prescriptions following from this article’s inquiry. Securities and 
commodities regulation .fails to recognize the same distinction despite a 

wide varieb, of irredeemable acts among securities and commodities law 
violations. While the tax policy implications of the proposed framework are 

limited, this framework helps to resolve a long-standing debate about tax 
shelter regulation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Law and economics excels when it helps policymakers to turn a pumpkin into a golden 
carriage.~ The need to do so arises because people engage in all kinds of socially harmful 
acts. Drivers speed, manufacturers pollute, and corporate executive issue misleading 
forecasts. While all these acts are inefficient, the appropriate response is surely not to 
eliminate all driving, all manufacturing, and all corporate disclosure. That is because all 
three examples reveal actions that are inefficient in some form or at some level, but are 
socially desirable in a different form or at a different level. Driving, manufacturing, and 
corporate disclosure are productive activities that give rise to benefits as well as costs. 
They may be inefficient, even highly inefficient, but they are only contingently inefficient. 
Their optimal regulation depends on finding the efficiency-maximizing tradeoff between 
costs and benefits. In many cases (and in the first approximation), the efficiency is 
maximized if private actors are forced to take account of the external harms (and benefits) 
of their acts. If they do, a pumpkin indeed turns into a golden carriage. 

This standard analysis does not apply to money theft, as well as a wide variety of theft- 
like activities such as price fixing, market manipulation, securities churning, option 
backdating, tax shelters, and many others. Equating price fixing with theft is not a moral 
judgment (though it may well be true). Rather, the two are subject to the same economic 
analysis leading to the same ultimate conclusion: considered by themselves, both are 
inefficient in any form, at any level, and in all circumstances. I refer to theft and theft- 
like activities like churning and price fixing as irredeemably inefficient (or just 
irredeemable) acts. The previously unrecognized distinction between irredeemably and 
contingently inefficient acts is at the core of this article’ s analysis. 

Money theft is irredeemably inefficient because it produces no (net) social benefit while 
giving rise to a variety of social costs. The social benefit is non-existent because the only 

1 See Cinderella, in Charles Perrault, HiSTOIRES OU CONTES DU TEMPS PASS~ (1697), see also 

~..~.t.~;../../.~...n.~....w...i.ki.~z~..4i:.4....(.?.r.g/....w...i.~i.L(2i.~.~r.~.‘.4.. 
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private benefit of theft is the thief’ s gain from the stolen money. But that gain is 

inevitably and fully offset by the victim’s loss.2 In the economist’s lingo, the movement 

of cash from the victim’s purse into the thief’s pocket is a "mere" transfer.~ It is welfare- 

neutral in and of itself. In stark contrast, a speeding driver rushing a sick child to a 

hospital obtains a private benefit that may well exceed all costs the driver imposes on 

others (as well as himself), perhaps by a wide margin. This is just another way of saying 

that driving is socially beneficial in some form (or that speeding is only contingently 

inefficient). 

The costs of irredeemable acts arise for obvious reasons. People do not like when others 
steal their money. That is, people resist when others intentionally take what does not 
belong to them without obtaining the owner’s consent. Both the intentional and the non- 
consensual character of theft are essential to its irredeemable inefficiency for two related 
reasons. First, both are needed to assure the victim’s resistance. It makes no sense to 
resist a consensual transfer. It also makes little sense to invest significant resources in 
precluding other people’s occasional mistakes. But when others deliberately steal one’s 
money, resistance is assured. Second, being aware of this resistance, thieves will try to 
overcome it by concealing their actions. (In contrast, those taking someone else’s money 
with consent or by mistake will engage in no similar efforts.) Neither the thief’s efforts 
nor the victim’s exertions are a productive use of their time. Nothing of value is created 
or improved as people reinforce their doors, barricade their windows, padlock their 
briefcases, or try to overcome these defensive measures. Rather, all these efforts give 
rise to social (as well as private) costs. I call them the transfer costs because they 
inevitably accompany "mere" transfers. Given the absence of any (net) social benefit, the 
transfer costs make theft irredeemably inefficient. The same is true of all other private, 
intentional, non-consensual transfers of money, that is, of all other irredeemably 
inefficient acts. 

Because irredeemable acts have no redeeming features, it may appear that one of the 
main concerns underlying the optimal regulation of contingently inefficient acts is absent 
when we deal with irredeemable ones. While the society would be worse off if there 
were too little (or no) driving, we should hardly worry that there could be too little (or no) 
theft. Contingently inefficient speeding may be overdeterred, but what about 
irredeemably inefficient theft? 

Overdeterrence, it turns out, is a problem for theft as well. The first concern is that courts 

may mislabel good acts as bad acts and punish what shouldn’t be punished. Taking $30 

from a friend’s pocket may be an unorthodox way of making him repay his long-overdue 

debt, but it is not theft. Theft’s unique inefficiency depends critically on the intent to 

steal. Yet this intent is difficult to determine. Stronger deterrence efforts will necessarily 

burden legitimate loan repayments and other socially beneficial "lookalike" activities that 

may be confused with irredeemable acts of stealing, lowering social welfare. While this 

2 Variations in the marginal utility of money are discussed in Part IV.A. 

3 See, e.g., Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust’s Protected Classes, 88 Mich. L. Rev. 1, 14 (1989); 

Steven Shavell, Individual Precautions to Prevent Theft: Private Versus Socially Optimal Behavior, 11 

Int’l Rev. L. Econ. 123, 125 (1991). 
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problem may not seem particularly grave when it comes to theft, it will appear much 
more daunting when the discussion turns to churning, price fixing, tax avoidance, and 
other irredeemable acts. I refer to the cost of punishing the benign lookalike activities 
due to their mistaken labeling (and treatment) as irredeemable acts as the mislabeling cost. 
Second, while making theft illegal will deter some putative thieves, it will make others 
try harder. These additional efforts of resisting anti-theft rules give rise to another social 
cost of greater deterrence. I call it the resistance cost. 

The mislabeling and resistance costs present policymakers with a tradeoff. Broader anti- 
theft rules and higher sanctions deter more theft, reducing its transfer costs. But these 
efforts also lead to higher mislabeling costs. As for the resistance costs, they increase 
with stronger enforcement on a per-act basis, but may increase or decline overall. The 
optimal deterrence of theft minimizes the sum of all three costs, as well as the 
administrative costs.4 

These considerations make the economic analysis of irredeemable acts different from the 
standard analysis of contingently inefficient acts in four important respects. First, the 
tradeoff between the marginal costs and benefits central to the optimal deterrence of 
contingently inefficient acts is nowhere in the picture. Second, the actor’s intent is 
central to the analysis, while it is rarely relevant for contingently inefficient acts. Third, 
the actor’s intent is the only factor that distinguishes socially desirable and undesirable 
conduct. The same is not true even when the economic analysis of contingently 
inefficient acts does incorporate a mental state inquiry. Finally, the critical distinction 
between an inefficient irredeemable act and its benign lookalike counterpart is a binary 
choice. In contrast, the optimal deterrence of contingently inefficient acts typically 
searches for the most efficient point on a continuum (be it a vehicle’s speed, a driver’s 
blood alcohol level, the accuracy of a corporate disclosure, or even the mental state of a 
corporate executive making the disclosure). Given these differences, it is no surprise that 
the optimal regulation of irredeemable acts differs from the familiar optimal deterrence 
theory (designed for contingently inefficient acts). 

The proposed framework intersects with several major areas of economics as well as law 
and economics. Scholars studying rent seeking will recognize irredeemable acts as a 

4 Administrative costs are "the costs borne by the state in applying a legal rule and the legal and 

related costs borne by the affected parties." Steven Shavell, Liability for Accidents, in 1 HANIDBOOK OF 

LAW AND ECONOMICS 139, 177 (A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell eds., 2007). These costs must be 

taken into account in the analysis of contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts alike. This article’s 

analysis generally ignores these cost for three reasons. First, while the optimal deterrence theory has 

identified many effects of these costs on the optimal content ol" legal rules and sanctions, these effects are 

adjustments to otherwise optimal provisions designed to accomplish the cost internalization objective. See 

generally, A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell, The Tt~eoty of Public Enforcement of Law, in 1 

HANI)BOOK OF LAW AN[) ECONOMICS 403 (A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell eds., 2007). Second, it 

is not clear without further investigation whether administrative costs vary systematically between 

contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts. Finally, to the extent administrative costs rellect (or are 
affected by) such factors as the difference between mislabeling and chilling discussed below, these effects 

are taken into account in the analysis. 



subset of rent seeking and directly unproductive profit-seeking activities.5 The relative 
narrowness of the irredeemable acts category allows for a more definitive conclusion 
regarding their intrinsic inefficiency and more specific policy payoffs. Public finance 
economists will view the irredeemable acts analysis as an extension of the fundamental 
insights underlying the economic analysis of taxation. The link between the actor’s 
motivation (intent) for taking an action and its social cost, as well as the binary nature of 
the intent inquiry, have direct analogues in the standard economic analysis of distorted, 
tax-motivated decisions. Antitrust scholars may view the contingent-irredeemable divide 
as akin to the rule of reason-per se distinction in the competition law.6 The two 
dichotomies are, indeed, closely related. The property rights scholars will see the 
connection between irredeemable acts and the "takings of things’’7 generally regulated via 
property (rather than liability) rules. While the overlap does exist, irredeemable acts are 
both narrower (they include only transfers of money) and broader (they extend beyond 
possessory interests) than the "takings" category. More importantly, the irredeemable 
acts analysis abandons the assmnption that property rule protection assures full 
deterrence,8 picking up where the property-versus-liability rules literature stops. In sum, 
the irredeemable acts analysis builds on a distinguished intellectual foundation to 
advance our understanding of a particular, newly specified type of human conduct. 

Moving from theory to practice, it is hardly surprising that the conceptual differences 
between contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts have a number of doctrinal 
implications. When the law relies on proxies--such as the "excessive" speed standard in 
traffic safety regulation or the "excessive" trading test in securities law--the meaning of 
the same term varies dramatically depending on the nature of the activity in question. 
The "excessive" speed standard reflects the tradeoff between the expected marginal costs 
and benefits of driving. This is the familiar tradeoff underlying the optimal regulation of 
contingently inefficient acts. In contrast, the "excessive" trading test is a proxy for 
determining the intent of the trading broker. If the broker trades to benefit the customer, 
there is no reason for a legal inter~,ention; if the broker’s intent is to benefit himself, the 
result is clear inefficiency. Needless to say, decisionmakers concerned with social 
welfare would be well advised to keep these divergent meanings in mind while regulating 
accidents and securities trading. The same is true of many other settings where 
contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts are regulated by identical proxies. 

Another implication of the contingent-irredeemable divide is that the definitional 
structure that makes sense for the former is ill suited for latter. It may be sensible to 
define contingently inefficient acts by referring both to the actor’ s state of mind and to 

5 The foundational work on the rent seeking is Gordon Tullock, The Welfare Costs of Tari¢];s’, 

Monopolies, and Theft, 5 W. Econ. J. 224 (1967). Directly unproductive profit-seeking activities are 

defined in Jagdish N. Bhagwati, Directly Unproductive, Profit-Seeking (DUP) Activities, 90 J. Pol. Econ. 

988 (1982). For a review of rent-seeking and DUP literature, see, e.g., Michael A. Brooks & Ben J. Heijdra, 

An Exploration of Rent Seeking, 65 Econ. Rec. 32 (1989). 
6 For a discussion of this distinction, see, e.g., HERBERT HOVENKAMP, FEDERAL ANTrI’RUST 

POLICY: THE LAW OF COMPETrI’ION AND ITS PRACTICE 253-59 (2005). 
7 Louis Kaplow & Steven Shavell, Property Rules versus Liability Rules: An Economic Analysis, 

109 Harv. L. Rev. 713,757 (1996). 

s See id. at 724 n.33,769. 



the outcome produced by the act. Using the same approach for irredeemable acts is 
certain to underdeter inefficient behavior. Thus, while it may make sense to define a 
certain form of speeding as intentional, excessively fast driving, it makes no sense to 
define securities churning as excessi~,elyfiequent trading by a broker for the purpose of 
self-enrichment. If the intent to steal the client’ s money is established, it makes no 
difference how many trades the broker made (other than to establish damages, of course). 
On the other hand, it may be well-justified to give the government a choice of attacking 
irredeemable acts by focusing either on the state of mind or on the outcome. This is 
precisely what Congress recently did for tax avoidance strategies violating the economic 
substance doctrine. It would behoove Congress to adopt the same approach in amending 
the key parts of securities and commodities regulation, including some of the recent 
Dodd-Frank Act provisions.9 

The proposed framework has significant implications for sanctions design as well. 
Sanctions for many contingently inefficient acts are grounded in the cost internalization 
objective. Therefore, they depend on our guess regarding the variation of external harms 
of a given behavior once it crosses the legality threshold. This variation is highly 
context-specific. There is no reason to assume that the external ham~ of speeding varies 
with speed in the same manner that the external harm of drunk driving varies with the 
blood alcohol level. So it is possible that the optimal structure of speeding fines (higher 
fines for greater speeds over the limit) may differ from the optimal structure of drunk 
driving penalties (a fixed sanction for any blood content over the limit).~° In contrast, all 
irredeemably inefficient acts present policymakers with the same uncertainty, albeit in 
many different settings. The question is always whether a given set of observed facts 
reflects an irredeemable act or its benign lookalike counterpart. This evidentiary inquiry 
has little in common with empirical guesses about the variation of external harms of 
contingently inefficient acts. The distinct nature of this inquiry suggests that sanctions 
for irredeemable acts should be fixed (like drunk driving fines) whether the act in 
question is a violation of tax law, corporate law, antitrust law, or securities regulation. 
This conclusion supports the otherwise puzzling non-use of opportunities to vary 
sanctions for a range of antitrust, securities, and criminal law violations. The same 
conclusion raises doubts regarding the detailed variable sanctioning scheme adopted in 
the tax law. 

Finally, the article’s most general policy recommendation is that contingently and 
irredeemably inefficient acts should be regulated separately. The distinction between the 
rule of reason offenses and per se violations of antitrust law, the Model Penal Code’ s 
rearrangement of various forms of larceny, embezzlement, and false pretenses, and the 
Delaware courts’ characterization of various options-related shenanigans as duty of 
loyalty (rather than duty of care) violations even in the absence of conflicts of interests, 
are all examples of such separate regulation. In contrast, treating both contingently and 

9 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 111-203, 124 Stat. 
1376 (2010) (codified as amended in scattered sections of the U.S. Code). 

10 Compare M.G.L.A. 90 § 20 (West 2010) (imposing increasing fines for greater speeds in excess 

of the speed limit) with id. §24 (imposing sanctions if blood alcohol level exceeds 0.08%, but not varying 
the sanctions depending on the extent of the excess). 



irredeemably inefficient acts as securities (and, more recently, commodities) fraud 
necessarily leads to misguided doctrine and conceptual confusion. 

The article concludes by examining the boundaries of the irredeemable acts category and 
the assumptions on which it rests. These acts are indeed different from contingently 
inefficient acts that are clearly inefficient, from such acts that are also intentional, and 
even from such intentional acts whose efficiency depends only on the actor’s intent. At 
the same time, the usefulness of the proposed contingent-in-edeemable framework 
depends on the plausibility of empirical generalizations about the lack of (non-trivial) 
efficiency benefits of concealed, intentional, non-consensual money transfers. Because 
these generalizations are highly plausible (and widely accepted) in a number of settings, 
the ultimate question is about the breadth--rather than the existence--of irredeemable 
acts as a distinct category of hmnan conduct. If similar generalizations are accepted in 
settings other than money transfers, such as property theft and numerous forms of fraud 
and discrimination, the analysis developed here will find an even broader application. 

Part I defines irredeemably inefficient acts and explains their incurable inefficiency. Part 
II considers the implications of the continent-irredeemable distinction for the design of 
optimal legal rules and sanctions. Part III compares these implications to the actual rules 
and sanctions found in a number of regulatory regimes. Part IV further examines the 
irredeemable acts category and addresses its limitations. A brief conclusion follows. 

I. UNDERSTANDING IRREDEEMABLY INEFFICIENT ACTS 

This Part argues that the list of conventional economic justifications for government 
regulation is incomplete. The conclusion follows directly from Gordon Tullock’s well- 
known analysis published over four decades ago.a~ Yet, surprisingly, some significant 
implications of Tullock’ s insight for the design of legal rules and sanctions have gone 
unrecognized. The following discussion remedies this omission. It presents the core 
argument while ignoring most caveats, subtleties, and complications (which are 
addressed in the last Part). Section A briefly summarizes the basic analysis of 
contingently inefficient acts and the familiar tradeoff underlying their optimal regulation. 
Section B introduces irredeemably inefficient acts and explains why they also present 
policymakers with a tradeoff, though with a different one. The remaining sections 
highlight the distinctive features of the irredeemable acts analysis, place this analysis in a 
broader theoretical perspective, and present examples of irredeemable acts, drawing them 
from a variety of legal regimes. 

A. The Well-Known Analysis" of Contingently Inefficient Acts 

While the list of socially wasteful human actions is, no doubt, long, the fundamental 
causes of inefficiency are quite limited. The main problems for parties engaged in direct 
interpersonal negotiations are asymmetric information and strategic behavior. Actions 
undertaken in impersonal markets produce inefficient outcomes when markets fail. 

11 See Tullock, supra note 5. This analysis is widely viewed as one of Tullock’s main intellectual 

achievements. See Gordon Tullock: Distinguished Fellow, 88 Am. Econ. Rev. (1998), reprinted in 1 THE 

SELECTED WORKS OF GORDON TULLOCK xxvii (Charles K. Rowley ed., 2004) (singling out Tullock’s 1967 

paper as one of his main contributions to economic thought). 



Perhaps the most important cause of such failures are externalities--"effect[s] of one 
person’s decision on someone who is not a party to that decision.’’12 Private actors do not 
take externalities into account because these actors do not bear the costs of negative 
externalities and cannot capture the benefits of the positive ones. 

The solution to the externality problem is well known. A legal regime that tully 
internalizes all external costs and benefits restores the operation of Adam Smith’s 
"invisible hand.’’13 Selfish individuals optimizing their own wellbeing unwittingly and 
inescapably maximize social welfare. Sometimes they abandon the externality-producing 
activity altogether. Frequently, however, they adjust the form or the level of the activity 
while continuing to engage in it. Because many inefficient private actions may be made 
efficient through this internalization process, I refer to them as contingently inefficient 
acts. 

There are many ways of forcing private actors to take full account of negative 
externalities they produce. Strict liability harm-based regimes make actors legally liable 
for all external harms resulting from their actions. Strict liability act-based regimes force 
individuals to bear the cost of their risky behavior before any actual harm arises.14 
Products liability in torts is an example of the former regime.15 Alcohol taxes supported 
by a rationale that drunks endanger the public and burden the socially-subsidized 
healthcare system are an example of the latter.~ 6 

An alternative approach is to impose liability only on actions that cross a certain 
threshold beyond which marginal external harms produced by the acts exceed their 
marginal private benefits, at least on average.17 As is true in case of strict liability, a 
threshold regime may be harm- or act-based. Is The traditional law of torts is an example 
of the former. Numerous regulatory regimes ranging from traffic safety regulation to 
pollution regulation are instances of the latter. 

A strict liability regime forces private actors to bear the external harm of their actions and 
relies on these actors to optimize their behavior. A threshold regime requires the 
government to determine the line beyond which private actions become inefficient. In a 

12 
RONALD H. COASE, THE FhvdY~, THE MARKET, AND THE LAW 24 (1988). 

13 
ADAM SMITH, THE WE,4&TH OF NATIONS 423 (1937). 

14 The terms "strict liability", "harm-based", and "act-based" are standard in the economic analysis 
of law. See, e.g., STEVEN SHAVELL, FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW 474 (2004). 

15 See W. PAGE KEETON ET AL., PROSSER AND KEETON ON THE LAW OF TORTS 536-38,690-702 

(5th ed. 1984). 
16 See ALFRED CECm PIGOU, THE ECONOMICS OF WELFARE 192 (4th ed. 1932). 
17 Whenever I refer to private benefits I mean net private benefits, that is, private benefits net of 

private costs. 
is I use the term "threshold" regime rather than the standard term "fault-based" regime, see, e.g., 

SHAVELL, supra note 14, at 474, because the standard term is uninlbrmative (and perhaps somewhat 
misleading) when applied to many legal thresholds outside of such traditional subjects of the law and 
economics analysis as accidents and pollution. For instance, it is difficult to imagine why a rule that 
imposes one tax regime if a foreign individual spends 183 days in the United States during a calendar yem" 
and a different tax regime if that individual spends 182 days in the U.S. has anything to do with fault. See 
26 U.S.C. §7701(b)(3)(stating a more complicated version of the 183-day rule). 



harm-based regime, liability is equal to the external harm, with a few well-known 
adjustments.~9 In an act-based regime, sanctions are equal to the expected external harm, 
appropriately adjusted as well.2° 

What if policymakers botch the line drawing exercise in a threshold regime? What if 
they miscalculate the external harm or risk of harm in a strict liability or a threshold 
regime? If the line is drawn too favorably for the offenders (or if hama or risk of harm is 
underestimated), the result is underdeterrence. Some socially undesirable acts occur, 
producing greater social harms than benefits. For instance, people drive too fast and 
cause numerous serious accidents. If the line is drawn too favorably for the victims (or if 
hama or risk of halTn is overestimated), the result is also inefficient. This time the 
problem is overdeterrence--some efficient acts are precluded by a threat of liability. For 
example, people drive so slowly that economic activity is greatly impeded and significant 
leisure time is consumed by commuting. Overdeterrence can be as socially costly as 
underdeterrence. 

Needless to say, this discussion is not even a bare bones summary of the economic 
analysis of contingently inefficient acts. It suffices, however, to emphasize the key points. 
Devising rules and sanctions that deter these acts optimally is a challenge. In harm-based 
regimes, over- and under-deten-ence result if the legal system miscalculates the external 
harm (appropriately adjusted). In act-based regimes, the same problems occur if 
regulators err in estimating the expected external harm or in setting the threshold 
separating legal and illegal conduct. Thus, the optimal regulation of contingently 
inefficient acts is a balancing act, and the risk of impeding efficient forms or levels of 
these activities is a key consideration in the balancing process. 

B. The Missing Analysis of Irredeemable Acts 

A.C. Pigou’ s analysis of externalities is widely viewed as providing the fundamental 
economic justification for government regulation in a wide variety of settings.2~ Yet 

Pigou recognized that externalities are not the only problem that may justify a regulatory 
intervention. Advertising, he suggested, may serve a socially useful purpose of 
informing consumers, amount to an unproductive arm’s race to lure competitor’s 
customers, or reflect some of both.22 Despite subsequent scholars’ great attention to 

Pigou’ s work on externalities, his insight that efforts to capture a greater share of a fixed 
pie may lead to significant social waste has remained unexplored for decades. 

~9 These include adjustment to account for uncertain detection and the cost of the legal system. 

For a detailed discussion of the former, see Richard Craswell, Deterrence and Damages: The Multiplier 

Principle and Its Alternatives, 97 Mich. L. Rev. 2185 (1998). For an explanation of the latter, see A. 

Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell, En¢brcement Costs and the Optimal Magnitude and Probabili~." of 

Fines, 35 J.L. & Econ. 133, 133 (1992). For a general discussion, see Polinsky & Shavell, supra note 4. 
~0 See id. 

21 See Pigou, supra note 16, at 192-203. 

~ See id. at 196-200 (discussing "competitive advertising directed to the sole purpose of 

transferring the demand for a given commodity from one source of supply to another" and explaining why 

the "social net product" of such advertising "is likely to indicate negative values throughout"). 



That changed with Gordon Tullock’s article generally viewed as laying the foundation for 
a vast literature on rent seeking.23 Tullock’s argument rebutted the optimistic view 
(prevalent at the time) that the welfare costs of monopolies and tariffs were likely to be 
small. This view rested on the empirical conclusion that deadweight losses resulting 
from monopolies and tariffs were insignificant. Economists realized, of course, that price 
distortions giving rise to deadweight losses were not the only economic effects to be 
considered. Monopolizing an industry or convincing a regulator to impose an import 
tariff also transfers wealth from consumers to the monopolist or the domestic producers. 
But that transfer, economists emphasized, is not a social loss in and of itself because 
while some members of the society lose from it others gain exactly as much. 
Monopolists and domestic producers get richer, consumers get poorer. While this 
rearrangement surely has distributive consequences, no inefficiency results from the mere 
movement of money within the society. 

Tullock revealed the fundamental flaw of this analysis using theft as an intuitive example. 
Theft, he pointed out, is the simplest case of a pure transfer. It gives rise to no 
deadweight loss (at least in the first approximation). Traditional analysis strongly 
suggests that welfare-maximizing policymakers should care little about combating theft. 
Yet just about every society not only outlaws it, but subjects thieves to high sanctions. Is 
this a misguided waste of resources? 

Surely not, Tullock explained. While theft is indeed a welfare-neutral transfer in and of 
itself, it involves very real private gains and losses to thieves and their victims. Thief’s 
expenditures may take the form of purchasing lock-breaking equipment as well as 
learning how to break locks, find valuables, conceal stolen goods, and so on. Victim’s 
efforts may include purchasing locks, safes, and hiring private security guards. Less 
obvious social costs arise as well. Thieves forgo other, productive activities. Putative 
victims have weaker incentives to earn and save because their savings may be stolen. 
Deadweight losses result from these decisions by thieves and victims alike. Broadening 
the lens further reveals other possible costs. If unchecked, theft will distort asset prices. 
The value of readily movable assets (such as jewelry) would be depressed by the threat of 
theft. Thus, theft may give rise to negative externalities after all. These externalities, 
along with direct expenditures and deadweight losses just described, are pure social waste. 
While this analysis is known in the literature, no term has emerged to refer to all the costs 
just described.24 Because all these costs are incurred to effect or resist "mere" transfers, I 

23 See Tullock, supra note 5; William C. Mitchell & Michael C. Munger, Economic Models off" 

Interest Groups: An Introductory Surv,ey, 35 Am. J. Pol. Science 512, 523 (1991) ("[T]he formal origin of 

the modern study ol" rent seeking dates back to Tullock’s brief but now classis essay of 1967 .... "). 
24 For example, these costs (or their components) have been called "Tullockian rent-seeking costs," 

Philip Jones & John Cullis, Legitimate and Illegitimate Transfers: Dealing with "Political" Cost-Benefit 

Analysis, 16 Int. Rev. L. Econ. 247, 251 (1996); "secondary costs," Keith N. Hylton, The Theoty of 

Penalties and the Economics of Criminal Law, 2 Rev. L. Econ. 175, 180 (2005); "the losses due to the 
antisocial pursuit of self-interest," Victor Goldberg, Reflections on the Welfare Loss Rectangle, 4 I.O. Rev. 

152, 152 (1976), the costs ol" "rent avoidance" and "rent protection," Brooks & Heijdra, supra note 5, at 37, 

the costs ol" "defensive measures," Richard L. Hasen, Lobbying, Rent-Seeking, and the Constitution, 64 

Stan. L. Rev. 191,230 (2012), and the costs arising from the "efforts to protect and to take property," 

Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 7, at 769. 



call them the transfer costs. Clearly, these costs may be very substantial. No wonder 
most societies outlaw theft. 

Tullock’s point was that the same analysis applies to transfers resulting from monopolies 
and tariffs. This led him to conclude that the social costs of these activities are much 
greater than what one would think by focusing on deadweight losses alone. Tullock did 
not argue that theft and monopolies are fundamentally different phenomena, and he did 
not suggest that many other activities are very close to theft (at least money theft) in their 
irredeemable inefficiency. 

This article makes both arguments. Theft and monopolies are indeed fundamentally 
different because having a monopoly is a contingently inefficient act and money theft is 
not. While monopolies certainly give rise to social welfare losses, they may also lead to 
welfare gains. (The same is true of advertising, as Pigou emphasized long ago.) A 
monopoly may reflect a socially beneficial tradeoff between productive and allocative 
efficiency, give rise to substantial economies of scale, facilitate innovation, and yield 
other social benefits.25 This is not to say that having a monopoly is always socially 
desirable, only to emphasize that the opposite is not always true. As long as this is so, 
regulation of monopolies involves a tradeoff between deterring socially wasteful 
monopolies and not deterring socially useful ones. This tradeoff--which exists even if 
enforcement is costless--is the quintessential challenge of regulating contingently 
inefficient acts. 

Money theft is different. Because money has no intrinsic value, the offender’s utility 
gain is always equal to the victim’s utility loss.26 Necessarily, the net social gain from 
the transfer viewed in isolation is zero. But the transfer inevitably gives rise to the social 
costs already discussed. These costs make money theft necessarily inefficient. If it could 
be deterred costlessly, its optimal level would be zero. In a legal system that forces 
thieves to take account of all external harms produced by their actions theft would not 
exist. In contrast with contingently inefficient acts that may be converted from their 
inefficient form into their efficient foma through the harm internalization process, theft 
cannot be adjusted in a way that would make it efficient. A theft made efficient is no 
theft at all. That is why I call theft and other acts that have the same fundamental 
features irredeemably inefficient (or irredeemable) acts. 

Irredeemable acts are private, intentional, non-consensual, transfers of money (or money 

equivalents). These transfers may take many forms, and it is worth examining at least 
one of them at this point in order to see how the economic analysis of theft applies to 
other activities. Consider churning--a discretionary securities trading by a broker in 
order to generate fees for himself rather than to benefit the customer.2v A churning 

broker intentionally transfers money from the customer to himself, and the customer 
would surely object to that transfer if she knew about it. As with theft, both the 

25 See Hovenkalnp supra note 6, at 61-64. 

26 The discussion of variations in the marginal utility of money between the thief and the victim is 

deferred until Part III. 
27 See Louis Loss & JOEL SELIG~vIAN, I~’UNDAIvlENTALS OF SECURITmS REGULATION 1097(2004). 



intentional and the non-consensual aspects of churning are essential for its irredeemable 
character because both are needed to assure the existence of the transfer costs. If the 
trading is consensual, the customer has nothing to worry about (so no costs are incurred 
to prevent such trading). If the broker unintentionally executes more trades than the 
customer might have wanted, the customer may be dissatisfied, and may even decide to 
switch to a different, more attentive broker. But an entirely different level of unhappiness 
is assured if the customer suspects that the broker deliberately executes trades not to 
further the customer’s interest, but to enrich himself. The desire to prevent this from 
happening is the source of the transfer cost on the customer side. The critical role of 
intent is even clearer on the broker side. Neither a broker executing trades with the 
customer’s consent, nor a broker mistakenly engaged in excessively frequent trading 
(from the customer’ s perspective) has anything to hide. Neither broker has a reason to 
conceal the trading, to mislead the customer, to fabricate the records, and so on. Hence, 
neither broker will incur any of the costs accompanying these activities. In contrast, a 
churning broker will certainly engage in some or all of these evasive tactics, assuring the 
existence of the transfer cost on his side of the irredeemably inefficient act of securities 
churning. 

Money theft and churning have more in common than their unambiguous inefficiency-- 
both are illegal. The same is true of almost all other irredeemable acts. Whether 
societies care about social welfare a lot, a little, or not at all, laws reflect a uniform 
disdain for these offenses. Yet no society is free of theft, churning, and many other 
irredeemably inefficient acts. Fully deterring these activities is difficult--why so? 

The difficulty arises because every irredeemable act involves concealment.28 Those 
engaged in these acts avoid exposure by hiding either their connection to the act or the 
nature of the act itself. A burglar’ s decision to wear a face mask and a pickpocket’ s 
effort to remain unnoticed while removing a wallet t¥om a purse exemplify the former 
approach. The latter, more sophisticated strategy is possible because many in-edeemable 
acts produce outcomes that may also result from activities that are both entirely legal and 
consistent with a perfectly efficient regime used by economists as a baseline to evaluate 

¯ ¯ ~9 the costs of possible deviations7 

Theft itself presents this problem. If we obselwe one individual removing $20 from 
another person’s pocket and conclude that an act of theft j ust occurred, we would surely 
rush to judgment. Perhaps, we have observed a mere repayment of an outstanding debt 

2s I do not address non-consensual transfers of money carried out by force because such transfers 
present issues beyond the scope of this article’s analysis. See supra, text accompanying notes 211-214. I 
also do not address blackmail--an irredeemable act where coercion replaces concealment--in order to 
focus on the core basic case. Finally, because irredeemable acts are limited to private acts, they do not 
cover ef[brts to effectuate transfers through government coercion (such as lobbying). 

29 See, e.g., Brooks & Heijdra, supra note 5, at 44 (property rights baseline); Goldberg, supra note 

24, at 151 (perfect competition baseline); Keith N. Hylton, Intent in 7brt Law, 44 Val. U.L. Rev. 1217, 
1247 (2010)(ideal market baseline). 
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(that is, an exercise of the transferor’ s property rights that constitute a welfare- 
maximizing baseline regime3°). 

Similarly (and more realistically), churning results in a certain number of trades executed 
over a fixed period of time. Needless to say, the same trades may also result from the 
decisions of a faithful broker acting in the best interest of his client. Yet when a court (or 
another decisionmaker) observes the trades, it cannot be certain whether they reveal 
socially detrimental churning or socially desirable exercise of the broker’s best judgment. 
Everything turns on the broker’s intent and that intent is difficult to ascertain. 

This uncertainty is critical in understanding why overdeterrence is a serious concern in 
regulating irredeemable acts. Even though these acts give rise to no social benefits, even 
though they are always inefficient, imperfect enforcement means that legal rules and 
sanctions aimed at deterring irredeemable acts necessarily penalize some benign 
lookalike activities. These activities belong to the relevant ideal baseline regime used by 
analysts as a benchmark. In the securities regulation context, this baseline is the efficient 
capital market in which accurate publicly-available information about companies flows to 
investors who make their trading decision aided by informed advisors and execute these 
decisions with the assistance of trustworthy agents such as stock brokers. Given that 
baseline, mistakenly labeling faithful trading by brokers as churning and subjecting it to 
sanctions is socially costly. It leads to a less liquid, less efficient capital market and more 
poorly diversified investors. I refer to the social cost of such mislabeling as the 
mislabeling cost. The broader the rules (that is, the more possible irredeemable acts they 
are likely to cover), the higher the sanctions, the greater the mislabeling cost. 

The mislabeling cost is not the only cost of deterring irredeemable acts. Given that 
perfect enforcement is impossible (or, in any case, implausible), some such acts remain 
undeterred. The stronger the deterrence, the higher are the transfer costs incurred by 
those engaged in undeterred irredeemable acts. It is easy to churn if brokers can avoid 
liability as long as they do not engage in rapid electronic trading. It is much costlier to 
churn if the only way to avoid liability is to have an explanation for every trade above a 
certain low number.3~ Granted, fewer brokers will churn in the latter case because some 
putative churners will give up and comply with the law. Others will resist, however, and 
incur very high transfer costs trying to circumvent the broader rules. This "bad things 
getting worse" effect of stronger deterrence is pervasive--it presents a challenge of 
regulating contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts alike. Yet this effect is often 
ignored in the literature.~2 There is not even a term to describe the cost of this 

30 See Dean Lueck & Thomas J. Miceli, Property Lm~,, in 1 HANI)BOOK OF LAW AND ECONOMICS 

186 (A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell eds., 2007)("[W]e argue that property rights and property law 

can be best understood as a system of societal rules designed to maximize social wealth."). 
31 In churning litigation this number is called the "turnover rate." See Loss & Seligman, supra 

note 27, at 1100. For a more detailed example making the same point in the price fixing context, see Louis 

Kaplow, An Economic Approach to Price Fixing, 77 Antitr. L.J. 343, 361 (2011). 
3~ It is instructive that the chapter on the public en[k~rcement of law in the Handbook of Law and 

Economics (written by the leading scholars of the subject) makes no mention ol" the "bad things getting 

worse" phenomenon despite discussing a range of social costs of greater enforcement. See Polinsky & 

Shavell, supra note 4. Kaplow does allude to some instances of the "bad things getting worse" 



phenomenon. I will refer to it as the resistance cost, alluding to the offenders who resist 
regulatory efforts to eliminate irredeemable acts. 

The existence of the mislabeling and resistance costs means that irredeemably inefficient 
acts present policymakers with a tradeoff. On the one hand, greater deterrence of 
irredeemable acts reduces their total transfer cost because some such acts no longer occur. 
On the other hand, the marginal mislabeling cost increases with greater deterrence. 
Stronger enforcement also increases the marginal resistance cost on the per-act basis but 
the overall resistance cost may increase or decline overall. Fewer offenders are resisting, 
but each resists more. The overall effect depends on whether the higher per-act 
resistance costs offset the reduction in the nmnber of irredeemable acts resulting from 
greater deterrence. Given this tradeoff, full deterrence of irredeemably inefficient acts is 
not a welfare-maximizing social objective. In fact, it is quite possible to overdeter 
irredeemable acts even though social welfare would certainly rise if these acts magically 
disappeared altogether. Thus, our legal system’s restraint in regulation of theft and 
churning is well-justified. 

This is not to say that the specific rules regulating these and other irredeemable acts are 
socially optimal. Before evaluating these rules in detail, it is useful to put the proposed 
contingent-irredeemable distinction into sharper focus and to demonstrate its practical 
relevance. Thus, the first of the following three sections focuses on the distinctive 
features of irredeemable acts. The next one highlights the range of potential irredeemable 
acts examples. The last section of this Part traces the intellectual lineage of the newly 
proposed irredeemable acts category. 

C. What’s Different (and Unique) About Irredeemable Acts? 

Having identified the social costs of irredeemable acts and the challenges of deterring 
them, we are now in a position to compare these challenges with the familiar difficulties 
of regulating contingently inefficient acts. The comparison reveals a number of 
distinctions related to the role of private benefits, the importance of intent, and the binary 
versus continuous choice underlying the optimization process. All these distinctions have 
implications for the design of optimal legal rules and sanctions (discussed in the 
following Part). 

phenomenon in his recent work. See Kaplow, supra note 31 (noting that "successful interdependent 

oligopoly pricing can be worse than old-fashioned explicit cartels because the latter might be able to 

rationalize production and thus achieve some efficiencies that will not result from mere coordinated price 

elevation"). However, he neither generalizes his examples nor incorporates them in the basic tradeoff 

underlying his analysis of price fixing. See id. at 346 ("An economic approach to regulating oligopolistic 

price elevation ... seeks to determine liability and apply sanctions based primarily on the deterrence 

benefits that result as well as any chilling of desirable behavior that may arise, in addition to the costs of 

operating the regime.") It does not appear that Kaplow includes the costs of undeterred price fixing 

conspiracies in the "costs of operating the regime." Tax literature appears to be the only place where the 

"bad things getting worse" phenomenon is widely recognized. Even in that literature the social cost of this 

phenomenon has no established name or clear definition. See Alex Raskolnikov, Accepting the Limits of 

Tax Law and Economics, 98 Cornell L. Rev. 523,549-50 (2013). 
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First, while both contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts present policymakers 
with tradeoffs, the two tradeoffs are different. Regulating contingently inefficient acts 
requires an inquiry into the activity’s marginal costs and benefits. In contrast, regulating 
irredeemable acts requires the balancing of costs. The optimal regulation of contingently 
inefficient acts strives to maximize the good. The optimal regulation of irredeemable acts 
aims to minimize the bad. 

Second, the main concern with overdeterring contingently inefficient acts is typically 
expressed as the concern with the "chilling of socially valuable [ ] activity.’’33 While the 

term "chilling" is occasionally used in discussing what this article calls irredeemable 
acts,34 1 use a new term (mislabeling cost) for this purpose to highlight the different 

nature of the overdeterrence concern. Chilling is a problem when the acts themselves 

produce private (as well as social) benefits. In contrast, mislabeling is a concern with 
burdening beneficial acts different from the irredeemable ones. This means that while the 
chilling concern calls for a substantive analysis of costs and benefits of a given act, the 
mislabeling concern leads to an evidentiao’ question about what kind of act took place. 

Third, the economic analysis of contingently inefficient acts has not developed a 
generally accepted explanation for the role of intent (or any other mental state) in their 
legal regulation. After all, a $100-worth of external harm is worth $100 whether the 

harm is intentional, reckless, negligent, or non-negligent. This conception of harm is 
often difficult to square with legal doctrine (not to mention widespread intuitions). A few 
scholars who do offer economic interpretations of intent treat it as an indicator of some 
objective state of events such as the magnitude of harm, various probabilities,36 or the 

cost of acquiring certain information.37 

In contrast, intent to carry out a non-consensual transfer is at the center of the economic 
analysis of irredeemable acts. Moreover, this intent is a real mental state criterion and 

33 Louis Kaplow, Antitrust, in 1 HANDBOOK OF LAW AND ECONOMICS 1073, 1194 (A. Mitchell 

Polinsky & Steven Shavell eds., 2007)(referring chilling as "the most important" concern in regulation of 

monopolies); see also Shavell, supra note 14, at 475 (explaining in the general discussion of public 

enforcement of law that "if the sanction is greater than harm, there will sometimes be a chilling effect on 

desirable acts; parties may be discouraged from acts that create greater benefits than harm."). 
34 See Louis Kaplow, An Economic Approach to Price Fixing, 77 Antitr. L.J. 343, 366 (2011). 

35 "Economic analysis of law has expressed puzzlement at the intent rules in the law .... Under 

the standard economic approach, which focuses on internalization of external costs, the actor’s intent would 

appear to be irrelevant." Hylton, supra note 29, at 1242. 

36 See Richard A. Posner, An Economic Theo~" of the Criminal Law, 85 Colum. L. Rev. 1193, 

1221 (1985)(arguing that the intent requirement in the criminal law relates, inter alia, to probability of 

apprehension and conviction); Steven Shavell, Criminal Law and the Optimal Use of Nonmonetary 

Sanctions as a Deterrent, 85 Colum. L. Rev. 1232, 1248 (1985)(suggesting that the intent requirement in 

the criminal law relates to probabilities of harm and escaping from sanctions, as well as to the magnitude of 

harm). While both articles just cited are almost thirty years old, a recent book by Steven Shavell essentially 

restates his brief 1985 analysis of intent without further elaboration or empirical support. See Shavell, 

supra note 14, at 553-54. 
37 Jeffrey S. Parker, The Economics ofMens Rea, 79 Va. L. Rev. 741,745-46 (1993). The 

exception is Judge Posner’s suggestion that the intent requirement "is just a locution that laymen use to 

describe a pure coercive transfer." Posner, supra note 36, at 1221. Posner’s example is theft, so Posner’s 

argument supports my assertion about the distinctive character of theft (and other theft-like acts). 
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not an indicator of something else.3s So it is easy to explain why legal regulation of 
many such acts often hinges on the intent determination. 

Fourth, not only intent is important in the economic analysis of irredeemable acts, it is 
determinative. The only difference between inefficient churning and efficient good-faith 
brokerage is the broker’s state of mind. The same is true of the distinction between 
inefficient theft and efficient exercise of one’ s property rights, as Judge Posner 
recognized decades ago)9 Because intent is both critically important and difficult to 
establish, irredeemable acts present courts with challenges that most contingently 
inefficient acts do not raise (because their regulation does not turn (solely) on the actor’s 
state of mind). 

Finally, contingently inefficient acts typically represent points on a continuum that 
seamlessly connects clearly inefficient and clearly efficient forms (or levels) of a given 
activity. There is no sharp line dividing outrageous speeding and extremely safe driving, 
full sobriety and total drunkenness, a perfect truth and a complete lie in corporate 
disclosure. In contrast, churning and faithful brokerage are not two points on the same 
continuum. Rather, they are completely distinct acts separated by an unbridgeable void. 
The difference between these acts turns on the broker’s intent and that intent is either to 
benefit the broker or to benefit the customer. The question "would you have executed the 
exact same trade without taking your commission into account" has a yes or no answer.4° 
The choice between churning and good-faith brokerage (as well as between any other 
irredeemable act and its benign lookalike counterpart) is a binary choice. 

All these distinctions matter in the real world. To recognize the importance of drawing 
them, one needs to appreciate the scope of the irredeemable acts category. The next 
section addresses this question. 

D. Irredeemable Acts--Further Examples 

Theft and churning are hardly the only irredeemable acts. Several other examples come 
from the very area Tullock studied in his seminal article--regulation of competition. 
Specifically, all fomas of the so-called "naked" collusion--agreements among 
competitors that are "unrelated to any organization of production or distribution"4~--are 

irredeemable acts. They include naked price fixing and bid rigging, as well as some other 
forms of market division. In each case, the colluding firms in essence transfer money 
from consmners to themselves. This is done intentionally (that is, with an intent to 
benefit from collusively set prices). And consumers surely do not consent to being 

3s In contrast, in his economic analysis of intent in tort law, Keith Hylton explains that "intent 
standards are objective, in the sense that they do not depend on what was actually in the mind of the 
defendant when he acted." Hylton, supra note 29, at 1220. 

39 "[T]he external acts inw)lved in [stealing someone else’s umbrella and in taking it by mistake] 
are the same; only the state of mind with which they are done provides a clue to the difference in their 
economic character." Posner, supra note 36 (emphasis added). Posner generalized from property theft to 
the entire criminal law. My extension of the economic analysis of theft is much more limited. 

4o A "maybe" in this context is equivalent to a "no"; that is, only a "yes" is an acceptable answer 
for a customer suspicious of churning. 

41 See Hovenkamp, supra note 6, at 195. 
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fleeced. Because the only result of these activities is a money transfer, they lead to no 
efficiency gains. At the same time, numerous social costs arise. Thus, all forms of 
naked collusion are irredeemable acts. 

Given the key role that theft played in developing the irredeemable acts concept, it is 
hardly surprising that criminal law offers plenty of examples. They range from the 
traditional common law offenses of larceny and embezzlement to some of the numerous 
statutory crimes such as mail and wire fraud. Where such offenses involve money (rather 
than property), the in-edeemable act definition fits well. All these offenses involve 
intentional transfers and none are consensual.42 The same is true of the tort of 
conversion.43 In every case, the offender interferes with the victim’s basic exercise of 
property rights (the ideal efficient baseline), giving rise to the transfer costs. And in most 
cases, the offender’s hope is that the victim would not realize what happened. 

Securities and commodities markets provide especially fertile grounds for irredeemable 
acts. Market intermediaries have invented seemingly limitless ways to enrich themselves 
by, in essence, stealing other people’ s money. 

Insider trading (when limited to actual insiders rather than tippees44) is the most notorious 
one. Insiders enrich themselves financially (transfer money to themselves). They do so 
intentionally (that is, they intend to profit from inside information). The entities to which 
the inside information belongs do not consent to its use in this way, and neither do other 
market participants.45 Market manipulation is another example. Again, the manipulators 
enrich themselves intentionally at the expense of market buyers and sellers who would 
have certainly objected to buying and selling at artificially inflated or deflated prices if 
they could.46 Front running--a broker’s trading ahead of a large customer order to profit 
from the price move resulting from that order--is a species of insider trading.4v Not 
surprisingly, customers resent it.48 Scalping is a version of front-running carried out on 
the basis of self-produced information.49 Here, clients receiving investment advice are 

42 
See WAYNE R. LAFAVE, CREVILN~M~ LAW 987, 1005 (5th ed. 2010). 

43 
W. PAGE KEETON ET AL., PROSSER AND KEETON ON THE LAW OF TORTS § 15(5th ed. 1984). 

44 Insider trading by tippees is not an irredeemable act because tippees may be fully aware that 
they trade on inside information (intent to effectuate a non-consensual money transfer is present), 
completely unaware of this (intent is absent), or anything in between. 

45 For a discussion, see Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 27, at 919-2,. 
46 For a discussion of securities market manipulation, see id. at 1119-37. For a discussion of 

commodities market manipulation, see Prohibition on the Employment, or Attempted Employment, of 

Manipulative and Deceptive Devices and Prohibition on Price Manipulation, 76 Fed. Reg. 41,398, 41,406- 

08 (July 14,2011) (codified at 17 C.F.R. pt. 180); Antidisruptive Practices Authority, 76 Fed. Reg. 14,943, 

14,945-47 (proposed March 18,2011). For the argument that manipulation turns entirely on intent, see 

Daniel R. Fischel & David J. Ross, Should the Law Prohibit "Manipulation" in Financial Markets, 105 

Harv. L. Rev. 503, 510 (1991)(arguing that the only definition of manipulation "that makes any sense is 

subjective--it focuses entirely on the intent of the trader"). 
47 Front running has been described as the practice that "takes money from investor’s pockets and 

puts it in broker’s pockets." David M. Bovi, Rule lOb-5 Liability for Front-Running: Adding a New 

Dimension to the "Money Game", 7 St. Thomas L. Rev. 103, 105 (1994)(internal quotations omitted). 
48 For the evidence, see id. at 109-10. 
49 See, e.g., SEC v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, 375 U.S. 180, 196-97 (1963). 
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the victims who would object to the advisor’s profiteering while he undertook to deliver 
the benefits of his research to them. Cherry picking--broker’s trading alongside her 
customers while taking advantage of the cheapest execution prices and burdening the 
customers with the least favorable ones--comes close to outright theft.5° The same is 
true of churning, of course. This is hardly a complete list.5~ 

Corporate governance is yet another area where irredeemable acts appear to be 
proliferating. Some are blatant, others are more subtle. In each case, corporate officers 
and directors act in a manner that is inconsistent with the ideal corporate governance 
baseline featuring loyal fiduciaries faithfully exercising their informed business judgment 
for the benefit of the shareholders. 

Option backdating is an example of the blatant variety.52 Corporate boards that approved 
issuances of backdated stock options simply lied to the shareholders. They represented 
that these options were issued at-the-money on a certain date while in fact they were 
issued on a later date when the stock price was higher. What looked like an at-the-money 
option to shareholders was in fact a more valuable in-the-money option. Despite the 
large sums and the financial sophistication of the parties involved, the offenders’ plan 
was the same as that of a pickpocket--hope that the victims do not realize that they are 
being ripped off. Note that the beneficiaries of option backdating were often the 
executives (who received the options) rather than the directors (who approved option 
issuances). This complication does not change the analysis. The key features of an 
irredeemable act are an intentional action, a transfer of money, and a transfer that is non- 
consensual (and concealed). All are clearly present in the backdating case. 

Option spring-loading and bullet-dodging are less blatant irredeemable act examples, but 
they are examples nonetheless. In each case, a board of directors issues an at-the-money 
option that is very likely to become in-the-money in a matter of days in light of the 
board’s inside information.53 It is fairly easy to see that issuing such options is 

problematic (that is, the transfer is non-consensual) when the shareholder-approved 

50 See, e.g., SEC v. Brown & Co, 555 F. Supp.2d 1275 (S.D. Fla. 2007). 

51 See Loss & SELIGM2d’q, supra note 27, at 1061, 1066 (describing brokers misappropriating 

client’s funds in a variety of ways). The point that securities fraud in secondary markets has many 
similarities to theft is not new to the literature. See, e.g., Paul G. Mahoney, Precaution Costs and the Law 

and Fraud in Impensonal Markets, 78 Va. L. Rev. 623,630 (1992)("In this respect, securities lkaud is no 

different from theft."); Janet Cooper Alexander, Rethinking Damages in Securities Class Actions, 48 Start. 

L. Rev. 1487, 1496 (1996)("[W]hen securities violations occur, wealth is redistributed among investors but 

the net effect is a transfer from one group of investors to another. The net social cost, as measured solely 

by trading gains and losses, arguably is zero." (emphasis omitted)). However, these analogies fail to 

distinguish irredeemable variants of securities fraud from contingently inefficient ones. For an analysis of 

broker misconduct along the lines suggested by Tullock see Frank H. Easterbrook & Daniel R. Fischel, 

Optimal Damages in Securities Cases, 52 U. Chi. L. Rev. 611,648-49 (1985). 
5~ See Ryan v. Gifford, 918 A.2d 341,357-58 (Del. Ch. 2007); David I. Walker, Unpacking 

Backdating: Economic Analysis and Observations on the Stock Option Scandal, 87 B.U.L. Rev. 561 (2007). 
53 See In re Tyson Foods, Inc. Consol. S’holder Litig., 919 A.2d 563, 591-93 (Del. Ch. 2007) 

(discussing spring-loading); Weiss v. Swanson, 948 A.2d 433,439-40 (Del. Ch. 2008)(discussing spring- 

loading and bullet-dodging). 



compensation plan allows for issuances of only at-the-money options.54 But what if the 
compensation plan allows to issue in-the-money options as well? Even in this case the 
issuance is an irredeemable act. As two Delaware Chancery judges recently recognized, 
even in this case the Board conceals the transfer from the shareholders.55 Concealment 
clearly reveals the intentional and non-consensual nature of the transfer and gives rise to 
the transfer cost. 

The last set of irredeemable act examples comes from the tax area. The analysis here is 
more complicated, but the suggested framework is informative nonetheless. The 
complexity arises because, in contrast with other legal regimes considered above, it is 
unclear what is the ideal baseline in the tax setting. In general, public economics views 
any tax-motivated decision as inefficient.56 Taxpayers who try to reduce their tax 
burdens attempt to enrich themselves (transfer money from the public fisc to their own 
pockets), they conceal their efforts from the government, and the efficiency-maximizing 
tax collector would surely not consent to this transfer. Thus, in the first approximation, 
any tax-motivated decision is an irredeemable act. 

This conclusion suggests that the ideal tax baseline is a system where no tax-motivated 
decisions are made. Human nature being what it is, the only way to assure this is to make 
tax-motivated decisions impossible. A so-called lump-sum tax leads to precisely that 
outcome because nothing a taxpayer does changes her lump-sum tax burden. Yet lump- 
sum taxes have no policy appeal. A non-uniform lump-sum tax based on any relevant 
immutable taxpayer characteristic is impossible to implement, even approximately. A 
uniform lump-sum tax is clearly unacceptable on distributional grounds. 

If the lump-sum tax is rejected as the ideal baseline, the most plausible alternative is the 
so-called optimal income tax. This is a progressive tax on labor income that combines a 
uniform cash payment to every taxpayer with a schedule of flat or declining marginal 
rates.57 That system has more in common with the real world than any lump-sum tax 
does. Yet the optimal tax remains so far removed from the actual tax rules that it is 
impossible to evaluate most of these rules (and sanctions used to enforce them) by 
reference to this ideal baseline. Without this comparison one cannot decide whether any 
particular taxpayer decision is an irredeemable act or its benign lookalike counterpart. 

Two exceptions to this conclusion make the contingent-in-edeemable framework useful in 
the tax setting. First, the actual income tax does tax labor income under a progressive 
rate schedule, just like the optimal income tax suggests. Real-life taxpayers try to escape 
this tax by shifting income to related lower-bracket taxpayers and by recasting their labor 

54 See In re Tyson Foods, Inc. Consol. S’holder Litig., 919 A.2d 563, 592-93 (Del. Ch. 2007). 

55 See Weiss, 948 A.2d at 442, In re Tyson Foods, Inc. Consol. S’holder Litig., 2007 WL 2351071, 

at 3-6 (Del. Ch. 2007). 
56 This statement does not apply to the decisions reilecting the J’act that taxpayers have less money 

after tax than they would have had in the absence of a tax system (the so-called income effect). It also 

ignores the so-called Pigouvian taxes. 
57 See Raskolnikov, supra note 32, at 547. 
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income as capital income.58 These so-called income shifting and character conversion 

strategies may be analyzed as irredeemable acts. Yet only a small portion of our tax rules 
addresses income shifting and character conversion. 

Another application of the proposed framework to taxation relies on a fundamental 
concession. While economists view all tax-motivated decisions as inefficient, the 
Internal Revenue Code certainly does not make working less, saving less, or gifting less 
in order to save taxes illegal (to take just a few obvious examples). But for an important 
subset of cases, economists’ focus on tax motivation is fully reflected in the law. This 
subset comprises taxpayer actions inconsistent with congressional intent. Needless to say, 
economic theory has little to contribute to determining that intent. But once a 
decisionmaker concludes that a particular tax-minimizing transaction violates legislators’ 
objective, taxpayer motivation becomes doctrinally important. Within this limited 
universe of cases, economic reasoning applies. A taxpayer who acts without taking tax 
into account does nothing inefficient (or illegal) because, while that taxpayer saves taxes 
(intentionally transfers money to herself), this transfer is not non-consensual in the 
relevant sense. In contrast, a tax-motivated taxpayer (that is, the one who intends to take 
advantage of a particular interpretation of the tax law that is inconsistent with 
congressional intent) engages in an inefficient (and illegal) irredeemable act. 

All these examples suggest that one may find irredeemable acts in many different settings. 
This variety of possible applications of the proposed framework necessarily highlights 
the preliminary nature of this Article’s discussion. A deep expertise in each substantive 
area just mentioned is needed to evaluate the fit between the irredeemable act category 
and any particular offense. The purpose of suggesting the irredeemable act examples, 
then, is to facilitate such an inquiry, not to conclude it.59 

E. Irredeemable Acts In Perspective 

Irredeemable acts is a new concept, but it has not emerged out of ether. In fact, it is 
closely linked to a number of well-known ideas in economic (and legal) thought. 
Understanding the intellectual heritage of irredeemable acts category is useful in 
evaluating it. 

The closest connection is to the rent-seeking literature. That literature’s many intellectual 
contributions come with at least one significant problem: rent seeking has no clear 
definition. The narrowest version of the concept limits rent seeking to pure transfers (that 
is, transfers that are not embedded in potentially socially desirable activities) and only to 
transfers accomplished through government coercion.6° Under this definition, lobbying 
to establish an import quota or a tariff is rent seeking, but theft, advertising, and 
establishing a monopoly (with or without government support) are not. The broadest 

58 This recasting makes sense for taxpayers because capital income is taxed at a lower rate or not 

taxed at all. See id. 
59 Therefore, examples used throughout the article that refer to actual offenses as irredeemable acts 

should be viewed as shortcuts suggesting that such offenses appear to be plausible candidates for the 

irredeemable act categorization. 
6o For a discussion of several definitions, see Brooks & Heijdra, supra note 5, at 32-33. 



definition eliminates both restrictions,6~ expanding the reach of the analysis but making it 

vulnerable to the charge that "everybody [is] rent-seeking because everything’s called 
rent-seeking.’’62 In fact, Tullock himself acknowledges this problem, settling for a not 

entirely satisfactory conclusion that rent seeking is any activity that includes (though is 
not necessarily limited to) unproductive use of resources and that ends up being 
inefficient overall.63 While this definition certainly means that all rent seeking is 

inefficient, it says little about the efficiency of any type of conduct. Is advertising, 
having a monopoly, or even lobbying to set a tariff inefficient? Is it rent seeking? It 
depends. 

A related concept of directly unproductive, profit-seeking (DUP) activities64 narrows the 

inquiry to pure transfers (thus, it includes theft but not advertising or having a monopoly). 
While DUP acts cover both transfers accomplished through government coercion65 and 
those that are "government free or exclusively private,’’6~ the DUP literature has clearly 

focused on the former. 

In-edeemable acts are a subset of both rent seeking (broadly defined) and DUP activities. 
Specifically, in-edeemable acts are limited to pure transfers that do not involve 
government coercion. The former limitation supports the conclusion regarding these acts’ 
definite inefficiency. The latter enables the analysis of their optimal deterrence by 
welfare-maximizing lawmakers who are not coopted into carrying out these activities 
themselves. 

The second important intellectual lineage connects irredeemable acts to the economic 
analysis of taxation. For a number of reasons, a widely-shared view among tax 
academics, practitioners, and policymakers is that decisions made with an intent to reduce 
one’s taxes (usually called tax motivated) are undesirable only in some circumstance.67 
People’s motives are complex and multifaceted, this view holds. Tax-related reasons 

61 See id. at 32 (citing Tollison’s definition stating that "[r]ent seeking is the expenditure of scarce 

resources to capture an artificially created transfer"); Richard A. Posner, ECONOMIC AN,4~LYSIS OF LAW 36 

n.4 (7th ed. 2007)("The tendency of an expected gain to be translated into costs through competitive efforts 
is called rent-seeking .... "). 

62 Mark Kelman, On Democracy-Bashing: A Skeptical Look at the Theoretical and "Empirical" 

Practice of the Public Choice Movement, 74 Va. L. Rev. 199, 224 (1988). 
63 Gordon Tullock, Rent Seeking: The Problem of Definition, in 5 THE SELECTED WORKS OF 

GORDON TULLOCK 3, 9 (Charles K. Rowley ed., 2005)("My suggestion is that we use the term ’rent 
seeking’ (and I always have) solely for cases in which whatever is proposed has a negative social impact."). 

64 Bhagwati, supra note 5. 
65 

Or, as Bhagwati himself puts it, "wholly related to governmental policies." Id. at 991. 
66 

Id. Bhagwati uses theft as an example of an exclusively private activity. 
67 These reasons include principle announced in ianportant court decisions, see David A. Weisbach, 

Ten Truths About Tax Shelters, 55 Tax L. Rev. 215,220-22 (2002)(discussing cases establishing legitimacy 
of tax planning), Congress’s use of the Internal Revenue Code to create all sorts of incentives, see id. 224- 

25, and the obvious t:act that deterring all tax-motivated decisions is simply impossible, see Raskolnikov, 
supra note 32, at 540-44 (discussing the undeterrability problem). 



combine with non-tax considerations in a variety of ways. Only when tax motives 
predominate should Congress consider denying the tax benefits.6s 

Economists and economically oriented tax academics view this position as misguided. In 
the words of David Weisbach, "[a]nytime anyone alters his behavior because of taxes we 
have the same problem .... The starting point, therefore, should be that all tax planning, 
all altering behavior in response to taxes, should be suspect.’’69 This statement is a 
straightforward application of economic analysis. As long as the taxpayer’s decision is 
altered to any extent by tax considerations, as long as the decision would not have been 
exactly the same in the baseline hypothetical world without taxes (or, more precisely, in a 
world with a lump-sum tax raising equivalent revenue), the decision is distorted and 
inefficient. This analysis views tax motivation (taxpayer intent, in this article’s terms) 
not only as important, but as dispositive. Moreover, that motivation as binary. It is either 
present (whether a lot or a little) or it is not. At the same time, tax motivation is private 
information that is very difficult for the government to obtain. That difficulty is the key 
consideration in the economic analysis of optimal taxation. Needless to say, the earlier 
discussion of intent to engage in any irredeemable act is just an extension of this analysis 
beyond the tax setting. 

Two other precursors of the in-edeemable acts analysis are the property-versus-liability 
rules framework and the per se--rule of reason distinction in antitrust. The latter is 
discussed below. As for the former, irredeemable acts are indeed related to the "transfers 
of things" for which property rule protection is likely to be more efficient.7° The 
connection is both the obvious one (each category addresses transfers), and the less 
obvious one--social losses that I call the transfer costs support the conclusion about a 
greater efficiency of property rules.7~ Yet the overlap is far from complete. Irredeemable 
acts are not limited to transfers of possessory interests while the "transfers of things" are. 
More importantly, the property-versus-liability rules analysis assmnes perfect compliance 
with property rules.72 In contrast, the policy payoff of conceptualizing irredeemable acts 
is to devise the optimal regulation of these acts in light of the fact that they cannot be 
perfectly deterred. 

Finally, three contributions appear similar to the proposed analysis but are not. Fred 
McChesney’s theory of crime comes closest. However, McChesney’s conclusion hinges 
on a much stronger assumption than those necessary to support this article’s argument.73 

68 See, e.g., 26 U.S.C. §§ 6662(d)(2)(C)(defining a tax shelter as an an’angement whose 

"significant purpose" is the avoidance or evasion of tax); 7701 (o)(1)(treating transactions as having 

economic substance only i J" "the taxpayer has a substantial purpose (apart J’rom Federal income tax effects) 

for entering into such transaction"). If a taxpayer has a purpose of reducing her taxes that does not arise to 

the level of "significant" or "substantial," the tax benefits will not be disallowed. 
69 Weisbach, supra note 67, at 224. 
7o See Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 7. 
71 See id. at 768-70. 
72 

See id. at 724 n.33,769. 
73 

See infra, note 215. 
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Louis Kaplow’s "acts that definitely are undesirable’’v4 have only a superficial similarity 
to irredeemable acts. Definitely undesirable acts are those that produce harms in excess 
of private benefits. Defined as such, definitely undesirable acts include all irredeemable 
acts and all contingently inefficient acts that happen to be welfare-reducing (without 

75                                                    ,, distinguishing between the two). Robert Cooter uses his framework of prices and 
, 76                      ,, sanctions’ to analyze both continuous behavior whose optimal amount is positive for 

some people" and "discontinuous act[s] whose optimal frequency is zero.’’vv While this 
sounds very similar to the distinction between contingently and irredeemably inefficient 
acts, Cooter does not explain which acts are "discontinuous," other than giving an 
example of a terrible crime and arguing that there are clear community standards critical 
of many serious crimes,vs This mode of reasoning is obviously different from the one 
offered here. Despite the differences, however, all three contributions just mentioned-- 
along with the literatures discussed earlier in this section--are part of the intellectual 
foundations for the irredeemable acts analysis. 

II. IMPLICATIONS FOR REGULATORY DESIGN 

The traditional economic analysis of contingently inefficient acts is useful to legal 
scholars because it offers clear and intuitive practical guidance. This analysis gives 
content to abstract terms, informs the design of legal rules, and suggests the optimal 
structure of sanctions. This Part demonstrates that the proposed analysis of irredeemable 
acts yields these benefits as well. 

A. Giving Content to Abstract Terms 

Any 1L introduced to law and economics realizes that words do not always mean what 
they say. Whether one considers the "reasonable" person standard of tort law or the 
"reasonable and prudent’’v9 requirement of traffic safety regulation, a legal economist 
views the term "reasonable" as a proxy for comparing marginal costs and benefits of any 
given activity,s° This cost-benefit tradeoff underlies all thresholds used in regulating 
contingently inefficient acts.s~ 

74 Louis Kaplow, The Optimal Probability and Magnitude of Fines.for Acts" That Definitely Are 

Undesirable, 12 Int’l Rev. L. Econ. 3 (1992). 
75 Moreover, Kaplow’s justification for the assumption that harms exceed benefits for definitely 

undesirable acts is that the private benefits from these acts are not "legitimate." Id. For a criticism of this 

assumption, see infra, text accompanying notes 211-214 
76 

Robert Cooter, Prices and Sanctions, 84 Colum. L. Rev. 1523 (1984). 
77 Id. at 1548. 
7s Id. at 1548-49. Cooter does not explain why community standards are likely to be efficiency 

maximizing. 
79 M.S.A. § 169.14(1) (West 2010); Rhode Island Gen. Laws 1956, § 31-14-2(a) (West 2010). A 

similar proxy-based rule requires driving "in a careful and prudent manner and at a rate of speed no greater 

than is reasonable and proper." M.C.A. 61-8-303(1) (West 1996). This is the famous "basic rule" that was 

the law in Montana [’or decades. For a discussion, see Allen M. Brabender, The Misapplication of 

Minnesota’s Speeding Statute and the Need to Raise the Posted Limit or Expand Use of the Dimler 

Amendment, 27 Hamline L. Rev. 1, 2 (2004). 
s0 See A. Mitchell Polinsky, AN INTRODUCTION TO LAW AND ECONOMICS 43-46 (3rd ed. 2003). 

81 See Shavell, supra note 14, at 476-79. 



Irredeemable acts are often regulated by proxies as well. For example, while all these 
acts are intentional, non-consensual transfers, the common law does not define churning 
as all trading by a broker with an intent of self-enrichment. Rather, the anti-churning rule 
only penalizes such trading if it is "excessive.’’82 Similarly, competition law does not 
penalize all price elevations that do not respond to the market forces of supply and 
demand.83 Rather, it bans only price increases that result from certain inter-firm 
communications--express (and possibly implicit) "agreements.’’a4 And tax law allows 
certain tax-motivated character conversions as long as taxpayers provide themselves with 
"reasonable’’~5 compensation. 

The "excessive" trading, "reasonable" compensation, and "agreement" requirements are 
all proxies,s6 But their economic content is not the cost-benefit comparison familiar from 

tort law and speeding regulation. Rather, these vague terms substitute for direct inquiries 
into whether a given outcome reveals an irredeemable act or its benign lookalike 
counterpart--inquiries that turn on determinations of the actor’s intent. 

The use of proxies in regulation of contingently as well as irredeemably inefficient acts is 
not necessarily a reason for concern. The fact that law uses identical terms in both 
contexts certainly is. Imagine, for example, a judge who has just embraced the standard 
economic interpretation of such terms as "reasonable" or "excessive’’av in tort law or 

speeding regulation. She understands that what is really at stake are the marginal costs 
and benefits of greater care or greater speed. 

The judge now faces a churning case with its "excessive" trading inquiry or a tax dispute 
that involves the "reasonable" compensation test. If the judge approaches these cases by 
comparing the marginal costs and benefits of the activities in question she would be 
utterly confused. This confusion would be entirely justified. Churning and tax 

s2 See Mihara v. Dean Witter & Co., Inc., 619 F.2d 814, 820 (9th Cir. 1980). For a discussion, see 

Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 27, at 1097-1101. 
s3 A price increase motivated by any other considerations necessarily reflects the intent to carry 

out a concealed, non-consensual transfer of money, that is, reflects an irredeemable act. 
84 For the outer reach of the agreement requirement, see American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 

328 U.S. 781,809-810; 66 S. Ct. 1125, 1139 (1946) ("No formal agreement is necessary to constitute an 

unlawful conspiracy .... Where the circumstances are such as to warrant a jury in finding that the 
conspirators had a unity of purpose or a common design and understanding, or a meeting of minds in an 
unlawful arrangement, the conclusion that a conspiracy is established is justified."). For a discussion, see 
HOVENKAMP, supra note 6, at 166-67; 178-180. 

s5 See Watson v. United States, 668 F.3d 1008 (8th Cir. 2012). For a discussion, see Raskolnikov, 
supra note 32; Robert W. Wood & Christopher A. Karachale, Unreasonably Low S Corporation Pay, 135 

Tax Notes 893 (2012). 
s6 This point is well understood in the competition literature, less so in the tax literature, and 

appears to be lost in the securities regulation debates. See Louis Kaplow, Direct versus Communications- 

Based Prohibitions on Price Fixing, 3 J. Legal Anal. 449, 478-79 (2011) (discussing the "agreement" 
requirement); Daniel N. Shaviro, Economic Substance, Corporate Tax Shelten~’, and the Compaq Case, 88 

TAX NOTES 221,223 (2000) (arguing that many anti-abuse tax rules have no connection to underlying 

goals of the income tax without suggesting that some of these rules are proxies for determinations of tax 

motivation). 
87 Wintjen v. Kloeppel, 549 S.W.2d 564, 566 (Mo. App. 1977)(articulating the requirement to 

abstain from driving at a "high, dangerous, unreasonable or excessive speed"). 
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structuring have no benefits, only costs. They are irredeemable acts that are never 
socially optimal by themselves. They should be regulated not by comparing costs and 
benefits, but by balancing the transfer costs with the mislabeling and resistance costs. 
Unless the judge understands the fundamental difference between contingently and 
irredeemably inefficient acts, economic reasoning would lead her astray. In contrast, 
recognizing the irredeemable nature of churning and tax-motivated compensation would 
enable the judge to proceed with an intelligent analysis in each case. 

B. Informing the Design of Legal Rules 

Another benefit of appreciating the contingent-irredeemable divide is related to the 
optimal design of legal rules. Specifically, combining a proxy-based and intent-based 
tests may be optimal for contingently inefficient acts but is clearly non-optimal for 
irredeemable ones. 

Take churning for example. This irredeemable act is defined as "excessi~’e trading [by a 
securities broker] in disregard of his customer’s investment objectives for the purpose of 
generating commissions business .... ,,aa This definitional structure clearly parallels that 
of the general description of securities fraud--"a misstatement or omission of material 
fact, made with scienter.’’89 Both definitions describe the threshold of liability-- 
materiality in general, excessiveness for churning. And both definitions incorporate a 
mental state threshold--scienter in general, purpose for churning. 

However, what makes sense in general (or, more precisely, for contingently inefficient 
securities law violations) does not makes sense for churning (or any other irredeemable 
act). A policymaker designing the former rule may reasonably conclude that, for instance, 
accounting misstatements should not lead to liability if they are immaterial because the 
social cost of such misstatements does not exceed the social benefits of judgment-based 
accounting rules. Hence the materiality threshold may be optimal for such misstatements. 
It is also plausible that the cost-benefit tradeoff calls for a threshold-based regime with 
recklessness (or some other mental state) serving as the divide between actionable and 
non-actionable conduct. For example, one may conclude that imposing liability for 
negligent misstatements (even if material) would severely chill disclosure of any 
information to the public, undern~ining the efficiency of capital markets. This analysis 
justifies a rule that imposes liability only if corporate misstatements meet both the 
materiality and the scienter thresholds. 

But this analysis has no application to churning. The "excessiveness" requirement is 
nothing but a proxy for determining the intent of the accused broker. One may certainly 
decide that using a proxy is better in this setting than relying on direct inquiries into the 

88 Mihara v. Dean Witter & Co., 619 F.2d 814, 820 (9th Cir. 1980)(emphasis added). 

89 SEC v. Fehn, 97 F.3d 1276, 1289 (9th Cir. 1996)(emphasis added). 
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putative offender’s state of mind.9° But there is no justification for giving the defendant 
the benefit of both a proxy and an intent inquiry at the same time. 

Imagine that a judge or a jury is convinced that a broker accused of churning did in fact 
churn the account. Perhaps, the customer discovers the broker’s diary frankly and clearly 
stating as much. Is there any reason to allow the broker to escape liability because his 
trading was not "excessive"? Certainly not. 

While there is no reason to require the government (or a plaintiff) both to prove the 
defendant’s intent and to satisfy the proxy requirement, the opposite approach is entirely 
plausible. Suppose the regulator views a given irredeemable act as particularly harmful. 
Alternatively, the regulator believes that intent determination is especially difficult and 
no good proxy is available. It is quite rational for this regulator to use a belt and 
suspenders strategy, so to speak. Having both a (so-so) proxy test and a (challenging) 
intent inquiry at its disposal would give the government a stronger overall deterrent 
where deterrence would be too weak otherwise. As discussed in Part III, this approach is 
used in securities regulation and in tax enforcement. 

C. Rethinking the Sanctions Design 

The contingent-irredeemable framework proposed here has substantial implications for 
the design of sanctions as well. The ultimate conclusion is that a certain form of 
graduated sanctions that may make sense for contingently inefficient acts is inappropriate 
for irredeemable ones. Thus, while optimal deterrence may support a schedule of higher 
statutory fines for more aggressive speeding, it does not support a schedule of greater 
statutory fines for more egregious price fixing. To understand the reason for this 
distinction, one needs to develop a theory of optimal penalties for irredeemable acts and 
to contrast it with the analysis of optimal sanctions for contingently inefficient offenses. 
That analysis, however, is dramatically less developed than the reasoning underlying the 
optimal design of substantive legal rules for contingently inefficient acts. It is necessary, 
therefore, to begin with an inquiry into the optimal sanctions for these acts. 

1. Optimal Deterrence of Contingently Inefficient Acts 

The economic analyses of optimal sanctions and optimal legal rules are inextricably 
linked.9~ For contingently inefficient acts, that link is in large part due to the common 
goal of internalizing negative externalities these acts produce. Given this goal, the basic 
prescription for the magnitude of sanctions in harm-based regimes is obvious--sanctions 
should be equal to the external harm.92 One advantage of this solution is that sanctions 
increase with the size of harm. If a tortfeasor causes a $10,000-worth of damage to the 

90 Better, that is, in a sense of allowing us to deter in’edeemable acts while minimizing the 

mislabeling and resistance (as well as administrative) costs more cheaply than by using direct intent 

determinations. 
91 In Judge Easterbrook’s words, "[a]nything that could be accomplished by changing the rules of 

liability also could be done by changing the rules of damages." Frank H. Easterbrook, Detrebling Antitrust 

Damages, 28 J. Leg. Stud. 445,447 (1985). 
92 As already mentioned, this basic prescription must be modified in several ways. See supra, note 

19. 
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neighbor’s property, he will be forced to pay ten times more than if he causes only a 
$1,000-worth of damage. Greater external harms are deterred to a greater extent without 
any need for a case-by-case government intervention. 

Act-based regimes do not have the same damage adjustment mechanism because act- 
based sanctions do not reflect actual harms. If an act-based regime is of a strict liability 
type, the problem may be solved if the external harm is directly proportionate to the 
activity level. For instance, if the external harm of alcohol consumption is roughly 
proportionate to the amount of alcohol consumed, a flat alcohol tax will do the job. 
Those consuming more alcohol will pay higher taxes, internalizing the greater external 
harm of their behavior. 

If an act-based regime is threshold type, however, or if the future harm is not directly 
proportionate to the activity level, this solution is unavailable. In these cases another 
familiar approach may be used to match sanctions to the variations in the expected 
external harm. 

Take speeding fines as an example. They grow as the speed limit is exceeded by a 
greater and greater margin. I will call an increase in statutory (or nominal) fines 
graduations. Thus, sanctions are graduated if they increase as offenses "increase" along 
one of several possible axes. In the speeding case, this axis is the distance from the 
threshold separating lawful and unlawful conduct. I will use the term aggressiver~ess to 
refer to that distance. Thus speeding fines exhibit aggressiveness-based graduation. 
Speeding regulation is not the only regime that provides for sanctions that have this 
structure.9-~ 

Note that aggressiveness is not the only possible axis of graduation. Others include the 
magnitude of the victim’ s loss (or the offender’ s gain), the number of previous offenses, 
the effort to comply with the law, and various mental states.94 In fact, aggressiveness is 

93 For example, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) provides a complex and 

detailed regulatory scheme for managing hazardous waste. See 42 U.S.C. §6901 et seq. One provision of 

the regulations issued pursuant to this Act requires owners of hazardous waste facilities to erect a physical 

ban’ier around the facilities. Sanctions for violating that requirement (as well as many others) exhibit 

aggressiveness-based graduation. RCRA Civil Penalty Policy Guidelines refer to this graduation as the 

"extent of deviation from requirement." United States Environmental Protection Agency, RCRA Civil 

Penalty Policy, June 2003, at 18, available at http:// 

www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/civil/rcra/rcpp2OO3-1M.pdf (last visited ___). 
94 Sanctions lk~r securities fraud that double if the illegal act causes substantial losses is an example 

of the loss-based graduation. See 15 U.S.C. §78u-2(b)(3)(B). Tax sanctions that depend on whether a 

taxpayer’s actions reveal "negligence" defined to include "any failure to make a reasonable attempt to 

comply with the provisions of this title", I.R.C. §6662(b), (c), are an example of graduation based on the 
effort to comply with the law. An imposition ol" criminal sanctions for violations meeting the mens rea 

requirement is an example of a mental state-based graduation. For a range of mental states, see Samuel W. 

Buell, Wt~at Is Securities Fraud?, 61 Duke L.J. 531,580 (2011). While the mental state-based graduation 

is a form of aggressiveness-based graduation (with the threshold being a certain state of mind rather than a 

certain speed, emissions amount, or "reasonableness"), it is useful to treat the mental state axis separately 

because sanctions often reflect graduation based on both mental state and aggressiveness reflecting 
thresholds other than the state of mind. For instance, reckless speeding is punished more severely than 

negligent one (holding the speed in excess the limit constant). See, e.g., C.G.S.A. § 14-222(a)(the general 
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somewhat unique. Each other axis denotes both an objective fact and a legal criterion 
used for sanctions graduation. In contrast, aggressiveness is a purely legal concept. As 
will soon become clear, it usually corresponds to the expected external harm.95 

Given the prominence of speeding fines in day-to-day life, one would expect that the 
efficiency-grounded explanation of their aggressiveness-based graduation is well 
developed and well accepted in the literature¯ Not so, it turns out. Thus, before asking 
whether a similar penalty structure makes sense for irredeemable acts, we need to answer 
that question for contingently inefficient ones. 

Assume (temporarily) that once legal rules are in place, there is no uncertainty, 
enforcement is perfect (all offenses are detected and prosecuted without error), and all 
putative offenders know all legal rules¯ Recall that the reason to impose a speed limit in 
the first place is that, on average, marginal benefits of driving up to that limit exceed its 
marginal expected external harms. Above the limit the harms exceed the benefits¯ This 
implies that as speed increases, the marginal expected external harm increases as well. If 
so, speeding fines should rise with speed to provide greater deterrence for more harmful 
violations¯ An increase of expected external harm with the vehicle’s speed seems like a 
very reasonable assumption, making the entire schedule so intuitive for most drivers¯ 

Another possible reason for graduated nominal fines is the uncertainty regarding the 
optimal location of the legal threshold. Imagine that policymakers are confident that the 
optimal speed limit is somewhere between 55 mph and 65 mph, but they are unsure about 
its exact location in that range. If policymakers are less concerned about slight 
overdeterrence than slight underdeterrence, they would set the speed limit at 55 mph, 
impose low fines between 55 mph and 65 mph, and set substantially higher sanctions 
above 65 mph. Note that they will do so even if they do not believe that the expected 
external harm increases with speed for speeds above 65 mph. In reality, both rationales 
are likely to apply. 

Relaxing the unrealistic assumption about a perfect legal system complicates things 
considerably. Imagine that any of the following is true. Radar guns used by the police 
sometimes err. Car speedometers do not always show the speed precisely. Drivers do 
not read speedometers perfectly, and the same is true of police officers and their radar 
guns. Or imagine that 55 mph speed limit does not really mean 55 mph. This, it turns 

96 out, is true in thirteen states where some posted speed limits are merely presumptive.~ 

rule)¯ In addition, faster driving over the speed limit is punished more severely than the slower one 

(holding the mental state constant)¯ See Judicial Branch, State of Connecticut, Mail-In Violations and 

Infractions Schedule, Appendix A (2012) available at: 

http://www.iud.ct.gov/Publications/Inlractions/inti’actions.pdf (last visited 1/7/2013). 
95 Legal regimes where rules have extremely weak connection to an optimal system, such as the 

tax law, also exhibit aggressiveness-based graduation. In these cases aggressiveness is a purely legal 

concept with no economic substance¯ See Raskolnikov, supra note 32, at 575-80¯ 
96 Exceeding these limits is not illegal per se; rather, it creates a presumption of illegal conduct 

that may be rebutted by the driver¯ See Allen M. Brabender, The Misapplication of Minnesota’s Speeding 

Statute and the Need to Raise the Posted Limit or Expand Use of the Dimler Amendment, 27 Hamline L. 

Rev. 1, 2 (2004). 
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All these uncertainties have a common effect: the further the conduct deviates from the 
legal threshold (the more aggressive it is), the more likely is the imposition of sanctions. 
A driver going 60 mph may plausibly argue that he thought the speedometer showed 55 
mph; coming from a person driving 100 mph the same argument sounds much less 
convincing. Similarly, the first driver may persuade a court in one of the thirteen 
presumptive states that his speed was reasonable; the second driver does not stand a 
chance. 

These variations in probability that a court will find an actor liable for violating a legal 
threshold (the probabilio’ of conviction) create a graduated scale of expected penalties 
even if there is only one statutory speeding fine.97 A 100 mph driver will pay that fine 

for certain (perfect detection is still assumed), but a 60 mph driver will pay the same fine, 
let us posit, only with a 50% probability. If the nominal fine is $100, the expected fine is 
$100 for the 100 mph driver and $50 for the 60 mph driver. Outrageous speeding is 
deterred to a greater extent than a slight one.% Why do we need graduated nominal fines 

as well? 

Two answers appear plausible, though neither is addressed in the literature. First, we 
may need explicit graduation if the increase in probability of conviction does not escalate 
expected sanctions fast enough. This justification is based on an empirical assumption 
not only about the growing magnitude of the expected external harm, but about the 
difference in the rate with which this harm rises compared to the rate with which the 
probability of conviction increases. If increasing the vehicle speed from 70 mph to 80 
mph doubles the probability of conviction but quadruples the expected external harm, 
higher nominal fines for faster driving are optimal.99 Needless to say, this assumption 
may or may not have much empirical support and its realism almost certainly varies from 
one setting to another. Thus, one may suspect that the rate at which the expected external 
harm grows with driver’s speed is different from the rate at which it grows with the 
degree of driver’s intoxication. If so, the optimal level of graduation for speeding and 
drunk driving fines would differ. 

The second (and related) possible answer is that the increase in expected sanctions based 
on a change in probability of having to pay a single nominal fine is upward bound. 
Probability of conviction cannot exceed 100% and the expected fine cannot exceed the 
nominal one. But the expected external harm from auto accidents may continue to grow 

97 For the same use of the term "probability of conviction" see Craswell, Multiplier Principle, 

supra note 19, at 2215. 
98 "Indeed, a positive (or, at least, non-negative) correlation between the likelihood of liability and 

the social costs of a defendant’s behavior could be the definition of a minimally rational legal system." 

John E. Calfee & Richard Craswell, Some Effects of Uncertain~." on Compliance with Legal Standards, 70 

Va. L. Rev. 965,970 (1984). 
99 The obvious corollary is that if increasing the vehicle speed from 70 mph to 80 mph quadruples 

the probability of conviction but only doubles the expected external harm, optimal deterrence requires 

notninal fines that decline with speed. All of this is holding the probability of detection fixed--a 

questionable assumption. See Craswell, supra note 19. 
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well past the point where the conviction is certain.~°° If so, aggressiveness-based 
graduated nominal fines are justified, at least for some range of offenses. 

Again, note that this explanation is highly offense-specific. Other violations--including 
traffic violations--may exhibit an upward-bound expected external harm to match an 
upward-bound probability of conviction. Take a failure to turn on the headlights in the 
dark as an example. It is regulated by an uncertain standard~°~ and it is beyond doubt that 
as evening turns to night, darkness falls. At least in the continental United States, a rural 
highway is as dark at midnight as it is at one in the morning. The fact that probability of 
conviction for failure to turn on the lights is 100% in either case is not a reason to 
graduate nominal fines based on aggressiveness. 

Perhaps, there are other reasons for the aggressiveness-based graduation of nominal 
sanctions in threshold-type act-based regimes regulating contingently inefficient acts. If 
so, they remain to be uncovered.~°2 Focusing on the rationales suggested here reveals the 
most important common feature of aggressiveness-based graduated fines--their context 
dependence. Each case turns on its own empirics. Is the external harm upward-bound in 

100 For instance, it is plausible to assume that driving 80 mph in a 55 mph zone will not be found 

reasonable by any court even in a presumptive jurisdiction, yet the expected harm of driving 120 mph may 

be substantially greater than that of driving 80 mph. Probability of conviction in both cases is 100%, so the 

only way to achieve graduated expected sanctions is to graduate nominal fines. 
101 See, e.g., Ariz. Rev. Star. Ann. §28-922 (providing that vehicles should have their lights on 

"[alt any time from sunset to sunrise and at any other time when there is not sufficient light to render 
clearly discernible persons and vehicles on the highways")(emphasis added); West’s Ann. Cal. Vehicle 

Code § 280 (defining "darkness" as "any time from one-half hour after sunset to one-half hour before 

sunrise and any other time when visibility is not sufficient to render clearly discernible any person or 

vehicle on the highway at a distance of 1,000 feet.")(emphasis added). 
102 As Richard Craswell points out, variations in probability of detection suggest reverse 

graduation, i.e., declining nominal penalties for more egregious violations because such violations are more 

likely to be detected and prosecuted compared to the marginal ones. See Craswell, supra note 19. Richard 

Craswell and John Calfee investigate deterrence effects of uncertainty and demonstrate that it can produce 

either over- or underdeterrence, with overdeterrence being more likely if the uncertainty is not particularly 

great. See Calfee & Craswell, supra note 98; Richard Craswell & John E. Calfee, Deterrence and 

Uncertain Legal Standards, 2 J. L. Econ. & Org. 279, 279-80 (1986). Craswell and Calfee focus on the 

deterrence variations from changing the level of uncertainty. Their analysis does not alter the conclusion 

that given any particular level of uncertainty, greater sanctions lead to greater deterrence. Thus, their 

analysis is not directly relevant to an inquiry into graduated sanctions. Craswell and Calfee do point out 

that fines that neither increase marginally from zero once the legal standard is breached nor are equal to the 

expected external harm may provide for optimal deterrence, although they do not discuss the point further. 

See Call’ee & Craswell, supra note 98, at 994. More importantly, their emphasis on simulations that result 

in overdeterrence based on some assumptions and underdeterrence based on others highlights the point 

emphasized in the text: Assumptions, including those about the rates with which the expected external 

harm and the probability of conviction vary with aggressiveness, are critical in determining whether a 

graduated or a ilat structure of nominal sanctions is more efficient, and in the former case, what is the 

optimal rate of graduation. Ian Ayres argues that treble damages should be made to vary with the degree of 

monopoly overcharge, though he admits that such variation would be very difficult to implement. Ian 

Ayres, Pushing the Envelope: Antitrust Implications of the Envelope Theorem, 17 Miss. C.L. Rev. 21, 24 

(1996). Such variation, moreover, would be magnitude- rather than aggressiveness-based. Given that the 

statute prohibits monopolization as well as attempts and conspiracy to monopolize, 15 U.S.C. §2, 

aggressiveness-based variation would tie damages to the flagrancy of such a monopolization, attempt, or 

conspiracy rather than to the magnitude of the overcharge. 



the relevant range of probabilities of conviction? Does it rise faster (or slower) than that 
probability increases? These questions have no general answers. The justification for 
aggressiveness-based graduation of sanctions that works for speeding does not work for 
driving in the dark. Even if the same explanation works in different settings, the extent of 
graduation varies from one offense to another. Graduation of nominal sanctions for 
speeding and hazardous waste disposal may well have the same rationale. Yet penalties 
for hazardous waste violations vary by a factor of one hundred depending on 
aggressiveness,~°3 something that is certainly not true of speeding fines. The unique 
variation of external harms of each contingently inefficient act determines the need for 
(and the extent of) optimal aggressiveness-based graduation of statutory sanctions. 

2. Optimal Deterrence of Irredeemable Acts 

For irredeemable acts, the analysis is very different. While contingently inefficient acts 
present policymakers with endless variations of cost-benefit patterns, i~Tedeemable acts 
raise a single ultimate question--what happened? Every judgment about the cause of an 
outcome potentially reflecting an irredeemable act is a binary guess: either the outcome is 
caused by an irredeemable act or it is not. Where the law deals with irredeemable acts 
through direct inquiries into the actor’s intent, the only reason for uncertainty in imposing 
liability is evidentiary. Everything turns on intent and intent is difficult to establish. 
Where the law deploys proxies, uncertainty is due both to the evidentiary issues and the 
indeterminacy of language. 

That language indeterminacy makes aggressiveness-based graduation possible for 
i~Tedeemable acts. If liability for churning depends on the "excessiveness" of trading, a 
certain number of trades will be clearly excessive while a smaller number only possibly 
so. If liability for price fixing depends on the existence of an "agreement," some 
communications will establish an agreement more clearly than others. Given the tax 
law’s "reasonable" compensation test, an owner-employee who pays himself no salary is 
taking a very aggressive position while another owner-employee who pays herself a low 
but non-trivial amount is being less aggressive. All these variations make 
aggressiveness-based graduation of nominal sanctions possible for proxy-regulated 
irredeemable acts. But can this graduation be optimal? 

Assmne that the nominal penalty for those liable for engaging in irredeemable acts is 
precisely equal to the act’s external harm, appropriately adjusted]°4 Assume also that 
courts (or other decisionmakers) take all, and only, relevant factors into account in 
deciding whether the observed outcome reveals an irredeemable act. What kind of 
sanctions would assure the optimal deten-ence of putative irredeemable act offenders? 

Imagine a group of CEOs who are thinking about fixing prices. They realize that the 
more communications they have, the more they discuss prices during their 
communications, the closer they come to suggesting a joint price increase, and so on, the 

~03 See supra note 93. 
104 For instance, an adjustment may be necessm’y to take imperfect detection into account. See 

supra note 19. 



more likely it is that if prices do increase in tandem a court would find the firms liable for 
entering into an illegal price-fixing agreement. Of course, the very same factors affect 
the likelihood that an oligopolistic (rather than market-driven) price increase will in fact 
take place, giving rise to an external harm. Moreover, the probability of conviction and 
the probability of harm depend on these factors in exactly the same way. Whatever 
makes the CEO interactions more aggressive, makes the harm more likely, and also 
makes the conviction more certain. Therefore, under the strong assumptions made above, 
the expected external harm and the expected sanction are identical for any combination of 
factors. If so, the variation in probability of conviction is all that is necessary in order to 
produce the optimal graduation of expected sanctions. There is no reason to vary 
nominal penalties based on aggressiveness. In fact, such variation is decidedly ill advised. 
The same logic applies to other irredeemable acts that are not entirely within a single 
actor’ s control. 

To be clear, this is not an argument against graduating nominal sanctions for price fixing 
along other axes, such as the volume of affected commerce, the length of the oligopolistic 
price increase, and so on. These axes are different, however, from aggressiveness, which 
in this case means the likelihood that the firms have entered into an agreement to fix 
prices. 

The analysis is somewhat different for churning, tax-motivated character conversion, and 
other irredeemable acts completely controlled by their perpetrators. The overarching 
conclusion, however, remains the same. A broker who decides to make a single 
additional trade to generate extra commissions engages in churning that is all but 
impossible to identify in the absence of a mind reading machine. The same is true of a 
taxpayer who shifts a single dollar from (high-tax) salary to (low-tax) dividend income 
for tax reasons. Neither aggressively violates the relevant prohibition. However, the 
external harm resulting from these acts is miniscule. The more self-enriching trades a 
broker makes, the more money a taxpayer shifts from salary to dividends, the more 
aggressive are their positions and the greater is the external harm of their actions. If 
courts take these same considerations into account in deciding whether a given outcome 
reveals an irredeemable act, and if upon concluding that it does, the court imposes a 
sanction equal to the external harm (property adjusted~°5), an increase in the expected 
external hama would correspond directly to an increase in the expected sanction. Again, 
no additional graduation of nominal penalties is necessary. Granted, both the churning 
and the tax avoidance examples oversimplify the relationship between the magnitude of 
external harm and the factors actually used by courts to determine whether an outcome 
corresponds to an irredeemable act.~°6 But seeing a fuller picture does not detract from 
the conclusion that the need for graduation is unlikely. 

~05 See supra note 19. 

~06 Thus, the "excessiveness" of trading depends not only on the number of trades, but also on 

client’s investment objectives, the type of financial instrument being traded, the extent of discretion given 

to the broker, and so on. See Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 27, at 1099-1101. Similarly, the 

"reasonableness" of compensation depends on a variety of factors including the nature of the business, 



In fact, this conclusion is quite intuitive once one recalls that every litigation has only two 
possible outcomes--the defendant is either liable or not. This binary determination may 
be a poor match for a continuous variation of external hamls from speeding, polluting, or 
other irredeemable acts of various aggressiveness. This mismatch may be addressed by a 
(roughly) continuous variation of statutory sanctions, that is, by penalties reflecting 
aggressiveness-based graduation. Irredeemable acts, in contrast, involve a binary 
determination of intent, with proxy tests being mere, well, proxies for this determination. 
A binary liable/non-liable decision is a much better fit for a binary good/bad intent action. 
In fact, under the assumptions made above, the fit is perfect. 

Needless to say, the two assumptions made earlier are heroic. Sanctions for irredeemable 
acts are virtually certain to differ from the acts’ expected external harms, perhaps 
significantly. Courts are highly unlikely to take every relevant factor into account in 
determining liability while dismissing every irrelevant consideration. Neither admission 
changes the conclusion, however. If sanctions diverge from the expected external harm, 
the appropriate response is to reduce the divergence, not to come up with a schedule of 
graduated penalties. If courts ignore important evidentiary considerations or give weight 
to irrelevant ones, the way to improve deterrence is to educate the courts. 

D. The Need for Separate Regulation 

The final suggestion that follows from recognizing the fundamental difference between 
contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts is the broadest one: It makes sense to 
regulate them separately. A failure to do so exacerbates every problem discussed thus far, 
and creates others. 

The case of terminological confusion is the clearest one. It is all but impossible for a 
court to interpret the same word (such as "reasonable" or "excessive") to mean different 
things if a single code section or common law rule using this word applies to both types 
of acts. When the same word appears in different places--even if in a single (large) 
statute--divergent interpretations are easier to establish.~ o7 

Separate regulation is also necessary to avoid using the same definitional structure for 
both types of acts. For instance, assume that a contingently inefficient offense is 
appropriately defined by combining a proxy test and an intent inquiry. How can the same 
provision govern an irredeemable act without (inappropriately) giving the offender two 
bites at the apple? 

Furthermore, confusion is certain to arise when liability for contingently inefficient acts 
is conditioned on the offender’ s mental state and that state falls short of intent. Imagine a 
single rule regulating both types of acts. Assume that the rule correctly ties liability for 
contingently inefficient acts to reckless behavior. This setup is an invitation to a debate 

taxpayer’s experience, and so on. See Watson v. United States, 757 F. Supp.2d 877, 889-90 (W.D. Iowa 

2010) (listing nine factors). 
~07 See, e.g., Comm’r v. Beck’s Estate, 129 F.2d 243, 246 (2nd Cir. 1942) (suggesting that the 

Congress changes the word "gift" to "geft" and "gaft" to avoid confusion due to different meanings of the 

same term for income, gift, and estate tax purposes while insisting on such different meanings). 
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about the optimal deterrence of reckless irredeemable acts--an invitation that has been 
taken up in the literature.~°8 But there is no such thing as a reckless irredeemable act.~°9 
A defendant’ s degree of culpability cannot vary for these offenses--it is intent in each 
case. At the same time, no matter how many cases interpreting the rule in question hold 
irredeemable act offenders liable while finding that they engaged in intentional conduct, 
nothing should change regarding the desirability of recklessness as the mental state 
threshold for contingently inefficient acts. It is much easier to avoid this confusion when 
separate rules govern the two types of offenses. 

Finally, the optimal structure of sanctions may well be different for contingently and 
irredeemably inefficient acts. Aggressiveness-based graduation may be appropriate for 
the fomaer but is inappropriate for the latter. If such graduation is desirable for 
contingently inefficient act, optimal deterrence cannot be achieved if both types of acts 
are governed by a single sanctioning regime. 

IlL FROM THEORY TO DOCTRINE 

The practical appeal of the traditional economic analysis of contingently inefficient acts 
is well-known: many prescriptions following fi-om this analysis are reflected in the 
existing legal rules. This close connection between theory and reality gives weight to 
economically grounded proposals for further reform. No doubt, the usefulness of the 
irredeemable acts category must be tested against the same benchmark. Therefore, this 
Part compares the doctrinal implications just discussed to several actual legal regimes. 
To spoil the suspense, irreparable acts survive this comparison reasonably well. 

A. Recognizing the Role of Intent 

Doctrinal treatment of many irredeemable acts reflects the law’ s recognition of their 
intentional nature. The common law definition of larceny includes the intent to steal.~° 
Embezzlement typically requires intent to defraud.~ The Model Penal Code definition 
of theft incorporates the "purpose to deprive."~2 Market manipulation is defined by 

108 See infra, note 168. 
109 A possible exception is a decision to impose liability for engaging in irredeemable acts upon 

proof of recklessness in light of the difficulty of proving intent. See Buell, supra note 94, at 558; 76 Fed. 

Reg. 41,398, 41,404 (discussing a proposal that "recklessness contemplated [in the new anti-l~aud rule 

should] not [be] recklessness in a tort sense, but rather a business activity that diverges so greatly from 

rational market behavior as to indicate a fi’audulent intent]). This is an evidentiary solution akin to 

reducing the burden of proof. It has no effect on the conceptual point that irredeemable acts are always 

intentional. 
~10 See LaFave, supra note 42, at 987 ("For larceny there must be an intent to steal .... "). 

111 See id. at 1005 ("Embezzlement requires a specific intent to defi’aud."). Many state 

embezzlement statutes and numerous federal theft-related provisions convey the requisite intent either by 

using various versions of the word "fraud" or simply by referring to "embezzlement" (that is typically 

interpreted to mean fraudulent conversion). See id., at 1003 (regarding state embezzlement statutes); 18 

U.S.C. §641 (referring to embezzlement or knowing conversion); 18 U.S.C. §656 (referring to 

embezzlement); 18 U.S.C. §666 (referring to anyone who "embezzles, steals, obtains by fraud"); 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1341 (referring to "schetne or artifice to defraud"). 

112 See Model Penal Code § 223.2. 



reference to a prohibited purpose as well.~3 The same is true of securities churning.~4 
And tax shelters must have the "purpose of ... the avoidance or evasion of Federal 
income tax.m ~5 Whether the rule uses the term "intent," "purpose," or "motive," the 
underlying inquiry is always the same--whether an act was carried out with an intent to 
effectuate a concealed, non-consensual transfer. This is entirely consistent with the 
proposed definition of irredeemable acts. 

Note that this meaning of "intent" is different from an intent to harm a transferee. While 
a thief and the churning broker know that their intent to enrich themselves amounts to an 
intent to impoverish their victims, market manipulators and insider traders may not intend 
to harm any particular market participant. The intent to harm is irrelevant, however. The 
inefficiency of irredeemable acts comes from the transfer costs, so any intentional 
conduct that gives rise to these costs is problematic. Notably, the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
holding that an intent to harm competition is necessary to impose liability for price fixing 
has been steadily eroded by the appellate courts’ decisions finding that an intent to fix 
prices is all that is required.~6 This is precisely what the article’s analysis suggests. 

Sometimes the intent requirement is not clear from the face of the rule aimed at deterring 
irredeemable acts. This does not mean that this requirement is absent. Consider insider 
trading for example. It has no statutory definition.~7 The Supreme Court has held that 
liability for insider trading under Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act (the 
Exchange Act) and Rule 10b-5 may attach if certain persons in possession of material 
non-public information trade "on the basis ot~’ that information. ~a8 Rule 10b5-1 (b) 
reveals that, at least in the view of the Securities and Exchange Commission, the term 
"on the basis otTM comes very close to meaning something like "with an intent to take 
advantage of.’’~9 In other words, insider trading prosecutions under Section 10(b) 
require intentional acts.~2° Again, this is consistent with the article’s analysis. 

113 Thus, certain acts carried out "for the purpose of creating a false or misleading appearance of 

active trading," 15 U.S.C. §78i(a)(1), "for the purpose of inducing the purchase or sale of [a] security by 

others," id. §78i(a)(2), (4), "for the purposes of raising or depressing the price of [a] security,", id. 
§78i(a)(3), (5), and "for the purpose of pegging, fixing, or stabilizing the price of [a] security in 
contravention of [the SEC] rules and regulations," id. §78i(a)(6), are all unlawful. 

114 
See Mihara v. Dean Witter & Co., 619 E.2d 814, 820 (9th Cir. 1980). 

115 
26 U.S.C. § 6662(d)(2)(C). 

~16 According to the Supreme Court, imposition of criminal punishment under the Shearman Act 
requires a finding of intent, meaning either the purpose of causing anticompetitive effects or their actual 
existence combined with the defendant’s knowledge that such ef[’ects are likely to arise fi’om his conduct. 
United States v. United States Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422, 440-46, 98 S. Ct. 2864, 2875-78 (1978). The 
appellate courts have repeatedly declined to demand proof of intent to harm competition. See United States 
v. Cargo Serv. Stations, 657 F.2d 676, 683 (5th Cir. 1981)("if price fixing is inevitably unreasonable 
restraint of trade, the intent to fix prices is equivalent to the intent to unreasonably restrain trade."). For a 

discussion, see HOVENKAMP, supra note 6, at 593-94. 
117 See Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 27, at 996-997 (suggesting that a recent Supreme Court case 

"should end congressional efforts to ’define’ insider trading"). 
~lS See United States v. O’Hagan, 521 U.S. 642, 651-53 (1997). 

~19 While the general rule of Rule 10b5-1 (b) defines "on the basis o[" to mean awareness of 

material inside information, the exceptions make clear that tnere awareness is not sufficient. For instance, 

if the trader entered into a binding contract to sell a security before becoming aware of inside information 
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Finally, note that a clear intent to conceal usually means a lack of consensual transfer. 
Option spring-loading and bullet-dodging illustrate the point. Corporate directors 
engaged in these practices undertake actions that, on a certain view, they are explicitly 
authorized to perform. Recall that spring-loaded and bullet-dodged options are at-the- 
money in form but in-the-money in substance. If the board is authorized to issue both 
types of options, how can it possibly go wrong? After all, the money transfer to the 
executives in this case is consensual in a certain sense. The answer is that people 
(including shareholders) generally object to being deceived. The directors’ effort to 
conceal the nature of their actions is especially clear here because the directors were 
authorized to issue in-the-money options. Yet they chose to accomplish the same result 
while making it look like they were doing something else. This obvious effort to dupe 
the shareholders is certain to raises suspicions and give rise to shareholder resistance 
(resulting in the transfer costs). As long as this is the case, the transfer is intentional and 
non-consensual. This means that bullet-dodging and spring-loading are irredeemable acts, 
and that the Delaware Chancery Court was well-advised to make them illegal. 

B. Adopting Appropriate Definitions 

The earlier discussion used the common law treatment of securities churning as a 
misguided combination of a proxy-based and intent-based regulation. Fortunately, the 
regulatory (as opposed to common law) definition of churning drops the purpose 
requirement altogether, choosing a proxy over a direct intent inquiry (as this article’s 
analysis would suggest). 121 Yet the persistent judicial adhesion to the misguided 

common law rule serves as a cautionary tale of contusion that could be easily avoided if 
122 courts recognize the difference between contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts. 

The earlier discussion also explained why it may be wise to give the government a choice 
between a proxy test and a direct intent inquiry in deterring irredeemable acts. In fact, 
examples of such dual-track approach are readily available. 

related to it, the sale would not be "on the basis" of that information. Clearly, the seller would be aware of 

inside information at the time of sale, yet liability would not attach. This is consistent with the 
irredeemable acts analysis. Sales pursuant to pre-existing binding contracts do not lead to the transfer costs 
because no one is being taken advantage of at the time of the sale. Whether Rule 10b5-1(b) successfully 

prevents corporate insiders from trading while taking advantage of inside information (rather than being 
merely aware of it) is doubtful. See M. Todd Henderson et al., Strategic Disclosure of 10b5-1 Trading 

Plans, University of Chicago Law and Economics Working Paper No. 411 available at 

http://ssrn.com/abstract= 1137928. 
~20 Donald Langevoort emphasizes the "centrality of intent" to insider trading. Donald C. 

Langevoort, "Fine Distinctions" in the Contemporary Law of lnsider Trading 5, 15 (working paper on file 

with the author). Yet he views insider trading as "a sui generis form of securities i?aud," id., ignoring the 
similarity (including in the central role of intent) between insider trading and other irredeemable securities 

law violations. 
~21 17 C.E.R. §240.15cl-7(a) (2010) (prohibiting brokers controlling discretionary accounts from 

entering into "any transactions of purchase or sale which are excessive in size or l~equency in view of the 

financial resources and character of such account."). 
~ District and circuit court decisions continue to rely on the definition of churning that includes 

both the purpose prong and the excessiveness prong years after the promulgation of Rule 15c 1-7 in 1976 

and while citing that rule. See 41 FR 22826 (June 7, 1976) (enacting the rule); Armstrong v. McAlpin, 699 
E.2d 79, 90-91 (2nd Cir. 1983) (reciting the traditional churning definition while citing Rule 15cl-7). 



As just explained, insider trading is regulated by the general anti-fraud provision of the 
Exchange Act that incorporates a direct inquiry into the actor’ s state of mind. That 
provision, Section 10(b), is not the only rule of the Exchange Act dealing with insider 
trading, however. Section 16(b) of the same Act requires corporate insiders to disgorge 
the so-called short-swing profits--gains from sales of securities made within six months 
of their purchases.~23 The statute is quite clear about its objective "of preventing the 
unfair use of information which may have been obtained by" corporate insiders. 124 But 

what does such unfair use have to do with a six-months waiting period separating a 
purchase and a sale? 

Apparently, Congress believed that many insiders were particularly eager to make a 
quick buck by, for instance, buying a security shortly before the release of positive 

1,5 information and selling it shortly thereafter. "~ The waiting period made such profits 
unavailable regardless of the trader’s intention.~26 A spokesman at the 1934 
congressional hearing described Section 16(b) as a "crude rule of thumb.’’~2v In this 
article’s terms, the short-swing profit prohibition is a proxy. While this article expresses 
no view about the optimality of regulating insider trading by combining a proxy-based 
with an intent-based inquiry (rather than relying on either test), the analysis offered here 
suggests that this is a plausible approach. 

The same is true of a recent codification of the tax law’ s economic substance doctrine. 
This judicially developed rule allows courts to deny tax benefits that follow from a literal 
reading of the Internal Revenue Code if such reading is clearly inconsistent with 
congressional intent.~2a For decades, courts could not agree about the precise content of 
that doctrine, and especially about the application of its two prongs. Under the first 
prong, the doctrine applies if the transaction had no "non-tax business purpose.’’~9 
Under the second prong, tax benefits are denied if the transaction had no "economic 
substance.’’~3° While neither courts nor commentators agree about the meaning of the 
second prong, courts have interpreted it to refer to any of the following: a profit potential, 
"practical economic effects,’’~ the magnitude of expected profit compared to the tax 

132 benefits, and success in obtaining the stated business o~jecnve. To avoid further 
confusion between the economic substance doctrine and its second prong, I will refer to 
that prong as the "profit potential" rather than the "economic substance" part of the test. 

~2~ See 15 U.S.C. §78p(b). 
~24 

17 C.E.R. § 240.3B-2 (2003). 
~5 Another possible j ustification of the six-months waiting period is that inside inlk~rmation loses 

its usefulness (in the profit-generating sense) within that period. 
~6 The provision explicitly states that the profits must be disgorged "irrespective of any intention 

on the part o1" the trader. 15 U.S.C. §78p(b). 
127 Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 27, at 678. 

~zs For a discussion, see Martin J. McMahon et al., Recent Developments in Federal Income 

Taxation: The Year 2011, 12 Fla. Tax Rev. 235, 362-67 (2012). 
~9 Id. at 364. 
~0 Id. Confusingly, the second prong of the test uses the same term as does the overall doctrine. 
131 ACM P’ship v. Comtn’r, 157 F.3d 231,247 (3rd Cir. 1998). 
132 McM’ahon, supra note 128, at 365 (citing cases supporting each interpretation). 



The two prongs of the doctrine have created a persistent doctrinal split. Some circuit 
courts have adopted the so-called conjunctive version of the economic substance test; 
other circuits have gone with a disjunctive one. Under the conjunctive version, a 
taxpayer must demonstrate that his transaction had both a business purpose and a profit 
potential in order to retain the tax benefits in question.~33 Under the disjunctive version, 
proving either suffices to withstand the government challenge.~34 (This means, of course, 
that under the disjunctive version, the government must prove that the taxpayer’s 
transaction had neither a business purpose nor a profit potential--a much heavier burden 
than that arising under the conjunctive test.) 

As is probably clear by now, the disagreements that have beset the circuit courts can be 
easily resolved within the proposed framework. For tax avoidance strategies that are 
inconsistent with congressional intent, the basic economic analysis applies. Tax- 
motivated decisions are irredeemable acts; actions that do not take taxes into account are 
part of the socially optimal baseline. The two prongs of the economic substance doctrine 
are nothing but a direct intent inquiry (the business purpose prong) and a proxy (the profit 
potential prong).~5 Forcing the government to prevail on both reveals the same 
misunderstanding of the contingent-irredeemable divide as does requiring potential 
churning victims to prove both the broker’ s illicit purpose and the excessiveness of his 
trading. 

Therefore, a recent codification of the economic substance doctrine that has adopted the 
conjunctive version of the test is well advised.a~6 Tax enforcement is notoriously difficult, 
especially when it comes to sophisticated tax shelters that often raise the economic 
substance concerns. Giving the government a choice of prevailing under either a proxy 
or a direct intent inquiry is quite reasonable in this setting. 

C. Avoiding Aggressiveness-Based Graduation of Sanctions 

One of the key payoffs of the proposed analysis is that aggressiveness-based graduation 
of sanctions is inappropriate for irredeemable acts. Most of irredeemable acts are 
regulated by what appear to be harm-based regimes (making such graduation doubly ill 
advised).~7 Liability for embezzlement, price fixing, insider trading, churning, option 
backdating, and other irredeemable acts attaches after the acts occur, not when the risk of 

~33 See id. 

134 See id. 

~35 Daniel Shaviro compares forcing taxpayers to imbue their tax-motivated transactions with 

profit potential (or risk) to requiring them to perform backflips. See Daniel N. Shaviro, Economic 

Substance, Corporate Tax Shelten~’, and the Compaq Case, 88 TAX NOTIr;S 221,223 (2000). The profit 

requirement, he argues, has nothing to do with the relevant question of whether the transaction was tax 

lnotivated. It only makes engaging in tax-motivated transactions lnore costly. Perhaps, this view of the 

profit potential prong is too pessimistic. Rather than making tax planning more costly, the profit potential 

prong may help distinguish tax-motivated and non-tax-lnotivated transactions if the absence of profit 

potential at least roughly correlates with the presence of (substantial) tax motivation. 
~6 See 26 U.S.C. 7701(o)(1). 
137 That is because there appear to be no reason R)r aggressiveness-based graduation in any harm- 

based regime; and also no reason for such graduation in any regime (harm- or act-based) dealing with 

irredeemable acts. 



these acts arises. Yet all of the regimes in question are not really harm-based because 
they do not force offenders to internalize external hamas. Rather, these regimes impose 
sanctions that are determined by offender’ s gains,~38 victim’ s losses,~39 some other 
factors,14° or arbitrary numbers.~4~ In quite a few cases, the statute all but invites an 
imposition of graduated penalties. Even where it does not, scholars have considered 
graduation. 

For instance, the Exchange Act contains an explicit three-tier schedule of sanctions for 
most securities law violations. 142 The same Act provides that the penalty for insider 
trading "shall not exceed three times the profit gained or loss avoided.’’~4~ Importantly, 
this rule does not merely establish a greater penalty for greater illicit profits (or losses 
avoided). It also anticipates a three-fold variation in sanctions for a given profit (or loss). 
Another example comes from the criminal area. Sanctions for many federal offenses 
(including various forms of fraud and antitrust violations) may be imposed under the 
Criminal Fines Improvement Act of 1987.144 That Act clearly anticipates graduation as 
well, setting the penalty at "not more than lwice the gross gain or twice the gross loss" 

~45 captured or caused by the defendant, respectively. Graduation is seemingly embedded 
in the sanctions imposed by the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines for price fixing, bid rigging, 
and related offenses as well. For natural persons, these fines vary "from one to five 
percent of the volume of [affected] commerce.’’~46 While the treble damages imposed by 
the Clayton Act do not provide for graduation,~4v antitrust scholars have argued that 
aggressiveness-based graduation would be appropriate.~48 

It is heartening to note in light of this article’s conclusions that all of these opportunities 
to impose (or allow) graduated sanctions have ~,ot lead to sanctions that vary based on 
aggressiveness. Despite an open statutory invitation to adjust penalties for insider trading, 
the government practice is to impose a flat penalty equal to 100% of profit made or loss 

138 See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. §78u-1 (penalty for insider trading based on profit gained); 18 U.S.C. 

§3571(d) (penalty for a variety of offenses based on offender’s gain); 26 U.S.C. 36662 (penalty for tax 

avoidance based on the amount of taxes underpaid). 
139 See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. 315 (sanctions based on damages sustained by victims of antitrust 

violations); 18 U.S.C. §3571(d)(2012) (penalty for variety of offenses based on losses caused by offenders). 
140 See, e.g., U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual §2R1.1 (imposing sanctions for price fixing, bid 

rigging, and market allocation agreements based on the volume of affected commerce). 
141 See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. §§78u,78u-2 (setting forth penalties for securities law violations ranging 

l}om $5,000 to $100,000 for natural persons and t}om $50,000 to $500,000 for other persons). 
142 

15 U.S.C. §§78u, 78u-2. 
14~ 15 U.S.C. §78u-1 (2)(emphasis added). 
144 

Pub. L. No. 100-185, 101 Star. 1279 (codified as 18 U.S.C. 33571 et seq.). 
145 18 U.S.C. 33571 (d) (emphasis added). 
146 U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual §2R1. l(c) (emphasis added). 
147 

See 15 U.S.C. 315. 
14s See Edward D. Cavanagh, Detrebling Antitrust Damages: An Idea Whose Time Has Come, 61 

Tul. L. Rev. 777, 828 (1987)(stating that "tilt seems harsh to multiply damages when the person involved is 

found barely liable" even if the liability is for price fixing and related offenses); HERBERT HOVENKAMP, 

THE ANTITRUST ENTIr;RPRISE: PRINCIPLE ANI) EXECUTION 67 (2005) (suggesting that "as the behavior 

moves further and further from anything that can be characterized as an agreement," statutory sanctions 

should decline because the conduct underlying the price increase becomes ,nore and more ’~atnbiguous"). 



avoided (plus a disgorgement of profits).~49 Statutory sanctions for irredeemable acts that 
constitute securities fraud (other than insider trading) do not depend on aggressiveness 
despite the explicit three-tiered penalty structure.~5° While sanctions for price fixing, bid 
rigging, and related antitrust offenses vary based on several considerations, 
aggressiveness is not among them.~5~ Finally, even though Congress listed eight factors 
to guide courts in applying the "not more than twice" instruction in the Criminal Fines 
Improvement Act, aggressiveness is not on the list.~52 Given this article’s analysis, these 
are all examples of the appropriate regulation of irredeemable acts. On the other hand, 
penalties for tax violations are a clear case of aggressiveness-based graduation that is 
inappropriate for irredeemable acts.~53 

D. Embracing Separate Regulation 

The overarching conclusion of the preceding Part was that contingently and irredeemably 
inefficient acts should be regulated separately. Does this recommendation find reflection 
in reality? It does, but to a point. 

The Model Penal Code’s rearrangement of various common law offenses typically 
grouped under the rubric of theft is the first example of separate regulation. While the 
common law offense of larceny generally covers irredeemable acts, its peculiar subset-- 
larceny by trick--does not. Larceny by trick consists of obtaining possession (but not 
title) to property by lying to the victim.~54 Because a clear lie and a full truth are points 
on the falsity/veracity continuum (rather than a binary choice), larceny by trick is not an 
irredeemable act. The same is true of a separate offense of false pretenses (which differs 
from larceny by trick only in that the offender acquires title rather than possession by 
lying).~55 Embezzlement, on the other hand, is a clear irredeemable act.~56 Given all of 
this, it should be clear why the Model Penal Code is entirely consistent with this article’s 
argument for separate regulation. While the Code includes many different offenses under 
the common rubric of "theft," it combines (regular) larceny and embezzlement to form a 
new category of "theft by unlawful taking or disposition," while grouping larceny by 
trick and false pretenses under a separate rubric of "theft by deception.’’~Sv 

149 See Arthur B. Laby & W. Hardy Callcott, Patterns ofSEC E~forcement Under the 1990 

Remedies Act: Civil Money Penalties, 58 Ala. L. Rev. 5, 48 (1994). 
150 In fact, that structure comes close to an explicit prohibition of aggressiveness-based graduation. 

All irredeemable act of[’enses are international acts. Therefore, they always quality as second tier offenses 

because that tier encompasses offenses involving "fi’aud, deceit, manipulation, or deliberate or reckless 

disregard of a regulatory requirement." 15 U.S.C. §78u(d)(3)(B)(ii). At the same time, graduation between 

the second and the third tiers is based on the size and risk of losses, not the strength of the legal position. 
151 See U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual §2R1.1 (2012). While there is a reference to 

"seriousness" of the offense in the Application Notes, the context makes clear that "seriousness" refers to 

the magnitude of harm rather than aggressiveness of a legal position. 
~sz See 18 U.S.C. §3572(a)(2010). 
~5~ For a description of this penalty structure, see, e.g., Kyle D. Logue, Optimal Tax Compliance 

and Penalties Pc’hen the Law Is" Uncertain, 27 Va. Tax Rev. 241, 251-57 (2007). 
~54 See LaFave, supra note 42, at 969. 
~55 

See id. at 976. 
156 See id. at 995 (defining embezzlement); 1003-05 (explaining the requisite mental state). 
157 

See id. at 1029. 



Competition law is also consistent with the separate regulation suggestion, ln-edeemable 
acts of naked price fixing and bid rigging belong to a special category of per se offenses 
while most contingently inefficient potentially anti-competitive acts belong to the "rule of 
reason" category.~58 Moreover, the doctrinal development has been to shrink the pre se 
category to include only irredeemable acts.~59 Criminal sanctions for antitrust violations 
are limited to irredeemable acts as well. 

The line roughly corresponding to contingent-irreparable divide in corporate law is the 
distinction between the duty of care and the duty loyalty. The Delaware Chancery Court 
decided that option backdating, spring-loading, and bullet-dodging are all breaches of the 
duty of loyalty and, more precisely, the obligation to act in good faith. While the 
doctrinal treatment of all these options-related shenanigans is clear, the economic 
justification for denying the directors engaged in them the business judgment rule 
protection has been missing, at least where the directors are not self-interested. A clear 
inefficiency of irredeemable acts supplies a reason to view the options-related 
misconduct as violating the duty of loyalty even where no conflicts exist, separating this 
misconduct from numerous other board decisions scrutinized under a more forgiving duty 
of care inquiry. ~ 61 

Securities regulation, on the other hand, is inconsistent with the separate regulation 
suggestion. The general anti-fraud provision of the Exchange Act, Section 10(b), covers 
just about every plausible irredeemable act. Insider trading, churning, scalping, and 
cherry-picking are clearly covered.~(~2 Front running is likely to violate Section 1 0(b) as 

~5s Per se offenses are "so plainly anticompetitive that no elaborate study of the industry is needed 

to establish their illegality." Nat’l Soc’y of Professional Eng’rs v. United States, 435 U.S. 679, 692, 98 S. Ct. 

1355, 1365 (1978). The assessment under the rule of reason requires an inquiry into "whether the 

challenged agreement is one that promotes competition or one that suppresses competition." Id. at 691. 

For a discussion, see HOVENKAMP, supra note 6, at 253-59. The intermediate so-called "quick look" 

review is a more recent development. See id. at 265-66. Note that the rule of reason category is not limited 

to potentially anticompetitive activities that have little in common with irredeemable acts, such as mergers 

and joint ventures. It extends even to price fixing and horizontal market division as long as they are not 
"naked." Thus, the so-called facilitating devices usually receive the rule of reason treatment, see id. at 170, 

as do ancillary (rather than naked) restraints of trade. See id. at 194-95. 
159 For the latest demonstration of that trend see Leegin Creative Leather Prods., Inc. v. PSKS, Inc., 

551 U.S. 877 (2007)(abandoning the pet" se rule for minimum resale price maintenance agreements); see 

also Edward D. Cavanagh, Detrebling Antitrust Damages in Monopolization Cases, 76 Antitr. L.J. 97, 99 

n. 14 (2009) (concluding that "the law of tying has become unsettled" and the law of resale price 

maintenance "is in a state of flux"); Cavanagh, supra note 148, at 797-98 (recapping the treatment of 

vertical territorial restraints that were analyzed under the rule of reason in 1963, migrated into the per se 

category four years later only to reacquire the rule or reason status a decade alter that, and concluding that 

the per se category has been shrinking since a 1975 Supreme Court decision). 
~60 See U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual §2R 1.1 (2009), background explanation. 

~61 The justification is partial because not all duty of loyalty breaches in no-conflict situations 

involve irredeemable acts. For instance, the leading case of Stone v. Ritter, 911 A.2d 362, 369 (Del. 2006) 

held that corporate directors breach the duty of loyalty when they intentionally cause the corporation to 
violate the law. Such a violation may or may not be an irredeemable act, depending on the law in question. 

~6z See, e.g., United States v. O’Hagan, 521 U.S. 642 (1997) (insider trading, even by a corporate 

outsider, violates Rule 10b-5); SEC v. K.W. Brown & Co., 555 F. Supp.2d 1275, 1304 (S.D. Fla. 2008) 

("by its very nature, the cherry-picking scheme operated as a fraud on the [defendant’s] clients, ~vhich is 

prohibited under 10b-5(a) and (c)."); Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 27, at 1016 (concluding that the 



well.~63 Even market manipulation (mostly dealt with via its own section~64) is subject to 
the general anti-fraud rule.~5 The same provision applies to all sorts of contingently 
inefficient acts as well.~ 

The results are unfortunate. Liability for contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts 
depends on both materiality and the mental state--a combination that may well be 
appropriate for the former but not the latter. That mental state, moreover, is 
recklessness.~67 This leads to misguided academic arguments about whether sanctions for 
irredeemable acts such as insider trading should depend on the "defendant’s degree of 
culpability.’’~68 It also confuses courts.~69 A judge who sensibly concludes that reckless 
(and even knowing) conduct may not possibly give rise to an irredeemable act of stock 
manipulation gets overruled because Section 10(b) (allegedly violated by the defendant) 
clearly applies to numerous contingently inefficient acts carried out knowingly or 
recklessly.~7° The reversal inevitably creates doctrinal (as well as conceptual) 
confusion.~Ta Finally, with the exception of insider trading, penalties for contingently and 
irredeemably inefficient securities law violations are determined by the same 
provisions.~2 If the article’s analysis persuades securities law experts, there may be 
reasons to rethink this state of affairs. 

Turning from securities to commodities regulation brings no relief. In fact, the major 
recent development in this increasingly important area is particularly ill advised. Prior to 

Supreme Court’s decision in United States v. O’Hagan, 521 U.S. 642 (1997) applies to scalping); id. at 

1097 (stating that churning has been held to violate Rule 10b-5). 
163 See Bovi, supra note 47, at 121. Adoption of the misappropriation theory by the Supreme 

Court in O’Hagan makes this conclusion even more likely. The SEC’s current view is that at least some 

forms of front-running are illegal under current law. See SEC Rel. No 61358, 2010 WL 148783 at 26. 
164 

See 15 U.S.C. §78i. 
165 See 15 U.S.C. §78j(b) (applying to "manipulative" acts). 
166 

Rule 10b-5 covers a wide variety of corporate misconduct ranging from overly optimistic 

forecasts to questionable accounting practices. See, e.g., Steven Choi, The Evidence on Securities Class 

Actions, 57 Vand. L Rev. 1465, 1501 n.180 (2004) (citing reports suggesting that most securities class 

actions alleging the Rule 10b-5 violations involve forward-looking statements, accounting irregularities, 

and insider trading). 
167 While the Supreme Court held that the prohibition of "any manipulative or deceptive device or 

contrivance", 15 U.S.C. §78j(b), refers to intentional or knowing misconduct, the Court did not decide 

whether recklessness is covered as well. Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 193 n.12 (1976). 
Lower courts did address the question, with most concluding that it is. See Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 

27, at 1025-27. 
~6s See Carole Silver, Penalizing Insider Trading: A Critical Assessment of the Insider Trading 

Sanctions Act of 1984, 1985 Duke L.J. 960, 985, 1020 (discussing recklessness and arguing for lower 

insider trading sanctions for less culpable defendants). 
~6~ While dealing with securities fi’aud, "Federal courts--especially the Supreme Court--have 

badly elided distinctions among intent, knowledge, recklessness, and negligence, as well as between an 

actor’s goals and her state of mind with respect to the tendency of her words or conduct to mislead." Buell, 

supra note 94, at 580. 
~70 See SEC v. U.S. Envtl., Inc., 155 F.3d 107, 108-12 (2rid Cir. 1998). 
171 See, e.g., In re Parmalat Sec. Litig., 376 F. Supp. 2d 472, 501 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (referring to the 

"unclear message" of the appellate decision in U.S. Environmental, Inc., 155 F.3d 107, regarding 

participation in manipulation by financial intertnediaries who do not have manipulative intent). 
172 Compare 15 U.S.C. §§78u(d), 78ff with 15 U.S.C. §§78u-1. 
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the enactment of the Dodd-Frank Act~73 the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA)~74 had 
roughly reflected the contingent-irredeemable distinction. Market manipulation--the 
most important and multi-faceted irredeemable act in commodities trading--included 
only intentional violations.~V5 Anti-fraud provisions (such as they were) mostly occupied 
their own section,~76 resulting in a largely separate regulation of contingently and 
irredeemably inefficient acts. Granted, the same sanctions applied to all commodities law 
violations,~vv and the sanctions provided for graduation based on "the gravity of the 
violation.’’~Ts Yet nothing suggests that Congress, courts, or the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission (CFTC) interpreted "gravity" to refer to variation in aggressiveness, 
at least for irredeemable acts.~v9 

Along with many other major reforms, the Dodd-Frank Act significantly expanded the 
CEA’s anti-fraud provisions. Specifically, it more or less imported the famous Section 
10(b) of the Exchange Act into commodities and derivatives regulation.~s° The CFTC 
followed this statutory change by enacting a new rule that mimics the equally famous 
Rule 10b-5.~ Going beyond the Exchange Act’s provisions, the CFTC rule specifically 
covers reckless conduct. Unfortunately, while enacting these changes, Congress called 
the new anti-fraud rule a "prohibition regarding manipulation’’~s2, clarified this rule 
through a "special provision for manipulation by false reporting,’’~ ~~ and specified that 
such manipulation may result from "reckless disregard" of the falsity of certain 
information.~S4 As if to maximize the confusion, the new provision prohibits actual 
manipulation as well, under the heading "Other Manipulation.’’~s5 At the same time, the 
Dodd-Frank Act added an express prohibition of spoofing--a quintessential manipulative 
practice consisting of placing orders with an intent to cancel them prior to execution--in 
a different section of the CEA.~s6 As a result, CFTC now distinguishes between fraud- 
based manipulation (meaning good old fraud) and non-fraud-based manipulation 

173 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 111-203, 124 Star. 

1376 (2010) (codified as amended in scattered sections of the U.S. Code). 
174 7 U.S.C. §8 1-25 (2006). 
175 See 76 Fed. Reg. 41,398, at 41,407, 41,410. 

176 7 U.S.C. 88 6b, 6o. The anti-manipulation and anti-insider trading provisions were contained 

in 7 U.S.C. 88 4(c), 13. Admittedly, section 13 also contained penalties for certain forms of fraud. 
177 See 7 U.S.C. 89. 

178 7 U.S.C. 89a. 
179 The relevant legislative history is unilluminating. See H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 102-978 (1992); 

Sen. Rep. No. 102-22 (1992). Limited judicial precedents do not appear to interpret "gravity" as referring 

to aggressiveness, at least for irredeemable acts. The most extensive judicial discussion of the "gravity" 

term refers to numerous factors, suggesting that violations of both anti-fraud (contingently inefficient) and 
anti-manipulation (irredeemably inefficient) provisions m’e particularly serious of[’enses. See JCC, Inc. v. 
CFTC, 63 F.3d 1557, 1570-71 (1 lth Cir. 1995) (interpreting the "gravity" term while applying the anti- 
fraud provision of CEA). 

is0 See 7 U.S.C. 8 6(c); 76 Fed. Reg. 41,398, 41,399. 
181 See 17 C.F.R. 8 180.1 (2011); 76 Fed. Reg. 41,398, 41,399. 
182 7 W.S.C. 8 6(c)(1). 

lS~ Id. 8 6(c)(1)(A). 
184 Id. 

lS5 Id. 8 6(c)(3). 

lS6 Id. 8 6c(a)(5)(C). 
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(meaning actual manipulation).~Sv The agency refuses to endorse a (correct) view that 
while the folTner type of "manipulation" may indeed be reckless, the latter requires 
intent.~% The CFTC guidance also explains that half-truths~9 and misleading 

¯ 190 reporting are all forms of manipulation (of the fraud-based variety). 

It may well be the case that fraud (broadly understood) may be a serious problem in 
commodities and derivatives trading regulated by CFTC, especially as it expands in 
response to the Dodd-Frank Act. It may also be true that historically, manipulation has 
been a particularly great concern in commodities markets. But conflating contingently 
inefficient fraud and irredeemably inefficient manipulation is a poor way of emphasizing 
the gravity of either violation. 

Shifting the focus to taxation, one concludes that the implications of this article’ s analysis 
are decidedly mixed. On the one hand, the problem of failing to separate contingently 
and irredeemably inefficient acts does not arise here because all tax-motivated actions 
belong to the irredeemable category.~9~ Necessarily, the same is true of all such actions 
that are also inconsistent with congressional intent and are scrutinized via the economic 
substance doctrine. 

But the more important conclusion is that the proposed framework has only a limited use 
in the tax setting. While tax-motivated income shifting and character conversion may be 
plausibly analyzed by reference to the optimal income tax baseline, a myriad of other tax 
reduction strategies (and tax law violations) may not. One cannot say much about the 
entire tax law by reference to a framework that applies only to a small portion of it. 
Similarly, while the earlier discussion may be useful to tax scholars thinking about the 
economic substance doctrine, limiting the analysis to economic substance violations is 
itself an arbitrary decision. In the end, tax law is largely impe~wious to the optimization 
analysis that may be usefully deployed to evaluate many other legal regimes. 

What is the overall takeaway from this Part’s discussion? The proposed framework may 
claim a limited success. Policy prescriptions following from the analysis of irredeemable 
acts find reflections in several areas of the law, including the content of substantive rules 
and sanctions for their violations. The match is imperfect in some areas and absent in 
others. The same can be said, of course, about the traditional economic analysis of 
contingently inefficient acts. 

~87 76 Fed. Reg. 41.398, 41,404-05. 

~ss Id. 
~s9 Id. at 41,403. 

~90 Id. at 41,406. 
~91 If the ideal baseline is the optimal income tax, then tax-motivated adjustments between labor 

and leisure are not irredeemable acts because they are part of the ideal baseline. See Raskolnikov, supra 

note 32, at 548. 



IV, EXAMINING IRREDEEMABLY INEFFICIENT ACTS 

In presenting the core analysis of irredeemable acts, the discussion in Part II skipped over 
some complications and qualifications. This Part tests the boundaries of the irredeemable 
acts category and examines the assumptions underlying the earlier analysis. 

A. Is Inefficiency Inevitable? 

The most important characteristic of irredeemable acts is their inescapable inefficiency. 
However, this inefficiency is assured only if three conditions are met. First, the transfer 
of money is welfare neutral. Second, that transfer gives rise to no (meaningful) positive 
externalities. Third, the second-best considerations do not change the irredeemable 
inefficiency conclusion. Are all these conditions likely to be satisfied? 

The transfer is welfare neutral only if the utility gain to the winner is fully offset by the 
utility loss to the loser. If the winner’s gain is smaller than the loser’s loss, the transfer 
itself is welfare reducing and the general argument about the inevitable inefficiency of 
irredeemable acts is strengthened further. If the opposite is true, however, it is no longer 
clear that every irredeemable act is inefficient. 

The uncertainty about winners’ and losers’ utilities is the main reason I limit 
irredeemable acts to money transfers. Property theft by a starving hiker who bre’,~ks into 
a cabin in the woods and whose utility gain from stealing a loaf of bread vastly exceeds 
the utility loss to the cabin owner need not be addressed. Nevertheless, even a transfer of 
something as impersonal and fungible as money may give rise to divergent utilities due to 
the declining marginal utility of money. A strawing thief may value ten dollars stolen 
from a wealthy passerby much higher than the passerby himself.~92 

There is no categorical answer to this objection. A starving thief may indeed steal cash 
rather than food. The thief’ s marginal utility of money may indeed be higher than the 
victim’s. In fact, it may be so much higher that it exceeds both the victim’s utility loss 
and the substantial transfer costs of theft, at least in theory. There are reasons to think, 
however, that the example of a starving money thief is not nearly as problematic as it 
may appear. 

First, there is considerable empirical uncertainty regarding the variations in the utility of 
money, not to mention the rate of its decline)93 Second, fungibility of cash means that 
arguments relying on the declining marginal utility variations are relatively weak. Unlike 
a lost hiker strawing in the wilderness who is certain to consume the stolen food, a 
destitute pick pocket has many ways of disposing of the stolen cash. These include 
purchasing food, but also buying lock-breaking tools and engaging in theft on a greater 
scale. Needless to say, variations here are endless. Finally, larceny is only one of many 

192 An argument that a transfer may be welfare-increasing because the thief will use the money 

lnore efficiently than the victim will need not be seriously considered. Allowing transfers based on this 

justification would undermine the entire market economy, at which point the concerns about efficiency 

ilnprovements fade in light of the pressing need to address the impending war of all against all. 
193 See Daniel Friedman & Shyam Sunder, Risky’ Curves: From Unobservable Utili~’ to 

Observable Opportunity Sets’, available at _[_!_t__t_E]_!__s_~!_:_c_:£)_g_!_!__’_a__b_~_t_£~_c_3__=__l_=~=~_~_~. 
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irredeemable acts examples. Most other examples are unlikely to present the starving 
thief/wealthy victim pattern.194 For all these reasons--and subject to the caveats made 
at the end of this section--the marginal utility of money variations do not appear to raise 
a substantial challenge to the coherence of the irredeemable act category. 

The second condition that must be satisfied in order to conclude that irredeemable acts 
are always welfare reducing is that the externalities produced by these activities are 
negative overall. This is the case if a particular irredeemable act produces no positive 
externalities whatsoever, or if the resulting positive externalities are clearly smaller than 
the negative ones. 

The greatest debate about the nature of externalities resulting from any of the activities 
discussed above relates to insider trading. Arguments about its efficiency (and 

195 inefficiency) have continued for decades. While insider trading proponents appear to 
be in the minority, the debate has reached no final resolution. Moreover, insider trading 
is not unique. Scholars have discovered socially beneficial potential of other seemingly 
wasteful practices as well. For instance, they have pointed out that in some industries 
and under certain conditions and assumptions price fixing may facilitate innovation or 
reduce unproductive competition.196 Even tax evasion may have socially beneficial if it 
results in more efficient redistribution (on the margin) than progressive taxation does, at 
least in theory.197 

This article is not a place to debate any of these points. It is quite clear that some of the 
examples discussed above may give rise to some positive externalities under certain 
conditions. Whether these conditions are likely, and whether these externalities may 
possibly be comparable to (let alone greater than) the social costs that are certain to result 
from irredeemable acts is, ultimately, an empirical question. Robert Bork’ s view of price 
fixing appears to apply to many irreparable acts. Bork--hardly a proponent of 

194 Embezzlers are usually not worse off financially than their victims. Market manipulators are 

probably not poorer, on average, than ordinary investors in securities or commodities whose prices are 

manipulated. The same is true of corporate executives, bankers, and lawyers engaged in insider trading. It 

is difficult to know with certainty ~vho are the real beneficiaries of price fixing, bid rigging, and related 

antitrust offenses, but some combination of shareholders, employees, and suppliers comes to mind. There 

is no reason to expect that all these individuals are poorer, on average, than consumers forced to pay higher 

prices. Finally, taxpayers engaged in character conversion and income shifting are probably not extremely 

poor, and neither are tax shelter users potentially violating the economic substance doctrine. The transferor 

in this instance is the group of all other U.S. taxpayers. By definition, that group has average wealth. 
195 The early pro-insider trading position is staked out in HENRY G. MANNE, INSIDER TRADING 

AND THE STOCK MARKETS (1966). Proponents of insider trading argue that it facilitates delivery of 

inlbrmation to the market, diminishes stock price fluctuations, and provides an efficient compensation 

mechanism for corporate insiders. This Article is not the place to evaluate these arguments. Their 

dismissal by other scholars summarized in the leading securities law treatise appears persuasive. See Loss 
~ SELIGMAN, supra note 27, at 919-927; cf Stephen Clark, Insider Trading and Financial Economics: 

Where Do We Go from Here?, 16 Start. J.L. Bus. & Fin. 43, 57-63 (2010). 
196 See, e.g., MICHAf:L D. WHINSTON, LECTURES ON ANTrI’RUST ECONOMICS (2006); Mark F. 

Grady, Toward a Positive Economic TheoO, of Antitrust, 30 Econ. Inq. 225,228-29 (1992)(describing 

conditions under which inability of firms in the industry to fix prices "leads to ruin"). 
197 See Wojciech Kopczuk, Redistribution When Avoidance Behavior Is" Hete~vgeneous, 81 J. Pub. 

Econ. 51, 53-54 (2001). 
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government intervention in private markets--had the following to say: "The efficiencies 
arising from a naked price-fixing or market-division agreement, if any even do arise, 
must be so minor that the law is justified in ignoring them.’’~9s Other antitrust scholars 
certainly share this view. 199 

The third (and related) challenge to the conclusion regarding the ultimate inefficiency of 
irredeemable acts comes from the focus on second-best considerations. There is a 

theoretical possibility that an irredeemable act clearly inefficient on its own terms may be 
efficiency increasing if it offsets a pre-existing distortion. Jagdish Bhagwati called this 
the "paradox of beneficial outcome" from engaging in DUP activities decades ago.z°° If 

the status quo includes an inefficient tariff, he argued, tariff evasion "may be welfare 
improving.’’2m The same may be said about tax evasion,2°2 and perhaps even churning 

and price fixing. 

It is instructive that while Bhagwati explicitly includes theft in his framework,2°~ and 
while he clearly anticipates that a DUP activity may be efficient despite being illegal,z°4 
he does not argue that theft may be efficiency-increasing. No doubt, this is because such 
argument would be highly implausible empirically. It is easy to imagine how a tariff 
evasion may be socially desirable because economists view (most) tariffs as clearly 
inefficient.2°5 The case for tax evasion is much weaker even if a particular tax (such as a 
tax on capital income) is viewed as welfare reducing.2°6 The problem with embracing tax 
evasion on efficiency grounds is that if tax enforcement is relaxed, there is no assurance 
that taxpayers will evade the inefficient tax and comply with a (relatively) efficient one. 
When the discussion shifts to embezzlement, churning, or price fixing, the paradox of 
beneficial outcome becomes even less plausible. What argument would support 
efficiency of any of these activities? What preexisting distortions would these acts 
alleviate to such a great degree that their obvious and substantial costs would pale in 
comparison?z°7 While the second-best problems are pervasive in the real world, 
irredeemable acts cannot plausibly be offered as a solution to these problems. 

198 ROBERT H. BORK, THE ANTITRUST PARADOX, 268 (1978). 
199 See, e.g., Frank H. Easterbrook, The Limits of Antitrust, 63 Tex. L. Rev. 1, 19 (1984)("[I]f a 

group of firms agree on price but do not integrate any of their production facilities," they "reduce output 
and produce nothing in return."); Louis Kaplow, supra note 31, at 361 (2011)("[W]hile permitting 
oligopolistic price elevation may produce some dynamic gains, there is insufficient nexus to justify price 
fixing."). 

2OO 

201 

2O2 

2O3 

2O4 

See Bhagwati, supra note 5, at 991-96. 

Id. at 995. 

See Raskolnikov, supra note 32, at 574-75. 

See Bhagwati, supra note 5, at 991. 

See id. at 995. 
205 See, e.g., Paul Krugman, What Should Trade Negotiators Negotiate About?, 35 J. Econ. Lit. 

113, 113, 115 (1997)(summarizing the well-known economic case Jbr fi’ee trade). 
206 It is not. See Raskolnikov, supra note 32, at 565. 

207 Perhaps one may argue that larceny may offset a suboptimal income inequality, reducing the 

need for a distortionary redistributive taxation. One would have to hold the tax and transfer system in truly 

low regard to view this argument even remotely plausible. 
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The broader point is clear by now. Perhaps some claims may be advanced to suggest 
certain socially valuable effects of this or that irredeemable act. If these effects exist, 
they are highly unlikely to raise a meaningful doubt about the act’s overall inefficiency. 
At the same time, another observation made about per se antitrust violations such as price 
fixing may be extended to all irredeemable acts. "The per se rule is an empirical rule .... 
Like all empirical rules [it] is not based on logical necessity but on accumulated 
observation.’’2°8 If one day economists realize that churning or option backdating leads to 
remarkable efficiency gains, these acts should lose their irredeemably inefficient label. 

B. Are Irredeemable Acts Really Different? 

Even if one is convinced about the certain inefficiency of irredeemable acts doubts may 
linger. There are plenty of other activities that are surely inefficient. There are many 
actions that are certain to be resisted by some of the parties involved. Is there anything 
unique about irredeemable acts? The only way to answer this question is to consider 
other, possibly indistinguishable, categories one by one. Fortunately, the list of such 
categories is not very long and the distinctions can be readily made. 

To begin with, is there anything special about irredeemable acts’ inefficiency? What 
about other certainly inefficient acts? Imagine, for instance, a coal-fueled power plant 
operating without any pollution control equipment. This is clearly inefficient--the plant 
owner’s profit is lower than the environmental harm (in this case, both on average and at 
the margin). The plant’s operation is clearly socially harmful, just like theft, churning, 
and so on. Is there a difference? 

There are a few. First, the inefficiency of plant’s operation can be determined without 
any inquiry into the state of mind of the plant’s operator. Maybe the operator negligently 
failed to notice that the emissions controls stopped working. Maybe he deliberately 
failed to install them to save costs. Whatever the reason, the plant’s operation without 
emission controls is socially harmful. In contrast, it is impossible to evaluate the social 
costs of an outcome possibly caused by an irredeemable act without understanding the 
intent of the actor. 

Moreover, while the plant’s operation without emission controls is clearly inefficient, it 
doesn’t follow that the socially optimal solution is to close the plant. It may be the case 
that installing the control s, while reducing the operator’s profit, will still enable the 
operator to make money. In other words, the efficient amount of the external harm 
produced by the plant (pollution) need not be zero. In contrast, the optimal amount of 
external hama of irredeemable acts is zero when these acts are considered on their own 
terms. 

What if the plant’ s technology is so outdated that no equipment may reduce pollution to a 
point where the plant’s operation is efficient? In this case the optimal solution is to shut 
down the plant. In other words, the optimal level of the activity in question is zero, just 
like the optimal level of theft (and other irredeemable acts taken in isolation). Yet even 

208 HOVENKAMP, supra note 6, at 256. 



in this case the distinction between contingently and irredeemably inefficient acts is 
important. While the conclusion about the zero activity level happens to be the same in 
both cases, the reasons underlying this conclusion are different. Needless to say, 
understanding these reasons is important in order to conduct appropriate analysis in every 
case, including (many of) those where the optimal activity level is different from zero. 

One of the points emphasized throughout the article is that regulation of irredeemable 
acts is challenging because it is difficult to differentiate between irredeemable acts and 
their efficient lookalike counterparts. What about contingently inefficient acts that give 
rise to the uncertainty about the efficiency of the underlying behavior? To make the 
comparison even closer, what about such acts that are also intentional? 

Imagine a car speeding at 80 mph on a highway while the speed limit is 55 mph. Assume 
that when a police officer stops the car the driver confesses that he set the cruise control 
at 80 mph, so there is no doubt that the act of speeding was deliberate. Is this example 
(of a contingently inefficient act) fundamentally different t¥om churning and price fixing? 

It certainly is. The uncertainty in the speeding example arises due to our lack of 
knowledge of private benefits of speeding. We know that each act of driving (and 
speeding) gives rise to costs and benefits. We know that 55 mph is the optimal speed 
limit on average. But we are not sure about the exact cost-benefit tradeoff for every 
driver. The speeding driver may be joy riding while hoping to avoid detection or rushing 
a sick child to the hospital while being fully prepared to pay a high fine. Fortunately, we 
do not need to determine the driver’s private benefits of speeding in each case in order to 
regulate speeding optimally. All we need to determine is the expected external harm of 
driving 80 mph--the negative externality of speeding. Once this is known, the speeding 
fines will give drivers appropriate incentives to abstain from speeding in most cases and, 
as importantly, to speed in some circumstance. In other words, not only is it true that 
driving in some form is efficient, there is such a thing as efficient speeding, and the same 
is true for many other contingently inefficient acts. 

But efficient churning does not exist. There is no uncertainty about private benefits of 
churning because the benefit of stealing $100 from a client is the same for every 
broker.2°9 Moreover, unlike in the speeding example where determining the driver’s 
intent does not end the inquiry into the efficiency of a given act of speeding, determining 
the broker’s intent does resolve all uncertainty about the efficiency of the broker’s trading. 
This is because, in contrast with contingently inefficient acts, intent is the only factor that 
deternfines the efficiency of an observed outcome possibly caused by an irredeemable act. 

Perhaps, irredeemable acts are not the only offenses that turn solely on the offender’s 
state of mind. But contingently inefficient acts whose efficiency may depend solely on 
the actor’s mental state are different from irredeemable ones. Consider employment 
discrimination. Assmne that this offense is defined as employer’s changing a hiring or 
firing decision due to the employer’s animus toward a particular category of people 

209 1 ignore possible variations in the marginal utility of money among brokers for the reasons 

already discussed. 
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(compared to what the decision would have been in the absence of such animus). While 
surely not the only possible definition of discrimination.2~°~ this is the definition that 
results in the closest analogy to irredeemable acts. Under this definition, intent is both 
hidden and detemlinative of the efficiency analysis. Discriminators are likely to expend 
resources to conceal their animus-based decisions and those discriminated against are 
sure to resist discrimination. Thus, transfer costs are inevitable. 

Yet discrimination is not an irredeemable act because its inefficiency is uncertain. While 
the victims of discrimination surely experience a utility loss because of it, the 
discriminators just as certainly gain satisfaction. Whatever one may think about this kind 
of utility, economic analysis has no way of distinguishing it from the utility of a speeding 
driver rushing a sick child to a hospital or, for that matter, the utility of any other member 
of the society doing anything he or she prefers to do. Law and economics writers 
occasionally suggest that we should discount (or completely disregard) the utility of 
actors whose conduct the author finds to be repulsive. These authors refer to such utility 

~ ,,212 as "illicit,’’2~ not ~egmmate,    or falling "outside the welfare space.’’2~3 Unfortunately, 
this argument simply defines the fundamental problem away. Its fatal flaws are 
acknowledged by economists and non-economists alike.2~4 Without a reason to disregard 
the discriminator’s utility gain, we cannot conclude that this gain is necessarily smaller 
then (or equal to) the victim’s utility loss. All of this is not to say that discrimination is 
socially desirable, only to point out the limits of the economic analysis of discrimination. 
These limits do not constrain the analysis of irredeemable acts because the assumption 
about the lack of (net) social gain from money transfers is much easier to m’,~ke.2~5 

210 Even economic conceptualizations of discrimination (not to mention the legal tests) are more 

varied that this definition. See John J. Donohue, Antidiscrimination Law, in 2 HANDBOOK OF LAW 
ECONOMICS 1387, 1394 (A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell eds., 2007). 

211 George J. Stigler, The Optimum Enforcement of Law, 78 J. Polit. Econ. 526, 527 (1970). 

212 Louis Kaplow, The Optimal Probability and Magnitude of Fines for Acts That Definitely Are 

Undesirable, 12 Int’l Rev. L. Econ. 3 (1992). 
21~ JeffL. Lewin & William N. Trmnbull, The Social Value of Crime?, 10 Int. Rev. L. & Econ. 

271,278 (1990). 
214 See John J. Donohue, III, Book Review, The Law and Economics of Tort Law: The Profound 

Revolution, 102 Harv. L. Rev. 1047, 1067-69 (1989); Claire Einkelstein, The Inefficiency ofMens Rea, 88 

Cal. L. Rev. 895,903 (2000); Fred S. McChesney, Boxed In: Economists and BenefitsJkom Crime, 13 Int’l 

Rev. L. Econ. 225 (1993); Joel Slemrod & Shlomo Yitzhaki, Tax Avoidance, Evasion, and Administration, 

in 3 HANDBOOK OF PUBLIC ECONOMICS 1423, 1447 (Alan J. Auerbach & Martin Feldstein eds., 2002). 
215 Fred McChesney’s theory of criminal law is similar to this article’s argument both because it 

relies on Tullock’s analysis of theft and because it rejects the assertions that anyone’s gains should not be 

counted. See McChesney, supra note 214. However, his argument sweeps too broadly. McChesney 

applies Tullock’s analysis of theft to all conduct branded as criminal by the society. Following Tullock’s 

lead, he emphasizes the social costs that arise from crime (i.e., the transfer costs) in addition to the victim’s 

loss. These costs, he argues, "mean that criminals" gains mus’t inevitably fall short of crime’s costs’. When 

these costs are included--regardless of whether criminals’ gains are counted--the optimal amount of crime 

is a corner solution [i.e., zero]." McChesney, supra note 214, at 228 (emphasis added). McChesney’s 

conclusion depends critically on the assumption that criminals’ gains do not exceed victims’ losses to such 

an extent that the excess is greater than other costs of crime. To be sure, that assumption is much more 

plausible than the assertion that criminals’ gains are zero or that they simply do not count. Yet it is just an 



The final question is the most challenging one: are contingently and irredeemably 
inefficient acts distinct when the former involve deception? What distinguishes market 
manipulation from corporate misstatements? The former involves misleading acts, the 
latter misleading statements. In either case, the affected parties are likely to resist being 
misled, so social costs are likely to arise. Is there a difference? 

Indeed there is. While every inquiry into (irredeemable) manipulation presents us with a 
binary choice, an inquiry into (contingently inefficient) misstatements does not. In 
evaluating corporate misstatements, perhaps we may identify a full truth and a complete 
lie. But there is a vast terrain in between these two opposites, and there is no sharp line 
separating the two. Securities fraud litigation is a stark example of the difficulties 
encountered by courts in deciding what misleading statements are false enough.2~6 These 
difficulties are understandable because corporate misstatements lie on the same 
continuum as truthful corporate statements, and the latter certainly belong to the ideal 
efficient capital market baseline.2a7 

One may try to re-establish clarity by focusing on the speaker’s own view of falsity. If 
we had a mind reading machine, would we not be able to set a clear boundary between 
deliberate lying and full truth in corporate misstatement cases? We would not because in 
this context intent is much more complex than it is for irredeemable acts. A corporate 
executive may intend to flat-out mislead the market, just like a market manipulator may. 
But the executive may also intend to confuse the market, or to buy time, or to convey 
only partial information, or to give a correct overall impression without revealing a 
critical fact. None of these shades of gray are possible for market manipulators. They 
either act with a bad purpose or they do nothing wrong. This is just another way of 
stating that while irredeemable acts involve binary decisions contingently inefficient acts 
do not.2~ 8 

empirical guess for which McChesney offers no support. This article limits irredeemable acts to money 

transfers precisely in order to avoid the need to rely on this conjecture. 
216 False enough, that is, to give rise to liability. See Alexander, supra note 51, at 1498 n.39 

("projections or statements about the future can turn out to be wrong through bad luck or bad judgment as 

well as fraud. Before discovery, plaintiffs cannot always distinguish losses caused by bad luck from loses 
caused by fraud .... "); Donald C. Langew~ort, Capping Damagesfi)r Open-Market Securities Fraud, 38 

Ariz. L. Rev. 639, 652 (1996)(referring to "the dimly illuminated margins of the half-truth doctrine and the 

duty to update"). 
217 That is, unlike a zero-net-gain money transfer, a process of disseminating information about 

corporate issuers is efficiency-enhancing when the information is correct and efficiency-reducing when it is 

false. Given the lack of clear boundary between true and false information, regulation of its disclosure 

presents the typical challenge of optimal regulation of contingently inefficient acts. For an explanation of 

social costs of false disclosure, see Merritt B. Fox, Civil Liability and Mandatory Disclosure, 109 Colum. L. 

Rev. 237, 252 (2009). 
21s The earlier discrimination example presents a contingently inefficient act featuring binary 

intent. It is important to remember, however, that this example is purposefully constructed to come as 

close to an irredeemable act as possible. The example reflects neither the doctrinal treatment of 

discrimination nor a theoretical position regarding how discrimination should be defined frotn a welfarist 

perspective. 
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Here is another way to make the same point. Intent is crucial in differentiating 
irredeemable acts from their benign lookalikes. If that intent is known, the differentiation 
is easy to make. Intent is also important in evaluating some contingently inefficient acts. 
However, even if this intent is discovered it will still be unclear whether the act is 
inefficient. If we had a mind reading machine, the overdeterrence problem for 
irredeemable acts would cease to exist, but it would very much remain for contingently 
inefficient ones. 

In sum, irredeemable acts present a unique package of features. The money transfer 
condition assures the absence of any net social benefit. The intentional and non- 
consensual nature requirement assures the existence of the transfer costs, leading to the 
irredeemable inefficiency conclusion. The dispositive role of intent and its binary nature 
distinguishes irredeemable acts from contingently inefficient ones. The two types really 
are fundamentally different from the social welfare perspective. 

CONCLUSION 

On reflection, the existence of the irredeemable acts category is entirely unsurprising. 
Life reminds us again and again that occupation, social status, personal wealth, and 
financial sophistication are no cure for some basic human flaws. There will always be 
pick pockets and bank robbers; there will always be Madoffs, Helmsleys, and Kozlowskis 
as well. Other people’ s money are too irresistible for some of us, and the ways of 
misappropriating other people’s money are apparently endless. Because these theft-like 
activities raise unique regulatory design challenges, it is important to recognize 
irredeemable acts in whatever setting they arise and to regulate them separately from 
their contingently inefficient counterparts. 

It may also make sense to expand the inquiry beyond money transfers. Perhaps, the 
example of a starving hiker in the woods is not representative of most property theft, or it 
may be addressed along with other exceptional cases. Perhaps, we can distinguish (no 
doubt, imperfectly) outright lies in corporate disclosures from misleading but not clearly 
false statements. Perhaps, we may agree that while the private gain of someone engaged 
in discrimination is not zero, it is extremely unlikely to exceed the private loss of those 
discriminated against combined with other social costs of discrimination, at least in most 
cases. If we reach any of these conclusions, this article’ s insights will find a much 
broader application. The article’s contribution, after all, is not in compiling an exhaustive 
list of irredeemable acts, but in offering their economic analysis and exploring its 
implications for regulatory design. 
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2014 WINTER/SPRING MINI-CAMP APPLICATION 

Space is available on a first-come, first-served basis. The age range for mini-camp is 5-13. The maximum for 
each mini-camp is 30 campers. Space ~vill be reserved only on receipt of a check (payable to FSRA). 

Name of Child: Age: Sex: 

Parent 1: 

Home Phone: 

Parent 2: 

Home Phone: 

Work Phone: Cell/Pager 

Work Phone: Cell/Pager 

Family e-mail address: 

Name and Phone of emergency contact other than above: 

Please check the mini-camp(s) you are registering for: 

[--] Tuesday, January 21 

[---] Monday, Februm5~ 17 

[---] Friday, March 28 

[---] Monday, March 31 

[---] Tuesday, April 1 

[--] Wednesday, April 2 

[--] Thursday, April 3 

[---] Friday, April 4 

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

Feeperfamilyperday: $45-1 child     $75-2children     $100-3children 
Please have your child bring a bag lunch and a tennis racquet. 

If your child has any physical or emotional concerns please state: 

Amount enclosed $ 

No refunds without Manager’s approval. 

Payment MUST be made before arrival or day of camp. We no longer charge accounts. 
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Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 10:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: L~mch today 

Hi, Lissa - Weicome back. I’m eager to hear about your Christmas and trip, Unfortunateiy, f have an academic affairs meeting today from noon to ~:S0, so 

lunch probabl}, doesn’t work. What about tomorrow or Wednesda},? 

Elizabeth 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Nonday, Janua~ 06, 2054 9:55 AN 

To: Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
Subject= Lunch today 

Hi Elizabeth -Are you around and free for lunch today? We ~ot home late last night and the cupboard was bare so I didn’t have anythin~ to brin~ in for today. 

Hope all is well. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Bankin~ Law 

Director, Center for Bankin~ and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9~9.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!bank~n~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 
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Elizabeth 
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To: Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
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Subje~t~ RE: Lunch today 
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Elizabeth 

F~= Broome, Lissa L 
Seat= Nonday, 3anua~ 06, 2054 9:55 AN 

Te; Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
Sabject= Lunch today 

Hi Elizabeth -Are you around and free for lunch today? We 8ot home late ~ast nisht and the cupboard was bare so I didn’t have anythin8 to brin~ in for today. 

Hope all is well. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Bankin8 Law 

Director, Center for Bankin8 and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hal~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9&9.962.7066 

http:i/www.law~unc.edu/centers/bankin~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: http://wwwlawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 
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Venable Events <Events@Venable.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 12:53 PM 
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REMINDER: Join Us for a Webinar: CFPB 2014 Regulatory Outlook: Nonbanks 

CFPB 2o~.4 Regulatory Outlook: Nonbanks 

Please join Venable LLP for a complimentary webinar on the CFPB ~o~4 Regulato~j Outlook: 
Nonbanks on Wednesday, Janual~� 8th from 2:00 pan. - :]:,’~0 p.m. ET. Members of 
Venable ~ s CFPB "F~sk Fo~oe~: will review the current state of federal consumer financial protection law 
and policy and outline what you and your company or organization need to know about what~ ls ahead. 
During the webinar, the speakers will share their experiences from the front lines and offer strategies to 
help you navigate the evolving legal landscape. 

Topics ~11 include: 

Enforcement Actions: Who ~ s at risk and what to expect; 
Nonbank Supervision and Examination: Lessons learned and which markets are next?; 
Rulemaking Updates: The latest on rulemakings and proposals related to mortgage, small dollar 
loan, debt collection, arbitration, and more; and 
Congress: Reform and criticism. 

This session will be geared towards nondepository consumer financial products and services providers 
and their service providers, including advertisers, in such markets as student loans, mortgage servicing, 
auto lending, small dollar lending, consumer reporting, consumer credit and related services, money 
transmission and cheek cashing, prepaid cards, debt collection, and debt relief services. 

Partieipa nts will have an opportunity to ask questions and ~vill receive a copy of the presentation and 
other materials fbllovving the live event. 

Npeake~.~,s~ 
Suzarme ivo Garv, ood, Esq., Partner, Co-Chair CFPB Task Force, Venable LLP 
A[iy,~on Bo Baker, Esq., Partner, Venable LLP, and tbrmerly an attorney in the Office of Enforcement at 
the CFPB 
Andrew Oin~em, Esq., Partner, Venable LLP, and former Chief Counsel and Deputy Staff Director at the 
U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Aft:airs 

Jona khan L. Pompan, Esq., Partner, Co- Chair CFPB ’][’ask Force, Venable LLP 

C~ek heee to view the event summary and speaker biographies. 

Please respond by clicking one of the buttons below. 



If you have any questions, please contact Kelly Harris at g~?,:{):.[~!~i>.~:~.!~’.!~:~!~!?~!~:=.g{,;!:..q.! or 202.344.4759. 

C~ek ~e~oe for more information on Venable’s CFPB Task Force. 
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IFLR Webcast: Dodd-Frank Implementation: What to Expect in 2014 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Webcast 

~FLg:~ Webcas~ 

Dodd-Frank Implementation: What to Expect in 2014 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 

11:00 a.m - 12:30 pm. EST 

Follow us on Twitter 

~Thinkinqcapmkts 

For more information: 
A~e~a P~we r~ 

{212) 33ff-4312 

Three-and-a-half years have passed since enactment of the Dodd- 

Frank Act, Join us as we examine the most significant rules 

finalized in 2013, including the regulatory capital rules, the 

framework for the and the Title VII regulatory mortgage market, 

framework for the regulation of derivatives. We will focus on the key 

rules expected to be finalized in 2014, including: 

¯ The LCR requirement, a long-term debt requirement, and 

measures to address reliance on short-term wholesale 

funding; 

¯ Enhanced prudential standards; 

¯ Risk retention requirements; 

¯ The Volcker Rule, derivatives push-out and the remaining 

pieces of the derivatives regulatory regime under Title VII; and 

Other significant Dodd-Frank milestones. 

S~eakers: 

¯ Kenneth Kohler 

¯ Anna Pinedo 

¯ James Schwartz 

¯ Danielle Myles, IFLR (moderator) 

New York and California CLE credit is pending. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New CLE: Essential Federal Filing Obligations for the Non-Nonprotit Attorney 

Trouble viewing? 

ii.~ Essentials bytheABAAcademy 

No~profit Isst~es for the 
Non--Nonprofit Attorney: 
Essentia~ Federal FiIing 
ONigations 
This program will cover the issues relating to nonprofit tax-related 

federal filing obligations. The panel will review: 

Major issues in preparing IRS Form 1023 

The application for recognition of federal tax-exempt status 

IRS Form 990, the annual information return for tax-exempt 

organizations 

Too busy to attend? 
~.-~:2.:R~.~:$.~.!.;q~}£. the recorded program now. 

ii"~ AudioOD-ROM ] Audio CD-ROM 
Ships 02/12/14 

Also from the ABA 

Audio CLE 

1.5 credit requested 

$150 General Public 

$1 35-125 ABA Members 

$411.75 - $336.55 ABA Members 

[.~. iI Register NOW                ] 

January 22, 20f4 

1:00 PM -2:30 PM ET 

Webinar 

1.5 CLE credits requested 

CART Services Available 

$125 Section Members 

$150 ABA Members 

$195 General Public 

Sponsor 

Business Law Section 

January 14, 2014 

A Beginner’s Guide to 

Entertainment Law 

January 15, 20t4 

Nonprofit Issues for the Non- 

Nonprofit Attorney: Essential 

Governing Documents 

January 23, 2014 

Howto Ethically Build Your 

Reputation as a New or 

Transitioning Lawyer 

January29, 2014 

Surviving a Hart-Scott-Rodino Act 

Second Request 

Thb message was sent to ibroorne@email.unc edu. ’four e-mail address will only be used witNn the ABA 

We do net sell or run, e-mail addresses. 

Update your p[oNe Marla!.le yoci[ erna[[ pre~e[ences UnsubscHbe Privacy Policy Contact Us 

÷ American Bar AssociaJon 1:321 N Clark, Chicago~ IL 60854-7595 i 800.-285-2221 1312-.988.-5522 
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Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 2:28 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t~rm tennis] Winter Tem~is? 

We roll be holding our afternoon Junior clinics today at 4:30 and 5:30. 

As for tomorrow, we are going to cancel all lessons and clinics. 

All lessons and clinics for Tuesday January 7th are cancelled due to the belowj?eezing temperatures. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34067491-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d 164a~,~]istserv.unc.edu 

For more intbrmation, see onr website: http://www.anc~ann.oW 
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Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@pepperlawupdates.com> 
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F[NEA’s 2014 Regulatory and Examination Priorities Address Existing and Emerging Investor Protection 
and Market Integrity Issues - Client Alert - 3anuary 6, 2014 

To view this email as a web page, go here 

Client Alert 
January 6, 2014 

~[N~A’~ 2014 ~gu~t~ry ~ Ex~i~tion Pri~ri~ie~ A~ress £x~ ~ 

On January 2, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) published its annual regulatory and 
examination priorities letter. The letter identifies and sets forth how FINRA intends to address 
significant risks and issues that could adversely affect investors and market integrity in 2014. FINRA 
addresses four categories of priorities in its letter, and a number of sub-issues in each category: (1) 
Business Conduct Priorities, (2) Fraud Priorities, (3) Financial and Operational Priorities, and (4) 
Market Regulation Priorities. This client alert summarizes some of the issues that FINRA highlights in 
its annual letter. 

FINRA Executive Vice President of Regulatory Operations Susan Axelrod stated that the purpose of 

the letter is to "provide insight to the industry on specific areas of concern for [FINRA’s] regulatory 
programs in the coming year." FINRA "encourage[s] firms to use this guidance along with their own 
analysis to enhance their programs as [FINRA] will be examining for strong controls and robust 
compliance efforts in these areas." FlNRA-regulated firms should review their written supervisory 
procedures to determine whether they are reasonably designed to address the issues identified by 
FINRA, and continue to update them as FINRA revises its view on risks throughout the year. 

Read more 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets 

Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

This Alert is a periodical publication of Pepper Hamilton LLP and it was created as of the date set 
forth above and is based on laws, court decisions, administrative rulings and congressional materials 

that existed at that time, and should not be construed as legal advice or legal opinions on specific 
facts. The information in this publication is not intended to create, and the transmission and receipt 

of it does not constitute, a lawyer-client relationship. The contents are intended for general 
information purposes only, and you are urged to consult a lawyer concerning your own situation and 
any specific legal questions you may have. Any tax information or written tax advice contained herein 

(including any attachments) is not intended to be and cannot be used by any taxpayer for the 
purpose of avoiding tax penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. 

(The foregoing legend has been affixed pursuant to U.S. Treasury 
Regulations governing tax practice.) 

This publication may contain attorney advertising. 

Copyright © 2014 Pepper Hamilton LLP. All rights reserved. 
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Business Review ] Little Rock Road becomes one-way at airport on Tuesday 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Little Rock Road becomes 

one~way at airport on 

Tuesday 

People driving to Charlotte 

Douglas International Airport will 

notice one of the first big changes 

to how they access the terminal on 

Tuesday, as Little.. 

deal 

Time Warner Cable said Monday it has closed on its 

$600 million purchase of Charlotte-based DukeNet 

Communications. 

Rock Hil~ planners to vote on new g~’almart 

Rock Hill’s Planning Commission is set to vote 

Tuesday on a plan for a new Walmart store that has 

members of a nearby subdivision upset 

Nii}itary4riendly businesses, other resources 

make dent in Rock Hil~ vet unemployment 

Don Lowman described his first transition from 

military to civilian life as a tough one, filled with 

"reckless behavio¢’ where he estranged himself from 

family and friends and could barely find or hold down 

a job. 

~etBlue suspends operations at N’f, Boston 

airF~orts 

JetBlue is scaling back operations at three New York- 

area airports and at Boston’s Logan International 

Airport in an effort to catch up with dozens of weather- 

related delays and cancellations. 

T-Mobile to buy spectrum ~icenses from 

Verizon 

T-Mobile said Monday that it’s reached deals to buy 

spectrum licenses from Verizon Wireless for $237 

billion in cash, allowing it to improve certain kinds of 

cellular service in markets across the US. 

A weak start to 20%t 

con[inues fo~ stock market 

Stocks edged lower on Monday, 

extending a sluggish start to 2014, 

as traders assessed a 

disappointing slowdown in service 

industry growth in the U.S 

~en’s Wearho~se boosts bid for dos, A, Bank 

Despite rebuked overtures on both sides, The Men’s 

Wearhouse and Jos. A. Bank could wind up together 

for better or worse. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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In the Polls 

The ACC has six teams ranked in this 
week’s AP poll, inciuding three in the 

top six. Notre Dame is ranked No. 2, 

whiie Duke stands at No. & Maryiand 

moved to No. 6, and North Carolina 
dropped to No. 13. Florida State 

moved up to No. 1.8, while NC State 

re, ado its AP Poll debut at No 20 to 
mark the first time the Wolfpack has 

been ranked since March or 2007 

Syracuse and Georgia Tech are receiv- 

ing votes in this week’s po[i. 

ACC Player and Rookie of the Week 
Pit[ junior guard Brianna Kiesel and 

Maryland freshman guard Shatori 

Waiker-Kimbrough have been named 

the Atiantic Coast Conference Wom- 

en’s Basketbail Piayer and Rookie 

of the Week, as voted on by the 

Blue Ribbon Panei. Kiesel averaged 

23 points and seven assists while 

shooting 53.6 percent from the floor 

in two ACC gam, es last week, which 

inciuded a 79-75 win at Virginia on 

Jan 5. Walkep-Kimbrough came off 

the bench and immediately made an 

impact for the Terrapins in their 79-- 

70 win at No. 10/1.:[ North Carolina 
on Sunday. The rookie scored 13 of 

her :[6 points in the first hail and 

finished the carrie with a career-high 

seven rebounds. It is her second 
straight Rookie of the Week honor~ 

TripleoDoubie Showing 

Maryland’s Alyssa Thomas recorded 

her fourth career tripie-doubie, and 

second of the season, in the Terps’ 

110-53 win over Wofford on Dec. 

28. Thomas registered 18 points, 1.2 

rebounds and 10 assists in 28 min- 

utes of action. Thomas’ triple-double 

is the 19th overall in ACC wom, en’s 

basketball history and eighth overall 

in Maryland basketball history. She is 

the only piayer in league history with 

four triple-doubles for her career. 

Douglas From Distance 

Wake Forest’s Chelsea Douglas 

matched an ACC single-game record, 

knocking down nine 3-pointers in 

the Demon Deacons’ 86-79 win over 

FllJ on Dec. 29. The nine .]-pointers 

are also a Wake Forest record, and 
tied an NCAA single-game high this 

season 

Hitting the Centuw Mark 

ACC teams have hit the century mark 

13 times this season. Syracuse, Notre 

Dame, North Carolina, Maryland, Ge- 
origa ]-ec h and Duke have ali scored 

:~O0-plus points in at least one game 

this season. 

Conference Overal~ 

Team W 

Boston College .............. 

Duke ............................. 

Florida State ................. 

Maryland ...................... 

Miami ........................... 

NC State ........................ 

Notre Dame .................. 

Pi~sburgh ..................... 

Clemson ........................ 0 

Georgia Tech ................. 0 

North Carolina .............. 0 

Syracuse ........................ 0 

Virginia ......................... 0 

Virginia Tech ................. 0 

Wake Forest .................. 0 

L P~ Hm Rd W L Pct Hm Rd Neu Streak 

0 1.000 1--0 0--0 10 S .667 7-1 2-2 1-2 W7 

0 1.000 0-0 1-0 14 1 .933 6-I 5-0 3-0 W4 
0 1.000 0-0 i-0 13 1 .929 7-0 5-1 i-0 W9 
0 1.000 0-0 i-0 13 1 .929 8-i 3-0 2-0 Wll 
0 1.000 0-0 i-0 9 5 .643 7-3 2-2 0--0 Wl 
0 1,000 I-0 0-0 14 1 .933 9-0 2-0 3-1 W8 
0 1.000 i-0 0-0 13 0 1.000 8-0 4-0 i-0 WI3 
1 .500 0-i i-0 9 7 .562 4--4 4-1 1-2 Wl 
1 ,000 0-0 0-1 8 7 .533 4-4 3-2 I-I L1 

1 .000 0-1 0-0 10 4 ,714 7-1 0-2 3-1 L1 

1 ,000 0-1 0-0 12 3 .800 7-2 1-0 4-1 L1 

1 .000 0--0 0--1 11 3 .786 7-0 1-3 3-0 L2 

1 .000 0-1 0-0 7 7 ,500 5-2 2-2 0-3 L1 

1 ,000 0-0 0-1 10 4 .714 7-1 3-2 0-0 L2 

1 .000 0--1 0--0 9 5 .643 6-1 2-3 1-1 L1 

1 o The ACC has one undefeated team in No. 2/2 Notre Dame~ 
-[he Fighting Irish are one of five undefeated teams (UConn, 
San Diego, Indiana, Notre Dame, Iowa State) in Division I. At 
13-0, Notre Dame continues the third-best start in program 
history and best since a ]5-0 debut in 2009-10. 

2: - Maryland’s 5hatori Walker-Kimbrough earned her second 
ACC Roolde of the Week honor this week. She joins Georgia 
Tech’s Kaela Davis and North Caroiina% AIlisha Gray as the 
only players to repeat as Rookie of the Week this season. 

3-Three ACC teams- Notre Dame, Duke and Maryland- are 
among the top five in the nation m field goal percentage. ND 
leads the nation averaging a 51.0 percent shooting clip, while 
Duke ranks third (501) and Maryland is fifth (48.7). 

7 o ACC teams which have started conference piay with a win. 
Four of those wins came on the road. 

8 - North Carolina freshman Stephanie Mavunga owns an 
ACe-freshman high eight doubie-doubies through 15 games 
this season. 

13 - Maryland’s Alyssa Thomas owns an NCAA-high 1.3 dou- 
ble-doubles this season. Wake Forest’s Chelsea Douglas ranks 
second in the nation with 11. double-doubles. 

13 - The ACC owns ]3 non-conference wins over Top-25 
teams, including four over Top 10 teams. 

48 - Wake Forest’s Chelsea Douglas scored a Wake Forest 
record 48 points in the Demon Deacons’ 86-79 win at FlU on 
Dec. 29. Dougias’ 48 points just missed the ACC single-game 
record of 50 set by NC State’s Andrea Stinson on Dec. 3, 
1989. Her 48 points are also the second-most scored in a 
single Division I game this season. Douglas owns two o[ the 
league’s top six single-game scoring performances (30-or- 
more points} o[ the season 

70.1 - NC State’s Markeisha Gatling owns the nation’s best 
fieid goal percentage at 70.1~ 

Wednesday, January 8 

RViRV Georgia Tech at Clemson ............................................ 7 p.m. 

Thursday, January 9 

No. 20/RV NC State at No. 13/11 NorLh Carolina ..... 6 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Boston College at No. 2/2 Notre Dame ................................. 7 p.m. 

No. 3/3 Duke at RV/24 Syracuse ............................................ 7 p.m. 

No. 18/20 Florida State at Miami .......................................... 7 p.m. 

Wake Forest at No. 6/8 Maryland ......................................... 7 p.m. 

Virginia at Virginia Tech ......................................................... 7 p.m. 

Sunday, January 12 

Georgia Tech at Syracuse ....................................................... 1 p.m. 

No. 13/11 North Carolina at No. 18/20 Florida State...1 p.m. (RSN) 

No. 2/2 Notre Dame at Virginia ............................................. 2 p.m. 

Pitt at Clemson ...................................................................... 2 p.m. 

No. 20/RV NC State at Wake Forest ....................................... 2 p.m. 

Miami at Virginia Tech ........................................................... 2 p.m. 

Boston College at No. 3/3 Duke ..................................... 3 p.m. (RSN) 

Thursday, January 16 

Clemson at No. 13/11 North Carolina ...................... 6 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Virginia at No. 3/3 Duke ........................................... 6:30 p.m. (RSN) 

No. 18/20 Florida State at No. 20iRV NC State ........ 7 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Wake Forest at RV/RV Georgia Tech ......................... 7 p.m. (ESPN3) 

No. 2/2 Notre Dame at Pitt .................................................... 7 p.m. 

Miami at Boston College ........................................................ 7 p,m, 

Sunday, January 5 

Boston College 70, Virginia Tech 63 

No. 2/2 Notre Dame 71, Clemson 51 

Pitt 79, Virginia 75 

RV/RV NC State 67, No. 20/24 Syracuse 61 

No. 3/3 Duke 64, RV!RV Georgia Tech 47 

No. 8/8 Maryland 79, No. 10/11 North Carolina 70 

Saturday, January 4 

Miami 84, Wake Forest 53 

Thursday, January 2 

No. 10/11 North Carolina 74, James Madison 71 

No. 3/3 Duke 87, Old Dominion 63 
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-[he 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball [eurnament will 
run March 5-9 at the Greensboro Coiiseum. The 
expanded tournament will feature 14 games and 
include all 15 league teams. Sunday’s championship 
game will be played at 7 p.m., live on ESPN and 
feature a halftime concert by national recording artist 
and winner of NBC’s "-[he Voice", Danielle Bradbery. 

In addition to the special haiffime concert, Bradbery 
will also perform the National Anthem prior to the 
cham.pionship game’s 7 p.m tip--off. 

Tickets for the championship game, as well as all indi- 
vidual sessions of the 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball 

Tournament, are on saie at www.ticketmaster.com, 
via-[icketmaster’s charge-by-phone network at 1-800- 

745-3000 and at the Greensboro Coiiseum box office. 
Individual session ticket prices start at S:[O for adults 

and .~7 for students/seniors. Books, which include 
tickets for ail 10 sessions of the five-day tournament, 
are $99 and also on saie. 

The 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament wili 
mark the ~Sth consecutive year the Coliseum has 
played host to the event, the most of anyvenue~ The 

2013 [eurnament drew over 60,000 fans. 

The Atlantic Coast Conference’s "Blue Ribbon Panel," 
consisting of national and local media members, 
as well as school representa[ives, will vote for the 
league’s preseason poll, weekly honors and postsea- 

son All-Conference teams for the 20:[3-14 season. 

The ACC, with nominations from its 15 member insti- 
tutions, will designate approximately 30 media mem- 
bers who cover ACC Women’s Basketbail reguiarly to 
the panei. One at-iarge member, who can be affiiiated 
with the institution (i.e., school radio personality or 
school’s Sports Information Director) wiil also serve 
on the panel In addition to the 36 members, the 
league’s communications office will invite additional 
nationai and selected persons to the panel, including 
ACC television broadcasters. 

Finally, all 15 league head coaches will receive one 
ballot to vote on preseason and postseason acco- 
lades; however, they will not be permitted to vote on 
a weekly basis or for their own student-athletes. 

Following the conclusion or [he regular season, the 

Blue Ribbon Panel will seiect a 10-mere, bet AII-ACC 
First Team, a five-member AiI-ACC Second Team, 
an All-Freshman Team as weli as Piayer of the Yea~; 
Rookie of the Year and Coach of the Year. The league 
head coaches will aiso select their own 10-member 

Ail--ACC First Team, a live-mere, bet AIi-ACC Second 
Team, an All-Freshman Team, Piayer of the Yea~; 

Rookie of the Year and Coach of the Year, as weli as, 
the All-Defensive Team, Defensive Player of the Year 
and Sixth Player" of the Year. 

All postgame interviews with coaches will be conducted 
in a press interview area designated by the host Sports 
In[ormation Director.-[here wiil be a maximum lO-min- 
ute "cooling off" period, at which time the fi rst avaiiable 
head coach wili begin a :[O-minute interview session, 
Should both coaches be ready to begin their interviews 
at the same time, preference for the fi rat session shouid 
be given to the visiting coach. The second head coach 
should be ready to enter the interview area no more 

than :[0 minutes after the start of the first interview. 
Selected players will then be made available to the 
media in the Iockerroom or in an area designated by 
the host Sports Informa[1on Director. 

Defending ACC Champion Duke has been named as 

20:13-]4 Atiantic Coast Conference Women’s Basket- 

ball preseason favorite in separate polls of the league’s 

Biue Ribbon Panei and its :[5 head coaches. 

The Biue Deviis, who return all five starters, :[1 letter- 
wirmers and top seven scorers from iast season’s [eam 

that finished 33-3 and reached the regional final of 

the 2013 NCAA Women’s Championship, were listed 

as this year’s preseason favorite by 39 Blue Ribbon 

Panel voters. 

2013=14 Predicted Order of Finish 

(First Piace Votes) 
Blue Ribbon Panel Coaches 

1, Duke (39) 1. Duke (10) 

2~ Notre Dame (14) 2 No[re Dame (5) 
3. Maryland (3) 3. Maryland 

4. North Carolina (1) 4. North Carolina 

T5. Georgia Tech 5. Georgia Tech 

[5. Florida State 6 Florida State 

7. Syracuse 7. Syracuse 

8. Virginia 8. Virginia 

9, Miami 9. Miami 

10, NC State 10, NC State 

]:[. Boston College 1]. Boston College 

12. Wake Forest 12. Wake Forest 

13. Virginia Tech 1.3. Virginia Tech 

14. Clem, son 14~ Ciemson 

:~5. Pi~sburgh :].5. Pittsburgh 

Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa [homas, Sn, F~ Maryland 

Coaches Preseason Player of the Year 
Alyssa Thorn.as, Sr., F, Maryland 

2013=14 Blue Ribbon Panel Preseason Ali-ACC Team 
Chelsea Gray, St., G, Duke 

-[ricia Liston, Sr:, G, Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, Jr., F/C, Duke 
Tyaunna Marshali, So, G, Georgia -I~ch 

Alyssa Thomas, St., F, Maryiand 

Natalie Achonwa, St., F, Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, St., G, Notre Dame 

Xyiina McDaniel, So., F, North Carolina 

Ataira Franklin, Sn, G, Virginia 

Chelsea Douglas, St., G, Wake Forest 

2013=14 Coaches Preseason AiI-ACC Team 

Chelsea Gra% St., G, Duke 

-[ricia Liston, So, G, Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, Jr., F!C, Duke 
Tyaunna Marshall, Sr., G, Georgia [ech 

Alyssa Thomas, Sr., F, Maryland 

Jewell Loyd, So., G, Notre Dame 

Kayla McBride, St., G, Notre Dame 

Diam.ond DeShieids, Fr., G, North Caroiina 
Xylina McDaniel, So., F, North Carolina 

Ataira Frankiin, Sc, G, Virginia 

2013=14 Blue Ribbon Panel Newcomer Watch List 

Oderah Chidom, Fn, F, Duke 
Kendail McCravey-Cooper, Fr:, F,/C, Duke 

Kaela Davis, Fr., G, Georgia Tech 

Lexie Brown, Fr., G, Maryland 

Diamond DeShieids, Fr., G, North Carolina 
-[aya Reimer, Ft. F, Notre Dame 

**on ~’xtr{~ n!~,mber w~s {~dde~d to the~ tec~m due~ to, c~ de in young 

2013-14 Coaches Newcomer Watch List 

Oderah Chidom, Fr., F, Duke 
Morgan Jones, Fn G, Florida State 

Kaela Davis, Fr., G, Georgia Tech 

Diamond DeShieids, Fr, G North Carolina 
-[aya Reimer, Ft., F, Notre Dame 



The Atiantic Coast Conference enjoyed another suc- 
cessful Big Ten/ACC Women’s Basketball Challenge 
in 20:13. It was the seventh year of the event that 
has been ex[ended to 20:16.-[he ACC look the 20:13 
Challenge titie, 7--5, and has won six Challenge 
including the first foun 

Through seven Challenges, Maryland remains the 
only undefeated [eam for either conference. 

In 201:L the two conferences each won six games 
for the first tie in Challenge history. The inaugural 
Challenge in 2007 saw the ACC collect its all-time 
high of eight vic[ories. 

The Big TeniACC Women’s Basketball Challenge 

matches teams from each conference in head-to- 
head competition, traditionaliy on the first Wednes- 
day and Thursday after Thanksgiving [oliowing the 
Big Ten/ACC Men’s Basketball Challenge. 

The ACC and Big Ten conference offices determine 
the schedule each season, and matchups may repeat 
from year-to-year in efforts to coordinate similar 
opponents and reach competitive equity, in addition, 
the officiai titie of the Chailenge will rotate each year. 
The 20!3 event was referred to as the Big Ten/§a.CC 
Women’s Basketball Chaiienge and wili continue 
to mirror the o~ciai title of the two conferences’ 
Challenge agreement for men’s basketball. 

Since the 1999-2000 season, the two conferences 
have gone head-to-head in ali competitions on :165 
occasions with the ACC holding a 9:1-75 advantage. 
The ACC owns a :1:1-7 record over Big -I~n teams in 
2013. 

20:13 CHALLENGE RESULTS 

Wednesday, Dec. 4 
No. :18/:16 North Carolina 75, No :15/:13 Nebraska 62 

No. 8~8 Maryland 67, Ohio Stab~ 55 
RViRV Georgia Tech 93, Iliinois 69 

RV/RV Florida State 60, RV/25 Michigan State 58 

No. 4/5 Notre Dame 77, No. :10/:1:1 Penn State 67 
Indiana 77, Virginia Tech 65 

Thursday, Dec. 5 
Wisconsin 74, Boston Coilege 59 

No. 2/2 Duke 99, No. :16/22 Purdue 78 
NC State 76, Northwestern 6:1 

No. 25iRV iowa 97, No. 22/23 Syracuse 91 

Minnesota 74, Miami 67 
Michigan 73, Virginia 53 

Nine Atlantic Coast Conference student-athletes 
have been named to the 20:~3-14 Wooden Award 
preseason Top 30 list. 

The ACC leads all conferences with nine seiections, 
while Duke, North Caroiina and Notre Dame are 
three of six schools with multipie candidates 
named to the list. 

Chelsea Gray, 5-:~ !, St., G 

Trida Liston, 6-1, Sn, G 
Elizabeth Wiiliams, 6-3, Jr., C/F 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sn, G 
Alyssa Thomas, 6--2, St:, F 
Xylina McDaniel, 6-2, So., F 

Diamond DeShields, 6-1, Fn, G 
Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F 
Kayia McBride, Sr., 5-:1:1, G 

Duke 
Duke 
Duke 

Georgia Tech 
Maryland 

North Caroiina 
North Caroiina 

Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 

Duke’s Chelsea Gray and Haiey Peters, Florida State’s 
Natasha Howard and Virginia’s Ataira Frankiin have 
been named preseason candidates of the Senior CLASS 
AwarcL-[~ be eiigible for the award, a student-athlete 

must be classified as an NCAA Division I senior and 
have notable achievements in four areas of excellence 
- community, classroom, character and competition. 
The complete list of candidates foilows this reiease. 

An acronym for Celebrating Loyalty and Achievement 
for Staying in School®, the I_owe’s Senior CLASS Award 
focuses on the total student-athlete and encourages 
students to use their platform in athletics to make a 
positive impact as leaders in their comrnunities 

Senior CLASS Award 
Chelsea Gray, 5-:11, Sn, G Duke 
Haley Peters, 6-3, SL, G/F Duke 
Natasha Howard, 6--3, St:, F Fiorida State 

Ataira Franklin, 5-:1:1, Sn, G Virginia 

Six Atlantic Coast Conference student-athletes have 
been named to the 2013-:14 preseason "Wade Watch" 
list of candidates for the sport’s Player of the Year 
honor by the Women’s Basketbali Coaches Association. 

The ACC leads all conferences with six selections, while 
Duke and Notre Darne are two of four schoois with two 
candidates named to the watch list. 

Now in its 37th year, The Wade Trophy is named in 

honor of the late, legendary three-time national cham- 
pion Delta State University coach, Lily Margaret Wade. 
Regarded as "The Heisman of Women’s Basketball," 
the award is presented annualiy to the NCAA Division 
I Player of the Year by the National Association of Girls 
and £Vomen in Sport (NAGWS) and the WBCA. 

The preseason list is composed of top NCAA Division 
I women’s basketbaii players who best embody 
Wade’s spirit from 18 different institutions and seven 

conferences. 

Chelsea Gray, 5-11, St., G Duke 
Eiizabeth Williams, 6-3, Jr., CiF Duke 
Tyaunna Marshall, 5-9, Sr., G Georgia Tech 
Aiyssa Thomas, 6-2, Sr., F Maryiand 

Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, Sr., F Notre Dame 
Kayla McBride, St., 5-11, G Notre Dame 

Fourteen Atlantic Coast Conference student-athietes 
have been named to the 20:13-:~4 Naismith Trophy 
preseason watch iist. The ACC leads all conferences 
with :14 selections, lead by Duke with foun Notre 
Dame follows with three, Georgia Tech, Maryland 

and North Carolina each haw~ two and Florida State 
has one named to the list. 

Naismith Trophy Watch List 
Chelsea Gray, 5-:]J, Sn, G 
Elizabeth Wiliiarns, 6--3, Jr., C/F 
Tricia Liston, 6--1, St:, G 
Haley Peters, 6-3, St., G/F 

Natasha Howard, 6-3, St., F 
Tyaunna Marshail, 5-9, Sr., G 
Kaeia Davis, 6-2, Fr:, G 
Laurin Mincy, 6-0, R-Jr., G 
Aiyssa Thomas, 6-2, Sr., F 
Xyiina McDaniei, 6-2, So, F 

Diamond DeShields, 6-1, Fr., G 
Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, Sn, F 
Jeweil Loyal, 5--:10, So., G 
Kayla McBride, St., 5--:1:1, G 

Duke 
D u ke 
Duke 
Duke 

Florida State 
Georgia Tech 
Georgia Tech 

Maryland 
Maryland 

North Carolina 
North Carolina 

Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 
Notre Dame 

Maryland senior Alyssa Thomas has been named to 

the Associated Press Preseason All-America Team 

announced Tuesday, while Duke’s Chelsea ~3ray and 

£1izabeth Williams, and Notre Dame’s Natalie Achon- 

wa and. also received votes. 

Thomas was named an Associated Press All-American 
a~er both her sophomore and junior seasons. The 

forward was named a Preseason AiI-American last 

year as well. 

Thomas was voted Preseason ACC Player of the Year 

by both the Blue Ribbon Panel and the league’s :15 

head coaches last month. She was named ACC Piayer 

of the Year in both her sophomore and ju nior seasons. 

In 2012-:13, Thomas ied the ACC in points (18.0 per 

game), rebounds (:10.3 per game) and assists (5.3 

per game). 

AP AlloAmerica IPreseason Team 
Alyssa Thomas, 6-2, St., F Maryland 

Chelsea Gray, 5-:1:1, St., G Duke 

Elizabeth Williams, 6-3, Jr., CiF Duke 

Natalie Achonwa, 6-3, St., F Notre Dame 

Kayia McBride, St., 5-11, G Notre Dame 

In the 371year history of the league, ACC schools have 

)roduced a 3,563-1,398 (.716) record versus nonconference 

foes, 

Records A~aiast 

American AtNetic 

America East 

Atlantic 1.0 

Atlantic Sun 

Bi~ East 

B~g Sky 

Bi~ South 

Big Ten 

Bi~ 12 

Big West 

Colonial 

Conference USA 

Great West 

Horizon 

Metro Atlantic 

M~d-American 

M~d-Eastern 

MBsoud Valley 

Mountain West 

No~:heast 

OMo Valley 

Pac-~2 

Pa[rio[ 

Southeastern 

Southern 

Sou[bland 

Southwestern 

Summi[ 

Sun Belt 

West Coast 

Western AtMe~c 

Others/~dep. 

II-II ............... 12-13 ............... 13-14 

2-2 ................... 4-i .................... 4-0 
8-4 ................... 9-2 .................... 5-2 

10-~ .................... 7-1 ..................... 7-0 

11-10 ................... 7-9 .................... 5~1 

1-0 ................... 0-1 .................... 2-0 

8-1 ................. 11-1 .................... 8-0 

7-9 ............... 11-10 .................. 11-7 

~-3 ................... 1-3 .................... 3-3 

0--0 ................... 0.-0 .................... 2--1 

12-4 ................... 5-3 .................. 10-3 

3-2 ................... 1-0 .................... 7-2 

1-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 
011 ................... 2-0 .................... 211 
i--0 ................... 3.-0 .................... 5-1 

0-0 ................... 2-1 ..................... 2-0 

2-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 5-1 

10-3 ................... 8-2 .................. 13-1 

011 ................... 0-i .................... 010 
1-0 ................... i-0 .................... 3-2 
6-0 ................... 5-1 ..................... 5-0 

2-0 ................... 1.-1 .................... 2-0 

0-3 ................... 4-1 .................... 7-6 

5-0 ................... 1-0 .................... 6-1 

7-8 ................... 4-8 .................... 7-5 

611 ................... 8-0 .................... 911 

i--0 ................... 0.-0 .................... 3-0 

4-0 ................... 3-0 .................... 4-0 

0-1 ................... 0-0 .................... 

4-0 ................... 2-0 .................... 3-1 

1-2 ................... 2-0 .................... 1-1 

2-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 
4-0 ................... 0-0 .................... 0-0 

12~-56 ............. 109-50 .............. 145-46 

(.750) ............... (,686) ................ (,762) 

vs Non-ACC AP Ranked Teams ........................................ 11-13 

vs Non-ACC USA fbdav Ranked ]~ams ........................... 13-11 

vs Non-ACC Home ......................................... 93-’.,’6 

vs Non-ACC Road ......................................... 32--17 

vs NomACC Neutral ......................................... 19-10 



Nll ........................................... Cheisea Gray, Duke 
N18 ................................. Alyssa Thomas, Maryland 

N2S ........................................... Cheisea Gray, Duke 

D2 ..................................... Brianna Butier, Syracuse 

D9 ............................. Uju Ugoka, Virginia -[~ch 

D16 ................................. Alyssa Thomas, Maryiand 

D23 ............................. Markeisha Gaffing, NC State 

D30 .......................... Chelsea Douglas, Wake Forest 

J6 ............................. Brianna Kiesel, Pittsburgh 

Nll ................................. Kaela Davis, Georgia Tech 

N18 ........................ Aliisha Gray, North Carolina 

N25 ................ Stephanie Mavunga, North Carolina 

D2 ................... Diamond DeShields, North Carolina 
D9 ................................... Kaela Davis, Georgia Tech 

D16 ...................... Keily Hughes, Boston Coliege 

D23 .............................. Aliisha Gray, North Carolina 

D30 .............. Shatori Waiker--Kimbrough, IVlaryiand 

J6 ................. Shatori Waiker-Kimbrough, Maryiand 

School Player    Rookie Total 
Duke ............................... 77 .............. 51 ........... 128 

North Carohna ............. 64 ........... a3 ......... 117 
Virginia ........................... 67 .............. 35 ........... 102 

Maryland ........................ 46 ........... 49 .......... 95 

NC State .......................... 47 .............. 30 ............. 77 

Georgia lech ................ 26 ........... 27 .......... a3 

Ciemson .......................... 30 .............. 15 ............. 45 

Wake Forest ................ 19 ........... 24 .......... 43 

Fiorida State ................... 14 .............. 24 ............. 38 

Miami ........................ 18 ............ 5 .......... 23 
Boston College .................. 8 .............. 10 ............. 18 
Virginia Tech ................ 4 ............. 3 ............ 7 

Notre Dame ....................... - ................. - ................ - 

Pitt .............................. - ............ 1 ............ 1 
Syracuse ........................... 1 ................. - ............... 1 

Below is a list of ACC Career Player and Rookie of 
the Week selections. 

Career Player of the Week 
(among active players} 

9 .- Alyssa Thomas, Maryiand 

Career Player of the Week 
18 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2000-04) 

Player of the Week (single-season} 
6 - Aiana Beard, Duke (2002-03) 
6 - Aiana Beard, Duke (200_%04) 

Rookie of the Week (single-season} 
9 --Tracy Connor; Wake Forest (1992-93) 

9 - Elizabeth Williams, Duke (2011-12) 

Duke was flawless on its home court during the 2012-13 

season, and ACC teams were a combined 133-62 (.682) when 
defending their home courts in 2012-13. 

Team Years Record 

Boston Coilege ............................... 6th .......... 87-45 

Clernson ........................................ 36th ...... 363-170 

Duke ............................................. 36th ....... 401-111 

Florida State .......................... 20th ...... 197-113 

Georgia Tech .................................. 2nd ......... !3-9 

Maryland ...................................... 12th ........ 164-29 

IVliam, i ............................................ 8th ........ 132-57 

North Caroiina .............................. 37th ...... 472-~06 

NC State ................................ 37th ...... 406-118 

Notre Dame .................................. 37th ........ 391-90 

Pitt ............................................... 11th ......... 85-66 

Syracuse ......................................... 9th ........ 96--44 

Virginia ........................................... 8th ......... 163-97 

Virginia Tech .................................. 8th .......... 88-57 

Wake Forest ........................... 34th ..... 250-222 

’Team Games Total Average 

Boston College .................... 8 ............. 5767 ............ 721 

Clem, son .............................. 8 ............. 4634 ............ 579 

Duke ................................... 7 ............ 33086 .......... 4727 

Florida State ....................... 7 ............ 13428 .......... 1918 

Georgia Tech ....................... 8 ............. 7308 ............ 914 

Maryland ............................ 9 ............ 42083 .......... 4676 

Miami ................................ 10 ............ 6306 ............ 631 

North Carolina .................... 9 ............ 24061 .......... 2673 

NC State .............................. 9 ............ 12124 .......... 1347 

Notre Dame ........................ 8 ............ 68662 .......... 8583 

Pi~ ................................... 8 ............ 1.4067 .......... 1758 

Syracuse .............................. 7 ............. 2235 ............ 319 

Virginia ............................... 7 ............ 23890 .......... 3413 

Virginia Tech ....................... 8 ............. 993? ........... 1242 

Wa ke Forest ........................ 7 ............. 4114 ............ 588 

17,950 ............. North Carolina at Maryland (1/28/07) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

17,950 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/18/07) 
............................. Comcast Center; College Park, Md. 

17,243 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/13/05) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

16,344. ........................... Duke at Maryland (2/22/09) 

....................... Comcast Center, College Park, Md 

16,135 ................ Florida State at Maryland (2/24/08) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

16,097 .............................. Duke at Maryland (1/8/06) 

....................... Comcast Center; College Park, Md. 

15,853 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/24/13) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

15,531 ............................ Duke at Maryland (1/14/08) 

....................... Comcast Center, College Park, Md 

15,150 ............................ Duke at Maryland (2/19/12) 

............................. Comcast Center, College Park, Md. 

14,500 ........................ Virginia at Maryland (2/12/92) 

...................... Cole Field House, College Park, Md. 

Coach, Schoo~ Yrs W-IL 

Erik Johnson, BC ............................. 5 ............... 94-76 

Audra Smith CU .............................. 9 ........... 146-]45 
Joanne R McCaliie, DU ................. 21 ........... 504-184 

Sue Semrau, FS ............................. 15 ........... 308-202 

MaCheile Joseph, GT .................... 10 ........... 203-]26 

Brenda Frese, MD .................... 14 ........ 348-125 

Katie Meier, UM ........................... 12 ........... 232-156 

Sylvia Hatchell, NC ....................... 38 ........... 908-321 

Wes Moore, S-[. ............................ 24 ........... 572-170 

Muffet McGraw, ND ..................... 31 ........... 727-258 

Suzie McConneiI-Serio, UP ............. 6 ............. 132-75 

O.uentin Hilisman, SU ................. 7 .......... 155--91 

Joanne Boyle, VA .......................... 11 ........... 252-125 

Dennis Wolff) VT ............................. 2 ............... 27-47 

Jen Hoover; WF .............................. 2 ............... 42-37 

Coach, School Yrs W-L 

Erik .Johnson, BC ............................. 2 ............... 22-24 
Audra Sm, ith, CU .............................. -. .................. 8-7 

Joanne R McCal[ie, DU ................... 7 ............. 188-36 

Sue Semrau, FS ............................. 17 ........... 308-202 

MaCheile Joseph, GT ................ 11 ........ 203-126 

Brenda Frese, MD ........................ 12 ............. 291-95 

Katie Meier, DM ............................. 9 ........... 156-:[11 

Sylvia Hatchell, NC ....................... 28 ........... 636-241 
Wes Moore, ST ................................ - ................. 14-1 

Muffet McGraw, ND ..................... 27 ........... 639-217 

Suzie McConneil.-Sedo, UP ........... - ............... 9--7 

Quentin Hilisman, 5U ..................... 8 ............. 155-91 

Joanne Boyle, VA ............................ 3 ............... 48-32 
Dennis Wolff, V-l. ............................ 3 ............... 27-47 

Jen Hoover, WF .............................. 2 ............... 22-24 

Coach, School ACC Tourn ACC Games 
Erik Johnson, BC ..................... 1-1 ............. 6--13 
Audra Smith, CU .............................. - ................... 0-1 

Joanne R McCailie, DU ............. 1_%3 ............... 78-13 

Sue Semrau, FS ..................... 6-16 ........ 128-117 

MaCheile Joseph, GT ................. 8-10 ............... 71-78 

Brenda Frese, MD ..................... 15-9 ............. !08-57 

Katie Meie6 UM ..................... 2-8 ............ 54--65 

Sylvia Hatche[I, NC .................. 46-19 ........... 258-148 

Wes Moore, ST 

Muffet McGraw; ND ................... - ............... 1--0 

Suzie McConneil-Serio .................... - ................... 1-1 

Quentin Hilisman, SD ...................... - ................... 0-1 

Joanne Boyle, VA ......................... 1-2 ............... 17-18 
Dennis VVolff, VT .......................... 0-2 ................. 7-28 

Jen HooveI; WF ........................... 1-] .................. 5-14 



2013-14 DOUBLE-DOUBLES 

Player, School Career ACC Tot. 

Alyssa Thomas, St., MD ................. (49) ....... - ....... 13 

Natasha Howard, Sr., FS ................. (31) ....... - ......... 4 

Natalie Achonwa, St., ND ............... (24) ....... - ......... 4 

Tyaunna Marshall, St, GT ............... (18) ....... - ......... 4 

Kody Burke, Sr., ST ......................... (14) ....... - ......... 1 

Dearica Hamby, Jn, WF .................. (14) ................ 11 

48 .................................................... Chelsea Douglas~ WF (FLU, D29) 

32 .......................................................... U]u Ugoka~ VT (Indiana, 

3:1 ................................... Dearica Hamby. WF (South Alabama, 

30 .......................................... Chelsea Douglas, WF (Delaware, N:15) 

............................................................. Aiiisha Gray, NC (UCLA, N:17) 

.......................................... Jewell Loyd ND ,Centrai Micl*,,i~an D22) 

29 ........................................... Bdanna Butier, SU (Texas A&M. 

................................................. Kaela Davis, GT (Alabama A&M~ 

....................................... Ka~e Zenevitckb BC (Mount St. Mary’s, 

28 ............................................ Dearica Hamby, WF (Campbell, N:13) 

..................................................... Kaela Davis, GT (Tennessee, N:17) 

................................... Diamond DeShields, NC (Arizona State. N29) 

Elizabeth Williams, Jn, DU ............. (14) ....... - ......... 2 ...................................................... Tricia Liston, DU (Kentucky~ D22] 

Ouinyotta Pettaway, Sn, CU ........... (13) ....... - ......... 1 

Uju Ugoka, Sr., VT .......................... (13) ....... - ......... 8 

Haley Peters, Sr., DU ...................... (13) ....... - ......... 3 

Asia Logan, Sr., UP ......................... (12) ....... - ......... 4 

Sarah Imovbioh, So., VA ................ (11) ....... - ......... 6 

Katie Zenevitch, Sr., BC .................. (11) ....... - ......... 4 

Stephanie Mavunga, Ft., NC ............ (8) ....... - ......... 8 

Chelsea Gray, Sr., DU ....................... (6) ....... - ......... 2 

............................. Aiyssa Thomas, MD (College of Charieston, D29) 

27 .................................................... Uju Ugoka, V[ (Richmond, N27) 
................................................ Dearica Hamby. WF (California, N29) 

................................................. Chelsea Douglas, WF (Belmont., D3) 

................................................... Tvaunna Marshall, GT (Illinois, 

.................................................... Liiu~ Ugoka, \,~r (usc Upsta~.e, D:15) 

................................................. Brianna Ki~s~i UP ff_~uquesn~ D29) 

............................................................ Natasha Howard, FS 
26 .......................................... Chelsea Douglas, WF (Marquet[e, 

................................................ Brittney Sykes, SU (Dartmouth, N14) 

............................................................ Uj~ J~ok . 7T H ~,s~ra, N23) 

Kristen Doherty, sr,, Bc .................... (6) ....... - ......... 1 ........................................................ caprice Dennis, UM (Yale, N25) 

Keyona Hayes, So., UM .................... (6) ....... - ......... 1 ..................................................... Natasha Howard, FS (Stetson, 29) 
....................................................... Markeisha Gatling, ST (Elon, 

Shakeya Leary, SU ........................... (5) ...... - ......... 4 .............................................................. Kaela Davis, GT (UTEP, D20) 
Brianna Kiesel, Jr., UP ...................... (5) ....... - ......... 3 .............................................. Natasha Howard, FS (UT-Mardn, D28) 

Ivey Slaughter, Fn, FS ....................... (6) ....... - ......... 6 ........................................................ BrianF.’a Kiese[, UP (Virginia, 
25 ............................................ Ataira Franklin, VA (Tennessee. N28) 

Monet Tellier, St., VT ........................ (5) ....... - ......... 2 ................................................... Dearica Hamby, WF (Nevada, N30} 
Xylina McDaniel, So., NC ................. (4) ....... - ......... 1 ................................................. Xylina McDaniel. NC (Nebraska, D4! 

Tdcia Liston, St., DU ......................... (4) ....... - ......... 

Jewell Loyd, So., ND ........................ (3) ....... - ......... 3 

Alicia DeVaughn, St., MD ................. (3) ....... - .......... - 

Kaela Davis, Fr., GT .......................... (3) ....... - ......... 3 

Kayla McBride, Sr., ND ..................... (3) ....... - .......... - 

Taya Reimer, Fn, ND ......................... (3) ....... - ......... 3 

Brittany Sykes, SU ............................ (3) ....... - ......... 1 

Roddreka Rogers, So., GT ................ (3) ....... - ......... 3 

................................................ Alyssa Thomas, MD (Ohio State, D4) 

........................................................ Bri~ney Sykes, SU (at Iowa, 

......................................................... Kelly Gramiich, CU (UNIV. D19) 

...................................................... Markeisha GatiinB, SF (LSU, D20} 

................................................................. Kody Burke. ST (LSU, 

............................................... Brianna Kiesei, UP (UL Monroe, D20) 

............................................ Brianna Buffer, SU (Arizona S~ate. D30) 

24 ................................. Natasha Howard, FS (UNC Greensboro, 

................................................. Vanessa PaF,’ousis, VT (Fiorida, ,,’t:14} 

.................................... Briltany Brown, FS (Prairie View A&M, N:17) 

....................................................... Morgan Jones, FS (Florida, 

Allisha Gray, Fr., NC .......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 ............................................................ Kody Burke, ST(Tulane, N24) 

Hannah Young, So., VT .................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Markisha Wright, Jr., ND .................. (2) ....... - .......... - 

Ataira Franklin, St., VA ..................... (2) ....... - .......... - 

Taijah Campbell, VT ......................... (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Len’Nique Brown, ST ....................... (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Jessica Washington, Fr., NC ............ (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Morgan Jones, R-So., FS .................. (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Briana Day, Ft., SU ........................... (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Charmaine Tay, Jr., CU ..................... (1) ....... - 

Ashlee Anderson, Ft., UP ................. (1) ....... - 

Markeisha Gatling, St., ST ................ (2) ....... - ......... 2 

Jassany Williams, Rdr., UM ............. (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Vanessa Panousis, Fr., VT ................. (1) ....... - ......... 1 

Brianna Butler, So., SU .................... (1) ................. - 

Rachel Coffey, Sr., SU ....................... (1) ................ 

Chyna Golden, Jr., UP ...................... (1) ................. 

Dawnn Maye, Sr., GT ...................... (1) ................. 

Nyilah Jamison-Myers, So., CU ........ (1) 

Alexis Jones, So., DU ........................ (1) 

Richa Jackson, Sr., DU ...................... (1) 

Laurin Mincy, R-Jr., MD .................... (1) 

Kelsey Wolfe, Sr., VA ........................ (1) 

Nia Evans, Sr., VT ............................. (1) 

................................. Diamond OeShieids, NC (Arkansas State. N28} 

......................................... Len’Nique Brown. ST (Wright State, N29) 

.............................................. Stepharfie Mavunga, NC (Illinois, N30) 

.................................................... Kelly Gramlich, CU (SC State, D:14) 

...................................................... Shakeya Leary, SU (Temple. D:16) 

......................................................... Loiiya Brings, UP (DePaui, D:19} 

.......................................................... Dearica Hamby, WF (FLU, D29) 

................................. Markesisha Gaffing, ST (San Diego State, D30) 

................................................................... Nikki Dixon, CU (NJF[, J2) 
23 ............................................ Deark:a Hamby, WF (Marquette, N9) 

..................................... Nikki Dixon, CU (Cal State Northrid~e, N:17} 

....................................................... Nicole Boudreau, BC (BYU, N:16) 

...................................................... Brittney Sykes, SU (Corneii, N:18) 

................................................. Kody Burke, ST (Morgan State, 

........................... Brianna Butler, SU (Maryiand Eastern Shore. N20} 

............................................ Ataira Franklin, VA (West Virginia, N24} 

..................................... Eiizabeth Williams, DU (at Marquette, N24) 

....................................... Caprice Dennis, UM (St. Francis (NY), N29) 

....................................... Aiyssa Thomas, MD (Texas Southern, N29) 

.................................................. Brianna Butk_% SU (Memphis, N29} 

................................................. Caprice Dennis, UM (Missouri, ,N30} 

......................................... Natasha Howard, FS (Michigan State, 

...................................................... Tricia Liston, DU (Oklahoma, 

.................................................... Tyaunna Marshaii, GT (UTEP, D20) 

.............................................. Kristen Dohe~y; BC (Providence, D29) 

................................................... Uju Ugoka, vr (Boston College. 

22 ................................................ Chelsea Gray. DU (California, 

............................................. Jewell Lovd, ND (Michigan State, 

.............................................. Chelsea Dougias, WF (Campbeli, 

.............................................. MorBan Jones, FS (at CinciF,,nati,,, N:13) 

..................................................... Jeweii Loyd, ND (Valparaiso, N:16) 

................................................ Cheh~ea Douglas, WF (Radtbrd, N22) 

................................................. Chelsea DouBlas, WF (Arizona, N27) 

........................................................... Trida Liston. DU (Xavier. N28} 

12 pts, 13 rebs, 11 assists ................... Alyssa Thomas, MD 
........................................................................ (Sienna, D9) 
18 pts, 12 rebs, 10 assists ................... Aivssa Thomas, MD 
................................................................... (Wofford, D28) 

.................................................... Kayla McBride, ND (Duquesne, D1} 

~ ........................................................... Alexis Jones, DU (Purdue, DB) 

...................................... Faith Randoif, VA (MD Eastern Shore, D:17) 

Qu yotta Pettaway, CU (Creighton, D20) 
..................................................... Asia logan. LiP (UL Monroe. D20} 

...................................................... Ataira Franklin, VA (Tulane, D20) 

........................................................... Uju Ugoka, ,q- (Radford, D21) 

.................................................... Keisey Wolfe, VA (Princeton, 

............................................. Tyaunna Marshaii, GT (Hampton, 

............................................. Suriya McGuire, UM (Wake Forest, 

21 ...................................... Shakeya Leap,,’, SU (Washington St., N10) 

.......................................................... Uju Ugoka, V[ (Buckneii, N17) 

......................... Diamond DeShiek~s, NC (Coastal Carolina, N2",,’ ) 

................................................. Charm, aine -ray, CU (at USF, N24} 

............................................... Alvssa Thomas, MD (D~xel, N25} 

.................................... Tyaunna Marshall, GT (Soulhern Utah, N29) 

............................................. Natalie Achonwa, ND (Penn Sta~e, D4) 

......................................................... Madison Cable, ND (UCLA, 

......................................................... Laurin Mincy, MD {Sienna, Dg) 

............................................. Kat Cooped BC (New Hampshire, D15) 

............................................... Ka;de Zenevitch, BC (Holy Cross, D21) 

...................................... Markesisha Gaffing, ST (Kansas State, D28) 

................................ Nikki Dixon, CU {Middle Tennessee State, D29) 

...................................................... Kelsev Wolfe, VA (Pittsburgh, J5) 

..................................................... Faith Randoff, VA (Pittsburgh, .IS) 

.......................................... Alyssa Thomas, MD ( NoRh Carolina, 

20 .................................................. Brianna Kiesel, UP (Bucknell, NB) 
.................................................... Kaeia Davis, GT (Coppin State, 

.......................................... Kaeia Davis, GT (Western Caroiina, N10) 

............................................... Markeisha Gatling, ST (Towson, Nll) 

............................................... Tricia Liston, DU (USC Upstate, N14) 

...................................... Alyssa Thomas, M D (Connecticut, N 15) 

................................................. Tricia Liston, DU (Alabama, N17} 

........................ Stephanie Mavunga, NC (Coastal Carolina, IN21} 

............................................. Kelila Atkinson, WF (Radford, N22) 

........................................... Serafina Maulupe, VT (Hofstra, N23) 

....................................... TrMa Uston, DU (Central Michigan, N29) 

..................................... Sarah Imovbioh, VA (Kansas State, N29} 

.................................. Tyaunna Marshall, GT (McNeese State, N30) 

................................. Markeisha Gatiing, ST (at Northwestern, D5) 

............................................. Keyona Hayes, UM (at Minnesota, 

...................................................... Alexis Jones, DU (Oklahoma, DB) 

....................................................... Jewell Lovd, ND (Michigan, D14) 

........................................... Brianna Kiesel, UP (Did Dominion, DIB) 

................................................. Allisha Gray, NC (New OrleaF,,s, D16) 

.................................... Diamond DeShieids. NC (New Orleans. D:16) 

...................................................... Britiney Sykes, SU (Temple, 

................................ Stephanie Mavunga, NC (South CaroiiF,,a, N18) 

...................................................... Brittney Sykes, SU (Niagara, D19) 

.................................................... Natasha Howard, FS (Pacific, 

..................................... CheJsea Douglas. WF (South Alabama. D20) 

................................................ Bril~any Sykes, SU (St. Joseph’s, D21) 

............................................ Kayla McBride, ND (Oregon State, D29) 

............................. M. Goodwin.-Coienqan, ST (San Diego State, 

............................................... Brianna Kiesel, Pitt, (Florida State, 

Team ACC    Non-ACC    Overall 

Boston College ............... 0-0 ............... 0-1 ............. 0-1 

Ciemson ......................... 0-0 ............... 2-0 ............. 2-0 

Duke ........................ 0-0 ............... 0.-0 ........... 0-0 

Florida State ................... 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Georgia Tech .................. 0-0 ............... 
:bO ............. 

1-0 

Maryland .................. 0-0 ............ 0.-0 ........... 0-0 

Miami ............................ 0-0 ............... 0-2 ............. 0-2 

North Carolina ............... 0-0 ............... 
:bO ............. 

1-0 

NC State .................... 0-0 ............ 0.-0 ........... 0-0 

Notre Dame .................. 0-0 ............... 0-0 ............. 0-0 

Pitt ................................. 0-0 ............... 0-1 ............. 0-] 

Syracuse .................... 0-0 ............ 2--1 .......... 2-1 

Virginia ........................... 0-0 ............... 1-1 ............. 1-1 

Virginia Tech .................. 0-0 ............... :bO ............. 1-0 

Wake Fores~ ............... 0-0 ............ 1--0 ........... 1-0 

Overtime Games 

N16 .......................... BYU def. Boston College, 70--69 (OT) 

N23 ......................... Virginia Tech def Hofstra, 77-72 (OT) 

N24 ...... No. 4/3 Louisville def Florida State, 69-59 (OT) 

N29 .Arizona Sh~e 94, No. :[2/:~2 North Carolina 81 (OT) 

D20 .................................. Tulane 79, Virginia 72 (OT) 



iNDIViDUAL 

Points Scored ....................................................................... 48 

................................ Che&ea Douglas, WF (FLU, D29) 

.................................. Uju Ugoka, \,q- (at Indiana, D41 

.............. Deark:a Hamby, WF (So~th A~abama, D20) 

................. Chelsea Douglas, WF (vs Delaware, 

................................ AIlisha Gra% NC (a[ UCLA, 

Rebounds ............................................................................ 20 

................................. Haley Peters, DU (vs USC Upstate, N14) 

Field Goal Percentage (rain. 8 made) ............... 1.000 (10-10) 

............... Stephanie Mavunga NC (a,= Coastal Carolina N21} 

............................................................................... 1.000 (8-8) 

........................... Kayla McBride, BID (South Dakota State, 

3-Point Field Goals ................................................................ 9 

.............................................. Chelsea Douglas, WF (FLU, D29) 

Free Throw Percentage (rain. 9 made) ................. 1~000 (9-9) 

................................................ Kristen Doherty, BC {FLU, N21} 

............................................................................... 1,000 (9-9) 

.............................................. Bria~;na Kiesel, UP (Virginia JS) 

Assis+~s .................................................................................. :[ 3 

.................................. Chelsea Gray, DU {at Marquette, N24) 

Steals ..................................................................................... 9 

................................... Dearic Hamby, WF (at Marquel~e, N9) 

Blocked Shots ........................................................................ 6 

............................................ Shakeye Leafy, SU (Temple, DIB} 

TEAM 

Points Scored .......... 124, North Carolina (New Orleans, D16) 

Margin of Vk:tow ..................... 83, Duke (USC Upstate, 

.................................. 83, No[th Carolina (New Orleans, D16) 

Rebounds .............................. 64, Virginia Tech (Howard, N9) 

....................................... 64, Maid/land (Delaware S,=ate, D14} 

Field Goal Percentage ......................................... 643 {45.-70) 

........................................ NoRh Carolina (New Orleans, D16) 

3-Poin,= Field Goals ........................ 15 Miami (Oakland N19} 

......................... 15, Sv[acuse (Maryland Eastern Sho~, N20} 

3-Point Field Goal Percentage (min. 10 rod) ....... 667 (10-15) 

.......................................................... MaPiland (Sienna, D10) 

Free Throws Made....35, Georgia Tech (Po[dand State, D17) 

Free -throw Percentage (min 13 md) ................ 1.000 (17-17) 

.................................................... Syracuse (SL Joseph’s, D21) 

Assis,=s ....................... 34 Nor,=h CaroliP, a (New Orleans, D15} 

Steals ........... 25, Norl:h Carolim~ {Charleston Southern, D14} 

Blocked Sho[s .................................. 12, Duke, (Ke~:tuky, D22) 

POLL PLACING 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Team ............... PS. N11. N18 N25 ,. D2 _. Dg. D16 .D23. D3~0 ..J6 
Connecticut ....... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ..... 1......1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ..... 1 ....... 1 ... 1 
Notre Dame ...... 6_,_ 6.,,..,5 ,,.., 5 ,,.,,4 ...... 4,..,,.4 .,,.. 2 ...... 2 ,_2 
Duke ................. 2,,.., 2,...,.2 ...,.2 ..,..2 ...... 2..,..,2 ,,..,3 ...... 3 ..,3 
Stanford ............. 3 ._...3 ...... 6 
Louisville ............ 5 ...._5 ._...4 ..... 4_...2 ...... 7 ...._7 ..... 7 ....... 7 ... 5 
Maryland ......... 8..,,. 8..,...8 .,..,8 ,,..,8 ...... 8,...,.8 ..,..8 ...... 8 .,.6 
Baylor ............... 10 ...._9......9 .._. 9 _...~9 ...... 9 ...._9 _... 9 ....... 9 ... 7 

Tennessee .......... 4._...4 .__.3 _... 3.__.3 ...... 3 ._...3 ..... S ....... S ._8 

Kentuckv ............ 7...._7 ...... 7 .._. 7_...~5 ...... 5...._5 ..... 6 ....... 6...9 

South Carolina .22 ....21 ... 19 ... 17... 12 ....10 ....10 ... 13..... 13.10 

iowa State ........ 23 ....22 ... 22 ... 23... 20 ....17 ....15 ... 14..... 14.11 

LSU ................... 15....14 ... 15 ... 15... 13 .... 13 ....12 ... 16.....16.12 

North Carolina 12.../2....12 ... 11 ...18 ....15..../4 ... 10 .... 10.1~, 

Pem~ State ........ 13 ....13 _. 14 ... 13_. 10 .._12 ....17 _. 15..._ 15.14 

OkDhoma State21 _.20 ... 20 ... 19..~ 14 ....14._.13 ... 11_... 11.15 

Nebraska ........ 17 ...1S _. 11 .~ 10_. 15 ._19 ...19 _. 18.._ 18.16 

Colorado .......... 19 ._.17 ... 16 _. 14_. 11 .... 11 ._.11 ... 12_... 12.17 
Florida State ...... - ...... - ....... - ...... -,,..,.- ...... -,..,24.., 22__ 21,18 
California ........... 9 ....10 ... $7 ... 20_. 21 .._22 ....25 ... 23..._23. $9 
NC State ............. - ...... - ....... - ...... -,,..,.- ...... - ....... - ...... - ....... -. 20 
Purdue ............. $8 ....18, ... $8 ... 16... $6 .... $8 ....18 ... $7..... $7.25 
indiana ................ - ....... - ...... - ...... -..._. - ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ -. 22 
Arizona State ........................................................ 24.23 
San Diego ............ - ....... - ...... - ...... - ...... - ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ -. 24 
Georgia ............ 24....24 _. 23 ..~ 22_. $9 .._$6....$6_. $9..._$9.25 
Syrac use ............ - ...... - ....... - ...... -.., 22.., .2S..,. 23,,. 20,... 20 ..,,- 
iowa .......................................... 25 __25 ...22 _. 2L.._22 ....-- 
Oklahoma ........ $$ ....15 ... :tO ... 18_. $7 ....20....20 ... 25.....25 ....- 
Gonzaga ........... 25 ....25 ... 24 ... 24... 24 ....23 ....25 ... 24. ....... -....- 
Texas A&M ....... $6 ....16 ... $3 ... 12... 23 ....24 ....... - ...... - ........ - .... - 
,rVlid’,igan State.20 ._.:[9 ... 2:[ ... 2~ ....................................... 
DePau[ ................. - ....... -._ 25 ... 25 ...... - ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ -....- 
Dayton ............. $4.._23 ...... - ...... -..._. - ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ - .._ - 

USA TODAYiESPN 
Team ............... PS.N12. N19 N26_ D3, D10. D17 .D24. 
Connecticut ....... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ..... 1......1 ...... 1 ...... 1 .............. 
Notre Dame ...... 7_,_ 6..,...6 .,..,6,,..,~ ...... 4,..,,.4 ..,..2 ...... 2 
Duke ................ 2,,.., 2,...,.2 ...,.2 ..,..2 ...... 2..,..,2 ,.,., ~ ...... 
Stanford ............. 3 r--...-3 ...... .5 --..r 5..r--.4 ...... 4 r--...’3 ..r-- 4 ....... 4 
-[ennessee .......... 4 ...r--3 --...r4 ..--. 4--..r3 ...... 3 ...r--3 ..... 
Kentucky ............ 8 ._...8 ..._.7 _... 7..._.6 ...... 6 ._...6 ..._ 6 ....... 6 
Louisville ............ 5 ......4 ......3 .._. 3......7 ...... 7 ......7 ..... 7 ....... 7 
Maryland ......... 6._.. 7......8 ..._8 
Baylor ............... $0 ...._9......9 .. _. 9 _... ~9 ...... 9 ...._9 _... 9 ....... 9 
iowa State ........ 20 ....18.... 
North Carolina 21 .., 14..,.12 .,. :12 ,..~6 ,...~4,..,1~ .., ~’l, ..,..1.1 
South Carolina.25 ....17 ... $4 ... 13... $0 ....$0....$0 ... $2.....$2 
OkDhoma State24 _.24 ... 23 ... 23..~ $9 ....$8 ._.15 ... 13_...13 
Colorado .......... 19 ....19 ... 2[) ..~ 19_. :[7 .._1-3 ....14 _. :[4..._:[4 
Nebraska .......... $2 ._.:[0 ... 10 ... 10..~ $::~ ....$6._.17 ... 1-3_...1-3 
LSU ................... $7....$6 ._ $8 ._ $7_. $4 .._$3 ....$2 _. $6..._$6 
Penn State ........ $5 ._.$-3 ... $S ... $4._ $$ ....$2 ._.$8 ... $7_...$7 
Georgia ............ 22....22 _. 25 ..~ 25_. $8 .._$7....$5 _. $8..._$8 
Purdue ............. 23....22 ... 22 ...22... 22 ....23....21 ... 19.....19 
Florida State ...... - ...... - ....... - ...... - ,,..,.- ,...25,..,2~ .., 20 ..,.20 
California ............ 9 ...,I.1 ,.. 17 ..~ 20_. 21..,_25 ...,20 _. 22..,_21 
OkDhoma ........ 14._.13 ... 1.3 _. 16... 15 ....19 ._.19 ... 24_...22 
iowa ................................................. 24 ....2-3 _. 2-3..._23 
Syracuse ............ - ...... - ....... - ...... - ..,23 ...... - ....... - ,,. 2~ ,...24 
Arizona State ........................................................ 2-3 
Gonza~a .............. --._....- ... 2S _.24... 24 ....22._.22 ... 25 ........ - 
Texas A&M ....... $3 ....$2 ... 15 ... $1... 20 ....20 ....24 ...... - ........ - 
Michigan State. $8 ....20 ... $9 ... 18... 25 ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ - 
DePaM ................. - ....... - ...... - ... 25 .................................. 
Vanderbilt ........... - ....2-3 ...... - ...... - ...... - ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ - 
UCLA ................ 2S ....... - ...... - ...... - ...... - ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ - 
Dwton ............. 16....2:[ ... 24 ...... - ...... - ....... - ....... - ...... - ........ - 



Boston College Eagles (:10-5, I-0 ACC) 
OPP 

DATE 

N9 

NI2 

NI6 
N~l 

N28 

N29 

N30 

D5 

D8 

Dll 

DIS 

D21 

029 

Jl 

J5 

J9 

.1:[2 

J23 

J26 

J30 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F~6 

F20 

F27 

M2 

OPP       REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP_.. USA__AP_. USA ......... SCORE _...FG%.... FG% ......... MAR 

Stanford .................... - .......... - ....... 3 ....... 3 .......... L, 71-83 ....... 390 ..556 ......... 26/44 

at Hofstra ................ - .......... - ........ - ....... - ......... W, 80-63 ...... 474 _.257 ......... 44/52 

at BYU ...................... - .......... - ........ - ....... - ,..., L, 69-}’00T .._.. 324 ._403 ......... 41/52 

Florida Int ................. .-. ......... --. ....... - ....... -. ........ W, 89.-69 ...... 525 _.408 ......... 39/20 

Cancun Challenge in Cancun, Mexico 

vs UNC-Wilmington., .-. ......... --. ....... - ....... -, ........ W~ 75.-S~ ...... ~64_.283 ......... 46/33 

vs Iowa .................... - .......... - ...... RV..... RV ......... L, 68-78 ...... 444 ._448 ......... 32/3~ 

vs USC ..................... - .......... - ........ - ....... - .......... L, 52-79 ...... 340...549 ......... 29/36 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec, 5 

at W~sconsin .............................. - ....... - .......... L, 59-74 ...... 455 ...474 ......... 35/27 

Har~ord ..................................................... W, 65-45 ...... 377 ._333 ......... 48/26 

Boston Univers~tv ....................................... W, 63-52 ...... 429._27Z ......... 47/33 

New Hampshire .......................................... W, 65-40 ...... 4~Z ,33~4 ......... 38/32 

~oly Cross .................................................. W, 77-60 ...... 459 ._3~9 ......... 44/40 

at Providence ............................................ W, 80-7~ ...... 509 ,..45~ ......... 3Z/28 

Mount St. Mary’s ....................................... W, 81-67 ...... 443 ...393 ......... 45/28 

V~rg~a Tech ~ .......................................... W, 70.-63 ...... 464_.466 ......... 32/34 

at Duke ~ 

Miami ~ 

North Carolina~ 

a~ NC State ~ 

Wake Forest ~ 

at Pi~sbur~h * 

at V~rg~nia -[~ch~ 

V~rg~nia ~ 

at F~oHda State ~ 

Mawland * 

at Georgia Tech ~ 

Clemson Tigers (8-7, 0-1 ACC} 
CU OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N:[0 

N20 

N24 

N27 

[-)1 

D5 

D19 

D20 

O21 

029 

J2 

J5 

J20 

~23 

.~26 

J30 

F2 

~6 

F9 

F13 

~20 

F23 

F27 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.,,. USA,,.,AP.,, USA ......... SCORE ,..,. FG%.,.. FG% ......... 

Davidson ...................................... - ........ --. .......... L, 57-77 .....373 ,_. 442 ......... 34/37 

Woffo~ ....................................... - ........ - .......... W, 72-50,,..,492.._. 213 ......... 43/37 

Cal State Northridge .................... ... ....... - ........... L, 53-69 .,...322,..,. 433 ......... 36/4C 

South Carolina ............................ 19.._. 14 .......... L, 4~-68 ,.._292._.. 456 ......... 27/4~ 

at South F~odda ........................... - ....... RV ......... W, 68-65,.._551._.. 533 ......... 27/3~ 

Radford ........................................ - ........ - .......... ’A~ 4~-39.._.~72,..., 

North Fk)rMa ............................... --. ....... - .......... Vk~ 48.-44._..400_... 3~5 ......... 29/45 

at UNCG ....................................... - ........ - .......... W, 77-TL...,B2L._. 407 ......... ~8/24 

SC State ....................................... - ........ - .......... W, 88-4&,..,579.._. 281 ......... 44/28 

Due[ i~ the Desert - Las Vegas, ~V 

at UNLV ................................ - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 54-63 .....354..... 488 ......... 34/34 

Crei~hton ............................. - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 56-52.....4~3.._. 370 ......... 36/37 

Oregon State ........................ - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 4~-74 .....280..... 426 ......... 32/45 

MTSU ................................... - ....... RV._.. RV .......... L, 5~-76 .._.41L.... 500 ......... 26/39 

at NJIT .................................. - ........ - ........ - .......... ~t~ 84-37.....565..... 260 ......... 37/39 

at Notre Dame * .................. --. ....... 2 ....... 2 ........... L, 51-72 ..._449._.. 455 ......... 27/3~ 

Georgia Tech * 

P~ttsburgh * 

at North Carolina * 

W~ke Forest ~ 

at SyFacuse * 

Miam~ * 

at Georgia -[~ch * 

at Virginia * 

Duke * 

a~ Maryland *. 

NC State * 

at Pi~sburgh * 

Boston College * 

~lorida State * 

at Virginia ]~ch* 

Duke Blue Devils (14-10 1-0 ACC} 
DU       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPONENT ................ AP,., USA,.,.AP,,. USA ....... SCORE ...... FG%,., FG% .......... MAR 
N10 at California ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... 9 ....... 9 ........ W, 70-58 .._.424..._323 ......... 46/39 
N14 USC Upstate ................ 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ....... W, 123-40 .._ 468.....207 ......... 63/24 
N17 Alabama ..................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W, 92-57 _..~ 523._..400 ......... 47/27 
N21 Vanderbilt ................... 2 ........ 2 ...... RV.....RV ....... W, 88-69 ..... 517.._.481 .......... 32/29 
N24 at Marque;_%e .............. 2 ........ 2 ...... RV,...,RV ....... W, 78-6:[ .._.500..._333 ......... 35/45 

Paradise Jam (St, Thomas, U.S, Virgin islands} 
[’428 vs. Xavier .................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ V~ g1-54 ..,,.596,..,,364 ......... 39/24 

N29 vs. Central Michigan ,. 2 ........ 2 ....... -. ....... -. ....... W, 97-64 ..,..493 .._.323 ......... 53/33 

N30 vs. Kansas ................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - ........ W, 73-40 .....429.....204 ......... 54/28 
Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. S 

D5 Purdue ........................ 2 ........ 2 ...... 16 ,..., 22 ....... V~ 99-7g ..,,. 559,...,391 ......... 46/33 

D8 at Oklahoma ............... 2 ........ 2 ...... 17 ,..., 15 ....... W, 94-85 .._.533..._475 ......... 31/29 
Jimmy V Classic {Durham, N,C.} 

D17 Connecticut ............... 2 ........ 2 ....... 1 ....... 1 ......... L, 61-83 ...... 41S._..492 ......... 31/39 

D19 Albanv ........................ 2 ........ 2 ....... -. ....... -, ....... W, 80-5] ...... 599 .._.365 ......... 35/24 
D22 at Kentucky ................. 2 ........ 2 ....... 5 ....... 6 ........ W, 69-61 .._.441..._333 ......... 46/42 

J2 Old Dominion ............. 3 ........ 3 ....... -. ....... -. ....... W, 87-53 ..._ 522 .....429 ......... 47/24 

J5 at Georgia Tech* ......... 3 ........ 3 ...... RV.....RV ....... V~ 64-47 ...,.397 ....,260 ......... 47/51 
J9 at Syracuse* 

J12 Boston College* 

J16 Virginia~ 

J19 at Virginia Tech* 

J23 at Florida State* 

.126 Pittsburgh* 

J30 at Miami* 

F6 at Clemson* 

Ft0 North Carolina* 

F17 Maryland ~ 

F20 N.C. State* 

F23 at Notre Dame" 

F27 Wake Forest* 

M2 at North Carolina* 

Florida State Seminoles (13-i, 1-0 ACC} 
FS        OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPONENT ............. AP .,. USA,,..AP.,, USA ......... SCORE .....FG%..., FG% ........ MAR 

N8 tJNC-Greensboro..... RV _...RV ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 93-59.....586.._. 299 ........ 48/34 

N13 at Cincinnati ........... RV .,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 63-58,,...407...,. 365 ........ 30/43 

N17 Prairie View A&M .,, RV .,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, g8-37,,...492...,. 218 ........ 51/31 

N21 at Florida ................. RV .._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 76-68._..455_._ 317 ........ 42/3g 

N24 at [ouisvilk_~ ............. RV .._.RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........ :[, 59--69 OT...403,.._ 364 ........ 46/40 

N29 Stetson ................... RV .._.RV ...... --. ....... - .......... W, 79.-49._..469..._ 321 ........ 47/25 

D1 at Miami (OH) .......... RV .....RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 7/-62.....373..... 392 ........ 44/27 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge-Dec. 4 

D4 Mk:higan State ........ RV .._.RV .....RV _... 25 ......... W, 60.-58._..328..._ 355 ........ 36/46 
Dg Jacksonville ............. RV .._.RV ...... --. ....... - .......... W, 7/.-33._..493..._ 254 ........ 43/36 

D16 North Florida ......... 24.,...,25 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 61-42...,.357,,.., 326 ........ 3g/27 

Long Beach Classic 

[.)20 Pacific ..................... 24.._..23 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 73-66,.._390.._. 406 ........ 41/40 

D21 [.BSC ......................... 24.._..23 ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 72-57_._482._.. 267 ........ 48/3i 
D2g UT-Martin ................ 22..-..20 ...... - ........ --. ......... W, 76-53...-545.-.. 354 ........ 41/20 

J2 at Pi~sburgh* ......... 21...,..20 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 78-69.,...452...,. 409 ........ 45/40 

39 at Miami" 

J12 North Carolina~ 

.~I6 at NC State* 

J!.9 at Virginia 

J23 Duke* 

J25 Virginia Tech* 

F2 at Wake Forest* 

F9 Boston College* 

F13 at Syracuse* 

F16 Miami" 

t:20 at Maryland~ 

F23 at Clemson~ 

F27 Georgia Tech* 

M2 Virginia* 



Georgia Tech (10-4, 0-i ACC) 
GT OPP 

DATE 

N10 
N17 
N34 

OPP REB 
OPPONENT ............... AP_,. USA__AP_, USA ......... SCORE _,_FG%,,_ FG% ......... MAR 
Coppin State .............. RV..__BV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 79-57.__444_..~ 311 ......... 48/35 
Wester P, Ca~oliP, a ....... RV ...,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-47.,...525...,. 288 ......... 52/26 

at Tennessee .............. RV ._...RV ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 76-87 _..~351.._. 380 ......... 38/65 

at Georgia .................. RV .,._,RV ._,. 23 ..,.. 21 .......... L, 56-63 ._,.373.,... 382 ......... 44/35 

[IU Turkey Classic (Brooklyn, NY} 
N29 vs. SoutherP, Uzah ...... RV ....... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 85-60_..,462..,,. 315 ......... 51/27 

N30 vs. McNeese State .__ RV. ...... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 69-60_._492.__ 421 ......... 38-32 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec, 4 

D4 Illinois ........................ RV_I,_RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 93-691,_144&...~ 352 ......... 56/44 

D7 Alabama A&M ........... RV..,,..RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 93-56.,...500...,. 339 ......... 48/26 

[,)17 Portland State ............ RV._..,RV ...... - ........ - ......... W, 104-54...A93._,. 294 ......... 46/27 

Puerto Rico Classic (San Juan, Puerto Rico} 
D20 vs. UI-EP ..................... RV_._.RV ._..RV_...RV ........ W, 102-77._.481_..= 387 ......... 52/42 
D21 vs. Oklahoma Szate..,,RV..,,..RV ,,.., 13 ,..,, 16 .......... L, 60-58 ,,..,307..,,. 456 ......... 48/44 

Georgia Tech Holiday Tournament (Atlanta, Ga} 

D29 Alabama State ........... RV,,...,RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 99-53...,.433.,... 313 ......... 58/46 

D30 Hampton ................... RV_._.RV ...... - ........ - .......... ~A~ 89-70.__43&...~ 338 ......... 45/40 

IS Duke* ........................ RV...,..RV ...... 3 ....... 3 ........... L, 47-64 .,...260...,. 397 ......... 51/47 

J8 at Clemson* 

112 at Syracuse* 

~16 Wake Forest* 

119 at M.,’a ryla nds 

J23 at Virginia l-ech* 

126 NC State" 

J30 Clemson* 

F3 at Pittsburgh* 

F6 North Carolina* 

F9 at Miami* 

FI3 Virginia~ 

F17 at Notre Dame* 

F23 Marvland* 

F27 at Florida State* 

M2 Boston College* 

Maryland Terrapins (13-1, 1-0 ACC) 
OPP 

DATE 

N8 

N10 

N15 

N19 

N23 

N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,. USA,,., AP ,,, USA ......... SCORE ,,.,. FG%,,., FG% ......... MAIF 

at: USF ........................ 8 ........ 6 ...... RV _... RV ......... W, 78.-70..,..403,..., 3",,’4 ......... 49/4~ 

Loyola ........................ 8 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 89-53,...,439..,.. 353 ......... 49/23 
Connec~cut ................ 8 ........ 7 ....... 1 ....... 1 ........... L, 55-72 ,,..,383..,,. 435 ......... 39/4~ 

George Washington ..., 8 ........ 8 ...... RV .,... RV ......... W, 87.-51..,..478,.._ 349 ......... 53/3; 

at l-owson ................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 90-53_._586__. 327 ......... 46/21 

Drexel ......................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ ... ......... W, 69- 63,.._ 466._.. 414 ......... 39/3( 

San Juan Shootout (San Juan, Puerto Rico} 

N29 vs, Texas Souzhern ...... 8 ........ 8, ....... - ........ - ......... W, 100-59_,.600_.., 407 ......... 42/2( 

N30 vs. Ohio University ._..g ........ 8 ....... - ........ .-. ......... W, 84-60_._476.._. 358 ......... 43/23 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 4 
D4 Ohio State ................... g ........ g ....... - ........ - .......... W, 67-55..,,.359,,... 310 ......... 53/3,’ 

D9 Siena ........................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... W, i05-49...,600..,.. 280 ......... 41!2~ 

D14 Delaware Sta~e ........... g ........ 8 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 93-44,,..,473.._. 242 ......... 64/3~ 

Terrapin Classic {College Park, 

D28 Wofford ..................... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... W, 110-53.._621._.. 316 ......... 46/2[ 

D29 C,of Charleston ........... 8 ........ 8 ....... - ........ - ......... W; 103-51,._549.._. 258 ......... 54/3z 

J5 at: Nor1:h Carolina~ ..... 8 ........ 8 ...... i0 _.., :[i ......... W, 79.-70._..382_._ 381 ......... 43/43 
J9 Wake Forests 

]i6 Syracuse 

~19 Georgia l%ch* 

J23 a~ Virginia* 

]27 Notre Dame* 

at NC State* 

F2 at: Syracuse* 

F6 Pittsburgh~ 

F9 Clemson* 

F13 at: Miami* 

F17 at Duke* 

F20 Florida Sta~es 

F23 at Georgia l~ch* 

F27 a~ Boston Colleges 

M2 Virginia Tech * 

Miami Hurricanes (9-5, I-0 ACC) 
UM       OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

N]O 

N15 

NI9 

N25 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ................ AP ,,. USA,,.,AP.,, USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% .,, FG% .......... MAR 

North Florida ............... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 79-39 _... 446.._. 237 ......... 48/42 

Richmond .................... - ........ --. ....... - ........ --. ........ L, 50-57 ...... 303 .....319 ......... 46/52 

Middle Tennessee ........ - ........ - ....... RV.....RV ........ L, 55-51 ...... 345 .....328 ......... 43/42 

at Oakland ................... = ........ - ........ = ........ - ........ ’&~ 86=68 ..._ 435 _..~ 3~5 ......... 5~/4~ 

Yak? .............................. --. ....... - ........ --. ....... - ........ V~ 9&--67 ..._ 583 _._343 ......... 40/42 

M~ami Thanksgiving Tournament (Coral Gables, Fin,} 

N29 St. Frands (NY) ............ - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 78-57 ,,... 500.,,,.368 ......... 33/34 
N30 Missour~ ....................... - ........ -. ....... - ....... RV ....... W, 74-68 ..... 365 .._.36~ .......... 42/43 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec, 5 
D5 at Minnesota ............... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 67-74 ...... 370,...,548 ......... 32/42 

DI5 Coppin State ................ --. ....... - ........ --. ....... - ........ V~ 63-58 ...., 328 .....375 ......... 36/54 

D21 at Arizona State ........... - ........ - ....... RV.,,..RV ........ L, 73-75 ...... 409 ,,..,407 ......... 38/37 

D28 Morgan State ............... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 80-42 _... 408.__300 ......... 49/37 

D29 New Mexico ................. - ........ --. ....... - ........ --. ....... W, 67-50 ._..446._..344 ......... 37/45 

Jl Penn ............................ - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 66-67 ...... 375 ...,.431 ......... 45/37 

J4 at Wake Forest* ........... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ ~A~ 84-53 ..,,.446,...,333 ......... 45/36 

~9 Florida State* 

112 at Virginia Tech* 

J16 at Boston College~ 

J19 NC State* 

J23 at Notre Dame* 

J26 at Clemson* 

BO Duke* 

F2 at North Carolina* 

F9 Georgb -rech * 

F]3 Maryland* 

FI6 at Florida S~ate* 

F20 Syracuse*, 

F23 Wake Forest~ 
F27 at Virginia* 

M2 P~sburgh* 

North Carolina Tar Heels (12-3, 0-1 ACC) 
NC       OPP 

DATE 
N8 

N17 
N21 
N24 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............. AP .,. USA.,..AP.., USA ......... SCORE .,... FG%.... FG% ........ MAB 

Air Force .................. 12,_.,,11 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 87-26..,,.472,,._ 140 ........ 53/33 

Tennessee ................ 12.-,..14 ...... 4 ....... 3 ........... L, 65-81 ,,._304..,,. 403 ........ 44/4’-3 

at UCLA .................... 12._._ 14 ,._,RV ._,. RV ......... W, 78-68_._383_,.. g02 ........ 43/52 

Coastal Carolina ...... 12,._,.12 ...... - ........ - ......... ’~,~ 106-52_..517,._~ 222 ........ 56/5~ 
Coppin Sl:ate ............ ~2._...12 ...... - ........ ... ......... W, 91-5/,.._422..,.. 304 ........ 52/33 

Cancun Challenge {Cancun, Mexico} 
N2g vs. Arkansas State.,,, 11.,,...12 ...... - ........ - .......... W, 93-60,,...603..,,. 257 ........ 38/43 

N29 vs. Arizona Sta~e ...... 11,..,,, 12 ...... - ........ - ........ L, 81-94 OT_.444_._ 394 ........ 43/49 

N30 vs~ Illinois ................. 11,...,.12 ...... - ........ - .......... W~ 87-51.-..429--~ 238 ........ 55/37 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec. 4 

D4 Nebraska ................. lg,...,, 16 ..,,. 15 .,... 13 ......... W, 75-62..,,.485,,... 393 ........ 40/33 

D14 Charleston Southern 15.,,...14 ...... - ........ - ......... W, 100-49,..,582..,,. 271 ........ 43/37 

D16 vs. New Orleans ...... 14_,._ 14 ...... - ........ - ......... W, 124-41._,643._.. 278 ........ 52/15 

D18 vs, South Carolina,.., 14,..,,.13 .,,.. 10 ,,.., 10 ......... W, 74-66.,,..459,._~ 411 ........ 43/33 

D21 High Point ................ :[4._...13 ...... - ........ --. ........ W, 103--7:[ ....486.,,.. 353 ........ 5:[/32 

J2 .laroes Madison ........ 10...,,.:[1 ...... .-. ....... - .......... W, 74-71..,..456,.._ 373 ........ 31/40 

]5 Maryland ................. 10..,,..11 ...... g ....... g ........... L, 70-79 ,,...331...,. 382 ........ 47/43 

J9 NC State 

]12 at Florida State 

J16 Clemson 

J]9 at Boston College 

]23 at Wake Forest 

J30 Syracuse 

F2 Miami, 

F6 at Georgia -rech 

F10 at Duke 

F13 Pittsburgh. 

F!6 at NC State 

F20 at Virginia 

F23 Virginia Tech 

F27 at Notre Dam, e 

M2 Duke 



NC State Woffpack (14-1, 1-0 ACC) 
ST       OPP 

DATE 
Ng 

NI6 

N24 
N26 
N29 
N30 
D1 

D5 
Dg 

D20 

028 

D30 

J5 

]9 at No~$h Carolina* 

J12 at Wake Forest* 

]16 Florida S~ate* 

J19 at Miami* 

]23 Boston College* 

J26 at Georgia Tech* 

]30 Maryland* 

F6 Wake Forest* 

F9 at Virginia Tech* 

FI3 at Clemson* 

FI6 Noah Carolina* 

F20 at Duke* 

F23 Virginb* 

F27 at Pittsburgh* 

M2 Notre Dam, e* 

OPP REB 
OPPONENT ............... AP..,. USA.,.,AP.., USA ......... SCORE ..,,.FG%,,., FG% ......... MAR 
St. Bonaventure 

Towson ....................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... ~], 69-46__4,5.__ ~92 ......... ~9/26 ~ 

Presbyterian 

Morgan State 

Tulane ............................................................ 

Dav~dson ........................................................ W, 

vs. Wright State 

vs. SE Louisiana .............................................. W~ 87-59._..493_..~ 42~ 

vs. UCLA ............................... 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge 
at Northwestern ......... -~ ........ --.._._RV ...... -. ......... W, 76-61_._443._.. 339 ......... 46/31 
E[on ............................. -. ........ - ........ -. ....... - .......... W, 91.-5] .,_.507_._ 377 ......... 46/27 
LSU .............................. -~ ........ -.._._ 12 ..._ 12 ......... W, 89-79_..~525.._. 492 ......... 36/35 

s " ~ ~    ~ ~ 77.-60._..441_..~ 38] .......... 48/29 v_, Kansas :~tate ......... 

San Diego Szate ......... RV ..,,..RV ...... 

Sryracuse~ ................. RV,,.._RV ..,,. 20 .,,.. 

[Notre Dame Fighting Irish (13-00 1-0 ACC) 
ND       OPP                            OPP       REB 

DATE OPPONENT ............... AP..,. USA.,..AP.., USA ......... SCORE _..~FG%._. FG% ......... MAR 
N9 UNC Wilmington ......... 6 ........ 7 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 99-50..,,.629,,.., 300 ......... 54/24 

N11 Michigan State ............ 6 ........ 6 ...... 19_...lg ......... W, 81-62.._.425,..., 435 ......... 52/29 

N16 Valparaiso ................... 6 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 96-46,,..,539..,,. 289 ......... 49/22 

N23 at Penn ....................... 5 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 76-54,...~433._.. 375 ......... 43/37 

N26 DePaul ........................ 5 ........ 6 ...... 25.,,..25 ......... W, 92-76..,,.485,,.., 361 ......... 58/33 

D1 vs Duquesne .............. 5 ........ 6 ....... - ........ - ......... W, 100-61._.609,.._ 345 ......... 43/29 

(To~ nto, Canada) 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge - Dec. 4 
at Penn State .............. 4 ........ 5 ...... 10 ,,,.. i1 ......... W, 77-67..,,.370,,.., 407 ......... 44/36 

UC/A ........................... 4 ........ 5 ....... - ........ - .......... ’A{ 90-48..,,.56~,..., 280 ......... 48/~5 

at Michigan ................. 4 ........ 4 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 86-64,,..,586..,,. 426 ......... 29-26 

Central Michigan ........ 4. ....... 4 ....... - ........ - ......... W, 106-72...,618..,.. 397 ......... 38/~9 

at Oregon State .......... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 70-58...,.414,,... 382 ......... 46/34 

South Dakota State_.., 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - .......... W> 94-51..,..5~6,..., 316 ......... 53/28 

Pitt Panthers {9-7, 1-i ACC) 
UP OPP OPP REB 

135 Clemson* .................... 2 ........ 2 ....... - ........ - .......... W, 71-51.,...455...,. 449 ......... 36/27 

l ]9 Boston College* 

]12 a[ Virginia* 

J16 at Pittsburgh* 

]20 at Tennessee 

1J23 Miami* 

J27 a~ Maryland* 

[J30 Virginia -rech* 

F2 at Duke* 

F6 at Florida State* 

F9 Syracuse* 

F13 at Boston College* 

F17 Georgia Tech* 

F20 at Wake Forest* 

F23 Duke* 

F27 Noah Carolina* 

M2 at NC Staze* 

Syracuse Orange (11-g, 0-1 ACC) 
SU       OPP OPP REB 

DATE 

Ng 

N14 

NI7 

N20 

N23 

N26 

D1 

D4 

D7 

D15 

D19 

D20 

D21 

D29 

J2 

J5 

]12 

J16 

J26 

J30 

F3 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F16 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPPONENT ................ AP ._ USA._.AP,., USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ,.. FG% .......... ~AR 

Bucknell ....................................... - ........ - ........ W, 66-51 _._ 403 _... 297 ......... 38/59 

at Ball State ......................................... - ........ W, 63-58 .._. 404..._ 292 ......... 33/44 

Lafaye~e .............................................. - ......... L 45-48 ...... 302 ,.._ 286 ......... 43/5~ 

at Michigan .......................................... - ......... L, 75-83 ...... 492 .,,.. 549 ......... 26/27 

at Loyola .............................................. -, ....... W, 60-54 ._.. 375 ..._ 3~0 ......... 35/37 

Mount St. Ma~’s ................................. - ........ W, 78-43 _._433 ._..250 ......... 5~/44 

Buffalo ................................................. - ......... L, 62-66 ...... 359 ..._377 ......... 43/5Z 

James Madison ................................... RV ........ L 6~-71 ...... 379,._,476 ......... 34/4~ 

at Wa~ner ............................................ - ........ W, 69-55 ,,.., 414 .,,..3~0 ......... 41/41 

Old Dominion ...................................... -, ....... W, 63-49 ..,.. 439 .._.32] .......... 44/32 

Duel i~ the De~ert (Las Vegas, Nov.} 

vs. DePau[ .................................... - ........ - ......... L, 63-77 ...... 333 .._.4Z0 ......... 4~/47 

vs. Lou~s~ana-Mon roe .................. - ........ - ........ V~ 76-6~ ..,,. 484,.._ 392 ......... 35/3~ 

vs, Washin~on ............................ - ........ - ......... L, 69-76 ...... 338 .,,..4~9 ......... 45/42 

Duquesne .................................... -. ....... -, ....... W, 67-57 ..,.. 368 _._300 ......... 47/43 

Florida State * ............................ 2~ ..,.. 20 ........ L, 69-78 ...... 409._.. 452 ......... 40/45 

at Virginia * ................................. - ........ - ........ W, 79-75 .._. 558 ..._404 ......... 34/30 

at C~emson ~ 

at Duke * 

Boston Co~e~e ~ 

Georgia Tech * 

at Ma~,land * 

Wake Forest ~ 

at North Carolina * 

at Virginia Tech ~ 

NC State * 

at Miami * 

DATE OPPON ENT ............. AP .., USA,.,,AP .,. USA ......... SCORE ,.,.. FG%,.., F6% ........ MAR 

N10 at Washington St ...... - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 69-65_...360.._, 288 ........ 61/46 

N:[4 Dartrnouth ................ - ....... RV ...... -. ....... -. ......... W, 88-47.,...443...,. 283 ........ 47/37 

Nlg Cornell ....................... - ....... RV _.._ - ........ - .......... W, 89-48_...,’~49.._. 316 ........ 44/36 

N20 Maryland E. Shore._..- ....... RV _.._- ........ - ......... W, 113-,’~2,...,’~18.._. 220 ........ 60/45 

N24 Maine ........................ - ....... RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 97-42.._,444_,.. 315 ........ 55/33 

Paradise Jam - St. Thomas, tJ.S. Virgin islands 

N28 vs. Texas .................. RV ....,RV ...,.RV ...... - .......... V\~ 77--65...,.418.,... 368 ........ 36/42 

N29 vs. Mem, phis ............ RV ..._RV ...... - ........ - .......... ’A~ 77-5811_1452_... 375 ........ 43/32 

[’430 vs, Texas A&M ......... RV ..,..RV .,... 12 ,..., 11 ......... W, 78-63.,...467...,, 404 ........ 29/33 

Big Ten/ACe Challenge- Dec. S 

D5 at Iowa .................... 22,,..,,23 ..,,.25 .,,.. RV .......... L, 91-97 ..,,,479,,... 500 ........ 43/38 

D16 Temple ..................... 23,,..,,RV ...... - ........ - .......... W, 82-76..,,,392,,... 426 ........ 40/46 

D19 Niagra ...................... 23.....,RV ...... -. ....... -. ......... V\~ 80--44...,.358.,... 271 ........ 48/44 

D21 Saint Joseph’s .......... 23_.._RV .._.RV _..., - .......... ’A~ 64-62.._.309_... 34,’t ....... 56/34 

D30 at Arizona State ....... 20_.._23 .._. 24 _... RV .......... L, 60-63 .._.394_... 338 ........ 38/49 

]5 at NC State * ............ 20...,..24 .,...RV,..., RV .......... L, 61-67 .,...333...,, 396 ........ 42/35 

]9 Duke * 

]12 Georgia Tech * 

J16 at Maryland * 

]19 at Pi~sburgh * 

J23 Clemson * 

J26 Virginia * 

J30 at North Carolina ~ 

F2 Maryland ~ 

F6 Virginia Tech * 

F~3 Florida State * 

F16 at Boston College * 

F20 at Miami * 

F23 Pi~sburgh* 

M2 at Wake Forest * 



Virginia Cavaliers (7-7, 0-I ACC) 
VA       OPP 

DATE 

N1] 

N24 

N28 

N29 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP.._ USA._.AP ... USA ......... SCORE ._.. FG%=... FG% ......... MAR 

at James Madison ...... --. ........ .-....._RV ...... .-. .......... L, 46-g3 ,...,283..,.. 339 ......... 26/49 

High Point ................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, 73.-54..,..357,.._ 386 ......... 57/30 

Louisiana Tech ............ --. ........ .-. ....... - ........ .-. ......... W, 95-82_ ..~48~.._. 409 ......... 42/41 

at [.ihe~v .................... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, ~.-60.._.31&.._ 375 ......... 35/52 

at West Virginia .......... --. ........ .-_..._RV ...... .-. .......... L, 58-68 _._344._.. 404 ......... 44/46 

~nka~oo ~am 
vs~ Tennessee ............. --. ........ .-. ....... 3 ....... 4 ........... L, 67-76 _..~381._.. 528 ......... 35/36 

vs. Kansas Stale ......... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - ........... [~ 46-49 ._..23&.._ 328 ......... 33/45 

Big Ten/ACC Challenge- Dec. 5 

D5 Michigan ..................... --. ........ .-. ....... - ........ --. .......... L, 53-73 ,.._333..,.. 538 ......... 27/41 

D17 MD-Eastern Shore ...... - ......... - ........ .-. ....... - .......... W, 81-46.,,..378,..., 294 ......... 48/37 

FGCU H{Iton Garden InniHoraewood Suites Classic 
D20 vs. Tulane .................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 72-79 ,,..,413..,,. 352 ......... 41/44 

D21 a~ Florida Gulf Coast.., - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 85-56..,,.509,..., 360 ......... 41/27 

Cavalier Classic 
D28 CoppiP, Szate ............... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 70-45..,,.429,,... 291 ......... 46/33 

D29 Princeton .................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 69-57,,...462..,,. 345 ......... 37/35 

35 Pittsburgh~. ................ - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L 75-79 ..,,.404,,... 558 ......... 30/34 

J9 at VirgiP, ia Tech* 

J12 Notre Dame* 

J16 at Duke~ 

J19 Florida State’~ 

J23 Maryland* 
J2g at Syracuse~ 

JJ0 at Vv’ake Forest* 

F2 Clem, son~ 

F6 at Boston College* 

F13 at Georgia [~ch* 

F16 Virginia -rech* 

F20 North Carolina * 

F23 at NC State* 

F27 Miami* 

M2 at Florida State* 

Virginia Tech Hokies (10-4, 0-1 ACC) 
VT OPP 

DATE 

N9 

N14 

N17 

N23 

N27 

N30 

D4 

D7 

DIS 

D21 

D29 

J1 

J5 

J9 

J12 

J19 

J23 

J26 

J30 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F16 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPP REB 

OPPONENT ............... AP,.,, USA.,..AP,., USA ......... SCORE .,..,FG%..,, FG% ......... MAR 

Howard ............................................... - .......... W, 84-32__,435._.. 220 ......... 64/32 

at, Old Dominion .................................. - .......... W, 73-61..,,.45&..., 323 ......... 43-39 

Florida ................................................ RV ......... W, 71-59._..421_ .,, 333 ......... 34/38 

13ucknell ............................................... - .......... W, 87-49,...,480..,,. 304 ......... 4G/35 

at Ho~stra ............................................ - ....... W, 77-72 OT_446._.. 366 ......... 50/43 

Rich mond ............................................ - ........... L, 56-64 ..,, 274,..., 339 ......... 46/41 

Presb,~edan ....................................... - .......... W, 55-33._..323,..,, 256 ......... 56/23 

Big TeniACC Challenge - Dec. 4 

at Ind iana .................... - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 65-71 ,..,,384.,,.. 344 ......... 53/40 
Michigan Sta~e ............ - ......... - ....... RV.,... 25 ......... W, 72-66..,,.459,..., 397 ......... 37/42 

USC Upstate ............... - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 65-61._..404,..., 347 ......... 43/43 

at Radford .................. - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 82-33,...,412..,,. 235 ......... 58/29 

Robert Morris ............. - ......... - ........ - ........ - .......... W, 70-64,._,426._.. 345 ......... 42/30 

at, Hampton ................ - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 60-70 ..,,.3fi1,..., 323 ......... 46/54 

at Boston College* ...... - ......... - ........ - ........ - ........... L, 63-70 ._..46g,._, 464 ......... 34/32 

Virgi~,ia* 

Miami* 

Duke* 

Georgia Tech ~’ 

at Florida Star, e * 

at Notre Dame * 

Boston College ~ 

at Syracuse* 

NC State ~ 

at Wake Forest* 

at, Virginia*. 

Pittsburgh* 

at North Carolina* 

a~ Maryland* 

Wake Forest Demon Deacons (9-5, 0-1 ACC) 
WF OPP OPP REB 

DATE 

N9 

N~3 

N15 

N19 

N22 

N26 

N29 

NJ0 

D3 

D16 

D20 

D28 

029 

J4 

J9 

.112 

J16 

J20 

J23 

J26 

.130 

F2 

F6 

F9 

F13 

F20 

F23 

F27 

M2 

OPPONENT ................ AP ... USA....AP ... USA ....... SCORE ...... FG% ... FG% .......... MAR 

at Marquette ...................................... - ......... L, 71-90 ...... 439 .,... 500 ......... 28/50 

Campbell ............................................. -. ....... W, 73-65 ._ .. 365 .._. 328 ......... 50/40 

at Delaware ........................................ - ......... L, 61.-71 ....... 434 _... 442 ......... 27/39 

Davidson .............................................. - ........ W, 69-66 ,_ .. 348 .._. 396 ......... 5 ~/35 

Radford ................................................ - ........ W, 92-65 ..._ 443 _ .., 490 ......... 46/28 

at Arizona ............................................ - ........ W, 70-58 ,..., 456 .,... 288 ......... 41/39 

John Ascuaga’s Nugget Classic 

vs. California ............... --. ....... - ....... 20 _... 20 ........ L, 61.-84 ...... 379 ..... 556 ......... 33/36 

vs. Nevada ................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 87-95 ...... 451 .._.~92 ......... 41-38 

Belmont ...................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 69-49 ..._ 455 _._ 291 ......... 48/33 

UNC Wih’nington ......... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 68-44 ..... 456 ..... 295 ......... 45/39 

South Alabama ........... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ 
\A~ 92-66 ..... 467 .....435 ......... 

51/28 

FlU Sun & Fun Classic 

vs. Florida A&M ......... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 79-63 ,_..500.._.324 ......... 49/41 

vs, FIU ......................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ........ W, 86-79 ..._491 _..,408 ......... 39/41 

M iami ......................... - ........ - ........ - ........ - ......... L, 53-84 ...... 333 .,,.. 44~ ......... 36/45 

at Maryland 

NC State 

at Georgia Tech 

at Clemson 

Norr.h Carolina 

at Boston College 

Virginia 

Florkta State 

at NC State 

at Pittsburgh 

Virginia Tech 

Notre Dame 

at Miami 

at Duke 

Syracuse 



CAREER - TOTAL POINTS 
Player, Team Years GP Pts 

:1.. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... J979-82 J27 3113 

2~ Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 2687 

3 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 133 2540 

3. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... ]977-80 ]28 2367 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 123 2307 

6 Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 2285 

7. Shenise.Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-]2 131 2262 

8. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

9 Chris Moreland, Duke ........................... 1985-88 iii 2232 

10. Madssa Coleman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 ]44 2205 

iI~ Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

12 Riquna Wiliiams, Miami ........................ 2008-12 124 2148 

1.3. Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina .................. ]991-94 ]23 2143 

14. Andrea Stfnson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 2136 

15 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 131 2135 

1.6. Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 140 2122 

1Z Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 129 2094 

18 I<ris[i ]bliver, Maryiand .......................... 2005-09 139 2078 

1.9. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... J990-93 J35 2058 

20~ Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 2042 

21 Carolyn Swords, Boston College ............... 2007-11 133 2029 

22. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... ]983-86 ]24 2001. 

23~ Trudi Lacey, NC State ................................... 1978-81 130 1957 

24 I<isha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 109 1955 

25. Chrissy Floyd, Clemson ................................ 2000-03 120 1937 

CAREER - POINTS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP Pts 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 3113 

2. Andrea Stinson, NC State ....................... 1989-91 94 2136 

3. TamaraJames, Miami .................................. 2004-06 59 1.292 

4. Donna Forrester, Clemson ........................... 1976-78 63 1270 

5. Chris Moreland, Duke ............................ 1985-88 111 2232 

6. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 1.36 2687 

7. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-i0 133 2540 

8. Dolores Bootz, Georgia-I~ch ................... 1985-88 91 1723 

9. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 1.23 2307 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 1557 

11. Janet Forester, Ciernson ........................ 1975-77 55 1008 

Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 2367 

13. Tracy Reid, North Caroiina ........................... 1995-98 121 2200 

14. Kisha Ford, Georgia -[~ch ........................ 1994-97 109 1955 

15. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1.989, 9J-92 88 1.553 

16. Tia Paschai, Florida State ............................. 1992-93 55 964 

17. ]bnya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 123 2143 

18. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 1.3J 2262 

19. Riquna Wiliiams, Miami .............................. 2008-12 125 2148 

20. Renee Taylor, Miami ............................. 2005--07 60 1025 

21, Tracy Conno~; Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 1619 

22. Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 1928 

23. Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 1716 

24. Crystai Langhorne, Maryiand ...................... 2004-08 135 2247 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 138 2285 

Avg 

24.5 1. 

19.8 2, 

19.1 3. 

J8.4 4. 

18.8 

16.6 6. 

J7.3 7. 

16.6 8. 

20.1 9. 

]5.3 10. 

18,2 

17,2 12, 

J7.4 13. 

22.7 

16.3 15. 

J5.2 16. 

16.2 

143 18. 

J5.2 

16.5 20. 

15.3 21. 

J6,J 22. 

15.1 23. 

17.9 24. 

J6,J 25. 

Avg 

24.5 1. 

22.7 2. 

2:1..9 

202 4. 

20.1 5. 

19.8 

19,1 7. 

18.9 

18.8 

18.8 10. 

18.4 11. 

18.4 

18.2 13. 

17.9 

17.6 

17.5 16. 

17.4 17. 

17.3 

17.2 19. 

17.1 

17.0 21. 

16.9 

16.8 23. 

16.6 24. 

16.6 

CAREER - TOTAL REBOUNDS 

Player, Team Years GP Reb Avg 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979.-82 127 1252 9.9 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 125J 10.3 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 128 1245 9.7 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland .................. 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Chris Moreiand, Duke .................................. 1985-88 111 1229 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Charlotte Smkh, North Caroiina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 9.3 

Edana I_arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 141 1173 8.3 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .............. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Marissa Coieman, Maryiand ....................... 2005-09 144 1139 7.9 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson .......................... 1982-85 119 1087 9.1 

Tianna Hawkins, Maryiand .......................... 2009-13 136 1086 8.0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 121 1065 8.8 

Trudi Lacev, NC State ............................ 1978-81 130 1051 8.1 

Henrietta Walls, North Carolina .................. 1980-83 123 1024 8.3 

Chasity MeMn, NC State ............................. 1995-98 124 1020 8.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami ........................ 2008-12 131 1020 7.8 

La’Tangela Atkinson, North Carolina ........... 2003-06 134 1012 7.5 

Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 117 1006 8.6 

Chante Black, Duke .............................. 2005-09 136 995 7.3 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 11.7 984 8.4 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

LaQuanda Barksdale, North Carolina ........ 1998.-01 130 977 7.5 

CAREER - REBOUNDS PER GAME 

Player, Team Years GP l~eb Avg 

Donna Forrester, Ciemson ........................... 1976-78 63 766 12,2 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. :1.985-88 ill J229 J.J.1 

Doiores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 978 10.7 

Kris Kirchner, Maryland ............................... 1978-80 89 936 10.5 

Bernie McGlade, North Carolina ................. 1977-80 121 J251 10.3 

Dawn Royster, North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 110 1108 10.1 

Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson .................... 1979-82 127 1252 93 

Barb Krause, Duke ....................................... 1979-8] 74 732 9.9 

Schuye LaRue, Virginia ................................ 2000-01 66 651 9.9 

Jackie Farme0 Clemson ............................... 1990-91 58 570 9.8 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 J28 J245 9.7 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 126 1221 9.7 

Janet Forester; Clemson .............................. 1975-77 55 524 9,5 

Sheila Cobb, Clemson .................................. 1980-82 47 448 9.5 

Tracy Connor, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 95 905 9.5 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .............. 1992-95 129 1200 93 

Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ 1989, 91-92 88 810 9.2 

Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .......................... 1991-93 83 764 9.2 

Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ..................... 2004-08 135 1229 9.1 

Peggy Caple, Ciemson ................................. 1982-85 ]19 J087 9.1 

Khadijah Whittington, NC State ................... 2004-08 129 1164 9.0 

Angela Scott, Maryland ............................... 1975-77 63 565 9,0 

Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... :1.995-98 J21 J065 8.8 

Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 1159 8.7 

Sandy Bishop, Clemson ............................... 1984-85 58 506 K7 



CAREER - TOTAL ASSISTS 

Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

1. Sharnee ZolI, Virginia .................................. 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

2. Kris~ Toiiver, Maryland ............................... 2005-09 :139 751. 5.4 

3. Dawn Staiey, Virginia .................................. :1989-92 :131. 729 5.6 

4. Nikki Teasle% North Carolina ................ 1.998-00, 02 :[25 728 5.8 

5. Bobble Mims, Clernson ........................ 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

6. Angle Armstrong, NC State ......................... 1980-83 128 608 4.8 

7. Courtney Ward, Florida State ..................... 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

8. Ivory Latta, North Caroiina ......................... 2003-07 138 599 4.3 

9. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina .............. 2007-11 139 589 4.2 

10. Debbie Lytle, Maryland .............................. 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

:11~ Lindsey Harding, Duke ................................ 2003-07 1.40 579 4A 

12~ Donna Holt, Virginia ................................... :[985-88 1.2:[ 561 4.6 

:13~ Tiffany MartM, Georgia Tech ...................... :~994-97 1.05 559 5.3 

14~ Shenise Johnson, Miam.i ........................ 2008-12 131 556 42 

l& Robyn Mayo, NC State .......................... 1982-85 118 547 46 

l& Pare. Leake, North Carolina .................... 1983-86 124 545 44 

17. Sarah Marshall, Boston College .................. 2003-07 125 543 4.3 

18. Chelsea Gray, Duke .................................. 2010-** 107 536 5.0 

19. Hilary Howard, Duke ........................... 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

20. Debbie Bertrand, NC State ......................... 1986-89 118 528 4.5 

Dena Evans, Virginia ................................... 1990-93 134 528 3.9 

22~ Jaclyn Thoman, Boston College ............... 2007-11 129 521 4.0 

23~ Coretta Brown, North Carolina ................ 2000--03 131 517 39 

24~ Pare. Hammond, North Carolina .............. 1982-85 122 513 42 

25. Emily Johnson, North Caroiina ................... 1989-92 112 511 4.6 

CAREER - TOTAL STEALS 

Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121 529 4.4 

2~ Dawn Stale% Virginia ................................... 1989-92 1.3:~ 454 3.5 

3. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 200:1-04 1.36 404 3.0 

4. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1983-86 1.24 40:[ 3.2 

Shenise Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 131 401 3.1 

6 Lele Hardy, Ciemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 32 

7 Tonya Sampson, North Carolina ............... 1991-94 123 390 32 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-89, 91 121 375 3.1 

9. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-11 139 371 2.7 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 133 371 2.8 

1.1. Jacqua Williams, Georgia Tech .................... 2005-08 :123 370 3.0 

1.2. Marion .Jones, North Carolina ............... 1994-95, 97 2,02 334 3.3 

1.3. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... :~979-82 2,27 327 2.6 

14. Robyn Mayo, NC State ........................... 1982-85 118 324 2.7 

15. Nikka Bell, North Carolina ...................... 2002--05 133 322 2.4 

16. Debbie Lytle, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

17. Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-08 131 313 2.4 

18. Sonia Chase, Maryland ................................ 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

19. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 128 297 2.3 

20. Erlana Larkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 1.4] 295 2.1 

21. Deanna Tate, Maryland ......................... 1.986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

22. Chelsea Gray, Duke .................................. 2010-** 107 290 2.7 

23 Amy Privette, Wake Forest ..................... 1984-87 110 287 2.6 

24 Rarnona O’Neai, Clemson ............................ 1986-89 112 286 2.6 

Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 286 3.0 

CAREER - ASSISTS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Ast Avg 

1. Drema Greet, Ciemson ................................ 1977-79 61 399 6.5 

2. Sharnee Zoll, Virginia ............................ 2004-08 132 785 5.9 

3. Nikki Teas[ey, North Carolina ................. 1998-00, 02 125 728 5.8 

4. Dawn Sta[ey, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 131 729 5.6 

5. KristiTolive~. Maryland .......................... 2005--09 139 751 5.4 

Deanna Tate, Maryland ......................... ]986, 88-89 93 500 5~4 

7. Tara Heiss, Maryland ................................... 1975-78 95 504 5.3 

Debbie Lyt[e, Maryland ......................... 1980-83 111 583 5.3 

Tiffany Martin, Georgia Tech ....................... 1.994-97 105 559 5.3 

10. Chelsea Gray, Duke .................................. 2010-** 107 536 5.0 

11. Bobbie Mires, Clemson ............................... 1976-80 126 617 4.9 

:~2. Angie Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1.980-83 128 608 4.8 

13. Susan Fehling, Ciemson ......................... 1984-85, 88 61 411 4.7 

Ida Neai, Georgia Tech .......................... 1986-89 108 508 4.7 

:~5. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121. 56:1 4.6 

Emily Johnson, North Carolina .................... 1989-92 112 511 4.6 

Robvn Mayo, NC State .......................... 1982-85 118 547 4.6 

18. Courtney Ward, Florida State .................. 2007-11 134 602 4.5 

Debbie Bertrand, NC State .......................... 1.986-89 11.8 528 4.5 

20. Nina Bariin, Georgia Tech ............................ 2000-03 75 331 4.4 

Carmen Davis, Georgia /ech ................... 1990-92 82 357 4.4 

Gretchen Holiifield, Wake Forest ................. 1993-96 102 453 4.4 

Carla Holmes, Maryland .............................. 1988-91 100 439 4.4 

Hiiary Howard, Duke ............................ 1996-99 121 533 4.4 

Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1.983-86 124 545 4.4 

Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................. 1991-94 111 488 4.4 

CAREER - STEALS PER GAME 
Player, Team Years GP Stl Avg 

1. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 121 529 4.4 

2. Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... :~989-92 :~31 454 3.5 

3 Marion Jones, North Carolina ............ 1994-95, 97 102 334 3.3 

4. Lele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-10 123 398 3.2 

Pare Leake, North Carolina .......................... 198_%86 ]24 401. 3.2 

Tonya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 199:b94 123 390 3.2 

Deanna Tare, Maryland ......................... 1986, 88-89 93 293 3.2 

8. Tonya Cardoza, Virginia ......................... 1987-89, 91 121 375 3.1 

Shenise Johnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 131. 401 3.1 

Jacqua Williams, Georgia Tech ................ 2005-09 123 370 3.0 

Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 136 404 3.0 

Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 94 286 3.0 

1.3. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-:~0 :~33 371. 2.8 

Sonia Chase, Maryland .......................... 1995-98 112 309 2.8 

Debbie Lytie, Maryland ............................... 1980-83 111 315 2.8 

17, Chelsea Gray, Duke ................................... 2010-** 107 290 2,7 

Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............ 2007-11 139 371 2.7 

Robyn Mayo, NC State .......................... 1982-85 118 324 2.7 

19. Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1994-97 109 278 2.6 

Barbara Kenned% Clemson ......................... 1979-82 127 327 2.6 

Tiffany Mar~in, Georgia 1-ech .................. 1994-97 105 278 2.6 

Amy Privette, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 110 287 2.6 

23~ Abby Waner, Duke ....................................... 2005-09 131. 3:~3 2.4 

Nikita Bell, North Carolina ........................... 2002-05 ]33 322 2.4 

Ramona O’Neal, Ciemson .................. 1986-88, 90 117 286 2.4 

26. Donna Forrester, Ciemson ........................... 1976-78 63 146 2.3 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 ]28 297 2.3 

Anita Malone, Georgia Tech .............. 1982-84, 86 86 195 2.3 



CAREER - TOTAL BLOCKS 
Player, Team Years GP B~k Avg 

i~ Aiison Baies, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3~4 

2. LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 1.38 336 2.4 

3. DeMya Waiker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

4. Dawn Royster; North Carolina ................. 1984-87 110 329 3.0 

5. Jacinta Monroe, Florida State ...................... 2006-10 136 301 2.2 

6. Peggy Capie, Ciemson ................................. 1.982-85 :[19 298 2.5 

7. Jessica Breland, North Caroiina ............... 2006.-11 142 295 2.1 

8. Waitiea Rolie, North Carolina .................. 2009.-13 120 262 2.2 

Elizabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 2011-** 84 262 

]0. Chante Black, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 1.36 261 

11. Dolores Bootz, Georgia [ech .................. 1985-88 91 245 2.7 

12. Sarah Sullivan, Duke ............................. 1983-87 113 212 1.9 

13. Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

14. Candace Sutton, North Caroiina .................. 2001-04 :[26 208 1..7 

15. Laura Harper, Maryland ......................... 2004-08 116 198 1.7 

16. Kryst_ai Thornas, Duke ........................... 2007-11 135 196 1.5 

17. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 195 2.0 

Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977-80 1.28 ]89 :[.4 

19. Kris Kirchner, Maryland ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

20. [rena[rice, NC Stat_e ............................ 1984-87 117 184 1.6 

21. Carolyn Swords, Boston College .................. 2007-11 133 178 1.3 

22. Chay Shegog, North Carolina ....................... 2008-1.2 :[31 173 1..._:} 

June Doby, NC Stat_e ............................. 1977-80 124 173 1.5 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia 1-ech ................... 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

25. Vicky Buliett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 114 170 1.5 

Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 1.04 170 :[.6 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS MADE 
Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pct, 

1. Barbara Kennedy’, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2. Genia Beasley, NC State ............................... 1977--80 1017 1880 .541 

3. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 200:[-04 1.005 1.906 .527 

4. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 962 2207 .436 

5. Linda Page, NC State ............................. 1982--85 942 1946 .484 

6. Andrea Stinson, NC State ............................ 1.989-91. 937 1.696 .541. 

7. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 889 1363 .652 

8. -[racy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995--98 886 1679 .528 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1.990-93 866 1.587 .546 

110. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coi[ege .................. 2007-11 850 1257 .676 

i11. Chasity Meivin, NC State ............................. 1995--98 838 1441 .582 

12. Pam Leake, North Carolina .......................... 1.983-86 834 1.709 .488 

i13. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828 1448 .572 

14. Vicky Bullet[, Maryland ......................... 1986-89 816 1449 .563 

115. Trudi Lacey, NCState ................................... 1.978-81. 794 1.651 .481. 

116. Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

[17. [resa Brown, North Carolina ....................... 1981--84 785 1434 .547 

El& Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ............................. 1.994-97 780 1.740 ~448 

Wendy Palmer, Virginia ............................... 1993-96 780 1412 .552 

[20. Chrissy Floyd, Clemson ......................... 2000-03 778 1763 .441 

121. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 776 1.603 .484 

[22. Kathy Crawford, North Carolina .................. 1980-83 770 1420 .542 

123. Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763 1258 .607 

i24. Dawn Staiey, Virginia ................................... 1.989-92 753 1.637 .460 

i25. Monique Curde, Duke ................................. 2002-06 749 1592 .470 

CAREER - BLOCKS PER GAME 

P~aye~, Team Years GP BIk Avg 

1. Alison Bales, Duke ....................................... 2003-07 129 434 3.4 

2, Elizabeth Williams, Duke ........................... 2011-** 84 262 3.1 

3. Dawn Royste~; North Carolina ..................... 1984-87 ]lO 329 3.0 

4. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 91 245 2.7 

DeMya Walker; Virginia ......................... 1996-99 122 330 2.7 

6. Peggy Caple, Clemson ................................. 1982-85 :[19 298 2,5 

LaToya Pringle, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 138 336 2.4 

8 Jacinta Monroe, Florida Stat_e .................. 2006-10 136 301 22 

Waifiea Rolle, North Carolina ...................... 2009-13 ]20 262 22 

[0. Jessica Breland, North Carolina ................... 2006-11 142 295 2.1 

Kris Kirchner, Maryland ......................... 1978-80 89 186 2.1 

[2. Kasha Terry, Georgia Tech ............................ 2003-05 97 1.95 2.0 

[3. Chante Black, Duke ...................................... 2005-09 136 261 1.9 

Jackie Farrner, Ga[iClernson .............. 1987, 89-91 83 160 1.9 

Sarah Sullivan, Duke .................................... 1983-87 :[13 21.2 

Brooke Wyckoff, Florida State ..................... 1998-01 109 209 1.9 

L7 Laura Harper, Maryland ......................... 2004-08 116 198 1.7 

Candace Sutton, North Carolina .................. 2003.-04 ]26 208 :[,7 

[9. Joannah Kauffman, Georgia Tech ................ 1995-98 104 170 1.6 

Kody Burke, NC State ................................ 2010-** 114 177 1.6 

Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 :[17 1.84 

~_2. Krysta[ Thomas, Duke .................................. 2007-11 135 196 1.5 

Brittany Mii[er; Florida Stat_e ................... 2005-07 70 103 1.5 

Vicky Builett, Maryland ............................... 1986-89 :[14 1.70 

Sonja Mallory, Georgia Tech ........................ 2000-03 114 173 1.5 

Genia Beasiey, NC St_ate ......................... 1977-80 128 189 1.5 

CAREER - FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED 

Player, Team Years FGM FGA Pct. 

1. Barbara Kennedy, Ciemson ......................... 1979-82 1349 2688 .502 

2 Monica Wright, Virginia ......................... 2006-10 962 2207 436 

3. Riquna Wiliiams, Miami .............................. 2008-]2 760 1969 .386 

4. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 942 1946 .484 

5 Alana Beard, Duke ............................... 2001-04 1005 1906 527 

6. Genia Beasiey, NC State ............................... ]977-80 :[017 1880 .54] 

7. Chrissy Floyd, C[emson ................................ 2000-03 783 1763 .444 

8 Kisha Ford, Georgia Tech ....................... 1994-97 780 1740 448 

9. Pam I_eake, North Carolina .......................... ]983-86 834 1709 .488 

10. Andrea Stfnson, NC State ............................ 1989-91 917 1696 .541 

11 Tracy Reid, North Carolina ...................... 1995-98 886 1679 528 

1.2. Trudy I_acey, NC State .................................. ]978-8:[ 794 165] .48] 

13. Amy Privet[e, Wake Forest .......................... 1984-87 730 1650 .442 

14 Dawn Staley, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 753 1637 460 

1.5. Madssa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 776 1603 .484 

16. Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 792 1594 .497 

17 Monique Currie, Duke ........................... 2002-06 749 1592 470 

1.8. Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... ]990-93 866 1587 .546 

19. Kristf Toliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 708 1585 .447 

20 IcissTiliis, Duke ................................... 2001-04 673 1537 438 

21. I_ele Hardy, Clemson .................................... 2006-]0 577 1534 .376 

22. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 618 1504 .411 

23 Mary Anne Cubelic, Clem.son .................. 1980-83 651 1491 437 

24. Tynesha Lewis, NC State .............................. ]998-0:[ 603 1475 .409 

25. Carla Munnion, Georgia Tech ...................... 1995-98 601 1451 .414 



CAREER - RELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years FGMoFGA 

1. Carolyn Swords, Boston Coilege .................. 2007-11 850-1257 

2. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ................. 2004--08 889-1363 

.3. Tyish Hall, Duke ........................................... 1994-97 54.3-862 

4. Jenny Mitchell, Wake Forest ........................ 1988-91 763-1258 

5. Micheie VanGorp, Duke ......................... 1998--99 389-649 

6. Dolores Bootz, Georgia Tech ....................... 1985-88 730-1232 

7. Jessie Hicks, Maryland ................................. 1990-93 649-1104 

8. Lisa Dodd, Wake Forest ......................... 1987-91 3~8-658 

9. Trena Trice, NC State ................................... 1984-87 740-1266 

10. Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1995-98 838-1441 

11. Rochelle Parent, Duke .......................... 1998-01 2~4-369 

12. t.aToya Pring~e, North Carolina .................... 2004-08 418-722 

13. Rhonda Mapp, NC State ........................ ~989, 91-92 625-1081 

14. Edana Lad<ins, North Cm’ol~na ................. 2004-08 717-1265 

15. Chds Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 828-1~48 

16. KaHsa Dav~s, Maryland ................................. 1995-98 384-672 

17. Angie Armstrong, NC S~ate .......................... 1980--8~ 4~8-823 

18. Dafne Lee, Maw~and ................................... 1989-92 382-873 

Kenya WHliams, ~eorgia Tech ...................... 1996-99 420-739 

20. Mistie Williams, Duke ........................... 2003-06 557-983 

21. t.au:a Harper, Mawland ............................... 2004-08 510-902 

22. Summer Erb, NC State ................................. 1998-00 494-878 

V~cky BuHett, Margland ......................... 1986-89 81~-1449 

24. Kerd Hobbs, NCState .................................. 1987-90 364-~53 

DeMya Wa]ker~ Virginia ............................... 1996-99 629-1~29 

Pet, 

.676 

.652 2~ 

.630 3. 

.607 
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.587 
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.580 11~ 

.579 12. 

.578 13. 

.567 

.572 15. 

.571 16. 

.569 17. 

.568 18. 

.568 19. 

.567 

.565 21. 

.563 22. 

.563 23. 

.557 24. 

.557 25. 

CAREER - FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED 

P~ayer, Team Years FTM FTA Pcto 

Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 774 

Crystal t.anghorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

Cetera DeGraffenreid, N Carolina ............ 2007-11 544 720 756 

Erlana t.arkins, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

Monique Currie, Duke ................................. 2002-06 538 688 .782 

Tracg Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 609 

Heather Burge, Virginia ............................... 1990-93 326 640 .509 

Chasity Melvin, NC State ............................. 1994-98 366 639 .573 

Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 768 

Katie Meier; Duke ........................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505 623 .811 

Cierra Bravard, Florida State ................... 2008-12 449 621 723 

Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1978-82 415 614 .676 

Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492 613 .803 

Tracg Connor, Wake Forest ..................... 1993-97 387 599 646 

Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

Tonya Sampson, North Caroiina ............... 1991-94 421 590 714 

Kaayia Chories, NC State ............................. 1999-04 358 582 .615 

Laura Harper, Maryland ............................... 2005-08 386 566 .682 

Wendy Paime~. Virginia ............................... 1993-96 327 562 582 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 200.3-07 469 556 .844 

Tammi Reiss, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 437 552 .792 

CAREER - FREE THROWS MADE 

Player, Team Years FTM FTA Pct. 

1. Alana Beard, Duke ....................................... 2001-04 582 752 .774 

2. Chris Moreland, Duke .................................. 1985-88 576 868 .664 

3. Cetera DeGraffenreid, N. Carolina ............... 2007-11 544 720 .756 

4. Monique Cuttle, Duke .......................... 2002-06 538 688 .782 

5. Dawn Sta[ey, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 505 623 .811 

6. Shay Doron, Maryland .......................... 2004-07 492 613 .803 

7. Eriana Larldns, North Carolina ..................... 2004-08 489 704 .695 

8. Monica Wright, Virginia ............................... 2006-10 484 630 .768 

9. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481 594 .810 

Charlotte Smith, North Carolina .................. 1992-95 481 738 .652 

11. Crystal Langhorne, Maryland ...................... 2004-08 469 747 .628 

Ivory t.atta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 469 556 .844 

1.3. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454 550 .825 

14. Cierra Bravard, Florida State ........................ 2008-12 449 621 .723 

15. Katie Meier, Duke ................................ 1986-90 447 624 .716 

16. -[am, rni Reiss, Virginia ............................ 1989-92 437 552 .792 

17. Joyce Pierce, Georgia Tech .................... 1991-93 430 537 .801 

18. -[~nya Sampson, North Carolina .................. 1991-94 421 590 .714 

19. Tracy Reid, North Carolina ........................... 1995-98 419 688 .609 

20. Barbara Kennedy, Clemson ......................... 1979-82 415 614 .676 

21. Nicoie Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410 494 .830 

22. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407 477 .853 

23. Angle Armstrong, NC State .......................... 1980-83 394 590 .668 

24. Itoro Umoh, Ciemson .................................. 1.995-99 390 533 .7.32 

25. Tracy Conno:, Wake Forest .......................... 1993-97 387 599 .646 

CAREER - FREE THROW PERCENTAGE (min. of 150 ftm) 

Player, Team Years FTM-FTA Pct, 

1. Nicole Erickson, Duke .................................. 1998-99 161-183 .88C 

2. KristiToliver, Maryland ................................ 2005-09 362-418 .86~ 

3. Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami .......................... 2009-13 181-211 .86(: 

4. Tricia Liston, Duke ....................................... 2010-** 182-212 .858 

5. Linda Page, NC State .................................... 1982-85 407-477 .853 

6. Amy Geren, Clemson ................................... 1996-99 335-395 .848 

7. Jennifer Howard, NC State .......................... 1994-97 347-411 .844 

8. ReneeTaylor, Miami .................................... 2005-07 241-287 .84C 

Ivory Latta, North Carolina .......................... 2003-07 474-564 

10. Melissa Mahoney, Virginia .......................... 1979-82 241-290 .83:1 

11. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ..................... 1991-94 410-494 .83C 

12. SheniseJohnson, Miami .............................. 2008-12 454-550 .825 

13. Lisa Brooks, Wake Forest ............................. 1981-84 163-198 .823 

14. Mara Freshour, Florida State ....................... 2005-09 229-281 .815 

15. Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech ................... 1989-92 320-393 .814 

Katie Zenevitch, Boston College ................ 2010-** 188-231 .814 

17. Janet Knight, Clemson ................................. 1983-86 333-410 .812 

Tara Saunooke, Clemson ............................. 1992-95 216-266 .812 

19. Dawn Staley, Virginia ................................... 1989-92 505-623 .81:1 

20. Marissa Coleman, Maryland ....................... 2005-09 481-594 .81C 

21. Donna Holt, Virginia .................................... 1985-88 347-429 .808 

22. Daphne Hawkins, Virginia ........................... 1985-88 256-318 .805 

23. Marche Strickland, Maryland ...................... 1999-02 205-255 .804 

24. Shay Doron, Maryland ................................. 2004-07 492-613 .803 

Marissa Kastanek, NC State ......................... 2009-13 233-290 .803 



CAREER - TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS MADE 
Player, Team Years GP Pct. Art Made 

1. Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 .389 886 345 

2. Jennifer Howard, NCState ..................... 1994-97 117 .439 717 315 

3. Kristi Toliver, Maryland ........................... 2005-09 139 .408 736 300 

4. Riquna Wiiliams, Miami ......................... 2008-12 125 .324 839 272 

5. Chioma Nnamaka, Georgia Tech ............ 2004-08 120 .367 733 269 

6. Cotelia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 117 .332 804 267 

7. Tara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1992-95 121 .429 586 252 

8. Kerri Shields, Boston College .................. 2009-13 126 .344 732 252 

9. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............ 2000-03 131 380 661 251 

10. Danielle Donehe~,; Georgia-I~ch ......... 1997-00 112 366 659 241 

11. Marissa Kastenek, NC State ................ 2009-13 133 359 668 240 

12. Aiex Montgomery, Georgia Tech ......... 2007-11 124 345 686 237 

Mickel Picco, Boston Coilege ............. 2006-10 125 339 700 237 

14. Nikld Teasiev, North Carolina .......... 1998.-00, 02 125 340 694 236 

15. -[amrny Gibson, NC State ................... 1991-95 124 385 598 230 

16. Ste~:anie Yderstrom, Miami ................. 2009-13 127 330 690 228 

17. Stephanie Lawrence, North Carolina ..... 1992-95 128 358 634 227 

18. Italee Lucas, North Carolina ............... 2007-11 138 346 653 226 

19. Abby Waner; Duke ........................... 2005-09 130 321 691 222 

20. -[era Suber; Virginia .......................... 1994-97 127 330 666 220 

2:1. Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech .............. 1989-92 1.1.9 .373 550 205 

22. Tricia liston, Duke ................................ 2010-~* 116 °450 453 204 

23. Georgia Schweitze~; Duke ....................... 1998-01 136 A01 504 202 

24. Amy Geren, Ciemson .............................. 1996-99 1.25 ,360 553 1.99 

25. Nicole Lehmann, NC State ...................... 1988-91. 1.1.0 ,397 489 1.94 

Tonya Sampson, North Carolina ............. 199]-94 1.23 ,339 573 1.94 

CAREER o TOTAL THREE-POINT FGS ATTEMPTED 
Player, Team Years GP Pct. Made Art 

1, Ivory Latta, North Carolina ..................... 2003--07 138 .389 345 886 

2, Riquna Williams, Miami ......................... 2008-1.2 ]25 ,324 272 839 

2. Coteiia Bond-Young, Wake Forest .......... 2003-06 117 .333 268 806 

3. KristiTolive£. Maryland ...................... 2005-09 139 .408 300 736 

4. Chioma Nnamaka, Georgia Tech ............ 2004-08 1.20 ,367 269 733 

5. Kerri Shieids, Boston Coilege .................. 2009-13 126 .344 252 732 

6. Jennifer Howard, NC State ..................... 1994--97 117 .439 315 717 

7. Mickei Picco, Boston Coliege ................. 2006-1.0 1.25 ,339 237 700 

8. Nikki Teasley, North Carolina ............. 1998-00, 02 125 .340 236 694 

9. Abby Waner, Duke ................................ 2005-09 130 .321 222 691 

:[0. Stefanie Yderstrom, Miami ..................... 2009-1.3 1.27 ,330 228 690 

11. Alex Montgomery, Georgia Tech ............ 2007-11 124 .345 237 686 

12. Marissa Kastenek, NC State .................... 2009--13 133 .359 240 668 

:[3. Tora Suber, Virginia ................................. 1.994-97 :[27 ,330 220 666 

14. Coretta Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 131 .380 251 661 

15. Danielle Donehew, Georgia Tech .......... 1997--00 112 .369 241 659 

:[6. Itaiee Lucas, North Caroiina ................... 2007-1.1. 1.38 ,346 226 653 

17. StephanieLawrence, NorthCaroiina ...... 1992-95 128 .358 227 634 

18. Tammy Gibson, NC State ........................ 1991-95 124 .385 230 598 

:[9. Tara Saunooke, Clemson ........................ 1.992-95 1.2:1 ,429 252 586 

20. Tiffany Brown, Maryland ........................ 1997-00 102 .299 172 575 

~_1. lbnya Sampson, North Carolina ............ 1991--94 123 .339 194 573 

22, Amy Geren, Clemson .............................. 1.996-99 125 ,360 1.99 558 

23. Nicole Levesque, Wake Forest ................ 1991-94 111 .351 193 550 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia Tech .............. 1989--92 119 .373 205 550 

25, Teiisha Quades, Virginia ......................... 1.999-02 :[22 ,346 1.87 545 

CAREER -THREE-POINT FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
Player, Team Years GP Art IVlade Pct, 

I. Tricia IListon, Duke ................................ 2010-~ 116 453 204 .45t3 

2. Jennifer Howard, NC State ................. 1994-97 117 717 315 .43~ 

3. -[ara Saunooke, Clemson ................... 1992-95 121 586 252 .43(: 

4. Vicki Krapohl, Duke ................................. 2001-04 127 403 171 .424 

5. Tamm~ Reiss, Virginia .............................. ]989-92 ]27 334 ]39 

6. Kr~sti-[~J~ver) Maryland ........................... 2005-09 ~39 736 300 

7. Georgia SchweitzeG Duke .................. ~998--0~ ~36 504 202 

Anna Prillaman, Virginia ......................... 200]-04 ~27 45~ ~8] .40] 

9. Nicole Lehmann, NC State ...................... ~987-9:1 :110 486 ~94 .39~ 

~0. Mara Freshour, Florida State .............. 2005-09 13~ 4~0 163 .398 

~. Kerry Boyat[-Hali, Clemson ................. 1990-93 12~ 450 178 .39~ 

Ha@ey Peters, Duke ............................... 2010-~ 116 139 55 .396 

13. Nicole Edckson, Duke ............................. ~998-99 66 309 ~22 ,395 

14. Svet~ana Voinaya, Virginia ...................... 1999-01 93 315 124 

15. Le~gh Morgan, Duke ............................... 1988-90 84 229 90 .393 

Ivory La~a, North Carolina ..................... 2003-07 138 886 345 .389 

Kr~sta Gingrich, Duke .............................. 1999-02 120 319 124 .389 

18. Madssa Coleman, Maryland .............. 2005-09 144 443 172 .38~ 

Chelsea G~ay, Duke .............................. 2010-*~ 107 240 93 .388 

20. Tammy Gibson~ NC State ........................ 1990-95 124 602 230 .382 

Core~a Brown, North Carolina ............... 2000-03 k31 661 251 

22. Jen Scanion, Duke ................................... 1993--96 118 420 159 .379 

23. Ju~ie TaHey, Ciemson ............................... 2002-06 111 402 152 .378 

24. KindyH Dorsey, Boston College ............... 2003-07 96 403 152 .375 

25. HHaryHoward, Duke .............................. 1996-99 12~ 354 132 .373 

Karen Lounsbury, Georgia-[ech ........... 1989-92 119 550 205 .373 

All ~nd~vidual rankings include regular season and postseason (NCAA & 

WNIT) games only. Career totals for players from Georgia Tech {joined 

the ACC ~n 1980), Florida State {~992), Miami and Virginia Tech {2005) 

and Boston College {2006) w~ll reflect only those years played in the ACC. 

To be eligible for per game cons~dera~on, a player must have played a 

m~nimum of two years and in 75% of her team’s games over that period. 

Must have made 80 three--point field goals to qualify. 

Bold denotes ac~ve players. 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (All games) 

SCORING OFFENSE 

i. Notre Dame 
2. North Carolina 

3. Maryland 
4. Duke 

s. Georgia Tech 

6, Syracuse 

7, NC State 

8, Wake Forest 
9, Florida State 

lo. Miami 
11. Boston College 

12. Virginia Tech 

13. Virginia 

14. Pittsburgh 

is. Clemson 

G W-L Pts Avg/G SCORING DEFENSE 

13 13-0 1138 87.5 1. Florida State 

15 12-3 1308 87.2 2, Maryland 

14 13-1 1209 86,4 3, Virginia Tech 

15 14-1 1256 83,7 4. Notre Dame 

14 10-4 1139 81,4 s. NC State 

14 11-3 1126 80.4 6. Miami 

15 14-1 1201 80.1 7. Syracuse 

14 9-5 1031 73.6 8, Clemson 

14 13-1 1020 72.9 9, Duke 

14 9-5 1013 72,4 lo, North Carolina 

15 10-5 1064 70,9 11. Pittsburgh 

14 10-4 980 70.0 12. Virginia 

14 7-7 951 67.9 13. Georgia Tech 

16 9-7 1065 66.6 14. Boston College 

15 8-7 884 58.9 is. Wake Forest 

SCORING MARGIN 
1. Notre Dame 
2. Maryland 

3, North Carolina 

4, Duke 

s, Syracuse 
6, NC State 

7. Georgia Tech 

8. Florida State 

9. Miami 
10, Virginia Tech 

11, Boston College 

12. Virginia 
13. Pittsburgh 

14. Wake Forest 

is. Clemson 

G Offense Defense Margin FREE THROW PCT 
13 87.5 58,5 +29.1 1. Maryland 

14 86.4 57.4 +29.0 2. Syracuse 

15 87.2 61.5 +25.7 3. Boston College 

15 83.7 60.7 +23,0 4. NC State 

14 80.4 59.9 +20.5 s. Notre Dame 
15 80.1 59.6 +20,5 6. Virginia 

14 81.4 63.6 +17.8 7. Duke 

14 72.9 55.7 +17.1 8. Pittsburgh 

14 72.4 59.7 +12.6 9. Georgia Tech 

14 70.0 57.5 +12.5 10. North Carolina 

15 70.9 64.5 +6,4 11. Florida State 

14 67.9 63.4 +4.6 12. Virginia Tech 
16 66.6 62.6 +3.9 13. Miami 

14 73.6 69.9 +3.7 14. Wake Forest 

15 58.9 60.0 -1.1 is. Clemson 

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE G FGM FGA Pct, 
1. Notre Dame 13 444 870 .510 

2. Duke 15 481 960 .501 

3. Mawland 14 443 909 .487 

4. NC State 15 437 912 .479 

s. North Carolina 15 475 1006 .472 

6. Florida State 14 367 821 .447 
7. Boston College 15 380 867 .438 

8. Wake Forest 14 368 860 .428 
9. Georgia Tech 14 414 969 .427 

lO. Clemson 15 339 797 .425 

11. Virginia Tech 14 365 888 .411 

12. Miami 14 376 917 .410 

13. Syracuse 14 398 974 .409 

14. Pittsburgh 16 397 986 .403 

is. Virginia 14 326 848 .384 

G Pts Avq/G 
14 780 55.7 
14 803 57.4 
14 805 57.5 
13 760 58.5 
15 894 59.6 

14 836 59.7 

14 839 59.9 
15 900 60.0 

15 911 60.7 

15 922 61.5 

16 1002 62.6 

14 887 63.4 

14 890 63.6 

15 968 64.5 

14 979 69.9 

G FTM FTA Pct. 
14 246 318 .774 

14 220 292 .753 

15 183 243 .753 

15 200 273 .733 

13 188 263 .715 
14 228 325 .702 
15 212 308 .688 
16 189 279 .677 
14 234 351 .667 

15 273 412 .663 

14 234 362 .646 

14 174 271 .642 

14 179 283 .633 

14 213 346 .616 

15 145 236 .614 

FIELD GOAL PCT DEFENSE G FGM FGA Pct, 
1. North Carolina 15 299 939 .318 

2. Virginia Tech 14 274 827 .331 
3. Florida State 14 274 822 .333 

4. Maryland 14 286 843 .339 

s. Syracuse 14 285 820 .348 

6. Georgia Tech 14 306 861 .355 

7. Duke 15 323 907 .356 

8. Miami 14 289 811 .356 
9. Pittsburgh 16 343 942 .364 

10. Notre Dame 13 280 767 .365 

11. Clemson 15 308 823 .374 

12. Boston College 15 336 863 .389 

13. Virginia 14 304 775 .392 

14. NC State 15 321 796 .403 

is. Wake Forest 14 337 835 .404 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of .1an 05, 2014 (All games) 

3-POINT FG PCT 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Boston College 

3. Duke 

4, Maryland 
5. NC State 

6. Wake Forest 

7. Clemson 

8. Syracuse 

9. North Carolina 

lo. Miami 
11, Pittsburgh 

12. Florida State 

13. Virginia 

14. Georgia Tech 

is. Virginia Tech 

G 3FGM 3FGA Pct. 

13 62 152 .408 
15 121 315 .384 
15 82 215 .381 
14 77 206 ,374 
15 127 344 .369 

14 82 227 .361 

15 61 180 .339 

14 110 330 .333 
15 85 269 .316 

14 82 269 .305 

16 82 270 .304 
14 52 176 .295 

14 71 241 .295 

14 77 266 .289 

14 76 264 .288 

REBOUNDING OFFENSE 
1. Georgia Tech 

2. Maryland 

3. Virginia Tech 

4. North Carolina 

s. Syracuse 

6. Notre Dame 
7. Duke 

8. Florida State 

9. Wake Forest 

10. Miami 
11. Pittsburgh 

12. Virginia 
13. NC State 

14. Boston College 

is. Clemson 

G Rebounds Avg/G 
14 676 48.3 
14 666 47.6 
14 652 46.6 
15 691 46,1 
14 642 45.9 
13 593 45.6 
15 652 43.5 
14 600 42.9 
14 588 42.0 
14 586 41.9 
16 630 39,4 
14 542 38.7 
15 578 38.5 
15 577 38.5 
15 512 34.1 

REBOUNDING MARGIN 
1. Maryland 

2, Notre Dame 
3, Duke 

4. Georgia Tech 

s. Virginia Tech 

6. Florida State 

7, NC State 

8, North Carolina 
9, Syracuse 

lo, Boston College 

11. Wake Forest 

12. Miami 
13. Virginia 

14, Pittsburgh 

is, Clemson 

G Team Avg. Opp. Avg. Margin 

14 666 47.6 447 31.9 +15.6 

13 593 45.6 399 30.7 +14.9 
15 652 43.5 491 32.7 +10.7 

14 676 48.3 538 38.4 +9.9 

14 652 46.6 521 37.2 +9.4 

14 6OO 42.9 478 34.1 +8.7 

15 578 38.5 454 30.3 +8.3 

15 691 46.1 579 38,6 +7,5 

14 642 45.9 55O 39,3 +6,6 

15 577 38.5 515 34.3 +4.1 

14 588 42.0 537 38.4 +3.6 

14 586 41.9 585 41.8 +0.1 

14 542 38.7 55O 39.3 -0.6 

16 630 39.4 665 41.6 -2.2 

15 512 34.1 559 37,3 -3,1 

3=POINT FG PCT DEFENSE G 3FGM 3FGA 
1. Maryland 14 69 265 

2. North Carolina 15 77 286 

3. Notre Dame 13 52 192 

4. Virginia Tech 14 75 272 

5. Georgia Tech 14 63 222 

6. Florida State 14 85 299 

7. Pittsburgh 16 82 283 
8. Syracuse 14 82 274 

9. Virginia 14 98 324 

lO. Miami 14 84 275 

11. Clemson 15 92 290 

12. Duke 15 98 300 

13. Boston College 15 103 311 

14. NC State 15 80 241 
15. Wake Forest 14 75 214 

REBOUNDING DEFENSE G Rebounds Avg/G 
1. NC State 15 454 30.3 

2. Notre Dame 13 399 30.7 

3. Maryland 14 447 31.9 

4. Duke 15 491 32.7 

5. Florida State 14 478 34.1 
6. Boston College 15 515 34.3 

7. Virginia Tech 14 521 37.2 

8. Clemson 15 559 37.3 

9. Wake Forest 14 537 38.4 

lO. Georgia Tech 14 538 38.4 

11. North Carolina 15 579 38.6 

12. Syracuse 14 550 39.3 
Virginia 14 550 39.3 

14. Pittsburgh 16 665 41.6 

is. Miami 14 585 41.8 

BLOCKED SHOTS G No. Avq/G 
I. Duke 15 87 5.8 
2. Miami 14 73 5.2 
3. North Carolina 15 78 5.2 

4. Notre Dame 13 61 4.7 
s. Syracuse 14 63 4.5 

6. Florida State 14 60 4.3 

7. Pittsburgh 16 66 4.1 
8. Clemson 15 60 4.0 
9. Georgia Tech 14 55 3.9 

lO. Virginia Tech 14 50 3.6 

11. Maryland 14 49 3.5 

12. Wake Forest 14 46 3.3 

13. Boston College 15 42 2.8 

14. NC State 15 40 2.7 

15. Virginia 14 12 0.9 

Pct, 
.260 

.269 

.271 

.276 

.284 

.284 

.290 

.299 

.302 

.305 

.317 

.327 

.331 

.332 

.350 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (All games) 

ASSISTS 

1. Notre Dame 
2. Maryland 
3. NC State 

4. Duke 

s. North Carolina 
6. Virginia Tech 

7. Boston College 

8. Pittsburgh 
9. Syracuse 

10. Georgia Tech 

11. Florida State 

12. Virginia 

13. Miami 
14. Wake Forest 

is. Clemson 

G No. Avg/G STEALS 

13 297 22.8 1. North Carolina 

14 283 20.2 2. Florida State 

15 290 19.3 3. Georgia Tech 

15 283 18.9 4. Duke 

15 269 17.9 s. Virginia 

14 241 17.2 6. Syracuse 

15 245 16.3 7. Notre Dame 

16 246 15.4 8. Miami 

14 215 15.4 9. Wake Forest 

14 210 15.0 lO. NC State 

14 209 14.9 11. Maryland 

14 189 13.5 12. Pittsburgh 

14 187 13.4 13. Clemson 

14 184 13.1 14. Boston College 

15 175 11.7 is. Virginia Tech 

TURNOVER MARGIN 
1. Syracuse 
2. North Carolina 
3, Miami 
4, Virginia 
s, NC State 
6, Notre Dame 
7. Duke 
8. Florida State 
9. Georgia Tech 

10, Pittsburgh 
11. Maryland 
12, Wake Forest 
13, Clemson 
14. Virginia Tech 
15. Boston College 

G Team Avq. Opp, Av9, Margin 
14 193 13.8 296 21.1 +7.4 
15 250 16.7 333 22.2 +5.5 
14 217 15.5 284 20.3 +4.8 
14 232 16.6 291 20.8 +4.2 
15 210 14.0 262 17.5 +3.5 
13 195 15,0 240 18.5 +3.5 
15 260 17.3 303 20.2 +2.9 
14 288 20.6 324 23.1 +2.6 
14 259 18.5 292 20.9 +2.4 
16 236 14.8 267 16.7 +1.9 
14 209 14.9 227 16.2 +1.3 
14 253 18.1 268 19.1 +i.I 
15 221 14.7 226 15.1 +0.3 
14 202 14,4 194 13.9 -0.6 
15 208 13.9 197 13.1 -0.7 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

1. Georgia Tech 
2. Syracuse 
3. Notre Dame 
4. Wake Forest 
s. North Carolina 
6. Miami 
7. Maryland 

Virginia Tech 
9. Duke 

10. Virginia 
11. Florida State 
12. NC State 
13. Boston College 
14. Pittsburgh 
15. Clemson 

G No. Avg/G 
14 281 20.1 
14 266 19.0 
13 215 16.5 
14 222 15.9 
15 236 15.7 
14 213 15.2 
14 211 15.1 
14 211 15.1 
15 225 15.0 
14 208 14.9 
14 207 14.8 
15 206 13.7 
15 182 12.1 
16 193 12.1 
15 176 11.7 

G No, Avg/G 
15 203 13.5 
14 168 12.0 
14 158 11.3 
15 164 10.9 
14 147 10.5 
14 145 10.4 
13 132 10.2 
14 140 i0.0 
14 135 9.6 
15 126 8.4 
14 109 7.8 
16 118 7.4 
15 i00 6.7 
15 98 6.5 
14 66 4.7 

ASSIST/TURNOVERRATIO G Ast, Avg, T/O Avg, Ratio 

1. Notre Dame 
2. NC State 

3. Maryland 

4. Virginia Tech 

s. Boston College 
6. Syracuse 

7. Duke 

8. North Carolina 
9. Pittsburgh 

10. Miami 
11. Virginia 

12. Georgia Tech 
13. Clemson 

14. Wake Forest 

is. Florida State 

13 297 22.8 195 15.0 1.5 
15 290 19.3 210 14.0 1.4 
14 283 20.2 209 14.9 1.4 
14 241 17.2 202 14.4 1.2 
15 245 16.3 208 13.9 1.2 
14 215 15.4 193 13.8 i.I 
15 283 18.9 260 17.3 i.I 
15 269 17.9 250 16.7 I.i 
16 246 15.4 236 14.8 1.0 
14 187 13.4 217 15.5 0.9 
14 189 13.5 232 16.6 0.8 
14 210 15.0 259 18.5 0.8 
15 175 11.7 221 14.7 0.8 
14 184 13,1 253 18.1 0.7 
14 209 14.9 288 20.6 0.7 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

1. Maryland 
2, Virginia Tech 
3, North Carolina 
4. Notre Dame 
s. Duke 
6. Georgia Tech 
7, Florida State 
8, Pittsburgh 
9, Syracuse 

10. Miami 
11. Boston College 
12. Wake Forest 
13. NC State 
14. Virginia 
15. Clemson 

G No, Avq/G 
14 455 32.5 
14 441 31.5 
15 455 30.3 
13 378 29.1 
15 427 28.5 
14 395 28.2 
14 393 28.1 
16 437 27.3 
14 376 26.9 
14 373 26.6 
15 395 26.3 
14 366 26.1 
15 372 24.8 
14 334 23.9 
15 336 22.4 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:~CS 

Through games of 3an 05, 2014 (All games) 

DEFENSIVE REB PCT. 

1. Maryland 
2, Virginia Tech 

3. Notre Dame 
4. NC State 

s. Boston College 

6, Florida State 

7, Duke 

8, Pittsburgh 

9, North Carolina 

lo. Miami 
11. Georgia Tech 

12. Wake Forest 

13. Syracuse 

14, Virginia 

is, Clemson 

3-POINT FG MADE 

G D-Reb Opp, OR D-Reb% OFFENSIVE REB PCT. 

14 455 153 .748 1. Georgia Tech 

14 441 156 .739 2. Notre Dame 

13 378 141 .728 3. Syracuse 

15 372 145 ,720 4. Duke 

15 395 172 ,697 s. Maryland 

14 393 175 .692 6. Florida State 

15 427 199 .682 7, NC State 

16 437 213 ,672 8, North Carolina 

15 455 222 ,672 9, Wake Forest 

14 373 198 .653 lO, Virginia 

14 395 210 .653 11. Virginia Tech 

14 366 199 ,648 12. Miami 

14 376 208 .644 13. Boston College 

14 334 198 .628 14, Clemson 

15 336 224 ,600 is, Pittsburgh 

No. Avg/G 

1. NC State 

2. Boston College 

3, Syracuse 

4, Miami 
Wake Forest 

6, North Carolina 

7. Maryland 

Georgia Tech 

9. Duke 
lO. Virginia Tech 

11. Pittsburgh 

12. Virginia 

13. Notre Dame 
14. Clemson 

15. Florida State 

15 127 8.5 
15 121 8.1 
14 ii0 7.9 
14 82 5,9 
14 82 5,9 
15 85 5.7 
14 77 5.5 
14 77 5.5 
15 82 5.5 
14 76 5.4 
16 82 5.1 
14 71 5,1 
13 62 4,8 
15 61 4,1 
14 52 3.7 

G O-Reb Opp, DR O-Reb% 

14 281 328 .461 
13 215 258 .455 
14 266 342 .438 
15 225 292 .435 
14 211 294 .418 
14 207 303 .406 
15 206 309 .400 
15 236 357 .398 
14 222 338 .396 
14 208 352 .371 
14 211 365 ,366 
14 213 387 .355 
15 182 343 .347 
15 176 335 .344 
16 193 452 .299 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of 3an 05, 2014 (All games) 

Team 

Notre Dame 

Duke 

NC State 

Maryland 

Florida State 

Boston College 

Miami 

Pittsburgh 

North Carolina 

Syracuse 

Georgia Tech 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Clemson 

Virginia 

Conference    Pct, 

1-0 

1-0 

1-0 

1-0 

1-0 

1-0 

1-0 

1-1 

0-1 

0-1 

0-1 

0-1 

0-1 

0-1 

0-1 

PF PA Overall Pct. PF PA Current unbeaten streak 

1.000 71.0 51.0 13-0 1.000 87.5 58.5 Notre Dame -- 13 

1.000 64.0 47.0 14-1 

1,000 67,0 61,0 14-1 

1,000 79,0 70,0 13-1 

1.000 78.0 69.0 13-1 

1.000 70.0 63.0 10-5 

1,000 84,0 53,0 9-5 

.500 74.0 76.5 9-7 

.000 70.0 79.0 12-3 

,000 61.0 67.0 11-3 

.000 47.0 64.0 10-4 

.000 63.0 70.0 10-4 

,000 53,0 84,0 9-5 

.000 51.0 71.0 8-7 

.000 75.0 79.0 7-7 

.933 83.7 60.7 Maryland -- 11 

.933 80.1 59.6 Florida State -- 9 

,929 86.4 57.4 NC State -- 8 

.929 72.9 55.7 Boston College -- 7 

.667 70.9 64.5 Duke -- 4 

,643 72.4 59.7 Miami-- 1 

.562 66.6 62.6 Pittsburgh -- 1 

.800 87.2 61.5 

,786 80.4 59.9 

.714 81.4 63.6 

.714 70.0 57.5 

,643 73.6 69.9 

.533 58.9 60.0 

.500 67.9 63.4 

TEAM SUMMARIES 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

G PF-PA 

15 1064-968 

15 884-900 

15 1256-911 

14 1020-780 

14 1139-890 

14 1209-803 

14 1013-836 

15 1201-894 

15 1308-922 

13 1138-760 

Av9 score    Margin    FG-FGA Pct. 3FG-FGA Pct.    FT-FTA Pct. RebF RebA Margin 

70.9-64.5    +6.4 380-867 .438 121-315 .384 183-243 .753 577 515 +4.1 

58.9-60.0 -1.1 339-797 .425 61-180 

83,7-60.7 +23.0 481-960 .501 82-215 

72,9-55.7 +17.1 367-821 .447 52-176 

81.4-63.6 +17,8 414-969 ,427 77-266 

86,4-57,4 +29.0 443-909 .487 77-206 

72,4-59.7 +12.6 376-917 .410 82-269 

.339 145-236 .614 512 559 -3.1 

.381 212-308 .688 652 491 +10.7 

.295 234-362 .646 600 478 +8.7 

,289 234-351 ,667 676 538 +9,9 

.374 246-318 .774 666 447 +15.6 

.305 179-283 .633 586 585 +0.1 

80.1-59.6 +20.5 437-912 .479 127-344 .369 200-273 .733 578 454 +8.3 

87,2-61.5 +25.7 475-1006 .472 85-269 .316 273-412 .663 691 579 +7.5 

87,5-58.5 +29.1 444-870 .510 62-152 .408 188-263 .715 593 399 +14.9 

16 1065-1002 66.6-62.6 +3,9 397-986 ,403 82-270 ,304 189-279 ,677 630 665 -2,2 

14 1126-839 80,4-59,9 +20.5 398-974 .409 110-330 .333 220-292 .753 642 550 +6.6 

14 951-887 67~9-63.4 +4.6 326-848 .384 71-241 .295 228-325 .702 542 550 -0.6 

14 980-805 70.0-57.5 +12.5 365-888 .411 76-264 .288 174-271 .642 652 521 +9.4 

14 1031-979 73,6-69.9 +3.7 368-860 .428 82-227 .361 213-346 .616 588 537 +3.6 

ATTENDANCE 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Averaqe 

8-5767 721 

8-4634 579 

7-33086 4727 

7-13428 1918 

8-7308 914 

9-42083 4676 

10-6306 631 

9-12124 1347 

9-24061 2673 

8-68662 8583 

8-14067 1758 

7-2235 319 

7-23890 3413 

8-9937 1242 

7-4114 588 

120-271702 2264 

Away Average 

4-4825 1206 

5-11024 2205 

5-45956 9191 

6-14159 2360 

2-13448 6724 

3-7764 2588 

4-6139 1535 

2-910 455 

1-2465 2465 

4-14192 3548 

5-6668 1334 

4-10246 2562 

4-8524 2131 

6-6898 1150 

5-9723 1945 

60-162941 2716 

Neutral Averaqe Total Averaqe 

3-2373 791 15-12965 864 

2-753 376 15-16411 1094 

3-672 224 15-79714 5314 

1-776 776 14-28363 2026 

4-866 216 14-21622 1544 

2-I15 58 14-49962 3569 

0-0 0 14-12445 889 

4-422 106 15-13456 897 

5-6S07 1301 

1-933 933 

3-0 0 

3-4432 1477 

3-780 260 

0-0 0 

2-1754 877 

15-33033 2202 

13-83787 6445 

16-20735 1296 

14-16913 1208 

14-33194 2371 

14-16835 1202 

14-15591 1114 

36-20383     566    216-455026 2107 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (All games) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 75.0% of their team’s games. 

SCORING 
1. Dearica Hamby-WF 
2. Chelsea Douglas-WF 

3. Uju Ugoka-VT 
4. Brittney Sykes-SU 

s. Natasha Howard-FS 

6. Brianna KieseI-UP 

7. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

8. Kaela Davis-GT 
9. JeweU Loyd-ND 

10. Trida Liston-DU 
11. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

12. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

13. Brianna Butler-SU 

14. Kayla McBride-ND 

is. Kristen Doherty-BC 
16. Diamond DeShields-NC 

17. Kody Burke-ST 

18. Allisha Gray-NC 

Morgan Jones-FS 

20. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

21. Elizabeth Williams-DU 

22. Natalie Achonwa-ND 
23. Ataira Franklin-VA 

24. Xylina McDanieI-NC 

2s. Alexis 30nes-DU 

26. Asia Logan-UP 

27. Katie Zenevitch-BC 

28. Faith Randolph-VA 

29. S, Walker-Kimbrough-MD 
3o. Chelsea Gray-DU 

CI G FG 3FG FT Pts Avg/G 

Jr 14 lib 6 52 294 21.0 

Sr 14 94 49 44 281 20.1 

Sr 14 109 0 53 271 19.4 

So 14 99 1 61 260 18.6 

Sr 14 98 0 56 252 18.0 

Jr 16 99 11 78 287 17.9 

Sr 14 97 1 55 250 17,9 

Fr 14 75 34 63 247 17.6 
So 13 92 7 34 225 17.3 

Sr 15 92 39 36 259 17.3 

Sr 13 91 0 42 224 17.2 

Sr 15 103 0 33 239 15.9 

So 14 74 46 27 221 15.8 

Sr 13 81 12 24 198 15,2 

Sr 15 73 18 60 224 14.9 

Fr 14 83 10 32 208 14.9 

Sr 15 77 12 49 215 14.3 

Fr 14 68 2O 43 199 14.2 

So 14 66 28 39 199 14.2 

Fr 15 83 1 4O 207 13.8 

Jr 15 85 0 33 203 13,5 

Sr 10 55 0 21 131 13.1 

Sr 14 56 23 39 174 12.4 

So 15 68 13 37 186 12.4 

So 15 69 18 29 185 12.3 

Sr 16 74 7 40 195 12.2 

Sr 15 70 6 31 177 11.8 

So 14 58 11 34 161 11,5 

Fr 14 59 15 27 160 11.4 
Sr 15 65 9 32 171 11.4 

FIELD GOAL PCT 
1. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

2. Natasha Howard-FS 

3. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 
4. Lindsay Allen-ND 

s. Elizabeth Williams-DU 

6. Dearica Hamby-WF 

7. Uju Ugoka-VT 

CI G FGH FGA Pct, 
Sr 15 103 147 .701 

Sr 14 98 153 .641 

Fr 15 83 137 .606 

Fr 13 39 66 .591 

Jr 15 85 144 .590 

Jr 14 118 205 .576 

Sr 14 109 193 ,565 

8. Katie Zenevitch-BC Sr 15 

9. Brittney Sykes-SU So 14 

lo. Sarah Imovbioh-VA Jr 14 
Natalie Achonwa-ND Sr 10 

12. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 15 

13. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 14 
14. S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 14 
lS. Xylina McDanieI-NC So 15 

70 124 .565 
99 178 .556 
55 99 .556 
55 99 .556 
92 167 .551 
97 177 .548 
59 Iii ,532 
68 128 .531 

REBOUN DI NG 
1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

2. Dearica Hamby-WF 

Uju Ugoka-VT 

4. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

s. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

6. Shakeya Leary-SU 

7. Natalie Achonwa-ND 
8. Natasha Howard-FS 

9. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

10. Sarah Imovbioh-VA 

11. Taijah CampbelI-VT 

Roddreka Rogers-GT 

13. Jassany Williams-UM 

14. Katie Zenevitch-BC 
is. Asia Logan-UP 

Hannah Young-VT 

17. Jewell Loyd-ND 

18. Elizabeth Williams-DU 

19. Monet Tellier-VT 
2o. Xylina McDanieI-NC 

Cl G Off Def Total Avq/G 
Sr 14 45 115 160 11.4 
Jr 14 50 100 150 10.7 
Sr 14 60 90 150 10.7 
Fr 15 54 93 147 9,8 
Fr 14 46 82 128 9,1 

Sr 14 53 7O 123 8.8 

Sr 10 25 62 87 8.7 

Sr 14 56 62 118 8.4 

Sr 13 54 55 109 8.4 

Jr 14 5O 57 107 7.6 

So 14 5O 54 104 7.4 

So 14 44 60 104 7.4 

Jr 14 35 66 101 7.2 

Sr 15 41 66 107 7.1 
Sr 16 27 85 112 7.0 

so 14 21 77 98 7,0 
So 13 37 51 88 6,8 
Jr 15 39 62 I01 6,7 
Sr 14 18 72 90 6,4 
So 15 34 62 96 6.4 

ASSISTS 

1. Chelsea Grav-DU 
2. Yashira Delgado-FS 

3. Vanessa Panousis-VT 
4. Len’Nique Brown-ST 

s. Lexie Brown-MD 
6. Brianna KieseI-UP 

7. Rachel Coffey-SU 

Latifah Coleman-NC 

9. Monet Tellier-VT 
10. Alexis Jones-DU 
11. Lindsay Allen-ND 

12. Dawnn Maye-GT 

13. Lauren Engeln-BC 

14. Brene Moseley-MD 

is. Chelsea Lindsay-CU 

Cl G No, Avq/G 
Sr 15 113 7.5 

Sr 14 83 5,9 

Fr 14 68 4,9 

Jr 15 70 4,7 

Fr 13 59 4.5 

Jr 16 72 4.5 

Sr 14 59 4.2 

Jr 14 59 4.2 

Sr 14 58 4,1 

So 15 60 4,0 
Fr 13 50 3,8 
Sr 14 52 3.7 
Jr 15 54 3.6 
So 14 49 3.5 
Jr 15 52 3.5 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (All games) 

FREE THROW PCT CI G FTM FTA Pct. 

1. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 15 36 39 ,923 
2. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 14 55 63 .873 

3. Brene Moseley-MD so 14 38 44 .864 

Kelsey Wolfe-VA Sr 14 38 44 .864 

s. KatieZenevitch-BC Sr 15 31 36 .861 

6. Kody Burke-ST Sr 15 49 57 .860 

7. Brianna KieseI-UP Jr 16 78 93 ,839 

8. Kaela Davis-GT Fr 14 63 76 .829 

9. Kdsten Doherty-BC Sr 15 60 74 .811 

10. Aaliyah Whiteside-GT so 14 38 47 .809 

11. Laurin Mincy-MD Jr 14 28 35 .800 

12. Allisha Gray-NC Fr 14 43 54 .796 

13. Ataira Franklin-VA Sr 14 39 49 ,796 

14. Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 13 27 34 ,794 

lS. Faith Randolph-VA so 14 34 43 .791 

3-POINT FG PCT CI <3 3FG FGA Pet. 
1. Madison Cable-ND Jr 13 13 23 .565 

2. S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 14 15 28 .536 

3. NicoleBoudreau-BC so 15 35 76 ,461 

4. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 15 39 85 ,459 

s. Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 15 32 73 .438 
6. Jessica Washington-NC Fr 15 17 40 .425 

7. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 14 49 118 .415 

8. Kwstal Barrett-ST Jr 15 17 41 .415 

9. Kelly Gramlich-CU Jr 15 35 85 .412 

10. Katie Rutan-MD Sr 14 21 52 .404 

11. Brianna Butler-SU so 14 46 118 ,390 

12. Allisha Gray-NC Fr 14 20 52 .385 
13. M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 15 40 108 .370 

14. Len’Nique Brown-ST Jr 15 17 46 .370 

is. Michaela Mabrey-ND So 13 21 58 .362 

BLOCKED SHOTS 
1. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

Elizabeth Williams-DU 

3, Natasha Howard-FS 

4. Jassany Williams-UM 

s. Taya Reimer-ND 

6. Taijah Campbell-VT 

7, Shakeya Leary-SU 

Briana Day-SU 
9, Dearica Hamby-WF 

CI G No. Avg/G 

Fr 15 39 2.6 

Jr 15 39 2.6 

Sr 14 35 2.5 

Jr 14 33 2.4 

Fr 13 20 1,5 

So 14 20 1,4 

Sr 14 19 1.4 

Fr 14 19 1.4 
Jr 14 18 1.3 

14 18 1.3 

13 16 1,2 

15 18 1,2 

15 17 1.1 
10 11 1.1 

14 15 1.1 

Shayla Bivins-GT Sr 
11. Nariah Taylor-GT So 
12. K. McCravey-Cooper-DU Fr 
13. Markeisha Gatlincj-ST Sr 
14. Natalie Achonwa-ND Sr 
is. Kai James-FS Fr 

STEALS CI G No. Avq/G 
1. Dearica Hamby-WF Jr 14 41 2.9 
2. TyaunnaMarshalI-GT Sr 13 37 2.8 
3. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 15 42 2.8 
4. Yashira Delgado-FS Sr 14 36 2,6 
5. Brittany Brown-FS Fr 14 35 2.5 

Lexie Gerson-VA Sr 14 35 2.5 
7. Dawnn Maye-GT Sr 14 33 2.4 
8. Diamond DeShields-NC Fr 14 30 2.1 
9. Allisha Gray-NC Fr 14 28 2.0 

Ivey Slaughter-FS Fr 14 28 2.0 
Brittney Sykes-SU So 14 28 2.0 

12. Alexis Jones-DU So 15 29 1.9 
13. Danielle Butts-NC Jr 12 23 1.9 
14. Natasha Howard-FS Sr 14 25 1.8 
is. Brianna Butler-SU So 14 24 1.7 

3-POINT FG MADE CI G 3FG Avq/G 
1. Chelsea Douglas-WF Sr 14 49 3.5 
2. Brianna Butler-SU So 14 46 3,3 

3. M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 15 40 2.7 

4. Tricia Liston-DU Sr 15 39 2.6 

s. Kaela Davis-GT Fr 14 34 2.4 
6. Nicole Boudreau-BC So 15 35 2.3 

Kelly Gramlich-CU Jr 15 35 2.3 
8. Krystal Saunders-UM Sr 14 30 2.1 
9. Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 15 32 2,1 

10. Morgan Jones-FS So 14 28 2.0 
11. Sydney Wallace-GT Jr 14 24 1.7 
12. Ataira Franklin-VA Sr 14 23 1.6 
13. La’Shay Taft-SU Sr 13 21 1.6 

Michaela Mabrey-ND So 13 21 1.6 

is. Vanessa Panousis-VT Fr 14 22 1.6 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

ASSIST/TURNOVER RATIO CI G Ast. T/O Ratio 
Michaela Mabrey-ND So 13 44 16 2,8 

Lexie Brown-MD Fr 13 59 22 2,7 
Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 15 113 47 2,4 
Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 13 50 22 2.3 
Len’Nique Brown-ST Jr 15 70 32 2.2 

Brene Moseley-MD So 14 49 25 2.0 

Nicole Boudreau-BC So 15 45 24 1.9 

Latifah Coleman-NC Jr 14 59 32 1,8 
Rachel Coffey-SU Sr 14 59 34 1,7 
Monet Tellier-VT Sr 14 58 35 1,7 
Chelsea Lindsay-CU Jr 15 52 32 1.6 
Brianna KieseI-UP Jr 16 72 45 1.6 
Dawnn Maye-GT Sr 14 52 34 1.5 
Kayla McBride-ND Sr 13 44 29 1.5 
Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 14 48 32 1,5 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (All games) 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

1. Uju Ugoka-VT 
2. Tyaunna MtarshalI-GT 

3. Natasha Howard-FS 

4. Shakeya Leary-SU 

s. Stephanie Mlavunga-NC 

6. Taijah Campbell-VT 

Dearica Hamby-WF 

Sarah Tmovbioh-VA 
9. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

10. Alyssa Thomas-lVlD 

11. Roddreka Rogers-GT 

12. Jewell Loyd-ND 

13. Markeisha Gatling-ST 

14. Briana Day-SU 

is. Katie Zenevitch-BC 

CI G No. Avg/G 

Sr 14 60 4.3 
Sr 13 54 4.2 

Sr 14 56 4.0 

Sr 14 53 3,8 

Fr 15 54 3,6 

So 14 50 3.6 

Jr 14 50 3.6 

Jr 14 50 3.6 

Fr 14 46 3.3 

Sr 14 45 3.2 

So 14 44 3.1 

So 13 37 2,8 

Sr 15 42 2.8 

Fr 14 39 2.8 

Sr 15 41 2.7 

MINUTES PLAYED 
1. Yashira Delgado-FS 

2. Brianna KieseI-UP 

3. Chelsea Lindsay-CU 

4. Dearica Hamby-WF 

s. Monet Tellier-VT 
Mlorgan ]ones-FS 

7. Kristen Doherty-BC 
8. Brittany Brown-FS 

9. Lauren Engeln-BC 

10, Brittney Sykes-SU 

¢1 G No, Avq/G 

Sr 14 511 36,5 

Jr 16 572 35,8 

Jr 15 508 33.9 

Jr 14 459 32.8 

Sr 14 458 32.7 

So 14 458 32.7 

Sr 15 489 32.6 

Fr 14 449 32.1 

Jr 15 481 32.1 

So 14 443 31.6 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Alyssa Thomas-MD 

2. Dearica Hamby-WF 

3. Uju Ugoka-VT 
4. Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

Natalie Achonwa-ND 
6. Ivey Slaughter-FS 

7. Morgan Jones-FS 
8. Hannah Young-VT 

9. Asia Logan-UP 

10. Monet Tellier-VT 
11. Shakeya Leary-SU 

12. Jassany Williams-UM 

13. Kristen Doherty-BC 
14. Kaela Davis-GT 
is. Natasha Howard-FS 

CI G No. Avq/G 
Sr 14 115 8.2 

Jr 14 100 7.1 

Sr 14 90 6.4 

Fr 15 93 6.2 

Sr 10 62 6,2 

Fr 14 82 5.9 

So 14 78 5.6 

So 14 77 5.5 

Sr 16 85 5.3 

Sr 14 72 5.1 

Sr 14 70 5.0 

Jr 14 66 4,7 
Sr 15 68 4.5 

Fr 14 63 4.5 

Sr 14 62 4.4 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (All games) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

Points 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sts 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

48 
32 
15 
14 
25 
25 
25 

1.000 
1,000 

9 
8 

19 
14 

.833 

.833 

.833 
,833 
12 
ii 
Ii 
ii 
Ii 
14 
14 
14 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

2O 

18 

13 

12 

12 

9 

8 

6 

6 

9 

8 

8 

(lO-lO) 
(8-8) 

(5-6) 
(5-6) 
(5-6) 
(5-6) 

(9-9) 
(9-9) 

(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 
(8-8) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at FIU (12/29/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) at Indiana (12/4/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at FIU (12/29/13) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) at Indiana (12/4/13) 

Tyaunna Marshall (Georgia Tech) at Tennessee (11/17/13) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at FIU (12/29/13) 

Tyaunna Marshall (Georgia Tech) vs Duke (1-5-14) 

Stephanie Mavunga (North Carolina) vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Kayla McBride (Notre Dame) vs South Dakota State (01/02/14) 

Chelsea Douglas (Wake Forest) at F~U (12/29/13) 

Kelly Gramlich (Clemson) vs SC State (12/14/13) 

Krystal Saunders (Miami) vs Morgan State (12-28-13) 

Kaela Davis (Georgia Tech) vs Alabama A&M (12/7/13) 

Krystal Saunders (Miami) vs North Florida (11/08/13) 

Nicole Boudreau (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Kelly Hughes (Boston College) vs Iowa (11/29/13) 

Madison Cable (Notre Dame) vs UCLA (12/07/13) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Kansas State (11-29-13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) at Wagner (12/07/13) 

Ivey Slaughter (Florida State) vs North Florida (12/16/13) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) vs Duquesne (12/29/13) 

Taya Reimer (Notre Dame) vs DePaul (11/26/13) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) vs Michigan State (12/04/13) 

Vanessa Panousis (Virginia Tech) vs Robert Morris (12/29/13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) vs FIU (11/21/13) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Brene Moseley (Maryland) at USF (11/8/13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) at BYU (11/16/13) 

Allisha Gray (North Carolina) at UCLA (11/17/13) 

Alyssa Thomas (Maryland) vs Delaware State (12/14/13) 

Brittney Sykes (Syracuse) vs Niagara (12/19/13) 

Brittney Sykes (Syracuse) vs Saint Joseph’s (12/21/13) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) vs Mount Saint Mary’s (1/1/14) 

Haley Peters (Duke) vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Florida A&M (12/28/13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) at Marquette (11-24-13) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) vs Vanderbilt (11-21-13) 

Latifah Coleman (North Carolina) vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) at Marquette (11/09/13) 

Danielle Butts (North Carolina) vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Shakeya Leary (Syracuse) vs Temple (12/16/13) 

Jassany Williams (Miami) vs New Mexico (12-29-13) 

Nikki Dixon (Clemson) vs Wofford (11/10/13) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Davidson (11/19/13) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) vs Florida State (01/02/14) 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (All games) 

Points 

Margin 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sts 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

Fouls 

124 

123 

83 

83 

46 

45 

45 

91 

87 

87 

.643 

.629 

15 

15 

41 

38 

.667 

.647 

35 

29 

45 

44 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

64 

64 

34 

31 

25 

22 

22 

22 

12 

11 

11 

27 

26 

26 

26 

34 

34 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

(123-40) 

(124-41) 

(45-70) 

(39-62) 

(lO-15) 
(11-17) 

(17-17) 

(11-11) 

(10-10) 

(10-10) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E, Shore (11/20/13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Illinois (12/4/13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Notre Dame vs UNC-Wilmington (11/09/13) 

Miami at Oakland (11/19/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E, Shore (11/20/13) 

Syracuse vs Maryland E. Shore (11/20/13) 

NC State vs St. Bonaventure (11/08/13) 

Maryland vs Siena (12/09/13) 

Virginia at Florida Gulf Coast (12/21/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Portland State (12/17/13) 

Maryland vs Loyola (Md,) (11/10/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Portland State (12/17/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Alabama State (12/29/13) 

Syracuse vs Saint Joseph’s (12/21/13) 

Boston College vs Holy Cross (12/21/13) 

Pittsburgh vs Louisiana-Monroe (12/20/13) 

Pittsburgh vs Washington (12/21/13) 

Virginia Tech vs Howard (11/09/13) 

Maryland vs Delaware State (12/14/13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Notre Dame vs UCLA (12/07/13) 

North Carolina vs Charleston Southern (12/14/13) 

Duke vs USC Upstate (11-14-13) 

North Carolina vs New Orleans (12-16-13) 

Virginia vs MD Eastern Shore (12/17/13) 

Duke at Kentucky (12-22-13) 

North Carolina vs Coastal Carolina (11/21/13) 

North Carolina vs Charleston Southern (12/14/13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech vs Coppin State (11/8/13) 

Florida State at Florida (11/21/13) 

Florida State at Louisville (11/24/13) 

Georgia Tech at Georgia (11/24/13) 

Virginia vs Tulane (12/20/13) 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

SCORING OFFENSE 

1. Miami 
2. Maryland 
3. Florida State 

4. Virginia 

s. Pittsburgh 

6. Notre Dame 
7. Boston College 

North Carolina 

G W-L Pts Avg/G SCORING DEFENSE G 

1 1-0 84 84.0 1. Duke 1 

1 1-0 79 79.0 2. Notre Dame 1 

1 1-0 78 78,0 3. Miami 1 

1 0-1 75 75.0 4. NC State 1 

2 1-1 148 74.0 s. Boston College 1 

1 1-0 71 71.0 6. Georgia Tech 1 

1 1-0 70 70.0 7. Syracuse 

1 0-1 70 70.0 8. Florida State 

1 1-0 67 67.0 9. Maryland 

1 1-0 64 64,0 Virginia Tech 

1 0-1 63 63,0 11. Clemson 

1 0-1 61 61,0 12. Pittsburgh 

1 0-1 53 53.0 13. Virginia 

1 0=1 51 51.0 North Carolina 

1 0-1 47 47.0 is. Wake Forest 

9. NC State 

10. Duke 

11. Virginia Tech 

12. Syracuse 

13. Wake Forest 

14. Clemson 

is. Georgia Tech 

SCORING MARGIN 
1. Miami 
2. Notre Dame 
3. Duke 

4. Maryland 
Florida State 

6. Boston College 

7. NC State 

8. Pittsburgh 

9. Virginia 

10. Syracuse 

11. Virginia Tech 

12. North Carolina 
13. Georgia Tech 

14. Clemson 
is. Wake Forest 

G 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
2 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

Offense Defense Margin FREE THROW PCT 
84.0 53.0 +31.0 1. Syracuse 

71.0 51.0 +20.0 2. Maryland 

64.0 47.0 +17.0 3. Miami 
79.0 70.0 +9.0 4. NC State 
78.0 69.0 +9,0 s. Virginia 
70.0 63,0 +7.0 6, Duke 

67,0 61.0 +6.0 7. Notre Dame 
74,0 76,5 =2.5 8. Pittsburgh 

75,0 79,0 -4,0 9. Boston College 

61.0 67.0 -6,0 Clemson 

63.0 70.0 -7.0 11, Wake Forest 

70.0 79.0 -9.0 12. Georgia Tech 
47.0 64,0 -17.0 Virginia Tech 

51,0 71.0 -20.0 14. North Carolina 

53,0 84,0 -31.0 Florida State 

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE 
1. Pittsburgh 

2. Virginia Tech 
3. Boston College 

4. Notre Dame 
5. Florida State 

6. Clemson 

7. Miami 
8. Virginia 
9. Duke 

10. NC State 

11. Maryland 

12. North Carolina 

13. Syracuse 

Wake Forest 

is. Georgia Tech 

G FGM FGA Pct, FIELD GOAL PCT DEFENSE 
2 56 118 .475 1. Duke 

1 27 58 .466 2. NC State 

1 26 56 .464 Miami 

1 25 55 .455 4. Maryland 

1 28 62 .452 s. North Carolina 

1 22 49 .449 6. Syracuse 

1 33 74 .446 7. Georgia Tech 

1 23 57 .404 s. Florida State 

1 25 63 .397 9. Pittsburgh 

1 21 53 .396 lo. Wake Forest 

1 26 68 .382 11. Notre Dame 

1 24 63 .381 12. Clemson 

1 21 63 .333 13. Virginia Tech 

1 18 54 .333 14. Boston College 

1 19 73 .260 is. Virginia 

Pts 
47 

53 

61 

63 

64 

1 67 

1 69 

1 70 

1 70 

1 71 
2 153 

1 79 

1 79 

1 84 

Avq/G 
47.0 

51.0 

53.0 

61.0 

63.0 

64.0 

67.0 
69.0 

70.0 

70.0 

71,0 

76,5 

79,0 
79,0 

84.0 

G FTM FTA Pct. 
1 9 10 .900 

1 20 23 .870 

1 12 14 .857 

1 17 21 .810 

1 25 31 .806 

1 12 17 .706 

1 19 27 .704 

2 21 30 .700 

1 8 12 .667 

1 4 6 ,667 

1 17 28 .607 

1 8 14 .571 

1 4 7 .571 

1 20 36 .556 

1 20 36 .556 

G FGM FGA Pct, 
1 19 73 .260 

1 21 63 .333 

1 18 54 .333 

1 24 63 .381 

1 26 68 .382 

1 21 53 .396 

1 25 63 ,397 

1 27 66 .409 
2 51 119 .429 

1 33 74 .446 

1 22 49 .449 

1 25 55 .455 
1 26 56 .464 
1 27 58 .466 
1 29 52 .558 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

3-POINT FG PCT 
1. Clemson 
2. Boston College 
3. NC State 
4. Syracuse 
s. Maryland 
6. Pittsburgh 
7. Miami 
8. Virginia 
9. Virginia Tech 

10. Notre Dame 
Florida State 

12. Duke 
13. North Carolina 
14. Georgia Tech 
is. Wake Forest 

G 3FGM 3FGA Pct. 

1 3 6 .500 

1 10 26 .385 

1 8 21 .381 

1 i0 27 ,370 

1 7 20 .350 

2 15 43 .349 

1 6 19 .316 

1 4 13 .308 

1 5 22 .227 

1 2 10 .200 

1 2 10 .200 

1 2 11 .182 

1 2 13 .154 

1 1 17 .059 

1 0 14 .000 

REBOUNDING OFFENSE 
1. Georgia Tech 

2. North Carolina 

Duke 

4. Florida State 

Miami 
6. Maryland 

7. Syracuse 

8. Pittsburgh 

9. Wake Forest 

Notre Dame 
11. NC State 

12. Virginia Tech 
13. Boston College 

14. Virginia 

is. Clemson 

G Rebounds Avq/G 
1 51 51.0 

1 47 47.0 

1 47 47.0 

1 45 45.0 

1 45 45,0 

1 43 43.0 

1 42 42.0 

2 74 37.0 

1 36 36.0 

1 36 36.0 

1 35 35.0 

1 34 34.0 

1 32 32.0 

1 30 30.0 

1 27 27.0 

REBOUNDING MARGIN 
1. Miami 

2. Notre Dame 
3. Syracuse 

4. Florida State 

s. North Carolina 

Georgia Tech 

7. Virginia Tech 

8. Pittsburgh 
9. Boston College 

10. Virginia 

11. Duke 

Maryland 

13. NC State 

14. Wake Forest 

15. Clemson 

G Team Avg. Opp. Avg. Margin 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

45 45.0 36 36.0 +9.0 

36 36.0 27 27.0 +9.0 
42 42.0 35 35.0 +7.0 

45 45.0 40 40.0 +5.0 

47 47.0 43 43.0 +4.0 

51 51.0 47 47.0 +4.0 

34 34,0 32 32.0 +2.0 

74 37.0 75 37,5 -0,5 
32 32.0 34 34,0 -2,0 

30 30,0 34 34.0 -4.0 

47 47,0 51 51,0 -4,0 

43 43.0 47 47.0 -4.0 

35 35.0 42 42.0 -7.0 

36 36,0 45 45.0 -9.0 

27 27.0 36 36,0 -9,0 

3=POINT FG PCT DEFENSE G 3FGM 3FGA 
1. Miami 1 0 14 
2. Duke 1 1 17 
3. Maryland 1 2 13 

4. Georgia Tech 1 2 11 
s. Clemson 1 2 10 

6. Boston College 1 5 22 
Florida State 1 5 22 

8. Pittsburgh 2 6 23 

9. Wake Forest 1 6 19 

10. North Carolina 1 7 20 

11. NC State 1 10 27 

12. Syracuse 1 8 21 

13. Virginia Tech 1 10 26 

14. Virginia 1 10 21 

is. Notre Dame 1 3 6 

REBOUNDING DEFENSE G Rebounds 
1. Notre Dame 1 27 

2. Virginia Tech 1 32 

3, Virginia 1 34 

Boston College 1 34 

s. Syracuse 1 35 

6. Miami 1 36 

Clemson 1 36 

8. Pittsburgh 2 75 

9. Florida State 1 
10. NC State 1 
11. North Carolina 1 
12. Wake Forest 1 
13. Maryland 1 

Georgia Tech 1 
is. Duke 1 

Avg/G 
27.0 

32.0 

34.0 

34.0 

35.0 
36.0 

36.0 

37.5 

40 40.0 

42 42.0 

43 43.0 

45 45.0 

47 47.0 

47 47.0 

51 51.0 

BLOCKED SHOTS G No, Avq/G 
1. Wake Forest 1 5 5.0 

North Carolina 1 5 5.0 

3. Florida State 1 4 4.0 

Virginia Tech 1 4 4.0 

Notre Dame 1 4 4.0 

6. Duke 1 3 3.0 

Georgia Tech 1 3 3.0 

Maryland 1 3 3.0 
9, Virginia 1 2 2.0 

NC State 1 2 2.0 

Miami 1 2 2,0 

12. Pittsburgh 2 3 1,5 

13. Syracuse 1 1 1.0 

Boston College 1 1 1.0 

is. Clemson 1 0 0.0 

Pet, 
.000 

.059 

.154 

.182 

.200 

.227 

.227 

,261 

.316 

.350 

.370 

.381 

.385 

.476 

.500 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

ASSISTS 

~. Virginia Tech 
2. Boston College 

Florida State 
4. Pittsburgh 
s. Duke 
6. NC State 
7. Notre Dame 

Maryland 
9. North Carolina 

10. Miami 
11. Virginia 
12. Georgia Tech 
13. Syracuse 

Clemson 
is. Wake Forest 

G No. Avg/G STEALS                      G No. Avq/G 

1 20 20.0 1. Miami 1 12 12.0 

1 18 18.0 2. Florida State 1 9 9.0 

1 18 18,0 Duke 1 9 9.0 

2 35 17.5 Georgia Tech 1 9 9,0 

1 17 17.0 s. Virginia 1 8 8.0 

1 16 16.0 6. Notre Dame 1 6 6.0 

1 15 15.0 Maryland 1 6 6.0 

1 15 15.0 North Carolina 1 6 6.0 

1 14 14.0 9. NC State 1 5 5.0 

1 13 13.0 Syracuse 1 5 5.0 

1 12 12.0 Boston College 1 5 5,0 

1 10 10.0 Wake Forest 1 5 5.0 

1 8 8.0 13. Pittsburgh 2 8 4.0 

1 8 8.0 14. Clemson 1 2 2.0 

1 6 6.0 Virginia Tech 1 2 2.0 

TURNOVER MARGIN 
1. Notre Dame 
2. Virginia 

3. Duke 

4. Miami 
s. Boston College 
6. Florida State 

7. NC State 

8. Maryland 

9. Syracuse 

10. North Carolina 

11. Virginia Tech 

12. Wake Forest 
Pittsburgh 

14. Georgia Tech 

15. Clemson 

G Team Avg. Opp, Av9, Margin 
1 7 7,0 15 15.0 +8.0 1. Boston College 
1 13 13,0 20 20.0 +7.0 2. Notre Dame 

1 15 15.0 2o 20.0 +5.0 3. Virginia Tech 

1 18 18.0 23 23.0 +5.0 4. NC State 

1 7 7.0 11 11.0 +4.0 s. Duke 

1 22 22.0 25 25.0 +3.0 6. Maryland 

1 10 10,0 11 11.0 +1.0 7. Virginia 

1 15 15,0 16 16.0 +1.0 8. North Carolina 

1 11 11.0 10 10.0 -1.0 9. Florida State 

1 16 16.0 15 15.0 -1.0 lO. Pittsburgh 

1 11 11.0 7 7.0 -4.0 11. Syracuse 

1 23 23.0 18 18.0 -5.0 12. Miami 
2 45 22.5 35 17,5 -5,0 13. Clemson 

1 2o 20.0 15 15.0 -5.0 14. Georgia Tech 

1 15 15,0 7 7.0 -8.0 15. Wake Forest 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1. Georgia Tech 

2. Florida State 

Miami 
North Carolina 

s. Notre Dame 
6. Syracuse 

Maryland 

8. Wake Forest 
9. Duke 

lO. Pittsburgh 

11. Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

13. Boston College 

14. Clemson 

NC State 

ASSIST/TURNOVERRATIO G Ast, Avq, T/O Avg, Ratio 

G No, Avg/G DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS 
1 23 23.0 1. Duke 

1 20 20.0 2. Maryland 

1 20 20.0 Georgia Tech 

1 20 20,0 4. Syracuse 

1 16 16.0 North Carolina 

1 15 15.0 NC State 

1 15 15.0 7. Florida State 

1 14 14.0 Miami 
1 13 13.0 9. Pittsburgh 

2 25 12.5 lO. Virginia Tech 

1 11 11.0 Boston College 

1 11 11.0 12. Wake Forest 

1 9 9.0 13. Notre Dame 

1 8 8.0 14. Clemson 

1 8 8.0 Virginia 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
2 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

18 18,0 7 7.0 2.6 

15 15,0 7 7.0 2.1 

20 20,0 11 11.0 1.8 

16 16.0 10 10.0 1.6 

17 17.0 15 15.0 1.1 
15 15.0 15 15.0 1.0 

12 12,0 13 13,0 0,9 

14 14,0 16 16.0 0.9 

18 18.0 22 22.0 0.8 

35 17.5 45 22.5 0.8 

8 8.0 11 11.0 0.7 

13 13.0 18 18.0 0.7 
8 8.0 15 15.0 0.5 

10 10.0 20 20.0 0.5 

6 6,0 23 23.0 0.3 

G No, Avq/G 
1 34 34.0 
1 28 28.0 
1 28 28.0 
1 27 27.0 
1 27 27.0 
1 27 27.0 
1 25 25.0 

1 25 25.0 
2 49 24.5 

1 23 23.0 

1 23 23,0 

1 22 22.0 

1 20 20.0 

1 19 19.0 

1 19 19.0 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATIST:[CS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

DEFENSIVE REB PCT. 

1. Syracuse 
2. Virginia Tech 

3. Notre Dame 
4. Virginia 

s. Georgia Tech 

6. Boston College 

7. NC State 
North Carolina 

9. Miami 
10. Pittsburgh 

11, Duke 

12. Florida State 

13. Maryland 
14. Clemson 

15. Wake Forest 

G D-Reb Opp, OR D-Reb% 

1 27 8 .771 
1 23 9 .719 
1 20 8 .714 
1 19 8 .704 
1 28 13 .683 
1 23 Ii .676 
1 27 15 .643 
1 27 15 .643 
1 25 14 ,641 
2 49 31 ,613 
1 34 23 .596 
1 25 17 .595 
1 28 20 .583 
1 19 16 .543 
1 22 20 .524 

3-POINT FG MADE 
1. Syracuse 

Boston College 

3. NC State 

4. Pittsburgh 

s. Maryland 

6, Miami 
7. Virginia Tech 

8. Virginia 

9. Clemson 

10, Florida State 

Duke 
North Carolina 

Notre Dame 
14. Georgia Tech 

is. Wake Forest 

G 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

No. Avg/G 
I0 i0.0 
I0 i0.0 
8 8.0 
15 7.5 
7 7.0 
6 6.0 
5 5.0 
4 4.0 
3 3.0 
2 2.0 
2 2.0 
2 2.0 
2 2.0 
1 1.0 
0 0.0 

OFFENSIVE REB PCT. G O-Reb 
1. Miami 1 20 

2. Florida State 1 20 

3. Notre Dame 1 16 

4. North Carolina 1 20 

s. Georgia Tech 1 23 

6. Pittsburgh 2 25 

7. Wake Forest 1 14 
8. Syracuse 1 15 

Maryland 1 15 

Virginia Tech 1 11 
Duke 1 13 

Virginia 1 Ii 
Clemson 1 8 

Boston College 1 9 
NC State 1 8 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Opp, DR O-Reb% 
22 .476 

23 .465 

19 ,457 

28 .417 
34 ,404 

44 ,362 

25 .359 
27 .357 

27 .357 

23 .324 

28 .317 

26 ,297 

20 ,286 

23 .281 
27 .229 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

Team Conference Pct. PF PA Overall Pct. PF PA 

Miami i-0 1.000 84.0 53.0 i-0 1.000 84.0 53.0 

Maryland 1-0 1.000 79.0 70.0 1-0 1.000 79.0 70.0 

Florida State I-0 1,000 78,0 69,0 I-0 1,000 78,0 69,0 

Notre Dame i-0 1,000 71,0 51,0 i-0 1,000 71,0 51,0 

Boston College 1-0 1,000 70,0 63,0 1-0 1,000 70,0 63,0 

NCState I-0 1,000 67,0 61,0 I-0 1,000 67,0 61,0 

Duke 1-0 1,000 64,0 47,0 1-0 1,000 64,0 47,0 

Pittsburgh I-i .500 74.0 76.5 i-i .500 74.0 76.5 

Virginia 0-1 .000 75,0 79,0 0-1 .000 75,0 79,0 

North Carolina 0-1 ,000 70.0 79.0 0-1 ,000 70.0 79.0 

Virginia Tech 0-1 .000 63.0 70.0 0-1 .000 63.0 70.0 

Syracuse 0-1 ,000 61,0 67,0 0-1 ,000 61,0 67,0 

Wake Forest 0-1 ,000 53.0 84.0 0-1 ,000 53.0 84.0 

Clemson 0-1 ,000 51.0 71.0 0-1 ,000 51.0 71.0 

Georgia Tech 0-1 ,000 47,0 64,0 0-1 ,000 47,0 64,0 

Current unbeaten streak 

Miami-- 1 
Maryland -- 1 

Florida State -- 1 

Notre Dame -- 1 

Boston College -- 1 

NC State -- 1 

Duke -- 1 

Pittsburgh -- 1 

TEAM SUMMARIES 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

G 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

PF-PA Av9 score Mar~in FG-FGA Pct. 3FG-FGA FT-FTA Pct. RebF 

8-12 ,667 32 

4-6 .667 27 

12-17 .706 47 

20-36 .556 45 

8-14 ,571 51 

20-23 .870 43 

12-14 .857 45 

17-21 .810 35 

20-36 .556 47 

19-27 .704 36 

21-30 ,700 74 

9-10 .900 42 

25-31 .806 30 

4-7 .571 34 

17-28 .607 36 

70-63 70.0-63.0 +7,0 26-56 ,464 10-26 

51-71 51.0-71.0 -20.0 22-49 .449 3-6 

64-47 64,0-47.0 +17.0 25-63 .397 2-11 

78-69 78.0-69.0 +9.0 28-62 .452 2-10 

47-64 47,0-64,0 -17,0 19-73 ,260 1-17 

79-70 79,0-70,0 +9,0 26-68 ,382 7-20 

84-53 84,0-53,0 +31,0 33-74 ,446 6-19 

67-61 67,0-61,0 +6,0 21-53 ,396 8-21 

70-79 70,0-79.0 -9.0 24-63 .381 2-13 

71-51 71.0-51.0 +20,0 25-55 ,455 2-10 

148-153 74,0-76,5 -2,5 56-118 ,475 15-43 

61-67 61,0-67,0 -6,0 21-63 ,333 I0-27 

75-79 75,0-79,0 -4,0 23-57 ,404 4-13 

63-70 63,0-70,0 -7,0 27-58 ,466 5-22 

53-84 53.0-84.0 -31.0 18-54 .333 0-14 

,385 

,500 

.182 

,200 

,059 

.350 

.316 

,381 

.154 

,200 

,349 

.370 

.308 

.227 

.000 

RebA Margin 

34 -2,0 

36 -9.0 

51 -4.0 

40 +5,0 

47 +4,0 

47 -4.0 

36 +9,0 

42 -7.0 

43 +4.0 

27 +9.0 

75 -0.5 

35 +7.0 

34 -4.0 

32 +2.0 

45 -9.0 

ATTENDANCE 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Georgia Tech 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Averaqe Away Average Neutral 

1-645 645 0-0 0 0-0 

0-0 0 1-8599 8599 0-0 

0-0 0 1-2150 2150 0-0 

0-0 0 1-978 978 0-0 

1-2150 2150 0-0 0 0-0 

0-0 0 1-4830 4830 0-0 

0-0 0 1-1156 1156 0-0 

1-3485 3485 0-0 0 0-0 

1-4830 4830 0-0 0 0-0 

1-8599 8599 0-0 0 0-0 

1-978 978 1-3597 3597 0-0 

0-0 0 1-3485 3485 0-0 

1-3597 3597 0-0 0 0-0 

0-0 0 1-645 645 0-0 

1-1156 1156 0-0 0 0-0 

8-25440 3180 8-25440 3180 0-0 

Averaqe 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Total 

1-645 

1-8599 

1-2150 

1-978 

1-2150 

1-4830 

1-1156 

1-3485 

1-4830 

1-8599 

2-4575 

1-3485 

1-3597 

1-645 

1-1156 

16-50880 

Averaqe 

645 

8599 

2150 

978 

2150 

4830 

1156 

3485 

4830 

8599 

2288 

3485 

3597 

645 

1156 

3180 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 75.0% of their team’s games. 

SCORING Cl G FG 3FG 

1. Natasha Howard-FS Sr 1 12 0 
2. Brianna KieseI-UP ]r 2 15 3 

Uju Ugoka-VT Sr 1 10 0 
4. Suriya McGuire-UM ]r 1 10 0 
s. Kelsey Wolfe-VA Sr 1 5 

Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 1 7 0 
Faith Randolph-VA So 1 7 1 

8. Kody Burke-ST Sr 1 7 2 
9. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT Sr 1 7 0 

Elizabeth Williams-DU Jr 1 8 0 
11. Brianna Butler-SU So 1 4 3 

Monet Tellier-V]- Sr 1 8 
Dearica Hamby-WF Jr 1 5 0 

14. Loliya Briggs-UP So 2 14 5 
is. Jewell Loyd-ND So 1 6 1 

S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 1 6 1 
Nicole Boudreau-BC so 1 5 4 
Kayla McBride-ND Sr 1 7 1 

Kristen Doherty-BC Sr 1 5 

Tricia Liston-DU Sr 1 6 2 
21. Krystal Saunders-UM Sr 1 4 2 

Natalie Achonwa-ND Sr 1 4 0 
Stephanie Mavunga-NC Fr 1 5 0 

24. Markeisha Gatling-ST Sr 1 5 0 

Katie Rutan-MD Sr 1 5 4 
26. Asia Logan-UP Sr 2 10 

Latifah Coleman-NC Jr 1 5 1 
Katie Zenevitch-BC Sr 1 6 1 
Kelly Gramlich-CU Jr 1 5 3 

3o. Lexie Brown-MD Fr 1 3 1 
Diamond DeShields-NC Fr 1 3 0 
Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 1 5 2 
Ataijah Taylor-WF 1 5 0 
Miah Spencer-ST Fr 1 3 2 

FT Pts Avg/G 

3 27 27.0 

13 46 23.0 

3 23 23.0 

2 22 22.0 
10 21 21,0 

7 21 21.0 

6 21 21.0 

3 19 19.0 

4 18 18.0 
2 18 18.0 
6 17 17.0 
o 17 17.0 
7 17 17.0 
0 33 16.5 

3 16 16.0 

3 16 16.0 

2 16 16.0 

1 16 16.0 

5 16 16,0 

2 16 16.0 

5 15 15.0 

7 15 15.0 
5 15 15.0 
4 14 14.0 
0 14 14.0 
5 26 13.0 
2 13 13.0 
0 13 13.0 
0 13 13.0 
5 12 12.0 
6 12 12.0 
0 12 12.0 
2 12 12.0 
4 12 12.0 

REBOUNDING Cl G Off Def Total Avq/G 
1. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT Sr 1 10 6 16 16.0 

2. Markeisha Gatling-ST Sr 1 3 12 15 15,0 

Haley Peters-DU Sr 1 6 9 15 15.0 

4. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 1 6 8 14 14.0 

s. Ivey Slaughter-FS Fr 1 5 8 13 13.0 

Natalie Achonwa-ND Sr 1 4 9 13 13.0 

7. Elizabeth Williams-DU Jr 1 2 9 11 11.0 
8. Jassany Williams-UM Jr 1 4 6 10 10.0 

9. Katie Zenevitch-BC Sr 1 3 6 9 9,0 

lO. Lexie Gerson-VA Sr 1 2 6 8 8.0 

Shakeya Leary-SU Sr 1 2 6 8 8.0 

Quinyotta Pettaway-CU Sr 1 4 4 8 8.0 

Kandice BalI-WF So 1 3 5 8 8.0 
Taylor Ford-SU So 1 4 4 8 8.0 
Taijah CampbelI-VT so 1 6 2 8 8.0 

Uju Ugoka-VT Sr 1 2 6 8 8.0 

17. S. Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 1 3 4 7 7.0 

Danielle Butts-NC Jr 1 2 5 7 7,0 

Xylina McDanieI-NC So 1 3 4 7 7,0 

Stephanie Mavunga-NC Fr 1 4 3 7 7.0 
Roddreka Rogers-GT So 1 3 4 7 7.0 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

FIELD GOAL PCT 

1. Briana Day-SU 
Jill Brunori-WF 

3. Latifah Coleman-NC 

4. Natasha Howard-FS 

Elizabeth Williams-DU 

Mlonet Tellier-VT 

7, Ariel Braker-ND 

8, Faith Randolph-VA 
9, Lindsay Allen-ND 

10. Suriya McGuire-UiVl 

Kelly Hughes-BC 

12. Loliya Briggs-UP 

13, Uju Ugoka-VT 

14, Kody Burke-ST 

is, Chelsea Gray-DU 
Nariah Taylor-GT 

Krystal Saunders-UM 

CI G FG[4 FGA Pct. 

Fr 1 3 3 1.000 

Fr 1 3 3 1.000 

Jr 1 5 6 .833 

Sr 1 12 15 .800 

Jr 1 8 10 .800 

Sr 1 8 10 .800 

Sr 1 3 4 ,750 

So 1 7 10 .700 

Fr 1 4 6 .667 

Jr 1 10 16 .625 

Fr 1 5 8 .625 

So 2 14 23 .609 

Sr 1 10 17 .588 

Sr 1 7 12 ,583 

Sr 1 4 7 .571 

So 1 4 7 .571 

Sr 1 4 7 .571 

FREE THROW PCT CI G FT[4 FTA Pct, 
Brianna Kiesel=UP Jr 2 13 13 1.000 

Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 1 7 7 1.000 
Brianna Butler-SU So 1 6 6 1.000 
Krystal Saunders-UM Sr 1 5 5 1.000 

Kody Burke-ST Sr 1 3 3 1.000 

Jewell Loyd-ND So 1 3 3 1.000 

Emiah Bingley-FS So 1 3 3 1.000 

Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 1 3 3 1.000 

Danielle Butts-NC Jr 1 2 2 1.000 
Suriya McGuire-UM Jr 1 2 2 1,000 

Alicia DeVaughn-MD Sr 1 2 2 1.000 

Len’Nique Brown-ST Jr 1 2 2 1.000 

Kaela Davis-GT Fr 1 2 2 1.000 

M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 1 2 2 1.000 

Cornelia Fondren-SU so 1 2 2 1.000 

Nicole Boudreau-BC so 1 2 2 1,000 
Krystal Barrett-ST Jr 1 2 2 1,000 

Chloe Wells-DU Sr 1 2 2 1.000 

Tricia Liston-DU Sr 1 2 2 1.000 

Ka’lia Johnson-DU Jr 1 2 2 1.000 

Brionna Jones-MD Fr 1 2 2 1.000 

Aaliyah Whiteside-GT so 1 2 2 1.000 

Lexie Gerson-VA Sr 1 2 2 1,000 
Chelsea Lindsay-CU Jr 1 2 2 1.000 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

13. 

ASSISTS CI G No. Avq/G 
Vanessa Panousis-~l- Fr 1 10 10.0 

Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 1 9 9.0 

Yashira Delgado-FS Sr 1 8 8.0 

Brianna KieseI-UP Jr 2 14 7.0 

Lexie Brown-MD Fr 1 6 6.0 

Chelsea Lindsay-CU Jr 1 5 5.0 
Krystal Saunders-UM Sr 1 4 4.0 
M, Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 1 4 4.0 

Kristen Doherty-BC Sr 1 4 4.0 

Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 1 4 4.0 

Kelsey Wolfe-VA Sr 1 4 4.0 

Brittany Rountree-NC Jr 1 4 4,0 

Ashlee Anderson-UP Sr 2 6 3.0 
Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 1 3 3.0 
Kayla McBride-ND Sr 1 3 3.0 

Latifah Coleman-NC Jr 1 3 3.0 

Len’Nique Brown-ST Jr 1 3 3.0 

Brittany Brown-FS Fr 1 3 3.0 

Monet Tellier-VT Sr 1 3 3,0 

Maria Brown-UM Sr 1 3 3.0 
Dearica Hamby-WF Jr 1 3 3.0 
Natalie Achonwa-ND Sr 1 3 3.0 

Diamond DeShields-NC Fr 1 3 3.0 

Nicole Boudreau-BC So 1 3 3.0 
Krystal Barrett-ST Jr 1 3 3.0 

Morgan Jones-FS so 1 3 3,0 

Lexie Gerson-VA Sr 1 3 3.0 
Alexis Jones-DU So 1 3 3.0 
Kody Burke-ST Sr 1 3 3.0 

Laurin Mincy=MD Jr 1 3 3.0 

STEALS CI G No, Avq/G 
Brittany Brown-FS Fr 1 5 5,0 

Elizabeth Williams-DU Jr 1 4 4.0 
Jessica Thomas-UM Fr 1 4 4.0 
Stephanie Mavunga-NC Fr 1 3 3.0 

Brianna KieseI-UP Jr 2 5 2.5 

Ataira Franklin-VA Sr 1 2 2.0 

Ataijah Taylor-WF 1 2 2,0 
Krystal Barrett-ST Jr 1 2 2.0 

Lauren Engeln-BC Jr 1 2 2.0 
Adrienne Motley-UM Fr 1 2 2.0 

Faith Randolph-VA So 1 2 2.0 

Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 1 2 2.0 

Ivey Slaughter-FS Fr 1 2 2.0 

M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 1 2 2.0 

Roddreka Rogers-GT So 1 2 2.0 

Ka’lia Johnson-DU Jr 1 2 2.0 
Natalie Achonwa-ND Sr 1 2 2.0 

Maria Brown-UM Sr 1 2 2.0 

Shayla Bivins-GT Sr 1 2 2.0 

Tyaunna MarshalI-GT Sr 1 2 2.0 

Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 1 2 2.0 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

3-POINT FG PCT Cl G 3FG FGA Pct, 
~. LauFinMincy-MD 3r 1 i 1 1.000 

Latifah Coleman-NC ~r 1 i 1 1.000 
Keyona Hayes-UM So 1 i 1 1.000 

4. Brianna Butler-SU So 1 3 4 .750 

s. Miah Spencer-ST Fr 1 2 3 ,667 

Kody Burke-ST Sr 1 2 3 .667 

7, Ashlee Anderson-UP Sr 2 3 5 .600 
Kelly Gramlich-CU Jr 1 3 5 ,600 

9, Nicole Boudreau-BC So 1 4 8 ,500 

La’Shay Taft-SU Sr 1 3 6 .500 
Krystal Barrett-ST Jr 1 2 4 .500 

S, Walker-Kimbrough-MD Fr 1 1 2 .500 

Brittany Brown-FS Fr 1 1 2 .500 

Katie Zenevitch-BC Sr 1 1 2 .500 
Brittney Sykes-SU so 1 1 2 .500 

BLOCKED SHOTS Cl G No, Avg/G 
Natasha Howard-FS Sr 1 3 3.0 
Natalie Achonwa-ND Sr 1 3 3.0 

Stephanie Mavunga-NC Fr 1 3 3.0 

Milan Quinn-WF Fr 1 2 2.0 

Markeisha Gatling-ST Sr 1 2 2.0 

Diamond DeShields-NC Fr 1 2 2.0 

Hannah Young-VT So 1 1 1.0 

Samantha Hill-VT Fr 1 1 1.0 
Kandice BalI-WF So 1 1 1.0 

Ivey Slaughter-FS Fr 1 1 1.0 

Taijah Campbell-VT So 1 1 1.0 

Kayla McBride-ND Sr 1 1 1.0 

Nariah Taylor-GT So 1 1 1.0 

Jassany Williams-UM Jr 1 1 1.0 
Malina Howard-MD So 1 1 1.0 
Elizabeth Williams-DU Jr 1 1 1.0 

Sarah Imovbioh-VA Jr 1 1 1.0 

Brionna ]ones-MD Fr 1 1 1.0 

Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 1 1 1.0 

Shayla Bivins-GT Sr 1 1 1.0 

Katarina Vuckovic-GT Fr 1 1 1.0 
Dearica Hamby-WF Jr 1 1 1.0 

Kelila Atkinson-WF Fr 1 1 1.0 

Alicia DeVaughn-MD Sr 1 1 1.0 

Haley Peters-DU Sr 1 1 1.0 

Ataira Franklin-VA Sr 1 1 1.0 

Jessica Thomas-UM Fr 1 1 1.0 

Briana Day-SU Fr 1 1 1.0 
Richa Jackson-DU Sr 1 1 1.0 

Uju Ugoka-VT Sr 1 1 1.0 

3-POINT FG MADE Cl G 3FG Avq/G 
Nicole Boudreau-BC So 1 4 4.0 

Katie Rutan-MD Sr 1 4 4.0 

Kelly Gramlich-CU Jr 1 3 3,0 

Brianna Butler-SU So 1 3 3.0 

La’Shay Taft-SU Sr 1 3 3.0 

Rachel Coffey-SU Sr 1 3 3,0 

Loliya Briggs-UP So 2 5 2.5 
M, Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 1 2 2.0 

Kat Cooper-BC Jr 1 2 2.0 

Vanessa Panousis-VT Fr 1 2 2.0 

Miah Spencer-ST Fr 1 2 2.0 

Kody Burke-ST Sr 1 2 2.0 

Tricia Liston-DU Sr 1 2 2.0 
Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 1 2 2.0 
Ataira Franklin-VA Sr 1 2 2.0 

Adrienne Motley-UM Fr 1 2 2.0 
Krystal Barrett-ST Jr 1 2 2.0 
Krystal Saunders-UM Sr 1 2 2.0 

ASSIST/TURNOVER RATIO Cl G Ast. T/O Ratio 
1. Kayla McBride-ND SF 1 3 0 999,0 

Kelly Hughes-BC Fr 1 3 0 999.0 

3. Kristen Doherty-BC Sr 1 4 1 4.0 

Lindsay Allen-ND Fr 1 4 1 4.0 
Krystal Saunders-UM Sr 1 4 1 4.0 

6. Lexie Brown-MD Fr 1 6 2 3.0 

Kody Burke-ST Sr 1 3 1 3,0 
Len’Nique Brown-ST Jr 1 3 1 3.0 
Lexie Gerson-VA Sr 1 3 1 3.0 

Monet Tellier-VT Sr 1 3 1 3,0 

Nicole Boudreau-BC So 1 3 1 3.0 

Maria Brown-UM Sr 1 3 1 3.0 

Diamond DeShields-NC Fr 1 3 1 3.0 

14. Chelsea Gray-DU Sr 1 9 4 2,3 

is, Yashira Delgado-FS Sr 1 8 4 2,0 
M, Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 1 4 2 2,0 

Brittany Rountree-NC Jr 1 4 2 2.0 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS 

1. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 
2, Taijah Campbell-VT 

Haley Peters-DU 

Alyssa Thomas-MD 

Jewell Loyd-ND 

6, Natasha Howard-FS 

Ivey Slaughter-FS 

8, Adrienne Motley-UM 
Taylor Ford-SU 

Quinyotta Pettaway-CU 

Natalie Achonwa-ND 

Stephanie Mavunga-NC 

Jassany Williams-UM 

Brittany Brown-FS 

Maria Brown-UM 

CI G No. Avg/G 

Sr 1 10 10.0 

So 1 6 6.0 

Sr 1 6 6.0 

Sr 1 6 6,0 

So 1 6 6,0 

Sr 1 5 5.0 

Fr 1 5 5.0 

Fr 1 4 4.0 

So 1 4 4.0 
Sr 1 4 4.0 

Sr 1 4 4,0 

Fr 1 4 4,0 

Jr 1 4 4.0 

Fr 1 4 4.0 

Sr 1 4 4.0 

MINUTES PLAYED 
1. Tyaunna MarshalI-GT 

2. Bdanna KieseI-UP 

Yashira Delgado-FS 

4. M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST 

Monet Tellier-VT 

6. Chelsea Gray-DU 
Kelly Gramlich-CU 

Tricia Liston-DU 
9. Dearica Hamby-WF 

Katie Zenevitch-BC 

Chelsea Lindsay-CU 

Lexie Brown-MD 
Kaela Davis-GT 

CI G No. Avg/G 
Sr 1 40 40.0 

Jr 2 78 39.0 

Sr 1 39 39.0 

Sr 1 38 38.0 

Sr 1 38 38.0 

Sr 1 37 37.0 

Jr 1 37 37.0 

Sr 1 37 37.0 

Jr 1 36 36.0 

Sr 1 36 36,0 

Jr 1 36 36,0 

Fr 1 36 36.0 

Fr 1 36 36.0 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS CI G No. Avq/G 
1. Markeisha Gatling-ST Sr 1 12 12.0 

2. Elizabeth Williams-DU Jr 1 9 9.0 

Haley Peters-DU Sr 1 9 9.0 

Natalie Achonwa-ND Sr 1 9 9.0 

5. Alyssa Thomas-MD Sr 1 8 8.0 

Ivey Slaughter-FS Fr 1 8 8,0 

7, Tyaunna MarshalI-GT Sr 1 6 6.0 
Katie Zenevitch-BC Sr 1 6 6.0 

Shakeya Leary-SU Sr 1 6 6.0 

Jassany Williams-UM Jr 1 6 6,0 

Lexie Gerson-VA Sr 1 6 6.0 

Uju Ugoka-VT Sr 1 6 6.0 

13. Kaela Davis-GT Fr 1 5 5.0 
Kandice BalI-WF So 1 5 5.0 

Tricia Liston-DU Sr 1 5 5.0 

Brionna Jones-MD Fr 1 5 5.0 

Morgan Jones-FS So 1 5 5.0 

M. Goodwin-Coleman-ST Sr 1 5 5.0 

Danielle Butts-NC Jr 1 5 5.0 

Dearica Hamby-WF Jr 1 5 5.0 



2013-14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

Points 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sts 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

27 
26 
12 
I0 
I0 
25 
18 

,800 
,800 
.800 

4 
4 
4 

Ii 
i0 
I0 
9 

ii 
9 
9 
9 
9 

1.000 
,909 
16 
15 
15 
I0 
9 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
8 
6 
6 

(12-15) 
(8-1o) 
(8-i0) 

(9-9) 

(10-11) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) at Pittsburgh (01/02/14) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) at Pittsburgh (01/02/14) 

Suriya McGuire (Miami) at Wake Forest (01/04/14) 

Uju Ugoka (Virginia Tech) at Boston College (1/5/14) 

Tyaunna Marshall (Georgia Tech) vs Duke (1-5-14) 

Haley Peters (Duke) at Georgia Tech (1-5-14) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) at Pittsburgh (01/02/14) 

Monet Tellier (Virginia Tech) at Boston College (1/5/14) 

Elizabeth Williams (Duke) at Georgia Tech (1-5-14) 

Nicole Boudreau (Boston College) vs Virginia Tech (1/5/14) 

Katie Rutan (Maryland) at North Carolina (01/05/14) 

Loliya Briggs (Pittsburgh) at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Rachel Coffey (Syracuse) at NC State (1/5/14) 

Katie Rutan (Maryland) at North Carolina (01/05/14) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Pittsburgh (01/05/14) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Pittsburgh (01/05/14) 

Kristen Doherty (Boston College) vs Virginia Tech (1/5/14) 

Tyaunna Marshall (Georgia Tech) vs Duke (1-5-14) 

Natalie Achonwa (Notre Dame) vs Clemson (01/05/14) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Kelsey Wolfe (Virginia) vs Pittsburgh (01/05/14) 

Tyaunna Marshall (Georgia Tech) vs Duke (1-5-14) 

Haley Peters (Duke) at Georgia Tech (1-5-14) 

Markeisha Gatling (NC State) vs Syracuse (1/5/14) 

Vanessa Panousis (Virginia Tech) at Boston College (1/5/14) 

Chelsea Gray (Duke) at Georgia Tech (1-5-14) 

Brittany Brown (Florida State) at Pittsburgh (01/02/14) 

Jessica Thomas (Miami) at Wake Forest (01/04/14) 

Elizabeth Williams (Duke) at Georgia Tech (1-5-14) 

Natasha Howard (Florida State) at Pittsburgh (01/02/14) 

Stephanie Mavunga (North Carolina) vs Maryland (01/05/14) 

Natalie Achonwa (Notre Dame) vs Clemson (01/05/14) 

Brianna Kiesel (Pittsburgh) vs Florida State (01/02/14) 

Dearica Hamby (Wake Forest) vs Miami (01/04/14) 

Vanessa Panousis (Virginia Tech) at Boston College (1/5/14) 



2013=14 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Jan 05, 2014 (Conference games only) 

Points 

Margin 

Field goals made 

Field goal attempts 

Field goal percentage 

3-Pt FG made 

3-Pt FG attempts 

3-Pt percentage 

Free throws made 

Free throw attempts 

Free throw percentage 

Rebounds 

Assi sis 

Steals 

Blocked shots 

Turnovers 

Fouls 

84 

79 

79 

31 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

20 

33 

29 

74 

73 

.558 

,466 

10 

10 

10 

27 

26 

.500 

,476 

25 

20 

2O 

2O 

36 

36 

.900 

,870 

51 

47 

47 

2O 

18 

18 

18 

12 

9 

9 

9 

5 

5 

25 

23 

27 

24 

(84-53) 

(71-51) 

(29-52) 
(27-58) 

(3-6) 
(10-21) 

(9-1o) 
(20-23) 

Miami at Wake Forest (01/04/14) 

Maryland at North Carolina (01/05/14) 

Pittsburgh at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Miami at Wake Forest (01/04/14) 

Notre Dame vs Clemson (01/05/14) 

Miami at Wake Forest (01/04/14) 

Pittsburgh at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Miami at Wake Forest (01/04/14) 

Georgia Tech vs Duke (1-5-14) 

Pittsburgh at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Virginia Tech at Boston College (1/5/14) 

Boston College vs Virginia Tech (1/5/14) 

Syracuse at NC State (1/5/14) 

Pittsburgh at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Syracuse at NC State (1/5/14) 

Boston College vs Virginia Tech (1/5/14) 

Clemson at Notre Dame (01/05/14) 

Pittsburgh at Virginia (01/05/14) 

Virginia vs Pittsburgh (01/05/14) 

Florida State at Pittsburgh (01/02/14) 

North Carolina vs Maryland (01/05/14) 

Maryland at North Carolina (01/05/14) 

Florida State at Pittsburgh (01/02/14) 

North Carolina vs Maryland (01/05/14) 

Syracuse at NC State (1/5/14) 

Maryland at North Carolina (01/05/14) 

Georgia Tech vs Duke (1-5-14) 

Duke at Georgia Tech (1-5-14) 

North Carolina vs Maryland (01/05/14) 

Virginia Tech at Boston College (1/5/14) 

Florida State at Pittsburgh (01/02/14) 

Pittsburgh vs Florida State (01/02/14) 

Boston College vs Virginia Tech (1/5/14) 

Miami at Wake Forest (01/04/14) 

Florida State at Pittsburgh (01/02/14) 

Georgia Tech vs Duke (1-5-14) 

Duke at Georgia Tech (1-5-14) 

Wake Forest vs Miami (01/04/14) 

North Carolina vs Maryland (01/05/14) 

Pittsburgh vs Florida State (01/02/14) 

Wake Forest vs Miami (01/04/14) 

Maryland at North Carolina (01/05/14) 

Pittsburgh vs Florida State (01/02/14) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

alliance at].org@mail.salsalabs,net on behalf of 

Alliance for Justice ~dliance@afj.ovg> 

Monday, Jauuary 6, 2014 4:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Janualy 2014 Newsletter 

January 2014 

AFJ sounds alarm about new IRS proposal for nonprofits 

It’s one of the biggest controversies iu Americau politics: the role of nonprofit groups organized under ~ction 501 

(c)(4) of the internal revenue code. It’s an ~rea rife with misunderstanding, ~ld AFJ long has been a leader in 

setting the ~ecord straight. 

So AFJ was quick to respond wheu, two days before Thanksgiving, the IRS surprised the nonprofit sector by 

announcing plans to change the rules for 501 (c)(4)s. Within a day, AFJ’s Bolder Advocacy attorneys reviewed the 

draft regulations and issued a statement warning about the rules’ troubling implications for public participation in 

democracy. AFJ’s position was cited in news outlets including USA Todd!,, Nonprofit Quarterly, Talking Points Memo, The Chronicle of Philanthropy, and 

others. 

We brought together some of the nation’s most prominent 501 (c)(4) groups and counected with state and local groups to better understand what impact these rules 

could have on their work and organized two briefings for the press and the public to explain the draft regulations in plain English, attracting hundreds of participants 

t~m around the coun~wy. 

Going forwaxd, AFJ will be submitting comtnents to the IRS sharing our concerns about these draft rules and helping other uonprofits to do so as well. Our website 

will coutinue to feature content to aid understaJ~diug of the real-world impact of the rules on nonprofit efforts to involve the comtnunity in voting and elections. 

AFJ a key partner in top ten victory 

Our big win on rules among 10bb34ng victories of 2013 

That’s according to the Capitol ttill uewspaper The Hill, which listed the top ten lobbying victories of the past year. AFJ is a tbunding 

member of the Fix The Senate Now coalitior~ credited with playiug a key role in changing the roles for the filibus~ter dmmaticaJdy 

reducing the abili~ of Republicans to use it as a weapou of mass obstruction. 

Once the rules change went into effect and a si~nple majority was able to eud a filibuster ou judicial aud executive branch uominations 

(except those to the Supreme Court), the Senate confirn~ed two of President Obama’s highly qualified nominees to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit 

before the end of the 2013 session. 

But much more remains to be done: 

For starters, a third D.C. Circuit nominee, Robert Wilkins, is still waiting. We’ll be working hard to make his 

confim~ation a top priority uow that the Seuate has retained. 

* And Republicans have other ways to sIall the confirmation process such as when home state Republican 

Senators refuse to give their conseut to moving a uomination foiw-ard. A Senate Judicimy Comlnittee courtesy 

known as the "blue slip" has giveu these Senators what an~ounts to a veto over well-quedified nomiuees. As AVJ 

President Nau Aton wrote in The tfu[.fington Post: "At some point we think the Senate Judiciasy Committee will 

have no choice but to revisit the cunent blue slip process, or else a large chunk of the country roll not have a fully funcfioning judicial system. 



Ramping up the fight for reproductive justice 

Bnilding up to the 41 st aamiversaxy of Roe v. llZade on Jan. 22, AFJ will release a report documenting the 

Supreme Conrt Justices’ records on abortion. And on Jan. 14, AFJ will be circulating images on social media like 

the one pictured here t~aturing quotes farm onr powerful video, Roe at Ri~k: Fightin[4.for Reproductive 

Justice. Yon can join the conversation by sharing the images on Facebook and Twitter using the hashtag 
#RoeAtRisk. 

This effort builds on the success of screenings and panel 

discussions of Roe at Risk, in Texas, Washington, and last 

month in New York Cir. Yon can see the entire New York event here, 

In Jannary and February screenings are planned for Phoenix, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Sonth Orange, 

New Jersey. Check here to see if there’s a screening in your area. Or, better yet, consider hostin~ a 

screenin~ yourself. 

Panelists Nancy Northup, Alison Turkos, Pat 
Williams, and Maya IIarris at NYC Roe at 

Risk premiere. 

Helping employees and consumers stand up for their rights in court 

Imagine what the V~ orld Series would be like if one of the teams hired and paid the umpires. The other teach wonldn’t stand much of a 

chance. Bnt that’s exactly what happens to thousands of consumers and to ~zictims of discrimination. And it’s no game. 

Thanks to a series of bad decisions by the Supreme Court and increasingly aggressi~ze practices by corporations, more m~d more 
Americm~s must take their disputes to axbitrators hired and paid for by the big businesses that wronged thetn in the first place. As AFJ 

documents in a new report, this practice, known as forced mbitration, turns dispute resolution into a privatized syfftem of dispute 

suppression that is supplanting our jus~tice system and letting corporations ignore laws that protect consumers and workers 

Our new address in California 

AFJ’s West Coast Office provides advocacy resources to an ever-expmading list of progressive nonpv:~fit organizations in 
California and other western states. Now we’re doing it fiom a new location. Find us at: 

436 14th Street 

Snite 425 

Oakland, CA 94612 

(510) 444-6070 

Please help support AFJ 

Please consider making a tax-deductible gift to Alliance for .]ustice. Help us assist more advocates~ protect more nonprofits~ and defend a progressive 
vision of justice in ~nerica. 

Keep up with AFJ in 2014 

Our Justice Watch Blog keeps you up-to-date on the latest developments concerning the causes we’re fighting for. Watch for our commentaries on pressing issues, 

guest blogs fi~om s~me of the nation’s foremofft lega] scholars, and important content from our friends and allies. 

Click here to sign up. 

Onr Bolder Advocacy Blog tracks news aIx~ut the entire nonprofit commnnity, highlighting trends a~d showcasing models of sound advocacy. 

Click here m sign up. 

Find us on Facebook for news, a~icle~ cotnmenta~, and discussion on the fight tbr a fair, free, aaad just An~erica. ’][’ell your friends to become our friends. 

And remember, news about our Justice proN’ams and Bolder Advocacy initiatives a]so are available on Twitter. 



About AFJ 

Alliance tbr Justice is a national association of over 100 organizations, representing a broad array of groups committed to progressive values and the creation ofaJ~ 

eqnitable, just, and free society. Through onr justice programs, we lead the progressive communi~ in the fight tbr a t:air judiciary, and through our advocacy programs, 

we help nonprofits and lbundations to realize their advocacy potential. 

Learn more about Alliance for Justice at a[~.or~. 

Did you receive this message fiom a friend or see it online? Click here to get future updates directly from AFJ. 

Alliance for Justice AFJ West Coast Office 
11 Dupont Circle, NW 436 14th Street 

2nd Floor Ste. 425 

Washington, DC 20036 Oakland, CA 94612 

202-822-6070 510-444-6070 

www.a{~.or~ www.aq.or~o 

~ Twitter ~ Facebook ~ YouTube ~ Tell a Friend 

Charity Navigator 

logo 

~ Support AFJ 

Click here to unsubscribe 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Monday, Ianuary 6, 2014 4:48 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Lehman Bankruptcy Court Issues Safe Harbor Decision 

3anuary 6, 2014 

On December 19, 2013, Iudge James M. Peck of the United 
States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New 
York issued his latest decision in the Lehman Brothers cases 
addressing the scope of the safe harbor provisions of the 
Bankruptcy Code. Michigan State Housing Development 
Authority v. Lehman Brothers Derivatives Products Inc. and 
Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. (In re Lehman Brothers 
Holdings Inc.). Judge Pack’s decision confirms that the 
contractual provisions specifying the method of calculating 
the settlement amount under a swap agreement are 
protected by the Bankruptcy Code’s safe harbors. The 
decision follows the reasoning of the amicus brief filed by the 
International Swaps and Derivatives Association ("ISDA"), 
which was prepared by Cadwalader. 
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~ Download PDF 
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% Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged, if you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, Janual7 6, 2014 6:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Senate Contirms Yel]en to Lead Fed 

Senate Confirms Yellen to Lead Fed 

The Senate on Monday confirmed Janet Yellen to head the Federal Reserve, setting her 

up to take office Feb. 1 as one of the most powerful economic policy makers in the world. 

Ms. Yellen, who will be the central bank’s first female chief in its lO0-year history, was 

easily confirmed by the Democratic-controlled Senate. She is expected to be sworn into 

office Feb. 1 and lead the Fed’s policy meeting in March. 

See More Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 7:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: National Championship Ganre "Amalgam" 

Newsletter 

DearLissa, 

Greetings from the Clips BCS ChampionshipShip. Hope you are well. 

As I tap out this [] amalgam [] Clips eFlash about three hours before kick-off I am lis~teNng to 

Paul Finebaum M s ESPN radio show. One expert after another has given Auburn due credit tbr 

getting itselfinl,~ the championship, but all of them (Paul too) have ~id they will be very 

surprised[ Jvery surprisedMifAubum was able to pull this one out. 

This should be a good pre-game read for most subscribers. There are bits and pieces of 

several items, and it can be gotten thiough in maybe ten minutes. 

Nick hffante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vwvw,twitter.com/@Colle,qeAthClips 

First, a rising from the ashes piece about Auburn .... 

Auburn: From the Peak to the Pits and Back 
Tigers Won a BCS Championship, Then PlungedInto Mediocrity andHave Ascended 

Again 

~v Rachel Bachman andBen Cohen, Wall Street Journal, 1-5-14 

Pasadena, Calif. 
On the night of Jan. 10, 2011, Auburn and Oregon were tied with two seconds left in the 

national-championship game as the Tigers lined up for a 19-yaxd field goal. On the sideline, a 

reserve offensive lineman nan~ed Tunde Fariyike and his Auburn teammates grasped hands in 

an expectant chain. They rejoiced as the kick soared through the uprights to cap their 14-0 

season and vault them to the top of college football. 

"I was thinking we would stay at the top," Fariyike, now an Auburn juniol: recalled of the 

game’s afterglow. "We never thought we would drop down so low." 

But just two seasons after that championship year. Auburn tumbled to a 3-9 record and 

dismissed coach Gene Chizik, the fastest firing aker a title in the spoffs modern history. A 5’ear 

later, first-year coach Gus Malzahn mad the Tigers won the Southeastern Cont~rence, Milch 

has produced the past seven national-championship teams. 

Their matchup against No. 1 Florida State in Monday’s BCS "title game (8:30 p.m. ET, ESPN) 

concludes what could be the most paratx)lic path of any college-tbotball team. No other team 

in the 16-year BCS era has even posted a losing record two years after wimfing it all. If the 

Tigers win Monday, they will be 13-1 and own outright the bigges~t turnaround in ,najor-college 

football history. 

Twen .ty-two current Auburn players were on the 2010 title team, and nine played in the game. 

As it turns out, man5, of Aubnrn’s veterans credit this season’s magical rnn to surviving the nadir 

of 2012. 

"That year made us who we are now," defensive end Nosa Eguae said. 

Auburn unraveled sloMy at first then came undone. The Tigers stumbled to 8-5 in 2011 after 

losing tleisman Trophy-running quarterback Cam Newton and most of their other starters. 

But 2012 was a fi’ee t~11 so miserable that simply choosing a low point is an exercise in 

masochism. Det~nsive back Ryan White winced when he recalled the Tigers’ opening game, a 

26-19 loss to Clemson and, even worse, a 28-10 loss to Mississippi State the next week. "It 

was like, Wow, we lost to Mississippi State," he said. "We’re not supposed to do that." 

Auburn athletic director Jay Jacobs gingerly recalled an October loss to Texas A&M in which 

the Aggies staked a 28-0 lead that ballooned to 42-7 by halftime. As if that weren’t enough, 



Alabama demolished Auburn, 49-0, in their annual Iron Bowl to seal "the Tigers’ first winless 

SEC record since 1980. 

Senior det~nsive end Craig Sanders said the terrible, horrible, no good, ve~ bad season has 

resulted in a sort of amnesia. "I block out that year," he said. "In my head, I’ve only been here 

three years." 

But others have clung to it like a talisman. Losing so much, they say; gave them the necessa~~ 

perspective on this season. "When you go 3-9, you have to be humble," Fariyike said. "You 

don’t really have a choice." 

Auburn’s players hailed the ~vhiring of Malzalan, the ofl~nsive coordinator during Auburn’s 

championsNp season, as the program’s pivotal point. When he took over, Malzalm told players 

that Auburn would have the biggest turnaround in college football and advised coaches to 

ignore old game film. Then he sped up everything from the Tigers’ time between snaps to their 
routines in "the weigN room 

Many players were still reeling, however, fi~om the program’s turmoil. "We did a lot of Dr. Phil- 

ing early," Malzal~n said. 

The public was also skeptical of Auburn’s prospects, and the Tigers started this season 

unranked and unnoticed. In October they moved to 6-1 a£er s~nning then-No. 7 Texas 

A&M. Senior defensive end Dee Ford, who played in the 2010 title game, sacked Heisman 

winner Jolmny Manziel to ensure the victo~T. After the game, Auburn running back Tre Mason 

was so ~noved that he shed teaxs of joy. The victo~ convinced senior linebacker Jake Holland 
that Auburn’s revival was no fluke. "We were just like, ’Wow, we can do this,’" he said. 

Even a taste of last season’s bitterness was enough for some Auburn players to go cold turkey 

on losing. It was Sept. 21, Auburn’s fourth game under Malzahn, and the Tigers had just lost at 

Louisiana State. It was their first ~ and so far oNy [] loss this season. Mason, who ended the 

regular ~ason as a Heisman finalist, found Jacobs in the losing team’s locker room. 

"Mr. Jacobs," Mason saJ~d, "we’re going to mn the rest of them." 

So thr, they have. 

Rachel Bachman andBen (7()ken writeJbr the Wall Street dournal. This article has been 
reprinted on Clips’ with the permission of the Wall Street Journal. To ~wcess the Wall 

Street Journal sports" section, click here. 

Take an inside look at ESPN~s ~Megacast~ plans for the BCS 
Championship 
By Paul Myerberg; USA ~bday, 1-4-14 

PASADENA, Calif. 7~ For ESPN, airing MondayNs BCS National Championship 

Game will involve 16 trucks, 63 cameras, a four-engine generator and as many as 200 

employees, only a small traction of whom will spend time in front of the cmnera, not behind the 

scenes, 

An already involved production will include an added m-ist: ESPN will use the championship 

game to debut its [] Megacast, [] a programming platform meant to augment the normal game 

broadcast with additional viewing options on ESPN2, ESPNEWS, ESPN Classic, ESPN 

Goal Line and ESPN3. 

Each additional program will demand resources beyond ESPN [1 s normal blueprint tbr a major 

sporting event. 

ESPN2, for example, will show [1BCS Title Talk, r~ a program t~aturing several of the 
netwoN[] s analysts in addition to a number of guests [] coaches, cmrent and forn~er players, 

ESPN personalities and celebrities. 

Among the scheduled guests are Vanderbilt coach Jmnes Franklin, Johnny Manziel of Texas 

A&M, Tajh Boyd of Clemson and former Florida qum~terback [] and soon-to-be ESPN 
college football analyst [] Tim Tebow. The show, filmed in a room located one floor above the 

press box at the Rose Bowl, will rotate the nearly dozen coaches and guests into the mix along 

with on- screen game updates. 

Of the 63 cameras in use by ESPN, four will be devoted to []Title Talk. [] Two will be aimed 

on the head coaches, Florida State [1 s Jimbo Fisher and Auburn ~; s Gus Malzalm; another tw’o 

will be set on each team r~ s premier player, like FSU quarterback Jmneis Winston or Auburn 

running back Tre Mason. 

A similar visual approach will be taJaen on ESPN3, an online service, which will u~ the home 
radio calls from both Florida State and Auburn along with two different camera angles: one of 

each team [] s coach and another of its offensive or defensive coordinator, depending on which 

team has the ball. 

[]BCS Film Room, [] on ESPNEWS, will provide plw-by-play breakdowns [] who went 

where, why a play- worked or didn []t [] from a trio of scheduled guest coaches: Boston 

College [] s Steve Addazio, Texas A&M [] s Kevin Sumlin and Charlie Strong. To replicate the 

lihn-room aspect of the broadcast, ESPN will give the coaches use of Pittsburgh-based DV 

Sport Software [] s Quad Replay system, the newest piece in replay hardware. 

The replay system will allow coaches use oftbur camera angles in breakhg down each play: 

the program teed, the view seen on the ESPN broadcas~t; the SpiderCmn, which runs from two 

points atop the stadimn, perpendicular to game play; the high end-zone camera, which shows 

action along the line of scrimmage; and an all-22 camera, which shows all 22 players on the 

field for a single play [] 11 on offense, 11 on defense [] in a single frame. 

Coaches will then be given use of a remote to control what fans seen on the screen [] 



rewinding, playing, pausing, fast-forwarding through a play to break down what occurred. 

ESPN Classic will feature [; Sounds of the BCS, ~] a program that eliminates the normal play- 

by-play call in favor of the ambient sounds heaJcd inside the stadium [~ cheers, boos, hits and 

the public-address announcer, tbr example. To give this sort of access, ESPN will place 72 

microphones throughout the s~tadium, 30 more than is ~pically used in a nom~a] telecast. 

ESPN ~ s coverage roll also utilize the [] Fl~vCan~, [] a camera angle that made its debut in the 

2014 Rose Bowl. While the network has been using the SpiderCam for yems, the FlyCam 

begins frotn outside the stadium, giving viewers a sweeping look from the Rose Bowl [] s 
historic facade to the play on the field. 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the pe~nission (f ESPN.com. To access the 

~SPN. corn website click here 

The Road to the National Chamoionshio 

By Greg Bishop and Tim Rohan, New York Times’, 1-6-14 

http://www.nytimes, coral2014/O1/06/~ports/ncaafootball/?he-~)ad-to-the-national- 

championship.html?ref sports&pagewanted all 

Even by college lbotball [; s standavcts, thi s season was turbulent, taking more tunas than a 

board game. Auburn was unranked when the season stab’ted; Florida State was 1 lth. The 

expected contenders Alabama, Oregon mad Ohio State t~ll by the wayside. The Tigers 

survived on last-second victories, while the Semmoles won eve~ ga~ne by at least 14 tx~ints. 



On Monday night they meet in the national championship gaane, competing lbr the sport ~] s 

biggest prize. 

Auburn 
WAFFLE POWER (EARLY 1990S) Malzahn started to celebrate home wins with trips to 

Win’fie }louse. Malzahn is down home like that; his players say they have never heard him 

swear. 

END OF TIlE TUBERVILLE ERA (2008) Under Coach Tommy Tuberville, Auburn finished 

the 2004 season undefeated. But by 2008, the record had slipped to 5-7. Enter Gene Chizik. 

’FREES I©ISONED (JAN. 27, 2011) Alabama ~hn A1 from Dadeville called Paul 
Finebaum [] s radio show and bragged that he had poisoned the Toomer[] s Oaks. 

MARSILA_LL BOOTED (FEBRUARY 2012) Nick Marshall went to Georgia to plw 

cornerback in 2011. He was dismissed from that team, as reports swirled that he and two 

teammates had stolen money. The dismissal took place February, and Marshall landed at 

Garden CiU Communi~’ College, where he played quaxterback and throw for morn than 3,000 

yards in 2012. Garden CiU finished 7-4, and Marshall transferred once again. He ended up at 

Auburn. 

0-8 (NOV. 24, 2012) Auburn absorbed a 49-0 beating at Alabama. That dropped the Tigers 

to 0-8 in Southeastern Cont~rence play and led to ChizikL] s eventual dismissal. 

THE RETURN OF GUS (DEC. 4, 2012) Malzah~ was hired to replace Chizik. Local Waffle 

Houses expected an uptick in postgaa~e visits. 

TREES GONE (APRIL 23, 2013) After the universi~ spent more than a year and thousands 

of dollars wing to save tile Toomer [] s Oaks, they were removed after one final rolling. 

THE RUSSELL EFFECT (SPRING 2013) Another coach who returned to Auburn with 
Malzalln was Ryan Russell, whom Malzahn put in charge of strength and conditioning. 

FIRST TEST (AUG. 31, 2013) In its season opener, the first game of the Malzahn era, 

Auburn outlasted Washington State with 396 yards of total offense and a 100-yard Mason 

kickoffretum. The Tigers won, 31-24. 
MARSHALU ~S EMERGENCE (SEPT. 14, 2013) Two ~veeks alter the Washington State 

win, the Tigers topped Mississippi State. 

THE SLIP (SEPT. 21, 2013) Auburn went on the road to Louisiana State, where it 
behind, 21-0, in tile first half. L.S.U. ended up winning, 35-21, the lone blemish on 

Auburn [] s season. 

MIRACLE 1 (NO V. 16, 2013 ) Marshall [] s late heave, tipped by a defender and bobbled by 

receiver Ricardo Louis before Louis secured the catch and sprinted for a 73-yard score, gave 

Auburn a 43-38 lriumph over Georgia. 

MIRACLE 2 (NOV. 30, 2013) Another improbable victoD~ for the Tigers, a 34-28 triumph 

that put them in the SEC championship gmne, where they ontpointed Missouri in another 

thriller, 59-42. 

MA][ZAHN PROPHETIC (DEC. 7, 2013) With the victor over Mis~mri, Auburn sealed 

"the nation I~ s biggest turnaround (from 3-9 to 12-1 ) and the biggest tarnaround in SEC history 

(plus-seven in conlErence wins). 

Florida State 

FRESH START (JAN. 6, 2010) Jimtx~ Fisher was being introduced as Florida State I1 s 

coach, the tbotball temn[;s second in about 35 years. Fisher was replacing a legend, Bobby 

Bowden, who had led Florida State to tw’o national chmnpionships and had, at the time, won 

more games than anyone in college football not nanmd Joe Patemo. But over Bowden [] s last 

five years, his teams had lost about five games a season, and Fisher was chosen to succeed 

him. 

WINSTON TO THE RESCUE (FEB. 3, 2012) Fisher showed promise. His defenses were 

fast and atitietic, and his offenses were dynamic, in large part because of good quarterback 

play by Christian Ponder and E J Manuel. Bnt to keep building the program and perhaps reach 

the next level, Fisher needed a great quarterback. So Fisher heavily recruited Jameis Winffton, 

a 6-foot-4-inch dual-threat passer with a big arm. 
LEARNING TO WlN (2010, 2011 AND 2012) Fi sher [] s teams were clearly "talented, but 

they had several inexplicable losses. 

REBUILDING BEFORE GETTING GOING (2013) After Florida State won the Orange 

Bowl, several of Fisher[is assistants lett for other jobs. Coaches say that is one reason it is so 

ditficult to build a consistent, totaling progra~l. Once you have some success, other colleges or 

N.F.L. teams come for your assistants. And there goes their expertise and institutional 

knowledge. 

Fisher had to hire six assistants betbre this season: Jay Grahanl, file running backs coach; 
Randy- Sanders, the quarterbacks coach; Sal Sunseri, the defensive ends coach; Tim Brewster, 

the tight ends coach and recruiting coordinator, Charles Kelly, the linebackers coach and 

special teams coordinator; and Jeremy Prnitt. the defensive coordinator. 

THE TURNING POINT (OCT. 19, 2013) The first five games of Winston[]s college career 

went about as well as he could have hoped. He made a few spectacular plays, his statistics 

were gaudy, and Florida State was undefeated, ranked No. 5, entering a prime-time matchup 

agains~t No. 3 Clemson. In the visiting locker room before the game, Winston grinned wide, 

looked around at his teammates and said, [J tley, my brothers, put a smile on your thce. 

Florida State proceeded to throttle Clemson. The Seminoles [] defense smothered Tajh Boyd 

and his playma£ers, forcing four turnovers and returning one fumble tbr a touchdown. Winston 



was superb. He coolly threw for 444 yams mad accounted for tbur touchdowns, introducing 

the nation to [1Famous Jameis. LJ 

ttis stardom was solidified. Florida State won, 51-14, moved up to No. 2 in the Bowl 

Championship Series standings, and now had a real chance m make tim B.C.S. title gmne. 

VALIDATION AND VINDICATION (DEC. 14, 2013) Winston won tl~e Heis~nan Trophy 

in a landslide. 

Aubum full- page spread in Snnday NY Times (about the Toomers Comers poisonings) 

What’s Your College Football Team Worth? 

The I’exas Longhorns’Are Still College football’s Most Pahtable l?am 
By Da~rer~ k’verson, ~Vall Street dom~al, 1-6-14 
Texas is still No. 1 [] financiedly, anyway. The Longhorns remain college football’s most valuable 
team, according to an annual valuation of teams by Ryan Brewer, an assistant professor of 
finance at Indiana Universi~-Pnrdue UnNersity Columbus. (Aubnrn and Florida State, who 
plw Monday for the national title, are Nos. 9 and 22.) In other words, Charlie Strong []whom 
Texas named as its coach Sunday []jnst got handed the keys to a very pricey car. 
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We investigate the roles of legal origins and political institutions - believed to be the fundamental determinants of economic outcomes - in 
corporate social responsibility (CSR). We argue that CSR is an essential path to economic sustainability, and document strong correlations between 
country-level sustainability ratings and various extensive firm-level CSR ratings with global coverage. We contrast the different views on how legal 
origins and political institutions affect corporations’ tradeoff between shareholder and stakeholder rights. Our empirical evidence suggest that: (a) 
Legal origins are more fundamental sources of CSR adoption and performance than firms’ financial and operational performance; (b) Among 
different legal origins, the English common law - widely believed to be mostly shareholder-oriented - fosters CSR the least, (c) Within the civil law 
countries, firms of countries with German legal origin outperform their French counterparts in terms of ecological and environmental policy, but the 
French legal origin firms outperform German legal origin companies in social issues and labor relations.Companies under the Scandinavian legal 
origin score highest on CSR (and all its subfields); (d) Political institutions - democratic rules and constraints to political executives - are not 
preconditions for CSR and sustainability, and sometimes even hinder CSR implementation. Our results are robust after controlling for corporate 



governance, culture, firm-level financial performance and constraints, and different indices of political institutions. 
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In the 20th century, the idea of industrial democracy was more closely linked to collective bargaining in the United States than in the rest of the 
industrial world. As union representation and collective bargaining coverage has shrunk to less than 7 percent of the private sector workforce, the 
very idea of workplace democracy has faded from public discourse. Against that bleak background, this essay asks what workplace democracy 
could mean in the 21st century for the great majority of workers who are destined to remain without union representation. It contends for a form 
of workplace democracy that can meet some employee needs and aspirations without provoking vehement employer resistance - a domesticated 
or "digestible" version of workplace democracy to supplement (not to replace) the essential right of workers to form a union. 

The essay reviews evidence of "what workers want," what they have, and what they need by way of representation in today’s workplace. It 
contends that workers still need a collective voice despite the rise of employment mandates and, in some quarters, improved workplace 
management practices. Finally, it suggests a role for responsible corporate citizens in supplying a measure of what workers want and need as 
workplace citizens (if the law would allow them to do so). The corporate embrace of workforce diversity and inclusion could offer a template for how 
norms of corporate social responsibility could be harnessed in support of a norm of worker representation in governance - but only if "worker 
representation" is not exclusively identified with unions. 
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~ncreasing globalization of international markets has prompted development of economies of scale on the international level. Mergers and 

acquisitions is one of the ways for the multinational companies to increase their competitiveness and expand on the global market. This business 
strategy is limited by the existing merger control regulations on the national level. The multi-jurisdictional approval of trans-national mergers 

remains costly and lengthy procedure that negatively affects companies’ performance and growth. International antitrust, as it stands today hasn’t 

produced an optimal, universally accepted model to deal with the trans-national mergers. There are several alternative solutions in the form of 

bilateral cooperation of competition authorities, comity agreements, proposals to design an international competition treaty or delegate the merger 
control competence to an international organization like WTO. Special emphasis will be attributed to the example of the EU-US merger control 

cooperation as a model for other countries. 

Present research is aimed at analysis of the trans-national merger control from the position of the business community. What is the role and the 
position of the business on this issue? What are the benefits and challenges that companies encounter within existing merger control frameworks? 
Comparative and interdisciplinary approach is used in order to analyze this multi-dimensional issue from the substantive and procedural points of 
view. Present work provides arguments in favor of the existing and evolving cooperation among competition authorities and its value to the 
business community and calls for increased involvement of business representatives in the policy development process. 
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In the wake of the backdating scandal, many firms began awarding options at the same time each year. These scheduled option grants eliminate 
backdating, but create other agency problems. CEOs that know the dates of upcoming scheduled option grants have an incentive to temporarily 
depress stock prices before the grant dates to obtain options with lower strike prices. We provide evidence that CEOs respond to this incentive 
and document negative abnormal returns before scheduled option grants and positive abnormal returns after the grants. These returns are 
explained by measures of a CEO’s incentive and ability to influence stock price. We document several mechanisms CEOs use to lower the strike 
price, including changing the substance and timing of the firm’s disclosures. 

Coville, T. and G. Kleinman. Independent Directors and Dividend Payouts in the Post Sarbanes-Oxley Era, Advances in Public Interest Accounting (2014, 
Forthcoming) 
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The manner in which publicly traded companies’ management teams handle their firm’s free cash flows (FCF) has been an issue for many decades, 

because it is difficult to determine whether these management teams work for their own benefit or for that of their shareholders. Recent financial 

scandals have heightened mistrust of management. This mistrust, in turn, may have increased the pressure to reduce the portion of FCF left under 

management’s control. Boards of directors control dividend payout decisions, thus determining the portion of FCF available to corporate 
management. This article examines whether the 2002 legal response to corporate financial reporting scandals, which came in the form of many 

new initiatives and requirements imposed by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) on all publicly traded firms, was relevant to dividend payouts. 

This question is investigated by noting that the impact of these new requirements differed among firms. Some firms had already introduced the use 

of independent directors and fully independent committees prior to SOX making them compulsory in 2002. This article examines whether these ’pre- 
adopters’ experienced less change in their dividend payout policies than those firms that were forced to change the composition of their board and 

committees. 

This investigation examines the effect on dividend payouts for listed firms attributable to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and concurrent changes 

in stock exchange regulations that compelled increased use of independent directors and fully independent committees. To study the impact of SOX 
and the associated, required, changes in the composition of boards of directors for many firms, the difference-in-differences methodology is 

employed to overcome the endogeneity concerns that have consistently challenged prior governance studies. This was accomplished by examining 

the effects on dividend payouts associated with the exogenously forced addition of independent directors to the boards of publicly listed firms. The 

results reveal that there is a significant positive relationship between firms that were compelled by law to change their boards and increases in 
average changes in dividend payouts and percentage changes in dividends paid, when compared to firms that had pre-adopted the Sarbanes- 

Oxley corporate board composition requirements. A further exploratory analysis showed the This same significant positive relationship is also is 

detected for increases in average changes in total dollars distributed, where stock repurchase dollars are combined with dividend payouts. These 

findings imply that these board composition changes led to decisions that increased dividend payouts in percentage terms, as well as dividend 



payouts and total dollars distributed in aggregate dollar amount terms. 
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The principle of corporate limited liability emerged in the early 19th century in the United States, and spread to Canada and England in the 1850s. 
It was a major legal and economic innovation that facilitated the growth of large scale enterprise, without which the modern economy would not be 
possible. However, courts quickly became aware that the corporate form could be abused for fraudulent purposes. Equity will not countenance 
fi’aud, and judicial discretion was applied to pierce the corporate veil. This remedy is a very common one, with thousands of cases reported in 
Canada in which a plaintiff has sought to hold the shareholders liable for the actions of a corporation. Unfortunately, its application is inconsistent 
and unpredictable, and the doctrine has quite aptly been labelled as incoherent. It is most frequently applied against small, closely held 
corporations, and creates uncertainty for these business owners. This paper looks at some key cases to determine what the doctrine of piercing 
the veil aims to achieve, and how it often fails. It suggests some amendments to the Business Corporations Act to create a statutory basis for 
curtailing limited liability in appropriate circumstances, that should lead to more consistency and predictability. 
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In recent years, reporting under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) became mandatory in many countries. The capital-market 
effects around this change have been extensively studied, but their sources are not yet well understood. This study aims to distinguish between 
several potential explanations for the observed capital-market effects. We find that, across all countries, mandatory IFRS reporting had little impact 
on liquidity. The liquidity effects around IFRS introduction are concentrated in the European Union (EU) and limited to five EU countries that 
concurrently made substantive changes in reporting enforcement. There is little evidence of liquidity benefits in IFRS countries without substantive 
enforcement changes even when they have strong legal and regulatory systems. Moreover, we find similar liquidity effects for firms that experience 
enforcement changes but do not concurrently switch to IFRS. Thus, changes in reporting enforcement or (unobserved) factors associated with 
these changes play a critical role for the observed liquidity benefits after mandatory IFRS adoption. In contrast, the change in accounting standards 
seems to have had little effect on market liquidity. 
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In an earlier article, I argued that shadow banking -- the provision of financial services and products outside of the traditional banking system, and 
thus without the need for bank intermediation between capital markets and the users of funds -- is so radically transforming finance that 

regulatory scholars need to rethink their basic assumptions. This article attempts to rethink the corporate governance assumption that owners of 

firms should always have their liability limited to the capital they have invested. In the small and decentralized firms that dominate shadow 

banking, equity investors tend to be active managers. Limited liability gives these investor-managers strong incentives to take risks that could 
generate out-size personal profits, even if that greatly increases systemic risk. For shadow-banking firms subject to this conflict, limited liability 

should be redesigned to better align investor and societal interests. 
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Today’s tteadlines: U.S. and Iran Face Common Enemies in Mideasl Stfit~ 

Today’s Headlines 
Iit THI~ EI~AIL ~ World i U.S Business i Spolts Alts Science Today:s Video Obituaries 

~ Editorials Op~ ~ OniBis Day ~ 

Top News 

u,s, a~d. l~an Fae<~ Commo~ En<~ie~ J.~ ~iSea~t ...................................................... 
St~fi~ 

The United States a~d Irm~ are being draw~ together by their 

m u tuaI opposi~on to a movement of Sunni ~ghtezs raisin g AI 

Qaeda’s flag in Syria, Lebai~on, Iraq, z~ghanista*~ and Yemen. 

~raq~s Make Gains Af~a~nst Mil~tan~ in Key C~¢ 

Ye]tlen ~t/i~.s Backing of S<~r~ato~:s to Le~d Fed 

z~ ehai~’~-mmn, Ms. Yellel~ will f~ee an ardu~-~us ~sk ovcrsceiilg 

the gradual unwindi~g of stimulus measmvs, despite 

uneom fortably high u n empioymen t ra te of 7 perce~t an d 

subdued inflatiom 

V’millty ~t/ebsites Corlhoont Needy in Search of Aid 

Eftotis at modemizi~lg the systems for govermne~[ aid in ma~y 

states have largely backfired J~ recent mo~tbs, causing 

enormous cost ovemms and delays for bene[iks. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

One night i~ ~97L files were siolen from an F.B.I. office near 

Philadelphia. They proved that the bureau was swing on 

thousands of Americans. The case was unsolved, until now. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

New ~ol’k~ the Si~h~o~ City 

How Bill de Blasio can harness the B~g Apple’s Leeh 

Today’s Video 

Stoic Chicagoans brave negative 38-degree wind ehil] for work 

and for leism’eo 

eu vine:o.. A New N{ayo~° fo~° Bosto~ 

Martin J. Walsh was sworn it} as the ¢ib~’s new mayor; be 

replaces Thomas M. Menino, who was in office for 20 yeats. 

~ v*m~,o: Tl~ Read A~’om~d: Nikki 

"Poet~T prevents evewbody from feeling lot~ely," says Nikki 

Giovanni. Her latest book, "Chasing Utopia," is a collection of 

poetW, redpes and short 

World 

With the flow ofoi] and border securJbg ;at risk, the lo~&standJng 

rivals discussedjoint patrols of South Sudan’s dl fields, among 

Bm~gladesb*s Govemir~g Pa~cty ~’Vh~s Vote Amid 

Unrest 

The Awami Leagne won more than t~>’~irds of the seats in 

Padiament in a vole undercut by low turnout, a bwcotL by the 

main opposition pat&y and deadly violence. 

So~th Korea Proposes Rest~mir~g Rem~Jons of War-Divided 

Families 



President Park Oem>hye’s ove~*ure came five days after the North Korea~ 

leader, Kim Jong-un, urged the erea’don of "a favorable climate for improved 

rela[io~ls." 

U.S, 

Arctic Cold Blankets .l~lidwest, Freezi~g Routirms 

A deep h’eeze not seen in decades swept through the center of 

the e~-mntry, closing schools as well as some busitmsses as far 

south as Oklahoma. 

Bm,glars Who Took on F.Bd. Abar~don Shadows 

Burglars who broke into an F.B.I. field of See in ~97~ and sMe 

files that revealed the exte~t of the burean’s sur~:ei]la~ee of 

political groups are only now revealing their identities. 

High-Speed Train h~ Ca]]for~ia is Ca~ght ~n a 

A hi~>speed rail line from Los A~ge]ea to Sa~ Fra~cisco, which 

Gov. Jerry Bro*~ has made a personal crusade, is reeling from a 

eouA ruling ot~ its fitmneing at~d fl’om slipping publie support 

[] [] 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Trial to Begin for Martoma, Ex-SAC Trader 

Cut No 

Mathew Markoma has resisted aiding a IonDrunning federal 

investigation of SAC Capita] Advisors and its %under, Steven A. Cohen. 

In Jobless Youth, Nat~o~ Is Said to Pay High 

P~°iee 

U~employme~t among youn g adults takes a toll in missi~g tax 

payments and increased expenditures, a stu@ finds. 

Bone-Chilling Cold a Cr~ppli~g Blow to Air 

Traw~l 

Airli~ms ca~celed 4,4oo flights on Mcmday, bdngi~g ~he total 

more dmn 17,ooo over the last week, as bru~I winter weather 



en ~ul%d m u eh of the eom~try, 

Sports 

HIGHLIGHTS AND ANALYSIS 

Flo~°~da Ntate Defeats Aubmu~ ,’.~4~,’.~ ~ to 

A~er ~’aiih~g %r most of the game, Florida State stunned Auburn 

with a late tonehdown to win its first national championship since ~999, 34-3~. 

Rodman Leadi~g Team of Improbable 

Em~ssaNes 

Dem~is Rodman is the ringleader ~:ff an mflikely gronp headed to 

NoAh Korea ~at has ]oK the diploma’de eor>s puzzled and 

perhaps a l iR]e jealous over the aceess to Kim Jo~g-un. 

The Lode: hi Video sad oe [Wit~er, Glimpses of Rodma~rs Nod:h Korea Trip 

ON COLLEGE FOOTBALL 

A H~ving at Texas Is a Signa~ 

Fairness 

RaeiN ban%rs never seem to MI fast enongh, gut Chaflie Sa’ong 

now has one of the premier coaching positions in college footbNI. 

Arts 

Givi~:~g Voice, and Finding Her Own 

Race and the Sou’dn have helped shape the noR’list Sue Monk 

Kddd, whose new work, "The Invention of Wings," is out this 

Sasheer Zanmta, a sketch comedian who has been performing in 

the New York area fbr the past %ur yem% will make her first 

appearance on Jan. I8. 

THE TV WATCH 

A Ca.se of Bad Cop, Good-Looking Cop 

Two sides of the feminization of television crime shows come 

the screen this week with "Chicago P.D.," o~ NBC, m~d "Killer 

Women," on ABC. 

Science 

THE MAPMAKERS 

Undertaking thousands of horn’s ~:d work, researeh era are 

worldng to create an interactive database of a healthy brain’s 

structure and ac~vi~’, the first of its kind. 

I always Mt that my "self" sat somewhere behind my eyes and 

between my eats, so I couldn’t shake the sense that there would 

he something special in seeing my brain. 



Big)~orn sheep, whose populaSons have dwindled, are the focus 

of extensive conservation work focused on relocating them to 

areas where the species once thrived. 

Obituaries 

Hal.ton C. Arp, Astronomer Who Cha||enged Big 

Bang Theo~3 Dies at 86 

Mr. Arp was a prodigal son of American astronomy whose 

do~ed insistence that astr~nome~ had misrcad dm distance 

quasat~ led b) his e_dle from his peered 

Pilot and Voice of the Padres 
::M 2i:Oiz~ 21: 

A pilot in World War II and Korea, he was the most vNuabIe 

pIayer of the 195o World Series when the Yankees swept the 

Phillies. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Un~hir Phonc Charges fi-~r Inmates 

The Federal Communications Commission took an impor~mt step to end p~:ice- 

gouging but more needs to be done. 

EDITORIAL 

Medi~aal~ I~’|arij~mna in New York 

A limked plan by Gov. zM~&’ew Cuomo to loosen restrictions on its use shouM 

be exl)anded and sh’engthened by the St~tte Legislature. 

EDITORIAL 

Democracy in I eri~ ~n A~ia 

Protests in Cambodia, Bangladesh and Thailand show the need for checks on 

power. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The emergence of boutiq ue hotels reflects a broader trend 

toward a more exl.~e~:ientiMly rieh commercial world. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Foolba[~s Oc vastating Hat vest 

Emblematie o{’yet another brutal seaso~ ~n the N.F.L., the 

Chiefs-Calks game was a k once brcathtaMng and queasy-making. 

Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~VIll Digital Networks Rt~h~ 

Today’s profitable business model could be tomorrow’s disaster. 

Consider {his food for khou~t. 
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Daily Briefing January 07, 2014 

Today’s Top S~o#es 

JPM Set to Kick Off 2014 with Another Big Settlement; SEC Enforcer 
to Exit 
by JEANINE SKOWRONSKI 

Receiving Wide Coverage ... JPM Madoff Settlement: New year; same story for 

JPMorgan Chase. Anonymice are telling their favorite news outlets the big bank is 

close to neadng another se:dlement with federal regulators. This one involves 

allegaiions thai JPM ignored signs abou~ Bernie MadoII’s massive Ponzi scheme. 

The settlemen~ is expected to include just over $2 billion in fines, paid out to 

victims of the Madoff fraud, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and... 
RE,~,D MORE *> 

Dick Bove on Why Wall Street Should Be 
Allowed to Embrace Risk 
by RICHARD X. BOVE 

The United $~a~es is [he mos~ successful political, 

economic, and financial enterprise the globe has ever 

seen. It has this position because it has always embraced 

risk. 
RE,~,D MORE *> 

:::~:: Dick Bove on Why 

Wall Street Should 

Be Allowed to 

Embrace Risk 

Fed’s Muddled Message Hinders Economic 
Growth 
by WILLIAM M. ISAAC AND RICHARD M. KOVACEVlCH 

The Federal Reserve should allow market participants to 

make their own bets on what the central bank will do and 

when it will do it. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

FedIs Muddled 

Message Hinders 

Economic Growth 

Georgia Banker Shows Road to Redemption for 
Failed-Bank CEOs 
by AN DY PETERS 

After Decatur First Bank failed, Judy Turner could have 

been blacklisted from banking~ But she was hired by 

another bank looking to enter a new market - and she is 

making a solid comeback. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

i.~.i Georgia Banker 

Shows Road to 

Redemption for 

Failed-Bank CEOs 

Contain 



First Look: Why Banks Should Copy Amazon’s 
Mayday Video Support 
by MARY WISNIEWSKI 

Amazon is combining on-device tech support with 

videoconferencing. ~MII banks follow su[[ and provMe 

personal human suppod in their apps? 

i.~.i First Look: Why 
Banks Should 
Copy Amazon’s 
Mayday Video 
Support 

Reform 

Yellen Wins Confirmation as First Woman Fed 
Chair 
by DONNA BORAK 

The Senate voted 56 io 26 late Monday lo confirm Janet 

Yellen as ~he next leader of ~he Federal Reserve Board. 
READ MORE ,> 

::X:: Yellen Wins 

Confirmation as 

First Woman Fed 

Chair 

MORE REGUU’,TION AND REFORM 

First Financial Deals Add Fuel to M&A Trend 
by ROBERT BARBA 

The Cincinnati bank amassed a lot of capital thanks to 

failed-bank deaL~ but took iis time deciding what to do wiih 

it, Its three recent expansion moves put it in the company 

ol o~her failed~bank buyers thai are shilting to openobank 

M&A. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

::.’~:: First Financial 
Deals Add Fuel to 
M&A Trend 

MORE MERGERS.;-\ND 

Contain 

U.S. Bancorp Poised to Buy RBS Branches in Chicago: Report 
by ROBERT BARBA 

The Minneapolis company has inked a deal to buy 105 Chicago-area branches of 

Citizens Financial Group, ihe U.S. bank owned by Royal Bank of Scotland Group 

PLC, Crain:s Chicago ~udness reported Monday~ 
READ MORE 7> 

MORE COMMUNITY BANI<ING 7> 

Consumer Finance 

Bank of the West Will Still Offer Interest-Only Loans Post QM 
by KATE BERRY 

Bank ol the Wesi said Monday it will continue to olier" interest-only mortgages to 

borrowers even though such loans are exck~ded from the Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau’s qualified modgage rule that goes into effect Jan. 10. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 



MORE CONSdMER ~:INANCE 7> 

Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
WHITEPAPER 

Banks have long sJrived Jo better align and inJegra~e Jheir risk and finance 

functions. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

Helping Financial Services Companies Make Better Decisions while 
Reducing Costs 
WEB SEMINAR 

In ~he highly competitive financial services market, business leade~ know ~hat 

time access to better data can help gain, cross-sell, and retain customers - driving 

growth for their business. 
RE2,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE IN THE REb%>URC:E CENTER 

Specia~ Reports 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Amerir_:a,~ Ba,~#<efs inaugural ranking of ~he Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued a~d engaged. Cor~qpanies have been measured against pee~ of similar size, 

based o~ assets. READ MOIRE ~:. 

Wealth Management 

Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cress-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on questionable practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

gro~lh, and sma~ banks, wMch are jumping headlong inlo the bus~ness and 

catering to the ~ess afflueRt c~ents ~gRored by M[ge banks.READ MORE ~, 

MOF,.’[:Z IN S~EOI/z,I. REF~’OR[S >> 
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Toda~i~ TPP H~d!!n~ ............................................................................................................. 

Yel{en Co~)firmed as Fed Chief 

Ti~e Wall Street Journal (Jan. 7, Peterson, da Costa) repor[s that Janet Yellen 
was confirmed as Fed chairwoman on Monday. The 67-year-old "will join the 
ranks of the most powedul economic policy rnake[s in the world new men,h," 
notes the ne~’~paper, "taking the helm of the Federal Reserve at a time when 
the central bank is assessing its unprecedented steps to buoy the U.S. 
economy." Yellen has been serving as vice chair of ~he central bank’s board of 
governors. She will now become the first female to lead the Fed in its 100- 
year blustery after the U IS r Senate confirmed her Monday night by a 56-26 
vote. Weather-related travel snafus caused some legislators to miss the vote. 
"Expected ~o assume office on Feb. I ," ~he Journal notes, "Yellen will 
immediately be ferced to ,grapple with questions over whether the economy 
that is on the mend can withstand further dialing back of the Fed’s latest 
bond-buying p~)grarn, which she has championed:’ lithe central bank moves 
too slowly, it couM fuel either asset bubbles or excessive inflation. If it moves 

too fast, it could cool the recovePf. 

Time (Jan. 6, Foal)char) no[es tha~ forme~ Federal Reserve colleagues as Alan 
Blinder, Donald Kohn, and Larry Meyer describe her as one of the most data- 
driven and analytical economists around. Perhaps her biggest challenge will 
be [o build consensus arnong a g~oup of Fed governors who are increasingly 
independent. Kohn, who worked wi~h her as a Fed s[afler in [he mid~1990s, 
remarks, "Janet brings a CEO4ype skill set to this job." The publication aF:~o 
hails her as having "the best track record on policy predictions of any Fed 
leader since 20092 

Business Standard (Jan. 7) states that Yellen will definitely face a series of 
delicate policy challenges when she lakes ihe helm Feb I, star~ing with how 
quickly io wind down ihe rod’s aggressive bond-buying campaign~ "Further 
out on ihe horizon," ihe publication adds, "ihe central bank will have to shrink 
its balance sheet to a more normal size, whether by letting the bonds it holds 
mature o~ selling them outright. The quicker it reduces he[dings, ~he ~igh~er 
monetary policy will become and the greater the pressure on markets to 
absorb the assets." 
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Comp!im~nt~ry NACD Pee~ E~ha~ges .................................................................. 

Join Your Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020 ". in 2014 

Mar. 18, 2014 
New York, NY 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Ju~y 15, 2014 

Denver, CO 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. I0, 2014 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Connect with boardroom luminaries, academic leaders and subject matter 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 
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Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 7.-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 201,1) 
Lag:Jna Beach; CA 

(Aug 18-!9, 2014) 
For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 201,1) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA (Aug. 
14-!5, 2014) 

For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec, 8-9, 2014) 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 

2014) 
C-Sui~e to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (May 

5-6,201,1) 



e>,pelts at NACD Directorship 2020TM, a highly interactive, half-day 
symposium. This exciting series of peer exchanges w~ coincide w~th NACD 
Directorship 2020, a multi-year ~nifiative 1o he~p direotors and boards 
unde~tand, ddine, and prepare for emerging ~ssues, coming cha~bnges, and 
opportunities tha~ w~ affect the boardroom ~n the future. 

Participants will begin the day with a networking lunch, followed by 
stimulating panels and peer exchange discussions, then conclude the day 
wi~h an intimate cocktail reception. Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

ShareET]C~ 

Audit and Finance 

Dividends Likely to Continue to Grow in 2014 

"Dividend payments during the fourth quarter increased by $12.7 billion," 
reports ihe Wall Street Journal (Jan. 6, Monga), "and corporations are likely to 
lilt ~hem even higher ~his year." AT&T Inc. and 3M Co. were among ~he 885 
companies that gave more money back 1o sharehok~e~s from Oclober through 
December, bss than the 1,266 that hiked dbidends ~n the rough qua~er a 
year ear~br. "Many of ~hose ~nct~ases were pt~mp~ed by corporations [~]ng 
to get ahead of a 2013 tax h~crease on dividends," notes the newspaper. Fo~ 
the entire year, ~ tota~ of 2,895 companies Mked their d~vidends - an ~ncrease 
from 2,887 ~n 2012. "At th~s point, we expect Q1 to be a ve~ busy positive 
period for d~vidends, with 2014 setting another record for payments," forecasts 
Howard Sib’erblatt, senbr index analysl at S&P Dew Jones ~nd~ces. 

Sha[e~ 

Private Equity Firm Buys Haverhil~ Pasta ~’~aker 

~re Boston Globe (Jan. 6, Luna) is reporting ~hat Brynwood Partners has 
ac(~uired Joseph’s Pasta Co., a leading maker of frozen pasta and sauces, for 
an undisclosed sum. The Connecticut-based fimq bought Joseph’s through an 
investmen~ fund from Nestle Prepared Foods Co., which had owned ~he pasta 
maker fer the past seven-plus years. "Joseph’s makes more than 300 varieties 
of frozen pastas and sauces, most of which is sold at wholesale to 
restaurants/’ notes the Globe. The acquisition continues Bqinwood Partners’ 
recent trend of buying aging brands. 

Sha re[-TTT~ 

Law and Policy 

SF ~ayor to Cha~ge Tech Companies $100K a Year fo~ Shuttles Using 
City Bus Stops 

According to TechCrunch (Jan. 6, Consfine), San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee 
has proposed charging the area’s major technology corapanies whose 
commuter shuttles stop at public MUNI bus stops. "The plan, laid out at a 
press conference [Monday], requires shuttbs to have a permit that will fund 
the initial 18 month pilo~ program. The permits could cos~ around $I00,000 a 
year per company," r~ports the publication. The San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency will look to approve the plan at its Jan. 21 meeting. 
Representatives of such big-name tech firms as Apple, Facebook, and GoGgle 
appeared alongside Lee at his press conference. 

Share~ 

Could Pot Legalization Keep Fortune 500 Companies Out of Colorado? 

The Huffinqton Post (Jan. 5, Salzman) is reporting that Rep. Mike Coffman (R- 
Aurora) ~ook to ~he radio airwaves last week, s~afing tha~ he is concerned that 
the recent legalization of marijuana m~ght keep Fo~une 500 companies out of 
Cobrado ~nd h~ve ~ negative ~mpact on the state’s economy. On KOA’s 
"Cobrado Morning New~" program, he stated, "l wony, ’What about 
Fortune 500 corpot~fion that wan~s ~o move to Cobrado?’ And the chie~ 
executive officer has young k~ds, and to say, ’Do ~ want my cM~dren exposed 
to a culture where this ~s scceptable for adults? And w~]] thst influence their 
behavbr as kids?’" Coffman, though, was no~ asked ~o con~ras~ the economic 
benefits (Le. m~lions of do~ars ~n new lax ~evenue) with the potentia~ 
downs~des. 

Sha~e~ 

~en’s Wearhouse Starts Hostile Bid for Jos. A. Bank 

"Men’s Wearhouse s~epped up i~s elforts to buy Jos. A. Bank early on 
Monday," reports the New York Times (Jan. 6, de la Merced), "taking a newly 
increased $1.6 billion offer directly to the smaller menswear retailer’s 
shareholders and pushing for two new directors." The hostile bid is a new 
stage in the takeover battle, which began in 2013 when Jos. A. Bank was the 
unwanted bidder. Men’s Wearhouse announced that it would start a tender 
offer for Jos. A. Bank shares that will last until March 28. hwestors in both 
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fin-ns have expressed interest in combining the two retail chains, which would 
create a potential juggernaut in men’s suit sales that could be~ter compete 
with such rivals as Diehard’s and Macy’s~ "Monday’s moves did not come as a 
surprise," adds ~he TJmes~ "On FrkJay, Jos. A. Bank amended its takeover 
defenses, effectively ]h~ifing shareholde[s to owning no more than 10 percent 
o~ its stock." Men’s Wearhouse indeed plans to push ~o[ the election of John 
D. Bowl~n and Adhur E. Reiner to Jos. A. Bank’s board at that company’s 
next annual meeting. 

Share~ 

Activist Shareholders’ Top Priorities for 2014 

Fortune (Jan. 6) columnist Eleanor Bloxham lists such issues as board 
diversity, executive compensation, and transparency en political contributions 
ms being on the agenda Ior shareholders this proxy season. "Overalls" she 
wr~tes, "we can e~ped more sophisficaled requests of companies than we’ve 

ever seen befere a~d more d~rect board member ~nteracfion w~lh 
shareholders." B~oxham s~weyed seve[al governance professionals as to what 
~s ~n store in the months to come. Laura Campos, d#ector o~ shareholder 
activities at the Nathan Cummh~gs Foundation, believes "board accounlability" 
wi~ be a major theme d~ring the 2014 proxy season. GM~ Ratings co4ounder 
Nell M~now, meanwhile, expects political majority voting and c~mate change 
proposais w~l be in the mix. Finaily, C~W investmenl Group’s sen~or 
governance policy analyst Michael Pryce-Jones forecasts, "Shareholders tMs 
yea[ w~] be going after pale, male, stale boards, which are ~ symptom of 
deeper problems in boa[d governance. They’ll be doing Jt through dive~sily 
proposals and also vote-no campaigns on directors." 

Share~ 

State Software Ope~ing Door for Digital Corporate Governa~ce 

The Nodhern Nevada Business Weekly (Jan. 6, Seelmeyer) is repo~ting that 
the Nevada Secretary of State’s office continues to receive high marks fer the 
flee software program it developed to help the founders of limited-liability 
companies (LLCs). The newspaper hails tire program as "an irrrpor~ant step 
~oward increased use el digital lechnology in corporate governance," ushering 
in "a world in which some boards of directors mi.~;ht conduct meetings via 
Twitter." Since the free software’s launch in the fourth quarter of 2012, nearly 
1,600 entrepreneurs have used it lo create operating agreemenls - a key 
document for LLCs. 

ShareET]C~l 

¢0[Pe[~t~ S£ci~! ReS#££Sib!!!t~’ ................................................................................... 

Severa~ Suburbaf~ Coat, parties Close Due to Cold Weathef 

For the safety of their employees, a number of suburban Chicago companies 
decided to close on Monday due to the dangerously low temperatures, reports 
the Chicago Daily Herald (Jan. 6, Kukec). Zurich North America in 
Schaumburg closed its effices under the direction of Ma[y Gardner, vice 
president of business resilience, whe was st the helm of the global insurance 
Iirm’s Corporate Crisis Managemen~ Team. She led a round el early-morning 
conference calls that made sure thousands of employees in the Midwest 
received notifications of office closings and early dismissals. She also made 
tire call ms to when to use a notification system Ior about 3,000 Zurich 
Insurance staffers in Chicagoland. For the safety, of its mobile personnel, Abt 
Electronics in Glenview canceled nil deliveries on Monday d~Je to the extreme 
celd weather. The NPD Group, meanwhile, closed its effices and gave 
employees the option to work from home. Corrrpany spokeswoman Kim 
McLynn noted, "We’ve been able to car~¥ on meetings by conference calls 
and WebEx." 

Share[T]~ 

JetBlue S~ows DowR Operations in Northeast 

"Blamin.~; a weekend of bad winter weather and new Federal Aviation 
Administration rules on pilot duty times," CNN (Jan. 6, Hotter, Marsh) is 
repotting thai JetBlue "slarted canceling ’nearly all operations’ around I p.m. 
ET Monday at Boston’s Logan, New York’s John F. Kennedy Inlernalional 
Airpod, New York’s LaGuard~a Airpod, and Newark Liberty Inlernational 
A~[po~ in New JeBey." Beginning early Tuesday, the amine w~ r~mp up again 
with the goal of be#lg fu~y operational by 3 p.m. The p~an ~s a~ow~ng lot at 
~east 17 hours of down time fer fl~ght cre~ and sufficient hours for JetB~ue 
Tech Ops to propedy sew~ce s~l aircraft. W~th ~ts cs~ centers handling a high 
vok~me due to so many canceled fl~ghts, the aid~ne is recommending 
customeB rebook their t~vel or request a refund online. 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

~T Spet~d{ng Seen Accelefating 

Investor’s Business Daily (Jan. 6) cites the latest Gartner forecast in reporting 



that "global spending on infomqatien technology is expected to rise 3.1 
percent ~o $3.8 ~rillion in 2014, up from growth of jus~ 0~4 percent last year~" 
The enterprise software group is projected to show 1he fastest gro~,Ah, with 
sales ~ncreasing &8 percent to $320 billion - welcome news fer suoh industry 
[eadem as Orac[e and Salesforce.com. The iT sendce sector is expected to 
registe~ the second-fastest gro,Mh, ci#nMng 4.5 percent to $963 billion. 

Share~ 

Office-Rental [~larket Is Getting Stronger 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 6, Hudson) cites the latest Reis Inc. research in 
repo~ting thai the recovery el the U.S. office market gained momentum during 
the last three mo~ths of 2013. Businesses occupied an additional 8.5 million 
square feet of office space in the four[h qua[ter. That was only a 0.25 percent 
increase from lhe July4hrough-Septernbe~ period, bu[ Reis researchers holed 
that it was the biggest gain since the third quarter of 2007. The expansion of 
tenants was offset by the completion of 9.1 million square feet of new offices 
during the quar[er - the most since the fourih quarier of 2009. Reis tracks 79 
rna]o~ U.S. olfice markets for its resulls. Senior economisl Ryan Severino 
concludes, "A lot of the things that held the market back [last] year probably 
won’t be in place in 2014. We’re optimistic that 2014 can be better than 2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, Januao~ 7, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC JV hopefuls get the 

coach Davis 

They line up, their shirts dark with 

sweat, and make their way to a 

table where a team manager 

collects email addresses. In less 

than 24 hours, UNC... 

UNC junior 

va rsily coach 

Hubert Davis 

UNC not p~epa~in£’t 

Syracuse zone defense 

Tar Heels coach Roy Williams 

doesn’t want his players looking 

ahead. 

North 

Carolina Roy 

Williams 

Wake Forest 73, UNC 67: 

Postgame thoughts 

Postgame thoughts on the Tar 

Heels’ loss in their first ACC game 

of the season. 

Wake Forest 

on Sunday 

night 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)un.’..~ ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. £~2[?!#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Januao~ 7, 2014 7:24 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point - Janua~ 7, 2014 

Hello, 

Fall From Glory 

One of Wall Street’s biggest profit engines might be in trouble. As banks 

are set to begin reporting their fourth-quarter results next week, our stoW 

notes that a~<,q:~r 

the ~lth in the past 16 quarters. The slmp in trading has some observers 

starting to wonder whether the gloW years are permanently over. "I think it 

is wording," said one anab:st, who expected trading revenue to have hit 

bottom and stabilized by now. "You can’t turn around a f~damental 

trending]if that’s what this is." 

Out of Africa 

Ethiopia awarded a Chinese teleeom giant a major project over its Western 

competitors a few years ago. While the C~i~ese~bui~~ mobi]e-qe]~eom 

~~e~:w~rk ~a~ i~:~:~p>.~ved ~be qua~i~y ~.~f ]ifv for maW E~]~iopia~:~s, it also faces 

criticism for poor seamer and a high prier tag. We find that China’s 

financial strength helps its firms win many of these deals, but they ran 

carry hidden costs for poor nations, particularly when their governments 

sidestep rules meant to fbster sound public investment. "If the quality of 

investment projects is not good, at the end of the day the risk is that 

foreign-exchange reserves would be insufficient to repay all loans," says 

one expert. 

I Want to Be in America 

a~}d a ma.,~s ~.’x<,~d~.,~ of >~sid~.’r~:s. We report that the island’s battered 

economy and rampant crime rate has resulted in the largest number of 

Puerto Rieans fleeing for the U.S. mainland since the 195os. But even as 

the territow’s most talented professionals head to the airport x~4th a one- 

way ticket, not everyone has lost faith in Puerto Rieo’s future. "This is not 



the first time our people have confronted big problems and managed to 

overcome them," said Ingrid Vila Biaggi, the governor’s chief of staff. 

Spouse, Change Thyself 

Want your partner t~~ change someth)ng ~b~rut }~im or }k’r,,-;N t? And does 

nagging or yelling usually fail in achieving results? Our Bonds columnist 

Elizabeth Bernstein explains why our best chance of getting our way is 

actually to look in the mirror ~and change ourselves first. We report on 

research shms4ng that when a person is motivated to be in a relationship, 

he or she will readily change to be more like his or her partner. And unlike 

the quick and conscious change we sometimes expect, adjustments often 

take place without a person even knm~ng. Our story provides suggestions 

on how to facilitate this transformation, starting with ourselves. 

U,S, Re~:~ ts Rise Agai~:~ 

WORLD 

BUS~NIESS 

The Future of Coah Despite Gas B~~t.~m, Coa.{ I~’,nk l)e~d 

Resl:aurant:{ Fear <,but ,[}) New F,:::,od .,mn-~ 

~ARK~TS 

C}im.~ Tig}~tcns Grip on Shad<~w B;.mks 

NUMBER OF THE DAY 



What do you predict will happen if Iran is in’4ted to participate in peace 

talks on Syria? Send us your response to ~opoi~+~F*ws.i.eom and follow 

;~,:~Ger++5"+lTBa ker on Twitter 

TODAY IN WSJ HISTORY 

Just 60 years old, TEeodorc Roo~vel t died i~+ )fis :deep with "no one in the 

room but his valet," The Wall Street Journal reported on Jan. 7, 1919. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Jom’nal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lO-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The tflpe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~ss~_~.>roo~+~,~..edu. For further 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at sa~pp~:~’~@ u.@co~ 

Copyroht 2o14 Do~v Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, JanuaU 7, 2014 7:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: SEC expe(t to investigate pension thnd; Cri~o to run lbr Congress 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 7, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

~EC ~pert hired to investiqate N,C. pension fund 
The State Employees Association of North Carolina has hired former Securities 

and Exchange Commission attorney Edward Siedie to conduct a forensic 

investigation of the $83 billion NoRh CaroiJna.. 

Former Commerce Secretary Keith Crisco announces he’ll 
ru n for Con g tess 
Former N.C Secretary of Commerce Neith Crisco made it officiai Monday, 

announcin~ that he will enter the race to represent bioRh Carolina’s Second 

Congressionai District. 

~bUrY ................. 

Ta rg et h ostin g jo b fai r for n ew store in west Ca ~ 
DJsceurfi retailer Target (NYSE: TGT) wiii be operfin9 J{s ~Sth store k)cation in the 

Triae~le this sprin~ in west Cary 

BB&T CEO: Young skil~ wil~ keep the Trianqle economically 
strong 
Feikswing a speech frarri Gev Pat McOrory in which he ferecas[ job gre~:4:h in the 

year ahead, Kelly King, CEO af Wh~s[an-Lsaiem.-based BB&T, effered his ewn 

theughts on what will bring Norl:h Careiina out. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McAt;ee <subscriptions@mcafEe.com> 

Tuesday, Janum7 7, 2014 8:11 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Important Notice from McAfee aJ~d Intel 

ii~iI Intel Security 

.Jau~ua~: 7, 2014 

al~ydme, by anyons, ~hrough any enabled device, 

Whsr: intel pu..’ci’..ased McAIee in 2010, ii represented thai.." vision tha~ a wodd o~ 

bscom~ng a reMhy, sscurhy musi be embedded on 8vsry arch~eclare and every d~v~ce. 

Phonss a..",d tsbleis ..",ow car~y ti:e same computing powe.." 8nd oppo~ien~y as desldop 

trust lo devsIop new digitai secu..’ity sok4ions to enrich people’s Uves sreund ~he world~ ~r~ 

mform~.tk~r~ ~se ~.~ntelsecuritygroup,com. 

Woe President, G~oba~ Cor~same~ Markei~nq 

[ You are currently subscribed as: ibroome@email.unc,edu ] 

Plake sure you receive our messages, Add subscriptions@mcafee.com to your address book, 

This message is being sent to customers who have a current NcAfee product or service subscription or one that 

expired, if you prefer not ~o receive future marketing e-mails from PicAfee, unsubscribe belo,,~; however we may still 

contact you regarding secuMty updates, product functionahties, responses to service requests, or other transaction 

related communications. 

Please do not reply directly to this email, This email was sent from a nol_ifical_ion-only address that cannot accept 

incoming email. For sup~ort.-related questions, call us at (866)622-39:[J. or click on the support link belov~. 

Rest assured that we treat your personai data w~th sensitivity and according to our McAfee prwacy policy, V~ew 

details by dicMng the iink below. 

My Account ] Unsubscribe [ Privacy Policy i Support 

NcAfee and the McAfee logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of NcAfee~ inc, or its subs~diaMes in the 

United States and other countries. Oti]er blands and names may be claimed as the property of others. 

McAfee, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, Janum7 7, 2014 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: 6th Annual SPA aJ~d MoFo Structured Products LegBJ, Regulator’ & Compliance Update 2014 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

iXi Structured ProductsA .... iation ] 

1 

6th Annua~ SPA and MoFo Structured Products 
Legal Regulatory & Compliance Update 2014 

Tuesday, 

January 14, 2014 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

1290 Avenue of the Americas 

39th Floor 

New York, NY 10104 

Registration and 

Nots d’oeuvres. 

6:00 pm.- 6:30 p.m. ET 

Panel Presentation. 

6:30 pm.- 7:45 p.m. ET 

Cocktail Reception. 

7:45 pm.- 8:30 p.m. ET 

For more information: 

j __m_ _£L [_£Ln_ _q @. ~ _~__o_ ~ _o_=__¢_o___m_ 

The Structured Products Association and Morrison & Foerster are 

pleased to present this annual Legal, Regulatory & Compliance 

update to friends, clients and members on Tuesday, January ’14, 

2014. 

Join us for a timely and important presentation on significant new 

developments in the legal-regulatory-compliance landscape. This 

presentation will cover a wide range of topics related to structured 

products, including: 

Topics: 

¯ Round-up on Title VII implementation 

¯ Nasdaq’s quotation system for structured products 

¯ Areas of attention for FINRA and the SEC related to structured 

products 

¯ The Volcker Rule 

¯ Whatto expect in 2014 

A more detailed agenda and speakers will be circulated shortly. 

This event is traditionally standing-room only, so kindly register 

today. Hors d’oeuvres and cocktails will be served at the beginning 

and the end of the event, respectively. The event is closed to press. 

VVe are offering NY and CA CLE credits. 

CPD Credit: Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP (Authorisation Number 3538/MOFO) certifies that this activity has been approved for 

CPD credit by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board. 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~ww.sra.orfl.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Next week: Scot Wingo, Businessperson of the Year 

 eet Scot Wingo 
2013 Businessperson of the Year 

2013 was an exciti~sg and s~ccessfuf year" 

for ma~y companies in the Trian.~le. It was 

especiafty so for Scot Wingo and 

Channe~Advisor. If yo~’re a Triangle 

Business JoumM reader, you already know 

that Mr~ ~/’~lsgo has been selected as oar 

2013 Businessperson of the Year~ 

We will honer Mr. Wingo witts a breakfast 

event en January 16th. I~’s a g~eat chance 

~o mee~ w~th him and g~ve yo~r persona~ 

congratulations, We ~v~te you to The 

Umstead [o m~ngle wkh Mr. VVmgo and a~ o~ 

yo~r extraordinary peers as we ce~ebrate 

the year in business and look forward to 

2014. 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, January t 6th 

7:30AM 

WHERE: 

The Umstead Hotel 

Cary, NC 27513 

SPONSORS 

Ferwald to a Friend i Privacy I Unsubscdbe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Gtenweod Ave. Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC~ 27612~ USA 
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Next week: Scot Wingo, Businessperson of the Year 

 eet Scot Wingo 
2013 Businessperson of the Year 

2013 was an exciti~sg and s~ccessfuf year" 

for ma~y companies in the Trian.~le. It was 

especiafty so for Scot Wingo and 

Channe~Advisor. If yo~’re a Triangle 

Business JoumM reader, you already know 

that Mr~ ~/’~lsgo has been selected as oar 

2013 Businessperson of the Year~ 

We will honer Mr. Wingo witts a breakfast 

event en January 16th. I~’s a g~eat chance 

~o mee~ w~th him and g~ve yo~r persona~ 

congratulations, We ~v~te you to The 

Umstead [o m~ngle wkh Mr. VVmgo and a~ o~ 

yo~r extraordinary peers as we ce~ebrate 

the year in business and look forward to 

2014. 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, January t 6th 

7:30AM 

WHERE: 

The Umstead Hotel 

Cary, NC 27513 

SPONSORS 

Ferwald to a Friend i Privacy I Unsubscdbe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Gtenweod Ave. Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC~ 27612~ USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapel Hill Doctors Healthcare Center <carol@chapelhilldoctors.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, Januao, 7, 2014 10:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2 Free SeminaJcs today: Sciatica Pain @ 1:30 and Reclaim Your Health @ 7pm 

2 Free Health Seminars 
Today at Chapel Hill 

Doctors Healthcare Center: 
Sdatica Pain @1:30 

Dr. Pierre-Yves Dubois, 
DC, DCSP 

RSVP: 
Call Swiss Chiropractic Clinque 

to reserve your spot: 

(919) 484-1400 
Reclaim Yo~.~r Health: 
Planning for a More 
Vibrant Life in 2014 

@ 7:00prn 
Vera Shanley, MD 

RSVP: 
Call Chapel Hill Doctors to 

reserve your spot 
91%929-7990 

(This seminar, Reclaim YoL~r 
Health will also be offered on 
Wed, Jan. 8th @ 1:00 pm) 
For more information on Vera 
Shanley, MD, visit our 
website @ 
chapelhilldoctors.com 

Future Pain Seminars w~th 
Dr. Dubois: 

Sdatica Pain: 
Tues Jan. 7th 1:30 pm 
Thurs Feb. 6th 7:00 pm 
Tues Feb. 18th 1:30 pm 

Neck Pain: 
Thurs Jan. 9th 7:00 pm 
Tues Feb. 1 lth 1:30 pm 
Thurs Feb. 13th 7:00 pm 

Lower Back Pain: 
Tues Jan. 14th 1:30 pm 
ThursJan. 16th 7:00 pm 
Thurs Feb. 20th 7:00 pm 



Dr. Pierre-Yves Dubois 

IN NEq~CvORK INSURANCES: 

BCBS, Medoost, Cigna and Indusive Health 

Chapei Hili Doctors 

55 Vilcom Circle, Suite 110 
Chspel hiiii, Norli~ Ca,~’olha 27514 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was ~nt to Ibroome@emaikunc.edu by chapelhilldoctors@qrnail.corn :: 

Update Profi!e!Emaj!Address tnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FundFire <FundFire@FundFire.com> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 7, 2014 10:27 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

Revamped SMA Market Gets its Mojo Back 

Lissa, 

UNC Management Company has a company-wide subscription to 
FundFire, a Financial Times daily digital news service for the 
separately managed account industry. As a result, you can get access 
to FundFire through your company’s existing subscription at no 
additional cost. 

You can also mad FundFire while on-the-go with the FundFire mobile 
app. The app is free with your firm’s license and is available to 
download for all iPhone and Android users. 

To start receiving F~mdFite today, simply click a headline below, or 
click here to sign up. 

Sincerely, 

The FundFire Team 
212-542-1245 

~i FundFire 

Recent FundFire Headlines 

Revamped SMA Market Gets its Moio Back 

OCIO Players Set to Launch Resource Arms Race 

Fugitive Advisor Caught 18 Months after Faking Death 

Insurers Loom as Huge Untapped Market in 2014 

Pensions to Hunt for Bonds, Derivatives in 2014 

Managers Can’t Be Aggressive in Booming Growth Area 

Okla. Pension Sues Goldman, JP Morgan over Forex 

Managers to Face More Pressure on Ops 

Vanderbilt Endowment Adds Two Specialists 

SMA Product Buzz Focuses on ETFs, ESG Customization 

To share this news with your colleagues, please forward this message 
and direct them to click here. 

"In the dynamic and changing 

economy of today, FundFire 

keeps me informed on a 

daily basis of events that 

impact my business and my 

clients. This helps preserve 

my edge against not only the 

competition, but the 

investment playing field, as 

well." 

Julie Noble 
Vice President 

I nvestments 

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney 

FundFire is published every business morning and delivered electronically to our readers Through a unique 

mix of world class original reporting and aggregated coverage, we provide all the relevant asset management 

news in one place each day. Daily news stories and online resources provide essential competitive 

intelligence on SMAs, alternative investments, high-net-worth investors, pensions, foundations, endowments, 

and more. 

FundFLre1330 Hudson Street, 7th Floor I NewYork, NY 10013 

Click here, if you no longer wish to receive messages from FundFire This is the easiest method of opt-out, however, other methods exist for the 

benefit of recipients and ease of use. Money-Media’s group of publications, including Agenda, BoardIQ, FundFire, GatekeeperlQ, Ignites, Ignites Asia, 

and Ignites Europe, can be opted-out of globally by sending a message with "global opt-out" in the message body and any email addresses that you 

own and want to be opted out. Note that the email address you send your message from may be different than the address we originally sent this 

message to. Also, note that if you receive news alerts through a paid subscription from any of Money-Media’s publications, those will also be stopped 

by enacting a global opt-out. The email address is: globaloptout@money-media com. This message is a commercial advertisement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erin Ortolan <solutions@chronicle.corn> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 7, 2014 10:49 AM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Navigate the Future With Essential Higher Education Coverage 

Dear Lissa, 

Today, higher education is being revolutionized and re-imagined. From MOOCs to reinventing academic 

calendars to new ways to evaluate what students know, the world of academe is transforming to meet the 

needs of the times. How are you navigating this time of innovation and change? 

Subscribe to The Chronicle of HiqherEducation today and get the reporting and insight you need to 

smoothly steer your way though the evolving trends of academe. Subscribers benefit from: 

Reliable coverage on critical issues for higher education professionals. 

Trusted insight into upcoming trends and points of discussion. 

Unlimited access to salary surveys, workplace data, admissions, and more. 

Redeem this introductor~ offer* and receive 15% off the standard subscription rate. 

Sincerely, 

Erin Ortolan 

Senior Manager 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St., N.W. I Washington, D.C. 20037 

Privacy Policy, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southern Season <southemseason@newsletter.southemseason.com> 

Tuesday, January. 7, 2014 11:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~ 

Announcing Our Inaugural Biscuit Contest 

Biscuit Recipe Contest 

View All Chapel Hill Events 

Fridoys Uncorked: 

Traditional Afternoon Tea at Weathervane 

Mad Hatter Tea at Weathervane 



Weath ..... Beer Di ...... ith ~lystery Bre~.4ng 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 11:08 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve announces termination ofen[brcement actions 

Federal Reserve announces termination of enforcement actions 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/pres~enfi~rcement/20140107a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, JanuaD, 7, 2014 11:23 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Jobless Aid Progra~n Advances in the Senate 

Jobless Aid Program Advances in the Senate 

Legislation to resurrect benefits for the long-term unemployed overcame a procedural 

hurdle in the Senate, amid personal lobbying by President Obama and a concerted 

Democratic campaign to highlight the economic impact of the program’s lapse late last 

year. 

Six Republicans joined with Democrats and independents to meet the 60-vote threshold 

needed to advance the legislation. The vote was 60 to 37. The vote opened debate in the 

Senate on the bill, which would provide a three-month extension of a benefit program that 

ended Dec. 28. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 11:33 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Quarterly reCAP (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may constitute a commercial electronic 

mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please ~ 

out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted 

upon without specific legal advice based on particular situations Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is regulated by the 

Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our London offices The partners are either solicitors or registered 

foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the 

Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www sra.or~.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Tuesday, January 7, 2014 12:51 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject." Article of Interest: FERC and CFTC Reach Agreement on Information Sharing and Jurisdiction 

January7,2013 

After a fair amount of back-channel arm-twisting, the two 
agencies with principal (and sometimes overlapping) 
jurisdiction over energy commodities have reached agreement 
on two memoranda of understanding ("HOUs") required by 
the Dodd-Frank Act. On January 2, 2014, the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission ("FERC’~ and the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission ("CFTC" and, with FERC, the 
"Participating Agencies") entered into two MOUs addressing 
(i) procedures for resolving overlapping jurisdictional issues 
("Jurisdictional MOU’~; and (ii) the sharing of information 
("Information Sharing lvlOU"). These HOUs are over three 
years in the making and roughly three years past the deadline 
set by Congress. 

I~uick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

~]E-mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DPAC <customerservice@dpacnc.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 1:31 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Once is On Stage in Just2 Weeks 

noyellow Suntrust generic header 

:,’~ BROADWAY FOOTER-ABC 

This email is sent by: Durham Performing Arts Center 

Don’t Be Fooled: Only DPACnc corn or Ticketmaster for tickets 

Manage Your Email Preferences for Ibroome@email.unc.edu, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alunmi Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Januao, 7, 2014 1:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Out of the Blue: Improve or Replace Smith Center; UNC Kiplinger’s Top Value; Resolution: See GAA Career Coach 

b~ UN© GAA 

Dial in al noon on Jan. 13 

tO (~seoveI’ ho~~ yolA Call 

get the saIat7 you 

deselwe. 

Still N osta 
Take the Garogi,~a 

R~vi~v with you 

wheI’e~,el? yell gO. 

the most recen t 

yore" smartphone or tablet 

wi~ the Reuiew’s mobile 

app - ~ncluded wig+ youc 

+>’ailable on the App 

Stot’e and ot~ Google Play. 

Are you d:~e GAA MetnbeY o[" the Month? Set’oil down ko find 

i~ Dean Smith Center 

Improve or Replace Smith Center? 
The z7-.year--old arena has ackr~owledged shortcomings. A Kansas Cib’, Mo,-based 

acch~tectut’al ficm is helping fl~e ath]efics de]: actment ]ook at ~ 11i~ ha. 

Drama Ends for Hairston; McDonald Reinstated 
P.J. Hai vstot~, who spet~t this season s~deli m~d d :t~ng an NCAA [nvestigat[-m wi]~ not: 

r’etuYn to d:m basketball team. Leslie MeDonald is back after sitting ouk nitre games. 

L N C is KipEnger’s Top Val u e for 13th Year 
Kipginger’s calls Cat’o]ina %est in class" fl)P lowest peccentage ~ffs~dents who borcow 

and %v out:-o:gstate val ue as the magazine, %v a 13{t} yea t’, names UNC as offeIil’tg the 

best value ir~ higher educat%~ 

For more news items, see alumni.tmc~edu a~cle.asp?SI] )=I 8. 

Alk:e, to elaim 3,out’ li 



member pewter" liee~se 

plate, email 

membership<*.~u~ae, edu by 

,Jam 3~. 

receive a d~scom]t. :~s a member take advantage of these aBd oiher valuable 
member benefiN. 

was selected a t 

rartdom from GAA 

sub~c~ibed ix) "Out of the 

[] Member Mad hess 
On 0art. 12, khree lucky GA/\ memgeP~ will be selected at random ko wi~ o~e of three 

great prizes, indudh}g tickets to tl~e UNC-Duke game o~ Feb. z2. 

[] Resolution No, 1: See GAA Career Coach 
Reach your career goals fasker wikh help f~’om our ee~ lifted career coach. Members 

receive a comp~ime~taU sessicm a 815o vah~e; schedule yom~ today. 

Catch. Hoops Wi{h Local Tar H.ee~s 
(2arolina CI ubs fl’om coast to coast host game.-viewk~g patties t~ Poughout basketball 

SO~tSO~. }’irtd o~[[ whore [o waEetl i~1 yOl]l" 8t’ea. 

[] See ~l~e World in 201_4 
Where will you trave~ in 2o14.? Cb{;ek (}*R a r~ev~ yest’ o[" al u toni trips, a~ad let the (~AA’s 

’Par Heel Tt’avel program show you ~he wot’ld. 

Tell Us About ... Franklin Street R.estaura~s 
Students return klais week for the s]?]:i~]g semester, aml ~hat means riley’l] be headi~]g 

tt]eir fi~voAte eateries o*] Fraakli*] StreeL Where were you ha~ke~g k} eat a,t]en you 

came back to Chapel Hill after a break? Sha~ yore" stories oft our alumrfi message 

boards at~d cm Faeebook. 

Share s~ories cm our alu]~mi message boards, as well as o~] Facebook. 

~ All alumrfi and fliends at~ im’ited to read eommertts from l~l]ow Tar tteds; 

]:’egiste~d use~ of the online community can opera ~opies fbr discussio~ a~d post 

their ~:t]ougla~:s on vax~ous stlbjec[:s. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, January, 7, 2014 2:15 PM 

Robert Taggart (robert.taggaW~:bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; ][,arry Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmicha~wfu.edu (carmicha@~4"u.edu)’; 

Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.edu>; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 

Ma~dn P. Dawkins (mdawkin@mimni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; ~njwasyle@maxwell.ss~.edu; Tficia Bellia (pbellia@nd.eda); Elaine Wise 

(eomse0 l@louis~’ille.edu) 

I:W: Dennis Dodd column re 8-reran playoff 

And here is the second! 

From: Shannon, Brian [mailto:BRIAN.SHANNON@ttu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 20~4 2:04 PM! 
To: jpotuto:[@unl.edu; adavey@ncaa.org; ddickman@ncaa.org; kyurk@ncaa.org; Dennis.Phillips@usm.edu; Turner@agecon.msstate.edu; fegreen@troy.edu; 
jatwood@buffalo.edu; Mtartha Putallaz, Ph.D.; Mtoore, Melinda; bruno.:[@osu.edu; david.clough@colorado.edu; david.szymanski@uc.edu; diann@unl.edu; 
billy.campsey@sjsu.edu 
S,,bject: Dennis Dodd column re 8-team playoff 
Dennis Dodd, Senior College Football Columnist, Jan. 5, 2014 

Eight-team playoff makes more sense; is it worth the complications? 

The average college football fan is way ahead of the ne:a year’s playofl~ 

Why settle for four, when eight teams makes much more sense? 

That’s the best question about a playoff that has yet to kick ofl~ An eight-team playoff would take care of all the conference champions that matter plus the best at-large 

teams that didn’t mn their conferences. It would be, well, perfect. 

One answer is the law of diminishing returns. Even the college presidents a~d commissioners M~o green-lighted the playoffbeginning next season ki~ow there are 

consequences to further expansion. 

Adding a round of quaxterfinals (tbur more gmnes) would "diminish" those financial returns. They would be worth less than $50 million, according to industry somees. 

’][’he current three-game structure beginning after ne:a season (m,o semis ~ld a chatnpionship) axe worth $90 million-S100 million each. 

While $50 million would be enough for you and I to put gas in the car, networks like return for their dollar. There’s no guarantee those gaa~es would be worth it. 

"I just don’t see it," one media consultant said. "The money is not going to be there like mos~t people think. Some money would be there, but you would absolutely but 

you start risking regular-season value." 

Further breaking down the worth of an eight-team playoff... 

1. Impact on the regular season. Yeah, yeah, you’ve heard it all betbre duling the BCS era. A playoffwas out of the question because of the possible impact on the 

season. 

Then those same BCS defenders established a playoff. 

Well, we’ve already seen a hint of what impact a four-temn playoff will have on the regulm season. Consider that with a playoft; Alabamds loss to Auburn in the Iron 

BoM wouldn’t have mattered. 

Bama most likely would have remained in the top four. The BCS had enough of teams coming off losses playing for championships (Nebraska, 2001; Oklahoma, 

2003; Alabama, 2011). 

We’re already in a~ eva when teams can "altbrd" to lose games late. 

"This year, the whole thing with Alabama is an eye opener," one media consultant said. "That Iron Bowl game [would have] meant nothing." 

2. Scheduling. It’s a real concern because the college presidents aren’t going to allow any more second-semester football. 

’][’he playoff will produce the longest seasons (in terms of days) in histo~y. ’][’he 2020 and 2025 seasons will end Jan. 13 - - t_h__e___!_~_t__e_~_t___e___n_d____e__~_~__e_!:_t_~_~_~ie__’_a__s_~_~L. 

If the season can’t be lengthened on the back end, then that means the quarterfinals are going to be backed up on the front end -- to around Christmas time. 

In the current s~tructure, teams already are going to be arriving in town for the semifinals shortly a£ter Christmas. 

They told us never on a playofl~ Would they dare ~hedule games around Chlistmas? 

3. The NFL. Always a concern because college tbotball is never going to go head-to-head with the NFL postseason (or the regular season, tbr that matter). 

One source told me that it is hearing the NFL is considering expanding the playoffs. That Ineans more possible team~ more possible gmnes, more possible conflicts 

with The Shield. 



4. Bo~vls. Sure, they would already be in place to play host to quaxterfinals, but aa~ eight-team playoff would ti~rther dimimsh the value of those N~wls. 

Using ne~ year’s ro~tion, let’s ~y the tbur quartertinal gaines axe in the Fies~, Chick-N-A, Co~on mad Orange. Again, those games would played axound C~stmas 

time. That mea~s eight fan ba~s would be asked to travel around Clmstmas faced ruth the prospect of having to travel twice more to get ~ a championsNp game. 

All six major ~Ms would fl~en ~ "Nss-t~oughs" me~ng they wouldn’t ~ end-of-fl~e- season gmnes. I wrote last week 

Never mind ~e scrutiny that would be rated by playing 16 gomes in a season. 

"It will be a ve~?~ tough thing ~cause the mental capaci~ to get up that m~y times," Florida State coach Jimbo Fisher said Sunny when asked about a four-team 

pla~ 

g. TV ra~gs. Yeal~, they’re kind of a big deal. 

Adding a layer of quarterfinals wouldn’t necessa~ly mea~ ~t~r games. Using fl~is year’s BCS s~ndings, he~’s how the q~ers would look: 

1 Florida State vs. 8 ~ssouri 

3 ~ab~a vs. 6 Baylor 

2 Auburn vs. 70No State 

4 ~clfig~ State vs. g Stafford 

Sounds like great games, right’? A drop of merely one rating point would be "huge," according to ~ indust~?- ~ume. 

"~ght now, you have the best of both worlds," that ~me source said. "With rare excepfion~ eve~ game s~ill counts in the regulax season. Lose early and yon’ve got a 

be~er chance of getting it ~ck. One loss is a~ut it [~3 s~y in playoffcontention.] rm not a ~tiing guy, but I’d bet nothing happens in the next 12 years." 

6. Finny, the obvious. It took the commissioners two long, laborious yea~ to install a tbur-temn playott[ 

"You ~Iso go back ~ si~ng in that room ~ see how hard it w~ to ag~e on fou~;" ~id a person involved in the process. "My God, if fl~ey’~e going m go to eighg they 

might as well sm~ right now." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown Events <events@mayerbrown,com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 2:31 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Global Financial Markets Initiative Teleconference: Securitization - What’s In Store tbr 2014? - January 9, 2014 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’,qew it as a web ~ 

ii~ [vlayer B ...... 

Global Fi .... ial Markets Initiative- Teleconf ....... Series 

Please join Mayer Brown partners Stuart Litwin and 3on Van Gorp on 

3anuary 9 as they discuss the current US regulatory landscape 

affecting the securitization markets and offer predictions for 2014. 

The discussion will be a 30-minute "big picture" overview of the most 

important aspects of recent new regulations and all of the principal 

regulatory proposals that became final in 20~3 or are likely to become 

final in 2014. 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 

Europe 
5:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. CET 
4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. GMT 

United States 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. CST 
9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. MST 
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. PST 

Teleconference Access 

Date & Time 
Thursday, January 9, 2014 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 

~.~.~i#~.~ ..b.~..~?: ~’~: 

Speakers 

Chicago 

Chicago 

Session /:I Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. ¯ ....................... 
December 20, 2013 

r 

~i Decline >>     / 
(IF you decline we will not send you 

reminders For this event.) 

For additional information, please contact 

Mayer Brown’s .~.&[.~...b...a.~[~[.....~.[).&[Lc:~.~?.LN..a.r...k.!.L~.~.~.L~.Lt.~.~?..t.~:.~:A helps clients deal 

with the legal and business challenges resulting from the ongoing 

turbulence in worldwide financial markets. By mobilizing the firm’s 

global resources from multiple practices and offices, the initiative 

provides clients with knowledgeable and timely counsel on a broad 

spectrum of their legal needs. 

Please visit us at may~rbro¢~’n,com. 

r~~ck~- P, ufe - 

December- 19, 2013 

Financial ContracL Safe 

Lehman gankru~ 
December 5, 20[S 

Follow Mayer Brown on Twitter 

Joi ...... Faoebook ~ 

Your SubscriL~tion Details 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail <debevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 2:52 PM 

debevoi semail <debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

The Volcker Rule - An In-Depth Q&A Abx~ ut The Covered Funds Provisions 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Cra~well <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, January. 7, 2014 2:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 15 No. 2, 01/07/2014 

Table of Contents 

~ Rubin Redux: Rights Balancing in Cultural Heritage Litigation 

S,I, Strong, University of Missouri School of Law 

Sovereign Pari Passu and the Litigators of the Lost Cause 

Joseph Cotterill, Financial Times 

Why it is Not a Good Xdea to Think of Treaties as Contracts: A Critique of the Domestic Analogy 

Akbar RasLHov, University of: Glasgow - School of: Law 

Lawmaking in the Shadow of the Bargain: Contract Procedure as a Second-Best Alternative to Mandatory Arbitration 

Charles W. ]yler, Yale Law School 

New York State Commercial Landlord - Tenant Law and Procedure: A Primer - Part IX 

Gerald Lebovits, Columbia University - Law School, Fordham University School of Law, New York University School of Law 

I’,1ichael B. Terk, David Rozenholc & Associates 

Unilateral Reordering in the Reel World 

.~ake Linford, Florida State University - College of Law 

Liberal Approach in Construing Arbitration Clauses: Comment on the Louis Dreyfus Case 

Badrinath Srinivasan, Independent 

CONTRACTS & COMMERCIAL LAW e3OURNAL 

Heritage Litigation" :::~ Free Download 

10 Transnational Dispute Flanagement, I~ue 5 (October 2013) 

Unwersity of fqissouri ~chool of Law Legal ~tudies Re~earch ~ aper No, 2013-27 

S,L ~T~O~G, University of Missouri School of Law 

Email: StrongSi@missouri,edu 

One of the more interesting disputes to arise in the United States in recent years is the Rubin litigation, which involves several judgment creditors 

who, having won a default judgment against Iran for injuries relating to a terrorist attack in 1997, attempted to satisfy that judgment by attaching 

cultural antiquities in several US-based museums. These disputes have proven somewhat complicated as a result of the intricacies of the US 
Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (FSIA) and the unusual nature of the judgment debtor’s non-participation in the underlying default judgment and 

ensuing litigation. However, the Rubin cases also reflect a number of larger issues, including an inherent tension between individual rights and 

collective rights in cultural heritage litigation as well as various challenges associated with the mix of public and private law. 

The question of whether and to what extent a party may attach state-owned cultural property that is located outside the country of origin is a 

difficult one as a matter of both law and policy. This Article discusses a number of issues relating to this topic, considering basic principles of US law 

as well as more general concerns that may arise in other jurisdictions. In so doing, this Article provides an overview of the kind of jurisprudential 

and practical matters that can arise with increasing frequency in the coming years. 

~O$1~PH COTTER:ILL, Financial Times 
Email: joseph,cotterill@ft.com 

The pari passu saga isn’t about the pari passu clause. A year on from Argentina’s first defeat in a US appeals court, it has become a wider debate 
about ’recaldtrant’ sovereign debtors, broad use of courts’ powers of equity in bond contract cases, and ratable payment itself. A recent copycat 
pari passu lawsuit against Grenada demonstrates these points well -- testing the limits of ’recalcitrance’, but still not finding firm answers. This 
provokes one or two questions. Was the pari passu ’cause’ actually worth it? Despite its apparent success for pre-judgment holdouts, litigation is 



likely to remain lengthy and tangled up with negotiation. Will it be more useful for post-judgment creditors to instead use to sue everyone? And will 

’fixing’the saga simply be a matter of redrafting the clause? 

AKBAR ~A~U~=OV, University of Glasgow - School of Law 

Email: a,rasulov@law,gla,ac,u k 

What is the place for the contractualist analogy in the modern law of treaties? This essay addresses a number of critical issues raised by this 
question. 
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C~A~[..[~ W. ~.[~, Yale Law School 
Email: char les.w. [yler@g maik:om 

[n consumer and employment arbitration, companies have more freedom to choose dispute resolution procedures than they do in courts. 

Specifically, companies may, through their form contracts, require their customers and employees to waive their rights to present certain forms of 

evidence, conduct certain forms of discovery, appeal a final judgment, and join a class. Because these procedural terms are attractive to 

companies, they often require their consumers and employees to bring claims to arbitration rather than to courts. Consequently, consumer and 
employment disputes appear less frequently on courts’ dockets than they would in the absence of mandatory arbitration, preventing courts from 

providing important public goods. Many critics have proposed various large-scale legislative reforms that would limit the scope of mandatory 

arbitration. These proposals, however, have largely not gained political traction. [n the absence of large-scale legislative reform, this Note 

considers whether enforcing more procedural options in courts may be the second-best alternative to mandatory arbitration. Permitting parties the 

same procedural options in courts that are already available in arbitration may influence companies to allow their consumer and employment 
disputes to be brought in courts, thus allowing courts to play their role in generating important public goods. 
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HICHA~L 8o TERI{, David P.ozenholc & Associates 
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This article is the second of a three-part series on commercial landlord-tenant litigation in New York State. 

Part ! of this three-part article, published in the preceding issue of the Brooklyn Barrister, covered general procedures and pleadings in summary 
proceedings, holdover proceedings and predicate notices for holdover proceedings, and grounds and proper parties to nonpayment proceedings. 
We continue with rent demand requirements in nonpayment proceedings, illegal lockout proceedings by tenants against landlords, and personal 
jurisdiction and service of process in summary proceedings. 
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This essay, written for a symposium on Larry Cunningham’s new book, Contracts in the Real World, proposes there is much to learn about contract 
law from how contract negotiation and modification are portrayed in the "reel world" of movies and television. While many examples of contract 
drafting in the reel world perpetuate the notion that contracts are negotiated on arm’s length, and reliable over time, in reality most consumer 
contracts are one-sided boilerplate allah’s with terms that consumers can take or leave. Many boilerplate contracts now include unilateral 
reordering clauses that empower the drafter to change the deal as is sees fit. 

While boilerplate is often defended as an efficient option for consumer contracts, recent representations of unilateral reordering in movies like The 

Empire Strikes Back and television shows like South Park help expose the inefficiency of unilateral reordering. Unilateral reordering clauses worsen 
problems with consumer consent and undermine the cost-saving rationale that undergirds many economic justifications for enforcing boilerplate. 

While a prophylactic bar against unilateral reordering clauses may be the most efficient correction, this essay proposes two other improvements to 

the status quo. First, we might consider a "two-price" rule, requiring sellers to offer two"versions" of the product - with and without a unilateral 

reordering clause - to help consumers price the cost of a unilateral reordering clause when the contract is formed. Second, we might impose a 
"perceived value" requirement that would treat as enforceable only those modifications made pursuant to a unilateral reordering clause that 

included some direct, perceptible benefit to the consumer. 

i::i::i::i"Libera~ Approach in Coastming Arbitratie~ C~auses: Comme#t on the Louis Dreyfus Case" ::~:: Free Download 
,rCA Arbitration C2uarterly, Vol. ]78 (2uly-Septernber, 20~t3) 

Recently, the Bombay High Court in Louis Dreyfus Commodities Asia Pte. Ltd. v. Govind Rubber Ltd. 2013(2) Arb LR 270 (Bom.) had the occasion to 
consider the validity of a clause purporting to refer parties to arbitration in case of disputes. The High Court adopted a liberal approach in holding 

the clause to be a valid arbitration clause despite the fact that the arbitration clause did not explicitly refer the parties to arbitration but merely 

provided that the rules of the Singalore Commodity Exchange would apply. Further, the court held that an arbitration clause existed even when 

one of the parties did not sign the contract. This paper analyses the decision. 
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By Thomas l?alaima - Regul~x Contributor 

Pope Francis, Time magazine’s person of the year for 2013, enjoined us in his Christmas message to "place ourselves at the service of the poor." His message took me 

back 50 years to my Jesuit high school days when the Catholic Church and our country were trying to put into action the radical religious and political message of Jesus 

Christ found in Matthew 25:35-46. 

Roman Ca/tholics then were instructed by the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965) and Pope John XXIII to "recognize the essential dignity of every human being." 

Governments worldwide were cha~ed with "protecting the rights and equa]i~ of all citizens as paxt of their essential role in promoting the public good." In response to 

the courageous actions of Americans in the civil rights movement mad the realities brought home by race-related urban riots in Los Angeles (1965), Cleveland (1966), 

Detroit and Newark (1967), Washington (1968) and elsewhere, our own government developed the Great Society programs. 

The Gospel passage that Pope Francis uses begins, "For I was hungry, and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a 

stranger and you invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked a£ter me, I was in prison and you came to visit me." The Gospel writer 

and the pontiffboth make clear how easy it is for us not to see those in need. 

In fact, we have to go beyond ,seeing need. ~Ve have to internalize the feeling of need and act upon it. ~Ve all belong to groups, organizations and institutions mthin 

society, including our own fanlilies. Most of these only have the moral conscience we infuse into them. 

We need to reach the stage of"consciousness and spiritual maturity" about how we contribute to and tolerate the human sultEring of others that United States Marine 

Corps veteran Karl Marlantes writes about in his recent book, What It is Like to Go to War. Marlantes write protbandly about the debilitating effects that war 

experiences will continue to have on yoang men and women unless we all change our ways of thinking. 

He m~kes two key points that we can apply to our civilian lives. The first is that "our young warriors axe raised in possibly the only culture on the planet that thinks 

death is an option." Indee& we shy away from looking not only at death, but at the realities of pave@~, income disparity and lack of access to essential services like 
health care. 

Marlantes’ second point is that in American culture, we no longer have initiatory rites ofa "spiritu~] nature" that make us aware of hunger: of how easy it is to die, of 

how small and vulnerable we are. He points out that "we mos~tly undergo a series of partial initiations and we undergo them tmconsciously and without guidance." 

Pope Francis calls for us to place ourselves atthe service oftEllow human beings who are poor, hungry, bomeless and marginalized. I think he means more than writing 

out a check to Meals on Wheels or working a few weekends a year for Habitat tbr the Homeless or doing one Eagle Scout project. These are all good and important 

acts. But the pope means something very akin to what Marlantes unders~tands from his service in the U.S. Marine Corps and his own resulting life problems. We need 
to initiate or re-initiate ourselves to feel the needs of others in ways that re-focus our own appetites, desires and actions on others. 

When I was young, we Catholics fasted during the Lenten season before Eas~ter. We ate no meat on Fridays. We fasted until after we received the Eucharist on 

Sundays. My father recdtled in his teenage years during the Great Depression calling out and claiming "core" when a bud@ was lucky enough to have an apple to eat. 
We reminded ourselves regularly of hunger. 

In the last year of the Great Depression, Scaflett O’Hara in "Gone With the Wind" captured the spirit of the times when she declared, "I’m going to live tlm~ugh this 

and whan it’s all over, I’ll never be hungiy again." Pope Francis asks us to do more than look to ourselves. He asks us to be so committed to tending to the nee@ 
around us that eventually no one will go nee@. He asks us to remember that Jesus was a social activist. 

Palaima is a classics proi~ssor at "the University of Texas at Austin. 

Tom Palaima 

Rebert M. A:N~streng Cen~:ennial Professo:~ 

Director PASP CLASSICS UT AUSTIN 

221@ Speedway }i&IL ~ROP C3400 

Austin, TX 78712-1738 
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~:~?:(:: D~i~ Pol, CLIENT MBMORANDUM 

CFTC Issues Cross-Border Substituted Compliance 
Determinations, Provides Limited Phase In for Some 
Swap Requirements 

Just one day in advance of the December 21,2013 expiration of the CFTC’s exemptive order delaying the 

applicability of some CFTC swap regulations for non-U.S, swap dealers and foreign branches of U.S. swap 

dealers, the CFTC approved a series of comparability determinations. These coi~",,,,,".~:~R~biiity determiri~@or?s 

will allow CFTC-registered non-U.S, swap dealers and foreign branches of U.S. swap dealers to comply 

with local requirements rather than the corresponding CFTC rules in cases where substituted compliance 

is available under the CFTC’s cross-border guidance. The CFTC made comparability determinations for 

some swap dealer entity-level requirements for Australia, Canada, the EU, Hong Kong, Japan and 

Switzerland and for a limited number of transaction-level requirements for the EU and Japan. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please contact any of the lawyers listed below or your 

regular Davis Polk contact. 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s i d’,,scV p:::.ih::?: located at ,i~ v~!~;, ik ~:,;; 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding :-s.;~v:-,’ :ii@:-J:~viwx~i:,- corn to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list 
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[[]Asian fund managers are beginning to look to U.S-listed funds as a E [ [ ] iii!i!i:!!~!iii!!!iiii!!!iiiii.!ii!!!!!ii!i!!iii!!i!!!!iii!i!!i!!iii!!!iiiii!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[] 
new avenue for growth. Exchange-traded funds and listed closed-end iiii~iiii~iiiiiiiiii~ii~iii~ii~iii~iii~iii~iiiiiii~iiiiii~iiiiiiiiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

funds can be attractive vehicles for many of the investment strategies 
Wednesday, 22 JanaaL’y 2~14 

currently popular in Asia This seminar, presented jointly by Dechert’s 

NewYork and Hong Kong financial services teams, will provide 

insight into the approval process for listed U.S funds and cover 

recent regulatory developments affecting managers of U.S.-listed 

funds. 

Topics will include: 

]-he registration and approval process for U.S. ETFs; 

New products ideas and recent trends; 

_aunching RQFII and QFII products in the United States; 

Regulatory guidelines and developments; and 

]-he use of US. closed-end funds for alternative and less liquid 

strategies 

Pr÷se[~ters 

Karl Paulson Egbert, Registered Foreign Lawyer 

Partner, Hong Kong 

Allison Fumai (via videoconference) 

Partner, New York 

Jererny Senderowicz (via videoconference) 

Partner, New York 

Stuart Strauss (via videoconference) 

Partner, New York 

Dechert 

27/F Henley Building 

5 Queen’s Road Central 

Hong Kong 

Map!Directions 

Registration 

8:30 - 9:00 AM HK time 

Presentation 

9:00- 10:00AM HKtime 

8:00 - 9:00 PM NY time* 

(21/1/14) 

Dial-in details will be available 

upon request. 

RSVP to Carolyn Bickerton at 

carolyn.bickerton@dechert.com 

by t5 January We look forward 

to seeing you 

E]Dechert’s exchange-traded funds (ETFs) lawyers represent a significant percentage of the universe of ETF 

sponsors. Our lawyers are experienced advisors on ETF fund formation and the development of new 

products in the United States, Europe and Asia as well as on related regulatory matters. We are at the 
forefront of the development and expansion of the ETF market and have played an integral role in obtaining 

novel regulatory relief and the formation of innovative funds. 

E]:~ 2013 Dechert LLP All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: !60 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 



jurisdictions Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 
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Newsletter 

Demc Lissa. 

Gmerings from the Clips Pos~t-BCS-Ship. Hope you are well. 

Lest any of you think that we am now exclusively in basketball season, let me remind you that 

the BCS championship game last night merely shut the lid on one football season, only to get us 

started on the next. 

After all, them axe still several coaches yet to be fired and him& all the sIart- up excitement of 
the CFP is not far awa>; and they’ll ~ mIMng a~m football on ~e Finebaum radio show 

tomonow. Yes, we have dmady sta~ed on ne:~ season. 

I came across the a~icle below on the Yahoo Spots website a couple hours ago. It is 

fifl~ ~pmvocarively m~d disresNcffully ~ ~Chu& the BCS: college.football is better off 

with this" sham m its rea~iew mirro~ 0 
The authors are Dan We~el, Josh Peter and JeffPassan. That0s the same trio who brought us 

the blockbuster 0 Death to the BCS 0 book. ~yone familiar with Dan We~el ~ows that he 

is adept at writing vmy forcefully, ~d his has been one of the strongest voices objecting to the 

way the BCS was ran. He and his partne~ gathered an impressive catalog of revealing 

inlbnnafion about the BCS selection process and bowl finances, and their N~ok came out just 

at the right time. 

It w~ quite a coincidence that Fiesta Bowl executive director John Junker (who has ~come 

the poster boy for ~wl excesses) happened to crash and bum sho~ly aSer the We~el e¢ al 

book was released. And then, not much later, the powers that be je~isoned the BCS in favor 

of the CFP. 

Enjoy your Tue~ay evening. 

Nick I~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w>~,,~,,twitt e r ,c o[r-J(~,,Colleg eACh Clips 

Chuck the BCS: college football is better off with this sham in its 
rearview mirror 
By Dan Wetzel, Jos’h Peter and,leffPas’san, Yahoo Sports, 1-7-14, 3pro ET 

PASADENA, Calif. ~ When you stick your neck out and write a book (two, actuoJly) 

rifled "Death to the BCS," it does tend to help when the thing dies. It kind of saves you from 

some humiliarion. So now flint it is, well, dead, that’s appreciated. 

The actual transirion to a playoffis long, long overdue, but them axe things we’ll miss about the 

deceased. 

No, not that it ever "got it fight," because that’s a completely subjective call in the first place 

and quite absurd in its own right. Would it be "fight" to anyone to set the Super Bowl Inatchup 

now as Seattle vs. Denver and then stand around for a month while we cancel the NFL 

playoffs? Or would that simply be the dumbest idea ever? 

We’ll miss that comedy of rarionalizarion, the i,npossible-to-duplicate stupidiF that pervaded 

the whole beast. The BCS was maddening, but it was hysterical, too. 

It was so terrified of progress toward a playoffthat it invented ludicrous and demons~trably 

untrue mcgument after ludicrous and demonstrably untrue argument, feigning concern over 

eve~ytking from player academics to cutting offthe spigot of [x~wl gmnes’ charitable giving 0 
which, in case you forgot, accounts tbr less tha~ 2 percent of total revenue I] and even the 

supposedly likelihood that Nick Saban would begin tanking the Iron Bowl. Yeah, sure he 

would. 

The BCS’s sole positive claim is that it was better tlm~ the old system at matching top teams in 

a rifle gm~e. A push-button phone was better than a rotmy dial. Color TV beat black and 

white. While the rest offl~e world embraces improvement a~d evolurio~ college tbotball’s 



power brokers subj ected fans of the sport to tl~is nonsense tbr 16 years. The B CS is old 

enough to drive. And you know some tht-cat bowl director would’re bought it a Mercedes. 

No discussion of tim BCS should focus on M~o got to play in tim title game, even when the 

game ends up like the last one, a 34-31 classic that crowned Florida State national champions 

over Auburu on Monday night. Even though the stated intention of the BCS was to pit the top 

two teams against one another~ tl~at was just anotl~er canard [] a talking point in a sea of them. 

The BCS e:ds~ted to allow a small number of people [] notably bowl directors [] to make an 

incredible amount of money by serving as the outsourced middlemen of the sport’s lucrative 

postseason. That’s why it laffted. Because no matter how nonsensical it was, someone was 

profiting handsomely offthe nonsense. 

All you ever needed to know about the BCS came fi~om the handiwork of a man named John 
Junker, who ran the Fiesta Bowl tbr a couple of decades and made himselfa millionaire doing 

tte lost his job in 2010 ti)r giving politicians illegal campaign conNbutions. He may still serve 

time in prison for the transgression. The "scandal" made headlines, mostly because it revealed 

he and his s~lt" sometimes expensed trips to a local gentlemen’s club. 

’][’hat was good for some laughs, but it missed the point. The strip-club bill was about the 500th 

most scandalous thing about tim Fiesta Bowl. Nos. 1 through 499 were the other ways John 

Junker spent the game’s cash on hnnself (which proved the largesse) and M~y guys like him 

fotqht so ha~’d and so long to maintain the BCS. 

At the time of his firing, Nnker paid hnnself nearly $700,000 per ?-ear. He managed to get the 

bowl to pay for membership in four exclusie, private golf clubs in throe different states. Four! 

His car allowance was $2,250 per month, which meant he was either secretly paying for four 

or five caacs tbr his e~Nm t~mily or the dealer tl~at leased him a vehicle for that amount should be 

imprisoned. 

Junker had an AMEX Black Card that he worked like t}w others. Over a 10-year period, he 

averaged ~; averaged I~ $1,330 per day, eveW single day, in expenses. Go ahead and even try 

to do tl~at. 

One time he bought 20,000 golf balls on the bowl. He repeatedly billed it tbr new clubs. He 

paid for an employee’s wedding. He threw hitnself a thiee- day, $30,000-plus birthday peaV in 

Santa Barbara and flew his entire staffotu for it. He once bid $95,000 to take some 
conference commissioners and himself on a golf outing ruth Jack Nicklaus. 

John Junker was living the good, good life. And like awone who had a job that not only paid 

that much but paid for virtually all of their personal expenses, he fought to maintain the sIatus 

quo. 

Who can blame them? The BCS was a cash spigot lbr everyone [] well, except the players of 

course. It was certainly good to the tl~ree of us. We are the tirst to admit we proIited offthe 

BCS, too. The BCS will help send our kids to college. 

The truth we t6ed to elucidate was a story as American as it comes: Men in power refusing to 
give up what they believed was theirs because they told thmnselves that lie so tnany times it 

became their trutl~. 

A survivalis~t through and through, Junker threw an opulent multiday pa~W. every year in 

Scottsdale [] The Fiesta Frolic [] for all the important decision-makers in college sports, 

picking up travel costs, meals, drinks, golf, eve~hing. ADs and commissioners came with 

hands out, bellies ready- to be filled and swings grooved. 

And so the BCS stayed as the ice slowly melted in single malts on the veranda. 

Junker was just one of many. The Orange BoM doled out free Caribbean cruises. The Sugar 
Bowl had a "subcommittee" on gol£ Every bowl director walked around tlashing plaslic, buying 

favor with anyone and everyone. The BCS was an exercise in cronyism and hypocri’dcal 

corruption. The same people with their palms out I~ college sports leadership ~; wrote and 

enforced rules that would excommanicate any of their athletes that took even a t~action of what 

they did. 

When tim outside pressure tbr a better wstem crone, tim bowl industry tried to wage a PR 

can~paign, hiring lobbyists, media spokesmen and even Ari Fleischer, tim former White House 

spokesman for President George W. Bush. 

The PR assault was a disaster, of course, because not even the most brilliant spinmeister could 

squeeze such a heaping lump of coal into a diamond. Fans grew to hate the BCS even more 

with each langhable justification. By the end it wasn’t the crime, it was the comedy. 

Eventually, no one wanted the BCS around except the people paid directly by the BCS. Fear 

of being left behind drove unnecessary conference realigimaent. Everyone got fired of it. The 

new generation of college athletic directors make a lot of money, so complimentary rounds of 

golf don’t hold the stone allure "they did lbr the old guard. 

Mostl> though, the rampant profiteering of the Junker set became too much. Within a week of 
our book coming out in 2010 [] after s~dying years of bowl tax retarus, using open-records 

requests to uncover contracts and ferreting tl~rough business plans [] our phones rang with the 

leaders of college athletics. ’][’hey weren’t calling to dispute a thing. They were looking for more 

information. 

Few knew how much money was really getting siphoned of£ Many were stupefied. 

Wait. That overpriced hotel we were contractually obligated to stay in gave a kickback to the 

bowl? Yes. 



Are you ~ying that gane that kept telling us they were all about chad~ only gave a couple 

grand? Yep. 

So the guy in the garish bluer is making $800,000 to run one game? Oh yeah. 

Are you telling me the computer tbnnulas are actually mathematicaJly unsound? So say actaaJ 
mathetnaticiaJas. 

The boMs tried to tight a playoff because they know eventually it will expand past four teams 

to eight that will require campus sites to be used. Once campus sites are used, the bowls aren’t 

getting a cut of the pie. And once people realize it’s a lot more fun just to play this at Bryant- 

Denny or Ohio Stadium, there goes having a car allowance that could get you a four-bed, four- 

bath, center- entry Colonial. 

So change finally came. The current compromise roll make some boMs big money. Bigger 

than ever. That’s to be expected. Cronyism mad corruption always will eSst in college sports. 

It’s the bedrock value on which the entire enterprise is constructed. It was never getting cut out 

completely. 

At least the thns get the excitement ofa playott~ 

More than that, so much of what we wrote about is being changed. Onerous ticket guarantees 

are being reduced. Conferences are beginning to take ownership of bowls ttiemselves. Bad 

computers mid nonsense polls will be scrapped in favor of a selection committee. 

The fom~teaJn playoffis just a transitional period [] a half-decade-or-so pit stop. An eight- 

reamer with tive automatic bids is inevitable. Everyone in college athletics knows it. 

So now that the BCS is dead, enjoy the next iteration. The sport roll be better. The regular 

season will be better. Non-conference scheduling roll be better. The double-header semitinals 

will be better. 

Games like Monday night’s will continue to happen because the game is always bigger than the 

system. Only now there will be three that matter each postseason, not just one. There is 

nothing to miss atx~ut the old BCS, which really got nothing right except a public-relations 

campaign so terrible that it provided yeaxs of jokes and allowed for easy books to be written. 

It was such a bumbling tbil it almost became a liiend. 

RIP, BCS. 



Dart Wetzel writes for ~’ahoo Sports’. 7’his’ article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author~s permission. To acce~’ the Yahoo Sports home page click here 
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Today’s tteadlines: Saudis Back Syrian Rebels Despite Risks 

Today’s Headlines 
II’~THI~ENAIL~ World i U.S Business i Spolts Alts Dining&Wine ~ Tod~y:sVideo 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On This Day ~ CUSTOMIZE. 

Top News 

The Saudis, who are determi~led to oust Pr~sident Bashar al-- 

Assad m~d his patron, ~ran, fear the rise oral Qaeda’s affiliates i~ 

Syria but face fighring a proxy war using zealot militia fighters 

over whom khey have almost ~o control 

Charges for ~o6 in H~ge Frm~rl Ow~r D~saMHty 

Retired p(qiee officers m~d fhvfighters were amo~ag those 

accused in a decades-long scheme i~ which false toenail 

disability claims cost taxpayers hundreds of millim~s of dollars, 

Pregnant, ~md Forced to Stay on Life Support 

A 33-year-old woman’s family is battling a b’ort WoCah hospital 

because the medieaI st~ff refuses ko follow their i~struetions 

(am:l the woman’s) to take her offlife s~g~port, because she was 

prcgnant. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

~ S~IDE s~iow: "Fempcrat~res Plunge ]n ~:he Eas~: 
and 

The recor&breaki~g polar air that has fl;oze~ the Midwest 

spread to dries from Boston to Nashville. 

Re~aNd ~c~e 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Lessons of Pbysi~ ~ Therapy 

My long rehab glfides my way in the strnggle against gun v~o]cnee. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ERNEST MACHADO. whose daughter Marlise Munoz is being kept on life support under 
Texas law, despite her wishes and her family’s, because she is pregnant. 

Today’s Video 

~ vn)~:o: h~terseetiom Brooklyn Heights Vintage 

h~vin Susskind, a Brooklyn Heights residen~ for 42 years, says 

he likes antique clothing and gets a Io~ of his clothes at thriR 

shops and street sales. 

~ vm~o= In Performance: Bobby Moreno 

Bobby Moreno plays Odysseus Rex, a rooster with anger issues, 

in Erie Dufaul[’s dark eornedy "Year of the Rooster," at the 

Ensemble Stt~dio Theater. 

Related 

~ vn)Eo: Prepping Food and Their Fut~re 

Next Generation Caterers in the Bronx helps prepare youth for 

careers in gasL~’onomy. The Neediest Cases Fund paid ~he fees 

for its three interns to take the New York St~te food protection 

Related 

World 

Qaeda Group Leader in Sylvia Sgggests lsi~amic 

Court to End Rebel Infighting 

The leader of the Nusra Front songht to end deadly violence 

among rebels as the U hired Nations reported prog~ss on the 

pm:ge of eh emieal weapon s fl’om Syria. 

In Iraqi City. Under Siege, More S~pport for 
Migrants Than Offie.ials 

.,ks the army prepa~d an assmdt on i:alh[ja, many residents said 

they bad more sympathy for the Qaeda-hacked mUitants than for 



the governmen t. 

Purge of Police Said to Be Move hy "lN~rkey to 

Dis~0~pt. Graft 

About 35o police officers in Ankara~ the capital were removed 

from their posts overnight, Turkish uews ou~Iets reported. 

U,S, 

~’ctic ~Iast Proves Unwelcome Novelty, 

Especially Across South 

The polar vortex took ~hejet stream %r a turn in the South on 

Monday and Tuesday, bringing fl’eezing temperatures as fin" 

soufl~ as 

~ Graphic: Record-Low ge~t 

Uncertai~ty in Utah as Appeals Process Plays 

Out Ow~r G ay Mar~age 

Those who mar~%d dating the two week-period when same-sex 

weddings were perfbrmed are left wondering whether their 

unions will be recognized by "fine s~ate. 

.Amid _Accusation.s of Depart-me.~t .l~’|isco~d~ct~ 

Los ,,M~geles Sheriff %~iI~ Step Do~ 

I,ee Baca, the emba~led sheriff, said he would ~tire at the end of 

aauua~y aud not seek re-dectiom ending speculation about his 

[uture amid federaI inves[ig{Rions of his &partment. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Steep Penalties "F~&e:n h~ Stride by a PMo~"g~’~ 

dPMorgan Chase has agr~ed b) pay $20 billion over the last year 

to scale legal cases flied by the goverumeut, au amount that doesu’t seem to 

have strahmd the bank much at all 

. Dea~Book: Wha~ ~he JPMoigan Settlement Means 



Biogruphy Casts Cr~ea] Lig][~ o~ Fox Ne ws Chief 

A 56o-page biography about Roger Ailes bring published this 

month aims to be an exhaustive look at the television executive’s 

l~fe and monumentaI career. 

~’Ve~ght-Loss Companies C][~urged ~Sth F~°aud 

The Federal Trade Commissim~ sam the companies made 

%nfounded promises" that consumers could lose weight using 

their p~x)du~’ts~ 

Sports 

IAndsey Vom:£s I~jm~ed Kn.ee V~’I]] _Keep He~ 

ofSoeh~ O~mes 

The skier, who tow >vo ligaments h~ a crash last year, said she 

would have surgeU soon, sidelining her for the season and 

robbing the ~mrican ~eam of much of its s~w power. 

g7 Gb2Ef:. BIt~HOP 

The Bowl Champh:mship Series, debated and ridiculed dnr4ng ~ts 

existence, produced a thrilling ]as~ ac~ before a new plwoff 

sys[em took over. 

, Jsmeis Winston Smiles AH the VV;~y into Senfino~e Lore 

KNICKS 89, PISTONS 85 

FeIto~ Re~.~ar~s, a~d S~,dden]ty Su~0ging K~fieks 

Wh~ Ag~ 

Raymond Fe~ton played in his first game since Dee. 2o and 

Carmelo AnthoW scored 34 poinks as the Knicks held off a late rally by the 

Pistons to pick up their third victory in four games. 

, Keeping Score: Pisyo~ Stili Possible for Knicks 

Ex-Knick Regre~inf~ North Kores Participation 

A~ts 

THEATER REVIEW I ’TYSON VS. ALl’ 

A Dream Fight }’Jiade Real Onstage 

Reid Farfin~on sl>liees together vi&o footage and live 

performance ~o produce a theoretical ma~ehup of Mike "1:vson 

and Muhammad ~Mi in ’"13’son vs. ~i." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Several era’rent productions, from Tem~essee Wi]]~ams’s "The 

Glass Menagerie~ lo Harold Pin[er’s "No Man’s I~nd," naviga[e 

the malleable landscape of recollection. 

Streaky 3 udges F~nd Tl~d~" 
B> :,alCHA:::[ 

Rafa] Bleehaez will be oflScially ammuneed on Wednesday as the 

winner of d~e $3oo,ooo Gilmore A*dst Award, given every four 

yems to an unSUSl.~eeting pianist. 

Dining & Wine 



CRITIC ON THE ROAD 

Restmm~teurs are fi ndJng historic interiors like Tosea Cafe’s 

worth saving. 

. ~ Slide Show 

THE POUR 

Yom~ ~o14 Re.~o]ution: Drh~k Adventm’o~s~y 

Twenty winker wines for ~o apiece of[k?r not on]y value buk 

intrigueo 

, ~ 20 W~nter W~nes for $20 

Its variety and unpredickabilit.v may be daunting, but a fe~x Lips 

can help harness iN versatility. 

Obituaries 

El~zM~eth Jm~e }-loward, Br~t~sh Novelist, D~es at 

9o 

Mso Howard’s five-part series, The Cazalet Chronk’.]es, tra~’es a 

g~4tish family before, during m~d ether Worm War H, 

Mr. Shaw and his older brother, Run Me, wer~ movie pioneers in 

Asia, producing m~d sometimes directing fihns like "Five Fi~gers 

of Death." 

Bronson Binger~ 83, }Vbo Saved New York Parks 

m~d Buil~t~gs, Dies 

Mr. Binger hdped ~s:est Union Squaw Park in Manha~m~ fl’om 

drug dealers but was stymied in an eflbrt to rs?build Wdhnan 

l~nk in Central Park. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

What Ha]t_~]pe~:~.ed to :l[’ra~s]pare~e3~ 

The Obama a~finish’ation should stop fighLing ko hide legal advice. 

EDITORIAL 

sr mr. ~.~.~noaP<~ r.,o..,.~-.~> 
Benefit checks are still a h:,~g way fl’om ge~in g to the people who desperately 

need them, ~an~ to the eallousness of Repuhlican lawmakms in both the 

ttouse and Senate, 

EDITORIAL 

Tibe Cok~ This Time 

Meteorologists warn us to expect severe weather conditions that used to occur 

rarely to happen more frequently. Is the wmid prepared? 

Fo; :’ao~e opi¢~ioI~. 90 ~e NYTimes.comIOpinio~ ,,~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bea~#.~~ng Abbey Road 

z~ ~ne~eans deeW a Diekensiat~ class divide, they fawn over a 

Bri~sh soap opera of rammers, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Not ~t About Us 

As the headlines iS:ore the :\rab world get worse a~d worse, thetv 

is talk of the "power vacuum" in the re,on. Getting overlooked 

Fe; mo~e opisieI~, ~o :e NYTimes,com/Opinior~ ,,~ 
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Daily Briefing January 08, 2014 

Today’s Top S~o#es 

Congress Preparing to Step Into Volcker Rule 
Fight 
by VICTORIA FINKLE 

LawmakeB are gearing up to intervene if regulators fail to 

resolve ongoing concerns about the treatment of 

collateralized debt obligations backed by trust-preferred 

securities under the Volcker Rule. 
READ MORE ,> 

Congress 

Preparing to Step 

Into Volcker Rule 

Fight 

CFPB May Revisit Small Bank QM Exemptions 
by RACH EL WITKOWSKI 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau could consider 

expanding exemptions for small lenders from its qualified 

mortgage rule after it goes into effect on Friday, according 

to Richard Cord[ay, the agency’s director. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

::X:: CFPB May Revisit 

Small Bank QM 

Exemptions 

Small Business Owners Badly Want Mobile Banking: Survey 
by SARAH TODD 

Mobile bankh~g services hold serious sway over small business owners, according 

to a new study. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

The Downside of the Data-Driven Decision 

by PENNY CROSMAN 

Aggressive sales and pedermance goals could be a case 

of Big Data Gone 

RE:AD MORE >> 

::~:: The Downside of 

the Data-Driven 

Decision 

Contain 

BNY Mellon Asset Management Picks Markit Data Management 
Platform 
by SARAH TODD 



BNY Mellon Asset Management has selected a data management platform by 

financial information sen,does company Markit. 
R D-^, D MOIRE 

Why Prosecutors Let JPM Skip ’Jail’ with $2.6B 
Settlement 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

Manhattan U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara on Tuesday 

defended his decision not to prosecute JPMorgan Chase 

fer allegedJy facilitating Bernie Madoft’s Ponzi scheme, 

calling a deferred-proseculion agreement and monela~’ 

perla~y sn "app~’op~iate" resolution d the bank’s a~eged 

fsil~ngs. 
R~*D MORE "> 

Why Prosecutors 
Let JPM Skip ’Jail’ 
with $2.6B 
Settlement 

MORE REGULATION AND REFORM 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

Will U.S. Bancorp’s Branch Deal Start a Big-Bank 
M&A Thaw? 
by ROBERT BARBA 

The Minneapolis bank’s agreement ~o buy 94 RBS-owned 

branches in Chicago is the biggest deal that a big bank 

has pumued in awhile, and observers will watch the 

approval process closely fer any signs that regulators are 

warming to the idea of acquisitions by large banks, 
RE.-^,D MOIRE ;:. 

:::~:: Will US. Bancorp’s 

Branch Deal Start 

a Big-Bank M&A 

Thaw? 

MORE M ERGERS AND &CQUiSITIONS *> 

Contain 

Community Bank in California Hires CEO 
by SARAH TODD 

Community Bank in Pasadena, Calif., has hired a chief executive. 
REJ’,D MORE "~ 

MORE COMMUNITY BAi’,i~ NG "> 

Consumer Finance 

U.S. Bancorp to Pay $315M for RBS’ Chicago Branches 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

U.S. Bancorp (USB) in Minneapolis has agreed to buy the Chicago branches of 

RBS Citizens Financial Group, a deal that wouM double its deposit share in the 

Windy City. 
READ MORE ,> 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE ;:. 



Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
WHITERAPER 

Banks have long strived to beiter align and integrate their risk and finance 

functions. 
READ MORE ,> 

Helping Financial Services Companies Make Better Decisions while 
Reducing Costs 
WEB SEMINAR 

In the highly compet[iive Iinancial services market, business leaders knew tha~ real- 

time access to better data can help gain, cross-sell, and retain customers - driving 

grov4h for their business. 
READ MORE *> 

MORE IN THE RE,~DURCE CEBFFER ~> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American Banket’s inaugural t~nkin9 of the Best Banks to Wo[k Fo[ highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smad approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers of similar size, 

based oil assets. R’E:AD MORE >> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure 1o expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on (#~estionabb practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

.grov~gh, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering ~o lhe less affluent clients ignored by large bar, ks.READ MORE ~ 

MOIRE IN SF’E:CI24. REFX3F:,.’T9 ;:. 
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corporate govemance thought 
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Featured Speakers 

Nina Henderson 
Director, CNO Financial 
Group (NYSE), Bankers 
Life & Casualty, 
Washington National, 
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Executive Managing 
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i-t,~ving troLiL~le vie,,,,ing ~his em~Ji? click here 

Webinar next week 

Join director Nina Henderson and K2 
Intelligence’s Mitchell D. Silber for: 

Analytics and the Board" Using Big Data 
to Detect and Manage Risk 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 
2:30pro ET/11:30am PT 

To register for this complimentary webinar, click here. 

Advances in technology are helping boards develop accurate tools to 
further best practices in governance as well as assist in delicate 
internal investigations. Beyond that, data []crunching [] may 
permit boards to detect irregularities before they become 
corporate disasters, Data analytics are being applied to areas 
such as investment and business intelligence, due diligence, 
regulatory compliance, cyber threats, and reputational 
assessment, offering detailed and critical information to board 
members as they work with management to assess 
opportunities and counter threats. Directors are increasingly at 
the center of contentious disputes. They need comprehensive and 
accurate strategic information in real time to assess activist 
shareholder allegations, FCPA actions, and other risks to the 
company. 

In this 60-minute free webinar, Mitchell D. Silber, Executive Managing 
Director for Intelligence and Analytic Solutions, K2 Intelligence, 
director Nina Henderson and Jim Kristie of Directors & Boards will 
discuss what directors need to know about using technology and 
analytics to ensure successful regulatory compliance and internal 
investigations. 

To register for this webinar, click here. 

Benefits 

60 minutes-maximum value for time 
Completely free to attend 
Time for questions and comments 

All participants receive a copy of the webinar materials after the 
event 
Unbiased third party director education 

This free webinar is brought to you through the sponsorship of K2 
intelligence and Directors & Boards. 
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January 8, 2014: Ford CEO Mulally Says Not Leaving for... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

~£day:s [£P Head!ins ............................................................................................................. 

Ford CEO Mulally Bays Not Leaving for ~licrosoft 

ABC News (Jan. 8, Durbin, Kdshe0 confirms that Ford CEO Alan Mulally, 
who was rumo[ed ~o be in ~he running to become Microsofl’s next top 
executive, w~ll not be bavin~ the automaker befere the end of this year. In an 
~ntepdew, Mulaiiy stated, "~ would ~ke to end the M~c[osofl speculation 
because I have no other p~ans to do any~Mng other than serve Fold." Mublly 
sakJ he wi~ remain at Ford through al least Dec. 31, a flmetabb Ford had 
announced back in November 2012. Ford has since promoted Mark F~elds to 
COO, making Mm the ~ike~y successor to Muls~ly. ABC adds, "Mu~a~y 
wouldn’~ say ff he had ta~ked to Mbrosof~ about becoming CEO. Bu~ he sa~d 
1he speculation was a d~stracfion for Ford# 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 8, Ovide, Ramsey) is [epoding ~hat others who 
have discussed the CEO job with Microsoft di[ectors have ranged from On, tie 
Corp. President Mark Hurd and Nokia Corp. executive Stephen Elop to Pivotal 
Software Inc. Chief Executive Paul Maritz and Microsoft executives Satya 
Nadella and Tony Bates. Sever~fl of ~hose people have either stated publicly 
they will not take the iob if offered or have effectively removed themselves from 
consideration by taking other posts. "The candidate churn spotlights the 
difficulties of Iinding the rigM person to manage 100,000 employees arrd 
shepherd innovation at a ~echnology stalwad playing catch-up in seve[al 
impodant areas," states the Journal. "The search is affeding life at Microsoft. 
Some current and former Microsoft employees say the unresolved CEO 
sea[ch has w~acked no[yes among [ank-anddile workers arrd slowed work at 
the company." 

ITPn)Podal (Jan. 8, Poets0 notes that Mulally vaulted to the forefront of [he 
Microsoft CEO candidales early on in the process. "Backers of Mulally for lhe 
top job in Redmond pointed to his success at turning Ford arouF~d, his 
extensive experience in the CEO role, and his engineering background from 
his days a~ Boeing at the s~ad el his career," sta~es the publication. 

ShareFT]C~ 

From Battlefield to Boardroom 

An NACD Board Development Program Exclusively for F~ag and 
General Officers 
February 20-21,2014 
Park Hyatt Hotel, Washington, DC 

Join NACD for an exclusive two-day event designed to prepare reti[ed and 
soon-to-retire military flag and general officers to sense in the boardroom. The 
progr~m covers everything from bea[droom basics to mote complex issues of 
s~rategy, ove[sigM and stakeholder management. Access the program details 
here. 

,Space is limited.Click here to request an invitation or to learn more. 

ShareFT]C~ 

NACD in the News 

Alder Koten to Host NACD Director Professionalism for Latin American 
Executives 

Check fat lab- breakir~g news 
a~el 9:00 AM Eastern. 

[ :~ KPMG Audit Priorities 

li×i B2B~iaeI 

[ i:t’(iI Find an NACD Chapter Program 

I ~iii BV - Private Oom pany Boards 

[ ~:~ BV - Pri~te Co,~po0r Out’ook 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

~ l-lous~on; TX (Ap~ 7-8, 
2014) 
Cilicago, IL (June 12- 
13, 2014) 

® Laguna Beach, CA 
(Aug 18-19, 2014) 

e Felt Lauderdale, FL 
,~Dec 11-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism® 

~ Bous~on; TX (Ap~ 3-4; 

2014) 
~ Cilicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 
® Dana Point, CA (Aug 

~4-’15, 2014) 
~ Foi!Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec. 8.-9, 20!4) 

Special Events 

Small-Cap Forum San 
Antonio, TX (April 10, 

2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 
VVas~ington, DC (May 

5-6, 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 

VVashing~en, DC (May 



The Sacramento Bee (Jan, 7) reports that consulting Iirm Alder Ketch will host 
the National Association of Corporate Directors’ (NACD’s) Director 
Professionalism course for aspiring and new corporate directors in Mexico 
City on Sept. 4. TMs one-day program ~s being designed specifically for La~in 
Amedcan executives who w~sh to serve on public company boards ~ 
United States and ga~ a deepe[ ~nderstand~ng about corpo[ate governance 
best p[acfices in the U.S. ~t wi~ cover the fundamentMs of boardroom 
e~ct~veness, ~nck~ding eveD’lN~g from fiduc~a~ responsiM~l~es to current 
toga] t[ends to board/C-su~te relationships. The publication adds 1hat 
attendees "w~ eem the foundation c[ed~ts requked to become an NACD 
Governance Fellow." 

Share~ 

Sidley Gets Corporate Governance Lawyer Gregory 

Business Week (Jan. 8, Amen) repo~ts that noted attorney Holly J. Grego[y 
has joined Sidley Austin LLP as a partner and global coordinator of ~he Iirm’s 
corporate-governance pn~ctice in its New York office. Gregory specializes in 
counseD~g clients on governance matters, including fiducia[y duties, risk 
oversight, conflicts of interest, board and committee structure, board audits, 
and more. "She was involved in the drafting of the Organization Ior Economic 
Ceopen~tion and Development’s Principles of Corpon~te Governance and also 
drafted the National Association of Corporate Directors’ Key Agreed Principles 
of Corporate Governance," according ~o the publication. Sidley has over 1 
la~wers in 19 offices around the globe. 

S ha reETrT’[~ 

Audit and Finance 

Chuck E Cheese Parent CEC Entertainment Explores Sa~e 

Reuters (Jan. 7, Oran) sources have learned that "CEC Enteriainment Inc., 
the parent of Iamily restaurant and entertainment chain Chuck E Cheese, is 
exploring a potential sale to private equity." The Texas-based company is 
reportedly werk~ng with Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and has been speaking 
w~th ~nterested buyers over the past severa~ months. CEC and its franchisees 
cur[enfly ope[a~e 567 Chuck E Cheese eateries Jr~ 47 states, most of which 
a~e owned and managed by the company. "CEC ~s the ~alest ~n a handful of 
restaurant chains which are exploring a potentia~ sMe," notes the wife sewice. 
Carlson ~s looking to sell its TG~ Fddays chain, wh~e Ruby Tuesday Inc. and 
Dave & Busters are also on the se~Hng block~ 

Share~ 

Citigroup Considering Selling Private Equity Stake to Comply with 
Volcker Rule 

"Citigroup Inc, is considering selling its $1 billion stake in a private-equity fund 
to comply with new feden~l rules," a Wall Street Journal (Jan. 7, Raice) is 
reporting. The move is in line with Citigroup’s larger plan to shed its private- 
equity and hedge4und assets ~o comply w~th ~he so,ailed Vo~cker rule, which 
p~oMbits banks from investing ~n funds they do not manage. In addition, ~1 
caps the 8mount a bank can ~nvest in such a fund to 3 percent of the f~nd’s 

assets~ "A formal offer Dr ~he stake could come in the firs~ haft of 2014," ~he 
Journal source states. 

Share~ 

Law and Policy 

Charges 4 Cow, parties With Deception in Weight4=oss Products 

"The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) on Tuesday charged four companies 
with deceptively marketing products," reports the New York Times (Jan. 7, 
Wya[t), "saying they rnade ’unlounded promises’ that consurners would lose 
weigh1 by using their food additives, skin creams, and other d~eta~y 
supplements." Under reims of the settlement, the firms - Senna Products, 
L’Occ[[ane, HCG D~e[ DirecL and LeanSpa ~ have ag[eed to pay a total d $34 
m~[[ion. AH four neither admitted nor den~ed fault ~n the matter~ "The case ~s 
pa~ of a broader crackdown by 1he government on companies that [t says 
’peddle fad we[ght4oss products,’" states the T~mes. "The commission is also 
proposing new guidance ~o[ media out~ets to help [hem ca[ch po[e~t~al[y 
fraudulent claims." FTC officials plan to urge media companies not to accept 
ads for companies or products that make duNous we~ght-loss claims. 

Share~ 

American Oil Co~panies Cal~ for End to Export Ban 

"American oil companies have not been allowed to export crude for 40 years," 
notes ABC News (Jan. 7, Fahey), "but the industry wants to change that." A 
surge in domestic production of light, sweet crude - a particular ~ype of oil 
that fereign rdiners covet - has triggered growing calls to lift the restrictions. 
VVhile naysayers are concerned that lifting the restrictions would result in 
decreased energy security and have little to no effect on prices, other experts 
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counter that permitting crude exports could improve energy security by 
encouu~ging more domestic p[oduction, Amon9 the rnost voca~ supporters o~ 
ending the ban are such major oi~ companies as ConocoPhHfips and Exxon 
MEMO, a~ong w~th the American Petroleum Insfilule~ Eas~n9 the restrictions 
may prove politically d~fficu~t ~n an e~ecfion year. 

Share~ 

¢£[#£[ate s0cia! R~sp(~£~ibi!ity ................................................................................... 

Are Companies Wasting Money on Wellness Programs for Employees 
Who Don’t Need Them? 

Quartz (Jan. 7, Feltman) cites a new RAND Corporation study, which found 
that workplace wellness programs might not actually be saving companies 
much money. A 2012 RAND survey found tha~ 90 percen~ of U.S. companies 
w~lh more than 50,000 employees offered such a program - a number 1hat w~ 
~kely grew s~nce the recently passed AffordaMe Care Act has ~ncentives for 
firms to ~mp[ove their employees’ health. The latest study examines 
Peps~Co’s Healthy Living wellness program, which followed more than 67,000 
eligible PepsiCo employees for seven years~ "Willie the program saved money 
for those who already had chronic illnesses ~ke hea~ disease or diabetes - 
heady $4 of sav~ngs for every dollar spent, mostly thanks to a 29 percent drop 
in hospital v~sits - hea~lhy employees who used services ~ke nutrition 
counseling and fitness cente~ d~dn’t see theft hea~th~sre costs drop much," 
notes the puM~cation. However, RAND’s research also showed that 
employees taking part ~r~ Peps~Co’s p~gram missed less work. Employee 
retention and staff morale ate two other reasons to offer such #rograms. 

Share~ 

Singapore, india See Highest Jump in Corporate Responsibility 
Reportir~g, KPMG Study Shows 

Eco-Business.com (Jan. 7) cites KPMG’s Survey of Corporate Responsibility 
Reporting 2013, which shov~ a major increase in CR reporting throughout the 
Asia Pacific region as i~ becomes a mainstream bus~ness practice worldwide. 
Singapore and India are ~ead~ng the way, registering two of the highest jumps 
~n company reposing rates s~nce 2011. The e~ghth edition of the repo~ was 
based on a suwey of 4,100 companies in 41 countries. "ha Asia Pacific," the 
publication notes, "71 pe~ent of the region’s ~ead~ng companies now publish 
CR reports, which is a jump of 22 percenl from 2011 ~" h~dia posted the 
highest g[o~h globally with 73 percent of ~ts firms ~ssu~ng such repo~s, up 
from 20 pe~ent previously. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

McArtor Named Chairman, CEO of A#bus U.S. Unit 

Reuters (Jan. 7, ShalabEsa) is repealing that "Allan McA~tor, who heads 
Airbus U.S. commercial operations, will take ever as chaimqan and chief 
executive of ~he overall U.S. uni~ of the European weapons and planernaker on 
March 1 ." He is replacing Sean O’Keele, who is resigning to focus on his 
rehabilitation after surviving a 2010 plane crash h~ A~aska thal k~ed five 
people. He made the decision after his physicians told h~m that he needed Lip 
~o two months ~o recuperate flora a recerfl back surge~, ~ollowed by several 
days a week of ~ntense phys~ca~ lhe[apy. "He w~ remain on specia~ 
assignment w~th the company to oversee changes in the company’s special 
security agreement w~th the Pentagon after 8 corporate restructuring," notes 
the wire service. 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Bankers See Tech, Energy, Health Care Leading 2014 ~POs 

"A buff market fer initial public offerings is likely to continue into 2014," reports 
the Wall Street Journal (Jan. 7, Chasan), "as investment bankers expect 
deals from lechnology, health-care, and energy fim~s lo boost the number of 
U.S. ofterings by 9 percent." Analysts note that 2014 was the busiest year for 
initial public offerings since the financial crisis with 230 IPOs, raising nearly 
$62 billion in capilal. Bankers expect activity will increase [his year wilh a few 
dozen IPOs already in the pipeline, according to ,3 BDO USA poll of 100 
investment-banking e~ecutives. Meanwhile, 75 percent d investment bankers 
expect to see an increase in offerings from tech fimqs, while over 50 percent 
expect increases in deals from energy, biolechnology, and health-care 
companies. "Bankers expect some banner deals in 2014 fl’em companies 
including Chinese e-commerce firm Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. and cloud 
storage fim~ Dropbox Inc.," adds [he Journal, "but mosl IPOs are expected 1o 
be smaller on ave~ge." 

Share~T]C~ 

U.S, Rents Rise Again as Market Tightens 



The Wall Street Journal (:Jan. 7, Wotapka) cites new Reis Inc, research in 
~podin9 ~hat apartment owners and managers continued ~o push ~hrough 
higher rents in many cities dudng 2013’s foudh quarter, offering little relief for 
residents who have seen increases in recent yea~. Nationwide, owners hiked 
rents by an average of 0.8 percent to $1,083 a month from October through 
December. Meanwhile, the U.S. apartment vacancy [a~e d~pped ~o 4.1 percent 
fl’om 4.6 percent year over year. Reis senior economist Ryan Sevedno 
comments, "Not even the seasons~ weakness norma~y obsewed durh~g the 
fou[th quadet’s of calendar yeats had much J[ any ~rnpac~ on the rnat’ket 
dynamics." A#a~tmenl owne~ have had the advanlage s~nce 1he housing 

boom wen1 bust, as ~ncreased h~te[est from those h~ need of rental un~ls 
coincided w~th I~tfie new supply of apa~ments. Now, deve]ope~ are racing to 
de~vet" new communities, raising ~he p[ospec~ that t~n~a~ ~ncreases w~ll slow 
or flalten amid a flood of new construction, h~ the new year, Reds fo[ecasts 
that completions should total more than 160,000 aps~ments. 

Share~ 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Janua~ 8, 2014 

Hello, 

A Secretary at War 

Political memoirs have become a fixture of modern publishing. The urge to 

settle old scores and justify their own actions and decisions is usually too 

strong for most public figures to resist. But even by the standards of 

modern-day political autobiographies, the work of former Defense 

Secretary Robert Gates, who served under Presidents B~sh and Obama, is 

remarkable. Mr. Gates has published a 594-page tell-all book on 

Washington, the Pentagon, Congress and America’s wars in Afghanistan 

and Iraq. Today we have an exdm~i~;~ exeecp~ from hh~ m~moir, in which 

Mr. Gates reveals discontent over what he viewed as the current White 

Ho~se’s preoccupations ~th getting re-elected and bringing all national 

security decisions under its control. He also included a pointed cci~iq 

Pr~:s~dc~:~: Barack Oba~m’s o~~:rsigh~: of ~b: war i~ A~:gha~i~am ~Titing that 

the president lost Nith in the very strategy he approved. Some of Mr. 

Gates’s harshest criticism, however, was reserved for Congress; he 

described la~akers as rude and incompetent Our blog post points out 

some of the book’s mos~ r~:v’e~i~g rev~4a~io~s, and we also have a 

The Price Is Wrong 

It looks like Wall Street’s legal headaches aren’t over yet. dust as banks 

were starting to move on from years of scrutiny tied to their role in the 

financial crisis, we find that federal investigators are now probing whether 

"~rader:-~ exp]oi~.ed ~h~.~ murky priei~g arou:ad re~id~.’mia.l m~.~r~.gage-.b~.~cked 

se<~udties i~ the post~.’risis period. Specifically, we report that regulators are 

checking to see if banks deliberately misrepresented the prices of assets 

from around 2009 through 9011 to make deals. Goldman Sachs Group 

Inc., d.P. Morgan Chase & Co. and Morgan Stanley are among the banks 

under scrutiny. 



What Is Watson? 

Remember when the Wat:-~,~n computer 

"J~:t.~p~rd)"~’ competition? Well, it t~ns 

out that game-show questions might 

have been much easier fbr the supereomputer than soMng real-lifb 

problems. Three years after IBM began trying to turn its "Jeopardy"- 

~nning machine into a big business, revenue from Watson is Nr from the 

company’s ambitious targets. Our story examines some of the wasps IBM 

We find that the biggest bets are in health care, where IBM is hoping 

Watson can lower costs by helping to identi~ the best treatment options 

from academic studies and patient records. 

Lost in the Supermarket 

We buy all kinds of products online, so why not food? Perhaps it’s the 

perception that grocery items are more expensive, and the selection is 

meager. As a result, patrons of online grocers seem to be people who live in 

urban areas where fifth-floor walk-ups, long checkout lines and not having 

the l~y of a ear to load supplies might j~ti~ a heftier bill. But what we 

might not have kno~ is that ~.~~)im~ g~’oceries ~ou~d make s~n~e for man)" 

of a~ ::?and can even save mo~~ey. Our personal technology columnist 

Geoffl’ey Fowler reerNted a team to compare online grocery shopping 

services with traditional supermarkets in six U.S. cities, la~ng out the pros 

and cons. 

WORLD 

UoS, ’ ° ’ (:,am~,-~ !Tn]i i~,~]? A]]? in Mideast Peac~,~ Ef{i)rts 

BUS~NE$$ 

An-~azon’s Ctu’rent E:mp]~>):<.<.:-~ Raise the Bar fi.,~r New 

~ARKETS 



U.S. exports rose to their highest level on record m November, 

~:O:~s~ ~,. ~? L~4,Sd ~,i~io~b the Commerce Department said Tuesda,q. 

Which of Mr. Gates’s critiques did you find nlost striking from 

excl.usi: c b<x~k excerpt, and why? Send us your response to 

*x::,poin {.(~!:,w:!}.con~ and follow r~.oerardTBakcr on Twitter. 

Responding to our question about what will happen if 1ran is i~wi~:ed t,o 

partic, ipate i~~ S)’ria~:~ pea~’ taIks~ Roland Martin of California wrote: "The 

fox will be in the hen house [] let your imagination take over from there 

on." 

[] Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This dailg briefing is named "The zo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

bg the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead eohzmn of the 

legendarg "What’s News" digest of top stories. Teehnieallg, "lO-point" 

referred to the size of the ttjpefaee. The ttjpe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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CLE Webin~xs w Etl~ics: Eftbctive Communication and Getting Your Way 

Free lesson inside Upgrade You=" Li!e as a ;~wye 

~ PP-AGTICE TiP ~ 

an ebjective if li~ey declare their intentkx~ lo achk~ve that 

ob~ectwe Once a leader declares tl’:e~r v~sion, they are 

more ~kely to find ways to achieve the goa~s as opposed 

A recent study alarn~ingly concludes that 55% of ia\,vyers 

are dissatisfied with their practice Yet lawyers are proven 

wili~ baby sieps ~owards ac’hieving li~at visk~n. 

What would improve your life as a lawyer? Write it out and 

don’t be attached to your fears Suspend for a while what 

you think you know abat~t haw life ’works, and what is o~ ~s 

nct pessR)~e Take 100% respans~b~Hty fer your ~ffe -- yau 

Having a vision is a powerful tool to help you achieve any 

faihjre i ,de.~i!.)ned s ch-].Ss ~c lend supporl:-- ~’s called The 

h~,spire~ Z.a~,vye~] and I am ~eacl~ing this c~ass by webmar 

on January 31 

tvffiffed careers and i,vouid benefi~ eveqv/mcwer The 

A/Jstoie~ia~ principle8 covered ~,#~ he@ me become a 

-Jahn I-Jammand, Ice Milker 

i.~.i The Ukeabi~; I.sws, e, 

AccvedK~,;d 

January 29 

lO:SOam - 2:15pm Central 

February21 March25 

8:$Oam - 12:!5pm Cen~ra~ 

. h’:spire greater trust and cre@b~ty 

January 29. February 21 
1:15~5 pm Centrai 

s,5 h~s CL~, ~,e ~thics, 1.0 
P~ofes~oBa~i~m 

techniques of automatic influence 

January 31 April 25 

10am - 5:30pm Central 

April 25 

9:00am - 4:SOpm Cenl:ra~ 

* Use empathy to ethically command 

January 24, February 28 

8:30 am - 4:30 pm Centrai 

&5 h~s CL~, ’~,e ~thics, 1.0 

~ Negotiate more effectively us~n9 

solutions 

May 29 

8:30 -. 4:30 p.m. Ceniral 

6,,i hrs CLE, J,g Ethics, t.~ 

. Learn a umque approach to exceed 

c~k~n~ expectal:k~ns 

friction with opposing counsel 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro for Eqtkali~, <enc@equalitync.org> 

~Vednesday, January 8, 2014 8:25 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

You did it. 

Supporter of Equalib7 - 

You did iL 

This holiday seasom you raised ~-,,ver 825,000 fl-,,r Equ{flity NC Foundati~-m’s e~[eial work to help build a 
sta~e of Equality- here at home. 

-->Shaping a movement for marriage in Norlk Carolina ’~fi tla our all-new #(~etEngagedNC campaign, 
meant to spur pro-equalitT vohmteerism, advocacy, and stor3¢elli~g, while le~ding mueh-~eeded visibi]i~" 
to LOBT families, individuals and youth in our cultural fight for the fl’eedom to mar~T in 2Ol4 and 
beyond. 

...... :> Launching oar brand--new E qualRy NC_~M’filiates progyam all aer*-,,ss N orth Carolina to pr*wide 
es sential t~’ai ning, resources and s upport to fas bgro~ ng Equali U networks as part of 1 oeal, eomm 
led chapters fl)cused o1~ strategie goals, indudi~g LGBT issue education and regional activism. 

...... :>Pushing for the passage of ad?dtionaI workplace proteeth-m poli~’ies ot~ tim state and local le~’el, 
including cities and counties in eveW corner of the ’Far Heel State. 

--->B*inging our fi~t for Equaliki back to the state legislature with all-new, in-person and virtual lobby 
days designed to ampli~" our wT~iees at the North Carolina General Assembly. 

A~d later this mm~th we’ll ammunce dates and locafim~s for our inaugural Equality NC Fonndafio~ 
Regional Institutes, your first and best c~anee to prepare for a New Year of pro-equality advocacy and 
electoral engageme~t. 

~1 of this injus~ the first month of 2o~4~ We’ll be i~ touct~ ~ext week to get you up ~o 
speed on all the new and exciting ways to get involved. 

Until them flam~k you so mueb for beil~g part of the Equali~~ family in ~o~4 al~d beyol~d~ 

For Eqnalib~, 

Chris Sgro 
Executive Director 
Equality NC Foundation 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro for Eqtkali~, <enc@equalitync.org> 

~Vednesday, January 8, 2014 8:27 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

You did it. 

This holiday seasom you raised ~-,,ver 825,000 fl-,,r Equ{flity NC Foundati~-m’s e~[eial work to help build a 
stale of Equality- here at home. 

-->Shaping a movement for marriage in Norlk Carolina ’~fi tla our all-new #(~etEngagedNC campaign, 
meant to spur pro-equalitT vohmteerism, advocacy, and stor3¢elli~g, while le~ding mueh-~eeded visibi]i~" 
to LOBT families, individuals and youth in our cultural fight for the fl’eedom to mar~T in 2Ol4 and 
beyond. 

...... :> Launching oar brand--new E qualRy NC_~M’filiates progyam all aer*-,,ss N orth Carolina to pr*wide 
es sential t~’ai ning, resources and s upport to fas bgro~ ng Equali U networks as part of 1 oeal, eomm 
led chapters fl)cused oll strategie goals, indudi~g LGBT issue education and regional activism. 

...... :>Pushing for the passage of ad?dtionaI workplace proteeth-m poli~’ies ot~ tim state and local le~’el, 
including cities and counties in eveW corner of the ’Far Heel State. 

--->B*inging our fi~t for Equaliki back to the state legislature with all-new, in-person and virtual lobby 
days designed to ampli~" our wT~iees at the North Carolina General Assembly. 

A~d later this mm~th we’ll ammunce dates and locafim~s for our inaugural Equality NC Fonndafio~ 
Regional Institutes, your first and best c~anee to prepare for a New Year of pro-equality advocacy and 
electoral engageme~t. 

~1 of this injus~ the first month of 2o~4~ We’ll be i~ touct~ ~ext week to get you up ~o 
speed on all the new and exciting ways to get involved. 

Until them flam~k you so mueb for beil~g part of the Equali~~ family in ~o~4 al~d beyol~d~ 

For Eqnalib~, 

Chris Sgro 
Executive Director 
Equality NC Foundation 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benefits Newsletter <news@crawfordnewsletter, com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 9:29 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Benefiks Newsletter Now Available from Crawtbrd Advisors 

Dear Lissa, 

Many benefits executives have asked if we provide a newsletter as a companion to our webinar series. We’re pleased to now offer our complimentary newsletter 
to all members of the benefits community. This newsletter includes up-to-date legislative information, and useful tips and strategies that help organizations like 
yours stay on top of the latest happenings in the world of Employee Benefits. The first article has been published to our blog as a preview of the type of content 
available in the newsletter. A few of the latest articles include: 

Exchanges Gear Up for 2015 

More Q&A from IRS on Same-Gender Marriage Issues 

AP-GfK: Another Worry about New Health Law 

NewAffordable Care US Health Plans Will Exclude Top Hospitals 

Obamacare and a Minimum Wage Hike Pricing Unskilled Workers out of Their Jobs 

Click here to start receiving it today: http:!iwww.crawfordwebinars.comi?newsletter signup=l 

Also join our Linkedln group to stay informed on the latest benefits legislation: http:i/www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4956139&trk=hb_side_g 

Note: Always an easy opt-out, click the Unsubscribe link below. 

Sincerely, 

Reagan M Crawford, CLU 
Managing Member 
Crawford Advisors, LLC 
410-771-5500 
rcrawford @crawfordadvisors.com 
www.crawfordadvisors.com 

This message was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu from: 

News l 200 International Circle, Suite 4500 I Hunt Valley, M D 21031 

U~sabsc~i~3e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

jim@goodwinsearch.com 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 9:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

henry.oehma~n@ ~t.com; laura.binghmn@NewportBoardGroup.com 

Re: Private Company Survey -- Call Thursday at 9:00 

linage001 .j pg 

Still works for me, thanks. 

Jim 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 8:54 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@emaiLttnc.edu> wrote: 

Happy New Year! I trust that everyone had a wonderful holiday and is staying warm during this frigid weather. We have a call scheduled for tomorrow 

at 9:00. I think that works for [aura and Jim, but I’m not sure I’ve heard back from Henry. 

Assuming it works for Henry too, here is the call-in info 

661-673-8600 

Participant Code 306205# 

Talk to you tomorrow. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banldng and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h..t..t..n.;~L.w..~.w..~.w..:~..w...:.u...~..c..:~g.y~.c.~.n..t..~r~s.~b..~n..~t~.1.n..s~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!lssrn.comlauthor=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentba~aking@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 9:50 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: UBMI & ONB Partner 

United Bancorp, Inc. (OTCBB: UBMI; Ann Arbor, MI) has agreed to merge with 

Old National Bancorp (NASDAQ: ONB; Evansville, IN) 

Sandier OL~Neill served as financial advisor to ~Jnited 8ancorp, inc. and rendered a fairness opinion in 

connection with the transaction= This transaction is Sandier O[]Neill[]s !08th bank or thrift transaction 

nationwide since Jangary I, 201~. Sandier O, Neill has served as a ~inancial advisor on more bank and thri~ 

transactions than any other investment bank dgring that time pe~iod.~ This transaction represents Sandier 

O~Neill~s ~5th bank and thri~ transaction in the M~dwest since Janua~ % 20~. 

EMANSViLLE, iN & ANN ARBOR, Mi[3 Evansville based Oid Nationai Bancorp (NASDAQ: ONB) (~OId NationaiB) 

andAnn Arbor-based United Bancorp, Inc. (OTCQB: UBMI) ([]United) jointly announced today the execution of 

adetinitiveagreerrlen[ under which Old NaiJonal will parl:ner with United through a stnck and cash merger 

With nearly $919 million in total assets, an additional $869 miiiion in wealth management assets under 

management, and a $963 million ioan sep~icing po~folio, United is a bank holding company with United Bank & 

Trus[ as its wholly-owned subsidiary Uniied Bank & Trust currently operates 18 full-service banking centers 

spanning four Southern Michigan counties Combined with OidNationak s18 current Michigan branches, this 

paRnership will double Oid NationalBs Michigan presence to 36 total branches. 

SWe are incredibly excited about this pa~nership, which introduces Old National to the vibrant community of Ann 

Arbor and significantly expands our presence threugheut Souihern Michigan," said Old National President & CEO 

Bob Jones uUnited Bank & Trust has earned a reputation for exceptionak highiy individualized client sere/ice, which 

is a testameRt to the strong leadership team in place. Todd Clark, United BaRk & TrustSs President, will .join our 

team and lead nut expansion in Michigan as Regional PresidenL We cnuldnL11 be mere thrilled abnut the gre~x~h 

npporl:unities ~his partnership provides, and we leok forward te earning the continued loyalty and business of Uni[ed 

Bank & Trust clients B 

SThe United Board and ManagemeRt Team believe the paAnership with Old National will deliver significant value 

fer nut shareholders and giw~ fi~em 1he eppor~unity ~o realize additional value in the future as a shareholder of Old 

National,~ commented United CEO Bob Chapman 

OWe are very excited about the long-lasting synergies that will be generated t~rough this partnership between our 

yen/client-centric organizations, S said United President Todd Clark. ’Our cultures, core values, strategies and 

convinced this pa~nership will greatly benefit our shareholders, co-workers, clients and communities over the long 

run and look fopward to joJniRg the tremendous team of dedicated professionals at Old NatioRaJ." 

Under ~he terms of 1he merger agreement, which was unanirr~ously approw~d by ~he boards ef both companies, 

shareholders of United will receive 70 shares of Old National common stock and $2.66 in cash for each share of 

URited common stock. Based upon the January 6, 2014 closing price of $i5.02 per share of Old National common 

stock, the transaction is valued at approximately $13.17 per share of United common stock, or approximately $i 73 1 

miiiinn in the aggrega[e The exchange ratie is alan subject io adjusimeni under certain circums[ances as previded 

in the merger agreement. -r he transaction is expected to close late in the 2rid qua~er of 2014 -[he transaction is 

subject to approval by URitedOs shareholders and approval by federal aRd state regulatory authorities as well as 

the satisfactien nf other custnmary closing conditions previded in ~he merger agreement 

(1) Excludes terminated transac~ns and self-advisory roles 

Source: SNL Financial 
For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

ht:tp://www.sa ndleroneill.co m/email-discla imer.htrn 

p ..... d by 

emma 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Wednesday, January 8~ 2014 10:01 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nominate a Health Care Hero 

2014 Hea th Care Heroes Awards 
Nomination Deadline: January 20, 2014 

h~ its 13th ;~nnual Health C;~re Heroes 

will honor Triangle individuals a~d 

o~ganizations fo~ p~tting innovation and 

compassion to work to improve the human 

condition, 

Honorees will be chosen in the 

Care Innovator/~ese~rche~ 

Dend~t, Cemmutff~ Outreach, Health 

NOMINATION DEADLINE 

~onday, Januaf’y 20th 

Submission site closes at 1 

SPONSOR 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~¢y I Uns~bscribe 

Triangle B~siness Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 27612, USA 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Wednesday, January 8~ 2014 10:01 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nominate a Health Care Hero 

2014 Hea th Care Heroes Awards 
Nomination Deadline: January 20, 2014 

h~ its 13th ;~nnual Health C;~re Heroes 

will honor Triangle individuals a~d 

o~ganizations fo~ p~tting innovation and 

compassion to work to improve the human 

condition, 

Honorees will be chosen in the 

Care Innovator/~ese~rche~ 

Dend~t, Cemmutff~ Outreach, Health 

NOMINATION DEADLINE 

~onday, Januaf’y 20th 

Submission site closes at 1 

SPONSOR 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~¢y I Uns~bscribe 

Triangle B~siness Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 27612, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawpmf@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Richards. Ed <richards~law.lsu.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 10:21 AM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

I~W: Visitor Job Posnting - University of Louis~dlle 

The Louis D. Brandeis School of Law at the University of Louisville seeks to hire a visitor for the 2013-14 academic year. Primary areas of curricular need 
are tax, decedents’ estates and related courses. Other curricular needs may include commercial law and/or family law. The visitor will teach four courses 

during the 2013-14 academic year. Both entry-level and experienced applicants will be considered. Salary will be commensurate with experience. 

The University of Louisville is located in Louisville, Kentucky. Louisville is a city of 1.3 million with vibrant arts, educational, medical and business 

communities, and was named Lonely Planet’s Top US Travel Destination for 2013. Information about the law school is available at the school’s website at 

http:!/www.law.louisville.edui. For further information about the school, or to apply, please contact Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Timothy S. Hall at 

hallt@louisville.edu or {502) 852-6830. 
The University of Louisville is an equal opportunity institution and does not discriminate against persons on the basis of race, age, religion, sex, disability, 
color, sexual orientation, national origin or veteran status. Applications from individuals who will contribute to the diversity of our law school are 
encouraged. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawpmf@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Richards. Ed <richards~law.lsu.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 10:46 AM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

Revised - Visitor Job Posting - University of Louisville 

The Louis D. Brandeis School of Law at the University of Louisville seeks to hire a visitor for the 2014-15 academic year. Primary areas of curricular need 
are tax, decedents’ estates and related courses. Other curricular needs may include commercial law and/or family law. The visitor will teach four courses 

during the 2014-15 academic year. Both entry-level and experienced applicants will be considered. Salary will be commensurate with experience. 
The University of Louisville is located in Louisville, Kentucky. Louisville is a city of 1.3 million with vibrant arts, educational, medical and business 
communities, and was named Lonely Planet’s Top US Travel Destination for 2013. Information about the law school is available at the school’s website at 
http:!/wwwJawJouisville.edui. For further information about the school, or to apply, please contact Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Timothy S. Hall at 

hallt@louisville.edu or {502) 852-6830. 
The University of Louisville is an equal opportunity institution and does not discriminate against persons on the basis of race, age, religion, sex, disability, 
color, sexual orientation, national origin or veteran status. Applications from individuals who will contribute to the diversity of our law school are 
encouraged. 



Full Name: Michael B. Mierzewski 

Last Name: Mierzewski 

Middle Name: B. 

First Name: Michael 

Company: Arnold & Porter 

Business 

Address: 

Thurman Arnold Building 555 Twelfth Street, NW Washington, DC 20004-1206 

Home Address: 8500 Bradley Boulevard Bethesda, MD 20817 

Business 

Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

+1 202-942-5995 

www.arnoldporter.com 

michael_mierzewski@aporter.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA CLE - Business Law Section <cle@americanbar.org~ 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 11:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

What Every Business Lawyer Needs to Know about the FCPA 

Trouble viewing? 

ii.~ Essentials bytheABAAcademy 

What ~!very B~siness Lawyer 
Needs to Know about the 
I:::oreign Corrupt Practices Act 

This program’s expert panel will: 

Provide an overview of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 

(FCPA) and other anti-corruption laws 

Disease how to protect your corporate client through an 

effective compliance program and pre-transactional due 

diligence 

[.~. iI Register NOW                ] 

Febr~ry 7, 2014 

1:00 PM -2:30 PM ET 

Webinar 

1.5 CLE credits requested 

CART Services Available 

$125 Section Members 

$150 ABA Members 

$195 General Public 

Sponsor 

Business Law Section 

Too busy to attend? 
!~.f:~::~#.L~).##.~ the recorded program now. 

AudioCD-ROM I Audio CD-ROM 

Ships 02/28/14 

Also from the ABA 

Audio CLE 

1.5 credit requested 

$175 General Public 

$145-125 ABA Members 

Robert W. Tarun 

$239.95 General Public 

$199.95 Section Members 

January 14, 2014 

A Beginner’s Guide to 

Entertainment Law 

January 15, 20t4 

Nonprofit Issues for the Non- 

Nonprofit Attorney: Essential 

Governing Documents 

January 22, 2014 

Nonprofit Issues for the 

Non-Nonprofit Attorney: Essential 

Federal Filing Obligations 

January 23, 2014 

Howto Ethically Build Your 

Reputation as a New or 

Transitioning Lawyer 

This message was sent te ibroenle@email.unc edu. Yeur e-mail address will only be used within the ABA 

VVe do net sell or rent e-mail addresses 

Updatevo~!rprofi!e Mansqe’~ouremaiip[eferences Unsubscribe PdvscyPo!jc’~ CenfactUs 

American Bar Association 1321 N Clark, Chicago, IL 60854-7598 i 800-285-2221 1312-988-5522 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southern Season <southemseason@newsletter.southemseason.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 8, 2014 11:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~ 

Bring On The Biscuits 

I 
ii"~ Southern S ..... 

iXi ShopOnline iX OurStores 

Marilyn’s Biscuits 

Cooking School ~ Rest ..... t 

Champagne/Sparkling Wine, Potato Chip .... d Sweets ]]I~I]] English Winter D .... rts 

...... Blackberry Vanilla 

Jam 

:~$:: Quince and Apple Figs and 

...... Black Tea Preserves 

::::*~::: Sambeth’s Strawber~/ 

...... Raspberry Spreada ble Fruit 

The Mothervine Spiced 

...... Muscadine Butter 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communica~ons@wilmerhaleuIxtate.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 11:13 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

2014 Winter Olympics: An~-Bribery Considerations -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 

2014 Winter Olympics: Anti-Bribery Considerations 

S~mmary: The February 2014 Olympic games in Sochi. Russia will senze as an opportunity for many 

companies to market their products and develop customer relationships in an informal setting. While 

the business v~.,lue of these eppodunities i.,; evidenL cempames must be mindful [hat ti~e US Foreign 

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). the UK Bribery Act. Russian anb-corruption laws, and anti-corruption laws 

in ether countries may m]pese restric[ions on i~espi[ality anti oti~er Olympics.-related activities. 

In recent years the iJS Securities and Exchange Commission (8EC) and Department of Justice (DO J) 

have launched multiple anti-corruption investigations relating to corporate hospitality during major 

sporting events such as the Olympics and World Cup. For example, Weatherford International recently 

sealed parallel SEC and DOJ investigations relating to~ among other things~ its provision of "improper 

travel and entertainment te offk’:ials ef a s[ate..owneci company in Algeria wittl no iegitimu, te business 

purpose.. [~ncluding paying] for a 2006 FIFA World Cup trip by two of the officials." At ieast one other 

investigatien !eiating to Olympk;s hospitality is currently ongoing, as we~ 

entertainment of customers for legitimate business purposes However. the line can be grey between 

bona fide business development activities and those that might attract scrutiny from US and other 

regulators. While many companies have been planning Oiympics-reiated events for some time. now is 

a good time to set forth some recommended steps to reduce the anti-corruption risk presented by plans 

te invite and provide hospitaiity [o cus[oraers attending the Sechi Olympics 

Document t,he business purpose of the event: Document the legitimate commercial reasons for 

hosting tile c’u.~;tomer at ti~e Olympics Tile absence o~ a alearly articulated statement of the 

legitimate business-related purpose for the a~endance could increase the dsk that its nature 

could ~ater be misinterpreted by regulators and prosecutors The business purpose should be 

reasonably related to the nature of the event 

Prior approval for the provision of gi~s and hos~ttafity: r~equire compliance or legal department 

appreva~ for Olympics g~fl:s and hospitality over a nomina~ amount. 

Prope@ account for benefits provided: The costs of any gi~s, travel or entertainment, including 

documented in your company’s books and records 

Update and red~sgibute anti-br~be~/ peficies prier to the Oiympies: Ensure antbaorruptk~n 

policies and procedures are up to date and circulated in advance of the Olympics to relevant 

employees involved in the p~anmng or hosbng of O[ymp~cs-re~ated hosp~tahty. 

Con.sMer local iaws and ruies: Consider w~ether i~vited guests are permitted by t~e local laws 

and rules applicable to them to accept relevant g~s, travel and hospitality. For significant 

benefits consider obtaining confirmation from t~e guest or the guest’s employing organization 

that the guest ~s permitted to accept 

Censider iasuing antt-eozrup~on remindezs to key empk)yees shortly befoze ~he O!ympic’s: The 

reminder should emphasize that provisions ~n the FCRA and other anti-bribery laws tend to be 

unde~ t~e FCPA can include numerous improper benefits beyond cash such as gi~ cards, ioans. 

denations, the t~iring ef family members and ether special favors. 

Oeneraiiy aveM expenses that witt attract .scrutiny: Examples of such expenses include the 

provis~on of i~vish g~fts, per d~ems and/or side tr~ps with no business purpose. 

I 

Wih’rlerHale is proud to announce the openin~ of our 

Denver effk:e. Led by v\~ilrnerHale Partners Ken Saiaaar 

and Tom Stdckland, the ,office expands the firm’s 

footplint ~n the western United States and deepens our 

Wiime[Haie=s Foreign Cor[up~ Practices Act end Anti- 

Cor[up[ien Greup effer.q extensive Kn‘owledge in all 

aspects ef ti~e fieid--govemment and internal 
investigations, dsk assessments and counseling. M&A 



service to clie!]ts in severai areas of signatd[e and s~:~te,c.liC transactions, and ~d hec counseiing 

investigations and liti2~tion, strate2ic response, and 
Native American law. Read mele 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <n~limes@e.newyorktimesinfo.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 11:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Introducing The New NYTimes.com 

¯ __.i.~ Be the first to experience The 

New New York Times 

~Ki Viewin Browser 

Dear Times Reader, 

We’re proud to unveil the redesign of our 

website, nytimes.com. We invite you to 

discover all the great features that will 

make the best news site on the web even 

better. V~/ith streamlined pages, scrolling 

stories and a more responsive interface, 

navigating between articles couldn’t be 

easier. Or more inspiring. 

Plus, we’ve expanded the comments 

section, added breaking news and video 

alerts, and enlarged our photos for a more 

impactful view of the world. 

Subscribe today for just ~ 

~.~..~.~,...~.#.&.~.£.&#.!~..~..~#..~£!.!#~. 

~@.~ and get unlimited access to the 

world’s finest journalism --in an even 

more compelling new way. 

[ 
ii~~ REDEEM SPECIAL 

OFFER 



Simes Oross,,vo:ds epps ~Srices ere subject to ch.sl:{j¢ ©tlser Iest:ictior;s .saq t~xes issy sppiy 

book 

~,~ 20 ~4 I!~.s New 7,xk Ii~ne ~ C.sm[:,~i!~y I P.O. ~.:~ox 804! D~,,e!~po~L I/-~. 52805-8041 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Forum on Consumer Financial Services hmovation <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 11:57 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Leading Event on Innovations in Financial Services for Under~rved Goes to LA 

EMERGE: The Forum on Consumer Financial SePzices Innovation 

Emerge comes to Los Angeles 

New Year. Newly-Renamed. And NOW in LA! 

::i:.i!i: iii::~:i:: ::i!i!i ::i:i::i~. :i::i:i;i ii::i!i:,~, t h e c o u n t ry’ s p re m i e r c o n fe r e n c e o n f i n a n c i a I s e rv i c e s i n n ov a t i o n s fo r t h e 

underserved, is coming to Los Angeles! For eight years, the Center for Financial 

Services Innovation (CFSI) and American Banker have co-hosted the highly popular 

forum all over the country. 

This year, we’re landing in LA! 

Home to many amazing innovations and world-changing ideas (including the Internet), 

LA will serve as the perfect backdrop to the event that over the years has dedicated 

its content to innovations in consumer financial services space. 

This year, out newly-renamed conference--==i!!!!==i~q==i==!!!!i==i:ibi:[;i; ==i!!!!--will be even more focused on 

improving consumers’ financial health. 

We look forward to bringing out the best that LA, has to offer in financial services for 

emerging markets. Come meet, network with, and hear from nation-wide experts, 

federal and state policymakers, technology entrepreneurs, and many other 

stakehoWers--local and international--about the most innovative trends in financial 

services, products, and technologies. 

Register TODAY and save $200 with code LA200. 

We look forward to seeing you in Los Angeles at the Hyatt Regency Century Plaza on 

June 4-6. 

2 Ek~y Wk~¥s to Register 

1, Register online 

2. Call Megan Downey at (212) 803-6092 or Ingrid OIsen at (212) 803-8456 

Spor~sorship Oppo~tur~ities Available 

For a customized package, please contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089. 

:@i SourceMedia Professional Events 



F ..... dtoa 

Friend 



Se~t: 

To: 

Snowbird Ski u~rid Sumrrier Reso!t <mklg_undeliw.~rable=snowbird.corri@c!eatesend4 corn> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 12:56 PM 

Bird News - Tile ,Joys o[ January 

i rd News 
January 8, 20:L4 view it online 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, Jannary 8, 2014 1:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve offers 28-day term detx~sits with full allotment at 26 basis tx~ints through iks Term Detx~sit Facili~ 

Federal Reserve offers 28-day term deposits with full allotment at 26 basis points through its Term Deposit Facility 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetaty/20140108a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyer--~conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 1:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Pensions Ater Detroit: Ramifica~ons & Other Reforms 

Pensions After Detroit: Ramifications and Other Reforms Web Seminar 

Web Seminar ::~:: Register 

Pe    sions After Detroit: 
Ramifications and Other Reforms 

When: Tuesday, January 21,2014 I Price: $99.00 

Time: 12:00PM ETI Duration: 75 Minutes 

early December, a federa~ bankruptcy judge in Detroit ruled that 

At the same time, the Illinois General Assembly passed a Jandmark pension reform plan 

that cut deep into ratree and union benefits, m~d demands signilicm~ty mote in state 

contributions, but aims to get the pet~sion fully funded in 30 years--a dramatic swing from 

its current state of being undellunded by $100 billion. In the wake of these developments, 

finm~ciafy troubled cities in California, fllinois, and Pennsylwmia will soon face decisions 

regarding their underfunded pensions and are s~li’e to be impacted by these cases 

This Web seminal will e×amine what these two devefopments in pension funding and 

payments mean for underfunded pensions ~tound the country, and what approaches 

raft)tin ~t tebgraphs as most fkeiy to succeed. 

Spea~ers; 

Green 

SpioI~o 

Rancid C. Green was eIe~t:ed Heu~l:en’s fist Aflicae..Amedcan City Ce~tre/er 

December 2009, citer senA~g three Iemss on HousIon City Council, AI-Large, 

Pes~tio8 Feut He was uneppesed lk~r his second term as City Cenlroter whk:h 

began January 2012. On City Ceunct, he cha~red ~he -Budget and Fiscal Affairs 
Committee, overseeing 1he City’s annual budget of neady $4 billion. As Cily 

Conttoler, MR Green ovemees a $13 btfo~ deb~ potdofo and ever $2 

irwestnlen%. In addition to management of the Cily’s treasury [undions and audit 

d~v~sbn, every paymen~ issued by the City of Houston ~s processed by 

ConttofePs Office. 

James has represerfled ~ssuers, it~det~ttlre lrus[ees er bend,)eiders 48 tlgatien, 

bankruptcy or werkouts of over 400 lroubled debt financings in over 35 diflerent 

states and in hx’eig~ seuetdes as we/He ~ece~tly ~as represented clie~ts ~n the 

S~er~a K~ngs a~d Jelerson County Chapter 9 eases. He testfied before the 

Unled 81ales 8enale and Hebse Judicial}’ Oer~m~ttees in cen~unctie~ with the 
an’~endments to ~he Bankruptcy Cede involving Munb~pal Bankruptcy. ]-~e 

recently authored chapters on municipaf defaults and bankruptcy in The 

Hat~dboo~( of M~£:@a~ Betide, ~he O~£~rd Handbook o! State a~d Local 

Govetr~ff~t~t Fi~a~ce and is 1he author of Mu~ic:i~)atit~es ~r~ Di,st~oss? 



John Sugden ~s a Sr~ Dffector in Standard & PooKs U.S~ P~.~blic F~nance 

DepaFh~ent, working out o~ S&P’s New York offiae. John jeh~ed S&R ~n 2902, 

coverh~g state and local credffs along ~he east coasL After many yearn woddng 

as aFt analysl on ~ocal cred~ls, John joined the U.S~ Slales G[oup ~n November 

2010. As of July 1,2013, Joh~ became the Analytical Manager for the U.S. 

States Grot~p within U~S. Pub~c Finance. ~n that ftmcfion, he oversees a learn of 

analysta cove~ng 1he 50 U.S. States a~d Pueblo Rk:o a~d represenls lha~ gro~Ep 

both h~terna]ly and externa~y~ He ~s the ~ead analyst for the states of Flodda, 

Georgia, ~nd~ana, Ke~tb(:ky: New Jersey, Ok~ahema, Pennsylvania, Tennesaee, 
V~rgin~a and West V~rgin~a~ 

}..ym~ Hume haa bee~ Washingh:~ Bu[ead Ch4ef ~o[ 77~e Bo~d ~uyer. the authority 

on ~he $&7 trillion n’]~.mi bond raa~ket: s~nce 2007. Before ~hat she was 
Regu]ato~$, Affairs Edffo~ and a ~epo~ter fe~ the paper, covering tax, securities and 

derivatives marke[ practices, regulation, legislation and enforcement. For [h~ee 

yea[~ before jo~nh~g The Bo~d B~/yer ~ she was a slaff ~nvesfigato~ fe~ the Ho~se 

environment, and de~l with such ~ssues as U.S~ o~l emergency preparedness, 

{he ban on Ubyan oi~ preduc{a, regulatio~ of mixed ahem~(:al and nuck)ar wash~ 

at feden~ defense facilities and feders~ oversight of nuc~8~r fliers planls. 
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European Commission Spells Out Conditions for Public Support to the 
Energy Sector 

The European Commission has for the first time prepared detailed rules for public support that EU 

support, energy infrastructure, generation adequacy and energy-intensive industries Stakeholders have 

until February 14. 20!4 [o comment on a draft of these rules, which the ComrrfissL’)n I;lans [o put into 

force before July 1, 2014. 

On December ! 8, 2013~ the Commission published draft "Guidelines on environmentai and energy aid 

for 2014", asking stakeholders For their commerlts by February 14, 2014 (See C,’)mmL~sion Press 

Release I P/I 3/1282 of December 18, 2013). The guidelines spell out the conditions under which pubiic 

supl;orl: measures thai meet aii eriteriu, of S[u, te aid under Article 107(1) o~ the Trea[y on [i~e Functioning 

of the European Union (TFEU) can be declared compatible with the EU ("Union") market under Article 

107(3) TFEU. The Comrrfission pl~,’ns to ~inaiize arid adepl the guidelines before July !, 20!4 Ti~e new 

guidelines will replace the current "Community guidelines on State aid for environmental protection=, of 

2008. 

The most important proposed change in the guidelines is the extension of their e~ope l~eyon~t tl~e 

environmental fie~d into the energy area Already the existing environmental guidelines apply to some 

energy measures, but oniy to the extent that they seFve environmental protection and climate objectives 

renewables, energy infrastructure, generation adequacy and energy-intensive industries 

The Commission intends to facilitate the deearbonization of energy s~pply and the integration of the 

EU internal energy market (but has, in response to opposition from Member States based on previous 

consultation documents, excluded nuclear energy from the scope of the guidelines and toned down the 

overall notion of technology neutrality). 

The Cemmissi,’)n consL’ters that the existing I~U legislative acts supporting ti~e Union’s climate 

change and energy sustainability targets set in the Europe 2020 strategy (e g. the EU Ernmsion 

Traciing Scheme, [he Rene~vu, bie Energy Directive anti the Fuel Quaiity Directive) do 

f~llly i~ternalize the costs of e#viro~mentai polll~tio~ so that a residual market failure remains, 

aid schemes for renewable energy for a maximum duration of i0 years 

With an increasing penetration and decreasing costs of renewable energy, the Commission 

considers that State aid sboakt move away from feed4n tariffs and towards a more mar~et- 

friendly support of renewable energy~ namely either in the form of market premiums (providing 

certificates that are tradable between producers and suppiiers of renewable energy 

sources should be allowed to cover up to 45% (55% for medium-sized enterprises, 65% for 

smail enterprises, plus 5-15 percentage peinLs in underdevek;ped regiens) of eligible costs for 

new installations.1 If the aid is a fixed amount that is distributed to beneficiaries based on their 
initial bids in a genuinely competitive bidding process on the basis of clear, transparent and 

non-discriminatory criteria, then the aid amount may reach 100% of eligible costs. 

Regarding ai~ ~overi~g operati~g co~t$ for the promotion of energy from renewable sources 

(other than biomass, for which special rules exist), the Commission prefers feed-in premiums 

(or equivalent measures involving the direct marketing of produced eiectncity) and tradable 

green certificates over feed-in tu, riffs, which may be granted enly to small ins[u, llal:iens with a 

generation ca pacity below [I]2 MW--except for wind energy; where a threshold of [5 MW or 3 

generatien units] applies. 

AS regards permissible aid amounts, [he Cemmissi,’)n distinguishes between deployed 

technologies (which it proposes to define as technologies having a share of more than [1-31% in 



eleciricil:y production at EU level) anti oti~er, less deployed technoiogies 

For deployed technologies, the Commission requi~es: 

m case o~ feed-m premiums, that aid is limited by way or a genuh~e~y corr~pefibve 

bidding process on the basis of ciear, transparent and non-discriminatory criteda 

in case of green certificates, that the scheme in the aggregate does not result m 

overcompensation over time and across technologies or for individual 

technologies and 

~ha~ the aid ~s techncfiogy neu~ra~ (i.e , all generators preduoing ek~c~r~ci~y from 

renewable energy sources must be able to paR~cipate in the bidding process for 

If needed for an energy mix Member States may requireaminimumnumberof 

in contrast, for less de£1oyed technologies, the Commission only requires: 

in case of feed-in premiums, that the a~d per unit of energy does not exceed the 

difference between the (regularly updated) totai leveiized costs of producing 

energy from the particular technology in quesbon and the market price of the form 

of energy concerned; and 

in case of green ce£~ficate% that for each differentiated level of support that may 

Fu£her rules include: 

Feedqn premiums are only granted until the piant has been fully depreciated according 

Green ce£ificates must be designed so as not to dissuade renewable energy producers 

from becoming more competitive. 

To the extent the produced energy is electricity, aid beneficiaries are subject to standard 

balancing responsibilities where competitive intra-day balancing isarkets exist. 

The Comraissiorl recalls lhat ii has estiraak.~d total i~est~eat ~eeds i~ energy infrastructures of 

Europea~ importance up to 2e20 at about BUR 2~0 billion The Commission acknowledges that in the 

area of energy irlfrastructure, raarkel failures may arise in particular because of probieras of 

coordination and asymmetric information, and that not aii of these market failures can be solved by tariff 

and access and unbundling regulation 

The Commission therefore considers with regard to all investments in trans-European energy 

infrastru.’:[un~ projects {as defined based on Regula~iorl 34712013. ie, in particular {smart) gdd 

interconnection be~veen Member States) and in energy infrastructure in ~nderdeveloped regions, the 

market failures are so significant that S~al:e aid may be granted The aid may cover upto 100% ef~he 

funding gap ie., of the potion of the discounted cost of the initiai investment not covered by the 

case basis whether State aid is necessary. 

Adequacy 

The Commission recognizes that the recent move in many Member States from fewer, more stable and 

more continuous towards more but s~aller and lees stable electricity sources raises challenges for 

ensuring generation adequacy arid ~hat raarke~ and regulatory failures may cause h~sufficient 

investment in generation capacity. However, the Comm~sslon also points out that granting energy 

generators support [or the mere availability of gener~ion capacity may contradict ~he objective o~ 

phasing out environmentally harmful subsidies notably for fossil fuels 

Thus, the Commission considers State aid for promoting generation adequacy to be permissible eniy if 

additional energy infrastructure or alternative measures--such as a more responsive demand side 

management or increasing interconnection capacity or electricity storage--have been demonstrated to 

be unable to address the concerns In addition~ the Commission imposes various conditions to avoid 

strong distortions of competition and environmental harm. For exampie, the amount of aid must be 

the aid in a genuinely competitive bidding process on the basis of clear, transparent and 

The Commission points out that in recent years; the financing of renewable support measures through 

surcharges and other instruments has led in many Member States to an increase of electricity costs 

which affects the competitiveness of energy-intensive users and risks leading to carbon leakage due to 

the relocation of produc~k.’rl outside the EU. The Commi.~sion ~i~e!efore proposes to allow the burden 

o~ e~e~gy4nte~si~e users to be reduced, while pu~i~9 in peace safeguards to {i~it the distortion, s of 

~ember States 

Specifically, the Commission proposes the following conditions for such reductions of the burdens on 

energy-intensive users: 

In parallel to exemptions from the ELI Emission Trading Scheme, the reduction should be 

limited to sectors that have an intensity of tra~e with third coat,tries above [1~’t% and in which 

lhe costs o~ funding renewable energy support leads k," an increase i~ productio~ costs of at 

least [51% of total gross value ad~te~t, because only sdch sectors are actually exposed to a 



.%ignificanl risk (If carbon leakage 

The reduction must be paid as a lump sum and must be limited, to [851% of the regular burden 

until [i~e erld of [2017] and lo [80[% therea[.ter. 

The beneficiaries of the reduction must be c~osen on the basis of objective and transparent 

criteria~ and the reduction must not discriminate beNceen competitors in the same sector or 

relevant market 

One of the first measures to which the Commission wiii likely apply these new guidelines will be the 

Renewable Energy Act (EEG) as amended in 2012. The Commission opened an in-depth State aid 

inves[igafion into the EEG on the .%ame day on wi~ich it published the new draft: guidelines ((:[. 

Commission Press Release IP/13/1283 of December 18 2013) Judging from the press release, the 

surcharge but also the entire EEG surcharge mechanism involves State aid in the meaning of Article 

107(1) iF EU 

withe(it the aid. 

2 Amounts in aqdare brackets are indicative proposals in Li~e draft guidelines; on which the Cerrlrrfissie~ in’,,ites 
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]i~e world’s focus has turned te developing and 
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Reminder 
"~:i Global Fi .... ial Markets Initiative- Teleconf ....... Series 

Please join Mayer Brown partners Stuart Litwin and Jon Van Gorp on 

3anuary 9 as they discuss the current US regulatory landscape 

affecting the securitization markets and offer predictions for 2014. 

The discussion will be a 30-minute "big picture" overview of the most 

important aspects of recent new regulations and all of the principal 

regulatory proposals that became final in 2013 or are likely to become 

final in 2014. 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 

Europe 
5:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. CET 
4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. GMT 

United States 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. CST 
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Teleconference Access 

Date & "ri~e 

Thursday, January 9, 20~4 

~:00 a.m. - ~:30 a.m. EST 

Speakers 

Chicago 

Chicago 

Session Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. ¯ ....................... 
December 20, 2013 
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with the legal and business challenges resulting from the ongoing 

turbulence in worldwide financial markets. By mobilizing the firm’s 

global resources from multiple practices and offices, the initiative 

provides clients with knowledgeable and timely counsel on a broad 

spectrum of their legal needs. 

Please visit us at may~rbro¢~’n,com. 
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Most Fed Officials Backed Bond-B~L|3~ng Reduction, 
Mint|tes Show 

An improving U.S. job market convinced Federal Reserve officials last month to begin 

scaling back their bond-buying program, despite some skepticism from some who worried 

the recovery might be too fragile, minutes of their December policy meeting showed. 

See More Coverage 
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Business Review] Airport rail yard to move 200,000 containers a year 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Douglas to move 200,000 

co~tainers a year 

A new Norfolk Southern rail yard is 

up and running between two 

runways at Charlotte Douglas 

International Airport, and officials 

hope it will lead .. 

Wabna~t Neighborhood 

Market c~ears I st hurdle for 

Celanese store in Rock Hill 

The Rock Hill Planning 

Commission signed off Tuesday 

night on Walmart’s plan to build a 

42,000-square-foot Neighborhood 

Market grocery store at the,,, 

Bo,iangles’ names new chief 

executive 

Charlotte-based Bojangles’ 

Restaurants has named a new 

CEO -- Whataburger executive 

Clifton Rutledge. 

Raleigh exec t~amed interim 
CEO ol N¢’s new economic 
development arm 

A Raleigh-based business 
executive who has led companies 
through bumpy stretches is the 
interim chief executive officer of the 
state’s new, private... 

Survey: US com#an}es add 

238K jobs, most in year 

A private survey shows U.S. 

businesses added the most jobs 

in a year in December, powered by 

a big gain in construction. The 

figures are the latest... 

Stocks mi×ed as #)ves[ors 

wait on the Fed 

Stocks were mixed in midday 

trading Wednesday as investors 

held back ahead of the latest 

news from the Federal Reserve 

The Fed releases minutes later.. 

Jon Richa~dson’s will ca~s [or 

sa}e of his Panthers stake 

Jon Richardson, who died in July 

and was son of Carolina Panthers 

majority owner Jerry Richardson, 

said in his will that he wanted his 

portion of ... 

Charbtte home sales, #rices rise in 
December 

Charlotte’s housing market continued its upward 
trajectory in December, with prices and sales up from 



a year ago as the amount of homes for sale hit its 

lowest level all year, the Charlotte Regional Realtor 

Association reported Tuesday. 
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Happy Ne~v Year from the ABA Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar We are pleased to present our 2012-2013 Annual Report, which provides an ovel-,ziew of the work of 
the Section including la~v school site visits, conferences, and the work of the Accreditation and Standards Review committees. 
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ii~. Deched L.I..P 

E]SEC Amends R~e 5b-3 and F~nd Registration Forms to E~iminate ~ 

References to NRSRO Ratings 

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) [ecently adopted final amendments to 

certain rules and forms under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (1940 AcO and the 

Securities Act of 1933 (I 933 AcO to implement a provision of the Dodd~Frank Act1 ~ to 
e~#~na~e credk ratings o~ "nationally ~ecogn~zed statis~ca~ rating organizations" (NRSROs) 

from SEC rules.2 To help car~ out that Dodd-~rank Act mandate, on December 27, 2013, 
the SEC adopted amendments to Rule 5b-3 undo[ the 1940 Act (Ru~e) and Forms N~IA, N-2 

m~d N-3.3 The m~endmen~s are effective 30 days after publication #~ the Fede~a~ Reg~ste~ 
and the compliance date is 180 days a~er such publication. 

The amendments remove a reference to required NRSRO credit ratings in Rule 5b-3 for certain securities 

held by funds as collateral for repurchase agreements, and replace that requirement with an alternative 

standard that the Adopting Release indicates is designed to "retain a similar degree of credit quality." The 

amended Rule imposes a two-pronged test, discussed below, to measure the credit quality of certain 

collateral under repurchase agreements acquired by investment companies. 

Forms N-1A, N-2 and N-3 (Forms), which are used to register the shares of mutual funds, closed-end 

funds and certain insurance company separate accounts that offer variable annuities, require shareholder 

reports to include a table, chart or graph depicting portfolio holdings by a reasonably identifiable category, 

such as type of securities, industry sector or credit quality Funds that elect to use credit quality as the 

category are currently required to depict credit quality using the ratings assigned by a single NRSRO.4 The 

amendments to the Forms eliminate the required use of NRSRO credit ratings by funds that choose to use 

credit quality categorizations in the required table, chart or graph of portfolio holdings. Under the 

amendments, funds that choose to use credit quality to depict portfolio holdings must include a 

description of how the credit quality of the holding was determined. If a fund chooses to use credit ratings 

issued by a credit rating agency to depict the credit quality of portfolio holdings, the fund must include a 

description of how the credit ratings were identified and selected 

Amendment to Rule 5b-3 

Rule 5b-3 allow’s funds that invest in repurchase agreements to "look through" to the securities 

collateralizing the agreement for purposes of satisfying certain diversification requirements5 and broker- 

dealer counterparty limits under the 1940 Act if the repurchase agreement is "collateralized fully.’’6 Under 

current Rule 5b-3, a repurchase agreement is "collateralized fully" if, among other things, the collateral 

consists only of (i) cash items, (ii) U.S. government securities, (iii) securities that at the time the 

repurchase agreement is entered into are rated in the highest ratings category by the "requisite NRSROs," 

or (iv) unrated securities that are of comparable quality to securities rated in the highest rating categories 

by the requisite NRSROs (as determined by the fund’s board or its delegate, such as the fund’s 

investment adviser) These requirements are intended to ensure the safety of the collateral and the fund’s 

ability to liquidate it quickly in the event of the counterparty’s default. 

The amendment to Rule 5b-3 eliminates the requirement that collateral other than cash or government 

securities be rated in the highest category by the requisite NRSROs or be of comparable quality In place 

of that requirement, the amended Rule requires that collateral other than cash or government securities 

consist of securities that the fund’s board of directors (or its delegate) determines at the time the 

repurchase agreement is entered into (i) are issued by an issuer that has an "exceptionally strong 

capacity" to meet its financial obligations on the collateral, and (ii) are sufficiently liquid that they can be 

sold by the fund at approximately their carrying value in the ordinary course of business within seven 

calendar days7 Thus, under the amended Rule, the fund’s board (or its delegate) will be required to make 

credit quality determinations for all collateral securities that are not cash items or government securities, 

rather than just for unrated securities. In response to comments by the Investment Company Institute and 

others, the SEC revised the credit quality determination standard from the version it originally drafted in 

2011 when it proposed the amendment to Rule 5b-3.8 Under that proposed standard, issuers other than 

the U.S. government would have been required to have the "highest capacity" to meet financial obligations 

on collateral securities. The SEC replaced the proposed standard it with the "exceptionally strong capacity" 

standard, as noted above. 

The amended Rule does not set forth specific factors or tests that the fund’s board (or its delegate) must 

apply in performing the required credit analysis. The Adopting Release states that in the context of the 

amended Rule, the new credit quality standards "provide sufficiently clear criteria under which a fund board 

or its delegate can make [such] determinations.."TheSECnotesthatundertheamendedRule, the 

credit analysis may incorporate ratings, reports, opinions and other assessments issued by third parties, 



including NRSROs, and that boards could adopt standards that are more stringent than those required in 

the amended Rule. 

Other aspects of the final amendments are similar to those in the proposed Rule. For example, the final 

Rule adopts a liquidity standard similar to the standard used in Rule 2a-7 governing money market funds. 

The final Rule, as proposed, defines an ’issuer" to include an issuer of an unconditional guarantee of a 

security.9 

As part of its continuing emphasis on Rule 38a-1 compliance procedures, the SEC included in the final 

Rule the requirement that a fund that enters into repurchase agreements and relies on Rule 5b-3 must 

maintain written policies and procedures that are reasonably designed to comply with the conditions of 

Rule 5b-3, including the credit quality and liquidity requirements. The SEC notes that funds may therefore 

need to amend their existing policies and procedures to meet these requirements. 

Amendments to the Registration Forms 

The amendments to Forms N-1A, N-2 and N-3 affect the requirement in those Forms that fund 

shareholder reports must include a table, chart or graph depicting portfolio holdings by reasonably 

identifiable categories, which can include credit quality. If credit quality is used to present portfolio 

holdings, the forms currently require that credit quality be depicted using the credit ratings assigned by a 

single NRSRO As amended, Forms N-1A, N-2 and N-3 will no Iongerrequire the use of NRSRO credit 

ratings by funds that choose to use credit quality categorizations in the required table, chart or graph of 

portfolio holdings Accordingly, funds that choose to show credit quality categorizations in the required 

table, chart or graph may use alternative categorizations that are not based on NRSRO credit ratings. 

However, funds may choose to continue to use NRSRO credit ratings 

Funds that choose to continue to use credit ratings will no longer be restricted to using the credit ratings 

assigned by a single NRSRO. For example, for split-rated securities, a fund may choose which NRSRO’s 

ratings to use (for example, the highest rating where there are multiple ratings by NRSROs), as long as 

the fund does so pursuant to a disclosed policy The Adopting Release states that such policy disclosure 

helps mitigate the risk from "cherry-picking" the best ratings. 

Funds that choose to depict portfolio holdings according to credit quality must include a description of how 

the credit quality is determined, and must include a discussion of the credit quality evaluation process, the 

rationale for its selection, and an overview of the factors considered, such as the terms of the security (e.g., 

interest rate and time to maturity), the obliger’s capacity to repay the debt, and the quality of any collateral. If 

a credit rating agency’s ratings are used, the disclosure must explain how the process of selection was 

carried out, including, among other things, how the ratings criteria were selected, what "due diligence" was 

performed, and howthe fund reports unrated securities Whether or not credit ratings are used, the 

description of howthe quality of the fund’s holdings was determined must be placed near or as part of the 

graphic representation in the report 

Finally, the Adopting Release "notes" that if a fund does not use credit ratings, but instead uses internally- 

assigned ratings, it might be misleading for the fund to describe its portfolio holdings’ quality using 

descriptions similar to the ratings nomenclature used by rating agencies (e.g, AAA orAa) orto 

characterize the securities as "rated.’’1° The Adopting Release also states that if a fund were to use 

median ratings from among a number of credit rating agencies, the use of the term "average credit quality" 

for split-rated securities may be misleading However, the Release does not address whether, under the 

SEC’s fund advertising rules, a fund may use its internally-assigned ratings in advertisements, and, if so, 

the types of disclosures that might be necessary 

Conclusion 

The amended Rule will require additional procedures to be adopted by funds that enter into repurchase 

agreements in reliance on the Rule and will require additional board oversight of the process used. While 

the SEC was required to undertake this action by the Dodd-Frank mandate, the Commission was 

sensitive to the issue of increasing the workload of fund boards and investment advisers The SEC states 

in the Adopting Release that additional burdens on fund boards should not be undue, because boards 

already oversee the determination of creditworthiness of issuers of unrated collateral securities for 

repurchase agreements. However, without a doubt, the new requirements will impose additional oversight 

responsibilities on fund boards Also, there will need to be more complex reviews undertaken by the board 

or its delegate (ie., the investment adviser) to evaluate the credit risk of collateral for such repurchase 

agreements. 

Additionally, the amended Rule will require funds to update their procedures under Rule 38a-1 to cover 

this process. Funds that use credit quality (whether by reference to NRSRO ratings or by internally- 

generated evaluations of collateral issuer creditworthiness) to describe categories of securities in the 

portfolio holdings listings in fund shareholder reports will require additional procedures and disclosures 

to explain how credit quality was determined 
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Litigation A;ert 

Dram Shop Liability in Texas: 
The "Safe Harbor" Defense 

Explained 

The Texas Dram Shop Act became law in 1987. Before its 
enactment, Texas law did not impose liability on sellers of 
alcohol who "over-served" intoxicated patrons. In passing the 
Dram Shop Act, the Legislature provided the exclusive remedy 
for liability resulting from injuries caused by a provider’s 
negligence in serving persons who are "obviously intoxicated" to 
the point that they are a clear danger to themselves and others. 
The Act was intended to represent a balancing between the need 
to protect the public from over-service, and the desire to protect 
providers from litigation. 

Although the Act provides an avenue for liability against providers 
of alcohol, it also provides a statutory defense against liability. 
This "Safe Harbor" defense is codified as section 106.14 of the 
Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code ("TABC"). It was intended by the 
Legislature to provide protection to alcohol providers who 
complied with its requirements. In actual practice, it has failed to 
provide much protection at all, as courts have rarely found the 
defense to apply. This article discusses the requirements to 
satisfy the "Safe Harbor" defense. 

Read More 

Michael A. Logan, a founding director of 



the Firm, practices in the Litigation 
Section. Mr. Logan has substantial 
experience in federal and state court 
representing privately held businesses, 
financial institutions, publicly traded 
companies and insurers in tort, 
construction and complex business 
litigation. He also represents physicians 
in a variety of health care matters. 

Laura McKenery, an associate of the 
Firm, practices in the Litigation Section 
with an emphasis on insurance 
defense. During law school, Ms. 
McKenery was a member of the SMU 
Law Review Association, where her 
casenote was selected for publication. 
She also represented abused and 
neglected children as a student attorney 
for the Child Advocacy Clinic, sewed as 
a teaching assistant for SMU’s Legal 
Writing & Advocacy Program and 
clerked for the Supreme Court of Texas 
in Justice Wainwright’s chambers. 
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G.19 Consumer Credit 

Statistical Release 
G.19 Consumer Credit 
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CLILN .I A.LLk [ 
CFPB’s Arbitration Study--A Warning to Consumer Financial Ser~4ce 
Companies 

By Christine A. Scheuneman, Joseph T. Lynyak, III, and Amy L. Pierce 

On December 12, 2013, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau published its "Arbitration Study 
Prelim#~ary Results," mandated by Section fO28(a) of the Dodd-Frank Act (the "Study"). Unfortunately 
(and despite its statements to the contrary), the Study could be read as evidence that the CFPB 
intends to either ban or to severely limit arbitration provisions it~ consumer financial service contracts. 
Lendere and other financial service providers should consider the Study’s approach, possible actions by 
the CFPB, and steps that can be taken in anticipation of those actions. 

Although so far industry commentators have been critical of the preliminary Study1, elements of it may 
be useful to consumer financial service companies when reviewing current arbitration provisions in 
anticipation of possible action by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB"), which could 
include prohibiting or imposing conditions or limitations on the use of an arbitration agreement between 

consumer financial service providers and consumers. 

read more.,. 
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Globa] Networking Night is Januau 13! 

Dear Lissa, 

Global Networking Night is less than a week away! Register now to be added to the Durham guest list. Attendance is free, but 
capacity may be limited (spots are available on a first-come, first-served basis). 

Already registered? Check out who’s coming and add your social media profiles to start networking now and follow up with 
your expanded Harvard Network after the event. 

Global Networking Night - Durham 
Sponsored by the Harvard Club of the Research Triangle 

6:00 PM 
Six Plates Wine Bar 

2812 Erwin Road 
Durham, NC 

Don’t miss Global Networking Night on Monday, January 13. Register now! 

Best, 

Harvard Alumni Association 

This message is being sent to you because of your affiliation with the t tarvard On-Line Community at [JRI, http:/ipost.ha~zard.edu 

Removal Instructions 

Please click here k~ remove yourself farm future mailings. Thank you. 

124 Mount Auburn Street 

Cambridge, IVIA 02138 
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Duke Basketball Begins ACC Play! 
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Birthday 

/ 

Dear Lissa, 

Just wanted to di~)p you a note to let you know today is my birthday. I share it with Elvis Presley and Stephen Hawking, individuals who dramatically changed how we 
perceive music and our universe, respectively. 

While my aspirations are quite a bit more humble, they’re no less challenging: to move North Carolina past its failed experiment with this extreme "Tea Party" GOP leadership 
and elect real leaders to office. 

So, let’s put 2013 behind us and focus on our mission for 2014, to field competitive campaign operations across North Carolina and win elections from Kay Hagan for U.S. 
Senate, to the General Assembly, down to local county races, and, of course, judicial races. 

In order to win, we will need sufficient resources to turn out Democratic voters in every district, county, and precinct. Now, more than ever, we need to remember we’re all in 
this together. 

But to do this, we’ll need your help! 

I’d like to ask you to consider making a contribution of $14 to start the year off right. Your contribution will help the state party conduct the necessary trainings our activists 
need as we develop our strategic plan to win these elections. 

But it’s not just about money. I am also asking you to support your local parties in any capacity you can, as a volunteer, or to host a house party, or to put a sign in your front 
yard. Click here to find your local party. 

We have so much to do, but with your help, I know we can do it together! 

Randy Voller 
Chair, North Carolina Democratic Party 

P.S. Please make Janua 8ththebe innin of our effort to sustain our o erationb oin online and makin our contribution of $14 toda ! 

[Paid for by North Carolina Democratic Party. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate committee.j 
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REGISTRATION OPEN: Living with the Volcker Rule Webinar Series (January 16 - February 26) 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

ii~. Deched LLP 

E]Five U.S. financial regulatory agencies adopted sweeping final rules (Regulations) on December 10, 2013,[] 

implementing the Volcker Rule. Dechert’s team will discuss the practical implications and execution 

impacts of the Regulations for a wide variety of financial institutions, investors and market participants as 

effected US and foreign entities consider howto deal with restrictions on proprietary trading activities and 

divest or restructure their investments in, and terminate certain relationships with, entities that are treated 
as private equity funds and hedge funds. 

This webinar series will discuss the scope of the Regulations’ restrictions and also focus on relevant 

exceptions and alternative opportunities that may be available to banking entities. 

For more information on the Reguiatiens, please visit our Volcker Rule site. 

Continuing Lega~ Edacation (CLE) Credit: We are in the process of submitting applications for CLE credit 

in NY, NJ and CA. 

Thursday, January 16: Vo~ker RuLe Overview 

REGISTER HERE >> 

[] [] Entities covered by the Regulations 

[] Restrictions on covered fund activities 

[] Restrictions on proprietary trading 

[] Compliance program requirements 

David Harris 

Robert Ledig 

’,N~sbir~gt%):~, DC 

[]David Vaughan 

Thomas Vartanian 

VVasi~iqgton, DC. 

Thursday~ January 23: Proprietary Trading 

REGISTER HERE >> 

Topie~; 

[] General restrictions on proprietary trading 

[] Permissible market-making and underwriting 

[] Permissible hedging 

[] Derivatives 

[] Exchange-traded funds 

[] Other permissible trading activities 

Elliott Curzon 

Matthew Kerfoot 

[]Robert Ledig 

Jeremy 8enderowiez 

Thursday, January 30: Covered Funds 

REGISTER HERE >> 

[] Exclusions from covered fund status 

[] Business development company options 

[] Impact on registered investment companies 

[] Permissible covered funds 

[] Asset securitizations 

[] Foreign activities 

David Harris 

’,,’Vasi~iqgto n, DC. 

Richard Horowitz 

[]David Vaughan 

Cynthia Williams 



T~ursday, February :20: Vo~cker Ru~e ~mpacts or~ Asian Asset 
Nanagers 

REGISTER HERE >> 

Karl Paulson Egbert 

Entities covered by the Regulations 

Robert Ledig 
Restrictions on proprietary trading 

Restrictions on covered fund activities 
Corey Rose 

[] Special provisions for non-US, activities 

Wed~esday, February 26: Vo~cker Ru~e ~pacts on European 
Asset Nanagers 

REGISTER HERE >> 

’~’o,oics; Karen Anderberg 

[] [] Entities covered by the Regulations 
Juliei~ Bourgeois 

[] Restrictions on proprietary trading 

[] Restrictions on covered fund activities ~David Harris 

[] Special provisions for non-US, activities 

David Vaughan 

Dechert is a global specialist law firm focused on sectors with the greatest complexities and highest 

regulatory demands. We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to our clients’ most important 

matters. Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the firm’s entrepreneurial energy and 

seamless collaboration in a way that is distinctively Dechert. Learn more. 

El© 2013 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000) 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page 
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NCBA Bulletin - January 9, 2014 
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Copyright by SSEP, Inc. 2014--All rights reserved. 
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George Mason Law & Economics Center Presents "The FTC: 100 Years of Antitrust and Competition Policy" 

February 13, 2014, George Mason University School of Law 

The Law & Economics Center is pleased to announce the 17th Annual George Mason Law Review Antirust Symposium on Thursday, February 13, 2014 at George Mason University 

School of Law. This year’s topic is "The FTC: 100 Years of Antitrust and Competition Policy". The conference is organized by the George Mason Law Review and sponsored by the Law & 

Economics Center. 

OVERVIEW: In commemoration of the Federal Trade Commission’s centennial, the symposium will focus on the FTC’s unique contributions to the development antitrust policy. The 

symposium will feature an opening keynote address by FTC Chairwoman Edith Ramirez and a keynote lunch panel featuring several former FTC Chairs including Jon Leibowitz; 

Timothy J. Muris, Professor of Lawat George Mason University School of Law; James C. Miller III; and Deborah P. Majoras. The remainder of the day will consist of panel discussions on 

the Commission’s role in several developing areas of antitrust and will feature the Honorable Douglas H. Ginsburg, Professor of Law at George Mason University School of Law; FTC 

Commissioner Julie Brill; FTC Commissioner Maureen K. Ohlhausen; and FTC Commissioner Joshua D. Wright, Professor of Law (on leave) at George Mason University School of 

Law. 

PANELISTS: Confirmed panelists include: 

= William Blumenthal, Partner, Sidley Austin LLP 

- The Honorable Julie Brill, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission 

= George S. Cary, Partner, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP 

- James C. Cooper, Director, Research and Policy, Law & Economics Center, George Mason University School of Law 

= The Honorable Douglas H. Ginsburg, Senior Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit; Professor of Law, George Mason University School of Law 

- Justin "Gus" HuP,^Jitz, Assistant Professor of Law, University of Nebraska College of Law 

~ John "Jay" Jurata, Partner, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 

- Thomas G Krattenmaker, Professor Emeritus, Georgetown University Law Center and Dean Emeritus, William & Mary Law School 

~ Jon Leibowitz, Partner, Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 



- William C MacLeod, Partner, Kelley Drye & Warren LLP 

- Deborah P. Majoras, Chief Legal Officer and Secretary, Proctor & Gamble 

- Bruce McCulloch, Partner, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer 

- A Douglas Melamed, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, Intel Corporation 

-James C Miller III, Senior Advisor, Husch Blackwell LLP 

- Adam Mossoff, Professor of Law, Senior Scholar in the Center for Protection of Intellectual Property, George Mason University School of Law 

- Timothy J. Muris, George Mason University Foundation Professor, George Mason University School of Law 

- The Honorable Maureen K. Ohlhausen, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission 

- Sharis A. Pozen, Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP 

- The Honorable Edith Ramirez, Chairwoman, Federal Trade Commission 

- Bilal Sayyed, Partner, Kirkland & Ellis LLP 

- Chetan Sanghvi, Senior Vice President, NERA Economic Consulting 

- The Honorable Joshua D. Wright, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission; Professor of Law (on leave), George Mason University School of Law 

- Todd J. Zywicki, George Mason University Foundation Professor, George Mason University School of Law 

REGISTRATION: Registration fee is $100. No charge for government employees, academics, and non-profits. 

You may register through the following link: http:!!www.cvent.com/d!m4q9ym 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information regarding these conferences or other initiatives of the Law & Economics Center, please visit: http:!/www’.MasonLEC.orq 

Call or send an email to Jeff Smith, Coordinator, Henry G. Manne Program in Law & Economics Studies, at 703.993.8382 or ismithQ~clmu.edu 

For more information on the George Mason Law Review, please visit: http://,www.georgemasonlawreview.org 

Call For Papers 

G Iobal Jou rnal of Comparative Law 

The Global Journal of Comparative Law is a peer-reviewed periodical that provides a dynamic platform for the dissemination of ideas on comparative law and reports on developments 

in the field of comparative law from all parts of the world In our contemporary globalised world, it is almost impossible to isolate developments in the law in one jurisdiction or society 

from those in another. At the same time, what is traditionally called comparative law is increasingly subsumed under aspects of international law. The GJCL therefore aims to keep the 

discipline of comparative legal studies vigorous and dynamic by deepening the space for comparative work in its transnational context. 

JOURNAL DETAILS: The editorial team is truly global, and cosmopolitan in thought, representing all parts of the world. Some of the topics the journal has so far included are 

comparative necessity in tort law in the United States and England, the taxonomy of judicial independence, the transposition of an EU directive on product liability into Islamic law, 

sovereign wealth funds, and climate change and the protection of coastal communities. Established scholars such as Professors Ben Richardson, Mark Findlay, Kofi Kuffour, Eugene 

Clark and Nathan Tamblyn have published in the journal. The foreword to the inaugural edition was written by Lord Justice Anthony Clarke of the UK Supreme Court 

PAPER SUBMISSIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: Original and stimulating papers on all areas of law from established as well as new researchers from all parts of the world are 

welcome The papers are anonymously reviewed and authors are notified of the outcome within six weeks of receipt of the manuscript. Further information concerning the journal, the 

editorial board and how to submit papers can be found at http://w’v,A~Lbrill.com/~qlobal-iournal-comparative-law 

Call For Papers 

"Regulating Moral Hazard in Financial Markets" - Launch Conference for the Journal of Financial Regulation 

July 11-12, 2014, Paris 

The threat of moral hazard has played an influential role in shaping post-crisis policy debates about the optimal role and limits of financial regulation as a means of constraining socially 

excessive risk-taking Simultaneously, however, our understanding of moral hazard - its potential sources, its impact on financial markets and institutions, and the most appropriate 

regulatory responses - is far from complete. Where does moral hazard reside within the financial system? How does it influence the decisions of market participants, financial 

regulators, and elected policymakers? How can we identify and measure its impact? What role does financial regulation play in generating it? And, most importantly, what role can 

regulation play in preventing - or at the very least minimizing - its pernicious effects? 

TOPICS: "Regulating Moral Hazard" will seek to enhance our understanding of these and other important questions More specifically, the conference will seek to explore topics 

including, but not limited to: 

- The sources of moral hazard within the financial system. The ’sources’ of moral hazard in this context can be understood as referring to both the location of socially excessive risk- 

taking (eg systemically important financial institutions, the shadow banking system, etc) as well as its underlying causes (e.g. implicit and explicit state guarantees, the provision of 

liquidity by central banks, the interdependent relationship between sovereigns and domestic financial services sectors, etc); 

- The relationship between the increasingly integrated structure of the global financial system, the largely fragmented regulatory system which governs it, and the ability of both public 

and private sector actors to externalize their socially excessive risk-taking; 

- Regulatory responses on a global or regional level to constrain the moral hazard of sovereigns - including, for example, the evolving role of the European Central Bank and new Single 

Supervisory Mechanism/Resolution Mechanisms and their impact on moral hazard in the Eurozone; 

- The emerging role of the US Federal Reserve as de facto global lender of last resort and its impact on moral hazard at the global level; 

- The role and limits of both conventional regulatory tools (e.g risk-based supervision and capital requirements) and recent regulatory reforms (eg. liquidity requirements, bail-in and 

structural regulation) in constraining moral hazard within financial institutions; and 

- The role of constitutional and administrative law, as well as other forms of public sector governance, in generating or constraining moral hazard 

The conference organizers invite papers from scholars, policymakers and practitioners on each of these topics. The organizers encourage the submission of papers which examine 

these topics from an interdisciplinary, international and/or comparative perspective 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: All papers should be submitted via email to Genevieve Helleringer at qenevieve.hellerinqer~,law.ox.ac.uk. The subject line of the email should 

state "JFR Inaugural Conference Submission". Authors who wish to have their conference submission considered for the inaugural issue of the JFR should also submit their paper via 

the ScholarOne link available on the journal’s website: http://ifr.oxfordiournals or~ 

The deadline for submission of papers for the conference is February 1st, 2014. Authors will be notified regarding whether their paper has been accepted for presentation at the 

conference by April 1st, 2014. 

ABOUT THE JOURNAL OF FINANCIAL REGULATION: The Journal of Financial Regulation is a new peer-reviewed journal dedicated to examining theoretical, policy and practice-related 

issues in the area of financial regulation The journal seeks to publish world-class scholarship which examines these issues from an interdisciplinary, international, and comparative 

perspective. The journal is published by Oxford University Press. Further information about the journal - including its aims and objectives, submission process, and subscription details 



- is available on the journal’s website: http://ifr oxfordiournals or~q. Please email ~qeor~q rin~qe(~,law.ox.ac.uk if you would like to be included in the Journal’s mailing list. 

The JFR is edited by Dan Awrey (Oxford), Thierry Bonneau (Paris), Chris Brummer (Georgetown), Georg Ringe (Copenhagen and Oxford), Genevieve Helleringer (Essec Business 

School and University of Oxford), and Marco Ventoruzzo (Bocconi and Penn State). 

WU (Vienna University of Economics & business Administration) 

PhD Doctorate in International Business Taxation 

WU (Vienna University of Economics & Business Administration) is offering PhD Students a Doctoral Program in International Business Taxation 

ABOUT DIBT: The Doctoral Program in International Business Taxation (DIBT) offers an excellent doctoral education to outstanding students from all over the world, fully preparing them 

to conduct research on international business taxation. DIBT provides high-quality interdisciplinary training for graduates in the field of international taxation, including and combining the 

disciplines of economics, law and management 

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The program takes three years to complete and awards a Ph.D degree to graduates. During the first year, participants acquire the basic knowledge 

necessary for working in an interdisciplinary manner. Building on this foundation, the second and third years are dedicated to seminars in related fields, a research stay abroad, 

additional optional workshops, and especially to doing research on a Ph.D. thesis For the duration of the entire program, students attend an accompanying research seminar All 

courses are taught in English 

QUALIFICATION PROFILE AND CAREER PROSPECTS: DIBT provides the opportunity to conduct research in the following areas: 

- Determination of taxable profit 

- Locational decisions 

- EU tax for businesses 

- International coordination of business taxation 

ABOUT THE FACULTY: Cutting-edge standards in both research and teaching are guaranteed by a faculty comprised of renowned scholars who have published in the most prominent 

journals of their respective research fields and have proven their willingness and ability to promote interdisciplinary cooperation. The visiting professors, all internationally recognized 

leaders in their respective fields, form an integral part of DIBT and add yet another dimension to the top-level academic education offered by DIBT. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: The program is open to students from all countries, provided they hold a master or equivalent degree primarily in law, business, economics and 

psychology or in other disciplines, if they have a sufficient background in taxation. Applications can be submitted using the online application tool Please note that only applications 

submitted before the deadline will be processed For further and more detailed information on the application requirements, please visit the program’s website at http://wu ac at/dibt 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT: DIBT is funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF). Only a small number of students can be admitted. Students who are admitted will be granted a waiver of 

tuition fees. There is a limited number of grants available to students in the amount of approximately Euro 1,900 per month (tax and social/medical insurance will be deducted from this 

amount). WU always goes the extra mile to provide an ideal research environment for the selected students 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For further information contact: 

Vienna University of Economics and Business, Administration 

Doctoral Program in International Buisiness Taxation (DIBT) 

Welthandelsplatz 1, Building D3 

1020 Vienna, Austria 

If you have further questions, please contact us at dibt(~,wu.ac.at 

To find out more about the Doctoral Program in International Business Taxation, please visit http://~A~v.wu.ac.at/dibt 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications can be submitted online until February 15, 2014. 

Apply Online Here: https://bachwu.ac.at/z/wu/mab/doc/dibt 

University of Tasmania, Faculty of Law 

Senior LecturedLecturer in Climate Change/Marine/Antarctic Law (Vacancy Number: 237) 

The University of Tasmania was founded in 1890 on the best of academic traditions that embrace excellence and commitment to free inquiry in the creation and application of 

knowledge. Ranked in the top 2 percent of universities worldwide and in the top 10 research universities in Australia, the University has a strong and distinctive Tasmanian identity which 

underpins teaching and research that is international in scope, vision and standards. 

The Faculty of Law at the University of Tasmania is one of Australia’s premier law schools. The University’s Institute of Marine and Antarctic Studies (I MAS) is a leading global centre for 

temperate marine, Southern Ocean and Antarctic studies. 

JOB DESCRIPTION/QUALIFICATIONS: The University is seeking to appoint a LectureriSenior Lecturer to research in the areas of climate change or marine/Antarctic law and teach 

related units within the Faculty of Law and IMAS as well as supervising research higher degree students. Applicants will have a PhD and a strong record of research, commitment to 

high quality teaching and effective research training, and demonstrated success in course design, development and evaluation. 

The appointment will be made at either Level B or C in line with Opening to Talent: The UTAS Academic It is a continuing position located in Hobart. Travel to other campuses is 

required 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: For further information about the position, please contact Jandy Godfrey, Academic Search and Onboarding Manager, University of Tasmania 

on 61 3 6226 7879 or iand,l.qodfre¥~,utas.edu.au 

The closing date for applications is 14 February 2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandier O’Neill <investmentba]~king@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 8, 2014 8:39 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Prince George’s Federal Savings Bank (OTCQB: PCGO) has agreed to merge with 

Southern National Bancorp of Virginia, Inc. (NASDAQ: SONA) 

Prince George’s Federal Savings Bank (OTCQB: PCGO) has agreed to merge with Southern 
National Bancorp of Virginia, Inc. (NASDAQ: SONA) 

Sandier O’Neifi + Partners, I,.P. selwed as financial advisor to Prince George’s Fedend Savings 

Bank and rendered a tMnless opinion in connection with the transacfiono This tr~saction is 

Sandier O’Neill’s 109th bank or thl~ft transaction nationwide shice 3anna~ 1,2011. Sandier 

O’NeN has seiwed as a FmanciM advisor on more bar~ and thNfi transactions than any other 

This transaction represents Sandler O~Neill’s 6th ba~ and thfi[t ~nmsaclion hi Ma~’land, 

Virginia and the DistNct off’Columbia since danua~- 1,2011, nlo~ than mF other investment 

bank during that tMle peliod? 
Southern National Banco~ of Virginia, Inc. (NASDAQ:SON~) (" Southern National"), the holding company of 
Sonabal~, and Prince George’s Federal Savings Ba~ ("Prince George’s FSB")jointly annom~ced today the signing of 
a definitive merger agreement, ~der ~vhich Southern National has agreed to acquire Prince George’s FSB in a cash 
and stock transaction with a total cun-ent value of approximately $11.5 million or $12.75 per share, subject to the terms 
of the definitive merger agreement. 
Upon completion of the transaction, the combined company will have approximately $805 million in total assets, $700 
million in total deposits and $600 million in total loans. The transaction will add four new bal~mg locations for 
Sonabal~ within the ~Vashington, DC. metropolitan statistical area, two in Prince George’s Count, Ma~dand and 
two in Calvert CourtF, Ma~land. This will give Sonabank a total of 24 locations, 20 of which, with over $500 miNon in 
deposits, will be in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan statistical area The merger agreement has been approved by 
the Board of Directors of each company. Closing of the transaction, which is e@ected to occur late in the second 
quarter of 2014, is subject to customa~~ conditions, including regulatopi approval and approval by the shareholders 
of Prince George’s FSB. 
Per the merger agreement, 50% of the consideration will be paid in cash and 50% will be in newly-issued shares of 
Southern National common stock, based on an election by the shareholders of Prince George’s FSB and subject to 
proration. The exchange ratio for the stock component of the transaction will be determined by dividing $12.75 by 
Southern National’s weighted average stock price during a twenty trading day period ending five business days 
bel2~re the ck~sing of the transaction. 
Georgia I)emco, Chairman and CEO of Southern National, commenWd: "We are extremely pleased that Bob ClagetL 
the grandson of the 12render of the Prince George’s FSB and current Chairman of the Board, has agreed to serve on 
the Board of Southern National a:aer the merger." Ital Rich, the cu~ent President of Prince George’s FSB, has agreed 
to remain with Sonabank in an executive capacity following the merger. 

(]) b~eludes b ank and thri~ transactions since January l, 2011; Excludes terminated transactions and sea’-advisory roles 
Source: SA~ Financial 

For more ir~ormation, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

http://www.sandleroneill,com/email-disclaimer.htm 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <-’bhighlig@bna.com--- 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 9:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 9 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

y 9, 2 014 ~. Nu rn bet 6 

Securities 

Jan. 8 ~ U.S. financial regulators are trying to determine how 

they can let some smaller banks keep certain collateraized debt 

obligatbns that lenders sa~d they would have to d~vest under 

Volcker Rule trading restrictions, according... 

Mortgages 

The Federal Housin~ Finance Agency (FHFA) announced that it 

wll delay planned increases in the guarantee fees charged for 

mortgages backed by Fann~e Nae and Freddie Mac .... 

Taxes 

Feder~ Claimers Decli~es to Follow Tax Court 

The U.S. Court of Federal Claims ruled that BBIT Corp. wasn’t 
entitled to interest deductions on the loan component of a tax 
avoidance transaction, because the loan was necessary to the 
transaction and wasn’t entered into with... 

Systemic Risk 

Witnesses at a Senate hearing on megabanks said overly 

complicated rules hampered the post-crisis fight against the 

principle of "too big to fail" in banking, while lawmakers indicated 

the pressure to break up the largest banks will... 

Securities 

The Financial Stability Board and the International Organization 

of Securities Commissions have issued draft proposals for 
identifying non-bank, non-insurer "too big to fail" financial 
institutions (NBNIs) that may eventually... 

Federal Reserve 
Fede~’al Reserve Vacar~cies Pron~pt 

The Federal Reserve Board of Governors that’s taking shape 

under Janet Yellen has a conspicuous and unusual absence: 

anyone with a community-banking background .... 

Data Security 

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) is 

renewing efforts to pass data security legislation in the wake of 
a massive breach at Target Corp. that potentially exposed 
millions of consumers to identity theft .... 

Monetary Policy 

Federal Reserve officials saw diminishing economic benefits from 



the central bank’s bond buying program and voiced concern 
about risks to financial stability, according to minutes of their 
last meeting, when they took the first step... 

Consumer Credit 
Co~e~~ Credi~ i~ U,~, ~ose 

Consumer borrowing in the U.S. increased in November, reflecting 
a gain in non-revolving debt such as student and auto loans .... 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vedne sday, Janua~ 8, 2014 9:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Dish Is Pulling Its Bid tbr LightSquared 

Dish Is Pulling Its Bid for LightSquared 

Dish Network is officially pulling its bid for LightSquared, the telecommunications firm in 

bankruptcy that has wireless "spectrum" Dish has been coveting, according to a person 

familiar with the matter. 

The reversal, after Dish’s $2.2 billion bid last year, marks the latest twist in the high-profile 

case. Dish is expected to disclose its letter of termination of the bid as soon as Thursday 

morning. 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Mag~ine <info=grandmasters.in@ma]156.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 1:39 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Meet the KnoMedge Banks at The Grand Masters 2014 - 2nd Edition - 21st Feb, The Leela, Mumbai 

7he Grand M.ssters 2014, 2rid Edition, £1st Feb, Mumbai 

presents 1he Second Edition of Grand Masters :: The Grand Masters 2014, Murnbai discusses about 

the Legal Best Practices that a corporate counsel must corn, prebend to 

Abhishe~ Nalhetra, ~sd:ner. T,,"vlT Law Prsctk:e 

~iae~.~* V~j, Hesd o[ i..agal, idOL Technok;~k~s Lid 

Saw,lay Ka~a~, Head [.eg d, Pirama~ [mag~ng SA 

~a~esh Pa~meswara~. H~ad Legs::, M~dco 

AbhishCk Nalhot~a, Par[!;~L TM[ Law Practice 

Hema~t Namer, Group Generai Counsel Esser 8ewicas India Limited 

Bebo~isa Parfap, A\i~ g Head Legal, Wokhardt 

Legal & (:X;rnps~g Secre[t’ry; Hi!;ciu~a Na[kx~ ;I Po,,.,’~r Carperafiar~ Lid 

Head Legal, Ph-amal ima.@ng SA 

$adip @u~’~ta, VP- i.~9ai (Asia), America~ rowers Carporal::e!; 

Clauses in Contracts and Agreements 

Kumar; Generai Counsel, Dr ~;:tedd,is Laboratories 

£bbishek Malbotra Pa~nar ’,,M[ Law Practice 

Amii Jt~gr ;ri, Pa!tm.’r, glaok.oan I.tIC 



8,K~:~ioinder Kaur E: Bhupinder@WitnessLbe in:: t,~: 096541550@5 

Neelima MaK~eshwar~ i E: Neelilsqa@Wit~essLwe in ::M: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 3:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Announcing ESIL 2013 5th Research Forum e Journal on SSRN 

In cooperation with European Society of International Law (ESIL), the Legal Scholarship Network (LSN) is pleased to announce the ESIL 2013 5th Research Forum: International Law 

as a Profession e Journal. This e Journal is available to all subscribers at no charge and contains abstracts of the meeting papers with links to the full text in the SSRN eLibrary. 

View Papers: http:!Issrn.com!link!ESIL-2013-5th-Research-Forum.html 

Subscribe: http:l!hq.ssrn.comliourlnvite.cfm?link=ESIL-2013-5th-Research-Forum 

Conference URL: http:flv~w.esi12013.nl 

The 5th Research Forum of the European Society of International Law (ESIL), took place in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, on 23-25 May 2013. The theme of the 5th 

Research Forum is International Law as a Profession. The Forum will allow the professional community to gain new insights on how to address the new challenges 

facing international law in the globalized environment of the second decade of the 21st century. 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE 

You can subscribe to the ESIL 2013 5th Research Forum e Journal at no cost, by clicking on the "Subscribe" link listed above. 

You can change your e Journal subscriptions by logging into SSRN User HQ. If you have any problems, please contact us for assistance by email: Support@SSRN.com or by phone: 

877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435) in the United States, or + 1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30AM and 6:00PM, 

United States Eastern 

SSRN’s eLIBRARY 

SSRN’s searchable electronic library contains abstracts, full bibliographic data, and author contact information for more than 523,700 papers, more than 243,100 authors, and full text for 

more than 429,100 papers The eLibrary can be accessed at http://papers.ssrn.com. 

SSRN supports open access by allowing authors to upload papers to the eLibrary for free through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http:i/hq.ssrn.com, and by providing free 

downloading of those papers. 

Downloads from the SSRN eLibrary in the past 12 months total more than 108 million, with more than 72 million downloads since inception 

SSRN’s PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 

Searching on an individual’s name in the author field on our search page at http:ilssrn.comisearch provides the best single professional directory of scholars in the social sciences and 

humanities. Complete contact information for authors, including email, postal, telephone, and fax information, is available there. 

SSRN’s MISSION 

SSRN’s objective is to provide rapid, worldwide distribution of research to authors and their readers and to facilitate communication among them at the lowest possible cost. In pursuit 

of this objective, we allow authors to upload papers without charge And, any paper an author uploads to SSRN is downloadable for free, worldwide. 

LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK 

The Legal Scholarship Network (LSN) distributes other e Journals. You can subscribe to these e Journals through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http://hq.ssrn com. 

Sincerely, 

Bernard Black and Ronald J. Gilson 

Directors 

Legal Scholarship Network 

This is a SSRN general announcement. All subscribers to any SSRN lists automatically ;eceive these announcements and cannot be removed without removing aft other subscriptions. 

Contact unsubscribe@ssrn.com to unsubscribe from all SSRN subscriptions. 

Search the SSRN eLibrarv I Browse SSRN I Top Pal~ers 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Thursday, Januao~ 9, 2014 3:19 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 6 No. 2, 01/09/2014 

Table of Contents 

Citizens United from a Historical Perspective: Corporate Person, Corporate Rights, and the Principle of Confiscation 

Paul Kens, Texas State University 

Directors" Duties: Improper Purposes or Implied Terms? 

Ernest Lira, University of Hong Kong - Faculty of Law 

A Critique of Corporate Attribution: ’Directing Mind and Will’ and Corporate Objectives 

Ernest Lira, University of: Hong Kong - Faculty of: Law 

Rethinking Basic 

Lucian A, Bebchuk, Harvard Law School, National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Alien Ferrell, Harvard Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Government Support in Big Business: Developed Countries Lead the Way 

Dhanya Thomas, University of Cambridge 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW e3OURNAL 

Free Download 

PAUL ~IENS, Texas State University 

Email: PKens@txstate,edu 

The Supreme Court’s 2010 decision in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission is often criticized for having declared that corporations are 
persons with the same constitutional rights as human beings. Using standard theories of the nature of the corporation as a guide, this paper 

traces the concept of corporate personhood from its mythical birth in the 1886 Santa Clara case. This historical perspective reveals that the Court 

has never settled on one theory of the nature of the corporation. Even after Citizens United the concept of corporate person remains little more 

than a metaphor or legal fiction. 

The real significance of Citizens United is that it ignored the traditional limitation on corporate constitutional rights. The idea of corporate 

constitutional rights springs from early Contract Clause doctrine holding that a state could not deprive a corporation of the essential object of its 

grant or confiscate corporate property. By ruling that the rights of corporations are not limited to issues that materially affect its business or 
property, the majority in Citizens United casually dismissed this principle of confiscation. It thus rejected both the most significant limitation on 

corporate constitutional rights and underlying rationale for giving corporations constitutional rights in the first place. 

[i~ Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"Directors" Duties: :~mproper ~urposes or ~:mpiied Terms? ..... 

(20~4) 34 Legal Studies (Forthcoming) 

~RH~T L:[~, University of Hong Kong - Faculty of Law 

Email:          @yahoo,corn 

This paper challenges the prevailing assumption that the directors’ duty to act for proper purposes under s 171 (b) of the Companies Act 2006 is 
well-grounded on authorities such as Howard Smith Ltd v Ampol Petroleum Ltd, Hogg v Cramphorn Ltd, Lee Panavision Ltd v Lee Lighting Ltd and 

Extrasure Travel Insurances Ltd v Scattergood. It advances the argument that a close analysis of these authorities shows that, despite the use of 

the language of proper purpose, the primary and central justification for impugning the director’s exercise of powers in question is that an implied 

term of the company’s constitution was contravened. Given that case-law support for the proper purpose duty is at best overstated and at worst 
misconceived, a consideration of whether future cases concerning whether directors have breached their duties should be decided on the basis of 

whether an implied term of the constitution has been contravened under s 171(a), instead of whether directors have exercised their powers for 

proper purposes under s 171(b), is warranted. It is submitted that deciding cases based on implied terms under s 171(a) is more defensible 

because: (i) high authorities such as Attorney General of Belize v Belize Telecom and Equitable Life Assurance Society v Hyman endorse the use of 
implied terms as a technique for controlling the exercise of discretionary powers conferred on directors; (ii) a principled approach for implying terms 

can be derived from these authorities; (ill) there are safeguards that are built into the doctrine of implied terms; (iv) the application of the improper 



purpose doctrine gives rise to perennial problems; and (v) that doctrine is based on a fallacious conceptual justification, 

and Wili’ ~nd Corporate Objectives" i~i Free Download 

[2013] Journal of Business Law 333 

~RN~ST L~’~’~, University of Hong Kong - Faculty of Law 

Email:          @yahoo corn 

The directing mind and will test for corporate attribution was applied in a recent and complex House of Lords decision in Stone & Rolls which 
involved ex turpi causa. A fundamental problem of that test - the wrongdoing of the directing mind and will is to be automatically attributed to the 
company without any intervening premises - arose from that decision. This problem was replicated in subsequent cases. This article examines that 
problem, and through the lens of corporate objectives, critiques the (policy) argument - the absence of "innocent participators" - that ostensibly 
supports such attribution. 

~:i~:i~:i~:,,Rethiaking~sic,,[~ Free Download ] 

John M. Ofin Center for Law, Economics, and Business, Harvard Law Schoo!, Discussion Paper No. 756 

[.UC:[~N A, B~CE~U~, Harvard Law School, National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: bebch uk@law,harvard.edu 
~=~.I~N F~I~L, Harvard Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute 

Email: fferrell@law.harvard.edu 

Next spring, in the Halliburton case, the United States Supreme Court is expected to reconsider the Basic ruling that, twenty-five years ago, 

adopted the fraud-on-the-market theory and has since facilitated securities class action litigation. In this paper we seek to contribute to the 

expected reconsideration. 

We show that, in contrast to claims made by the parties, the Justices need not assess the validity or scientific standing of the efficient market 
hypothesis; they need not, as it were, decide whether they find the view of Eugene Fama or Robert Shiller more persuasive. Class-wide reliance, 
we explain, should depend not on the "effidency" of the market for the company’s security but on the existence of fraudulent distortion of the 
market price. Indeed, based on our review of the large body of research on market efficiency in financial economics, we show that, even fully 
accepting the views and evidence of market efficiency critics such as Professor Shiller, it is possible for market prices to be distorted by fraudulent 
disclosures. Conversely, even fully accepting the views and evidence of market efficiency supporters such as Professor Fama, it is possible for 
market prices not to be distorted by fraudulent disclosures. In short, even assuming the Court was somehow in a position to adjudicate the 
academic debate on market efficiency, market efficiency should not be the focus for determining class-wide reliance. 

We put forward an alternative approach - focused on the existence of fraudulent distortion - to those advanced by petitioners and those opposing 

certiorari in Halliburton. We further discuss the analytical tools that would enable the federal courts to implement our alternative approach, as well 

as the allocation of the burden of proof. The proposed approach avoids reliance on the efficient market hypothesis and thereby avoids the 
problems with current judicial practice identified by petitioners (as well as those stressed by Justice White in his Basic opinion). It provides a 

coherent and implementable framework for identifying class-wide reliance in appropriate circumstances. It also has the virtue of focusing on the 

economic impact (if any) of the actual misstatements and omissions at issue, rather than general features of the securities markets. 
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The free market economists are of the view that there should be minimal state intervention in the market in order to get desireable effects. But it is 
noteworthy that many big companies and businesses flourished in the developed countries through state support. The government in high income 
countries spend funds to help industrialists to establish their businesses and thereby promotes indegenous firms that lead to economic growth. 
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:~i:~i:~i:~"EO Corporate Governance: A New Supervisory Mechanism for the ’Comply or Explain" Principle?" 
European Company and ,7nancml Law #review Vol. 10, A~o 3, 20~3 

~ONSTANT~NOS $~RGAi(~S, University of Bristol 

Email: Konstan Linos. Sergakis@bdstol=ac. uk 

The global financial crisis has shown the necessity to adopt a more ’intrusive’ and proactive regulatory model in the area of corporate governance. 
One frequently-suggested way to achieve this would be to enforce disclosure obligations on companies in order to more efficiently monitor the 
adopted corporate governance practices, Public bodies and governments need to secure the confidence of all actors in the financial markets by 
creating and maintaining a credible regulatory framework that encourages companies to be more transparent in their corporate governance 
practices, 



Nevertheless, the ’comply or explain’ principle upon which the European framework has embarked seems to present, in its current dimension, a 

series of problems regarding its effectiveness. The ongoing academic debate has been drawn to the idea that a shift to hard law would resolve the 
problems that have arisen in previous years. Nevertheless, this paper will explain the reasons for which this scenario is not currently realistic and 

will focus on maintaining soft law measures while proposing a new supervisory mechanism of the information disclosed. More specifically, the role of 

institutional investors, auditors and national regulators will be analysed, and a new ’multi-layered’ supervisory mechanism will be developed. 
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Business Ethic:s: A European Review, Vd. 2.7; [~sue 2, Pi~. 9~-207~ 2014 

PlrL&~ ~’R~.LDEZ, Universidad Pablo de Olavide 

3OS~ I~A~UIEL HILIlRTA~O, Universidad Pablo Olavide 
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The present global financial crisis has revived the notion that competitive markets may lead some directors and executives to behave in 
opportunistic ways considered unethical and even illegal, through the pursuit of self-interest. This article proposes and tests an integrated model 
that offers new insights into the relationship between board structure, independence and firm value. By incorporating the proportion of 
independent directors on the board as a moderating factor in this relationship, this study contributes to a better understanding of the 
entrenchment and convergence-of-interests hypotheses. Using empirical data obtained from 114 Spanish listed companies in a context of economic 
crisis, from 2007 to 2010, we conclude that having a board with a greater proportion of independent directors reduces the negative association 
existing between firm value and a large board size and significant board share ownership. 

i~teraatzona! Review of fTnance, VoL 23, issue 4, pp. 447-472, 2013 
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We examine the influence of corporate governance mechanisms, namely blockholdings and board structure, on CEO pay-performance sensitivity in 
listed Australian firms. Results highlight blockholders’ role in shaping observed pay-performance associations and their impact varying with their 
independence and relative magnitude of ownership. Monitoring blockholders increase the sensitivity of long-term at-risk pay to performance, better 
aligning manager and shareholder interests. However, consistent with a shorter investment horizon, insider blockholders increase (decrease) the 
responsiveness of cash bonuses (long-term at-risk pay). Finally, consistent with them affording less-effective monitoring, larger boards raise 
(lower) the sensitivity of known pay (long-term at-risk pay) to performance. 
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The duty of disclosure, a subset of the fiduciary duties of care and loyalty, has been a stark principle of Delaware M&A law since as early as 1899. 
Despite decades of consistency, the duty of disclosure has witnessed substantial change in recent years insofar as it relates to M&A fiduciary law. 
[n 2000, the Delaware Supreme Court, in the pivotal case Skeen v. Jo-Ann Stores, Inc., articulated the standard, which would govern subsequent 
disclosure claims in the M&A arena. This standard was thereafter reinforced in McMullin v. Beran. In 2002, however, the Court of Chancery in In re 
Pure Resources Litigation, expressed a need for a clearer standard to end the "apparent" clash between Skeen and McMullin, and implemented the 
"fair summary" standard to govern future disclosure claims. 

Since Pure Resources, the fair summary standard has reigned and Delaware has quickly lost sight of the standard set forth by the Skeen and 
McMullin courts. M&A lawsuits, after Pure Resources, prove that the standard produces inconsistent holdings and also requires increased disclosure 
by directors. These increasing disclosure requirements have likewise manifested in related litigation regarding the disclosure of banker’s conflicts, 
range of value and projections, and partial disclosures. 

This change in the disclosure standard has produced several negative consequences. First, it has increased shareholder litigation in Delaware with 
little to no benefit to shareholders. Second, the newfound standard has strained the way in which investment bankers do business and attempted 
to trump SEC regulations. Third, it has expanded the Court of Chancery’s equitable powers to a level not contemplated at its inception. Fourth, the 
standard has expanded the requirements for fairness opinions, causing them to be viewed as a handicap rather than a safeguard as they were 
originally intended. In evaluating the effects of the fair summary standard, Delaware should abandon this standard and implement a replacement 
standard. Model disclosure or a statutory proposal is not apt to solve the problem. 

This Note offers a three-tier approach to solving the issues resulting from the Court of Chancery’s decision in Pure Resources. Under the first tier, 
disclosure of "substantive work performed by the investment bankers upon whose advice the recommendations of their board as to how to vote 
on a merger or tender rely," should be judged by the "materiality" standard set out by the Delaware Supreme Court in Skeen. [n determining 
materiality, Delaware courts should apply the deferential business judgment rule. Under the second tier, once a disclosure claim has been initiated, 
boards should present the reviewing court with sufficient facts indicating why the information sought by the shareholders was not material. If a 
board does not disclose material information in good faith, the board’s failure to disclose such information should be subjected to the entire 
fairness review and would be subject to contract damages. The third tier requires the same analysis as the second tier; however, if the board acts 
in bad faith and fails to disclose, heightened equitable damages attach. 

Using this proposed test will create the essential clarity lacking in the fair summary standard, decrease unnecessary litigation, and hold out the 
Delaware courts as they should -- predictable, reliable, and expedient. 
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~AI.J~’C~ I~. ~gT~C~I~, University of Tennessee College of Law 
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The U.S. Sentencing Commission’s Organizational Guidelines for over twenty years have offered firms a significant financial incentive to develop an 
ethical organizational culture, i’~onetheless, corporate crime persists. Too many ethics programs remain ineffective. 

As this Article explores, the Guidelines’ current approach is not working. The evidence, including sentencing data over the past twenty years, 
reveals that few firms have effective ethics and compliance programs. Nor is there much hope that the Guidelines’ incentive will induce companies, 
after the economic crisis, to become more ethical. 

The problem is not attributable to three assumptions underlying the Guidelines. The empirical research, while still developing, suggests that 

compliance efforts can be effective, and that effective compliance is attainable. 



Instead the problem is likely attributable in part to the fourth assumption. This Article explores how the Guidelines’ extrinsic, incentive-based 

approach to compliance does not cure, and likely contributes to, the problem. 
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This paper contains the European Company Law Experts’ response to one of the main issues raised in the European Commission’s Action Plan of 
12 December 2012, namely how to make corporate governance codes more effective. The concept of "codes’ effectiveness" has two meanings: 
effectiveness of the comply-explain mechanism (disclosure effectiveness) and level of adoption of the codes’ recommendations themselves 
(substantive effectiveness). The ECLE believes that it is of crucial importance to keep the advantages of regulation by codes while finding adequate 
improvements of the quality of the reports and the explanations. The relationship between the content of corporate governance codes and 
disclosure is discussed. A "culture of departure fl’om code recommendations", if well explained, is needed. The quality of corporate governance 
reports and the explanations should primarily be improved by incentives, but non-legal and legal sanctions may help. Improvements may also be 
possible by mobilizing private actors and/or by charging public or private agents and agencies with inspection and monitoring. 

C~II~[~TO~INIER ~o (~I~E~, Singapore Management University School of Law 

Fmail: chchen@smu,edu,sg 

This paper explores the effect of Temasek Holdings Pte Ltd, one of Singapore’s two prominent sovereign wealth funds, on the corporate 
governance of its target companies in Singapore. It compares companies associated with Temasek with the other listed companies on the 
Singapore Exchange that form the components of the Straits Times Index. Based on these companies’ 2012 annual reports, this paper finds that 
the companies in which Temasek has direct stakes have a higher proportion of independent directors and are more likely to have an independent 
director serving as chairman, indicating a higher quality of corporate governance. However, Temasek’s success is not necessarily a result of law, 
but may have more to do with its self-disciplinary nature and the hands-off approach of the Singaporean government. This means that the 
Temasek model may not easily be copied by state-owned enterprises in other countries. However, the fact that Temasek plays like an active 
investor and complies with corporate law may prove that state-owned enterprises may still enjoy a higher quality of corporate governance, and 
that sovereign wealth funds may behave akin to responsible investors. 

Philosophical Foundations of Fiduciary Law, Andrew Gold & Paul Miller ads., Oxford University Press, 2014, Forthcoming 
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This chapter restates the economic theory of fiduciary law, making several fresh contributions. First, it elaborates on earlier work by clarifying the 

agency problem that is at the core of all fiduciary relationships. In consequence of this common economic structure, there is a common doctrinal 
structure that cuts across the application of fiduciary principles in different contexts. However, within this common structure, the particulars of 

fiduciary obligation vary in accordance with the particulars of the agency problem in the fiduciary relationship at issue. This point explains the 

purported elusiveness of fiduciary doctrine. It also explains why courts apply fiduciary law both categorically, such as to trustees and (legal) 

agents, as well as ad hoc to relationships involving a position of trust and confidence that gives rise to an agency problem. 

Second, this chapter identifies a functional distinction between primary and subsidiary fiduciary rules. In all fiduciary relationships we find general 

duties of loyalty and care, typically phrased as standards, which proscribe conflicts of interest and prescribe an objective standard of care. But we 

also find specific subsidiary fiduciary duties, often phrased as rules, that elaborate on the application of loyalty and care to commonly recurring 
circumstances in the particular form of fiduciary relationship. Together, the general primary duties of loyalty and care and the specific subsidiary 

rules provide for governance by a mix of rules and standards that offers the benefits of both while mitigating their respective weaknesses. 

Finally, this chapter revisits the puzzle of why fiduciary law includes mandatory rules that cannot be waived in a relationship deemed fiduciary. 
Committed economic contractarians, such as Easterbrook and Fischel, have had difficulty in explaining why the parties to a fiduciary relationship do 

not have complete freedom of contract. The answer is that the mandatory core of fiduciary law serves a cautionary and protective function within 

the fiduciary relationship as well as an external categorization function that clarifies rights for third parties. The existence of a mandatory fiduciary 

core is thus reconcilable with an economic theory of fiduciary law. 
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Top News 

Ordered 

A series of emNls shows thN aides to Oov. Chris Christie of New 

Jersey told oft]dais ~o dose lanes on the Oeoi;ge Washington 

B~{dge, in what appeared to be political rek~{bu[ion. 

, ~ Brnai~ E>:cl~;~nges 

Em bm’rassJng revdations suggest that the same elbows-out approach that the 

Christie admiuistration brought to policy battles at the State House may have 

been deployed for a much less noble end. 

As Rel~mh]iem~s and Demoerats offer different preseripiJ on s, 

income inequality ~kes on unanticipated prominence as the 

midterm election year begins. 
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We must eaphn’e the potential of re’ban youth before they are 

led b~ believe daat the path of violence is their o~Iy option. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

BRIDGETANNE KELI..Y~ an aide to Oov. Chris Christie, in an email about lane closings 
that are seen as pohtieal retaliation against the mayor of ~ort Lee, N.J. 
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~ wb~:o.. SeieneeTake: Fluorescing Fish 

From sea horses that glow wd to blight green eels, researchers 

have discovered 18o species of fish that fluoresce under blue 

The workout for Eddy :\lva~ez, a U~ited States Olympie Team 

short track speedsD~ter, is designed in part to keep his 
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Conh’aU to PresJde]~t Obama’s sta~eme~t "I ended the war i]~ 

Iraq," a resurgence by Islamic iusurgenks has been a reminder 

thak the war is anything but over. 

U,So to List Libym~ Groaps and :Milit~mt ’lSed to Benghazi 

Attack as Terrorists 

The State Department was expected to apply dm desi~ation to ~wo groups and 

an indivi&ml in com~ectio~ with the 2012 assault thai Jeff an Ame~{cm~ 

ambassador dead. 

Sy~:ia Reports 2 Attacks on Chemiea| _Arms Sites 

The account by Syria’s delegate to the OtNanization for the 

Prohibifon of Chemiea] Weapon,s came as Syria began ext)orti~g 

the deadliest compounds. 
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Gov. Peter Shum]in devoted his en~re State of~he State speech 

t~-~ Vermont’s "full--bl~-~wn heroin crisis." 
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Some L3oo newlywed same-sex couples in Utah were ~hmwn 

h~to ~urmoil by the governor’s decision no~ b-~ ree*-~gnize their 
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analysts for theh’ opinions of companies before that information 

is made public. 
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NETS 102, WARRIORS 98 

Nets* Khld Ea~°~s %Vh~ Against %Va~io~’s 

Jackson, a Coach }Vho :Inspired Him 

aason Kidd, who fo]lowed Mark Ja&son’s footsteps into 

coaching, led the Nets over the red--hot Wa~’~qms Wednes&~y night, thdr most 

impressive victory ~ a fon>game streak. 
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Greg Naddux, Tom G~a~fi~e and Frank Thomas 

Elected to Hal of Fame 

Oreg Maddux, Tom Glavioe am:l Fra~k Thomas, stars w~th no 
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undergraduate days. 
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The Musemn of Modem ~M’t unveiled a sweeping redesign of its 
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former Ame*ican Folk Ar~ Museum. 
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The new memoir by forrner De[ense Secretary Rober~ M. Oa~es, 

"Dubs," covers decision>making processes m~der Preside~ts 

Geo~;ge W, Bush and Bars& Obama. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Suppot’dng actor Oscar ~opefuIs fike dared Ix£o, Bradley Cooper 

and Aonah }Ill undenvet~k a tar d physical trat~stbrmafiot~s for 

their roles. 

Fashion & Style 

Wikipedia-Mania 

If an ’Americao Idol’ also-ran ,::an have his owo page on the 

online encyclopedia, is there no limR? Apparen0y d~ere is, as 

some people fit~d out the hard way. 

A wim~ing rlesig~ team ~th New York in its DNA, 

Rei Kawakubo’s Dover Street Market ties up the loose ends. 

Obituaries 



7~ 

Mr. Camp was a ]cadcr of the American Indian Movement who 

led ~he first wave of the 1973 opera ~h)n to seize Wounded 

~n South Dakota. 

C~ To Hsia, Seho|ar of Ch~ese Literature, Dies at 

Dr. Hsia helped introduce modern Chinese literature to the West 

h~ the ~96os while teaching at Cohnn bia Universi~-. 

A| Poreino, King of the High Notes on dazz 

Mr. Porcino held the fi~t trumpet chair in bands led by Count 

Basic, Woody Herman, Stan Kenton, Bud@ Rich and others. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

t3ovo Cuomo Begi~s His Campaig~ 

An m~fi-tax package ~s the keystone of his 2ol4 legislative package for New 

York. 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e B~|~y’Was a Dupe 

Gov. CheSs Christie of New Jersey is ’outraged’ to learn of a traffie-j am vende~b~. 

How about ’accountable’? 

EDITORIAL 

Aborl-io~ Restrictions in Texas m~d t~eyond 

Proliferating measures are making it harder for women to access abordon care. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

As the Political "World ’l~l 

Chris Christie, fl~e straight-from-the-~ip paladin of the Palisades, 

beginning to emerge as small petb, and vindi~’tive. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bridge Over Troub~edt Politi~ 

Never befi)r~ has the nation been roiled by a conspiracy to 

create a traffic jam. O:afld you ever trust a politician who was 

implicak’d in a deliberate el’[hA to ruin rush hour? 

. Coh;mni~ r~age 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Progress in the War o~ Poverty 

Oppositio~ to government benefits is based on a false premise 

that aid fails. 

, CoMnnisl: Page I Blog 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Thursday, January 9, 2014 6:16 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Glass-Steagall, Dodd-Frank, Volcker: VVhy All the Eponyms? 

Daily Briefing January 09, 2014 

Today’s Top S~o#es 

Glass-Steagall, Dodd-Frank, Volcker: Why All the 
Eponyms? 
by PAUL L LEE 

The authors of banking law have shown a strong and 

recurring interest in name-identification with their work. 

Eponyms can provoke emotional reactions and facilitate 

the rne[ger of persona and policy. 
READ MORE ,> 

Glass-Steagall, 

Dodd-Frank, 

Volcker: Why All 

the Eponyms? 

House Democrats Push Limited Exemption to 
Volcker Rule 
by MICTORIA FINKLE 

A group of lawmakers is stepping up pressure on 

[egulaiors to adopt a na~’[ow e×emp~ion Ior small banks 

under the Volcker Rule ~o address concerns over the 

treatment of collateralized debt obligations backed by 

trust-preferred securities. 
READ MORE *> 

::X:: House Democrats 

Push Limited 

Exemption to 

Volcker Rule 

JPMorgan’s New Marketing Chief Plans Digital, 
Twitter Push 
by MARIA ASPAN 

JPMorgan Chase promoted Iongtirne spokeswoman Kristin 

Lemkau to become its new chief marketing officer this 

week. Lemkau seeks to offset the bank’s bad press, figure 

out a better digital-marketing strategy and improve its 

social-media pl’esence aller the #AskJPM Twitter debacle, 

she says in an interview. 
READ MORE ~> 

::~:: JPMorgan’s New 

Marketing Chief 

Plans Digital, 

Twitter Push 

First Niagara Laying Off 170, Closing 10 Branches 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

First Niagara Financial Group (FNFG) in Buffalo, N.Y., is laying off employees and 

shutting down b~anches as it seeks to ~etool iis retail operations. 
READ MORE >> 

Contain 

Technology 



Banks’ Appointment Booking Tools Latest 
Wrinkle in Branch Transformations 
by MARY WISNIEWSKI 

Regions Bank’s newest appointment scheduling Ieature 

highlights how banks are using iechnology to ~ie online 

and offline channels and transforming branches into better 

sales and services hubs. 
READ MORE >> 

::~:: Banks’ 

Appointment 

Booking Tools 

Latest Wrin kle in 

Branch 

Transformations 

MORE TECENOLC~3Y ;) 

Reform 

Let’s Hope insurer Lawsuit Makes HUD Rethink 
’Disparate Impact’ 
by JAMES P. SCANLAN 

Requiring NUD to take a stand on how it measures 

disparate impact may at least remove the anomaly 

whereby government unwittingly increases the chances a 

lender gets sued for discrimination. 
RE2,D MOIRE ;:. 

Let’s Hope insurer 

Lawsuit Makes 

HUD Rethink 

’Disparate Impact’ 

M©RE REGUU-\[I©N AND REF:ORM }:. 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

Subleasing Branches: Tricky, But It Beats a Fire 
Sale 
by AN DY PETERS 

Some banks in downsizing mode are subleasing branches 

that are too large. Advocates say subleasing can help 

banks avoid selling branches for cheap; others warns 

about the cosbbenefit el retrofitting a building. 
READ MORE ~> 

::X:: Subleasing 

....... Branches: Tricky, 

But It Beats a Fire 

Sale 

MORE M EF~GERS AND ACQUISI ]IONS >> 

Contain 

Banking’s Big Changes in 2014 

The new year will bring an end to big re.qulaton/ 

settlements with banks, a sharp drop-off in the number of 

branches across the irrdustry, increased use of biometric 

technoloqv and a breakthrough in banks’ use of big data. 

American Banker editors discuss these and other 

predictions for the year ahead in banking. 
RE2,D MOIRE ~:. 

i.~.i Banking’s Big 
Changes in 2014 

MORE COMMUNIIY BANI4NG ~> 

Consumer Finance 

BBVA Compass to Lay Off Up to 600 Employees 

by SARAH TODD 

BBVA Compass is cutting between 400 and 600 jobs in its banking and reaF 

estate-lending divisions. 

RE,~,D MORE ;> 



MORE CONSdMER ~:INANCE 7> 

Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
WHITEPAPER 

Banks have long sJrived Jo better align and inJegra~e Jheir risk and finance 

functions. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

Helping Financial Services Companies Make Better Decisions while 
Reducing Costs 
WEB SEMINAR 

In ~he highly competitive financial services market, business leade~ know ~hat 

time access to better data can help gain, cross-sell, and retain customers - driving 

growth for their business. 
RE2,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE IN THE REb%>URC:E CENTER 

Specia~ Reports 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Amerir_:a,~ Ba,~#<efs inaugural ranking of ~he Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued a~d engaged. Cor~qpanies have been measured against pee~ of similar size, 

based o~ assets. READ MOIRE ~:. 

Wealth Management 

Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cress-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on questionable practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

gro~lh, and sma~ banks, wMch are jumping headlong inlo the bus~ness and 

catering to the ~ess afflueRt c~ents ~gRored by M[ge banks.READ MORE ~, 

MOF,.’[:Z IN S~EOI/z,I. REF~’OR[S >> 

FOLLOW [.iS: [] @AmerBanker [] Fsceboek 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 6:36 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - How to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$285°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt wit[ be your re.~strat~o~ confh~mat~o~ 

Friday March 7th, 2014 
This workshop serfs out quickty 

Location: 

Conference Center 

S~a~e Bar of Geor#a 
104 Marietta St., NW, Suite 100 

3rd Root, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For direct~on~ 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns a~ 8:30 

Workshop start5 promptly a~ 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours will be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

Attend tMs workshop and receive your free gift- the entire 

program on demand for 1 ful.[ year~ 

Can’t attend? No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Discount Group Ra 

Contact Susan at: susan@si~entmessa£es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimoniak 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 



Silent Messsges corn i 808 Langston Oourt i ~’~,~,~nue~ Florida 3280,1 



To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFGNC.COM> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 6:59 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

January 9, 2014: Apple, Samsung CEOs Agree to Mediation in U.S .... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Apple, Samsung CEOs Agree to ~ediation in U.& Patent Fight 

"Apple Inc. and Samsung Electronics have agreed to attend a mediation 
session to be held on or before Feb. 19," confirms Reuters (Jan. 9), "as ~hey 
prepare to clash in co~ar~ in March over sma[tphone patents." Both Apple CEO 
Tim Cook and Samsung CEO Oh-Hyun Kwen have reportedly agreed to 
a~tend ~he session with in-house a~torneys only. Thek legal teams had rne~ 
tNs past Monday 1o explore settlement opportunities. According to the wke 
seMce, "Apple and Samsung are embroiled h~ a regal ba~e over smart,hone 
patents 8cross severn] countries that mirrors their globe] battle for supremecy 
b ~he mob]b device market. The ~echnobgy rivals are faring a March tdal 
dale ~n the United States over Apple’s c~a~ms 1hat Samsung ~nfringed its 
patents." 

Last month, notes PC World (Jan. 9), "Apple renewed its motion for a 
permanent injunction on the sale of Samsung’s products that infringed three of 
its patents." This move came after 8n appea~s cou~ veceted the denial of the 
bjuncfion. The Distdct Court is now scheduled to hear arguments on ~he 
~njt~nction on Jan. 30. A~thot~gh Samsung has claimed that ~1 has d~sconfinued 
se~ng the pa~bu~ar models found to infringe o[ were designed around Apple’s 
patents, the ~ech giant sa~d Jn its filing tha~ "an injunction k b~poflan[ to ~e[ 
Apple combai any Mum inNngemen~ by Samsung ’through products not morn 
than tolerably d~fferent from 1hose already fot~nd b ~nfr~nge."’ 

Business Week (Jan. 9, Rosenblat0 states that Samsun9 recorded i~s first 
profit decrease in nine qt~alters as Apple’s newest iPhones won high-end 
handset sales. "Apple, which released new ~Phones on Sept. 20, soM 9 
millbn handse~s in the first weekend, saying Jt sNpped 33.8 millbn 
smar~phones in the quarter ended SepL 30," reports ~he publba~ion. 
Samstan9 sNpped 13 millbn tan~ts of ~ts $4 in the fourlh qua~er, wNch was 
down from 17 m~Jols in the three months prbr. 

Share~ 

2014 B2B Headline 

g~m!~!imen!~ar~ N~(~!~ P~r Ex~har!g~ .................................................................. 

Join Your Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020 ~ in 2014 

I~ar. 18, 2014 
New York, NY 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Ju~y 15, 2014 

Denver, CO 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. 10, 2014 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation, 

Connect with boardroom luminaries, academic leaders and subject matter 

expe~ts at NACD Directorship 2020~, a highly interactive, half-day 
symposium. This exciting series of peer exchanges will coincide wi~h NACD 
Directorship 2020, a multi-year initiative 1o he~p diredors and boards 

d~nu~ty 9, 20~4 

Check for late-breaking news 
a~er 9 00 .AM Eastern. 

ii~iI KPMG Quarterly Webcast - 2014 Economic Outlook ] 

[XII Broadridge Side 2014 ] 

[XII 2014 Fellows Side ] 

ii~iI BV- Private Compa ny Boa rds 

[ [~ BY- MandA 

ii~iI BV- Private Company Outlook ] 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 7.-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 201,1) 
Lagdna Beach; CA 

(Aug 1849, 2014) 
For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 201,1) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Bouston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA (,Aug. 
1445, 2014) 

For[ Lauderdaie, FL 

(Dec, 8-9, 2014) 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio: TX (April 10: 

2014) 
C-Suite to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (May 

5-6: 201,1) 



understand, define, and prepare for emerging issues, coming challenges, and 
opportunities that will affect the boardroom in the future. 

Participants will begin the day with a networking lunch, followed by 
stimulating panels and peer exchange discussions, then conck~de ~he day 
with an intimate cocktail reception. Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

ShareF]CT~ 

NACD in the News 

Ken Joyce Becomes an NACD Board Leadership Fe~Iow 

According to PR.com (Jan. 9), Kenneth T. Joyce has officially become a 
National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) Bored Leadership Fellow, 
having served as a director on the beards of Amkor Technology ~nc., The 

Gbbs~ Semiconductor A~ance, and PsraChem Southern Inc. "As an NACD 
Fe~bwi’ notes the publication, "[Joyce] has demonstrated Ms know~edge of 
~he leading trends end practices tha~ de~ne exemplary corporate governance 
tod~y." Joyce se[~,ed ~s Amkor Technology’s CEO from 2009 until Ms 
retirement ~ast May. Pr~or to Ms stint st Amkor, he was CFO of Se~as F]u~ 
Processing Corp. NACD President and CEO Ken Daly comments, "We ate 
proud to announce that Ken Joyce has joined NACD’s c[edentiabd diredoEs 
and has taken the next step ~n the pursuit of boardroom excelbnce. Our 
fellows he~p advance the h~ghest standards for those who seHe in the 
boardroom, strengthening our businesses and driving d~rec~or 
professionalism." 

Sha[e~ 

Audit and Finance 

Dish PuIling Its Bid for LightSquared 

"Dish Network Corp. is officially pulling its bid for LightSquared Inc., the 
~elecommunications Iirm in bankruptcy tha~ has wireless spectrum Dish has 
been coveting," Wall Street Journal (Jan. 8, Glazer, Cheekier) sources report. 
The reversal marks the latest twist in LightSquared’s efforts to emerge from 
Chapter 11. Dish put in a bid Io[ $2.2 billion last year. However, LightSquared 
has opposed ~he bid and said tha~ its "$4 billion restructuring proposal - led 
by Fortress Investment Group LLC - is actually better." 

ShareET]C]~ 

Facebook Buys indian Tech StartoUp Littie ~ye Labs 

BBC News (Jan. 8) is reporting that Facebook has acquired Little Eye Labs, 
an Indian tech star~-up that helps developers analyze and optimize their 
mobile apps. Terms of the deal were not d~scbsed. Little Eye Labs ~s notable 
~e~ being the fhs~ Indian ~ech start-up to be acquired by Facebook as ]~ boks 
for ways 1o boost its ~eech 1o mobile users. The dea~ represents "a giant step 
from sn ~ndian stad-up ecosystem perspective", remarks Bsnga~ore-based 
consultant Preveen Bhadada. 

Share~ 

Corporate Cash in Treasurys Hit High in Decembe~ 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 8, Willhite) cites newly released data from 
Cleawva~er Analytics in repo~ting that "co[po[a~e cash investments in U.S. 
t~easurys last month hit the highest level in at bast seven years, iumping 2.5 
percentage points to total 28.9 percent of all cash assets." According to 
Clearwater, which has been tracking the data for the past seven-plus years, 
~hat increase may partly reflect a desire to lock in gains Irorn surging stock 
prices. The biggest decrease was in commercial paper, which dropped 1.1 
percentage points in December to 9.7 percent of all cash. 

Sharerq~r~ 

Corporate State Taps Insider to Head Top Court 

The Philadelphia Inquirer (Jan. 8, DiStefano) confirms that Delaware Gov. Jack 
Markell has nominated Chancellor Leo E. Strine, Jr. to serve as the eighth 
Chief Justice of Delaware’s Supreme Court, succeeding the retiring Myron 
Steele. The move would put "the current head of the state’s business-friendly 
Chancery Court, which settles Iights among owners el more than half ~he New 
York Stock Exchange-listed U.S. companies and mere than a million ether 
Delaware-registered businesses, atop the state’s senior appeals court." A 15- 
year veteran judge, St[ine is also a past litigator at the big New York 
corporate law firm Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meager & Flom. 

Sha reF’[-Tr~ 

£~mPen~tion ................................................................................................................................ 

NACD Spring Forum 
Washington: DC (May 

30, 2014) 
Small-Cap Forum San 

Francisco, CA (July 17, 
201,~.) 

OSuite to Board Seat 

San Francisco, CA 

(July 17, 2014) 

Local NACD ChaFfer 
Events 

Peer Exchanges 

NACD Directorship 

2020 New York, NY 

(March 18~ 2014) 
NACD Directorship 
2020 Denver, CO (,July 

15: 201,1) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Beverly Hills, CA 
(Sept !0, 20!4) 

Webinars 

Quarterly Audit 

Comrnitl~e Update (1/9) 

The U.S Demographic 

Tsunami: What 
Directors Need to 

Know (1/1,3) 
Board Pay Preview: 

NACD 2013/14 Director 

Compensation Report 
(!/23) 

Conscious Capitalism® 

in the Boardroom (1/29) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 
board leadership ~.for 

directors, by directors. We 
deliver ~he wisdom and insight 

that board members need to 
confidently navigate complex 

business challenges and 

enhance si~areowne~ value. 
We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in ti~e national 
disio9 on board ieadersi~ip 

issues Learn more. 

Follow NACD o~: 



HSBC P~ans to Give Staff Shares to Avoid Brussels’ New Cap on 
Ba~kers’ Bonuses 

London’s The Guardian (Jan. 8, Treano0 is reporting that "Britain’s biggest 
bank, HSBC, is preparing to hand out multimillion-pound share awards to 
1,000 of i~s top staff as ~t attempts to bypass the new European Un~on 
capping bankers’ bonuses." HSBC previously acknow~ed~ed ~hat ~t was 
considering across41~e-board sa~s~ increases to tackle the limit on bonuses. 
~t has since been exp~or#lg ways of making querterly payments of sheres to 
keep up the leve~ of its top b~nkers’ compensation. "The cap, which came into 
force on Jan. fl, b~m benks from payin~ bonuses wo~h more than ind~vk~ua~s’ 
salaries unless shamholdem approve the payments, in which case they can 
be only twice the size of ~he salaries," sta~es the publication. 

Share~ 

�0[p0[~te G0~ma£~e ......................................................................................................... 

Char~ges ir~ the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the 
boardroom. This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer 
Stuart. Freddie Mac and Avon Products have announced ~he election of Sam 
Mathew to each of their board of d~recto[s. Kay Bailey Hutchison has been 
named to the board of Cobalt International Energy. Moody’s Corporation 

elected Leslie F. Seidmsn to ~ts board of d~[ectors. Boston Scientific elected 
David Roux to ~s board d d#ectors~ Christine De~dck and Joyce Phillips have 
been appointed to the board of Reinsurance Group of America. Hea~th Care 
RE~T has named Timothy J. Naughton to ~ts boa~d of directors. Cesa~ h 
ANarez was elected to ~he board of Seam Holding Corporation. F~S 
announced that Leslie Muma has joined 1he company’s board of d~rectors. 
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Go~d announced today the appo~nlment of Lydia 
H. Kennard and Frances Fmgos Townsend to its board d d~rectors. Republic 
A~wvays Ho~dings has named Dan Gar~on to ~ts board of directors. The Wa[~ 
Disney Company 8~ected Jack Dorsey to its board of d~[ectors~ M~lch Danie~s 
has been appointed to the board of Comer Corpomt~om 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Barnes & Noble E~evates Nuseby to CEO Spot 

Fox Business (Jan. 8, Samson) is reporting thai Michael Nuseby has been 
na~qed CEO of Barnes & Noble. Huseb,~, joined the bookseller near the end of 
2012’s first quarter, fiest sewing as CFO before being eJevated to president in 
the summer of 2013. Barnes & NoMe Chairman Leonai~ R~ggio comments, 
"Although a relative newcomer to ~he retail book bus~ness, he has quickly 
developed a comprehensive understanding of the unk~ue oppo~unit~es and 

challenges the compaW faces, and he has a vision for the future in wMch I 
arn in complete accord." Huseby previously served as CFO o~ CaMev~s~on and 
held leadership ro~es at AT&T Broadband and Chatter Communications~ 

Sha[e~ 

With ~{ulal~y Out, Microsoft Narrows CEO Search 

It was learned [his week that Ford Motor Co. Chief Executive Alan Mulally will 
not be succeeding Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer, even though he was clearly 
the leading candidate. "With Mulally out of the picture," reports MarketWatch 
(Jan. 8, Crum), "it appears that Microsoft is getting closer to completing its 
sea~;h Ior Ballmer’s successor almost Iive months after Ballmer said he would 
step down ftom his CEO job." Chaimqan Bill Gates has r~qade ~o secret that 
he would like a CEO from the technology sector, which could pave the way for 
Iorrner Nekia Corp. CEO Stephen Elop. Marke~Watch notes, "Elep previously 
worked for Microsoft, then re-ieined the company after it acquired Nokia’s 

mobile-device business last fall for $7.2 billion." OtheB under consideration 
range from Microsoft CO0 Kevin Turner, former Skype CEO Tony Bates, and 
VMware Inc. CEO Pat Gelsinger. 

Sha reFTTITEI 

Economic Outlook 

ADP: Private Firms Add 238,000 Jobs in December 

USA Today (Jan. 8, Davidson) cites the latest ADP study in repealing that 
businesses continued a severaFmonth streak of solid payroll gains by adding 
238,000 jobs in Decernber~ Last men[h, according to ADP research, small 
businesses added 108,000 iobs; large companies, 71,000: and m~ds~ze firms, 
59.000. Professional and bush~ess se~dces ~ed al~ payroll gah~s with 53,000 
new hires~ Construction ~rms, wMch are benefiting from a residential rea~ 
es~a~e recovery, added a surprisingly strong 48,000 jobs in December. "Job 
9a~s are broad-based across h~dustries, most notably ~n construction and 
manufacturing," said Moody’s Ana~yfics chief economist Mark Zandi. "It 
appears that businesses ate growing more confident and ~ncreasin9 their 
hMng." 



"Americans increased their borrowing in November," repo~ts CBS News (Jan. 
8), "led by continued gains in auto and s~uden~ loans." According to the 
Federal Reselve, U.S. consumei~ increased their borrowing by $12.3 billion 
during the month to a seasonally adjusted $3.09 tdllion - a record leve~ 
~011ow~ng an October increase o~ $17.9 Milton. Neatty a~] of the November 
increase came from an $11.9 billion increase in borrowing for automobile 
~oans and student ~oans~ "Borrowh~g in the category thai covers credit cards 
ticked up only $457.8 m~ion after surging ~n October," adds the network. 
"Credit card borrowing plunged after the Grea~ Recession and consumers 
remain cautious about takh~g on Mghqnterest debL ~t has gradually increased 
to its h~ghest leve~ ~n more than three years, but ~t’s sti~ 16 percent below ~ts 
peak of more ~han $1 ~d~on reached in 2008." 

Share~ 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, Januao~ 9, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

North Carolina’s 63-57 loss to the 
Miami Hurricanes on Wednesday 
night left Tar Heel coach Roy 
Williams reflective and sour, and it 
left him... 

UNC coach 

Roy Williams 

talks with 

~tNe~Les lags in UNC system 
UNC and NO 

Though there are some State battle in 

improvements in academic 

measures of athletes, graduation 

rates vary considerably across 

sports at UNC campuses. 

UNC~CH learning speciMist cites grim data 

about athletes’ readin(.t ability 

In summer school programs for at-risk athletes, 

more than half of the athletes read on an elementary 

or middle school level, Mary Willingham said. Nearly 

10 percent could not read. she said. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~:~2£~#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursdw, JanuaU 9, 2014 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Duke Raleigh Hospital president leaves; TrJm~gle tech companies at CES 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 9, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Duke Ra!9!~qh ~9~!~a~ president Mares for new|o~ in 
Chica~o 
Carl~ Parker-Hollis was announced ~s the interim president of Duke Raleigh 

Hospitai on Wednesday after Rick Ganno~ took a position in Chicago 

9 Triangle tech ¢ompani~s showcasMq wares at CE8 in Las 

v~as 
Maria Menou~os, Nick Cannon, Kristen Bell, 50 Cent and .. Raleigh entrepreneur 

Cansume[ Electronics Show and the buz~ is.. 

Former Wake Co, manager Cooke makes final cut for the 
Dallas city manager’s job 
Farmer Wake Ceurfiy Manager David Coake’s bid te beceme the next city manager 

in Dallas, is s[iii alive 

Discass 

Oak City Meatball Shoppe now open in downtown Raleigh 
Meaiball levers need wait no k)nger; accarding ,e i,s Facebeak page, Oak Ci{y 

Meatball Sheppe has finally opened in dawrfl:own Raleigh. 

>;: 

Former N.C. ~awmaker, current Durham attorney files for 

Baxano Surgical ties CEO pay to performance 

UNC system to discuss tuition freeze for North Carolinians 

Will Ipreo fulfill its jobs promise in downtown Raleiqh? 

SoMdze RMeigh program drawinq hot criticism 

Trian le has hi hest densit of tech Meetu rou s in N C .............. g ........................ g ............................... Y_ ....................................... P___g .......... P_ ........................ 

~_~__qy_’_~___t___o_____c_~__t___t__b___o__~_~__.__~_~____o!j__o____b_~. 

Google, Apple, Microsoft: WiR 2,014 be the year the auto tech 
war b~ts 

~RS crimina~ investigations rise 66% 



~ep[edslced; distdbs[ed ~[a,qsmitted, cached ei otherwise used except’,~,ith ~ile prior ,wi[[e,q permissie!; of biz.iouinals 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Collections & Operational Risk Conference <conferences@sourcemediamaJ.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Sallie Mae on Student Loans: Opportunities & Challenges 

ii~~ National Collections & Operational Risk Conf ....... March 24-26, 2014 in Miami 

There have been numerous reports in the news on the huge rise in student write-effs 

compared to prier years. How does this affect the collections industry? 

Here’s an epportunity te learn about the opportunities and challenges collecting on student 

loans from Sallie Mae’s Portfolio Management VP, Dou¢l St. Peters during his presentation at 

the 18th Annual National Collections & Operational Risk Conference on March 24~26, 20I 4. 

Worrisome Spike 
in Student Loan 
Write-Offs 

The dramatic rise in student 

loan volume is a worrisome 

trend for policymakers, but 

perhaps a more troubling one 

for banks is a big spike in 

write-offs. 

Between January and August 

of last year, lenders wrote off 

$13.6 billion in student lean 

debt, a 46 percent increase 

from the same period of 2012 

and the highest amount for 

this period in any of the last 

eight years, according to the 

data from Equifax (See chart}* 

Breaking down the write~ffs by type 

~ Post-holiday savings available this week 

Use promo code JAN120 for $120 offthe current rates 

Register online now or call (212) 803-8775 or (212) 803-8456. 

Ir~te~ested in spot, sating r~r exhibitin.q? 

Contact Melissa Sefic to find out hew to customize a sponsorship/exhibit package most 

appropriate for your institution. Phone: (212) 803-6067 ~ ~ail: Me~issa Sefic 

~ S ..... Media Professional Events ~[~OU-~" ~ CO~’,~C’}" I P<~%s&CY 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 8:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 15 No. 3, 01/08/2014 

Table of Contents 

The Practice of Promise and Contract 

Liam B, Murphy, New York University School of Law 

Where the FCRA Meets the FDCPA: The Impact of Unfair Collection Practices on the Credit Report 

Mary Spector, Southern Methodist University - Dedman School of Law 

Bearer, Order, Negotiation, Crossings and Holdership in Due Course: Back to Basics 

C~ J~ I~iagel, University of Pretoria - Faculty of Law 

~, T, Pretorius, University of South Africa - School of Law 

Price Discretions and Consumers" Right to Disclosure and Information in Terms of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 

Hanri Du Plessis, University of South Africa - School of Law 

New Business Entity in Greek Company Law: The Private Company (’P.C.’) 

Lazaros Grigorios Grigoriadis, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 

Limits of Autonomy in International Investment Arbitration: Are Contractual Waivers of Mass Procedures Enforceable? 

S,], Strong, University of Missouri School of Law 

CONTRACTS & COMMERCIAL LAW e3OURNAL 

iiiiiii"The I~ractice of Promise and Contract" Free Download 
Philosophical Foundations of Contract Law, Gregory Klass, George Letsas, and Prince Saprai, eds, Oxford University Press, 2014, Forthcoming 

LIA~ ~, ~U~[PH¥, New York University School of Law 

Email: liam,murphy@nyu,edu 

This chapter defends an instrumental justification of contract law. The reason to have contract law is to make possible socially beneficial 
transactions that otherwise would not occur. The chapter thus rejects corrective justice accounts of contract (whether grounded in promisees’ 
expectation or reliance interests) and the idea that the point of contract law is to enforce the moral obligations of promisors. A strong connection 
between contract and promise is nonetheless defended. The basic role of contract law is to support the practice of the making and keeping of 
promises and agreements, and encourage its use. This makes performance or something just as good the natural remedy. The chapter argues that 
much economic analysis of contract remedies is myopic in that it either assumes what has to be justified (that promisees are entitled to the value 
of performance) or unjustifiably focuses on individuals transactions, rather than the practice as a whole. 

Free Download 
iiiiiii"Where the FCRA Heets the IFDCPA: The Xmpact o~ Unfah" Collection Practices on the Credit Report" 

Geo(getown Jou~la/ on Poverty Law ~licy, Voi, 20, Ho. 3, 2013 

S’#IU Dedman S’chool of Law Legal S’tudies Research Paper No, 132 

I’~AR¥ S~CTOR, Southern Methodist University - Dedman School of Law 

Email: mspecLor@smu.edu 

This Article explores the impact that contemporary practices in consumer debt collection litigation may have on credit reporting and scoring. In doing 

so, it pays particular attention to available data regarding the use of unfair collection practices in such litigation, and considers whether consumer 
reports of such litigation unfairly burden consumers’ ability to obtain housing, employment, insurance, or credit. It highlights some of the obstacles 

consumers face at the intersection of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the Fair Credit Reporting Act and considers alternative proposals to 

provide fair and accurate information relating to consumer debts while also preventing the harm that results from consumer reporting of unfair 

collection litigation. 

~ack to Basics"% Free Download iiiiiii"~earer, Order, Negotiation, Crossings and Holdership in Due Course= ...... 
Journal of Contemporary Roman-Dutch Law, Vol. 76, p. 197-205, 2013 



~Co 3, tNAGEL, University of Pretoria - Faculty of Law 

Emaih chris.nagel@up.ac.za 

3. T. PR~TOR:[~J~, University of South Africa - School of Law 

Emaih             @gmail,com 

In a recent case, the application for provisional sentence against the fourth respondent based on a cheque is relevant for the present purposes. A 
brief examination of the circumstances under which the cheque was drawn and issued reveals the difficulties caused by a less-than-proper 
understanding of the basic principles of the difference between bearer and order instruments, negotiation, crossings and holdership in due course, 
and is indicative of why a solid knowledge of this part of the law remains important today. 

[ i~i Free Download ] 

Journal of Contemporary Roman-Dutch Law, Vol, 76, p, 225-238, 2013 

I"~ANR~ D~ ~LE~]:~, University of South Africa - School of Law 

Emaih dplesh@unisa.ac.za 

Prior to the enactment of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 ("CPA’), the unilateral determination of price was governed by common law 
principles and it has been an established rule of South African law that "It]here can be no valid contract of sale if the parties have agreed that the 
price is to be fixed in the future by one of them". Firstly, the unilateral determination of price was considered as falling short of the requirement of 
certainty of price. This was due to a failure to distinguish between the unilateral determination of price and pure potestative conditions and was 
based on the views of the Roman-Dutch writers. Furthermore, unilateral price determinations were considered too vague to be enforceable. 

(2013) 10 European Company Law, Issue 6, pp, 213-215 

Articles 43-120 of the Greek Law No. 4072/2012 provide for a new corporate form, i.e. the Private Company (hereafter: "P.C.") ("I(~I6OTIKI~ 
Ke(po~,o~oux~K¢I ETo~pi~" in Greek or "I.K.E."). The P.C. follows the European guidelines for simplification and update of a corporate form, like the 
European Private Company ("Societas Pdvata Europaea"). More specifically, P.C.’s basic structure is that of a Greek Limited Liability Company 
(GmbH/S~rl company). 

Contemporary Issues in International Arbitration and Mediation: The Fordham Papers 2013 (Martinus Nijhoff, 2014) Forthcoming 

Unive;:~ity of Missouri School of Law Lega! Studies Research Paper No, 20~3-30 

~,7, ~T~.ONG, University of Missouri School of Law 

Emaih StrongSi@missouri.edu 

August 2011 marked a turning point in investor-state arbitration. That month, a majority of arbitrators in Abadat v. Argentine Republic handed 
down a preliminary award on jurisdiction and admissibility that allowed 60,000 Italian claimants to proceed jointly against Argentina. Although the 
investment community had had some previous experience with multiparty arbitrations, Abaclat broke new ground in the world of large-scale 
investor-state proceedings. 

While a significant amount of debate exists as to whether and to what extent mass arbitration will again be deemed appropriate in the investment 
arena, states are nevertheless concerned about the prospect of facing Abaclat-style proceedings. One way to avoid the possibility of large-scale 
arbitration may be for states or state-owned entities to include a waiver of class, mass and collective procedures in the underlying investment 
contract. 

At this point, there are no known instances of a waiver of large-scale proceedings in the investment context. However, the Republic of Colombia 
recently attempted to include a waiver of investment arbitration in a model concession agreement, which suggests that the concept of waiver is 
beginning to make its way out of the realm of private law (where waivers of class arbitration are common) and into the public international arena. 

This book chapter considers the novel but important question of whether and to what extent a contractual waiver of class, mass or collective 
procedures would be permissible in investor-state arbitration. The discussion covers a number of key issues that are likely to arise in the coming 
years, including conflict of laws concerns, methods of interpretation, questions of admissibility versus jurisdiction, and the distinction between 
contract and treaty claims. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

I. Introduction 
II. Abadat v. Argentine Republic 
III. Analyzing Waivers of Large-Scale Procedures in Investment Arbitration 

A. Location and Form of the Waiver 
1. Waivers in international investment treaties 

2. Waivers in national laws concerning foreign investment 

3. Waivers in individual investment contracts 

4, The form of the waiver 
B. Propriety of Contractual Waivers of Procedural Rights in Investment Arbitration 

1. Conflict of laws concerns 
2. Methods of interpretation 

i. Timing concerns 

ii. Privity concerns 

iii. Interpretive canons 
3. The admissibility versus jurisdiction analysis 
i. SGS Soci~t~ G~n~rale de Suiveillance S.A.v. Philippines 

ii, Waivers of domestic remedies 

iii. Procedural limitations 
iv. Waiting periods 

4. The distinction between contract claims and treaty claims 

IV. Conclusion 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Go Further 



click here 
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Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <’dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 9:58 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emM unc edu> 

Davis Polk Capital and Prudential Standards Blog 

ii~:~iI Davis Polk 

Davis Polk Capital and Prudential Standards BIo9 
,k~rR arV ~~ ""q~ 

Lawyers in the bank regulatory practice of Davis Polk’s Financial Institutions Group have created a 

~md P,,"ude~’,ii~,~i S.,"~.’.,~’,dsds bio~’.,, to provide a central resource for the many ongoing regulatory changes that 

are reshaping bank capital and prudential requirements in the United States and abroad. The blog 

feature posts covering key developments on an ongoing basis, and will include related Davis Polk 

memoranda, analysis, visuals, comparisons and other materials whenever available. 

Although the blog is officially launching today, it already includes a large archive of posts covering a number 

of key bank capital and prudential reg@atory developments over the past year. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only It is not a full analysis of the 

matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notif~ the sender immediately and destroy the 

original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s p:i~.,::.,:. :!~iicy located at *.:::wiwx~ik c~.~m for important information on this policy 

Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dpwmaii6:~davispoik corn to your address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from our 

distribution list. 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Thursday, January 9~ 2014 10:01 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

2014 Real Estate Awards 

2014 Rea  Estate Awards 
Finalists Have Been Announced 

The finalists have been announced a[ 

TriangleBusinessJournal.com. Now our 

distinguished panel of judges will detemqine 

this year’s winners, who w~l~ be ~ecog~zed at 

a firsbcl;~ss dinner ~f you h;~ve anytMng to 

do w~th sel~g, buying, remodeling or 

financh~g ~ea~ estate ~n the Triangle, you’~ 

want to save your seat now~ 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, Ja~u;~ry 30 

6:00PM o 9:00PM 

WHERE: 

8001 Development Drive 

Merlisville, NO 27560 

SPONSORS 

Title Spenser: 

Reception Sponsor: 

Forward to a Fhend i Priw~¢y I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business JeLfmat 

3600 Glenwood Ave: Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 



CAA Division 
Governance 

[] 

_~ess~on 

and 

ialogue 
[] 

es=gn 

Facilitation Gui e: 

Leadership Council 
January ±6-±7, :~o±4 

NCAA Annual Convention 
San Diego, CA 



Overview 

Meeting Purpose And Outcomes: 
Conversation Among A Broad And Diverse Set Of Division I Stakeholders On What Should 

Comprise The New Governance System. Feedback To Board Steering Committee On 

Governance Regarding Draft Comprehensive Governance Model. 

Timing: 

Two Half-Day Sessions 

Thursday January :[6, 2-P.M. 

Friday January :17, 8:00 Am-12:00 Pm 

Pre-Meeting Activities For Participants: 
Participants Will Be Asked To Review Background Materials As Sent. 

Process: 

Mix Of Small And Full Group Discussions. 

Electronic Polling To Test Themes, Trends And Consensus. 

Table Facilitators Play Dual Role Of Process Guardians And Full Participants. 

Materials: 
Hard Copy Powerpoints For Each Participant. Powerpoints Will Have Content Plus Worksheet 

Pages (Totaling About :10-:12 Pages Inclusive). Content Can Be Duplicated Multiple Slides To 

Page, Back To Back. Worksheet Pages Need To Be Full-Sized Sheets. 

All Materials Will Also Be Electronically Available/Sent To Participants. 

Data Capture: 
Each Participant Will Have Hard Copy Powerpoint Worksheets And Electronic Copy Of 

Materials, And Input During The Session Can Be Submitted Via Either Method. 

During Table Discussions, Group Rotates Scribe Who Captures Data Either Via Hard Copy 

Worksheets Or Electronically, Emailed To input@redesignd!visiononegov.org. 

Input Can Be Either By Table (Preferred); Or Individual Input Also Accepted. 

Emails Should Identify Input/Task In Subject Line (E.G., "Current Structure," "Governing 

Principles"). 

Polling Technology: 

Each Participant Receives A Hand-Held Unit. 

Technology Enables Individual Polling - Yes/No, Multiple Choice, Tab By Role (President, AD, 

Etc.). 

Technicians Will Load Questions And Show Results On A Real-Time Basis. 

Most Questions Will Be Preloaded. 

Training: 



Table Facilitators (A Mixture Of Leadership Council Members, Ads, FARs, Staff) Will Be Trained 

On Meeting Design, Input And Discussion Mechanisms, Topics, Agenda, Guidelines, Etc. 

Social Media: 

Dedicated Twitter Hashtag 

Flat Panel Monitors Placed Around Room 

Content Monitoring Approach: 

NCAA PR Staff Monitors For Media Issues 

Other Staff/Volunteers Monitor For Content Input And Session Issues 

Room Layout And AV Requirements: 

Set For 1120 Of Rounds Of 10 

Tables Are Numbered 

Head Table For 9 With A Podium 

Center Aisles Are 18’ 
Charging Tables On The Sides - NOTE: As Data Collection Will Include Choice For Electronic 

Input, These Will Be Important, If Power Strips Cannot Be Located On Tables. 

(3) Cameras On The Riser 
Placement Of: 

Media Tables As Noted 

SAAC Tables As Noted 

Staff Tables As Noted 

Ten (10) Hand-Held Wand Mics (No Mic Stands) - NCAA Staff Will Constitute The "Wand Mic 
Team" -They Will Hold And Control Mics, And Be Placed Throughout The Room In Quadrants 

Etc. JF Will Call On Them During Full Group Discussions. 

Table Assignments: 
Steering Committee (SC) Sits At Head Table/Dais On Both Days. 

Thursday - Attendees Encouraged To Mix 

Friday - Attendees Encouraged To Sit With Their Schools Or Conference Colleagues. 



TIMED AGENDA 

Thursday January 16, 2014 

2:00 P.M. Welcome And Introductions - Nathan Hatch (NH) And Steering Committee (SC) 

2:10 P.M. 

2:20 P.M. 

Meeting Purpose, Process, Outcomes, Ground Rules -JF 

Wa rm-U p/Ta ble I ntrod uctions 

Name, School, Conference Affiliation 

Ground Rules For How Will You Work Together This Afternoon 

Identify One Big Question That Needs To Be Answered In This Process. 

In put Ta ble O r I ndivid ual Responses To input~redesi~ndivisiononegov.org 

2:40 P.M. Polling Practice And Demographics - Who Are We? 

Individual Polling On A Demographic Question (TBD) 

Poll; JF Comments On Poll Results 

2:50 P.M. A Framework For A New Governance System; Headlines - NH, SC 

3:00 P.M. NCAA Core Values - An Essential Foundation - NH, SC 

3:10 P.M. NCAA Core Values - Table Discussion 

To What Degree Are These Values: 

Still Appropriate 

Being Realized Today 

A Good Basis For Decision-Making Going Forward 

3:25 P.M. 

3:30 P.M. 

3:45 P.M. 

Poll; JF Comments On Poll Results 

Stretch Break 

Key Themes From 12 Months At The Membership Listening Post: Issues, 

Challenges, Opportunities In Current System-JF 

4:00 P.M. Issues, Challenges, Opportunities In Current System -Table Discussion 

Strengths And Weaknesses 

Other Comments 

Ta b I e/l n d ivid u a I I n p ut 0 n Pa pe r 0 r To input@ re d e signdivis!ononegov.org 

4:15 P.M. Verbal Sampling Among Tables- JF And Wand Mic Team 

4:30 P.M. 

4:45 P.M. 

5:00 P.M. 

Preview Of Tomorrow’s Process- J F, N H, SC 

Observations, Comments NH, SC 

Adjourn 



Friday January 17, 2014 

8:00 A.M. 

8:15 A.M. 

Welcome Back - NH, SC, JF 

A Framework For A New Governance System - JF 

Your Tasks Today: 

Provide Feedback On Board’s Draft Model 
Design Your Own Model 

8:30 A.M. 

8:45 A.M. 

Draft Governance Model - SC 

Governing Principles Table Discussion: 

Input - Comments On Designing A New Structure With These Principles 

Polling- Degree Of Agreement: Good Basis For Decision-Making? 

Ta b I e/I n d ivid u a I I n p ut O n Pa pe r O r To input@ re d e signdivis!ononegov.org 

9:00 A.M. 

9:15 A.M. 

Poll; JF Comments On Poll Results 

Draft Proposed Model Components - Feedback On SC Draft Model: 

Governing Body, Substructure, Legislative Structure 

9:30 A.M. 

9:45 A.M. 

10:00 A.M. 

Verbal Sampling Among Tables - JF And Wand Mic Team 

Stretch Break 

Draft Proposed Model Components: Design Your Own, By Table 

Governing Body 

Substructure 

Legislative Structure 

Powerpoint Instructions To Tables Will Include Questions Such As Size, 

Composition {"How To Populate"), Role, Focus, Etc. 

Ta b I e/I n d i vid u a I I n p ut O n Pa pe r O r To input@ re d e signd!visiononegov.or~g 

10:30 A.M. Obtain Feedback On Your Table’s Draft Proposed Model: 

Groups Of 3 Turn To Table Behind Them - Share Details Of Your Table’s Work 

10:40 A.M. 

10:50 A.M. 

Report Back Feedback On Your Draft Proposed Model 

Groups Of 3 Report Neighboring Feedback Back To Their Tables 

Input Your Table’s Work On Paper Or To Input@Redesigndivisiononegov.Org 

11:00 A.M. Key Themes Emerging: Verbal Sampling Among Tables- JF With Wand Mic Team 

11:30 A.M. Closing Thoughts And Next Steps - NH, SC, JF 

12:00 P.M. Adjourn 



The facilitator is responsible for keeping conversations on track, and ensuring each person’s 

voice is heard. This tip sheet gives some tips for how to accomplish these tasks, and we thank 

you for agreeing to assist your table in this role during the Division I Governance Dialogue. 

What is Facilitation? 
To facilitate is "to make easier" or "help bring about." (Merriam Webster). Thus, facilitation in 

the context of groups of practice is to help smoothly manage the flow and discussions of 

a meeting or event. The facilitator guides the dialogue and attempts to maximize member’s 

time and energy by keeping the event and discussions on track- in terms of time and topic. By 

taking a group through a process that produces a specific outcome (learning, decision-making, 

problem-solving, etc.), facilitation generally encourages all members to participate in some 

way, shape or form. By recognizing and utilizing the unique and valuable contributions of each 

member, an effective facilitator increases the collective value of the entire group. By mediating 

the group process, the facilitator plays an active and critical role in ensuring that a group taps 

deeply into its own knowledge. 

What Makes a Good Facilitator? 
Competent facilitators have both personal characteristics and acquired skills that make them 

good at what they do. Many good facilitators make a difficult process seem very natural and 

intuitive, even when lots of planning and training goes into the craft. These traits are helpful: 

¯ Good facilitators value people and their ideas 

¯ Good facilitators think quickly and logically 

¯ Good facilitators are excellent communicators 

¯ Good facilitators are both product and process oriented 

What are the Facilitator’s Basic Responsibilities? 

Staying on-task and on-time. 
During the Division I Governance Dialogue Sessions, your group will have a lot to get 

accomplished in a short amount of time. With groups of passionate and knowledgeable people, 

it is easy to veer off onto other topics or easily get side-tracked by minute details of a 

conversation. In order to help the group stay focused, please: 

¯ Remind the group of the "keep focused" expectation 

¯ Don’t be afraid to directly re-focus the group on a particular agenda item 

¯ Try to close the item or set it aside in a "parking lot" for consideration later 

Ground Rules. 

These may be helpful in guiding your table through its work. 



Give a headline before a detail. 

Draw out others’ ideas before giving your own. 

Protect all ideas - all ideas are valid. 

Monitor your own airtime: practice the one-minute rule. 

No "me too’s," 

Express your experience, opinions and logic openly, and be open to others’ experience, 

opinions, and logic. 

Different backgrounds and experiences are respected. 

Actively seek common ground, agreement and action. 

Seek first to understand - dialogue before deciding. 

Work to a "practical" consensus. When we have agreement, we will stop! (No revisiting a 

decision unless the whole group decides to.) 

Practice active listening: 
¯ Imagine the other person’s viewpoint. 
¯ Look, act and be interested. 
¯ Observe non-verbal behavior. 
° Don’t interrupt. 
¯ Listen between the lines. 
¯ Rephrase to ensure understanding. 
¯ Stop talking. 

Dealing with unproductive behavior. 
Difficult behavior is often unintentional or occurs as the result of an emotionally charged 

situation. You might be dealing with inattentive members who are engaging in side-bar 

conversations, taking calls or indiscreetly dealing with e-mail. You might also be dealing with 

personal agendas or disrespectful behavior. Progressive intervention will most often assist you 

in dealing with behavior that does not help the group achieve its meeting goals or objectives. 

¯ Use gentle and appropriate humor for redirection 
¯ Restate the ground rules directly 

¯ Direct your questions to the individual for clarification 

¯ Seek help from the group 
¯ Address the issue at a break or offline 

Stimulating productive inquiry. 

While passionate people often have a lot to say and suggestions for action, it is not uncommon 

for groups to experience lulls in an on-going conversation or a stand-still in a single event. You 

might want to use the following techniques to keep the conversation going. 

¯ Use probing questions 

¯ Invite the experts to speak up 

¯ Call on individuals in the group 

¯ Invite debate 

Thanks for your help in this important process! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 11:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve issues entbrcement actions 

Federal Reserve issues enforcement actions 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/pres~enfi~rcement/20140109a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 11:16 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Party Like It’s the 1930s for Private Lives - January News 

IN THIS ISSUE 
(Click link for story) 

Producers 

Join the PlavMakers 

Conse~vato?z’. Returns with 

UPCOMING 
EVENTS 

The Stor of "the Gun 

created & pelformed 
by Mike Daisey 

directed by 

Jean-Michele Gregory 

Jan 8-12 

Priv:4te Lives 

by Noel Coward 

directed by Sean Daniels 
Jan 22-Feb 9 

Love Alone 

by Deborah Salem Smith 
directed by Vivienne Benesch 

Feb 26-Mar 18 

music & lyrics by" 

Stephee Sondheim 
book by John Weidman 

directed by Mike Donahue 

Apr 2-20 

by Jeanne Sakata 

directed by Lisa Rothe 
Apr 23-27 

Mike Daisey’s back and taking no prisoners! 

Last night our world premiere of ._T__~_~__e.__~_t_~_t.~____~_____T__~:~___G_~_~_t: opened, with 

Mike’s take on America’s relationship with guns. As he promised, 

throwing easy answers and partisan bickering out the window, Mike’s 

performance goes beyond posturing and politics with his trademark 

blend of hilarious comedy, brilliant obseP,~ation and pitch-perfect timing. 

And no surprise, 7rime Out New York calls Mike "a massively engaging 

talker, [who] throws his voice in daring new directions." 

The New York Times raves about his "sheer storytelling prowess" with "a 

remarkable ability to grab and hold an audience." 

The Boston Globe says his shows are "sharp-witted, passionately 

delivered.., at once utterly individual and achingly universal." 

.’~#.¢.~t.£~.£~..’~#.~.~.r~ is a brave new way of looking at a topic of 

importance to our community and our country A fitting companion piece 

to PlayMakers’ upcoming season finale, Stephen Sondheim’s musical 

to u r-d e -re rce ~.~ ~.~!.~.~.,1~.. 

As Joe Haj said in specially commissioning Mike to create..:~#.~,...S..~ApZ.#~i: 

.’~#.~,..~’~?, ’to share the work of two master storytellers in Mike Daisey and 

Steven Sondheim, each of them looking at the question of guns in our 

culture using their own unique talents, allows us to put together two plays 

that are both thought-provoking and hugely entertaining" 

Just 5 more performances to go 

Don’t miss Mike Daisey- only at PlayMakers through Sunday, Jan 12th! 

DETAILS 

THE STORY OF THE GUN 

created & performed by Mike Daisey 

directed by Jean-Michele Gregory 

Tickets to The StoryofThe Gun, as well as all shows in the 2013/14 

Season are on sale now and start at $15 every night! CLICK HER~ to 

purchase online or Call our Box Office at 919.962.PLAY (7529}. 

WHEN. Thru Jan 12; Thurs-Sun at 7.30pm, 

Sun Matinee at 2.OOpm 

WHERE. 



Champagne Wishes and Caviar Dreams - 

Pop another bottle of champagne - our New Year’s 

celebrations continue with sparkling comedy classic 

Private Lives! 

Sparks fly when divorced, newly remarried lovers land in adjacent 

honeymoon suites on one glorious evening on the Riviera igniting a 

timeless battle of the sexes. A comic masterpiece wrapped up in the 

epitome of 20th century glamour and whip-smart wit of the incomparable 

Noel Coward, Priv~e L,~,es is sophisticated, urbane, and as hilariously 

catty as they come. 

The New York Times calls the Tony and Olivier Award-winner "an 

enduring marriage of wit and lust..one of the funniest comedies of the 

20th century." 

The Times of London says, "What an entertaining play it is!" 

Coward, famed English playwright, composer, director, singer and actor, 

known for his wit, charm, and what Time Magazine called ’a combination 

of cheek and chic, pose and poise," starred in the original 1930 

production. He later wrote, ’The critics described Private Lives as 

’gossamer, iridescent, and delightfully daring’. All of which connoted in 

the public mind cocktails, repartee and irreverent allusions to copulation" 

Now who wouldn’t want to be part of that night in the theatre?! 

PlayMakers favorites Julie Fishell and Jeffrey Blair Cornell play Amanda 

and Elyot, the couple with a tempestuous marital history. They appeared 

together last season as Fraulein Schneider and Herr Schultz in Cabaret 

and, speaking of tempestuous, were paired again in very different guises 

as Prospero and Caliban in 

Private Lives is directed by Sean Daniels. Sean’s been named "One of 

the top fifteen up and coming artists in the US, whose work will be 

transforming America’s stages for decades to come" by American 

Theatre Magazine. He’s a director that really knows comedy and we’re 

thrilled to have him at PlayMakers. 

Join us when sophisticated hilarity takes the stage Jan 22-Feb 9! 

[~ake it Even [~ore Me~orab~e 
wit~ Caf~ Societ~z 

Our special Caf~ Society seating has become all the 

rage. Never fear, there’s still room for more flappers and 

sheiks to join the in-crowd. 

Director Sean Daniels and the Private Lives design team are creating a 

setting for our production that would suit Noel Coward down to the 

ground, in a swanky 1930s night club -where the play itself is the 

entertainment. 

As Sean says, "Caf~ Society seating puts you up close, almost rubbing 

shoulders with the beautiful people - it’s what Noel would have wanted!" 

Don’t miss your chance to fully savor this once-in-a-lifetime theatre 

experience. 

For just $20 in addition to the price of a Section A show ticket, your 

~ upgrade ticket will include: 

Floor seating at caf~ tables surrounding the stage, right next to the 

action. 

Before the show - a mocktail devised just for Private Lives by ]i~e 



(~Pa!~:k~ton presented in period 1930s barware, along with a 

mushroom crostini and gazpacho shooter. 

At intermission, delicious premium coffee with a mini dessert 

sampler. 

Coffee and delectable edibles from 

~?_a_~_g_n.. 

To order, ~!i.9.k..~A,.’A or call the Box Office today at 919.962.PLAY (7529). 

Availability is limited, so purchase your _C.~[~...S..o..£i#...t~. upgrade today! 

DETAILS 

PRIVATE LIVES 

by Noel Coward 

directed by 

Tickets to Private Lives, as well as all shows in the 2013/14 Season are 

on sale now and start at $15 every night! #.1~!~.#~ to purchase online 

or Call our Box Office at 919,962.PLAY (7529). 

WHEN. Jan 22-Feb 9; Tues-Sat at 7.30pm, 

Sun at 2.00pm ; Sat Matinee Feb I at 2.OOpm 

WHERE. Paul Green Thea!rP. Cefl~ef fo~ Dramalic Art ~a"~.,~:;dl 

"[he Vision Series 

Join Private Lives director Sean Daniels for a behind-the- 

scenes sneak peek! 

,!~t:i’_,t .a_!e___L_L~,:’..e:_s: director Sean Daniels 

answers your questions and offers his 

thoughts about directing Noel 

Coward’s classic comedy. 

Wednesday, Jan 15 at 6:30 

The conversation continues in the 

lobby aftePwards, with hor d’ouevres 

from Jujube 

The conversation takes place in the [!_#_.u_j_.~_,_’~_~_.,’l__T_t3_~.~;~.[_[~.~, located in the 

Center for Dramatic Art, UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Ma~y Tha~ks to our Private Lives Co~ 
Prod~c÷rs! 

For 25 years, Carolina Meadows has welcomed residents from across 

the Triangle and beyond to our beautiful 166-acre campus in Chatham 

County As one of the nation’s foremost continuing-care retirement 

communities, Carolina Meadows brings together all the amenities of 

comfortable, independent living sought by today’s active retirees with the 

security of our care continuum for the future, Our residents, nearly 700 

strong, take an active role in our governance, and we proudly support 

many charitable, cultural and community organizations through grants 

and volunteer service by our residents and employees 

Cousins Properties Incorporated is a fully integrated, self-administered 

and self-managed real estate investment trust (REIT). Founded in 1958, 

Cousins creates shareholder value through its extensive expertise in the 

development, acquisition, leasing and management of high-quality real 

estate assets. The Company, based in Atlanta, GA, primarily invests in 

Class-A office towers located in high grovV~h Sunbelt markets, with a 

focus on Georgia, Texas and North Carolina. 

Jo#~ the P~ay~akers Family 

Make your Annual Fund gift today! 

A gift to the PlayMakers Annual Fund is 

not extra funding for the theatre; it is 

put to work immediately to make our 

programming possible. Join our family 

today and knowthat you are helping to 

support nationally-acclaimed theatre in 

your own backyard, educational 

programs serving thousands of area 

youth annually, outreach events 

throughout the community promoting 

dialogue and the exchange of ideas, 

and the elimination of barriers to PlayMakers through efforts such as All 

Access programs for patrons with disabilities and discou nted tickets for 



students and community members 

Plus, Annual Fund donors get PlayMakers perks - free coffee at every 

performance, PlayMakers merchandise, special behind-the-scenes 

events, and more, £!.!@Li39.f.e. to see a complete list of benefits and 

choose the level that’s right for you 

Making a gift makes a difference. Here’s how: 

¯ Give online at 

¯ Call 919.962.2481 or email kshefter@email unc.edu 

¯ Become a Sustainer with automatic monthly credit card contributions 

A little every month equals a lot of support for the work you love. 

Q.!!~.b..e.~:~ for more information. 

Sur~r~er Youth Conservatory Retur~s with 

PlayMakers announces the return of the 

Triangle’s award-winning theatre 

training program, the Summer Youth 

Conservatory, where we invite young 

people to PlayMakers to learn from 

some of the nation’s leading theatre 

artists, 

Theatre ntens ve 

For high school students (rising 9th graders to recent graduates) Five 

weeks of intensive rehearsal and classes culminating in a 

professionally-realized production in the Paul Green Theatre. This year’s 

production will be the Tony Award-winning Hairspray. Join us in Baltimore 

in 1962-the world is changing, the hair is big and the songs will have 

you dancing in the aisles! Welcome to the 60s! 

Audition information will be forthcoming. 

Conservatory Dates: June 16-July 20; Performances: July 16-20 

TheatreTech 

This unique program provides high school students and recent high 

school graduates the chance to learn about all aspects of technical 

theatre. Students are given the opportunity to apprentice in set production, 

costume production lighting and/or stage management during the five 

weeks of the Conservatory. 

Classes: June 11-13; Apprenticeships thru July 23 

Theatre Quest 

PlayMakers offers an exciting training ground for middle school students 

interested in exploring a wide range of theatrical styles. Join us for one 

week or all five! Classes offered (June 16 - July 18) will be: Principles of 

Acting; Shakespeare and Stage Combat; Acting for the Camera; Musical 

Theatre ! : Solo Showcase and Musical Theatre If: ShowStoppers! 

in the News 

Joseph Haj Joins Dramatic Art Faculty 

We’re pleased to announce that Producing Artistic 

Director Joseph Haj has been named Professor of 

the Practice in UNC’s Department of Dramatic Art, an 

appointment that strengthens and deepens the 

connection between PlayMakers and the DDA. The 

position takes Joe’s work with the MFA students in the 

Professional Actors Training Program, all of whom work in support of 

PlayMakers productions, to a new level. Joe says, "The opportunity to 

work with our esteemed faculty in readying the next generation of theatre 

artists is indeed a great honor." 

PlayMakers Recognized in INDY WeelCs Best of 2013 

The holidays brought some great gifts our way, especially when fNDY 

Week recognized PlayMakers in their "Best in Theater - The List for 

2013." Metamorphoses, The Tempest, The Mountaintop, Cfybourne Park, 

A Raisin in the Sun and Cabaret all received nods in categories from 

acting to design and music to choreography, with Best Direction for 

Joseph Haj and Dominique Serrand (Metamorphoses), Raelle Myrick- 

Hodges (A Raisin in the Sun) and Tracy Young (Cfybourne Park) and 

Best Production for A Raisin in the Sun, Cfybourne Park and 

Metamorphoses! 

Congratulations to the honorees along with everyone in the casts and 

creative teams of these terrific shows! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 11:52 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIMI~; Rt,;f~ORTS: 

C}tAPEI, t lILI ~ ARI~;A: 

Larceu?, from business reported 01/08/14, I:46 pro, 3315 MC 54 W 

The business owner advised that sometime between january 3, 2014 and janumy 7, 2014 some lumber was stolen from outside of the business, he said half the lumber 

had been moved to maother location but not all of it due to the weather. Valt~e $1,000.00 

HILLSBOROUGH _ASRE A: 
****Break in to ur~ locked vehicle reported 01/07/1,-L 11:44 am, 1610 }{~/70 A Eas~ 

The complainant advised that when he got into his vehicle this morning he noticed that items were missing. The complainant advised that his vehicle was unlocked 

that he last knew the items were in the vehicle around 1800 on the 6th of Januau. Value $239.00 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 12:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Comment: Regulatory Predictions lbr 2014 

ii~:~iI Davis Polk ARTICLB OF: INTBRBST 

Comment: Regulatory Predictions for 2014 

2014 is shaping up to be another significant year for U.S. regulatory reform. In a piece that appeared in the 
Finandal Nines’ FT Trading Room on January 3, 2014. Ap,,,q~tte,~o,.,~,.,s~ ~, ~,,-~4 ................ -~ and ’£~ab,,"ie/,~:,,~-,4,,--,,x~,..,~, ~,, of 

Davis Polk’s Financial Institutions Group make their regulatory reform predictions for 2014. 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full analysis of the 

matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please noti~ the sender immediately and destroy the 

original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s pr~,:~,% i el~.:~ located at da~ ispoi£ corn for important information on this policy. 

Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding ,£.=~,,i=- ~ i$%,~,’i x,.-.=ii ¢xt~ to your address book 

UnsubscrJbe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from our 

distribution list. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ncaaconnect@ncaa.org 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 12:23 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

New NCAA.org 

Having trouble logging into the new NCAA.org? Here,s why: 

You no longer need to log in to occess most member informotion. All information from the former 

[]membership side[] and []public side[] of NCAA.org are now available on one site that does not require 

you to log in. 

The only place for you to log in now is [] My Apps[] on the far right-hand side of the navigation. This is the 

new entry point for Single-Source Sign-On (SSSO) which will take you to the NCAA business applications 

portal where you will access LSDBi, Compliance Assistant, Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO) and other 

member apps. In order to have access to these apps, you need to given a Iogin from the single-source sign- 

on administrator on your campus. For more information on SSSO, visit this user guide. 

If you previously had access to NCAA member applications through SSSO [] you still do. Continue to use your 

Iogin and password as you have previously have done. 

If you have trouble finding something on the site, please email WebHelp@ncaa.org. Someone will assist 

you as soon as possible. 

If you haven[]t yet, take a stroll around the new site. This story will help explain the changes and the 

reasoning behind them. 

We know this is a big change and we appreciate your patience during the transition. 

Dana Thomas 
NCAA Director of Web Communications 

1317[].614[].56281 ii "i~::,.::: ?,::~:l 
www.ncaa.org 

Ciick [3~2.e: ~o forward t-i~is mailing wid’~ your personaJ message. 

This emai~ was se:~t by: NCAA 

Cqck he~-e ~o be [emoved from this mailing I[sL 

C~ick ~].t~L9 to view our privacy poth:y, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISBS Books <michael@isbs.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 12:35 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

New International Law Titles ] 10%off+ FREE Shipping 

We c~r~=~ olf~=~rirl(j FREE SHIPPING erl ,:~li lilies ipcIu,::ied irl Ibis e!’r!c~il. To redeem ycc~r 10% 

discount an~ Free Shipping offe~, please use discount code E~¢,0"114ALAW of checkoul. 

1hank "/ou, 

Laws of War and ~nternatio~al Law ~ Volume 2 
Edited by Rene van der Wolf and Willem-Jan van der Wolf 

Divided into three distinct sections, the book first focuses on the basic human 
rights instruments and international law that originated after 1945 The second par 

examines the source(s) of the tribunal of Nuremberg and the corresponding 

principles. These principles formed the cornerstone for future tribunals (Rwanda, 

East Timer, and Yugoslavia) and the final outcome in the International Criminal 
Court. The third part of the book researches a ’side way’ of human rights 

instruments and relates to the potential misuse of the environment as military 

means and the protection of cultural heritage. Read More... 

~!t..~.~g#.!..~.#.!~.!!.~h#.~:~ I p/b 19789462400566 1555.00 

Responses 
Edited by Jaap Spier and Ulrich Magnus 

Ctimate Change Remedies tackles injunctive relief and discusses the myriad of 

legal questions courts have to answer if they are willing to grant injunctive relief. It 

addresses both procedural, private international, and substantive law One 

contribution discusses the role criminal law could play to come to grips with the 
threats of climate change. So far, the greater part of the debate is about the US, 

Europe and, increasingly, Asia Another contribution fills this gap by painting an 

African perspective Read More... 

l~even International Publishing I p/b I 9789462360808 I $67.50 

~sraeli Constitutional Law in the Makino 
Edited by Gideon Sapir, Daphne Barak-Erez and Aharon Barak 

Israeti Constitutional Law in the Making offers a comprehensive study of Israeli 

constitutional law in a systematic manner that moves from constitution-making to 

specific areas of contestation, including State/religion relations, national security, 

and social rights, as well as structural questions of judicial review The book 
features contributions by leading scholars of Israeli constitutional law, with 

comparative comments by leading scholars of constitutional law from the US and 

Europe Read More... 

Ha~t Publishinq, Oxford I h/b I 978184946409315170.00 



Standard-Based Strategies and Controlling Sharehok~er Opportunism 
By Chunyan Fan 

Published by Eleven Inlernadonal Publishing 
PaperI 9789462361072 I $90.00 

Competition Laws. G~oba~ization ~nd Lega~ P~ura~isrn 
China’s Experience 
By Qianlan Wu 

Published by Hart Publishing. Oxtbrd 
Cloth 19781849464321 15110.00 

Consequences of Impaired Consent Transfers 
A Structural Comparison of English and German Law 
By Birke H~icker 

Published by Haft Publishing, Oxtbfd 
Cloth 19781849465656 I $100.00 

A Comparative Analysis 
By Maartje de Visser 
Published by ._H___a__Lt____P__u__ _b__/_Ls_’_h__Ln_~q=__O___x_(_o__t_’_(_i 

Cloth I 9781849463850 I $160.00 

Corporate ~nternal Investigations 
Overview of 13 Jurisdictions 
Edited by Stephan Spehl and Thomas Gruetzner 

Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
Cloth 19781849464840 I $400.00 

IDisabi~ities and Human Rights 
Documents - Volume 3 
Edited by Kristina Janjac 

Published by International Courts Association 
PaperI 9789058871794 I $70.00 

The European Convention on Human Rights and the Employment Relation 
Edited by Filip Dorssemont, Klaus L6rcher, and Isabelle Sch6mann 
Published by ._H___a__Lt_____P__u__~_/_Ls_!_~f_!.g=__O_~’_o__cd_ 

Cloth 1978184946338615120.00 

New Challenges and Opportunities Ior Europe 
By Manfred Hafner and Simone Tagliapietra 
Published by Claeys & Casteels Publishing 

Cloth I 9789491673160 I $114.00 

Judicial Decisionq’~aking in a Globa~ised WoHd 
A Comparative Analysis of the Changing Practices of Western Highest Courts 
By Elaine Mak 

Published by Hart Publishing, Oxford 
Cloth 19781849465540 I $90.00 

Law & Governance - Beyond the Public-Private Law Divide? 
Edited by Aurelia L.B. Colombi Ciacchi, Michiel A. Heldeweg, et aL 

Published by Eleven In~ert~adonal Publishir~ 
Paper I 9789462361034 I $90.00 

Laws of War and ~nternationa~ Law -Volume 3 
Edited by Rene van der Wolf and Willem-Jan van der Wolf 
Published by Wolf Legal Publishers 
Paper I 9789462400573 I $55.00 

Edited by Shuvro Prosun Sarker 

Published by Eleven International Publishinq 
Paper I 9789462360938 I $112.50 

The ~enta{ 1Element in the Rome Statute of the ~nternational Criminal Court 
By Kristina Janjac 
Published by ___W___o__/_f_~_L___e_.g_a__!___P___u___b_!_i~!_c_-,__r__s_ 
Paper 19789462400399 I $25.00 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

alliance atj.org@mail.salsalabs.net on behalf of 

Alliance for Justice ~alliance@a~j.ovg> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 1:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tell your Senator to confirm Debo Adegbile to mn the Jusfice Depaxtment Civil Rights Division 

On Januasy 8, the Senate Judicia~ Committee held a hearing on the nomination of Debo Adegbile to be Assisiant Attorney Genera], headingthe Justice 

Depaxlment’s Civil Rights Division. Mr. Adegbile is a tireless advocate, a skilled litigator, and a well-respected metnber of the legal communiU who is 

extraordinarily qualified for and suited to this position. 

Of course, the prospect of a champion of civil rights leading the Civil Rights Division has upset the far right, and they’ll do everything they can to stop Mr. Adegbile 
from being confirmed. So we need to fight back. Click here to find out more about Debo Adegbile, and to tell your Senators to confirm him’. 

Follow this link to contact your senators 

Adliance for Justice 
11 Dupont Circle, NW 

2nd Floor 

Washington, DC 20036 

202-822-6070 

AFJ West Coast Office 
436 14th Street 

Ste. 425 

Oakland, CA 94612 

510-444-6070 

Click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DechertOnPoint <DechertOn Point@edechert.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 1:09 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Yes - ICAV! Irish Minister for Finance Announces New Irish Corporate Fund Vehicle 

Having trouble reading this email? View i[ in your browser Print email 

hish Minister for Finance, Announces New hish Corporate Fund Vehicle 

[he tdsh Minister for Fh~ce p(~bl~shed the Ge~eral Scheme of the [dsh Co~lect~ve Asset- 

management Vehicle (~CAV) B~I 2014, shortly before Christmas (20 Decembel!. 

The ~CAV ~s a new co~pora~e veMcle designed specifically for hish h~vestrnent funds, both 

UCFIS and A~Fs. 

Background to the introduction of ICAVs 

The Funds industry in Ireland has sought to be very innovative in terms of the availability of fund structures. 

The longest established fund structure has been the unit trust, however, when the Irish funds industry was 

established in the late 1980’s, the key innovation was the introduction of the variable capital investment 

company ("VCC"), structured as a public limited company ("PLC") 

The investment limited partnership structure was subsequently introduced in 1994, followed by the 

common contractual fund in 2003. 

Since the introduction of the VCC, the underpinning legislation has been updated on a number of 

occasions, principally to disapply some of the more onerous company law provisions that apply to PLCs 

whose shares are publically traded. The most notable change was perhaps the change to permit 

segregated liability between sub-funds of VCCs in 2005. 

However, whilst the VCC structure has served the Irish Funds industry well since its introduction and 

remains the structure of choice for funds domiciled in Ireland, the ICAV structure offers a number of 

enhancements. 

The ICAV Edge 

(i) Ticking the Right Boxes - an Irish Master Feeder Structure 

Facilitating investment by US investors is a key objective of many fund promoters and the Irish PLC 

structure has suffered in that regard as PLCs are considered to be corporations "per se" for US tax 

purposes. 

The main competing structures - the Luxembourg SICAV and the Cayman Islands Company do not have 

the same "per se" corporate designation and may elect by "ticking the box" to be treated as a partnership 

for US tax purposes, thereby allowing US taxpayers the benefit of a flow-through vehicle that is not subject 

to the more onerous "passive foreign investment company" and "controlled foreign corporation" anti- 

deferral regimes applicable to shareholdings in non-US corporate fund vehicles. 

As a result, Irish master feeder structures tended to use a unit trust as the master fund in a master feeder 

structure. However, corporate master funds are preferred and the ICAV structure will facilitate this 

(ii) Company Law Compliance Burden 

In common with most European countries, Ireland has a very complex company law code, particularly with 

regard to public companies. As indicated, many of the more onerous provisions have been disapplied in 

the case of VCCs, but this process has proven to be burdensome over the years and has exposed VCCs 

to company law requirements which should not really apply to fund vehicles 

The ICAV legislation will essentially provide for a customised corporate fund vehicle, meaning that 

legislators will no longer need to consider unintended consequences for fund vehicles when drafting 

company law legislation and corporate fund vehicles will have one piece of discrete and relatively 

straightforward legislation covering their activities. 

(iii) Risk-Spreading 

One significant consequence of the VCC operating under European company law is the requirement for 

VCCs to observe the principle of risk-spreading This requirement does not arise for other fund structures 

such as unit trusts and the removal of this requirement under the ICAV proposal will assist managers in 

terms of product structuring. 

(ivy) Redomiciliation 

One of the most significant changes to Irish company law relating to fund vehicles was the introduction of 



redomiciliation legislation which enabled fund companies to change their domicile to Ireland from another 

fund domicile by way of a "continuation", allowing the company to preserve its track record and ensuring 

that the redomicilation would not be considered to be a taxable event for shareholders. 

The redomiciliation legislation did not get the traction that it otherwise might have because of the fact that 

the redomiciled Irish company was unable to make a "tick the box" election. The ICAV proposal will remedy 

this. 

Converting to an ICAV 

Given the very significant advantages attaching to the new ICAV structure, the decision to elect for the ICAV 

structure will be relatively straightforward for promoters of new fund vehicles. 

The ICAV proposal will also permit existing VCCs to convert to ICAV status The process is quite 

straightforward and somewhat similar to the process for redomicilation of companies and therefore it has 

been tested 

Board Considerations 

[] Marketing/distribution 

advantages, [] Analysis of any impact 

particularly if U.S. on shareholders’ 

taxable investors are a rights. 

target. 

[] The benefits of the 
[] Reduced costs of a 

non-application of risk 
company law 

spreading 
compliance, 

requirements. 

[] Reduced compliance 
[] The likelihood of 

risk arising from a 

more streamlined 
obtaining shareholder 

corporate fund regime, 
approval. 

[] The costs of 
[] Attitude of contractual 

conversion against the 

costs of not converting, 
counterparties 

Common Features of 

ICAVs and VCCs 

[] May be established as [] Will have a board of 

an umbrella structure, directors. 

[] Segregated liability will [] May not have corporate 

apply, directors 

¯ Will be subjectto the 

¯ May be listed on a powers of the Director 

stock exchange, of Corporate 

Enforcement. 

Will be subject to 

similar depositary 
¯ May issue and redeem 

requirements to those 
shares, 

which currently apply to 

investment companies. 

[] May either be managed 

by an external 

management company 

or exist as a self- 

managed entity. 

Novel Features of ICAVs 

The Central Bank will 

assume the role 

currently undertaken by 

the Companies 

Registration office with 

regard to registration 

While ICAVs will have 

limited liability, they will 

not be required to be 

designated as such 

[] An ICAV’s 

constitutional 

document will be an 

"Instrument of 

Incorporation". 

The ICAV Proposal 

does not provide for 

meetings other than 

AGMs, but 

mechanisms to obtain 

shareholder approval 

will still need to be 

provided for 

Directors are required 

to have regard to the 

interests of employees, 

although ICAVs are 

generally unlikely to 

have employees. 

Detail in relation to the 

format and content of 

the ICAV’s annual 

accounts and directors’ 

report. 



[] The Central Bank 

application must 

include details of the 

depositary which must 

be a body corporate 

incorporated in Ireland 

or another EEA State. 

[] Itwould appearthatthe 

requirement for 

subscriber 

shareholders will no 

longer apply and that 

the ICAV may be 

incorporated without 

having any 

shareholders. 

[] Whilethe ICAV 

proposal does provide 

for the holding of AGMs 

for open-ended funds, 

the directors may 

dispense with them on 

notice to shareholders. 

The ICAV proposal will 

permit the preparation 

of separate sub-fund 

accounts. 

Provision to prepare a 

revised annual report 

to correct errors or non- 

compliance. 

Fund mergers and 

amalgamations are to 

be put on a statutory 

footing. 

The final version of the ICAV Bill is expected to be published at the end of Q1 2014. 

This update was authored by*: 

Dublin 

T: +353 1 436 8510 

[] 

* The author would like to thank Adrienne Baker and Lisa Foley for their contributions. 

FqDechert’s Financial Services Group has approximately 160 lawyers across the United States, Europe, Asia [] 

and the Middle East, For more information and to see the full list of lawyers, please visit our web site, 

~02013 Dechert LLP All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: !60 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

Cleveland, Jomana Carey <jomana@unc.edw, 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 1:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

RE: Your place, mine, or phone at 3:15 today? 

[,e~’s do phot~e, Sot t’y --- Vve been caught in at~othe~ whirlwind. Cart 

sho~fld:a’t ~ake ]ot~g b~t m ight go slightly past 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 

Associate University Counsel 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynurn Hall CB #9105 

222 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

919.962.6976 (telephone) 

919.843.1617 (fax) 

From: Broome, kissa k 
Sent-" Thursday, January 09, 2014 22:56 PM 
To-" Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject; Your place, mine, or phone at 3:15 today? 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#33go, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:[9.962.7066 

ht~p:/iwww.law.unc~eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 1:27 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Global Legal Insights - Bribery & Corruption 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

ii~. Dechert LLP 

~G~obal Legal ~nsights ~ Bribery & Cor~L~ptionL-- ~i 

Global enforcement of anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws has 

increased in recent years, with the passage of the UK Bribery Act of 

2010, aggressive enforcement of the U.S Foreign Corrupt Practices 

Act (FCPA), and strengthened laws in many other jurisdictions. 

Businesses operating in a global marketplace must often comply 

with many countries’ legal regimes simultaneously. Companies must 

integrate robust anti-corruption procedures into their corporate 

compliance program, with particular risk-based attention to 

transactions and relationships that raise the possibility of anti- 

corruption liability, such as consultant relationships, mergers, and 

joint ventures. 

The first edition of Global Legal insights - Bribery and Corruption, 

published by Global Legal Group Ltd of London, sets forth the legal 

environment regarding bribery and corruption enforcement in 27 

countries worldwide. In addition to addressing the legal regimes in 

each jurisdiction, the authors identify current trends in enforcement 

and anticipated changes in the future. 

Read the United Kingdom chapter >> 

Read the United States chapter >> 

Jonathan Pickworth and Deborah Williams of Dechert’s London office 

edited the volume and contributed the chapter on UK lawand 

enforcement Cheryl Krause and Elisa Wiygul of Dechert’s 

Philadelphia office contributed the chapter on U.S. law and 

enforcement. These chapters cover topics including: 

[] Scope and extra-territorial reach of the U.S and UK laws 

[] Key differences between the U.S. and UK laws 

[] Recent enforcement trends 

[] Criminal, civil, and other sanctions for violations 

[] Deferred prosecution agreements and other resolutions 

[] Due diligence and self-reporting 

View links to all 27 chapters of the guide, where the guide is also 

available for purchase. 

~ J onathan 

Pickworth 

BSend an email 

T: +44 20 7184 

7608 

~ 
Cheryl Krause 

Send an email 

iT: +1 215 994 2139 

~ 
D eborah Williams 

Send an email 

rlT: +44 20 7184 

7680 

BT: +1 215 994 2708 

~ 
]About Dechert 
Dechert is a global specialist law firm focused on sectors with the greatest complexities and highest 

regulatory demands. We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to our clients’ most important 
matters. Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the firm’s entrepreneurial energy and 

seamless collaboration in a way that is distinctively Dechert. Learn r~ore. 

E]’o 20!3 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: !60 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000) 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.comv 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 1:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

West LegalEdcenter Webcast: Bank Note Programs 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Webcast 

West L÷ga~}.:-2dcer~t÷r W÷[mast 
Bank Note Programs 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 Many U.S. and non-US, financial institutions that are frequent 

1:00 p.m- 2:00 pm EST issuers establish bank note programs. This presentation will 

provide an overview of the Section 3(a)(2) exemption for issuances 

~IST~R 
l 

of bank securities. 

Topios of discussion will ~nclude: 

¯ Advantages associated with issuances at the bank level 

¯ Documentation and disclosure issues, including the OCC’s 

Securities Offering Disclosure Rules 

General practices and procedures 

Speaker: 

For more information: 
¯ Bradley Berman 

A~exa Powers 

{212) 33g~312 

&[~:~_~R92~_~_~)_9~£:~Z~#. West LegalEdcenter will offer CLE credit. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time These can be accessed at http:#www.sra or#.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 2:22 PM 

Robert Taggart (robert.tagga~.,bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; LarD’ Killough 

(laro’@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmicha~wfu.edu (carmicha@~x4"u.edu)’; 

Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.e&~>; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 

Ma~dn P. Dawldns (mdawldn@mimni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; ~njwasyle@max’a, ell.ss~.edu; Tficia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 

(eowise0 l@louis~’ille.edu) 

I:W: [cfaa- elite- clips] KU plans $17.5 million ap~ment complex for basketba]l players 

’,-lnd yet another forwarded email for you from Jo PotuLo[ 
From: cfaa-elite-dips@googlegroups.com [mailto:cfaa-elite-clips@googlegroups.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, Januaw 09, 20~4 6:37 AN 

SabjeCt= [cfaa-elite-dips] KU plans $$7.5 million apa~ment complex for basketball players 
KU has plans for $:[7.5 million apa~ment complex that would house basketball players 
Rustin Dodd 
Wichita Eagle 
9 January 2054 
~WRENCE -- The cost of living among college basketball’s elite continues to rise. 
The latest evidence: The University of Kansas is in the planning stages of a $::[7.5 million apartment project that would house as many 
as 32 men’s and women’s basketball players. The complex, south of Allen Fieldhouse on Naismith Drive, is scheduled to open for the 
2056-$7 school year. 
For Kansas, it’s another investment designed to keep its basketball program among the nation’s best, specifically in the area of 
recruiting. 
"We have one of the veil elite basketball programs in the country, and we want to do everything we can to stay there," KU associate 
athletic director Jim Narchiony said. "Not only that, we need to, and housing is part of that." 
At first glance, the price tag may induce some sticker shock. The estimated cost per resident is close to $265,000. 
By comparison, KU is also building two new freshman-focused residence halls to replace NcCollum Hall. The estimated cost of that 
project -- $47.8 million -- comes out to $68,000 per resident. The new residence halls are set to open for the 2055-$6 school year 
and will include single rooms and two- and four-person suites to house 700 students. 
The apartment complex, which would house 66 students, would be two to three stories with two wings: one each for two- and four- 
bedroom apartments. 
Each apa~ment would have a full kitchen and living and dining room and the building would include lounges on each floor, two team 
meeting rooms, tutoring space and a multipurpose room. Construction is not scheduled to sta~ for another year. 
The Kansas Board of Regents will consider the proposal next week, according to the Lawrence Journal-World. 
"I’m really struggling with the cost there," said Kenny Wilk, vice chairman of the regents, according to the newspaper. 
But while some might see the apa~ment project as expensive, KU officials see it as a cost of operating a big-time basketball program. 
if you want to recruit the best players in the country to campus, you have to offer them the nicest living conditions. 
"The cost is reflective of what we want to build," Narchiony said, adding that much of the costs are for site improvements, including 
the addition of a cou~yard and replacing existing parking. 
In addition, Narchiony said the university would not spend any money on the apa~ments. KU has lined up private donors, and the rest 
of the money would come from bonds that would be paid from revenues generated by the apartment complex. 
Housing for athletes at big-time programs has become more and more lavish. In 2052, the University of Kentucky built the Wildcat 
Coal Lodge, a $7 million, privately-funded dormito~ designed to house the school’s basketball players. 
According to NC~ rules, schools cannot provide dormitories for the exclusive use of student-athletes. But they can reserve space in 
on-campus housing for athletes, so the residents at the Wildcat Coal Lodge are a mix of basketball players and students who aren’t 
scholarship athletes. 
The nation’s top football programs are in the housing game as well. In the last year, Auburn built a $55 million residence hall designed 
to house close to 455 students, including the school’s football players. 
To comply with NC~ rules, KU athletics states in its internal student-athlete housing policy that "student-athletes may not receive any 
special services or material amenities that are not provided to all students on an equitable basis." So the new apa~ment building would 
be open to 34 non-athletes. 
Kansas basketball players, as well as other KU athletes, currently live in the 3ayhawker Towers apartment complex, located just 
northwest of Allen Fieldhouse off $Sth Street. The Towers have undergone renovations in recent years, and Narchiony said that 
nothing is inherently lacking about the living experience there. But the new apartments would be a step up. 
"We want to stay in the elite few of college basketball programs," Harchiony said, "and you have to continue to move forward." 

You received &is message ~cau~ you are subscribed to &e Google Groups "CFAA-Eli~-Clips" group. 

To unsub~dbe l}om fl]is group and stop receiving emails [?om iL ~nd an email to c[aa-clite-clips+unsnbscfil~@goog]egroups.com. 

For more options, visit bttps]/’gmups.google.com,Nroups/opt out. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) <cmc@eservices.virginia.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 2:26 PM 

Martha Putall~, Ph.D. <putallaz@&tke.edu>; Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu:~; ’Carolyn 

Callahan (cmc@irginia.edu)’; Larry Killough (larw@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’cannicha@~vfn.edu (carmicha@wfu.edu)’; JaJ~ie Hodge <ttODGE@clem~n.edu:~; Sue Ann Allen 

(sne.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edn); Perrewe, Pamela <ppelrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkin@mimni.edu); 

saa01@pitt.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbelli@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01@loui~ille.edu) 

l~E: [cfaa-elite-clips] KU pla~s $17.5 million apa~ment colnplex for basketball players 

I t~ave to say I am more and more concerned ~bout wt~a~ we are doing in the name o[: college athletics. 

Dr, C~!rolyn M. Cal~ahan 

Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Curriculum ~nstruct~on and Spec~a~ Education 

L;niver~Ry of Virginia 

417 Emmet: Street 

P.O. Box 400277 

Charlottesville, VI~ 22904-4277 

Phone: 434-924-0791 

Fi~x: 434- 243..~.379 

F~m~ NaRha Pu~llaz, Ph.D. [mailto:pu~llaz@duke.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, January 09, 2014 2:22 PN 
To~ Robert TaggaR (robeR.~ggaR@bc.edu); Nick Hadley; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough (lar~@~.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Lissa 
Broome 0broome@email.unc.edu); ’carmicha@~u.edu (carmicha@~u.edu)’; JaNe Hodge; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela; Matin P. 
Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); saa01@pi~.edu; mjwasyle@ma~ell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01C~louisville.edu) 
Subje~t~ ~: [cfaa-elite-clips] KU plans $17.5 million apaRment complex for basketball players 

~nd yet another forw~rded em~i~ for you from Jo Potu[:o[ 
F~m: cNa-elite-cl[psC~qooqle~roups.com [mailto:cNa-el[te-clips@qooqleqroups.com] 

Sent= Thursday, Janua~ 09, 2014 6:37 AN 
Te= cfaa-el[te-cl[psg@googlegroups.com 
Subje~t= [cfaa-elite-clips] KU plans $17.5 million apa~ment complex for basketball players 

KU has plans for $17.5 million apa~ment complex that would house basketball players 
Rust[n Dodd 
Wichita Eagle 
9 January 2014 
~WRENCE -- The cost of living among college basketball’s elite continues to rise. 
The latest evidence: The University of Kansas is in the planning stages of a $17.5 million apartment project that would house as many 
as 32 men’s and women’s basketball players. The complex, south of Allen Fieldhouse on Naismith Drive, is scheduled to open for the 
2016-17 school year. 
For Kansas, itN another investment designed to keep its basketball program among the nation’s best, specifically in the area of 
recruiting. 
"We have one of the veil elite basketball programs in the country, and we want to do everything we can to stay there," KU associate 
athletic director Jim Narchiony said. "Not only that, we need to, and housing is part of that." 
At first glance, the price tag may induce some sticker shock. The estimated cost per resident is close to $265,000. 
By comparison, KU is also building two new freshman-focused residence halls to replace McCollum Hall. The estimated cost of that 
project -- $47.8 million -- comes out to $68,000 per resident. The new residence halls are set to open for the 2015-16 school year 
and will include single rooms and two- and four-person suites to house 700 students. 
The apartment complex, which would house 66 students, would be two to three stories with two wings: one each for two- and four- 
bedroom apartments. 
Each apa~ment would have a ~ull kitchen and Hv[ng and dining room and the building would include lounges on each floor, two team 
meeting rooms, tutoring space and a multipurpose room. Construction is not scheduled to sta~ for another year. 
The Kansas Board of Regents will consider the proposal next week, according to the Lawrence Journal-World. 
"I’m really struggling with the cost there," said Kenny W~lk, v~ce chairman of the regents, according to the newspaper. 
But while some might see the apa~ment project as expensive, KU officials see it as a cost of operating a big-time basketball program. 
If you want to recruit the best players in the country to campus, you have to offer them the nicest living conditions. 
"The cost is reflective of what we want to build," Narchiony said, adding that much of the costs are for site improvements, including 
the addition of a cou~yard and replacing existing parking. 
In addition, Narchiony said the university would not spend any money on the apa~ments. KU has lined up private donors, and the rest 
of the money would come from bonds that would be paid from revenues generated by the apartment complex. 
Housing for athletes at big-time programs has become more and more lavish. In 2012, the University of Kentucky built the Wildcat 
Coal Lodge, a $7 million, privately-funded dormito~ designed to house the school’s basketball players. 
According to NC~ rules, schools cannot provide dormitories for the exclusive use of student-athletes. But they can reserve space in 
on-campus housing for athletes, so the residents at the Wildcat Coal Lodge are a mix of basketball players and students who aren’t 
scholarship athletes. 
The nation’s top football programs are in the housing game as well. In the last year, Auburn built a $51 m~llion residence hall designed 
to house close to 415 students, ~nclud~ng the school’s football players. 
To comply with NC~ rules, KU athletics states in its internal student-athlete housing policy that "student-athletes may not receive any 
special services or material amenities that are not provided to all students on an equitable basis." So the new apa~ment building would 
be open to 34 non-athletes. 
Kansas basketball players, as well as other KU athletes, currently live in the Jayhawker Towers apartment complex, located just 
northwest of Allen Fieldhouse off 15th Street. The Towers have undergone renovations in recent years, and Narchiony said that 
nothing is inherently lacking about the living experience there. But the new apartments would be a step up. 
"We want to stay in the elite few of college basketball programs," Narchiony said, "and you have to continue to move forward." 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perrewe, Pamela ~:pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu> 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 2:32 PM 

Martha Pntall~, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu>; Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edtr~; ’Carolyn 

Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’cannicha@wfu.edu (carmicha@wfu.edu)’; Ja~ie Hodge <tlODGE@clem~n.edtr~; Sue Ann Allen 

(sue.bidslnlp@chbe.gatech.edu); Maxvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); saa01@pitt.edu; mjwaule@m~xwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia 

(pbellia@nd.edu); El~ne Wise (eowise01@louis~ille.edu) 

ILS: [cfaa-elite-clips] KU plans $17.5 million apaxtment co~nplex for basketball players 

Wow ..... might be good to discuss these types of investments into collegiate athletics at our upcoming Winter ACC meetings. First coaching salaries ....... yikes ...... 

Happy New Year everyone! 

P 

Pamela L. Perrewe 

The Haywood and Betty Taylor Eminent Scholax Chair of Business Administration 

& Distinguished Re,arch Professor 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

821 Acade~nic Way 

College of Business 

The Florida State Universily 

Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110 

850-644-7848 

From: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. [putallaz@duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 2:2:~ PM 
To: Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Nick Hadley; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough (larry@vL.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Lissa 
Broome (Ibroome@email.unc.edu); ’carmicha@wfu.edu (carmicha@wfu.edu)’; Janie l-lodge; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela; Marvin P. 
Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); saa0:L@pitL.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tfida Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise0~L@louisville.edu) 
Subject: RAt: [cfaa-elite-clips] KU plans $:~7.5 million apartment complex for basketball players 

And yet another forwarded emafl for you from Jo Potuto! 
From: _c__f~_~:_e_._!L~__e_r__c_!!p_s__,r~g_o_9_g_!_e_g!:_o__u__p_s_:_c_9__!~ [~_~_!L~_9_Lc__f_~:__e_!!~_e_:_cJ!p__s__~gg___o_gLe_g_r__o___u_p__~:~m] 
sent: Thursday, January 09, 20~.4 6:37 AM 
To: cfaa-elite-clipsCc~qoogleq rou ps.com 
Subject: [cfaa-eliLe-clips] KU plans $17.5 million apartment complex for basketball players 
KU has plans for $17.5 million apartment complex that would house basketball players 
Rustin Dodd 
Wichita Eagle 
9 January 20:L4 
LAWRENCE -- The cost of living among college basketball’s elite continues to rise. 
The latest evidence: The University of Kansas is in the planning stages of a $17.5 million apartment project that would house as many 
as 32 men’s and women’s basketball players. The complex, south of Allen Fieldhouse on Naismith Drive, is scheduled to open for the 
20:L6-:L7 school year. 
For Kansas, it’s another investment designed to keep its basketball program among the nation’s best, specifically in the area of 
recruiting. 
"We have one of the very elite basketball programs in the country, and we want to do everything we can to stay there," KU associate 
athletic director Jim Marchiony said. "Not only that, we need to, and housing is part of that." 
At first glance, the price tag may induce some sticker shock. The estimated cost per resident is close to $265,000. 
By comparison, KU is also building two new freshman-focused residence halls to replace McCollum Hall. The estimated cost of that 
project -- $47.8 million -- comes out to $68,000 per resident. The new residence halls are set to open for the 20:~5-:L6 school year 
and will include single rooms and two- and four-person suites to house 700 students. 
The apartment complex, which would house 66 students, would be two to three stories with two wings: one each for two- and four- 
bedroom apartments. 
Each apartment would have a full kitchen and living and dining room and the building would include lounges on each floor, two team 
meeting rooms, tutoring space and a multipurpose room. Construction is not scheduled to start for another year. 
The Kansas Board of Regents will consider the proposal next week, according to the Lawrence Journal-World. 
"I’m really struggling with the cost there," said Kenny Wilk, vice chairman of the regents, according to the newspaper. 
But while some might see the apartment project as expensive, KU officials see it as a cost of operating a big-time basketball program. 
If you want to recruit the best players in the country to campus, you have to offer them the nicest living conditions. 
"The cost is reflective of what we want to build," Marchiony said, adding that much of the costs are for site improvements, including 



the addition of a courtyard and replacing existing parking. 
In addition, Marchiony said the university would not spend any money on the apartments. KU has lined up private donors, and the rest 
of the money would come from bonds that would be paid from revenues generated by the apartment complex. 
Housing for athletes at big-time programs has become more and more lavish. In 2012, the University of Kentucky built the Wildcat 
Coal Lodge, a $7 million, privately-funded dormitory designed to house the school’s basketball players. 
According to NCAA rules, schools cannot provide dormitories for the exclusive use of student-athletes. But they can reserve space in 
on-campus housing for athletes, so the residents at the Wildcat Coal Lodge are a mix of basketball players and students who aren’t 
scholarship athletes. 
The nation’s top football programs are in the housing game as well. In the last year, Auburn built a $51 million residence hall designed 
to house close to 415 students, including the school’s football players. 
To comply with NCAA rules, KU athletics states in its internal student-athlete housing policy that "student-athletes may not receive any 
special services or material amenities that are not provided to all students on an equitable basis." So the new apartment building would 
be open to 34 non-athletes. 
Kansas basketball players, as well as other KU athletes, currently live in the Jayhawker Towers apartment complex, located just 
northwest of Allen Fieldhouse off 15th Street. The Towers have undergone renovations in recent years, and Marchiony said that 
nothing is inherently lacking about the living experience there. But the new apartments would be a step up. 
"We want to stay in the elite few of college basketball programs," Marchiony said, "and you have to continue to move forward." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 2:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Li s~, 9 researchers viewed your publications 

Weekly stats update 

229    9 
P~_tblica~i~ views Last wee~ 

views by col_retry 

View deisiks 

©omplete your stats 

Lissa Lamkin Broome 

Dangerous Categories: Narratives of Corporate Boar.,. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Killough, Lan)’ <lany@vl.edu> 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 2:47 PM 

Martha Putall~, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu>; Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edtr~; ’Carolyn 

Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmicha@wfu.edu 

(carmicha@wfu.edu)’; Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.edu-~; Sue Am~ Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela 

<ppelrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; Marvin P. Dawkins 0ndawkins@~niami.edu); saa01@pitt.edu; ~njwaule@maxwvell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia 

(pbellia@nd.edu); El~ne Wise (eowise01@louis~ille.edu) 

ILE: [cfaa-elite-clips] KU plaaas $17.5 million apaxtment colnplex for basketb~1l players 

College atNetics.docx 

Martha, Caroly~L Pare 

Un[:ortunately it may be too fate to become concerned, I have attached an ~nte~estb~g piece [:rom a Janua~’y ~ssue of g~oomberg gusinessweek, 

F~m= Pla~ha Pu~llaz, Ph.D. [mailto:pu~llaz@duke.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, January 09, 2014 2:22 PN 
Te~ Robert Tagga~ (robert.~gga~@bc.edu); Nick Hadley; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Killough, Lar~; Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Lissa Broome 
(Ibroome@email.unc.edu); ’carmicha@~u.edu (carmicha@~u.edu)’; JaNe Hodge; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela; Na~in P. Dawkins 
(mdawkins@miami.edu)~ saa0i@pi~.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01@louisville.edu) 
Subject: ~: [cfaa-elite-clips] KU plans $~7.5 million apa~ment complex for basketball players 
And yet another forwa~ded emai~ for’ you from Jo Potuto~ 
F~m= cfaa-elite-dips@googlegroups.com [mailto:cfaa-elite-clipsC~googlegroups~com] 
Sent~ Thursday, Janua~ 0% 2014 6:37 AN 
To~ cfaa-el~te-clips@qooqleqroups.com 
S~bjeet~ [cfaa-eli~-clips] KU plans $17.5 million apa~ment complex for basketball players 
KU has plans for $17.5 million apa~ment complex that would house basketball players 
Rustin Dodd 
Wichita Eagle 
9 January 2014 
~WRENCE -- The cost of living among college basketball’s elite continues to rise. 
The latest evidence: The University of Kansas is in the planning stages of a $17.5 million apartment project that would house as many 
as 32 men’s and women’s basketball players. The complex, south of Allen Fieldhouse on Naismith Drive, is scheduled to open for the 
2016-~7 school year. 
For Kansas, it’s another investment designed to keep its basketball program among the nation’s best, specifically in the area of 
recruiting. 
"We have one of the ve~ elite basketball programs in the country, and we want to do everything we can to stay there," KU associate 
athletic director Jim Narchiony said. "Not only that, we need to, and housing is part of that." 
At first glance, the price tag may induce some sticker shock. The estimated cost per resident is close to $265,000. 
By comparison, KU is also building two new freshman-focused residence halls to replace NcCollum Hall. The estimated cost of that 
project -- $47.8 million -- comes out to $68,000 per resident. The new residence halls are set to open for the 2015-16 school year 
and will include single rooms and two- and four-person suites to house 700 students. 
The apartment complex, which would house 66 students, would be two to three stories with two wings: one each for two- and four- 
bedroom apartments. 
Each apa~ment would have a full kitchen and living and dining room and the building would include lounges on each floor, two team 
meeting rooms, tutoring space and a multipurpose room. Construction is not scheduled to sta~ for another year. 
The Kansas Board of Regents will consider the proposal next week, according to the Lawrence Journal-World. 
"I’m really struggling with the cost there," said Kenny Wilk, vice chairman of the regents, according to the newspaper. 
But while some might see the apa~ment project as expensive, KU officials see it as a cost of operating a big-time basketball program. 
If you want to recruit the best players in the country to campus, you have to offer them the nicest living conditions. 
"The cost is reflective of what we want to build," Narchiony said, adding that much of the costs are for site improvements, including 
the addition of a cou~yard and replacing existing parking. 
In addition, Narchiony said the university would not spend any money on the apa~ments. KU has lined up private donors, and the rest 
of the money would come from bonds that would be paid from revenues generated by the apartment complex. 
Housing for athletes at big-time programs has become more and more lavish. In 20~2, the University of Kentucky built the Wildcat 
Coal Lodge, a $7 million, privately-funded dormito~ designed to house the school’s basketball players. 
According to NC~ rules, schools cannot provide dormitories for the exclusive use of student-athletes. But they can reserve space in 
on-campus housing for athletes, so the residents at the Wildcat Coal Lodge are a mix of basketball players and students who aren’t 
scholarship athletes. 
The nation’s top football programs are in the housing game as well. In the last year, Auburn built a $51 million residence hall designed 
to house close to 415 students, including the school’s football players. 
To comply with NC~ rules, KU athletics states in its internal student-athlete housing policy that "student-athletes may not receive any 
special services or material amenities that are not provided to all students on an equitable basis." So the new apa~ment building would 
be open to 34 non-athletes. 
Kansas basketball players, as well as other KU athletes, currently live in the Jayhawker Towers apartment complex, located just 
northwest of Allen Fieldhouse off 15th Street. The Towers have undergone renovations in recent years, and Narchiony said that 
nothing is inherently lacking about the living experience there. But the new apartments would be a step up. 
"We want to stay in the elite few of college basketball programs," Narchiony said, "and you have to continue to move forward." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) <cmc@eservices.virginia.edu~ 

Thursday, January, 9, 2014 2:52 PM 

Killough, Larry <larry@t.edu>; Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu>; Robert Taggaxt (robert.taggar@bc.edu); Nick ttadley 

<hadley@umd.edu>; ’Caxolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’cannicha@~vfn.edu (carmicha@wfu.edu)’; JaJ~ie Hodge <ttODGE@clem~n.edtr~; Sue Ann Allen 

(sne.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edn); Perrewe, Pamela <ppelrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkin@mimni.edu); 

saa01@pitt.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbelli@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01@louis~ille.edu) 

I~E: [cfaa-elite-clips] KU plmas $17.5 million apaxtment colnplex for basketb~1l players 

Sorry to say that I am afraid you may be right. It is getting harder and harder to be in the FAR role 
Dr. Carolyn M. Callahan 
Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Curriculum instruction and Speda[ Education 
Un~versRy of Virginia 
417 Emmet: Street 
P.O. Box 400277 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 4.34-924.-079:]. 
F~’.4:434-243..1379 

F~m= Killough, Lar~ [mailto:lar~@~.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 20~4 2:47 PN 
Te: Nartha PuNIlaz, Ph.D.; Robe~ Taggart (robe~.~gga~@bc.edu); Nick Hadley; ’Carolyn Ca[lahan (cmc@virgiNa.edu)’; Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Lissa Broome 
(Ibroome@email.unc.edu); ’carmicha@~u.edu (carm~cha@~u.edu)’; JaNe Hodge; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela; Na~in P. Dawkins 
(mdawkins@miami.edu); saa0~@N~.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbe[lia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise0~@louisville.edu) 
Subject: RE: [cfaa-elite-clips] KU plans $~7.5 million apartment compl~ for basketball players 
I~,)arthiL Ci~rolyn, Pare 
Unfortunately it may be too late ~o become concerned. I have attached an k~terest~ng p~ece from a January ~ssue of Noomberg gus~nessweek. 

F~m= Na~ha Pu~llaz, Ph.D. [ma[l~:putallaz@duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 20~4 2:22 PN 
Tet Robert Taggart (robe~.~gga~@bc.edu); Nick Hadley; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virgin[a.edu)’; Killough, Lar~; Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Lissa Broome 
(Ibroome@email.unc.edu); ’carmicha@~u.edu (carmicha@~u.edu)’; JaNe Hodge; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.~atech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela; Narvin P. Dawkins 
~mdawkins@m[am].edu); saa0~@N~.edu; mjwasgle@maxwell,syr.edu; Tricia Bellia ~be!lia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eow~se0~@!ou[sv]lle,edu) 
Subject= N: [cfaa-el~te-clips] KU plans $~7.5 million apa~ment complex for basketball players 
And yet another forwarded emai[ for you from Jo Potu~o[ 
F~m: cfaa-elite-d[ps@googlegroups.com [mailto:cfaa-el[te-clips@googlegroups.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 09, 20~4 6:37 AN 
Te: cfaa-el[te-cl[ps@~ooqle~ roups.com 
Subject= [cfaa-elite-cl~ps] KU plans $~7.5 m~llion apa~ment complex for basketball players 
KU has plans for $~7.5 million apa~ment complex that would house basketball players 
Rustin Dodd 
Wichita Eagle 
9 January 20~4 
~WRENCE -- The cost of living among college basketball’s elite continues to rise. 
The latest evidence: The University of Kansas is in the planning stages of a $~7.5 million apartment project that would house as many 
as 32 men’s and women’s basketball players. The complex, south of Allen Fieldhouse on Naismith Drive, is scheduled to open for the 
20~6-~7 school year. 
For Kansas, it’s another investment designed to keep its basketball program among the nation’s best, specifically in the area of 
recruiting. 
"We have one of the ve~ elite basketball programs in the country, and we want to do everything we can to stay there," KU associate 
athletic director Jim Narchiony said. "Not only that, we need to, and housing is part of that." 
At first glance, the price tag may induce some sticker shock. The estimated cost per resident is close to $265,000. 
By comparison, KU is also building two new freshman-focused residence halls to replace NcCollum Hall. The estimated cost of that 
project -- $47.8 million -- comes out to $68,000 per resident. The new residence halls are set to open for the 20~5-~6 school year 
and will include single rooms and two- and four-person suites to house 700 students. 
The apartment complex, which would house 66 students, would be two to three stories with two wings: one each for two- and four- 
bedroom apartments. 
Each apa~ment would have a full kitchen and living and dining room and the building would include lounges on each floor, two team 
meeting rooms, tutoring space and a multipurpose room. Construction is not scheduled to sta~ for another year. 
The Kansas Board of Regents will consider the proposal next week, according to the Lawrence Journal-World. 
"I’m really struggling with the cost there," said Kenny Wilk, vice chairman of the regents, according to the newspaper. 
But while some might see the apa~ment project as expensive, KU officials see it as a cost of operating a big-time basketball program. 
If you want to recruit the best players in the country to campus, you have to offer them the nicest living conditions. 
"The cost is reflective of what we want to build," Narchiony said, adding that much of the costs are for site improvements, including 
the addition of a cou~yard and replacing existing parking. 
In addition, Narchiony said the university would not spend any money on the apa~ments. KU has lined up private donors, and the rest 
of the money would come from bonds that would be paid from revenues generated by the apartment complex. 
Housing for athletes at big-time programs has become more and more lavish. In 20~2, the University of Kentucky built the Wildcat 
Coal Lodge, a $7 million, privately-funded dormito~ designed to house the school’s basketball players. 
According to NC~ rules, schools cannot provide dormitories for the exclusive use of student-athletes. But they can reserve space 
on-campus housing for athletes, so the residents at the Wildcat Coal Lodge are a mix of basketball players and students who aren’t 
scholarship athletes. 
The nation’s top football programs are in the housing game as well. In the last year, Auburn built a $5~ million residence hall designed 
to house close to 4~5 students, including the school’s football players. 



To comply with NCAA rules, KU athletics states in its internal student-athlete housing policy that "student-athletes may not receive any 
special services or material amenities that are not provided to all students on an equitable basis." So the new apartment building would 
be open to 34 non-athletes. 
Kansas basketball players, as well as other KU athletes, currently live in the Jayhawker Towers apartment complex, located just 
northwest of Allen Fieldhouse off 15th Street. The Towers have undergone renovations in recent years, and Marchiony said that 
nothing is inherently lacking about the living experience there. But the new apartments would be a step up. 
"We want to stay in the elite few of college basketball programs," Marchiony said, "and you have to continue to move forward." 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newport Boaxd Group, Laura Bingham <info@newportboardgroup.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, JanuaD, 9, 2014 3:09 PM 

Broome, I ~issa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Newport Board Group - 2014 Business Predictious 

To view in your browser, click here 

January 2014 
Happy New Year from the partners of Newport Board Group, Thank you for taking the 
time to consider our views about the business year ahead. We look forward to 
growing our relationship in 2014 and beyond. Best wishes for a healthy and 
prosperous New Year, 
Bil! Reading 
Managing Director, Atlanta 
#_i_lL_R___e_a__dlZ~_g_@_N_e____w_~_o__~_o__:Z r_d_C_,_Z’_o_u_~,__c__o__m. 
NewportBoa rdGroup, com 

Ecommerce: Tile New 

Rules of Competition 
by Jennifer Knight 

How to Nake Technoloqy 
~nnovation Successful 
by Laurence Liebson 

A Recent Interview with 

Douq Tatum 

As the new year 
begins, Newport ~i 2014 
Board Group is 
pleased to share 
some predictions for 
business in 2014. 
Michael Evans, a Newport Managing Director in San 
Francisco, is a widely published author on business 
topics. His columns appear regularly in Forbes 
AIIbusiness and Fox Business News. We would be happy 
to hear your thoughts about his predictions. 

Navigating a Challenging Year: 
Business Predictions for 2014 
by Nichael Evans 
As we begin the new year, the U.S. economy continues to exhibit resilience-- 
despite the many economic and political challenges that threatened to derail the 
economy in 2013. 
With the congressional elections looming toward the end of 2014 and unresolved 
debt ceiling and budget conflicts kicked forward from last year, some degree of 
economic, political, regulatory and capital market volatility must be expected over 
the next $2 months. 
However, despite the headwinds ahead of us, the U.S. economy is expected to 
grow from the current $.7% GDP growth rate in Q3 of 2053 to 3% in Q2 of 2054. 
Since the recession of 2008, the U.S. has experienced a slow but steady recovery 
due to several factors: 

The natural economic healing process from the 2008/2009 world economic 
crisis. 
New engines for industrial growth that have emerged with the recovery of 
the automobile industry and U.S. energy industry production. 
A buoyant technology sector and a rip tide of technology-powered innovation 
that is overturning business models. 
Low inflation and energy costs. 
Near zero interest rates that provide cheap capital for company expansion 
and acquisitions. 

A confluence of trends will contribute to making financing more available to 
promising private companies: 

Small and regional bank capital requirements will be loosened to push cash 
out of the banks. Big banks on the other hand will continue to be subject to 
greater regulation and scrutiny as to their business lending practices. 
interest rates will remain low through the 2014 elections but will rise shortly 
after as the economy continues to recover and unemployment drops to 6%. 
Crowd funding (for example, Kickstarter.com) will go from fad to trend for 
funding private company ventures and product development. Concerns about 
potential fraud and governance mechanisms for crowd funded companies will 
remain but the model will move forward. 

2, Technology 
Innovation will accelerate, producing fast growing upstarts that overturn industry 
landscapes, creating new winners and losers: 



The "cloud" is already "technology past" - "private clouds" will enable private 
companies to achieve greater scale and reach, with fewer employees. 
Managed IT services will remain a fertile area for entrepreneurs to develop 
ever more targeted packages of services to specialized niches. 
Don’t let an innovator "out-mobilize" you. Customers, not business, will lead 
the next phase of the transformation in technology, with mobile apps at the 
forefront. B2B and B2C mobile pioneers are inventing creative ways to take 
advantage of how much time everyone spends looking at that phone in their 
hand. 
"Globalizing From Day One" - Private companies will continue to go global at 
an earlier stage, by adopting Software as a Service (Saas) technology and 
ramping up global partnerships faster than ever before. 
Social media and enterprise technology will merge, as design collaboration 
and cross-organization thinking across worldwide networks of designers and 
programmers produces better products and services. 
On-line customer relationship management (CRM) and customer care 
techniques will allow savvy companies to "re-personalize" their customers’ 
experience. 

3, New Business Models 
New and better ways for companies to create, deliver and capture value to its 
target segments will continue to proliferate: 

"On shoring" will become a reality - as demand rises for U.S. made products 
and labor rates and total costs for goods manufactured in China are expected 
to equal U.S. levels within two years, companies such as Foxconn, the 
offshore manufacturer of technology products, will look to move 
manufacturing to the U.S. 
Microfranchising will boom in 2014 - a new concept, carried over from less 
developed countries, microfranchising is a business model that applies 
elements and concepts of traditional franchising to small businesses. People 
with a passion to be entrepreneurs but only very limited capital to invest will 
have a new option to pursue the American Dream. 
Smart companies will be open to re-configuring their activities - replacing 

their full time sales force with contract resources and virtual sales models. 

4o New Opportunities--and Threats 
Staying ahead of the competition will require ever more relentless focus on what 
differentiates you and creates value for your target segments: 

Generational reversal (high unemployment among the young, lower for older 
workers) will be a growing trend. 

Demand for branded consumer goods by an expanding middle class in 
developing-market countries will surge, particularly in China and India, 
countries that until now have been exporters not consumers of their own 
products. 

Growing demand and shrinking supply of housing will increase homeowner’s 
household wealth and consumer confidence, propelling the economy to new 
heights. 

5, Lower Energy Costs 
A new world of American energy exploration and production is creating widespread 
opportunity by lowering business costs: 

Continuing concern about global warming will boost renewable energy and 
other low-carbon technologies. 
Abundance of U.S. natural gas and significant cost advantage over oil will 
turn the U.S. into an exporter of oil resulting in continued low energy costs 
for industry. 

Time will tell as to which predictions will come true for 2014. The key is to harness 
powerful trends in ways that support your value proposition and market 
penetration. Thinking globally can keep you a step ahead of the competition. 
Michael Evans is a Northern California Managing Director of the Newport Board 
Group. Email: Michae!.Evans~NewportBoardGroup.com. 
Sent to you by Laura Bingham, Laura.Binqham@. NewportBoardGroup, com. 

This emaii was :~nt to Ibroome@email.unc,ed~i by laura,binqham@newpor~boardqroup.com 
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Newport Board Group 35 N. Main Street :: Suite 200 3asper :: GA :: 301zt3 



Gre~ter ceM~int~ is ~ good thing: the m~rkels like il comp~nies ..... Oeleb~ing 
hke ~I-h~ghe~ confidence MIows hmng, ~nvesbng, m~d Ionger-~nge 
pI~nning-~nd risk ~nd oppoMunities ~re e~sier to see. 
recent budget agreement and steadbr economic outlooks for the 

US and Europe bodewe for 2014 Thatsad anumberofbg 

quesbons (w~th no qu~ck answers) wHI clearly temper grm~h and          . 
Audit ¢omm~ee shape business decisions in the year ahead. 
InsOtute 

~ Amer ca’s eadem fnd ong-term so ut ons to the county’s 

impact U.S. companies? Does frothiness in the financial markets ...... 

signal a return to riskier behavior? ~ere will technology take 

businesses and their customers next? 

This mix of market, public policy and innovative forces will surely A¢, Videos 

challenge audit committees and boards to build agendas that are 

both focused and flexible, as highlighted in KPMG’s Audit ~ I 
Committee Priorities for 2014 in the Janua~ issue of Directors 

The qua.erly also features updates on key accounting, audit and 
legal/regulato~ developments a sneak peak at highlights from our ..... I 
2014 Global Aud,t Comm,ttee SuNey, an a.,cle on the ongo,ng 
international debate over tax transparency, and a conveBation on 
risk management and the board. 

Nanaging Risk: Where to Start. All commercial enterprises face 

risk of myriad types. In fact, the term "enterprise risk" has become 

a catch-all to cover this wide range, encompassing eye,thing from Upcoming ~vents 

legal risk and reputational risk to operational risk and political risk. 

And while it’s clearly better to have an awareness of these risks as KPNG’s 10th A 
opposed to not, most of the remedies boil down to hiring smad Audit Comnlitt~ 
people who operate with their eyes open and act with integrity. 

.............................................................................. 
~ 

Ja~uary 14-15 20!~ .............................................................................. 
( Co@ora~.. Board Mem~r)                                             ’ - 

McKinsey’s global managing director, and Mark ~seman, Share Insights 

big investors are crucial to ending the plague of sho~-termism. 

On Financial Reporting 

Becembe, 2013 ~uarte,ly Outlook. This edition of QuaffeOy 
OuUook ~.m~r~z~ ~jo~ ~ooo..ti.g ~.d fi.~noi~ 
d~wbpm~.~ ~h~t oou~d ~ff~ot oomp~ni~ i. th~ n~r t~rm. Th~ 
Cur~,t e,a,er ~anc~a~ Re~omn~ Ma,ers ~eotio. ~o~ the 
AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB 
Developments, SEC staff comments, and rules that affect public 
oomp~.i~ ~. 20~3. (~PM~) 

~FRS Convergence Not Probable on lmpakment and 
C~ass@fication and Measurement of Financial ~nstmments. The 
FASB reached a tentative decision to continue to pursue the 
lifetime expected credit loss model for the proposed Accounting 
Standards Update (ASU) on impairment. For the proposed ASU on 
classification and measurement, the FASB decided to no longer 
pursue the solely principal and interest model for assessing the 
contractual cash flow characteristics of financial assets and 
decided to retain the bifurcation requirements for hybrid financial 



assets in current U.S. GAAP. (KPMG) 

SIEC issues Staff Report on Public Company Disclosure. The 
Securities and Exchange Commission issued a staff report to 
Congress on its disclosure rules for U.S. public companies, as part 
of agency’s ongoing efforts to modernize and simplify disclosure 
requirements and reduce compliance costs for emerging growth 
companies. (SEC) 

On Regulation 

be complacent. The recent trough in the SEC’s enforcement of 
financ~al-repoding regulations w~ll turn around this year. (CFO) 

Audit Comm~ee Priorities for 2014. Oversight of financial 
accounting and repoding is job #1 for the audit committee each and 
evee year, but what else should your audit committee and board 
be monitoring in the New Year? To help audit committees and 
boards meet these and other governance challenges of the coming 
year, KPMG’s ACI has published its Audit Committee Priorities for 
2014, highlighting issues that should be top-of-m~nd for evee audit 
committee as they shape their 2014 agenda. 

Read Aud# Commi#ee Pdod#es for2014 

Roundtable Report: Str~k~ag the R~ght Deal. For many 
companies, M&A is the key to gro~h in new products, sales 

channels, and international markets, but how are audit committee 
members, other directo~ and management evaluating deals and 
international ventures in the current environment? ~ile deal 
activity has gained momentum from 2010 Io~, d~recto~ and 
business leade~ are taking great care in evaluating the 
appropriateness or a deal and monitoring due diligence and the 
implementation of post-merger integration plans. 

For suwey findings and dialogue from the recently concluded Audit 

Committee RoundtaMe Series, read ACFs Fal~ 2013 RoundtaMe 

Links 

AC~ Home KPMG Financia~ KPMG 
Suppoding audit Reporting Network Turning knowledge 
committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with ne~ updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reposing our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arthur WilmaNa <amlmart]~@law.gm~.edu> 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 3:32 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtv~; Robert Jenkins <rjenkins@r~xljenkins.com> 

Re: Inqni~ by Robert Jenkins 

Dear Lissa: 

Many thanks for your message with information abont the forthcoming publication of the symposium papers. I’m copying Bob Jenkins on this message. Bob, could you 

please provide Lissa with your current mailing address? 

Thanks again, and best regards ................... Art 

On Thu, Jan 9, 2014 at 3:25 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Art ---The vohm~e is at the printers now. In fact, liust got a request from the st~dents for author addresses so reprints co~dd be se~t d~rect~y to them. ~ expect 
the volume w~l~ be ready in a ~::o~ie o[ weeks. 

Do you have a mai~ing address [or Bob or can you ~e[ h~m to send one to me? 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m: A~hur Wilma~h [mailto:awilma~h@law.gwu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 08, 2014 6:26 PN 
Te: Broome, L[ssa L 
Subject: Inqui~ by Robe~ Jenkins 

Dear Lissa: 

Ro~ (Bob) Je~ins asked me when your banking law journal is likely to publish the sympsium issue tbr our coNStance last Febma~. I will ~ happy to Nss 
along any intb~ation to Bob and copy you. 

Thm~s ~ain for your generous suppo~ tbr last ?~a~s conference as well as your oversight oftbe publication process Lbr the conference pa~rs. Best wishes [br a 
veD’ happy New Year’. 

Best regards ............... A~ 

Arthur E. Wi]martk Jr. 

ProI~ssor of Law 

Executive Directog Center for Law, Economics & Finance (C-LE~’} 

George W~lfing~n U~five~si~ Law School 

2000 H Street, N.W. 

WasNngton, DC 20052 

Tel. (202) 994-6386 

Fax (202) 994-9446 

My research ~pers aze available on my SSRN Author Nge: 

h~p:/issm.comiautho~292185 

Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr. 

ProiEssor of Law 

Executive Director, Center for Law, Economics & Finance (C-LEAF} 
George Washington University Law Schi~ol 

2000 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20052 



Tel. (202) 994-6386 

Fax (202) 994-9446 

My research papers are available on my SSRN Author page: 

ht’tp:/issm.comiautho~292185 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 3:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jan. 9 -- BNA’s Ba~king Report - Breaking News 

BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted January 9, 2014, 3:28 P.M. ET 

The Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) received a briefing on enhanced prudential 
standards by Federal Reserve Board staffers during a closed meeting Jan. 9, according to a 

readout of the meeting provided by Treasury Department spokeswoman Suzanne Elio, 

The FSOC provided no further detail. The panel, a council of regulators charged with ensuring 

U.S. financial stability, also discussed plans for its 2014 report to Congress. 

The phrase Oenhanced prudential standardsO comes from provisions in the Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act and refers to extra regulatory safeguards for 
systemically important financial institutionsOcompanies whose collapse could have ripple 

effects across U.S. markets in a repeat of the 2008-2009 financial crisis. 

Acting Deputy Treasury Secretary Mary Miller convened a meeting that included new and 
incoming members, including Federal Housing Finance Agency Director Mel Watt, FSOC Vice 
Chair Janet Yellen of the Federal Reserve Board, who was confirmed by the Senate to 
succeed former Chairman Ben Bernanke, and acting Chairman Mark Wetjen of the Commodity 

Futures Trading Commission. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

debevoisemail -~tebevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 3:56 PM 

debevoi semail <debevoi~mail@debevoi se.com> 

CFTC No-Action Relief and Request for Comment for Transaction-Level Requirements of Non-US Swap Dealers 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome a~sa.dell.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 4:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Low Prices. ttigh Standards. 

Yt~e Signature Eyeful. sLarts ~o,,,,. Save or~ top tc--ch~o[o~y *. fi-c--c-- shippin!~ 

~~~ pe~ _ Deft Home I 1-877-8~7<]355 I Live Chat 24x7 

La~tops ~ Deskto~s & Art- Tabtets ~ 
U[trabooks ir~-O~es Touch 

Ztecr.ro~ics & A[ierlware & ,9,ett 
S ~f:ware FiDar!ciDg 

Gamiest. Outlet 

Expect more with Dell com 



ii~iI Satisfyyour high standards. 

Shop PCs 

Shop 
Tablets 1 

Shop Eect .... 

Satisfyyour high standards. J 



ii~iI Satisfyyour high standards. 



i~i Hot electronics, cool deals. 

i i~:i F .... hipping 
and easy returns* ]    ~ America’s best supp°rt1 li~i ~;~1 [ ~ Fast andeasyfi .... 

ing] 

Purchase a Dek PC and pro[eeL ALL your 

devices with Mc,’-’~fee~’ LiveSafeTM 

undmited number of cornpuLers~ 

smartphones~ and tab[e~s, 

The new Off:ice is now more 

your f~vorite Offi¢,~! app[i,::~tions: 

Outlook, Access, and Pdbi.isi~er~ 

[~ Over7$ Million PCs repaired 

Over 75 mit[ion PCs repaired, Take your 

F ee PC I-lea[r.l~ Ci ec~ o’~ ]e n ~ 

Resu[[s in just minu[es, 

De~Lcomihome I 1-877-887-33~ ] Chat 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina Bar Association CLE Department <clei~ffo@ncba:c.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 4:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

S~cifically for In-hou~ Coun~l: CLE in Cary Jan. 31 

CLE Credit: 6.0 Hours, including 

1.0 Et hics/Professionalism 

Program # 242CCM 

Click here or the box below for 

more info or to register online. Be 

sure to check online under the In- 

Depth tab for any applicable 

discounts. 

Friday, January 31, 2014 

.~:: Click to register now 

mm To register by phone, call 

{800) 228"3402 or {919) 677-8745, 

ask ~or C~E. 

To receive the Early Bird tuition 

t, register by 5 p ..... 

.... N:E~::::~P:ENL:ES~:::~RO~:~ .............................................................................. 

counsel Th~s program f’eatu~es s~x sessions that provide t~me~y 

lunch, one hour of ethics credit, and a social and networMng event held 

~s pa~ner~R~ w~th ~he N[norities In The Profession Committee to bring 



Trois email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edk~ b~! cleirlfo@ncbar.or~ 
Instant remo’~al with Sa~’eUr~s~Jbsciibe 

North Carolina gar Association Ck[ [3epal-tment I 8000 Weston Park~qa~/ I Carg I NC I 27S13 
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800 228 3402 or 919 677 8745 
iiiiiiiiiiiiii Ptanner: Christian Davenport Murgitroyd I Company Durham 

==keor ~L~. iiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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T~i ...... il ....... t to Ib ..... @email ...... du by cleinfo@nck ar.org 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscdbe’" i Privacy Policy. 

I~°rthCar°linaBarAss°ciati°nCLEDepartmentl8OOOWest°nParkwaylCaryl I~C127513 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

charles recorr@ml.com on behalf of 
Research Triangle Chapter-NACD <charles recorr@ml.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 5:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RTC-NACD: Searching for Directors’ College Faculty 

(8"00am - 4"30 m) with cocktails to follow at RTP Sheraton Irn erial 

Nominating Con~ion Planning 

Board Decision Makin~ 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaii was sent to Ibroome@emsil.unc,edu by charles recorr@ml.com 

Ug~te ~rof[lej~rna[[Add£~ h~stan[ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy PoJjc~. 

Research Triangle Chapter-NACD :: 150 Fayetteville St. :: Suite 2000 :: Raleigh :: NC 27601 



Sent: 

To : 

Subject : 

jenniferl <jenn~ferl@dalianeconomic. com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:26 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email. unc. edu> 

258 New Progress of the @lobal Innovation Economic Congress, 2014, Da]ian, China 

BIT’s 1st Global Innovation Economic Congress (GIEC) 

Time: June 26-29, 2014 
Venue: Dalian World EXPO Center, China 

htt p://vww~.bitconq ress.com/qiec2014/default.asp 

Dear Lissa Lmnldn Bmo~ne, 

This is Tina Liu, the prograan coordinator of Global Imiovation Economic Congress (GIEC) 2014. On behedfofthe organizing committee, I sent you an Invitation 

Letter several weeks ago, Mich is regaiding inviting you to participate in this grand event as a Speaker at GIEC 2014. In case of missing this great oppoi~unib; I ant 

writing again to extend to you our sincere invitation. Your earliest reply would be appreciated. 

We are proud to announce that the Ist Global Ivmovation Economic Congress (GIEC), with a theme of "Accelerating Innovation & Discovery, Cated}~ing 

Booming Growth" will be held during June 26-29, 2014 in Dedian, China. GIEC-2014 is the satellite conference of CHINAOCS-2014; CHINAOCS-2014 got a great 

success since it begun in Year 2000. These 12 years, it attracted edl altogether 12,000 foreign students ~om 50 countries and regions, carried out cooperation and 

discussion with 15,000 enterprises, seientific research institutions, junior colleges and other companies, edmost 14,000 contracts were signed. 5800 Returned Experts 

built up their business with the help from CHINAOCS-2014, and in total established more than 1900 companies, wi~ming more than 3700 national patents. And all these 

accumulated more than 60 billion. 

On behalf of the organizing committee, we cordiedly invite you to join this coat’erence and give a speech at Eorum 4: Innovation Economics & Finance. 

The Following Sessions are: 
Formn Four: Ira~ovation Economics & Finance 

Forum 401 Governmental Funding and hmovation Program 
Forum 402 Methods of Building a Bridge between Finance and Innovation 

Forum 403 A Study on Forming an Innovative Financied Supporting System 
Forum 404 Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Finance 

Forum 405 ttow Can Startups seek Support t?om Bank, Private Equity, Venture Capita] and Angel 

Forum 406 }tow to Promote Continuous Innovation in Financied Crisis 

Today’s world is in a s~ate of dra~natic development, change mad adjustment. Sustainable economic growth requires innovation; therefore, innovation economics 

becomes the priority ofedl nations’ strategies. An itmovation-oriented countb~ musl es~blish a scientific, reasonable, energetic and ett]cient nationed technology innovation 

sysletn as the foundation for the transition fiom a factor-driven to an innovation-driven economy. GIEC-2014 is a dedicate event on innovation economic, it aims to 

bring together thoughtful thi~flcers ~esponsible for innovation, information, technology, strategs~ and tnaxketing who are chaxged with driving innovation and new product 

development across industries and sectors to shaxe common interest in practiced solution of innovation. GIEC-2014 will provide a platform for pea’ficipants to deliver 
speeches on the hottest issues of regional innovation economic cooperation and development. 

The carefully designed program will include presentations, panels, exhibitions, round tables and debates with the participation of senior representatives of the government, project 

matchmaking, social activities and industrial field trips. 

In addition to the outstanding program, you also could enjoy the Best Tourist City in Norfl~east China-Dalian. With beautiful scenery, a nice climate and fast dcvelopment this 
romantic city ranks among China’s best tourist destinations in many people’s minds. It is also a trading and financial center in northeastern Asia and has gained the name ’Hong 

Kong of Northern China.’ 

We firmly belicve that your participation in this important conference is crucial to ensuring its successful outcome. We therctbre very much hope that you will respond favorably 
to this invitation. 

For further intbrmation please visit: 

http://www.bitcongres s.com/giec2014/default.asp 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ms. Tina Liu 

Program Liaison of GIEC-2014, 

Executive Organizing Committee, 
Address: 1 Hui Xian Yuan, Dedian Hightech Industrial Zone, 

Ascenda Building FI 1, Dalian, LN 116025, China, 

Tel: 0086-411 - 84799609- 820 

Fax: 0086-411-84575250 

E-mail: contact@.~iecon~ress.com 
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the JOBS Act Jump-Star~ the Vi~eo Game Industry? Crowdfunaing Start-Up Capital" ~:~ Free Download 

Completed Work published in 15 TUL. ~. TECH. & IIVTELL. PROP. (2013) 

VA~ WIkTZ, Thompson & Knight LLP 

Email: van,wiltz@tklaw,com 

Crowdfunding is a new trend in fundraising whereby start-up companies raise small amounts of money from large networks of people gathered 

online at the Web sites of intermediaries that facilitate such transactions. ~n the midst of America’s recovery from a colossal economic crisis, the 

Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act (JOBS Act) was enacted on April 5, 2012, with bipartisan support. The JOBS Act was designed with certain 
small business owners in mind and made twofundamental changes, among others, to federal securities laws regarding crowdfunding. 

Title III of the JOBS Act created section 4(6) (crowdfunding exemption) of the Securities Act of 1933 (Securities Act), which permits the offer for sale, 

or sale, of unregistered securities exclusively through a new type of intermediary called a "funding portal" (equity-based crowdfunding). Title II of 
the JOBS Act eliminated the restrictions on general solicitation and advertising in connection with offerings made to accredited investors pursuant 

to Rule 506(c) of Regulation D under the Securities Act (new Rule 506(c) exemption) and created section 4(b) of the Securities Act; this provides an 
exemption from registration as a broker-dealer for certain intermediaries that facilitate private offerings made under the new exemption. The 

crowdfunding exemption and new Rule 506(c) exemption are noteworthy and impact investors, intermediaries, and entrepreneurs involved in the 

capital markets. This Article narrows its focus and gives an overview of how Titles II and Ill of the JOBS Act impact the capital markets of the video 

game industry, specifically. 



D~N~ SAAV~.D~J~., Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) - Sloan School of Management 

EmaJl: saavedra@mit.edu 

A longstanding question is why an important fraction of public companies pay relatively large amounts in taxes, apparently forgoing the benefits of 
tax avoidance. This study finds that firms with high effective tax rates are, to some extent, unsuccessful tax avoiders. These firms engage in tax 
avoidance activities but later return part of their tax savings to tax authorities. Moreover, lenders penalize these firms with higher loan spreads 
and more restrictive contract terms. This effect is economically important and represents a cost of engaging in tax avoidance activities. Overall, this 
study contributes to our understanding of corporate tax behavior by presenting the fh’st study that analyzes unsuccessful tax avoiders. 

COFneli ,~nteFnationa/ Law iournal~ Voi, 4~, Ho, 2, 20~3 

YAAD ~.OTffN, Ramat Gan Law School - "College of Law and Business 

Email: rotem@clb.acJI 

In corporate law, the derivative action mechanism allows minority shareholders and, in certain jurisdictions, single directors or even creditors to file 
and litigate on behalf of the corporation a lawsuit against an insider or a third party whose action has allegedly injured the corporation. The 
derivative action is a mechanism that corporate law furnishes to tackle agency problems because the corporate insiders who should initiate such 
claims occasionally become caught in a conflict of interests. Obviously, each jurisdiction decides whether to employ a derivative action mechanism 
and on what terms. However, in a globalized world that offers many attractive places in which investors can incorporate their businesses, 
corporate law regulation has become increasingly affected by surrounding regulatory environments. In many respects, conflict-of-laws rules 
manage the interaction between local and foreign regulatory rules. The purpose of this Article is to discuss the regulation of derivative actions 
when this mechanism is evoked in the context of a foreign corporation. This rather common scenario creates a choice-of-law question: should the 
terms and conditions for filing a derivative action on behalf of a foreign corporation (as opposed to the cause-of-action itself) be regulated by the 
law of the forum or by the law of the place of incorporation? For example, should the forum court enable plaintiffs to rely on the forum’s local 
derivative action mechanism when the foreign law of the place of incorporation rules out completely the possibility of derivative actions being filed? 
This Article analyzes the doctrinal contexts that may serve as a legal platform for resolving this question, as well as the relevant considerations to 
be taken into account. The Article subsequently argues that, in contrast to a prevailing perception, the law of incorporation should not always be 
applied. It is further argued that the public policy doctrine, rather than any other doctrinal context, is best suited to serve as a platform for 
adjudicating the choice-of-law question and that forum shopping concerns should be excluded from this question and confined to the context of 
jurisdiction ascertainment. 

Untrustworthy Presumption: Replacing the Moenc~ Presumption With a Sound Standa~t for Stock-Drop Litigation" [ )~)Free Download ] 

CHR:~STOPHEA ~, BRYANT, Duke University - School of Law 

Email: christopher,bryant@lawnet.duke.edu 

On December 13, 2013, the Supreme Court granted certiorari in Fifth Third Bancorp v. Dudenhoeffer to determine the fate of the Moench 

presumption. The Moench presumption, which establishes a broad presumption of prudence for fiduciaries plans designed to invest in company 

stock, was adopted by the Thh’d Circuit in 1995. The six circuits to subsequently consider the issue have also adopted the presumption. 

Under the Moench presumption, judicial review of fiduciaries’ decisions to purchase, hold, or sell company stock is subject to an abuse of discretion 
standard. To overcome the Moench presumption, plaintiffs must show the existence of a "dire situation" that threatens a company’s viability or 
renders the stock essentially worthless. Plaintiffs have experienced great difficulty in meeting this standard, which has effectively insulated 
fiduciaries from liability in all but the most extreme circumstances. 

This Note argues that the Moench presumption is unsound in both theory and practice because it is unsupported by the common law of trusts, 

ERISA, and public policy. This Note draws heavily from the common law of trusts and ERISA’s prudent person standard to articulate and apply a 

doctrinally sound alternative standard that protects both plan participants and fiduciaries. 

(20~3) 129 Law Quarterly Review 242 

~I~N~ST L:E~, University of Hong Kong - Faculty of Law 

Email: ttycd t@yahoo,com 

This article provides a three-step framework for interpreting and applying a critical provision - section 175(4)(a) of the UK Companies Act 2006 - 

concerning directors’ fiduciary duties. 

Trading - Analyzing the :~ndian Perspective" ~i Free Download 

Insider trading, the occurrence of which has become rampant in many industrialized countries, the research seeks to examine the legal mechanism 

prevalent in India and assess the extent to which it has been implemented by interpreting cases taken up by the Courts. The research shall further 

draw a comparison between the legal frameworks of India and USA pertaining to insider trading and shall highlight the merits and demerits of each 

by analysing cases which have taken place at an international level which have led to the breach of fiduciary duties by connected persons and mis- 

appropriation of large amount of funds involving Raj Rajaratnam, the billionaire founder of the Galleon hedge fund, which is one of the most 
controversial and widely deliberated issues in the field of securities regulation followed by Rajat Gupta’s scam. The research shall also analyse 

whether India would benefit from assimilating certain features from the legal system of the United States, and if so which features would help India 

strengthen its regulatory mechanism. The study shall be limited to the laws of these two jurisdictions only. Further, the research will not be delving 

into the question of whether insider trading should be legalized or not since that a question more of economics and less of law. 

Fre~ Download 

D~N~ T~L~N NGOC HUY, International University of Japan - GSIM, HCMC, Vietnam 

Email: 

After the recent global crisis, corporate scandals and bankruptcy in US and Europe, the role of corporate governance and sustainability has been 

growing. This paperwork chooses an analytical approach and among its aims is to give some systematic opinions on corporate governance criteria 

as a benchmark for stock markets. 

Firstly, it classifies limited China representative corporate governance (CG) standards into two (2) groups: China and Taiwan CG principles covered 



in group i and, group 2, including ICGN corporate governance principles, so-called relative good CG group, while it uses OECD principles as 

reference. 

Secondly, it, through analysis, identifies differences and advantages between above set of standards which are and have been used as reference 

principles for many relevant organizations. 

Third, it establishes a selected comparative set of standards for limited China representative corporate governance system in accordance to 

international standards. 

Last but not least, this paper covers some ideas and policy suggestions. 

~ Fr~ Download 

"Tussen 5ocietas en universitas. De beursvennootschap en haar aandeelhouders in historisch perspectief" (Between Societas and Universitas. The Listed 
Company and Its Shareholders in Historical Perspective), K~uwer (Deventer, the Netherlands); ISBN 987-90-13-01042-4, Janua~ 2014, Fo~hcoming 

~ATTH~ DE ~ONGH, Supreme Court of The Netherlands - Research Department 

Email: jmdejongh@orange,nl 

Conflicts between shareholders and the company are an inherent feature of company law. They do not only arise in case of mismanagement by the 
directors. Conflicts of interest between individual shareholders and the company or fellow shareholders also serve as an important source of 
shareholder revolts. These conflicts give rise to questions which are at the heart of company law: what is the relation between a shareholder and 
the company? What duties does a director owe his shareholders? How should the interest of the company be defined? Do dh’ectors need to take 
into account other interests than the company’s interest? Are shareholders well suited to prevent mismanagement by directors? May shareholders 
act solely in their own interest, or do they need to take into account the interests of others? 

This is the English summary of a Dutch thesis which addresses these questions from a historical perspective. This book starts with the 

predecessors of the English and the Dutch East India Company, incorporated in 1600 and 1602, respectively, and ends with the current corporate 

governance debate. This study not only provides answers under current company law, but it also aims at deepening our insight into the evolution 
of company law, particularly with respect to the balance of power within companies. The focus is on Dutch law, but the argument is embedded in a 

broad international context, taking into account influences from other legal traditions, including the UK, the US, Germany and France. 

Two legal forms, originating from Roman law, play an important role in this book: societas (partnership) and universitas (corporation). Both have 
historically influenced the development of company law. But they are also used as a metaphor for conflicts of interest between individual 
shareholders and the collective interest. The Roman societas attached great importance to the interests of individual partners, whereas the 
universitas has emphasised the interest of the institution as a whole. The book consists of five parts. Part I summarises the historical development 
of societas and universitas. Parts II-V chronologically analyse the development of the law on listed companies from the perspective of the 
relationship between shareholders and the company. Part V deals with the heart of the contemporary corporate governance debate. 
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Name partner bolts from firm with 28 attorneys I Blogging law prof seeks ethics probe of commenter I How to dig yourself 
out of debt 

The Top Stories of the Week 
January 10, 2014 

Name partner bolts from Chicago law firm alon# with 28 other attorneys 

Law prof unearths identity #f £om[t)#n~#[, [~guests ethics probe over ’sexualized’ 
blog comments 

Football fan sues over Super Bowl ticket sales 

.__S__!__a___p_p!__n__.g____c_D~_!___n__g toddler on _plane nets j__a__!_! time for former executive 

How to dig yourself out of debt and plan for your future (podcast with transcript) 

Lawyer who trashed secretary on Facebook appalls ’Ask Amy’ readers 

Barred from campus after chastising students, law prof claims an ADA violation 

Here’s to these lawyer-heroes of the New Normal: the system builders 

If law firms .qrow, will clients come? Report discounts the idea 

’Gideon vouchers’ to choose defense la~wers will be allowed in this Texas county 
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proposal 

How these two solos helped take down ’porn troll’ Prenda Law 
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

Are you aggressively pla[~nin.q for retirement, or do you hope to work 

as long as possible? 

This month, the AE{A Journal cover story asks readers if they’re adequately 
planning for retirement, and the ABA Journal Podcast addresses how even 
lawyers who are in debt can pull this off. 

So this week, we’d like to ask you: Are you aggressively planning for retirement, or do you hope 
to work as long as possible? Or both? 

Three years ago, we asked you if you ~..La..A~.e.~.d..~.t...q~p-r..a...c...t.[.c.~.e.~y.~.e.~[U.~..t..~..~..~.!..d....#g~’ and four years ago, 
we asked you about y__o____qr____r__e__t_i_r__e_____m___e__At__~g__a____m____e____p_[_a__D_. Have your attitudes on these topics changed in 
the last few years? Or have circumstances in the meantime forced you to rethink things? 

Answer in the comments. 

lawyer? 

Featured answer: 

Posted by ckw: "A conversation with a colleague/former classmate at one of the many holiday 
parties finally and fully made me realize I’m no longer a ’new’ attorney--14 years into this gig. He 
suggested I look around and see how many attorneys I would ask advice from versus those that 
would ask advice from us= I didn’t like the proportion!" 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, .c_q_n_ta__c_~__.u_s_. 
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Call For Papers 

University of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Business School and Global Business Center Conference on Tax-Efficient Supply Chain Management 

April 25 & 26, 2014, Chapel Hill, NC 

Organizers: Eva Labro, Ed Maydew, Douglas Shackelford, Jayashankar Sw’aminathan 

University of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Business School and Global Business Center invite manuscripts for a Next Generation Conference on Tax-Efficient Supply Chain 

Management. The purpose of this conference is to bring together outstanding scholars from operations management, accounting, economics, finance, law, and related fields plus 

managers, engineers, tax advisers, accountants, lawyers and others from leading companies to discuss the rapidly changing landscape in tax-efficient supply chain management 

(TESCM) 

OVERVIEW: Increasingly, multinationals are attempting to integrate global tax planning into the overall management of their supply chain. This integration affects all aspects of the firm 

including the location and movement of activities, functions and people, and the control and allocation of risks TESCM is designed to produce flexible tax planning that is operationally- 

driven and able to deliver long-term reductions in the firm’s effective tax rate and other taxes. Geographical reconfiguration of a global supply chain must consider aspects, such as 

potential gains and losses in terms of production and logistics costs, time and cost benefits due to co-location as well as implications for supply chain partners and customers. Since 

operations and tax management have historically been positioned as occupying different silos, in many firms this integration is difficult to envision, let alone implement. Because 

companies and their advisors view these TESCM restructurings as proprietary and confidential, little is known about the extent to which they have changed both supply chain 

management and tax planning. 

TOPIC: Since this topic has been largely unexplored, we invite empirical, theoretical, and experimental papers on any angle related to tax-efficient supply chain management. In this 

novel emerging field of inquiry, we anticipate and encourage new and original thought that moves beyond the traditional approaches in international transfer pricing, which have ignored 



the supply chain management literature, and those in supply chain management, which have ignored tax considerations. We look forward to a lively and highly interactive conference 

with at least six papers 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Please submit an electronic version of the paper no later than February 1, 2014 to Professor Douglas Shackelford at douq shack(@,unc.edu. Paper 

selection will be finalized by February 25, 2014. Travel and lodging expenses for all presenters will be reimbursed 

SPONSOR: The conference is sponsored by the UNC Tax Center and the Global Business Center. home of UNC’s Center for International Business Education & Research The 

conference is partially supported by a grant from the US Department of Education and the UNC European Union Center of Excellence grant from the European Union 

Call For Papers 

EFMD 2014 Higher Education Research Conference "Research on Higher Education Management, Management Education and Business Schools: Developments and Discoveries" 

1 5-16 May 2014, Stockholm, Sweden 

A. CONFERENCE THEME: We are proud to announce that the 2014 edition of the EFMD Higher Education Research Conference will take place at the Stockholm University School of 

Business on 15-16 May 2014. The theme of next year’s conference will be: "Research on Higher Education Management, Management Education and Business Schools: Developments 

and Discoveries" 

TOPICS: We are inviting submissions of research work within the following three broad areas of academic inquiry: 

Track 1 : Higher Education Management Research 

Track 2: Management Education Research 

Track 3: Research on Business Schools 

All submissions will be subjected to a double-blind and competitive review process Preference will be given to papers which deal with new developments and discoveries in higher 

education management, management education or research on business schools. The developments could be work expanding or shaping new fields of inquiry, bringing new 

conceptual work into these fields from related parts of management and the social sciences, or new empirical findings In addition, we are also welcoming papers which offer well- 

argued critiques of existing scholarship and in other ways challenge existing theories, methods and empirical findings 

We are open to quality work from established scholars and from younger scholars entering these important fields of scholarship. We are also open to papers from scholars interested 

in the co-production of knowledge between scholars and practitioners and those interested in engaged scholarship whose purposes are to create more impactful social science and 

management research. We recognise, of course, that most discoveries and developments are more likely to be incremental than radical, but those professing radicalism are also 

welcome to submit their manuscripts 

B. KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: We are delighted to announce that three distinguished speakers have accepted our invitation to deliver keynote addresses during the conference: 

Rosemary DEEM, Vice Principal and Professor of Higher Education Management, Royal Holloway College, University of London 

"Developments and Discoveries in Research on Higher Education Management" 

Santiago INIGUEZ DE ONZONO. Dean and Professor of Strategic Management, IE Business School 

"Bridging the Agora and the Academia: Relevance and Impact of Business School Research" 

Ken STARKEY, Professor of Management and Organisational Learning, Nottingham Business School 

"In Search of a Narrative: Reflections on the Evolution of the Business School" 

C. BACKGROUND: since 2012, EFMD is engaging in a community-building effort to encourage research on business schools and their role in higher education The AnnualEFMD 

Higher Education Research Conference serves as an anchor event of this initiative It serves as a platform to facilitate the cross-fertilization of research by scholars from management, 

higher education as well as other fields The forthcoming conference in Stockholm will be the third such conference organized in this series. Previous events have been hosted by The 

Lorange Institute in Switzerland and Paris-Dauphine University in France. 

D SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: Authors are initially requested to submit a synopsis of their paper indicating the key theoretical and empirical questions addressed in the paper, the 

conceptual field(s) informing the paper, if applicable the data set used in the paper and the major theoretical and empirical contributions of the paper. Submissions should include an 

indication of the authors’ preferred conference track 

All synopses for the 2014 EFMD Higher Education Research Conference need to be submitted via our submission website at: http:l!herc2014.efmd.or.q!openconflopenconf.php 

The submission website will be open as of Monday. November 18, 2013. The final deadline for all submissions is Monday, January 20th, 2014. 

All submissions will be subjected to a competitive review process on the basis of originality, rigour and relevance with members of the Programme Committee serving as reviewers. No 

author information or other identifying information should appear anywhere in the submission. All authors will be informed about the outcome of the review process no later than 28th 

February 2014. 

Authors of selected papers are requested to submit completed papers by 20th April 2014. At least one author of each paper must register for the conference and present the paper. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For further details please consult the conference website at http:!Iwv,~t¢.efmd.orq/herc2014 

E. CONFERENCE DATE, VENUE & REGISTRATION: The 2014 EFMD Higher Education Research Conference will be hosted by: 

The Stockholm University School of Business 

S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden 
http:/.Iww~J.fek.su.se!en 

The conference will start on 15th May 2014 at noon and will end on 16th May 2014 at 16:00. 

Conference registrations will start from 16th December 2013. 

Participants registering by 14th March 2014 will receive an early bird discount and pay EUR 390. 

After this date the regular conference fee will be EUR 450. 

Doctoral students will be charged a special rate of EUR 290 as long as they register for the conference by 14th March 2014. 

F CONTACT AND INQUIRIES: 

EFMD Research & Surveys Unit Phone +32 2 629 08 10 Email: research(@~efmd ore! 

G. CONFERENCE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: 

Thomas HARTMAN, Dean of the Stockholm University School of Business, Professor of Accounting and Finance, Stockholm, Sweden 



Ulrich HOMMEL, Professor of Finance, EBS Business School, Germany & Director, EFMD Research and Surveys Unit 

Andrew PETTIGREW, Professor of Strategy and Organisation, Said Business School, University of Oxford, UK & Chair of the EFMD R&D Steering Committee 

H. PROGRAMME COMMITTEE: 

CHAIR: 

Andrew PETTIGREW, Professor of Strategy and Organisation, Said Business School, University of Oxford, UK & Chair of the EFMD R&D Steering Committee 

MEMBERS: 

Eric CORNUEL, Director General, EFMD & Adjunct Professor, HEC School of Management, France 

Rodolphe DURAND, Professor of Strategy and Business Policy & Head of the Strategy Department, HEC School of Management, France 

Jurgen ENDERS, Professor of Higher Education, Southampton Education School, University of Southampton, UK 

Alain GED, Professor of Strategy, Finance, Entrepreneurship, IAE Aix en Provence, France 

Jean-Pierre HELFER, Professor of Marketing & Dean, IAE Paris, France 

Ulrich HOMMEL, Professor of Finance, EBS Business School, Germany & Director, EFMD Research and Surveys Unit 

Alan IRWIN, Dean of Research, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark 

Andrew KAKABADSE, Professor of Governance and Leadership at Henley Business School, University of Reading and Emeritus Professor at Cranfield University School of 

Management, UK 

Michel KALIKA, Professor of Management, Universite Paris Dauphine, France 

Pierre KLETZ, Professor at Ben Gurion University of the Negev & Vice President, Mandel Foundation, Israel 

Peter LORANGE, Professor of Corporate Strategy Leadership & President, Lorange Institute of Business, Switzerland 

Rajani NAIDOO, Senior Lecturer, School of Management, University of Bath, UK 

Joan Enric RICART, Professor of Strategic Management Department, IESE Business School, Spain 

Barbara SPORN, Professor & Vice Rector of Research, International Affairs & External Relations, WU Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria 

Kenneth STARKEY, Professor of Management & Organisational Learning, Director of Research, Nottingham University Business School, UK 

Howard THOMAS, Professor and LKCSB Chair of Strategic Management & Dean, Lee Kong Chian School of Business, Singapore Management University, Singapore 

Alain VAS, Professor of Change Management & Director, Louvain School of Management, Belgium 

Jonathan WAREHAM, Professor of Information Systems & Vice Dean of Research, ESADE Business School, Spain 

Call For Nominations 

Kauffman Junior Faculty Fellowship in Entrepreneurship Research 

Nomination Deadline: January 21, 2014 

The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation is pleased to announce that the nomination period is now open for the Kauffman Junior Faculty Fellowship in Entrepreneurship Research 

(KJFF). The Kauffman Foundation will award up to seven Junior Faculty Fellowship grants to junior faculty members in the United States whose research has the potential to make 

significant contributions to the body of literature in entrepreneurship. Each FelloWs university will receive a grant of $35,000 over two years to support the research activities of the Fellow. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Nominations will be accepted online from now until 5:00 p.m. Central Standard Time on Tuesday, January 21, 2014. Nominees must be tenured or tenure-track junior 

faculty members at accredited U.S. institutions of higher education who received a PhD. or equivalent doctoral degree between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2012. Nominees will 

have until 5:00 p.m. Central Standard Time on Monday, March 17, 2014 to complete their online applications for consideration for the fellowship. 

SUBMISSIONSIFURTHER INFORMATION: To see the complete Call for Nominations, including submission guidelines, please visit http://~ANw kauffman.or!q/kiff Please direct all 

questions to kiff(~,kauffman.orlq 

The American University of Beirut, Suliman S. Olayan School of Business 

Husni A. Sawwaf Endowed Chair in Business and Management 

The Suliman Olayan School of Business at the American University of Beirut is seeking candidates for the endowed Husni A Sa~^twaf Endowed Chair in Business and Management. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The candidate must be a highly accomplished and internationally recognized scholar in his/her filed, and a thought leader with a proven track record in research, 

teaching and professional service. A track record in generating research funding will be viewed favorably 

A key evaluation criterion for the Husni A Sa~^twaf Endowed Chair in Business and Management is the candidate’s expertise and research in any of the areas of Performance 

management, Performance Measurement and Decision making sciences and the sub-fields: 

- Business Strategic Performance Measurement 

- Business Strategic Management 

- Business Production Efficiency 

- Business Analytic and Impact Assessment 

- Business Policy Development and Analysis 

- Decision Making in Private and Public Organizations 

- Organizations, Processes, Human Capital Performance Evaluation 

- Value Chain Management 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The Chair Professor in Business and Management will be expected to spearhead a three-year program of activities, develop research programs and establish 

international research partnerships; organize events to engage academics as well as the public and private sectors; mentor junior faculty members and supervise students in 

specialized graduate programs; engage in teaching in one or more of the BBA, MBA, EMBA programs; as well as contribute to executive education 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications should include a statement of interest; a current CV, a detailed proposal for a three-year program of activities that includes a research and 

teaching agenda; and the names and contact information of at least three references. Applications should be sent electronically, addressed to: 

Dr Salim Chahine 

Acting Dean 

Suliman Olayan School of Business 

The American University of Beirut 

Email: sc09(~,aub edu Ib 

Competitive salary and benefit packages will be offered to successful candidates. 

Review of applications will begin immediately, and the deadline for applications is January 26 2014. Information about the Suliman S. Olayan School of Business can be found at 

http:llw~ew.aub edu.lblosb 



The American University of Beirut is an Equal Opportunity Employer. AUB’s home page is at http://vwvw aub.edu.lb 

Tufts University, Fletcher School 

Assistant/Associate Professor in International Business - Endowed Position 

The Fletcher School, established in 1933 as the first exclusively graduate school of international affairs in the United States, seeks to fill an endowed position in international business, 

with a focus on socially responsible and inclusive business practices. This is a tenure-track position at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor, beginning in September 2014. 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL: The Fletcher School’s faculty is multi-disciplinary with a focus on preparing tomorrow’s leaders with a global perspective. We undertake research and prepare our 

masters and doctoral students to use the latest political, business, economic, and legal thinking, among others to generate pragmatic policies that will successfully shape global 

events. 

International business at Fletcher is distinctive, with an emphasis on core management issues that are at the intersection of global business and international affairs Located in the 

Boston area, The Fletcher School awards a Master of International Business degree that combines a rigorous business education with a graduate degree in international affairs 

Fletcher also offers an International Business concentration in its other degree programs. The Institute for Business in the Global Context is a vibrant hub of research and other 

activities The study of business at Fletcher is, therefore, inherently global and inter-disciplinary. 

JOB DESCRIPTION/QUALIFICATIONS: The successful candidate for the position will be a scholar in international business, management or closely related fields, with expertise in 

topics such as corporate social responsibility, inclusive business approaches to addressing the "bottom of the pyramid", and doing business in emerging markets The ideal candidate 

will have research, teaching, and practical experience. 

The successful candidate will be responsible for teaching, research, supervising graduate student research and will have the opportunity to join an active and distinguished group of 

international business scholars 

A PhD. or its equivalent is required along with a record of scholarly publication. Review of applications will begin January 30, 2014 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applicants should send a cover letter, curriculum vitae, any supporting materials, and 3 letters of reference to: http://apply.interfolio.com/24164 

The Fletcher School is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity employer and actively seeks candidates from diverse backgrounds 

University at Albany, College of Arts and Sciences RNA Institute and the School of Business 

Professor, Open Rank in Life Science Entrepreneurship and Technology Commercialization 

The RNA Institute in the College of Arts and Sciences and the School of Business invite applications for an open rank, tenure-track position in Life Science Entrepreneurship and 

Technology Commercialization. This position connects the two colleges in research, technology advancement and commercialization, and instruction. The position will elevate and 

expand the University at Albany’s program offerings to science and business students in one of the most important and dynamic areas of growth in the U.S. The position supports a 

unique and successful research and instructional program in Life Science Entrepreneurship pioneered by The RNA Institute and the School of Business. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The successful candidate will be a member of The RNA Institute (http://~,~’ww.albany.edu/rna) research community comprised of more than 35 investigators from the 

College of Arts & Sciences, the College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering, the School of Public Health, and regional institutions including the Wadsworth Center, Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute, and Albany Medical College. This creates an outstanding environment for technology development and commercialization. The Institute has corporate partners for 

technology entrepreneurship and education. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Ph.D. from a university accredited by the U.S. Department of Education or an internationally recognized accrediting organization and a strong publication record 

reflecting significant scientific and/or leadership accomplishments in life science entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship research. The applications must address the candidate’s 

ability to work with and instruct a culturally diverse population. Preferred qualifications include one degree in the sciences, one degree in business, and demonstrated ability to obtain 

independent extramural funding. Review of applications will begin on November 15, 2013 and continue until the position is filled. 

The successful candidate will be offered a competitive salary, start-up package and research space consistent with rank. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Submit applications at: http:/!albanv.interviewexchanqe.com/iobofferdetails.is13?JOBID=43452 

Applications must include a CV with publications, present and past grant funding, a statement of research interests and experience in life science entrepreneurship, and a statement of 

teaching A minimum of three letters of reference attesting to the candidate’s research accomplishments should be sent to Paul F Agris at rna~,albany.edu 

The University at Albany is an EEO/AA/IRCA/ADA employer 

Apply Here: http://w~^tw.Click2Apply.netiprs6ivm 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND JOB POSTINGS 

If you wish to post a professional announcement or job listing, please contact Announcements(~,SSRN corn for more information. 

HOW TO UNSUBSCRIBE 

You can unsubscribe from these Jobs & Announcements emails by clicking here. 

You can change any of your other edournal subscriptions in the following ways: 

1. Log into SSRN User Headquarters at http:!!hq.ssrn.com. Click "Subscriptions" on the left side of your screen, click on the appropriate network name, and then uncheck 

"Professional Announcements and Job Postings" at the bottom of the page. 

2. Email Support@SSRN.com 

3. Call 877-SSRNHelp (877.777.6435) in the United States, or +1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States. We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30 AM and 

6:00 PM, United States Eastern Standard/Daylight Time (EST/EDT). 
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Site subscription membership 

Many university departments and other institutions have purchased site licenses covering all of the journals in a particular network. If you want to subscribe to any of the SSRN 

journals, you may be able to do so without charge by first checking to see if your institution currently has a site license. 

To do this please click on any of the following URLs. Instructions for joining the site are included on these pages. 

o Accountinq Research Network 

o Cognitive Science Network 

o Corporate Governance Network 

o Economics Research Network 

o Entrepreneurship Research & Policy Network 

o Financial Economics Network 

o Health Economics Network 

o Information Systems & eBusiness Network 

o Legal Scholarship Network 

o Manaqement Research Network 

o Political Science Network 

o Social Insurance Research Network 

o Classics Research Network 

o English & American Literature Research Network 

o Philosophy Research Network 

If your institution or department is not listed as a site, we would be happy to work with you to set one up. Please contact site(~ssrn.com for more information. 

Individual membership (for those not covered by a site subscription), complete our web subscription form at our secure site: http:/!,z, rw’w.ssrn.com/subscribe 
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customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

As QM Goes Into Effect, Uncertainty Is the Only Sure Thing 

A sweeping set of mortgage rules that primarily target 
underwriting standards is due to take effect on Friday, but 
lenders, regulators and market experts remain unsure 
exactly what their impact will be. 

Loan Officers Are a Key Asset in Bank M&A - Be Sure to 
Keep Them 

Old National Bancorp says it learned its lesson from the 
recent defection of some important lenders from a bank it 
agreed to buy last fall, and it incorporated those in 
structuring its deal announced this week for United 
Bancorp. 

Why JPMorgan Chase Is KBWs Top Stock Pick for 2014 

The nation’s largest bank may be dealing with a never- 
ending run of bad press, but analysts say its fundamentals 
are sound and still trades at a discount to its peers. They 
also predict a strong year for banks in the $5 billion to $10 
billion range, particularly South Carolina’s First Financial 
Holdings. 

For Some Community Banks, QM Stands for Quitting 
Mortgages 

The qualified-mortgage rule, reduced refi activity and 
ongoing commoditization are forcing smaller institutions to 
take a hard look at exiting the mortgage origination 
business. 

By Department 

Steeply Through 2017 

Regulatory uncertainty and a recognition that data is still 
sliced and controls are not what they should be are driving 
many banks to continue heavy investment in risk-related 
technology, IDC analysts find. 

:~914 

The nation’s largest bank may be dealing with a never- 
ending run of bad press, but analysts say its fundamentals 



are sound and still trades at a discount to its peers. They 
also predict a strong year for banks in the $5 billion to $10 
billion range, particularly South Carolina’s First Financial 
Holdings. 

Mortgages 

The qualified-mortgage rule, reduced refi activity and 
ongoing commoditization are forcing smaller institutions to 
take a hard look at exiting the mortgage origination 
business. 

As @M Goes ~nto Effect, Uncertainty ~s tfhe Only Sure 

A sweeping set of mortgage rules that primarily target 
underwriting standards is due to take effect on Friday, but 
lenders, regulators and market experts remain unsure 
exactly what their impact will be. 

Loan Officers Are a Key Asset in Bank ~&A -- Be Sure 

to Kee~ Them 

Old National Bancorp says it learned its lesson from the 
recent defection of some important lenders from a bank it 
agreed to buy last fall, and it incorporated those in 
structuring its deal announced this week for United 
Bancorp. 
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Daily Briefing: Stop Dithering and Fix the Volcker Rule Now 

Daily Briefing January 10, 2014 

Today’s Top S~ories 

Stop Dithering and Fix the Volcker Rule Now 
by CAMDEN R. FINE 

If regulato~ want to limit the damage in Main Street 

communities, they should completely exempt Trups CDOs 

I~m the Volcke[ Rule~ This would avoid needless 

w[itedowns without put,in9 Main S~reet communities at 

financial risk. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

S~op Dithering and 
Fix the Volcker 
Rule Now 

Analyst Dick Bove Defends Big Banks, Slams 
Regulators 
by MARIA ASPAN 

Big banks have getten an unfair rap and regulators an 

unjustilied I~’ee pass since the financial crisis = so a~’gues 

Iongtime banking industry analyst Richard X. Bove in a 

new book. The outspoken Bore, now with Rafferty Capital 

Equity Research, tells American Banker why he believes 

the Dodd-F~ank act ~’~as unnecessaiy and federal 

[egula~ors to blame Io[ failing to prevent the ca’isis. 
READ MORE ~> 

i.~.i Analyst Dick Bove 

Defends Big 

Banks, Slams 

Regulators 

Morning Scan: Fed’s 2014 Agenda; StanChart Restructures; Bad 
News for Bitcoin? 
by JEANINE SKOWRONSKI 

Receiving Wide Coverage ... Fed Talks: Recently released Federal Resen~e 

meeting minu~es lend a few insights into how the central bank is feeling about 

ongoing stimuk~s program. Readers may recall that the Fed surprised everyone 

back in December when it elected to slow its bond-buying program by $10 billion a 

month and, the slow taper is likely to continue. "Officials have suggested a similar 

cut is the most likely result when the Fed’s polic;~,-making committee... 
READ MORE >> 

RBS Open to Takeover Bids for Citizens Before IPO, Van Saun Says 

Royal Bank of Scotland Group Pic would be open to takeover offers for its U.S. 

subsidiary as it prepares the division fer an initial public offering this year, the unit’s 

chiel executive oflice~" said. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

Contain 

Technology 



Small Bank Tries to Beat Big Banks at Their Own 
Tech Game 
by SARAH TODD 

Community banks should le~ big banks take ~he lead on 

technology R&D, learn re quickly copy the best of what 

they come up with and outdo them on customer sewice, 

say executives of Rock~,’ille Bank, including its new virtual 

banking chief, Donna Patel. 
RE~,D MOIRE ~:. 

::~:: Small BankTriesto 

Beat Big Banks at 

Their Own Tech 

Game 

MORE TECHNOLC~3Y ;) 

Reform 

Reguiation Has Harmed Banking: Dick Bove 

The Dodd-Frank Act and other financial regulations 

enacted in the wake of the financial crisis have made 

banking a "worse place" by adding unwieMy and 

unnecessary restrictions on big banks, says Dick Bore. 

The longtime bank analyst also po~n~s a finger a~ 

regulators for fa~Hng fa~ed to adequately enforce existing 

regulations ~n the le~d-up to the cds~s, ~ point he 

d~scusses at ~ength, while defending big banks, in a new 

book. 
RE~,D MOIRE ~:. 

Regulation Has 

Harmed Banking: 

Dick Bove 

MORE REGUL;-\[ION AND REF:ORM }:. 

BancorpSouth in Miss. Buying Ouachita in La. for $112M 
by PAUL DAMIS 

BancorpSouth (BXS) in Tupele, Miss., has agreed to buy Ouachita Bancshares in 

Monroe, La. 
READ MORE ~> 

MORE MERGERS ANDACQUISI]IONS ~> 

Contain 

For Some Community Banks, QM Stands for 
Quitting Mortgages 
by JACKIE STEWART 

The qualitied-modgage rule, reduced refi activity and 

ongoing cornmeditizaJion are forcing smaller insJitutions ~e 

take a hard look at exiJing Jhe mo4gage originaJien 

business. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

::X:: For Some 

Community Banks, 

QM Stands for 

Quitting Mortgages 

MORE COMMUNIIY BANK1NG t> 

Consumer Finance 

RBS Would Be Open to Bids for Citizens Amid IPO Preparations 

Royal Bank of Scotland Group PLC would be open to ~akeover offers IOr its U.S. 

subsidiary as it prepares the division for an initial public olfering this year’, Jhe unit’s 

chief executive officer said. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE 



Contain 

Aligning Risk and Finance in Banks: From Theory to Practice 
WHITEPAPER 

Banks have long strived to better align and integrate their risk and finance 

functions, 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

Helping Financial Services Companies Make Better Decisions while 
Reducing Costs 
WEB SEMINAR 

In the highly competitive financial services market, business leadel’s know that real- 

time access to better data can help gain, cross-sell, and retain customers .-- drMng 

growth IO[ their business. 
RF~AD MOIRE ~:. 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Ametfcan Bankefs inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against pee~ of si~qilar size, 

based on assets, READ MORE ,> 

Wealth Management 

Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cress-sell ceukJ encourage employees to cut comers and regulators to crack (]own 

on questionable p[actices~ All ~his applies to big banks, which thi[s~ for sources of 

grov,.4h, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering to the less affluent clients ignored by large banks.RFM, D MORE ~ 

MORE IN SF~ECiAL RE~~3RrS t> 

~i 
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In this issue: ’Tradition’ gives continuity to family businesses 

First Look 

’T~adition’ gives continuity to 

F~equent flye~ miles may be 

UNC syste~ pushes for tuition freeze 

~s Cherokee #~ugg~ng ~nto Ch~a"s e~ergy 
rnarke~? 

Done dea~: Gene~a~ Parts sa~e to Advance 

Gov, McCrory: 4 b~ggest challenges N,C, 
faces h~ 2014 

Yo~r ,k~.~-:uary I 0, 20t ,-~ issue is 

This Week’s Lists 

® Larges~Triangle~Area Hotels 

Se~ Mc:e 

SPACE 3Q 20’f3 

SPACE 2Q 2013 

BigshotsoSBA insefl 

View the Triangle Bus~ness Jouraa~ Book of 

Get the Newsstand App for FREE 

Congfa~LEl~ations. AS a su~)scr~ber, yOLE now 
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Journal’s Newss[and App on your iPhone or 

Get il new >> 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC men’s basketball coach Roy 

Williams and other university 

officials say whistleblower Mary 

Willingham’s claims about 

academically ... 

UNC 

men&#x92;s 

basketball 

coach Roy 

Miami 63, UNC ~;7: Postgame 

~[houg[~ts 

Tar Heels suffer demoralizing 

loss, leaving them 0-2 in ACC and 

wondering howto fix it. 

UNC coach 
Roy Williams 

No, 13 UNC women bea~[ No. 20 NC State 79-70 

Freshman Diamond DeShields scored 21 points to 

help No. 13 North Carolina beat No. 20 NC State 79- 

70 on Thursday night. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 
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The 10-Point- Janua~ 10, 2014 

Hello, 

Please Forgive Me 

Follo~ng revelations that members of his inner circle had intentionally 

caused a traffic jam to exact political revenge against a Democratic mayor, 

our story reports on N~w ~er~: G~:~v, Chri~ C~ci~i~’s ~x~--d~y e~:~:~r~ ~(~ 

engaged in a nearly bvo-hour nationally televised new,as conference and 

then arrived in the tox.m of Fort ~e, N.J., to apologize to the may~r and 

residents. Meanwhile, we find that U.S. ,lustiee Department officials said 

they plan to scrutinize the lane closures that caused the jam to see if any 

federal la~:s were broken, while a New Jersey Assembly committee 

continues its in}~stigation into the matter. 

The Moment of Truth 

U.S. President Baraek Obama is expected to give a speech on iris 

prescriptions for the National SeeurityAgeney as early as next week. Our 

story rep~r~:s ~}:~a~ ~~e W]~i~~ }-~ms~" is s~r~>~@ ~:~h:~ki~g ab<~,~~ ~w~’~a~i~g 

~:~ NSA ~>r~>gra~~~ ~a~ c<~Iec~:s ~>~,~’~ca]] da~:a ~)f ~carl?’ a~ A~~~’~’ica~s and 

is leaning toward extending privacy protection to non-U.S, citizens. We 

find that the president and top officials have held a flurry of lneetings on 

the subject, and they plan to meet Mth representatives of technology 

companies on Friday. "This is really erunehtime," Sen. Ron ~den, (D., 

Ore.) said in an interview. "This is when major decisions about the new 

rules as it relates to s~veillanee are going to be lnade." 

An Apple Turnover 

Apple historically didn’t make much of 

an effort to appeal to businesses, and 

many business applications were written 

only for Windows, making Apple devices 

not as viable for use inside corporations. 



But now things have changed. We are witnessing an Apple turnover: 

iPhones replacing BlaekBerrys and iPads assuming tasks once reserved for 

PCs. Our story examines the changes ~ I)’o~:~:~ i~m~.~Tatio~:~s i~ ~of~warc to the 

~:ech B~a~:mgcrs. Meanwhile, we take a walk through memory lane. Seven 

3~ars ago today, the &)urnal >.’por~.ed t}~t Ste~e Jobs h~trod~:~ced a gadget., 

dc~cribed by t}.~.c WS3 ~ "a media.-pIa;dng ce]lp[~.one, dubbed the iPhone." 

I Left My Heart in San Francisco 

What uksed to be the epicenter of the hippie movement is now becoming a 

haven for young technology workers, who are mo~ng into the city from 

Palo Nto and Menlo Park 3o miles south. We find that the new digerati are 

bringing startups, venture eapitalists~::] and superhigh real-estate prices. 

From a ehie apartment in the Soma neighborhood’s 6o-stoW Millennim 

Tower to the stately homes of Pacific Heights, our stoW looks at the places 

where w~a~thy ~ech w~rker~ a~ G~og~e, Fac~b~ok, T~il~:er ~ r~d ~he ~ke are 

S~>me Credit.~>r.,~ i~ I)ehToi~ Arc Spared 

WORLD 

Bcij’~g Te~,-;ts To~4s t~~ TackI<~ Bad Debt 

NUMBER OF THE DAY 



" ~ "    " <~. ..... 77~rs&~h~ after the company’s liver-disease drug 

performed well in a clinical trial, marking the bogest one-day stock leap 

among Nasdaq Composite companies of a similar size since at least 2012. 

Do you think Mr. Christie’s management style has anything to do with the 

behavior of his aides? Why or why not? Send us your response to 

:l op{>i~r~(d.~wKi.<~om and follow (~!~C~’r~ rd"1"~M k~ r on T~tter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What ~ News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lO-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The ~)pe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscmbed as .~ss<.. m"oo~~u,t~: ~u:~o(.’dm For further 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at sU~.~po?¢~?/,~@co~~ 
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Morning Edition: Tipping point tbr home-equity rates in N.C.?; Four Oaks pays $1M fine 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 10, 20~4 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Could home-eq~!t¥ rates in North Carolina reach a ~!pp!n~ 
point in 20147 
As a state, Noah Carotin~ is fairing pre~y well in the reai estate recovery. 

.................. 

Four Oaks Ban k to pay $1M fine to settle DOJ lawsuit 
One day a~e~ being sl~pped with a civil iawsuit alleging improper ~ctivity on its 

books, Fou~ O~ks= ~ank and its parent company h~ve reached ~ settlement with the 

US. Depa~ment of Justice 

Former Apple Gold exec to open 5 First Watch cafes in 
TrMng[e 
The former chief operating ef, icer~ o[ Raieigi>based, Apple Geld Group is epening. 

fiw~ new First W~Rsh care res[aurant franchises in the Triangle area. 

~iscuss 

N,C. rises to No. 2 in solar i~s~ilations 
Norl:h Careiina jumped inte second place behind Caiifornia in [erms of seh~r power 

capacity added in 2013, accerdh~g to the annual NPD 8eh~rbuzz market repod 

Discuss 

President Obama to visit the Triangle next week .................................................................................................... 

Triangle-based Xer~m Technoloqies to close German 

3 people shot in southeast Raleigh; suspect at ~arge 

The List: Largest SBA lenders in North Carolina 
(SL~DESHOW) 

Fast track to new markets or bigger trade deficits? Fight 
over TPA begins 

Law firm M&A up 47% in 2013 

Contact Us 



Cancel EmaiI ~ubscription 

L:.izjo{iin~ls c~is~emer .~e!’.,ice; L:.izjo{iin~ls 120 ~N. Morehead Si.. C!;~doiie, N.:;r~il Carollna 28202. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Directors & Boards Magazine <dshaw@directorsandboaMs.bmsend.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 8:25 AIVI 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Big Data for Boa~cds Webinar next week 

Free online education for 
directors and board members 
from Directors & Boards, 
your trusted independent 
corporate govemance thought 
leader. 

Featured Speakers 

Nina Henderson 
Director, CNO Financial 
Group (NYSE), Bankers 
Life & Casualty, 
Washington National, 
Colonial Penn, Walter 
Energy Inc. (VYSE) 

Mitchell D. Silber 
Executive Managing 
Director for Intelligence and 
Analytic Solutions 
K2 Intelligence 

Mitchell D. Silber 
Chief Digital Officer 
K2 Intelligence 

Join director Nina Henderson and K2 
Intelligence’s Mitchell D. Silber and Matt 

Unger for: 

Analytics and the Board" Using Big Data 
to Detect and Manage Risk 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 
2:30pro ET/11:30am PT 

To register for this complimentary webinar, click here. 

Advances in technology are helping boards develop accurate tools to 
further best practices in governance as well as assist in delicate 
internal investigations. Beyond that, data []crunching [] may 
permit boards to detect irregularities before they become 
corporate disasters. Data analytics are being applied to areas 
such as investment and business intelligence, due diligence, 

regulatory compliance, cyber threats, and reputational 
assessment, offering detailed and critical information to board 
members as they work with management to assess 
opportunities and counter threats. Directors are increasingly at 
the center of contentious disputes. They need comprehensive and 
accurate strategic information in real time to assess activist 
shareholder allegations, FCPA actions, and other risks to the 
company. 

In this 60-minute free webinar, Mitchell D. Silber, Executive Managing 
Director for Intelligence and Analytic Solutions, K2 Intelligence, Matt 
Unger, Chief Digital Officer, K2 Intelligence, director Nina Henderson 
and Jim Kristie of Directors & Boards will discuss what directors 
need to know about using technology and analytics to ensure 
successful regulatory compliance and internal investigations. 

To register for this webinar, click here. 

R~n~fit~ 

60 minutes-maximum value for time 
Completely free to attend 
Time for questions and comments 

All participants receive a copy of the webinar materials after the 
event 
Unbiased third party director education 

This free webinar is brought to you through the sponsorship of K2 
Intelligence and Directors & Boards. 



Jim Kristie 
Editor and Associate 
Publisher, Directors & 
Boards 

Unsubscribe I Manaqe Subscription == Forward Email I Report Abuse 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 8:27 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIMI’; Rt’;PORTS: 

EI:LANI) AREA: 

****Break i~ to locked reside~ce reported 01/09/14. l 1:00 am. 4505 Buckwalter Ln, 

the victim advised that he le~ for work around 7:3o ~ on the mo~ng ofjanumy 9, 2014 and his mfe le~ for work arouM 8:30 am on the morNng ofjanuo~- 9, 2014. 

the victim advised that he received a phone call from a neigh[~r who advised that he looked out of Ns mndow and noticed that the front door of the victims residence 

was open. he then walked across the street to the victims residence and noticed that it had ~en ~cked in and advised the victim that he needed to come home. once 

the victim amved at Ns residence, he advi~d me that he walked through and noticed his flat ~reen tv~ x- N~x with games a~d jewels, items missing. Vah~e S2,000.00 

Suspect named 

ttlLLSBOROUGH AREA: 

****Brcak in l<~ unlocked vehicle reposed 01/09/14, 2430 Jay Circle 

I responded to the above location in reference to a laceny ofa C.D. player. Upon amvN I spoke with fl~e co~nplmnant who s~ted on Tuesday Jan~D~ 7th, 2014 he 

discovered his C.D. player and other imms were token Kom his unlocked vehicle ove~gN. VNue $127.00 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9’~ ~. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 8:38 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Job Growth Slows Sharply 

Job Growth Slows Sharply 

U.S. job growth slowed sharply in December, closing out the year on a surprisingly weak 

note and potentially complicating the Federal Reserve’s plan for its bond-buying program. 

U.S. payrolls rose by 74,000 last month, the Labor Department said Friday. That was a 

sharp dip from numbers of over 200,000 in the prior two months and the lowest monthly 

gain in three years. 

The Labor Department said the unemployment rate fell to 6.7% from 7%, though the 

decline was largely the result of people leaving the workforce. 

See More Coverage 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: 6th Annual SPA aJ~d MoFo Structured Products LegBJ, Regulator’ & Compliance Update 2014 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

iXi Structured ProductsA .... iation ] 

1 

6th Annua~ SPA and MoFo Structured Products 
Legal Regulatory & Compliance Update 2014 

Tuesday, 

January 14, 2014 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

1290 Avenue of the Americas 

39th Floor 

New York, NY 10104 

Registration and 

Nots d’oeuvres. 

6:00 pm.- 6:30 p.m. ET 

Panel Presentation. 

6:30 pm.- 7:45 p.m. ET 

Cocktail Reception. 

7:45 pm.- 8:30 p.m. ET 

For more information: 

j __m_ _£L [_£Ln_ _q @. ~ _~__o_ ~ _o_=__¢_o___m_ 

The Structured Products Association and Morrison & Foerster are 

pleased to present this annual Legal, Regulatory & Compliance 

update to friends, clients and members on Tuesday, January ’14, 

2014. 

Join us for a timely and important presentation on significant new 

developments in the legal-regulatory-compliance landscape. This 

presentation will cover a wide range of topics related to structured 

products, including: 

Topics: 

¯ Round-up on Title VII implementation 

¯ Nasdaq’s quotation system for structured products 

¯ Areas of attention for FINRA and the SEC related to structured 

products 

¯ The Volcker Rule 

¯ Whatto expect in 2014 

A more detailed agenda and speakers will be circulated shortly. 

This event is traditionally standing-room only, so kindly register 

today. Hors d’oeuvres and cocktails will be served at the beginning 

and the end of the event, respectively. The event is closed to press. 

VVe are offering NY and CA CLE credits. 

CPD Credit: Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP (Authorisation Number 3538/MOFO) certifies that this activity has been approved for 

CPD credit by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board. 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~ww.sra.orfl.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Staple- Clark <j staple@uniteforsight.org> 

Friday, Jannary 10, 2014 9:02 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation to Innovator’s Forum 

Dear Lissa Broome, 

I hope that this email finds you well and that you had a lovely holiday season! We warmly invite you to participate in the npcoming Innovator’s Forum on Friday, March 

14, 2014, at the Shubert Theater in New Haven. Presented by Unite For Sight, the Innovator’s Forum roll draw health, edncation, development, m~d social 

entrepreneurship professionals and students for a focused, highly interactive, and collaborative conference on best and emerging practices for effective programs. We 

would also appreciate it if you conld please forward this message to your colleagnes who may be interested in attending. 

Those who register to attend the hmovator’s Forum by JanuaD 20th axe welcome to therea£ter apply tbr a unique opportunity to present at the evem. Complete details 

cm~ be seen at http:/iwww.unitetbrsight.org/lbrum/present 

A reduced eaxly bird regishation rate is ofl~red through January 20th. Regis~ter online at http://~wwv.uniteforsi~ht.o~g/tbrum 

The confirmed Innovator’s Forum speakers are: 

Ke3~ote Addresses 
o Gene Falk, Co-Founder and CEO Emeritus, mothers2mothers 

o Victoria Hale, Founder and CEO, Medicines360 

o /urn Rowena McCullough, Co-Founder and CEO, QuestBridge 
Perspectives on Innovating 

o "Building a Health Delivery Model for 1 Billion Rural People, Starting with One Remote Village in Liberia," .lason Bae, Director, Last Mile 

HeaNa 

o Vanessa Kerry, ChiefExecu’fve Officer, Seed Global Health 

o Speaker TBA 

Key Lessons From Building Innovative, Successfiil Programs 

o "Social and Mobile Innovations for Global Health Progran|s," Bobby Jefferson, Director, Center for Development Info~matics, Futures Group 

o "Contagious Health & Happiness," Leila Makarechi, COO, Micmclinic Intemalional 

o "Social Change is a Process, Not a Fo~nula: Practical Lessons from Twenty Years of Success and Failure," Dean Cycon, Founder and 

CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee Co. 

Conversations with Early-Stage Innovators, Growing Organizations, and Established Orgalfizations 

o Innovator’s Forum registrants may apply to present, and six applicm~ts will be selected. Each will give a 5-minute presentation to the Innovator’s Forum 

andience abx~ut their organization, current and expected impact, current challenges, and qnestions for the expert speakers. The presenters roll then 

engage in a conversation with the keynote speakers on the Shubert Theater stage and in front of the conference andience. The expert speakers will 

ans~ver questions and otter guidance and advice. The entire audience will "then have an opportunity to ask qnestions of the presenters m~d the expert 

speakers. In addition to o~}ring a unique opportunity tbr fl~e six selected presenters, the Innovatods Forum audience will gain extensive insight l]com the 
expert speakers about navigating the challenges and complexities of real issues being experienced by the innovators in the audience. 

Complete details and the Innovator’s Forum schedule can be seen at http:i/www.uniteforsi~ht.oN/fomm 

lhis emaii was sent to Iissa_bioome@ulnc.edu by ,~enniter S~pie-ClarK. 

Unsubscribe from Unite For tSight Conference Announcements. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Venable News <news@connect.venable.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 9:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Task Force Digest 

P~ease contact the 
authors below if you 
have any questions 
regarding this a~ert: 
Suzanne Fay. Garwood Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
202.344.8046 /aSK Force Digest 
Jonathan Lo Pom~ 

enab~eocomBelow is a list of the best of our Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
202.344.4383 ("CFPB")-related legal articles and presentations published in the second 

half of 2013 by our attorneys. We have put together some very interesting 
and useful materials that should be of help to your organization as you 
tackle the challenging array of legal issues surrounding CFPB 
compliance. Also, we have included a list of                where 

For the complete index Venab~e attorneys wi~ be spealkin9 on CFPB matters° 
of all of Venable’s 
articles and 
presentations on the 
CFPB and related To read any of these articles, aIerts, or presentations, p~ease c~ick on the 

topics, c~ick here° tide° 

For more information 
on our CFPB Task 
Force, p~ease c~ick 
here, 

CFPB Enforcement Uses UDAAP to Put Focus on State Law Com~s~iance 

CFPB ~ssu~ (Article) 



Members of the CFPB 
Task Force 

~son Bo Baker 
John Bo Beaty 
John Eo Bowman 
Emilio Wo Cividanes 
William Jo Donovan 
Suzanne Fay Garwood 
Thomas Eo Gi~bertsen 
Rona~d Ro G~ancz 
David Wo Goewe~ 
Leonard L Gordon 
Gar~ D~ Hai~e~ 
Stuart Pc 
Rona~d Mo Jacobs 
Jeffre~ Do Know~es 
Randa~ Ko Mi~er 

Andrew O~mem 
Jonathan L Pc 
Tara Su~,ama 
Potashnik 
Michae~ Jo Rivera 
Randa~ Mo Shaheen 
Ra~ Eo Shar~ 

Me~issa Lo Steinman 
Jeffre~ So Tenenbaum 
Katherine Whe~an 
D~Eo Wi~son~ Jr~ 

Re~ated Services 

Advertisinq and 

Bankinq and Financia~ 
Services Requ~ation 
C~ass Action Defense 
Consumer Finance 
Consumer Products 
and Services 
Credit Counse~in 
Debt Services 
Financia~ Sewices 
Privac~ and Data 

What You Need to Know about Consumer Complaints and the 
CFPB (Presentation) (Recording Available) 

Mone~ent on Marketinq Financia~ Products Beats Financia~ Education 
(Article} 

The CFPB°s Su and Enforcement Functions and Now They Work 
(Article) 

Pre for a CFPB Examination or #~vesti (Presentation) 

ht on CFPB Procurement ~ortunities (Article) 

Fair ~saac°s Dominance of Credit Scorin~ ~stemic Risk (Article} 

The CFPB°s Tria~ Disclosure Policy (Article} 

~nnovative Financia~ Disclosures (Article) 

Tria~ Disclosure Proqram Announced ~ CFPB A~ows tnoMarket Testin~ 

Continued CFPB Scrutin~£of Credit Card Market; Focus Turns to 
(Article} 

CFPB Enforcement A~orne~ Cross Trained on Exam Techniques 

(Article) 

CFPB Compliance ~ths That Deserve Debunkin~ (Article) 

3 Ke~ ~9ects of the CFPB°s Enforcement Authority (Article} 

Upcomin9 Events 

January 16, 2014: "The CFPB°s Re        and Enforcement Aqenda: 
Postqmp~ementation ~ssues and What to Ex#ect Goinq Fo~ard" at AC~°s 
13th Nationa~ Forum on Residentia~ Mort ation & Re 
Enforcement 

January 31~ 2014: °°The CFPB°s Standard for Abusive Practices o~ Third 
Parties" at ACI°s 9th Nationa~ Advanced Summit on Prepaid Card 

March 24o25~ 2014: ACl°s Emer 



and Awards Subscribe t View as Web Pa~ t Forward to a Friend 

Practice group named 
as winners of the 
Chambers USA Award 
for Excellence 

Toporanked in Legal 500 

Attorneys who have 
been toporanked by: 

Chambers USA 
Legal 500 
Best Lawyers 
America 

Janua~ 2014 

2014: Association of ~nde~endent Consumer Credit Counse~in% 
~encies 21st Annua~ Conference 

June 12-13, 2014: "The L 
Developments°° at the Association of Credit Counse~inq Professionals 
~ACCPro 

Jf you have friends or coJieagues who wouJd find this aJert useful, p~ease 
invite them to subscribe at www,VenabJeoCOmtsubscriptioncenter, 

CALiFORNiA DELAWARE ~ARY~ND NEW YORK V~RG~N~A 
WASHINGTON~ DC 

1o888~VENABLE II www~Venab~e~com 



Click here to unsubscribe 

575 7th Street, NW, Washi~tgtor~, DC 20004 

@2014Ve~able LLP www.Ve~able corn 1.888VENABLE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 9:59 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER -You’re Invited: Annual Real Estate Board of New York Cocktail Reception, January 16, 2014 

Cadwalader’s Annual Real Estate Board of New York Cocktail Reception 
Thursday, January 16, 2014 

6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p,m. 

New York Hilton and Towers 
The Sutton Rooms, Second Floor 

Sixth Avenue at 53rd Street, New York City 

RSVP by Friday, 3anuary 10. This is an invitation=only event. 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or 

disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and any attachments without 
retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here 



Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 10:02 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

,affordable Care Law: It’s Here; Now ~Msat? 

Hea th Care Symposium 
Affordable Care Law: It’s Here; Now What? 

Photo from fas~ .year~s ~ymposium 

Health i~s~re~s, hospital executives, 

doctors and policy makers come 

TBJ’s health care reperteL Jason deBruyn 

will lead the discussion with a deep bench of 

powerful players ove~ b~eakfast on 

Thursday, February 20th. We hope you’H 

p~an to ]o~n ~s again ~or wh~t prorn~ses to be 

~nother vigorous Q & A on what’s here ~nd 

what’s next fo~ b~s~ness and the impact o~ 

the health care law. 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, February 20th 

7:30AM - 9:30AM 

WHERE: 

Ralei.~h Marriott City Center 

500 Fayettevifte St., Raleigh NC 27601 

SPONSORS 

Forward ~.o a Friend i Pdvacy I Urssubscribe 

iriangle Business Journal 

3600 Gtenweod Ave, S~ib 100 

Raleigh, NC: 27612: USA 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

C c: 

Subject: 

A n liony G ao ta < ~ ae ~t@ w y rick .corn > 

Friday,Janual~ 10,2014 10:26 AM 

V ince L ichtenbeaer <V L ichtenbeae~ cbfcoxp .com > 

A n ~ony G aetn < tgae~@ w y rick .corn > ; B room e, L ffsa L < b room @ ~ ail.unc .edt~ ;T odd H. Eveson <T Eveson@ w y rick .corn > 

R e: C oun sel C} u Jdel~nes 

I w ill be lierc by cnd of m on ec and w ill g ire you a call in adw.nce 

Sent from m y iPhone 

0 n Jan 10,2014, at 10 98 AM , "V ince L ichlenbelger" <VL ichtcnbex.geKa cb fcorp .corn > w rote: 

T ony/L issa, 

Thank you and Iw ill plan on attending the luncheon on Apfil4li. 

Tony, 

Iw ould be happy to m oct you for lunch lio ncxt fir, o you arc in Charlotto.Plcas~ letm o know life next tin e you arc in town. 

Vince Lichtenberger 

General Counsel 

Capital Bank Financial Corp 

4725 Piedmont Row Drive 

Charlotte, NC 28210 

vlichtenbe~e~fi~cbfcorp.com 

704.554.5901 

CONFIDENTIALfI’Y WAf~NING: This ~nessage may contain proprietary and/or privileged information of Capital Bank Financial Corp and its affiliated 

companies. If you axe not the intended recipient, please (i) do not disclose, cow distribute or use this message or its contents, (ii) advise the sender by 

return email, and (iii) delete all copies (including all attachments) from your computer. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. 

From: Anthony Gaeta <tgaeta@wyrick.com> 

Date: Thursday, January 9, 2014 4:54 PM 

To: Vince Lichtenberger <vlichtenberger~cb[corp.com> 

Co: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Counsel Guidelines 

Vince: Lissa Broome was with her family on a ski trip, hence I did noL hear back from her immediaLely. But as you can see, she fully supports your 

nomination to the UNC Center Advisory Board and has sent to me the Agenda for the April Program and a one page ~terat~on of Advisory Board 

responsibi~Ries. She also suggested that: you attend the luncheon meetk~g on April 4th of 1:he Ads~isory Board where yo~.E wi~ be introduced and 

formai~y elected to the Board~ 

~ find myseK in and out of Chsrlot[e qui[e often snd wouid very much I~ke to make your’ scquaintance in person, maybe over’ coffee or iunch ff your’ 

schedule a~lows. May I enra~l you before my next trip to see ~f we couM get together? 

] hope you w~J~ find the Program in Apr~ of ~nterest and will be aMe to attend both ~t and the Advisory Board ~uBcheo8 immediately thereafter~ 

Best regards, 

Tony Gae[:a 

Se~t= Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:~3 PN 

Tei Anthony Gae~ 

~u~jeCt= RE: Counsel Guidelines 

H~Tony l ~ surviued our sk~ing tdp and those three words to be feared, o~lowme, Mom~ 1Serious~y, we had a great th~e even the snow was not 

quite as ample as we wouM have ~ked. 

~ w~] be out of town at ACC meetings in h~te January and so wH~ rn~ss seeing you a~: the Scholarship Lunch. 

We would be delighted to have Vincent Lichtenberger join our board of advisors. K he is available, he should plan [o attend our Aprif 4 meeting at 

which we can propose him for election. ~ have attached our posidon description and the tentative agenda for the program on April 3-4, in case [hese 

m~ght be of ~nterest to Nm. Registration for the program shouM be open in a few weeks. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

F~m= Anthony Gae~ [mai~to:tgae~@~rick.coml 

Se~t= Wednesday, ~anuary 08, 20~4 9:45 AN 

Te= Broome, Lissa L 

Subje¢ti ~: Counsel Guidelines 

Lissa: ~ hope the New Year is starth~g off well for you. Please see below. I wouM ~ke to nominate Vh~cent Lichtenberger, Genera] Counsel to Capital 

Bank Financial Corp. to the Advisory Board of the Center~ V~ncent has been GC for 1 year now; went to BC Jaw but has practiced ~n-house ~n the 

k~dusl:rial sector for 25 years. He started out at Cadwalader in NYC. He was brought to my ~t~:entkm when I was asked ~:o review the ut-.house 



attort~eyi21 guich:,lines for his bank holding compm~y, a $65 Bilii,:_~n muil:i-stat~:, company, Gene Taylor, Vice Chairman to B of A wi~h Mr. McColl for many 

years is the guiding force behind Capital. I knew of Lhern when they recapitatized Capital Bank here in Raleigh and then bought SouLhern Community 

~ank in Winston. I was surprised at how fast Lhey have grown. 

Vince, as you can see below, is very interested in the Center. 1 think he would make a worthy addition as we continue to add new blood, gince he is in 

Charlotte, I am certain he will come to the Institute in April and maybe we can invite him to the meeting thereafter. Thoughts? 

t h,:_~pe to s~:’e you at the end of ~he month at the:" scholarship lunch~:’o~, 

Regards, 

Tony 

I:r~rn: Vince Lichtenberger [ma!lto:VLichtenberger@cbf¢orp,com] 

Sellt-" Tuesday, January 1:)7, 20:t4 9:31 PM 

To." Anthony Gaeta 

I::¢-" Todd H, Eveson; Alexander M, Donaldson 

$~bj~¢t-" Re: Counsel Guidelines 

Tony, 

It ~,as nice spealda~g ~,ith you today aJ~d lea~ing more about your finn. Thax~k you tbr Ibr~,a:rding the Outside Counsel Guidelines to Todd. 

After looking at the UNC website, I aan very interested in joining the Advisory Board of the UNC Ba~ng and Finamce Center. Please let me know if you 

need a~qything from me. I will try to attend the Ba~king Institute Program in April. Thanks. 

Vince Lichtenberger 

General Counsel 

Capital Bank Financial Corp 

4725 Piedmont Row Drive 

Charlotte, NC 28210 

_’:£i__c_!Zt_~__n_~_e_~:~:(~__c_~_t:_c_~__r£__. ~__o___m__. 
704.554.590] 

CONFIDENTIALrFY WARNING: ~It~is message may contain proprietary amd/or privileged information of Capital Ba~k Financial Corp and its aKiliated 
compaJ~ies. If you are not the intended recipient, please (i) do not disclose, copy distribute or use this message or its contents, (it) advise the sender by return 
email, amd (iii) delete all copies (including all attachments) from your computer. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. 

From: Anthony Gaeta <.t_~_a_e__t__a____@__w_v__r_Lc___k_:_c___o____m__> 

Date: Tuesday, January 7, 2014 3:58 PM 

To: Vince Lichtenberger <vlichtenberger@cbfcorp.com> 

Cc: "Todd H. Eveson" <TEveson@wyrick.com>, "Alexander M. Donaldson" <ADonaldson@wyrick.com> 

Subject: Counsel Guidelines 

Vince: thanks for taking the time to speak with me this afternoon. It was wonderful to learn of your presence at CBF and of your experiences in 

practice. As I said, you, Alec Donaldson and I all share similar in-house/out-house experiences that one doesn find all that often in practice. 

I have passed the Guidelines along to Todd Eveson, head of Wyrick Financial Institutions Practice Group. He will sign them and send them back. If 

you and your folks feel we can be of value in the future, we would very much appreciate being considered to help. 

On the other topic we discussed, please let me know if you would have an interest in joining the Advisory Board at the UNC Center for Banking and 

Finance and I hope you will join us on April 3 and 4 in Charlotte at the Ritz Carlton for this year Banking Institute Program. You will meet a lot of the 

banking attorneys in the State and around the country gathered there. It truly is a well -attended program and well-organized CLE/networking event. 

If you had the interest, please let me know and I will get up with the director, Lissa Broome, and make it happen. 

I look forward to making your acquaintance in person in the near future. 

Best regards, 

Tony Gaeta 

DISCLAIMER: This email may contain information that is confidential, legally privileged or other wise exempt from disclosure and is intended solely 

for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient or person responsible for delivering it to the intended 

recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, printing, forwarding, or use of any information contained in or attached to this 

communication is strictly prohibited. The sender believes that this email and any attachments do not contain any viruses, worms, and/or malicious 

codes when sent. This message and its attachments could have been infected during transmission. By reading this message and opening the 

attachments, the recipient accepts full responsibility for taking protective and remedial action about viruses and other defects. 

DISCLAIMER: This email may contain information that is confidential, legally privileged or other wise exempt from disclosure and is intended solely 

for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient or person responsible for delivering it to the intended 

recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, printing, forwarding, or use of any information contained in or attached to this 

communication is strictly prohibited. The sender believes that this email and any attachments do not contain any viruses, worms, and/or malicious 

codes when sent. This message and its attachments could have been infected during transmission. By reading this message and opening the 

attachments, the recipient accepts full responsibility for taking protective and remedial action about viruses and other defects. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 10:39 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Obama Set to Nominate Fisher as Fed Vice Chairman 

Obarna Net to Nominate Fischer as Fed Vice Chairman 

President Barack Obama plans to announce Friday his intention to nominate three officials 

to the Federal Reserve Board, including naming Stanley Fischer to replace Janet Yellen 

as the central bank’s No. 2 official, according to an administration official. 

Mr. Obama is also expected to nominate former Treasury Undersecretary Lael Brainard to 

be a governor on the seven-member Fed Board. He will also nominate Jerome Powell to a 

new term as a Fed governor. Mr. Powell has been a member of the Fed board since May 

2012 but his term is set to expire at the end of this month. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Directors Roundtable <karen@directorsroundtable.com~ 

Friday, January 10, 2014 11:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nobel Laureate Executive S umma~ - Financial Techniques in a Crisis 

DIRECTORS ROUNDTABLE 
Los Angeles, CA 90019 

Tel (727) 493-2067 
January 10, 2014 

Dear Colleague: 

The Directors Roundtable recently organized a Nobel Laureate program entitled, "A Dialogue with Nobel Laureate Harry 
Markowitz: Opportunities & Challenges in Applying Financial Techniques during an Investment Crisis." It was held in 
Los Angeles at the UCLA Anderson School of Business. 

The Panelists included: 
¯ Anil Suri, CIO of Multi-Asset Class Modeled Solutions and Head of Investment Analytics, Merrill Lynch; 
. Peter Gilhuly, Partner and Manager of the West Coast Solvency Practice, Latham & Watkins; 
. Prof. Richard Roll, Joel Fried Chair in Applied Finance, UCLA Anderson School of Management; 
o David K. A. Mordecai, Ph.D., President, Risk Economics, Inc.; Senior Advisor, Compass Lexicon. 

Appreciation is given to the Laurence & Lori Fink Center for Finance & Investment for co-hosting this event. 

Because of the importance of this subject, we are making the Executive Summary for the program available at no cost to the 
Directors Roundtable community at this link. The corporate Iogos on the first page for Merrill Lynch, Latham & Watkins, and 
Risk Economics link to each firm’s website. 

The Directors Roundtable is a civic group which organizes the preeminent worldwide programming for Directors and their 

advisors (www.directorsroundtable.com). 

Best regards, 
Jack Friedman 
Chairman 

i~iis m, esssge \,vas sent to Ibroome@em, ail uric edu fi-om: 

I<sr.~m [odcil 1222 ~. ~ ....... ?~./e .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 11:52 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: House Passes Bill to Notit~., Health-Exchange Users of Any Security Breach 

House Passes Bill to Noti~ Health-Exchange Users of 
~y Sect~rity Breach 

House Republicans sought to keep up political pressure on the Obama administration’s 

health-care rollout, passing legislation intended to address alleged security weaknesses 

with the HealthCare.gov website. 

House lawmakers voted 291-122 in favor of the measure, which would require the 

government to notify users of the state and federal health exchanges within two business 

days of a suspected breach. Despite White House opposition to the measure, 67 

Democrats joined Republicans in voting for the bill. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, .lanuary 10, 2014 12:01 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Nonprofit Revitalization Act of 2013 -- Best Governance Practices Made Mandatory 

3anuarylO, 2014 

On December 18, 2013 Governor Cuomo signed into law the 
Nonprofit Revitalization Act of 2013 (the "Revitalization Act"), 
Assembly Bill Number 8072; Chapter 549 of the Laws of 2013. 

Intended "to reduce unnecessary and outdated burdens on 
nonprofits and to enhance nonprofit governance and 
oversight," the Revitalization Act amends the New York Not- 
for-Profit Corporation Law ("NPCL") (as well as other New 
York laws governing not-for-profit and religious corporations 
and charitable trusts, including the Education Law, the 

Estates, Powers and Trusts Law, the Executive Law and the 
Religious Corporations Law) to simplify certain corporate 
transactions and processes, while at the same time making 
mandatory various "best practices" in corporate governance 
that are designed to minimize the likelihood of fraud and other 
potential abuses by charitable organizations. The majority of 
the provisions will go into effect .July 1, 2014. In anticipation 
of the changes to be made by the Revitalization Act, the 
Boards of corporations organized under the NPCL and other 
charitable organizations operating in New York will need to 
revise and!or adopt new by-law provisions, conflict of 
interest and whistleblower policies and other procedures to 
comply with the new requirements. 

(~uick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

~]E-mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 12:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies relea~ public sections of resolution plans 

A~encies release public sections of resolution plans 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/2014O l O9a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Keyes <intb~heinslit ute.net@mail132.at181 .rsgsv.nel~~ 

Friday, January 10, 2014 1:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ema~,l.unc.edu> 

The Institute: Application Deadline Approaching! 

Appiicst..ioas for sunsmei 20~4 programs sre due Februsry ~’. 20~4 

The ~nst}tute prepares high-achieving African American men to be ieaders of great 

character who make si~gnificant contributions to their communities, our counh~ and the 

world, 

OUR ~NTENSIVE TWO-SUNdER PROGRAN ~NCLUD£S: 

Righ-.levei paid internships 

Rigorous academic coursewoi°k 

Comprehensive ieadership and professional developmen~ workshops 

Private briefings wi[h iniluentisl ieaders 

Ho~sing p~ovided by the Instituie 

Se~qce as teachers and mentors in the hsstitute’s Youth Scholar Academy 

Participants join a network of more than 15,0 tNen~ed African American men across the 

world~ 

Applicants must be coilege sophomores, demo~sstrate stro~s9 academic lserformance, 

exhibit badecship pote~tial, and commit to two summers, Ail majors are e~couraged to 

apply, 



Each summer the Institute welcomes groups of high school boys to participate in its 

Youth Scisoial° Academy: a summer eai°ichmeat aad celiege prep program, 

Coordinated by ti~e ir’..stilute’s coilegiale schoiars, YSA has lhe d~ai goai el preparing 

I’..igh-potenlial boys to thrive in high sci~ooi, coilege, and iife and preparing exceptional 

African American men for careers it’., educa[ion. 

Over the past four years; the Institute has hosted YSA sessions for stadents from 

Kansas City, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Baitimo~e, The YSA students began each 

morning of the week with ciasses ied by the Institute’s coliegiate scholars on topics 

ranghsg Item government to el~ct~ve study sk~l~s Fo~bw~ng c~asses, the YSA schobrs 

explore DC, v~sifing the Nakional MaII~ the Mart~n Lukher K~ng, Jr. Memorial, and Howard 

University ]ast to name s few, ,&Z the end of each day, the YSA students spend their 

evenings with the ~nst~tate;s coJbg~ate schobrs in fad~itated conversations about what ~t 

takes ko be successful in schoo~ and ~n ~fe, A~I of these sdivik~es are coordinated by 

four of the hsstikute’s collegiate scholars who have a particular inkerest in educak~oa, 

1his coming summer~ the institute expects Io host YSA sessions for students 1?ore 

Washington, Atlanta, and other cities. Apply to the Ins,l,,i,e ..... a} and help [he Ins[itute 

present a new model of what’s possibie for young boys, 

  THE INSTITUTE 
;/br I, k; S ]{ ON 3~B LE C:[ T I Z EN 3B [ ]~ 

The Institute sma@ its supporters, fdends, a~d 

The h’~st~tut¢ tot Respoas~b~e C~t~zensh~p 
12~7 25th St~eeL NW S~xth 
Washbgton, DC 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC The Farm <uncfarm@hotmail.com> 

Friday, January :[0, 20:[4 :[:07 PM 

UNC Faculty Staff Recreation Association Tennis listserv <farm_tennis@listserv.unc.edu> 

[farm_tennis] Courts at The Farm 

Due to rain and drizzle, all tennis courts at The Farm will be closed the rest of today (January :[0, 20:[4). 

We are hopeful to have some clay court play by early next week (weather permitting). 

Thanks, 

Ben AIIred 
FSRA Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 275:[7 CB 2900(9:[9) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_tennis as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34092642-292:[O55.:[e7797b3b2:[OO2d2346b9:[:[9533d:[64a@listserv.unc.edu 
For more information, see our website: http:iiwww.uncfarm.orgi 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed:: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 2:01 PM 

Broome, I ~issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Volcker Rule Teleconference Series 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Teleconference Series 

The Volcker Rule 

CLICK HEP.~ TO P-~GISTER 

FOR ONE OR ~iOP~ OF 

THESI~ SESSIONS 

Dial in information: 

North America: 

(855) 339-1978 

Other Countries: 

(619) 377-3936 

Continuing Education Credits: 

Credit is pending for New York. 

Joseph Mm’ano 

(212) 33~-,431~ 

~mofo, com 

We are presenting several one-hour telephone briefings focusing 

on various aspects of the final Volcker Rule. 

The impact of the Vol~ker Rale o~ Propdeta~ Trading 

Monday, February 3, 2014, 10:00 - 1t:00 am EST 

Speakere 

~, Oliver Ireland, Dan Nathan, Anna Pinedo 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2e14, 11 :ee am - 12:ee pm ~ST 

Jerry Marla~, Ken Kohler 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2e14, le:ee - 11 :co am ~ST 

Jay Baris 

Access our Volcker Rule related publications 

Volcker Rule ~ser Guide 

Volcker and Securitization 

Volcker and Foreiqn Banks 

Volcker and the Capital Markets 

Volcker and Broker-Dealer Affiliates of FBOs 

CPD Credit: Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP (Authorisation Number 3538/MOFO) certifies that this activity has been approved for 

CPD credit by the Solicitors Regulation Authority 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.or#.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Brown <trt@trtcle.com> 

Friday, Jannary 10, 2014 2:35 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

2014 Telephone CLE 

[ii~~ TR TOLE-EmaiI-Header-(2012-07-02) png ] 

f. ALL NEW Telephone CLE courses for 201 

2. TRT Telephone CLE is approved as LIVE 

NC, VA, ~O, N~, V’f’, WA, WI 

3. TRT’s Onli~e CLE courses are 

ONLINE CLE 
COURSES 

approved m AR, IA; 
Csr:sds and Puelte Rico) 

Ethics Hours 

LE12t: Bench 
arid 

Substance 
Abuse and Othe~ 
M~sjudgmet~ts 

~ L~122: ~ve~tar 

~ LEI2S: 

Professionalism? 
e L~124.: Sanctions 

--- Wea~n~ the 
Shoe that 
L~t25: 
Corn~at~M~ity 
Lega~ and 
Jud~c~a~ EtNcs 

e LEt26: The 
Recusa~ --, A Hot, 
New LegN 

. Cg127: See 
Ev~ .-- 
Assistance of 
Counsel 

~ LE128: Top 10 

ChM~e~ges 
~ LEt29: 

Depos~t}o~ 
M~sconduct - 
EtMca~ 
Bou~(~ar~es and 

Practical 

TELEPHONE 
CLE/CPD COURSES 

Arbitration - A 
Binding 
Substitute for 
Litigation 

Assistance of 
Counsel - a 
Fundamental 
Right? 
Competence- 
Do No Harm: the 
First Rule of 
Legal Ethics 
Conflicts of 
Interest and 
Misappropriated 
Funds 
Consequences of 
Lawyer 
Misconduct 
Costs of Poor 
Professional 
Judgment 
Employment Law 

and Risk 
Management for 
Small Business 
Ethical 
Paradigms in the 
Digital Era 

Ethical Problem 
Solving 
Methodology 
Ethical Ways to 
Avoid Scheduling 
Conflicts 
Evidence and 
Ethics in the 
World of Social 
Media and 
Recent 
Developments 
Immigration, 

Green Cards & 
Disciplinary 
Actions 
Maintaining 
Professionalism 



General Hours amid Challenging 
Conundrums 
Managing Your 

¯ CE31t: 
Experts in 

.A r~)it~;~tior~--- 
Discove[y and 

Mediation Ideas 
¯ CE3~2: 
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Me(~at~o~ --- 
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£foced~’8 Conflicts of 
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E~ectrot~c 

Social Med~a and 
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Access, 
¯ CE3~4: Leg~ 
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Jed~s ~nd the 
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b~[emeUWeb 
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8ubstanoe 

Evk~en~e --, 
Abuse, 8uioide 

Daube~t 
and 
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Update 
Plague the 
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Online CLE catafog 

All Telephone CLE 

Eo~" L4w; Cu,sl:ome[ S~.~r~4c~,% ~!Z!#.i! or Call (800) 672.#;253. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jmorrison@ivvforum.org on behalf of 

IWF Leadership Foundation ~:jmomson@iwforum.org> 

Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 2:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&> 

Members Making a Difference - Support the Leadership Foundation today! 

!! 

Through the IWF Leadership Foundation’s End of Year 

Campaign, we aim to raise $I00,000 by February I, 
2014. All donations to this fundraising campaign support 

the operational costs of the Fellows Program, ensuring 
the Leadership Foundation is able to pave the path 
forward for future generations of women leaders rising. 
More than 350 women from 36 nations have benefited 
from the mentoring and training that this amazing 
program provides. 

Since the Foundation launched the 2013 End of Year 
Campaign, $7~,725 has been raised from IWF members, 
Fellow alumnae and friends. Your support means so 
much. If you haven’t yet made a gift, please do so 
today. Thank you for making a difference! 

We are close to our goal with only a few weeks left of our campaign. So if you 
have already donated, thank you, we sincerely appreciate your generosity. 
And if you have been meaning to make a contribution, you still have time left 
to .i~’%’~ 
Since the start of our campaign in November, members from 33 IWF Forums and 
Fellows Program Alumnae -- ranging from Hong Kong to New Mexico, the United 
Kingdom to South Africa -- have donated to our cause. We would like to take this 
opportunity to acknowledge the generosity of the top five contributing IWF Forums. 

Forward this email 



] 

This email was ~n~ t.o Ib,oome@email.~inc.edu by imorrison~iwforum.orq 
Update Pi~fije/Emajj Address ][rlstant i~meval witil SafeUnsubscribe 

International Women’s Forum 2120 L Street NW :: Suite ~t60 :: Washington DCi20037 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education <Vitae@ChronicleCmeers.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Join The Academic CommuNty With Purpo~ 

you have trouble viewing this e-mail, read the online version. 

The New Year is here, and the perfect time to get a head start in your academic career, whether you’re in 

the market for a new position, want to build your community, or advance in your discipline Only Vitae is 

dedicated to people like you, where you can get the tools and advice to make your next career move. 

You’re invited to join Vitae, a new online career hub for academics, where you can connect with fellow 

faculty members across the country, spotlight your best work, search for the jobs you want, and get 

candid tips to help you advance your academic career. 

Many of your peers are already on Vitae. 

Daily News and Advice Just for Faculty 

Professors of color may have to work twice as hard to justify research that is deemed unfamiliar or 

unsettling. But the extra work is worth it. 

It’s been hard to miss the recent surge of cathartic "Why I’m Leaving Academia" columns. Why are 

scholars so quick to explain themselves? 

Here’s a potential solution to one of the most pressing problems facing college teachers today: making 

sure your students stay conscious for an hour and 15 minutes. 

Can both halves of a couple really hope to secure tenure-track jobs at one institution? Sure, there’s a 

chance - as long as you’re both rock stars. 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St., N.W I Washington, D.C 20037 

Privacy Policy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssm.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 15 No. 5, 01/10/2014 

Table of Contents 

The Inevitable Convergence of the US and the EU on the Protection of Foreign Investments - BITs, PTAs, and Incomplete Contracts 

Filippo Fontanelli, University of Surrey 

Giuseppe Bianco, University of Oslo, Universit~ Paris i Pantheon-Sorbonne 

According to Custom...? The Role of ’Trade Usage’ in the Proposed Common European Sales Law (CESL) 

Vanessa Nak, Tilburg Law School 

~ California Must Become More Favorable to International Commercial Arbitration: An Article it Has How it Can that it on Why Not, Change so is, 
and Why it Should 

Giorgio Sassine, Stockholm University 

Executive Benefits Insurance Agency V. Arkison: Does Party Consent Render Bankruptcy Court Adjudication Constitutionally Valid? 

Elizabeth Gibson, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

]onathan M, Landers, Scarola Malone & Zubatov LLP 

Undue Payments in the Regulation of the New Civil Code 

Liviu Pop, Independent 

~ P romissow Sale Agreement with Option of Purchase. Action for Rescission. Fulfilling the Essential Obligations. Unfounded Nature of the 
Compensations Required Under the Penal Clause 

Mariar~ Buda, Independent 

CONTRACTS & COHHERCIAL LAW e3OURNAL 

iii"The Inevitable Convergence of the US a~d the EU on the Protection o~ Foreign :I~vestn~ents - 8:ITs, PTAs, a~d ~ncomp~ete Contracts" 

Free Dow0~oad 

ESIL 2013 5th Research Forum: Internatlonai Law as a Ptofessio# Co#farence Paper Ho, 7/’2013 

FXLXPPO FONTANELL:[, University of Surrey 

Email: f.fontanelli@surrey,ac.uk 

~’tUSEPPE B’tA~NCO, University of Oslo, Universit~ Paris :L Pantheon-Sorbonne 

Fmail: giuseppe.bianco@jus, uio.no 

This paper deals with the evolution of investment chapters of Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs), These separate chapters are comparable to 
self-standing Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs), and can include both rules on investment Iiberalisation (non-discrimination safeguards) and on 
investment protection (standards of treatment afforded by the host State to the foreign investor/investment), The objective is to observe the 
structure and recurrent patterns of these chapters in order to detect and analyse certain normative trends, The sample of agreements reviewed is 
limited to the investment agreements concluded (or about to be concluded, when sufficient information is available) by the two major importers and 
exporters of Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs) - the United States of America and the European Union, 

After sketching the history and layout of the EU and US systems of investment protection (section 2), section 3 offers a breakdown of the 
provisions that most effectively illustrates the divide between the two models. In section 4, we examine the current impasse in the new EU’s 
centralised management of investment policies. Our central claim is then illustrated in section 5: in the long term, the US (NAFTA-like) template is 
likely to prevail over the European one, because it satisfies the need to fill the gaps in incomplete treaty regimes like those of European BITs. The 
Canada-EU Trade Agreement (CETA) seems to confirm this trend. In light of these remarks, we observe that future pluri- and multilateral 
negotiations will increasingly lean towards the NAFTA-model and gradually distance themselves from the European BIT standard (section 6). 

(C~SL)" i~ Free Download iiiiiii"According to Custom,,,? The Role of ’Trade Usage’ i~ the Proposed Commo~ European Sales Law ....... 
T/SCO Wor~ing Paper Series on Civi/ Law and Conf#ct Resolution Systems Ho~ 001;/2013 

VANESSA ~IAN[, Tilburg Law School 

Email: vanessa,mak@uvt,nl 



Article 67 of the proposed Common European Sales Law (CESL) stipulates that usage and practices are binding on traders. It follows that, if such 

customs can be referred to in the interpretation of contracts, they create flexibility in the understanding of contractual agreements and therefore 

introduce a factor of uncertainty in commercial dealings. One may wonder whether a flexible rule like this is appropriate for the context in which 
CESL is meant to operate - B2B contracts in which at least one of the parties is a small or medium-sized enterprise (SME). A particular concern for 

the European market, in which many businesses are SMEs, is that local usage is likely to be unknown or even unknowable to one or both of the 

parties. The appeal of the CESL as an alternative contract regime therefore may be diminished. 

This paper addresses the question whether the CESL’s reference to trade usage in contract interpretation is indeed a weakness~ A comparison is 
made with US literature in which two theories - the plain meaning rule and the incorporation theory - support different views on the role of usage 
in trade contracts. Applied to two existing uniform regimes for commercial contracts, the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) and the Vienna 
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG), these theories reveal the strengths and shortcomings of the application of 
usage in specific market contexts. Distilling a number of parameters from earlier studies on these instruments, a comparison is made to test 
whether the CESL can safely make use of trade usage as a means of contract interpretation. 

It will be argued that the particular context in which the CESL operates - i.e. cross-border contracts involving SMEs - implies that the role of usage 

should be clarified in order to guarantee legal certainty. Such clarification can either mean that usage is only referred to in a very limited sense (e.g. 
only international usage widely observed in the particular area of trade in which the parties operate and which could be known to both parties to 

the contract), or that other means are created by which parties can become aware of trade usage in a particular market or area (e.g. databases of 

guidelines or trade practices). 

Stockholm University 

This paper addresses the need for California’s legislature to amend its current laws so that it allows foreign attorneys to participate in arbitration in 
California. Although there are many issues with California’s current system, the fact that foreign attorneys know to draft arbitration clauses that 
steer away from California stems, primarily, from foreign attorneys being prevented from participating in arbitration in California. In turn, California 
loses out of much economic gain that derives from arbitrations taking place in a specific region, such as New York, Paris, Geneva, or Singapore. 

Free Download 

EL:~ZABETH G~BSON, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Email: elizgib@email.unc,edu 

~IONATHAN ~. L~,N~E~, Scarola Malone & Zubatov LLP 

Email: j ml@sn-~zllp.com 

This paper is a report of the National Bankruptcy Conference. It analyzes one of the issues currently before the Supreme Court in the case of 

Executive Benefits Insurance Agency v. Arkison -- the constitutional effectiveness of party consent to adjudication by a non-Article III judge. The 

paper examines how the Supreme Court’s precedents should guide the Court’s analysis of that issue and discusses the negative impact a decision 
rejecting consent could have on the operation of the bankruptcy system, adjudication of civil actions by magistrate judges, and the workload of the 

district courts. 

After reviewing past decisions in which the Court or individual justices suggested that party consent enables bankruptcy courts to decide matters 

that Article III would otherwise prevent them from adjudicating, this paper examines the Court’s leading precedent on the constitutional effect of 
consent to non-Article III adjudication -- the 1986 decision in Commodity Futures Trading Commission v. Schor. The paper contends that the 

Court’s analysis in Schor supports the constitutionality of bankruptcy court adjudication of private rights with the parties’ consent, notwithstanding 

the decision of three federal circuits to the contrary. 

The paper concludes with a discussion of the practical importance of the Court’s decision of the consent issue in Arkison. It provides examples of 
the delays and added costs that would result from a bifurcation of bankruptcy adjudication between bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy courts. It also 
notes the likely effect of the decision on magistrate judges and discusses the impact that a decision rejecting consent to adjudication by 
bankruptcy and magistrates judges would have on the workload of district courts. 

Review Dreptul no. ~2/201_3 

L~V~U ~PO~P, Independent 

Email: czegelye@yahoo.com 

The author analyzes the legal status of undue payment, regarded as a source of civil obligations, such as they results in the texts of the new Civil 

Code. It has been specified since the beginning of the study that in general no essential amendments were reported in relation to the definition 

and existence conditions of this legal deed. However, it is noted as a novelty that the rules of undue payment in the new legislative environment 

apply also when the payment consists of the provision of services or execution of works. Likewise, the new Civil Code, unlike the old regulation, 

does not set forth anymore expressly the condition that the payment be made in error by solvents; however, the author argues, with convincing 
arguments, that the error of solvens is usually an actually relative prerequisite of the undue payment. 

A large space is given to the obligation to reimburse the undue payment and the rules applicable to it regarding the existence, the limits and its 

manner of execution. Most of these rules are located in a separate title of the Civil Code (Art. 1635 to 1649) and apply, with some exceptions, to all 
reimbursement obligations, regardless of their source. The author notes that, in their content, these rules contain many new elements compared to 

the old Civil Code, which tries and manages to examine carefully, formulating relevant solutions and answers. 

Romanian Case Law Review no. 5/2013 

~AI~At~ BUIDA, Independent 

Email: marian.buda@scj.ro 

When the essential obligation in a promissory sale agreement was accomplished by the promissory seller and the object of the contract is still 
possible to be executed, the promissory buyer may not choose between executing the agreement, in nature, as agreed in the contract and asking 

for the enforcement of the liquidated damages clause. 

In such a situation it is not possible to award damages based on the liquidated damages clause, which is not the essence of the contract, the 
scope of the contract being not the activation of this clause, but the transmission of the property right over the real estate. Deciding otherwise 
would mean allowing deviously an unjust enrichment of one party in damage of the other for a so-called breach of obligations, which were not the 
essence of the contract, while the essential obligation of the contract had been accomplished and the scope of the contract can be accomplished. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, Jannary 10, 2014 4:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Boja~gles’ on track tbr $1 billion revenue mark, new CEO says 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

~o.iangles’ on track for ,fl 

QEO says 

Charlotte-based Bojangles’ Inc 

doesn’t need major changes, 

incoming CEO Clifton Rutledge 

said Friday, because the core 

menu of chicken... 

Premier $o[[~eby’s In[erna[ional ReN[y 

e×pands to Charlotte 

Premier Sotheby’s International Realty has opened 

an office in SouthPark, the luxury real estate 

company’s first location in North Carolina, a sign of 

further recovery in the area’s high-end market. 

~lectrolux expandin,q ~em#~is plant, adding 

. Production is heating up at the big Electrolux kitchen 

oven plant in Memphis, and officials said Thursday 

that they expect to eventually employ 1,200 people 

and produce 600,000 ovens annually. 

Target: B~each affected 

mi~{ions more customers 

Target’s pre-Christmas security 

breach was significantly more 

extensive and affected millions 

more shoppers than the company 

reported last month. 

US ecot~omy adds 74K jobs; 

~a[e fa~s [o ~5,2 pet. 

The weakest month of hiring in 

three years ended 2013 on a 

sluggish note and raised 

questions about whether the US 

job market can sustain its recent.. 

Panthers fans b~eak out t~e}~ 

wallets ir~ ways big and small 

Scott Johnson watched the 

Carolina Panthers beat the New 

England Patriots in mid- 

November, smiled, and went to 

sleep. 

IFamHy Dollar profits s}ip 

amid executive shakeup 

Matthews-based Family Dollar 

said Thursday that a top executive 

has left the company after 

disappointing results, as the 

discount retailer seeks to... 

Novembe~ passen_qe~ ~L~af[ic dses slightly a~L 

Char{otto Douglas 

The number of travelers using Charlotte Douglas 

International Airport rose less than 1 percent in 

November from the same month last year, but 

officials said 2013 is still on pace to be the airport’s 

busiest year ever. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1A FAR List Serve <DIV- 1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU> on behalf of 
David Clough <’David.Clongh@COLORADO.EDU> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:53 PM 

DIV- IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFAI,O.EDU 

Re: Documents of Interest to FARs 

Brian 

Is there shy plan to hsve the 1A FAR Bos, rd members attending have some sort of pow~wow? Breakfast, lunch, d~nner, sfter-dinner ~bations/d~scussion? Just 

M~gh[: be approprb~:e Thursday evening or grS:~ay morning. 

Dave 

~= Division ~A FAR List Sere [maiI~:D~-~A-FARS-L[ST@L[STSERV.BUFFALO.EDU] O~ Behalf ~ Shannon, Brian 
Se~t~ Friday, Janua~ [0, 20~4 2:49 PM 
Te~ D~- [A- EARS- L[~@ L[S~ERV. BU FFALO. EDU 
S~bject~ Documents d Interest to EARs 

Co~ea~es: 
Here a~e some ]mks ~rom Bob Jacobse~ ~e EAR at Ca]-Berke]ey~ w~ic~ you wi]] ]~e]y ~nd to be o~eat i~te~est as EARs: 
~tt~//cshe.berke~e~:~du~2ub~icati9n~man~gement~.mterc~¢~ate~ath~e6cs~uc.~[)erke~ey.mmmg..points--and.-consequences 
http: i ~ new scenter.be rkele?,.edu~wp-contentiuploads i 2013 i l I iAcademicPerfom:~anceEacts-2013-11-1 
htt p .... "/inewscenter berkeley eduixv >-content/u. t     p loads/2013/11~     .    .i~ome-Thou~          ~:.~hts-.on--Interco~e ~:.~iate.-AO~lefics.- at-.Berkele                     }~-.11 .... 16 13 p df 
Thanks to Bob, and I hope to see many of you at next week’s convention in San Diego~ 
Brian 
Brian Shmmon 

Texas Tech FAR 

P~esident, LA FAR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1A FAR List Serve <DIV- 1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU> on behalf of 
David Clough <David.Clongh@COLORADO.EDU> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:54 PM 

DIV- IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFAI,O.EDU 

Re: Documents of Interest to FARs 

Sorry for sending this out to the entire list. 

D a v e 

From: Division 1A FAR List Serve [mailto:DIV-IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU] On Behalf ~ David Clough 
Sent= Friday, Januaw 10, 201~ 2:53 PM 
To= D~- 1A-FARS-LI~@LIS~ERV.BUFFALO.EDU 
Subject= Re: Documen~ of Interest to FARs 

Brien 

b there ~ny plan to h~ve the IA FAR Board members attending have some sort of pow-wow? Breakfast, lunch, d~nner, ~fter~dinner ~b;tions/d~scussion? JusL 

M~gh[: be approprb~:e Thursday evening or grS:~ay morn4ng, 

Dave 

~= Division ~A FAR List Serve [mailto:D~-~A-FARS-L[ST@L[S~ERV.BUFFALO.EDU] O~ Behalf ~ Shannon, Brian 
Se~t~ Friday, Janua~ [0, 20~4 2:49 PM 

To= D~- ~A- ~ARS- L[~ L]S~ERV. BU F~ALO. EDU 
S~bject~ Documents d [nterest to FARs 

Co~ea~es: 
Here are some £nks from Bob .Jacobsen, ~e FAR at CN-Berkeley, which you wi~ l£ely fred to be of g~eat interest as FARs: 

http:/’/new sceater.berkeley.edu/wp-conteat!’uploads/2013/’ 11 /AcademicPer fomn xnceFacts-2013-11-18.pdf 
htt p .... "/inewscenter berkeley edui~v >content/u. t     p loads/2013/11.     .    .i£ome-Thou~          ~:.~hts-.on--Interco~e ~:.~iate.-Afl~lefics.- at-.Berkele                     ?~-.11 .... 16 13 p df 
Thanks to Bob, and I hope to see many of you at next week’s convention in San Diegol 
Brian 
Brian Shamon 

Texas Tech FAR 

President, [A FAR 
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Los Angeles, CA 
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By Joan MacLeod Heminway 
~’t:: I:)ow!;ic~ci a PDF 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, January 10, 2014 8:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 13 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

Senate Republicans, followin~ lawmakers in the House, have 
introduced legislation meant to protect community banks from 
"unintended consequences" brought about by the Volcker rule .... 

Consumer Protection 

Sen. Hark R. Warner (D-Va.) has introduced legislation that 

wouM require banks to more fully disclose the fees charged to 

consumers for the use of prepaid debit cards .... 

International Banking 

To De~a~ O~ified ~a~k T~’a#sfer S~fste~ 

The European Commission Jan. 10 rebutted criticism from the 
European Central Bank over the commission’s proposal to delay 
the deadline for a new bank transfer system in Europe, the 
Single Euro Payment Area, or SEPA .... 

Payment Systems 

A $544.8 million attorneys’ fee award garnered approval following 
the green light last month for a $7.25 billion settlement resolving 
an antitrust class action brought by merchants against Visa, 
Hastercard and banks (In re Payment Card... 

Federal Reserve 

Good Creder~tials a~d QE Cutback 

President Barack Obama’s three nominees to the U.S. central 
bank announced .]an. 10 are expected to have a smooth 
confirmation process, especially following policymakers’ decision 
in December to begin winding down a controversial... 

Foreign Accounts 
UoSo, Italy Sign FATCA Accord to Share 

The U.S. and Italy have signed an intergovernmental agreement 
to implement the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA), 
an action that a top U.S. Treasury Department official said marks 
an important development in the global battle against,. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sue Konzelmann <~s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.uk--- 

Saturday, Januao~ 11, 2014 3:51 AM 

Sue Konzelma~n <s.konzelma~n@bbk.ac.uk> 

FW: Seminar at KCL - Invitation 

WindingRoadSe~ninadnfo.pdf 

Hi everyone, 

Gerhard asked me to forward this invitation to a Seminar at Kings College London on shareholder value and directors’ norms. The Invitation is attached. Please feel Ii’ee to contact him 
directly if you have an?- questions (gerhard schnyder@kcl.ac uk). 

take care, 

Sue. 

Dr Suzanne J. Konzelmann 
R eader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Programmes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 

Birkbeck, University of London 
Malet Street Bloomsbury 
London WC1E 7HX 

LCCGE webs~te: http://www, lcc~e bbk. ac.uk/ 
Personal webpage: http://www.bbk ac.uk/manop/mana~ement/staff/konzehnarm.shtm[ 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssrn.com/author 349753 

See my latest books: 

’]?he Economics of AusteriW 
http://www.e-el~ar.co.uk/bookentry mainlasso?id 15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: ~Ilae Faces of Liberal Capitalism 
http ://www.routledge. con’.,books/details/9 780415 517898/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Schnyder, Gerhard [mailto:gerhard. schnvder~,,kcl, ac. uk] 
Scnt: Fn 10/01/2014 20:06 
To: Sue Konzelmarm 
Subject: scminar at kcl 

Dear Sue, 

I wondered ~vhether you might be able to send the attached invitation for 
a seminar here at King’s to the members of the LCCGE. It is on 
shareholder value and directors’ norms. So, I thought this might be of 
interest, even though it is in the middle of the day. 

Many thanks and have a great week-end! 
Gerhard 

Dr. Gerhard Schnyder 
Senior Lecturer in Comparative Management 

King’s College London 
Department of Management 
Franklin-Wilkins Building 
Room 1.42 
150, Stamford Street 
London 
SE1 9NH 

Phone: +44 (0)20 7848 4633 
E-mail: gerhard sclmyder@kcl.a c uk 
www.kcl.ac uk/sspp/departments/management/people/academicischnyder aspx 

SSI~N: http://ssm.com/author 390003 

Research Associate: 

Cambridge Centre for Business Research (CBR) 
www.cbr.cam.ac.uk 

London Centre for Corporate Governance and Ethics (LCCGE) 
www lccge.bbk.ac uk 



King’s College London - Department of Management - International Business & 
Comparative Management Seminar 

When: 

Where: 
12 February, 2014 - I pm to 2.30pm 

King’s College London - Management Department 
Franklin Wilkins Building (Waterloo Campus) 
150 Stamford street, SEI 9NH 
Seminar room 1.21 

Prof. Karin Jonnergard and UIf Larsson Olaison, Linnaeus University, Sweden 

"The winding road to shareholder value - norms and add~on norms among 

Swedish directors i ~?~74-2009" 

During the last decades the idea of maximizing shareholder value as the ultimate goal for the 
corporation has been diffused throughout the world (Lazonick & O’Sullivan, 2000). 
Originating from the US context, the concept today has gained almost worldwide status as 
the legitimate goal of the public listed firm. The diffusion of the concept into governance 
systems, where other conceptions of firm performance have been previously salient, 
assumes a change in the norms regarding the objective of the firms and the role of the 
board of directors in charge of fulfilling this objective. Up to now, little research has been 
done on if and how these changes in values occur. In this paper we follow the development 
of attitudes related to the idea of shareholder value amongst Swedish board directors. This 
is facilitated by the use of a unique longitudinal dataset covering the period 1994 until 2009. 
Our empirical interest concerns the development of attitudes regarding the capital market, 
the responsibility of the board and its role. We find an increased emphasis on norms related 
to shareholder value, but at the same time a persistence of norms related to earlier 
perceptions of performance. This implies that even though new values have been integrated 
into the directors conception of appropriate behaviour, no de-institutionalization of old 
values has occurred. Instead the new values have been added to the old ones. Also most of 
the changes in director attitudes that have occurred during the period may be assigned to 
material changes in the economic reality or explained by interests of different involved 
parties. Changes in norms important for the governance of listed firms, thereby, seem to be 
negotiated over time, rather than follow a stepwise model. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, Januao~ 11, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC will attempt to solve 

Syracuse’s 24 zone 

Conventional wisdom says 

perimeter shooting is key to 

beating Syracuse’s formidable 

zone defense, but UNC coach Roy 

Williams is seeking a more 

balanced.. 

Syracuse&#x 

92;s Jerami 

Grant (3) and 

Trevor 

Former UNC p~ayer P,J, 

Hairs~[on headed ~[o NBA 

Developmenta~ League 

P.J. Hairston, the former North 

Carolina basketball player whose 

college playing days ended when 

UNC decided not to seek his 

reinstatement from the.. 

North 

Ca rolina&#x2 

019;s P.J. 

Hairston (15) 

puts u p a 

shot against 

Villa nova in 

the 2013 

NCAA 

DeCock: Weary Williams 

UNC around 

Even while enduring one of the 

most difficult time periods of his 

coaching career, Roy Williams 

isn’t entertaining any thoughts of 

life beyond.. 

UNC coach 

Roy Williams 

rea cts to a 

second half 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)unte 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~2[~#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, Januao~ 11, 2014 8:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

Top Stories of the Week 

Get the coveraqes you need to help your business 
thrive., 

Weekly ~ditio~ on youi" iPad of iPi~one. Next>>, 



EstateC°mmercial Real         ~ 

f,lax RerH:: $~2,00 

aL.c, ~7 000 SF 
[Ise Type: Lease 





about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

A Big Reason Why Small-Cap Companies Undertake Bad Financings Every Day: Board Composition 
Comparatively diminutive governance budgets force many micro- and small-cap companies into board 

compositions focused on surviving, as opposed to thriving. 

Communications Challenges at the New Activism Frontier The question is not whether corporate 
governance activists ’,,viii move on but rather where they will go. 

Newly Appointed Directors and G-.Suite Executives ADT elects Broadridge CEO to board; Barnes & 
Noble names new CEO; New board member appointments at Avon and Sears; EarthLink names successor 
to CEO; Attorney Holly Gregory joins Sidley Austin. 

NACD Voice 

Audit Committee Chair Advisory Council Summary of Proceedinqs On Nov. 14, 2013, NACD, KPMG’s 
ACl and Sidley Austin co-hosted the most recent meeting of the Audit Committee Chair Advisory Council. 
The forum provided timely insights into a number of issues that are shaping audit committee (and board) 
agendas. 

NACD BoardVision 

NACD BoaraVision - Privacy and Cyberseouritv 

Upcomi~~g ~vents 

Your choice I In-boardroom I Custom Program 

Jan. 161Webinar I The U.S. Demo,qraphic Tsunami: What Directors Need to Know 

Jan. 23 I Webinar I Board Pay Preview: NACD 2013/14 Director Compensation Report 

Jan. 291Webinar I Conscious Cap~ta~ism~ in the Boardroom 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

March 181 New York, NY [ NACD Directorship 2020 

March 25 [ New York, NY I Private Corn an Outlook: A Fresh Perspective 

April 3-4 I Houston, TX I Director Professionalism# 

April 7-8 I Houston, TX I Master Class 

April 10 [San Antonio, TX [Small-Cap Forum 

May 5-6 I Washington, DC I C-Suite to Board Seat 

May 30 I Washington, DC I NACD Spring Forum 

June 9-10 I Chicago, I, I Director Professionalism@ 

July 15 I Denver, COI NACD Directo~hip 2020 

Aug. 14-15 ~ Dana Point, CA I Director Professionalism~ 

Dec. 8~ I Fo~ Lauderdale, FL I Director Professionalism~ 

Dec. 11-12 I Fo~ Lauderdale, EL I Master Class 

Are all of your boards enrolled in NAGD Full Board Membership? 
Equip and optimize your public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 
exchange ~o~.~, a.a .et~o~k 
NACD Full Board Membership is $7,500 (includes up to ten directors and executives). To join NACD or learn 

Have a great weekend and thank you for your commitment to boardroom excellence. 

The NACD Team 

Thi ..... il ....... t to: Ib ..... @email ...... du 

k,,~,,.o~,r..~,~., I,~o ............. ~.o~.r,,e,,~ I ,...~,,...,~,,.~ I’ ,~-""~’-~ I "~-"~,"-c’.’o .... Nat,onal Assoc,at, on of Corporate D,rectors 
~00~ ~ .... ~ ~e..~, Suite ~00 
~h~ton ~C ~000e 

TO unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Weekend Reader, 
lick} ..... 

T ..... bscribe, pl ..... lick h .... 
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Dear all, 

We wish all of our readers a Happy New Year. We expect 2014 to be a watershed year for financial regulatory rule-writing and implementation. Annette Nazareth and Gabe 
Rosenbetg’s annual column containing our predictions for what will happen this year in financial regulatory reform is here. Of course, for many of us, the holiday has been all 
Volcker all the time. Our flow chart slides describing the final regulations on tradin¢l and funds summarize the regulations in 27 and 42 pages, respectively. There has been a 
flood of law firm memos by our honorable competitors. We like best the Sullivan chart comparing the proposed and final rules, the Linklaters memo on foreign banks and the 
Morrison & Forester memo on securitization. The first major ker~uffle under the final Volcker regulations is highly ironic since a regulation aiming at the biggest banks hit 
smaller and t~gional banks with its treatment of CDO TruPS. Regulatory guidance is eagerly expected in a few days. 

For others, the holiday has been about major settlements in advance of earnings releases, including a civil settlement and criminal penalties in the JPM Madoff case. We also 
find the December 24th Amex settlement of major interest and worth a read for those who market in Spanish. A key part of the criticism was Amex conducting telemarketing 
calls to Spanish speakers while only providing written marketing materials in English and not providing standardized Spanish language scripts to its customer service 
representatives, leading, according to regulators, to deceptive practices. 

The final days of Chairman Gensler’s tenut~ proved to be an extremely busy time at the CFTC. The CFTC issued its comparability determinations just one day befot~ the 
deadline for applying some of its swap regulations to CFTC-registered non-U.S, swaps dealers and foreign branches of U.S. swap dealers. The determinations permit those 
entities to comply with local law requirements rather than the corresponding CFTC rules in cases where substituted compliance is available under the CFTC’s Cross-Border 
Guidance. At the same time, the CFTC provided timing relief for compliance with certain swap data reporting and internal business conduct rules. The Davis Polk memo on 
the determinations and timing relief is here. 

On Chairman Gensler’s last day in office the CFTC issued a request for comment on a controversial staff advisory that articulated the staff’s view that CFTC transaction-level 
requirements apply to all swap transactions of a non-U.S, swap dealer if arranged, negotiated or executed by its personnel or agents located in the United States. The request 
for comment was accompanied by timing relief on the effectiveness of the staff advisory until September 15, 2014. Our readers will recall that a lawsuit was filed on the 
CFTC’s Cross-Border Guidance after the advisory was issued. Chairman Gensler’s final action appears to be an attempt to address some of the criticisms relating to the 
CFTC’s procedural postut~ on cross-border issues. It remains to be seen what impact, if any, the recent CFTC actions will have on the litigation. 

The central bank and regulatory chiefs that oversee the Basel Committee are meeting this weekend to discuss revisions to the Basel III leverage ratio. Once these revisions 
are agreed to at the international level, the next question is how they will be implemented in the U.S., including how U.S. bank regulators finalize the American Add-on 
proposal. See here for a refresher on the various leverage ratio proposals. 

The FSB and IOSCO proposed a set of assessment methodologies for identifying which asset managers, broker-dealers and finance companies could be designated as 
global systemically important financial institutions. The proposal sets $100 billion in assets or assets under management as its baseline. For asset managers, there is a 
focus on the international presence of the fund, turnover, OTC derivatives activity, high-frequency trading and [~-hypothecation, among other things. Comments are due April 7 
and the final methodology is likely to influence the FSOC. 

T[~asury Secretary Jacob Lew visited Europe this week to press regulators in France, Germany and Portugal to avoid a "race to the bottom" in adopting new financial 
regulations and seek further progress on boosting economic growth. According to FT press reports based on a non-public draft that is circulating, the European Commission 
has watered down the Liikanen proposals, replacing them with a variant dubbed the "Barnier Rule." Media reports state that regulators have narrowed the definition of 
"proprietary trading" and that EU bank regulators would have discretion to determine whether trading activity needs to be in a ring-fenced affiliate. After such a separation, the 
deposit-taking bank would still be allowed to sell derivative products for hedging. The Bamier Rule would be a significant retreat from the original Liikanen proposals. 

CFPB director Richard Cordray spoke this past week on the implementation of the CFPB’s controversial qualified mortgage rule. Initial covera.qe of the speech reports that the 
CFPB remains open to expanding exemptions for small lenders from qualified mortgage requirements upon consideration of the rule’s initial impact. 

Late Friday afternoon, the SEC released interpretive guidance on its municipal advisor registration rules in the form of FAQs. Industry participants had been pushing the SEC 
to delay the January 13th effective date, but the guidance reaffirmed that the rules will go into effect next week. FINRA also released its priorities for 2014. Most notable is its 
emphasis on algorithmic trading strategies, including high-fi~quency trading. We can expect to see an examination sweep related to compliance with the market access rule 
to determine whether broker-dealers are in compliance with requirements to implement adequate risk filters. 

Finally, you might have missed that on Friday, the Fe~d and the FDIC posted the public section of 138 third-round living wills. 

Best regards, 

Annette L. Nazareth & Margaret E. Tahyar 

Annette L, Nazareth 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 

901 15th Street NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 962 7075 tel 

202 962 7086 fax 

If you do not wish to receive Washington Watch emails, please click here to unsubscribe. 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 



protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 

Please r~fer to the firm’s #ri~-)s~,, policy located at w~,v’~,,.d~vispolk.com for important information on this policy. 
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Regulatory Predictions For 2014 

JPMorgan Settles Its Madoff Tab 

Yellen Wins Confirmation As First Woman Fed Chair 

Obama To Nominate Three Fed Members 

Senate Republicans Unveil Volcker Rule Fix Legislation 

House Democrats Push Limited Exemption To Volcker Rule 

Tougher Reviews, Disclosure Debate Highlight New Phase Of Living 
Wills 

Debt Rule Faces Dilution As Regulators Heed Bank Warnings 

CFTC Said Ready To Push Interest-Rate Swaps To Trading Platforms 

U.S. Permits Some Foreign Swaps Rules, EU Still Unhappy 

CFTC Loses A Chairman, Gains A Comment Period 

Numerous SEF Challenges Predicted In 2014 

U.S. Municipal Advisers Get Guidance, But Not Delay, On Regulation 

CFTC-FERC Deal Leaves Enforcement Question Unanswered 

Financial Stability Board To Add To "Systemically Important" List 

"Barnier Rule" Looks Like A Shadow Of What It Set Out To Be 

CFPB May Revisit Small Bank QM Exemptions 

Davis Pofk & Wa]’dwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



Brown, Others Stoke Fears Of GAO Bias h~ "Too Big To Fai~" Report (January 8, 2014) 
In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "Members of the Senate Banking Committee and others are 
raising concerns about the credibility of a pending watchdog report analyzing whether some banks are still 
’too big to fail,’ suggesting some experts it relies on may be too closely tied to Wall Street. The GAO is due 
this spring to release the second of two reports examining the issue, with this one focused on providing an 
estimate of the implicit subsidies the biggest banks maintain from a market belief the government will rescue 
them .... It was an issue raised by Simon Johnson, a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
and echoed by Senator Sherrod Brown (D-OH) during a Senate Banking Committee hearing on Wednesday 
[January 8] .... Appearing on the panel alongside the GAO representative, Johnson said the report’s 
conclusions will be suspect if the agency does not pay adequate attention to potential conflicts of interest .... 
But Lawrence Evans, director of financial markets and community investment at the GAO, pushed back on 
the critique, disagreeing that the claim is warranted .... The issue of researcher independence has been 
gaining increasing attention on Capitol Hill, after Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) urged big banks last 
month to voluntarily disclose their contributions to think tanks." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Hearinq Information 

Regulatory Predictions For 2014 (January 3, 2014) 
~ In The Financial Times, Davis Polk partner Annette L. Nazareth and associate Gabriel D. Rosenberg write, 

"Last year we offered our 13 regulatory reform predictions for 2013 and correctly predicted a year of intense 
rulemaking. This was highlighted by the adoption of final Volcker rule regulations, Basel III capital rules and 
swaps market reforms. Careful scrutiny and implementation of these rules are expected to be key themes of 
the financial regulatory landscape in the coming 12 months. 1. Volcker compliance efforts dominate .... 
Banks will spend much of the year analysing their activities in light of the final regulations and building 
compliance infrastructures .... 4. Swap market participants watch Timothy Massad .... 5. Mandatory SEF 
trading leads to short-term decreased liquidity .... 6. The SEC requires registration of security-based swap 
market participants .... 8. Foreign banks with limited U.S. presence consider abandoning U.S. branches and 
subsidiaries .... 10. The Fed continues its focus on shadow banking." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

JPMorga[~ Sett~es Its Madoff Tab (Ja[~uary 7, 2014) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Dan Fitzpatrick reports, "After years of denying culpability in the Ponzi scheme, 
[JPMorgan] agreed to $2.6 billion in payments to resolve charges it failed to police Mr. Madoff’s activities and 
entered into a rare pact with prosecutors intended to head off a criminal case .... Victims of Mr. Madoff’s 
crimes will receive $2.24 billion in compensation as a result of the pacts announced Tuesday [January 7] .... 
U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara, who conducted his investigation with the FBI, said at a news conference that 
JPMorgan ’failed miserably’ as an institution and repeatedly ignored warnings about Mr. Madoff despite 
’plenty of reasons to be uniquely suspicious.’... Prosecutors accused the bank in a federal criminal filing of 
lacking the controls that might have stopped Mr. Madoff from essentially laundering his ill-gotten gains 
through the bank and passing them off as legitimate profits for years. In the deferred-prosecution agreement 
announced Tuesday, JPMorgan acknowledged it didn’t have the proper systems in place to catch Mr. Madoff 
and that various procedures designed to root out and report suspicious behavior were flawed. The bank 
didn’t admit to any criminal liability, but it did agree to a statement of facts that highlighted a number of red 
flags missed by the bank .... The criminal charges against JPMorgan will be lifted in two years, pending the 
payments and various reforms of JPMorgan’s anti-money-laundering policies that the bank has to outline in 
quarterly reports to the U.S. government .... JPMorgan on Tuesday also agreed to pay additional penalties 
of $350 million to the OCC." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Business Insider article: JPMorqan’s Madoff Settlement Could Prove Elizabeth Warren Right 
:::::::::::::::: FBI Press Release -- OCC Consent Order; OCC Press Release -- Deferred Prosecution A,cjreement 



Lew Wi~ Push EU To Avoid Race To Dotto{~ Or~ Finance Ru~es (Jar~uary ~, 20i4) 
In BIoomberg Businessweek, Kasia Klimasinska and lan Katz report, "Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew will 
press European officials to follow the U.S. lead in adopting tougher banking regulations to ensure that 
American financial firms aren’t put at a competitive disadvantage. Lew visits France, Germany and Portugal 
starting today [January 6] after U.S. regulators completed so-called Volcker Rule restrictions on proprietary 
trading last month .... Lew has said the global economic community must avoid a ’race to the bottom’ so that 
banks don’t concentrate operations in countries with weak financial rules .... Lew is likely to discuss the 
financial regulations in his meetings with French President Francois Hollande and Finance Minister Pierre 
Moscovici in Paris today, as well as talk with business leaders separately .... The Treasury secretary will 
also seek further progress on banking unity, including recapitalization capacity and credible deposit insurance, 
and will emphasize the need for increased lending in the region, a Treasury official told reporters on a 
January 3 conference call .... Discussions about the financial regulations might touch on issues including 
European plans for a banking union, capital requirements for international lenders that are active around the 
world and incorporated in the U.S., and the overseas reach of the CFTC’s swap rules, analysts said." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Reuters article: U.S. Urqes Europe To Take More Action On Bank Backstops 

Analyst Dick Dove Defends Big Banks, S~ams Regulators (January 9, 2014) 
In American Banker, Maria Aspan reports, "In a new book, [bank analyst Dick] Bove takes aim at what he 
sees as vindictive media coverage, politicians’ irresponsible reactions to the crisis and burdensome, 
ineffective regulation. He is particularly incensed about the Dodd-Frank Act, the sweeping (if unwieldy and 
still partially-undefined) financial reform law passed in 2010 .... The book is a defense of the functions that 
banks perform in the American economy and their roles in the lives of ordinary Americans, who might 
otherwise be ’forced’ into the arms of payday lenders and other, presumably less-scrupulous nonbank 
financial services providers .... He fingers the federal government’s pre-crisis, pro-housing agenda and has 
harsh words for banking regulators who, he claims, had the tools to prevent the financial crisis but were too 
lax in wielding them .... Bove got even more granular in criticizing individual regulators in a video 
interview .... [B]y arguing that regulators failed to enforce existing rules, Bove lays the foundation for his 
premise that Dodd-Frank and other new laws that have cropped up since the crisis are unnecessary." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Dodd~Frank Rules More Than Half Done, Yet Missed Deadlines Pervade Lawns RoWboat (January 3, 2014) 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Rob Tricchinelli reports, "Regulators have completed slightly more than half 
of all required rulemaking under the Dodd-Frank Act, according to a January 2 report by law firm Davis Polk & 
Wardwell LLP. It said 36 rules have been adopted since December 2, 2013, pushing to 201 the overall 
requirements met with final rules, which is 50.5 percent of the 398 total rulemaking requirements of the law. 
The deadline has passed for 280 of those 398 requirements, the report says, but nearly half of those -- 132 
--have been missed by regulators. Regulators have not proposed rules for 56 of the 132 requirements, a 
total unchanged since Davis Polk’s December 2 report. Most of the new rules stem from the adoption by five 
government agencies of regulations under the Volcker rule." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::/::/::/: Davis Polk January Progress Report 

Housing Finance Reform To Dominate Legislative Agenda ~n 2014 {January 5, 2014) 
~ In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "Without a doubt, efforts to overhaul the housing finance market 

are likely to remain at the top of the congressional agenda in 2014 .... Analysts predict that banking leaders 
are likely to produce a proposal sometime in the first two months of 2014, opening the process back up to 
further discussion by lawmakers, industry officials and advocates .... If the [U.S. Senate] Banking 
Committee is able to advance legislation, all eyes would then turn to the White House and Senate leadership 
to decide whether or not to push the bill further, amidst other priorities like the budget, immigration and tax 
reform .... The GAO is planning to unveil in the spring a highly anticipated report measuring funding 
advantages at the largest banks, which could provide opponents with fresh talking points on the issue .... 
Lawmakers are also expected to continue their investigation of related [too big to fail] issues, including 



whether the Justice Department and banking regulators have let big banks off easy in recent settlements .... 
The House banking panel, meanwhile, is also planning to launch a more thorough investigation into the fight 
over ’too big to fail.’... [Banking Committee Chairman Jeb] Hensarling (R-TX) said he plans to introduce 
legislation on the topic .... The fight to reduce the regulatory burden, particularly for smaller institutions, is 
also expected to remain a central issue on the Hill." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related American Banker article: GSE Reform Could HinqeOn Key Senate Democrats 

Federa~ Reserve Staff Briefs FSOC On Enhanced Prudentia~ Standards (January 9, 2:014} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Chris Bruce reports, "The FSOC received a briefing on enhanced prudential 
standards by Federal Reserve Board staffers during a closed meeting January 9, according to a readout of the 
meeting provided by a Treasury Department Spokeswoman Suzanne Elio. The FSOC provided no further detail. 
The panel, a council of regulators charged with ensuring U.S. financial stability, also discussed plans for its 2014 
report to Congress .... Acting Deputy Treasury Secretary Mary Miller convened the meeting, which included new 
and incoming members .... The readout did not detail the context of the briefing on enhanced prudential 
standards, but the topic is a significant one for nonbank companies such as hedge funds, money market funds, 
and other financial enterprises that could be subject to a new layer of regulation .... Nonbank companies such 
as insurance firms say the tougher standards required for SlFIs should be tailored to different business models, 
arguing Congress never intended a wooden, one-size-fits-all approach." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i FSOC Meetinq Information 

Federal Reserve 

YeOmen Wins Confirmation As First Wo~nan Fed Chair (Janua~, 6, 2014) 
~ In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "The Senate on Monday [January 6] confirmed Janet Yellen to be 

the next leader of the Federal Reserve Board, making her the world’s most powerful central banker. 
Yellen... will assume a four-year term as chairman on February 1 .... Her nomination easily passed 56 to 
26, with several senators absent due to weather .... Given her previous roles, Yellen is expected to take a 
more hands-on role in bank regulation than her predecessors .... Yellen, 67, has largely kept mum on 
regulatory issues in her public remarks and has stuck to the consensus view by the Fed that breaking up the 
largest banks would not be the right solution to ending ’too big to fail.’ She has also endorsed a myriad of 
ideas floated by her colleague, Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo, who heads bank supervision at the 
Fed. At her confirmation hearing, she offered a few more clues on her views. She endorsed toughening up 
Basel III standards for the largest U.S. financial institutions through a capital surcharge and a supplemental 
leverage ratio. Still, she refrained from elaborating how much stricter measures like the supplemental 
leverage ratio should be, opting to take a wait-and-see approach .... Yellen has also stressed the 
importance of eradicating ’too big to fail,’ naming it one of the most important goals of the post-crisis period." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Wall Street Journal article: Yellen Confirmed as Fed Chief 
:::::::::::::::: Statements: President Obama -- Treasury Secretary Lew -- HFSC Chairman Hensarlinq 

Senate To Quiz U,So Regulators On Wall Street Co~modity Bets (January 9~ 2014) 
~ In Reuters, Anna Louise Sussman reports, "A Senate panel will hold a hearing next week to question financial 

regulators over Wall Street’s role in physical commodity markets, drawing fresh attention to a controversy 
over the possible risks posed by the involvement of the largest U.S. investment banks. The January 15 
hearing by a subcommittee of the powerful Senate Banking Committee is to include testimony by top 
oversight officials with the FERC and the CFTC and an official from the Federal Reserve’s banking 
supervision arm. The hearing, the second called by Senator Sherrod Brown (D-OH) comes as the Fed 



reconsiders exemptions given to banks since the early 2000s that allow them to engage in the previously 
prohibited trading of physical commodities .... At next week’s session, the Fed will likely be called on to 
explain how banks’ involvement in commodity markets could hurt their ’safety and soundness,’ said Arthur 
Long, a banking lawyer at Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher .... The hearing follows a high-profile session in July in 
which brewers complained that banks, including JPMorgan and Goldman, had inflated the price of aluminum." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Obama To Nominate Three Fed Men, bets {January 10, 2014) 
An unbylined article in USA Today reports, "President Obama said Friday [January 10] he would nominate 
three economists to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, joining new chairwoman Janet 
Yellen. The trio includes Stanley Fischer and Lael Brainard as well as Jerome Powell, who would be serving 
a second term if confirmed by the Senate .... Fischer would serve as vice chair of the board, Brainard would 
represent the Richmond, Virginia, region, and Powell would represent the Philadelphia region. In his 
statement, Obama praised his three new nominees: ’Stanley Fischer brings decades of leadership and 
expertise from various roles, including serving at the International Monetary Fund and the Bank of Israel .... 
Lael Brainard has served as one of my top and most trusted international economic advisors during a 
challenging time .... ’I’m also thankful that Jerome Powell, who has proven to be an effective and wise voice 
at the Fed, has agreed to serve a second term.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Banking Daily article: Federal Reserve Vacancies Prompt Push To Name Community Banker 
:::::::::::::::: White House Press Release 

Banks Got More Optimistic "Stress Test" Results Tha~ Fed {January 8, 2014) 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Ben Luebsdorf reports, "The bank ’stress tests’ mandated by the 2010 

Dodd-Frank financial law spat out different results depending on whether they were conducted by the 
Federal Reserve or by the banks themselves. And the banks, collectively, were more optimistic about 
their balance sheets weathering an economic downturn. That’s according to two economists from the 
New York Fed, in an analysis published Wednesday [January 8] on the bank’s Liberty Street Economics 
blog .... Both sets of tests used the severely adverse economic scenario, but the results were different 
-- ’aggregate net income for the BHCs under the severely adverse scenario as projected by the Fed is 
much smaller than the aggregate of the BHC projections,’ the economists wrote. ’Specifically, the Fed 
projects a loss of $194 billion while the BHCs project a loss of about $96 billion.’... ’These differences 
could reflect variation in modeling approaches as well as differences in view about the extent to which 
additional losses could arise from loan portfolios that already experienced very significant losses during 
the financial crisis and in the recession that followed,’ they concluded." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Fed Officia~ Says Banks With Traditional Fundi~~g Have Advantage Over Shadow Banks (January 3, 2014) 
~ In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "Jeremy Stein spoke to a gathering of the American 

Economic Association and the American Finance Association, and discussed the interplay between the 
traditional commercial banking sector and the so-called shadow-banking sector, which includes nonbank 
intermediaries such as broker-dealers, money-market funds, and hedge funds .... Stein said, relative to 
other forms of private-money creation that occur in the shadow-banking sector, such as short-term 
collateralized claims like broker-dealer repurchase agreements, bank deposits are not prone to run at the first 
sign of trouble .... On the liability side, Stein said there are different ways for creating safe money-like 
claims .... Stein said a deposit franchise offers a bank a low-cost source of financing -- investors will accept 
a lower yield for safe money-like claims. Also, a deposit franchise offers funding stability -- with an adequate 
capital buffer and deposit insurance, depositors can afford to disregard moderate changes in the 
mark-to-market value of long-term fixed-income assets." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Governor Stein Speech 



Volcker 

Davis Polk: Explaining The Vo[cker Rule ~n 27 F~ages (January 2, 20i4} 
~ In The Wall Street Journal Money Beat, James Sterngold reports, "Normally, it’s not in the nature of law firms to 

oversimplify complex government regulations for their biggest customers. But Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP has 
decided to do just that for its mega-banking clients to start off the new year, giving them a handy, color-coded, ’user- 
friendly’ flow chart to help them navigate the Volcker rule, which restricts banks from making market bets with their 
own capital. How simple? The chart extends over 27 pages .... ’Everybody is finding it a huge challenge to 
describe this one,’ said Margaret Tahyar, a Davis Polk partner who oversaw the drafting of the charts. ’It’s super 
hard to summarize.’... Ms. Tahyar said that a preliminary version of the flow chart that Davis Polk formulated based 
on proposals was downloaded more than 100,000 times. But if the chart and its many arrows and red warning boxes 
seems challenging, Ms. Tahyar has what may be an unwelcome message. ’You’re looking at half the rule,’ she said. 
A flow chart on the second half, about limits on the investments banks may make in hedge funds and other trading 
firms, is due next week, and it is likely to be longer than the earlier chart." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Davis Polk Flowcharts: Proprietary Trading -- Funds 

Senate Republicans Unveil Vo~cker Ru~e Fix Legislation (January 10., 2014) 
~ In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "A group of Republican senators introduced a bill Thursday evening 

[January 9] to address concerns about treatment under the Volcker Rule of collateralized debt obligations backed by 
trust-preferred securities. The legislation, introduced by Senators Mark Kirk (R-IL), Mike Crapo (R-ID), Pat Toomey 
(R-PA), John Barrasso (R-WY), Mike Enzi (R-VVY), Jerry Moran (R-KS), and Roger Wicker (R-MS), would provide a 
broad exemption for TruPS-backed CDOs, allowing banks to avoid writing off millions of dollars under the Volcker 
Rule. The effort comes one day after Representatives Jeb Hensarling (R-TX) and Shelley Moore Capito (R-WV) 
introduced similar legislation in the House .... Legislative activity on the issue helps to signal where lawmakers stand 
and could be used to bypass whatever decision regulators come to if the industry remains unsatisfied with the fix put 
fontcard by the agencies. But efforts on Capitol Hill have begun to fracture down party lines, with some Democrats 
pushing for a more limited exemption for banks with under $15 billion in assets .... Senate Republicans pushed back 
on the idea of a limited exemption in a press release for their bill, saying that a size limit ’hurts banks of all sizes.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Senators Press Release -- S. 1907 

House De~ocrats Push Limited Exen~ption To Vo~cker Rule (January 8, 2014} 
~ In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "A group of lawmakers is stepping up pressure on regulators to adopt a 

narrow exemption for small banks under the Volcker Rule to address concerns over the treatment of collateralized 
debt obligations backed by trust-preferred securities. The move comes after reports GOP Representatives Jeb 
Hensarling (R-TX), chairman of the House Financial Services Committee, and Shelley Moore Capito (R-WV) 
introduced legislation that would provide a broad exemption to all banks holding CDOs backed by TruPS issued 
before December 10, when the Volcker Rule was finalized. But nearly two dozen Democratic lawmakers, led by 
Representative Maxine Waters (D-CA), the ranking member on the banking panel, are warning that a more limited 
change is warranted for banks with less than $15 billion in assets, citing a provision in the Dodd-Frank Act that 
addressed treatment of TruPS for small banks .... Waters and the other Democrats wrote in a letter Tuesday 
[January 7]. ’Consistent with Section 171 of the Dodd-Frank Act, we believe regulators have the authority to exempt 
banks with less than $15 billion in assets from the requirement to divest of TruPS CDOs, providing important relief to 
the community banking sector.’... Regulators are said to be broadly considering two avenues -- a broad exemption 
for all effected institutions or a more limited one abiding by the $15 billion size cap." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
Related articles: 

American Banker, Congress PreDarin,q To Step Into Vo!cker Rule F!ght 
American Banker, Stop Ditherinq And Fix The Volcker Rule Now 
Banking Daily, As Republicans Submit Volcker Tweak Bill, Democrats Ask Regulators To Handle 

Matter 
New York Times DealBook, House Financial Services Chairman To Seek Volcker Rule Chanc]e 

Bill Materials: H.R. 3819- Press Release 
Representatives Letter 



U.S. Chamber Joins Ca~s For Volcker Ru~e Fix (January ~, 2014) 
An unbylined article in American Banker reports, "The U.S. Chamber of Commerce made it clear Wednesday 
[January 8] that it will continue efforts in 2014 to ease the impact of the Dodd-Frank Act, including potential 
involvement in a pending court action against the Volcker Rule. In his annual State of the Business address, 
Thomas Donohue, the group’s chief executive, included ’fixing or replacing provisions of Dodd-Frank that simply 
don’t work as planned’ among the areas of focus for the business group’s agenda in the New Year. Donohue 
said the Chamber’s concerns include the fact that many provisions of the law have not yet been implemented .... 
’The Volcker Rule was originally intended for the large financial institutions to raise the question about what 
investment they could do with their own funds,’ Donohue said. ’Now it appears that it affects every small, 
midsized bank and financial institution in the country.’ David Hirschmann, who runs the Chamber’s Center for 
Capital Markets Competitiveness, told reporters after Donohue’s press conference that the group is ’looking at 
how’ the dispute ’could be solved on the regulatory, legislative and potential litigation side.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

In Law360, Evan Weinberger reports, "An unexpected legal challenge to the Volcker Rule from community banks 
has spurred regulators to consider still more tweaks to the controversial provision, a regulatory stance that 
experts say could make it easier for other trade groups to launch assaults against the sweeping regulation. While 
it was widely expected that bank trade associations would launch some sort of a challenge to the Dodd-Frank 
Act’s ban on proprietary trading by federally insured banks, a Christmas-week lawsuit flied by the American 
Bankers Association and a pair of community banks over the rule’s treatment of collateralized debt obligations 
backed by trust-preferred securities caught regulators off-guard. With the political power community banks can 
muster, regulators are considering changes to the rule to avoid a costly and potentially damaging court battle, 
potentially foreshadowing future fights with other trade groups over the Volcker Rule .... Since the challenge, 
regulators have said they will consider exempting certain TruPS-backed CDOs and expect to finalize a solution by 
January 15 .... The Fed, the FDIC and the OCC are now looking at several options for making changes to the 
rule that could help community banks, while not gutting provisions intended to limit banks’ investments in external 
funds. Among them are providing safe harbors or grandfathering in existing securities, or providing more time for 
banks to dump their TruPS-backed CDOs and come into compliance." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

In The Wall Street Journal, Shayndi Raice reports, "Citigroup is considering selling its $1 billion stake in a private- 
equity fund to comply with new federal rules, said a person familiar with the matter. The move is in line with 
Citigroup’s strategy of shedding its private-equity and hedge-fund assets to comply with the so-called Volcker rule, 
part of the Dodd Frank financial overhaul, which forbids banks from investing in funds they don’t manage. It also caps 
the amount a bank can invest in such a fund to 3% of the fund’s assets .... Citigroup executives have acknowledged 
for some time that they will need to sell the stake or ask for an extension to comply with the Volcker Rule." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Bloomberg News article: Citigroup Said To Weiqh Sale Of $1 Billion In Fund Stakes 

CLO Se~off Unlikely Oue To Volcker Ru~e, Morgan Stanley Says (January ~, 2014} 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Sridhar Natarajan reports, "The implementation of the Volcker rule means 
banks may keep their collateralized loan obligations holdings (CLOs), according to Morgan Stanley. Banks, 
[which] have more than $60 billion invested in the least risky, or AAA rated portions, of CLOs, are unlikely to 
sell because of the range of options available to avoid violating the Volcker rule, Morgan Stanley analysts led 
by Vishwanath Tirupattur, wrote in a report today [January 6] .... The market for CLOs, whose sales climbed 
49 percent last year, is under scrutiny as regulators plan new controls to curb risk taking. The Volcker rule, 
which was finalized last month, prohibits banks from having ownership interest in CLOs that invest in bonds 
and requires them to sell their stakes before the rule takes effect in 2015." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 



Tougher Reviews, Disclosure Debate Highlight New Phase Of Living Wi~s (January i 0, 20i4) 
m In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "The first two years of a requirement for large firms to draft ’living wills’ almost 

felt like a dress rehearsal, but that appears likely to change in 2014. The New Year promises more rigorous grading 
of banking companies’ updated resolution plans than how regulators treated their first submissions, the inaugural 
filings of three nonbanks firms recently designated as ’systemically important,’ and continued debate over how much 
of the wind-down plans should be public .... ’Unlike the first round, this round of plans will be subject to evaluation 
under the standards of the statute, which is resolvability under bankruptcy. I view that.., as an important work in 
progress and in some sense the first real test of this process,’ FDIC Chairman Martin Gruenberg said last month at a 
meeting of experts who advise the agency on its resolution procedures .... Yet what form the agencies’ feedback 
will take exactly is still unknown. Some with knowledge of the evaluation process have said privately that, broadly 
speaking, all 11 plans demonstrated significant improvement compared with the first drafts and appear to follow the 
principles of the guidance. But it is unclear exactly how definitive the agencies will be in their responses." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Resolution Plan Summaries Posted For "Third Wave" Banks (January 10, 2814} 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "Regulators posted condensed blueprints Friday [January 10] from 116 
banking firms on how they could be unwound in a failure .... The regulators issued the summaries Friday of the 
plans submitted at year-end by the least complex firms required under the Dodd-Frank Act to chart their demise. 
These so-called ’third wave’ of fliers, which must fall below a $100 billion cutoff for non-banking assets, include 
staples of the U.S. banking system such as Fifth Third and SunTrust. But the group also includes a whole host of 
lesser-known foreign banks .... The public sections of all the living wills filed since July 2012 include information 
about a firm’s financial holdings and legal entities, as well as a basic summary of the firm’s resolution strategy." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Public Sections -- Press Releases: Federal Reserve.; FDIC 

Debt Rule Faces Dilution As Regulators Heed Bank Warnings (January iO, 20i4) 
~ In Bloomberg Businessweek, Jim Brunsden reports, "A revised leverage ratio plan is set to be laxer than a draft 

published last year by the Basel Committee, said a person familiar with the scope of a January 12 meeting of 
the group’s oversight body at which the measure will be discussed .... Some supervisors have called for 
greater use of leverage ratios instead of standard Basel capital requirements, which are measured as a ratio of 
banks’ equity against risk-weighted assets, because banks are inconsistent in the way they calculate these 
standards .... Stefan Ingves, the Basel committee’s chairman, has said that discussions in the group have 
focused on calibrating how banks should calculate the size of their assets, as opposed to reopening talks on the 
3 percent figure .... The January 12 meeting will be of the Group of Governors and Heads of Supervision, or 
GHOS, which oversees the committee’s work and is comprised of central bank and regulatory chiefs .... The 
leverage measure is the main item on the agenda for the GHOS talks, according to two other people familiar 
with the talks. All three asked not to be identified because the discussions are private." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Roadblock To Brawny Bank Reform (January 4, 20114} 
In The New York Times, Gretchen Morgenson reports, "Regulators made some real progress last year attacking the 
risks of too-big-to-fail banks .... But action on [the] last crucial bit of business has ground to a halt. Officials at the 
FDIC had hoped that the [capital] rule they proposed last July along with the Federal Reserve and the OCC would be 
set in stone by the end of the year. It was not. It is unclear why. But last month, Bloomberg News reported that 
unnamed Fed officials were suggesting that approval of the proposed leverage ratio be put off until overseas 
regulators agreed to a framework that would apply to their nations’ banks as well. Arguing for international agreement 
on regulations is a time-honored stall tactic among industries interested in thwarting tough rules .... Barbara 
Hagenbaugh, a spokeswoman for the Federal Reserve, says it supports a strong leverage ratio. But she adds that 
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the regulator expects a global agreement soon on changes to an international leverage ratio established in 2010 .... 
U.S. banking regulators would support incorporating these definitions into the pending proposal, she said, while 
retaining the higher leverage ratio than called for in the international agreement. But Jeremiah O. Norton, a member 
of the FDIC’s board, says he thinks it is wrong to delay voting on the rule. ’I’m concerned that the inertia of not acting 
will take over and win,’ he said .... Last week, [FDIC Vice Chairman Thomas] Hoenig said he still hoped the 
proposed leverage ratio would be adopted by the end of February." 

:a:: Full text of article 

CFTC Said Ready To Push [nterestMRate Swaps To Tradi~~g P~atforms (January 9.~ 2014} 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Silla Brush reports, "The CFTC is poised to push interest-rate and credit swaps onto 
trading platforms designed to make prices more transparent and competitive. The agency’s approval would follow a 
three-month review of plans to mandate that certain types of trades be conducted on SEFs .... The CFTC’s staff, 
which is still reviewing the plans, has found no reason to object to them so far, according to two people with 
knowledge of the agency’s deliberations. To prevent the requirements from taking effect, the agency would need to 
decide they are inconsistent with the law and block the first of them by January 16 .... Buyers and sellers of 
derivatives have debated which types of trades must occur on the platforms since the first filings were submitted in 
mid-October .... The CFTC is debating whether packaged trades that consist of two or more swaps should be 
subject to the mandate, one of the people said .... Scott O’Malia, a Republican commissioner at the CFTC, has 
scheduled an agency advisory committee meeting on January 21 in part to oversee the trading decisions and gather 
feedback from the industry." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:a:: Related Wall Street Journal article: CFTC Expected To Usher In New Swaps Tradinq Rules 

U.S. Permits So~e Foreign Swaps Ru~es, EU Still Unhappy (December 20, 2013) 
In Reuters, Douwe Miedema reports, "The U.S. swaps regulator laid out which of its new rules foreign banks have to 
comply with if they trade with American clients, or even if they deal with customers in their own country from an office 
in the U.S. The CFTC granted exemptions in the area of how banks manage risk, but banks will largely need to 
comply with the cross-border rules for data reporting, swaps trading, and for clearing trades. That is bound to 
disappoint foreign regulators, who had asked for more so-called substituted compliance, a legal concept that allows 
U.S. regulators to rely on foreign regulators for non-U.S, companies. The CFTC did say however, that it could still 
make changes in the future, if it were asked to do so .... The three Democrat members of the CFTC voted in favor of 
the determination -- which is valid for Europe, Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Japan and Switzerland -- while the 
only Republican, Scott O’Malia, dissented .... In Friday’s [December 20] determinations, the CFTC did not grant 
substituted compliance for clearing, rules for which are not yet in place in the EU. It also did not address rules for 
trading on exchange-like platforms, which will kick off next year, even though the agency did give the banks some 
more time to meet some of the obligations for data reporting." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i CFTC Materials -- Entity-Level Requirements Determinations: Australia; Canada; European 

Union; Hong Kon.q; Japan; Switzerland --Transaction-Level Requirements 
Determinations: European Union: Japan- Commissioner O’Malia Dissent- Press Release 

::i::i::i::i Davis Polk Client Memorandum 

CFTC Loses A Chairman, Gai~~s A Comment Period (January 3, 2014) 
In The Wall Street Journal Money Beat, Andrew Ackerman reports, "U.S. commodity regulators took the unusual step 
of seeking public comment Friday [January 3] on a November staff ’advisory’ aimed at expanding the reach of their 
rules overseas. The CFTC, which signed off on the 60-day comment period, also said it would delay its advisory’s 
provisions from going into effect until September 15, in light of the request for comment. The developments came on 
the last day of Gary Gensler’s tenure as CFTC chairman .... At issue is whether U.S.-based bank personnel must 
follow CFTC rules if they handle swaps booked overseas .... The CFTC’s November advisory, which has proven 
controversial with the swaps industry, was meant to clarify existing agency guidance .... The swaps industry is 
challenging the CFTC’s cross-border guidance for swaps on procedural grounds, saying the agency issued new 



directions for derivatives as guidance rather than as a formal rule, avoiding the need for a cost-benefit analysis. The 
CFTC declined to elaborate on why it was seeking comment on the advisory two months after its release .... In a 
statement, Scott O’Malia, the CFTC’s lone Republican, dissented from the decision to seek comments, saying the 
move comes in response to the recent lawsuit filed against the CFTC by three industry trade groups and ’provides 
another example of the commission’s unsound rule implementation process.’" 

=/==/==/==/= Full text of bloq article 
i::i::i::i Related Law360 article: CFTC Eases Cross-Border Swaps Rule As It Girds For Fiqht 
:::::::::::::: CFTC Materials: Comment Request-- Commissioner O’Malia Dissent -- No-Action Letter 
:::::::::::::::: Industry Trade Groups Complaint 

CFTC Seeks More Comments On Com~odity Aggregation Changes (January 9, 2014) 
In Compliance Week, Joe Mont reports, "The CFTC will extend the comment period on proposed 
amendments to aggregation rules that accompanied new standards for position limits until February 10. The 
proposed amendment was published in the Federal Register on November 15, 2013. On the same day the 
Commission announced the proposed amendment, it also adopted a proposal to establish speculative 
position limits for commodity futures, options contracts and physical commodity swaps. The other proposal, 
however, was not published in the Federal Register until December 12. Because the deadline for comments 
period for both proposals was 60 days after publication, the CFTC agreed to extend the aggregation rule’s 
comment period and provide parity. The amendments would revise standards for when positions held by 
multiple parties must be aggregated to determine compliance with new position limits." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: CFTC Press Release 

Numerous SEF Challenges Predicted ~n 2014 (January 8, 2014) 
~ In The Trade News, Richard Henderson reports, "The absence of harmonised cross-border rules is just one of a 

number of problems facing operators and users of SEFs when mandated trading begins, a report from research 
consultancy Aite has found. So far, only the U.K. has formally recognised SEFs, while Europe and Asia lag well 
behind the U.S. in developing and implementing G-20 post-crisis reforms .... This may encourage non-U.S, entities 
to avoid trading on SEFs and U.S.-headquartered firms to direct swaps activity through foreign subsidiaries to 
maintain bilateral trading in the short term .... ’However necessary these regulatory mandates may be, they are the 
polar opposites of organic market development and have the potential to drastically disrupt global OTC markets, both 
in the current transition period and post-implementation,’ the report, authored by David Weiss, senior analyst for Aite, 
states, adding, ’SEF success is far from assured at this point.’... Uncertainty created by the CFTC ’made available to 
trade’ (MAT) rule that will act as the de facto mandatory trading deadline and prolonged inaction on the part of the 
SEC, which is responsible for securities-based OTC derivatives, could result in dire outcomes for the global market, 
he adds .... Weiss adds that the MAT rule has also forced SEFs to choose between protecting customers by not 
putting forward onerous MAT submissions and losing out to other SEFs willing to trade less-liquid products." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Futures & Options World article: Promotinq Standardisation In SEF Report!rig 
::i::i::i::i Aite Report 

ISDA, SIFMA Express Support For MAT Sub~ission By B~oomberg SEF (January 8, 2014) 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Richard Hill reports, "ISDA and SlFMA told the CFTC January 8 that they support 
BIoomberg SEF LLC’s MAT submission for certain credit default and interest rate swaps .... ISDA and SlFMA said 
they supported the contract-by-contract approach taken by BIoomberg SEF, and that the SEF demonstrated how it 
could support trading in the submission swaps .... The support for the BIoomberg SEF submission is in contrast to 
ISDA and SIFMA’s comment on a MAT submission by Javelin SEF LLC in November .... In that instance, ISDA, 
SlFMA and several other entities said Javelin did not demonstrate that its submission swaps meet the CEA’s listing 
requirement because the SEF failed to describe how it would support trading of the contracts .... ’Demonstrating the 
capability to support the trading of submission swaps should be a crucial consideration for the commission’s review of 
MAT determinations,’ the groups said. The trade groups also said they supported BIoomberg SEF’s proposal to have 
each submitted contract trade 24 hours a day." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



Japan Dealers Sto~p Back-Loading To CCPe Due To De M#~h~#s Uncertainty (January 7, 20i4) 
~ In Risk Magazine, Viren Vaghela reports, "Dealers in Japan are no longer back-loading older trades with U.S. 

persons to clearing houses due to uncertainty around whether trades will fall within the $8 billion de minimis 
bucket that counts towards registering as a swap dealer with the CFTC. Ever since the CFTC outlined that 
banks with significant U.S. derivatives businesses should be subject to U.S. rules, dealers in Asia have been 
keen to bypass what is widely perceived as an extraterritorial application of global derivatives rules. Banks in 
Japan are being careful about the amount of new business they conduct with U.S. persons to avoid being 
burdened by extra compliance requirements. According to market participants in Japan, the ambiguity 
surrounding the status of older trades with U.S. persons has caused dealers to keep them bilateral .... The 
extra compliance burden is so unwelcome that dealers in Japan are even forgoing potential capital savings to 
ensure they remain outside the scope of U.S. rules .... It is understood that the Institute of International 
Bankers has requested confirmation from the CFTC on behalf of foreign banks but the U.S. regulator has not 
yet clarified the position .... Until the position is clear, Japanese banks are managing risk by reducing their 
notional exposures on legacy trades using TriOptima’s compression service." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

In Reuters, Sarah Lynch reports, "The U.S. hedge fund industry is making a fresh lobbying push to convince the 
federal derivatives regulator to remove a hurdle that could prevent private funds from advertising to new investors 
through television, the Intemet or other channels .... While the SEC revamped its rules in July to formally lift the ban, 
funds are concerned that the CFTC has not updated a parallel rule that prohibits the private funds it directly oversees 
from advertising to the general public. Since hedge fund portfolios often include at least some derivatives trading, 
industry experts warn that fund sponsors may be reluctant to take advantage of the SEC’s new relaxed advertising 
rules for fear of running afoul of the CFTC’s regulations .... The hedge fund industry’s trade group, the Managed 
Funds Association, petitioned the CFTC to change its rules in 2012 .... Now, the industry and other interested 
stakeholders are pinning their hopes for action on either Acting Chairman Mark Wetjen or on Timothy Massad .... 
Although the CFTC adopted rules in August to sync up many of its fund regulations with the SEC’s, the rules did not 
address the JOBS Act. In its final harmonization rule, the CFTC said the staff would ’evaluate the issue and make 
recommendations to the commission for future action.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC 

U.So Municipa~ Advisers Get Guidance, But Not Belay, On Regulation (January 10, 2014) 
In Reuters, Lisa Lambert reports, "The SEC on Friday [January 10] closed potential loopholes in its new 
regulation on the financial advisers to U.S. states and cities and resisted calls to slow down creating oversight of a 
group that has long escaped government scrutiny. The securities industry had asked the SEC for a one-month 
delay in enacting its full definition of exactly who counts as a municipal advisor, which is set to go into full effect 
on January 13 .... The SEC released guidance late Friday that held firm on next week’s effective date .... In 
detailed question-and-answer form, the guidance addressed scenarios where someone may not be sure about 
qualifying as an adviser, where someone may unintentionally fall subject to the regulation, or where someone 
may want to give up the adviser role. The guidance drove home the point that a broker-dealer cannot switch from 
the role of adviser to undent~riter once an issuer decides to go ahead with a deal .... The SEC drew a distinction 
between general information and advice, saying that an underwriter could include facts in business pitches 
without having to register as an adviser, but could not make recommendations." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Bond Buyer, SIFMA Says Dealers Not Given Enouqh Time On Municipal Advisor Rule 
Securities Law Daily, Groups Ask For Delay To Muni Advisor Rules While SEC Mulls Guidance 

::i::i::i::i SEC Materials: FAQs -- Press Release 



In The Wall Street Journal, Jean Eaglesham reports, "Federal investigators are probing whether a number of 
Wall Street banks cheated clients in the years following the financial crisis by deliberately mispricing a type of 
mortgage bond that was central to the economic turmoil, according to people close to the inquiry .... The 
new probe by regulators is the first known wide-ranging examination of mortgage-bond sales by banks in the 
years that followed. In that post-crisis period, when the economy remained shaky and many markets weren’t 
yet active again, banks still held on their books billions of dollars in hard-to-price assets. Regulators are 
seeking information about whether banks made significant misrepresentations about some of those assets to 
make deals. The banks under scrutiny include Barclays PLC, Citigroup Inc., Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs 
Group Inc., JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, Royal Bank of Scotland Group and UBS AG, said one of the people 
close to the probe .... Subpoenas have been sent to several firms to gather information .... The probe is 
being conducted by the SEC and the special inspector general for TARP, or Sigtarp, said the people close to 
the probe .... The probe comes as the SEC is winding down its effort to hold financiaPcrisis wrongdoers to 
account, with only a handful of potential cases still in the pipeline." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

UoS. Municipa~ Adviser Ru~e Unveiled; Raises Transaction Worries (January 9, 2014) 
In Reuters, Lisa Lambert reports, "The board overseeing the U.S. municipal bond market on Thursday [January 9] 
proposed a strict code of conduct for financial advisers to cities and states, including a ban on their role in 
principal transactions -- a change that has raised concerns in the securities industry .... The idea of a ban 
surprised Michael Decker, who has closely followed the adviser issue as co-head of municipal securities at 
SIFMA. ’There is a provision in the proposal that would prohibit principal transactions if you provide even 
incidental advice to a state or local government,’ he said .... The board identified principal transactions as ’an 
area of particular concern.’ It also said there is a ’high potential for self-dealing in such situations.’ MSRB 
Executive Director Lynnette Kelly said there are ’risks and conflicts inherent in advising a client on critical financial 
matters but simultaneously taking an arms-length posture in a transaction with that client.’ ’In some other regimes, 
the conflict from recommending a transaction and acting as the counterparty is managed through disclosure and 
consent,’ she added in an e-mail to Reuters. ’In this case, to preserve the highest standards of impartiality and 
the provision of unbiased advice, the rule has a flat prohibition against principal transactions.’... The proposal 
lays out advisers’ fiduciary duties and other responsibilities in representing clients’ interests." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:a:: Related Wall Street Journal article: Rules To Curb Muni-Bond Advisers 
:::::::::::::: MSRB Materials: Proposed Rule -- Press Release 

SEC Staff ~ssues New Gui~lance To Clarify "Beneficia~ Owner’" ~n Ba~l Actor Provision (January 3, 2014} 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Yin Wilczek reports, "The SEC Division of Corporation Finance 
January 3 issued new guidance to clarify what constitutes a ’beneficial owner’ for purposes of the bad actor 
provision in 1933 Securities Act Regulation D Rule 506 .... Among other new compliance and disclosure 
interpretations, Corp Fin said that ’beneficial owner’ in the bad actor provision is interpreted the same way as 
under 1934 Exchange Act Rule 13d-3. The phrase ’means any person who, directly or indirectly, through any 
contract, arrangement, understanding, relationship or otherwise, under Exchange Act Rule 13d-3 has or 
shares, or is deemed to have or share: (1) voting power, which includes the power to vote, or to direct the 
voting of, such security; and/or (2) investment power, which includes the power to dispose, or to direct the 
disposition of, such security.’ Corp Fin also clarified that ’beneficial ownership’ includes ’both direct and 
indirect interests, determined as under Exchange Act Rule 13d-3.’" 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFTC 

CFTC*FERC Deal Leaves Enforcement Question Unanswered (January 9, 2014) 
In Risk Magazine, Alexander Osipovich reports, "A recent deal between the CFTC and FERC has failed to 
address a key question on the minds of many energy traders -- namely, which of the two agencies will be the 
primary enforcer of market manipulation rules. On January 2, the CFTC and FERC announced they had signed 



two memoranda of understanding (MOUs) on procedures for sharing information and resolving jurisdictional 
conflicts between the two agencies, more than three years after they had been required to reach such 
agreements by the Dodd-Frank Act .... But lawyers say the documents will do nothing to settle a long-running 
clash between the CFTC and FERC over enforcement. While the MOU on information sharing lays out 
procedures allowing the two agencies’ enforcement units to share data on investigations and market surveillance, 
the jurisdictional MOU addresses only a limited number of routine regulatory matters and says nothing about 
enforcement .... The turf war between the CFTC and FERC has been most vividly highlighted in the case of 
Brian Hunter, a former trader for Amaranth Advisors .... Against that backdrop, some observers had been 
hoping to see a more robust MOU that would spell out the jurisdictional boundaries between FERC and the CFTC 
on enforcement matters .... The two agencies were apparently unable to agree on how to divide the energy 
markets between them, leaving it up to the courts -- or potentially, Congress -- to decide." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Memoranda Of Understanding: Jurisdiction; Information Sharinq -- CFTC Chairman Gensler Letter-- 

Press Releases: CFTC; FERC 

FINRA 

A~go Trading Systems ~n FINRA Sights {January 5, £014) 
In The Trade News, Richard Henderson reports, "In a statement outlining the U.S. regulator’s priorities for 
2014 released last week, FINRA said it would assess- through examinations and targeted investigations- 
whether firms had adequate controls for testing and implementation of algorithmic trading strategies, including 
high-frequency trading (HFT). In particular, it would look to ensure firms met the requirements of the 2010 
market access rule, which requires broker-dealers to have satisfactory risk checks in place before providing 
clients with access to markets. ’Firms subject to review should be prepared to address whether they conduct 
separate, independent and robust pre-implementation testing of algorithms and trading systems and whether 
the firm’s legal, compliance and operations staff are reviewing the design and development of the firm’s 
algorithms and trading systems for compliance with legal requirements,’ the FINRA statement read. To 
achieve this, FINRA will boost its use of data and analytics." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:a:: Related Traders Magazine article: Attention HFTs: New Rules Are Cominq 

F~NRA Bears Down O~ Complex Structured Products (January 5., 2014) 
In Risk Magazine, Yakob Peterseil reports, "FINRA will crack down on brokers who sell ’complex’ structured 
products to retail investors without first making sure their customers fully understand what they are buying, 
the regulator said on January 2. In its annual letter announcing its priorities for 2014, FINRA said brokers are 
not giving investors enough information about the derivatives embedded in complex structured products or 
the risks associated with the products, including the risk that the issuer could be unable to fulfil its payment 
obligations. The regulator said that investors may not be fully aware of ’the credit risk exposure (i.e., these 
are unsecured investments), the illiquidity of those investments.., and the uncertainty around the valuation 
of these products and their associated cash flows.’ FINRA said it intends to scrutinise the way firms 
communicate these risks, pointing out that poor disclosure practices may be to blame." 

iiiiiiiiii Full text of article 

Financial Stability Board To Add To "Systemically I~portant" List (January 8, 2014~} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Geoffrey T. Smith reports, "The FSB issued a paper Wednesday [January 8] 
detailing how it aims to compile a list of ’non-bank, non-insurance firms’ it considers a potential threat to the 
global financial system in the event of their failure .... The FSB... didn’t name any companies it expects to 
include on the list, or spell out what it could recommend as policies to keep the risks from such companies 
under control .... The FSB indicated that any finance company or broker-dealer with more than $100 billion in 
total assets, and any investment fund with net assets under management of over $100 billion, would be 
considered for inclusion on its new list. For hedge funds, it set out an alternative threshold of between $400 



billion and $600 billion in gross notional exposures, reflecting the greater importance of financial derivatives in 
their business model. Finance companies that are consolidated subsidiaries of banks and insurers won’t be 
considered if they have already been scrutinized at the group level. However, asset management subsidiaries 
will be, as they are generally not consolidated into their parent company’s accounts." 

:a:: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Banking Daily article: FSB~ IOSCO Propose Criteria For Identifying NBNI "TBTF" Firms 
:::::::::::::: Consultative Document -- Press Releases: FSB; IOSCO 

°’E~arnier Ru~e" Looks Like A Shadow Of W~hat ~t Set Out To Be (January 6, 2014} 
In The Financial Times, Patrick Jenkins reports, "Whenever he gets the chance, Michel Barnier likes to whip 
out a printout of the regulations he has steered through the lengthy EU legislative process. To the dozens of 
laws already on the list, the European commissioner for internal markets can finally add another-- a set of 
rules governing the structure of banks in the EU .... But Mr. Barnier’s initiative, an early draft of which is 
circulating in Brussels, looks like a poor imitation of the legislation passed in other parts of the world. It is also 
a shadow of what it promised to be. When it started life in 2011, the EU project appeared serious .... Since 
then, however, the Liikanen recommendations have stagnated. After lobbying from banks and politicians in 
France and Germany, Mr. Barnier’s plan is a lot softer than the original idea. The only sure thing to come out 
of the initiative, it seems, will be a ban on proprietary trading -- the practice, all but defunct anyway, of having 
dedicated teams of traders gambling a bank’s own money on the markets .... Details have yet to be set but 
the draft suggests that banks would be judged by a matrix of measures to establish how risky their trading 
activity was -- including the relative size of the trading book and how obscure and illiquid the trading assets 
were, for instance .... Ultimately, the most likely outcome is that the EU rules will be exposed for what they 
are -- a political attempt to be seen to be keeping pace with reforms in other parts of the world." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Financial Times, Europe Set To Ease Reform On Bank Splits 
Reuters, EU Bank Tradinq Plan Stops Short Of U.S. Volcker Rule 
Reuters, EU Plans For Tradinq Rules Widen Global Gap In Bank Requlations 

EU Puts Banking Union Credibility On Line ~n Talks (January 8, 2014) 
In Bloomberg News, Jim Brunsden reports, "The credibility of Europe’s efforts to restore confidence in its financial 
system hangs in the balance as lawmakers try to broker a deal on a bank-failure authority for the 18-nation euro 
area .... When EU finance ministers ended a fractious debate and settled on a blueprint in December, ECB 
President Mario Draghi ’strongly’ welcomed the plan, though it diverged broadly from the ECB’s position. The 
parliament’s stance is closer to the original proposal made in July by Michel Barnier, the EU’s financial-services chief. 
Now the two sides will try to reach a compromise on the legislation .... ’Positions are far apart,’ with parliament 
lawmakers ’insisting that the system must not be cumbersome or vulnerable to political back-room deals,’ the 
assembly said in a statement on the ’tough negotiations’ that begin today [January 8] .... In reaching a common 
position on the bank-failure plan, EU finance ministers overcame conflicts that pitted big nations against small ones, 
euro members against those outside the currency bloc, and Germany’s desire to shield taxpayers against ECB calls 
for central control .... Yet they postponed decisions on how they’ll jointly back up the new system, saying that a 
common public backstop would be developed in coming years." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::~::~::~::~ European Parliament Statement 

Election Timetable May Com£romise MiF~D ~ (Janua~ ~ 2014) 
In The Trade News, Jon Bakie reports, "A crucial meeting of European legislators next week could see MiFID 
II finalised, but industry practitioners are concerned the legislation may be rushed due to electoral pressures. 
MiFID II was originally due to be agreed in principle by the end of 2013 but a series of disagreements have 
seen that deadline slip. The legislation is currently in the trialogue stage, which brings together the European 
Parliament, European Commission and Council of the EU to settle on a final text .... While the trialogue 
stage can continue indefinitely, both the European Parliament and European Commission are set to see their 
membership change this year, which would pose a significant setback to negotiations .... Among the 



outstanding issues to be resolved are perimeter guidance, which concerns the final scope of the firms 
affected by MiFID II, and some provisions on commodity markets. Open access to central counterparties is 
also likely to prove a major sticking point in the coming weeks." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Ho~g Kong Ba~ki~g Watchdog Seeks Bai~@~ Powers (January 7, 2014} 
In The Financial Times, Paul J. Davies reports, "Hong Kong’s banking regulator has demanded far-reaching 
powers to prop up or shut failing banks, including the ability to suspend creditor rights, as it plays catch-up with 
western regulators trying [to] prevent a future Lehman Brothers. The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) 
made the calls in the first public consultation from an Asian regulator on a so-called resolution and recovery 
regime, which is meant to make financial institutions easier to break up and sell in a crisis. Lawyers said its 
proposals and their progress would be closely watched by other regulators around the region that have yet to 
act .... The regulator signalled that it would push for legislation allowing it to ’bail in’ bank bondholders and 
lenders, by enforcing writedowns on the value of bank debt or converting it to equity .... Bail-in powers over 
senior bonds have proved controversial elsewhere, with investors and analysts in other markets saying they could 
increase the costs to banks and affect their access to senior funding .... The HKMA prefers a so-called single 
point of entry regime, which allows regulators to co-ordinate the resolution of large global groups through a single 
holding company -- and to bail in holding company bonds if needed. However, it said that while this regime was 
necessary to ensure the HKMA could in effect support another regulator in the resolution of a global bank, it 
would use it only when it was certain a global resolution would protect local depositors, investors and taxpayers." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Derivatives Competitio~ U~like~y Despite MiF~D ~ Push (January 8, 2014) 
~ In The Financial News, Anish Puaar reports, "Competition among derivatives trading venues and clearing houses 

in Europe may never materialise, even if ongoing regulatory efforts to open up the market are successful, 
according to new research from Bank of America Merrill Lynch .... The ’open access’ rule currently being 
debated as part of MiFID II would no longer allow derivatives markets to force users to also use their clearing 
house. Clearing houses would have to process trades for markets that request it, and trading venues would have 
to let multiple clearing houses clear their trades. The Bank of America Merrill Lynch report notes that incumbent 
providers are unlikely to be too concerned with competition in trade execution, with the real battle concerning the 
more lucrative revenues associated with clearing .... Bank of America Merrill Lynch argues that market 
participants tend to prefer to concentrate activity at a small number of clearing houses because they benefit from 
a process known as ’netting.’... The report adds that there are only two ’tortuous’ paths that could break existing 
clearing monopolies. One is legal action based on potentially anti-competitive pricing practices, while the other, 
less likely option, is for a wholesale shift of open interest to cheaper clearing houses, a process that Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch says would be ’messy’ and incur ’significant one-off costs.’" 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Dealers Braced For Repo~ting Revolution (Ja~uary 6, 2014} 
In The Financial News, Tim Cave reports, "From February 12, European dealers and buyside firms will be required to 
report their over-the-counter and listed derivatives transactions to information warehouses known as trade 
repositories .... Along with mandatory clearing and trading of standardised swaps, it is a key pillar behind global 
efforts to shine a light on the murky world of derivatives trading. According to [chairman of the Wholesale Markets 
Brokers’ Association David] Clark, trade reporting has gained importance amid delays to reforms to clearing, in 
Europe at least. He said, ’Until we can demonstrate that recovery and resolution of clearing houses can take place, it 
will be difficult to mandate clearing and it remains a way off. Trade reporting is the most immediate method we have 
to monitor risk.’... The different types of data required for OTC compared with listed products have created 
complaints from buyside participants, who were concerned that they would be unable to meet the regulatory deadline. 
However, practitioners believe the February 12 deadline will not be extended." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Financial Times article: Traders Struggle To Meet European Reporting Deadline 



In Reuters, Annika Breidthardt, Gernot Heller, Philipp Halstrick and Thomas Atkins report, "Germany’s finance 
ministry piled pressure on Deutsche Bank to reform its corporate culture on Monday [January 6], adding its voice to 
that of the country’s industry watchdog which said the bank had not done enough to clean up its act despite several 
scandals. A strongly worded report by BaFIN, Germany’s financial regulator, was leaked to German media at the 
weekend -- suggesting Deutsche Bank’s co-chief executives Anshu Jain and Juergen Fitschen have made little 
impression with their efforts so far to restore the bank’s reputation .... BaFIN is approaching the end of its 
investigation into the interest rate accusations and has concluded, according to the report published in German 
weekly Der Spiegel, that Deutsche has not done enough to investigate and clear up the incident .... BaFIN’s leaked 
report also said it was not clear ’whether senior management was involved in or had knowledge of possible 
manipulation attempts,’ and pointed to ’grave organisational shortcomings.’... Deutsche Bank has been in intensive 
talks with BaFIN since the latter’s interim report was completed in August. According to a source at the bank who 
declined to be named, they have agreed on some reforms, such as compliance systems to improve internal 
governance, but are still in disagreement on others." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFTC Argues Against Summary Judgment ~n Case ChaI~enging Its GIoba~ Jurisdiction (January 9, 20"~ 4) 
In BIoomberg BNA Banking Daily, Richard Hill reports, "The CFTC moved the U.S. District Court for the 
District of Columbia January 8 to ’stall briefing’ on the plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment in their case 
challenging the agency’s cross-border jurisdiction of its swaps rules .... The same day, the plaintiffs in the 
case -- SIFMA, ISDA and the Institute of International Bankers -- opposed the CFTC motion .... In a 
December 30 motion for expedited consideration, the plaintiffs said the regulations at issue are ’critically 
important’ to domestic and global markets, expensive and ’raise serious considerations concerning 
international comity and the public interest.’... In opposing the motion, the CFTC said the court instead 
should consider dismissing the case. If it does not dismiss, discovery should be the next course of action, the 
commission said. ’At the very least,’ the CFTC said, ’a reasonable amount of time is necessary to conduct 
this litigation.’... A hearing on the motion to expedite is scheduled for January 14." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Wa~ Street Predicts $50 Billion E~ill to Settle U~So Mortgage Suits (January 9, 2014) 
In the New York Times Dealbook, Jessica Silver-Greenberg and Peter Evans report, "Wall Street could pay 
nearly $50 billion to buy peace from federal authorities who are taking aim at the banks over their role in the 
mortgage crisis, according to interviews and a confidential analysis of the industry’s potential legal exposure. 
Bracing for a potential reckoning, the banks and their outside lawyers are quietly using JPMorgan Chase’s 
record $13 billion mortgage settlement in November to do the math and determine just how much each bank 
might have to pay to move beyond the torrent of government mortgage litigation that has dogged them since 
the financial crisis. Such calculations, people briefed on the matter said, have gained particular urgency 
among the banks’ board members .... The government is facing pressure of its own to make the banks pay 
for their role in the housing crisis, zeroing in on whether the banks duped investors into buying mortgages in 
the heady days before the financial downturn .... Some of the 16 banks under scrutiny could decide against 
striking deals altogether, while others could try to negotiate a lower settlement number .... The projected 
payments are based on analysis by lawyers sorting through the mortgage morass to get a firmer grasp on 
what it could cost to resolve years of investigations." 

=/==/==/==/= Full text of article 

CFP8 May Revisit Smal~ E~ank QM Exemptions {January 7, 2014) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "The CFPB could consider expanding exemptions for small lenders 
from its qualified mortgage rule after it goes into effect on Friday [January 10], according to Richard Cordray, the 



agency’s director. During a discussion hosted by the National Association of Realtors on Tuesday [January 7], 
Cordray said the CFPB attempted to carefully craft the exemption to avoid burdening smaller lenders, but was open to 
adjustments once the agency sees the rule’s impact. ’We will be sensitive to considering whether we got the line right, 
whether we should put it in a different place,’ said Cordray .... During a panel after Cordray’s remarks, housing 
industry representatives and consumer advocates said they were encouraged by the CFPB’s openness and sensitivity 
to market reactions. However, they cited remaining concerns about credit availability and the appetite lenders will 
have to make non-QM loans, particularly nonbanks that are almost entirely dependent on being able to sell such loans 
in the secondary market." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Director Cordray Speech 

Ag QM Goes ~nto Effect, Uncertainty Is the Only Sure Thing (January 9, 2014) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "A sweeping set of mortgage rules that primarily target 
underwriting standards is due to take effect on Friday [January 10], but lenders, regulators and market 
experts remain unsure exactly what their impact will be. The biggest question is whether the rules, which 
include the creation of a new class of loans known as ’qualified mortgages,’ will spark a credit crunch. While 
it may be months before hard data tackling that question is released, there are other concerns as well, namely 
whether lenders are ready for the new rules -- and how investors will react to them .... Even a day before 
implementation, observers said investors were all over the place about their own guidelines, including what 
types of QM loans they would purchase. Also up in the air is how investors will treat loans that don’t qualify 
for QM status but which comply with rules that require lenders to ensure borrowers have the ability to repay a 
loan .... Most banks, however, are expected to ease into the non-QM space throughout this year, while 
some might wait even longer for the new market to shake out .... Many banks plan to wait and see how the 
new rules will be tested in a court of law and whether more lawsuits may result from them .... The rules are 
also likely to change. The CFPB has vowed to revisit certain issues as they see the rule take effect." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Financial Times article: Bankers Warn On New Shadow Lenders In U.S. Mortgage Rule 

Chan,qes 

Three Years After DoddMFrank: Sacrificing Safety To Maximize Access To Credit (January 7, 2014) 
~ In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Vincent Di Lorenzo reports, "On January 10, 2014 new regulations take 

effect that define what constitutes a ’qualified mortgage’ under the Dodd-Frank Act. Regulations defining 
’qualified residential mortgages’ under the Act were re-proposed on August 26, 2013 and may be finalized in 
the early part of 2014 .... As these regulations wound their way through the rulemaking process, the 
long-term goal of safety was compromised for the short-term goal of maximizing access to credit. As a result, 
it is not at all clear that the regulations will ensure the future safety of the mortgage market for consumers, 
lenders and investors .... Despite documentation of a need for maximum loan-to-value ratios, conservative 
debt-to-income ratios, and close oversight of borrower credit history, all of the underwriting limitations and 
requirements originally proposed were rejected in a notice of revised proposed rule making issued on 
August 26,2013. This was despite the agencies’ belief that loan-to-value and credit history limitations are 
’important aspects of prudent underwriting and safe and sound banking.’ Instead, the agencies now proposed 
that the regulatory requirements for ’qualified residential mortgages’ be identical to those finalized by the 
CFPB for ’qualified mortgages.’ Given the available loan performance data, what was the reason for this 
change? The primary reason was to avoid possible additional constraints on access to credit." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

January14,2014 
Tuesday 

Hearing on CFPB Qualified Mortgage Rule -- House Financial Services Banking Subcommittee 
10:00 AM o 2128 Rayburn House Office Building, WashingS.on, DC 

, Hearing entitled, "How Prospective and Current Homeowners Will Be Harmed by the CFPB’s Qualified Mortgage Rule." Witness 
list at hearing link. 



January 14, 2014 Cross-Border Regulation in The Global Marketplace -- SIFMA 

Tuesday 3:30 PM o SIFMA Conferer~ce Center, New York. NY 

, A seminar on the compliance and legal considerations that impact cross-border activity in the global marketplace. Davis Polk 
partner Annette Nazareth and associates Jai Massari and Zachary Zweihorn will be on a panel on comparative regulatory 
developments. (Pro~qram; Re_qjstration) 

January15,:£014 
Wednesday 

The Impact of the Volcker Rule on Job Creators, Part I -- House Financial Services Banking 
Subcommittee 

10:00 Abl o 2128 Raybum House Office Buifding, Washingtor~, DO 

, Full Committee hearing to examine the impact and potential unintended consequences of the recently finalized Volcker Rule. 
Witnesses and agenda to be announced. 

Hearing on FHCs’ Physical Commodities Holdinqs --Senate Banking Subcommittee 
2:00 PM o 538 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 

, Hearing entitled, "Regulating Financial Holding Companies and Physical Commodities." Witnesses will be: Norman Bay, 
Director, Office of Enforcement, FERC; Vince McGonagle, Director, Division of Market Oversight, CFTC; and Michael Gibson, 
Director, Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation, Federal Reserve. 

January 21, :£014 CFTC Technology Advisory Committee Meeting -- CFTC 

Tuesday 10:00 AM, CFTC Headquarters, Three Lafayette Centre, 1155 21st S~reet NW, Washington. DC 

, Discussion of issues related to data standardization in the context of SDR reporting, the concept release on automated trading 
environments and various issues surrounding the registration and operation of swap execution facilities. 

January 24, :£014 
Friday 

Volcker Rule Seminar -- Institute of International Bankers 
10:00 A~ ¯ 4 [imes Square, New Yo~k, NY 

. Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk partner, will be a panelist on the "Extraterritorial Issues" panel, which will focus on the 
extraterritorial application of the Volcker Rule prohibitions, including the scope of the SOTUS exemptions and their impact on 
offshore trading and fund activities. The final regulations’ treatment of sovereign debt, and how a FBO might rationalize Volcker 
with the Vickers, Liikanen and other similar proposals, will also be discussed. (Program; Registration) 

January 28, 2014 
Tuesday 

CFPB’s Semi-Annual Report -- House Financial Services Banking Subcommittee 
10:00 AM o 2128 Raybum House Office Buifding, Washingtor~, DO 

, The director of the CFPB is required by law to appear before the committee on a semi-annual basis to deliver a report on the 
CFPB’s activities. 

Regulation of Financial Services in 2014 Conference -- New York City Bar 
9:00 AM o 42W. 44th St, New Yo~k, NY 

Davis Polk partner Margaret Tahyar will co-chair the conference along with Promontory Financial Group Managing Director and 
Director of Domestic Advisory Practice, Julie Williams. Davis Polk partner Annette Nazareth will moderate a panel on OTC 
Derivatives Reform. 

January 30, 2014 
Thursday 

SEC Compliance Outreach Procjram National Seminar 2014 --SEC 
7:30 AM .--. 5:30 PM ¯ SEC Headquarters. Washington, DC 

, Speakers include SEC Chair Mary Jo White. 

January 31, 2014 Investor Advisory Committee Meetinc~ -- SEC 

Friday 10:00 AM .--. 4:00 PM ¯ SEC Headqua~lers. Washington~ DC 

, Speakers and agenda to be announced. 

New York ¯ Menlo Park o Wsshir~glon, DC ¯ S~o Paulo ¯ Lor~don . Psds ¯ blsdrid ¯ Tokyo o Beijin£ , Hong Kong ¯ £~aViS Polk ~ Wardwell LLP 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC can’t solve Syracuse 

zone and ~?essure mounts 

%q~owin0 ~74,~ ~oss 

The North Carolina Tar Heels, 

who after Saturday’s loss to 

Syracuse are 0-3 in the ACC for 

the first time since the 1996-97 

season, set a record.. 

UNC’s JP. 

Tokoto 

rea cts to 

another team 

turnover in 

the second 

half against 

Syracuse. 

Tokoto was 

UNC coach Roy Williams on meeting 

Wi~ingharn: ’Not my Nace’ 

North Carolina basketball coach Roy Williams said it 

was "not my place" to meet with Mary Willingham, a 

former UNC learning specialist who claims that one 

of Williams’ former players could not read or write 

Syracuse 57, UNC 45: 

Post(jame thou(jf~ts 

The Tar Heels’ loss wasn’t 

surprising, but it’s still troubling -- 

and what happened to UNC’s 

shooting? 

UNC is0-3 in 

the ACC for 

the first time 

under coach 
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This email was sent by: News & Observer 2:1.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 2760:1., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~2[~!.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 
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Sunday, January 12, 2014 9:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to Open a Client Letter (Part 3 of 3) 



click here. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broun, Ken <ksbroun@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 10:45 AM 

Corrado, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.unc.edu>; Hazen, Thomas Lee <thazen@unc.edu>; Gibson, S. Elizabeth 

<elizabeth_gibson@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Kalo, Joseph J <jjkalo@email.unc.edu>; Bryan, Patrida 

L <plbryan@email.unc.edu>; Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu> 

deep dish theater new play workshop and gala 

per person or $~.00 for two 

D~P DISH GALA AND ~IEW PLAY WORKSHOP 
7:00 Heavy hoFs d’oeuvFes, wine, beer, soft drinks and inLerestirKi conversation with outer Deep Dish suppo[ters, FeaLuHng Hve jazz by Ken Broun 
8=00 Be a pert or creating a new play~ Watch ~ staged reading of Debr~sfoHowed by feedback and discussion w~th playwright/performer Kaqa HH] and dhector 

Pau~ FrelHck, 
A~er the play Champagne and dessert ~n the lobby. Announcement o~ silent auction w~nners, 

Th~s is yOUF opportunity to direcUy support our next two plays, Ar(’ad~a and Life ~s a Dream by underwFit~ng sets, props, costumes, etc. and receNe recognition 

of your suppoFt in our program. CaU the theater to make a b]d~ 

(AH pFoceeds benefit Deep D~sh Theater Company) 

~ WirmirK~ b~dders will receive recogn~Lion in Arcadia aRd Life ~s a Dream show pFograms. They will not receive any phys~ca~ item 8s paFt of theiF b~d, thus 

donBt~ons are 100% tBx-deductib~e. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Bar Association <meetingsandtravel@americanbar.org> 

Monday, Januao, 13, 2014 3:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

2014 ABA Chicago Midyear Meeting - Register Now 

February 5 - 11 

JOIN YOUR COLLEAGUES in Chicago at the ABA Midyear Meeting. With over 740 events, 
receptions, social events - 31 of which are CLE including 5 Ethics CLE programs, there is 
something for everyone! 

Midyear Program Information can be viewed and downloaded to your personal calendar from 
the E-Program at h~p: iww, t,~,abae..pro~ramcom. 

The ~.~.~.~.8199.!i~£[! uses cutting-edge web technology to quickly find those events that 
interest you. Events can be reviewed and added to your personal calendar, all from the 
convenience of your smart phone, tablet, or desktop computer. Any changes to your events 
are automatically updated in your calendar, as they occur. Visit ABAE-PROGRAM.com 
today to see how easy planning your Midyear Meeting experience can be! 

American Airlines 
800-433-1790 
ABA Discount Code: A5414SS 
Discount NOT available at www.~ .corn 

United Airlines 
800-426-1122 
Agreement Code: 461920 / Z Code: ZR45 
Discount available at 
Online Discount Code: ZR45461920 

Delta Airlines 
800-328-1111 
ABA File Meeting Code Domestic: NMFUD 
ABA File Meeting Code International: NMGGY 
Discount available at ~L~.~.!’..::S.&9.~:~ 
Online Meeting Event Code: NMFUD 

Virgin America Airlines 
ABA Discount Code: VXABA31 
Discount available at,~2~.2~.2~.:!~.i£{ai£~!£!~.~.(f~£?.~:~f~.~}:~ ’~ 

message was sent to Ibroome@email unc.edu Your e-mail address will only be used within the ABA and its entities 

We de not sell or rent e-raail addresses. 

UpdaLe your profile Unsubscribe Privacy Policy Contact Us Unsubscribe 

American Bar .Association I 321 N Cla~k, Chicago, iL 60654-7598 i 800-255-2221 1312-985-5522 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 3:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Negotiators Put Final Touches on Iran Accord 

Today’s Headlines 
IN THI~ EMAIL ~ World i U.S Business i Spoils Arts Media &Adve~sing Tod~y:s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On This Day ~ CUSTOMIZE*~ 

Top News 

N egol-iators Pa~t Fir~] Toa~ches on Ira~ Accord 

Iran and a g~-mp of six world powers eornpleb:d a deal on 

Snnday that will temporarily freeze ranch of Tehran’s nuclear 

program in exchange lk)r limiked relief from Western economic 

sanctions. 

ONE-PARTY RULE 

Twinned C~tie,s Now Fo]t]towi~g DifJ&~l’ent Paths 

DuluN, Minn., and Superior Wis., are so close physically and 

cultnrally that they are known as the %~dn I>orN. But ranch 

began ko dmnge when Minnesota government went NI Democratic and 

Wisconsin N1 Republican. 

A BFidge to Scm~dal: Behind the Fort Lee Raise 

The lane closings on the George Washington Bridge that caused 

colossal gridlock have shaken Oovo Chris Christie’s office. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS [ MUTUAL FUNDS REPORT 

Fo~.rth Q~a~:ter 

A special report on results, winnen~ and losers, and a look ahead. 

Go to Special Section 



OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

A~°e B~g B~nks Out of’Cont~0o~.? 

Does the lack of legal compliance that have cost banks b~ll~o~s 

fines show that some have go.on too big to manage properly? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~,~AR’rNA COAtgLEY~ [hi; Massal:husi;U:s attorney gimera[, and the :zoo7 state law 
est b ishlng a buffer zone outside abortion clinics, 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~;o~ The Glow Stick 

Elliott KIienman had a grand vision invoMng thousands of glow 

s ticks, Eve Rudin messed it up, 

Melissa Clark transforras a traditional chicken sk’w into a dish 

hintit~g at the t~)picaI with the addition of sweet plantait~s aim 

citrus juices. 

World 

Savh~g Re]ties, A~m~s Def~" t~e T~bm~ 

the National Museum of Al~hanis~m, the most impo~’Lan~ 

obje~’ts smashed by the Taliban have been reassembled, and 

looted ttvasures have also been retm?ned. 

Bangkok 

The government mobilized the police and sol~£ers as 

ant~governm ent protestem seddng to b]oek ~}ex~ month’s 

elections "Look over major roads. 

Syria Rebel.s Tm’n Against l~’~ost Radical Gro~*p Tied to A1 

Qaeda 

A broad array of factions have turned against the Islamic State of Iraq and 

S3Ma, knowt~ as ISIS, in a showdowt~ over tactics, power and ideoloKv. 



U,S, 

The Supreme Com~ ~]~ heat" challenges on We&~esday {o a 

2007 law limiting artS-abortion campaignem 

comm u 

their" *{gb 

As Co~iuga| Visits Fade, a Lifeline to 

MississippL one of only a i~w states to allow conjugal visits, 

pukting an end to g~e hour ~at inmates and "~eir spouses can 

spend alone together. 

The e~emieal spill in West ~qrginia ~as brought renewed focus 
on the s~te’s troubled histo~7 of environmental disasters. 

[] [] 

Business 

WEALTH MATTERS 

~ increasing number of pawn businesses catering to t~e wealthy 

offer fast liquidity in exchange for high-end IuxuD’ ikems. 

Ci~" leade~ i~ De~:oit say they hope visitors will see a revival 

undem, ay in a city- Iakqy known for bankruptcy. 

. ~ Viaeo: Big Changes for the Big 3 

~3 E Capital to Help Set Up Loyal~~ Programs for !:~:~!!::~!~: 

As loyalty’ programs become more important for retailers, GE 

Capital Retail Bank will offer a produet to help them t]:ack 

customers across online p]affot-ms and payment me’d3ods. 

Sports 



BRONCOS 24, CHARGERS 17 

Pey~on Manning avdded another playoff upset, leading Denver 

past San Diego and sekfing up a showdo~ against Tom Bra@ and New Enghmd 

fiat flae A.F.C. title. 

49ERS 23, PANTHERS 10 

h~ ’llght C, ame, 49ers’ E.~Tp. e~°ienee Conquers 

Panthers’ Exuberam:e 

With the win, San Frandaeo advanced to its third consecutive 

NoF.Co championship game, 

The Nasketbal] Player’s Guide to the (E~ropea~) 

Galaxy 

~ter competing for ~5 years in Europe, changing clubs ’5 times 

a~d living ~n five countries, Daru1M~ddleton has a&iee, a lot of 

it, to pass along ko .~e~qean players considering a Dur abroad. 

Arts 

]~rag2ging Rights to Share at Gh:~bes 

"AmerJea~ Hustle" leR a messy Golden Globes as the big winner 

on Sunday, ~nning three major awards, including best comedy. 

BtR voters stayed true to form and spread their love aroundo 

~ Slide Show: Red Ca!pet I::~shion I List of VVir~ne!s 

In an appreciation, Quesflove, a founder of the Roots, talks 

about the influence Amit~ Baraka had on 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

i.:7 NLiL ~3~. ~ZL iNGLP 

The ilhtsionist ~&’ew Mayne eornbines srnaI1 pranks with his 

tfi@s on tlais new A&E show. 

Media & Advertising 

Big Screen 

Movies ak khe feadw~I may take in even less at the domestic box 

office as digi~Meaning distrib*Ro~ become the most active 

buyers. 

MTV’s ’16 and. Pre~r~a.nt,’ Derided b;y Some, May 

Resona~.e as a Ca~athmary Tale 

A study fin&s that MTWs "16 and Pregnant," a reality show 

depictfi~g veW ycmng parents, may have conla’ibuted to a drop in 

teenage pregnancy. 

Dance Band Experiments ~Vi[h ~Three-~’Vay 

Nigh*Bus, a danee-p~:g~ ba~d, has a stifle to be ~>leased on 

Tuesday by S--Cms’e Records with an audio innovation for 

earbud age. 



Obituaries 

F~th m~d Selectee, D~es at 9o 

Dr. Barbom" em braced the noficm of evoluth:m a~d the Big Bang 

theoU but was also a devoted ehmvhgoer who in ~999 won the 

Templetot~ P~4ze for his progress in the field of ~qigiono 

Mr. Gasbh-aov, an Azerbaijani, was renowned lbr his aggressive 
play m~d ris]9" ope~ings. 

~ladel[i,m Arakawa Gi,~s, Visi(mary Architect, 

Dies at 72 

Ms. Gins and her husband, the artist ~M’akawa, advanced theo~{es 

of desig~ tbey believed eould mN<e mot~aliU a tbing cd tbe past. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

T~eadir~g ~ral-e~, on Sy~’ia 

It may be time to resume nonlethal aid b-~ moderate rebels. 

EDITORIAL 

There are some needed policy cha~ges that could be made by presided)tiM 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

A Flas]~back to [~e Reig~ of J, Edga~° }:][oove~° 

Four decades later, the Media, Pa., burglars come in fi’om the cold. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hero~.e 

The online wt{tings of a we, man who has been fighting cancer for 

seven years invite us to thit~k about the differet~t approaches 

people take. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Enemies ofl-~e Poo~ 

The reverse Robin-Hoodism of the Republicans runs deep. 

Columnis2 Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The, Next la’~°o~:~fie~° in Fe~:ti]ity "i’~°eatme, nt 

Transget~der men and women have the ri~t to be parents, too. 

Fo; mo~e or~i:~ioI~ 90 to NYTimes,~orrdOpinior~ ,,~ 

ON THIS DAY 
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Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Monday, January 13, 2014 6:21 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Stop Dithering and Fix the Volcker Rule Now 

Daily Briefing January 13, 2014 

Today’s Top S~ories 

Stop Dithering and Fix the Volcker Rule Now 
by CAMDEN R. FINE 

If regulato~ want to limit the damage in Main Street 

communities, they should completely exempt Trups CDOs 

I~m the Volcke[ Rule~ This would avoid needless 

w[itedowns without putting Main S~reet communities at 

financial risk. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

Stop Dithering and 
Fix the Volcker 
Rule Now 

Analyst Dick Bove Defends Big Banks, Slams 
Regulators 
by MARIA ASPAN 

Big banks have getten an unfair rap and regulators an 

unjustilied Iree pass since the financial crisis = so argues 

Iongtime banking industry analyst Richard X. Bove in a 

new book. The outspoken Bore, now with Rafferty Capital 

Equity Research, tells American Banker why he believes 

the Dodd-F~ank act ~’~as unnecessaiy and federal 

[egula~ors to blame Io[ failing to prevent the crisis. 
READ MORE ~> 

For Some Community Banks, QM Stands for 
Quitting Mortgages 
by JACKIE STEWART 

The qualifiedm~or~gage rule, reduced refi activit,/and 

ongoing commodi~ization are Iorcing smaller institutions to 

take a hard look at exiting the mortgage origination 

business. 
RE,~,D MORE *> 

i.~.i Analyst Dick Bove 

Defends Big 

Banks, Slams 

Regulators 

::~:: For Some 

Community Banks, 

QM Stands for 

Quitting Mortgages 

As QM Goes into Effect, Uncertainty Is the Only 
Sure Thing 
by RACH EL WITKOVVSKI 

A sweeping set of mo~Igage rules that primarily target 

underwriting standards is due to take effect on Friday, but 

Senders, regulators and market expe~ts remain unsure 

exactly what their impad will be. 
RF~2,D MOIRE ~:. 

::~:: As QM Goes Into 

Effect, Uncertainty 

Is the Only Sure 

Thing 

Contain 



Technology 

Another Side of the Bitcoin Debate; Are Dodd- 
Frank Mortgage Rules Necessary or Predatory? 

A recap of the informed opinions (and discussions they 

generated) on BankThink this week. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

::~:: Another Side of the 

Bitcoin Debate; 

Are Dodd-Frank 

Mortgage Rules 

Necessary or 

PredatoR/? 

Regulation & Reform 

Obama to Nominate Fischer, Brainard and Powell to Fed 
by DONNA BORAK 

Presideni Obama on Friday Io[rr~ally announced plans to nominate three top 

officials to se[ve as governo[s of lhe Federal Reserve Board~ 
READ MORE 7> 

MORE REGULA’I"ION AND REFORM 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

Loan Officers Are a Key Asset in Bank M&A -- Be 
Sure to Keep Them 
by ROBERT BARBA 

Old National Bancorp says i~ learned its bsson from the 

recent defection of some important lenders from a bank it 

agreed to buy last fall, and it incorporated these in 

structuring its deal announced tMs week for United 

Bancorp. 
RE~,D MOIRE ~:. 

::~:: Loan Officers Are a 

...... Key Asset in Bank 

M&A - Be Sure to 

Keep Them 

MORE MERGERS Af,iD &CQLliSITIONS *> 

Contain 

Four Oaks in North Carolina to Pay $1,2 Million in Fraud Case 
by SARAH TODD 

Four Oaks Fincorp in Four Oaks, N.C., and its bank have agreed to pay $1.2 

million to settle claims they ignored warning signs of a scheme to defraud 

RE~,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE ©OMMUNFFh" BANKJ NG 

Consumer Finance 

RBS Open to Takeover Bids for Citizens Before IPO, Van Saun Says 

Royal Bank of Scotland Greup Pie weukt be epen to takeover offers fer its U,S. 

subsidiary as it prepares the division fer an initial public offering this year, the unit’s 

chiel executive officer said. 
READ MORE ,> 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE ;:. 



Contain 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Compliance 
\/’¢HITERAPER 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Cornpliance: Predictions for 2014 

Successful cerapliance is constantly a challenge for companies in the ARM 

industry. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

Helping Financial Services Companies Make Better Decisions while 
Reducing Costs 
WEB SEMINAR 

In the highly competitive financial services market, business leaders know that real- 

time access to better data can help gain, cross-sell, and retain customers - driving 

grewth for their business. 
RE2,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE IN THE REb%>URC:E CENTER 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Ametfcan BankePs inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued a~d engaged. Companies have been measured against peers of similar size, 

based e~ assets. READ MOIRE ~:. 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross=sell ceukJ encourage employees to cut comers and regulators to crack down 

on questionable practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

grov,Ah, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering to the less affluent clients ignored by large banks.READ MORE ;. 

FOLLOW [.iS: [] @AmerBanker [] Fsceboek 
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Eminence Backs ~en’s Wearhouse Bid for Jos. A. Bank 

Reuters (Jan. 13) has learned ~ha[ "Men’s Wea[house h~c.’s larges~ shareholder, 
Eminence Capital LLC, plans to supped the retailer’s $1.61 [)~on offer for dva~ 
Jos. A. Bank C~othiers Inc." Eminence CEO R~cky Sandier wrote ~ a ~etter to be 
sent [o Jos. A. Bank’s board of directors on Monday ~ha[ the company "will not 
be able to del~ver comparable value to shareholders through any other slrateg~c 
transaction or action." EaHier tMs year, Men’s ~arhouse mounted a hostile 
$1.61 b~]~on Md for Jos. A. Bank, offerh~g $57.50 per share. Jos. A. Bank had 
rejected an eadier $55 per share o[]~r. The New York-based Eminence Cap]~a] 
owns aboul 10 pe[cent of Men’s Weather, so and a neady 5 pement stake in Jos. 
A. Bsnk. 

In the letter, the Wall Street Journal (Jan, 13, Cirnilk~ca) repo[ts, Eminence 
strongly advises Jos. A. Bank to negotiate with Men’s Wearhouse. Eminence 
also wrote that ~t ~s opposed to Jos. A. Bank pursuhsg an acquisition of anothe[ 
company, which the [e~a~ler has puM~c@ stated that it m~ght do, "Shareholders of 
both suit se~ers w~ll be cruc~a~ ~n determining the ot~tcome of 1he ~ong-runn~ng 
me[get drama," concludes the Journal, "which beg~n h~ September with a bid by 
Jos. A. Bank ~o buy Men’s Wearhouse; 

Nasdaq (Jan, 13) notes that in addition to commencing the cash tender to 
acquire Jos A. Bank, Men’s Wearhouse also plans to nominate two independent 
di[ector candidaies - John Bowlin and AAhur Re~ner - to aos. A Bank’s board at 
~he company’s 2014 annua~ meefing~ The move comes 45 days after Jos~ A~ 
Bank w~thdrew its own acquisition offer for Men’s Wearhouse. Meanwhile, Jos. A. 
Bank’s board of dkec~ors adopted a "poison p~ll" in the iorrn of a limited duration 
shareholder dghts plan, declaring a dMdend of one r~ght on each share d ~he 
retai~eCs common stock outstanding on Oct 21. 

$hare~ ~" ~ ~ 

�~mp!!mer~tary NACD ~e~ E~ha~g~ ........................................................................... 

Join Your Directo~ Peers fo~ NACD Directorship 2020~ in 2014 

Leading Minds of Compensation 
March 18, 2014 
Metropolitan Ck~b, New York 

Join NACD next March for the annual Leading Minds of Compensationfomm in 
New York City. This unique@ interactive peer exchange will include a lively panel 
discussion with today’s leading compensation experts to provide you wi~h a 

Check for late-breaking news 

at[e~ 9:00 AM Eastern. 



comprehensive breakdown on all things compensation in 2014, along with the 
tools to enhance ihe efleciiveness of you[ board’s compensation committee. 

Space is ~imited. Learn more and request an invitation today. 

S~ a ’e~ ~ ~[~ [] 

NACD in the News 

Dallas Fed’s Fisher to Speak at Local NACD Chapter o~ Tuesday 

Dallas Fed President Richard Fisher is scheduled to speak at the National 
Associaiion el Corporate Directors’ chapter in Dallas on Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 

14, reports 4-Traders.com (Jan. 13, Casey, Mat~ich, Arnold). According to the 
publication, Fisher "will inevitably draw attention with his critical position on 
quantitative easing." Now that the central bank is going down the tapering path, it 
will be interesling io see if Fisher has soi~ened his tone. 

Share~ ’....~ ~J~ ~L~ 

Audit and Finance 

Forbes Considers Six Bids for ~agazine 

According to MarketWatch (Jan. 12), Forbes Media has narrowed the number of 
potential buyers for its namesake business magazine to six. The auction could 
bring in as rnuch as $475 million, with Iinal bids expeOed by the end of January’. 
The remaining half-dozen reportedly ~nchJde both straieg~c and trophy buyers. 

Ma[ketWatch, however, cautions that their vadous bids "com~d be revised down 
fo~owing due d~gence." 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Supreme Court to Near Aereo Case 

Late last week, reports the Los Angeles Times (Jan. 1 I, Flint, FaughndeD, the 
U.S. Supreme Cou~t said it would hear ar.guments that Ae[eo Inc. "violates 
copyright law by enabling its customers to stream local television stations over 
the h~ternet and thai it should be shut down:’ Among the Mg-name med~a 
companies seeking the courl’s review are CBS Corp, Comcast Corp, and 
D~sney Co. Launched two years ago and backed by media mogul Bar~ D~ler, 
Ae[eo ~s currently available in 10 c~ies~ The s~a~t-up firm, wMch d~st[~butes 
broadcast signals v~a a tk~y antenna, offers customers access to a c~oud~based 
d~gital v~deo recorder the1 ho~ds up to 60 hours of conlent for $8 to $12 a month. 
According to the Thses, "broadcasters fear that Aereo, which does not pay them 
for their co,tent, could grow in popularity and threale~ lhe distribution fees ~ ge~s 
flora pay-~ d~stributors/Aereo counie~ thai it ~s only an antenna sepvice and 
no threat to broadcasteB’ bottom 

Share~ )~@" ~ ~ 

Corporate Political Spending Disclosure Rules Get Boost From Congress 

"Undisclosed political spending by corporations came under Ii~ from Congress 
Thu[sday," [epor~s the Wall Street Journal (Jan. 10, ~MlIMte}, "when a total of 79 
U.S~ Senators and House Representatives sent letters to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission urgh~g the agency to put ~t back on ~ts regu~ato~ 
agenda." The House letter s~a~ed ~hat ihe SEC ~ceived over 650,000 comments 
[n support of disclosure when it had consk~ered 1he matler [n 1he past. The lelter 

from the Senate, meanwhile, read: "~[e we understand that the SEC has much 
on ~ts p~ate right now, we believe that disclosure of corpo~te po~ica~ spending 
would have greai value for ~nvesiors and shouk] also be a lop priority." 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ ~ 

�£[p£[~t~ Ge~~[n~£ce ................................................................................................................ 

H-P Plans to Restructure Board #~ Bid for Stability 

Gulf Times (Jan. 12) sources have learned that "Hewlett-Packard Co. plans to re- 
nominate its slate of directors, including activist investor and interim chairman 
Ralph Whitwor[h." The s[ruggling computer maker is seeking grea[er stability 
after years of board turnover. A ~e-nom~nafion fe~ the 58-yea~ld ~two~lh would 
make N-P one of the few companies w~th an activist ~nvestor as chairman. H-P 
Chief Executive Meg V~fiirnan and the 12-member board are in the midst of a 
turnaround of the company, which ~s poised for a lMrd consecutive year of saJes 
declines. According to the T~mes, H-P "can change its ~Jst of proposed directors 
until Jt re,eases proxy voting materials, which in recent yes~ have been 
puM~shed ~n ~a[e JaRua~’ or early February:’ 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ ~ 

Guest Columnist Chronicles the Fight for Boardroom Diversity 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

Houston, TX (Apr 7-8, 

2014) 
Chicago, I[. (June 12- 

13, 2014) 
Laguna 

Beach~ CA (Aug. 18.- 

19, 2014) 
Fo~t 

Lauderdale, FL (Dec. 
1!-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Housten, -rx (Apr..’5-4~ 

2014) 
Chicago~ IL (June 9- 
10; 2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug 

14-15, 2014) 
Felt Lauderdale, FL 
(Dec. 8-.9.20!4) 

Specia~ Events 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 

2014) 
OSuite to Board Seat 
Washington, DC (May 

5-~, 201,1) 
NACD Spring Forum 
W~shington, DC (May 

30, 2014) 
Small-Cap Forum San 
Francisco, CA (July 

17, 2014) 
OSuite to Board Seat 
San Francisco, CA 

(Juiy 17; 2014) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Even~ 

NACD Dkectorship 

2020 New York; NY 



USA Today (Jan, 11) guest columnist Mark Rogers urges shareholders of public 
companies to "spearhead ~he boardroom diversi~y battle." Rogers, the Iounder 
and CEO of BoardProspects.com, notes that there ~s mounting evidence to 
support the premise thal companies w~th gender-d~verse boards record better 
financia~ results, on average, than other firms. He c~tes a recent Catalyst study ~n 
reporting that, ~r~ terms of return on sa~es, "companies w~th the mos~ women 
board di[ectors outperterm 1hose w~th the least by 16 percent and companies 
w~th the greater number of female d~recto~ outpedorm on return on cap~ta] 
~nves~men[ by 26 pe[cenL" Also, [~rms w~h a sustained hig~ representation of 
females subslanfially outpeffermed those with sustained ~ow representation by 84 
percent on relum on sales and by 46 percent on relum on e(~u~ty. Rogers 
concludes, "The battle to achieve boardroom d~ve~ w~] be won only after Apple 
and other public companies are no longer making ~oken gestures of female and 
m~nodty board appointments when under shareholder scrutiny." 

¢£[l~0[at~ $£~!~! ReSP££sibi!!t~’ .......................................................................................... 

Li & rung to Launch Factory4~afety IBusiness 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 12, Chu, Banjo) has learned that Li & rung Ltd. 
tire buying agent for such retailers as WaI-Mart Stores Inc. and Target Corp. 
setting up a new unit to p~ov~de buyers and faclories w~th consulting services~ 
financing, and ~RSUFaRoe to bolster compliance w~th safety codes." This move 
comes as the apparel ~ndust~ faces renewed scrutiny to improve safety at the 
~actodes ~t re~es on ~r~ Bangladesh and e~sew~ere to cheaply produce clotMng. 
Workers-rights groups continue to question whether such firms as U & rung 
should be allowed to advise factories and buyers on safety ~ssues, 

Cone Launches New Product To Identify Materia~ CSR Issues 

The Holmes Report (Jan. 12) has learned that Cone Communications is set to 
launch Materiality360, a new corporate social responsibility (CSR) product that 
will serve as a oneos~op solution Ior Iirms eager ~o ~dentify ~hek top ma~eria~ 
~ssues. "The product was designed to meet 1he requirements of the new~y 
released G4 guidelines of the Global RepoSing ~n~t~afive," notes the puMicafion. 
Cone has more than three decades’ wo~h of experience h~ CSR strategy and 
reporbng. Liz Gorman, senior vice president o~ its sustainaMe bus~ness practices 
group, states thal mateda~ly is "essenfia~ for any company establishing ~ts 
CSRisustah~ab~ity strategy and goals, or evolving ~ts commitments ~n this area." 
Ma~eria~Jty360 wi~ enable companies to conduc~ a mateda~y assessment and 
set the boundaries of the materia~ ~mpacts a~ong a company’s va~ue chain. I1 is a 
heady twem~onth process that entails ~nternal ~nte~’ie~b extema~ research, and 
8 review of company documents focusing on ~ssue identification: stakeholde[ 
~den~ificat~on and engagement; and, ~ina~ly, issue prJori~izatJon and 
recommendations. 

S~ a ’e~ ~? ~ ~ 

C-Suite 

LivingSocial CEO Tim O’$haughnessy Stepping Down 

"LivingSocial co-founder Tim O’Shaughnessy announced Friday that he is 
stepping down Irom ~he online deals company," reports the Washington Post 
(Jan. 12, Heath, Ravindranath}, "bringing to a close a seven-year run that saw the 
company go from sta~-up to h~temet e-commerce dading on~y to p~l back as ~t 
st[ugg~ed fo[ prd~ts." The 32-year-end has vowed to stay on as chief executive 
u~til the company finds a permanent successor, wMch he expects ~o happen by 
the end of June. O’Shaughnessy first breached the idea of slopping down dudng 
8 December boa[d meeting that was convened to d~scuss L~vh~gSoc~al’s sa~e of 
T~cketMonster for $260 m~on, wh~c~ gave ~t a fresh infusion of capital Board 
member T~ge Savage remarked, "He was feeling that he had exhausted his we~ 
of capaM~ties to take this from a large company to a vep/large company, and 
had the pe~onal sense to know when to ask to pass it on to new ~eadership." 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

Economic Outlook 

Economy Adds Just 74,000 Jobs in December 

MarketWatch (Jan. 10, Bartash) cites new U.S. Labor Department data in 

reporting that the country added just 74,000 jobs in December, the smallest 
increase since the beginning of 2011. At the same time, the unemployment rate 
fell Item 7 pement to 6.7 percent - the lowest level since October 2008. Experts, 
though, warn that the lower unemployment rate was due to more people dropping 
out of the workforce. Economists su~’,~eyed by MarketWatch expected an 
increase oi193,000 jobs, wi~h unemployment holding s~eady at 7 percen~ 
December. Based on preliminary Iigures, the United S~a~es ended tire year 
adding roughly the same number of workers as it did in 2012. 

Analysts Cautious on 4Q, 1Q Results as Companies Weigh 

(March 18, 20!4) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Denver~ CO 

15, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 
2020 Beverly Hills, CA 

(SepL 10, 2014) 
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Know (!118) 
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"Stock analysts have become less sanguine about earnings gro~’~¢h for the final 
~ualter of 2013 and tt~e first quarter of 2014," notes the Wall Street Journal (Jan. 
10, Murphy). On average, analysts expect firms in the S&P 500 index to register 
eamings~pe[’~share (EPS) gro,t,4h of 6~1 pe[’cent Io[ 2013’s 
December period -- a sharp decrease from the 9.6 percent gro~,~lh they ferecast 
at the end of the third quarter, notes FactSet. For the fkst three months of this 
yea[, analys~s ale p[’ojecting growth el just 4.3 pe[’cent, but expec~ things ~o gain 
steam from ~he[e. "Estimates for the second quarto[ are above 9 percent," 
according to the Journal, "climbing to nearly 14 percent by the [oudh year fer an 
average 2014 EPS gro~,th rate of 10.5 percent. Projections are coming down 
chiefly because companies spen~ last quarrel’ offering ~heir own fou~th-qua[ter 
estimates, which were more sober than analysts expected." 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Syracuse 57, UNC 45: 

Postgame thoughts 

The Tar Heels’ loss wasn’t 

surprising, but it’s still troubling -- 

and what happened to UNC’s 

shooting? 

UNC is0-3 in 

the ACC for 

the first time 

under coach 

Syracuse 57, UNC 45 I 

01Af,f4 

Tar Heels have a road loss 

against the Orange in Syracuse, 

N.Y. 

Cheerleaders 

ta ke the 

court at the 

start of the 

F#st Look: UNC @ Syracuse 

See 76 photos The Tar Heel’s 
loss to the Orange on the road 

First Look: 
Staff 
Photographer 
Corer 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday-, JanuaU 13, 2014 7:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Is Raleigh’s plaiming chief on the move?; Local solm" program expands 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY ’13, 20’14 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Mitchell Silver, Raleigh’s chief planning and development officer, has been 

identified by "knowledgeable sources" of biewsday as the leading candidate to run 

the biewYork City planning department, 

Controversial solar program expands to Durham 

N.C Solar Center at N.C State University that aims to encou~ge citizens to buy 

solar panels from Iocai instaiiers i.. 

Discuss 
................. 

E~ectric cars in N.C. assessed $100 fee beqinning this 
month 
Beginning with regisiratiens due in January, 1he Nerth Catalina Division ef Motor 

Vehicles will assess a $I00 annual fee on all eleciric w~hicies registered m the 

s~ate 
.................. 

Update: President Obama to visit NCSU Wednesday 
Whi{e House o~ficials confirm President Barack Obama will be visiting Nerth 

Carolina 8tare University in Raleigh Wednesday. 

Discuss 

Read Mornin~ Edition >> 

Raleigh named among $9P ~ places for business success in 

Michae~ Jordan’s diploma, personal UNC documents beinq 
auctioned 

Here’s what Charlotte offered to ~ure Boeinq 

ShareFile’s Lipson: Be like Rockefeller 

Is Durham’s BioMerieux charting a big expansion? 

The Startup F’~gry: Accelerators aren’t for everyone 

~B~u~s~t~!~n~g~B~d~N~:~C~;~s~e~s~e~c~n~!~gy~~ record 

......................................................... Read Morning Edition >> 



Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumsls customes seP,,ice, bisioumsls I~0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~. 

American Cil~>, Business ,Journals, inc. sad its iicenso8 Ali rights reseP,’ed The material on this site may not be 

~eproduced, distributed trsnsmited cached o[ otheP,~,,’ise used except wi~il the prior wd~cen pem;issio~ of biziosm~als 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daily Report <dr@email.alm.com> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 13, 2014 8:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Daily Report’s Professional Announcement of the Week 

Header: Daily Report Professional Announcement 

InsleyRace Logo 

Insley and Race, LLC 

is pleased to announce that 

Terrence "Terry" C. Sullivan has joined the firm as a partner. Terry 

was a founding partner at Sullivan, Hall, Booth & Smith. Terry has 

been practicing for more than 35 years and has tried more than 100 

cases to verdict. 

The Mayfair Royal 
181 14th Street, N.E. I Suite 200 I Atlanta, GA 30309 

404.876.9818 

www.insleyrace.com 

5 Y X..258..2472 

Privacy Policy { Terms & Conditions 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holly Wood <anotherholb~-ood@gmail.comv 

Monday, Janua~~ 13, 2014 8:57 AM 

Heather Gallagher <hgallagher29@gmail.com> 

Adam Broome ~4adambroome@nc.rr.com>; Anna Richa~ds <penw2319@gmail.com>; Cheryl Davis <cherylalstondavis@gmail.com>; 

Coach Ebony Slade <ebony.slade@chccs.kl2.nc.u~>; Coach Marissa Parker <mep 02@yahoo.corn >; Conrtney Jones 

<courtney:iones@duke.edu>; Cr~fig Wood ~-~anothercraigwood@gm~fil.com>; El~fine Nm~ney < emanney@gma~l.com>; Ellen 

<tbe bastiaans@-online.de>; Kim Davis ~-~ldmdavis@rti.org>; Laveme Riggsbee ~-~lriggsbee@chccs.kl2.nc.u~>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Lisa Davis <lisabdavisl 9@afioo.com>; Renee Peterson <accutype@hotma~l.com>; Timothy Chaplin 

<timothychaplin43@yahoo.com>; York Davis <york.y.davis@gsk.com>; leroibrashears@gmail.com 

Snacks and Concession Stand volunteers this week 

I am looking tbr a volunteers for snacks for this Tuesday and Thursday. If you can help, please emaJl me back. 

The rest of the snack volunteer schedule is as ibllows: 

Monday: Laveme Riggsbee 

Tuesday: volunteer needed 

Wednesday: Holly Wood 

Thursday: volunteer needed 

Please bring snacks/gatoradeiwater to accommodate 20 players. 

Concession Stand volunteer lbr Friday: Harold Bastiaans. Plea~ be there by 5:20, in time lbr the JV boys half time. 

Thanks everyone! 

Holly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Monday, Januao, 13, 2014 9:04 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - How to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$285°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt wit[ be your re.~strat~o~ confh~mat~o~ 

Friday March 7th, 2014 
This workshop serfs out quickty 

Location: 

Conference Center 

S~a~e Bar of Geor#a 
104 Marietta St., NW, Suite 100 

3rd Root, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For direct~on~ 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns a~ 8:30 

Workshop start5 promptly a~ 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours will be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

Attend tMs workshop and receive your free gift- the entire 

program on demand for 1 ful.[ year~ 

Can’t attend? No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Discount Group Ra 

Contact Susan at: susan@si~entmessa£es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimoniak 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 



Silent Messsges corn i 808 Langston Oourt i ~’~,~,~nue~ Florida 3280,1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, Janual7 13, 2014 9:30 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: Fixing (h~aduate Education: the Tmde-Offs 

r~THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday, January 13, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

F’iing Graduate Education: th~ I ~.ad.~--Otfi~ N 
By Audrey ~lliams June 

The Johns Hopkins lJniversi~"s Krieger School of Arts and Sciences wants to admit t~wer graduate students in order to oft~r them more 

money. What will that do to their programs? 

George S~emens Gets Connected 
By Steve Kolowich 

The developer of the first massive open online course sees value in learning through personal 

connections, just as members of his Mennonite eommuni[7 did when he was a child. 

NIH Responds t.o Racial Disparkyin Minorky Gran~. Numbers NI 
By Paul Basken 

Besides looking inward for bias, the agency has offered new awards to improve mentoring for 

minority students in science and engineering. 

In Other News 

(: ampus l’s)’ehobgica~ Counseling lbr Studcnts Goes ()nhne 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

50 Shades of ML&: The Sct~clar %ho Sougl~t Role~-Pla~i on Cra~gshst Is Really Somv 
By Sydni Dunn 

An anonymous professor solicited partners for an intewiewer-meets-seareh-eommittee-themed dalliance. The whole thing hasn’t panned out 

as expected. 

HowI ’’’ . ’A ~. " 6.et By: Security of the 
By Elizabeth Keenan 

As a married adjunct living in New York Ci%’, I have the economic privilege of a ~95os housewife. And yet I recognize that things could be so 

much worse. 

Mat’ke~. Crash Course IV: KilI the Conference Interview! 
By Rebecca 3Uhuman 

Scholarly conventions like the MID~ are really two events taking place at the same time--one full of camaraderie, the other a brutal meat 

market. Why don’t we just lop off the unpleasant part? 



What Is Vitae? Discover for Your,self 
The Chronicle invites you to explore Vitae, the only online career hub dedicated to making it easier and more rewarding for faculty- members 

and administrators to do their job each day. Built with you in mind, Vitae brings together all the best career-management tools, advice and 

news, community, and jobs needed to help advance your career. &~i~ -°Vkkae No~v. 

The Chronicle Review 

Erez Aid.en Ct ~ta~.~s Multitude,s 
By Chris’t~ff~her Shea 

A big thinker slaloms between the sciences and the humanities, inspiring both awe and skepticism. 

More of The Chronicle Re,/[ew 

Commenta~ 

()~ e~w.e and Abt~se of Adjuncts Tbreate~ Ac}~d.enfic Values 
By Richard Moser 

The two-tiered labor system sends the message that teaching and learning are unworthy activities. 

Advice 

How Should Graduate School Change? 
By Leonard Cassuto 

A dean discusses the future of doctoral-education reform. 

k,,1o~e .’li Advi.’:e 

People 

Forn~er G<.vemor’~ - *s" First Year (f Leading.. Purdue Bri~g,s Him a FewSurprises" " " " 
By Seth Zweijler 

Miteh Daniels, who seemed an unlikely choice to lead the university’, has been a change agent on the campus, a faculty official says. 

Austi.r~’s New l)irecLor of Digikal A.rts Pus.hes [-’rogrammir~g 
By Jake New 

Bruce Pennyeook, who has been involved with digital arts since the ~97os, wants to encourage students to code along with being creative. 

From the Blogs 

Bottom Line 

Why More (,,)ll<,g<,~ Might Wa.r~t to Measu.r’e W.hat Regulation Costs Tl:-lem 

To push back on their regulatoW burden, leaders heard at a gathering on Sunday, it’s important to quantify it. Otherwise, policy makers 

might assume the problem isn’t significant. 

Lingua Franca 

Allan Metealf explains why "first-year student" hasn’t managed to obliterate "freshman." 

Percolator 

? ~" ~ C ’’~" "~ "~ A Deaf" Lh~guisL LXF1 ~.r <~s BL-~x.k American Sig.~~ Language 
The sign language used by black deaf Americans developed separately from the ASL used by whites. A scholar at the annual Linguistic Society 

of America conference called for more research on the differences. 



Multimedia 

O|impses of life in academe around the world. 

Announcements 

This special report looks at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the traditional degree, reinventing the academic calendar, "flipping" the 

classroom or physically reeonfigufing it, seeking new wws to evaluate what students know, and helping them navigate life after college. Order this special issue 

today to hear from a diverse group of scholars and thinkers about whether innovation can indeed stick. 

The Almanac of 

The latest Almanac of Higher Education gathem an assortm ent of key data about the most important trends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth 

analysis of colleges and univmsities with data on students, professors, administrators, institutions, and their resources. 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Monday~ January 13, 2014 10:01 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Breakfast with ChannefAdvisor CEO, Scot V~,~ngo 

 eet Scot Wingo 
2013 Businessperson of the Year 

2013 was an exciti~sg and s~ccessfuf year" 

for ma~y companies in the Trian.~le. It was 

especiafty so for Scot Wingo and 

Channe~Advisor. If yo~’re a Triangle 

Business JoumM reader, you already know 

that Mr~ ~/’~lsgo has been selected as oar 

2013 Businessperson of the Year~ 

We will honer Mr. Wingo witts a breakfast 

event en January 16th. I~’s a g~eat chance 

~o mee~ w~th him and g~ve yo~r persona~ 

congratulations, We ~v~te you to The 

Umstead [o m~ngle wkh Mr. VVmgo and a~ o~ 

yo~r extraordinary peers as we ce~ebrate 

the year in business and look forward to 

2014. 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, January t 6th 

7:30AM 

WHERE: 

The Umstead Hotel 

Cary, NC 27513 

SPONSORS 

Ferwald to a Friend i Privacy I Unsubscdbe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Gtenweod Ave. Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC~ 27612~ USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Journals <reply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 10:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are, having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

i ::~< IndustryWatch Newsletter 

Boston 
RBS Cgizep.s to unload Chic~ Cha~er One 

Minneapolis/St. Paul 

~ro;s4n 5na ~ Fitness secures ~200M 

Boston 

Milwaukee 

~awsui~: Bbember~&~deo) 

Minneapolis/St. Paul 

$820M 

Austin 

Philadelphia 

Raleigh!Durham 
~as,-backed TVRx acqwred for 

Phoenix 

South Florida 

Washington, D.C. 
~4 ~ed b~ U’data 

Pi~sburgh 

Meakem’s Forever raises ~8.6M 

Wichita 

~New fundmgfront~er ----- How the crowd 

San Jose 

rabe stakes for VCs 

/ ~A 
content to paid | lock indicates available 

subscribers. Learn about our a~cri.~tiens, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bortz, Conrad <cbo~z@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 10:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Stuffin box 

Lissa, 

Happy Monday (minus the Chargers loosing ..) 

Do/Did you want another time? 

CB 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 7:28 AM 
To: Bortz, Com-ad 
Subject: Stuff in box 

I left some stuff in your box Won’t be able to meet at 3:30 today 

Sent from my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu;, 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 10:25 AM 

Robert Taggart (robert.taggaW~:bc.edu); Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu>; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; LarD’ Killough 

(larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmicha~wfu.edu (carmicha@v~4"u.edu)’; 

Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrut~chbe.gatech.edu); Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.edu>; Perrewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; 

Ma~dn P. Dawldns (mdawldn@mimni.edu); saa01 @pitt.edu; ~njwaule@ma_wwell.ss~.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 

(eomse0 l@louis~’ille.edu) 

I:W: op-ed on NCAA 

Hello All---- ..",lot sure if you have seen this, but here is President Hatch’s take on the upcoming convention ~nd NCAA governance~ 

Best, Martha 

http:!/www.utsandiego.com/news!20:14/jan!?tO/NCAA-athletics-reforms! 

Streamlining the CAA 
By Natha~ O. Hatch 4 p.m.Jan. 10, 2014 

Sometimes the strength ofa~ organization generates corresponding challenges. That’s the case, I flaink, with the NCAA, which is often criticized as resistant to cha~ge 

and slow to move. Division I, the 340 schools that compri~ big-time college sports, is member-led. It is highly representative, overseen by a board of directors and a 
score of other higher education adminislrators and student-athletes, composed of lmndreds of volunteers representing its members. 

The net effect is that change can be ponderously slow. So many voices are heard and so many differing interests considered. The problem is compounded by the 
different perspectives within Division I, ruth schools whose athletics budgets rmage from under $20 million to others whose budgets exceed $100 million. 

But change is in the air. Next week at our manual convention in San Diego, the NCAA will ponder a major retbnn in governance of Division I. On Ja~. 16, at an open 

thrum in which almost 1,000 people are expected to participate, the sleering committee of the board will di~uss a template for this new structure. 

This meeting is part of a broader review process that has involved athletics directors, conference commissioners, faculty, athletics representatives, coaches associations 

and other groups such as the Knight Commission. Importantly, student-athletes have been involved as well. The Division I board roll contim~e to refine these models 

during the spring of 2014 and expects, by the summer, to approve a new governance model. 

What are my own hopes for this attempt to streamline NCAA governance? 

First, I hope that the board can become more agile, responsive and strategic. The board itsel£ worldng with NC?~k President Mark Elnmert, must becolne more 

dynmnic and engaged in addressing fundmnentaJ issues involving college athletics. It must becolne Inore forward-looking and more aware of the forces shaping 
contemporau college sports. 

One idea is to leaven the board, which is principally university presidems, with a set of other distinguished individuals who can bring outside experti~ a~d perspective. 

Second, I hope that governance reform will allow Division I to remain intact. Most Inembers aad conferences want this to happen. What will need to change is that the 

NCAA must gr&nt some level of legislative autonomy on specific issues to conferences and members with greater resources. This will enable greater inveslment in the 

development of student-athletes in college a~nd beyond. 

Third, the board must work to restore the membership’s trust in the governa~ce structure and ensare better communication between decision-makers and those 

att~cted by the decisions. 

Fourth, the board needs to work to re-engage athletics directors in the work of the NC?~k. The NCAA was once their organization. In recent years, board leadership 

has shifted, appropriately, to universi .ty presidents. That will certainly continue. Bnt athletics directors axe the senior-level practitioners who underst~xid the colnplicated 

issues involved in intercollegiate sports. They bear the huge responsibility of Inaldng college athletics work and upholding its s~a~dards. Their voice ~ld their 

involvement are essential. 

Finally, and most importantly, the board must become more of a champion lbr the core values that enliven the NCAA. College athletics, like America~ politics, ca~, at 

times, seem all atx~ut the money. Fully aware of these pressures, the board must reassert the core responsibility ofiks member institutions to student-athlete well-being 

and serious academic purpose. 

The process of reform has been most encouraging to these ends. Scores of leaders across intercollegiate sports have stepped fola~-ard to express their deep 
commitnrcnt to Division I’s renewal. They do s~ with a manifest commitnrcnt to those student- athletes whom they are privileged to serve. 

Haleh is president at Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, :\~ (7. and chair of the NCAA Division I Board of Directors. 

© Copyright 2014 The San Diego Union-Tribune, LLC. An MLIM LLC Company. All rights reserved. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 10:58 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Documents Show Clmsfie Admini~_ration Abruptly Cmaceled Meetings With Jersey City Mayor 

Docm’nents Show Christie Administ~-ation Abr~Lxptly 
Canceled Meetings ~A;’ith Jersey City Mayor 

Documents released Monday indicate that meetings arranged between top commissioners 

to Gov. Chris Christie and Jersey City Mayor Steve Fulop were abruptly canceled without 

reason last year--providing evidence of Mr. Fulop’s claim that he was cut off after he 

decided not to endorse the governor. 

The documents viewed by The Wall Street Journal through a public records request 

showed communications between Mr. Fulop and Christie administration staff members 

arranging the meetings in June and July, until the commissioners all canceled one meeting 

after another. The documents don’t indicate why the meetings were scrapped. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fellows@abfn.ovg on behalf of 

The Fellows of the American Bar Foundation <fellows@abfn.olg> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 11 : 18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Registration Reminder: ABF Fellows events in Chicago, Februaiy 6-9, 2014 

Fellows High Res jpe9 

Early Registration Ends January 28, 2014! 

Photo by John Scheibel 

The Fellows Events at the 
ABA Midyear Meeting 

in Chicago, IL! 
February 6 - 9, 2014 

Click here to register now and take advantage 
of our early-bird ticket rates. 

We are delighted to announce this year’s keynote speaker at the 58th 
Annual Awards Reception and Banquet! 

i i~i Patrick J. Fitzgerald, Former U.S. Attorney for 
the Northern District of Illinois and current 
Partner at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & 

Flom LLP. As a federal prosecutor, Mr. 
Fitzgerald led a number of high-profile 

investigations, including ones that led to 
convictions of Illinois Governors Rod 

Blagojevich and George Ryan. 
The 58th Annual Awards Reception and 

Banquet will take place at the historic 
Murphy Chicago on Saturday, February 8, 
and is sponsored by Robert A. Clifford and 

Clifford Law- Offices. 
Secure your tickets today! 

Below is a complete schedule of Fellows events. 
If you have any questions, please contact us at fellows@abfn.org or 

(800) 292-5065. 

For more information about the 2014 ABA Midyear Meeting, including hotel 

accommodations, please visit the ABA Midyear website. You must register with 

the ABA in order to take advantage of special room rates and online hotel 

reservations. 



Schedule of Fellows Events 
Thursday, February 6 - Saturday, February 8 

Fellows Registration 
8:00am - 5:30pm (5:00pm on Saturday) 

Hyatt Regency Chicago 
151 E. Upper Waeker Drive 

Please stop by to pick up your complimentary Fellows ribbons[ 

Friday, February 7 
Fellows Opening Reception - Ticketed Event 

6:00 - 8:oopm 

The Museum of Broadcast Communications 
36o N. State Street 

Featuring the presentation of the International Jurists Award 2o13 
to Win. T. (Bill) Robinson III (Bar Affairs) for his dedication to 

addressing the needs of the legal fraternity around the world 
including support for the Judiciary and the Courts. 

Award to be presented by Adish C. Aggarwala, President, 
International Council of Jurists. 

Saturday, February 8 
Fellows Tour: "Sin and Society" - Ticketed Event 

Our Fellows Tour this year will explore Chicago’s Levee District and Prairie 
Avenue, Chicago’s original "Gold Coast." A tour of the Glessner } louse is included in 

admission. 
10:00am - 12:30pm 

Bus pick up and drop off at the Hyatt Regency Chicago 
Fellows CLE Research Seminar. "A Profession in Crisis? New 

Results from the After the JD Study of Lawyer Careers" 
featuring ABF Research Social Scientist, Gabriele Plickert, ABF Faculty Fellow, 

Ronit Dinovitzer, ABF Affiliated Research Professor, Bryant Garth, Professor 

Joyce Sterling, Denver University Law School m~d ABF Director and MacCrate 

Research Chair, Robert L. Nelson. This seminar will feature early findings from 

the 3rd wave of the ’After the JD’ Study of Lawyers Careers." 

2:00 - 4:30pm 
Hyatt Regency Chicago 

58th Annual Fellows Reception and Banquet - Ticketed Event 
Sponsored by Robert A. Clifford and Clifford Law Offices 

6:00 - 10:00pm 
~_e_____~Lu___r_p__hy,~h~ca___gg_. 

50 E. Erie Street 
We are delighted to announce the 2014 Fellows Awards Honorees: 

Outstanding Service Award - The Honorable Patrkia M. I~ald, 1/Vashington, D.C. 

Outstanding Sd~olar Award - Professor Deborah L Rhode, Stanford, CA 

Outstanding State Chair Award: Henry M. Coxe III and A. Joshua Markns 
Florida State Co-Chairs 

Keynote Speaker: Patrick ~. Fitzgerald, Former U.S. Attorney for the Northern 
District of Illinois and current Partner at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 

LLP. 

Sunday, February 9 

Fellows State Chair Luncheon 
12:00 - l:30pm 

Hyatt Regency Chicago 
A business and recognition lunch for Fellows State Chairs 

Fellows Sing-Along 
9:00pm - ??? 

Hyatt Regency Chicago 
What better way to top off a long day of meetings than with a relaxed 

evening of sing-along favorites ? Bring a friend and enjoy[ 



Forward email 

This email was ~n~ to Ibloome@emaiLu~lc.edu by fellows@ab~n.orq 
._U_~_~__a_t__e___f_~_r:_o__fjj_e_LE_L~_a_jLA___d__d__~__e_s__s_ Insta~t rem~,,,al with _S_’~[_e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_cLb_ 

American Bar Foundation 750 North Lake Shore Drive i 4th Floor Chicago i IL :: 60611 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Monday, January. 13, 2014 12:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reser~e announces approval of application by Wing Lung Bank Ltd. 

Federal Reser~’e announces approval of application by Win~ Lun~ Bank Ltd. 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.govinewsevent~pres~/orders/20140113a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



~=ror~-" 

"ro: 

Bobbie K. Janota <bobbie@thatsgreatnews.com> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 12:15 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Inside Carolina Proof 

UNC Athletics, 

] can send you a plaque of your press below with a free 30 day period - just emaiI me back to confirm, 

Let me know your color preference; rnaho£}any & gokl, blar_k & silver or Lur_inda option, Are you okay with the layout? 

Roy, if you have ~ny questions or need any assistance p~acing ~n order I’m h~ppy to he~p, 

Publication: [nsk~e Carolina 

Date: 4./1/2012 
Subject: Roy WilHams ON RECRUITING 
Price: $~69 ($20 Add’l for [.udnd8 Acrylic Series) 

Click Here to v~ew your plaque 

The plaque is $1.~9 (sh~pph~gihandHng is 10%) plus ] can give you a FREE SHIPPING if you use code BK10, 

Celebrating your great news, 

Bobble K, .]anota 

Account Planager 

That’s Great News 

888--7:[5-4900 

Thatls Great f~ews is #or affil]ated w/I# Inside Carolina, Free shipping only t:onored within the Con~inenta! United ~#ates, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mortgage Servicing Confereuce <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Monday, January. 13, 2014 12:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lit~ After JaJma~ 10 Mortgage Servicing Rules 

The 8th Annual Mortgage Servicing Conference on April 23-25, 2014 at the Westin Galleria, Dallas, TX 

With the new moltgage rufes that took effect or] Friday, there’s no doubt that there will be 
issues to deal with post the impfementation date. 

Get an opportunity to hear the latest from industry experts and ~o share aW co~scerns with 

like--minded colleagues at d~e National Nortgage News’ 2014 Annual Mortgage Servicing 
Conference taking place April ,:.3 2.~ at d~e Westin Galleria, Dallas, TX. 

The New "NermaV’: Life After the  ffecti e 
Date of the Nertgage 
You w~l have an ~teraet~e opportun~ to ex#ore the chN~enges that remain for the 
indust@, a~er the Janua~N $0, 2014. effective date of the New Hortgage Servicing R~les. 
OperationN hurdles w~l~ be explored, gray areas w~l~ be probed and solutions w~l~ be set fo~h~ 
3o~n us to get the latest and ~everage the experience of others to deliver vNue to your own 
pla~orm. 

Use promo code SAN Ja20 for $~20 elf the current rates 

~> Register e~li~e ~e~ or call ~oe Frega at (212) 803-8348 

"[o find out how to customize a sponsorship/exhibit package which is most appropriate for 
your institution, please contact. Adam Dadich at (212) 803-.6089. 

..... Media Professional Events 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaJ~dler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Monday, Januau 13, 2014 12:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emoJl.unc.edu> 

Jonathma Doyle in Financial Ti~nes’ View From the Top 

Jonathan Doyle Featured in Financial Times’ View From the Top 

Sandier O’Neill Senior Managing Principal Jonathan Doyle appeared in View From the Top, an interview series in 

the Financial Times featuring global business leaders. In the interview, Mr. Doyle discusses interest rate policy, 

challenges facing the banking system, and the M&A environment for banks. 

To access video of the interview, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@publish.ssrn.comv 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 1:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN: University of North Carolina Legal Studies Research Paper Series, VoI. 16 No. 1, 01/13/2014 

Table of Contents 

Law’s System: The Necessity of System in Common Law 

Gerald 3. Postema, University of North Carolina - Philosophy and Law 

Bankruptcy During Foreclosure: Home Preservation Through Chapters 7 and ~.3 

Hark R. Lhldblad, UNC Center for Community Capital 

Roberto Quercia, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - Department of City and Regional Planning 
Helissa B, Jacoby, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Ling Wang, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill 

Huifanql Zhao, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill 

Must Contingent Fee Lawyers Capitalize Litigation Costs? 

Greg~} D. Polsky, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

R, Kader Crawford, Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A. 

LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK: LEGAL STUDIES RESEARCH PAPER SERIES 
UNIVERSTTY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Free Download 
iiiiiii"Law’s System: The Necessity of System in Common 

New Zealand Law Review, Forthcoming 
UNC Le~ja/.~tudias Research Paper No. 2324438 

G~RALD ~o POSTE~A, University of North Carolina - Philosophy and Law 

Email: gposte rna@e mail.unc,edu 

T.E. Holland infamously described the common law "chaos with a full index," and critics from Bentham to Peter Birks have criticized common law for 
its manifest absence of system, its disorderly collection of legal categories and miscellany of odd rules. Defenders of contemporary common law 
celebrate its resolute anti-theoretical stance and resistance to systematization. However, this characterization of common law, shared by 
defenders and critics alike, is greatly flawed. Common law is deeply and pervasively committed to system, although this commitment has not been 
recognized by modern positivist legal theory. Law of any jurisdiction, because of features essential to its distinctive mode of operating and because 
of the need to maintain its integrity, cannot ignore the demands of system. Horeover, distinctive modes of common-law reasoning presuppose and 
respond to the demands of system, while at the same time retaining a salutary pragmatism and wariness of global theorizing. 

iiiiiii"t;ankruptcy During Foreclosure: Home Prese~ation Through Chapters 7 and ~,3" Free Download 
U!VC Leaal Studies ReJearch ,~ apef No, 2344444 

~A~K ~, L]:ND~LAD, UNC Center for Community Capital 

Email: rl~ark lindblad@unc.edu 

~O~NTO ~N~, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - Department of City and Regional Planning 

Email: querda@emaiLunc.edu 

~E&~ ~, ~OSY, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Email: mjacoby@unc,edu 

L~N~ ~, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill 

Email: I]ngw@emaH.unc.edu 

HU[~A~ ~HAO, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill 

Email: hu~fzhao@unc,edM 

Filing for bankruptcy is the primary legal mechanism by which homeowners in foreclosure can exert control over ownership of their home, yet little is 
known about the interplay between bankruptcy chapters, mortgage servicers, state foreclosure laws, and home foreclosure auctions. We analyze 
4,280 lower-income homeowners in the United States who were more than 90 days late paying their 30-year fixed-rate mortgages. Two dozen 
organizations serviced these mortgages and initiated foreclosure between 2003 and 2012. We identify wide variation between mortgage servicers 
in their likelihood of bringing the property to auction. We also show that when homeowners in foreclosure filed for bankruptcy, foreclosure auctions 
were 70% less likely. Chapters 7 and 13 both reduce the hazard of auction, but the effect is five times greater for Chapter 13, which contains 
enhanced tools to preserve homeownership. Bankruptcy’s effects are strongest in states that permit power-of-sale foreclosure or withdraw 
homeowners’ right-of-redemption at the time of auction. 



~ii Free Download 

7~.~" NoteA. Voi. ~,~Z, No, 295~ 20Z3 
Uf~C Legal Studies Research Paper No, 234,~314 

GP.~.GG £~. POL$KY, University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill - School of Law 

Email: Polsky@email,unc,edu 

Ro K~t~DEP~ (~P~.4~WFORD, Robinson, Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A. 

Email: kcrawford@rbh,copq 

Lawyers who represent personal injury claimants are typically compensated on a contingent fee basis. In addition, it is becoming increasingly 
common for plaintiffs’ lawyers involved in other types of litigation, such as patent enforcement, to also use contingent fee arrangements. During 
the pendency of the litigation, contingent fee lawyers often pay the litigation costs necessary to prosecute the claim. For instance, contingent fee 
lawyers usually pay court fees, expert witness and consultant fees, deposition and court reporters’ fees, travel costs, and copying costs. 

Surprisingly, the tax treatment of these payments remains stubbornly controversial. The issue is whether contingent fee lawyers can immediately 

deduct litigation costs in the year in which they are incurred or instead must capitalize them. If the costs are capitalized, cost recovery would be 

accomplished upon conclusion of the case, either through a basis offset against the lawyer’s amount realized or as a bad debt or loss deduction. 

The Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") has consistently taken the position that all litigation costs paid by contingent fee lawyers are capitalized, 

regardless of the technical particularities of the contingent fee agreement. The IRS has thus far prevailed in all of the reported cases on the issue 

with one notable exception. The exception is a Ninth Circuit case, which concluded that a relatively unusual type of contingent fee agreement -- 
called a "gross fee" contract -- allowed the lawyer to immediately deduct costs. After that decision, the IRS stated that it will continue to assert 

that litigation costs must be capitalized in gross fee contract situations except in the Ninth Ch’cuit. 

Despite the IRS’s well-known position on litigation costs and its near-universal success in the courts, a prominent commentator on litigation-related 
tax issues recently wrote that he believed that "[t]he vast majority of plaintiffs’ law firms (either unwittingly or aggressively) probably do deduct 
client costs as they pay them, rather than waiting until the case settles." In addition to the controversy over what current law requires, there is 
controversy over what the law ought to be. Recent legislative proposals would allow all contingent fee litigators to immediately deduct their costs. 
As might be expected, lobbyists for trial lawyers strongly support these proposals, while lobbyists aligned with common personal injury defendants 
have announced their opposition. 

In this article, we contend that the INDOPCO regulations, promulgated in 2004, now control the issue of whether litigation costs must be 

capitalized. The INDOPCO regulations establish that, while lawyers who use conventional contingent fee arrangements must capitalize their costs, 

lawyers who use gross fee contracts can immediately deduct their costs. 

We also argue that, while litigation costs incurred under gross fee contracts are immediately deductible under current doctrine, as a policy matter 

these costs should be capitalized. Thus, we conclude that (i) the Treasury or the IRS should issue prospective-only guidance, as contemplated by 

the INDOPCO regulations, to require litigation costs incurred under gross fee contracts to be capitalized, and (ii) legislative proposals that allow 
immediate deductions for litigation costs incurred under contingent fee agreements should be rejected. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Monday, Januao, 13, 2014 2:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 14 -- BNA’s Banking Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

3anuary 14, 2014 @ Volume 102 Number 2 

LEADING THE NEWS 

Securities 

O~ Treatme~t of Sec~Ht~es U~der Vo~cker 

Senate Republicans, following lawmakers in the House, have 
introduced legislation meant to protect community banks from 
"unintended consequences" brought about by the Volcker rule, 
while Democrats are taking a different tack .... 

Securities 

Jan. 8 @ U.S. financial regulators are trying to determine how 
they can let some smaller banks keep certain collateralized debt 
obligations that lenders said they would have to divest under 
Volcker rule trading restrictions, according... 

NEWS 

Federal Reserve 
Yelle~ Co~firmed by U,S, Se~ate 

Janet Yellen won U.S. Senate confirmation to become the 15th 
chairman of the Federal Reserve and the first woman to head the 
central bank in its lO0-year history .... 

Mortgages 

The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) announced that it 
will delay planned increases in the guarantee fees charged for 
mortgages backed by Fannie Nae and Freddie Nac .... 

Mortgages 
CFPB Mortgage Rules Set to Take Effect 

New mortgage underwriting rules and servicing standards that 
take effect Jan. 10 represent a back-to-basics approach and will 
not create undue regulatory burdens on banks and other 

financial institutions, Consumer Financial Protection... 

Systemic Risk 

Witnesses at a Senate hearing on megabanks said overly 
complicated rules hampered the post-crisis fight against the 
principle of "too big to fail" in banking, while lawmakers indicated 
the pressure to break up the largest banks will... 

Systemic Risk 

The Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) received a 
briefing on enhanced prudential standards by Federal Reserve 
Board staffers during a closed meeting Jan. 9, according to a 
readout of the meeting provided by a Treasury Department... 



Securities 

JPMorgan Chase & Co, will pay $2,6 billion to resolve criminal and 
civil allegations that it failed to stop Bernard Madoff’s Ponzi 
scheme, putting banks on notice that they may be punished for 

their clients’ misdeeds .... 

Payment Cards 

Sen. Mark R. Warner (D-Va.) has introduced legislation that 

would require banks to more fully disclose the fees charged to 

consumers for the use of prepaid debit cards .... 

Futures Trading 

The U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission is poised to 

push interest-rate and credit swaps onto trading platforms 

designed to make prices more transparent and competitive .... 

Accounting 

The Securities and Exchange Commission requested comment on 

the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board’s notice of filing 

of proposed conforming amendments to 2010 Dodd-Frank, which 

will change rules for broker-dealers .... 

Data Security 

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) is 

renewing efforts to pass data security legislation in the wake of 

a massive breach at Target Corp. that potentially exposed 

millions of consumers to identity theft .... 

Monetary Policy 

Emerging market economies and peripheral eurozone countries 
with weak fundamentals are in for a difficult time as the U.S. 
Federal Reserve Board begins withdrawing stimulus, economists 
told lawmakers at a 3an. 9 House Financial Services... 

Federal Reserve 

President Barack Obama’s three nominees to the U.S. central 
bank are expected to have a smooth confirmation process, 

especially following policymakers’ decision [n December to begin 

winding down a controversial policy tool some... 

Federal Reserve 
Fede~’al Re, se, t~e Vacat~cies Prompt 

The Federal Reserve Board of Governors that’s taking shape 
under 3anet Yellen has a conspicuous and unusual absence: 
anyone with a community-banking background .... 

Monetary Policy 

Federal Reserve officials saw diminishing economic benefits from 
the central bank’s bond buying program and voiced concern 
about risks to financial stability, according to minutes of their 
last meeting, when they took the first step... 

Consumer Credit 
Co~’~sumer C~’edit ir~ U,S, Rose 

Consumer borrowing in the U.S, increased in November, reflecting 
a gain in non-revolving debt such as student and auto loans .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

Congress 



To Widen Agency SeLLleme~t Disclosures 

A bipartisan pair of U.S. senators introduced a bill that would 
require federal enforcement agencies to reveal more details 
about the settlements they reach when investigating corporate 
misconduct .... 

Derivatives 
CP’TC Argues Against Bu~ 3~g~ne~t 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission asked the U.S. 
District Court for the District of Columbia 3an. 8 to "stall briefing" 
on a motion for summary judgment in a case by trade groups 
that challenges CFTC cross-border jurisdiction... 

Antitrust 

~n C~ss A<;tion ~i~ on ~;~terc~a~ge 

A $544.8 million attorneys’ fee award garnered approval following 
the green light last month for a $7.25 billion settlement resolving 
an antitrust class action brought by merchants against Visa, 
Hastercard and banks (In re Payment Card... 

Directors and Officers 

O~Lsi~e ~a~k Directors Win Disc~issal 

A federal judge in Illinois ,]an. 3 dismissed some outside directors 
from a whistleblower suit against former directors, managers and 
employees of a failed bank but said the bulk of the suit may 
continue (United States ex rel. Conner v. Veluchamy,... 

Mortgages 

The U.S. District Court for the District of Utah said a Citigroup 
mortgage unit failed to give "clear and conspicuous" notice about 
a loan cancellation deadline under the Truth in Lending Act 
(TILA), even though the lender used a model... 

Taxes 

Raoul Well, once a top UBS AG banker, pleaded not guilty to 
charges that he conspired to use Swiss bank secrecy to help 

thousands of Americans cheat on their taxes (United States v. 
Weil, S.D. Fla., No. 08-cr-60322, plea entered 1/7/14) .... 

Enforcement 

The Securities and Exchange Commission will be more aggressive 
in pursuing individuals in fraud cases this year, but the 
effectiveness of changes in overall enforcement standards 
remains to be seen, a panel of lawyers and consultants said... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

International Banking 

A watered-down draft of a European Commission proposal to 

ring-fence the risky investment activities of banksOin a 

European version of the U.S. Volcker ruleOis subject to change 

before it is presented in the next few weeks, a... 

European Union 
Dr~ghi Urges ~nks on C~ean~p 
Evet~ as Asset C~eck Cri~nps Let~di~W~ 

3an. 90 European Central Bank President Mario Draghi said 
banks should continue to deal with bad assets on their balance 
sheets even if this causes a temporary worsening of credit in the 
eu ro- a tea .... 

Foreign Accounts 
Switzerland Feder~I Court Bars H~dover 
Of ~B~k Cliet~t ~D~t~ to U,S, T~ A~t~oriLies 

A federal court in Switzerland has blocked the handover of client 
data from a Swiss private bank to U.S. tax authorities after 
finding the U.S. request didn’t comply with an existing treaty 
between the two countries governing mutual assistance... 



Secudties 

The Financial Stability Board and the [nternational Organization 
of Securities Commissions have issued draft proposals for 
identifying non-bank, non-insurer "too big to fail" financial 
institutions (NBNTs) that may eventually... 

Foreign Accounts 
~4YSSA Tr~x Sectio~ Urges Officials to E~se 

The government should ease the circumstances in which foreign 

financial institutions will be considered to have a material breach 
or event of default under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance 

Act, the New York State Bar Association Tax Section... 

International Banking 

Canada’s Department of Finance has proposed new reporting 
requirements for international electronic fund transfers of 
C$$0,000 ($9,350) or more that it said are intended to help 
combat international tax evasion and address aggressive... 

International Banking 

The European Commission Jan. 10 rebutted criticism from the 
European Central Bank over the commission’s proposal to delay 
the deadline for a new bank transfer system in Europe, the 
Single Euro Payment Area, or SEPA .... 

Foreign Accounts 

The U.S. and ]~taly have signed an intergovernmental agreement 
to implement the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA), 
an action that a top U.S. Treasury Department official said marks 
an important development in the global battle against... 

Taxes 

Under the facts considered in Giuliano v. FD[C (In re Downey Fin. 
Corp.), 499 B.R. 439, 2013 BL 278458 (Bankr. D. Del. 10/8/13), 
Downey Financial Corp. (DFC), a bank holding company, acquired 
all of the outstanding shares of Downey Savings and... 

JOURNAL 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: New eco-devo leader denies conllicts; SEANC wants treasury’s records 

down~own 

... 

Hey Wolf~i~ckers: You need ID t.o see President 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, Janual3’ 13, 2014 4:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Enrolhnent in New Health Insurance Exchanges Skews Older 

Enrollment in New Health Insurance Exchanges Skews 
Older 

More than half of those signing up for private health plans on new insurance exchanges 

are 45 or older, the Obama administration said Monday, a sign that the rough rNIout of the 

exchanges may have skewed early enrollment. 

In all, nearly 2.2 million people across the country signed up for individual coverage 

through Dec. 28, with a significant uptick in December after anemic numbers in October 

and November as consumers battled through technical problems. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, Janual3’ 13, 2014 4:38 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Three Former Rabobank Traders Charged With Fraud 

Three Former Rabobank Traders Charged W~th Fraud 

The U.S. Justice Department charged three former Rabobank traders with fraud in 

connection with their alleged manipulation of a key interest rate. 

The three derivatives traders allegedly manipulated the yen London interbank offered rate 

by submitting false borrowing rates to the association that sets the benchmark. The three 

men are charged with wire fraud and conspiracy to commit wire fraud and bank fraud. 

Lawyers for the men couldn’t be immediately reached for comment. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryan, Patricia L <plb~an@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 13, 2014 4:38 PM 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.eduq Broome, Eissa E <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Elizabeth’s Birthday dinner 

Hi Elizabeth and Lissa - Working around Peace basketball schedule, I’ve found these dates that look possible. 

Thursday, January 23 

Monday, January 27 

Tuesday, January 28 

Monday, February 3 

Thursday, February 6 

Monday, February 10 

Tuesday, February 11 

Thursday, February 13 

I’m looking forward to the dinner, and hoping it will pull me out of the doldrums of the semester beginning - 
Patricia 

P~tricia Brya:~ 

Ha%tha Brandis Pzofessoz of Law 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Law 

CB # 3380 

Chape~ HJ il, NC 27599-3380 

. (__£1_~_i_____~_i ;_i ;:::£ -.3_£7_. 
Fax: (q~ 9) 962-127",’ 

Email : ’o~ bryail@emaJ i . unc o edu 

www.midniqhLassassin, corr~ 













































































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, JanuaD, 13, 2014 5:35 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIMK Rt’;fX)RTS: 

CRIMK Rt’;fX)RTS: 

EFLz~nND 

****Atk:mptcd Break in to locked resldei~ce ~po~led 01/07/14, 9:49 am, 205 Norwk~t~ Cou~ 

The neighbor atated lwo Mack melee came through the woods and were at the back door of the v~ctim’s house. The neighbor stated that when the fiml Sheriff’s unit came into 

view on Highway 70 the suspect fled on foot .Both of the suspect were Neck ma~es, both about 6 feet ta~L One wearing a "Carolina B~ue" jacket that appeared to be "s~ky 
looking", the o~het suspec~ was weadng a black "hoody" Jacket. I was advised by other Deputies that the subjects were last seen on Highway 70 west across from the Efland 
fire depadment. The victim arrived home and advised it did not appear that ent~ was made into the residence and that he did not locate anything missing from the residence. 
The suspects have not been located at this time. A be on the lookout with the suspects known descriptions were broadcasted. 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
.... Larceny from residence repoded 01/10/14, 11:20 am, 1808 Dimmocks M~ Rd 
The victim said that while she was on the phone with a friend, a Mack man approached her door and knocked. She did not answer the door and noticed another black male in 
a white truck in her driveway. When she didn’t answer the door, the 2 men drove to the noah side d her prope~y on Grady brown school rd. and retrieved an old pick-up truck 
camper from the wood line and placed it in the bed of their truck. The suspect vehicle (oMer white ford f-I50) was located at the Efland m-ma~. I told the victim that we had 
located the truck and both suspects. She said all she wanted was for the camper shell to be brought back and the suspects to be told not to return. The camper shell was 
returned.no charges filed. 
.... Break Jn to ~ocked t~sJdence t~ported 01/11/14, 4:30 Pro, 105 Diane Ln 
The victim stated that his house at the above location, which is unoccupied, was broken into and a dehumidifier is missing. Value $350.00 

CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Break in to ~ocked residence reposed 01/10/14, 4:59 pro, 500 Hatch rd. 
The door was kicked in and the ~, lap top and numerous jewelry items was stolen, i could see that the frame of the door had been broken and could see a small indention on 

the door. Value $21 ~499 
MEBANE AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 01/1 I/I4, 2::03 pm 7318 Hebron Church Rd 
The victim advised that he found the back door kicked in, but did not locate any items missing. 
.... Larceny from residence reported 01/11/14, 7:19 pm, 6815 H~W 70 W, 
The victim told me that he came out to the yard to do some work and found some properly missing and moved around. After checking on different items to see what was 
missing he went and checked his security cameras and found what appeared to be a rune subject driving a green ~n color ~ruck load his items into the bed of the truck and 
take them away. It appears to have happened on two days in a row by the same person, he said he did not recognize the subject orthe vehicle. VNue $1,545.00 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hedrick, James T. Jr. <JHedrick@mcguirewoods.com> 

Monday, JanuaD’ 13, 2014 5:57 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Associate Position 

Lissa, 

I hope that you are doing well and that you had a great holiday. We received a resume from one of your students, and I was hoping that I could chat with you 

briefly about him. Do you have a few minutes tomorrow or Wednesday. 

Thanks so much. 

Warm regards, 

Jim 

James T. Hedrick Jr. 
McGuireWoods LLP 
201 North Tryon Street 
Suite 3000 
Charlotte, NC 28202-2146 

704.373.8965 (Direct Line) 
704.444.8824 (Fax) 
jhedrick@mcg uirewoods.com 

htt p://vw~,~.mcg uirewoods.com 

This e-mail may contain confidential or privile~Jed #~fonnation. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise by return e-mail and delete immediately without readin~l or 
forwardin~j to others. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, Janual3’ 13, 2014 6:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Criminal Charges Not Expected in IRS Probe 

Criminal Charges N~t E~ected in IP~; Probe 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation doesn’t plan to file criminal charges over the Internal 

Revenue Service’s targeting of conservative groups, according to law-enforcement 

officials, a move that will likely only intensify debate over the politically charged scandal. 

See More Coverage 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence G. Ba~er <baxte@law.duke.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 13, 2014 9:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ABCs of Banking Law 

Hi Lissa, 

Thanks for your invitation. As with last spring, I would have to resehedule a double class in order to do it. While I would prefer to avoid rescheduling I do not mind 

doing this if you have no ea~ alternative. So if it makes things easy for you then take this as acceptance. I think I can add Volcker in but would probably need to 

coordinate ruth Scott if he is also talking, because his work on Volcker might overlap anyway. 

What atx~ut derivatives? Is Scott covering this? I hope so, because although I am teaching a course on the subject (under duress from the dean!), I am still very much 

in learning mode myself and would love to hear his talk. 

Let me know what would finally work most conveniently tbr you. IfI do participate, by rescheduling I would also tiee myself up m stay liar the Wednesday and 
Thursday nights and the Institute. 

Kind regards, 

Lawrence 

Lawrence G. Baxter 

William B McGuire Professor of the Practice of Law 

Duke Law School 

Box 90360 

Science Drive and Towerview Road 

Durham, NC 27708-0360 
http:fllaw.duke edu/faclbaxter/ 

www.theparetocom mo ns corn 

baxte r~,,law, d u ke.ed u 

(919) 613-8540 (phone) 

(919) 613-7231 (fax) 

O11 Jail 12, 2014, at 1:51 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lawrence- 

I hope the New Year finds you happy and well. Our ABCs of Banking Law Program, which you participated in in 20:12, is on again this year on April 2, 

2014, in Charlotte. The program again precedes our annual Banking Institute which will be held on April 3-4. I am writing to see if you are willing to 

reprise you one hour discussion of Activity and investment Limitations (bank activities, bhc activities, fhc activities, securities activities, permissible 

investments). This year, we would also need to incorporate how the Volcker Rule affects all of this. I know that Scott Cammarn of Cadwalader could 

probably add this piece to the hour if it is something that you don’t want to tackle. 

As usual, we will reimburse your hotel (Ritz-Carlton) for two nights (if needed), other expenses (mileage, parking, meals) and waive the registration 

fee for the Banking Institute if you would like to attend it too. I have attached the tentative agenda for that program. 

Let me know at your earliest convenience if you are available to help. Thanks so much for considering this invitation. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:/iwwwJaw.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

<image003.jpg> 
<Agenda.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, Janua~ 13, 2014 10:25 PM 

Broome, I Jssa I <lbroome@email unc edu>; Bryan, Patricia I, <plbryan@ema]l.unc.edP 

RF~: Elizabeth’s Birthday dinner 

I am awqable for ail of the ones thst Lisa can do. I tt)ir@ th~#s 1/23, 1/27, 2/3, snd 2/6. 

I’m Iookir~g forward to the ceiebratior~, 

Elizabeth 

~=rem: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Nonday, Janua~ ~3, 2054 9:33 PN 

To: B~an, Patricia L 
~= Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
S~bject= Re: Elizabeth’s Bi~hday dinner 

I can’t do 

mo 
2/H or 

2/13. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 4:38 PM, "Bryan, Patrida L" <p_[b__r_~!_n_@_.e__ .m__@_!]:_u__n_.c_:.e_d__u_> wrote: 

Hi Elizabeth and Lisa - Working around Peace basketball schedule, I’ve found these dates that look possible. 

Thursday, January 23 

Monday, January 27 

Tuesday, January 28 

Monday, February 3 

Thursday, February 6 

Monday, February 10 

Tuesday, February 11 

Thursday, February 13 

I’m looking forward to the dinner, and hoping it will pull me out of the doldrums of the semester beginning - 

Patricia 

~at ricia Bryan 

Martha Brandis Professor of Law 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

S:hool of Law 
CB # 3380 
Chapel }{ill, HO" 27599-3380 
~C, lCi) q6 -A5]’7 

Fax : _,£~_l__i!__~£2_:2_j!_~_7__7__ 

Enail : pibrvan@email o tlXC o edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 3:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Foundations Aim to Save Pensions iu Detroit Crisis 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Videe ~ 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

Fore, clarions Ahn to Save Pensions h~ Detroit 

The money, fl’om a group of ph~lanthrolAe organizationa, could 

also relieve the city-owned DekrNt Insfikute of.kt~as from having 

b? sell works ~o pay die eib,’s deb~so 

~ The city1 

Dat[oit I 

O~der Poo~ ofHeam~ C~re ~,,ro:l:k, es Stirs Fears I:~ ~,,~ I 
O~ Cos[S                                                                     Affordab 

People signing up through [l~e Affordable Care Act’s 

marketplaces lend to be older, otSNals said Monday, a 

demographic mix flaat couh3 cause premimns to rise ~n the fi~u’e if the pa~ern 

persists. 

~ GrapNc: Health Exchange Enrollment Picked Up m December 

:Pope %’itl~ the Humble To~eh Is Fimn in 

Res:h aping th e Vatican 

Pope l,k’aneis has worked 1o disrnantle the old career paths in the 

VatJcm~ a~d has appoi~ted moderaies to top posts, 

..... Frsncis I 
greetad 

Editors’ Picks 



AUTOS 

Auto Show: Pholo Oa~e~’y 

ttighlighLs from the North American Intema~ona] Auto Show in 

Detroit. 

Buffing a Battered City’s Image 

More Coverage of the Detroit Auto Show 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

’R~h~g o~ Frees ir~ No~’th Dakota’ 

A young woman, lured to North Dakota for a truck-d[ivingjob in 

the oil indusla% shares her agonizing existence in an isolated 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LAWRENCE BUTERMAN, a Justice Department lawyer, on Apple’s resistance to a lawyer 
appointed to make sure the company complies with antitrust laws. 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Think Back: The Military B~adget 

United States military spend:ing has ballooned since Wor]d War 

II, although Americans have historically been reluctant to go to 

war. The Times’s Sam Tanenhaus explains why o 

~ VmEO: Ird-er,se{:tio~: Sty]le Is Art 

Isis Miller, a 2>year-4d ba~qs£~ in the Wynwood neighborhood 

in Miami, looks to Katha~{ne Hepburn’s style for her fashion 

inspiration. 

~ vm~o:A-Rod’s Suspensio~t Reduced 

"1"he suspension of Alex Ro&{guez of the New York Yankees was 

reduced from 211 [o 162 games. 

World 

Obama Fights a P~sh to Add heart Sanctio~ts 

President Obama’s stn~ggle to prevent Senate Democrats from 

backing strict new sanctions that could upend his diplomatic 

effbrLs is casting a long shadow over talks with Iran. 

Obsma 



Pope l.k’ancis has worked to dismantle the oId career pa[hs 

vat~cm~ a~d has appoi~ted moderaies to top posts. 

"Fen~ City i~ Central Aft’ica~ Republic Swells as 

Violence G~ps Capital 

M~-.,re than loo,ooo people have fled the threat of violence a~ 

home a~d have taken shelter at a chaotic camp by the aht~o~ on 

the edge of Bangui. 

..... Fra;lcia 
greetad 

U,S, 

With Rul~rtg, Fm~ds to _Aid Desegregation in A~’kansas _ka’e 

Ended 

Paymet~ from ~M’l<ansas to help fu*~d desegrega~io*~ eflbrgs ~*~ three sehod 

d~stricts ~ll he phased out m~der a se~lement fl~at was al.~proved. 

Hot,so and Senate Negotiators _Agree on Spendh~g Bill 

Many consetwafive Republicans are expected to balk, so the plan *~qll need 

bipartisan support. 

Calls for Oversi~tt i~t West Virginia Went 

U~flmeded 

As chemical acddenks continued in West Virginia, so did calls for 

increased oversig)~L but those recommendatio*~s went unheeded 

hy lawmakers, federal regulators said. 

Business 

For Google, a Toehold l[nto Goods for a Home 

The deal for ~he start-.up, which is led by former AppIe 

e~gineers, will e~>and the tec]mology giant’s po~blio of 

consumer goods. 

~ BiN Blog Goog~e and Ne~ Two Companies in the Busk~ess of Understanding You 

~ Bi~ BIog: Shooting for the Moon, Google Hopes to Own the Future 

Tony 



DEALBOOK 

]~g O~Te~ fi~r Ti~m ~,¥a~rmr Cable Unsettles the 

Cable Industry 
::.V F "-%:~D G~:LL:::S 

C~arter Communications offered $37-8 billion for 11me Warner 

Cable, the nadon’s No. 2 cable operator. 

DEALBOOK 

Japan’s Sm~to~ Buys Jim Beam for 8~3+6 B~on 

The move means such longfime American brands as Jim Beam 

and Maker’s Mark bourbons wi]I be owned by a Japanese giant. 

, DealBook: ARe~ Beam Deal, Few B~ Liquor Mergers LeR 

Sports 

Rodriguez’s ’Gmm~fies~: Files Detail Doping, 

Do~ to Milligram 

A repot’a describes the complicated diet of a big-league doper 

who j uggled four inje~’tions with two muscle treakmenks, two skin 

creams, two lozenges and six oral doses. 

~ [] Graphic: Rodrigclez’s Alleged Drug Regimen 

~E] Document: Rodriguez Sues Majo[ League Basebail 

In Com’t Fight, Rodrig~mz Comes O~t Sw~ngh~g 

Ag~6nst Players U~fion 

It was hardly a sm~_~rise that ]awye~ lbr :~ex Rodriguez wen t to 

federM court to tU to ba~t his suspension, but what was stunning 

was the degree to which the filing kargets Rodfiguez’s o~a union. 

The 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

A Case of Amate~fish Cloak-~md-Dagger 

In filing a lawsuit against Major League Baseball and the player*s union, Alex 

Rodriguez made some of the evidence against him puMie, and it suggests be 

deserved to be punished. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The ]~seum With a B~ldo~er% Ii[emq~ 

It would be truly radical to save the former American Folk Art 

Museum buik~ng, but that’s not whak Mo)vkk has ever really 

hee~ about. 

I 

DANCE REVIEW 

Keeping Their Eyes on the Score 

Miami City Ballet’s program "See the Music" shows how closely 

the e~-,,mpany’s new artistic ~dre~.b-,,r, Lore’des Lopez, is folk,,wing 

the path of the 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Saerifidng Gated SafeD~ for a Lover m~d Herself 

In Chang-rae I*~e’s "On Such a Full Sea," set in a fl~tut’e .ammriaa 

divided into sell:-e~-mtained settlements, a 16-year-.old goes in 

search cg a missing bo34riend. 

Science 



The Flood Next Time 

The mnnbers are m~mistakable, scientists say. Global sea levds 

are ~sing, while land along the East Coast is siuMng. Just ask 

Norfolk, Vao 

Tide Ga~iges Needed for Research Are O~en 

As Hun~canes Sandy, Ka~na and Rita showed, equipment for 

accurate tidal readings, vital to undexs ~mding individual storms, 

may not w~thatand them. 

A Busy DoetoOs Right H~nd, Ever Ready to T~]ae 

Scribes have entered "d~e scene in clinics and operating rooms, 

l~beradng physidans from ~he en, ns~an ~ t~ote- taking tha~ modern 

elec!a’onie hea]fl~ veeo~ds system s detained. 

Marian 

Bednar, 

Obituaries 

SamDeadBerns, ~7, Public Face of a Rare I|h~ess, Is      [~ 

Sam’s life *aql~ progefia, a genetic disorder resul’dng in rapid 
prematm~ agh~g, was the svff~je~’t of a documentsW fihn 

shorflisted for m~ Academy Award. Sam was a r~ot or" e~thus~asms: for math and 

science, comic bo@s, scot]ring (he was an Eagle ScouO, playing the drums and 

Boston-area spozfs beams, 

Robert Pastor, 66, Dies; Guided Panama Treat>’ 

Mn Pastor, at~ aMe m~de~ President aimmy Carter, shepherded 

the ]977, Panama Canal trs;aties and was pnnished for it years 

later, when eonse*watives defeated his nn, mination to be an 

am bassador. 

Pastor 
n 2006. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Abortion Rights: Uphold B~affer Zones 

The Supreme Com’t should upho]d sensible buffer zones at health 

EDITORIAL 

_AhmCdon Rights: A Good Ruling Strands 

The Supreme Court left a good ruling alone when it let stand the rejection of 

±M’izona’s 2o--week aborth-m ban. 

EDITORIAL 

Another Step Toward Nuclear Sanity in Iran 

An agreement reached over the weekend lays out a detailed plan for restraini~g 

Iran. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Rap L~Ties on Trial 

The work of amateur rappe~ is being used against them court. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

What should toda~"s asl)k~g leaders do to pursue careers that 

lead to meaningful change? 

~ column~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Acted’cling A~fi~als Dimity 

There’s ample evidence of a whole new respect for the feelings of 

the far~7 and the finned, 

~ column~ Page ~ B~og 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Tuesday, January 14, 2014 6:17 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Morning Scan: We’ve Lost All of Our Leverage Ratio 

Daily Briefing January 14, 2014 

Today’s Top S~o#es 

Morning Scan: We’ve Lost All of Our Leverage Ratio 
by KEVIN WACK 

Receiving Wide Coverage .., Basel Leverage Rule Softened: Banks around the 

globe scored a vidoi¥ Sunday when the Basel committee agreed to soften its 

proposed leverage ratio. Specific changes to the international proposal alfect ~he 

treatmen~ of ce4ain derivatives exposures, some off-balance sheet activities, and 

the netting of repos. Reuters repods that there is still no agreement on the final 

level of leverage that will be allowed. The Journal notes that Su£day’s change 

fellows last year’s.,. 
RE~2,D MOIRE ;:. 

Senators Propose Narrow Fix for Volcker Rule 
by VICTORIA FINKLE 

Sens. Joe Manchin, D-W.Va., and Roger V’vlcker, R-Miss,, introduced legislation 

Monday to address concerns about how collateralized debt obligations backed by 

[~’us~-prefer~’ed securities are ~’ea~ed under the Volcker Rule. 
READ MORE ~> 

Basel’s New Leverage Ratio: One Step Forward, 
Two Steps Back 
by MAYRA RODRIGUEZ VALLADARES 

There are five major changes in Basel’s latest guideli~es 

that signilican~ly impac~ its leverage ratio 
READ MORE >> 

::X:: Basel’s New 

Leverage Ratio: 

One Step Forward, 

Two Steps Back 

New York Community Eager to Join Banking’s 
Big League 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

CEO Joseph Ficalora continues to look for a transformative 

acquisition to cross $50 billion in assets - even if it lures 

e×t~a regulatoP~ scrutiny. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

::X:: New York 

Communib~ Eager 

to Join Banking’s 

Big League 

Contain 

Technology 



Loyalty Startup Seeks Credit Union, Bank 
Partners to Help Feed the Hungry 
by MARY WlSNIEWSKI 

Transaciion data ~ied le rewards comes with a twist: 

donating cash back ~o charity~ The California star,up 

Mogl seeks credit union pawners, 
R~,D MORE "~ 

Loyalty Startup 

Seeks Credit 

Union, Bank 

Partners to Help 

Feed the Hungry 

Regu~atior~ & Reform 

Fed Said to Probe Banks Over Roles in Forex Fixing 

The Federal Resewe is investigating whether tradePs at the world’s biggest banks 

rigged benchmark currency rates, raising the risk that firms will be penalized for lax 

controls as regulators look for w~ongdoing. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

Iberiabank in Louisiana to Buy Teche Holding for $161M 
by PAUL DAVIS 

Iberiabank Corp. (IBKC) in Lafayette, La., has agreed to buy Teche Holding (TSH) 

in New Iberia, La. 
READ MORE ,> 

MOIRE M ERGERS AND ,~,CQUISIrION S ~:. 

Contain 

Why the Working Poor and Banks Are a Bad 
Match 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is expected to 

draft rules governing payday lending this year. But the 

conventional wisdom that will likely guide it is based on 

false perceptions about ~he working poor and the best way 
to sep~e them. 

So argues Lisa Se~%’on, a professor at The New School in 
New York, who spent four months as a teIler at a check- 
casMng business in ihe South Bronx and three at a 
payday Jender ~n Oakland, CaJ~f. Servon’s concJus~on is 
that many low-income consumers fulfill their financ~al 
needs ouiside the regulaied banking system by choice 
and ~n many cases are betler off for doing so. The 
prefessor of managemenl an urban policy explains why 
she beJ~eves banke~ and poIicymakers are wrong in many 
of ihe conclusions they’ve drawn about underbanked and 
the types of financiaJ ser~dces that would best cater to 
them. 
RFF2.D MOIRE ;:. 

:: ~:+:; :: Why the Working 
...... Poor and Banks 

Are a Bad Match 

MOIRE COMMUNFFh" BANKJ NG 

Consumer 



What Bank Customers Want: Introducing a New 
Series 
by JEANINE SKOWRONSKI 

We 
READ MORE 7> 

:::~:: What Bank 

Customers Want: 

Introducing a New 

Series 

MORE CON~z’,U M ER FINANCE 

Contain 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Compliance 
V~,~HITEPAPER 

The Ongoing and Formidable Chalbnge of Compliance: Predictions for 2014 

Successful compliance is constantly a challenge fer companies in the ARM 

industry, 

Helping Financial Services Companies Make Better Decisions while 
Reducing Costs 
V~BB SEMINAR 

In the highly competitive financial set, does market, business leaders know that real- 

time access 1o better data can help gain, cross-sell, and re~ain customers - drMng 

growth IOr their business. 
READ MORE ,> 

MORE IN THE RE,’~,OLIRCE CEN’f ER ,> 

Specia~ Reports 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American BankePs inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Werk For highlights 

institutions with s~rong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against poets ol similar size, 

based on assets. REiZ~D MORE *> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has ~’eached a c~’itical juncture. The pressu~’e to expand and 

c[ess-sell could enceu[age employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on questionable practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

growIh, and small banks, which are jumping headbng into the business and 

catering to ihe less affluent clients ignored by large banks,R~Y,s MORE :l) 

MORE IN SPECIAL REF43RTS "> 

FOLLOW LI8: LLI @AmerBanker L] Facebook 





To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Tuesday, JanuaP/14, 2014 6:59 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

January 14, 2014: Time Warner Cable Rejects $61 Billion Bid From... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

~[~dayls [~P Head!ine ............................................................................................................. 

Tithe War~er Cable Rejects $~1 Billion Bid From Charter 

The London Telegraph (~Jan. 14, Rushton) is reporth~g that "Time Warner 
Cable, America’s second-largest cable company, has rejected a US$61.3 
billion bid from its smaller rival Charter Communications." In doing so, Time 
Warner Cable’s board of directors criticized the proposal as being "grossly 
inadequate." Charter will likely have ~o raise i~s offer- lhe lhird larges~ for any 
company since 2009 - before finalizing any deal. "Chailer now plans to take 
the deal directly to Time Warner Cable sharehokJers," the newspaper states. 
Charter CEO Tom Rufledge remains hopeful. He comments, "Our objective 
was ~o talk ~o managemen~ and ~ry to get ~hern engaged~ They have noL so 
we’re going to make our case to shareholders about why this deal is good for 
them and hope they ask management and the board to watch out for the 
interests of shareholdem." 

MarketWatch (Jan. 14, Kitchen) notes that Time ~Narner Cable CEO Rob 
Marcus was particularly outspoken in rejecting the bid. He called CharteCs 
lates~ offer "a non~s~mter," adding in a statemenL "g substantially undep~alues 
~’C and would represent an EBITDA multiple of approx~malely 7X, well below 
past transactions in the cable sector." Marcus fu~he[ charged that because a 
substantial chunk of the purchase price wouM be in Charter stock, ~he actual 
value delivered to ~C sharehoMers couM be s~gn~f~can~ly ~owe[ "g~ven the 
vak~ation, operational, and s~gnFicant balance sheet risks embedded ~n 
Cha~eYs stock." 

In response, BBC News (Jan. 14) is repealing that Rutledge has sent Marcus 

Check for ia~s- breaking news 

after 9:00 AM Eastern. 

[× KmMG Aud’t Pri°ri"°s1 

"AOD 

ov_  ,w,ocom oo oo. k 

[ 

a letter, in which he accused Time Warner of having "an unrealistic price        Upcoming NACD 
e×pectation." II the deal were to proceed, the combined company would boast E~{~et~ ...................................... 

more than 15 million customers in the United S~a~es. Furthermore, the 
takeover would rank as the biggest in the sector since Cemcast acquired 
AT&’Fs cable-intemet division for $30 billion in 2002. 

S ha relCT:TTE] 

2014 Fellows Headline I 

From Battlefield to Boardroom 

A~ NACD Board Development Program Exclusively for F~ag and 
General Officers 
February 20-2I, 2014 
Park Hyatt Hotel, Washington, DC 

Join NACD for an exclusive two-day event designed to prepare retired and 
soon-to-retire military flag and general officem to se~’e in the boardroom. The 
program cove~ everything from boardroom basics to more complex issues of 
s~rategy, ove[sigM and stakeholder management. Access the program details 

he[~. 

Space is limited.Click here to request an invitation otto learn more. 

ShareFTT~ 

NACD in the News 

NACD Releases Framework to Define Su##leme~tM Execative 
Con~pensation 

Master Class 

Bous~on; TX (Ap~ 7-8; 
2014) 

Cilicago, iL (June 12- 

13,2014) 

Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug18-19, 2014) 

Felt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism® 

Bous~on; TX (Ap[ 3-4; 

2014) 

Cilicago, iL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA(Aug 

~4-15, 2014) 

Felt Lauderdale, FL 
(Dec. 8..9,20!4) 

Special Events 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio: TX (April 10, 
2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 
VVas~ington, DC (May 

5-6, 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 



Inside Counsel (Jan. 13, Harrison) applauds the National Association of 
Corporate Directors (NACD), which last week released a proposed h~mework 
~o address ~his much ~alked-abou~ "say on pay" issue. "NACD developed the 
pay-tbFpedormance principles and definff~ons to he~p guide companies and 
boards as they prepare for the 2014 proxy season and as pa~ of their broader 
shareholder engagement programs," noted the publication, EstaMishing 
common language that firms and boards of d~rectors can use to assess and 
communicate the link between executive pay and company pedormance 
be a major issue this proxy season. NACD President and CEO Ken Daly 
remarks, ’qn today’s business climate, companies ate increasingly provid~ng 
add~fiona~ executive compensation disclosures to shareholders. But without 
standard definitions in p~sce, the approach to disclosure and the information 
conveyed have widely varied." The arlicle did not mention the key inpu~ NACD 
received from Farient Advisors and G~bson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP ~n crafting 
the principles and definffions. 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

,Surprise! Audits Dig Deeper 

"This year," the Wall Street Journal (Jan, 14, Chasan) notes, "financial 
executives say their external auditors are requesting far more documents and 
detai~s than usua~ on eye,thing from pension assets to management 

reviews." As finns scramble to c~ose their books on 2013, these new and 
unexpected demands ate adding ~#ne, cost, and confusion to ~he audi~ 
p~ocess. The more rigorous audits are ~n reaotion to an a~e~t from the PuM~c 
Company Accounting Oversight Board. Ead~er th~s fa~, the federa~ 
government’s accounting watchdog cautioned that ~ had found "high ~evels o~ 

deficiencies" in audits of in~erna~ controls - controls ~hat serve as a firm’s first 
~ne of defense against fraud and financ~a~ misstatements~ 

Share~ 

Googie to Acquire Nest for $3.2 Billion in Cash 

Reuters (Jan. 13, Oreskovic) confirms that Google Inc, has inked a $3.2 billion 

deal to acquire smart thermostat and smoke alarm-maker Nest Labs Inc. 
Under terms of the deal, Nest will continue to operate as its own distinct 
brand after ~he all,ash deal closes. Acco~ing ~o the wh~ service, the deal 
rsnks as the second Mggest ~n Goog~e’s Mstory behind on~y the $12.5 billion 
acquisition of Motorola in 2012. Wedbush analyst Shyam Patil comments, 
"Nest ~abs appears ~o be focused on ~hermostats and smoke a~am~s, but it’s 
not far4etched to see Goog~e expanding this technology into other devices 
over time. Home aulomafion ~s one of the Mgger oppo~lunifles when you talk 
abo~t the lntemet of everything and connecting eye,thing. This acquisition 
fuAhers their st~alegy around that." 

Share~ 

Suntory Holdings to Acquire Beam for $13.6 Billion in Cash 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 13, Rubin) confirms that Suntory Holdings Ltd. 
has agreed to purchase Beam h~c. for $13,6 billion in cash, in a deal that will 
create a global player in premium spirits with annual sales of more than $4,3 
billion. The family-owned Japanese drinks makeKs offer for Beam of $83.50 a 
share is a 25 percent p~mium over Jan. 10’s closing price. When tattering in 
the assumption of debt, Suntory said the transaction is wodh $16 billion. "The 
deal is expected to close in the second quarter," notes the Journal, "subject 
to Beam stockholder and regulatory approvals." The company’s combined 
podfolio will inck~de such b~nds as Beam’s Jim Beam and Maker’s Mark 
bourbons, Courvoisier cognac, and Sauza tequila, along with Suntory’s 
Yamazaki, Hakushu, Hibiki, and Kakubin whiskeys. 

Share[’TTT~ 

Volcker Ru~e Lacks Required Economic Analysis, Lawmakers Say 

Bloomberg (Jan~ 13, Michaels) reports that Reps. Job Hensading (R-Texas) 
and Scott Garrett (R-N.J.’.) wrote SEC Chairman Mary Jo VVhite on Monday, 
contending that her agency’s adoption of the Volcker Rule in December 
"violated federal law because the agency failed to conduct a proper economic 
analysis el the measul~," The two GOP legislators ate calling on VVhite to 
disclose the reason for omitting a separate economic analysis from the rule, 
which restricts proprietary trading by federally insured banks. SEC officials 
have been under pressure to improve analysis of i~s rules ever since a key 
corporate-governance change was overhJmed by the U.S, Coud of Appeals for 
the District of Columbia in the summer of 2011. "Business groups such as the 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce have attacked the quality of SEC economic 
analysis when suing ~o block new rules," notes ~he publication. 

Share~7lC]~ 
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Wasi~inpton, DC (May 

30, 2014) 
Small--Cap Forum San 
Francisco, CA (July 17, 

2014) 
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San Francisco, CA 
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Local NACD Chapter 
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Peer Exchanges 

NACD Directorship 

2020 New York, NY 

(March 18, 2014) 

NACD Directorship 
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!5, 20!4) 

NACD Direc¢orship 

2020 BeveHy Hills, CA 

(Sept 10, 2014) 
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Committee Update (!/9) 
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Tsunami: What 

Directors Need to 

Know (I/!6) 
Board Pay Preview: 

NACD 2013/14 Director 

Compensation Report 

(1/23) 
Conscious Capitalism® 

in the Boardroom (d29) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 

beard leadership ~for 
directors, by directors We 

deliver the wisdom and insigi~t 

ti~at board members need to 

confidently navigate complex 
business challenges and 

eni]ance shareowner vaiue. 

We amplify the coliective voice 

of directors in the national 

dialog on board leaderst~ip 
iSsLles. Learn more 

Follow NACD on: 



Board Sued Over Avago’s $6.6 Bifiion Takeover Offer 

The City Oda~de Police Pension Fund has filed a lawsuit against LSI Corp.’s 
board of directors, Bloomber.q (Jan. 14, Feeley) repeals, contending that it did 
no~ ge~ the best price possible for the compute[ chipmakel" when i~ ag~’eed to 
Avago Technologies Ltd~’s $6.6 b~on lakeover~ ~n fact, the F~odda-based 
~nvestor charges, the deal was structured to unfaMy bar competing bids. 
According to the pension fund, LS~ directors are "improperly favo[ing Avago’s 
$11.15-a~hare cash offer by ag[eeing not to release o~her potential Mdders 
from past confidentiality a~ld standstill agreemenls." Avago has been named 
as s defendant lot siding and shewing the LS~ board members’ allegedly 
improper’ conduct. "By conb’actuaHy tying ~hei[ hands, the board members 
have breached theh" fiducia[y duty to maximize value in this all-cash sale," 
~awyers fer The City Orlando Police Pension Fund concluded in Monday’s 
filing. 

Share~ 

~cKesson Fails to Get Enough Support in Ceiesio Bid 

"McKesson Corp. said it was unsuccessful in gaining the necessaqi 

shareholder support of its offer for German rival Celeste AG," reports the Wall 
Street Journal (Jan. 13, P~’ior), "despite a las~-minu~e boosted bid:’ 
Specifically, the San Francisco-based drug distributor failed to teach the 75 
percent completion condition in its offer for Celesio’s outstanding shares and 
convertible bonds, g was a week ago ~hat McKesson improved its bid for 
Celeste to 23.50 euros a share frem 23 euros. 

S ha re["~[’~ 

¢£[#£[ate s£c!a! R~spe!~ibi!ity ................................................................................... 

Creative Loafing Tampa (Jan. 13, Pet’ry) no~es ~hat it is still legal in much oi 
Florida to Iit’e someone who is homosexual, bisexual, or t~’ansgender wi~hou~ 
cause. That ~s why state Democratic Reps. Joe Snub, tiers (Orlando} and Holly 
Raschein (Key Largo) ate pushing the Competitive Workforce Act as an 
update of the s~a~e’s C~vJ~ R~gh~s Act. To assist in this effort, they m’e getting 
support from some of the state’s ~argest corporations ca~ng themselves the 
Business Coa~fion for a Competitive ~o[kforce. A Coalition statement issued 
Monday read: "The ~ink between strong anfi-disc[iminafion ~aws and the ability 
to draw the best and the b~igh~est is the [eason that 84 pe~’cent o~ the nation’s 
~argest compa~ies have adopted comprehensive anti-discr~m~nat~o~ po~cies 
that include sexual orientation and gender identity. The Coalition believes that 
~he F~orida Competitive Workforse Ac~ vv~ll make Florida mol’e competitive ~n 
1he naflona~ and global marketplace in much the same way companies have 
benefited from ~dopfing anti-discdmh~ation policies." Coalition membe~ 
~nclude such major firms as CSX, D~rden Restaurants, Walt D~sney Wodd 
Reso[ts, and We~s Fro’go. 

Share~ 

Target Planning ’Significant Changes’ After Data Breach 

"Target Corp. plans to make ’significant changes’ in light of the data breach 
du~’ing lhe holiday shopping season when hackers stole personal inlo~’malion 
of millions of customers," repoils Reuters (Jan. 13). Malware has been 
installed on the company’s point of sale registers. At the same time, Target is 
wo~’king vvilh law enfo~x;emen~ agencies investigating the b~’each. Tin’get CEO 
G[egg Steinhafel opted not to provide further details, commenting, "Clearly, 
we’re accountable and we’re responsible, but we’re going to come out at the 
end of this a better company and we’re going to make significant changes. 
We ate in the middle of a criminal investigation as you can app~’eciate and we 
can only share so much." Hackers stele the personal information of at least 
70 million Target customers. 

S ha relCT:TTE] 

c-suite 

Fiat C1EO Sergio ~archionne to Stay at Least Through 2016 

The Economic Times (Jan. 13) is repo~ting that "Sergio Marchionne wiii 
remain the chief executive of Fiat for another three years ai least," according 
to chairman John Elkann on Monday. His announcement ends weeks of 
speculation that ~he a[chitec~ of ~he landmark deal wi~h Chrysler may soon 
t~ti[e. Marchionne ~ook the t’eins of Fiat a decade ago. In 2009, he also 
started running Chrysler. He had previously stated that he could step down in 
2015. But Elkann has managed to confirm that Marchionne will stay on to 
oversee the execution el a new, three-year indusbial plan Fiat will fully unveil 
by May. 

ShareF1C]C~ 

Economic Outlook 



Greenville County Aims for Wiore Corporate Headquarters 

"Consultants have recommended that Greenville [County, S.C.,[ do more to 
recruit corporate headqua[ters as a hedge against a manulaciuring downturn," 
reporls the Greenville Tribune-Times (Jan. fl 2, 8e~). Te be more competitive, 
though, the county needs more C~ass A office space. Corporate headquer~e~ 
are a frequent target of business recruiters wo[k~ng for local and state 
governments or chambem of commerce. "They don’~ genet~te as much new 
p[ope~y tax revenue as a tactorf full o[ menufactudn# equipment," notes the 
newspaper, "but they do bring talented, white-collar work forces, Mg payrolls, 
and prestige. " In addition, cities where 8 company’s executive decision- 
makers ~ve tend to benefit more from that organization’s philenthropv. 
GreenvNWs advanlages ~n ludng regional headquarters and companies’ back- 
office operations [ange from a thriving downtown to its location midway 
between Atlanta and Charlotte. 

Sha~e~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Duke’s appearance in the top 25, at No. 23, keeps 
alive 31 -year streak of either Duke or UNC being 
ranked. 

DeCock: Unexpected basketball straggles 

may ~eave empty NCAA seats 

More than 80 percent of tickets have been sold for the 

NCAA toumament’s opening weekend at Raleigh’s 

PNCArena but what happens if neither Duke nor 

North Carolina earns the right to stay close to home? 

T~iang~e RoundtaNe: What’s 

wrong with Du~e, U~C and 

N.C, S~ate? 

Our beat reporters -Andrew 

Carter, who covers UNC; Joe 

Giglio, who covers N.C. State; and 

Laura Keeley, who covers Duke - 

have the ... 

N.C. State’s 

T.J. Warren 

(24), left, 

Desmond 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe From this newsletter. ~=~Rt?ka..%2L.g.% i~ you have Further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 7:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point - Janua~ 14, 2014 

Hello, 

No Country for Young Men 

The economies of the Affordable Care Act have always been simple. If 

insurers are to keep prices in cheek, younger, healthier people must 

balance out the bills that could be racked up by sieker, older people. The 

early enrollment numbers are not encouraging. Our story analyzes data 

recently relea.,<~d }-~y-1}~" ~.i~oS, g~r~me~ L -~i r~di~g ~-1-1/~’ ~I~:~ ~aw~s 

~x~l :;kews (~ld~.’r. While total enrollment picked up in December, one-third 

of health-plan enrollees are 55 or olderi~l a ratio that insurers have said is 

too high to maintain coverage at current premiums. We note that the 

numbers highlight a fundamental challenge: How do you convince a 

young person who may not have an urgent need for health coverage to 

sign up for a policy that can cost about $9oo a month before subsidies? 

My Enemy’s Enemy 

As some rebel groups in Sw’ia 

infighting between opposition groups is just bolstering the Assad regime. 

Our story reports that pro-regime forces hav-e solidified recent gains in and 

around the northern city of Aleppo as they gear up to capture more 

territory. "Regaining Aleppo city will set in stone the reality that rebel 

groups can no longer achieve a decisive military victory over the regime," 

said an analyst with the Eurasia Group. We note that these recent 

developments have potential implications for peace talks scheduled to 

open in Geneva next week: With military gains under its belt, the Syrian 

regime might be less willing to eompronfise. 



Where the Spirit Leads You 

The world is taking a liking to Kentucky 

bourbon. As the popularity of this 

quintessential American spirit grows, 

Sm~t~~rS’~ ~ne ~~f Japa~Z~’~ bigge,’4 b~.werag~.’ 

Bean~, the second-largest maker of~neriean whiskey and o~er of Jim 

Beam, Maker’s Mark and ~ob Creek bourbons, fbr $13.6 billion. O~ 

story highlights two thirsts in one deal: corporate Japan’s for acquisitions 

abroad and the overseas markets’ for U.S. bonbon. We find that the 

planned purchase of Beam would push Suntory from No. 15 in global 

liquor dollar sales to No. 3. We also analyze the deaYs winners and 

consider -~he impl~ca ~ions of t~-~: acqu~sfl:~on from a~ invesh~ff~ s~:andpoinL 

"The Net that 2o-somethings are alrea@ drinking bourbon bodes well for 

the continued grox.~h of the industry," x.~ites Heard on the Street reporter 

Miriam Gottfried. 

I Know W~here You Live 

Ore’ smartphones are regular Benedict Arnolds, secretly passing 

information about our whereabouts to companies interested in tracking 

our every movement. We report on TurnsWle Solutions, a startup that has 

placed sensors in about 200 bu~;i~~cs~cs wi~}~in a o,7--mi~c radiu,~; in 

dow~i~:,,~wn °I"~ro~~t~ ~o t~’ack sig~~als emitted fr~m Wi--Fi~enab~ed 

smartp}~oncs, That allows the company to sell location data on people’s 

habits ~without their knowledge. Clients of Turnstyle seem to take comfort 

in not having to share these monitoring practices. "It would probably be 

better not to use this tracking systeln at all if we had to let people know 

about it," said a clothing store owner who buys location data about her 

customers. "It’s not invasive. It might raise alarms for no reason." 

WORLD 

Fie’ms Se~d g--C.ommer~,e i~~ De~:~,opi~:~g World 

Googl~~ to Bury Nes [ Labs 



NUMBER OF THE DAY 

Billion 

~.;~:~,~.:~r, the first surplus for the month since the 2oo7fiscal gear and the 

bogest on record. 

What do )ou think will be the biggest challenge for Ms. Barra in her new 

position as CEO? Send your response to :l o~)oh:~t(~.~)w~.1ioeom and follow 

13 Compiled bg Khadeeja Safdar 

READER RESPONSES 

Most of you wrote in to say that retailers, rather than banks or credit 

unio~, :<l~ou]d bear B£ cost,~ i~ sit-~atio:~:~,,~ like B~.’ Target ey[~er:<~.,eu;ity 

breach, But Steve Thomas of Pennsylvania wrote, "Catch and charge the 

people who breached the security, they are the only ones that will not pass 

the costs on to the people who were victimized." And Ben Saren of 

Massachusetts wrote that in assessing responsibility, "there are a lot of 

variables ~ Where was the credit card information stored, was there 

tokenization in the transfer of the information, or were the hacks at the 



point-of-sale themselves (e.g. the terminals)?" Mel Srybnik of Florida 

wrote that he "eam~ot understand why Americans don’t demand eards with 

ehips, eard readers brought to the table and other seeurity measures whieh 

have been in plaee in Europe for years." 

Tlzis daily briefing is named "Tlze l o-Point" after tlze nickname conferred 

by tlze editors of TIze Wall Street Journal on the lead column of tlze 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. Tlze type is smaller now but tlze name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ,~;sq... bro<>m<,@g~<~o<<~)~. For further 

asst~tanee, please contact Customer Service at s~q>p¢~rg~ &~ ,~i ~. ~m 

Copyright 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, Ine. All Rights Reserved. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Directors & Boards Magazine <dshaw@directorsandboaMs.bmsend.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 7:19 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Webinar This ThurMay: Big Data and the Board 

Free online education for 
directors and board members 
from Directors & Boards, 
your trusted independent 
corporate govemance thought 
leader. 

Featured Speakers 

Nina Henderson 
Director, CNO Financial 
Group (NYSE), Bankers 
Life & Casualty, 
Washington National, 
Colonial Penn, Walter 
Energy Inc. (VYSE) 

Mitchell D. Silber 
Executive Managing 
Director for Intelligence and 
Analytic Solutions 
K2 Intelligence 

Mitchell D. Silber 
Chief Digital Officer 
K2 Intelligence 

i-t,~ving troLiL~le vie,,,,ing ~his em~Ji? click here 

Board "Big Data" Webinar 
This Thursday 

Beyond buzz words, and focused on what directors 
need to know and how boards can use analytics to 

stay on top of corporate risks. Please register today. 

Join director Nina Henderson and K2 
Intelligence’s Mitchell D. Silber and Matt 

Unger for: 

Analytics and the Board: Using Big Data 
to Detect and Manage Risk 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 
2:30pro ET/11:30am PT 

To register for this complimentary webinar, click here. 

Advances in technology are helping boards develop accurate tools to 
further best practices in governance as well as assist in delicate 
internal investigations. Beyond that, data Llcrunching LI may 
permit boards to detect irregularities before they become 
corporate disasters. Data analytics are being applied to areas 
such as investment and business intelligence, due diligence, 

regulatory compliance, cyber threats, and reputational 
assessment, offering detailed and critical information to board 
members as they work with management to assess 
opportunities and counter threats. Directors are increasingly at 
the center of contentious disputes. They need comprehensive and 
accurate strategic information in real time to assess activist 
shareholder allegations, FCPA actions, and other risks to the 
company. 

In this 60-minute free webinar, Mitchell D. Silber, Executive Managing 
Director for Intelligence and Analytic Solutions, K2 Intelligence, Matt 
Unger, Chief Digital Officer, K2 Intelligence, director Nina Henderson 
and Jim Kristie of Directors & Boards will discuss what directors 

~’^’ ’* "~;~g technology ~’~ analy÷~ *^ ensure 
successful regulatory compliance and internal investigations. 

To register for this webinar, click here. 

Benefits 

60 minutes-maximum value for time 
Completely free to attend 
Time for questions and comments 

All participants receive a copy of the webinar materials after the 
event 
Unbiased third party director education 



Jim Kristie 
Editor and Associate 
Publisher, Directors & 
Boards 

This free webinar is brought to you through the sponsorship of K2 
Intelligence and Directors & Boards. 

Unsubscribe I Manaqe Subscription ~= Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 14, 2014 7:44 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: J.P. Morga~ Protit Edges Lower 

Morgan Profit Edges Lower 

J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.’s fourth-quarter earnings dropped 7.3% as the bank grappled 

with weak results from its investment-banking unit, but results beat expectations. 

J.P. Morgan reported a profit of $5.28 billion, or $1.30 a share, versus a profit of $5.69 

billion, or $1.39 a share, a year earlier. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence G. Ba~er <baxte@law.duke.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 8:28 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ABCs of Ba~king Law 

Thanks Lissa. I will waAt to hear from you. 

Kind regards, 

Lawrence 

O11 Jail 13,2014, at 9:59 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

tti Lawrence, 
Siuce I wrote you, a volunteer appe~xed. Let me explore subject matter fit ruth her and I will get back to you. Thanks so much for coutinuing to keep this 

iuvite in mind. I roll be back in much soon. 

Lissa 

Sere fi’om my iPad 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 9:52 PM, "Lawrence G. Ba~er" <ba~er~law.duke.edu> wrote: 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 14, 2014 9:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Jurist Magazine <Callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:48 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Wanted: Rural Lawyers; Law Schools Reduce Tuition 

Fo view this email as a web page, g¢ here, 

Janua  y 2014 
Read this issue on your phone or tabletl 

Download our new app. 

Need a job? Consider heading to small-town America. 

Scandal at Case \Nestern 

Pove4y and Humsn .~udy Advice; 7 Tiss to 
improve your GIade 

Wb..ere to Study Abioad 

A law student at Southwestern 

I..sw Sohool shsre.<~ h,gr 

expedence w[th helping women 

Where do you start if you ~’~ent to 

here for seven strs~tegies to i~eip 

you .stad this semester eft: right 

and end it with better grades 

Seven lips ;; 

Summer internships in Asia. 

Sout~l America and Centrai 

educstion and prepare students 

f," r in,errlatioru~l iawjobs 

Law School News: 
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To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:01 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Last Call: Health Care Heroes Nominations 

2014 Hea th Care Heroes Awards 
Nomination Deadline: January 20, 2014 

h~ its 13th ;~nnual Health C;~re Heroes 

will honor Triangle individuals a~d 

o~ganizations fo~ p~tting innovation and 

compassion to work to improve the human 

condition, 

Honorees will be chosen in the 

Care Innovator/~ese~rche~ 

Dend~t, Cemmutff~ Outreach, Health 

NOMINATION DEADLINE 

~onday, Januaf’y 20th 

Submission site closes at 1 

SPONSOR 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~¢y I Uns~bscribe 

Triangle B~siness Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 27612, USA 
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Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:01 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Last Call: Health Care Heroes Nominations 

2014 Hea th Care Heroes Awards 
Nomination Deadline: January 20, 2014 

h~ its 13th ;~nnual Health C;~re Heroes 

will honor Triangle individuals a~d 

o~ganizations fo~ p~tting innovation and 

compassion to work to improve the human 

condition, 

Honorees will be chosen in the 

Care Innovator/~ese~rche~ 

Dend~t, Cemmutff~ Outreach, Health 

NOMINATION DEADLINE 

~onday, Januaf’y 20th 

Submission site closes at 1 

SPONSOR 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~¢y I Uns~bscribe 

Triangle B~siness Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 27612, USA 



Shakespeareandtheclassics, butmusicaltheaterfanscantake 

open on Broadwaybetween nowandthecloseoftheseasonat ChoosingtheRightTheaterCamp 

theirchildren and grandchildren, with whom Janis’firstfanswant 

tosharetheexperience. InourexclusiveQ&A, writeranddirector 

adwa Adwrt~sm ~ ~nc F~st~rs U ~n~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 11:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of entbrcement action 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of enforcement action 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pres~enfi~rcement/20140114a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

F.L.A.M.E. Program Mailbox <flame@usoc.org> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:34 PM 

USOC FLAME Program: Scholarships Avmlable-Apply Now’. 

FLAME College.pdf; FLAME HS.pdf 

Good morning, 

Have you told your students about FLAME yet? 

Every summer, the USOC hosts a program called Finding Leaders Among Minorities Everywhere (FLAME). The program provides minority high school and college 

students with an intensive look into the complex world of the Olympics and sports business. Students are provided with exciting and rigorous curriculum aimed at 

developing both professional skills as well as Olympic sport knowledge. Students who are accepted into this highly competitive program will attend workshops 

and classes at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, Colo., where they will have the opportunity to eat at the athlete dining hall and experience life in 

the fast-paced world of elite sports. Additionally, for the first time in years, the program will expand to include a high school curriculum that will offer college 

students an opportunity to play a leadership role in. 

We are reaching out to diversity directors and administrators across the country to spread the word about FLAME. Scholarships are still available! Don’t let your 

students and athletes miss out on this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 

Please find attached the program overview that you can send electronically to interested students or print as a flyer. The online application can be found at 

TeamUSA.or_g~_~ndusion. If you have any questions please contact _F___L__A____M____E___@__.___u___s_9__c_:__o__r_g, 

Best, 

Jason Thompson 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Tuesday, January :1_4, 20:[4 :[2:4:[ PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Announcing Partner and Special Counsel Promotions 

I ii.~.iI CADWALADER I Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP ...... dwalad ...... 

January 2014 





.~i Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
LLP 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. ][f you are not the intended 
recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 
reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. ][t is the responsibility of 
the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 
Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, January. 14, 2014 1:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board seeks comment to help inform consideration of physical commodity activities by financial holding companies 

Federal Resettle Board seeks comment to help inform consideration of physical commodity activities by financial holding 

companies 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/20140114a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, plea~se contact sub~fiberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mayer Brown News <news@mayerbrown.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 2:06 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

White Paper: Understanding Your Rights in Response to a Congressional Subtx~ena 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’,qew it as a web page 

ii~ [vlayer B ...... 

As Congress begins its 2014 session, all signs point to an 

agenda dominated by aggressive congressional 

investigations. From the implementation of the Affordable 

Care Act to the conduct of the NSA surveillance program to 

perennial concerns over financial services regulation, 

Congress is likely to investigate a wide variety of matters 

that will impact public and private parties. In this primer, 

Mayer Brown lawyers discuss the general contours of 

Congress’s investigative authority and subpoena power. 

They also provide some practical advice regarding the 

protections available to the subjects of congressional 

investigations. 

Nanaqement, Government Relations anr~ White Collar Defense 

~ practices, 

....................................................................................................................................................... 

Conqressional Investiqations & 

Crisis Management 

Government Relations 

White Collar Defense & 

Compliance 

United States 

1 "~}i Follow MayeLB ....... Twitter ] 

Your Subscription Details 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Taggart <roberMaggart@bc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 2:23 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: NCAA Convention -- Dinner on Wednesday 

Thanks very much, lIiSSa, I’d love to joil’~, but I have an evening flight on Wednesday, so I don’t get in until quite late. Hope to see you Thursday afternoon and/or 

Friday morning~ 

Best, 

Bob 

Robert A. Taggar~ 

Professor o[: Finance and 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

{::arro]l S(:hoo~ of Management 

Boston College, Fuel:on t-la]l 

140 Commonwealth Ave, 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

TeL (617} 5S2-6:1.04 

Fax (617} 552-677:]. 

F~m= Broome, L~ssa L [mailto:lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, January l~, 2014 2:20 PN 
~¢~ Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); JaNe Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Lar~ Killough (lar~@~.edu); Na~ha Pu~llaz PhD 
(puNIlaz@duke.edu); Matin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael ~. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela 
Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@~u.edu); Robert Tagga~; Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue 
Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pi~.edu); Evans, Jack 
Subject~ NCM Convention -- Dinner on Wednesday 

Friends --Sue Ann and ~ corresponded about having dinner Wednesday n~ght ~n San D~ego at the NCAA Convention, ~f you wN be in town and are ~ooMng to joh~ the 

crowd, ~et’s plan on meeting 
NC~ Welcome Reception 
Location: Hilton Bayfro~t -Lawn 
Who Can Attend: Aft attendees 
This event is from 6-7:30. Maybe we could huddle up at 7:00 or so and depart for dinner (for those of us coming in from the East Coast that will be a 
fashionably late 10:00 dinner). 
I’ve also copied Jack Evans, my predecessor, whom some of you know. I saw Jack recently and he said he would be presenting on the NCAA’s involvement in 
academic issues Wednesday afternoon. So, we’d be delighted to have him join us if he doesn’t have other plans. 
In any event, hope to see some of you in San Diego and everyone else in a couple of weeks in R. Lauderdale. 
Safe travels, 
Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue A~m Bidstrup Allen <sne.allen@coe.gatech.edn> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 2:25 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Carolyn Callahan (cmc@irginia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clem~n.edu); Lain/Killough 

darc’@t.edu); Mmtha Pumllaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawldn@mimni.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko 

(mjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@nmd.edu); ParMa Pelrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsn.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); 

Richard D Carmichael (comficha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggm~bc.edu); Sam Pardue (soa~ pmdue@ncsu.edu); Sue 

Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susm~ Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Evmas, Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Convention -- Dinner on Wednesday 

Sounds good. See you at the reception! If yon can’t locate me, my cell phone number is 404-936-4739. 

Sue 

On 1/14/14 2:19 PM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

Friends --Sue Ann and I corresponded about having dinner Wednesd~,y night in San Diego at the NCAA Convention, If you will be in town ~nd are 

looking to ioin the crowd, let’s plan on meeting at 
BICAA Welcome Reception 
Location: Hilton Bayfront - Lawn 
Who Can Attend: All attendees 
This event is from 6-7:30. Maybe we could huddle up at 7:00 or so and depart for dinner (for those of us coming in from the East Coast that will 
be a fashionably late 10:00 dinner). 
I’ve also copied Jack Evans, my predecessor, whom some of you know. I saw Jack recently and he said he would be presenting on the NCAA’s 
involvement in academic issues Wednesday afternoon. So, we’d be delighted to have him join us if he doesn’t have other plans. 
In any event, hope to see some of you in San Diego and everyone else in a couple of weeks in Ft. Lauderdale. 
Safe travels, 
Lissa 

Sue Ann Bidstrup Allen 

Professo~ of Chemical & Biomolecuiar Eng. 

Associate Dean for Faculty Development & Scholarship 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

225 North Avenue 

Atlanta, GA 30332-@360 

Phone: 404-385-5053 

email:    sue.a]]en@coe.glatecP~.eGu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grace Sampson <grace@ncbankers.org> 

Tuesday, January. 14, 2014 2:55 PM 

Washington Ba~k Caucus 

Sponsorship Lis~ing, Washington Banlc Caucus 2014.docx; Registration 2014.pdf, WBC Highlights.pdf 

The NCBA’s am~ual Washington Bank Caucus will be held February. 11 14 with The Hay Adams serving as the Caucus’ headquarters hotel. The Caucus provides 

the opportuniF for bankers to make their voices heard in Washington! Not only does this meeting serve as an opportuni~ for us to make industry issues known in 

Washington, but it is also a great learning and educational opportunity for all who participate from our industly. 

There is no registration fee for this event. However, because of the limited amount of space only affiliate members who sponsor at the Caucus are permitted to 
participate. A listing of available sponsorship optx~rtunities is attached. 

Each yea~, we pack the agenda full of meetings ruth regulatoD’, in&tst~, and political leaders along ruth outings you might not experience on your own. Plans include: 

briefings by Senators Richard Burr and Kay Hagan, the FDIC, Federal Reserve, OCC, CFPB, FHFA m~d the top brass ficom the American Bankers Association. 

Please see the attached hig]th’gltts. 

You are responsible for making your o~ hotel reservations. Our room block is ahnost full so please call The Hay-Adams today (800/424-5054 and 
reference the N CBA’s Washington Bmik Caucus room block) to reserve your room. Our negotiated rate is $299.00 per ulgllL single/double. The cut-off 

date for room reservations is January 28. Our negotiated rate ~4ll not be honored after fliat date. If you would like to extend your stay, the Hay-Adams 

will honor the $299 rate from February 9 through 15. Rooms are certain to sell out qulcldy. 1VL~,KE YOUR RESERVATION TODAY. 

Please let me know if you have aa~y questions or need additional information. We look forward to seeing you in Washington! 

Grace 
Grace Sampsom Senior Vice President, Corporate Secretary & PAC Treasurer 

North Carolina Bankers Association ~ P.O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619 

Office: ~ 919.781.7979 i Toll Free: ÷ 800.662.7044 1 Fax: ~ 919.881.9909 



2014 North Carolina Bankers Association 
Annual Washington Bank Caucus 
The Hay Adams, Washington, DC 

February 11 - 13, 2014 
Sponsorship Opportunities 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 

Wednesday American Banker 

Wednesday Wall Street Journal 

$1,000 

$1,500 

Reception KILPATRICK TOWNSEND 

Dinner 

State Song and Toast Cards 

UNC v. Duke Basketball Game 

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK OF ATLANTA 

$1,000 

$1,000 plus expense 

Thursday~ February 13, 2014 

Thursday American Banker 

Thursday Wall Street Journal 

$1,000 

$1,500 

Other Sponsorships 

Motor Coach 

Name Badges 

NCBA Bulletin 

Attendee Packets 

Program 

WELLS FARGO BANK 

RAYMOND JAMES 

BRYAN CAVE, LLP 

SPILLMAN THOMAS & BATTLE 

$1,ooo 



Washington Bank Caucus 

February 11 - 14, 2014 
The Hay-Adams Hotel 
800 16th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20006 

REGISTRATION FORM 
Please complete ALL fields and duplicate fbr additional participants as needed. 

Please type or print 

Full Name 

Date of Birth 

Spouse’s Full Name 

Date of Birth 

Institution 

Mailing Address 

City, State, Zip 

Business Phone (__) 

My Member qf Congress is: 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12 

Social Security # 

Social Security # 

Name I Go By. 

Drivers License #/State 

Name I Go By 

Drivers License #/State 

Email 

Home Phone (___ 

There is no re_e_gistration fee for this event. 

Number attending Congressional Reception on February 12 

Number attending "Dutch-Treat" Dinner at The Hay-Adams on Febma~ 12 
(Cost includes dimmer and cocktails and is calculated and divided among allendees, hwoices will be sent after the event.) 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14 

Number attending breakfast (on your own) at The Hay-Adams 

*Because of_guarantees to the hotel[or Dutch-Treat events cancellations made a ter Januar 21 2014 will be billed. 

Please return this form by January 21, 2014 to: 

North Carolina Bankers Association 
PO Box 19999, iRaleigh, NC 27619-1999 
Phone 800/662-7044, Fax 919-881-9909 

Email ch ristv~%ncbanke rs.org 

If you do not receive an email confirmation, please call to confirm receipt. 



Washington Bank Caucus 
February 11 - 14, 2014 

Hay-Adams Hotel 

800 16th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20006 

(202) 638-6600 - Main 
(800) 424-5054 -- Reservations 

Washington Bank Caucus Highlights (Tentative) 

Tuesda , Februar-, 11 
Early Arrivals 

Wednesday, February 12 (Caucns begins at 11:30 am) 
Registration in the Hotel Lobby 

Lunch Briefing at the ABA 
Federal Resew-e Briefing 

Cocktail Reception and Dinner at the Hay-Adams (Dutch Treat) 

Thursday, February 13 (approximate adiournment 5:30~ 
Legislative Breakfast Briefing 

Congressional Briefings 
FDIC Luncheon and Briefing 

Briefings with CFPB, OCC and FHFA 
Dinner on Your Own 

Frida Februar 14 
Departure 

Breakfast on Your Own (Hay Adams is holding tables for the Caucus delegatiolO 

Thank you to the 2014 Washington Bank Caucus Sponsors: 

Cocktail Reception at The Hay-Adams: Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
Dinner at The Hay-Adams: Federal Home Loan Bank Of Atlanta 

Name Badges: Raymond James & Associates 
Attendee Packets: Spillman Thomas & Battle 

NCBA Bulletin: Bryan Cave, LLP 
Motor Coach: Wells Fargo Bank 

Additional sponsorships are available. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Triangle auto ~Jes ri~; Local builder buys site in north Raleigh 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

S~.~tu~? focused on ha(f<-narathor~s cha~ts amb(tkx~s plan 

What’s r~<~w this ta× 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide, 

Patent k(n 

(."aiei¢lh. hedqe fund raises 

Outer Banks b ewer~2)_£ costs w~t:h wind r>ower 

Tma~e of the Dat4; Governor’s Cuo 

_ 

Weekly ~-:d~t~o~ o~ youl" ~P~d or iPbone N~>>, 



Waste X:ldustries r’..ames new ¢00 
iXi 

UP,:(} system wants ap..otF, er B94F1 from 

Weils F.arao extei-’..ds f.yofit streak "with .$.S,~B s.:srt?I.:ss in 3Q 

Carolinas 

hocs:ng, ecor~or~: FO~ years to COMe .......................................................................................... 

_____~ 

~-~ow ~o s ~:d ~’~ ~_£ bii~on h~ less ~han a week 

~A lock indicates content available to paid subscribers. 

anir’..lats end fi, u[~pies and babies} 

16 bus~r’..ess lessons :~er’..eratbr~ Y ,should learn 

SLID[.-ISi-~OW: The hottest ddes at the Deb’o~t auto show 

Pizza Hut tests pizza b2 the slice model 

,SameSto...? cuts~ fi.:il-~,ear~ forecast,~    ~stock~ Sakes 

People 
~ 

Commercial Real 
~o,,:~ ~,, ......... 

............................................................................. Estate 

Use Tygse: Lease 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) <cmc@eservices.virginia.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 3:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Carolyn Callahan (cmc@irginia.edu); ElaJme Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clem~n.edu); Lain., Killough 
(lmry@t.edu); Mm~ha Pumllaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawldn@mimni.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko 

(mjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@nmd.edu); ParMa Pelrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsn.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); 

l~Jchard D Carmichael (camficha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggm~bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sa~ pmdue@ncsu.edu); Sue 

Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susm~ Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Evans, Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Convention -- Dinner on Wednesday 

So sorry to miss dinner but not getting in until late .,see you MI on Thursday, 

Carolyn 

Dr, Carolyn M. 

Commonwealth Professor 

Department of Curriculum ~nstruct~on and Speda~ 

Un~versRy of Virginia 

427 ErnmeL Street 

P.O~ Box 400277 

Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 

Phone: 

R~’,<: 434-243..1379 

F~m: Broome, L~ssa L [mailto:lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January ~4, 20~4 2:20 PM 
C¢: Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@~ouisvi~e.edu); JaNe Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Lar~ Killough (lar~@~.edu); Na~ha Pu~llaz PhD 
(pu~llaz@duke.edu); Matin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael 3. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); NichoMs Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela 
Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patflcia Bell~a (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@~u.edu); Robe~ Tagga~ Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue 
(sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.Ndstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa0$@pi~.edu); Evans, Jack 
Subject: NCM Convention -- Dinner on Wednesday 

Friends --Sue A~ and ~ corresponded about havi~g dinner Wednesday n~ght h~ Sa~ D~ego at the NCAA Co~vent~om ff you wN be in town and are ~ook~n8 to joh~ the 

crowd, ~e~:’s plan on meetk~ 
NC~ Welcome Reception 
Location: Hilton Bayfront -Lawn 
Who Can Attend: Aft attendees 
This event is from 6-7:30. Maybe we could huddle up at 7:00 or so and depart for dinner (for those of us coming in from the East Coast that will be a 
fashionably late ~0:00 dinner). 
I’ve also copied Jack Evans, my predecessor, whom some of you know. I saw Jack recently and he said he would be presenting on the NCAA’s involvement in 
academic issues Wednesday afternoon. So, we’d be delighted to have him join us if he doesn’t have other plans. 
In any event, hope to see some of you in San Diego and everyone else in a couple of weeks in R. Lauderdale. 
Safe travels, 
Lissa 







Airport Transportation 

Convention delegates are responsible for their own transportation from San Diego International 
Airport to the Convention hotels. 

The NCAA has secured a discount through SuperShuttle for delegates. The discounted rate for 
transportation between the airport and hotels is $8.00 one way, $16.00 round trip. (If considering 
round-trip service, please keep in mind that the NCAA will provide complimentary shuttle 
transportation from the Convention hotel s to the San Diego Airport on January 17 and 18.) 

To make SuperShuttle reservations, click here or call 1-800-blue-van and use code NCAA to 
receive the discount. 

If interested in private sedan service from SuperShuttle, the rate is $40.00 not including driver 
gratuity. 

Ground Transportation Instructions for SuperShuttle after Claiming Your Luggage 

Terminal 1 (Alaska Airlines, Southwest, United) - Follow the signs to the Ground Transportation 
Sky Bridge. Proceed to the "Shuttle for Hire Island" and ask the Transportation Coordinator for a 
SuperShuttle van. 

Terminal 2 (Aero M~xico, American Airlines, America West, British Airways, Continental, 
Delta Airlines, Frontier Airlines, Northwest, Sun County, Hawaiian, Air Canada, Allegiant Air, 
Jet Blue, Spirit Airlines, United Airlines, U.S. Airways, Virgin, Volaris, West Jet) - Exit the 
Terminal 2 doors; cross the street using the cross walk to the "Shuttle for Hire Island" and ask 
the Transportation Coordinator for a SuperShuttle van. 

Commuter Terminal (Alaska Commuter, American Eagle, Continental Connection, Delta 
Connection, Northwest Air Link, SkyWest, U.S. Air Express) - Exit the Commuter Terminal 
doors, cross over to the "Shuttle Loading Island" and ask the Transportation Coordinator for a 
SuperShuttle van. 

Shuttle to Airport for Departures from San Diego 

The NCAA will provide complimentary shuttle transportation from the Convention hotels to the 
San Diego Airport on January 17 and 18. Look for NCAA Convention signage indicating 
departure points. 

Airport Shuttle Hours: 
Friday, January 17 - 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. (circuiting all hotels) 
Saturday, January 18 - noon to 9 p.m. (circuiting all hotels) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, January. 14, 2014 4:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review i Wells Fargo posts record earnings in fourth qua~er 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

IFrozen yogurt store to open at K~ights’ new 

ballpark ..... 

Fuzzy Peach will be behind the right-field area of 

BB&T Ballpark and will be open throughout the year, I -1 "1 

DesignLi~e buyer aims to hire. ramp up 

production 

The company that now owns the assets of bankrupt 

Charlotte bus maker DesignLine says it has a new 

name. has hired 40 people and is eager to ramp up 

production. 

Wel~s ~a~go posts ~eco~d eamb~gs in foa~th 

quarter 

Mortgages tend to get a lot of attention at Wells 

Fargo. and rightly so --the bank is the country’s 

largest home lender. 

Lowe’s turns to da~a aggregato~ fo~ sales 

Mooresville-based Lowe’s Inc. is turning to a Seattle- 

based data aggregation company. Porch.corn. in a 

bid to boost its sales, the home improvement retailer 

said this week 

Appeals court sets as}de Internet ~eMtra~ity 

rules 

In a decision that could reshape consumers’ access 

to entertainment, news and other online content, a 

federal appeals court Tuesday set aside Federal 

Communications Commission rules designed to 

ensure that transmission of all Internet content be 

treated... 

US retai} sa~es inch up, b~t 

holiday spending weak 

Americans bought more clothes in 

December. shopped more 

frequently online and ate out more 

often, providing a boost to 

economic growth at the end of... 

Charter detai~s Time Warner Cable takeover 

p~an 

Charter Communications is offering more details on 

its plans to bid around $132.50 per share to take over 

Time Warner Cable. 

Per~orma~"~ce cars tak¢~ 

sta~e at Detroit show 

People still want to have fun when 

they drive. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to m~subscribe frorn this newsletter 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 14, 2014 5:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Senate Fails to Advance Bill F~xtending Jobless Benefits 

Senate Fails to Advance Bill Extending ,lobless Benefits 

Efforts to reach a bipartisan deal extending benefits for the long-term unemployed 

floundered Tuesday, sunk by squabbles over Senate procedure magnified by both parties’ 

efforts to reap political points in an election year. 

Lawmakers had been working for weeks to restore emergency unemployment insurance 

benefits that expired on Dec. 28, but progress ground to a halt Tuesday as tensions rose 

over Republicans’ role in the Senate’s legislative process. 

A series of closed-door meetings and votes produced no headway in reaching an 

agreement on an extension of the unemployment insurance. A key procedural vote to end 

debate on the bill extending the benefits failed in a party-line 55-45 vote, ending more 

than a week’s worth of unsuccessful negotiations. The measure needed 60 votes to 

advance. 

See ~ore {~overa~e ~ 

NewsAler~s WSJ 300x250 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, January, 14, 2014 5:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Testimony by Michael S. Gib~m, Director, Division of Banking Su~rvision and Regulation, on physical commodities 

Testimony by Michael S. Gibson, Director, Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation, on physical commodities 

Belbre the Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Consumer Protection, Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Atth~r~ U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

http:/Twww.federalre~rve.govinewsevent~testimony/gibson20140114a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or elnail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdeliven~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit ns on the web at http://¥~vw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 14, 2014 6:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Federal Judge Strikes Down Oklahoma Bm~ on Same-Sex Marriage 

Federal &Lxdge Strikes Do,~,~ OMahoma Ban on Name- 
Sex Mar~iage 

A federal judge struck down Oklahoma’s ban on same-sex marriage, saying it violates the 

U.S. Constitution. 

In a decision that hands another victory to proponents of gay marriage, U.S. District Judge 

Terence C. Kern in Tulsa ruled that a provision of the Oklahoma constitution that restricts 

marriage to opposite-sex couples violates the equal-protection clause of the U.S. 

Constitution’s 14th Amendment. The judge said, however, that same-sex marriage in 

Oklahoma will not start immediately and that the effect of the ruling will be stayed pending 

an appeal of his decision to a higher court. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 6:37 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies approve interim final rule authorizing retention of interests in and sponsorship of collateralized debt obligations backed primarily by 

bank-issued trust preferred securities 

Agencies approve interim final rule authorizing retention of interests in and sponsorship of collateralized debt obligations 
backed primarily by bank-issued trust preferred secu titles 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20140114b.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://vwvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 7:21 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Cuninngham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [thearg] WXYC 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forv~-arded message: 

From: Jay S mith qi aysmith@enmJl, unc.edu> 

Date: January 14, 2014, 5:39:42 PM EST 

To: athletics reform group <thea~cg@listserv.tmc.edu> 

Subject: [thearg] WXYC 

Reply-To: Jay Smith < iavsmith(~email.unc.edtc> 

Link ~o Mmy/Jay interview. And Mary. roll be on Outside the Lines today at 6. (All of this only in case you’re interested, obviously.) 

ht~://vx~x~v.mixcloud.com/DtmksButts/ma~ mllinghmn jmv smith,’ 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: Joy Renne~,@~med.unc.edn. To nnsubscribe 
clickhere: h ttp:/ilists.nnc.edu/u?id 67643430.Se23cb330d016e15946b9e2dd66a8a0e&n T&I thearg&o 34112906, or send a blmak email to leave- 
34112906-67643430.Se23cb330d016el 5946b9e2dd66a8a0e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debevoise & Himpton LLP <debevoisemail@debevoise.com> 

Tuesday, JanuaD, 14, 2014 7:36 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

CFTC Stafl’Advisory on Commodi~ Trading Advisors and Swaps 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jan. 15 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

y 15, 2014 ~, Number 10 

Securities 

Financial regulators approved an interim final rule to let banks 
retain interests in certain collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) 
backed primarily by trust preferred securities (TruPS) protecting 

such investments from Volcker rule... 

International Banking 

Reach of Creditor’s ~o Ne~ Yor~ Batiks 

The U.S. Court of AppeMs for the Second Circuit asked New 

York’s highest court whether judgment creditors can reach 

assets held in a foreign bank through the foreign bank’s branches ,n  no,n  r,no 
Regulato~ Reform 

g~pa~sa~ 8H~ Offers Narrrswer Adj~stme~t 

To Vo~cker R~e Restrictions o~ TruP~ CDOs 

Two senators, one from each side of the aisle, introduced 
legislation Jan. 13 to modify Volcker rule restrictions on trust- 

preferred collateralized debt obligations (TruPS CDOs), drawing a 

narrower line than a Republican bill introduced... 

Mortgages 

The House Financial Services Subcommittee on Financial 
Institutions and Consumer Credit heard from lenders who plan to 
stop underwriting certain loans as a result of the Consumer 
Financial Protection Board’s (CFPB) new qualified mortgage... 

Lending 

New York Department of Financial Services Superintendent 
Benjamin Lawsky has urged the administrator of a global bank- 
payments network to introduce changes to the network in an 
effort to combat illegal, usurious consumer loans conducted... 

Foreign Accounts 

Treas~W°s Rolfes Expects No Exte~sio~ 

Of ~Jl¥ :[ Deadline for FATCA RepoH:i~g 

The government will not extend the deadline for reporting and 
withholding to begin under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance 
Act past July 1, 2014, Treasury International Tax Counsel 
Danielle Rolfes said .... 

Mortgages 

.~s~ice Departn~e~t ~[~dicts ~eve~ 

The U.S. Department of Justice has indicted seven people in an 
alleged fraud scheme that involved $49.6 million in mortgage 

loans (United States v. Rabuffo, S.D. Fla., No. 14-cr-20008, 
1/7/14) .... 

Payment Cards 



The attorneys general of Connecticut and Illinois are leading a 
multistate investigation into the recent data breach at Target 
Corp. during which hackers gained access to the payment card 
information for 40 million people, as well e-mail... 

Regulatory Reform 
P~ir of ~i~s to Looser Req~ire~e~s 

The House of Representatives Jan. $4 overwhelmingly passed 
two bills that would amend the ,]umpstart Our Businesses 
Startups Act by relaxing requirements on shareholder reporting 
and broker registration .... 

Consumer Protection 

Wil~ ~a~ Ove~’ $3,5 ~4i~ior~ for Restit~tio~ 

Florida-based defendants accused of a mortgage-relief scam will 
surrender their assets and will be banned permanently from 
providing mortgage relief and debt relief services to consumers, 
according to a settlement with the Federal Trade... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

U~C, NC State seek to 

rekindle baseba~ magic in 

meeting ~t DBAP 

The Tar Heels and Wolfpack who 

were not scheduled to play each 

other in the regular season, will 

meet in a non-conference game in 

Durham on April. 

Mike Fox 

E~x-Ta~ HeN Hairs~Lon begins 

NBA D-Lea(.lue career with 

P.J. Hairston, whose playing days 

ended at North Carolina amid 

suspicion that he received 

impermissible benefits, will begin 

his professional basketball... 

Former North 

Carolina 

guard P.J. 

Hairston will 

play with the 

P.J. Hairston begins 

professionM career with 

Texas Legends in NBA D- 

League 

Hairston, who led the Tar Heels in 

scoring last season, left UNC after 

the university decided not to seek 

his reinstatement amid an 

investigation ... 

Former North 

...... Carolina 

guard P.J. 

Hairston will 

play with the 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 2760~., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)un,’.e 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. £~2[~#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 8:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Janua~ 15, 2014 

Hello, 

You Get What You Give 

The days of one-size-fits-all Internet might be limited. We report that ~ 

s{:.,-(:a]](:d r~el: r~(~{~-I ra]i-ly polio) for equal treatment of Internet traffic on 

Tuesday, opening the way for Internet serv-iee pro~iders to charge 

companies like Google and Netflix higher fees to deliver content faster. We 

find that the ruling comes as a setback for President Baraek Obama, who 

has long advocated the idea of net neutralib~. So, wha-I d~s ~his m(:a r~ for 

u~? Internet users can probably expect to have worse experiences brox~:sing 

sites that don’t pay up. We note, however, the impact of the decision 

probably won’t be felt for some time. The FCC has already raised the 

possibility of appealing the case to the Supreme Court, and other logistical 

issues still need to be sorted out. 

Whose Side Are You On? 

On Monday, we reported that infighting between rebels and al Qaeda- 

linked forces was benefiting the regime of S~ian President Bashar al- 

Assad. Now we find that E~:~ropea~ int~.’Ilige~ce agencie~ ~.~ecr~.’~:.ly m~.’~: wi~}~ 

Mr, A:,-;~ad t~) ~hare i~f~,~r:mation ~n European extremist;~ in Syxia, 

prompting concern among the Syrian leader’s opponents that Western 

capitals are starting to accept the possibility he will remain in power. 

"Western politicians have reached a certain level of maturity and 

understand that S)a’ia is fighting the Salafi-Wahabi terrorism on their 

behalf," a Syrian-American businessman close to Mr. Assad said in a 

recent interview. But officials say that the talks were specifically about 

extremists and don’t represent a broader diplomatic opening. 



Shale by Rail 

As output soars from North Dakot;.~’s 

B~kken ~,-;b.&.’, we find tb~t the *, oh.m~e of 

expanded signifieantly in the past few 

~ears. And along ~dth its movement, 

there have been deadly accidents. Bakken crude has been involved in three 

major train explosions in the past seven months, including one in Lae- 

M ~ gantie, Quebec, that left 47 people dead and, according to a firefighter 

at the scene, took 3o hours of applying special foam to extinguish. Our 

story raises safety concerns over etude chugging through dries that might 

not be equipped to respond to an emergency. "When emergency 

responders look at etude, they are thinking of a heavy etude that just sits 

there and is hard to ignite," said the head of the federal Pipeline and 

Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. But Bakken etude seems to be 

more volatile. 

What a Hoot! 

Need to buy, a gift for a newborn or toddler? Here’s some information that 

might be useful: Nurseries and children’s rooms are taking a break from 

princesses and cheesy animals in pursuit of wisdom. We report that the "it" 

critter for the baby-to--preschool group i~ now ~hc owl ~:~c~:aik, r~ arc ~c, cing 

owl--thcmcd products become huge hits this season, as parents enjoy a 

variety of benefits: the bird’s reputation for being studio~; its versatili~ of 

use ~ith both bo)~ and girls; and its staying power over other themes that 

kids tend to grow out off "When in doubt, choose owl," says a morn who 

went owl out for her son’s nurseW. 

Spli~tcr<~d System ()t~:en Faih-; Ment~]]) Ill With Low 

Judge P,~,’] cc [:s Oldah<::,m~f ~ Ban ,n Same-Sex )~’I~ rria~es, 

WORLD 

Egypt Holds Ek~cti.on I.Jnd<:~r Tight S~c~ rib= 

Dare [o Boost 



MARKETS 

NUMBER OF THE DAY 

That is the startling lifetime accuracy of the S~per ~:~oud Predid-or ~4i"th.~: 

s~)ek m~r/,"~:~’L 2~ffs ge(~r’, it p~x*dk:,h~ the Dow will rise fi)r 2o14 in the event 

of a Seagle or San Frane~co win and &op ~the winner ~ Denver or New 

England. 

Who do you think will suffer more political damage from Mr. Yaalon’s 

statement [] Mr. Yaalon or Mr. Kerry’? What’s the reasoning behind your 

choice? Send your response to ~op,A~t@w.,~j.eom and follow 

(>C~:rardTBak~.’r on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khade@ Safdar 

READER RESPONSES 

In response to my question about the bigg~’:<t challe~ge 

CEO~ Mary Bar~’a, Selena Anguiano of Texas ~Tote: "Getting men in her 

own country, and in those where women are still more strictly considered 

the homemakers, to listen. (She should spend time working the European 

markets; they are less afraid of women there.)" Tony B~ne of Virginia 

urged Ms. Barra to streamline GM’s light-truck branding, keeping either 



GMC or Chevy for trucks, but not both. From California, h’ene DeBlasio 

wrote that she hopes the U.S. government placing a priority on lighter 

vehicles producing lower enfissions won’t deter GM from prioritizing 

vehicle safety. Tom Hanthorn of Nebraska wrote that the CEO’s biggest 

challenge will be "portraying GM as a sustainable company in the eonfing 

election year. How can she overcome the real facts that the govermnent 

bailed out GM, and is on the hook for the losses within the stock 

downturn?" 

Tlzis daily briefing is named "Tlze l o-Point" after tlze nickname conferred 

bg the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lO-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are eurrently subscribed a~s !~);sq... broome@~r~(~oed~. For further 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at s~q)p(~rf( ?,~ .~f ~. ~m 

Copyright 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 8:49 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - How to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$285°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt wit[ be your re.~strat~o~ confh~mat~o~ 

Friday March 7th, 2014 
This workshop serfs out quickty 

Location: 

Conference Center 

S~a~e Bar of Geor#a 
104 Marietta St., NW, Suite 100 

3rd Root, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For direct~on~ 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns a~ 8:30 

Workshop start5 promptly a~ 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours will be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

Attend tMs workshop and receive your free gift- the entire 

program on demand for 1 ful.[ year~ 

Can’t attend? No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Discount Group Ra 

Contact Susan at: susan@si~entmessa£es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimoniak 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 



Silent Messsges corn i 808 Langston Oourt i ~’~,~,~nue~ Florida 3280,1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 9:50 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIMI~; Rt’;PORTS: 

tli ,MSBOROI IGI{ ARI~;A: 
****vandalism repo~ed 01/14/14, I2:25 pro, Hx~,~~ 70 W. at the Eno river bridge 

I responded to the above location in reference m a suspicious condition call. The re~Nng pm~ advised that when they came home they saw a suspicious veNcle 

parked in their driveway. U~n arrival I locamd ~e vehicle in their driveway ne~ m the Eno Aver Bridge. The veNcle was unoccupied N~t was still veD~ wa~ from 

where it had been driven recently. I walked down the emba~ent and located a~-o subjects spray painting gmNfi on the un&rside of the bridge. We questioned them 

about what they were spraying on fl~e walls, but they refused m explain what the words meant. We then had Orange Central check both subjects tbr wa~ants. Orange 

Central advised flint neither atbject had a~y wawants. We rook photos of the spray pmnted wall and of the multiple spray cans lying on the ground. I flaen 

citatior~a to N)fl~ suspec~ for Vandalism of s~te propeW. I alto advised flaem that fl~ey were not to return to that location. Be£~m letting fl~em go I made fl-~em clean up 

all flee spray ca~,s and t~ash that fl~ey had brot@-d with {hem and placed it ir~ my car t~ be disv~aed o£ 

****Break in ~o locked residence mpormd 01/13/14, 12:20 pro, 44I 1 West CornwNlis Rd near DRham Co. 
The victim noliced that the deadbo~l lock on his entN door was unlocked. He noticed boxes of books turned over and strewn about..A watch and an iphone 4 was the only 
thing missing from his residence~ Value $20,00 
.... Break h~ ~o locked veNcle mpo~ed 01/13/14, 8:33 am, 123 ~2Niam Nooper Rd 
The victim said that the vehicle was last secure Sunday night and when he came out this morning he found it broken into this morning. EntN was gained by buOing out the 
passenger side window and taken from inside were 3 car audio amps and CD player. The victim stated that he had just bought the vehicle and juO had the stereo system put 
in it. Value $900.00 
CEDAR GROVE AREA: 

****Larcc~*y l?om consm~cfion site mpo~ed 01/13/14, 4: I 1 pro, 2530 Smmy Lane 

The victim advised that he hM last ~en on site about two weeks ago. He said there were two locations on his propeW that had items stolen. The first was a open 

shed that had 200 t}et of copper wire stolen. It is unsown what gauge the mm is. The second location a shed that is ~ing built and ~ken fro,n it was a 

generator, RyoN skill saw. sa~d 2 gNtons of gas. No value given 

Ct {APEL I{II ,L AREA: 

****Break in {o locked residence mtx)rmd 01/13/14, 8:55 am, 1903 Neville Rd 
I ms~nded to an Marm on Neville Road. U~n amvM, I fouM the glass had been broken out of tl~e bacMoor. The homeowner advised that nothing was missing. One 

neigh~r stud he saw an unusud vehicle in the area at the time of the break in. The neighbor advi~d that he saw an older model square s~,le bla:k Chexs, track win a 

gray camNr shell ou it pull iuto the driveway aud sit avx.Nie ~fi:~m leaviug. 

**** B~eak in m uulocked residence un&r couatmction Repo~ed 01/lg14, I 1:00 pm 507 Old FayeRcville Rd 

tle s~d that he returned around 3:00 pm and noticed tim gacks in the front ya, d. WNle investigating fl~e tim tracks he found that during fl~e night ~)meone had 

removed the cover to the crawl space, went un&r the house, and cut out ahem 30 [~et of copper pipe. The owner s~ted that the thiefhM also cut the plastic water 

pipe that ran to the pump. The owner stated flint the thief caused about $1,500.00 worth of damage for about 30 dollars’ wo~h of pipe. 
NOTE: I RECEIVED THE BELOW E-MAIL FROM A CITIZEN WANTDqG TO SHARE, I COUI ,D NOT HAVE SAID IT ANY BETTER 

My husband and I moved to the CNdwell area six montN ago they suggested I write you, and tell you of a recent seam tMt Mppened 
to me that you might want to caution our citizens to be aware of even though it happens frequently. 
My Yahoo e~il account was ~cked tNs past Monday and an e~il went out to M1 of my con~cts under my ~me requesting money, 
saying t~t I was in the U~ine and ~d mn into ~c~g~ and needed help i~neNateb~. My e~il list is fNrly small, o@ 250 con~cts, 
compared to some, but it still took me and Yahoo 3 days to clean up the mess they made of my Yahoo account. People need to be 
vigilant about changing their sign on and passwords o~en and don’t use the same passwoN for M1 of their acco~ts oNine. They 
should ~e eveu precaution tlmt their email se~er suggests they ~e BEFO~ they ~ve to spend countless hot~s cleamng up their 
hard ~ve like I 
But most of NI, please do not answer those suspicious sounding letters asking for money. Contact those friends who they clam to be 
~ m&ing s~e they are still safe and warm in their homes~ 
TNs ~ppem frequently, but it is never too often to mnfind people to be cautious and not to send money to people soliciting by e~il, 
even though they are clN~ng to be someone they know. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch ~lark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Wednesday, January 15,2014 10:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Just a few seats left for Businessperson of the Year. 

 eet Scot Wingo 
2013 Businessperson of the Year 

2013 was an exciti~sg and s~ccessfuf year" 

for ma~y companies in the Trian.~le. It was 

especiafty so for Scot Wingo and 

Channe~Advisor. If yo~’re a Triangle 

Business JoumM reader, you already know 

that Mr~ ~/’~lsgo has been selected as oar 

2013 Businessperson of the Year~ 

We will honer Mr. Wingo witts a breakfast 

event en January 16th. I~’s a g~eat chance 

~o mee~ w~th him and g~ve yo~r persona~ 

congratulations, We ~v~te you to The 

Umstead [o m~ngle wkh Mr. VVmgo and a~ o~ 

yo~r extraordinary peers as we ce~ebrate 

the year in business and look forward to 

2014. 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, January t 6th 

7:30AM 

WHERE: 

The Umstead Hotel 

Cary, NC 27513 

SPONSORS 

Ferwald to a Friend i Privacy I Unsubscdbe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Gtenweod Ave. Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC~ 27612~ USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 15, 2014 12:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Tlm~k You for Your Inquiry to The New York Times 

~ The New York Times 

Thank you ti~r your inquiry to The New York Times. 

This email address is not monitored. For assis~tance, choose one of the lbllowing options: 

¯ To view or change your email ne~ sletter subscriptions, sign in to NYTimes.com and visit 

the My Accom~t area at htDs://n~yaccom~t.nvtimes.com/nmn~be,cente,!myaccount.htrnl. 

¯ To view or change your home delivery subscription information, visit 

www.homedelive~5~n’dimes.com. 

. To view or change your digital subscription intbrmation, sign in m NYTimes~com m~d visit 

the My Account area at https:/imvaccount.nytimes.con-gmembementer/myaccount~html. 

Sincerely. 

Customer Care 

The New York Times 

help(&nvtimes.com 

This is m~ autonmted email. If you reply to this email, you will not receive a response. 

If you would like m see The New York Times’s privacy policy, please click here. 

© 2013 The New York Times Company 

P.O. Box 8041, Davenport, IA 52808-8041 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Brown <trt@trtcle.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 15, 2014 12:50 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

TRT CLE Newsletter - January 2014 

[ii~~ TR TOLE-EmaiI-Header-(2012-07-02) png ] 

TRT CLE SNAPSHOT and NEWSLETTER JANUARY 2014 

*nots - N EW telephone courses introduced for 2014 

Legal Ethic Issues UPDATES (cfick titts to continua reading) 

1. PROFESSIONALISM - fawyer has poss~bb tort claim against c~bnt that a~bgedly got 

her booted as a firm partner 

2, TRIAL CONDUCT .- attorney isn’[ entitbd to deduct court-ordered sanctbns as 

bus~ness expenses 

3, ~R~CLI~NT R~LAT~ONSNIP - etMcs pane~ asks Colorado Supreme Court to 

amend rubs, authorizing Mari~uana advice 

4. ~RIAL CONDUC~ - a lawyer may represent her romantic partner ~n a ~andlord4enant 

actbn even though she Hves w~th hhn on the prope~Sy 

TELEPHONE CLEtCPD COURSES 
Ethics Hours 

Assista~sce of Counse~ 
Fu~)da~ental Right? 

F~rst Ru~e of Legs} Ethics 
Conflicts of ~nterest 

Conseque~ces of Lawyer 

Costs of Poor Professbnal 
Judgement 

Ethica~ Problem 
Met~odo~ooy 
~th~cN Ways to Avoid 

Conflicts 

of $oc~a~ ~ed~a and Recent 

Deve~o#me~ts 
~mm~g~at~on, G~een Cards & 
D~sc~#~na~y Actions 
Maintaining Pro~ess~e~a~sm amid 
ChN~enghsg Conundrums 
Primer on Con~c[s of I~te~est 
Soc~a~ ~ed}a a~d D~scove~y: 

Access, Deve~o#me~ts 

Substance Abuse, $u~ck~e and 
M~sjudgme~ts P~ague the 
P~ofess~o~ 

All Telephone CLE 

TELEPHONE CLE/CPD COURSES 

~ Arbitrations * A Binding Substitute 
for Li[igation 

~ ~mployr~ent Law a~d Risk 
~a~ageme~t for SmN~ Bus~ess 

~ Bmp~oyment D~scHm~nat~o~ and 
Workplace C~a~rns 

~ ~anag~ng Your ~xperts ~n 

D~scovery and TdN 

e ~ed~ation ~de~s to Benefit You~ 

Telephone CLE 
ONLINE CLE COURSES 

e LE121: Bench a~d Bar .-- 
Substance Abuse a~d Other 
~sjudgments 

~ &Bt22: ~ve~ar Buffet of Recess 
~th~cs & Profess~o~a}~sn~ ~ssues 

~ L~123: Noxious Ca~ses- 
Po~soNng the We~l of 

e LE128: Top 10 ~th}cs C~al~enges 

¯ CB311 : A~bitration - Basics and 
Procedure 

~ CE312: Mediation --. Basics and 

~ CB5t4: Lega~ ~ed~s and the 

h~ter~eUWeb 

Online CLE 

On ~ Persoeel Note,.. 



Eedy on e summe~ New England Sunday evening e Ifesh s~orm arose so quickly thet 

M~k Tha]l~nder lost cent[el of Ms borrowed c~, with h~s vehicle crashing ~Rto ~he 

9u~draH ~s he was tossed about ~ the c~b and stopp~ng oRcom~ng t~aff~c, He ~ost eve[ 

50% of h~s Mood h~ the acc~den~ w~th Ms ~eft erm tom from ~ts socket On the wey to the 

oper~[in~ room Ma~k explained hew essent~e~ ~t w~s thai his ~vr~ be saved: ’q arr~ an 

o~gan[st a~d pienist and real~y need thet erm," he pleaded as he was whisked elf to 

surgery. But a~as, his arm was amputated. A one-armed v~uoso organist was 

u~doubtedly to be p~t~ed, wouldn’t you tM~k? Yet h~ sp~te of al~ odds. today ThaHander ~s 

perhaps the most proclaimed o~e~a~med organist al~ve~ Using Ms dght finge~s ~nd with 

both feet on the pedals, he perfom~s w~th such skHI that ~istene~s Welled never guess his 

~imi[etions. Tha~lender has performed an amez~g fant~s[e on Ven Dyke’s 1907 poem 

"Joyful, JoyNH, We Adore Thee" set [o ~he f~mous "Ode [o Joy" melody of [he f~na~ 

movement of Ludwig van Beethoven’s fi~a~ symphony, Symphony No. 9. True~ ~ife isn’t 

fa~[. How tempth~g it must be for ThaHa~der to mourn his misfortune. YeL in spite of his 

~oss Th~l~ande~ has more ~mpo~tant missions to accomplish ~s he shares Ms gifts a~d 

contributions w~h ~isteners a~ound ~he woHd. So whenever temp~ed to dwell on how 

unfair ~ife is, ~e[’s take a moment to ~eca~l Ma~k [h~i~ander and his ~ccomp~ishme~[s m 

spite of any hand,cap such as a one-armed, yet re~owned, v~Ruoso at the orga~ as he 

9~ays the King of h~struments. ~ B~ 

TRT, 

4354{~ F’i~estone 

~..eesbdr.g, VA 20176 
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From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ncaaconvention@shortst ravel.corn <registrations@planningpoint.net > 

Wednesday, January 15, 20~_4 1:12 Pr4 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

2014 NCAA Convention ~, Feedback on Education Sessions 

We hope you are enjoying your time in San Diego. 

On Wednesday and Thursday at the NCAA Convention, 25 education sessions will be offered. Descriptions of the education sessions can be found on pages 33-~15 of your Convention 

program or in the 2014 NCAA Convention app. 

New at the Convention this year is an opportunity to provide real-time feedback on education sessions through a short online survey. Your feedback is valued and will help shape the 
education sessions offered at future NCAA Conventions. 

Please CL.~[CI< HERE to be directed to the education-session survey. You may return to the survey after each education session Wednesday and Thursday ~ simply choose the session 
you attended from the drop-down list to start the survey. 

For feedback on your overall experience at the 2014 NCAA Convention, a link to the post-Convention survey will be transmitted by email on Tuesday, ,]anuary 21. Please be on the 

lookout for that survey as well. 

Thank you for your time and valuable feedback. 

With best regards, 

NCAA Convention management 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <replytriangle@bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New Year, Improved You 

i ~ NewYear, ImprovadYou 

The Triangle Business Journal will help you work smarter for a new and 

improved you. V’vlth a subscription, you’ll find answers to important questions such 

as: 

[]VVhere are our opportunities? 

[]How can we meet our goals? 

[]How do we find leads? 

[]How can we stay ahead of the competition? 

Our team of expert reporters answer your questions 

and provide business intelligence within our 

Weekly Edition and daily email newsletters. 

25% off the regular 
subscription price. 

Plus, if you sign-up now our marketing team has promised to include the digital 

Book of Lists and take 25% off the regular subscription price. 

Mark this off as the first strategic move you make in 2014. 



Satisfaction Guarantee: We will deliver on our promise te help you work smarter. If for any 

reason, at any time, you are dissatisfied, you may cancel your subscription and 

receive a full refund on all unoser~ed issues. 

i ::~,~ Trisngle Business Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Beige Book 

Beige Book 
Informal review by the Federal Reserve Banks of current economic conditions in their Districts 
http:/!www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy!beigebook!default.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http:i/www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:14 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
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Call for Applications 

Free University of Berlin and Hebrew University of Jerusalem -Joint interdisciplinary PhD Program in Human Rights 

"Human Rights under Pressure - Ethics, Law and Politics" (HR-UP) is a new 3-year Doctoral Program offered together by the Freie Universitat Berlin and the Hebrew University of 

Jerusalem, funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) and the Einstein Foundation Berlin. HR-UP offers young researchers a unique opportunity to conduct cutting-edge 

research in three sub-fields of the most pressing contemporary challenges for human rights: Human Rights and Crises and Emergencies; Human Rights and Diversity; and Human 

Rights and Globalisation. 

The program is interdisciplinary, welcoming candidates whose research is in relevant fields of Law, Social Sciences or the Humanities, including social work and educational sciences. 

Please refer to the Program’s website for a list of participating senior researchers. 

HR-UP will begin in October 2014. Doctoral researchers accepted to the program will participate in both jointly and locally held courses, including a two-week introductory intensive 

course in Jerusalem, joint interdisciplinary colloquia, research ’master-classes’, joint lecture series and three annual summer schools in Berlin - and will be jointly supervised by 

participating senior researchers from Germany and Israel. In principle, Doctoral degrees will be awarded by the institution serving as the Doctoral researcher’s home institution (Hebrew 

University of Jerusalem or Freie Universitat Berlin). The possibility to award a joint doctoral degree is also envisaged. 

FUNDING: In its upcoming 2014 intake HR-UP will offer 14 Doctoral Fellowships (7 in Berlin and 7 in Jerusalem). Each Doctoral Fellowship includes a monthly stipend of approx. Euro 

1,400 = and is awarded for a period of maximum 36 months 

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS: Applicants interested in taking part as Doctoral researchers in HR-UP must: 

= Conform to the general admission requirements of the university which will serve as their preferred home institution (including specific department requirements). 

- Possess a qualifying degree (generally, a research Masters) in Law, Criminology, Philosophy, Political Science, History or other relevant discipline, with a high level of excellence 

- Possess excellent English language skills (both oral and written), with a minimal 90 TOEFL grade (or equivalent). 

Submit the following documents: 

- a curriculum vitae 

~ prior degree credentials 



- two letters of recommendation 

- a letter of motivation and 

- a 3-page description outlining the envisaged individual research idea including its relation to one of the above mentioned fields and the concept of Human Rights under Pressure 

Applicants may apply for admission to either or both universities and should note their preference, if any, in their application. Please note that only applications in English will be 

accepted. 

FINAL DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS is January 27th, 2014. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For further information, and to apply, please visit http:!/www.hr-up.net 

Call For Papers 

Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth Seventh Annual Conference on innovation Economics 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 - Friday, June 20, 2014, Northwestern University School of Law in Chicago, IL 

Matthew L Spitzer, Director 

Daniel F Spulber, Research Director 

The Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth is issuing a call for original research papers to be presented at the Seventh Annual Conference on Innovation Economics. 

The conference will be held at the Northwestern University School of Law in Chicago, IL The conference will run from approximately 9:00 A.M. on Thursday, June 19, 2014 to 3:00 PM on 

Friday, June 20, 2014 

OVERVIEW: The conference is organized by Daniel F. Spulber. The papers for this conference will be selected by a scientific committee 

The goal of this conference is to provide a forum where economists and legal scholars can gather together with Northwestern’s own distinguished faculty to present and discuss high- 

quality research relevant to intellectual property (IP) protection, innovation, and entrepreneurship. 

For information on previous conferences see: http:fl~.law.northwesternedu/faculty/programs/searlecenter/events/entrepreneur 

This conference will be an important component of the Searle Center’s expanded entrepreneurship and innovation focus. Conference participants will explore the connections between 

IP, innovation, and entrepreneurship through empirical and theoretical economic and legal analysis. This interdisciplinary conference will be composed of presentations by leading 

researchers in economics and law, and participating authors will have their papers formally discussed by leading thinkers in the field. In addition, the conference will draw audiences of 

academics in economics, law, and business, as well as legal and business practitioners, government officials, and public policy makers 

TOPICS: This year’s conference will place particular emphasis on technology standards and standards organizations Topics include: 

- Technology Standards and incentives to innovate 

- Standards Organizations (SSOs and SDOs) 

- Technology Standards and economic efficiency 

- Patents 

-IP law and regulation 

- Innovation 

- Invention and R&D 

- The role of IP in vertical specialization and market entry 

-IP and markets for technology 

- Innovation and entrepreneurship 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Papers for the conference should be submitted to the following email address: editiems@,kellogg northwestern edu 

ATTENDANCE: Potential attendees should indicate their interest in receiving an invitation at 

At least one author of each accepted paper is expected to attend the conference Authors of each accepted paper will receive a speaker fee of $1,500 per paper, regardless of the 

number of authors. Authors are encouraged to use the speaker fee to cover reasonable transportation expenses since the conference will not otherwise support flights and incidental 

expenses. The Searle Center will, however, make hotel reservations and pay for rooms for at least one author from each paper to attend the conference, to include the nights of 

Wednesday, June 18 and Thursday, June 19. Authors are expected to attend and participate in the full duration of the conference. 

REVIEW PROCEDURE AND TIMELINE: 

Conference Papers Submission Deadline: Papers for the conference should be submitted to the following email address: editiems@kellogg.northwestern.edu by February 7, 2014. 

Notification Deadline: Authors will be notified of decisions by March 14, 2014. 

Potential attendees should send a message indicating their interest to d-gundersen@law.northwestern.edu by June 9, 2014. 

JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS & MANAGEMENT STRATEGY: The conference is organized in cooperation with the Journal of Economics & Management Strategy (JEMS), which is edited by 

Daniel F. Spulber. JEMS encourages submissions on the economics of innovation. Submissions are independent of the conference. Authors presenting papers at the conference need 

not submit to JEMS and are welcome to publish their work in other venues. To submit to the Journal of Economics & Management Strategy, submit the paper on ScholarOne at: 

http:!!mc.manuscriptcentral, comliems 

Papers prepared for the conference will be permanently hosted on the Searle Center website - http://v~w.law.northwestern.edu/searlecenter 

ABOUT THE SEARLE CENTER: The Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth at Northwestern University School of Law was established in 2006 to research how 

government regulation and interpretation of laws and regulations by the courts affect business and economic growth. Information on the Searle Center’s activities may be found at: 

httl3://www.law, northwestern.edu/searlecenter 

Call For Papers 

Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth Fifth Annual Conference on Internet Search and innovation 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 - Friday, June 6, 2014, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL 

The Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth is issuing a call for original research papers to be presented at the Fifth Annual Conference on Internet Search and 

Innovation. The conference will be held at the Northwestern University School of Law in Chicago, IL. The conference will run from approximately 9:00 A.M. on Thursday, June 5, 2014 to 

3:00P.M on Friday, June 6, 2014. There will be a dinner reception and keynote address on Thursday night. 



OVERVIEW: The conference is organized by Professor Daniel F Spulber, Research Director, Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth and Elinor Hobbs Distinguished 

Professor of International Business, Professor of Management Strategy, Kellogg School of Management, and Professor of Law, Northwestern University School of Law (Courtesy) 

The goal of this conference is to provide a forum where economists and legal scholars can gather together with Northwestern’s own distinguished faculty to present and discuss high- 

quality research relevant to Internet search and innovation The conference will cover academic work on Internet search and innovation, and the discussion will examine related public 

policy issues in antitrust, regulation, and intellectual property. 

TOPICS: Topics include: 

- Internet search and antitrust 

- Privacy issues in Internet search and marketing 

- Competition and barriers to entry in two-sided markets 

- Business method inventions and patents for Internet inventions 

- The Internet, innovation, and intellectual property 

- Market design, platforms, and e-commerce 

- R&D and innovation in high-tech 

- Open standards and entrepreneurship 

- Data portability 

- Cloud computing 

- Joint work in economics and computer science on search algorithms and other topics related to Internet search 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Papers for the conference should be submitted to the following email address: editiems@kello.~.q.northwestern.edu 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance for this conference is by invitation only. Potential attendees should indicate their interest in receiving an invitation by sending a message to Derek Gundersen 

at d-.qu ndersen @law. northwestern.edu 

HONORARIUM: Authors will receive an honorarium of $1,500 per paper. The honorarium is intended to cover reasonable transportation expenses. Government employees and non-US 

residents may be reimbursed for travel expenses up to the honorarium amount. Authors are expected to attend and participate in the full duration of the conference. If more than one 

author attends the conference, the honorarium or travel reimbursement will be divided equally between the attending authors. 

The Searle Center will make hotel reservations and pay for rooms for authors and discussants for the nights of Wednesday, June 4, 2014 and Thursday, June 5, 2014. 

REVIEW PROCEDURE AND TIMELINE: 

Conference Papers Submission Deadline: Papers for the conference should be submitted to the following email address: editiems¢~kelloqq.northwestern.edu by February 3, 2014. 

Notification Deadline: Authors will be notified of decisions by March 3, 2014. 

Potential attendees should send a message indicating their interest to Derek Gundersen at d-qundersen~,law.northwestern.edu by June 2, 2014. 

JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS & MANAGEMENT STRATEGY: The conference is organized in cooperation with the Journal of Economics & Management Strategy (JEMS), which is edited by 

Daniel F. Spulber. JEMS encourages submissions on Internet search and innovation. Submissions are independent of the conference. Authors presenting papers at the conference 

need not submit to JEMS and are welcome to publish their work in other venues (with appropriate acknowledgement of the Searle Center). To submit to the Journal of Economics & 

Management Strategy, access ScholarOne at: http:!lmc.manuscriptcentral.com!jems 

Papers prepared for the conference will be permanently hosted on the Searle Center website: http://wvwv law northwestern.edu/searlecenter 

ABOUT THE SEARLE CENTER: The Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth at Northwestern University School of Law was established in 2006 to research how 

government regulation and interpretation of laws and regulations by the courts affect business and economic growth. Information on the Searle Center’s activities may be found at: 

http:il~’~^tw.law.northwestern.edulsearlecenter 

George Mason Law & Economics Center Presents "The FTC: 100 Years of Antitrust and Competition Policy’’ 

February 13, 2014, George Mason University School of Law 

The Law & Economics Center is pleased to announce the 17th Annual George Mason Law Review Antirust Symposium on Thursday, February 13, 2014 at George Mason University 

School of Law. This year’s topic is "The FTC: 100 Years of Antitrust and Competition Policy". The conference is organized by the George Mason Law Review and sponsored by the Law & 

Economics Center 

OVERVIEW: In commemoration of the Federal Trade Commission’s centennial, the symposium will focus on the FTC’s unique contributions to the development antitrust policy The 

symposium will feature an opening keynote address by FTC Chairwoman Edith Ramirez and a keynote lunch panel featuring several former FTC Chairs including Jon Leibowitz; 

TimothyJ. Muris, ProfessorofLawatGeorgeMason University School of Law; JamesC Millerlll; and Deborah P. Majoras The remainderofthedaywillconsistofpaneldiscussionson 

the Commission’s role in several developing areas of antitrust and will feature the Honorable Douglas H. Ginsburg, Professor of Law at George Mason University School of Law; FTC 

Commissioner Julie Brill; FTC Commissioner Maureen K. Ohlhausen; and FTC Commissioner Joshua D. Wright, Professor of Law (on leave) at George Mason University School of 

Law. 

PANELISTS: Confirmed panelists include: 

- William Blumenthal, Partner, Sidley Austin LLP 

- The Honorable Julie Brill, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission 

- George S. Cary, Partner, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP 

- James C. Cooper, Director, Research and Policy, Law & Economics Center, George Mason University School of Law 

- The Honorable Douglas H. Ginsburg, Senior Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit; Professor of Law, George Mason University School of Law 

- Justin "Gus" HuFz,,itz, Assistant Professor of Law, University of Nebraska College of Law 

- John "Jay" Jurata, Partner, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 

- Thomas G. Krattenmaker, Professor Emeritus, Georgetown University Law Center and Dean Emeritus, William & Mary Law School 

- Jon Leibowitz, Partner, Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 

- William C. MacLeod, Partner, Kelley Drye & Warren LLP 

- Deborah P. Majoras, Chief Legal Officer and Secretary, Proctor & Gamble 

- Bruce McCulloch, Partner, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer 

- A. Douglas Melamed, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, Intel Corporation 

-James C. Miller III, Senior Advisor, Husch Blackwell LLP 

- Adam Mossoff, Professor of Law, Senior Scholar in the Center for Protection of Intellectual Property, George Mason University School of Law 

- Timothy J. Muris, George Mason University Foundation Professor, George Mason University School of Law 

- The Honorable Maureen K. Ohlhausen, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission 

- Sharis A. Pozen, Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP 

- The Honorable Edith Ramirez, ChaiFz,,oman, Federal Trade Commission 

- Bilal Sayyed, Partner, Kirkland & Ellis LLP 

- Chetan Sanghvi, Senior Vice President, NERA Economic Consulting 

- The Honorable Joshua D. Wright, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission; Professor of Law (on leave), George Mason University School of Law 



- Todd J Zywicki, George Mason University Foundation Professor, George Mason University School of Law 

REGISTRATION: Registration fee is $100 No charge for government employees, academics, and non-profits 

You may register through the following link: http://wvwv.cvent.com/d/m4qgym 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information regarding these conferences or other initiatives of the Law & Economics Center, please visit: http:flwvwv.MasonLEC.orq 

Call or send an email to Jeff Smith, Coordinator, Henry G. Manne Program in Law & Economics Studies, at 703.993.8382 or jsmithQ~,gmu.edu 

For more information on the George Mason Law Review, please visit: http:/!wv~"w.georgemasonlawreview.org 

The Centaur Jurisprudence Project Conference: The Legalization of Culture and the Enculturation of Law 

Friday, 21 February 2014, Faculty of Law, McGill University, Montreal, Canada 

This one-day conference will explore the potential of legal pluralism to account for the varied and dynamic roles of culture within legal discourse. Can legal pluralism create a richer 

model of legal knowledge, one that reflects plural cultural narratives, while still offering a normative foundation for formal legal processes? Or does it entail abandoning a distinctively 

legal discourse in favour of an assemblage of anthropological and legal knowledge or "centaur discipline"? In short, can legal pluralism bring culture within the domain of law? 

PANELISTS: Featuring four panels of distinguished speakers, the conference will explore these questions from a multidisciplinary perspective in the context of the 

recognition/accommodation of minority cultural practices, aboriginal law, alternative dispute resolution, and international law Confirmed panelists are: 

Panel 1, chaired by Prof Alison Dundes Renteln (Law/Anthropology, USC): 

= Prof. David Howes (Anthropology, Concordia) 

- Prof Pascale Fournier (Law, Ottawa) & Preet Kaur Virdi (SOAS, London) 

= Prof. Anthony Connolly (Law, ANU) 

- Prof. Lucia Belucci (Law, Milan) 

Panel 2, chaired by Prof. Ron Niezen (Law/Anthropology, McGill): 

- Prof. Kirsten Anker (Law, McGill) 

- Prof. Justin Richland (Anthropology, Chicago) 

- Prof. Jennifer Hendry (Law, Leeds) 

- Mr Thomas Burelli (Law, U Ottawa) 

Panel 3, chaired by Prof. Frederic Bachand (Law, McGill): 

- Prof. Eric Reiter (History, Concordia) 

- Prof. Morgan Brigg (Pol Sci, Queensland) 

- Prof. Bruce Arrigo (Criminology, UNC Charlotte) 

- Prof Kristin Doughty (Anthropology, U Rochester) 

Panel 4, chaired by Prof Annie Bunting (Law & Society, York): 

- Prof. Rene Provost (Law, McGill) 

= Prof Kamari Maxine Clarke (Anthropology, Yale) 

- Prof. David Chandler (IR, Westminster) 

- Ms Genevieve Painter (Law& Social Policy, UC Berkeley) 

FURTHER INFORMATION: More information on panelists and papers are available at: http://www mcgill.ca/culture-law 

REGISTRATION: You may register at http://www.mcgillca/culture-la~lregistration 

Registration is open until January 21. 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Obama in Raleigh: Breakthrough year tbr America 



N~C, Solar Center: Small businesses siso.:.aldp/t fear Sotadze 

HCL Technologies anno.up..ces r’..ew ctouddocused p{ertp..ership 
v,;itis csc 

gudqe @sm~sses lawsuit cha~ie~-~q~ng Obamacare’s tax credits ........................................................................................................................................................ 

w~h a d~nner 

Ask Career ~qo}¢{; What ~o do when2ouYe 25 and never had 
full--t~me~@.~ Xs ~t OK to look at notes when answering 
~n~e~wlew 

~ A lock indica’~s content available to paid subsc~rs. 

Faceboo~, readies its own news reader product 

People 

..... .................. .................. 

Featured Event 

}}~s~eess#erso~ of the ~’e~r: 



UX D~s~,tn~’- Si~joum~ls 

O~’ed:or of Clir~cs~ Services - Pff~ehu~st Ned~caJ CJ~nic 

Se~l’ch ]obs Post a Job 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 5:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Hou~ Passes Spending Bill 

House Passes Spending Bill 

The U.S. House, shunning the budget brinkmanship of recent years, passed a $1.012 

trillion bill Wednesday that would fund the government for the next 8½ months. The 

measure now goes to the Senate, which is expected to approve it by week’s end. 

See More Coverage 



Flora: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 15, 2014 5:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Bank of America ends most protitable year since 2007 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Obama focuses o~ econor,~y %             £ 
i~ NC Sta~e speech ..... " .... 

President Barack Obama is 

embracing a do-it-yourself 

approach to reviving the nation’s 

economy, saying Wednesday at 

N.C. State University that... 

Fo~me~ BofA director appea~s i~ Wel~s Fargo 

It’s not unusual for investment banks to tout their big 

deals with advertisements called "tombstones" But 

it’s not so common to see the former lead director of 

Bank of America appearing in one for rival Wells 

Fargo. 

Eco~om{c out{oo£ promising for Cha~o~e, 

The Charlo~e area’s long-term economic prospects 

look as bright as those of Austin, Texas and other 

fast-rising cities, but its unemployment rate 

continue to lag the national average in the near term. 

Norwegian ~ow4are carrier ~obMes Foxx for 

A No~egian airline’s plans to expand low-cost 

flights be~veen the U.S. and Europe have aroused 

opposition from American air carriers and unions, 

who say the company is trying to get around labor 

rules and pay cut-rate wages. 

Bank of America ends r~ost 

profitable year since 2007 

Good times might not fully be back 

at Bank of America, but they sure 

look a whole lot closer. 

Char~otS.e~based SPX reaches agreement with 

hedge fund on board seats 

Charlotte-based SPX Corp, an industrial-equipment 

manufacturer, said it reached an agreement with 

Relational Investors LLC for the activist investor to 

nominate up to two board directors. 

Oba~aa to announce NCSU will house ~sew 

resea~eh 

President Barack Obama will announce Wednesday 

that N.C State University will be home to a $140 

million consortium of companies and universities 

that will develop the next generation of energy- 

efficient electronic chips and devices. 

Obar~a r~ominates Calif, 

businesswor~an ~o lead SBA 

Putting a finishing touch on his 

second term Cabinet, President 

Barack Obama on Wednesday 

nominated Maria Contreras- 

Sweet, the founder of a Latino-... 
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NC Bankers Association <vickie@ncbankers.org> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

NCBA Bulletin- Januaw 16, 2014 
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NCBA Bulletin: January 16, 2014 

NORTH CAROLINA - THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Jan. 20 

Jan. 21 

Feb. 4-6 

Feb. 11 

Feb. 11-14 

Feb. 25-27 

Mar. 3-4 

Mar. 18-20 

Apr. 8-10 

May 31 - 
June 3 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 

NCBA Nominating Committee Meeting, Oak Ridge 

Basic Commercial Lending, Raleigh 

The Disaster Experience Workshop, High Point 

Washington Bank Caucus 

Intermediate Commercial and Industrial Lending, Raleigh 

Bank Directors Assembly, Greensboro 

Intermediate Commercial Real Estate Lending, Raleigh 

Advanced Commerci al and Industri al Lendin g, Raleigh 

118th Annual Convention, The Breakers, Palm Beach, FL 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

The NCBA Health Benefit Trust Welcomes New Century Bank 

Bill Hedgepeth 
CEO 

New Century Bank 
Dunn 

A special welcome to New Century Bank. It will join the 
NCBA Health Benefit Trust effective March lSt! The 
Association sponsored health plan provides benefits to over 
3,000 employees from about 50 member banks. The NCBA 
Health Benefit Trust offers five traditional PPO medical plans, 
a 1-2-3 plan and three high deductible medical plans that are 
qualified for Health Savings Account 
contributions. Participating members have access to the 
largest provider network in the state, Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
North Carolina, and are able to take advantage of flexible plan 
design, rate stability, innovative wellness and disease 
management programs. We look forward to working for the 
New Century Bank team! 



Nominating Committee Appointed 

NCBA Chairman Ron Black has announced the members of the 2014 Nominating 
Committee. The Committee to be chaired by Wes Sturges, President & CEO, Bank of 
Commerce, Charlotte, will include NCBA past chairmen Larry Barbour, President & CEO, 
North State Bank, Raleigh; Harold Keen, President & CEO, KS Bank, Smithfield; and Jerry 
Ocheltree, President & CEO. Carolina Trust Bank, Lincolnton. Chairman Black and Vice 
Chairman Mike Ayotte, President & CEO, Morganton Savings Bank, serve as voting ex officio 
members of the Nominating Committee. The Nominating Committee will meet on Friday, 
January 24, to consider the names of members for nomination to the Association’s Board and to 
the position of Vice Chairman. 

All members of the NCBA are encouraged to contact any member of the Nominating Committee 
directly in order to suggest individuals to be nominated as candidates for Board positions (two 
year terms) or as Vice Chairman, who will serve as Chairman of the NCBA in 2015-16, 
following the term of Mike Ayotte. All terms run from one Annual Convention of the NCBA 
until the next. 

All Smoke No Fire 

U.S. Senator Kay Hagan today announced that the final year of the Tobacco Transition Payment 
Program (TTPP) will be exempt from budget sequestration. In November, Hagan urged 
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack and Director of the U.S. Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) Sylvia Bu~ell to prevent cuts to the TTPP. The NCBA worked closely with the North 
Carolina Farm Bureau to overturn the sequester. North Carolina is the top tobacco producing 
state in the country and is home to 2,000 small tobacco farmers. 

Bank Directors Assembly 

~Tom Dujenski, our Regional FDIC Director, will attend our 2014 
Bank I)irectors Assembly. 
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If your bank’s directors embrace any learning opportunity this year, we think it should be the 
Bank Directors Assembly March 3-4 in Greensboro. We guarantee that you, as the CEO, will 
find this to be a carefully structured program featuring vital information for you and your board. 
That info will enable you to do an even better job than you already perform, it will give your 
board members a deeper and more complete understanding of their responsibilities. The annual 
Bank Directors Assembly is as much for CEOs and Management Team members from your bank 
as it is for your directors. It’s all meat and no mashed potatoes! 

Today, we are pleased to announce the continuation of our regulatory leadership panel. Last 
week, we wrote that North Carolina Commissioner of Banks, Ray Grace, will again participate 
on that panel. Today, we are pleased to let you know that Tom Dujenski, Regional Director of 
the FDIC, will anchor those proceedings with Ray and the other related agencies (their names 
will be forthcoming). 

Click HERE for everything you need to register for our 2014 Direclors Assembly. For more 
information/assistance leading to the registration of your delegation, please contact our Meetings 
Department (800-662-7044 or christ’~,@ncbankers.or~). DON’T FORGET THAT WE CAN 
AR1L~kNGE FREE SPACE FOR YOU TO HOLD A MEETING OF YOUR COMPLETE 
BOARD IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE BANK DIRECTORS ASSEMBLY, WE ARE 
EAGER TO HANDLE THOSE DETAILS FOR YOU SO THAT YOUR ENTIRE BOARD 
WILL BE ABLE TO ATTEND. HERE’S HOPING WE WILL SEE YOU IN 
GREENSBORO IN MARCH FOR THIS MEANINGFUL AND INFORSIATIVE BANK 
DIRECTOR EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE. 

Grassroot Efforts Made Simple Through Amplify 

The ABA’s online grassroots platform, Amplify, is ready for use! Visit 
w~wv.amplifybankers.com and find a wealth of resources on the site, including templates for 
writing letters to Congress, scheduling bank visits with Congressional members, and talking 
points and summaries of the hot button issues currently facing bankers. 

Our State Capitol Building 

The Capitol, completed in 1840, is the gem of the state’s government complex. It is regarded 
as one of the finest and best preserved examples of a major civic building in the Greek Revival 

style of architecture. Skilled Scottish artisans were brought in to help build the structure with 

ornamental iron work, plaster work, chandeliers, hardware, and marble mantles brought.from 
Philadelphia. The total cost of the building was $532,682. That’s more than three times the 

annual general revenue of the state at that time. If the Legislature tried to erect a first-rate 

building like our Capitol today, it would likely precipitate a taxpayer revolt. 

Today’s Nonprofit Challenges Seminar Location Change 

There has been an update in the location of the GovernanceEducation.com presentation - 
Today’s Nonprofit Challenges: Governance, Tax And Co~poraW Compliance - scheduled for 
tomorrow, January- 17. The Matthews House in Carv, is where the program will take place. The 



Matthews House is located at 317 W. Chatham Street and has on-site parking. The Matthews 
House has agreements with the Embassy Suites and a couple other hotels if any of you need to 
book a room and would like a discounted rate. For more information, please contact 
GovernanceEducation.com at 919-480-0790. 

A Yearlong Look At NC Poverty 

41% percent of children of color live in poverty in North Carolina. Our state ranks 1 lth in the 
number of residents living in poverty. 5,000 children reportedly are homeless within the 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg School District. The number of homeless veterans in North Carolina 
exceeds 9,000. The Tar Heel state ranks 5th in the country in the number of hungry residents. 

CICCAR Wraps Up Another Successful Year 

The numbers are in and the results are clear - 2013 was a great year for CICCAR! 

¯ 23 new" commitments issued, totaling $22.9 million 
° 10 loans closed totaling $8.4 million 
¯ 10 new members 

None of this would be possible without the participation of our members. As always, THANK 
YOU for your support! 

Community Investment Corporation of the Carolinas (CICCAR) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
the NCBA. it provides permanent financing to support the development of high-quality 
affordable multifamily housing in six southeastern states. Funding for CICCAR’s loans is 
provided by over 100 member financial institutions. To learn more about the ways that 
membership in CICCAR can benefit your bank and the communities you selwe, contact David 
Bennett (800-662-7044 or david_@:~__c____b___a____n____k____e___r___s___.___o__rg) or click ._h____e__Le_.. to visit our website. 

Strange Bed Fellows 

It’s notable when California Democratic Congresswoman Maxine Waters, ranking member of 
the House Financial Services Committee, writes to Fed Chairman Janet Yellen urging her to 
consider the "range of unique challenges facing community banks." Representative Waters 
pointed out that smaller banks play an indispensable role in providing small business and 
agricultural credit and in reaching underserved customers. Her quote continues, "The Board of 
Governors ’ proactive engagement on issues concerning community banks" couM work to assuage 
the concerns of many small institutions that may not have a robust understanding of the nuances 
of the Federal Reserve System and may be struggling with the vast range of new Dodd-Frank 
regu[ations." 

Regulators Announce Volcker TruPS Fix 

The FDIC, Federal Reserve, OCC, SEC, and CFTC have announced an addition to the final 
Volcker Rule regulations that is intended to exempt most bank investments in collateralized debt 
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obligations backed by trust preferred securities. Under the rule, banks will be able to retain their 
ownership interests in their TruPS CDOs provided the funds meet certain qualifications. To 
facilitate compliance, the banking agencies have released a list of funds meeting those 
qualifications that banks can reference. 

As a resu# of many actions on these issues today, ABA has decided to withdraw its requestJbr 

emergency re#ef in the pending #riga#on. ABA is d~ferring a decision on dismissal of the 

#riga#on to allow #me to consult with its membership and to finalize its analysis of the impact 

and imp#cations of the interim final rule. 

The Impact Of The Affordable Care Act On North Carolina 

More than 107,000 North Carolina residents have selected a health insurance policy under the 
Affordable Care Act. That’s about 10% of those eligible. Federal data shows that 23% of North 
Carolina’s enrollments have been by people aged 18-34, the age group essential to the program’s 
success. Enrollment by younger citizens is an imperative to guarantee viability for the 
Affordable Care Act. Nearly 90% of applicants in our state have qualified for subsidies. That’s 
among the highest subsidization rates in the nation with only Oregon with more at 1100%. 

CBS Spotlight 

ICBA SECURITIES 

ICBA Securities, an institutional broker/dealer and Endorsed Vendor of Community Bank 
Services, is presenting "Balance Sheet Management for 2014," an investment seminar 
exclusively for NCBA members. It will take place February 19th at the Cardinal Club in 
Raleigh. They will discuss investment strategies and products which community bankers are 
currently employing. There is no cost. Attendees will earn up to 4 hours of CPE. Click here to 
review an agenda and register. For more informati on, please contact Jim Reber, President/CEO 
(800-422-6442 or jreber@icbasecurities.com) or Janice Royster (800-662-7044 or 

j___a__~___c_e__@__n____c__ib____a__:_n_k___e_L_s_:___o_rg ). 



Camp Challenge Robust And Ready To Roll 

Camp Challenge 

Spotlight 

Jazmyne Chavis 
7th Grade 

At the end of last year, we were informed by 4-H of North Carolina that it would no longer 
conduct camping programs at its site, Vade Mecum Springs, in Stokes County. That meant we 
~vould have to find a new home for Camp Challenge. We did. It came as a blessing through 
Greensboro businessman Mike Weaver and the former Mayor of Greensboro, the Honorable Jim 
Melvin. They invited us to see Camp Weaver in Guilford County. When we toured it ... and 

when members of our Board of Directors walked it from one end to the other ... we realized 
what a gem it is. Modern, run by the YMCA of Greensboro, with a superlative, well-trained, and 
professional staff, it comes with programming similar to many of the important elements we 
have included in our curriculum at our previous site. 

Beginning with the summer sessions in June, Camp Challenge will now be located at this first- 
class facility. We trust that you ~vill visit the new home of Camp Challenge just off 1-85 at exit 
129. We need corporate and individual friends all across the state ... grants from foundations ... 
and other creative and positively pursued opportunities. To date, we have had 8,300 rising 6th, 
7th, and 8~ grades kids, from low-resource families, go through our financial literacy program 

during the last 20 years. With your help, it can go so much further in constant pursuit of its goal s 
of helping to build better and more responsible North Carolinians. Thank you for your support 
of our Camp Challenge programming which is done in the name of all banks operating in North 
Carolina. 

Industry Update 

By some measures, Wells Fargo (WFC) is the nation’s biggest retail bank, with more than 6,300 

offices and a market valuation of $237 billion. In reporting a record $5.6 billion quarterly profit 
in October, Wells Fargo said at that time that it averages 6.15 financial products per 
household. That’ s nearly four times the industry- average. 



78th Annual North Carolina School Of Banking 

We strongly encourage all banks to send at least one executive to this year’s freshmen 
class of the NC School of Banking - August 3-8 at UNC Chapel Hill. The four-year 
curriculum is designed to provide banker-students the knowledge and information 
necessary for advancement to senior positions. To achieve its objective, the School utilizes 
a combination of teaching platforms such as lectures, cases, and computer-based 
simulations. An informal atmosphere allows maximum interaction between students and 
faculty. Click HERE to view the School application and brochure. For more 
information, please contact Liz Dobbins-Smith (~ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044). 

Remembering Felix Harvey 

Mr. Harvey firmly believed in a positive attitude. Each morning he read: "The longer I #ve, the 
more I realize the impact of attitude on l(fe. Attitude to me is more important than education, 

than money, than circumstances, than failures, than successes, than what other people think, or 
say, or do. It is more important than appearance, gifiedness, or skill. It will make or break a 

company ... a church ... a home. 7he remarkable thing is that we have a choice every day 
regarding the attitude we embrace that day. We cannot change our past ... we cannot change 

the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on the one string we have, and that is attitude ... 
I am convinced that l(fe is 10% of what happens to me and 90% of how I react to it. And so it is 

with you. We are in charge of our A TTITUDES." 

CFPB News 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has updated versions of three publications that 
lenders are required to give to consumers under the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 
(Regulation X) and the Truth in Lending Act (Regulation Z). The publications cover home 
equity lines of credit, adjustable-rate mortgages and settlement costs and should be given to 
consumers in connection with applying for the given product or service. Lenders may exhaust 
their current supply of printed publications but must use the new versions when they reprint 

them. 

Also, the CFPB has released updated examination procedures related to the mortgage rules. The 
updates harmonize existing exam procedures with revised interagency procedures based on the 
now-effective new rules. Both procedure manuals can be found on w~wv.consumerfinancegov. 



NCBA Building Gets A New Roof 

The NCBA is committed to excellence in every aspect. Baker Roofing began installing a new 40 
year roof last week on the NCBA’s office in Raleigh. This marks the first time since the building 
was constructed in 1981 that the roof has been replaced. As good stewards of your NCBA dues, 
we hope the new roof lasts until at least 2054. 

118th Annual Convention 



Register now for the NCBA Foundation Golf and Tennis Tournaments that will be held 
during our 118th Annual Convention, May 31 - June 4, at The Breakers in Palm Beach, 

Florida! The stunning Ocean Course ensures a breathtaking view while golfing. What better 
place to play tennis than a resort in this paradise? All proceeds from each tournament will go to 
the NCBA Foundation, which funds both Camp Challenge and the NCBA Scholarship 
Program. Both of these programs support the educational efforts of deserving children across 
our great state. Make your reservations now to guarantee your spot! 

Cherry Bekaert @ elliott davis 

First 
Citizens 
Ba~k 

Apple Advertising 
Community Investment Corporation of the Carolinas 

Raymond James 
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We welcome ALL of our members and affiliates ~vho wish to add their name to this great 
program as a sponsor. We will recognize our Convention sponsors regularly from no~v through 
Convention in every promotional way possible. For the best ’bang for your buck’, secure a 
sponsorship today and keep your name in front of our members and affiliate!! Contact our 
Meetings Director, Liz Dobbins-Smith (liz~ncbankers.or~) for more information on 
sponsorship opportunities! 

Click HERE for everything you need to register for Convention. Rooms are goin~ fast! Be 
sure to make your hotel reservation(s) today! If you plan to arrive on Saturday and do not 
yet have a hotel reservation, please contact Liz (800-662-7044 or 
liz@ucbankers.org). There are still rooms in our block for the nights of June 1, 2, and 3, 
but they won’t last long! For anyone who wishes to have extra space during your stay, we 
have six Deluxe Suites (partial ocean view) and two Oceanfront Suites still available in the 
block. For more information on registration and lodging, please contact our Meetings 
Department (800-662-7044 or christy(~ncbaukers.or~). 

Carolina Banker May Also Be Viewed Online 

If you enjoy reading magazines online, or from your iPad, you may view the most current issue 
of Carolina Banker online by clicking here. Caro#na Banker online gives the magazine a much 
greater reach. Additionally, the magazine is distributed quarterly to each bank branch in North 
Carolina. Once your employees have read through the latest issue, we ask that you display the 
magazine in your bank’s lobby for customers to enjoy as well. If you need additional copies of 
the magazine for your bank’s branch, please contact Brandon Wright (800-662-7044 or 

Good News From Switzerland: Basel Eases Leverage Ratio Proposal 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has revi sed leverage ratio and disclosure 
requirements under the Basel III capital framework. Basel’s minimum leverage ratio -- Tier 1 
capital divided by an "exposure measure" -- remains at 3%. The ratio differs from Basel’s June 
2013 proposal in allowing banks to reduce the exposure measure by adjusting several 
calculations, including those related to securities financing transactions, off-balance sheet items, 
cash variation margin, central clearing and ~vritten credit derivatives. It also differs from the 

U.S. financial agencies’ proposed supplementary leverage ratio of 6%. "The Committee will 
continue to monitor banks’ leverage ratio data on a semiannual basis in order to assess whether 
the design and calibration of a minimum Tier 1 leverage ratio of 3% is appropriate over a full 
credit cycle and for different types of business models," the committee reports. 

REOdeedwagon.com 

l~d:~’Odeedwagonocom will be taken offline on February 28. ]~]{Odeedwagonocom was estabfshed 

to help bankers advertise their REO inventories beyond local markets and was successful in 

accomplishing that goal After researching this extensively, we feel that the REO inventories are 

returning to near normal le vels~for the majority of institutions in North Carofina and 
beyond. This is a positive sign for the industry. Should there ever be a need for a service #ke 
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~(__)_d__~£~_b__£_a__.g__o__L~_:__(Lo___~, we are confident that we wig be able to act ~w(ftly to answer the call.]~om 

all that we have learned! If you currently have any commercial proper#es being adver#sed on 

[~Odee&~agon.com, we will be happy to migT’ate, free qf charge, those adver#sements over to 
Promontory Inteifinancial Nem~ork’s Bank Assetpoint~). Bank Asse&oint is a unique 

marketplace on which banks, brokers, and other eligible buyers and sellers can post and view 
#stings of a variety of loans, commercial real estate, and other bank assets. Given that Bank 

Assetpoint is national in scope, it is able to attract buyei>" across states. We lookjbrward to 

working with Bank Assetpoint and befeve that the service is beneficial regardless of market 
conditions. If you have any ques#ons, please contact Brandon Wright (800-662-7044 or 

brai~don(~)ncbankers, orLO. 

Cartoon Of The Week 

State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective January 15 the rate of interest charged to 
banks and savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings 
certificates is 3/8%. 

WORK HARD. PLAY B Y THE RULES. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 16 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

y 16, 2014 ~, Number 11 

Securities 

U.S. regulators should make another tweak to the Volcker rule 
and clarify the treatment of collateralized loan obligations, 
financial industry groups said, warning of steep losses to banks 
and costlier financing for companies in other sectors... 

Bank Supervision 

Senate Banking Committee Democrats urged the Federal Reserve 
Board to be more aggressive in its approach toward potentiM 
new restrictions on bank holding company involvement with 
physical commodities... 

International Banking 

O~ Risk Ma~age~er~t for No~ey La~mderi~g 
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has issued final 
global guidelnes aimed at ensuring that banks take adequate 
steps to minimize their exposure to money laundering and 
terrorism financing risks .... 

Capital 

Securities and Exchange Commissioner Daniel Gallagher Jan. 15 
said he hopes this year to work with commission staff and the 
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority on an "in-depth review" 
of whether it would be appropriate to establish... 

Derivatives 
Court De~ies Bid for Ex#edited A~dgt~et]t 

The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia Jan. 14 denied 
the plaintiffs’ motion for expedited summary judgment in a 
lawsuit against the Commodity Futures Trading Commission over 
the agency’s cross-border guidance (SIFNA... 

International Banking 
Myanmar Urged to Take Gradual Ap#roach 

Hyanmar has been urged to take an incremental approach to 
opening its financial sector by Ravi Menon, managing director of 

the Monetary Authority of Singapore .... 

Systemic Risk 

Large and complex financial institutions have made little progress 
in the past five years in developing systems to identify 
transaction counterparty exposure, a report prepared by global 
regulators said .... 

Insurance 
~r~s~war~ce, Real Estate ~terests P~sh 



Representatives from both the public and private sector urged 
lawmakers in a Jan, :[5 briefing to reauthorize a federal backstop 
for terrorism insurance as soon as possible in order to remove 
uncertainty in the coverage market over the year... 

Foreign Accounts 

~i~ S~er ~>ecisio~ Offers Li~e Sa~e~ 

U.S, taxpayers with accounts hidden in Switzerland shouldn’t 
rest easy just because a Swiss court decided that banking giant 
Julius Baer Group Ltd. couldn’t be compelled to hand over 
financial information under the existing U,S,-Swiss,.. 

Foreign Accounts 
Swiss Opponents of FATCA ~eal With 

Campaigners seeking a national vote on a bilateral Swiss-U.S. 
agreement on implementing the U.S. Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act admitted that their effort has fallen short .... 

Foreign Accounts 

Mexico hopes to begin exchanging information with the U.S. 
Internal Revenue Service under the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act in early 2015, as it puts the final touches on 
infrastructure needed to meet the FATCA requirements, 
Armando... 

Smafl Business Administration 

President Barack Obama said he intends to nominate Maria 
Contreras-Sweet to be the next administrator of the Small 
Business Administration, succeeding former administrator Karen 
Mills .... 
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Subject: 

Evans, Jack <Jack Evans@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 11:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Our group is by the Starbucks across l]com pa~ty 

Sorry we didn’t connect. "¢~qaen I saw the poor lighting at the reception, I tried to position myself in the light on the walk there I thought we might spot each other, but alas .. 
I will follow the reports of the discussions with interest. 
See you back in Chapel Hill. 
Jack 

Sent Iicom my/pad 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 18:38, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc edu> wrote: 

Sent Iicom my/Phone 
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Emaih mh m62@geor~letown.ed u 
~RA"~DEN ~NG, Northwestern University - Kellogg School of Management 
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The literature on reputation suggests contradictory patterns in how audiences respond to corporate misconduct. On the one hand, a high 
reputation is thought to buffer a firm because it predisposes audiences to give reputable firms the benefit of the doubt. On the other hand, 
audiences might judge firms with positive reputations more harshly when they violate expectations. Our study attempts to reconcile this 
contradiction and provide a theoretical explanation for the conditions that underlie reputation’s differential effects on audience evaluations. We 
argue that the manner in which a firm’s reputation influences audiences’judgments of controversial actions depends on whether the organization’s 
guilt is ambiguous or established. When there is ambiguity about the charges made against the organization, audiences are inclined to give the 
benefit of the doubt to an organization with a positive reputation because they are motivated to assess its actions in a manner congruent with 
their positive expectations. But when an organization’s blameworthiness is firmly established, audience members are more likely to punish a 
reputable organization with harsher sanctions, leading to the "halo tax." We test our hypotheses using a novel database of over 500 jury verdicts 
in employment discrimination cases brought against a sample of punic companies from 1998-2008. 

i::i::i::i"The ’Ignore~’ Third Di~e~sio~ of Corporate Governance" ~i Free Download 



.... Lax Research Topics in Corporate Law & Economics Working Paper No. 2014-1 

~OSEPH Ao ~C.~HERY, Tilburg University - School of Law; European Banking Center (EBC), European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI), Duisenberg School 

of Finance, Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC) 

Email: J.A. NcCahery@uvt.nl 

ER:~K P, I1~, VER~E~LIE}N, Tilburg University - Department of Business Law, Philips International BV, Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC), Kyushu University - 

Faculty of Law 

Email: e.p.m.vermeulen@uvt.nl 

The separation of ownership and control has always been central in corporate governance debates. A large body of literature has sought to show 
that control-enhancing arrangements can deter investors. However, the experience of the last few years has suggested that companies with 
widely dispersed ownership can suffer from their own issues - not least short-termism. So, is ownership structure really the dividing line between 
’good’ and ’bad’ governance that many commentators suggest? This short essay suggests that policymakers, academics and practitioners should 
be careful in deriving conclusions about the most effective ownership and control structures. Ownership is firm-specific and varies across life cycle 
stages, sectors, regions, countries and cultures. Ownership structures are also dynamic in that they (should) change over time according to 
evolving markets and shifting business strategies and practices. 

Free Download 

Jouma! of Accounting, Ethics and Public" Poficy, VoL 1~, No, 1, 2014 

This study examines the influence of managerial power on analysts’ earnings forecast accuracy. CEO/Chairperson duality and voting power of 
management on the board are used as proxies for managerial power. After controlling for key variables that have been shown to affect analysts’ 
forecast accuracy in prior literature, this study indicates that managerial power is positively associated with analysts’ earnings forecast errors for 
large firms, but not for small firms. The non-significant association between managerial power and forecast accuracy for small firms suggests that 
managerial power presents relatively less agency problems for small firms, while the inverse relationship between managerial power and forecast 
accuracy for large firms indicates that the managerial power dimension of corporate governance is a potential source of significant agency problems 
for large firms. 

iiiiiii"The Development a~ Evo~tion of the U,So Law of Corporate Cri~ina~ Liability"[[II~II Free Download lj A version of this paper was presented at the German Conference on Comparative Law, Marburg Germany, September 2013, and a German version will be 
published in Zeitschrift for die gesamte Strafrechtswissenschaf, 2014 Forthcoming 

~.RA $~} ~IEAL~, Duke University - School of Law 

Email: beale@law.duke.edu 

[n the United States, corporate criminal liability developed in response to the industrial revolution and the rise in the scope and importance of 
corporate activities. This article focuses principally on federal law, which bases corporate criminal liability on the respondeat superior doctrine 
developed in tort law. [n the federal system, the formative period for the doctrine of corporate criminal liability was the early Twentieth Century, 
when Congress dramatically expanded the reach of federal law, responding to the unprecedented concentration of economic power in corporations 
and combinations of business concerns as well as new hazards to public health and safety. Both the initial development of the doctrine and the 
evolution in its use reflect a utilitarian and pragmatic view of criminal law. 

This article describes the evolution of the practice of corporate criminal liability and sentencing, arguing that administrative responses by the 
Department of Justice and the U.S. Sentencing Commission have responded to widespread criticism of the existence of corporate liability as well as 
the breadth of the respondeat superior standard of liability. As a result of this evolution in enforcement, only a very small number of corporations 
are convicted, and the penalties imposed on those that are convicted are adjusted to reflect corporate culpability. Nevertheless, the broad 
potential for criminal liability has significant consequences for a wide range of corporate behavior. Corporations have powerful incentives to perform 
internal investigations, cooperate with both regulators and prosecutors, and actively pursue settlement of claims of misconduct. To avoid criminal 
liability, corporations also enter into deferred prosecution agreements that often require changes in corporate business practices and governance 
as well as monitoring to ensure compliance. The purpose of these administrative responses attempt is to reduce or eliminate the negative effects 
of imposing criminal liability while exploiting the law’s power to deter criminal behavior, improve corporate citizenship, and bring about beneficial 
structural reforms. 

The persistence of the doctrine of respondeat-superior-based corporate criminal liability and its limitation in practice shed light on three key aspects 
federal criminal law. First, the Sentencing Guidelines have served as a more limited substitute for comprehensive criminal code reform. Second, the 

federal justice system lacks the resources to process the vast majority of cases falling under the criminal code, and prosecutorial discretion is relied 

upon to select a small fraction of cases for prosecution. Finally, like corporations, all defendants receive incentives for cooperation that may 

effectively compel them to plead guilty and/or assist in the investigation and prosecution of others. 

Journa! of Appfied Research in Accounting and Finance (JARAF), Vol. 8, No. 2, 2013 

~J~,~J~,~A ~’]IE[~C~, The University of Sydney Business School 

Email: b. rnescher@econ.usyd.edu.au 

8RETT ~O~I~E&~, University of Sydney Business School 

Email: brett.bondfield@syd ney.edu.au 

The nature of the group structure creates conflicts of interest for directors who have to reconcile both commercial and personal conflicts with this 

legal duty. This article examines the fiduciary duty of directors to act in the best interests of their company and highlights the complexities of this 

duty as it relates to corporate groups. The common law is ambiguous as demonstrated by English and Australian decisions, with cases offering 

different tests to determine the required standard. Landmark Australian litigation is analysed in this article: The Bell Group Ltd (in liq) v. Westpac 

Banking Corporation [No 9] [2008] WASC 239; and its appeal, Westpac Banking Corporation v. Bell Group Ltd (in Iiq) (No 3) [2012] WASC 157, 
where the duty to act in the best interests of a company within a corporate group is a substantive issue. Law reform proposals are also examined, 

including CASAC’s Corporate Groups Final Report 2000 that recommended a whole of enterprise approach be applied to the regulation of corporate 

groups and subsequent academic commentary. The consolidation regime that permits corporate groups to be considered s a single entity for the 

purposes of income taxation is also briefly considered as an example of the complexities of an enterprise approach being applied to the regulation 
of corporate groups. 

[ i~-~ Free Download ] 

~OINI~I C, COATE~ ~V, Harvard Law School 

Email: jcoaLes@law= harvard.edu 

Some members of Congress, the D.C. Circuit, and legal academia are promoting a particular, abstract form of cost-benefit analysis for financial 



regulation: judicially enforced quantification. How would CBA work in practice, if applied to specific, important, representative rules, and what is the 

alternative? Detailed case studies of six rules - (1) disclosure rules under Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404, (2) the SEC’s mutual fund governance 
reforms, (3) Basel III’s heightened capital requirements for banks, (4) the Volcker Rule, (5) the SEC’s cross-border swap proposals and (6) the 

FSA’s mortgage reforms - finds that precise, reliable, quantified CBA remains unfeasible. Quantified CBA of such rules can be no more than 

"guesstimated," as it entails (a) causal inferences that are unreliable under standard regulatory conditions; (b) using problematic data, and/or (c) 

the same contestable, assumption-sensitive macroeconomic and/or political modeling used to make monetary policy, which even CBA advocates 
would exempt from CBA law. Expert judgment remains an inevitable part even of what advocates label "gold-standard" quantified CBA, because 

finance is central to the economy, is social and political, and is non-stationary. Judicial review of quantified CBA can be expected to do more to 

camouflage discretionary choices than to discipline agencies or promote democracy. 

[i~i Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"The ~is~’eprese~tatio~ of Ear~li~gs .... 

~=L~=A Do ~’(::HIPV, Emory University - Goizueta Business School 
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Email: cam.harvey@duke.edu 

~:VAIR.A~ RA31~OI~AL, Emory University - Goizueta Business School 
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We ask nearly 400 CFOs about the definition and drivers of earnings quality, with a special emphasis on the prevalence and detection of earnings 
misrepresentation. CFOs believe that the hallmarks of earnings quality are sustainability, absence of one-time items, and backing by actual cash 
flows. Earnings quality is determined in about equal measure by controllable factors like internal controls and corporate governance, and non- 
controllable factors like industry membership and macroeconomic conditions. On earnings misrepresentation, CFOs believe that in any given period 
a remarkable 20% of firms intentionally distort earnings, even though they are adhering to generally accepted accounting principles. The economic 
magnitude of the misrepresentation is large, averaging about 10% of reported earnings. While most misrepresentation involves earnings 
overstatement, interestingly, one third of the firms that are misrepresenting performance are low-bailing their earnings or reversing a prior 
intentional overstatement. Finally, CFOs provide a list of red flags that can be used to detect earnings misrepresentation. 

Related paper: "Earnings Quality: Evidence from the Field" 

Teaching Presentation Slides: "A Guide to Earnings Quality" 
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American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Thursday, January 16, 2014 6:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: House Republicans Rip Into Volcker Rule 

Daily Briefing January 16, 2014 

Today’s Top S~o#es 

House Republicans Rip Into Volcker Rule 
by VICTORIA FINKLE 

House Republicans were sharply critical Wednesday of 

regulators’ final Volcker R~de, warning thai it adds an 

unnecessaP~.’ and cos~ly layer of regulation~ 
READ MORE 7> 

House 

Republicans Rip 

Into Volcker Rule 

JPMorgan Chase to Require ID for Branch Cash Deposits 
by ANTONIO OLIVERO 

In an a~temp[ to combai money laundering, JPMorgan Chase is banning 

anonymous cash deposits into accounts at branches. 
READ MORE "> 

ABA Defers Decision on Volcker Lawsuit 
by ROB BLACKWELL 

WASHINGTON - The American Bankers Association snnounced Wednesday that 

it will d[op its request for emergency relief in pending litigation ever the Volcker 

Rule, but declined to stop the suit entirely. 
READ MORE >> 

Some Transactions Should Always Start (and 
End) With a Handshake 
by REGINALD SKOWRONSKI 

With no more lines and fa[ more bsnks to choose from, 

want the one I select to handle my exceptional 

transactions exceptionally. I want to leave my bank 

knowing that my visit was and always will be woilhwhile. 
READ MORE >> 

::X:: Some Transactions 

Should Always 

S~art (and End) 

With a Handshake 

Contain 

Wells Fargo’s Tech Division to Come to New York 
by MARY WISNIEWSKI 

V’~."e.IL~ Fargo & Co. (’W’FC) plans to expand its tech banking division into New York 

this year~ 
READ MORE 7> 



Regulators Are Encouraging Shadow Bankers 
by SUSANNA K. TISA 

Policymakers say they want to bring "underbanked" 

groups into the traditional banking system for safer 

consumer options, small-business gro~,th, a sound 

banking system and other laudable reasons. But today’s 

rules and aggressive enforcement work against these 

goals. 
READ MORE 7> 

i~i ReguiatorsAre 

...... Encouraging 

ShadowBanke~ 

MORE REGULATION AND REFORM 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

Bank M&A Breakups: When Emotions Collide, 
the Risks Soar 
by ROBERT BARBA 

Customers Bancorp and CMS called off their merger and 

are figMing over whe~he~ Customers owes a $1 million 

breakup fee. Emotions run high in ~hese cases, but bank 

execs need to learn to avoid such distractions to protect 

Iong-temq grov’4h strategies, experts warn. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

i[:+:;i Bank M&A 
...... Breakups:When 

Em~ions Collide, 
the Risks Soar 

MORE M ER®ERS AhJD ACQUiSI’r’I©NS ,> 

Contain 

SunTrust’s 2013 Detox May Set Stage for 
Successful Year 
by AN DY PETERS 

The cornpany paid ou~ billions to settle mortgage issue, 

cut jobs and shed a noncore business. Investors hope 

those moves will position SunTrust for a solid 2014. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

::~:: SunTrust’s 2013 

Detox May Set 

Stage for 

Successful Year 

MORE C:OMMUNIT~{’ B,~,NKING ~> 

Consumer Finance 

Regions Exits Deposit Advance Market 
by KEVIN WACK 

Regions Financial (RF) is discontinuing its controversial short-temq consumer loan 
product, the company announced Wednesday. 
RF~2,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE CONSUMER FqNANCE ~:. 



Contain 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Compliance 
\/’¢HITERAPER 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Cornpliance: Prediciiens for 2014 

Successful compliance is constantly a challenge for companies in the ARM 

industry. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

Trends and Visions for Mobile Payments 
WEB SEMINAR 

This is the third of a three-pall series of web seminars dedicated to mobililty in 

banking hosted by American Banker Editorial Insights Mobile payments are the 

nex[ frontier for mobile apps - and lhe scariest one for many banks. 
READ MORE ,> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Ametfcan Bankefs inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cuJtures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers el similar size, 

based on assets. READ MORE ,> 

Wealth Management 

Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell ceukJ encourage employees to cut comers and regulators to crack (]own 

on questionable practices~ All [his applies to big banks, which [hirs[ for sources of 

gro~,.4h, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering to the less affluent clients ignored by large banks.RFM, D MORE ~ 

M©RE II’,4 SPECIAL RE~~3RrS ~> 
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NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 6:57 AM 
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January 16, 2014: Most Fed Districts Say Growth Late in 2013 Was... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

~ost Fed Districts Say Growth Late in 2013 Was Solid 

"A Federal Resewe survey shows economic growth remained healthy in most 
U~S. regions in la~e November and December," reports the Columbus Dispatch 
(Jan. 16, Ru.gabe0, "helped b,~, gains in consumer spendh~g and facto~ output." 
N~ne of the central bank’s 12 banking d~stficts described g~owth ss "moderate," 
according to the new~y re~eased Beige Book survey. That is an #~c[ease [rom 
seven d~stdcts in October through early November. Fu~lhermore, lwo d 1he n~ne 
d~strids reported 1hat growth had accelerated since the previous report. "Only 
two districts - Boston and Philadelphia - ss~d growth was modest," notes the 
D~spatch, "while Kansas C~y said ~t ’held steady.’... All but Kansas C~ty said 
manufacluring production grew." 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 16, Leubsdorf) s~a~es ~hat the la~est Beige Book 
"painted a picture of firming labor markets across the U.S. as economic .growth 
accelerates and major sectors such as rea~ estate and manufacturing ~ecover 
from the housing downturn and recession." Trouble spots remain, though. The 
Da~as Fed d~strict, for instance, reported "acute ~abor shortages" for aud~Iors, 
engineers, truck drivers, and cons]ruction workers in [ate November and 
December. MeanwM~e, the Cleveland Fed characterized hiring ss "sluggish" for 
most indushies, a~hough ~t reported ~hat construction firms were boosting 
payrolls. This ~a~est Beige Book was [e~eased two weeks prior to the cent[a~ 
bank’s policy committee ~s scheduled to convene Jan. 28-29. "The Fed must 
decide at the meeting how to proceed w~th w~nding down its bond-buyh~g 
program, which seeks ~o boost the economy by lowering borrowing costs," notes 
the Journal 

According to the Shreveport Times ~Jan. 16, Davidson), the Beige Book provides 
an "anecdotal snapshot" of ~he U~S. economy. Looking at the different sectors, 
some results were decidedly mi×ed. "Car sa~es, wMch have helped underpin the 
recovept, remained strong in R~chmond, Atlanta and San Francisco but flagged in 
New York, Philadelphia and Kansas City," notes ~he newspapeL Leisure and 
tourism was s~m~ady mixed. Hote~ bookings were especially strong in Atlanta, 
s~ow ~n R~chmond, while t[ave~ and tourism s~pped h~ such popular destinations 
as Hawa~ and Las Vegas. "Manufacturing ~ppea[ed to ho~d up better th~n other 
sectors," adds ~he T~mes, "w~h 11 of the 12 districts reporting ’boH~ growing 
sa~es and an optimistic outlooks’" Production in automobiles, commerc~a~ 
aviation, and building materials was pa~culady strong. 

Share~ 

Take the Fear out of Evaluations 

As director qualifications and board pedormance are increasingly in the spotlighl, 
board evaluations are becoming a priority in the corporate governance 
environment. Yet many boards are still re~icen~ to implement them. 

Click here to watch a panel of prominent directors discuss the importance of 
~akin9 ~he Iear out of the evaluation process, and why evak~a~ions are esserflial to 
loday’s boards. 

Schedule your complimentary consultation today - online: Click here i ca~: 202- 

280-2193 
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Acco[ding to PR Urgent (Jan. 15), ~he National Association ol Co[potato 
Diredors (NACD) has announced that Mar,/Denise Kuprionis has become an 
NACD Fellow. As such, the publication states, she has "demonstrated her 
knowbdge of the leading trends ~nd practices that define exemp~a~ corporate 
governance today and has committed to fudher developing her professbna~ 
~nMghts." Kupdonis currently serves as preMdent d The Governance Solutions 
Group, an ebb-based board adv~so~ firm. She has been in public, prbate, and 
nonprofit boardrooms for a quaAerK:entury. At The E. W. Sc[~pps Company, she 
deveb~ed an ~n-house ~ega~ depa~ment, ~nst~luled a cor~orale-w~de ethics 
pol~cy, and estaM~shed a compliance and risk management program 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

J.C. Penney to Close 33 Stores, Cut 2,000 Jobs 

"J.C. Penney Co. is planning ~o close 33 underpe[forming s~ot~s and trim 2,000 
positions," states the Wall Street Journal (Jan. 15, Kell), "moves ~he depa[tmenb 
stere retaibr said are necessary so it can fetus on locations that can generate 
the strongest profits." The planned closings come as the retail chain is struggling 
to [abound from ex-CEO Ron Johnson’s Iailed effort to [emake ~he company by 
eliminating in-house b~ands and doing away with promotions. "The company 
expects to incur pretax charges of about $26 million in the fiscal fourth quarter 
and an additional $17 million in future periods due to the store closures," notes 
lhe Journal However, the closures will not alfect plans lo open a new store later 
this year in Brooklyn, N.Y. 

ShareFFT~ 

Comcast Unveiis Plans To Build A $1,2B Corporate Campus in 
Philadelphia 

Deadline.com (Jan. 15, Lieberman) is repolting that Comcast Corp. will break 
ground this summer on the 59-story Comcast Innovation and Technology Center 
in Philadelphia, with a projected grand opening b ~he fourth quaAer of 2017. "~n 
addition to the corporate offices," the webs~te holes, "the Center wil~ have a 200- 
room Four Seasons hotel and a restau[ant on the top floor w~th 3604egree vie~,s 
of Philadelphia." Designed by British architect Lord Norman Foster, ~t will cost 
$1 ~2 billion to build, w~th bo~h the state and c~y helping with economic 
development g~ants - $30 m~on fl’om Pennsylvania and $10 mi~on from 
Philadelphia. Such funds will be used for p~blic ~nffastruct~re ~mprovements. A 
company statement read: "No government doubts w~ll be used ~o support the 
office and hotel components of this projecl." Comcast is sol to own 80 percent 
the development and Liberty Property Trust w~H own the remaining 20 ~ercenl. 
Not on~y w~ ~t be the ts~bst buiMh~g ~n the United States outsMe of New York 
and Chicago, it will also be the ~a~ges~ pdva~e devebpmen~ project eve[ 
Pennsylvania. 

Share~ 

I~lany Companies Stil~ Ill=Prepared for Compliance With SEC ’B~ood 
Minerals’ Ru~es 

ZDNet (Jan. 15, Kingsby-Hughes) cites a recent survey by research Iirm IH$ in 
reporting that 42 percent of companies polled [emain ill-prepared fer the May 
2014 deadline requiring them to disclose the purchase of tantalum, tin, tungsten, 
and gem from the war4om Democratic Republb of Congo. The four conflict 
mine[ab are key in the manufacture of cel~phones and almost eve~ o~he[ piece 
of e~ectrenics. "Of the 42 percent of the respondenls," ZDNet adds, "22 percent 
sam they were ’unsu[e’ on how to go about meeting the new regulations on 
conflict mine[a~s~ Meanwhile, 20 pe[cen~ admitted they were jus~ Jr~ the process 
of pu~ng a plan together or ’determining 1hat approach now."’ Furthermore, 50 
percent admitted they could use he~p in co~bcfing conflict m~nera~s ~nformation 
from their suppliers. 

Share~ 

Cgrnpe~a~i~n ....................................................................................................................................... 

RBB Sack In Spotlight With Bonus Row 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 15, Colchester, ~,Mnning) is reporting that state- 
controlled Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS} is awaiting a government vote to allow 
RBS banke~ to be paid bonuses worth double their salaries. "Under new 
European pay rules," the Journal notes, "shat~ho~de[s have to app[ove any pbns 
for a bank 1o pay bonuses of more than 100 percent of sala~y. As the U.K. 
government owns an 81% stake in RBS, ~t w~l be the key arbiter come the May 
annual genera~ meeting." The issue pertabs to bonuses paid nex~ year for work 
done b 2014. The U~i~ed K~gdom’s oppositbn Labour Party contends thal the 
government shouM not approve the measure al a time of austerity and when the 
bank is sfi~ posting s~zable ~osses. U.K. Pdme M~nister David Cameron ~s ~n a 
tough position. "Dudng a parliamenta[y debate on Wednesday," ~he Journa~ 
notes, "Cameron pbdged to veto any ~ncrease in overall pay fer RBS bankers~ 
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However, he stopped short of stafinD that the Dovemment would vote against 

raising the RB$ bonus cap." 

ShareSrr~ 

Changes in the Boardroor~ 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the boardroom. 
This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer Stuart. The 
Hartiotd has elected Julie Richa[dson io its board ol directo[s. Karl F. Ku[z has 
been elected to the board ol WPX Energy. Akamai Technologies announced ~he 
election of Steven M. Scopellite to its board of directors. Michael J. Morell has 
been elected to the board of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. 

Share~ 

Petitions to A~low Spilt Votes in a Contested Corporate Board 

"½,1~ile companies and boards are preparin.g for 2014 proxy season," Inside 

Counsel (Jan. 15, Warren) states, the Council of Institutional Investors (ClI) "has 
petitioned the SEC to allow shareholders to split votes in a contested corporate 
board election." CII is seeking the ability for shareholders to vote on one ballot for 
any combination of management and dissident nominees that the investors 
believe would provide the firm with optimal long=term vak~e. Acco[ding to CII 
Executive Director Ann Yeager, the SEC should change ~he rubs so iha~ "each 
side in a contest can distribute ’universal’ proxy cards listing all director 
nominees, [which] would give shareholders freedom of choice to vote for any 
candidate, regardless of his or her slate:’ 

ShareFTT]~ 

Manitoba’s Boards Show Huge Gender Gap 

The Brandon Sun (Jan. 15, Welch) quotes Ashleigh Everett, head of DoFno 
Gasoline and a corpo~te director at Scotiabank and MTS AIIs~ream, who ~his 
week described Manitoba’s corporate gender gap as "abysmal." However, she 
also stated that new trends in corporate governance are trickling down to the 
Canadian p~vince and offering some hope. h~ 2013, only 6 pe~cen~ of board 

sea~s Io~ the province’s biggest publicly traded corapanies were occupied by 
females - well under Canada’s already very low naiional average. Everett noted 
that corporate boards are often comprised of current or retired CEOs - a position 
few women hold. On the positive side, she obsen/ed thai such age-old practices 
as "overboard[ngi’ where one person holds multiple appointments, appears to be 
on the decline. That, in turn, could open the door for more females. Everett was 
the featured speaker at a Wednesday lunch hosted by the Institute of Corporate 
Directors’ Manitoba chapter. 

ShareFTTr~ 

C-Suite 

Experian Fills its Chair by P[o~oting Chief Executive 

"Experian today ended its search for a new chairman by promotin.g two of 
senior executives," confirms the London Evenin~ (Jan. 16, Dunkley). 
The FTSE 100 giant, which operates ~n 40 countries, opted not to replace Sir 
John Peace w~th an externa~ candk~ate despite an extensive sea~ch~ ~nstead, 
CEO Don Robe~ has agreed to become chairman and finance d~recto~ B~ian 
Cass~n wH~ take ove~ as CEO. Oriel analyst Hector Forsy~he sa~d ~he decision 
go w~tb internal candidates couk~ prove controversial He explains, "These moves, 
in particular, the e~evafion of the cMef executive lo chairman, will raise the 
attention of those focused on corporate governance best practice. 
shareholders, the question is a~e these the right moves for securing Iong~te~m 
value?" 

Share~ 

Yahoo CEO Lets Go Top Lieutenant in Surprise ~ove 

ABC News (Jan. 15, Liedtke) has learned tha~ "Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer is 
cutting loose her top lieutenant in a possible sign that the Intemet company’s 
efforts to revive its long-slumping advertising sales aren’t paying off." The 
company surprised many late Wednesday when ii announced that its CO0 
Henrique de Castro was exi~ing. The depature rep[esents a setback for Mayer, 
who si.gned de Castro to a $58 million deal a little over a year a.go to help her k~re 
more advertisers to a company that has been struggling to compete against 
Google and Facebook for online marketing dollars. A successor has yet io be 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Deep Discounting Erodes Retailers’ Holiday Sales Profits 

"Retailers saw a 3.8 percent bump in holiday sales nationally," repo~ts the 



Boston Herald (Jan. 15, Goodison), "but the increase came at the expense of 
prelit margins t[ir~med by deep discounting." According to ~he National Retail 
Federation, holiday sales in November and last month rose to $601.8 billion 
nationally - just shy of the foundation’s ead~er ferecast of a 3~9 percent ~ncrease 
and $602.1 b~on ~n sa~es. Such factors as a sho~ shopping season, severe 
weather’ in parts of ihe count[y, and shaky consume~’ confidence facto[ed ~n. 
Meanwhile, non-store ho~k]ay sales - an indicator of online retai~ sales - 
~nc[eased 9.3 percent to $95.7 bi~on. "The results have prompted many [etai~e~ 
lo ~owe[ fourth-qua~er earnings outlooks," notes the Herald. 

Share~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 7:23 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Janua~ 16, 2014 

Hello, 

Benghazi Blunders 

"Nobody had his back the way the government is supposed to have your 

back," said Pat Smith, mother of Scan Smith, a foreign-service officer killed 

S~at~.~ rep~rt r~’ir~:~;>rces the assessment of previous reviews that the State 

Department under the leadership of former Secretary of State Hillary 

Clinton gave insufficient attention to security in Benghazi, where four 

Americans were killed. Our story homes in on the security failures and 

intelligence blunders highlighted in the report, such as a lack of personnel 

and confusion over the role of the Central Intelligence Agency in the city. 

We note that the Senate intelligence committee’s report probably won’t be 

the last word on the matter; the attacks remain under investigation by five 

committees in the House. 

Bare to the Bone 

The gap between expectation and reality continues to widen for the 

Affordable Care Act. W~~ r~.’.~or~ ~:~at t~.~t~g}~ ~}~ ~aw wa~ ~po~;~:d ~o 

e.[ir~:~i~te ~&i:~:~:~-~y c~.~v~rage ~t ~.’~:~t rate~-~, some companies intend to 

continue ofi~ring bare-bones options. How? A quirk in the law allows 

employers to keep plans that don’t meet the law’s requirements so long as 

they offer one plan that does. Despite the risk, we note that employees 

seem ~lling to take on the no-frills plan. Meanwhile, the health law is 

ha~ng better luck in the courts. We report that a ~;.’d,.’r~ j-~dge ~.~p}~eld ~.[~.e 

Ieg;.~ity ,~f s~.~b~dd)es t}~;~t ~.[~.e g(a,~:rxm~ex~t is making available to some 

consumers who are purchasing coverage on federal insurance exchanges. 



Deal Breaker 

Retailers and teehies have long banked 

on data-crunching techniques to predict 

sales preferences, while investment 

bankers typically rely on schmoozing 

and boozing to strike deals. But the latter 

approach can amom~t to a lot of wasted time when talks go nowhere. We 

examine what happens when bankers dabble into the realm of big data to 

help reach their bottom line. We show l~o~ ~.m ~:av~stm~.~. b~.mk 5~-~ 

such as whether they are more inclined to window shop or actually make a 

bid, to help dose deals: land avoid fruitless small talk. 

Something Gourmet in the Air 

Anyone who has had the misfortune of being stranded at an airport gate 

for hours ~ as I was yesterday~ knows that eating the barely edible food 

available inside the terminal is sometimes unavoidable. But what many of 

us see as the ultimate place to find overcooked burgers, soggy tuna 

sandwiches and overpriced convenience food (perhaps only just behind 

hospital food in the rankings of the inedible) is now becoming home to 

celebrity chefs, sit-down restaurants, farm-fresh ingredients and expense- 

account wines. Our Middle Seat columnist, Seo~~ McCar~vy~ provides 

~,~ome useful i~g:el .~m where ~o I~~d ~he be~,~t ah’por~ fo~,~d in the U.S. and 

beyond. 

WORLD 



( ompa~fiv~ Powv~" l_ip a Chilly Bo~d I’darke~: 

NUf~BER OF THE DAY 

Based on calculations by The Wall Street Journal, Co[dm<m Sad’~s 

for the past year alone, thanks to the bank’s surging stock prbe. 

Do you agree with Mr. Gates’s stance on S~ia? V~rhy or why not? Send 

your response to ~opoi~t<>w.,<i.<~o:~:~:~ and follow, ,. ,,e~ a~ dTl!~ake~ on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

READER RESPONSES 

John KerLv didn’t garner much sympathy among readers responding to tny 

question about whether he o~" I~ra~4i [)efv~e Mi~fis~:er Moshe Yaakm 

,,vouid s~dti’~" more political damage ~:rom the latter% comment about the 

U.S. Secretary of State. Charles E. Damon of Michigan m’ote: "I believe 

Kerry will s~fer more ~ if people are pa)~ng attention, which is remotely 

possible ~beea~e he has once again displayed his arrogance and 

ignorance, and this time to an adversary who is not in his thrall. Mr. Kerry 

is one of those people (~eriea in general, and this adlninistration in 

particular, seems to have an oversupply) who believe they know more 

about ever~hing than does anyone else, including those who are much 

closer to the situation and have dealt Mth it much longer and more deeply 

than they have." 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street ~rournal on the lead column of the 



legendary "What’s News" doest of top stories. Technically, "lo-point" 

referred to the size of the ~peface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~iss~.... b~°t~: ~i:?’~c,~-~. For fi~rther 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at 

Copyroht 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rohts Reserved. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, JanuaU 16, 2014 7:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Obama draws dignitaries, opposition m NCSU (PHOTOS) 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY ’16, 20’14 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

President Barack Obama’s speech drew more than political diqnitaries to NC. 

State University on Wednesday it also drew CEOs such as Scot Wingo, the head 

man at ChanneJAdvisor (NYSE: ECOM), who tells, 

Here’s how the SEC expert v~ll dissect the N.C. pension 
fund 

N,C. Medicaid advisory board gets earful from stakeholders 

First aR~luten4ree restaurant in the Triangle targets 
summer opening 

Pharma consultancy Nuventra expands HQ in RTP 

NAI CaroMntic Realty predicts ’unprecedented’ activity in 
2014 



Cancel Email Subscription 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 16, 2014 8:36 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Citigroup Reports Protit Rise But Sees Weakness in Mortgage Pipeline and Fixed Income Bnsiness 

Citigroup Reports Profit Rise But Sees V~reakness in 
Mortgage Pipeline and FLxed income Business 

Citigroup’s fourth-quarter profit more than doubled from a year earlier to $2.69 billion, as 

the bank reined in expenses and bounced back from a 2012 quarter weighed down by 

heavy charges. 

Still, results sharply missed the estimates of analysts polled by Thomson Reuters as 

Citigroup reported continued weakness in its mortgage pipeline and fixed income 

business. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Bodnar <dbodnar@tamingtechnologies.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 9:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Engaging Your Students 

Good morning: 

I understand you may be teaching a large section course. To open a dialogue about best practices, we would like to get your thoughts on how you reach out to 

students in this environment. 

Have you ever used "clickers" to increase the engagement of your students? Do you have a few minutes to discuss if this technology could complement your 

teaching style? Even if you are already using clickers, it would be beneficial to learn more about your experiences with the technology. 

Would you be available Tuesday, February 4 or Wednesday, February 5 to meet with your campus representative? 

A brief reply to this email would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you: 

Dana Bodnar I Inside Sales Representative 

Turning Technologies 1255 West Federal Street I Youngstown, OH 44503 

Direct: 330-599-4978 I Main: 330-746-3015 I Toll Fr~e: 866-746-3015 I Fax: 330-884-6065 
dbodnar@tumingtechnologies.com I www.Turnin.qTechnolo.qies.com 

Stay Connected - @Tumin~lTech ¯ Find us on Facebook 

This email message, including any attached files, is for the sole use of the intended recipients(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient or you wish to discontinue receiving any future e-mails from the vendor featured in this message, please send an email request. 

Turning Green - Please consider the environment before printing this email 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, JanuaD, 16, 2014 9:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Oscar Nominations: ’American Hustle,’ ’Crravity’ Lead All Nominees 

()scar N~m]inations: ’American Hustle,’ ’Gra~fi~-’ Lead 
~dl Nominees 

"American Hustle" and "12 Years a Slave" were among the nominees when the 2014 

Oscar nominations were announced this morning. 

The nominees for best picture were "American Hustle," "Captain Phillips," "Dallas Buyers 

Club," "Gravity," "Her," "Nebraska," "Philomena," "12 Years a Slave," and "The Wolf of Wall 

Street." The 86th Academy Awards will air on ABC on Sunday, March 2. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 
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To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:01 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Reef Estate Awards 

2014 Rea  Estate Awards 
Excellence in Triangle Real Estate 

The finalists have been announced a[ 

TriangleBusinessJournal.com. Now our 

distinguished panel of judges will detemqine 

this year’s winners, who w~l~ be ~ecog~zed at 

a firsbcl;~ss dinner ~f you h;~ve anytMng to 

do w~th sel~g, buying, remodeling or 

financh~g ~ea~ estate ~n the Triangle, you’~ 

want to save your seat now~ 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, Ja~u;~ry 30 

6:00PM o 9:00PM 

WHERE: 

8001 Development Drive 

Merlisville, NO 27560 

SPONSORS 

Title Spenser: 

Reception Sponsor: 

Forward to a Fhend i Priw~¢y I Unsubscribe 

Tdangle Business JeLfmat 

3600 Glenwood Ave: Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 
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Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:02 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Reef Estate Awards 

2014 Rea  Estate Awards 
Excellence in Triangle Real Estate 

The finalists have been announced a[ 

TriangleBusinessJournal.com. Now our 

distinguished panel of judges will detemqine 

this year’s winners, who w~l~ be ~ecog~zed at 

a firsbcl;~ss dinner ~f you h;~ve anytMng to 

do w~th sel~g, buying, remodeling or 

financh~g ~ea~ estate ~n the Triangle, you’~ 

want to save your seat now~ 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, Ja~u;~ry 30 

6:00PM o 9:00PM 

WHERE: 

8001 Development Drive 

Merlisville, NO 27560 

SPONSORS 

Title Spenser: 

Reception Sponsor: 

Forward to a Fhend i Priw~¢y I Unsubscribe 

Tdangle Business JeLfmat 

3600 Glenwood Ave: Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 



NORTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COMMISSION 

STATE LEGISLATIVE BUILDING 

RALF_IGH, NC 2760.t 

October 29, 2013 

Senator Tom Apodaca 
Chairman 
Legislative Research Commission 
North Carolina State Senate 
!6 W. Jones Street, Room 2010 
Raleigh, NC 27601-2808 

Representative Tim Moore 
Chairman 
Legislative Research Commission 
North Carolina House of Representatives 
16 W. Jones Street, Room 2301 
Raleigh, NC 27601-2808 

Dear Senator Apodaca and Representative Moore: 

Pursuant to G.S. 120-30.13, Senator Apodaca has been designated as the Senate Cochair of the 
20t3-2014 Legislative Research Commission ("Commission" or "LRC"). Representative Moore has 
been designated as the House Cochair of the Commission. 

As you prepare your agenda for the Commission, pursuant to G.S. 120-30.17, we authorize the 
Commission to appoint the following Study Committees to study the following matters. The 
Cochairs and appointees to each Committee are also identified. Please restrict each study committee 
to a maximum of four meeti~gs unless additional ineetings are pre-approved by our offices. 

The Commission may make an interim report of the recommendations of its study committees, 
including recommended legislation, to the 2014 Session of the 2013 General Assembly and shall 
make a final report to the 2015 General Assembly. 

Authorized Joint Study. Committees: 

Market Based Solutions and Elimination of Anti.Competitive Practices in Health Care - 
The LRC Study Committee on Market Based Solutions and Elimination of Anti-Competitive 
Practices in Health Care .shatl study federal and state barriers to a market-based health care 
delivery system, compare hospital-based operating room and ambulatory surgical centers as a 



venue for the provision of surgical services, study North Carolina’s certificate of need program in 
comparison with other states, and study other related certificate of need issues. 

Specifically, the study shall include: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

A study of barriers to a market-based health care delivery system from the 
federal level, including: 
(a) Federal health care laws. 
(b) Federal regulation of health care service delivery. 
(c) Federal reimbursement issues. 
A study of barriers to a market-based health care delivery system at the State 
level including: 
(a) State health care laws. 
(b) State regulation of health service delivery. 
(c) State reimbursement issues. 
(d) The impact of the certificate of need program on smaller community 

hospitals. 
A comparison of same day surgery offered by hospital-based or hospital-owned 
operating rooms and nonhospital-based ambulatory surgical centers. The 
comparison shall include the following factors: cost, quality of care, availability, 
and charity care. 
A study of the North Carolina certificate of need law in comparison to other 
states both with and without certificate of need programs. 
A review of restrictive covenants in physician employment agreements. This rnay 
include: 
(a) Their impact on health care costs. 
(b) Their impact on health outcomes. 
(c) Whether they restrict access to medical services. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

Senate Members 
Sen. Apodaca 
Sen. Don Davis 
Sen. Jim Davis 
Sen. Hise 
Sen. Pate 
Sen. Rucho 

Chair, Ex Officio 
House Members 
Rep. Avila 
Rep...Brisson 
Rep. Lambeth 
Rep. Ramsey 
Rep. Szoka 
Rep. Tim Moore 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

Health Care Provider Practice Sustainabilitv and Trainin~dAdditional Transoarency in 
Ilealth Care - The LRC Study Committee on Health Care Provider Practice Sustainability and 
Training/Additional Transparency in Health Care shall study ways to enhance health care 
provider recruitment, retention and distribution in order to increase access to medical care and 
make recommendations on.the following: 

(t) A comprehensive assessment of the State’s current and projected supply and 
distribution of health care providers. The assessment shall identify the health care 

provider specialties that are currently most needed in this State and those that are 

expected to be in greater need in the future. 

2 



(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(I0) 

A comprehensive review of all existing State programs that are designed to 
recruit and retain health care providers, including an examination of program 
focused on recruiting new and partially retired health care providers. 
A comprehensive review of the current and future role and availability of 
physician extenders as a partial solution tbr increasing the availability of medical 
care in this State, particularly in rural and medically underserved areas. The term 
"physician extender" includes physicians’ assistants and .registered ~mrses 
licensed to practice in this state. 
A review of programs and strategies used in other states that are designed to 
recruit and retain health care providers, including ml examination of programs 
and strategies focused on recruiting new and partially retired health care 
providers. 
A review of programs and strategies for recruiting and retaining health care 
providers, including consultation related to the State’s existing administrative and 
regulatory burdens that discourage health care providers from practicing in the 
State. 
An examination of the cost and benefits of requiring health care providers to 
quote to a patient their out of pocket expenditures before a service or procedure is 
performed and potential impacts that this requirement may have on quality of 
care and health outcomes. 
An examination of whether primary care providers are best equipped to provide 
such quotes. 
A comprehensive review of all existing State programs that are designed to 
improve access to health care provider care using telemedicine, including the 
name of the program, a description of the program, and details on program 
performance. 
Identification of programs and strategies employed in other states that are 
designed to improve access to health care provider care using telemedicine. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

Senate Members 
Sen. Hise 
Sen. Curtis 
Sen. McLaurin 
Sen. Tarte 
Sen. Tucker 
Sen. Apodaca 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

House Members 
Rep. Hollo 
Rep. Fulghum 
Rep. Insko 
Rep. Jones 
Rep. Susan Martin 
Rep. Tim Moore 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

Jordan Lake - The LRC Study Committee on Jordan Lake shall consider all issues deemed 
relevant to addressing the water quality in Jordan Lake. The Committee shall undertake, at a 
minimum, the following activities: 

(t) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Review the history of Jordan Lake and its nutrient loading issues. 
Evaluate the current condition and uses of Jordan Lake. 
Consider the potential future conditions and uses of Jordan Lake. 
Review statutory taw for the management of nutrients in the State. 



(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Perform an analysis of the costs associated with compliance to State and local 
governments, citizens, and industry of existing and projected regulations arid 
policies to manage and improve water quality in Jordan Lake. 
Perform an analysis of existing or proposed management strategies from other 
impaired water bodies within the State. 
Receive input from experts in nutrient management on strategies for management 
of nutrients in Jordan Lake. 
Receive input from interested stakeholders, including local governments and 
representatives of agricultural, development, environmental, and other interests, 
on strategies for management of nutrients in Jordan Lake. 
Develop recommendations, including legislative proposals, addressing water 
quality in Jordan Lake. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

The recommendations should include a projected timeline tbr implementation, including rule 
development by appropriate agencies, boards, and commissions. The recommendations shall 
consider the efficacy of a primary water quality strategy that tbcuses on treatment and 
remediation of Jordan Lake rather than upstream mitigation strategies, the projected costs, the 
distribution of cost-sharing between local governments within the affected basin, and an 
assessment of the likelihood in achieving measureable protection of the water quality in Jordan 
Lake. 

Senate Members 
Sen. Gunn 
Sen, ’~3oolsby 
Sen. Hunt 
Sen. McKissick 
Sen. Wade 
Sen. Apodaca 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

House Members 
Rep. Faircloth 
Rep. Hardister 
Rep. Murry 
Rep: McManus 
Rep..:..Ross 
Rep. Tim Moore 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

Assessment of Regulated and Non-Regulated Industrv Utility Fees - The LRC Study 
Committee on the Assessment of Regulated and Non-Regulated Industry Utility Fees shall 
examine the regulatory fee structure of the North Carolina Utilities Commission to ensure that 
fees are not inequitably assessed. The committee shall place particular focus on the fees assessed 
to entities that opted for lower levels of regulation. The committee may also consider appropriate 
remedies to ensure sufficient funding to allow the Utilities Commission to fulfill its statutory 
obligations. 

The committee may study other issues pertinent to this study~ 

Senate Members 
Sen. Brown 
Sen. Bingham 
Sen. Harrington 
Sen. Hartsell 

’ Sen. Jenkins 
Sen.; Apodaca 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

House Members 
Rep. Hager 
Rep. Floyd 
Rep. Lewis 
Rep. Saine 
Rep. Warren 
Rep. Tim Moore 

Chair 

Ex Officio 
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Common Core State Standards - The LRC Study Committee on Common Core State Standards 
shall comprehensively study both current and suggested curriculum standards in K-12 education 
in the State. The study may include the efficacy of the Common Core State Standards ("CCSS") 
and potential financial, educational and legal impacts on the State, The Committee shall focus on 
the questions of cost and benefits of any existing or proposed curriculmn standards and whether 
those standards wilt directly and positively affect educational outcomes in the State, The 
Committee may study any other issues pertinent to this study. 

In studying the costs and benefits of existing and proposed curriculum standards, the committee 
shall examine: 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

CCSS adoption in the State as compared to other states and jurisdictions. 
Public school data collection, dissemination, and access policies employed in the 
State since the adoption of the CCSS. 
Fiscal, educational or legal consequences of State withdrawal from CCSS and!or 
the SMARTER Balanced Assessment Consortium. 

¯ The proper procedure for the State to modify staudards up to the allowable 15%. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

Senate Members 
Sen. Soucek 
Sen. Barefoot 
Sen. Daniel 
Sen. Nesbitt 
Sen. Newton 
Sen. Parmon 
Sen. Tillman 
Sen: Apodaca 

Chair Chair 

House Members 
Rep. Holloway 
Rep. Brandon 
Rep. Cotham 
Rep. Elmore 
Rep. Horn 

Rep. Pittman 
Rep. Speciale 
Rep. Tim Moore Ex Officio Ex Officio 

Cultural and Natural Resources - The LRC Study Committee on Cultural and Natural Resources 
shall develop a comprehensive management plan for State-owned cultural and natural resource assets. 
The committee shall study any issues related to the current inventory of assets owned or operated by 
the State. Specifically, the committee may undertake the following tasks: 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

Develop a comprehensive inventory of natural and cultural resources assets 
owned and/or operated by the State, including parks, game lands, forests, and 
historic sites including location, size, description and other relevant statistics 
such as maintenance and operating costs, visitation statistics, revenue generated, 
infrastructure needs, and expansion opportunities. 
Perform a nationwide analysis of limited scope of similar natural and cultural 
resources assets at the federal, state, and local governmental level to compare and 
contrast strategies dealing with management, operations, acquisition and 
divestiture of such assets. 
Consider strategies that can lower operational and ~naintenance costs as well as 
increase revenue streams through initiatives including management restructuring, 
asset consolidation, divestiture of underperformiug or non-critical assets, removal 
of unnecessary or non-critical infrastructure, outsourcing of operations, or long- 
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(4) 

(5) 

term leasing or sale of asset portions to support the development of new business 
models to support asset operation, maintenance, and potential expansion. 
Any other issues relevant to preservation and access to the diverse cultural and 
natural resource assets of the State. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

Senate Members ¯ 
Sen. Brock 
Sen. Cook 
Ser~." Jackson 
Sen. Rabon 
Sen. Walters 
Sen. Apodaca 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

House Members 
Rep. Dollar 
..R..ep. Cleveland 
Rep. McNeil! . 
Rep. Presnell 
Rep. Wilkins 
Rep. Tim Moore 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

Civilian Credit for Military Training and State Adjutant General Selection Criteria - The 
LRC Study Committee on Civilian Credit for Military Training and State Adjutant General 
Selection Criteria shall study the feasibility, costs and benefits of awarding military personnel 
credit towards professional licensure in the State, where the military personnel’s occupational 
specialty is germane to licenses, certificates and certifications issued by the State professional 
licensing entities. The committee shall also study the criteria and methods utilized for selecting 
Adj utant General of the North Carolina National Guard and shall m’,~ke appropriate 
recommendations for improvement of that process as necessary. The committee may study any 
other issues pertinent to this study. 

Senate Members 
Sen. Brunstetter 
Sen. Clark 
Sen. Meredith 
Sen. ’i~abin 
Sen. Sanderson 
Sen. Apodaca 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

House Members 
Rep. Hastings 
Rep. Conrad 
Rep. Johnson 
Rep. Grier Martin 

Rep. Whitmire 
Rep. Tim Moore 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

Omnibus Foster Care and Dependency - The LRC Study Committee on Omnibus Foster Care 
and Dependency shall studyeomprehensively juvenile and family law pertaining to abuse, 
neglect, dependency, adoption, foster care and parental rights in the State. In conducting the 
study, the Committee shall consider issues related to the ~bllowing: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The State’s current laws regarding abuse, neglect, dependency, adoption, and 
foster care. 
The impact of any federal laws on the issues of abuse, neglect, dependency, 
adoption, and foster care in the State. 
The issue of reunification and how it relates to the best interest of the child 
standard. 
The issue of termination of parental rights, specifically studying the process used 
in terminating a person’s parental rights. 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

0t) 

(12) 

The manner in which other states and the US Congress have addressed parental 
rights. 
Whether parental rights can be extended to individuals other than a child’s 
biological parents. 
What compelling government interests could justify interfering with parental 
rights. 
The impact abuse, neglect, dependency, and foster care determinations have on 
adoptions. 
Whether improvements are needed to current abuse, neglect, dependency, foster 
care, and adoption laws to ensure decisions made under those laws represent the 
best interest of the child. 
A review of the vital records process, specifically regarding the timely issuance 
of a birth certificate upon the receipt of a final order for adoption. 
The review of legislation adopted by other states relating to abuse, neglect, 
dependency, foster care, and adoption. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

Senate Members 
Sen. Randleman 
Sen. Allran 
Sen. Barringer 
Sen. Blue 
Sen. Robinson 
Sen. Apodaca 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

House Members 
Rep. Stevens 
Rep. Bryan 
Rep. Ford 
Rep. Jordan 
Rep. Lucas 
Rep. Tim Moore 

Chair 

Ex Officio 

Authorized House Stud~ Committees 

~ Owner Protection and Rights - The LRC Study Committee on Property Owner 
Protection and Rights shall study the establishment of a property owner protection act that would 

favor the free use of land. In conducting the study, the Committee may examine awarding 

attorneys’ fees incurred by a property owner in an action challenging land-use regulations and 
prohibiting the enforcement of penalties against a property owner for acts not committed by the 

property owner. As a part of its study, the Committee shall review the issues included in the first 
edition of House Bill 632, 2013 Regular Session. 

House Members 
Rep. Moffitt 
Rep. Malone 
Rep. William Brawley 
Rep., B._u_mgardner 
Rep, Gill 
Repo Duane Hall 

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 

House Members 

...... Rep..M., ..c, ,E!.ra, ft. ....... 
Rep, McManus 
Rep. Riddell 
Rep. Saine 

...................... R_qp:..Speciale 
Rep, Tim Moore Ex Officio 



Public Enterprise System and Use of Funds - The LRC Study Committee on Public Enterprise 
Systems and Use of Funds shall study the allowable uses of local government public enterprise 

system funds, In conducting the study, the Committee shalt consider the following: 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

Proper accounting controls to ensure transparency in budgeting and accounting 
for expenditures and inteffund transfers of city and county public enterprise 
services, 
Ways to ensure proper funding of infrastructure maintenance and improvements 
for local government pun ic enterprises. 
Ways to ensure that local governments monitor aging public enterprise 
infrastructure to ensure proper maintenance and repair. 
Ways to improve local government public enterprise management. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

The Committee shall consult with the Local Government Commission and the School of 
Government. 

House Members 
Rep. Moffitt 

Rep. Brian.Brown 

Rep. Brisson 

Rep. Cleveland 

Rep. Collins 

Rep. Dixon 

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 

House Members 
Rep. George Graham 
Rep. Jeter 
Rep. Susan Martin 
Rep. Stone 
Rep. Tine 
Rep. Tim Moore Ex Officio 

Banking Law Amendments - The LRC Study Committee on Banking Law Amendments shall 
study issues related to administrative changes to banking law in the State. The Cormnittee may 
consider issues related to the following: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

(6) 
(7) 

(8) 

Inclusion of non-depository industry representation on the State Banking 
Commission. 
Elimination of the requirement of an audited statement of financial condition 
under G.S. 53-244.104. 
Adjusting the amount of the assessment fee imposed under G.S. 53-244.104A. 
Adjusting the amount of the bonds required under G,S, 53-244.103, 
Allowing the origination of reverse mortgages by all mortgage loan originators, 
mortgage brokers, mortgage lenders, and mortgage servicers, who are licensed by 
the Commissioner of Banks.                                      ¯ 
Revising the procedure by which the Commissioner Of Banks makes rules~ 
Eliminating the requirement that the North Carolina Housing Finance Agency 
adopt rules and oversee the training of housing Counselors. 
Any other issues pertinent to this. study. 
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House Members 
gep, John Bel! 
Rep, Jordan 

Rep, Rob Bryan 
Rep. Earle 

..Rep, Goodman 
Rep, Hardister 

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 

House Members 
,,i..R..ep, Rodney Moore 
Repo Ross 
Rep. Samuelson 
Rep. Szoka 
Rep, Youn.t~,. 
Rep. Tim Moore Ex Officio 

Mechanics Liens and Leasehold iml~rovements - The LRC Study Committee on Mechanics 

Liens and Leasehold improvements shall study the need to modify existing laws to better protect 

the rights of contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers to be paid for the furnishing of labor, 

materials, rental equipment, and/or professional design or sttrveying services under a contract 
with the tenant who holds a leasehold interest in the improved real property .... 

House Members 
Rep, Stevens 
Rep, Alp 
Rep..Blackwell 
Rep, Brody 
Rep, Catlin 
Rep, Daughtry 

Co-Chair 

Co-Chair 

House Members 

Rep. Duane. Hale 

Rep.. ,H~!.lton 

Rep. Jackson 

Rep. Schaffer 

Rep. Shepard 

Rep. Tim Moore Ex Officio 

Land Development - The LRC Study Committee on Land Development shall study the issue of 
responsibility for maintenance of infrastructure on foreclosed or abandoned properties. The 
Committee may study issues related to responsibility for carrying out the obligations imposed on 
owners of subdivided real property, including the need to provide for contingencies resulting 
from abandonment or foreclosure of the property. As a part of its study, the Committee may 
consider the following issues: 

(!) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

(8) 

(9) ¯ 

The impact on neighboring property owners. 
The impact on local governments, 
The effect on the local and State economy. 
The effect on water and sewer capacity, 
The impact on the tax base of local and State governments. 
The impact on the environment. 
Responsibility for unfulfilled contractual or regulatory obligations of the owner 
of abandoned or foreclosed property. 
Alternative methods to ensure the availability of funds to meet the cost of 
fulfilling obligations relating to maintenance of infrastructure or compliance with 
environmental regulations. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 



House Members 
Rep. Torbett - Co-Chair 
Rep. Brody. - Co-Chair 
Rep. Larry Bell ............. 
Rep. Hager 
Rep. H.anes 
Rep. Iler 

House Members 
Rep. McElraft 
Rep. McGrady 
Rep. Millis 
Rep, Wells 
Rep, Wray 
Rep: Tim Moore Ex Officio 

Chowanoke Nation Recognition The LRC Study Committee on Chowanoke Nation 
Recognition shall study issues surrounding State standards and procedures for officially 
recognizing an Indian Nation. The study shall examine factors associated with gaining such 
recognition, comparisons of officiaI tribal recognition policies from other States, and historical 
precedent for the State bestowing recognition to an Indian Nation. The study shall include: 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Specification of the rights, privileges, and immunities of American Indian Tribes 
which gain recognition from the State. 
Whether such recognition would make members of the Chowanoke Nation of 
North Carolina eligible for special programs and services provided by the United 
States to American Indian Tribes. 
Tribal recognition standards and procedures in the State as compared to other 
states. 
Potential regional and local economic impacts of tribal recognition for the 
Chowanoke Nation. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

House Members 
Rep. Steinburg 
Rep. Stare 
Rep. Boles 
Rep. Ch .ar. les Graham 
Rep. Howard 
Rep, Iler 

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 

House Members 
Rep. Mobley 
Rep. Samuelson 
Rep. Starnes 
Rep. West 
Rep. Wray    i " 
Rep. Tim Moore Ex Officio 

Unmanned Aircraft Systems - The LRC Study Committee on Unmanned Aircraft Systems shall 
study both the safety and privacy of its citizens, as well as the economic benefits of enabling 

¯ unmanned aircraft systems ("UAS"), UAS sub-systems, and peripheral support industries and 
sciences to develop governmental needs and provide commercial growth in the private and 
academic sectors in the State, This study shall examine: 

(l) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

The integration of unmanned aircraft into the national airspace (NAS). 
The diverse operational uses for UAS in the areas of search and rescue, natural 
disaster mitigation, law enforcement operations, surveying, enviromnental 
monitoring and infrastructure monitoring. 
Potential economic benefits to the State through the development of UAS. 
Potential privacy concerns and considerations related to the deployment and use 
of UAS. 
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(5) 

(6) 

Potentially viable commercial applications for UAS-enabled technology in the 
future. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

Additionally, the committee shall study issues concerning legal and constitutional limitations of 
UAS technology. These shall include: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

(s) 

Government limitations prescribed in the United States Constitution and North 
Carolina Constitutions concerning illegal searches using UAS technology. 
Whether the common law warrant exceptions developed from the 4th 
Amendment to the United States Constitution extend to the use of UAS 
including: 
(a) Imminent harm to life or property. 
(b) Felony pursuit. 
(c) Imminent description of evidence, etc. 
The scope of data that may be collected. 
Penalties for unauthorized data collection. 
Admissibility and limitations of evidence collected by UAS technology. 
Data retention and destruction of unauthorized information collected by UAS 
technology. 
Reporting requirements identifying who used the technology pursuant to a 
warrant, the offense specified in the warrant, and the nature of the property or 
person searched. 
Potential extenuating circumstances where legal clarity is needed. 

H~use Members 
Rep. Torbett ...... 
Rep. Setzer 
Rep. Baskerville 
Rep. Faircloth 
Rep: Ford 
Rep. Fulghum 

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 

House Members 
Rep. Harrison 
Rep. Moffitt 
Rep. Speciale 
Rep. Tolson 

.,,,Rep. Whitmire 
Rep. Tim Moore Ex Officio 

Treasurer Investment Targets and State Employee Retirement Options - The LRC Study 
Committee on Treasurer Investment Targets and State Employee Retirement Options shall study 
the authority statutorily granted to the State Treasurer over the State pension funds as comPm’ed 
to other states and examine what constitutes a reasonable return on North Carolina’s investments 
considering the current economic environment. In conducting this study, the Committee may 
consult the Department of the State Treasurer. 

The study shall include the following: 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

The current target rate of return for the State’s pension fund investments. 
An examination of the level of authority and investment limitations applicable to 
the State Treasurer as compared to other states.. 
A recommendation as to whether the General Assembly should consider revising 
the current investment targets for state pension fund investments. 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

An examination of the realized, annual return on investment for the State’s 
pension fund investments dating back to 2003. 
National trends relating to revisions to .the statutory authority of state treasurers 
and investment targets. 
A review of statutory investment allocation limits applicable to the State 
Treasurer. 
A review of national trends in revising investment allocation limits for state 
treasurers .... - ¯ 
Any other issues pertinent to this study, 

The Committee shall also examine the establishmem of an optional retirement plan which may be 
elected in lieu of participation in the Teachers’ and State Employees Retirement System and 
issues including the following: 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

An examination of legal and administrative frameworks for the establishment of 
the plan. 
An examination of expected annual start-up costs to the State. 
An examination of persons and entities that may serve as fiduciaries under the 
plan. 
Any other issues deemed relevant to this issue. 

House Members 
Rep. Collins 
Rep. Ross 
Rep: Blust 
Rep. Dobson 
Rep. Dollar 
Rep. Hanes 
Rep. Howard 

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 

House Members 
Rep. Hurley 
Rep. Jones 
Rep. Queen 
Rep. Starnes 
Rcp. Waddell 
Rep. Tim Moore Ex Officio 

Wetland and Stream Mitigation - The LRC Committee on Wetland and Stream Mitigation shall 
study issues related to the overall policies and roles of agencies within State government, the 
federal government, and the private sector to plan, construct and monitor wetland and stream 
mitigation. The Committee may study the following: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The process for annual adjustments of Ecosystem Enhancement Program fees, 
including whether the use of the Civil Works Construction Cost Index System 
published by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as a basis for fee escalation is 
necessary given the past direction of the General Assembly to base program fees 
on actual costs. 
Whether compensatory mitigation should be allowed in any hydrologic area 
located in the same river basin as the site being mitigated. For purposes of this 
study, the terms "compensatory mitigation" and "hydrologic area" are defined in 
G.S. i43~214.11. 
Whether compensatory mitigation fee payment system represents the most 
efficient and effective way to provide compensatory mitigation and how the 
program could be revised to lessen its economic impact on the State’s businesses 
and industries. 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Whether the State should withdraw from the Memorandum of Agreement 
between the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, the Department 
of Transportation, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which established the 
Ecosystem Enhancement Program in 2003. 
Whether the Department of Transportation should purchase its stream and 
wetland mitigation credits from an approved mitigation bank within the private 
sector where available. 
Whether the State should consider assuming the Clean Water Act Section 404 
permitting role from the f~deral government. 
Whether the mitigation projects overseen by the Department of Transportation, 
Natural Systems Unit have been effective and cost efficient. 
Whether the Department of Environment and Natui:al Resources’ internal review 
process of stream and wetland mitigatiQn projects designed, stamped, and signed 
by a licensed professional engineer is necessary and!or appropriate. 
Any other issues associated with stream and wetland mitigation deemed 
appropriate by the Cormnittee. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

Hoase Members 
Rep. Lewis .... 
Rep. Miltis 
Rep, Alexander 
Rep. Ca, mey 
Rep. Catlin 
Rep. Hastings 

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 

House Members 
Rep. Jeter 
Rep, Pierce 
Rep. McGrady 
Rep, Shepherd 
Rep. Stare 
Rep. Tim Moore Ex Officio 

Food Desert Zones - The LRC Study Committee on Food Desert Zones shall study th~ presence 
of "food desert zones" in the State and state-based trends in expanding nutritional food access in 
such areas, The study shall include the following: 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 

How many individuals in the State live in communities classified as food desert 
zones. 
National research and trends aimed at addressing food deserts. 
Examples of jobs-based tax incentives for food retailers in food desert zones. 
The proportional relationship between rural and urban communities classified as 
food desert zones. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

House Members 
Rep. Statues 
Rep. Whitmire 
Rep. Robert Brawley 
Rep. Brody . 
Rep. Elmore ... 
Rep. Fulghum 
Rep. Gep.r.ge Graham 

Co-Chair 
Co -Chair 

House Members 

R,,.ep. Larry Hall 

Rep. Holley 
Rep. Langdon 

Rep. Setzer 

R,ep. Stone 

Rep. Tim Moore Ex Officio 
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Judicial Et~cienc ~e Administration of ustlce_ - The LRC Committee on Judicial 
Efficiency and Effective Administration of Justice shall study the structure and needs of the 
State’s judicial and prosecutoriat districts. The Committee shall make recommendations on future 
judicial resource allocation. The study shall include the following: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

(6) 

Current and historical annual case volume in each district~ 
Funding requirement forecasts and actual allocations in each district, 
Past case volume projections in each district as compared to actual case volume. 
Volume of prosecuted cases per judge and per district attorney in each district. 
Average number of hours worked by district administrative staff per case in each 
district. 
Volume and statistical nature of costly criminal cases in each district in relation 
to statewide and national judicial averages, 

Additionally, the Committee shall study issues related to the provision of effective and efficient 
administration of justice throughout .the State’s judicial system. This study shall include the 
following: 

(1) Operational inefficiencies in case scheduling and management at the District and 
Superior Court level. 

(2) National trends regarding improved judicial case scheduling and management. ¯ 
(3) Comparative salary information for clerks, district attorneys, judges and 

Highway Patrol officers in North Carolina. 
(4) The impact of discontinued scheduled step raises tbr young employees in the 

judicial system and State law enforcement agencies.                     " 
(5)    A process for designating cases as complex business cases and assigning them to 

business court judges, including the possibility of providing that appeals from 
complex business cases go directly to the Supreme Court. 

(6) Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

House Members 
Rep. Burr 
Rep. Davis ........... 
Rep. Hnrley 
Rep. Boles 
Rep. Danghtry 
Rep,,,,D,..gbson 
Rep. Faircloth 

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 

House Members 
Repo Glazier 
Rep. Jackson 
Rep. J ordan 
Rep. Mc..N.e!.i 

.o..R..ep, Richardson ¯ 
Rep. Turner 
Rep. Tim Moore 

Funeral and Cemetery Re~zulafion - The LRC Study Committee on Funeral and Cemetery 
Regulation shall study options for merging the Board of Funeral Services and the Cemetery 
Commission. In studying this issue, the committee shall examine the following: 

(1) 

(2) 
O) 

The current charge and operational mission for each body as prescribed by 
statute. 
Potential operational efficiencies achieved by a merger of the two bodies. 
Potential economic benefits of a merger t9 the industry. 
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(4) 
(.5) 
(6) 

Potential economic benefits of a merger to consumers. 
National consolidation trends relating to funeral service and cemetery regulation. 
Any other issues pertinent to this study. 

House Members 
...Rep" Boles 
Rep. R’_ayne Brown 
Rep. Alexander 
Rep. Burr 

i..Rep. Charles Graham 
Rep, Murry 

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 

House Members 
Rep. Ramse), 
...R.ep. Schaffer 
Rep. Tine 
Rep. Warren 
Rep. Younts 
Rep.......Tim Moore Ex Officio 

We will look forward to reviewing the Commission’s report regarding the study results, as well as any 
recommended legislation, prior to dissolution of the Commission on January 15, 2015 pursuant to G.S. 
f 20-30.1 t. Please let us know if we or our staff may be of assistance. 

Thank you for.your service. 

Sincerely, 

Sen. Phil Berger 
President Pro Tempore of the Senate 

Rep. Thom Tillis 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

CC: George Hail, Legislative Services Officer 
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Players and Parents .... 

This summer you could be playing volleyball in Europe~ sightseeing and experiencing all tidal is Europe. To do ~his 

is easy; First discuss wdh your parents ~his fantastic oppor~undy of playing volleyball and sightseeing in Europe~ 

and make a family decision. Second; go to our websJte and fill out the application form Third; pack your bags, 

you are going to Europe this summer Traveling to Rome, Florence, Venice, London, Paris, and Barcelona is a 

nice reward for all the hard work that you have done. By taking your parents with you on our volleyball trip to 

Europe will be something special that you will remember for a lifetime. 

My name is John Ldtleman; I am a college volleyball coach and the director of the Goodwill Ambassadors 

Volleyball tours programs. I am a former USAV All American volleyball player, and 6 time USAV National 

Champion. I have coached volleyball for the past 33 years, and have been fortunate to have traveled around the 

world coaching and playing volleyball. I would like to offer you and your parents the same opportunity. 

We do limit the number of players per team to 8-9 players, we accept players by position played and by age group 

This summer we will be offering 4 teams per tour. Teams will be comprised of the following age groups- U13-14; 

U15-!6 and U17-18 and U!9-20 (college Frosh, Soph). These teams will play against similar age groups while on 

tour. 

Rome, Florence, Pisa, Venice 

For more information, please click here 

Discounted Tour Price $3799 

Tour 3 July 7-20 2014 (Space for 3 teams) 

YouTube slide show from last years tour 

For n~re i=~forn~ation, please click here 

Q. Do I need to have my whole team to join, or can i 
sign Lip as an individual? 

A. IVlos~ of our players sign up as individuals and v~e 

make teams based upon; age, position played and 

the timeliness of the application, 

Q. i live in the 1’4idwest .,.where do ~ go to starL the 

tour? 

A, We have players from ali over the USA and Canada, 

We wili make ail of the arrangements for you. From 

your hometown, to Europe and return (ali you need to 

do is pack your bag). 



Q. How do [ find out more or register / sign up? 

A. The first slap is to pre-register on our website at 

www.volleyballtours.corn 

Q, Are NON Piayers weicome? (Parents etc..) 

A. We encourage the pa[ents Lo share the experience 

witi] their daughters/sons, Each year we have 60% of 

the piayers have their parents join in on the fun and 

excitement. There is a discount for parents or 

companions. 

Q. Who do we play? 

A. We play local ciub teams, and in local tournaments. 

Q. What do [ have to do to secure my piece place? 

A. The first step is to fill out the appiicetion form from 

our website www,volleyballtours.com . Tours fiii each 

year, it is best to register eally. The positions on each 

team ere iimited, first registered wili be the first 

accepted. 

For nlore information, p~ease ¢li~:k here 

Visi~ ~he VolleyhaB S~ore USA 

"Like~’ our VB T .... page!" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bond Buyer--~conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 11:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Pension Retbrm Web Seminar - Tuesday 

Pensions After Detroit: Ramifications and Other Reforms Web Seminar 

Web Seminar ::~:: Register 

After Detroit: 
Ramifications and Other Reforms 

When: Tuesday, January 21,2014 I Price: $99.00 

Time: 12:00PM ETI Duration: 75 Minutes 

early December, a federa~ bankruptcy judge in Detroit ruled that 

At the same time, the Illinois General Assembly passed a Jandmark pension refo~m plan 

that cut deep into ratree and union benefits, m~d demands signilicm~ty mote in state 

contributions, but aims to get the pet~sion fully funded in 30 years--a dramatic swing from 

its current state of being undellunded by $100 billion. In the wake of these developments, 

finm~ciafy troubled cities in California, fllinois, and Pennsylvania will soon face decisions 

regarding their underfunded pensions and are s~li’e to be impacted by these cases 

This Vqeb seminal will e×amine what these two devefopments in pension funding and 

payments mean for underfunded pensions ~tound the country, and what app~oaches [e 

referm ~t tek~graphs as most fkeiy to succeed. 

Spea~ers; 

~:: Rcnald 
Green 

~i Rcberl 

RonaId C. Green ~>as eIe~t:ed Hou~l:on’s fi~t Afvica~..Amedcan Oity 

December 2009, citer senA~g three Iem’]s on HousIon City Council, AI-Large, 

Poa~tkm Four He was unopposed lk~r his second term as City Cenlroter whk:b 

began January 2012. On City Ceunct, he cha~red ~he -Budget and Fiscal Affairs 
Committee, o’~ersee~ng 1he City’s anra~al budget of neady $4 billion. As Cily 

Conttoler, MR Green oversees a $13 btfo~ deb~ potdofo and ever 

ilvestnlenls. In addition to mana~ernent of the Cily’s tteas~ffy functions and audit 

d~v~s~on, every paymen~ issued by the City of Houston ~s p~’ocessed by 

Conttofer’s Office. 

For 36 years, Robed KIausnev has been en!~e~ed in the ~xracz[ice of law, 

speciafizing in the representation d pubtic emptoyee pension funds. The firm 

re~)reserffs s~a~e a~d leca~ rel:it~ment systems in more then 20 states, g’lt 

K~ausner has assisted i~ the dr~f/ng of ma~y s~a~e and locN ~ws on pubfc 

employee teHremen~ tbrou~l~eul tl~(~ Ul~i/ed S~a~es H~ ~s a lreque~ff speaker 

fiduciary obligations of pubfic empIoyee pension trustees. 



Lynn Hurue 

James has ~ep~ese~ted ~ssue~s, indenture trustees or bondholde~e ~n 

b~nkruptcy or werkouts of over 400 ~roubled de#t fi~anc~ngs in eve~ 35 dff~eren[ 

slales asd in foreign countries as well. He recently has represested c~enls ~n the 

Sky,re K~ngs a~d Jeffersen Ceunty Chaplet 9 cases. He h~st4fied be~:~re the 

Unffed States Senate asd House Judiciary Committees in con]unction with the 

amendmerds le the Bankruplcy Code im;c@mg Munk:~pal Benkruptcy He 

receafly a~thored chapters on mun~cJpa~ defaults and bankruptcy ~n The 

John Sugden ~s a Sr~ Dffector in St~ad~rd & PooKs U.S~ Public FJaance 

DepaFtment, werking out of S&R’s New Ye~’k efl:~ce. Jehn ~eined S&P h~ 2002, 

coverh~g state ~ad local credffs along the east coasL After many yea~% wor]dag 

as an analysl on ~ocal cred~ls. John joined the U.S~ Sl~les G[oup ~n November 

2010. As of Ju~y 1,2013, John became the #aMyfical Manager for the U.S. 

States Group withi[~ U~S. Public Fi[~ance. h~ [l’~at function, he oversees a learn of 

enalysts cevefing 1he 50 U.S. States and Pue~te Rk:o and rep~’eserds 1hat g~’eup 

both h~terna~ly and exter~a~y~ He ~s the ~ead analyst for the states of FIodda, 

Geerg~a, ~nd~ane, Kentucky, New Jersey, Ok~ahema, Pennsy]vanb, Tennessee, 

V~rgin~a and West V~rgin~a. 

Lynn Hume has been Washingh:~n ~u[eau Ch4ef ~e[ 77~e Bo~d ~uyer. the authority 

on the $3.7 trillion muni boad market: s~nce 2007. Before that she was 
Regu]ate~y AffeCts Ed4tof and e fepeF[e[ for the pa£er, aevedng tax, securities and 

derivatives market practices, regulation, legislation and enforcement. For three 

yea[~ befere joining The Bo~d B~yer, she was a slaff ~[wesfigato~ fe~ the House 

en’dronment, and deal1 with such ~ssues as U.S~ o~1 emergency preparedness, 

{he ban en Ubyan ei~ preduc{s, reguletion ef mk<ed ohem4cal and rn~ck~er wash~ 

at fede~a~ defense facilities ~nd feder~ oversight of nuclear fliers planls. 

Forward 

Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Retail Banking Conference <conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Thursday, January. 16, 2014 11:53 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Retail Bm~king Visionaries to Keynote; Plus Lowest Rates Expire Friday 

eve~t wh~e t~e ~owest co~fere~’~ce rates are ava~aNe~ 

CEOs from leading banks - community, regional and national giants - offer strategies and tactics 

to achieve gro~h. 

Catherine P. Bessant I Cat|11erine P. Be~t 

Global Technology & Operations Executive 

SANK OF AMERICA 
Since 2010, Ms. Bessant has been respons~Ne for delivering end-to-end technology and 

operating senates across the company through a team of heady 100,000 employees and 

contractors ~n 35 countries around the woHd. 

Named to American Banker’s "25 Most Powerful Women in Banking" list in 20:13 for the third 

consecutive year, she was also honored as one of Cornpute~world’s "2013 Premier I00" IT 

leaders. 

¯ ¯ Tl~omas F, Fo~t~ i.~.i Thomas F. Fortin 
Chief Executive Officer 

RgGIONAL MANAGEMENT CORP, 

Ce~sumers~ NF, Fo~in wH~ focus on how his company, a non-bank ~ender, ~s addressing a range 
of finandal needs for wo~hy consumers outside of traditional bank p~a~orms, 

ii.~.iI Dennis S Hudson Den~N B. [~ltl~Nen 

Chairman & Chief Executive Officer 

SEACOAST NATIONAL BANK 

Hudson brings more than 30 years of experience to his position. Hudson began his career with 

the bank in 1978. Today, Nr. Hudson is chairman and chief executive officer of both the bank 

and the holding company. 

Chairman and CEO 

BBVA CONPAB$ 

Under Nr. S~nchez leadership, BBVA Compass has established itself as an innovative, principled 

and customer-centric bank and a model of communiLy involvement from Florida to California. 

Bruce W, Van Saun 

Cha rrf~an ~ CEO 

CITIZENS FINANCIAL GROUP~ INC, 

~[ad~m, Mr. Van Saun will share how Qtizens has operat~onalized ~ts commitment to creating 

differentiated customer experience end how ~t is expanding ~ts offedngs to be~er meet its 



custornerd needs, suppor~ local economies and increase shareholder value. 

Don’t miss these leading CEOs as well as other retail banking innovators as they offer strategies 

and tactics on branch optimization, omni~channel migration, digital banking, innovation in 

banking and more. 

Register Today whi~e our lowest conference rates 
are available! 

Spoasors~ip Opportunities 
For a customized package, please contact Adam Dadich at (212) 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - Retai~ Banking as: Ibroome@email unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@product.americanbanker.com> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Make Better Decisions while Reducing Costs 

~i American Banker 

Hello Law, 

In the highly competitive financial services market, 

business leaders know that real-time access to better 

data can help gain, cross-sell, and retain customers - 

driving growth for their business. What many do not 

-- realize is how attainable this "ideal state" of technical 

means and power is to them and their organizations 

The SAP HANA® platform installed on the Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS) delivers the 

industry’s latest Big Data and unified computing technology, enabling financial service 

organizations to have real-time decision making, now. 

In this webinar, Michael Craig of SAP alongside Erik Lillestolen of Cisco Systems will explain how 

running SAP HANA on Cisco UCS enables financial service organizations to give their customers a 

better experience and respond to the market before their competition - at the same time reducing 

costs and complexity within the business. 

Speakers: 

Michael Craig 

Director of Technology 

Erik Lillestolen 

SAP HANA Solution Product 

Manager 



Sponsored by: 

i~ Sponsor Logo 

Follow Us! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here. 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

custserv@sourcemedia.com I Privacy Policy 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Thursday, Ianuary 16, 2014 2:52 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: New Decision Increases Calculation of Patent Term 

3anuary16,2014 

Yesterday, in NovartisAG v, Lee, 2013-1160 (Fed. Cir., Jan. 
15, 2014), the Federal Circuit determined that the USPTO has 
been incorrectly calculating patent term adjustments, 
potentially shortening the terms of thousands of U.S. 
patents. Recently issued U.S. patents should be reviewed as 
soon as possible to determine whether the USPTO incorrectly 
calculated valuable patent terms so that any loss can be 
recaptured. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

[~E- mail This Issue 

% Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged, if you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morgan Lems Info <:publications~morgmflewis.info~ 

Thursday, January. 16, 2014 2:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Communi~ BaJ:k TraPS CDOs Exempted from the Volcker Rule 

Interim final rule exempts cNlateralized debt obligation vehicles that hold qualifying communi~ bank trust preferred securities from the 
private fund sponsorship and investment prohibitions. 



I hope you’ll join us for NACD Director Professionalism~ in Houston, 
Texas, April 34. With an agenda like this, and seats filling up quickly, 
I urge you to reserve your spot today. 

Gain valuable tips for improving your board and committee processes, a 

refresher on fiduciary responsibilities, and expand your director 
network. Additionally, benefit from NACD’s analysis of the political, 
economic, and governance landscape. 

NACD Director Professionalism is CPE accredited and your 
participation in the course will also get you one step closer to 
becoming an NACD Governance Fellow in 2014. 

Register now to inform and refresh your thinking-and your board 
practices. Reserve your seat online, via e-mail, or by calling us directly 
at 202-872-2088. 

We look fowvard to seeing you soon! 

Edn Essenmacher 
Director, Education 
National Association of Corporate Directors 

P.S. Can’t make it to Houston? Please look at our additional 2014 
dates or click here to learn more about bringing Director 

What do your peers say 
about NACD’s Director 

Professionalism course? 

A hi,gh power tascinat#Lq group 

k~.~rn/nt7 eppo,’tumDea, i am 

!eav/nf~ eneq#~ed 

A garnet 

-Bob Lindeman, Director, Stop-N-Go 

Excefient a~;d should be a 

~equ/~ement for a!! f~rst trine 

A great !buadation program for 

tt~e pre,’~pecdve d/rector~ the 

-Dave Barrie, Director, MFRI, Inc 

Thi ...... g ......... t to: Ib ..... @email ...... du 

,;e ~be si ~Pl E’,’;, rd De’ ~i°p ..... I E .... io-: IF ...... ces IC ....... t,° ns National A .... iation of Corporate Directors 

~~ 
2001 P .... ylvania A ...... NW, Suite 500 

ilI q i Washington DO 20006 

phone 202-775-0509 I fax 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Educational courses 
and NACD Fell~vship credential prog ..... pl ..... lick here 

T ..... bscribe f .... II NAOD ...... ioati .... pl ..... lick h .... 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 3:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Treasu~ sells $3 billion in Ally Financial stock 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

BB&T Corp.’s profits rose in the fourth quarter from a 

year ago and beat Wall Street estimates as the bank 

benefited from fewer bad loans on its books. 

Treasury sells $$ billion in A~ly Financia~ 

stock 

The Treasury Department announced Thursday it 

plans to sell 410,000 shares of Ally Financial for $3 

billion as part of its ongoing effort to recoup the costs 

of the $700 billion financial bailout. 

$~me Charlotte Douglas 

ai~por~ police officers set to 

~ose badges, g~ms 

About 20 police officers assigned 

to patrol Charlotte Douglas 

International Airport will likely lose 

their status as sworn law 

enforcement on March.. 

Rock Hill’s InChem Corp. said it plans to create 40 

jobs in Charlotte at a Steele Creek facility it has 

acquired from Virkler Chemical. 

Weak earnings d~ag US 

stocks mostly Iowe~ 

After hitting a record high the day 

before, stocks were mostly lower 

Thursday as investors reacted to 

disappointing results from Best 

Buy, Citigroup... 

United to furlough ~88 f~ight 

attendants 

United Airlines plans to furlough 

688 flight attendants after it didn’t 

get enough of them to take a 

voluntary buyout. 

Citi 4Q p~ofit misses forecasts 

Citigroup’s fourth-quarter profit fell 

short of analysts’ expectations as 

its bond and mortgage 

businesses weakened. 

Hor~es lost to 1orec~osure hit ¢-yea~ low in 

2015 

The number of U.S. homes that got started on the 

path to foreclosure fell last year to a low not seen 

since before the high-flying days of the housing 

boom, the latest evidence that the threat of 

foreclosures continues to diminish. 

Contact Us I About Us ] Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 



Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Latrice Sales <lsales@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 3:48 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 2, Issue 1 

1-o vie:^; :~n onlh"~e version of this email, click here. 

Volume 2 I Issue ! I January 2014 

Preventative sports medicine is the hallmark of any strength and conditioning program The 

first goal of an athletics healthcare professional is to develop effective and practical ways to 

reduce the number of sports-related injuries¯ To help lower subconcussive forces, maximize 

performance and protect the student-athlete, strength training of the head, neck and jaw must 

be nc usve when des gn ng exerc se programs¯ 

A compelling question in concussion research and education is: Do females concuss differently than males? 
::::*;;:: John      The short answer is yes Not only do female athletes suffer with concussion, they may also be uniquely 
...... Parsons predisposed to suffering with more concussion and worsened concussion symptomatology relative to male 

athletes¯ 

~e~d ~ote [] 

For an athlete to maintain a healthy diet, it is essential to understand nutrient content and timing, 
but also how to navigate the mounds of health and nutrition advertisements and advice marketed to ~i Jenny Moshak 
athletes. Experimenting with fad diets and performance-enhancing supplements may or may not 
help performance, but more critically may lead to unintentionally consuming banned substances or 
suffering from potentially severe health consequences 

The athletic experience provides physical, social, mental, emotional and spiritual benefits¯ Sport 

teaches athletes how to take risks, set goals and maintain the focus to achieve them¯ Participation 

in athletics also develops leadership skills, teamwork, strategic thinking and the pursuit of 

excellence [] all skills necessary for success in the workplace¯ Athletic experiences develop skills 

that last a lifetime¯ Transferring these skills to the next arena is what helps to create a productive, 

balanced life¯ 

Athletes with eating disorders require specialized approaches to identification, management, prevention and treatment. It is 

critical for the collegiate sport community to develop guidelines to address issues related to eating disorders and create an 

effective and efficient system for connecting athletes to specialized treatment 

Get the competitive edge. In the highly competitive world of 

collegiate athletics, the difference between first and last can be 

small¯ Optimal eating habits can give you an edge over your 

competitors, but planning and selecting a high quality diet can 

be challenging Using the Nutrition Facts label and the 



ingredient list on foods will make it easier. For the best food 

options, click the image. 

~i Using a Nutrition Facts Label 

SCAN 

In an effort to provide student-athletes, coaches and athletics 

administrators with reliable nutrition information, the NCAA 

Sport Science Institute has partnered with SCAN sports 

dieticians to create a series of nutrition fact sheets for student- 

athletes, articles for athletics administrators and nutrition 

we b i n a rs. S CA N, ~.~..~.Lt.~..~:.~.:L~j.~z&~ ~.~.[~.~..~. ~.~..jv~’.?.Li.ij!.~.& 
[~.l]~i.t@q, is the largest dietetic practice group of the Academy of 

Nutrition and Dietetics. Topics range from fueling before 

exercise, the vegetarian student-athlete and understanding 

dietary supplements. Click the images below to review the fact 

sheets or view all nutrition resources on our joint collegiate 

For advice on customizing a nutrition plan, consult a registered 

dietician (RD) who specializes in sports, particularly a Board 

Certified Specialist in Sports Dietetics (CSSD). Find a SCAN 

RD at ,t,~,z.sca ndpg.o rg. 

i[:+:;i Eating 11211 Fueling ~i Fueling ~iI Perform Underst Vegetari Fueling Caffei 

......Sheetcy 
Frequen Fact ..... 

e        
Exercis During ...... ry         

Recove For ..... 

ance              n        Hydratio ..... anding              Dietary 
~:ting ..... 

on                                        Road the ...... 
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~ nerg 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carr Thompson <~cthompson@bwfund.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 3:58 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cbor’cz@email.unc.edtr~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu-* 

Update Request: Director Diversity Initiative 

Please add the following person to the updates list for the Director Diversity initiative: 

Carr Thompson (cthompson@bwfund.org) 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Thursday~ F’ebrtaary 13~ 2014. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::] 

Carolina Business Court and the Honorable Joi E. Peake, US ~~~ 

Practical tda~ t~ps from a top compIex commerc~al tda~ ~awyer 

privilege and work product issues in business ~itigation 

:::::::::::::::::::::: ~::~::~::~ ]~]] ~ ~ ~ ~ ] ] ~] ~te # ~ ~::~::~:: , 8000 Weston Parkway 

::::::::::::::::::::::: Cary 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Jurist Insider <callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Thursday, JanuaU 16, 2014 4:32 PM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Penn State to cut tuition; School gets approval tbr first hybrid online/on-campus JD 

To view Lhis e~-r~ail as a web page., go here. 

Penn,Penn StateresidentstO cat tuition by almost half fbr 
| II People in Legal Ed. 

On]y a year after it decided to | II Where to Study 

schools, Pe,m Smte ! rniversity        divide k~to two separate taw /    ] Abayad this Summer 

/ II  Vanted: Rum] Dic~s(m School of Law has 
~mnounced it will cut tuition by 
almostha~fibrPem~sylvat~ia L ~ Lavxsem 

~ Read Morel ~ 

:~ 

] I 

William Mitchell gets ABA approval to 
offer first hybrid onlinei’on.-campus JI) 

William Mitchd 
be the first ~4m~e~cm~ Bar Association- 
approved ~aw school to oi}~r a largdy 
online JD degree, alter the ~A 
appro~ ed a varim*ce to its st~mdards 
*~d-December. 

~e first-ofqt<-~d progam will 
feature in-person, experiential leamNg 
and otflme coursework thai 
doct~e aa~d skills. 

>> Read More 

I 

U Washi ngton gets $56,1M donation from 
frugal almmms 
~e University of %~ashing~o*l School of Law received a $56. 
million gift in November fi’om a fi’ugal 

Jack MacDonald, who ~aduated fiTom the U ni~ersity of 
Washington Sd~oo[ of Law ir~ 194 spent his tt~ee-decade legal 
career working as an Ntomey for the Veteran’s A&r~inis~ation in 
SeanCe, 

>> Read More 

I 

Northwestern starts MSL program for 



STEM professionals 
’l?cte Northwestern School of Law is ot’feri~}g a new Master of 
Science in Law designed fi)r pro~{~ssionals in science, ~ecbalology, 

engineering and math fiel&. 

’II~e program, which cm* take two to eight semesters to comple*e, 

wil! of I~r students the oppot~ami~/to co~cen~rale in three areas: 

patent and intellectual property, business lm,~’ and 

et~trepre~}eurship, or regula*ory analysis a}d strategy, 

>> Read More 

Profile Center ~ UnsubscrJbe 
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Carolina Business Court and the Honorable Joi E. Peake, US ~~~ 

Practical tda~ t~ps from a top compIex commerc~al tda~ ~awyer 

privilege and work product issues in business ~itigation 
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::::::::::::::::::::::: Cary 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, JanuaD, 16, 2014 6:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Senate Passes Spending Bill to Fund Government Through September 

Senate Passes Spending Bill to Ftmd Oovernment 
~ll~rougti September 

Congress has turned to a new chapter in its long-running battle over the federal budget, 

as the Senate approved and sent to the White House a monumental spending bill that 

keeps the government running through September. 

The $1.012 trillion measure, designed to bring a fresh sense of order to the federal 

budget process, passed 72-26 just a day after the House passed it with similarly broad 

bipartisan support. The bill won the support of 17 Republicans, 53 Democrats and 2 

independents. The president is expected to sign it. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:<250 



"~ 1Faculty Cound~ meets Fdday~ 

/ 

I / January 17, 2014 from 3:00 to 5:00 in the Pleasants Room 

All members of the faculty are welceme te attend. 

Chancellor Fo[t and Admissions Office address 
a~[e~ations about studenbath[ete academic 

media repots from CNN and elsewhere alleging that significant numbers of UNC’s student- 



Storify of #FacCounci[ tweets from December 13 

Faculty Council meeting; catch up if you missed it! 

We’ve assembled a "Storify" capturing all the tweets about this afternoon’s UNO-Ohapel Hill 

Faculty Council meeting using the hashtag #FacCouncil. Most of these tweets are from our 

office’s @UNCFacGov Twitter account, managed by Anne Whisnant. Check them out to see 

what you missed, or just get a quick capture of what happened at the meeting! 

Read online. 

Ca[[ for Faculty Council agenda topics 

The Agenda Committee of the Faculty Council meets eight times a year, usually 7-14 days in 

advance of the regular Faculty Council meeting to set the two-hour agenda (a list of dates is 

available here). If you would like to suggest topics for the meeting agenda, please email 

facultygovemance@unc.edu. 

UNC-Chape( Hi[[ statement on American Studies 
Association’s Brae[ boycott 

The university’s response to the American Studies Association’s resolution to boycott Israeli 

academic institutions is available online here. 

(3uskiewicz Guskiewicz offers wise advice to 
offers wise o~ico,o graduates at December commencement 
graduates at 

December 

rC~mmenceme    Click here to view media. 

Kevin Guskiewicz, Kenan Distinguished Professor of Exercise and Sport 

Science and Senior Associate Dean for the Natural Sciences in the College 

of Arts and Sciences, was the keynote speaker for the December 2013 

commencement ceremony. The ceremony took place on Sunday, December 15th at 2 p.m. in 

the Dean E. Smith Center. Prof .... 

Read online. 

Na,!iona[ summit on college athletics, "TrueSport 
U, to be held at UNC May 2~3 

A conference, "TrueSport U: The Impact of College Athletics on Education, Youth Sport, and 

American Culture," sponsored by the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency’s True Sport, the University of 

North Carolina, and Penn State University, will be held at UNC May 2-3. It will feature prominent 

sport leaders, scholars, coaches, athletes, parents, and journalists discussing a broad range of 

effects of collegiate athletics on American society from their unique perspectives. Chair of the 

Faculty Jan Boxill is heavily involved in the planning, and the conference is co-sponsored by the 

Parr Center for Ethics, which she directs. For more information, visit the summit website. 

Register for High Impact Carolina Conference, 
February 7th 

This important University-wide conference (to be held February 7, 2014) will focus on 

recommendations from the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) 

monograph, High-Impact Educational Practices: What They Are, Who Has Access to Them, and 

Why They Matter. The conference will feature talks from national experts, including Tia Brown 

McNair, Senior Director for Student Success in the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Student 

Success at AAC&U, and Betsy O. Barefoot, Vice President for the Jon N. Gardner Institute. 

Click here for more information. 



The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost requests proposals from faculty or 

http://fridaycenter~unc~edu/MOOCs/#authoring. Please note that the Letter of Intent is due 

recognizes a woman who has made an outstanding contribution to the lives of women on the 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. Each year, three individuals-one faculty member, one staff member, and 

postdoctoral scholar recipient receives $2500. Click here to submit a nomination. The deadline 

¯ Januarg 22: Publishing in Peer-Reviewed do~rna~s in the ~,~a and Humanities and Socia~ 

¯ danua~ 24: ~eve~o~in~ ~ffecfive Mentorin~ Pro~rama ~or ~arl~ Career Facu~g 

¯ danua~ ~0: Gender ~qua~ity in Science (Gen~S} Series Presents: S~]~/ 

¯ danua~ g]: Plagin~ [o Your Strengths as a Teacher, Nesearcher, and ~epa~men[a~ 
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Banking Daily 

3anuary 17, 2014 ~. Number 12 

Bank Supervision 

Fo~" ~i,~ ~a~ks~ Calls for 7o~f~-~er Ove~’si~ht 

A banking regulator is calling on the boards of big banks to 
toughen their oversight of risk-taking, with the threat of an 
enforceable order for lenders found not to have complied with 
the heightened expectations .... 

Mortgages 

A federal judge in California has denied a motion by the city of 
Richmond, Calif., to impose sanctions on Bank of New York Mellon 
and Wilmington Trust Co. after they challenged a proposal to 
address underwater mortgages through the city’s... 

International Banking 

Plans for a European Union banking resolution scheme to be in 

place before bank stress tests are completed by the end of 2014 
are in doubt after the European Parliament made it clear that EU 
member states must agree to changes in legislation that... 

Bankruptcy 

A Detroit bankruptcy judge Jan. 16 denied the city permission to 
pay UBS AG and Bank of America Corp. about $165 million to end 
interest-rate swaps that have cost taxpayers $202 million since 
2009, saying the deal cost too much (In re City of Detroit,... 

Interest Rates 
Three }~ormer Raboba~k Traders Face 

Three former employees of Cooperatieve Centrale Raiffeisen- 
Boerenleenbank B.A. (Rabobank) are facing charges, filed in the 

U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, that 
they conspired to commit wire fraud and bank fraud... 

Monetary Policy 

~Je~’~aRke Reviews Lesso~s of 200~ C~’isis~ 

As investment banks collapsed around him, Federal Reserve 
Chairman Ben Bernanke said he kept his bearings in the fall of 
2008 by simply focusing on the task at hand, which he compared 
to keeping a car from driving off a bridge .... 

Derivatives 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission made the 
agency’s first made-available-to-trade (NAT) determination Jan. 
16, certifying certain interest rate swaps contracts that were 
submitted by Javelin SEF LLC .... 

Housing 
Homebuilders Remained 



I~ 3an~ar~/oN Rising L~oSo 

Confidence among U.S. homebuilders held in 3anuary near its 
highest level in eight years, indicating that the residential real 
estate market will continue to contribute to economic growth in 
20:14 
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See views by country 

Complete your stats 

Supergeneric Collateral Descriptions in Financing ,., 
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Clips eFlash: "Paying Athletes Won’t Bankrupt College Sports[; 

Newsletter 

Dear Lissa. 

Greetings from the Clips Ba~ont Hilton lobby office. 

The highlight of tlae NCAA convention today was a ve~ interesting 3-hour gathering of about a 
thousand D1 ADs, Sr. Associate ADs, FARs and SWAs in which they hovered at 30,000 feet 

cogitating and ruminating about D1 governance issues. I will report on that in tomorrowI~ s 

riveting and award-worthy Clips Eyewitness Report. 

Their second session tomorrow will taJ~e place much closer to ground level. 

Right now, however, the ongoing work of Clips continues. A little while ago I came across an 

interesting article from Deadspin.com entitled ~No, l ayingAthletes Won’t Bankrupt 

College Sports. [] The a:rticle is reprinted below word-for-word. To have secured reprint 

approva] from the folks at Deadspin is definitely a coup. A ClipsCoup. This is the first time I 

have ever gotten reprint pem~ission from Deadspin, and let [] s hope there will be many 

Deadspin reprint permissions to come. 

For those who are unfamiliar wit]a Deadspin, it is a collection of odd, unusna] and sometimes 

ridiculous items about events and people in sports. Deadspin [] s style is decidedly and 
consistently irreverent, with heaping dollops of cynicism, sarcasm and humor (~)metimes 

disguised as ridicule). 

Here is the Deadspin I ~About Us I~ video (click here) 

This article was written by one of Deadspin [] s go-to guys, News Editor Ba~ Petcheslcy. In 

about a dozen paragraphs he comes to the conclusion that there is money aplenty to pay 
student-athletes. In facL his sign-offline is USo, yes, the money is there. The only question 

is: ~7~o deserves it?[ J 

ttey, it I~ s one person ~] s opinion, mad it [1 s always good to be exposed to both sides. 

Nick Iat:axite 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www,twitter,co~r~@CollegeAt hClips 

No, Paying Athletes Won’t Bankrupt College Sports 

By Barry Petchesky, Dea&pin, 1-16-14, 12: 22pm ET 

The NCAA’s biggest and most bruited argument against compensating players is that 

athletics programs couktn’t take on the additional burden of player salaries without going 
banki-dpt. The argument has a certain appeal to a certain kind of fan, the one who thinks sports 

took a turn for the worse at roughly half-pasl Marvin Miller. It’s also very. wrong. The money’s 

already there. 

That’s the finding of a repo(t by sport Ina~lagement professor Dr. Daniel Rascher, filed Monday 

on behalf of the plaintil~& in O’Bannon vs. NCAA; the case is technically only about athlete 

compensation for tke use of their likenesses in video games, but in reali ,ty ifs a direct shot at the 

foundational principles of the NCAA. (We’ll have more on the latest filings, which together 

amonnt to a point-by-point rebnttal of every argument commonly made against pay-for-play.) 
Ra,sche~’s study, which is below, notes "that current Division I revenues would be sufficient 

under a pay- fi)r-play regime; i~sjust "that right now, without any worklbrce to pay, an eye- 

popping share of the money is instead going to head coaches (to say nothing of assi stm~ts and 



admini~_ra’five s~lt’and plush otfices andjewel-encrusted workout rooms). 

Here’s the data. the percentages of revenue devoted to head coach salaries at 107 top football 

programs and 60 top basketball programs, compaxed with those percentages in the NFL m~d 

NBA. 

(The seasons are the most recent for which complete data could be obtained. But Rascher 

notes that that average college football coach’s sala~ went up 59 percent from 2007 to 2012, 

and the average college basketball coach’s pay rose 112 percent from 2005 to 2012.) 

What do these numbers mean? Most simply, tiffs: If the top NCAA programs paid their 

coaches in line ruth pro coaches ~ not the same amount, but the same percentage of revenue ~il 

would free up tens of millions of dollars that could be used to, say. pay players. 

Even if that doesn’t seem like enougl~, know this: College programs don’t always tell the truth 

about their profits ~ sometimes for innocent reasons; sometimes not. 

In a separate report filed in the case last April (also below), Rascher detailed some of the ways 

athletic programs tweak their balance sheets to show a loss even though they’re actually turning 

a Nce profit. Among those "tricks: 

Not counting donations unless they’re specifically made to that program. 

Not counting mffversi~- bran&d ~nerchandise. 

Not counting a successful program’s effect on applications, enrollment, a~d tuition. 

Undervaluing concessions, proking, aaad team merchaaadise. 

Overvalning the cost of food, tuition, books, and room and board. 

These games aren’t new. A famous 1992 study looked at Western Kentuck~.,’s claim that its 
athletics department was losing $1.5 million a year. By adjusting for WKU’s creative 

accounting practices, the study found that the athletics program was actually turning a profit of 

more than $5 million. 

Rascher told me he believes programs usually aren’t being malicious Maen ti~dging the numbers. 

Because they’re attached to non-profit universities, athletic departments face little pressure to 

show a profit or even to have precise bookkeeping, and "it’s simply titne- consmning to t~?~ and 

parse out true sources of revenues or expenses." 

But there are glaring exceptions. Rascher notes that the athletics department at Texas counts 

among its expenses out-of- state tuition for every single athlete, whether they’re actually fi~om 

out of state or not. That’s more money going from athletics to the school’s bursar than is 

necessao~ ~"an obvious attempt to falsely increase expenses," Rascher says. Why? Smaller 

programs might exaggerate expenses to receive more funding. But, Rascher says, it works the 
other way a~ound too: "Really well-offathletic departments find ways to pay the rest of cmnpus 

so eve~one is fine with them doing their thing." 

In court, the NCAA’s research czax has a~ued that roughly two percent of its member schools 

show a profit in athletics. Aside from a~y creative bookkeeping, that’s a misdirection because it 

includes eveu sport at eve~?~ level. O’Bannon vs. NCAA is only about revenue sports. No one 

is claiming aD-III gymnast should be paid. In this class action, 100 percent of the class is FBS 

football or D- I basketball. 

Take football as an example: 70 percent of the damages claimed focus on the six power 
conferences. An analysis of the 66 football programs in those conferences found that only three 

were in the red; the average program’s profit was $18 million. 

So, yes. the money is there. The only question is: Who deserves it? 





This article has’ been reprinted on Clips with the permis:s’ion ~Deads’t~in.com. 

7’o access the 21-page re~hwted report by sport management proJOssor Dr. Daniel 

Rascher, filedMonday on behalf of the plaintiffs in O’Bannon vs. NC~L~i, click here 

To access this article in its original setting, click here: 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CL PS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emalled directly to specially setected 

Clips subscribers. This particular Deadspin eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be remo’~ed from tt6s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Shell Warns on Protit 

Shell Warns on Profit 

Royal Dutch Shell said its fourth-quarter profit will be significantly weaker than recent 

levels partly because of higher exploration costs. 

Shell expects to post fourth-quarter earnings of $2.2 billion on a current cost of supplies 

basis--a figure that factors out the impact of inventories, making it equivalent to the net 

profit reported by U.S. oil companies--down from $7.3 billion a year earlier. 

"Our 2013 performance was not what I expect from Shell," Chief Executive Ben van 

Beurden said. 

See More Coverage 
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In Defense of ’Super PACs’ and of the First Amendment 

Joel ?i, Gora, Brooklyn Law School 

~ B lurring Lines between Churches and Secular Corporations: The Compelling Case of the Benefit Corporation’s Right to the Free Exercise of 
Religion 
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Honest Services Fraud: Construing the Contours of Section 1346 in the Corporate Realm 
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Wendy Gerwick Couture, University of Idaho College of Law 
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iiiiiii,,~n Ddense of ,Super p~,cs, a8d el~ the First ~,mendment, [ ~ Free Download ] 

4_~ Salon ~aff Law ~eview ~ 28~ ~z~ ~ ~) 
Brooklyn Law S’chool, Legal ~tudies Paper f~o. 364 

30~L N, ~ONA, Brooklyn Law School 

Email: joel=Born@ brooklaw,edu 

This article is a defense of "Super PACs" and of the Fh’st Amendment principles that they embody, namely, that we need a robust, wide-open and 

uninhibited discussion of politics and government in order to make our democracy work. Like the famous Citizens United ruling in 2010, Super PACs 

have gotten a bad press and have been widely condemned as threats to democracy. But Super PACs are really nothing new. They trace their 
origins back to Buckley v. Valeo, the Supreme Court’s landmark 1976 free speech ruling which rejected any justification for limiting the independent 

expenditures for political speech. Thus, the day after Buckley, individuals and groups were free to spend whatever they wished to support or 

oppose political candidates. Whether they were allowed to join together for such purposes was less clear. But Citizens United removed any 

lingering doubt by holding that any speaker - individual, corporate, union, non-profit - was free to make independent expenditures without 
prohibition or limitation. Based on those principles, a federal appeals court easily and unanimously ruled that what one person or group could do 

individually, several people or groups could do cooperatively, namely, pool their resources to get out their common message. That is a Super PAC. 

As a result, Super PACs played a noticeable role in the 2012 federal elections. But despite popular misconception, they did not dominate or control 
those elections, accounting for only 10 percent of the campaign spending, almost all contributions to them were fully and publically disclosed, and 
almost no corporations played any role in any such Super PAC spending. ]ndeed, so far as is known, extremely few Fortune 500 companies have 
contributed to support a Super PAC. Rather, Super PACs enabled more speech and debate in our political process, a result to be desired most 
significantly under the First Amendment. So, rather than being a threat to democracy, Super PACs have been a boon. 

i::i::i::i"Nurrin.g Lines betweem Churches and Secular Corporations: The CompeNsg Case of the Benefit Corporation’s I~ight to the Free Exercise ~f 

Rel,giOt~" [~:: Free Download ] 

}V~A~C ~Ri~i~DOi~F~, Tri Valley Law, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, University of California Davis 

Email: 

The United States Supreme Court will soon hear oral arguments on two cases, Sebelius v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. and Conestoga Wood 

Specialties Corp. v. Sebelius. Both cases present similar questions with regard to the applicability of the First Amendment’s "Free Exercise Clause" 

to corporations. 

[n Hobby Lobby, the Tenth Circuit found that Free Exercise rights existed for a corporation, without regard to its status as a non-church, profit- 



seeking entity. 

In Conestoga, however, the Third Circuit agreed that a corporation could have Free Exercise rights, but such rights did not apply if the corporation 

happened to be "secular" and "for-profit", defining characteristics which appear nowhere in the Constitution and which are contrary to recent First 

Amendment jurisprudence and other precedent, including the seminal case of Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission. 

Why would there be such a distinction relating to a right as fundamental as the exercise of religion? 

According to the Conestoga court, it all comes down to profit. A legal entity that exists to produce profits for those who organized it can’t exercise 

religion, but one that exists without an interest in profits miraculously is vested with the right to exercise religion. 

In Hobby Lobby, the court summarized (and subsequently rejected) the government’s position as being a black and white distinction between non- 
profit religious organizations, which have Free Exerdse rights, and for-profit secular organizations, which have no such rights. The government 
made the same argument in Conestoga, and in that case the majority adopted the government’s position. 

Not only is the government’s distinction arbitrary and without logical or legal basis, it is utterly at odds with recent developments in corporate law. 

The advent of the "Benefit Corporation" (or "B-Corp") has formally established a gray area between the black of the non-profit religious 
organization and the white of the for-profit secular organization with respect to First Amendment rights generally and Free Exercise rights 
specifically. 

Indeed, a corporation organized as a B-Corp can be religious and formed for purposes other than the sole pursuit of profit. Such a creature was 

apparently beyond the knowledge of the Conestoga court. 

Well, not the entire Conestoga court. Judge Kent Jordan, in his meticulously argued dissent, touched upon the radical upheaval in the law 
occasioned by the recent establishment of the B-Corp in many states, pointing out that a B-Corp, like a religious non-profit corporation, is a legal 
entity that exists for purposes other than the solitary pursuit of profit; in fact, B-Corps can be formed in furtherance of religious purposes, much like 
a religious non-profit. 

The purpose of this paper is to elaborate on Judge Jordan’s discussion of B-Corps in his Conestoga dissent and further, to argue that not only 
should Free Exercise rights apply to corporations that have a religious purpose, such as B-Corps, but also such rights should exist for what I refer 
to as "de-facto B-Corps." 

/ Free Download 

Delaware iournai of Cot#orate Law (DiCL), VoL 38, ~7o, 2, 2023 

t~’I’~CI-t~LLE V, 8ARO~I~, Widener University - School of Law 

Emaih michelle,v,barone@gmail,com 

The honest services fraud statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1346, makes it a crime to engage in a scheme to "deprive another of the intangible right to honest 
services." Congress enacted the statute in an effort to fight fraudulent activity, but it has received disparate treatment among the courts since its 
inception in 1988. For instance, it is not clear how the statute should be applied in a private context as opposed to a case involving a publically 
elected official. Moreover, section 1346 has been criticized of being "void for vagueness," because it does not clearly define what behavior is 
prohibited. 

In 2010, after several years of inconsistent application of section 1346 by lower courts, the United States Supreme Court attempted to more clearly 

define the outer limits of the statute’s reach in Skilling v. United States. The decision simply limited the use of section 1346 to cases involving bribes 

and kickbacks. 

Despite the Court’s attempt to provide guidance on the reach of section 1346, Skilling left many questions unanswered. For instance, the Court 
failed to define precisely what behavior constitutes a "bribe" or a "kickback." Additionally, though the Court explained that honest services fraud 

cases almost always involve breaches of fiduciary duties, it neglected to indicate the source of these duties. Finally, the Court failed to illustrate 

how the statute should properly be enforced in the private sector -- for example, in a case involving claims against corporate officers and directors 

-- where relationships are undeniably vastly different than those in the public sector, between elected officials and the public. The honest services 
fraud statute has potentially unanticipated implications for corporate relationships, particularly corporate relationships in Delaware. This Note 

analyzes the potential reach of the statute in a corporate context and illustrates the need to bifurcate the statute in a way that differentiates 

between public and private honest services fraud violations. 

Presently, the contours of section 1346 are poorly defined and subject to broad interpretation. The ch’cuit courts have come to differing conclusions 

on the source of the duty that invokes an honest services fraud violation. Additionally, the courts are unable to agree on a uniform definition of 

either bribes or kickbacks. Congress should be charged with addressing these gaps in the current legislation as well as enacting separate 

legislation to address purely private honest services fraud violations. 

1%~ree Download 

Wake Forest Law Rewew, Vof, 48, No, 3, 20~3 

DONNA M, N~,~¥, Indiana University Maurer School of Law 

Emaih dnagy@indiana,edu 

This Article focuses on Members of Congress and their widespread practice of holding personal investments in companies that are directly and 

substantially affected by legislative action. Whether entirely accurate or not, congressional officials with investment portfolios chock full of corporate 

stocks and bonds contribute to a corrosive belief that lawmakers can - and sometimes do - place their personal financial interests ahead of the 
public they serve. 

Fiduciary principles provide a practical solution to this classic agency problem. The Article first explores the loyalty-based rules that guard against 

self-interested decision-making by directors of corporations and by government officials in the executive and judicial branches of the federal 
government. It then contrasts the strict anti-conflict restraints in state corporate law and federal conflicts-of-interest statutes with the very 

different set of ethical rules and norms that Congress traditionally has applied to the financial investments held by its own members and 

employees. It also confronts the parochial view that lawmakers’ conflicts are best deterred through public disclosure of personal investments and 

the discipline of the electoral process. The Article concludes with a proposal for new limitations on the securities that lawmakers may hold during 
their congressional service. Specifically, and as a starting place, Congress should prohibit its members (and their staffs) from holding securities in 

companies substantially affected by the work of any congressional committee on which they hold membership. But Congress should also explore 

the adoption of even stricter anti-conflict restraints, such as a statute or rule that would, subject to some narrow exceptions, prohibit members and 

senior staff officials from owning any securities other than government securities or shares in diversified mutual funds. 

Loyola University Chicago Law ]ou/nal, VoL 45, 20.I4, Forthcoming 

W~DY ~WT(::~ ~O~T~E, University of Idaho College of Law 

Emaih wgcouture@uidaho.edu 



Motions to dismiss are the litmus test in securities fraud class actions. A motion to dismiss is filed in virtually every securities fraud class action, and 
motions to dismiss are extraordinarily successful in securities fraud class actions. Therefore, courts’ opinions on motions to dismiss are immensely 

important to the evolution of the substantive and procedural law of securities fraud. 

In this Essay, I discuss emerging issues in courts’ rulings on motions to dismiss securities fraud class actions. In order to ensure that my comments 

reflect current trends in this ever-evolving area, I have analyzed a data set of 80 opinions issued in 2013 on motions to dismiss securities fraud 

class actions and drawn the following eight observations therefrom: A. Winnowing Is Real But Relatively Rare; B. Dicta Abounds, and That’s A Good 
Thing; C. Scienter Is (Still) King; D. The Falsity-Scienter Inference Continues to Percolate; E. The Core Operations Inference Is Hot; F. Subjective 

Falsity Matters; G. Puffery Is Untethered; H. What Rule 11 Findings Mandate? 

I hope that this journey around the world of securities fraud in 80 motions to dismiss provides guidance to litigants, courts, and scholars on this 
ever-evolving area of law. 

This Essay is drawn from my remarks at the 2013 Annual Institute for Investor Protection Conference: "Effective and Ethical Pre-Filing Strategies for 

Investigating and Pleading Securities Fraud Claims," sponsored by Loyola University Chicago School of Law’s Institute for Investor Protection and 

Institute for Law and Economic Policy. 

The Data Set Appendix for this paper is available at the following URL: http:!,/s~rnoCOn~i~bstract=237:~808 
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Humiliating enemas after traffic stop lead to $1.6M settlement I Why Scalia called out lawyer I Should bar-exam 
requirement be dropped? 

The Top Stories of the Week 
JanuaH 17, 2014 

Man to get $1.6M for humiliatinq 3-enema ordeal after traffic stop 

A t~I~SSAGE IFRO~4 A~CUS ATTORNEY 

Lavcyers: Use Outdated Sol, are at Your Own Risk... 

J~dge censured for asking staffers to 

Scalia calls out lawyer for reading from prepared notes 

A ~ESSAG~ FROD~ CLOUD9 

Top 7 Reasons Whv Law Firms Are Moving to Cloud Servers 

Beware of email attachments purporting to carry case information, courts warn 

9 ways firms find cash for partners--at their great peril 

Pimp convicted of stomping customer sues Nike over lack of warning label on 
shoes 

Civil rights suit over doqs shot during police search OK’d by 9th Circuit 

Cohabitation barred in contract of state university president 

Tuition is cut 18 percent at this law school 

appeals court rules 



tweet 

__L___a__v~_ er leaves Big_Law to focus on being_galactic overlord 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 
~ 

Is the bar exam a valuable test of law ,qrads? Or an unnecessaw 

expense for them? 

This week, we noted that the Iowa Supreme Court is considering waiving the 
bar exam for the graduates of its state’s law schools. The idea is to shorten the 
period between graduation and law practice, and to allow grads to save the money they would 
otherwise need for living expenses and bar review. At this point, ._o___n__[y_~__sg___o___n___s__[_n__ offers an in- 
state diploma privilege. 

So we’d like to ask you: Is the bar exam a valuable test of law grads? Or an unnecessary 
expense for them? 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: Are you aggressively planning for retirement, or do 
you hope to work as long as possible? 

Featured answer: 

Posted by KGI: "Ten or even five years ago, I’d have said I’ll happily continue practicing in my 
public sector agency until they wheel me out feet-first But given the huge budget cuts, real wage 
losses and worst of all, disrespect that we public servants have endured over the last few years, 
I’d bail out right now if I could afford to. My current plan is to hang on, Congress willing, until I hit 
full retirement and not a minute longer. Then I will put my legal training to use doing something 
else I can love and feel contributes to making society a better, fairer place-perhaps as a 
volunteer child advocate in juvenile court, or as a volunteer elder-law adviser for a local aging 
agency." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so contact us. 
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Today’s tteadlines: Sylian Rebels Say Cease-Fire Deals Prove Deceptive 

Today’s Headlines       F , oy, J ..... 
IN THIS EMAIL "~ World i U.S Business i Spolts ,’Mts Movies Today’s Video Obitusries 

~ Editorials Op~ ~ OniBis Day ~ CUSTONIZEt> 

Top News 

Sy~an Rebels Say Cease-F~re Deals Pvow~ 

Deceptive 

C, fficials from the IJnited Sta~es m~d Russia have urged localized 

cease-fires to jump-stat~a peace talks, but some rebels have 

regretted malting deals wkh the s~teo 

DEALBOOK 

J~tlge D~s~|iows Pla~ lily Detroit to Pay OffBanks 

In a decision that sml.~rJsed mal~y, a banln’uptcy judge said it was 

"reasonably likely" that Detroit eould free itself d costly swap 

eontraeL~ if it sued the two banks holding them. 

A Virst Lady at 50, Fir~ding Her Own Path 

In many ways she is the embodiment of the eo~temporat\v, 

urban, wall-heeled middle-aged American woman. Except she is 

also Miehelle Obama. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

’Arne~o.k~an ][-[ustk¢ a~d ~G~°avity~ Lead Oscm~ Field 

The Academy Award t~omitmtions included their share d 

surprises and snubs, but t~e ~o nods for "Amez{ean Hustle" and 

"Gravi[y" held ko eom, entionN wisdom. 



Cast Your Ballot 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Grabbing l-~e WoWs Tai| 

The Taliban will re~’onquer parts of ~g@lanis bm unless 

foreign troops stay. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JOHN W. ADANIS, a member o[ the Sons of Confederate Veterans, on w}:y he and other 
st~pporters o[ Confederacy oppose a plm~ to build a m(mumen[ to [allen Union soldiers 

at a Chd] War battlefield in Olustee, t.la. 

Today’s Video 

A st~:eteh of Broadway in Manhattal~ will be ~a’ansfi:~rmed into 

Super Bowl Boulevard, creating concerns in addition to those 

about security at the game itseI£ 

~eleted Articie 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: Dee. 17~ 2o14 

The New York Times movie critics on "Jack Ryan: Shadow 

Recruit," Generation} War" m}d "Big Bad Wolves." 

~ vm~:o., The Scr~mab~e: A Simple G~’eek Lm~eh 

Mark Biktman and the Greek chef Diane Kochilas make 

strapatsada, an easy shredded-tomato-and-egg scramble. 

World 

Nears A]pprowd 

i~ghts groups said the j ~vtaposifion underscored the persistent 

doubts about the government’s pledges to steer EAypt to~rd a 

new era of freedom and democracy after the milikaw’s crisper of Mohamed 

Morsi. 

Kerry Offers Assurm~ees us S~s~a Tel[ks Draw Near 

Secretary of State John Kerr3, urged "a posidve vote" as the Syrian opposition 

weighed whether to j oin a peace conference scheduled tBr next week. 

. italian Pol2 Chosen as 1-~2nsDr Point for Syrian Chemicals 

U.N. Says Executions ~n Syria by Rebels May Be We:" Crimes 



The port of Oioia Tauro, one of thc" busiest ir~ Europe, was picked because of its 

facilities for transferring cargo ship--to-ship. 

U,S, 

OLUSTEE JOURNAL 

A pr@osed monu~nent to Union s oldiem at Olas tee Battlefield 

Historic State Pmq~ has enraged the area’s Confederate 

deseen dan ks. 

In Age of Schoo~ Shootings, Lockdown Is fl~e New 

AS flae whiff of a threat, a generation growing up i~ the shadow of 

Columbine and San@ Hook is trNned to snap off the lights, 

the doms and take ~Rtge in eornem and d*-~seks. 

Ohio Execution Ush~g U~tested D~g Cocktail[ Renews the 

Debate Over Lethal I~&~ecfio~s 

The inmate, convicted of rape and murder, gasped and struggled, taking z5 

minutes to die. 

[] [] 

Business 

Advocates fi~r V~;orkers Raise the Ire 

Business of fiNals say advocacy groups often demonize 

companies unfairly and inaeeur3 rely, while the #’oups question 

why corporation s have attad{ed such f’ledglin g orgmfizati on 

Bm~ps (:m a Road to Re~wd for Yahoo 

Mafissa Mayer’s fi~ng of her top lieutenant, Henr~que de Castro, 

was her fit~t public signal that turning around Yahoo would be 

far mow difficult than some had suggested. 



DEALBOOK 

13al~ks Keep T|~ei~* ]~t~o~°~.gage ]Lit-ig~ll~-~o~ Re~s~’xe~s a 

Some investors are upset "~at banks will i~ot divulge the amount 

of money set askte, b*R some banks say ~hey don’~ want regulators ~o know the 

n umber lest the autho~’it~es increase se~lemeot totals. 

Sports 

PACERS 117, KNICKS 89 

gg SCO[ i CACCiOi.A 

Indiana imprcwed to a league-best 2o-! at home in a vietorl,~ over 

tl~e Knieks on Thursday that fcah~red tl~e retm’n of J. R. Smith to 
the p,?tation, 

NETS 127, HAWKS 110 

M:khail D, Prokhorov attended ~he NeLs’ game against the 

Ha:d<s Jo Loodon, the second game he has seen Jo pemon this 

. Box Score 

RANGERS 1, RED WINGS 0 

Tight Game vs. Detltoit 

The Rangers :mprov ed their record in their las ~ 13 games ~o 9-3- 

~ w:th a :qetoD: over the Red Wings on a third-period goal by Mats guceare:~o. 

Arts 

Vete~oa~s Ig~m~oed 

The Academy has long been considered stodD~, but this year’s 

nomi~mtions suggest that ~’eputation may be outdated. 

¯ ~ Video 

:Leonardo DiCap~’~o Dich~’t Exerdse His 

Prod~mer~s Prerogative 

As prod ueer of "The Wolf of Wal] S [t’eet," he could have cut 

scenes of his ehara~’ter’s dra&-:n&med breakdown, b*R he opted 

nee to. 

¯ More Intervie~,s: Matthew McCol:augi~eyI David O RussellI Jared Leto I Amy Adams I Steve 

Coogan i Sally Hawkh!s I Ethan HawKe I Jo~3h Hill 

’JACK RYAN: SHADOW RECRUIT’ 

:.:,. :,..: .-’,~i o ,’s :..-’, 
Paramount reboots an action fra~:chJse, casting Chris Fqne in a 

role previously played by .~ec Baldwin, Har~qson Ford and Ben 

Affleck, 

Movies 



’RIDE ALONG’ 

You Have the R_~ght to Remain F’mmy 

Kevin Hark plays a man aspiI{ng to be a police officer, and Ice 

Cube plays a veteran on the force in this buddy cop come@. 

’WILL YOU STILL LOVE ME TOMORROW?’ 

The New Midlife C~isis 

Arvin Chen’s ’%?iI1 You Still Love Me Tomorrow?" is a mature 

sto~y c.,f a married man struggling to stay’ closeted. 

Mong~nenta]l Cast, but Not M~leh 

,~m@ WarhoYs ~964 film "Empire" is seven bouts of the Empire 

State Building doing nothing. What’s it like to watch the whole 

thing? 

Obituaries 

Dies at 89 

A~er a busy career playing villains in westerns, Mr. Johnson was 

the brains of an ofl3endse cIueIess band of eas£~ways dmt 

remNns lost in reruns. 

Dave Madden, of~The Parl~’idge Family,~ D~es at 

Mr. Madden played Reuben Kincaid on tl~e early 197os sitcom 

and guest s~’ed in many odler comic roles. 

Nlae Young, Unlady|ike ~Vres~.ler "Who Loved to 

Be H~ted~ D~es at 9o 

Ms. Young, who pulled bait and [o& cheap shots, ~7~s a Hail of 

Famer who rose 1o prominence in [be 194os and fought her last 

round in 2olo. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A PreventaMe Tragedy 

Danming details emerge in a Se~ate repo~ o~ 

EDITORIAL 

(3ontan~h~ate(~ ~’Vate~" ~ West Vh’g]n~a 

S£~te and federal officials need to strengtheu laws to reduce the ~isk of chemical 

spills. 

EDITORIAL 

Hea~th Care. Rel[’o~ Sur~’.~ves a La~,su~~- 

A federal dis~Sct judge rei~fforees that fl~e healfl~ reform law was desigued to 

provide quality, af[br&b]e heald~ care for "all" Ame~@ans. 

For m.s:s 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T]!:~.~. ]~ll~e~,l~.~al~ty 

The current ineome ineqtm]i~" debate misses the poh~t aed 

prevents a mmneed, bipaPdsan discussion of our economic and 

s*-~cial ills. 

Cekim nist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

President Francois tlo]Iande does a bad, bad thing, z~d this has 

nothing to do with his personal lif~. 

¯ Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

G~y’s G~ys 

Christie’s Jersey edge is his g~eatest eommodih/, b~t a truly 

muscular polideian can g~wem without acting like a thug or a 

Neanderthal 

more opiaiol=: So to NYTime,~,aom/Opinioa ~ 

FOLLOW US: ~ Fs~cebook I ’~#’ @N~Times i~::Pinterest 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with our suite of apps: 
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NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Vigil our mobile web.qle al 

’ Help Section ~ ’ m,nyt,eom >> 
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In this issue: Outer Banks brewery trims costs with wind power 

First Look 

This Week’s Headlines 

power 

continue to 

PowerSecure se~s subs~dh~ry to Anuva 

Life Thee Fffness p~ans mega~y~ 

Rale}gh’s Waste Industries names new COO 

New N.G. 
details 

Your Ja.-:uary 17~ 20t ,a issue is available 

Get the Newsstand App for FREE 

Congratulations. As a s~bscriber, you now 
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Januaqi 17, 2014: U.S. Senate Passes Spending... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

~[£dayls T£P Head!ine ............................................................................................................. 

U,S. Senate Passes Spending Measure 

"Congress sent Presidenl Barack Obama a $I .I trillion government-wide 
spending bill Thursday," reports the Associated Press (Jan. 17, Taylo0, 
"easing the harshest effects of last year’s automatic budget cuts after Tea 
Pa[ty critics chastened by October’s partial shuldown mounted only a faint 
protest." The Senate voted by a 72-26 margin in favor of the measure, which 

had cleared the House of Representatives a day earlier on a similarly lopsided 
vote. The President’s signature was expected in time to prevent any 
inter[uption in govemmen~ Iunding Saturday at midnight. "The huge bill funds 
even/agency of government," notes the AP, "pairing increases fer NASA and 
An:qy Corps of Engineers construction projects with cuts to the Internal 
Revenue Service and foreign aid." In addition, it pays for implementation of the 
Affordable Care Act and includes funding for tighter regulations on financial 
markets - albeit at leveL~ lower than what Obama pushed for. 

Politico ~Jan. 17, Rogers) states ~hat approximately $20 billion is ~sto[ed 
domestic programs slashed under ser#~estration last spring. Measured h~ rea~ 
do~a~ adjusted for ~nflation, though, the ~te House ~s stil~ left w~th ~ess 
~han Congress~ona~ legJs~ato[s approved six years ago for the Bush 
administration. "Treasury ~os~ in ~s bid ~o secure extra dollars ~o meet U.S~ 
p~edges to the ~nlernationa~ Moneta~ Fund and expedite reforms allowing 
emerging economies ~ike Brazil and india to play a larger ro~e ~n the 
organization," adds the puMicat~on. 

According to the International Business Times (Jan. 17, Kashyap), "the next 
fiscal obstacle for lawmakers to clear before mid4erm elections in ~he Iall is 
lhat of [aising lhe debl limil, and the~ is some confusion on ~he ~imeline 
this action." GOP lawmakers seem to believe that the Treasury Depaltment 
can manage until May without fresh borrowing authority. However, Treasury 
Sec[e~a[y Jack Low on Thursday repeated his urgen~ warning thai legislators 
must act by the end of February. 
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.................................................................................................................................................................... Director Professionalism® 

Q4 2013: IDirectors Predict Steady I~conomic G~owth 

When asked about the current state of the economy versus both one quarter 
and one yea[ ago, directors view the past year in a more positive light than the 
previous three months. Looking ahead to the expected state of the economy 
in the next quarter and one year out, directors view the next year with more 
confidence ~han the nex~ quarter. The NACD Board Confidence Index 
aggregates these comparisons, illuslrating the board[oom’s pe[spective on 
the state of the economy. 
Click here to view the Q4 2013 
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NACID Team4Jp Announces Philadelphia’s I0 Most Outstanding Board 
Directors 
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The National Association of Corporate Directors’ Philadelphia Chapter and the 

Philadelphia Business Journal (Jan. 16) this week arrnounced their list of 
Philadelphia’s I0 Most Outstanding Directors. The vadous board members 
be recognized at a Mack-tie gala on Feb. 19 and be profiled in a specia~ 
section of the Business Jo~mars weeMy edition that same week. Among 
~hose who honored a~ Raj Gup~a, who has served on the boaK~ of Tyco 

~nternafiona~ s~nce 2005 and also serves as a direclor at Hewle~-Packard, The 
Vanguard Group, and De~phi Automotive; Marc Lederman, who has seen 
Liqu~dHub h~c. more than douMe ~n s~ze dudng his s~x years on ~s board; and 
Chadsse R. UH~e, whose ~ong4~me board service at Penn Mutual L~fe 
h~surance Co. has helped the company double ~ts ]~te ~nsurance sales s~nce 
2008. 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

Apollo to Buy Owner of Chuck E. Cheese’s for $950 Million 

"An aIfifiate of Apollo Global Management LLC agreed to buy CEC 
Entertainment h~c. for about $950 million," confirms MarketWatch (Jan, 16, 
Rubin). Apollo will pay $54 in cash per CEC share, a 12 percent premium over 
~he Jan. 15 closing price, hrcluding ~he assumption of debL ~he deal is worth 
closer to $1.3 billion, CEC and its franchisees operate 577 Chuck E. 
Cheese’s eateries in 47 states and 10 foreign countries, Currently, 522 
locations in the U.S. and Canada are company-owned and run. 

Share~ 

Law a~d Pg!Jcy .............................................................................................................................. 

Wa~4V~art Accused of Violating Workers’ Rights 

"Tire National Labor Relations Board on Wednesday accused WaI-Mar~ 
Stores Inc, of unlatdully retaliating against or threatening workers who took 
pa~t in strikes and protests in more than s dozen states in the ~ast two 
years," repeals ~he Wall Street Journal (Jan. 15, Trot~man, Banjo). The 
complah~t sets up a battle between the counl~’s ~argesl relaPSer and an 
~ndependent federa~ agency that GOP and business g~oups have accused of 
unfaidy bolstering labor unions. NLRB officials have denied any bias. 
According to the Journal "the NLRB fi~ed the complaint on behalf of union 
affiliated group OUR ~alma~. The complaint ~nvolves more than 60 
employees and names more than 60 company supeRdsors and a ~ahMa~ 
corporste officer, David TovaL" 

Share~ 

lnstitutiona~ investors Believe CEOs Are Overpaid, Survey Shows 

Pensions & Investments (Jan. 16, Bun) cites a newly released joint survey by 
Towers Watson and Alliance Advisers, which found that some 72 percent of 
irrsti~u~ional irwestors believe the U.S, executive compensation model has 
resulted in excessive CEO compensation levels - needy quadruple ~he 20 
#ercenl of cor#orale dkectors holding such a view, "On~y 34 percent of 
responding institutional ~nvestors say the executive pay mode~ at most 
companies is c~ose~y ~inked {o company s{rategy," states the puM~cation, 
"compared to 70 percent of responding direclors." ~n addition, ~nsfitut~ona~ 
~nvestom and corporate d~rectom d~sp~ayed sharp d~fferences on the influence 
of say-ompay voting o~ executive compensation. Some 63 persent o~ the 
former believe say-on-pay votes have been a primary driver of pay decisions 
by boards versus jusl 26 percent of responding boa~d members. "Only 41 
percent of ~nvestors, in contrast to 72 percent of directo~, believe say,n-pay 
vo~ing has affirmed the alignment of executive pay and company 
performance," concludes Pensions & ~nvestments. Over 30 insfitutionM 
~nvestors and more than 120 corporate d~rectom took par in the per], wMch 

conducted last October and November. 

Share~ 

�(~[p£[~!~e GeY~[na £(~e ......................................................................................................... 

Ontario Regulator Proposes Rules for Wo~en on Boards 

"Publicly traded companies in Ontario will have to disclose how many women 
lhey have on their boards in a push to boost lhe ranks of female executives 
under proposals from the province’s securities regulator," states Bloomber£[ 
(Jan. 16, Dmitrieva). In addition, Toronto S~ock Exchange-lis~ed companies 
would be required to report their policies on females in the workplace, their 
director term limits, and their target goals for women representation. In a 
staternenL the Ontado Securities Commission noted tha~ ~he proposals would 
amend lhe national rules on disclosure of corporate governance practices~ 
They are open for a 90-day comment period ending April 16, According to 
Bloomberg, "the push for more female inclusion comes as 82 percent of 
companies don’t have a policy regarding [em~ limits Ior directors and 80 
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percent don’t publicly share the number of women in executive roles." 
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Goog~e Tops Fortune’s List of Best Companies to Wo[k for 

Today.com (Jan. 16, Fears) notes ~hat Fo[tune has ~leased its I7~h annual 
list of the 100 best companies to work for. Topping the list is Goo.gb, which 
features such innovative perks as stocked micro-k~tchens, communM b~kes, 
and massage chairs at its Mounta#~ View, Calif. campus. In addition, ~he 
tech g~ant donates $50 for eve[y five hours an employee voiunteers to a 
char~taMe cause. TMs marks 1he fifth time the company has occupied the No~ 
1 sbt. ~n second p~ace ~s the Noah Carolina-based SAS ~nstitute, a leading 
developer d ana~ytics so~ware. It has become known for offe[in9 unique 

benefits I~ke unlimited sbk time, subsidized Montessor~ child care, and an 
onsite hea~th center availabb to both empbyees and their family membeB. 
Ro{md~ng out ~he Top 5 are The Boston Consulting Group. EdwaK~ Jones, and 

Qubken Loans. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

~icrosoft’s CEO Short-List Reportedly Includes Ericsson’s Vestbe[g 

Dallas Morning News (Jan. 16) sources have learned that Microsoft’s board of 
directors is seriously considering Ericsson CEO Hans Vestberg as a potential 
successor to departing leader Steve Ballrner. The 48-year-old Vestberg is in 
the running alongside such other candidates as Microsoft cloud-computing 
chief Satya Nadella and former Nokia CEO Stephen Elop. John Thompson, 
Microsolfs bad independerfl director, is spearheading the search. He wrote in 
a December blog post that the board plans to complete a search in the "early 
part of 2014." He added that board members stalted with mole than 100 
candidates and have since narrowed the list. 

S ha reFTT~ 

Says CEO Will Step Down in ~a[ch and Names Replacement 

Raytheon Co. CEO ~,Mlliam H. Swanson this week confirmed that he will step 
down in March and be replaced by CO0 Thomas A. Kennedy, reports the Los 
Angeles Times (Jan. 15, Hennigan). Swanson, who t{m~s 65 next month, has 
ser,~ed as the defense contractor’s chief executive for more than a decade. He 
will continue to ser,~e as chairman until the company completes the transition 
process. The 58~year-old Kennedy is c~di~ed with overseeing the 
consolidation of Raytheon’s six business units to four. "The consolidation 

would result in annual savings of about $85 million," states the Times. 

ShareFTT~ 

The Business of Risk ls Booming 

qq~e Wall Street Journal (Jan. 16, Millman, Rubenfeld) notes that tightening 
business laws coupbd with ramped-up enforcement activity bolh al home and 
abroad have prompted many companies to go on a compliance hidng spree. 
"Compliance offbets a~ some companies rank relatively high on the corporate 
~adder," notes 1he Journal "reflecting the heightened risks companies face for 
legs]atop/~nfractbns." On the downside, compliance staff can be hem 
accountable for lapses abng w~h the rest of the company. S{~ch Mgh stakes 
make compliance one of the most high-pressure ~obs in the O-suite. "One 
1fade g[oup fo~(J in a 2012 su~’ey that 60 percent of compliance officers had 
considered ~eav~ng their position because of job st[ess," notes the Journal 

Share~ 

Jet Air CEO Toomey Quits Six K~lontf~s After Joining Carrie[ 

Jet Ain~#ays (India) Ltd. CEO Gary Kenneth Toomey has resigned just six 
months after the fon:qer Air New Zealand Ltd. executive took the top job at the 
co{m~ry’s larges~ publicly ~raded carrier, Bloomberg (Jan. 16, Koto~). Jet 
Airways CFO Ravishankar Gopalakrishnan has agreed to se~’e as the acting 
chief executive until the company finds a pemqanent replacement. No reason 
has been given for Toomey’s resignation. Toorney is the second CEO to q{~it 
~he company since last June. 

ShareFrT~ 

Economic Outlook 

Foreclosures Nit 8-Year Low in 2013 

The Associated Press (Jan. 16) cites new RealtyTrac research in repealing 
that lenders initiated foreclosure proceedings against 747,728 homes in 2013 
- the lowest yeady amount since 2006 before the housing meltdown. Home 
repossessions also declined to 482,970 for the year, which was the lowest 
volume since 2007. Foreclosure volume has been dropping as the U.S. 



housing ma[ket and overall economy improve. But such activity remains high 

in such states as Florida, California, and New Yo~’k. 

S ha reFll~E] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 7:38 AIVI 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Janua~ 17, 2014 

Hello, 

Shop ’Til You Drop 

Best Buy tried an inventive strategy to attract customers this past year: 

inviting them to test out products in stores and buy them for less online. 

weak h~[iday r~.’s~I-ls. We report on a deep malaise that seems to have 

struck malls and big-box retailers: the fast rise of e-commerce. We find 

that the Web not only depresses sales, but also hurts the means by which 

traditional retailers turn a profit. Our story examines the wasas online 

shopping changes consumer habits, noting a decrease in impulse buys and 

store xfsits. Some companies claim online operations can supplant sales at 

physical stores; others say the retailers are in for an uphill battle. "If people 

don’t come to your stores, it reduces the possibility shoppers will buy 

anything," noted one analyst. 

The Battle of the Bulge 

After years of statistics showing that Americans keep getting fatter, diets in 

the U.S. nfight finally be taking a healthy turn. According to a study 

a&~.]{.s ~,a) t}~e) are reducing :t}~eir ~.’aIerie int~ke (118 fewer calories a day in 

2oo9-1o as compared ~th four years earlier), eating at home more often 

and reading nutritional labels. O~ story examines a range of trends that 

might be contributing to the shifi in behavior: ~der choice for consumers, 

economic Netors, general public awareness, regNatory eflbrts, and even 

technological innovations. While the study suggests improvements are 

under way, we note that some were skeptical of how significant the 

reductions are. "We still have huge problems with obesi~’~it’s just a 

smaller degree of terrible," said one expert. 



Left Behind 

One of the lnost troubling outcomes of 

the largest migration in human history: 

abandoned children. We find that the 

flow of Chinese migrant workers into big 

dries from rural areas, along ~dth strict 

government rules controlling the movement of people, l~a~ [ef-’t n~iIlio~,,~ ~.~f 

children b~ r~:~ra~ Chi~a ~i~g ~.~rg@~ o~.~. t}~eh~ o>~~. About 61 million, or one 

of eveW five Chinese children, haven’t seen one or both parents for at least 

three months, by one count. While parents believe they are raising the 

standard of living back home, we note that the abandonment seems to 

come at a long-term cost: More than 7o% of kids in rural China show signs 

of mental-health problems, sa}vs one researcher. Our video provides a 

glimpse into -~he Iif~ o~: Chi na’,~ ~efb-behi nd chi]dren. 

If I Had a Million Dollars 

Which U.S. state saw the ]arge~,<t grow~h in ~:~:~iI]io~:mire ]~ousv}~o~d~,< per 

capita ~:his year? The answer is difficult ~ if not impossible [] to guess, unless 

you caught a glimpse of the annual ranking released by Phoenix Marketing 

International before reading today’s lo-Point. Our story reports that North 

Dakota [] ~.~4th not a single Tiffany or Saks Fifth Avenue store[]jumped 14 

spots in the annual millionaire table. The climb comes as the state 

experienced a lucrative energy boom, particularly in the Bakken shale 

region. "The only way you know a Bakken millionaire is he’ll be dri~qng a 

new truck and might have taken his wife on vacation," said the president of 

the chamber of commerce in Bismarck, the state capital. You can see how 

other states stack up on ~.~m’ i~.eraetiv~ :map ~.{ ,,~ort~.~ble ci~arL 

Obama Wre~.~le~,-~ ;.Vi~}~ NSA OYerhaul 

WORLD 

Yah~~o CEO’s Next Task: W~~o Madis~~n 



~ARKET$ 

NUI’~ER OF THE DAY 

Do you think any of this year’s films are overrated? If so, why? Send your 

response to lopoint6,:~ws, i,~:~o:a:~ and follo~,, ,. ,.,c~ a~ dTl!~akel on Twitter. 

As Monday is Martin Luther King Day, see you on Tuesday. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

READER RESPONSES 

About Rob~’rt G-at~’Fs :;t~ m.’e on Syria, Mike Furlong wrote from Alabama 

that he agrees with the former U.S. defense secretary: "While earrs4ng out 

the threat may have brought about bigger problems, onee made a threat 

mtkst be aeted on. I think [President] Obama’s mistake was in making the 

threat in the first plaee. It was a foolish thing to do against a leader who 

seems to believe he has nothing to lose. I hope what the country as a whole 

and leaders in particular are learning is military aetion should be a 

powerful and real but last resort. I think history teaehes us that military" 

action rarely brings hmg-term solutions without accompanying, informed, 

and humble (an aeknoMedgment that you don’t know all you think 



know) diplomacy." 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~’,~s~:~_ 

assistance, please contact Customer 

Copyright 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, hzc. All Rights Reserved. 







From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 8:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HK.LSBOR(~UGH .aZ4EA: 
**** Break m to unlocked vehicles reported 01/16/14, at 3209, 3211. 3202, and 3200, Seven Springs Rd, various eiectronics stoie~. An unlocked garage entered at 3209 multiple air tools and 
cordless driils stoien. Lock pried off shed at 3202. chainsaw set outside but was left on scene. 

EFL ’AND ~J~A: 
****}~reak m to locked residence reported 1/l 6/14, 3:46 pro, 56 l 5 Bradshaw Quar~5" Rd 
the complainant advised that when she returned home today she found her f?ont door standing open. She found her television, 2 eweli) 
boxes frill of assortedjewel~ and computer missing. Value $2,000.00 
REMINDER: we need to be vigilant in observing our surroundings and not hesitate to call %11 when you see somedaing suspicious. If)ou 
call when yot~ see it, we have a better chance of stopping something from happening. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch (2lark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Glamour Awaits You at PlayMakers 

Be Transported to Noel Coward’s World 
Make the Scene at Our 1930s Supper Club 

Shake off the wintertime blues, when we open our doors to the glamorous 1930s with 

Picture the Paul Green Theatre transformed from an aquatic wonderland (so 2013) to a 
swank 1930s night club, complete with caf~ tables, chandelier and red-hot piano player 
tinkling the ivories. 

This is your gilt-edged invitation to immerse yourself in Noel Coward’s world, where high 
fashion, sophisticated comedy and top-of-the-bill entertainment were the order of the day= 

Join us when the cocktail shakers start rattling and the music begins Jan. 22ri!! 

MORE INFORMATION 

Tickets for F~Hvate L.ive.~ are 
ON SALE NOW. Tickets 
available for every budget, 
starting at $15 every 
night. 

JAN 22-FEB 9 
Tue=Sat at 7:30pro 
Sun Matinee at 2:00pm 

Sat Matinee, Feb 1 at 
2:00pm 

WHERE 
PlayMakers is located in the 
Center for Dramatic Art. Our 
PRC2 productions are 
~erformed in the Kenan 

Theatre. 

UPGRADE NOW 

Caf~ Society Seating 
Make it a one-of-a-kind 
theatre experience! 

Just $20 to upgrade a 
Section A ticket. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pepper Hamilton LLP <info@pepperlawupdates.com> 
Friday, January :[7, 20:[4 9:53 AN 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Observation :[.2 on the Volcker Rule: Foreign Banking Entities - Location, Location, Location - Client 
Alert, ]anuary :[7, 20:[4 

To view this email as a web page, go her~e 

Client Alert 
January 17, 2014 

On December 10, 2013, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB), Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) adopted final 
regulations implementing the "Volcker Rule." The Volcker Rule prohibits banking entities and nonbank 
financial companies from engaging in proprietary trading and severely restricts their relationships 
with hedge funds and private equity funds. This action caused a sea change in the way many 
financial institutions will conduct their operations. 

This alert describes the aspects of the new regulations that have a direct impact on foreign banking 
organizations and foreign operations of U.S. banking entities (collectively, for purposes of this alert, 
"foreign banking entities"). 

Read more 

If you have any questions, please contact the authors above or Walter B. Donaldson II CFE, 
Managing Director, Freeh Group International Solutions, LLC at donaldson@freehqroup.com. 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets 

Philadelphia~ PA 19103-2799 

This Alert is a periodical publication of Pepper Hamilton LLP and it was created as of the date set 

forth above and is based on laws, court decisions, administrative rulings and congressional materials 

that existed at that time, and should not be construed as legal advice or legal opinions on specific 

facts. The information in this publication is not intended to create, and the transmission and receipt 

of it does not constitute, a lawyer-client relationship. The contents are intended for general 

information purposes only, and you are urged to consult a lawyer concerning your own situation and 

any specific legal questions you may have. Any tax information or written tax advice contained herein 

(including any attachments) is not intended to be and cannot be used by any taxpayer for the 

purpose of avoiding tax penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. 

(The foregoing legend has been affixed pursuant to U.S. Treasury 

Regulations governing tax practice.) 

This publication may contain attorney advertising. 

Copyright © 2014 Pepper Hamilton LLP. All rights reserved. 

Update preferences Forward to a Friend Unsubscribe 





~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 10:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Women in Business: Nominations Open 

2014 Women in Business Awards 
Nomination Deadline: February 10, 2014 

Tn~a;Wfe Business deuma,~ is pleased to 

;~nnounce the 17th annual Wemen ~n 

Bushiness Awards. These aw;~ds hono~ 

wo~ell ~ vaFious bus~ness categoF~es who 

have prevail to be dyllam~c and outstandh~g 

~eaders with estaM~shed track FecoFds of 

s~gn~ficant accomplishments in bus~ness 

~nd/oF communky service. 

NOM~NATION DEADLINE 
~onday, February 10th 

Submission site cleses at t 1:59PM 

SPONSORS 

Forward to a FFiend i PFiw~¢y I Uns~bscribe 

Tdangle Business Journal 
3600 Glenvvood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC. 27612. USA 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 17, 2014 11:34 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Obama To End Mass Collection ofU.S. Phone Data 

Obama To End Mass Collection of U.So Ph~me Data 

President Barack Obama said that the U.S. will end its mass collection of American phone 

data and no longer will house the information inside the government, a victory for civil 

libertarians that marks the most significant curtailment of U.S. surveillance practices in 

more than a decade. 

The most immediate changes to spy operations affect a National Security Agency program 

that collects data on nearly all U.S. phone calls. Under the new presidential directive, 

intelligence officials are now required to obtain an order from a secret national-security 

court for government searches of phone data, and the scope of individual searches has 

been scaled back. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USA TODAY High School Sports <editor@schedulestar,com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:50 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Who is the Best Boys Basketball Coach in America? 

This is an advertising message from USA TODAY High School Sports 

If you no longer wish to receive promotional emails, click here to 

Click here to view our privacy policy 

This email was sent by: USA TODAY High School 8por~s 

100 Emerson Lane Suite 1529 Bridgeville, PA, 15017, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:56 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

We’re Pleased to Present 11 Newly Elected Partners 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

i::~ Banner 

E~e’re Pleased to PreseRt 11 Newly Elected Partners 

Dechert has elected 11 new partners who bring talent and leadership to our internationally 

recognized practices and, along with our lawyers in the g nlted ,:,tares Europe, Asia and the 

Middle East, are cemm~ed to achievh~g our clk~nts’ objectives wherever they do business. 

G~es Be~sey 

Coq~orate, t.ondo~~ 

Mr. Belsey focuses his practice on financial se~ices matters, with an emphasis on 

~debt capital markets. He advises on medium term note programs, standalone bond 

issuances, hybrid capital, securitizations and other asset-backed financings as well 

as structured note issuances, exchanges offers and loan finance. 

Read more ~ 

Tony Chart 

Corporate, Washington, D.C. 

Mr. Chan advises strategic buyers and sellers as well as financial sponsors and their 

portfolio companies in complex corporate transactions, with an emphasis on 

[::]international and cross-border matters He focuses his practice on mergers and 

acquisitions, particularly private equity and growth equity transactions, and other 

corporate matters for clients in industry sectors such as technology, internet, life 

sciences and financial services 

Read more 

Kar~ J. Paulson Egbert 

Fina~;cial Services, H, on9 Kor,,g 

Mr. Egbert advises fund managers on regulatory, corporate and business matters. He 

[]has significant experience advising Hong Kong and Asian hedge fund managers on 

fund structures and global fund offerings, and has assisted international fund 

managers with U.S. legal advice on a wide variety of issues. 

Read more >; 

Gorav Jinda~ 
Anti#ust~ VVashing~on~ D. C. 

Mr. Jindal handles all phases of merger and non-merger investigations conducted by 

the DO J, FTC and state attorneys general, including Hart-Scott-Rodino premerger 

[]filings, preparing and defending key witnesses in investigational hearings, delivering 

presentations before the antitrust agencies, preparing white papers on behalf of 

merging parties and other targets of investigation, and assisting third parties in 

purchasing assets in forced divestitures. 

Read more 



Coq~orate, A!maty 

Mr. Mokrousov handles M&A, finance and regulatory matters, especially in the energy 

E]and mining industries¯ He advises major and independent oil & gas companies on 

J upstream and transportat on pro ects, se ers and buyers n cross-border M&A 

transactions, multilateral lenders and commercial banks on debt and equity 

financings, and Kazakhstan-based issuers on international capital markets offerings 

Read more ,,} 

Corey iF, Rose 

Fina~;cial Se,wices, Charlotte 

Mr. Rose advises investment companies, fund boards of directors, investment 

E]management companies, banks and other financial institutions on corporate and 

regulatory matters, and counsels financial institutions on compliance with federal anti- 

money laundering laws and regulations as well as economic and trade sanctions. 

Jodi E, Schwimmer 

Finance at~d Real Estate, New York 

Ms. Schwimmer advises on liquidating vehicles and esoteric securitization structures, 

E]distressed debt financing, commercial mortgage-backed securitization, real estate 
f nance and structured f nance. Her exper ence nc udes structur ng un que 
securitizations involving distressed assets and representing issuers, underwriters, 
loan sellers and investors in both public and private securitizations. 

Read more >> 

Jeremy L Senderowicz 

Financial Services, New York 

Mr. Senderowicz advises registered investment companies, private funds and their 

LJinvestment advisers on asset management, regulatory and compliance matters His 

practice is focused on the formation and regulation of exchange-traded funds and 

registered alternative funds. 

Read more >7 

Adam Silver 

Dispute Re,<.,o~ut,;on, London 

L]Mr. Silver focuses his practice on commercial and financial litigation, fraud and 

contentious insolvency He handles capital markets litigation as well as cross-border 

d sputes and enforcement act ons n a varety of ur sd ct ons 

Jacques Sivigno~ 

D~pute Resolution, Paris 

Mr. Sivignon handles complex commercial litigation, product liability, industrial risk 

E]and post-acquisition matters, particularly involving life sciences¯ He advises on 

comp ance and secur t es regu aton ssues and represents state entt es and 

multinational clients in ICC arbitrations concerning general corporate, license, 

construction and energy-related disputes 

Kah~il T, Yearwood 
t::inance and Real ~ta~e, San Francisco 

Mr. Yearwood focuses on commercial real estate finance, commercial real estate 

E]investments and capital markets¯ He represents financial institutions in loan 

origination, subordinate debt and whole loan financing and acquisition, CMBS 

securitization, loan modifications, work-outs and other asset management activities¯ 

Read more 

c,~ 2014 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as [] 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 35!8 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000). 



Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembour9, Russia, the United Arab EmJrates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina PTA <info@ncpta.org> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 1:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Start Your Year Out Right 





bi,~!1:h Ca!,~ii!~,a F’TAI 3,’5,01 Gler!wood Aver!~.=~! i R~i,~fi{}h, biC 27812 [ii~iI iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Director Divm~iD- Initiative <directordiversi~@unc.edu> 

Friday, JannaU 17, 2014 1:03 PM 

Wells, Maxykay qnkwells@nc.rr.com> 

Broome, Lism L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Database of Potentied Directors: An Application Has Been Submitted 

A new application has been submitted for the database of potential directors by Wells, Marykay. 

This application will be reviewed and a reply will be sent within two weeks containing a password if you are selected to register for the database. 

If you do not hear from us after two weeks, please contact us at 919.962.7066 or directordiversity@unc.edu to check on the status of your application. 

UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Director Diversity Initiative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, January 17, 2014 1:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Databa~ of Potential Directors: An Application Has Been Submitted 

I will be out of the office until Monday, January 20. I will respond to your email as soon as I can. 

Lissa Broome 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, January 17, 2014 1:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 21 -- BNA’s Banking Report 

BNA’s Banking Report 

3anuary 21, 2014 @ Volume 102 Number 3 

LEADING THE NEWS 

Debt Securities 

U.S. regulators should make another tweak to the Volcker rule 

and clarify the treatment of collateralized loan obligations, 
financial industry groups said, warning of steep losses to banks 
and costlier financing for companies in other sectors... 

Regulatory Reform 

Bi~a~lisa~ Bi~ Offers Narrower Adjustme~t 

Two senators, one from each side of the aisle, introduced 
legislation -]an. 13 to modify Volcker rule restrictions on trust- 
preferred cNlateralized debt obligations (TruPS CDOs), drawing a 
narrower line than a Republican bill introduced... 

Regulatory Reform 

Rep. Jeb Hensarling (R-Texas), chairman of the House Financial 
Services Committee, and Rep. Scott Garrett (R-N.-].) .]an. 13 
asked the Securities and Exchange Commission to account for 
what they said was a failure to conduct any cost-benefit... 

Securities 

The House Financial Services Committee has announced five 
witnesses slated to testify at its Jan. 15 hearing on the Volcker 
rule .... 

Bank Supervision 
Regulator" Sets Heightened gxpectatio~s 

A banking regulator is calling on the boards of big banks to 
toughen their oversight of risk-taking, with the threat of an 
enforceable order for lenders found not to have complied with 
the heightened expectations .... 

MorL~jages 

A~ou~ t~e CFPB°s New QM ~tar~dards 

The House Financial Services Subcommittee on Financial 
Institutions and Consumer Credit heard from lenders who plan to 
stop underwriting certain loans as a result of the Consumer 
Financial Protection Board’s (CFPB) new qualified mortgage... 

Bank Supervision 

Seafarers Rress for Tou.@~er Fed Action 

Senate Banking Committee Democrats urged the Federal Reserve 
Board to be more aggressive in its approach toward potential 
new restrictions on bank holding company involvement with 



physical commodities... 

Derivatives 

Rep. Richard Hudson (R-N.C.) introduced a bill that would freeze 
at $8 billion the de minimis amount of swaps activity that would 
trigger an entity’s designation as a swap dealer, unless the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission votes... 

Broker-Dealers 

For B~’oker~be~ers Affiliated W~th 

Securities and Exchange Commissioner Daniel Gallagher 3an. 
said he hopes this year to work with commission staff and the 
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority on an "in-depth review" 
of whether it would be appropriate to establish. 

Insurance 

Representatives from both the public and private sector urged 
lawmakers in a 3an. $5 briefing to reauthorize a federal backstop 
for terrorism insurance as soon as possible in order to remove 
uncertainty ~n the coverage market over the year... 

Bonds 
~3a~k of A~neric~ Citig~ou#, HSBC 

Bank of America Corp., Citigroup Inc. and several other global 
~nvestment banks have developed a set of voluntary principles 
for issuing green bonds .... 

Monetary Policy 

8ert~a~ike Revie~vs Lesson,s of ~OO8 Ct’isis~ 

As investment banks collapsed around him, Federal Reserve 
Chairman Ben Bernanke said he kept his bearings in the fall of 
2008 by simply focusing on the task at hand, which he compared 
to keeping a car from driving off a bridge .... 

U.S. Budget 

The U.S. government reported a $53.2 billion budget surplus in 
December, the Treasury Department said, its first in that month 
in six years .... 

Congress 
Pai~’ of ~i~s to Loo,~e~ Req~ireme~ts 

The House of Representatives Jan. $4 overwhelmingly passed 
two bills that would amend the 3umpstart Our Businesses 
Startups Act by relaxing requirements on shareholder reporting 
and broker registration .... 

Derivatives 
CgTC St~ff Hakes A~:.~e~¢y~s Fi~’st 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission made the 
agency’s first made-available-to-trade (MAT) determination lan. 
16, certifying certain interest rate swaps contracts that were 
submitted by Iavelin SEF LLC .... 

Small Business Administration 

President Barack Obama said he intends to nominate Maria 
Contreras-Sweet to be the next administrator of the Small 
Business Administration, succeeding former administrator Karen 
Mills .... 

LEGAL NEWS 

International Banking 
New York’s Highest Court to Clari~:y 
Reach of C~’editors ~{o Rely York ~a~ks 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit asked New 
York’s highest court whether judgment creditors can reach 



assets held in a foreign bank through the foreign bank’s branches 
in New York (Tire Engineering and Distribution._ 

Securities 

The U.S. Supreme Court Jan. 13 asked the government for its 
views regarding a federal appeals Court’s conclusion that Bernard 
Madoff trustee Irving Picard may not sue various investment 
banks, feeder funds and other entities that allegedly... 

Securities 

Bernard Madoff investors in two would-be class lawsuits are 
barred from separately suing the estate of Jeffrey Picower, the 
U.S. Court of Appeals said (In re Bernard L Madoff Investment 

Securities LLC, 2024 BL 7280, 2d Cir., No. 22-cv-02645,... 

Bankruptcy 

A Detroit bankruptcy judge Jan. 16 denied the city permission to 
pay UBS AG and Bank of America Corp. about $165 million to end 
interest-rate swaps that have cost taxpayers $202 million since 
2009, saying the deal cost too much (In re City of Detroit,... 

Cybersecurity 

Sta~e A~:to~r~eVs Gerbera# Te~ 

Attorneys general in Connecticut and Illinois are leading a 
multistate investigation into the recent data breach at Target 
Corp. during which hackers gained access to the payment card 
information for 40 million people, as well e-mail and... 

Securities 

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York Jan. 
10 dismissed a trustee’s suit brought on behalf of mortgage- 
backed securities (MBS) investors, holding a statute of 
limitations means they filed their claims too late... 

International Banking 
]~BIius Baer Decisio~ Oilers Little Safety 

U.S. taxpayers with accounts hidden in Switzerland shouldn’t 
rest easy just because a Swiss court decided that banking giant 
Julius Baer Group Ltd. couldn’t be compelled to hand over 
financial information under the existing U.S.-Swiss... 

Mortgages 

A federal judge in California has denied a motion by the city of 
Richmond, Calif., to impose sanctions on Bank of New York Mellon 
and Wilmington Trust Co. after they challenged a proposal to 
address underwater mortgages through the city’s... 

Consumer Protection 
TeleCheck Civil ~e~alty Ties Ce~’te{~y’s 

As FTC°s Secol~d~Largest i~ FCRa% C~se 

A proposed settlement filed in the U.S. District Court for the 
District of Columbia would impose a $3.5 million civil penalty 
against TeleCheck Services, Inc. and its debt-collection affiliate, 
TRS Recovery Services, Inc., matching the... 

Mortgages 
~stice Depa~’tme~t Z~di<:ts 5eve~ 

The U.S. Department of Justice has indicted seven people in an 
alleged fraud scheme that involved $49.6 million in mortgage 

loans (United States v. Rabuffo, S.D. Fla., No. 14-cr-20008, 
1/7/14) .... 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

Systemic Risk 



Plans for a European Union banking resolution scheme to be in 
place before bank stress tests are completed by the end of 2014 
are in doubt after the European Parliament made it clear that EU 
member states must agree to changes in legislation that... 

Systemic Risk 
SSG Says Fin~ci~l Companies Have N~de 

Large and complex financial institutions have made little progress 
in the past five years in developing systems to identify 
transaction counterparty exposure, a report prepared by global 
regulators said .... 

Accounting 

As Threat to ~a~k-~.~,~e,~,~n~e~t Credibi~itV 

The European Central Bank is concerned that national 
differences in how bad debt is classified could cripple its probe 
into the health of euro-area banks, according to an internal ECB 

document .... 

Capital 

Bowing to pressure from the financial industry, international 
banking regulators have agreed to ease proposed rules for a new 
supplementary leverage ratio requirement under the Basel III 
global capital framework for banks .... 

Liquidity 

To ~asel ~:~: F~di~g, Liq~idi~y~Disclos~re 

International banking regulators have endorsed new rules for the 
two minimum standards on funding and liquidity set out under the 
Basel III global capital accord .... 

Foreign Accounts 
Swiss O#pot~e~ts of FATCA De~ Wi~}3 UoSo 

Campaigners seeking a national vote on a bilateral Swiss-U.S. 
agreement on implementing the U.S. Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act admitted that their effort has fallen short .... 

Foreign Accounts 
~,liexico Se~: to 9egi# ~ATCA~ Da~a Swap 
:In Early 2.O~t5~ Accordi~.g to Tax Offici~ 

Hexico hopes to begin exchanging information with the U.S. 
Internal Revenue Service under the Foreign Account Tax 
Compliance Act in early 2015, as it puts the final touches on 
infrastructure needed to meet the FATCA requirements, 
Armando... 

International Banking 

1’4yanmar has been urged to take an incremental approach to 
opening its financial sector by Ravi Menon, managing director of 
the Monetary Authority of Singapore .... 

On 3une 25, 2053, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB or the Bureau) issued CFPB Bulletin 2053-6, titled 
"Responsible Business Conduct: Self- Policing, Self- Reporting, 
Remediation, and Cooperation." The CFPB issued... 

JOURNAL 
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Risk Oversight ’increasingly OiNcult,’ Audit ...... 
eommi~ee Members Say ::x:: KPMG’sACI 

Some highlights from KPMG’s 2014 G~obal Audit Committee 
Sun/ey, released today by KPMG’s Audit Committee Institute:      I 

* 43 percent of respondents said it is becoming "increasingly More from 
difficult" to oversee critical risks to the business-legal/regulato~ Audit ¢ommi.ee 
compliance, anti-bribe./corruption, financial, and/or IT and cyber . 

Institute ~eo.r~ty r~sks- i. ~dditio. to f~.~.oi~, r~po,i.g. 

~ Audit committee membeB say the top challenges facing their :~: Hoffrnar, Video Clip 
oo~nies ~,e ,e~u~.on, unoe.~.t~ ~n. ~o~*,it~, ~n. ...... 
op~r~tio.~ risk4o,owed by t~em, teoh~o~og~ oh~g~ 
business model disruption, cyber dsk, and innovation. I 

, Fewer than half of respondents said their company has a formal 

succession plan in place for the CFO~nd clear pedormance    aO, Videos 
objeCtiws to evaluate the CFO’s pe~ormanCe. 

e Many respondents said the reformation they receive about cyber ~ :; : 
security, emerging technologies, and the company’s grovdh and i I 
innovation plans needs improvement. They also want to better i 
undeBtand the company’s global systemic risks and supply 
chain dependencies ...... I 

For more results from over 1,500 audit committee membem across 
34 countries, read KPMG’s GIobal A,dit Committee S~rvey. 

Avoid,rig B,ind Spots in You, Next Joi,t Ventu,e. Even joint 
ventures developed using familiar best practices can fail without 
cross-process discipline in planning and implementation. 
(McKinsey) 

Evo ve Corporate Governance to Keep Pace w th the Sh 
Demands of Gro~h. In developing and maintaining an effective ~ ~ 
governance structure, Jim Liddy, vice chair, U.S. Audit for KPMG    I ~;:t~ II ~ II .~. I 

LP, says private companies should bring the right people and 
perspectives to the table periodically to assess the governance 
structure, and to ensure that present and future governance 
structures meet the expectations of key stakeholde~ and sere as 
a foundation to achieve the company’s strategic objectives. (NACD 

A Look Ahead. The burning issues likely to light up the corporate 
governance firmament in 2014. ¢~ACD Directo~hip) 

On Financial Reporting 

Regulatory Agencies Announce Review of the Treatment of 
Certain Securities Under the Final Rule Implementing 
$ection 619 of the Bodd-Fran~ Act. The Federal ReseNe Board 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (collectively, Agencies) announced in a 
Nnt statement that they are reviewing whether it would be 

appropriate and consistent with the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act (~dd-Frank) to not subject 
collateralized debt obligations backed by trust preferred securities 
~ruPS-CDOs) to the prohibitions on ownemhip of Covered Funds 

under section 619 of Dodd-Frank, often referred to as the ’Volcker 
rule." (KPMG) 

F~SB and PCC issue Private Company Framework; FASB 



Addresses Definition of Public Business Entity. The FASB and 
Private Company Council (PCC) issued Private Company 
Decision-Making Framework: A Guide for Evaluating Financial 

Accountin~J and Reportin~j for Private Companies, which is meant 
to help the FASB and PCC determine when to provide alternative 
recognition, measurement, disclosure, presentation, effective date, 
and transition guidance for private companies that repo~ under U.S. 

GAAP. (KPMG) 

From KPMG’s ACl 

Framing the 2014 Agenda. The mix of market, public policy and 
innovative forces will surely challenge audit committees and boards 
to build agendas that are both focused and flexible, as highlighted 

in KPMG’s Audit Committee Priorities for 2014 in the Janua~ issue 
of Directors Qu~erly. The qua~erly also features updates on key 
accounting, audit and legal/regulato~ developments, a sneak peak 
at highlights from our 2014 Global Audit Committee Suwey, an 
a~icle on the ongoing international debate over tax transparency, 
and a conversation on risk management and the board. 

Read D#ectors Qua~eri~ 

Links 

~ SmallACl image X Repo~ ::~:: In~itute 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG 
SuppoSing audit Repo~ting Network Turning knowledge 

committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with nev~ updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reposing our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACl, other KPMG Institutes and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina Republican Pa~ <Communications~NCGOP.org> 

Friday, Jannary 17, 2014 2:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

You’re Invited to a Reception with Governor Pat McCro~ 

Please join the North Carolina Republican Party 

for a reception with special guest 

Governor Pat McCrory 

Charlotte Reception 

Wednesd ay, January 22nd 

Myers Park Country Club 

2415 R oswell Avenue 

Charlotte, NC 

6:30pro 

Please register here. 

Wilmington Reception 

3Ionday, January 27th 

Cape Fear Country Club 

1518 Country Chtb Road 

Wilmingto~t, NC 

6:00 pm 

Please register here. 

PAID FOR BY THE NORTH CAROLINA REPUBLICAN PARTY. 

NOT AUTHORIZED BY ANY CANDIDATE OR CANDIDATE’S COMMITTEE. 

If you no longer wish to receive communicalions from us, please use this link: Unsubscribe 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cognella Academic Publishing <news@cognella.com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 3:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Contract Law: Practice, Interpretation, m~d Entbrcement 

i?~:~i Cognella Academic Publishing 

Reviewing lega~ and statutory theories as well as civil procedures 

Cognella Academic Publishing is pleased to share innovative titles that are developed as 

dynamic alternatives to generalized, off-the-shelf textbooks. Each title is born from the teachable 

moments our authors and editors have successfully created in their classrooms. 

~.:"_i_.’~ii’_~:,_,!=~!L’.,’}!}~:.__L’.a!,_-!k~!.~ to view a complete list of available and forthcoming titles from Cognella. 

Contract Law 
Practice, interpretation, and Enforcement 

Willy E. Rice 

© 2014 

Contract Law: Practice, Interpretation, and Enforcement teaches 

common-law principles regarding the formation, interpretation and 

enforcement of contracts and stand-alone promises. More 

specifically, the casebook discusses theories of recovery, and 

explains the practicable application of those theories in legal 

complaints and answers= In addition, the casebook covers Article 

2 of the Uniform Commercial Code, which governs the formation 

and enforcement of sale-d-goods contracts. 

Willy E. Rice earned his Ph.D. at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, completed a 

postdoctoral fellowship in law, psychiatry and statistics at The Johns Hopkins University, and earned 

this J.D. at the University of Texas at Austin. Dr. Rice is a professor of law at St. Mary’s University 

School of Law in San Antonio, Texas. 
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From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, Ianuary ~.7, 2014 4:39 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Markets in Financial Instruments Directive: Agreement in Principle on Revised European Rules 

173anuary2014 

On 14 3anuary 2014 the European Parliament, the Council and 
the Commission reached a high-level agreement in principle 
on updating the rules for the revised Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive (MiFID II) and Regulation (MiFIR). 
Further technical issues that remain outstanding are 
expected to be finalised over the coming weeks. Moreover, a 
number of provisions require further delegated legislation 

and/or technical standards to be finalised~ As a result, 
implementation of final rules may not be complete until up to 
three years after the legislation is formally adopted, which 
could be late 20~.6 or 2017. Drafts of MiFID II and MiFIR were 
first published by the European Commission (EC) on 20 
October 2011. They are intended to bring more efficiency and 
transparency to the financial markets (including commodity 
markets), and to strengthen the protection of investors. The 
fact that over two years have passed and we are now into 
the 6th rotating EU presidency to marshal the legislative 
process is reflective of how contentious many of the issues 
being dealt with in the new legislation have been. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

[~E-mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 
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Call For Papers 

2014 Frontiers of Business Research in China International Symposium on Business Administration in the Changing Environment 

June 23-24, 2014, Beijing, China 

Submission deadline: March 31, 2014 

Acceptance to Symposium presentation will be notified by: April 25, 2014 

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: 

Xiao-Ping Chen, University of Washington 

Ray Friedman, Vanderbilt University 

Debra L. Shapiro, University of Maryland 

Anthea Yan Zhang, Rice University 

ORGANIZING CHAIRS: 

Jiye Mao, Renmin University of China 

Steven Shuye Wang, Renmin University of China 

Frontiers of Business Research in China (FBR) will organize its 2014 International Symposium in conjunction with the School of Business, Renmin University of China in Beijing, China 

on June 23-24, 2014. The theme of the symposium is Business Administration in the Changing Environment 

OVERVIEW: In the past three and half decades, especially after the 2008 financial crisis, the driving power of global economic growth is shifting from the developed countries to the 

emerging economies. As the largest emerging economy and the second largest economy in the world, the economic success of China is attracting world-wide attentions from 

academics, practitioners, and policy makers. No doubt, the economic success cannot be achieved without the development and progress of business administration theories and 

practices in China The Symposium aims to provide a venue for domestic and international researchers to address the issues related to the experiences and challenges of China’s 



business administration in the changing economic and political environment These issues are not only important to China but also have important implications for other economies, 

especially emerging economies The Symposium also encourages studies on the cultural and philosophical foundations of business administration in the Greater China region, as 

well as comparative studies of China with other economies 

Another important purpose of the Symposium is to help developing papers, especially those from young scholars World-wide leading scholars are invited as keynote speakers and 

discussants to deliver their new studies and advice symposium presenters to polish their manuscripts. The Symposium also sets up several best paper awards, and a selected subset 

of papers presented in the Symposium will be invited for consideration of publication in a special issue of the FBR. 

TOPICS: The 2014 FBR International Symposium invites submission of original research papers in all areas of business administration, without limitation on research methods. Major 

areas of interest include but are not limited to: Accounting, Finance, Human resources, International business, Marketing, Management information systems, Operation management, 

Organizational behavior, and Strategic management. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Submission to the symposium is required by email to FBR@rbs.or.q.cn. Authors should submit their papers in either PDF or WORD format, with the 

title page of the manuscript indicating the name, affiliation, and contact information of the authors. Please also indicate whether you would like your paper to be considered for the Best 

Paper Awards and the FBR Special Issue. There is no submission fee for both the Symposium and the FBR Special Issue. 

ABOUT FBR: FBR is a double-blind refereed quarterly journal in business research. FBR offers a multidisciplinary forum for academics, practitioners, and policy makers that focus on 

business administration, and encourages interdisciplinary studies and interactions between Chinese and international researchers. FBR publishes original academic and practical 

research articles that extend, test, or build management theories that contribute to business administration practice, which can be either in the Greater China region or beyond. The 

Journal also publishes commentaries and case studies on business administration. FBR is abstracted and indexed in Academic OneFile, Cabell’s, EconLit, Expanded Academic, 

Google Scholar, INSPEC, OCLC, SCOPUS, ProQuest, and Summon by Serial Solutions. 

BEST PAPER AWARDS: 

2014 FBR International Symposium Best Paper Awards 

2014 FBR International Symposium Young Scholar Awards 

2014 FBR International Symposium Best Case Study Awards 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For further information contact: 

Ms. Fei Liang 

The Editorial Office of Frontiers of Business Research in China 

School of Business, Renmin University of China 

59 Zhongguancun Road, Haidian District 

Beijing 100872, China 

Email: FBR@rbs.orq cn 

Tel: 86-10-6251-6409 

Fax: 86-10-6251-7007 

Call For Papers 

EFMD 2014 Higher Education Research Conference "Research on Higher Education Management, Management Education and Business Schools: Developments and Discoveries" 

1 5-16 May 2014, Stockholm, Sweden 

Extended deadline for submissions: 21 February 2014 

A. CONFERENCE THEME: We are proud to announce that the 2014 edition of the EFMD Higher Education Research Conference will take place at the Stockholm University School of 

Business on 15-16 May 2014 The theme of next year’s conference will be: "Research on Higher Education Management, Management Education and Business Schools: Developments 

and Discoveries" 

TOPICS: We are inviting submissions of research work within the following three broad areas of academic inquiry: 

Track 1: Higher Education Management Research 

Track 2: Management Education Research 

Track 3: Research on Business Schools 

All submissions will be subjected to a double-blind and competitive review process. Preference will be given to papers which deal with new developments and discoveries in higher 

education management, management education or research on business schools. The developments could be work expanding or shaping new fields of inquiry, bringing new 

conceptual work into these fields from related parts of management and the social sciences, or new empirical findings. In addition, we are also welcoming papers which offer well- 

argued critiques of existing scholarship and in other ways challenge existing theories, methods and empirical findings. 

We are open to quality work from established scholars and from younger scholars entering these important fields of scholarship. We are also open to papers from scholars interested 

in the co-production of knowledge betw’een scholars and practitioners and those interested in engaged scholarship whose purposes are to create more impactful social science and 

management research. We recognise, of course, that most discoveries and developments are more likely to be incremental than radical, but those professing radicalism are also 

welcome to submit their manuscripts. 

B. KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: We are delighted to announce that three distinguished speakers have accepted our invitation to deliver keynote addresses during the conference: 

Rosemary DEEM, Vice Principal and Professor of Higher Education Management, Royal Holloway College, University of London 

"Developments and Discoveries in Research on Higher Education Management" 

Santiago INIGUEZ DE ONZONO, Dean and Professor of Strategic Management, IE Business School 

"Bridging the Agora and the Academia: Relevance and Impact of Business School Research" 

Ken STARKEY, Professor of Management and Organisational Learning, Nottingham Business School 

"In Search of a Narrative: Reflections on the Evolution of the Business School" 

C. BACKGROUND: Since 2012, EFMD is engaging in a community-building effort to encourage research on business schools and their role in higher education. The Annual EFMD 

Higher Education Research Conference serves as an anchor event of this initiative It serves as a platform to facilitate the cross-fertilization of research by scholars from management, 

higher education as well as other fields The forthcoming conference in Stockholm will be the third such conference organized in this series. Previous events have been hosted by The 

Lorange Institute in Switzerland and Paris-Dauphine University in France. 

D SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: Authors are initially requested to submit a synopsis of their paper indicating the key theoretical and empirical questions addressed in the paper, the 

conceptual field(s) informing the paper, if applicable the data set used in the paper and the major theoretical and empirical contributions of the paper. Submissions should include an 

indication of the authors’ preferred conference track 



All synopses for the 2014 EFMD Higher Education Research Conference need to be submitted via our submission website at: http:llherc2014.efmdor~qlopenconflopenconfphp 

The submission website will be open as of Monday, November 18, 2013. The final deadline for all submissions is extended to Monday, 21 February 2014. 

All submissions will be subjected to a competitive review process on the basis of originality, rigour and relevance with members of the Programme Committee serving as reviewers No 

author information or other identifying information should appear anywhere in the submission. All authors will be informed about the outcome of the review process no later than 10 

March 2014 

Authors of selected papers are requested to submit completed papers by 28th April 2014. At least one author of each paper must register for the conference and present the paper. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For further details please consult the conference website at http:!l~¢.efmd.orq/herc2014 

E. CONFERENCE DATE, VENUE & REGISTRATION: The 2014 EFMD Higher Education Research Conference will be hosted by: 

The Stockholm University School of Business 

S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden 

h tt p:/!w’w’~,J, fe k. s u .se!en 

The conference will start on 15th May 2014 at noon and will end on 16th May 2014 at 16:00. 

Conference registrations will start from 16th December 2013. 

Participants registering by 14th March 2014 will receive an early bird discount and pay EUR 390. 

After this date the regular conference fee will be EUR 450. 

Doctoral students will be charged a special rate of EUR 290 as long as they register for the conference by 14th March 2014. 

F. CONTACT AND INQUIRIES: 

EFMD Research & Surveys Unit 

Phone. +32 2 629 08 10 

Email: research(~,efmd.orq 

G. CONFERENCE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: 

Thomas HARTMAN, Dean of the Stockholm University School of Business, Professor of Accounting and Finance, Stockholm, Sweden 

Ulrich HOMMEL, Professor of Finance, EBS Business School, Germany & Director, EFMD Research and Surveys Unit 

Andrew PETTIGREW, Professor of Strategy and Organisation, Said Business School, University of Oxford, UK & Chair of the EFM D R&D Steering Committee 

H PROGRAMME COMMITTEE: 

CHAIR: 

Andrew PETTIGREW, Professor of Strategy and Organisation, Said Business School, University of Oxford, UK & Chair of the EFM D R&D Steering Committee 

MEMBERS: 

Eric CORNUEL, Director General, EFMD & Adjunct Professor, HEC School of Management, France 

Rodolphe DURAND, Professor of Strategy and Business Policy & Head of the Strategy Department, HEC School of Management, France 

Jurgen ENDERS, Professor of Higher Education, Southampton Education School, University of Southampton, UK 

Alain GED, Professor of Strategy, Finance, Entrepreneurship, IAE Aix en Provence, France 

Jean-Pierre HELFER, Professor of Marketing & Dean, IAE Paris, France 

Ulrich HOMMEL, Professor of Finance, EBS Business School, Germany & Director, EFMD Research and Surveys Unit 

Alan IRWIN, Dean of Research, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark 

Andrew KAKABADSE, Professor of Governance and Leadership at Henley Business School, University of Reading and Emeritus Professor at Cranfield University School of 

Management, UK 

Michel KALIKA, Professor of Management, Universite Paris Dauphine, France 

Pierre KLETZ, Professor at Ben Gurion University of the Negev & Vice President, Mandel Foundation, Israel 

Peter LORANGE, Professor of Corporate Strategy Leadership & President, Lorange Institute of Business, Switzerland 

Rajani NAIDOO, Senior Lecturer, School of Management, University of Bath, UK 

Joan Enric RICART, Professor of Strategic Management Department, IESE Business School, Spain 

Barbara SPORN, Professor & Vice Rector of Research, International Affairs & External Relations, WU Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria 

Kenneth STARKEY, Professor of Management & Organisational Learning, Director of Research, Nottingham University Business School, UK 

Howard THOMAS, Professor and LKCSB Chair of Strategic Management & Dean, Lee Kong Chian School of Business, Singapore Management University, Singapore 

Alain VAS, Professor of Change Management & Director, Louvain School of Management, Belgium 

Jonathan WAREHAM, Professor of Information Systems & Vice Dean of Research, ESADE Business School, Spain 

Nanjing University, Department of Business Administration, School of Business, China 

Tenure Track Faculty Position 

The Department of Business Administration in the School of Business at Nanjing University has a full-time, junior-level, tenure-track position open in the area of Strategic Management, 

Organization Theory, Entrepreneurship or International Business, beginning in Fall, 2014 or 2015. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: We are seeking high-quality candidates with strong research records and teaching experience. Candidates are supposed to have a Ph.D. degree (or be in the 

final stages of dissertation work), demonstrate a strong interest in and a capacity for conducting high-quality scholarly research, as well as a high level of teaching competence. 

Candidates for the position should demonstrate strong research potential, preferably with an early career record of publication(s)/acceptance(s). We expect faculty members to pursue 

an active research project, perform undergraduate and graduate-level teaching, help to supervise graduate and undergraduate students’ thesis, and engage in department service. We 

have a strong preference for candidates with publications in premier journals, who have a research project with high-impact potential unden~,ay, and who are able to connect with a wide 

array of colleagues in our department. 

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY: Nanjing University is one of the most prestigious universities in China, and the Business School is one of the country’s oldest and largest leading business 

schools The school is located in Nanjing, a metropolitan city known for a long history of culture and tradition, vibrant economic development, and high quality of living We offer 

competitive compensation package (including start-up research funds and relocation fees), an excellent research environment, and an attractive teaching load for research active faculty. 

More information about the school can be found at http://nubs niu edu.cn 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Please email your applications to department head Professor Zhijian XU (xuzhiiian@niu edu.cn) or recruitment representative Associate Professor Zhe 

SONG (zson~ql(~,niu.edu.cn) and include your curriculum vitae, a statement of research and teaching interests, three letters of recommendation, research samples such as published 

articles or working papers, and evidence of teaching effectiveness if available. 



Review of candidates will begin as soon as the applications are received and it takes about one month. Those candidates who are in the shortlist will be invited to come for a campus 

visit soon. 

We look forv~ard to your joining us! 

The American University of Beirut, Suliman S. Olayan School of Business 

Husni A, Sawwaf Endowed Chair in Business and Management 

The Suliman Olayan School of Business at the American University of Beirut is seeking candidates for the endowed Husni A. Savwvaf Endowed Chair in Business and Management. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The candidate must be a highly accomplished and internationally recognized scholar in his/her filed, and a thought leader with a proven track record in research, 

teaching and professional service A track record in generating research funding will be viewed favorably. 

A key evaluation criterion for the Husni A. Savwvaf Endowed Chair in Business and Management is the candidate’s expertise and research in any of the areas of Performance 

management, Performance Measurement and Decision making sciences and the sub-fields: 

- Business Strategic Performance Measurement 
u Business Strategic Management 

- Business Production Efficiency 

u Business Analytic and Impact Assessment 

- Business Policy Development and Analysis 

- Decision Making in Private and Public Organizations 

- Organizations, Processes, Human Capital Performance Evaluation 

- Value Chain Management 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The Chair Professor in Business and Management will be expected to spearhead a three-year program of activities, develop research programs and establish 

international research partnerships; organize events to engage academics as well as the public and private sectors; mentor junior faculty members and supervise students in 

specialized graduate programs; engage in teaching in one or more of the BBA, MBA, EMBA programs; as well as contribute to executive education. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications should include a statement of interest; a current CV, a detailed proposal for a three-year program of activities that includes a research and 

teaching agenda; and the names and contact information of at least three references. Applications should be sent electronically, addressed to: 

Dr. Salim Chahine 

Acting Dean 

Suliman Olayan School of Business 

The American University of Beirut 

Email: sc09(~aub.edu.lb 

Competitive salary and benefit packages will be offered to successful candidates. 

Review of applications will begin immediately, and the deadline for applications is January 26 2014. Information about the Suliman S Olayan School of Business can be found at 

http://wvwv.au b.edu.lb/osb 

The American University of Beirut is an Equal Opportunity Employer. AUB’s home page is at http://www.aub edu.lb 
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6:00 PM, United States Eastern StandardiDaylight Time (EST/EDT). 
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To do this please click on any of the following URLs. Instructions for joining the site are included on these pages. 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Health Exchanges See Little Progress on Uninsured 

Health Exchanges See Little Progeess ~m Uninst~red 

Early signals suggest the majority of the 2.2 million people who sought to enroll in private 

insurance through new marketplaces through Dec. 28 were previously covered elsewhere, 

raising questions about how swiftly this part of the health overhaul will be able to make a 

significant dent in the number of uninsured. 

Insurers, brokers and consultants estimate at least two-thirds of those consumers 

previously bought their own coverage or were enrolled in employer-backed plans. 

See More {~overa~e ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



Features and Benefits 

Key Features 

¯ Convection Bake for Even Baking of Smaller Items (e.g. Pizza Slizes, 

Rolls, Cookies) 

Quick Defrost - Defrosts Foods such as Meat, Poultry and Seafood 

Simply by Entering the Weight 

¯ Convenient Automatic Sensor Programs Simplify Cooking for Great 

Results Every Time 

¯ 1.5 Cu.Ft. Stainless Steel Cavity 

¯ 15" Recessed Ceramic Turntable 

¯ Built-in Convection Microwave Design-matched for Use in Combination 

with Bosch Wall Oven 

Contemporary Stainless Steel Design 

Amber Colored Display 

Flush-to-Cabinet Design 

ClearTouch® Glass Control 

Available with 27" or 30" Trim Kit for Built-in Installation 

° Available in Black, White and Stainless Steel 

Performance 

¯ Convection Bake for Even Baking of Smaller Items (e.g. Pizza Slizes, 

Rolls, Cookies) 

Quick Defrost - Defrosts Foods such as Meat, Poultry and Seafood 

Simply by Entering the Weight 

¯ Innovative Microwave Inverter Technology - More Even Cooking From 

Center to Crust 

° 1000 Watts Microwave Power 

Popcorn Program - Get Fully "Popped" Popcorn Simply by Entering the 

Bag Size 

Notes: All height, width and depth dimensions are shown in inches. *P~ease refer to installation instructions prior to making cutout. BSH reserves the absolute and unrestricted right to 

change product materials and specifications, at any time, without notice.Consult the product’s installation instructions for final dimensional data and other details. Applicable product 

warranty can be foundin a ccompanying product literature or you may contact your account manager for further details. 

For more information on our entire line of products, go to boschappliances.com or call 1-800-844-2904. 

Copyright ©20’~ 3 BSH Home Appliances Corporation. All rights reserved. Bosch is a registered trademark of Robert Bosch GmbH. 

Litho Date: 04/2013 



Features 
Max. Microwave power (W) 1000 

Number of Power Levels 10 

Turntable Yes 

Turntable diameter (in) 15" 

Heating type Microwave, True 

Convection 

Cavity material Stainless steel 

Door opening Button 

Clock / Timer Yes 

Max. extraction rate (CFM) 

Maximum output recirculating air 

Ventilation Power Levels 

Type of Filter 

Type of lights Bulb 

Number of lights 1 

Included accessories 1 x Grid high, 1 x Grid flat 

Technical Specification 
U PC code 825225852100 

Product color White 

Alternative colors available HMB8050, HMB8060 

Watts (W) 1500 

Current (A) 18 

Volts (V) 120 

Frequency (Hz) 60 

Approval certificates CSA, UL 

Power cord length (in) 41 5/16" 

Plug type 120V-3 prong 

Required cutout size (HxV~D) (in) 19 7/8" x 25 7/16" x 21" 

Overall appliance dimensions (HxV’CxD) (in) 14 13/16"x 23 7/8" x 19 

5/16" 

Product packaging dimensions (HxV’CxD) (in) 18.89 x 18.11 x 26.37 

Net weight (Ibs) 33 

Gross weight (Ibs) 40 

Notes: All height, width and depth dimensions are shown in inches. *Please refer to installation instructions prior to making cutout. BSH reserves the absolute and unrestricted right to 

change product materials and specifications, at any time, without notice.Consult the product’s installation instructions for final dimensional data and other details. Applicable product 

warranty can be foundin a ccompanying product literature or you may contact your account manager for further details. 

For more information on our entire line of products, go to boschappliances.com or call 1-800-944-2904. 

Copyright ©2013 BSH Home ApNiances Corporation. All rights reserved. Bosch is a registered trademark of Robert Bosch GmbH. 

Litho Date: 04/2013 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Reb~4i{di~)g confidence~ U~G 
hopes to avoid worst ACC 

UNC’s 
fo~rd 

The Tar Heels, 0-3 in the ACC for Michael 

the first time since 1997, spent 
McAdoo (43), 

their off week working on pushing 

the pace and creating transition 

oppo~unities. 

UNC leaders say Mary 

atNetes’ academics ’a 

travesty’ 

At a faculty meeting on Friday, 

UNC-Chapel Hill leaders 

presented a detailed refutation of 

the data used by learning 

specialist Mary Willingham, who.. 

Helmets from 

members of 

the Tar 

Heels’ 

UNC cancer doctor says 

Ir ei.’/} issioi.’~ 

The doctor treating North Carolina 

women’s basketball coach Sylvia 

Hatchell for leukemia says the 

Hall of Fame coach is in 

remission. 

North 

Carolina head 

coach Sylvia 

Hatchell 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)un.’..~ 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~9.[~.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Enjoy the NACD Weekend Reader designed to help you identify, interpret, and gain insights and intelligence 
about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

A Look Ahead The burning issues likely to light up the corporate governance firmament in 2014. By Cheryl 
Soltis Martel 

Too Bi.q to Comprehend Commentary on the Volcker Rule, GM, and diversity. By Jeff Cunningham 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-,Suite Executives RadioShack appoints John W. Feray as CFO; Aflac 
names J. Todd ganiels global chief risk officer; Raytheon appoints successor to CEO; Supervalu names 
successor to chair board. 

NACD Voice 

Direct~rs Predict stead~ Ec~n~mic Growth NA~D’s B~ard ~~n~dence ~ndex re~ects the views ~f direct~rs 
who are tasked to oversee the company with a long-term focus-helping management avoid the fits and starts 
that an excessive focus on short-term thinking and behavior can bring-producing a confidence metric inherently 
rooted in progress over years rather than months. In 2013, directors demonstrated their view that the economy 
is recovering, albeit slowly. 

NACD Boa~dV}s}on 

NACD BoardVision - Risk Appetite Statements 

......................................................................................................................................... U~’~COI"[]ir~L~ E ~I]~S ........................................................................................................................................ 

Your choice I In-boardroom I Custom Program 

Jan. 23 I Webinar I Board Pay Preview: NACD 2013/14 Director Compensation Report 

......................................................................................................................................... I Conscious Capitalism- m the Boardroom Jan. 29 I Webinar .... ®" : ....................................................................................................................................... 

Feb. 20-21 I Washington, DC I Battlefield to Boardroom 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

April 3-4 I Houston, TXI g~rector Professionalism- 

Apri, 7.,8 I Houston, TX I Master Class 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

April 101 San Antonio, TX I Small-Cap Forum 

May 5.-6 I Washington, DC I C-Suite to Board Seat 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

May 29 I Washington, DC I The Effective General Counsel in the Boardroom 

,July 17 I San Francisco, CA I Small-Cap Forum 

......................................................................................................................................... 

Are all of your boards enrolled in NACD Full Board Membership. Take advantage of a 20 go savings 
through Feb. 28, 2014! 
Equip and optimize your public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 

exchange forums, and network to lead with the highest standard of excellence. Take advantage of a 2o% 

savings on NACD Full Board Membership through Feb. 28, 20"14. ’t~th this savings, the annual investment is 

$6,000 for up to ten directors and executives. (Individual Director Membership is also available for $775). To 

~D or learn more, contact Kelly Dodd, Membership Development Officer at 202-3a0-"1 a9"1 or 

Hayed great weekend and thank gou for ,,,our commitment to boardroom excellence.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2001 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Suite 500 

~~ 

Washington DO 20006 
~hO~e 202-775-0509 I~ax 202-775-4857 

To unsubscr~be from NAC~ ema~l commun~catbns about Wee~en6 Nea6er, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William H. Gattis <bgatlis@nccumc.org> 

Saturday, Janua~ 18, 2014 12:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Conver~tion 

Greetings, Lissa, 
Know- you’re busy with just the normal work of a Prof, Spouse, Parent, and Ur_rMC member, and then someone adds NCAA work to your agenda. Thanks for all you do! 
As you have had email exchange with NolTis Tolson about the Academy for Leadership Excellence engagement, I thought maybe you and I could have conversation that might be helpful Is 
there time at your convenience we could arrange that? Happy to come to your office, meet you at Ur_rMC, or catch coffee somewhere. 
Look forward to catching-up and sharing the vision/work of the AfLE Best to Adam. and Go Heels’. !!whg 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Baseball <carolinabaseball@unc.edu> 

Saturday, Januao, 18, 2014 3:01 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2014 Carolina Baseball Firs1 Pitch Dinner 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 



Highlights From This Week’s Washington Watch 

Highlights From This Week’s 
Washington Watch ........................ 1 

Systemic Regulation ..................... 2 

Bank Regulatory (Federal 
Reserve / Volcker / FDIC / OCC),, 3 

Basel / Capital Requirements ....... 8 

Swaps ........................................... 9 

Regulatory And Enforcement 
(SEC / CFTC / FINRA) ................ t0 

international ................................ 13 

Litigation ..................................... 15 

Consumer Protection .................. 16 

Dates To Watch .......................... 17 

Dates To Watch 
Click here for details. 

@DavisPolkReg Twitter feed 
._w____w____w__,_t~l#_~__r_,__q_?_mLO__~__v_L_s___P___o__Lk___&e__g 

Why Fund Managers Should Escape Regulators’ Overreach 

Financial Regulators Facing Meager Boost In Spending Deal 

Fed Eyes Banks’ Commodity Activities 

Volcker Rule Fix Will Aid Large And Small Banks 

GOP Lawmakers Fault Volcker Rule Cost-Benefit Analysis 

Lawmakers Tee Up Next Volcker Rule Fight 

OCC Ratchets Up Pressure On Big Banks 

Banks Get A Break On Leverage-Ratio Rules 

CFTC Staff Makes Agency’s First Made-Available-To-Trade 
Determination 

CFTC Cross-Border Guidance "Has The Feel Of A Rule," Lawyers 
Agree 

SEC Delays Effective Date Of MA Rule 

Gallagher Mulls Separate Capital Rules For Broker-Dealers Affiliated 
With Banks 

Europe In Securities Markets Shake-Up 

ECB Sees Bad-Debt Rules As Threat To Credible Bank Review 

Appeals Court Signals Support For Fed In Interchange Suit 

Lawmakers Press For Changes To QM 

www.Savislsolk.cor~ ° New York , Me:~lo Pa!l< ¯ VVash==n£d:on, 9C , Siio Pa=.~lo ¯ Londo:~ , P~;ris . bla,.Jrid ¯ fokyo o Beiii:~g " I-4on£.; Ko:~g 

Davis Pofk & Wardwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



Why Fund Managers Should Escape Regulators’ Overreach (January 15, 2814) 
~ In Bloomberg Opinion, Peter J. Wallison reports, "It is difficult to see how asset managers, of whatever size, 

could create systemic risk. Losses suffered by a managed fund flow through immediately to investors in the 
fund .... This effort to bring asset management under the control of the FSB or the FSOC and the Fed is a 
consequence of the false narrative about the causes of the 2008 financial crisis that was conjured after the 
crisis and endorsed by the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission (from which I dissented). This narrative posits 
that the crisis was caused by insufficient regulation of the financial system and thus could have been prevented 
by better and more comprehensive oversight .... As Dodd-Frank moved through Congress in 2010, most of 
the financial industry assumed that the law was only a problem for the banks, and perhaps for some of the 
larger insurance companies; everyone else would be able to sit on the sidelines. Now the other shoe has 
dropped. From the beginning, banking regulators worldwide have seen the conventional narrative for the 
causes of the crisis as a basis for extending their authority from bank regulation to the regulation and 
supervision of all large financial institutions .... By moving against an industry that cannot create systemic risk, 
the FSB and FSOC showed that their ambition wasn’t to prevent the next financial crisis, but instead to extend 
their power. That alone should be reason for repealing the authority of the FSOC under the Dodd-Frank Act." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SSG Says Financia~ Companies Have Made Little Progress ~dentifying Counterpa~ty Risk (January ~5, 20"~4} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Stephen Joyce reports, "The Senior Supervisors Group submitted [a] report 
on January 15 to the Bank of International Settlements, which concluded that financial institutions’ efforts to 
create systems to determine counterparty risk exposure quickly and accurately have failed to meet regulator 
expectations and industry-envisioned best practices .... ’Five years after the [2008] financial crisis, progress 
on time and accurate counterparty risk measures has been largely unsatisfactory,’ the report said .... The 
report recommended that financial institutions deploy standardized, highly automated processes to monitor 
counterparty exposure; such systems may require the updating of internal technologies. ’While some firms 
have developed their information technology infrastructure further to support improved counterparty reporting, 
many still rely on time-consuming and error-prone manual processes,’ the report said .... Regulators, as 
risk-management supervisors, should push the financial companies they oversee to report their counterparty 
exposure in a timely and accurate manner, the report said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Report 

Financial Regulators Facing Meager Boost ~n Spending Oea~ 
In The Hill On the Money Blog, Peter Schroeder reports, "As part of the $1 trillion omnibus bill unveiled 
Monday [January 13] evening, two Wall Street regulators would receive slim increases to their funding, as 
they grapple with expanded workloads under the Dodd-Frank financial reform law. The CFTC, charged with 
regulating for the first-time a financial derivatives marketplace running trillions of dollars, would receive a 9.3 
percent boost, or $20 million, to bring its funding up to $215 million. That’s $100 million short of the $315 
million the White House requested for fiscal year 2014. The agency had warned this fall it could have to 
furlough employees this fiscal year for up to 14 days to make ends meet. The other financial regulator whose 
budget is set by Congress, the SEC, which received a proportionally smaller boost. That agency got just a 
$25 million hike to bring its budget up to $1.35 billion -- a 1.8 percent increase. The White House had called 
for the agency to receive $1.67 billion to fulfill its duties .... Advocates of Wall Street reform were furious 
when the package was revealed, saying those budgets are setting the agencies up to fail." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i CFTC Statements: Acting Chairman Wetjen-- Commissioner O’Malia 

DoddoFrank Savings Hiding ~n SOX Drawer? (January "ll0, 2014) 
In the ABA Banking Journal, Daniel F. Hayes reports, "Congress frequently passes major legislation in reaction to 
crises. Both Sarbanes-Oxley [SOX] and the Dodd-Frank Act share such heritage .... So what happened once SOX 
had been around for several years? And what can banks learn from recent history? Companies reached a tipping 



point and realized they had overdone it with controls. A wave of finance process improvement ensued, where 
companies looked at ways to provide the same effective controls more efficiently. They automated controls, 
consolidated and centralized functions, and outsourced other functions, converting fixed costs to variable .... 
Yes -- a basic three-step process improvement methodology can be applied by banks today to achieve those same 
efficiencies companies secured through finance transformation. 1. Banks must first understand their current 
state .... 2. Determine your future state: What are your goals and what is the optimal way to achieve 
them?... 3. Develop and execute an action plan .... It seems we are in [the] seventh or eighth inning, as some of 
the largest banks appear to have reached the point where the costs of compliance and risk management are not 
sustainable, and are beginning to evaluate alternatives as to how they can optimize their risk functions." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Federal Reserve 

Fed Taking "Timid" Steps ~[~ Limiting Commodities, Senate Democrats Say (January 15, 2014) 
~ In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "The Federal Reserve Board took too long to issue a plan to limit banks’ 

physical commodities activities, several Senate Democrats said on Wednesday [January 15] .... ’The Fed’s 
proposal yesterday is a timid step; it was too slow in coming, and there is still too much we don’t know about these 
activities and investments,’ said Senator Sherrod Brown (D-OH), chairman of the Senate Banking’s subcommittee on 
financial institutions, during a hearing .... ’Physical commodities activities can pose unique risks to financial holding 
companies,’ said Michael Gibson, the Fed’s director of the division of banking supervision and regulation, in prepared 
testimony. ’Indeed, estimating probabilities and costs related to environmental or catastrophic incidents is an 
imperfect science at best.’ But the Fed’s actions have not come fast enough for lawmakers such as Senators Jeff 
Merkley (D-OR) and Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), who said the central bank just woke up to the issue. Merkley asked 
Gibson directly if it was a fair characterization that ’the Fed was asleep’ on physical commodities issues .... Gibson 
played defense as he sought to explain the rationale for the timing of the release of the concept proposal." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related New York Times DealBook article, Lawmakers Seek Curbs On Trading Commodities 
i::i::i::i Hearing Testimony: FERC Enforcement Office Director Bay-- Fed Bankinq Supervision and Requlation 

Director Gibson -- CFTC Market Oversiqht Director McGonaqle 

Fed Eyes Banks’ Commodity Activities (Jm~uary 14, 201@ 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Ryan Tracy and Christian Berthelsen report, "The Federal Reserve took a small step 

toward developing potential new restrictions on banks’ activities in physical-commodity markets such as 
aluminum and oil, but it stopped short of introducing new rules. The Fed, which has been studying the issue for 
at least two years, said it wants to examine ’all aspects’ of bank-owned commodity businesses, including 
’potential conflicts of interest’ at the banks and the risks that commodity subsidiaries might pose to financial 
stability. The regulator said it will give banks and other parties two months to submit input on how it should 
proceed before considering ’what further action, including a rulemaking, is warranted.’... The Fed said it is 
considering several measures that could limit banks’ ability or desire to own such businesses, including 
imposing additional capital requirements and capping the amount of and length of time banks can own such 
assets and the revenue they can derive from those activities. Some banks are already preparing for new and 
potentially tougher restrictions .... The Fed’s move disappointed politicians and consumer advocates who 
were expecting more forceful action .... ’A tried-and-true D.C. evasion tactic is to, just before being 
reprimanded on the Hill, call for a study or set up a task force. We see it here in its unchecked glory with a Fed 
study that should have commenced many months ago,’ said outgoing CFTC Commissioner Bart Chilton." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

American Banker, Fed Releases Plan To Curb Banks’ Physical Commodity Activities 
Reuters, Goldman’s Commodity Trade "Too Important" To Quit: CFO 
Reuters, U.S. Senate Hearinq Set To Press For Quicker Commodity Bank Curbs 
Risk Magazine, Fed Moves To Rein In U.S. Banks’ Physical Commodity Trading 

:::::::::::::: Fed Materials: Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemakinq -- Press Release 



Federa~ Reserve Said To Pro~be Banks Over Forex Fixing (January i3, 20i4) 
In Bloomberg News, Keri Geiger and Caroline Salas Gage report, "The Federal Reserve is investigating 
whether traders at the world’s biggest banks rigged benchmark currency rates, raising the risk that firms will be 
penalized for lax controls as regulators look for wrongdoing .... The foreign-exchange inquiry looks at 
benchmark WM/Reuters rates used by companies and investors around the world. Those rates are determined 
by trades executed in a minute-long period called ’the fix’ at 4 p.m. in London each day. By concentrating 
orders in the moments before and during the 60-second window, traders can push the rate up or down, a 
process known in the industry as ’banging the close.’... Foreign-exchange dealers from the world’s biggest 
banks told the Federal Reserve Bank of New York the global probe into manipulation of currency rates could 
prompt an overhaul of the way they handle customer orders, minutes from the November 13 meeting released 
by the central bank show .... ’Private sector members suggested that any investigations and/or supervisory 
activity related to this subject could eventually result in recommended changes to best practice guidance,’ 
according to the minutes from the meeting, which was hosted by JPMorgan." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Volcker 

Volcker Ru~e Fix Wi~ Aid Large And Sn~all Banks (January 14~ 201@ 
In American Banker, Rob Blackwell reports, "Federal regulators released an interim final regulation late 
Tuesday [January 14] designed to fix a problem with the Volcker Rule that would have caused hundreds of 
banks to take writedowns on certain assets. The agencies’ solution would exempt from the Volcker Rule all 
collateralized debt obligations backed by trust-preferred securities that were issued by banks with less than 
$15 billion of assets. Although that ostensibly helps just smaller institutions, the new rule is worded in such a 
way that many large banks holding TruPS-backed CDOs will also benefit .... By keying off the issuer of the 
TruPS -- as opposed to the owner -- the interim final rule will additionally benefit any larger bank that owns 
CDOs backed by TruPS issued by smaller ones. In practical terms, that is likely to be most affected 
institutions, according to sources with knowledge of the matter. The result is that regulators can 
simultaneously claim to have provided a fix to the problem for most institutions while also maintaining the $15 
billion asset threshold .... Under the Dodd-Frank Act, TruPS no longer count as Tier 1 capital. But the 
regulatory reform law grandfathered all TruPS owned prior to May 19, 2010, by banks with less than $15 
billion of assets .... [R]egulators used that date and asset cutoff as the legal basis for granting a carve out 
even though it was contained in a different part of Dodd-Frank from the Volcker Rule. Whether lawmakers 
will be satisfied with the solution remains to be seen." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Related New York Times DealBook article, Regulators Ease Volcker Rule Provision On Smaller Banks 
:a:: Interim Final Rule -- List of Qualified TruPS CDOs -- Supporting Statements: CFTC Acting Chairman 

Wetjen; CFTC Commissioner O’Malia -- Dissenting Statement: SEC Commissioner Piwowar 
::i::i::i::i Press Releases: CFTC .--- FDIC --- Federal Reserve .-- OCC o-- SEC 
:::::::::::::::: Davis Polk Bloq Post 

House Republicans Rip h~to Ve~ker Ru~e (January 15~ 2014} 
~ In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "During a House Financial Services Committee hearing on the 

[Volcker Rule], several GOP members slammed the agencies for not undertaking a cost-benefit analysis of 
the rule as well as raising concerns about how it will impact the international competitiveness of U.S. 
institutions. ’Volcker is a solution in search of a problem,’ said Representative Jeb Hensarling (R-TX), 
chairman of the banking panel, calling the rule ’compound, complex, confounding, confusing and convoluted.’ 
Industry representatives raised their own concerns with the potential effects of the provision, including its 
impact on financial markets and the economy .... Even some Democrats expressed concerns about the rule, 
including whether it would hurt the competitiveness of the U.S. financial market abroad. ’The one concern I 
have about the Volcker Rule... is in the international arena, and how we are placing our economic system in 
a weakened position if we do not look very carefully at the competitive situation’ for the financial system and 
the larger economy, said Representative David Scott (D-GA). Still, Democrats on the banking panel largely 
defended the rule, arguing that it is correctly designed to reduce systemic risk to the financial system, even if 



smaller tweaks are needed .... Supporters of the rule, including Simon Johnson, a professor at MIT, also 
downplayed sweeping concerns about the economic burdens of the provision." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related The Trade News article, SIFMA Warns Of Volcker Frac~mentation 
:::::::::::::: Hearing Testimony: Kenneth E. Bentsen, Jr.; Charles Funk; Elliot Ganz; Simon Johnson; David 

C. Robertson -- Chairman Hensadinq Statement 

GOP Lawmakers Fau~t Vo~cker Rule Cost-Benefit Analysis (January 1 S, 2:014} 
In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "Representatives Jeb Hensarling (R-TX), chairman of the House 
Financial Services Committee, and Scott Garrett (R-N J) are warning that the SEC failed to conduct an 
economic analysis of the Volcker Rule, violating federal law. The lawmakers on Monday [January 13] 
requested a legal justification for the decision to forgo the analysis, in a letter to Mary Jo White, chairman of the 
SEC .... Regulators have said the SEC didn’t provide a separate analysis under the Volcker Rule because 
the law they wrote the rule under didn’t require it, though it’s possible that decision could spur a legal challenge. 
’Conducting an economic analysis is a well-established legal requirement and both the Administrative 
Procedures Act and the Federal securities laws require the Commission to conduct a detailed analysis of the 
likely economic consequences of its rules and to connect these consequences to efficiency, competition and 
capital formation,’ the lawmakers said in their letter .... ’At 932 pages, there is little doubt the Volcker Rule will 
have a significant impact on the U.S. capital markets and the broader economy,’ the letter adds." 

:a:: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Lawmakers Letter 

SEC May Seek More Power To Enforce Volcker Rule (January 15, 2014) 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "U.S. securities regulators fear they do not have the full range of 
enforcement powers to police Wall Street’s compliance with the controversial Volcker Rule, and told Reuters 
they are considering new rules to fill the gap .... ’If we want to sanction a firm for not keeping the records or 
documents they are required to keep or provide reports to us in the form (it is) required, we need to take further 
action,’ John Ramsay, acting director of the Trading and Markets Division at the SEC, told Reuters in an 
interview this week. ’It is under consideration. I think we realize that in order to have the full range of 
authority.., we need to do the additional step,’ he added .... The SEC, for instance, will police broker- 
dealers and security-based swap dealers, while the Fed has authority over bank holding companies. But the 
dilemma for the SEC lies in the fact the Volcker Rule falls under the Bank Holding Company Act -- the law that 
empowers bank regulators .... For now, the main authority the SEC has to enforce the rule will be to order a 
brokerage, after a notice and hearing, to stop certain activities that may violate the Volcker Rule .... But the 
SEC believes it does not currently have the power to punish banks and brokerages that do not properly 
maintain certain documents so regulators can monitor for compliance .... If the SEC proceeds with a 
rulemaking, the agency would need to align its full authorities under the Exchange Act with its new policing 
responsibilities under the Volcker Rule." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

,¢B,¢ Borers [~ecision On Vo~cker Lawsuit (January 15, 2014) 
In American Banker, Rob Blackwell reports, "The American Bankers Association announced Wednesday 
[January 15] that it will drop its request for emergency relief in pending litigation over the Volcker Rule, but 
declined to stop the suit entirely .... [T]he trade group said Wednesday it was no longer seeking emergency 
action. However, it reserved the right to keep the litigation going until the group better understands how many 
institutions may still be affected by the issue." 

:a:: Full text of article 

Senators Propose Narrow Fix For Volcker Ru~e (January 13, 2:014) 
~ In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "Senators Joe Manchin (D-WV) and Roger Wicker (R-MS) 

introduced legislation Monday [January 13] to address concerns about how collateralized debt obligations 
backed by trust-preferred securities are treated under the Volcker Rule. The legislation would exempt 
community banks with less than $50 billion in assets from having to shed CDOs backed by TruPS held when 



regulators released the Volcker Rule last month .... Republican lawmakers in both the Senate and House 
have also introduced legislation to solve the issue, grandfathering previously held TruPS-backed CDOs at 
banks of all sizes. Regulators, meanwhile, are expected to release an interim final rule on the issue by 
Wednesday [January 15], and are said to be weighing both a broad exemption and a narrower fix for small 
community banks with less than $15 billion in assets. Manchin and Wicker in their press release argued that 
a more limited exemption would keep the biggest banks from taking advantage of the exemption." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Securities Law Daily article, Bipartisan Bill Offers Narrower Adjustment To Volcker Rule 

Restrictions On TruPS CDOs 
:::::::::::::::: S. 1912 -- Press Release 

Lawmakers Tee Up Next Volcker Rule Fight (January 15, 2014} 
~ In The Wall Street Journal Money Beat, Ryan Tracy reports, "One day after U.S. regulators issued their first 

tweak to the Volcker Rule, members of Congress and industry officials began to push for another change that 
would ease the rule’s impact on a major market for loans to U.S. companies .... Under the Volcker Rule’s 
ban on certain types of trading by banks, many banks that own CLOs may have to divest them, according to 
industry officials .... At a hearing on the Volcker Rule Wednesday [January 15], Representative Jeb 
Hensarling (R-TX), chairman of the House Financial Services Committee, said a number of markets would be 
negatively affected by the rule, including ’especially the CLO market.’ Representative Maxine Waters of 
California, the committee’s top Democrat, said she hoped ’we are able to work with regulators on some of the 
other issues [with the Volcker Rule] that have been identified, such as the CLO issue.’ Neither of the senior 
lawmakers called for specific action by the regulators. Industry representatives testifying at the hearing asked 
the U.S. agencies to clarify that CLOs are debt investments that aren’t equivalent to the equity investments 
prohibited under the Volcker Rule, which five U.S. financial overseers finalized last month." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Related Bloomberg News article, Banks Seek To Limit Volcker With Challenc~e To Meaninc] Of "Own" 

Vo~cker Fix Leaves So~e Sma~ Banks O~t h~ The Co~1 (Ja~uary 16, 201@ 
In American Banker, Rob Blackwell reports, "Regulators’ attempt to carve out an exemption for small banks 
from a key part of the Volcker Rule satisfied most institutions that feared getting swallowed up in the 
Dodd-Frank Act provision, but left others still vulnerable to the regulation and facing significant 
losses .... For example, Hardin County Bank in Savannah, Tenn., holds a $500,000 CDO that is not eligible 
for the regulatory exemption because the TruPS backing it were issued by insurance companies, not 
banks .... It is unclear how many other institutions may be in the same boat. Wayne Abernathy, the 
executive vice president for financial institutions and regulatory affairs for the American Bankers Association, 
said the trade group has heard from at least six other institutions facing a similar concern. But Abernathy 
cited figures that said there were only 20 CDOs backed by TruPS issued by insurance 
companies .... Regulators, meanwhile, appear unlikely to come to Hardin County Bank’s aid." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Vague Volc ker Causes Confusior~ {January 13, 2014) 
m In Risk Magazine, Peter Madigan reports, "Banks will not be allowed to engage in portfolio hedging under the 

terms of the Volcker Rule, agreed on December 10 by five U.S. regulators -- but they will be allowed to 
hedge risks on a portfolio basis. That awkward distinction makes the final rule tougher than the version 
proposed in October 2011, regulators have claimed, but lawyers are dismayed at the lack of detail added to 
the statute after three years of work and 18,000 comment letters -- the final rule adds just four words on the 
topic beyond the language that was provided in the text of the Dodd-Frank Act .... The Volcker Rule gives 
trading desks much of the flexibility they wanted, but it also sets boundaries. Or, rather, it tells banks how to 
set their own boundaries. And it doesn’t do a very good job of it, lawyers claim, making it difficult for banks to 
know they are complying .... Instead of the tough, prescriptive approach the industry had feared, banks now 
face a requirement with no clear boundaries, lawyers warn .... Similar criticisms are levelled at the sketchy 
rules on the amount of inventory a bank can hold and still qualify for the market-making exemption." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 



]Ba~ks Respor~d To New Ru~es With Vo~cker~Frie~d~y CLOs (Jar~uary 14, 201@ 
In The Financial Times, Tracy AIIoway reports, "Bankers have been quick to respond to the Volcker Rule 
released last month by adapting a popular type of structured product to comply with the new regulations. 
Seven of the 11 collateralised loan obligations (CLOs) to have been sold in the five weeks since 
regulators unveiled the final version of the rule exclude bonds from their collateral pool, according to 
Morgan Stanley .... The relatively rapid emergence of the new CLOs should help ease concerns that 
the Volcker Rule will force banks to shy away from buying the products .... ’The next generation of 
CLOs -- we dub them to be ’CLO 3.0’ -- will strive to be Volcker-compliant,’ Morgan Stanley analysts 
Vishwanath Tirupattur and Mia Qian said in a note to clients. ’In fact, we have already started to see 
this.’... For older CLOs that do contain bonds, banks may attempt to strip the securities out of the deals 
or tweak the deal documentation in a way that would exclude the CLOs from Volcker’s definition of 
banned assets, the Morgan Stanley analysts said." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

FDIC 

FD~C Resolutio~ Powers Won’t Stop ]Bail-Outs, Say Acade~ics (Ja~uary 16, 2014) 
In Risk Magazine, Peter Madigan reports, "Testifying before the Senate subcommittee on financial 
institutions and consumer protection on January 8, a panel of four academics delivered their unanimous 
verdict that the Orderly Liquidation Authority- the new receivership process created under Title II of the 
Dodd-Frank Act -- will not allow for the orderly resolution of teetering banks by the FDIC because the 
process starts at too late a stage in a crisis to prevent panic spreading in the financial 
markets .... Responding to a question from Senator Pat Toomey (R-PA) over whether Title II 
perpetuates the idea that the largest bank holding companies are too big to fail, the academics claimed 
that the resolution authority is essentially not fit for [that] purpose .... Meanwhile, the academics 
claimed that while the Title II resolution process is designed to prevent panic spreading from the first 
struggling bank into the wider financial system, by the time the FDIC takes action it will already be too late 
to avoid having to provide bail-outs to one or more SlFIs. Instead, they suggested that a more suitable 
solution would be to force banks to hold higher levels of capital to protect them against big losses." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

OCC 

OCt Ratchets Up Pressure On ]Big ]Bar, ks (Jar~uary 16, 2014) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Ryan Tracy and Stephanie Armour report, "In guidelines proposed Thursday 
[January 16], the OCC detailed risk-management standards for firms with more than $50 billion in assets, 
putting the onus on board members to ensure the rules are followed and requiring banks have independent 
audit and risk-management officers who can go straight to the board with concerns .... Among the areas in 
which banks may have to catch up: a proposal to require boards of national banks to include at least two 
independent members that don’t hold management positions in the bank or its parent holding company. The 
OCC asked for comment on that idea as well as on other aspects of the proposal, due within 60 days. In 
addition to reshaping the boards, banks also would have to maintain independent offices to track and monitor 
activity in all business lines. The leaders of the risk-and-audit offices, and their salaries, would have to be 
approved by the board and have an independent channel of communication with the board, though they 
would report to the chief executive on a day-to-day basis. Banks would have to quantify and describe their 
’risk appetite’ in writing and set out a three-year strategic plan that discusses the risks they expect to take on, 
giving examiners and board members something to point to if an institution strays from its core 
business .... A company that fails to comply with the OCC’s guidelines would have to submit a remediation 
plan, which could lead to enforcement action without any chance of appeal." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related American Banker article, OCC Details "Heiqhtened" Exam Proqram For Biq Banks 
:::::::::::::::: OCC Materials: Proposed Rule and Guidelines -- Press Release 



Why Regulators May Toughen Leverage Ratio (January i3, 20i4) 
~ In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "The Basel Committee on Sunday [January 12] made several 

concessions to the world’s biggest banks by changing how financial institutions treat derivatives and 
repurchase agreements .... U.S. regulators’ decision is two-fold. First they must decide whether they will 
incorporate changes on how banks will calculate their exposure to repos and derivatives. Secondly, they 
must decide whether they should modify the actual leverage ratio from their July proposal to account for the 
difference in how they calculate the denominator. It’s unclear how regulators will proceed, but some 
lawmakers were already urging regulators not to ease up .... ’In terms of making the Basel III leverage ratio 
a more credible and meaningful backstop measure that better reflects economic reality rather than overstate 
certain exposures, some of the Basel Committee’s final revisions to the denominator may be characterized as 
a step in the right direction,’ said Andrew Fei, an associate at Davis Polk & Wardwell .... Observers 
anticipate that the U.S. will adopt the Basel leverage framework, but like past regulations tied to capital and 
liquidity, make it tougher than the international standard .... ’If the denominator of the Basel Ill leverage 
ratio has become more expansive compared with the original December 2010 version because of the Basel’s 
final revisions, then re-evaluating the proposed 5% and 6% levels seems appropriate, but whether U.S. 
regulators will do so remains to be seen,’ said Fei." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:a:: Related articles: 

International Financing Review, Banks War~t As Basel Eyes Higher Leveraqe Ratio 
International Financing Review, Base/Eyes H!gherLeverage Ratio 

:::::::::::::: Final Reports: Leverac~e Ratio -- LCR 
::i::i::i::i Consultative Document- Press Release- b!og.USBasel3.com 

Banks Get A Break On Leverage-Ratio Rules (January 12, 2014} 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Geoffrey T. Smith reports, "The Basel Committee, made up of banking regulators 

from around the world, said it had revised the definition of its leverage ratio in ways that will allow banks to 
report lower levels of overall risk. The leverage ratio measures capital held by a bank against its total assets, 
so the changes will lead to higher reported capital ratios. That will reduce the pressure on banks to either shed 
assets or raise more capital to meet the requirement .... Most important, the rules no longer require banks to 
count 100% of their off-balance-sheet assets. That not only includes most of banks’ derivatives exposures, but 
also the guarantees and letters of credit that are essential to greasing the wheels of international trade. In 
addition, the changes allow for extensive ’netting’ of securities-financing transactions, such as repurchase 
agreements, or ’repos,’ for greater counting of margin payments received from counterparties .... Banks will 
have to report their leverage ratios from 2015 onward, and regulators intend to force them to have a ratio of at 
least 3% starting in 2018, but there is no binding commitment to the latter .... In addition to the changes to the 
leverage ratio, the Basel Committee also offered a new consultation on a draft rule enforcing a minimum 
standard of liquidity over a one-year period. The so-called net stable funding ratio will now give greater 
recognition to bank funding that runs for between six and 12 months." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:a:: Related articles: 

American Banker, Basel’s New Leveraqe Ratio: One Step Forward, Two Steps Back 
Financial Times, Banks Win Basel Concessions On Debt Rules 
New York Times, Global Bankinq Regulators Aqree To Ease Capital Rule 

Base~ Leverage Ratio May Force CSA Restructuring (January 14, 2014) 
In Risk Magazine, Matt Cameron and Lukas Becker report, "The final [Basel leverage ratio] rules do allow cash 
variation margin to reduce the mark-to-market exposure of derivatives contracts subject to five criteria, one of 
which is that cash variation margin is denominated in the same currency as the settlement of the derivatives 
contract. It is understood that the BCBS did not want to allow exposures to be reduced if it creates additional 
forex risks. Banks, however, say the revision is unduly restrictive. The problem is that collateral agreements, 
which can be either single or multi-currency, can cover portfolios of swaps denominated in many different 
currencies .... This is an illogical outcome, say dealers .... As a result, dealers may turn to an alternative 



option, which had been discussed at the early stages of the standard CSA project -- a payment-versus-payment 
solution. Similar in approach to settlement provider CLS in the forex market, this solution would mitigate the 
effects of cross-currency settlement risk, but would require firms to make individual settlements in each currency." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC Staff Makes Agm~cy’s First Made-Avai~ab~eMTeMTrade Determi~~ation (Ja[~uary i 5, 20i4) 
An unbylined article in Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily reports, "Staff of the CFTC made the agency’s first made- 
available-to-trade (MAT) determination January 16, certifying certain interest rate swaps contracts that were submitted 
by Javelin SEF LLC. A contract subject to a MAT determination must be executed on either a SEF or a DCM 
pursuant to the Commodity Exchange Act’s trade execution requirement. The swaps certified in this determination 
will become subject to the trade execution requirement on February 15 .... Meanwhile, CFTC staff clarified in its 
announcement that the inclusion of a swap subject to the trade execution requirement in a multi-legged transaction -- 
i.e., a ’package transaction’ -- would not ’per se’ relieve market participants of the obligation to trade such swap 
through a DCM or an SEF. The CFTC also said that staff of the Division of Market Oversight, at the direction of 
Acting Chairman Mark Wetjen, will hold a roundtable on execution issues related to package transactions. ’Based on 
public input,’ it said, ’the division will consider whether and under what conditions to grant limited relief for package 
transactions to ensure proper implementation of the execution mandate.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: CFTC Materials: Commissioner O’Malia Statement -- Press Release 

CFTC C~osswE~erder Guidance "Has The Fee~ Of A Rule," Lawyers Agree {Ja~uary 13, 20~ 4) 
In Risk Magazine, Peter Madigan reports, "The CFTC will lose a lawsuit challenging its cross-border guidance, 
lawyers are predicting -- even though one commission insider insists it has done nothing wrong .... At issue is 
the agency’s decision to release guidance on how to apply its Dodd-Frank Act regulations to cross-border and 
overseas trades, rather than binding rules .... But if the cross-border guidance is struck down, market participants 
would be left in a regulatory no-man’s-land. The underlying rules contain no separate detail on how they should be 
applied on a cross-border basis. One former CFTC staffer, who worked on the guidance, says the agency was not 
trying to sidestep limits on its power, but admits guidance was seen as a short cut .... The problem the CFTC 
faced was that many other Dodd-Frank Act transaction-level rules were already in place by the time the guidance 
was first proposed in July 2012 .... If a cross-border rule had been issued at that point, the agency feared it would 
need to repropose each of those earlier rules, the former staffer says, which is exactly what the SEC chose to 
do .... ’The guidance then just grew and grew as participants that commented on the proposed guidance sought 
more and more detail, to the extent that now SIFMA and ISDA are arguing it is actually a rule due to the size and 
comprehensiveness of it,’ the former staffer adds. According to the associations, it’s not the size of the guidance, 
which was finalised in July 2013, that is the problem -- it’s the intent." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

In an unbylined article, BIoomberg BNA Banking Daily reports, "Representative Richard Hudson (R-NC) 
introduced a bill that would freeze at $8 billion the de minimis amount of swaps activity that would trigger an 
entity’s designation as a swap dealer, unless the CFTC votes to change it. The CFTC adopted a swap dealer 
definition in April 2012 that temporarily set the $8 billion threshold. Over the course of a three- to five-year phase- 
in period, however, that threshold is scheduled to be reduced to $3 billion .... In mid-2015, per the swap dealer 
definition rule, agency staff will analyze the data and prepare a report on swaps market activity. Nine months 
later, the commission will have a choice of ending the phase-in period, proposing changes to the de minimis 
threshold -- either to raise or lower it -- or not acting .... Hudson’s bill -- H.R. 3814, introduced January 7 -- 
would freeze the de minimis level at the current $8 billion, unless the commission votes to change the threshold. 
The measure has been reported to the Agriculture Committee." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: H.R. 3814 



Suspects Front Running Of Fan~ie, Freddie ~n Swaps Market (January i 4, 20i4} 
In Reuters, Richard Leong reports, "Wall Street traders may be manipulating a key derivatives market and 
front running Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, hurting the U.S.-owned mortgage giants in the process, according 
to an FBI intelligence bulletin reviewed by Reuters. Using what FBI agents described as ’unsophisticated 
tradecraft,’ such as hand signals and special telephone ring tones, some traders are conspiring to rig rates on 
large orders submitted by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, or front running them in the interest rate swaps 
market, the document says. The FBI said in the bulletin that the information came from a former high-level 
employee at a U.S. bank and an employee at a Canadian Bank, plus interviews with other bank workers 
conducted in 2012 and 2013 .... Current and former employees at the U.S. bank said that swap traders at 
the bank programmed their phones with different ring tones to identify when certain customers were calling, 
alerting traders that a large order was about to be placed, the FBI said. According to the bulletin, one 
employee at the U.S. bank and the Canadian bank employee reported that senior bankers at the two banks 
’planned and encouraged this behavior because it led to higher revenue for their respective parent banks.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC 

SEC Delays Effective Date Of MA Ru~e (January 13, 2014) 
In The Bond Buyer, Kyle Glazier reports, "The SEC announced Monday [January 13] that compliance with its 
final municipal advisor registration rule will not be required until July 1, [2014] the date on which the first set of 
municipal advisors will be required to register under the rule. The rule’s effective date had been January 13, 
but dealer groups had been urging the SEC to delay it because additional guidance that had been promised 
was not released by the commission until January 10, less than a full business day before the effective date. 
The SEC could have chosen to keep the effective date the same while not taking action on any compliance 
violations until a later date, but chose instead to have the commissioners approve a delay of the effective 
date .... Without the delay, record keeping requirements mandating that MAs retain all communications with 
their clients for five years would have taken effect Monday [January 13]. The SEC said the delay will give 
market participants more time to analyze and plan." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i SEC Materials: Tem~)oraryStay- Press Release 

Ga~lag~her Mul~s Separate Capital Rules For BrokeroDea~ers Affiliated WitCh Banks (January 18, 2014) 
An unbylined article in Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily reports, "SEC Commissioner Daniel Gallagher 
January 15 said he hopes this year to work with commission staff and FINRA on an ’in-depth review’ of 
whether it would be appropriate to establish separate capital rules for bank-affiliated broker-dealers. ’If we 
determine that such a bifurcated broker-dealer capital regime would be appropriate, however, any such regime 
would be based on the principles of our current program for broker-dealer net capital,’ the commissioner said 
in a speech in Washington .... Gallagher’s remarks come amid an ongoing debate about the extent to which 
the Fed should oversee ’shadow banks.’... Gallagher told the audience that capital requirements for banks 
and broker-dealers differ in ’fundamental ways.’... Ultimately, applying bank-based capital requirements to 
nonbank entities would be akin to ’trying to manage an orange grove using apple orchard techniques,’ he 
suggested .... Gallagher observed that the Fed’s mission has expanded over the years .... ’In light of this, 
a more cynical person might suggest that the Fed’s efforts to extend the failure-prevention paradigm of bank 
capital regulation to financial entities that are already subject to failure-management regulatory schemes 
implies an institutionalization of the concept of too-big-to-fail,’ he said." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::/::/::/: Commissioner Gallaqher Speech 

House Passes Bill Cutti~g SEC Red Tape For Thrifts (January 14, 2014) 
~ In Law360, Daniel Wilson reports, "The House of Representatives on Tuesday [January 14] passed a bill allowing 

small savings and loan associations to avoid costly registration of their securities with the SEC, correcting an 
oversight in previous legislation that had cut SEC red tape for other community banks. The Holding Company 



Registration Threshold Equalization Act, H.R. 801, exempts small savings and loans institutions, or thrifts, with 2,000 
or fewer shareholders from having to register with the SEC, while also allowing thrifts with fewer than 1,200 
shareholders to deregister already registered securities. It attracted strong bipartisan support, passing the House in 
a 417-4 vote .... [The House] also passed a bill exempting mergers and acquisitions brokers who assist with the 
sale of small, private companies from SEC registration requirements. That bill, H.R. 2274, titled the Small Business 
Mergers, Acquisitions, Sales and Brokerage Simplification Act, would exempt from SEC broker-dealer registration 
requirements any M&A broker who deals solely in private companies that have less than $250 million in gross 
revenues or earnings of less than $25 million after interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization. That bill also 
attracted widespread bipartisan support, passing the House 422-0." 

:a:: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i H.R. 801 -- H.R. 2274 

SEC Shou~l Have Authority To Require "Sensible" Disclosure From States (January 14, 2014) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Yin Wilczek reports, "The Tower Amendment should be revisited so that 
the SEC can impose ’sensible disclosure’ and accounting requirements on municipal securities issuers, a new 
report said January 14. ’The current jurisdiction’ of the SEC ’with respect to municipal finance issuers is narrowly 
limited to fraud due to the so-called ’Tower Amendment,’ and no other body has the affirmative obligation or 
authority to require full transparency and disclosure of risk,’ said the final report by the State Budget Crisis Task 
Force. The task force was launched in April 2011 to examine the ’increasingly perilous position’ of many states in 
the wake of the 2008 financial crisis .... The Tower Amendment expressly bars the SEC and the MSRB from 
directly or indirectly requiring municipal securities issuers to file disclosure documents before the sale of securities. 
In July 2012, the SEC issued a report calling on Congress for new legislation that would authorize the agency to 
establish disclosure requirements for municipal securities issuers." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i State Budget Report 

Dealers To MSRB: Reco~sider Co~tinuing E~lucation Proposal (January 14~ 2014} 
In The Bond Buyer, Kyle Glazier reports, "Dealer groups are warning the MSRB that its proposal to require at least an 
hour of annual municipal securities training for their staffs could actually result in less efficient training and could be 
confusing, in addition to raising compliance burdens. The MSRB proposal would alter the continuing education 
requirements laid out in the board’s Rule G-3 on classification of principals and representatives to require a minimum 
of one hour of training focused on municipal securities for professionals whose jobs primarily focus on 
munis .... Mike Nicholas, president and chief executive officer of Bond Dealers of America, warned in his letter that 
the one-hour training requirement could end up backfiring despite the good intentions of the MSRB .... Instead, the 
BDA letter suggests the MSRB consider publishing an annual list of training topics based on current market issues, 
and require firms to incorporate at least one into their training programs .... SlFMA commented that the MSRB is 
essentially seeking to de-harmonize its rule with a similar FINRA rule without offering an adequate explanation." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC To Focus On A~gos An~l Broker@eale~ ATS Activity ~n 2014 (January 13, 2014} 
An unbylined article in The Trade News reports, "The SEC will focus on algorithmic trading strategies and how broker- 
dealers interact with alternative trading systems (ATS) amongst a list of 2014 priorities, it has said. The regulator will 
ensure buy-side firms in particular have sufficient controls around algorithmic trading and investment strategies 
including adequate maintenance to ensure they comply with SEC rules. In a statement, the SEC said it would focus 
on whether firms using quantitative models for trading or investment were using them to manipulate markets and had 
maintained proper documentation and records regarding such models. For broker-dealers, the Commission will focus 
on controls around market access, in particular, ’erroneous orders; the use of technology with a focus on algorithmic 
and high-frequency trading; information leakage and cyber security,’ it said, adding that it would look specifically to 
manipulative trading strategies such as marking the close and quote spoofing .... For fixed income trading, the 
Commission will examine the effect of market structure on execution quality for fixed income ATSs in determining 
what changes should occur within the market, it said." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:a:: Related Investment News article, SEC On Compliance: Do What You Say You’re Doinq 



CFTC 

Budget Woes Leave U.So Swaps Agency Outgu~ned By Wa~ Street (January f ?, 20f 4) 
¢ In Bloomberg Businessweek, Robert Schmidt and Silla Brush report, "When President Barack Obama gave federal 

workers a 1 percent pay raise at the start of the year, employees at the CFTC assumed they’d get the boost. They 
didn’t. In a brief e-mail last week, the CFTC said the cost-of-living increase wouldn’t kick in until August paychecks. 
While the agency provided no explanation, employees chalked it up to budget woes that forced the derivatives 
regulator last week to quietly obtain an emergency infusion of funds just to keep its doors open, according to four 
people familiar with the situation. The escalating budget crisis has spurred unrest within the 700-person agency and 
hampered its work, the people said. More than a dozen senior employees, many complaining of low pay, have quit 
for jobs on Wall Street or at law firms. Others at the CFTC’s Washington headquarters have discussed joining a labor 
union, said the people, who asked not to be identified because the friction isn’t public .... Last week, in an 
unpublicized incident, cash was so short that the CFTC had to arrange a special deal for additional funds from the 
Treasury just to stay open, according to three of the people .... The CFTC appropriation ’won’t cut it,’ Commissioner 
Bart Chilton, a Democrat who has pressed for a higher budget, said in an interview. ’Our employees need more than 
a government ID and the belief they are doing worthy work.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFTC Issues Te~hporary Relief To FCMs Froth Bookkeeping Associated With Margin (January 13.~ 2(}14} 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Richard Hill reports, "Staff of the CFTC issued temporary no-action relief 
January 10 to FCMs from compliance with certain new requirements associated with the receipt and recording of 
customer funds intended to be used as margin .... The relief comes on the heels of new customer protection rules 
that were adopted by the commission October 30. In part, the rules prohibit FCMs from commingling customer funds 
meant to be used as margin for transactions on designated contract markets with customer funds meant to margin 
foreign futures and options transacted on foreign boards of trade, or with margin for cleared swaps transactions. The 
rule, however, does not preclude a customer from meeting margin calls on any of these types of transactions with a 
single payment, under certain conditions .... The Futures Industry Association, however, told the CFTC’s Division of 
Swap Dealer and Intermediary Oversight that the rule presents ’significant operational challenges’ for 
FCMs .... Staff agreed and said it would not recommend enforcement actions until April 14 against FCMs that 
cannot comply with the protocol. Specifically, FCMs will be allowed to accept customer funds in a single payment for 
deposits into any DCM, FBOT or cleared swaps margin account without initially receiving it in the DCM account and 
without making a simultaneous entry in the other accounts." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: CFTC Materials: Letter- Press Release 

CFTC Staff Offers No-Action Relief To FCMs From Foreign Margin Account Requirements (January 13, 2014) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Richard Hill reports, "The CFTC’s Division of Swap Dealer and Intermediary 
Oversight issued no-action relief January 10 from limitations on how a futures commission merchant may hold 
customer margin in a foreign jurisdiction .... Specifically, staff said it will not recommend enforcement action against 
an FCM that temporarily holds customer funds in a foreign jurisdiction that margin or guarantee a foreign futures or 
option transaction in a sum that exceeds 120 percent of total margin requirements. To qualify for the relief, FCMs will 
have to state by noon every business day whether they hold more than 120 percent of required margin in a foreign 
jurisdiction. They also will have to initiate a transfer of any excess funds on the same business day the excess is 
identified into a U.S. depository, and receive the funds in the U.S. depository within two business days of initiating the 
transfer. CFTC customer protection rules adopted in October generally prohibit an FCM from depositing or holding 
customer funds meant to margin, secure or guarantee foreign futures and foreign option positions in accounts 
maintained outside of the U.S." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i CFTC Materials: Letter-- Press Release 

FINRA 

F~NRA Going After Rogue Brokers (January 12, 2014) 
An unbylined article in Investment News reports, "In its annual letter to broker-dealers listing its examination 
priorities, FINRA included many areas on which it has focused in past years, such as structured products, 
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suitability of investment recommendations and conflicts of interest. A new -- and welcome -- area it is turning its 
attention to this year is rogue brokers .... They are the brokers who skip from firm to firm, racking up investor 
complaints, arbitration awards and enforcement actions along the way .... FINRA has put broker-dealers on 
notice that its examiners will be reviewing their due diligence on background checks for new hires, as well as the 
adequacy of supervision of high-risk brokers. FINRA said it also will be paying close attention to the customer 
accounts of high-risk brokers as they review a firm’s sales practices .... Now that FINRA is taking steps to get 
rid of its bad apples, legislators and government regulators should start looking at ways to make sure the pipeline 
between the securities and insurance industries is being monitored more closely. In some cases, problem 
insurance brokers have been able to restart their careers at securities firms and vice versa." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

In The Financial Times, Philip Stafford and Alex Barker report, "After almost three years of complex and 
politically fraught deliberations, EU member states and the European parliament on Tuesday [January 14] 
settled the terms of a long-awaited revamp aiming to increase transparency and stability. The legislation 
updates the original MiFID, which broke the monopoly grip of national stock markets .... The package of 
interventions will for the first time curb high-frequency trading, place position limits on commodity trading, 
attempt to broaden access to clearing houses, and throw regulatory light on developments such as dark pools, 
by which shares are traded between institutional investors with prices posted publicly only after deals are 
done .... The final deal was based on complex trade-offs between Germany, the U.K., France and the 
European Parliament and Commission .... The political agreement will move to ESMA to resolve technical 
issues. Negotiators expect MiFID to enter into law in the second quarter of this year and become compulsory at 
the end of 2016. MiFID is also set to introduce a type of trading venue, called an organised trading facility 
(OTF), to trade the types of over-the-counter derivatives that were blamed for exacerbating the financial crisis. 
The terms were agreed under the shadow of U.S. pressure over reform of derivatives trading." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

New York Times DealBook, Europe Reaches Aqreement On Trading Of Derivatives 
Financial News, What Next For MiFID II: All Eyes On ESMA 
Financial Times Commodity Exchanqes Miffed By MiFID; Europe’s Tradinq Rules: Compromised: MiFID 

Show Moves To Paris After Breakthrouqh Agreement 
:::::::::::::::: European Parliament Press Release 

In Bloomberg News, Rebecca Christie and Jim Brusden report, "Talks on a euro-area bank-failure authority are 
deadlocked as negotiators struggle to find common ground on a fund to cover the costs of saving or shuttering 
lenders, an internal European Union document shows. ’There was no movement from the starting positions by either 
of the institutions and no agreement was reached on any of the issues of substance,’ according to the document, 
which summarizes January 8 talks between the European Parliament and officials from Greece, which holds the EU’s 
rotating presidency .... Negotiators will return to the table on January 15 in Strasbourg as they search for a 
compromise, followed by talks in Brussels on January 29, according to the January 13 document, drawn up by 
Greece and obtained by BIoomberg News. ’All sides are taking negotiations very seriously and everyone is aware 
that we need to reach an agreement within the set deadlines,’ said Chantal Hughes, a spokeswoman for [European 
Commissioner for Internal Markets and Services, Michel] Barnier .... Nations are still wrestling with how to provide 
bridge financing to the new system .... One possibility, as laid out in a January 8 draft of the text, would allow 
’voluntary borrowing and lending transactions’ among the national compartments." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

EC£ Sees £ad-Debt Rules As Threat To Credible Bank Review (January 14, 2014) 
In Bloomberg News, Sonia Sirletti and Jeff Black report, "The ECB is concerned that national differences in 
how bad debt is classified could cripple its probe into the health of euro-area banks, according to an internal 



ECB document .... A person familiar with the text said it was drawn up in late November and contains the 
ECB’s latest thinking on the subject .... The ECB document said that not all countries may be able to 
comply with simplified definitions of non-performing loans set out in October by the London-based EBA, the 
EU’s top bank regulator, while saying that alignment to those rules is ’of the essence.’... The ECB 
signaled it would apply the EBA’s simplified definition as a minimum, and where possible increase the level 
of detail on loans made by banks .... That minimum means the ECB would define as non-performing all 
exposures, including loans, debt securities, financial guarantees and other commitments, which are past 
due for more than 90 day[s]... For countries where no standard definition exists, the ECB said it may ask 
states to report all loans for which concessions have been granted as forborne." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Reuters article, Stress Test Won’t Ask For Government Debt To Be Marked-To-Market 

ECB Said To Favor 5% Capital Requirement ~ Stress Test (January 16, 2014} 
In Bloomberg Personal Finance, Jeff Black, Sonia Siletti and Ben Moshinsky report, "The ECB favors 
requiring banks to show their capital won’t fall below 6 percent of their assets when it puts them through 
a simulated recession later this year, said two euro-area officials with knowledge of the matter. A 
majority of policy makers and technical officials have reached consensus on the benchmark for the 
ECB’s stress test, the people said, asking not to be identified .... The threshold must still be agreed on 
with the EBA that coordinates the exams, and a small number of countries wanting an easier benchmark 
may press for a compromise lower than 6 percent, one of the people said. A benchmark of 6 percent 
would be tougher than the 5 percent set by the London-based EBA in 2011 .... If the ECB determines 
that the impact of its fictional recession on markets would push a bank’s capital as a percentage of its 
risk-weighted assets below 6 percent, the lender would then be required to raise capital within a 
particular time to shore up its defenses." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Reuters article, "True" Euro Zone Stress Test Could Show $1 Trillion Hole In Banks 

UoKo A~d EC C~ash Over Forex Repo~ti~g Exemption (January 17.~ 2014} 
In Risk Magazine, Fiona Maxwell reports, "With less than a month to go before mandatory reporting of 
swaps trades in Europe begins, the EC and the FCA are at odds over a loophole that allows swaps users to 
leave certain foreign exchange derivatives unreported .... [T]he U.K. regulator excluded forex forwards, 
non-deliverable currency forwards, and spot transactions for forex and commodities done for commercial 
purposes from the definition of a financial instrument .... The problem is that EMIR -- which requires both 
parties to a derivatives trade to report data to a trade repository -- refers to MiFID when defining which 
derivatives need to be reported .... As a result, if a counterparty -- dealer or end-user -- is located in the 
U.K., it is not required to report its leg of a forex forward to a trade repository if it meets the commercial 
usage criteria .... But the U.K.’s interpretation of the EMIR reporting requirements clashes with that of the 
EC .... The EC and the FCA are understood to be in discussions, via ESMA, about how to resolve the 
issue .... Daniel Foster, an associate in the FCA’s over-the-counter derivatives and post-trade policy team, 
says reporting requirements will be determined ’in line with the perimeter guidance provided on the FCA’s 
website and will differ on an entity-by-entity basis dependant on the nature of the trades entered into.’" 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Derivatives May Escape Euro Zone Transactio~ Tax: Docu~hent {Ja[~uary 15, 2014) 
~ In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "The ’bogeymen’ of derivatives and securitised debt, blamed for deepening 

the financial crisis, may escape a new euro zone transactions tax as policymakers fear harming funding for 
companies and the economy, a document seen by Reuters showed. The 11 euro zone countries currently 
discussing the tax, which include France and Germany but not Britain, are meeting on Thursday [January 16] 
to hammer out a revised proposal for the tax, which will make banks repay some of the public money that 
kept them going during the 2007-09 financial crisis .... ’It should be considered whether some categories of 
derivatives should not be included or if their taxation should be postponed, given for example their nexus with 
the government bonds’ market and related impact on it,’ the document said, showing the underlying fear of a 
domino effect. The document showed it was also unclear when a derivatives contract should be taxed, such 



as when it has been written, traded or comes to the end of its life .... The fate of the tax is now seen in the 
hands of France and Germany, with the former keen on derivatives being exempted, while the latter’s new 
government has pledged to implement a transaction tax." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Europe P~ans Crackdown On HighMFrequency Trading (January 15, 2:014} 
~ In The Wall Street Journal Market Watch, William L. Watts reports, "The EU reached a deal Wednesday 

[January 15] on new rules that would rein in high-frequency trading, push activity in most financial markets onto 
regulated venues and tighten up rules surrounding the use of so-called dark pools .... The changes proposed 
Wednesday are causing predictable heartburn in the City of London. The City A.M. newspaper said U.K. 
Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne worried that there’s a ’very real risk’ that poorly thought through 
EU regulations will be imposed on the financial center, warning that ’damaging the City of London would be bad 
for all of Europe.’ The Wall Street Journal notes, however, that much of the fine print remains to be finalized 
and that some negotiators worry that the plan still leaves some pretty big loopholes. The deal was worked out 
between the EU Parliament and the 28 EU member states and still requires final approval by EU officials." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Outsourced Trade Reporting Services Ramp Up Ahead Of Key Deadline (January 15, 2014} 
In The Financial News, Anish Puaar reports, "With new EU rules that require reporting of derivatives trades 
fast-approaching, a flurry of new services to help the industry handle the burden is continuing to emerge. 
Many market participants -- particularly buyside and corporate firms -- are finding it difficult to meet a 
February 12 reporting deadline and are looking for third parties that will take on the responsibility for 
them .... To help underpin these types of delegated reporting services, trade bodies the ISDA and the 
Futures and Options Association have released a formal agreement for firms that opt to outsource their 
reporting obligations .... A number of banks are also believed to be looking at how to handle trade reporting 
on behalf of their clients. One of the reasons buyside firms are struggling to meet the February deadline lies 
with the need to report exchange-traded derivatives in addition to OTC derivatives." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Trade News article Outsourcinq Framework Issued Ahead Of EMIR Reporting Deadline 

Pension Funds Ca~ For C~earing Exemption Extension (Jar~uary 13, 2014) 
~ In Risk Magazine, Cecile Sourbes reports, "Pension funds are pushing the EC to extend the clearing 

exemption in EMIR until 2018, due to their inability to post non-cash variation margin for swaps .... While 
pension funds could in theory use the repo market to transform assets into cash, many have expressed 
concerns about whether they would be able to rely on the repo market during times of market stress, 
especially given the volume of assets needing to be transformed into cash .... European regulators granted 
pension funds a three-year exemption from clearing from August 2012 because of the difficulties they face 
posting cash variation margin for cleared over-the-counter derivatives trades. Article 85(2) of EMIR leaves 
open the possibility of two further extensions .... The clock has already started ticking on the current three- 
year exemption, and market participants increasingly believe mandatory clearing will not be introduced in 
Europe before 2015 and could even potentially drag into 2016." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Appeals Court Signals Support For Fed h~ ~nterchange Suit (January 17, 2014) 
In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Judges for an appeals court appeared sympathetic Friday 
[January 17] to the Federal Reserve Board’s defense of its rule capping interchange fees on debit cards, 
fueling hopes by bankers that the agency will beat back a legal challenge .... [D]uring oral arguments 
before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, the three judge panel appeared skeptical 
of some key parts of the retailers’ positions. That included their contention that Dodd-Frank did not give the 
Fed discretion to include costs not specifically listed in the regulatory reform law when setting the cap. 



’You’re wasting your time,’ Judge Harry Edwards told a lawyer representing the retailers when he outlined 
such a position. ’None of us buy that.’... The preponderance of the hearing focused on a three judge panel 
inquiring how the Fed determined what costs it included in setting the cap versus others it excluded, such as 
overhead and card production .... Katherine Wheatley, the Fed’s associate general counsel, said the 
agency opted to exclude costs tied to card production because, like check transactions, banks cannot obtain 
reimbursements in the clearing system. The panel also probed the Fed’s attorney to understand the board’s 
decision not to explicitly explain incremental costs in its rule .... One important issue was whether the Fed 
could add costs to the fee beyond what Dodd-Frank specifically mentioned. Judge Tatel said it was up to the 
merchants to show the Fed was ’unreasonable’ in applying these other costs to the transactions." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

How The Senate’s Filibuster Change Could Protect DoddwFrank (January 14, 2:014) 
~ In American Banker, Victoria Finkle reports, "Senate Democrats’ decision to change filibuster rules has shifted 

the composition of a powerful federal appeals court, a move that could bolster the banking agencies against 
future industry challenges to the Dodd-Frank Act. Lawmakers confirmed the last of three judges to the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit late Monday [January 13], filling the final vacancy on the 
11-seat bench. The court, which has tilted conservative in recent years, is a primary battleground for lawsuits 
against government agency rules, including several recent appeals to the financial reform law .... The three 
new judges -- Robert Wilkins, Patricia Millett and Cornelia Pillard -- were at the heart of the battle over the 
’nuclear option,’ after Senate Republicans torpedoed their nominations earlier in the fall .... Observers 
cautioned that it can be difficult to predict someone’s judicial approach for a variety of reasons, including that 
the indefinite tenure of the position allows for judges to come into their own and evolve their views over time. 
But the decision to serve in government for an extended period of time does give some suggestion of the two 
judges’ ideological leanings .... One big remaining question is what, if any, effect the appointment of new 
judges might have on the regulators themselves as they design new rules." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Lawmakers Press For Changes To QM {January 14, 2014) 
~ In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "Speaking during a House Financial Services Committee 

hearing, several members raised concerns about a provision of QM that places a cap on a borrower’s debt-to- 
income ratio at 43%, saying [it] make it harder for first-time homebuyers and small-business owners to obtain 
credit .... ’We don’t want to overregulate. We don’t want to go too far,’ said Representative Spencer 
Bachus (R-AL) .... A handful of lawmakers on the committee, including Bachus, have proposed various 
pieces of legislation to address credit issues and availability in the market, but the bills have not gained 
significant traction. Those testifying before the committee were mostly lenders who spoke in favor of further 
amendments to the rule .... All three lenders on the panel said they are only underwriting QM loans 
because they do not believe there is a market to buy non-QM products .... A key issue is the extra 
protections that QM status confers if the loan is later challenged by a borrower. Many lenders fear if they 
make non-QM loans, they will open themselves up to more legal challenges .... But CFPB Director Richard 
Cordray has repeatedly attempted to dispel litigation concerns by the industry .... Despite large support for 
changes to the rule, several representatives, including Democrat Stephen Lynch of Massachusetts, cautioned 
the industry and his fellow lawmakers about creating unnecessary hype." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:/::/::/::/: House Financial Services Committee: Headng Information -- Testimony: Bill Emerson Jack 

Hartings; Frank Spencer; Daniel Weickenand -- Press Release 

We~ls Fargo, UoSo Bank To End Payday Loans, Citing Tougher Regulation {January 17, 2014) 
In The Washington Post, Danielle Douglas reports, "Facing strict new regulation, Wells Fargo and U.S. Bank 
said Friday [January 17] they will stop offering a short-term, high-interest loan product that consumer groups 
have called a debt trap. The exit could be a harbinger of things to come as banks anticipate tougher rules on 
an array of consumer products, including prepaid cards .... The saga reached a climax in November when 



the OCC and the FDIC imposed tighter restrictions on the loans. Regulators did not bar banks from offering 
the product, but the policies in their guidance were stringent enough to make the line of business untenable, 
banks say .... ’Forcing banks out of this business limits options for consumers and pushes them towards 
payday lenders and fly-by night entities,’ Richard Hunt, president and chief executive of the Consumer 
Bankers Association, said in an e-mail. ’While federal regulators encourage banks to serve consumers in 
need, their actions and policies suggest otherwise.’... Consumer groups are eager for the CFPB, which has 
authority over storefront and bank payday lenders with more than $10 billion in assets, to write new rules to 
govern the industry. The bureau has said it will take up the issue in the coming year." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

January 21,2014 
Tuesday 

Technoloqy Adv!sory Committee Meeting -- CFTC 
0:00 AM o CFTC Headquarters, Three Lafayette Centre, 1155 21st Street NW, Washington, DC 

Discussion of issues related to data standardization in the context of SDR reporting, the concept release on automated trading 
environments and various issues surrounding the registration and operation of swap execution facilities, 

Impact of the Final Volcker Regulations on Reqjonal U.S. Banks -- Davis Polk 
11:30 AM o Webinar 

o Join lawyers from Davis Polk’s Financial Institutions Group for a live, interactive webcast that will examine the key expected 
effects of the Volcker Rule on organizations of at least $50 billion in total assets. 

January 22, 2014 Sunshine Act Meeting -- SEC 

Wednesday 10:00 AM o Room L.-002, SEC Headquarters, Washington, DC 

° The Commission will consider whether to approve the 2014 budget of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board and will 

consider the related annual accounting support fee. 

January 23,2014 
Thursday 

Impact of the Final Volcker Requlations on Mid-Size U,S. Banks -- Davis Polk 
11:30 AM o Webinar 

Join lawyers from Davis Polk’s Financial Institutions Group for a live, interactive webcast that will examine the key expected 
effects of the Volcker Rule on organizations with less than $50 billion in total assets.. 

January 24, 2014 Volcker Rule Seminar -- Institute of International Bankers 

Friday 10:00 AM o 4 Times Square, New York, NY 

. Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk partner, will be a panelist on the "Extraterritorial Issues" panel, which will focus on the 
extaterritorial application of the Volcker Rule prohibitions, including the scope of the SOTUS exemptions and their impact on 
offshore trading and fund activities. The final regulations’ treatment of sovereign debt, and how a FBO might rationalize Volcker 
with the Vickers, Liikanen and other similar proposals, will also be discussed. (Pro.qram; Re~!stration) 

January 28, 2014 CFPB’s SemFAnnual Re[oort -- House Financial Services Banking Subcommittee 

Tuesday 10:00 AM o 2128 Raybum House Office Building, Washing[on, DC 

. The director of the CFPB is required by law to appear before the committee on a semi-annual basis to deliver a report on the 
CFPB’s activities. 

January 28,2014 
Tuesday 

Regulation of Financial Services in 2014 Conference -- New York City Bar 
9:00 AM o 42 W, 44th St, New Yo~k, NY 

° Davis Polk partner Margaret Tahyar will co-chair the conference along with Promontory Financial Group Managing Director and 
Director of Domestic Advisory Practice, Julie Williams. Davis Polk partner Annette Nazareth will moderate a panel on OTC 
Derivatives Reform. Davis Polk partner Luigi DeGhenghi will be a panelist on a discussion of capital, liquidity and enhanced 
prudential standards. 

January 30, 2014 Compliance Outreach Proqram National Seminar 2014 -- SEC 

Thursday 7:30 AM ---5:30 PM ¯ SEC Headquarters, 100 F Street NE, Washingtor~, DC 

° Speakers include SEC Chair Mary Jo White. (A_qenda) 

January 31, 2014 Investor Advisory Committee Meeting -- SEC 

Friday 10:00 AM -4:30 PM ¯ Room LL-006, SEC Headquarters, 100 F Street NE, Washington, DC 

o Speakers and agenda to be announced. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bortz, Conrad <cbo~z@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Janua~ 18, 2014 10:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Januau 17, 2014: U.S. Senate Passes Spending... 3 

Hello, 

Sorry you missed me, I am currently out of the office. 

I will return to the office Monday, January 21, 2013. 

Cheers, 

C Bortz 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjea: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, Januay 19, 2014 3:54 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Patients’ Costs Skyrocket; Specialists’ Incomes Soar 

Today’s Headlines soo oy, J ..... 

~N THIS EI~IAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Magazine ~ Teday’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OaThis Day ~ CUSTOP~ZE~> 

Top News 

PAYING TILL IT HURTS 

Patients’ Costs Skyrocket; Specialists’/meomes 

Soar 

Patient eosts a re risi ng beeause m ed~ea ] 1.~roeedm’es often 

involve several doctors fl’om speeial%s that are among the highest 

compensated, and are done on the grounrN of a hospitN. 

G.OoPo Advice [or Christie: Pick a Better Team 

Rel~Ub]icans around the country are offering pointed advice, 

sobering in its candor, for Gov. Chris Christie of New ,Jersey, 

after his top aides were ]inked to the ["o~ Lee scandal. 

~ Nayor Says H0rricane Relief Was Threate0ee 

~ 
Dr Brett 1 

Region Boiling, l[srael "[’aRes Up Castle Strategy 

?,s Israel faces threats both fl’om traditional Shiite adversaries 

like Iran and fi:om extremist Sunni cells in Syria, Iraq and 

beyond, of fiNals have embraced a castle mentalib’. 

Editors’ Picks 

~ v~)Eo: To Sit and Sir~g: A N~sieal 

"l[’radifior~ 

?, behind-the-scenes look at the sitzprobe for the m[~siea] "The 

Bridges of Madison County." This theater tradition is the first time a show’s east 



and ~’~11 orehes tra practice face--to-face. 

, Reiated Alticle 

OPINION I OPINION 

For the Love of Money 

We are letting motley addk~tiot~ drive too tn*~d~ o[ our society. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JEAN ~AITCNELL, a professor o[ hea]t]~ eco]~omi(ts ;it (;eorgetowt~ Linh, er,qty, o~ 
p~’oced~res in American hea[t]~ ~:are. 

Today’s Video 

~ v’~:o: The Surprise "~Vedding 

Whe~ guests arrived at what they were tdd was Rebecca (~arcia 

and A*~&ew SpiegeI’s engagement patty, tJ~ey l’o~md the space 

decorated [or a wedcting. 

~ v~o~o: BRI C~mr-fingharn I Check Mates 

The st]hot, erie is familiar, but the mix of t}n’ee fabrics and 

patterns on one coat is a winter" highlight. 

~ vm~o: The So~ree I Pado Sderi 

interviews fl~e arc~itect Paolo Soleri. 

World 

Deadly Attack at K.ab~ll Restaurant Hi~ts at 

Chmtging Climate for Fordgners 

Kg~bu] during the ~ghan war was never" violent as Baghdad 

du~ng the Iraq war. But as eoalifio*~ forces leave, i*~te~afiotmI 

workers ~ere fed more v~h~era ble. 

, ~ Video: The Scene A~e~ a Bombilqg i~ gabu~ 

Syrian Oppositio~ Votes t-o Attend Peace Taiks 

ac.leaned 



The yoke was b -.,ycotted by a dfird of the members of the main rebel coalition, a 

refleefio~ of the i~tense divisions amo~g those seeldng to overthrow President 

Basher al-Assad. 

Detern~hmd to Miss N otl~g, Russia Trains All 

Eyes o~ 

As ~he W~n~er Games apWoacb, tens of fl~ousands of pemonnd 

and amweilIanee cameras have been deployed 

say tile measm~s threaten to temper tim Olympic spi~t. 

MORE 
FEET 
ON 
THE 

U,S, 

Chemiea| Spill Muddies Picture i1~ a State Wary 

o f Regmla tion s 

West Virginia, with its atro~g ties to coal and chemicals, has lo~g 

bad a fierce oppositio~ to envitx~nmenta] regulations. 

Joe 

Manchi 

After Years at War, the ~omy Adapts to Garriso~ 

IAfe 

The Army se~t L3 million troops to war a~er 9/11, creafi~g the 

most combat-tested force in kbe nation’s history, but now it must 

learn how to sustNn mor~fle and eapabibties. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

With Plan to Overl~a~fl Spying, the Divisiveness 

Now Lba t Presiden t Obama ba s a n n on n cod an overhaul of 

s urveillanee practices, the real work begins for intelligence agencies and a 

db:Jded Congress to create new policies. 

Business 

Eagle Scout. idealist. Drug Trafficker? 

Friends call Ross Ulbficbt sen sitive a~d soulful, t roseeu tots 

contend that he ran a global, illicit online bazaar, 

Ross 

I ....... 

FAIR GAME 

inspecting a Student Loan Spigot 

ITF Educational Services, which operates for-profit technical schools, has 

drawn the attention of regulators over a private lending trasL 



PROTOTYPE 

C~’aft :Bee~o~ tl~e (Vex’y) Li~ited 

You ean’t buy his pale ales, porters and stouts an)~vhere ouL~ide 

Vermont. An d th a t suits tl~e brewer j us t fi n e. 

beers 

ate sold 

Sports 

Rivalry lBetwee~ Seattle m~d Nm~ Frm~ciseo 

Heats Up the ~’~’est Coast 

The NA.’.Co championship game between Seattle and San 

Francisco is the latest event in a Ion g-runnJn g d d)ate over 

football and cultural supeHofib’ in the West Coast cities. 

Dizzying Heights, Wit|~ Risk~ 
~y i©E DRAPE 

The X Garnes drive revenue while showcasing sporL~ like 

motoeross and fl’eesb, le snowmobiling, but last year came a first: 

a death in competiUon, of Caleb Moore. 

~ ~ Slide Show: De~fin9 Gravi~’ 

Moore 

Serena "~T~ll~alIlN ’i’m~bles ~ Austra]im~ Ope~’s 

Fourtl~ Round 

In the biggest upset so far at the tournament, Aria Ivanovie 

defeated Serena Wi]liams lbr the firsk dine as Wi]Iiams snfli~vd 

frorn back pain and a flur~}’ of errms. 

..... Williams 

Arts 

Building Faces X,~’recld~g Ball. So Does Couples 

F~°~endship. ..... ~rchitec 

LV ROLiN POGE{.LdN 
Ricardo 

Since the architects i~eardo Seofid]o and Elizabeth Diller I ~’-~ I 

recommended razing the site of the former American Folk Art 

Museum, designed by another well-known pair, the fl%ndship of the four has 

:EAsy, lB~’eezy, T~oe~di~g 

the eve of kosdng the Academy Awards ceremony, Ellen 

DeGeneres takes a reporter behind the scenes on her talk show. 

of Elien 

Most every aspect or" the art world has been at%eted by high- 

priced galleries sod collectors with deep pockets. 

Magazine 

The Onli~e Ave~gees 

~,~’e antibullying activists the s~viors c.,f the Internet- or just a 

different kind of eurse? 

deffrey W~igl~t’s Gold 

The actor in his most morally complicated role yet: Prospector 

in Sierra Leone. 



TALK 

James Ea~’l Jo~es on Da~-th Vader, Mufasa and, 

natel~ Totes Me.ores 

~so~ the secret to longevity and how to fl’eak out truck drivers, 

Obituaries 

Arnold R. ~ink~ey Dies at 83; Stee~’ed ~984 Jesse 

J aekson 

Mr. Pinhley, a strategist who ran the campaigns in lan~nark 

races fl:~r black politicians, also advised Hubert H. Hmnpbr~y in 

his aeeo~d bid for kbe Democratic presidential nominaLiom 

Cl~yssa, _Artist Who Saw" Neo~’s Potential as a 

Medimn, Dies at 79 

Chvssa, a Greek-born sculptor, began ineo~)omfing neon into 

her eonstructioas ia America ia the t96os~ in dine mastering the 

technical difficulties of the medium. 

Pinkne,! 
and his 

Roy Campbell ,Jr., Avant-Garde Jazz Trumpeter, 

:Dies at 6~ 

Mr. Campbell combined a pugnacious, bard-bop sound with an 

open--minded approach, working with a varieb, of fl’ee jazz 

musicians and becoming a fi:,~]re at avant-garde eve~)ts like flue Vision FesfivN. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Step Towm’d Restoring Voth~g Rights 

Though flawed, a bipm~isan bill would begin to undo the Supreme Comb’s 

damage. 

EDITORIAL 

’l’~’ade arid the Enviromne~t 
E~. ,~i-ii~ iE.~i ,~0<~’,:. ~!:OAi:’:.~ 

:~mriean officials mus t insist on enforceable standards in any deal wiLh Pacific 

Rim eoun~’ies. 

EDITORIAL 

Smoking Is %%;orse Thm~ YYm :Imagined 

The latest surgeon general’s report ofibrs astonishing new evidence of just how 

much harm tobacco is causing. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Cm~e[est 

A Texas law has turned a brain-dead woman into an incubator. 

How does that honor lif~? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

At Last, Co~serval-ive Refo~om 

It’s notjust that l-tew ideas are popping up. There are also some 

real bye pNiddans go to ~4th them. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

...... Douthst 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pee~ng Awa~ the Plastic 

Despite the brutal endurance LesLs of campaigns, do we ever 

really ]~ow the people we puk in [he Oval 

Far mare opi!~ion; ,~e to NYTimes.eom!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYrimes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 4:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Tlm~k You for Your Inquiry to The New York Times 

~ The New York Times 

Thank you ti~r your inquiry to The New York Times. 

This email address is not monitored. For assis~tance, choose one of the lbllowing options: 

¯ To view or change your email new sletter subscriptions, sign in to NYTimes.com and visit 

the My Accom~t area at htDs://n~yaccom~t.nvtimes.com/nmn~be,cente,!myaccount.htrnl. 

¯ To view or change your home delivery subscription information, visit 

www.homedelive~5~n’dimes.com. 

. To view or change your digital subscription intbrmation, sign in m NYTimes~com m~d visit 

the My Account area at https:/imvaccount.nytimes.con-gmembementer/myaccount~html. 

Sincerely. 

Customer Care 

The New York Times 

help(&nvtimes.com 

This is m~ autonmted email. If you reply to this email, you will not receive a response. 

If you would like m see The New York Times’s privacy policy, please click here. 

© 2013 The New York Times Company 

P.O. Box 8041, Davenport, IA 52808-8041 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC changes ways in 82-71 

victory against Boston 

Tar Heels captains James 

Michael McAdoo and Marcus 

Paige lead North Carolina to an 

82-71 win over the Boston College 

Eagles after spending the week. 

UNC’s Brice 

Johnson (11) 

dunks over 

the Boston 

Jacobs: UNC haunted by Kenan Fie~d House 

demise 

Casual superstition implies a suspicion that events 

are more interconnected than can easily be proven 

Which is where what might be called the Curse of 

Kenan Field House comes into play, with a 

seemingly simple decision returning to haunt the so- 

From 04 in the ACC to t[~e 

NCAA tournament: a history 

Six ACC teams since 1990 have 

recovered from 0-3 league starts 

to make the NCAA tournament. 

North Carolina is hoping to join 

them. 

UNC coach 

Roy Williams 

is hoping to 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~2[?!#.~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 7:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Iran to Join Syria Peace Talks 

Iran t~ J~in Syria Peace Talks 

The United Nations invited Iran to take part in a peace conference on Syria later this week 

after Tehran agreed to terms laid out by the U.N., Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said on 

Sunday. 

The U.S. and Western allies had blocked Iran’s participation because it hadn’t agreed to 

the conference’s aim of creating a transitional government in Syria. The transitional 

government would run the country until elections could be held that likely wouldn’t include 

Syrian President Bashar aI-Assad, who is backed by Iran. 

See More Covera#e >> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athlelics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, Januao, 19, 2014 8:28 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Clips Eyewituess Report: NCAA convention to go down in histo~? 

Newsletter 

Demc Lissa. 

An NCAA convention that will go down in his~tory? 

Greetings t~om the Clips CalitbrniaShip, which in this case is my son 0 s bachelor pad in Pacific 

Beach, a neo-Bohemian section of San Diego about five miles t~om the downtown and I.as 

befits iks na~ne IAt is hard by the ve~ scenic, very lovely Pacific coast. PB has been my base of 

operations (that is, other than the lobby of the Ba.54"ront Hilton) for these pas~t six days, one 
before and two after the three busiest days of the NCAA convention. 

This riveting, award-worthy Clips Eyewitness Repo(t is being written about 48 hours after the 

conclusion of the second session of the Division I Governance Dialogue. I ~nade a selfless, 

business-first decision to extend my stay here in southern California in order to experience the 

totality of the convention and to visit with a half-dozen Clips subscribers at their campuses. By 

doing so I have forsaken all the comforts of the MotherShip way back east. 

Even better, this passage of time has also allowed me the luxu~ of reading and re-reading the 

pos~tings of the Fourth Estate (three of which I have included below). 

But first, beibre I provide my both-sides-of-the-issues overview of all things NCAA, let me 

remind Clips readers of several t?actoids relevant to the college sports issues on the table: 

Obviously, in any walk ofliI~, nobody is really, truly 0 equal. 0 (I have used 0 equal 0 in 

quotation marks in this eyewitness report because they are words that have been 

hijacked to describe a mythical, fictional, aspiralional status among peoples, rights, 

states, etc.) One could easily get caught up in wordage here ~ and philosophers, 

philologists and metaphysics in the audience could have a field day picking apad the 

common man ~ s short- cut term of ~ equali3, ~ [] bnt what we refer to as [] eqtml [] is 

vastly more proximate than absolute. True equality, is veo, scldom fonnd in real life, other 

than mathematical absolutes like 2+2~. 

One of the go-to buzz words in sports (pro or college) for []equality[] is []pafily. [] I 

believe the best example of parity in sports is the NFL, where their implied objective is 

to have every team finish at 8-8. 

In college sports, the perception of equality has been draanatically distorted since the 

1984 NCAA v. BoaJ;d of Regents of the University of Oklahomarnling, and it has 

accelerated over fl~e past decade (thank you ESPNCBSFOXETAL). 

The Era of the Furious Fmnlic Realignment (I just made that up) flashed across the 

fruited plain over the past two and a half years, and now that the dufft has settled, we are 

left with five giant D1-A conferences (info~Inally known as []the Big Five, [] although 
somebody, anybody could/should come up with something more clever than that). And 

now there are 27 m-giant D1-A, D1-AA and D1-AAA conferences. 

The average athletics budget of the 65 [] Big 5 [] schools is probably $60 million or so, 

while the average among the 285 non-Big 5 schools is abont $25 million. Equality? 
The gulf is not just between the D1-As and other DI s, but also between the other 750 

or so D2 and D3 schools in the NCAA. 

ContErences [] especially D 1 contErence~ and especially e~t)ecially the Big Five have 

iitherited/acquired signiiicantly more power (read: media clout; read: money; read [~ 

dislributions) [] over the past three decades. Curiously, conferences officially have line 

direct role in the governance of the NCAA. I don []t know if that is a good thing or a 

bad thing? 

A vast nmnber of Americans are either non-fans or casual Ihns of college 

football/basketball []like marine 230 million or so out of 330 million US residents [] and 
their limited perception is that they are more professional than amateur, that tax 

exemptions are unwarranted and that they are a lesser part of higher education than they 

purport to be. These axe the people who could conceivably pressure their congressmen 

to LJ do something about college football. LJ 

But enough of the histo~" lesson, the made- up words, the suppositions and meanderings, letL; s 



get down to heart of the matter: Will this 2014 NCAA convention go down in college sports 

history? 

Big, ambitiously scheduled and topically diverse, all NCAA conventions are like those 

gears and shaIts and interconnected pulleys in a Rube Goldberg drawing. Multiple meetings 
being held simultaneously, multiple sites, multiple days, ~nultiple constituencies and multiple 

opportunities tbr glitches. All of these were in abundance, except tbr glitches. There ~nay have 

been glitches, but I never saw any. Kudos to the NCAA folks for their convention-hosting 

expertise. 

Of course, the D 1 [] governance issue [] (aka: the Big Five [] autonomy [] issue) has been front 

and center ever since the crash-and-burn veto of the $2,000 stipend proposal last year. Alas, 

all the other hundreds of issues, meetings and proposals basically got lost due to the outsized 

importance of the autonomy issue. For many D1 attendees the governance issue was why they 

attended. More than a couple dozen D1 ADs told me that this was the tirst time they had 

attended a convention in quite some time. 

There are now 184 D1 ADs who are Clips subscribers, so it was not difficult for me to say 

hello to or talk with about fifty of them. The "topic of conversation almost always was the 
autonomy issue, an& no surprise, time a£ter ti~ne I heard [] pm~ line [] s~tements from the 

ADs. If they were Big 5 AD s they told me [] in vely genered temis [] that [] all [] they wanted was 

to have a bigger say in running their own business. If they were non Big 5 ADs they told me [] in 

ve~ general terms []that they [] d be hapw if the big guys [] do whatever they want in football, 

but everything else should stay the same. [] 

The much-anticipated [] Division I Governance Dialogue [] was a meaty, wearying, 

exacting, profound, reflective exercise lasting seven hours on two days. 

The venue for our seven hours?... Imagine a jumbo banquet room almofft a football field in size; 

laid out with over a hundred 12-person round tables; a 20-that ceiling, with 

perimeters on all sides (with about a hundred chairs for spectators); and a tbur-foot high, 100- 

foot wide podium bracketed by two 15 tbot by 30 screen. 

Jean Frankel, president of Ideas Ii~r Action was in charge of the proceedings for all seven 

hours. Jean has been working with the NC?~k for over a yeax, and she was the absolute right 

person for marshaling and prodding participants to articulate their thoughts about fine-tuning the 

governance structure. 

Any organization had better get their core values right, and Frankel patiently and methodically 

coaxed the participants through the gritty exactitude of core values, deleting words, adding 

words, and then deleting again. Eight htmdred people can have a lot of different opinions. 

At one corner were two tables for the media, and we were far enough away from most tables 

that there was plenty of outspoken banter and critique at the appropriate moments. And at the 
inappropriate moments as well. 

SEC commissioner Mike Slive was seated at a table just 30 feet away ti~om us, aM non Big 5 
MountaSm West commissioner Craig Thompson and non Big 5 Cont~rence USA commissioner 

Britton Banowsky were sitting on both sides of Slive (see photo below). A coincidence? 

Media members were permitted to walk through the room while the table-by-table dialogues 

were taking place, and your Clips editor got plen~ of exercise wandering around the room. It 

occurred to me that I had never been in the presence of so many D 1 ADs in the same place. 

One of the polls taJaen by the handheld electronic clicker devices asked attendees to identify 

themselves by title, and 37% identified themselves as I.Athletic Director. ~; Lets] s see, .37 

times 800 is 296 ADs. Wow. If accurate, that means only 54 out of 350 D1 ADs were not 

there. 

Although autonomy was the proverbial elephant in the rooln, it was only a small pa~ of the 
% entire proceedings. One came during a poll revealing that 70% of the pm~ticipants (58 o in 

o suppolnt and 12 7b neutral) were not opposed to an autonomous voting body ibr the Big Five 

conferences. This is significant because the audience consisted of appl~oximately 80% non Big 

Five ADs. Fair accompli? 

Clips has always maintained an overm’ching policy of neutrally, and one olt~hoot of that is 

an avoidance of playing favorites among our AD subscribers. Well, actually we do play 
t?avorites. All Clips AD subscribers are our favorites. And two of those t?avorites reminded me 

why they are my t?avorites when they spoke during the D1 Dialogue. 

First, regarding the notion that ADs should be more involved in running the show, North 

Ca~’olina State AD Debbie Yaw emphatically [~’course, does Debbie act~tally blow how to 

talk in any matter other than emphatically?] said, "There is only one group that 365 days a 

year. 24 hours a day, seven days a week is devoted to this enterprise, and we should be 



included in the leadership." That statement draw one of the loudest instances of applause over 

the whole two days. 

Second was Northeastern AD Peter Roby. He articulated his concern over an ever-mdening 

gap: [] I wony that the gap is going to get so large that the notion of competitive opportuni~ 

might not be possible for the rest of us. I don’t think we’re under the illusion that a 

Northeastern, or anyone in the mid-major category-, is going to win [basketball] national 

championships. But those diff’erences in revenue should be obstacles that prevent us, if we get 

in the tonrnament, ti~m being able to win some gmnes and advance. I just hope there a~;e ~me 

concessions, and maybe ~me of us have the opportunity to compete a little more l~airly. ~ 

To which SI.com I~ s Pete Thamel added, [1 One potentially significant takeawayJ?om this 
week will be that the rich will continue to get richer, and the financial gap between the 
Big lSTve and the field couM well turn into a canyon. [] 

Coming soon .... eyemtness reIx~s of visits to the campuses of Southern California Clips 

snbscribers .... 

Have a good Sunday/Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
"~,s~,w,twitter,com/(’~Colle~3eAthClips 

Sun is shining on NCAA reforms as power conferences push for 
change 
By Dennis Dodd CBSSports, 1-17-14 

SAN DIEGO -- At 10:40 a.m. Pacific time Friday, the sun came up. 

Unofficia]b; of course. But in tern~s of enlighte:unent it was a new day in the stuff:y, 

bureaucratic suit-and-tied world of the NCAA. At 10:40 Friday morning 800 college 

administrators stuffed into a convention center coa[erence room were asked: Do you support 

the concept of autonomy for the five BCS conferences? 

Seventy percent were not opposed to the idea. (58 percent at least supported the concept, 12 

percent were neutral.) Seven~ percent were OK with ceding nnprecedented power to the 65 

BCS schools in the ACC, Big 12, SEC, Pac- 12 and Big Ten. 

Seventy percent essentially signed offon kids having agents Maile in ~hool, kids getting some 

sort of compensation above their t?ee education. 

They all are concepts right now, but concepts that were in the heads of the voters, most of 

which were administrators ti~m non-BCS (lower revenue) schools. 
They handed the keys to a decades-old amateurism model to those high-resource 65. 

"A comfort level," NCAA president Mark Enunert sai& "has a~isen." 

Never mind that America’s Finest Ci.ty had earned its reputation outdoors while that 800 or so 

were stuck inside the l~St two days. But they actually got something done at the NCAA 
Convention Division I governance dialogue. Something that is going to resonate for years. 

Something that is going to change the way you view your favorite school. 

Something that is going to make us forget what we were missing this week -- 80 and snnny. 

The poll had no official impact bnt it was a referendum on the most prickly off-field issue of the 

day: ttow much does the nation’s most tx~werful amateur tx~dy want to allow itself to become 

prot~ssionalized? 

Perhaps a lot as it turns out. 

"The [existing] model was unsnstainable," said Baa’rett Jones, a former Alabama All-American, 
in town to accept an NCA~\ award. "It had to change." 

That model for him, as he described it to the CBSSports.com, included leaving him only $200 

to live on per tnonth a£ter he paid rent and utilities in his off’- campus al~rttnent. 

"Professionalize college players? I don’t think this doe~" Jones said of the concept of a stipend 

that would snbsidize that free education. 

"I love Alabama [but] we made $30 million this year. That seems kind of unfair because it’s 

free labor ~ The answer is to give them [players] a higher stipend. ~Ve’re not even allowed to 

have jobs, reaJly?’ 

Eve .rything is potentially on the table. Agents, revenue ficom the sales otjerseys mad autographs 

going to players. Collegiate Olympic prospects could solicit money so they could aBbrd to 

train. 

"If yon went to Oregon, Nike wonld pay you," Jones theorized, "but who cares?" 

None of it is finalized. These discussions will go on tbr months. Spealdng to administrators this 

week, it seems the limits begin at length of season (no additional regular-season games) and 



scholarship limits (no more thaJ~ the current 85 in football). 

But the realization became, well, real on Friday. Those power cont~rences control the market, 

the roles and the purse strings. Let them spend away -- within reason. 
"We’re signatories to a near $7 billion college tbotball playoffcoutmct," Mountain West 

commissioner Craig Thompson reminded. "That’s the separation [flora the rest]." 

With gobs of cash comes great responsibility. The exmnple has been used over m~d over. If 

rm~k-and-file students can profit flora a scholarship -- study overseas at Oxford, for example - 

- why cadt athletes? 

"They’re at the top of their field in academics. We’re at the top of our field in athletics," Jones 

said. 

Jones is that elite athlete and scholar, at the top of any food chain you want to name -- 

academic all-American, all-SEC, three-time national champion, accounting major, graduated 
early, tte just completed his rookie season tbr the Rams. Jones was in town to accept a 

Today’s Top Ten award that honors athletes for academic, athletic and commnnity service 

achievement. 

tle also grew up in Memphis, Tenn., next to snper agent Jimmy Sexton, who just happens to 
represent him. 

’][’hat sort of completes the circle drawn here in San Diego. SEC commissioner Mike Slive was 

somewhat grateful for the straw poll result. It validated his stated mission to loosen roles 

regaxding intelaction with agents. 

"We need to respect the dreams and aspirations of the young men m~d women who believe 

that professional sports is their career path," Slive said. "If you desire to be a concert pianist 

our instittNons bend over backwards to help yon get to the New York Symphony." 

No one really knows how it’s all going to shake out. Former NCAA enforcemeut director Julie 

Roe Lach was once part of an NCAA group that deregulated amatenrism standards. It was 

decided long ago that it was OK for athlete to be a pro in one sport ~md still be an amateur in 

another. Think John Elway, the Yankees prospect, M~ile he played ti~otball at Stantbrd. 

"So on the back end, as people are nearing end of college career, do we really care that they 

ale preparing for the next step?" Roe Lach asked. "As long it’s not influencing the integri~" of 

the gaalle." 

Yeah, well, there’s that. Allowing college kids to sign with agents carries all kinds of 

implications. 

"Yon don’t want the wide receiver to have an agent and the agent to say, ’I don’t waut him to 

take a pass across the middle,’" she said. "On the other hand, the studeut-athlete his last yeaac 

needs to have some pw~fessional advice." 
Underclassmen have long been allowed to get drak evaluutions. But with a record 96 players 

coming out early tbr the NFL, a lot of them obviously have not thonght "this "thing throngh. 

Based on previous results them are going to be a lot of future insurance salesma~ (aka 

undra£ted) come draft day on May 8. 

"Democracy ca~ be ruesW at times. Not that this was necessarily," ACC commissioner John 
Swofibrd said Friday. "Part of this was positive, that’s not caw." 

Not with a wide range of interests in the dialogue that harkened lmck to the days when schools 

voted on issues with paddles. (Green for "yes," red for "no"). 

"I was glatified," SINe, one of the mos~t powelful persons in that loom. "This allows us to 

function in a way that is mnch more consistent with the way the rules are going to look like 

going forwaacd." 

SINe and his four BCS commissioner peers have wielded a mostly velvet hammer over the last 

few months. Not an onr- way-or- else type thing, but darn close. 
Not one of them rose to speak during the two days of the dialogue. They didn’t have to. Their 

wishes were implied. 

"The silence," said one BCS-level AD, "was deat~ning." 

During these two days you could literally see presidential power slip away. The NCAA board 

will have to ratify" changes but those collegiate CEOs have had their chance. They know that. 

It’s a new day -- one where it’s always sulmy in the SEC, Big 12, ACC, Big Ten aad Pac- 12. 

Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports.com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author~s permission. To access CBSSports’ click here 

NCAA poised to create separate voting bloc for SEC, Big Ten, 
ACC, Pac-12, Big 12 
By Pat Forde, Yahoo Sports, 1-17-14 

SAN DIEGO ~ The big leagues appear poised to get their way and their own voting bloc 

within the NCAA. 

Polling of the roughly 800 adminis~_rators at the NCAA convention’s dialog on goveruance 

revealed solid support for an autonomous voting body for the five most powerful conferences 
[] the SEC, Big Ten, ACC, Pac- 12 m~d Big 12. Fifty-eight percent of those administrators [] 

from all levels of NCAA membership [] were in support of autonomy for the power 

conferences; 30 percent were opposed; 12 percent were neutral. 



To NCAA president Mark Emmert, that’s a significant change in outlook. 

"It makes sense tbr the five big revenue cont~rences to have their own voice," Emmert told 

Yahoo Sports Friday. "A year ago that wonld have been a very difficult conversation. Now 

[member schools] are saying, ’Yeah, that makes sense.’ I~ People have jnst become more 
comfortable with the ideas and concepts of it.’ " 

The process still will take time. Wake Forest president Nathan Hatch, the chair of the Division 

I Boaard of Directors, said there will be more focused discussion on the NCAA’s new 
governing s~tmcture in April, and individual conferences will then have a chance to discuss those 

findings at their spring meetings. Then the proposals can be put to a formal vote. 

"We hope to have it wrapped np and approved by summer," Hatch said. 

The most publicized change the power conferences want to make is increasing compensation 

for athletes via a full-cost-of-attendance fftipend. As it currently stands, there is a gap ranging 

t?om a t~w handred dollaacs to several thou~nd dollars tbr most athletes between what their 

scholarship covers ~md the actual cost of attending college. Power conference leaders have 

tried for two years to pass legislation to increa.se athlete compensation, but have been outwoted 

by schools with less revenue to share. 

"There is support [in the ACC] for the general concept and taking a fresh look at the 

scholarship itsel£" ACC commissioner John Swofibrd said. "There’s also a very strong feeling 

that whatever is done needs to be education-base& and good for student-athletes. [] The 

natural answer to that is full cost of education." 

But there are plen~ of schools from ontside the football-driven power structure who are 

concerned about what such legislation might mean for them. They see this as a chance for the 

rich schools to further distance themselves from the mid-major and low-major programs that 

would not be able to afford the additional cost. 

"I won), that the gap is going to get so large that the notion of competitive opportunity might 

not be possible tbr the rest of ns," said Northeastern athletic director Peter Roby, who was 

peflaaps the most outspoken person in the two days of meetings. "I don’t think we’re nnder the 

illusion that a Norl~heastem, or anyone in the mid-major category, is going to win [basketball] 
national championships. But those differences in revenue should be obstacles that prevent us, if 

we get in the tournament, from being able to win some games aaad advance. 

"I just hope there are so~ne concessions, and maybe so~ne of us have the opportani .ty to 

cotnpete a little more fairly." 

Those concerns were clear to Emmert, bnt he sounds like a leader who nnderstands which 

direction the movement is headed. 

"I think a lot of members aace ve~ worried about that," he said. "And that wony is certainly 

understandable. There already are some enormous economic gaps and competitive 

advantages. But the members that have more resources want to use them for the betterment of 

stadent-athletes." 

If there was one area of underlying tension at this NCAA convenfion, it centered on the tug of 

war between presidents and athlefic directors tbr control of college athlefics. For the past yeaac, 
ADs have grown more vocal in their dissatisfaction with being essentially cut out of the 

decision-making process. 

"There is only one group that 365 days a year, 24 hours a day, seven days a week is devoted 

to this enterprise," North Ca, olina State athletic director Debbie Yow said Thursday. "And we 
shonld be included in the leadership." 

That statement drew applause from an audience that was nearly 40 percent athletic directors. 

Presidents noted the sentiment for a stronger AD presence [] bnt still seem relucta~t to cede 

too mnch control. The presidents were firm in saying they still want to run the show, despite an 

acknowledged lack of expertise on some of the issues. 

Expect that debate to continue to simmer. 

Al?ter an exhansling, occasionally cacophonous and olten tedious two days of discussion, three 

things were certain: a lot of administrators got a chance to be heard; change is coming; and 

some people aren’t going to like it. That’s ve~3~ American and emble,natic of the complexiU of 

college sports. 

"Democracy;" Swofibrd sai& "can be messy at times." 

Pat Forde writes for f-ahoo Sports’. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author[]s permission, To access’ the Yahoo Sports home page c#ck here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1A FAR List Serve <DIV- 1A-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFALO.EDU> on behalf of 

Anne Cmzma <acurzan@UMICH.EDU> 

Sunday, Jmmary 19, 2014 8:38 PM 

DIV- IA-FARS-LIST@LISTSERV.BUFFAI,O.EDU 

Re: Athletics Council Besqt Practices 

Dear Michael, 

I would be very interested to learn from what yon have collected from other institations. Onr advisou board has been having similar conversations here. Thanks for the 

ofl~}r! 

Best, 

Am~e 

On Ffi, Jan 10, 2014 at 10:35 AM, Michael Clement <Michael.Clement(~mccombs.utexas.edt¢> wrote: 

Hello Fellow FARS, 

I am the Faculty- Athletics Representative for the Universi~ of Texas. My colleagues on the Athletics Council here have asked me to gather information about 

Athletics Council best practices. If yon know if any information pertaining to this topic I would greatly appreciate your forwarding that information to me. I am happy 

to share what I learn with the group. Thank yon. 

Kind regards, 

Michael Clement 

University of Texas at Ausqdn 

Anne Curzm~ 

Facul~ Athletics Repre~ntative 
Arthur F. Thuman Prot~ssor 

Depa~ment of English 

Universi ,ly of Michi ga~ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 1:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: KKR, Affinity to Sell Korean Brewer to InBev for $5.8 Billion 

KKR, Affinity to Sell Korean Brewer t~ InBexT for $5.8 
Billion 

Private-equity firms KKR and Affinity Equity Partners have agreed to sell South Korea’s 

Oriental Brewery back to beer giant Anheuser-Busch InBev for $5.8 billion, in one of the 

biggest private-equity transactions in Asia in recent years. 

Belgium’s AB InBev sold Oriental Brewery to KKR in 2009 for $1.8 billion as part of steps to 

pay down debt following its $52 billion buyout of Anheuser-Busch in 2008. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



TODAY’S EVENTS 

ONGOING SIGNUPS ~ OPPORTUNITIES 

Student 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, Januao, 20, 2014 3:49 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Iraq Again U~s Sunni Tribesmen in MilitaJat War 

Today’s Headlines 
Iit THI~ ENAIL ~ World i U.S Business i Spolts Alts Media &Adve~sing Tod~y:s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On This Day ~ CUSTOMIZE*~ 

Top News 

War 

As flue prime mil~ister stmg~es to put clo~ an insurgel~cy led by 

Qaeda-aN]ia[ed mi]ihmN, ~e has taken to paying tribal miIidas 

to figh[ as pro_~es, as z~nerieans ~d in 2007. 

The Supreme Com~. acted in 2ol o m~d 2o12 to era’tail the use of 

mandakory life senkenees rot juveniles, but experts say mosk 

skates have kaken hulg-measur~s to carry ouk the rulingso 

~mi%an offida]s appeared to be caught off guard by d~e announeemen~ and 

suggested that Ira*~ had *rot met all the eot~tions for attendit~g the confer°nee 

to e~d the win" J~ Syria. 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

A comedy writer, I ~w Schneider, am:l his wife, Liz Ahbe, talk 

abouk how they’ve kept laug~ir~g over decades together in an 

i*xterview with Da*xi Klei,x Modisekt for her ~o,5 book "Tuke My 

Spouse, Please." 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The ~How Are Yo,u?’ Cu]t~re Cllasl~ 

Americans are "fine." Ask a Russian, and you’ll get much more: 

the truth. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

J~NY FORESTER, an e[ectrii:ian in Portland, Ore., who rei;eived a fraudulent 
call seeking his credit card int’ormatkm. 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o,. C~fina% Web Junkie~ 

A sho~ doeumenb~ry about a Chinese boot-.eamp--style 

trea~n ent ten ter for you n g men % d d ieted" to the In ternet. 

~ VIDEO.~ OatmeM Sm~dwid~ Cookies 

In a twist on an old classic, Mdissa Clark adds soft dates and 

toasted coeom~t to oatmeal eookies, then sandwiches a thin layer 

of sweetened masearpoue between "dnem. 

World 

An Attack on }~*esterners Helps Bridge a Divide 

in Kabul 

The a~ack by the Taliban at a yes,recant in Kabul narrowed a 

gap betweeu the Westeruers who live an often cosseted 

existence, and ordinaU ~M~ghans, who have borne the brunt of the war’s 

violence. 

Ol>~pies Secm’ity Worries U,So Officials 

Several congressional leaders said Russia was not shatqng 

information about potential ien’orist threats to the Games to be 

he]d in Sochi next month. 

Proposed Aborfio~ Restrictions it~ Npai~ Face Backlash 

The proposal would allow the termination of a pregnancy only if it was the 

result of rape or if having the baby would endanger the mother’s ~aeakh. 



U,S, 

A Loopho|e Allows La~nakers to R.cel In ’r~ps 

m~d Donatio~s 

Weekend flmd-ra~sers at high-end reso~s prove well worth the 

trip for the members of Congress who host the event% and those 

seeMng influence in Washington. 

Nonprotit C~inie Of~brs ~Bridges of Health* to 
Phihtde~phia% IRegal Im~figrm~ts 

Puentes de Salud is a nonprofit group that provides primaU care 
to Philadelphia’s andoemnented and uninsured immigrants. 

WILSON JOURNAL 

~ 

A~°ka~sas Town’s New Owner Has V~Mo~s of I~s 

Renaissance 

For l 25 years, the I~e Wilson family owned Wilson, Ark., 

building a tbrtune fl’om farming, Its new owner, however, seeks to transform 

the to~ into a beacon of art, euhure and educa~om 

[] [] 

Business 

’l~,ittana Airport Pa.rkir~g, 3 ~st Over the Border 

Next year’, if all goes according to plato air travelers will be able 

to park their ears in the United Sb~tes and walk across an 

enelosed 325-foot passageway directly to Tijuana International 

Baai|ding Towa~’d the Home of Tomorrow 

The mmouneement las~ week tha~ Goog]e was paying $3 b~]lion 

to acquire Nest, a maker of Internebconnected home products, 

put a sort of Good Housekeeping sea] of approval on this nascen~ 

market 

Hasbro Gives Its Transibrmers Toys a New Look ...................................................... 

The maker of the line of toy robots, which have spawned $3 

billion in mmqe revenue, has sh’eamlined both the [igures and 

their marketing. 



Sports 

SEAHAWKS 23, 49ERS 17 

Thunderous Defense and Crowd L~ Seahawk~ to 

Super 

Eor Lhe firsL Lime ~n e]ghL years, Seattle advanced to Lhe Super 

Bowl, where iB top-rauked delouse ~II ma[ch up wi’~ the [of>ranked oflbnse of 

the Denver Broncos. 

Box Sco=’e 

. L.ynch’s 1-i~ird-Quarte=" Blast B=’eaks Pacific Nolthwest Lofjjam 

BRONCOS 26, PATRIOTS 16 

Peyton Manning, at 37, passed for 4oo yards in ~e A.F.C. 

championship game and vdll play in the N.FoL.’s finale for the 

first time in Ibm" years. 

¯ Box Sco~e 

Sharapova Follows ~¢’~]ll]ams Out the Door 

The No. 3 seed Ma~a Sharal.~ova of Russia fell to No. ao 

Dominika Cibulkova of Slovalda in "due fourth round afker 

winning the fi*~k set. 

For more spolts news, 2o to NYTimes.com/Sports ~ 

Arts 

A Comic’s Fifth. Second Chance 

The comedian Katk Pvflliams’s past includes arrests, a lien fl’om 

the I.R.S. and physical altereafim~s. But he is determined to 

complete his current tour. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

He~s Hard as Na~Is~ Hard to Nail Down~ Too 

"The Loudest Voice in the Room" is Gabriel Sherman’s 

biography of Roger :\iles, the president of Fox News. 

Heari.ng Ge.m~ine Voices of.Mideent-u~’ Fietior~ 

A hMf-cenkury ago, Calliope Records issued recordings by John 

U pdike, Philip Roth and others. Those readings have been 

reissued, al]owh~g listeners to time-t~’avel back to a ripe moment 

in American fictiom 

Media & Advertising 

Debate on Photo Retouching 

Robes Reversed 

A call for untouched phob)s of Lena Dunham Dora the new issue 

of Vogue bad some wondering about fl~e target and the far 

dif[k?rent terrain women’s magazines cover nowadays. 

NBC Plans Lh’e Peter Pan for Next Holiday 

Season 

The chairman of NBC E~terhfinment also gave a guest list %r the 

final "Tonight" show u~th Jay Leno as host. 

Michael Kinsley to Join Vanity Fair and ~V~te a Monthly 

Cohmm 



Mr. Kinsley will write a mcmtbly eohm~n %r Vani~" Fair, which is likely to cover 

"what I’ve w~i~ten about most of the time: politics, in one [om~ or at~other," he 

Obituaries 

Chris Chal-a~ay, British Rmmer and Politieian, 
Dies at g~ 

Chataway helped Roger Bannister, a tSllow O:dbrd graduate, 

achieve t~e first sub-fou>minuke mile in 1954, and he later 

became a member of Parliament and a Cabinet mi*fister. 

Fer mere obituad~s, go t~ NYTimes.¢om~Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Sixkee*~-year-ol& it~ New York belong i*~ the j uvenile sys [em, not in adulk courts 

or prison,s. 

EDITORIAL 

What’s Happening With the Air Force? 

Cheating on tests is the latest in a grouting list of alarming behavior by Nr" Force 

officers. 

EDITORIAL 

When the F.E.C. staff did its }oh m~d sougj~t an h~vestigafion of Crossroads GPS 

it was blocked by the usual deadlock vote. 

For mere opinien; ge te NYTimes,com/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

:Life as a ]Fema~e~ J(mrnalist: :Hot or Not? 

Men are also attacked, but their bodies aren’t the target. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Fixing Dis~bi]]t:y Cmu°ts 

In my eom’troom, it is far too easy for claimants to eheaL 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why you can’t lump the ph]tocrats b~ with the upper middle 

. Ceh~mnist [-’-age j BIo9 

ON THiS DAY 

See ~his Front Page i Buy this Front Psge 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ben Chumh, Equality NC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Monday, Janum7 20, 2014 6:11 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Commemorating MLK Day of Service With You. 

Equality NC 

Lissa -- 

Today as we celebrate Mar~in Luther King, Jr. I)ay, I wan~ed to take a quick momen~ and acknowledge ~e 
importance of the MLK Day of Service: the or@ federal holiday ~-~hserved as a national day of se~5’ieeo 

In sbo~% for ma~y people today is a~ "day on," not a "day off," 

I t also makes it a greak day to inspire othe~ to get engaged in a New "fear hy sha~ng what you’ll be doing to help 
your communib" on this day a~d othe~ thro~%hout 2Ol4. 

There’s a lot of work to do in our s~ke. And when LGBT indi¥iduala and our allies come toge~er to he]p any cause 
it pro~ddes important visibility and viahility in Lhe communities we se~’e. That’s why Equality NC will choose a 
ser¥iee prqjeet shared today lk)r an upcoming ¥olunkeer action, bz{n~ng our networks to hear to help your 
favorite charity. 

So, what are you waiting for? 

Whak are some of the fantastic organizations you’re supporting in your community? A soup ~tchen? An animal 
shelter? A women’s shelter? HellAng the LGBT homeless2 

For Equa]i~’, 

Ben Church 
Equality NC 

::X:: Tell a Friend Get Involved I .~.iI Donate 
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News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, Januao, 20, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

North Carolina looks to build on its first ACC victory 

Monday night at Virginia, which is among the 

conference leaders with a 4-1 record. 

UNC 82, E~oston College 7I : 

Postgame ~[hougNs 

Marcus Paige and James Michael 

McAdoo lead an attitude 

adjustment for UNC, and other 

thoughts on the Tar Heels’ victory 

against the Eagles. 

UNC changes ways in 82-7f 

victory against 8oston 

Co~ege 

Tar Heels captains James 

Michael McAdoo and Marcus 

Paige lead North Carolina to an 

82-71 win over the Boston College 

Eagles after spending the week... 

North 
Carolina 
sophomore 
forward Brice 

UNC’s James 

Michael 

McAdoo 

drives 

through the 

Boston 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage youremail newsletter subscriptions, please log into~h~~)unte ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~2[~.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 10:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: U.S. Expects U.N. to Rescind Iran Invitation to Syria Talks 

U.S. Expects UoN. to Rescind Iran Invitation to Syria 
Talks 

Senior U.S. officials said they expect the United Nations to rescind its invitation to Iran to 

attend an international conference on Syria this week and said prospects for the talks in 

Switzerland now are uncertain. 

The officials said U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry had discussed the issue of Iran’s 

invitation with U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon and was insistent that Tehran must 

publicly endorse terms set out for the conference. The terms include a public acceptance 

that the conference would establish a political transition process to end the rule of Syrian 

President Bashar aI-Assad, U.S. officials said Iran’s statements on its willingness to attend 

don’t satisfy that requirement. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noar, Seth Michael <noar@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao, 20, 2014 11:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: tennis "today? 

k - thanks for the reply! 

Seh 

Seth M. Noar, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Co-Director, Interdisciplinary Health Communication Program 
Member, Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

363 Carroll Hall (CB 3365) 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3365 

Phone: (919) 962-4075 
Fax: (919) 962-0620 
Email: noar@email.unc.edu 
Web: http://noar.web.unc.edu/ 

***eHealth book details*** 

http:iinoar.web.unc.edu!researchibooksi 
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Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, Januao, 20, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: UNC leaders call Mary Willingha~n’s claims ’meaningless’ 

developn"..ep..t ...’sartr’..e~;h(p_ by ttl~ r~cCro~V_ administration w~ll 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

Alexander gu((an heeds ca)i to come back to 

N.C~ Der)~rtment of ~evenue names new C~O 

......... RT~ 5~,.ern.~do{ =d fo= i=}ing b{a dat,~ &,vAT t..am ......................................................................................................................................................................... [ ....................................................................................................................................................... 

m m    Click h~r~or our 2013- 14WebTax Guide, I 
I 

~ A lock, indicates content available ~) paid subscfi~rs. ~::£[,.~..il]:Y:?!f!    [                II 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.N. Rescinds Invitation to Iran tbr Syria Talks 

Rescinds In~fitati~m to Iran for N3q~ia Talks 

The United Nations rescinded its invitation to Iran to attend a Syria peace conference this 

week. 

The U.S. and Saudi Arabia had demanded the invitation be retracted and the Syrian 

opposition threatened to pull out of the conference if it wasn’t. 

The U.N. said Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon reconsidered the invitation in light of a 

statement by Iran that the U.N. said reneged on a commitment to publicly support the 

creation of a transitional government for Syria to end a nearly three-year civil waL 

See More Coverage 
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El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 3:55 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Talks Over Syria Are Set to Begin, but Iran Is Not Invited 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports Arts ~ Sci,snce ~ Today’s Videe ~ 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ On~his Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

’F~iks Over Syeia ~°e ;Set to Begin, but i~’m~ i~ Not 

Invited 

Diplomats managed to salvage the talks, which had seemed on 

the verge of unraveling after the United Nations seerekaiy 

generN invited h’an [o attend. 

Parties Seize On Abortion Issues h~ Midte~m 

the 

I A boo,ion is becomin g an animaring ~ssu e in the 2o 

elections, *~qkh Republicans using it to stoke enthusiasm among 

core supporters and Democrats looking to rally women by portraying 
eonservagves as 

iLaw+s Expanded Medicaid Coverage Brh~gs a 

The men and women getting cover3ge in West Virginia, one ~ff 

the poorest states ~n the country, say fl~e mere fact of having 

has drastically improved [heir men£~l health. 

X Sharon 
..... Mills, o~ 

Editors’ Picks 



~ ~a:u~mc: The Federa~ Budget, Per 

Perso~ 

See a selection of programs Jn ~he spending bill (and a couple 

others), expressed in cos t per UoS. resident. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

How to Cmnpensate Vk~l-ims of Terrorism 

Sometimes the U.S. government sets aside money for victims of 

mass violet~ee. More often, survivors and families pumue 

lawsuits and receive pfiva[e donations. Which is mow lhir? 

Today’s Video 

~ vu)~:o: The Surprise "Wedding 

When guests arrived at what they were to~d was Rebecca Gareia 

and Andrew SpiegeI’s engagement path,, they found the space 

decorated for a wedding. 

~ VmEO: In Performance: Peggy Shaw 

The Obie-winning performer and ~qter Peg~, Shaw performs z 

scene h’om her solo piece "Ruff," about her life before and after 

a stroke. The show is a~ La MaMao 

World 

Hollande’s Romances Turn h~to a Political I F’I~[’o~] I 

Franqois ttollande once vowed to be o~ his most exemplary 

behavior as president of France. But an affifir has exposed a 

more politically cah::ulating side and threatens to m~dereut his eeonom h:: 

agenda. 

Dellfi’s Leader Holds Protest Over PoLice 

To protesk police corruption, 3a’vit~d Kejdwal, DelM’s chief 

minister, a~d mgq:~o~e~ hdd a demonstrafim~ that shut clow~ 

the heat~ of 

] Kejriv~a I, ] 



Emissions fl’om China’s expo~f industries are carried across the 

Pacific and contribute to air pollution in the Western United 

Sb~tes, according to a paper. 

Be@lg I 

U.S, 

Florida is now under a court order Lo begin semqng kosher food I    ~,-~h~ 
to eligible inmates. State prison o~Sdals eN.~resaed alarm 

reeently over [he surge in pt{soaers, many of them gentiles, who have skated 

interest in going kosher. 

_At Least a Die in Omaha After Explosion mtd 7~{] The 
F~re 

Internati 

eondiSon, according to Bernard d. Kanger Or., Omaha’s inte*~m 

fire ch~efi Sevel~ others were injul>d but did not go to the hospital, he said. 

Old gob is Hiwdle for Napolitano on Campuses ~] ~tu~ent 

On campuses filled ~qth foreign-born studenks, Janek 
oppose 

Napolikano, who ,,’as named president of the Universib’ of 
~ .... 

California last summer, fi~ees a~ger over her role in the Obama 

administra tion’s depot ’ration of L9 million unaath~-.,rized irmnigrang. 

more US news; go to NYTimes.comtUS ~ 

Business 

Boston Fed’s Latest Role: Community Organizer 
~,. N~.L%ON ~3. 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston t’unneled $L8 million from 

ouNide donors to hdp turn around some of the Massaehusetks’ 

most depressed midsize cities. 

A Popular Cl~inese ..Social Networking .App Blazes 

Its Ow~ Path 

Wdxin, a [asVgrowing app from khe Chinese Internet company 

Teneent, is no mere e~-.,py of any existing service, and its success 

m ay th wart F~ c~ b ook’s am bJtio~ s J ~ ChJ ~ a. 



Demand Grows for Hogs That .Are Raised 

Humanely Outdoors 

Some farmers a~x~ raising d~eir Cgs more humanely iD ~de open 

spaces, instcad of tight quarters, and selling thcm to r~staurants 

a~d grocers increasingly filter~sted fil how animals are 

Sports 

Super Sunday, and the Crowd Goes, Urn, Silent 

When the Seattle SeahaM<s and the Denver Broncos meet in the 

Super Bowl on Feb. 2 at MetLife StadiunL the high-decibel help 

of thNr hometown crowds will be missing. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

Manning ]Is on the Verge ot°the Sublime 

If the Bro~cos wfi~ the Super BoM, Pe~o~ Manning could be 

gra~k’d iconic status in two cities, something ratably achieved 

the N.F.L 

Carroll Addresses the Tension Over Sherman’s 

Postgmne Actions 

Seattle Scahawks Coach Pete Carroll and he spoke to Richard 

Sherman about his ernofon~fl outburst, and Sheraton later 

apok~gized for funndfi~g aRenfion toward him instead of his team. 

~ NF.L. Roundc~p: Be~ichick ConNnds *~VelKer Meant to InNre Cornerback 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Carnal Carnivals of Song a~d Dance 

Two dark new London rnasieals, "Stcphen Ward," about the 

early-196os Proflmao scandal, and "AmerJca~ Psycho," show 

men and their libidos behaving badly. 

Guggel~heim is to Show Rare Murals by a 

The Guggenheim’s Ita]ia~ Fu!a~rism re!a’ospeefive, ope~ling new 

month, u~ll be capped by rarely seen murals on loan from a post 

office in Sicily. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Five- Bm~d Cmmtdo~ to Goodbye 

The Broo]d3m mush:: club 285 Ke~t has shut dowm hating left its 

mark on a scene that’s ever mutating. 

Smkh, ] 

laft, and ] 

Ben     ] 

from 

Abraha 

Science 

Seeing X Chromosomes in a New Li~tt 

Sdentists have enlisted color coding in the effort_ to better 

understand X chromosc, mes, how they are shut down in certain 

ceils a~d what it all means for men and womem 



RAW DATA 

New T~l[]hs That Ordy O~e Can See 

Repli cation, the gold s~ n d ard of seien ce, ea~ help a~rm tb ~ 

truth of a discovew, buL it is getting harder all the time, raising 

q uestions about findings and unconscious bias. 

ON VIEW 

Stm0k Remh~ders of l-]Iow U~eivil a ~’Var It ~’Vas 

A new exhibition ~n P}filade]phia, ~t}~ ~ts bail %rceps and Mill 

Sails, o[l~’~s visitors "a ~ck ~n Lhe gut." 

Obituaries 

Claudio Abbado, an Italian Cm~ductor With a 

Global Reach, Is Dead at 80 

Mr. Abbad~., led some of the woiqd’s most revered musical 

fi~stitutions, including I a Seals, the Vienna Sia~te C"pera and the 

Berlin Philharmonie. 

Otis Pike, Congressman Who Took On 

Dies at 92, 

Mr. Pike was a long-term co~gressman fl’om Izmg Is]a~d who 

spearheaded an inqui~7 in the ,97os into accusations 

intelligenee es~ablishmenk had abused its powero 

Dr, Do~tald Moron, Melanoma Ex~pe~t 

Piormered a Cm~cer Tee~que, Dies at 79 

Dr. Mortom who was k~own as one of "~e last physicians to treat 

the actor John Wayne, was at the tbrefronk of cancer research 

and treatme~t. 

..... : Abbado [ 

conduc~ 

LDOnNd 

MoRon 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

P~°e-K on the Startir~g Blocks 

Mayor Bill de Blashr/s ambitious p]a~ to provide preschool educaticm to ever7 

4-year-old brings high expecb~fions. 

EDITORIAL 

A Potentially Ha~mfu~ NIe~’ger 

Syseo’s proposed acquisition of US Foo~ could lead to higher prices for 

restaurant meals am:l significantly reduce competition among suppliers. 

EDITORIAL 

Delegation IMh~st Be Paid 

Congress won’t pay to extend unemplwment insurance, but it can find billions 

of dollars ko hunt (k.,wn illegal immi~’ants. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Trophy Hm~t That’s Good for ilhinos 

Calm down, protesterso Namibia’s conse~,ation policy is 

world n g. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T~e A~ of Pl’e~e~e~ 

One family’s trauma offers ~a]ua b]e lesson,s on how to eom fort 

those in pah~. 

~ Co[umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ObP~a- B~h N ex~s 

Our last h~’o pr~’siden~s en~er~d a prof~ssion of crowds and 

eomrnotion ~thout a z’obust appedte fbr eithez’. 

~ Co[umni~ Page ~ Bbg 

Fo[ me~e oeinioi~ go to NYTime~.comfOpiniort >~ 

ON THiS DAY 

:} i~?:: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John L. Douglas <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Tuesday, January 21,2014 6:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Davis Polk Perspectives - January 21,2014 

Davis Po~k Pers£ectives 

Dear Lissa, 

Some of you may remember Senator Russell Long, who quipped that tax reform means "Don’t tax you, don’t tax me, tax that fellow behind the 

tree." Today, we can apply that thought to the impact of the Volcker Rule on every bank in the country. There is, apparently, no fellow behind 

the tree. In our view, the TruPS CDO kerfuffle is the beginning, not the end, of the impact of the Volcker Rule on mid-size and smaller banks. 

The statement in the regulation that banks and their affiliates that do not engage in any Volcker Rule activities can avoid compliance describes 

an empty set. Every bank has some activity that touches the Volcker Rule because every bank hedges its interest rate risk and manages its 

liquidity. Our view is that every bank in the country will have to review its liquidity management plan for Volcker compliance and make some 

hard choices about how it treats interest rate swaps which do not benefit from an exclusion. Every investment in a special purpose vehicle or a 

fund will have to be analyzed. Mid-size banks, those at or near $10 billion, will face even more compliance burdens. Congress aimed at the big 

trading banks but, as has become abundantly clear, they hit the Main Street banks as well. For those who can stand the pain, Davis Polk is 

broadcasting a webinar aimed at mid-size banks and their affiliates on January 23 at 11:30 a.m. Register here. 

Best regards, 

John Douglas and Margaret Tahyar 

Davis ,.°olk ,.°erspectives is a periodic analysis of trends or topics of impo~lance to our ciients and friends provided by John Douglas; head of Davis Polk’s Bank 

Regulatory Practice and former General Counsel of the }:DiC it is not an in-depth analysis of the ma~ers that may be discussed, but is designed to provide context 

and color surrounding the significant legal and regulatory matters affecting financial institutions. 

Davis Polk ] 
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Sent: 
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American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Appeals Court Signals Support for Fed in Interchange Suit 

Daily Briefing January 21, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Appeals Court Signals Support for Fed in 
Interchange Suit 
by DONNA BORAK 

Judges for an appeals coud appeared sympathetic Friday 

to the Federal Resolve Boa~fs defense of its rule capping 

interchange Iees on debi~ cards, Iueling hopes by bankers 

that the agency will beat back a legal challenge, 
RE,~,D MORE *> 

Appeals Court 
Signals Support for 
Fed in Interchange 
Suit 

Wells, U.S. Bank, Fifth Third to Exit Deposit 

Advance Business 
by KB/IN WACK 

The moves F~’iday Iollow Regions Bank’s decision this 

week to discontinue offering the short4erm loan product 

that is often compared to payday lending. 

RE,~,D MORE *> 

i.~.i Wells, US. Bank, 

Fifth Third to Exit 

Deposit Advance 

Business 

Webster in Conn. Posts Volcker-Related Charge Lower 4Q Earnings 
by SARAH TODD 

Webster Financial (WBS) in VVhterbury, Conn,, reported lower fourth-quader profit 

afte[ taking a big charge tied to ~he Velcker Rule, 
READ MORE 7> 

OCC Takes Action Against Bank Vendors BSERV and Fundtech 
by SARAH TODD 

The Office of the Cempt[elle[ of the Currency took action against bank lechnology 

providers BSERV and Fundtech in December, ordering the companies to ensure 

that their services effectively monitor risk, 
RE,~,D MORE *> 

Contain 



BBVA Tests Drive=Through Videoconferencing 
in Texas 
by MARY WISNIEWSKI 

BBVA Compass is testing a new drive4hrough concept 

that includes units that stream video so car-bound 

customers can cornmunicate with telbrs. It’s the latest 

example of how banks are rethinking physical and digital 

channels. 
READ MORE *> 

BBVA Tests Drive- 

Through 

Videoconferencing 

in Texas 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

M&T Execs Defend Rising Costs Tied to Hudson 
City Deal 
by ROBERT BARBA 

The Buffalo, NY., company sJill has some goodwill from 

analysts based on its reputation as a skilled bank buyer, 

but it has become the poster child for the risks associated 

with M&A in a tough regulatory environment. 
READ MORE *> 

i~i M&T Execs 
...... Defend Rising 

Costs Tied to 

Hudson City Deal 

MORE MERGERS AND &CQUiSITIONS *> 

Coo~aio 

DuPage National Bank Near Chicago Fails 
by ROBERT BARBA 

On Friday the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency closed the $61.7 million- 

asset DuPage National Bank in West Chicago, III. Its faik~re is expected to cost 

the Deposii Insurance Fund $1.6 million. 
RE2,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE COMMUNFFh" BANKING 

Consur~er Finance 

M&T Stung by Overhead, Compliance Costs 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

M&T Bank ~MTB) repealed four, h-quarter earnings well short of analysts’ estimates, 

capping a challenging year" in which regulatory troubles led to spiraling costs~ 
READ MORE 7> 

MORE CONSUMER ~:INANCE 7> 



Contain 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Compliance 
\/’¢HITERAPER 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Cornpliance: Prediciiens for 2014 

Successful compliance is constantly a challenge for companies in the ARM 

industry. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

Trends and Visions for Mobile Payments 
WEB SEMINAR 

This is the third of a three-pall series of web seminars dedicated to mobililty in 

banking hosted by American Banker Editorial Insights Mobile payments are the 

nex[ frontier for mobile apps - and lhe scariest one for many banks. 
READ MORE ,> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Ametfcan Bankefs inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cuJtures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers el similar size, 

based on assets. READ MORE ,> 

Wealth Management 

Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell ceukJ encourage employees to cut comers and regulators to crack (]own 

on questionable practices~ All [his applies to big banks, which [hirs[ for sources of 

gro~,.4h, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering to the less affluent clients ignored by large banks.RFM, D MORE ~ 

M©RE II’,4 SPECIAL RE~~3RrS ~> 

~i 

FOLLOW LIS: [] @AmerBanker [] F~4ceb’ock 

Source Media On~ S!~#e S!ieet F%~’a 27!h ~-Io,’~r N~,~, ~, ork. N’~ 10004 
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Sent: 
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Directors & Boards Magazine <dshaw@mr35.mr.bmdeda99.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 6:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

US Private Board Pay and Governance Survey: Submission deadline extended 

US hero DSG BoardRoom 675x150 

U,S, Private Board Pay & Govem~nce 

Submission deadlir~e extended: Fel~r~ary 28 

[’artici~te today m t[~e o~Hy s~:e~ ~n t?~e market assessing [~ay and go’,~e~t~ance 

practices at Hi,,,ate a~d ~ob.[or-.HoJ[t com[~an[es 

More orgal~izatiol~s gr~rfl: lal~g term ccmp~msatiol~ fl~al~ expected (20%) 

~5% of organizations grant additional compensation for committee se~dce 

A~ paRicipants w~ receive a comp~mentary summarf repot1, Please st~bm~t the_ ~ 

[2~21}.to te(~dest part~ag~a~ien materials er request a(Jdit~ona~ ~nfetma~ien. 

S~ncere~y, 

Aen Hewit~ 

+1,800,441,3076 

Dates 

About This Email: If you no longer wish to receive email communications for our Compensation Measurement surveys. 

please send an email to b:qL~iL-.fjvgL.~2;~t.~.gg!?!?$?.’.gi!~,~gg? with the subject line "Remove Me from All Compensation Measurement Survey Emails." 

We periodically send information, announcements, and invitations like this to 

clients of Aon Hewitt and others who have expressed an interest in receiving this information. 

Aon Hewitt 

4 Overlook Point 

Lincolnshire, IL 60069 
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January 21, 2014: Federal Reserve on Track for Next Round of Bond... 

Click here if you are unable to see ti~e message below or ale using a mobile device. 

  iNACD 

Federai Reserve on Track for Next Round of Bond Buys 

"The Federal Reserve is on track to trim its bond-buying program for the second 
~ime in six weeks," repo~ts the Wall Street Journal #Jan. 21, Nilsenra~h), "as a 
[ackk~ster December jobs repo~t failed to diminish 1he centra~ bank’s expectations 
for so~d U.S. economic grov’4h this year." The centra~ bank has bee~ purchasing 
Treasurys and mortgage ~onds as pad of a campaig~ ~o spur spendhg~ hk~ng, 
8~vJ ~nvestment a~d dr~ve down long-term ~nteresl mtes~ ~n 2013, the Fed spe~t 
$85 b~ion a month buying bonds~ "Bond b[Jy~ng ~S O~8 Of 1we prongs in the Fed’s 
strategy to boost the economy," notes the newspaper. "The other is low ~nterest 
rates, and Fed officials are once again debat~n9 how best to describe ~heJr plans 
for when they eventually begh raising sho~t4erm rates." Last month, the cenlral 
bank said rotes would stay around zero "well past" the time when the 
unemployment rate d~ps ~o 6.5 percenL Fed officials are ~n no rush to h~ke 
~nterest rates. However, because officials have tied their phns 1o movements in 
the ~obless rate, there is a~ evolving need to better explah 1heir pla~s as the 
]ob~ess rote drops. 

The Venture Capital Post (Ja~. 21, Avellana) states that a reductio~ h the 
Federal Reserve’s bond-buying program from the current $75 billion a month to 
$65 billion could be announced a~ the end of ~he Jan~ 28~29 meethg - ~he hst 
such gathering ~or outgoing Chakman Ben Bernanke. San Frandsco Fed 
President John Williams recently stated, "We’re ~ke~y to continue on a palh of 
gradual, measured reductions ~n the pace of purchases, assumh~g the economy 
kacks as we expect Jt to." 

Separately MarketWatch (Jan. 21, Hong) is reporting that "China’s short-term 
interest rates fell Tuesday, after the central bank pumped in an usually hrge 
arr~oun~ of funds ~n~o the money markets to preempt a potential liquidity crisis." 
Demand for cash has increased ahead d the Lunar New Year holiday. Th~s 
proactive move to calm the stress ~n the money markets ~s a depa~ure from three 
~qu~d~ty crunches h 2013, when China’s central bank de~ayed until the squeeze 
became much worse. "Sti~," the publication adds, "analysts say Bei~ng is 
sticking to a fight moneta~ policy seen as cmcie~ to helping c~t down on r~sky 
~endh~g and reba~enc~ng the economy." 

New NACD Small-Cap Forum 

Ca~ling all Small-Cap Directors! 

April t0 I San Antonio, TX I Learn more and register. 
July I7 I San Francisco, CA I Learn more and register. 

Check for late-breaking news 

after 9:00 AM Eastern. 



Median marke~ capitalization of all public companies is at $450 million. For 
small-cap companies, even though the principles of good governance remain the 
same, the practice of exercising that governance ~s ve~ d~fferent th~n at large- 
cap companbs. As a company evolves through d~ffe~ent stages of growth, 
h~dustw, and p~oduct I~fe cycbs, the board’s outlook, composition, and priorities 
change as we~L 

Join subject-ma~ler experts and seasoned directors Item bolh micro and larger 
small-cap companies to discuss beard priorities and best practices tailored 
specifically to small-cap companies. 

View a sample age~)da here. 

Audit and Finance 

Verizon to Buy Inters TV Business for Undisclosed Sum 

CNet (Jan. 21, Tibken) is repo~ting that Intel has inked a deal to sell its TV 
business to Verizen Communications for an undisclosed sum, giving the 
telecommunications g~ant a ~eg up ~n the market to de~be~ ~be ~ via the Intemet. 
"The deal spotlights ~he growing #npo~tance o[ video conten~ delivered over the 
~nternet ralher than by broadcasl or cab[e-~ technobgy," notes the puM~catbn~ 
"Ver~zon plans to use the ~nte~ Med~a technology to deliver video over both its 
F~OS fiber-op~ic home broadband service and ~s 4G wireless network service." 
A~though the two s~des have yet to d~sclose how much Vedzon paid for the Intel 
Media assets, esdier repo~s pegged the price somewhere ~n the $200 m~Joll to 
$500 m~on range. Ver~zon Chairm~n and CEO Lowel~ McAdam remarks, 
"Verizon already has exterrs~ve video conten~ [e[at~onsMps, fixed and wireless 
delivery networks, and customer re~aflonsMps ~n both the home and on 
Th~s transmctbn provides us with the capabilities to build a poweduL capitally 
eflic~en~ engine [o~ future growth." 

Share~ }~ ~ ~ 

AB ~nBev to Pay $5.8 B{llion for Korea’s Orienta~ Brewery 

"Anheuser-Busch InBev NV agreed to pay $5.8 billion for South Korea’s Oriental 
Brewery Co. Ltd," conlirms Bloomberg (Jan. 20, Fb~cher, Longid), "regaining 
control of a company that became the Asian nation’s bi,ggest brewer under KKR 
& Co. and Affinity Equity PaWners Ltd." AB InBev, the world’s largest beer make[, 
~s set to fund the acquisition with intema~ resources. It is ~ndeed buying back s 
business i~ sold to KKR four years ago for $1.8 bi~bn. "KKR subsequently soM 
50 percent of the assel to Affinity," notes Bbomberg~ "S~nce then, Or~enta~ 
B[ewe~ has become South Korea’s ~argest beer maker and more than douMed 
earnings~" 

GB to Buy Cameron’s Reciprocating Co~p[ession Divisiof~ fo~ $550 

According to Reuters (Jan. 20), General Electric Co. has agreed to purchase flow 
equipment provide[ Cameron Irflema~ional Corp’s reciprocating compression 
division fer $550 m~[~bn~ GE is boking to benefit from 1he ongoing boom ~n the 
development of shale o~ and gas fie[ds~ "The acquisition is expected to 
strengthen GE O~ & Gas’s high-speed reciprocating business by adding higher 
horsepowe[ mode~s for gas 9athering~ process~n9, and ~rarrsmission," reports the 
w{re se~’iCer High-speed rec{procatin9 compressors are uti{{zed fer gas {~ft and 
~njecfion, gas gathering, transmission, end storage. The devebpment of shale 
{ie]ds, especially those ~n Nodh Amedca, has increased demand for such 
devices. Cameron’s reciprocating compressbn division will become pa~ of GE Oil 
& Gas’s newly formed downstream technology solutions business. 

Agrochemical Cornpa~ies ,Sue to Block Hawaii G~O Law 

AG Week (Jan. 20, D’Angelo) has learned ~hat three of the wodd’s biggest 
agrochemical companies - DuPon~; Syngenta; and Agrigene~ics Inc., a company 
affil~aled w~th the Dew AgroSciences unit of Dew Chembal Co. - have sued to 
bbck a ~aw enacted on the Hawaiian island of Ka~ai late last year to ~imit the 
planting of bbtech crops and ~he use of pesticides. The companies’ su~t chmges 
thal the ~aw ~s both ~nva~id and unconst~lufionaL Syngenta spokesman Paul 
M~neha~ states, ’lt arbitrarily targets o~r ~nd~stp/w~th burdensome and baseless 
restrictions on farmh~g operations by attempting to regulate activities over which 
counties ~n Hawaii have no judsdictbrL These activities are already ~gu~ated by 
governmenta~ agencies under state and federal ~aws/’ The Kauai ~aw requires b~g 
agric~lt~ra~ companies to d~sclose pesticide use and GMO crop plantings whib 
estaMishing buffer zones around homes, hospitals, and schools. The measure 
has broad support on beth the island and 1he mainland fl’om organ~zatbns who 
say heavy pesticide use by agrochem~cal companies is po~ut~ng the 
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OGC Ratchets Up Pressure on Big Banks 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan, 17, Tracy, Armour, Sterngold) is repo[ting that the 
U.S. Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) has proposed guidelines 
detailing the risk management standards for firms with more than $50 billion in 
asse~s, which place [he onus on board membe[s and executives to ensu~ the 
ru~es 8re fo~owed. The guidelines wou~d require banks to have independen~ audit 
and r~sk-management officem who can go straight to the board w~th concerns. 
Banks already ate requh~d by the OCC to monitor risks, bu~ the new guideWnes 
suggest tha~ banks may have to bo~ster their internal controls even flJtther, One 
proposal weuld require boards of national banks 1o ~nck~de at ~east two 
~ndependent members without management positions h~ the bank o~ ~ts parent 
holding company. 

Share~ ~#~ ~ ~ 

(~mpens~t!on ....................................................................................................................................... 

New CEO Stands to Earn $4.4 ~lilffon 

United Press International (Jan. 20) is repo~ting that General Motors Co. CEO 
Mary Barra will earn as much as $4.4 million this year if the company hits its 
perlom~ance ~a[gets. The automakeCs fi[st female chief executive "wWI receive a 
base sala~ of $1 ~6 m~lion and can earn $2.8 milk,on by Mtfing performance 
targets set up in her contract," states the w~re sew~ce. Ba[ra’s $4.4 m~W~on pay 
package is about 50 percent that of Dan Ake~on, her predecessor who retired 
last week ~n a hasty ex~ prompted by h~s w~e’s [ecen[ cancer d~agnos~s. 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ ~ 

Corporate Governance 

Monument Warns Shareholders of Dissident Group Eager to Take Contro~ 
of Board 

Monument Mining Ltd. has cautioned shareholders to be wary of a dissident 
group ~hat is trying to take contr~l of ~he company’s board of di[ectors, reports 
Canada NewsWire (Jan. 20). Monument Chairman George Bn~zier states, "This 
recently sudaced dissident group wants 100 percent control of the beard, but has 
negligible ownership, vague plans, arrd a poor understanding el corpor~rte 
governance arrd mining law. Clearly this group is no~ up to the task of running 
Monument." He adds that the dissidents have demonstrated an especially poor 
understanding of the basic Canadian corporate governance requirement that at 
least 25 pe[cen~ of Monument’s di[ectors need to be residents el Canada. "The 
dissidents have put fen,,~ard a slate that, on its face, is non-compliant with this 
basic tenet," notes Brazier. 

Share~ !~" ~ [] 

RBI Bets Up a Pane~ to Review Banks’ Corporate Governance 

The Economic Times (Jan. 20) is repealing that the Reserqe Bank of India 
has formed an expert panel to review the governance practices followed by 
banks. To be chaired by formal Axis Bank Chairman and CEO P.J~ Nayak, tire 
panel will "review, among other ~hings, cen~ra~ bank’s regulatory guidelines on 
bank’s ownersMp, ownersMp concentration, and representation in the board," 
notes the Th~es. "The committee w~ also ~nvestigate ~f there ~s conflict of 
irfle~st in board representation, including among owner representatives and 
regulators." ~n add~tion, ~t w~ assess and review the so-called "fit and prope¢’ 
cdter~a for a~l c~tegor~es of directors of banks and examine bo~rd compensation 
guidelines. Acco~ing ~o the Times, "~he committee w~ also examine t~e work#~g 
of banks’ boards, ~nck~ding whetf~e[ adequate ~ime is devoted to issues o~ 
stn~tegy, gro~4h, governance, and dsk management." Fh~a~y, ~t wi~ be 1asked 
w~th reviewing the regulsto~ compliance requirements d banks’ boards. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

C-Suite 

Multinationa~ Companies Name More Female CEOs in Korea 

Tire Korea Times (Jan. 20, Kyong-ae) observes ~hat "multinational corpo[a~ions 
have appointed more women into ~eadersMp re~es ~n their Korean operations over 
the past two yearn." These moves ale h~ fine w~th a recent t[end ~n Korea where 
financ~a~ companies and other puM~c f~rms are appointing female executives ~o 
top posifions~ For example, Da~m~er Group has named twe women in the past 11 
months ~nto top positions in Korea - Bdtta Seeger was elevated to CEO of 
Mercedes-Benz Korea at the end of ~ast yeaCs first qua~er and Ad~ Ofek was 
appo#ffed CEO of Mercedes-Benz Financia~ So[vices Korea earlier tMs reentry. 
According to the puM~cafion, "~BM Korea, AstraZeneca Ko[ea, and Janssen 
Korea have also named females to executive positions [recently]." Neve~he~ess, 
Korean firms continue to ~ag beh#~d advanced nations Jr~ promoting gender 
d~vem~ty in tf~e C-suite. 
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Stores Confront New World of Reduced Shopper Traffic 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 17, Banjo, Fitzgerald) obsewes that "a long-term 
change in shoppe~ habits has reduced stere traffic - perhaps permanently - and 
shifted pricin9 power away [rom malls and big-box retailers." Cor~surne~s’ fligh[ to 
e-commerce is a chM~enge brick-and-mortar reta~ers w~ continue to w~estle with 
for yesB. "The change in foot traffic at brick-and-molar stores is among the 
reasons retailers such as Home Depot ~nc. cu~ back on new store openings in 
favor d sMfting thal ~nvestment toward online operations," states the Journal 
Meanwhile, J.C. Penney, Sears Holdings Corp., Gap Inc., and others have c~osed 
hundreds of stores over the last couple of years - a trend that could accelerate. 
Leases for large retailers typically ~as~ between 10 and 25 years, which means 
many were negotiated pdor to e-commerce laMng ofL CoStar Group h~c~ research 
sho~ that only 44 milliOll squa[e feet of retail space opened ~n the 54 ~argest 
U.S. marke~s in 2013 - an 87 percent p~unge ~rom 325 m~]]ion ~n 2006. Fo[ its 
pad, Macy’s ~nc. is retMnkin9 ~ls bdck-and-mo[tar stores to make them more 
productive by se~dng online sMes. The depadment store chain has conveded 
ove[ 50 percent of its 840 physical stores to be aMe to fulfill Intemet orders. 

Share~ ~ ~ ~ 

P!:!~te ¢0mpa~i~ ........................................................................................................................... 

FASB Simplifies Rules on Goodwill, Swaps for Private Companies 

"Private companies will soon be able to lake advantage of simpler accoun[ing [o~ 
complex swaps transactions and asset valuations after bad acquisitions," reports 
the Wall Street Journal (Jan. 18, Chasan). Late last week, U.S. accounting ru~e 
makers ~ssued the s~mpl~fied alternatives aRer compla#ffs from p~vate [~rms tha~ 
complex ~u~es ~nlended for puM~c company accounting were too costly and 
~[re~ewnt to their stakeholders. In 2013, the F~nanc~a~ Accounting Stsndsrds 
Board’s overseeB created a Pdvate Company Council to address such concerns. 
"Under ~he new rules," no~es the Journal "private companies could elect a much 
Mmp]er method to amo~ize~ o~ ~educe the va~ue d goodwi~ on a straight4~ne 
bas~s over 10 years or less. Pdvate firms csn also adopt a s~mp~fied method for 
testing whether they will need to ~ake a write-down on goodwilL" In addition, 
private companies could benefit fl’om a new ru~e that wi~ simplify the hedge 
~ccounting approach used to ~ccount fo~ some types of ~nterest r~te swaps. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Tuesday, January 21,2014 7:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Living with the Volcker Rule: Proprietary Trading (Webinar, January 23) 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print email 

ii~. Decheri LLP 

[]Five U.S. financial regulatory agencies adopted sweeping final rules (Regulations) on December 10, 2013,[] 

implementing the Volcker Rule. Dechert’s team will discuss the practical implications and execution 

impacts of the Regulations for a wide variety of financial institutions, investors and market participants as 

effected US and foreign entities consider howto deal with restrictions on proprietary trading activities and 

divest or restructure their investments in, and terminate certain relationships with, entities that are treated 
as private equity funds and hedge funds. 

This webinar series will discuss the scope of the Regulations’ restrictions and also focus on relevant 

exceptions and alternative opportunities that may be available to banking entities. 

For more information on the Reguiatiens, please visit our Volcker Rule site. 

Ceatieuing Legal Edaeation (CLE) Credit: Applications for CLE Credit in NY, NJ and CA are currently 

pending. If credit is required in any other jurisdiction, please notify Dechert CLE so appropriate 

applications may be submitted. 

Thursday, January 23: Proprietary Trading 

REGISTER HERE >> 

Elliott Curzon 

[] General restrictions on proprietary trading 
Matthew Kerfoot 

[] Permissible market-making and underwriting N~.~,’ ~’~=k 

[] Permissible hedging 
~Robert Ledig 

[] Derivatives vga.~hi:~,:m ~.:~c. 

[] Exchange-traded funds Jererny Senderowicz 

[] Other permissible trading activities 

Thursday, January 30: Covered Funds 
I ;ii! : ~:i 0 i::~:ii~ii -- I : :!!:ii:]i i::~,’=iifi ii...iii:.i; i!:.?."]i 

REGISTER HERE >> 

Topics: David Harris 

[] Exclusions from covered fund status 
[]                                                            Richard Horowitz 

[] Business development company options 

[] Impact on registered investment companies ~David 
Vaughan 

[] Permissible covered funds 

[] Asset securitizations Cynthia Williams 

[] Foreign activities 

Thursday, February 20: Vo~cker Ru~e Impacts on Asian Asset 
Nanagers 

REGISTER HERE >> 

Karl Paalson Egbert 

[] Entities covered by the Regulations 
Robert Ledig 

[] Restrictions on proprietary trading De.: 

[] Restrictions on covered fund activities Corey Rose 

[] Special provisions for non-US, activities 



REGISTER HERE >> 

[] [] Entities covered by the Regulations 

[] Restrictions on proprietary trading 

[] Restrictions on covered fund activities 

[] Special provisions for non-US, activities 

Karen Anderbsrg 

Julien Bourgeois 

~David Harris 

David Vaughan 

[]About Dechert [] 
Dechert is a global specialist law firm focused on sectors with the greatest complexities and highest 

regulatory demands. We deliver practical commercial insight and judgment to our clients’ most important 

matters. Nothing stands in the way of giving clients the best of the firm’s entrepreneurial energy and 

seamless collaboration in a w’ay that is distinctively Dechert. Lear~ more. 

© 2014 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved. This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: !095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 2!2 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 3518 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000) 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crawfo~t Adv-isors <~Vebinars@CrawfordWebinars.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 8:08 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New Webinar: Expert Panel Discusses FMLA, ADA & Workers’ Comp Liability - HRCI Approved 

Dear Lissa, 
Join our expert panel including David S. Mohl, Senior Counsel at Cigna, Tim Suchecki, National Practice Leader at Reliance Standard, Senior Counsel 
Angela Ripper at UNUM and Attorney Doug Desmarais with Smith & Downey as they review the changes and impact of recent FMLA and ADA legislation in 
this HRCI approved webinar. Understanding the mechanics of this legislation is crucial for HR departments to avoid undue discrimination and financial risk. 
The panel discussion will be moderated by attorney Patrick Haynes. Topics include: 

FMLA leave, leave segments and leave calculations 

ADA definitions, nuances and reasonable accommodation 
ADA tax incentives 
Defining eligibility under FMLA 
Overlapping rules: FMLA, Workers’ Comp, ADAAA 
Common mistakes when administering FMLA claims 

Thu, Jan 23, 2014 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EST 
Space is limited - click on this link to register: https://wwwl .gotomeetingcomiregisteri478819376 
Not interested in benefits and compliance related topics - always an easy opt-out below. 
Sincerely, 
Reagan M Crawford, CLU 
Managing Member 
Crawford Advisors, LLC 
410-771-5500 
rcrawford@crawfordadvisors~com 
www.crawfordadvisors.com 

This message was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu from: 

Crav~ord Advisors I 200 International Circle I Hunt Valley, MD 21031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

1/21/2014 1:16:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

1/22/2014 8:30:00 PM 

1/22/2014 9:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

1/21/2014 1:17:31 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

1/22/2014 9:00:00 PM 

1/22/2014 9:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 8:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Jan. 21 -- BNA’s Banking Relyort - Breaking News 

::.’~.i BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted January 21, 2014, 8:23 A.M. ET 

The Treasury Department late Jan. 17 asked a federal judge to end a hedge fund’s lawsuit that says the U.S. government illegally 

diverted $61 billion in Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac profits (Perry Capital v. Lew, D.D.C., No. 13-cv-01025, 1/17/14). 

The suit by Perry Capital LLC, filed in July(101 BBR 61, 7/9/13), says amendments to stock agreements in 2012 wiped out its 

investment in the two government-sponsored enterprises and made Treasury the sole beneficiary. 

In a brief that accompanied the Jan. 17 motion, Treasury said the case concerns ~extraordinary, and ongoing~ efforts to keep 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac solvent. 

~Treasury acted reasonably to protect the national economy~ by amending stock agreement, the brief said. 

Treasury also asked the court to dismiss two similar suits~one by the Fairholme Funds (FAIRX), and another by Arrowpoint Indemnity 

Co., an insurance unit of Arrowpoint Capital Corp. 

The Treasury’s Jan. 17 brief is at 

http:/zwww.bloomberglaw.com/public/documenLPERRY CAPITAL LLC v LEW et al Docket No 113cv01025 DDC Jul 07 201/1. The 
FHFA’s Jan. 17 brief is at 
http:!iwww.bloomberqlaw.com/public/documentiPERRY CAPITAL LLC v LEW et al Docket No 113cv01025 DDC Jul 07 201/2. The 
July 2013 complaint by Perry Capital is at 

http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/PERRY CAPITAL LLC v LEW et al Docket No 113cv01025 DDC Jul 07 201. The 
Fairholme complaint is at 

http://www.bloombercjlaw.com/public/document/FAIRHOLME FUNDS INC et al v FEDERAL HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY et al and 
the Arrowood suit is at 

http:!iwww.bloombercllaw.comipublicidocument/ARROWOOD INDEMNITY COMPANY et al v FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSO. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Equalib, NC <enc@equali~nc.o~> 

Tuesday, Janua~, 21, 2014 8:40 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FWD: My insurance was canceled because I’m gay. 

Equality NC 

Friend of Equality -- 

I wanted to make sure you saw this letter (below) from Thomas Hafl<e and Chad Higby. They’re a married, same- 

sex conp]e from Moore County, NC, who !~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~%~A~.~:~&~ when Thomas’s i~sura~ce provider 

canceled their joint health care coverage ~g~on learning his spouse was of d~e same gender. 

I hope you will tak~ the time to ~oead it. it’s powerful 

Their stoW speaks not only to the discrimination that same--sex couples still face in states like No~’~h Carolina that 

currently ban the freedom to marry, but also to the need fbr more edueafon and awareness about health caw 

options for LOBT North Cawlinians in the current marketplaee. 

Equality NC is listening: ~is week we’ll provide an ar~’ay of in formation about health care for our LGBT 
commnni~’, in dnding the impact of the Affordable Care Act (AC~), how discriminatoW laws impact your 
coverage, and how we can work ~ogether to ehangc things for the better. Nnd it: {:tX}~.~[~.3!1{~12, on ;~7~5~2~:~1~, and 
on Tw~tte~’. 

Spealdng of Twitter, Equality NC will join with state and national partners to host a LOBT He{dth Care ’I~xittcr 
Town Hall, Wednesday, January 2:2, fronl 7-8 PM, focused on providing information and answering questions 
about ACA coverage fbr I,OBT North Carolinians. a~s~ f~How tl~e ]haM~tag~ #NCI,OBTl~eal~l~. Well share 
the results of this conversation the following day. 

Together we can make a difference, 

Chris Sgro 
Equality NC 

Begin Fot~’arded Message_ 

From: Thomas Hafke 

Date: 6:04 PM, Thur, Jan 16, 2ol4 

Subject: How it feels to have your insurance canceled for having a gay rnarx~age 

F~{end of Equ~dit3 ..... 

Being that ndther my husband or I qualil~ for insurance through work, we were both looking fotavard to getting 
health care that we could afihrd. We signed up through the t>deral exchange vdth no m;~or issues. Answered all 
the questions...name, address, mm~tal status, etc...; pretty straight-forward process. After eompa*{ng all the plans, 
we chose one that would work best for us and our budget. Januar.~,~ ~st we receive our policy infbrmafion and it 
does aetnally feel nice to know that we are now covered should something bad ever happen to either of 

Fast forward 13 days and ~at feeling of comfort and preparedness comes crashing to an end aRer one phone call. 
While driving clo~ the road I return a call I received from some customer service rep fl’om [our insurance 
provider]; you knowj ust thinking that they need to tie np some loose ends or cheek that I got all my po]icy 
information. 

The eonvex~ation starts offpretty casual, "Hi my name is Kim with Iyour insurance providerl." She then asks tile 
first, and only, question: "Do you have a partner listed on your policy?" Of course, I say "Yes, I do." Immediately 
after that she says, ’Tin sor~T bnt we are going to have to cancel your insurance because our era’rent company 
policy doesn’t allow us to recognize same sex spouses." My mind is racing tr?’ing to comprehend whatj ust 
happened. Fm waiting for a "just kidding" or an3ahing that could un due the helplessness I’m feding. Then the hard 
pat’s eame...I had to k’ll Chad. 

Of com~e he sees my face and wank~ to know what’s going on...I tell him bluntly (as I’m still on the phone with 
them.) "Fhey are canceling onr poliey because they don’t recognize same sex eonples." Instantly tears come to his 
eyes and I can see the anger and frustration building on his face. We were &tying down the road, now nowhere 
near where we were going to %r dinner; neither one of us could think ~:ff anything other than: What just 
happened...and what do we do? 

It’s hard to put into words exactly how it feels when faced with such ou’uqght discrimination. Just hope that it 
never happens to you or anyone you care about. I don’t think "Kim, with [our insm’ance provider]" will ever 
realize how her actions made my husband and I feel that day. That feeling still hasn’t left us. We fcel the hate 
behind their company policy, and tile hate Behind ±~mndment One on which they choose to base it on. 

What timy don’t know is that we are vised to being the nnderdog. We are used to fighting for ore’ beliefs and our 
rights. We live in a state that makes us face discrimination on a daily basis; surrounded hy the people who voted 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Sgro, Equalib, NC <enc@equali~nc.o~> 

Tuesday, Janua~, 21, 2014 8:42 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FWD: My insurance was canceled because I’m gay. 

Equality NC 

I wanted to make sure you saw this letter (below) from Thomas Hafl{e and Chad Higby. They’re a married, same- 

sex couple from Moor~ County, NC, who !~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~%~A~.~:~&~ when Thomas’s i~sura~ce provider 

canceled their joint health care coverage ~g~on learning his spouse was of d~e same gender. 

I hope you will tak<~ the time to ~oead it. it’s powerful 

Their stoW speaks not only to the discrimination that sarne--sex couples still face in states like No~’~h Carolina that 
currently ban the freedom to marry, but also to the need fbr more edueafon and awareness about health caw 
options for LOBT North Cawlinians in the current marketplaee. 

Equality NC is listening: t~is week we’ll provide an ar~’ay of in formation about health care for our LGBT 
commnni~’, in dnding the impact of the Affordable Care Act (AC~), how discriminatoW laws impact your 
coverage, and how we can work ~ogether to ehangc things for the better. Nnd it: {:tX}~.~[~.3!1{~12, on ;~7~5~2~:~1g, and 
on Tw~tte~’. 

Spealdng of Twitter, Equality NC will join with state and national partners to host a LOBT He{dth Care ’I~xittcr 
Town Hall, Wednesday, Jammry 2:2, fronl 7-8 PM, focused on providing information and answering questions 
about ACA coverage fbr I,OBT North Carolinians. aws~ fl~How tl~e ]ha,~htag~ #NCI,OBTheal~l~. Well share 
the results of this conversation the following day. 

Together we can make a difference, 

Chris Sgro 
Equality NC 

Begin Fot~’arded Message_ 

From: Thomas Hafke 

[)ate: 6:04 PM, Thur, Jan 16, 2ol4 

Subject: How it feels to have your insurance canceled for having a gay marriage 

F~{end of Equ~dit3 ..... 

Being that ndther my husband or I qualil~ for insurance through work, we were both looking fotavard to getting 
health care that we could afibrd. We signed up through the t>deral exchange vdth no m;~or issues. Answered all 
the questions...name, address, mm~tal status, etc...; pretty straight-forward process. After eompa*{ng all the plans, 
we chose one that would work best for us and our budget. Jammr.~: ~st we receive our policy infbrmafion and it 
does actnally feel nice to know that we are now covered should something bad ever happen to either of 

Fast forward 13 days and ~at feeling of comfort and preparedness comes crashing to an end aRer one phone call. 
While driving clo~ the road I return a call I received from some customer service rep fl’om [our insurance 
providerl; you knowj uat thinking that they need to fie np some loose ends or cheek that I got alI my policy 
information. 

The conversation starts offpretty casu{fl, "Hi my name is Kim wifl~ Iyour insurance providerl." She then asks the 
first, and only, question: "Do you have a partner listed on your policy?" Of course, I say "Yes, I do." Immediately 
after that she says, "I’m sortT bnt we are going to have to cancel your insurance because our era’rent company 
policy doesn’t allow us to recognize same sex spouses." My mind is racing try’lug to comprehend whatj ust 
happened. Fm waiting for a "just kidding" or anything that could un due the helplessness I’m feding. Then the hard 
par{ came...I had to tell Chad. 

Of com~e he sees my face and wank~ to know what’s going om..I tell him bluntly (as I’m still on the phone with 
them.) "Fhey are canceling onr poliey because they don’t recognize same sex eonples." Instantly tears come to his 
eyes and I can see the anger and frustration building on his face. We were &tying down the road, now nowhere 
near where we were going to %r dimmer; neither one of us could think ~:ff anything other than: What just 
happened...and what do we do? 

It’s hard to put into words exactly how it feels when faced with such ou’uqght discrimination. Just hope that it 
never happens to you or anyone you care about. I don’t think "Kim, with [our insm’ance provider]" will ever 
realize how her actions made my husband and I feel that day. That feeling still hasn’t left us. We feel the hate 
behind their company policy, and the hate Behind ±~mndrnent One on which they choose to base it on. 

What they don’t know is that we are vised to being the nnderdog. We are used to fighting for ore’ beliefs and our 
rights. We live in a state that makes us face discrimination on a daily basis; surrounded hy the people who voted 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 21, 2014 9:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Write Like Someone Who Cares 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lh~edIn <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 21, 2014 9:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Ben has endorsed you! 

Lissa Lamkin, 

Congratulations! Your connection Ben BrowNow has endorsed you for the following skills and expertise: 

Ben 
Brownlo 
w’s photo ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Retail Banking Conference <conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 9:27 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Turning Omnichannel Banking tiom Vision m Reality at Retail Banking 2014 

Retail Ba~]kir~g 2014 Offers a Roadmap, 

Consumers are increasingly embracing digital technologies in all stages of their buying process. 

But not all banks banks have launched an omnichannel strategy to deliver a seamless 
experience. 

If you’re not up to speed on omnichannel trends, ~<,.’.t_~!~_~i._,’_..’_!~!~¢~_:2~}:~1.:!~ will offer a detailed 

picture of how the rest of the industry is doing it. 

* Moderated by Rober~ Voth with CTPARTNERS, a panel of experts will answer 

some critical questions about the evolution of the omnichannel. 

* Cdstie PJchards, SVP of Retail Strategies with Zions, w@ share her bank’s winning 

client-centric omnichannel strategy. 

¯ Abilit3, to leverage customers’ data is a key factor in omnichannel banking 

strategy. David Bonnalle, Director of Marketing and Insights with KeyBank, will 

share how his bank leveraged analytics to better sepia clients. 

¯ Our brand new BankThink Live series will address banking analvtics in action 

covered by some of the banking industry visionaries. 

Omnichannel is a serious business4ocused solution that will deliver bottom line benefits for your 

bank. Don’t be left behind, make omnichannel banking a new normal for your bank. Reoi~er 

te attead Retail Banking 20:[4- this March in Orlando. 

Register To~ay.~ 
Ca~ tod~y: (212) 8~)3,-8438 o~- (21i,2) 803.-6072 
Visit www.retailba nkingconference.com 

For a customized package, p~ease contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089. 

*SourceMedia cancella[~o[~ policies apply All special offers are valid rot NEW regis[[ants o[W and cannot be applied to 

current registered attendees. Offers are not transferable and cannot be combined with any other offer Please cail our 

Customer Se[v~ce department at 800-803-3424 or 212-803-8093 i[ you have any questions. 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - Retai~ Banl,;it~£1 as: Ibroome@emaii unc.edu 

To Unsubscribe from receivinr2 further promotional email from Ce~f8renc8 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists, Click Mere 

Customer Service: 8oo-8o3-2424, SomeeMedia, One State S h’eet Plaza, 27t[x Floor, New York, NY 10004 





OFFICE OF THE ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFF 

Sheriff Lindy Pendergra~s 
106 East Margaret I ~ane 

Hillsborough, North Carolina 27278 

Hillsborough Chapel Hill Fax 

(919) 64o4-3050 (919) 94o2-6300 (919) 732-64o03 

COMMUNITY WATCH MEETING 

THURSDAY JANUARY 23R° AT 7:00 PM FOR THE 
CHESTNUT RIDGE COMMUNITY 

CHESTNUT RIDGE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
3505 CHESTNUT RIDGE CHURCH RD 

THIS WILL BE OUR SECOND MEETING WITH HOPES OF ORGANIZING A 
COMMUNITY WATCH PRORAM FOR THE CHESTNUT RIDGE AREA 

JOSH HOLLINGSWORTH OF THE ORANGE COUNTY EMS WILL BE 
PRESENT TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CERT (COMMUNITY 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM) AND THE TRAINING THAT IS 
SCHEDULED TO BEGIN MARCH 13. 

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE 

Sergeant Butch Clark Crime Prevention Officer 
Orange County Sheriff’s Office 
106 East Margaret Lane 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 
919-644-3050 Office 
919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our 
citizens. Every day, we encounter situations 
calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law 
enforcement. Not only does the Neighborhood 
Watch Program allow citizens to help in the 
fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for 
communities to bond through service. 

~ATGH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 10:05 AM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecrealion As~cialion Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?~a~m tennis] Polar Bear Club 

It is a perfect forecast for our l?ol~x Bear Club on FricNy night at 7pro. We already have some brave folks ready to become ~ne~nbers of the Polar Bear Club and we 

just need a few more. 

We will play, just for a little while, in the cold, take a picture to mark the occasion, and get inside to sit by a fire. 

Please RSVP to this email to let us know if you will be paxticipating. 

Hope to see you on Friday. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34138761-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d164a~,%listserv.unc.edu 

For more information, see our website: hitp://~v.uncfmrn.ora/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amber Road <IVlarketing@AmberRoad.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 10:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[Webinars On-Demand] Deemed Export Compliance 

Amber Road 

To view this ernail as a web page, click here 

Watch On-Demand: Deemed Export 
Compliance Webinar Series 

Dear Lissa, 

Dealing with export compliance in a university setting can be 

confusing. Most webinars deal with export compliance rather than 

deemed export compliance - and, as you know, there’s a big 

difference! 

During Amber Road’s two-part webinar series, export compliance 

officers from NYU and the University of Miami and explore topics 

ranging from restricted party screening to export control 

management_from a university perspective. 

Key takeaways include: 

The importance of screening against federal government 

debarred lists 

The potentially devastating results of non-compliance 

Howto use technology to automate the export compliance 

process 

Watch these webinars on-demand to learn what your institution 

should be doing to remain compliant. 

Best regards, 

Amber Road 

Solutio ns@Am berRoad.com 

Webinar Presenters: 

[ ~i BobRoach lOOxlOO.jpg 

Bob Roach 

Chief Compliance Officer 

NewYork University 

%i Wendy Epley.jpg 

Wendy Epley 

Export Compliance Officer 

University of Miami 

[~:iI Anthony Hardenburgh PNG ] 

Anthony Hardenburgh 

VP, Global Trade Content 

Amber Read 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patsy Keever, 1st Vice Chair <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Tuesday, January 21,2014 10:32 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Our Featured Guest 

! 

Dear Lissa, 

I am pleased to announce that Senator Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota will be our Featured Guest at the Sanford Hunt F~e Banquet on Februa~ 1st at the Charlotte Convention 
Center. 

Senator Klobuchar, the first woman to seHe in the U.S. Senate from Minnesota, recently worked tirelessly with our own Kay Hagan and other women senators to end the 
government shutdown. She is known for her no nonsense approach and puts pa~isanship aside for the greater good. 

As the daughter of an e~ementa~ school teacher, Sen. Klobuchar knows the value of teache~ and public education. She understands the vital role public education series in 
creating a strong economy. 

We look lombard to hearing Amy’s keen insight and how we can all come together to re-elect Kay Hagan and elect Democrats up and down the ballot in 2014[ 

I hope you will join us Saturday, Februa~ 1st at our Sanford Hunt F~e Banquet. Please click here to purchase your tickets online today. 

See you there~ 

Patsy 

Purchase your tickets today~ 

Contributions are not tax deductible for federal income tax purposes. Federal and state laws require us to use our best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation, and name of 

employer of individuals whose contributions aggregate in excess of $50 per year to the Party’s Non-Federal accounts or $200 per year to the Park’s Federal account 

LPaid for by North Carolina Democratic Party. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate committee.j 

ROVV.-’.:RE[b ~z NGP VAN, INC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William H. Gattis <bgatlis@nccumc.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 10:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Conver~tion 

Got it...thx...whg 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 8:34 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(~)emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Bill- 

Directions are pas~ed in below. When you arrive at d~e taw school, you can double park in the circular drive in t:ront while you go in to ge~ a visitor 

parMng per’m~t from the receptiorfist. She w~f d~rect you to par’k~ng wMch w~lf be ~n the lot off the dr’cu~ar drive. Wh~le you are parMng, she w~l~ cal~ 

me and ~ wil~ come meet you h~ the office. 

The last bu~et in each of the d~recfions below savs to go X mi~e after turn~ng onto Ridge Road~ In my humMe judgment, it ~s not that far and ~ndeed, 

b ~:he first right m~:o a drcubr drive with a [ou]~l:a~tl irt the rn~ddle. 

See yo~ tlext week 

Best, 

Lissa 

I)IR EC’I’IONS TO TIlE LAW 
~:or GooqJe Nags, uses ~he ~aw schoo}’s 

tai, e Exlt 272;-A (NC 54 W~st) to>ia:d.s Ci:apel Hill 

Con~h,.u~ for 4 n:~ies to the top of t~:~ ml~ 

turn ~eft. at traffic %ht o~J.o Cou~~trv Ch;b Road 

~ Co~~tmue straight for 4 mJes to the top of the hi~ 

~ h.:r:: ~eft at t:-affic ~igbt onto Country C~:.~b ~(oad 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 10:20 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(gkemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bill --- Does 8:30 at my office on :1./28 (Tuesday} work for you? 

I_issa 

From: Bill Gattis [mailto:bqattis@nccumc.or~l 
Sent: Nonday, .lanuaty 20, 2014 2:19 PN 
"re= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Re: Conversation 

Lissa, 

I understand [hlly Adam’s response...that’s all the reason I’m grateIhl that you’re willing to at leas1 visit mcound this. I could make Jan. 27/28 

work...but have later ,neelings in RaJeigh that morning. What do you have available earlier those days...like either 8:30 or 9:00? Those two 

days work better that 2/4. If none of these work, we could push later at your convenience. Thanks...and Best...whg 

William H. Gattis 



Executive Director 

Academy tbr Leadership Excellence 

919 - 256 - 9729 

On Mon, Jan 20, 2014 at 10:50 AM, Broome, Lissa L < !__b_!2R~_?__n_!_e_~Le__r__n_~!_:_t_~__n__c_’_:_e___d__a> wrote: 
Hi Bill -- Thanks for your mnafil. I had a nice chat with Norris a~d am flattered to be asked to join your board. Adam reminds me that I am 

overcommitted, but I cmmot ~vfuse a meeting with you to learn room about the Academy. The best days for me are Jm~ua~- 27-28 or 

February 4 in the morning. If one of those throe days works for you, let me know the best time. Meeting at the law school wonld be great. If 

we get a day mad time arranged, I will reserve a parking spot for you. 

Take care, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williaa~ H. Gattis [,na~lto:__b_g_’_a__t_t_i__s_(_a2__r_t__c__c___u_Ln___c_:__o__rg_] 
Sent: Saturday, January 18, 2014 12:35 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Conversation 

Greetings, Lissa, 
Know yon’m busy with just the normal work ofa Prof, Spouse, Pamnt, and UUMC member, and then someone adds NCAA work to your 
agenda. Thanks lbr all you do’. 
As you have had email excha~ge with Norris Tolson abx) ut "the Academy tbr Leadership Excellence engagement, I thought maybe you and I 
could have convermtion that might be helpful. Is them time at your convenience we could arrange that? Happy "to come to your office, meet 
you at UUMC, or catch coffee somewhere. 
Look ibm-ward to catching-up and sharing the vision/work of the AILE. Best to Adam...and Go Heels!! !whg 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SSRN Management <support~ssm.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 11:01 AM 

kimberly.kramec@duke.edu; Conley, John M <jmconley@email.unc.edu-~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SSRN Revision Email 

Dear Kimberly D. Krawiec, 

We are happy to infolyn you that your revisions for The Danger of Difference: Tensions in Directors’ Views of Corporate Board Diversity have been made and are viewable at 
http ://ssm.com/abstract 2272871. 

The revision was submitted by Kimberly D. Krawiec on 1/20/2014. 

PDF 

The details of the changes are also a’,,ailable on your My Papers page on SSRN HQ (http:i/hq.ssrn corn) by clicking the View button m the Comments column. 

If you have an?- questions regarding this revision or any other matter, please email support@ssrn corn or call 877-SSRb,~Ielp (877 777 6435 toll free). Outside of the United States, call 
00-1+585+4428170 

Thank you, 
SSRN Management 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SSRN Management <support~ssm.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 11:11 AM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu>; Conley, John M <jmconley@emml.unc.edtr’~; kimberly.krawiec@duke.edu 

SSRN Revision Email 

The revision was submitted by Kimberly D. Krawiec on 1/20/2014 

The following sections were changed: 

Paper Date 
Reference 
PDF 
Classifications 

The details of the changes are also available on your IVly Papers page on SSRN HQ (http:i/hq.ssrn com) by clicking the View button in the Comments colurma. 

If you have an?- questions regarding this revision or any other matter, please email support@ssrn corn or call 877-SSR2X~Ielp (877 777 6435 toll free). Outside of the United States, call 
00-1+585+4428170 

Thank you, 
SSRN Management 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SSRN Management <support~ssm.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 11:14 AM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu>; Conley, John M <jmconley@emml.unc.edtr’~; kimberly.krawiec@duke.edu 

SSRN Revision Email 

The revision was submitted by Kimberly D. Krawiec on 1/20/2014 

The following sections were changed: 

Abstract 
Reference 
PDF 

The details of the changes are also available on your My Papers page on SSRN HQ (http://hq.ssrn.com) by clicking the View button in the Comments colu~rm 

If you have any questions regarding this revision or any other matter, please email support@ssrn.com or call 877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435 toll free) Outside of the United States, call 
0(~1+585+4428170. 

Thank y ou, 
SSRN Management 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SSRN Management <support~ssm.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 11:14 AM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu>; Conley, John M <jmconley@emml.unc.edtr’~; kimberly.krawiec@duke.edu 

SSRN Revision Email 

The revision was submitted by Kimberly D. Krawiec on 1/20/2014 

The following sections were changed: 

Abstract 
Reference 
PDF 

The details of the changes are also available on your My Papers page on SSRN HQ (http://hq.ssrn.com) by clicking the View button in the Comments colu~rm 

If you have any questions regarding this revision or any other matter, please email support@ssrn.com or call 877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435 toll free) Outside of the United States, call 
0(~1+585+4428170. 

Thank y ou, 
SSRN Management 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@produc[americanbanker.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 11:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Enterprise Storage You Can Bank On 

~ii Increase flexibility, streamline operations, improve performance. 

extremely data-intensive and getting the right information to the 

right peeple at ti~e right time i~as beceme parameunt. In a 

competitive landscape that favors the fastest and the smartest, 

financiai seFvices firms that invest in building sophisticated 

insight and predictive analytics wiii be better positioned to 

emerge as market ieaders. 

Is your I1 environment up to the task? Join us as we discuss hew 

~ IBM@ DS8870 is ideaiiy suited te address [hese requiremerlts 

with a highly scalable self-tuning, enterprise storage system     IX 

designed te support your cdtic~l enterprise werkleads with the 

ultimate in performance, reliability and agility 

Date: January 28, 2014 

Time: IPM ES[; 12PM CST, 10AM 

S~eakers: 

Allen Madn; iBM Worldwide Enterprise Disk Market Segment 

Christopher Spaight, Program Director for IBM S[G industry 

Selutions -Banking, Fh~ancial Markets and Insurance 

Date: January 28, 2014 

Time: 1PM EST, 12PM CST, 

10AM PST 

C:u,s:omer Service: 800.221.180~ Sourcelv~edi:~ (~,r~e Slate :::i;ee[ PI 25[i~ FIoo~ Ne’,h, "~’,.’.rk NY 1000a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 11:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Revi~d Ba~l III Leverage Ratio: Visual Memorandum 

ii~:~iI Davis Polk 

Revised Basel 
Jar,~ a~y 21,2014 

CLIENT MBMORANDUM 

Ill Leverage Ratio: Visual Memorandum 

The Basel Committee recently finalized its revisions to the Basel III leverage ratio. Compared to its June 

2013 proposal, the Basel Committee has made several important changes to the denominator of the Basel 
III leverage ratio. Using visuals, comparison tables, examples and formulas, this memorandum discusses 

the Basel Committee’s revisions to the Basel III leverage ratio and potential U.S. implementation issues. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

212 450 4296 

212 4.50 4239 

212 450 4619 

212 450 4.301 

2".. 2 450 4379 

212 450 4063 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm. is for general information only It is not a full analysis of the 

matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the 

original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s p:iv~:. ,. bcli%, located at dsvispoii corn for important information on this policy 

Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dp,,.maii(! davi,~ ps.lk .:. ~ to your address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from our 

distribution list. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvmd Alumni Gazette <com~n@harvard.edt~- 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 2:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

$90M Gift to HMS, Gmundbreaking of Bany’s Comer, Renewable Energy Breakthrough 

d I N Allston Groundbreakm9 

The gi~ from Ludwig Gancer Research Drew Faust, Tom Menino celebrate the 

will spur ~nnovative sc~enfl~c ~nqu~ and groundbreak~ng of the Barry~s Gorner 

discove~ projecL 

::.~ SubscribetotheDaily R@O@~V@ the Lares&" Ne~s [}@}7 
Gazette 

Sign up for the Hazard Gaze~e and receive a daily email 

digest of Universi~ news, facul~ research, and campus 

even~ from Haward’s official newspaper. 



UNIVERSITY UPDATES 

r~ ews 

Gift of Edvard Munch Works ~ndches H{...:p,.’ard A~ Museums 

Features 

A %nge~ F~nds Her Voice 

Your Gul’s Y~#~at You Eat, Too 

~ulti~edia 

SoundCIoud: Why We Over’eat 

V~deo: M~r~k~try of 

Photos: Ufe Amid Rer~ev~’r~ ~ t.eve~ett House 

Vk~eo: ]~e Entrepreneuda~ Lab 

~ HAA TRAVELS & EVENTS 

Porgyand Bess Public Interested 

SEP 8-16, 2014 JAN 21-JUL 20, 2014 

’Public Interested?’ 

JAN 25, 2014 

Alumni in public interest 



Cruise from Provence to 

Paris with University 

Librarian and Carl H. 

Pforzheimer University 

Professor Robert 

Darnton AB ’60. 

Developed at Harvard’s 

own American Repertory 

Theater, the landmark 

Tony Award-winning 

production of The 

Gershwins’ Porgy and 

Bess is on national tour! 

fields are invited to share 

their expertise with 

undergraduates 

considering public 

interest careers at this 

exciting daylong 

conference. 

SERVICES & BENEFITS 

cribe I 
Introducing the Harvard Alumni Card. No annual fee. No foreign 

transaction fees. Exceptional rewards for exceptional alumni. 

Harvard COOP 

Shop the best selection of official Harvard apparel, gifts, memorabilia, 

and more. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina Bar Association CLE Department <clei~ffo@ncba:c.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 3:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Plm~ned by In-honse Counsel, for In-house Counsel: CLE in CaU Jm~. 31 

CLE Credit: 6.0 Hours, including 

1.0 Et hics/Professionalism 

Program # 242CCM 

Click here or the box below for 

more info or to register online. Be 

sure to check online under the In- 

Depth tab for any applicable 

discounts. 

Friday, January 31, 2014 

.~:: Click to register now 

mm To register by phone, call 

{800) 228"3402 or {919) 677-8745, 

ask ~or C~E. 

To receive the Early Bird tuition 

t, register by 5 p ..... 

.... N:E~::::~P:ENL:ES~:::~RO~:~ .............................................................................. 

counsel Th~s program f’eatu~es s~x sessions that provide t~me~y 

lunch, one hour of ethics credit, and a social and networMng event held 

~s pa~ner~R~ w~th ~he N[norities In The Profession Committee to bring 



Trois email was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edk~ b~! cleirlfo@ncbar.or~ 
Instant remo’~al with Sa~’eUr~s~Jbsciibe 

North Carolina gar Association Ck[ [3epal-tment I 8000 Weston Park~qa~/ I Carg I NC I 27S13 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Tuesday, Ianuary 21, 2014 4:03 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: FTC Announces 2024 Thresholds for Merger Control Filings Under HSR Act and Interlocking Directorates Under 
the Clayton Act 

3anuar~, 21, 2014 

The Federal Trade Commission ("FTC’~ has announced its 
annual revisions to the dollar jurisdictional thresholds in the 
Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, as 

amended (the "HSR Act"); the revised thresholds will become 
effective 30 days after the date of their publication in the 
Federal Register. These changes increase the dollar 
thresholds necessary to trigger the HSR Act’s premerger 
notification reporting requirements. The FTC also increased 
the thresholds for interlocking directorates under Section 8 of 
the Clayton Act. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

~E-mail This Issue 

% Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

..... LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. :It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 21, 2014 4:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Fom~er Virginia Gov. McDonnell, Wit~ Cha~ed With Illegally Accepting Gil]~ Loans 

Former Virginia Coy. McDonnell, ~rife Charged With 
Illegally Accepting Gilts, Loans 

Authorities formally charged former Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell and his wife, Maureen, 

with illegally accepting gifts, vacations, use of a private jet and large loans from the chief 

executive of a Virginia business in exchange for special treatment. 

Mr. McDonnell is Virginia’s first governor to face criminal charges. 

See More Coverage 
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Business Review New office building planned for South End 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

New office building planned 

A Charlotte developer announced 

plans Tuesday for a new office 

building in the South End area. 

~oo~esvi~e Sash’s Club opens on Thursday 

Lake Norman’s first Sam’s Club is scheduled to 

open at 8:30 a.m. Thursday off Interstate 77 Exit 36 in 

Mooresville. 

Hif,Jhe~4neome Americans hit 

ha~des~ by ~ax changes 

Higher-income Americans and 

some legally married same-sex 

couples are likely to feel the 

biggest hits from tax law changes 

when they file their federal... 

Chrys~e~ becomes subsidiary ~[ Fiat 

The Italian carmaker Fiat says its acquisition of the 

final Chrysler stake is complete, making the U.S. car 

company a wholly-owned subsidiary of Fiat. 

Ve~izon ports $&OTB profit for 

4Q 

Verizon posted fourth-quarter net 

income of $5.07 billion, boosted 

by continued growth in the number 

of phones and tablets connected 

to its network. 

Oi~ rises on out}ook for highe~ den~and 

The price of oil rose Tuesday after China’s central 

bank injected credit into the financial system to offset 

concerns about slower economic growth, and 

experts raised their forecast for global crude 

demand. 

~ohnson & doh~son’s 4Q 

profit rises 19 percent 

Surging sales of Johnson & 

Johnson’s prescription medicines 

and the rebound of its recall- 

plagued consumer health 

business lifted fourth-quarter 

profit... 

~MF raises outlook, for f,J~oba~ and US 

The International Monetary Fund is slightly more 

optimistic about the global and U.S. economies this 

year than it was three months ago. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Subject: 

Margaret Rosenfeld <mrosenfeld@smithlaw.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 5:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

great podcast on Corporate Counsel! 

Just listened to the podcast -- well done 

Sent with Good (,a~vw.good.com) 

U.S. TRF&SI~NY DEPARTME~NT CIRCL’LAR 230 NOTICE: An?’ tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments and enclosures, was not intended or ~vritten to be used 
and cannot be used (i) to avoid tax penalties or (ii) to promote, market, or recommend to another person any transaction or matter addressed in this communication If you would like advice 
that can be used to avoid tax penalties, please contact us. 

IMPORTANT: This e-mail message is intended solely for the individual or individuals to whom it is addressed. It may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney 
work product. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are requested not to read, cop?’ or distribute it or any of the information it contains. Please delete it irmnediately 
and notify us by return e-mail or by telephone (919) 821-1220 
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To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Rosenfeld <mrosenfeld@smithlaw.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 5:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Out of Ottice: great podcast on Corporate Counsel! 

I am currently out of the office on business and will return on Thursday, Janualy 23. I ~vill have limited access to my email and voicemail. If you need urgent assistance, please contact my 
Admiinstrative Assistant, Lee Arm Higgins, at (919) 821-6655 or lhiggins@smit2ala~v.com. 

U.S. TRF&SI~NY DEPARTME~NT CIRCL’LAR 230 NOTICE: An?’ tax advice contained in this commrmication, including attachments and enclosures, was not intended or ~vritten to be used 
and cannot be used (i) to avoid tax penalties or (ii) to promote, market, or recommend to another person any transaction or matter addressed in this commrmication If you would like advice 
that can be used to avoid tax penalties, please contact us. 

IMPORTANT: This e-mail message is intended solely for the individual or individuals to whom it is addressed. It may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney 
work product. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are requested not to read, cop?’ or distribute it or any of the information it contains. Please delete it irmnediately 
and notify us by return e-mail or by telephone (919) 821-1220 
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Governance Practices for II~ Companies: A Davis Polk Survey 

::~:(:i Davis Polk CLIENT MEMORANDUM 

Governance Practices for IPO Companies: A Davis Polk 
Survey 
j~r~ sty 21. ’~nl ~ 

Amid the recent uptick in U.S. IPO transactions to levels not seen since the heady days of 1999 and 2000, 

Davis Polk’s pipeline of deals remains robust, leading us to believe that strength in the U.S. IPO market will 

continue in the near future. %~th ongoing pressure on companies that are past the IPO stage to update or 

modify their corporate governance practices to align with the views of some shareholders and proxy 

advisory groups, we thought this would be a good time to review corporate governance practices of newly 

public companies to see if they have also shifted in recent years. Our survey is an update of our October 

2011 survey and focuses on corporate governance at the time of the IPO for the 100 largest U.S. IPOs 

from September 2011 through October 2013. Results are presented separately for controlled companies 

and non-controlled companies in recognition of their different governance profiles. 

Our survey shows that in many ways, corporate governance practices remain unchanged from earlier 

years: the pressure to update or modify practices at seasoned companies has had only a limited impact on 

companies at the IPO stage. For instance, in our survey of non-controlled companies: 

98% authorized blank check preferred stock (though none had a shareholder rights plan in place) 

93% had plurality standards for director elections 

78% prohibited shareholder action by written consent 

70% had classified boards 

70% required a supermaiority vote for amending bylaws and 

only 43% divided the roles of chairman and CEO. 

On the basis of experience to date, and excluding true outliers, we do not think an IPO company’s 

corporate governance structure has a meaningful impact on the success of its IPO or on the willingness of 

investors to participate. As a result we believe that IPQ companies can continue to tailor their governance 

practices to fit their individual preferences. 

if you have any questions regarding the mat[ors covered in this publication, please contact any 

of the lawyers ~isted on the last pages of the surveys or your regular Davis Polk contact, 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm. is for general information only It is not a full analysis of the 

matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notif7 the sender immediately and destroy the 

original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s p:iv~:. ,. bcli%, located at d:::vispoii corn for important information on this policy 

Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding :3:~,~:!::~., i@:3.,,’i:.:!~ik c~.~!~: to your address book 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from our 

distribution list. 
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Global Financial Markets Initiative Telecont~rence: Record-Breaking Fines Imposed on Financial Institutions: Policy Considerations a~d 

Responsible Alternatives - Januau 23, 2014 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’,qew ik as a web ~ 

ii~ [vlayer B ...... 

Global Fi .... ial Markets Initiative- Teleconf ....... Series 

Fines imposed by regulators against financial institutions continued to 

set new records in 2013. Pundits and op-ed pieces are clamoring for 

even higher penalties. Yet "the highest fine ever" often appears to 

have little to do with "the worst conduct ever." Other factors 

arguably are driving fines up. Moreover, our research and experience 

suggests that imposing the largest possible fines is a poor policy 

choice. It is not an effective deterrent, it is not a targeted way to 

punish for wrongdoing, and it likely harms long-term buy-and-hold 

investors. 

Please join Andy Pincus and Alex Lakatos as they discuss these 

trends, potentially superior alternatives to the "mega-fine," and a 

path toward more rational policies. 

Thursday, January/23, 2014 

Europe 
5:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. CET 
4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. GMT 

United States 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. CST 
9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. MST 
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. PST 

Teleconference Access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. 

Regist .... ~iI Decli .... 

(If: you decline we will not send you 

reminders f:or this event.) 

For additional information, please contact ~erbrowmcom. 

Mayer Brown’s Global Financial Markets Initiative helps clients deal 

with the legal and business challenges resulting from the ongoing 

turbulence in worldwide financial markets. By mobilizing the firm’s 

global resources from multiple practices and offices, the initiative 

provides clients with knowledgeable and timely counsel on a broad 

spectrum of their legal needs. 

Please visit us at ma,/.erbrom~,com. 

Date & Time 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 

Speakers 

Washington DC 

Alex C. IIakatos 

Washington DC 

January 9, 2014 

[ ~.. Follow Mayer B ...... Twitter 

Joi ..... Facebook ~ 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: U.S. Militau Proposal Seeks Shorter At~han Stay 

U.S. Militaw Pr~)posal Seeks Shorter Afghan Stay 

U.S. military leaders have presented the White House with a plan that would keep 10,000 

U.S. troops in Afghanistan after 2014, but then start drawing the force down to nearly zero 

by the end of President Barack Obama’s term, according to senior officials. 

The request reflects a far shorter time frame for a U.S. military presence in Afghanistan 

than commanders had previously envisaged after the current international mission ends 

this year. The new approach is intended to buy the U.S. military the ability to advise and 

train the Afghan army but still allow Mr. Obama to leave office saying he ended America’s 

longest war, the officials said. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: No(th Valley Bancorp (NASDAQ: NOVB; Redding, CA) has agreed to Inerge with TfiCo 

Bancshares (NASDAQ: TCBK; Chico, CA) 

sandier O’Neill served as financial advisor and provided a fairness opinion to North Valley Bancorp in 

this transaction. This transaction represents Sandier O .NeiliL;s 110th bank or thrift transaction 

nationwide since January 1, 2011. Sandier O~ Neili has served as a financial advisor on more bank and 

thrift transactions than any other investment bank during that time period.. 

since January 1, 20:1~, Sandier O 12 Neill has advised on 24 bank or thrift transactions in the western 

region with an aggregate deal value of 55.~ billion, more than any other Mvestment bank during that 

time period.. 

TFiCO Bancshares (NASDAQ: TCBK, "TriCo") and North Valley Bancorp (NASDAQ: NOVa, "North Valley") 

today jointly announced that the companies have agreed to combine their two leading northern 

California bank franchises in a transaction valued at approximately $178.4 million. 

Based on financial information as of September 30, 2013, the combined company will have 

approximately ~3.5 billion in assets, ~3.1 billion in deposits, ~2.2 billion in gross loans and 

approximately 80 branches throughout California -- stretching from Bakersfield in the south to Crescent 

City in the north. 

under the terms of the merger agreement, North Valley stockholders will receive a fixed exchange 

ratio of 0.9433 shares of TriCo common stock in exchange for each share of North Valley common stock. 

In total, North Valley shareholders will own approximately 28.6% of the common stock of the combined 

company. Based on TriCoE~s closing stock price of $27.66 on January 17, the merger consideration is 

valued at approximately ~;26.09 per North Valley share. North Valley option holders will receive cash, 

net of applicable taxes withheld, for the value of their unexercised stock options as determined prior to 

closing. 

The transaction is expected to be completed by mid-year 2014 subject to approval by each companyCs 

shareholders, regulatory approvals and other customary closing conditions. The agreement was 

unanimously approved by the Board of Directors of each company. Three independent members of 

North Valleyl~s current Board of Directors will be invited to join TriCo’s Board of Directors. 

(1) Excludes terminated ~ansactions and self-advisory ~oles 

Deal value excludes consideration to NOVB option holders (estimated to be $3 4mm) 

Source: SNL Financial 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

:[251 Avenue of the Americas, 6t-h Floor I New York, NY ~0020 US 

http://www.sa ndleroneill.co m/ernail-discla imer .htm 
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LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 6 No. 5, 01/22/2014 

Table of Contents 

A Proposal in Equity: The Marriage of Undue Influence with Unconscionable Dealing? 

Hamilton Zhao, University of New South Wales (UNSW) - UNSW Law Student 

Taxing a Tarnished Halo: Reputation and Ambiguity in Evaluations of Corporate Transgressions 

Nary-Hunter NcDonnell, NcDonough School of: Business, Georgetown University 

Brayden King, Northwestern University - Kellogg School of Management 

~ C orporate Personality and the Collective Humanity of Legal Persons: Aggregating the Rights of Stakeholders and Redefining Nationality in 
International Adjudication 

Emily Ca~.herine Davis, Independent 

Why Prudential Regulation Will Fail to Prevent Financial Crises: A Legal Approach 

Narcelo N, Prates, Central Bank of: Brazil 

Takeover Litigation in 2013 

Natthew D. Cain, University of Notre Dame - Department of Finance 
Steven N. Davidoff, Ohio State University (OSU) - Nichael E. Noritz College of Law, Ohio State University (OSU) - Department of Finance 

Delaware Public Benefit Corporations 90 Days Out: Who’s Opting in? 

Alicia Plerhoples, Georgetown University Law Center 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW eJOURNAL 

UN..,. ~, .~tudentLR.~ No..I4-03 

HAMILTON ZHAO, University of New South Wales (UNSW) - UNSW Law Student 

Fmail: zhao hamilton@hotmail,com 

The equitable doctrines of undue influence and unconscionable dealing have hitherto been recognized as two independent doctrines in Australian 
law, Both serve to safeguard the interests of persons afflicted with legal disabilities and relieve them of legal transactions that are repugnant in 
the eyes of Equity, particularly where such transactions may be recognized and upheld at common law, 

Undue influence is a plaintiff-oriented doctrine that operates to avoid legal transactions procured in circumstances where the plaintiff’s consent is 

defective, while unconscionable dealing grants relief upon the basis of a defendant’s exploitation of a plaintiff’s special disability contrary to the 
good conscience of Equity. 

However, it is argued that undue influence and unconscionable dealing may operate to a significant extent as a single doctrine. This is because 

they are both underpinned by the existence of particular disabilities inherent in plaintiffs (such as old age and unfamiliarity with the English 
language) or those emanating from the relationship between plaintiff and defendant (such as trust and confidence reposed in the defendant by a 

plaintiff) that render a plaintiff’s interests especially vulnerable to be adversely affected by a defendant’s conscious and wrongful acts. 

Thus, a significant merger of undue influence and unconscionable dealing is proposed upon the expansion of special disabilities enlivening the 

operation of unconscionable dealing to include relationships giving rise to undue influence. The basis for including such relationships as a form of 
special disability is that although they do not automatically place plaintiffs at a disadvantage in dealing with defendants, the interests of plaintiffs 

may nevertheless be adversely affected by defendants exerting influence upon them in the course of acquiring benefits or property from plaintiffs. 

Accordingly, a distinction is made between special disabilities that automatically place plaintiffs in an unequal position in dealing with defendants 

(’internal disabilities’) and those that only result in plaintiffs being put in an unequal position through the exertion of influence by defendants 

(’external disabilities’). 

This thesis presents the proposed merger in five parts. First, the operation and principles underpinning undue influence and unconscionable 

dealing in their present forms are examined to provide the context for the proposed merger. Secondly, it is argued that the exertion of influence by 
defendants upon plaintiffs within relationships giving rise to undue influence is a wrongful act that justifies the inclusion of such relationships as 



special disabilities that enliven the operation of unconscionable dealing, a defendant-oriented doctrine. Thirdly, the framework for the proposed 

merger is outlined and its associated implications analyzed. Fourthly, the proposed merger’s practical applications, effects and advantages are 
examined with respect to third-party guarantees, gifts and the inequality of bargaining power. Finally, it is submitted that the proposed merger 

may serve as a better framework for facilitating the operation of undue influence and unconscionable dealing. 

Free Download 

~AR¥~ll~U~T~ll~ I~CDON~}~LL, McDonough School of Business, Georgetown University 

Email: mhmG2@georgetown.edu 

8~Y~ ~, Northwestern University - Kellogg School of Management 

Emaih b-king@ke~logg.northwestern.ed~ 

The literature on reputation suggests contradictory patterns in how audiences respond to corporate misconduct. On the one hand, a high 
reputation is thought to buffer a firm because it predisposes audiences to give reputable firms the benefit of the doubt. On the other hand, 
audiences might judge firms with positive reputations more harshly when they violate expectations. Our study attempts to reconcile this 
contradiction and provide a theoretical explanation for the conditions that underlie reputation’s differential effects on audience evaluations. We 
argue that the manner in which a firm’s reputation influences audiences’ judgments of controversial actions depends on whether the organization’s 
guilt is ambiguous or established. When there is ambiguity about the charges made against the organization, audiences are inclined to give the 
benefit of the doubt to an organization with a positive reputation because they are motivated to assess its actions in a manner congruent with 
their positive expectations. But when an organization’s blameworthiness is firmly established, audience members are more likely to punish a 
reputable organization with harsher sanctions, leading to the "halo tax." We test our hypotheses using a novel database of over 500 jury verdicts 
in employment discrimination cases brought against a sample of public companies from 1998-2008. 

Free Download 

~LY CATFiER~E DAVIS, Independent 

Email: davis.e~nilyc@g mail,corn 

Under traditional public international law, the rights of shareholders are limited by what the International Court of Justice deemed to be the 
general principles of corporate law, which draw a bright-line distinction between corporations as legal persons and their shareholders. According to 
the ICJ, this distinction requires a legalistic approach to defining the nationality of a legal person and limiting that nationality exclusively to the 
state of incorporation for the purposes of diplomatic protection. However, since this analysis was developed by the ICJ, over 40 years ago, the 
fields of international investment and human rights law have increasingly blurred the line between legal persons and their natural stakeholders. As 
such, there is an emerging need for a more clear definition of corporate rights in public international and their distinction from the rights of 
shareholders. 

The primary purpose of the paper is to develop a universally applicable test for determining whether corporations and other purely legal entities 
have justiciable and enforceable rights as petitioners in international human rights mechanisms and international investment arbitration. The policy 
behind the test basically inverts shareholder derivative rights which allow shareholders to sue on behalf of a corporation when the management of 
the corporation is not acting in the corporation’s best interests. The proposed test asks the question of whether the corporation has the right to 
take action on behalf of the shareholders as the aggregation of their human rights and the answer would depend upon whether the shareholders 
had assigned such rights to the corporation. It is worth noting, though, that this premise shift is meant to be limited to the question of determining 
what the break down ought to be between the rights held exclusively by the corporation and those that it shares with its shareholders, it is not at 
all intended to suggest that the corporate form must be completely overhauled. 

Additionally, the paper proposes an analogue approach to determining the nationality of a corporation for the purposes of establishing its 
purported home state’s right to diplomatic protection on its behalf. This approach is designed to be used to strip away the legal fiction of 

citizenship based on incorporation when the circumstances of the case indicate that a state other than the state of incorporation may have a 

greater interest in the injury suffered through its impact on stakeholders who are citizens of the state invoking an equitable right to diplomatic 

protection. 

Central Bank of Brazil Working Paper 

~ARC~LO ~, PRAT~,$, Central Bank of Brazil 
Emaih marcelo.prates@bcb,gov,br 

In this paper, we suggest that the regulation of the financial system, especially if the aim is to prevent financial crises, should be focused on 

dealing with the consequences of the crises, not on trying to avoid their causes, although it may seem counterintuitive at first sight. Contrary to 

the majority of opinions in the field, we firmly believe that more important than organizing the best possible prudential regulation is having a solid 
and well-developed financial safety net. Building a strong safety net might not only boost confidence in the financial system and contribute to its 

stability, but also create the right incentives to avoid reckless risk-taking, mainly if there are rules establishing that other financial institutions, 

creditors and even executives could be held responsible for the trouble caused by any failed financial institution. 

Free Download 

~ATTIHEW Do CA:IN, University of Notre Dame - Department of Finance 

Emaih mcain2@nd,edu 

~T~VIE~ ~4~, DAY,DO,IF, Ohio State University (OSU) - Michael E. Moritz College of Law, Ohio State University (OSU) - Department of Finance 

Email: stevendavidoff@hotmail.com 

Takeover litigation continues to be a much discussed issue in Delaware and among the corporate bar. This report provides preliminary statistics for 

takeover litigation in 2013. Based on preliminary statistics, takeover litigation continued to be brought at an extraordinarily high rate in 2013. 
97.5% of all transactions experienced litigation. The average transaction attracted an average number of 7 lawsuits - an all time high. 41.6% of all 

transactions experienced multi-jurisdictional litigation down from 51.8% in 2012. Median attorneys’ fees for settlements remained relatively steady 

at $485 thousand per settlement. Further information and numbers are contained in the report. 

in?" i~i Free Download iiiiiii"De~aware IPublic ~enefit Corporations 90 Days Out= Who’s Opting " " 

UC Davis Business Law Journal, Vol. 14, Forthcoming 

AL[G~A PLERINOPL~S, Georgetown University Law Center 

Emaih aep65@law,georgetown,ed u 

The Delaware legislature recently shocked the sustainable business and social enterprise sector. On August 1, 2013, amendments to the Delaware 
General Corporation Law became effective, allowing entities to incorporate as a public benefit corporation, a new hybrid corporate form that 



requires managers to balance shareholders’ financial interests with the besat interests of stakeholders materially affected by the corporation’s 

conduct, and produce a public benefit. For a state that has long ruled U.S. corporate law and whose judiciary has frequently invoked shareholder 
primacy, the adoption of the public benefit corporation form has been hailed as a victory by sustainable business and social enterprise proponents. 

And yet, the significance of this victory in Delaware is premature. Information about the number and types of companies opting into the public 

benefit corporation form has been preliminary and speculative. This article fills that gap. In this article, I present original descriptive research on the 

53 public benefit corporations that incorporated or converted in Delaware within the first three months of the amended corporate statute’s 
effectiveness. Based on publicly available documents and information, I analyze these first public benefit corporations with respect to the following 

characteristics: (1) year of incorporation as a proxy for corporate age, (2) industry, (3) charitable activities, (4) identified specific public benefit, and 

(5) adoption of model legislation options not required by the Delaware statute. My analysis returns the following results: 75% of public benefit 

corporations are likely new corporations in their early stages of operation; 32% of public benefit corporations provide professional services (e.g., 
consulting, legal, financial, architectural design), the technology, healthcare, and education sectors each represent 11% of public benefit 

corporations, 10% of public benefit corporations produce consumer retail products; approximately 40% of public benefit corporations could have 

alternatively incorporated as a charitable nonprofit exempt from federal income taxes. This article discusses these and other findings to assist in 

understanding the public benefit corporation and how it has been employed within the first three months of its adoption. 
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Today’s Headlines: Cuomo’s Pre-K Plans Set Up Tax Conflict With de Blasio 
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Top News 

O.~omo’s Pee-K Plates Set Up Tax Co,fillet With 

Andrew M. Cuomo’s offer of $L5 billion to ex])and 

prekindergarken is likely to be seen as an atkempt to 

outrnaneuw~r Mayor Bill de BIasio, who said on Tuesday he would still seek to 

tax the rich to pay for the program. 

Photo At’chive ]is Said to Show ~Videsp~oead 

If genuine, the trove is new vis ual corroboration that Syria’s 

government is gui]~~ of mass war crimes against its own citizens, 

~ust as ik appeared ko regNn some international skandJng. 

, Human Righ~ Watch Criticizes h?action on Syria 

~ 
Photogr 

sphs 

The Lede: War Crimes E×per~ Cali Syrian Defec[oCs Photographs ’Direc[ Evidence’ of Assad’s 

’Killing Machine’ 

Status Cutti~g Weeks of Aid to the Jobless 

The rest of the tom,try is %llowing North Car~:qina’s lead by 

s~a@y cutting dae maximnm number or weeks d 

unemployment benefits available. 

McKnig 
ht of 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

A wave of fern a~ e cb efs like La n ten DeSten o is rising tb rou ~ the 

culiua 17 ranks. More tha n ever, women fill d~e j obs dm t will 

prod ~:e the next generation of restaurank leaders. 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

’Sarah% Ur~eegtMn Path’ 

Profiling a pregnant tcenagcr in Missouri, this sho~ 

documel~tmT provides a w~ndow Jl~to rural pover~ ~n America’s 

hear[land. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DAVID CRANE, who investigated an archive of photos depicting torture by the Syrian 

government. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o.~ Who ~ViH Wba the Foreign 

Language Oscar? 

The Academy Award winners for khc beak foreign language film 

catego~?’ have seemed preordained in past years, buk the 2o14. 

field has five sh’ong nominees led by the Italian film "The Great Beauty." 

~ vm~o: Urban Grit ~n Ph~lly’s Fishtova~ 

In "dae Hshtown area of Philadelphia, Sarah Anderson, a 

boutique owt~er, says her style is inspired by ’7os B--leveI horror 

~ v:~r, Eo: The Read Around: Rebecca Mead 

Rebecca Mead, author of "My Life in Middlemarch," says that 

reading and rereading George Eliot’s maskeq~ieee has helped 

shape her o~ life. 

World 



The ex[x’etant melancholy typical of reso¢~ towns in the winter 

has given way in Mon~reK~ b5 something edgier as it gears up for 

Syrim~ peace talks. 

, Twitter Q. an~ A on Syria Peace Ta~ks 

Nnowden Denies Nuggestdons That He }*;as a Spy for R~ssia 

He ca~led the aceus~tion by eong~ession~d ~eade~ "false," saying he had "elear~y 

and unambiguously acted Mone, x~Jth no assistance from anyone, nme~ less a 

govemmenL" 

Militar?, of~cials iS:can both countries are ta]ki~g about the use of 

sophisticated American equipment designed to counter 

improvised e~losive devices. 

For mei~ wedd :~ews. 9e t~ NYTimes.¢om,aNorld ~, 

U.S. 

~ Friends Reach Across the Aisle o~ 

Inm~igration 

If flaere is any way to mfloek the immigration stalemate in 

Washington, colleagues say ~at Ester Olavarria, a Democrat, 

and Rebecca Tallent, a Republican, migtR find it. 

A Mollie l)ate, a Text Message mid a Fatal Slant 

The ]tilling of one theater pat,’on by another i~ Norida has led to 

a elaim of self-defense by the ]a~t5’er of t~e suspenL Curtis & 

Reeves J r. 

Tailent, 
left and I 

Oulson 

viewed 

In Files, a History of Sexuai Ab~e by 

CMcago Archdiocese 

Most of the abuse was alleged to have Nken place years ago and 

about hail of the aecused priesN are dead, but flae victims have 

arN~ed that the documents will provide a pnblie reckoning. 

Ande~o 

Business 



Lex Fe,~wiek, Dew dories Chief; Resigns in 

by News Co~. 

News Corpora fion, which own s Dew J ones, said i t wa s revie~ing 

the unit’s "ins ~itu~ional strakeAv." Mr. Fenwiek will be t~plaeed 

temporarily by William Lewis. 

DEALBOOK 

Billion Deal h~ "~orks for Puerto Rico 

Pumto Rico, a United States terfitow, is ba~tling a finanda] 

crisis that inelu&s hi~ unemployment and a crushing deb~ load. 

Food Ba|~ks A|~tieipate Impact of Cuts to Food 

Pan’u~es across the countW are preparing for increased demand 

as Congress prepares to e*R billions of dollars more fl’om the 

food stamp program. 

Sports 

K~fieks Have a St~r M~gnet: Courtside Seats 

The Knicks have aggressively and unabashedly developed 

oiled system of cultivating and cosseting eeleb*~ty fans at 

Madison Sq ua~ Garden. 

Calebril~, 

Row at 

Kasparov’s Moves i~t Rtm for Chess Office RMse [~ ~,y 
EthieaI Coneerr~s I ~~P~° I 

G anT Kasparov promised money to a suppoV~er who was               ~0~ 2 

expected to deliver votes needed for Kasparov’s election as 

presMe~t of the World Chess Federation, aecordi~g to a draft eol-ttract reviewed 

by The Times. 

Te~t~fis s New Concern: Data Harvesting 

The gambling boom around professional tennis has introduced 

the public to a new term: eourbiding, which is described as a 

"b’pe of cheating and betdng on spot~tso’’ 

Dobson, 
22, of 

Arts 

1"o See or Not to See? A Neason for High _Ari 

The glut of Shakespeare plays and other star-studded classical 

productions has led to happily overwhelmed theatergoers and 1o 
marketing challenges fl)r theater eompm~ies. 

Lar~guage by the Book, b~t the Book is Evolving 

The Oxford English Dictionaw, now under ~e leadership of 

MiehaeI Proffitt, is looMng to serve trm~tionalists and the users 

...... Proffitt 

on the 

TELEVISION REVIEW i’BROAD CITY’ 
)<] B~osd 

They’re Yom~g, Fetnale and~ Darn it, Need to [ ....... cib, [ 

"Broad { ’.J~%" sta~i~g Wednesday on Comedy Central, skewers 

the millennial generWdon as hapless, ~th no ambition, talent or self-respect. 

B*R these slackers happen to be womem 



Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I HAN DYNASTY AND HIROHISA 

Faetoring in the Myst~q~m of Long L~es 

How long you wait for a table does~ft always say much about 

winnit~gness of the f~-~od. 

A Change in the Kitchen 

A ~mw vanguard of women emerges as the ne~ genera~on of 

]eade~ in "~e na’do~’s best restaurants. 

_At Rao’s in Los A~tgeles, Red Sat~ee and Rivahw 

A storied New York restm~rant makes a move on ~,os Angeles. 

The I ....... 

Angeles 

I  rc"l 
For moiw dir:ing: news and i~cir~es 9~ to NYTimes,¢om/Dining ~, 

Obituaries 

Jolm Dobson Dies at 98; Taught Art of 

Stargazing 

Mr. Dobsom who developed the first high-powered, inexl)ensive, 

toleseope for amateur astronomers, wanted others to see 

phenomena previously visible only to professional astronome*.~. 

d~,an Gelman, Argentine Poet Who Challenged 

Social comm en ~a D’, sore e of i [ bot’i3 of personal ~ragedy, wa s j u st 

one halhnark of Mr. Gelman’s work. 

John 
Dobson 
lecturing 

[~ Jua 
: :: Geman 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A~other Syria Peace Conference 

The lives of rnillions of civilians depend on an end to the war at~d the deliveries 

of humanitarian supplies. 

EDITORIAL 

A Rebufl’to Overbroad V~’atch Lists 

A federal judge finds that mistaken inclusion on the no-fly list violated a 

Malaysian academic’s due process ri~ts. 

EDITORIAL 

How Oov, Christie Moves Forward 

It vdU take more than talk of political harmoW to wipe away the mounting 

evid enee of bullying by his administra tion. 

Fo; :’~o~e or>ir~ioI~ S~o to NYTimes.comfOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Old McDonald’s 

Fast-foodjolnts provide dm olderly with a cosmopolitan 

alternative to senior eet~ters. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~A,qMLeaks, D~ought ~d 

Yo~ cm~’t m~derstand the Arab awakeni egs, or their solutions, 

wi thout consid e~d ng clim ate, en viron men t and populafion 

OP-ED ] MARK BITTMAN 

We need a national policy that sets goals fbr sma[~ eating first -- 

m~d o~fly then determines how to produce the fbod to meet those 

goals. 

Mark 
Bttman 

For m.~re opi!~ion; ,~e to NYTimes.eomIOpinion ~ 
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Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

More Community Banks Feel Volcker Rule’s 
Sting 
by PAUL DAVIS 

Several more banks have disclosed financial hits because 

they hold securities ~hat regulators declined to exernp~ 

Irorn the Volcker Rule. Many of the bankers are upset 

because they are taking impairment charges en pedorming 

securities. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

More Community 

Banks Feel 

Volcker Ru le’s 

Sting 

The Biggest Mistakes Banks Make in Mobile App 
Design 
by PENNY CROSMAN 

We recently grilled mobile app designer Grog Nudelman on 

what banks should be doing differently with their mobile 

banking apps. 
RE,~,D MORE *> 

i.~.i The Biggest 

Mistakes Banks 

Make in Mobile 

App Design 

Lesson of the ConnectOne/Center Deal: 
Deposits Are Hot Again 
by ROBERT BARBA 

ConnectOne is a busy lender but light on deposits, while 

Center Bancorp has a low Ioanqo-deposit ratio. The 

combined company will stand a better chance at organic 

loan greyish ~n ~he ~u~ure. More deals I~ke it are coming as 

banks look to a more robust lending environment in the 

next few years. 
R~*D MORE "> 

::X:: Lesson of the 
....... ConnectOne/Cent 

er Deal: Deposits 

Are Hot Again 

Texas Cops Arrest Two Suspected of Using Cards from Target 
Breach 
by JOHN ADAMS 

McAllen, Texas police have arrested two people from Menterrey, Mexico that the 

local cops say were in possession of fake credit cards made wiih information 

obtained fro~q the Target data breach. 
RF~,D MOIRE ;:. 



Contain 

Wells Bans Staff from P2P Lending: FT 
by SARAH TODD 

Wells Fargo 0HFC) has forbidden its employees from participating in peerdo-peer 

lending, according ~e a Monday report in the Financial Times. 
READ MORE ~> 

MORE 

Reform 

Treasury Official Plots Tarp Endgame 
by RACH EL WITKOWSKI 

Charmian Uy, ~he U~S. Treasury’s chief investmen~ officer 

for the Trouble Asset Relief Program, details the 

government’s stn~te.gy to exit a progn~m that she believes 

"will be judged favorably over time." 
READ MORE >> 

Treasu[y Official 

Plots Ta rp 

Endgame 

MORE REGULATION AND RERDRM 

ConnectOne in N.J. to Merge with Center Bancorp in $243M Deal 
by PAUL DAVIS 

Center Bancorp (CNBC) in Union, N.J., has agreed to buy ConnectOne Bancorp 

(CNOB) in Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 
RE~,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE MERGERS ,~qtD AC:QIJISITIONS "> 

Contain 

Wintrust in Illinois Reports Strong Profit on Acquisitions, Loan 
Growth 
by SARAH TODD 

Wintrust Financial in Rosemont, II1., recorded higher fourth-quarter earnings 

because of an increase in net interest income and a lower loan-loss provision. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 



Fifth Third’s Kabat, Other Execs Named to Cleveland Fed Posts 
by ANTONIO OLIVERO 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland has reset its governance boards for the 

year, incklding naming Fifth Third Bancorp (FITB) Chief Executive Kevh~ Kabat as a 

director. 
READ MOIRE ;:. 

MORE CONSUMER FqNANCE ;:. 

Contain 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Compliance 
WHITEPAPER 

The Ongoing and Fem~idaMe Challenge of Compliance: Predictions for 2014 

SuccesdtH compliance is constantly a challenge for companies in the ARM 

industry. 
REAL) MORE ~> 

Trends and Visions for Mobile Payments 
V’VEB SEMINAR 

This is the third of a three-part series of web seminars dedicated to mobililty in 

banking hosted by American Banker Editorial insights Mobile payments are the 

next frentier for mobile apps - and the scariest one for many banks. 
READ MOIRE ~:. 

MOIRE IN THE RES~.)URCE CENTER 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Arr~etfcan BankePs inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against pee~ of similar size, 

based on assets. READ MOIRE }:. 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross=sell ceukJ encourage employees to cut comers and regulators to crack down 

on questionable practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

gro~,Ah, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering to the less affluent clients ignored by la[ge banks.READ MORE ;. 

~i 
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U.S, Court Backs Apple in Patent Case 

"A California court handed two victories to Apple Inc. on Tuesday," states the 
Wall Street Journal (Jan. 22, Wakabayashi, Lee), "st[engthening the iPhone 
maker’s bargaining pos~tbn ahead of next month’s mediation la~ks with dval 
Sams~ng Ebctronbs Co." U.S. D~stdct Judge L~cy Koh indeed ~ssued a 
couple of summary judgments ~n ~avor of Appb. Koh, who has presMed 
most of the legal battles belween the two companies ~n the US., ruled that 
some of Samsung’s Android devices had ~nfr[nged on A~p[e’s patent for "werd 

[ecommendations" - Le., the featu[e better known as auto-correct. ~n 
addition, she deemed bva~d Sarnsung’s patent on mulfimedb 
synchronization, or the ability to access music and movies acress multiple 
devices ~n different locations. "£~e are d~sBppoh~ted by the couP’s decision, 
and bok iow~a[d to the jury ~ria~ [in Mamh], when the jury Js expected to 
consider lhe c~aims relaied lo the remaining summarf ~udgment requests that 
were denied," a Samsung spokesman responded ~ate Tuesday~ "We remain 
confident that our products do not ~nfdnge Apple’s ~ntel~ectuB~ prope~y, and 
we w~ continue ~o take al~ app[opdaie rneasu[es to p[e~ect our inie~bctua~ 
p[operty r~gNs." 

PC World (Jan. 22) points out [hat yeste[day’s [uling was no[ a compble 
victory Io[ Apple. "h~ the same [uling," [he publication states, "Judge Koh also 
denied Apple’s motions for summary judgment of infringement of two of its 
patents and on the validity of one of its patents." The CEOs of both 
corapanies are currently commit[ed [o taking pair in mediation ahead of ~he 
Ma[ch trial. This Feb. 19 meeting is viewed with skepticism in industry and 
legal circles as similar mediation efforts have previously failed. 

CNet (Jan. 22, Musil)further no~es ~hat "data synchronization has been a 
fl’equent patent battleground for the two companies." Earlier tMs past 
summer, for instance, a Japanese high cou~ upheM a bwer cou~ ru~g that 
Samsung dM not ~n~dnge on an Appb pa~ent re~a~ed ~o synch[on~z~ng vMeo 
and music on Galaxy smartphones and tamers to se~’ers. For her pa~, Koh 
presided over the ~andmark 2012 ju~ tria~ that handed Apple its early bga~ 
vbto~ over S~ms~ng. 

Share~ 

2014 B2B Headline ] 

Take the Fear out of Evaluations 

As director qualifications and board pedermance are increasingly in the 
spoflighL board evaluations are becoming a priority in ~he corpo[a~e 
governance envkonment. Yet many boards are still [eticent to h~p~ement 
them. 

Click here ~o watch a panel of prombent directo[s discuss the importance of 
taking the fear out of the evak~ation process, and why evak~ations are 
essential to today’s boards. 

Schedule your complimentary consultatk)n today - online: Click here [ call: 
202-280-2193 

ShareFTT~ 

NACD in the News 

Check fe[ ia~e- breaking news 

aider 9:00 AM Eastern. 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

~ l-{ous~on; TX (Ap~ 7-8, 
2014) 
Cilicago: iL (June 12- 
13: 2014) 

® Laguna Beach, CA 
(Aug 18-19, 2014) 

e Felt Lauderdale: FL 
,~Dec 11-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism® 

2014) 

Cilicago: iL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

® Dana Point, CA (Aug 

]4-15, 2014) 

e Foi!Lauderdale, FL 
(Dec. 8.-9, 20!4) 

Special Events 

Small-Cap Forum San 
Antonio: TX (April 10, 

2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 
VVas~ington, DC (May 

5-6, 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 



Three Theories for Proxy Season 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 21, Millman) obsewes that most governance 
professionals are forecasting a relatively quiet upcomin,~ proxy season, 
Reatha Clark King, chairman of the National Association of Corporate 

Directors, states, "The environment is calmer than ~ has been in recent 
years/’ St~Jl, a couple of recent surveys pointed 1o wkJe d~fferences between 
directors and investors on issues d compensation and governance. ’lnvesto~ 
believe management has too much cbut se~ting pay programs [hat give them 
excessbe rewards ~oo bosomy tied to strategy, bu~ d~rec~ors scoff at the 
notions," slale a new survey of both groups fl’om Towe~ Watson and proxy 
so~c~tat~o~ firm A~iance Adv~sors. A similar survey from PwC has Lmcovered 
deep dbJsbns between investors and co[po[a~e directors~ For #~stance, 
~nvestors ~isted dsk managemenl expertise as the meal important atldbute for 
a new director. Directors ranked it rough. Three issues look to be most 

prominent h~ the coming yeaCs governance discussions. D~sc~osu[e and "pay 
~6r performance" wil~ both [ema#~ oR ~he ~ron~ bumeL TMrd, the ~ouma~ notes, 
"engagement w~lh ~nvestors wi~ account for more Mole on d~reclor cabndars, 
and companies w~ publicize just how seriously they take engagement." 

Share~ 

Law and P~!!cy .............................................................................................................................. 

Arbitration Threatens to Wipe Out Shareholder Rights 

"A new movement would push companies to adopt p~ovisions that could limit 
shareholdeW ability to protect and enforce their rights in courtrooms across 

the count~," obse~es Pensions & Investments (#an. 21, E~senhofer, 
These ~erms wou~d requite a~ shareholde~ to submit any claims ~hey have 
#~volving thek investment ~o arM~rat~on, or impose outright bans on 
shareholders taMng pa~t ~n c~ass actions. Two U.S. Supreme Cou~ dec~sbns 
- American Express Co. et al. vs. ~talien Co~o~ Restaurant et aL (2013) a~d 
AT&T Mobility LLC vs. Concepcion et ux. (201 I) - have enabbd corporations 
1o avoid liability ~n any c~ass action s~mp~y by ~ncluding a forced arMtrafion 
c~use in an employment agreement, service agreement, or other contract. 
"Corporations have beguR ~o seize on arMtratbn prov~s~ons as a way to ~m~ 
shareholder rigMs," the article’s authors wd~e. "And because these provisions 
have been adopted unHalerally by boards w~thout shareholder approval, 1hey 
represent a threat to sound corporate governance that bMa~ces the dghts of 
sha[eowRers agains~ the responsibility of managers to tun ~he business." 

Share~ 

�£[#0[af~ 69~£~£a£�~ ......................................................................................................... 

[qonde~ez Adds Activist Investor Nelson Peltz to Board 

The Chica.qo Tribune (Jan. 21) is reporting that Mondelez International Inc. has 
added activist investor Nelson Peltz to its board of directoB. Peltz’s Trian 
Fund Management ranks as Mondelez’s Ioudh-biggest shareholder, with 2.3 
percent stake in the company. "%Mth the addition of Pe[tz," the Tribune 
states, "Mondelez’s board expanded to 12 membe~q 11 of whom are 
independent. Peltz had criticized the packaged food company in July, saying 
it did not generate as much prolil as it could and it should be acquired by 
PepsiCo 

ShareF1C]C~ 

Dew Chemical Lands in Hedge Fund’s Sights 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 21, BenoiL Lefebvre) reports tha~ ThiK~ Poin~ 
LLC, which recently disclosed a sizable stake in Dew Chemical Co., has 
called on the wodd’s second-biggest chemical maker to split its businesses 
more significantly than ~he company now plans. In a btter to his ~nvestors, 
TM~d Poh~t founder Dan Loeb wrote thal Dew "shouM fully separate 
petrochembals and specialty chemicals businesses, [because] attempls 
run the two as a unified company have led to underpedormance." The activist 
hedge fund’s plan ca~s for a rno~ dramatic sp~t o~ the businesses that iurn o~ 
and gas h~to chemicMs from the untie thai make Mgher-marg~n specialty 
chemicals used h~ agriculture, food, pharmaceuticals, and e~ectronics. TeHy 
Zachadades, a partner a~ The Valence Group, remarks, "Dew ~s a 
company~ ~t wouMn’t shock me that an actb~s~ investor thought ~here was 
mote to 

Share~ 

An Activist ~nvestor Lands in Your Boardroom -- Now What? 

Harvard Business Review (Jan. 21, Useem, Carey) is reporting that activist 

investors are becoming increasingly prominent players inside company 
boardrooms. "Contraqi to the adverse experience of some governing boards," 
the article’s authors write, "activisl investors can actually prove ~o be a 
badership asset on the board rather than a d~sru#flve force - providing the 
boardroom is we~-managed and bd." When web,wetted and we~-aligned in a 
we~Fbd boardroom, these investors can funcIion ~n ways Ihat private-equity 
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principals have long served in their target boardrooms. As such, activist 
invesio~ are helping io trans[om~ boards flora lar.gely ceremonial into 
shareholder monitors and company cou~e seiters~ 

Share~ 

Investor to Darden: Keep Red Lobster! 

"S~arboard Value has urged Da~en Restaurants Inc. ~o delay ~he spinoff ol its 
struggling Red Lobster chain," repods CNBC News (Jan. 21), "becoming the 
second activist investor in as many weeks to call on the company to rethink 
its strategy for improving results." Starboard Value managing member Jeffrey 
Smith wrote a letter ~o Darden’s board of directors on Tuesday in which he 
described the proposed Red Lobster separation as a "sub-optimal outcome" 
that may prove to be "value destructive." Darden’s proposal to spin-off or sell 
Red Lobster followed a call by Baring~on Capital G[oup to split ~he company 
in two. Barington has also prodded the nation’s biggest U.S. fulk~ervice 
restaurant operator to e×plore the creation of a publicly traded REIT to "unlock 
the value" of its commercial real-estate holdings, which it vak~es at around $4 

billion. In his letter to Darden, Smith called on Darden ~o consider other 
options to boost share value, including divesting property assets. Darden’s 
biggest rivals own comparatively little real estate. 

ShareFTTT]E] 

How Companies Rebuild Reputations After Restatements 

"For companies trying to recover from a ,~erious financial restatement," the 
Wall Street Journal (Jan. 21, Chasan) reports, "making rapid changes to their 
executive ~eam, improving co,potage governance, and even s~epping up 
charitaMe giving can quickly mend fences and nu~e a declining sha~e pdce 
back to health." On average, companies lose mo~e than 25 percenl of 1heir 
market value following a financ~ restatement or fraud. However, researchers 
at S~anford and Emo~ universities found that ~n ~he year following a 
restatement, companies often take about 10 actions inlended specifically to 
tops Jr their tam,shed ~mages. Fu~hermo[e, they found that each action ~Jfled 
shale prices by about 2 percent. The study examined approximately 10,000 
news releases following 94 financial restatements [~m 1997 to 2006. 
Corrective actions ranged from corporate restructuring and executive 
reshuffling to share [epurchases and special dMdends. 

Share~ 

�~!~ate S~cia! R~spo~ibi!ity ................................................................................... 

Buffett and Gilbert Back $1 Billion Ma~ch Madness Prize Offer 

CNBC News (Jan. 21, Belvedere) reports Wa[ren Buffett and Quicken Loans 
founder Dan Gilbert are joining forces to offer $1 billion for the perfect NCAA 
March Madness bracket. Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway has agreed to ~nsure 
the grand pdze, which would be sha~ed by any qualified con{est participant 
who ~red~cts the whiners of eve~ game in the men’s co~lege basketba~ 
tournament. "In ~dd~t~on to the potentia~ grand prize," CNBC notes, "Quicken 
sa~d ~t’~ ~w~rd $100,000 for e~ch of the 20 most accurate ’~mpedect’ brackets 
in ~he con~est ~o use toward buying, refinancing, or remodeling a home." 
Quicken w~ be directly donating $1 mi~on to nonprofit education 
organizations in its home c~ty of Detroit and Cleveland where G~be~ owns the 
NBA’s Cavaliers [~nch~se. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Dow Jones Chief Resigns In Shift by News Corp. 

The New York Times (Jan. 22, Somaiya) reports that Dow Jones CEO Lex 
Fenwick has resigned, effective immediately, as the company rethinks its 
s~rategy. The resignation was announced by Dow Jones’ paren~ company, 
News Corpo[a~ion, which ~s controlled by billionaire Rupe[t Mu[doch. Fenw~ck, 
who previously ran Bloomberg L.P., had been with 1he company for ~ess than 
two years. "He w~ be replaced on a temporap/basis by ~lliam Lewis, News 
Corpo[alion’s chief creative officer and a ~0m~e[ ed~lo[qn~h~e~ o~ B[itain’s 
Telegraph newspaper group," lhe T~mes has learned. 

Share~ 

Pimco Chief EI-Erian to Leave Globa~ Investment Firm in ~arch 

"Mohamed EPErian unexpectedly t~signed Item his post as chief executive 
and co-chid investment officer of global investment management firm Pimco 
on Tuesday," confines the Los Angeles Times (Jan. 21, Lopez). EI-Er~an, who 
w~]l exit Pirate by the end o[ tMs year’s fi[s~ quarter, has agreed ~o stay on as 
a member of pa~n~ company Allianz’s ~ntemafiona~ executive comm~ltee. 
Pimco ranks as one of the Mggest 9~oba~ investment managers, w~th nearly 
$2 tdll~on h~ assets under management as of Sept. 30. 

Share~ 



Economic Outlook 

CEOs See l~conomic G~ass ~s 

USA Today (,Jan. 2I, Hjelrngaard) cites PricewaterhouseCoopers’ 17~h annual 
Global CEO Survey, which found that "corporate leaders are Ieeling much 
mo~e bullish about the g~oba~ economy’s sho~-term ~rospects than they did a 
year ago." The new~y re~eased po~ reveals that 44 percent of corporate 
bosses worldwide now expect re see an improvemen[ ~n the wodd economy 
ever the nexl 12 months~ By comparison, just 18 percent said that in ~ast 
year’s suP~ey. "O~ the reverse side," notes USA Today, "only 7 percent of 
corporate ~eade~ thh~k the globa~ economy w~ become unstuck in 2014 
compared to 28 percent ~R 2013." The findings were unveiled on the eve of the 
k~ckoff of the ~bdd Economic Forum’s annua~ meeting, 

Share~ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Virg{nia 7& LING 6i : 

Postgame thoughts 

Postgame thoughts on the Tar 

Heels’ lopsided loss at Virginia: 

You can’t blame this loss on effort, 

as the Tar Heels are having 

difficulty scoring... 

Freshman 

forward 

Kennedy 

Meeks was 

UNC footba~ hires LittrN~ to 
run offense; UNC, NCSU 
tennis in action 

North Carolina’s football program 
is prepared to hire Seth Littrell as 
its new offensive coordinator, a 
source close to the team said on 
Monday. Littrell .. 

Seth Litt rell, 

former I U 

offensive 

coordinator 

UNC f~umbled in 7$41 ~oss 

The Tar Heels fell to 1-4 in the 

ACC for only the second time in 

school history, and first since 

2002, after a one-sided 76-61 loss 

against the Cavaliers... 

Down by 16 

points, UNC’s 

James 

Michael 

McAdoo (43) 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage youremail newsletter subscriptions, please log into~h~~)unte ~a-e, 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~2[~.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 7:21 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Janua~ 22, 2014 

Hello from a snowbound New York, 

A Sitting Target 

Cyber thieves broke into Target Corp.’s computer systems over the 

holiday:s, it seems, and eompromised 4o million customer eredit and debit 

eards, leaving victims and observers wondering: How did they do it? We 

report that the m~lic’io~s 

b~>gi~mi ~g ~>f [a.,~ year Mth a price tag of $2,ooo and spent nearly a year 

evoMng in the Internet’s blaek markets before an unknown attacker 

slipped it into the retailer’s computer systems. The life story of Target’s 

mahvarel~? dubbed by some seeurity firms as Kaptoxa, the Russian slang 

term for potatol~?underseores the rapid evolution of eomputer intrusion 

over the past few years. What began xdth lone haekers has now flourished 

into an industry where rogue programmers are developing tools they ean 

sell online to buyers, ineluding those involved in organized erime. 

The Red Pill or the Blue Pill 

To keep troops or not to keep troops, that is the question. The debate over 

U.S. troop numbers in Afghanistan has taken on a new level of urgency 

sinee the resurgenee of al Qaeda forees in Iraq. We report that military 

offieials presented a new plan to Pre,’dde~.~.~: Barack Obama t<.~ keep 

:{ <L<,"<,"<," tr<)ops in A{]d~al.~.)eda:~:~ after 2ol.4 and then ~dnd the number down 

to nearly zero by the end of the president’s term. Military offieials say it’s 

either lO,OOO or none; a midpoint, they say, will be too small to proteet 

deployments and earry out the mission. "To have an intelligenee network, 

you have to have a footprint, and to have a footprint, you have to have 

foree proteetion," said one senior U.S. offieial involved in the diseussions. 

Our story" examines the various positions of those involved in the debate, 

ineluding Viee President 3oe Biden who has argued against keeping a large 

U.S. military presenee after 2o14. 



A Virtual Reality? 

The world’s largest online retailer offers 

various television shows and mo’des on 

demand for subscribers to its Prime free- 

shipping service, but it’s not in the pay- 

TV business ~ yet. That may be about to 

change. We report that Am~.~zo:aoc~m Ineo h~.~-; ap-proach~:d big 

possible new online pay-~ service. Though we aren’t sure if ~azon ~11 

move ahead ~th its discussions, the idea of virtual ~ might appeal to 

consumers who have ditched their traditional pay-%z connections or are 

intending to do so. But for now, it looks like ~azon wants to keep its talks 

under ;waps. ARer initially declining to comment, the company said in a 

statement late Tuesday it had no plans to license %z channels or offer a 

pay-%r service. 

A Time for Love 

Meet hyperplanners Lydia Fayal and Morgan Blake. During a five-year 

relationship ~ most of it over a long distance ~ the couple have changed 

jobs, worked on advanced degrees, and lived in four cities between the two 

of them. As young adults in pursuit of lofty goals put off marriage and 

having children, couples in their 2os and 3os are taking on a level of 

planning that defies the uncertainties of life. "/t seems ~ik~,’, a 

c.~mpk’A~ path ea~:~ re~/uiw a busim~s~ p~a~:~i::i and ma~y coup~e~ 

embracing t}~aL" writes our "Work & Family" columnist Sue Shellenbarger. 

But what happens when life doesn’t go according to plan? 

Thailand Declare:-~ State of E:mer~:;~ no) for [;~.m 



x~d ~N ore ~g ~ wh ~ ~h ~{ ~ 1 li ~ d66%~ f { h~g~ { g 

Do you think Mr. Christie will be able to recover from the scandal 

politically? Why or why not? Send your response to -I opoi:cC~@~v0,,ioeom and 

follow .s~’(.~crardTBa.k e~ on Twitter. 

13 Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

RF_ADER RESPONSE 

Responding to my question about whether peace i~ Syria is c.,>n~inge~~: on 

co.,>pera~io~i~ fK~i~i~ X’a~~, Mehdi Mostaedi of California wrote: "The realib: is 

that Iran would be involved regardless of either being present or not at the 

peaee talks. The real issue is all parties have established a prerequisite 

eondition that Assad must go, without having any due of what to do after 

Assad leaves. Yet, they are asking Iran to eonunit to their eonditions." 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Tedmieally, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The t~jpe is smaller now but the name 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 9:08 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CHESTNUT RIDGE FLYER.doc 

CRIME REPOt~.’I’S: 

i~i Description: 

C:\Users\bci 

Description: 

a rk’,De~ktop\ I 

snoopy jpg 

] INo[t~ing I,~ repor[ 

NOTE : COMMUN~ WATCH MEETING THURSDAY AT CHESTNUT RIDGE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 7:00 PM. (SEE A~ACHED FLYER) 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to repoR susNc~ous actMty to 91t. 

CommuNty ~nvolvement ~s the biggest dete[[ent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

9 I9-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Melamut, Steven J <melamut@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 9:51 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; B urk, Bernie <baburk@emml.unc.edu-~; Gasaway, Laura N 

<LAURA GASAWAY@unc.edu>; Gerhardt, Michael J <gerhardt@emaJd.unc.edu>; Gibson, Elizabeth <egibson5@live.unc.edu>; 

Klinei~lter, Anne <klinefel@emaJl.unc.edu>; Melamut, Steven J <mela~nuV~:emaJd.~mc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Sampson, Sam Aim <sasampso@email.unc.edu>; Tumier, William J ~Almie@emaAl.unc.edt~- 

CILP 

image001 .j pg 

’]7he January 17 2014 issue of the Current Index to Legal Periodicals (CILP) 
is available at https://mv.law.unc eduilibrarg/cilp/ 

Steven Melamut 
melamu@emaii.unc.edu 
Send messages about Law Library Technolog~ problems to 
law librarytech@unc.edu 



Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Wednesday, January 22,2014 10:01 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

,affordable Care Law: It’s Here; Now ~Msat? 

Hea th Care Symposium 
Affordable Care Law: It’s Here; Now What? 

Photo from fas~ .year~s ~ymposium 

TBJ’s health care reperteL Jason deBruyn 

will lead the discussion with a deep bench of 

powerful players ove~ b~eakfast on 

Thursday, February 20th. We hope you’H 

p~an to ]o~n ~s again ~or wh~t prorn~ses to be 

~nother vigorous Q & A on what’s here ~nd 

what’s next fo~ b~s~ness and the impact o~ 

the health care law. 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, February 20th 

7:30AM - 9:30AM 

WHERE: 

Ralei.~h Marriott City Center 

500 Fayettevifte St., Raleigh NC 27601 

SPONSORS 

Forward ~.o a Friend i Pdvacy I Urssubscribe 

iriangle Business Journal 

3600 Gtenweod Ave, S~ib 100 

Raleigh, NC: 27612: USA 
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Broome. Lissa L 

Hire S[o",¥. Fi~e Fa~ - A new Fook 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Richards. Ed <richards~law.lsu.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 11:12 AM 

Levit, Nancy <I,EVITN@UMKC.EDU> 

lawprof@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

RE: Information for Submitting Law Review Articles--Spring 2014 

Hi Nancy ! 

iaw~r~rof@chicaqoken~.kentlaw.edu 
K look forward to yo~lr family letter. Hope everyone is doing well. 
Ed 

From: Levit, Nancy [mailto:LE~@umkc,edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Januaw 22, 20~4 9:~ AM 
To= Richards, Ed 
Subject= Information for Submi~ing Law Review A~icles--Spring 2014 
Hi 
[ have cleverly m~splaced mv e-address to send th~s to LawProf. Could [ trouble you to forward the below or to send me the info on how to do it myself? 
Our Grout@ Hog Day family letter is just: about to hit your Inbo>: ~:oo 
Th a n ~s ~ 
Nar~cy 

Dear ColIeagues, 

~Ve just updated our chm~ a~ut law journal submission~ exNdites, m~d innings from di~bmnt ~urces for the Spring 2014 submission ~ason covering the 203 

main journals of each law school. 

A couple of the NgNigNs from this round of revisions 

Firs~ the ch~ now includes as much i~o~ation as pssible about what law reviews are nN accepting submissions figN now and what dates they ~y they’ll resume 

accepti~N submissions. Most oftNs is not s~cific ~tes, because the joumMs tend to post only imprecise s~tements about how the journal is not cu~e~Ny accepting 

submissions but will s~rt doing so at some point in Feb~D’, at some time in file Spring, etc. 

Secon& a couple of schools have had name cha]]ges (for insurance, Phoenix Law Review is now ~zona Summit Law Review, 

now Texas A&M Law Review), a~d the cha(ts reflect these changes. 

ThiN, them is a gradua] incre~e in the num~r that am using Scholastica instead of ExpressO or accepting emails, but Scholas~ica s~ill has a relatively small minofi~ 

slice of the market. 

The firs~ cha6 cont~Jns information about each journal’s preferences about methods for submi,ing aNcles (e.g., e-mail, ExpmssO, Scholas~ic~ or mgulm mml), as 

well ~ s~ci~J fo~ma~ing ~quimments and how to reques~ an ex~dited review. The second chm~ cont~Jns rantings i~om~ation ~om U.S. News and Word Repog 

as well as ~ta from Washington & Lee’s law review website. 

Information for Submi,ing ~icles to Law Reviews and JoumNs: hEp://papers.ssrn.comisol3/papers.cfm?abstract id 1019029 

We’d welcome you to foB~-~d the li~ m your facM~. We appreciate any feedb~k you might have. 

Happy wfifing~ 

All the ~s~ 
Allen and Nancy 

Prol~ssor Allen Rosta)n 

William R. Jacques Constitutional Law Scholar mad Protbs~)r of Law 

r~ron~umkc.edu 
Professor Nancy Levit 

Curators’ and Edwaxd D. Ellison Professor of Law 

UMKC School of Law 

500 E. 52rid St. 

Kansas Cib% Missouri 64110 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:45 AIVI 

@carolina.rr.com 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; David Rufl]n ~druttin@credit6 skmgt.com> 

RE: Training Materials 

sure Do you need us to make copies or do anything to get materials ready for your session? 

From: Jewell Hoover        ~)carolina.rr.com] 
Sent: Wechaesday, JanuaW 22, 2014 4:55 AM 
To: Beth Whitehead 
Cc: Lissa Broome; David Ruffin 
Subject: Training Materials 

Beth, 

I am shipping sume miscelianeuus traimng materials tu yuu tuday as wel[ as a cupy of the Ultimate Guide Fur Bank Directors :[’or each of the buard members. Cuuld yuu hold the materials fur 
us until we get there? Thank yuu. 

Jewell 

JeweH D. Houver 

PO Bnx 49777 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

7(M-258-0552 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Rachel Turkel <rturkel@uniteforsight.org> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 12:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

Globa] tlealth & Innovation Conlbrence at Yale 

Dear Lissa Broome, 

I hope that you’re having a lovely start to 2014! You and your colleagues and students may be intereffted in attending or presenting at the Global Health & Innovation 

Conference at Yale~ which is the world’s largest and leading global health conference as well as the largest .social entrepreneurship conference. For those interested in 

presenting at t]~e conference, we are currently accepting social enterprise pitch abshacts for presentation. We would also appreciate it if you could please forward this 

announcement to others who may be interested in attending or presenting. The registration rate increases after January 31~ 

Global Health & Irmov~ion Con~erer~ee 
Presented by Unite For Sight, 11th Annual Conference 

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA 
Saturday, April 12 - Sunday, April 13, 2014 

http://~a~w.unitefor~lght.or#conference 

"A Meeting of Minds"--CNN 

The Global ttealth & Innovation Conference is the workt’s laxgest globa] health contErence and ~cial entrepreneurship conference. This mus~t-attend, thought-leading 

conference annually convenes 2,200 leaders, changemakers, students, and professionals t~m all tields of global health, intemationa] development, and socia] 

entrepreneurship. Re~ister b~ January 31 to secure the lowest registration rate: http://~’w.uNteforsi~ht.or~/contErence 

Interested in presenting at the conference? Submit a social enterprise pitch abstract for consideration. 

The conference’s confirmed speakers include: 

Keynote Addresses 

"Of Course it Matters, and \Ve Know You Care, But Now, What are You Going To Do About It?" Seth Godin, Blogger, Agent of Change; New 

York Times Bestselling Author of Tribes: We Need You To Lead Us; Founder. Squidoo.com 

Gary Itirshberg, Co-Founder and CEO, Stonyfield Farms 

Michael Moss, Investigative Reporter, New York Times 

Jeffrey Sachs, PhD, Director of Earth Institute, Columbia University; Quetelet ProtEssor of Sustainable Development, Professor of ttealth Policy and 

Management, Columbia University; Special Advisor to Secretary-General of the United Nations Ban Ki-moon 

Sonia Ehrlich Sachs, MD, MPH, Director of ttealth, Millennium Village Project, Earth Institute, Columbia UNversity 

Business Principles in Global Health Speakers 

"Appl,ving Business Principles to Global Health: Starting ,aith the Custo~ner," :Mny Lockwood, Chief of Staff to the Director of Research, UCSF, 

Global Health Sciences 

"Linking Health Impact to the Business Decision-Making Process," Kiln Longfield, Director. Research and Metrics, Population Services International 

"Price Expectation and \Villingness to Pay for Health Products in Uganda," Margaret McConnell, Assistant Protester of Global ttealth Economics, 

Department of Global Health and Population, ttayvayd School of Public tteatlh 

"Bringing to Light Hidden Incentives and Disincentives in Global Health," Grant Miller, PhD, MPP, Associate Professor of Medicine, Associate 

Professor of Economics and of Health Research and Policy, Stanford University; Senior Fellow, FSI; Core Faculty Member, CtlPiPCOR 

Design Thinking Speakers 

"Fingerprints & Funny Bones: How Technology, Celebrities and Marketing 3.0 Got Us to a 96% HCT Rate in South Africa," Cal Bruns, 
CEO/Chief Creative Incubalionist, Matchboxology 

"The Laddoo Project: Embedding Sustainable Iteaith Inter~entions in Low-Income Communities," Ramsey Ford, Visiting Assistant Protester, 

Industria] Design, University of Cincinnati; Design Director, Design Impact 

"Using Ituman-Centered Design to Drive Innovations in Family Planning: IDEO.org + MSI," Jade Gray, Business Development Associate, Ideo.org 

"Creating Our Way to \Velibeing for Individuals, Corporations, and Communities," Cheryl tleller, Chair, MFA Design for SocM Innovation, School 

of VisuoJ Arts; Partner, CommonWise 
"Designing Change: Using Design Thinking to Rethink Public Initiatives in Mexico," Jmnie Jones, Clinical Assistant Professor of Entrepreneurial 

Practice, Director of SociaJ Entrepreneurship, Kellogg School of Management 

"The Euture of Healthcare Systems: A Designer’s Perspective," Kenneth Kaplan, MSW, MArch, HP, Senior Health System Advisor~ PTSI Project; 
Sociotechnical Systems Research Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

"See V~qaat Your Words Say: Translating Foreign 3rid into Domestic Support," Bob McKinnon, President GALEWiLL Design; Director, the 

GALEWiLL Center for Opportuni~ & Progress 

"Application of Design Thinking to Global Health Device Development: A Discussion of a Risk Matrix Method to Navigate through the ’Valley 

of Death’ from Concept to Manufacturing and Marketing," Robert Miros, CEO, 3rd Stone Design Inc. 

"Youth Sexual and Reproductive Health: A Case for Human Centered Design," Meira Neggaz, Senior Program Officer, MSI-US 



"Designing Effective Sn’ategies for Global tlealth Communication,"Natacha Poggio, Assista~t Profes~r, Visual Communication Design, Hart:[brd Art 

School, University of tIaytford; Founder, Design Global Change 

Environment Health, Ener@,, Food and Agriculture Speakers 

"Framing Smokeless Tobacco Differently: From Curative to Toxic," Mira Aghi, PhD, Behavioral Scientist; Commtmication Expert 

"Redesigning Regional Food Systems for Public Health," Michael Conard, RA, NCARB, Senior Principal, Design + Urbanism Architectural, LLC; 

Urban Design Lab at the Earth Institute; Adjunct Associate Professor, Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, Columbia Universi~ 

Bo~mie McClafferty, Director, Agriculture and Nutrition, Global Alliance for Impl~oved Nutrition (GAIN) 

"Eggcrate UV: A Novel, More Efficient Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation System for Air Disinfection in Occupied Rooms," Sonya Milonova, 

Research Fellow, Harvard School of Public Health 

"Indoor Pollution and Health: Evaluating the Effects of Smokeless Stoves on Rural Communities in Central tIonduras," Rommy Michelle 

Porras, Pediatrics, Georgetown University Hospital 
"Farmers Eirst: Proven Methods to Increase the Productivity of Africa’s Smallholder Farmers," Barrett Prinz, Director, Global Human Resources 

and Legal, One Acre Fund 

"Glyphosate: The Elephant in the Room," Stephanie Seneff, Senior Research Scientist, MIT Co~nputer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laborato~V 

Film, Photography, Art & Global Health Speakers 

"500 Years," Paco de Onis, Producer, Skylight Pictures 

"Patient Empowerment: tlon, the Visually Impaired Can Become Better Advocates for Themseives...And for Their Ser~4ce Providers," Joseph 

Lovett, Producer/Director, Going Blind 

"Flipping the Narrative About Global Health: Engaging Creative Communities to Tell New Development Stories," Lisa Russell, Enm~y-Winnmg 

Fihnma£er and Global Health Advocate, Governess Films 

Healthcare Delivery Models and Impact Measurement 

"Making a Cure as Common as a Coca-Cola," Eric Bing, MD, PhD, MBA, Senior Fellow & Director, Global Health, Geo~e W. Bush Institute; 

Profes~r of Global Health, Southern Methodist University, Co-Author PhaJxnacy on a Bicycle: Innovative Solutions tbr Global ttealth and Poverty 

"V~lmt Does the Cuban System tlave to Offer the World in the 21st Century?" Peter Bourne, MA, MD, Senior Reseaych Fellow, Green Templeton 

College, UniversiU of Oxford; Vice Chancellor Emeritus, St. George’s University, Grenada; Chair, Medical Education Cooperation with Cuba (MEDICC); 

fom~erly Special Assist~x~t to the President of the US for Health Issues; Assis~nt Secretmy General, United Nations 

"In, proving Access to Malaria Diagnostic Testing in Africa: Challenges and Opportunities," Jessica Cohen, PhD, AssisIant Professor of Global 

Health, Ha~’axd School of Public Health; Non-Resident Fellow, Brookings Institution; Faculty Affiliate, Haxvard Center for International Development; Malaria 

Technical Adviser, Clinton Health Access Initiative; Co-Founder, TAMTAM Africa. Inc. 

"Leveraging a Vertical National Quality Improvelnent Program in Haiti to Spread Quality hnprovement Across Clinical Care," Jean Paul 

Joseph, Qnality hnprovement Coordinator and Monitoring Evaluation Officer, Zanmi Lasante/Partners In Health 

"Access to Artemisinin Combination Therapies (ACT) Remain Low in a Rural District of Uganda Despite the Introduction of Subsidy Schemes to 

Make ACTs More Affordable through the Private Sector," Rosemin Kassam, BSc Pharm, Phann D, RPIL ACPR, Associate Profbssor. Faculty of 

Medicine, School of Population and Public Health; Global Health, Cross-Cultural Health Deliver, Medication Management. and Health Promotion Research, 

The University of British Columbia 

"A Vaccine to Prevent HIV: \Vhen and Hon,," John McGoldrick, Chair, Zimmer Holdings, Inc.; Special Advisor. International AIDS Vaccine Initiative 

(IAVI) 
"Impact of Managed Transport on Health Logistics, Productivity and Equity in Southeiai Zainbia: An Evaluation Using an Interrupted Time 

Series Design," Kala Mehta, DSc, MPH, Faculty Affiliate, Global Supply Chain Management Forum, Stanford Graduate School of Business, Assistant 

Professor, Depm~ment of Epidemiology and Bios~tistics, University of California, San Francisco 
"Using a Point-of-Care EMR for P~aanary Care Surveillance at University Hospital in Mirebalais, Haiti," Gabou Mendy, Mirebalais University 

Hospital Director, Zanmi Lasante/Partners In Health 

"Behavioral Economics: A Toolldt for Rational Health Decisions and Methods in Resource Poor Com~tries," Georgia Salnbunaris, Senior 

Advisol: USAID, Bureau for Economic Grow~th, Education and the Environment 

"Funding, Partnerships, and Access: Innovative Approaches to Bring Medicines to Emerging Markets and Developing Countries," Adam 

Schechter, Executive Vice President and President, Global tIuman Health, Merck & Co. 

"From Zero to Something: Building a Global Health Program from Scratch," Harsh Sule, MD, MPP. Assistant Professor and Director of International 

Emergency Medicine, Thomas Jefferson University & tIospitals 

"Perspectives on Health Policies and Prugranis in Ghana," Seth Wanye, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, Friends Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite 

For Sight Partner 

"Practical Performance Management for Poverty Related Organizations: The Progress out of I~overty Index® (PPI®)’’, Steve WrighL VP 

PovelW. Tools and Insights, Granrcen Foundation 

Health Education and University Education Initiatives in Global Health Speakers 

"Global Education for American Medical Students," Susan Itall Forster, MD, Associate Clinical Professor. Director of Medical Studies, Yale School of 

Medicine; Departanent of Ophthalmology and Visual Studies, Chief of Ophthalmology, Yale Health; Medical Director of Eye DepaVnnent, Comell Scott Hill 

Health Center 

"Redefining Scale," Jordan Lev~’, Managing Director, Ubuntu Education Fund 

"Teaching Global Health: What Should We Teach and How Can We Teach It?" Richard Skolnik, Lecturer, Department of Health Policy and 

Management, Yale School of Public Health; Author, "Essentials of Global Health/Global Health 101" 

Accompanhnent in Healthcare Change: V~]ly One Time Educational Training Interventions in Prhnary Care are Just Not Enough in Rural East 

Africa, Mo~fica Slinkard, MSN, ANP-BC, WHNP-BC, Medical Director, LifeNet International 

Health Policy & Advocacy 



"Malaria Advocacy: Shining a Spotlight on Public mid Private Sector Leadership in Africa," Hannah Bo~ven, Director of Policy & Advocacy, 

Malaria No More 

"The Paradox of Universal Health Access," Eliz aheth Bradley, Professor of Public Health, Yale University; Master, Branfold College; Faculty Director, 

Yale Global Health Leadership Institute 

"Do You Want to Make a Profound Difference on Global Health and Climate Change? Reclaiming Our Democracy Matters More than You 

Think!" Sam Daley-Harris, CEO, Center for Citizen Empowermem and Transformation, A Project of RESULTS Edncational Fund 

"Nutrition and the Politics of Food," Michael Jacobson, Phi), Executive Director. Center for Science in the Public Interest 
"Organizing, Leadership, and Politics: Building a Social Movement for Health as a Hmnan Right," ,Ion Shaffer, Community Engagement 

Coordinator, Partners In Health 

"Innovations in Healthcare Management and Patient Centered Care," Richard Siegrist, Director of Innovation and Entrepreneurship; Associate 

Academic Director, MHCM Program; Adj unct Lecturer on Health Care Management, Harvard School of Public ttealth 

"Not All Advocates are Activists: The Power of Unlikely Leaders in the Health Sector," Katy Spencer, Director of Business Development, 

Change.org 

"How to Restore Trnst and Social Responsibility in Medicine," Leana Wen, MD, MSc, Director, Patient-Centered Care Research, Department of 

E~nergency Medicine, The George Washington University 

"Cochrane: The Next 20 Years and the Future of Systeinatic Reviews," Mark Wilson, CEO, The Cochrane Collaboration 

Maternal and Child Health Speakers 

"tlow to Lead with Vision and Still Manage an Organization: Chief Creative Officer’s Challenges," Jane Arnnson, MD, CEO, Founder, Worldwide 
Orphans Foundation; Clinical Assistaa~t Professor of Pediatrics, Comell Weill Medical College and Columbia University 

"The Role of fire Private Sector in the Provision of Maternal mid Child Care in Latin America," Alejandro Arrieta, PhD, Robert Stempel College of 

Public Health & Social Work, Florida International University 

"Correlates of Complete Childhood Vaccinations in East.M’rican Countries," Manreen Canavan, PhD, MPH, Associate Research Scientist. Yale 

University School of Public Health 

"Maternal Mortality in South Asia: How an Indian State Almost Beat the ~mierican National Capital," Savita Chandra, Professor and Head, 

Obs~tetrics and Gynecology, Goa Medical College and Hospital 

"Shifting the Focus: Lessons from Leveraging Technology for Maximal Effect in Addressing Postpartum Hemorrhage," Claire Cole, MPH, 

Technical Documentation Advisor. Pathfinder International 

"Ixm’-Cost HPV Testing: Developing a National Screen-and-Treat Program in a Low-Resource Setting," Lauren Ditzian, MS, Director of 

Programs & Operations, Basic Health International 

"Postnatal Kits for Medical Consultations Within Six Days After Deliver3’ in Italti: An Innovative Sn’ategy that Could Itdp Reduce Infant and 

Maternal Mortality," Colhi Gihnartin, Technical Officer, Management Sciences ibr Health 

"Clinical Evaluation: Combined Visual Inspection and Pap for Cer~ical Cancer Prevrntion,’’ Susan Howe, MPH, Epidemiologist. Cllnica Faro, 

Matagalpa, Nicaragua 

"Advancing Abortion Access in Hostile Environments: Ne~v Approaches from a Holistic Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights 
Framework," Ellen Israel, Senior Technical Advisor for Women’s Health and Rights, Pathfinder International 

"hmovators in Sexual and Reproductive Health mid Rights: Profiles of the Capable and Committed in Communities around the World," Latanya 

Mapp Frett, Vice President, Global Planned Parenthood Federation of America 

"The NTDs, Girls and V¢omen, and Blue Marble Health," Peter Hotez, MD, PhD, Professor in Pediatrics and Molecular Virolo~- & Microbiology, 

Baylor College of Medicine; Chair of Tropical Pediatrics, Texas Children’s Hospital; President, Sabin Vaccine Institute; Director, Texas Children’s Hospital 

Center tbr Vaccine Development; Baker Institute Fellow in Disease and Poverty, Rice University 

"’H’ is for Health: Sesame Street’s Efforts to Promote Children’s Health around the World," June Lee, AssisIant Vice President of Global Researeh, 

Sesmne Workshop 

"Using Behavioral Economics to ]hnprove Maternal and Child Health Outcomes," Tricia Morente, COO, Kangu 

"Transforming Medical Education on a Grand Scale: qlae Rwandan Hunian Resources tbr Health Progranl," Cliff O’Callahan, MD, PhD, FAAP, 

Pasnt Chair, AAP Section International Child Health Executive Committee; Director, Nurseries at Middlesex Hospital 

"Helping Infertile Couples in Low Resource Countries with Low Cost Programs," Pasquale Patrizio, Professor of Obestrics and Gynecology, Yale 

School of Medicine; Director, Yale Fertility Center 

Jose Rimon, Deputy Director and Visiting Professor, Bill and Melinda Gates Institute, Population and Reproductive Health, Bloomberg School of Pnblic 

HealtlL Johns Hopkins University 

"Closing the Gap: Reaching Rural Women ~Jth Family Planning Options," Mindy Skelton, Field Operations Officer, Lwala Commnnity Alliance; 

MPtt Candidate, John ttopkins University 

"Maternal Determinants of Timely Vaccination Coverage Among Infants in Rural Bangladesh," Lavanya Vasudevan, PhD, MPH, CPH, Research 

Scholar, Duke Global ttealth Institute; Associate, Department of International Health, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public ttealth 

"hnproving Maternal Outcomes in Resource Poor Rural Environments: A Case Study in Tar~ania," Linda ~qnlder, PhD, MPtt, Special Assistant 

to the Provost: Director of International Outreach, Wilkes University 

Mental and Neurological Health Speakers 

"From Visibility to Transfot~nation: Global Mental Health and the Post-2015 Agenda," Gary Belkin, MD, PhD, MPH, Associate Professor and 

Director, Program in Global Mental t~ealth, New York University School of Medicine; Senior Director tbr Psychiatric Services, New York City Health and 

ttospitals Cortx~ration 

"The Role of Mixed Research Methodologies in Global Mental Itealth Research," Christina Borba, PhD, MPtt, Massachusetts General Hospital; 

tta~;va~;d Medical School; The Chester M. Pierce, MD Division of Global Psychiatry; The MGIt Sch~ophrenia Progran~ 
More speakers to be announced 

"Brhiging Care to Where the Patient Is: Building a Community-Based Model of Epilepsy Care into a Goveiaiment Health Care System in Haiti," 

Shin Daimyo, MPH, Clinical Program Officer, Partners In Health 

"Prevention of Brain Disorders: A Global Priority," Sandro Galea, MD, MPH, DrPH, Amia Cheskis Gelman and Murray Charles Gelman Professor and 
Chair of Epidemiology, Colnmbia University Mailman School of Public Health 



Other Non-Communicable Diseases Speakers 

"Instituting Thrombolytics tbr STEMI in Low Income Settings: Lessons Learned from American Samoa," David Bouslough, MD, MPH, FACEP, 

Assis~nt Clinical Professor, Director, Division of International Emergency Medicine, Dep0a~n~ent of Emergency Medicine, Wmxen Alpert Medical School of 

Brown University; Director of Life Support Education, Clinical Advisor for Emergency Medicine, Emergency Preparedness, and Palliative Care, LBJ Tropical 

Medical Center, American Samoa 
"\Vhy NCDs Matter to Business: The Private Sector’s Role, Resources, and Responsibilities," Eve Heyn, Manager of Communications & External 

Affairs, GBCHealtla 

"Building Integrated Systems for NCDs in Rwanda and Haiti," Gene Kwan, MD, CliNcal Fellow, Bos~ton Medical Center and Partners In Health 

"Advances and Collaborative Opportunities in Global Eye Health Research," Gyan "John" Prakash, PhD, MBA, Associate Director, International 

Programs, National Eye Institute, National Institutes of tlealth 

"MisLEAD: America’s Secret Epidemic," Tamara Rubin, Executive Director, Lead Sat~ America Foundation 

"Give Me Vision: I Will Show You A Path," Satang Samal, Founder, Kalinga Eye tlospital, NYSASDRI, India; Unite For Sight Partner 
"Game Change: Leveraging Chronic Disease Prevention to In, prove US Health and Competitiveness," Derek Yach, MBChB, MPH, DSc, 

Executive Director, The Vitality Institute 

Research, Monitoring, and Evaluation Speakers 

"Writing for Medical and Global Iteaith Journals: An Insider’s View ," ,localyn Clark, Senior Editor, PI,oS Medicine 

"The Irrational Health Consumer: Understanding and Addressing Underinvestment in Preventative Health," Rachel Glennerster, PhD, Director, 

J-PAL Global; Scientific Director, J-PAL Africa; Co-Chair, Agriculture 

"From Counting to Quality: Integration and Transform allan of Mouitoring, Evaluation, and Quality lmprnvement Systems Across Partners In 
Health," Lisa Hirschhorn, Monitoring, Evaluation & Quality hnprovement Directol; Partners In Health 

"Vision Rehabilitation in Glaucoma: Research Opportunities and Challenges," Janies Tsai, MD, Robe(t R. Young Professor and Chairman, 

Departanent of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Yale University School of Medicine; Chief of Ophthalmology; Yale-New Haven Hospital 

"Retlfinking the Role of Research in Enhancing State Capability for hnplementation," Michael Woolcock, Lead Social Development Specialist, 

Development Research Group. The World Bank 

Philanthropy and Investment Speakers 

"Re-Imagining Philantlu’opy tbr Global Health," Diana Ayton-Shenker, Founder and CEO, Fast Forward Fund 

"Building an lmpactful Micro-Enterprise Development Organization in Small, Reinote, Pacific Island Coinmunities," Greg Casagrande, Founder, 

MicroDreams 

"The Inventor’s Pathway: How Technology Ideas Turn into Products mid Businesses that hnprove Lives," Carol D’ahl, PhD, Executive Director, 

The Lemelson Foundation 

"A Point of Historic Opportunity: Makh~g the Case for Investlnents in AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria," Deborah Derrick, President, Friends of 

the Global Fight Againfft AIDS, Tnberculosis and Malaria 

"The Role of Gove~a~ment Funding for Innovative Projects/Enterprises in Global Health," Omer hnfiazuddin, Global Health and Impact Investing 

Consnltant 

"A Donor’s Toolkit to Promote Change," ,indith Itelzner, Director, Popnlation and Reproductive Health, John D. and Catherine T. MacArthar Foundation 
"Social Return on Investment (SROD in Global Iteaith & Development: A New Framework for Valuing "O, qlat Matters," Shubha Kmnar, MPtt, 

PhD, Assistant Prot~ssor & Director of Programs, University of Southern Calitbmia (USC) 

"Responsible Investment in the 21st Century: Recent Trends and Developments," Steve Lydenberg, Founding Director, Initiative for Responsible 

Inves~tment, Hauser Center for Nonprofit Organizations, Harvard University 

"Mainstreaming Impact Investment: Catalyzing Capital tbr a More Incinsive Society," Abigail Noble, Impact Investing, Alternative Investing a~ld 

New Economic Thinking, World Economic Forum 
"Pay for Performance in Global Health," Thomas Pogge, Leitner Professor of Philosophy and hltemational Affairs, Yale Universi~ 

Social Enterprise Speakers 

"Games to Reach Beyond the Converted: The Half the Sky Movement," Asi Burak, President, Games for Change; Faculty, SVA, Design tbr Social 

hTrlovation 

"Rmia: Sustainable Sourcing mid Brand Development," Tyler Gage, Co-Founder and Presidenk Runa 

"Trend Cycles in Natural Food: How Niche Needs Grow to Change how America Eats," Ian Kelleher, Co-Founder and Director of Sales, Peeled 

Snacks 
"Experiments in Scaling Social Benefit," Thane Kreiner, PhD, Executive Director. Center for Science, Technology, and SocieF, Santa Clam University; 

Howard and Alida Cha~ney Universi~’ Professor of Science and Technology for Social Benefit, Santa Clara UniversiF 

"Acltie~.ng Viabili~, Through Utterly Unreasonable & Idealistic Aspirations," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Information for the Public and 

Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

"Lessons Learned from Managing De-Centr’,flized Mini-Grids for Electrification: "v$]lat is Next?" Manoj Sinha, Co-Founder, Husk Power Systems 

"Wake Up. Go to "Ogork. Save the World." Arran Stephens, President and Founder, Nature’s Path Foods, Inc. 

,loe "v$]finney, Founder and CEO, Theo Chocolate, Inc. 

Social Entrepreneurship Speakers 

"Global Change n4th a Local Impact: Sa~4ng Lives Through Innovation in Clean Energy - The Power of Social Enterprise," Ran Bills, Chairman 

and CEO, Envirofit International 
"V~qaat Moves You, Grabs You and \Von’t Let You Go," Eve Blossom, Founder, Lulan Artisans 

"Building Modern Institutions on Traditional Values: The Case Studies of R~,anda and Haiti," Michael Fairbanks, Fellow, Weatherhead Center tbr 

International Afl~rs, Harvard University 

"Debunking the Cult of the Social Entrepreneur," Scott Gilmore, CEO and Founder, Building Markets 



"Lessons Learned from SEAD: The Social Entrepreneurship Accelerator at Duke," Matt Nash, CASE Managing Director, Fuqua School of 

Bufines~ Duke University 

"Building an Ecosystem for Social Innovation: Lessons Learned," Amy Pearl, Executive Director and CEO, Springbx~ard Innovation 

"Supporting Healthcare Social Entrepreneurs: The IPIHD Story," Krishna Udayakumar, MD, MBA, ttead of Global Innovation, Duke Medicine; 

Executive Director, International Paxtnership for Innovative Healthcaxe Delivery (IPIHD) 

Social Media & Marketing Speakers 

"The Difference it Makes: The hnpact of Children’s Media on Achieving International Health Devdopment Goals," Charlotte Cole, Blue 
Butterfly Collaborative 

"Engaging Young People in Social Change," Dave DeLuca, ttead of C~unpaign~ Do Something 

"Creating Connected Awesomeness," Scott Henderson, M~maging Director, CauseShift 

Eve Iteyn, Communications & External Al~hirs Manager, GBCHealth 

"Making You Laugh ~$]file Saving Your Life Through Auimation," Eirdaus Kharas, Ch~mnan, Chocolate Moose Media and Culture Shift 

Surgery & Global Health Speakers 

"Guidelines for Choosing an Intra-Ocular Lel~s for Implantation :M’ter Cataract Extraction V~qaere There is No Equipment for Biometry," Thomas 

Baah, MD, Ophthalmologist and Director, Save The Nation’s Sight Clinic, Ghana 

"Supporting Local Doctors to Build Local Capacity," James Clarke, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, CrysIal Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For 

Sight Ghana Medical Director 

"Scaling Up Cataract Surgeries in Ghana: Systems that \Vork and Those that Don’t," Michael Gyasi, MD, Ophthalmologist, North Western Eye 

Centre, Accm, Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

"In, possible Dreams: The Ascent of Everest and Eradicating Blindness," Geoffrey Tabin, Professor and Director~ International Division of 

Ophthalmology, University. of Utah, John A. Moran Eye Center; Co-Founder and Co-Director, Himalayan Cataxact Project 

"The Role of Global Networking in hnproving Local Eyecare Programs: A Case of Friends Eye Center in Ghana," Seth Wanye, MD, 
Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, Friends Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

Technology in Global Health Speakers 

"The Next [Global] Scientific Revolution," Nina Dudnik, PhD, Founder & CEO, Seeding Labs 

"Taking Heed of Maslow: Avoiding file Urge to Nail Every Health Challenge with the Teclmolog2y Hanmier," Paul Ellingstad, Parter and Program 

Development Director, Sus~Anabili .ty and Social hmovation, Hewlett-Packard 

"The Power of Health in Every Mama’s Hand: Using Mobile Technolo~- to Educate mid Empower Low-Income Mothers mid Families," Kirsten 
Gagnaire, Executive Director, Mobile Alliance for Maternal Action (IVIAIVIA) 

Jose Gomez-Marquez, Little Devices @MIT and co-founder LDTC+Labs LLC 

"Curing with Upgraded Visions: Planting New Potentials," Martin Gordon, MD, FAAAS, Emeritus Chamnan and Lifetime Trustee, Cushing/Whitney 

Medical Libr~ Board; Prior Clinical Professor of Medicine, Yale UniversiW School of Medicine 
"Using Mobile Phone, Social Innovation, and Cloud in PMTCT and OVC Programs," Bobby Jefferson, Director Intbrmatics, Futures Group 

"Affordable Technolog~-Mediated Rehabilitation of Stroke Sur~ivors in a Global Context," Michelle Johnson, PhD, Assistant Prot~ssor, 

Department of Physical Medicine ~md Rehabilitation (PM&R), University of Pennsylvania 

"tIealth Education for Lo~, Literacy Communities that is Seen, Read, Heard and Understood," Brian Julins, Owner, Books of Hope 

Alain Lahrique, Assistant Professor, Program in Global Disease Epidemiology and Control, Detmrtanent of International Health and Depaxtment of 

Epidemiology, Bloombe~g School of Public Health, Johns Hopkins University.; Directol; JHU Global ~nHealth Initiative 

"Breath.Mert: High-Perlbrmance, Low-Cost Detection and Correction of Apnea of Prematurity in Low-Resource Settings," Kelley Maynard, 

Director of Technology Development, Rice 360: Institute for Global Health Technologies, Rice University. 
"Contlict-Free Congo: The Paradox of Our New Technologies," Bandi Mbubi, Founder, Congo Calling 

"Progrmnmable Bio-Nano-Clfips Customized for Afford able Healthcare and Wellness Applications," Jolm McDevitt, PhD, Brow-n-Wiess Professor 

of Bioengineering and ChemisW, Rice Universi~ 

"Hacking Global Health: A Multidisciplinary Approach to Im~ovation," Kenneth Paik, MD, MBA, Director of Operations, Sana 

"mIteaith: Smarter Systems for the Commuuity tIealth Workforce: The Social Enterprise’s Perspective," Carter Po~,ers, COO, Dimagi, Inc. 

"Tele-Ophthahnology: Ne~,er Ways to Reach Out to India’s Large Diabetic Population," Tamilarasan Senthii, Ophthalmologist, Pranav Eye 

Foundation, India 
"The Impact of Direct Work Communication and Engagement in Supply Chuin Transparency," Todd Stark, President, Good World Solutions 

Water and Sanitation Speakers 

"Retlfinldng the Water-Health Nexus: Insights from East Africa," Zafar Adeel, Director, United Nations University-, Institute for ~Vater, Environment 

and Health 
Doulaye Kone, PhD, Senior Progran~ Ott~cer, WSH, Toilet Teach Trans~bmmtives Technologies, Global Development, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 

"Food Security, Water Scarcity, and the Right to Health," Bob Lawrence, MD, Pn~i~ssor in Environmental ttealth Sciences, The Center lbr a Livable 

Future, Johns ttopkins Center for Global ttealfl~ 

"Drinking Water Source and Risk of Orofacial Clefts in the Democratic Republic of Congo and the Philippines," Haley Raimondi, Manager, 
Research and Outcomes Department, Operation Smile, Inc. 

Interactive Workshops 

Michael Conard, RA, NCARB, Senior Principal, Design + Urbanism Architectural, LLC; Urban Design Lab at the Earth Institute; Adjunct Associate 

Professor, Graduate School of Architecture, Pl~mning and Preservation, Columbia Universi~ 

"The Nero Syndrome: Why Development Projects Fiddle \Vhile the \Vorld Burns," Dean Cycon, Founder and CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee 

Co. 



30se Gomez-Marquez, Lirtle Devices @MIT and co-thunder LDTC+Labs LLC 

"Global Health Education: Re~iewing Effective Strategies of Dissemination of Itealth Information," Brian Heuser, EdD, MTS, Assistant Professor 

of the Practice of Intema’fonaJ Education Policy, Peabody College of Vanderbilt University, Atfiliated Faculty, Vanderbilt Institute for Global Health 

"From Pitfalls to Perfection: How to Write about Global Itealth," Eve Heyn, Manager of Communications & External Affair~ GBCttea]th 
Judith LaBelle, President Emeritus and Senior Fellow, Glynwood 

_Main Labrique, Assistant Professor; Program in Glob~2l Disease Epidemiology and Control, Department of International Health and Depaxttnent of 

Epi&miology, Bloomberg School of Public Health~ Johns Hopkins University; Director, JHU Glob~l mHealth Initiative 

"~,¥hat ~,¥ould YO U Do? A Workshop on Hard Choices for Social Enterprise Start-Ups," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Information for the 

PuNic and Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

"Building Skills to Advocate for Change ~ith Health Data," Tara Nutley, Senior Technical Specialist, MEASURE Evaluation, Futures Group 

"My Billion Dollar Voice: How Advocacy Is Transforming Global Health," Ken Patterson, Global Grassroots Manager, Results 

Joe V~]timaey, Founder and CEO, Theo Chocolate, Inc. 

Complete conference details can be ~en on the 2014 Global Health & Innovation Cont~rence website. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

alliance at].org@mail.salsalabs.net on behalf of 

Allim~ce for Justice ~dliance@afj.ovg> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 12:25 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tell your Senators: Please vote for all 29 pending judicial uominees NOW 

On January 16 the Senate Judiciary Committee voted to advm~ce 29 judicial nomiuatious to the Senate floor (You can see the full list here). Nineteen of the 

nominees were approved by uuopposed voice vote for federal district court judgeships. It wasu’t that long ago that confirmation of such notninees by the full Senate 

was routine and took less than 60 seconds. 

But that was before Senate Republicans decided that undermining President Obama for political gain was more important than a well- functioning judicial’. Even 

uow, with changes in Senate rules, Republicm~s ca~ stall the process tbr days, perhaps week~ dragging out the time to vote on each uominee. 

Fifteen of these judgeships have been vacant for more tha~ a year; eight of the vacancies are j udicial emergencies. Tell your Senators Americans should not have to 

waist a~other day for justice. Tell them you want all 29 nominees coufirmed, and contirmed NOW. 

Follow this link to contact your senators 

Alliance tbr Justice AFJ West Coast Office 
11 Dupont Circle, NW 436 14th Street 

2nd Floor Ste. 425 
Washington, DC 20036 Oakland, CA 94612 

202-822-6070 510-444-6070 

,~v.aq.or~ ,~.af!.or~ 

Click here to unsubscribe 
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Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 1:13 PM 
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Subje~: Inaugural Generational Diversity Summit 



To unsubscribe from the National Diversity Council mailing list: ~i~ :i: iini 
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SSRN Management <support@ssm.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 1:24 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu>; Conley, John M <jmconley@emml.unc.edtr’~; kimberly.krawiec@duke.edu 

SSRN Revision Email 

The revision was submitted by Kimberly D. Krawiec on 1/21/2014 

The following sections were changed: 

Abstract 
Reference 
PDF 

The details of the changes are also available on your My Papers page on SSRN HQ (http://hq.ssrn.com) by clicking the View button in the Comments colu~rm 

If you have any questions regarding this revision or any other matter, please email support@ssrn.com or call 877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435 toll free) Outside of the United States, call 
0(~1+585+4428170. 

Thank you, 
SSRN Management 
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SSRN Revision Email 
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PDF 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC School of Law <law comcrimlaw@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 1:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SAVE TIlE DATE: Conference on the Future of Adversarial and Inquisitorial Systems, April 2014 

::HI: UNC School of Law 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA SCHOOL OF 

LAW, CHAPEL HILL, N,Co, U.S,A. 

Scholars from North America and the European Union will meet to explore 

juvenile justice in a comparative context. The mounting crime control 

preoccupations of criminal justice leave little room for more nuanced 

understandings of children and young people, who are increasingly demonized 

as amoral and anti-social or portrayed as victims of abuse. 

This year the main conference and the preconference for young scholars (April 

10) will address two different aspects of the changing face of juvenile justice: 

the main conference will address juvenile justice from a comparative point of 
view, while the preconference will address juvenile justice in transnational and 

international law. 

Please save the date. CLE credit applied for. Details and registration 



information will be sent out in February. Questions? Contact Lance Westerlund, 

lactic\ e(iu, 919.962.1679. 

We hope to see you in April. 

Harris Connect Opt-Out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Park Road Shopping Center adding new restaura~ats 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

adding new restaurants,       ¯ .... 

An upscale facelift at Park Road 

Shopping Center is picking up 

momentum with the 

announcement Wednesday of 

three new restaurants and a 

"makeup.. 

~BM a~loeatit~g $t billion for major round of 

iob cuts 

IBM workers in Research Triangle Park and 

elsewhere are bracing for another round of major job 

cuts. 

Bank of Commerce reports higt~er profits 

Charlotte-based Bank of Commerce reported 

Wednesday that it earned $249,000 for shareholders 

in 2013, more than double what it earned the year 

before. 

g~ells Fargo sel~}ng mortgage-servicin9 rights 

Wells Fargo said Wednesday it has agreed to sell 

residential-mortgage servicing rights on $39 billion in 

loans to Atlanta’s Ocwen Financial Corp 

~tocks li[tle changed as 

investors assess earnings 

Stocks were little changed 

Wednesday as investors pored 

over the latest batch of company 

earnings reports, IBM dropped 

after its revenue fell short,, 

Stocks edge ~ower as 

Stocks are edging mostly lower as 

investors pored over the latest 

batch of company earnings 

reports. 

investment ~as crossed $8B 

Activist investor Carl Icahn says he 

has purchased $500 million worth 

of Apple stock in the past couple of 

weeks to bring his total holdings 

in the. 

Subcompact ca~s fare pooHy 

in new crash tests 

Subcompact cars fared poorly in 

new crash tests performed by an 

insurance industry group. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saddler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, Jannaly 22, 2014 3:22 I?M 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emofil.unc.edu> 

With Gratitude for a Strong 2013 

To Our Clients: 

We thank you for entrusting us to work closely with you on some of your most impo~ant strategic initiatives in 2013. 

Because of your many successes, we~ve experienced some of our own. According to SNL Financial LC, Sandier 

OSNeill earned the following distinctions in 2013: 

,1 No. I bank and thri~ N&A advisor measured by transaction valge and number of t~ansactions 

~] No. ~ in bank and thri~ common equi~ offerJn#s measured by transaction value and number of transactions 

~ No. ~ in tbriR mutual conversions measured by transactio~ value 

~] No. I in bank and thri~ IPOs measured bytransaction va~e 

Last year was the third consecutive year in which Sandier OSNeill advised on more bank and thrift mergers than 

any other investment-banking firm. 

We are tremendously excited about working with you in 2014 and beyond. 

1251 Avenue of the Americas, 6th Floor ] New York, P4If 10020 L;S 

d by 



S~t~ 

Subject: 

Team NVivo <info@exptore,qsrinternational,com> 

Wednesday, January 22= 2014 3:40 PM 

Broorne~ Lissa L <lbroorne@email 

NVivo Brown Bag Web~r~ar: Using NV~vo to Improve Research Team Collaboration 

Please join us for the upcoming complimentary NVive ~rown Bag Webi~ar: Using NVive ~o 

Improve Research Team @oflabera~io~..,".~Vi~<s is software that helps researchers organize and 

analyze qualitative and mixed methods data, individually or as a team. 

This Brown Bag will demonstrate.. 

e How you can configure teams using NVivo 

How NVivo Server allows team members to work simultaneously on the same project, or 

review others’ work in a secure environment 

e How to compare and view coding across team members and projects 

~ Howto show inter-rater reliability as part of the coding comparison query 

.., and much more! 

Join us on Thursday, January 38, 2814 at I:I)ePM (lET) for a live webinar on how NVivo can 

assist the collaborative work of your research team Click #~.~.~.,"e to register 

If you have additional questions, please contact us at evi~,oe~.~e~,t~@qs~i~’,te~-i~atioe;..’,l.i-:o~ or call 

617-491-1850. 

We e~.o~raBe yo~e ~o share ~bis w~#~ ,~f your ff’ie~ds a~d co~eaB~es~. 

Team NVivo, 

QSR International (Americas) Inc. 

55 Cambridge Street 

Burlington, MA 01803 

Please add us to your Safe Sender list! 
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Peter Gleason <~Research@NACDonline.org> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Complimentao~ NACD Benefit: Latest Guidance for Audit Committees 

NACD Fortune 500 Audit Committee Chair Advisory Council. The advisory council is 

representatives, and regulators who convene to discuss the challenges and expectations for 

~ Challengesposedby"disclosureoverload,"andlessonslearnedfromcompaniesthat 
havesuccessfullyreducedthevolumeandsharpenedthefocusoftheirdisclosures. 

Majoraccountingchanges, intemalcontrolsandcompliance, internalaudit’sevolving 

report. If you haveforgottenyourusemame and/orpassword, you’ll be ableto retrievethem 

.................................................................................................................................. 

National Association of Corporate Directors National Association of Corporate Directors 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SSRN Management <support@ssm.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:48 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu>; Conley, John M <jmconley@emml.unc.edtr’~; kimberly.krawiec@duke.edu 

SSRN Revision Email 

The revision was submitted by Kimberly D. Krawiec on 1/22/2014 

No Changes Made 

The details of the changes are also available on your My Papers page on SSRN HQ (http://hq.ssrn.com) by clicking the View button in the Comments colu~rm 

If you have any questions regarding this revision or any other matter, please email support@ssrn.com or call 877-SSRNHelp (877 777 6435 toll free) Outside of the United States, call 
0C~1+585+4428170. 

Thank you, 
SSRN Management 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaJ~dler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, Jmmaly 22, 2014 5:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emoJl.unc.edu> 

SOP CAPITAL MARKETS ANNOUNCEMENT: Waterstone Financial, Inc. A~mounces the Completion of its Second-Step Conversion 

Waterstone Financial, inc. (NASDAQ: WSBF; Wauwatosa, Wl) announced the completion 
of its second-step conversion from the mutual holding company form of organization to 
the stock form of organization, in connection with the conversion, Waterstone Financial, 
inc. sold 25,300,000 shares of common stock, at a price of ~10.00 per share for total 
gross proceeds of approximately $253 million. 

Sandier OL; Neill ÷ Partners L.P. served as marketing agent in the subscription offering. 

This transaction is Sandier O~ NeillLJs fifth conversion transaction completed since January l, 20:[3 

and is the second largest in that period° 

Qn January 22, 2014, Waterstone Financial, Inc., announced that the second step conversion of Lamplighter 

Financial, MI-IC and Waterstone Financial Inc. ~s stock offering was completed. A total of 25,300,000 shares of 

common stock were sold in the subscription offering at a price of $~0.00 per share. The offering was 

oversubscribed by eligible account holders (those depositors having a qualifying deposit as of December 

2011) who had a first tier priority in the subscription offering. As part of the conversion, each existing share of 

Waterstone ~s common stock held by current public shareholders will be converted into the right to receive 

~.0973 shares of new Waterstone common stock. 

This onnooncement Ls ~or in]ormotionol purposes only" ond does not constitute on offer to sell or the sotidtotioo of on offer to 

b~y securities, 

Abos~ th~ Compactly,~ 

Waterstone Financial, Inc. is a single-bank, thrift holding company headquartered in Wauwatosa, Wl. With ~1.6 

billion in assets at September 30, 2013, Waterstone has eight community bank branches in the metropolitan 

Milwaukee market, a loan production office in the Minneapolis market and mortgage banking offices in 14 

states around the country. 

Source: SNL Financial 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

1251 Avenue of the Americas, 6th Floor I New York, NY 10020 US 

d by 
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Employment Insider <Callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 5:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to Re-boot Your Job Search in 2014 

To view Lhis email as a web page, go here. 

Read the Digital Edition 

JanuaD~ 22, 2014 
[ 

How to Re-boot Your Job Search in 2014 
You’re getting impa*ienL You’ ve been looMng tbr a job tbr 
months. ~t feels like your rcsume goes ink~ a big black hole. Yota 
rare~y even get rejection letters ti’om employers. When yo~ do 
get interviewa, you never get called back. 

Sound faaniliar? A lot of it is probably due to the still slow job 
market lint there may be more to the problem tha~ thaL 

-’-" Tips to Re-energize Your Job Seaarch 
[ 

Minority hiring up at law firms, women 
associates still 
I.m~ finns hm~e made progress in mh~ority recruitment, but the 
uumber of women ~,sociates fell fi)r the tbt~rth straight year, 
according to a recent study by the National ~sociation for Law 
Placement. 

The percent;~ge of women associaes had increased from nearly 
4!) perce,~t in 1993 to more than 45 percent in 2009. But since 
then the mmther has thlle~ k~ just over 4~ percen~ in 2013. 

>> Read More 

[ 

Roger Williams cuts tuition, names 
Yelnosky dean. 

Roger Williams l ~niversky 
I.aw School has ~mnounced a 

academic yem’~ It is the sixth 
school to am~ounce at least a 
pmtial re&tctJon. It also 
mmotmced the hiring of a new 
de~. 

>> New Tuition Rate 
[ 

This Week 
It was ;~ GOOD week for 

] ::     [112 rniversity of Oregon School of I.aw announced 
~ studet~s wil] h;~ve the oppo~nky to comp]ete their 

final ye~ of [m~ school i~ downtown Periled. 
Beginning m 2015, 25 to 30 students wN haTve fl~e chalice to leave 
the Eugene, (k:egon location. Read More 

[ 

Recent Good & Bad Headlines 



of Idaho College of Law won ~a~ endorsemem from 
Governor Butch Otter ~o add a second year to the 

--U~iversity of I&ho’s law school prograan i~ Boise. 
Read More 

Guide to Bar Review Courses 

Iowa may dump bar exam for UIowa and 

Drake grads 

t~me, the leadership of the Widener University School of Law 
student govemme~t is comprised entirel5 of women. Read More 

Profile Center i Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kh~rfis@ablh.org on behalf of 

Kathryn H~rfis <kharris@abfn.org> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 5:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

News fiom the American Bar Foundation 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ABF in Review: Producing Research 
That Advances Justice 

A Quarterly Newsletter 
Winter 2014 

The American Bar Fot~ndation is the nation’s leading research institute for the empirical study of 
law. An independent, nonprofit organization for more than sixty years, the ABF has advanced the 
understanding and improvement of law through research projects of unmatched scale and quality 
on the most pressing issues facing the legal system in the United States and the world. 
Learn more >> 



ABF Research ~rofessor John Flat.an al: tile podkira d~irir!g the White House Conference on Parent~l Incarcer~tion. 

The coi~ference took place in the histe!}c Indh~r! T!eaty Room in the E}senhower Executive Office Buik~}ng 

Visit our website at: 

White House Conference on 
Parental Incarceration 

On August 20, 2013, the American Bar Foundation and the 
National Science Foundation convened a conference to shine 
a light on the collateral costs of parental incarceration on 
children. 
Held in the White House Eisenhower Executive Office Building, 
the conference brought together researchers, practitioners and 
policymakers to: 

review current knowledge about parental imprisonment 
and child well~being; 
document programs designed to reduce negative effects 
of parental incarceration on children; 
address problems stemming fi’om parental involvement 
with the justice system; and 
identify best practices for improving the lives of children 
of incarcerated parents. 

Learn more 



ABF Research Professor and Center on Law 
and Gbba]izat~on Co-D~rector Terence 
Hall~day d~scusses h~s work with S~da Liu on 
Ch~na’s criminal defense lawyers and the trial 
of Bo X~IaL a formerly powerfu~ politician from 
Chongqing. 

Montgon~ery St~rnmer Researc~ Diversity 

This annual ABF fellowship is open [o diverse 
college sophomores and juniors who are 
interested in pursuing careers in law and social 
science. Applications for Summer 2014 are open 
until February 15, 2014. Please encourage 
talented undergraduates in your Jife to apply! 

ABF President: HOno Bernice B, Donald Oregon Attorney General Ellen Rosenb~u~ 

The Honorable Bernice Br Donald of Memphis, 
TN is the first African American and the second 
woman to lead the American Bar Foundation in 
its 60-year his[ory. 

Attorney General Rosenblum is a member of the 
ABF Board of Directors and chairs the board’s 
Communications, Public, and Institutional 
Relations Committee. Learn abou~ her work with 
the daughte~:s of imprisoned mothers through 
the Girl Scouts Beyond Bars program. 

i.~.i ci,~:] iogo globe 

The Fe~bws of the 
American Bar Foundation 

The Fellows is an honorary 

Cente~ on Law and 
GIoba~ization 

The Center on Law and 

Kindle Fire Drawing 

One lucky booth visitor at the 
2013 ABA Annual Meeting in 



organization of attorneys, 
judges, law faculty and legal 
scholars who support the work 
of the ABF through annual 
contributions. 

America~ Bar Four, darien 
760 North Lake Shore Drive 

Chicago, ~L 60611 

Globalization was created to 
advance social scientific 
understanding of global law, 
global legal institutions and 
global legal behavior. 

San Franoieco hae won 

brand new Kindle Firel The 
winner is Thomas J, Donlon 
Robinson & Cole, LLP in 
Stamford, C’[ 

Thanks to all who visited the 
booth ! 

Key Supporter of the American Bar ~oundatio~ 

This emaii was sent ~o Ibroome@email.unc.edu by khards@abfl~olq 
Update Profile/Email Address }’nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy. 

American Bar Foundation 750 North Lake Shore Drive :: 4th Floor Chicago :: :[L :: 606~.:[ 
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WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Lenovo Near Deal to Buy IBM’s Low-End Server Business 

Len~)vo Near Deal t~ Buy IBM’s Low-End Server 
Business 

Lenovo is close to a deal to buy International Business Machine’s low-end server 

business, according to a person familiar with the matter. A deal could be announced as 

soon as Thursday, people familiar with the matter said. 

Lenovo, Dell and Japan’s Fujitsu have been looking at buying IBM’s server business since 

the company revived a sales process for it that stalled last year. 

See More Coverage 
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Sent: 
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Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 15 No. 9, 01/22/2014 

Table of Contents 

Copying and Context: Tying as a Solution to the Lack of Xntellectual Property Protection of Contract Terms 

Lisa Bernstein, University of Chicago Law School 

Limits of Procedural Choice of Law 

SA, Strong, University of Nissouri School of Law 

A Proposal in Equity: The Marriage of Undue Xnfluence with Unconscionable Dealing? 

Hamilton Zhao, University of New South Wales (UNSW) - UNSW Law Student 

Principles and Rules in the Evolving European Law of Contract: From the PECL to the SECL, and Beyond 

Yehuda Adar, University of Haifa 

Pietro .~irena, University of Siena - Faculty of Political Science 

CONTRACTS 8= COMMERCIAL LAW eJOURNAL 

iiiiiii"Copying and Context: Tying as a Solution to the Lack of intellectual Prope,ty Protection of Contract Terms"[[ ::~:: Free Download ]j New York University Law Review, VoL 88~ No, 1~ May 2013 
University of Chicago Coase-S’andor Institute for Law & Economics Research Paper ~o. 572 

LI~$A ~[,RNSTffXN, University of Chicago Law School 

Email: LISA BERf4STEIN@LAW&~CH[CAGO.EDU 

In his Article Contracts as Technology Kevin Davis makes an analogy between technological innovation and contractual innovation and suggests 
that contractual innovation, like technological innovation, can both add value to exchange and promote trade. Davis presents a theory of the uses 
and sources of contractual innovation that has at its core the idea that "[t]he principal determinant of the value of adopting a contract is the value 
of the changes in behavior it induces." The Article then draws on this theory and the analogy to technological innovation to explore the incentives 
of law firms, businesspeople, trade associations, and a variety of nonprofit institutions to engage in contractual innovation, even though there is 
no equivalent of copyright, trademark, or patent protection for contractual language. It concludes that given the lack of intellectual property 
protection for contractual language, potential contractual innovators of all types are likely to make socially sub-optimal investments in contractual 
innovation. 

:ii:ii:ii:i"Limits of Procedura~ Choice o~ Law" [:~ Free Download 
39 BrooMyn 2ourna, o,-International Law 201% Forthcoming 
University of Missouri School of Law Legal .~tudies Research Paper No, 2014-03 

S,L NTRONG, University of Missouri School of Law 

Fmail: StrongSi@missouri,edu 

Commercial parties have long enjoyed significant autonomy in questions of substantive law. However, litigants do not have anywhere near the 
same amount of freedom to decide procedural matters. Instead, parties in litigation are generally considered to be subject to the procedural law of 
the forum court. 

Although this particular conflict of laws rule has been in place for many years, a number of recent developments have challenged courts and 
commentators to consider whether and to what extent procedural rules should be considered mandatory in nature. If procedural rules are not 
mandatory but are instead merely "sticky" defaults, then it may be possible for commercial actors to create private procedural contracts that 
identify the procedural rules to be used in any litigation that may arise between the parties. 

This Article considers the limits of procedural choice of law as both a structural and substantive matter. Structural concerns involve questions of 
institutional design and the long-term understanding of a sovereign state prerogative over judicial affairs. Structural issues are considered from 
both a theoretical perspective (including a comparison of consequentialist and deontological models) and a practical perspective (including a 
discussion of relevant decisions from the Third and Seventh Circuit Courts of Appeals). Substantive concerns focus on matters of individual liberty 
and the content of fundamental due process rights. These issues are analyzed through analogies to certain non-derogable procedural rights that 
exist in international commercial arbitration. 

This Article addresses a number of challenging questions, including those relating to the proper characterization of different procedural rules (i.e., 



whether certain procedures are public or private in nature), the core duties of judges and state interests in procedural uniformity and efficiency. 

Although the discussion focuses primarily on procedural autonomy in international commercial litigation, many of the observations and conclusions 
are equally applicable in the domestic realm. 

Free Download 
iiiiiii"A Proposa~ in ~quit~’: The ~4arriage of 

Uf~SWS’tudentLR5" No, 

HAbit, TON ZHAO, University of New South Wales (UNSW) - UNSW Law Student 

Email: zhao hamilton@ho[mail.com 

The equitable doctrines of undue influence and unconscionable dealing have hitherto been recognized as two independent doctrines in Australian 

law. Both serve to safeguard the interests of persons afflicted with legal disabilities and relieve them of legal transactions that are repugnant in 
the eyes of Equity, particularly where such transactions may be recognized and upheld at common law. 

Undue influence is a plaintiff-oriented doctrine that operates to avoid legal transactions procured in circumstances where the plaintiff’s consent is 

defective, while unconscionable dealing grants relief upon the basis of a defendant’s exploitation of a plaintiff’s special disability contrary to the 
good conscience of Equity. 

However, it is argued that undue influence and unconscionable dealing may operate to a significant extent as a single doctrine. This is because 

they are both underpinned by the existence of particular disabilities inherent in plaintiffs (such as old age and unfamiliarity with the English 
language) or those emanating from the relationship between plaintiff and defendant (such as trust and confidence reposed in the defendant by a 

plaintiff) that render a plaintiff’s interests especially vulnerable to be adversely affected by a defendant’s conscious and wrongful acts. 

Thus, a significant merger of undue influence and unconscionable dealing is proposed upon the expansion of special disabilities enlivening the 
operation of unconscionable dealing to include relationships giving rise to undue influence. The basis for including such relationships as a form of 

special disability is that although they do not automatically place plaintiffs at a disadvantage in dealing with defendants, the interests of plaintiffs 

may nevertheless be adversely affected by defendants exerting influence upon them in the course of acquh’ing benefits or property from plaintiffs. 

Accordingly, a distinction is made between special disabilities that automatically place plaintiffs in an unequal position in dealing with defendants 

(’internal disabilities’) and those that only result in plaintiffs being put in an unequal position through the exertion of influence by defendants 

(’external disabilities’). 

This thesis presents the proposed merger in five parts. First, the operation and principles underpinning undue influence and unconscionable 

dealing in their present forms are examined to provide the context for the proposed merger. Secondly, it is argued that the exertion of influence by 
defendants upon plaintiffs within relationships giving rise to undue influence is a wrongful act that justifies the inclusion of such relationships as 

special disabilities that enliven the operation of unconscionable dealing, a defendant-oriented doctrine. Thirdly, the framework for the proposed 

merger is outlined and its associated implications analyzed. Fourthly, the proposed merger’s practical applications, effects and advantages are 

examined with respect to third-party guarantees, gifts and the inequality of bargaining power. Finally, it is submitted that the proposed merger 
may serve as a better framework for facilitating the operation of undue influence and unconscionable dealing. 

[ I~I~ Free Download ] 

9 European Review of Contract Law 

Y~H~J~)A .~X~A, University of Haifa 

Email: yadar@law,haifa,ac,il 
P[E’[RO ~:[RE~,, University of Siena - Faculty of Political Science 

Email: revderprivado@uexternado.edu,co 

Legal principles play an important role in any system of law. Following the European Court of Justice, the treaties of the European Union have 
embraced the concept of "principles of law", mainly as a means to guarantee individual and human rights in public and constitutional law. More 
recently, however, the ECJ has come to recognize as "general principles" private law and contract law norms and values. Furthermore, the notion 
of "principles" has played a key role in impressive unification projects which aimed to promote harmonization of national contract laws in Europe, 
such as the PECL ("Principles of European Contract Law") and the DCFR (Draft Common Frame of Reference). The proposed Common European 
Sales Law (SECL) also opens with a separate chapter dedicated to "General Principles" of contract law. 

The article invites the reader to think more carefully and critically about the role played by alleged "principles" in the law generally, and in the 
evolving European law of contract in particular. Part II points out the instability and vagueness of the concept of a legal "principle". Part Ill 

presents an original theoretical model which aims to reduce the inherent vagueness surrounding the concept and the distinction between legal 

rules and legal principles. The model suggests that while principles do often differ from rules in other respects as well (e.g., in their substantive 

content or analytical structure), these common distinctions fail to capture the most essential difference between principles and rules, which lies in 
their sharply distinct political function. Part IV applies this general thesis to the multFlevel constitutional architecture of European law, coming to 

the conclusion that the principles of European private law are those common core norms which are shared by the laws of most Member States (ius 

commune Europaeum). Part V applies and illustrates this claim on the various instruments by which the Union has attempted to promoted the 

unification of contract law around Europe. Part Vl concludes by claiming that the European principles, including that of subsidiarity, are best 
understood as a balancing device by which the Union adjusts the level of regulation between legislature and courts on the one hand, and between 

the supranational and national powers on the other. 
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NORTH CAROLINA - THE STATE OF INNOVATION 

Calendar Of Events 

Jan. 24 

Feb. 

Feb. 

Feb. 

Feb. 

Feb. 

Mar. 

Mar. 

Apr. 

May 
June 

NCBA Nominating Committee Meeting, Oak Ridge 

4-6 Basic Commercial Lending, Raleigh 

11 The Disaster Experience Workshop, High Point 

11- ~ 4 __W__a___s____h_i_n__gt__o__:_n___-B____a____n__k__C___~__c__u_:__s_. 

19 

25-27 

3-4 

18-20 

8-10 

31- 
3 

Balance Sheet Management for 20114, Raleigh 

Intermediate Commercial and Industrial Lending, Raleigh 

.B....g.n....k.......D..j.Le...c...t....~...r...s.......A...s....s...e..~..b.~2, Greensboro 

Intermediate Commercial Real Estate Lending, Raleigh 

Advanced Commercial and Industr~ al Lendin,,,, Raleigh 

118th Annual Convention, The Breakers, Palm Beach, FL 

A compilation of industry news you need to know. 

2014 Scholarship Applications Available 

Now is the time for current high school seniors to be thinking about attending college and 
getting ready for the next phase of their lives. Three new NCBA scholarships will be 
granted to incoming college freshmen. These scholarships are available to children whose 
parent(s) have been employed at an NCBA member bank for a minimum of two years, as 
of March 24, 2014. The NCBA Scholarship program is only available to children of 
employees of participating member banks residing in North Carolina. Please have each 
employee, who has a potential applicant, read carefully through the Scholarship 
Foundation Program Guidelines. All completed applications should be returned to your 
HR director so that he!she can ensure that the NCBA receives the applications prior to the 
deadline of MARCH 24. Applications are limited to six from each member institution per 
year. Please note this is for North Carolina employees only. All the information for 
the 2014 Scholarship Application is attached. Contact Vickie Bowers 
(vickie(~ncbankers.or,~ or 800/662-7044) should you have any questions. PLEASE PASS 
THIS ALONG TO ALL EMPLOYEES!!! 

In Recess 

Congress is in recess this week. The House and Senate will reconvene on January 27. 



Time Is Running Out To Register For Our Washington Bank Caucus 

The annual Washington Bank Caucus, 

chaired by Dana Stonestreet, Chairman, 

President & CEO of HomeTrust Bank, 

Asheville, will be held February 12 - 13. 

There is no registration fee for this program. 

For planning your travel, you should arrive no later than 11:00 am on Wednesday, February |2th, 

(our motorcoach will depart The Hay-Adams at 11:30 a.m. sharp). We will conclude at 
approximately 5:30 p.m. on Thursday, February 13th. CEOs should plan to attend, along with 
members of your board and management team. All will benefit greatly from learning more 
about the issues impacting our industry. 

The Hay-Adams Hotel, located just across Lafayette Square from the White House, will be 
the headquarters for our delegation. Rooms are limited. We encourage you to make your 

reservation(s) now. Our negotiated room rate will expire on January 28. 

Complete WBC-Registration is attached to today’s Bulletin. For more information, please 
contact Liz Dobbins-Smith (800-662-7044 or liz(~ncbankers.org). 

New Partnership 

We are pleased to announced that the NCBA has engaged Cherry Bekaert LLP to serve 
as our professional services firm. In addition to advising the NCBA, Cherry Bekaert will 
also partner with us to plan and facilitate this year’s CFO Symposium in Greensboro 
which will be moderated by a familiar face, Cid Hickman, the Industry Leader for 
Cherry Bekaert’s Financial Services Group. We look forward to this new expanded 
relationship with one of our longtime outstanding affiliate members! 

State Banking Commission Meeting 

The meeting of the State Banking Commission that was scheduled for yesterday was cancelled 
due to uncertainty about weather conditions. The meeting has been rescheduled for January 30 
at 9:00 a.m. 
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Revenue Collections Up 

State general fund revenue collections for the first half of the 2013-14 fiscal year were $83.5 
million above the $10 billion target. The Quarterly General Fund Revenue Report from the 
General Assembly Fiscal Research Division cited corporate income tax revenue, which was up 
almost $90 million, as the main reason collections were ahead of target. However, continued 
signs of weakness in wage and salary income tax withholding "may be a cause for some 
concern." Total personal income tax collections were $30.4 million below target, while sales tax 
collections were $33.6 million above target for the first half of the fiscal year, which ends June 
30. Other tax revenue was boosted by an unanticipated $15.9 million in estate tax collections, 
representing settlements from previous years. A steady, moderate growth pattern emerged in 
2013 and is expected to be with us throughout the fiscal year. In 2014, most economic forecasts 
anticipate an improving economy with growth slightly below average. 

Bank Directors Assembly ... A Don’t Miss Opportunity 

Time to register for our 2014 Bank Directors Assembly, March 3-4 in Greensboro. We promise 
an unparalleled program with superior speakers who will cover current, hard-hitting topics! The 
agenda is being finalized and will be posted to our website soon! Bank Directors must be well- 
informed and up-to-date with industry, trends in order to adequately perform their jobs and 
contribute to the success of the bank. In order to become and remain an expert in the financial 
industry_, bank directors MUST participate in comprehensive training. Click ItERE for 
everything you need to register for our 2014 Directors Assembly. For more 
information/assistance leading to the registration of your delegation, please contact our Meetings 
Department (800-662-7044 or christv2(~ncbankers.or[l). 



DON’T FORGET THAT WE CAN ARRANGE FREE SPACE FOR YOU TO HOLD A 
MEETING OF YOUR COMPLETE BOARD IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE BANK 
DIRECTORS ASSEMBLY. WE ARE EAGER TO HANDLE THOSE DETAILS FOR 
YOU SO THAT YOUR ENTIRE BOARD WILL BE ABLE TO ATTEND. HERE’S 
HOPING WE WILL SEE YOU IN GREENSBORO IN MARCH FOR THIS 
MEANINGFUL AND INFOR3cIATIVE BANK DIRECTOR EDUCATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE. 

First In 14 

The OCC closed DuPage National Bank in West Chicago last Friday. That closing marked the 
first failure of a bank in the New Year. 

Three NC Representatives Ask President Obama For Community Bank 
Representation 

Congressmen Howard Coble, Richard Hudson, and Walter Jones have written a letter to 
President Obama expressing their concerns with the lack of representation of community banks 
on the Federal Reserve Board of Governors. Please take time to thank these Congressmen for 
their continued representation of our industry in Washington! 

Financial Education Also A Political Imperative 

Financial literacy training has become a top priority for our national government, many state 
governments, city councils, school boards, and people of all ages striving to improve their 
understanding of this complicated life. It’s interesting to see what Richard Cordray, Director of 
the Consumer Finance Protection Bureau thinks about this issue (click ._h____e____r___e_.. to view a short 
video). 

Financial education should begin in schools. There are not enough ways to over emphasize 
that. Here’s a link to the North Carolina Council on Economic Education’s website and its guest 
speaker bureau. Signing up to be a classroom guest speaker requires no monetary 
commitment. It is simply a way to connect finance industry professionals to local 
classrooms. The link is also on the NC Jump$tart website, NC DPI site, and Treasurer Janet 
Cowell’s site, among others. 

Great News For Camp Challenge Initiative 

Jan Dillon, a High Point native, graduate of Appalachian State University, and 
irecent member of the North Carolina Bar, having graduated from the Elon 

Law School, has joined us as Director of Financial Literacy. 
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Jan is a grand addition to our team where she will solicit financial support from our banks, our 
many corporate and individual friends across the state, grants from foundations, and other 
creative and positively pursued opportunities. Under her watch, Camp Challenge will grow and 
surpass the good things it has already accomplished which include 8,300 rising 6th, 7th, and 8th 
grade kids, from low-resource families, who have learned so much through their participation in 
this great program s~onsored b5’ all of North Carolina’s banks. As ~ve hope you all are well 

aware, Camp Challenge this summer will reconvene at its new location at Camp Weaver in 
Guilford County. We’ll be joining our new" partner, the Greensboro YMCA, at this magnificent 

site. THE PRICE TO SEND A KID TO CA~v~P THIS SUMMER IS $600 PER CHILD. WE 
HOPE THAT YOUR NAME WILL BE LISTED FOR AS MANY KIDS AS YOU CAN 
SPONSOR 1N THE HONOR ROLL FOR JANUARY WHICH WILL APPEAR IN THE 
BULLETIN OF FEBRUARY 6. Any questions? Please contact Jan Dillon at 

jdillon@ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044. 

Don’t miss our 118~h Annual Convention where you can hear 

directly from Comptroller &the Currency, Thomas J. Curry. Mr. 
Curry has served in this role since being sworn in April 9, 
2012. Prior to becoming Comptroller, he served as a Director of the 
FDIC and as Chairman &the NeighborWorks® America Board of 
Directors. 



In order to get a good seat for Mr. Curry’s remarks, you need to register for 
Convention! Nowhere along the beautiful coast of Florida will you find any resort as enticing 
and family-friendly as The Breakers! You and your family will have a great opportunity to 
experience this first hand at our 118~h annualgathering, May 31 - June 4, at The Breakers in 
Palm Beach. The resort offers beautiful accommodations - oceanfront rooms, spacious suites 
and sunset view rooms. We have six stunning~ suites with partial ocean views and one 
magnificent oceanfront suite reserved in our block~! Be sure to make your 
reservations today! 

Many members have already claimed their desired sponsorship for Convention. We want to 
especially thank them for their continued support! 

The Breakers 

O elliott davis 

Palm Beach, FL 

Apple Advedi~ing 
CO~"~unib’ hve~lmer~t C0-pOreli0n o~ lhe C~rolin~s 

R~ymondJ~mes 

$arndler O’Neill + £erlaers 
TD B~nk 

TIB, Th~ I~idepe~d~n~ g~r~rs BQ~’~ 

Trace, Fir Si 

~urling~on & Company 

’Works24 



We welcome ALL of our members and affiliates ~vho wish to add their names to this great 
program as a sponsor. We will recognize our Convention sponsors regularly from now through 
Convention in every promotional way possible. For the best ’bang for your buck’, secure a 
sponsorship today and keep your name in front of our members and affiliate!! Contact our 
Meetings Director, Liz Dobbins-Smith (liz@ncbankersoorg) for more information on 
sponsorship opportunities! 

Click HERE for everything you need to register for Convention and reserve your room at 
The Breakers. Early registration ensnres that you will have the best seat in the house for 
our electrifying banquet entertainment. Banquet seating will be assigned based u~on the 
date that full registrations are received. For more information on registration and lodging, 
please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 / christy_(~ncbankers.or~). 

CBS Spotlight 

Group Voluntary Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
March 1St Open Enrollment 

Available to all NCBA Members and Affiliates 

We are approaching the time of year where employers are able to offer the Voluntary Accidental 
Death and Dismemberment (AD&D) / Travel Assistance Program sponsored by Community 
Bank Services. During the semi-annual open enrollment period, each March and September, 
employees are able to add coverage without underwriting or make changes to their current 
voluntary AD&D policy. 

Unde~ritten by Zurich, the voluntary AD&D program provides quality coverage for employees, 
bank directors and their families at low group rates. Please see the following plan highlights: 

¯ Your choice of benefits in $50,000 increments up to $500,000 maximum 
¯ Guaranteed acceptance - no medical underwriting within plan limits 
¯ Family coverage available 
¯ Low group rates. Just $3.50 per month will purchase $100,000 coverage for yourself; 

$50,000 for your spouse and $15,000 for each eligible dependent child for loss of life. 
¯ Education benefit for insured full-time students 
° Day care benefit 
¯ COBRA benefit 
° Covers loss of life and various losses of limb, sight, speech, and hearing 



¯ Travel Assistance Program protects covered employees and family members 24 hours a 
day, for business or pleasure, anywhere in the world! 

For more information about this special enrollment opportunity, including rates, please contact 
Lauren Perry with CB S (lauren@ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044). 

In Business, Manners Matter 

ls it bad manners to keep your cell phone out during hmch or is it completely 

acceptable? 7bday’s workplace etiquette is tricky. A4ost of us are still #ying to figure out the 
rules. Between relaxed dress" code, use of technology, and blurred boundaries, navigating the 

crucial distinctions bem’een professional and social courtesies has" become complicated. While 
some might cite possible family emergencies as a reason to keep the phone in sight, others might 
emphasize clients’expectations of quick response. Consensus seems to be that putting your cell 

on the table and checking it during the meal is acceptable when lunching with colleagues or 

.friends’, but not with clients or potential customers. 

The Disaster Experience Workshop 

The NCBA will unveil a Disaster Experience Workshop led by Attanium Corp. on February 
11 in High Point. Chances are that while you read this, an unexpected disaster is causing a 
financial institution stress and confusion and is affecting its long-term ability to provide 
products and services to its customers. Are the bank leaders prepared to handle it? Will 
they be able to recover? Our workshop will help you prepare for unexpected 
disasters. This simulation will put you in the throes of reaMife disaster situations as they 
unfold. Disasters of every shape, size, look, and feel happen all the time, affecting 
businesses, people’s jobs, lives and families, and ultimately, the economy. During this 
workshop, you will make critical decisions and deal with the consequences of those 
decisions! After you’ve finished, you’ll understand the importance of advance disaster and 
continuity planning. You’ll never allow yourself or your bank to be caught unprepared 
again! Registration is $225. Click HERE for complete registration details. For more 
information, please contact our Meetings Department (800-662-7044 or 
christ~@ncbankers.org). 

NC Effort Prevents 15,000 Foreclosures 

The North Carolina Housing Finance Agency has helped 15,000 unemployed homeowners keep 
their homes while they look or retrain for new employment. Forms are available to assist 6,000 
more "in need" homeowners through the North Carolina Foreclosure Prevention Fund. Of the 
nearly 9,000 of those whose assistance period has ended, and who have resumed making their 
own mortgage payments, fewer than 2% have lost their homes to foreclosure. The Fund has 
saved an estimated $2.1 billion of property from foreclosure. The program is funded by the U. S. 
Department of the Treasury and designed/admini stered by the NC Housing Finance Agency. 



Industry Update 

Mike Shields has been named Interim President of Piedmont Trnst Company, 
Greensboro. Tommy Mayes left the company at year-end to pursue opportunities in the field of 
private wealth management. 

Congratulations to Old North State Trust, Siler City, celebrating the firm’s 10 year anniversary 
during 2014. 

Wells Fargo (WF), U.S. Bank, Fifth Third (FITB), and Regions Bank (RF) have announced 
the decision to discontinue offering the deposit advance loan business. Regulators have begun 
targeting deposit advance products and the CFPB has announced plans to promulgate its own 
rule concerning deposit advance products in 2014. 

Modern Weather Forecasting Eclipse With Childhood Thrill 

With Tuesday’s snow, and with the television weathermen/women in an excited state of frenzy, I 

thought back to the days before TVweather people were on the screen and tomorrow’s weather 
was always uncertain. As a child, there was nothing quite like getting up early, opening the 

curtains, b#nds, or shade, and seeing an unanticipated overnight snowfall That was a much- 
loved spectacle now gone with the advent of modern communications. 

Greater Drought In Forecast 

The Mortgage Bankers Association of America, which had already cut its forecast for mortgage 
lending this year because of declining loan applications and rising interest rates, has now cut 
even deeper. The MBA projects residential mortgage originations will fall 34% to 1.12 

trillion. That’s down from the 32% drop it predicted in October. Rising rates and new 
regulations, specifically the qualified mortgage rule that went into effect January 10, have 
already put a damper on home purchases. Purchase originations are expected to rise just 3.8% 
this year while refinances are expecting to be a whopping 60% lower than last year. 

No Sophomore Slump 

Registration is open for this coming summer’s North 
CaroKna School of Banking, August 3-8 at UNC-Chapel 
iiHill. The returning Sophomore Class has already 

demonstrated its enthusiasm for the School as a great 

number of those banker/students have wasted no time in 
igetting registered for SOB. 



That’s a good thing! After last summer’s euthusiastic session, we urge all decision makers as to 
who is going to the School of Banking to please move forward ... as especially related to the 
Freshman Class ... because all indications are that we will have a waiting list. Send us your best 
and brightest! You may regi ster students for this year’s 78th edition of The School by clicking 
HERE to view the School application and brochure. For more information, please contact Liz 

Dobbins-Smith (liz~ncbankers.org or 800-662-7044). 

In Memoriam 

Belatedly, we have just learned of the passing of our old friend Robert Franklin Stratton of 
Charlotte. Bob passed away in November. Proud to be a Blue Hose basketball scholarship 
player at Presbyterian College, Bob went to work for the Federal Reserve Bank of Charlotte and 
finished a career of 32 years there with a roster of more friends across North Carolina than 
anyone we have ever known. He is survived by his wife, Sharon, two daughters and many 
grandchildren. Memorials may be sent to Brookstone School, 2414 Lester Street, Charlotte, NC 
28208 or the NCBA Foundation. 

85 Own Half In The World 

A story originating from Berlin caught our eye and took our breath away. B has been 
reported that the worM’s richest 85 people control the same amount of wealth as that held by 
ha~ the world’s population. That means the world’s poorest 3.55 billion people five on what 

the richest 85 people posses. In other words, each of the wealthiest 85 people on the planet 
has access to the same resources as do about 42 million of the worM’s poor. That number is 

equal to the populations of Canada, Kentucky, and Kansas combined. In announcing this 
stu@ by a British-based anti-poverty charity, that group says that what it sees as the growing 
wealth gap umlermines democracy. "The past quarter of a century has seen wealth become 

ever more concentrated in the hands of fewer people," it reported. The stu@ goes forward to 

say that 210people became billionaires last year bringing the total to 1,400. 

Resume 

Detail oriented, analytical professional focusing on a career in business analysis is seeking 
employment. Five plus years experience in database creation and model forecasting. Master of 
Applied Economics degree from Johns Hopkins University. Mortgage insurance and reinsurance 
lines of business experience with a large bank. Proficiencies include: Microsoft excel, R, SAS, 
SQL, and STATA. 
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Cartoon Of The Week 

State Rates 

State Treasurer Janet Cowell announces that effective January 22 the rate of interest charged to 
banks and savings institutions for state funds invested in certificates of deposit and savings 
certificates is 3/8%. 

WORK HARD. PLAY B Y THE RULES. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 9:24 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: China Sees Manufacturing Activity Contract 

China Sees Mannfacturing Acti~ib7 C~mtract 

A closely watched gauge of China’s manufacturing output slipped to a six-month low, 

indicating a contraction in manufacturing activity in the world’s second-largest economy. 

The preliminary HSBC China Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index fell to 49.6 in 

January, compared with a final reading of 50.5 in December, HSBC said. A reading below 

50 indicates contraction. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 9:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 23 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

~ome NCUA ~ecu~’ities Claims Time-~ar~’ed~ 

A federal judge in New York Jan. 22 dismissed the National Credit 
Union Administration’s claims that Morgan Stanley violated the 
Securities Act of 1933 in the sale of some mortgage-backed 
securities to credit unions (National Credit.,. 

Consumer Protection 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is now fielding 
more than 15,000 borrower complaints per month and expects    Training: 
that volume will continue to increase as it adds new products to 
its Consumer Response system, CFPB Director Richard... 

Securities 

Cracking down on employer retaliation against whistle-blowers 
and ensuring that companies are adequately allowing internal 
reporting of potential lawbreaking are on federal regulators’ 
agenda for the upcoming year, according to... 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 10:41 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Accuses Securib, Vetting Firm of Fraud 

Accuses Necttrity Vetting Firm ~)f Frat~d 

The Justice Department on Wednesday accused the government’s largest private 

security-background-check contractor of defrauding the country of millions of dollars by 

methodically filing more than 660,000 flawed background investigations--40% of the 

cases it sent to the government over a four-year period. 

Prosecutors accused top US Investigations Services executives of directing illegal 

practices that became a subject of internal jokes among company officials who helped 

secure millions of dollars in bonuses from the U.S. government. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 2:53 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 6 No. 9, 01/23/2014 

Table of Contents 

Are Independent Directors Effective Monitors In Taiwan? - A Theoretical Analysis 

Cheng-Fong Chou, National Chung Cheng University 

Divestment Laws, Fiduciary Duty, and Pension Fund Management: An Empirical Examination 

Saint Ghahramani, Penn State University 

The Banker’s Liability for Abusive Granting of Credit 

P, odrigo Car~, Verusio e Cosmelli - Nazzoni e Associati, Universit~ degli Studi di Roma Tre 

I 
Per Un Lode Societario Mai D’Equita" E Sempre Annullabile Ex Art. 829, Comma 3, C.P.C. In Case D’Impugnazione Delle Deliberazioni 
Consigliari (Ed, Anche, Di ARri Atti ’Organizzativi’ Non Collegiali) (For a Company Arbitration Award Never Ex Bone Et Aeque and Always 

Voidable According to Article 829, Paragraph 3, Italian Civil Procedure Code in the Event of Challenging Board Resolutions (And, also, Other 

Non-Collective Organizational Acts)) 

Luca Boggio, University of Turin 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE eJOURNAL 

[ ~I~I~ Free Download ] 
:ii:ii:ii:i"Are ~dependent Directors Effec[ive Mo#i~:ors In Taiwan? - A Theoretical Analysis .... 

NTU Law Review 8(1): 49-95, 2013 

!7~HENG=FON!~ C~OU, National Chung Cheng University 

Email: lawcfc@ccu,edu,tw 

About a decade ago, Taiwan introduced the institution of independent directors, which has long been advocated as a good corporate governance 
practice in the United States of America ("U.S."). At the time, the concept of independent directors then was a whole new legal idea in Taiwan that 
fundamentally changed the original intention behind the internal corporate governance system in the Taiwan Company Act in which supervisors 
were supposed to address oversight and to take action against the board of directors and managers. Traditionally, the U.S. corporate conventional 
wisdom argues that independent directors benefit companies in some aspects, but it is also believed that they could face some inherent limitations 
while carrying out their monitoring tasks. The most serious issue is how to ensure an independent director has true independence from 
management. In addition to the limitations that U.S. independent directors normally face, Taiwanese independent directors also encounter other 
constraints arising from characteristics of Taiwan’s business environment. This article argues that independent directors in Taiwan have few 
chances to rid themselves of the controlling shareholders’ influence. Even in the absence of such powerful shareholders, they would still encounter 
other difficulties in carrying out the monitoring tasks such as insufficient information. This article concludes that as a result, Taiwanese independent 
directors will function in a very limited way, and can hardly be effective monitors for Taiwanese companies under the current business and legal 
environment in Taiwan. 

i:ii:ii:ii"Oivestme~t Laws, Fidncia~! Outy~ and Pension Fnnd Managen~ent: An Empirical Examination" 
International Journal of Law and Management, VoL 56(1), pp, 29-37 (2014) 

$A~.R GHAHRAMANL Penn State University 

Fmail: salar@psL~,edu 

Purpose - This paper aims to conduct an empirical analysis of subnational laws of the USA that require public pension funds to divest from 

companies that are in business with Cuba, [ran, Syria, and Sudan and explores whether public fund officials may be in violation of their fiduciary 

duty responsibilities toward pension system beneficiaries as they execute state-mandated divestment schemes. 

Design/methodology/approach - A database search was conducted for specific federal laws, presidential executive orders, and departments, 

offices, and terminology relevant to the topic of the research to explore the extent by which states employ public pension divestment regimes 

inspired by the federal governments designation of the four countries labeled as state sponsors of terrorism. Quantitative and financial calculations 
were used to conduct the cost analysis of divestment laws. 

Findings - Divestment laws are costly for the beneficiaries. In the majority of the states that have divestment laws, the public funds, rather than 

the states, must cover the losses associated with divestment, resulting in pension fund trustees and managers having to take action that are in 
violation of their fiduciary duty responsibilities. 



Research limitations/implications - The study recommends a major overhaul of the current divestment laws~ 

Practical implications - Divestment legislations must be revised as they cause a divergence of interests between state-driven political gestures, the 

fiduciary responsibilities of pension system trustees, and the financial interests of the beneficiaries. 

Originality/value - This is the first study that recommends specific legislative action that would resolve the divergence of interests between state- 
driven political gestures, the fiduciary responsibilities of pension system trustees, and the financial interests of the beneficiaries. 

Car~ R., La responsabilit~ della banca per abusiva concessione de/credito, 2012 

~0£)~.7~0 CARL, Verusio e Cosmelli - Mazzoni e Associati, Universit~ degli Studi di Roma Tre 

Email: rc@verusio-cosmelli Jt 

The problem of abusive granting of credit is well-known to italian academic community and increasingly came to the attention of our jurisprudence. 

However, almost every piece of literature which focused the issue has mainly drawn its attention on the "aquilian liability" (the Italian law of torts 

based on Art. 2043 c.c.) hypothesis. This outlook has a cultural matrix: the doctrine was "imported" by french literature in the late ’70s, in which the 
preparation of such civil action, usually on the initiative of the bankruptcy Trustee, is very easy given that the french civil code, as noted, does not 

require to demonstrate the "injustice" of the damage. 

It should be premised the teleological approach of this work: a dramatization of the banker’s role is suggested by the events that have occurred in 
the current economic situation, in the face of a legal system which is not always able to punish unfair financial operators. 

In economical terms, relieving the banks of responsibility in these contexts of industrial insolvency determines a real market failure and justifies 

their behavior as free riders. 

Thus, an action conceived in this way is in Italian system, lure condito, intended for rejection: therefore our perspective should look at the Anglo- 

Saxon experience. 

Even with a prospect - and, of course, a "legal habitat" - which is totally different, the American jurisprudence has punished the interference of the 
banks in the life of the companies since the end of the nineteenth century. For these purposes, the interconnections between the "deepening 

insolvency" and the issues most closely related to the interference in corporate governance are particularly interesting. Observing how in a 

situation of financial distress the banks are easily able to indirectly influence, if not directly through their delegates, in the Board of Directors, we 

realize that the problem of abusive granting of credit is nothing more than a true statement of the notorious agency relationship problems. 

Italian "new" corporate law now provides several tools to restrain distortions in agency relationships: as first, through the discipline of "direction 
and coordination" pursuant to art. 2497 c.c., but also through the involvement of third parties - although through the general clause of art. 2055 
c.c. - in the various liabilities of which the directors are subject to the Company. And should be specified: lure proprio. In other words, they are 
liable for the unlawful loan, eventually occurred contextually to a ruinous management of the company carried out by the directors. 

In the reality, these various problems coexist in this problem. Following a typical view of the economic analysis of law, we could say that abuse in 
the granting of credit establishes against third parties (including, as suggested by the Court of Cassation, the firms competitors ) a negative 
externality, while towards the borrower company there is a distortion of the corporate governance. 

For these purposes, is however necessary a preliminary reconnaissance of the economic and legal relations between banks and companies, which 

take different configurations in German, French or Anglo-Saxon systems, and it is interesting to note that, despite the diversity of the assumptions 
and legal remedies, the observed economical phenomenon is the same. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Europe, Facing Economic Pain, May Ease Climate Rules 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

INTHISENAILI [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~Fashion&S~e ~ ]oday’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTONIZE~ 

Top News 

E~ope, Facing Eeono~fie Pain, May Ease 

C|ima te Rifles 

The European Union proposed to end binding national targeN 

for i~’newal)Ie energy productiom substiku[ing a goal likely to be 

much harder to enforce. 

BITS BLOG 

i~.;s[A~ot Big $¢:eb C~’ash in C~ai~am Expe~°ts Suspect. Geeat ....... screen 

On Tuesday, most of China’s 500 million Interue~ users were 

unable to load websites for up ko eight hours, and expe~s say the country’s o~ 

system of [ ntem et control was to b] a m e. 

In most t~les of politics careers destroyed by personal 

weaknesses, it is the offkxeholder’s spouse who wiuds up 

humiliated. But there is another drama that plays out, 

~or more top news. ~3o to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

TECHNOLOGY 

~ vn)~:o: RuomlDa 88o: A Cle~ Nweep 

The Times’s Damon DarlJn tests out the Roomba 880, which is 

quite an expensive vacuum clea~er "~ak is wot~Lh the premium. 



Related Review 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

l?’ig]~ti~g Extremism o~ a Broader Level 

I n stead of put6ng ou* fires fol]owi n g eve~T disa ster fimled by 

sec~iqan violence, what can world leaders do to fight ex’m’mism 

on a mon~ permanent, global level’? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

HE~KO SPECHT, an anat3st at the ti;c]hno[ogy i;ompa]~y Compuwat’e, nn an Internet 
serviei; {’ailure in CMna, 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: App Sma~: Tracking Food Intake 

The Times’s Kit Eaton discusses three apps to help you keep tabs 

on what you eat. 

~ vm~o: Carolirm Shaw: ’impro~isation’ 

The Pulitzer Pdze-.winning composer Caroline Shaw performs an 

improvised piece with ~dolim voice and a loop station. 

~ VmEO: SnowfaR h~ New York 

After a fi)ot of snow hit New York City overnight, travelers 

complained of canceled jom?neys and uncleared streets. In his 

first major test kl~e new mayor, Bill de Blasio, defended the city’s 

response. 

~ Related A~ic~e 

World 

State Dept. Lea~oned in November of Photos Said 

to Show To~re in 

The photos seen) m~likely to change the American policy of 

seeing a settlement to remove President Bashar aI-.&ssad rather 

than mUitaU 

Ahmad 
~,ssi al- 

Jarba; a 



Syrian Feace Talks Open ~ith Vitriol as O~e~al 

Thc scnse that the tMks were beaded for "u’oublc was 

compounded when fl~e proceedings ended without any hin~ of 

progress toward imposing local cease-fires or opening humanitarian corridors. 

Unrest Deepens in l_Jk~oaine as Protests ~l~rn 

Deadly 

President Viktor F. Yanukovieh met with opposition ~eaders 

after ~o protesters were shot to death and a dv~l uprising edged 

Kiev, the capital, toward a state of emergency. 

~ The Lede: Footage o~ Mayhem ~n Kiev I An Ominous Te~ Message 

Gay Marriages Confront Ca tholi e School 

Gay men and lesbians have been fired or tbreed to resign 

reeen tly from Rom an Ca thdic ins titu tion s aron n d the con 

in most eases because they decided to get mar~ed, 

%Vatehdog Report Says N oSoAo Program Is Illegal 

and Shotfld End 

The ~38-page repot t is likely to i~!ieet a significant new voice 

into the debate over surveillance, underscoring that the issue 

was not settled by a speech President Obama gave last week. 

F’amiJy of South Carolina Boy P~t to Death Seeks 

Exoneration 7o Years Later 

Decades alter the execution of George -L Stinney -It,, in South 

Carolina, hi s ~amily and othe~ a re seeldng to exon crate him. 

Catholic 

s of the 

Privacy 

sn~ Ck, il 

Business 

UoS, Offshore NVh~d Farm, Made ~ Em’ope 

The promise of new jobs and work for/~neriean companies 

failed to come ~’~e, revealing shortcomin~ in the American 

ofl~bore wind industry. 

Mass 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

F.,×port~ng U,So Ru|cs fo~¯ Fo~0e~gn B~mks 

Overseas hanks l~l<e Barc]ays, Deutsche Bank and Credit Su~sse 

have not had to comply with parts of the Dodd-bYa~k Act that 

aim ko skrcngkhen the e~pital they mask mNntain to absorb losses. 

Car Seats to Face Crash-Test Standards 

A proposed role to require child-seat manufacturers to meet 

minimnm federal standards for side-impact crashes has been 

added to the Federal Re~s[er. 

National 

Higt~wa 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

Ym~ks o~ a B~dget? Yeah, Right 

The Yankees understand there are bekter and cheaper ways to 

win, bnt daey shelled out about $500 million this o~season after 

dediues in attendauce, television ratings and peffo~mnee. 

Li Na Gets Back to Aastraliar~ Open Fhlai, 

Halting Trend of Upsets 

Li Na, who reached the Aush’alian ©pen final in 2Oll and 2o13, 

beat the tournament darling Eugenic Bouchard in straight sets in 

the semifinals. 

~ Serene Williams May End Boycolt of Event at Indian Wells 

left, I 
Jaccby I EIIsbu~y, I 

Roger Fedcre~° Finds a H~ghcr Love| as Other 

Ntars Fall 

Federer set up a semifinal confrontath:m with Rafael Nadal by 

beating Andy Murray, 6-3, 6-4, 6-7 (6), 6-3, at "d~e Anstralia~ 

Open on Wedn esday. 

For more spolla news, 2~ to NYTimes.com/Sporte ~ 

Arts 

DANCE R EdlEW 

In t]he Founder s Foot,~l-eps 

New York City Ballet begins its six-.week winter season at the 

David H. Koch Theater. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Gai~fing Accolades, Friends and Ste~n 

Lupita Nyong%, who is nominated for an Oscar for her role 

"12 Yeai~ a Slave," is khis year’s most traditional ing~mue and 

front-runner fbr the prize. 

~ ~ Video: kupiea Nyong’o: From ’~mposte¢ m Ingenue 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’RAKE’ 

He’s a Train Wreck, but Ntill Ki~da Cute 

In "Rake," on Fox, Greg Kinnear stars as a sma~a lawyer whose 

life j ust doesn’k work. 

Fashion & Style 



Push Comes to Shove in Brooklyn 

Shuffiebom’d eomes out of reth’ement %r the younger set. 

Airy Enough to Take Flight 

At the Paris Couture shows, designe~,~ fea~nted e~eganfly simple 

shapes and ethereal [abi4cs. 

SCENE CITY 

E×panding the z’~h~,aning of ’One Night~ 

Giorgio Am) ani’a "(7)~e Night" pa~ in Par~s goes into overtime. 

Obituaries 

Joba~ 3o }leGinty Ill, V~:ar Hero, Dies at 73 

Mr. McGinty, a retired Mat~ne Corps officer, received ~3e Medal 

of Honor for saving t~e lives of dozens of his men during an 

e~emy a~ad< in Vietnam. 

Leslie Lee, Piaywrigh~ of Black iAfe, Dies at 83 

Mr. Lec re’ok" more flaa~ a dozen stage ~)rks, but his best- 

know~l play was "The First Breeze d Summer," which was 

nominated for a Tony Award. 

Martha Beck, Fmmder of the Drawh~g Center, 

Dies at 75 

Ms. Beck established the small alternative musemn the Drawi~% 

Cenker in SoHo in ~9~, and marshaled modest granks to 

organize e~bbitions d majo>-museun~ q ualib,. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Political Rmnble Over Pre-K 

Mayor Bill dc Blasio would be smart to accept Oov. Andrew Cuomo’s offer to 

pay for his signature edueatio~ initiative. 

EDITORIAL 

A Plan to Nlake Voth~g iEasier 

A bipa rtisan eom mission created by Presid ent O ba ma m akes importm~t 

su~estions for increasing ballot access. 

EDITORIAL 

Tensions are at a da~gerous level, The United States a~d the F, uropea~ Union 

need to be doing more than handing out treaLs to find a peaceful solution. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Old King of tim New Spain 

Spain has changed so dramatically that it is perhaps unsurl)r~si~% 

the monarchy has failed to keep pace. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Reading Book.~ Is Fund~men~-al 

I enjoy sochd rnedia, hal Lhere ]s no intellectual equ]valen~ Lo 

allowing oeeseJf the time aed space to get lost in anofl~er 

pe~on’s mind, 

, CoJumni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Luck of the Pontiff 

The rnan evet\vbo@ loves to love is going to be greeting the 

American president in a matter of weeks. And we have a seanda] 

already. 

~ Columnist Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I All 

Save 1595 at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? VisiJ our mobile websfle aJ 
Help Section ~ ’ m,nyt,com ~ 

About Th[a Email 

[~is is an autemated emaii Please do not reply directly to this email. 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Russian Court Orders Lebedev Free 

Russian Court Orders Lebedev Free 

Russia’s Supreme Court ordered that former oil tycoon Mikhail Khodorkovsky’s jailed 

business partner, Platon Lebedev, be freed, bringing an end to the country’s highest- 

profile criminal case, which critics had viewed as politically motivated. 

The decision would allow Mr. Lebedev to walk free just four months ahead of his 

scheduled release date in May. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:4250 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marc Lemort <no-reply@researchgate.net;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 5:04 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Marc Lemort and 1 other invited you to join ResearchGate 

netwo.~k ol".. Researci~Gate and col"..firm at~tholship, of youl publications, 

Discriminating cancer from noncancer tissue in the 
prostate by 3-dimensional proton magnetic resonance 
spectroscopic 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Thursday, January 23, 2014 6:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Bitcoin Backers Seek FDIC-Style Insurance 

Daily Briefing January 23, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Bitcoin Backers Seek FDIC=Style Insurance 
by JOE ADLER 

Something resembling deposit insurance for virtual 

currencies [nay still be in the distant Iu~ure. But a growing 

array of stadups is attempting to offer Bitcoin users a 

similar layer of secudty to that enjoyed by bank 

depositors. 
RF~2,D MOIRE ~:. 

Bitcoin Backers 

Seek FDIC~Style 

Insurance 

GOP Lawmaker Calls for Greater Fed Transparency 
by VICTORIA FINKLE 

WASHINGTON - Rep. Scott Garrett, R-N.J., a senior member of the House 

Financial Services Committee, is preparing to unveil legi.~lation designed to 

increase public awareness of the Federal Resewe Board’s rule-writing process. 
READ MORE >> 

Cheat Sheet: What Bankers Need to Know About 
the Target Breach 
by PENNY CROSMAN 

Hew ceuld this happen? VVhy is the U.S. payments 

industry still using archaic and notoriously insecure 

magnetic stripe card technology? And will the episode 

change anything? Amedc’an Banker answers irequenUy 

asked questions about the Target breach. 
RE,~,D MORE *> 

::~:: Cheat Sheet: What 

Bankers Need to 

Know About the 

Target Breach 

FDIC Sues United Western Executives Over Colo, Bank’s Failure 
by SARAH TODD 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. filed a la~,suit Friday in U.S. District Court in 

Colorado against nine former executives and directors at United £%~estern Bank, 

which failed in 2011. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

Contain 



Technology 

is T-Mobile’s Banking App a Game-Changer? 
by MARYWISNIEWSKI AND PENNY CROSMAN 

T-Mobile’s announcement Wednesday that it’s launching a prepaid card and 

accompanying mobile banking app, Mobile Money, took some by surprise, The 

telecom previder is using the Bancorp Bank to provide a package of veqi basic 

banking sen,’ices: a prepaid Visa card; a mobile app customers can use to deposit 

checks, pay bills, iransler Iunds and reload cards; and access to AIIPoin~’s partner 

nelwork of 42,000 ATMs to withdraw cash .... 
READ MORE ~> 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

BancorpSouth in Miss. to Buy Texas Bank for $211M 
by PAUL DAVIS 

BancorpSouth (BXS) in Tupelo, Miss,, is making to most out of its return to bank 

acquisitions. 
READ MORE *> 

MORE MERGERS AND &CQLliSITIONS *> 

Contain 

How to Judge a Bank CEO 
by JOE GARRETT 

Bank CEOs, pariicularly those running small banks, 

shouldn’t be judged on stock price alone. Board members 

and investors should also consider, among other things, 

liquidity, tangible book growth and ovel’sight of mergers 

and acquisitions. 
READ MORE ,> 

How to Judge a 

Bank CEO 

MORE C:OMMUNIT~’ BANKING 

Consumer Finance 

Justice Department Turns Up Heat in Online 
Lending Probe 
by KEVIN WACK 

The investigation’s nickname is "Operation Choke Point," 

and that seems appropriate, because a noose appears to 

be tighiening around the necks of banks that have ties to 

online payday lenders. 
READ MORE ,> 

Justice Department 
Turns Up Heat in 
Online Lending 
Probe 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE ;:. 



Contain 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Compliance 
\/’¢HITERAPER 

The Ongoing and Formidable Challenge of Cornpliance: Prediciiens for 2014 

Successful compliance is constantly a challenge for companies in the ARM 

industry. 
REJ’,D MORE "> 

Trends and Visions for Mobile Payments 
WEB SEMINAR 

This is the third of a three-pall series of web seminars dedicated to mobililty in 

banking hosted by American Banker Editorial Insights Mobile payments are the 

nex[ frontier for mobile apps - and lhe scariest one for many banks. 
READ MORE ,> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Ametfcan Bankefs inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cuJtures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers el similar size, 

based on assets. READ MORE ,> 

Wealth Management 

Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell ceukJ encourage employees to cut comers and regulators to crack (]own 

on questionable practices~ All [his applies to big banks, which [hirs[ for sources of 

gro~,.4h, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering to the less affluent clients ignored by large banks.RFM, D MORE ~ 

M©RE II’,4 SPECIAL RE~~3RrS ~> 

~i 

FOLLOW LIS: [] @AmerBanker [] F~4ceb’ock 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Speer, Equality NC <enc@equalitync.org> 

Thursday, JanuaD, 23, 2014 6:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

We’re Getting Engaged All Over the State! 

Equality NC 

Lissa -- 

Tickets are now available for for AI.L THREE of our #OetEngagcdNC Regional Insdtukes. 

That’s three great chances to get engaged in these exclusive, day.-Iong trainings designed ko provide everythit~g 
yon ~eed to k~ow to be a~ accomplished p~>equalib~ activist J~ 2014~ 

Do~’t miss your eI~anee to ~OetE~gagedNC all a~e~oss the state. 

NA~ THE DATE(N). SPACE IN LIMITED, REGISTER NO%~: 

Getting Et~gaged it~ 2o~4, 

Chris Speer 
Equality NC 

P.S. Don’~ fo;get to find out who else ia eomi~g at our Nl-~ew re~o~ml ~nsfitute Facebook pages: 

::X:: Tell a Friend Get Involved I .~.iI Donate 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNG-GH chaneetlo~ ca~ls for 

civility amid heated debate 

on a~h~etics, academics 

In an email to the campus 

community, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chancellor Carol Folt calls for "civil 

debate and discourse" on the 

complex topic.. 

UNC 

cha ncellor 

Carol Folt 

Ta~ Heel~; 13ecorl~e ITIOFe 

predictaNe ~ though not #~ 

way Roy Williams had hoped 

UNC, offto a 1-4 start for the 

second time in school history, has 

been beset by familiar w’oes in its 

four conference losses: poor 

shooting, an inability... 

UNC coach 

Roy Williams 

talks with 

Duke-North Carolina football 

headed for Thursday night 

national spotlight 

Duke, UNC will get the ESPN 

showcase game on Thursday, 

Nov. 20, one of the highlights of 

the 2014 football schedule 

released by the ACC on 

Wednesday .. 

UNC tight 

end Eric 

Ebron (85) 

catches a 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 
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Sent: 
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Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 7:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Janua~ 23, 2014 

Greetings from Davos, 

War and Peace 

The protagonists in the S~’ian civil war--and their proxies--have opened 

peace talks in Switzerland with, predictably, fighting words, raising 

questions about whether any progress can be made. S~>cr~.’l:ary 

~~ Kerry ~p~d -~ <~r~ ~;~r~ by i~s~s~:~ r~ Sy:ci~ r~ Pr~s~d~r~: ~.~a~[~ar ~.- 

Assad m ~s-~ g~>. "There is no way...that the man who led the brutal 

response to his o~m people could regain the legitimacy to govern," he said. 

His S~ian counterpart balked, charging the U.S. and allies Mth supporting 

terrorist groups to destabilize the S~ian regime. "Those doing sNeide 

attacks in New York are the same as those doing it in S~ia," said the S~ian 

foreign minister, referring to the Sept. ~1, 2OOl attacks. He insisted that 

Mr. Assad has the support of the Syrian people. Meanwhile, we also report 

on the efforts of investigators who have been risk~:~g ~:~:~eh" 

Neither Up nor Down 

The perception of worsening economic mobility in the U.S. has both 

Republicans and Delnoerats pointing fingers at each other as they grapple 

with potential solutions. Our story examines how the findings of a new 

study contradict the narrative of declining lnobility that has taken hold of 

policy debates in Washington. In a comprehensive examination of data 

from 5o million people born since 1971, researchers found that the 

sa:a:~e for the past three decades. We note, however, that the authors of the 

study acknowledge the relatively low mobility" in the U.S. as compared with 

some other developed nations, and the particularly poor situation in some 

parts of the country. 



’Too Good to Be True’ 

Why is the U.S. economy- taking so long 

to add jobs? It is a difficult question to 

answer, but we find one possible clue in 

a key sector at closely held Prime-Line, a 

small crown-molding and baseboard 

maker in Malvern, Ark. The company has been slow to expand, even 

though production has been near capacity for two years. The culprit: the 

housing bubble. We find that man) bu;-dnc:<~,-; owncr~ arc ju~t no~. mcnta[h~ 

prepa red to-b~l on tB~ ho~dng reco~ry, despite operating at full capacity. 

Our story looks at why companies are taking pains to add as few jobs as 

possible. Prime-Line is finally taking the plunge and expanding, but how 

many other plants ~11 do the same’? "It is that beaten-dog mentalit35" said 

Prime-Line’s chief executive. "We were thinking, ’this is too good to be 

true.’" 

Eat Fresh--More 

Organic products are ever)~vhere--even at the your local Wal-Mart--yet 

most of us only buy an item here and there, perhaps after being drawn in 

by an interesting food label. Naturally, price is the main factor. How do you 

justi~ paying an extra $3 for frozen "organic" pizza on a regular basis’? O~ 

story looks at the strategies that organic ~bod makers a~’e using ~o convcr~ 

dab}gets into d~’~~cd cu~b.~m~T~, one b~’ing ~o cat~T b.~ ~h~ppcrs at every 

stage of life. We find that makers of organic baby and toddler food, for 

example, are now pustfing products to appeal to older kids and adults, 

while other companies are adding organic versions of popular hits. Organic 

mac and cheese, anyone? 

Icahn Calh~ f\:u" eBay to Split Up 



~ARKET$ 

NUMBER OF THE 

quarter~ sending its shares soaring. 

Do you think their assessment is accurate? Why or why not? Send your 

response to K}poin ~p:~wsj x:~on:~ and follo~, ~ ,, ,.,¢~ a~ dTBake:~ on Twitter. 

--Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

READER RESPONSE 

Here’s Nora Filippi of New York’s response to my question about whether 

£%)~, C}~rb~ C}~rb~tic wfl~ be ant %) re~:ovcr politically fr~)m ~:hc 

Washiugt~.~B Bridge scandah "I think Christie could learn a great deal from 

the bridge episode. Obxdo~ly any great leader must pick smart people to 

help him lead but those people also m~t have a strong moral compass. 

Smart people ~thout a strong moral compass can do really stupid things 

as we all ~tnessed. I woNd rather have a future president make a mistake 

like this now than figure this out once he gets into ofl?ee. Unfortunately, 

there have been more than a few presidents who have waited until they got 

into office." 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 



legendary "What’s News" doest of top stories. Technically, "lo-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ,~ss~2....m’oo~:~,~:~co~.,~:~,~. For further 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at 

Copyroht 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rohts Reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Thursdw, JanuaU 23, 2014 8:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: l,enovo m bW IBM’s server business tbr $2.3 billion 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin,g this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 23, 2014 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Die¢~ee ................. 

Lenovo to buylBM’s server business for $2.3 billion 
Lenovo has ae, reed to buy iBM’s low-end settler business for $23 biiiion. 

Obama’s manufacturing innovation hub to open by spring 
New detaiis are emerging about the manufacturing innovation hub President 

Barack Obama announced a week a~e at N.C. State University. They’re the resuit of 

what Terri Lomax, vice chanceiior for reseat... 

N,C. Solar Center to f~nd emissions-cutting tech 

Topsail Beach gets grant for new park 

Why it pays to be a data professionM in the Triangle 

Re~d ~or~inq 1Ed{tion >> 

~ ~ap!to! BroadCaSt!ng 

~ ~,~ii~wii~ t ~vii ~iii~ IBM preparing layoffs with $I billion allocation 

Taiks of iBM layoffs (NYSE: IBM) grew loud on Wednesday as the technology 

sepAces giant, which is allocating a 91 billion "worWorce rebaiancing charge" in the 

first quaRer, according to CFO Matin.. 

Chapel Hill’s CUBE adds 10 more startups 
Innovate@Carolina’s CUBE initiative has named 10 new ventures to work out of its 

~ ~iv~ B~v~ra~ space in Chapel Hill, 

Read ~ornin~ Edition >> 

Blue Cross backlog leads to delayed payments for 
providers 



Contact Us 

Cai~eel Email Subscription 

reproduced, distributed, transmi~ed, cached oi otl:er,^,’ise used, except ,,qth the priol w:’i~en pelmissba of bizioumals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Inn <inn@camlinainn.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 8:58 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Take Advantage of Low Rates Starting at $119 

Encounter Extraordinary Experiences at ~he 
Iconic Carolina Inn 

Secure your Chapd Hill getaway on se]ect dates fi’om January through March and 

receive low winter ra~cs star~ing at 5119 in our newly renovated guestrooms. 

Our hotel is fused with exceptional accommodations, modern amenities, elegant 

style, and service with value. Book ~Now and experience the unique charm of The 

Carolina Inn! 

Book Now 

211 Pittsbm’o Street * Cha~pel Hill * North Carolina 27516 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Update Profile :: One-Click Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 23, 2014 9:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Latest Parlor Game 



click here 

UpdaLe your preferences Unsubscribe 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 9:53 AM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Ne×t VVeek: Reaf Estate Awards 

2014 Rea  Estate Awards 
Excellence in Triangle Real Estate 

The finalists have been announced a[ 

TriangleBusinessJournal.com. Now our 

distinguished panel of judges will detemqine 

this year’s winners, who w~l~ be ~ecog~zed at 

a firsbcl;~ss dinner ~f you h;~ve anytMng to 

do w~th sel~g, buying, remodeling or 

financh~g ~ea~ estate ~n the Triangle, you’~ 

want to save your seat now~ 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, Ja~u;~ry 30 

6:00PM o 9:00PM 

WHERE: 

8001 Development Drive 

Merlisville, NO 27560 

SPONSORS 

Title Spenser: 

Reception Sponsor: 

Forward to a Fhend i Priw~¢y I Unsubscribe 

Tdangle Business JeLfmat 

3600 Glenwood Ave: Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaJ~dler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 10:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emofil.unc.ed~> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: HomeTrust Bancshares, Inc. (NASDAQ: HTBI; Asheville, NC) has agreed to acquire 

Jefferson Bancshares, Inc. (NASDAQ: JFBI; Momstown, TN) 

HomeTrust Bancshares, Inc. (NASDAQ: tlTBI; Asheville, NC) has agreed m acquire 

Jefferson Bancshares, Inc. (NASDAQ: JFBI; Morristown, TN) 

Sandier OYlNeili served as t~nancial advisor to itomeTrust Bancshares, Inc. in connection with 

the transaction. This transaction is Sandier O’NeHPs 111th bank or fllHt~ transaction nationwide 

since Janua~’ 1, 2011, more than any other investment bank dm’in~ that *ime peNod.. Since 

JamialL~ 1, 2011, Sandier O~ Nefll ]ms advised on 33 b~lnk or thNft tr~msacfions hi the 

~no~ than any other investment hank dining that tithe peNod. ~ 

ASHEVILLE, NC and MORRISTOWN, TN ~ January 23, 2014~ HomeTrust Bancshares, Inc. 

(~HomeTmst~) (NASDAQ: HTBI) and Jefferson Bancshares, Inc. (~Jefl~rson~) (NASDAQ: ~BI) jointly 

ammunced today the signing of a definitive agreement under which HomeTrust will acquire Jefi~rson. Upon 

the completion of the transaction, the combined company is expected to have approximately $2.1 billion 

aSS~[S. 

Dana Stonestreet, Chairman, President, and CEO of HomeTmst said, ~We are enthusiastic to enter the east 

Tennessee market by connecting with an institmion sharing our core values. Both banking organizations are 

dedicated to providing superior customer seiw-ice, placing value on their employees, and focusing cont~ually 

on creating shareholder value. We are operating in an increasingly complex regulatory environment where 

scale and e~ciency of operations is paramount. We believe that strategically aligning with like-minded regional 

community banking institutions, such as Jefi~rson, will allow the HomeTrust franchise to achieve greater 

economies of scale and better position us to lbrge additional parmerships by augmenting our already strong 

capiM1 base. ~ 

Under the terms of tbe agreement, Jetl~rson shareholders will receive a total of $8.00 per share in merger 

consideration consisting of $4.00 in cash plus $4.00 in HomeTrust common stock. This represents 

approximately $51.2 million of aggregate transaction consideration. The number of HomeTmst shares to be 

issued will be determined based on HomeTrust~s average closing stock price during the 10 trading days 

ending on the f~th trad~g day prior to the closing date, with the exchange ratio fixed at 0.2667 if the average 

closing price is equal to or less than S15.00 per share and at 0.2222 if the average closing price is equal to or 

greater than S18.00 per share. 

HomeTrust anticipates that this transaction will be accretive to earnings (before merger costs) by 

approximately S0.18 per share in the first year of combined operations and accretive to tangible book value in 

approximately 33 monks. 

For more mfo~afion, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

Avenue of the Americas, 6t-h Floor j New York, NY ~0020 US 



B ~ o me ~ bro ~ ~ ~ !~a~ ~ ~ a~ ! ~i~ du> 

You ~r~ inv~e~ ~o ~nd ~ ~ompfim~n~y web,nat 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 

11:00 a,m, PST} 2:00 p,m, EST 

According to the Georgetown Public Policy Institute, higher education providers are producing more 
graduates than ever before, yet fewer than half of new graduates or employers believe that they are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PBG Interactive Group - A Plazabridge Group Company <info@plazabridgegroup.com> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:46 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

CEO Growth Priorities 2014 Survey 

~i:~teh~cti~ Group - A ~-~laz~bridg~.~ Group Com[.~eily 

A~iei.:~h. NC 27607 

Update Profile/Email Address 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 11:10 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reser~e Board announces temfination of entbrcement action 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of enforcement action 

http: i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/pres~enfi~rcement/20140123a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LinkedIn Premium <linkedin@e.linkedin.com7 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 11:22 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

See what a free month of Job Seeker Premium can do tbr your job search 

Use your fr~,e, mo~-~th to: 

E] See the full list of Who’s Viewed Your Profile 

E] Apply to jobs as a Featured Applicant 

E] Contact anyone on Linkedln with InMail 

E] Open up to opportunities with a Premium badge 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Thursday, Ianuary 23, 2014 11:44 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: EU Risk Retention Requirement: A workable solution for US CLO collateral managers? 

23January2014 

Article 405 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 26 Iune 2023 on prudential 
requirements for credit institutions and investment firms and 
amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 (the "Capital 
Requirements Regulation’~ imposes on European Economic 
Area ("EEA’~ credit institutions and investment firms investing 
in securitisations issued on or after 1 Ianuary 2011, or in 
securitisations issued prior to that date where new assets 

are added or substituted after 31 December 2014, the 
requirement that each such institution: 

... other than when acting as an 
originator, a sponsor or original 
lender, shall be exposed to the credit 
risk of a securitisation position in its 
trading book or nonDtrading book only 
if the originator, sponsor or original 
lender has explicitly disclosed to the 
institution that it will retain, on an 
ongoing basis, a material net 
economic interest which, in any 
event, shall not be less than 5%. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

~]E-mail This Issue 

% Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Fhm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.comv 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 12:21 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

REMINDER: Webinm - Federal Crrants & Cooperative Agreements - Understanding "the New Rules 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can view it as a web page. 

Morrison & Foerster Webinar 

Federal Grants & Cooperative Agreements - 
Understanding the New Rules 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 

1:00 p.m- 2:00 p.m EST 

{703) 

In the final days of 2013, the White House Office of Management 

and Budget (OMB) released long-awaited final guidance on 

administrative requirements, cost principles and audit 

requirements pertaining to federal grants and cooperative 

agreements. Guidance previously found in eight separate OMB 

Circulars has been consolidated in an attempt to reduce the 

administrative burden on recipients of federal funds, while also 

bolstering the government’s efforts to eliminate fraud, waste and 

abuse in federal funding. The new rules could have significant 

ramifications for "non-Federal entities"- non-profit organizations, 

institutes of higher education, state and local governments, and 

Indian tribes. Please join us for an informative presentation on what 

to expect from these revisions. 

Webinar topics wi~ include: 

a discussion of major changes in the final OMB guidance; 

implications for recipients of federal funding; 

recommendations for the implementation of necessary system 

changes to ensure compliance with new and changed 

requirements 

Webina~ Speakers: 

Tina D. Reynolds 

Catherine L Chapple 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time These can be accessed at http:/iwww.sra or~.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 







Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Vickie Bowers <~vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 2:58 PM 

Regul atoM" Review 

Below is a link for the latest edition of Regulatory Review (2014-01). Please let me lmow if you have any trouble with the file. Thanks’.! 

~52~:~.2152}21}2..}35:~.v:m~>:A~:JA~. ~ ~’ ’2.~..~: :-::- ~ .......... 2:.=.::.:---:-::-: ..................................... 

Vic~e Bowers 

Dimc~r of Human Resources 

Noah Carolina Bankers Association 

P. O. Box 19999, RMeigh, NC 27619-9916 

919/781-7979 / 800/662-7044 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Lenovo to double N.C. presence mfl~ IBM deal; SAS hits milestone 

states. Wou(d ~p.port a simiiar measure ip. ~’,~orttl Carolir~a;~ 

What’s r~(~w this tax seaso~.’ 
Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide, 

}.)!~,o(th. ................ IBHt.2...&b u ~,.%....iis ........................................ Ler’..ovo purchas(n&~fi ........... a Isi nk(r’..{j .......................... sh.ip,~ 

N,G ~-’.:i ra’.ises to ~.221 state em.plo~@~ 

T~e,s:.~ui c:; s I!!ieven’ holds first meetinc, to review 2)ens(on 
gpvemar’..ce struct.u~’e 

RAW VZDEO: Pr<~sident Barack 

Oba~rla at N,C, St:at:e, 



UNC names ShackelFord dean of Kenan.-Fiaqter Business School 

Existine--isome sales t.oD 5 mlSbn hs 20~.3 ~-~ best vea~ s~nce 
2006 

Ret.a~lers, banks Slav b~ame came over Taraeds secur%{ breach 

The secre~ ~iqhts of savw ~n~emat~on8 road wamo~s see @arid co~we~qes~:e 

!ce.."~es from Davos: What cl~stal-.’ss a.nd the bus~ness el~te are 
taik~ng about 

BS~; F~asds b~esses the XntemetLg~ves soda~ med~a 
comrnar~dments 

Artk~ck four~der bdry~s B~J Gates’ d~gRa~ a~t dream to ................................................................................................................................................................ 

deos to settle iawsuit 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 20:24 3:47 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Jacoby, Melissa B <mjacoby@email.unc.edu>; Mosteller, Robert Paul 

<rmostell@ email.unc.edu> 

Re: Feedback on course proposal 

Thanks, Lissa. The plan, as I understand it, is to follow the typical clinic companion-course model. 

-Jeff 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, January 23, 2014 at 3:45 PM 

To: Jeffrey Hirsch <imhirsch@email.unc.edu>, "Jacoby, Melissa B" <r~jacoby@email.unc.edu>, "Mosteller, Robert Paul" <rmostell(~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Feedback on course proposal 

Seems fine to me, assuming it is consistent with how the other clinics operate, 

Lissa 

Frem: Hirsch, .Jeffrey Michael 
Seat: Thursday, January 23, 20~.4- 3:25 PM 
To: .]acoby, Melissa B; Mosteller, Robert Paul; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Feedback on course proposal 
14i all, 

Attached is a course proposal from Laura Collins Britton for the course, Consumer Finoncio! Tronsoctions: Low, Policy ond Proctice, which would be a required companion course for 

her CFT clinic. She identified course(s) that you teach as related, so I wanted to ~et your input before we brought this to the Academic Affairs Committee. I don’t need anythin~ 

detailed--or necessarily anythin~ at all. Mainly, I want to see if you have any objections or concerns, although constructive feedback is welcome, of course. 

Thanks. 

-Jeff 



::N:: KPMG’s AC 

Can 91obal economies - developed and emergin9 - keep up the ..... 
9 .... 9                  Years Logo pace. ~ nsmg ,nterest rates bring collateral damage. 

We invite you to replay the latest KPMG/NACD Quaderly Audit 
Committee Webcast, featuring a dialogue with Leo Abruzzese, More from KPMG’s 
director of global forecasting for the Economist Intelligence Unit . 

Audit Comm~ee 

Institute 

the effects of stimulus and m~neta~ pNicy in Europe and Japan, 

gro~h in China, Abruzzese looks at the recovering global economy 
and highlights the risk scenarios and oppodunities shaping I I 
business decisions in the year ahead. 

aC~ Wd~o~ 

KP~G’s 2014 Global Audit CommRtee Survey 

Res u its 

To help identify the key challenges and concerns facing audit 

committees, boards, and their companies today, KPMG’s Audit ~~~ 
Committee institute suNeyed some 1,500 audit committee ....... 
members in more than 34 countries around the world on a range of 
timely issues, including: the audit committee’s workload and 
agenda; risk and information quality; the CFO and finance 
organization; corporate pe~ormance; and Internal audit.               ~.~.~ 

As directom help guide their companies fo~ard in the months 
ahead, our su~ey findings can sewe as an impo~ant reference - for 
benchmarking current practices, identifying gaps and emerging 
risks, and sparking fresh conversations about how audit 
committees and boards are strengthening their overnight and Register wRh ACI. 
keeping pave in an increasingly complex and fast-changing world= Share Insights 

For results from over 1,500 audit committee members across 34 
countries, read KPMG’s Global Audit Commi#ee Suwey. 

On Governance and Leadership 

Iss Re,eases FAQs: New Defensive Bylaw ~ay Lead to 
Negative Vote Recommendations in Director Elections. Public 
companies that have recently adopted or are considering adopting 
byla~ that disqualify director nominees who receive compensation 
from anyone other than the company should be aware of new FAQs 
released by Institutional Shareholder SeNices (ISS) and the 
potential impact the FAQs may have on forthcoming director 

elections. (Weil) 

Directors Focus on People, Risk, and External 
Communications. Highlights from the annual public company 
governance survey show an increase in time commitment. (NACD 
Directorship) 

On Financial Reporting 

U.K. Auditors Seek Financial Reporting Triage. Citing 
’widespread complaints of information overload in financial 
repoding," reformers would allow companies to pick and choose 

what to disclose. (CFO) 

Conffict Minerals: Scaling Your Program for 2015. A holistic 
compliance strategy that will scale from this year to 2015 and 



beyond will free up resources and capital that can be used to 
improve corporate performance, product portfolio, and market 
position. (NACD Di~ctorship) 

FASB ~ssues ~rwo Updates fo, P.vate Co,~pan~es o. 
Accounting fo[ Goodwill, Inte[est Rate Swaps. The FASB 
~ssued two updates to U.S. generally accepted accounting 
principles that provide alternatives for pdvate companies on the 
subsequent accounting for goodwill and for interest rate swaps- 
specifically a simplified hedge accounting approach for cedain 
types of swaps. CASB) 

Executive Accounting Update- Changes to Revenue 
Recognition. KPMG recently updated the executive summa~ of 
Exec.tive Acco.ntin# Update- Changes to Revenue Recognition 
for all of the FASB/IASB deliberations to date about the revenue 
recognition standard. The executive summa~ may be used with 
supplements that identify specific indust~ issues to be evaluated 
and considerations for assessing tranMtion options. (KPMG) 

SEC Re,eases Report on Regu~at~o~ S-K. The SEC staff recently 
issued a repo~ to Congress. as required by the Jumpsta. Our 
Business Stadups (JOBS) Act, about its review of the disclosure 
requirements in Regulation S-K. (KPMG Deficit# Issues) 

On Technology 

What Executives Should Know About Open Data. Novel and 
more accessible forms of information from government and private 
sources represent a new and rapidly growing piece of the big-data 

On the Economy 

What Co~d H~ppen i~ China ~n 20~47 The year ~he~d could 
see companies focus on driving productivity, CIOs becoming a hot 
commodity, shopping malls going bankrupt, and European soccer 
clubs finally investing in Chinese ones. McKinsey d~rector Gordon 
Orr makes his annua~ predictions. (McKinsey) 

Links 

ACI Home KPMG Financial KPMG 
Supporting audit RepoSing Network Turning knowledge 
committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with nev~ updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reposing our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACl, other KPMG Institutes and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beres, Melinda <mberes@hunton.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 6:39 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Re: NC Banking Institute Panel Materials 

image001 .png; image002~ipg 

Thanks, Lissa! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 6:07 PM. "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc.edu<mailto:lbroome@email uric edu>> wrote: 

Hi Melinda We like to have the materials (powerpoints) two weeks in advance, if possible so March 20 would be the date to shoot for 

The event is open to press. Usually the business reporters from the Charlotte Observer attend some sessions and sometimes we get a reporter from the Charlotte Business Journal National 
press show up only ]2~r high profile Fed governor speakers Sometimes BNA Banking Report or the ~anerican Banker will attend, but the?’ haven’t in the last few years 

Thanks for getting all this organized, 

Lissa 

From: Beres, Melinda [mailto:mberes(~hunton.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Sutziect: NC Banking Institute Panel Materials 

Lissa, 

We are trying to coordinate a call with panel members to discuss, among other things, panel ]2mnat and preparation of written materials by the panel ]2~r conference attendees V~nat is your 
final deadline for submission of those materials? I would like to make sure eye.one is aware of your deadlines for this. 

Also, there seem to be some questions around press at the conference From what I recall, the conference is not closed to the press is this correct? ttave there been many members of the 
press there in prior years? 

Thank you, in advance, 
Melinda 

Bio<http ://webdownload.hunton.com,’esi~nature/bio.aspx?U 08810> vCard<http :/iwebdownload.h~mton. comiesignature/vcard.aspx?U 08810> 

<image001 .png> 

Melinda Beres 
Partner 
mberes@hunton.com<mailto :mberes(~h~mton.com> 

Hunton & Williams LLP 

Bank of America Plaza, St 3500 
101 South T15~on St 
Charlotte, NC 28280 
Direct: 704.378.4766 
Fax: 704.331.5154 
www.hunton, com<htt~ ://www.hunton. corrb’> 

Circular 230 Disclosure: 
To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any US. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or 
written to be used, and camaot be used, for the purpose of(i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recon~mending to another par~z an?- 
transaction or matter addressed herein This advice may not be tbrwarded (other than within the taxpayer to which it has been sent) without our express written consent 

This communication is confidential and is intended to be privileged pursuant to applicable law If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent 
responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this message in el~cor, please nottI}g Hunton & Williams LLP immediately by telephone (877-374-4937) and by electronic mail to: helpdesk@hunton.com<mailto:helpdesk@hunton.com> 
and then delete this message and all copies and backups thereof. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 6:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Clips Update: 1-24-14 

Dear Lissa, 

G:eetings from the MotherShip. Yes, the real MotherShip, the one in a bunker several 

hundred feet under the W 40 ~ 47 [] N74 [] 18 ~ cooNinates haJfway between Nyack NY 

and Lawrenceville NJ. 

After attending three days of the NCAA convention in Sm~ Diego, weekending in the Pacific 

Beach section ofSD, criss-crossing the greater LA area to visit with several Clips subscribers, 

and then enduring a 14-hour ordeal back to the east coast I have finally made it back to the 

cozy environs of the MotherShip. 

Below is a rare Thursday evening Clips Update (due to the ambitious activities described 

above). In addition, tomorrow I hope to put the finishing touches on re:other riveting, award- 
worthy Clips RoadTripReport which roll be likely entitled ~The Rest of the Road Trip, [] 

wherein I roll wow Clips readers about my visits to schools and conferences in the LA area, as 

well as other logislical oddities. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Inthnte 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

v¢.vw.twitter.con’J@CollegfeA.t hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in w~th yot~r t~sername ~nd password to view the 

arlicles (be|ow) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white 

screen. 

"Jifferei~t i!~ the [:.:t~:~e By Nick i!~faq~e. ¢:iips .’2"Ji~or !. 15-14 



~ NCAA varies on def~nin~ amateurism a~d iflnores secret payments 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Arctiives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
~4~v.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nickCi~,collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this maili~g list or cha::ge the email format please use the links below: 

Chaltge yore subscription 

Unsnbscfibe 

Change ,your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <reply@reply.newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 7:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New ZONE Rewards: Target, Circus, Joa~ Rivers, Romeo & Juliet, See’s Candy and more! 

N&O ZONE Subscriber Rewards 
January 2o14 

N&O ZONE Subscriber Rewards are now reserved exclusively for N&O Plus and 
digital-only subscribers! To activate N&O Plus for your current subscription, go to 

newsobserver.comiplus, 

Music & 

Win Tickets for the 
NORTH CAROUNA SYB~IPHONY 
Romeo & 

~ Special Valentine’s Package includes pair of tickets, fine jewelry and restaurant gift certificate! 

Featured Offers 

Tickets only $3g (reg, $50) for 
NORTH CAROUNA SYMPHONY 
Capriccio espagno~! 

~ $aturday, Kebruary 13 at Memorial Hall, Chapel Hill. 

Movies 

Win Passes for Advance Screening of THE 

MONUMENTS MEN! 

~ wwlI action-drama starring & directed by George 
Clooney. 

Win Passes for Advance Screening of ENDLESS 
LOVE! 

~ R omantic drama in Theaters Valentine’s Day, Rated PG- 
13, 

Specia~ Offers 

Win a £o× of Chocolates for your VALENTINE! 

~ From See’s Candies, 

Contac[ Us I About Us ! Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copvriqht 

]l;orward to a ]l;rkq~d~ 

This email ’was sent by: News & Observer 215 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601, USA 

You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from advertisers on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, or to opt out of 
future email solicitations, please go to U’te !~.~wsc?b.~;erw.,r.c:¢r!~ Nember Center and check the appropriate boxes (after logging in). Contact us if you have further questions 

or- concerns. 

!;:J.=,.Gi~:..~’i~:~ to opt out of future email offers. , 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <nytimes@e.newyorktimesinfo.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 7:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Special Back to School ottbr - NY Times for as little as $5 your tirst 12 weeks 

View in browser 

FUEL FOR ACTIVE 
MINDS 

For professors and students looking to ground textbook 

theory in real-world events, a digital subscription to The 

I New York Times at the college rate is as 

/ ~!~.~’..!’!~:~.~.~.?~t~.9.~., then $1.88 a week¯ 

~World-class journalism, thought-provoking analysis, 

expert blogs and daily videos. Give your mind what it 

really wants¯ ~.~.~?.~£!.~?...’~..~..~.~W..?(.~?£~:~L~!~.~..~9.~’, 

TRYA DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION 
TODAY 

~You received this email because you are a registered user of The NewYork Times. 

Offer available to current college faculty, staff, administrators and students. To qualify for a digital subscription at the college rate, 

you must also have a valid college or university email address, which usually ends in .edu. Smartphone and tablet apps are not 
supported on all devices Does not include e-reader editions, Premium Crosswords or The New York Times Crosswords apps. Prices 
are subject to change Other restrictions and taxes may apply 

To ensure delivery of emails fiom The New York Times, please add nytimes@e.nev,^/orktimesinfo.com to your address book 

Privacy Policy I Contact Us I Unsubscribe 

© 2014 The New York Times Company I P.O. Box 8041, Davenport, IA 52808-8041 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 8:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jan. 24 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

3anuary 24, 2014 ~ Number 16 

Securities 

The Treasury Department announced Jan. 23 a $152 million 
settlement with Clearstream Banking, S.A., saying the 
Luxembourg company,s use of an account at an unnamed U.S. 
financial institution gave the government of Iran "substantial... 

Consumer Protection 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) reMased a 
proposal that would give the agency authority to examine larger, 
nonbank providers of international money transfers for 
compliance with new consumer protections that were put,.. 

Bank Supervision 

Base~ Committee Pro#oses Chancres 

The Basel Commission on Banking Supervision has proposed 
changes to its 2010 global guidelines on strengthening 
cooperation between national banking supervisory agencies in 
the regulation of cross-border banks .... 

BNA Insights 

On June 25, 2053, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB or the Bureau) issued CFPB Bulletin 2013-6, titled 
"ResponsiMe Business Conduct: Self- PNicing, Se~f- Reporting, 
Remediation, and Cooperation." The CFPB issued... 

Lease Accounting 

To Try ~o Carve Out Consensus o~ Leases 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board and its international 
counterpart resumed their heavy lifting in a long-running, difficult 
effort to agree on a viable accounting policy for leases .... 

Housing 

U.S. house prices rose 0.1 percent in November from October, 
slowing growth that indicates the real estate recovery may be 
losing strength, the Federal Housing Finance Agency said .... 

Housing 

Purchases of previously owned homes climbed in December for 
the first time in four months as job gains and healthier household 
balance sheets helped Americans adjust to higher mortgage 
rates .... 



International Finance 

Cross-border lending by major international banks fell sharply 
during the third quarter of 2013, mainly due to a precipitous drop 
in interoffice lending, the Bank for International Settlements 
said .... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 2:47 AlVl 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate & Takeover Law e Journal, Vol. 6 No. 6, 01/24/2014 

Table of Contents 

The Dwindling of Revlon 

Lyman Johnson, Washington and Lee University - School of Law, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul/Minneapolis, MN - School of Law 

Rob Ricca, Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati 

Protection of Investors: An Analysis 

Kavita Pradhan, Independent 

The Value-Destroying Behavior of Managers in Tax-Subsidized Funds 

Martin Jacob, WHU - Otto Beisheim School of Management 
Sofia Johan, York University - Schulich School of Business, Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC) 

Denis Schweizer, WHU - Otto Beisheim School of Management 

Fang Zhan, York University - Schulich School of: Business 

~ Examine and How Do in the The ’Blame Game’ and What Should Critically Conglomerate Mergers They Impede Competition Marketplace. 

Proceed. 

George P. Kyprianides, The University of: Reading 

~ L ’Impugnazione Giudiziale Del Bilancio Delle Societ~ Di Capitali Nel Sistema Dei Rimedi (The ludicial Challenge of Companies Balance Sheet 

in the Remedies System) 

Luca Boggio, University of Turin 

Duty or Dignity? The Clash of Originalist and Liberal Perspectives on Corporate Free Exercise 

Spencer Chutchill, Harvard Law School 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE & TAKEOVER LAW eJOURNAL 

iiii"The Dwil’tdling o[ Re~o~’,~" :~ Free Download 

Washington and Lee Law Review, 201@ ~brthcon#ng 

U or St, Thomas (t4mnesota) Legal Studies Research Paper No, .14-06 
Washington & Lee Z.e#~f ~tud~es Pape~ Forthcomia# 

LYMAN .,!OHNSON, Washington and Lee University - School of Law, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul/Minneapolis, MN - School of Law 

Email: .lohnson LP@wlu.edu 

~O~ ~:[CCA, Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & R.osati 
Email: rob ricca@yahoo.com 

This article traces the dramatic dwindling of the iconic Revlon doctrine. Over the past several years, we observe a paradox in M&A litigation. The 

number of challenges to "done deal" transactions has skyrocketed, but the number of successful Revlon claims - those procuring a remedy - has 

plummeted. Having set out to suggest, as a theory and policy matter, that Revlon might be extended into the attempted but failed "no deal" 
context, we conclude, ironically, that today there is little remedial clout to the Revlon doctrine in any setting. 

The overly exalted place of Revlon in the law thought to govern M&A deals endures because it is regarded in narrow, silo-like doctrinal isolation 

even though it can only be understood as one part of a legal landscape that has dramatically changed since 1986. Revlon, for example, no longer 
sets the standard in damages cases. Thus, oft-cited statements from the QVC case regarding enhanced substantive scrutiny by courts, and the 
planning of an initial burden of proof on directors, are outmoded doctrinal vestiges in the personal liability context. As to injunctive relief, only one 

injunction - out of numerous claims - was granted on a Revlon theory in the six year period from 2008-2013. 

By adopting a remedies perspective on Revlon, we thus see that the ongoing debate over what "triggers" Revlon in mixed consideration deals is a 
debate with small stakes: only pre-closing relief is up for grabs anyway, and that is rarely granted. We should stop regarding Revlon as a robust 

standalone doctrine. Delaware courts should go further, however. They should renounce Revlon’s faulty focus on short-term value maximization. 

Then, the corporate objective in the sale setting - of whatever kind - would be the same as it is (and should be) outside the sale setting: to pursue 

the best option for achieving long-term value. 



iiiiiii"Proted:ion o~ Inv~tors: A~ Analysis" 

~V3{TA PRADHAI~, Independent 

Ernail: kavita,pradhanS@g mail,corn 

An investor is a person who allocates capital with the expectation of a financial return. The law defining the rights of investors and the quality of 
their enforcement is fundamental to corporate governance and finance. Quality of the legal environment for protection of the investors’ has its 
effect on the ability of a company to raise funds from the public. Therefore, a strong regulatory framework to protect the integrity of the Initial 
Public Offer market, as well as the investors, is essential. The Companies Act, 1956 provided for several provisions to protect the interests of the 
investors but it did not keep pace with the changing business environment. The Companies Act, 2013 addresses several investors’ concerns and 
seeks to provide a more hospitable environment. Therefore, this paper analyses the provisions relating to protection of investors under the new 
Act and a comparison is made with the Companies Act, 1956. 

~ART~’N .~A(~OB, WHU - Otto Beisheim School of Iqanagement 

Email: martin,jacob@whu,edu 

~OF;[A ~O~AN, York University - Schulich School of Business, Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC) 

Email: sofiajohan@email,com 
D~ ~W~l~, WHU - OLLo Beisheim School of Iqanagement 

Email: denis,schweizer@web,de 

FE~ ZIHA~, York University - Schulich School of Business 

Email: fzhan 09@schulich.yoFku.ca 

This paper explores whether fund managers exhibit value-destroying behavior in response to tax subsidy phase-out policies. We study the tax 
subsidy phase-out for Labour-Sponsored Venture Capital Corporations (LSVCC) in Ontario, and find that fund managers’ investment behavior 

caused large negative returns for investors of affected LSVCCs. We noted a shift in investment strategy from venture capital to public equity. 

However, the management fee structure remained higher compared to that of mutual funds. Thus, the portfolio value of retail investors decreased 

in two ways: First, over the short run, the tax subsidy phase-out policy led to large negative returns due to the change in investment strategy as 
well as a reduction in diversification potential. Second, over the long run, inappropriately high management fees will further reduce the overall 

wealth of LSVCC investors. 

~i F~ee Do~,~o.d I 
Proceed. " ..... 

~OR(~, P, {~’PlR,3{AI~DI~, The University of Reading 

Email: gpkypriarfides@hot mail.corn 

This thesis attempts to demonstrate that conglomerate mergers should not be considered legal per se in Europe, as they are in the States, 
because under certain circumstances they may harm consumers. This could be achieved via numerous strategies such as tying, bundling, portfolio 

power, full-line forcing, predatory pricing, co-ordinated effects and so on. The traditional economic presumption endorses the view that most 

conglomerate mergers are pro-competitive due to their efficiencies such as quality assurance, economies of scale, promotion in research and 

development and lower transaction costs. However, there are some instances in which the traditional economic view may not apply such as when 
the Cournot effect does not operate, efficiency savings are available, and selling a bundle of products may result in reduced competition. Hence the 

Notice on Non-Horizontal Mergers is aligned with the traditional economic view as seen recently in the case of Kraft/Cadbury but also with its 
exceptions as seen through the Guidelines where foreclosure is scrutinized in detail due to the blows that the Commission faced in Tetra/Sidel, and 

GE/Honeywell. Certainly the Commission’s policy can be improved as it is seen from the market share and HHI levels, the inadequate discussion on 
control of information, and the fact that effidencies should be paid more serious consideration, so some proposals are offered to the Commission in 

order to distinguish the few exclusionary cases that may occur. Also some suggestions are offered to the EU Courts which have to take the "staff" 

and generate more legal certainty with regards to the standard of proof, Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and 

the SIEC test. 

Rivista di Diritto Societario, 2013, 150-177 

LUCA BOGGIO, University of Turin 

Email: luca, boggio@bq)lex,it 

~talian Abstract: L’articolo analizza i piQ rilevanti rimedi alternativi per affrontare le controversie in materia di bilancio nel quadro della disciplina 
societaria italiana e tenta di paragonare gli effetti, i vantaggi e gli svantaggi di ciascun strumento. L’Autore suggerisce di non considerarli 
necessariamente come "alternativi, ma, piuttosto, come "progressivi". 

English Abstract: The article analyses the most relevant alternative remedies to face a balance sheet litigation under Italian Company Law (judicial 

conciliation, arbitration, mediation, etc.) and tries to compare effects, advantages and disadvantages of each instrument. The Author suggests to 
consider them not necessary as alternatives, but, better, as "progressives". 

~PE~IC~R ~:HU~:H~LL, Harvard Law School 

Email: schurchilk®id 15.1aw.harvard.edu 

This paper uses the legal arguments that have been presented to the Supreme Court in Hobby Lobby and Conestoga Wood to explore the 
ramifications of the scholarly debate between originalist and liberal advocates of free exercise, outlining their distinct approaches to the broad 

question of corporate religious liberty and to specific questions concerning corporate free exercise that the Supreme Court is likely to leave 

unresolved. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Overly detailed response to Awo review draws reprimand Lawyers rank 4th in suicides I Judge scoffs at fee request for 
’basic and banal’ research 

The Top Stories of the Week 
January 24, 2014 

La~wer accused of revealinq TMI in response to bad Avvo rewew is reprimanded 

~I~SSAGE FROf~! ZENCASH 

Simple Changes that Guarantee You’ll Get Paid Faster 

Legal profession ranks 4th in suicide rate; state bars battle lawyer depression 

A ~I~SSAGE IFRO~,~ ~YCAS~ 

~o p~pedess Or Go Home 

When will lawyers learn to take their vitamins--and other ruminations on change in 
the industry 

Resume lies lead to disbarment for former Paul Hastings partner 

support, judge rules 

Before racist-ioke probe, federal iudge sent hundreds of inappropriate emails, 

opinion says 

La~wer files $1M claim over ’commando-sb/le’ raid on his home to seize case files 

B~nkE~p~cy law firm files for bankruptcy 

Are secret arbitration panels illegal? Del. Chancery asks SCOTUS to nix 3rd Circuit 
._r__u__[Ln__g. 

Gays can’t be excluded from iuries because of sexual orientation, 9th Circuit says 



Lav~/er founded fake church to funnel money while saying he couldn’t pay 

sanctions, judge says 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK ~ 

Does your firm consi._d__e___r__j__o____b_____c___a__n____d_!__d___a_t_e___s___. [_a___w____s__c__b___o___o__!. p__e__d_!g_r_e___e__?_____D____o__e___s__ 

its approach result in ,qood hires. 

Earlier this month, we noted how London-based law firm Clifford Chance has a 
"CV blind" policy that hides job candidates’ university information from those      ~;: ....... 
who conduct final interviews. The firm’s introduction of the policy last year led to a 28 percent 
increase of the number of schools from which it drew trainees. 

Law firms’ ._o___b___s___e___&s__i__q__n____v_y_i__t__h___p___e___d__ig_r___e___e_. is certainly a stateside phenomenon as well. So this week, 
we’d like to ask you: Does your firm consider job candidates’ law school pedigree? Does its 
approach result in good hires? 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: Ls..~.t.b~.e..~.b~.a.~.r.~.e...x...a.....m..~.a.~:.a..Lu.~.a.~.b.[.e..~.t...e...s.~[&~Lg~a~#~&~@£~ 
unnecessary expense for them? 

Featured answer: 

Tweeted by D.E.S.: "1 probably learned more actual, applicable law taking the exam than I did in 
law school." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, contact us. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Friday, January 24, 2014 3:31 AIVI 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Li s~, 3 researchers viewed your publications 

Weekly stats update 

See views by country 

Complete your stats 

Lissa Lamkb~ Broome 

Supergeneric Collateral Descriptions in Financing ,., 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 3:47 AlVl 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Huge ’Super PAC’ Is Moving Early to Back Clinton 

Today’s Headlines       F , oy, J ..... 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s VJdee 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

H~ge ’Nuper IPAC* Is Mo~r~g Emqy to Back 

CHnton 

Priorities USA Action, whieh played a p~w:,bd role i~ President 

Obama’s re-election, %rmNiy aligned iNdf wid~ Hil]aiy Rodham 

Cii[~kon’s m~deelared presidential ambitions. 

Hospital Chain SMd 1-o Scheme 1-o Infla~.e Bills 

Whisfle-bh:~wer suits claim Health Manageme~t Associates tried 

to inflak? iN Medicare and MeNmid payme~N by admik[ing 

more p~fientso 

Indust~oy Awakens to Thioeat of Climate Cliange 

Coca-Cola and ofl~er corporafiol~s are starth~g to see g~oba] 

warming as an economically disruptive force afl~’eting 

commodity costs and s*lppIy e~aains. 

The 

largest 

bottlin 
plant 

For more top news. 90 to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

Make your predictions f))r the Super Bowl a~d yo~ could wil~ an 

iPad. How edd will it be? How lo~g will it take to sing the 

national anthem? Will the edn toss be heads or tails’? Oh, yeah, 

a~xd which team will win? 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

pe~ove~’se P~o~ma~ies 

Sore-loser laws favor partisan extremists and disempower 

Today’s Video 

Tim New York Times movie ccitk:s on "Gloria," %qsitors" a~d 

"Stranger by the Lake." 

~ vine:o: C~oeat~areCast: Swi~m~ing "With 

Cilia 
Cilia are hairlike st~*ctm’es that ptvject h’om cells. They can 

move i*~ coordinated, rh34hmie waves that propel orgatfisms 

through water. 

~ Re~ated Article 

~ vwEo: Robots h~ Attendance 

Using cheaper parts a~d hnproved techno]o©’, some 

en teFpH sing couplcs are rewiH n g robots to m ake an entran ee at 

their weddings. 

Won9 

World 

Claims of Police B~t~tality i~t Uk~°ai~m A~nid Talks 

to Q~mll U~rest 

As negotiations went on between opposition ]cadet’s and the 

president of UM’aine, a video surfaced of Berkut *9)t p~kiee 

of fleets stripping a protester nakcd. 

clashed 

U.So }~’illing to Hold Talks if S~mwder~ Pleads G~gily 

Atto~’ney General E~{e H. Holder" &’o did t~ot specKy the guilty pleas the d astice 

;C)epat~.me~}~ won~d exl.~ec¢ befbre it wonld open talks wifl~ Mr. Snowden’s 



Pentagon Study F~nds Agem:~es I]l]l Equipped to 

Detect Foreig~ Nuclear Efft~s 

A rx~por~ by the Defense Science Board suggests using some of 

the techniq aes ~hat the N ational See arky Agency has empk~yed 

against tewo~4sts. 

U.S. 

In R~raI Jails, E-Ciga~oettes Are a Calming Vapor 

Cash-st[~apped oomph/jails are finding that the sa~e of e- 

cigarettes to imnates can provide a IueralJve source of income. 

Logan 
Smith 

wit~ his 

.... 
Repo~’l-s of Cheat~g Prompt Review ofUoS. Nucilea~° ]Launcl~ 

Crews 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel ordered a review of the militanT’s nuclear force 

afker reporks ~ff cheating and low morale arno~g :Mr Fo~e nuclear launch 

Immigrm~ts Seen as Way to Refill Detroit Rm~ks 

Oov. Rick Snydcr has ptx~posed b~ngi~g in 5o,ooo immJgranL~ 

over five yea~s as park of a visa program aimed at those with 

advanced degrees or exeeptio~ml abilities. 

Rick 

~,yder 

For mo:~: UL]. r:ew3, go to NYTimes.¢om/US ~ 

Business 

Fi~ed lBfll~o~s, JPl~lorgm~ Chase ~ill G~ve D~mo~ 

a Raise 

In a se~Ses of eo~kentk~us meetings, JPMorgan Chase’s board 

voted to give Jamie Dim on a ~ew pay package aRer his pay was cut in half last 

year, ko 8~L5 million. 

DEALBOOK 

Se~ator Is Lobb34r~g for Ir~quiry on He~°balifi~, 

Senator Edward J. Markey asked regulators to look into 

Herbalii~, the eompa~y flaat has bee~ in Ne cross hNrs or" hedge 

Nnd manager William A. A&man. 



Nelman Nfar~:us Data Breach Worse Than First 

The theft of consumer data from the luxnw re~ih’r appea~ 1o 
have involved ~.~ million eredik and debit cards. 

] terminal] 

Sports 

Li’s New Role h~ a Grand Slam Fhmh Favorite 

Li’s coach, Carlos Ro<h{gaez, is eager to see how his phLver deals 

psychologically with being ex])eeted to ])eat Domi~ika Cibulkova 

on Saturday in "dae Australian Open women’s final. 

I practice ] 

U.So Ol~npie Oaltfits Worthy of Stares, if Not ~] z~ 

Professional critics weigh in on the United States team’s on~ts            ~ 

for the Olympic opening and dosing ceremonies, xdth some 

seeing a heM, patriotic statement and oihe~s seeing gaNsh Ch~qstmas sweaters. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

$~’qth Brother in B~g Game, Eli ~anning P|ays 

with his 

Eli Manning offered Peyton Manning some ~ps on playing at 

MetLife Stadium, Eli’s home field, in the Super Bowl Peyton said than~ bat 

that he n eeded ti 

= NF.L. Rourlclup: AiHine Apologizes [o Jets’ Srrfi[}~ for incident 

, SpeCs of The Times Seahawks’ Sherman Plays Man-te-Man and Goes foe to foe 

For mei~ spoi!.s news, ge to NYTimes~com/Gperte ~* 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Mirror, Mirror: Sm~danee Hits 30 

iUehard Linklater’s "Boyhood," shot over 12 years and screened 

at the Sm~dance Nlm Festival, could be a metaphor fbr the 

maturaiion of the director aud [he festival itself. 

Mere From Sundance 

colt~o~o I 

The Grammys, a Night for Cheers (and Often 

Gasps) 

The 56th annual Grammys ceremony is likely to present a few 

upsets, as it has i~ the past. 

ART REVIEW 

Testimony of a Cle~reyed ~$’~ess 

The phoLographer Can4e Mae Weems eharb her exploradon of 

the :g~qean--~nmqean experience in a travding 3o-year 

retrospective ~mw at the Gu~enheim Museum. 

~rammy 

Mac 

Movies 

’VISITORS’ 

Staring at You, Staring at Me 
B,. "~.ri.~-’B~.N BO~. 

Godfrey Reggio’s brooding ’~Tisitors" peers i~to hmnm~iU~’s 

troubled soul ~dth "~e hdp of a sober, churning score by Philip 

GIass. 



’GLORIA’ 

~Aqth No Regrets, ]Liv~r~g He~¯ 

In the Chilea~ film "Gloria," directed by Sebasfi~ Le]io, a 

heroine in h er la te 5as embra ees pa ssion and ram anee. 

’STRANGER BY THE LAKE’ 

DPa~gero~s U~dertow ir~ a Crwisers’ Haven 
L:y .~,. O SCOiY 

A stretch of beach and its adjoining woods, which serve as a gay 

cruising spot, become a eHme scene iu "Stranger by 

by the Freuch filmmaker Nain Guiraudie. 

Obituaries 

His work focused on adaptations of children’s books and 

included an gmmy.-wilming collaboration with Ntozake Shange. 

Chat Curtis, Half of Nat’~oied News Temn, Dies at 

74 

Mr. Curtis and his wife and co-.anchor on WCVB, Channel 

Natalie Jacobsen, delivered the news nightly to Bostonians for 

years be[ore they split 

CuRis 
sn,’! his 

wife ~t 

Fe: mere oiit:.:aAss, ,?,a ~o NYTimes,eom,Obituaries 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

:End tim Phone Data Sweeps 

Why continue a program that invades privacy, violates the law, a~d doesn’t 

even work? 

EDITORIAL 

Even More Addictive Cigarettes 

Mamffaeturers are design ing eigare~es to deliver more nicotine to the brags, 

That devious tactic requires a strong response by regulators. 

EDITORIAL 

P]tog]tess on I redatory gendh~g 

Rules issued in November to protect m~suspeeting borrowers are helpit~g to 

keep vulnerable Ame~eans from being ambushed by debt. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

It Takes a Gene~*alion 

A real ~mtional social mobilib" strate~, must address youth 

development li’om ages o to 25. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Poputist h~tperative 

Tiis is why we’re likdy to iear a lot about inequality and soda1 

justee Dam President Obama next week. 

~ Collim~ist Page ] Blog 



OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Bi:l:lJonai~’es and 

,4, ibotball player’s swayer turned all eyes to Sea~]e, but it was a 

claim by tkat city’s mosk famous billionait’e that deserYed more 

ON THIS DAY 
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Daily Briefing January 24, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Congressional Action on Data Breaches Faces 
Uphill Battle 
by VICTORIA FINKLE 

The Target and Neiman Marcus breaches have reignited 

data security as an issue on Capitol Hill, but many hurdles 

still stand in the way of legislation, 
READ MORE 7> 

Congressional 

Action on Data 

Breaches Faces 

Uphill Battle 

CFPB Expanding Reach to Nonbank Money 
Transmitters 
by RACH EL WITKOVVSKI 

A new Consumer Financial Pre~ection Bureau proposal 

would put large nonbank money transmitte~ on mo~e 

equal footing with banks and credit unions required to 

follow federal remittance rules. 
RF~2,D MOIRE ~:. 

i.~.i CFPB Expanding 

Reach to Nonbank 

Money 

Transmitters 

Lew Calls Bitcoin a Place to Hide, Shares Dimon’s ’Incredulity’ 

The U,S. government needs mere time le assess the Bitcoin "phenomenon" to 

ensure the v~tua~ currency ~sn’[ used fer unlawfu~ purposes, T[easury Secretary 

Jacob J. Lew sa~d. 
READ MORE ,> 

T-Mobile Answers Call of Underbanked as Banks 
Fail to Pick Up 
by MARYWISNIEWSKI AND PENNY CROSMAN 

T-Mobile’s bid to provide basic checking services to its 

mobile phone cusiomers is ihe latest signal that banks are 

losing the low end of the consume~" market. 
READ MORE 7> 

:: [:+~] :: T-Mobile Answers 

...... Call of 

Underbanked as 

Banks Fail to Pick 

Up 



Contain 

The Case for Chip-and-PIN Cards Post=Target 
Breach 

The massive Tarqet data breach has rei.qnited the debate 

over whether banks should do more to improve the security 

of the cards they issue in the United States, American 

Banker editors discuss why Iinancial companies have been 

rek~ctant b upgrade ~heir magnetic-stripe ca[ds to the 

more secure chip-and-PIN cards used internationally, and 

what -- if anything -- the Target breach changes. 
RE,~,D MORE >> 

i.~.i The Case for Chip- 

and-PIN Cards 

Post-Target 

Breach 

Regu~atio~ & Reform 

Voicker Rule’s Victims 

Regulators acted last week to try to ease the pain for 

community banks that held complex securities covered by 

the Volcker RUbr But fer some institutions, the fix e~ther 

came too la~e or dJdn’~ he~p at a~L Fo~bwing are banks that 

were expected to ~ake a bss as a result d the Vobker 

Rule. 
RE,~D MORE >> 

::~:: Volcker Rule’s 

Victims 

M©RE REGUL;-\[I©~1 A~’.ID RBF:OI:~M }:. 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

Rural California Lenders Merge to Take On the 
Megabanks 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

Perhaps more community banks should think boldly like 

TriCe Bancshares. The small Califernia bank’s deal to buy 

anothe[ Jura] bnder, North Valley Bancorp, could give ~1 the 

scale ~t needs b knock heads w~h WeB Fargo and B of 

A, ~ts execs say. 
RB,~D MORE >> 

::X:: Rural California 

....... Lenders Merge to 

Ta ke On the 

Megabanks 

~,!ORE MERGERS AND ACQUIa TIONS ~> 

Contain 

BankUnited Beats Earnings Estimates on Securities Gains 



by ANTONIO OLIVERO 

BankUnited (BKU) in Miami Lakes, Fla., repoded ~#~alterly earnings that were in 

line with Wall Street expectations. 

READ M©RE >> 

MORE COMMUNIIY B.;-\NK]NG >> 

Consumer Finance 

BOK Completes Banks’ Exit from Deposit Advance Market 
by KEVIN WACK 

Bank deposii advances, the controversial consumer credit product, which sirongly 

resembles a payday loan, has been facing extinction since coming into ~he 

cr’osshairs of Ieder’al banking regulators. 
READ MORE ~> 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE 

Contain 

After a Breach: Managing Identity Theft Effectively 
WHITEPAPER 

Given ihe impact and reach of identity theft, organizaiions enb’usted with pr’otecting 

customer assets have no choice but to face the issue head on. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

Trends and Visions for Mobile Payments 
WEB SEMINAR 

This is the third of a three-pall series of web seminars dedicated to mobililty in 

banking hosted by American Banker Editorial Insights Mobile payments are the 

nex~ frontier for mobile apps - and ~he scariest one for many banks. 
READ MORE ,> 

MORE IN THE RE,SOURCE CENfER ,> 

Specia~ Reports 

The Best Banks to Work For 

American Banker% inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highli.ghts 

institutions with strong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers ol similar size, 

based on assets. READ MORE ,> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on questionable practices. All ~his applies to big banks, which thirs~ for sources of 

growth, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering to the less affluent clients ignored by large banks.RFJ’.D MORE ~ 

MORE IN SF~ECiAL RE~~3RrS t> 

FOLLOVV LIS: [] @AmerBanker [] Fc~cebock 
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American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

Congressional Action on Data Breaches Faces Uphill 
Battle 

The Target and Neiman Marcus breaches have reignited 
data security as an issue on Capitol Hill, but many hurdles 
still stand in the way of legislation. 

Regional Bankers Upbeat About Consumer Lending 

Executives at KeyCorp and Fifth Third Bancorp said they 
are noticing increased consumer confidence, which would 
translate into more lending opportunities this year. 

Rural California Lenders Merge to Take On the Meqabanks 

Perhaps more community banks should think boldly like 
TriCo Bancshares. The small California bank’s deal to buy 
another rural lender, North Valley Bancorp, could give it the 
scale it needs to knock heads with Wells Fargo and B of A, 
its execs say. 

Justice Dept Tries to Quell Bank Processor Concerns 
About Online Lendinq Probe 

In a letter to two trade groups, Assistant Attorney General 
Stuart Delery pledged to work to minimize collateral 
damage from the investigation. 

By Department 

Paydiant has received a patent for technology that lets 
consumers withdraw cash from ATMs using their 
smartphones, a feature that it says should appeal to banks. 

In a letter to two trade groups, Assistant Attorney General 
Stuart Delery pledged to work to minimize collateral 
damage from the investigation. 

Executives at KeyCorp and Fifth Third Bancorp said they 
are noticing increased consumer confidence, which would 



translate into more lending opportunities this year. 

Battle 

The Target and Neiman Marcus breaches have reignited 
data security as an issue on Capitol Hill, but many hurdles 
still stand in the way of legislation. 

Rural California Lenders Merge to Take On the 

Perhaps more community banks should think boldly like 
TriCo Bancshares. The small California bank’s deal to buy 
another rural lender, North Valley Bancorp, could give it the 
scale it needs to knock heads with Wells Fargo and B of A, 
its execs say. 
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In this issue: VVill NC. be stung by contract cuts? 

First Look 

W{I~ N,C, be stung by contract cuts? 

The[o’s even an app for firefight~ng 

8~ p~ans for Raleigh, Cary retail centers 

Debate over $o~adze p~ogra~s heats up 

B~ghteen companies jo#~ consortium ~o 
monetize technology 

All the President’s P~aye[s 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es >> 

Your ,k.~r:uary 24, 20t 4 issue is 

This Week’s Lists 

® Pateat Law Firms 

~ "l’rian!~te Law Firms 

~’~ee More Lists 

Speeia~ Publications 

SPACE 3Q 2013 

SPACE 2Q 2013 

BigshotsoSBA inseM 

View the Tdangle Business Journal Book of 

Lists 

Get the Newsstand g[~p for FREE 

Con.gratubtions. As a s~bscdbe~, you now 
receive Iree access to Triangle Basiness 
Journal’s Newsstand App on yodr iPhone or 
iPad. 

People 
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Morning Edition: NCSU man ul:acturing re,arch hub confronts lhture chaJlenges 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 24, 20~4 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

NCSU manufacturinq research hub confronts future 
challenges 
A sizable chunk of a newly announced $140 million conso~ium’s funding will go 

toward academics, such as a new clean-tech focused graduate degree program at 

Noah Carolina State University, 

Discuss 

N.C. regulators to explore discount power rates for 
industria~ customers 

........................................................... bi.C. regulators have opened new proceedings on proposals that were shot down 

this summer far special rates for large industrial custamers af Duke Energy Corp. 

~.[~.~.~ 

3 Triangle bars named among best in the South 
Ti~e Triangia is weii represanted en Seuti~ern I_iving’s "100 Best Bars of the 8auth," 

taking three spots en the list. 

Discuss 

Pittsboro’s Orchid Gaffery blossoms throuqh the recession 
Ti~e rrlare you kill, the better you get 

Discuss 

NCSU names interim head for manufacturing research hub 

With IBM buy, is Lenovo purchasing a sinking ship? 

Lenovo’s Parker: IBM server buy transMtes to more Triangle 
jobs 

N.C. pension investiqator ’disturbed’ by fund’s audit 
practices 

’Treasurer’s Eleven’ holds first meetinq to review pension 
governance structure 

HQ Raleigh partners with local coffee company 

~-n~c~e~g~a~L~F~e~r~r~Ln~g~t~n~U~m-s~t~~E~h~‘~J~!~ 

Read Mornin~ Edition >> 
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The 10-Point- Janua~ 24, 2014 

Greetings from Davos, Switzerland, where there may be less snow on the 

ground than there is in New York. 

Playing It Safe 

It’s Asia’s turn to trip today after Thursday’s emerging-market turmoil. 

Asian mark~-ls edg~d lower ~ day afh~r weak manufacturing data out of 

China prompted investors to move out of risky assets. Our story reports on 

amid -f~:ars over -~h~ devdop~r~g w<~rId’s abilib~ to weather uneven gro~h 

and the ~fithdra~al of easy-money policies. The Turkish lira, R~ssian ruble 

and South Mriean rand hit record lows against the dollar. "Investors are 

penalizing those countries x~th more vulnerabilities," said an emerging- 

market debt portfolio manager. We take a deep di~ into the situation in 

~gentina, where a record drop in the Arg~rr~{r~ pes~:> raised -fears of a 

fi~a~eia) c’rish~ h~ S~x~}~ America’s scc, o~~d-4>igges~ eeo~my. Adding to 

concerns, the U.S. Federal Reserve is expected to scale back its bond- 

b@ng program again next week. 

Lend Me Your Ears 

The Middle East’s turmoil descended on the World Economic Forum in 

Davos Thursday. }-lasan R~fl~a~i, ~he fir:d. Xra:aian prenide:a~ to ~.~ddrc~ ~he 

an:a-~al con:~k~ren~e i:a mor~: tha~ ~ deep, de, delivered the message of 

reconciliation that many businessmen and diplomats were waiting to hear. 

But just a few hours later, Israeli Prilne Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 

took the stage and pointed out that nothing Mr. Rouhani said was backed 

up by actual changes in policy. Our story details the competing narratives 

presented to global businessmen by Messrs. Rouhani and Netanyahu and 

shows how U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry is pushing his o~ vision for 

the Mideast. We note that Mr. Kerry is scheduled to deliver a speech today 

in Davos and have a long meeting Mth Mr. Netanyahu. You can track o~ 

streaming coverage of the World Economic Form here. 



Both Sides of the Fence 

Google Inc., a longtime eampaign donor 

of U.S. President Baraek Obama, i:s 

allian~es w)th con~;ervath:~.’~;. We report 

that the search giant has hired 

Republiean operatives to build relationships Mth GOP lamnakers and has 

evened out eampaign donations from its politieal-aetion eommittee. The 

nlove represents a broader trend among major teeh companies in Silieon 

Valley that are pl@ng both sides of the fenee in an eN~rt to safeguard their 

business interests. Meanwhile, we find that Google is attempting to gain 

influenee in other parts of the world as well. Cha~ rman Eric Sch midt said 

in~ent or~ us~ ng encr3.p{:X>n technologies to penetrate eountries x@h strict 

censorship rules, such as China. 

Art Imitates Wall Street 

A few years ago, only a handful of Wall Street investors were showing up at 

ar~: au,~:~:ion.% ~’t aIone b~.@ng an,¢ arL Now top hcdge-~fund 

~na~:~agers C} welbknow~ for shaking up corporate board meetings and 

making up-to-the-minute market wagers ~ are eharging their way into the 

art world. O~ story reports on some of Wall Street’s largest art eolleetors 

and looks at the way~ they are shaking up the establishment ~ not all of 

whieh have been well reeeived. "The rest of us are just sitting on the 

sidelines," said Len ~ggio, a longtitne collector and founder of bookseller 

Barnes & Noble. "I go to auetions now and feel like a Mtness~ I wateh, 

shake my head, and go home." 

Drought l:~rovid<x< Window to Old West 

WORLD 

Kiev Pro~_csts 

Truce in Ukraine %:eters as Deal Appears to Faffer 

Shak, Boom Forces Peme~ to Find New B~.~ver~< 

Dru:. Mak~:n~ Tiptoe Back Into Antibiotic 



MARKETS 

NUMBER OF THE DAY 

88% 

Gorrr~<z~?/:~ stoc]~ bo~?.~s by 88%, rewarding its top executive for making 

progress on the Wall Street firm ~ turnaround. 

Does Mr. Ieahn have a point? Why or why not? Send your response to 

*.c, poi~ b~4,w:-;~}.co~.~:~ and follow ;~oe:ra:rdTBake:r on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

RF.ADER RESPONSE 

Here’s Dora Martin Ramos of New York’s response to my question about a 

eo~~h:ovv>~ia~ rvsvare5 paper predie~i~g ~]~v rapid dcmk,~e of Fa~:eb(>,~k: "The 

authors certainly have history on their side and, if my m-year-old daughter 

and her friends are any indieation, they are already abandoning Faeebook 

in droves ~ mueh as they did MySpaee ~ for Twitter, Vine and other ’blink 

and it’s out there’ serviees. Imagine my ehagrin when I found out that part 

of the impetus to exit also had to do ~4th the faet that ’old people’ had 

discovered Faeebook. Alas, social lnedia is as much a pop culture fad as 

bell bottoms and Nehru jackets." 

This daily briefing is named "The ~o-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 



legendary "What’s News" doest of top stories. Technically, "lo-point" 

referred to the size of the ~peface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~iss~.... b~°t~: ~i:?’~c,~-~. For fi~rther 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at 

Copyroht 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rohts Reserved. 
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Customer Service: 8oo-8o3-3424, SomeeMedia, One State S ~’eet Plaza, 27tk Floor, New York, NY 1ooo4 i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ACCFL Committee Chair - Ed Gross <info@accfl.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 8:16 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Reminder: ACCFL New Member Nominations 

Please as:d:,t the b’e]lo,,~s Nominating Committee and *he Board of Regems 

I N;:: Hr 

FELLOWS NOMINATION 2014 

ends 

Please assist fl:e Fellows NoltdnaVmg Con-n-,d~lee m:d fi~e Bomd nf Rege,.,ts oi’lhe Amencalt College of Con-n-,tet ciN 

Pmartce La>Tels by idc~til~,mg m:d itn:mlt~ting quMified c~::didates fn:. dec!~nn to tt:e College. Tl:e deadline 

nominations is February 7, 201,1. Members of the 2014 NominaVmg Committee are: 

Edward Gross (Chair), Vedder Price P.C., Washington, D.C. 
Barbara Goodstein 
Brian Hnlse 
Gordy JoMston 

Maril.5,n Ma]oney 
Jonathon Lip~n 
Anthony Callobre (past Chair) 

if you t~ow of one or more ca~didates you believe shn@d be cnnsidered fol elediot~ to ti~e College artd wish tn put 

l~lfl: o: second tt:eir ::on-nt:a:ion, please assist tt:e Co:l-~dttee ~d tl:e Bo~d by :::~ng tl:e nomination (or ~econd) 

~nd gati~eni~g mid subt~fitting ti~e necessary suppodmg n:aiedNs oi~ file app~pliale fbrm~ (:~icl~: h~r~ i~ 

Briefly, the core qual’.fica~otts fbr tnen:beistfip arc ~ fbllows: 

1. Candidates mnst be practicing law3,ers, jurists, or academics licensed to practice law in 
the United States, Canada or Mexico and in good sta~ding in the highest courts of their 
jurisdictions of Bin- membership. 

2. Candidates must maintain their principal practice in the tield of comnmrcial finance law 
or serve in the j udiciaD’ or in an academic position at a law school accredited by the 
American Bar Association or like national organization in their jurisdiction. 

3. Candidates must have achieved preeminence in the field of commercial finance law. 

4. Candidates must have ,nade repeated and substantial contributions to the promotion of 
learning and scholarship in commercial finance law- thiough teaching, lecturing or 
published writings. 

5. Candidates mufft have been engaged in the practice or teaching of law or as a member 

of the judiciary, or any combination thereof, for at least fifteen (15) years prior to being 
considered for membership. 

6. Candidates must have substantial experience in commercial finance law for a period of 
at least ten (10) of the nominee’s ti fteen (15) or more years of practice. 

7. Candidates mus~t exhibit high ethical and moral sta~dm-ds aM excellent character. 

PLEASE NOTE: The deadline Ibr subn-nssiolts is Ff?~DAY, FEBRL ARY 7, 2014, so your prnmpt m~e~:fion tn t!ns 

’.tnpolttmi task is gremly appreciated. 

Best z eg;~rds, 

Ed 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 8:24 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - ttow to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$285°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt wit[ be your re.~strat~o~ confh~mat~o~ 

Friday March 7th, 2014 
This workshop serfs out quickty 

Location: 

Conference Center 

S~a~e Bar of Geor#a 
104 Marietta St., NW, Suite 100 

3rd Root, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For direct~on~ 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns a~ 8:30 

Workshop start5 promptly a~ 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours will be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

Attend tMs workshop and receive your free gift- the entire 

program on demand for 1 ful.[ year~ 

Can’t attend? No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Discount Group Ra 

Contact Susan at: susan@si~entmessa£es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimoniak 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 



Silent Messsges corn i 808 Langston Oourt i ~’~,~,~nue~ Florida 3280,1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 8:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CR]:MI!; REPORTS: 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... Larceny from residence reported 01/23/I 4, 9:45 arn 1016 shagbark Court 
The complainant stated that unknown subjects had cut and stolen copper wires from the crawl space area. The residence is currently under 
construction it appeared that the suspect cut some wires that were connected to metal fans. The fans were left in the crawl space. The complainant 
could not advise on an estimate of how much wire was taken. 
...... Larceny from residence under construction reported 01/23/14, 9:55 am, 1012 Shagbark Court 
The complainant stated that unknown subjects had cut and stolen the copper wires from the electrical box. The residence is currently under 
construction. He could not provide us with a proper estimate of how much copper was taken at this time. The complainant did advise that as a 
result of the suspect cutting the wires from the electrical box, they would have to rewire the entire residence. Since the residence was almost 
finished, The complainant stated that the damage caused would cost them thousands to fix. The suspect also went to the crawl space of the 
residence and cut more wires that were connected to metal fans and the fans were left in the crawl space. 
.... Break in to unlocked residence reported 01/23/14, 1:07 pm, 7625 Union Grove Ch. Rd. 
The victim returned home and found the front door busted open with pieces of the frame lying on the floor. The only thing she found stolen from the 
residence was her jewelry box and a laptop computer. The victim then realized that the broom that had been on the porch outide was now in the 
bedroom. We could not figure out why the broom would be in the bedroom unless the suspect may have used it to ward the dog off that had been in 
the house all day Value $600.00. 

MEBANE AREA: 
.... Break in to unlocked vehicle reported 01/23/14, 1:09 pm, 3915 Mebane Oaks Rd 
The complainant advised someone went in the back of his panel van and took his portable generator, the generator had handles and large wheels 
and was very easy to move around, but large enough that the suspect probably needed a truck to haul it away from the property, the panel van was 
unlocked, he did advise that he heard something outside the other night but failed to go and check on the noise. Value $500.00 

;***Break in to locked shed reported 01/23/14, 2:00 pm, 6006 Lebanon Rd 
The complainant advised that he noticed the shed door had been pryed open. The only thing missing from inside the shed that the complainant 
could see missing was a trolling motor. The complainant had a large pad lock securing the shed, but the wood around the latch was pryed on and 
broke free giving access to the thief. Value $7500 
NOTE: I received the e-mail below from a community watch citizen yesterday. She had sent in some photos of a suspicious vehicle that she 
encountered. If you are in a situation that allows you to take pictures of a vehicle, it is always helpful to get the tag number along with a picture of the 
vehicle. Jot down the day and time that you saw the vehicle, if it was parked or moving, if it was occupied and as good a description of the 
occupants as possible Please note that we will never expect you to put yourself in an unsafe situation~ So, make sure it is safe for you to do so~ 
Thanks goes to this person for being a good. Neighbor and looking out.. 

i am self-employed and have a home services business and travel the same routes frequently and 
because of your updates I try to be diligent of noticing things along my, normal route that are unusual. 
When I see them I stop and get a quick picture. Maybe in one of your updates you could remind us of 
what we should capture in our pictures should we stop to get one! 
Again many thanks for your diligence in helping prevent crime in our neighborhoods! 
Dee 
GREAT MEETING LAST NIGHT AT CHESTNUT RIDGE 
NOTE: FIREARMS, JEWE[.R¥ AN1) EI.ECTRONICS ARE HOT ITEMS FOR THESE [.OW LIbE CROOKS. PLEASE TAKE EVERY PERCAUTION AND 
SECURE THE ITEMS THE BEST YOU CA:’L 
RECORD SERIAL NUMBERS OF YOUR FIREARMS AND ELECTRONICS, TAKE PHOTOS OF YOUR JEWEI,RY. KEEP THIS I,IST TO BE READY 
AVAI[.AB[.E TO ItS IF YOU DO BECOME A VICTIM. 
I URGED EVERYONE TO BE ALERT TO THE FACT THAT BREAK IN’S CAN HAPPEN AT ~%NYIIME ANYWHERE IO ANYONE. BEING 
OBSERVANT AND WILLING TO CAI,L 9-11 WHEN YOU DO SEE A CRIME BEING COMMITED OR SOMETHING SUSPICIOUS IS VITAI, TO US 
IN ()[JR E~;FORT TO CATCt { Tt {l~;Sf!; CROOKS, AND KEEP TIIEM OUT OF OUR NEIGt[BORt[C~ODS. CONTIN! ll~; TO 13f!; THAT GC~OD NEIGHBOR 
THAT YOU ARE AND LOOK OUT FOR EACH OTHER. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t~ 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

9:[9-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foers~er <mofonews@mofo.com-’- 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

REMINDER: IFLR Webcast: Dodd-Frank Implementation: What to Expect in 2014 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Webcast 

~FLg:~ Webcas~ 

Dodd-Frank Implementation: What to Expect in 2014 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 

11:00 a.m - 12:30 pm. EST 

Follow us on Twitter 

~Thinkinqcapmkts 

For more information: 

Alex~ P~wers 

(212) 33g~312 

Three-and-a-half years have passed since enactment of the Dodd- 

Frank Act, Join us as we examine the most significant rules 

finalized in 2013, including the regulatory capital rules, the 

framework for the and the Title VII regulatory mortgage market, 

framework for the regulation of derivatives. We will focus on the key 

rules expected to be finalized in 2014, including: 

= The LCR requirement, a long-term debt requirement, and 

measures to address reliance on short-term wholesale 

funding; 

= Enhanced prudential standards; 

= Risk retention requirements; 

= The Volcker Rule, derivatives push-out and the remaining 

pieces of the derivatives regulatory regime under Title VII; and 

= Other significant Dodd-Frank milestones. 

S[~eakers: 

¯ Kenneth Kohler, Morrison & Forester LLP 

¯ Anna Pinedo, Morrison & Forester LLP 

= James Schwartz. Morrison & Forester LLP 

= Robert Dilworth, Bank of America Merrill Lynch 

= Danielle Myles, IFLR (moderator) 

New ’York and California CLE credit is pending. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



North Carolir~a Approved CLE Co~rses 

ON SALE~ 

Live a,~d 

20% OFF -- Prom(): NC356 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Richards. Ed <richards~law.lsu.edu> 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 10:02 AM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kenflaw.edu 

Summary on 3 ~ 3 programs 

Pages frotn CompGuide.pdf; 2013 2014 standards chapter5.authcheckdam.pdf 

ABA Standards (see attached PDF) 

ABA Standard 502 EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

(a) A law school shall require for admission to its JD. degree program a bachelor’s degree, or successful completion of three-~2~urths of the work acceptable for a bachelor’s degree, from an 
institution that is accredited by an accrediting agency recognized by the Department of Education. 

(b) In an extraordinary case, a law school may admit to its J.D. degree program an applicant who does not possess the educational requirements of subsection (a) if the applicant’s 
experience, ability, and other characteristics clearly show an aptitude for the study of law. ’]’he a~nitting of[]cer shall sign and place in the admittee’s file a statement of the considerations 
that led to the decision to admit the applicant 
Interpretation 502-1 

Before an admitted student registers, or within a reasonable time thereafter, a law school shall have on file the student’s official transcript showing receipt of a bachelor’s degree, if any, and 
all academic work undertaken. 

ABA Standard 503. ADMISSION ’I~;ST 

A law school shall require each applicant for admission as a first year JD. student to take a valid and reliable admission test to assist the school and the applicant in assessing the 
applicant’s capability of satisfactorily completing the school’s educational program In making admissions decisions, a law school shall use the test results in a manner that is consistent 
with the current guidelines regarding proper use of the test results provided by the agency that developed the test 
Interpretation 503-1 

A law school that uses an admission test other than the Law School Admission Test sponsored by the Law School Admission Council shall establish that such other test is a valid and 
reliable test to assist the school in assessing an applicant’s capabili~ to satisfactorily complete the school’s educational program. 

39 ABA Standards ~2~r Approval of Law Schools 2013-2014 

Interpretation 503-2 

This Standard does not prescribe the palticular weight that a law school should give to an applicant’s admission test score in deciding whether to admit or deny admission to the applicant. 

Interpretation 503-3 

A pre-admission program of coursework taught by members of the law school’s full-time faculty and culrainating in an examination or examinations, offered to some or all applicants prior to 
a decision to admit to the J.D. program, also may be useful in assessing the capability of an applicant to satisfactorily complete the school’s educational program, to be adraitted to the bar, 
and to becorae a competent professional. 

There are at least 61 schools that offer sorae version of the 3+3 program. These are positioned fiom the top to the bottora of the rankings. Others are considering programs. This is widely 
seen as low hanging fruit. 

At several schools the joint degree program is a recruiting tool for the undergraduate program. One school reported that the undergraduate school enrolls raany more students into the 
program than the nuraber who eventually choose to go to law school early. 

Most programs have some provision for getting the BA based on applying credit for law school courses toward the BA. I assun~e that they- also use the 12 hours of non-law school credit 
allowed by the ABA to fill out the BA requirements. This is iraportant because several states require a BA for bat adraission. (See attached page frora National Corffe~ence of Bar Examiners 
bulletin.) 

Eligible degree programs. Some schools allow any undergraduate degree student to participate, some require a pre-law type of education, and some have a broader selection of eligible liberal 
arts degrees. By the nature of their more intensive degree requirements, science and engineering studunts will find it difficult or impossible to participate in a 3+3 program and still receive 
their BA or BS This is a drawback for the la~v schools, since science and engineering students elwich the classes and are especially valuable in enviromaaental and energy law classes. 

Admissions requirements. Admissions can be purely at the law school level, allowing any student from the affiliated undergraduate institution to apply to the law school after 90 hours and 
be admitted based on the standards set by the law school. At schools that use the 3+3 program for undergraduate recruiting, the student will have to meet 3+3 program admission standards 
at entry to the uaadergraduate program If these standards, particularly the SAT, are high enough, there will be a high probability that a student ~vill also meet law school admission criteria 
later Some la~v schools set fixed number LSAT requirements for 3+3 students, some say at or above the median for the law school class they will be applying for, and some set higher 
standards for 3+3 students than the general application requirements Most make it clear that you have to meet law school admission standards at the time of application to the law school 

Coordination with the undergraduate campus Some level of cooperation will be required for 3+3 students to be able to complete their BA degrees. The undergraduate programs will need to 
establish criteria for which law- courses can count toward the BA. Law courses that are already cross-listed will make this easier, and it might be possible for students in some degree 
programs to make a 3+3 program work without a specific cooperative agreement between campuses. 

Hours versus residency Students increasingly enter college with a large number of AP credits Some schools allow up to 45 hours. 30 hours is common Students may also have a large 
number of online learning credits. This means that a student might have 90 hours at the end of 4 semesters of actual elwollment in college Given the concern with maturity of 3+3 students, 
law schools should consider a 90 hour plus 3 years/6 semesters full time elwollment requirement. 

Income. A 3+3 program will cost the undergraduate some tuition revenue. If the 3+3 program makes it easier for them to recruit quality’ students, that should more than olt’set the economic 
loss If some students enroll because of the 3+3 program, then stay for their full BA, it will be a net economic benefit to the undergraduate campus. 

States that have tuition support, such as the Georgia Hope Scholarships and the Louisiana TOPS program, generally allo~v 4 years of support. Depending on state law - the LA program 
allows this - the 4th year can be used for graduate work, but at undergrad tuition rates. This would be an additional cost savings for the student. This could also save the law schools 
scholarship money, even they choose to use scholarships to elt’ectively extend the undergrad support for final two years for highly competitive students. 

Ed 

Edward P. Richards, JD, iVfPIt 
Director, Program in Law, Science, and Public Health 



Clarence W. Edwards Professor of Law 
LSU Law School 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-1000 

richards@lsu.edu 
http://biotech law.l su.edu 
http ://sites.law.lsu. edu/c oast/ 
http://ssm.com/author 222637 



Are the rules for admission to the practice of law ir~ your iurisdic:tior~ promtligated by the state Supreme Oou..’:t or the state 

iegit’..lat~ re? 

Alabama Board of Commissioners, with ultimate approval in the Supreme Court. 

Connecticut Superior Court. 

District of Columbia Court of Appeals. 

Maryland The statutory requirements are implemented by rules adopted by Court of Appeals. 

Massachusetts Rules for admission of attorneys promulgated by the Supreme Judicial Court. Board of Bar Examiners may make additional rules 
subject to Supreme Judicial Court approval; legislative enabling statute. 

Mississippi Board of Bar Examiners, subject to ultimate authority in the legislature with Supreme Court approval. 

New York Court of Appeals. 

North Carolina Board of Bar Examiners, with ultimate approval by the Council of the North Carolina State Bar and the Supreme Court. 

Texas Legislature enacts Board’s enabling statute; Supreme Court adopts rules. 

Virginia Admission by examination: Board of Bar Examiners, with ultimate authority in the legislature. Admission on motion: Supreme Court of 
Virginia. 

Is a specific period of preie!~al education required? 

Alabama Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university. 

California 2 years of college; total of 60 semester or 90 quarter units of college credit with an average grade at least equal to that required for gradu- 
ation, or attain specific minimum scores on selected general exams administered by College Level Examination Program (CLEP). 

Delaware Bachelor’s degree. 

Georgia Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university. 

Kansas Baccalaureate degree. 

Maine Bachelor’s degree. 

Maryland Applicant must have completed prelegal education necessary to meet the minimum requirements for admission to an ABA-approved law 

school. 

Massachusetts Graduation from high school or equivalent and completion of work acceptable for a bachelor’s degree or equivalent. 

Michigan 2 years college; total of 60 semester or 90 quarter hours. 

Mississippi 3 years college if on a 3-3 program, or bachelor’s degree. 

New Hampshire 3 years’ work required for a bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or the equivalent. 

North Carolina Completion of academic work required for admission to a law school approved by the Council of the North Carolina State Bar. 

Ohio Bachelor’s degree. 

Oklahoma Bachelor’s degree. 

Pennsylvania Bachelor’s degree or equivalent education. 

Vermont 3/4 of work required for bachelor’s degree. 

West Virginia Bachelor’s degree. 

Guam 2 years college. 

Puerto Rico Bachelor’s degree or equivalent education. 

Virgin Islands Bachelor’s degree. 

I~-; there ~-~r’.. in-state or U,S. ~esidency req~i..’-emer~t for licem’,,ing? 

Florida All applicants are required to document their citizenship or immigration status. 

Georgia All applicants are required to document their citizenship or immigration status. 

Minnesota Prior to admission, a foreign legal consultant must be a resident, maintain an office in the state, or designate the clerk of the Supreme 
Court as agent for service of process for all purposes. 

New Hampshire Applicants must be domiciled in the United States. 

2 Comprehensive Guide to Bar Admission Requirements 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

amy.gillen@nrn.corn on behalf of 

j olm.rnitchell@~ma.corn 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 10:07 AM 

john.mitchell@ran.corn 

Evening with fl~e Ts~s - NEW DATE! 

Stephanie and I would like to invite you (again!) to the Northwestern Mutual "Evening with the Tsars" at the North Carolina Museum of 
Histo~< 

North~vestem is hosting a private reception with the opporttmi~’ to view two exhibits highlighting the grandeur of Imperial Russia: The 
Tsars’ Cabinet and Windows into Heaven. The museum will give a presentation on the rare artifacts featured in the Tsars’ Cabinet. 

There will be a fabulous anay of Russian themed hors d’oeuvres. Wine and beer will be se~ed. 

It is Thursday, Februal)i 20 from 6:00 - 9:00 PM. Please confirm whether you can attend. 

You can find more details on the exhibit b.~. You can register here: !~tt..p.::!!)~.~).~j9.b~r..n.i.N!~e.!.~..-~n1.r1~.c~1.n.:]~i:.e.1~k~i~2~.~2~1 or reply to Amy. 

Stephanie and I hope to see you there. 

John 

John F. Mitchell, JD, CFP 
Wealth Management Advisor 
4020 V~stChase Blvd. Suite 275 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

919.755.3236 

919.834.5870 

io__b__n__,__mj_t__c_b__e_]!@_n____m___=_c___o_m 

Nodhwestem Mutual Financial Network is the marketing name for the sales and distribution arm of The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, Wl (NM) 
(life and disability insurance, annuities) and its subsidiaries. John F. Mitchell is an Insurance Agent of NM and Northwestern Long Term Care Insurance Company, Milwaukee, 
Wl (Iong4erm care insurance), a subsidiary of NM. Registered Representative and may also be an Investment Adviser Rep[~sentative of Northwestern Mutual Investment 
Services, LLC (securities), a subsidiary of NM, broker-dealer, registered investment adviser, member of FINRA and SIPC. Representative of Northwestern Mutual Wealth 
Management Company®, Milwaukee, Wl, a subsidiary of NM and limited purpose federal savings bank that provides financial planning, investment management, and trust 
services. There may be instances when this agent represents companies in addition to NM or its subsidiaries. 

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks (CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERTM and federally registered CFP® (with flame 
design) in the U.S. which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP® Board’s initial and ongoing certification requirements. 

Your transmission of electronic mail to this address represents your consent to two-way communication by Internet e-mail. If you received this in error, please 
contact the sender and delete the material from any computer on which it exists. 

Northwestern Mutual, its subsidiaries and affiliates may review and retain incoming and outgoing electronic mail for this e-mail address for quality 
assurance and regulatory compliance purposes. Communications that are received via the Secure Message Center are secure. Communications 
that are not received via the Secure Message Center website may not be secure or encrypted, and could be observed by a third party. 

If you prefer not to receive any e-mail communication from Northwestern Mutual or our Financial Representatives, please click the following link:" E- 
Mail Opt-out from Northwestern Mutual" 

the event that you cannot click on the above link, the Northwestern Mutual E-Mail Opt-out form can be found at the following URL: 
https://service, nmfn.com/cbpeopt!EmaiIOptOut.do. 

Northwes~rn Mutual 
720 Ea~V~sconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-4797. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Digital Banking Summit <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 11:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

$900 Savings Ends Today. Review Key Topics. 

Digital Banking Summit 

Mobile Banking and so 
much more! 

At Digital gankir~g Sa~mmiL learn how to think 

about ,/our bank’s overall chmmel strategy’ and 

how digital can eni~ance and drive better 

customer reiationships, and create opportunities 

to distribute products and services, 

Up to $900* in savings 
ends today 
REGISTER NOW .......................................................... 

U~e. ~romo code. OMNI 
To register b,/phone, tail 

(2:1.2) 803-8456 or (2:1.2) 803-8348 

Summit Themes 

;- Strategic planning to integrate ti~e bank’s digital channels-from mobile devices to 

advanced ATMs 

.... * ,]uccessfull,/creadng the omnichannei experience 

.... * The morphing of branch banking into a coliecdon of seig service centers, "stores" and 
financial centers 

.... -> The next wave o[ finandai services innovaLion: The emergence of voice recognition, 

mobile videoconferencing and wearabie devices like Googie Glass and the Samsung smart 

watch 

...... Media Professional Events 

NY 10004                              Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <~no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Friday, January 24, 2014 12:18 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Lissa L. Broome ] 2013 Stats ] 217 publication views, 190 full-tex~ downloads, 84 profile views 

SIsare your 20t3 stats report 







From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, Ianuary 24, 2014 ~.:02 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: FERC Enforcement Director Calls for Legislative Fix to Address Hunter Decision 

January 24, 2014 

On Ianuary 15, 20~.4, Mr. Norman Bay, Director of the Office 
of Enforcement at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC), testified at a Senate Banking Subcommittee on 
Financial Institutions and Consumer Protection hearing 
entitled "Regulating Financial Holding Companies and Physical 
Commodities." iVlr. Bay’s testimony focused on FERC’s anti= 
fraud and manipulation oversight with respect to financial 
institutions trading in FERC-jurisdictional electric and natural 
gas markets. Mr. Bay’s prepared remarks and testimony 
provide an interesting insight into FERC’s enforcement regime. 
Notably, Mr. Bay called for a legislative fix to address FERC’s 
enforcement authority in light of the recent Hunter v. FERC 
decision. 

£.~,~.4..~@.~x~. 

(:~uick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

[] Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

~]E-mail This Issue 

% Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Fhm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Brown <trt@trtcle.com> 

Friday, Jannary 24, 2014 1:44 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

2014 Telephone CLE 

[ii~~ TR TOLE-EmaiI-Header-(2012-07-02) png ] 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Progressive Law Practice <~newsletter@progressivelawpractice.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 1:58 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Job Changing Issues; More Lending; Goodbye SBA 

Web version of this emaJl 

SIGN UP I SEND TO A FRIEND UNSUBSCRIBE 

Job Turnover, Can Be Worrisome for Employers 
The good news: the "quit rate," or the percentage of American workers voluntarily leaving their jobs, has 

risen to its highest level in four years, according to a 2013 article published in the Denver Post. 

According to Sophia Koropeckyj, an economist with Moody’s Economy.corn quoted in the article, this rise 

shows that workers are more confident about finding new jobs. 

Retail Businesses Thriving with New Mover Direct Mail Programs 
The most recent Census reported that 40 million Americans move each year, forcing millions of folks to find brand new 

~ " 
go-to" retail options. After moving to a new area, potential clients are actively seeking replacements for their favorite 

pizza, neighborhood hardware store, and family pet store they trusted in their former town. They need help locating 

reliable retail business owners who can help them get on track. What tools exist to help small businesses make a 

lasting impact on these impressionable movers? 

Share: DDD~ 

Existing Reservations with Automatic Lower Price Detection 

Rental prices can be highly volatile, often changing on a daily basis This offers savvy travelers to money by re-booking when 

prices drop. The challenge is having time to monitor rates daily, so travelers can take advantage of these opportunities. 

Share: ~~ 

Easy To Use Network Attached Storage 
Buffalo Americas has aP, nounced the launch of its LiP, kStation(TM) 200 Series of easy to use ne~¢ork storage devices. Ideai for 

home users, the new LinkStation 200 Series provides simple network storage and backup and offers an assortment of features, 

allowing users to store, orgamze, access and stream media flles from any computeL smartphone or tablet Users can even set up 

a free personal cioud for access anytime, anywhere, at home or on the go. 

Share: DDD~ 

Small Business Lending Up 

Small business lending is on the rise, reports Fox Small Business. The Biz2Credit Small Business Lending 
Index, shows big banks increase their approval of small business loans from 17.4 percent to 17.6 percent in 
December. 

Share: DDD~ 

Is Small Business Confidence High? 

According to Businessweek, two recently released surveys paint different views of small business owner’s 
confidence. A survey conducted by Vistage International showed confidence at an 18-month high, while the 
survey from Gallup showed a marked lack of confidence in the economy on the part of small business 
owners. 



Dismantling the SBA 

Republicans lawmakers have drafted a bill that would eliminate the Small Business Administration, reports the 
Washington Post= Under the proposal the new one entitled the Department of Commerce and Workforce, 
would keep the core functions of the Small Business Administration. 

Small Business Grant Contest 
According to the Wall Street Journal, FedEx has opened its Small Business Grant Competition. The 
competition is in its second year and it offers a total of $50,000 to 10 U.S. based small businesses. The 
contest is open to businesses with less than 100 employees. 
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46% of Companies Expect to Shift to inside Sales Model 
January Means Ta× Time is Around the Corner 
Why Small Businesses Should Conduct Market Research 
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Earn Your Search Results - Why You Need Quality Web Content 
SBA Presents Webinar Series on How Small Businesses Can Navigate 
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Subscriber Tools 
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FI’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.comv 

Friday, January 24, 2014 3:01 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

MoFo Tax Talk: Volume 6, Issue 4 (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Newsletter 

MoFo Tax Talk: Volume 6, Issue 4 
C;ONT.,S~CT US AT: 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 
425 Market Stree[ 

Sail Francis,:;o, CA 94105 

Before we completely close the door on 2013 and ring in 2014, this 

issue of Tax Talk brings you some of last quarter’s more 

noteworthy tax highlights and developments. 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States) In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/N¢ww.sra.orq uk Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: DHHS pnshes back; Local drug developer enters ’trm~stbrmational time’ 

stat~s, Wou(d ~.R~.’,ort a simiiar m~asur~ ip. ~’,~orttl Carolina? 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, Jannary 24, 2014 3:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board provides additional intbrmation on expectations tbr recove~ and resolution preparedness of certain large domestic 
bank holding compm~ies 

Federal Resettle Board provides additional information on expectations for recovery and resolution preparedness of certain 
large domestic bank holding companies 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/2014012 4a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Management Research Network <MRN@SSRN Com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 4:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

MRN Professional Announcements and Job Openings, 1/2412014 

Management Research Network 

Professional Announcements and Job Openings 

January 24, 2014 

Published by the MANAGEMENT RESEARCH NETWORK (MRN) 

a division of 

Social Science Electronic Publishing, Inc (SSEP) 

Copyright by SSEP, Inc. 2014--All rights reserved. 

tomorrows research today 

http:I/ww’w. SSRN com/ 

Table of Contents 

Job Openings 

University of Luxembourq, Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance 

Doctoral Candidate (PhD Student) in Management Science 

M RN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on MRN. 

University of Luxembourg, Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance 

Doctoral Candidate {PhD Student) in Management Science 

The University of Luxembourg is a multilingual, international research University. The Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance of the University of Luxembourg has an opening for a 

Doctoral candidate (PhD student) in management science (M/F). A specialisation is foreseen in innovation and quantitative empirical analysis (Ref: F2R-CRE-PUL-14PMI1 -to be 

mentioned in all correspondence). This is a 3-year fixed-term contract, 40h!week (start date: 01/07!2014). 

TASKS: 

- The doctoral candidate will be w’orking within the Research Unit of CREA, the Centre for Research in Economics and Management. The doctoral candidate is expected to contribute to 

research projects in the area of post-merger innovation. 

- The candidate’s main task will be to prepare a doctoral thesis in the field of post-merger innovation, under the supervision of Professor Katrin Hussinger. The thesis has to be 

undertaken at the University of Luxembourg but can also be part of a joint supervision with another university. 

- Contribute to the teaching of classes ranging from one to three hours per week, of small group teachings and tutorials. 

PROFILE: 

- Master’s degree in management science, economics or a related field. 

- Applicants should have obtained their diploma with a ’distinction’. 

- Candidates should be fluent in written and spoken English. 

- Particular interest in innovation, quantitative analysis and working with large data sets is required. 

- Knowledge of quantitative methods/applied econometrics is a plus. 

OFFER: 

- Personal work space at the University (full-time contract requires the doctoral candidate to work at the University premises). 

- Competitive compensation. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information concerning this position, please contact Prof. Katrin Hussinger, email: katrin.hussinger@uni.lu 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications should be submitted online in English by February 15th, 2014 and must include the following: 

= A motivation letter. 

- A detailed curriculum vitae 

= A transcript of concluded university studies. 

- The name, current position and relationship to the applicant, of three referees 

Link: http://emea3, mrted.ly/an#n 

The University of Luxembourg is an equal opportunity employer. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, January 24, 2014 4:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 24 -- BNA’s Banking Relyort - Breaking News 

[~ BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted January 24, 2014, 4:31 P.M. ET 

The Federal Reserve Board late Jan. 24 called on eight big bank companies to update recovery 
and resolution plans, citing the prospect of critical failures on the financial system and the 

broader economy. 

The Fed~s guidance came as U.S. equity markets showed weakness throughout the day. 

The guidance in a supervisory letter applies to Bank of America Corp., Bank of New York 
Mellon Corp., Citigroup [nc., Goldman Sachs Group Tnc., JPMorgan Chase & Co., Morgan 

Stanley, State Street Corp. and Wells Fargo & Co. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, January 24, 2014 4:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 24 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Banking Daily 

Breaking News 

Posted January 24, 2014, 4:47 P.M. ET 

The Federal Reserve Board late Jan. 24 called on eight big bank companies to update recovery 
and resolution plans, citing the prospect of critical failures on the financial system and the 

broader economy. 

The Fed~s guidance came as U.S. equity markets showed weakness throughout the day. 

The guidance in a supervisory letter applies to Bank of America Corp., Bank of New York 
Mellon Corp., Citigroup [nc., Goldman Sachs Group Tnc., JPMorgan Chase & Co., Morgan 

Stanley, State Street Corp. and Wells Fargo & Co. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Hull <foundation~ncbax.org> 

Friday, Janualy 24, 2014 5:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCBA Foundation News - Januu~. 2014 

New Endowment Grants 
Do Good Statewide 

The North Carolina Bar Association Foundation 
announces its most recent endowment gr~nts, 
approved on January ~3, 2014 at the Board of 
Directors Sooting in Cary. A total of 21 grants for 
January -- June 2014 were approved in the amount of 
$I89,427 including 14 statewide and seven 
local/regional grants. This grant cycle includes 
support for five legal services projects, two 
scholarship programs and one project each in 
Windsor, Salisbury, Greensboro, Durham, Asheville, 
Winston-Salem and Raleigh. 

All of the organizations and their projects are listed 
below with dollar amounts for each grant m 
parenthesis. 

The purposes of the NCBA Foundation Endowment 
are: 

¯ To build respect for and understanding of 

the law; 
¯ To support the delivery of legal services to 

eligible indigent communities; ~ia~g!eiSa~dhi!!~ Regi~: 
¯ To support legally-related community 2~ ~}~ fi~i~ 

service projects; ............................................................................................................................................................. 

¯ To study, improve and facilitate the 

administration of justice; and 

¯ To enhance the professional competence of 
lawyers. .... I ......... 

Semi=annual grants make possible dozens of 
statewide bar projects and the legMly-re~ated 
service/educationM projects of many bar-affiliated 
non- profit orga n ~zations~ The Endowment is the The NCBA Foundation is a 
pMlanthroNc workhorse of the NCBA Foundation and 
the NCBA. Since 1988, 576 endowment grants 
totaling nearly $4.6 million have been awarded. 

Statewide Grants 

NC Veterans Pro Bono Project ($9,900) 

Free the Girls - NCBA Women in the Profession 

Committee ($500) 

NC Judicial Performance Evaluation ($33,148) 

Center on Actual :Innocence - Innocence Claim 

Review ($2,000) 

Legal Aid of NC (LANC) - MLK Summer Interns 

LANC - Student Loan Repayment Nsistance 
Program 



LSSP & LANC ~ f~edicaid Advocacy Project 

(925,000) 

LANC ® Homelessness Prevention Project 
Fellowship ($:[8,056) 

Co~ege Scholarships ($20,000) 

Law~Re~ated Educat~o~ ~ NC Schools ($20,000) 

Bar Exam Fund - Laptop Usage Fee (95,250) 

Ri~orit~es ~n the Profess~o~ Co~ttee D~vers~tv 
Conference ($1,200) 

Won~en ~ the Profess~o~ Committee 
La,~ Sectio~ (91,000) 

Law Student Scholarships ($7,200) 

(98,344) 

NC Coalition Against Do~est~c V~o~ence - Lega~ 

Locali Reg~ona~ Gra~ts 

8ert~e County Courthouse Restorat~o~ ($1,000) 

The Children’s Law Center of Ce~trai NC ($3,000) 

Ru~e of Law Wor~hops 

Direct any quest{ons you m~ght have about applying 
for grants ~n the future to Tom Nu~, d~rector of 
development for the NCBA Foundation, v~a e-mail or 
phone 91~-677-056Z or 800-662-,40,. 

4ALL: Six Weeks & Counting~ 

Brian Nleacham of Smith Anderson at the 2013 4ALL ca!! center in 

Raleigh, 

There are six weeks left before attorneys serve 

thousands of North Carolinians during the 7th Annual 

4ALL Statewide Service Day! Your help is needed at 
your local call center--choose from Asheville, Cary 
(Spanish), Charlotte, Greensboro, Greenville, Raleigh, 
Wilmington, and Winston-Salem. Particular help is 
needed from Spanish-speakers and immigration 

attorneys that can take calls at the Cary call 
center, 

During this fun-filled day of service, you will answer 
calls from the public for a three-hour shift. Calls come 
from all over the state, and in every subject area you 
can imagine--testing your legal knowledge with each 



one! The NCBA provides malpractice insurance, 
snacks, training and reference materials, and subject- 
matter "floaters" to answer even the most difficult 
questions..loin your colleagues and volunteer today! 

Justice Zredell Middle School Mock Trial 

Results 

Ridge Road Middle School of Charlotte (above) is the 
state champion of the North Carolina Bar 
Association’s fourth annual Justice Tredell Middle 
School Mock Trial Tournament. Our sincere gratitude 
goes to the over 100 volunteers that have been 
involved. 

For additional results, please see our full press 
release. 

To support this Tournament, please follow this link. 

You are receiving this message because you are a member of the North Caro#na Bar Association. 

unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 7:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Touro Law Center Joins Law School Research Papers - Legal Studies 

We are pleased to announce Touro Law Center has started a Law School Research Papers - Legal Studies series within the Legal Scholarship Network (LSN). 

Law Center Logo ] 

TOURO LAW CENTER LEGAL STUDIES RESEARCH PAPER SERIES 

View Papers: http://wvcwssrn.comllinklTouro-Law-Center-LEGhtml 

Subscribe: http://hq.ssrn.com/iou rlnvite.cfm?lin k=Tou to-Law-Center-LEG 

Touro Law Center’s (http://w’ww.tourolaw.edu) outstanding faculty is comprised of approximately 50 full-time members who are actively engaged in research, making 

noteworthy contributions to legal scholarship and law reform. Touro Law Center’s Legal Studies e Journal contains scholarship from this faculty. They bring talent and 

experience to the classroom as well as a genuine passion for, and commitment to, teaching, as well as to innovation in the training of future lawyers. They are uniquely 
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Today’s Headlines: Prolonged Fight Feaxed in Egypt After Bombings 

Today’s Headlines 
IN THIS EMAI[ "~ World ~ U.S Business ~ Spolts Alts Tlavei 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ OnIbis Day CUSTOM~ZEa 

Top News 

Four deadly be, tubings left a grim realizatiot~ that a cycle of 

terrorism slid repressio~ i s ba rd eni ~ g th e wills of the militmy- 

backed government and a grm~qng Islamist insurgency to fight to 

the death, 

DEALBOOK 

Markets 

w~ China% rise aud the Fcderal Rese~we’s economic ac~on 

bo{b in x’etx~at, investms bare been beading for @e exits i~ markets as far 

removed as Buenos Aires, Xstm~bul and Be~jh~g, with effects spilling over i~to 
the rcs~ of the wo~qd. 

J~dg~ Orders Hospital. to Remove Pregnar~t 

Woman From Liti~ S~ppor~. 

Doctol~ bad dted a Texas law that prevet~s them 

wi@dra*~qng or uqtN~olding "life-sus~ining treatmenff’ from a 

pregnant patient 

[] [] 

Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

Photographer 

Walter Cbandoba, who has been mastering the art of c~t and dog 



photography for more than 60 years, shares sorne of his secrets. 

. Reiated Blog Post 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I MEASURE FOR MEASURE 

The Song Remains the Name Omd Kind of Bhm) 

In this new Sun ~1 M<~on song, you’II hear the melancholy I’ve 

carried around with me since ~ was yom~g. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

NIOATAZ ABDEL-FATTAH, a po]iLical scientist aL the American Uni~ersity of Cairo, on 

the ~ave of bombings on Friday in F.gypt. 

Today’s Video 

Parsnips add a eerkain sweetness ko a cozy winter pasta dish thick 

with cream and bacon. 

¯ Reiated Article 

~ VIDEO= A Ne}~, "Vionn(~t 

Suzy Menkes speak~ with Hussein Chalayan and Goga Ashkenazi 

about the designer’s first collection for ~qonnet. 

~ vim~,o.~ Anatomy, ~Stranger by the Lake~ 
Tb e director AI ai n G u i raudie na rrates a scene from hi s dram a. 

World 

Nta~ Envoy~s Frankness P~,ts Kennedy 

Japan swooned when Carolh:e Kennedy a:~ved as the i nited 

Stabes’ ambassador, but she has suqoNsed her hosts wi~h her 

fl’ankness on ddicate issues, including a controversial dolphin hm~t. 

:Kiev Trt~ee Falls Apart, m~d Unrest Resalrges 

t>rotests have spread to cities across the nation, even as a cease- 

fire disintegrated in the Ukd’ainian espied. 



~ Vid~so Notebo,ol< Kiev C~ssse-Fire Ends 

LISTENING POST 

President Hassan Rouhani’s speech this week, professing peaeel~d intendons 

and a desire fl;~r dialogue, i~vited comparisons to Mohammad Khatami’s 

attempt ak change zo years ago. 

U,S. 

Pipeline iFight Lifts En~i~’onmental Move, merit 

While it remains unclear whether President Ohama will approve 

a LToo-mile oil pipdine from Canada, [he fi#~t has changed 

environmental polities. 

Old Democratic Name (Nunn) Stakes Bid on 

ShHting Georgia 

Miehelle N ann, the daughker of a former senator, is running for 

the Senate in a c4mapaigt~ that is tesdng whether the state’s 

shifting demographics can send a Demoera[ [o Washington. 

In Nuns~ SaliL 2 usl-iees B|ock Key Mandate in Hea|th Law 

The Supreme ©:.,urt gran [ed an inj unction sought by an order of Roman 

Cath olie nuns wh o obj ect to th e requ item ent to cover con tra ception. 

[] [] 

Business 

COMMON SENSE 

A Lawyer and Parl-n~r, and Al~so Bankr~pt 

Gregory M. Owens is an extreme but vivid illuskration of the 

economic rackers roiling the legal profcssiom 

Erosion of A~’gentine Peso Sends a Shudder 

Through Latin America 

The decline in ~M’gentina’s currency is the s b;epest since the 

eotmtiV’s economic collapse i~ 2002, and it is rMsing fbars of a 

global shimp in developing eounh~es. 



DEALBOOK 

The bank’s chief executive will receive $20 miI~ion in 

compensation for 2o~3, a raise of 74 percent over {be predous year~ despite a 

ser~es of bnfish~g legal setbacks. 

Sports 

KNICKS 125, BOBCATS 96 

(;ar~ne]o Anthony Scores 62 |~oi_~t.% Setting a 

Alltbolly, sayJllg he was "locked ira" bad the N.B.A/s higj~est 

single-game to[a] since 200% leading fl~e Knieks to a rout at Madison Square 

Garden. 

. NB.A Roundup: No Durant, but ]-i~under Win 

NETS 107, MAVERICKS !06 

Mark Cuban, the Mavericks’ owner, was a{ BareIays Center, 

MikhaJl D. Prokborov, the Nets’ owner, wasn’t. It didn’t seem to 

matter as "~e NeLs improved flm]r JanusW record ~o 9-1. 

. Box Scene 

Wi~ the Soebi Olympies only weeks away, Ametqean atb]ek’s 

and their families are inereasit~gly concerned about the secuAty 

p~vpavations in Russia. 

. kJS. Olympic Outfits ~Noithy ef S{ares, if Net Medals 

~n Hslfpipe and Slopestyle, ~l:s Freeskung or Snowbosrd~ng 

, A Code of Honor. Not a Referee~ Keeps Curlers Honest 

Arts 

Ard~iteet Goes Home, to Rec~dl and to Work 

The arcbitee~ Richard Meier has.just installed an exhibition in 

Jersey Cib, with some 4o0 ban&~ade models of projects he’s 

designed, while helping to redevelop a section of down,town 

Newark. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Websites like Thug-Notes make pellets, and humor, by 

tra~sIati~g higj~ ]iteranre a~M political speech i~to sbort-%rm 

rnps 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The family of the jazz (h’ummer),’lax Roach is donating his 

papers to the LibraW of O)ngress, e~abling scholars to gai~ 

insights into his rela[ionsbips, dub dates, recordings and politienl passions. 

Travel 



What does an American Chinatown look like today? Going fi:om 

New York to Southern California, Austin to Las Vegas, reveals 

the answer: It all depends on where you are. 

Q&A 

Amy Tan’s Evolving Sense of China 

The writer talks about discovering see~N from her family’s past 

and Mint she’s tbund on tt~ps to China. 

THE GETAWAY 

13oogk~ Too~s ~hr Globetrottc~’s 

Here’s a guide to some of the seurc.h giant’s products that could 

help ~:avelers, from G]aas to Voice Sea~vh to Gmail Offiine. 

Obituaries 

Ed Hookstra~.ten, Lawy<~r and Agent to 

Mr. Hookstra kten was an u n apologe tica]ly aggressive la~yer and 

agent for entertainers and sports fignres including EMs Presley, 

Job n ~y Ca rs on, Tom B mkaw a n d th e ibotball coach George All 

Shulamit Ahmi, Oa~tspoken Israeli 

D~es a~. 86 

Mrs. ~oni was an early champion of eiviI Iibe~ies, challenger of 

religious hegemony and outspoken oppo~ent of Israel’s 

occupation of the Palestinian territories. 

Sarah Marshall, Ae~.,’ess h~ Wwilight Zone’ and 

~Sta~" Trek~, Dies at 8o 

Ms. Mm~hall also appeared in fihns like "The Izmg, Hot 

Summer" and was nominated for a Tony for "Goodbye, Chaflie." 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Irm~’s Charm Offensive 

After reaching a nuclear deal Pr~:sident Hassan Rouhani now needs to help stop 

the eabastrophie civil war in Syria. 

EDITORIAL 

Dh~ling the B~mk Settlement 

In New York, all the money from mortgage deals should go to help 

EDITORIAL 

A Hidden Threat in the Farm Bill 

Representative Steve King’s broadly written amendment would jeopardize 

states’ powe~ to e~ act th e~r own agr~eultm’a 1 standa rd s, 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Too oi~en, the writer }s the hero ofb}s own story. 

much 
reading 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The fom~er Fox News host made a meaeingfi~] eoni~ssion, but 

the damage" remains. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

:H~ckabee Spi~s the ~em~s 

The £wmer Republica. preside.tiaI candidate is back to talM.g 

his way into a contx~)versy. Well, now we l~ow what he’s been 

to lately. 
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Enjoy the NACD Weekend Reader designed to help you identify, interpret, and gain insights and intelligence 
about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

5 Lines of Defense: A Shareholder’s View An effectively designed and implemented lines-of-defense 
framework can provide strong safeguards against risk management and compliance breakdowns. 

A Board’s Eve View of Risk Management Enterprise risk management (ERM) has become an effective lens 
through which board members can guide and monitor a company’s grov~h. 

Newlv Appointed Directors and C~uite Executives Campbell’s names successor to SVP and CFO. Simply 
Hired names Connie Lee Schiefer as senior vice presMent, product management. Bdghtcove names former 
Comcast VP to board. GoDaddy adds tech veteran as ClO. RadioShack appoints John W. Feray as CFO. 
Aflao names J. Todd Daniels global chief risk officer. 

NACD Vo}c~ 

Directors Predict Steady Economic Gro~h NACD’s Board Confidence Index reflects the views of directo~ 
who are tasked to oversee the company with a long-term focus-helping management avoid the fits and sta,s 
that an excessive focus on sho.-term thinking and behavior can bring-producing a confidence metric inherently 
rooted in progress over years rather than months. In 2013, aireoto~ demonstrated their view that the economy 
is recovering, albeit s~owly. 

NACD BoardV~s~on 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Three Killed in Shooting at Maryland Mall 

Three Killed in Shooting at Mamjland Mall 

Police in Maryland say three people died Saturday in a shooting at a mall in suburban 

Baltimore, including the presumed gunman. 

Howard County police said via Twitter that a shooting had taken place at the Mall in 

Columbia, a suburb of both Baltimore and Washington. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Ukraine President Otters Posts to Opposition Leaders 

U14a-aine President Offers Posts to Opposition Leaders 

Ukraine President Viktor Yanukovych has offered concessions to opposition leaders, aides 

said, in a bid to end two months of antigovernment protests. 

At a meeting with the heads of the three main opposition parties, Mr. Yanukovych offered 

to fire his government if one of the opposition leaders, former Foreign Minister Arseniy 

Yatsenyuk, accepts the post of prime minister. Another opposition leader, boxer-turned- 

politician Vitali Klitschko, could become deputy prime minister for humanitarian affairs. 

The offer Saturday came after two months of protests turned violent in recent days, with at 

least three deaths on the side of protesters amid a brutal police crackdown. 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 
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Davis Polk Washington Watch 

ww 012414.pdf 

Dear all, 

We find very interesting some recent studies by industry participants that assess the challenges and effects of the new regulatory landscape for OTC derivatives. An empirical 
study punished by ISDA this week repotted increased fragmentation in the global OTC derivatives market after the October 2, 2013 compliance date for the CFTC’s SEF 
Rules, and more generally, due to uncoordinated reforms in the United States and EU. DTCC released its own white paper highlighting the impact of OTC derivatives reforms 
on financial institutions’ collateral requirements and liquidity management. The white paper reports that funding costs for firms will rise dramatically due to a potential ten-fold 
increase in margin call volumes and greater demand for high-quality collateral. 

The Fed released supervisory .quidance to clarify heightened expectations around recovery and resolution planning for the largest eight U.S. BHCs, effective immediately for 
the seven first generation fliers and next year for one of the second generation tilers. While affecting only the largest living wills tilers for now, other second- and larger third- 
round fliers should t~view the guidance on the theory that it will apply to you in the coming years. Also for those following third-round living wills, this excellent analysis of 
third-round public filings by PwC is a must read. 

The Basel Committee published a paper on the four fundamental components of a sound capital planning process. U.S. BHCs that are subject to CCAR would already be 
familiar with the principles and sound practices discussed in the paper. The Basel Committee also proposed revisions to its good practice principles for supervisory colleges. 

The NFA is considering imposing capital requirements on CPOs and CTAs, among other new customer protection measures. It is accepting public comment on such 
proposals until April 15. Following last week’s inaugural certification, the CFTC’s Division of Market Oversight deemed trueEX, LLC’s made-available-to-trade determinations for 
certain interest rate swaps certified. These swaps will be subject to the trade execution mandate beginning February 21,2014. 

The CFPB released its proposed Defining Larger Participants of the International Money Transfer Market rul_..~e that would allow it to supervise certain nonbank international 
money transfer providers for the first time. The CFPB’s proposed rule would subject any nonbank international provider that provides more than one million international 
transfers annually and any provider that the CFPB has reasonable cause to determine as posing a risk to consumers to the CFPB’s supervisory authority. 

And in this week’s you might have missed it, we call your attention to remarks delivered by Treasury Under Secretary for Domestic Finance Mary Miller at the third annual 
joint OFR and FSOC conference, emphasizing the need to standardize swap data reporting across trade repositories, as well as within and across jurisdictions. This data is 
clearly an essential building block for systemic risk oversight, and Under Secretary Miller’s statements come on the heels of the CFTC’s announcement of the formation of an 

interdivisionN working group to review inconsistencies in swap data reporting among market participants and the need to enhance data utilization by regulators. 

Best regards, 

Annette L. Nazareth & Margaret E. Tahyar 

Annette L, Nazareth 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 

901 15th Street NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 962 7075 tel 

202 962 7088 fax 

If you do not wish to receive Washington Watch emails, please click here to unsubscribe. 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or othenMse 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 

Please refer to the firm’s privac~t policy located at v~,,,~w.~l~’~vispolk.com for important information on this policy. 
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Highlights From This Week’s Washington Watch 

Fed Gives Largest Banks Direction On Planning For Possible Failure 

Basel Committee Discusses Fundamental Elements Of A Bank’s Capital 
Planning Process 

Feds Need Better Derivatives Trade Data 

Regulating Derivatives- Teething Problems 

U.S. Swaps Trading Rules Have "Split Market" 

Regulators Want "Culture Of Compliance" Handling Whistle-Blowers 
In-House 

Are Tougher Regulations On The Way For Futures Firms? 

Germany, France Attack EU Plan To Curb Big Banks 

European Court Rejects U.K. Challenge Against EU Short Selling Ban 

~ CFPB Expanding Reach To Nonbank Money Transmitters 

Davis Pofk & Wa]’dwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



At Davo% Debate On Whether Banks Have Learned ~£heir Lessons (January 2£, 2014) 
~ In The New York Times DeaIBook, Chad Bray reports, "Paul Singer, the founder of the hedge fund Elliott 

Management, said on Wednesday [January 22] that he remained skeptical that the financial markets were 
safer despite the changes enacted in the banking industry and by regulators after the financial crisis. As part 
of a debate on the post-crisis financial system at the World Economic Forum, Mr. Singer said that banks 
remained highly leveraged and that the buying of debt by central banks had distorted the prices of stocks and 
bonds. He also said he disagreed with claims that banks ’unquestionably understand’ the potential risks on 
their balance sheets .... Douglas Flint, group chairman of the British bank HSBC, was one of two bank 
executives who argued on Wednesday that the system, more than five years after the crisis, was a much 
safer environment. Mr. Flint said banks had bolstered their capital, improved their transparency about 
potential risk and faced more intense regulatory scrutiny. But, he said, reforms need to be made broadly to 
avoid similar risky behaviors cropping up in other parts of the financial system beyond banking .... Antony 
Jenkins, group chief executive of the British bank Barclays, said the system was threatened because financial 
institutions misunderstood and mispriced risk prior to the financial crisis." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related CNBC article: Derivatives Get Damnincj Verdict At Davos 

In The New York Times Economix blog, Simon Johnson reports, "Of all the arguments put forward by big 
banks and their allies in recent years against financial reform, the line that surfaced last week was arguably 
the most strange. Wall Street has been reformed, according to this view: There was a great battle, and we 
(the big banks) lost. There is, consequently, nothing more to do. In contrast to that position, I suggest that 
the decisive battles lie ahead. Some regulatory changes are in the works, but these are relatively limited and 
all would be easily reversible if attitudes change .... [M]any influential people in Washington refuse even to 
discuss how to measure the extent to which undercapitalized megabanks contribute to the risk of serious 
crisis, as well as the true cost of such crises. Megabanks’ lobbyists and other representatives certainly 
remain hard at work. At a House Financial Services Committee hearing last week, they continued to push 
back against the Volcker Rule .... This is a big year for financial reform discussions .... But make no 
mistake about it. Washington or Main Street did not win any big battles against the largest and most powerful 
financial companies .... The big conflict lies ahead, and it will be long and drawn out. As memories of the 
last crisis recede, will regulators continue to carry out financial reforms in a sensible manner or, as in so many 
instances in the past, will they relax and let the big banks return to their most dangerous ways?" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Ba[~ks Sit Out Riskier Deals (3a~~uary 213 2014) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Gillian Tan reports, "[New] guidelines are designed to keep banks away from 
deals regulators feel are too laden with debt. Starting late last summer, the OCC and the Federal Reserve 
sent letters to about a dozen big banks saying they need to comply with the guidance .... For banks, the 
pressure comes as Washington seeks to crack down on behavior seen as potentially harmful to the broader 
financial system .... ’The impact on private equity, a significant driver of what we see as risky practices, is 
an intended consequence of our actions,’ Martin Pfinsgraff, the OCC’s senior deputy comptroller for large- 
bank supervision, said in an interview. ’As regulators, we certainly hope to change bad practices and remove 
the extraordinary froth that’s experienced at the peak of a credit cycle. If we can mitigate that, it reduces the 
size of the valley to follow.’ In the letters, the Federal Reserve and the OCC demanded banks comply with 
guidance published in March 2013 saying they should avoid financing takeover deals that involve putting debt 
on a company of more than six times its EBITDA, among other factors regulators consider risky, according to 
people who have seen the correspondence .... If banks repeatedly participate in deals regulators consider 
unduly risky, they could be fined or face other sanctions, Mr. Pfinsgraff said." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 



Growth Under Threat From New Base~ ~l, EMIR, Bodd-Frank Regs (January 2i, 20i4} 
~ In Banking Technology, Elliot Holley reports, "Regulation is driving a structural shift away from capital markets 

and investment banking towards transaction banking -- but even this hint of opportunity could be under threat, 
according to senior financial services panellists speaking at the BAFT IFSA conference in London this week. 
’Whilst the outlook for wholesale banking remains somewhat challenged, we see a positive view for transaction 
banking, and an opportunity for it to play a central role in evolution of transaction banking and corporate banking,’ 
said Matthew Austen, partner and EMEA head of corporate and institutional banking at Oliver Wyman .... [H]e 
advocates a reduction in bank balance sheets and a greater focus on a role as service providers. He also 
supports taking a radical approach, such as exiting businesses where there isn’t enough scope for the bank to 
differentiate itself .... Austen added that banks will need to reinvent what they provide to corporate clients, 
shifting their focus onto customer needs rather than the traditional model based on analysing the creditworthiness 
of the customer .... However, the opportunity to do so could be further curtailed by a cocktail of regulations, 
including Dodd-Frank in the U.S. and EMIR in the EU, as well as Basel III worldwide." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Federal Reserve 

Fed Gives Largest Banks Direction on P~anning for Possible Failure (January 24, 20i 2) 
m In the Wall Street Journal, Ryan Tracy repots, "The Federal Reserve on Friday [January 24] gave the eight 

largest U.S. banks additional direction on preparing for potential failure, outlining more detailed expectations for 
the firms’ crisis planning as pa~ of regulator’s postcrisis effo~s to make banks more stable. The Fed provided 
new details about capabilities that firms must have to help withstand financial strains, including processes for 
valuing collateral they receive from e~ernal pa~ies, a thorough understanding of their exposures associated with 
payments and clearing, and the ability to analyze the funding sources and risks at each of their subsidiaries." 

::~::~::~::~ Full te~ of a~icle 
~::~::~::~ Federal Reserve Press Release 

Exporting U.So Ru~es For Foreign Banks (January 22, £014} 
In The New York Times DeaIBook, Peter Eavis reports, "The Federal Reserve, which regulates banks, is 
expected to complete rules soon that will force large foreign banks to abide by many of the requirements their 
American counterparts have had to operate under since the passage of Dodd-Frank. The foreign banks are 
not pleased with the crackdown .... The Fed received strongly worded letters in opposition [to the proposed 
foreign bank rules] from a handful of large foreign lenders, and even got complaints from certain foreign bank 
regulators, including the BaFin of Germany. In the face of such criticism, it is possible the Fed will end up 
substantially softening its rules. But senior executives at the foreign banks said they did not expect much in 
the way of dilution .... Congress wrote Dodd-Frank so that its rules on capital would apply to foreign lenders, 
which received substantial assistance from the Fed in the heat of the financial crisis. After the legislation went 
into effect, however, Barclays and Deutsche Bank changed the legal status of their big American operations 
in such a way that parts of Dodd-Frank did not apply to them .... Even so, the European banks say the 
Fed’s rules are unfair .... One looming question is whether the Europeans will retaliate against the new 
rules once they go into effect -- and force American banks to lock up capital at their operations overseas. 
But the Americans, with higher levels of capital, may be able to handle such a move." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

How To End The Fed’s Ru~e-Making Secrecy (January 21, 2014) 
m In an opinion piece in The Wall Street Journal, Representative Scott Garrett (R-N J) writes, "The Fed has 

spearheaded a barrage of new rules that will fundamentally transform our banking system, including a 
supplemental leverage ratio, liquidity coverage ratio, net stable funding ratio, foreign banking organization rule, 
and new risk-weighted capital requirements. But as the Fed’s own website notes, the central bank has 
convened only five open meetings on rule-making during 2012 and 2013. This situation requires reform, and 
to this end I will shortly introduce in Congress the Federal Reserve Accountability and Transparency Act. Its 



straightforward provisions will help open up the often opaque workings of the central bank .... My bill would 
require the Fed to assess whether the benefits of proposed regulations justify the increased costs for 
consumers and the potential loss of jobs .... The Fed can also improve its transparency in international 
negotiations .... For example, the Basel III accord on capital standards and market-liquidity risk was 
negotiated primarily with global financial institutions in mind, and will impose additional burdens on small 
banks that do not have a systemic effect on the banking system .... My bill would require the Fed to publish 
a notice that details the subject, scope and goals of any international agreements and solicit comments from 
market participants ahead of negotiations." 

:a:: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related American Banker article: GOP Lawmaker Calls For Greater Fed Transparency 

Volcker 

Wa~ Street Refor~ Group Warns Against Volcker Changes (January 21, 2014} 
In Law360, Evan Weinberger reports, "Occupy the SEC said in separate letters [January 21] to the Senate 
Banking Committee and the House Financial Services Committee that bills in both committees to grant an 
exemption for banks to continue holding TruPS-backed CDOs would make it easier for other industry lobbying 
groups to ask for exemptions from the Dodd-Frank Act ban on proprietary trading .... If regulators or 
lawmakers were to make exemptions every time a lobbying group complained about the costs and other issues 
related to Volcker rule compliance, the rule itself would be eviscerated, the group said. ’Each such additional 
exemption that the industry can gain would further erode the basic protections of the Volcker rule, which are 
absolutely essential to reorient banks back towards conservative, customer-focused transactions,’ Occupy the 
SEC said .... Prior to the changes put forward by regulators, lawmakers in the House and Senate introduced 
bills they said were intended to help small and community banks that were blindsided by the Volcker rule’s 
TruPS position. But Occupy the SEC, a group of former Wall Street professionals that carries a great deal of 
credence with regulators, said that the bills opened the door to risk spreading through the system, and were so 
broad as to make a wide swath of securities that banks are barred from holding exempt from the Volcker 
rule .... ’Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act has already been passed, and Congress is wasting valuable time 
and resources in considering amendments that would dilute its effect,’ Occupy the SEC said." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

More Community Banks Feel Vo~cker Rule’s Sting (January 21, 2014) 
~ In American Banker, Paul Davis reports, "More community banks are coming forward to say the recent 

change to the Volcker Rule failed to shield them from financial hits. Cortland Bancorp, First Defiance 
Financial and Webster Financial recorded impairment charges during the fourth-quarter to address 
investments they made in collateralized debt obligations backed by trust-preferred securities issued by 
insurance companies .... The [regulators’] decision left a number of bankers disappointed and still upset 
about the unintended consequences of the controversial Dodd-Frank Act clause. ’It’s one of those things that 
we were hoping with the guidance that came out that the whole issue would be resolved,’ [said] Don Hileman, 
First Defiance’s president and chief executive. ’It was very frustrating. It was a scramble to try to figure out 
exactly which ones were covered.’... One of the biggest peeves expressed by bankers is that they are 
taking impairment charges on performing securities .... The situation may help explain why the American 
Bankers Association has yet to drop its lawsuit against the regulators." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulatory Tweak Allows Zions To Keep Most TruF~S CDOs (January 21,201@ 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Andrew R. Johnson reports, "Zions Bancorp said Tuesday [January 21] it will 

take a smaller charge than previously expected following a move by regulators last week to tweak a 
portion of the Volcker rule that affected a specific type of security held by the bank. The Salt Lake City- 
based regional bank said it would be able to retain a ’substantial majority’ of the investments, thanks to 
the regulators’ change, and now expects to take a pretax charge of $135 million to $145 million for the 
fourth quarter .... Zions, with $55 billion in assets, had the largest portfolio of TruPS CDOs of any U.S. 
bank, according to research firm SNL Financial. The company said Tuesday it still expects to sell a 



portion of its CDO portfolio ’as a part of its overall effort to manage risk.’... Because of its plan to sell 
some of its TruPS CDOs, Zions said it likely will resubmit its 2014 capital plan to the Federal Reserve." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Bloomberg News article, Zions Predicts Quarterly Loss As Bank Revises Volcker’s Cost 

Base~ Committee Discusses Fundamental E~ements Of A Bank’s Capita~ P~anning Process (January 23, 2014} 
In Davis Polk’s Capital and Prudential Standards Blog, Luigi De Ghenghi and Andrew Fei report, "Today 
[January 23], the Basel Committee published a paper that discusses four fundamental components of a sound 
capital planning process: (1) internal control and governance; (2) capital policy and sufficient risk capture; (3) 
forward-looking view through stress testing; and (4) management framework for preserving capital. The Basel 
Committee stated that its paper does not set forth new capital planning guidance. Rather, it presents sound 
practices observed at some banks, which the Basel Committee believes can foster overall improvement in banks’ 
capital planning processes. U.S. bank holding companies that are subject to the Federal Reserve’s 
Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review would already be familiar with the principles and practices 
discussed in the paper .... The Basel Committee noted that its paper is also not intended to describe ideal 
practices, as banks’ practices and processes are expected to continue to improve and evolve. Nor is the paper 
meant to outline a one-size-fits-all approach to capital planning, as it is understood that banks would need to 
adopt approaches that are tailored to their individual circumstances." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Basel Committee Materials: Paper- Press Release 

Regulators Demand Hedge Fund Look~Through Transparency (Janua~ 21, 2014} 
~ In Risk Magazine, Kris Debasabai reports, "On December 13, 2013 the Basel Committee issued its final standards for 

calculating capital requirements for banks’ investments in pooled funds. The regulators are taking a hard line on fund 
investments, which will be subject to punitive risk-weights unless banks can demonstrate meaningful look-through 
transparency into the underlying assets. The approach outlined in December applies to the banking book. However, 
the Basel Committee is expected to take a consistent approach to fund positions in the trading book -- which doesn’t 
bode well for banks’ fund-linked trading and derivatives activities .... The Basel Committee has outlined a ’hierarchy 
of approaches’ that rewards banks for obtaining transparent reporting from funds. The look-through approach (LTA) 
is the most granular and risk-sensitive method and should result in the lowest possible risk-weights for most fund 
investments .... Funds that fail to qualify for the LTA will be subject to the mandate-based approach, which allows 
banks to calculate risk-weights based on the fund’s mandate or national regulations governing its 
investments .... The ongoing viability of the hedge fund-linked derivatives business will become clearer once the 
Basel Committee completes its fundamental review of exposures in the trading book in early 2014 and issues its final 
recommendations for calculating bank capital requirements." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Banks Ask Base~ Committee To De~ay Trading Book Impact Studies (January 21, 2014} 
~ In Risk Magazine, Laurie Carver reports, "A new row between bankers and regulators is brewing, after three industry 

associations wrote to the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision on January 6 calling for more time to complete 
quantitative impact studies (QISs) due this year -- part of the Committee’s push towards a new trading book capital 
regime. ’We do not believe that sufficient time has been given to the industry to develop the necessary tools to 
engage appropriately and responsibly [in the QISs] on the timeline proposed,’ says the letter from the Global Financial 
Markets Association, the Institute of International Finance and ISDA. The Committee is understood to be reluctant to 
budge, however, fearing a delay with the two planned QISs would push implementation of the regime into 2018 -- a 
decade after the crisis reached its first peak .... The first of the two new trading book QISs would look at a set of so- 
called shadow portfolios, and is slated for completion in the first half of 2014. The second would be applied to a full 
implementation of the new rules and is due by the end of the year." 

:a:: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: IndustPf Associations Letter 



CFTC Announces Trade Execution Mandate For Additional Interest Rate Swaps (January 24~ 2014} 
An unbylined article in HedgeWeek reports, "The CFTC’s Division of Market Oversight has announced 
trueEX’s self-certification of available-to-trade determinations (MAT Determinations) for certain interest rate 
swap contracts .... Under Commission regulations, the additional swaps in this MAT Determination, 
whether listed or offered by trueEX or any other designated contract market (DCM) or swap execution facility 
(SEF), will become subject to the trade execution requirement under section 2(h)(8) of the Commodity 
Exchange Act 30 days after certification, on 21 February 2014." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::~::~::~::~ CFTC Press Release 

Feds Need Setter Derivatives Trade Data (January ~3, 2014} 
In American Sanker, Donna Borak reports, "Speaking at the third annual conference hosted by the OFR and 
the FSOC, Treasury Under Secretary for Domestic Finance Mary Miller said there were still critical areas of 
the financial system on which regulators lack good data .... Miller particularly mentioned information about 
derivatives, especially those traded over the counter such as credit default swaps .... ’Research is central to 
protecting financial stability, and the simple reality is that you cannot do good research without good data,’ 
said Miller. ’To gain a better understanding of the financial system and its vulnerabilities, risks, and 
interconnections, we need to fill in missing pieces of financial data -- in other words, fill the gaps.’ Miller said 
the conference was intended to show areas where further data are needed, including ’the lack of granular, 
standardized data from swap and trade repositories.’... Miller said more work needs to be done to ensure 
that the data being collected will help regulators put the pieces together. She stressed the need for regulators 
to establish uniform reporting standards to develop a more holistic picture of risks to the financial system." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulating Derivatives- Teething Problem, s (January 22, 2014} 
~ An unbylined article in The Economist reports, "[T]hings are not going that smoothly, three unrelated 

reports in the past few days suggest. On January 15 the Senior Supervisors Group reported to the BIS 
FSB that ’firms’ progress toward consistent, timely, and accurate reporting of top counterparty exposures 
fails to meet supervisory expectations as well as industry self-identified best practices on counterparty 
exposures. Data quality is of particular concern.’... On January 21, ISDA... put out a report analysing 
trading in interest-rate swaps before and after October 2, 2013, when a slew of new American rules came 
into force .... A third cautionary note was sounded today [January 22] by the DTCC, and this one has to 
do with collateral .... [N]ew requirements in various spheres could mean that anything between $800 
billion (Bank of England, 2012) and $4 trillion (BIS, 2013) of high-quality collateral is needed by banks 
and other financial-market participants .... ’This will have a major impact on both liquidity and risk -- the 
operational nightmare scenarios are endlessly identifiable,’ the DTCC found, ’the reality is that collateral 
challenges will be far more extensive than what has been reported thus far.’ One of these problems is 
clearly transitional. Europe and America will eventually get their act together. And the benefits from 
shifting derivatives trading onto recognised platforms (mainly, more transparency) outweigh temporary 
losses until they do. The other two are more worrying. Bankers have had more than four years to get 
their head around consolidating and measuring counterparty risks. And it has been clear for some time 
that good collateral was going to be gold dust." 

iiiiiiiiii Full text of article 

In The Financial Times, Philip Stafford reports, "A study of clearing house data by ISDA found that the market 
for U.S. and euro interest rate swaps, two of the most widely used products for hedging, had split since 
October. According to the report, volumes between European and U.S. dealers had dropped 77 per cent 
since the introduction of the U.S. legislation. The report, released on Tuesday [January 21], also said there 
had been greater price volatility and ’a shifting in the nature of trading from cleared to bilateral risk 
management.’... Market participants have changed daily operations amid the five-month transition period 



although many brokers are unwilling to predict if the moves are temporary, until trading on SEFs becomes 
mandatory from February 15 .... However, the figures classify non-U.S, affiliates of U.S. banks as 
’European’ dealers, meaning some of the shift could be investors simply switching their business between 
differing legal entities of the same U.S. bank. ISDA said the decline probably hinged on the legal definitions 
of ’U.S. persons’ drawn up by the CFTC .... While U.S. dealers continued to trade U.S. dollar interest rate 
swaps with European and U.S. dealers in fairly consistent volumes throughout 2013, from October European 
dealers increasingly traded among themselves, rather than with the U.S." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Financial News article: U.S. Swal~ Rules Cause Cross-Border"Breakdown" 
:::::::::::::: ISDA Report 

CFTC To Address Data Prob~er~s Clouding Swaps Transparency (January 21, 2014} 
In The Wall Street Journal Money Beat, Andrew Ackerman reports, "The CFTC... is forming a staff working 
group to review how the agency collects swaps data and to assess how banks and other firms adhere to 
existing reporting and record-keeping rules set by the agency. The review comes after the CFTC last month 
said reporting errors had caused it to misreport the overall size of the swaps market .... Inaccurate reporting 
of swaps transactions have already caused the agency to under-report the overall size of the market for 
certain swaps used to hedge interest-rate risk. Scott O’Malia, the agency’s Republican commissioner, has 
said the problems are widespread and cloud the agency’s ability to detect patterns that pose risk to the 
financial system or detect buildups similar to the ’London whale’ trading positions that cost JPMorgan Chase 
& Co. more than $6 billion .... Just two employees at the agency are charged with putting together the 
weekly swaps report, and it takes 12 days to clean up the data for publication, compared with three for 
another report the agency publishes on the market for futures. As part of the review, the working group will 
weigh whether to standardize reporting forms and explore whether the agency should consider new rules, 
technology improvements or personnel with data analysis expertise. Staff will seek public comment on data 
reporting rules, known as Part 45, later this spring. [CFTC Acting Chairman Mark] Wetjen has instructed staff 
to develop formal recommendations for the five-member commission in June." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related MLex article, CFTC, Like DogThat Caught Truck, Faces Mass!ve Trade-Repos!tory Prob!ems 
::~::~::~::~ CFTC Press Release 

SEC 

MSRB To Discuss Draft Ru~es On Best Execution, MA Compliance, Fees (January 2£, 2014) 
In The Bond Buyer, Kyle Glazier reports, "The MSRB will discuss draft rules creating a best execution 
standard for broker-dealers and establishing supervisory and compliance requirements as well as fees for 
municipal advisors during its next meeting January 29-31 in Atlanta. Best execution has been a concern 
for dealer groups, who have warned that a corporate bond-style rule requiring dealers to seek the best 
prices for their customers would not work in the more opaque and illiquid muni market. SlFMA has 
suggested an ’execution with diligence’ standard that would have been less stringent and would not result 
in a rule violation as long as a dealer made a reasonable effort to get the best deal for a customer. 
MSRB executive director Lynnette Kelly has said that although the rule is based on an existing FINRA 
rule, it will be specific to the municipal market. The board will also discuss a draft supervisory and 
compliance rule for municipal advisors, the MSRB announced .... The supervisory rule is likely to be 
similar to the board’s Rule G-27 on supervision for dealers, which requires written policies and 
procedures designed to ensure compliance with MSRB rules, among other mandates." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulators Want "Culture Of Co#~p~iance" Handling Whist[e*B~owers [nMHouse (January £2, 2014) 
~ In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Rob Tricchinelli reports, "Cracking down on employer retaliation against 

whistle-blowers and ensuring that companies are adequately allowing internal reporting of potential 



lawbreaking are on federal regulators’ agenda for the upcoming year, according to a webcast hosted by the 
American Bar Association. ’One of the pressing issues for this year is we have the authority to enforce the 
anti-retaliation provisions,’ Sean McKessy, director of the SEC’s Office of the Whistleblower... said, ’which 
basically indicate that employers shall not take any action in retaliation for reporting potential securities law 
violations to us.’ Christopher Ehrman, director of the whistle-blower office at the CFTC, and Stephen Whitlock, 
who holds the same position at the IRS, also were on the panel .... The panel said they want companies to 
have a ’culture of compliance’ to properly handle whistle-blowers’ tips about a company internally, before 
involving federal regulators. ’Sometimes we’ve had whistle-blowers come in and they’d tried to report 
internally, and the reason they came to [us] is because they felt like they got blown off, that their concerns 
were not dealt with seriously by the internal compliance people where they worked,’ Ehrman said." 

:a:: Full text of article 

BATS Said Poised To Escape SEC Fine For Botched March 2012 IPO (January 21, 2014} 
~ In Traders Magazine, Sam Mamudi and Joshua Gallu report, "U.S. regulators will recommend against fining 

BATS Global Markets Inc. for a computer error that prevented the exchange owner from completing its March 
2012 initial public offering, according to three people familiar with the matter. SEC staff are preparing a report 
on their findings that doesn’t include a cash penalty, according to the people, who asked not to be identified 
because the document hasn’t been voted on by the SEC’s five commissioners. The report will probably be 
published next month, the people said. The stock exchange’s software malfunctioned after investment 
bankers completed their role in [the] IPO, preventing BATS shares from trading and prompting a brief 
nationwide halt in Apple Inc. transactions .... The SEC usually publishes reports like the one on BATS when 
it wants to send a message to the industry about conduct it deems problematic, even if there’s no violation of 
securities laws. Investigators are using them more after George Canellos, the former co-chief of SEC 
enforcement, said in February that they are a ’vital’ tool for shaping industry conduct .... After the BATS 
malfunction, the SEC proposed Regulation Systems Compliance and Integrity, or Reg SCl, which would 
impose tougher testing regimes for exchanges if approved." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CFTC 

Are Tougher Regulations On The Way For Futures Firms? (January 23, 2014} 
~ In Crain’s Chicago Business, Lynne Marek reports, "The NFA... said today [January 23] it may boost 

regulations for firms that invest in futures contracts on behalf of clients. Specifically, the NFA said it may 
require the firms to hold minimum levels of capital to back their business operations and be subject to 
independent oversight of disbursement of funds, in addition to reporting on customer funds and 
performance results. The NFA move.., comes after an NFA review that found 92 percent of its most 
severe enforcement actions in the past three years were against [CTAs and CPOs] .... [T]he NFA’s 
review.., found that CTAs and CPOs were involved in misusing customer funds, misstating net asset 
values and fudging performance information .... The release from the NFA requested that members 
offer comments on the potential new rules by April 15." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: NFA Request For Comments 

Senate Panel Expected To Advance CFTC Nominee Massad (January 21~ 2014) 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Andrew Ackerman reports, "A Senate panel is poised as early as next month to 

advance the nomination of Timothy Massad to head the CFTC, though some lawmakers are questioning his 
approach to financial regulation .... The Senate Agriculture Committee, which plans to weigh Mr. Massad’s 
nomination in coming weeks, also plans to take up the nominations of Sharon Bowen, a securities lawyer at 
Latham & Watkins LLP, and brokerage executive J. Christopher Giancarlo to fill commissioner 
slots .... Some Democratic lawmakers have been pressing Mr. Massad for assurances he will continue 
Mr. Gensler’s tough approach to derivatives regulation. Other lawmakers, including some Republicans, want 
assurances Mr. Massad will pay attention to the impact those rules could have on farmers and other 
nonfinancial companies that use derivatives to hedge certain risks, such as an increase in the price of corn or 



jet fuel. In a series of private meetings with Democratic senators, Mr. Massad has acknowledged lawmakers’ 
concerns that industry groups might take advantage of agency turnover to continue efforts to roll back or slow 
down the implementation of the Dodd-Frank law, according to Senate aides familiar with the 
meetings .... Mr. Massad has shied away from providing lawmakers with specific details on how he would 
oversee the CFTC, the aides said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Bets O~~ Power C~eared By Regulator (January 21, 2014) 
In The Financial Times, Gregory Meyer reports, "One of the world’s leading energy exchanges last week won 
regulatory clearance to dramatically loosen ’position limits’ for large traders in U.S. power futures, in some 
cases increasing the cap 20-fold. Its main rival now seeks to do the same .... But the chronically budget- 
constrained CFTC has left limits on electricity under the control of exchanges ’because the Commission must 
marshal its resources,’ it wrote last month. IntercontinentalExchange (ICE) last Tuesday [January 14] raised 
limits on speculation for more than 170 electricity futures and options linked to markets from California to New 
England. In Texas, where wholesale power prices jumped wildly during this month’s ’polar vortex’ cold wave, 
limits on several contracts rose by a multiple of 10. Last Wednesday [January 15] exchange operator CME 
Group followed ICE and requested permission to raise position limits in 177 electricity contracts. Both big 
exchanges cited much higher position limits at a competitor called Nodal Exchange as they sought the 
increases .... The moves by ICE and CME have raised eyebrows in energy circles, as exchanges normally 
must demonstrate to the CFTC that changes of levels of ’deliverable supply’ necessitate increases or 
decreases to position limits, lawyers said. Neither did." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Germany, France Attack EU Plan To Curb Big Banks (January 23, £014} 
In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "Germany and France have attacked European Union plans to curb banks’ 
ability to take market bets with their own money, warning that this could jeopardise a delicate economic 
recovery, a paper seen by Reuters showed .... The paper does not bear an author’s name but five 
financial industry and government sources told Reuters that Germany and France, together with Italy, were 
behind it. It sends a warning shot from the euro zone’s top economies to Brussels not to overstep the mark 
in a way that could challenge their national champions .... The European Commission is due to formally 
propose the draft law to rein in excessive trading risks on January 29 .... Leaked versions of the draft law 
propose banning proprietary trading at banks above a certain size .... Financial industry officials said the 
paper is widely seen as an attempt to fend off new rules that would prevent so-called universal banks from 
losing the benefits of having all operations under the same roof .... Instead, speculative activities could be 
separated on a ’functional basis,’ the paper said .... ’In this context, we suggest a middle course 
according to which certain activities have to be separated (proprietary trading) while others (market making) 
should be subject to supervisory judgement based on the appropriate metrics, not automatic thresholds,’ 
the paper added .... The draft law will have to be approved by EU states and the European Parliament 
before it becomes effective from 2017." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Europea~ Court Rejects U.K. Challe~ge Against EU Short Se~ing Ban (Ja~uary 22, 201@ 
In The Financial Times, Alex Barker reports, "Britain suffered a serious defeat in its campaign to check 
the powers of EU financial watchdogs after Europe’s highest court dismissed London’s case challenging 
an EU regulator’s authority to ban short selling. In a keenly awaited ruling with broad implications for how 
the EU regulates financial services, the European Court of Justice threw out a legal argument Britain has 
relied on for decades to contain over-reach from Brussels .... While the full consequences remain 
uncertain, the court’s findings may also give Brussels more legal space to pursue integration for the 
eurozone, without needing to open the treaty change renegotiation sought by U.K. Prime Minister David 
Cameron. London’s suit challenged a law giving ESMA the right to impose a ban on short selling in 



emergencies, if necessary, against the wishes of the U.K. Britain argued the Paris-based watchdog was 
given more discretion than is permissible or legitimate under the EU Treaties, which limit the delegation of 
power to EU agencies. None of the arguments held sway with the judges, who found the legal base was 
sound and the powers were ’circumscribed by various conditions and criteria’ that appropriately limit 
ESMA’s freedom to take decisions. The judgment will be a bitter blow because a preliminary opinion to 
the court recommended that the short selling ban be annulled because it lacked democratic 
legitimacy .... Concerns over the delegation of powers were also a legal obstacle to the creation of a 
eurozone-based banking union, with a central supervisor and resolution authority." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Bloomberg News article, U.K. Awaits EU Short-Sellinq Rulin~l Ahead Of Banker-Pad/Fi~lht 

Organized 
~ In Risk 

Trading Facility Tra~~sparency Waivers Survive Final MiFID Debate (Janua~ 22, 2014} 
Magazine, Tom Osborn reports, "Disclosure rules for new derivatives trading platforms may be looser in 

Europe than in the U.S., after legislators rubber-stamped a series of controversial waivers during final debates 
on the Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR) -- one half of the revised MiFID. That could raise 
the ire of the EC, which warned in October that draft versions of the rules were too forgiving, and could also 
make it harder to argue European rules are equivalent to those in the U.S., which is essential if market 
participants are to escape the clutches of U.S. regulation .... If the final text of article eight matches the 
council text published in June 2013, then national regulators will be able to lift pre-trade disclosure requirements 
not just for block trades, as in the U.S., but also for transactions executed via voice or request-for-quote, which 
may be subject to lower size thresholds .... In October, Michel Barnier, EC commissioner for internal market 
and services, wrote to Ferber urging legislators to reconsider the exemptions, and warning the rules may not 
meet Group of 20 commitments on trade execution and transparency. It is now up to ESMA to determine the 
thresholds for the waivers when it fleshes out the so-called level one text with additional technical 
detail .... But the level two text may not arrive for some time, and some market participants say transatlantic 
equivalence will not be clear until after that point. Without it, firms that are subject to both European and 
rules will not be able to benefit from the substituted compliance regime sketched out by the CFTC." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Energy Traders Breathe Sigh Of Relief Over MiF~D II Position Limits (January 22, 2014} 
~ In Risk Magazine, Gillian Cart reports, "European energy traders are breathing a sigh of relief over the recently 

agreed draft text of MiFID II -- in particular, its proposals for position limits on commodity 
derivatives .... Although the exact text is not available, lawyers and industry groups say the result was broadly 
positive for energy traders .... [T]he latest text includes two important carve-outs. For one thing, physically 
settled oil and coal derivatives contracts that are traded on organised trading facilities -- a type of central 
execution venue for OTC derivatives -- are to be temporarily exempted for three and a half years after 
implementation of MiFID II. Once this period has elapsed, the EC will draft a report about the possible inclusion 
of physically settled coal and oil contracts, sources say. Secondly, the talks clarified that physically settled power 
and gas forwards are to be entirely exempted from the scope of MiFID II .... A significant proportion of the 
energy trading community is already expected to be exempt from the position limits, which will not apply to non- 
financial firms hedging risks that are directly related to their commercial activities .... The final legal text for 
MiFID II is expected to come out before April 17, according to a European Parliament spokeswoman --the last 
date on which the parliament meets before European elections in May." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulators Start Work On New Bank Asset Valuation Ru~e (January 20, 2014} 
In Reuters, Huw Jones reports, "Global regulators are planning the world’s first common rule within three 
years to value hard-to-price assets held by banks after unexpected revisions have unsettled investors, the 
man overseeing the plan told Reuters .... ’Regulators don’t have a benchmark for valuations at banks,’ said 
David Tweedie, chairman of the International Valuation Standards Council, an independent, not-for-profit, 
private sector body which develops valuation standards .... Despite warnings about hasty rulemaking from 
accountants, the FSB, which coordinates regulation for the Group of 20 leading economies, is encouraging 
the work to plug gaps highlighted by the 2007-09 financial crisis and more recent announcements from banks. 



Tweedie will start setting up this week a task force of regulators, standard setters, rating agencies and 
accountants to look at big variations in values and the pricing methods used .... ’The key one will be 
derivatives and how to deal with them when there is not a market. We could get resistance as this could 
affect bonuses and capital buffers,’ Tweedie said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

ECB Sets "Ambitious" Data Deadline For Selected Banks (January 17, 2014) 
In Reuters, Laura Noonan and Thomas Atkins report, "The ECB has given selected euro zone banks three 
weeks to submit extensive details of their trading books and risk models as part of a review of the currency 
bloc’s largest banks .... Four sources familiar with the request told Reuters the ECB sent the questionnaires 
to the national supervisors of the selected banks on January 13. The banks’ deadline is January 31. The 
national authorities then have to send the data on to the ECB .... In its templates, the ECB applied common 
definitions used in regulatory and accounting standards where possible. ’This is a horrible thing, it asks for 
details of all trading book portfolios,’ said one source familiar with the content. ’Large investment banks are 
going to have dozens and dozens of models,’ the source said, adding that the January 31 deadline was very 
ambitious .... Last year, Moody’s Analytics warned that some EU banks might not be able to provide 
accurate data and meet the deadlines for the bumper series of regulatory reviews." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Bloomberg News article: UBS’s Weber Says ECB Test May Reignite Concerns About Banks 

CFPB E×pandin9 Reach To Non, bank Money Transmitters (January 23, 2014) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "Large international money transmitters would have to follow the same 
federal remittance rules that apply to banks under a CFPB proposal released Thursday [January 23]. The proposal 
would give the CFPB new supervisory authorities to examine money transmitters for the first time, in coordination with 
existing state oversight over transmitters. The new rule would also put large transmitters on equal footing with banks 
and credit unions that have followed CFPB requirements for remittance transfers since October, including enhanced 
disclosures to remittance customers .... The new proposal would reel in nonbank providers that individually facilitate 
more than one million money transfers per year. The bureau estimates that that would cover the 25 largest nonbank 
remittance providers, which together do roughly 150 million transfers per year, totaling about $50 billion. ’The CFPB’s 
remittance rule provides strong consumer protections like better disclosures and the correction of errors,’ CFPB 
Director Richard Cordray said in a press release. ’Today’s proposed rule would help us provide oversight across the 
entire market so consumers get the protections they deserve.’... The CFPB will accept comments on its latest 
proposed ’larger participant’ rule for 60 days following its publication in the Federal Register." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i CFPB Materials: Proposed Rule -- Fact Sheet -- Press Release 

Volume Of Consumer Complaints On The Rise, Wi~ Drive Supervision (January 22, 2014) 
~ In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Mike Ferullo reports, "The CFPB is now fielding more than 15,000 borrower 

complaints per month and expects that volume will continue to increase as it adds new products to its Consumer 
Response system, CFPB Director Richard Corday said .... Cordray said trends the CFPB sees in complaints help 
the CFPB prioritize problems and allocate resources for supervisory work or potential regulations .... The CFPB 
forwards consumer complaints to banks and financial companies for their review and response. Once a company 
responds, the CFPB provides the company’s response to the consumer for review. One area where the agency 
focuses its review and investigation efforts is on complaints that remain disputed, or where companies failed to 
provide any response within 15 calendar days. Cordray said the CFPB can leverage the complaints it receives to 
’change practices at these companies. We can send our examiner teams inside the companies to fix systemic 
problems, and we can use our enforcement teams to investigate, clean up, and deter violations of the laws.’ The 
CFPB also uses complaints as the basis for regulatory proposals." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: CFPB Director CordraySpeech 



January 27-29, 2014 
Monday-Wednesday 

41st Annual Securities Requlation Institute- Northwestern Law 
Various limes o Hotel del Coronado, Coror~ado, CA 

o During this three-day event, attendees learn from regulators who write the new regulations, judges who interpret the law to 
resolve complex disputes, and prominent practitioners who guide their clients through the maze of new legislation, 
regulations and jurisprudence. Session topics include "Corporate Governance, Shareholder Activism, and the Future of 
Corporate Boards" and "JOBS Act- Impact on Quasi-Public Companies." Speakers and panelists include SEC Chair 
Mary Jo White (keynote), SEC Co-Director of the Enforcement Division Andrew Ceresney, and Davis Polk partner Alan 
Denenberg. (Registration; Schedule) 

January 28, 2014 
Tuesday 

Regulation of Financial Services in 2014 Conference -- New York City Bar 

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM ¯ 42 W 44[h S[, New Yolk, NV 
° Davis Polk partner Margaret Tahyar will co-chair the conference along with Promontory Financial Group Managing Director and 

Director of Domestic Advisory Practice, Julie Williams. Davis Polk partner Annette Nazareth will moderate a panel on OTC 
Derivatives Reform. Davis Polk partner Luigi DeGhenghi will be a panelist on a discussion of capital, liquidity and enhanced 
prudential standards. 

CFPB’s Semi-Annual Report -- House Financial Services Banking Subcommittee 

10:00 AM o 2128 Raybum House Office Building, Washington, DC 

o The director of the CFPB is required by law to appear before the committee on a semi-annual basis to deliver a report on the 
CFPB’s activities. 

Education and Outreach Seminar- MSRB 
2:00 PM o Westin Hotel, Peachtree Plaza, Atlanta, GA 

° This seminar will outline MSRB’s approach to implementing a regulatory framework for municipal advisors and provide a 

forum to ask questions, and will cover resources available to state and local governments for providing investors with regular 
financial disclosure Speakers include MSRB Chair Dan Heimowitz. 

January 29-31, 2014 
Wednesday-Friday 

Board Meeting-- MSRB 
Various times ~ Westin Hotel~ Peachtree Plaza, Atlanta, GA 

, The Board will discuss the following rulemaking topics: best execution, municipal advisor supervision, municipal advisor 
professional qualifications, and municipal advisor fees. 

Annual Report and Oversiqht of the Office of Financial Research -- Senate Banking Committee 
3:30 PM ~ 538 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washir~gton, DC 

° Economic Policy Subcommittee open session hearing with witness Richard Berner, Director, Office of Financial Research, 
Department of the Treasury. 

January 30, 2014 
Thursday 

Compliance Outreach Proclram National Seminar 2014 -- SEC 
7:30 AM .--. 5:30 PM ¯ SEC Headqua~lers. 100 F Street HE. Washington, DC 

° Speakers include SEC Chair Mary Jo White. (Agenda) 

January 31, 2014 
Friday 

Investor Advisory Committee Meeting -- SEC 
10:00 AM -4.:30 PM ~ Room U..-O06, SEC Headquarters, 100 F S[reet NE, Washing[on, DC 

° The agenda includes a recommendation from the Market Structure Subcommittee and the Investor As Purchaser Subcommittee 
regarding decimalization, discussion of crowdfunding, rebates and payments for order flow. 

February 21-22, 2014 The SEC Speaks in 2014 -- PLI 

Friday-Saturday 8:30 AM - 5:45 PM ¯ JW Marriott Washington, DC, 1331 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington. DC 

o Speakers from the SEC include: Chair Mary Jo White, Investment Management Division Director Norm Champ, Economic and 
Risk Analysis Director Craig Lewis, and Co-Director of the Enforcement Division Andrew Ceresney, among many others. 
Commentators include Davis Polk partner Annette Nazareth. The program will be webcast (!_n___f£_r___m___a__t_[_o___n____h__e___r__e_). (._R___e_,qj_s__t__r__a__t_Lo___n_) 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, Janumy 26, 2014 3:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteaxtlines: Obama Pursuing a Modest Agenda in State of Union 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts i Magazine. 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

Top News 

Obarna Ptlrsuing a Modest Agenda in State of 

Union 

President Obama has come to feel acutdy the eonstra~nts on his 

power, which makes his speech to Co~g~z’ss on Tuesday a critical 

chance to (h@e an agenda khat may yet shape his legacy. 

~ [] Video: State of the U oion Preview 

Opposition Says No to Ukt’ah,e on Power Share 

Presiden k Viktor F. "i~anukmTeh o£ered to install opposition 

leaders ~n top government posts, but they swiR]y rebuffed the 

of~i’r, to the deligh t of klaousan ds of proteskers on klae street. 

Rm~d Pmil’s Mixed inheritance 

.,~ t~and Paul t~-ies to broaden his appeal, he is also trying to kake 

libet~aria~ism, an ideology long o~ the fringes of Ameriean 

polities, into the mNnstream. 

~ [] Video: Rand Paul Making Heedlines 

~ 
F’roteste 1 

Rand 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

~ vmEo: L~pita Nyong’o: ’hnpostoi°’ to 

Ing6nue 

This year’s Oscar kigen ue is Ms o Nyong% of "12 Years a Slave, 



She says it took encouragement to get over the feeling of being an outsider, a 

phen om en~-m sh e du bs "a cute impostor syndrom 

~ .Related Ar[icle 

OPINION I OPINION 

$~’~l~al- Drives S~aecess? 

Culture pushes some gro~ps to ac]~ieve. We can learn from them. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ANTHONY B. HATCH, a rail transport consultant. 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Bill Cm~fingl~am I Toppi~g Up 

Many men are stubborn about dressing for the cold and s ~ow 

~ vm~o: Moder~ Love: Sitar- Struck 

An enterkainm en k reporter infa [ua ted wi kh Hollywood’s most 

famous starlets tins diffienl~" fincting real levee 

~ VIDEO: RevK~w: ~o~4 Land Row;r Range 

Rover HSE 

Land Rover’s fourtt>generation Range R~wer has an familiar 

silhoue~e, a sumph~ous interior and a pri~ as steep as the hills it 

can conquer. 

World 

Holocaust Told in One "Word, 6 l~lillion ’limes 

Tim book "~M~d EveW Single One Was Someone" -- meant as a 

kind of coffee-table monument or conversation statler - consists 

of the single word ’Vow," p~qnted six million times. 

False Claims i~ _4X~an Accusations on U oN, Raid 

Add to Doubts on Karzai 

The govermnent of President Hamid Karzai handed ou~ an 

M ..... 

than 
[iteratur~ 

~ naSle of 



inflammatot3~ dossier abouk airstikes on Jam 15 on a remote 

village m~d the supposed Americm~ cover-up that followed. 

Plfilipph~cs and Rebels Agree on Peace Accord to 

E~d i~surgency 

The agreement will create an autonomous Muslim-domin~[ed 

region i~ the restive south of the predominantly Christian 

U,S. 

Three Dead in Nhooti~g at Maryland N’Iall; Police ~ chi+ 

Call tl~e El~isode isolated 

Three people were ]d]led in a shooting a[ The Mall in Columbia in I ..... ~ I 
subm’ban Maryland, m~d the police said they believe that the 

suspeek died of a self-in@eked gunsho[ wound, aud had acted 

The Lede: LiVe Video and Tweets on [ile Shoo[in9 

[] Video: Three Killed in Maryland Mail Shooting 

A Harder Outlook fi~r Today% Cowboy 

As the costs of doing busi~ess rise and available la~d declines, 

the herd of eattle - and ranchers - is declining in the United 

States. 

~ ~ Video: Changes h5 the CaNe Business 

The Obama adminiskratio~ is cracking dora+ on dockors who 

repeatedly overcharge Medicare pa[ien[s; [he government may 

eve~ disclose how much ~n dJvidual physicians are paid for treating Medicare 

patieuts. 

Business 

Aecide~t~ N~rge as O~l ir~d~stry Takes the Trair~ 

Resk]e[~ts of Cassekon, N .D., are concerned aboa[ [he emde--oiI 

convoys that roll throu~a daeir to~, as what was o~ee a stopgap 

becomes commonplace and safety skandards lag. 

~ Sl+de Show 



HOME-PRICE ECONOMICS 

The Tale oJ~°a Hoarse, and an E~rti~°e Market 

The history of ~ 2204 Baekus Drive in ~ovde~ Md., is in mm~y 

ways the h~story of the Amet@an housing market over dm Ias~ 

two deea&s. 

~ Interactive G~aphic: Home Pnces in 20 Gities 

four- 

bedroo 

In Ho~asi~g, Big Is Back (Not Counting the 

Extras) 

The burstb~g of the housing bu bble d~dn’t deter affluent buyers 

for long. They’re pomfng back into the markeL and adding 

op[ions galore t*-~ their new homes. 

Sports 

R~lssia~s With Deep Pockets Adopt Teams Gohlg 

for Gold 

Several high-powered Russian ~:eoons, b~dudJng the Nets owner 

Mikhail D. Prokhorov, have lent ~eir expertise and money to 

w~nter sports teams bi antidpation of the Winter Olympics. 

Seahawks’ Richard She~n~m~t is Much More Than 

,J ~st Talk 

Sherman, "d3e Seahawks’ All-Pro eornerbaek, has been loud and 

proud and p~xwing himself to the world since ehfldhoo& 

~ Gap:tion This Photo: Richard Sherman 

in a Transifio~ Game, David Stern Is Passhag the 

NoB,Ao Commissioner*s Hat t-o .Adam Silver 

After 30 years on the job, Stern is retiring as N.B.A. 

commissioner on Saturday, and he will be succeeded by Silver. 

~ N.B A Roundup Ross Has 51, but Clippe;s Beat Ragto;s 

Sherma 

father of 

Silver, 

/ I 

Arts 

The Next Big Picture 
i.:; PHILIP ": i.,c~ ER 

"What is a photograph?" asks a show at the International (’,enter 

of Photography, a question echoed by curators navigating a 

flood of new works that are far from documentary. 

In a Blizzard of Sounds~ the Intuitive Maestro 

Ariel RechtshaM, a Grammy ~ominee who has collaborated w~fl~ 

a dizzying varie[y of pop perfom~m% talks about Ms evohlfiO]l as 

a producer and liskener, 

, The Grammys, a N~ght for Cheers (and Oten Gasps) 

Off Off Off Broadway (at Your Mi~tiplex) 

Following in the fbotsteps of the Met~)politan Opera, flmater 

producers are wei~aing the pote~fial risks and rewards of HD 

broadcasts in movie theaters. 

produce 

r and 

~ Oriando 

/ 2’ T’ I 
Condola 

Magazine 



Put~*s O|ymp~e Feve~° Dream 

In the ;qnssian ci~ of Soehi, the gra~diose a~d economically 

d ubiou s m egaproj eet h as re ~urned - an o kher Soviet legacy 

puts ued by the singular wil~ of President "~3actinfir V. Pu fin. 

Planet H~ lla~oy 

The gravitational pull of a t~ossible 2o~6 eampaign is bringing all 

the old Clin[on characters inko her orbiL Can she make the stats 

align, or will chaos prewdl? 

~ The Public EdRor: The Clinton CoveCs glaneta~ DisruNion 

Lomfie Holley, tl~e l[nsider’s Outside~" 

Discovered as an artist at 29 and re~sco~’cr~d as a musician 

the AJabama native is ~ever ~ot peffom~h%. 

Songs From the A~bum ’Keeping a Record of ~f 

Olympic- 
flame 

~ Lonnie ] 

Obituaries 

Alex Shea~’, a Collector of_4ane~ican l~tsch, Dies 

E~. ~,v,.i<:..,:, ~. i r 

Mr. Shear d~seribed h~s collection of pop-culture artificers, 

which once spanned ~] storage facilities in three states~ as a 

wind~-~w inb-~ the ~e~ean soul. 

_Auden, Dies at 99 
Midorfic 

wh~-~ pressed for the rights of etfi]d~v~ and khen later, as a 

surrogate judge, decided the esh~tes of the poet W. H. Anden a~d the painter 

Mark Rothko. 

For mer~ o#it:.:e.des, go to NYTimes.oom,~Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The :Koch Pa~. 

A new ad campaign of distortion is the vanguard of a sophisticaLed secret- 

EDITORIAL 

Preventh~g the Next Data 
E~. r.’~r. i.r.~ ro.~,.,,~ r.~o..,.i-.~ 

The Target aRaek shows tha~ companies can do a lot more to reduce the risk 

theR and fraud. 

EDITORIAL 

It’s rare to hear polifidans discuss rape and assaulk with real sensitivib~, bat 

that’s just what President Obama and Vice Preside~t Biden did. 

Op-Ed 



OPINION 

Ho+~Y Long Have I Got Lei~2 

I a~ways knew I’d die~ without knr~w~ng when. But now I kn ew it 

acutely, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

More imperfect Urdo~s 

Marriage in Ame~{ea has been on the decline, but there is little 

honest talk about the root causes. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Now Pla~@~g ~n De~ve~’: Reefer Gladness 

Denver pot entrepreneurs are so determined to set a good 

example, they’re acdng like Shakers. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTirnes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone’@ l iPad® Android I 

Save 15% al The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyt,com ~> 

About This Email 

This is an autornated ernaii. Please do no[ ~eply directiy [o this ernail 

You received this message because you signed up get NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsierter. 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.P, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscdbe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Konzelmann <~s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.uk~ 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 5:07 AM 

Sue Konzelma~n <s.konzelma~n@bbk.ac.uk> 

LCCGE Monthly Seminar - Friday, 31 Janua~’ 2014 

Hi everyone, 

I’m pleased to invite you to the London Centre for Corporate Governance and Ethics (LCCGE)’s Monthly Research Seminar, on Friday, 31 January 2014, tlcom 6-7:30 pm in Birkbeck’s Main 
Building, room 629 

Luca Andriani will be presenting his research on ’Trust and Pro-social Behaviour in a Process of State Capaci~ Building: The Case of the Palestinian Temtories’. 

Drills and light refreshments will be served All are invited, so please feel free to for~vard this invitation to others who might like to join us. 

I look forwad to seeing you on Friday -- and to a veW interesting seminar. 

take care, 

Sue 

Dr Suzanne J Konzelmalm 
Reader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Prograwanes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 
Editor, Cambridge Journai of Economics 

Birkbeck, University of London 
Maiet Street Bloomsbury 
London WC1E 7HX 
United Kingdom 

LCCGE website: http ://www [cc~e.bbk. ac.uk/ 
Personal webpage: http://wwwbbk.acukAnanop/mana;ement/staff/konzelmannshtml 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssrn.com/author 349753 

See my latest books: 

The Economics of Austerity 
http://www.e-el;ar couk/bookentry main.lasso’?id 15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: The Faces of Liberal Capitalism 
h ttp : i/www routled~e com/books/details/9 780415 517898/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 6:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Wawrinka Beats Nadal to Win Australian Open 

¯ ~ra~a-inka Beats Nadal to Win Australian ()pen 

Stanislas Wawdnka held off an injured Rafael Nadal to win his first Grand Slam title with a 

6-3, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3 victory in the Australian Open final. 

The 28-year-old Swiss player had never taken a set off Nadal in 12 previous meetings, but 

dominated from the start at Melbourne Park. 

Nadal appeared to be on the verge of retiring in the second set, when he hurt his back 

and needed a medical time-ouL 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

U~C gu~rd Leslie ~,~eDonak] 

seeks strong finish to 
UNC coach 
Roy Williams 

~dve~’sity4i~led college cm’eer confers with 

After a season-ending knee injury Leslie 
McDonald (2) 

and an NCAA impermissible after hewas 
benefits investigation, Tar Heel 

senior Leslie McDonald says he 

has found peace. But there .. 

Defense has been pride of 

ACC to this point 

The conference ranks fifth in RPI, 

but the ACC might be the toughest 

defensive league in the country. 

Virginia guard 

Joe Harris 

steals the ball 

as NC State 

guard 

UNC announces hiring of new offensive coach 

North Carolina on Friday officially announced the 

hiring of Seth Littrell, who will be the assistant coach 

most responsible for leading the Tar Heels’ offense. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 2~5 S. McDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 2760:1., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into [h~~)un.’..~; 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=:R[~.a..~.L.~L~ if you have further questions or concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 8:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Popping Corks at PlayMakers! 

Partying with Ferocious Fun in Elegant Attire 
As We Celebrate Opening Weekend of ~t~..~L.~.~! 

It’s official - we unwrapped Noel Coward’s wickedly witty comic masterpiece last night and 
the word is that F’$~;~.~,~<.e..~ is "sublime!" - Triangle Arts & Entertainment 

Audiences are loving it, calling the show "delightful," "hilarious" and describing the stylish 
1930s costumes and set as "absolutely gorgeous, like a classic black and white movie 
come to life in beautiful color." 

Join us as the high society hijinks heat up at PlayMakers. 

BUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY! 

MORE ~NFORMATION 

Tickets for .P_r~,_,(.~_._L_[,_,~.e_~ are 
ON SALE NOW. Tickets 
available for every budget, 
starting at $15 every 
night. 

JAN 22-FEB 9 
Tue-Sat at 7:30pm 
Sun Matinee at 2:00pm 

Sat Matinee, Feb 1 at 
2:00pm 

WHERE 

PlayMakers is located in the 
Center for Dramatic Art. Our 
PRC= productions are 
performed in the Kenan 
Theatre. 

UPGRADE NOW 

Caf~ Society Seating 
Make it a one-of-a-kind 
theatre experience! 

Just $20 to upgrade a 
Section A ticket. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 11:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Police Identify Suspected Gunman at Marylmad Mall 

Police Identify Nuspected G~man at Mal~-land Mall 

Police have identified the suspected gunman who shot and killed two at a popular 

suburban mall but said they still had no motive for the crime. 

Howard County Police Chief Bill McMahon said the suspected shooter was 19-year-old 

Darion Marcus Aguilar of College Park, Md. Mr. McMahon said law enforcement officials 

hadn’t identified any relationship between the suspected gunman and the two victims but 

hadn’t ruled it ouL 

See More {~overage ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fimothy@lawtothepeople.com on behalf of 

Timothy J. Peterkin, Esq. <timothy@la~vtothepeople.com> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 6:32 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&t> 

CLE Speaker Request 

Since 2009, Law to the People, LLC has offered continuing legal education 
courses. Our courses are reasonably priced and often very practitioner- 
focused. Currently, we offer courses in North Carolina. The attendees can 
participate in-person or via live webinar. 

In addition to serving as a legal writing professor at North Carolina Central 
University School of Law, I am also the senior lecturer with Lawto the People, 
LLC. I have been able to teach other lawyers (including my former students) 
about things I have been researching and writing about. It has been a great way to connect with the 
members of the bar. 

Timothy J. Peterkin, Esq. 
Senior Lecturer 

If you are interesled in sels’ing as a CLE presenler, we would simply 
need to send us your biographical information and a detNbd 
summary O~ yeur proposed presen[a[bn ~e wotfld a~so need te 
1he fu~ presentation three weeks before the presentation, The CLE 
materials can be ~n [he ~0rm of a manuscdp~ or a pewer 

I. We report your CLE hours to the state(s) you are 
licensed in. You get teache¢s credit for the presentation. 

2. This is an excellent opportunity to share your scholarly 
research with the world. 

3. Your presentation and profile will be sent to attorneys 
across the country. 

4, We offer special rates for your former students and selec[ed guests who want to 
participate in the presentation 

5. You ~-qn present from the convenience of your office by using our webinar sy~em. 

2014 at 12 

V~fe will answer all of your questions at that time. 
Please register for our informational webinar by clicking on 
the link below: 

.__C__[i__c___k____h___e___r__e____t__o_____sj~q__n____u__p_ for the informational webinar 

After registering, you wift receive a confirmation email containing information about 
joining the webinar. 

You may also caft (919} 931 -;’825 or repfy to this e-mail. 



Forward this email 

Ttlis email was ~nt to Ibi~orrle@email,u~lc.edu by timothy@lawtothe[3eople.com :: 
IJpdate Profile/Email Address [nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy, 

Law to the People P.O. Box 1427 Knightdale i NC 27545 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, Januao, 26, 2014 9:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Clips Monday UFlate: 1-27-14 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

Short and sweet this time. Here are the new postings since last week. 

ttave a good Monday. ttave a good week. 

Nick Inlhnte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
"~,~,w.twitter.com/(~Colle~:~eAthClips 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: AT&T Doesn’t Intend to Make Oiler tbr Vodatbne 

AT&T Doesn’t Intend t~) Make Offer for Vodafone 

AT&T said it doesn’t intend to make an offer for Vodafone Group, denying speculation in 

the telecommunications industry of a potential multibillion-dollar deal. 

The U.S. telecommunications company said it was responding to speculation regarding a 

potential transaction with the British company after it was asked to clarify its position by the 

U.K. Takeover Panel. 

AT&T is now restricted from making a takeover bid for Vodafone for six months under U.K. 

takeover rules. 

See More Covera#e >> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Liberty GlobaJ to Buy Dutch Cable CompaJay Ziggo 

Liberty Global to B~Lxy D~Lltch (;able Company Ziggo 

Liberty Global said it has agreed to buy Ziggo in a stock-and-cash deal that values the 

Dutch cable company at �6.9 billion ($9.4 billion). 

Liberty Global, media mogul John Malone’s international cable holding company, already 

owns 28.5% of Ziggo and has been in talks with the Dutch company since August. 

See More Coverage 
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eFlaah: Recruiting gifts tbr college sports becoming the norm? 

Newsletter 

Demc Lissa. 

MondaylVlomingGreelings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Here below [] above the fold, on the front page of today [] s New York Times, amidst the 

headlines of drones in At~h~mista~ and legal cannabis I.is the latest of many recent ardcles 

about the recruitment of middle school aged gifts (whose bodies mature em’lier than boys) that 

play travel or elite level soccer, lacros~, tield hockey and volleyball. 

From the srticle: 
In today[]s sports’ world students are offeredJ~ll scholarships beJbre they have 

taken their first College Boards; or even the l~reliminam. SAT exams. Coaches’ at 

colleges large and small flock to watch 13- and 14-year-oM girls who th<v hope 

will fill out their furore rosters. This is’ happening despite ~ C.A.A. rules that 
appear to explicitly prohibit it. 

The heated race to recruit ever younger players has drastically accelerated over 

the last five years; according to the coaches involved It is generally traced back 

to the professionalization of college and youth sports; a shift that has transformed 
soccer and other recreational sportsJ?om after-school activities into regimens’ 

requiring strength coaches and managers’. 

The practice has’ attracted little public notice, except when it has’ occasionally 

happened in football ,md in basketball. But a review of recruiting dicta and 
interviews with coaches indicate that it is actually occurring rrmch more 

frequently in sports that never make a dime for their colleges. 

Early scouting has’ also become more prevalent in women [] s sports’ than men []s, 

in part because girls’ mature sooner than boys. But coaches say it is also an 
unintended consequence of Title IX; the federal law that requires’ equal spending 

on men [] s and women [] s sports. Colleges have sharply increased the number of 

women[]s sports’ scholarships’ they of)’~4; leading to a growing number of coaches 

chasing relent pools’ that have not expanded as’ quickly. In soccer, for instance, 

there are 322 women[is soccer teams’ in the highest division, upJ?om 82 in 1990. 

There are now 204 menus soccer teams’. 

Read on, Dear Reader, read on .... 

Nick Infa~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www.twitter.com!@CollegeAt hOips 

Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 
By Nathaniel P opperjan, New York Times, 1-27-14, 2, 792 words’ 

SANFORD, Fla. ~ Before Haley Berg was done with middle school, she had the 

numbers tbr 16 college soccer coaches programmed into the iPhone she protected with a 
Justin Bieber case. 

She was all of 14, bat Hale~ as her friends call her, was aheady weighing oilers to attend the 

UniversiF of Colorado, Texas A&M and the UniversiF of Texas, free of charge. 

Hedey is not a once-in-a-generation talent like LeBron James. She just happens to be a very 

good soccer player, and that is now valuable enough to set offa frenzy among college coaches, 

even when [] or especially when [] the athlete in question has not attended a day of high 

school. For Haley, the process ended last summer, a few weeks before ninth grade begma, 

when she called the coach at Texas to accept her oiler of a scholarship four years later. 
U When I started in seventh grade, I didn k;t think they would talk to me that early, L; tlaley, 

now 15, said aiter a tournmnent late last month in Central Florida, where Texas coaches 



showed up to watch the herj uke past defenders, blond ponytail bouncing behind. 

I] Even the coaches told me, ~ ]Wow, we I~re recruiting an eighth grader, ~; ii she said. 

In today~] s sports world, students are oil,ered lull scholaxships before they have taJaen their first 

College Boards, or even the Prelimina~ SAT exams. Coaches at colleges large and small flock 

to watch 13- and 14-yeaa>old girls who they hope will fill out their future rosters. This is 

happening despite N.C.A.A. rules that appeax to explicitly prohibit it. 

The heated race to recruit ever younger players has drastically accderated over the last five 

yeaxs, according to the coaches involved. It is generally traced back to the professionalization 

of college and youth sports, a shift that has transformed soccer and other recreational sports 

from after-school activities into regimens requiring strength coaches mad managers. 

The practice has attracted little public notice, except when it has occasionally happened in 
football and in basketball. But a review of recruiting data and interviews with coaches indicate 

that it is actually occurring much more ti-equently in sports that never make a clime tbr their 

colleges. 

Eaxly scouting has al~ become more prevalent in women ii s sports than men ~] ~ in part 

because girls mature monet than bws. But coaches sW it is also an unintended consequence 

of Title IX, the federal law that mqnires equal spending on men ~ s mad women ~ s sports. 

Colleges have sharply increased the number of women ~ s sports scholarships they oiler, 

leading to a growing number of coaches chasing talent pools that have not expanded as 

quickly. In soccer, for instance, there are 322 women ~ s soccer reruns in the higbes~t division, 

up from 82 in 1990. There are now 204 men [] s soccer teams. 

[] In women [] s soccer, there are more scholaxships than there are good players, [] said Peter 

Albright, the coach at Richmond and a regular critic of early recruiting. [] In men [] s sports, it [] s 

the opposite. [] 

While women [1 s soccer is generally viewed as having led the way in early recruiting, lacrosse, 

volleyball and field hockey have been tbllowing m~d occasionally surpassing i’~ ~md other 

women [~ s a~d men ~] s sports are becoming involved each year when coaches realize a 

possibiliW of get’dng a~ edge. 

Precise numbers axe difficult to co,ne by, but an analysis done for The New Yorlc Times by the 

National Collegiate Scouting Association, a co,npaW that consults with families on the 

recruiting process, shows that while only 5 percent of men [] s basketball players and 4 percent 

of football players who use the company co,nmit to colleges early [] betbre the official 
recruiting process begins [] the numbers are 36 percent in women[] s lacrosse and 24 percent 

in women [] s soccer. 

At universities ruth elite teams like North Carolina and Texas, the rosters axe almost entirely 

filled by the time official recruiting begins. 
While the fierce competition for good female players encourages the pursuit of younger 

recrnits, menL; s soccer has retained a comparably rela~xed rhythm [] only 8 percent of 

N.C.S.A. [~ s male soccer athletes commit early. 

For girls and boys, the trend is gaining steam despite the mthappiness of many of the coaches 

and parents who are most heavily involved, many of whom worry about the psy’chological 

physical toll it is taking on yom~gsters. 

[] lt[] s detrimental to the whole development of the sport, and to the girls, [] Haley [] s future 

coach at Texas, Angela Kelly, said at the Florida touruament. 

The difficult; according to Ms. Kelly and many other coaches, is that if they do not do it, other 

coaches will, and will snap up all of the best players. Many parents m~d girls say that 

committing early ensures they do not miss out on scholarship money. 

After the weekend in Florida, the coach at Virginia, Steve Swanson, said, [] To me, it [] s the 

singnlar biggest problem in college athletics. L; 

The N.C.A.A. rules designed to prevent all of this indicate that coaches cannot call players 

until July after their jm~ior year of high ~hool. Players are not supposed to commit to a college 

until signing a letter of intent in the spring of their senior year. 

But these rules have enormous and widely understood loopholes. The easiest way for coaches 

to cimmnvent the roles is by contacting the students through their high school or club coaches. 

Once the students are alerted, they can reach out to the college coaches themselves with 

limits on what they ca~ talk about or how often they ca~ call. 

Haley said she was having phone conversations with college coaches nearly eveU night during 

the eighth grade. 

[] It[] s Killing All of Us [] 

The early recruiting machine was on display during the Florida tournament, where Haley played 

alongside hm~dreds of other teenage girls at a sprawling complex of perfectly mowed fields. 

A Sunday afternoon game between 14-year-olds from Texas ~md Ohio drew coaches from 

Miami, Arizona, Texas and U.C.L.A. [] the most recent Division I national champion. Milling 

among them was the most storied coach in women [J s soccer, Anson Dorrance of North 

Carolina, who wore a dark hat and sunglasses that made him look like a poker player as he 

scammd the field. 

Mr. Dormnce, who has won 22 national championships as a coach, said he was spending his 

entire weekend focusing on the youngest girls at the tournament, those in the eighth and ninth 

grades. Mr. Dormnce is credited with being one of the first coaches to look at younger 

players, but he says he is not hapw about the way the practice has evolved. 

[] It[] s killing all of us, [] he ,said. 



Mr. Dorrance ~1 s biggest complaint is that he is increasingly making early offers to players who 

do not pan out years later. 

[1 If you can ~t make a decision on one or t~vo looks, they go to your competitor, and they 

make an off~r, ~1 he said. [1 You are under this huge pressure to make a scholarship oiler on 

their firs~t visit. [] 

The result has been a growing number ofgMs who come to play for hitn at North Carolina and 

end up sitting on the bench. 

[] It [] s killing the kids that go places and don [] t pla~; [] he said. [] It [] s ldlling the schools that 

have all the scholarships tied up in kids who can [] t play at their level. It [] s jus~t, well, it [] s 

actually rather destructive. [] 

The organizer of the Florida event, the Elite Clubs National League, was set up a few years 

ago to help bring together the best girls [] soccer teams from around the country, largely for the 

sake of recruiters. At the recent event, in an Orlando suburb, an estimated 600 college 

coaches attended as 158 teams played on 17 fields over the course of three days. 

Scouts were given a hospitali~ tent as well as a special area next to the team benche~ not 

accessible to parents, to set up their ti~lding chairs. Nearly every youth club had a pmnphlet [1 

handed out by a parent during the ganges [] with a head shot, academic records, soccer 

achievements and personal contact information for each player. 

While the older teams, for girls in their final m,o years of high school, drew crowds of 

recruiters, they were generally from smaller and less competitive universities. Coaches from 

colleges vying for national championships, like Mr. Dorrance, spent most of their weekend 

watching the youngest age group. 

Despite the rush, there is a gromng desire among many coaching groups to push back. At a 

meeting of women [] s lacrosse coaches in Decembec nearly every group session was 
dedicated to complaints about how quickly the trend was moving and discussions about how it 

might be reversed. In 2012, "the Intercollegiate MenI~ s Lacrosse Coaches Association 

proposed rule changes to the N.C.A.A. to curtail early recruiting. But the N.C.A.A. declined 

to take them up, pointing to a momtomtm on new recruiting rules. (At the same time, though, 

the N.C.A.A. passed new rules allowing unlimited texting and ca2lls to basketball recruits at an 

earlier age.) 

[]’][’he most frustrating piece is that we haven []t been able to get any traction with the 

N.C.A.A., [] said Dora Sta~sia~ the men [] s lacrosse coach at Virginia. [] There [] s a sense that 

the N.C.A.A. doesn []t want to address this topic at all. [] 

In an interview, Steve Mallonee, the managing director of academic and membership affairs for 

the N.C.A.A., reiterated his organization [] s moratorium on new recruiting rules. He said the 

new rules on texfing and calling were allowed because they were a []presidential initiative. [] 

Mr. Mallonee said "the N.C.A.A. did not track early recruiting because it happened outside of 

official ch~mnels, tte added "that new rules "trying to restrict the practice would be hard to 

entbrce becausc of the unofficial nature of the commitments. 

LJWe are trying to be practical and realistic and not adopt a bunch of rules that are 

unenforceable and too difficult to monitor, [] he said. 

Club Coaches in Key Role 

’][’he early recruiting system has given significant power to club coaches, who serve as 

gatekeepers and agents for their players. 
One of the most outspoken critics of this process is Rory Dames, the coach of one of the most 

successful youth club teams, the Chicago Eclipsc. In Florida, Mr. Dames kept a watchful eye 

on his players between games, at the pool at the Mamott where they were s~aying. As the 14- 

and 15-year-old girls went down the water slide, he listed the colleges that had called him to 

express interest in each one. 

[1Notre Drone, North Carolina and Florida State have called about her, ~] he said as one ninth 
grader barreled down the slide. 

Another slid down behind her. I ~U.N.C., U.C.L.A. and I can[Jr even remember who else 

called me about hec [] he said. 

Mr. Daanes said that he kept a good relationship with those programs but that he generally 
refi~sed to connect colleges with girls before their sophomore year in high school, when he 

thinks they are too young to be tnnking decisions about what college to attend. 

Some colleges, though, do not take no for an answer and try to get to his players through team 

managers or other parents. After one such email was forwarded to him, Mr. Dames shot back 

his own message to the coach: [] How you think this reflects Ix~sitively on your universi~’ I 

would love to hear. [] 
tte did not hear back. Mr. Dames said that when his players wait, they find scholarship money 

is s~ill available. 

Most club coaches, though, are more cooperative than Mr. Dames and view it as their job to 

help facilitate the proces~ even if they think it is happening too early. 

Michael O []Neill, the director of coaching at one of the top clubs in New Jersey, Players 

Development Academy, said that he and his staB’helped set up phone calls so his players did 

not miss out on opportunities. They also tutor the players on handling the process. 

[] You almost have to, [] Mr. O []Neill said. [] If you don []k you can get left behind. [] 

Once the colleges manage to connect with a player, they have to deal with the prohibition on 

malting a formal scholarship offer before a player[] s final year of high school. But there is now 

a well-evolved process that is informal but considered esscntially binding by all sides. Most 



sports have popular websites where commitments are tallied, and coaches can keep up with 

who is on and offthe maJcket. 

Either side can make a different decision after an inli~rmal commitment, but this happens 

int?equently because players are expected to stop talking with coaches from other programs 

and can lose offers if they are spotted shopping around. For their part, coaches usually stop 

recruiting other players. 

[] You play this goo~ game of musical chairs~ [] said Alfred Yen, a law professor at Boston 

College who has written a scholarly a~ticle on the topic and also saw it up close when his son 

was being recruited to play soccer. [] Only in this gmne, if you are sitting in a chair, someone 

can pull it out from under you. [] 

Mr. Yen said that colleges mthdrew their offers to two boys his son played with, one of whom 

ended up in junior college and the other at a significantly less prestigious universi~. Other 
players who made early decisions went to colleges where they were unhapw, leading them to 

transfer. 

The process can be paxticularly tricky tbr universities with high academic s~tandaxds. 

I~T League college~ which generally have the toughest standards lbr admission, generally 

avoid recruiting high school freshtnen, but the prograans do not stay out of the process 

altogether, according to coaches at the colleges, who spoke on the condition ofanony~ni~ 

because they were not authorized to discuss the topic. 

Two Ivy League coaches said they were generally able to look at players ruth a grade-point 
average above 3.7 and a score above 2,000 on the College Boards [] out of 2,400 [] much 

lower than the standard for nonathlete applicants. Ivy League coaches can put their recruits on 

a list of preferred candidates given to admissions officers, who in turn help the process along 

by telling coaches in the summer aYter an athlete [] s junior year whether the player is likely to be 
admitted [J months before other applicants find out. 

Fearing a Toll on Minds 

At the Florida tournament, many players saJ~d they had given up all other recreational sports in 

middle school to play soccer year round. 

A growing body of academic studies has suggested that this sort of specialization can take a 

toll on young bodies, leading to higher rotes of injury. 

For many paxents~ though, the bigges~t worry is the psychological pressure falling on 

adolescents~ who are often ill equipped to deteru~ine what they will want to study in college, 

and where. 

These issues were evident on the last morning of the Florida event, on the sidelines of a game 

involving the Dallas Sting. Scott Lewis, the father of a high school sophomore, said his 

daughter switched to play for the Sting before this season because her old team was not 

helping steer the recruiting process enough. He watched scholaJcship oilers snapped up by girls 

on other team~ he said. 
ii Is it a little bit sick? Yeah, ~; he said. ~] You axe a little young to do this, but if you don lit, the 

other kids are going to. [1 

A paxent s~tanding ne.’~ to Mr. Lewis, Tmni McKeon~ said, [] lt[] s cansed this downward spiral 

for eve~body. [] The spiral is moving ~nuch faster, she sa~d, than when her older daughter went 

through the recruiting process three years ago. 

Ms. McKeon [] s younger daughter, Kyla, was one of four players on the Sting who com~nitted 
to colleges laser season as freshmen. Kyla spent almost 30 minutes a day writing emails to 

coaches and setting up phone calls. The coaches at gvo progrmns wanted to talk eve~ week 

to track her progress. Throughout the year, Kyla said, she []wonld have these little 

breakdowns. [] 
[1 You are making this big litb decision when you axe a freshman in high school, LI she said. 

[] Yo u know M~at you want in a week, but it [~ s hard to predict what you [Jll want in tbur 

years.[~ 
Kyla said that when she told Arkansas that she was accepting its oiler, she was hapw about 

her choice, but it was as ifa burden had been lifted frown her. 
[] I love just being done ruth it, [] she said. 
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Samsung Signs Patent Cross-License Agreements With Google and 
Ericsson 

"Googb and Samsung Elecbonics have signed a broad agreement to cross- 
license a range of each other’s patents," confirms the New York Times (Jan. 
27, Pfanner), "bolstering ties between the two main powers behind the global 
pre-eminence of the Android operating system for smartphones# The deal 
was struck amid a p~o~feraflon d patent litigation among lechnobgy firms and 
so-ca~led patent trolls, who purchase patents to enferce inte~bclual properly 
dghts - v~a the coups, if necessa~. Google and Samsung said the accord 
covered existing pa~ents in additbn 1o some ~hat would be [~]ed over the nex~ 
decade. Allen Lo, deputy general counsel for patents at Googb, states, 
workh~g together on agreements Hke th~s, companies can reduce the potenfia~ 
for ~ffiga~on and focus ~ns~ead on ~nnova~on." Terms of ~he deal were 
disclosed. 

The Washinqton Post (Jan. 27) notes that the two companies already 
collaborate on TVs and smartphones~ Samsung ranks as the world’s b~gges~ 
maker of such ~opular consumer ebclron~cs, abng w~th key tech 
components ~ke meme~ cMps fe~ mobile phones and PCs. For its 
Google operates ~he world’s ~a~ges~ search engine and ~s ~he maker of the 
most used mobile operating system This ~atest announcemenL ~he Rest 
notes, "means there w~ll be a Mgher possiM~ty fer Samsung to pad~c~pate 
Goog~e’s key projects as a hardwaFe pa~ne~." 

Separately, the Wall Street Journal (Jan. 27, Chopping) is repofling that 
Ericsson has "ended a high-profib patent dispute against Samsung 
Electronics Co. in an out-oI<:ourt settlement tha~ closes a string el lawsuits 
da~in9 back to 2012." Ericsson ~anks as the wodd’s Mggest maker of wireless 
network technology. According to the Stockho~mq)ased company, the dea~ 
wH~ bo~ster its rough-quake[ sabs by 4.2 bH~bn Swedish k[onor (US$652.2 
m~]]ion). In addition, net profit w~] be 3.3 billbn kronor higher as a result. 
"~&~e agreements wilh Edcsson and Googb are ~n hand," notes the Journal, 
"Samsung is still ~nvolved ~n ]~figation wffh Appb ~nc." h~ a case that dates 
back to 2011, Apple h~s charged the South Korean company w~th copying 
the design and fee~ o~ its iPads and ~Phones. 
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20~!~f NACD B~a[d Lead~[sl~ip �~)n[e[~nc~ ........................................................ 

~n’t miss the premier event of the year for d~rectors, by director~the NACD 
Board Leade~hip Conference Oct. 12-14, 2014, at ~he Gaylord Na~ona~ 
Resod and Convention Center ~n Natbna~ Harbor, Maryland. 

Past Speakers Include: 

~,~ary Jo White, Chair, Securities and Exchange Commission 

Andrew ~cKenna St., Chairman, McDonald’s 
Hen. Myron Steele, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Delaware 
Helene Gayle, Director, Coon-Cola Co., Colgate-Palmolive Co. 

Past ,Session Topics Include: 

Check let ~a~Ibreaking news 

a~[e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

IXII KPMG 2014 Audit Committee Sulvey ] 

I X~ Apri, 10 201~ S~a,, Cap F .... ] 
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Upcoming NACD 
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Ma~er Class 

Hous~on~ TX (Ap~ 
20~ 4) 
Chicago, iL (June 12- 

13, 2014) 
Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug 18-19, 2014) 

Folt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Hous~on~ TX (Ap~ 3-4~ 

20~ 4) 
Chicago, iL (June 9-I0, 

2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug 

14-15, 2014) 
Felt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec. 8-.9, 20!4) 

Special Events 

SmalPCap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 
2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 

’~Nas~ington, DC (May 

5-~, 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 

Washing~en, DC (May 



BosrdiC-suile ex#ectations 
Asymmetric infomqation risk 
Human capi[al management 
Emerging technology 
D&O liability 
CEO succession planning 

Learn more and register today= 

2014 NACD Board Leadership Conference 
Oct. 1244, 2014 
Gaylord Nationa~ Resort & Convention Center 
National Harbor, Maryland 
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Audit and Finance 

Liberty Global to Buy Ziggo for $9 Billion 

"Liberty Global PLC has agreed to buy Dutch cable company Ziggo NV 

for ~&9 billion (US$&44 billion)," states the Wall Street Journal (Jan~ 
27, Van Daalen}, "in U.S. media mogu{ John ~alone’s ~atest advance 
on the European telecommunications industry." Liberty Global, which 
aiready has a 28.5 percent ownership stake in Ziggo, had been in 
negotiations with the company since ~ate summer. Z~ggo rejected a 
takeover offer back ~n October, b~t kept the lines of commun~catio~ 
open. The cash-anti-stock dea~ was finally a~ou~ced eaHy Monday 
morning. The agreement has the fuil suppo[t of Ziggo’s manage~nent 
and s~pervisory board. According to the Journal, Liberty Global 
confident the ~u[opean Commission, the ~u[opean U~on’s executive 
arm, wou~d clea~ ~ts proposed acquisition of Ziggo, and added ~t 
expects to c~ose the offe~ ~n the second half of 2014." 

Share~ 

Lenovo to Buy ISlam’s Low-End Server Unit for $2.3 Billion 

"Lenovo Group Ltd. agreed to buy IB~ Corp.’s low-end server business 
for $2.~ billion," confirms the Himalayan Times (Jan. 2¢}, "in what is set 
to be China’s biggest technology deal." The acquisition comes almost 
a decade after the Chinese PC maker purchased Big Biue’s loss- 
making ThinkPad business for $1.78 bHIion, eventually becoming the 
world ~eader in personal computers in 20I 2. The sa{e of the low-end 
server operation sti~ needs U.S. government approval Once approved 
and finalized, IB~ will be able to focus on its decade4ong shift to 
more profitable software and services. "For Lenovo," notes the 
publication, "the dea~ wouM increase its market share in the server 
market to 14 percent from 2 percent." 

Share[T[7~ 

Law and Policy 

Eleven Companies With Part-Time Worker Heaith Perks 

With news this week that Target has decided to discontinue health 
insurance coverage for its part-time retail staff starting Apri~ 1, ABC 
News (Jan. 23} has decided to spotlight 11 companies that continue to 
offer worker health perks. Chief among them is Whole Foods. 
Employees of the supermarket operator who are regularly scheduled 
to work more than 20 hours but ~ess than 30 hours a week are e~igible 
for medical insurance upon hitting certain service hour thresholds. 
"Lands’ End offers ongoing part=t#ne employees dental, v~s~on, and I~fe 
~nsara~ce benefits k~ addition to the employee discount, on-eke 
medica~ clinic and fitness center options," the network notes, "though 
on~oi~g part-time and seasonal houHy ~equ#ements are dependent 
upon each department." ~eanwh~e, U-Hau~ offers part4~me 
employees ’q~m~ted~are" de~tM and med~ca~ plans, Mong w~th 401(k} 
and stock ownership plans. Other ~ajo~ chains that made the l~st 
#~c~ude $tarbucks. Home Depot, T~ade[ Joe’s, and Coerce. 

Share~ 
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After Losing Billions, JP~organ Chase Gives CEO Jamie Dimon a 
Raise 

"After paying approximately $20 billion in fines to federal authorities 
over the past year," notes Time (Jan. 24, Li~jas), JP Morgan Chase’s 
board of directors this past week voted to give Chairman and CEO 
Jamie Dimon a raise. Dimon supporters successfully argued that he 
had proved to be a good steward during very difficult times. The raise 
comes one year after his salary was cut by 50 percent in the wake of 
the "London WhMe" scandal. "Over that period," the publication notes, 
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"the company has generated strong profits~ and its stock price has 
increased more than 22 percent." 

SharelCTT~l~l 
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Female CEOs Missing in ~PO Boom 

In 2013, the Wall Street Journal (Jan. 24, Demos, Mac~4iHan) reports, 
:’82 :emerging~rowth’ companies went public -the most since 2007:’ 
However, only two - ~arrone Bio ~nnovations ~nc. and Verac~e inc. = 
had women CEOs, acco[dh~g to a study by sociologist ~a[t~n Kenney 
and economist Don~d Patton at the U~wrsffy o~ Caffforn~a, Dav~s. 
They suggest that the dearth of fema~e4ed ~POs could ~eflect the 

founders of venture-backed companies. Wom~n are particularly scarce 
at technology co~panies, the source of m~ny lPOs. According to the 
~atest research from Fenw~ck & West, only 11.5 percent of top 
executives ~n top publicly traded $ff~con Valley f#ms are female. 
"Women are ~nderr~pres~nted ~ th~ board room of many ~POs, ~s 
we~," ~dds the Journal "Neffhe[ Facebook 1~c., the b~ggest ~PO of 
2012, ~or Tw~er lac., the b~ggest technology 1PC of 201& had a 

woman on ~ts board at th~ thne of the ~PO." S~nce then, the former has 
added two female board members and Twffte[ has added one. V~vek 
Wadhw~, fellow at the Stanford U~versffy Rock Center for Corporate 
Governance, ~aments, "Women don’t get to hob ~ob w~th the board 
members. So the trust neve~ builds." 

8hare~ 

PSE Orders Listed Firms to File Governance Survey 

The operator of the Phil}ppine Stock 15xchange (PSE} is requir{ng all 
listed firms to submit a corporate governance survey in line with efforts 
to protect the investing public, reports ABS-CBN.com (Jan. 26, 
Morales). In a memorandum, the PSE fem~nded a~l ffsted companies to 
submit the accomplished Corporate Governanc~ Guidelines O~sc~osure 
fo~ ~ast ye~. An off~c~a~ statement read: ’"The D~sc~osure Survey ~s 
under a ’comply or explain’ regime wherein ~sted companies are 
required to aff#m theh compliance w~th the best practice 
recommendations ~nd~cated under each regime." ~n addition, the 
companies m~st expiai~ the [easo~ for noncompliance or mention 
any a~ter~at~ve act~o~ o~ variation they have dec~ded to adopt. The 
Corporate Governance Gu~deffnes D~sc~osu[e Survey must be turned h~ 
to the PSE by the end of March. 
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Zumiez CIEO Issues Statement on Shooting 

Patch.corn (Jan. 25, Metcalf) reports that Zumiez CEO Rick Brooks was 
quick to issue a statement and take appropriate measures in the wake 
of two of his employees being shot to death while on the job at one of 
the company’s stores in Columbia, ~.~d., over the weekend. The 
statement read: "We are deeply saddened by the violence that has 
occurred this morning within our store in Maryland at The Mal~ in 
Columbia. Our hearts go out to the victims and their families." He 
added that his company is working with law enforcement officials in 
the matter. The company is also making arrangements for counseling 
to be made available to Zumiez employees in the area. 

ShareFT[T[~l:l 

industry Awakens to Threat of Climate Change 

The New York Times (Jan. 24, Davenport} reports that Coca~Oola and 
Nike have embraced the idea of c~imate change as an economical{y 
disruptive force. Jeffrey Seabright, Coke’s vice president for 
environment and water resources, this week listed the prob{ems that 
he said were disrupting the company’s supply of sugar cane and sugar 
beets, as weft as citrus for ~ts #uit juices. "increased droughts, more 
~npredictabie variability, 100-year f~oods every two years," he 
~amented. "When we ~ook at our most essential ff~g~ed~ents, we see 
those events as threats." N~ke, meanwhile, has reported the ~mpact of 
climate change on water supplies on its financial risk disclosure forms 
to the SEO. Both companies are respond#~g ~ntema~ly. Coke now uses 
water~onse[vat~on technologies, and N~ke has stepped up ~ts use of 
more synthetic materiai that ~s ~ess dependent on weather conditions. 
The two companies are also lobbying governments to enact 
environmentally friendly policies. 
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Tara Motors Managing Director Slym Dies in Fall at Bangkok Hotei 

Business Week (Jan. 2(~, Siddharth, Kumar} is reporting that "Tara 

[~lotors Ltd., india’s biggest automaker, said Managing Director Karl 
S~ym died in a fa~ from the Shangri-La hotel in Bangkok." The 5t-year- 
old was staying at the ~odging when the fall occurred, but no other 
d~tai~s were given as of p~sstime. Th~ ~ngl~shman joined Tara ~otors 
~n 20~2 ~ol~o~ng a 17~ear stint at G~nera~ ~oto~s Co. ~cco~ding to th~ 

working to steer the a~tomake~ through the biggest slowdown ~n more 
than a decade ~n Asia’s third-b~gg~st economy." 

8hare~ 

Economic Outlook 

Multinationals Start Warning on Q1 Currency impacts 

"As currencies in emerging markets tumbled [lastl week," the Wall 
Street Journal (Jan. 24, Murphy) reports, "Procter & Gamble Co. and 
Stanley B~ack & Decker lnc. warned investors Friday thek earnings 
could take a hit," P&G CFO Jon ~oel~er said that fo~eign~xcha~ge 
swings in the fourth q~arte~ shaved ~ cents a sha~e off earnings. 
will continue to seek op~rat~ona~ hedges against currency fluctaat~ons, 
such as ~anufactudng products ~n the nations wh~e they a~e 
Meanwhile, Stanley 8~ack & Decker CFO Donald Allan s~d currencies 
- #~clud~ng the Ganad~an dollar, Brazilian real, and Argentine peso - 
dragged ~own earnings and woal~ co~ti~u~ to ~o so this year. 

~hare~ 

Corporate Bond Offerings in U,S, Fail as Relative Yields Widen 

"Sales of corporate bonds in the U.S. fell to their Iowest since the 
beginning of the year as relative yields increased for the first time in 
tl weeks," according to BIoomberg (Jan. 24, Ganger). Sa~es of $118.1 
billion so far in January are 18 percent less than the $14&8 b~l~on a 
year ago, which was the busiest January on record. ~eanwhi~e, a 
gauge of company credit dsk ~ the United Stat~s rose th~s we~k by the 
most s~nce Ju~e, as fears worsen that Chinese factory output may 
contract this month. "What’s going on ~n Ch#~a and emerging markets 
rem~nds ~nvestors that the~e ~s risk out there," stated Anthony Valeri, a 
market strategist w~th LPL F~na~cial Co[p. "Co~porates had a ~eally 
strong start to the year and investors pushed back." 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC rediscovers its ~ustle in 

80-61 victory against Clemson 
UNC’s 
Kennedy 

The North Carolina Tar Heels Meeks and 

played with the kind of energy and 

effort they’ve been searching for, 

sending the Clemson Tigers away 

with their... 

DeCock: James Michae~ 

~lcAdoo sets tone, Ta~ Heels 

follow his ~ead for blowout 

The intensity missing from North 

Carolina’s 1-4 start in the ACC 

was there in Sunday’s 80-61 win 

over Clemson, with James 

Michael McAdoo... 

UNC’s James 

Michael 

McAdoo 

reacts after a 

dunk over 

Landly 

Nnoko for 

two of his 

UNC 80, Clemson 61 I 01,26,t4 

Tar Heels defeat Tigers 

UNC’s 
Kennedy 
Meeks (3) 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Turkish Central Bank to Meet Amid Slide in Emerging-Market Currencies 

T~Lu-kish Cent~-al Bank to Meet Amid Slide in Emerging- 
Market Currencies 

Turkey’s central bank said it would hold an extraordinary interest-rate-setting meeting late 

Tuesday, jolting the lira sharply higher after yet another record-breaking slide and 

bringing a pause to selloffs in other struggling markets. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 
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Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 
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Morning Edition: State’s new 10-yem- plan lbr economic development unveiled 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 27, 20~4 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

State’s new ~0-y~r plan for economic development 
unveiled 
After six months of study, the NoRh Carolina Economic Development Board on 

Friday presented its 10=year strategic plan for job creation and economic growth 

activities in the state. 

ConStrued: RMe~gh’s Cherokee buys int~ controversM~ 
nuclear tech device 
Exec Jtives ~t Cherokee investment PaRnem in Raieigh have confirmed that its 

affiliate cempany, industrial He;~ LLC, has acquired [he in[ellectu;~l properly and 

licensing rights to ;~ nuck~ar device ~r.. 

Discuss ................. 

Employment jumps~ revenue flat for N.C. clean~Bergy 

companies 
Employment in North Carelina’s <;lean-energy c, ompanies grew 20 percent in 20~ 3 

ew~n though the number of companies levek~d oil and the revenue produced by the 

industry drop ,ed m;~r~inaiiv, according [o.. 

Will Raleigh ban pets from parks? 
On Tuesd;w’s agenda ,or ;~ R;~leigh Ci~y Counoii comrrfiitee is a decision whether 

or ne~ [o b~n dogs and other pets from cer[am seetiens of pub=it parks. WRAL 
repor[s 

Amazon: We plan to ~nvest in North Carolina ...................................... 

Raleigh woman trademarks memory-loss symbo~ 

Local pest killers expect growth from housing starts 

Michae~ Bloomberq says Boehner can get immigration 
reform passed - if he wants to 

How to be a class act and attract top-notch people 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 7:46 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- January 27, 2014 

Hello fronl London, 

The President Fights Back 

U.S. President Barack Obama’s travails at home and abroad in 2Ol3 raised 

doubts among Americans about his ability to tackle the country’s 

problems. Ahead of the State of the Union address on Tuesday night, we 

r~%or-I Mr. O-bam~’,,~ ~,w pu~d~ ~:,~ ~ra:~ ~hos~: doub-~ by using unilateral 

presidential authority to take on a range of issues. He is expected to 

announce that some of the nation’s largest employers have signed a pledge 

agreeing not to discriminate against the long-term unemployed when 

hiring--an example of his new executive-led approach. But while the 

president might be looking to bypass Congress when he can, the most 

substantive policy changes can’t happen without lax~nakers’ support. Mr. 

Obama is expected to make an appeal for congressional action on his key 

priorities by pointing to a bipartisan budget deal reached at the end of last 

year. You can track our coverage of his speech over the next couple of days 

at WSJ.com. 

Where Do We Go From Here? 

The stocks, bonds and currencies of developing countries have taken a 

beating in recent days, and analysts have noted that their outlook probably 

won’t improve unless deep economic adjustments are made. A~Aan 

~;.’~ ~b.arp~ o~.~. ~’Io:aday morning, although there was ~-;or~.~e repriev~ for 

emergh~g m;.~rke:t~ a~er the T~kish central bank said it woNd hold an 

extraordinary interest-rate-setting meeting. M~d while inv~.~-;tors ;~’e re-- 

exami~.~.i~g ~.b.eir por:tfi~.[io~.~ ~., find ~.b.a:t f~:w l~av~: b~.’e~.~. }ooki~.~.g f~.~r 

-U.S. ~.~to~k~--at least th~ Nr. Last week’s selloffs led the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average to experience its worst week in more than a year. 

Meam~hile, other Netors ~ght aflbet markets in the near future, 

including the new season of corporate earnings and expectations of the 

U.S. Federal Reserve announcing another round of tapering this week. 

~d speaking of the Fed, WS~J eo}~:~mnis’~ E.S. Browning parses 



BeH:mnkc% Icga~:y before his last policy meeting as chairman. 

Mo Money- Mo Arguments 

The ilnproving econolnie picture in the U.S. has led to an increase in tax 

collections. We report that governors across the countW have been 

proposing tax cuts, increases in school spending and college-tuition 

freezes, while ~.4at~:--l.cv~t dN:,,at~.~ ~~>.’r how h.~ ~.~p~:nd. ~-~urNu~:~.~ and. 

expected ta~. vev<.~nue have intensified due to midterm elections this year. 

Our stoW examines the policy discussions taking place in a number of 

states and explores the overall outlook for tax collections. We note that 

fiscal challenges loom ahead, such as rising health-care costs and 

underfunded pension plans, and economists warn that the recent surge in 

revenue is already shinning signs of slo~4ng. "Boom and bust is our lot" 

California Gov. Jerry Brox.m said last ~ek, advocating the ~se of the 

state’s expected surplus to build reserves and pay doom debt. 

Every Home Should Have One 

If you haven’t noticed, there are actually ad:< to build anticipatbn f,,~" S,.q>er 

Bowl ad~, "%% ads to adx ~n’tisv an ad," WSJ reporter Suzanne Vraniea 

~ites. With the Super BoM coming up this Sunday, marketers are ~ing 

teasers to make sure their ads have the most impact. "The more you can 

get people anticipating what you are doing in the game the better chances 

of you really breaking through the clutter," said a representative for 

Jaguar, which is spending roughly $5 million to promote its game-day 

push. Ore’ story reports on the different strategies marketers are using to 

publicize their commercials before the event. M~d for more information, 

cheek out our graphic that tracks the am~)unt ~pe:at on Super Bow~ ads 

Doctors, Nurses Clash <}~ { )v<.~rsight 

Pare~r~;~ Pres:~ %r P<,q:-I~a,,~ed Rem~’dv 

WORLD 

Eg3pt DeNare,,~ Earl3 President)&{ EIection 



ICAP Poised to Lose Role i~ Setti~g Be~:~cbmark Ra[ ~" 

eon!~;>{~nies last,~ear, the most since 2oo8, according to a report b,~ NERA 

Economic Consulting. 

How can Mr. Obama win more support from Congress? Send yore" 

response to :t op~~i~~t(~,’}~{i,eom and follow (~!:,G~:~v~wdTBak<:~’ on Twitter. 

--Compiled b~ Khadeeja Safdar 

This dail~ briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

b~ the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendar~ "What’s News" digest of top stories. Teehnieall~, "lo-point" 

referred to the size of the ttjpefaee. The O)pe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Monday, Januao, 27, 2014 8:28 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - How to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

$285°00 
Register Now 

~’our receipt wit[ be your re.~strat~o~ confh~mat~o~ 

Friday March 7th, 2014 
This workshop serfs out quickty 

Location: 

Conference Center 

S~a~e Bar of Geor#a 
104 Marietta St., NW, Suite 100 

3rd Root, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For direct~on~ 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-in Be#ns a~ 8:30 

Workshop start5 promptly a~ 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours will be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

Attend tMs workshop and receive your free gift- the entire 

program on demand for 1 ful.[ year~ 

Can’t attend? No problem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Discount Group Ra 

Contact Susan at: susan@si~entmessa£es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimoniak 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 
on NBC" 



Silent Messsges corn i 808 Langston Oourt i ~’~,~,~nue~ Florida 3280,1 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, JanualT 27, 2014 9:27 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Briefing: Secrets From Belfasl: Boslon College’s Tronbled Oral ttistory of the Troubles 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday, January 27, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

A Troubled Oral Histo~ 

:-~ecrets From Ballast 
How Boston College’s oral history of the Troubles fell victim to an international murder investigation. 

Who t(illed Jean McCo.rrvfl]e? 
In secretive Northern Ireland, where information is guarded, sectarian mistrust thrives, and 

special disdain is reserved for those in authorib5 it may be hard to ever find the answer. 

This Week’s Highlights 

Change Where They Go to CoI]ege [] 
By Beetle Supiano 

Even when disclosure is simple and standardized, consumers don’t always respond the way 

experts expect. 

How L0fberaI-Arts M@ors Fare Over d:-~e Long I--Iau} 
By Beckie Sut)iano 

While they start out making less than those in professional and pre- professional majors, that 

changes by peak earning years, a new report says. 

By Bec’kie Supiano 

Even when disclosure is simple and standardized, consumers don’t always respond the way experts expect. 

In Other News 

Parents Now Get ’I’hemsdves !~wo’,,’ red in Graduate ?sdm~ssions~ Too 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

99 Pr,obIems but Tenure .Ai.n’t One 
By Josh Boldt 

Where will tenure be in lo years? No adjunct professor should care. Here’s why. 



-%~ ;hal s t.he Point of Academic Publish~ns? 
By Sarah 

It’s no guarantee of anything, except possibly the pa~ywalled obsolescence of your work. 

Tltte I-([ard Bushtess of Letti.ng G( 
By Kelly Baker 

The only way to move on from academe is ... well, to move on. But when confronted with a halfway-appealing job opportunity., I stalled. 

l)iscover Vitae for Yourself 
The Chronicle invites you to explore Vitae, the only online career hub dedicated to making it easier and more rewarding for faculty members 

and administrators to do their job each day. Built with you in mind, Vitae brings together all the best career-management tools, advice and 

news, eommuni~, and jobs needed to hdp advance your career. ~o~ -V~t~e Now~ 

The Chronicle Review 

Beater:y, Bones, and Theory at.-Yale 
By Mark Ec[mundson 

A scholar’s journey comes full circle. 

More of The Chronicle Review 

Commentary 

Wha£s the Point of an Honors College, Anyway? [] 
By NancyM. West 

Why should any student choose an honors college? The director of one explains. 

More of Commentary 

Advice 

Copfng %."ftl:-~ a Career Crisis 
By Robert g. Sternberg 

An ex-university president offers ~o things you can do to get through a professional setback. 

More of Advice 

People 

Serninary’s New Leader to I-te]p S}~ape Refot’m Judaism 
By Peter Monaghan 

Rabbi Aaron D. Panken, of Hebrew Union College, will oversee three U.S. campuses and one in Jerusalem that prepare spiritual leaders ~br the 

modern world. 

An Ethnic (;ore m unit.is Involvem ent. Lea ds t.o a First. in FaculLy H{ ring 
By l~ylor Harvey 

Yang Sac Xiong will be a tenure-track professor in Hmong-Ameriean studies at the Universi~ of Wis~nsin at Madison, the first such position 

in the nation. 

More of People 

From the Blogs 

Bottom Line 

Calit",ornia t-’olicv O.r’oup Calls for a >;ew ~.~::at~~. t-tigt-~er--Ed Coo.r’dinating Ager~cy 
California Competes makes a ease for the return of a statewide postsecondary-edueation commission. 



Data Points 

PossibilityU can help students figure out what they’re looking for in a college, even if they can’t really explain it. 

Lingua Franca 

° Pa,.s~v~:s, and %, ultur<..s 
A "Washington Post" writer claims "concern trolls thrive on passives the way vultures thrive on carcasses," and Geoff Pullum wonders what 

on earth that could mean. 

Players 

Gordon Gee -Endo~’~es Splh:~/.ering of NCAA% Top Level 

As NCAA colleges look to keep Division I together, the West Virginia University president says he’d favor a separate dixdsion for elite 

programs. 

Multimedia 

Slide Sho>~: Wins and. Losses 
Glimpses of life in academe from around the world. 

Announcements 

This special report looks at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the traditional degree, reinventing the academic calendar, "flipping" the 

classroom or physically reeonfiguing it, seeking new wws to evaluate what students know, and helping them navigate life after college. Order this special issue 

today to hear from a diverse group of scholars and thinkers about whether innovation can indeed stiek. 

The AImau~c of N[gher [[d<~cat[or~, 2013~’14 

The latest Almanac of ttigher Education gathers an assortmen t of key data about the most impontant trends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth 

analysis of colleges and univet.~ities with data on students, professors, administrators, institutions, and their resources...’Ni*;k h~re ~.o g~ ~ ~; ~:op3’. 





You Can Go Back Home 
mor~e 

¯ You s~se, Pr~sid~ni I-’~e..",dricks is a 

(AndWhyEmploye~    Should Take Notice} 

I Should Take Notice) 

~ 
And vet, desp~e the extensive cove~aq8 or~ the,_ 

Media Engag .... t Free College 
Tool: Free College 

~,OU w~h s~ Umver ~ity’ ~ socia~ med4~? How abou~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
dynamited? 

Why a Rejection Letter W~y ~ Rejection Le~er From Hazard or Other 
..... From H .... d or Other 

Top Colleges Can Be       -- 

_ 

~ R~chard Branson             ~ Jack Weich 

Deepak Chopra ND (off{c{a{)          Daniel Goleman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Journals <reply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, Januao, 27, 2014 10:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are havin9 trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

i ::~,~ IndustryWatch Newsletter 

South Florida 

~e Cruises files for :;250 million 

Atlanta 

Atlanta 

Seattle 

Denver 
~o~s bank se~ic~ for ~ot bus~essesL 

San Francisco 

I~ ~x fi ht 

Minneapolis/St. Paul 

Boston 

RBS Citizen, s 

San Francisco 

~’s valuation above ~ 

Dallas 

5,33% 

Louisville 

busiP,~ss 

Seattle 

Orlando 

................... t..~. ............ ~: America .;e~i.lemen~ 

Houston 

~ on 

g "~rib~" a misunderst~d 

~ ~.~.[~3~ ~..!~.~ ¢.%[~’4 

Phoenix 

......... ~ ...................... ~ .................... ~ ........................ ~nve.,tment rule.; under dL;~reements 

/ ~A 
content to paid | lock indicates available 

subscribers. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

adambroome@nc.rr.com 

Monday, Janua~~ 27, 2014 11:05 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

Re: One-way ticket to Ft. Lauderdale on Wed? 

Based on the current forecasts, I think that’s a good idea The weather may clear by Wednesday evening along the route but there is a good chance there will still be clouds and possibly 
icing, particularly along the Charleston-Savannah portion It’s the kind of forecast not likely to be resolved until sometime Wednesday. Thursday’s forecast is clear, so it would be better for 
me to fly dowri Thursday. - A. 

.... "Broome wrote: 

Hi Adam - Should I buy a one-way to Ft. Lauderdale on Wednesday evening so you can take your time on Thursday flying down if Wednesday is not good to fly? 

I can get a one-~vay for $139 that leaves at 5:55 (so I can teach my class) and gets in at 10:17 (changes in Charlotte, but has a little more than an hour to change planes there). 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking La~v 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UN(? School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.9627066 
h ttp : / /www.la w unc. edu/centers/bankin~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssmcom/author 248720<http://hq ssm com/GroupProcessesiRedirectClick.cfm? 
partid 248720&corid 649&runid 6895&url http://ssrncom/author 248720> 

[Description: http://www.lawuncedu/ima~es/news/media/bankin~finance web 542ipg] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fellows@abfn.ovg on behalf of 

The Fellows of the American Bar Foundation <fellows@abfn.olg> 

Monday, Jannary 27, 2014 11:25 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Early Regis~tration for The Fellows Events at the ABA Midyear Meeting Ends To,no,row! 

Fellows High Res jpe9 

Early Registration Ends January 28, 2014! 

Photo by John S&eibel 

The Fellows Events at the 
ABA Midyear Meeting 

in Chicago, IL! 
February 6 - 9, 2014 

Click here to register now and take advantage 
of our early-bird ticket rates. 

We are delighted to announce this year’s keynote speaker at the 58th 
Annual Awards Reception and Banquet! 

Patrick J. Fitzgerald 
Former U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois 

and current Partner at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & 

Flora LI,P. As a federal proseoator, Mr. Fitzgerald led a 

number of high-profile investigations, including ones that 

led to convi~ions of Illinois Governors Rod Blagojevich 

and George Ryem. 

Mr. Fitzgerald will speak about civil liberties, national 

security interests, and the reality of prosecuting terrorists 

in a post-9/11 world during his keynote address, 

"31iranda Rights in the Age of Terror. " 

The 58th Armual Awards Reception and Banquet 

will take place at the historic Murphy Chicago on 

Saturday, February 8, and is sponsored by Robert A. 

Clifford ea~d Clifford Law" Offices. 

Secure your tickets today! 

Below is a complete schedule of Fellows events. 
If you have any questions, please contact us at fellows@abfn.org or 

(800) 292-5065. 

For more information about the 2014 ABA Midyear Meeting, including hotel 

accommodations, please visit the _~_4__i_P_o_LX____M__i__~}:~2f!_r___2_v___@_~_i__t_s:. You must register with 

the ABA in order to take advm~tage of special room rates and online hotel 

reservations. 



Schedule of Fellows Events 
Thursday, February 6 - Saturday, February 8 

Fellows Registration 
8:00am - 5:30pm (5:00pm on Saturday) 

Hyatt Regency Chicago 
151 E. Upper Waeker Drive 

Please stop by to pick up your complimentary Fellows ribbons~. 

Friday, February 7 
Fellows Opening Reception - Ticketed Event 

6:00 - 8:oopm 

The Museum of Broadcast Communications 
36o N. State Street 

Featuring the presentation of the International Jurists Award 2o13 
to Win. T. (Bill) Robinson III (Bar Affairs) for his dedication to 

addressing the needs of the legal fraternity around the world 
including support for the Judiciary and the Courts. 

Award to be presented by Adish C. Aggarwala, President, 
International Council of Jurists. 

Saturday, February 8 
Fellows Tour: "Sin and Society" - Ticketed Event 

Our Fellows Tour this year will explore Chicago’s Levee District and Prairie 
Avenue, Chicago’s original "Gold Coast." A tour of the Glessner } louse is included in 

admission. 
10:00am - 12:30pm 

Bus pick up and drop off at the Hyatt Regency Chicago 
Fellows CLE Research Seminar. "A Profession in Crisis? New 

Results from the After the JD Study of Lawyer Careers" 
featuring ABF Research Social Scientist, Gabriele Plickert, ABF Faculty Fellow, 

Ronit Dinovitzer, ABF Affiliated Research Professor, Bryant Garth, Professor 

Joyce Sterling, Denver University Law School au~d ABF Director and MacCrate 

Research Chair, Robert L. Nelson. This seminar will feature early findings from 

the 3rd wave of the ’After the JD’ Study of Lawyers Careers." 

2:00 - 4:30pm 
Hyatt Regency Chicago 

58th Annual Fellows Reception and Banquet - Ticketed Event 
Sponsored by Robert A. Clifford and Clifford Law Offices 

6:00 - 10:00pm 
~_e_____~Lu___r_p__hy,~h~ca___gg_. 

50 E. Erie Street 
We are delighted to announce the 2014 Fellows Awards Honorees: 

Outstanding Service Award - The Honorable Patrkia M. I~ald, 1/Vashington, D.C. 

Outstanding Sd~olar Award - Professor Deborah L Rhode, Stanford, CA 

Outstanding State Chair Award: Henry M. Coxe III and A. Joshua Markns 
Florida State Co-Chairs 

Keynote Speaker: Patrick ~. Fitzgerald, Former U.S. Attorney for the Northern 
District of Illinois and current Partner at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 

LLP. 

Sunday, February 9 
Fellows State Chair Orientation 

11:00am - 12:00pm 
Hyatt Regency Chicago 

Fellows State Chair Luncheon 
12:00 - l:30pm 

Hyatt Regency Chicago 
A business and recognition lunch for Fellows State Chairs 

Fellows Sing-Along 
9:00pm - ??? 

Hyatt Regency Chicago 



What better way to top off a long day of meetings than with a relaxed 

evening of sing-along favorites ? Bring a friend and endoy~. 

Forward email 

This emaii ~,~as sen~ to Ibroeme@email,unc,edu by fellows~abfn.or_g. 

Update Profiie/Email Address instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

American Bar Foundation 750 North Lake Shore Drive :: ~tth Floor Chicago :: IL i 60611 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morgan Lems Info <:publications~morgmflewis.info~ 

Monday, January. 27, 2014 12:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

OCC Seeks to Formalize Risk Governance Expectations of Large Banks 

OCt Seeks to Formalize Risk Gover~a~ce ~xpectatio~s of Large 
The proposed guidelines demonstrate the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s continued emphasis on strong risk management for 
large banks. 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Monday, January 27, 2014 1:09 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Congressional Action on Data Breaches Faces Uphill Battle 

Daily Briefing January 27, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Congressional Action on Data Breaches Faces 
Uphill Battle 
by VICTORIA FINKLE 

The Target and Neiman Marcus breaches have reignited 

data security as an issue on Capitol Hill, but many hurdles 

still stand in the way el legislation. 

Congressional 

Action on Data 

Breaches Faces 

Uphill Battle 

Fed Beefs Up Crisis Planning for 8 U.S. Banks 
by DONNA BORAK 

WASHINGTON - The Federal Reserve Board on Friday announced additional 

supervisory expectations for eight of the largest U.S. banks as part of their 

preparedness for future crises. 

B.~.&#..[~.F#.B.~..~ 

Morning Scan: Bernanke’s Farewells; More Credit Cards Hacked 
by AN DY PETERS 

Receiving Wide Coverage ... Farewell, Ben: Ben Bernanke’s final meeting as Fed 

chairman, set for Tuesday and Wednesday, is previewed, with the Wall Street 

Journal pointing out that Bemanke’s detractors admit he’s achieved the goals he 

set. The Journal asks four asset managers to assess Bernanke’s tenure. Financial 

Times picks three ol Janet Yellen’s biggest challenges in her new job, including 

whethel" ~o continue Bernanke’s effods at providing more public disclosures and 

holding press conferences. The... 

R~AD ~.!OR~ ,~ 

Roundtable Pushes for Cybersecurity Bill After 
Target Breach 
by VICTORIA FINKLE 

Tim Pawlenty, president and chief executive of the 

Financial Services Roundtable, is urging Congress to pass 

infonnation~sharing legislation and toughen requirements 

on reJailers in Jhe wake of the major" data bl’each a~ TargeL 

::~:: Roundtable 
...... Pushes for 

O/bersecurity Bill 
After Target 
Breach 



Contain 

First Data to Pay JPM Millions to Settle Hiring Dispute: Report 
by SARAH TODD 

F’ayment pt’ocesser First Data has agreed to pay JPMofgan Chase millions 

dollars in order to settle a hi,in9 dispute, The Wall Street douma! ~eported Monday. 

READ ~,~ O RE 

Regulation & Reform 

Santander Names Former FDIC Head to Board 
by JOE ADLER 

Sheila Bait, who ran the Federal Deposit h~surance Corp. during the financial cdsis, 

will become an independent director for the Spanish banking powerhouse. 

..R..~..&.D....[~..O...g..~..??. 

MORE REGULATION AND REFORM 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

VantageSouth, Yadkin in N.O, to Merge in $300M Deal 
by PAUL DAVIS 

VantageSouth Bancshares G/SB) in Raleigh, N.C. and Ysdk~n F~nanc~al ~DKN) ~n 

E~k~n, NC. are merging. 

MORE ~,’IER®ERS AND ACQUiSIFION8 ;7 

Contain 

Community Banking 

Banks Caught in Fight Over New Accounting 
Framework 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

A new accounting fl’amework could .(live banks a leg up 

small-business lending by making it cheaper for 

companies to p~’ovide accurate financials, bu~ accounting 

experts are divided whether the standards are an 

improvement or risky and confusing. 

READ I’~ORE >> 

::~:+~;:: Banks Caught in 

Fight Over New 

Accounting 

Framework 

MORE: COMMUNITY B.;-\NKING >> 

Consumer Finance 



Washington Federal to Acquire 23 B of A Branches 

Washingtoil Federal OHAFD) in Seattle has agreed to buy 23 Bank of Amedca 

(BAC) branches in Arizona and Nevada. 

MORE CONSUMER FqNANCE ~:. 

Contain 

Instant Financial Card Issuance 
WHITEPAPER 

One thing is clear: Financial institutions and consumers are chailging, and the old 

business models used to drive gro~n4h and earnings simply won’t work anymore. 
RF~2,D MOIRE ~:. 

Trends and Visions for Mobile Payments 
WEB SEMINAR 

This is the third of a three-part series of web seminars dedicated to mobililty in 

banking hosted by Americail Banker Editorial Insights Mobile paymeilts are the 

next frontier for mobile apps - and the scariest eile for many banks. 
RE,~,D MORE ~> 

MORE IN THE RE,~DURCE CEBFFER ~> 

Reports 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American BankePs inaugural r~nkiilg of the Best Bailks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smad approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured agaiilst peers of similar size, 

based oil assets. R’E:/Z,.D MORE >> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth mailagement has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand aild 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on (#~estioilabb practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst fer sources of 

gro~gh, and sma~ banks, whbh are jumping headbng into the business and 

catedng to lhe bss afllueilt c~ients ~gilored by large ~anks.READ MORE ~ 

MOIRE IN SPE:Clkd. REF~DFS,.’T9 ;:. 

FOLLOW US: [] ~:i[~AmerBanker [] Facebook 

You sd’e curre=’~tly subscribed to Da/{’, ~&-ffnt~ [A] ss ibroome@el~=~dl, snc edu. 

}~i Source Media One 8tare err.sot PI~z:~, 27th F’loor New York biY 10004 

Phon~-: {59C.} 22!-! 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The American Law Institute <~Ai@ali.org> 

Monday, Janum3’ 27, 2014 1:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

American Law Institute Names NYU Law Professor Richard L. Revesz to Succeed Lance Liebman as Director 

.~i TheAmerican Lawlnstitute 

Dear Fellow Members of The American Law Institute: 

I am delighted to report that the Council of the ALl has unanimously voted to 
appoint NYU Law School Professor and Dean Emeritus Richard L. Revesz as 
Director Designate to succeed Lance Liebman at the close of the Annual Meeting 
in 2014. Ricky will be the sixth Director in the ALI’s 91-year history. Like his 
predecessors, Ricky has tremendous intellectual depth and breadth and an 
abiding commitment to law reform and to the American Law Institute. 

Ricky will remain at NYU Law School, as Lance has at Columbia Law School. He 
and Lance will work closely together over the next few months to ensure a 
seamless transition. 

I want to offer my thanks, and I know yours, to those who joined me on our search 
committee--Chief Judge Diane Wood, who chaired the committee, and Stanford 
President Emeritus Gerhard Casper. I am also grateful to those of you who took 
the time to suggest names to the search committee. For the many of you who 
suggested Ricky, this will be a particularly happy announcement. 

Read our Press Release for complete information on Professor Revesz’s 
accomplishments for those of you who do not yet know him. 

You may remember that Lance had told us that he would become Director 
Emeritus after the 2014 Annual Meeting. In spring 2013, the Council picked 
Professor Dan Meltzer of Harvard, who began a transition process with Lance. In 
July, Dan was diagnosed with cancer and withdrew from our position. Dan is 
undergoing treatment, is in great spirits, and continues to make important 
intellectual contributions to our work. He will be a great source of advice for Ricky 
as he is for all of us. 

Atthe Annual Meeting in May, we will pay tribute to the major role Lance has 
occupied in moving forward our law reform work. Lance will be the featured 
speaker at the Monday morning session, and the Tuesday night Annual Dinner 
speaker will be Justice Stephen Breyer, who knows Lance well from the days 
when they shared an assistant as colleagues on the faculty at Harvard Law 
School. 

For those of you suffering through this dreadful winter weather, I hope this good 
news has brightened your day. I look forward to seeing you in May, for the tribute 
to Lance and a welcome of Ricky. We have a hefty schedule of projects to 
discuss and debate and, as always, I look forward to the pleasure of your 
distinguished company. 

Warmest Regards, 

Roberta Cooper Ramo 

The American Law 

Institute 



4025 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 1215.2431600 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Broome <Adam Broome@cree.com> 

Monday, Januao; 27, 2014 1:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: The Society Alert- Janua~ 22, 2014 

Yo~ might be interested in the two yellow-highlighted entries below~---A. 

From: Society of Corporate Secretaries & Governance Professionals [mailto:society@governanceprofessionals.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Society of Corporate Secretaries & 
Governance Professionals 
Sent; Wednesday, January 22, 2014 7:25 PM 
To: Adam Broome 
Subject-" The Society Alert - January 22, 2014 

Having trouble viewing this email? ._Q_Lc_~___h___e_£_e_. 

Society logo 2012 

January22, 2014 

Renew Your Membership 
Society Career Con ter 
This Week’s A~ert is 

Sponsored by 

.~.:: 

Click Here for information .................................................... 

Essentials of the Corporate Secretarial Function - Next Week 

It’s not too [ate to resister! Join us January 29-31 in Orlando, Florida. We have reserved rooms at 

Disney Hotets at the rate of $225 per ni£ht. 

NYSE Updates Written Affirmation for New Compensation Committee Requirements 

The NYSE updated its Domestic Company Annual Written Affirmation fast week to reftect its new 

compensation committee independence requirements. The updated affirmation applies to 

companies with annual meetinss occurrin8 after January 15, 2014. The updated form is here, and 

the correspondin£ updated instructions are here. A description of the chanses to both the form and 

instructions is here. 

Nasdaq Posts New Compensation Committee Certification Form 

Nasdaq has also posted a Compensation Committee Certification Form required to be submitted by 

companies to certify compliance with its amended compensation committee rutes. The form 

addresses compensation committee charter and composition requirements. Unless exempt, 

companies must submit the form no later than 30 calendar days after the earlier of their first 

annual meeting after January 15, 2014, or October 31, 2014. Access the new form here. These 

FAQs punished earlier this month address the new requirements. 



SEC Publishes Form for Conflict Minerals Disclosure 

On Friday, the SEC publ,ished the new Form SD for reporting confl,ict mineral,s discl,osures required by 

the conflict mineral,s rul,~e. The form is required to be fil,ed no l,ater than May 31 after the end of the 

issuer’s most recent cal,endar year. As we previousl,y reported, the l,awsuit chal,l,enging the rul,e is on 

appeal, awaiting a decision fol,l,owing oral, argument. 

Congress Reduces SEC’s Requested Funding, But Budget is Higher for 2014 

According to this arLide, the funding allocated to the SEC ~n last week’s Congress~onat[y approved 

?~D~}2g__~_~ fell far short of the amount sought or the amount needed for the SEC to fulfill ~ts 

responsibilities, particularly those mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act. "W~thout additional money, the 

agency wH[ be unable to strengthen ~ts enforcement and examinations operations or carry out new 

duties related to the regulation of derivatives and both private and municipal financial ad~sors," 

SEC spokesman John Nester sa~d. ’~he SEC also w~U be unable to make ~mportant ~nvestments ~n 

technology that would help their market oversight and law enforcement programs/’ Nester sa~d." 

Th~s W~shington Post ~.~ details the ~mp[~cat~ons of the budget on the SEC’s technology 

initiatives. The funding that was approved represents a 1.8 percent increase over last year, which 

raises the budget to $I .38 

o n~i Se~ie~¢~mm~ 

Shareholder "Say on Audit" Proposal To Be Considered by UK Financial Reporting 

Council 

In a January 9, 2014 l,etter to the UK Competition Commission, the UK’s Financial. Reporting Council. 

rel,uctantl,y agreed to address recommendations to encourage FTSE 350 companies to engage with 

sharehol,ders on audit issues. In October 2013, the Commission recommended amendments to the 

UK Corporate Governance Code that woul,d require: (i) companies to engage with sharehol,ders on 

(and make associated discl,osure about) audit issues, and (ii) a sharehol,der advisory vote on the 

audit committee report. The Commission’s recommendations wil,l, be incl,uded in the next Corporate 

Governance Code consultation schedul,ed for Q2 2014. 

UK Defers Implementing Auditor Tender Requirements to Consider EU Mandatory 

Firm Rotation 

In other news from the UK on auditors, the Competition Commission announced l,ast week that it 

wil,l, defer impl,ementation of its mandatory audit firm tender requirements to consider the 

impl,ications of the EU’s mandatory rotation proposal. (which we previousl,y reported on _h___e__r__e_). In 

October 2013, the Commission l)ub[ished recommended audit market reforms - incl,uding a 

requirement that FTSE 350 companies must tender their audit engagement (but not necessaril,y 

rotate firms) at l,east once every ten years. The EU’s mandatory rotation proposal, is expected to be 

adopted (with a 2-year transition period) during the second quarter of 2014. 

Draft Stewardship Code in Japan Published for Public Comment 

As we pre\dous[y reported, Japan is l,aunching an investor code of conduct model,ed after the 

Stewardship Code. The draft Code (just publ,ished in EngUsh) targets institutional, investors with 

stakes in Japanese l,isted companies and proxy advisors retained by those investors. It is designed 

to foster corporate val,ue and sustainabl,e growth through constructive engagement. Like the UK 

Stewardship Code, adherence to the Japanese code wil,l, be voluntary and fol,l,ows a principl,es-based, 

"compl,y or expl,ain" approach. The draft is open for comment until. February 9, 2014. 

ISS Publishes Updated Voting Guidelines and Compensation FAQs 

Last week, ISS publ,ished these updated (as of January 13) 2014 Proxy Voting .S___u__~_a___r~____G___u__~__d___e_!_~__n___e__s_ 

and .C__o_n_ .c_!s_e___._G_..u_!..d_ .e_!!..n_e_._s.. The Guidel,ines are effective for meetings on or after February 1,2014. 

Al,so posted on ISS’s website are these updated (as of December 16) Compensation FAQs. 

"Materiality" for Sustainability Reporting Continues to be Discussed 

Investor interest in sustainabil,ity issues and company sustainabil,ity reporting are on the rise. In 

this artic’l,e, Del,oitte discusses the notion of "material,ity" for purposes of sustainabil.ity reporting in 

the context of l,ikel,y increased al,ignment between traditional, financial, reporting and reporting on 

environmental., social, and governance [ESG] issues going forward. 

The article notes that the traditional, reporting model, and concept of material,ity associated with 

financial, statements are being reconsidered to effectivel,y accommodate ESG information, and 



identifies current efforts by De[oitte, GR~I and the SusLainabiUty AccountinR Standards Board to 

further define ESG material,ity for sustainabil,ity reporting purposes. 

Securities Class Action Lawsuits Trends 

Based on this newl,y publ,ished NERA report of federal, securities cl,ass action htigation trends, a 

review of 2013 cl,ass action Utigation tel,alive to prior years suggests these general, trends (among 

others): 

¯ Modest increases in the number of cases fil,ed in federal, court on an absol,ute basis, but 

substantial, increases on a rel,ative basis (i.e., based on the declining number of pub[icl,y 

listed companies compared to more filings over the same period) 

¯ Increasing number of cases aUeging Rul,e 10b-5 violations and misleading earnings guidance 

¯ Number of cases settled and "resol,ved" ("resol,ved" cases combine settlements, dismissals 

and verdicts) in 2013 remained low - genera[l,y on par with 2012, but notabl,y lower than 

previous years 

Substantial. increase in average settl,ement amount in 2013, but decrease in median amount 

(due to some record high settl,ements in 2013) 

Footnote 2 to the report describes NEP~’s lawsuit counting methodology, which is important because 

it resul,ts in higher ill,ins figures than those reported by others. With the Hal,{,{burton case set for 

oral, arguments this Spring (as we previousl,y reported on here), it remains to be seen what impact 

the Supreme Court’s inval,idation of the fraud-on-the-market presumption of rel,iance might have on 

securities cl,ass action litigation going fox, yard. 

I ~pleme~ti ~ g B~a rd G e ~d ~6 ~ ~d ~ ral~ S e ~ ~i~i ~aws 

No Action Denied Where Propo~al~ Refer to, but do Not Pro~de, GMI Report 

EMC was denied no action on a proposal from James McR~tchie for an independent Board Chairman 

that the company claimed contained false and misleading statements in support relating to GMI 

ratings. The GMI report was not prooded to the company, and EMC argued that the report was non- 

pubhc and unsubstantiated under Rule 14a-8(i)(3). 

See also GE Coke Ver~zon and ~$Q_[~y__.~j.~ which were also denied relief on the same grounds. 

Although the proposals were different, each had the reference to the GMI report and ratings. 

Ryder Systems successfully challenged a proposal on majority voting from John Chevedden where he 

fa~ted to show, ~n a timely manner, that he met the minimum ownership requirement under rule 

14a-8(b). Chevedden prodded proof of continuous ownership 18 days after the company’s notice, 

rather than 14 days. 

Interestingly, Ryder wit[ include a management proposal to amend its supermajority voting 

proosions, which would be inconsistent w~th the proposal However, the staff did not reach that 

argument, basing its no action relief solely on ownership grounds. 

And, Matter was granted no action on a proposal seeking that the Chairman of the board answer 

shareholders questions on the grounds that annual meetings are ordinary business and that 

proposals concerning the conduct of shareholder meetings are generally excludable under rule 14a-8 

0)(7). 

Delaware Law I~sues Update Address Now Posted; Focuses on Changing Profile of 

Equity Inve~tor~ 

In November 2013, the Honorable Jack g. dacobs, Justice, Delaware Supreme Court, opened the 

"Delaware Law Issues Update" Conference hosted by the Society and the John L. Weinberg Center 

for Corporate Governance. As we .L~P_P£~P_~_P£P~R~}~X, Justice dacobs discussed the potential 

and other implications of the institutionati~tion (or "de-retaitization") of share ownership over 

recent decades. He also addressed the decline, but importance, of "patient capital," Le., 

corporate management the breathing space and flexibihty to plan for the tong-term without 

pressure from investors or analysts for short-term results. Justice dacobs’ keynote address is here. 

The N~w YorR Tim~s, Janua~ ~, ~014 

¯ Three Themes For Pro~! Season 

Th~ W~ll S~r~e~ Journal Janua~ ~1, 

¯ kondetez Names Nelson Peitz to Board 

The W~ll S~re~ Journal, ganuar~t ~1, 



¯ Top U.S. corporations funneted $185 million to potiticat nonprofits 

The Center for Pubhc Integrity, January 16, 2014 

¯ The Art of Enga~!n~L!nvestors 
CFO Journal, January 16, 2014 

The Washington Post, January 16, 2014 

See other recentty posted Artictes of Interest. 

Atso, just a reminder that you can find additional topic-specific articles and other resources here. 

Role of the Independent Board Chair 

On .-T---h-!-s-----W---e---e---k--!--n---t---h--e-----B--~---a-!~-d---r--~--~----m-.~ TK Kerstetter, Chair, NYSE Governance Services/Corporate Board 

Member, and Mac Gardner, Chairman, Spirit Airlines, discuss the evolving rote of the independent 

board chair. Among other things, both agree that the increased transparency of board decision- 

making (retative to historicat expectations and requirements) leads to more thoughtfut, better 

decision-making. 

BE A SOCIETY ADVOCATE! Tap into your smartphone or Rotodex to spread the word about 

the importance and vatue of Society membership! 

The Society is a member of Corporate Secretaries international Association. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

alliance af~.org@mail.salsalabs.net on behalf of 

Alliance for Justice -qalliance@afj.org> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 2:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Let’s talk about what women me paid 

Today, Americau women are still paid only 77 cents tbr every dollar paid to men, nine out ofteu American workers 

don’t have paid t~mily leave and ueaxly 40 million don’t have a single paid sick day. Plus - there is a critical need for 

aJtbrdable, quality child care in this country. 

We can chauge that. 

Ou Januau 29th, Alliance for Justice, our allies, and champions in Congress invite you to join au unprecedented 
national conversation moderated by actor C~tlfia Nixon about these issues and the changes that will 

advance income equali~ and economic security for women and families in America: 

Can you make it? Here axe the details: 

V~IAT: Le~s Talk About It: Advancing women and families in 2014 
A Natioual Tele-Townhall Event on lhir pay, paid leave, and access to child care 

WItEN: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 

Anniversary of the Lilly Ledbetter Fair t a5 Act 

8:30 p.m. ET 

$~’~IERE: From the comfort of your phone 

No numbers to dial, we’ll call you to com~ect to the event 

RSVP FOR THE CALL NOW 

Fair pay, paid sick days, paid family and medical leave, and aJtbrdable child care are thndamental policy retbrms 

that need to be on the national agenda, tlear frum - and ask questions of- House Democratic Leader 

Nancy Pelosi, Lilly Ledbetter, working women frum across America, and Congress~,omen championing 

these critical issues. 

Help make 2014 a yeax focused on advancing women and families in America. 

RSVP now to join the Wednesday, January 29th call: 

https:,/docs.google.com/fonns/dil clL~ OqrdNDklf6qcwoplzHvuFFtmSouZY1gbt GeQt 6I, viewfoim 

Thanks, 
Alliance for Justice 



We re.spect your privacy and honor your consent lo allow us to updale you on lhis imporlant work. If you 

sign upJbr this event, we won’t share your e-mail address or telephone number with any organization not 

afrO#areal with the AllianceJbr Justice. 
We look f!)rward to having you join us.~ 

Support#zg organizations include (list information): 9to5, A Better Balance, ~/~ 0~4/, AFSC~\IE, Alliance for 

Justice, Campaign for Communi& Cha¢ge, Caring Across Generations, Caring Economy Campaign, 

Center for Law and Social P olicy, Center for Popular Democracy, Coalition of Labor Union Women, 

C ~ttenton l~men’s Union, Direct Care Alliance, Economic OpportuniO~ Institute, Economic Policy 

Institute, Equal Po, Coa##on NYC, Equal Righls A~,ocales, Family EquaO& Council, Family Fo~,ard 

Oregon, Family Values @ lg2~rk, Feminist ~ff~fforiO~, Food Chain Worke~’ Alliance, Healt~ Tacoma, 

hts#mte for Science andHuman Values, htc, Interfaith lg2~rker Jus#ce, International Brotherhood of 

Teamslers, Labor Prq[ect f!~r Working Families, Legal Aid Socie&-Employment Law Center, Maine 

~men’s PoBCY Center, :~IomsRising, ~g[ontana Equal P~Jbr Equal Work Task Force, National Alliance 

~br Caregiving, National Association ~)~lothers’ Centers, National Associa#on ~f Social l~rkers, Na#onal 

Commi#ee on PO~ Equity, Nalional Consumers League, Na#onal Council of Jewish Women, Na#onal 

Council of La Raza &~CLR) Ac#on ~),n~ National O<ganiza#on for Women, National Partnersh& for 

Women & ~mi#es, Na#onal Women’s Law Center, NC Fami#es Care, New Jersey Citizen Ac#w,, New 

Jersey Time to Care Coalition, New York PaidLeave Coalition, O~ganizi~g forAction, OWL-]~e P~ice of 

MidliJO and Older Women, PathWays PA, Pmg~vssive States Network, Restaurant Opportunities Center, 

~SULZq, M Women’s Fund Rockej~ller Family Fund Se~ice Employees Intemaaonal Union (SEIL~, 

TakeAction ~linnesota, The ~ter Partic&ation Center, Ultra~3olel, USAction, Washington lg2~rk and 

Family Coali#on, lg~men Employed and Work#tg Families. 

Alliance tbr 3ustice AF3 West Coast Office 
11 Dnpont Circle, NW 436 14th Street 

2rid Floor Ste. 425 
Washington, DC 20036 Oakland, CA 94612 

202-822-6070 510-444-6070 

,~v.afi.l.or~ ,~.af!.or~ 

~ Twitter ~ Facebook [ ] YouTube ~ Tell a Friend 

N Charity Navigator 

logo 

~ Support AFJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Board <CollegeBoard@noreply.collegeboard.org> 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 3:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Get 20% off our best- ~lling finm~ciaJ aid guide 

Getting Financial 
Aid 2014 

This step~by-step #uide s.hows sb.~dents why, wher~ 

and how to a~p~y for financial a~d. Th~s best-se~br 

~nck~des a p~anning caJendar w~th key financ~a~ aid 

deadlines end user~fdend~y FAFSA arid 

CS8/F~nanc~a~ A~d PROFILE@ check~sts~ 

Entei promo code C©LL~G~t5 at checkout to 

20% 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 3:10 PM 

Broome, Liesa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Heafth Care Heroes: Nominations dose tonight 

2014 Hea th Care Heroes Awards 
Deadline Extended: January 27, 2014 

h~ its 13th ;~nnual Health C;~re Heroes 

will honor Triangle individuals a~d 

o~ganizations fo~ p~tting innovation and 

compassion to work to improve the human 

condition, 

Honorees will be chosen in the 

Care Innovator/~ese~rche~ 

Dend~t, Cemmutff~ Outreach, Health 

NOMINATION DEADLINE 

~onday, Januaf’y 27th 

Submission site closes at 1 

SPONSOR 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~¢y I Uns~bscribe 

Triangle B~siness Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 27612, USA 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

Holland & Knight Announcements <announcements@hklaw.com> 
Monday, January 27, 2014 3:18 PM 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
The Road Ahead for Middle-Market Lending in 2014 

................................................................................................................................. Lending in 2014 ..................................................................................................................................... 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.comv 

Monday, Janum3’ 27, 2014 3:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

REMINDER: IFLR Webcast: The Volcker Rule 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Webcast 

~FLR We#cas~ 
The Volcker Rule 

Friday, February 28, 2014 
11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. EST 

Follow us on Twitter 

~,Thinkinqcapmkts 

For more ~nformat~on: 

(212) 33~-4312 
~r~ofo,com 

On December 10 2013, the five US bank regulators issued the 

long-awaited final rule construing the Volcker Rule. This rule 

generally prohibits banking entities - a broad term that includes 

banks, bank holding companies, foreign banks treated as bank 

holding companies, and their respective affiliates - from (i) 

engaging in proprietary trading, and (ii) acquiring or retaining 

ownership interests in, or acting as sponsors to, certain hedge 

funds and private equity funds 

The final rule incorporates significant changes to the proposed 

rule, published on November 7 2011, which were made in 

response to the large number of comments received on the 

original proposal 

This webcast will summarise certain impacts of the final rule on 

banking institutions, including foreign banking organisations. We 

shall address aspects of the final rule, including: 

the exemption for proprietary trading 

limitations on permitted trading and fund activities 

fund investment and sponsorship 

impact on foreign banking organisations 

definition of a covered fund 

impact on securitisations 

compliance programmes 

conformance period 

Spe~kers: 

Henry Fields, Morrison & Forester LLP 

Kenneth Kohler, Morrison & Forester LLP 

Oliver Ireland, Morrison & Forester LLP 

Dan Nathan, Morrison & Forester LLP 

Gary Rosenblum, Bank of America Merrill Lynch 

Danielle Myles, IFLR (moderator) 

New York and California CLE Credit is pending 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time These can be accessed at http:/iwww.sra or~l.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 27, 2014 3:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIMK Rt’;fX)RTS: 

HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
Damaqe to Maiibo×es reporied 01/25/14,: 3 on Woods End Rd, 2 on Hough Rd, 2 on Kimbro Rd, 1 on Borland Rd, 5 on Tree Farm Rd, 1 on Starterwood Rd and 6 on Joyner 
Rd. Appears to have been done with a bat or similar object. 
.... Larceny from unlocked vehicle repo~ted 01/26/14, 3:24 pro, 909 Oakdale Dr, 
The victim said that someone took a laptep computer and a 9ram pistol from the front seat of his unlocked car. He said he was sitting in his car using the laptop and he went 
inside for around 15 minutes to use the bathroom. He said he had laid the laptop on top of the pistol in the passenger seat and when he returned they were gone. Value 

$$1,300~00 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 27, 2014 3:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review i Duke Energy won’t buy into S.C. nucleax plant 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Duke ~nergy won’t buy into $,C. m~clear 

p~a~t ..... 

Duke Energy won’t buy a stake in two units under 

construction at the V,C, Summer nuclear plant in I -1 "1 

South Carolina, the company said Monday, 

,Just how wacky can those job interview 
quesqons get? 

Your favorite crayon color may say something about 
your strengths and weaknesses. 

Yadkin PinaneiaL 

VantageSouth merger to 

create state"s ~argest 

community bank 

Yadkin Financial and 

VantageSouth Bancshares 

announced plans to merge 

Monday in a deal that would create 

North Carolina’s largest 

community bank 

Critics attack Duke Energy on 

so~ar prices 

Environmental and community 

advocates protested Monday what 

they call an attack on solar energy 

by Duke Energy. 

Retail tr~m~ps ~esidential 

At least two developers in south 

Charlotte have requested zoning 

changes from residential to office 

or retail, moves that could be 

signaling changes.. 

US sales of new homes drop 

7 percent #~ Decembe~ 

US. sales of new homes fell in 

December for a second 

consecutive month but even with 

the pause at the end of the year, 

sales for all of 2013 climbed.. 

Decline in US stock market 

modera~Les 

Shaky economies and currencies 

in emerging markets are fueling a 

global sell-off in stocks. 

US p~obes Campy hybrids [o~ 

US. safety regulators are 

investigating complaints that 

power-assisted brakes can fail at 

times in Camry gas-electric 

hybrids. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 4:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

CFTC Proposes New Position Limits for Futures, Options, and Swaps and Amended Aggregation Requirements 

Having trouble reading this email? View it kl your browser Print small 

ii~. Deched LLP 

rqCFTC Proposes New Position Limits for Fut~res, Option, s, and [] 

Swaps a~d A~ended Aggregation Req~ireme~ts 

The U.S Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") has proposed a comprehensive 

set of ~egufetions imposing speculative position Ih~~its on exchange-t~aded k~tures end 

options co~tracts and econom~c~lJy equivalent der~wtives that [eference 28 ~gr~culturaL 

meteL end energy commodities ("F~roposed Rosit~on L~mit Ru~es")~1 On the seine day, the 
CFTC proposed amendments to its existing requhements for aggregating positions 

controlled by a s~ng~e participant for the purpose of applying the proposed pos~t~on ~mks 

("Proposed Aggregation Amendments").2 

TMs Decher~ OnPoint d~scusses: d) the [scent Msto[y of the CFTC’s posit~on I~mits ~egime, 

(i~) the new "Referenced Contracts" to wMch the posk~on ~m~ts wouJd apply and the 

proposed methodology for detem~ning the position I~m~ts, and (~i) the requirements fo~ 

aggregat#~g pos~t~ons and the proposed expended c~rcumstances under which aggregation 

~s not required. 

READ MORE (PDF) 

Footnotes 

([~oposed Dec 12; 2013) (’2=:d3 Position Um~ts P~opos~n~{p~oposed Nov 15, 2013) ("2013 Agg~egL~t~o~ P~opos~n~ 

This update was authored by: 

NewYork Washington, D.C. 

T: +1 212 641 5694 T: +1 202 261 3460 

The authors would like to thank Victor Bieger for his contributions to this Dechert OnPoint. 

~ To browse our library of legal updates, please visit dechert.comipublications 

E]*The Global Commodities and Derivatives Group is a component of the Global Financial Services Group 

(FSG}. For more information about the services offered within the FSG, please visit our website, 

© 20!4 Dechert LLP. All rights reserved This publication should not be considered as legal opinions on specific facts or as 

a substitute for legal counsel. It is provided by Dechert LLP as a general informational service and may be considered 

attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome We can be reached at the 

following postal addresses: in the US: 1095 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6797 (+1 212 698 3500); in Hong 

Kong: 27/F Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong (+852 35!8 4700); and in the UK: 160 Queen Victoria 

Street, London EC4V 4QQ (+44 20 7184 7000) 

Dechert internationally is a combination of separate limited liability partnerships and other entities registered in different 

jurisdictions. Dechert has more than 900 qualified lawyers and 700 staff members in its offices in Belgium, China, France, 

Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Russia, the United Arab Emirates, the UK and the US. 

Further details of these partnerships and entities can be found at dechert.com on our Legal Notices page. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, Janual3’ 27, 2014 4:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Reaches Deal With Tech Firms on Data Requests 

Reaches Deal V~rith Tech Firms on Data Requests 

The Obama administration has struck a tentative deal with major Internet companies 

allowing them to tell the public more details about how the government collects data on 

their customers. 

The deal, which must still be approved by a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court judge, 

would allow Facebook, Microsoft, Apple, Google, Linkedln and Yahoo to give more 

aggregate data about the demands they receive from the government. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Monday, Januao, 27, 2014 5:28 PM 
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Ul~-aine President Agrees to Repeal Antidissent Laws 

Ukraine President Viktor Yanukovych and Ukraine’s three main opposition leaders agreed 

for Parliament to repeal antidissent laws and hold a vote of no confidence in the 

government. 

Monday’s moves mark progress toward easing a political crisis, but remain short of 

protesters’ main demand for snap presidential elections. 
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Banking Daily 

3anuary 28, 2014 ~ Number 18 

Government-Sponsored Enterprises 

S~e De~ocraLs Urf~e FHFA ~o Revisit 

Thirty-three senators want the new director of the Federal 
Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) to restore funding for two 
affordable housing trust funds tied to government-sponsored 
enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac .... 

Bank Supervision 

Federa~ Reserve Wo~d Need to Revea~ 

The Federal Reserve would have to disclose more about 
supervision of the biggest, riskiest banks under legislation aimed ~rai~!~gi 

at increasing Fed accountability introduced Jan. 27 by Rep. 
Scott Garrett, a New Jersey Republican on the House panel... 

Derivatives 

Commodity Futures Trading Commissioner Scott O’Malia, who in 
the past has criticized his agency’s collection and analysis of 
swap data, said that the CFTC is making progress in that 
areaOspedfically, by seeking ways to improve... 

International Trade 

The European Commission, continuing its campaign to include 
financial service regulatory issues in the Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment Partnership, outlined the contents it is seeking 
agreement on, including an institutional framework... 

Money Laundering 
gharara Says No~’e 8SAiANL Cases Comi~g~ 

Regulators must balance their Sank Secrecy Act and antFmoney 
laundering (BSA!AML) enforcement efforts to punish past 
violative behavior while enhancing deterrence efforts to combat 
future wrongdoing, New York Department of Financial... 

Foreign Accounts 

DOJ Officiah ~06 [~ke~t Letters Received 

The Department of Justice has received 106 letters of intent to 
participate in its program for Swiss banks to share information 
about U.S.-owned accounts with the U.S. government and pay 
fines to avoid prosecution, the DOJ’s top tax official... 

Outlook 2014: Accounting 

As with close relationships, breaking up an organizational bond 
marked by frequent contact and shared times~even in the 
comparatively cold world of accounting rulemaking~can be hard 
to do .... 

Housing 



~or~ Than Por~c~: in D~c~mbe~" 

Purchases of new homes in the U.S. fell more than forecast in 
December, ending the industry’s best year since 2008 on a sour 
note .... 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: WSJ/NBC Poll Finds Americm~s Anxious Over Future, Obama’s Perfommnce 

¯ ~rSJ/NBC Poll Finds Americans Anxious Over Future, 
Obama’s Perfo~nanee 

President Barack Obama will lay out his agenda for the year on Tuesday night before a 

nation increasingly worried about his abilities, dissatisfied with the economy and fearful for 

the country’s future, a Wall Street Journal/NBC News poll finds. 

Since the rise of modern polling in the 1930s, only George W. Bush has begun his sixth 

year in the White House on rockier ground than Mr. Obama. 

At the same time, the public supports many of the themes and policy ideas Mr. Obama 

looks set to emphasize in his annual State of the Union address to Congress. 

Just over half of the 800 Americans participating in the Jan. 22-25 poll want the 

government to play a role in reducing income inequality. 

See Note Coverage 
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Hi eve~-one, 

I’m folavarding this in ca se it is of interest. 

The relevant information is in the email below and in the attached call. These are the links that are useful: 

For more information please visit: http://tbs-education es/es/profesorado-investi~acion/~vorkshop-~overnance 
For an?’ specific information please contact: workshop@tbs-education.es<mailto:workshop@tbs-education.es> 
Submissions should be sent to: workshop@tbs-education es<maiIto:workshop(@tbs-education es> 

take care, 

Sue 

Dr Suzanne J Konzelmarm 
Reader in Management 

Director, London (;entre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Progratmnes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 
Editor, Cambridge Journa[ of Economics 

Birkbeck, University of London 
MaIet Street Bloomsbury 
London WC1E 7HX 
United Kingdom 

LCCGE website: http ://www [cc~e.bbk. ac.uk/ 
Personal webpage: http://wwwbbk.acukJmanop/mana~ement/staff/konzelmannshtml 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssrn.com/author 349753 

See my latest books: 

The Economics of Austerity 
http:/iw~’.e-elgar.co.ttk/bookentl¥ main.lasso?id 15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: The Faces of Liberal Capitalism 

http :i/w~vw.routled~e. com/books/details/9 780415 517898/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
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To: IiN~O.AL’vIS 
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A I M S Association Internationale de Management Strat4gique 
http://~vw~v.strate~ie-aims.com<http://www.strate~ie-airns.com/> 

NEW MANAGEMEXrF PRACTICES RESEARC’H GROL~P 
WORKSHOP 

U2x,qDERS TANDING C<3VERNANCE: 

A NE~¥V PAP~a~DIGM FOR AN OLD CONCEPT 

09-10 June 2014 - Barcelona 

CALL For PAPERS 

ContemporaQz definitions of "good governance" are typically centered upon the ability of a business to achieve its goals while being sustainable. However, nurturing the contradictor- 
interests of shareholders and those of society in general makes corporate governance increasingly challenging in the post-global financial crisis enviromaaent. Boards of directors are one of 
the central mechanisms for governing companies, but they are also one of the central problems companies are facing in terms of effective management. Business success stories and 
company longevity attributable to competent boards come second in media attention against more sensational stories of corporate failure and underperformance. Lack of strategic lucidity, 
blocking conflicts, fraud, malfeasance and lack of accountability are proclaimed as examples of boards’ deficiencies in corporate oversight. "As .~merica attempts to recover from the 
wreckage of the Great Recession and confronts an uncertain I~ature, criticisms of corporate power are once again appearing and getting louder. But for all of the indictments, few 
commentators have been bold enough to propose anything more than the failed regulatory approaches of the past" (Hanna, 2013: 38). This quote hints at the doubt around the ability of 
regulation and governance refolrn to address effectively the systemic problems emerging within the corporate world today A question arising from this disquiet is whether the Global 
Economic Crisis of the past five years is indicative simply of a need for more effective governance, or does it signify a more deep-seated precursor to social and economic revolution? More 
precisely, are we seeing the end of western capitalism and the advent of new social power or are ~ve merely experiencing a correction in the existing capital power structures as they evolve 
across the global economy? 
Despite the ve~’ large literature on corporate boards of directors, legislators and commentators seek a better formula for the ideal board. Such a fornaula includes calls for more women 
directors for a more egalitarian board, more diversified director competence for a more democratic board, fewer family/I¥iends for greater board independence VVhile these criteria seem to 



offer efficient solutions to the problems of modem governance, none of them deliver the "silver bul]et" to solve the growing complexities of corporate life in a globally stressed wor]d. Little 

is understood about the inner behavior of boards regarding the companies the?, govern 
Boards are charged with exercising company oversight. This role can be viewed as a "parenting" role akin to being a "good father" to the organization Two major questions are: what is 
meant by a "good father" and why the metaphor of a father in a corporate governance context? This metaphor is deeply embedded in the dominant "pater" paradigm of capital power related 
to the hegemonic male position in the socie~’. Todd (1983) presented the idea that major ideologies in the world can be explained by family structures and the rules of heritage associated 
with protection of patrimony Absolute nuclear family, nuclear family and egalitarian versions of family, according to the categories defined by Todd, provide the main basis fi~r 
understanding people’s behaviors in relation to the development of political systems and, by extension, governance systems. These categories are anchored in the dominant capitalist 
paradigm of patriarchy. 
The paradigm of patriarchy is defined as a "war- system". This system, which can be seen as a main principle of social organizatmn, has become a globalized war on all levels of life, 
according to Prof. Claudia van Werlhof. By contrast, the matriarchal system is one where "matriarchal people have developed a system of very wise principles and social codes allowing 
humans to live in peace with each other and in harmony with nature"(Dr. Heide Goettner-Abendroth, 2005). Anthropological studies show that patriarchies are generally regarded by 
societies as superior or "better", "more developed", and spiritually "higher" than matriarchal social systems. Matriarchies are generally viewed as inferior, being embedded in nature and 
therefore technologically- backward. "\Xrhen we hear the word ’matriarchy’, we are conditioned to a number of responses: that matriarchy refers to the [primitive] past and that matriarchies 
have never existed; that matriarchy is a hopeless fantasy of female domination, of mothers dominating children, of women being cruel to men. Conditioning us negatively to matriarchy is, of 
course, in the interests of patriarchs. We are made to feel that patriarchy is natural; we are less likely to question it, and less likely to direct our energies to ending it." (Barbara Love and 
Elizabeth Shanklin, 1984). 
Patriarchy and matriarchy have in common two features: 1/predetermined social roles (as a father and as a mother) and 2/the hierarchy, which means the central role of the head and the 
control of property-. But socie~ has f~mdamentally changed. Fathers and mothers and the nuclear family no longer constitute the "nolle" in modern bourgeois society which comprises 
many forms of "family" (Morck and Steier, 2005). Many" corrm~entators believe that this change represents the emergence a new social paradigm. For example, feminist scholars highlight new 
understandings of gendered power in relation to the global financial crisis (Penny Griffin, 2013) and princes of industry (Knyght, Kakabadse, Kakabadse and Kouz~in, 2011), masculini~" 
and corporate mismanagement (Knights and Tullberg, 2013), and Kanter on gender and power (Lewis and Simpson, 2012). 11~ so, then do we alrea@ have models of social organization that 
might provide a better blueprint for revolutionary change in the way social and econotnic wealth is created and shared? 
This workshop invites thought scholars to present their work on a wide range of topics that may include, but are not limited, to the following: 

Boards and family capitalism 

Boards and gender differences; social power and corporate elites 

Boards and firm life cycles 

Boards and standardized governance regulations (global convergence? Western capitalism? Corporate democracy?) 

Boards: director roles and diversity (gender, ethnicity, religion, professional background) 

Boards: country and business culture. 

KEY NOTE SPEAKERS 

[ http ://www theaimet org/files/Pic/clarke%281%29 jpg] 

THOMAS CLARKE 
Talk: "Changing Paradigms in Governance: New Cycles and Ne~v Responsibilities" 
Professor of Management, Director of the Centre for Corporate Governance and formerly Chair of the Academic Board at the University of Technolo~z, Sydney. 
In 1998/1999 he attended the OECD in Paris to help develop the international corporate governance code that has no~v been adopted by governments throughout the industrial and 
developing world. He is a member of the advisory board of the Strategic Partnership an international strategic management consultancy company and he has specialised as a consultant to 
the board of directors of international intellectual proper~ rights companies. He is a member of the Editorial Board of the journal, Corporate Governance - An International Review, Oxford: 
B lacka~’ell (http :/i~vw~v. ccg. uts. edu. auipeople/tcbio .html). 
[cid:image010.jpg@01 CF 1B6B.FA6CAAF0] 
SIBEL YAMAK 
Talk: "Governance and Business Elites: Differences in Perceptions and Practices" 
Professor of management, Director of the Social Sciences Graduate School at Galatasaray University, Istanbul 
She was the chair of the 13e Annual Meeting of the European Academy’ of Management where she previously acted as the chair of the Corporate Governance Strategic Interest Group She 
was the guest co-editor of special issues on top management teams in International Studies of Management and Organization (ISMO) and European Journal of International Management 
(EJIM) and on Corporate Social Responsibili~ in Yonetim Arastirmalari Dergisi (YAD) 
She is a member of the editorial board of British Journal of Management and Socie~" and Business Review. She has been co-organising EIASM Top Management Team Workshops together 
with Alejandro Escriba Esteve, Alessando Minichilli and Sabina Nielsen since 2010. Sibel Yamak was a visiting scholar in different umversities such as the Pantheon Sorbonne Universi~’, 
Louis Pasteur Universi~, Manchester University among others. Her publications which focus on business elites, top management teams, governance and corporate social responsibili~ 
have been published in peer revi ewed j ournals. 

IMPORTANT DAT[iS 

Workshop (09-10 June 2014) 

Deadline for 2 pages Proposals submission: 28 February 2014 

Notification of accep tan ce as of 28 March 2014 

Early" bird/authors registration 25 April 2014 

Workshop Fees in Euros (VAT Incl ) 

Early’ Bird Fee (up to 25 April 2014) 

140 

Regular Fee (24 April - 9 Mi~y 2014) 

155 

Late Fee (up to 9 June 2014) 

165 

On-site Registration Fee 

185 



For more information please visit: http://tbs-education es/es/profesorado-investi~acion/work shop-~overnance 
For any specific information please contact: workshop@tbs-education.es<mailto:workshop(~tbs-education.es> 
Submissions should be sent to: workshop@tbs-education es<mai[to:wo~kshop(@tbs-education es> 

ORGANIZING 
Wafa Khlif~ Toulouse Business School Barcelona, Spain (w.l~lif@tbs-education.es<mailto:w.khlif~@tbs-education es>) 
(;oral Ingley, AUT University, Auckland, New" Zealand (cora[.ingley@aut ac.nz<mailto:corM.in~leyi@aut ac.nx79 
Lotfi Karoui, Ecole de Management- Normandie, France (lkaroui@em-normandie.fi~<mailto:lkaroui@em-normandie fr>) 

[EM Normandie TA 2~14]<http://www.ec~e-raana~eraent-n~rmandie.fr/~ntreprises/~a-taxe-d-apprentissa~e.htm1> 
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Law Firms’ ’Non-Equity Partner’ R~mks Swell 

Web version of this emaJl 

Brought to you by 

SIGN UP I SEND TO A FRIEND i UNSUBSCRIBE 

Law Firms’ ’Non-Equity Partner’ Ranks Swell 
A 55-year-old attorney at White & Case, who recently filed for bankruptcy, is a prime example of the plight of today’s "non-equity 

partners." 

Share: ~DDD 

Texas Court to Hospital: Let Brain Dead, Pregnant Patient Die 

A judge in Texas last week granted a family’s motion to order a hospital in the Lone Star State to take a brain-dead, pregnant 

woman off life support 

Share: DDD~ 

Clifford Chance Keeps Candidates’ Education Info Secret From Staff Interviewers 

To annul possible bias in favor of hiring graduates from highbrow schools, the UK offices of the internationally renowned law firm 

Clifford Chance keep staff who are conducting final inter,!iews with potential recruits in the dark about where the candidates were 

educated. 

Share: DDD~ 

Lawyer’s Phony CV ’Facts’ Get Him Disbarred 

The United Kingdom’s Bar Standards Board last week announced that Dennis Thomas O’Riordan, who formerly worked as a 

partner at Paul Hastings and at Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft and, has been disbarred. 

Share: ~~ 

SCOTUS Rules Patent Holders Must Prove Infringement 
In the first of six patent-related cases on the U.S. Supreme Court docket this term, the Supreme Court justices ruled 9-0 in favor of 

medical devices manufacturer Medtronic, Inc. in its patent infringement suit against privately-owned Mirowski Family Ventures, 

LLC. 

Share: DDD~ 

SCOTUS Grants Catholic Groups Short-Term Reprieve From Contraception-Coverage 
Mandate 
The U.S. Supreme Court last week issued a four-sentence-long order temporarily excusing a group of Catholic nuns and a 

manager of healthcare plans for Catholic groups from having to comply with the portion of Obamacare that requires employers to 

provide insurance that covers contraception. 

Share: DDD~ 
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How Virtual Should Your Law Office Be? 
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ABA Offers Kits for Conferences on Gender-Pay Equality 
Mize Houser Names 3 Partners 
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Today’s Headlines: Backing in G.O.P. for Legal Status for Immigrants 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS EIV1AIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Science 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnFhis Day ~ 

Top News 

The House Republieai~ leadership’s ideas for the nation’s immigration laws 

include a path to legal stala~s - but not citizenship - %r many of the 11 milliol~ 

adult immigrants who are i~ the country illegally. 

Spy Agencies Tap Data Streaming From Phone 

Apps N.S.A 
docun~e 

As personal dat;~ pour onto mobile ne~s’orks, Americal~ and 

British eavesdroppers are pDing inko so-called leaky apps to 

extract geographical data, address books arid phone logs, secret doeumei~N 

~ Tech F(FmS Are Allowed More D(sc(osures on Surve((lance Requests 

Eg3qpt’s Ru]ee Eyes Riskier Role: The PreMdeney 
S,. Li.:’,ViL.: D ~-,K,~i"P.:’,?F?iCI<, 

Abdu]-Fattah el-Sisi, who ousted EKs~)t’s fhst fl’eely elected 

president, Moharaed Morsi, said he was yidding Lo the will of the 

people in ta!di)g Lhe first formal step to rm) for the office himself. 

Fsttah 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

~ vw~:o: The Wi~a~’ds of Odds 

7 An i~)side look at how oddsn)akels 

million on Super Bowl Sunday. 

Johnny 

A)~i.io 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

New sanctions will alienate our allies and embolden hard-liners. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PHILIPPE LANGLO~S, [ounder ogthe P;]ris-based company Priority One Secur{ty, on 
agencies’ ability to harvest persona[ data from users of smartphones~ 

Today’s Video 

~ v~)Eo: Think Back: The State of the 

Respo~,~e 

The presideut’s Sb~te of "~e Union address may look more or less 

the same on kelevision year after year, but the responses usua~Iy 

offer more varJeb~ and entertaJnme~t, says The Times’s Sam Tanenhaus. 

~ VmEO~" 2014 GramrnyAwards: Big 

l’V~mers 

Times reporker Jon Pareles discusses the 56th annual Grammy 

Awards ceremony. 

Related .Articie 

~ vmEo: In Perfi~mance: Okwafi              i~ 

Okpokwasili 

The actress pe~for’ms a scene from her solo show "Bronx 

Gothic," which g’ew out of a sexies of notes passed between two 

11-year-old gMs. The show is at Danspace Prc~ect at St. Mark’s Church. 

~ Reiated Theate~ Review 

World 

At Neutral S~te, S$Tians Feel Free to Co~’o~t 
the Other Side 

Frank, even tense, encounters in Geneva have in some ways been 

the most significant action at peace ’talks dmt have been more 

about ,:g,tics than results. 

Silaaba 



Away From the Death Camps 

The huge numbers killed ~n wha[ some call a "Holocaust by 

bulle~s" have garnel~d greaer aaenfion as his~o~{ans sift 

throu~ records that became available after the t~l] of the Soviet 

BAAOUARTA JOURNAL 
Collec’t ,n 

Lebanese Cringe as a Breakdown in Government 

Since the government resi~ed lo months ago, Parliament has 

scarcely convened, no major laws have been passed and ~’asb 

Beirut - forcing residents ko live ~th "~e stench. 

U,S, 

Obama’s lNzz|e: Eco~mmy Rare|y Better, 
~r~.<d~,t Approval Rarely ~’Vorse 

I Ob~,~, 
Never du~ng President Obama’s time in office has the state of 

the economy been be~er. Yet, as he prepares to deliver his 

state or khe union address, rarely has he gotk’n sneh low marks from dm pnbiie 

%r his handling of it. 

Farm Bill Compromise Will Change Programs m~d Reduce 

Spending 

Antihunger advocates aw cliftoN, pNnting ko $8 billion in lk)od stamp cng over 

the nexk decade. 

C~to~ Calls Ben~tazi Her Biggest Regret as 

8;eereta~ 

HillaEv Rodham Clinton’s eommen~s on the attack on the United 

States Mission in Libya in 2o12 that ]e~ %m: Americans dead 

repwsent some d her mosk candid remarks abouk khe episode. 

Rodham 
C nton 

Business 

Job Aid Zones Face a New Test fa~ Coal Cotmtry 

President Obama’s "promise zones," which are part ~ff ~he larger 

agenda to fight ~nequal~B~ and pover~-, are the latest vet*ion of 

an dd idea: "~e politically popular enteq~Hse zone. 



Seien’dsts, Iootdng for new weapons against insect pests in 

farming, have developed gene-silencing agents~ But skeptics are 

coneerned a bout potential threats to n ontarget in sects and even humm~s. 

A Fed Policy M~ke~o, Changing His Mh,d, Lh°ges 

More Stim~fl~s ..... 
Koched 

Narayana Koeherlakota, president of @e Minneapolis Fed, said 

the ce~h’al bank should i~crease its effbrts to stimulate 

economy - a view he conceded had not gained much ~’aedon with his 

colleagues. 

~ Economix Q&A: An Advocate for a Quicker Taper 

~ Economix Q&A: A Voice for an Activist Fed 

Sports 

I[n Las Vegas, t~ttting a Lot on the L~ne for the 

Super Bowl 

The oddsmakers who decide the nurnbers and proposition bets 

for football’s biggest game affect ever}¢hi~g from offiee pools to 

hats made with neighborhood hooNes. 

, [] Video: The Wizards o[ Odds 

RAPTORS 104, NETS !03 

Nets Give Up Chance to Close Gap o~ Raptors 

The Nets allowed an opportunity to uSn their Hth game of "fiae 

month slip fl’om their grasp as they fell to the Raptors lbr the 

secx)~d time in Jan ua~y. 

The Friend]ly Derb~e %Vell~ Everton-Liverpool Is 

iFriendl~er I E~,~,~o~ I 

If the standard-issue Enropean soccer rivalD’ is something akiu 

to street--gang warfa~, the Live~pool.-Everton ~Iationship is 

more like ~’o brothers who eo~stantly bieker over who has the be~er car. 

Arts 

Finding a Place in the Hip-Hop Ecosystem 

E, ,~’.~,"i C,-’,~:.,:,;’.’~.\~C.\ 

The rapper Macldemore’s apolo~" to Kendrk.k La~nar fbr 

winniug best rap albmn at the Grammys flamed a debate over the 

genre’s boundaries. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

S|aver%" as Ne’w Focus fo~" a Game 

The video garne Assassin’s C~ed: Liberation, now avNlable on 

several pla florins, takes on slaver?- and liberation in the ~ 8th 

century. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Looking tbr ]Insight imor~g the %%’~orld s Irks a~d 

Quirks 

"one More Thing," a stoD’ colleefion by B. J. Novak, the actor 

and writer CThe Office"), e~ptures tt~e rhythms of contemporary 

eo~versat~ons. 

The 
tapper 
MacMe 

Grandpr [ 



Science 

Be~gs Not l~Iade for Space 

Swelled heads, atrophied legs, radiation Lhreats -. space b~kes a 

toll on the human body, and some heal~ p~x~blems sdll elude 

doctors ~not~ than 5o years arm’ the fit~t spaceflight. 

F~°om "Warheads to Cheap Ene~ogy 

In all, over two decades, the program knc,~ as Megatons to 

Megawatts turned 2o,ooo Russian warheads into electricity that 

has illuminated one in ~o _~mmriean light bnlbs. 

S,. NiC W~)L.\G 

The sloth, krtown fbl" its sluggishness, has eam’ed out a clever 

mode of life as a Mnd of waI!dng ecosystem, but its lifestyle does 

constrain its enerAv level. 

7~4~ Expediti 

t of low- 

toed 

juvenile 

Obituaries 

Pete Seeger, Songwriter m~d Champio~ of FoLR 

M~,sie, Dies at 94 

Mr. Seeger, whose agenda paralleled the concerns of the 

~m~qean 1el’t, was a prime mover in "~e folk revival tha~ 

transformed popular music in the ~95os. 

Jos{~ E~ti|io Paeheeo, Mexican A~,t]~or, Dies at 74 

Mr. Paeheeo~ who emerged as a poet of note in the ~96os, won 

Irving Milehberg, WI~o Smuggled Guns Under 

N~zis~ Noses in V~arsaw~ Dies at B6 

As a strs;et ttr~hin in Warsaw, Mr. Milehberg managed to escape 

bring sent to eoneentriRion camps while he smuggled guns and 

food to the resista~ee. 

..... : Emilio 

Miichber 
g, left, 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

TI~e Mayo~° Pusl~es Back, fo~° Pre-K 

Against long odds, Mayor Bill de Blasio made a strong ease in _~Mbany for his 

prddndergarten pla~ and his tax o~ wealthy residents. 

EDITORIAL 

Tm’key*s Wro~g 

Pz~me Minister Reeep Tayyip Erdogan is leading the countW on a *~sk)’ path.. 

EDITORIAL 

Contrace]ptio~ Beti~’e t[he Co~,r4 

The justices’ order extending a bar on the Obama adminish’{aion’s enfbreement 

of paperwork rules is disappdn’dng. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Alo~m, "t~ll- Not Alo~m 

H c~w does th e i~ ~er exl)er~en ce of faitfi di fief from polm] ar 

perceptions of religion? 

~ Columrligt Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

In Chapel HIlL a student government race is pat’dy about the 

set~se, generosity and meaning of ±Mneriea~ 

Columnist Page I BIog 

The Egypfia~ Disaste~ 

Egypt is a major strategic fa~Im’e f,:)r the U hired StaLes and an 

i]]ustrafio~ of America’s disengageme~t, 

ON THIS DAY 
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Aucess The New York Times from anywhere with ,.)tar stake of apps: 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.K. Economic Gro~vth Ebbed in Fourth Quarter 

U.K. Economic Gr~)~h Ebbed in Fo~hsth Quarter 

Britain’s economic recovery ebbed in the final three months of 2013, a slight slowdown that 

could strengthen policy makers’ resolve to keep stimulus flowing to encourage further 

growth. 

The Office for National Statistics said output in the economy grew 0.7% between October 

and December, down from a 0.8% expansion rate in the two prior quarters. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 
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Daily Briefing: Morning Scan: Bernanke’s Farewells; More Credit Cards Hacked 

Daily Briefing January 28, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Morning Scan: Bernanke’s Farewells; More Credit Cards Hacked 
by AN DY PETERS 

Receiving Wide Cove~’age ._ Farewell, Ben: Ben Bernanke’s final meeting as Fed 

chairman, set for Tuesday and Wednesday, is previewed, with the Wall S~reel 

Journal pointing out that Bemanke’s detractors admit he’s achieved the goals he 

set. The Journal asks four asset managers to assess Bemanke’s tenure. Financial 

Times picks three of Janet Yellen’s biggest challenges in her new job, including 

whether" ~o continue Bemanke’s eI~’ods at p[oviding more public disclosu[es and 

holding press conferences~ The_. 
READ MORE ,> 

U.S. Postal Service Should Offer Loans, Bank 
Products, Agency Says 
by RACH EL WITKOWSKI 

The Postal Sep,,ice could raise $8.9 billion annually by 

olfering reloadable debil cards, loans, remittances and 

other" Iinancial services products thai target Ihe 

underbanked, according to a report issued Monday by the 

agency’s Office of h~spector General. 
READ MORE "> 

U.S. Postal 

Service Shou Id 

Offer Loans, Bank 

Products, Agen o.7 

Says 

Small Banks: Watch Out for Interest Rate Risk Before It Bites You 
by DAVID G. BARNES 

E×perienced community bank executives know that failure to manage their bank’s 

sensitivity to interest rate risk can cause financial troubles. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

Discussion: Was Dimon’s Raise Deserved? 
by JEANINE SKOWRONSKI 

The JP[vlorgan Chase chief.~ recent raise is sure to 

reignite debate over executive compensation and how bank 

CEOs should be judged. 
READ MORE ~> 

Discussion: Was 

DimonIs Raise 

Deserved? 



Contain 

First Data to Pay JPM Millions to Settle Hiring Dispute: Report 
by SARAH TODD 

13ayment pt’ocesser First Data has agreed to pay JPMofgan Chase millions el 

dollars in order to settle a hi,in9 dispute, The Waft Street douma! ~eported Monday. 
READ MORE 7> 

Roundtable Pushes for Cybersecurity Bill After 
Target Breach 
by VICTORIA FINKLE 

Tim Pawlenty, president and chiel executive of ~he 

Financial Services Roundtable, is u~ging Cong~’ess to pass 

infomqation--sharing legislation and toughen requirements 

on retailers in the wake of the major data breach at Target. 
RE,~,D MORE >> 

Roundtable 
Pushes for 
Cybei~ecurityBill 
After Target 
Breach 

MORE REGUIJ’,TION AND RERDRM *> 

VantageSouth, Yadkin in N.C. to Merge in $300M Deal 
by PAUL DAVIS 

VantageSouth Bancshares (VSB) in Raleigh, N.C., and Yadkin Financial (YDKN) in 

Elkin, NIC., are me,gin.g. 
RE~,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE MERGERS ,~qtD AC:QIJISITIONS "> 

Contain 

Number of ’Optimistic’ Small-Bank CEOs Doubles: Survey 
by SARAH TODD 

Communily bank leaders entered 2014 with a rosy view of their companies’ 

prospects, according to a new sulvey from Abound Resources. 
RE~,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE COMMUNIFh" BANKJNG }:. 

Consur~er Finance 



Fannie Creates Appraiser Blacklist in Effort to 
Flag Problem Loans 
by KATE BERRY 

The government-sponsored enterprise is keeping a running 

list of appraisers that i~ views as shady and is warning 

banks and mortgage lenders to be cardul about doing 

business with them. 
READ MORE >> 

::X:: Fannie Creates 

Appraiser Blacklist 

in Effort to Flag 

Problem Loans 

MORE CONSUMER FINANOE ,> 

Contain 

Instant Financial Card Issuance 
V~,~HITEPAPER 

One thing is clear: Financial institutions and consumers are changing, and the old 

business models used to drive gro~.*~th and earnings simply won’t work anymore. 
READ MORE >> 

Trends and Visions for Mobile Payments 
WEB SEMINAR 

This is ~he ~hird of a th[ee-par~ se[ies of web semina[s dedicated to mobililty in 

banking hosted by American Banker Editorial h~sights Mobile payments are ~he 

next frontier for mobile apps - and the scariest one for many banks. 
RFJ’*D MORE "> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Ame~ir_:at~ Bat~kefs inaugural ranking of ~he Best Banks ~o Work For highlights 

institutions wi~h strong cul~u~’es and smart approaches to making employees Ieel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peeB of similar size, 

based on assets. READ MORE "> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth managemen~ has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees ~o cu~ ceme~s and regulators ~o c~ack down 

on questionaMe practices. A~ tMs applies to Mg banks, which thirst fo~ sources of 

gro~h, and sma~ banks, wMch a~e jumping headlong inlo the bus~ness and 

catering to the ~ess affluent c~ents ~gnored by large banks.READ MORE ,; 

MORE ]]’,i SPECIAL REPORTS 

FOLt.(}W US: [] @AmerBanker [] 
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Januaqi 28, 2014: U.K. Economic Recoveqi Slows Slightly in Fourth... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 
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U.K. Economic Recovery Slows Slightly in Fourth Quarter 

"Britain’s economic receve~ ebbed in the final three months of 2013/’ notes 
~he Wall Street Journal (Jan. 28, Brit~ain, Douglas), "a sligh~ slowdown ~hat 
could strengthen policy makers’ resolve to keep stimulus flowing to encourage 
f~her gro~h." According to the Office for Nafions~ Statistics (ONS), output ~n 
the economy g[ew 0.7 percent during the Octobe[-~hrough-December period - 
a decrease from a 0.8 percent expansion rate ~n 1he seco~l(J and lhh’d quaders 
of 2013~ "A fall in construction output in November was largely to Mame for 
the s~owdown," the Jouma~ repo~s, "estimating output ~n that sector fell by 
0.3 percent dudng the quarter overalL" ONS df~c~als made no estimates for 
1he ~kely h~pact of flooding that hit pa~ts d the United K~ngdom near 1he end 
of the year. Nevedheless, the data matched economists’ consensus 
projections ~n an earlier Wa11 8~reet 8oumal po~L Gro~Ah ~s widely antb~pa~ed 
to accebn~te in the new year. 

Also on the positive front, the Financial Times (Jan. 28, Giles) ONS figures 
conlirmed tha~ annual g[owth in 2013 was the st~ngest since 200X The goal 
for 2014 will be for business ~nveslment and expo~ts to take over flora 
household consumption as the ~ead~ng drivers of gro~,~h. Gee[go Osborne, 
chance~bL comments, "1[ is more evidence ~hat our Iong4erm economb plan 
Js workJn9. But the job is not done, and ~t ~s clear that ~he Mggest risk now to 
the recoverf wou~d be abandoning the plan that’s delivering jobs and a brighter 
economic future." Taking a close[ ~ook at the rough qua~er, sewJces output 
g[ew 0.8 percent as produOion grew 0.7 percent. "Because the so[vice sector 
accounts for 78 pe[cenl of 1he economy," 1he T~mes concludes, "its rise 
accounted for 0.6 percentage points of the 0.7 pement overall expansion/’ 

Reuters (Jan. 28, Milliken, Bruce) adds ~ha[ speculation is indeed running 
rampant with regards to when the Bank of England (BEE) will raise record-low 
interest tares. BeE Govemo[ Mark Carney recently stated that there ~s no 
need for ~tes ~o dse any time soon, as BHtakfs ~o~a~ output remains 
s~gnificanfly under pre-cr~s~s bve~s. "But unempbyment has fallen far faster 
than the b~nk fo[ecast ~n August," the wke sep~ice states, "[aising questions 
about what bng-term inflation pressures m~ght be building ~n the economy." 

Share~ 
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Join Your Director Peers for NACD Directorship 2020~, in 2014 

[~ar, 10, 2014 
New York, NY 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

J~ly 1~, 2014 
Denver, CO 
Request a complimentary invitation. 

Sept. t0, 2014 
Beverly Hills, CA 

Request a complimentary invitation. 

Check let ~a~Ibreaking news 

a~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

IXII KPMG 2014 Audit Committee Survey ] 

F’odon " CD Choptor Progro  

I  v_ooo,.0oo   ,ti ..... 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Ma~er Class 

Hous~on~ TX (Ap~ 
20~ 4) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 2014) 
Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug 18-19, 2014) 

Felt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Hous~on~ TX (Ap~ 3-4~ 

20~ 4) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-I0, 

2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug 

14-15, 2014) 
Felt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec. 8-.9, 20!4) 

Special Events 

SmalPCap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 
2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 

’~Nashington, DC (May 

5-8, 2014) 



Connec~ wilh boardroom luminaries, academic bade[s, and subject ma~ter 
expe~ts at NACD Directorship 2020, a highly interactive, half-day syrnposiun~. 
This year’s programs w~ focus on addressing d~srupfive ferces shaping 
business worldwide. From gee-poP,tics] dsk and emerging economic forces 
~echnology and #movefion and demogrephb changes, this series will give you 
1he h~s~ghts you need to help inform and shape strategb conversations in the 
boardroom, 

Padicipants will begin ~he day with a nelworking lunch, followed by 
stimulating paneL~ and peer exchange discussions, then conclude the day 
with an intimate cockta~ reception. Learn more and request a 

complimentary invitation. 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

K.K.R. to Buy Sedgwick~ an ~nsurance Ciaims Processor, for $2.4 
Bill{on 

"The private equity giant Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (K.K.R.) agreed on Monday 
to buy Sedgwick Claims Management Sewices, a provider of insurance 
claims processing, for $2.4 billion," repeals ~he New York Times (Jan. 27, de 
~a Meroed)r According to the newspaper, ~he deal ~s the ~a~est mu~tiM]lion- 
dollar transaction by K.K.R. ~n recent months. A week ago, for instance, the 
firm and Affinity and Equity Pa~ne~ inked a $5.8 bi~on deal to sell Korean 
beer maker Orienia] Brexve[)’ beck to Anheuse[~Busch lnBev. Sedgwick 
handbs ever 2~1 million claims and oversees c~m payments worih upwards 
of $11 bi~on, msh~y in areas such ss auto ~nsurance and workeB’ 
compensetbn. The deal ~s expected to close by ~he end of the firs~ quarter. 

Share~ 

AT&T Rules Out Vodafone Bid for Now 

"AT&T has ruled out a bid for Britain’s Vodafone for now," confirms Reuters 
(Jan. 27, NelSon, Sassard), "with banking sources saying a U.S. spying 
scandal and a surge in European telecom shares may have d[srupled a deal 
that many think could still happen." The U.S. mobile group sparked 
speculation it could be interested ~n a potentially US$115 billbn deal for 
Voda16ne afte[ its CEO said 1ast fall there was a "huge oppodunity" in Europe 
1o invest in moMb broadband. However, a~r weekend news [epo~ts it had 
met European regulators, AT&T sam ~n a brid statement Monday morning 
that ~ did not #fiend ~o make a bM. "The statement means AT&T cannot 
make an offer fer at ~east Mx months," repo[ts the wh’e se[~dce, "unless 
Vodafene invites it to do so or a third pa[ty enters lhe fray." 

Share~ 

U,S, to Let Tech Companies Release ~ore Survei{lance Data 

CNN (Jan. 27, Perez) is ~port#~g tha~ the Whi~e House "will allow technology 
companies to release more information abou~ the number of government 
surveillance requests fer their customer data/’ Last summer, five major 
companies - Facebook, Goog~e, Linkedqm Mic[osofl, and Yahoo - s~ed the 
~dera~ government ~n ~he Foreign ~n~e~gence Surveillance Cou[t seeking to 
discbse the data as a ~ay to show customers how many snooping re(#aests 
they recebe and are requked by couR order to comply w~th. In addition, Apple 
has made lega~ fi~ings in suppoR of the companies’ lawsLdt. "U~deF the 
agreemenL" the ne~work states, "companbs w{~ be albwed ~o puM~sh broad 
categories of dala on government requests fer customer ~nfermafion made via 
national security btters, and orders made by suwe~lance couP, both for 
genera~ customer data and for content d customer commun~cat{ons. The 
companies w~l also be allowed 1o say how many cuslomer accousts are 
affected." 

Share~ 

~’aary Jo White Wants SEC to ’Rethink’ Corporate Disclosures 

qq~e Wall Street Journal (Jan. 27, Chasan) has learned that the SEC "is 
embarking on a project to review corporate disclosures and may ’rethink’ the 

type of information companies release to investors." SEC Chair Mary Jo 
White has called on SEC slaff lo launch "an aclive review of discbsure rules" 
and wi~ seek input from companbs, investors, and other market padicipants. 
Last month, her agency reIeased a detailed analys~s of the "Regulation S-K" 
rules that describe corporate discbsure [equirements ~or companies outside 
of financiM statements, such as executive compensation and corporate 
governance disclosu[es. TMs repo~ highlighted such issues as the 
p[esentatbn d non4inancisl information and avoMing common corporate 
boiler-p~ate ~anguage. h~ [ecen[ comments ~o a Securities Regulation Institute 
gatherh~g ~n Califem~a, Wt~te remarked, "1 believe we should relMnk not only 
the type of ~nformatio~ we ask companies to d~sc~ose, but a~so how that 
~Rfom~a~ion ~s presented, where and how ~hat ~nformatbn is discbsed, and 
how we can take advantage of technology to fac~lale investors’ access to 
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information and make it more meaningful to them." 
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Companies Reeing Taxes Pay CEOs Extra as Law Backfires 

Bloomberg (Jan. 27, Mider) recalls that Capitol Hill legislators passed a law a 
decade ago intended to penalize CEOs whose firms shift their legal 
addresses to tax havens. According to the publication, "the law imposes a 
special tax el 15 petcen~ on restricted stock and opbons held by the most 
senior executives when a company reincorperates outside the U.S2 However, 
those companies that have risked triggering the tax have all taken steps to 
shield their execs from having to pay. "Three of the companies’ beards simply 
picked up the tax bill for their executives," notes the publication, "maintaining 
that the managers shouMn’t suffer for a decision that bendits shareholders. At 
three other companies, inck~ding Actavis Inc., the boards went a step further, 
helping them avoid the tax altogether by allowing restricted stock to vest early 
and for options lo be exercised2 

S ha relC]~F~ 

American Airlines CEO’s Salary Set at $700,000 

According to ABC News (Jan. 27, Koenig), new American Airlines CEO Doug 
Parker says he will get a salaP~.’ el $700,000 in 2014 and could ge~ a bonus el 
twice that if the company is highly profitable. Parker, though, has revealed 
that the bulk of his compensation will come in the form of a stock award that 
has yet to be de,ermined. "Parker told employees Monday that his 
compensation wouM be less than that paid to CEOs at United Airlines and 
Delta Air Lines, which are roughly the same size as American after its merger 

with US Airways," the network notes. Parker reportedly requested the lower 
payou~ because union employees at ~he company are paid less than ~heir 
counterparts at those other two airlines. 

SharerCTT~ 
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New Study Looks at Women in New Jersey’s Corporate Boardrooms 

NJBiz.com (Jan. 27, Johnson) reports that "Executive Women of New Jepsey, 
in conjunction wi~h PdcewaterhouseCoopers, is about ~o release a new study 
looking at how New Jersey shapes up when it comes to pulting more women 
on corporate boards." Titled "A Seat at the Table," the repo~ stresses the 
#ripe[tahoe or #~creas~ng the d~vers~iy o~ opinions on corporate boards 
because they are responsible for the hiring, firing, and eva~uations of company 
CEOs; for the oversight of company strategy; and for the ove~ght of finanda~ 
~epo~ng and controls. Ma~reen Breakiron-Evans, who s~ts on the boa~ds of 
such companies as Cognizant Technology Solutions and Heartland Paymen~ 
Syslems, states, "In my experience, when the same people have been on a 
board fo~ 10 yeaB get together and discuss an ~ssue, eye,body k~nd of 
knows where everybody’s bead’s at. The more you have difterent ~deas ~hat 
are being expressed, the more ]~kely you are to settle on the best Mea." JuHe 
Dobson, who ~s a board member of five companies, adds 1hat avoiding 
"groupth[nk" is cdfical to the hearth of a company. She concludes, "There 
aren’t a rot of females who are CEOs, so you have to broaden it [rom that. 
Because if we wart to have 50 percent of women as CEOs to have 50 percent 
d women o~ boards, we’re going to be warring a tong time." 

Share~ 

Why Every Company Needs A Robust Business Continuity Program 

Forbes (Jan. 27) columnist Steve Kokol states that corporate office~ and 
executives have a fiduciary responsibility to ensure their business withstands 
any type of disruption. Corporate governance, t~gulatory compliance, and the 
feat" of disasters are jus~ three of the reasons organizations must engage in 
business continuity (BC) planning. Kokol writes: "The No. 1 reason 
organizations undertake BC planning is to comply with regulations such as 
FINRA Rule 4370, which requires U.S. securities firms to create and maintain 
business continuity plans." To spearhead BC planning, many are engaging 

those individual business unit members who are most familiar with day-to-day 
operations. Kokol concludes, "One of the most critical elements in a BC 
planning program’s success is executive, Cqevel sponsorship. It is executives 
who must make the team aware of the importance of BC planning from a 
regulatory and/or governance perspective." 

SharerTTTl~ 

C-Suite 

Pepco Holdings CEO Joseph Rigby to Retire in 2016 

The Washington Post (Jan. 27, Overly) is reporting that Pepco Holdings 
Chairman and CEO Joseph M. Rigby has announced his plans to retire next 
year following a six-year tenure dominated by criticism of the utility provider’s 



preparedness for and response to power outages caused by severe weather. 
Pepco’s board el direc[ors says it plans to name Rigby’s successor by the 
end of this year’s third quarter when he will step dow~ ~s chief e~ecutive~ 
According to the Post, the 57wear-o~d "w~ll remain chairman of the board until 
Pepco’s snnua~ sha[eholde~s meeting in 20157 

Share~ 

Remy Cointreau Appoints Eric Val~at as CEO o~ Remy i~artin Brand 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 27, Landauro) is reporting that Remy Cointreau 

has named Eric Vallat, a former top executive at luxury conglomerate LVMH, 
as ~he new CEO el its Remy Martin cognac brand. Valla~ succeeds Pat[ick 
Piana, who resigned last week. His exit [ollowed that of Frederic Pflanz, the 
group’s chief executive, earlier in the month. According to the Journal, "the 
depa[tures come as the Pads-based company tries to s~em the impact tha~ 
China’s anti-corruption campaign has been havin9 on its sales." 
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Economic Outlook 

Business Economists #~ore Optimistic, See Little Healthcare Law Effect 

"Economists working for U.S. businesses are more optimistic about growth 
~his year and see li~le effec~ from the stair el healthcare reform o[ the 
t~duc~ion in a key Federal Reserve stimulus p[ogram," repo[ts the Los 
Angeles Times (Jan. 27, Puzzanghera), citing a January suP.~ey by the 
National Association for Business Economics. More than 40 percent of 
respondents said they expected ~heir firms to [aise prices in ~his year’s Iirst 
quarter, the biggest percentage since 2012. Despite the sunnier outlook, 
though, the pace of hiring is not expected to increase. The Times adds, 
"About 69 percent of respondents said they expected gro~,th this year ranging 
from 2.I percent lo 3 pe[cenL ~oughly lhe same as in the December su~vey." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Collections & Operational Risk Conference <conferences@sourcemediamaJ.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 7:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Rates increase after Friday. TCPA workshop + more inside. 

National Collections & Operational Risk Conf ....... March 24-26, 2014 in Miami 

$400 Early Bird Savings Ends Friday 
RI:GISTI:R ONLINe: NOW 

While you can still save, start making plans to join us in sunny Miami 

Beach, Flerida for our Natio~al Collections & Operational Risk 

Conference taking place March 24-26,2014. 

i.~.i Register by Friday 

Need a reason to register? Preview our information-rich agenda plus influential theught 

leaders covering key topics that are top-of-mind for creditor.~, debt recovery and compliance 

specialists. 

The TCPA Workshop -The Questions No One Has Answered and What you 

Need to Know About TCPA and Compliance 
David J. Kaminski, P~rtner, CARLSON & MESSER LLP 

Collaborative Resolution to Long Standing Colieetion Challenges--Now is the 

Time 

~v~ ;.:.%~1.:;:: Stephanie Eidelman, President & CEO, THE IA INSTITUTE 

~..~.:~elit~.~: Tim Bauer, Chief Executive Offlcec INTEGRITY SOLUTION SERVICES, INC. (ISSI) 

Will Lund, Superintendent. MAINE - BUREAU OF CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTION 

Craig Paterson, VP, BPO Management, GM FINANCIAL 

Paula-Rose Stark, Senior Princ!paL~ PROMONTORY 

Why the IBBB Matters When it Comes to Regulatory Concerns ~:.~: 

Robby Birnbaum, Attorne}; GREENSPOON MARDER, P.A. 

Christepher P. Moire, Esq. Attorney. GREENSPOON MARDER, P.A 

View additional sessions 

Stay one-step ahead of the competition 

R~GIST~R ONLI:NE NOW 
Or call (212) 803-8775 or (212) 803-8456 

Not able to make #? Get your colleagues to start the New Year rightl Share this email with a 

colleague. 

Media Professional Events 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 28, 2014 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Five law firms imTestigating VantageSouth-Yadkin deal 

If you are havin,g trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 2~, 20~4 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Here come the lawvers: Five firms investiRa~ 
Vanta.qeSouth-Yadkin deal 
At least five law firms are investigating the proposed merger of VantageSouth 

i[~ Bankshares Inc (NYSE: VSB) and Yadkin Financiai Corp. (NASDAQ: YDKN) 

Blue Cross wins billing dispute after doctors drop appeal 
Doctor groups dropped an appeal in a dispute over billing practices, ending an 

esoteric legal battle that stared in mid-2012. 

Discuss 

Orangetheory Fitness to open in Morrisviffe 
Morrisviiie is getting a new fitness center 

Discuss .................. 

VantageSouth-Yadkin CEOs: Size matters in our industry_ 

New poll shows incumbent Kay Ha.qan trailing Republican 
rivals 
Kay Hagan taok a i~it ~hi.,i rr.lan~i~ ~rom ~he leR on her re.-elecfion charlce.,i ne~t 

Now comes a swing from ~he righL 

Discuss 

Gluten-free Girl Scout cookie wil~ test-market in TrianqM 

Wolfpack ranked No. 5, Tar Heels No. 17 in preseason 
coffege baseball poll 

Why RMeigh’s Empire Eats restaurant group is sending its 
staff to Chica~o 

Wilmington ranks No. 2 amonq best small cities for film 
production 

Read Momin,~ Edition >> 

........ 

Jujube chef Charlie Deal to open new restaurant in Durham 



Camce~ Email Subscription 

"~o uasubsc:’ib® fi’om this em.aii - g~!!~;.l~.l/!s’~["~ 

bizjoslmsls c%b~?,er seP,,ice, bizjoslmsls 120 W ~,,~orehesd St, C%ilotte Noi-til ©arolina 28202 



Wu~i 30M i ~ ute W eb ~ 

Don’t miss ~i~ese FREE 30-Minute Webcas~s examining practices and pelicies to 

prevent p~a~ar~sm and b~prove s~uder~t success. 

~i Register 

¯ 

This impactful session will share strategies for engaging students in reading critically 

towards imprown9 their research skiiis and, uitimately; theh- abiiity to think and wdte 

criticaiiy. 

Register 

in this webcast we will review the findings from an instructor survey conducted and 

compiled by [urnitin. Key takeaways will include how instructors are addressing 

plagiarisrrl in their classes end what impeot academic ~ntegrity policies arid mull:ip~e 

Wednesday, Febr~aw 5 

~0 ~t~ ~{~’~{ ~ ~~ ~’~<w~ ~<~ ~.~~..~,.,~..~:,~.~,~v.’..~,.~..~,.,~.~ #~,.,,.,~,..~,.,~... 

Featuring Gera~d Ne~ms, Wright State Unwersity 

This webcast will explore e heuristk; ef five questiens fer analyzing eny case of student 

assumption ddving this heuristic is that the best response to any case of student 



Th~rsday, February 27 

Featudng Dave [omar, autho~ and forme~ ghostwriter 

This webcast will discuss strategies and appreach~!s R,’r identifying gho.~dwrifl:~!n work 

as well as insights into how instructors can turn students away from the use of 

custom essay writing services 

Feel:u!ing S[m’lm~! Dill:mer. instructor, Mercy High SchooJ 

in this session we will share strategies for working to enhance student understanding 

of proper citation and attribution when using media ~n presentations and projects 

Ni Register 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA CLE - Business Law Section <cle@americanbar.org~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 9:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

What Every Business La~er Needs to Know about the FCPA 

Trouble viewing? 

ii.~ Essentials bytheABAAcademy 

What ~!very B~siness Lawyer 
Needs to Know about the 
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 

This program’s expert panel will: 

Provide an overview of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 

(FCPA) and other anti-corruption laws 

Disease how to protect your corporate client through an 

effective compliance program and pre-transactional due 

diligence 

Too busy to attend? 
!~.~.¢:#.~.~..,:.~A# the recorded program now. 

i~ ~ud,oCO-.o~ Audio CD-~OM 
Ships 02/28/14 

Also from the ABA 

Audio CLE 

1.5 credit requested 

$175 General Public 

$145-125 ABA Members 

Robert W. Tarun 

$239.95 General Public 

$199.95 Section Members 

[.~. iI Register NOW                ] 

Febr~ry 7, 2014 

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM ET 

Webinar 

1.5 CLE credits requested 

CART Services Available 

$125 Section Members 

$150 ABA Members 

$195 General Public 

Sponsor 

Business Law Section 

Criminal Justice Section 

Section of International Law 

February6, 2014 

Choosing Between Judge, Jury 

and Arbitrator:What’sthe Real 

Difference? 

February6, 2014 

False Claims Act Fundamentals 

and Trends 

February 7, 2014 

What Every Business Lawyer 

Needs to Know about the Foreign 

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) 

February 11, 2014 

Breaking into the Sports Law 

Industry 

This rnessage was sent to ib[oeme@emaiLunc edu. Your e-mail address will only be used within Lhe ABA 

We do not sell or rent e-mail addresses 

Update your profile Manalqe your email preferences Unsubscribe Privacy Policy Contact Us 

American Bar Association I 321 N Clark, Chicago, H. 60654-?598 i 800-285-2221 1312-988-5522 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cody@supremetexts,com 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 9:44 AM 

Will you be available fl~is week’? 

Greetings! 

I will be back on campus ALL THIS WEEK, Tuesday THROUGH Friday, 

Jan. 28th-31st, BUYING BOOKS. 

Please let me know if you would like me to stop by your office. 

Many times I can find books of value that can be 
recirculated to other students who would be glad 
to have them. 

All book are recirculated to students at a fraction of the cost of 
retail. Instructor Editions welcome, as those can be recirculated back 
to the wholesalers. 

Thanks for your time, and all the best, 

Cody 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 11:15 AM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <titan te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[t?mn tennis] Farm Tennis Janua~ 28th 

All lessons and clinics am cancelled for the rem~nder of the day. If the forecast holds, tomorrow doesn’t look any better. Stay wam~!! 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

fmrn tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To tmsubscribe send a blm~k email to leave- 34169742-2921055. le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d164a~listserv.unc.edn 

For more information, see our website: ht~p:i/www.uncthrm.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edtp 

Tuesday, Januao, 28, 2014 11:52 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Building on 150 Years: The Future of National Bm~ing 

The Boston University Center for Finance, Law" and Policy and the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency are pleased to announce a Symposium Commemorating 150 Years of National Banking. The 

Symposium, to be held in Boston on March 3L 20~t4, will bring together industry leaders shaping the 

course of the financial services industry. 

Please see the OCC press release here and visit the Center’s website for registration information here. 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

This ernail was ~nt to Ibi~orrle@email.unc.edu by bucflp@bu.edu 

._U_l?_d___a_t__e___r_)_Lo_fj!_e_LE_m_a_jLA_d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_ELb_~’’’ kLr_i_v__a__c_~__E_o_tLcx~ 

Boston University Center for Finance, Law & Policy :: 53 Bay State Road Boston :: NA :: 02215 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu~ 

Tuesday, Januao, 28, 2014 11:52 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Building on 150 Years: The Future of National Banking 

The Boston University Center for Finance, Law" and Policy and the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency are pleased to announce a Symposium Commemorating 150 Years of National Banking. The 

Symposium, to be held in Boston on March 3L 20~t4, will bring together industry leaders shaping the 

course of the financial services industry. 

Please see the OCC press release here and visit the Center’s website for registration information here. 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

] 

This email was sen{ to [issa..broome~!unc,edu by bucf:lp~lbu.edu 
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Bankin8 201 

American Savings Bank, F.S.B. 



Overview 

The Industry 

- Structure 

- Financial Information 

Regulatory Structure 

- Dual Banking System 

Significant Banking Laws 



The 

Structure 

Industry 



Number of Banks and Bankin8: Offices 
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Total Assets 
FDIC- Insured Commercial Banks 
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Number of Savint~s Institutions 
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FDIC 
Total Assets 

Insured Savins:s Institutions 
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The Industry 

Financial Information 



,eturn on assets 
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10 

Return on equity 

-2 

:eturn on equity {%) 
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Number of bank failures peaked in 2010 

- 2006-0 

- 2007-3 

- 2008- 25 

- 2009- 140 

- 2010- 157 

- 2011- 92 

- 2012-43 

- 9/30/2013-22 

FDIC reserves/insured deposits was -0.39% on 12/31/09, the 
lowest on record, but became positive in summer 2011 and 
is now 0.68 



,egulatory Structure 



FDICdnsured Savings I~stib_4ions. ...................................................... 

OCCoSupervised S~vings I~s~il:utiions ............................................... 

FDIO~S:upervised Savings Institutions ......................................... 

Other FDtC-~#sure~ ;~#s~it~dons 

U.S. Branches o1~ FOreigr~ Banks ........................................................ 

* Excludes $1.4 trillion ir~ foreign office depoeiits,., which are uninsu;ed. 

5,937 

3,907 

1 =184 

848 

954 

515 

43:9 

6,891 

6,9,90 

$1:3,537,669 

2,I43,271 

t ,997,452 

10058,5G6 

712,555 

346,0I 1 

14,596,2:35 



Dual Banking: System 

FDIC- Insured 

National {OCC) 

State {FDIC plus Federal Reserve) 

Commercial Banks 

Number 

1,184 

4,753 

Total Assets (in millions) 

9,396,946 

4,140,723 

FDIC -Insured Savings Institutions 

Federal (OCC) 515 

State {FDIC) 439 

712,555 

346,011 



Significant Banking Laws 



Timeline of Significant Federal 
Legislation 

Banking 

"a page of history is worth a volume of 
logic" 
-- Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 
New York Trust Co. v. Eisner, 256 U.S. 345, 349 (1921). 



~863 

National Bank Act 
Created the national bank charter 

Created uniform national currency issued by 

national banks 

Created the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency {OCC) 



[] 

[] 

[] 

1913 

Federal Reserve Act 
Established Federal Reserve System and 
regional federal reserve banks 

Lender of last resort 

Implement monetary policy 
Reserve requirements 

Discount rate (and targeted federal funds rate) 

Open market operations 



1933 Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation Act 

Created the 

insurance 

FDIC and federal deposit 

Separated commercial banking and 
investment banking through its Glass- 
Steagall provisions 



Federal S & L Federal Savint~s Bank 



Bank Holding Company (BHC) 

¯ A company 

o That controls 

o A bank 

Apply to Federal Reserve 

Activities must be "closely related" to banking 



Bank 
~956 

Holding Company Act 

Limited the activities of a bank holdinl~ 
company to those "closely related to bankint~" 

Only permitted the acquisition of a bank in 
another state if specifically permitted by state 

law (the Doul~las Amendment) 



1980 

1982 

Monetary Control Act 

Garn - St Germain Act 

- Permitted savings 
demand deposits 

institutions to offer 

-Expanded the ability of savings 

institutions to make commercial loans 



1989 
1991 

FIRREA 
FDICIA 

Toughened supervision and enforcement in the 
wake of the savings and loan scandal for savings 
associations and for banks 
Activities of state chartered banks and savings 
associations limited to the activities authorized 
for their national counterparts 

OTS assumed duties of FHLBB 



1994 
Riegle-Neal Act 

Repealed the Douglas Amendment 

Permitted interstate branching as of June 30, 

1997 



~999 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (G LBA) 

Permits a bank 
become certified 
company if it is 

holding company to 

as a financial holding 

- well-managed 

- well-capitalized and 

- Its depository institutions have CRA ratings of 
satisfactory or above 



GLBA 

FHC may engage in activities that are 

- Financial in nature, incidental to such financial 
activity, or complementary to such financial 

activity 

- Specifically included are 
¯ Insurance (agency, underwriting, annuity issuance) 

¯ Securities (brokerage, underwriting, merchant banking 

investments) 



¯ Home Owners’ Loan Act of 1933 
° Federally chartered savings and loans 

¯ Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) 
° Financial Institutions Reform Recovery and 

Enforcement Act (FIRREA) of 1989 
° OTS replaces FHLBB 

¯ FDIC replaces FSLIC 

° 1978 federal charter available for savings 

banks 



GLBA 

Savings and Loan Holding Company Act of 

1967 

Activity limits for holding companies owning 

more than one S&,L 

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 

Closed unitary thrift loophole 

Existing unitaries grandfathered, but 
grandfather terminates on a change of control 



Deposit Insurance temporarily increased to 
$250,000 (made permanent in Dodd-Frank) 

Purchase of preferred non-voting stock in banks 
and bank holding companies (Trouble Asset Relief 
Program - TARP) 

Executive compensation limits for top five execs 
at institutions with government investments 



Signed by president Obama on July 21, 2010 

Various effective dates and transfer dates 

Much of specific implementation left to 
regulatory process 

848 pages 



Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) 

Orderly Liquidation Authority (OLA) 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) 
o Assets < $10 billion, subject to CFPB rules 

but supervision by primary federal 
regulator 



Demise of the OT~ 

- OCC gets supervisory and regulatory for federal 
thrifts and regulatory authority for state thrifts 

- FDIC gets supervisory for state thrifts 

- Fed to regulate SLHCs 
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Contract Law and Contiact Practice: Biidging the Gap Between 
LegaJ Reasoning and CommerciaJ Expectation 
By C~therine Mitchell 

Contract Law and Contract Practice examines the idea of commercial expectation. 
It considers whether supporting commercial expectations is a justifiable aim of the 

law according to three well-established theoretical approaches to contractual 

obligations: rights-based explanations, efficiency-based (or economic) 

explanations, and the relational contract critique of the classical law. Ultimately, the 
book moves contract law beyond a simple dichotomy between contextualist and 

formalist legal reasoning to a more nuanced and responsive legal approach to the 

regulation of commercial agreements.._R___e__a__d___~__o__r__e_ 

[~.~.[~..~#.~21!~h!.Bg,..@.g:[~t[~. I h/b 19781849461214 1 $100.00 

Edited by Cados Esplugues Mota and Silvia Barona Vilar 

GtobatPerspectives on ADR focuses on a set of countries which accounts for 

more than half of international world trade. It examines the various Alternative 

Dispute Resolution devices present in relevant countries, including the US, 
Australia, China, England, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Japan, the 

Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, and Thailand. The book provides an in-depth 

analysis of the regulation of ADR in all these countries. Every chapter on national 

law analyzes subjects covered by ADR devices, the existing legal regime, and its 

solutions and problems. Read ~ore... 

~ntersenUa PuNishin,~ I p/b 1978178068139915168.00 

The Riqhts of National Minorities in international Law 
Edited by Zofia Stachowska 

The book contains the documents (or parts of documents) concerning national 

minorities, mostly from the United Nations’ system and European regional systems 
(the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, the Council of Europe, 

and the European Union), as these are the systems with the most advanced 

legislation on the subject of minority rights protection. Additionally, the regional 

systems from Africa, the Americas, and Asia are represented by their legislation 
regarding general human rights, while these regions have not yet developed 
systems that explicitly protect minorities.._R__e___a__d___~9__r_e_~_= 
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Published by Intersentia Publishing 
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Crucial Rights and The# Theory and Pt~ctice 
By Cecilia Medina 

Published by Intersentia Publishing 
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Edited by Marco Odello and Francesco Seatzu 
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Paper I 9789400001831 1591.00 
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By Geoffrey Lewis 
Published by Haft Publishing, Oxford 
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Edited by David Feldman 
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Paper I 9781780681634 I $91.00 
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By Sascha Hardt 

Published by Intersentia Publishing 
PaperI 9781780681917 I $91.00 
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By Katharina Boele-Woelki, Fr~d6dque Ferrand, Cristina Gonz~lez-Beilfuss, et aL 

Published by Intersentia Publishing 
PaperI 9781780681528 I $112.00 

The Privilege Against Se#-Incrimi~atio~ and Criminal Justice 



By Andrew L-T Choo 
Published by ._H___a_L_t_____P__u__~_/_Ls_!_~t_!.g,____O_~’_o__t_’__d_ 

Cloth 19781841133171 I $90.00 

Property Law Perspectives 1~ 
Edited by Bram Akkermans, Ernst Marais and Eveline Ramaeker~ 
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PaperI 9781780682020 I $105.00 
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The 

Structure 

Industry 



Number of Banks and Bankin8: Offices 

80,000 

70,000 

60,000 

50,000 .................................................................................................................................................................................................. --I nstitutions 

40,000 ................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,~oOffices 

30,000 -~ 

20,000 ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

i0,000 

O0 O0 O0 O0 O~ O~ O~ O~ O~ 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
0"~ O~ O~ O~ O~ O~ O~ 0"~ O~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 



Total Assets 
FDIC- Insured Commercial Banks 

16,000,000,000 

14,000,000,000 

10,000,000,000 

8,000,000,000 

6,000,000,000 

4,000,000,000 

2,000,000,000 

O0 O0 O0 O0 ~ O~ O~      O~      O~      C:) C:)      C:) C)      C)      ~-I 
O~ O~ ~ ~ ~ O~ O~ O~ O~ C:) C:) C:) C) C) <D 

~Total Assets *,~ amount in thousands 



Number of Savint~s Institutions 

4000 

3500 

3000 

2500 

2000 

1500 

i000 

5OO 

0 

Total Saving Institutions 

1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 

-.Total Saving Institutions 



FDIC 
Total Assets 

Insured Savins:s Institutions 

2,000,000,000 

1,800,000,000 

1,600,000,000 

1,400,000,000 

1,200,000,000 
1,000,000,000 

800,000,000 

600,000,000 

400,000,000 

200,000,000 

0 

--Total Assets ~ amount in thousands 



The Industry 

Financial Information 



,eturn on assets 

1.2 

1 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 

-0.2 

~.-"-~ 2008    m 2009    i~i~i~i~i 2010    . 2011    ~ 2012    i~i~i~i~i 2013 
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Return on equity 

-2 

:eturn on equity {%) 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

*2012*through Sept.30 

i~i~i~i~i2013 



Number of bank failures peaked in 2010 

- 2006-0 

- 2007-3 

- 2008- 25 

- 2009- 140 

- 2010- 157 

- 2011- 92 

- 2012-43 

- 9/30/2013-22 

FDIC reserves/insured deposits was -0.39% on 12/31/09, the 
lowest on record, but became positive in summer 2011 and 
is now 0.68 



,egulatory Structure 



FDICdnsured Savings I~stib_4ions. ...................................................... 

OCCoSupervised S~vings I~s~il:utiions ............................................... 

FDIO~S:upervised Savings Institutions ......................................... 

Other FDtC-~#sure~ ;~#s~it~dons 

U.S. Branches o1~ FOreigr~ Banks ........................................................ 

* Excludes $1.4 trillion ir~ foreign office depoeiits,., which are uninsu;ed. 

5,937 

3,907 

1 =184 

848 

954 

515 

43:9 

6,891 

6,9,90 

$1:3,537,669 

2,I43,271 

t ,997,452 

10058,5G6 

712,555 

346,0I 1 

14,596,2:35 



Dual Banking: System 

FDIC- Insured 

National {OCC) 

State {FDIC plus Federal Reserve) 

Commercial Banks 

Number 

1,184 

4,753 

Total Assets (in millions) 

9,396,946 

4,140,723 

FDIC -Insured Savings Institutions 

Federal (OCC) 515 

State {FDIC) 439 

712,555 

346,011 



Significant Banking Laws 



Timeline of Significant Federal 
Legislation 

Banking 

"a page of history is worth a volume of 
logic" 
-- Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 
New York Trust Co. v. Eisner, 256 U.S. 345, 349 (1921). 



~863 

National Bank Act 
Created the national bank charter 

Created uniform national currency issued by 

national banks 

Created the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency {OCC) 



[] 

[] 

[] 

1913 

Federal Reserve Act 
Established Federal Reserve System and 
regional federal reserve banks 

Lender of last resort 

Implement monetary policy 
Reserve requirements 

Discount rate (and targeted federal funds rate) 

Open market operations 



1933 Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation Act 

Created the 

insurance 

FDIC and federal deposit 

Separated commercial banking and 
investment banking through its Glass- 
Steagall provisions 



Home Owners’ Loan Act of 1933 

o Federally chartered savings and loans 

Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) 

Financial Institutions Reform Recovery and 

Enforcement Act (FIRREA) of 1989 

o OTS replaces FHLBB 

¯ FDIC replaces FSLIC 

1978 federal charter available for savings banks 



Bank Holding Company (BHC) 

¯ A company 

o That controls 

o A bank 

Apply to Federal Reserve 

Activities must be "closely related" to banking 



Bank 
~956 

Holding Company Act 

Limited the activities of a bank holdinl~ 
company to those "closely related to bankint~" 

Only permitted the acquisition of a bank in 
another state if specifically permitted by state 

law (the Doul~las Amendment) 



1980 

1982 

Monetary Control Act 

Garn - St Germain Act 

- Permitted savings 
demand deposits 

institutions to offer 

-Expanded the ability of savings 

institutions to make commercial loans 



1989 
1991 

FIRREA 
FDICIA 

Toughened supervision and enforcement in the 
wake of the savings and loan scandal for savings 
associations and for banks 
Activities of state chartered banks and savings 
associations limited to the activities authorized 
for their national counterparts 

OTS assumed duties of FHLBB 



1994 
Riegle-Neal Act 

Repealed the Douglas Amendment 

Permitted interstate branching as of June 30, 

1997 



~999 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (G LBA) 

Permits a bank 
become certified 
company if it is 

holding company to 

as a financial holding 

- well-managed 

- well-capitalized and 

- Its depository institutions have CRA ratings of 
satisfactory or above 



GLBA 

FHC may engage in activities that are 

- Financial in nature, incidental to such financial 
activity, or complementary to such financial 

activity 

- Specifically included are 
¯ Insurance (agency, underwriting, annuity issuance) 

¯ Securities (brokerage, underwriting, merchant banking 

investments) 



GLBA 

Savings and Loan Holding Company Act of 1967 

o Activity limits for holding companies owning 

more than one S&L 

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 

¯ Closed unitary thrift loophole 

° Existing unitaries grandfathered, but 
grandfather terminates on a change of control 



Eme~5.~ency Economic S~abiliza~:ion Ac~ of 

Deposit Insurance temporarily increased to 
$250,000 (made permanent in Dodd-Frank) 

Purchase of preferred non-voting stock in banks 
and bank holding companies (Trouble Asset Relief 
Program - TARP) 

Executive compensation limits for top five execs 
at institutions with government investments 



Signed by president Obama on July 21, 2010 

Various effective dates and transfer dates 

Much of specific implementation left to 
regulatory process 

848 pages 



Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) 

Orderly Liquidation Authority (OLA) 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) 
o Assets < $10 billion, subject to CFPB rules 

but supervision by primary federal 
regulator 



Demise of the OTS 

OCC gets supervisory and regulatory for federal 
thrifts and regulatory authority for state thrifts 

FDIC gets supervisory for state thrifts 

Fed to regulate SLHCs 
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compelling. Together with leveraged loans, US CLOs, both broadly 
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Regulatory Update 
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Number of bank failures peaked in 2010 

- 2006-0 

- 2007-3 

- 2008- 25 

- 2009- 140 

- 2010- 157 

- 2011- 92 

- 2012-43 

- 9/30/2013-22 

FDIC reserves/insured deposits was -0.39% on 12/31/09, the 
lowest on record, but became positive in summer 2011 and 
is now 0.68 
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Dual Bankint~ System 

Number 

FDIC- Insured Commercial Banks 
National (OCC) 1,184 

State {FDIC plus Federal Reserve) 4,753 

Total Assets 

(in millions) 

9,396,946 

4,140,723 

FDIC- Insured 
Federal {OCC) 

State {FDIC) 

Savings Institutions 
515 

439 

712,555 

346,011 



Significant Banking Laws 



Timeline of Significant Federal 
Legislation 

Banking 

"a page of history is worth a volume of 
logic" 
-- Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 
New York Trust Co. v. Eisner, 256 U.S. 345, 349 (1921). 



~863 

National Bank Act 
Created the national bank charter 

Created uniform national currency issued by 

national banks 

Created the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency {OCC) 



[] 

[] 

[] 

1913 

Federal Reserve Act 
Established Federal Reserve System and 
regional federal reserve banks 

Lender of last resort 

Implement monetary policy 
Reserve requirements 

Discount rate (and targeted federal funds rate) 

Open market operations 



1933 Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation Act 

Created the 

insurance 

FDIC and federal deposit 

Separated commercial banking and 
investment banking through its Glass- 
Steagall provisions 



Home Owners’ Loan Act of ~933 

Financial Institutions Reform 
Enforcement Act (FIRREA) of 

¯ OTS replaces FHLBB 

° FDIC replaces FSLIC 

1978 federal charter available 

Federally chartered savinl~s and loans 

Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) 

Recovery and 

1989 

for savinl~s banks 



Bank Holding Company (BHC) 

¯ A company 

o That controls 

o A bank 

Apply to Federal Reserve 

Activities must be "closely related" to banking 



~956 
Bank Holding Company Act 

Limited the activities of a bank holding 
company to those "closely related to banking" 

Only permitted the acquisition of a bank in 
another state if specifically permitted by state 
law (the Douglas Amendment) 



Savings and Loan Holdins; 
Act of 1967 

Company 

Activity limits for holding companies owning 

more than one S&L 



1980 
1982 

Monetary Control Act 

Garn- St Germain Act 

- Permitted savinl~s 
demand deposits 

institutions to offer 

-Expanded the ability of savint~s 

institutions to make commercial loans 



1989 FIRREA 

1991 FDICIA 

Toughened supervision and enforcement in the 
wake of the savings and loan scandal for savings 
associations and for banks 
Activities of state chartered banks and savings 
associations limited to the activities authorized 
for their national counterparts 

OTS assumed duties of FHLBB 















































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 3:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Raleigh’s Martin Marietta becomes industry leader with $2.7B buy of Texas Industries 

states, Wou(d ~pport a simiiar measure ip. ~’,~orttl Caroliqa;~ 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

_ 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide, 

;K8$6~;?]~~; .................................................................................................................. 

q~-,o~~, fb~e,’aq: 3~~-~m ~-a HcQo~v ~-o de,’lwe st;~te,v@e state f;ii~ 6,;ii~;i:i~ii~i i);ii; ........................... 



Obama fires first shot ~r~ m~s~mum--waae deba~e 

~ A lockindicates content available ~) paid subscfi~rs. 

Supper ~owl o~vd~d elu’:.<iv~ for one-.off iandiords 

Am<~dcan Ahi~n<~s posts S2 b~o~~ loss on 

People ~ Commerdal Real ~ " 

........................................................................... 

.................................. 
Use T~p~: Lease 

Date~ 2014-01-30 





HELP[ 
14~hat is my North Carolina CLE Requirement? 

Dear Friends: 

If you are like me, your Nor~ Carolina CLE deadline is t~st approaching! ~d you have no 

idea what your actual CLE requirements are? Do not wor~ your pal Dani is here to help. 

North Carolina CLE Requirement 

Total CLE Requirements: 12 credit hours per year 

General - lo hours 
Speeialb, Requirements: Legal Ethics- 2 hours 

Substance Abuse - 1 hour every 3 years. 

CLE Deacfline: 31-Dec-13 

Reporting Date: 28- Feb-14 

.......... A~orneys can ear~ all 12 hOUl’S on Bridge the Gap Institute, through our Live Telephone 
t remts ~rom brmge the oap 
.’ .... and on- demand courses. At least 8 credits must be taken through the live telephone 
~nsmu~e 

tbrmat. 

I hope my chart was helpful in figuNng out what you have to do to complete your Norfl~ 

Carolina CLE Requirements. Feel free to reply to this email if you have any state specific 

Dani, from B~dge ~e Gap Institute 

Sponsor N.mber: ~146 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 4:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Charlotte home prices rise 8.7% in November 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Charlotte home prices rise 

8.7% over last year 

Charlotte-area home prices rose 

8.7 percent in November from a 

year ago, as the region continued 

its trend of strong annual 

appreciation, according... 

re.qion 

Fort Mill, S.C.-based Red Ventures said Tuesday that 

it plans to hire 200 people to work in its Charlotte- 

area call centers as the company prepares for 

additional business this year 

integratio~ begins 

American Airlines said Tuesday that its profits and 

sales were up sharply for its fourth quarter 2013 - not 

counting $2.4 billion worth of special charges related 

to its merger with US Airways. 

At 30, Apple’s ~ac still 

Once the Mac came out 30 years 

ago Friday, people could navigate 

a computer with a graphical user 

interface. 

Nu¢or profit forecast misses eslimates as stee~ 

prices decline 

Nucor, the largest U.S. steel producer by market 

value, forecast first-quarter profit that missed 

analysts’ estimates as steel prices were expected to 

decline. 

Stocks rise on Wa{I Street 

after ,I- days of losses 

U.S. stocks rose for the first time 

in four days Tuesday following a 

slump caused by worries about 

global growth. 

Report: NO jobless rate fa~}s to ~;.9 ~)ercent 

North Carolina’s unemployment rate dropped to 6.9 

percent in December, its lowest level in more than 

five years, but Tuesday’s news came with signals 

that the rapid fall was related to thousands of 

discouraged people giving up on finding work. 

Apple shares tumble after {ackI~ster earnings 

Apple’s stock dropped Tuesdat, hurt by a lackluster 

first-quarter performance and a cautious second- 

quarter revenue outlook. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this ne*vs]etter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ucclaw-l-bounces@lists.w&shlaw.edu on behalf of 

Shur, Paul <pshur@windelsmarx.com> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:19 PM 

ucclaw- l@lists.washlaw.edu 

[Ucclaw-1] FW: Help 

ATT00001 .c 

New Jersey and several other states have enacted statutes to encourage the use of renewable energy, particularly solar. These statutory schemes award valuable certificates 
known as "Solar Renewable Energy Certificates" or "SRECs" representing environmental benefits or attributes to entities that generate renewable enetgy. Regulations issued 
pursuant to these statutes establish an account to register and monitor transactions where these "certificates" are traded for value. It is not clear, in practice, whether these 
"certificates" are issued in tangible or intangible form (pending further due diligence). 
Financia~ institution seeks to provide working capital to a solar energy provider to be secured by its SRECs and other property. Does anyone have any experience with this 
and/or the issue of whether this property interest is governed by Article 9 as either a 9-102(a)(42) "general intangible", or otherwise? Aside from the advisability of a 
prophylactic common law assignment (in case not governed by UCC), I would appreciate any other observations or experience. 
Thank you. 

Palfl H. Shur 

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP 

156 West 56th Street, New York, New York 10019 

Direct Dial: 212.237.1217 [ General Fax: 212.2621215 

120 Albany Streel Plaza, New Brunswick, NJ 07940 

Direct Dial: 732448.2591 [General Fax: 732.8468877 

pshur@windelsma~:.com [ w~wv.windelsmarx.com 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: As required by Federal Regulations, we infom~ you that any tax ad’dce contained herein ~ as not written or intended to be 
used (and cannot be used) for the puil~ose of avoiding federal tax penalties, or for the purpose of promoting, marketing, or recommending a~y transaction or 
mallo- to anolher pmly. 

This message is sent by a la~v fim~ and may contain information that is privileged or confidential If yon received this transmission in error, regardless of 

whether you are a named recipient, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any air achments. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Internalional Women’s Forum <iwfregistralion@voilameelings.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 4:43 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Register Now for I~F Cornerstone Conference ~1 Berlin [1 Innovafionskrafl! 

Dear Lissa, 

The International Women []s Forum is pleased to announce the opening of registration for IWF[]s 2014 
World Cornerstone Confet~nce in Germany [] Innovationskraft: Power, Passion and Promise [] that will 
take place in Berlin on May 21-23. In this first IWF World Cornerstone ever to be hosted by IWF Germany, 
women leaders from an expected 30 nations will gather in Berlin to explore how innovation, culture, 
education and strong social structures have convetged to build a modern Germany that is one of the most 
successful economies in the world today. 

Come to Berlin to consider the public policies, personal choices, industrial strategies and trends that are 
remaking and inspiring this modern society. Join women world leaders to explore how a storied education 
system, a generally content workforce, well-capitalized companies, low levels of private debt, a resistance 
to borrowing, a public8s value for frugality, and lifestyle choices that embrace sustainability are producing 
a quality of life that is unmatched in most any other country in the world today. Take away lessons that 
can be exported for application to other regions, organizations and enterprises. 

IWF anticipates another sold-out program and encourages you to register soon via the online portal and to 
book your hotel room at the InterContinental Hotel Berlin. 

Please join IWF in Berlin, Germany May 21-23, 2014 and click on the following links for information about 
this singular opportunity: 

View Event Summary 

Program Agenda 

Speaker Highlights 

Hotel Resewations 

Register 

Pt~ and Post Tours 

I look fon,vard to joining you, along with our hosts, IWF Germany, for one of the most anticipated IWF 
conferences. 

Best Regards, 

Ludmila Shvetsova 
IWF President 

Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and paste the entire address listed below into your web browser: 

http:ffwww.cvent.com/d/XkOedxJEEECOmoltMpgs5g/sjbc/P1/1Q? 

If you no longer want to receive emails from Voila Meeting & Event Management please click the link below. 

O t-~t-OutOut 

Cvent- Web-based Software Solutions ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shearman & Sterling LLP <pnblicafions@shearman.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 5:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Financial Regulato~ Developments Focus 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ~ ~es~, i~ ~s a web pai~e 

S H E A.RMA N ~. ST [! RLI N G ~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ADVISORY & FINANCIAL REGULATORY 

Financial Regulatory Developments Focus 

B~’m~[ms W.B~ R~,yrtelds~ Thomas Dortegam Bi[[ Murdie, Az~d Ali, Jo]m Adams, Kelja Steh[, Artrta 

Dey]e, Mak Judge, E[k’rim~ Tee, aames Camph~’]L N~t;die CaldweH, Cdiver ]Aneh~ Domdd N. Lain’sere 

Russell D, Sacks, Br~dley K, S~bel, JemUfev D, Morto~L Sy[vi~ Fa~ vetto, C]lt’~stit~a Broth 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Magazine <~info witnesslive.in@mail166.at181 .rsgsv.net> 

~Vednesday, January 29, 2014 1:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Have you filed in your Nominafion tbr The 7th Annual Legal Counsel Congress and Awards - Nominafions close 31st Jm~ 2014 ? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 3:22 AM 

Broome, l,i s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate l,aw: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 6 No. 10, 01/29/2014 

Table of Contents 

A New Crime for Corporate Misconduct? 

Peter J, Henning, Wayne State University Law School 

Reanalyzing Cost-Benefit Analysis: Toward a Framework of Function(s) and Form(s) 

Robert B, Ahdieh, Fmory University School of Law 

Regulation and Self-Regulation of Related Party Transactions in Italy. An Empirical Analysis 

IVlarcello gianchi, CONSOB (Commissione Nazionale per le Societa e la Borsa) 

Angela Ciavarella, CONSOB 

Luca Enriques, LUISS Guido Carli University Department of Law, Furopean Corporate Governance ~nstitute (ECG~) 

Valerio llovembre, CONSOB 
Rossella Signoretti, CONSOB 

Transitive Counterparty Risk and Financial Contracts 

Manuel A. Utset, Florida State University College of Law 

A Long-Term Vision for UK Firms? Revisiting Target Directors" Advisory Role Post the Takeover of Cadbury’s PIc. 

Georgina ]sagas, University College London, Faculty of: Laws 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE eJOURNAL 

i Free Download 
for Corporate Misconduct?" / iiiiiii"A ~ew Crime 

Wayae State Un~verMty Law ,~choof Research Paper No. 20~4-2 

PETER J. ~ENNXNG~, Wayne State University Law School 

Email: peter,henning@wayne,edu 

Federal prosecutors have explained the absence of any signature prosecutions of financial executives in the wake of the financial crisis to the high 
level of intent required by criminal laws typically used to prosecute economic crimes. If the barrier to holding individual executives is the lack of 
evidence of specific intent, the one possibility is to adopt a new crime based on recklessness for executive decisions that result in significant harm. 
In this essay, I look at how statutes in Germany and the United Kingdom shed light on how a provision can be crafted to hold senior managers 
responsible for reckless corporate decisions. But the question remains whether such a new law is needed in the wake of the financial crisis, and 
whether it would deter the type of risk taking expected in a business enterprise seeking a high return on capital. 

Free Download 
:ii:ii:ii:i"l~eanaly’zing Cost-Benefit Analysis: Toward a Framework of Function(s) and Form(s}" 

York University Law Rewe~% VoL 88, 201.2 

RO~ERT ~o AND~’EH, Emory University School of Law 

Email: rahdieh @law,emory,edu 

The analysis herein arises from the collision course between the sweeping reforms mandated by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act of 2010 and a single sentence of the U.S. Code, adopted nearly fifteen years earlier and largely forgotten ever since. Few were likely 
thinking of Section 106 of the National Securities Market Improvement Act when the Dodd-Frank Act was enacted on July 21, 2010. As applied by 
the D.C. Circuit less than a year later in Business Roundtable v. SEC, however, that provision’s peculiar requirement of cost-benefit analysis could 
prove the new legislation’s undoing. 

To help navigate this potential impasse, the Article that follows suggests the need to more carefully analyze the function and form of the cost- 

benefit analysis mandate in Section 106 and develops a generally apNicable framework for doing so. Discussions of cost-benefit analysis have 

traditionally approached it as a fairly singular phenomenon -- with broad aspirations of "efficiency" as its purpose and with its application in 

environmental and risk regulation understood to capture its form. In reality, cost-benefit analysis is both more ad hoc -- and more systematically 
varied -- than this account suggests. 



The framework proposed herein thus makes an important contribution to our understanding of the complexities and varieties of cost-benefit 
analysis generally, in the particular case of Section 106, meanwhile, it counsels a distinct function and particular characteristics of form that will 
better direct its application -- both to the myriad regulations mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act and beyond. Properly understood, Section 106 is 
designed to encourage SEC attention to substantive considerations that might otherwise be neglected, given the Commission’s traditional focus on 
investor protection. As to form, Section 106 constitutes a true mandate and one properly subject to judicial review. Contrary to the analysis in 
Business Roundtable, however, that mandate is procedural rather than substantive in nature. By comparison with formal cost-benefit analysis, it is 
less rigidly quantitative, it does, however, demand careful attention to the distributional impacts of relevant rulemaking. To such particularized 
ends and in such tailored form, ultimately, cost-benefit analysis has the potential to generate significant insight -- both under Section 106 and for 
financial regulation as a whole. 

[ ~ Free Download I 

COt#SOB Working Pape;:~ No, 7.~ 

MARC~LLO B~.~NCH~’, CONSOB (Commissione Nazionale per le Societa e la Borsa) 

Emaih m,bianchi@consob,it 

AING~LA C](AVARELLA, CONSOB 

Emaih a.c~avare~la@consob J[ 

£UCA ENR~UE~, LU[SS Guido Carli University Department of Law, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECG[) 

Emaih luc~@enr~ques,eu 

VALER~O ~OV~RE, CONSOB 

Emaih vmovernbre@consobJt 
ROSS~LLA $~G~ORETT~, CONSOB 

Emaih r.signorett~@consob,~t 

This paper assesses how Italian companies have implemented the regulation on related party transactions enacted by Consob in 2010. Companies 
have been given some degree of freedom in devising their internal codes: they may "opt-up" or "opt-down" from some of the default provisions set 
forth in the regulation, thus tailoring internal codes to their own individual needs. We investigate how firms have made use of these options, 
building an ad hoc firm-specific indicator which focuses on five key provisions. We find that the options we focus on have been taken advantage of 
in a variety of ways. We also verify the hypothesis that firms adopt stricter/looser procedures depending on corporate governance characteristics. 
While non-controlled firms seem to have set up stricter procedures, among controlled-companies those where a single shareholder or a coalition 
holds a stake lower than 50% of voting and cash flow rights have weaker procedures. Finally, while a higher presence of independent directors 
does not seem to play a role, the presence of a director nominated by institutional investors is positively correlated with stricter procedures. 

iiiiiii"Transitive Counterparr~y Risk and Financia~ Contracts" ~ Free Download 

8rookiyn Law Review, VoL 78, No, 4, p. ~44~, 20]3 

FSU Co/iege of Law, Law, Business & ~conom}cs P~per 

~Af~JEL A, ~JT~IET, Florida State University College of Law 

This article develops a new theory of interconnected financial contracts. It focuses on a common type of interconnected contracting scenario, in 
which party A enters into a contract with B, and B enters into a separate contract with C. While A and C are not in privity of contract, their common 
relationship with B exposes them to "transitive counterparty risk." Party B, in short, is a conduit which transmits risk. If C enters into a contract with 
D, both A and B are exposed to potential transitive risk, and so on. There are at least four reasons why it is important to develop a better 
understanding of transitive risk contract relationships. Fh’st, the most basic type of transaction involving financial institutions - in which the 
institution acts as a financial intermediary - creates a transitive risk relationship. For example, the relationships among bank depositors, between 
depositors and bank borrowers, and between depositors, borrowers, and the FD[C all involve transitive risk contracts, in which the bank acts as a 
conduit. Second, transactions in financial markets often involve transitive risk contracts: derivative transactions, repos, and the securitization 
process all involve transitive risk relationships. Third, even a relatively simple financial contract can nonetheless have a high degree of complexity, if 
it is part of a larger chain of transitive risk contracts. Fourth, parties must account for transitive counterparty risk in order to price financial 
contracts, and regulators charged with implementing the Dodd-Frank Act must account for counterparty risk in order to determine whether or not 
financial institutions are too interconnected or the proliferation of a particular type of contract threatens the financial stability of the United States. 

Journa! of Corporate Law Studies, Forthcoming 

(~O~,G~A T~AGAS, University College London, Faculty of Laws 

Email:                    @yg=lhoo,co,u k 

The takeover of Cadbury’s by Kraft in 2010 led to the questioning of the UK’s open market for corporate control and initiated a political enquiry into 

the framework regulating takeover bids. One of the concerns brought forward is that contrary to their role, target directors act more like 

"auctioneers" selling to the highest bidder rather than "stewards" looking after the company’s long-term interests. The target board’s role as an 
advisor will be analysed with reference to the Code, common law, the Companies Act 2006 and the EU Takeover Directive. it will be argued that 

the grey areas of law reported on are the result of the conflicting aims to facilitate an open market for corporate control, whilst sustaining 

companies with a long-term vision. The legal solution proposed is strengthening the target board’s advisory role by providing directors with 

guidelines on how to construct their recommendation of a bid to shareholders. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, January, 29, 2014 3:57 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: In State of the Union Address, Obama Vows to Act Alone on the Economy 

Today’s Headlines wo0,,oe0o    ...... 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World i U.S i Business SpoAs Arts ~ [)ining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

In State of the Un~on Address, Obama Vows to 

Ael- Alone on the Economy 

ARer five years of political corn bat, President Obama declared 

independence from Congress in his address, outlining a list of 

economic aedons he will ~ke wikhout legislaUve approval. 

Text of Obama’s Address ~ H~gh~ights and Analys~s 

Text and V~deo of G.O.P. Response 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Execrative Order May Be Ordy O]pfion, but It 

President Obama’s moves to pursue executive orders may be the 

only route avNlable gJveu deep hostility in Congr~?ss, but only so much cau be 

delivered if legislation is not passed. 

, ~ GrapNc: What the State o~ the Unbn Address Means for 2014 

Rebels in Syria Claim Control of Resources 

The scramble for oil is turning what was once an essential source 

of income for Syria into a driving foree i~ its civil war. 

Editors’ Picks 



~ vine:o: Obama o~ Army Ranger 

Re~sburg 

The presiden~ i~roduced Congress to SgL Fi~t Class CoD’ 

Remsburg, who was severely inj m’ed by a roadside bomb k~ M~han~stan and 

whom Mr. Obama first met h~ 2009. 

OPINION I OP-ED I THOMAS B. EDSALL 

Capitalism vso Democracy 
t%: 3"HOM"-,<. t:~ ES:3"-,LL 

Is deepenh~g inequa]ity ~nevitab]e? The case for a g~oba] wealth 

tax. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA, it! the State of the U~ion address. 

Today’s Video 

The terrors of the la~ look a s tb on gh they are swim m~g as 

they tunnel, but they put a lot of force behind their shovel-like 

paws. 

~ Related Article 

~ vm~o: The Faslfionable French Qt~arter 

Chelsea Darling, who works it~ a ~dg shop in New Orleans’ French 

Quarter and spoAa a gmn pierdng, saya she l~kes the idea of aelt~ 

invention and is inspired by the %os and early ’7os. 

~ vmEo: What’s ia It: Proteir~ Bars 

Protein bars offer co*~vet~benec, but they ca*~ also co*~tah~ as 

much sugar as a cam:ly bar and the cMorJe connt of all engre 

meal. 

, Reiated Aiticle 

World 



S~ ofa Cl~lh EoUo Doesn’t Set Table for Putil~ 

President Vladimir V~ Pufin of Russia a~ved in Brussels absent 

the customary ceremony, a small s~gn th~ unrest in Ukraine has 

chilled Russian reb~fions with Em’ope. 

Ukcahfian Prhnae Mhfister Resiga~s as Parliament 

Repea|s Restriel-iw~ Laws 

P*{rne Minisior M)4mla ~arm,’s exit, along with tim revezsal of 

]egMafion rest@~fing speech and assembly~ represenDd 

signil~eant concessions by President V~ktor F. Yanukovych. 

Palestinian Leader Says He Can Accept Israe|i 

I~lilita~ ht West Bm~k for 3 Years 

President Mahmoud Abbas of d~e Palestinian A~Rhofity said he 

could accept an Israel~ militaU p~senee in the West Bank fi~r a 

transition period, a central ~ssue in peace talks. 

¢lhe Lede: Video of Palesth~an President is Show~ at Tel Aviv CoCere~ce 

..... V Putin 

...... Minister 

Mykola 

[~ 

~reside 

Mahmo 

U.S, 

Popular Flood insurance Law Is Target of Both 

Political Parties 

A measnre supported by eonse~’atives and envir*-mmentalists 

may fall vh::fim to unintended consequences and is a warning~ 

some say, of the rising costs of clhnate change. 

...... o;1 Long 
Beach 

House Votes to Restriet Payments for AhoY-ions 

The vote, mainly along pa~%~ lines, stands no chance in the Senate, but thrust 

t~e issue into the polarizing politics of am election year. 

A Court’s AJ~l-Hands Approach Aids Girls Must at    ~ ,~d~ 
Brown, 

Girls (2out% a special h’lbunal that [s pa~ of a ne~’ork across the        " ""~" 

counhT, aims to nurture vulnerable young women - espedally 

those forced into prosfitnfion .- instead of Lreating [hem as criminals. 

Fol mo:e US ;~ev,,’s 9o to NYT[mes.com!U$ ~ 

Business 



’Fragdle Five~ Is the Latest Club of Emerging 

Nations ~n Turmoil 

The name identifies Turkey, Brazil, India, South Africa and 

Indonesia as economies koo dependenk on sld~tish foreign 

~nvestme~t to fi~mnce their gro~h ambitbns. 

~ turkey’s Centra~ Bank Aggressively Raises Rates 

crops 

DEALBOOK 

Hedge Fur~ds Srdff for Ew~n Bigger Payouts From Banks 
L%, PLi LF? 

O~e hedge fired, Fir Tree Partner,% is eve~ h’ying to coax other investors out of 

par[icipating in the $4.5 billion JPMorgan Chase settlement ~dth private 

inves[ors. 

Fro,en Foie Gras? Quelle Horreur.~ 

France, known as a world capibd of gas~’o~mmy, is considering a 

consumer protection law that would require res~urants to 

designate fresh dishes as homemade. 

Sports 

The Price for Super lBowl Vo|~mteers 

Aware of litigation against M@)r League Baseball the NoF.L. this 

year hired some paid wo~Ners fl)r position, s normally filled by 

vNunteers, maMng some wonder why it is not paying all of the 

~ in Las Vegas, Putting a Lot on ti~e Line for ti~e Super Bowl 

THIS LAND 

Super lBowl Fans, Do Not Forget: It’s New Jersey 

The NoF.Lo may have builk a [an-.&~ziing roadway in Mid[own 

Manhattan called Super BoM Boulevard, but the big game, and 

some of khe big uames, remNn west of @e Hudson. 

For 8"~8o5o, A|| tlm Super Bowl tIype a Fan Could 

Strand 

News is rat~Iy made at fl~e Super Bowl’s media day, whe~ 

playem field quesfim~s fl’om the se£h)lls to the inane. 

, ~ Slide Show: Super Bow~ Teams Meet the Me@a 

g band 

Fer mei~ spoi!.s news, go to NYTimee~com/Sporta ~* 

Arts 

AN APPRAISAL 

Pete Seeger~ a Folk Revivalist "Who Used His 

Voice to Brir~g Out a Natior~’s 

Mr. Seeger sa~g until his voice wore ot~t, and the~ he kept o~ 

singing, decade upon decade. 

, Related Obituary 

Capta~ring Football’s Snaps, Crackles and Pops 

in Madden NFL 

While the N ational FootbaI1 League season is about to end, KA 

SporLs is prepari~% the next version of its Madden NF~, vkleo 

game, adding new movemenb recorded using stunt players. 

~ [] Video: SiFnulated Football, Reai HiS 

The 
singer 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Urbtm Home Away From Home 

The clash bchvcen a McDonald’s in Queens and elderly Koreans 

who like congregating thece offers lessons about agh~g 

Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW ] M. WELLS STEAKHOUSE 

Fred and Barney ~Vorddd Feel Right at }-lento 

Going bad( to the cave, M. Wells Steakhouse offers a i~ast of 

pn’hJsto~gc propo~dons. 

....... :_,77 I 
Fiintston 

RECIPE LAB 

Mariners ~Vor[h Master~ng 

No jar sauce can mimic the h’esh tomato, the velveLy texture and 

the rk~h ])~te of olive oil 

red 

mariners 

, [] Video 

All Tiffs and a Bag of Chips 

A Super Bowl spread shouM st~-ive to ~each the level of a holiday 

feast. 

F~;r m~;re dining news and recipes, fie to NYTimes.¢omlDining ~ 

Obituaries 

Metric Turner Dies at 90; Broke Barriers h~ 

Comics 

Mr. Tin’nee was the {]l’st Af~ica~>Amer4can eartoo~st to be 

widely syndicate& and his "Wee Pals" eora]c st6p l~atm’ed a 

group of radaliy mixed characters. 

Bernard Perlin, Painter of Varied Styles, Dies at 7~{ Bernard 

Mr. Perlin was an .&men, can painter who displayed a mastery of 

]igtR and line across a wide range of work, induNng wa~fime 

propaganda posters, street scenes of New N%tq< a~}d efi~wesce~t views cg 

Tom Gels, a Pl~iladelpl~ia Hero, Dies at 8~ 

Gola, sLilI the Division I record-holder i~ career rebounds, led ~a 

Sa]le to the National Invitation Tournament title in 1952 and the 

N.C.A.A. tide in ]954 be[ore helpi~g the Philadelphia Warriors 

to the N.B.A. dtle in ]956. 

...... Goia, 

SeColld 

from 

For mer~ oeit:.:edss, So to NYTimee,comtObituariee ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Diminished State of the Union 
B~. ,~-~ i~.~ ,~o<~’,:. 

Wi~ no cooperation h’om Congn’ss for enacting good policy, President Obama 

]s being forced to govern by exeeuth’e order. 

EDITORIAL 

Argenthm on the Brink 

Misguided government policies have stoked h~flatio~ and raised fears of 

anotl~er finandal crisis. 



EDITORIAL 

Roadbloek~ on Health Reform 

.,\judge rightfully blocked ~-~nerous res~rietiot~s imp~-~sed by Missou~ ~-~n 

eoueselors M~o help l:,eol.fle era’eli in health ~nsm’anee p~ans. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Adver~.isemen~.s for Death 

The Syr4ae civil war has hmaed photojonrna]ism oe its head. 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

I’m Looking Through You 

A muscular speech fl;c,m the l>resideet that put ae irrelevant 

Congress on notice. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Dealing With Pot 

z~ Co]oractans break auk khe Cheet*-~hs and OoMfish, the state’s 

politJdans become wary chaperones. 

~ Colum nis1 Page 

For m~;re oooinian go ta NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page ] Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhoneN l iPad® Android I All 

Save 15% a~ The 
NYTimes Store 

Have queslions? Visit out mobile website at 
Help Section ~} ’ m.nyt,com >> 

About This Email 

]his is an automated emaiL Please do net reply directly to this email 
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To: 

Subject: 

Directors & Boards Magazine <dshaw@mr38.mr.bmdeda99.com> 

Wednesday, Januao, 29, 2014 6:46 AM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Three world-renowned universities provide powerful new insights on Corporate Boaxd Leadership. 

Directors’ Consortium 

i~i Stanford Executive Education-Directors Consortium 

Having trouble ¢~ewing this emaii? View it in your web browser. 

i~il Chicago Booth, Stanford Gradaute School of Business, Rock Center for Corporate Governance, Tuck School of Business at 

..... Dartmouth 

Optional Finance Day: April 7, 2014    i~i Apply t°day 

Don’t miss this opportunity to leverage the intellectual capital at three great 

universities to deliver leading edge strategies, innovative frameworks, and 

proven best practices for making crucial board decisions in a fast-changing 

business environment. 

With wavering public confidence and expanded government oversight of 

business activities, the role of board directors has become more challenging, 

more demanding - and more critical than ever to an organization’s success. 

To function effectively, today’s directors must understand their fiduciary, legal, 

and ethical oversight responsibilities, and go beyond conformance to focus on ~ #~i~#~ ~ ifi~ in 
performance in board decision making 

Directors’ Consortium, now in its sixth session, is the result of an extraordinary 

collaboration between Stanford Graduate School of Business, Stanford Law 

School, the University of Chicago Booth Graduate School of Business, and ~i~ ~riS~ M~ 
Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth. 

Plan now to take advantage of this opportunity. Class sizes are limited. 

Apply today .......................................................... 

WITH STANFORD GSB Call +1.650 723.3341 

Contact Us / Privacy Policy 

Copyright © 2014, Stanford Graduate School of Business, 655 Knight Way, Stanford, CA 94305-7298. 

To unsubscribe, please send an email with "unsubscribe" in the subject line to: stanfordconnection@gsb.stanford.edu 

Unsubscribe :: Manaqe Subscription [ Forward Email i Report Abuse 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

NcAdoo providing emotional 
North 

Carolina’s 
S~oarl~ fo~ Ta~" ~e~2~S James 

The usually calm and stoic Michael 
McAdoo 

McAdoo has provided leadership, 

production for the Tar Heels, who 

are attempting to recover from a 

poor start in conference.. 

UNC 80, Clemson t5f : 

Postgame thoughts 

On the Tar Heels rediscovering 

their urgency, and other thoughts 

from their victory against the 

Tigers on Sunday. 

North 
Carolina 
forward 
James 

UNC rediscovers {ts hustle in 

804~1 victory against Clemson 

The North Carolina Tar Heels 

played with the kind of energy and 

effort they’ve been searching for, 

sending the Clemson Tigers aw’ay 

with their... 

UNC’s 

Kennedy 

Meeks and 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

This email was sent by: News & Observer 21.5 S. NcDowell St. Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601., USA 

You signed up to receive this newsletter on newsobserver.com. To manage your email newsletter subscriptions, please log into ~h~~)tmts 
click "Email" and check the appropriate boxes, or click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter. ~=~2[~.a..~.L.g.& if you have further questions or concerns. 



To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Wednesday, Januap/29, 2014 7:04 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

January 29, 2014: Obama Uses State of the Union Address to Revive... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

Oba~a Uses State of the Unio~ Address to Revive Stal~ed Plans 

Business leaders listened carefully to President Obama’s State of the Union 
address last night, the Wall Street Journal (Jan. 29, Lee, Nicholas) reports, 
eager for detaiL<~ of how he plans to use executive power to try and narrow the 
gap betwee~ r~ch ~nd poor ~nd speed the coLmt~’s economic recover. 
Obama ticked off an anay of policy proposals a~med at helping s~rugg~Rg 
Americans save more, earn more, and find gainfu~ employment in a ~ough 
economy. He stated, "Corporate profils and stock pdces have rare~y been 
higher, and those at the top have neve~ done better. But average wages have 
barely budged. ~nequalJty has deepened. Upward mobility has stalled .... Our 
iob is to reverse 1hose 1rends." Obama spoke of Ms p~ans to sign an executive 
o[de~ ~n the coming weeks to raise the federal m~nimum wage for employees 

on new federa~ contracts. Sdll, he conceded ~hat the WMte House canno~ 
acMeve certain goals on its own. Te tMs end, the Jouma~ notes, "he urged 1he 
House and Senale to send him an overhau~ of the immigration system.. ~ 
~nd raise the federa~ m~n~mum wage for all eligible workers to $10.10 an hour, 
up from $7.25." 

h~ calling on Capitol Hill to hike the federal minimum wage, the Los Angeles 
Times ~Jan. 29, Parsons, Hennessey) adds, Obama stressed the benefit ~o 
women who studies show hold a majod~y ol ~ower-wage ]o~s and ate an 
~mpo[tanl swing vote in this year’s mid-term ejections. He cracked that raising 
women’s pay ~s just one way to "do away with workplace policies that belong 
~n a ’Mad Men’ episode." Obama administration officials and Democratic 
st[ategisls believe the issue is one thal may find bipartisan supporl in an 
ejection year, considering that recent polls show most Americans favor raising 
the m~n~mum wage. The P~siden[ went on to tout new commitments from 
several corporate CEOs who have p~edged not ~o d~scriminate against 
applicants because of extended stretches out o[ work. Late today, he wi~ set 
out on a two-day, four-state tour that begins at a Costco in Mac]and. "The 
big-box re,aider has raised wages above ~he required mk~imum," the T~mes 
notes. 

Business Week (Jan. 28, Rubin) concludes that Obama urged Congress to 
throw its support behind two priorities Io[ U.S. multinational corporations: 
changes to immigration laws and broader authority for his administration 1o 
negotiate trade dea~s. More specifically, he ~s seekh~g fast4rack authority to 
give ~egis~atom aR up-or-down vo{e oR {rude deals as the United States ~ooks 
to finalize agreements with vadous Pacific nations and the European Un~on. 
Obama remarked, "We need to work together on tools ~ike bipartisan trade- 
promotion authority to protect our workem, protect our environment, and open 
new marke{s {o new goods stamped ’Made in {he USAY The White House ~s 
nexl expected to announce pa~nerships w~lh four major companies ~ Apple 
Mc., M~crosofl Corp., Sprint Corp., and VerJzon Communications Inc. - to 
connect schools to broadband techno~ogy~ ~n addition, he w~ continue {o 
advocate Jowedng the corporate lax rule and cu~ailing lax breaks, then using 
any one-time revenue generated to pay fer ~nfrastructure improvements~ AT&T 
Chief Executive RandaJJ Stephenson responded, "J just can’t think of anytMng 
thai would move this needle faster and to a greater extenJ than bus~ness tax 
reform." 

8hare~ 
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�0mp!im~nt~y NACD Webinar Teday ..................................................................... 

Check for late-breaking news 

afte~ 9:00 AM Eastern. 
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Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

l-lous[en~ TX (Apr. 7-8~ 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 2014) 
Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug 18-19, 2014) 

Fret Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Hous[en~ TX (Apr. 3-4~ 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug 

14-15, 2014) 
Fret Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec. 8-.9, 20!4) 

Special Events 

SmalkCap Forum San 

Antonio: TX (April 10, 

2014) 
C-Sui~e to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (May 

5-8, 201,1) 
NACD Spring Forum 
Washington, DC (May 



Conscious Capitalism-~ in the Boardroom 
January 29, 2914 
2-,3 p=m. 

While capitalism has a s~rong elemen~ of self-interest, it is also arguably one 
of the most amazing vehicles for social cooperation that has ever existed. Our 

pane~ w~ll d~scuss C( ns~ous C~p~tahsm , an approach to bus~ness ~n which 
se~:interes[ and the prd~ motive have combined w~h purpose, compassion, 
and sha~ed values to achieve outstanding ~ong-term pe~ormance. 

Tune-in to discuss these topics and more with Charles V. Callan, Senior VP 
of Regulatory Affa#s and Policy Research at Broadridge Financial Solutions, 

Seth Go~drnan, President and TEO of Honest Tea, and Deborah WM~ace, 
Principal Owner of BrinkPoint Consulting. 

Learn more and re¢lister. 

Share[T’r~ 

Audit and Finance 

OuPont Posts Higher 4Q Profit, Plans Share Bayback 

The DuPont Co. on Tuesday repolted a sharp increase in its fourth-quarter 
earnings to $185 million from $92 million a year earlier, according to ABC 

News (Jan. 28, Chase). DuPont Chaiwvoman and CEO EHen Kullman 
remarks, "Our s~rong fourth quarter results [e~lect successfu~ execution 
across the company against 1he backdrop of graduMly improving global 
economy." Separately, DuPont’s board of directors has authorized s $5 billion 
share repurchase program that will replace an existing repurchase program. In 
tolal, the company expects to buy back $2 Mllion in shares this year. 

Share~ 

Vodafone Shareholders Agree to Sale of 45 Percent Stake in Verizon 
Wireless 

"Vodafone Group PLC shareholders Tuesday approved the sale of its 45 
percent interest in Verizon Wireless to Verizon Communications Inc. for $130 
billion, el which $84 billion will be returned to shareholders," reports the Wall 
Street Journal (Jan~ 28, Walke0. The deal is on track for a Feb~ 21 
completion, with money to be returned to sharehokters in two parts by March 
4. Vodafone agreed early last fall to sell its stake in the joint venture back to 

Ve[izon. Under lerms ol the deal, Vodafone will receive $5&9 billion in cash, 
$60.2 billion in Vedzon shares, and the remainder via a mixture of Verizon 
loan notes and Verizon’s minority stake in Vodafone Italy. "Verizon will also 

take on Vodalone’s liabilities from lhe U.S. business," adds the Journal. 

SharerTT-~ 

Number of U.K. Companies issuing Profit Warnings Palls to Three-Year 
Low 

London’s The Guardian (Jan~ 27) cites a new EY repot1, which found tha~ the 

number of U.K.obased corr~panies issuing profi~ warnings declined ~o a three~ 
year low last year despite a surge in downgn~des in the foudh quader~ 
According to the p~bl~csfion, "U.K.~uoted companies had issued 255 
warnings in 2013, compared wffh 287 ~n 2012, but ~ha[ the fina~ quartet had 
seen 73 - a dse of 30 percent on 1he p~evious quarter2 EY researchers add 
that optimism had been jo~ted by g~obal gro~,~h anxieties in late summer, 
resulting ~n downgrades in the ~ast three months of the year. The sectors 
the highest number oi p~fit warnings in the fourth quader we~ suppor~ 
services with 14, software and computer se~’ices w~th seven, and aerospace 
and defence and med~a and technology with five. 

Share~ 

P£!!ti~! Capita! ............................................................................................................................. 

Micheiie Obama Hosts New GM CEO ~ary Barra 

USA Today (Jan. 28, Bomey, Spangler) is repotting tha~ General Motors CEO 
Mary Barra v~as in attendance at last night’s State of the Union address as a 
guest of Fipst Lady Michelle Obama. The honor came two weeks after Barfs 
became ~he first ~ema~e cMef executive of a major automaker. The newspaper 
notes, "Barra Mso ~s expeded 1o meet w~th members of Congress on 
Wednesday for the firs1 time since succeeding Dan Ake~on as CEO. 
Akerson stepped down Jan. 15 to he~p his wFe fight cancer, but will remain as 
an advise[for up ~o a yea[." 

Share~ 

�£[pgr~te Goy~[na£~e ......................................................................................................... 

Abercrombie & Pitch Separates CEO, Chairman Roles 

"Abemmmbie & Fitch is separating its chakman and CEO roles and 
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expanding its board’s size," ABC News (Jan. 28) has learned. In addition, the 
leon relaile[ is terminating its shareholder rights plan, also known as a 
"poison pill." Former Sears head Arthur Madinez has been named non- 

executive chairman. M~chae~ Jeffedes~ who has been chairman sh~ce 1996, 
w~] remain a director and the CEO. "Abercrombie & Fitch Co. named 
Mart]nez plus Te[ry Burman and Chades Perrin as d~rectors, expanding its 
board to 12 members," the nelwork adds. "The appo~nlments are effective 
~mmed~ately." Bu[man ~s the ex-CEO of Signet Jewelers Ltd., wM~e Perdn is 
~he ~ermer thai[man and CEO d Avon Rroducts h~c. Abercrombie & Fitch 
further an~lou~lced that Craig Stap]eton w~]l no longer ser~e as lead 
~ndependent d~rector~ He will continue to serve as a boa[d member and chair 
the nominating and board governance committee. According to Stapleton, the 
changes ~he company ~s mak#~g ate partly ~r~ response to shareholder 
concerns. Moving forward, he adds, the chain wil~ continue to [eview other 
potential "corporate governance enhancements." 

Share~ 

B~ackRock Cal~s for Betl.er Spanish Governance Ru~es 

Bloomberg (Jan. 28, Jessop, Morris0 is reporting that "BlackRock, the world’s 
biggest fund manager, has urged Spain to improve governance at its top 
corr~panies to protec~ investors flooding back into a country show~Rg s~gns o~ 
emerging from a ~ong and deep recession/’ Earlier tMs monlh, B~ackRock’s 
d~rectors d corporate governance wrote to the head of Spain’s CNMV 
regulator to ~end suppo~ to in~tia~ corpo[ate governance reform p~ans and 
sugges~ some of ~hei[ own. In the lette[, ~hey s~a~ed: "As a major investor 
Spah~, B~ackRock ~s keenly ~nteresled 1o ensure a robust corporate 
governance regime is ~n p~ace, o~e that protects the h~te[ests of o~r c~ents as 
~ong4erm sha[eholders and tha~ ensures there ~s sufficient ~nformat~on in ~he 
puM~c doma#~ to enaMe #~vestors to ho~d boards and managemen~ to 
account." ~n addition to cal~h~g for an opportunely to re-e~ecl d~reclors on an 
annual bas~s, B~ackRock wants at ~east 50 percent of the board at companies 
~r~ the Mue~cMp ~BEX ~o be independent - up ~rom the 33 pe[cen~ presently 
recommended by the regulator. BlackRock maintains the1 increasing the 
number of ~ndependent d~rectors wou~d he~p [eba~ance the power w~thh~ 

boards. 

Share~ 

Campbeff Receives BWNJ’s 2014 Corporate Board Gender Diversity 
Award 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 28) reports ~hat Campbell Soup Co~ ~his week 
received ~he Executive Women el New Jersey (E~NJ) 2014 Corporate Boa~d 
Gender D~vers~ty Award. The annual honor recognizes those pub~c~y-hek~ 
companies he~dqua~ered in the Garden State who have at ~east three female 

board membe[s. "W~th tire women on ~s board of d~rec~ors," the Journal 
notes, "Campbe~ has the highest number of female board members among a~ 
111 New Jersey companies on the Russe~ 3000 Index." In fact, Campbe~Vs 
five women d~recto~ comprise 33 percent of ~ts board. Campbel~ President 
and CEO Denise Momson commen~s, "A~ companies that ~ake the 
advancement of women seriously, and hokt leaders accountaMe, wi~ win with 
consumers and create a Mgh pedormance culture." 

Share~ 

�~)~por~t~ S£~!~! Resp£~lsib!!!t~’ ................................................................................... 

Companies to P~edge He{p for Long-Term Jobless 

"A handiul oi large corporations say ~hey plan ~o sign on ~o a White House 
plan aimed at boosting hiring of the long-term unemployed," reports 
CNNMoney (Jan. 28, Liberto). They hsclude Delo~tte, Lockheed 
S~emens AG, and Xerox. All ~Our th~s week confirmed ~hei[ pledges 
CNNMoney. The Obama administration ~s asking fer more companies to s~gn 
on 1o "besl practices" 1hat will he~p minimize hiring d~scrimination against 
people who have been out d wo[k for many months or ~onge[. As the 
economy slowly l~bounds from ~he Great Recession, the number of 
workers who have been out d work for at least six months or more has grown. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Family C~50s Spend Less Time at Work, Study Shows 

Forbes (Jan. 27, Nobel) cites new research by the Strategy unit at HaP,~ard 
Business School in reporting ~hat CEOs who are related to ~he owners of 
family-owned companies work significantly fewer hours than non-family CEOs 
in all countries studied. The researchers launched their study in h~dia, where a 

large portion of businesses are family-owned. They ended Lip finding similar 
results with follow-up suweys in ~he United States, the United Kingdom, 
Brazil, France, and Germany. In analyzing the data, the researchers looked 
separately at founder-CEOs (or those who founded their family business) and 
secondopk~s generation CEOs (those who inherited the reins). According to 
Forbes, "they feund thai founderXDEOs and next-generation CEOs of family- 



owned firms logged 8 percent and 6.6 percent fewer houPs than professional 
CEOs, respectively. Further analysis showed that a 1 percent increase in 
weekly hours worked by the CEO was associated with a 1.04 percent 
increase in firm productivity annually." Interestingly, less than 15 percent of 
U.S. family firms are currently managed by nonfamily executives. 

Share[T]C~ 

Economic Outlook 

S~ump in U,~. Orders Shows Companies Lack Confidence in Economy 

"Orders for long-lasting equipment unexpectedly slumped in Decernbe[ by ~he 
most in five months," reports the San Francisco Chronicle (Jan. 28, Stilwell, 
Per~ta), "indicating companies ~re less sure th~n households that the U.S. 
economy is strengthening." Newly release Cornrne~e Department figures 
show that bookings for duraMe goods meant 1o ~ast at least lhree years 
dropped 4.3 percent ~sst month, s~rpassing even the weakest forecast of 82 
economists po~]ed by B~oomberg. Drew Matus, deputy U.S~ ch]e~ economJs~ 
at UBS SecurRies LLC, observes ~hat bus~ness ~eaders are being 
exlraordinad~y caufious~ Thal is the biggest roadblock dght now [to spending 
on new equipmenq." 

Share~ 

Sa~es of New Nomes Hit a Cold Spel~ 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 28, House) cites new Commerce Department 
data in reporting that new-home sales fell 7 percent to a seasonally adiusted 
annual ra~e el 414,000 in December -- down ~rom a revised 445,000 the month 
bolero. Last month’s tally was the lowest level s~nce summer as a severe cold 
snap ~mpacted activity. Fo[ a]] of 2013, meanwhile, the tota~ number of new- 
home sales was at less than half the pace of the years even before the 
housing boom last decade s~imulated the construction ma[ket. The ia~est 
repoR "will keep alive the debale over whether the recovery in home sa~es will 
get back on track soon," says economist J~m O’SLd~van of H~gh Frequency 
Economics. The National Association of Real~o[s says the ~nvento[y of new 
homes needs to grow in order to a~ev~ate supply shoRages and offset rapid 
price appreciation. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 7:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Janua~ 29, 2014 

Hello, 

The (Modestly) Imperial Presidency 

U.S. President Baraek Obama parked his State of the Union address on 

Tuesday ~th a host of relatively small-scale proposals tailored to 

r~a~ima-l~ D~m~:,~cr~ ~:s ~ r~d ~ ~dep~ r~d~n-~s ahead of midterm elections in 

November. Meanwhile, R~p~-b~ca~s i~ued w~ c~i~g~ ~f presid~n-~ia~ 

<:~verreac~ in response to Mr. Obama’s r~ew dr~v<- ~:<:~ us~ ex<~cufiw~ p<:~w~c to 

advance his policy goals. We also examine a new bpe ~>f re~ireme~t: sa vi~g~ 

acc~)ur~ t: that Mr. Obama mentioned in his speech and for which he is 

expected to provide more details on Wednesday. But we note that no 

proposal or policy goal received even close to as much applause as the 

~n~ Ranger who was injured by a roadside bomb in Mghanistan. 

W~hat’s Turkish for ’Bazooka’? 

Global stocks and emerging-market currencies :<,.~rg~’d ea~’ly 

after Turkey’s central bank ~mw’i~’d emergcn~y 

though the impart Nded quickly. We report that the meas~e marks a 

political defeat for Turkish Prime Minister Reeep Ta)$-ip Erdogan, who had 

resisted policy tightening to boost gro~h ahead of an election cycle. On 

Tuesday, Mr. Erdogan said T~key’s political and economic woes were 

bd~g in~mwd [~y ~)~reign r~edia a~d bu~-;ine~-;~ gr(~.~ps. He singled out the 

Journal~ roughly a week after we published an i~terviev: 

Gu~.’~, an influential Turkish imam whose supporters have become 

embroiled in a power struggle ~th the prime minister. His elain~ were 

echoed by ~gentine President Cristina I~rehner’s govermnent, which 

accused b-usi~.’~ses and m~.’di~ ~)f spec~.~latia e attack~ 

Next Tango in Paris 

As we were the first to disclose, ,,~treami~g-vide~:,~ 



disc~ssions with Ame~’ica~ ente~’tai~~~~e~~t <~ompa~:~ies about licensing the 

rights to popular Hollywood content in France and Germany, among other 

European countries, and the company has started talks with the French 

government about a possible launch before the year’s end. We find that 

the move has prompted media companies across Europe to fortify their 

Web-~deo defenses by rushing to lock in subscribers and content rights. 

Nevertheless, a Netflix expansion into Em’ope holds promise. Since 

launching in Sweden in 2012, the company has become the top streaming 

service in the country. 

A Surfeit of Butlers 

From towering Lurch in the "The Addams Family" to ~4secracking 

Geoffrey in "The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air," many telmfsion butlers are 

knmm for the comic relief they bring to shm.~s. But real-life butlering can 

be a very serious affair, it turns out. ~ r~ew ~<~K~ob~ ~ re oper@~ up ~:<~ meet 

ridding demar~d, w~ find ~:~at ~<~me e~}ti~@~>:~l types are fretting over the 

upstarts and their ne~angled way:s. "There are too many out there who 

claim that they’re butlers when they’re not" says the chief executive of the 

International Butler Academy. Our story reports that the stewards of the 

tradition are duking it out ~th new training schools that teach more 

modern service ~th high-teeh gadgets and apps. 

WORLD 

Syrian Opposi~:i<~n P<~i.,d>-,,~ Imag~." 

BUS~NESS 

NARK~TS 



Researchers excavating ~.~~x~°keJ gr~.~.~es ~xt <~. ~o~rio~.ts r@~r~~ schoo~ h~, 

~;he Ftm’/d¢.~. }~,~d~a~M~e said Tuesday that they have retrieved the remains of 

55 bodies, nearly double the number oroinally believed to be buried there 

over many decades. 

What do you think about Mrs. Kirehner s aeeusahon. Send your response 

to ~opoi~~~@ws,i,~:om and follow @Ger;~rd’/"B;~kcr on T~itter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

READER RESPONSE 

Few of you were sympathetic to !7.I13S CEO S~.’rgio Ermo~-li’s corn m~.’rfl: ;~}>o~ 

ba~k:~ a,~d ~.’~ics, but Sara Roskott of Pennsylvania (who says she doesn’t 

work for a bank and never has) x.~:ote: "At some point, we will all have to 

realize that we need banks, and they need us. In any job, decisions must be 

made. They won’t always be right, and they won’t ahvays be pretty. But if 

other sectors had to live up to the unrealistic and rather popular scrutiny 

and constant criticism of banks, they would quietly shut down, m~der the 

pressure. Perhaps we should all tW the exercise of BEING a bank. And see 

how well WE fare." 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lO-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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assistance, please contact Customer Service at 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 29, 2014 7:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Dnrham’s Appia on hiring binge; N.C. jobless rate t~lls 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 2~, 2014 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Durham’s A~p!~ hires b~g in 2013 -and it’s not done y~} 
Appia is on a gro,~,¢h binge, increasing its local operations by 47 employees in 

2013- and it’s still hiring. 

IBiec~se 

N.C. unemployment rate falls to 6.9% 
The North Carolina economy in December added more than 19,000 jobs in 

December compared with the previous month, and more than 13000 iobs 

compared with December of 2012, according to the latest numbe.. 

N,Co Commerce s~ows down transition to public-private 
partnership 
The North Carolina Department of Commerce is slowing down its process for a 

ira n sift o n ta a pu b I in--private part n e rsh ip fo r eco n o mic devela pm e n t. 

~.!~ ~.~.~ 

Downtown Raleigh’s iconic cylindrical hotel is once again a 
Hoffday Inn 

Raleigh were planning ~a rerlavate the cylindrical hotel at )20 Hillsborough St. in 

light af rebounding dawrfiown devei. 

W h Y__~_~:___~g_~_~_~__~_~L~__~_~__~_~_~__~_~_~_~_0_g_’_~__~9_~_~_~__~_ 

.................................................... 

B~gh’s Mart~n MarieRa becomes indust~ leader w~th 

Lenovo to restructure foffo~n~ IBM se~er buy 

New drug sta~p lands ~t RTP incubator 

State council hopes to bring down barriers for 
disadvantaged businesses 

Six Durham restaurants to compete in ’Vegan Love 
Challenge’ 

Blind SAS engineer leading development of e-book for 

visuaRy impaired chiMren 

What Obama’s ~year of action’ means for business 

Read ~ornin~ Edition >> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corrado, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 8:12 AM 

Eichner, Maxine <meichne@email.unc.edu-~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

RE: ttelp with Class Visits tbr Luke Everett 

Given our schedules maybe the least inconvenient arrangement for Luke would be for us to visit Luke’s classroom on two successive Mondays, Max in the morning and me in the afternoon 

Michael Louis Corrado 
Arch Allen Professor of Law 

and Professor of Philosophy 
Universi~z of North Carolina Law School 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919 962 4121 

View- my research on my SSRN Author Page: 
http://papers.ssrn.con~’sol3/cf dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?perid 215778 

From: Eichner, Maxme 
Sent: Tuesday, Janual~- 28, 2014 8:06 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Eichner, Maxine; Corrado, Machael L 
Subject: Re: Help ~vith Class Visits for Luke Everett 

Hi, Lissa Do you mean that we each should go to two classes? And should Mike and I shoot for the same times? I can make two of Luke’s classes on Monday afternoons 
Best, Max 

Sent from mY iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 7:58 PM, "Broom e, Lissa L" <lbroome@email un c. edu< mai]to: lbr oome(a)emai I uric edu>> wrote: 

Hi Max and Mike 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Luke’s RRWA sectinns this spring? One section meets on Mondays and Thursdays from 1-2:25; the other section meets on 
Mondays from 10:25-11:50 and Thursdays from 8:45-10:00. Please confirm that this will work ]2~r you and I will copy you on my email to Luke about the visit. Once that email has been sent, 
I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Luke regarding the best dates to visit 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http:i/~vw~v.law.unc.edv.’centers/baN~ing 

Access ray papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author 248720<http://hq.ssrn.corrgGroupProcessesiRedirectClick.cfm? 

partid 248720&corid 649&r~mid 6895&url http://ssrn.cora/author 248720> 

<image001 .jpg> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kelley, Thomas A III <takelley@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 8:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Visiting Alexa Chew’s Pd~_WA Class This Spring 

itnage001 .j pg 

Lissa, 

How mmay of each class ~ssions? I can cover the Friday classes with no problem bnt the Tue~tay times will require me to cancel or reschedule sta~ding clinic 

meetings with students. I’m hapw to do that ifI only need to do it once tbr each time slot. If memory serves, Mark and I are expected to visit two classes each. Is that 

righr? 

Toni 

Sent froln my iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 7:56 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(?~email.t~nc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi Tom and Mark - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Alexa’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Tuesday from 2:05-3:30 and Friday 

from 1-2:25; the other section meets on Tuesdays and Fridays from 10:25-11:50. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my 

email to Alexa about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Alexa regarding the best dates to 

visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssm.com/author=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conley, John M <jmconley@emaila~nc.edu; 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:24 AM 

Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edtr~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Visits to Deborah Gerhaxdt’s Trademark Class 

Vm already doing her copyright class, and I’m sure I’ll be an (the?) internal article reviewer. I don’t think one person should have so much influence on a single 

c~se, so I’d rather t~o~ do [:h~s course as we~L 

John 

F~m: Myers, Richard E 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2054 ~:~2 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: CoNey, 3ohn M 
Subject: Re: Class Visits to Deborah Gerhardt’s Trademark Class 

Happy to do it. 

Richard Myers 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 8:38 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <.[b__r_o._o__m__e_.~__e_._m_a__!]_._9_n__c_.__e_ .d_u_.> wrote: 

Hi John and Rich -- Could you two team up and visit two of Deborah’s Trademark classes (consecutive days, if possible) this spring? The class meets on 

Tuesday, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 8:45-9:40. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Deborah about the 

visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Deborah regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!/www.law.unc.edu!centersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.com/author=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Becky <rbwill@emaila~nc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:42 AM 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cfingo@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class visits tbr folks being reviewed by P&T next year 

I do have a quick question, Is Janine Zanin reviewed through the APT committee? If so the :14/I5 committee should probably complete her review since her 

appointment ends ~2/3:1./:1.5 (out of cycle w~th the others). 

F~: Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Sent: Monday, ganua~ 27, 2014 1:~ PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L; Williams, Bec~ 
Subject: RE: Class visits for fol~ being reviewed by P&T ne~ year 
Here ~s who I have subject ~:or review ~n ~4/15 beyond those yOtCV~ already mentioned below (and can confirm what Joan already to~d you as be#~g correcL). Rob 

Smith will be up for reappointment to a second term as assistant professor, and both Kathryn and Deborah w~H be up for tenure. 

B~shop 

C h e w 

Everett 

Hitchcock 

Sa~nas 

C, Smith 

Because aH of these RRWA folios star~:ed the same year (when we transitioned to the t~ew model), they are all coming up for reappomtrnent at the same tm~e. 

sorry for that, as ~t wH~ be heavy lifting fl)r ne’.<t year’s committee. 

Catherine 

Catherine Rh~go Pierce 

Assistant Dean for Policy and Special Assistm~t to the Dean 

U NC SchooJ of 

CB#3380, Van Hecke.-We~:tach 

Chapel EH~, NC 27599--3380 

P{919) 843--2,~3 

F(9 I9)962- :[:1.70 

F~m~ Broome, Lissa L 
Se~t~ Monday, Janua~ 27, 2014 12:03 PN 
T~ Williams, Becky; Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subjeet~ Class visiB Br folks being reviewed by PNT ne~ year 
Hi Catherine and Becky - 

P&T will arrange class visits this spring for Rob Smith and Deborah Gerhardt, whom I understand from Joan are up for review next year. Joan also said Kathryn 

Sabbeth will be reviewed (but does not teach a substantive course in the spring). ~an you confirm this list and also let me know who from the RRWA or ainic might 

also be subject to a contract renewal and need our review for reappointment next year? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, ~enter for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwwwJaw.unc.edu!centers!banMng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:53 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

McMiller, gerald oage.jpg 

CRIME REPORTS: 

CEDAR GROVE 2d~EA: 

****Larceny fiom business re.po~led 01/28/14, 10:02 am, 9400 NC 49 

The victim advised that a custom made wooden well cover was stolen from his business at the above location. The item was last seen on friday, january 24, 2014. he 

builds wood fixtures and sells them t~om this location. Value $350.00 
th NOTE: Gerald McM{ller (SEE PHOTO) was arrested on Saturday Januaw 25 and chaacged with 19 ditt~rent offen~ to include Felony BreaJ~ing and Enlering 

Felony larcew, and inj ury m real property. He is in jail under a 100,350.00 dollar bond. Mr. McMiller had been breaking into garages, sheds, barns, and homes under 
construction. The locations in which he targeted included H~T 54, Dairytand Road, US 15-5(111, ~u~d Smith Level Road. Both Durham and Chatham Counties may 

have also been targeted. These incidents are still under investigation by Inv. Home a~d Inv. Upchurch. 

NOTE: Thaa~ks go {o Ne citizens tha{ called in wi{h inlblmation concerning this person. Community Wa{ch at work. Great job by our deputies and investigato~ m their 

im~estigaiion t~at led m [ns arre~{. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t, 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant ButCh (:lark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement, Not only 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Wednesday, January 29,2014 10:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New panelists added - ]BJ Heafth Care Symposium 

Hea th Care Symposium 
Affordable Care Law: It’s Here; Now What? 

Photo from f~s~ .year~s ~ymposium 

Health i~s~re~s, hospital executives, 

TBJ’s health care reperteL Jason deBruyn 

will lead the discussion with a deep bench of 

powerful players ove~ b~eakfast on 

Thursday, February 20th. We hope you’H 

p~an to ]o~n ~s again ~or wh~t prorn~ses to be 

~nother vigorous Q & A on what’s here ~nd 

what’s next fo~ b~s~ness and the impact o~ 

the health care law. 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, February 20th 

7:30AM - 9:30AM 

WHERE: 

Ralei.~h Marriott City Center 

500 Fayettevifte St., Raleigh NC 27601 

PANEUSTS: 

©onn~ AItenpho~ 

VP d Pubfic Pol~cy~ GlaxeSm~thK/~ne 

R~ck Ket~y 

VP Hea/th Parley and C~iet" Comp:iance 

Catalina 

D~ve R~chard 

Directo~; NC DHHS (Division of Mental 

Hea[t,6, Deve/opmentM D&~bfl#ies and 

Substance Abuse Services) 

S[PONSORS 

Forward to a Frie~;d i Privacy I Unsubscdbe 

]dangle B~siness Journal 

3600 G]enwood Ave: Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC, 27612, USA 





Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Wednesday, January 29,2014 10:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New panelists added - ]BJ Heafth Care Symposium 

Hea th Care Symposium 
Affordable Care Law: It’s Here; Now What? 
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p~an to ]o~n ~s again ~or wh~t prorn~ses to be 

~nother vigorous Q & A on what’s here ~nd 

what’s next fo~ b~s~ness and the impact o~ 

the health care law. 

EVENT DETAILS 
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Thursday, February 20th 
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3600 G]enwood Ave: Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC, 27612, USA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryan, Patricia L <plb~an@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:15 AlVl 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jacoby, Melissa B <mjacoby@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Visits for Man@ Hitchcock 

I teach during the Monday-Wednesday section but can do the Monday-Thursday (1-2:25). Are you available at that time, Melissa? If so, we can figure out which two 

days we’d both be free. I agree, Lissa, it would be best for Mandy and for her students if we could do the two at the san~e time. 

Patficia 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:56 AM 
To: Bryan, Patrida L 
Cc: Jacoby, Melissa B 
Subject: RE: Class Visits for Mandy Hitchcock 

Hi Patricia .-- Are you available to join Melissa Jacoby for’ visits to Mandy Hitchcock’s class? Mandy teaches one section on Mondays and Wednesdays from 10:25- 

:11:50 and the other section on Mondays and Thursdays from ~-.2:25, The committee ~s ~ooking for two v~s~ts by both o~: you to one of the sections, ~t wou~d probaNy 

minimize wear and tear on Mandy if you were able to attend the same two classes. 

7hanks, 

k~5;aa 

F~m~ Burn, PatrJcJ~ L 
SCn[~ Tuesday, 3~nu~ry 28, 20~4 ~:20 P~ 

To~ Broome, Liss~ L~ S~ver, Richard S 
Subject: RE: Class Visi~ for Craig Smith 

L~s~ -- I t~a¢h ¢m~orat~ Tax £mm 9:50 until 10:45 on ~th Tu~ays and Thursdays (as w~l~ ~ Mondays). So ~t loo~ £rom your ~maJ~ that ¢raJ~’s 

ruth mm~ on bth ~ys. 

Sorry that I can’t help. 

Patficia 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:17 PM 
To: Bryan, Patricia L; Saver, Richard S 
Subject: Class Visits for Craig Smith 

Hi Patricia and Rich - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from Craig’s RRWA section this spring? The class meets on Tuesdays from 10:25-11:50 and on Thursdays from 8:45- 

J.O:iO. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Craig about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work 

out everything else with Craig regarding the best dates to visit. In addition, Craig is listed as the instructor for a one-credit Honors Writing Scholars Lab. Could you 

discuss with him whether this course is also appropriate for you to visit, and if so, include this in your evaluation also? 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking Access 
my papers on SSRN at: .h..t..t.p.~Ls..s..~n..~:.c..9...m..La...u.~t.~h..~9..r.~T...2.~}~8..7...2.~.." 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conley, John M <jmconley@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:43 AIVI 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~; Brophy, Altied L <abrophy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Visits liar Deborah Gerhardt’s Copyright Class 

I,’ll tall< to AL ai~d Debroah and see what we can work out. Should be no problem. Like AI, I have class W & Th after Deborah’s. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:24 PM 
To: Brophy, Alfred L; CoNey, John M 
Subject: RE: Class Visits for Deborah Gerhardt’s Copyright Class 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

I=rora: Brophy, Alfred L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:53 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; CoNey, John M 
Subject: RE: Class Visits for Deborah Gerhardt’s Copyright Class 
I’m happy to do this. The only time I can make it is Tuesday; on Wednesday and Thursdays I have class just after Deborah’s class and [ need time to prepare. 
I am out of town next Tuesday, so rll have to do this on February 11 or afterward. 
John -- feel free to go to other classes. There’s no need for us to visit the same class. 
AI 

Alfred L. Brophy, Ph.D., 
Judge John J. Parker Distinguished Professor of Law 
University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3380, 160 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.4128 abrophy@email.unc.edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:41 PM 
To: Brophy, Alfred L; Conley, John IVl 
Subject: Class Visits for Deborah Gerhardt’s Copyright Class 

Hi John and AI -- Could you two team up and visit two of Deborah’s Copyright classes (consecutive days, if possible) this spring? The class meets on Tuesday, 

Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 1-1:55. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Deborah about the visit. Once that email has 

been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Deborah regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. John, the committee thought it important to have you visit both Copyright and Trademark because of your subject matter 

expertise. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman <a~meuncements@pillsburylaw.com~ 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 11:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

The Volcker Rule~ Suggested Approach lbr B~king Entities When Analyzing its Impact on Business Model~ Activities and 
Trmlsactions 

Pillsbu r/logo 

CLIENT ALERT 
The Voleker Rule--A Suggested Approaeh for Banking Entities When 
Analyzing its Impact on Business Models, Activities and Transactions 

By Joseph T. Lynyak, III and Anthony H. Schouten 

More than three yeats following the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act, and intense inter-agency 
negotiations, the federal financial regulatory agencies collectively adopted the final version of the 
’~/olcker Rule," or "Rule"~which imposes new and potentially severe limitations on domestic and foreign 

banking entities’ activities in regard to preptietary trading and investments in "covered funds." The 72- 
page final Rule is accompanied by over 800 pages of interpretative guidance, to address more than 
f,200 questions that the federal agencies asked commenters to address. 

This Alert provides an overview of the pflncipal elements of the Rule and identifies several significant 
concerns that have already been raised by industry participants. Importantly, we provide our thoughts 
regarding the process by which banking entities might analyze their current business models and 
transactional structures, with the goal of avoiding an interreption in deal flow and/or business models by 
identifying possible coverage by the Rule, as well as adopting modifications to comply with the Rule and 
prevent or minimize adverse business consequences. 

Additional client communications wi# explore in detail categories of activities and transactions impacted 

by the Rule, as well as interpretative guidance issued by the federal financial regulatory agencies. 

read more... 

~ Y~Ya~iii 

www. piHsbur¥[aw.corn I © 2014 Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP. All rights reserved. 

1540 Broadway New York NY 1 )nz8-4039 USA 

"[h~s email was sent to Ibroome@email unc.edu. 1o ensure that you continue receiving our ennafis, please add us to your address book or 
sage gist. 

mAnaNA you[ prefe[ences ) £p[Ry~ using TrueRemove® 

Go, this as a go[ward .~[g[L#A to receive our future emails. 



Subject: 

Team NVivo <info@exptore,qsrinternational,com> 

Wednesday, JanuaIs~ 29,2014 11:21 AM 

Broorne~ Lissa L <lbroorne@email unc.edu:-- 

NVivo Brown Bag Webinar: The NVivo Teacher’s Guide Overviews,,’ 

NVivo Brown Bag Webinar: The NVivo Teacher’s Guide Ove~view 

Tl~e ~#V}vo "Ye~che~’~s G~’~¢ ~}as been designed to make i1: eas~er for leaching staff k) incorporate NVivc into I~igl~er education ceursewod~ and ~ex@le erlcdgh 1:o f~t v~rious teacl~ing styles, 

enabling practk;al learning 

Palticipants wiii learn howto: 

impoll date from multipie sources 
Create nodes .~nd mel:qos 

Understand codi~g techniques 

To Iegieter, just dick ,%~.,".~! 

Regards. 

Team NVivo 

QSR international (Americas) 

55 Cambridge Street 

Burlington, MA 0~803 
617~491q850 

Please add ua 1:o your Safe Sender list! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corrado, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 11:44 AIVI 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Eichner, Maxine <meichner@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

RE: ttelp with Class Visits tbr Luke Everett 

Lissa, I think you said that you would talk to Luke first? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wechaesday, January 29, 2014 11:38 AM 
To: Corrado, Michael L; Eichner, Maxine 
Subject: RE: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

Thanks,\fike 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corrado, Michael L 
Sent: Tuesday, Janualjz 28, 2014 10:42 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Eichner, Maxine 
Subject: RE: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

I am not free during the class times for the first section you mention, but I could visit the second section. 

Michael Louis Corrado 
Arch Allen Professor of Law 

and Professor of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina Law School 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919 962 4121 

View lay research on lay SSRN Author Page: 

http://papers.ssrn com/sol3/cf dev/AbsBvAuth.cfm?per id 215778 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, Januap)~ 28, 2014 7:58 PM 
To: Eichner, Maxine; Corrado, Michael L 
Sublect: Help with (;lass Visits 12~r Luke F.verett 

Hi Ma× and h/hke 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Luke’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Mondays and ’];hursdays from 1-2:25; the other section meets on 
Mondays from 10:25-11:50 and ~Ihursdays from 8:45-10:00 Please confinn that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Luke about the visit. Once that email has been sent, 
I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Luke regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thartks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Ccnter for Bauking and Finance L~C School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-¥Vettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http:i/~vw~v.law.unc.edv,’centers/bauking 
Access ray papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author 248720<http://hq.ssrn.corrgGroupProcessesiRedirectClick.cfm? 

partid 248720&corid 649&r~mid 6895&url http://ssrn.cora/author 248720> 

[Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.ipg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelley, Thomas A Ill <takelley@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:03 PM 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

Lissa, 

From rereading your note, it appears that we only have to cover two classes between the two of us. Is that correct? If so, I’ll be happy to visit a Friday class. 

Tom 

From: <Weisburd>, Mark <a__ .m__ .w_ _._@_._e_ .m__ .a_j_[_.u__q.c__.__e_~_q> 

Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:08 PM 

To: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, Thomas Kelley <takelley@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

I can’t do Tuesday at 2:05 - 3:30 because I teach at 3:10 that day, but I can do any of the other three times. 

Hark Weisburd 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014- 7:56 plVl 
To; Kelley, Thomas A III; Weisburd, Hark 
Subject; Visiting Alexa CheWs RRWA Class This Spring 

Hi Tom and Mark - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Alexa’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Tuesday from 2:05-3:30 and Friday from 1-2:25; 

the other section meets on Tuesdays and Fridays from 10:25-11:50. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Alexa about the 

visit. Once that email has been sent, Iql let the two of you work out everything else with Alexa regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http:/,www.law.unc.edu/images, news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



The State Bar of Georgia Diversity Program Business Development 

Fm" more ~t~g:,rrnatk,nabout the event, pleasedownloadthe fiver. To 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

annualYL1) Signat~reFundraisertobe held Feb. 8, 2o14, at8p.m., at 

fu ndt’aiser fea tures the t’el:at’n of the Black Tie & Blackjack theme and 

d’oeuw’es, open bar, and silent and live m~ction [baturing auctioneer 

At~orneyGeneralSamOIenso Visk ~hefundraiserwebsitetopur~’hase 

attend aone-hourreception prk, rtotheflmdraiser, whk:h willfeature 

~o Baryear, PIIP he]psal]eviatetheongoingdecreaseinboth the 

numberotlegalemploymentopportunitiesforyounglawyers and 

Commitment to EqualityAwards. T~ese awards honor i~dividuals, 

strongcormnkmenttopromotingdiversityin the legal profbssion and 

who are committed to providi~gopportu~ities thatf0steramore 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l~stserv where you will receive 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SEC StaffIssues Further Guidance on the Pro\v "Unbundlmg" Rule 

~:~?:~:: a~i~ Pol, CLIENT NEWSFLASH 

SEC Staff Issues Further Guidance on the Proxy 
"Unbundling" Rule 

The SEC’s Division of Corporation Finance recently released three Compliance and Disclosure 

Interpretations concerning the SEC’s so-called unbundling rule (Exchange Act Rule 14a-4(a)(3)), which 

requires proxies to identify clearly and impartially each "separate matter" intended to be acted upon. 

Nearly a year ago, in Greenlight Capital, LP. ~: Apple, Inc., a federal court enjoined Apple from bundling 

four charter amendments into a single proposal. The Apple decision highlighted the lack of clarity in the 

unbundling rules and the risk that the SEC or an activist shareholder could challenge a company’s 

presentation of proposals. The new C&DIs provide bright-line guidance for amendments to equity incentive 

plans but leave other situations to be considered on a facts-and-circumstances basis and, implicitly, to be 

discussed with the SEC Staff in cases of uncertainty. 

Two new concepts will need to be addressed going forward: 

Matters that are "inextricably intertwined," such as the basic financial terms of a series of preferred 
stock, may be bundled, even if they are "material." How to interpret this phrase outside of the context 
of the terms of a single security is not clear. 

Consistent with past practice, a single, material matter may be presented with a number of 
immaterial matters. However, a new C&DI qualifies this with the concept that companies should 
unbundle any immaterial matter that management "knows or has reason to believe" is "one on which 
shareholders could reasonably be expected to wish to express" a separate view on, even though it 
"does not substantively affect shareholder rights." This guidance may have been issued in response 
to the situation in Apple in which the proposed elimination of blank check preferred stock, which 
would have had the effect of limiting board discretion rather than having any impact on shareholder 
rights, was nonetheless required by the court to be unbundled because it was known that an activist 
shareholder was publicly proposing the issuance of a dividend in the form of preferred stock. 
Companies will thus have to consider not just whether a matter is material in the ordinary sense of 
the term, but also whether there are circumstances known to it suggesting that a particular 
shareholder or shareholders may want to express a view on the matter. 

Specifically, the new C&DIs provide that: 

be unbundled. This is the case even if each of the changes are "material" and the rules of a national 
securities exchange would require shareholder approval of each of the changes if presented on a 
standalone basis. See Q,~{~.~sti~,~’., I0%(.’,,% 

Multiple material matters that are so "inextricably interb~vined" that they effectively constitute a single 
matter may be presented as one matter and do not need to be unbundled The Staff does not define 
"inextricably interb,,vined" but provides, by way of example, that charter amendments regarding a 
series of preferred stock that (i) reduces the dividend rate and (ii) extends the maturity date may be 
presented in a single charter amendment because each of the proposed changes "relates to a basic 
financial term" for the preferred stock and was "the sole consideration" for the other. However, the 
C&DI provides that multiple matters will not be viewed as bein9 "inextricably intertwined" merely 
because they were negotiated as part of the same transaction or because they were viewed as 
"essential to the overall bargain." See Q~,..~sti~:~.~ 

..A....s..[.n.~.[.e..~.~L..m...a...t..e...rj..a..~.~.~....m....a..t.t...e..r.....m...a..y....b...e..~.~N.~.~2tdt~..~-~R~.~£.~[.:[~.~.~.[i.~.L~.~,~ The Staff notes 
that while there is no bright-line definition for materiality, one consideration will be whether a given 
matter "substantively affects shareholder rights." By way of example, the Staff would not ordinarily 
object to the bundling of a proposal to declassify the board (which it considers material) with 
amendments to change the par value of the common stock and eliminate provisions relating to a 
series of preferred stock that is no longer outstanding and is not subject to further issuance (both of 
which it considers immaterial). On the other hand, the declassification proposal could not be bundled 
with a proposal to permit shareholders representing 40% of the company’s outstanding stock to call 
special meetings since the Staff would view both matters as material. Also, if management "knows 
or has reason to believe" that a particular amendment is one on which shareholders "could 



reasonably be expected" to express a separate view from one of the other amendments (even if it 
does not substantively affect shareholder rights), the proposal should be unbundled. See 

The Staff also reiterated that state law rules will not govern whether a proposal must be unbundled under 
Rule 14a-4(a)(3) and referred to its prior guidance in the S<~t<~mb~,," 2004 ~-,,t<~,~’i,,’-~ ,~’,,,u/>~l~,~-,,<~,~t to t/~ 

~,’,ub~icly ~:,~’,.,’~:,~il~,,’~.’,l~’,- ,~~-’.l{~.~,’,,~’.,,~.,~.,,",,~-’. i,~’.,te,,",,<.,~.,,’~’,-[,~tio,,,"~s for the application of the unbundling rules in the M&A 

context. Also, as before, even if proposals are unbundled, the rules do not prohibit companies from 

conditioning the approval of matters on one another. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

2"..’2 450 4908 

650 752 2003 

212 450 4289 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s :-~:-i,.:~cy poiic’, located at d,:~i~ polk :.o::~ 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding db ~: :~,’:::ii~.,".!d::,,i boi~:., C:’Y~ to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jacoby, Melissa B <mjacoby@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:30 PM 

Bryan, Patricia L <plbryan@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Class Visits for Mandy Hitchcock 

Patricia - Yes - the MiT 1=2:25 slot generally a possibility, so we should be able to make a match! 

Melissa 

From: <Bryan>, Patricia L <plbryan@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:15 AM 

To: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Melissa Jacoby <mjacoby@emaikunc~edu> 

Subject: RE: Class Visits for Mandy Hitchcock 

I teach during the Monday- Wednesday section but can do the Monday-Thmsday (1- 2:25). Are you available at that time, Melissa? If so, we can figure out which 
days we’d both be free. I agree, Lissa, it would be best for Man@ aJ~d for her students if we conld do the two at the stone time. 

Patricia 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:56 AM 
To: Bryan, Patricia L 
Co: Jacoby, IVlelissa B 
Subject: RE: Class Visits for Mandy Hitchcock 

Hi PaLricia ---Are you available to join Melissa Jacoby [:or visits to Mandy Hitchcock’s class? Mandy teaches one secdon on Mondays and Wednesdays [:rom 10:25-- 

11:50 and the other section on Mondays and Thursdays from 1-2:25. The committee is looking for two v~sks by both of you to one of the sections. It would probaMy 

minimize wear and tear on Mandy if you were able to attend the same two classes. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m~ B~an, Patricia L 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:20 PN 

T~ Broome, Lissa L; Saver, Richard S 
Subje¢t~ RE: Class Vis~N for Craig Smith 

Lis~ -- I teach Co,orate Tax t?om 9:50 until 10:45 on N~fl~ Tuesdays and Thursdays (as well as Mondays). So it looks t?om your emml that Craig’s class conflicts 

with mine on ~th ~ys. 

So~ry that I can’t help. 

Patricia 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:17 PM 
To: Bryan, Patricia L; Saver, Richard S 
Subject-" Class Visits for Craig Smith 

Hi Patricia and Rich - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from Craig’s RRWA section this sprin~? The class meets on Tuesdays from 10:25-11:50 and on Thursdays from 8:45- 

10:10. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Crai~ about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work 

out everythin~ else with Crai~ re~ardin~ the best dates to visit. In addition, Crai~ is listed as the instructor for a one-credit Honors Writin~ Scholars Lab. Could you 

discuss with him whether this course is also appropriate for you to visit, and if so, include this in your evaluation also? 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Bankin~ Law 

Director, Center for Bankin~ and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibankin~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: .-h--t--t-[~-~:-/-/--s--s-~--n-:~£-~-~--m-/---a-~-u--t---h--~---r---~--~-2---4--8-~-7-~-2---~- 

i.~.i Description: 
http://~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinanceweb 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eichner, Maxine <meichner@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:33 PM 

Cormdo, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ttelp with Class Visits tbr Luke Everett 

Hi, Mike, 
Did you mean the reverse -- me in the aI’ternoon, you in the morning? 
-ME 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corrado, Michael L 
Sent: Wechaesday, Januaw 29, 2014 8:12 AM 
To: Eichner, Maxine; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

Given our schedules maybe the least inconvenient arrangement for Luke would be for us to visit Luke’s classroom on two successive Mondays, Max in the morning and me in the afternoon 

Michael Louis Corrado 
Arch Allen Professor of Law 

and Professor of Philosophy 
Universi~z of North Carolina Law School 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919 962 4121 

View my research on my SSRN Authur Page: 
http://papers.ssrn.comJsul3/cf dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per id 215778 

Frum: Eichner, Maxine 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:06 PM 
Tu: Bruome, Lissa L 
Cc: Eichner, Mi~xine; Currado, Machael L 
Sublect: Re: tlelp with Class Visits fur Luke Everett 

Hi, Lissa Do you mean that we each should go to twu classes? And should Mike and I shout for the same times? I can make two of Luke’s classes on Munday aftemouns 
Best, Max 

Sent fr()m m’~’ iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 7:58 PM, "Bruom e, Lissa L" <lbroome@email un c. edu< mai]to: lbr oume(a)emai I uric edu>> wrute: 

Hi Max and Mike 

Could yuu two team up and visit two classes frum one of Luke’s RRWA sectiuns this spring? One sectiun meets un Mondays and Thursdays frum 1-2:25; the other section meets un 
Mundays frum 10:25-11:50 and Thursdays frum 8:45-10:00. Please cunfirm that this will work ]2~r you and I will cupy you on my email tu Luke abuut the visit. Once that email has been sent, 
I’ll let the two ufyou wurk uut everything else with Luke regarding the best dates to visit 

We need yuur written evaluation of the classes you visited befure the end uf the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations 

That~:s for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Baffling and Finance I~2,1C School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http://w~vw, law.unc.edu/cent ers/barfKing 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:/issrn.com/author 248720<http:iihq.ssm.cor~,’OroupProcesses/RedirectClick.cfm? 
partid 248720&corid 649&ranid 6895&arl http:i/ssrn.com/author 248720> 

<image001.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corrado, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:43 PM 

Eichner, Maxine <meichne@email.unc.edu-~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu"~ 

RE: ttelp with Class Visits tbr Luke Everett 

Sure, sorw about that. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eichner, Maxme 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~z 29, 2014 12:33 
To: Corrado, Michael L; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

Hi, NINe, 
Did you mean the reverse -- me in the ailernoon, you in the morning? 
-ME 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corrado, \Iichael L 
Sent: WecMesday, Januaw 29, 2014 8:12 AM 
To: Eichner, Maxine; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

Given our schedules maybe the least inconvenient arrangement for Luke would be for us to visit Luke’s classroom on two successive Mondays, Max in the morning and me in the afternoon 

Michael Luuis Corrado 
Arch Allen Prufessor uf Law 
and Professor uf Philusophy 

University’ uf Nurth Carolina Law Schuo[ 
Chapel }{ill, North Carolina 27599 
919 962 4121 

View my research on my SSRN Authur Page: 

http://papers.ssrn.comJsul3/cf dev/AbsB~/Auth.cfm?per id 215778 

Frum: Eichner, Maxine 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:06 PM 
Tu: Bruome, Lissa L 
Cc: Eichner, Miixine; Currado, Machael L 
Subject: Re: Help with Class Visits fur Luke Everett 

Hi, Lissa Do you mean that we each should go to twu classes? And should Mike and I shout for the same times? I can make two of Luke’s classes on Munday aftemouns 
Best, Max 

Sent frum mY iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 7:58 PM, "Bruome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc.edu<mai]to:lbroume@email uric edu>> wrute: 

Hi Max and Mike 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Luke’s RRYVA sections this spring? One section meets on Mondays and Thursdays from 1-2:25; the other section meets on 
Monday-s from 10:25-11:50 and Thursdays from 8:45-10:00. Please corKirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Luke about the visit. Once that email has been sent, 
I’ll let the two of you work out evety~thing else with Luke regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written cvaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thaaks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Bar,king and Finance L2",IC School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-\Vettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
httt~://w~vw, law.unc.edu/cent ers/baokin~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: httl~:/issm.com/author 248720<httl~:iihcl.ssm.com,’Grou~Processes/RedirectClick.cfm? 
l~artid 248720&corid 649&runid 6895&url httl~:i/ssrn.com/author 248720> 

<image001.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suh.ject: 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judit~wegner@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:59 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu>; Hornstein, Donald T <dhomste@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cla~ss Visions tbr Kaci Bishop 

I could do it Wed. at :1. but not until later in the term (at least after Festival on 2/I4). Would try to do before spring break when they probably start prepping for oral 

arguments. Will be a pleasure to attend with Don--Judith 

From: Broome, Lissa L 

Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 20~4 8:24 PM 

To: Hornste~n, Donald T; Wegner, Judith Welch 

Subject: RE: Class Wsits for Kaci Nshop 

Thanks, Don. 

F~m~ Hornstein, Donald T 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:09 PN 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L; Wegner, Judith Welch 
Subject~ ~E: Class Visits for Kaci Bishop 
Sure[ 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:53 PM 
To: Wegner, Judith Welch; Hornstein, Donald T 
Subject; Class Visits for Kaci Bishop 

Hi Judith and Don- 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Karl Bishop’s RRWA sections this spring? I think Judith’s class conflicts with one of the sections, so the 

best section to visit would be the one that meets on Wednesdays and Fridays from 1-2:25. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my 

email to Kaci about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Kaci regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

:: ~+~ :: Description: 

...... http://~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weisbur& Mark <amw@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:31 PM 

Broome, I,issa I <lbroome@email unc edu>; Kelley, Thomas A III <takelley@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

Two Fridays will work for me, although I can’t do either January 31 or Feb. 7. Otherwise, I can conform to Tom’s schedule. 

Mark Weisburd 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:12 PM 
To: Kelley, Thomas A III 

Co= Weisburd, Mark 
Subject-" RE: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

You might wahl [:o visit on two Fridays so you dot~’t have to disrupt your Cl#~ic schedule. 

Ussa 

F~m= Kelley, ~omas A III 

Sent= Wednesday, January 29, 20~4 8:51 AN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co= Weisburd, Nark 
Subject; Re: Visiting AMxa Chew’s RRWA C~ass This Spring 

Lissa, 

How many of each class sessions? I can cover the Friday classes with no problem but the Tuesday times will require me to cancel or reschedule standing clinic 

meetings with students. I’m happy to do that if I only need to do it once for each time slot. If memory serves, Mark and I are expected to visit two classes each. 

that right? 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 7:56 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <Ibroorne@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tom and Mark - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Alexa’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Tuesday from 2:05-3:30 and Friday 

from 1-2:25; the other section meets on Tuesdays and Fridays from 10:25-11:50. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my 

email to Alexa about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’II let the two of you work out everything else with Alexa regarding the best dates to 

visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!/www.law.unc.edu!centersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

<imageOO:l.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelley, Thomas A Ill <takelley@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:39 PM 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

OK. We’ll plan to visit two Friday classes together and we can nail down the dates in consultation with Alexa. My preference will be to find dates in mid- or late February, since I’ll 

be out of town from 3/8 to 2/29. 

Tom 

From: <Weisburd>, Mark <amw~email.unc.edu> 

Date~ Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:31 PM 

To~ "Broome, Lissa L" <!__b__r___q__q__m____e____@.____e___m____a_!_Lu___n__c__.___e__d__9.>, Thomas Kelley <.t__a___k___e_J_Le_k’___@.____e___m____a_!_[_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Subject~ RE: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

Two Fridays will work for me, although I can’t do either January 31 or Feb. 7. Otherwise, 1 can conform to Tom’s schedule. 

Mark Weisburd 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:12 PM 
To: Kelley, Thomas A 

Co: Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: RE: Visiting Alexa Chevgs RRWA Class This Spring 

You might want to visit on two Fridays so you don’t have to disrupt your Clinic schedule. 

l.issa 

From: Kelley, Thomas A 111 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:51 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: Re: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

Lissa, 

How many of each class sessions? I can cover the Friday classes with no problem but the Tuesday times will require me to cancel or reschedule standing clinic 

meetings with students. I’m happy to do that if I only need to do it once for each time slot. If memory serves, Mark and I are expected to visit two classes each. Is 

that right? 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 7:56 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tom and Mark - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Alexa’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Tuesday from 2:05-3:30 and Friday 

from 1-2:25; the other section meets on Tuesdays and Fridays from 10:25-11:50. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my 

email to Alexa about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Alexa regarding the best dates to 

visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http[!/ssrn.com!author=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corrado, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M <lmeveret@email.unc.edu> 

Eichner, Maxine <meichner@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Visits 

Hi, Luke. We discovered that I could only visit your morning class and not your afternoon class, and that Max could only visit your Monday at:ternoon class. That 

means that we are going to be visiting different classes. ~ would suggest that ~t m~ght be most convenient for you ~f we each v~s~ted on the same two consecutive 

Mondays, but ~ wou~d visit the morning class and Max the afternoon class. ~f that’s OK w~th you and Max, let’s try to set up dates. 

M~ke 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Se~t= Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 20~4 ~:42 PM 

Te= Evere~, Lewis N 
~¢= Eichner, Naxine; Corrado, Michael L 
Subject: Class Visits 

Hi Luke- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records~ that 

includes you. ~ax and Mike have graciously agreed to work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors to 

each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’ll leave it up to the three of you to arrange some good times for 

the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also a~ange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures fo~ submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If ~ou have an~ questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Farso Professor of Bankin8 Law 

Director, Center for Bankin~ and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9~9.962.7066 

hE~2L~_J_~:_y_o_~:_~Z~_~_o~Z_~_~_~)_o_~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!lssrn.comjauthor=248720 

Description: 
http:l/~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 2:10 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Fed to Further Cut Bond-Buying Program 

Fed to F~m-ther Cut Bond-Braying Program 

The Federal Reserve said it would further pare its signature bond-buying program next 

month, a move that solidifies the central bank’s strategy for winding down the program in 

small steps at each of its meetings as long as the economy continues to improve. 

The Fed’s policy-making committee said in a statement that it would trim its bond 

purchases to $65 billion per month in February, from a monthly pace of $75 billion in 

January. The decision to pull back on the bond program was unanimous, marking the first 

time there has not been a dissent at a policy meeting since June 2011. 

See More Covera#e >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reznick, Steve <reznick@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:24 PM 

UNC Faculty-StaffRecreation Association - General Information <farm general@listserv.unc.edu> 

[t?mn general] FARM Survey Follow-up 

Farm Members -The Farm Board greatly appreciates the feedback we received from the 174 families who participated in the survey that we conducted recently to 

help the Farm improve our facilities and activities. We wanted to follow-up quickly on a few items raised by the survey, and alert you to some capital 

improvements and plans that we will be implementing in the coming year(s) relevant to your comments. 

The feedback overwhelmingly praised all of our staff, and we will continue to support our staff’s invaluable contribution to the Farm’s success. There was some 

confusion regarding who serves on the Board and the lengths of our terms. The by-laws state "Each term of all Directors shall be for three years, and most Directors 

will serve no more than two consecutive terms." Some of us have served more than two terms, but we would certainly pass our batons to Farm members who seek 

Profession 

Scott Oliaro Athletic Trainer 

Gerald Land IT specialist 

Jon Tolle Retired Professor of Statistics & Operations Research 

Jim Hamilton Accountant 

Sandy Alexander Business and IT 

Robert Huls Realtor 

Jill Hamm Professor, School of Education 

Paul Yazejian Financial Manager 

Jackie Fritsch Staff, Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Steve Reznick Professor of Psychology 

the opportunity to serve. Ourcurrent Farm Boardmembers are: 

Member Joined Board in: Office 

2013 

2013 

2012 

2012 Treasurer 

2011 

2011 

2009 Vice President 

2007 Secretary 

2006 

2000 President 

Farm Board members and officers will continue or end their terms at our Annual Meeting on 2/20 (and Farm members are welcome to attend). If you have any 

interest in serving on the Farm Board, please contact Ben (uncfarm@hotmail.com) and!or me (Reznick@unc.edu.), and we will try to appoint you. Board service 

includes attendance at monthly meetings and participation on committees as needed. The Farm Board’s work load is usually light, but it can occasionally increase 

dramatically due to construction projects, droughts, personnel issues, financial problems, etc. 

Our capital improvements are limited by our budget, but our goals for 2014 include: repaving the worst 1/3 of our road this spring and the rest of it in the coming 2 

years, adding lights for the tennis courts 7-9, purchasing new pool furniture, and upgrading the Snack Shack cooking equipment. Ben also plans to continue 

improving bathroom conditions in all Farm buildings, improve Farm grounds, increase payment options for Farm members, implement an online schedule for the 

fitness room, continue to improve our pool-area Wi-Fi, and explore possibilities for a better pool slide. There was strong support for a new slide but budgetary 

restrictions and questions of location need to be answered before this can be implemented. Seth is exploring additional training for counselor staff and 

implementing several strategies for helping new members join the Farm’s community. Nate and his team are working to expand the popular online court sign-up 

to include an online calendar for all tennis activities, to offer new programs, and to encourage more Farm members to participate. Fitness Director Becky Binney 

will be instituting many new programs and eventually updating our fitness equipment. The Farm Board will soon review our membership profile with a goal of 

making the Farm more relevant to all of our constituents (e.g., instituting activities that will be of interest to our retirees and empty-nesters). 

Steve Reznick 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

t?mn~general as: lbro( me, zbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaJ4 to leave-34176084-2435570.47d4593d8el ld651e5d3bcd97b0ab835(tblistserv.unc.edu 



FFOlil : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Microsoft ONce 365 <MicrosofiONce365@email.oNce.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 2:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

You get 5 ONce insIalls ruth your subscriptiou: Share the benetiks with your household 

’iotir houseilok:l can ,:]ownlo td Offk:e on 1heir PCs Mac!;, and mobile 

[roubk, view?ng this e~ai[? 

You can rlow more easily 5hare ~he b,~!ne~il:s (if youl Office 365 

subscription with dp to four merr~be!s ol:.VOdr household. Take 

advantage of your 5 installs for PC or Mac and 5 mobile ir~staiis. 

It’s easy, .~end arl invil:a ~iorl to ,.ioul h,:xi.~ehold instead o~ your 

password and get s~arted.1 

password. 

o Gel 20 Gg of SkyDrive storage for each member’s personai 

account, for up to 100 GB per subscription.2 

LEARN MORE [] 

[o add a mernber, log iri to your subscription at 

www.o ffice.com/myaccou nt 

U nder Sha~e yo~" S~bs¢~pt~o~ Be~ef~t~, click 

or tap Add Use~ 

Enter an emai[ address and c[~(k or tap Send 

load theiatestversi 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vartaniar~ Thomas ~homas.Vartanian@dechert.com~ 

Wednesday, Jannary 29, 2014 3:44 PM 

Peter Carroll (peter.ca~oll@ct~b.gov); Alfred Pollard (Alti~ed.Pollard@Nth.gov); PeaJcce, Mark (DCP) <MaPearce@FDIC.gov>; 

Mierzewski, Michael <Michael.Mierzewski@APORTER.COM>; ReginaJd Theodore O’Shields (roshields@lhlbatl.com) 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@em~l.unc.edu>; Rizzo, Deborah <Deborah.Rizzo@deche(t.com> 

UNC Banking Inslimte 2014 Agenda (2).docx 

UNC Banking Inslitute 2014 Agenda (2).docx 

Mortgage Reform Panel: 
Thanks for taking part in this panel at the U NC School of Law 2014 Annual Banking Institute. A copy of the latest agenda for the program is 
attached. Lissa’s folks will handle the logistics, registration and related travel issues. 
To coordinate the panel, which will be a moderated Q&A style, I’d like to have two calls - a 30 min call in the next two - three weeks, and then a 45 
min call in mid to late March. Debbie will coordinate with you to set those calls up. 
The first call should be to set out the format and assign the areas that you will cover through your answers to questions which I will ask you. A week 
before the second call, please forward to me questions that you want me to ask you on that subject matter. I can then construct a script for the 
session that we can review in our second call. 
This should make it as easy as possible on you as a speaker, but still lead to an informative and interesting session. 
Thanks for participating. I look forward to working with you. 
Regards. 
Tom 
Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP 
1900 K Street NW 
Washington, DC 20006 
202-261-3439 



2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 
Reggie O’ Shields, Federal Home Bank of Atlanta, Georgia 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial crisis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rule and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 



the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new- rules 
and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right now? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Clearing House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 11853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 



6:00 - 6:45 Dinner 

This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the Beischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 



Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 
Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45- 10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provisions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final actions. 
Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules compliance, 
enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange fees, and 
executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules affect 
regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

11:00- 111:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 

spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Everett, Lewis M <lmevere@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:54 PM 

Cormdo, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Eichner, Maxine <meichner@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Visits 

Max and Mike -- 

I really look forward to having you both in class. I’m used to unannounced evaluations visits from principals in high school; this will be comparatively relaxing. 

We have conferences regularly that fill in for classes, and most of them replace Monday sessions, so there are a number of Mondays that we don’t actually meet. As far as 
consecutive Mondays go, we’ll have class on Feb. 10, 17, and 24. Ohe first two of those would probably be more interesting, as we’ll be working on federal citation in groups 

on the 24th.) We’ll also meet on March 17 and 24. 

Let me know if neither of those work; I also don’t mind at all if they aren’t consecutive or if you come on different Mondays. 

Best, 
Luke 

From: Corrado, Michael L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:56 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L; Everett, Lewis M 
C¢: Eichner, Maxine 
Subject: RE: Class Visits 

Hi, Luke. We discovered that I could only visit your morning class and not your at:ternoon class, and that Max could only visit your’ Monday afternoon class. That 

means that we are going to be visiting different classes. I would suggest that it might be most convenient for you if we each visited on the same two consecutive 

Mondays, but I would visit the morning class and Max the afternoon class. If that’s OK with you and Max, let’s try to set up dates. 

Mike 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:42 plVl 

To: Everett, Lewis lv~ 
Ce: Eichner, Maxine; Corrado, Michael L 
Subject: Class Visits 

Hi Luke- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. Max and Mike have graciously agreed to work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors to 

each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’II leave it up to the three of you to arrange some good times for 

the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

h tt p://www.!a w:unc, ed u/cent ers/bank!ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: _h_t_t_p__~//__s__s_[_n__:_c_o_m__/_O_u___t__h__9__r_:E_2__z_!__8_Z~_Q 

:: "N :: Description: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gerhardt, Deborah R <dgerhardt@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:17 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

CoNey, John M <jmconley@email.unc.edtr~; Bmphy, Alt?ed L ~abrophy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Class Visits 

Copyright Syllabus Spring 2014.docN Spring 2014 Trademark Law Syllabus.docx 

Sounds good! Attached are my syllabi so you all can choose days that look interesting. 

Thanks tbr taking the time, 

Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assis~nt Pro![~ssor of I 

UNC School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

100 Ridge Road, CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 962-7219 

dgerhardt(d~unc.edu 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:50 PM 

To: Deborah Gerhardt <dgerhardt@unc.edu> 

Cc: "CoNey, John M" <i .m__c__o__n_!._e__v_@~_n_3a_!!.__u_n__c_:_e__d__u_> "Brophy, Alfred L" <_a_.b_r_._o_p_h_y_~_.e_.m__.a_~_!:u__n_.c__._._e_~l_~> "Myers, Richard E" <r__m_y_e___r._s_@._.e__n__l_a__!!:_u__n_.c__..e_d__u_> "Broome Lissa L" 

Subject: Class Visits 

Hi Deborah- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. John and AI will visit you Copyright class and Richard and I will visit your Trademark class. We will all work with you to find a good time to visit. We 

typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’II leave it up to each visiting 

team and you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are 

likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:i/ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http:llwww.law.unc.edulimages/newslmedialbankingfinance web 542.jpg 



Spring 2014 Syllabus 
Copyright Law 210.0011 

Professor Deborah Ro Gerhardt 
Office: 5112 

Telephone: (919) 962-7219 
E-mail: dgerhardt@unc.edu 

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
1:00 p.m. - 1:55 p.m. Room 4004 
3 credit hours, no prerequisites 

Office Hours: Tuesday and Thursday: 9:45 - 10:45 am or by appointment 

Attendance and the quality of your class participation may be considered as part of your grade. 
The professor reserves the right to dismiss from the course any student with more than 3 
unexcused absences. 

The final exam is given in an 8 hour take home format. Practice exams are available on Sakai, 
and we will workshop several questions together during the semester. During the final exam, 
students may consult outside sources (such as the copyright office website). The exam should 
reflect your independent work. Please do not seek assistance from anyone else or assist others. 

Text: Cohen, et al, Copyright in a Global Information Economy, 3rd Edition (Wolters Kluwer) 

Any additional readings, source materials or power point presentations created by the professor 
shall be available on the course Sakai site. 

Wednesday, January 8 I.     Copyright in Context 
A. Theoretical Underpinnings, pp. 3-21 

Watch the GoldieBlox Princess Machine Ad 

Thursday, January 9 

Tuesday, January 14 

B. History of U.S. Copyright Law, pp. 21-32 
The Copyright Act of 1790 

Role of International Treaties and Institutions, pp. 32-40 

Copyrightable Subj ect Matter 
A. Fixation, pp. 45-57 

Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



Wednesday, January- 15 

Thursday, January 16 

Tuesday, January 21 

Wednesday, January 22: 

Thursday, January 23 

Tuesday, January 28 

Wednesday, January 29: 

Thursday, January 30: 

Tuesday, February 4 

Wednesday, February 5 

Thursday, February 6 

Tuesday, February 11 

Wednesday, February 12: 

Thursday, February 13 

Tuesday, February 18 

Wednesday, February 19 

Thursday, February 20 

Tuesday, February 25 

Originality: pp. 57-80 

Idea/Expression Distinction: pp. 81-98 

Derivative Works and Compilations: pp. 99-115 

Authorship: 
Sole and joint authorship: pp. 116-123 

Works Made for Hire and 
U.S. Government Works, pp. 124-142 

IlL Acquiring and Maintaining Copyright 
Formalities, pp. 145-159 

Duration: pp. 160-175 

Renewals and Terminati on of Transfers: pp. 176-190 

IV. Protected Works and Boundary Problems 
Useful Articles. pp. 191-206 

Computer Software, pp. 215-233 

Characters, pp. 257-268 

Subject Matter and Duration Workshop 

VI. Copyright Scope aud Enforcemeut 
Elements of Infringement, pp. 289-301 

Reproduction Right, pp. 302-323 

Reproduction Right, pp. 333-340 

Distribution Right, pp. 341-364 

Right to Prepare Derivative Works: pp. 365-380 

Right to Prepare Derivative Works: pp. 381-391 
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Wednesday, February 26 

Thursday, February 27 

Tuesday, March 4 

Wednesday, March 5 

Thursday, March 6 

March 10-March 17 

Tuesday, March 18: 

Wednesday, March 19: 

Thursday, March 20: 

Tuesday, March 25: 

Wednesday, March 26: 

Thursday, March 27: 

Tuesday, April 1-3: 

Moral Rights, pp. 392-410 

Public Performance and Display Rights: pp. 421-434 

Copyright and the Music Industry, pp. 436-450 

VIII. Different Faces of Infringement 
Direct Infringement, pp. 469-474 
Criminal Liability, pp. 516-528 

Vicarious Liability and 
Contributory Infringement, pp. 475-488 

Spring Break 

Inducement, pp. 489-502 

On-Line Service Provider Liability: pp. 502-515 

Class Cancelled 

Fair Use, pp. 529-551 

Fair Use, pp. 552-579 

Fair Use, pp. 580-604 

Class Cancelled 

Tuesday, April 8: 

Wednesday, April 9: 

Thursday, April 10 

Tuesday, April 15 

Fair Use: Google Books Decision 

Guest Speaker 

XI. Remedies: pp. 799-833 

Infringement Workshop 
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The Honor Code is in effect in this class and all others at the University. I am committed to 
treating Honor Code violations seriously and encourage all students to become familiar with its 
terms set out at http:iiinstrument.unc.edu. If you have questions, it is your responsibility to ask 
me about the Code’s application. All exams, written work and other projects must be submitted 
with a statement that you have complied with the requirements of the Honor Code in all aspects 
of the submitted work. 
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Spring 2014 Trademark Law Syllabus 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 8:45 a.m. - 9:40 a.m., Room 5052 

Professor Deborah R. Gerhardt 
Telephone: 919 962-7219 

E-mail: dgerhardt@unc.edu 

Office Hours: Tuesday and Thursday 9:45 - 10:45 am or by appointment 

Text: Lunney, Cases and Materials on Trademark Law (West) 

Attendance and the quality of your class participation may be considered as part of your grade. 
The professor reserves the right to dismiss from the course any student with more than 3 
unexcused absences. 

The final exam is given in an 8 hour take home format. Practice exams are available on Sakai, 
and we will workshop several questions together during the semester. During the final exam, 
students may consult outside sources (such as the copyright office website). The exam should 
reflect your independent work. Please do not seek assistance from anyone else or assist others. 

Any additional readings, source materials or power point presentations created by the professor 
shall be available on the course Sakai site. 

Wednesday, January 8: 

Thursday, January 9: 

I. Introduction: Trademark History 
Competition: Fair and Unfair, pp. 1-32 

What is a trademark? 
Constitutional Basis pp. 32-40 

Perspectives on Trademark Policy, pp. 40-46 

Tuesday, January 14: 

Wednesday, January 15: 

Thursday, January 16: 

Tuesday, January 21 : 

II. Prerequisites for Protection: Use 
Traditional Use Requirement, pp. 46-61 

Analogous Use: pp. 62-67 
Federal Registration and Intent to Use: pp. 68-82 

III. Geographic Scope of Trademark Rights 
Common law: pp. 83-90 

Federal Registration and 
Geographic Scope: pp. 90-112 
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Wednesday, January 22: 

Thursday, January 23: 

Tuesday, January 28: 

Wednesday, January 29: 

Thursday, January 30: 

International Use and 
Domestic Rights, pp. pp. 112-121 

IV. Prerequisites for Trademark Protection: 
Distinctiveness 

Descriptive Marks and 
the Spectrum of Distinctiveness, pp. 13 6-15 5 

Generic Words, pp. 156-189 

Surnames, pp. 1190-1198 

Deceptive Marks, pp. 199-211 

Tuesday, February 4: 

Wednesday, February 5: 

Thursday, February 6: 

Objectionable Marks, pp. 212-233 

Registration and Presumptions of Validity, pp. 234-249 

Federal Registration 
Guest Lecturer: Ed Timbeflake 

Timberlake Law 

Tuesday, February 11: 

Wednesday, February 12: 

Thursday, February 13: 

V. Trade Dress 
Common Law protection, pp. 250-260 

Federal Trade Dress Claims: 
Distinctiveness, 274-287 

Distinctiveness: pp. 288-311 

Tuesday, February 18: 

Wednesday, February 19: 

Thursday, February 20: 

Functionality and the Road to Traffix: pp. 312-329 

VI. Trademark Ownership 
Initial Ownership and Assignments, pp. 330-352 

Licensing and Abandonment, pp. 353-373 
Guest Lecturer: Kim Gaffing 

Smith Moore Leathe~ood, LLP 

Tuesday, February 25: VII. Infringement: 
Basic Standard: Likelihood of Confusion, pp. 374-389 
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Wednesday, February 26: 

Thursday, February 27: 

Tuesday, March 4: 

Wednesday, March 5: 

Thursday, March 6: 

March 10-March 17 

Promotional Goods, pp. 390-401 

Post Sale and Initial Interest Confusion, pp. 402-415 
Guest Lecturer: Charlie Henri 

Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 

Trademark Validity Workshop 

Reverse Confusion, pp. 416-431 

Parody, pp. 431-449 

SPRING BREAK 

Tuesday, March 18: 

Wednesday, March 19: 

Thursday, March 20: 

Secondary Liability, pp. 450-460 

VIII. Dilution: State Approaches and 
Federal Claims: pp. 461-487 

Dilution by Blurring, pp. 487-497 

Tuesday, March 25: 

Wednesday, March 26: 

Thursday, March 27: 

Tuesday and Wednesday, 
April 1-2: 

Thursday, April 3: 

Tuesday, April 8: 

Wednesday, April 9: 

Thursday, April 10: 

Tuesday, April 15: 

Dilution by Tarnishment, pp. 498-506 

Parody and Dilution, pp. 523-535 

IX. Trademark Defenses 
Fair Use, pp. 536-547 

Class Cancelled 

Descriptive and Nominative Fair Use, pp. 548-566 

First Amendment, pp. 589-602 
University of Alabama v. Daniel Moore 

Trademarks in Search Engines: pp. 803-823 

False and Misleading Advertising, pp. 743-767 

Infringement Workshop 
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The Honor Code is in effect in this class and all others at the University. I am committed to 
treating Honor Code violations seriously and encourage all students to become familiar with its 
terms set out at http:iiinstmment.unc.edu. If you have questions, it is your responsibility to ask 
me about the Code’s application. All exams, written work and other projects must be submitted 
with a statement that you have complied with the requirements of the Honor Code in all aspects 
of the submitted work. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 4:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Facebook’s Protit Surges on Mobile-Ad Growth 

Facebook’s Profit Sttrges 

Facebook reported surging fourth-quarter earnings as mobile advertising continues to 

become a bigger part of the social network’s business. 

Total revenue increased 63% to $2.59 billion as marketers flocked to Facebook ads in 

hopes of reaching its unrivaled 1.2 billion users. The company said earnings excluding 

certain items were 31 cents a share, up from 17 cents a year ago. 

See Note Coverage 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conley, John M <jmconley@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Jannary 29, 2014 4:32 PM 

Gerhardt, Deborah R <dgerhardt@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~ 

Brophy, Alt?ed I, <abrophy@email. unc.edu>; Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.nnc.edu-~ 

RE: Class Visits 

Thanks, Deborah. I see that you have a "workshop" scheduled for 2/:[1. That sounds innovative and generally cool. Would that be a good thing to observe, or Rot? 

Cheers, 

John 

F~ Gerhardt, Deborah R 
~e~t~ Wednesday, 3anua~ 29, 201~ ~:17 P~ 

To~ Broome, L~ssa L 
~ CoNey, 3ohn N; Brophy, Nfred L; Nyers, Richard E 
~bj~t~ Re: Class Visits 

Sounds good] Attached are my syllabi so you all can choose days that look interesting. 

Thanks for taking the time, 

Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assistant Professor of Law 

UNC SchoN of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~l 

100 Ridge Road, CB 3380 

Chapel Hi~l, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 962-7219 

d~erhardt~unc.edu 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <lbroome@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday~ January 29, 2014 1:50 PM 

To: Deborah Gerhardt <dgerhardt@unc.edu> 

~: "CoNey, John M" <j_~_~_~J_~@~_~]~_[J:_9_D_~:_~_~_~>, "Brophy Alfred L" <abro~h~@ema~l.unc.edu> "Myers, Richard E" <rm~ers@emaiLunc.edu> "Broome LBsa L" 

<~[~R.~_~.~.~.~.~_[:~_:~#_~.> 
Subje~: Class Visits 

Hi Deborah- 

[ach spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. John and AI will visit you Copyright class and Richard and I will visit your Trademark class. We will all work with you to find a good time to visit. We 

typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). Iql leave it up to each visiting 

team and you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are 

likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee w~ll also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

kissa 

kissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking kaw 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of kaw 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/bankh~g 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 4:55 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Lenovo Near Deal to Buy Google’s Handset Business 

Lenovo Near Deal to Buy Google’s Handset B~Llsiness 

Lenovo Group is nearing a deal to buy Google’s wireless-handset business. 

Lenovo has agreed to pay nearly $3 billion for the unit. Google got the business in a $12.5 

billion deal it did with Motorola in 2011. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 5:16 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Professional Announcements and Job Openings, 1/29/2014 

Legal Scholarship Network 

Professional Announcements and Job Openings 

January 29, 2014 

Published by the LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK (LSN) 

a division of 

Social Science Electronic Publishing, Inc (SSEP) 

Copyright by SSEP, Inc. 2014--All rights reserved. 

tomorrows research today 

http:I/vwvw. SSRN com/ 

Table of Contents 

Professional Announcements 

Brooklyn Law School Roundtable Discussion: Sick and Tired of Beinq Sick and Tired: Leveraqing Law to Facilitate Citizen Epidemiology 

Announcement 

Brooklyn Journal of Corporate Financial and Commercial LawAnnual Symposium: Choice of Law in Cross-Border Bankruptcy Cases 

Announcement 

19th Annual UBC Interdisciplinary Legal Studies Graduate Student Conference 

Call For Papers 

Leqal Scholarship Workshop ~.. HKU (LSW~..HKU| 

Call For Papers 

Summer Institute for Law and Policv 

Call For Papers 

Job Openinqs 

Thompson Rivers University 

Dean Faculty of Law 

University of Cambridqe Faculty of Law 

University Lectureship in Corporate Law 

Sin~qapore Manaqement University, School of Law 

Post-Doctoral Fellowship/Research Fellow 

Queen’s University, Faculty of Law 

Assistant/Associate Professor in Law 

LSN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on LSN. 

Brooklyn Law School Roundtable Discussion: Sick and Tired of Being Sick and Tired: Leveraging Law to Facilitate Citizen Epidemiology 

February 10 2014, Brooklyn, NY 

Brooklyn Law School’s Center for Health, Science and Public Policy (http:~wwwbr~k~aw.edu~en~inte~ectua~ife~centerf~rhea~thscienceandpub~icp~icy~exe cutivedirectorsmessaqe aspx) 

and the Graduate Program in Health Advocacy at Sarah Lawrence College http:liwwwslc.edulpublic-health-advocacyi present a Roundtable Discussion: Sick and Tired of Being Sick 

and Tired: Leveraging Lawto Facilitate Citizen Epidemiology 

Monday, Feb. 10, 1:00- 5:00 p.m.- Subotnick Center, Brooklyn Law School, 250 Joralemon Street, Brooklyn, NY, 11201 (http:i/www.brooklaw.edu/directions) 

RSVP: Please RSVP online at: http://~’~^,~/.brooklaw.edu/healthpqm before Thursday, Feb. 6 

FREE OF CHARGE 



ABOUT THE PROGRAM: The discussion will focus on how community residents (that is, citizens of a place) who are experiencing health effects from industrial toxins can document 

exposures and hold industrial polluters accountable. 

Topics will be drawn from the experience of organizations such as Mossville Environmental Action Now, WE ACT for Environmental Justice, and other groups. The roundtable will 

address the meaning of public health protection; the effects on communities when it is withheld; the use of epidemiological research and other public health tools; and, how community 

residents can create alternative public health research strategies and use them in legal, media, and community-organizing campaigns -especially those focused on industries such as 

oil refining and chemical processing. 

The program’s goal is to share knowledge and tactics that benefit the work of environmental justice organizing in the United States 

PANELISTS: 

Gregg Macey, Associate Professor of Law. Brooklyn Law School 

Ogonnaya Dotson Newman. Director of Environmental Health. WE ACT 

Rebecca O. Johnson, Graduate Program in Health Advocacy, Sarah Lawrence College 

Dan Fagin, Director, Science, Health and Environmental Reporting Program 

Arthur L Carter Journalism Institute. NewYork University 

Richard Clapp, Professor Emeritus, School of Public Health, Department of Environmental Health 

Phil Brown, University Distinguished Professor of Sociology and Health Sciences, Director. Social Science Environmental Health Research Institute, Northeastern University 

Peggy M Shepard, Executive Director, WE ACT 

Dorothy Felix. President, Mossville Environmental Action Now. Inc 

Monique Harden, Co-Director & Attorney, Advocates for Environmental Human Rights 

Wilma Subra, President, The Subra Company 

Brooklyn Journal of Corporate, Financial and Commercial Law Annual Symposium: Choice of Law in Cross-Border Bankruptcy Cases 

March 7, 2014, Brooklyn, NewYork 

Brooklyn Law School’s Center for the Study of Business Law and Regulation (http:~wv‘rw~br~k~aw~edu~en/inte~ectua~ife/centerf~rbusiness~awregu~ati~n/~verview.a spx ?) and the 

International Insolvency Institute (http:/!,z,~J.iiiglobal.org) present the Brooklyn Journal of Corporate, Financial and Commercial LawAnnual Symposium: Choice of Law in Cross-Border 

Bankruptcy Cases on Friday, March 7, 2014, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at Subotnick Center, Brooklyn Law School, 250 Joralemon Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201 

RSVP: Please RSVP online at: http://wvwv brooklaw edu/choicelaw by Wednesday, March 5, 2014 

This program is free for those who do not want CLE credit. All attendees, however, must RSVP. 

ABOUT THE SYMPOSIUM: As the world becomes ever more interconnected, insolvency and business restructurings have become global phenomena Unfortunately, territorial 

differences often combine with complex corporate structures to frustrate the coordinated global administration of a bankruptcy case. Clear and predictable choice of law rules can ease 

the administration of cross-border bankruptcy cases and facilitate the cooperation among courts, especially where important local policy choices are embedded in domestic 

commercial law. 

Existing international instruments, such as the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Model Law, the EU Insolvency Regulation, and the UNCITRAL 

Legislative Guide, all seek to implement the administration of a firm’s bankruptcy across national boundaries through an administratively coordinated case based at the debtor’s center 

of main interest. This procedural centralization does not, however, determine which legal questions will be determined by choice of forum, and when and whether a forum court may 

apply foreign law The current state of the law is uncertain. The Model Law is silent on this question; the Legislative Guide (Recommendations 30-34) take an approach that gives fairly 

broad application to the bankruptcy law of the debtor’s "center of its main interests" or "COMI"; while the EU has proposed changes to the EU Regulation to permit a forum court to apply 

foreign priorities under certain circumstances 

Through presentations by a distinguished international faculty, all closely involved in the evolving practice and law reform efforts, the conference will explore howand whether 

harmonized choice of law rules might facilitate coordination and cooperation in cross-border bankruptcy cases. 

AGENDA: View the Symposium’s Agenda at: http:llwww.brooklawedu/newsandevents/events/20141-/media/662A6AD6BO3D4AA69C1AE9EBF7B4 2C12.ashx 

PARTICIPANTS: 

Nicholas W Allard, Joseph Crea Dean and Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School 

Bruce Leonard, Founding Member, Chair and Director, International Insolvency Institute; Counsel, Restructuring and Insolvency Group, Cassels Brock 

Edward Janger, David M Barse Professor of Law, Brooklyn LawSchool 

Susan Block-Lieb, Cooper Family Professor of Law, Fordham University School of Law 

Jenny Clift, Senior Legal Officer International Trade Law Division (UNCITRAL Secretariat) Office of Legal Affairs 

Christopher J. Redmond, Partner, Husch and Blackwell 

Bob Wessels. Professor of Law. Institute for Private Law, University of Leiden 

Hon Leif M. Clark, Bankruptcy Judge (ret.), United States Bankruptcy Court, W.D Texas (ret.) 

Leif M. Clark Consulting 

Charles W. Mooney, Jr, Charles A. Heimbold, Jr. Professor of Law, University of Pennsylvania Law School 

Christoph J. Paulus, Professor of Law, Humboldt-Universitat zu Berlin 

Hon Allan L Gropper, Bankruptcy Judge, United States Bankruptcy Court. SDNY 

David M. Barse, Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School 

John A.E. Pottow, Professor of Law. University of Michigan Law School 

Donald S. Bernstein, Partner, Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 

Irit Mevorach, Senior Counsel, World Bank; Associate Professor, Faculty of Social Sciences 

University of Nottingham, School of Law (on leave) 

Gabriel Moss QC, South Square Chambers; Visiting Professor in Corporate Insolvency Law, Oxford University 

CLE CREDIT: 

- This course provides 75 CLE credits in the State of New York. The credits are transitional and non-transitional and the category is Areas of Professional Practice. 

COST FOR CLE CREDIT: 

- $75 ($10 per CLE credit) for Brooklyn Law School graduates who hold a current BLS Alumni Association Membership Card. If you would like to join, you can do so here or call 718-780- 

7966 for more information. 

- $300 ($40 per CLE credit) for all others. 

- Brooklyn Law School may offer financial assistance to participants who meet certain qualifications. Our financial aid policy is available at http:!!www.brooklaw.edu!financialaidcle 

- A full refund will be made for cancellations up to 24 hours before the start of the program. No refunds will be issued less than 24 hours before the program begins. 

APPLICATIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information on registering for CLE credits for this event, please contact Matilda Garrido. CLE Administrator at 

matilda..qarrido@ brooklaw.edu 



Call For Papers 

19th Annual UBC interdisciplinary Legal Studies Graduate Student Conference 

May 8-9, 2014, Vancouver, Canada 

Graduate students from all disciplines are invited to participate in the 19th annual UBC Interdisciplinary Legal Studies Graduate Student Conference. The Conference will be held at 

Allard Hall, University of British Columbia, in Vancouver, Canada, on May 8-9, 2014. 

This conference offers an academic forum for graduate students to consider and exchange innovative ideas that bridge law and other disciplines. It is a conference designed specifically 

for graduate students, and creates a safe and dynamic environment to stretch intellectual boundaries and build academic networks Located in beautiful Vancouver, on Canada’s west 

coast, this event will allow a healthy balance between work and play. 

CONFERENCE THEM E: The theme for the 2014 conference is Law as a Bridge. We are seeking a diversity of papers that examine the role of law as a bridge between disciplines: a 

bridge that connects individuals and groups within and across societies, spanning time and space while simultaneously offering continuity and change. How does the role of law, and 

its capacity to connect various aspects of our world and worldviews, enable us to prepare for the challenges of the 21st century? Do our legal concepts and law-creating processes 

sufficiently prepare us to embrace or merely chase economic, political and climate change, information technology and the loss of privacy, advances in biotechnology that redefine what 

it means to be human, the evolution of democracy, globalization of capital and the means of production, mass human migration, etc? We encourage scholars to be creative in their 

interpretation of the Conference theme, and to give it meaning in ways that connect with their research interests. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Proposals should include the title of the paper, a 250 word abstract, the student’s full institutional affiliation, email address and phone number. 

Presenters should be current graduate students or have recently completed graduate studies (Exceptional proposals from final year LL B./J D./B A. students may be accepted) 

Abstracts must be submitted via email to submissions lawqradcon(~,qmail corn by February 14, 2014 Successful applicants will be informed by late February, 2014. Registration and 

fees will be payable by March 21, 2014 Detailed information will be posted regularly on the Conference website at http:/iwww law.ubc.ca/events/2014/may/19th conf.html Questions 

may be directed to conference organizers at lawqradcon(~,qmail.com 

Call For Papers 

Legal Scholarship Workshop @ HKU (LSW@HKU) 

Monday, June 2, 2014, University of Hong Kong 

OVERVIEW: The Legal Scholarship Workshop @ HKU (LSW@HKU) offers a unique forum for current doctoral candidates in law to present their work in a focused workshop setting that 

aims to approach legal scholarship holistically. In addition to the traditional emphasis on the paper’s content and argument, the LSW@HKU is also oriented towards academic training 

in preparation for the academic job market. Thus, presenters will receive both substantive comments on the paper and stylistic feedback on the presentation, and along the way educate 

ourselves about what makes a successful paper topic, paper, and presentation. 

FORMAT: The one-day w’orkshop will host a total of not more than 4 presenters. Each presenter will be allocated an exclusive 90-minute session (i.e., no panel format and no concurrent 

sessions) for presentation, substantive Q&A and stylistic feedback. Each presenter can expect an earnest discussion on both substance and style from the workshop participants. The 

workshop participants will primarily include research postgraduate students from the University of Hong Kong led by the hosting faculty member, invited faculty members whose 

expertise coincide with the presented paper, and invited research postgraduate students from other institutions. 

The workshop will include papers from all areas of law, with no restrictions on jurisdiction and methodology. There is no strict limitation on paper length, though papers whose format 

and length are meant for either an one-hour workshop discussion or an one-hour job talk presentation are preferred. 

Presenters and participants must commit to attend the entire Workshop, including reading the presented papers of all presenters prior to the session. 

QUALIFICATIONS: current postgraduate students enrolled in a doctoral program in law (e.g., PhD or JSD, but excluding JD) in any law school around the world. Recently graduated 

doctoral candidates who has not obtained a tenure-track academic position may also apply, but priority will be given to current students. 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT: There is no conference registration fees for presenters. In addition, the University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law will provide each presenter with travel 

reimbursement of up to HK$6000 (approx USD 750) for return economy airfare from either the presenter’s academic institution or home country, and accommodation reimbursement of 

up to HK$2000 (approx USD 250) for two night stay in Hong Kong. 

PAPER SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: To apply, send a paper or abstract, together with a CV and a cover letter stating the intended format/purpose of the paper to Jianlin Chen 

(iianlin(~hku hk) by Mar. 3, 2014. Decisions will be made and communicated to applicants no later than Mar 18, 2014. The finalized paper to be presented is due by May 18, 2014 for 

distribution two weeks before the workshop 

PARTICIPANTS APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Postgraduate students may also apply to join the workshop as invited participants (i.e., no paper presentation) There is no conference 

registration fees for invited participants Constraints of financial resources prevent travel reimbursement for invited participants, but meals for the whole day workshop will be provided 

for all invited participants This option is particularly suitable for postgraduate students who have just started their program and/or who happens to be in the vicinity of Hong Kong at the 

time of the workshop To apply, send a CV and a cover letter stating the intended purpose of participation to Jianlin Chen dianlin(~hku.hk) by Mar. 3, 2013 Decisions will be made and 

communicated to applicants no later than Mar 18, 2013 Applicants who are applying for paper presentation may simply include in their cover letter whether they would be interested to 

be considered as invited participants, which would be independently considered without any prejudice or preference in relation to the selection of presenters 

Call For Papers 

Summer institute for Law and Policy 

June 1-20, 2014, Jerusalem 

Hebrew University in Jerusalem Faculty of Law invites applications for its three week Summer Institute for Law and Policy, June 1-20, 2014. 

ABOUT HU: The Hebrew University of Jerusalem (HU) is the first and leading university in Israel (ranked 59 in the world in http:flv~vw.shan.qhairankin.q.com). The Faculty of Law, which 

has long been considered the most prestigious law school in the country and a world-reputed academic institution, is inviting applications for the first of its Summer Institutes for Law 

and Policy. The Program, offered in English, is dedicated to International Law and Human Rights, and the Middle East Conflict, fields for which the HU Law Faculty has been known as 

an international hub of academic excellence. 



THE SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR LAW AND POLICY, PROGRAM DETAILS: The program offers four academic courses with top Israeli legal experts; The Legal Aspects of the Middle East 

Crisis, Prof. Robbie Sabel, Israel’s Human Rights Challenges, Prof. David Kretzmer, Information Law and Technology, Dr. Guy Pesach, and International Economic Law in the Age of 

Globalization, Prof. Tomer Broude. 

The program begins June 1st, 2014 and runs through June 20th, 2014. It is run in cooperation with the Rothberg International School, creating a supportive environment, both 

academically and socially for foreign students. 

The program offers an excellent study program in a top notch university, located in an intellectually stimulating environment: the City of Jerusalem, with its long history of conflict and 

diversity, and the State of Israel - a Start-Up Nation, confronting difficult international law and human rights challenges. 

Academically and practically inclined students and practitioners with strong legal backgrounds are invited to apply to the HU Summer Institute. Language of Instruction: English 

TUITION: $3,250 

ACCOMMODATIONS AT HEBREW UNIVERSITY: $750 (Participants may make alternate hotel arrangements of their choosing). Airfare not included. 

Scholarships, stipends and partial tuition waivers will be offered to all qualifying candidates based upon available funding. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: See http://~vww.institureforlawandpolicv.com or irisa@savion.huq.ac.il 

Thompson Rivers University 

Dean, Faculty of Law 

This is an exciting time in the continuing development of Thompson Rivers University (TRU). The University is a member of the Research Universities’ Council of British Columbia, and 

the integration of research, creative practice, and innovation into teaching and learning in over 40 degree options and 50 diploma and certificate programs is a priority. With Masters 

degree programs in Business Administration, Education, and Environmental Science, TRU continues to build strength in a number of research areas. Currently TRU has an on-campus 

student population of approximately 13,000 and enrolls a further 11,000 students in open and distance education with courses and programs through its Open Learning division. The 

campus is now home to award-winning architecture and a vibrant, culturally diverse student population 

ABOUT THE FACULTY OF LAW: Leading the Faculty of Law is a unique opportunity to shape Canadian legal education for the twenty-first century The Faculty was founded in 2010 as 

the first new law faculty in Canada in over 33 years Situated in the traditional territories of the Secwepemc people (the Shuswap) and the largest territory in BC, the Faculty of Law is 

committed to access to justice for communities in the BC interior. With a dynamic group of faculty, this ambitious law school is dedicated to excellence in research and innovative legal 

education. The Faculty has reached an enrolment of 250 students and will graduate its first JD cohort in 2014. For more information about the Faculty of Law please visit 

JOB DESCRIPTION/QUALIFICATIONS: The Dean of Law is responsible to the Provost & Vice- President Academic for the supervision and administration of all activities of the Faculty. As 

an outstanding legal scholar or practitioner, you will continue to expand on the Faculty’s priorities. You will be active in raising the profile of the Faculty of Law and increasing support for 

students. You will have experience as an inspirational leader, communicator and mentor. You will be strategic and entrepreneurial, and understand the significant challenges 

forthcoming in legal education. 

This is an exciting opportunity to live in Kamloops, a beautiful and friendly community with spectacular outdoor recreational opportunities, and to make a mark on a university that is 

evolving and growing. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. As part of its commitment to 

Employment Equity, TRU encourages applications from qualified members of the four designated groups: women, Aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities, and visible minorities. 

Applicants are invited to identify themselves if they belong to any of the four designated groups. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Should you want to learn more about this unique leadership opportunity, please call Natasha Knight or Maureen Geldart at (604) 926-0005 or forvcard your 

CV, a letter of introduction and the names of three referees in confidence to Natasha@the.qeldart.qrou p.com 

University of Cambridge Faculty of Law 

University Lectureship in Corporate Law 

The Faculty of Law at the University of Cambridge is seeking to appoint an appropriately qualified individual to a University Lectureship in Corporate Law from 1 September 2014 

JOB DESCRIPTION/QUALIFICATIONS: The person appointed will teach at undergraduate and postgraduate level, and, in particular, would take the lead role with teaching and 

examining the ’Deals’ paper in the recently-established Masters of Corporate Law course (MCL) that focuses on the legal structuring of corporate transactions. S/he will also conduct 

and supervise research, and participate in the general work of the Faculty and the Centre for Corporate and Commercial Law The post holder’s research interests will ideally focus on 

corporate law but could relate primarily to commercial law or contract law. Experience practising as a barrister or solicitor would be desirable, though not essential. 

Appointments made at University Lectureship level will be permanent, subject to a probationary period of five years. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Further information about the Faculty of Law and about the MCL may be found at http://www law.camac.uk and http://mcl.lawcam.ac.uk/respectively. 

Further particulars and details of the application procedure are available at http:ffwww.law.camacuk/press/iob- opportunities or telephone (01223) 330038 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: To apply online for this vacancy and to view further information about the role, please visit: http:fl~ew’w.iobscamac.uk/iob/2762. This will take you to the role 

on the University’s Job Opportunities pages There you will need to click on the ’Apply online’ button and register an account with the University’s Web Recruitment System (if you have not 

already) and log in before completing the online application form. Applicants are requested to ask three referees to write directly to: 

Ms Laura Smethurst 

Secretary of the Appointments Committee 

Faculty of Law 

10 West Road 

Cambridge CB3 9DZ 

Please quote reference JK02358 on your applications and in any correspondence about this vacancy. 

Closing date: 07 February 2014 



The University values diversity and is committed. 

Singapore Management University, School of Law 

Post-Doctoral FeliowshiplResearch Fellow AY2014-2015 

The School of Law at the Singapore Management University invites applications to fill one Post-Doctoral Fellow/Research Fellow position, to start work in 2014. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The position requires a doctorate degree in law from a reputable university The candidate should possess research experience in cross border banking law, 

commercial law or intellectual property with a demonstrated record of research output in the form of refereed journal articles or conference papers. An interest in research in the Asian 

context is an advantage but not mandatory The applicant must be of exceptional calibre, having attained a doctoral degree in law which must have been successfully completed and 

examined during the period 31 December 2011 to 31 December 2013. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The Appointment will be on a one-year term contract basis, with provisions for renewal for a further year subject to good performance and needs of the School of 

Law. Research support will be provided as well as a competitive salary commensurate with relevant qualifications, experience, track record and research potential. 

DUTIES: 

- The Fellow will be expected to be in residence at SMU throughout the term of his or her appointment 

- The Fellow will be expected to conduct research during the term of the appointment. It is expected that the Fellow will publish in a reputable refereed journal during his or her term of 

the appointment and give at least one Research Seminar at SMU. 

- The Fellow will be expected to assist in the administration work of the various Centres and Initiatives at SMU which includes the organization of seminars and conferences or other 

events for SMU and the writing of reports and position papers. 

- The Fellowwith the necessary expertise may be asked to teach or co-teach one course according to the needs of the School 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Interested applicants should submit a detailed curriculum vitae, a description of research interest and philosophy, selected publications (if any), a list of 2 

or 3 referees with full contact information, and any other supporting documents to lawcv~,,smu edusq The successful applicant will commence their Fellowship at the start of August 

2014 and conclude them at the end of July 2015. 

The closing date for the receipt of applications and references is 15 March 2014 

All correspondence should be addressed to Professor TANG Hang Wu at email: lawcv(~,smu.edu.s~q 

(Please quote reference number in all correspondence: PDF/RF-LSN-02/14). 

Queen’s University, Faculty of Law 

AssistantJAssociate Professor in Law (Tenure-Track appointment) 

Queen’s University Faculty of Law invites applications for a second tenure-track appointment (in addition to the first appointment initially advertised in October 2013) at the rank of 

Assistant or Associate Professor, to begin no later than July 1, 2014. The Faculty welcomes applicants from all areas of legal study. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: The main criterion for selection is academic and teaching excellence. The successful candidate will exhibit strong potential for innovative and high quality 

scholarly research leading to peer assessed publications, as well as for outstanding teaching contributions and an ongoing commitment to academic and pedagogical excellence, in 

support of the Faculty’s programs. The successful candidate will also be expected to make substantive contributions through service to the Faculty, to the University, and/or the broader 

community. Except in exceptional circumstances, the successful candidate will have a J.D./LL.B. or equivalent and a doctorate in law or a cognate discipline. Salary will be competitive 

and commensurate with the qualifications of the candidate. 

ABOUT THE LAW SCHOOL: Consistently ranked among Canada’s top law schools, Queen’s Law has a distinguished record of outstanding teaching and research. Located in historic 

Kingston, Ontario, Queen’s Law is a mid-sized law school with a proud history of a high degree of faculty and student engagement. Queen’s Law has a curriculum and research profile 

that is global in scope, including Canada’s largest international law program, operated at our Bader International Study Centre at Herstmonceux Castle in the UK. The Faculty leads 

Canadian law schools in interdisciplinary study opportunities, including combined J.D programs with business, economics, public administration and industrial relations. The Faculty 

is also home to a vibrant LL.M. and PhD. program that draws students from around the world, the Centre for Law in the Contemporary Workplace, Feminist Legal Studies Queen’s, and 

four clinical programs in poverty law, prison law, business law and elder law. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: The University invites applications from all qualified individuals. Queen’s is committed to employment equity and diversity in the workplace and welcomes 

applications from women, visible minorities, aboriginal people, persons with disabilities, and persons of any sexual orientation or gender identity All candidates are encouraged to 

apply; however, in accordance with Canadian Immigration requirements, priority will be given to Canadian citizens and permanent residents 

The University will provide support in its recruitment processes to applicants with disabilities, including accommodation that takes into account an applicant’s accessibility needs. If you 

require accommodation during the interview process, please contact the Department at the address provided below 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Each completed application must include: 
u a curriculum vitae; 

- copies of all university transcripts; 

u copies of sample publications; 

- a statement outlining any experience with teaching and supervision at the J.D. and graduate level, including all available course outlines and evaluations; 

~ a statement of current and prospective research interests; 

- letters from at least three referees sent directly by the referee to the address below. 

Electronic applications and letters of reference in PDF format are strongly preferred. Applicants should also supply information concerning any interruptions in their academic career. 

Writing samples will not be returned and incomplete applications may not be considered. 

Applicants should submit their file along with letters from referees by February 12, 2014. However, if letters from referees are not available by this date, they should be submitted as 

soon thereafter as is possible. The Committee may still consider applications after this date. 

Additional information, which may be of interest to prospective faculty members, can be found at http://vwwv.queensu ca/facult’crecruitment. The academic staff at Queen’s University is 

governed by a Collective Agreement between the Queen’s University Faculty Association (QUFA) and the University, which is posted at: 

http://www.queensu.ca/pr~v~st~facu~t~/facu~tyre~ati~ns/qufa/c~llectivea~reement.html. Applications and letters of reference should be sent to: 

Dean Bill Flanaqan 

Faculty of Law 

Queen’s University 



Kinclston, Ontario 

Canada K7L 3N6 

Tel: (613) 533-6000, extension 74285 

Fax: (613) 533-6509 

Email: w.flanaqan ~,quee nsu.ca 

Website: http://law.queensu ca 
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To PH Clients and Friends 
Paul Hastinqs In The News: V. Gerard Comizio Quoted in The Wall Street Journal 

V. Gerard Comizio was quoted in The Wall Street Journal in connection with a trend involving US banks 
backing away from lending to businesses that may be questionable to regulators such as marijuana merchants, 
payday lenders and virtual-currency companies (see attached article). 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: As required by U.S.Treasury Regulations governing tax practice, you are hereby advised 

that any written tax advice contained herein was not written or intended to be used (and cannot be used) by any 

taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. 

This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you received 

this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. 

For additional information, please visit our website at "~,#w. paulhast ir±gs, cora 
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MARKET’S 

U.S. Banks Steer Clear of Sensitive Customers 
Lenders IncreasinglI4 Reject Business From Medical Marijuana Operations, PaIjda~l 
Lenders 

ByROBIN SIDELand ANDREW R. JOHNSON 

Updated Jan. 28, 2014 8:04 p.m. ET 

Under fire from several regulators, U.S. banks increasingly are rejecting customers involved in activities 

that are legal but might attract government scrutiny, according to executives, consultants and lawyers. 

The banks are sacrificing revenue from a broad army of 

customers, from marijuana merchants and payday lenders to 

virtual-currency companies, online gamblers and people who 

have been convicted of a crime, in order to play it safe. 

In a struggling economy, banks can use new 
customers as much as any other business. But banks 
are steering far wide of medicinal marijuana, online 
gambling, and virtual currencies that may be legal but 
might also attract Uncle Sam’s eye. Andrew Johnson 
discusses on MoneyBeat. Photo: AP. 

More 

Bitcoi~ Advocates Spe~k Up 

"In an era where banks are already suffering from a deficit of 

trust, the last thing they want to do is venture into things that 

can be perceived as risky, unsavory or detrimental to the 

social fabric," said Andy Schmidt, research director at 

consulting company CEB TowerGroup in Arlington, Va. 

The decision to pull back comes at a time when banks are 

struggling with tepid loan demand, low interest rates and a 

thicket of new regulations. 

While the temptation to deal with certain businesses might be 

high, some banking-industry veterans said, it isn’t worth provoking regulators or adding more resources to 

ensure that the clients are meeting industry standards. And in the overall banking industry, such pullbacks 

aren’t likely to hurt profits. 

"Banks are making practical decisions about profitability versus risk exposure, and they are concluding this 

hill isn’t worth the battle," said Gerard Comizio, a partner who specializes in banking at law firm Paul 

Hastings LLP. 

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB 10001424052702304856504579342550507179032    1/29/2014 
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or clear certain types of payments for some 500 foreign banks. AFP/Getty Images 
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J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. has jettisoned more than 2,000 customers since the New York bank last year 

decided to reduce its exposure to businesses that could add to its long list of regulatory problems, 

according to a person familiar with the bank’s operations. 

Among other things, the bank has said it won’t lend to check-cashing companies and won’t process 

transactions or clear certain types of payments for some 500 foreign banks. 

J.P. Morgan also is cutting ties with a number of individual customers, from spouses of foreign leaders to 

people who have been indicted or convicted of a crime, said another person familiar with the lendeCs 

policies. The bank dumped twice as many of these customers in 2013 as it did in 2012, the person said. 

The bank is ending the relationships even if there isn’t any indication that the customer has done anything 

wrong, the person said. Instead, the bank doesn’t want to spend the extra time and effort tracking activities 

of people who may be difficult to follow. 

A spokesman for J.P. Morgan declined to comment on the number of clients with whom it has cut ties. The 

bank has paid more than $20 billion to regulators in the past year to avoid lawsuits and resolve compliance 

lapses, and has redeployed hundreds of employees to help resolve the issues. 

Audio 
Robin Sidel has more about the approach of 

banks towards these riskier customers on 

The Wall Street Journal This Morning. 

oo:oo I 
........................................................... 06:11 

Argentaria SA. 

The lack of banking services has been a big headache for 

Denver businessman Kayvan Khalatbari, co-owner of a 

medical marijuana dispensary and two pizza restaurants. He 

said he spent months last year wrestling with BBVA Compass 

after the regional, Texas-based bank dumped his accounts, 

.................... including those associated with the pizza restaurants, an 

investment account and his personal account. BBVA 

Compass is a unit of Spanish lender Banco Bilbao Vizcaya 

"It was a tumultuous time for us," said Mr. Khalatbari, who said he was forced to pay vendors in cash for a 

while. He has since found other banks willing to take his business, including one that is aware of his 

medical marijuana operation, which now has an account under a nondescript name. He declined to identify 

that institution. 

"BBVA Compass does not bank businesses engaged in activities related to the cultivating, selling or 

distribution of marijuana," said a BBVA spokesman, who declined to comment on Mr. Khalatbari’s 

accounts, citing privacy laws. 

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB 10001424052702304856504579342550507179032    1/29/2014 
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Some relief may be on horizon for legal marijuana businesses. Last week, U.S. Attorney General Eric 

Holder said during a discussion at the University of Virginia that the administration would soon announce 

regulations to address the issue. "You don’t want just huge amounts of cash in these places," Mr. Holder 

said. "They want to be able to use the banking system." 

The banks have refused to provide traditional deposit accounts to merchants operating marijuana 

businesses in Colorado, where recreational use of the drug became legal this year, and in states where 

medical marijuana is legal. The banks have said they are following federal law, which deems marijuana 

illegal. 

Meanwhile, bankers said they are backing away from some types of businesses because they don’t have 

sufficient controls to ensure their clients’ customers are following the law. That is especially the case when 

it comes to money laundering, an area that is attracting interest from regulators and law enforcement. 

U.K. lender HSBC Holdings PLC in December 2012 agreed to pay a $1.9 billion penalty to the U.S. 

government for deficiencies in its anti-money-laundering controls and other problems. As part of the 

agreement, the bank admitted to violating money-laundering regulations. An acquisition by regional lender 

M&T Bank Corp., meanwhile, has been held up for more than a year after the bank said regulators 

uncovered problems with the Buffalo, N.Y., lender’s anti-money-laundering compliance program. 

Banks also are finding it particularly troublesome to do business with check-cashing firms and payday 

lenders. Such companies are under scrutiny from regulators and lawmakers for charging high fees and 

providing murky disclosures to customers, even if they are operating legally. 

Bank of America Corp. said last year that it is exiting its relationships with payday lenders and isn’t 

pursuing any new business in the industry. Regional lender KeyBank, a unit of KeyCorp, is weighing 

whether it should continue providing banking services to those kinds of companies, said Bruce Murphy, an 

executive vice president who runs the Cleveland-based bank’s corporate responsibility team. 

"We want to make sure that our pursuit of revenue doesn’t impugn our reputation," Mr. Murphy said. 

State regulators have pounced on Internet-based payday lenders recently. New York Department of 

Financial Services Superintendent Benjamin Lawsky last year sent letters to more than 100 banks urging 

them to stop processing payday-loan payments. He instructed them to "choke off" access to an electronic- 

payments network that enables financial institutions to transfer money into and out of consumers’ checking 

accounts. 

New York and other states have targeted payday lenders whose loans allegedly violate state laws capping 

interest rates. Last week, online lender Western Sky Financial LLC and two affiliated firms agreed to pay 

$1.5 million and refund some interest payments to borrowers under an agreement with New York Attorney 

General Eric Schneiderman, who had sued the companies for charging annual rates as high as 355%. 

Western Sky neither admitted nor denied the allegations. 

Missouri Bank & Trust Co., a unit of MBT Bancshares Inc., said it has stopped offering processing services 

to online lenders as a result of the increased regulatory scrutiny of these lenders. A spokesman said the 

bank ended its relationship with online lenders in October but declined to provide additional details. 

The issue has also attracted attention from the Federal Reserve Board in Atlanta, which said in a blog post 

last week that "the recent uptick in attention on online payday lenders is an impetus for us to stress the 

importance of banks conducting their due diligence process for any payment processor or business for 

which they provide payment services." 

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB 10001424052702304856504579342550507179032    1/29/2014 
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Some online lenders have argued they don’t have to abide by state laws limiting interest rates because 

they don’t operate physical storefronts. 

While there are few hard-and-fast rules about whether banks should conduct business with companies that 

operate legally, many lenders are taking their cues from a footnote that was tucked in a letter issued by the 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. in 2012. 

The guidance, which addressed relationships between financial institutions and companies that process 

certain payments, cited potential risks associated with businesses that have a "higher incidence of 

consumer fraud or potentially illegal activities." The guidance specifies businesses like telemarketing and 

online businesses tied to credit-repair services, payday or subprime loans, online tobacco sales, online 

gambling operations and others. 

Bank of America, Wells Fargo & Co. and other big banks won’t allow credit-card customers to use their 

plastic for online gambling in Delaware, Nevada and New Jersey, where such activity is legal. 

Banks also are keeping away from doing business with companies involved with bitcoin, the virtual 

currency that has had connections with illegal activities even as it is becoming more accepted among 

mainstream merchants and consumers. On Sunday, federal prosecutors arrested a prominent bitcoin 

entrepreneur and charged him with money laundering. He hasn’t entered a plea. 

The lack of banking services for bitcoin companies was a topic of discussion on Tuesday at a New York 

Department of Financial Services hearing into possible bitcoin regulation. Mr. Lawsky said his office is 

likely to propose a "regulatory framework" for virtual currencies this year. 

"1 totally understand the skepticism of the banks," said Cameron Winklevoss, who, along with his twin, 

Tyler, is a bitcoin investor and advocate. The Winklevoss twins were among a number of bitcoin 

enthusiasts who testified at the hearing. 

Write to Robin Sidel at robin,sidel~ and Andrew R. Johnson at a~nson ~uws.com 
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For non-personal use or to order multiple copies, please contact Dow Jones Reprints at 1-800-843-0008 or visit 

http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB 10001424052702304856504579342550507179032    1/29/2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BU Center for Finmace, Law & Policy <~bncflp@bu.edu> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 5:24 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Remittances lbr Post-Conflict Reconstruction and Development 

Forward this email 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

owner-lawprof@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Ho, Cynthia <~Cho@luc.edn> 

Wednesday, Janua~" 29, 2014 5:43 PM 

lawprot@chicagokent.kenflaw.edu 

Loyola (Chicago) hiring a clinical faculD" - Associate Director of Writing Programs and Academic Support 

legal writing pos~t.docx 

if anyone on this list is interested or knows someone interested in applying for the position of Associate Director of Writing Programs and Academic Support at Loyola {Chicagol, 

please see the attached post. 

Applications can be submitted through Loyola’s university website, w_ww.careers.luc.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=56751 and are requested by February 

28, 2014, We are looking to till this position before the s~rt of the next academic year. 

Thanks so much’. 

Cynthia Ho 

Associate Dem~ of Faculty Research and Development 

Loyola Universi .ty of Chicago School of Law 

Cho@luc.edu 



LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO SCHOOL OF LAW invites applications for a clinical faculty position, 

Associate Director of Writing Programs and Academic Support. Loyola is a student-focused law center 

inspired by the Jesuit tradition of academic excellence, intellectual openness, and service to others. The 

Writing and Academic Support Programs are vital parts of the School of Law’s curriculum and mission. 

The Associate Director will assist in administering both the School of Law’s Writing Program and 

Academic Support Program. The Writing Program includes a required three-semester curriculum, and 

advanced writing electives. The courses are skills-based and the staff is entirely comprised of 

experienced practitioners who serve as adjunct professors. The Academic Support Program includes an 

academic tutor program open to all first-year students and staffed by student tutors, an Academic 

Enhancement Program for targeted students, and upper-division electives focused on bar exam skills. 

Key responsibilities include assisting the Director in: 

- Administering and growing the existing Academic Support Program. 

- Teaching an exam skills program for targeted first-year students. 

-Training and supervising student tutors in the Academic Support Program. 

-Designing and developing bar exam preparation resources for students, including workshops, courses, 

and online resources. 
- Administering the curriculum for the required writing courses, including syllabi, problem files, lesson 

plans, and other course materials. 

- Coordinating courses electives and programming in both the Writing and Academic Support Programs, 

including Advanced Writing for Legal Practice and Bar Exam Writing Skills courses. 

- Training and supporting adjunct faculty and training and supervising student tutors in the Writing 

Program. 
- Providing individual counseling to students. 

- Collecting and assessing data relating to the administration of both the Writing and Academic Support 

Programs. 

Minimum Education or Experience: Qualified applicants will have a J.D. degree from an ABA-accredited 

law school, relevant experience including previous teaching experience or equivalent administration 

experience, experience drafting legal briefs and memoranda, and a strong commitment to working with 

students. Previous experience teaching in bar preparation programs or academic support is a plus. 

Applications can be submitted at the Loyola University Chicago Human Resources website: 

www.careers.luc.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=56751 and are requested by February 28, 2014. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

vickie@ncbankers.org on behalf of 

NC Bankers Association <vickie@ncbankers.org> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 6:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCBA Bulletin - Januaw 30, 2014 

.~.i NCBA Bulletin Header 

USER NAME AND PASS~VORD: The user r~a~ne is financial and tl~e password is 

literacy 

Below is a link [br this week’s NCBA Bulletin. 

https:L,’~wwv.ncbankers.org, bt dletin,2014- 01-30 

’Fo print the weeld?,~ Bulletin, click on the print icon in the upper ~ight comer of the B~lletin 

(beside the date). 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 7:01 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

R~leigh - The News & Observer lbr less than eight dollars a month! 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Wednesday, lanuary 29, 2014 7:13 PH 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject." Article of Interest: Lyondell Court Holds That Safe Harbors Do Not Prohibit State Law Fraudulent Transfer Claims 

"~’ra~sfe~, ~a ~ s 

January 29, 2014 

On lanuary 14, 2014, 3udge Robert E. Gerber of the United 
States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New 

~ki£:!~.:j):.d2.!:~:..iLfi.~..i.~!i!j::-!~.~..held that section 546(e) of the 
Bankruptcy Code did not bar or preempt state law fraudulent 
transfer claims asserted on behalf of creditors to recover 
certain leveraged buyout transfers made to shareholders. In 
so holding, the Bankruptcy Court adopted the rationale of 
ludge Richard 1. Sullivan of the United States District Court 
for Southern District of New York in In re Tribune Co. 
Fraudulent Conveyance Litig., 499 B.R. 310 (S.D.N.Y. 2013), 
and rejected the rationale of ludge led. S. Rakoff in Whyte v, 
Barclays Bank PLC, 494 B.R. 196 (S.D.N.Y. 2013), thus adding 
to the recent debate in the Southern District of New York as 
to what effect the Bankruptcy Code’s safe harbor provisions 
have on state law fraudulent transfer actions. 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 

Our Practice 

Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~ Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

[~E-mail This Issue 

i~-~ Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 
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Bankruptcy Code did not bar or preempt state law fraudulent 
transfer claims asserted on behalf of creditors to recover 
certain leveraged buyout transfers made to shareholders. In 
so holding, the Bankruptcy Court adopted the rationale of 
ludge Richard 1. Sullivan of the United States District Court 
for Southern District of New York in In re Tribune Co. 
Fraudulent Conveyance Litig., 499 B.R. 310 (S.D.N.Y. 2013), 
and rejected the rationale of ludge led. S. Rakoff in Whyte v, 
Barclays Bank PLC, 494 B.R. 196 (S.D.N.Y. 2013), thus adding 
to the recent debate in the Southern District of New York as 
to what effect the Bankruptcy Code’s safe harbor provisions 
have on state law fraudulent transfer actions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jan. 30 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

A ~uropean Commission legislative proposM calling for a ban on 
proprietary trading on the 30 largest European banks and new 
powers for European bank supervisors to impose further market 
trading restrictions as necessary came in for withering... 

Systemic Risk 
Tre~su~ Off~c~a~ Te~t~f~e~ ~o ~en~t~ Pane~ 
O~ Vu~ner~b~es ~o F~naBc~ 
A sudden rise in interest rates and disruptions in repo markets 
are among the vulnerabilities that are under examination by a 
government office set up after the fisancial crisis to improve the 
quality of data used by policy makers .... 

Federal Reserve 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit Jan. 29 ruled 
for the FederM Reserve Bank of New York in a surf by 
shareholders of American International Group that challenged 
cris~s ~ntervention efforts by regulators in 2008 (Starr Int’l.,. 

The Federal Reserve System reaches a significant milestone this 
year as it turns 100 years old. At a small ceremony in 
Washington last month, the central bank commemorated the 
signing of the Federal Reserve Act by President Woodrow Wilson 
on... 

Securities 

The government imposed $43,4 billion in penalties on U.S. 
financial institutions in 2013, according to data released .]an. 27 
by the Committee on Capital Markets Regulation .... 

Derivatives 

The three plaintiffs in a suit seeking to vacate the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission’s cross-border guidance of Dodd- 
Frank swaps rules told the U.S. District Court for the District of 
Columbia in a statement filed .]an. 27 that they... 

Arbitration 

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York Jan. 
28 denied Goldman, Sachs & Co.’s bid to compel arbitration in a 
lawsuit over residential mortgage-backed securities it sold in 

2006 and 2007 (Nat’l Credit Union... 

Monetary Policy 
Fed Cuts QE to $65 N{l~ion Pace 



As Labor ~ke~ ~p~ove~ 

The Federal Reserve will trim its monthly bond buying by 
billion to $65 billion, sticking to its plan for a gradual withdrawal 
from departing Chairman Ben S, Bernanke’s unprecedented easing 
policy .... 

Leasing 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board’s Private Company 

Council approved less-restrictive criteria for private companies to 

qualify for applying an alternative to variable interest entity 

(VIE) accounting guidance to lessor,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Joanna Welborn <joanna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:18 PM 

t~mworkers@duke.edu 

SAF Update: Harvest of Dignity wins regional Emmy + FAN wins Indy Citizen Award + Save the Date for the Farmworker Institute 

If you’re getting this emai[ for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 
your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at an?" time, simply reply to fatmworkers- 
request,@,duke.edu with the following COlrm~and: unsubscribe. 

1. Ha~’e.~,~ ofDignib wi~as a mgiond Emmyl 

We are so proud and excited to announce that Itarvest of Dignity, the film SAF and the Farmworker 

Advocacy Network made with Minnow Media in 2011, just won a regional Emmy! 

HARVEST OF DIGNITY was produced in 2010-2011 to commemorate the 50tla anniversaxy of Edward R. 

Murrow’s ground-breaking documentary about tlae lives of farmworkers, HARVEST OF SHAME. Murrow 

had looked at conditions of housing, education aa~d pay. raising awareness of injustices and prompting the 

passage of new legislation m~d protections for workers. Fifty years later we ~t out to discover how (and if) 

things have chaa~ged in North Carolina since then. 

A big thanks goes to the workers who shared their stories, SAF staffand FAN partners, and Minnow Media! 

Let’s get the nation to pay attention to i:aimworkers. There has to be a ch~lge for safer places to live and work 

and better enforcement of the laws NOW! 

Read more about the award and link to the film here. 

~,,’~ [:’a~nworkerAdvocacy Network whys [NDY’s Citizen Award’. 

The hidependent Weekly named the Farmworker Advocacy Network (FAN) as one of its 2014 

Citizen A~vm’d \Vinners. The Citizen Awards are meant to honor social activists who have made the 

Triangle a more just and compassionate place. 

"The people working in the fields, most of them immigrants, are also vulnerable to abuse: horrific housing 

conditions, sexual abuse, low pay, pesticide exposure. That’s why the Famm,orker Advocacy Network is 

helping protect agricultural workers who pick the food we eat." 

Read about the Citizen Awards and about FAN’s battle tbr dignity. 



North Carolina Farmworker Institute Summit and Networking Event 

We invite you to participate in this annual gathering of agencies, organizations, and activiffts dedicated to 

improving the lives of fannworkers a~ad their families. Summit participants shaxe skills, knowledge, and 

resources through presentations, workshops, and networking opportunities. Farmworker advocates from 

across the state will have the chance to learn fi~om and update one another on the latest issnes affecting North 

Carolina fam~workers. Approximately 150 people attend the event. Registration is $30 a~ad inclndes a light 

breald’ast and lunch. 

Sign ~1c~ ~ v~J~nt~’.r:~ Contact: Zoe Lan Cummings, zoe.cummings(a)dlths.nc.gov 

Si~asor t~,r ,.~,~’.nt,: Contact: Maria Ruatto. maria ruatto(~:d ~hs ~c.gov 
S~bmig a ,,~r~shop pr~j~sa~,: Contact: Anna Jensen, anna(a)toxicl~eenc.org 

Register Online by April 5ill by visithig http://tin,~urL cotrdP’WI2014 or contact Yazmin Garcia for a 
paper registration tbrm. 

Visit ti[:~e SAF website fbr [inks t(~ obs and opportc~nities across 

Friend SAF on Facebook! 
Follow us on Twitter! 

SAF Staff. 
Patt~ Adams I Operations Manager 

Nadeen BirI Advocacy & Organizing Director 
Rafil Granados G~imez I Migrant Youth Director 
Laxmi Haynes I Program Director 

Yazmin Garcia Rico I National Organizer 

Joanna Welborn i Assistant Director 
Melinda Wiggins I Executive Director 
Ramon Zepeda i Youth Orgamz~r 

Student Action xvith Farmworkers is a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 
together to learn about each other’s lives, share resources and skills, improve conditions for l:armworkers, and build diverse 



coalitions working for social change. 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more just agricultural 
system. Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students, fi~rmworker youth, and community members in the farmworker 
movement. 

SAF depends on financial support from individuals like YOU to continue our work with I:armworkers. 

Want to post an announcement on this list? Email joanna.welbom@duke.edu 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 

your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any time, simply reply to farraworkers- 

request@duke.edu ~vith the following command: unsubscribe We hope you’ll enjoy our updates on farmworker issues and 
the work SAF does to create a more just agricultural system 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 2:17 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 6 No. 11, 01/30/2014 

Table of Contents 

Financial System Engineering 

Nanuel A, Utset, Florida State University College of Law 

SOX after Ten Years: A Multidisciplinary Review 

John C, Coates, IV, Harvard Law School 

Sura] Srinivasan, Harvard Business School 

A Canadian Model of Corporate Governance: Where Do Shareholders Really Stand? 

Carol l.iao, University of: British Columbia Faculty of: Law, University of: Toronto - School of: Law 

~ EI Acceso De Los Administradores ’No Ejecutivos’ a La Informacibn Social En El Ordenamiento Italiano (Access of "Non-Executive" Directors to 

Company Znformation in the Ttalian Experience) 

Gianluca Perorie, Universit5 di Roma Tor Vergata 

Los Pactos Parasociales (Shareholder Agreements) 

Lina Fetnam:la Henao Beltran, Universidad Externado de Colombia 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE e3OURNAL 

ii:ii:ii:i"Financia~ System Engineering" ~II Free Download 

Review of BanMng and Financia! Law., VoL 32, No, 2, p. 372, 20.t3 

FSU Coiiege of Law° Law, Business & Economkts PapeF 

~AN~EL A, ~JTS~T, Florida SLate University College of Law 

Email: mutset@law,fsLLedu 

Financial systems are shaped by conscious design and market forces. The Dodd-Frank Act is, at least in part, a collection of mechanisms to 
supplement and better channel market incentives. It expands the scope of financial regulation and requires regulators to engage in a full-scale re- 
engineering of financial rules and of financial systems more generally. After the financial collapse that began in 2007, commentators and legislators 
were in broad agreement as to some of its main causes: institutions, securities, and markets that were too complex and lacked transparency, and 
the paucity of timely monitoring by regulators and investors. However, we still do not have a good understanding of the relationship between 
complexity, transparency, and real-time governance (monitoring followed by accountability). This article develops a theory of complexity and real- 
time transparency in financial systems. It divides the concept of complexity into four sub-types: intertemporal, coordination, strategic, and 
governance complexity. It also considers techniques developed by engineers to manage complexity and shows how to extend these to the 
financial systems. The article gives special attention to a set of engineering techniques used to design, test, and monitor real-time, safety-critical 
systems. The complexity and real-time constraints in financial systems resemble those in nuclear power plants, air traffic control systems, hospital 
monitoring equipment, and a variety of similar systems in which it is necessary to collect information on an ongoing basis, identify problems, pierce 
through the complexity, and design and implement solutions in a timely fashion. The more general normative claim of this article is that, in 
designing financial systems, regulators should make full use of the specification, design, and testing techniques developed by engineers. 

Free Download 
iiiiiii"SOX after Ten Years: A Ma~tidiscipHnarf Review 

Accounting Horizons, Forthcomin~ 

~OHN C, COATESi XV, Harvard Law School 

Email: jcoates@law, harvard,edu 
S~AJ SN’~N’~VA~AN, Harvard Business School 

Fmail: ssrinivasan@hbs,edu 

We review and assess research findings from 120 papers in accounting, finance, and law to evaluate the impact of the Sarbanes-OxMy Act. We 

describe significant developments in how the Act was implemented and find that despite severe criticism, the Act and institutions it created have 
survived almost intact since enactment. We report survey findings from informed parties that suggest that the Act has produced financial reporting 

benefits. While the direct costs of the Act were substantial and fell disproportionately on smaller companies, costs have fallen over time and in 



response to changes in its implementation. Research about indirect costs such as loss of risk taking in the U.S. is inconclusive. The evidence for and 

social welfare implications of claimed effects such as fewer IPOs or loss of foreign listings are unclear. Financial reporting quality appears to have 
gone up after SOX but research on causal attribution is weak. On balance, research on the Act’s net social welfare remains inconclusive. We end by 

outlining challenges facing research in this area, and propose an agenda for better modeling costs and benefits of financial regulation. 

i~ii Free Download 

Director Journal of the Znstitute of Corporate Directors, January/February 2014, p, 36, 

CAROL L~AO, University of British Columbia Faculty of Law, University of Toronto - School of Law 

Email: caroUiao@mail.utoronto.ca 

This feature article in the Director Journal summarizes the findings from the report, "A Canadian Model of Corporate Governance: Insights from 
Canada’s Leading Legal Practitioners," produced for the Canadian Foundation for Governance Research and the Institute of Corporate Directors 

(also available on SSRN). 

In the report, interviews were conducted with 32 leading senior legal practitioners across Canada to opine on the fundamental principles that are 

driving the development of Canadian corporate governance. The report found that Canadian common law has made the process of considering 
stakeholders in the "best interests of the corporation" more overt, well beyond what is assumed in Anglo-American corporate legal scholarship. 

Layered onto this corporate legal base, the securities commissions are now playing a major role in shaping Canadian corporate governance 

practices, and their influence has pushed Canada toward a more shareholder-centric model of governance. Securities regulators have increased 
shareholders’ rights well beyond what has ever been contemplated under Canadian corporate law. It remains to be seen from the pending 

determinations by the Canadian Securities Administrators on the regulation of poison pills as to whether the regulators will be tempering their 

positions toward shareholder primacy in the future. 

::~{ Free Download 

Revista de Derecho Privado, No, 2~, 2013 

G]:ANLUCA ~ERO~E, Universit~ di Roma Tor Vergata 

Email: g, perone@peronesalvatori.it 

Spanish Abstract: El poder de los consejeros de administraci6n de sociedad por acciones que se encuentren desprovistos de delegaci6n, de 

adquirir informaci6n sobre la gesti6n social, debe set bien circunscrito. Este se limita a la potestad de exigh" que los 6rganos delegados comuniquen 

al consejo todo dato cuya adquisici6n sea necesaria para el control de la conducta de los administradores ejecutivos y para la concienzuda 
coparticipaci6n de todos los consejeros en Ins decisiones de la gesti6n tomadas colegiadamente. En ausencia de una especifica atribuci6n 

estatutaria, los administradores no ejecutivos resultarian privados de poderes de investigaci6n individual por virtud de los cuales podrian buscar 

informaci6n mediante la realizaci6n de inspecdones aut6nomas en las ofidnas de la sociedad, la consulta directa de actas y documentos sociales 

y/o la interrogaci6n personal de dependientes y colaboradores de la empresa. El ejercicio de poderes de investigaci6n tan extensos e ilimitados no 
parece, de hecho, coherente con el rol que el nuevo estatuto de la informaci6n al interior del 6rgano administrativo, introducido por el legislador 

italiano, ha entendido asignar a los consejeros no ejecutivos. Y, m~s en general, contrasta con la rigurosa delimitaci6n de los deberes de vigilancia 

y control de los consejeros sobre la actuaci6n de los 6rganos delegados que, pot especifica elecci6n legislativa, distingue el renovado equilibrio del 

6rgano administrativo de la sociedad accionaria italiana. 

English Abstract: The power of non-executive director to acquire information on the company management must be well-defined. It is limited to the 
power to require that the executive directors communicate to the board of directors any data, which is necessary for monitoring the activities of the 
executive directors and of the management, and for the conscious sharing of all the managing decisions taken together. Unless otherwise provided 
by the articles of the company, however, the non-executive board members have no powers of investigation under which searching for information 
by conducting independent inspections in the offices of the company and/or by querying staff of employees and business associates. Exercising 
such extensive and discretionary powers of investigations does not appear to be consistent with the role that the new regulations of the company 
information system introduced by the Italian legislature intended to assign to the non-executive directors. In addition, more generally, it contrasts 
with the strict definition of the duties of supervision and control of the external directors over the company management that, for specific legislative 
choice, marks the renovated structure of the Italian companies. 

Revista de Derecho Privado, No. 25, 2013 

L’qNA FERNAN~A FIE~AO 8~=LTRA~I, Universidad Externado de Colombia 

Email: lina, henao@uext rernado.edu.co 

Spanish Abstract: Los pactos parasociales son acuerdos celebrados al margen de la regulaci6n societaria, entre los sodos, entre estos y la 
sociedad, o con terceros, que constituyen uRn herramienta de uso frecuente en el desarrollo de Ins relaciones corporativas pese a la ausencia de 
una regulaci6n legal integral, y que tienen por finalidad regular extremos no recogidos estatutariamente. Su validez, eficacia e incumplimiento 
estar~n determinados en mayor medida por Ins normas de derecho civil y en menor proporci6n por el orden juridico societario. El articulo desarrolla 
una presentaci6n de la nod6n, notas caracteristicas, naturaleza juridica y Ins vidsitudes que subyacen en esta materia a la luz de los principales 
ordenamientos juridicos de los sistemas de Civil Law y de Common Law. 

English Abstract: Shareholder agreements can be defined as pacts outside the corporate regulation between partners, between them and the 

company, or with third parties. Their purpose is to regulate matters not included in the articles of association and despite the absence of a 

comprehensive legal regulation; they constitute a frequently used tool in the development of corporate relations. Their validity, efficacy and breach 
will be determined by the rules of civil law and to a lesser extent, by corporate law. The author intends to study, at the light of the Civil Law and 

Common Law systems, the concept, characteristics, legal nature and vicissitudes on the basis of this matter. 
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After Big Bet, Google Is to Se~l Motorola Unit 
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Motorola and wha~ Google is getting from i~s sales.., plus the original value 
of the patents." ~,M~at remains unknown is the va~ue d the patents Goog~e ~s 
keeping, ss Lenovo is picking up approximately 2,000 Motorola patents in 
add~tbn to phone manufacturing ope~tJons~ In addition, it ~s not entirely 
Jf Google will have to absorb a charge to accoun~ for ~ts apparen~ 
m~scMculatbn of Motorola Mobility’s va~ue. "Most inveslors viewed Molorola 
as an unnecessa~ d[ain on GoogWs profit," the newspaper adds, 
perspective ~hat was reflected by Wall S~reet’s reactbn to ~he sale." Googb’s 
stock gained 2.5 percent ~n extended trading 

The Washington Post (Jan. 30) notes ~hat, while Google is backpedaling, 

China’s Lenovo is gearing up Io[ a major expansion~ Already ranked as the 
world’s biggest PC maker, Lenovo is new positioning itself to become a larger 
player in smartphones as more people rely on them instead of desktop and 
laptop computers ~e go online. "Lenovo already is among the smartphone 
leaders in its home country," the Post repo[ts, "but it has been looking for 
ways to expand its presence in other markets, especially the U.S. and Latin 
America." This marks Lenovo’s second major transaction of the new year. 
Last week, the company inked a $2.3 billion deal ~e purchase a rnajo[ piece of 
IBM Corp,’s computer selver business, 
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~}i BAS: take the Fear out of evaluations 

Ca!!ing a!! Sma!!~Cap Dir~ct£[s! ..................................................................................... 

April 10 I San Antonio, TX I Learn more and register. 
July t7 I San Francisco, CA I Learn more and register. 

Median marke~ capitalization of all public companies is at $450 million. For 
small-cap companies, even though the principles d good governance remain 
the same, the practice of exemising that governance is very different than at 
largeocap companies. As a company evolves ~hrough different stages el 
g[owth, industry, and product life cycles, the board’s outlook, composition, 
and priorities change as well. 

Join subject=ma~ter experts and seasoned directors from both micro and 
larger sma[bcap companies to discuss board priorities and best practices 
tailored specifically to smMFcap companies. 

Check fe[ ia~eI breaking news 
a~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 
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Vie~ a sample age~da here, 
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Audit and Finance 

Dew Chemica~ Raises Stock Huyback P~an 

"Dew Chemical Co reported a be~ter4han=expected quadedy profit and tripled 
its share buyback program to $4.5 billion," ~eports Reuters (Jan. 29}, ’iioining 
rival DuPont in increasing shareholder returns amid investor activism." The 
~argest U.S. chem~ca~ maker by sa~es repoAs that its fourth-quarto[ Jesuits 
were powered by two factors - resilient agr~cu~lural demand and strong 
margins at ~ts plastics business. Last month, it announced plans to sell the 
bulk of its chlodne business as pa~ of a larger strategy to raise $3 b~llion to 
$4 MH~on flora the disposal o[ commod[[y businesses. "But activist investor 
Danie~ Loeb, whose hedge fund Thkd Poinl ho~ds a stake ~n Dew Chemical, ~s 
pusMng for something more drastic: a spin off the company’s s~ow-g~ow~ng 
pe~rochemica~ business to ~ocus on specialty materials," notes the w~re 

Share~ 

Kroger C~oses Acquisition of Harris Teeter 

The Charlotte Observer (Jan. 29, F’ortillo) states ~hat Kroger Co. on 
Wednesday officially closed its acquisition of supermarket operator Hams 
Teeter. A~lhough Hards Teeter will be keeping ~ls name and a degree of 
autonomy following the $2.5 billion dea~, two Mgh-rank~ng executives are 
~eaving. Chairman and CEO Thomas Dickson has announced his retirement, 
and CFO John Woodl~ef is exiting 1o pursue olher ~nterests. Hams Teeter w~ 
be ~ed by current President Fred Morgsntha~L Accordh~g to the newspaper, 
"the acquis~io~ propels Kroge[ into the ra[efied ~nks o~ companies w~th more 
than $100 M~lion worth d annual sales. There are 21 olher such companies on 
the Fortune 500 list, including Apple, Bank of Amedca and General Motors2 
The deM Mso removes a Ioca~ headqua~e~ from Chadotte. ~n recent years, 
~he metro area has seen severa~ such major ~ocal companies as WachovJa 
and Goodrich Corp. acquired. 

Share~ 

Compensation 

Ars Technica (Jan. 29, Orland) is reporting that Nintendo President Satoru 
k, vata will take a 50opet~;ent pay cu~ Ior five months starting in February due ~o 
the company’s recent poor market perfermance. A couple o[ highqeve~ board 
members, ~ncluding "Made" game creator Sh~geru M~yamoto, w~ take 30- 
percent pay reductions, wh~e seven other Nintendo d~rectoB wi~ see their pay 
s~ashed 20 percenL According to ~he puM~ca~on, "the move comes as 
Nh~tendo confirms what the company warned d w~th ~ts severely reduced 
sa~es projections ead~er tMs month." Last year, the ~ U console soM just 
2.8 m~]]~on units worMwMe - a decrease from 3.06 m~]~on units it sold to early 
adopters in fewer than three months when ~1 Iaunched in 2012. 

Share~ 

�~pora~ G?~m~ce ......................................................................................................... 

Chat~ges in the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the 
boardroom. This information was corapiled and provided to NACD by Spencer 
Stuart. Peabody Energy has appointed Michael W. Sutherlin to its boa~d of 
directors. Raymond J. Quinlan has been appointed to the boa~d of Sallie Mae 
(SLM Corporation). Mondelez International added Nelson Peltz to its board of 
directors. Amy E. Miles and James A. Squires were elected ~o the board el 
Nodelk Southern Corporation. CIT Group named Ellen R Alemany to its board 
of directors. Alcoa has announced that Carol Roberts has joined its board of 
di[ectors. 

Share[’[~ 

Hob Evans Adding Independent Directors, Dropping Superql~ajodty 
Voting ThreshoM 

Columbus Business First (Jan. 29, Eaton) conlirms that "Bob Evans Fames 
Inc. under Iire Item ~wo investor groups, is making some changes ~o its 
corporate governance." The [estaurant and food products company has 
decided to add between one and three new ~ndependent d~[ectors pdor to ~ts 
2014 annual meeting. In addition, it has made a number o~ amendments to its 
by~aws~ "Most notaMe among the changes ~s a relum to a majodty vote by 
shareholders fo~ bylaw amendments," the puM~cafion states. "The company 
had raised that ~hreshoM ~o 80 percenL" Sande~ Asset Management Corp., 
which owns 6.5 percent of Bob Evans’ stock, sued the company ead~er ~n ~he 
year c~aiming that 80 percent requh’ement v~olated shareholder r~ghts. Since 
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then. the Oklahoma Firefighters Pension & Retirement System has also flied 
a lawsui~ against the cornpany. Be[) Evans and Sandell have been quarreling 
for months ever the invester’s preposa~ te sp~ the restaurant and feed 
products businesses ~nte ~wo separate companies and sell off company- 
owned real estate - a plan Bob Evans management has rejected. 

Share~ 

Car~or~ Appoints First Outside Directors A~ter Years of Resistance 

"Canon Inc, has appointed its first outside directors," notes the Chicage 
Tribune (Jan. 29, Knight) "ending years of high-profile resistance to opening 
up its boardroom as pressure mounts on Japan’s big cornpanies 1o improve 
~ evernance and belter manage dsks~" The camera maker’s ~eng-se~’ing CEO 
F~jio MitarM had contended that on~y ~ns~de~ could understand the company 
we]] enough to serve effectively as board members. Canon’s surprise move 
re]Jews s~m~ar shifts at such Japanese corporate giants as Toyota Motor 
Cerp~ and Hitachi Ltd. On W~dnesday, Canon sak~ its board wou~d be joined 
by sftomey Kun~taro Sands and HaruMko Kate, a former commissioner of 
Japan’s National Tax Agency. The ~at~er became one o~ Toyo~a’s [hs~ 
independent board members ~ast summer. N~chelas Bones, a corporate 
governance expe~ and representative director of The Board Director TrMn~ng 
Institute of Japan, states, "TMs is a really interesting development wMch ~n a 
way is really good fer corporate governance in Japan." 

Share~ 

Cow, palsies Bo{ster Their Defenses Agail~st Activist investors 

With activist hedge funds s~epping up their hun~ Ior new targets, ~he Wall 
Street Journal (Jan. 29, Hoffl~qan) repeals that some companies are foltifying 
their poison-pill previsions and others are speeding up 1heir acquisition 
timetables to minimize shareholder h~tederence. He~z Global Ho~d~ngs and 
Aeropostale Inc. recently adopted tough poison p~]]s ~hat kick 
shareholder lakes a stake of 10 percent. "For decades," 1he Journal notes, 
"po~son-p~ defenses typically were triggered when a shareholder’s stake 
~ached 20 percen~ of ~he company’s stock outstanding," Tha~ threshold, 
~hough, was more e~fecfive against corporate suitors Iook#~g to mount a 
hostile lakeover than activists who can often w~e~d influence w~th smaller 
stakes. Over 50 percent of the po~son p~s adopted ~ast year were designed to 
be ~dggered when a holder ga#rs a stake of 10 pe[cenL Meanwhile, large 
companies such as Pfizer Inc. and Agdum ~nc~ have recently changed their 
corporate bylaws to make ~t ha[de~ fo~ outsiders to become d~[ectors. Some 
companies now require more advance notice and more derails 
shareholders seeking ~o nominate board members, ~nc]ud~ng ~he names of 
shareholders they are working w~th~ "Requirements that once ran fer a few 
lines h~ corporate bylaws for nominations now take Lip several pages," the 
Jouma~ adds, 

Share~ 

Why Ralph Whitworth May Be America’s Best Board ~ember 

Forbes (Jan. 29) contributor Mark Rogers, CEO of BeardProspects.com, 
writes tha~ Hewle~t-Packard Chairman Ralph V~fitworth may be "America’s 
best board member." A succesdul acfiv~sl investor, W~two~lh has brought a 
pedod of relative calm to N-P s~nce being appointed to the company’s board ~n 
November 2011 after CEO Mark Hu[d had resigned fo~ow#~g allegations of 
sexua~ rn~sconduct. Leo Apotheker, Hurd’s successor, was d~smJssed shortly 
after fo~ow~ng a sldng d bad bus~ness dec~s~ons~ ~tdlworlh has se~’ed on 
the boards of 11 puM~c~y traded companies, ~nc~ud~ng Matte~ and Spdnt 
NexJeL "What makes h~m such an ideal corpol~te board member?" Rogers 
asks~ "The answer is simpJe: value. He has a proven track record d ~mproving 

sharehoJder value, from both inside and outside the boardroom." He 
spearheaded Home Depot’s 2007 shakeup, engineering the removal of its 
chief executive and four directors after criticism that the CEO’s pay was not in 
~ne with the stock’s pedermance. According to Rogers, "the foundation for 
Whitwo~h’s histo~ of success is likeJy Ms being one of the wo~Jd’s 
preeminent experts on corporate governance. As a frequent ~ec[urer and 
though1 leader on 1he 1epic. ~. he ilJustrales why eve~ board shouJd consider 
shareholder veJue the most significant criterion when recruiting its next 

director." 

Share~ 
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Kerry Honors Three Co~panies For Overseas Operations 

Voice of America (Jan, 29) is reporting thai U.S. Secretary el State John 
Keri¥ gave "Awards fer Corporate Excellence" Wednesday to three U.S, 
companies "for their favorable treatment of worke~ and advanced use of 
r~nevvable resour~;es at their operaJions in Carner~on, Hondur~ts, and 
Mexico." Taylor Guitars was cited for purchasing an ebony mill in Cameroon 
and using all shades of ebony in manufacturing its guitars so that the 
country’s Iorests ar~ no~ depleted. Fruit of the Loom was honored for its 
ground-breaking labor agreemen~ wiJh workers in Honduras that boosted 



wages, along with free transportation to theiriobs and free lunches. 
Plant~onics, meanwhile, received the award because 70 pe~cen~ of ~he power 
needs at its facility in Tijuana, Mexico, ~s provided by rooftop solar pane~s. 
Ker~ ~emarked, "Eve~ s~ngle one d the w~nners today have set a high 
standard, and they’ve all done ~ea~y remarkable work ~n communities around 
the world as a resu~ of ~he choices tha~ they have made ~n the corporate 
boardroom" 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Bta[bucks St[engthens Techf~ology Brew With Executive Shift 

Reuters (Jan. 29, Baertlein) has learned that Starbucks Corp. CEO Howard 
Schultz on Wednesday announced the promotion of CFO Tt~y Alstead to the 
new position d chid operatin9 officer. The move will enable Schultz io place 
great emphasis on keeping the coffee retailer ahead of the curve in retail 
~echnology, including mobile payrnents~ "Alstead will assume oversight ol the 
corr~pany’s day-to-day operations," ~he wire service states. "Scott Maw, 
senior vice president of corporate finance, will succeed Alstead as CFO." 

ShareF:TT~ 

Economic Outlook 

Oil Compa~y Profits Slu~p as Nigher Spot, cling Fails to Lift Output 

"Investors are shunning the wodd’s biggest oil companies as drilling costs 
surge, major proiec~s ale delayed, and energy prices stagnate," notes ~he 
Dallas Mornin.q News (Jan. 29). Such crude and natural gas producers as 
ConocoPhi~ps and Royal Dutch Shell sta~ed issuing profit warnings esrlie[ 
this rnon[h as they ~a~ed ~he extent of ~our~h~uar~er disappointments. 
"Shareholders have punished the stocks," the newspaper reporls, "making the 
energy sector the worst performer ~n the MSC~ ~iorM h~dex th~s year h~ 
anticipation of Meak earnings d~sc~osures later tMs week." The bad news may 
start Thursday as foul major companies - ConocoPh~ll~ps, Exxon Mobil Corp. 
OccMenta~ Petroleum Corp, and Shell - release their fourth<~ua[ter results~ 
Chevron wi~ d~scloses its numbers the following day, fo~owed by BP PLC and 
BG next week. "The problem ~or the oH majors ~s two-fold," the Morning Ne~’vs 
s~a~es, "costs are [~s~ng and o~ prices aren’t, while the complexity of 
developing the most recenl oi~ and gas d~scovedes ~s preventing ddllers from 
[eacMng production targets." 
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Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC weathers the storm in 

7’8-65 victory at Georgia Tech 

The Tar Heels prevail despite a 

cold-shooting first half, and foul 

trouble in the second, and now 

UNC has its first ACC winning 

streak of the season... 

North 

Carolina 

forward J.P 

Tokoto (13) 

NC State has joined Duke, UNC in women’s 

basketball ~ankings 

The Wolfpack, ranked No. 18 under newcoach Wes 

Moore, improved to 18-3 (5-2 ACC) with an 80-73 

road win Sunday against a good Georgia Tech team. 

Duke (20-I, 7-0), which has lost only to defending 

NCAA champion No. 1 Connecticut, is on a 10- 

game. 

ReporteL UNC had ~[o~gh trip 
to Georgia Tech game 

UNC arrived in Atlanta on 

Tuesday, but players tweeted that 

they were stuck in the airport for 

hours before boarding a train and 

walking the final.. 

In this aerial 

photo taken 

with a fisheye 

lens Iookinq 
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Sent: 
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Subje~: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 7:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Janua~ 30, 2014 

Hello, 

Taper Cuts 

Investors are feeling a new realityI~li~il-~ r~.’i~l mark~.’l>; -lb~ l: ~ r~’ .,~t~ r-ti~g -t~ 

~:~s~’ -t}~’ [~alm ~>f ea:;y--m~:~’). p(~lic%’s. As expeeted, the Fed said on 

Wednesday it would c~rt it.,~ }-~d.-[~@ r~g pr~:~gra m by another $~o billion. 

But even as investors fled U.S. stoeks and emerging markets eontinued to 

roll, we report that some see the bumpy ride in global markets as healthy, 

with a return to more normal rulesi::]ineluding turbuleneei::]whieh have 

historieally resulted in bus4ng opportunities for stocks. We also look at the 

[~la m~ game that some emerging-market leaders are playing, pointing 

fingers at speeulators, foreign media and bankers for their monetary woes. 

Meanwhile, R:~:;.,~ia said it would maintain its hands-off approaeh despite 

the ruble’s plunge. 

Not So Fast Track 

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid dea~: a 

}>~i~g ~eg.~>tia~:ed wit}~ A~da~ a~d E~.~’<~pea~ pa~’t~’.~ when he announced 

on Wednesday his opposition to "fast-track" approval on trade deals. Out’ 

story finds that although the Demoerat’s stanee on the up-or-down v-ores 

on trade legislation is well known, he has ~ until now~ avoided publicly 

disagreeing with the White House on the issue. His announeement eomes 

less than 24 hours after President Baraek Obama in his State of the Union 

speeeh urged support of trade promotion authority, seen as erueial to 

elinehing overseas trade paets. We report that Republiean Sen. John 

Cornyn of Texas thinks Mr. Reid is looking ahead to November eleetions 

as he gave a grave prognosis for the trade talks. "You ean kiss any new 

trade deals goodbye." 

Gold Mine 

Facebook regained its rosy pre-IPO glow after the world’s largest social 



lurn u:~e~" data into a profitab]~, ad b~.~dnes~;, particularly in mobile. We find 

that an important tool for Faeebook is the ability to show advertisers data 

that makes the ease for its value as an ad platform vs. ~. With a rich trove 

of information about its billion-plus users, analysts say the company is 

starting to use the data to target ads on other websites, and potentially in 

other media. In separate teeh news, we report on the baekgro~d to 

~.~.ear-[]~ ~3 Di]H~n ~ale ~ff the b~:~siness t<~ China’s I,e~vo~ less than ~vo 

)~ars after bu)dng Motorola Mobility for $12.5 billion. 

Tinselto~n Loses Some Glitter 

Working in show business used to require a move to Hollywood. But as tax 

breaks offered by states like Georgia, Louisiana, North Carolina and 

Michigan }~ve Iured fiIm and TV pr~dud:bn awa~,~ fl’~:,~m Californi~ 

w~rk~:rs have tblowed. Atlanta, we find, has surfaced as a filmmaking 

mecca. Our story notes this has led to a flurry of business for a state 

department formed when Jimmy Carter was governor to capitalize, oddly 

enough, on river-rafting tourism following the movie "Deliverance." But 

we report that L.A. doesn’t want to give up its title x~4thout a fight and city 

officials are lobbying for legislation to sweeten the pot to lure business 

back to the state. 

WORLD 

Swia P~a~:e Talks in Ce~:~eva l:-[it h:~:~pa:<~’ 

BUSINESS 

MARKETS 

Ausl:ralia Bank Acts ~n Chat 



Go~dc~ weighs, Preparing for the first outdoor cold-weather Super Bowl 

this weekend, our sports department is employing a creative method to 

help fans gauge how much they will need to bundle up. The more layers 

?cir. Goodell’s icy replica sheds, the more layers eventgoers can shed. You 

can follow the sculpture on Twitter @fmzenroger. 

Do you think there will be political ramifications from the handling of 

Atlanta’s storm? Send your response to lOpoi~~:@wsj,eo~ and follow 

@Gerard°/"I~akcr on Twitter 

Compiled by Yogita Patel 

READER RESPONSE 

Argentine President Crb4i~:~a Kircl:~~er’s tw~’e~: didn’t sit well with readers. 

Kevin Caleagno of North Carolina wrote that she "is grasping for a 

scapegoat as all populists and dictators do when the honeyTnoon ends. The 

Kims, the Castros, Chavez and Maduro, the Ayatollah and other jihadist 

itnams: They differ only in how much human suffering they are able and 

willing to inflict to maintain power and for how long they can keep their 

people in line~" Roland Martin of California wrote: "Mrs. Kirehner is 

using ’fork’ in the wrong context. It is her tongue that is forked, the spoon 

remains on the table." 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Tedmieally, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 



lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

Copyright 2o~4 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Allen <do-not-reply@davidco.com> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 7:33 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Productive Living: Your Mind Deserves a Promotion 

If you have trouble viewing this message or would like to share it, please click here. 

Productive Living 

i~i David Allen 
Hi Folks, 

Have you ever had a job or a task that was beneath your skill 

level, doing work that contributed less value and used less of 

your creativity than you knew you had to offer? If you’re like me, 

you will underperform at that lower-level work. In the same way, 

if you’re still using your mind to keep track of things, then you 

have a big productivity improvement opportunity by promoting 

it to higher-level work. My essay this month explores the idea 

that your mind has better things to do than remembering and 

reminding, and better things to do than to think the same 

thoughts over and over. I bet you’ll find that giving your mind a 

promotion will give you more of the "mind like water’’ 

experience that you’re looking for. 

All the best, 

David 

Your I~ind Deserves a Promotion 

I’m often identified by my description of a relaxed state of 
control as "mind like water." This is not an empty mind (it’s 
impossible to have nothing on your mind, if you’re conscious). 
It’s rather one that is operating at a more productive and 
creative level. But in order to achieve and maintain that optimal 
condition, you should be using your mental energies to be 
thinking about things rather than thinking oflhem. 

You really don’t have any excuses to be having thoughts more 
than once, unless you like having those thoughts. Most people 
badger themselves incessantly with the same things, over and 
over. That’s mainly because they do not take the responsibility 
to capture, clarify, objectify, and review those ideas, 
commitments, ought-to’s, might-want-to’s, etc. sufficiently to 
renegotiate their agreements with themselves, and to give their 
mind a trustworthy system to support its creative process. 

You can’t fool your mind! It knows whether you’ve put its 
creations into an objective, seamless container and process 
that can be trusted to use that thought in the way it was 
intended. If you told yourself"l need to call Fred," and you didn’t 
write that somewhere that your mind knows you will look when 
you are at a phone and could possibly make that call, it will not 
relinquish the task of reminding you. If you have a great idea 
about how to train your salespeople about a critical new 
product feature, and you don’t put that somewhere you know 
you’ll look when you’re designing their seminar, your mind will 



take on the job of trying to ensure it will still happen. The 
problem is, your mind (like many taskmasters I’ve known) 
doesn’t really have much of a plan about how to make sure the 
phone call gets done, so it wakes us up at 3am with the 
reminder[ 

It’s a strange phenomenon in professional development: When 
a person is tasked to do activities that are really beneath their 
talent and appropriate skill level, they will usually screw up 
royally! The same is true of your mind. 

Until you have installed sufficient idea-capturing and idea- 
processing tools and procedures, and the habits to use them 
effectively, your mind will be burdened with a job beneath its 
rank--something it dislikes and doesn’t do very well. I suggest 
you do some appropriate organization development, so you 
can give it the promotion it deserves. 

There is one thing we can do, and the happiest people are 
those who do it to the limit of their ability. We can be 
completely present. We can be all here. We can.., give all 

our attention to the opportunity before us.--Mark Van Doren 

Q: What are some of the lifestyle changes you can suggest in 

regard to dealing with stress? 

David: Changing rhythms and restoring our energy are critical 
factors to keep our cognitive functions working optimally. Take 
a walk, take a nap, take a break in any form that’s available. 

[Editor’s note: David Allen ~/ill be presenting a live webinar 
called Dealing with Competing Priorities, on February 18. 

Click here for more details.] 

GTD in the David Allen and Twitter cofounder Evan Williams were 
News 

mentioned as pioneers in the installation of Holacracy, in this 
Washington Post article called "Zappos says goodbye to 

bosses." 



% GTD Tools 

"The GTD Weekly Review~ is be~er than spa treatment for 

I relieving stress. Yesterday I stopped eve~thing and decided to 
go through a really thorough review. In fact, it was really more 
like a "clean boot" of my entire system. Today, I still have a lot 
on my plate, but my stre~ and resistance are much, much 
lower. Unsurprisingly, my focus is up and resistan~ is down~ 
I’ve been able to accomplish more in the last ~o hours than I 
did in the previous three days. I’m about to go into my sixth year 
of using GTD, and the tools it offers never fail to amaze me."~ 
Kristen 

GTD Events GT@ PUBLIC WSB~NARS 

These are a great way to get a lot of GTD learning in a li~le 
amount of time. 

Geeing Email Under Control~Februa~ 13 
Dealing with Competin~ Priorities, with David Allen~Februa~ 
18 
Keys to Geeing Things Done~Februa~ 20 

Give us a day and we’ll teach you the fundamentals of GTD in 
an engaging in-person class. In addition to Chicago, we’ll have 
confirmed dates for more seminars soon. 

Chicago--February 27 
Washington--Date TBD 
Denver--Date TBD 
Austin--Date TBD 
Seattle--Date TBD 
Boston--Date TBD 



CO~4~>ANy 

Getting Things Done® is the work/life management system 
created by David Allen. Learn more 

The David Allen Company is a global training and consulting 
company, based in beautiful Ojai, California. About us 

GTD®, Getting Things Done®, GTD Connects, and GTD-Q® are 
registered trademarks of the David Allen Company. 
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~ake it up. Make it happen 
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WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 30, 2014 8:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. GDP Rises 3.2% in 4th Quarter 

Rises 3.2% in 4th Quarter 

The U.S. economy expanded at a steady clip in the fourth quarter as consumers opened 

their wallets and businesses picked up investment, marking one of the best six-month 

periods of growth in a decade. 

Gross domestic product, which is the broadest measure of goods and services produced 

across the economy, grew at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 3.2% in the fourth 

quarter, the Commerce Department said. 

Across 2013, the economy expanded at a 1.9% pace. 

See More Covera#e >> 
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Mistakes Were Made By Me 



click here 

Update your preferences i Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 9:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIMI~; REPORTS: 

iX Description: ] 

C:\Users\bcl ~ 

a rk\Desktop\ ~ 

snoopy jpg 

JNOTHING TO REPORT 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 

Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 11:21 AM 
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Snbscripdon Alert - Action Required 

Subscribe Today! 

Dear LAW, 

Based on your industry status, we would like to 
offer you a FREE subscription to American Banker 
Magazine[ Please take a brief moment and 
complete the subscription form to be sure you don’t 
miss a single issue! 

SUBSCRIBE NOW and you’ll .qet each issue 
packed with critical industry information, including: 

- The 25 Most Powerful Women in Banking 
- Semi-Annual Ranking of M&A Advisers 

- Big ideas for 2014 
~’-’i Go Here to Subscribe 

Have a colleague who would appreciate a 
complimentary subscription to American Banker 
Ma.qazine? Click here and simply forward this offer. 

Publisher reserves the right to seo/e free subscriptions to those 

who qualify 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker Magazine as: Ibroome@email unc.edu" 

To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from American Banker Magazine, Go Here 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists Go Here. 

Customer Seo/ice: 800-221-1809 

Source Media, Inc, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

Privacy Policy 
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Cross-Border Bankruptcy in 2013 -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 
SIGN LJP 

Cross-Border Bankruptcy in 2013:10 Decisions Shaping Chapter 15 

Chapter 1!5 of ti~e US Bankruptcy Code, addressing cross-border bankruptcy cases~ is fewer titan !0 

yearse~d, but the cumulatM~ valume of Chapter15 cases has became substan~ial In 2013 a~ane, 35 

Chapter 15 cases (or groups of related cases) were filed, including 1}" in Delaware, !4 in the Southern 

D~sl:rict of New York. and 3 in the Sou[hem District of Florida Of those cases. 24 were rela[ed te 

Canadian foreign proceedings and most of the balance were related to UK and European foreign 

proceedings 

The accumuiation of Chapter 15 cases brings with it an evolution of the substantive case iaw defining 

the contours of cross-border practice in the United States. [his aie~ describes ten repoRed decisions 

from the past year all issued in or relating to Chapter 15 cases, which highlight the evolving nature of 

cross-border practice and provide some 9~idance on how cross-border insolvency will be treated in US 

whether a Chapter 15 case may proceed; decisions addressing what rehef may or must be available 

within a Chapter 15 aase, and deaisions addressing who[her Chapter 15 provides the sole route [a 

recognition of foreign insolvency orders in US federal coups 

Fou~ C~apter 15 decisions in 2013 addressed the question of when a Chapter 15 case may proceed in 

~he US courts 

GenerNlyspeaking Chapter15isthoughttobeaninciusivechapteroftheUSBankruptcyCode, being 

relatively hbe~a~ in permitting cross-border ancillary cases to proceed in US cou~ls to address US 

assets and creditors. But at t~e end of 2013, the Second Circuit Cou~ of Appeais held that the 

requirements to q~ahfy as a debtor under the US BanXruptcy Code generally, found in Section 109, also 

apply ~o foreign debtors under Chapter ! 5 fn te Bamet, 737 F3d 238 (2d Cir 2013) As a result, a 

feteign debtor m~st h~ve a p~ee of h~siness or asse~ ~n the United S~te$ in order to be eligible for 

Chaplet 15 recognition Even i~ a foreign debtor has subs[anl:ial US creditors, a Chaplet 15 case may 

not be employed to enjoin those creditors from enforcing rights against s foreign debtor with no US 

place aF business or assets! The threshold fer assets sufficient te satisfy Section !09 is so k;w ~Jrlder 

prevailing case law that the requirement for a foreign debtor to have US assets seems easily satisfied 

in most instances. StiiL this Second Circuit decision aiigns witt~ tt~e principle, stated in ott~er Ct~spter 15 

jurisprudence that the primary role of Chapter 15 is for US couxs to fuxher within US borders the 

foreign debtor’s main insolvency proceeding~not for US cou~ts to reach out from the United States and 

provide purpoRedly extraterritorial rulings.2 in this way, the Second Circuit’s decision appears to be par 

of a trend toward circumscribing the geographical scope of Chapter !5 

On the other hand, the Sou[horn District of New York Bankruptay Court held, a few weeks before the 

Barnet decis~on~ that ~nso~venet~ ofa goreign debtor is not a prerequisite to a C}mptef 15 case, 

natwithsl:and~ng the use of the ward "insolvency" in the defJnJ[io~ of "foreig~1 proceeding" u~der Seabe~1 

I01 (23) of the US Bankruptcy Code Just as with debtors in plenary C~apter 11 cases in the United 

prerequisite to the proceeding under whic~ t~e foreign debtor’s financiN affairs are being addressed in 

its’home"jur~sdiction, fnre~dff~d, 501 B.R 644(Bankr SD.NY 2013) In that same case, thecou~ 

also held that a Cayman liquidation proceeding is not "man~festly contrary=, to US pubi~c policy, and 

therefore does not run afoul of Section !506 of Chapter 15, even though a Cayman liquidation may be 

carded on for the primary or sole purpose a~ challenging a judgment obtained by a aredi[or against the 

debtor, rather than for the administrabon of creditor c~a~ms generally. F~na~y, the coup1 found that there is 

recognition is nondiscret~onary when the basic elements of Section 1517 are satisfied (though the couA 

le~t epen the possibility of later ’:bad fi~i[h" ahallenges ~n a Chapter 15 case) 

In a sense the Third C~rcuit CouX of Appeals’ decision in In re ABC Learning Centres Ltd, 728 F3d 301 

(3d Cir 2013), aamb~nes and affirms cencep[s in the Bamet and Miiiard decisk?ns in ABC L.ea~Tang 

Centres, the T~ird Circuit held that a foreig~ proceedi~ can be recognized ~nder Oh~pter ~5, ~d is 

debtor’s assets (o~ which ~ey h~ve a fien) rather than providing for the administration of all c~edito~ 

c~a~ms, and d~stdb~tions to NI cred~to~ generally. Relatedly, the Third Circ~t found th3t the fact that the 

debter likely has na edu~ty in its assets in the United Slates, due to undersecured liens en these 

assets, does not necessarily mean that those assets are not propeRy of the debtor subject to the 

autemal:ic stay (and, presumably, sufficient to sustain a Chapter 15 case under Section 109 of [he US 



Bankruptcy Code) 

Another "gu~teway’’ issue irl Chapter 15 was decided in 2013 by the Second Circuit Cour~ o[ Appeals 

re Faiffieid Sentry Ltd., 71,~ F.3d 127 (2d Ci~ 2013) In t~at case, the Second Circuit held that ~e 

deb~o~’~ "~enter o~ ma~n ~n~e~ests" ~CO~9)~a p~mar~ eon~deradon ~or determ~n~n~ whethe~ and 

Chapter ~6 ped~ion is fffed, rather 1:hart as o~ an earlier da~e3 This decision narrows and clarifies the 

relevant point in ~ime at which a ?)reign debtor must meet the requirements of Section 1517 and thereby 

may enhance the ability of a foreign debtor to plan its cross-border insolvency strategy However~ the 

Second Circuit cautioned tha~ a oour~ may also consider whether a debtor has manipulated i~s COMi in 

’bad faith" durra9 the period between the commencement of the foreign proceeding and the Chapter 15 

Upon ~nt~: What Relief May or Mast Accompany a Chapter 15 Case 

F~ve other Chapter 15 decisk)ns i~ 2013 addressed ~he question of wha~ provisions of the US 

Bankruptcy Code and other US law and what provisions of foreign insolvency proceedings may or 

mdst become pars of the foreign debtods cross-border insolvency 

C~apter 15 expressly prohibits t~e implementation of ceAain provisions of other chapters of the US 

Bankruptcy Code, sdch as those permitting preferential and fraudulent transfer avoidance actions, in 

Chapter ! 5 oases, See 11 U,S,C ~ 1521 (a)(7) The k)gk; of these res[rk:[ions is that po[enfially 

conflicting avoidance actions in mdlt~pie jurisdictions would become a legal q~agmire and therefore 

foreign debtor~not under US lawthrough Chapter !54 But e~#erprevisieas e~#e US 

Code ~ot expressly ¢a~,ed out ~rom Chapter ~5 may be a~p~ied by the court overseeing the 

Chapter ~5 case~suc~ as the ability of the US cou~ to orde~ a turnover o~ estate prope~y under Section 

542 of the Bankruptcy Code, as demonstrated by the decision m In teAJWOffshore Ltd., 48S B.R 55! 

(Bankr E.D N Y. 2013) Notably, the cou~ in AJWOffshore ~equi~ed t~at the use of Section 542 to require 

t~mover o~ assets to the estate (fin3ncial records) must be 3ccompanied by the ~mpos~tion by the coup1 

of appropriate conditions to protect c~editors and otheF inteFested pa~ies under Section 1522, and may 

only apply to assets within the territorJ3] j~risdicbon of tSe United States5 

In con[rast [o [he question of wha~ provisk)ns of the LJS Bankruptcy Code may be implerr~erfied by a 

bankruptcy cou~ m a Chapter 15 case on a discretionary basis, the Fou~h Circuit CouR of Appeals, m 

Jaffe v. Samsung Elees Co, L ~d., 737 F.3d 14 (4~h Cir. 2013), held that ~be baskru#tcy 

made the pretenders available to ~icensees o~ US i~tegec~a~ prope~ ~nder $ecdon 

interested patios under Section 1522 6 Yh~s decision leaves open what other US BankrMptcy Code 

provisions corals might determine to be mandatory in Chapter 15 cases, and under what 

A decision in the past year also addressed what prowsions of foreign msoivency proceedings will be 

given effect in the United Slates ~hreugh Chapter 15. In hi re Sioo-Forest Corp, 501 B R. 655 (Bankr. 

S.D N.Y. 2013), the Southern District of New York Bankruptcy CouR held that #~ird-p~r~ releases 

a~co~nta~t$) approved as pa~ o~ the ~oreig~ debtor’s Canad&~ i~sotve~¢y proceedi~ may be 

enforced in the United States ~ro~gh Chapter ~ 5, even if ~ose same re,eases may not h~ve been 

approved by a US ¢ou~ as part of a Chapter If p#an of reorga~i~ado~ In rendering this decision, the 

cou~ compared the facts o~the case to the couWs prior decision in Metca/fe where t~ird-pa~y releases 

with the Fifth Circuit’s decision in Wtro wheFe nondebto~ subsidiary guarantor releases approved in 

Me:rico were net given effec~ in the US7 A major distinction between Sino..Forest and Metcaffe, on the 

one hand, and Wtro on the other hand, appears to be the attempt by Vitro to use intercompany claims to 

obtain requisite creditor approval of its concurso mercaod! (reorganization) plan in Mexico, contrary to 

US insider vo~h~g principles in the Chapter ! I conte~t. In Sino-Forest and Meteaffe, ~he Canadian 

approvais were not obtained through a process thought to be in major conflict with US principles, even 

iL as a mat[er o[ subs[antwe US ~aw, the releases h~ all ~hree cases (Sino-Forest, Me~ca/fe and 

would not likely have been approved in Chapter 1 I. 

Two decisions h~ 2013 addressed the appl~cal:~on ef US haw outside the US Bankruptcy Code to Chapter 

15 cases In In ~e WoHdwide Education Serdces, Inc. 494 B.R 494 (Bankr C.D Cai 2013), the cou~ 

held that the same standard ~or eva~uating whether a prelinffnaty injunation should be granted by a 

proceeding sho~d be recogmzed and wSethe~ the Chapter 15 case m3y therefore p~oceed (at which 

point ~he automatic stay would apply under Section 1520) The corot deparl:ed [rom a prk)r r~Un~ hh 

same California bankruptcy cou~t, where a iower standard was applied In in re British American 

insurance Company L td, 488 BR. 205 (Bankr. S D. Fla 2013), [he Southern D~s~ric~ of Florida 

Bankruptcy CouR in a detaiied decision addressing centrai issues of US bankruptcy jurisdiction held 

disp~tes "related to" those Chapter ~ 5 ~ases, purs~ant to ~e jurisdictional a~the~ granted in 28 

U.S,¢. ~ ~334.8 The tour1: reached this conoh~sk~n despite contrary ar~umenl:s that "reh~ed to" 

jurisdiction means that the dispute must be "related to" a bankruptcy estate, and, technically speaking, 

there is no "est3te" m a C53pter 15 case in the way that tSere is in a Chapte~ 7 o~ 1 ! c3se. The coup1 in 

Bfffish American also adopted a plain reading ef the "permissive absk~nl:~on" language in 28 U.S.C 

1334(c)(1), holding that the doctrine of permissive abstention is inapplicable m the Chapter 15 context-- 

even to dispu[es orfiy "related [o" the Chapter 15 case Thus. under British American, the only ~ype of 

abstention applicable in Chapter 15 is mandatory abstention under 28 U S.C ~ 1334(c)(2), which on its 

"arise under’= or "adse in’= those Chapter 15 cases The couR reasoned that its interpretation was 

consistent with Chapter !5’s overall goals and focus on comity. 

One decision in 2013, outside the context of Chapter 15 itself, demonstrates that Chapter 15 m~y not be 

simply an option for enforcing foreign insolvency orders in the United States In Oak Point Partner.s, inc. 

v Lessing, No 11-CM-03328, 2013 WL 1703382 (ND. Cal. Apt 19, 2013), a defendant in a US debt- 



proceeding The Northern District of California held that Oh~pt~er’~5 is #~e sole aver~ue for re~o#~#io~ 

o~ ~ote~g~ i~o~ve~y pto~eedi~gs, ab~e~t a "tr~e co~ffiet" of U$ a~d ~ore~ ~aw~. Thus, the cou~t 

refused to dismiss the US suit The court rejected tRe defendant’s argument that doing so would be an 

extension of comity to the foreign ~nsolvency proceeding~because such a dismissa~ for comity ~n the 

insolvency context should occur only through the Chapter 15 context 

While the foreign representative in Oak Point sodght to dse the existence of a foreign insolvency 

use their status under foreign insolvency proceedings offensively to enforce the rights of foreign 

step i~ pursuing those rights. The cou~ in Miiiard c~a~actedzed ~ecognition of a foreign proceeding as a 

’=sine qua non for acc~ss [o [h~ U S Cour[s "501 BR. a[ 653 {"Secl:icm !509 of the Ced~ . . ~ff~ctiv~fly 

establishes the bankruptcy couR as a gatekeeper for a foreign representative=s access to the U.S 

CouRs; with recognition as the means to open the gate") Whde the couR in M~llafd may have overstated 

the point somewhat--Section 1509 allows for ceRain exceptions~t~e couR in British American 

recognized that establishing standing and j~r~sdiction may prove difficult without resoR to the right of 

direct access to IJS couRs afforded by Section 1509 (and thus without the fiiin9 and recognition of a 

Chapter 15 case) See 488B.R at227-228. 

The ~o~om LiBe 
It ~s difficd~t to make broad ~nf~r~nces from these !0 decisions, but many of them seemed aligned m 

low barders to entry, ~s e re~atWely powe~u~ too~ to resolve a w~de array of ~nso~vemcy-re~ete~ ~ssues w~th 
US cennecfions, and may be ~he orfiy me~hod for recogrfizh~# for~gn insolvency orders (and ~h~ b~st 
method ~or a foreign representative to asseA its dghts~ ~ the US ~ederal coups system. These I0 
Chapter 15 decisions of 2013 have brought a h~gher d~re~ of clarity on a ~umber o~ meaningful issues 
w~th~ Chapter 15, and have mater~a~y adde~ to the st~ young, but ever-expa~d~g, Chapter 15 
jurisprudence. 

I rhe fe!eigr! !epreser!~atives in Basher sought recogr!i~ie!~ for 1:he purpeses of e!~joining astions agai!~st tl!em in the 

bnll:ed Sta~es, seekh!:~l discovery 1:o deterfl!u~e whe~!~er ~e pursue ac~io!~s in the b!~il:ed Sta~es and obtair!h!:~l access ~e 

the t_lS courts to pursue ar~y such actions. 

~ 1-i~is principle was recently sffirmed by the Southern District of New York Bankruptcy Court in the Fsirtield Funds 

Ci~apter ~5 case, where the LIS court declined to revisit a British Virgin Islands CO{htfS spproval of an asset sale 

because the asse~ sold was not located in ~he United S~ates See In re Fa~;’f~d Sent~? Ltd., 484 BR 6!5 (Bankr 
S.D.N.~~ 2013) We d~scussed the ~:a~ff~eid decision ~n ou~ pdo~ a~ert, .~=risdic~ior~a~ M~x-.aqd-.Match Vitro E~pda and 

Fai~S~eM Deme~sl:ra[e the Unse~tain[~es of Cross-Borde[ Bankruptcy fo[ US ~3e~dholders and Buyers (Feb. 13. 

2013), available here. 

3 m in re Bear Stearn:~ High.-G~ade Strdctured C~÷d/t .Strategies Master Fu’nd, Ltd., 374 BR 122 (Bankr SDNY. 

2007), a~1~d 389 BR 325 (SDN Y. 2008), the cou~t ~n pe~!orm~ng ~s COM~ ~na~ys~s dec~k~ed to co~s~der foreign 

for recognition even when consideration was iimited to the time of the filing of the Chapter 15 ca.e. For ad,,itionaJ 

d~scdss~on of Bear Steams see odr prior alert, Recen~ Decisions #~ Sa~d Metcaffe and Condor: C#~:~p~er 15 Re- 

Energized (Mar. 25, 2010), aw~h~b]e here 

4 Prior te the e!l~ctn!ent or C!lapte! 15. some eady aul:hority had ,~i,I,.~gested thal: ~vok-!,ance powers u!lder tJ8 law 

coi.lk~ be used in a!~ ~ncilk~ry proceeding under former Section "~04 of the ~3an~!up~sy Cede (Chapter 15’s 

BR 59?. 607 n. ]7 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y 1988}. 

~ Ti~e AJW O/~,~ahore decision cites a prior decisio!~ o~ ~i~e Firti~ Circdit Couit or .appeals in !n re Condor, 601 F 3d :2,i 9 

(5~i~ Ch 2010), ’wi~ich was discL=ssed in odr prio[ :~lert~ Recent Decisions in Saad~ It,!etcaffe, and Condor: Ci~:~p~er 15 
Re-Energized (Mar 25, 2010), available !~ere. 

20~ 1), avsiJable here, and in ~e ©imonda AG: Fourth Circuit Upholds US Patent Licensee Protections in Chapter 15 
Cross-Border Bankruptcy Case (Dec. 19, 20~3), avsilable here 

7 See !n re Metes!re & Ma;!s#eld Ale !nv’,s, 421 B R 655 (Bankr SDNY. 2010): In re ’vitt:s S4.B de C’V, 701 F3d 

1031 (5~h Cir 2012) For additionai discussion or Metes!re and ’Vitro, see oar prior :~ier~’, Recen[ Decisiot~s in Saad, 

Metoa#’e, a!~d Cosdor: Chapter !5 Re- Ener:~lized (Mar 25 20!0 , available here, and Ju!isdi,:;l:ion:~l Mi×-and-Match: 

~;itro, E!,e~da snd Fa~ile[d Demonstrste the tJ~lceltsinties of Cross-Border Bankruptcy for US Bondholders s~d 
Buyers (Feb. 13, 2013), available here. 

8 T!~e cou~t in British American rrarrled the "related to" inquiry as Iookin,~ at the irr~pact on ti~e debtor o~ the imp:~ct on 

the handling a!~d administra~io!~ of ~he Ch:~p~e~ 15 esthete I!~ the ai~ernative, the couit s~ated that it codld "define the 
extent of related to iurisdic~io!~ in Chapter 15 cases by the potential effec~ of the action on the estate adrsinis~ered 

the rolei9!~ preseedh!g.’ 488 B.R. al: 224. 

L                                                             J 



WiimerHale Js proud to announce the opening of our 
Denver office. Led b~.~ WilmerHale Paltners Ken ~alazar 

end Tom Stdckland, the office expanas the firm’s 

footprin~ ~n the western L;n~l~d Sta~es sad deepens 

se~ace to clients ~n severa~ areas o~ signet(ire 
strensth, ~nc~ud~ng energy and the environment, 

investigations and ~gatiol~; s~rategic response, and 

N at~e American 

Read more 

’~Nhile the Bsnkruptcy ar!d Financial Re,stlucturin,.~ 

Group’s werk wss broad-reachir~g in 2013 in many 

knots in the bankruptcy and inseivency worid Read 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erin Essenrnacher <Education~NACDonline.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 1:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Attend the Complimentary NACD DirectorsNp 2020 in 2014 

January 30, 2014 

Dear Lissa, 

I invite you to join the National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) and a select group of director 

peers and governance experts for three complimentary ..N...A....C...D.....D..i..L.e.9.t...q.r..s.’.[~.i.p....2...0..2...0. events in 2014. 

This year’s programs will explore the broad, external forces that are likely to disrupt companies’ operations in 
the years to come, while also providing participants the tools necessary to anticipate and respond to these 
challenges. Governance experts and peer-exchange facilitators will focus on such disruptive forces as 
economic, geopolitical, competitive, technological, and mot~. 

NACD Directorship 2020 

Metropolitan Club 
11:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 

Includes a networking lunch 
and cocktail reception. 

NACD Directorship 2020 

The Ritz-Carlton 
11:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 

Includes a networking lunch 
and cocktail reception. 

NACD Directorship 2020 

The Montage Beverly Hills 
11:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 

Includes a networking lunch and 
cocktail reception. 

I look forward to seeing you at an upcoming NACD Directorship 2020 program, and please do not hesitate to 
reach out to the NACD Registrar at L~!~’.£~’~.!#.!?.@.N~.~.g}3!.!!?..e...~;t!ig or 202-572-2088 with any questions. 

Regards, 

Erin Essenmacher 
Director of Education 
National Association of Corporate Directors 

This message was sent to: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

Membem ~ p I Board Development I Ed caton I Reso rces I Co ~nections National Association of Corporate Directors 

2001 Pennsylvania Avenue NW Suite 500 

i.;~.i i.~. i.~..~1. Washington DO 20006 

phone: 202-775-0509 I fax: 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Conferences, 
forums, peer exchanges, and webinars, please click here 

To unsubscribe from all NACD email communication, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 2:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jan 30 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Breaking News 

U,So Seeks $2o& 

Posted January 30, 2014, 1:51 P.M. ET 

Bank of America (BAC) should pay a $2.1 billion for selling flawed loans, U.S. Attorney Preet 
Bharara said in a brief Ned late Jan. 29 ( U.S.v. Bank of Am. Corp., S.D.N.Y., No. 12-cv-01422, 
1/29/14 ). 

The brief, filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, follows an October 
jury verdict that found Bank of America liable for Countrywide’s sale of bad loans to Fannie Mae and 

Freddie Mac. 

The court should level the maximum penalty to "punish Defendants for their culpability and bad 
faith, and to deter financial institutions and their executives who would engage in similar fraudulent 
mortgage schemes," Bharara said. 

The brief is at 

htt#:/iwwwbloomberqlaw.com/public/document/United States of America ex rel Edward ODonnell Docket No 11 

2cv01i8. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, JanuaD, 30, 2014 2:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Will Seek Death Penal~ tbr Boston Bombing Suspect 

U.S. Will Seek Death Penal~- for Boston Bombing 
Su.speet 

Federal prosecutors will seek the death penalty against accused Boston Marathon bomber 

Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, a federal court filing said. 

Mr. Tsarnaev has pleaded not guilty to all charges against him, including using a weapon 

of mass destruction during the April 15,2013, attack that left three dead and more than 

260 wounded. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Scholarship Network <LSN@ssrn.com> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

European University Institute (EUI) Joins Law Research Centers Papers 

We are pleased to announce European University Institute (EUI) has started a Law Research Centers Papers series within the Legal Scholarship Network (LSN). 

[ ii ~:~ iI European University Institute (EUl) Logo ] 

EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE (EUI} LEGAL RESEARCH PAPER SERIES 

View Papers: http:l/wvcwssin.com/linklEUI-RES.html 

The Law Department of the European University Institute is dedicated to train Doctoral researchers, principally in three fields: European Law, Public International Law, and 

Transnational Law. The research carried out at the Institute by its Professors, Visiting Fellows and PhD students addresses the principal challenges facing us today. 

Current projects include: the constitutional impact of the Euro-crisis, the impact of the economic crisis on social rights and its impact on the nature of EU law-making, the 

legal issues surrounding terrorism and surveillance, as well as the laws of w’ar, the impact of globalisation and the nature of global governance, state-building and 

constitution-making, the emergence and challenge of European Private Law. The working paper series serves to disseminate the research carried out at the Institute but 

we also welcome contributions from scholars working in the fields above. 

SSRN’s eLIBRARY 

SSRN’s searchable electronic library contains abstracts, full bibliographic data, and author contact information for more than 527,300 papers, more than 244,600 authors, and full text for 

more than 432,400 papers. The eLibrary can be accessed at http://papers.ssrn.com. 

SSRN supports open access by allowing authors to upload papers to the eLibrary for free through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http:flhq.ssrn.com, and by providing free 

downloading of those papers. 

Downloads from the SSRN eLibrary in the past 12 months total more than 10.7 million, with more than 726 million downloads since inception. 

SSRN’s PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 

Searching on an individual’s name in the author field on our search page at http://ssrn.com/search provides the best single professional directory of scholars in the social sciences and 

humanities Complete contact information for authors, including email, postal, telephone, and fax information, is available there. 

SSRN’s MISSION 

SSRN’s objective is to provide rapid, worldwide distribution of research to authors and their readers and to facilitate communication among them at the lowest possible cost. In pursuit 

of this objective, we allow authors to upload papers without charge. And, any paper an author uploads to SSRN is downloadable for free, worldwide. 

LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK 

The Legal Scholarship Network (LSN) distributes other e Journals You can subscribe to these e Journals through the SSRN User HeadQuarters at http://hq.ssrn.com. 

Sincerely, 

Bernard Black and Ronald J Gilson 

Directors 

Legal Scholarship Network 

This is a SSRN general announcement. All subscribers to any SSRN lists automatically receive t,~ese announcements and cannot be removed without removll~g all other subscriptions 

Contact unsubscribe@ssm.com to unsubscribe from aft SSRN subscriptions. 

Search the SSRN eLibrary I Browse SSRN I Top Papers 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: TiVo CFO on Digitalsmiths buy; Investors balk at Lenovo-Google deal 

Today’s Top Local Sto~ies 

cirowth strategy 

Investors ba(k at Lenovds ~otoro~a dea( with 

tJoith Carolina’s SBI ofl%e rdocates to north Raleigh ...................................................................................................................................... 

_ 

Click here for our lOiS - 14 Web Tax 6uide 

Abshe~me~"s ~)atien~s 



h"TP ~Z~ital invests in 

U~’iC to.os Princeton Revie~v’s value list; NCSU ranks 4th. 

]oyce & Co,, LLP 

Building Size: 23,000 SF 

Use ]yp~: Lease 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Day, Sandy <sandyday@paulhas~tings.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 3:33 PM 

Paul }lastings in the News: V. Gerard Comizio Quoted in MoneyNews 

Banks SWing Away From Controversial Custome~5.pdf 

To PH Clients and Friends 
Paul Hastings In The News: V. Gerard Comizio Quoted in MoneyNews 

V, Gerard Comizio was quoted in MoneyNews in connection with a trend involving US banks backing away 
from lending to businesses that may be questionable to regulators such as marijuana merchants, payday lenders 
and virtual-currency companies (see attached article). 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: As required by U.S.Treasury Regulations governing tax practice, you are hereby advised 

that any written tax advice contained herein was not written or intended to be used (and cannot be used) by any 

taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. 

This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you received 

this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. 

For additional information, please visit our website at ;#.z~.z. pauiilastixgs . COlll 



Moneynews 

WSJ: Banks Staying Away From 
Controversial Customers 
Thursday, January 30, 2014 07:14 AM 

By: Dan Well 

Banks are avoiding customers who are involved in activities that are legal, 
but may draw the attention of government officials, according to bank 
executives, consultants and lawyers, The Wa!! Street Journal reports. 

Among the customers being rejected by banks are those selling marijuana, 
payday lenders, digita!-currency concerns, Internet gamblers and convicted 
criminals. 

Banks want to steer clear of any more legal burdens than they already face. 
And they don’t want to have to spend a lot of money just to make sure it’s OK 
for them to deal with certain client& 

"In an era where banks are already suffering from a deficit of trust, the last 
thing they want to do is venture into things that can be perceived as risky, 
unsavory or detrimental to the social fabric," Andy Schmidt, research director 
at consulting company CEB TowerGroup, tells The Journal. 

While demand for bank loans is stagnant, rejecting questionable customers 
won’t have a major impact on profits, according to The Journal, 

"Banks are making practical decisions about profitability versus risk 
exposure, and they are concluding this hill isn’t worth the battle," Gerard 
Comizio, a partner who specializes in banking at law firm Paul Hastings,. tells 
the paper. 

Michael Tucker, CEO of Greenfield Co-operative Bank in Western 
Massachusetts, tells The Boston Globe that he said no to severa~ medical 
marijuana-related companies that asked about setting up accounts. 

He’s worried not.just about stores selling marijuana, but also about landlords 
who lease space to pot stores, warehouses or growers. If the bank offers 
mortgages to those landlords, their monthly payments could be deemed 
illegal drug money, Tucker notes. 

Related Stories: 

Banks May Soon Be Allowed to Process Marijuana Sales 
Harvard’s Miron: Marijuana Industry Could Develop Like Beer Industry 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome a~sa.dell.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 30, 2014 4:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

An extra 30% ott?! 
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To: 

The American Law Institute <ali@ali.org> 

Thursday, January 30, 20:/4 4:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

ALI e-Reporter 3anuary 20:/4 

The ALl ,e-Repo~,er 

ALI Home 

PROFESSOR NEIL COHEN TO RECEIVE WISDO~ AWA~.D 

TNE ~NST[TUTE ~N THE COURTS 

ARTICLE TOUTS ~PORTANCE OF AL~’S PRO~ECT ON L~Ae~L~TY 

[] 

Registration opens ~n mid-February, but mark your calendars now for the AL~’s 

9$st Annual Meeting, May $9-25 at the R~tz-Carlton Hotel, ~$50 22nd S~reet, 

NW, Washington, DC. The roster of speakers and the tentative l~st of projects 

to be worked on are quickly taking shape. Watch your e-mail box for 

announcements about online registration and details about speda~ events. 

The tentative project ~st currently ~ndudes: 

Restatement Third, Employment Law (Proposed Final Draft) 
Restatement Third, The Law of American Indians 
Restatement Third, Torts: Intentional Torts to Persons 
Restatement Third, Torts: Liability for Economic Harm 
Restatement Fourth, Foreign Relations Law (Jurisdiction) 
Model Penal Code: Sexual Assault and Related Offenses 
Model Penal Code: Sentencing 
Principles of the Law of Liability Insurance 

BREYER G{NSBUR.G HADDON FLETCHER 

The roster of speakers and presenters includes: 

Stephen G. Brayer, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court 

William A. Fletcher, 3udge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court 

Phoebe A. Haddon, Dean, University of Maryland 

Lance Liebman, ALI Director 

Amy B. Monahan, Professor, University of Minnesota School of Law 

3ames R. Silkenat, President, American Bar Association 

Robert A. Stein, Professor, University of Minnesota Law School 

This year’s Members Reception will be held on the evening of Monday, May 19 

from 6:30-8:30 p.m., at the Freer Gallery of Art, :/200 Jefferson Drive SW, 

Washington, DC. 



The John Ninor Wisdom Award recognizes the extraordinary contributions by a 

member to the work of the institute. Bestowed only occasionally, it has been 

given to just six individuals since it was established in :1993. This year, the award 

goes to Professor Nell B. Cohen of Brooklyn Law School whose unflagging 

participation in AU[’s work has enriched more than two dozen projects. 

All told, Professor Cohen has been a key participant in major domestic and 

international law-reform projects with respect to commercial transactions. He Js 

the Director of Research on the UCC’s Permanent Editorial Board, was the 

Reporter for Revised Article 1 of the UCC, and has served as an Adviser 

(Principles of the Law of Software Contracts), as an AL:[ representative on the 

Drafting Committees for UCC Articles 2/2A and 9. The list of projects on which 

he has joined the NCG is too long to mention here. 

The Wisdom Award will be presented to Professor Cohen at this year’s Annual 

~4eeting by Professor Robert A. Stein of the University of Minnesota Law School, 

who previously served more than a decade as the Executive Director and Chief 

Operating Officer of the American Bar Associatiom He is intimately familiar with 

Professor Cohen’s work because he, too, served on the Permanent Editorial 

Board for the UCC. 

Among recent cases citing ALI’s Restatements of the Law, these two 

newsworthy decisions relied on the Restatements of Agency and Unfair 

Competition: 

[n -]~b.D...~.£.¢...§..tL,..~#..B.0.~ZJ.Y.#.BJ.e..#:(e.~.~...M.Bi.~:L~.E&[~Y. (E.D.Pa., Nov. 6, 20&3), a victim 

who was molested by Jerry Sandusky while Sandusky was employed as an 

assistant footbal~ coach at Pennsylvania S~a~e University filed su~t alleging, ~nter 

alia, v~cadous liability for Sandusky’s abuse. Granting the university’s motion to 

dismiss, the U.S. D~strict Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, re~ying 

on ~ 228 a~ 235 ~f ~e~t~teme~ Se¢o~ of Age~, held that p~aint~ff did 

not "plausibly claim that Sandusky acted w~thin the scope of h~s employment 

when he sexMaHy abMsed" the p~a~n~ff, s~nce child molestation was clearly not the 

"k~nd of act that PSU employed Sandusky to perform," nor was ~t "actuated by 

an intent to serve" the university. 

In Ploore v i Weinstein Co. (CA6, Oct. 3::[, 20:$3), Grammy-winning singer Sam 

Hoore, who released the song "Soul Plan" in the :1960s as part of the duo "Sam 

& Dave," appealed a district court ruling in favor of The Weinstein Company on 

his claim for violation of the right of publicity based on the alleged 

misappropriation of Moore’s "name, image, likeness, and persona" in "Soul Men," 

a film about a fictional soul duo with purported similarities to "Sam & Dave." The 

Sixth Circuit, applying §§ 4~ aa~ 47 of Re,take,eat Third of 

~o~e~i~io~, affirmed ~he h~idd]e District of Tennessee’s grant of summary 

judgment for The Weinstein Co., holding that "the Restatement generally [did] 

not protect the use of one’s ~dent~ty ~n a movie," and that, here, "the movie 

added significant expressive elements to any purported use of [vloore’s identity" 

that brought the film outside of the scope of right-of-publicity protection. 

Art~de To~ts ~mporta~ce of AL~’s ~roje~ o~ L~a~i~ty 

Coverage Opinions, a popular e~ectronic newsletter for insurance lawyers, 

recently published an a~ticle that urges readers to follow the progress of ALZ’s 

Prindp~es of the Law of L~abHity Znsurance. "The ALl Principles are here to 
author g.e.O.#.Y...~t~.#.O.J~.9.~ of White & Williams writes. "Dismiss them as 

academic mumbo jumbo at your peril," #4anHoff, who has no connection to 

the project, writes: "[ believe that there ~s I~tt~e doubt that the Principles wil~ be 

raised by litigants and cited by courts ~n coverage derisions." 

Property Aeporte~’s Post Articles o~ ~R~ 

Professor Lawrence Waggoner of the University of Michigan Law School, who 



served as the Reporter for AL£s Restatement Third, Property (Wills and Other 

Donative Transfers), has written the following articles: The Creeping 

Federalization of Wealth-Transfer Law, 66 Vand. L. Roy........ (forthcoming 20:[4) 

(Symposium on the Role of Federal Law in Private Wealth Transfer); and 

Congress Promotes Perpetual Trusts: Why?, University of Michigan Public Law 

and Legal Theory Research Paper No. 349 and University of Nichigan Law and 

Economics Research Paper No, 13-015, 2013. 

Associate Reporter 3ohn H. Langbein of Yale Law School has posted the following 

new article on SSRN: Destructive Federal Preemption of State Wealth Transfer 

Law in Beneficiary Designation Cases: Hillman Doubles Down on Egelhoff, 66 

Vand. L Row ....... (forthcoming 20:14) (Symposium on the Role of Federal Law in 

Private Wealth Transfer). 

News o~ the Web 

Visit AL[’s website for the latest news, including the Press Release about Richard 

Revesz, our new Director Designate, and the latest group of Newly Elected 

Nembers. 

Are We ~ettii~g Through? #o~’t Hiss Out! 

If your :[nternet provider filters incoming e-mail, please add ali.org to your list of 

approved senders to ensure that you receive future e-mails. 

The American Law Institute 
402S Chestnut Street Philadelphia, PA 19:[04-3099 I phone: (215) 243-1600 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 30, 2014 4:55 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Navy’s Cybersecufib, Chief to Be Named NSA Director 

Na~2/s Cybersecuri~- Chief t~ Be Named NNA Direct~r 

President Obama plans to nominate the Navy’s cybersecurity chief to become the next 

director of the National Security Agency and the commander of U.S. Cyber Command, 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel said. 

Vice Adm. Michael Rogers, currently the commander of U.S. Fleet Cyber Command, is to 

be named by President Obama. If confirmed by the Senate, he will succeed Gen. Keith 

Alexander, who has held the NSA post since 2005. 

See ~ore {~overa~e ~ 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaJ~dler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Thursday, Januau 30, 2014 7:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emofil.nnc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: Atlas Bank (Mutual; Brooldyn, NY) has agreed to merge with Kearny Financial Corp. 

(MHC) (NASDAQ: KRNY; Fairfield, NJ) 

Atlas Bank (Mutual; Brooklyn, NY) has agreed to merge with Kearny Financial Corp. 

(MHC) (NASDAQ: KRNY; Fairfield, 

Sandier OLNeiJJ served a s financial advisor t o Atlas Bank in this transaction, This 
transaction is Sandier O~Neill~s ll3th bank or thrift transaction nationwide since January 
I, 2011, more than any other investment bank during that time period.~ Since January 1, 

201:1, Sandler O~JNeiH has advised on six mergers between mutua~ banks, more than any 

other investment bank during that time period,r 

FAIRFIELD, NJ and BROOKLYN, NY ~ Kearny Financial Corp. (NASDAQ: KRNY), (the ~Company~), the holding 

company for Kearny Federal Savings Bank ( Z KeamyrJ), and Atlas Bank (rJAtlas[J), today announced the 

execution of a merger agreement pursuant to which Atlas will merge with and into Kearny. The acquisition will 

add Atlases offices in Brooklyn and Staten Island, New York to KearnyE3s 41 branch network located throughout 

Northern and Central New Jersey. AtlasF]s existing branch offices are expected to operate under the name, 

~Atlas Bank, a division of Kearny Federal Savings Bank,[q for at least a year following the merger. 

Under the terms of the merger agreement, depositors of Atlas will become depositors of Kearny and will have 

the same rights and privileges in Kearny MHC, the mutual holding company parent of the Company, as if their 

accounts had been established in Kearny on the date established at Atlas. As part of the transaction, Kearny 

Financial Corp. will issue additional shares of its common stock to Kearny MHC in an amount equal to the fair 

value of Atlas as determined by an independent appraiser. These shares are expected to be issued immediately 

prior to completion of the merger. In addition, Kearny and The Kearny Federal Savings Charitable Foundation 

will support the charitable organizations serving the communities served by Atlas. 

Craig L. Montanaro, President and Chief Executive Officer of Kearny Financial, stated [JWe are extremely 

excited about our partnership with Atlas Bank. While we have had a lending presence in the Brooklyn and 

Staten Island markets, this transaction provides us with an excellent platform to further grow and diversify our 

franchise there.. This will be achieved by delivering on our value proposition of providing superior customer 

service coupled with our rich history of investing in the communities we serve.F] 

CWerJve always focused on our community and the needs of our banking clients,[J said Danuta Sieminski, 

President of Atlas. rJWe feel strongly that this merger is an excellent opportunity for us to expand and enhance 

the financial products and services available to our customers and the communities we serve. Partnering with 

Kearny will allow us to continue to provide our customers with a high level of personalized service and local 

decision-making while preserving our values and our community bank culture. F] 

1) Excludes terminated transactions and se!f advisory roles 

Source: SNL Financial 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

1251 Avenue of Lhe Americas, 6Lh Floor I New York, NY 10020 US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 9:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jan. 31 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

y 3J., 20].4 ~, Number 2J. 

En forcem en t 

Bank of America’s Countrywide unit should pay a $2.~ billion 
penalty for seling flawed loans to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 
Manhattan U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara said in a memorandum 
filed late 3an. 29 (U.S.v. Bank of Am. Corp., S.D.N.Y ..... 

Bank Supervisbn 

A regulator is warning banks to keep an eye on risk and maintain 

prudent standards amid signs that underwriting standards are 

easing for asset-based lending, leveraged loans and other 

products .... 

Mortgages 

A report from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) 
says that mortgage servicing issues remain a top concern for the 
consumer watchdog agency, years after they first gained 
national attention in the immediate aftermath of the financial... 

Bank Secrecy 

A financial crime fighter prodded banks and other companies on 
their internal policing efforts to prevent money laundering and 
terrorist financing .... 

International Banking 
Dream of Sir~g[e Payme~t Area 
Eludes EU 

Of the :12 companies that Fritz Woldt regularly pays for 
electricity, insurance and water at his second home in Spain, 
refuse to accept money from his German bank account .... 

Derivatives 
I:SDA Cites EU Ba~ o~ U~covered CDB 
For Vol~m~e Cu~s i~ Bovereigr~ Hedging Tools 

The International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) 
issued a report Jan. 30 concluding that a European Union ban on 
uncovered short positions in sovereign debt through credit 
default swaps (CDS) has hurt liquidity in an index that... 

Payment Cards 

A European Union antitrust authority decision in 2007 to impose 
caps on MasterCard Inc.Os multilateral interchange fees (NIF) 
because they restrict competition among banks is on the verge 
of surviving a long-running legal challenge... 

Banking Services 
gPNG Report Sags Ba~,~ Top Line N~st Grow 

Banks in 2014 will focus their attention on growing revenue by 



attempting to increase sales of products and services to a larger 
pool of customers and charging for more value added services, 
after years of adjusting to a new regulatory environment... 

Treasury Department 

K~ren Dyn~n, the nominee to be ~ssist~n[ secre[~ry for 
economic policy ~t [he Treasury Dep~rtment, told senators 
during ~ 3~n. 30 confirmation he~ring ~h~t househoW economic 
securffy h~s been ~ focus of her studies during her c~reer ~s 

Housing 

Contracts to purchase previously owned homes in the U.S. 
plunged in December by the most since May 2010 as higher 
borrowing costs and bad weather held back sales .... 

Housing 

The housing recovery is continuing despite higher mortgage 
rates, but it probably will be three more years before the sector 
is back to historical averages, economists said Jan. 30 at a 
conference sponsored by the Bipartisan Policy Center .... 

Auto Financing 

A report in (19 BBD, 1/29/14 ), on the issue of CFPB enforcement 
of auto loan discrimination, reported that it is "common practice 
for dealerships to sell the borrower a higher interest rate than it 
would if the lender made the loan directly... 

Systemic Risk 

A report in the Jan. 30 issue of Banking Daily (20 BBD, 1/30/14 ) 
said that Richard Berner is the director of the Office of Financial 
Stability. He is director of the Office of Financial Research. The 
online version has been corrected .... 
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From: 
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ACCFL President - Leianne Crittenden <info@accfl.com> 
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Update Calls tbr Fellows -- College Observers to Drafting Projects 

COLLEGE OBSERVERS TO DRAFTING PROJECTS 

Hello all, 

We will continue wvh short update calls on pet~ding drafts of 0~e %llo*:~dng plojects. These cedis wzll be hosted by the 

Collegds obse~er to the prqiect, *:~dtl~ pa*fic,.pation by other interested >’ellows. All calls will begin at ~. pm est (1 pm 

psi) at~d last lbr 1:2 horn- to 45 n-atmtes 

The dines for ~he calls 

Host Topic 

Steve Hams/Ken Kettering UldfOml Fraud:flent Transfer Act 

Carolan Berldey ULC Unincoqgorated Entities 

Model Act on Appointment and Powers 
Steve Sepirt.ck 

of Real Estate Receivers 

Howmd Daz~nstadler/Kattfi Alien Model IP Secttrity Agreemenl 

Sylvia Chin WG LO 

Lynn S ouk~tp 

Monday Febma]3~ 10, 2014 

Thm-sday March 6, 2014 

Monday March 17, 2014 

Thmsday March 27, 2014 

Thmsday Ap~{1 3, 2014 

Seculn:~y Interest on Unincolpormed Entities Th.rsday May 8, 2014 

The &al in nutnber is 1 866 682 4770 Con{?rence id 0277 603# seca~U code 30508/,~ 

l hope you wJl pameipate’. 
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University of Illinois 
Laborato )" School 

Newsletter 

Librarian Frances Harris to retire 
As I’ve known for several years, 

×i librarian Frances Hams is retiring at the 
end of the spring semester. Her 
wonderful, thoughtful, and skillful 
presence roll be e~remely difficnlt to 
begin to replace; she is widely known 
as one of the best high school librarians 
anywhere. As Frances explmns below, 

we have waited m heaac more from University Libraries about filling the 
position betbre the retirement annommement, but progress is slow, and 
we have nothing definite to report regarding the how and when of a 
seamh. The position and the upcoming seaarch belong to Universi~ 
Libraries, not Uni, although our school community will have input. I’ve 
asked Frances to shaace her news with you in her own words: 
"The rumors are true-at the close of this school year I will be retiring. 
This decision is not a sudden one. As many of you know, I have a lot of 
communi3, activities in my life. Some dws I feel as oversche&fled as a 
Uni High student! I’ve been waiting for the SURS retiremeut s~ars to align 
with family commitments and my maW interests, and that time has come. 
I plan "to stay prot}ssionally active and continne to write about library and 
tecMology issues. I also look tbrwm-d to playing a lot of music, reaxting 
Dooks during the day (!), ha~gi~g out with my 94-year-old morn in 
Denver, and playing with my 15-month-old grandson in Chicago. 
I would like to say that spending the last 28 yeaacs as the Uni High 
Librarian has made me the luckies~t and happiest librarian on earih. I will 
miss this place more than I can say. 
--Frances." 
Wonld you like to share >-our great experiences with Ms. Harris? Please 
e-mail us and we will share evelTone’s fond memories in future issues of 
the alumni newsletter and the Online Gargoyle! 

Meet with Uni Director Jeff Walkington in NYC 
School Director Jeff Walkington is coming to the New York Ci>y in 
April, 2014. He will be attending the ~nternational Association of 
LaboratoU Schools (La~LS) 2014 Conference in April 2 4 and meeting 
with Uni alumni and friends in the area April 1 6. If you would like to 
meet with Dr. Walkington, please contact: Director of Advancement 

Marianne Downey at: downe¥[(o)illinois.edu or call 217 244 8586 t:o 

schedule a time to meet. 

Buzard performs lead role in Princeton opera 



Katie Buzard (’10) ~vith her parents, Linda 

performance as the lead in the opera "The 

Coronation of Poppea" at Ptineeton 

University. 

Call for nominations: M~ 

Beberman Distinguished 

~umni Award 

The U~ High ~mi~s~aflon is calling for nominations for the Max 
Be~a~ ~ainguished Alumm Await. The ~bermm~ Award was 
established in honor of the la~ Max Be~aK whose distinguished 
career as a mafl~ educator brought him international renown. Dum~g Ns 
tenure at University LaboratoD’ High School from 1950 to 1971 he 
/bunded and developed ~e Unive~si~ of Illinois Commiaee on School 
Mathematics (UICSM) which significantly aJtemd the teacNng of 
mathematics aound fl~e world. Max is remembered as ~ing a fantastic 
teacher who~ fore was enabling students to discover for themselves the 
new math ideas for which he is famous. 
If you w-ould like to nominate someone for the awar& please con~t 

Advancement Director Maria~e Dowt~ey 
for a nomination form. You can view previous recipien~ hem. 

Uni High alumni, 

parents, staff and 

friends enioyed 

basketball and Papa 

Del’s pizza at the 

annual alumni party in 

December. The parV is 

held in Kenney Gym. 

Photo Essay: Teachers tell tales to raise money 

by I.ara Orlandie (Class of’l 4) 

"I believe I have a reputation 

around this school as a cool guy," 

said Soeia] St:udies teaeber Ben Leff 

as he began telling a story at the 

first ever Habitat for Humanity 

Club’s teacher stozy night. "That is 

about to chan~." 

He proceeded to tell students about 

his ebildhood obsession wit:h penguins. He owned a variety off 
penguin apparel and penguin plush toys, one of which ac:eornpanied 

him to his SSAT exam. 

Leff, along ~vith seven other faculty members, performed at the stotT 

night, which ~vas held on Sunday, Jan. 19, at 7 p.m. ~e event raised 

over $200 for Habitat fk)r Humanity, and students and teaebers 

great:ly enjoyed all of t:be stories. 

Former Uni teacher co-authors book 
Former Uni High Teacher Audrey Wells (taught English and ~bunded 

the Film Study class at Uni from 1983 to 2001) has co authored, 

along with Pert7 Morris and Joseph Muskin the book: The Art 

Theatre: Playing Movies for 100 Years. The book eelebrates the Art 

Theatre in downtown Champaigns IL that celebrated its centennial 

November 12, 2013 

Forward entail 
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In January 2011, as required by Congress, the SEC’s Division of Investment Management issued the Section 914 Report. Given that I will discuss 
the SEC’s findings, for now it is sufficient to list the SEC’s report to Congress which aims to bolster the strength of regulatory examinations and 
enforcement proceedings in the investment advisory industry. The three proposals are: 

(1) Imposing user fees on SEC-registered investment advisers to fund their examinations by the Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations 
("OCIE’) 

(2) Authorizing one or more SROs [self-regulatory organizations] to examine, subject to SEC oversight, all SEC-registered investment advisers 

(3) Authorizing FINRA to examine dual registrants for compliance with the Advisers Act 

This Article assesses the third of these legislative options by looking at the merits of the arguments for and against it, reviewing applicable legal 
precedent, and considering the appeal of the first two options. 

iiii"Do Mandatory’ ’Auctions" ~ncre~se the Gains of Target Shareho~der~ in Mergers ~sd Acquisitions? ~videsce from the Effect of Time Warner" 

~ERNAN RESTREPO, Stanford Law School 
Email: fernanr@stanford,edu 

Several years ago, in Revlon v. MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, the Delaware Supreme Court held that when a "sale" or "break-up" of a company 
becomes "inevitable," the duty of the directors is not to maintain the independence of the company or otherwise give priority to long-term 
considerations, but rather to obtain the highest price possible for the shareholders in the transaction (that is, to maximize short-term value). To 
satisfy this duty, the directors are generally supposed to conduct an auction for the shares of the company or, as clarified in subsequent decisions, 



"check" in the market that the shareholders are receiving the best price available. Even before Revlon, the literature was divided on whether 

takeover transactions should involve this kind of "auctioneering" duty. One strand of the literature generally supports auctions because they 
increase competition among bidders and thus lead to better prices for the target shareholders. For another strand, auctioneering duties do not 

necessarily increase prices because the directors of the target company will anyway seek to obtain the best deal available in the market in order to 

satisfy their ordinary duty of care to the shareholders. From that perspective, mandatory auctions are actually a fliction in the takeover market that 

can have the unintended effect of deterring potential bidders. The effects of Revlon duties, however, have remained empirically untested. The 
purpose of this work is therefore to make a first step to fill that gap, particularly by examining the impact of Paramount Communications, Inc. v. 

Time, Inc. on target returns and deal incidence. The analysis focuses on this decision because prior literature has considered that it created an 

exemption from Revlon for a particular type of transactional form, and, as a result, target returns in those deals should experience a statistically 

significant decrease after the date of the decision if Revlon actually exerts an upward pressure on prices. Also, if Revlon duties deter prospective 
bidders, the incidence of the exempted transactions should increase after Time Warner relative to deals that generally trigger mandatory auctions. 

As further discussed in the text, Time Warner does not seem to have had any significant effect on target returns or deal incidence. These results, in 

turn, provide support for the trend toward greater flexibility in more recent case law. 

Free Download 

R’~’~HAR~ A. BOOTH, Villanova University School of Law 

Fmaih booth@law.villanova,edu 

In a landmark decision now on appeal, In re MFW Shareholders Litigation, the Delaware Chancery Court ruled that a freezeout merger negotiated 
by an independent special negotiating committee (SNC) and conditioned in advance on approval by a majority-of-the-minority (MOM) vote should 

be reviewed under the business judgment rule. Before MFW, the practice was to review all such mergers for entire fairness, albeit with the burden 

on the plaintiff if the merger is either negotiated by an independent SNC or ratified in a fully-informed MOM vote. In contrast, review under the 

business judgment rule requires plaintiffs to plead and prove their case - to show that the deal was not the product of good faith bargaining. 

The stated rationale for the ruling in MFW is that subjecting a freezeout merger to both conditions is equivalent to the protections afforded to 
stockholders in an arms-length merger with a third-party buyer. As the MFW cour~ notes, routine fairness review seldom results in any significant 
increase in consideration and likely decreases stockholder wealth. Moreover, routine fairness review induces deals to be structured as a tender 
offer followed by a short-form merger, neither step of which is reviewed for fairness - even though such a structure may coerce minority 
stockholders to accept a lower price for fear of being left with an illiquid stub of shares following the tender offer. 

Although these are powerful arguments, the MFW court understates the case for the approach it endorses. As shown here, the MOM vote does 
more than merely ratify the proposed deal. Rather, it assures that the price to be paid is at least sufficient to satisfy the median price that would 
be demanded by the minority stockholders in a hypothetical stairstep auction. Since NON voting permits minority stockholders to register their 
opinions as to the adequacy of the offered price without the pressure to tender, the vote can be trusted to reflect stockholder opinion free from 
the distorting effects of the coercion inherent in a tender offer. To be sure, majority rule means that higher valuing stockholders may be under- 
compensated while lower vakHng stockholders will be over-compensated. But the aggregate premium paid by the controlling stockholder will be 
equal to the aggregate of the premiums that would be demanded individually by the minority stockholders. Since most stockholders are diversified, 
they will be overcompensated at least as often as they are undercompensated - on the average and over time. Thus, stockholders should favor 
the MFW approach not only because it assures fair price but also because it assures the maximum number of deals by minimizing the uncertainties 
inherent in fairness review - if not also assuring controlling stockholders against the danger of over-payment. Finally, negotiation by independent 
SNC assures that the minority will get any higher price that may result from a bilateral negotiation. In short, the MFW approach assures minority 
stockholders will get the better of the prices that would result from either approach alone. Thus, the price paid is by definition fair and should be 
protected by the business judgment rule subject only to review in an appraisal proceeding as is the general rule for mergers not involving a 
controlling stockholder. 

| 

Flerger Reviews?" 
Free Download 

BI~HIJ~,|~41IH RIEH~ ~RH, University of Marburg 

Emaih kernb@wiwi.uni-mar burg.de 

The relevant competitors in regard to innovation might, but not necessarily do, correspond to the identified competitors on actual product markets. 
Hence, the conventional analysis of product markets, in order to assess the potential anticompetitive effects of mergers, is insufficient to capture 
innovation competition in its full extent. As a consequence, the aim of this article is to introduce and compare the existing alternative approaches 
which can, in principle, be used for the assessment of anticompetitive innovation effects in merger review. By focusing on the applied U.S. Antitrust, 
it turns out that none of the existing approaches seems to be appropriate to fully account for innovation competition. However, the ’Innovation 
Market Analysis’, the first framework especially designed for the assessment of innovation aspects, might still serve as a good starting point for the 
development of a revised assessment framework. 

1 Free Download 

Internationa! Journal of Private Law, 2013, Vol. 6, No. 2, p. 109-131. ISSN 1753-6235. 

PAULIU~ }~4ILIAUS~J~,S, Vilnius University - Faculty of Law, Ghent University - Faculty of Law 

Emaih Paulius, Miliauskas@UGent,be 

Legal discussions in the context of corporate governance have for some time been dominated by the agency problems and possible legal solutions 
and strategies to solve them. However, little attention has been paid to the contractual means (including shareholders’ agreements) to regulate 
relationships among shareholders and their relations with other corporate constituents. The aim of this paper is to show that shareholders’ 
agreements can be used to mitigate some of the conflicts in the corporate governance field. The concept of the shareholders’ agreement as well as 
a brief discussion on the comparative aspects of legal regulation in the Republic of Lithuania, the Kingdom of Belgium and the UK is provided in the 
article. Empirical data on the availability of shareholders’ agreements in the publicly listed companies in the selected jurisdictions is also presented. 

i~i Free Download 

2014 Catdozo L~ ~ev, de novo _?~, 

1A~E PATRICK HOPIKIINS, The American College 

Email: 

Any entrepreneur starting a new venture will inevitably have to address issues of entity formation as well as fundamental tax and legal planning. 

Prior to existence of the Low-Profit Limited Liability Company, commonly referred to as the "L3C," entrepreneurs with social objectives seeking to 

formalize their businesses legally were limited in choice between either nonprofit or for-profit private company structures. While each of these 

organizational structures has their own benefits and drawbacks, social entrepreneurs are often left without a business form designed for their 
unique business models. In order to address this dilemma, the L3C is designed to combine benefits of both the non-profit and for-profit business 

structure into one single entity. 
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Today’s tteadliues: Mayor Says New York City Will Settle Suits ou Stop-m~d-Frisk Tactics 

Today’s Headlines       F , oy, J ..... 

~N THIS ElVlAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s VJdee 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Mayor Says New Yot’k City Will Settle Stilts on 

Stop-and-Frisk Taeties 

Mayor Bill de Blasio ammunced on Thmsday that the ciB~ would 

ends iN battle over the Police Department’s aggressive practice 

by agreeing to ref~-~rms. 

UoNo is Seeking Death Penalty in Boston Case 

The d ecis i on a ga inst Dzh okha r Tsarnaev, accused of ki lling m~ d 

maiming people ~th homemade bombs at the Boston Marafl~on 

last year, is not necessarily final, because such eases often end in 

plea deals, 

~ The Le~e: ~n Boston; Mixed Reaction to Dea[h Penalty 

In Land~oieu Races, Obama Helps and Hinders 

Two Landrieus face re-deetioi~ in campaigi~s that are 

complicated by the cuwents of race and ~istow lkat run through 

Louisiana, hut also hy national factors, chief among which is 

President Obama. 

Msry L. 

Landde 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

S~pe~¯ Bowl Visitors G~ide 

A guide to all things Super Bowl XLV~II around the New 

York/New Jersey metro area. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

~re _/Ere Givh~g Ourselves Caneer 

Overused CT scans are exposing patients to dangerous levels of 

radiafiom 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

;~, i~ ii:. ,i~::i’ ~:! i!: ~i: ::~:::i~: :i:.:~:! :~’" :&~:;~ :r"~::, :~!i..~, i~ T:i, ~!!;: ii ~i i!i i{:. :i:. T:i ~::’i:.:~:~::~: ,~ .... 

MOKHTAR CHERAGH~ a ,Al[agev near ~rau’s Lake Urm~a, wh{c:h :has gone almost 
eom:pletely dr3, amid a nationw{de water shortage, 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: A~mtomy of a Scene: ’Dallas 

Buyers Club’ 
Jean-Marc Val]b.e narrates a scene from his fi]m featuring 
Ma~t mw MeConaughey and Jared [ eto 

~ vmEo: Snowboarders Explore Their         [~ 

Baekyard 

Jeremy Jones, a professb:mal snowboarder, bu~lt a career on 

exlAor4~g remote mmmtains by belieopter and s~owboarding 

do*aql them. Then he began to discover his baekyard under the power of his own 

feet. 

~ V~DEO: Tappan Zee Crane Arrives by Boat 

A huge crane arrived in New York Harbor Thursday, after a 

6,ooo-mile oceanjonmey from San Francisco. It will be used to 

build the new Tappan Zee Bridge across the Hudson River. 

video, go to NYTh’nes.com,Wideo ~ 

World 

NoSoAo Choice Is Navy Expert on Cyberwar 

Vice Adm. Mk’hae] S. Rogers, a cr31>tolo~st by trafi~ng, will 

become "~e public face of the N.S.A. at a moment that it is 

caught in the cross hairs of a roiling debabe. 

Its Great Lake Shriveled, Iran Confronts Crisis 
of Water Supply 

President Hassan Rouhani has iden~fied water as a national 

Adm 

sbando 

ned ship 



seem~ty issue, and nowhere is the e~isis more pronounced khan 

at I,ake Urmia, once o~e of the largest salt lakes in the worM. 

Talks Stall as Presidm~t of Ukraine Calls in Sick 

ViMor F. Yanukovyeh, saddled by respiratoW issues, went on leave even as 

talks remained unsettled and the repeal of new curbs on speech and asseml4y 

was yet to he signed into law. 

U,S, 

Rcp~,bHeans* Immigration B|ucprint Leaves Parl-y at Odds 

m~d Democrats Hopefi~l 

The plan includes "an opportunity for legal residence and citizenship" for young 

immigrants brought here ilegally by their parents, buk it does not offer 

dtizenship to many m~doemne~ted immigrants. 

A Violinist’s Triumph Is R~ained by Thieves 

A prized Stradivarius violi~ is snatched from the arms of a 

musician after a concert by the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra. 

J~,sfice Dept. Starts Quest fur Inmates to Be Freed 

The Obam a adm inish’ation, i~ a n effo~* to ct~rtail severe penalties in ~ow-I evel 

drug eases, is eneoura~ng defense la~Ters to suggest inraates whom the 

president might let oak of p~ison early. 

Business 

Amazon to Raise Fees as Revenue Disappoints 

While the online retailer’s revenue rose ao percent to $~5.59 billion, the 

company a ~ ~ou ~eed on T~ursday thak it was considering raising pt%es by as 

much as 50 per~:ent on its 879 Prime shipping program. 

Rcven~ac and Protlt Rise at Goog|c, but Mobile Is 

a Persistent Challenge 

TSe company repro ked fourth-quarter rs~venue of ~16.86 billion, 

an increase of 17 percent over a year ago, Nek income rose 17 

percent to ~3.38 bi]Hon. 



GoPro~ Known for Daredevil Videos~ Works on 

Its Brined 

The video camera maker knom3 lbr i~ users’ adrem~ine-soaked 

exploits has its sights set on becoming a media company. 

shot 

from a 

Sports 

The Matrix of Mam~g 

Pey[on Manning uses series of terms linked to c~mnnon wor~s to 

call and disguise p Jays, s~gna[s that can change week to week or 

even during games. 

Shredder Pads Slhn Down in Faster, Sleeker 

NoFoLo 
E,. J ERI? 

Football shoulder pads have beeome lighter by as much as 5o 

percent over the past 1o to 15 years, manufachm;rs said, thanks 

to advances in teehnoloKv and players’ preferences. 

N.FL Repor~s Concussions Dropped 13 Percent in 2013 

Study Suggests That Some Footbail Helmets Are More Protective 

KNICKS 117, CAVALIERS 86 

_/Uling Knicks Prevail by TF&~king Small 

The injury--depicted Kniel<s went with a small lineup Thmsday 

night, and easily won their fomth straight game. 

Sunday’ 

Walker, 

The 

~avalier 

Anthony 

Arts 

The Other Super Bowl Underdog 

Compared wi[h previous at~dsks who have played to kite httge 

television audiences on the coveted Super Bowl stage, Bruno 

Mars seemed to some ~o lack stah~re and longeviD. 

ART REVIEW 

It Started With a $a Poster 

A couple’s Japanese period paintings, eollee[ed on ins~in~’t and 

put in context by a vdse curator, are on view at the Metropditan 

Museum of Art. 

ART REVIEW 

The l~l~lfie and Heroie~ Just Inches Tail 

"Renaissance and Baroque Bronzes Frown the Hill Collection," at 

the Friek Collection, is a sensational show of big-statement 

": Mars 

sayshe 

Movies 

’THE OSCAR NOMINATED SHORT FILMS 2014’ 

Oscar Shorts, From Surreal to Oh So :Real 

The short-film nominees for Oscars - animated, live action and 

doenmentaries, fiY,,m around the world .- can be viewed together 

in three collections. 

....... Oscar 

Norrfinm 

ed Short 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

C~’ysta]]]ne G]o~’y~ Fro~.e~ in T~m,e 

choreographic gloz~es of the old ice-skating extravaganzas. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Casting a Doc~m~e~tari~m’s Eye on Da~ee’s Past 

and Its F~ltu~’e 

Among the films i~ the Drawee o~ ( ’,amera festival are those 

c~ronic]]ng the life of Mat~a HIll an d a ballet school in Havana. 

Elwhardt 

a,n~ RW 

Pi6eiro, 

Obituaries 

GaryArlingto~, a Fo~’ce in Comic Books, Is Dead 

at 73 

Mr. ±M’lingb-.,n was a young rnan ammd with thousa~ds of comics 

whe~ he ope~ed his San Francisco Comic Book O:m~pany. 

Pete B~rns, Rodeo Cowboy and Coach, Dies at 85 

Burns also owned a eompaW that supplied one of the meanest 

buetdng bulls i~ the history of the sport. 

Arlin~o 

Burns 

founded 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Fixing ][mmigration~ in P~’ineip|e 

As Repu b] leans creep i n tb e righ t d irecfi on, b ere’s h opi ~ g agai n st hope for a 

breakthrough on immigration reform this year. 

EDITORIAL 

A New Day for New Yorker’s 

Mayor Bi]I de blasio acted on his promise to ref,’}rm the abusive and illegal stop-- 

a~d-frisk program. 

EDITORIAL 

Football Pain and ~’Iarij~mna 

The National Football I,eague should follow the shift in s~Ke laws and let 

playem deal with pait~ as they, and their doetom, see fiL 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Opport~mity Coal~tion 

President Obama should devote the remai*~der of his term to 

building gover~h~g structm’es for fl~ture preside~ts fix" years tc~ 

Columnist Page 

A ~liddle iEastern Primer 

Foreign policy is a posh term for raanaging contradictions. 

David 
Bo s 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The last thing we needed ~’ight ~ow was a new economic c~’isis 

a count~T overwhelmed with poli’dca] turmoil. Haven’t we heard 
this one befog’c? 

, Cekimnist Page I BIog 

For mare opi!~ion; go to NYTirnes.eomtOpinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this gro~t Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® ]iPad(&~ Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Sectio~ ~ ’ r~Lnyt,cor~ ~ 

About This Email 

This is an autornated emaii. Please do rle~ ~eply directiy ~o this ernail 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTs p~ivacy program= we are committecl to protecting your ~rivacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Mour EmaiI :: Privacy Policy I Cont,sct i AdveRise 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Friday, January 31,2014 6:02 AM 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Is a Global Treaty Needed for Big Bank Cleanups? 

Daily Briefing January 31, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Is a Global Treaty Needed for Big Bank 
Cleanups? 
by JOE ADLER 

Regulators are signing bilateral MOUs and advancin.~ 

strategies mean~ to avoid dng4encing, but some say more 

binding pacJs should govern cross-bordel" l~solu~iens. 
READ MORE 7> 

Is a Global Treaty 

Needed for Big 

Bank Cleanups? 

How Small Banks Can Overcome Big Banks’ Lock 
on Mobile 
by KEVIN TYNAN 

Big banks have discovered thai mobile banking is their 

best bet for combating deep consumer distrust and 

rampant turnover. Small banks can overcome their ~ock on 

moMle by p~ay~ng up the strengths of their existing 

business model 
READ MORE >> 

Community Banks Opening Up to Closing 
Branches 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

As operating co.sis rise, a growing number of communiiy 

banks are following the lead of larger rivals by shutlering 

branches, though analysts hope the pace el closures will 

accelerale. 
READ MORE ~> 

i.~.i HowSmall Banks 

Can Overcome Big 

Banks’ Lock on 

Mobile 

::X:: Community Banks 
....... Opening Upto 

Closing Branches 

First Citizens in N.C. Reports Higher Profit on Loss-Share 
Adjustment 
by SARAH TODD 

First Citizens BancSha~s in Raleigh, N.C. ~’eceived an earnings boos~ I~’orn 

improved credit quali~y and a favo~’able adjustmen~ to loss=share ago’cements with 

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 



Contain 

Target Says Card Data Breach May Have Come Through Vendor 

Target Corp., the second-largest U,S. disceunl relailer, said the theft ef credit- and 

debit<:ard data last month that affected tens of millbns d customers may have 

occurred through the use d a vendor’s cmdentia[s~ 
READ MORE ,> 

Lawsky Processes Bitcoin (The Idea, That Is) 
After Hearings 
by MARC HOCHSTEIN 

Benjamin Lawsky, New York’s top financial regular% 

mmly sounds ambivalent. But when ~he ~epic is something 

as unprecedented and complex as Bitcoin, the big 

questions appear to give him pause, 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

i.~.i Lawsky Processes 

Bitcoin (The Idea, 

That Is) After 

Hearings 

MORE REGdLATION AND REFORM 

Centergtate in Florida to Buy First Southern for $190 Million 
by PAUL DAVIS 

CenterState Banks (CSFL) in Davenperi, Fla., has agreed to buy First Southern 

Bancorp (FSOF) in Boca Raton, Fla. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

MORE MERGERS AND ACQUiSITIOr’,~S >> 

Contain 

7 Takeaways from Q4 Results 

Community banks are still struggling to regain their 

financial footing following the drying up of mot[gage 

rdinancings. But ~ualterly resu~ls am provk[ing some 

g~mmers of hope, Here are the highs and b~% from ihe 

nearly 200 community banks ~hat have repealed so far. 
READ MORE ,> 

::~:: 7 Takeaways from 

CH Results 



MORE COMMLIbJl]’Y B.~.bJK]bJG ~> 

Banks Loosening Credit Standards: OCC Report 
by RACH EL WITKOWSKI 

Lende~ a~e loosening undeP~’vriting s~andards Io~ nearly 

ever’i type of credit except for some I~eme equity lines, 

according to a report issued Thursday by the Office of the 

Co~qpt~olle~ of the Ou[rency. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

::~:+:;:: Banks Loosening 

...... Credit Standards: 

CCC Report 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE 

Contain 

Cross-Pollination: Sharing Real-Time Customer Insights Between the 
Contact Center and Marketing 
WHITERAPER 

There is a goldmine of customer inIorma~ion gathered by contact cen~e~ and 

marketing ~eams, bu~ according ~o a recent suwey, mos~ contac~ centers s~ruggle 

to leverage customer insights gathered by marketing and vice ve[sa. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

The New Lending Landscape: Key Trends Shaping Lending Today 
V~EB SEMINAR 

It’s a brave new world for today’s borrowing consumers-and for their lenders, as 

well. 
RE:AD MORE >> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American BankePs inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cullures and smad approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged, Companies have been measured a.gainsl peers of similar size, 

based on asse~s. RE’.’~.D MORE 7> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cul corners and re.gulato[s 1o crack down 

on questionable practices. All this applies ~e big banks, which thirst for seu[ces el 

growth, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the bus#~ess and 

catering to the less affluent clients ignored by large banks.RE,~D MORE ~" 

MORE IN SPECIAl. REf-K’)R]S ,> 

FOLi.OWUS: [] ~/)AmerBanker [] F~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 7:01 AIVI 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

2013-14 AGO mid-season 

awards: Syracuse F C.d. Fair 

leading candidate to earn 

conference player of the year 

honors. 

Syracuse’s 

C.J. Fair (5) 

drives past 

Wake 

Forest’s 

Aaron 

Rountree 

A forr~er UNC dear~ recalls 

atNetes unable to do co~{ege- 

bvet 

Madeline Levine, a highly honored 

professor emeritus, writes to 

university leaders, calling for an 

independent investigation into the 

academic scandal... 

Madeline 

Levine 

DeCock: WoOlpack seei~(.~ tile 

N.C. State was most effective in 

Wednesday’s win against Florida 

State with point guards Cat Barber 

and Tyler Lewis on the floor at the 

same... 

N.C. State’s 

Tyler Lewis 

(12) drives to 

the basket in 

the second 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Newsobse~er.com 

/\BOUT gS I PRIVACY POI.Cv    PROFILE SUBSCRIPSI()NS I UNSU.BSCRiBE 

This e-mail was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass 

mailing. You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer 

andior our advertising partners. 

To select which newsletters you would like to receive click here. To opt out, click here If you have 

questions, please visit support.newsobserver.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Joint mtg 

Not sure I caught up with you at dinner but the we are planning to try to start the joint meeting after the ADs are done at 9:30. 

Brad Hostetter 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Out of Oltice: Joint mtg 

Thank you for your message. I will be out of= the office until Monday February 3rd. I will respond to your email as soon as I am able. 
Brad Hostetter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 7:20 AIVI 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point - Janua~ 31, 2014 

Hello, 

The Young and the Sportless 

As America prepares to celebrate its great national sporting event on Super 

Bowl Sunday’, we discover that fewer children are pla34ng the country’s 

most-popular team sports. C~:~m-bi~d ~artici~ati~ i~ 

r~ug}~ly 4% g:r~>m 2008 ~:<:~ 2o:~ 2 [] worr~ng not only health officials, who 

view sports as an antidote to issues such as youth obesit)5 but also 

sporting-goods sellers. For the cause of the decline, experts cite ever~hing 

from increasing costs and cuts in physical-education programs to social 

networking and videogames. Still, that’s ~likely to dent the nation’s 

enthusiasm for the big game. You can watch ~>ur S~per B~)w~ c<~verag~: from 

the warmth of your ox.m home on Sunday but don’t forget to cheek out 

how our t,2oo--~(>a~d ice scuIpt~.~x’e 

(@g:r~>z~’x~r<~ger) is holding up. 

Rislcy Business 

From its humble beginnings in a tiny bungalow in Beijing to its status as 

the No. 1 personal-computer maker in the world, we track 

ev~.~}.~.~.i<~n <~v~:r t}~e pa;~t "~l~ree d~.’cades. The eompany~ fbunded with just 

$ 25,ooo in seed money froln the Chinese government [] has agreed to buy 

Google Ine.’s Motorola Mobility handset business for $2.91 billion, pitting 

it against slnartphone industry leaders Apple Inc. and Salnsung 

Electronics Co. "This will be a good start to challenge the big players in 

smartphones," Chief Executive Yang Yuanqing said. "We want to become a 

global player." Some analysts aren’t so sure the company can replicate its 

success. "Lenovo is biting off more than it can chew," said one. 

Credit Thaw 



upbeat economic outlook, a competitive environment and low interest 

rates have banks reaching for returns. The easing of lending standards 

could support increasingly optimistic 2o14 global growth projections. 

Meanwhile, the U.S. Commerce Department reported gr~>~s 

produc~ grew 3.2% i~~ ~he f~.-.~r~h qua~’~er, helped by rising exports, 

consumer spending and business investment. Although the rebound 

remains weak compared with past recoveries, many economists see the 

U.S. eeonolny mo~ng into a higher gear. Concerns remain, however, with 

disappointing numbers on jobs and housing, as well as the currency crisis 

in emerging economies. 

Produce & Pageants 

She may not be as popular as Miss USA, but for some children, she’s like 

Snow White at Disneyland. We’re talking about the Asparagus QueenEi the 

winner of the produce pageant held at the National Asparagus Festival in 

Oeeana, Mich. Started in the 197os, the competition often selected a 

farmer’s wife, with the winner bagging the title of Mrs. Asparagus. But as 

the pageant, and similar ~4iva~ pagean-b~ ~ ~:h foed ~heme~, copes wi~h 

con~s~:an~s. Mrs. Asparagus opened its pageant to single women and 

changed its title to the Asparagus Queen, while others like the Ohio Beef 

Queen competition allowed men to participate, creating the unisex title 

Beef ~bassador. 

MARKETS 

G~.~]dm~.m CEO Bl~.mkf~:in t<~ E~rn $23 .~,1il]h~:a h~ :z<)I3 



NU~.’~BER OF THE DAY 

That is Amazon’s sales figure for the fourth quarter, c~ :..~o% i,~:r~.<&s£)9~ a 

~.~,~ ~%~qie~~. However, it wasn’t enough to match Wall Street projections. 

Do you think financial services for inmates reduce recidivism or is it a 

recipe for trouble? Send your response to Kp,~i~t@>w.~j,<~om and follow 

@~Gc,~’a~’d’/"~M~er on T~itter 

Compiled by Anne Pallivathuekal 

Bob Hampton of Texas dismissed the notion that the A-lla ~fl:a sf~}ws~oH~ 

will have political ramifications, writing: "Expecting municipal 

governments in areas with little history of snow and ice storms to maintain 

truck fleets to deal with these at)~ical storms every few years is silly. There 

are more than enough real needs daily for these tax dollars than to have 

them sitting around in a guarded parking lot for );cars before they are 

needed again." But an unimpressed T. Baly of Nevada "~Tote: "One can 

only look to the Feds for a more incompetent chaotic response to a 

weather event (and not that catastrophic at that). Let all the schools out, 

government workers and everyone else onto the roads 

simultaneously~ Really? People in cars overnight and kids stuck in schools 

for two nights in some cases. And now all the circular finger-pointing by 

totally useless mayors and govcrnors~And one of them even blamed the 

weather forecasters!! One can only laugh." 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lO-point" 



referred to the size of the ~pefaee. The ttjpe is smaller nozv but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~iss~.... b~°t~: ~i:?’~c,~-~d~. For fiirther 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at 

Copgright 2o~4 Dow Jones & Compang, Inc. All Rohts Reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, JanuaU 31, 2014 7:26 AIVl 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Kimco bidding to buy retail tx)werhouse in Casy 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 31, 2014 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

~ BedBath&B÷v~nd 

Kimco bidding to buy retail powerhouse in Cary 
Crossroads Plaza in Cary, one of the region’s largest outdoor shopping centers, 

has been put on t,he market for sale and New York-based Kimco Realty has 

emerged as the leading bidder 

McCrory to join Cary’s Dude Solutions for big 
announcement 
Dude Solutions, the Cary-based parent of SchoolDude and FacilityDude, has some 

~ N C Di.~r.~i~r+,~i~.,nt 6~ "investment and gro,&¢h" news to share but the details are fuzzy. 

Discass 

Yo ho ho! New Raleigh craft distillery to open b~ end of 

A new craft distillery hapes ~a be [he first ef i~s kind in the Raleigh area. 

Repot: N,C, ranks Ne, 3 for incentives transparency 
Nodh Carolina ge~s a high ranking in a new repar[tha~ rates s~ates en ~he 

transparency o~ their oerpaFate incentives. 

~ Mi~ ~ ~o~ Edition >> 

~ ~ ~ra~r~t W Lenovo’s ~otoro a dea be the R ........................................................................................................................................................... 

icr~ CleanteCh industry and DuRe Energg bu~ heads over solar 

Durham to phase in do~to~ resident parking fees 

U.S. airports saw record number of travelers in 2013. but 
where were they going? 

Cree snags Seventh Generation CEO as board member 

The List: The Triangle’s largest Mwfirms (SLIDESHOW) 

Read Morning Edition >> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 8:03 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIMI~; Rt’;PORTS: 
MEBANE AREA: 
.... Break in to locked residence reported 01129/14, 4:31 pm, 2360 Mebane Oaks Rd 
The vicdm reported the back door to her residence was open. He stated he and his with were gone ti-om 8:15am this morning, until their arrival at 4:31 pm. Stolen was 

several jewelr?’ ilems and a box containing cral~ i~cms. Value $I02.00 

I{ILLSt3OROUGtl AREA: 

****Larceny l’rom residence reported 01/28/I 4, 5:44 pro, 2318 Blair Dr 

The complainant advised that she owned a [x~able generator. The portable generator sat out in her back yard. She realized it was gone today and believes it was 
taken wifl~in the last ~,o dab,s. A live gallon of gas was also taken accoNing to the complainant. Vdue $876.75 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 91 t. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 8:45 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: State Department Set to Release Keystone XL Pipeline Review 

State Depart~aent Set to Release Keystone XL Pipeline 
Review 

The State Department plans to release Friday a much-anticipated environmental review on 

the Keystone XL pipeline, a person familiar with the report said. 

The review is likely to disappoint environmentalists but leave President Barack Obama the 

space to make a decision for or against construction of the pipeline, the person said. The 

release sets the stage for Mr. Obama to make a final decision in roughly 90 days on the 

pipeline, which would carry oil to the U.S. from Canadian oil sands. 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



R e~inde~ TaJae Advantage ~ T N~ ~xc!usi 

There is still time to take advantage of this exclusive offer: 
Get 15% off premium, subscriber-only content 

The world of higher education is changing and you are facing new challenges. How are you keeping up with the 

implications of new academic calendars, lowered budgets, and fluctuating job roles? Sabscribe to ~e Ohroni¢le 

..................................................................... of H~qher~du~affon and get reliable coverage on the issues that matter to you the most. 

Benefit from: 

¯ Trusted insight into upcoming trends in higher 

education whenever, wherever you are. 

¯ Unlimited access to salary suR/eys, workplace 

data, admissions, and more. 

RepoSing and advice on the latest technology 

solutions and trends. 

¯ Surveys and anal~is that show where your 

institution falls in relation to others. 

Redeem this exclusive introductory offer* and get 15 Vo off the standard subscription rate*. Subscribe today. 

¯ Offer o:W w~rJ f~l fi~’s~ tm~e subscdb~rs ~f anyon~ who has not h~d an act~,,,e subscd~)~or: v¢~Mn the past s~x 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

REMINDER: FINRA: Offerings & Re,arch 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

FINRA: Offerings & Research 

Thursday, 
February 6, 2014 

8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m. EST 

Morrison & Foerster, LLP 
1290 Avenue of the Americas 

Floor 39 

New York, NY 10104 

Follow us on Twitter 

@Thinkin~capmkts 

For more information: 

A~e~a P~we rs 

{212) 338-4312 

This seminar will provide a review of the FINRA rules applicable to 

public offerings, including FINRA’s new review process We will 

discuss the compensation review process, conflicts of interest and 

QIUs, direct participation programs, and Regulation M notice 

requirements 

Addressing FINRA’s renewed focus on private placements, 

including Rule 5123 and various enforcement actions; 

Providing an overview of the rules relating to research on 

emerging growth companies; and 

Discussing FINRA’s proposed debt research rules. 

Speakers: 

¯ Nilene Evans 

¯ Anna Pinedo 

California and New York CLE credit is pending. 

CPD Credit: Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP (Authorisation Number 3538/MOFO) certifies that this activity has been approved for 

CPD credit by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board. 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time These can be accessed at http:/iwww.sra or~.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Card Forum & Expo <conferences@sourcemediamaJl.coru> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 9:31 AIVI 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Women In Payments Invitation 

ABOUT ]    AGENDA 

IINII Card Forum & Expo 2013 

SPEAKERS SPONSORS 

Get 

Join us at Card Forum’s Women In 
Payments Leadership Exchange 

View the PhotoStream of last 
year’s Most Influential Women 

In Payments luncheon. 

Card Forum and Expo introduced its first leadership event last year, honoring executives 

named to PaymentsSource’s Host Influential Women in Payments. Since then, the 

demand has grown to network and learn from other successful women in payments. 

At the 2014 Card Forum we’re introducing The Women In Payments Leadership 

Exchange on Tuesday, April 22 - a workshop and networking event to help women 

expand their skills and knowledge. 

The detailed agenda for Women In Payments (WlP) will be announced in the coming 

weeks. In the meantime, preview the current Card Forum agenda and don’t forget to add 

this important learning and networking opportunity to your registration. 

AEGiST£R ONLiN£ or cN~ our C#stomer Service 
specialists at (21t2) 803~6072 or (2~2) 803o8348o 

Sponsorship Opportunities Available 
To find out how to customize a sponsorship/exhibit package that is most appropriate for 

your institution, please contact Melissa Sefic at (212) 803-6067 for more information. 

ABOUT I CONTACT I PRIVACY 

All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to current registered attendees. Offers are not 

transferable and cannot be combined with any other offer SourceMedia cancellation policies apply. Please call our Customer 

Service department at 800-803-3424 if you have any questions. 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - Card Forum and Expo as: Ibroome@email unc.edu 

To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from Conference - Card Forum and Expo, Click Here. 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists, Click Here. 

Customer Service: 800-803-3424, SourceMedia, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

con ferences@sourcemediamail .com 

Privacy Policy I Fo~¢ard to a Friend 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaJ~dler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Fliday, Jannmy 31, 2014 10:56 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emoJl.nnc.ed~> 

SOP CAPITAL MARKETS ANNOUNCEMENT: VantageSouth Bancshares, Inc. (NYSE: VSB; Raleigh, NC) Announces Completion 

of $47 Million Private Placement of Common Stock 

VantageSouth Bancshares, Inc. (NYSE: VSB; Raleigh, NC) Announces Completion of $47 

Million Private Placement of Common Stock 

Sandier 0~ Neill o Partners LP. served as sole placement agen~ for ~his offering. 

This transaction represents the ~[06th pubJic offering or private placement of common stock for a bank 

or thrift since lanuar¥ 1, 2010 for which Sandier OL;Neili acted as book-runner, co-manager, 

placement agent or dealer manager, more than any other investment bank during that period° 

RALEIGH, N.C., January 31, 20&4, VantageSouth Bancshares, Inc. (NYSE:MKT VSB), whose wholly-owned subsidiary 

is VantageSouth Bank, announced today that it closed the sale of $47 milHon of its common stock to accredited 

investors. The net proceeds of the private placement will be used to redeem the $42.8 million of preferred stock 

previously issued bg VantageSouth gancshares, Inc. (the ~Compang~) to the U.S. Department of Treasury pursuant 

to the TARP Capital Purchase Program, to repurchase the warrants to purchase &,348,398 shares of common stock 

from Treasury, and for general corporate ~ur~oses. 

VantageSouth Bank is a state chartered bank operating 45 banking offices serving the Piedmont and coastal 

markets of North Carolina. VantageSouth Bancshares, Inc. common stock can be found on the NYSE MKT trading 

under the symbol VSB. Investors can access additional corporate information, investor relations information, 

product descriptions and online services through the Bank’s website at www.vsb.com. 

On lanuary 27, 2014, the Company announced that it had entered into an Agreement and Plan of Merger with 

Yadkin Financial Corporation, pursuant to which the Company will merge with and into Yadkin Financial (the 

"Merger"). At the time of the Merger, all of the Company’s outstanding shares of common stock will be converted 

into the right to receive 0.3125 shares of Yadkin Financial common stock. The Merger is subject to customary 

closing conditions, including regulatory and stockholder approvals. The Company expects the Merger to close late 

in the second quarter of 2014. 

For more information, please click her~e 

For the press release, please click here. 

1251 Avenue of the Americas, 6th Floor I New York, NY 10020 US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College of Business at ILLINOIS <i~ffo business.illinois.edu@cmail3.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Illinois BusinessNews Jmmaxy 2014 

View Orlii!~e ~: Forward to a Frie!~d ~: Unsubscribe 

Fin~ndal Times: Illinois MBA ranks 3rd in Big Ten, 23rd in US, 44th in world 

Madhu Viswanathan’s new e-book explores ’bottom-up’ business approach 

Jeff Brown weighs in on Obama’s ’~.,~dRA’ More >> 

Cultural sensitivity necessary for global business leaders More >> 



Rick Chin ’82 named CIO of Bosshardt Realty Se[’,4ces More ;,;, 

John Giuliani ’83 makes naming-rights donation for State Farm Center seating More 

Derek Dimke ’I 2 signs future deal with Saints, is on standby More ;,;, 

Student blog chronicles India study tour, global food security More ~) 

Business freshman Summer Robbins crowned Miss Illinois County Fair Queen More 

Business students compete in national PricewaterhouseCoopers competition More >> 

Accounting sophomore Joe McAsey named Big Ten Athlete of the Week More ~ 





FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Microsoft Office 365 <MicrosottOflice365@email.office.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ema~,l.unc.edu> 

ttow can we serve you better? 

thank you for bein9’ a vslued Microsoft Office 365 customer. 

~Ye ~ouk~ appreciate you~ ~eedba~ in a si~ort survey to heip us impro,~e our Office 365 sel~4ce. 

lbank you, 

lhe Office 365 Team 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed:: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:01 PM 

Broome, I ~issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Volcker Rule Teleconference Series 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Teleconference Series 

The Volcker Rule 

CLICK HER~ TO P-~GISTER 

FOR ONE OR NOR~ OF 

THESI~ SESSIONS 

Dial in information: 

North America: 

(855) 339-1978 

Other Countries: 

(619) 377-3936 

Continuing Education Credits: 

Credit is pending for New York. 

Follow us on Twitter 

~Thinkinqcapmkts 

Joseph Mm’ano 

(212) 33~-,431~ 

~mofo, com 

We are presenting several one-hour telephone briefings focusing 

on various aspects of the final Volcker Rule. 

PLEASE NOTE: We have scheduled an additional briefing. 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014, 12:00 - 1:00 pm EST 

Speakere 

= Henry Fields, Barbara Mendelson 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014, 10:00 - 1t:00 am EST 

Speakers 

= Oliver Ireland, Dan Nathan, Anna Pinedo 

The Volcker Rale ~d Securitizat~on 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2e14, 11 :ee am - 12:ee pm ~ST 

Jerry Marla~, Ken Kohler 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2e14, le:ee - 11 :co am ~ST 

Jay Baris 

Access our Volcker Rule related publications 

Volcker Rule User Guide 

Volcker and Securitization 

Volcker and Foreiqn Banks 

Volcker and the Capital Markets 

Volcker and Broker-Dealer Affiliates of FBOs 

CPD Credit: Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP (Authorisation Number 3538/MOFO) certifies that this activity has been approved for 

CPD credit by the Solicitors Regulation Authority 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 



as amended from time to time These can be accessed at http:/iwww.sra or~.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Omarova, Saule T <omarova~email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, JanuaD131, 2014 1:03 PM 

Broome, Li ssa I~ <lbroome@emml.unc.edu-~; H~en, Thomas Lee <th~en@unc.edu> 

Dinner ruth Hockett on TIIURSDAY??? 

Dear Lissa and Tom - 

I know you are both busy on Wednesday, Feb. 5th. However, I spoke with Bob Hockett last night and he said he might actually stay on Thursday, Feb. 6th, after his 

talk. Will you be able to go to dinner with him on Thursday, Feb. 6th, then? 

Thanks, 

Saule 

Saule T. Omarova 

George R. Ward Associate Professor of Law 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, CB # 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(9:19) 843-4356 - phone 

(919) 962-:1277 - fax 

omarova @email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazen, Thomas Lee <thazen@unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:15 PM 

Omarova. Saule T <omarova@email.unc.e&~; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Dinner with Hockett on THURSDAY??? 

Sorry, Saule, but we have something that night as well, 

Tom 

C~’V C. 8osh~mer Distinguished Proj~,ssor 

School of Law 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

CB#3380 

Chapel H~H, NC z,, 

TEk: {919) 962--85~4 

FAX: (919} 962-1277 

overnight delNery address: 

100 RMge £oad 

Chapel I-t~]~ NC 27599--3380 

View mV poper:i en my .~SRN Author f~ge: 

From: Omarova, Saule T 
Sent; Friday, January 3:[, 20:[4 :[:03 PM 
To; Broome, Lissa L; Hazen, Thomas Lee 
Sabje¢t-" Dinner with Hockett on THURSDAY??? 

Dear Lissa and Tom - 

I know you are both busy on Wednesday, Feb. 5th, However, spoke with Bob Hockett last night and he said he might actually stay on Thursday, Feb. 6th, after his 

talk. Will you be able to go to dinner with him on Thursday, Feb. 6th, then? 

Thanks, 

Saule 

Saule T. Omarova 

George R. Ward Associate Professor of Law 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, CB # 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 843-4356 - phone 

(9:19) 962-:t277 - fax 

omarova @email.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <update+kj dm3j 13~i 1 m@facebookmail.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:24 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, you have 11 friend requests 

You have new notificaUons, 

A lot has happened on Facebook since you iast logged in, Here are some notifications ,!ou’ve missed fl-om your 
friends, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Student La~.,er Magazine <studentla~’er~americanbax.org> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

New Lawyers ttave Advice For You 

S<uder~t Lawyer, 3arluari 2014 

If you have trouble viewing this newsletter, 
To ensure that this newsletter is delivered 1o your inbox, add studentlawyer~amedcanbar.or~ [o your address book. 

[~X~ Student La~,er 

Student Lawyer Home I Law Student Division Home I Join I 

Features 

New Lawyers; Stories from Recent 

Graduates 

Lawyers who recently transitioned from student to 
practitioner can better speak to the experience that 
current students will soon go through. New lawyers 
who made that transition during the recent poor 
economy are even better suited to speak to this 
generation’s struggles. Here, six new lawyers discuss 
their experience becoming practitioners and pass on 
the lessons they learned. 

There are many options for degrees to complement a 
JD. Law students can supplement their legal expertise 
with business skills through an MBA program or 
further specialize with an LLM. There are also options 
to get a PhD or a master’s degree in disciplines 
ranging from communication to environmental 
science. There is always value in education, but do 
these joint degree programs prove valuable to 
employers or prospective clients? This article 
examines the options, value, and accessibility of joint 
degree programs. 

Job Searching Tips for Law Students and 

N .e_ .w___._@a__d__u_._a_ t_e_._s. 

Job searching is always stressful. This article gives ten 
tips on how to make your job search more 
manageable and to keep you healthy. 

From Rough-Hewn to Refined 

What’s your biggest challenge as a writer? It’s figuring 
out, from the mass of things you might possibly 
mention, precisely what your points are--and then 
stating them cogently, and with adequate support. This 
article examines four ways to look at your writing to 
refine and get to the point. 

Outlines and Graphic Organizers: Making 

The once-a-term nature of law school exams makes 
cramming an unwise studying method. Nost law 
students have to learn to study for law school 
differently than they did in undergrad. This article 
guides the reader through developing and using study 
aids like outlines and graphic organizers. 

Xn Session 
Advocate for Equality 

John Medeiros raises awareness across Minnesota 
about legal issues important to the LGBT community. 
He has had his hands full with the recent US Supreme 
Court opinions on the Defense of Marriage Act and 
California’s Proposition 8 and a legislative effort in 
Minnesota to amend its constitution to define marriage 
as solely between a man and a woman. Medeiros 
works hard to make equality an issue for all of 
Minnesota. 

I Wish I’d Known 

[ wish [ had known how fun the practice of law could 
be. 

Tips to be budget conscious about lunch invitations, 
tweet with attorneys, and explore career options with 

American UniversityWashington College of LawStudy 

Abroad Program 

Nil Saint Maq¢’s University School of Law- University of 
Innsbruck 

.~i Southwestern LawSchool SummerAbroad 2014 

Division News 

~D~i~v~i~s~i~n~L~!~9~r~s~h~i~P~s~i~t~i~e~s~D~e~a~i~i~#~ 
Soon 

Diversity Day--March 2, 2014 

.L...a..:a~..s.~t.u....d...e.~e~L..M.~..e.nt.a.~L~.e...a..A~..D...a.~v.=~..a.~r.~b. 
27, 2014 

Stay Connected to the Division 



your 

._S___e___c___r___e__t____L___a____W__~__e___r_. 

Maria Flores-Mills liked higher education so much that 
she made a career o!: it. AFter getting her ,]D she 
joined the University o1: Iowa’s staff: working on 
recruitment for underrepresented groups. She later 
oversaw a DePauw University’s internal judicial review 
process. Now, she tackles problems like compliance 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act as associate 
dean for undergraduate students at Princeton, 

Division Dialogue 
New ~4exico Law Receives Division’s 

Diversity Award 

Oregon Law Takes Public [nterest Award 

Hembership Efforts 

Officially Speaking 
New Year and New Opportunities 

Study Abroad Directory 

20:t4 Directory of Summer Study Abroad 

Programs 

Student Lawyer is distributed automatically to members of the ABA Law Student Division. 

Director= Patricia A. Brennan 
Editor; Barry Malone 
2013-14 Studeat Editor= Nicole Israel 

Copyright 2014. American Bar Association. 



~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Friday, Janua~1,, 31,2014 2:01 PM 

Broom% Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Bizmix is Monday! 

February Bizrni× 
Padzade in Durham 

BizMi×: It’s alf about ~etwerki~g, 

connections, and getting to know Trian,gle 

Business Jo~rnaL Jo~n us as we build 

quality, ~o~g lasth~g b~siness 

An eppertunP, y te make strong connecdena 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHE~: 

Mot~day, February 3~d 

5:00PM o 

WHERE: 

~adzade 

2200 West Main Stleet 

Durham NC 27705 

COST: 

$25 

S[PONSORSH~P 

For information on sponsoring a TBJ 

event contact Danielle Campbell 

dca mpbeIl@bizioumals,com 

Forward to a Frie~;d i Privacy I Unsubscdbe 

]dangle B~siness Journal 

3600 G]enwood Ave: Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IWF Registration c/o Voila! Meetings <iwfregistration@voilameetings.com> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 2:05 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

IWF Cornerstone Conference ~1 Berlin [1 Nearly Sold Out 

January 31, 2014 

Dear IWF Members, 

The International WomenDs Forum has experienced a historic surge in registrations for the 2014 

World Cornerstone Conference in Berlin, InnovationskrajFt ~ Power, Passion & Promise (21-23 

May). In only four days since opening registration, it is now anticipated that the conference will 

sell-out soon. 

We will be moving into our overflow hotel soon as rooms at the Intercontinental are now nearly 

gone. Please visit the following website to register today for the conference and to book your hotel 

as we are sure to close registration for this blockbuster program. 

Hotel Reservations 

Conference Registration 

Program Agenda 

Speaker Hi.q hli.q hts 

Pr~ and Post Tours 

We look forward to seeing you in Berlin! 

IWF Communications 

Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and paste the entire address listed below into your web browser: 

http://www.cvent.com/d/XkOedx J EE ECOmoltMpgs5g/sjbc/Pl/1Q? 

If you no longer want to receive emails from Voila Meeting & Event Management please click the link below 

0 t-~t-OmOut 

Cvent- Web-based Software Solutions ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Omarova, Saule T <omarova~email.unc.edu:, 

Friday, JanuaD131, 2014 2:35 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Hazen, Thomas Lee <thazen@unc.edu> 

RE: Dimmer ruth Hockett on THURSDAY??’? 

No problem._ It’s~ust going to have to be Coyle and me. (~;~) 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 1:25 PM 

To: Omarova, Saule T 
C:c: Hazen, Thomas Lee 
Subject: Re: Dinner with Hockett on THURSDAY??? 

Hi Saule, Sorry too, but Anna has a basketball game that evening. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 1:03 PM, "Omarova, Saule T" <omarova@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Lissa and Tom - 

I know you are both busy on Wednesday, Feb. 5th. However, I spoke with Bob Hockett last night and he said he might actually stay on Thursday, Feb. 

6th, after his talk. Will you be able to go to dinner with him on Thursday, Feb. 6th, then? 

Thanks, 

Saule 

Saule T. Omarova 

George R. Ward Associate Professor of Law 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, CB # 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 843-4356 - phone 

(919) 962-1277 - fax 

omarova @email.unc.edu 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Thursday~ F’ebrtaary 13~ 2014. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::] 

Carolina Business Court and the Honorable Joi E. Peake, US ~~~ 

Practical tda~ t~ps from a top compIex commerc~al tda~ ~awyer 

privilege and work product issues in business ~itigation 

:::::::::::::::::::::: ~::~::~::~ ]~]] ~ ~ ~ ~ ] ] ~] ~te # ~ ~::~::~:: , 8000 Weston Parkway 

::::::::::::::::::::::: Cary 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dechert <Dechert@edechert.com> 

Friday, January 31,2014 3:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SEC Staff Issues Interpretive Guidance on Recently Adopted Amendments to Rule 506 Addressing General Solicitation and 
Bad Actors 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print ernaii 

L 
;~ Decher~ LLP 

SEC Staff Iss~es ~nterpr÷tive G~ida~c÷ or~ Rec÷r~t~y Adopted 

Actors 

Effective September 2013, the U,S, Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) amended 

Rule 506 of Regulation D to (1) pem~it, in certain circumstances, an issuer to engage in 

general solicitation and general adve~Sising in connection with Rule 506 offerings (General 

Solicitation Rules) and (2) disqualify issuers of securities olfedngs involving certain 

and other "bad actors" from relying on Rule 506 (Bad Actor Rules).1 

To provide further clarification on the General Solicitation Rules and the Bad Actor Rules, 

the SEC Staff (Staff) recently updated its related Com~oliance and Disclosure Interpretations 

(Staff Interpretations), which are discussed and analyzed below.’" 

Staff Interpretations of the General Solicitation Rules 

Background of the General Solicitation Rules 

Many U.S. private placements have historically relied on Rule 506(b), a non-exclusive safe harbor under 

Section 4(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (Securities Act), which exempts transactions by 

an issuer "not involving any public offering" from the registration requirements of Section 5 of the Securities 

Act. However, to rely on Rule 506(b), an issuer is prohibited from engaging in general solicitation and 

general advertising in connection with the offering. For various reasons set forth in the General Solicitation 

Release, and as directed by Section 201 (a) of The Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act (JOBS Act), the 

SEC adopted the General Solicitation Rules, set forth in Rule 506(c) of Regulation D, to create a new 

exemption that permits an issuer to engage in general solicitation and general advertising in connection 

with a Rule 506(c) offering of securities, subject to the following conditions: 

The issuer takes reasonable steps to verify that the purchasers of the securities are accredited 

investors; 

All purchasers of securities are accredited investors either because they come within one of the 

eight enumerated categories of persons that qualify as accredited investors orthe issuer 

reasonably believes they qualify as such at the time of sale;3 and 

The issuer meets all terms and conditions of Rule 501,4 Rule 502(a)5 and Rule 502(d).6 

Reasonable Steps to Verify Accredited Investor Status under the General Solicitation Rules 

In the General Solicitation Release, the SEC described two possible means of determining that verification 

procedures are reasonable First, an issuer (or those acting on its behalf) may use a principles-based 

approach, whereby the issuer makes an ’objective determination," based on the "particular facts and 

circu mstances" of the applicable offering, in deciding what steps to take to verify a purchaser’s accredited 

investor status. The General Solicitation Release provides the following non-exhaustive and non- 

mandatory list of factors that may be appropriate for an issuer to consider:7 (i) nature of the purchaser and 

the type of accredited investor the purchaser claims to be; (ii) information that the issuer has about the 

purchaser: and (iii) nature and terms of the offering. 

Second, as an alternative to the principles-based approach, the General Solicitation Rules contain four 

specific non-exclusive methods of verifying accredited investor status for a natural person that, if properly 

followed, are deemed to satisfy the "reasonableness" requirement of such verification: (i) income 

verification; (ii) net worth verification; (iii) third-party verification; and (iv) verification of current investors of an 

issuer. The requirements for each of these methods are set forth in the General Solicitation Rules. Issuers 

utilizing other accredited investor verification means will not be deemed or presumed to have acted 

unreasonably but, instead, must consider whether the method selected is reasonable based on the 

principles-based approach described above.8 

Analysis of Staff lnterpretations under the General Solicitation Rules 

The Staff Interpretations provide clarification with respect to the application of various provisions of the 

General Solicitation Rules as set forth below. 

Conversion to Rule 506(c) Offering for Offerings Commenced Prior to September 23, 2013. The 

Staff Interpretations clarify that an issuer that commenced an offering prior to the effectiveness of 

the General Solicitation Rules may convert the offering to a Rule 506(c) offering and rely on the 



General Solicitation Rules, but must update its Form D to check the Rule 506(c) box to indicate 

its reliance on the General Solicitation Rules. No amendment is required if the issuer will 

continue to rely on Rule 506(b). 

Conversions between Rule 506(b) and Rule 506(c) Offerings. The Staff further clarified that that 

an issuer that commenced an initial offering intending to rely on Rule 506(c) may subsequently 

determine to rely on Rule 506(b) for the offering, if the issuer did not engage in any form of 

general solicitation, and as long as the conditions of Rule 506(b) are otherwise satisfied If the 

issuer already filed a Form D indicating its reliance on Rule 506(c), it must amend the Form D. 

Conversely, if an issuer commences an offering relying on Rule 506(b), prior to any sales of 

securities, the issuer may instead choose to rely on Rule 506(c) for the offering as long as the 

conditions of Rule 506(c) are met. Again, the issuer must amend the Form D if it has already 

filed the Form D indicating the issuer’s reliance on Rule 506(c). 

Reliance on Section 4(a)(2) The Staff confirmed that if an issuer fails to meet the conditions of 

Rule 506(c) in a purported Rule 506(c) offering and has engaged in general solicitation, then the 

issuer cannot rely instead on the private offering exemption provided in Section 4(a)(2). 

General Guidance on Verification of Accredited Investor Status. The Staff Interpretations note 

that the accredited investor verification requirement is separate from and independent of the 

requirement that sales be must be limited to accredited investors Thus, the verification 

requirement must be satisfied even if all purchasers happen to be accredited investors, such 

that an issuer will not be able to rely on the General Solicitation Rules if the issuer did not take 

reasonable steps to verify the accredited investor status of purchasers who, in fact, are 

accredited investors. In contrast, if an issuer takes reasonable steps to verify the accredited 

investor status of a purchaser and forms a reasonable belief that the purchaser is an accredited 

investor at the time of the sale of securities, the issuer does not lose its ability to rely on Rule 

506(c) if a person who does not, in fact, meet the criteria for any category of accredited investor 

purchases securities in the offering. 

Net Wort,~ Verification Method. One manner in which an issuer can verify the accredited investor 

status for a natural person is to obtain documents that evidence such person’s assets (bank 

statements, brokerage statements, etc.) and liabilities (i.e, through a consumer report from at 

least one nationwide consumer reporting agency) and a written acknowledgment from the 

purchaser that all liabilities necessary to determine the purchaser’s net worth have been 

obtained. The Staff Interpretations confirm that, if an issuer elects to rely on the net worth 

verification method, the relevant verification documentation must be dated within the prior three 

months of the time the purchaser decides to purchase securities in the offering. To continue to 

rely on the net worth verification method, the issuer ~/ould need to obtain updated verification 

documents that are within such three-month period Alternatively, the issuer may determine 

whether it has taken reasonable steps to verify the accredited investor status of the purchaser 

under the principles-based method of verification. 

Third-Party Verification Method An issuer can satisfy its verification obligations by obtaining 

written confirmation from certain third parties (including registered broker-dealers, SEC- 

registered investment advisers, licensed attorneys in good standing under the laws of the 

jurisdiction where they are admitted to practice, and certified public accountants who are duly 

registered and in good standing under the laws of the place where they reside or have a 

principal office) that such third party has taken reasonable steps to verify (within the last three 

months) and has determined that the investor is an accredited investor. The Staff Interpretations 

clarify that such third-party confirmations may include written confirmations from an attorney or 

certified public account licensed, duly registered and in good standing in the United States or in 

a foreign jurisdiction. 

Current Investor Verification Method. With respect to any person who purchased an issuer’s 

Rule 506(b) offering as an accredited investor prior to Septembers 23, 2013, and who continues 

to hold such securities for the same issuer’s Rule 506(c) offering, the issuer can satisfy its 

verification requirements by obtaining a certification by such person at the time of sale that the 

investor qualifies as an accredited investor. The Staff Interpretations indicate that this method 

does not apply in the context of an investor seeking to invest in an issuer that has the same 

sponsor as the issuer in which the investor purchased securities in a prior Rule 506(b) offering. 

In other v~ords, if an existing accredited investor in a private fund offered pursuant to Rule 506(b) 

prior to September 23, 2013 makes a follow-on investment in the same fund that is 

subsequently offered pursuant to Rule 506(c), the issuer can rely on a certification from the 

accredited investor, but if the same investor seeks to make an investment in a new fund offered 

by the same manager pursuant to Rule 506(c), the issuer cannot rely on the current investor 

certification method. 

Background of the Bad Actor Rules 

Pursuant to the mandate in Section 926(1) of the Dodd-Frank Act, the SEC adopted disqualification rules 

"substantially similar" to those in Rule 262 of Regulation A under the Securities Act. The amendments to 

Rule 506, set forth in the Bad Actor Rules (Rule 506(d) and Rule 506(e)), disqualify issuers of securities 

offerings involving certain "felons" and other "bad actors" from relying on Rule 506 of Regulation D where 

an issuer or certain "covered persons" have had a "disqualifying event" 

Covered Persons under the Bad Actor Rules 

The disqualification provisions in the Bad Actor Rules generally apply to the following categories of 

"covered persons": 

Investment managers of private fund issuersl 

The directors, executive officers, other officers participating in the offering, and general partners and 



managing members of such investment managers; 

The directors and executive officers of such general partners and managing members and their 

other officers participating in the offering; 

The issuer and any predecessor of the issuer or affiliated issuer; 

The directors, executive officers, other officers participating in the offering, and general partners or 

managing members of the issuer; 

Any 20% beneficial owner of an issuer’s outstanding voting equity securities, calculated on the 

basis of voting power; 

Certain promoters; and 

Persons compensated for soliciting investors as well as the general partners, directors, executive 

officers, other officers participating in the offering and managing members of any compensated 

solicitor. 

Disqualifying Events under the Bad Actor Rules 

If an issuer or a covered person of an issuer has been involved in any of the "disqualifying events" in the 

Bad Actor Rules, absent an exemption or waiver, the issuer will be disqualified from relying on Rule 506 

as the basis for its exemption from registration under the Securities Act. The disqualifying events include 

being subject to: 

SEC cease-and-desist orders barring or limiting such persons from engaging in certain 

enumerated activities under the federal securities laws; 

SEC cease-and-desist orders, entered into within the last five years, in connection with violations of 

anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities laws; 

Criminal convictions, entered within ten years before such sale (or five years in the case of issuers, 

their predecessors and affiliated issuers), in connection with the purchase or sale of any security, 

involving the making of any false filing with the SEC, or arising out of the conduct of certain types of 

financial intermediaries such as unde~/riters and broker-dealers; 

Court restraining orders and injunctions, entered within five years before such sale, in connection 

with the purchase or sale of any security, involving the making of any false filing with the SEC, or 

arising out of the conduct of certain types of financial intermediaries such as underwriters and 

broker-dealers; 

Suspension or expulsion from membership in, or restrictions on a covered person’s ability to 

associate with members of, a securities self-regulatory organization; and 

Final orders of certain enumerated state and federal regulators (including the CFTC, federal 

banking agencies, state securities regulators and insurance, banking and savings associations) 

that (1) bar the covered person from associating with the above-referenced regulated entities, or (2) 

find a violation of any law or regulation prohibiting fraudulent, manipulative or deceptive conduct and 

that were entered into within ten years before such sale. 

Additional Aspects of the Bad Actor Rules 

It is important to note the following additional aspects of the Bad Actor Rules: 

Only disqualifying events occurring on or following September 23, 2013 will trigger disqualification, 

although disqualifying events occurring before that date must be disclosed to investors; 

The Bad Actor Rules provide an exception from disqualification where the issuer can demonstrate 

that it did not knowand, using reasonable care, could not have known that a disqualification existed 

because of the presence or participation of another covered person in the offering; and 

The SEC may grant a waiver of disqualification where an issuer has shown good cause that it is not 

necessary, under the circumstances, that the registration exemption be denied. In addition, 

disqualification of a covered person subject to a disqualifying event will not occur if, before the 

relevant sale is made pursuant to Rule 506, the court or regulatory authority that entered the 

relevant order, judgment or decree advises the SEC, in writing, that disqualification is inappropriate. 

Analysis of Staff Interpretations under the Bad Actor Rules 

The Staff Interpretations provide clarification with respect to the application of various provisions of the Bad 

Actor Rules, as set forth below 

Timing of Determination and Re-Certification of Bad Actor Status. An issuer must determine if it is 

subject to a bad actor disqualification (i.e., it must exercise reasonable care, including making 

factual inquiry that is reasonable in light of the circumstances, into whether any covered person is 

subject to a bad actor disqualification) any time the issuer is offering or selling securities in reliance 

on Rule 506. The Staff Interpretations clarify that an issuer that is not offering securities (such as a 

fund that is winding down and is closed to investment) does not need to make such inquiry unless 

and until it commences a Rule 506 offering. In addition, the Staff Interpretations provide as follows: 

An issuer may reasonably rely on a covered person’s agreement to provide notice of a 

potential or actual bad actor triggering event pursuant to, for example, contractual covenants, 

bylaw requirements, or an undertaking in a questionnaire or certification. However, if an 

offering is continuous, delayed or long-lived, the issuer must update its factual inquiry 

periodically through bring-down of representations, questionnaires and certifications, negative 

consent letters, periodic re-checking of public databases, and other steps, depending on the 

circumstances 

Thus, the Staff has made clear its expectation that, in connection with ongoing offerings made 

pursuant to Rule 506 (eg., hedge fund offerings), the issuer has an obligation to obtain periodic re- 

certifications or conduct other updated factual inquiry of the bad actor status of covered persons of 

the issuer. The Staff does not specify how frequently such re-certification should occur. In addition, it 

is important to note that the Staff has suggested that negative consent may be a viable means of 

satisfying an issuer’s duty to periodically make such factual inquiry into the bad actor status of its 

covered persons. This may be a favorable approach for many issuers, given the administrative 



burden associated with obtaining affirmative responses to questionnaires from the many covered 

persons of an issuer 

Covered Persons - Meaninq of "Affiliated Issuer". One category of covered person whose bad actor 

status must be determined is any of the issuer’s "affiliated issuers". However, the Bad Actor Rules 

do not provide specific guidance as to how an "affiliated issuer" is defined for purposes of the Bad 

Actor Rules. The Staff Interpretations clarify that, for purposes of the Bad Actor Rules, an "affiliated 

issuer" is an affiliate that issues securities in the same offering, including offerings subject to 

integration with such offering under Rule 502(a) of Regulation D, such as co-issuer or multiple 

issuer offerings. The Staff has thus alleviated concerns that the intended scope of the definition 

could, for example, include as a covered person of a Rule 506 issuer any other issuer that was 

under common control with the issuer relying on Rule thereby triggering, especially in the case of 

very large organizations with a multitude of issuers under common control, onerous diligence 

requirements to ascertain the bad actor status of each such issuer irrespective of the 

circumstances of such affiliation 

Covered Persons - Compensated Solicitors. Another category of covered persons whose bad acts 

could result in disqualifying an issuer from relying on Rule 506 are compensated solicitors. The 

Staff Interpretations confirm that this term is not limited to brokers, as defined in Section 3(a)(4) of 

the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (Exchange Act), who are subject to registration 

pursuant to Section 15(a)(1) of the Exchange Act, and their associated persons. Rather, 

"compensated solicitors" include all persons who have been or will be paid, directly or indirectly, 

remuneration for solicitation of purchasers, regardless of whether they are required to register 

under the Exchange Act or are associated persons of registered brokers 

Meaning of "Participating" Jn tt~e Offering. The Staff provided further guidance as to whether certain 

relevant persons are covered persons who, by their activities, are deemed to be "participating" in 

the offering made by the issuer. The Staff Interpretations specifically provide as follows: 

Any person whose sole involvement with a Rule 506 offering is that of a member of a 

compensated solicitor’s deal or transaction committee responsible for approving the 

compensated solicitor’s participation in the offering, is not "participating" in the offering, and 

thus, is not a covered person of the issuer; 

[] Participating in an offering includes: participation or involvement in due diligence activities or the 

preparation of offering materials (including analysts’ reports used to solicit investors); providing 

structuring or other advice to the issuer in connection with the offering; and communicating with 

the issuer, prospective investors or other offering participants about the offering; 

[] To constitute participation, activities must be more than transitory or incidental; and 

[] Administrative functions, such as opening brokerage accounts, wiring funds and bookkeeping 

activities, would not generally be deemed to be participation in the offering 

Covered Persons and "Beneficial Ownership" The Staff provided clarification with respect to the 

meaning and application of beneficial ownership in the context of Rule 506(d), explaining that: 

[] A shareholder that becomes a 20% beneficial owner upon completion of a sale of securities is 

not a 20% beneficial owner at the time of that sale but would be a covered person with respect to 

any sales of securities in the offering that were made while it was a 20% beneficial owner. Rule 

506(d) looks to the time of each sale of securities. 

The term ’beneficial owner" is interpreted in the same manner under Rule 506(d) as under 

Exchange Act Rule 13d-3. Thus, a beneficial owner under Rule 506(d), means "any person who, 

directly or indirectly, through any contract, arrangement, understanding, relationship or 

otherwise, under Exchange Act Rule 13d-1 has or shares or is deemed to have or share: (1) 

voting power, which includes the power to vote, or direct the voting of, such security; and/or (2) 

investment power, which includes the power to dispose, orto direct the disposition of, such 

security." 

[] Beneficial ownership includes both direct and indirect interests, determined under Rule 13d-3. It 

may be necessary to "look through" entities to their controlling persons to make this 

determination. 

[] In the context of voting agreements whereby some of the shareholders of a Rule 506 offering 

have entered into a voting agreement under which each shareholder agrees to vote its shares of 

voting equity securities in favor of director candidates designated by one or more of the other 

parties, whether the parties to a voting agreement are required to aggregate their holdings for 

purposes of determining whether they as a group, or any single party thereto, is a 20% 

beneficial owner of a Rule 506 issuer, and therefore a covered person, is analyzed in the same 

manner as under Exchange Act Rules 13d-3 and 13d-5(b). In that regard, the Staff noted the 

following: 

Under that analysis, the shareholders have formed a group, and the group beneficially 

owns the shares beneficially owned by its members. In addition, the parties to the voting 

agreement that have or share the power to vote or direct the vote of shares beneficially 

owned by other parties to the agreement (through, for example, the receipt of an 

irrevocable proxy or the right to designate director nominees for whom the other parties 

have agreed to vote) will beneficially own such shares. Parties that do not have or share 

the power to vote or direct the vote of other parties’ shares would not beneficially own such 

shares solely as a result of entering into the voting agreement .... If the group is a 20% 

beneficial owner, then disqualification or disclosure obligations would arise from court 

orders, injunctions, regulatory orders or other triggering events against the group itself. If a 

party to the voting agreement becomes a 20% beneficial owner because shares of other 

parties are added to its beneficial ownership, disqualification or disclosure obligations 

would arise from triggering events against that party. 

Actions Not Triqgering Disqualification - Foreiqn Bad Acts and Certain Commission Orders. 

According to the Staff Interpretations, actions taken in jurisdictions other than the United States, 

including convictions, court orders or injunctions in a foreign court, or regulatory orders issues by a 

foreign regulatory authority, do not trigger disqualification under the Bad Actor Rules. Additionally, 



not all cease and desist orders by the SEC trigger disqualification; only those orders to cease and 

desist from violations of scienter-based provisions of the federal securities laws (including 

scienter-based rules such as violations of Rule 105 under the Exchange Act) trigger disqualification 

under Rule 506(d)(1)(v). 

Exemption from Disqualification. If an order issued by a court or regulator provides that it should not 

result in disqualification under Rule 506(d)(2)(iii), disqualification is not triggered, and there is no 

need to seek a waiver, as the provision is self-executing 

Reliance on Rule 506 Where Disquali~’ingi Event Has Occurred - Compensated Solicitors The Staff 

noted that when a placement agent or one of its covered control persons becomes subject to a 

disqualifying event while an offering is ongoing, the issuer may continue to rely on Rule 506 for 

future sales in the offering, if the placement agent is terminated and does not receive 

compensation for the future sales. In addition, if the disqualifying event affected only the covered 

control persons of the placement agent, the issuer could continue to rely on Rule 506 for that 

offering if such persons were terminated or were no longer covered persons for purposes of Rule 

506(d). 

Application of the Reasonable Care Exception. The reasonable care exception applies whenever 

the issuer can establish that it did not know and, despite the exercise of reasonable care, could not 

have known that a disqualification existed. Examples of situations where this may occur include 

when the issuer, despite the exercise of reasonable care: could not determine the existence of a 

disqualifying event; was unable to determine that a particular person was a covered person; or 

initially reasonably determined that a person was not a covered person but subsequently learned 

that determination was incorrect. The Staff noted that an issuer must take appropriate steps upon 

the discovery of disqualifying events or becoming aware that a person is a covered person 

throughout the course of an ongoing offering. These steps may include seeking waivers of 

disqualification, termination of the relationship with covered persons, providing Rule 506(e) 

disclosures, or other remedial actions. 

General Guidance on Rule 506(e) Disclosures. Rule 506(e) of the Bad Actor Rules generally 

provides that an issuer must disclose to each purchaser, within a reasonable time prior to sale, a 

written description of bad acts of covered persons that would have triggered disqualification of the 

issuer from relying on Rule 506 had such acts occurred on or after September 23, 2013. In 

addressing Rule 506(e), the Staff confirmed that: 

[] The disclosure obligation under Rule 506(e) is not subject to waiver, even where disqualifying 

events occurred before September 23, 2013. 

[] An order under Rule 506(d)(2)(iii), which permits issuers to rely on the self-executing statement 

of a regulatory authority to avoid Rule 506 disqualification, does not waive the disclosure 

obligation set forth in Rule 506(e). However, a regulatory authority may determine that an order 

entered before September 23, 2013 would not have triggered disqualification under Rule 506(d) 

(1), because the violation was not a final order based on a violation of any law or regulation that 

prohibits fraudulent, manipulative, or deceptive conduct entered within ten years before such 

sale 

[] Rule 506(e) does not require disclosure of events that would no longer trigger disqualification 

under Rule 506(d), such as a criminal conviction that occurred more than ten years before the 

offering or an order or a bar that is no longer in effect at the time of the offering. 

[] Where an issuer uses multiple placement agents or other compensated solicitors in an 

offering, Rule 506(e) requires disclosure of disqualifying events with respect to all compensated 

solicitors who are involved at the time of sale and their covered control persons. Thus, the 

disclosure obligation to an investor is not limited to the disqualifying events of the particular 

compensated solicitor or placement agent and its covered control persons that solicited that 

investor. However, the issuer need not provide disclosure for all solicitors that were ever 

involved during the course of the offering. Rather, at a reasonable time prior to the sale, the 

issuer must disclose to an investor all compensated solicitors that are involved at the time of 

sale 

The Staff Interpretations provide much needed guidance regarding the General Solicitation Rules and the 

Bad Actor Rules. While this is a helpful effort by the Staff to give practical guidance on the interpretation of 

these rules, we anticipate that many other open questions will need to be addressed, as issuers and 

other industry participants continue to refine their practices and policies surrounding these rules and seek 

to ensure that they are able to rely on the General Solicitation Rules and to otherwise ensure that they are 

not disqualified from relying on Rule 506 due to the bad acts of their covered persons. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: State Depa~rtment Assessment of Keystone XL Pipeline Sees Little Climate-Change Impact 

State Depart~nent Assessment of Keystone XL Pipeline 
Sees Little C, limate-Change Impact 

An Obama administration analysis of the Keystone XL pipeline application shows the 

project wouldn’t likely change the amount of oil ultimately removed from Canadian oil 

sands, suggesting building the pipeline would have little impact on global climate change. 

The conclusion that the heavy crude would be extracted and delivered anyway left 

environmentalists disappointed. But the report isn’t the last word on the matter. A final 

State Department study is to determine whether the pipeline project is in the nation’s 

broader interests. Eight agencies have up to three months to weigh in, potentially injecting 

the pipeline issue into the midterm election season. 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCGOP <communications ncgop.org@maJ153.at171 .mcdlv.net-~ 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:16 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tax Relief For North Carolina 

You may have noticed that your most recent paycheck was higher than last month, 

That’s because Governor McOrory and the Republican-led General Assembly passed a 

1 ,-,.,,r ,, tax relief package tilai cuts the state income tax to a I~at ra[e ibr ali Nor[h 

Carolinians. 

It empowers smail basinesses and provides much need relief to hardworking families 

and has been praised nationaily by the \*’~di Street Joumai, Forbes, and the nonpa.:’tisan 

Tax Foundation, among others. 

We’re in midst of the Carolina Comeback. Unempioymen[ is dropping, jobs are being 

crea[ed, and tile faiied policies of Bey Perd~e and iiberai Democra[s are ¢.,ow in tile 

rear-view mirror, 

However, Democrats want [o reverse the progress we’ve is)ade by increasing o(ir 

[axes, fully implementing Obamacare and repealing the commonsense voter ID law~ 

we ca¢.,’[ le[ that ilappen, and we need [o h, ave [he ¢.,ecessa~y reso~rces to keep our 

maiorities in the State ,Hoslse and State Senate, 

We’ve been steadily buiiding momentum over the las~ yeaL but ~here is still work to be 

done. 

Thanks, 

Claude B. Pope, Jr, 

NCGOP Ohairman 

506 Hili~boroi~.~h S1:r.~et 
Raleigh, No:~h Csrolil-:a 27605 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Hold Pro <news@legalholdpro.com~ 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Legal Hold Pro Alert, February 2014 $931K Fine Ii~r Legal Hold Failure, Undisclosed Subpoena Reveals Selective Spoliation, 

Collections Tracking, TCO Whitepaper 

To view this email as a web page, click here 

0 ~n Pradaxa Class Action for Legal HoEd Fmtures 

¯ Selective Preservation of Text Messages Uncovered with an Undisclosed 

Subpoena~ Adverse Inference Sanction Results 

¯ Collections Tracking in Legal HoEd Pro Provides Real-time Intelligence Across the 

Entire Preservation Pro 

¯ New White a er: Determinin the Best TCO 0 tion for Le a[ HoEd Software 

Court g~nes Defendan~ 

5931,500 ~ n P rad~a Class 
Actbn After aepeated 
Faitures to Imptement Lega[ I ~e U~t ~galTech II 

~ ~o~ ,~e~e~m I II 
Pharmaceuticals Inc., or BlPl, re~ard~n~ the 

I II ~oo~ ~ ~u~ ~o,~ ~ ~ too~ I II 
stunNn~ turn w~th December 9, 2013 

the Southern Dist6ct of Itt~no~s. In the 

bbste6n~ op~n~on the Court dted ga~lure ................ 
........ ~ottec~lOflS/raCKing in Legat ~om vro 

after ~Mmre ~nctu~n~ m~srepresen~a~on or , . ,, 
Prov~es Rear-time ntetdgence Across 

glpl’s ergots to ~ssue an adequate 
the Entwe Prese~at~on Process 



plus additional costs of the Plaintiffs 

Steerin~ Committee (PSC) in pursuin~ these 

alle~ations. 

When we first reported on the September 

25~ 2013 opinion, BIPI had avoided sanctions 

for failure to preserve a key executive’s 

files by sho~dn~l that the information was 

deleted accordin8 to a standard retention 

policies prior to the td88er event. From 

September to December~ many revelations 

showed that BIPI had wholly inadequate 

preservation processes in place that led to 

a findin~ of bad faith. 

The Court zeroed in on four key failures as 

follows: 

The failure to preserve the records 

of Prof. Thorsten Lehr, a "hi~h-level 

scientist" (*9) who had published 

articles on Pradaxa and was clearly a 

key custodian in the product’s 

development. 

2. Inadequate and untimely 

implementation of supplemental 

Iiti~Jation holds for sales 

representatives, includin8 takin8 a 

piecemeal approach in issuin8 the 

hold incrementally rather than to all 

of the correct custodians resultin8 

in some not bein8 instructed to 

preserve data until more than a year 

after the duty to preserve attached. 

3. Not ~vin8 the company handlin8 

collections passwords for the shared 

network drive resultin8 in tardy 

efforts to identify and produce 

responsive information. 

4. The failure to save text messages, a 

primary system for internal 

communications between employees 

and supervisors, by not instructin8 

custodians to preserve them and 

not disablin8 the automatic deletion 

of the messages. 

In assessin~ the findings of bad faith and 

culpability, the Court was unwavering: 

Selective Preservation of Text 
Messases Uncovered with an 
Undisclosed Subpoena that Is 
Allowed to Impeach Evidence; 
Adverse Inference Sanction 
Results 

The January 16, 2014 opinion in Co/deron v. 

Corporocion Puertorique o de So~ud from 

the District of Puerto Rico showed that 

selective preservation (or selective 

Collections Tracking in Action 

Legal Hold Pro introduced a new Collections 

Trackin~l module so in-house legal teams will have 

a powerful tool for directin8 and overseein8 both 

the preservation and collection of potentially 

responsive electronically stored information. 

Once custodians have been notified of a 

preservation obligation, the legal team utilizes 

the Collections Trackin~ module to initiate a 

collection request, notify assigned collectors of 

tasks, and track prosress. The system provides 

real-time intellisence on the status of collection 

process while creatin~J a detailed audit trail and 

timeline for increased defensibility. 

A key benefit of Lesal Hold Pro’s Collections 

Trackin8 is how it serves as platform between the 

lesal and IT departments. The module provides a 

complete list of tasks for the collectors who are 

typically in the IT department and responsible for 

such efforts as collectin~ data, enablin~ email 

archivins, or suspendin8 routine destruction of 

data. 

Lesal Hold Pro’s Collections Trackin~ module is 

now available for customers and more details can 

be provided upon request. CaU 1-888-366-0666 or 

send an email to info®le~lalholdpro.com. 

New Whitepaper: Determining the 

Best Total Cost of Ownership Option 

for Legal Hold Software 

This new resource is your cheat sheet for makin8 a 

smart comparison of ctoud vs. homesrown vs. on- 



spoliation, depending on one’s perspective) 

is unwise, but also an undisclosed subpoena 

can be used as long it is used solely for 

impeachment purposes. District Judge 

Francisco A. Besosa found that the 

subpoena was permissible and that the 

plaintiff’s actions warranted an adverse 

inference sanction. 

At the heart of this sexual harassment case 

are a number of text messages and phone 

records that were used as the basis of the 

action because they established the 

alleged misconduct by the defendant. The 

plaintiffs produced in print records of the 

text messages between the two parties, 

but the defense argued that they should all 

be excluded because a number of records 

were not included. While awaiting a ruling 

on this motion, the defendants "received 

documents in response to an ex-porte 

subpoena to T-Mobile that they had issued- 

unbeknownst to plaintiffs or the Court .... 

Defendants informed the Court of the 

phone and text logs in a supplemental 

motion in limine, in which they again 

request that plaintiffs’ case be dismissed 

due to spoliation of evidence and plaintiffs’ 

bad faith." (’I) 

The plaintiffs flied a motion to quash the 

subpoena because it was "procedurally 

defective" due to pre-service notice not 

being siren. However, the court denied the 

motion on the grounds that the information 

gained from the subpoena was not 

introduced as evidence but merely used to 

impeach the plaintiffs’ dting Fed.R.Civ.P. 26 

(a)(3)(A), "a party need not provide the 

other parties with information about the 

evidence that it may present at trial if it 

premise lesal hold software solutions. It includes 

detailed industry trends, analyst insishts, and shares 

experiences from others in your position, develop an 

accurate checklist of your specific needs, and 8ain the 

know[eda=e to make - and defend -your best decision. 

Download Instantly >> 

Contact Us 

Le~a~Ho~dPro.com 

info®le~a~holdpro.com 

Tel: (888) 376-0666 

Twitter: ®b~a~holdpro 

Legal Hold Pro B~o:~ 

Intro Video about Legal Hold Pro 

you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 
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RTC-NACD: Feb 13th Speakers’ Program Reminder - Board Decision Making 
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The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review BankofAmerica$8.5B settlement with invesl~ors approved 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Tena~ts optim}stic about 

8allantyne Village’s fature 

Since Vision Ventures purchased 

the foreclosed Ballantyne Village 

in October 2013, tenants have 

said there has been marked 

improvement. 

Sur La TaMe plans relocation, culinary 

program at Sout~Pa~k 

Cooking school fans may have a new option later this 
spring at SouthPark Mall. 

I~lectrolux opt}mistic in forecast for North 

America 

Swedish appliance maker Electrolux said its sales in 

Europe struggled during the fourth quarter, but the 

company was bullish on North America as appliance 

demand and sales surged there. 

Bank of America $8,5B 

settlement with investors 

approved 

A judge has approved Bank of 

America’s $85 billion settlement 

with institutional investors who 

claimed its Countrywide unit 

originated home loans.. 

Be~nanke wrapping up a 

tumultuous temple at the Fed 

When Ben Bernanke prepared to 

lead the Federal Reser,!e in 

January 2006, the former 

Princeton University professor and 

economic historian confided .. 

Marmequi~s get a makeove~ 
to look more realistic 

The one-size-fits-all mannequin is 
getting a much-needed makeover 

IMatte~ ~eports disappoi~tin9 

holiday season 

Mattel says it was a tough time in 
toyland this past holiday season 

Stocks fa~l on company 

earnings, overseas t~oub~e 

Disappointing results from 

Amazon.corn and more trouble in 

overseas markets pushed U.S. 

stocks lower Friday afternoon, but 

the major indexes crawled .. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 4:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Christie Knew of Bridge Lm~e Closures, Former Otficial’s Attorney Says 

Christie Knew of Bridge Lane Clos~Ltres, Former 
Ot’fieiaFs A[torney Says 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie knew of lane closures at the George Washington Bridge, 

contrary to what Mr. Christie told the public earlier this month, said an attorney for the 

former Port Authority of New York and New Jersey official who engineered the closures. 

The attorney representing David W~ldstein said in a letter to the Port Authority that 

unidentified evidence exists that would show Mr. Christie knew of the September lane 

closures while they were going on. Mr. Christie has denied knowledge of the closures, 

while acknowledging they may have been enacted by associates for political reasons. 

Mr. Christie has apologized for the actions of his aides and allies. His aides didn’t 

immediately respond to a request for comment. The Port Authority declined to comment. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ 1;00x250 
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Separation Anxiety: StructurBJ Retbrm of EU Credit Institutions (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Client Alert 

Separation Anxiety: Structural Reform of EU Credit 
Institutions 
CONTA©T US AT: 

Marketin9 Depa~traent 

Morrison & Foelster LLP 

425 Marke[ S~reet 

San F~sn(;isco, C~ 94105 

Follow us on Twitter 

@Thinkingcapmkts 

The march towards structural reform of the EU banking sector has taken 

another step forward, as the EU Commission’s (the "Commission") 

legislative proposals (the "Proposals") for a Regulation implementing 

certain recommendations of the Liikanen Report (see further below) were 

published on 29 January 2014 Following hot on the heels of regulatory 

progress in respect of structural reforms at the EU member state level 

(including in France, Germany and the UK ) and globally (most notably in 

the US with the recent final text of the Volcker Rule being issued in 

December 2013), the Proposals are aimed at implementing structural 

changes that are designed to improve the resilience of the banking 

system and minimise the risk of public funds being utilised to bail-out 

financial institutions 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Manage your email preferences. 

in England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~,vww.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW 
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Hardie, Kara <Kara.Hardie@dechert.com> 

Friday, Janumy 31, 2014 5:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Out of Otfice: Dechert Corporate Sponsorship tbr Banking Institute 
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Lissa, 13 researchers viewed your publications 

Weekly stats update 

See views by col_retry 

Complete your stats 

Lissa Lamkb~ Broome 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Office of Senator Hagan <~Hagan Newslette@hagma.senate.gov> 

Friday, Janualy 31, 2014 9:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Cormection: "Day in the LitE: State of the Union Edition" 

Kay Hagen I United .S~,ates Senator for North C~roiina 

Official Web Site KayinNC AskKay i~ GetHelpwithaFederalAgency 

Day in the Life: State of the Union Eddon 

X:: 

I was honored to have Karyn Dickerson, North Carolina’s Teacher of the 
Year, as my guest at the State of the Union address this week. The 
chance to spend time with Karyn and hear about the creative ways 
she’s working with her students reinforced the importance of supporting 
North Carolina’s teachers, who have helped our state lead the way in 
education for years. 

I hope you’ll take a moment to watch a brief video of our time together 
on Tuesday. The behind-the-scenes video shows us talking about 
education and Karyn joining me around the Senate in the hours leading 
up to the State of the Union address. 

WATCH: "Day in the Life: State of the Union Edition" 



Karyn, who is an English teacher at Grimsley High School in 
Greensboro, was named the 2013-2014 Burroughs Wellcome Fund North 
Carolina Teacher of the Year last May. She serves as an example of the 
wonderful teachers working across North Carolina, many of whom don’t 
feel respected and supported. When [ served in the state senate, T 
raised teacher pay by a total average of 21 percent. I will continue 
working to support our teachers as they make a difference in the lives 
of North Carolina students everyday. 

Sincerely, 

P.S. To keep up with my work in the Senate and around North Carolina, 
follow me on Twitter, Facebook, Instaqram and read my new bloq. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 3:51 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Report Opens Way to Approval for Oil Pipeline 
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Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines      Saturday, February 1, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I U,S, I Business I Sports I Arts I Travel I Today’s Video I Obituaries 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Report Opens Way to Approval for Oil Pipeline 
By CORAL DAVENPORT 

Secretary of State John Kerry, who has never publicly offered his 

personal views on the pipeline, now must make a 

recommendation on the international project to President 

Obama. 

Christie Linked to Knowledge of Shut Lanes 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

David Wildstein, a former Port Authority official, says there is 

evidence to prove the New Jersey governor knew about the lane 

closings at the George Washington Bridge, which the governor 

has denied. 

¯ ~ Document: Letter Says Christie Knew of Closings 

As Argentine Peso Falters, President Keeps a 

Low Profile 
By SIMON ROMERO and JONATHAN GILBERT 

President Cristina Fernfindez de Kirchner has said very little 

about the crisis that has led the nation’s currency to plunge. 

.................................................................................................................. FPr mote top r!e~vs, g? to N’~Times,~0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Game On 

An infectious exuberance has taken over Broadway in Midtown, 

transformed by Super Bowl events into a winter carnival. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Super Bowl and Sex Trafficking 
By KATE MOGULESCU 

A law enforcement crackdown built on a myth only hurts those it 

claims to help. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We do not make a pot brownie. It’s a little clich~ for 

IIS. " 

TRIPP KEBER, of Dixie Elixirs and Edibles, which is licensed to sell marijuana-infused snacks, 
beverages and other products in Colorado. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Investing in Safety 
An oil boom in La Salle County, Texas has created a growing 

need for emergency workers. 

¯ Related Article 

VIDEO: GoPro Goes Amateur 



The camera company is shifting from exclusively building 
hardware to focusing more on distributing the media that its 
cameras create. 

~ VIDEO: Affordable Housing Conundrum 
New Yorkers in truly affordable apartments sometimes find their 

sweet deals come with sacrifices. 

¯ Related Article 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

A Leader Shows Vulnerability in Turkey’s Cash 

Crisis 
By TIM ARANGO 

Turkey’s problems extend past bond purchases and interest rates 

to questions about the stability of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 

Erdogan’s government. 

Syrian Talks, Ending First Round, Fail Even to 

Agree on Easing Aid Blockade 
By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

The first round of peace negotiations ended without agreement 

over the easing of the Syrian government’s blockade of 

humanitarian aid to besieged communities. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

Even Out of Office, a Wielder of Great Power in 
Yemen 



By ROBERT F. WORTH 

Ali Abdullah Saleh, Yemen’s former president, is a rarity in the 

Arab world: an autocrat overthrown by popular revolt who 
nonetheless remains in his country, undisturbed. 

................................................................................................. For r~o~e ~£r!d r~e~s~ gc~ to N~Times:~om!~!odd ~ 

U,S, 

A Bird Flies South, and It’s News                         : 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ .... 

A large, charismatic white owl has been seen far from its usual ’::’:::~ .... 

wintering zones, even as far south as Florida. But what does it :":~!!!!i!!~i 
mean? 

Snacks Laced With Marijuana Raise Concerns 
By JACK HEALY 

The popularity of edible marijuana has alarmed parents’ groups 
and others who say the highly concentrated snacks are 
increasingly landing in the hands of children too young to know 
the difference between pot brownies and regular ones. 

Parched, California Cuts Off Tap to Agencies 
By IAN LOVETT 

Determined to use their water as cautiously as possible, state 
officials say they will cut offthe water provided to local agencies 
serving 95 million residents. Those agencies will have to rely on 

other sources. 

......................................................................................................... F?r ~o re U.S. 9e~s, go tQ N ~Y!mes.com~US P 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

RETIRING 

For Some, Retirement Is Out of Reach. For 
Others, Boring. 
By ABBY ELLIN 

Americans are retiring later in life, on average, but many 

members of the baby boomer generation say they find the very idea 

unthinkable. 

Retailers Ask: Where Did Teenagers Go? 
By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS 

The competition for teenage dollars, at a time of high 

unemployment within that age group, spans from more stores to 

shop in to more tempting technology. 

DEALBOOK 

Bank of America Settlement on Bonds That 
Soured Is Approved 
By MICHAEL CORKERY 

A New York State judge blessed the 2Oll agreement to cover 

some of the investors’ mortgage losses, but she also said that some of the legal 

claims by the investors were excluded from the settlement. 

................................................................................... F0r r~ ore b~lsir~ess r~e~s! go t? N~Times:c0m~Bus!ness tt 

Sports 

A Family of Punters Demonstrates the Heredity 

of Hang Time 
By JER¢: LONGMAN 

Britton Colquitt of the Broncos is among four prominent punters 

in his family, and one of two currently playing in the N.F.L. 

¯ The Matrix of Manning 

THUNDER 120, NETS 95 

At Barclays Center, Nothing Can Stop Kevin 

Durant Except the Bench 
By ANDREW KEH 

Durant sat out the fourth quarter, ending his 12-game streak of 

scoring at least 3o points, but the Thunder routed the Nets for their loth 

straight win. 

¯ Box Score 

, Blatche May Represent Philippines, a Nation Foreign Even to Him 

As Manchester United Flails, Its New ’Chosen’ 
Manager Is Feeling the Strain 
By JOHN F. BURNS 



After six months of mediocrity, David Moyes, who succeeded the 

successful Mex Ferguson, has begun to look like a transitional 

figure. 

.............................................................................................. F~r r~ore SPo~ts ~e~S, gO to N¥~ime~�om!Sports 

Arts 

Triage for Treasures After a Bomb Blast 
By SARAH GAUCH 

Experts sort painstakingly through the Museum of Islamic Art in 

Cairo, devastated by a truck bomb attack last month at police 

headquarters across the street. 

Injured Actor Is Suing ’Spider-Man’ Producers 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Daniel Curry, who was seriously injured during a performance of "Spider-Man: 

Turn Offthe Dark," has filed a lawsuit charging the producers with negligence. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Finally, Real Diva in Lineup for Game 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

Ren~e Fleming will sing "The Star-Spangled Banner" at the 

Super Bowl on Sunday, a first for an opera star. 

For more arts news~ go to NYTimes~comlArts ~ 

Travel 

Orhan Pamuk’s Istanbul 
By JOSHUA HAMMER 

"I belong to this city," says the writer about his birthplace and 

longtime home. Join him on a deeply personal tour through 

Istanbul’s neighborhoods and his memories. 

36 Hours in Manchester, Vt. 
By LIONEL BEEHNER 

From sleigh rides to shopping, crafts to cuisine, you can find it 

during a weekend in this southern Vermont town. 

HEADS UP 

Eclectic East Austin 
By BONNIE TSUI 

A mile from downtown, this newly fashionable arts district is 

home to everything from cafes to carwashes, bookstores to 

barbecue j oints. 

................................................................................................ F£r r~0re ~ra~(e! ~e~ts, go to NY~ime~�om!~[rave! tt 



Obituaries 

Theodore Millon, a Student of Personality, Dies 

at 85 
By BENEDICT CAREY 

Dr. Millon was a crucial figure in shaping the understanding of 

personality disorders, and a self-described exemplar of "secure 

narcissism." 

Donald S. Engel, Persistent Contract Lawyer to 

the Stars, Dies at 84 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Mr. Engel represented many famous entertainers, including 

singers, actors and authors, in contract disputes. 

Harold Shaw, Manager of Major Classical 

Artists, Dies at 90 
By VIVIEN SCHWEITZER 

Mr. Shaw’s clients included Jessye Norman, Nathan Milstein, 

John Williams and Jacqueline du Pr6. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

The Economic Road Ahead 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The country has moved from recession to recovery, but not from recovery to 

strength. 

¯ Fewer Benefits for Target’s Part-Timers 

¯ Ireland and Child Abuse 

, Aid for Students With a Dream 

EDITORIAL 

Ireland and Child Abuse 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A European court holds Dublin responsible for failing to keep students safe. 

EDITORIAL 

Fewer Benefits for Target’s Part-Timers 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The retail giant ends health coverage for thousands of its employees. 

.................................................................................................... Eor moEe Ol~!r?i~rb go !0 N~’T!mes~�om!Op!nion >~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Christie Plays Defense 



By GAlL COLLINS 

The news is almost as exciting as the Super Bowl this weekend! 

We have menacing threats, broken hearts, Bristol and Bieber. 
And, of course, Bridgegate. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Unionized College Athletes? 
By JOE NOCERA 

Dreaming of an organization that can take on the all-powerful 

N.C.A.A., and getting a little encouragement from Northwestern. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Masculine Mistake 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The Republican Party is in danger of becoming a man cave of 

cavemen. 

¯ Columnist Page 

..................................................................................................... FoE I~lor~ Opil~!Or?! gO t£ N~Tirnes:�0rn!OpinJ0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 1, 196o, four black college students began a sit-in protest at a 
lunch counter in Greensboro, N.C., where they’d been refused service. 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC vs~ NC State; Two teams 

rising at right time 
N.C. State’s 
T.J. Warren 

After poor starts, the Tar Heels (24) slams in 

and Wolfpack enter their game two during 

Saturday full of confidence, 
the second 

UNC coach Roy Williams on 
rivalry with N,C, State: R 
p~obably means more to me 
tha~ typica~ UNC fan 

Williams’ passion for rivalry with 
N.C. State dates back to his time 
as a student at UNC. 

North 

Carolina is 20 

-2 against 

I~va[uafing the ACC at the 

2013-14 ACC mid-season 

awards: Syracuse F C.J. Fair 

leading candidate to earn 

conference player of the year 

honors. 

Syracuse’s 

C.J. Fair (5) 

drives past 

Wake 

Forest’s 

Aaron 

Rountree III 
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Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 
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Enjoy the NACD Weekend Reader designed to help you identify, interpret, and gain insights and intelligence 
about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

Cybersecurity: Boardroom implications Recognizing the disconnect between the need for effective 
cybersecurity oversight and the boardroom’s lack of IT acumen, NACD, supported by Protiviti and Dentons, 
convened three roundtable discussions, bringing together directors, executives, and experts in the field of 
cybersecurity. These meetings provided insight into the numerous and significant risks presented by 
cybersecurity, while experts pinpointed deficiencies in board responses to threats and possible solutions. 

Structure Pay Practices to Develop C-Suite Talent To avoid sub-optimizing the performance of a talent- 
development system, boards need to assure the systems are built from the ground up with pay in mind. 

On Fire Again: Proxy Voting Whatever happened to proxy access.’? 

Newly Appointed Directors and D-~uite Executives Abercrombie & Fitch names Jonathan Ramsden chief 
operating officer. Elizabeth Arden, Inc. announces appointment of former P~G executive as chief financial 
officer~ Virgin America Announces Intel aFO Stacy J. Smith to join board. Starbucks promotes Troy Alstead 
to coo. Starbucks promotes Scott Maw to EVP and CFO. Alcoa elects Carol Roberts to board. Yahoo’s 
former chief revenue officer joins Millennial Media as its CEO. BMG appoints doe Gillen CFO. Dell names 
Thomas W. Sweet senior vice president and CFO. 

NAG[} Voice 

Directors Predict Steady Economic Growth NACD’s Board Confidence Index reflects the views of directors 
who are tasked to oversee the company with a long-term focus-helping management avoid the fits and starts 
that an excessive focus on short-term thinking and behavior can bring--producing a confidence metric 
inherently rooted in progress over years rather than months. In 2013, directors demonstrated their" view that the 
economy is recovering, albeit slowly. 

NAOD Boa,~dVision 

NACD BoardVision - Risk Appetite Statements 

up  om ng E ,e ts 



March t2 I Webinar IWhy Peer Group Construction Is More Important Than Ever 

March 18 I New York, NY I Leading Minds of Compensation 

March 18 I New York, NY I NACD Directorship 2020 Sold Out 

March 25 I New York, NYI Private Company Outlook: A Fresh Perspective 

April 7-8 I Houston, "IX I Master Class 

April 10 I San Antonio, TX I Small-Cap Forum 

May 6-8 I Washington, DC I C-Suite to Board Seat 

May 29 I Washington, DC I The Effective General Counsel in the Boardroom 

May 30 I Washington, gc I NACD Spring Forum save $200~ Ear/y ~i~d Ssv~,~s End M~h I 

June 9-t0 I Chicago, ILI Director Professionalism~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................................................................................................ 

June 12-13 I Chicago, IL I Master Class 

J~ly 15I Denver, CO I NACD Directorship 2020 

July 17 I San Francisco, CA I Small-Cap Forum 

Aug. 14-15 l Dana Point, CA ~ Director Professionalism~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................................................................................................ 

Aug. 18-19 I Caguna Beach, CA I Master Class 

sept. ~ I B~r~y Hi~, CA I C-S.it~ to ~o~d S~t 

Sept. 10 I Beverly Hills, CA ~ NACD Directomhip 2020 

Oct. 12-14 I National Harbor, MD I NACD Board Leadership Conference save ~8oo~ supe, Ea~ly ~/td Sav/ng~ Er~d 

Dec. 8-8 ~ Fo, Lauderdale, FL ~ Director Professionalism~ 

Dec. 11-12 I Fo, Cauderdale, FL I Master Class 

Download our brand new Education and Professional Sewices catalog. 

Are all of your boards enrolled in NACD Full Board Membership? Take advantage of a 20% savings 
through Feb. 28, 2014~ 
Equip and optimize your public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 
exchange forums, and network to lead with the highest standard of excellence. Take advantage of a 20% 
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UoS., EU Pledge Work On Managing Cross-Border Bank Busts (January Sl, 2014) 
In Bloomberg News, Rebecca Christie reports, "The U.S. and the EU will renew their efforts to find a common solution 
for handling international bank failures, according to a joint statement issued today [January 31] after talks in 
Washington. ’Both participants agreed on the need to develop a shared understanding of the challenges involved in 
the effective resolution of large cross-border banks,’ the statement said. ’They committed to give priority to the issue 
in 2014 with the view to continuing to work together to find practical solutions to the identified challenges.’... The 
U.S. and the EU said they would try to ’minimize the divergence on margin requirements’ for over-the-counter 
derivatives, particularly once new international standards have been widely adopted .... iT]hey also pledged to 
cooperate on supervising audit providers and ’noted with concern’ differences in accounting standards." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Joint Statement 

A G~obal Treaty Needed For Big Bank C~eanups? {January 30, 2014) 
In American Banker, Joe Adler reports, "iT]he FDIC and foreign regulators have gained praise for their coordination, 
[but] some worry that cross-border cooperation could break down in a future emergency without a more formal set of 
agreements. They are calling for a more binding agreement -- a formal treaty between the U.S. and other 
countries .... A huge obstacle would be getting agreement on a formal accord -- a process that could take years -- 
at a time when the desire to set up resolution regimes is urgent. Besides those political challenges, a binding 
agreement could also run the risk of preventing regulators from acting nimbly in a crisis .... ’A treaty would be useful, 
but it’s not essential,’ said Randall Guynn, a partner at Davis Polk & Wardwell. ’The essential thing is to have a 
resolution strategy that maximizes the value of the enterprise for both home and host country stakeholders and treats 
home and host country stakeholders equally.’... Guynn said the FDIC’s SPOE strategy ’satisfies’ concerns about 
the treatment of home versus host countries ’as long as the host country resolution authority can be confident that the 
home country authority is committed to using the SPOE strategy in a manner that maximizes value and assures equal 
treatment.’ ’That is where a treaty could help because it could bind the home country authority to those principles, 
boosting the confidence of the host country authority to cooperate and not ring-fence,’ he said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Senators Raise A~arm Over Asset Managers Report (January 2:9, 2014) 
~ In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Richard Berner, director of the OFR, on Wednesday [January 29] tried to 

assuage fears by Republican senators that a recent report on the asset management industry could serve as the 
basis for a designation that such firms are systemically important. At a sparsely attended Senate Banking economic 
policy subcommittee hearing, Senators Dean Heller (R-NV), David Vitter (R-LA) and Patrick Toomey (R-PA) raised 
concerns that a report released in September by the data and research arm of the FSOC would lay the groundwork 
for designation of asset management firms .... ’Analytically it could not be the sole basis,’ said Berner, pointing out 
that analysis on a specific firm would need to be conducted. ’It’s only one ingredient in the council’s 
deliberations.’... The industry has sought to discount the credibility of the OFR’s report repeatedly, arguing that the 
findings provided an incomplete and inaccurate view of the industry .... While Berner acknowledged that the OFR 
did not directly ask asset managers for data, the agency engaged with 10 members of the industry along with trade 
groups to better understand the industry and their business models, he said .... Berner explained that the agency 
worked with the SEC, which is a member of the council, from the start. He said the OFR ’engaged aggressively for 
more than a year’ on the asset management study." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Wall Street Journal Moneybeat article: Republicans Press Treasury On Asset Manaqement Report 
:::::::::::::: Hearing Information: Webcast -- OFR Director Berner Testimony 

The Disappointing Office Of Financia~ Research (January 30, 2:014} 
~ In The New York Times Economix blog, Simon Johnson reports, "One of the better ideas to surface during the 

early financial reform discussions was to create some form of national institute of finance, an independent body 
that could support outstanding research and help develop a broader understanding of lurking 
risks .... Unfortunately, while the office had well-intentioned parents, it was also cursed at birth by a modern 



Carabosse (the bad fairy who curses Sleeping Beauty). Timothy Geithner, then Treasury secretary, strongly 
opposed the creation of an independent body focused on diagnosis and assessment of systemic 
risks .... Mr. Geithner fell back on a standard bureaucratic trick -- he took the OFR into the Treasury and set 
about ensuring that it would never be particularly effective. Four years down the road, it looks as though 
Mr. Geithner largely got his way .... The OFR could have been set up to be more independent of Treasury -- 
and this was part of the original intent. It has an independent budget, but appears to operate very much under 
Treasury’s wing. Compare this with the OCC, which is also nominally within Treasury but which has been much 
more independent -- and, under its current director, Thomas J. Curry, much more effective .... There is much 
more that the OFR could do, including -- just as one example -- Eric A. Posner and E. Glen Weyl’s idea of 
establishing a form of Food and Drug Administration for complex financial products." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Senators Dispute Treasury Data On Asset Manager Risks {Janizary 
~ In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "A group of bipartisan senators are urging Treasury Secretary Jack 

Lew not to rely on a recent study as [a] basis for labeling asset management firms as systemically risky. On 
Thursday [January 23], Senators Mark Kirk (R-IL), Thomas Carper (D-DE), Patrick Toomey (R-PA), Claire 
McCaskill (D-MO) and Jerry Moran (R-KS) sent a letter to Lew claiming that an October report by the OFR about 
possible financial risks in the asset management industry contained a number of ’troubling errors.’ ’These 
mischaracterizations and data inaccuracies raise serious concerns not only about the legitimacy of this study, but 
also whether OFR is capable of fulfilling its mission to provide independent and sophisticated analytical support to 
the... [FSOC] and the member agencies,’ the senators wrote .... In their letter, the five senators pointed to 
three errors in the report as cause for their concern, including the overstatement of assets of an unnamed firm by 
roughly $200 billion. The letter also claimed the OFR overstated the redemption pressure on bond mutual funds 
during 2008 and understated mutual funds’ assets by more than $1 trillion .... The senators echoed industry 
arguments that it would be premature for the FSOC to make any significant policy move related to asset 
management firms without further guidance from the Fed about the new regime for nonbanks." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Too Big To Fai~: Old Myths, New Realities (January 30, 2014:} 
~ In Risk Magazine, Wilson Ervin reports, "In political and media circles, conventional wisdom suggests the 

largest banks remain TBTF .... But among policy-makers and private-sector experts, the consensus has 
changed: TBTF is now getting a quiet but well-deserved burial .... It is a good time to review some of the 
bigger myths surrounding bank resolution, and the new realities that now contradict them. Myth 1: There isn’t a 
good way to handle a big bank failure safely .... Over the past few years, policy-makers have converged on a 
simple approach, called ’bail-in.’... It uses internal capital rather than taxpayer dollars to absorb losses and 
recapitalise the firm .... Myth 2: Why not just make big, complex banks smaller and simpler -- isn’t that a far 
more direct way to solve TBTF?... [S]ome of the most severe losses in the crisis tended to occur in smaller, 
less diversified banks .... Myth 3: Bail-in might be a nice idea, but doesn’t it require new legislation? In 
today’s dysfunctional political environment, new legislation for a complex problem is likely to be impossible. 
The good news here is that bail-in doesn’t require new legislation in the U.S, and in the EU -- despite a 
complex legislative process -- a political agreement has just been reached." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Four Reasons Bank Regulation Wi~ Only Get Toug[r~er (January 29, 20~4} 
~ In American Banker, Sarah Todd reports, "Government agencies could be motivated to step up enforcement in 

the coming year to quell public criticism ’for not obtaining higher penalties and failing to bring charges against 
companies and executives,’ Rodgin Cohen, the senior chairman of the Sullivan & Cromwell law firm, said at the 
New York City Bar on Tuesday [January 28] .... Regulators are prone to take action against banks that fail to 
comply in two highly visible areas: anti-money-laundering and consumer-protection laws, Cohen says .... Bank 
directors will feel more heat in 2014, Cohen says, pointing to the heightened risk-management standards 
released by the OCC this month .... ’At the risk of taking a pretty blunt position, some of the provisions in the 
OCC’s heightened standards are starting to border on beyond-realistic expectations,’ Cohen says .... A recent 
Federal Reserve proposal signals a toughening stance toward the supervision of foreign banking organizations, 



Cohen says .... ’Solving ’too big to fail’ is within reach,’ Cohen said. ’It’s a matter of will.’ Requiring banks to 
issue long-term debt, clarifying how an orderly liquidation fund would work and reaching an international 
agreement on basic resolution methods would go a long way toward creating a safer financial system, he says." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Davis Polk Visual Memorandum 

Brussels Wants Finance Ru~es Back h~ UoS. Trade Pact (Janizary 2"7, 2014} 
In The Financial Times, Christian Oliver and Shawn Donnan report, "The EU is seeking to include financial 
regulation in a sweeping trade pact with the U.S., arguing that leaving it out of any deal would represent a 
threat to global financial stability. The move hardens the EU’s position and establishes financial regulation as 
a potential stumbling block to an agreement that is facing vocal public opposition on both sides of the 
Atlantic .... EU officials have argued that leaving out any discussion of regulation of the financial services 
industry in the proposed Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership would be an omission. In a forceful 
position paper published on Monday [January 27], European officials went further, insisting that not including 
financial regulation in the discussions risked ignoring the lessons of the 2008 crisis. ’The EU believes that 
financial regulation is too important to be discussed ad hoc, in informal settings at the very last minute, under 
market pressure,’ European Commission officials wrote. In the paper, the commission insists authorities on 
both sides would retain control over financial regulation. But they argue that the TTIP should provide ’the 
framework’ for the discussion and co-ordination of financial regulation .... A ’stock-taking’ meeting between 
Michael Froman, the U.S. trade representative, and Karel De Gucht, the EU trade commissioner, is due to be 
held on February 17-18, when they will seek to define the main areas of any deal." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

OCC 

Banks Looseni~g Credit Standards: OCC Report {January 30, 2014} 
~ In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "Lenders are loosening underwriting standards for nearly 

every type of credit except for some home equity lines, according to a report issued Thursday [January 30] by 
the OCC. The agency said that underwriting eased partly because banks are willing to take on more risk in 
light of increased competition and high liquidity. Examiners found that among the nation’s 86 largest 
federally-chartered banks and thrifts, standards were tighter for home equity lines but looser for most other 
products, including credit cards, asset-based lending and leverage loans .... The survey said banks are 
commonly loosening standards by reducing the collateral requirements on loans as well as covenants and 
lowering credit score cutoffs .... ’Although traditional credit-risk indicators are stabilizing, loosening 
underwriting standards in a competitive market generally adds risk back into the system,’ the study 
said .... Still, the OCC said in its report ’that most banks maintained good or satisfactory adherence to 
underwriting standards.’ The survey reflects on loan portfolios for the 18 months ended June 30 so it does 
not capture the impact of the new mortgage rules that went into effect this January. Many lenders have 
argued that mortgage credit will tighten as those rules are fully implemented." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: OCC Report 

U.S. Banking Regulator, Fearing Loan B~bb~e, Warns Funds (Ja~uary 29, 2014} 
In Reuters, Greg Roumeliotis reports, "The OCC has already told banks to avoid some of the riskiest junk 
loans to companies, but is alarmed that banks may still do such deals by sharing some of the risk with asset 
managers. ’We do not see any benefit to banks working with alternative asset managers or shadow banks to 
skirt the regulation and continue to have weak deals flooding markets,’ said Martin Pfinsgraff, senior deputy 
comptroller for large bank supervision at the OCC, in a statement in response to questions from 
Reuters .... The breadth of the statement from the OCC is unusual because it technically oversees banks 



and not asset managers .... The OCC, Fed, and the FDIC issued guidelines to banks last year to limit their 
risk-taking for leveraged loans. But regulators are no more sanguine with asset managers taking on this risk 
given their investors include underfunded public pension plans .... Besides doing deals that banks turn 
down, alternative asset managers have been exploring ways to team up with banks to share risk on the deals, 
including ways for the funds to be the first to take losses if the loans head south." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

G~obal Regulators Turn Focus To Ba[~ks’ Risk Models (Jm~uary 31,201@ 
In Law360, Evan Weinberger reports, "Global regulators will over the next few years take aim at variations in 
the way banks measure the risks they have on their books, and the capital they need to protect against those 
risks blowing up, the head of an international panel of bank supervisors said Friday [January 31] .... [R]isk- 
weighting systems like the one currently in place are only truly effective if all banks follow largely similar 
measures for determining how much capital they retain, said Stefan Ingves, the chairman of the Basel 
Committee .... While the leverage ratio.., should provide some safeguards against banks getting too 
creative with their risk weightings, Ingves said more work needed to be done .... To improve the way banks 
determine their capital holdings, Ingves said that the Basel Committee would examine whether national 
regulators should set firmer constraints on banks’ risk-modeling practices. Regulators will also look to 
determine what role floors and benchmarks set by bank supervisors should play in risk modeling practices, 
Ingves said .... This work.., will be completed over the course of 2014 and 2015, Ingves said .... ’Not 
only does this affect confidence in the reliability of [banks’] capital ratios, but any doubts also call into question 
their stress-testing results and their risk-management systems more generally, since these are invariably all 
built on the same foundations,’ he said in the speech." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

American Banker, Regulators Must Finish Job On Basel Ill, Top Official Says 
New York Times DealBook, Banks Could Still Face Touqher Capita! Reguirements To Prevent Crises 

:::::::::::::: Chairman Ingves Speech 

UoS. Banks Fa¢i~~g Capita~ Ho~e Get No Leverage Relief From Basel (January 26, 2014} 
In Bloomberg News, Yalman Onaran reports, "Global regulators weakened a proposed rule this month 
intended to keep banks’ borrowing in check. For eight of the biggest U.S. lenders, those changes won’t 
provide much relief. That’s because the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s leverage standard is 
back to where it started four years ago after three rounds of revisions. With the latest changes in the 
definition of what counts as assets, U.S. firms will need to include more derivatives and fewer credit 
commitments. Those two adjustments cancel each other out, leaving the ratio of capital to assets for the 
eight companies almost unchanged .... The Federal Reserve decided last year to delay completion of the 
U.S. rule until an agreement was reached on the global version. Regulators are now reviewing whether they 
can include the latest changes from Switzerland in the U.S. standard without having to publish their proposal 
for comments again, according to two people with direct knowledge of the discussions who asked not to be 
identified because the talks are private." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Cross-Border Vortex: Dealers Freeze P~ans To Move Staff (January 30, 2014:} 
In Risk Magazine, Peter Madigan reports, "As 2013 drew to a close, one European bank was carrying out a 
hurriedly drawn-up plan to protect its clients from the long arm of the Dodd-Frank Act. It was simple enough 
in principle. Trades with non-U.S, customers that wanted to avoid cross-border swaps rules would no longer 
be able to involve the bank’s staff in New York, as a November 14 bombshell from the CFTC had made clear. 
But, in practice, it meant getting that message across to thousands of customers. It also meant moving staff 



to Canada orthe UK, so those customers could continue working with salespeople and traders they knew and 
trusted. The deadline for all this was January 14, so preparations continued throughout the holiday 
season .... Then everything changed .... The reprieve came in the form of a CFTC no-action letter, 
bringing a wild 10-week period to a temporary close .... What has followed, though, is a vacuum, which 
could last for months or, potentially, years. The no-action letter gives banks until September 14 to comply, 
but the CFTC is now facing a lawsuit filed by three industry associations, which could tear down its guidance 
on the cross-border application of Dodd-Frank -- including the November advisory. The agency is also on 
the brink of a leadership change .... Many lawyers -- admittedly those working in derivatives markets -- 
say the case is a strong one and think it unlikely the CFTC will win, but that still leaves a range of outcomes." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulation -- A Dealer’s Best Friend (January 30, 20i4) 
In International Financing Review, Christopher Whittall reports, "A rough straw poll conducted by your 
columnist reveals senior derivatives bankers dedicate around a third of their working hours to dealing with 
new regulation these days .... The fact that we’re over five years on from the crisis and these reforms are 
only just starting to bite gives an idea of their mind-numbing complexity, as well as the time, effort and 
investment they demand. It is these last points on which banks’ grumbles tend to focus. The irony being that, 
in practically the same breath, senior executives will breezily pronounce: ’Of course, the barriers to entry are 
now so high that only a handful of peers can compete.’... True enough, bringing buyside investors into 
clearing is a vast undertaking, requiring billions of dollars of investment from banks. But it also cements the 
dominance of the top dealers. Even if client clearing isn’t the cash cow bankers once hoped, it remains an 
invaluable franchise. Why would an investor bother trading derivatives with a tiddly little bank that can’t take 
care of its clearing, trade reporting and data analytics in one fell swoop? And on top of guaranteeing trading 
flows, clearing also makes the big derivatives banks even more systemically important, forming a ring of 
satellites orbiting the vast centralised globes of risk that CCPs have become." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

EU Meets With CFTC To Co[~test Gensler Cross*Border Derivatives Measures {January 30, 2014) 
In Market Intelligence, Neil Roland reports, "A European delegation planned to meet Thursday [January 30] 
with U.S. derivative regulators to try to get them to reverse some of the final cross-border trading measures 
approved by Gary Gensler, former CFTC chairman. The planned Washington meeting with CFTC staff 
followed higher-level discussions in Brussels last week between Acting CFTC Chairman Mark Wetjen and 
Jonathan Faull, the European Commission’s top civil servant for financial services policy. ’Our dealings with 
the CFTC have been good over the last few weeks, better than before,’ a European official told MLex on 
Wednesday [January 29]. ’But we’re still very worried.’ The EC is trying to exploit Gensler’s departure earlier 
this month to win reversals of some of his policies, which they view as U.S.-centric. Wetjen has been more 
sympathetic to international concerns. The EC group headed by Nadia Calvino, who reports to Faull, planned 
to express concerns Thursday about November guidance for international banks and trading platforms that 
they said would worsen market fragmentation, the official said .... ’What can be the fallout for the U.S.? 
That’s what we don’t understand. The risk falls overseas.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC Working With Office Of Fi~~ancia~ Research On Derivatives Reporti~g Stm~dards (January 29, 2014} 
In Market Intelligence, Neil Roland reports, "A federal research office is working with U.S. derivatives regulators to 
standardize inconsistent and often unusable trading data reported to electronic warehouses, according to Richard 
Berner, head of the OFR. Berner, in written testimony given to the Senate Banking Committee on Wednesday 
[January 29], said his agency and the CFTC are coordinating to develop reporting standards for industry 
participants .... CFTC Commissioner Scott O’Malia told MLex this week that OFR has technical expertise and 
resources that the commission lacks to figure out how to standardize reporting. Informed of Berner’s testimony 
Wednesday, O’Malia e-mailed: ’1 have suggested OFR send over staff on detail to help us. I don’t believe we have 
gone that far yet.’ ’But I am confident that it is just a matter of time,’ the Republican commissioner added. The CFTC 
also should consider enlisting aid from industry groups as well as international regulators, O’Malia said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 



O~Ma[ia Says Age~cy Making Progress Or~ Improving Swaps Data Collectio~, Ar~alysis (Ja~uary 27, 201@ 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Richard Hill reports, "CFTC Commissioner Scott O’Malia, who in 
the past has criticized his agency’s collection and analysis of swap data, said January 27 that the CFTC 
is making progress in that area -- specifically, by seeking ways to improve the quality of the data it 
receives from swap transactions. Speaking at the Commodity Markets Council’s State of the Industry 
conference in Miami, O’Malia noted that the agency has established a cross-divisional staff working group 
that will identify problems with data collection and analysis and make recommendations to remedy 
them .... O’Malia also encouraged the CFTC to ’reengage’ with various foreign jurisdictions to devise a 
global solution to data reporting .... For instance, he said that by recognizing trade data repositories in 
the EU, the U.S. would ’eliminate the need for dual reporting’ by U.S. persons trading in Europe and non- 
U.S. persons trading in this country. ’Both regimes can work together to agree on a data standard and 
taxonomy,’ O’Malia said. On a related swaps topic, however, O’Malia deemed the CFTC staff’s first 
certification of ’made-available-to-trade’ submissions ’overly prescriptive.’ Specifically, he noted that staff 
considered ’packaged transactions’ of MAT-certified swaps to be subject to the trade execution 
requirement; however, in the same notice, they also said they would consider granting relief from the 
requirement .... According to the commissioner, ’the real breakdown’ in the MAT certification process 
was in allowing staff to make the certifications, instead of the Commission." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Commissioner O’Malia Speech 

Transatlantic Tug-Of-War Puts European Hedge Funds ~n "Impossible Positio~Y~ {January 27, 2014) 
In Risk Magazine, Chris Devasabai reports, "Hedge funds are calling for a change to cross-border 
derivatives rules before European clearing requirements come into force -- arguing overseas funds of 
European managers will be caught in a regulatory tug-of-war. Some of these funds also fall within the 
scope of the U.S. clearing regime, but are not covered by the transatlantic framework designed to resolve 
such conflicts, lawyers say .... The issue affects funds that qualify as a U.S. person, by virtue of having 
a majority U.S. investor base, but which are also authorised as an Alternative Investment Fund Manager 
(AIFM) under the new European hedge fund directive .... That means the funds will have to comply 
simultaneously with U.S. and European rules on clearing, which are broadly similar, but not 
identical .... Regulators have tried to avoid these problems by agreeing [on] a framework of substituted 
compliance and equivalence rulings .... This is of limited help to the affected funds, though -- in the 
U.S., substituted compliance is available primarily for the foreign branches of U.S. banks, while Europe’s 
equivalence rulings only offer shelter to entities that are established in an approved jurisdiction, or that 
are trading with a counterparty meeting the same condition." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Risk Magazine article, U.S. Person Problems: Hedqe Funds Cauqht In Transatlantic Tug-Of-War 

Looki~~g Back: Regulators Try To Slow Dowr~ OTC Juggernaut (January 29, £014) 
In Risk Magazine, James Arnold reports, "The over-the-counter commodity derivatives markets have been 
spared from regulation because of the enormous momentum generated through their rapid growth .... But 
now, regulators are alert to the dangers of uncontrolled growth, and particularly systemic risk -- the fear that 
derivatives can magnify adverse price movements in the underlying market, leading to a meltdown .... The 
SEC is currently looking at various ways to impose greater obligations on firms that both market and use 
derivatives to disclose the size and nature of their positions to regulators. It also aims to pressure accounting 
regulators into creating accounting standards for derivatives in the auditing process, giving shareholders and 
non-specialists a yardstick by which to measure a company’s involvement in such instruments. None of these 
ideas has yet gone beyond the discussion stage, but legal sources in Washington, DC, envisage a three- 
pronged approach .... Republican Iowa congressman James Leach has already introduced a bill for 
derivatives legislation. It proposes the setting up of a Federal Derivatives Commission, which combines the 
rule-making and enforcement powers of existing regulators, and is specifically aimed at discouraging trading 
by institutions that are unable to demonstrate ’adequate capital and technical capabilities.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 



SEC Eyes Move~T~ent Of Funds E~etween Brokerage, Advisory Accounts (January 30, 2:014} 
In Investment News, Mark Schoeff Jr. reports, "The SEC has noticed a lot of client movement from brokerage 
accounts to advisory accounts in the investment advice business and is keeping its eye on whether the transition 
is good for clients, an SEC official said on Thursday [January 30]. Norm Champ, director of the SEC Division of 
Investment Management, said that the commission understands the business motivation behind the move.., but 
said that he is concerned that it may hurt clients. ’Think carefully about where an adviser’s fiduciary duty begins 
in that process,’ he [said] .... One of the items at the top of its [compliance priorities] agenda this year is a focus 
on investment advisers who are dually registered as brokers and have the latitude to shift clients from one 
account type to another .... The SEC is looking for potential conflicts of interest when a client is put into a wrap 
account, according to Jane Jarcho, national associate director of the SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and 
Examinations. The SEC doesn’t want to see ’reverse churning,’ a situation in which clients are parked in a wrap 
account while financial advisers collect fees and do little or no work .... SEC Chairman Mary Jo White said, ’We 
want to see firms foster an environment in which every individual at every level understands the importance of the 
compliance program and believes in the compliance culture.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Bloomberg Securities Law Daily article, SEC Likely To Conduct Focused Sweep On 

Registrants’ Use Of General Solicitation 

SEC 

SEC F~anel Advises Against Study To Widen Tick Sizes For Small Firms (January 31, :~014) 
In Reuters, Sarah N. Lynch reports, "A regulatory advisory panel on Friday [January 31] urged the SEC not to 
launch a test program that would allow the stocks of small-cap companies to trade in wider increments, a 
recommendation that clashes with a proposal from a different SEC committee .... The recommendation by 
the Investor Advisory Committee clashes with a proposal floated last year by a business-friendly SEC 
advisory panel, which could make it harder for the SEC to decide whether to pursue a pilot program to change 
the tick sizes .... The JOBS Act... required the SEC to study whether it should conduct a pilot program to 
widen the tick size and see whether it improves market liquidity for small-cap stocks .... ’There is little 
downside risk to a pilot program,’ [SEC Commissioner Michael] Piwowar said Friday. ’If we start to see 
negative effects, including on retail investors, we can just end the pilot.’ The SEC has not yet decided 
whether to proceed, or even how such a study would be structured .... The pilot program proved to be a 
divisive issue within the Investor Advisory Committee, with members debating several competing options 
before voting to recommend against a study .... The panel said it will remain open to reconsidering the 
issue later if presented with a detailed plan that addresses its concerns." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC ~ssues Risk A~ert On A~ternatives Due Diligence IJa~ua~ ~,~ 20i4) 
An unbylined Think Advisor article reports, "The SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations issued a 
risk alert on Tuesday [January 28] warning advisors to be careful when recommending alternative investments like 
hedge funds, private equity funds or funds of private funds to clients. The SEC examined a small group of advisors to 
pension plans and funds of private funds with approximately $2 trillion in investor assets to assess their strengths and 
weaknesses as far as due diligence. Some firms are not reviewing their due diligence policies and procedures 
regarding alternatives in their annual reviews. Marketing materials might also be misleading clients on how extensive 
the due diligence process is, and some firms’ processes might be different from what is described in disclosures. 
Furthermore, the SEC noted that while many of the advisors examined had written due diligence policies in place and 
those that didn’t had at least an informal process, those with written policies were more likely to follow them 
consistently. Advisors who use third-party service providers should also conduct reviews of those providers to make 
sure they’re abiding by their agreements, the alert said." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: SEC Materials: Risk Alert -- Press Release 



Request To 8E¢ For AIG Fi~es Nets Heavily Redacted bocu~le~ts (3anuaq~ 27, 2014) 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Jean Eaglesham reports, "The SEC recently released documents related to its probe 

into the near-collapse of American International Group Inc. with hundreds of redactions to keep information secret. 
SEC officials blacked out information more than 800 separate times in one transcript of a witness interview that 
lasted less than three hours. On one page, redactions left just four words remaining: ’okay,’ ’by,’ ’in’ and 
’did.’... The SEC released the documents in response to a public-records request by The Wall Street Journal 
that sought copies of interviews conducted under oath by the agency during its probe into the events leading up to 
the public bailout of AIG .... The records released are so heavily redacted they offer few clues into the SEC’s 
conduct of the probe or reasons for closing it .... [T]here were more than 800 other deletions combined in the 
other two interview transcripts that cited personal privacy as the reason for the redactions, according to an 
analysis by the Journal. SEC officials cited commercial confidentiality as a reason for redacting information in 
more than 340 instances .... ’What the agency has done here is highly questionable and vulnerable to 
challenge,’ said Daniel J. Metcalfe, who ran the Justice Department’s office of information and privacy for more 
than 25 years. Mr. Metcalfe said he wasn’t aware of case law that would support the redaction of all the lawyers’ 
names on the documents. ’it makes you wonder: What’s the big secret here?’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC Officia~ Takes Ai~ At ~FSOC (Ja~suary 2?, 2014} 
In The Wall Street Journal Moneybeat, Andrew Ackerman reports, "Michael Piwowar, a Republican 
[Commissioner] of the SEC... said Monday [January 27] the FSOC was unduly focused on securities matters 
where the SEC has ’superior expertise.’ Tongue-in-cheek, he urged the council to instead consider identifying 
three entities --the federal government, the Federal Reserve, and the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
-- as threats to financial stability. ’Serious academic research, previous actions by the FSOC, and common 
sense support designating all three of these entities as non-bank SlFIs,’ Mr. Piwowar said in a speech at the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce .... Mr. Piwowar cited research by economists at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and New York University that he said ’makes a compelling case that the government is a significant 
source of systemic risk.’ He also warned about the Fed’s ballooning $4 trillion balance sheet and cited a paper by 
a Bank of England official arguing the existing bank capital rules are ’suboptimal for preventing and controlling 
financial crises.’ Separately, Mr. Piwowar said that the $2.7 trillion money-market mutual-fund industry remains 
vulnerable to investor stampedes but said the SEC had ceded too much ground to FSOC on the issue." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Investment News, SEC’s Piwowar Talks Fiduciary, Money Fund Reform 
Wall Street Journal, SEC Fiqhts Turf War Over Asset Manaqers 

~::~::~::~ Commissioner Piwowar Sl~eech 

SEC To Use New Too~ To Scrutinize For I~sider Trading, Other ~isco~duct (Ja~uary 2?, 2014} 
An article in Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily’s Insider Trading section reports, "In 2014, SEC examiners will be 
using a new tool -- the National Exam Analytics Tool (NEAT) -- to scrutinize for possible insider trading activity, 
Chairman Mary Jo White said January 27. In addition, the staff will use NEAT to monitor for front running, window 
dressing, improper allocation of investment opportunities, and other possible misconduct, White said at the Securities 
Regulation Institute in Coronado, California .... In other rulemaking priorities, White said the SEC will tackle over- 
the-counter derivatives, money market mutual fund reform, and asset-backed securities. Moreover, the SEC is 
hoping to adopt Regulation SCl -- Systems Compliance and Integrity -- this year, she said .... White also 
said ... that the agency, in refocusing on financial reporting fraud, will scrutinize not just auditors but also senior 
executives. ’The message is that critical accounting issues are the responsibility of all those involved in the 
preparation and review of financial disclosures,’ she said .... [T]he SEC’s Market Information Data Analytics System 
is yielding important information that sheds light about market behavior, White continued .... ’In the coming weeks, 
we are expecting to post further staff analysis of off-exchange trading, a review of research on high-frequency trading, 
and a data series on depth-of-book liquidity.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Wall Street Journal’s CFO Journal article: White Wants SEC To "Rethink" Corporate Disclosures 
:::::::::::::::: Chair White Speech 



FINRA 

F[NRA Board To Take Up Expur~ge~e~t [ssue (Jar~uary 28, 20i4) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Matthias Rieker reports, "A rule change that would make it harder in some cases 
for brokers to get customer damage claims erased from their records will be taken up by the FINRA’s 
governing board at its meeting in two weeks, a FINRA spokeswoman said Tuesday [January 28]. FINRA, 
Wall Street’s self-regulator, is under pressure to eliminate what is now a common practice in which clients 
who have filed damage claims against their brokers are asked, as a condition of settling the claim, not to 
oppose an expungement of the case from the broker’s public record. The agency’s chairman and chief 
executive, Richard Ketchum, recently disclosed in a letter that the agency was drafting a rule change that 
would ban the practice in settlement negotiations. The FINRA spokeswoman said the issue would be on the 
agenda of the board of governors’ meeting on February 12-13 .... Taking a proposal to the FINRA board 
now would represent unusually quick action by the agency. Final passage of a rule change would still take 
months, however, as it would also need to be reviewed by the SEC and submitted to the public for comment." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Europe"s Ba~ki~g Risk Plar~ Is A Lo~g Shot (Jar~uary 29, 20i4) 
In The New York Times Dealbook, David Jolly repods, "The EU on Wednesday [January 29] revealed a long-awaited 
proposal to reduce the systemic risk posed by big banks, a measure that would bring the bloc’s regulations more 
closely into line with those of the U.S. But it is unlikely to become law an~ime soon. Presenting the plan at a news 
conference here, Michel Barnier, the commissioner responsible for overseeing financial se~ices, described it as ’the 
final stone in the structure of our ambitious financial reform.’... The proposal would affect ’around 30’ of the largest 
European banks and a handful of foreign banks with big European subsidiaries, institutions that Mr. Barnier described 
as being ’too big to fail, too expensive to bail out and too complex to resolve.’ Banks would be barred from proprietary 
trading, or trading for their own profit. It would require institutions, guided by national regulators, to spin off some risky 
operations into subsidiaries to ensure that taxpayeFguaranteed deposits are not used to finance those activities. And 
it would require institutions to disclose more information on their so-called shadow banking activities, where they lend 
against securities and trade in a derivatives market many times larger than the world economy .... The proposal 
was weaker than had been expected when a group led by Erkki Liikanen, governor of the Finnish central bank, 
proposed a structural overhaul of the European banking sector in October 2012. It was also released far too late to 
be adopted under the current European Parliament." 

=/==/==/==/= Full te~ of a~icle 
===/==/==/= Related adicles: 

Bloomberg Businessweek, EU’s Too-Biq-To-Fail Plan Seen Too Late To Win A£proval 
Financial Times, EU Bank Reforms Set Out To Reduce Com£~exity And Curb Speculation 
Wall Street Journal, EU UnveibP/an To Ban Propdeta~Trading By B~ggestBanks 

:::::::::::::::: European Commission Materials: Proposal ~ FAQs ~ Executive Summary ~ Press Release 

Traders Face E~ropean Repository Rer~r~ (Ja~gary 30, EOi 4) 
~ In The Financial Times, Philip Stafford reports, "Buried within the latest European proposals on curbing risky 

trading by banks are two issues that may strike dread into the heart of every trading executive. Waking up to 
the systemic market dangers inherent in the so-called ’shadow banking’ market, Brussels yesterday [January 
29] proposed tightening oversight of the repo and securities financing market .... Maintaining its passion for 
transparency, the commission is considering limiting the rehypothecation of assets, trying to keep a lid on 
using the same piece of collateral over and over again to gross up the level of activity in the shadow banking 
sector .... ’The details shall be reported no later than the working day following the conclusion, modification 
or termination of the transaction,’ the proposal says. Considering how much of the repo market is overnight 
or 48-hour transactions, that’s going to be an awful lot of data. There’s also a boldness to the EC’s timing. 
Right now trade reporting is the top concern for every trading and derivatives executive in Europe and their 
worries have all been caused by what they describe as incoherent regulation and ill-thought out deadlines." 

i::i::i::i European Commission Materials: Proposal -- Annex -- FAQs -- Press Release 



Regulator Maps Out Europea~ Stress Tests For ‘sanks (January 3i, 20i4) 
In The Financial Times, ‘sam Fleming and Martin Arnold report, "European regulators will subject banks to a 
capital hurdle of 5.5 per cent in forthcoming stress tests that are meant to help end the protracted malaise 
clouding the sector. The EBA announced the barrier as it set out preliminary details of the exercise, which will 
assess 124 EU banks across 22 countries, with results expected to be published at the end of October. 
Holdings of sovereign bonds will be involved in the test, but national supervisors will still have the discretion to 
filter out some of the adverse effects on banks’ finances -- a source of criticism in past assessments .... This 
time banks will still be able to apply a zero risk-weight to government bonds in their held-to-maturity books if 
their models allow it. And where bonds [are] held as available for sale -- about a third of the total -- the 
regulators will be permitted to use ’prudential filters’ to ease the impact of losses. The use of such filters will be 
clearly disclosed, the EBA said. Government bonds held in banks’ trading books will be subject to stresses. 
The 5.5 per cent tier one capital trigger is lower than previous media speculation centring on a figure of 6 per 
cent .... The hurdle is, however, higher than the one previously used by the EBA and above the 5 per cent 
level used in U.S. tests." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: EBA Materials: Main Features -- ,Sample of Banks -- FAQs -- Press Release 

Officials Urge Accord On Banking Union ‘sefore E~ections (January 28~ 2014) 
in Market News International, Simon Marks reports, "Greece’s Finance Minister Yannis Stournaras and European 
Commissioners Olli Rehn and Michel Barnier Tuesday [January 28] tried to convince that an agreement would be 
made on a Single Resolution Mechanism (SRM) for failing banks in the euro area before elections take place in 
May. Speaking at a press conference after a high-level meeting with finance ministers at the Council of the EU in 
Brussels, Stournaras said Greece, in its role as president of the EU, would do everything within its power to 
ensure a deal. Though he offered few details on how exactly the Council would breach severe differences of 
opinion concerning the SRM’s functionality with the European parliament .... ’Regarding the SRM we will make 
every effort to reach an agreement acceptable by all parties,’ he continued, adding that Finance Ministers in 
Tuesday’s meeting had all shown a strong will to compromise with European legislators on the 
matter .... Legislators also believe an intergovernmental agreement between member states on the SRM would 
violate the EU Treaty as it cuts them out of the legislative process. Lawmakers last week told MNI they would not 
bow down on this demand and are prepared to take the matter to the European Court of Justice if needs be." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

G~o~bal Market Overhau~ F~oated ‘sy AntioRigging German R:egu~ator (January 27, 2014} 
In Bloomberg News, Birgit Jennen reports, "Germany’s top financial supervisor proposed moving currency 
and commodities trading to regulated exchanges as concern about the rigging of market benchmarks spurs a 
backlash by governments. ’It would make it far easier to detect trading patterns that manipulate prices,’ Elke 
Koenig, head of the Bonn-based BaFIN banking regulator, said in a phone interview on January 23. The idea 
is to move such transactions ’as much as possible to transparent trading centers under state supervision, as 
is the case with securities.’... While ’an admittedly very far-reaching idea,’ she said it could be tackled in 
stages .... ’The question of how to tighten oversight of benchmarks is a matter of intense discussion, 
particularly at the international level,’ said Koenig. She said the topic is on the agenda of the 
FSB .... Joaquin Almunia, the EU’s antitrust chief, said on January 24 the level of manipulation of market 
benchmarks is ’impressive’ and may include foreign exchange and some raw materials." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Many Firms Wi~ Not Meet EMiR Reporting Deadline, Says ~SDA’s Picke~ (January 27, 2014) 
~ In Risk Magazine, Tom Osborn reports, "Many market participants will not be able to comply with new 

European derivatives reporting requirements when they take effect next month, and will have to rely on 
regulatory forbearance, according to Bob Pickel, chief executive of ISDA, who was speaking at a legal 
conference today [January 27] in the Netherlands .... U.S. regulators have the ability to provide 
temporary exemptions by issuing no-action letters. That has caused some frustration in the U.S., where 
market participants argue the letters have been part of a deliberate strategy of brinkmanship, but Pickel 
argued European rule-makers would welcome the flexibility .... ’No [European] regulator can offer 



forbearance in writing that in any way commits them. Even if they have signalled as much to market 
participants, there’s only so much they can do in law. But I don’t hold any imminent hope of a European 
legislative change to allow for it,’ he [said]." 

:a:: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Risk Magazine article: Corporates Held U~) As Start Of EMIR Re~)orting Looms 

EU Mu~s Faster Pooling Of Euro Bank-Failure Fund Money (January 27, 2014} 
In Bloomberg News, Rebecca Christie and Maud van Gaal report, "German Finance Minister Wolfgang 
Schaeuble and his Irish counterpart, Michael Noonan, suggested that the 55 billion-euro ($75 billion) Single 
Resolution Fund could be fully armed in less than the 10 years set out in draft proposals. The fund would 
back up a proposed euro-area bank-failure authority. A shorter time frame may make it easier for ministers to 
reach an agreement with the European Parliament on the final text of the Single Resolution Mechanism bill 
before the assembly adjourns for May elections .... ’The question is what kind of levy can the banks pay in 
what time frame,’ Schaeuble said in Brussels yesterday [January 26] .... At yesterday’s meeting, ministers 
took up the ECB’s concern that the Single Resolution Fund will take too long to establish .... EU ministers 
are discussing whether the direct-aid tool should be phased out once the common resolution fund is up and 
running, according to one EU official." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

CME And ICE Warn On Plan To Force Open European Clearing Houses (January 27, 2014) 
In The Financial Times, Gregory Meyer and Philip Stafford report, "Phupinder Gill, chief executive of CME 
Group, and Jeff Sprecher, his counterpart at IntercontinentalExchange, hit out at European plans to require all 
derivatives platforms to connect to their rivals’ venues and process investors’ trades. In their first public 
comments since Brussels agreed [on] a political deal earlier this month, the two U.S. exchanges said the 
moves could both stifle innovation and interconnect the world’s clearing houses .... Policy makers want to 
open access to derivatives trading and clearing and break the ’vertical silo’ model that both exchanges 
operate, in which contracts are traded and cleared at the same exchange .... The political agreement has 
yet to be officially confirmed but the regulator, ESMA, is now assessing how to define ’open access.’ It may 
rule that clearing houses have to be interoperable, and allow customers to access their open interest 
positions in contracts at rival venues. Customers could have a swap open at one clearing house and have 
the position offset by a swap cleared at another clearing house." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Study Puts Price Tag On "Too Big To Fail" (January 27, 2014) 
~ In The New York Times DealBook, Jenny Anderson reports, "An analysis commissioned by the Green Party in 

the European Parliament estimates that the cost of the implicit guarantee that governments will back large 
financial institutions, known as ’too big to fail,’ was about 234 billion euros in 2012. To remedy the distortions of 
this subsidy, policy makers should go further in carving out the risky parts of banks, demand that the banks hold 
even heftier capital cushions and tax any remaining advantage, said Philippe Lamberts, a Green Party member 
of the European Parliament who commissioned the study .... Alexander Kloeck, the author of the study and 
an independent consultant, said the problem with the implicit guarantee was that it created distortions in 
financial markets .... The �234 billion figure was reached by looking at eight academic and institutional 
studies focused on implicit subsidies. ’We’ve taken everything we could find and tried to extract a meaningful 
average out of it,’ Mr. Kloeck said .... With the European Commission set to take up structural banking reform 
this year, Mr. Lamberts said he was looking for evidence to bolster tougher reforms." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Simple h~dicators Better For Regulators, Bank Of England Economist Argues {January 27, 2014) 
In Risk Magazine, Alexander Campbell reports, "Based on the experience of the 2008 financial crisis, 
prudential regulators should pay more attention to simple ratios such as leverage, and less to more complex 
and model-dependent ones such as risk-based capital, Bank of England economist Sujit Kapadia argued in a 
seminar at the London School of Economics last Friday [January 24]. Kapadia, senior manager for financial 
stability in the Bank’s prudential policy division, called for regulators to consider simpler decision-tree methods 



in determining whether intervention was necessary, instead of relying purely on complex models which may 
not work as well in the high-uncertainty environment of a financial crisis .... More complex ratios allowed 
more divergence in calculation methods .... A simple process of comparing loan and leverage ratios would 
be easy to explain and, while not 100% accurate, would generate red flags for banks requiring further 
investigation, with a false-positive rate equal to or better than more complex methods, Kapadia continued." 

:a:: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Risk Magazine article: Goodhart: Requlatory Reform "Won’t Stop Next Crisis" 

Judge Approves Bank Of America Mortgage Sett~e~aent (January 31, 2014} 
~ In The New York Times DealBook, Michael Corkery reports, "A New York State judge on Friday [January 31] 

approved an $8.5 billion agreement by Bank of America to settle most of the claims by nearly two dozen 
mortgage securities investors. In a 53-page decision, Justice Barbara R. Kapnick of State Supreme Court in 
Manhattan ruled that the 2011 settlement was reached in good faith. The settlement had been challenged by 
the American International Group, an investor in the mortgage securities, which contended that the trustee 
overseeing the bonds did not push aggressively enough for more money from Bank of America .... ’The 
trustee did not abuse its discretion in entering into the settlement agreement,’ the judge wrote .... Justice 
Kapnick took one exception. She said claims by investors regarding loan modifications could stand because 
the trustee, in this instance, settled the claims ’without investigating their potential worth or strength.’... As 
part of the settlement, Bank of America agreed to make servicing improvements to the Countrywide loans in 
the 530 mortgage-backed securities at issue in the case. The case also sheds light on how active a role a 
bond trustee plays in protecting the rights of bondholders when their investments drop in value." 

:a:: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related Wall Street Journal article, Judge Approves $8,5 Billion Pact Between Bank Of America~ Investors 
::~::~::~::~ Decision 

U.$o Seeks $2.1 b~ Fro~ BofA Over Mortgage Fraud (Ja~uary 30, 2:014} 
In The Financial Times, Camilla Hall reports, "The U.S. government has asked for $2.1 bn in penalties from 
Bank of America in a high-profile case where the bank was found liable for civil fraud over bad mortgages sold 
to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. The request comes as a blow to the bank as the government has more than 
doubled its earlier demand of about $860m. The case dubbed the ’hustle’ -- after the bank’s internal ’high- 
speed swim lane’ for rushing through loans -- is one of several large legal cases that BofA still faces. The bank 
is expected to reach multibillion-dollar settlements with other government agencies over alleged faulty 
mortgages and is awaiting approval on a separate $8.5bn mortgage-backed securities settlement with private 
investors .... The higher figure is based on gross revenues generated by the bank, rather than losses incurred 
by Fannie and Freddie. Jed Rakoff, the U.S. district judge, will rule on the size of the penalty to be imposed 
after BofA presents its own calculations by February 26 .... ’To punish defendants for their culpability and bad 
faith, and to deter financial institutions and their executives who would engage in similar fraudulent mortgage 
schemes, the court should impose the maximum penalty on the bank,’ Preet Bharara, U.S. attorney for the 
Southern District of New York, wrote in a court document filed late Wednesday [January 29]." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Hedge Funds Sniff For Even Bigger Rayouts From Banks (January 28, 2014) 
~ In The New York Times DealBook, Peter Eavis reports, "One of the biggest bets on Wall Street rests on a 

theory that also deeply unsettles Wall Street. The provocative theory is that the big banks have not paid 
enough in recent legal settlements to make amends for their role in stoking the subprime housing boom and 
bust. Hedge funds, contending that the banks have so far underpaid, have bought subprime mortgage- 
backed bonds, which they hope will rise in value. That would happen if Wall Street banks ultimately pay out 
a lot more money to settle other, more stringent litigation tied to these bonds. And the hedge funds holding 
the bonds may often be behind these more demanding lawsuits .... After digging deep into the pools of 
loans that back the bonds, the hedge funds assert that, in the case of certain securities, the banks’ missteps 
were more widespread than publicized .... Over all, the hedge funds face several challenges, however. 



Litigation can be costly. It can be difficult to amass the required level of support from other bondholders -- 
typically 25 percent of their voting rights -- to direct the trustee to carry out lawsuits .... The hedge funds 
may also face an uncomfortable type of counterattack that could complicate their litigation." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

JPMorgan Hit With Derivative Suit Over $20B In Fines (January" 25, 20~4) 
In Law360, Stephanie Russell-Kraft reports, "JPMorgan and its directors were hit with a derivative suit in 
California federal court on Tuesday [January 21] over the $20 billion worth of fines the bank has paid over the 
past year for nearly a decade’s worth of alleged wrongdoing, including the fraudulent sale and marketing of 
mortgage-backed securities. The complaint, filed by shareholder Bradley P. Miller, lambasted the bank’s 
leadership for creating a culture of risk that led to the ’London Whale’ trades, manipulating the energy market, 
selling and marketing subprime mortgage loans and mortgage-backed securities, instituting questionable 
overseas hiring and credit card billing practices, and helping to launder money from Bernie Madoff’s ponzi 
scheme .... Throughout all of these events, the directors of JPMorgan were overpaid and unjustly enriched, 
Miller alleges .... Miller asked the court to award damages against the defendants; restitution; disgorgement 
of all illicit proceeds generated as a result of the wrongful acts; and injunctive relief to reform JPMorgan’s 
corporate governance, policies and culture." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Cordray Loses Coo~ After House GOP Attacks (January 28, 2014) 
In American Banker, Rachel Witkowski reports, "Richard Cordray, the CFPB’s normally unflappable director, 
reacted angrily Tuesday [January 28] to suggestions by lawmakers that he and his agency do not care about 
borrowers who purchase manufactured housing. The incident occurred during a marathon four-hour session 
in which Cordray fielded questions from members of the House Financial Services Committee that ranged 
from the effect of new mortgage rules on credit availability to the cost of renovations at the agency’s 
headquarters. As they have been on the past several occasions when Cordray testified, many of the 
questions from House Republicans during the hearing were highly critical, with some appearing openly hostile. 
Representative Stevan Pearce (R-NM)... suggested that data collection undertaken by the CFPB could be 
passed onto political campaigns .... At that point, Cordray appeared to have had enough .... House 
Financial Services Committee Chairman Jeb Hensarling (R-TX) used his time to suggest the CFPB was 
engaging in an old-fashion boondoggle by spending millions to refurbish old office space .... Coming to 
Cordray’s defense, Representative Maxine Waters, the committee’s top Democrat, apologized for Hensading 
’and his ’I got you" politics.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Hearing Information: Webcast -- Chairman Hensarlinq Statement -- CFPB Directory Cordray Testimony 

CFPB Issues Advisory After Target Data E~reach (January 27, 20"~4} 
In American Banker, Antonio Olivero reports, "The CFPB issued a three-page advisory Monday [January 27] 
in response to recent card and data breaches, encouraging consumers to monitor their accounts for 
unauthorized charges or debits. The advisory said consumers should alert banks or card providers 
immediately if fraud is suspected, as well as avoid scams that ask for personal information over email or 
phone. ’Consumer financial products often involve significant amounts of consumer data,’ CFPB director 
Richard Cordray said in a statement Monday. ’In light of recent data breaches, we want to be sure that 
consumers know how to protect themselves and where to turn if they do suspect fraud.’... U.S. lawmakers 
have worked to try and create and institute new legislation to protect consumers in the wake of the attacks, 
including the proposed Data Security Act, which would set national standards for securing consumer data and 
for sharing information with those who are affected by a breach." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: CFPB Advisory 



In The New York Times DealBook, Jessica Silver-Greenberg repots, "The Justice Depa~ment is weighing 
civil and criminal actions against dozens of banks, sending out subpoenas to more than 50 payment 
processors and the banks that do business with them, according to government officials. In the new initiative, 
called ’Operation Choke Point,’ the agency is scrutinizing banks both big and small over whether they, in 
exchange for handsome fees, enable businesses to illegally siphon billions of dollars from consumers’ 
checking accounts, according to state and federal officials briefed on the investigation .... Yet the 
crackdown has already come under fire from congressional lawmakers, including Representative Darrell Issa, 
the Republican from California who heads the House Oversight Committee, who have accused the Justice 
Depadment of trying to covedly quash the payday lending industry .... The new, more rigorous oversight 
could have a chilling effect on Internet payday lenders, which have migrated from storefronts to websites 
where they offer sho~-term loans at interest rates that often exceed 500 percent annually .... With the 
banks’ help, the lenders that typically work with a third-pady payment processor that has an account at the 
banks are able, authorities say, to automatically deduct payments from customers’ checking accounts even in 
states where the loans are illegal." 

~::~::~::~ Full te~ of article 

February 3, 2014 Safeguarding Consumers’ Financial Data -- Senate Banking Commitee 

Monday 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM ¯ 538 Dirkser~ Sena[e Office Building, Washington, DO 

o Witnesses on Panel I will be: William Noonan, U.S. Secret Service Deputy Special Agent in Charge, and Jessica Rich, Bureau 
of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission Director. Witnesses on Panel II will be: James Reuter, FirstBank EVP, on 
behalf of the American Bankers Association; Mallory Duncan, National Retail Federation General Counsel; Edmund 
Mierzwinski, U.S. PIRG Consumer Program Director; and Troy Leach, PCl Security Standards Council CTO. 

February 4, 2014 The Federal Insurance Office’s Report on Modernizinc~ Insurance Rec~ulation -- House Financial 
Tuesday S~rvices Commitee 

10:00 AM o 2128 Raybum House OIfice Building, Washing[on, DC 
° Housing and Insurance subcommittee hearing. Agenda and speakers to be announced. 

February 5, 2014 
Wednesday 

The Impact of the Volcker Rule on Job Creators -- Part II -- House Financial Services Commitee 
10:00 ’AM o 2128 Raybum House Office Building, WashingS.on, DC 

o Full committee hearing. Agenda and speakers to be announced. 

The Annual Report of the Office of Financial Research -- House Financial Services Commitee 
2:00 PM o 2128 Raybum House Office Buifdi~, WashingS.on, DC 

° Oversight and Investigations subcommittee hearing. Agenda and speakers to be announced. 

Asset-Backed Securities Rules and PCAOB Budget -- SEC 
3:00 PM o Auditorium, SEC Headquarters, Room [..~002, Washington, DC 

o Open meeting to discuss whether to approve the 2014 budget of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board and to 
consider whether to adopt rules revising the disclosure, reporting and offering process for asset-backed securities. 

February 6, 2014 Oversight of Financial Stability and Data Security --Senate Banking Commitee 

Thursday 10:00 AM * 538 Dirksen Senate OIfice Building, Washinglon, DC 

o Witnesses will be: Mary Miller, Treasury Under Secretary for Domestic Finance; Daniel Tarullo, Federal Reserve Governor; 
Martin Gruenberg, FDIC Chairman; Thomas Curry, OCC Comptroller of the Currency; Mary Jo White, SEC Chair; and Mark 
Wetjen, CFTC Acting Chairman. 

February 10, 2014 Technolo.qy Advisory Committee Public Meeting- CFTC 

Monday 10:00 ’AM - 5:00 PM o CF[C Headquad.e~s, 3 Lafayette Center, 1155 21 st S~.reet NW, Washington, DC 

o Full committee will meet along with subcommittees on Automated and High FrequencyTrading and Data Standards to focus on 
issues related to swap data reporting, the Commission’s concept release on automated trading environments, and swap 
execution facilities. Full agenda and speakers to be announced. 



February 12., 2014 
Wed~esday 

Public Roundtable Reqarding the Trade Execution Requirement and Packaqe Transactions -- CFTC 
9:00 AM - 12:30 PM o CFFC Headquar[ers, 3 [..afaye[te Center, 1155 21st S[reet NW, Washingtor~, DC 

, The Division of Market Oversight will host a roundtable to discuss the application of the Commodity Exchange Act’s trade 
execution requirement to so-called "package transactions." Agenda to be announced. 

Global Markets Advisory_ Committee Meeting -- CFTC 
2:00 PM - 5:00 PM ¯ CFTC I--badquar[ers, 3 [.af~yette Center, 1155 21 st S[reet NW, Washington, DC 

o Meeting to discuss the CFTC Staff Advisory issued November 14, 2013 on the Applicability of Transaction-Level Requirements 
in Certain Cross-Border Situations. (Press Release) 

February 21-22, 2014 The SEC Speaks in 2014 -- PLI 

Friday-Saturday 8:30 AM -5:45 PM ¯ JW Mamo[t Washington, DC, 1331 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washing[on, DC 
° Speakers from the SEC include: Chair I~ary Jo White, Investment Management Division Director Norm Champ, Economic and 

Risk Analysis Director Craig Lewis, and Co-Director of the Enforcement Division Andrew Ceresney, among many others. 
Commentators include Davis Polk partner Annette Nazareth. The program will be webcast (information here). (Registration) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lissa Broome <lbmome@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, Februa~ 1, 2014 4:25 PM 

cravencompetidon@gma54.com 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Craven Competition Judge Regis~tmtion Submission 

A new judge registration for the Craven Competition has been submitted by Lissa Broome. Please visit http://studentor,qs.law.unc.edu/mootcourt/craven/for more information 
about the Craven Competition. 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, Februa~ 1, 2014 4:53 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Class Visiks 

image001 .j pg 

I can do 25, 26, 4 and 18, 

Richard Myers 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 4:47 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@emaiDmc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi Richard --I thought we could coordinate our calendars first before we approach Deborah about scheduling our visits. Deborah’s Trademark Class 

mee~:s Tuesday, Wednesd~y, and Thursday fl’om 8:45 -9:40. ~ could attend the d~ys I~sted below. Let me know wh~: days you m~:(:h up and we can get 

~r~ touch w~th Deborsh to see if sny of those are better thaR the others. 

Thursday, Feb. 20 

Tuesday, Feb. 25 

Wednesday, Feb. 2~ 

Thursd~y, Feb. 27 

Ma~ch ~8, I9, 20 

Thsnks, 

Lissa 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anua~ 29, 20~4 ~:5~ PM 

To: Gerhardt, Deborah R 
Cc: CoNey, John M; Brophy, Alfred L; Myers, Richard E; Broome, L~ssa L 
Subject: Class Visits 

Hi Deborah- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our 

records, that includes you. John and AI will visit you Copyright class and Richard and I will visit your Trademark class. We will all work with you to find 

a good time to visit. We typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work 

out). I’ll leave it up to each visiting team and you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a 

copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for 

submitting your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Muller, Eric L <emuller@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, February. 1, 2014 6:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: credit card problems... 

Where do you Inost commonly buy gas~ Lissa? 

Se~tt.~"om my ,~I49 TO2C_OL-t A TI4L~dTM HI_) n~t A "l k~ T 

"Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi ~}ric -We have had Lhe s~rne problem. About every :-~ months we’re getLi[~g ~ new c~rd. The credR card guy me[)L~ot~ed [he ~as ~;ta[~on i~;sue to me [oo. Let [T~e 

know if you gain any good ~s~ghts or t~ps on how to kee~ th~s from not oc(:urr~t~g. 

Ussa 

F~m= Muller, Eric L 
Sent; Wednesday, 3anua~ 29, 2054 4:04 PM 
To; The la~facul~ mailing list 
Subject= [lawJacul~] credit card problems... 

Hi everyone, 

After years and years of never having any problems with the security of our main credit card, we have in the last two months had unauthorized charges on three 

separate occasions on the same account - each time with a different credit card number. (In other words, we had an unauthorized charge, cancelled and got a new 

card number, then had an unauthorized charge on the new number, then cancelled and got a new number again, and then had another unauthorized charge.) 

Has any of you ever encountered a situation of this kind? Cou’,d :,t re’,ate to the Ponz’, scheme i am running? Someone recently told me that gas stations sometimes 

have devices illidtly placed on their pumps that siphon card information off to unauthorized users; has tNs happened to anyone? 

I’m trying to figure out whether just to d~tch this account completely or whether there’s something we can do to avoid the r~sk of this recurring. Any 

thoughts/experiences would be appreciated. 

--Eric 

Eric L Muller 

Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(9~9) 962-7067 

-and- 

Director, Center for FaculW Excellence 

316 Wilson Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(9~9) 962-9968 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, Febmmy 2, 2014 3:50 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Law Doesn’t End Revolving Door on Capitol 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business Spots A[ts ~ Magazine 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

Top News 

DEALBOOK 

Law Doesn’t End Revolving Door on Capitol Hill 

Former officials have little trouble passing through loopholes in 

laws intel~ded to keep them fl’om imme4iately ]obl)ying their 

o~edme colleagues. 

I o, .... I 

Severe Drought Has U.N. West Fearing g~orst 

The punishing drought [hak has swept California is ~ow 

threateni~g the stake’s (k~nldr~g water supply. 

In C]~i~m, ’Once the Villages Are Go~e, tI~e 

As village lit) in China disappears and i[s tradifio~s fade, some 

fight to maintNn the com~’y’s turn cukurM heritage. 

Mount 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

~ vIl)F;o: ..q~per Bowl XLVIII, by 

There is a lot you can learn about the Super Bowl in just over 

minuteso ttere are Lhe mosL impotent figures 1o ~ow about the big game. 



OPINION I OPINION 

It’s my admittedly quixotic dream that when we reMize that 

we’re all related, we’ll treat one another wRh roots" civilRy. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DODO KUMARITASHV~LI, mother of the luge athlete N odar Kumaritashvili, who was 
killed at the Winter Olympics 

Today’s Video 

T MAGAZINE 

T~e Soutl, [ New Orlea|~s iDirti~g, High m~d Low 

In the first episode of True South, a new video series, T~s 

eoI~t~buting e~tor Sara Ruffin Coskello visits two buzzyjusb 

opened restaura]~ts, Killer Poboys m}d ]\,Iarti’s, that capture the esse]~ee of the 

modern-day New Orleans eu]ina*T scene. 

~Mqne Tarbell arm William Marden III each lost their longtime 

spouses to em~eer i~ 2olo. Starti~% over agafi~ was fl’ightenfi~g, 

but they adopted the mantra "life is for living." 

Spot,sot 

Adverfisix~g eolumMst St~xart E]liott discusses which Super Bowl 

comraereials have already generated the raost buzz. 

World 

G m~ Battle in Bangkok Escalates Election 

Protest 

,At ]east s~x were i]~m’ed i~ a basle be~’ee]~ protesters seeki~g to 

block the distribution of ballots and ~x)uld-be voters demanding 

that protesters stop trying to obstruct elections on 

ernnqent 



Tu~as h~ward ....... ncyorm 

After a fire swept through a redremen~ home in L’Is]e-Verte, 

killing dozens, Quebec is expe~{eneing a horrible sense of dSj~ 

vu: it has been only seven months since an oil train e:q)~oded into a fireball in 

Lae-MSgantie, killing 47. 

His F~’iends K~mw Him as Petroswicko,tieoviek 

Cmw3qng an extraordinaW name is remarkably widespread in 

Brazil Just ask Wonarllex~’ston Garlan Mar~h>n Branddon Bruno 

PaulIynel]y Mell OIiveira Pereira. 

Petroswi 

U,S, 

131itches i~ State Exehmtges 13ive t3.Oo P, a Cudgel 

State-rim heald3 insurance exchanges are now the bi?.~est 
laggards in fixb~g enrolhnent problems, and Re~ublicans w.,w to 
make them an election issue. 

Mark 

Da,f!on, 

]Raiding Japm~ o~ :Fumes in *942, m~d 

to Te~ How Fliers Did It 

As a sergean~ at 22, Edward -L Saylor was one of 8o z~’my 

Forces fl]e~s on a mission to str~ke Japan a~e~ the a~ack on 

Pearl Harbor; at 93, he is one of font left. 

Saylor, 

Landrieu Is Re-e~ected Ma~x)r of New 

Mr. Land~ieu won 04 pereenk of the vote, which was partly seen as a 

referendum on the cib,’s progress since Hurricane KatHna. 

Business 

Chash~g Their Star, o~ You’Fube 

The message to aspiring video makers on Yo*fFabe is dear, and 

seductive: AEraet an audience, build your brand. But success, let 

alone shmtom and wealth, remains elusive. 



PREOCCUPATIONS 

Reopening an E~lp|o}~e~;ll- Door to ~he go~ 
~,. ROSLPT v’J. 

Many emph:~yem lameut recent graduates’ lack of specialized 

sMi]s. Bnt a managemenk consn]tank says [hese yonn~ people still 

offcr much potenti~fl %r a company’s 

FAIR GAME 

A Long Fight to Get V~’hat V~’as Thdrs, h~ a 4o~ 

After" a five-year battle, retirement account holdcrs of a 

edlapsed company can finally touch their money. 

Sports 

A Swif~ and Fatal L~ge Plm~ge, and Then an 

Abyss of Sorruw 

Nodar Kumar~tashvi]i died at 21 iu a ]nge crash on the eve of the 

2o~o Winter Olympics, a tragedy [hat s[nnned the sports world 

and [hat has left hiends and family still seeMng answers and action. 

, ~ Video: A [.ethal k.uge Accident Still Questioned 

~ 
Nodar 

Kurrlar~ 

sshvili’s 

At the Town in the Middle, Super Bow| Loyalties 
_au.e Diffie~flt to N~] Do~a~ 

The people cg A~co, htaho, halfl~’ay behveen Denver and Sea~le, 
an" pk~ing sMes, and there is no consensus. 

Sa¢,~oot 
h Club 

Denver’s Offense (Unstoppable) vs. Seattle’s D~*~i 

Sea~le’s hopes of containing tbe ~eague’s best offense binge on 

its ability to mouut long drives, aud ig N.F.L.-leadiug defcnse’s 

success in hnrwing Peyton Mam~ing andjamming Bronco receivers. 

Super Bowl Xt.VIII Matchup Seahswks vs Broncos 

~[7] Slide Show: A Sapersize Celebration in Manha~an 

Per me:~ spolts news, t-’,o [e NYTimee.comtSports ~ 

Arts 

Loot No Longer 

A repo~er in Fk’ance trnees or~hancd art looted by "~e Nazis, to 

eonne~’t it to its ri~ffuI o~mm. A maze ofinfbrmation later, she 

has had some success. 

Not All Monuments l%~en %%;ere l~1en 

Dozen s of women contHbnted to the reeoveW of looted 

dining World War II, though their sto~%s aren’t as well M~own as 

those of the Monmnents Men. 

~ History, Yes, but Movie History 

Ardelia 
Ripley 
Ball 

::~rnin 

A Perfecl-ionist Dues Opera His 

No det~dl is left untouched for the Russian director 

Teh erniakov, who m akes his Me tropolitan Opera d ebut on 

Thursday with Borodin’s "P~{nee Igor," 

Magazine 



The Post-Hope Pol~ifics of~Ho~*se of CardM 

EveW ge~eration gets the Washi~gton ~,: show it deserves - and 

Beau Wil]~mon’s Washington is only getting darker. 

~ ~ Video: Exclusive g~eview of Season 2 

....... 

the 

The St~per BowJ of Sports OambJi~tg 

Inside the world’s biggest football-be~ting contest, where squares 

and sharps and amateur data erunehet~ are aI1 twang to beat the 

spread - and "~gas Runner’s reputation is on t]~e line. 

Cor~fessio~s of a l[~iger Couple 

AnV Chua and he*’ husband, dad Rubenfeld, have a new book 

about why certain euI~m’aI groups tend to succeed more than 

others. They have no idea why this might be controversial. 

~ Behind the Photo Two Takes on a T~ger Couple 

..... Chua 

and her 

husban 

Obituaries 

Maximiliar~ SehdI, Osear-’~4mfing Actor, Dies at 

83 
::.Y A,"~I Ta GA’~:::S 

Mr. Schell was a~ Austrian-born actor who wo~ a~ Academy 

Award for ~is rde in "Judgmen t at Nuremberg." 

,96os, Dies at 92 

Mr. Grossman published Ralph Nader’s "U~sat’e at Any Speed," 
the *965 book that he]pad jump-sh)t~_ "dne modern consumer 

Miklos d~te~so, VVho Directed S~-Iized Films of 
War and ~l~¢rarmy i~ Hm~gary, Dies at 9a 

Mr. aaneso built an international rcpu ~’don wifl~ a ban dl’u] of 

ea~qy works, including "The Rom~d-Up" and "Red Psalm," that 

were distinct h~ bo[h s~de and substance. 

J~ncso 

2012 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

~’Yl~at G.OoPo-Style Reform Looks Like 

An altem)ative plan fal}s far short of what the existing health care law already 

provides. 

~ A Ghastly injustice in india 

EDITORIAL 

Maki~g Su~oveiHance a Little Less Opaq~m 

Communications companies should be nl]owed to disclose government 

demands for private data. 

EDITORIAL 

A Ghastly Inj~asi-ice i~ I~dia 

The full weight of the Jaw mllst be broug)~t down on the perl~etrators of a~other 

horfifie gang rape. 

Fo; me~e opisielt, go to NYTimes.comtOpinio~ >~ 



Op-Ed 

OPINION 

!,’Vhe~ Pedest~oi~Jas Get ML~ed 

We choose to ci~mi~a]ize jaywalking. 

oft)rise of "j aydHving?" 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

In Peyton Mamfing’s path to the Super Bowl, you see the sweet 

side of Fa fl~er Time. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Gospel Acco~°dh~g to Paul 

Whe~ it comes to foo]i~g around with a~ in tern i~ the Oval 

Office. is there a poli[ieal statute of Iindtakiot~s? 

Fo: mei~ epiqiel-:: g~ te NYTimes,com/Opinion ~* 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® l iPad(&~ Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Sectio~ ~ ’ r~Lnyt.cor~ ~ 

About This Email 

This is an automated emaii Please do not reply directiy to this email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program~ we are comr~itted to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Mour Email :: Pitvacy Policy I Contract i Adve~ise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

business as Pack struggles 

unde~ bdgh~L ~igf~ts aga{r~ 

Rebounding from a 1-4 start in 

ACC play, North Carolina has won 

three in a rowwhile N.C State 

suffers another road loss to a 

local rival, 84-70. 

UNC coach 

Roy Williams 

huddles with 
Kennedy 

mastery of NC State in 84-70 

The North Carolina Tar Heels 

shoot just 40.6 percent but their 

fast start - combined with NC 

State’s inability to make a shot in 

the first ... 

UNO’s Leslie 

McDonald 

shoots as 

N.C. State’s 

Jordan 

UNC 84, NC State 701 02,0t,t4 

Tar Heels defeat Wolfpack 

UNC’s J.P 

...... Tokoto (13), 

left, and 

Kennedy 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Newsobse~ver.com 

/\’3OUT US I PRIVACY POI.~CY 

This e-mail was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass 

mailing. You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer 

andior our advertising partners. 

To select which newsletters you would like to receive click here. To opt out, click here If you have 

questions, please visit support.newsobserver.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerhardt, Deborah R <dgerhardt@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Myers Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Class Visits 

You are of course welcome to come an~ime and 2/25-26 would work om fine. Thanks for taking the time to do tNs I appreciate it! I look forwaJ:d to any 

suggeffdons you have for improving my teaching technique. 

Best, 
Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assislant Professor of Law 

UNC School of Law 

Vm~ ttecke-We ’ttach ttall 

100 Ridge Road, CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 962-7219 

._d_.g_e___r~ ~_r__d__t_(_aL~:_r_Lc_:_e___~_t_u_. 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February i, 2014 5:03 PM 

To: Deborah Gerhardt <._d_g_e___r__h__a___r__d___t___@____u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.> 

Subject: FW: Class Visits 

Hi Deborah .... 

Richard and I will be visiting your Trademark class. It looks like Richard and 1 can both make it on February 25 and 26. Do those days work for you? If not, we can 

move to March 4 and March 18, but those are ~ess deskable from our part since they are not consecutive classes. Let us know your #easure. 

Thar~ks, 

Lbsa 

Fmm~ Myers, Richard E 
Sent~ Saturday, Februa~ Of, 2014 4:S3 PN 
T~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subjeet~ Re: Class Visits 

I can do 25, 26, 4 and 18. 

Richard Myers 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 4:47 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Richard --I thought we could coordinate our calendars first before we approach Deborah about scheduling our visits. Deborah’s Trademark Class 

meets Tuesday, Wednesda% and Thursday from 8:45 --.9:40. 1 could attend the days listed below. Let me know what days you match up and we can get 

m touch w~th Deborah to see if at~y of those are better thae the others. 

Thursday, Feb. 20 

Tuesday, Feb. 25 

Wednesday, ~eb. 26 

Thursday, Feb. 27 

March 4, 5, (~ 

March 18, 19, 20 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 ~:51 PN 
To: Gerhardt, Deborah R 
~e: CoNey, John M; Brophy, Alfred L; Myers, Richard E; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Class Visits 

Hi Deborah- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our 

records, that includes you. John and AI will visit you Copyright class and Richard and I will visit your Trademark class. We will all work with you to find 

a good time to visit. We typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work 

out). I’ll leave it up to each visiting team and you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a 

copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures 

for submitting your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



<imageOOl.jpg> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerhardt, Deborah R <dgerhardt@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:12 AM 

CoNey, Jolm M <jmcoNey@email.anc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Brophy, Alfred L <abrophy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Class Visits 

Yes, of course. You are welcome to come on that day. I do two workshop days in copyright and trademark each semeste~ one on the type of subject matter that 

can be protected (and in cap,Tight they must calculate for how long) and then at the end of the semester, we worlcshop infringement and fair quefftions. The idea is to 

work through these problems (often those that appeared on last year’s exam) as a big group with my guidance, ruth the hope that they will find it easier to do it in 

smaller groups or on their own. I actually do bits of this kind of thing each day in class, but on workshop days, it is all we do so they get a better handle on how to use 

what they learned. The idea is to build their confidence that they can do the work IP la~ers do every day. You can tell me if it works! 

Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assislant Professor of Law 

UNC School of Law 

Van Hecke- Wettach Hall 

100 Ridge Road, CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 962-7219 

d~erhardt’~)unc~edu 

From: <Conley>, John M <jmconley@emaiMmc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:31 PM 

To: Deborah Gerhardt <dgerhardt@unc.edu>, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Brophy, Alfred L" <.a____b__r__o__p___h__y____@____e___m____a_!J_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Myers, Richard E" <._r___m__g__e_£_s____@_.____e___m____a_j_Lu___n__c_:___e__d___u_.> 

Subject: RE: Class Visits 

Thanks, Deborah. I see that you have a "workshop~’ scheduled for 2/11. That sounds innovative and generally cool. Would that be a good thing to observe, or not? 

Cheers, 

From; Gerhardt, Deborah R 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:17 PM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
C¢; CoNey, John M; Brophy, Alfred L; Myers, Richard E 
Subject: Re: Class Visits 
Sounds good! Attached are my syllabi so you all can choose days that look interesting. 

Thanks for taking the time, 

Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assistant Professor of Law 

UNC School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

100 Ridge Road, CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 962-7219 

dgerhardt@unc.edu 

From: <groome>, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:50 PM 

To: Deborah Gerhardt < _d_ g_ _e_ _r_ _h_ _ _a_ _ _r_ _d_ _L _@_ _ _ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > 

Cc: "CoNey, John M" <j__m___c___o___n__!_e__~__@_.___e__n__!_a__[!:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u__>, "Brophy, Alfred L" < _a_ _ _b_ £_ _o_ p_ _ _h_ 3_ @_ _e_ _ _m_ _ _ _a_ j_ L._ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _ : _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . > , "Myers, Richard E" <_r___m__~_e___r__s___@_.___e___n_!_a__!!:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, "Broome, Lissa L" 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Class Visits 

Hi Deborah- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. John and AI will visit you Copyright class and Richard and I will visit your Trademark class. We will all work with you to find a good time to visit. We 

typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’ll leave it up to each visiting 

team and you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are 

likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking Access 
my papers on SSRN at: -h---t-t-~--~/-/-~-s--s--r--n-~‘--c---~---m--~-a--u-~-t~-h-~9--r-:-~-2-~!~-8-Z-2-~-~- 



Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Retail Banking Conference <conference@sourcemediamail.com> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 9:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RetaJ, l Banking hmovations in the Spotlight in March in Orlmado 

Whether you are a small communibi bank or a national giant, customers are demanding the 

latest technologies~ Yet budgets are tight. Today, banks need to adapt a fluid approach to 

budgeting for new technology. 

At ~g~:!~!..~...’?)k,,.’~,,.’.,,4..:;:.":~}~,!~, hear from communibi banks and national giants alike on how to 

implement innovations by watching trends, listening to customer needs and being flexible with 

budgets, +:~e,~!~.,’_LN~W while our be~ c~nference rab~ are available, 

Bruce Van Saun, Chairman and CEO of RBS Citizens Financial Group, shares how Citizens is 

expanding its offerings to better meet its customers’ needs, support local economies and 

increase shareholder vak~e. 

Gordon A+ Baird, CEO of Independence Bancshares shares how his bank is making the transNon 

from oN worn legacy systems and customer se~ice models to the new world of customer- 

centdc, d~g~tal channel-prior~t~zed products and services. 

Stephen Beck, Managing Pa~ner w~th CG42 and A~ Smith, U.S. CMO w~th The Bank of Tokyo- 

Nitsub~shi UF3, Ltd share how one bank turned major customer frustrations ~nto an ~nnovat~ve 

customized banking program that raises the bar on ~nnovat~on across the indust~. 

Make sure this year you budget for Retail Banking 2014, as well as any innovations your 

customers might need. 

Sponsorship Opportunities 
For a customized package, please contact Adam Dadich at (212) 803-6089. 

~SourceMedia cancellation policies apply All special offers are ¢ai~d for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to 
current registererJ attendees Offers are not [ransferable and can+lot be combined with any o[her orfe~. Please call our 

Customer Service department at 800-803-3424 or 212-803..6093 if you have any questions. 

You sre currently subscribed to Confereoee - Retail Banking ss Ibroome@emaiMJnc edu 

%3 bnsubscribe from receiwng further promotional email from Conference ~ Retai~ Banking Ciiok Here. 

To update ~our promofionai pregerences [or other Sou[ceMedia lists, (:lick 

Customer Service: 8,:3c:,-8c:,3-3424, So’aree2~edia, One State Sb’eet Plaza, 27th Pioor, New York, NY 1,:3c:,o4 i 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Muller, Eric L <emuller@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao, 2, 2014 10:14 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: credit card problems... 

Never use those. So much for my Sherlock Holmes detective efforts... 

Eric L, Muller 

Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor 
University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB #3380 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-7067 

Director, Center for Faculty Excellence 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

316 Wilson Library, CB #3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9968 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 9:15 AM 

To: Muller, Eric L 
Subject: RE: credit card problems... 

The Exxon station at Glen Lennox and the station at the 1-40/54 intersection across from the Hardees, 

Lissa 

Froro: Muller, Eric L 
Senti Saturday, February 01, 2014 6:49 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: credit card problems... 

Where do you most commonly buy gas, Lissa? 

S~:m.from n~’ ,~[OT()ROL~ ,4TR LYr~ lid o~ A T& T 

Brocme, I,~ssaL <lbw)ome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eric --.We have had the same problem. AbouL every 3 months we’re getting a new card. The credit card guy mentioned the gas station issue to rne too. Let rne 

know if you gain any good insights or tips on how to keep this from not occurring. 

~.issa 

From: Muller, Eric L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:04 PM 
To: The law_faculty mailing list 
Subject: [law_faculty] credit card problems,,, 

Hi everyone, 

After years and years of never having any problems with the security of our main credit card, we have in the last two months had unauthorized charges on three 

separate occasions on the same account - each time with a different credit card number. (In other words, we had an unauthorized charge, cancelled and got a new 

card number, then had an unauthorized charge on the new number, then cancelled and got a new number again, and then had another unauthorized charge.) 

Has any of you ever encountered a situation of this kind? Could it relate to the F’oo=i scher, ie i ai-fi ,-ui~ohig? Someone recently told me that gas stations sometimes 

have devices illicitly placed on their pumps that siphon card information off to unauthorized users; has this happened to anyone? 

I’m trying to figure out whether just to ditch this account completely or whether there’s something we can do to avoid the risk of this recurring. Any 

thoughts!experiences would be appreciated. 

--Eric 

Eric L. Muller 

Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-7067 

-and- 

Director, Center for Faculty Excellence 

316 Wilson Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9968 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, Februal7 2, 2014 1:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Actor Philip Seymour Holtinm~ Found Dead 

Actor Philip Seymour Hoffla]an Found Dead 

Award-winning actor Philip Seymour Hoffman was found dead Sunday afternoon in his 

New York City apartment, a law-enforcement official said. 

The cause of death is under investigation. The official said Mr. Hoffman, 46 years old, was 

found dead at his apartment in the West Village neighborhood of Manhattan. 

Mr. Hoffman won the Academy Award for Best Actor for the 2005 film "Capote." 

See More Coverage ~ 

News/Marts WSJ 300:<250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 2:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Actor Philip Seymour Holtinm~ Found Dead 

Actor Philip Neymom~ Hoffman Found Dead 

Award-winning actor Philip Seymour Hoffman was found dead Sunday afternoon in his 

New York City apartment, a law-enforcement official said. 

The cause of death is under investigation. The official said Mr. Hoffman, 46 years old, was 

found dead at his apartment in the West Village neighborhood of Manhattan. 

Mr. Hoffman won the Academy Award for Best Actor for the 2005 film "Capote." 

A previous alert on Mr. Hoffman’s death included a broken link to the article. 

See More Coverage ~> 

NewsAler~s WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Jolm Okray via LinkedIn <member@linkedin.com~ 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 4:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salinas, O.J. <osalina@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 2, 2014 6:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Class visits 

Yes, Lissa. 

Those dates and times ~vork fine. I’ll email you all the syllabus and an)’ relevant readings as the dates get closer. In the meantime, let me kno~v if you have any questions 
-OJ 

Oscar J. Salinas, J.D., M.A (Counseling) 

Clinical Assistant Professor of La~v 

Universi~z of North Carolina School of Law 

4090 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

919-962-0279 

919-962-1277 @~x) 

osalinas@email.unc.edu 

http://meetm e so/oisalinas 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 4:21 PM 
To: Salinas, O.J. 
Cc: Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
Subject: Class visits 

Thanks for the email. Elizabeth and I have compared schedules and it looks like February 19 at 8:45 and February 28 at 10:25 are the best ]2~r us. I)o those dates work for you? 

If so, when we get closer you can send us the Syllabus and likely reading [’or those classes 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Sent from ray iPad 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmaJ.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 2, 2014 6:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Get Ready tbr the Big Game 

View this email with images here. 

ii.~ It’s Gametime 

::~ Play along with ESPN Super Bingo and win big! PLAY BINGO NOW 

Play along with ESPN Super Bingo and win big! PLAY BINGO NOW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, FebruaO, 2, 2014 10:42 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

ClipsMonday Update 2-3-14 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShipSouth. Hope you are well. 

This Monday Update has been compiled on Sunday night while Nuirming through the ~?rry 

tbotball game that was called the Superbowl. What a colossal di~ppointment. 

This week!s conteut was dominated by everyone’s opinion about uuioniziug college football 
players, as well as possible paymeut (m er aud above tuitiou and room, boaM), as well as 

whether players (or student-athletes) should be considered employees, etc. etc. 

Other items we sifted fl~ough.... Notre Dame’s veO, impressive plm~s build three academic 
buildings attached to their football stadium.... FBiMBK coach pay, vis-a-vis Fo~raula One 
drivers..., the fi~t $1 million coordinator in The BIG.... a Clips Eyewitness Report about the 
Editor’s long weekend in South Florida.... non-p~ofit President’s pay-..., the last legs of fax 
machines (for NLI usage)..., an update on the NCAA’s Dan Gavitt.... Sun Belt distributions .... 
the physique of Mark Jeunings.... O’Ba~mon, Swinney, Blackistone, Motley Fool and Under 
Armour.... clink, Andy Huggins, CMG, Title IX, "this year’s lbotball coach carousel, etc. et.al. 
intinitum m~d so on ..... 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wv~v.twitter.com/~ColleqeAt hCli~s 

Reme~nber, you must be logged in wifli your username and password to view the 

articles (below) on fl~e website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white 

stweeu, 



About our website: Colle~leAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
wwvv.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from tttis mailing list oi change the email format please use tire links below: 

Change yore- subsmipdon 
Uitsnbsmibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscfibe 



TODAY’S EVENTS 

bt.’:p :iit,co/UZP LeF ~’y U U 

ONGOING SIGNUPS 

OPPORTUNITIES 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Navy JAG ln1:orrnatio~; Session 
(2/4/20i4) 

Overseas (2/4/2 

Pro Bo~o 

Student 

Craven Competition 

NL{:] Leg~q Observer 

1L lown Hai~ ~2/10/2014.] 
1L. Town HaN ~2/17/2014) 
IL ro~w~ HaN (3/3/~014.} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 3:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Law & Finance eJournal, Vol. 6 No. 7, 02/03/2014 

Table of Contents 

Transitive Counterparty Risk and Financial Contracts 

Manuel A, Utset, Florida State University College of Law 

Law and Finance in the Chinese Shadow Banking System 

Dan Awrey, University of Oxford - Faculty of Law 

Price Band, Offer Price Adjustment and Initial Listing Returns: Evidence from the Indian IPO Market 

Chandrasekhar Krishnamurti, University of Southern Queensland 

Don-~enico Pensiero, University of Southern Queensland 

~ A nalyzing ’Shareholder Protection and Stockmarket Development: An Empirical Test of the Legal Origins Hypothesis’ by Armour, Deakin, 

Sarkar, Siems and Singh 

Chenoy Ceil, Calcutta High Court, Delhi University Enclave - Campus Law Center 

CORPORATE LAW: LAW 8= FINANCE eJOURNAL 

~’~AN~EL Ao OTSlI~T, Florida State University College of Law 

Email: mutset@law.fsu,edu 

This article develops a new theory of interconnected financial contracts. It focuses on a common type of interconnected contracting scenario, in 
which party A enters into a contract with B, and B enters into a separate contract with C. While A and C are not in privity of contract, their common 
relationship with B exposes them to "transitive counterparty risk." Party B, in short, is a conduit which transmits risk. If C enters into a contract with 
D, both A and B are exposed to potential transitive risk, and so on. There are at least four reasons why it is important to develop a better 
understanding of transitive risk contract relationships. First, the most basic type of transaction involving financial institutions - in which the 
institution acts as a financial intermediary - creates a transitive risk relationship. For example, the relationships among bank depositors, between 
depositors and bank borrowers, and between depositors, borrowers, and the FDIC all involve transitive risk contracts, in which the bank acts as a 
conduit. Second, transactions in financial markets often involve transitive risk contracts: derivative transactions, repos, and the securitization 
process all involve transitive risk relationships. Third, even a relatively simple financial contract can nonetheless have a high degree of complexity, if 
it is part of a larger chain of transitive risk contracts. Fourth, parties must account for transitive counterparty risk in order to price financial 
contracts, and regulators charged with implementing the Dodd-Frank Act must account for counterparty risk in order to determine whether or not 
financial institutions are too interconnected or the proliferation of a particular type of contract threatens the financial stability of the United States. 

] 
::N Free Download / 

iiiiiii"Law and Finance in the Chinese Shadow BankingSystem"          : l 

1)AN AWR~Y, University of Oxford - Faculty of Law 

Emaih daniel,awrey@law.ox.ac.uk 

Twenty-five years after economists Rafael La Porta, Florencio Lopez-de-Silanes, Andrei Shleifer and Robert Vishny published their groundbreaking 
and controversial research examining the relationship between investor protection laws and stock market development, our understanding of the 
relationship between law and finance is still in its theoretical infancy. Today, few would argue that strong laws do not help generate credible 
commitments, thereby promoting financial development. Ultimately, however, this observation is little more than a useful starting point for exploring 
the complex, dynamic, and structurally interdependent relationship between law and finance within modern financial markets. 

So where might we turn for further insights into this important relationship? One potentially useful framework is the ’Legal Theory of Finance’ (LTF). 

At the heart of LTF are four interwoven propositions. These propositions emphasize the legal construction of financial markets, their essential 

hybridity and inherent hierarchy, and the role of the law as not only a mechanism for generating credible commitments, but also a potential source 

of financial instability. LTF thus both compliments and expands upon conventional frameworks for understanding the relationship between law and 

finance. 



This paper uses LTF to explore the emergence, growth, and risks residing within a little known but increasingly important segment of the Chinese 
shadow banking system: the SUSD2 trillion dollar market for wealth management products (WMPs). WMPs possess a number of distinctive legal 
and economic features. First, despite being marketed by banks and other intermediaries as substitutes for conventional deposits, the liabilities 

generated by the majority of these products do not reside on bank balance sheets. Second, while WMPs typically lock-in investors’ capital for 

relatively short periods of time, this capital is often invested into less liquid, longer-term assets. The resulting maturity and liquidity mismatches 

thus recreate the fragile capital structure of banks. Third, WMPs have emerged largely in response to China’s interventionist approach toward both 
banking regulation and broader macroeconomic policy. 

As we shall see, LTF holds out a number of important insights into the emergence of WMPs, their legal structure, their dramatic growth in the wake 

of the financial crisis, and the risks they pose to financial stability. More broadly, examining WMPs through the lens of LTF highlights the fact that - 
far from simply representing the ’rules of the game’- the law is also often the board, the game pieces, and the dice. 

] 
i~ Free Download / 

J 

Extant research on developed markets shows that investor sentiment plays a prominent role in IPO markets. There is sparse work in the context of 
emerging markets. We fill this lacuna by studying the Indian IPO market. We examine the determinants of offer price band and its influence on offer 

price adjustment and subsequent listing performance. Offer price band is a crucial component of the book building process and has not been 

studied in the context of emerging markets. Our work fills this void. We hypothesise that retail demand which is a proxy for investor sentiment will 

positively influence offer price band. We also posit that the profitability of a firm will be inversely related to offer price band. Our empirical tests 
support these hypotheses. We also find that offer price adjustment is positively related to offer price band. 

[~i Free Download ] 

~NII~I~O~ ~]E]~L, Calcutta High Court, Delhi University Enclave - Campus Law Center 

Email: shenoylee@gmaiI,com 

Critical analysis of the journal article "Shareholder protection and stockmarket development: an empirical test of the legal origins hypothesis", 
written by Armour, Deakin, Sarkar, Siems and Singh. This article contributes to the literature that "legal origins" have a significant effect on 
shareholder protection rules development. The seminal research work of La Porta et al. in [998 that focussed on this subject and claimed that 
common law systems has better shareholder protection rules compared to their counterpart civilian law systems has been hugely debated in the 
scholarly circles for long. However, there was not any conclusive research work conducted to question the claim of La Porta et al. or to substantiate 
the same. This article contributes richly to the literature by stating that common law systems does hold a strong position in terms of development 
of shareholder protection laws compared to civil law systems for the time period $995-2005. This work focuses on 20 different countries from civil 
law systems, common law systems, developing, developed and under-developed countries to draw comparison of the development of law in these 
countries and the different considerations that regulated the development of law. The authors also conclude that shareholder protection does not 
really help in stock market development because within the given period under review there was no connection between the extent of legal 
protection of shareholders and the financial development of countries. 

About this e Journal 

This eJournal distributes working and accepted paper abstracts focused on finance law and related fields of scholarship. 

Submissions 

To submit your research to SSRN, sign in to the S$RI~ User Headquarters, click the My Papers link on left menu and then the Start New Submission 
button at top of page. 
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FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Muller <communications hiil.org@ma]173.wdc01 .mcdlv.net> 

Monday, Februm7 3, 2014 6:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Im~ovation and court procedures 

In iate December, HiiL heid its 2013 Innovatilscj Justice Forum in the Hague, dedicated 

to innovation trends in courts, 

We. asked partidpants how {hey wouid in’.,prove procedures - ~ ~’ ~*~ ’ " ~ ~..y ~ Id ds The res~ll 

was the tinal version of the report you can fi~sd attached: Triabgue - Rebas~ng the 

va~ue of cou~ts 

In it, you can see how courts across the world impi°ove their pi°ocedures. Oou~s are 

1housing o¢., tI’.,e needs ol users, and feeiing lhat access Io juslice is a major chailenge 

Your irv’.,ova[ions and lhe ones you see happening around you, may be part of 

sol@on. 

In our Justice hsnovation Lab; we see online procedures take off, Adjudication a~sd 

mediation ferns exciting new isybrids, using both standardised oniine processes, and 

human expeltise tailored to the needs of pa~iculal° clients, We are ve~s, much open to 

~,arta..rsh~p. taa~ he~p you to bdng your best renovations t,. U~e nex{ ~evel. ::::::?/://::::::::::: 

~:;:::::£:.~A:~:iLf~:~::.~?.~: and C:::::::,i ,:a::~ ::::::::::::::s::a:: are happy to explore {h:s wit[~ you 

VVe also argue for change. Data and new strategies support the concept that citize:ss 

benefit if coups take their future ils their own hands. Judges and their ciients know best 

what works- if they are open to innovation and cooperation. Cou:’ts are aiso in the best 

posRion to develop smart models for fi¢.,a~cin9 these procedures. So ti~ey should 



Piease feel free to sha~e the report with anyone innovstiomminded in your network who 

can make a difference, 

We at HiiL Innovating Juskice iook fop,,vsrd to working with you and wikh khem on couR 

~nnovakion during 2014. 

My re@’ best, S 

~;~ili~g address is: 

B.s>: 93033 
Hague, Zuid Holland 2509 



Carolina University of Noah Carolina Hospitals 
........ R~igh-D.rh~, No., C~ro~i.~ Ar~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Riddle Emb~-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Aeronauti~l ...... .. -- .......... .~r.o.~ ~on, ~,or,~.re~ 

j ~s?~ j 
Savannah College of A. and Design 

~ 
Savannah, Georgia Area 

State Louisiana State University V~ew~ob ~ 
Un~e~iV Baton Rouge, Louisiana Area 

............................................................................................................................................. ....... Cal~ornia .... ~" . "~ Umvers~ of Cahforma 
Santa Barbara, California Area 

~ $Logix Assoc~te De~n of Academic 
....... Healthcare ¯ 

.............................................................................................................................................. Lo~lx Healthcare Search Pa~nem vL,t,~ ~cu .............................................................................................................................................. 
...... ~narleston, west virginia Area 

P .... ylvania Unive~ity of Pennsylvania 
Greater Philadelphia Area 

......... Life Chiropractic College West ............................................................................................................................................. 

S~n F~noi~oo ~ 

Un~e~i~ St. Cloud State Unive~ity ]o5 ~ : 
St. Cloud, Minnesota Area 

....... 

" Un~eBi~ Manchester UniveBity 
Fo~ Wayne, Indiana Area 



H~ L~ssa Larnk~n, stand out from the crowd 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, FebruaU 3, 2014 7:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Construction starts on flint new building in downtown Durham in 26 years 

If you are havin,0 trouble viewing{ this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 3, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

A~iiiii~iiii~i~ Construction starts on first new buildinq in downtown 
Durham in 213 years 

The developers of the pianned ChMFc~+M~in coodomi~i~m Buitdio~ in downtown 

Durhsm have officially broken ground and stared construction, sccording to 

message sent out by owner-developer-~rchitect 

Raleigh’s Hibernian Pub gears up for reopening 

S~id~ The Hibernian Pub, a fixture in the vibrant Glenwood South area of Raleigh, 

reopening in a m~er of days, 

N,C, has the 4th deadliest waters in the U,S. for s~mmers 
~ M~ft ~ 

North Carolina coastai waters had the fouRh-highest number of drownings in 2013 

~11 ................. according te a recerfi report by the National Weather Service 

McCrory: N.C. should ~ncrease ~ay for STEM teachers 
Gov Pat McCrery says Ne{th Carolina should pay i~s [echnology~ ma~h and sck~noe 

teachers more than seme e~her ed~,&ors. 

Read ~ornin~ Edition >> 

Read Momin.0 Edition >> 

Seattle Seahawks win biq atSuper Bowl 

Realtors watch Conqress for chanqes to flood insurance 
rates 

Durham company to ship N,C. artisan products nationwide 

Triangle United Way hires Parker as new SVP 

Former Wake Co. Manager Cooke,joining Mulkey 
engineering firm 

TBJ’s 2014 Real Estate Awards ce~ebration (Photos} 



Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 7:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Februa~ 3, 2014 

Hello, 

The Clinton Steamroller 

HillaW Clinton has said she [~sr~’t made ~p [~:r mi ~@ ~b(~@: nm ~i r~ :~i~r 

UoS. pr~:~dd~.-~ ir~ 2olI6, but the campaign apparatus that has emerged to 

support her potential bid has already started generating fear among 

members of her own party. A Clinton juggernaut, Democrats worry, will 

flatten out donations for midterm election eontenders, squash competition 

for the party nomination and deprive Demoerats of debates on divisive 

issues, sueh as government surveillanee, trade paets and how to prevent 

Iran from developing a nuclear weapon. We find that offieials at the pro- 

Clinton political-action eommittee Priorities U.S.A., who are aware of these 

eoneerns, are thinking about tailoring their donation requests so that 

donors ~vite the biggest cheeks after the midterm eleetions. But ~.~411 the 

am’a of inevitably surrounding her potential bid result in a ease of"Clinton 

fatigue"’? 

All That Glitters Isn’t Gold 

With the Winter O13anpics just a few days away, we explore the Russian 

money games that preceded them. At first seemingly a route to riehes and 

political capital, OIympk,’ con~ract-~ in S(~c}~ [~aR: =~.~n~ed ~.,.~. to be 

~ig.[.~tmare~.~ f,.~r the R~.~sian~ ~}K~ ~;~d,.’d ~t}~em. O~ story reports on how 

the runaway eosts of the Soehi Ol~pies ~ the most expensive Games in 

history~ have returned to haunt some of the eountry’s wealthy who had 

hoped the event would eatapult them higher among the ~emlin- 

eonneeted elite. We home in on the dramatie example of a ski jump that 

was eompleted late and ran over budget. R~sian President ~adimir Putin 

elimbed to its top and conducted a tele~fised inq~sition, asking an offieial 

in charge of the Old, pies who should be blamed for sk3~oeketing costs 

and delays. ~ angry Mr. Putin on Russian ~" said, "So 1.2 billion [rubles] 

tin’ned into eight billion. Well done. Good work." The man who was 

blamed told a news agency that he suffered from unexplained mereury 



poisoning before leaving for the U.K., where he’s now lying low. 

The Go-Between 

How times change. In the years leading up to Libya’s 2Oll revolution, the 

U.S. government encouraged Western firms to pursue investment money 

from the North African nation, which was benefiting from oil sales and had 

just opened to foreign investment. But now prosecutors are trying to 

determine whether a number of b~.mk,,~, prh=ate.-equit3~ firm~ and hedge 

ceg~ me~:] ~hmug}~ m~ddIemer~ []in return for business. We find that the U.S. 

Department of Justice has joined a ~dening investigation into whether 

these firms broke antibribery laws. "There was a layer that e~sted in Libya 

of people that in effect controlled access," said the former CEO of a real- 

estate investment trust that previously considered deals in Libya. 

Sleepless in Seattle 

Seahawks fans had plenty of reason to celebrate through the night. Their 

team buried ~}~e De~B’er Br,~>nc’o~,~ 434~ in Sunday’s Super BoM XLVIII. For 

a play-by-play recap of the shocking blowout that left one of this 

generation’s best quarterbacks completely helpless, cheek out our ~ivv 

wi~h ana~y~ds on each sack, interception and ~oachdown as it happened. 

We also report on the tight rules that s~pprvssd ~ai~ga~ing ~x~side [v?e~Lifv 

S~adim:~:~, as well as the posb-euent ce~ebratio~:~s <£ Sea~:t)e Scahawks 

for whom the cross-country pilgrimage paid off. Meanwhile, we take a look 

how Bob Dylan, a P~-q)P3’ bo~:~ding wit}~ C~3’desdale horses and 

personalitivs helped bra~:~ds sc~re Mth advertising and marketing 

executives surveyed by the Journal. ~d fbr a e<’Be<’ of Sunda)/s 

c~teh ~ gBmpse ~f Frozen Rv)ger~ our lif~-size ice seulpt~e of NFL 

Commissioner Roger Goodell~who melted Nster than the Broncos before 

the game even began. 



NARKET$ 

weeks amid increasing pressure from eredit-rating firms and investors for 

the U.S. territory to shore up its finances, according to people familiar with 

the plans. 

What do you think was Mr. Hoffman’s greatest performance and why? 

Send your response to l.opoint(~:,~,~<-ii.com and follow :>(~<r~ rdTBak<~r on 

Twitter. 

13 Compiled by Khade@ Safdar 

READER RESPONSE 

In response to my question about financial services tDr inmates, Sid Vogel 

of Alabama wrote: "Anything positive that might help them to function in 

America must be tried. They might have something to lose, and we have 

nothing to lose from the experiment." But Roland Martin of California was 

skeptical, writing: "It is my unaudited belief that there are more inmates 

entering prison with a ’banking relationship’ (bank robbery, cheek kiting, 

forgery and fraud) than departing. I can understand their interest in 

polishing their ’credentials’ while serving time." 



This daily briejqng is named "The lo-Point" aj~ter the nickname eonj~erred 

by the editors oj~The Wall Street Journal on the lead column o~fthe 

legendary "What’s ]XTe~,~s" digest oj~top stories. Technically, "~o-point" 

rej~erred to the size oj~ the typej~aee. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~,~’,~s~:Lbr~:*~m,~ ~,~:~mc,~. For~rther 

assistance, please contact O~stomer Service ~ ’ ~ " " ~ 

Copyright 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, b~e. All Rights Reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Monday, Februao’ 3, 2014 8:09 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - How to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

Also approved in CO, ID, MS, MT, NM, 
VA, VT, WI, CT and WY 
Pending approval in CA, DC, LA, NY, FL, 
AK, IL, WA, OR, MN, WA, WV and PA. 
More Coming Soon! 

$285 00 

Yot~r recmpt wil~ be you~ ieg~strat~o~ ~:onfirmatio~ 

Friday March 7th, 20~4 
This workshop sots out quickty 

Locatien: 

Con[erence Center 

$ta~e Bar of Geor~a 

104 Marietta St., NW, S~ite 100 

3rd Floor, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30~03 

Fer direct~o~s contact: 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-In Beans at 8:30 

Workshop starts premptly ~t 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours ,M[t be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

ALLend th~s workshop and receive your free 8fft- the entire 

program on demand ~or 1 fuji yeaH 

C~n’~ ~t~en#~ No proNem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Di$tount Group Ra tes Av~ 

ContacL Susan at: susan~si[entmessa~es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimoniak 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 



analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Monday, FebrumT 3, 2014 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&]> 

West LegalEdcenter Webcast: JOBS Act Update: Regulation D and Rule 144A Offerings in 2014 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

West LegalEdcenter Webcast: JOBS Act Update: 
Regulation D and Rule 144A Offerings in 2014 

Wednesday, 

February 5, 2014 

1:00 p,m-2:00 pro, 

Continuing Education Credits: 
West LegatEdcenter wilt offer CLE 

credit 

Follow us on Twitter 
~,Thinkin~qcapmkts 

For more information: 
Afexa gowers 

~raofo,co~ 

The SEC’s rules to end the ban on general solicitation in certain 

private offerings came into effect on September 23. This 

presentation will provide an overview of the changes to Regulation 

D and Rule 144A offerings. 

Topics of discussion will include: 

Conducting Regulation D and Rule 144A offerings going 

forwa rd ¯ 

¯ Related changes to Form D 

= Bad actor disqualifications 

= Practical pointers for issuers that intend to use general 

solicitation 

= An update on the other titles of the JOBS Act 

Speakers: 

¯ Marty Dunn 

¯ David Lynn 

CPD Credit: Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP (Authorisation Number 3538/MOFO) certifies that this activity has been approved for 

CPD credit by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. 

New York CLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP has been certified by the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board as 

an Accredited Provider of continuing legal education in the State of New York. This continuing legal education program has 

been approved in accordance with the requirements of the Continuing Legal Education Board 

California MCLE Credit: Morrison & Foerster LLP (Provider #2183) certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit 

by the State of California. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 9:23 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dodd- Frank Progress Report 

Davis Polk 

Dodd-Frank Progress Report 
~::ebr~.ls~y 3, 2013 

in this Report: 

In the past month, no rulemaking requirement deadlines passed or were met with finalized rules, and 
no new rules were proposed that would meet rulemaking requirements. 

As of February 3, 2014, a total of 280 Dodd-Frank rulemaking requirement deadlines have passed. 
Of these 280 passed deadlines, 132 (47.1%) have been missed and 148 (52.9%) have been met 
with finalized rules. 

addition, 201 (50.5%) of the 398 total required rulemakings have been finalized, while 110 (27.6%) 
rulemaking requirements have not yet been proposed. 

If you have any questions regarding this publication, please contact 

dodd,lra I’,k y.,rog~ <~ss ieport@dav ispoik,com, 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies Refer to the firm’s p:iv~:, ~. bciic~ located at dsvispoii corn 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding dp!;~mw:ib?~)d,-:vi~ polk :-.:-~:-,’ to your 

address book 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 9:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 

CbLA2~EL HILL _AkREA: 

- I.’OUND PROPERTY - Boulder Hill es~tes offSmith Level road - while checking the area neighborhoods deputies located a two colored kayak approximately 

25-30 feet in the woods. They checked with several close by residences but no one is missing one. Also check with several other agencies but no one has reported one 

missing yet. The kayak was placed at the sheritF s once. If you or ,someone you know is missing one please call the Orange County SherN~ s Office at 919-245-2900 

to ideutiIk. 

HII.LSBOROUGH AREA: 

****Larceny []om motor ~, ehicle repo(red 01/31/14, 3:50 pm~ 6708 Old NC 86 

The victim advised she had parked her vehicle on the side of the road to go hiking, when she returned back to her vehicle she discovered that the passenger window 

had been busled out and items taken from her vehicle, she was away froln her vehicle for only an hour. Items missing was a snake skin walIest a leather Backpack and 

a credit card. The bank was notified and the cards were cancelled but it showed a charge at Calvander Food Mart at 3:05 pm and two charges at the Kangaroo at 

approximately 3:30 PM Carrboro. The calneras were viewed at Calvander a~ld it was discovered that a newer model white or cream colored Nissan Attima or 

Mazdma with chrome rilns came froln the direction of the b&e a~d pulls to a gas pump at 3:08 pm on Janumy 31, 2014. a black male exited the driver seat and 
attempted to use a card at the gas pump but appeared to have been unsuccessful. The driver got back in the car and headed towards Carrboro. Value $435.00 

Reported B/E and Larceny Offenses for the month of January 2014 

Year -To- 
JAN UARY Pe rce nt     Date           Pe rce nt 

2013 2014 +/- Changed 2013 2014 +/- Changed 
m I I I I 

~10 +97 
AS YOU CAN SEE THIS IS NOT THE WAY WlE HOPED TO START 2014. WE DID MAKE A COUPLE OF ARREST IN JANUARY THAT WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR MANY 
OF THE 25 BREAK IN’S, SO WE HOPE TO TURN THESE NUMBERS AROUND IN FEBUARY, PLEASE CONTINUE TO BE ON THE LOOKOUT AND REPORT ANYTHIN 
THAT LOOKS oUSPICIOUo TO 9~11 .THE CALLS THAT V~E RECIEVE FROM OUR CITIZENS DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9t 1. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 9:27 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Janet L. Yellen sworn in as chair of the Board of Governors of the Federal Re,rye System 

Janet L. Yellen sworn in as chair of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

http://www.federalreserve.gov /new~vent~press/other/20140203a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive151.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kym Orr (via Doodle) <mailer~doodle.com’- 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 9:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Schoa] rships and Aw~Jrds Committee meling 

Hi there, 

Kym Ol’r (orl’@email.~.inc.eci~.i, invites yo~.i to pal’ticipate in the 

Doodle poll "Schoalrships and Awards Committee meting". 

What is Deodle? D.’lodia is; ¢,.~,b s.~!rvica [i;ai O!r 1:o find a Kym 

.sui~abie d~.~e [or meeii~X(l v,#iU~, a .(. ( ~ oF ~ ople Learn more about how 

Doodle works 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

KerO, Waldrep via LinkedIn <membe@linkedin.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 9:51 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa Lmnldn, let’s connect on LinkedIn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Journals <reply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 10:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are, havin,g trouble viewin,~t this emaiI, click here 

i ::~,~ IndustryWatch Newsletter 

St. Louis 
~ California investment bank 

San Francisco 

Minneapolis/St. Paul 

Charlotte 

Raleigh!Durham 

San Jose 

Sea~le 
~~r~ n~rl’ ~400 mi~bn into 

Jacksonville 
Centerg~ to bu~, Fh-st Southern 

St, Louis 

Nashville 

Washing~n, D,C, 
Uo5, Postal Service seeks sa~vatbn 

San Jose 

~ush mobile 

Greensboro~inston-Salem!High Point 

Atlan~ 

~ ~nancb~ ~h firm eVestment to add 100 

/ ~A 
content to paid | lock indicates available 

subscribers, 

Fealawed Jobs 

Devebpment 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC <ijones@impactmtgs.com~ 

Monday, FebruaD~ 3, 2014 10:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lead on A New Level: Get on a Corporate Boaxd. The Februa~.j 18 Leadership Conversation 

Hi, (issa. Yes, I will send an appointment for a conference call. 1 will send it to the dsree of you by tomorrow. 
]ngr[d ,Iorles 
Presiden~ 
lmpact Neefings and Events, LLC 
9Z9.544 4587 
w~’.im ac~eetin sandevents.com 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Saturday, Februa~ l, 2014 4:~0 PN 
Te~ Ingrid Jones, Impa@ Neetings and Even~, LLC 
Su~ject~ RE: Lead on A New Level: Get on a Corporate Board. The Februa~ 18 Leadership Conversation 
Thanks, #~grid. W~lt you be organizing a calf w~th the ~ panefists abou~ how the session wit~ run? 

Take care, 

F~m= Ingrid Jones, Impact Neetings and EvenN, LLC 
Sent~ Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 ~:25 PN 
To~ Broome, Lissa L 
8u~ject~ ~: Lead on A New Level: Get on a Corporate Board. The ~brua~ ~8 Leadership Conversation 

Hi, 

~ want to ma~e sure you received tMs announcement 

Business d~s~dbut~on I~sL Please let me know 

~n the next few days, I w~l send additional information about the group and the agenda for Lhe evening to you. 

I~ook forward to meeting you[ 
Ingr[d Jones 
Four!Job B[a.::k Women ~n Business 

President 
lmpact )deet[ngs and Events, LLC 
919 544.4587 
wv~.imR~£[~£~£Dg sa nd events.com 

~ ~MPACT LOGO 

From: Black Women In Business [mai!to:iiones=ImJ#actmtcls.com@mai177.atlSl.rsclsv,net] On Behalf Of Black Women In Business 
Sent; Wednesday, Januap/29, 20~4 :[:07 PM 
To: Ingrid 
Subject: Lead on A New Level: Get on a Corporate Board. The February :[8 Leadership Conversation 

Join our February Leadership Conversation! Register Today! 

Reminden Watch 
for a new date for 
the Jan event that 
was postponed due 
to inclement 
weather 



Research has si~own that companies that i~ave gender 

and e[i~nic diversity on their boards pe!ferm be~ler, 

especiaily among African-American women. 

How can you get one of these prestigious 

positions? What can serving on a corporate 

board do for you? 

¯ Many are paid positions. 

¯ Your professional prefiie is raiseci to a very 

prestigious ievei. 

You expand your neW~ork and t~e utilization of your 

leadership sldlis beyond your employer or 

You impact the direction of a company and its 

leadership. 

What can you do to position yourseif to be placed on 

corpora[e board? Wha[’s ~t reaffy like [e serve on a 

board? L_et’s talk about it. Reg:s~e~ 

Black Women In Business presents this information-rich 

session to give you first-hand information from resources 

such as the Direct.or Oi~/e~sity Initi~:~tive at. UNC 

SChOOl Of ~":W. Pius~ you’ll hear insights from women 

who have held some of these coveted board seats Join 

.Session Leaders: 

interested in 

promoting your 

organization to this 

dynamic corn, m uni#f 

ha:e to get 

information about 

sponsorship 

oppor[unJtJes. 

Business is ,"or 

organizational 

leaders and 

about bein9 9ood 

about professional 

grow[h, believe in 

celebrating success 

and are energized 

by connecting with 

iike-minded women. 

Our mission is to 

Connect, Enrich and 

Celebrate BiacK 

ww,,,. BWIS- 

Liesa Lain kin Broom e is [he Wells Faigo Term Piofessoi of 

Banking Law, directs the C.enter for Banking and Finance, and 

heads ~he Directoi Diversity initiative (DD0 at UNC School of Law 

She serves as the University’s Facultz Athletics Rep~esen~tive to 

the ACC and the NCAA. The ~DI aims to k]crease the gender, 

racial, and ethl:’ic diversity of the boards of public companies 

through an annuai training program, a database of potential 

diverse directors, and periodic surveys of board diveisity a[ the 

fifty largest NC companies Broome teaches Banking Law, 

Conbacts, and Secured Transactions She is the co-author of 

Regulabbn of Sank Financial Service ActMtiea (Jerry W. 

Markham). She i~oids a B S. from the University of illinois and a 

J.D. from Harvard Law School 

h’n,a fie removed 

sender 

Genevia Gee Fulbright, CPA, CGMA, board director: business 

strategist and published author is the President & Chief Operating 

Officer of Fulbright & Fulbright, CPA, PA and President & Chief 

Maike~irlg CCficer of Fuibiigh~ Knowledge Alliances, Inc. Fuibiigh~ 



also holds the NACD Governance Fellow designation. Fulbright’s 

service as a boaid director began at age 19 for a non profit 

organization and at age 31 for a publicly traded compar,,y. Board 

experience includes AICPA FeundaLion, M&F Bancorp (MFBP), 

National Association of Corporate Directors-Research Triangle 

Chapter, NCM Capital Mid-Cap Growth Fund (NCMMX), Raleigh 

Diocese Finance Council Small Business & Technology 

Development Center Centrai Carolina, YMCA Lakewood, and other 

organizations. 

~i Image removed bysender 

Joan Nelson currentiy 

sen,~es as Chaiiman, Coastal Federal Ciedit Union Beard of 

Ditectors. She has over 30 years of experience working for IBM 

She became an executive in 2006~ arid has managed seve[al 

Customer Fulfillment teams it,’ the US, Canada and Latin America. 

A few years later, she assurned ttie role of Director, Integra[ed 

Supply Chain Acquisitions and Divestitures, and most recently 

was announced as the Director, Sales TransacLion SuppoA 

Hardware Transformatior,’. ,Joan is a strong advocate of IBM’s 

diversity initiatives, currently senAng as the executive sponsor of 

the Black Business Resource Group and paAicipatir,,g on the 

steering committee for ti~e Global Women of the iSC (GWISC). She 

also i~as a strong passion for i~er comrnunit’y arid has previously 

sensed on the Durham County Workforce Development Committee, 

on ttie board of Big Brothers and Big Sisters of the Triangle~ arid 

on the board of the Caroiinas Minority Supplier Development 

Council She i~as a Bachelor of Science degree in Industriai 

Management from Georgia Institute of Techr,,ology, in Atlanta, 

Georgia, and a Jults Doctorate from NoAh Carolina Central 

University School of Law, in Durham. NoAh Carolina 

Add us to your address book 

i.~.i Image removed by 

sender. Email 

Marketing Powered 

unsubscribe from this list i update subscr[£~[on preferences 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Eligibili~ Center <ecinfo@ncaa.org> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 10:34 AIVI 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

NCAA Eligibility Center Newsletter 

1-o view :~n onlh’~e version of this ernail, click 

l’o ensure ,’d-!et Lhese emails go Lo your inbo:% 

The amaturism certification staff has provided updates 
this month regarding: 

Multiple-tiered education systems; 
Official school-stamped documents; 
IRL cycles; and 



4. Decisions for both Divisions I and 

On January 22, 2014, the first issue of the Home School 
Newsletter was sent to prospective student-athletes who 
are currently registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center. 
This newsletter includes links to all the information a 
home school student-athlete needs to help him/her 
through the NCAA initial-eligibility process. One of those 
links is to the Home School Checklist, which is the first 
step in the process. This checklist provides everything a 
prospective student-athlete needs to have for the 
evaluation process. In addition, the newsletter provides 
links to the Core-Course Worksheet and the Frequently 
Asked Questions documents on 
www.eli,qibilitycenter.org. 
Issues of the Home School Newsletter will be archived 
on the Resources page of the High School portal; 
however, if you would like to subscribe to the Home 
School Newsletter, please email ec~- 
homeschool@ncaa.org, and you will be added as a 
subscriber. 

The NCAA Customer Service Center has provided 
reminders this month regarding: 

1. Duplicative Courses; 
2. Credit by Exam; 
3. Maximum Credit Courses; and 
4. Amateurism Certification Requests. 

Read More 

As part of the NCAA Eligibility Center’s continuing 
outreach and education efforts, more than 5,000 high 
schools have been contacted by phone to inform school 
administrators about NCAA Division I Initial-Eligibility 
Standards, which are scheduled to go into effect in 
2016. The NCAA Eligibility Center has received positive 
feedback about this project and plans to continue this 
effort. This project has also allowed the NCAA Eligibility 
Center to remind school administrators of the 
importance of maintaining their List of NCAA Courses 
and improve awareness regarding available resources. 

Need to add or delete a sport from your IRL activation 
list? Adding or deleting a sport on the Member Institution 
Portal is easy. Simply select the IRL tab. Your 
institution L~s currently selected sports will appear on the 
left side of the screen. To deactivate one or more of the 
sports, click the [] De-Activate [] link for the sport. 
Deactivated sports are listed to the right and may be 
activated by clicking the []Add Sport[] link for the sport. 
You can access a tutorial on this process by clicking 
here. 



Footer 

Click ~2~£! t.o fo[ward this maiiing with your personal message, 

Click here to be removed from this mailing [~st. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communica~ons@mlmerhaleuIxtate.com~ 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 11:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Wilmerttale 2013 in Review -- ATTORNEY ADVERTISING 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 

Dear Ciients and Friends, 

In 2014. we will ceieDrate tl-!e 10[i~ anr!iversary of tl~e feir!q:-~[ion of 

poat 12 montlss represent the cuImir~ation o[ a decade of grow~ls tlsot has 

borne out the promiae of thia hiatoric nqerger as our combined atrengNss 

Isove forged a firm grea~er thar~ the surfs ef its dist}r~guiahed po~ls. There 

r~o be~ter }~usl:ratien of ~Ise firm we are today ~Isan ~e depth, scope and 

aign}f~canae of the rf~a[ters en[ruated to us in 2013 by our remarkable 

clients We are p~eased to abate sor~qe of our ~}gisligists 

Our ia!ges~ mat[era ef 2013 drew on the .%i,(~natur~.~ a[ren.(tl:hs of our world-class legal departments to 

address our alients: mos~ cemp~ex ond high-.~>refile legaI ahallenges We led JPMorgan=s response to 

law enR~rcement arid regulatory }nvestigat~ens aris}ng ~rem the so-aalled "L.or~den Whale" trading 

losses incurred })y JPMorgan’s Ot~ief Invesl:merlt O1Tic~ ir~ 2G12 W~ added te our Ior~g string of wins for 

Apple ~n its 91eba~ pal:en~ h~r~rlQemen~ battle with 8arr~sur~g, advancir~g Appian’s cose across R)t~r 

auto parts maker DENSC) ir~ a cartel ~n’vestigat~on described by t(~e I.]S E)epa~tment of Justice as the 

Vhrougl~,’)ut th,~! y,~!ar we attracted a not~bte groe£ of eenio~’ ~ter~ attorneys to t~e fhm, reir~lorcing tile 

depth arid .~;totu ri.~ of ~.~a,’:h ,’)1’ ,’)ur pror;l:ic,~!s, and establiel:~ed a De*~ver, Co~e~ado, office 1:o i.~nhanc:,~! our 

se!’~,i,’:i.~ ~o ,’:iii.~nts ir~ the w~.~lern Unit~.~d Stoli.~s. 

Each of our legol depa~lnnents mode cl-iticai contributions to our s~ccess in 20! 3: 

kiti.gatio~/Contreversy. O~i" ~itigators ~eape~t accolades, winning decisive victories, record-setting 

domages awords and favoroble settle~ents at all leve~s of the ~ust~ce syste~ and across diverse 

sdbiect nqstter and geographies Highlights ranged from a $2,15 #iH~o~ damages se~ement, be~e~’ed 

to be the }argent ever ~ a £ate~t ease, for Pf~ze~ a~d 7akeda, relating to at-r~sk US generic launches 

of Proton~x@, to our s~ccessful defense of Facebook ~n response to challenges by German dora 

protection authorities It was a stellar year for o~r trial teams We tried 1 Z cases, achieving wctories in 

12 and setthn9 t~,~o favorably dLH~n9 trial with three decisions pending O~r Appellate and S~preme 

Cod~Z Litigation Group secdred headHne-mal~ing US S~preme Cou~ victories ~n matters ranging from 

arguments in 14 different state and federal appellate cou~ts Our premier ~ntemational Arbitration 

Practice managed s po~o~o of more than 80 active arbitrations in ~nternat~ona~ venues, w~th claims 

totaling more than $85 billion, and obtained a series of s~gnif~cant wins, ~ncludin9 a majo~ v~cto~z for 

Swatch G~’o~ in which the Netherlands Arbitration Institute ordered iiffany & Co to pay our client 

$4495 mHHon for ~ndemninHqg ~ ~o~nt venture be~veen the b~,vo companies 

lawyera was vital 1:o our sucaess }n 2013. Our ~nl:ellec~ual Proper~y Deportment cemented our leading 

position omong general practice firms it! the enqerging area of pestgrant proceedings, w[~ich 

represent one of the most sigr!ificont changes to the LJS ;~aten[ system since 1952 We filed 29 

requests fer intor part(~z~ review wi~[~ ~[~e US Potent and Trademark Office for ciients such as Broadcom, 

EMC, Srt~ith 8~ Nephew. and VMware, as well as aix aovered buainess method pet[tions for PNC and 

ether financ[ai institut[ons. We centinued to work acrosa disciplines to support the firm’s iP ~[tigation. 

cer~orate, emerging company and financiol technology c~}ents w}th key IP adv}ce, ~r~c~lding pre-.Htigation 

ond r)aten~ analysis for major cIien~a engaged }r~ high-profile paperer Htiga~iorL Our patent prosecutior~ 

practice grew. oa we flied nearly 25% mere paten[ applications and obtained 33% more patents than 

2012 We atrer~gthened the ari~iaal nexus betweer~ our l:hr}vlr~g LJS and Euro~ean trademork practices, 

coiiabora[ing on corflplex arose-border nqatters, and prov}ded sophist}cated IP adv}ce to clients }r~ 

C~}na, Japan ond S}ngapere }n areas ranging frorfl rf~olecular biolegy 1:o geophyaics. 

Reg~atoQ,, an~J Governme#t Affairs, In 2013. we expanded our capaDiiities in the areas of e#ergy, 

lobbying a~d FDA regulation boosl:}ng our capacity to assist clients wi[l~ their most aophist}cated 

cHents in the United 8[a~es and Edre~)e respond [o civil and crhTlinal ar~t~trust pro})es ~n l:h~ au[omo[~’ve, 

the LJni[(~d States ond ~:{urop~ An incr~asing number (}f aiienl:s turned to us 19r represer)l:al:ior) ~r~ 



Sect~rities, O{~r se,’:udtie.s lawyers r,gpresenled clienls ir~ sensitive ~tiga[ior~ and s~gm~kxant go~’emment 

inquiries relat~n9 [o accodnting and disdosure ~ssues, M&A l~tigafion, securities class action 

and futures enforcement ma~ers Our work for JPMorgsn on the ’London Whale" matter spanned 

several fronts, as we advised our client in responding to the investigation by the L~8 Senate Permanent 

Subcommittee on Investigations; conducted an interns] ~nvestigation into the losses and assisted 

JP[,~orgsn with the issuance of its [,~anagement [ask Eorce rRepoit: and negotiated setlements with the 

US Securities and Exchange Commission; the Office of the Comptroiier of the Currency, the Federsi 

ReseR, e, and the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority Wh~le many of our successes ~n 2013 came from 

convincing the government to ciose investigations without action, we also litigated s number of matters 

and prevailed against the SEe in each case Our victories mciuded a co~rehe~s~ve defense 

obta~ed w~th ~o~o~se~ i~} favo~ 01 Stephe~} ~, Kovza~, the Chief F~nanc~a~ Officer of NiC ~nc, and the 

dismissal of a~l claims asserted by the SEe against a UBS PMe~o Rico executive We boosted our 

~a~ab~l~t~es a~ o~" f~teres a~d ~er~vatives e~perie~e to heip our clients meet the pressures of this 

period of unparalleled regMiatory change in the financial markets 

l"ra~saetio~aL We continued to maintain our focus on the technology, life sciences and financial 

services sectors, and strengthened our capabilities in disclosure a~d corporate f#~a~ce, ve~tere 

~agih~, a~d emerg~m9 ~ompa~y represe~tatio~ ~n each of these areas, all of our Transactions] 

practice groups~Bsnkruptcy and Financial Restructuring, Corporate Labor and Employment~ Real 

Estate, and Tax--played a s~gmficant role We added more than 300 emerging technology companies 

to our client list in 2013; and worked on more than 150 financ~ngs for companies on the cu~ing edge of 

developments ~n mobile technology, robotics~ cybersecudty; d~g~tal media~ software and clean 

technology, with leading tech inw~stors ~}ke Atlas Venture, Genera~ Catalyst Pad:ners. Khosla Ventures, 

New Enterprise Associates and Spark Capital O~r ~lfe sciences practice earaed a~olades as we 

IPOs in this induatry and handling acquisi[k~ns and technology tranafers with an aggregate vaiue oF 

appro>:}mate~y $7 billion. We provided soph}s[icab~d advice to financial }nstitutk)ns on the moat aorflplex 

transactions, finanaial reatructurings and related iitigation H}gM}ghts }naluded our resolu[ion o[ the 

Getty Pel:ro~eum bankruptcy, our success[u~ de[ense of maasive litigation coming out of the Idearc 

bankruptcy, and our representation of Di[e~t Edge in ~ merger with rival sto~ exchaage BATS 

lawyers secured a series o[ inlportant wins !eiated to marriage equality and eq~a~ beBefi~ fo~ gay 

parole; worked with the Southern Pove[iy Law Center 1:o secure syatem-wide reforms to the Mobile, 

Alabama. public sahool aystem: and bandied impo~lant ma[ters on issues ranging [rom civil righ[s to 

immigration, Califi)rnia’s ’three atrikea’= reform and disability benefits for disabled w~terans. At the 

growlh as Wiim,grlqale. We loci< ~orward lo building en wi~at w,9 hay,9 aci~ieved, al~,’t to reporling baak 

you or~ wha~ we l:rus~ will be a successful 2014. 

Susan W Murley Rebelt T. Novick 

Co-Managing Pa~lner Co-Managing Pa~Sner 

L                                                             J 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bortz, Conrad <cbo~lz@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 11:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ideas - Lead on A New Level: Get on a Corporate Boaxd. The February 18 Leadership Conversation 

Hello, 

It is on our program pages (o ~ top). 

f tetaily think we should tweet it! Here’s ti~e tweet: 

Lead On a New Levei: How To Get on a Corporate Board 

Then, ti~e registration url link 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Saturday, Februa~ 01, 2014 4:~ PM 
Te~ Bor~, Conrad 
Su~ject~ 3 - N: Lead on A New Level: Get on a Corporate Board, The Februa~ 18 Leadership Conversation 

(:i~n you Hnk to this on our programs pi~ge for 

Th~s m~ght ~so be something to put up on Facebook ~md Tweet about from our DDf 

RuR by me first what you propose to put up andiorTweeL 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

~: Ingdd Jones, Impact Meetings and Even~, LLC [mai~:~ones@impactmtgs.com] 
SeBt: Wednesday, ]anua~ 29, 201~ 1:25 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
~jeCt: ~: Lead on A New Level: Get on a Corporate Board, The ~brua~ 18 Leadership Conversation 

Hi~ L~ssa. 

~ want to make sure you received tMs announcement of the Neck Women ~n Business program 

Busk~ess d~sl:dbutk~n Hst. P~ease ~e~ me know ff there are others to whom you’d ~ke me to forward ~t. 

h~ the next few days, I w~H send ~ddil:h:m~l i~for[T~al:h:~]~ ~bou~: the group ~[xJ the age~da h:~r the eve]~n~ to you. 

~ook forward to meetb~g you~ 
Ingrid Jones 
r:eu~der, Btack Women a~ Business 
www,bwib no.corn 
President 
Impact P1eetings and Events, LLC 
919544.4587 
w~w.im~ sa nd events.corn 

::~:: IMRACT LOGO 

From: Black Women In Business [..m...aJL.t9Jj~.~.~.q.e-s.2~[3p...a..c..t.Lr.Ltg.s.=..c~E~@~!~ZZ~[~.L~E~g~.=B.¢~] On Behalf Of Black Women In Business 

Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 29, 2014 1:07 PM 
To: Ingrid 
Subject: Lead on A New Level: Get on a Corporate Board. The February 18 Leadership Conversation 

Join our February Leadership Conversation! Register Today! 

Reminder: Watch 
for a new date for 
the Jan. eveat that 
was postponed due 
to inclement 
weat,eer. 

] nterested in 

promoting your 



Research has shown that companies that have gender 

and ethnic diversity on their boards pe~orm better, 

however, there continues to be very low representation-- 

especially among African-American ’÷/omen. 

How can you get one of these prestigious 

positions? What can serving on a corporate 

board do for you? 

¯ Many are paid posil:k~ns 

¯ Your professionai profiie is raised to a very 

prestigious iewfi. 

Yeu expand yeur neiwork and the utilization of your 

leadership skilis beyond your employer or 

business 

You impact the direction of a company and its 

leadership. 

What can you do ~o position yeurseif io be placed en a 

corporate board? What’s it reai~v like to senie on a 

board? Let’s talk about it. [-~ef~s~er t(%y 

Bh~ck Wernen In Business presents this inferm, afion.-rich 

session to give you flrsbhand infermafion ~rem reseuroes 

such as the Objector D~ve~s~ty hs~t~at~ve at UNC 

S{.S~OO~ O[ [.~;W. Plus, you’ii hear insiqhts from women 

Session Leaders: 

~ Image ~emoved b~sender. 

organization to this 

dyr.,amic community 

of women? 

i~ere to get 

information about 

sponsorsMp 

oppoRunities. 

Black Women IF.’ 

Business is for 

organizational 

ieaders and 

entrepreneurs who 

are passbnate 

about being good 

leaders, serious 

about professionai 

growth, believe in 

celebrating success 

and are energized 

by connecting with 

like-minded women 

Our i~,ission is to 

Corlnect, Enrich arid 

Ceiebrate Black 

women leaders 

Lieea Lain kin Broom e is the Weils Fargo Term Professor of 

Banking Law, directs ~i~e Cerl~er for Banking and Finance, and 

heads the Director DiversilPy initiative (DDI) at UNC School of Law 

She sen, zes as the University’s Facui~ Athletics Representative to 

the ACC aF.,d the NCAA The DDI aims to increase the geF.’der, 

racial, and eti~nic diversity of the boards of pubiic companies 

through aF.’ annual training program, a database of potential 

diverse directors, and periodic sLu~eys of board diversity at the 

fifb/ larges~ NC companies. Bioome teaches Banking Law, 

Contracts, and Secured Transactions. Si~e is the co-author of 

Regulation of Bar#{ Finaaciai Service Aclividea (Jeiry W 

Markham). She hoids a BS. from the Universi~ of iilinois and a 

J D from Haix, ard Law School. 

Image removed 

sender 

Genevia Gee Fu~bright, CPA, CGMA. board director, business 

strategist and pubiished author is the President & Chief Operating 

Officer of Fulbright & Fulbright, CPA, PA and PresideF.’t & Chief 

Marketing ORicer of Fulbrigi~t Knowledge Alliances, Inc. Fulbrigi~t 

also holds [i~e NACD Governance Feilow designation. Fulbiight’s 

semice as a board director began at age 19 for a non profit 

orgarliza[ion and at age 31 for a publicly traded company. Board 



experience includes AICRA Foundation, M&F Bancorp (MFBP), 

NaLional Association of CorporaLe Dilectors-Reseaich Triangle 

Chapter, NCM Capitsi Mid-Cap Gro’,^,¢h Fund (NCMMX), Raleigh 

Diocese Finance Councii~ Small Business & Technology 

Development Center Central Carolina, YMCA Lakewood, and other 

organizations. 

~i ~m~g ....... ,~d W 

Joan Nelson cuqen~y 

serCes as Chairman, Coastal Federal Credit Union Board of 

Directors She has over 30 yea~s of experience working for IBM 

She became an executive ~n 2006, and has managed severa~ 

Custemer Fulfillment reams in the US, Canada and Latin America 

A few years ~ater, she assumed the role of Director, Integrated 

Supply Chain Acquisitions and Divestitures, and most recently 

was announced as the Director, Sales -r ransact~on SuppoR 

Hardware Transformation Joan is a s~rong advoca[e of IBM’s 

diversi~ ~nitiat~ves, currently sem, ing as the executive sponsor of 

the Black Busk~ess Resource Group and part~dpating on the 

steering comm~ee for the Global Women of the ISC (GWISC) She 

also has a strong passion for her communi~ and has previously 

sePved on the Durham County Workforce Development Comm~ee, 

on the board of Big Brothers and Big Sisters of the Triangle, and 

on the board of the Caro~k~as M~nor~[y Supplier Development 

Council. She has a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial 

Management from Georgia Institute of Technology, ir~ A~lan~, 

Georgia, and a Jufis Doctorate from NoRh Carolina Central 

Univers~[y School of Law, k] Durham~ North Carolk~a. 

Add us to your address book 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IWF Registration c/o Voila! Meetings <iwfregistration@voilameetings.com> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 11:52 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

IWF ~1 Cornerstone Conference ~; Berlin ~1 New Hotel Added 

February 3, 2014 

Dear IVVF Members, 

IWF members and guests from more than 30 nations have registered for the International 
Women’s Forum’s 2014 World Cornerstone Conference - ft:~RovatdoRskt’aft ~ Power; 
Passio~ & Promise (21-23 May) in Berlin. The enthusiasm and response is unprecedented. 
IWF’s initial conference hotels, the InterContinental Berlin and Hotel Palace Berlin, are now 
sold out. 
Special arrangements have been made at a third official hotel, Sofitel Berlin 
Kurf?~ rstendamm, conveniently located near the InterContinental. Please visit the following 
website to make your reservations today: 

Hotel Reservations 
With more than 500 IWF members registering for the conference within the first 4 days of 
registration opening, we will soon reach sold out status for the 2014 IWF World Cornerstone 
Conference. Please visit the link below as soon as possible to reserve your space: 
Conference Reqistration 

We look forward to seeing you in Berlin! 

IWF Communications 

Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and paste the entire address listed below into your web browser: 
http ://vcww.cvent.com/d/XkOedx JEEE COmo l tMpgs5g/sjbc/P1/1Q? 

If you no longer want to receive emails from Voila Meeting & Event Management please click the link below, 

Opt-Out 

Cvent- Web-based Software Solutions ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 12:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Breaking News: RTP unveils plan to host 100,000 new jobs 

are havin9 trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

RTP unveils plan to host loo,ooo new jobs 

Research Triangle Park has acquired nearly ::t00 acres near Interstate 40 for $::t7M -- enough 
space for potentially ::[00,000 new jobs. RTP officials say the mixed-use project requires $2 
billion in private investments, and will include residential and retail development. 

Read the full stor’/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Devine <mdevine@successfillproposal.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 1:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

i~)i, Two-day Grant Development workshop at NCSU Feb 24 - 25 

Greetings: As a courtesy notice, we would like to relnind you to join us at our two-day grant development workshop at North Carolina State University. Roaeigh, 

No(th Carolina. Februa~ 24 - 25, 2014. Lem’n from Professional Giant Writers how to pletmre, write and secure grants froln various funding agencies. We roll be 

finalizing the attendee list SOOl~ if interested please visit our website or contact us at 1.877.414.8991 to register/reserve seating. 

Additional discounts ale available for groups that would like to participate in this interactive workshop. 

Thank~ 

Progrm~ Coordinator 

ISFD 

1.877.414.8991 

You received this e-mail due to your institutional or organizational affiliation If we sent this e-mail to you in error, and you wish not to receive any further e-mails from us, simply send us an 
email with the word Unsubscribe as subject. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Andrew Beckerman-Rodau <arodau@suflblk.edu> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 2:12 PM 

lawprot@chicagokent.Kentlaw.EDU 

Prog~am on Tech Startups 

The Suffolk University Law School IP program presents --- 

TECHNOLOGY STARTUPS: 

Balancing Legal and Business Issues 

Friday, March 21, 2014 

Suffolk University Law School 

Sponsored by Suffolk University’s 

Center for Advanced Legal Studies 

IP Law Concentration 

IP & Entrepreneurship Clinic 

Sawyer Business School’s Center for Entrepreneurship 

ABOUT THE CONFERENCE 

Representing startups is a difficult undertaking because entrepreneurs and attorneys approach transactions from very different perspectives. Often attorneys and 

entrepreneurs don’t fully understand the other’s perspective. Attorneys can be too risk adverse, leading them to be seen as roadblocks rather than assets to their 

business-minded clients. Entrepreneurs, eager to see their ideas come to fruition, can act too quickly, unknowingly taking on excessive risks that could be avoided 

with greater access to legal knowledge and understanding. Usually the ideal situation is a balance between trailblazing and mitigating potential issues. However, 

this requires that all parties understand everyone’s perspective. 

This program will address the legal and business issues facing a startup. These can include raising money, obtaining and working with legal counsel, protecting IP 

and business know-how, and navigating employment issues, among other things. It will also discuss the new issues that arise if the business fails or if it is 

successful. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

This program is for entrepreneurs and business people who want to learn more about legal issues affecting technology startups. It is also for attorneys who want to 

learn more about the business issues and concerns affecting technology startups. 

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN 

¯ Evaluating and minimizing risk - Different perspectives of entrepreneurs, attorneys, and other professionals 

¯ How to go from an abstract idea to a startup business 

¯ Fundinga startup 

¯ Employment issues 

¯ Success - Transition of a startup to an operating business 

Failure - Winding down the business and minimizing personal liability 

PAN ELISTS 

Professor Andrew Beckerman-Rodau 

Co-Director IP Law Concentration, Suffolk University Law School 

Thomas L Barrette, Jr., Esq. 

Holland & Knight, LLP 

Eve Brown, Practitioner in Residence 

Intellectual Property Law & Entrepreneurship Cfinic, Suffolk University Law School 

Danielle M. Kowalski, Esq. 

Senior Corporate Counsel, HubSpot, Inc. 

George G. Moker, CPA, CFE 

Director, Center for Entrepreneurship, Suffolk University, Sawyer Business School 

Gregory Sieczkiewicz, Esq. 

Asseurus Law 

Morning Session 

Andrew Beckerman-Rodau, Moderator 

Thomas L Barrette, Eve Brown, George G. Moker and Gregory Sieczkiewicz 

9:00 a.m. Welcome and Introductions 

9:10 a.m. Differing Views of Business and Risk by Entrepreneurs and Attorneys 

¯ Attorneys risk-adverse; focus on what can go wrong; overcomplicate issues 

¯ Entrepreneurs risk takers; assume problems/issues can be worked out 

9:55 a.m. Capital Concerns-Entrepreneurs Have Catch-22 

¯ Initially can’t afford legal services 

¯ Once product perfected and capital investment received startup can afford proper legal representation 

¯ Failure to properly setup startup at the beginning can be problematic in the future 

¯ Many entrepreneurs fearless (and also lack adequate funds) so they may attempt to do their own legal work 

10:15 a.m.     Legal Concerns 

Get adequate protection for IP-patentability review; utilize multiple types of IP including utility patents, design patents, trademarks and 

copyrights-IP can be used offensively and defensively 

¯ Ownership issues-initial informal arrangements among founders can become full blown disputes if startup succeeds 

¯ Employment issues-are founders protected from each other so one can’t force the other out; how to safely hire (and fire) programmers and 

other specialists 

¯ Entity formation issues-corporation or LLC to limit personal contractual liability 

¯ Avoid running afoul of state/federal securities laws when raising capital 

¯ Dilution-a potential problem 

11:00 a.m.     Going from Abstract Idea to a Startup Business 

Selecting an attorney and other professional services with minimal money to pay for services, free services available 



¯ Understanding how attorneys engage in business; how they bill; etc.-potential conflicts issues 

¯ Business formation documents-Form documents-potential problems-Do you need NDA and non-compete agreements? 

¯ Employing people at early stage of startup 

¯ Selecting the right type of person who will work for an enterprise that may not exist in a year 

¯ Protecting your business know-how from leaving with departing employees 

¯ Complying with employment law, tax law, etc. to avoid liability for terminated employees 

¯ Assignment of invention 

12:15 p.m.     lunch (On Your Own) 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

Andrew Beckerman-Rodau, Moderator 
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1:15 p.m.      Financing 

¯ Stages 

¯ The business of getting investors 

¯ Reaching potential investors 

3:00 p.m. Winding Down the Business if it Falls 

¯ Strategies to extricate yourself from the business 

¯ Minimizing any personal liability 

3:30 p.m. What Happens if the Business is Successful 

¯ Change in culture when startup moves to an operating business 

¯ Does success create new legal issues; business concerns; etc.. 

Conclude 5:00 p.m. 
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Univezsity of Hissou[i School of Law Legal Studies Research Paper No, 2014.-04 

S,I, ~TRONG, University of Missouri School of Law 

Small: StrongSi@missouri,edu 

Commercial actors are becoming increasingly concerned about the effect that various types of political risk, including the risk of sovereign default, 
has on their investments. This Essay considers the problem of rogue debtors (i.e., states that intentionally ignore their legal and financial 
obligations) as a type of unanticipated risk and analyzes how well various responses, including domestic litigation, interstate negotiation and 
investment arbitration, address investors’ needs. In particular, the discussion focuses on how effective investment arbitration is in overcoming a 
number of difficulties traditionally associated with rogue debtors and the various means by which states are attempting to bypass the threat of 
investment arbitration, including the use of exclusionary treaty provisions, contractual waivers of investment arbitration and collective action 
clauses. 

Chicago-Kent Law Review, VoL 89, Iss, 1, 2014 
U of Colorado Law Legal Studies Research Paper No, 1,I-1 

A~¥ SCHH3~TZ, University of Colorado Law School 

Email: atny,sch mitz@colorado,edu 

Payday lending may provide a much-needed safety net for some consumers in need of quick cash for emergencies. However, data suggest that 
most payday loan borrowers become repeat users caught in a cycle of high-cost debt. Furthermore, empirical evidence indicates consistent 
overrepresentation of women, including many single mothers, among payday loan borrowers. This takes a toll not only on these women and their 
families, but also on society as a whole, indeed, context matters in payday lending debates. It is thus time to think creatively and consider 
contextualized programs that aim to increase women’s and all consumers’ safe borrowing options, provide education regarding those options, and 
ultimately assist them in escaping cycles of debt and poverty. This Article seeks to spark the dialogue regarding such contextualized policymaking. 



iiiiiii’Transitive ¢o~nterparh/Risk and IFinancia~ Contracts" ~ Free Download 

Bfook!yn Law Review, Voi, 78, No. 4, p. 144I, 2013 

~U College of Law, Law, Bus~ness & Economics Paper 

~AI~U~L A, BTS~T, Florida State University College of Law 

Email: rnutset@law.fsu.edu 

This article develops a new theory of interconnected financial contracts. It focuses on a common type of interconnected contracting scenario, in 
which party A enters into a contract with B, and B enters into a separate contract with C. While A and C are not in privity of contract, their common 
relationship with B exposes them to "transitive counterparty risk." Party B, in short, is a conduit which transmits risk. If C enters into a contract with 
D, both A and B are exposed to potential transitive risk, and so on. There are at least four reasons why it is important to develop a better 
understanding of transitive risk contract relationships. First, the most basic type of transaction involving financial institutions - in which the 
institution acts as a financial intermediary - creates a transitive risk relationship. For example, the relationships among bank depositors, between 
depositors and bank borrowers, and between depositors, borrowers, and the FDIC all involve transitive risk contracts, in which the bank acts as a 
conduit. Second, transactions in financial markets often involve transitive risk contracts: derivative transactions, repos, and the securitization 
process all involve transitive risk relationships. Third, even a relatively simple financial contract can nonetheless have a high degree of complexity, if 
it is part of a larger chain of transitive risk contracts. Fourth, parties must account for transitive counterparty risk in order to price financial 
contracts, and regulators charged with implementing the Dodd-Frank Act must account for counterparty risk in order to determine whether or not 
financial institutions are too interconnected or the proliferation of a particular type of contract threatens the financial stability of the United States. 

[ ~i Free Download 

U Zowa Lena/Studies Research Paper No. 14-05 

nO,EAT T, ~t’LL~R, University of Iowa College of Law 

Email: robert-t-miller@uiowa,edu 

ACE Securities vs. DB Structured Products is one of several similar cases pending in New York courts relating to residential mortgage-backed 
securities that were created prior to the financial crisis and that lost value during and after the crisis. In the transaction underlying this case, as in 
such transactions generally, DB Structured Products (DBSP) made various representations and warranties to the purchasers of the securities about 
the quality of the mortgage loans being sold, and also promised that, if any of these representations and warranties turned out to be false with 
respect to a particular loan, DBSP would repurchase the non-conforming loan at face value. The plaintiff has alleged that a large percentage of the 
loans did not conform to the representations and warranties, but DBSP has denied this. 

At this stage of the litigation, the issue is whether ACE’s claim is barred by New York’s six-year statute of limitations for contract claims. DBSP 
argues that, if the representations and warranties were breached, then that breach occurred at the time the loans were first sold in 2006, which 
means that the statutory period ran out in 2012. The plaintiff argues that the period began to run not at the time the representations and 
warranties were breached, but only when, much later, the plaintiff demanded that DBSP repurchase the allegedly non-conforming loans and DBSP 
refused. The case thus concerns a complex allocation of risk among sophisticated commercial parties: how long should DBSP bear the risk that the 
loans did not conform to the representations and warranties -- for six years, or until six years after some indeterminate time in the future when 
the purchasers claim that the representations and warranties were breached and demand that DBSP repurchase the loans? This brief argues that 
the efficient solution would be for DBSP to bear the risk only for the statutory period of six years beginning at the time the agreement was made. 

The brief also calls the court’s attention to the fact that, within the securitization market, there is a menu of standard provisions that the parties 

can choose to include or not to include in their agreement. The key provision at issue in ACE vs. DB Structured Products is a "Sole Remedy 
Provision," but some other agreements include an additional provision called a "Claims Accrual Provision." The brief argues that, in deciding this 

case, the court ought not to prejudge the issue of whether, in an agreement that also includes a Claims Accrual Provision, the outcome may be 

different. 

AB~STOTEL:[B BOBIKOURAB, University of Edinburgh Business School 

Email: aris,boukouras@ed.ac, uk 

Renegotiation of contractual agreements may lead to distortion of ex-ante incentives and inefficiencies. However, this problems can be 
circumvented in a credible way by the use of financial claims. The contracting parties ask financial markets (external claimants) to issue financial 

claims which are redeemable in the event of renegotiation, if the contracting parties do not know exactly how many claims have been issued, then 

this source of asymmetric information causes the failure of any renegotiation attempt. Moreover, by construction, the renegotiation blocking 

process does not generate additional inefficiency. 

Bay,Or Law Review, f-brt,gcoming 

CHAD G, ~A~Z£~I, Florida State University 

As insurance bad faith liability has evolved in the past four decades, liability for bad faith has not stopped with private insurance companies, in a 

number of states, state-sponsored insurance entities have been established to provide insurance coverage in residual markets where it is 

generally otherwise unavailable. 

The question of whether first-party insurance bad faith liability should be extended upon a state-run property insurer is an unresolved one in many 
jurisdictions. This paper contributes to the contemporary literature regarding bad faith in insurance by comprehensively analyzing the history of, 
the nature of the claims associated with, and public policies concerning the imposition of bad faith liability upon state-run property insurers. This 
paper makes its contribution by arguing that courts should not impose first-party bad faith liability on state-run property insurers who operate in 
the residual property insurance market. 

This paper begins by providing an overview of the role of residual insurance market entities of the state and federal governments. The second and 
third parts of the paper discuss the Oubre v. Louisiana Citizens Fair Plan case of the Louisiana Supreme Court and the Citizens Property Ins. Corp. 

v. San Perdido Assoc., Inc. litigation in Florida and their applicability concerning the immunity issue. 

The final part of the paper analyzes the policies and issues surrounding the holding of bad faith liability upon state-run property insurers. The first 

section of the final part examines the public policy considerations of reported cases which have addressed whether a state insurance guaranty 
association can be held liable for insurance bad faith claims. State insurance guaranty associations provide an appropriate comparison with state- 

run property insurers since bad faith claims have also been proferred against them. The second section of the final part discusses the policy 

rationales behind the bad faith remedy and the specific issue of the relationship between bad faith awards and assessments which are typically 

levied on most insurers. Finally, examining the case of Florida in particular, this paper examines the arguments concerning legislative intent on the 
conferral of immunity. 
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S~ngapore i~lanagement Univet:sity School ot Z aw Researcl~ Paper f~o. 10/’2014 
Forthcoming, Singapore Academy of Law Journal, 2014 

PE’f-WOAN LE~, Singapore Management University - School of Law 
Email: pwlee~3smu,~,du.sg 

Can an agent who is not authorised to contract for a company nevertheless be clothed with ostensible authority to communicate the principal’s 

approval? Conventional understanding of apparent authority may suggest not, for the representation as to the principal’s approval may be no 
different from the agent’s self-authorisation. However, the controversial case of First Energy v Hungarian International Bank Ltd ("First Energy") 

has held otherwise. Although the correctness of First Energy has been doubted, it has recently been unequivocally affirmed by the Privy Council in 

Kelly v Fraser. This note considers how Kelly v Fraser may affect the reception of First Energy in Singapore. 
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TraJ ning Presentations 

Hi Lissa, 

Rich and Beth would like to review the presentations for next week. Could you please send them over? 
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Sent-" Monday, February 3, 2014 5:28 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Article of Interest: Takeaways from Government Victories in Recent Antitrust Merger Trials 

February 3, 2014 

Recent government victories in the antitrust challenges to 
the consummated mergers of Bazaarvoice/PowerReviews and 
St. Luke’s!Saltzer are the latest in a string of trial successes 
by the Department of Justice ("DOJ") and the Federal Trade 
Commission ("FTC’~, respectively. Below are some practical 
takeaways from the two decisions. 
Takeaways 

Companies Should Consult Antitrust Counsel Even if an 
HSR Filinq is Not Required. Simply because a deal does 
not require an HSR filing, does not mean it will escape 
scrutiny. Both Bazaarvoice and St. Luke’s involved 
situations where no HSR filing was made and the 
mergers had been consummated. These cases reflect 
the fact that if the agencies believe there is a 
problem--even with a smaller consummated deal--they 
are willing to devote the resources to reverse it and, in 
the process, to send a message. 

A Dynamic Market is Not a Panacea. The authorities are 
likely to be suspicious of any deal that results in a firm 
with high market share and that suspicion is not easily 
removed. Bazaarvoice’s arguments about the dynamic 
nature of the industry and the likelihood of entry by 
tech giants did not persuade the court. Likewise, the 
St. Luke’s court found that the antitrust laws apply 
even where the parties claimed they were attempting 
to enhance coordination to reduce costs, one goal of 
the Affordable Care Act. 
Take Precautions to Prevent Creatinq Bad Documents. 
Companies should know that the agencies are 
increasingly attempting to litigate cases through 
executive statements and contemporaneous 
documents. In both cases, the complaints and court 
opinions cite many of these statements. The 
Bazaarvoice opinion in particular illustrates that it may 
be difficult to counteract harmful contemporaneous 
documents with post-merger evidence. Antitrust 
training may help to avoid the creation of some bad 
documents. 
Be Prepared to Litiqate. Over the last three years, the 
government, particularly DOJ, has shown an increasing 
willingness to go to court, especially where they 
believe that they can use the parties’ documents to tell 
the story that the parties expected the deal to reduce 
competition. Moreover, there is some indication that 
they think they can extract better settlements after 
filling a complaint. As a result, it is important to 
understand how far a party is willing to go to "fix" the 
government’s concern and to be prepared to offer up 
that fix before the government sues. To the extent 
that the government overreaches, parties need to be 
prepared to meet--and beat--the government in court. 
While DOJ and FTC currently are on a "roll," the longer- 
term track record of the government, particularly DOJ, 
is not that good. 
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success this year. 

In this Chinese New Year week, take the time to reflect on those who have 
influenced you and how you may influence others in the Year of the Horse. 

Thanks for inspiring my work. I wish you a strong year of the Horse! 

P.S. The stories of these influential women inspire me. I’m honored to be 
named alongside them in Audrey’s Asian American Women of Influence. 
http://audreymagazine.com/which-asian-american-women-influence-you- 
audreys-8-picks-for-our-inaugural-women-of-influence-se rids/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crys~l Kaahaaina <ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 8:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: TmiNng Presentations 

Thanks, I didn’t know they were all together~..I have been working with Susan today. 

Fte~: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 2:59 PM 
To: Crystal Kaahaaina 
Subject: RE: Training Presentations 

~-Ii CrysLal -- Susan Horton frorn David Ruffin’s should have senL the powerpo~nts to you th~s afternoon~ P~ease ~et us know ~f you d~d not receive them. 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m~ C~stal Kaahaaina [mailto:ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent~ Nonday, ~brua~ 03, 2014 5:07 PN 

Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
Su~ject~ Training Presentations 

~i kissa, 

Rich and Beth would like to review the presentations for next week. Could you please send them over? 

Thanks, 

Crgs~:a~ Ka’aha’ai~a 

Execul:~ve Ass~sl:ant 

Executive Office 

p. 808.539.72~7 ~ fl 808.538.2023 

ckaahaaina@asbhawaiLcom ~ www.asbhawaiLcom 

,:~d:~mage001 png@01CECA6C 74B300D0 

CON~DEN[IALI[V NOTICE: The information centi~h-~ed in this email message ~s intended en~ for the use of the designated ~’ecipi~mt(s}. Any unauthorized cop~ng or adaptation 
p~’ohib[ted, t~;J 20~3 Americlm Savings Ban~. A~I rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Monday, Febma~ 3, 2014 9:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Feb. 4 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

Feb .... y 4, 2014 ~, Number 23 

Data Security 

Lawmakers from both parties are hopeful that they can craft a 
timely legislative solution to the recent data security breaches 
at Target and other retalers~if stakeholders can manage to 
cooperate with one another rather than point... 

Lending 

Some banks in the United States say they have tightened 
standards on ~everaged loans amid concerns about underwriting 
standards .... 

Securities 

A New York state judge Jan. 31 approved major portions of a 
proposed $8.5 billion settlement between Bank of America Corp. 

and institutional investors who said the bank was liable for 
contract breaches involving mortgage securities sold by... 

Agriculture 
Conference Report o~ H,R, 2642~ 
~JGOV Bill S~mmary," Farm ilili 

Agriculture and food programs would be reauthorized for five 
years under the conference report on H.R. 2642, also known as 
the farm bill. The legislation covers commodity support, 

conservation, international food aid, nutrition assistance,... 

Securities 

@ Goldman Sachs Group Inc. must face fraud claims in a $1 
billion lawsuit filed by an Australian hedge fund over the sale of 
colateralized debt obligations sold by the bank ahead of the 
financial crisis, a New York state appeals court ruled... 

Federal Reserve 
Yele~ Sworr~ i~’~ as Fed Chairnmr~ 

Janet Yellen was sworn in Feb. 3 as the chairman of the Federal 
Reserve’s Board of Governors in Washington, while her 
predecessor, Ben S. Bernanke, joined the Brookings Institution as 
a distinguished fellow in residence .... 

Taxes 

Sovereign Bancorp Inc. and the government completed briefing in 
the O.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts in 
support of their opposing motions for summary judgment on 
remaining legal issues in Sovereign’s chMlenge... 





Food Truck Rodeo 

Liiieist Counseiir:g Practice 
Craven Cornpetition 

NLG Le,:sa} Obserw~r 

ONGOING StGNUPS 

OPPORTUNITIES 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Cie:-ksbii~: A Nuts 

(~ ra :-:t 1rife 

Ask the CDO (3/4/~014) 

l-:tto :ii~.coluX ] 0 PL~,O x uf 

http :i/t,coiVVUseAF~3Ub 



P~o 5oRo Week 
(2/S/201.d i 
Pro Bono Group Prosec~s 
F:,~i: :~,’5/281~~,~ 

(2,,’S ~,,’2 0S 4~ 
Pro Bono D~ector 
Inte:-v~ews 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 4, 2014 3:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Karzai Arranged Secret Contacts With the Taliba~ 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts i Science 

Obituaries Editorials Op-Ed i OnFhis Day i CUSTON~E~> 

Top News 

Karzai A~rm~ged Secret Contacts "~:ith the 

Peace talks with the Taliban could ex])lain why the Afghan 

presidenk has held up a secm~ty deal, skraining his rela[ions~ip 

wikh [he United Skates. 

Presehoo~ Push Moving Ahead in Many States 
~,. ~dC,HARL; i-~T?~.:L-i-’~.t:~A and MCiO~,!.; 

States and dries across the countD" are forging ahead on their 

own wRh proposals aimed ak expanding early educe’Alert 

programs. 

Hoffrnan*s Heroin Points to Surge in Grim Trade 

Padmges of Ne drug tbund in Philip Seymour Hoffman’s 

apat~mmnt olin’red a window into the actor’s stn~&gle wRh 

ad?Jciion and exposed a see@ unde~Nround where heroin sells 

for as litde as $6. 

Adair, a 
p~ekind 

Editors’ Picks 

SCIENCE 

~ vm~o: The Science olg Snowmaking 

For the 2o~4 Winter Olympics in So°hi, Russia, tons of 

manmade snow will be used to create khe courses thak khe 

athletes wiJl compete om 



OPINION I OP-DOC$ 

This Op-Doc video tells the story of a black teenager i~ F]o~{da 

who was killed by a wMte man after an argument over loud 

m usie. The slain youth’s father, Ron Dav~s, shares h~s loss. 

Today’s Video 

Why are males aggressive? Researchers have found elues in the 

brail~s of fn~it flies. 

Steamro||er 

EveW so often, the S~per Bowl tm:ns into a rout, which is exactly 

w~at happened on Sunday night at Me’dMe Sa~dium in New 

Jersey o 

~ vwEo: The Read Arom~d: Barry Werth 

"Our healkh care system is brokeu," says BarW WerlJ~. In his uew 

boo]<, "The Antidote," he provides m} ii~side look ;at one 

eompauy’s efforts to find innovatiw~ ways to treat disease. 

World 

Months .After Typhoon, Philippine City Sliffers 

From an Exodus of Jobs 

Nearly ~n’e months after a ruinous typhoon, Taeloban, once a 

thriving center, shows few signs of t~eovery, and ~hose who can 

are ]eavi~g to find j~:fl)a elsewhere. 

Potent Pro: Israel Group Finds Its Momentum 

Blm~ted 

A Senate bill to impose m’w sanctions on Iran, a top p~{oi~ty for 

the Ameriea~ Israel Publie Affair* Commi~ee, has stalled aRer 

s’dff resis~mee from President Obama. 

without 

O[_r~ ma 



A1 Qaeda Breaks ~:ith dihad~st Gro~p hi S~Tia 

The Qaeda leadership sam ~t was no longer connected to the 

Islamic State of Iraq and Syi4a, which has asse~ed an 

increasingly imperator role in the Syian conJlict. 

~ Suicide Belcher A~acks Behut 

, Syria Hi~ Areas Held by Rebels in Aleppo 

A group 
defied 

U,S. 

Ethics Questions Arise as Oenel-ie Testing of 

Embryos Increases 

Genetic testing of emblyos rMses nnsetLling ethical questions 

that trouble advocates lbr the disabled and have left some 

doctms struggling with what they sho@d tell their pa~ents. 

Olson and Boles, Legal Duo, Seek Role in 2 Cases [R David [ 
on Gay Marriage ..... Boies, 

loll and 

Theodore B. OIson and David Boles, who led @e case tha~ 

defeated California’s ban on same-sex marriage, want to p~ay a 

central role in cases in Utah and Oklahoma, but they have noL been reel with 

open arn~s by the teams of la~%’ers already im~Nved, 

V~;hfle _&sk~ng tim Help, Detroit Sells a Comeback 

Even as Detroit emphasizes its need for financial support, it is 

pitching itself as the city of the future. 
~ egativ 

For more L;~}. r~ews, 90 to NYTimee.eom/US s. 

Business 

At Four Seaso~ts, P~easso Tapestry Hangs on the 

Edge of E~etion 

The planned ~mova] of "Le Trieorne" has set off a dispute about 

the motives behind flue move, and revealed how brJRle flue work 
igelf has become. 

DEALBOOK 

Detroit ’l’ur~r~s Bank~’uptey into Challenge of 

Ba~ks 

Finm)cial instih~tions that he]ped raise money fi:~r De~’oit’s 

rs last [ 
month [ 

p~tside 
[ 



pension system are dismayed now to see [hemselves portrayed as shady 

characters in Lhe city’s lawsuiL 

~ While Asking tot Help, Detroit Sells a Comeback 

Fall Pict~re of Airlines’ Pm~ctuality Is Elusive 

Sbatisties exclude segments of the industry that have grown in 

reeent years, and a proposed rule that would require more 

accuracy remaius delayed. 

Ne,^*a rk 

Sports 

Fh’st :Event of Sochi Olympics: The Ilote~ 

Constr~etion Sprh~t 

The sports sites for the Soehi Games appeared rca@ on 

Monday, four days before fl~e opening ceremony, but unfinished 

hotels and stores raised concerns ~e host city was cutting ik dose. 

, An Oiympian Snow Endeavor in Sechi 

Beekham Back, as an Ouq~er of a New Team 

David Beckham will return to Major League Soccer, "~is time as 

an owner of a new club in Miami, the league is expected to 

For Seattle, the F~m May Be 3[~st Starth~g 

With youthfl~I enthusiasm, rah-rah coaching and some 

overlooked players, the Seahawks ran away wRh ~he Super Bowl 

and left others to figure out how to be more like them. 

Arts 

AN APPRAISAL 

An A~’to/" Who l~Ia~te Unhapph~css a Joy to 

Philip Seymour Hoffmam perhaps the best actor of his time, 

specialized in flawed, even detestable ehara~’ters, and in making audiences care 

about them. 

Slide Show i Video 

Philip Seymour Hoffmsn, a Fearless Acter, Dies at 4.’; 

Ho[l}~oo(ll "~%’as Just One of His Stages 

Philip Seymom" Hoffman had many irous iu the fire at the time of 

his death, most of them projects and roles that fans ~11 never get 

to see. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A IAfc Full of Dreams That Are Now Coming T~’uc 

Patina Miller appeared at the Allen Room as part or" I flneoln 

Center’s American Songbook series. 

Science 



PROFILES IN SCIENCE 

B~az~ng T~*~ks in Brain Seienc’e 

Dr. Thomas R. Insel’s ~’dsted path to }fis role as d~rector of the 

National Institute of Mental Health is a tout’ of where psychia~t{e 

seien~ has been, whe~ it’s going and why. 

To Sta*dy Aggression, a Fight Club for Flies 

Scientists are learning more about the brain activib’ underlying 

male aggress%~. 

[homas 

R Insel 

is the 

..... : Caltech; 

BOOKS 

A Doe:tot Bridging A~-ts and Sciences 

Dr. Frank NeRer’s mother J~}sisDd he go into medidne, hut be 

met her baKway, lb]iowh~g his passion for art and beeomh~g 

possibly the world’s best--known medical illustrator. 

Obituaries 

Join, Mor~dale Dies at 83; Me~’ged Polities With 

Art 

Ms. Mondale ]caviled the role of tmclifio~ml political wife early in 

bet’ marriage, but she expanded her reputation as a supporter of 

the arLs throagh~-mt Walter F. M~-mdale’s earee> 

Jean Babi]6e Dies at 9o; Ballet s Acrobatic Stm" 

M~. Bahi~b,e was a French ballet star and eboveogyaphev who 

rejected conventions in dance and life. 

Mondal I 

Nathalie 

Thm~ Time, D~es at 87 

Mr. Wei] started his watch company at a dine when most Swiss 

watchmakers were going bust, and he helped ~define khe 

natio~’s sig~mture product. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Mayo~¯ and the Unions 

Tb e loom i n g n egod ati on s with the cib~’s u n ion s over 1~ ew eontracts will give 

Mayor Bill de Blasio the chance to be a tougher kind of progressive. 

EDITORIAL 

Det~mctaey in Thailand~ l[~te~mtlpted 

The disruption of Sunday’s eleefion by protesters eould imperil the eounkiy and 

EDITORIAL 

A Chill on Speeel~ 

A New York Skate bill in response to a reso]ufion to boycott Israeli academic 

insLituLions would trample on academic fl’eedoms and free speech. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

D n ~ Ask’~ our Do~:tor About ~Low T’ 

HOW dn~g eompanies turned male a~g into a disease. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

r.M ~.’.’~.’,,’i~.~ r.:~:oo~<’., 

What h u ma~ ski]Is will become m ore vahm ble as (’Omlmters take 

ovec more and more duties? 

~ Columnis% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

:Love, Death ~d Sochi 

l,et these Olympics be a lesson. For too many gays, "d~e hear~ is a 

prison, 

, Column~s2 Page ] Blog 

For mare opi;~io~; ,qe to NYTirnes.eom!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYrimes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® ]iPad(&~ Android ] 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

I~aly{and set for last game in Cha~el Hi~ as 
ACC member 

North Carolina and Maryland first played each other 
in 1924, and they have played each other annually, at 
least once, in every year since 1945. Their meeting 
on Wednesday night in the Smith Center, though, will 
be the final regular-season game in... 

UNC 84, N,C, State 70: 

Postgame [hough[s 

The Tar Heels were without their 

best effort in their victory against 

the Wolfpack, and other thoughts 

from UNC’s victory against N.C 

State 

North 
Carolina 
freshman 
f orwa rd 

UNC 84, NC State 701 02.01.14 

Tar Heels defeat Wolfpack 

~-~ UNC’s J.P. 

Tokoto (13), 

left, and 

Kennedy 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Newsobse~ver.com 

/\’3OUT US I PRIVACY POI.~CY j PROFli.[{ SUBSCRIPSI()NS I UNSU.3,SCRiB[{ 

This e-mail was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass 

mailing. You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer 

andior our advertising partners. 

To select which newsletters you would like to receive click here. To opt out, click here If you have 

questions, please visit support.newsobserver.com. 



To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Directors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 7:03 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

Februaqi 4, 2014: Yellen Officially Takes Fed... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

!:oday:~ T£p H~ad!in~ ............................................................................................................ 

Ye~len Officially Takes Fed Helm 

On Monday, the New York Times (Feb. 4, Appelbaum) no~es, Janet L. Yelbn 
~’~as sworn into office as chairwoman of the Federal Resen/e in a quiet 
ceremony. She takes the reins from Ben S. Bemanke, who had held the top 
post ~o[ the £revbus e~gh~ years. YeOmen will deliver the Fed’s twbe~a~year 
report on monetary policy ~o House and Senate committees new week. "The 

Fed under 8ernanke sta[ted a slow retreat from ~ts efforts ~o stimulate the 
economy," the T~mes repods. "Under YeOmen, it must deten~ine the pace at 
whbh that retreat wil~ continue/’ Fed officials [emain op~#nJs~c abou~ 
economic gro~h ~n ~he current yeac Hewever, eady economic reports have 
been d~sappo~nfing. Msnufactudn9 activity was weake[ than expected in 
January, accordk~9 ~o the Institute for Supply Management, and ~he S~andaK~ 
& Poor’s 500-stock index is down heady 5 percent year to da~e. "Against ~h~s 
neP~ous g~oba~ backdrop a~ eyes will be on tMs Friday’s Janua~ empbyment 
[epo~," remarks Julia Coronado, chief Noah Amedca economist at BNP 
Par~bas. "The repo[t will likely set ~he ~one, either eas~n£ concerns or 
deepening women/’ 

USA Today (Feb. 4, Crus~singer) expects the Federal Reserve to keep 
reducing its bond purchases throughou~ 2014 and possibly end them 
altogether in December. Great care must be taken, though. If the centn~l bank 
moves too quickly in the withdraw of its stimulus, it could spook financial 
markets and send rates higheL "Conversely," the newspaper warns, "paring 
its bond buying too slowly could risk creating bubbles - that might burst -- in 
real estate, stocks, or other assets." Worries about reduced Fed bond buying 
have already shaken global markets. Central banks in a number of emerging 
nations have raised ra~es in an oiler[ to control inIla~ion and prop up their 
falling currencies. Such countries as Brazil India, and Turke? had benefited 
from the Fed’s bond purchases. "lnvestom poured money into these countries 
in search of higher yieMs than they could ge~ in the United States," ~ports 
USA Today. "New, with U.S. n~tes possibly headed up, investor money is 
flowing back out of these countries." 

The Spokesman-Review (Feb. 4) points ou~ that the 67-year-old Yellen holds 
the distinction of bein.( the fi~t female to lead the Fed in its 100-year history. 
She was nominated by President Obama back in early October after serving 
as the Fed’s vice chair. Her four-year tem~ as chairman will end on Feb. 3, 
2018, notes the newspaper. 

shareF’rl-~ 

2014 Fellows Headline 

While meeting regulatory requirements rnay be part of ~he motivation behind 

board evak~ations, NACD has found that the #rima~ driver is a desire to build 
a higher-performing boa~d. 

Hew can you ensure that your next board evakJatien process will deliver 
constructive results? 

Click here and watch a panel oi prominent directors discuss how the benefits 

of cenfiden~ia~ 3 pa~y evaluado~s lead to a construcfive seff-#npffovement 
process. 

Check fo[ ~a~Ibreaking news 

a~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

IXII KPMG 2014 Audit Committee Sulvey ] 

F’ndoo " co Chopper ProgromI 

 v_ooo,.0oo   ,i .....I 
....... ,t4 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Ma~er Class 

Hous~on~ TX (Ap~ 
2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 12- 

13, 2014) 
Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug 18-19, 2014) 

Felt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec 11-12, 2014) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Hous~on~ TX (Ap~ 3-4~ 

2014) 
Chicago, IL (June 9-I0, 

2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug 

14-15, 2014) 
Felt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec. 8-.9, 20!4) 

Special Events 

SmalPCap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 
2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 

Washington, DC (May 

5-8, 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 

Washington, DC (May 



Schedule your coraplimentary consultation today 
online: click here I calh 2024~72-2101 

Share[CtT~ 

Audit and Finance 

Smith & Nephew Buys U,S= ~’~edicai Device Company 

Smith & Nephew PLC has inked a $1.7 billion deal to buy U.S. medical device 
company ArthroCare Corp., reports the Wall Street Journal (Feb. 3, 
Plurnridge, Baba, Paris). The U.Kqisted artificial hip and knee manufacturer 
made the pt~rchase in order to boost ~ts spods me(Jich~8 busi£ess. "Sports 
medicine offers higher grov’4h potenfie~ then reconstructive surgeries," notes 
the Journal, "and w~th less pressure on prices." Smith & Nephew officials 
hope ~he acquisition will nol only generate subslantial cost and revenue 
sav~ngs, but also give ~t a stronger research and development ftmct~on. 
A~hroC~re makes devices, instruments, and ~mplants that improve surgical 
procedures, mosJ noJably a radiodrequency ~echnology tha~ dissolves soft 
tissue w~th less damage than traditional heat~hiven processes. 

Share~ 

Corporate Pe~sio~ Plans Mark Sad Milestone 

For Hie f#st time since Pensions & Investments (Feb. 3, Kozlowski) started 
listing the bi.~gest U.S. retirement plans, not a single corporate name appears 
in the ranking of the 10 largest defined bend~t plans. General Motors Co. was 
the final company to make the top 10, but ~t transferred $29 bil[ion to a group 
annuity [n Jhe fast thine months of 2012. Consequently, its DB assets siipped 
1o $73~5 MJJ~on as oflhe end of this past thh’d quarter, ranking ~t 12th. GM 
ranked seventh the previous year. "The corporate-Jess top 10 is the inevitable 
result of a retirement plan landscape that has changed drasticaily in the past 
30 years," notes 1he publication, "when P&~ began provkJ~ng rankings of the 
~argest defined benefit and defined conlfibution plan assets." By contrast, in 
1984, four corporate p~ans were among the 10 largest defined bender plans: 
GM, American Telephone & Telegraph Co., ~BM Inc., and Genera~ Electric Co~ 

Sha~e~ 

Compensation 

Top Corporate Executives Scored Big in 2013 RaIly 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 3, Zuckerman} is reporting that "Vv~arren Buffett, 
Jeffrey Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg, and a handful of other top executives 
notched rnul~ibillion~tollar paper gains from ~heir companies’ shares in 2013, 
highlighting the outsize winnings some corporate insiders made during last 
year’s rally." Buffett’s holdings of Berkshire Hathaway Inc., for instance, 
appreciated by $12.7 biflion in 2013. Also last year, Amazon.corn Inc. shares 
held by Bezos soared by $12 billion, while [he value of Zuckerbe[g’s Facebook 
h~c. stake also surged by $12 billion. "All told, the 20 exect~tives with the 
largest ownership stakes in companies that are part of the S&P 500 reaped 
paper gains of $80.9 billion last year," holes a study conducted by the Wall 
Street Journal and FactSet. Of course, the nature of paper stock gains is that 
they can be revetsed if executives do not sell or if stocks fall. W~th stocks 
starting the new year on the wrong foot, Buffett has seen his stock holdings 
plunge over $2.8 billion this year. 

ShareFTTT~ 

lntel unveils New Compensation Structure 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 3, Clark, Prior) is reporting that "lntel Corp. 
unveiled a sedes of changes to its executive compensation s~ruc~u[e Monday, 
inck~ding boosting the number of management employees required to own 
stock." Approximately 350 senior leaders will be required to own Intel shares 
starting in 2014. The previous policy required only 50 managers ~o hold 
co~qpany stock. The chip giant added that 50 pement of the company’s 
annual cash bonus payout for all staffers w[[[ be based on pedormance - an 
increase from 33 percent last year. "The company’s profit-sharing plan now 
will pay ou~ quadedy as opposed to semiannually," adds ~he Journal, 
"allowing for incentive-based compensation to be pak~ out more frequently." 

ShareET]C~ 

¢£[p£[a~e G£ve[£an~e ......................................................................................................... 

10 Corporate Governance Trends for 2014 

Canadian Lawyer (Feb. 3) columnist Richard Leblanc lists the top 10 
corporate governance b~nds for ~he new year, and they are not all Canadian° 
specific. Chiefly, he expects continued widespread regulation targeting 
corporate boards to continue. "Industry Canada is contemplating governance 
~forms in 2014 or beyond," he wri~es~ "1 n H~e U.S. pay4or~perlormance, 
clawbacks, pay ratios, and proxy advisory regulations are likely." Industry 
~’~atchers can also expect lawst~its tar.~eting boards for data breach and 

30, 2014) 
Small-Cap Forum San 
Francisco; CA (July 17~ 

2014) 
G-Suite to Board Seat 

San Francisco, CA 

(July 17; 2014) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Peer Excha~gee 

Leading Minds of 

Compensation New 

Yo~k, NY (March !8, 

2014) 
Pdvate Company 

Outlook: A Fresh 
Perspective New Yo~k, 

NY (March 25, 2014) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 Denver, CO (July 

15, 20~4) 
NACD Directolship 

2020 Beverly Hills, CA 

(Sept. 10, 2014) 

Webinare 

Why Peer Group 
Construction Is More 

I mpor~ nt Than Ever 

(3/12) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 
board leade~ship ~for 

directors, by directors. We 

deliver the wisdom and insight 

thaL board rnernbers need to 

confidently navigate complex 
business challenges and 

enhance shareowner va~ue 

We amplify Lhe collective voice 

of directors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

~ssues Learn more. 

Follow NACD on: 



investor loss at such companies as Adobe, Neiman Marcus, Skype, and 
Target ~hat precipitate governance enhancements. Leblanc Iu~ther writes: 
"Expect pressure by activists and h~sfitufions for boards ~o conlrol under- 
performing managemenl to continue unabated." Those boards that have been 
e~ther unw~Jng or unable to rein in inefficiencies or make operational 
#nprovements wi~ be targets. In addition, board members whose skills 
su#port value creation w~]l be targeled. Leblanc further expeds asset owners 
w~ exe~ pressure on d~rectors to "develop ~ong4erm metrics commensurate 
w~th the ptodt~c[ and t~sk cycle of the company." Finally, took for boards 
tighten up independenl sl~nd~rds over attorneys, auditors, compensation 

consui~ants, and themselves. 

Share~ 

Women on Corporate Boards Impacts A~I of Us 

qq~e Huffington Post (Feb. 3, Bellows) is reporting that 2020Women on Boards 
"is sending out ~,~ (for ’w~nner’) cerflfic~les this month to the 496 companies 
that have 20 percent or more board seats he~d by women." The total 
represents a g8#~ of 51 companies in the advocacy organization’s database of 
1,500 companies. Research from severa~ souroe% inck~ding Credit Suisse, 
has demonstrated that males and females together make better decisions 
and deliver s[~pedor corpo~te performance. #~creased awareness of gender 
diversity’s pluses has led ~he Ca~forsi8 Legislature [o pass a resolution urg~sg 
8~ p[Jb]~c cor£or81~o~s statewide ~o have at ]eas~ one woman on 1heir boards 
w~th]n the next three years. "There are still 200 of the ~argest companies in 

the s~a~e tha~ have no women on their boards," notes the Post. 

Share~ 

Surge in Shareholder Activism Straining Investors’ Resources 

Pensions & Investments (Feb. 3, Bur0 reports that there has been a veritable 
"gold rush" of activist institutional investors challenging companies this proxy 
season. "But this swell in corporate governance actMty couk~ strain hweslors’ 
resources," warns the publication, "especially re~ated to executive pay ~ssues 
and shareholder engagements." Shareholders have been bolstered by recen~ 

~nves~rnent returns in firms in wNch activists have been involved. Activist ~Qnds 
ate challenging companies on a wide variety of issues, most notaMy balance- 
sheet matters and bus~ness strategy. Patrick McGum, spec~a~ counse~ for 
Institutional Shareholder Services Inc., expects act]vJs~s ~o fi~e contests for 
board seats at near~y three dozen companies. "ActMsts oo[J~d challenge more 
companies, but reach settlements before proposals are fi~ed," adds the 
puM]ca~on. 

Share~ 

�~p~a~ ~cJ~! Responsibi!i~y~ ................................................................................... 

5 Companies to Give 1.5 Million Acres to Rare Bird 

qqqe Albuquerque Journal (Feb. 2) is repoding that five oil and gas companies 
- Continental Resources, Devon Energy, Apache Corp., Occidental Oil and 
Gas Corp., and Samson Resources - "have pledged to give 1.5 million acres 
of land in five states for conservation of lesser praide chicken habitat as part of 
an effort to prevent the bird from being federally protected as a threatened 
species." TMs marks the first enrollment ~n the so-ca~ed "rsnge-w~de 
which has beer developed by ~h8 Western Assodatbn of F~sh and 
Agencies and stat~ w~ld~fe 8ge~c~s h~ Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, 
Oklahoma, and Texas. The ~esser praMe chicken’s mJmbers have dwindled 
recent yea~ from fewer than 45,000 [n the foudh qua~er of 2012 to less than 
l&000 currently. "Oil and gas dd[[ing have boomed and ranching is pro[fire 
1he b~rd’s habitat," notes the pub~cat[on~ "Those industries fear a [federal] 
[[sth~g could make [t difficult, [f not hspossib[e, for them to operate." 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Heidrick & Struggles Names Ex--Go[drnan Exec as New CEO 

The Chicago Tribune (Feb. 3) confim~s ~hat execrative search Iirm Heidrick & 
Struggles International [nc. has ended its own search for a new reader, 
naming ex-Goldman Sechs executive Tracy R. Wo~stencrofl as president and 
CEO. The 55-year-old was a 25-year Go~dman veteran, hav~ng seP~ed as a 
partner ~rorn 1994 to 2010. HeidrJck & Struggles Chairman R~cha[d Beat~e 
comments, "Tracy embodies a~ of the characteristics we were ~ook~ng for ~n 
our next CEO, and we are confident that our c~ents, employees, and 
shareholders w~ benefi~ from h~s perspective, capaM~itJes, and commitment ~o 
excellence." 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Global Corporate Eami~gs Expected to Grow at Faster Pace This Year 

"Higher spending by U.S. consumers is helph~g to offset a slower economic 



expansion in China and boost global corporate earnings," the San Antonio 
Business Journal (Feb, 3, Thomas) repods. Europe’s g~’adual rebound 
following a twos, ear recession has ak~o helped to acce[erale g[obal economic 
expansion since the first of the year. The U.S. economy is pro~ected to 
expand 2.8 percent, matcMng 2012 as the fastest pace since 2005. James 
Pau]sen, chief investmen~ stra~egJs~ at We~s Capital Management, s~a~es, 
"~al we’ve got going on for the fi~t t~me ~n th~s ~ecove~y is 1ruby g~oba~ 
synchronized gro~h. It’s sfi~ s~ow by ~ong-ago historic standards, but it wi~ 
feel p~e~ty good in tMs ~’ecovery," 

Sha~e~ 

gi.S. Stocks See Worst Sel~off in Several 

"The U.S. stock market closed with sharp losses on Monday," reports 
MarketWatch (Feb. 3, Mahmudova), "aI~er a much weake[,than-expected 
reading on manufacturing data as well as concerns over a slowdown in China 
lr~ggered the wo~t se~loff ~n several months~" The Dew Jones Industrial 
Average plummeted 326.05 points, or 2.1 percent, to fall below ~ts 200-day 
moving average. The decrease was ~he seventh triple-dJg~t decline ~h~s year, 
"U.S~ manufacturers expanded ~n January al the s~owest rate ~n e~ght 
months," notes the publication, "as the pace of new eiders sha[ply 
dece~e~ted." The c~ose~y followed h~st~tu~e for Supply Management index 
sank to 51.3 percent ~n January from 56.5 pement the month before~ 
Econom~sls polled ead~er by Market~htch had expected the ~ndex to drop to 
56 percent. 

Share~ 
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d bylnf .... tion, Inc. ] 

Subscriber Toois NACD Governance Resources 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA CLE - Business Law Section <cle@americanbar.org~ 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 8:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last Chance to Register: What Every Business Lmxs~er Needs to Know about the FCPA 

Trouble viewing? 

ii.~ Essentials bytheABAAcademy 

What ~!very B~siness Lawyer 
Needs to Know abo~t the 
I:::oreign Corrupt Practic’~es Act 

This program’s expert panel will: 

Provide an overview of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 

(FCPA) and other anti-corruption laws 

Disease how to protect your corporate client through an 

effective compliance program and pre-transactional due 

diligence 

Too busy to attend? 
!~.~.¢:#.~.~.~A# the recorded program now. 

i~ ~ud,oCO-.o~ Audio CD-~OM 
Ships 02/28/14 

Also from the ABA 

Audio CLE 

1.5 credit requested 

$175 General Public 

$145-125 ABA Members 

Register Now                ] 

gebra~loy 7, 2014 

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM ET 

Webinar 

1.5 CLE credits requested 

CART Services Available 

$125 Section Members 

$150 ABA Members 

$195 General Public 

Sponsor 

Business Law Section 

Criminal Justice Section 

Section of International Law 

February6, 2014 

Choosing Between Judge, Jury 

and Arbitrator:What’sthe Real 

Difference? 

February6, 2014 

False Claims Act Fundamentals 

and Trends 

February 11, 2014 

Breaking into the Sports Law 

Industry 

February 20, 2014 

Essentials of Preparing a Lay 

Witness for a Deposition 

Robert W. Tarun 

$239.95 General Public 

$199.95 Section Members 

This rnessage was sent to ib[oeme@emaiLunc edu. Your e-mail address will only be dsed within [he ABA 

We do not sell or rent e-mail addresses 

Update your profile Manalqe your email preferences Unsubscribe Privacy Policy Contact Us 

American Bar Association I 321 N Clark, Chicago, H. 60654-?598 i 800-285-2221 1312-988-5522 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, Februm3, 4, 2014 9:01 AM 

Broome, t,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

West LegalEdcenter Webcast: Social Media for Banks m~d Financial Services Institutions 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Webcast 

West LegalE~cer~ter Webcast 
Social Media for Banks and Financial Services Institutions 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 
1:00 pm. -2:00 p.m 

Continuing Education Credits: 

West LegatEdcenter wilt offer CLE 

credit. 

Follow us on Twitter 

@,ThinkinFtcapmkts 

For more information: 
A~exa Powe r,q. 

{212) 

This webcast will focus on the considerations for issuers, broker- 

dealers, registered investment advisers, and commodity pools in 

using social media, whether for corporate communications or in 

the context of securities offerings. 

Topics Will Include: 

¯ Reg FD and other liability concerns 

¯ FINRA guidance on communications and social media 

¯ Guidance for investment advisers and investment companies 

¯ CFTC and NFA guidance for funds 

Speakers: 

¯ Jay Baris 

¯ Anna Pinedo 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@,mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~vww.sra.orfl.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <triangfe@bi~iournats.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 10:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Important note - Women in Business 

NOTE: This year TBJ is moving up our Women in Business event to coincide with a very 
special addition to our program. More details to come seen. Since the event will be held in 
April, our nomination deadline is right around the corner! Submissions close this Monday, 
see below for details. 

2014 Women in Business Awards 
Nomination Deadline: Februarg 10, 2014 

Tn~ang/e Business doum~,~ is pleased to 

;~nnounce the 17th ai~i~.ial Women ~n 

Bus~ness Awards. These awards ho~o~ 

women ~ various bus~ess categories who 

have prevail to be dyllam~c and outstandh~g 

~eaders with estaM~shed track ~eco~ds of 

s~gn~ficant accomplishments in bus#~¢ss 

~nd/or cornmunky service. 

NO~NAT~ON DEADLINE 

~onday, february 1Oth 

Submission site closes at t 1:59PM 

New Event Da’~e: Monday, Aprif 7 

SPONSORS 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~¢y I Uns~bscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave, Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 4, 2014 10:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

One of the Top Three No-Nos 



click here 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Camp, Jonathan <Jonathan.Camp@abc.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 10:10 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

RE: Names of those attending December UNC-Ctt Faculty Athletics Committee meetings 

Hey Lisa. 

It’s gob 6aughran. 

Best. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 9:52 AM 
To: jon.camp@abcl J.mail.com 
Subject: Names of those a~ending December UNC-CH Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee meetings 

Hi Jon - I prepare the minutes for the UNC-CH Faculty Athletics Committee and I noted that you and Bob were present at the December 10, 20~3, meeting from 

ABC, but I did not get Bob’s last name down. Can you help me out? Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

Cg#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

htt p:!!www.law.u nc.ed u!cent ers!ba n k~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

:: :~*~: :: Description: 

...... http:llwww.law.unc.edulimageslnewslmedialbankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Collections & Operational Risk Conference <conferences@sourcemediamaJl.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 10:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Brochure is Now Ready tbr Download 

Your Digital Brochure is Now Ready 
Download your copy of the brochure for the lath Annual Natiot~ai Collections & Operational 

Risk Conference then re,qister online. [$!50 savings promo code ms;de brochure] 

Downloa d broch u re 

In-depth 

descriptions 

on key topics 

Networking 

opportunities 

between 

SeSsions 

Special 

savings 

premo 

cede 

Vendors/ 

exhibitors 
you’ll meet 

Register O [ir e Now 
or call (212) 803-8775 or (212) 803-8456. 

.... Media Professional Events 

Dlistoin.sr S.srvic¢ 500-805.3424, SosrceMedi~=, One Stst* Street Plaxa, 2;’ti~ Floor New York 

~:: r4Y 1900,: 
Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

marketing@k~l.com on behalf of 

Kane Russell Coleman & Logan, PC <marketing@krcl.com~ 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 11:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Litigalion Alert - U.S. Suprelne Court Provides Clari~ on Enforcement of Forum-Selection Clauses 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Litigation A;ert 

The UoSo Supreme Court 
Provides Clarity Concerning 

Procedure For 
Enforcement of Forum- 

Selection C~auses 

In a decision likely to provide the business community with a 
greater degree of certainty regarding forum-selection clauses 
and venue for lawsuits, the U.S. Supreme Court recently 
addressed the procedurals available to a defendant in a civil 
case who seeks to enforce a forum-selection clause. In a 
unanimous decision, the Supreme Court held in Atlantic Marine 
Construction Co. v. United States District Court for the Western 
District of Texas, No. 12-929, that ifa case is filed in a federal 
district court that is authorized by statute, a forum-selection 
clause may be enforced by a motion to transfer venue under 28 
U.S.C. § 1404(a). 
Atlantic Marine Construction Co., Inc. ("Atlantic"), a Virginia 
corporation, entered into a subcontract agreement with J-Crew 
Management ("J-Crew"), a Texas corporation, for a building 
project. The agreement contained a forum-selection clause 
which required all disputes to be litigated in state or federal court 
in Norfolk, Virginia. After a dispute arose, J-Crew filed suit 
against Atlantic in federal court in Texas. Atlantic invoked the 
forum-selection clause and moved to dismiss the suit 
contending that the parties’ forum-selection clause rendered 
venue in Texas "wrong" under 28 U.S.C. § 1406(a) and 
"improper" under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b) (3). 
Alternatively, Atlantic moved to transfer the action to federal court 
in Virginia under § 1404(a). 
The Texas District Court denied both of Atlantic’s motions. 
~_e_. _a_ .0__M .Q_r. _e_. 

Michael A. Logan, a founding director of 



the Firm, practices in the Litigation 
Section. Mr. Logan has substantial 
experience in federal and state court 
representing privately held businesses, 
financial institutions, publicly traded 
companies and insurers in tort, 
construction and complex business 
litigation. He also represents physicians 
in a variety of health care matters. 

Joseph Hummel, an associate of the 
Firm, practices in the Litigation and 
Financial Services sections of the 
Dallas office. Mr. Hummel represents 
clients through all phases of litigation, 
including pre-trial assessment and 
analysis, pleadings, discovery, trial, 
appeals, and judgment enforcement. He 
regularly litigates cases in both federal 
and state court, and has experience 
arbitrating cases before the American 
Arbitration Association. 

Profile Pfactice Areas News & Events 
Attort~eys Clients 

~ 

lUCopyrJght@ 2013 Kane Russell Coleman & PC. All reserved. Unless otherwise Logan rights 
||indicated, the authors are not certified by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization. Legal Notice 

Forward this email 

"]Ibis 
emaii ’~,as sent to Ibreome@email.unc.edu by ._n)__a_[_k__e__t]_n_g_@___kr___c_Lc_g_r_n_. 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

KRCL 3700 Thanksgiving Tower :: [601 Elm Street Dallas :: TX :: 752011[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Likeable La~er CLE <classe~@likeablelawyer.eom> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 11:21 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@em~Jl uric edu> 

Trust: An Essential Ingredient: This Month’s Free Practice Tip 

Upcomifsg Webina/s 

fur~dan~entals for improving professional relationships 

.......... ~....’.! !!;~ ~!.."......’Y.’.d ... 

~:ebruary 21, March 25, July 29 

8:30am - 12:15pm Central 

Learn h~ inspire greater Bast and credibility 

rake a ~esdership ro~e over getting great results 

February 21, March 25. May 20 

1:15p!tl - 5pr!l Central 

¯ Increase persuasion with lawyers and decision-makers 

Aprii 25 

February 28, April 29, June 26 

8:30am - 4:30pro Central 

expansive solutions 

¯ Overcome challenges duq~g stressfu~ negotiations 

Co:ltmi.r:g Legal Education 

~ PRACT~C~ 13P ~ 

fo~ Lawye~ Success 

Lawyers understand that trust ~s 

s~tuat~ons, a ~awyer will achieve far 
better results ff opposing counsel 

p~rU=es ~rdsl: ~ha~ lawyer. 

important factor in building trust is 

recognizing that "percewed" trust is as 

rna~y la,,~t{ers interact m ways that 

[o be perceived as trustvvo.’Zhy we 

have to svaid beisaviora ~isal aug.(tesl 

snowing up late, interrupting, 

seemin9 dk~l:r~cted w~Ue 

business ’without first making a 

connection These 

hard to overcame We build trust by 
coming through as promised, 

and acting m ways theft cleady 

investigate truat-buikfing as w@l as 

achieve better working relatior=sh~ps 

love your aem.?ars! Beat CLE there 

h/~ have b~-.-.~e atfendmg CL.E 

University Counsel, Temple LmK, ersity 



To unsubscribe, click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC [ijones@impactmtgs.com] 

2/4/2014 5:20:31 PM 

joannel@us.ibm.com; ggf@moneyful.com; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; @gmail.com 

Speaker Conference Call for Black Women In Business February 18 session 

712-432-0375; access code: 310610# 

2/12/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/12/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Call-In Info: 

Call-in number: 712-432-0375 

Access Code: 310610# 

Below is the agenda we will review and discuss: 

Black Women In Business--"Lead on A New Level: How To Get on A Corporate Board" 

February 18, 2014, 6 - 8pro, M & F Bank Headquarters (2634 Durham-Chapel Hill Boulevard, Durham NC 

27707) 

6:00 - 6:20 pm -Arrivals and mingling 

6:20-6:30 pm -Welcome and session overview; Introductions of session leaders 

6:30 pm -6:50 pm -Lissa Broome: 

General information about Director Diversity Initiative, training offered 

Any compelling research from DDI about the impact of diversity on boards and data about Black 

Women on boards 

How one can get on a corporate board 

6:50 pm- 7:05 pm: Genevia Gee Fulbright: 

What are three things that Black Women should do to be effective and to make an impact once 

they are on a board. 

How serving on a board helped you as an entrepreneur and what you brought to the board as an 

entrepreneur. 

What is a challenge you faced/considered as a black woman on a board and how you overcame it; 



advice to those in the audience 

7:00-7:15 pm: Joan Nelson: 

How to leverage serving on a non-profit board to be effective and get placed on a corporate board 

How serving on a board helped you as a corporate executive and what you brought to the board as 

a corporate executive 

What impact being the chair of a corporate board has on you; the corporation 

What is one reason that Black Women should seek to be on a board and advice you’d give them. 

7:15 - 7:35 pm: All: Discussion, question and answers. Facilitated by Ingrid Jones. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC [ijones@impactmtgs.com] 

2/4/2014 5:37:27 PM 

joannel@us.ibm.com; ggf@moneyful.com; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; @gmail.com 

please note new time: Speaker Conference Call for Black Women In Business February 18 session 

712-432-0375; access code: 310610# 

2/12/2014 4:30:00 PM 

2/12/2014 5:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Call-In Info: 

Call-in number: 712-432-0375 

Access Code: 310610# 

Below is the agenda we will review and discuss: 

Black Women In Business--"Lead on A New Level: How To Get on A Corporate Board" 

February 18, 2014, 6 - 8pro, M & F Bank Headquarters (2634 Durham-Chapel Hill Boulevard, Durham NC 

27707) 

6:00 - 6:20 pm -Arrivals and mingling 

6:20-6:30 pm -Welcome and session overview; Introductions of session leaders 

6:30 pm -6:50 pm -Lissa Broome: 

General information about Director Diversity Initiative, training offered 

Any compelling research from DDI about the impact of diversity on boards and data about Black 

Women on boards 

How one can get on a corporate board 

6:50 pm- 7:05 pm: Genevia Gee Fulbright: 

What are three things that Black Women should do to be effective and to make an impact once 

they are on a board. 

How serving on a board helped you as an entrepreneur and what you brought to the board as an 

entrepreneur. 

What is a challenge you faced/considered as a black woman on a board and how you overcame it; 



advice to those in the audience 

7:00-7:15 pm: Joan Nelson: 

How to leverage serving on a non-profit board to be effective and get placed on a corporate board 

How serving on a board helped you as a corporate executive and what you brought to the board as 

a corporate executive 

What impact being the chair of a corporate board has on you; the corporation 

What is one reason that Black Women should seek to be on a board and advice you’d give them. 

7:15 - 7:35 pm: All: Discussion, question and answers. Facilitated by Ingrid Jones. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC <ijones@impactmtgs.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 12:39 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; gg~.~moneyfid.com; joaJmel@us.ibm.com 

new time: RE: Feb 12, 2014, 11:30 - 12:15 Black Women In Business SpeaJaer Cont~rence Call 

Hello----please note the new time. Everyone was available on February :12 (same day) from :H:30--- 12::[5. A new Outlook appointment has been sent with the 

revised time. 

February 12, from 11:30 am - 12:15 pro. 

Call-in Info: 

Call-in number: 712-432-0375 

Access Code: 310610# 
Ingr[d Jones 

Presiden~ 
Impact P~eetings and Events. LLC 
919.544 4587 
w~.irn pact rn eetinq sa nd events.corn 

~.~.~ ~MP~CT ~_OGO 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2014 12:30 PM 
To; Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC; ggf@moneyful.com; joannel@us.ibm.com 
Subject; RE: Feb 12, 20:t4, :t:30 - 2::15 Black Women In Business Speaker Conference Call 

Ingrid and friends --. My apofogies. When I responded ~o d~e Doodle Poll I was confused about the tirne zone d~at I would be in that day. On Wednesday, I am 

available only available until t:30 EST. Same for Thursday. On Tuesday, I am available all day. 

Thanks. I can easily handle what is outlined below in case we cannot arrange the call. 

Lissa 

From: Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC [t_n___a_jJ__tg_;jjg__n_e_.__s_~_Ln_~p_a_c_t__r[)_t_g_s_&o_t_n_] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2014 12:18 PM 
To: clclf@moneyful.com; Broome, Lissa L; ioannelCc~us.ibm.com 
Subject; Feb .t2, 2024-, :t:30 - 2:.t5 Black Women In Business Speaker Conference Call 

Thank you for your prompt responses on setting the date for the pre-session conference call for Lead On A New Level: How To Get On A Corporate Board. 

I will send an Outlook appointment in addition to this. I look forward to talking with you! 

The call will take place on February 12, from 1:30 -2:15. 

Call-in number: 712-432-0375 

Access Code: 3:106:10# 

Below is the agenda we will review and discuss: 

Black Women In Business--"Lead on A New Level: How To Get on A (:orporate Board" 

February 28, 2014, 6 -8pro, M & F Bank Headquarters (2634 Durham-Chapel Hill Boulevard, Durham IN(: 27707) 

6:00- 6:20 pm -Arrivals and mingling 

6:20-6:30 pm -Welcome and session overview; Introductions of session leaders 

6:30 pm -6:50 pm -Lissa Broome: 

* General information about Director Diversity Initiative, training offered 

* Any compelling research from DDI about the impact of diversity on boards and data about Black Women on boards 

* How one can get on a corporate board 

6:50 pm- 7:05 pm: Genevia Gee Fulbright: 

~ What are three things that Black Women should do to be effective and to make an impact once they are on a board. 

~ How serving on a board helped you as an entrepreneur and what you brought to the board as an entrepreneur. 

~ What is a challenge you faced/considered as a black woman on a board and how you overcame it; advice to those in the audience 

7:00- 7:3L5 pm: Joan Nelson: 

* How to leverage serving on a non-profit board to be effective and get placed on a corporate board 

* How serving on a board helped you as a corporate executive and what you brought to the board as a corporate executive 

* What impact being the chair of a corporate board has on you; the corporation 

* What is one reason that Black Women should seek to be on a board and advice you’d give them. 

7:15- 7:35 pm: All: Discussion, question and answers. Facilitated by Ingrid Jones. 
Ingrid Jones 
President 
Impact Meetings and Events, LLC 
919.544.4587 
w~v.irn pact rn eetinq sa nd events.corn 

i.~.i IMPACT LOGO 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 2:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reser~e Banks laud industry restx~nse to consultation paper and highlight next steps 

Federal Reser~’e Banks laud industry response to consultation paper and highlight next steps 

http://www.federalreserve.gov /new~vent~press/other/20140204a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paae. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivels~.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://¥wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alnnmimail@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 4, 2014 2:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: New Dea~ of Business School; Yeast Sta~s With Scandal Prominently in News; Embark on a Europem~ Adventure 

% UNC GAA 

Are you th e g :L~\ Member of th e Mor~th P Scroll dow~ to firm o~t. 

Ke~an-Flagler Veteran Chose~ as New Dean 
Doug Sbaekelfl:~rd ’8o, wh~ has served on t~e fa,tflty since 199o, ~s an award-winning 

PeseaPcheP a[l(l teacheP w]lose work []-~euses on [axe~ and business s[cate&v. 

All-Single Roc ms Plam~ed for New Dorm 
Th e "m~per m~i tes" £)rmat eaters to wha t stu de~As wa n t in a b~i]din g klm t would occupy 

one of the last ~dentii~ed eonstn~etioB sffes on campus, 

If you had 3o seconds 

tel1 the world about 

yoursdf, what would you 

say? Dia] ~n a[ noon on 

create an e[~,e[ive 

personN commerdal. 

[] Difl’e~ent Textmoeo 

St~H Nostalgleo 

Review with you 

wherever yon go, Read 

your sm ar q?ho~e or ta blet 

with the R~rvie?,~,¢s mobile 

app --haduded wi~ yore" 

Available o~ the 

Stot’e and on Google 

Year~Starts    With     S~ candal Prominently in News 

specialisk’a research Pro£’ssor Emm~ta Levine shares concerns about adminish’afiorPs 

reaction. 

® UNC Rebuks Willingham’s Daka, Revokes Research Clearartee 

~ F~-~lt Se~fs Message About ’Pa[nfS:t] Jourt~ey’ 

~ Pt’omiBent Former t rofessor 3bare,. Scan&a] C~ nc~ Pns 

UNC Back ot~ Top of Princeh:~n Review List 
Carolina was 15 ~: in the best.-value canki ~g of publ k: colleges i ~ 2004 and 2o 12, N, C. 

S~te also is in Lhe top five. 

Hill Hall Au&tc rmm to Carry Moesers Nan~es 
The old music hail, now far below modern standards, artd the tti]l rotm~da will get a 

million renovation. 

For mope news items, see almnni.mae.edlffal~-icle.asp?SID=~ 8, 



E]]iott, to claim yore: IKe 

member pewter lieense 

p]ate~ ernail 

membership@nne.e&~ by 

Feb. 28. 

[] [ e} ond the Stone Wails’ Schedule Set 
,’\b:m~i and friends can shay c(mneek;d and remain involved with UNC ~,ith ~Beyot~d t:be 

S korm Wails" progra~n s. 

[] Stock Up on M.ember .Appreciation Day 
Save 20 pet’cetl t otl Feb~ 12 at +}o~ B By ’]’-.s]~iI’L S]~o+~, yoltr ~e~])eF ea t’(l i~ [~K~ st -~re of 

use promo code 13(ZLzXJTS for online and phone orders. 

Chemistry Chair, Nobel La ureate Honored 
Chemistry Professor VaJerJc Ashby ’88 and genefies seienfist ()liver Smit}}ies have 

received the GAA’s Faculty Service Award. 

[] Help Elect GAA Board Members 
Ballots for e]ecdng new members to ~he (~AA’s B~ard of Direelo~ were mailed with the 

Jan uary/[.’ebr~:mry (k~ro?im,~ ,4[umni Revi~rw. Get your ballot in by Maceh :{:t. 

Embark on a European Adventure 
Immerse yonrself into the daffy life of Provence, Ang. 3o-SepL :~1, or cruise the 

::banti~.,! Rhone from Pa~is t,-x Pcovet~ee, SepL 1.-9 

[] Get Your Career Moving Today 
Ready to revive yore’ career goals? Members receive a complimentary session from our 

~:areer coach, a ~vSO value; sehedule yours today 

Watch Carolina vs. Duke Feb° 12 
Carolina Clubs from coast to coast host game-viewing parties thro~ ghout basketbalI 

season. Find ouk where ko wate}~ l}~e }{eels i~ your area. 

Tell Us About ,.. The Yackdff Yg~ck 
In the era of social media and many other ways b) d(~eument college c~>,_~rieru>_~s wit:b 

classmates, are college yearbooks still relevant? Did yon have your picture taken for the 

~ekeW ~2:~ek at~d did you buy eopies of the yearbook while you were a sludent? Do you 

still look at the Yack to bring back me*nodes or has it been snpplartted by otBer media? 





~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz@urnats.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 2:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

Affordable Care Law: It’s Here; Now ~M~at? 

2014 Hea th Care Symposium 
Affordable Care Law: It’s Here; Now What? 

Photo from fast .year~s ~ymposium 

EVENT DETAILS 

Nealth i~s~re~e, hospital executives, 

doctors and policy ~eake~s come 

togetl~er to d~scuss ram~fications, 

TBJ’s healt~ care ~epor~er= Jason deBruyn 

will lead ~he discussion wi~h a deep bench 

powerf~ p~aye~s over breakfast on 

Th~rsday, February 20th. We hope 

p~an to jo~n us ag~in for what p~om~ses to be 

another vigoroL~s Q & A o~s what’s here 

what’s next fe~ bus~ness and the impact of 

the health care law. 

WHEN: 

Thursday~ Febluary 20tt~ 7:30AM - 9:30AM 

WHERE: 

Raleigh Marriott City Center 

500 Fayetteville St., Raleigh NC 27601 

PANELISTS 

No photo available 

VP of Public Policy, 
Gfaxo Sm/thKilne 

V~ce President, 
Benefit Solutions 

Director. NC DHHS (Divis,~on of 
Mental Health, Deve,~opmenta/ 
Disabih:ties and Substance Abuse 

~ Dro Bey Sangwi 

Associate Chief Medical Office 

a~ £)u~e University Hearth System 

and, residen~ of �he N. C. Medea[ 

SooieLv 

SPONSORS 



Forward to a F~iend i P~iw~¢y I U~s~bscribe 

T~iangle B~sir~ess Joumat 

3600 G~em~ood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 27612, USA 
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T~iangle B~sir~ess Joumat 

3600 G~em~ood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 27612, USA 



THANK YOU ! 
Now that I know what my requirement is..,how 

do I satisfy it? 

Dear Friends: 

I hope you found my email last week to be 

helpful, Now that we know what our 

requirement is, let me help you figure out how to 

saris ".fy that requirement, 

What is my yearly requirement? 

Members are required to complete twelve 

hours of CLE credit per year. 

May I take any of the required hours online? 

Yes, members may take up to four (4) hours of 

online credit each year towards their CLE 

requirements. 

~rhat about the other eight (8) hours of credit? 

~Igembers are required to take a minimum of 

eight (8) hours of live credit each year. 

Are teleconferences or live webcasts considered 

"live" courses for purposes of the 8-hour 

nfininmm? 

Yes. These types of courses are treated as live 

programs and are not limited to the 4-hour 

online restriction. 

I hope my email was helpful in figuring out what 



you have to do to complete your North Carolina 

CLE Requirenlents. Feel free to reply to this email 

if you have any state specific CLE questions. 

Sincerely, 

Dani, from Bridge the Gap Institute 

Sponsor Nunlber: 1146 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 4, 2014 3:17 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S.Senate Passes Final Five-Year Farm Package 

U.S.Senate Passes Final Fire-Year Farm Package 

The Senate approved a five-year agreement on farm policy, ending a nearly three-year 

slog in Congress to overhaul agriculture policy and food-stamp funding weighed down by 

both partisan and regional disputes. 

In a 68-32 vote, the Senate passed the first comprehensive farm package since 2008. 

The House passed the bipartisan deal last week and President Barack Obama is expected 

to soon sign the bill into law. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 3:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review i Kellogg closing Charlotte snack plmat, cutting 195 jobs 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Ke~kLq~ closin9 Charlotte snack p~ant, cuttin9 

195 jobs ..... 

Michigan-based Kellogg Company said Tuesday that                                                     I :>~il X I 

it plans to shutter a Charlotte snack factory as part of I -1 "1 

a plan to cut costs, 

Duke ~ergy plant re~orts 

coaFash spil~ 

Duke Energy said Monday that 

50,000 to 82,000 tons of coal ash 

and upto 27 million gallons of 

water were released from a pond 

at its retired power... 

Charlotte ~on~e prices r}se 5.8% {n December 

Home prices in the Charlotte region rose 5.8 percent 

in December from a year ago for its 24th month in a 

row of annual gains, a report Tuesday showed. 

trading 

Investors took advantage of lower 

prices to buy stocks, lifting the U.S. 

market on Tuesday in relatively 

light trading 

Microsoft names cb~d 

computin_q chief as next CEO 

Microsoft has named the head of 

its cloud computing business as 

the company’s next CEO, tapping 

a Iongtime insider to lead efforts to 

catch rivals ... 

Charlofte Douglas set record i~ 20t 3 for 

number of passer,gets 

More travelers used Charlotte Douglas International 

Airport in 2013 than any previous year, airport officials 

said Tuesday, continuing more than a decade of 

gro~h 

US p~obing Ho~da Accords fo~ air bag 

problem 

US. safety regulators are investigating complaints 

that the side air bags on some Honda Accords can 

inflate when the front doors are closed 

Silicon Valley ecot~or~y back at dot~com eH~ 

~eve~s 

A new report shows Silicon Valley is booming with 

higher jobs and income. But soaring housing costs 

are driving a larger wedge between the region’s rich 

and poor 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to Lmsubscribe frorn this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ford, Melanie <mford@nccob.gov> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 4:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Grace, Raymond <rgrace@nccob.gov>; Campbell, Rowe <rcampbell@nccob.gov> 

Directors’ College 

Good morning Lissa, 

I hope you are having a happy New Year! Please excuse the delay in reaching out to you. After talking with Ray, we have decided to postpone Directors’ College 

until 2015. Although there is some interest amongst our bankers for the program, we are uncertain if we can fill a class. 

We appreciate your patience with us, and I will contact you later in the year to discuss plans for 2015. 

Warm regards, 

Melanie 

~I elar~e }~. Fo~d 

Director of Regulatory Training 

NC Office of the Commissioner of Banks 

4309 Mail Service Center 

Raleigh, NC 27699-4309 

919.715.6312 (Telephone) 

919.733.6918 (Telefax) 
-[his Message (i!~cludir!~ attaci~me!~ts) is i~[ended only ~or ~he identified Recipient(s) and may contain irfforma[~o~ ~ha[ i5 co~ider~t~al pursuant[ ~0 N.C.G.S. ~C53C-,~-12, 53- 
2,~4.050(~}, and 53-24,1..~20 and!or is otherwise prh, i~e~ed, ff you are ~ot the ~[ended Recipient, you are hereby no[K~ed thai any use, copying or d~s~dbu[io~ of this Messa~e 
([r~dud[r~g a[tachmen[s) is unauthorized arid prohibited. I~ you have received Ibis Message [r~ error, p~ease no[Ky the Sender (mford@nccob.gov) immediately and ~hen delete [he 
Message (i¢~clddit~g aH a[tachmen~s) from your compu[er. To ~he ex[ent tha~ ~his communication is no~ otherw[se or[riVerbed or confidential, it may be subject to [he North Carolina 
Public Records Law arid may be disclosed [o third par~[es. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fam~ Te~mis Pros <farmtennispros@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 4:45 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecreafion Association Tennis listserv <thrm te~mi@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[thrm tennis] Farm Courts February 4th 

Due to the rain all courts axe closed ....... but you could go to the UNC Women who are playing Texas A&M who is cunently ranked #7 in the nation and was the 

NCAA findlis~t last year. The match begins at 5pm a~ld should be very intense. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

fmrn tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave- 34207616-2921055.1 e7797b3b21002d2346b9119533dl 64a@1i stserv.unc.edu 

For more information, see our website: ht~p:,/www.uncthrm.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

alliance atj.org@mail.salsalabs.net on behalf of 

Alliance for Justice ~dliance@at].org> 

Tuesday, Febrnary 4, 2014 4:51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Four ways AFJ is fighting for reproductive rights and more news from AFJ 

AFJ :llonthly Newsletter, February 2014 

Four ways AFJ is fighting for reproductive rights 

With reproductive rights under attack across the country, Alliance lbr Justice is fighting back, arming dei~nders of women’s right to choose with crucial intbrmation. 
During the past month AFJ: 

* Released a comprehensive report on the record of every current Jus~tice of the Supreme Court when it comes to reproductive rights issues. 

~ As part of our AFJ Audio Analysis series, we used excerpts from oral arguments to illus~trate the key issues in :~IcCullen v. CoaMe~, a Supreme Court case about 

"buffer zones" around clinics that perform abortions. The buffer zones protect women from hmussment by anti-abortion protesters. 

~ Reproductive rights groups across the count~, joined AFJ in a social media campaign to spread the word about our 

video, Roe at Risk. Thousands of people learned about the video through an "image s~tonn’’ on Twitter and Facebook. 

® We continue to taJ~e the video on the road, with screenings in 

Calitbrnia, New Jersey, Waahin~ton D.C. and Virginia. 

Want to help’? Click here to learn about hosting a screening. 

A udience at South Orange, New Jersey, screening 

ojRoe at Risk 

Photo." Planned ~ arenthood Action Fund qf~, ew 

Jersey 

With midterm elections around the corner, nonprofits seek guidance 
from Bolder Advocacy 

Can a nonp~ofit participate in an event am~ouncing new legislation if the event is hosted by Member of Congress who is 

running for re-election this year? AFJ’s Bolder Advocacy attorneys are seeing more questions like this as nonprofits 

plan their policy work for the yea~-. 

With guidance fi-om our attorneys, nonprofits can engage in legislative advocacy without worrying they are breaI:ing the 

rules. 



All three D.C. Circuit nominees confirmed - now, about all 
the others... 

Oar big victory getting the Senate to reform its rules is prodncing big results. With the confirmation of 

Jndge Robert Wilkins, all three of President Obama’s highly qualified nominees are nowjndges of the 

U.S. Court of Appeals fbr "the District of Columbia Circuit. It’s a great start, but there’s much more 

work to be done. More than two dozen nominees axe waiting for votes on the Senate floor. Tell your 

Senators to act now. In addition, many Republican Senators continue to stall nominees in their home 

states. We’re continuing our fight to fill eve~ vacancy in evmy federal court. 

Keeping the courthouse doors open to everyday Americans 

AFJ President Nan Aron published op-ed columns in two major newspapers about preserving the abili~ of all Americans to 

stand up for their rights in conrt. 

* In the Los Angeles Times, Nan spoke out against ’°tbrced axbitration" in which victims of l’raud or di~rimination axe shnt out 

of court and must take their ca~ to an axbitmtor hired by the very finn "that wronged them. 

* In the Arizona Re t¢blic, Nan sounded the alarm about attempts to rewrite the rulebook that determines how civil cases axe 

argued in federal court. 

AOL features AFJ 

Every day, America Online gives a piece of prone virtual real estate a spot on its homepage to an especially worthy 

nonprofit, in order to highlight that nonprofit’s work. We’re honored that on Jan. 19, the day before Martin Luther King 

Day, AOL highlighted Alliance tbr Justice urging its tnillions of readers to "make a difference" through AFJ. (.lick 

here to help us make a difference with a donation. 

AFJ holds San Francisco briefing on IRS proposals for nonprofits 

As part of our efibrts to raise awareness about the troubling IRS rules proposed for nonprofits, we gathered nearly 50 

organizations, funders, and concerned individuals at a Jan. 14 briefing at The San Francisco Foundation. AFJ Counsel 

Daren Garshelis explained the proposed regulations in plain English, including why AFJ believes the proIx~sed rules 
could Nuelch the valuable nonpa~isan work carried out by more than 80,000 social welfare groups around the country 

on a range of pnblic lyolicy issues. 

Joining Daren was Amanda Keton, Legal Director fbr Tides and The Advocacy Fun~the 501(c)(4) entity in the Tides 

faxnily of organizations who provided attendees with invaluable insights into the practical impact these rules would have 

on nonprofits, if ilnplelnented. Attendees appreciated the timeliness of the conversation as well as the presenters’ 

"fantastic understanding of the imances." 

Coming Feb. 6: Our big event on "broadening the bench" 

All of us are profoundly shaped by our personal experiences. Our view of the world is filtered through what we see and hear in our day- 

to-day lives. Achieving jufftice requires that the federal bench include judges who bring to their jobs a wide w:dety of experiences in both 

their personal and their professional lives. That’s why AFJ has organized a forum, Broadening the Bench: Judicial Nominations and 

Professional DiversiiT, on Feb. 6. We’re thrilled that Sen. Elizabeth Warren will keynote the event at the Capitol. If you’re in the 

Washington, D.C. area there’s still time to RSVP to be there in person. We’ve also working on making a livestremn available at 

wx~v.af!.org. And if you’re not in the D.C. area, yon can watch a livestream at www.Mi.org. 

Making it easier to find us on Facebook 

Every month we include links to our Facebook pages, since "they’re among the first places we go to keep people updated on the 
lates~t news from AFJ. We’re proud that more than 30,000 people have said they "like" us on Facebook. If you’re one of those 
30,000, Facebook is sending some of our updates to your "news feed" page. But Facebook recently changed the way it decides 
when to send our news to your newsfeed. So you may not be getting as many of our updates as before. 

The best way to be sure you’re getting all the news from AFJ is to go directly to our pages for Justice Programs and Bolder 

Advocacy. You’ll also get more of our news if you hover over the Liked button on our Facebook pages and select "Get Notifications." 



Please help support AFJ 

Please consider m akin~ a tax-deductible ~ift to Alliance for Justice. Help us assist more advocates~ protect more nonprofit% and defend a pro~’essive 
vision of justice in America. 

Keep up with AFJ in 2014 

Our Justice Watch Blog keeps you up-to-date on the latest developments concerning the causes we’re fighting for. Watch for our commentaries on pressing issues, 

guest blogs from some of the nation’s foremost legal scholm~, and imIx~rtant content from our friends and allies. 

Click here to sil~n up. 

Our Bolder Advocacy Blog tracks news about the entire nonprofit communib; highlighting trends and showcasing nrodels of ~und advocacy. 

Click here to sign up. 

Find us on Facebook tbr uews, articles, commentary, and discussion on the fight ~br a thir, free, and just America. Tell your fiiends to become our ti~ends. 

And remember, news about our Justice proRrams and Bolder Advocacy initiatives also are avafilable on Twitter. 

About AFJ 

Alliance for Justice is a national association of over 100 o~anizations, representing a broad array of groups committed to progressive values and the creatiou of an 

equitable, just, and fi~ee society. Through our justice progra~n~ we lead the progressive commuuity in the fight for a t~fir judiciary, and through our advocacy programs 

we help nouprofits a~d tbundations to realize their advocacy potential. 

Lea~ tnore about Alliauce for Justice at a[i.or~. 

Did you receive this Inessage from a frieud or see it online? Click here to get future ulxtates directly from AFJ. 

Alliance tbr Justice AFJ West Coast Office 
11 Dupont Circle, NW 436 14th Street 

2nd Floor Ste. 425 

Washiugtou, DC 20036 Oakland, CA 94612 

202-822-6070 510-444-6070 

,~v.aq.or~ ,~.af!.or~ 

~ Twitter ~ Facebook ~] YouTube ~ Tell a Friend 

Charity Navigator 

logo 

~ Support AFJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

15bj udicialdistrictbar- [x~unce @main.nc.us on behalf of 

Notification from JD 15B Bar <15bjudicialdistrictbar@main.nc.us> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 4:55 PM 

15bjudicialdi stfictbax@main.nc.us 

[15Bjudicialdistdctbarl JD 15B Sixtfi Biennial CLE on Professiona2lis~n 

Judicial District 15B 2014 CLE Agenda.pdf; ATT00001.c 

The Judicial District 15B Bar 
Presents 

The Sixth Biennial CLE on Professionalism and Substance Abuse/Mental Health 

Friday, February 21, 2014 at The Sheraton in Chapel Hill 

Agenda 

Lunch 
12:00 pm -1:00 p.m. 

Program 
(full agenda attached) 
1:00 pm - 4:45 p.m. 

Reception 
5:00 pm- 7:00 p.m. 

This CLE is free to all 15B Judicial District Bar Members. 

Space is limited to the first 250 active members in good standing. 

If you would like to attend, please respond by email to ji~:;~2~<@!£~.~;#.~.~.~:~##~2#,.f2f2,27 or U.S. Mail to 205 Providence Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

27514. Please include the following information: 

Your Name: 
Employer’s Name: 
Bar Number: 
Email: 
Phone Number: 
Address: 

I will attend lunch. 
lill A. Kilby 
Legal Assistant 

I will not attend lunch. 

(We must have your bar number for credit hour purposes.) 

15B Judicial District Bar 
Gregory Herman-Giddens, Secretary/Treasurer 

205 Providence Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 275~_4 
9:19-493-635:1_ or 800- 20:1_-04:13 
919-493-6355 fax 
Privileged and Confidentia~ Message: The information contained in this message is attorney-client privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual(s) or 

entity(ies) named above If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 

strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please erase all copies of the message and its attachments and immediately notify the sender by telephone. 



THE 15B IDISTRICT BAR 

PRESENTS 
THE SIXTH ANNUAL BIENNIAL CLE ON PROFESSIONALISM 

AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE/MENTAL HEALTH 

FEBRUARY 21, 2014 

12:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 

Moderator: 

12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. to 1:05 p.m. 

1:05 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. 

1:15 p.m. to 1:50 p.m. 

1:50 p.m. to 2:50 p.m. 

Elizabeth Barber 

Lunch 

Welcome 

Presentation of NC State Bar 
Distinguished Service Award 

The Intersection of Zealous 
Advocacy & Professionalism 

Getting iLost in Our Lives 

2:50 p.m. to 3:05 p.m. 

3:05 p.m. to 3:20 p.m. 

3:20 p.m. to 3:50 p.m. 

Break 

Professionalism: A View 
From The Bench 

What is a Legal Professional? 

3:50 p.m. to 4:45 p.m. Ethics and Professionalism: 
A View From The Courtroom 

5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Reception 

Sponsor: Lawyers iMutual Insurance Company 

Elizabeth Barber, District 15B President 

State Bar Representative 

Moderator: Joshua Lee, 
Mood)’, Williams, Roper & Lee 

Robynn Moraites, iExecutive iDirector of the 
NC Lawyer Assistance Program 

The Honorable Jay Br~’an, 
District 15 B District Court Judge 

Gene R. Nichol, Boyd Tinsley 
Distinguished professor and Director of the 

Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity 

Allen Baddour, Judicial District 15B 
Resident Superior Court Judge 

Ripley Rand, United States Attorney 

Middle District of North Carolina 
Kelly Podger Smith, Director of 
iProfessional Development, Smith Anderson 

Blount Dorsett Mitchell and Jemigan 

Sponsors: 
Lawyers Mutual Insurance 
AHB Center For Behavioral Health 
Danny Jenkins DrMng School 
Investors Title Insurance Company 

iKennon Craver, IPLLC 
Monitech, Inc. 
PNC Bank 
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Nathan O. Hatch 
President, Wake Forest University 

Chair, NCAA Division Board of Directors 

Dear President Hatch and Members, Governance Steering Committee: 

As you know, I have previously submitted our 1A FAR Board’s input and recommendations as the 

governance restructuring process has unfolded. I will not repeat our prior detailed submissions, but 

write briefly on behalf of the 1A FAR Board to focus on one key aspect of the future governance 

substructure: the composition of the new Council that will report directly to the reconstituted Board of 

Directors. 

We believe strongly that the new Council should be comprised of an e~/ua! number of FARs and senior 

athletics administrators. Our universities, and the NCAA as an association, continually espouse a 

commitment to the collegiate model, with its focus on overall student-athlete well-being. But, what 

does that commitment mean? It means that we must recognize and embrace our student-athletes’ 

opportunities to develop fully not only on the field or court, but also in the classroom; not only as elite 

athletes, but also as well-rounded students fully integrated into the full range of campus life; and not 

only for their contributions as members of an athletic team or sport, but also for their future 

contributions as citizens and productive members of society. Adherence to a collegiate model also 

means that our policy-designing body must be structured to draw upon the dual expertise of an 

number of FARs and senior athletics officials. Policy for intercollegiate athletics should be adopted and 

problems should be solved in a manner that not only embodies - but, equally, is seen to embody - the 

values of higher education and the enhancement of all facets of the collegiate student experience, 

including those directly related to the student-athlete experience. 

You have heard from athletics directors about the need for those charged with day-to-day athletics 

operations to have a strong voice in the new governance system. And, we certainly agree with and 

support that premise. But, experience and expertise are not, and under true adherence to the collegiate 

model, c~nnot be experience and expertise solely reflected through the lens of senior athletics 

administrators. The goals and ethos of our colleges and universities must be front and center in the 

consideration and adoption of policies and bylaws that govern intercollegiate athletics. Having an 

number of FARs to work hand-in-hand with senior athletics administrators at the Council level will 

assure that issues are vetted and considered through both an athletics and a campus/academic lens. 

The Division I Board has acknowledged the need to adopt more of an oversight role and generally leave 

the development of policy to those with on-the-ground experience and expertise. Such an oversight role 

is reflective of the campus model of how Presidents/Chancellors operate, and must operate, given the 

breadth of campus operations and responsibilities that they oversee and administer. Indeed, our 

campus structures embrace and rely on the different perspectives of ADs and FARs. The FAR represents 

the greater campus, and typically serves as the President’s/Chancellor’s eyes and ears on issues relating 

to intercollegiate athletics that often, but do not necessarily, mirror the perspectives of senior athletics 

administrators. On many of our campuses, moreover, the FAR has an oversight role regarding overall 

student-athlete well-being, academic, and compliance issues. No FAR disputes that ADs are, and must 

be, the ones directly charged with administering athletics departments. Similarly, no FAR disputes that 

ADs have such responsibilities on a 24/7 basis. But, college athletics also has a 24/7 college/academi~ 

component. The threats to health and continued viability of collegiate athletics programs can be met 

only through the active engagement of those with experience and expertise both in athletics and in the 



greater campus. The active engagement of both FARs and ADs is critical if the Board is to be well-served 

in exercising its leadership and oversight role. 

In sum, if the collegiate model means anything, it must mean that college athletic issues need to be 

considered and resolved in a manner consistent with the campus ethos and campus values. Few, if any, 

college athletic issues are either exclusively athletic or exclusively academic. Our governance model 

should be structured to reflect that reality. If we do so, we will have positioned our governance design 

to better address and resolve college athletic issues within a collegiate model framework. Moreover, 

doing so will also allow the NCAA to be best positioned to respond to what we believe will be continuing 

external criticism that the "college" part of collegiate athletics is no longer relevant. Finally, because we 

believe that the collegiate model should continue to be a foundational cornerstone for college athletics, 

we respectfully urge you to incorporate our recommendation of constituting the new Council in the 

restructured governance model with an equal number of FARs and senior athletics administrators. 

Sincerely, 

BDS 
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Data Security 

First Choice Federal Credit Union of New Castle, Pa., has sued 
Target Corp. in the wake of a recent data breach, trying to 
recover its costs of responding to the incident and seeking to 
represent more than 100 other financial institutions affected... 

Securities 

Settle~e~t of FHFA S~it Over F~t~ MBS 

~ Morgan Stanley agreed to pay $1.25 billion to settle a U.S. 
regulator’s claims the investment bank sold faulty mortgage- 
backed securities to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac that added to 
their losses in the financial crisis, the investment... 

Cybersecurity 

Tar~:Jet AI3olo~izes to 
For ~reach Smart Cards Ca~ Prevent 

Target Corp. apologized to U.S. lawmakers for a data breach 
that exposed tens of millions of consumers’ data and said 
security will be improved by chip- enabled cards the retailer will 
provide to customers .... 

Bank Supervision 
Uo$o Batiks Sag They Wo~d Be 
Disadw~r~:a~jed by Domes~:ie Asset £:ules 

~ A proposal to make U.S. banks hold enough easily-sold assets 
to survive a 30-day credit drought diverges from a similar 
international agreement in ways that could hurt the industry, 
according to bankers’ letters to regulators .... 

Znsurance 
~eder~ Oversight of Nort~j~ge ][~s~rers~ 

Two areas of insurance regulation that call for prompt action by 
Congress are mortgage insurance and the licensing of brokers 
across state lines, a senior Treasury official said .... 

Monetary Policy 

Too~s i~ Place Are Sufficient to M~a~e Risk 
While the Federal Reserve’s recent tapering of its asset 
purchases reflects the fact that the economy is improving, "risks 
remain," and the central bank is likely to maintain its "highly 
accommodative" policy stance,... 

Agriculture 
$e~ators Vote to C~ear Farm 

Crop insurers successfully lobbied to keep several proposals out 
of the farm bill headed to the president’s deskOsuch as a 
requirement that would have forced farmer-lawmakers to 
disclose benefits they receive .... 





Witt Professionalism Roundtable Problem 

You are a partner in a lO-person law firm on the North Carolina coast. It is the largest firm in your 

community, and has a sterling reputation for doing high-quality work at reasonable rates. This 

reputation has made you the go-to firm in a five-county area, and many high-net-worth individuals in 

this close-knit community rely on the firm. In 2010, you helped two such people, Fred and Wilma, a 

married couple who have been your firm’s clients for 10 years, buy a convenience store and gasoline 

station. You drew up the papers to incorporate a business for them, Surf’s Up Service, that serves as the 

holding company for the store. Fred is a 51 percent shareholder and managing partner, and Wilma is a 

49 percent shareholder. You serve as corporate counsel, but have delegated your duties on the account 

to a promising junior associate. Since that time, they have purchased two other stores, and your 

associate created separate holding companies for each of them using your precedent. 

You have represented both Fred and Wilma personally in separate matters over the years, including 

helping them with speeding tickets, and helping them write a trust for Wilma’s son from a first marriage, 

to guarantee that his college will be funded by an insurance settlement from Wilma’s deceased first 

husband. 

Fred came into your office yesterday, and told you that he is worried that a leaking underground fuel 

tank on the original convenience store property has become an environmental hazard. He said he is 

sure no one else knows about it yet, but the fuel purchase and sales figures make it clear that fuel is 

leaking from the tanks, and probably into the groundwater. He asked if you would find a discreet repair 

company to seal the leak. He also asked you to help him to figure out how to ensure that regulators 

don’t find out about the leak, and to be sure that the company’s insurance is in order. You know from 

prior experience in a similar matter that repair and remediation is likely to cost in the neighborhood of 

S300,000. 

You called the associate who works with you on the Surf’s Up matter, and asked for the file so you could 

check on the insurance. When you opened it, you found that the documentation was problematic. 

When pressed, your associate admits that he never filed the paperwork, and instead used the client’s 

funds for insuring the business to pay for a drug habit. The money went into a separate account he 

opened in the client’s name as counsel, and he has spent it all. He has falsified insurance documents for 

Fred and Wilma’s file since then. Surf’s Up insurance was never purchased. He tearfully offers to resign 

immediately, and will do whatever you think is best. You told him to go home, and you will decide what 

to do by the close of business today. 

When you got to work this morning, you found lengthy voicemail message from Fred, in which he told 

you that he really needs this issue resolved as soon as possible, because he and Wilma have been 

separated for the last three months. She has moved out and asked for a divorce, and he wants to offer 

her Surf’s Up and their second company as part of the divorce settlement, while keeping the most 

recent (and most lucrative) store as his share of community property. He said that under no 

circumstances are you to tell Wilma about the environmental issues at the store, because she doesn’t 

know. At the end of the voicemail, he said that he expects that the communication will be kept 

confidential. He also asked if you or one of your partners can represent him in the divorce proceedings. 
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1) What do you need to tell Fred? 

2) Can you represent Fred going forward? 

3) Can your firm work out a settlement with Fred regarding the insurance? 

4) What should you do about the issues surrounding the leak, given the probability of ongoing 

environmental damage? 

5) Can a lawyer in your firm represent Fred in the divorce? 

6) What should you do about your associate? 

7) What do you expect will be the impact on your firm? 
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EXCERPTS FROM THE NORTH CAROLINA RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 

RULE 1.6 CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION 

(a) "Confidential information" refers to information protected by the attorney-client privilege under 

applicable law, and other information gained in the professional relationship that the client has 

requested be held inviolate or the disclosure of which would be embarrassing or would be likely to be 

detrimental to the client. For the purposes of this rule, "client" refers to present and former clients 

(b) "Confidential information" also refers to information received by a lawyer then acting as an agent of 

a lawyers’ or judges’ assistance program approved by the North Carolina State Bar or the North Carolina 

Supreme Court regarding another lawyer or judge seeking assistance or to whom assistance is being 

offered. For the purposes of this rule, "client" refers to lawyers seeking assistance from lawyers’ or 

judges’ assistance programs approved by the North Carolina State Bar or the North Carolina Supreme 

Court. 

(c) Except when permitted under paragraph (d), a lawyer shall not knowingly: 

(1) reveal confidential information of a client; 

(2) use confidential information of a client to the disadvantage of the client; or 

(3) use confidential information of a client for the advantage of the lawyer or a third person, unless the 

client consents after consultation. 

(d) A lawyer may reveal: 

(1) confidential information, the disclosure of which is impliedly authorized by the client as necessary to 

carry out the goals of the representation; 

(2) confidential information with the consent of the client or clients affected, but only after consultation 

with them; 

(3) confidential information when permitted under the Rules of Professional Conduct or required by law 

or court order; 

(4) confidential information concerning the intention of a client to commit a crime, and the information 

necessary to prevent the crime; 

(5) confidential information to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to rectify the 

consequences of a client’s criminal or fraudulent act in the commission of which the lawyer’s services 

were used; 

(6) confidential information to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to establish a claim 

or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy between the lawyer and the client; to establish a 
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defense to a criminal charge or civil claim against the lawyer based upon conduct in which the client was 

involved; or to respond to allegations in any proceeding concerning the lawyer’s representation of the 

client; and 

(7) confidential information to the extent permitted by the rules of a lawyers’ or judges’ assistance 

program approved by the North Carolina State Bar or the North Carolina Supreme Court. 

Rule :L7 Conflict of Interest: Current Clients 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation 

involves a concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of interest exists if: 

(1) the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client; or 

(2) the representation of one or more clients may be materially limited by the lawyer’s responsibilities to 

another client, a former client, or a third person, or by a personal interest of the lawyer. 

(b) Notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent conflict of interest under paragraph (a), a lawyer may 

represent a client if: 

(1) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to provide competent and diligent 

representation to each affected client; 

(2) the representation is not prohibited by law; 

(3) the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one client against another client 

represented by the lawyer in the same litigation or other proceeding before a tribunal; and 

(4) each affected client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing. 

RULE 1.9 CONFLICT OF INTEREST: FORMER CLIENT 

(a) A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter represent another 

person in the same or a substantially related matter in which that person’s interests are materially 

adverse to the interests of the former client unless the former client consents after consultation. 

(b) A lawyer shall not knowingly represent a person in the same or a substantially related matter in 

which a firm with which the lawyer formerly was associated had previously represented a client 

(1) whose interests are materially adverse to that person; and 

(2) about whom the lawyer had acquired information protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(c) that is material 

to the matter; unless the former client consents after consultation. 
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(c) A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter or whose present or former firm has 

formerly represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter: 

(1) use confidential information protected from disclosure by Rule 1.6 to the disadvantage of the former 

client except as Rule 1.6 or Rule 3.3 would permit or require with respect to a client, or when the 

information has become generally known; or 

(2) reveal confidential information protected from disclosure by Rule 1.6 except as Rule 1.6 or Rule 3.3 

would permit or require with respect to a client. 

Rule 1.13 Organization As Client 

(a) A lawyer employed or retained by an organization represents the organization acting through its duly 

authorized constituents. 

(b)) If a lawyer for an organization knows that an officer, employee, or other person associated with the 

organization is engaged in action, intends to act or refuses to act in a matter related to the 

representation that is a violation of a legal obligation to the organization, or a violation of law which 

reasonably might be imputed to the organization, and is likely to result in substantial injury to the 

organization, then the lawyer shall proceed as is reasonably necessary in the best interest of the 

organization. Unless the lawyer reasonably believes that it is not necessary in the best interest of the 

organization to do so, the lawyer shall refer the matter to higher authority in the organization, including, 

if warranted by the circumstances, to the highest authority that can act on behalf of the organization as 

determined by applicable law. 

(c) If, despite the lawyer’s efforts in accordance with paragraph (b), the highest authority that can act on 

behalf of the organization insists upon action, or a refusal to act, that is clearly a violation of law and is 

likely to result in substantial injury to the organization, the lawyer may reveal such information outside 

the organization to the extent permitted by Rule 1.6 and may resign in accordance with Rule 1.16. 

(d) Paragraph (c) shall not apply with respect to information relating to a lawyer’s representation of an 

organization to investigate an alleged violation of law, or to defend the organization or an officer, 

employee, or other constituent associated with the organization against a claim arising out of an alleged 

violation of law. 

(e) A lawyer who reasonably believes that he or she has been discharged because of the lawyer’s actions 

taken pursuant to paragraphs (b) or (c), or who withdraws under circumstances that require or permit 

the lawyer to take action under these Rules, shall proceed as the lawyer reasonably believes necessary 

to assure that the organization’s highest authority is informed of the lawyer’s discharge or withdrawal. 

(f) In dealing with an organization’s directors, officers, employees, members, shareholders or other 

constituents, a lawyer shall explain the identity of the client when the lawyer knows or reasonably 
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should know that the organization’s interests are adverse to those of the constituents with whom the 

lawyer is dealing. 

(g) A lawyer representing an organization may also represent any of its directors, officers, employees, 

members, shareholders or other constituents, subject to the provisions of Rule 1.7. If the organization’s 

consent to the dual representation is required by Rule 1.7, the consent shall be given by an appropriate 

official of the organization other than the individual who is to be represented, or by the shareholders. 

Rule 1.16 Declining or Terminating Representation 

(a) Except as stated in paragraph (c), a lawyer shall not represent a client or, where representation has 

commenced, shall withdraw from the representation of a client if: 

(1) the representation will result in violation of law or the Rules of Professional Conduct; 

(2) the lawyer’s physical or mental condition materially impairs the lawyer’s ability to represent 

the client; or 

(3) the lawyer is discharged. 

(b) Except as stated in paragraph (c), a lawyer may withdraw from representing a client if: 

(1) withdrawal can be accomplished without material adverse effect on the interests of the 

client; or 

(2) the client knowingly and freely assents to the termination of the representation; or 

(3) the client persists in a course of action involving the lawyer’s services that the lawyer 

reasonably believes is criminal or fraudulent; or 

(4) the client insists upon taking action that the lawyer considers repugnant, imprudent, or 

contrary to the advice and judgment of the lawyer, or with which the lawyer has a fundamental 

disagreement; or 

(5) the client has used the lawyer’s services to perpetrate a crime or fraud; or 

(6) the client fails substantially to fulfill an obligation to the lawyer regarding the lawyer’s 

services and has been given reasonable warning that the lawyer will withdraw unless the 

obligation is fulfilled; or 

(7) the representation will result in an unreasonable financial burden on the lawyer or has been 

rendered unreasonably difficult by the client; or 
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(8) the client insists upon presenting a claim or defense that is not warranted under existing law 

and cannot be supported by good faith argument for an extension, modification, or reversal of 

existing law; or 

(9) other good cause for withdrawal exists. 

(c) A lawyer must comply with applicable law requiring notice to or permission of a tribunal when 

terminating a representation. When ordered to do so by a tribunal, a lawyer shall continue 

representation notwithstanding good cause for terminating the representation. 

(d) Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to the extent reasonably practicable to 

protect a client’s interests, such as giving reasonable notice to the client, allowing time for employment 

of other counsel, surrendering papers and property to which the client is entitled and refunding any 

advance payment of fee or expense that has not been earned or incurred. The lawyer may retain papers 

relating to the client to the extent permitted by other law. 

Rule 4.:~ Truthfulness in Statements to Others 

In the course of representing a client a lawyer shall not knowingly make a false statement of material 

fact or law to a third person. 

Rule 5.1 Responsibilities of Partners, Managers, and Supervisory Lawyers 

(a) A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers possesses 

comparable managerial authority, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm or the 

organization has in effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers in the firm or the 

organization conform to the Rules of Professional Conduct. 

(b) A lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules of Professional Conduct. 

(c) A lawyer shall be responsible for another lawyer’s violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct if: 

(1) the lawyer orders or, with knowledge of the specific conduct, ratifies the conduct involved; 

or 

(2) the lawyer is a partner or has comparable managerial authority in the law firm in which the 

other lawyer practices, or has direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and knows of 

the conduct at a time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take 

reasonable remedial action to avoid the consequences. 
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Rule 8.4 Misconduct 

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: 

(a) violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to 

do so, or do so through the acts of another; 

(b) commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer’s honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a 

lawyer in other respects; 

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation; 

(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice; 

(e) state or imply an ability to influence improperly a government agency or official; 

(f) knowingly assist a judge or judicial officer in conduct that is a violation of applicable rules of judicial 

conduct or other law; or 

(g) intentionally prejudice or damage his or her client during the course of the professional relationship, 

except as may be required by Rule 3.3. 



AN ALUMNI PROFILE: RAYMOND Bo WITT ’39 
LIVING AN ETHICAL LIFE AND TEACHING BY EXAMPLE 

rt+ s year+ at !~WC School of Law served. 

~he fo~daOon for his long+ distinguished c~eer as a ~ 

~d es~a~e lawyer in Chat=nooga, Tenm B~t whe~ h 

~ae to m~y+ ethical and prof~sion~ism issues, he need- 

ed ~lswers dxat weren’t i~ a book. L~ve od~ers, ~q~ 

I~ned ~" ~e went, rdying maiMy on his conscie=ce~ 

’:Experieixce sharpened my concern in this area," says 

\Viii, who is fond of repead.ng a LrNC prof’e~sor’s expres* 

sion that "alJ cats are gray+" 

"Ifyou’re going to be a lawTer, you’re going to be in the 

unique position of doing someHing for another ht~mari 

being .chat is important ~d that he c~ft do ~i~r himself 

h ~1 goes back to doing the right tNn.g. Xg~e’re suppose 

Pmow the legal proc~ses, but young people ought to 

a&[re~ %e b~ic issu~ of ethi~ when they’re young." 

Since I993, Witt has contributed an annual gift m 

hw school to underwrl.te a dinner and rmmdtable 

sion t~a~ brings mge%er sm&~, thcuky members, 

].a~’+TerS and ~udge+s. The Wit~ Professionalism Dinner ~s 

an oppor~uniw for studen~ to Nsc~s an ethi~ i~ue 

~e dian.er table alongside se~oned attorneys and 

Witt, 83, says he proposed ~e idea to Dean ~udit.h 

Weaner %vho r~ Mth 

’Tin a believer in face-tc~fi~ce analysis of pmbIems, of 

talking it out," says ~. "Cfiti~ aMy~ may no~ 1~td 

m answer~, bnt the emphasis is on He process. I hope 

that d~e dinner increases the dep~ of the students’ 

\Virt, who began practicing during ~e Depression, said 

he had a growir~g concern over maior changes in ~e 

practice ofhw through the years, 

~T~ese days too maW lawyers are obsessed about how 

much money daey make,," W]tt says° He recaJded a 

younger colleague warning him away from an estate case 

for.a friend becm~ "I wasn’t going to make any money 

o~t of ~is." 

"The concern should be it~ doing a good job for the 

dient~ Th.e rnon~ aspect has assumed a big significance 

that is disturbing. Obsession with m.oney de~stroys the 

in work," says ~Titt, who remia& !a~ers that they 

flways o~cers o~ the coup, 

Witt was determined to get an interesting job ever since 

d~e time he was armm.d 12 ~md a friend ofhi.s dad’~ in the 

tire b~Mnec~ ssked Nm to operate a record player d~ing 

a s~es promotion. "I h.~ m ch~ge d~at record over ~d 

over all a~emoo~," remembe~ V/itt, He fotmd it boring, 

and he hated being bored. Wk~ hrer cx~dadM ~at he 

waned to be a jour~dis~ or a la~,er, dtho@ 

were no wed~y h~Ters back rhen?’ 

~gqtt knew he had a talemt in communicating and 

expressing himself At CentM Hi@ School in 

Cha~anooga, he~ v~ts acdve in drama, lettered h~ f~o~batl 

and wa~ voted the chss valedictorian. 

+Back ~.en, the focus wasrl’t just on grades, ];~%v voted 

on yoti," he remembers. 

Witt enrol.led in the University of Chattanooga, 

wI’..ere he was president of the junior class and editor 

o£th.e school newspaper~ To ~n money, he delivered 

the Cha~anoo~ News six mornings a week to 

200 customers~ 

Wirt decided ’ ’ on D.-~C s School of Law ~n par~ becat~se he 

had relatives in the state, ~md ~so because of the inde~ble 

knpre~ion he had d Pr~idea~ Fr~k Po~er Graham, 

Witt met Graham one eveMng while Graham w~ sin a 

professor ~’id W]t~ was 13. 



"He tzeated me !ike art adult. He had due abiIky to m~ke 

peopIe fhel importam’., rto matter who rh~, were," xkZitt 

recalle& 

~’I wouId read a paragraph ~fa court deddor,, a~d go, 

%g~at in the hall did d~.at ~ay?’ "i~en Pd read it.over 

again, ~ ~gri~t recalls. Gradually it sounded le~ foreign. 

~Some ~mdenr~ made their rkne in ~aw ~choo! drudgery. I 
di,&’t. I enjoyed my dine ~r~," h~ sa~, He l~ed 

CMpd H~ *o m.~ch ~hat he didn’~ r~m’n for yeas, 

"That som~ds funny, but I di.dn’t wa~ m destroy my 

memory of Chapd Hi,I," he says° 

Wit~ revam.ed m hi~ homem~,x~ after school b~t because 

o£ ~e ~ co’tin’t ~ a joK One of ~e b~er firms h~ 

and pod ~ $25 a moa~. 

Then ca.me Wodd War H, arid Wit, served on the ba~e- 
ship USS New M~adcoo He took part in rke invasion 

Saipart a~d Okinawa, 

~er the war, ~qtt marrl.ed Florenoe Bagiq, and later 

C.o~-Cola bo~der~ Witt leaned early on ~at being a 
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Raymond B. Witt Jr. - Carolina Law Class of 1939 

Raymond B. Witt Jr., died in July 2000 at the age of 85, he spent most of those years with distinction in service to 

Chattanooga and to his fellow man. 

He was an outstanding member of the generation that was confronted by two of the greatest challenges of our 

times, but triumphed over them, achieving personal success and using it for a broad variety of service to the 

community and others. 

It was during the depths of the Great Depression when Mr. Witt graduated from Central High School as 

valedictorian, editor of the school paper and football quarterback. He turned to the excellence of the then-small 

University of Chattanooga, where he again was an outstanding student before going to the University of North 

Carolina to study law. 

With World War II already raging in Europe and Asia, he enlisted in the United States Navy as an apprentice 

seaman four months before Pearl Harbor. He was called to active duty in January 1942. He earned a commission 

as an ensign and eventually served on ships in the Pacific Theater of operations, participating in the invasions of 

Saipan and Okinawa. 

After victory, he returned to Chattanooga as a naval commander to practice law with the prestigious law firms of 

Miller and Martin and Spurlock, Spears and Noone. He later was to become the senior partner of the firm of 

Witt, Abernathy, Gaither and Whitaker. 

Returning veterans of World War II found the Chattanooga community ruled by a heavy-handed political 

machine. That prompted Mr. Witt to join Jac Chambliss, Bill Hubbuch and others as leaders of the GI-Citizens 

Good Government League. It was successful in changing the whole pattern of politics for independent local 

government -- but not before Mr. Witt was beaten by thugs in a "controlled ward" polling place where he was a 

vote-count watcher, reflecting the system that was overturned. 

Mr. Witt’s civic service was prodigious and varied. His most difficult work was as a member of the Chattanooga 

School Board from 1953 through 1965. He served as vice chairman and as attorney for the board as Chattanooga 

schools went through the major adjustments of racial desegregation. 

He was chairman of the board of the Chattanooga-Hamilton County Bicentennial Library during the period when 

his leadership helped bring into being the magnificent new library on Broad Street. 

He served as chairman of the University of Chattanooga Foundation, as president of the UC Alumni Association 

and was recognized as a distinguished alumnus. 

An active member of the Kiwanis Club, he served as its president and was honored with its Distinguished Service 

Award in 1963 -- with his wife, the former Florence Elder Bagley, winning the same distinction 23 years later. 

From his youth, Mr. Witt was active in Christian activities through Centenary Methodist Church, now First- 

Centenary United Methodist Church. He served as a Sunday school teacher, church school superintendent and 

member and chairman of its official board. 

Devoted to his wife, two daughters and son, Mr. Witt provided a fine example of balanced family, church, 

professional and civic life. 

Good humored, quick to laugh, warm and friendly in personality, inclined to delve deeply into challenges and 

philosophy to seek solutions, ready to act, enthusiastic and highly motivated by the highest of patriotic and 

moral ideals, Raymond Witt was a friend to many, a servant to all, a man who achieved success with the goal of 

sharing it. 
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A sniper attack in April that knocked out an electrical substation near San Jose, Calif., has 
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The False Claims Act represents the Justice Department’s most effective tool in detecting, punishing and deterring fraud against the government. 

The qui tam provisions of the False Claims Act function as a bounty-hunting statute, providing a private right of action to whistleblowers who may 

sue fraudsters on behalf of the government in exchange for a percentage of the recovery. The resulting relationship between the government and 

whistleblowers has led to increased detection and recoveries from federal contractors who defraud and abuse government programs. 
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enforcement under the False Claims Act. 
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Nade~la Officially Named ~licrosoft CEO 

Check for iate.-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern. 

~i KPMG Audit Priorities 

The Boston Globe (Feb. 5, Morisy) reports that Sa~ya Nadella was olficially 
named CEO of Microsoft on Tuesday, His task moving ferward will be to "guide 
the software giant into a so.does and hardware world," notes the newspaper~ 
capiurin9 the hearts of developers and a public thai has p~Horied ~t for both 
~agg~ng ~n ~nnovafion and changing too much, too fast wN~ the latest version of 
~Mndo~." For the most part, company insiders and a]umn~ are app]aud~n9 the 
move. They pa~icu~ady ~ke that Nade~a has expe~ise ~n areas where former 
CEO Steve Ba~]me[ fell short. Indeed, wh~le Ballmer’s s~rengths were ~n sNes and 
marketing, Nade]la brings to the top ~ob an accomplished technical backgroun(L Events 
"He was previously in charge d research and development for M~crosoff’s online .............................................................................................................. 
services," the Globe points out, "and was executive vice presiden~ of Microsofl’s 
cloud and enterprise group." Abby Fichtner, a former developer evangelist for 
Microsoft, states that keeping Microsofl’s research presence active and engaged 
will be key to the company’s long-term success. 

The Washinqton Post (Feb. 5) describes Microsoft as a "moneymaking 

machine," despite its challenges, that "sits atop an $84 billion cash pile." 
Consequently, a company ~surgence is entirely possiNe. The 46-year-old 
Nadella has a major handicap. The 22-year company veteran is a [emnan~ of ~he 
same managemenl team that ~ed Microsoft astray during Ba~mer’s 14~fear te~gn~ 
FBR anNyst Dan~e~ Ives wrote ~n a research note: "As M~crosofl continues down 
~he Hgh~ lane of the highway at 55 mph w~h its new CEO ~n hand, the fear among 
many hweslors ~s that other tech vendors from social enterprise, moM~e~ and 1he 
tablet segments continue to easily speed by the company ~n the left ~ane of 
#movafion and growth?’ Executive search speciNists say Microso~l may have 
went with Nade~a because it had considerable difficulty winNng over outsiders 
due to the "specler" of Bil~ Gates and Ballmer. Gates has agreed to relinquish 
h~s cha~n~an’s ro~e, but he wN remain on M~crosofl’s board Nong with BaHmer. 
"The two men co~ec~vely own a roughly 8.5 pement stake ~n M~croso[L" ~he Pos~ 
states, "~nvestments that could be used to amp]~t~ thek voices even more2 

h~ addition to his board seat, BBC News (Feb. 5) reports, Gates will take up a 
new role as a technology adviser. This appointmen~ is significant, suggesting ~hat 
Gates may again lake a more hands-on role ~n lhe company he founded a~most 
four decades ago. In a vMeo statement, he sNd the job would mean 
"substantially ~nc[easin9 ~he ~rne that ~ spend at the company," work~n9 w~h 
product development teams. Meanwhi~e, the puM~cafion adds, "Microsofl’s lead 
h~dependent dkector John Thompson wN take over as chairman." Nade~a ~s just 
the thkd CEO ~n the company’s Nsto~. 
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Ap~ii 10 I San Af~tonio, TX I Learn more and register. 
July I7 I San IFrancisco, CA I Learn more and reQister. 

Median marke~ capitalization of all public companies is at $450 million. For 
small-cap companies, even though the principles of good governance remain the 
same, the practice of exercising that governance ~s ve~ different than at large- 
cap compaNes. As a company evolves through different stages of growth, 
~ndustry, and product life cycles, ~he board’s outlook, composNon, and pdotNes 
change as well. 
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Leading Minds of 
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York, NY (March 18, 

2014) 



Join subject-matter exper[s and seasoned directors from both micro and larger 
small-cap companies [o discuss board priorities arrd bes~ practices tailored 
specifically to small-cap companies. 

View a sample agenda here. 
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NACD in the News 

Arabian American’s Board of Directors Joins NACD 

The Sacramento Bee (Feb. 4) confirms that Arabian American Development Co.’s 
board of direders has joined the National Association of Corporate D~rectors as 
fu~ board members. According to ~he newspaper, "NACD Fu~ 8oard Member 
companies range from Fo~ane 50 corporations to small- and m~d-csp 
com£an~es, as well as £ub~Jc, pdva~e and nonprofi[ organ~za[ions." ~y becomin~ 
~ member, these companies ge~ access to NACD’s world-class d~rector 
education programs. NACD PresMent and CEO Ken Ds~y comments, "By jobbing 
NACD, Arabian American Development Company Js poised 1o enhance the skills 
of its dkectors and prepat~ the boardroom for future challenges2 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

~ultinationals Face Stepped-Up Scrutiny 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 4, Chasan) cites a new Taxand suwey, which 
found that 73 percent of CFOs at multinational companies say tax audits were 
more frequent in 2013. Marry governments are inspecting past transactions more 
aggressively and taking tougher positions. For its results, Taxand polled 54 chief 
financial officers, who said last year’s audits targeted nearly every aspect of 
taxation. "Tax strategies used to move prelims between irrterna~ional subsidiaries ~ 
- so-called ’transfer pricing’ - received the most scrutiny, according to one in five 

of the CFOs," notes the Journal. "Sales and value-added taxes were cited by 16 
percent of those surveyed, making them the No. 2 area for audits." The stepped- 
up scrutiny has compelled companies to set aside everqarger resen/es for 
possible tax audits. 

ShareFTT[~] 

Tax Rate Hits 20-Year Low With Help of Dutch Haven 

"IBM has [educed its tax ra~e to a two~:~ecade low with help from a tax strategy 
that sends profits through a Dutch subsidiary," confirms the South China Mornin.q 
Post (Feb. 5). This approach entails routing almost all sales in Europe, the 
Middle East, Africa, Asia, and some of ~he Americas through ~he Netherlands 
uniL The practice has helped B~g B~ue to gradually reduce its tax rate over two 
decades at the same time pre4ax ~ncome quadrup~e(L The NetheHands has 
emerged as o~e of the most ~mpo~ant havens for m~finat~one~ firms ~ooking for 
ways to legally reduce thek ~ax [a~es~ "They’ve go~ a lot o~ ways to bea~ earnings 
and they definitely take advantage of ~t," remarked Edward Jones analyst Josh 
Olson. "It’s pa~ of how ~BM operates." 

Share~ 

JP~organ Joins ~organ Stanley in Settling U.B. ~4ortgage Lawsuits 

Bloomberg (Feb. 5, Moor~, Rosenbla~t, Hudado) is reporting tha~ "Morgan 
Stanley and JPMorgan Chase & Co. agreed to pay $1.86 billion to end U.S. 
accusations of misconduct in their handling ef home loans and related securities 
that ~eft taxpayers shouldering ~osses after the financial cdsis." Morgan Stanley 
s~a~ed on Tuesday tha~ it had s~ruck a $1.25 billion deal ~o end Federal Housing 
F~nance Agency claims that ~t soM faulty mortgage bonds to Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac pdor to the firms’ losses pushed them into U.S. conservatorship. 
JPMorga~, meanwhile, has agreed ~o pay $614 m~llio~ after admitting it 
subm~tled h~el~g~ble ~oans for Federa~ Housing Administration and Veterans 
Affairs insurance. 
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Barciays CEO Turns Dow~ Big Bonus 

According to CBS News (Feb. 4, Picchi), Barclays CEO Antony Jenk#rs said he 
will fol9o his US$4.5 million bonus for 2013, as the United Kingdom’s second- 
biggest bank by assets deaL~ with regulatory fines and lawsuits. Barclays was 
one of a half-dozen financial institutions slapped with a $2.3 billion fine in the 
fourth quarter el last year Ior rigging financial benchmarks. In addition, after a 
regulator demanded that it shore up its capital position, Barclays was forced to 
raise $9.4 billion in a rights sale last fall. "What makes Jenkins’ decision 
noteworthy is the rarity of ~op banking CEOs choosing to decline helty bonuses 
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in times of turmoil," notes CBS, 

S ha re[C]-T~ 

Goog~e’s Eric Schmidt Gets $105 IVii~lion in Bonuses 

"Google revealed Tuesday that its former CEO, Eric Schmidt, will receive $106 
million in bonuses based on the search giant’s 2013 performance," reports CNN 
Money (Feb. 4, O’Toole). Google’s sales topped $1&9 billion in last year’s Iourth 
r~ua[ter alone - a 17 percent increase from a year earlier. Sch[~qidt, who served 
as Google’s chief executive from 2001 to 2011, is now executive chairman. 
According to CNN, he will receive $100 million in restricted stock that will vest 
over four years beginning nex~ year, along wi~h a $6 million cash bonus. 

Share~TF~ 

Corporate Governance 

Boards of Directors Lag Behind in Naming Women 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 5, Lublin, Francis) cites a new Catalyst study in 
reporting that the United States "is lagging behind other developed nations in the 
international race to place morn women on corporate boa[ds? The ranks d 
female d~mctors al major public corporations are growing faster in severa~ 
countries due to two factor: legal mandates and extensive vo~untap/effo~s. 
"Their board mpresentatbn ranges from 36 percen~ in Norway, whose ’pink quota’ 
~aw took effect in 2008, ~o 26.8 percent in Finhnd, where a corporate push since 
2010 has forced companies with no women on their boards 1o te~ ~nveslors why," 
notes the Journal By contrast, ~n the U.S., females occupied only 16.9 percent 
of boa[d sea~s at Fo[tune 500 companies in 2013 - a [~gure {hat has ba[e]y 
budged in the past eighl years~ Consequently, Amedcan proponents of women 
d~rectors are stepphg up their effo~s to ~m~tate effo~s pbneered h Finland, 
Australia, and the United K~ngdom. 

Share~ 
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Tech Companies Donate $750 iVlillion to Obama’s Education ~nifiative 

The National Journal (Feb. 4, Ryan) repolts that several major technology and 
telecommunications companies are answering President Obama’s call to 
connect 99 percent of America’s schools with high-speed Intemet w~tNn the next 
~ive years. According ~o the White House, Apple, Microsoft, Sprht, and Verizon 
are jusl a handfu~ of the Fivate companies 1hat have p~edged more than $750 
million wo~h d sewices and funds to schools via the Obsma administmtbn’s 
ConnedED initiative. Apple, ~or hs~ance, is pledging more than $I00 million in 

~Pads, MacBooks, and olher services~ No1 to be ouldone, Microsoft has vowed to 
make 12 m~llion copies of its Office s[JJte available at no cost. "Sprint will provide 
w~reless h~ternet to 50,000 bw4ncome students," the publication adds, "and 
AT&T and Vedzon are both committing $100 rn~Jon to the initiative." 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Stephen Hester Named New RSA insurance Boss 

BBC News (Feb. 4} confirms that former Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) Chief 
Executive Stepl~en Hester has been named the new CEO of troubled insurance 
Iirm RSA. He succeeds Simon Lee, who s~epped down late las~ year alter a 
series of accountin,~; irregularities and prdit warnings ~n ~ls Nsh bushess~ Hester 
s~id he p~ns to get st~Hed immediately on a review of the firm’s activities. "He 
resigned from RBS ~n June after near~y five years in charge," notes BBC. "He 
was credited w~h helping to turn around the banking g~ant, which came ~o the 
brink of co~lapse during 1he 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

CEO Confidence ls at a High, G~oba~ YPO Survey Shows 

CNBC News (Feb. 4, Sidhu) is reporting that "the YPO Global Pulse index of 
CEO sentiment, which aggregates the forecasts el thousands ol business 
leaders on the front lines of the economy, revealed in its January 2014 poll of 
YPO members that business confidence in the United States surged to its 
highes~ level since April 2012." The article’s autho[ points to a number of [easons 
Ior such optimism, most notably ~he fact tha~ Capitol Hill recently reached a 
compromise on the federal budget for the first time in several years. In addition, 
the Federal Reserve has begun executing its policy of gradual tapering and 
equity markets are on pace to grow between 7 pe[cen~ and I0 pe[cen~ growth 
this year. Risks to keep in mind range from months of negative midterm election 
rl~etoric on the way to Europe still being mired in slow-gro~,th mode. 

SharerTT~ 

Firms Pinched by Pressure to Hold Down Their Prices 



The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 4, Francis) is reporting that U.S. companies "are 
struggling with falling prices for a number of their key products amid intense 
corr~petition and p~essure from cost-conscious customers~" Executives from 
such major corpo[a~ions as Gene[al Elects’it Co., Kimbedy~Clark Corp., and 
Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. have disclosed that some prices dipped in 201 
fourih quarter- in some cases, significantly. More specifically, cheaper 
packaged coffee d~’agged on S~arbucks Corp. falling prices Ior adhesives 
weighed on East[~qan Che~qical Co., and "value and discounts" t~it McDonald’s 
Corp. in the last three months of last year. Xerox Corp., meanwhile, is 
considering acquisitions that can "help us be more competitive on price 
pressure." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Wednesday, Februagr- 5, 2014 7:17 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Februa~ 5, 2014 

Good morning from New York, 

Work No More 

ObamaCare continues to dominate the landscape, supplyfing plenty of 

political fodderI~i especially for its opponents. The Affordable Care Act is 

projected to reduce the number of hours that Americans work by more 

than previously estimated, while instating ~bwer peoph~ -~han exped:ed ~:h~ 

ye~ r, acc<~cding ~:o a Cor~g>:ssiona~ Budg~:t O~:flee cepor-L The former, the 

report says, is mostly the result of a new incentive strueture[]]] people 

getting health coverage through the law rather than their workplaeei]]] and 

the latter can be attributed to last year’s rocky mllout. We find that the 

CBO’s new estimates may have an impact on midterm elections this 

November, as Republicans plan to use persisting problems t~th the health 

law as ammunition against Democrats. The report does bring some good 

news for the ~fite House: lower-than-expected premi~s. But we 

previo~ly covered how insurers have made plans cheap ~ among other 

techniques, }~igher deduc~:ff>Ie~< and narr<a.ver ~:~e~,,vorks. 

Sparks Fly 

FewMnerieans know that an attack took place at PG&E Corp,°~,-; Met~.’al.f 

transn~k-v,-;ion ~.<~b:-d.ation h~d. 3<’at, during -which ~.~nipe>~ k>~cked ~.,.~. 

transff~rm<~rs that f~nnel power into Silieon Valley. The Wall Street 

Jo~nal assembled a chronology of the incident fi’om interviews, filings 

and other documents. ~ months have passed ~thout arrests, we find that 

Jon Wellinghoff, who was chairman of the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Com~ssion at the time, went public about the incident out of concern 

that national security is at risk and critical electric-grid sites aren’t 

adequately protected. The former regulator is calling the attack a terrorist 

act that ~if Mdely replicated ~ could take do~ the U.S. electric grid and 

black out much of the country. 

Crunch Time 



More than five years after the financial crisis, some small banks are still 

sitting on taxpayer money. We find that roughly 8o lenders owe a total of 

Program. Under the rules of the program, banks that don’t repay the 

money soon will face a steeper interest-rate bill. The deadline has many 

lenders running to pay down their debt, while others unable to make the 

pa}Tnent run the risk of failing. "We note that at the end of last year, 28 of 

the 7o7 banks that received money under TARP had failed. Our story 

details the program’s overhang and examines the predicament that many 

small banks are facing. 

All Things Russian 

One very natural thing to do before the start of any sporting event is to 

guess the winner. As the Winter Olyrnpies kiek off on Thursday in 

w~’ pr@.’c~ which country ~11 rack up the most medals. (Hint: The U.S. 

population is roughly 65 times as large as this place.) We also report on 

snowboarding parlance, ~th moves such as the "~a~efi~d~~ ~ r~d ~ roa~4 

making a case for the most colorful lexicons in sport. And Friday’s opening 

ceremony is sure to be a celebration of all things Russian, so we’ve placed 

the most identifiable ~ymbo~ ~:~ ~ok <~-~ for or~ ~ b~ r~g~:~ card for your 

pleas~e. For further nm.~s surrounding the event, such as the 

ov<:r Ru~ia’s a~tigay law~ or the question of whether there ~.~11 be 

s~ow o~ ~:~e groomed, ~4sit o~r O~ympics pag~~. 

Sc~ate CIear.,~ Five-Year 

WORLD 

IBUS~NESS 

~ARK~TS 



Should the Weather Channel stop nanfing winter storms? Why or why 

not’? Send your response to ~opoi~tO:’ws~.com and follow @GcrardTBaker 

on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

Tlzis dailg briefing is named "Tlze 1e-Point" after tlze nielmame conferred 

bg the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendarg "What’s News" digest of top stories. Teehnicallg, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the tgpefaee. The ttjpe is snzaller now but the name 

lives on. 

;~] l"he!OPoii=t ’,~’¢8J 300~,:250 

FOLLOW US 



You are cum’ently subscribed ms ~iss~:... b~’~ @~o ~)~. For/further 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Wednesday, Februagy 5, 2014 7:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Rex to build 50-bed hospital in Holly Springs alter Novmat drops appeal s 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 5, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Rex to build 50=bed hospRa~ in Holly ~pr!~q~ after Novant 
drops appea~s 
The figurative road is now paved for Rex Healthcare to build a 50-bed hospital in 

Holly Springs after Novant Health decided to not appeal a ruling to the N.C 
JN~_~ea,~_are ................................ SupremeCouR 

.................... 

~ B!a~inn Am~ipSb EaCh ~are qto¢er a~onq 4 new retailers ¢o~inq to 
~orrisville 
The owners of the Park West Viiiaue retail center in Morrisville have siuned up four 

newest lecafion fer organic health f. 

~iscuss ................. 

Raleigh’s Lonerider Brewing Co, expands into new territo~ 
After werking on a plan fer ~he befl:er par[ of a year, Raleigh-based Lenerider 

Brewing Co is expanding distribution te Maryland, D C., Tennessee and Virginia 

during the next b,~o menths 

Discass 

Forbes offers 7 reasons why the new RTP plan will work 
Think Reseu, rch Triangie Park’s plan wili werk? 

Discuss 

Stron.g f nances gave Johnston Hen th ba.r_.ga n ng _power n 
UNC deal ........................... 

UNC ~ys~ president discusses universities’ role in the 

Sam’s BoR~e Shop poised for sprin~ open~ng in Durham 

Despina’s Care opens today in north Raleigh 

RadioShack to close 5;00 stores 

Senate lets retailers off easy because cyberthreat is 
everywhere 

East Coast Game Conference returns to Raleiq~ de~ivers 
bi.q-name keynote 

Durham graph c des 9n f rm nks den w th Sean ’D dd.y’ 
Combs 



HCSU°s James B. Hunt Jr= Libra~ named 14th most 
............................................. beautiful in the wodd 

Petition against Michael Vick% __a__p_~___e____a___r__a___n___9__~_~__n______R___a__!__e_~g__h__ 
collects 67,000 ~gnatures 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mortgage Servicing Conference <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 8:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Agenda is now live + Big savings ends Friday. 

ii~~ The 8th Annual Mortgage Servicing Conference on April 23-25, 2014 at the Westin Galleria, Dallas, TX 

The a~enda is now live and Fiftl~ TNr~ Bank, Nationstar and ~ view agenda 
Everb~nk are just a few companies with exper~ presenters covering key 

topics at out Annual Nor~cjage 8ervicincj Conference in Dallas, ~, April 

23~25, 2014. 

Get an update from the Housing Policy Council President on GSE Reform 

I~sten in on a panel of expels respond to his update r~ght a~er Ns 

presen~t~on. 

View the a~enda online to see what else we’re planning for this year’s conference. 

$420 Savings off the standard rate* ends Friday 
Use promo code {]ANS[2O 

Or call Joe Frega at (212) 803-8348 

To find out how to customize a sponsorship!e×hibit package which is most appropriate for your 

institution, please contact Adam Dadich at (2I.2) 803-6089. 

S ..... Media Professional Events 

Dlistoin.sr S.srvic¢ 500-805.3424, SosrceMedis:, One Stst* Street Plaxa. 2;’ti~ Floor New York 

~:: r4Y 1900a 
Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <~no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 9:27 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa, 1 of your department colleagues just joined Re~archGate 

Liss~st, I of your dep~-]rtment celleagt_les just joi~~ed Flese~strchG~-]te, 

Why r~ot foltew them? 
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547-11 PREFERENCES ~[ 547.01 

Section 547 deals with preferences only, and is not concerned with flaudulent 
transfers. The latter subject is covered fully in sections 548 and 544(b). In dividing 
these topics, the drafters of the Code intended to prevent any overlapping of the 
provisions relating to such matters, a policy continued from prior law. 

Nevertheless, the underlying theories of preferences and fraudulent transfers are 
occasionally forgotten, and the avoidable transactions are accordingly confused. A 
preference involves payment of a debt that violates the bankruptcy principle of equal 
distribution among all creditors. A fraudulent conveyance is a transfer beyond the 
reach of all creditors of property that would and should be property of the estate and 
distributable among all creditors. 

To be sure, a transfer may be both preferentia! and fraudulent in nature.9 That a 
preferential transfer may indirectly hinder or delay creditors does not per se make it 
also a fraudulent transfer. Similarly, merely because a transfer is not preferential under 
the Code does not mean that the transaction may not be considered fraudulent.1° For 
example, many transfers that are subject to attack under section 548 are avoidable 
because they were not supported by consideration to the debtor. Yet these types of 
transfers would not be susceptible to recovery as a preference because they lack the 
requirement that the transfer be for or on account of an antecedent debt.n 

important goal of equal sharing of assets among creditors. [H.R. Rep. No. 595, 95th Cong., I st Sess. 

177, 179 (I977), reprinted m App. Pt. 4(d)(i) infra.] 

658 F.2d 504, 510: see Yellowhouse Mach. Co. v. Mack (In re Hughes), 704 F.2d 820, 822 (5th Cir. 

1983): bt re Acme-Dunham Inc., 17 C.B.C.2d 367, 50 B.R. 734, 738 (D. Me. 1985) (citing Treatise). 

~ See l)ean v. Davis, 242 U.S. 438, 37 S. Ct. 130, 61 L. Ed. 419 (1917): Consove v. Cohen (h~ re Roco 

Corp.), 701 F.2d 978, 8 C.B.C.2d 457 (lst Cir. 1983), 

xo See Dean v. Davis, 242 U.S. 438, 37 S. Ct. 130, 61 L. Ed. 419 (19~7). 

~ See Ellenberg v. Bouldin (h~ re Bouldin), 196 B.R. 202, 210 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1996). 
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the debtor was insolvent or nearly so. In these cases, fraud is presumed. Included 
within these types of constructively fraudulent transactions are cheap, fire sales made 
while the debtor was insolvent, as well as large-scale financial transactions, such as 
when buyers acquire a company in a leveraged buyout. 

|1] Introduction and General Outline 

Section 548 has a long and venerable lineage, stretching back to Elizabethan statutes 
first promulgated in 1571.8 This lineage has produced myriad cases, many of which are 
similar but few of which are identical. They are best examined through the dual lens 
of its purpose and its history. 

[a] The Broad Purposes of Fraudulent Transfer Law 

Section 548 and fraudulent transfer law generally attempt to protect creditors from 
transactions which are designed, or have the effect, of unfairly draining the pool of 

assets available to satisfy creditors’ claims, or which dilute legitimate creditor claims 

at the expense of false or lesser claims.9 In this regard, some boldly suggested that 
fraudulent transfer law accomplishes this goal by regulating the riskiness of a debtor’s 
actions fbr the benefit of creditors?° Courts have not gone that far, however, but do 
recognize that section 548 serves the goal of increased creditor dividends by allowing 

the estate representative to avoid the offending transactions, and bring the property 
back into the debtor’s estate for distribution to creditors?1 

8 13 Eliz., ch. 5 (1571), repealed by The Law of Property Act, 15 Geo. 5, ch. 20, § 172 (1925). Some 

courts erroneously indicate that the statute was passed in 1570. See, e.g., BFP v. Resolution Trust 

5 ! 1 U.S. 531,540, 114 S. Ct. ! 757, 128 L. Ed. 2d 556, 30 C.B.C.2d 345 (I 994). But under English dating, 

regnal years start from the date of ascension, and Elizabeth I was coronated on January 15, 1559, which 

was still in the legal year of 1558 (given that in the Sixteenth Century the legal year began on March 25). 

This would make 1571 the 13th regna! year. Moreover, no parliaments were held during the year 1570. 

The parliamentary session in which the act passed began in April 1571. 

~ Frontier Bank v. Brown (b~ re Northern Merchandise, Inc.), 371 F.3d 1056, 1059 (9th Cir. 2004) 

("the primary focus of section 548 is on the net effect of the transaction on the debtor’s estate and the 

funds available to the unsecured creditors"): bt re PWS Holding Corp,, 303 F.3d 308, 313, 49 C.B.C.2d 

300 (3d Cir. 2002), cert. denied, 538 U.S. 924, 123 S. Ct. 1594, 155 L. Ed. 2d 316 (2003) ("Fraudulent 

conveyance law aims ’to make available to creditors those assets of the debtor that are rightfully a part 

of the bankruptcy estate, even if they have been transferred away.’" (citing Buncher Co. v. Official Comm. 

of Unsecured Creditors of GenFarm Ltd. P’ship IV~ 229 F.3d 245,250 (3d Cir. 2000))). 

lo Barry I, Zaretsky, Fraudulent 7)’ansfer Law as the Arbiter of Unreasonable Risk, 46 S.C.L. Rev. 

1165 (1995). Some courts have indicated that fraudulent transfer rules may serve to protect legitimate 

creditor interests by indicating that transferees bear the risk that a court may set aside the transaction as 

a fraudulent transfer. See, e.g., The Ohio Corrugating Co. v. DPAC, Inc. (In re The Ohio Corrugating 

Co.), 91 B.R. 430, 436 n.6 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 1988). 

11 Henry v. Lehman Commercial Paper, Inc. (In re First Alliance Mortg. Co.), 47l F.3d 977, 1008 (9th 

Cir. 2006)~ Sensenich v. Robert Molleur (h~ re Chase), 328 B.R. 675, 681 (Bankr. D. Vt. 2005) 

(’~Fraudulent conveyance statutes, whether under federal or state law, seek to avoid a windfall to the 

creditor, to prevent a disproportionate Loss to the debtor and, especially in bankruptcy cases, to recognize 

the rights of unsecured creditors to all of the debtor’s non exempt assets, including non exempt equity in 

real estate."). 

IRcl. 117-3/2011 Pub.219) 
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547-9 PREFERENCES ~ 547.01 

(3) made while the debtor was insolvent; 

(4) made 

(A) on or within 90 days before the date of the filing of the petition; or 

(B) between ninety days and one year before the date of the filing of the 
petition, if such creditor at the time of such transfer was an insider; and 

(5) that enables such creditor to receive more than such creditor would 
receive if-- 

(A) the case were a case under chapter 7 [of the Code]; 

(B) the transfer had not been made; and 
(C) such creditor received payment of such debt to the extent provided 

by [the Code].s 

The purpose of the preference section is twofold. First, by permitting the trustee to 
avoid prebankruptcy transfers that occur within a short period before bankruptcy, 
creditors are discouraged from racing to the courthouse to dismember the debtor 
during the debtor’s slide into bankruptcy. The protection thus afforded the debtor often 
enables the debtor to work a way out of a difficult financial situation through 
cooperation with all of the creditors. Second, and more important, the preference 
provisions facilitate the prime bankruptcy policy of equality of distribution among 
creditors of the debtor. Any creditor that received a greater payment than others of its 
class may be required to disgorge so that all may share equally. The operation of the 
preference section to deter "the race of diligence" of creditors to dismember the debtor 
before bankruptcy furthers the second goal of the preference section, that of equality 
of distribution.6 

5 Unless the trustee proves each and every one of these elements, a transfer is not avoidable as a 

preference under 11 U.S,C. § 547(b). In re Bullion Reserve of N. Am., 836 F.2d 1214, 1217 (9th Cir.), 

cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1056, 108 S. Ct. 2824, 100 L, Ed. 2d 925 (1988) ("The burden of proving the 

existence of these elements is on the bankruptcy trustee") (citing Grover v. Gulino (ln re Gulino), 779 

F.2d 546, 549 (9th Cir. 1985)); Waldschmidt v. Ranier (In re Fulghum Constr, Corp.), 706 F.2d 171, 172, 

8 C.B.C.2d 644, 646 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 935, 104 S. Ct. 343, 78 L. Ed. 2d 310 (1983) ("As 

is facially evident from this provision, all five enumerated criteria must be satisfied before a trustee may 

avoid any transfer of property as a preference."); see 1 l U.S.C. § 547(g); see also ~l 544.03 supra, for a 

discussion of the use of 11 U.S.C. § 544(b) to avoid a preferential transfer. Note, however, the 

presumption under section 547(f), which provides that "’l~]or purposes of this section, the debtor is 

presumed to have been insolvent on and during the 90 days immediately preceding the date of the filing 

of the petition." See q[ 547.12 infra. 

~ See H.R. Rep. No. 595, 95th Cong., Ist Sess. 177-78 (1977), reprimedin App. Pt. 4(d)(i) infra; see 

Lee N, Mortenson v. National Union Fire Ins., 249 F.3d 667, 671 (7th Cir. 2001) (tendency to pay the 

most pressing creditors when debtor gets into financial difficulties is one of the reasons for the rules 

against preferences in bankruptcy): Sigmon v. Burner (In re Johnson Brothers Truckers Inc.), 2001 U.S. 

App. LEXIS 9376 (4th Cir. May 15, 2001); h~ re Dorholt, Inc., 224 F.3d 871, 873 (Sth Cir. 2000) 

(preferential transfer rule "is intended to discourage creditors from racing to dismember a debtor sliding 

into bankruptcy and to promote equality of distribution to creditors in bankruptcy"): Coral Petroleum, Inc. 

v. Banque Paribas-London, 797 F.2d 1351, 33 C.B.C.2d 1031 (5th Cir. 1986) (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 

595): Valley Bank v. Vance (b~ re Vance), 721 F.2d 259, 260, 9 C.B.C.2d 1035, 1036 (gth Cir. 1983): 

see also Yellowhouse Mach. Co, v. Mack (ln re Hughes), 704 F.2d 820, 822 (5th Cir. 1983) I"The nature 

IRcl. 11:~-4/201(} Pub.219) 



548-11 FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS AND OBLIGATIONS ~ 548.01[1][a] 

the debtor was insolvent or nearly so. In these cases, fraud is presumed. Included 

within these types of constructively fraudulent transactions are cheap, fire sales made 

while the debtor was insolvent, as well as large-scale financial transactions, such as 

when buyers acquire a company in a leveraged buyout. 

[1] Introduction and General Outline 

Section 548 has a long and venerable lineage, stretching back to Elizabethan statutes 

first promulgated in 1571.8 This lineage has produced myriad cases, many of which are 

similar but few of which are identical. They are best examined through the dual lens 

of its purpose and its history. 

[a] The Broad Purposes of Fraudulent Transfer Law 

Section 548 and fraudulent transfer law generally attempt to protect creditors from 

transactions which are designed, or have the effect, of unfairly draining the pool of 

assets available to satisfy creditors’ claims, or which dilute legitimate creditor claims 

at the expense of false or lesser claims.9 In this regard, some boldly suggested that 

fraudulent transfer law accomplishes this goal by regulating the riskiness of a debtor’s 

actions for the benefit of creditors.1° Courts have not gone that far, however, but do 

recognize that section 548 serves the goal of increased creditor dividends by allowing 

the estate representative to avoid the offending transactions, and bring the property 

back into the debtor’s estate for distribution to creditors,ix 

8 13 Eliz., ch. 5 (1571), repealed by The Law of Property Act, 15 Geo. 5, ch. 20, § 172 (1925). Some 

courts erroneously indicate that the statute was passed in 1570. See, e.g., BFP v. Resolution Trust Corp., 
511 U.S. 53 l, 540, 114 S. Ct. 1757, 128 L. Ed. 2d 556, 30 C.B.C.2d 345 (1994). But under English dating, 
regnal years start from the date of ascension, and Elizabeth I was coronated on January 15, 1559, which 

was still in the legal year of !558 (given that in the Sixteenth Century the legal year began on March 25). 
This would make 1571 the 13th regnal year. Moreover, no parliaments were held during the year 1570. 
The parliamentary session in which the act passed began in April 1571. 

9 Frontier Bank v. Brown (In re Northern Merchandise, Inc.), 371 F.3d 1056, 1059 (9th Cir. 2004) 
("the primary focus of section 548 is on the net effect of the transaction on the debtor’s estate and the 
funds available to the unsecured creditors"); In re PWS Holding Corp., 303 F.3d 308, 313, 49 C.B.C.2d 

300 (3d Cir. 2002), cert. denied, 538 U.S. 924, 123 S. Ct. 1594, 155 L. Ed. 2d 316 (2003) ("Fraudulent 
conveyance law aims ’to make available to creditors those assets of the debtor that are rightfully a part 
of the bankruptcy estate, even if they have been transferred away.’" (citing Buncher Co. v. Official Comm. 
of Unsecured Creditors of GenFarm Ltd. P’ship IV, 229 F.3d 245, 250 (3d Cir. 2000))). 

~o Barry L. Zaretsky, Fraudulent Transfer Law as the Arbiter of Unreasotuable Risk, 46 S.C.L. Rev. 

1165 (1995). Some courts have indicated that fraudulent transfer rules may serve to protect legitimate 

creditor interests by indicating that transferees bear the risk that a court may set aside the transaction as 
a fraudulent transfer. See, e.g., The Ohio Corrugating Co. v. DPAC, Inc. (In re The Ohio Corrugating 

Co.), 91 B.R. 430, 436 n.6 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 1988). 

x x Henry v. Lehman Commercial Paper, Inc. (In re First Alliance Mortg. Co.), 471 F.3d 977, 1008 (9th 

Cir. 2006); Sensenich v. Robert Molleur (In re Chase), 328 B.R. 675, 681 (Bankr. D. Vt. 2005) 
("Fraudulent conveyance statutes, whether under federal or state law, seek to avoid a windfall to the 
creditor, to prevent a disproportionate loss to the debtor and, especially in bankruptcy cases, to recognize 

the rights of unsecured creditors to all of the debtor’s non exempt assets, including non exempt equity in 

real estate."). 

(Rel. 117-31201! Pub.219) 



S~dden~ Arps, Slate, IVleagher & Flora LLP 
& Affiliates 

May 24, 2012 

Eleventh Circuit Reverses Fraudulent Transfer 
Ruling in TOUSA Bankruptcy Case 

O 
n May 15, 2012, the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit 

issued a ruling in the closely watched fraudulent transfer litigation involving 
the bankrupt homebuilder TOUSA, Inc. The litigation initially had resulted in 

a highly controversial and much criticized ruling by the Florida Bankruptcy Court that 
voided various loan transactions as fraudulent transfers and sent serious ripples throughout 
the lending community’. That ruling was reversed by the District Court in a scathing deci- 

sion that was highly critical of the Bankruptcy Court. The Circuit Court, in turn, reversed 

the District Court and reinstated the Bankruptcy Court’s original ruling. The upshot is that 
commercial lenders are at greater risk of being saddled with significantly increased due 

diligence obligations and having their distressed loan transactions challenged, which in 
turu could increase lending costs to the detriment of commercial borrowers. 

Overview of the TOUSA Transactions 

TOUSA was the ultimate parent company of the TOUSA corporate family. It was obli- 
gated on significant unsecured debt owed by one of its j oint ventures to various lenders 
(Transeastern Lenders). This debt went into default, resulting in significant litigation 
between TOUSA and the Transeastern Lenders that jeopardized the viability of the en- 
tire TOUSA enterprise. TOUSA ultimately determined to settle the litigation by paying 
the Transeastern Lenders approximately $420 million. To finance this settlement, the 
TOUSA group borrowed $500 million from a separate group of lenders (New Lenders). 

The evidence at trial suggested that various officers of TOUSA were gravely concerned 

about the impact the new loan would have on the company’s operations. That evidence 

also suggested that the new loan was strongly favored by TOUSA’s largest sharehold- 

ers, who were opposed to financing the settlement through an issuance of new equity 

that would have diluted their holdings. The $500 million loan from the New Lenders 

was guaranteed by certain of TOUSA’s subsidiaries (Conveying Subsidiaries). The 

Conveying Subsidiaries secured their guarantees by granting liens on substantially all 

their assets for the benefit of the New Lenders. Significantly; the Conveying Subsidiar- 

ies were not obligors on the debt to the Transeastern Lenders, ~vere not defendants in 

the litigation being settled and received none of the proceeds of the loans from the New 

Lenders. Indeed, the loan documents specifically stated that the proceeds of the New 

Loans would be used to satis~ TOUSA’s settlement with the Transeastem Lenders. 

TOUSA and the Conveying Subsidiaries declared bankruptcy six months after the loan 
closed. The official committee of unsecured creditors, whose constituency included 
holders of more than $1 billion in unsecured bond debt who had publicly criticized 

TOUSA’s entry into the New Loan and had claimed that the New Loan left TOUSA 

and the Conveying Subsidiaries insolvent and unable to honor their obligations on the 
bonds, brought suit in the Bankruptcy Court seeking, among other things, to avoid the 

liens that the Conveying Subsidiaries had granted for the benefit of the New Lenders. 
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The Bankruptcy Court and District Court Rulings 

After a 13-day trial, the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of Florida issued 

a 190-page order sustaining the committee’s assertions. The court found, based on the testimony 
and previous statements of TOUSA’s officers and publicly available information, that TOUSA was 
insolvent at the time it entered rote the loan with the New Lenders. It also found that the Conveying 

Subsidiaries did not receive "reasonably equivalent value" in exchange for their grant of liens on 
substantially all their assets. The court ruled that "value" must include "sonre kind of enforceable 
entitlement to some tangible or intangible article." It found that the Conveying Subsidiaries received 

no such value because they received none of the proceeds of the loan from the New Lenders and did 

not othe~a~Tise benefit from TOUSA’s settlement with the Transeastem Lenders. The court, therefore, 
voided the liens that the Conveying Subsidiaries had granted to the New Lenders. 

The Bankruptcy Court further ruled that the Transeastem Lenders were entities "for whose benefit" 
the Conveying Subsidiaries granted their liens. This is significant because, under Section 550 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, an entity "for whose benefit" a transaction was made can be subjected to liability if 
the transaction is later voided. As a result, the court ordered the Transeastem Lenders to disgorge all 

the funds they had received as a result of the settlement. The money was to be paid back to TOUSA; 
the Transeastem Lenders’ original claims were to be reinstated; and the money returned to the New 
Lenders. Significantly, however, the amount to be returned to the New Lenders was decreased by 

an amotmt equal to the "diminution in value" of the TOUSA enterprise bet~veen the making of the 
loan and voidance of the New- Lenders’ liens. This amount was rese~wed for the benefit of TOUSNs 
unsecured creditors. 

The New Lenders and Transeastem Lenders appealed to the United States District Court for the 

Southern District of Florida, which "quashed" the Bankruptcy Court’s ruling and reversed it in all 
respects. Of particular significance to commercial lenders, the District Court adopted a broader defi- 
nition of the term "value," holding that the Bankruptcy Court’s definition of the term did not properly 

reflect the realities of modem commercial lending practices. In particular, the District Court ruled 
that affiliated members of a corporate family such as the Conveying Subsidiaries can receive "indi- 
rect benefits" as a result of transactions that benefit other members of the family; that such indirect 
benefits constitute "value" for purposes of the fraudulent transfer laws; that such benefits need not 

be precisely quantified to afford a defense in fraudulent transfer litigation; and that the Conveying 
Subsidiaries did, in fact, receive such indirect benefits in exchange for their grant of liens because the 

loan from the New Lenders delayed what would othe~a~ise have been an immediate and catastrophic 
bankruptcy of the entire TOUSA enterprise, while also affording the Conveying Subsidiaries access 

to enhanced lines of credit and other business synergies. 

The District Court also ruled that the Bankruptcy Court erred in concluding that the Transeastem 
Lenders were entities "for whose benefit" the Conveying Subsidiaries granted their liens. The court 
reasoned that construing that phrase to impose liability on the Transeastem Lenders would improp- 
erly broaden its scope. The District Court also rejected the Bankruptcy Court’s ruling that the Tran- 

seastem Lenders did not accept the proceeds in good faith simply because they knew of TOUSA’s 
precarious financial position. 

The Circuit Court’s Ruling 

On appeal by the creditors’ committee, the Circuit Court reversed the District Court’s decision. It 
reiterated the long-established rule that appellate courts are to accord significant deference to a lower 

court’s findings of fact; and that an appellate court is to accept the findings of a lower court unless it 



is left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been made. The Circuit Court had no 
such conviction that the Bankruptcy Court had committed any such error and, accordingly, deferred to 
the Bankruptcy Court’s findings in the first instance. 

There were two issues on appeal to the Circuit Court. The first was whether the Bankruptcy Court 
committed clear error when it found that the Conveying Subsidiaries did not receive reasonably equiv- 

alent value for the liens they granted the New Lenders. The Circuit Court declined the opportuni~7 
to establish a clear definition of the term "value," and therefore did not adopt either the Bankruptcy 

Court’s or the District Court’s definition. The Circuit Court also said that it need not decide whether 
the possible avoidance of bankruptcy can confer "value," as the District Court had concluded, be- 

cause, even if all the purported benefits of the transaction did in fact accrue to the Conveying Subsid- 
iaries, the costs of the transaction far outweighed "any perceived benefits." 

While not adopting any clear rules, the Circuit Court did say that "[t]he opportuniU to avoid bank- 

ruptcy does not free a company to pay any price or bear any burden," thereby expressing its own 
skepticism about whether deferral of bankruptcy can constitute value, at least where, as in TOUSA’s 

case, collapse seemed inevitable. Bankruptcy, the Circuit Court observed, is not a "fate worse than 
death" and may be preferable to certain last ditch efforts undertaken in hopes of staving it off. Indeed, 

the Bankruptcy Court found that even if TOUSA and all of its subsidiaries immediately would have 
entered bankruptcy as a result of the cross-defaults associated with a failure to resolve the litigation with 

the Transeastern Lenders, such an outcome would still have been less harmful to the Conveying Subsid- 
iaries than securing the New Loans. The Circuit Court was not otherwise persuaded that the Conveying 
Subsidiaries benefited from access to increase borrowing capaciU or synergies with their parent. 

The second issue on appeal to the Circuit Court was whether the Bankruptcy Court erred in con- 
cluding that the Transeastem Lenders were entities "for whose benefit" the Conveying Subsidiaries 

granted their liens. The Circuit Court made short shrift of this issue, stating that the Transeastem 
Lenders’ argument "is contradicted by the loan agreements, which required that the proceeds of the 
loans secured by the liens be transferred to the Transeastern Lenders." In response to the Transeastem 

Lenders’ argument that the Bankruptcy Court’s interpretation of the phrase would "drastically expand 
the potential pool of entities that could be liable for any transaction" and hence, would "impose 
traordinary’ duties of due diligence on the part of creditors accepting repayment," the Circuit Court 

said "[i]t is far from a drastic obligation to expect some diligence from a creditor when it is being 
repaid hundreds of millions of dollars by someone other than its debtor." 

There appear to be at least four practical implications of these rulings. First, commercial lenders mak- 
ing loans to consolidated corporate entities cannot always assume that a loan to one member of the cor- 

porate family benefits all members of the family. Thus, while it is common in the commercial lending 
context for several related entities to become obligated on a loan, lenders may now need to understand 
how each individual entity stands to benefit from the loan. In any subsequent litigation, a court may not 

examine the transaction as though the individual entities constituted a single borrower. Rather, a court 
may instead examine whether the transaction was a fraudulent transfer based on an entity-by-entity 
analysis, regardless of whether such entities ever actually operated as such. This risk, of course, may 

impose significant diligence obligations and costs on lenders and, ultimately, their borrowers. 

Second, lenders who receive repayment of their loans from troubled borrowers likewise may need to 

better perform diligence on the source of the funds and the nature of the transaction that allows the 
borrowers to honor their obligations. Restructuring and litigation attorneys typically advise creditors 
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to take repayment and worry about whether it will be challenged later. However, the stakes may be 
high enough that a lender nonetheless may need to review diligence the matter and perhaps condi- 
tion repayment on a structure that mitigates risk. There frequently are limited opportunities to do so, 
however, meaning that some clawback risk may simply be unavoidable. 

Third, there is still a lingering question whether a troubled company receives value on account of a 

deferred bankruptcy filing. This issue often arises where lenders charge a troubled borrower a fee 

in exchange for their agreement to extend a loan maturity for a period of time while the borrower 

attempts to restructure its affairs. The case law has been ambiguous regarding whether a borrower 

receives value when it pays such a fee; the Circuit Court’s ruling in TOUSA does nothing to clari~ 

that ambiguity and, indeed, suggests that there may be no such value. This is not to suggest that lend- 

ers should forego extension fees -- far from it. But it does mean that lenders may need to louver their 

expectations regarding their ability to retain such fees in litigation, which in turn may mean that other 

alternatives may need to be considered in connection with extension requests. 

Finally, the Circuit Court reinstated the Bankruptcy Court’s original holding regarding so-called "sav- 

ings clauses." Many commercial loan transactions contain clauses that limit the guarantors’ liability 
to an amount that will not render the guarantor insolvent. The Bankruptcy Court’s original ruling that 
such clauses are void as against public policy is the only published ruling on the matter. That ruling 

ceased to exist once the District Court "quashed" the Bankruptcy Court, but the Circuit Court’s reversal 
of the District Court has allowed the Bankruptcy Court’s saving clause analysis to spring back to life. 
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Fraudulent Transfer Risk Expanded 

In re TOUSA" Eleventh Circuit Expands Fraudulent Transfer Risk for 
Lenders to Distressed Borrowers 

SUNINIARY 

On May 15, 2012, the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals issued an opinion reversing the decision of the 

District Court for the Southern District of Florida and affirming the bankruptcy court’s original 

determination in In re TOUSA that (a) liens granted by certain subsidiaries in connection with a 

refinancing of their parent’s indebtedness and (b) proceeds of the refinancing paid to the parent’s existing 

creditors were each avoidable under sections 548 and 550(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, respectively, as 

fraudulent transfers.1 Applying established principles of fraudulent transfer law, the court found that a 

pledge made by a subsidiary as a co-borrower is avoidable as a fraudulent transfer if the subsidiary itself 

did not receive reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the pledge and was either insolvent at the 

time that the debt was incurred or rendered insolvent as a result of its incurrence. Significantly, in an 

extension of its ruling in the In re Air Conditioning, Inc. of Stuart preferential transfer decision, the 

Eleventh Circuit agreed with the bankruptcy court that, in circumstances as those present in TOUSA, if 

existing creditors are repaid with the proceeds of a new loan that is secured in part by avoidable liens, the 

existing creditors can be required to disgorge the repayment under section 550(a) of the Bankruptcy 

Code as entities "for whose benefit [the avoidable transfer] was made.’’2 

The TOUSA decision places a noteworthy additional burden on lenders being refinanced to (and reminds 

new lenders that they should) assess a distressed borrower’s financial condition, the structure and terms 

of the new financing and, perhaps more importantly, the value of the new loan to any subsidiary providing 

a secured upstream guaranty or acting as a co-borrower, particularly if, as in TOUSA, some or all of the 

lenders being refinanced are participating in the new loan. 

New York Washington, D.C. Los Angeles Palo Alto London Paris Frankfurt 
Tokyo Hong Kong Beijing Melbourne Sydney 



BACKGROUND 

Case History 

TOUSA, one of the nation’s largest and, at the time, most leveraged homebuilders, collapsed in the wake 

of the housing crisis that began in 2007. As a result, TOUSA and a number of its affiliates commenced 

chapter 11 proceedings in January 2008. 

Six months prior to the petition date, TOUSA and certain of its wholly owned subsidiaries (referred to as 

the Conveying Subsidiaries) borrowed, on a joint and several basis, approximately $500 million from a 

new lending syndicate (the Takeout Lenders) to finance a $421 million settlement of obligations owed by 

TOUSA to an existing syndicate of creditors (the Transeastem Creditors) (TOUSA had guaranteed a loan 

made by the Transeastern Creditors to a failed joint venture). The new loan benefitted from a grant of 

security by the Conveying Subsidiaries over substantially all of their assets. Importantly, only TOUSA, 

and not the Conveying Subsidiaries, was liable to the Transeastern Creditors for the guaranty obligations 

that were satisfied with the proceeds of the new loan. 

Unsecured creditors of TOUSA and the Conveying Subsidiaries successfully petitioned the bankruptcy 

court to (a) avoid the debt incurred and the liens granted by the Conveying Subsidiaries and (b) require 

the Transeastern Creditors to disgorge $403 million of the settlement payment, plus prejudgment interest. 

From the disgorged funds, the bankruptcy court awarded the bankruptcy estate (i) an amount equal to the 

diminution in the value of the property secured by the avoided liens for the period between the date the 

Takeout Lenders made the new loan and the date the bankruptcy court issued its original opinion, 

because the bankruptcy court concluded that the debtors had "lost the opportunity to dispose of the 

property prior to its depreciation," and (ii) damages to cover the costs of consummating the new financing 

as well, as the costs incurred by the debtors and the unsecured creditors in prosecuting the avoidance 

proceeding. The remaining disgorged funds were distributed to the Takeout Lenders, and the bankruptcy 

court permitted the Transeastern Creditors to file an unsecured claim against TOUSA. 

On appeal, the district court reversed the bankruptcy court’s decision, concluding that the Conveying 

Subsidiaries received reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the liens supporting the new loan.3 

Decision 

Following a detailed review of the bankruptcy court’s factual findings - based on a "clear error" 

the Eleventh Circuit determined that the bankruptcy court did not clearly err in finding that the 

Subsidiaries did not receive reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the liens. The court 

"the bankruptcy court was entitled to find that the benefits of the transaction were not 

equivalent in value to what the Conveying Subsidiaries surrendered.’’4 Given that the 

standard - 

Conveying 

stated that 

reasonably 

Conveying 

Subsidiaries were insolvent at the time of the new financing, the court also agreed with the bankruptcy 

court’s ruling that the liens granted by the Conveying Subsidiaries were avoidable under section 548 of 
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the Bankruptcy Code.5 However, the Eleventh Circuit did not reinstate the bankruptcy court’s remedies 

and the determination of appropriate remedies will be remanded to either the district court or the 

bankruptcy court. 

In addition to highlighting the fraudulent transfer avoidance risk associated with a lender’s reliance on 

secured upstream guarantees or co-borrowing structures, the decision is most notable for the expansive 

position taken by the Eleventh Circuit in affirming the bankruptcy court’s characterization of the 

Transeastern Creditors as entities "for whose benefit" the liens to the Takeout Lenders were granted for 

purposes of section 550(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code, and as a result, holding them liable for 

disgorgement of their repaid loan.6 In concluding that an existing creditor has disgorgement risk for 

accepting repayment from the proceeds of a new loan to its borrower - even where the existing creditor 

was owed a valid debt and did not meaningfully participate in or influence the underlying avoided 

transaction - the Eleventh Circuit extended principles it previously outlined in Air Conditioning.7 

In Air Conditioning, the Eleventh Circuit held that a creditor who was issued a letter of credit at the 

direction of a debtor to secure an antecedent debt in connection with a negotiated forbearance 

arrangement was liable for the value of the collateral pledged by the debtor to the issuing bank under 

section 550(a)(1) because the pledge was a preference under section 547 of the Bankruptcy Code and 

made for the benefit of the creditor. In TOUSA, the Eleventh Circuit reasoned that the Transeastern 

Creditors’ receipt of the proceeds from the new loan was analogous to the creditor’s receipt of the letter of 

credit from the issuing bank during the preference period in Air Conditioning, making section 550(a)(1) 

applicable. 

The Eleventh Circuit was unsympathetic to the Transeastern Creditors’ argument that the court’s reading 

of section 550(a)(1) would require lenders to conduct extensive due diligence before accepting the 

repayment of debt. The court responded that "every creditor must exercise some diligence when 

receiving payment from a struggling debtor. It is far from a drastic obligation to expect some diligence 

from a creditor when it is being repaid hundreds of millions of dollars by someone other than its debtor.’’8 

The Transeastern Creditors have since petitioned the Eleventh Circuit for a rehearing before all of the 

circuit judges, arguing that (a) under the Supreme Court’s decision in Stern v. Marshall, the circuit panel 

improperly deferred to the bankruptcy court, (b) the circuit panel’s application of section 550(a) conflicts 

with the decisions of other circuit courts and (c) the circuit panel’s extension of Air Conditioning to the 

facts of this case was inappropriate.9 

I~PLICAT~ONS 

TOUSA has important implications for lenders to a financially distressed borrower. A creditor receiving a 

repayment (or securing its antecedent debt) already has preference risk if the debtor files for bankruptcy 

in the 90 days following the transfer.1° Such a lender or other creditor now faces the additional risk that it 
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may have to disgorge repayment if the takeout loan is avoided as a fraudulent transfer and if the lender or 

the creditor is an "entity for whose benefit such transfer was made," even if payment was made outside 

the preference period and the lender accepted the funds in good faith. Creditors should be especially 

attuned to this risk where the takeout loan involves upstream or lateral guarantees or co-borrowing 

arrangements.11 

Given the new risk of disgorgement under section 550(a)(1), refinanced creditors should evaluate 

whether each of the obligors in the new financing is either (a) solvent before (and will be solvent alter) the 

new financing is consummated or (b) receiving reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the 

obligations it is incurring under the takeout financing. Unfortunately for lenders that do identify concerns, 

the Eleventh Circuit did not discuss whether or on what contractual basis the Transeastern Creditors 

could have refused the payment of TOUSA’s guaranty obligations, especially in light of the likelihood that 

TOUSA’s failure to settle those obligations would have caused defaults under a significant portion of other 

of the outstanding debt of TOUSA and the Conveying Subsidiaries. 

Copyright © Sullivan & Cromwell LLP 2012 
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ENDNOTES 

No, 11-11071 (11th Cir.), 
2 

3 

845 F.2d 293 (1 lth Cir. 1988). 

3V Capital Master Fund Ltd. v. Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors of TOUSA, Inc., 444 
B.R. 613 (S.D. Fla. 2011). 

No. 11-11071 at 27-29. The Transeastern Creditors and the Takeout Lenders each argued that 
the Conveying Subsidiaries received several indirect benefits from TOUSA’s settlement with the 
Transeastern Creditors, chief of which was avoiding bankruptcy. However, the Eleventh Circuit 
concluded that the record supported the bankruptcy court’s finding that the takeout loan provided 
no benefit to the Conveying Subsidiaries. Unlike the bankruptcy court, which held that potentially 
avoiding a chapter 11 could never constitute reasonably equivalent value, the Eleventh Circuit left 
open the possibility that avoiding a bankruptcy could provide "reasonably equivalent value" under 
a different set of circumstances. 

"The parties do not dispute, in this appeal, that the Conveying Subsidiaries were either insolvent, 
had unreasonably small capital, or were unable to pay their debts when the liens were conveyed." 
No. 11-11071 at 28. 

Section 550(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code permits a debtor’s estate to recover the value of an 
avoided transfer from the initial transferee or the entity for whose benefit such transfer was made. 

In TOUSA, the Takeout Lenders included a small number of the members in the Transeastern 
Creditor syndicate. The 11th Circuit mentioned this overlap in its discussion of the bankruptcy 
court proceedings, but did not point to this fact in reaching its decision. 

No. 11-11071 at 39. 
9 

lO 

11 

(Pet. for Reh’g En Banc of App. No. 11-11-071-FF June 5, 2012.) 

Section 547(b) of the Bankruptcy Code allows the trustee to avoid certain payments (a) made to a 
creditor for an antecedent debt owed by the debtor, (b) within 90 days prior to the debtor filing for 
bankruptcy, (c) while the debtor was insolvent, and (d) that enabled the creditor to receive more 
than it would have received in a chapter 7 liquidation of the debtor. 

We note that in these types of transactions, a savings clause is often used with the intention of 
limiting the liability of each individual borrower to an amount that would avoid its insolvency and 
thus mitigate the risk of fraudulent transfer avoidance. Although the credit agreements for the 
new loans contained the clause, it was not relevant here as the parties did not dispute on appeal 
that the borrowers were insolvent when they incurred the new loan. The bankruptcy court had 
concluded that, as a general matter, the savings clauses were invalid ipso facto provisions under 
section 541(c)(1)(B) of the Bankruptcy Code, and "a frontal assault on the protections that 
section 548 [of the Code] provides to other creditors . . . [and] in short, entirely too cute to be 
enforced." It is unclear what weight the appellate court would have given them had the question 
been raised on appeal. The savings clause in TOUSA read: 

Each Borrower agrees if such Borrower’s joint and several liability hereunder, or if any 
Liens securing such joint and several liability, would, but for the application of this 
sentence, be unenforceable under applicable law, such joint and several liability and 
each such Lien shall be valid and enforceable to the maximum extent that would not 
cause such joint and several liability or such Lien to be unenforceable under applicable 
law, and such joint and several liability and such Lien shall be deemed to have been 
automatically amended accordingly at all relevant times. 

444 B.R. 613 at 863. 
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In re TOgA53~It, Inc.--E~eventh Circuit Rei~states Widely 
Criticized FraudMent Transfer Decision 

On May 15, 2012, the U hired States Court of Appeals for the E~eventh Circuit 
issued an opinion in the TOUSA, h~c. (~TOUSA") chapter 11 bankruptcy 
cases minstath~g a $480 million frat~dulem transfer jt~dgmem pmviously 
entered by the United States Bm~kmptcy Cou~ for the Southern District of 
Flogda (the "Bm+kmpmy Court")against the so:called ~:Transeastem 
Le++ders.< In doing so, the Eleventh Circmt both opened the door ~o a nanm+- 
~+ading of the tem~ "reasonably equivalent val ue" m the fraudulent traasfc:r 
provisions of the Bm~kmptcy Code ~d endorsed a~ expanded view of the 
entities su~ect to such t?audule~t trm~st~r liabili~’o~ 

The EIeventh Circuit affi~raed the Bankruptcy Court’s widdy criticized 
ruling, which trod avoided as fraudulent transfers certain liens and related 
indebtedness inc~rrcd by TOUSA’s debtor subsidiaries (the "Conveying 
Subsidiaries," a~.d together with TOUSA, the ~’Debtors") m connection with 
$500 million of"rescue financi~g" i~murred by TOUSA and the Conveying 
S~bsidiaries six months prior to the Debtors’ bankruptcy filings (the 
~~Refinanci~g"). The proceeds of the Refinaaming were ttsed to repay the 
Transeastem Le~ders for oNigations of TOUSA that were not guaranteed by 
or secured by property" of the Co~veymg Subsidiaries. Not o~.ly did the 
Bm~kruptcy Court avoid the transfer of the new liens in *;avor of the New 
Lenders. but it also ordered the Trm~seastem Lende:rs to disgorge the proceeds 
of the Refinm~ch~g (with interest) on the basis that they were bad faith 
recipients of the proceeds of a fraudulent tm~sfer (i. o., the Refinancing). On 
appeal, the U~ited States District (;orang for the Southern District of Florida 
(the "District Court’) quashed the Bankruptcy Court’s decision with respect 
to the Trm~seastern Lenders. The Eleve~.th Circuit, however, a:t’~irmed the 
~iabiliV findings of the Bankruptcy Court and co~cluded that the factuN 
record supported the conclusion,s that: (a) the Conveying Subsidiaries did ~ot 
receive reasonably eqnivalent value m~d (b) the Trm~seastem Lenders were 
entities for whose benefit the fraudulent traasfers had bee~. made. 

BACKGROUND ...................................................... 

TO U SA m~d the other Debtors were in the business of designing, buildi~g 
and marketing for sale detached si~gle-family residences, mwnhomes and 
co~dominiums m~der various brand names. Prior to their bankruptcy filing in 
Januau 2008, the Debtors finm~ced their operations through a $700 million 
rcvol ring working capital li~c.ility (the "Rcvol vcr") and the issuance of over 
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$1 billion in m~secnred bonds (the ~Bonds’). Although TOUSA was the primal3; obliger with respect to the Revolver 
and the Bonds, the obligatio~s were guaranteed by each of the Con:veying Subsidiaries. 

In 2005, TOUSA, together with one of its Debtor s~bsidiaries, TOUSA Homes, LP (~Homes"), entered into a joint 
~enmre called TEiTOUSA LLC (the ~’Transeastem JV"). ~I~he operations of the Transeastem J V were financed with 
loans made by the Transeastem Lenders to the Transeastern JV--------loans that were guaranteed by TOUSA and Homes. 
\¥he~. the Transeastem JV detaa:ulted on its debt, the Trm~seastern Lenders called o~. the guam~.tees and litigation ensued 
(the ~Transeastern Litigation"). [n settlement of the Transeastern Litigation, on July 31, 2007, TO U SA and the 
Co~.veymg Subsidiaries bo:rrowed $500 milhon pursuant to :tSrst and seco~.d lien te:rm loans (~.e., the Re:tSnancmg) from 
certain lenders (the ~%ew Lenders") that were secured by substantially all of the Debtors’ assets, of which, 
approximately $421 million was used to pay the Tmnseastern Lenders. 

In January 2008, less than six months after closing the Refinancing, the Debtors were forced to file their bankruptcy 
cases due to the catastrophic downturn in the reside~.tial real estate market and the related inability of the Debtors and 
their customers to access the froze~ credit markets. Shortly aRer the filing, the Official Committee of Unsecured 
Creditors (the "Commit-tee") bro~ght an action agmnst the New Lenders seeking to avoid the loans and liens related to 
the Refi~m~cing as frat~dulent transfers. The Committee also sought to reco~,~er the amotmts paid to the Tra~seastem 
Lenders from the proceeds of the Refinancing. 

Becat~se the (;om,~eyh~g St~bsidiaries were not obligated on the Transeastern debt (and were not parties to the related 
Trm~seaste:rn Litigation), the Bank:ruNcy Court held that their borrowing u~.der the Re:~5 nancmg aud thei:r granting of 
liens m secure that borrowi~g were withom ~reasonably equivNem ~,~aiue" and were there}Bre ax, oidaNe fraudnlem 
transfers. SpecificNly, the Bankruptcy Court held that (a) Ne Conveying Subsidiaries were insolvent and inadequam~y 
capitalized both prior to m~d immediately aRer the date of the Refi~mncing, (b) the ComTeyh~g St~bsidiaries did not 
receive ~reasonably equivNent vNue" for inc~mng the debt or granting the liens, (c) the New Lenders, as well as the 
Trm~seaste:rn Lenders, did not act m good :{~aith because it was o~iectively evident that Ne transaction was not proper, 
and (d) the loans m~ated to the Refi~mncing, the lie~s secum~g those lom~s and the paymem of the lo~ proceeds to the 
Transeastem Lenders were fraudulent conveyances. Finally~ the Bankruptcy Court also found that neither the New 
Lenders ~or the Transeastem Lenders were emitled to the affimmtive de}?nse set foN~ i~ Sections 548(c) or 550(b) of 

5 iii the Bankruptcy Code. 

In connection with its ruling, the Bankruptcy Co~rt ordered the ~mwinding of the Refinancing and, to car~), that out, 
timber ordered (a) the Transeastern Lende:rs to disgorge $403 million (as the value of the assets subjected to liens by the 
(;om,~eyi~g St~bsidiaries) of the $421 million h~ Refi~m~cing loan proceeds paid to the Transeastern Lenders, together 
w ith prej udgm ent interest in excess of $75 m illiono (b) the rei n staiem e~.t of the Tm~seastern Lende:rs’ claims to the 
extent of the disgorgement, (c) the mToidance of the New Lenders" lie~s against the Conveying Subsidiaries~ assets, and 
(d) that the disgorgement payments be placed in escrow to be paid to the New Lenders after payment to the Conveying 
Subsidiaries of all transaction costs :relating to the Re:tSnancmg and m~y Joss in value of their assets. 

Both the Trm~seaste:rn Lenders aud the New Lenders appealed the Bankruptcy Court’s ruling to the District Court 
(a~thot~gh the separate appeals were assigned to two dift~rent jt~dges). In a scathing opinion, the District Court quashed 
the Bankruptcy Cour~s ruling as it related to the Transeastem Lenders on the basis that it contmned numerous findings 
of tact and conclt~sions of law that were ~clearly erroneous."~" In o~,~e:rturning the Bankruptcy Court’s mlmg against the 
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Transeastern Le~ders, the District Court ~\~ua~d, among other things, that (a) fl~e payment to the Transeastem Lenders 
was not avoidable as a ffaudule~t transfer becm~se the ~actu.al :reco:rd a~ trial demonstrated that the Conveying 
Subsidiaries received ~reasoimbly equivalent vMue" in exchm~ge for providh~g secured guarantees of the Reflimncing in 
the ~brm of legally recognized "~:indi:rect economic benefits" constituting vNu.e (inch~ding, among other benefits, Ne 
ability to m,~oid deIMRing o~ over $1.5 billion of seMor loans and bonds owed by TOUSA and guaranteed by the 
Co~veyi~g Subsidiaries, thereby penmtting the Debtors m continue their business operations), and (b) the Bm~kmptcy 
Court erred m finding that the Transeastern Lenders had acted in bad fhith because, among othe:r reasons, the 
Bm~kmptcy Corm had improperly imposed a "patently m~reaso~mble ~d m~woNable" (as well as non-existent) legal 
d*aW on Ne Transeastem Lenders to investigate the internal mfi~mncing structure of the Debtors (and, ostcnsibly~ 
i~dependemly determine that the Refin~ci~g would not result in a fraudulem transfer wRh respect to a~w office 
Conveying Subsidiaries) before Ne Transeastem Lenders could :receive payment on account of their valid antecedent 
debts. The District Cou~ also took the extraordina~ step of ove~urning the Bankruptcy CouWs decisio~ without 
rem~d.V 

’ ’ . ’ ’ ’ ’ Clrcmt. The issues invoNed i~ the The Committee promptly appealed the District Coup* s decision to the Eleve~th ’ o ,.~ 
appeal we:re :[~act-imen si re--the Bankruptcy Corn* heard e xtc~sive testi m ony from expe:rt and tSct wimesses duri ng a 
13-day trial. Applying the ~c~ear error" standard to the t~cmal conclusions of the Bm~kmptcy (;ore*. the Elevemh 
Circuit dem~ined that: (a) Ne Bm~kmptcy Court did ~ot clearly e~ by fi~ding that the Co~veying Subsidiaries did not 
receive reasonably eqnivMem vNne m~d (b) the Bm~kmptcy Corn* did ~ot dearly err by fl~di~g that the Tr~seastern 
Lenders were emifies for whose benefit the lie~s were transfc~ed. 

REASONABLY EQUIVALENT VALL~ 

RccaI1 that a fraudulem co~veyance includes a transfer of property or an incurrcl~ce ofm~ obligations, made while, or 
cm~sing the debtor to become, insolvent or without adequate capital, [br which the debtor did not receive reaso~mbly 
equivalem va~ue in exchange for the transfer or incnrre~ce. As me~tio~ed above, the Bm~kruptcy Court based the 
fraudulent transfer judgment :it levied against the Transeastem Lenders o~ its finding that the Conveying Subsidiaries 
failed to receive ~reasonably equivalem value" m exchange for the transfers made by the Conveying Subsidiaries in 
connection with the Refilm~cing (including the obligations incurred m~d liens granted by the Conveying Subsidiaries)."~ 

For purposes of dete~aining whether the Co~veyil~g Subsidiaries received equivalent value, the Bankruptcy Court m~d 
the District Court differed significantly m their co~ceptions of wha~ constituted %~alue." ~e Ba~kmptcy Court 
concluded that the Com,~eying Subsidiaries could not have received meani~gN~ ~valne’’ as pa~ of the Refl~m~cing 
because they did not receive direct m~d ide~tifiaNe ~properV" of a quantifiable value as part of the tm~sacfion. This 
District CouP, however, ~Necmd this narrow conceptio~ of value and concluded thN the %~Mue" mmlysis must h~clude 
indirect, intm~gible and prospective future eco~omic be~efits. Specifically, the District Court agreed with Ne 
Transeaste:rn Lenders’ position that, whe~ deMing with an integrated corporate tSmily~ indirect benefits that p:resea,~e the 
~et wo~h and cominued operation, s of the coq)oratc *:amity can constitute maso~mbly equivNent vNue to mdividuN 
subsidiaries, even though such vN ue is indi met, intangible and not precisely quanti fiableo 

The Eleventh Circuit decli~ed to e~dorse either of the lower courtU conception of ~’value." Instead, the Eleventh Circuit 
held that the fi~ctual :record was sufficient to support a finding that even under the District CouWs broad definition of 
~~value," the costs imposed by the Refi~m~cing far outweighed any be~efit received by the Conveying Subsidiaries. 
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Evei~ assuming the Refina~cing had the potential to sm~e TOUSA fiom bankruptcy, the Elevei~th Circuit co~cluded that 
this benefit was m3t sufficient to justify the costs imposed by the Retfnancmgo ~ae Eleventh Circuit noted that 
bm~kmptcy is not a ~bogeyma~’’ that mnst be m~oided at N1 cost and f~gher noted that avoidi~g or postpo~h~g 
bankruptcy m Nis case was simply not wo~h the cost of the R~cfina~cing imposed on the Conveying Subsidiaries. 
Accordingly, the Eleventh Circuit held that fl~e record supported 
Conveying Subsidiaries did not receive reasonably equivNent value and that the new liens constituted a fraudulent 
conveyance, 

SECTION 550 OF THE BANKRUPTCY CODE 

The Bankruptcy Court held (:and the Eleventh Circuit affirmed)that the Transeastem Lenders were entities for whose 
benefit the fmu.dule~.t transfi:rs were made. Accordingly, the Bankruptcy Court ordered the Transeastern Lenders to 
disgorge the proceeds of the Refinancing under Section 550(a) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

O~ appeal, the Transeastem iLenders argued that they did ~ot directly be~efit from the i~itiaI tra~sfer, bnt were instead 
subsequent transferees of the Debtors. Both the Bankruptcy Court and the Eleventh Circuit rejected this argument, 
which those courts thought was belied by the tSct that the loan documents between the Debtors and the New Lenders 
required payment of the proceeds to the Transeastem Lenders. The ~ct that the proceeds first went to a TOUSA 
su.bsidia~5, and then to the Transeastern Lenders was irrelevanto 

In reaching its conclusion that the Transeastcm Lenders acted in bad faith by accepting the settlement payment, the 
Bm~k~-aptcy Cour~ (withom citi~g m m~y provision of the Bm~kmptcy Code or appIicabie case law precedem) imposed a 
legal duty on the Tmnseastem Lenders to investigate the internal refinancing structure of the Debtors (and detenmne 
that the Refinancing would not result m a fraudulent transfer with respect to a~.y of the Co~.veymg Subsidiaries) before 
the Transeastem Lenders could receive payment on account of Neir valid ~tecedent debts. Before the Eleventh 
Ci:rcuit, the Transeagern Lenders a:~gued that this heightened due diligence standard was un:reasonable and 
unworkable~cmditors should ~ot be reqnired m imTestigate N1 aspects offl~eir debtors and the affiliates of those 
debtors before receiving payments on account of vNid debts. The Eleventh CircuR, however, concluded that the Na~ 
raised over the imposition of snch a dnty was overstated: ~[Elve~T creditor," the Coug stated, ~mnst exercise some 
diligence when receiving payment *~om a strtggling debtor." Similar to the Bankruptcy Court, the Eleventh Circuit 
tNled to cite any provision of the Bankruptcy Code or applicable case law precedent suppo:rtmg Ne imposition of such. a 
duty on a creditor. 

LOOKING FORWARD 

The Eleventh Circuit’s reinstatcment era substantial po:rtio~, of the widely criticized :ruling of the Bankruptcy Corm 
represents a significant challenge to institutional lenders :and other capital sources deciding whether to offer "rescue" 
financing to distressed borrowers. Additionally, the Eleve~th Circuit’s decisio~, appears to impose a duty on credito:rs 
receiving payments from tronbled compm~ies to determine the sonrce of funds for snch payme~ts m~d to weigh the risk 
of fraudulent mtnsfcr liability with respect to such payments-------a duty that will no doubt materially undem~ine the ability 
oftrouNed companies to effectively manage and settle their debts in effbr~s to avoid potentially catastrophic bm~kmptcy 
filings. 
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"I]he Transeastem iLenders and the New iLenders are likdy to petition for a rehearing e,~ bane, m~d the Pall E~eventh 
Circuit may have m~. oppm*unity to reconsider the issues presented on appealo In tt~.e meantime, however, the Elevenfl~ 
Circuit’s mlmg is a source of co,mere for institutional lenders and creditors of troubled companies i~ ge~eml. 

Gtoba[ 100, wid~ 800 ia~*3,ers ~ 17 q~k~es in the U~ited States, k’~rope, the M~ddie £’ast a~d Asm. 7"h~ firm h+ss hand/ed ma~ters ~ over 160 cou~iries o~ six 

i 5’ee Senior 7"*°a**seaster~, Lenders v. ()j./icia! (7omm. cffL.)~secured Creditorx (It, re Tousa, I~,c.), Case 1 ] -I 107I (1 ]ih Cir. May ] 5, 

2012). 

ii £}:e 3U Capita[ :~:[aster b~nd L~d. v. (~!fficia! (7omm. q[ ~&secured Creditors ()JTOU£?t, Inc. (Tn re 7i)uxa, [nc.),_444 B.R. 613 

(S.D. Fla. 2011). 

~ Section 548(c) protects against the tmstee’s avoidance powers a lra~sfcree or obligee that eTtkes for value m~d m good faith to the 
extent the ~mnsferce or obligee gave value in exctmnge for the tra~sfcr or obligation. Section 550(b) protects against the trustee’s 
remedies of recoveu transferees thai take (from initial transferees) for value, including salisfaction of a present or aniecedent debt, 
m good faith, and withm~t knowledge of the voidability of fl~e transfer avoided. 

~" No~e that the District Court’s decision q~lashed the Bankruptcy Couri’s order o~,13, as it related to the liability of the Tm~seastern 
Lenders. 

" In dicta, the Dists’ict Court urged fl~e Eleventh Circuit (m the likely event of an appeal) to consider the Tmnseastem Lenders’ 
argumems tl~t the Bankruptcy Corn1 lws repeatedly demo~strated an i~mbility "to approach the Defendant’s evidence m~d 
argumems fairly"--arguments that the District Couri fonnd "persuasive." 

"~ Because the District Com~ ruled on issues that were central to the separate appeals of the New Lenders, the District Court allowed 
the New Le~ders to imervene in the appeal and the District Court stwed the appeals of the New Lm~ders pending disposition of the 
Transeastem Lenders’ appeal. 

The Eievemh Circuit did not address the Bankruptcy Court’s findings that the Corn:eying Subsidiaries were i~solvent a~d 
i~mdeqnately capitalized at the time of the Refi~mncmg (and its appears tlv~t the Transeastem Le~ders conceded this issue). 

v~ Seciion 550(a) s~tes that "[e]xcept as othemqse provided in ins section, to the extent ttmt a transfer is avoided under section ... 

548 .o. of this title, the trustee may recover, for the bene:fit of the estate, the proper~y trans:[~’ed, or~ if the court so orders, the value 
of s~ch propeW, lirom (1) the initial ~mnsl~me of such tmnst~r or the entikv tbr whose benefi~ such mms~r was made or (2} any 
immediale or mediate transferee of such initial mmst~me." 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Card Forum & Expo <conferences@sourcemediamaJl.coru> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 10:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Square co-thunder on the ruobile ecosysteru 

~i Jim McKelvey 
Jim McKelvey, co-founder of payments industry game 

...... changer, Square, shared his thoughts with the Card Forum 

and Expo team on what it’ll take to get mobile payments working better. 

McKelvey will be providing the Card Forum audience with a provocative discussion, Mobile 

Payments: Seeinq Around Corners, diving into lessons that technologists, payments 

industry veterans and financial institutions can all use. 

The presentation will be revealed in April, but here’s a sneak peak of what he’ll 

talk about. 

Card Ferar~: Why do you think so many entrepreneurs have been developing ideas 

and technologies for consumer finance, and specifically for mobile payments? 

NcNel~e~," Mobile Payments will change the way people shop, there are a lot of things 

that need to be developed. 

Mobile payments have been talked a lot about, but if you look at the payments 

ecosystem nothing has really happened to support it. In the current mobile ecosystem 

banks can’t go at it alone. You once had a system where you had financial institutions 

issuing cards, and they set up merchants on the back end. But now you have to involve 

the carriers, the app makers, etc. There are just a lot more people involved these days. 

Although we can imagine what the system might look like. If you want to talk about 

innovation, you need to talk about it within the context of a different market structure. 

Card For~: What innovations need to happen in mobile payments? 

NcNel~e~," There’s been a critical missing component. Mobile phones don’t work inside. 

GPS works great outdoors, but the accuracy degrades indoors because the walls degrade 

the signals. But, we’re at the precipice of indoor location technology that does work. 

Bluetooth low energy and the PayPal Beacon device is just an example. 

Early Bird savings are now available. Register before February 21 for $400 savings off 

standard Forum rates. View the preliminary aclenda and make your plans to attend today. 

6172 
or Joe ~rega at (212) 803=8348= 

Sponsorship Opportunities Available 

To find out how to customize a sponsorship/exhibit package that is most appropriate for 

your institution, please contact Meissa Sefic at (2:[2) 803-6067 for more information. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 11:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Health Care Law Projected to Cut the Labor Force 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World i U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ [)ining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Health Care Law Projected to Cut the Labor Force 

With the expansion of insurance coverage, lno~ workers wflI eh~-~ose not to 

work and othel~ will choose to work fewer hom~ than they mi~j~t have 

od~etwise, according to the Congressional Budget 

An Olympics in the Shadow of a "War Zone 

:~ Russian seem’ity fbrees seek to end violence by Isla~nist 

militants, critics say they are fl~eling more 

rubbie 

New Boss at Microsoft, With Gates at His Side 

BilI Gates, who co-founded Mie~ssoft but has spent his time on 

other pursuits, will retam~ pace-time to the company ariel" the 

new chief executive, Satya Nadella, asked him to t)e his adviser. 

founded ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

:Daily Newsletter From tl~e ~inter Games 

Sign up for a daily digest of news, results and analysis ff’onl tile 

2o~4 Winter Olympics in Soehi, Russia. 

, Go to Complote Olympics Coverage ~ 



OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

From Shadows to Citizenslfi]p 

Does it make sense to impede ci[~zenship to someone who ~s 

allowed to live a~d work ~n the U~ited States9 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DONALD SHEEHY, ;m editor of a swcc’ping col{c’ctio~ of Robet°[ Frost’s correspondeBce 

is said ~o provide ~ more balaBced pertrait of ~he artist. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: llnte~iew ~/ith President Aq[uino 

President Benigno S. Aquino III of tl~e Philippines called for 

nations around the world to support his eoul~try i~ resisting 

China. He also talked about the afternmth ofq)/pboon Haiyan. 

~ Reiated Article 

Aquino 

the 

~ v~E ): On Top ofDev~l s No,retain 

Teuf?~sberg, or r)evi~’s Mom~tain, i~elud es an a ba n d on ed Co~d 

War N.S.A. listening post in Berlin that has evolved into a de 

facto art it~stallatic, n. 

Related Article 

vm~o: Easy Sheet ]~ a~ Chicken 

Melissa Clark makes an e~ ~ire family meal (crunchy ehieke~ ~dth 

broceo~i rabe and sweet potatoes) on bvo simple sheet pans. 

~ Reiated Article 

World 

Phi|ippine Leader Som~ds Alarm on China 

Be~igno S. Aquino III, the P~ilippi~e president, compared 

China’s claims to the seas near his eoun~T to Hitler’s demands 

fl)r Czech ]and i~ ~938. 

Aquino I 

Pakistmfi Side Fails to Show Up at Ta|iban Peace 

Talks 

The failure of the government representa[ives to appear for the 



talks is the latest episode in a process that has been characterized 

by confl~sion, contradk:tion and delays, 

Even as Spectators 

The Russian hosts of the 2o~4 Winter Games made clear long 

ago riley would broker no polifcal protesN at the O~ympies. 

A poli.ce 
officer I 

U,S, 

~A’~dl]lPoirrt, a Oncl-i~nc C~°][ic of Health I,aw~ May 

Yet Profit 

’Fbe giant insurer outraged eustomet~ by proposing a 4o percent 

rise in some premiums a few yea~s ago. Nowadays, it has 

emerged as flue biggest participant in state marked)laces. 

I~ Texti~tg Era, Crisis Hotih~es Put Help at 

Youths’ Fh~gegtips 

Tex~ing has become sneh a fundamenkaI way to eommnnieate 

that crisis #:o~g,s have begun to adopt it as an alternative way of 

providing emergency sern-iees and eounsding. 

Fraud i,~ A~my Reer~fith~g Bo,~us Program Ntay 

Cost Nearly $* oo Million 

Army investigators sNd soldiers, civilians and National Guard 

recruiters used the program as a "bounty" from which they could 

illegally eolle~’t money. 

said 

Business 

Welcome Relief for tIomeowners, Then the Tax 

Bill 

aPMorgan can w*~te off $~.5 billion in debt relieL but it will be 

treated as taxaMe income for ]aomeowners, res ailing in 

burdensome costs for many families. 

DEALBOOK 

N[organ Stm~ley Reaches 8~o25 Billion ~lorfgage 

Seth omen t 

The Morgan St~m~ey setdement is the latest agreement between a 

srters of 



Wall Street firm and the Federal Housing Finance Agency, which has sued 

several ba*~ks a~d fina~eial instih~tio~s seeki~g rdief over losses that were 

borne by taxpayers. 

in Rapid "i’u~arom~d, Toyota is on Track to A 
: Toyota 

PONt ~e~~ord ]EaJ~J~J~J~.~s 
showrco 

A~er e~dt~fing huge recalls, a Nunam~ in Japan and a steep drop 

in sales because of slowing demand, Toyota said it was on pace to 

earn iN bi~esb-ever ammN profit in its fiscal year that ends in March. 

Sports 

So Far, Extreme Park is Proving Extremel~ 

Pe~’ilous 

Skiers and s~mwboarders were ta]dng hard spills aS Rosa Khntor 

Extreme Park before the Games even began, and fl3ough changes 

were made, the runs remained treacherous. 

Min~csota’s Oly~npic Hockey Cradle (Pop. i,78i ) 

The finy town of Warroad, Minn., which has as many iudoor 

finks (two) as red Ii~ ks, has produced eigh t Olympic hockey 

players. The hope is for a pair of golds at the Soehi Games. 

,~ Slide Show: Scenes From Hockeytown USA 

Often Overlooked, Mm~euso Is Prepared for Her 

Fo urth Olymp~ es 

Decorated U.S. A]piue skier Ju li a Maucuso this week enters her 

lkmrth and pokmtiaIb’ last Olympic Games flying under the 

Parks 

Austrsha 

Arts 

The Road Back: Frost’s Letters Co[rid Soften a 

Battered Image 

The first vo]nme in a set of Robert Frost’s correspoudenee is 

expected to renew debate about his character, which has taken a 

hit ti"om some seho]arso 

MoN~.A’s Proposa~ for Sculpture Garde~ Pleases 

and R~les 

The Museum of Modern At’a’s plan to allow greater access to ik~ 

sculpture garden is seen as step forward or backward, depending 

on the perspective. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

The Needles h~ the Nlol~m~mnta~ N +SoA+ Haystack 

A repro Let collects the pieces of the Edward Snowden storT into 

a book about how the world came b-~, learn about the N.S.A.’s 

Dining & Wine 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I ANNISA 

Keeping Her Passport Handy 

The chef A~ita Lo erosses culinmT borde~,’s with ease at AnnJsa. 

GOOD APPETITE 

Bdhold, [he Sturdy Sheet Papa 
Lw MEi. iS%/. 

Versatile, affbrdable and a staple for m~y home cook. 

~ Video 

L:y MiDNAEi. 

Midwestern farmers are planting ,qternatiws to corn. 
classes 

For i=sere dining i~,’,’s sad recipes, go to NYTimes.oomlDini~g ~ 

Obituaries 

Arthur Ortenberg, a l&~ Claiborne Fmmder, Dies 

at 87 

Mr. C,~enberg was one of the fi:amders of 15z C3aibome, a 

company fl~at met "~e apparel needs of women who skreamed 

into the work %roe in the ~97os. 

Russe|| Hemenway Dies at 88; Devised Strategies 

to ~,~dd LiberM Causes 

Mr. Hemenway led a progressive group that developed advanced 

systems for sorting eIeetoraI &~ta and pinpc~in ring areas where it 

might devote its effo~fs. 

diames d. Gallagher, Chi|d Development Expert, 

Is Dead at 87 

Dr. GalIagher’s work expanded educational oppo~¢uMties for 

d~sa bled m~d gibed childre~ nation ~de, an d h e eh ampio~ed the 

education of bot~ groups as a civil ~glats issue. 

Candida I 
tes for 

the 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Freeing ~Vmokers From the Insurance Trap 

A ~ew repo~ found that by reducing the number of flll]-fime workers over a 

decade, the heakh ea~ law will have a liberathig impact t5r miilionso 

~ Saving Ukraine 

~ Overselling Testosterone, Dangerousiy 

EDITORIAL 

SavKng Ukraine 

The United States and Europe need to move quickly on a finanNal package to 

tie d~e eounhT more closely to the WesL 

EDITORIAL 

Overselling Testosterone, Dangerously 

A recent study shows the risk of cardiovascular disease in men who use 

tes tosterone f,-~r a variety of ailments. 

For mo:s epi!~bn; ,go ~e NYTimes.oomtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED I YU HUA 

The Censo~’s~p 
Sy YU 

People I~ke to hear vok~es critical of the govermne~t, so social 

media companies can’[ silence them entirely. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

H~gh Sc~mol 

Fpam the high school baseba]I team t*-~ the George Washington 

Bridge, Chr4s Christie a~d David Wildstei~ spa~ the years. 

~ Columnis% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e Third I~tifada 

The weapons of this uprising h~ the Middle East are nonvio]e~t. 

Fo: moie opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 
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Subject: 

Team NVivo <info@exptore,qsrinternational,com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 11:15 AIV1 

Broorne~ Lissa L <lbroorne@email unc.edu:-- 

Reminder: The NVivo Teacher’s Guide Overview Web,nat 

NVivo Brown Bag Webinar: The NVivo Teacher’s Guide Ove~view 

werk. 

Tl~e ,"~Viw~ "i’<’~eher~s GsA’~ i}as been deaigned to make it easier for leaching staff lc incorpcrate NVivc ir!l:o Hgl~er education ceursev:,od~ and ~iexible erlcdgh 1:o fit vu~rious teacHr!g 

enablirlg practical learning 

Palticipants wiii learn howto: 

impoll date from multipie sources 
Create nodes .~nd mel:qos 

Understand codi~g techniques 

To Iegieter, just dick ,%~.,".~! 

Regards. 

Team NVivo 

QSR international (Americas) 

55 Cambridge Street 

Burlington, MA 0~803 
617~491q850 

Please add ua 1:o your Safe Sender list! 

























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emma Swinden <~Emma~hartpub.co.uk> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 12:44 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

’Legal Challenges in the Global Financial Crisis’ Edited by Wolf- Georg Ringe m~d Peter M Huber 

New Title from Hart Publishing 

I am pleased to announce the publication of the title shown below. If you would like to order this title with your 10% discount you can do so through our website* 

(please mention ref: ’EMAIL LIST’ in the special instructions field) or you can complete and return the order form that is included at the bottom of this message. 
*Please r;o~e tile discount will hal show L:p on ~’our order corlfhmation but wi]i be appiied wi~erl Lhe order is processed. 

Legal Challenges in the Global Financial Crisis 
Bail-outs, the Euro and Regulation 

Edited by Wolf-Georg Ringe and Peter M Huber 
The global financial and economic crisis which started in 2008 has had devastating effects around the globe. It has caused a rethinking in different areas 

of law, and posed new challenges to regulators and private actors alike. One of the emerging issues is the apparent eclipse of boundaries between 

different legal disciplines: financial and corporate lawyers have to learn how public law instruments can complement their traditional governance tools; 

conversely, public lawyers have had to come to understand the spedfidties of the financial markets they intend to regulate. 

While commentary on financial regulation and the global financial crisis abounds, it tends to remain within disciplinary boundaries. This volume not only 

brings together scholarship from different areas of law (constitutional and administrative law, EU law, financial law and regulation), but also from a 

variety of backgrounds {academia, practice, policy-making) and a number of different jurisdictions. 

The volume illustrates how interdisciplinary scholarship belongs at the centre of any discussion of the economic crisis, and indeed regulation theory more 

generally. This is a timely exploration of cutting-edge issues of financial regulation. 

Wolf-Georg Ringe is o Professor of International Commercial Law at Copenhagen Business School. 

Peter M Huber is Professor of Law at the Ludwig-Maximilians-UniversitOt Munich and justT"ce of the Federal ConstT"tutT"onol Court of Germany. 

January20~4 288pp Hbk 9781849464390 RSP:"~e~ 

DISCOUNT RATE TO E-&’IAIL LIST SUBSCRIBERS: DS$1OB 

Please click here for more information about this title and to order online 

To order at the discount rate, just complete the form below and return to us by mail or fax. If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

With best wishes, 

Emma Swinden, Hart Publishing 

Click here to view 

Hart Publishin~ 2013 (:atalo~t~e 

Hart Publishiil~ Jom’m~ls 
PS. If you would like to be removed from this mailing list, just reply to this message with ’unsubscribe’ typed in the subject box. 

Hart Publishing Discount Order Form 
__Legal Challenges in the Global Financial Crisis Edited by Wolf-Gears Rinse and Peter M Huber (1-84946-439-1 Retai/p#ce US$120) @ US$108 

POSTAGE AND PACKING 

Please add ~5.99 for the first book and .~2.~[0 for each additional copy: ................... 

TOTAl. 

Name and Address: 

Address: 

Zip-Code: 

Country: 

Telephone number: 

E-maih 

Payment 

___ Please charge to my credit card MasterCard!Visa!American Express (delete as appropriate) 

Card Number: 

Expiry Date: ____/____ 

___ I enclose my check for US$ ____ made payable to ’ISBS’ 

Please return form to: 

ISBS (international Specialized Book Services), 920 NE 58th Avenue, Suite 300, Portland, OR 97253-3786, USA 

Tel: +1 503 287 3093 or toll-free: (1) 800 944 6190; Fax: +1 503 280 8832 

E-mail: orders(~a3isbs.com; Web Site: htlp:/iwww hartpublishm~zuSA.com 



We recommend that you return the form to us by mail or fax (we do not recommend that you e-mail your credit card details as this is not secure). 

I)ublished by Hart Publishing Ltd, 16C Worcester Place, Oxford, OXl 2JW, UK 

Telephone number: 01865 517530; Fax Number: 01865 510710 Website http:i/www.hartpub.co.u~ 

Hart Publishing Ltd. is registered in England No. 3307205 

lissa broome@unc.edu 

This e-mail has been ~aJmed for all viru~s by Claranet. The 

service is powered by MessageLabs. For tnore information on a proactive 

aaati-virus service working around the clock~ around the globe, visit: 

http://’~-.claranet.co.uk 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communica~ons@mlmerhaleuIxtate.com~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 12:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Global Anli-Bribery Yeax-in-Review: 2013 Developments and Predictions tbr 2014 -- Newsletter 

l’his message conta~n~ graphics if you do not see the graphical 

I 

Global Anti-Bribery YeardmReview: 2013 Developments and 
Predictions for 2014 

T he year 20!3 witnessed several notable developments in the enforcement of the Foreign Corrupt 

Practices Act (FCPA) In ----Global Anti-Bribery Year..in-Review: 2013 Oeveiopments and Predictions for 

2014, WilmerHaie Pa~ne~ Roger M. Wi~en, Kimberly A. Parker, Jay Heitmeier and Erin G H. Sloane 

key FCPA legal developments, notable collateral litigation developments, and significant deveiopments 

in international anti-corruption law They also look ahead to possible trends in 2014. 

Download the full PDF of this alert 

I 

VVith more t!~an 40 e>:perienced at~l:i-corruption 

lawyers, WilmerHale’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 

end .Anti-Cor~up[ien Group offers extensive knowledge 
in all aspects of the [~eld----govemment and in[ernal 

investigations, risk assessments, M&A and strategm 

Our clients rely on the v;?iuable insight ef ;? team oF 

experience working on the unique and chailenging 
issues oF this practice aree Our Investiga[Jons end 

Crimin~N L.itiga[ien Group consists oF more tls~sn 60 

members across ti~e United States and abroad. Read 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoEco ] Volunteering Abroad <conten~goeco.org~ 

~Vednesday, February 5, 2014 12:47 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Volunteering Abroad [br Law Students] 2014 

Hello Lissa Lamkin, 

GoEco is providing global volunteering opportunities for university students, faculty, 

and staff of Legal Studies. Volunteers can choose from a variety of placements that 

will focus on community and educational development as well as wildlife and 

environmental conservation. Discover the stunning coasts of Sri Lanka while finding a 

wide range of local projects on the ~e a~ Teac~i~ project, travel to the 

mountains of Tanzania where you will integrate your valuable skills into the 

Te~chin¢.~ ~ Con~n~ty pro,~e~t, or get up close and personal with spectacular 

wildlife at the W~ldlNe ~a~tua~¥ in South Africa. 

!!ii;~:G. LAN ii:~i:A:: Orphanage ~d 

Volunteers will stay in a beautiful village 

just 20 minutes from the center of 

Kandy. After registration volunteers will 

choose to focus on a specific project 

such as a teaching, working in an 

orphanage, temple construction, or 

working in a women’s shelter. GoEco is 

partnered with local organizations that 

have already implemented many 

community-based initiatives. This will give 

volunteers not only an authentic 

experience but also a chance to make a 

real difference. The area itself also offers 

much to explore such as treks, yoga, 

and tropical beaches. 



Situated at the foot of Africa’s highest 

mountain, Kilimanjaro, this project will see 

volunteers assist in numerous education 

initiatives within the local community. 

Support local nursery schools, education 

centers, secondary schools, and Friday 

community work. Accommodations are in 

Moshi, a great location for adventurers 

who want to discover a unique part of 

Africa. The project accepts volunteers at 

all levels of teaching capabilities however 

those with TEFL and previous experience 

and certification are given a more 

intensive experience. 

!!ii;OLYii’t..ii Aii.ii-lii.SCA:: Wildlife 

Volunteers will live in a comfortable house 

located on the sanctuary, with zebras 

and and other wildlife roaming right 

outside the front door[ The project will 

have set daily tasks such as cleaning, 

feeding, and general care of the animals. 

Volunteers will also have the chance to 

work on a variety of other projects 

including checking fire breaks, 

constructing enclosures, building a 

vulture kitchen, and creating other things 

that will further enrich the quality of life 

for the animals in the sanctuary. With so 

much to do and see, there is never a dull 

moment! 

Accommodations 

Full board 

Full pre-departure & in-country assistance, training, and support 

Like GoEco’s fan page on ~.~.~.@.~.9.~ and follow us on ~ for exciting updates and 

promotions[ Also head over to our ~ ~l~ to read posts by our volunteers about 

their personal experiences or check out exciting project and volunteer videos on our 

The ,GoEco Team 



US: +1 6~5 481 9981 

UK: +~ 207 193 7733 

AU: +61 2 8003 3883 

O~ CO,’~ O~CO.Oi" 
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Mayer Brown Events <events@mayerbl~own,com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 12:59 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Reminder - Global Financial Markets Initiative Teleconference: Revisions to Basel Securitizafion Fra~nework - February 6, 2014 

If you have problems viewing this email, you can ’,qew it as a web ~ 

"ii"~ [vlayer B ...... 

Reminder 
"~:i Global Fi .... ial Markets Initiative- Teleconf ....... Series 

In December 2013, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 

(BCBS) published a second consultation paper on its proposed 

changes to the international model rules for banks’ calculation of 

credit risk capital requirements for exposures to securitization 

transactions (Revised Proposal). The Revised Proposal follows the 

BCBS’s first consultative document on this subject, published in 

December 20:[2. Comments on the Revised Proposal are due by March 

2:[, 20:[4. 

Please join Kevin Hawken, Carol Hitselberger and Jason Kravitt as they 

discuss some of the Revised Proposal’s basic elements and highlights. 

Thursday, Februar~ 6, 2014 

Europe 
5:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. CET 
4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. GMT 

United States 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. CST 
9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. MST 
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. PST 

Teleconference Access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. 

~I Re~i~ .... ~:~iI Decli .... 

(If you decline we will not send you 
reminders for this event.) 

For additional information, please contact 

Mayer Brown’s ..C.,.[!?.!?.&h~.it).-fl.tLqJ~#.!....P.’[#J:!~#.t.IL.~.!}.i~J~#.~Jt~’.A helps clients deal 

with the legal and business challenges resulting from the ongoing 

turbulence in worldwide financial markets. By mobilizing the firm’s 

global resources from multiple practices and offices, the initiative 

provides clients with knowledgeable and timely counsel on a broad 

spectrum of their legal needs. 

Date & Time 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 

Speakers 

London 

Carol A. Hitselb~;~c~ 

Charlotte 

New York 

Se~:L~rit izat ior) --- W h at’s 

Store for 20147 

January 9, 2014 

F~A<er Rt6e -- 

Sessio~ ]{I 

December 20, 2013 

Session [ 

December 19, 2013 

Follow Mayer Brown on Twitter 

Facebook ~ 
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U.S. SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations Issues Risk Alert on Alternative Investment Due Diligence 
Practices 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print ernaii 

[he U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s Office el Compliance Inspections and 

Examinations (OCfE) recently published a risk alert (Risk Aler9 summa~izing the OC~E Sta~’s 

observations ~egard~ng the due d~]igence practices of certain SEC-reg~ste~ed ~nvestment 

advisers that ~nvested ~n o~ ~ecemmended private fund and fund of pdvate f~nd ~nvestments 

(e.g., hedge f~nds and p~vate equity funds) to thei~ c~ents.1 The OC~E Staff examined the 
due d~l~gence and re~ated investment advisory practices of such advisers ~n order to 

eva~uate how these advise~s: d) pe~1o~med due d~gence of a~temat~ve ~nvestments and 

their respective man~gers; (~i) ~dent~fied, disclosed and m~flgated potential conflicts of 

~nterest (e.g., benefits to the ~dv~ser or its employees for a~loc~tions made to a~ternat~ve 

~nvestments); and (~i) eva~ated a~temat~ve investments and fund structures. 

The Risk Alert describes ~he OCfE StafI’s observations of cubrent industry trends in 

alternative investment due diligence practices. ~rdhile the OCIE Staff did net generally take a 

position regarding the effectiveness or adequacy of these industry practices, the OCIE Staff 

did discuss several areas of potential deficiency. 

~ndust~y T~er~ds in A~te~native Investment ~3ue Diligence P~actices2 

Advisers are Seeking Enhanced Transparency 

Position-Level Transparency The Risk Alert noted that advisers are increasingly requesting position-level 

transparency with respect to alternative investments. Advisers use position-level transparency to, among 

other things, identify and analyze: (i) market-sector exposures; (ii) portfolio-level concentrations; and (iii) 

individual positions that may present particular risks. Advisers and alternative investment managers 

typically negotiate the scope of position-level transparency based on, among other things, whether the 

information is sensitive proprietary information.3 

Separate Account Manaqement. The Risk Alert noted that some advisers are recommending that client 

assets be maintained and managed in separate accounts so as to: (i) provide full transparency and 

greater control over client assets; (ii) permit enhanced monitoring of portfolio liquidity and valuation; and 

(iii) reduce an alternative investment manager’s ability to misappropriate client assets or make 

unauthorized charges. 

Advisers are Utilizing Third Parties for Analysis and Validation of Information 

Risk Aclc~re~ators. The Risk Alert noted that advisers are increasingly using portfolio information 

aggregators, which generally provide portfolio-level aggregated information, to make broad assessments 

of risks associated with particular alternative investments. 

Third-Party Service Provider Verification of Relationships and Assets. According to the Risk Alert, many 

advisers independently verify alternative investment relationships and assets with key sei~/ice providers 

(e.g, administrators, custodians and auditors) The Risk Alert also stated that some advisers avoid 

alternative investments that do not have an independent third-party administrator. Finally, many advisers 

have begun receiving "transparency reports" directly from third-party administrators.4 

Backqround Checks. The Risk Alert noted that most advisers use third-party firms to perform background 

checks on alternative investment managers and their key personnel These background checks generally 

include employment history, legal and regulatory matters, news sources and independent reference 

checks. The Risk Alert also noted that advisers are using publicly-available tools (e.g, FINRA’s 

BrokerCheck and the SEC’s Investment Adviser Public Disclosure (IAPD)Website)to identify regulatory 

issues, and are requesting that alternative investment managers provide any examination-related letters 

from the SEC. 

Advisers are Performing Additional Quantitative Analysis and Risk Measures 

The Risk Alert reported that advisers are increasingly using quantitative analysis and risk evaluations to 

detect potential manipulation of performance returns, such as: (i) bias ratio; (ii) serial correlation; and (iii) 

"skewness" of the return distribution.5 Advisers were also reportedly using quantitative risk measures to 

supplement their due diligence by, for example, analyzing how closely an alternative investment manager 

was implementing a stated investment approach. 



Advisers are Enhancing and Expanding their Due Diligence Processes and Focus 

Operational and Legal Documents Due Diligence; Redemption Terms and Liquidity. According to the Risk 

Alert, some advisers have increased their efforts in the operational due diligence area and others have 

established dedicated groups focusing on non-investment risks (e.g., business operations and controls). 

The Risk Alert noted that many advisers have operational teams with veto power over alternative 

investment manager candidates who fail to satisfy certain criteria. Moreover, the Risk Alert noted that most 

advisers review legal documents (eg., offering materials, side letters and subscription agreements) for 

specific risks, including contractual redemption restrictions6 and other unique contractual provisions. 

Other Finally, the Risk Alert noted that most alternative investment due diligence practices typically include 

on-site visits and expanded reviews of audited financial statements of private alternative investments (e.g., 

to identify possible related-party transactions or valuation concerns) 

The Risk Alert discussed a number of risk indicators that, if they arose during an adviser’s due diligence 

review, would likely have resulted in additional due diligence analysis, a request that the alternative 

investment manager make appropriate changes, or a rejection of the alternative investment manager or 

the alternative investment. The indicators were grouped into three functional areas: 

Investment 

= Alternative investment managers that were unwilling to provide sufficient portfolio holdings 

transparency; 

= Performance returns that did not correlate with known factors associated with an alternative 

investment manager’s strategy; 

¯ Lack of clear research and investment processes; and/or 

¯ Lack of an adequate control environment and segregation of duties between investment activities 

and business unit controllers (eg., portfolio managers dominating the valuation process) 

Risk Management 

a Alternative investment portfolio holdings that showed a high concentration in a single investment 

position, or a heavy concentration in a single sector, for a purportedly diversified investment 

strategy; 

¯ Alternative investment manager personnel who appeared to be insufficiently knowledgeable about 

a sophisticated strategy they were purportedly implementing; 

= An alternative investment style that appeared to have "drifted" overtime; and/or 

Investments that appeared to be overly complex or otherwise unclear. 

Operational 

a Lack of a third-party administrator, or having an administrator with which the adviser was unfamiliar 

or that was otherwise unqualifiedl 

¯ Use of an auditor that may not have significant experience auditing private investment funds or an 

auditor with which the adviser was unfamiliar; 

¯ Multiple changes in key service providers (e.g~ auditors, prime brokers or administrators); 

= Concerns identified in audited financial statements (e.g., qualified opinions, related-party 

transactions or valuation concerns); 

Background checks that revealed unfavorable regulatory history, bankruptcy filings or serious legal 

issues of the manager or key person nell 

Identification of undisclosed potential conflicts of interest (eg., compensation arrangements or 

business activities with affiliates); 

¯ Insufficient operational infrastructure, including an inadequate compliance program; and/or 

¯ Lackofa robustfairvaluation process 

Compliance Program 

According to the Risk Alert, while typically not incorporated into an adviser’s compliance policies and 

procedures, many of the advisers examined had written, formal due diligence policies and procedures or 

guidance in place, and those that did not had, at a minimum, some type of informal due diligence 

framework in place. The Risk Alert also highlighted the following areas where material deficiencies or 

control weaknesses had been observed: 

Annual Compliance Review. The OCIE Staff observed that some advisers for whom alternative 

investments constituted a key portion of their business failed to include a review of their alternative 

investment due diligence policies and procedures in their annual compliance reviews. 

Disclosures Made to Clients. The Risk Alert noted that some advisers’ disclosures were not consistent 

with actual practices, and some advisers with material deficiencies in their disclosures did not review 

disclosures for consistency with fiduciary principles and/or did not describe notable exceptions made to 

their typical due diligence practices. 

Marketinq Claims. According to the Risk Alert, some advisers’ marketing materials made potentially 

misleading or unsubstantiated claims about the adviser’s due diligence practices. 

Policies and Procedures and Oversicjht of Service Providers. The Risk Alert noted that advisers with 

detailed, written policies and procedures that required adequate documentation were more likely to 

consistently apply their due diligence practices. In addition, the Risk Alert stated that advisers that failed to 

conduct periodic reviews of service providers were more likely to have deficiencies in responsibilities 

delegated to such third parties. 



Code of Ethics 

The Risk Alert noted that some advisers permitted "access persons" to invest in limited offerings on 

preferential terms where the adviser also recommended the limited offering to its clients. This may create 

a conflict of interest that, according to the Risk Alert, may influence the adviser’s due diligence practices to 

the detriment of clients. Additionally, the Risk Alert noted instances in which advisers failed to maintain a 

record of a decision to approve an access person’s acquisition of securities, and the reason supporting 

such decision. 

Conclusion 

The Risk Alert provides useful information regarding industry practice for advisers that manage alternative 

investments and!or recommend alternative investments to their clients. In establishing, reviewing and!or 

updating alternative investment due diligence policies and procedures, advisers should carefully consider 

the industry practices and other issues discussed above, and should consider more fully integrating due 

diligence policies and procedures into the written compliance policies and procedures required by Rule 

206(4)-7 under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. In addition, managers of alternative products should 

expect to receive due diligence requests in the future that take into account the OCIE Staff’s guidance from 

the Risk Alert. 
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Call For Papers 

international Association for the Study of Commons’ 2nd Thematic Conference on Knowledge Commons 

September 5-7, NewYork 

On September 5-7, 2014, NYU’s Engelberg Center on Innovation Law & Policy (http:flwww.nyuen.qelber.q.or.q) will host the International Association for the Study of 

Commons’ (http:/!v, rw’w.iasc-commons.orq) 2nd Thematic Conference on Knowledge Commons. 

OVERVIEW: The conference aims to provide a forum for presenting and discussing developments in the interdisciplinary study of knowledge commons. This year’s program will devote 

several special paper tracks and policy sessions to knowledge commons in the fields of medicine and the environment. Keynote lectures will be given by Yochai Benkler (Harvard Law 

School), Eric von Hippel (MIT Sloan School of Management), and Michael McGinnis (Political Science, Indiana University, Bloomington). 

PAPER SUBMISSIONS/FURTHER INFORMATION: For more information visit the conference website: http://iasckc.nyuen.qelber.q.or.q 

Abstracts can be submitted on the above website until February 28, 2014. 

We hope to see you in NewYork next September! 

Katherine Strandburg, NYU School of Law (Conference Chair) 

Charlie Schweik, University of Massachusetts, Amherst (Co-Chair) 

Christopher Wong, Engelberg Center, NYU School of Law (Executive Director) 

Central European University, Legal Studies Department 

Junior Facutty Positions 

Starting Date: August 01, 2014 

Application Deadline: February 28, 2014 

Central European University (CEU) is a graduate research-intensive university specializing primarily in the social sciences. It is located in Budapest, and accredited in the United States 



and Hungary. CEU’s mission is to promote academic excellence, state-of-the-art research, and civic engagement, in order to contribute to the development of open societies in Central 

and Eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union, and other emerging democracies throughout the world CEU offers both Master’s and doctoral programs, and enrolls more than 1500 

students from nearly 100 countries The teaching staff consists of more than 180 resident faculty, from over 40 countries, and a large number of prominent visiting scholars from around 

the world. The language of instruction is English. 

The Legal Studies Department (http:/lwww.ceu.hu/le~qal/index.html) offers both Master’s and doctoral programs in law. It is divided into three streams: Human Rights, Comparative 

Constitutional Law and International Business Law 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The Department of Legal Studies Department of Central European University (CEU) in Budapest, Hungary announces two (2) full-time junior academic positions in 

Comparative Constitutional Law and Human Rights. The positions are open from August 1, 2014 (negotiable). 

The short list will be prepared from applications which reach CEU by February 28, 2014. 

We expect applications from candidates who are willing to make a long-term commitment to working and living in Budapest full time. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Candidates must hold a PhD (SJD) in law or comparable academic qualifications. Candidates should have a proven record of excellence in scholarship, 

publishing and teaching in one or more of the following areas: 

- comparative constitutional law in Europe, Africa and/or South America 

- transitional justice/transition to democracy in Europe, Africa and/or South America 

- theories and practices of constitution-making; constitutional review: institutions and procedures 

- federalism and vertical separation of powers in Europe, Africa and/or South America 

- protection of human rights in Europe and/or the Inter-American system 

- equality and non-discrimination on grounds other than gender (sex) discrimination 

Substantial teaching experience at graduate level in a multi-cultural environment in English is much preferred. Comparative public law experience (counseling, governmental or NGO 

service) and familiarity with relevant current developments is an advantage. 

COMPENSATION: Commensurate with experience. However, we offer a competitive salary, as well as a dynamic and international academic environment. The compensation package 

is subject to Hungarian taxation regulations. The university assists its employees who are not citizens or permanent residents of Hungary in order to obtain a work permit. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applicants need to submit: 

- C.V. 

- list of publications 

- a sample publication 

- short statement about teaching interests and research plans 

= and the names and addresses of at least three referees 

Please send your complete application to: applications£’~ceu hu including job code in subject line: 2014/004 

CEU is an equal opportunity employer. 
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Newsletter 

Deax Lissa. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

I came across a plenty of interesting aNcles during this morning [] s read, and one of 
them ~; from The Chronicle of Higher Education U had an especially provocative title I.To Enter 

the Pantheon of Great Catholic Colleges. Villanova Stretches f!)r $600-Million. U This 
title rang several bells in the InIhNoggin; first, because I never much thought about which 

Catholic colleges were better than the others. Second, $600 million is a lot of money. Third, 

being a writer always on the hunt for vocabulmy expanders, I thought Otl~e Pantheon of Great 

Catholic Colleges ~ sounded great. 

Pantheon, of course, is not to be confused with Partheno~ an ancient pilbxed bnilding in 

Greece; Pante 0 n, the largest cemetery in Me:rico, de Tomasso Pantera an Italian sports car 
tlmt debuted in 1970 or the big cat known as a panther. 

×i 

Although I never attended a Catl~olic school ~nysel£ many people close to ~ne have, like my 

wife and all four of our kids, as well as many friends and neighbors. Although there are many 

debates (at least at the elementary and high school levels) about the maturer in which teaching 

occurs and about the supposed ~ sheltering ~ of kids from the ~ real ~ world, it seems to have 

worked out for us. 

At the university level, however, that’s another matter. That U s where the real world gets 

showcased, ~md young minds are mokted into leaders of tomorrow. 

But that all takes money, and Villanova University almounced an ambitious $600- million 

fundraJ sing campaign a t~w months ago, intent on narrowing the gap that exists between them 

and the ~Big Three ~ of Catholic universities: Notre Dame, Georgetown and Boston College. 

Villanova, nestled tl~e leal:y suburbs 18 miles west of center city Philadelphia, has no less than 

nine other D1 Catholic universities mthin a 100-mile radius: La Sdlle, Loyola Mm’yland, 
Manhattan, Seton Hall, St Francis (NY), St Francis (PA), St Johifs, St Joseph’s and St 

Peter’s. 

So why Villanova and not them? Well, Nova is the closest to the Big Three, and they seems to 

want it (turning the Big 3 into the Big 4) more than any other. 
It ~]11 be a tough challenge. $600 million is a lot of money, but there have been plen~, of 

university fundmising c~unpaigns tbr a billion dollars or more: 



Good luck to Nova. 

Nick Inth~ate 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w,’~,w.twitt e r.co m!@Colle.~ eat h Clips 

To Enter the Pantheon of Great Catholic Colleges, Villanova 
Stretches for $600-Million 
By Don Troop, Chronicle of Higher Education, 1-2 7-14 

Michael J. O’Neill’s life might be less stressful today if not ~br a brief gate delay three 

yeays ago on the tarmac at Denver International Airport. 

As Villanova Universi .ty’s vice president tbr universi~ advancement, Mr. O’Neill had just spent 

a year accompanying President Peter M. Donohue as they unveiled the inslitulion’s strategic 

plan to small groups of fiNuential alunmi. In dozens of cilies across Europe and the United 

States, the men were gauging enthusiasm for a yet-to-be-annotmced fi~nd-mising campaign that 

would finance the new plan. A consultant’s s~udy had suggested a working campaign goal of 
$500-million. 

"It was aggressive," Mr. O~Neill says of that tigure. "It was hardly a slam-dunk." 

Michael O~eill, vice president tbr advancement: "You look at Notre Dame, Georgetown, and 
Boston College. Those are the big three. Who’s next?" 

But a growing momentum during the campaign ~ s quiet phase suggested a potentially larger 

nmnber. As their jetliner idled on the tarmac, Mr. O~Neill turned to Father Donohue. "Father~ 

you ~nay blan~e what rm about to say on the thin a~r of Denver, but let me lay out what I’ve 

been thMdng." 

Mr. O~eill says that he and Father Peter, as most Villanovans call the president, jokingly refer 

to the moment as "our $600-million epiphany." 

Determining a campaign goal is largely based on fund-raising metrics, consultants sa~; and 

eve~ successful campaign should begin, as Villanova’s did, with a solid feasibility s~ady and a 

persuasive message for donors. But goal setting also involves a mix of intuition, 

competitiveness, and gambler’s contidence. 

Last October, the university publicly rolled out its $600-million comprehensive campaign, "For 

the Greater Great: the Villanova Campaign to Ignite Change," with nearly $300-million raJ~sed 

during the quiet phase. Of the total goal, set to be reached by 2018, $75-million is designated 

for flexible expenditares ~pically covered by the annual fund, $125-million for academic and 

programmatic goals, $150- tnillion for facilities, and $250- million for the endowment. 



Half of the endowment portion is to be used to bols~ter student financial aid, a need that was 

important to Father Donohne, who graduated from Villanova in 1975, "the son of an Irish 

immigrant and the tirst male in his t~mily to attend college. 

"There was this t~ar on my part that we were going to become this exclusive, expensive 

institution that was really going to straggle to create diversity," he says, not just racially but 

economically and geographically as well. 

The capital portion of the funds will support renovations of a residence hall, the librmy, and the 

basketball arena, and the construction of a new performing-arts center; another cause dear to 

Father Donohue’s heart. 

And then there is Villanova’s amNtion to be regarded, largely as a result of its stronger 

endowment, as one of America’s premier Roman Catholic ins~titutions. 

"Yon look at Notre Drone, Georgetown, and Boston College," says Mr. O’Neill. "Those are 

the big three. Wbo’s next in that breath?" 

The University of Notre Dame concluded its $1.5-billion can~paign three years ago, ultimately 

raising more than $2- billion. Georgetown University and Boston College axe both engaged in 

$1.5- billion can~paigns of their own. 

But there were other considerations. Lehigh Universi .ty~ an hour up the road from Villanova, 

had raised $508-million in a campaign that ended in 2010. And Fordhmn Universi~, where 

Mr. O’Neill worked before decmnping to Villanova, plans to wrap up its own $500-million 

cmnpaign in 2016. 
Meanwhile Villanova~ which has opened development offices in Boston, Chicago, Los 

Angeles, New York, and Washington ~ sees itsel£ in Mr. O’Neill’s words, as "a bnrgeoning 

national brand, a destiuation school." 
For Villanova to differentiate itself from its current peer group, $500-million was not going to 

be enough. 

I1 Just Do a Billion ~ 

Very large dollaJc amounts often have a certain abstract quali~ to trustees of nonprofit 

organ~ations. The zeroes in a number like $100,000,000 make it t~el almost weightless, like a 

bouquet of helium balloons. 

Having worked in fund raising and alumni relations for many yeaxs, Mr. O’Neill says he is well 

acquainted with that line of thought. "Let’s just do a billion" he has heaM trustees say casually. 
"Eve .ryone else has done a billion." 

Stanford University did it in a single year as part of the record-setting $6.2-billion cmnpaign it 

concluded in 2012, nnder the leadership of a Villanova ahmmns, President John L. Hennessy. 

The University of Southern California raised $1-billion in the yearlong quiet phase of a $6- 

billion campaign that is scheduled to conclude in 2018, the same year as Villanova’s. 

B ut Mr. O2qeill kmew that $1- billion was beyond the reach of his 172-year-old institution, 

which completed iks previous fund-raising can~paign, fi~r $300-million, in 2007. Neither Mr. 

O2qeill nor Father Donohue helped start that campaign, though President Donohue, who 

served as chair of Villanovg s drama department from 1992 to 2006, oversaw its conclusion. 

’][’he fund-raising consultant Grenzebach Glier and Associates recommended the ~ working 
goal ~ of $500-million a~er conducting a feasibility study of neMy 2,000 top donors and 

prospects. G. Robert Alsobrook, senior executive vice president of the firu~, says the working 

goal set forth during the quiet phase is intended to olI~r some fle.-dbility. 

"In that early s~age of can~paigning, before ffs announced publicly, yon’re still just assessing the 

full potential that might be raised in the campaign," he says. The Villanova study market-tested 

the case for a campaign "and the potential, not the guarantee, for private gifts in support of 

campaign objectives." 

Kent E. Dove, a retired senior vice president tbr development at the Indiana University 

Fonndafion, says a feasibility study looks for both giving capacity among potential donors and 

"legitimate priority needs" on the part of the institution. 

Unlike during "the go-go times" of the late 1990s, he says, "now colleges have to be able to 

make a solid case for their requests." 

The author of Conducting a Successful Capital Campaign (Jossey-Bass), Mr. Dove says that a 

carefully executed t~asibili~ s~dy will identify 85 to 90 pe~cent of major-gift prospects. It will 

also establish the amount that major donors are likely to give by asking about the size of their 
largest gifts and where the institution ranks among a list of priorities. 

As America’s income gap hat grown, the outcomes of campaigns have become more 

predictable because they thrive or perish based on the participation of a narrowing pool of 

major donors. Mr. Dove says that the old "80-20" rule (in which 80 percent of the gifts came 
from 20 percent of the donors) has been compressed into the 95-5 rule. 

"If Villanova can’t get to $400-million to $500-million in’their firs~t 40 to 50 gitts, they’re going 

to have a hard "time getting to $600-million, because it t5lls offthst," Mr. Dove says. 

B ut ask fund-raising consultants to name a high-profile cmnpaign "that tanked, and most will 
draw a blank. Instead, says Mr. Dove, campaign executives extend the deadline, e~nploy 

creative accounting, move the goalposts. 

"There is an old a2do~n in ~najor-gift fund raising, and in campaigning, that if all else t:Ms, declaxe 

a victory and move on," he says. "Yon figure out a way to spin it so it doesn’t look like you’ve 
failed." 

Cultivating Prospects 

At the campaign [] s formal launch in October, Villanova announced a $50-million gift to its 



business school ti~om a campaign co-chair, James C. Davis, and his wife, Kim. 

Mr. Dove says that while a traditional campaign wramid would call tier the lead gilt to a $600- 

million campaign to be slightly larger, it is "within a genera] raJage" that leaves him t~eling 

optimistic. But conventional wisdom says the next two major gifks should be $25-million to 

$30-million apiece. 

Mr. Davis was not available for comtnent, but Terence M. O’Toole, the other co-chair, says 

the co~nmittee is cultivating some prospects in the $10-million to $50-million range. 

Mr. O’Toole, a fo~mer chair ofVillanova’s boa~rd of trustees, along with his wife, Paula~ gave 

one of the campaign’s four $10- million gifts. The money roll establish a scholarship fund to help 

inner-ci~ students attend Villanova. 

In his "elevator speech" to prospective donors, Mr. O’Toole says he echoes Mr. O~eill’s goal 
of raising $600-million so that Villanova can take its place alongside Amefica!s leading national 

Catholic ~miversities. 

The endowments of Boston College, Notre Dame, and Georgetown all dwarf Villanova’s 

$475-million, Mr. O’Toole tells audiences. "If we want to compete on that level and atlract the 

bes~t students regardless of their ability to pay," he says, "we need an endowment that matches 

those schools’." 

If Villmlova can use the cmnpaign to lift its endowment to $750-~nillion, lie says, three or four 

yeasts of good inves~tment performmlce will put it at close to $1-billion. 

"I can actually see that as an outcome of this campaign, aaad that’s where I think a school of our 
stature should be," Mr. O’Toole says. 

Mr. O~Neill says that lmlike the trio of wealthy Catholic colleges, Villanova can meet only 78 to 

82 percent of students’ demonstrated financial need. 

"In the land of $50,000-plus tuitions and room mad board, that’s a big knock," he says. 

The $307-million raised so t?ar, olticials say, is evidence that the donors are responding to that 

message. Mr. O2qeill senscd the surging momentum nearly three years ago, leading to his 

"epiphmay" in Denver on October 3, 2011. 

"We t~lt like the nation was coming out of the economic doldrums, a~d Villanova had 

weathered the storm," Mr. O’Neill recalls. 
A week later Villaaaova’s Board of Trustees agreed to raise the goal to $600-tnillion a~dto 

fu~ther co~nmit that its members would give $120-million aa~long themselves during the course 

of the campaign. 

"We were a go for five, but I think to this day that if we didn’t raisc that to six~ we wouldn’t 

have a $50-million gift," Mr. O]’,leill says. "It raised the level of expectation." Mr. Davis, the 

lead donor, has not spoken publicly one way or the other on that point. 

Mr. Dove, the fund-raising veteran, points out that lifting a goal by $100-million to tease out a 
gift of $50-million leaves you with work to do. 

Because major gifts tend to be t?ont-loaded during a campaign, he says, raising a~ extra $100- 

million could require 10,000 gills of $10,000, or even 1,000 gifts of$100,000. Better to aim 

lower and then raise the goal as you go, he says. 

But doesn’t a higher goal inspire bigger gifts? 

Mr. O’Toole pauses when asked whether his own $10-million gift had been altered by the 

$600-million goal. 

"No," lie says. "I gave what I had intended to give all along." 



There are 41 D1 Catholic universities/colleges (29 are Clips’ subscribers): 

Boston College, Canisius, Creighton, Dayton, DePaul, Detroit l~ercy, Duquesne, 

Fairfield, Fordham, Georgetown, Gonzaga, Holy Cross’, lona, La Salle, Loyola 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Richards. Ed <richards~law.lsu.edu> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 5:32 PM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

TIAA!State Retirement and Same Sex M~rriage 

Louisiana law- is strongly anti-gay marriage. One issue that is coming up is the disparate treatment of married (in other states) same sex couples under state retirement plans. This is 
especially acute because LA does not participate in social security, There are no benefits under the state mn plans for married same sex couples. I am curious about two questions: 

How does TIAA treat man-ied same sex couples hying in states that ban same sex marriage? 

Can a state have some employees in social security and others not, or is it all or nothing - everyone in or no one in? 

Thanks, 

Ed 

Edward P. Richards, JD, blPH 
Director, Program in Law, Science, and Public Health 
Clarence W. Edwards Professor of Law 
LSU La~v School 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-1000 

richards@lsu.edu 
http://biotech law.l su.edu 
http ://sites.law.lsu. edu/c oast/ 
http://ssm.com/author 222637 
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SEC Info - Registrar <Registrar~secinfo.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 5:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Registered-user request for Lissa Broome - 40205-119-289691 

Dear Lissa Broome: 

Thank you for using our http://ww~ secinfo com service. In return for the free access you are currently receiving, we ask that you recommend SEC Info to all your friends and associates. 
This will benefit you, because, by increasing our user base, there will be less of a chance that we will someday ask you to pay us to continue using our site. 

How does this work? The revenue to maintain and improve our site comes from our very-most-frequent users. If and when your usage pattern puts you in that categoly, we will ask you to 
subscribe. Because we measure your usage against that of all users, the more people that you can help us attract, the less the probabili~z will be that ~ve ~vill consider you a frequent user 
and ask you to pay. But even if~ve don’t grow- fast enough and do ask you to pay, our subscription rates are less than our competitors ($10/month for in&viduals, and less per-user for 
groups). 

We think this is a veiN fair deal, and thank you for your support. 

SEC Info - Registrar 
http://,~vw, s ecinfo c om 

Re: lbroome@email uric edu - 40205-119-289691 
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Wednesday, February 5, 2014 8:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 2-6-14 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings fi’om the Clips WinterShip. Hope you axe well. 

I cannot help but intro this Clips Mid-Week Update with a weather report. The Clips 

MotherShip is situated in north central New Jersey, 40 miles clue west of Madison Square 

Garden. We are also about 30 miles from the ocean, and we sit at about 700 t~et above sea 
level. That mea~s we are at a high enough elevation to get a lot more snow than the 

U lowla~ds ~ that axe only two or fl~ree hundred t~et above sea level. 

Your Clips Editor is arm, neck, shoulder and finger-weaxy from severdl hours of shoveling the 

heaviest of all types of snow: the slushy, ic55 hemT-packed s~lt: It is like white mud. This is 

the complete opposite of the light, fluffy stuitl I have heard (or did I make it up?) that eskimo 

persons have 208 words for snow and ice. And that ~ s all I have to say about the weather. 

i×ii 

Other than the weather report, there was a profusion of content atx~ut the business of college 

sports these past couple of daysl, and thus we now have this Clips Mid-Week Report. 

ttave a good Thursday. ttave a good week. 

Nick hffante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 



~wwv,twitter,co~@Colle,qeAt hClips 

~ Can Co~lege Athletes Unionize? ¢~ips Guest Commentary 

Bruby, ~:po¢.s el= Eeiliy i-28- b~. 

About our website: CollegeAthledcsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
vc, wv.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
n ick~O,, colleg ea th le ticsclips, com or 908. 879. 9978 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 8:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Feb. 6 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

February 6, 2014 ~, Number 25 

Securities 

To Impleme~t Volcker Rule~ Ref~u~ators Na~! 

The five financial regulators that issued the Volcker rule told 
Congress they have formed a working group to discuss 
implementation of the controversial restrictions on trading and 
fund ownership by banks .... 

The U.S. government late Feb. 4 asked the U.S. Court of Federal 
Claims for more time to respond to a lawsuit by Fairholme Funds ~rai~!~gi 

Inc. that says the government wrongfully diverted $61 billion in 
2012 when it amended agreements governing Fannie... 

Systemic Risk 
House Republican,s Lash Out at Office 

House Republicans lashed out at a Treasury Department office 
created in response to the financial crisis, with questions raised 
of its usefulness and a suggestion that this data arm of financial 
regulators could be abolished .... 

Mortgages 

Senate Banking Committee Chairman Tim Johnson (D-S.D.) and 
Ranking Member Mike Crapo (R-Idaho) issued a joint statement 
reporting that a legislative overhaul of government-sponsored 
enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac remains... 

Mortgages 

~ Se~:~:Er~g Oo~qo Mortgage Lawsuits 

Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan Chase & Co. Feb. 4 said they 
agreed to pay $1.86 billion to end U.S. accusations of 
misconduct in their handling of home loans and related securities 
that left taxpayers shouldering losses after the financial... 

Cybersecurity 

The House Homeland Security Committee approved amended 
legislation to define the Department of Homeland Security’s role 
in preventing cyberattacks against U.S. "critical infrastructure," 
such as the nation’s banking... 

Lending 

Ck~r~er-Cob~wr~ Measure Could 

People in need of a prepaid debit card or payday loan could get 
one at the post office under a proposal introduced by the 
chairman and the ranking Republican of the Senate Homeland 
Security and Governmental Affairs Committee .... 

Foreign Accounts 



On Fo~eig~ ~cco~m~: Tax Corap~i~nce Act 

The U.S. and Canada signed a long-awaited agreement to 
implement the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, bringing 
praise from the business community .... 

U.S. Budget 

The Treasury Department kept quarterly sales of longer term 
notes and bonds unchanged at $70 billion and signaled it may 
make "modest" reductions in coupon auction sizes as the nation’s 
fiscal outlook improves .... 

Corporate Taxes 
:[AS G~id~nce Pt-ovides Safe 

The Tnternal Revenue Service issued guidance offering a safe 

harbor for certain indebtedness under tax code Section 108(c) 
(3)(A), to assist taxpayers with so-called "mezzanine" financing 
in workouts and other similar circumstances .... 

Futures Trading 
CFTC Staff ~ssues ~t~res Co~issio~ 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued 
guidance for futures commission merchants and depositories 
submitting newly required notices and reports .... 

Futures Trading 

Guidance ~t Feb, 12 G~4AC Needing 

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission’s Feb. 12 Global 
Advisory Committee meeting will consist of two panels addressing 
the staff’s November advisory related to cross-border 
guidance .... 
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Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 
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LSN Corporate Law: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 6 No. 14, 02/06/2014 
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~ A nalyzing ’Shareholder Protection and Stockmarket Development: An Empirical Test of the Legal Origins Hypothesis’ by Armour, Deakin, 

Sarkar, Stems and Singh 

Chenoy Ceil, Calcutta High Court, Delhi University Enclave - Campus Law Center 

Corporate Governance Reforms in India - Accommodating Local Culture Along with the Drive for Global Convergence 

Akshaya Kamah~ath, New York University (NYU) 

Corporate Governance: Compliance or Competitive Advantage? 

Pankaj f4. Nadhani, ICFAI Business School (IBS) 

Romanian Public Sector, A Corporate Approach 

Ani I, Hat,i, National School of: Political Studies and Public Administration (NSPSPA) 
Ciptian Dtumasu, NSPSPA 

~ W histle-Blowing Regulation in Different Corporate Governance Systems - An Analysis of the Regulation Approaches from the View of Path 
Dependence Theory 

Esther Pittrogf, University of Leipzig 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE eJOURNAL 

::i::i::i::"An~yzin# ’Shareholder Protection and Stockmar|~et Development: An Erapiric~ Test of the Legal Origins Hypothesis’ by Armour, Deakin, F oooo o,ood] 
S~rk~r, Siems ~nd Sin~h 

(:H~I~OY ~l~t’L, Calcutta High Court, Delhi University Enclave - Campus Law Center 

Email:             !@gmail,com 

Critical analysis of the journal article "Shareholder protection and stockmarket development: an empirical test of the legal origins hypothesis", 
written by Armour, Deakin, Sarkar, Siems and Singh, This article contributes to the literature that "legal origins" have a significant effect on 
shareholder protection rules development, The seminal research work of La Porta et al, in 1998 that focussed on this subject and claimed that 
common law systems has better shareholder protection rules compared to their counterpart civilian law systems has been hugely debated in the 
scholarly circles for long, However, there was not any conclusive research work conducted to question the claim of La Porta et al, or to substantiate 
the same, This article contributes richly to the literature by stating that common law systems does hold a strong position in terms of development 
of shareholder protection laws compared to civil law systems for the time period 1995-2005, This work focuses on 20 different countries from civil 
law systems, common law systems, developing, developed and under-developed countries to draw comparison of the development of law in these 
countries and the different considerations that regulated the development of law, The authors also conclude that shareholder protection does not 
really help in stock market development because within the given period under review there was no connection between the extent of legal 
protection of shareholders and the financial development of countries, 

AKSHAYA IKAtMALNATH, New York University (NYU) 

Email: ak3743@nyu.edu 

Can there be a successful global meeting or convergence of broad corporate governance norms or is it merely the stuff of fantasy? India, over the 

years, like a few other developing countries in Asia and outside, brought in a spate of corporate governance reforms based on the American model 

and these have not had the highest success rate. This article analyses the evolution of corporate regulation in India starting from the pre- 
independence era (prior to 1947) up to 2013. The look at the past helps one understand the Indian business structure, institutions and culture 

which is essential to understand why a lot of the Anglo-American corporate governance norms imported into the country have failed. A wake up call 

was sounded when Satyam Computers orchestrated one of the biggest accounting frauds in the country and Indian legislators came to realise that 

it was not enough to transplant western norms into an environment that probably did not have the corresponding infrastructure. This article 
therefore studies the Satyam case and illustrates the inadequacies of the reforms effected up until then. Responding to Satyam, India enacted the 

Companies Act, 2013 which attempts to adapt the international norms specifically to the Indian situation. Does this give convergence a better 



chance of success? An analysis of the provisions of this new law as well as industry reactions seems to answer this question in the affirmative. 

However, much of the success depends on its implementation and it remains to be seen if it is indeed a success story. 

Vision Research, Vol. 4, No.l, pp. 96-]04, January, 2014 

Corporate governance stands for responsible business management geared towards long-term value creation. Views of corporate governance are 
shifting from mere obligation and compliance with laws and listing standards, to a business imperative for many firms. Corporate governance 
significantly influences the firm performance. Good corporate governance is a key driver of sustainable corporate growth and long term value 
creation. Corporate governance is a priority for firms because it presents opportunities to manage risks and add value. Corporate governance has 
come to be viewed as a differentiator among firms as good governance practices provide a sustainable competitive advantage. This paper 
highlights various meanings and definitions of corporate governance and recommended standards of corporate governance. Paper also discusses 
principal drivers for an increased demand for good corporate governance. An increasing amount of empirical evidence shows that good corporate 
governance contributes to competitiveness and long term value creation. Corporate governance rating is positively associated with financial 
performance. Paper emphasizes benefits of good corporate governance and also lists finding of prior studies. 

Procedia-Social and Behavioral Sciences 109(2014) 1120-1124 

¯ ~.~ "�o ~A’~’E7, National School of Political Studies and Public Administration (NSPSPA) 

Email: am~e~@snsp~,ro 

Email: ~@yahoo.com 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the evolution of corporate governance instruments in the Romanian public sector as a form of expression 
of New Public Management. The paper is divided into three chapters that are analyzed the theoretical aspects of corporate governance as a model 
of coordination, comparative aspects of corporate governance in the private and public sector and identification of the elements of corporate 
governance applied in the Romanian public sector. 
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E$TI4ER P3~TTROIF~F, University of Leipzig 

Email: pitt roff@wifa, u hi--leipzig, de 

The research question of the paper is, if and why countries need different legal approaches of whistle-blowing regulation. The paper in particular 

explores whether regulation approaches from other countries are suitable to regulate whistle-blowing in the German corporate governance 
system. First, it is clarified which factors influence the choice of the desired action - that is, "internal whistle-blowing" - and it is demonstrated that 

the underlying corporate governance system has a potential influence on these factors. Next, it is shown that the consistency of systems is 

responsible for the lack of success of some legal approaches of the whistle-blowing regulation in special corporate governance systems, whereas 

in other systems they can be very successful. Finally, the paper presents the requirements for whistle-blowing regulation that does not damage 
the consistency of the underlying corporate governance system. The findings support path dependence theory, which claims that legal approaches 

of one country cannot be transferred to other countries. Moreover, whistle-blowing literature is expanded by the fact that the underlying corporate 

governance system of the countries influences the power and loyalty of the employee. It suggests new avenues of research for the whistle- 

blowing literature as well as for the potential convergence of corporate governance regulation. The findings offer insights for policy makers 
interested in the development of legal proposals for whistle-blowing regulation within their nations. Moreover, it provides a new perspective to 

enable managers of multinational firms to design whistle-blowing systems within different corporate governance systems. 
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  iNACD 

Today’s Top Headline 

Sony Hopes ~ts Latest OveBhaul ls the One That Counts 

Faced with mounting losses, the New York Times (Feb. 6, Pfanner) reports that 
Sony Corp. this morning agreed to sell its unprofitable personal computer unit te 
buyou~ firm Japan Industrial Partners. In other steps ~o deal wi~h p~blems tha~ 
investors have urged it to address fer years, the troubled Japanese consumer 
electronics and entertainment giant plans to revamp its television business, cut 
5,000 jobs companywide, and reduce costs at its headquarters by 30 percenL 
"The overhaul is the feurth rou~x~ of large-scale job cuts over the past decade," 
the Times notes. "Sony announced 10,000 reductions in 2005, 8,000 more in 
2008, and a further 10,000 two years ago." Macquade Securities analyst Damian 
Thong said these la~est cuts are, in some ways, "~he mos~ meaningfuL" 

Bloomberg (Feb. 6, Yasu, Huang) notes that the company has no specific plans 
to sell its TV business~ Rather, it will be split into a wholly owned uniL According 
to the publication, "the TV business has lost ground in a contracting market to 

put it further behind la[ger competitors Samsung and LG Electronics Inc." Indeed, 
Sony’s share of global TV revenue slipped to 7.5 percent in last yeaCs July- 
~h[ough-September period flora 8.1 percent in the second quarter, no~es NPD 
DisplaySearch. "[Sony CEO Kazuo] Hirai lacks aggressiveness," charges Ace 
Research Institute analyst Hideki Yasudain. "Sony needs to produce a new field 
for grov;’th in order to increase its value." 

The Times of India (Feb. 6) states that Sony has pinpointed digital imaging, 
mobile, and video games as the three units it hopes will spearhead a turnaround 

in its core electronics business. "Unlike Panasonic, which has abandoned 
consumer smartphones, Sony has seen buoyant sa~es of its Xperia effer~ng and 
record ss]es for ~ts new P]ayStation 4 console," the p~blication repo~s. Its 
en[e[ta~nment am~, meanwhile, includes a Hollywood studio and a~so makes 
money. Sony recently turned down U.S. hedge fund boss Dan]e~ Loeb’s 
recommendation to spin off 20 percent of its enlertainment arm to boost profits. 

Share~ ~" ~ ~ 

C-Suite to Board Seat 

C--Suite Officers: Position Yourself for Boardroom Service 

Join NACD and your fellow C-suite e):ecutives for C-Suite to Board Seat. This 
two-day course covers the gamut from boardroom basics to more complex 

issues of strategy, oversight, and stakeholder management, while creating a 
platform lor the next generation of boardroom leaders ~o join current public 
company directors, stakeholde~,~, and governance professionals to exchange 
ideas, make connections, and build stronger boards. 

Check for late-breaking news 

at~e~ 9:00 AM Eastern. 



Attendees will receive premier programming led by seasoned directors (all former 
C-sui~e exesulives) and sorporale 9ovemance professionals, as well as access lo 

mentorship and invaluable networking opportunities. 

Space is limited. Learn more and reserve your seat today& 

Upcoming course dates: 
May 5-6 ] Four Seasons Hotel ] Washington DC 
Bepternber 8-9 ] The Montage ] Bevedy Hills CA 

Share@ ~:’.~t..~ ~ [] 

Audit and Finance 

Coca4~ola Takes $1.3 Billion Stake in Green 

Reuters (Feb. 5, Baertlein, Whaba) repe~ts that Coca-Cola Co. has pumhased a 
10 percent stake in Green Mountain Coffee Roasters h~c. fer $1.25 billion, with 
plans to help launch the company’s new cold drink machine p~anned for re~ease 
tMs fail Under a 10~yea[ pact, the two companies will collaborate on the 
developmen~ and introduction o~ Coca-Co~a products on Green Mounta#~’s 
upcoming macMne thal will se[~,e both carbonated and non-carbonated 
beverages. Green Mountain ~s best known as the maker d the popular Keudg 
one.up coffee breweL 

Share@ }~ ~ ~ 

RadioBhack to Close About 500 Btores W{thin Months 

Wall Street Journal (Feb. 5, Glazer) sources have learned that "RadioShack is 
planning to close around 500 locations in the coming mon~hs?’ As of p[esstime, 
ii was not certain which of the To×as-based electronics retailer’s nearly 4,300 
stores will be pemqanently shuttered and when exactly the closings will take 
place. I~ is not unusual for companies ~e close siores when going ~hrough a 
resiruciuring. RadioShack has been working on ~ransforming its image from an 
old-school elecironics store into a desfinaiion for shoppers looking fer 
headphones, smartphone cases, and other gadgets. Last fall, it secured $835 
million in loans to refinance about $625 million of deb~ = Iunds that also freed up 
cash for RadioShack’s overhaul. 

Share~ ’...~ ~ [] 

Law and Policy 

Google Avoids Fine With EU Antitrust Dea~ 

"Google agreed to make concessions on how it displays competitors’ links on its 
website on Wednesday," Reuters (Feb. 5, Chee) conlirms, "in a deal with 1he 
European Union (EU) regulator that ended a three-year antitrust probe and 
avoided a fine." The accord means that the world’s dominant search engine has 
avoided a process that could have resulted in a fine of up to 10 percent of its 
2012 revenue, or $5 billion, g is required ~e adhere to the deal for the nex~ five 
years. "However," notes the wire sewice, "Google may still face a second EU 
investigation - this time into its Android operating system for smartphenes, with 
potenlially bigger dsks [or lhe company." 

Share~ ~7.~,’~ ~ [] 

Patent Troll Hits Appie With $2 Bi~Uon Suit; Trial Starts Next Week 

"Apple is scheduled to appear in a German courtroom next Tuesday to defend 
ilself againsl a palent infringement damages claim el 1.57 billion cures (UB$2.12 
billion)," Fortune (Feb. 5, EImer-Dett~1tt) reports. The suit was filed by IPCom, 
which has amassed approximately 1,200 patents and is aggressively trying to 
monetize them either via license or litigation. The patent assertion entity asserts 
the $2-billion palent "relates 1o the way handsels are allowed 1o access nelworks 
of different mobile telecommunications providers. The technology can be used to 
give some users priority access to networks in emergencies." Apple, along with 
such olher rnajo[ companies as Nokia and VodaI6ne, have tried and failed lo get 
lhe patent ruled invalid. IPCom has begun suing the various companies in 
Mannheim Regional Cou~t where mote patent infringement suits have been 
adjudicated that in any other courthouse on the planet. 

rod’s Fishe~ Bees No Reason to Slow Bond Taper 

According to MarketWatch (Feb. 4, Bartash), "Dallas Federal Reserve President 
Richard Fisher said he thinks the central bank should continue to reduce bond 
purchases despite Ialling U.S. stock prices and currency lurmoil in overseas 
economies." Fisher, a votin9 member of the Fed’s policy-setting committee, 
states that the central bank has placed considerable emphasis on how the "real" 
economy is doing and not just the slock market. So long as 1he economy shows 
signs of progress, he stated, the Fed should cut bond purchases h~m the current 
rate of $65 billion a month. Fisher further noted that markets are "occasionally 
prone to sharp gyrations regardless of the health of the economy." 
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~nvestors Push Yahoo on Compensation After de Castro’s Departure 

"Yahoo Inc. is being pressured to revise its compensation practices Iollowing ~he 
expensive fidn9 of a top executive at the company," repeals the San Francisco 

Business Journal (Feb. 5, Sailors). ~W I~vestme~t G[OU# has corn#lobbed about 
the company’s aggressive hking -- and then firing - of COO Hendque de Castro, 
who earned an es~#na~ed $109 m~ll~on ~n Ms 15 months on ~he job, CtW, which 
represents funds that hem about 0.2 percent of Yahoo, sent the company a ~etter 
asking it to detail de Castro’s compensation. "~t Mso suggested Yahoo CEO 
Mafissa Mayer tak~ on rno~ duties herselU’ no~es the publication, "~ther ~han 
replack~g her COO." 

Share@ ~ ~ ~ 
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Changes {n the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the boardroom. 
This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer Stuart. Devon 
Energy Co[potation announced the appo~ntmerfl of ~a[bara M. Baumann and 
John E ~ethancourt to ~ts board of d~redors. Abercrombie & Fitch Company 
announced that ~t has sppoh~ted A~hur C. Ma~nez, Tar@ Burman, and Charles 
R, Perdn to ~ts board o~ d~reclo[s. W~iam M, ~saac and Connie O. McDan~e~ have 
been elected to the boa[d of TSYS. Owensqll~nois announced Caro~ Williams w~ 

join its board of directo~ as of Februap/20. The Pant~ announced the 

nomination of Thomas W. Dickson to ~ts board of directors for election on Msrcl~ 
13, 2014. QEP Resou[ces appo#ffed Robert F. He~nemann and Thomas C. 
O’Connor 1o ]o~n its board of di[ectors, L Brands ansou~oed 1he appointment of 
Stepl~en D. Steinour to ~ts board of d~rectors. PVH Corporation announced that 
Bren~ Call~nJcos and Edward Rosenfeld w~ll join the board of di[ectors on Match 

24, 2014~ 

California Tries to Spur Companies to Name Women Directors 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 5, Lublin) states that "California [awmake[s want 
the state’s publicly hem corporations to {let more women on thek boards fast." [n 
2013, the state legislature passed a resolution - the fiBt of its kind ~n the nation - 
- urging public companies to ~ncrease the propel[on of female board membe~ by 
the end of 2016. The nonMnd#~g measure suggests targets rangJn9 from at least 
two seals on boards with fewer than e~ght seats 1o no less 1ban th[ee seats on 

boards w~th n~ne or more members. At the time, the resolution noted that 44.8 
percent of the Golden 8~a~e’s companies have no women on thek boa[ds~ 
According to the Journal, "the resolution was the braincM~d of the California 
chapter of the National Association of Wemen Bus~ness Owners." TMs month, 
women business owneB wil~ begh~ cafling on California firms w~thout women 
d~recto[s ~o offer assistance ~n finding qualified candMates. 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ ~ 

~naugural C~ass Graduates From CABLE’s Corporate Board Program 

The Nashville Business Journal (Feb. 5, Boyeo has learned that CABLE Nashville 
this week graduated 13 area women Irorn its inaugural Corporate Board 
Academy, which was established to prepare board-ready women to obtain 
corporate director roles. The women’s professional development and networking 
group launched ~he p[ogram ~his past October and tan i~ [h[ough the end of last 
month. CABLE’s Corporate Board Academy covered a broad array of subject 
matter, ranging fl’em audit committee responsibilities and compensation 
committee roles to building the best board hie and devising a personal elevator 
pitch. 

Share~ ~¢!~ ~ 1~ 

Hong Kong Companies Fai~ing to Protect Rights of Bmal~ Investors 

The South China Morninq Post (Feb. 5, Yiu) cites a new BDO study in reporting 
tha~ "Hong Kong companies pay ~oo little attention to co[potage governance 
practices that protect the rights of small shareholders." Consequently, the 
international accounting firm reports, foreign investors may be discouraged from 
putting money into these companies. The BDO report shows the prope[tion of 
Hang Kong companies complying with the city’s corporate governance code in 

20134 dropped to its lowest level since the code was intreduced eight years age. 

Patrick Rozario, a director and head of risk advisoR/services at BDO, remarks, 
"The major reason Io[ the slump is some new requi[ements in~roduced in 2012 
which many companies failed to comply with. This shows many companies are 
not willing to make quick changes to their internal systems to comply with the 
corpo[a~e governance code." 
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CVS Calls ~t Quits: No ~’~ore Tobacco Prodacts 

"CVS Caremark announced Wednesday it will no longer sell tobacco products at 
its 7,6,00 pharmacies by Oct. 1 ," USA Today (Feb. 5, Kennedy) reports. The drug 
store giant sells $1.5 b~on in tobacco annually. Company officials, though, have 
decided that se~ling c~gare~tes wh~e promot#~g we~#~ess makes no sense. CVS 
President He~en~ Foulkes sees the company’s future ~s 
~octor’s off~ce, w~th 26,000 pharmacists an~ nu~e practifione~ g~v~ng flu shots 
and counsel~n9 customers abo[~t how ~o contro~ everytMn9 from h~gh cho~es~ero~ 
to Mgh Mood press~re. "Any form of tobacco use makes those chronic 
co~d~tions more difficult to deal w~th," Fo~lkes remarke(L "This ~s good for 
business and the light thing to do." CVS officials have met w~th tobacco 
company executives to explain ~he decision, acknowledg~n9 tha~ el#n#~a~ing 
tobacco producls from the pharmacies wouk~ ~ke~y have a ~egat~ve impacl on 

their indust~’s bottom 
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The rule "experience may not be used as an award criterion" originally derives from the distinction between selection and award phase, has been 

the subject of various cases in the European Couri:s and has ever since been debated vividly in the academic literature. However, in order to reflect 

its more nuanced meaning, it should be reformulated to: "At award stage, experience may only be used for the assessment of lawful award 

criteria, provided that the consideration of experience is aimed at identifying the MEAT and not essentially linked to the evaluation of the tenderers’ 
ability." Despite some authors arguing the opposite, such a flexible or soft interpretation is not ruled out by the ECJ’s judgment in Lianakis. 

As contracting authorities would like to consider experience at the award stage, especially when dealing with complex service contracts, they must 

be advised not to rely on experience as a sole basis and if using experience, to indicate that it will be used as one consideration to be taken into 
account in judging a valid award criterion such as quality. However, it must be noted that such extensive care does not need to be taken for public 

contracts that are neither covered by the directives nor by the Financial Regulation. 

Independently of a strict or flexible interpretation, some authors call for an abolition of the rule as a whole because they fear adverse effects on 
price and quality if contracting authorities may not asses previous experience as such in the award phase. However, the distinction of selection and 
award criteria as well as the principles of equal treatment and anti-discrimination and ultimately the prerogative of the internal market provide for 
the best arguments in favour of the rule. 

In its current proposals for a reform of the procurement directives, the European Commission recognises the desire of contracting authorities in the 

field of service contracts and design works to consider experience of the staff assigned to performing the contract and therefore allows for its 

assessment in the award phase. 

Free Download 
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This piece specifies how and where the Cassis de Dijon case influenced EU internal market regulation. For a start, I will place the case into the 

more general context of internal market integration (1). I will then highlight the different concepts that have been developed from the Cassis de 
Dijon case such as e.g. the theory of the information paradigm, the confident consumer, the principle of mutual recognition, and the "new 

approach". I will show how each of these concepts has developed in the course of internal market law (2). Finally, I will conclude that albeit that 

these principles have come under attack from various sources, the lessons drawn from Cassis de Dijon still remain the yardstick for the evaluation 

of internal market law today (3). 

11(1) Transnational Dispute Management (2014) 
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This article argues that significant improvements in the quality and consistency of decision-making in investor-state arbitration can be achieved 

without taking such drastic (and possibly unachievable) steps as creating a global appellate body or standing international investment court, or 

enacting a new treaty that codifies the substantive obligations of international investment law for all signatory states, The article draws on the 
experience of the international uniform law movement to suggest realistic and achievable steps that could nevertheless be effective. 

Although investor-state arbitration and uniform law are not enth’ely analogous, they do share some important similarities. In particular, they share 
the same basic goal (to create a fair, even, and predictable playing field for private relationships that cross borders) and the same basic challenge 
(how to deliver that degree of consistency without the factors that normally stabilize adjudication in national court systems, such as court 
hierarchies and a shared domestic legal culture). 

This article is organized around three "questions asked" with respect to investor-state dispute settlement. For each, it describes the "answers" 
yielded by the experience of the international uniform law movement, and proposes how the insights gained might be put into practice in investor- 

state arbitration. The first two questions are doctrinal in character: what degree of consistency between investment tribunals should be the goal? 

and what should be the role of precedent in a decentralized, non-hierarchical interpretive community? On both of these issues, the international 

uniform law literature provides doctrines that are normatively attractive and that can feasibly be adapted to the international investment law 

context. 

The third question is more practical: which non-binding aids to interpretation are most effective in promoting quality and consistency? A wide range 
of interpretive aids exist for various international uniform law instruments, providing an opportunity to identify best practices. In general, the 
international uniform law experience shows that substantial improvements in consistency and quality of decision-making can be realized even 
without the establishment of centralized administrative or appellate bodies or the enactment of new treaty regimes. 

[ :~-~ Free Download ] 
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Over the years, a vast amount of academic literature has addressed issues surrounding liquidated damages clauses. Some scholars have written 
about the tests that courts apply to determine the enforceability of these clauses; many other scholars have debated the efficiency of enforcing 

"penalty" liquidated damages clauses. Surprisingly, however, there has been scant -- if any -- scholarly discussion about why courts ever enforce 

liquidated damages clauses at all. 

The importance of having a coherent theory of liquidated damages is twofold: First, if there is no such coherent theory, then it seems as though 
courts should not continue to enforce compensatory liquidated damages clauses. Second, in order to articulate a defense of or attack on "penalty" 
clauses, we must first be able to articulate what it is we are doing when we enforce compensatory liquidated damages clauses. This Article will 
bring the reader a fresh perspective on liquidated damages and will examine the unsteady theoretical foundations upon which they stand -- an 
unsteadiness which appears to have gone unnoticed in the literature. This Article will argue that the lack of a justification for the enforcement of 
liquidated damages clauses is a glaring omission in the body of contract law and contract law scholarship, and, in response to this omission, this 
Article will provide a foundational theory upon which further debates can stand. 

The common understanding of liquidated damages provisions -- pervading discourse on the topic -- is that they are simply one of many clauses in 
a contract. In arguing for our freedom to contract about remedial terms, Richard Epstein writes: "Damage rules are no different from any other 
terms of a contract. They should be understood solely as default provisions subject to variation by contract." While perhaps remedial provisions are 
written with respect to a particular eventuality, Epstein sees these clauses as components of the contract. 

Liquidated damages provisions are unique, though, to the extent that they are the only contract terms that refer to the eventuality in which the 
contract itself is breached. But, if as Epstein says, these provisions are no different from other terms of the contract, what is to stop a party who 
has breached some provisions of a contract from also breaching the liquidated damages provision? If a party breaches a contract and is then 
confronted with a liquidated damages clause that would require a payment much greater than that which would be required by (perhaps) 
expectation damages, why would the party not simply breach the liquidated damages provision as well? This presents a conundrum. 

On the one hand, if we want liquidated damages clauses to have any teeth, we cannot allow parties to breach them: If the clause is breached, we 
are back to square one, with a court determining the appropriate remedy for the breached contract. Furthermore, there would almost always be 
one party who, ex post, would consider the liquidated damages clause to be less attractive than submitting the remedial issue to the court. On the 
other hand, it is unclear if courts could offer a coherent justification for allowing parties to breach some terms of a contract but not others. In short, 
the questions raised in this Article are: (1) What does it mean for courts to "enforce" liquidated damages clauses? and, similarly, (2) What are 
courts doing when they "enforce" liquidated damages clauses? 
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In order to decide the termination it is necessary to exist also a default without justification of the obligation by the debtor under para (2) of art. 
1.516 NCC. The phrase "without justification" in para (2) determines the activation in favor of the creditor, of the rights mentioned in art. 1.516 

NCC, to the extent that the debtor does not prove the existence of certain exoneration causes such as force majeure, act of God, non-performance 
plea or deed of the creditor, it implicitly results the idea of guilt, which in terms of evidence is governed by the provisions of art. 1.548 NCC. 
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~f the payment obligations of a partner in a joint venture agreement, which has as subject matter to build and operate a network of petrol stations 
located on several grounds - that the other partner has committed to bring into the association - and the joint implementation of certain revenue- 



producing activities are determined by reference to the income derived from the conducted activities and not in relation to land areas brought as a 

contribution, the amount due may be reduced in direct proportion to the land area brought as a contribution, if it is not proved that, due to 

reduction of the land areas, the collected revenues have decreased. 
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UNC School of Law 
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Benefiks Newsletter Now Available from Crawtbrd Advisors 

Dear Lissa, 

Many benefits executives have asked if we provide a newsletter as a companion to our webinar series. We’re pleased to now offer our complimentary newsletter 
to all members of the benefits community. This newsletter includes up-to-date legislative information, and useful tips and strategies that help organizations like 
yours stay on top of the latest happenings in the world of Employee Benefits. The first article has been published to our blog as a preview of the type of content 
available in the newsletter. A few of the latest articles include: 

Risk Adjustments in Obamacare 

Repricing of Medical Claims after October 2014 

Bare-Bones Health Plans Survive Through Quirk in Law 
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ACA Ruling Upholds Subsidy Distribution on Federal insurance Exchange 
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Also join our Linkedln group to stay informed on the latest benefits legislation: http:i/www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4956139&trk=hb_side_g 

Note: Always an easy opt-out, click the Unsubscribe link below. 
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Reagan M Crawford, CLU 
Managing Member 
Crawford Advisors, LLC 
410-771-5500 
rcrawford @crawfordadvisors.com 
www.crawfordadvisors.com 
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Every year since 1960, the College of Business family meets in Chicago to honor faculty and alumni 
achievements at the annual Spring Luncheon. Please join us as we welcome keynote speaker Don 
Edwards ]88, managing principal at Flexpoint Ford, and recognize the recipients of the Excellenceqn- 
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Can Finance in the United States 
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requirements applicable to public offerings, or ongoing disclosure 

and governance requirements applicable to US reporting 
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SEC 
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¯ Issuances that rely on registration exemptions provided by the 

Securities Act Section 3(a)(2) for securities offered or 

guaranteed by banks; and 

Registering in the United States. 

Speakers: 

¯ Lloyd Harmetz 

¯ Jerry Marlatt 
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On January 30, 2014, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network 

("FinCEN") issued two administrative rulings that address the application 

of Bank Secrecy Act (’ BSA") regulations to convertible virtual currency- 

related activities. FinCEN is the bureau within the Department of the 

Treasury that administers Regulation X, the regulation which implements 

the BSA requirements, including regulatory requirements applicable to 

"money transmitters" and other types of money services businesses. 
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Business Review ] Stock market has best day of the year; Dow up 188 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Stock r~arket has best day of 

the year; Dow up 188 

The stock market had its best day 

this year, nearly erasing the steep 

losses from early this week. 

Twitter’s stock is sinking on worries that the short 

online messaging service is not popular enough 

SAC Capital ex4~ader 

A former SAC Capital Advisors 

portfolio manager was convicted 

Thursday of helping his company 

earn more than a quarter billion 

dollars illegally through... 

Some wait ~onger to ~eceive NO jobless 

The state Division of Employment Security is 

wrestling with a higher backlog of unemployment 

claims, and a greater percentage of workers waiting 

more than three weeks to receive their first 

unemployment check 

Applications fo~ US jobless 

aid 1a[~ 2OlK to $31K 

The number of people applying for 

US. unemployment benefits 

declined 20,000 last week to 

331,000, suggesting that 

Americans are facing fewer 

layoffs... 

Swishe~ Hygiene, shareho}ders propose 

Charlotte-based Swisher Hygiene has reached a 

preliminary settlement to end a class-action lawsuit 

with shareholders who claim the company inflated its 

stock price with misleading financial results, 

according to documents filed in federal court. 

Carlisle Cos, ~eports 4$% profit i~crease in 4Q 

Carlisle Cos. said Thursday its profit in the fourth 

quarter rose 46 percent compared with last year, to 

$69.7 million, but the Ballantyne-based company 

continued to post lower sales in its brake and friction 

business. 

NC tobacco industry shrags at CVS decision to 

drop tobacco pfoduc~$ 

Wednesday’s announcement by the nation’s second- 

largest drugstore chain that it would stop selling 

cigarettes and other tobacco products was met with a 

wary shrug by North Carolina’s tobacco industry. 
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In a Feb. 3 editorial, the Jomwal asked whether UNC-Chapel Hill is admitting student-athletes who 
cannot read. The answer to that question is no. Based on ever?-thing we learn about our candidates 
when we evaluate them carefully for admission, we aren’t admitting any student who can’t read. 

But that isn’t the only question worth answering, at least in my view. 

Are we admitting--and are we only admitting--students who we believe are capable of 
succeeding academically at UNC-Chapel Hill? Yes. 

Do some &these students come to us with learning disabilities, including disabilities that haven’t 

yet been identified? Yes. 

Do some come from schools that struggle to prepare their students for college? Yes. 

Do some come to us from households--like the one I grew up in--where books are scarcer than 
they should be, despite the best efforts of parents who care deeply for their children but are 
working hard j ust to get by? Yes. 

Have some of these students been encouraged--in some cases from early childhood through late 
adolescence--to believe that their futures and those &their loved ones depend on their willingness 

to work incredibly hard on the track, field, court, or stage? Yes. 

Are we admitting students--hard-working, good-hearted students--who we believe can inspire 
their classmates, grow as citizens and leaders, and contribute to the mission of the University and 
the betterment of the people &North Carolina? Yes. 

Do all &these students earn their places at UNC-Chapel Hill? Yes. 

What about the ways in which our students, and especially our student-athletes, are evaluated for 
admission? 

Do we evaluate students rigorously, individually, and comprehensively? Yes. 

Do we follow, in letter and in spirit, all policies and guidelines established by the Board of 
Governors of the UNC system, the Board of Trustees of UNC-Chapel Hill, and faculty committees 
charged with overseeing undergraduate admissions and the admission of student-athletes? Yes. 

Have we worked hard to improve these processes over time, and will we work hard to improve 
them in the future? Yes. 

Do we pay detailed attention to quantitative measures such as test scores, keeping in mind what 
these measures do and do not predict? Yes. 



Do ~ve also value qualities that cannot be quantified--qualities such as intellect, talent, curiosity, 
and creativity; leadership, kindness, and courage; honesty, perseverance, perspective, and 
diversity? Yes. 

Have we increased our admissions expectations for student-athletes? Yes. 

Will our expectations continue to rise? Yes. 

And what happens after admission? 

Do our students work hard? Yes. 

Do our students earn their grades and their degrees? Yes. 

Do our students receive principled, ethical, and effective support from faculty, advisors, and 
counselors--support that aims to help all students achieve their fullest potential? Yes. 

Do our students occasionally fall short, despite their own best efforts and despite our efforts to 
support them? Yes. 

Do our students deserve our respect and encouragement--not only because they’re our students, 
but also because they’re fellow human beings, each with a unique combination of strengths and 
weaknesses, hopes and dreams? Yes. 

Do our students deserve to be celebrated for their hard work and their achievements? Yes. 

And what abom UNC-Chapel Hill? 

Have we made mistakes? Yes. 

Have our mistakes harmed our friends, faculty, staff, and students, and have they harmed others 
who depend on us to get things right? Yes. 

Do we regret the harm our mistakes have caused? Yes. 

Have we worked hard to correct our mistakes by making thorough and thoughtful changes in 
admissions, academic support and tutoring, independent studies, and academic and athletic 
oversight? Yes. 

In the future, if we discover other problems, will we acknowledge them openly and do our best to 
set things right? Yes. 



In the meantime, are we continuing to do our best to improve? Yes. 

And finally, what of the future? 

Will we remember the lessons we’ve learned? Yes. 

Will we strive to earn the trust we’ve lost? Yes. 

And will we do all that we know how to lift up all our students--who have chosen to throw in their 
lot with us; who are working hard and following the rules; who are capable of more than we know? 

Yes, and yes, and yes. 

Stephen Farmer is !/ice Provost for Enrollment arid Undergraduate Admissions at UNC-Chapel 

Hill and has directed the selec#on and recruitment of the undergraduate student body s#tce 2004. 



F~om: 

Sent: 
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Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 6, 2014 8:41 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Apple Repurchases $14 Billion of Own Shares in Two Weeks: CEO Cook 

Apple Repurchases $~4 Billion of Own Shares in Two 
%~eeks: CEO Cook 

Apple has bought $14 billion of its own shares in the two weeks since reporting financial 

results that disappointed Wall Street, Chief Executive Tim Cook told The Wall Street 

Journal 

With the latest purchases, Mr. Cook said Apple had bought back more than $40 billion of 

its shares over the past 12 months, which Mr. Cook said was a record for any company 

over a similar span. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Lawyer’s ’heavy metal’ Super Bowl ad I Wintry weather spurs arrest in cold case I ’Goonies’ actor now entertainment lawyer 

The Top Stories of the Week 
February 7, 2014 

~__n___t___ry______W___e____a__t___h____e___r____s__purs arrest in cold case of woman’s 1977 prison escap___e__ 

Scalia: WWII internment decision was wrong, but ’you are kidding yourself’ if you 
think it won’t b#PP#£ #.q~!n 

..c..h..e-m....e..r.!..n....s...k..y..:J..s.J.t.~..t.Lm....e..~.f...~...r.~...s...c....~....T...u.....s.~.t.~..~g..~..~..h~!~.h.:t¢£~.~.~.th#.~E.~#.~h~&~#.~#.~.¢#$.~ ere ~ 

’Goonies’ actor parlays his connections into an entertainment law practice aa~o~Is ideas 

Lawyer won’t have to pay $1 M to law student after making a hyperbolic challenge 
!_£__.T_._~__Ln_ .t_#_~_Le_ ~ 

Wife of lavwer who sued over ’commando-s~,,le’ home raid collapses at courthouse 
and dies 

Wrong M, in was charqed with murder, prosecutor says and drops count 

’Affluenza’ teen on probation for fatal crash is sent to pricey rehab 

Which firms hired the most lateral partners? And is it ’doin,q a lick of good’? 

Lawyer’s guide to planning travel adventures (podcast with transcript) 

Cartoon: Is that the Grim Reaper in the iury box? 



QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

What s the oddest elective course that you took in law school? 
This week, NPR blog The Protojournalist took note of unusual electwe courses 
at U.S. college& Rutgers University offers (and has since at least 2012) a 
course called Politicizing Beyonce in its department of women’s and gender 
studies. Portland Community College offers a smartphone photography course. And George 
Mason University has an anthropology course on zombies. 

Law schools have electives, too, although some legal scholars-including U.S. Supreme Court 
._J___u___s__t_i__c__e______A_n___t__o___n__i_0_____S___c___a__[i~-have openly questioned their practical value. 

So this week, we’d like to ask you: What’s the oddest elective course that you took in law 
school? Do you regret having taken it, or are you glad you took it? 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answer to last week’s question: Do y#u Shink ch~ract#£~nd fiSn#~ st~ndsrd~ fo£~be 
bar are too lenient or too 

Featured answer: 

Posted by Nathan: 

"Does it matter? It delays a candidate who had a DUI and lets in the megalomaniac who will 
eventually make associates’ and colleagues’ lives hell. A more accurate test would be a simple 
background check combined with a lO0-word essay on, say, puppies. Or maybe even three 
Rorshach tests." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, contact us. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:58 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Boehner Doubts Immigration Bill Will Pass in 2014 

Today’s Headlines 

Obituaries ~d~tona~s Op-~ ~ Oq[his Day ~ CUSTO~ZE~ 

Top News 

Boeln~er Doubts immigration Bill X, Vill Pass i~ 

Speaker John A. Boehner’s pronouncement significantly 

narrowed ~e window %r success on the issue this year and lea it 

to President Obama [o wi~ the trust of Republicans. 

Speaker i 

John A. I 

Boehner I 

Russia C|aims UoS. Meddling Over Ukraine 

Meanwhile, the Obama admilfistrafio~ blamed Moscow for 

spreading an inkercepted p~dvate conversation between Lwo 

/~ne~ean diplomaN. 

~ U.S Poin~ to Russia as Oipioma~’ Privete Cali is Posted on Web 

....... 

DEALBOOK 
Mathew 

Once on a Golden Path, Ex-SAC Mmmger G~tfil ~ty : M~,~om 

of Securities Fraud I .... 

A federal ju~’ has convicted Mathew Ma~oma on insider trading 

ehaqges in wha[ may be the last criminal ease to emerge from a decade-long 

investigation of Skeven A. Cohen and his hedge froM, SAC Capikal Advisors. 

~ D Docament T~ail of a Hedge Fand Investiga[~on 

, Common Sense: Past F~ctions, a Lack of Trust and No Deal in SAC Case 

Editors’ Picks 



~USIN~SS 

Reality 

The 20M Olympics in Sochi are estimated to be ~he mos~ 

expensive yet. While host dries hope the games will blqng hi a proof, they have 

m oye o~en tha ~1 not created l ong-term eeon om ~e hu rden s. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How to Stop ]H{e~0oin Deatks 

An an[idote to heroin overdose exists and should be made widely 

aw~ilable. 

Today’s Video 

A glimpse into the beginnings ofz~lif Laam Meem on ff~e campns 

of the Universi~, of Texas, Dallas. 

~ VID~O: This g~reek’s Mo~des: Feb, 7, 2o,4 

The New York Times movie m~tics o~ ’%qe + Flo Saw a Bear," 

"The Lego Movie" and "The Last of the Unjnst." 

~ VIDEO= Anatomy: ’The Broken Ci~oc|e 

Bx~akdoum’ 
Felix van Groeningen narrates a nmsieaI sequence fl’om "The 
Broken Circle Breakdov, qL" 

Lambda 

World 

in J apa~, a Beloved Deaf Co~npose~ Appea~s to 

Be None of the .Above 

Japan reacted wiLh mmo*se and outrage to Mamom 

Samm’ag>ehi’s admission that he had hired a ghos>vfiter since 

the 199os to compose most ~ff his mnsieo 

9ocm 



As Olympics Arriw% Russia Experiences a 

What was supposed to be a crowning moment for Russi~ and 

President V~adimir V. P~fin is coinci~ng with a significant 

s~owdow~l ~11 ~llssb~’s econo~y. 

Anfid Flow of Leaks, 3harkey Moves to Crhnp 

Internet 

Many in Turkey see the new l~ws as an eflb~ to stem leaks in a 

corrupfioll investigation of the prime minister and fl~ose close to 

him. 

Vladimir 

Manym 
..... Tu;kW 

see the 

Trial Brings New Scrutiny of Self- Defense Laws 

While race is woven into the background o[ dm FIm~da trial of 

man who Mlled a black teenager, the case appears likely Eo focus 

move on the mechanics of the state’s seK-def~nse laws and how 

jmqes apply "~em. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Bel~i~d Retreat on ][mmigration~ a Complicated Polities| 

Interplay 

Reaching any agveeme~t has become apwedaNy haydev because of a deep 

Rcpubliean relueLanee D get caught up in an inLet~al party feud and stomp on 

their increasingly bright election prospects. 

Strad~var~us Is Recovered Unharmed After Theft 

A Sh~adivarius violin that was stolen in late January from the 

con cettma sk’r o[ khe 7~filwaukce Symphony Otvhestra was lbund 

in a~ a~e a~d appears to be undamaged, the auflmrities said. 

instrume 

wh ich 

i×ii 

Business 

:Long-Haul Expansion by a Norwegian Carrier 

Upsets UoN. AJrlhms 

.,~nm~ean labor groups, airlines and pilots say Norwe~an 

Shu~]e’s e~)ansion l:,]ans take unfhir advantage of a U.S.-Europe 

open-skies agreement. 

~n Air 

Shuttle’s 



Skating Close to the Edge, Again, on the Debt Ceii~ing 
Ey .\NNiE ~. OW~W.’, 

There’s less e~-~ng~ssb-~nal appetite tbr brinknmnship this time, but the 

govermne~t has o~ly a few weeks’ worth of cash leR. 

DEALBOOK 

LegM Troubles Barely Subdue a 

Churles Shrem ]s u ehu[~smatie salesman w~o 

ct~rreney can transfbrm the fl~tm’e, but his vision collided wifl~ the real world, 

and now his own future is injeopardy. 

Sports 

Designers Cavve a Fas|don Rm~way at the Grooms 

Dressing the athlekes who compete in the Winter Olympics is a 

sport unto iBelf thut provides companies a chance to expose 

their bra~ds to a g~oba] audienee. 

....... Burlon 

jscket 

for the 

~¥hat Gives Mark MeMorris the Edge at 

Snowboarding’s slopestyle event has been dominated recently 

by a 2o-year-old from the flat 1Aah~s of Saskatehewm~, Canada. 

APPRAISAL 
Ralph 

Malaprops "~Vere PaN of the Charm of K~mr~ an ...... Khmer, 
WhO Enduring Met died 

~ner wus a eharaeker, u bon vivant, and not an overly p~~lished 

announcer. His posName show was requha’d vie~dng, even if ik looked like 

publie ueeess programming. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

"i’l~s is Your Capta~ Shying 

Having rarely chosen to perform opera in recent years, Mark 

Park~ore seems t~-~ be s~v~-~ring a major role in "Bill), Bndd," 

opening Friday at Ne BrooNyn Academy of Mnsie. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Words Spoken Prod Sm~g in Service of Ereedom 

"BHnging Human Rights Home," a benefit co~cet~ for Amnesty 

In ternafion al, f~ah~red Ima g~n e Dragons and other bands at 

Barelays Center. 

, Members of Rassian Pank Band Get Warm G~eetin9 k~ Brooklyn 

Brilish ] 

Rights 

Home 

’THE MONUMENTS MEN’ 

A-Team T~oaeks Nazi :Plunder 

In "The Monuments 1V[en~" George C]ooncy sb~rs as am a~ 

historian who leads a quirk), crew in u World War II operution [o 

recover troves of a~s’c,rks stolen by the Nazis. 

~ the 
Monum 

Movies 



’LOVE & AIR SEX’ 

After a Bad B~’eakup, A~4h~ng Goes 

"Love & Air Sex," whh::h follows ~’o cout4es whose relationships 

have recently dissolved, is set in a cry teeming ~th singles and 

air sex competitions. 

’THE LEGO MOVIE’ 

To3dng With Ideas Outside the Mmmal 

"The Lego Movie" flirts with floufi~g its marketing imperative 

even as iL embodh~s R. 

~ A~imating ’The Lego Movie’ 

Coffee,on at Westehester Art Ho[~se as 

Hea~@’wei#lt Riva|~ Sundance, Plans Theater" 

Plans for a film com#ex lz miles fl’om [he Jacob Bm~s Fihn 

Center w~ll test the s~ze (g the counbCs al.g~efiD f~)l" h~brow 

Creggar, 

left and 

Obituaries 

Rene Ricard~ Alot Arbitei° %’ith ~Vildean Wit, Dies 
al 67 
i.:7 ~zRDCI. 

Mr. l~card, a regular in zDKty Warhol’s FactoW univeme, helped 

popularize the work of Jean-Michel Basquiat and 3u]ian 

Schnabel, among other artists. 

Vasil B~lak, Czechoslovak Cornm~mist Who 
Eneot~°aged ~968 Sowiet Invasion, Dies at 96 

Mr, Biiak was a former hardqine comnmnist leader who paved 
t~e way lk)r Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in ~968. 

Rid~ard Hay~nan, Pops Conductor, Dies at 93 

Mr. Hayman was an z~ne[~ean arranger of pops concerts in 

Boston, a harmonica player and a conductor. 

..... Mapplet 

horpa, 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

A Spotlight on Mr, Put~n’s R~ssig 

The Sochi Olympics should not be a reason to ignore flae countD-’s soul- 

crushing rcpressiono 

EDITORIAL 

The Homogcneo~as Federal Bench 

Federal tom,rooms are overwhelmi~gly run by i~)rmer prosecnto~ and 

coq~orate la*~Ters. The courts need a more prol~ssionally diverse cas~ of 

judges. 

EDITORIAL 

Taking Tobacco Offthe Shelves 

cvs desem~es a big rom~d of app]ause fbr deeMh~g to end the sa]e of cigarettes 

and odmr tobacco products at its stores. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

O~e~" People’s ~/iews 

When should you care about what your peers and fl~ends think 

a*~d when should you not? 

, Column,s2 P~ge 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hea~l-l~, ~’Vork~ Lies 

From aiI the brouhaha over this week’s C,BA), report, it seems as 

~{’job k~sses are the new death panels whee ~t comes to a~acMng 

health reform. 

Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Faeebook and Football 

-~%s, every day h uman s post billions of likes and send ~]]ions 

messages, buL there is a connective power in spo~s ~hat goes 

beyond pixds. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Ph~terest 

Access The New York T#nes item anywhere with ou[ suite el apps: 

iPhone’,~ l iPad® Android I 

Save 15% al The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyt,com ~> 

About This EmNI 

This is an autornated emaii. Please do rio[ [eply directiy [o this ernail 

You received Ibis message because yell signed up [er NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsierter. 

.As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change"�our Email := Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@e.americanbanker.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 6:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

American Banker Digital Edition for Friday, February 7, 2014 

White Papers 
[~ 

AmericanBankerl 
Digital Edition WebSem,oars 
Friday, February 7, 2014            [~J~]-[~] 

American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

Consumers Save with Bank-Issued Prepaid Cards: Report 

Americans who buy prepaid cards from banks spend less 
on fees than those who buy their cards from nonbanks, 
according to new research from the Pew Charitable Trusts. 

FirstMerit Unearths Extra Benefits from Citizens Republic 
Deal 

The Ohio company expects to receive an additional $46 
million from loans it had marked impaired when it bought 
Citizens Republic. Management also expects more cost 
cutting than it originally projected. 

Regulators Close to Finalizing Tougher Leverage Ratio 

Regulators will soon finalize their plan to establish a new 
leverage ratio and it is likely to be tougher than a recently 
implemented global standard, top officials said Thursday. 

Online Lenders Big Banks Vie for Website Gold 

Citigroup and Bank of America emerged as the big winners 
in a study of the best web features at 17 banks. But lenders 
that primarily serve customers online are gaining ground 
with user-friendly tools. 

By Department 

As Fed Pushes for Faster Payments, CUs Warn 
La~bor Costs Will Rise 

Real-time payments provide opportunities for fraud and 
errors, credit union executives say. 

Consumers Save w~th Bank-issued Prepaid Cards: 
Report 

Americans who buy prepaid cards from banks spend less 
on fees than those who buy their cards from nonbanks, 
according to new research from the Pew Charitable Trusts. 

Accounting Error 

Central Pacific Financial in Honolulu has revised its fourth- 
quarter earnings and now says it earned $10.3 million, or 



24 cents per share, for the three months that ended Dec. 
31, compared to the $9 million, or 21 cents per share, it had 
previously reported. 

Regulators C~ose to Finalizing Toug~er Leverage 
Ratio 

Regulators will soon finalize their plan to establish a new 
leverage ratio and it is likely to be tougher than a recently 
implemented global standard, top officials said Thursday. 

Republic Deal 

The Ohio company expects to receive an additional $46 
million from loans it had marked impaired when it bought 
Citizens Republic. Management also expects more cost 
cutting than it originally projected. 

For further information please call our customer service department at (800) 221-1809, 8:30 AM - 
5:30 PM (EST) or e-mail custserv@americanbanker.com 

The contents of American Banker are, and remain, the property of SourceMedia, Inc. Reproduction 
or forwarding of this publication without the express written permission of the publisher is strictly 
prohibited. Individuals who infringe on these rights will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. 
Subscribers who would like multiple copies of American Banker should call 888-807-8667 for site 
license subscription information. 

American Banker is published by SourceMedia, Inc. 
One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 

[ i~ American 
[ :i~ Bank 

....... Banker Tech 

Free Trial I Subscribe I Unsubscribe I My Email Alerts I Contact Us I Advertise 

© 2014 SourceMedia. All rights reserved. S .... Media 



Subject: 

Bryan Hamilton, Publisher <reply@maiM .bizjournals.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 6:21 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

In this issue: Bass Pro Shops angles for outdoor bucks 

First Look 

This Week’s 

Bass P~o Bhops a~g}es for outdoo~ bucks 

m~ght at 

dove,opulent 

A power move ~n downtown Raleigh 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es 

Your February 7, 20t,4 {ss~se is available 

::X:: The List 

BiotechPha~ma Companies 



Congra~Ldations, As a subscdbe~, you now 

Journal’s Newsstand App on yot~r iPhone er 

iPad. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 
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Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

AGC postseason picture 

coming into focus 

With just over a month to go before 

NCAA tournament Selection 

Sunday, a look at the ACC’s locks 

and bubble teams. 

~;~ Clemson’s 

K.J. 

McDaniels 

(32) gets 

tangled with 

UNC’s Leslie 

McDonald (2) 

as they battle 

UNC. Fedora turn time and 

relationships into skjnin(j day 

haul 

The Tar Heels’ 22-player class is 

ranked among the top 25 

nationally by Rivals.com. 

UNC starts fast, holds off 

Maryland in 75-,63 victory 

The North Carolina Tar Heels got 

offto their best start of the season, 
opening with a 19-3 run, enroute 

to a 75-63 victory over the Maryland 

Terrapins... 

UNC’s 

...... Marcus Paige 

drives to the 

basket past 

Ma~land’s 

Charles 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

NewsobseNer.com 

/\’3OUT US I PRIVACY P(>L~CY    PROFILE SUBSCRIPTI()NS I UNSU.3.SCRiBE 

This e-mail was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass 

mailing. You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer 

andior our advertising partners. 

To select which newsletters you would like to receive click here. To opt out, click here If you have 

questions, please visit support.newsobserver.com. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, FebnmU 7, 2014 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Raleigh’s climate hub to thnction as ’one-stop-shop’ t~)r t~mers 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 7, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Raleiph’s climate hu b to function as ’one-sto~=shpp: for 
farmers 

~ ~i~ The ciimate chanpe research hub being planted at N.C ~tate University’s 

Centennial Campus, announced on Thursday b’¢ the US. Depa~ment of 

Agriculture, is supposed to act as a one-stop-shop for farme .. 

Durham tech CEO turns to bribery to fill cubicles 
The mere size of Durham technology firm Automated Insights, which i~,eeps 25 

employees on its payroll, doesn’t tell the firm=s gro,a¢h story 

~.!~ ~.~.~ 

Red Hatter eyes rum distillerv in downtown Raleigh 
Meet Chris Mendler: Red Hatter, father, home brewer and, if the entrepreneurial 

~.!’~;.~.~ 

CDC: Smoking costs N.C. employers $6 billion per year 
When CVS announced it wouM no longer seil[obacco in i~s s[ores beginning ~ 

1~ i[ sparked general applause from healih care advocates, bui they aren’t ~he anly 

ones who shauid push for smoking cos.. 

Read ~om~ng Edition >> 

Re~d ~orn~B~ Edit~oB >> 

: ..... 

RTP light raG! project faces financia~ hurdles 

Burt’s Bees warehouse near RDU sells for $27M 

Small businesses continue to pump the economy with jobs 

Raleigh entrepreneurs’ contraption aimed at Iowerin~ golf 
handicaps 

What Facebook°s new app Paper means to your business 

Contact Us 

Contact Us Fo=" eli inq~iiiies regardir=~! this cite=" or subscription to the Tiia~gle Busiqess ,~ournal, pieas~ em.ail ~is at: 



Cance~ Email Subscription 

(c> S:O 14 Ameiican Ci%, Business Journals, inc snd its licensors. All rig~-~ts resep~’ed, li~e mstedai o:~ tlais site may not be 

~epredslced; distdbs[ed; ~ransmi~ed, cachef; ei otherwise used, except ’,qth ~ile prior wd[[en permissie!; of bizjoumals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Febmau 7, 2014 7:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- Februa~ 7, 2014 

Good morning, 

Stop Right There 

U.S. House Speaker o)o}m Boeh~er ~pp~ied ~:h~: brak~:s o~ p~a,>~ t",>r a~ 

im migra l:i<.~r~ <:.~v,~-/-~a uI amid risi r~g ~.’xp~c~-lio~s of progressI~i dealing a blow 

to the White House, a host of businesses and some fellow Republicans 

seeking to improve their part!s standing with minority voters. We find 

that the GOP’s latest ideas, ineluding one to provide some legal status for 

most of the 11.5 million people living in the U.S. illegally, didn’t cause as 

many complaints among rank-and-file party" members as the prospeet of 

giving U.S. President Baraek Obama leverage in an eleetion year. But Mr. 

Boehner aeknoMedged that new immigration laws are still needed. We 

note that legislation eould eome to the floor this summer, after many 

Republican primaries are over, or late in the year, after the eleetions. And if 

Congress fails to act, immigration is likely to be a eritieal issue in the 2o16 

presidential election. 

The Chips Are Down 

Former SAC Capital portfolio manager Mat}~vw 

i~e&Jer--{.radi~g schemes ever. "Cheating may have been profitable for 

[Mr.] Martoma, but in the end, it made him a eonvieted t~lon," 

;.V#.~I S{.>:e’~ pr<)e<’eu~or Pree{. B}~arara, who is now 79 for 79 on insider- 

trading eases since he took offiee. Nong Mth the recent eonvietion of SAC 

employee Miehael Steinberg, the verdict, we find, not only burnishes 

proseeutors’ exceptional trial reeord on insider trading, but also 

Ioor~.~i~g ~.’ix:)] ease agai:as~: ~:[~.e firm’s k)u~der, St~.wen A. Cohen. Mr. 

Martoma didn’t, however, directly eonneet Mr. Cohen to illegal trading, as 

proseeutors had hoped. Reeords show the ~o were in eontaet before the 

trades in question were made. 

Russian Roulette 



A trip to the Olympic Gaines in Sochi means you ~ill see the 

expeeted~ ~~R’tvs .~’ckiB~; pvrf~.’,~:k~, foreign jom’nalists covering the 

event, Russian officials extolling their eounhT~ and perhaps a bit of the 

unexpected like su~’~eiIia~:~ce ea~:~:~eras i~ ~:~oteI bat}~>~oms and a Bm~ical 

:<ea~daI. But one group’s absence is notable: Western leaders. We find that 

the lack of top U.S. and European ofl?eials at the Soehi Games shows 

hostili~" to the new political creed Russian President ~qadimir Putin has 

espoused since his return to the ~emlin in 2o12. Ore" story explores the 

t<)ugI.~.er staB~.’e t}~at Mr. Pu.ti~.~. has taken ronsard the IZS, a:~:~d E~:~rope~a 

contrast ~th his earlier eflbrt to reduce the gap between R~sia and the 

West ~ and we consider his increased focus on Russia’s "traditional values." 

All the Small Things 

Bigger isn’t ahvay:s better. That’s what some high-end homeowners are 

insisting as they shave square footage off their new homes. From Brazilian 

teak floors to antique light fixtures, o~ story looks at the amenities being 

packed into sm~ b~: k~v~s~ }~:~m~ a~d c~>~i,:~l~r~ ~}~e ~ew ~:[~Mki~g be~ir~d 

I~x~T ~at is~’t deflated by s~ze. "For what I spent, I could have bought a 

MeMansion for s~e," said one homemmer. "I wanted the house to be 

ever3~hing I needed it to be and nothing more." And ~ include some tips 

on how to make the most out of limited spaee~l a skill set particularly 

useful for those of us living in cities like New York. 

WORLD 



NU~.’~BER OF THE DAY 

reporfing finaneial results that disappointed Wall Street, Chief Executive 

Tim Cook told The Wall Street Journal. 

What do you think about Mr. Kozak s aeeusahon. Send your response to 

~opoi+++@ws~.co+~+ and follow @@,’,rardTgaker on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

Many of you wrote in to ]ame~t +:[+++ Aff’ordable Care A(~t’~s impact <:>~+ t~+e 

~abor market. Bill Baker of Texas responded, "Why don’t we provide 

everyone with health insurance, food stamps, housing allowances, etc., so 

they can choose not to take a job because they do not depend on that job 

for insurance, food, housing, ere." But Jason Knoespel of Illinois saw some 

upside: "This advantage for workers will allow older folks to retire sooner 

without fear of losing their insurance, allow younger, more able workers to 

get back into the labor force, and will ultimately put upward pressure on 

what have been stagnant wages for American workers over the past 

decade." And Mike Furlong of Alabama took the long +:iew: "I think we will 

not know the real impact of the law for a decade or more +" 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What ~ News" digest of top stories. Teehnieally, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The ~)pe is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 



Corrections & Amplifications 

In Thursday’s lo-Point, I inadvertently wrote that T~sdtter’s growth in 

monthly aetive users in the fourth quarter was down from 6.4% a month 

earlier when I meant to write a quarter earlier. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as/fss~....~:?r~om~:@~mc,~.~d~. For further 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at s~,~p~~r~(<~m,sjx~om 

Copyright 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mortgage Servicing Conference <conferences@sourcemediamail.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 8:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Big Savings Ends Today. Preview Who’s Already Registered. 

$420 Savings off the standard rate ends TODAY 
Use promo code IANI20 

Or call Joe Frega at (212) 803-8348. 

Be[ore you leave the office ~oday, don’t [orget register to attend the 8th Annual Mortgage 

Servicing Conference taking piace Aprii 23-25, 20~_4 in Dallas, TX. 

Here are a few heipful iinks to help with your decision: 

View the agenda to see how we’re presenting the hottest topics in mortgage 

servicing 

Check to see if you are a step ahead of the competition--preview who’s already 

registered. 

Then, take the next step--~}.".~:~i..’.!.~../~...’.’~..~!!~!!~:~..~.’...~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Cooper <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 8:03 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Taking Back North Carolina 

Liss8, 

It has been a painful year for the people of North Carolina and for our state’s reputation. In just one 

year, the Tea Party controlling Raleigh has slashed education funding, made it harder to register 

and vote, cut unemployment benefits, attacked women’s health, and much more. They’re turning 

back decades of work that helped cement North Carolina as a leader in the new South. 

Stand with me and fight back against this blatant assault on North Carolina. We are building a 

grassroots organization to help take back North Carolina from those who are doing so much harm. 

Watch ou~ ~ew vi~leo o~ o~r #la~s a~d ~oil~ o~.l~ tea~. 

I need your help. ~[#~b#.:f~t~!!2~.L~.!}~.:f.i#~£!.~![}.~J~.ig~&."=L?..!~.J~i~3..£!#£~.#A[Z’,.: Then, it’s important to share 

the video with your friends on Z’.,,.’,~ti~.!#.[, Facebook, and through email. We need the wide support of 

those who want to put our state back on the right path. 

Thank you again for your support and God bless North Carolina. 

Roy Cooper 

PS - Remember to share this effort with your friends on Facebook and ~:’~!’~t..9!:. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Cooper <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 8:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Taking Back North Carolina 

Friend, 

It has been a painful year for the people of North Carolina and for our state’s reputation. In just one 

year, the Tea Party controlling Raleigh has slashed education funding, made it harder to register 

and vote, cut unemployment benefits, attacked women’s health, and much more. They’re turning 

back decades of work that helped cement North Carolina as a leader in the new South. 

Stand with me and fight back against this blatant assault on North Carolina. We are building a 

grassroots organization to help take back North Carolina from those who are doing so much harm. 

Watch ou~ ~ew vi~leo o~ o~r #la~s a~d ~oil~ o~.l~ tea~. 

I need your help. ~[#~b#.:f~t~!!2~.L~.!}~.:f.i#~£!.~![}.~J~.ig~&."=L?..!~.J~i~3..£!#£~.#A[Z’,.: Then, it’s important to share 

the video with your friends on Z’.,,.’,~ti~.!#.[, Facebook, and through email. We need the wide support of 

those who want to put our state back on the right path. 

Thank you again for your support and God bless North Carolina. 

Roy Cooper 

PS - Remember to share this effort with your friends on Facebook and ~:’~!’~t..9!:. 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ETECH GERMANY <snstainl5@etechgermany.org> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 8:28 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Invitation] Transtbrmation to Snstainable Economy: Global Sustainable Finance Conference, Germany 

A Two Day International Conference on Global Sustainable Finance will be held from 12th to 13th of June 2014 in Karlsruhe, Germany. This event will bring 

together senior executives of financial institutions, policy makers, economists, sustainable development and environmental management practitioners, 

and other relevant stakeholders engaged or interested in sustainable finance and green economy. The event will also be attended bv academics/senior 

members of various faculties such as finance, economics, banking, business administration, environmental management and bv members of other 

relevant departments. 

The delegates will discuss key emerging issues including: Environmental change, depleting natural resources, energy crisis and other global issues 

impacting businesses and the world economy; finance and investments as drivers for sustainable development; and initiatives needed to build a more 

resilient, stable, environmental friendly and socially responsible financial services sector. The conference offers a distinctive opportunity to deliberate on 

innovative solutions that will advance our transition to low carbon and sustainable economy. 

Further to knowledge sharing on sustainable finance and the emergence of the green economy, the upcoming conference will also help establish 

partnerships and alliances and in developing svnergies. It provides an excellent opportunity to network with the senior members of financial community, 

multilateral agencies, governmental organisations, academic community, sustainable development and environmental management practitioners, 

economists and other stakeholders in Europe and globally. An optional excursion/get-together will take place on Saturday the 14th of June 2014. 

You are cordially invited to attend this international event and/or nominate member{s) of your institution. 

For further information, please see the event details. 

http:/ieo,_~l.orp~ie~gacademic gsfc.html 

http:i: eosd.org/gsfc2014.pdf 

Or contact via email: sustainability@etechgermany.net 

Sincerely, 

Organizing Committee 

Global Sustainable Finance Conference 

European Organisation for Sustainable Development 

Darkheimer Sir, 24 

D-76187 Karlsruhe 

Tel.: 0049-721-476 89 16 

Fax: 0049-721-476 89 53 

Email: sustainability@etechger mamt,net 

Web: www eosd.org 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please send a mail with subject unsubscribe to mail@etechgerman¥.com 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 7, 2014 8:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Economy Adds 113,000 Jobs; Unemployment at 6.6% 

U,So Econ~m~y Adds ~13,ooo Jobs; Unempl~yment at 
6.6% 

The labor market in January registered weak gains for the second straight month, a 

slowdown that could heighten fears about the economic recovery and may lead some to 

call on the Federal Reserve to reconsider its strategy. 

U.S. payrolls increased by a seasonally adjusted 113,000 in January, the Labor 

Department said Friday. Job growth improved compared with December’s gain, which was 

revised up by just 1,000 to 75,000, but was well below last year’s average pace. The 

November increase was recast up by 33,000 to 274,000. 

The unemployment rate, obtained through a separate survey, fell to 6.6% last month from 

6.7% in December, the Labor Department said. The number of Americans who were 

employed and those part of the wider labor force both rose slightly. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Friday, FebruaU 7, 2014 9:01 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

ACA’s Compliance Roundtable tbr BaJ~k Affiliated Broker-Dealers 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Webcast 

ACA Compliar~ce Group Webcast 
Compliance Roundtable for Bank Affiliated Broker-Dealers 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 
1:00 pm.- 2:30 p.m. EST 

Follow us on Twitter 

@Thinkin.qcapmkts 

For more information: 

A~exa ~awe r~ 
{212) 33943J2 

~mofo,com 

Please join us for a webcast workshop designed to assist 

compliance professionals of bank affiliated broker-dealers in 

dealing with both current and unique regulatory challenges. 

Topics Will Include: 

* Conflicts of Interest 

* Selling Affiliated Products 

~ Suitability 

~ Selling Bank Products as Part of a Strategy 

~ Challenges in Branch Office Supe~,4sion and Inspections 

~ Examination Priorities (FINRA and the SEC) 

~ Self-Reporting and Remediation 

~ Hillel Cohn, Morrison & Foerster 

~ Jeffrey Suhanic, Chief Compliance Officer, PNC Investments 

LLC 

~ Francois Cooke, Managing Director, ACA Compliance Group 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews@mofo corn 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.orq.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvard Law Review <admin@members.gmmetthouse.org> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 9:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fxent Am~ouncement: Harvard Law Review Symposium 2014: Freedom of the Press 

LissaBroome 

Harvard Law Review Symposium 20t4: Freedom of the Press 
Austin Nor/h, Harvard Law School 
Date: Saturday, February 15, 2014 
9:00 AM EST 

The Harvard Law Review is hosting a Symposium on freedom of the press in celebration of the 50th anniversary of New York Times Co. v. 
Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964)~ The event, chaired by Professor Mark Tushnet, will feature presentations and debate by distinguished scholars and 
practitioners on contemporary issues in the regulation of the press. The event will be held from 9 am to 6 pm on Saturday, February 15th at 
Harvard Law School, Austin North. Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be served to all attendees. The event is free and open to the public. 

Best regards, Harvard Law Review 

follow on Twitter i friend on Facebook 

Copyright ~ 2014 Harvard Law Review, All rights reserved. 

Unsubscfibe from event announcemems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Patricia <Patricia.Oliver@tuckerellis.com> 

Friday, Febmau 7, 2014 9:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CalcNng Up 

[ plan to be there! What are the dates for our Banking instkute? 

M, Patl’ieia Olivel" ] Attol-ney ] Tueke~ Ellis LLP 

950 Main A~,enue, Suite ~oo [ Cleveland, ()H 44~3 
Direct: 216--696-4149 ~ Fax: 216--592-.5oo9 

tuckerellis 
This e-mai~ is sent by the ]a~ firm o[ Taeker Ellis LLP and may eontai~ ia fi>rma[io~ that is privileged of eonfidea tiM. 1[ you a re not the ~nte~(led reei pica t~ please 

delete the e-mail and noti~}- us immed~ate]y by return email. 
Required Disclaimer: ErR’clive June 2% 2005, U.S. Treast~T males u ~der X~ireub~r :~3o" m~w reqtdre that a~y written Federal tax advice by the Firm which d~es 

~mt tneet the standat’ds of a formal tax op~nim~ letter (sach as the foregoing) must state that the taxpayer may not rely upo~ the written advice for the purpose of 

avoiding peualt~es which might otherwise be ~mposed b)- the Internal Revem~e Service with respect to the taxpayer’s reporting positiou. 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@emafl.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 07, 2014 8:47 AN 
Te= Oliver, Patficia; ’jcadock@ma~Lunc.edu’ 
Subject= RE: Ca~Nng Up 

Hi Pat--Thanks for the update and congratulations on the move. ~ have updated your board flaring and we wi[~ count on your new firm as a sponsor. Thanks 

for your continued support~ We hope to see you ~n Charlotte in April 

Lissa 

F~m= Oliver, Patricia 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 0% 20~4 5:39 PN 
Te= Broome, Lissa L; ’jcarlock@mail.unc.edu’ 
Subject= Catching Up 

Hi Ladies~ Happy belated New YeaN Wanted to let you know that I was recently lured away from Vorys to head up the Fin Services Practice at Tucker Ellis. 

My new contact info is set out below and I have attached the recent press release and my updated bio for your reference. Please count us in as a sponsor 

for the 2014 Banking Institutel Best regards, Pat 

950 Main Avenue, Suite 11oo ] Cleveland, OH 44113 
Direct: 216-696-4149 ] Fax: 216-592-5oo9 

pat rieia.oliver0#tueke vellis.eom    Online Biography 
tuckerellis.com 
This e-mail is sent by the law firm of Tucker Ellis LLP and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please delete the e-mail and noti(v us immediately by return email. 

Required Disclaimer: Effective June ao, aoo5, U.S. Treasury rules under "Circular a3o" now require that any written Federal tax advice by the Firm which 

does not meet the standards of a formal tax opinion letter (such as the foregoing) must state that the taxpayer may not rely upon the written advice for the 

purpose of avoiding penalties which might otherwise be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to the taxpayer’s reporting position. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Palricia <Patricia.Oliver@tuckerellis.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 9:09 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

O~eill, Brian M. <Brian.O%feill@tuckerellis.com> 

RE: Catching Up 

Great, thanks. Lissa. 

M. Patrieia Oliver [ Attorney ] Tucker Ellis LLP 

950 Main Average, Suite 11oo I C]evel~md, OH 441t3 

Direct: 2~6-696-,H49 [ Fax: 2~6-592-5oo9 

t uckerellis.com 
This e-mai~ ~s sent by the law firm of’Fucker Ellis LLP aud may contain inibrmation that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the iutended recipient, please 
&qete ~he e--mail a~d m~tify us immediately by retur~x email. 

Required I)isclai met: Effective June 20, ::oos, U.S. Treasm’y rules under "Circular 23o" ~mw require ~ha t any writ~e~ Federal ~ax advice by the Firm which does 

not mee~ the stsmdards of a ti>t’mM tax opinkm letter’ (such as the ti>t’egoing) mus~ state that the taxpayer may not rely u port the ~qd~ten a&dee {)>r the put’pose of 

avoiding penalties which migh~ otherwise be h’aposed by the In~erna[ Revenue Service with respec~ to flae taxpayer*s reportiug posidom 

From= Broome, Ussa k [mailto:lbroome@emall.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, Februaw 07, 2014 9:06 AN 

T~= Oliver, Patricia 
Subject= RE: CatcNn~ Up 

Hi Pat --- April 3-4, The room bfock is now opet~ at The Ritz--Carltm~ so you may want to reserve a room before the block fifls up. We are a~so hostk~g the Ages 

of B~nkit~g Law program on April 2 k~ Charlotte if you have ~ng newish assodates who would bene~:it by a comprehensive overview of banMng 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

F~m= Oliver, Patrida 
Sent= Friday, Februa~ 07, 2014 9:03 AN 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= RE: Ca~hing Up 

~ Olan to be there! What ~re the dates for our Banking institute? 

M, Patrieia Olive~ ] A~orney ] Tucker Ellis LLP 

95o Main Avenue, Suite ~oo ~ Cleveland, OH 44~ ~3 
Direct: 2~6--696-4~49 ~ Fax: 2~6-592--5oo9 

iuekerellis.eom 
This e-mail is sent hy the law fh’m of Tucker Ellis LLP and may cow, rain infi)rms~tim~ that is privileged m’ confidential If you are not the intended t’ecipie~ 

please delete the e-mail and notify us immediately hy retm:n 

Req uired Disclaimer: Effective J une 2o, 2005, U.8o Treasury rules u~der ’Circular ::3o" now require that any written Federal tax advice hy the Firm which 

does not meet the standards of a {))final tax opinion ~et~er (such as the {))regoing) must state that the taxpayer may not re~3, upon the writte~ ~dvice [or the 

pu rpose of avoiding penalties which might otherwise be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service with t’espect to the taxpayer’s reportitxg position. 

Fmm: Broome, Ussa k [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 8:47 AN 
To: Oliver, Patflcia; ’jcadock@maKunc.edu’ 
Subject: RE: CatcNn~ Op 

H~ Pa~ -- Thanks for the up,ate at~d congratula~ot~s on the move. I have updated your board I~sting an~ we wi~ count on your new firm as a spot, sot. 

Th~nks for your conth~ued support. We hope to see you ~n Charlotte in April 

Lissa 

F~m= Oliver, Patrida 
Sent-" Tuesday, Februa~ 04, 2014 5:39 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L; ]carlockOmail.unc.edu’ 
SubjeCt: Catching Up 

Hi Ladies! Happy belated New Year! Wanted to let you know that I was recently lured away from Vorys to head up the Fin Services Practice at 

Tucker Ellis. My new contact info is set out below and I have attached the recent press release and my updated bio for your reference. Please count 

us in as a sponsor for the 2014 Banking Institute! Best regards, Pat 

M. Patrieia Oliver ~ Attor~ey [ TuekeP Ellis LLP 

95o Main Avenue, Suite 11oo I Cleveland, OH 4411g 

Direct: a~6-696-4149 I Fax: a16-59a-5oo9 

pa tricia.oliver~#tucke vellis.com    Online Biography 

tuckere[lis.com 
This e-mail is sent by the law firm of Tucker Ellis LLP and may con tain informa tion that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the in tended 

recipient, please delete the e-mail and noti@ us immediately by return email. 

Required Disclaimer: Effective June 20, 2oo5, U.S. TreasuU rules under "Circular 230" now require that any written Federal tax advice by the 

Firm which does not meet the standards of a formal tax opinion letter (such as the foregoing) must state that the taxpayer may not rely upon the 

written advice for the purpose of avoiding penalties which might otherwise be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to the 

taxpayer’s reporting position. 



FEBRUARY ~ O0 ~-. 3 o - 7                       .-oo 

For High School students of the Chapel Hill- 
Carrboro and Orange County School Systems: 

Carrboro High 
Cedar Ridge High 
Chapel Hill High 

¯ East Chapel Hill High 
¯ Orange High 
¯ Phoenix Academy 

Forms are available at www.uncortho.org. Please complete them, 
including parent/guardian signature, prior to arrival. 

UNC Orthopaedics 

@ Carolina Pointe II 
6011 Farrington Road 

Suite 201 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919,843.4711 

www.uncortho.org ....... 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IWF Registration c/o Voila! Meetings <iwfregistration@voilameetings.com> 

Friday, Febrnary 7, 2014 9:36 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

IWF Cornerstone Conference ~1 New Otticial Hotel Added 

February 7, 2014 

Dear IWF Members, 

The response to the International Women’s Forum’s 2014 Berlin Cornerstone Conference - 
Innovationskraft: Power, Passion, Promise - has been overwhelming, and IWF’s block at the 

InterContinental Berlin, as well as at the Hotel Palace Berlin and $ofitel Berlin KurfDrstendamm, is 
now sold out. 

Special arrangements have been made at the Crown Plaza Berlin City Centre, conveniently located 
near the InterContinental. Please visit the following website to make your reservations today: 

Hotel Reservations 
W~th the conference nearing a sold-out status, please visit the following website to register today: 

Conference Registration 

We look forward to seeing you in Berlin[ 

IWF Communications 

Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and paste the entire address listed below into your web browser: 
http ://www.cvent.com/d/XkOedx JEEE COmo l tMpgs5g/sjbc/P1/1Q? 

If you no longer want to receive emails from Voila Meeting & Event Management please click the link below. 

_O_pt-Out 

Cvent - Web-based Soft .... Solutions ] 



~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 10:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

Last Call: VVemen in Business Nominations 

NOTE: This year TBJ is moving up our Women in Business event to coincide with a very 
special addition to our program. More details to come seen. Since the event will be held in 
April, our nomination deadline is right around the corner! Submissions close this Monday, 
see below for details. 

2014 Women in Business Awards 
Nomination Deadline: Februarg 10, 2014 

Tn~ang/e Business douma,~ is pleased to 

;~nnounce the 17th ai~i~.ial Women li~ 

Business Awards. These awards honor 

women in various business categories who 

have prevail to be dylla~ieic and outstanding 

Ieada~s with established track records of 

significant accempfishments in business 

andior community service. 

NO~NAT~ON DEADLINE 

~onday, february 1Oth 

Submission site closes at t 1:59PM 

New Event Da’~e: Monday, Aprif 7 

SPONSORS 

Forward to a Friend i Priw~cy I Uns~bscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave, Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 276t2, USA 
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Last Call: VVemen in Business Nominations 

NOTE: This year TBJ is moving up our Women in Business event to coincide with a very 
special addition to our program. More details to come seen. Since the event will be held in 
April, our nomination deadline is right around the corner! Submissions close this Monday, 
see below for details. 

2014 Women in Business Awards 
Nomination Deadline: Februarg 10, 2014 
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;~nnounce the 17th ai~i~.ial Women li~ 

Business Awards. These awards honor 

women in various business categories who 
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Global tlealth & Innovation Conlbrence at Yale 

Dear Lissa Broome, 

You and your colleagues may be interested in attending or presenting at the Global Health & Innovation Conference at Yale which is the world’s largest and leading 

global health conference as well as the largest social entrepreneurship conference. For those interes*ed in presenting at the conference, we are currently accepting social 

enterprise pitch abstracts for presentation. We would also appreciate it if you could please forwald this announcement to your colleagues who may be interes*ed in 

attending or presenting. The registration rate increases after February 10. 

Global Health & Irmov~ion Con~erer~ee 
Presented by Unite For Sight, 11th Annual Conference 

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA 
Saturday, April 12 - Sunday, April 13, 2014 

http://~a~w.unitefor~lght.or#conference 

"A Meeting of Minds"--CNN 

The Global ttealth & Innovation Conference is the workt’s la, gest global health contErence and social entrepreneurship conference. This mus~t-attend, thought-leading 

conference annually convenes 2,200 leaders, changemakers, students, and professionals t~m all tields of global health, international development, and social 

entrepreneurship. Re~ister by February 10 to ~cure the lowest registration rate: ht~p:/iwww.unitetbrsi~ht.or~/conl~rence 

Interested in presenting at the conference? Submit a social enterprise pitch abstract for consideration. 

The conference’s confirmed speakers include: 

Keynote Addresses 

"Of Course it Matters, and \Ve Know You Care, But Now, What are You Going To Do About It?" Seth Godin, Blogger, Agent of Change; New 

York Times Bestselling Author of Tribes: We Need You To Lead Us; Founder. Squidoo.com 

"Inventing the Future of Food," Gary Hirshberg, Co-Founder and CEO, Ston,~eld Farms 

"The Extraordina~3, Science of Addictive Junk Food," Michael Moss, Investigative Reporter, New York Times 

Jeffrey Sachs, PhD, Director of Earth Institute, Columbia University; Quetelet ProtEssor of Sustainable Development, Professor of ttealth Policy and 

Management, Columbia University; Special Advisor to Secretary-General of the United Nations Ban Ki-moon 

Sonia Ehrlich Sachs, MD, MPH, Director of ttealth, Millennium Village Project, Earth Institute, Columbia UNversity 

Business Principles in Global Health Speakers 

"Appl.ving Business Principles to Global Health: Starting ,aith the Custo~ner," :Mny Lockwood, Chief of Staff to the Director of Research, UCSF, 

Global Health Sciences 

"Linking Health Impact to the Business Decision-Making Process," Kiln Longfield, Director. Research and Metrics, Population Services International 

"Price Expectation and \Villingness to Pay for Health Products in Uganda," Margaret McConnell, Assistant Prot~ssor of Global ttealth Economics, 

Department of Global Health and Population, ttayvayd School of Public tteatlh 

"Bringing to Light Hidden Incentives and Disincentives in Global Health," Grant Miller, PhD, MPP, Associate Professor of Medicine, Associate 

Professor of Economics and of Health Research and Policy, Stanford University; Senior Fellow, FSI; Core Faculty Member, CtlPiPCOR 

Design Thinking Speakers 

"Fingerprints & Funny Bones: How Technology, Celebrities and Marketing 3.0 Got Us to a 96% HCT Rate in South Africa," Cal Bruns, 
CEO/Chief Creative Incubalionist, Matchboxology 

"The Laddoo Project: Embedding Sustainable Iteaith Inter~entions in Low-Income Communities," Ramsey Ford, Visiting Assistant Prot~ssor, 

Industrial Design, University of Cincinnati; Design Director, Design Impact 

"Using Ituman-Centered Design to Drive Innovations in Family Planning: IDEO.org + MSI," Jade Gray, Business Development Associate, Ideo.o~ 

"Creating am" Way to Welibeing for Individuals, Corporations, and Communities," Cheryl tleller, Chair, MFA Design for Social Innovation, School 

of Visual Arts; Partner, CommonWise 
"Designing Change: Using Design Thinking to Rethink Public Initiatives in Mexico," Jmnie Jones, Clinical Assistant Professor of Entrepreneurial 

Practice, Director of Social Entrepreneurship, Kellogg School of Management 

"The Future of Healthcare Systems: A Designer’s Perspective," Kenneth Kaplan, MSW, MArch, HP, Senior Health System Advisor~ PTSI Project; 
Sociotechnical Systems Research Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

"See V~qaat Your Words Say: Translating Foreign 3rid into Domestic Support," Bob McKinnon, President GALEWiLL Design; Director, the 

GALEWiLL Center for Opportuni~ & Progress 

"Application of Design Thinking to Global Health Device Development: A Discussion of a Risk Matrix Method to Navigate through the ’Valley 

of Death’ from Concept to Manufacturing and Marketing," Robert Miros, CEO, 3rd Stone Design Inc. 

"Youth Sexual and Reproductive Health: A Case for Human Centered Design," Meira Neggaz, Senior Program Officer, MSI-US 



"Designing Effective Sn’ategies for Global tIealth Communication,"Natacha Poggio, Assista~t Profes~r, Visual Communication Design, Hart~brd Art 

School, University of ttaytford; Founder, Design Global Change 

Environment Health, Ener@,, Food and Agriculture Speakers 

"Redesigning Regional Food Systems for Public Health," Michad Conard, RA, NCARB, Senior Principal, Design + Urbanism Architectural, LLC; 

Urban Design Lab at the Earth Institute; Adjunct Associate Professor, Chaduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, Columbia Universi~ 

"Leveraging Markets to Improve Nutrition through Agriculture," Bonnie McClafferty, Director, Agricnlture and Nntrition, Global Alliance for 

hnproved Nutrition (GAIN) 

"Eggcrate UV: A Novel, More Efficient Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation System for Air Disinfection in Occupied Rooms," Sonya Milonova, 

Research Fellow, Harvard School of Public Health 

"Indoor PMlution and Health: Evaluating the Effects of Smokeless Stoves on Rural Communities in Central Honduras," Rommy Michelle 

Porras, Pediatrics, Georgetown University Hospital 

"Farmers First: Proven Methods to Increase the Productivity of Afi’ica’s Smallholder Farmers," Barrett Prinz, Director, Global Human Resources 

and Legal, One Acre Fund 

"Glyphosate: The Elephant in file Room," Stephanie Seneff, Senior Research Scientist, MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Labomtolj~ 

Film, Photography, Art & Global Health Speakers 

"500 Years," Paco de Onis, Producer, Skylight Pictures 

"Patient Empowerment: tIon, the Visually Impaired Can Become Better Advocates for Themseives...And for Their Ser~ice Providers," Joseph 

Lovett, Producer/Director, Going Blind 

"Flipping the Narrative About Global Health: Engaging Creative Communities to Tell New Development Stories," Lisa Russell, Enm~y-Winnmg 

Fihnma£er and Global Health Advocate, Governess Films 

Healthcare Delivery Models and Impact Measurement 

"Making a Cure as Common as a Coca-Cola," Eric Bing, MD, PhD, MBA, Senior Fellow & Director, Global Health, Geo~e W. Bush Institute; 

Profes~r of Global ttealth, Southern Methodist University, Co-Author Phaamacy on a Bicycle: Innovative Solutions tbr Global ttealth and Poverty 

"\¥hat Does the Cuban System tIave to Offer the World in the 21st Century?" Peter Bourne, MA, MD, Senior Reseaych Fellow, Green Templeton 

College, UniversiF of Oxford; Vice Chancellor Emeritus, St. George’s University, Grenada; Chair, Medical Education Cooperation with Cuba (MEDICC); 

fomierly Special Assistaxit to the President of the US for Health Issues; Assis~nt Secreta~cy General, United Nations 

"Improving Access to Malaria Diagnostic Testing hi Africa: Challenges and Opportunities," Jessica Cohen, PhD, Assis~nt Professor of Global 

HealtlL Haxvaxd School of Public Health; Non-Resident Fellow, Brooldngs Institution; Faculty Affiliate, Haxvard Center for International Development; Malaria 

Teclmical Adviser, Clinton Health Access Initiative; Co-Founder, TAMTAM Africa. Inc. 
"Leveraging a Vertical National Quality Improvelnent Program in Haiti to Spread Quality hnprovement Across Clinical Care," Jean Paul 

Joseph, Qnality hnprovement Coordinator and Monitoring Evaluation Officer, Zanmi Lasante/Partners In Health 

"Access to Artemisinin Combination Therapies (ACT) Remain Low in a Rural District of Uganda Despite the Introduction of Subsidy Schemes to 

Make ACTs More Affordable through the Private Sector," Rosemin Kassam, BSc Pharm, Phann D, RPIL ACPR, Associate Profbssor, Faculty of 

Medicine, School of Population and Public Health; Global Healtl~ Cross-Cultural Health Delivev, Medication Management, and Health Pn~motion Research, 

The University of British Columbia 

"A Vaccine to Prevent HIV: \Vhen and Hon,," John McGoldrick, Chair, Zimmer Holdings, Inc.; Special Advisor, International AIDS Vaccine Initiative 

(IAVI) 
"Impact of Managed Transport on Health Logistics, Productivity and Equity in Southeiai Zainbia: An Evaluation Using an Interrupted Time 

Series Design," Kala Mehta, DSc, MPH, Faculty Affiliate, Global Supply Chain Management Forum, Stanford Graduate School of Business, Assistant 

Professor, Depm~tment of Epidemiology and Bios~tistics, University of California, San Francisco 

"Using a Point-of-Care EMR for Primary Care Surveillance at University Hospital in Mirebalais, Haiti," Gabou Mendy, Mirebalais University 

Hospital Director, Zanmi Lasante/Partners In Health 

"Behavioral Economics: A Toolldt for Rational Health Decisions and Methods in Resource Poor Com~tries," Georgia Sambunaris, Senior 

Advisor: USAID, Bureau for Economic Grow~th, Education and the Environment 
"Funding, Partnerships, and Access: Innovative Approaches to Bring Medicines to Emerging Markets and Developing Countries," Adam 

Schechter, Executive Vice President and President, Global ttuman Healtl~ Merck & Co. 

"From Zero to Something: Building a Global Health Program from Scratch," Harsh Sule, MD, MPP. Assistant Professor and Director of International 

Emergency Medicine, Thomas Jefferson University & ttospitals 

"Perspectives on Health Policies and Prugranis in Ghana," Seth Wanye, MD, Ophthalmologis~t and Medical Director, Friends Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite 

For Sight Partner 

"Practical Performance Management for Poverty Related Organizations: The Progress out of Poverty Index® (PPI®)", Steve WrighL VP 

PovelW. Tools and Insights, Granrcen Foundation 

Health Education and University Education Initiatives in Global Health Speakers 

"Global Education for American Medical Students," Susan Itall Forster, MD, Associate Clinical Professor, Director of Medical Studies, Yale School of 

Medicine; Departanent of Ophthalmology and Visual Studies, Chief of Ophthalmology, Yale Health; Medical Director of Eye Depa(nnent, Comell Scott Hill 

Health Center 

"Redefining Scale," 3ordan Lev)’, Managing Director, Ubuntu Education Fund 

"Teaclfing Global Health: ~¥hat Should We Teach and How Can We Teach It?" Richard Skolnik, Lecturer, Department of Health Policy and 

Mmaagement, Yale School of Public Health; Author, "Essentials of Global Healtl~/Global Health 101" 

Accompanilnent in Healthcare Change: V~]~y One Time Educational Training Interventions in P~anary Care are Just Not Enough in Rural East 

Africa, MolfiCa Slinkard, MSN, ANP-BC, WHNP-BC, Medical Director, LifeNet International 

Health Policy & Advocacy 



"Malaria Advocacy: Shining a Spotlight on Public mid Private Sector Leadership in Africa," Hannah Bo~ven, Director of Policy & Advocacy, 

Malaria No More 

"The Paradox of Universal Health Access," Eliz aheth Bradley, Professor of Public Health, Yale University; Master~ Branfold College; Faculty Director, 

Yale Global Health Leadership Institute 

"Do You Want to Make a Profound Difference on Global Health and Climate Change? Reclaiming Our Democracy Matters More than You 

Think!" Sam Daley-Harris, CEO, Center for Citizen Empowermem and Transformation, A Project of RESULTS Edncational Fund 

"Nutrition and the Politics of Food," Michael Jacobson, Phi), Executive Director. Center for Science in the Public Interest 
"Organizing, Leadership, and Politics: Building a Social Movement for Health as a Hmnan Right," Jon Shaffer, Community Engagement 

Coordinator, Partners In Health 

"Innovations in Healthcare Management and Patient Centered Care," Richard Siegrist, Director of Innovation and Entrepreneurship; Associate 

Academic Director, MHCM Program; Adj unct Lecturer on Health Care Management, Harvard School of Public ttealth 

"Not All Advocates are Activists: The Power of Unlikely Leaders in the Health Sector," Katy Spencer, Director of Business Development, 

Change.org 

"How to Restore Trnst and Social Responsibility in Medicine," Leana Wen, MD, MSc, Director, Patient-Centered Care Research, Department of 

E~nergency Medicine, The George Washington University 

"Cochrane: The Next 20 Years and the Future of Systeinatic Reviews," Mark Wilson, CEO, The Cochrane Collaboration 

Maternal and Child Health Speakers 

"tlow to Lead with Vision and Still Manage an Organization: Chief Creative Officer’s Challenges," Jane Arnnson, MD, CEO, Founder, Worldwide 
Orphans Foundation; Clinical Assistaa~t Professor of Pediatrics, Comell Weill Medical College and Columbia University 

"The Role of fire Private Sector in the Provision of Maternal mid Child Care in Latin America," Alejandro Arrieta, PhD, Robert Stempel College of 

Public Health & Social Work, Florida International University 

"Correlates of Complete Childhood Vaccinations in East.M’rican Countries," Manreen Canavan, PhD, MPH, Associate Research Scientist. Yale 

University School of Public Health 

"Maternal Mortality in South Asia: How an Indian State Almost Beat the ~mierican National Capital," Savita Chandra, Professor and Head, 

Obs~tetrics and Gynecology, Goa Medical College and Hospital 

"Shifting the Focus: Lessons from Leveraging Technology for Maximal Effect in Addressing Postpartum Hemorrhage," Claire Cole, MPH, 

Technical Documentation Advisor. Pathfinder International 

"Ixm’-Cost HPV Testing: Developing a National Screen-and-Treat Program in a Low-Resource Setting," Lauren Ditzian, MS, Director of 

Programs & Operations, Basic Health International 

"Postnatal Kits for Medical Consultations Within Six Days After Deliver3’ in Italti: An Innovative Sn’ategy that Could Itdp Reduce Infant and 

Maternal Mortality," Colhi Gihnartin, Technical Officer, Management Sciences ibr Health 

"Clinical Evaluation: Combined Visual Inspection and Pap for Cerwical Cancer Prevrntion," Susan Howe, MPH, Epidemiologist. Cllnica Faro, 

Matagalpa, Nicaragua 

"Advancing Abortion Access in Hostile Environments: Ne~v Approaches from a Holistic Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights 
Framework," Ellen Israel, Senior Technical Advisor for Women’s Health and Rights, Pathfinder International 

"hmovators in Sexual and Reproductive Health mid Rights: Profiles of the Capable and Committed in Communities around the World," Latanya 

Mapp Frett, Vice President, Global Planned Parenthood Federation of America 

"The NTDs, Girls and W’omen, and Blue Marble Health," Peter Hotez, MD, PhD, Professor in Pediatrics and Molecular Virolo~- & Microbiology, 

Baylor College of Medicine; Chair of Tropical Pediatrics, Texas Children’s Hospital; President, Sabin Vaccine Institute; Director, Texas Children’s Hospital 

Center tbr Vaccine Development; Baker Institute Fellow in Disease and Poverty, Rice University 

"’H’ is for Health: Sesame Street’s Efforts to Promote Children’s Health around the World," June Lee, AssisIant Vice President of Global Research, 

Sesmne Workshop 

"Using Behavioral Economics to ]hnprove Maternal and Child Health Outcomes," Tricia Morente, COO, Kangu 

"Transforming Medical Education on a Grand Scale: qlae Rwandan Hunian Resources tbr Health Progranl," Cliff O’Callahan, MD, PhD, FAAP, 

Pasnt Chail; AAP Section International Child Health Executive Committee; Director, Nurseries at Middlesex Hospital 

"Helping Infertile Couples in Low Resource Countries with Low Cost Programs," Pasquale Patrizio, Professor of Obestrics and Gynecology, Yale 

School of Medicine; Director, Yale Fertility Center 

"Closing the Gap: Reaching Rural Women ~Jth Family Planning Options," Mindy Skelton, Field Operations Officer, Lwala Commnnity Alliance; 

MPH Candidate, John Hopkins University 

"Maternal Determinants of Timely Vaccination Coverage Among Infants in Rural Ban#adesh," Lavanya Vasudevan, PhD, MPH, CPH, Research 
Scholar, Duke Global ttealth Institute; Associate, Department of International Health, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public ttealth 

"hnproving Maternal Outcomes in Resource Poor Rural Environments: A Case Study in Tar~ania," Linda ~qnlder, PhD, MPtt, Special Assistant 

to the Provost: Director of International Outreach, Wilkes University 

Mental and Neurological Health Speakers 

"From Visibility to Transfot~nation: Global Mental Health and the Post-2015 Agenda," Gary Belkin, MD, PhD, MPH, Associate Professor and 

Director, Program in Global Mental Health, New York University School of Medicine; Senior Director for Psychiatric Services, New York City Health and 

Hospitals Corporation 

"The Role of Mixed Research Methodologies in Global Mental Itealth Research," Christina Borba, PhD, MPtt, Massachusetts General Hospital; 

tta~:va~:d Medical School; The Chester M. Pierce, MD Division of Global Psychiatry; The MGIt Sch~ophrenia Progran~ 

More speakers to be announced 

"Bringing Care to \Vhere the Patient Is: Building a Community-Based Model of Epilepsy Care into a Government Health Care System in Itaiti," 

Shin Dalmyo, MPH, Clinical Program Officer, Partners In Health 

"Prevention of Brain Disorders: A Global Priority," Sandro Galea, MD, MPH, DrPH, Amia Cheskis Gelman and Murray Charles Gelman Professor and 

Cha~r of Epidemiology, Columbia University Ma~lman School of Public Health 

Other Non-Communicable Diseases Speakers 



"Instituting Thrombolytics for STEMI in Low Income Settings: Lessons Learned from American Samoa," David Boushmgh, MD, MPtt, FACEP, 

Assis~nt Clinical Prot~ssor, Director, Division of International Emergency Medicine, Depar~unent of Eme~ency Medicine, Warren Alpert Medical School of 

Brown University; Director of Lit~ Support Education, Clinical Advi~r for Emergency Medicine, Emergency Preparedness, and Palliative CaJce, LBJ Tropical 

Medical Center, Americ~m Samoa 
"Why NCDs Matter to Business: The Private Sector’s Role, Resources, and Responsibilities," Eve Heyn, Mm~ager ofConununications & External 

Aflhir~ GBCHealth 

"Bnilding Integrated Systems for NCDs in Rwanda and Haiti," Gene Kwan, MD, Clinical Fellow, Boston Medical Center and Partners In Health 

"Advances and Collaborative Opportunities in Global Eye Health Research," Gyan "John" Prakash, PhD, MBA~ Associate Director, International 
Programs, National Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health 

"Save Sight, Give Livelihood: An Innovative Model in India to Reach 2,000 Villages with the Forest Department," Satang Samai, Founder, 

Kalinga Eye Hospital, NYSASDRI, India; Unite For Sight Partner 

"Game Change: Leveraging Chronic Disease Prevention to Improve US Health and Competitiveness," Derek Yach, MBChB, MPH, DSc, 
Executive Director, The Vitality Institute 

Research, Monitoring, and Evaluation Speakers 

"Writing tbr Medical and Global Health Jouiaiais: An Insider’s View ," Jocal.vn Clark, Senior Editor, PLoS Medicine 

"The Irrational Health Consumer: Understanding and Addressing Underinvestment in Preventative Healih," Rachel Glemierster, PhD, Director, 

J-PAL Global; Scientific Director, J-PAL Africa; Co-Chair, Agriculture 

"From Counting to Quality: Integration and Transforniation of Monitoring, Evaluation, and Quality Improvement Systems Across Partners In 

Health," Lisa Hirschhorn, Monitoring, Evaluation & Quality Improvement Director, Partners In Health 

"Vision Rehabilitation in Glaucoma: Research Opportunities and Challenges," James Tsai, MD, Robert R. Young Protbssor and Chairman, 

Depa~nem of Ophthalmology and Visual Science~ Yale University School of Medicine; Chief of Ophthalmology, Yale-New Haven ttospitaJ 

"Rethinking the Role of Research in Enhancing State Capability for Implementation," Michael Woolcock, Lead Socia1 Development Specialis~t, 

Development Research Group, The Word Bank 

Philanthropy and Investment Speakers 

"Re-Imagining Philanthropy for Global Health," Diana Ayton-Shenker, Founder and CEO, Fast Forward Fund 

"Building an hnpacfful Micro-Enterprise Development Organization in Small, Remote, Pacific Island Communities," Greg Casagrande, Founder. 

MicroDreams 

"The Inventor’s Pathway: tIo~, Technology Ideas Turn into Products and Businesses that Improve Lives," Carol DaM, PhD, Executive Director, 

The Lemelson Foundation 

"A Point of Historic Opportunity: Making the Case for Investments in AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria," Deborah Derrick President, Friends of 

the Global Fight Agains~ AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria 

"The Role of Govermnent Funding tbr Innovative Projects/Enterprises in Global Health," Omer hntiazuddin, Glolml Health and hnpact Investing 

Consultant 

"A Donor’s Toolkit to Promote Change," Judith Helzner, Director, Population oa~d Reproductive Health, John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation 

"Social Return on Investlnent (SRO1) in Global Health & Development: A New Framework for Valuing V~hat Matters," Shubha Kumar, MPH, 

PhD, Assistant Professor & Director ofProgrmns, UniversiU of Southern California (USC) 

"Responsible Investment in the 21st Century: Recent Trends and Developments," Steve Lydenberg, Founding Directol: Initiative for Responsible 

Inves~men~ Hauser Center for Nonprofit O~anizations, Harvmd University 

"Mainstreaming hnpact Investment: Catalyzing Capital for a More Inclusive Society," Abigail Noble, hnpact Investing, Alternative Investing and 

New Economic Thinking, World Economic Forum 

"Pay for Performance in Global Health," Thomas Pogge, Leitner ProIbssor of Philos0phy and International Affairs, Yale Univerfity 

Social Enterprise Speakers 

"Games to Reach Beyond the Converted: The Half the Sky Movement," Asi Burak, President, Games for Change; Faculty, SVA, Design for Social 

hmovation 
"Runa: Sustainable Sourcing and Brand Development," Tyler Gage, Co-Founder mid President, Runa 

"Trend Cycles in Natural Food: How Niche Needs Grnw to Change ho~, America Eats," Ian Kelleher, Co-Founder and Director of Sales, Peeled 

Snacks 

"Experiments in Scaling Social Benefit," Thane Kreiner, PhD, Executive Director, Center tbr Science, Technology, and Society, S~mta Clara University; 

Howard and Alida Ch~ney Universi~ Professor of Science ~ld Teclmology for Social Benefik Santa Claxa University 

"Achieving Viability Through Utterly Unreasonable & Ideahstic Aspirations," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Information for the Public and 

Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

"Lessons Learned from Managing De-Centralized Mini-Grids tbr Electrification: ~2aat is Next?" Manoj Sinha, Co-Founder, Husk Power Systems 
"Wake Up. Go to V~%rk. Save the World." Arran Stephens, President and Founder, Nature’s Path Foods, Inc. 

"The Chocolate Bar Unwrapped: Lessons Learned Building a Responsible Business," Joe \Vlfinney, Founder and CEO, Theo Chocolate, Inc. 

Social Entrepreneurship Speakers 

"Global Change ~vith a Local hnpact: Saving Lives Through hmovation hi Clean Ener~ - The Power of Social Enterprise," Ron Bills, Chaimim~ 

and CEO, Envilofit International 

"\Vhat Moves You, Grabs You and Won’t Let You Go," Eve Blossom, Founder, Lulan Artism~s 
"Bnilding Model~l Institutions on Traditional Values: The Case Studies of Rv~ mida and Haiti," Michael Fairbanks, Fellow, Weatherhead Center for 

International Affairs, Halvaxd Universi~ 
"Debunking ihe Cult ofihe Social Entrepreneur," Scott Gilmore, CEO and Founder, Building Markets 

"Lessons Learned frnm SEAD: The Social Entrepreneurship Accelerator at Duke," Matt Nash, CASE Managing Director, Fuqua School of 

Business. Duke University. 



"Building an Ecosystem for Sodai Innovation: Lessons Learned," Amy Pearl, Executive Director and CEO, Springbx~ard Innovation 

"Supporting tlealthcare Social Entrepreneurs: The IPIHD Story," Krishna Udayakumar, MD, MBA, Head of Global Innovation, Duke Medicine; 

Executive Director, International Partnership for hmovative ttealthcaxe Delivery (IPIHD) 

Social Media & Marketing Speakers 

"The Difference it Makes: The hnpact of Children’s Media on Achieving International Health Devdopment Goals," Charlotte Cole, Blue 

Butterfly Collaborative 

"Engaging Young People in Social Change," Dave DeLuca, Head of Campaigns. Do Something 
"Creating Connected Awesomeness," Scott ttenderson, M~maging Director, CauseShifi 

Eve Iteyn, Communications & External Al~hirs Manager, GBCHealth 

"Making You Laugh "v$%ile Sa~4ng Your IJfe Thi’ough Auimation," Firdans Kharas, Chairm~m, Chocolate Moose Media and Culture Shift 

Surgery & Global Health Speakers 

"Guidelines for Choosing an Intra-Ocular Lel~s for Implantation :M’ter Cataract Extraction V~qaere There is No Equipment for Biometry," Thomas 

Baah, MD, Ophthalmologist and Director, Save The Natio~fs Sight Clinic, Ghana 

"Supporting Local Doctors to Build Local Capacity," James Clarke, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, Cryslal Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For 
Sight Ghana Medical Director 

"Scaling Up Carat:act Surgeries in Ghana: Systems that \Vork and Those that Don’t," Michael Gyasi, MD, Ophthalmologist, North Western Eye 

Centre, Accm. Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

"Impossible Dreams: The Ascent of Everest and Eradicating Blindness," Geoffrey Tabin, Prot~ssor mad Director, International Division of 

Ophthalmology, University. of Utah, John A. Moran Eye Center; Co-Founder and Co-Director; Himalayan Cataxact Project 

"The Role of Global Networking in hnproving Local Eyecare Programs: A Case of Friends Eye Center in Ghana," Seth Wanye, MD, 

Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, Friends Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

Technology in Global Health Speakers 

"The Next [Global] Scientific Revolution," Nina Dudnik, PhD, Founder & CEO, Seeding Labs 

"Taking Heed of Masiow: Avoiding the Urge to Nail Every Health Challenge with the Technology Hammer," Paul Ellingstad, Parter and Program 
Development Director; Sus~Anabili .ty and Social hmovation, Hewlett-Packard 

"The Power of Health in Every Mama’s Hand: Using Mobile Teclmolo~- to Educate mid Empower Low-Income Mothers mid Fatnilies," Kirsten 

Gagnaire, Executive Director, Mobile Alliance for Maternal Action 

Jose Gomez-Marquez, Little Devices @MIT and co-founder LDTC ~Labs LLC 
"Curing with Upgraded Visions: Planting New Potentials," Mat’fin Gordon, MD, FAAAS, Emeritus Chamnan and Lifetime Trustee, Cushing/Whitney 

Medical Libr~ Board; Prior Clinical Professor of Medicine, Yale Universi~ School of Medicine 
"Using Mobile Phone, Social Innovation, and Cloud in PMTCT and OVC Progratns," Bobby Jefferson, Director Informatics, Fntures Group 
"Affordable Technology-Mediated Rehabilitation of Stroke Survivors in a Global Context," Michdle Johnson, PhD, Assistant Professor. 

Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (PM&R), University of Pennsylvania 

"tIealth Education for Low Literacy Commuuities that is Seen, Read, Heard and Understood," Brian Julins, Owner, Books of Hope 

"mHealth and ICT Solutions: New Health Systems Strengthening Building Blocks?" Alaln Labrlque, Assistant Professor. Program in Global Disease 

Epidemiology and Control, Department of Intemati onal Ileal th and Department of Epidemiology, Bloomberg S chool of Publi c Ileal ill, Johns ttopkins University; 

Director, JHU Global mHeaJ~th Initiative 

"BreatkMert: High-Pertbrmance, Low-Cost Detection and Correction of Apnea of Prematurity in Lo~v-Resource Settings," Kelley Maynard, 

Director of Technology Development, Rice 360: Institute for Global Health Technologies, Rice University. 

"Contlict-Free Congo: The Paradox of Our New Teclmologies," Bandi Mbubi, Founder, Congo Calling 

"Programmable Bio-Nano-Clfips Customized for Afford able Healthcare and Wellness Applications," Jolm McDevitt, PhD, Brown-Wiess Professor 

of Bioengineering and Chemistry, Rice Universi~ 

"Hacking Global Health: A Multidisciplinary Approach to Immvation," Kenneth Paik, MD, MBA, Director of Operations, Sana 

"mHealth: Smarter Systems for the Commmfity Health World’orce: The Social Enterprise’s Perspective," Carter Powers, COO, Dimagi, Inc. 

"Tele-Ophthaimology: Newer Ways to Reach Out to India’s Large Diabetic Population," Tamilarasan Senthii, Ophthalmologist, Pranav Eye 

Foundation, India 
"The Impact of Direct Work Communication and Engagement in Supply Chain Transparency," Todd Stark, President, Good World Solutions 

Water and Sanitation Speakers 

"Retlfinldng the Water-Health Nexus: Insights from East Africa," Zafar Adeel, Director, United Nations University, Institute for ~Vater, Environment 

and Health 

"Potential Impacts of the Reinvented Toilet," Doulaye Kone, PhD, Senior Pl~ogram Officer, WSH, Toilet Team Transformatives Technologies, Global 
Development, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 

"Food Security, Water Scarcity, and the Right to Health," Bob Lawrence, MD, Pro~ssor in Environmental Health Sciences, The Center l~r a Livable 

Future, Johns ttopkins Center for Global ttealfl~ 

"Drinking Water Source and Risk of Orofacial Clefts in the Democratic Republic of Congo and the Philippines," Haley Raimondi, Manager, 
Research and Outcomes Department, Operation Smile, Inc. 

Interactive Workshops 

"Redesigning the Future of Food: The Workshop," Michael Conard, RA, NCARB, Senior Principal, Design + Urbanism Architectural, LLC; Urban 

Design Lab at the Earth Institute; Adj unct Associate Protester, Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, Columbia University and Judith 

LaBefie, President Emeritus and Senior Fellow, Glynwood 

"The Nero Syndrome: Why Development Projects Fiddle \Vhile the \Vorld Burns," Dean Cycon, Founder and CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee 



Co. 

"Global Health Education: Re~4ewing Effective Strategies of Dissemination of Iteaith Information," Brian Heuser, EdD, MTS, Assistant Professor 

of the Practice of Intemationa] Education Policy, Peabody College of Vanderbilt University, Att~liated Faculty, Vanderbilt Institute for Global Health 
"From Pitfalls to Perfection: How to Write about Global Health," Eve He)~, Manager of Communications & External Afihir~ GBCHeaJtli 

"Getting Your Thumbs Dirty.: A Practical Session in mHealth Devdopment Using Interactive SMS," _Main Labrique, Assistaa~t Professor, Program 

in Global Disease Epidemiology and Control, Department of International Health and Department of Epidemiology, Bloomberg School of l~ublic Hea~th, Johns 

Hopldns Universi~; Director~ JHU Global ~nHealth Initiative 
"What Would YOU Do? A Workshop on Hard Choices for Social Enterprise Start-Ups," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Information for the 

PuNic and Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

"Building Skills to Advocate for Change with Health Data," Tara Nutley, Senior Technical Specialist, MEASURE Evaluation, Futures Group 

"My Billion Dollar Voice: How Advocacy Is Transforming Global Health," Ken Patterson, Global Grassroots Manager, Results 

"Mission Marketing: tlo~, m Succeed and Fail Changing Behavior," &~e Whinney, Founder and CEO, Theo Chocolate, Inc. 

Complete conference details can be ~en on the 2014 Global Health & Innovation Cont~rence website. 

TNS email was sent to iissa..broome@unc.edu by Rachel Turkel 

Unsubscribe f~orn UniLe For Sigi~t Corffe~erlce Annourlcements 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 7, 2014 11:45 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: NSA Phone-Data Program Collects 20% or Less of U.S. Call Data 

NSA Phone-Data Program Collects ~o% or Less of 
Call Data 

The National Security Agency phone-data program, at the center of controversy over NSA 

surveillance operations, has been described by lawmakers as collecting records on 

virtually every phone call placed in the U .S. 

In fact, it collects data for about 20% or less of that data, primarily because it doesn’t 

cover records for most cellphones, according to several people familiar with the program. 

The coverage suggests the NSA’s program is less pervasive than widely believed. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Management Research Network <MRN@SSRN Com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 12:35 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

MRN Professional Announcements and Job Openings, 2/7/2014 

Management Research Network 

Professional Announcements and Job Openings 

February 7, 2014 

Published by the MANAGEMENT RESEARCH NETWORK (MRN) 

a division of 

Social Science Electronic Publishing, Inc (SSEP) 

Copyright by SSEP, Inc. 2014--All rights reserved. 

tomorrows research today 

http:I/ww’w. SSRN com/ 

Table of Contents 

Professional Announcements 

international Conference on Manaqement and Business Sustainability Conference (ICMBS) 2014 

Call For Papers 

M RN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on MRN. 

Call For Papers 

International Conference on Management and Business Sustainability Conference (ICMBS} 20t4 

18th - 20th August 2014, Putra World Trade Centre -PWTC, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (http:!!wv, tw.hiccob.uum.edu.my) 

"Celebration of 30th Anniversary of UUM - 1984-2014" 

OBJECTIVE: 

- Facilitate exchange of ideas on contemporary issues and challenges of corridor development at national and international level; 

- Provide networking among stakeholders of corridor development at national and international level; 

- Generate innovative ideas to produce a broad impact and sustainable development in corridor development region. 

IMPORTANT DATES: 

Submission of Full Paper: 28th February 2014 

Notice of Paper Acceptance: 31st March 2014 

Submission of Camera Ready Paper: 30th April 2014 

Conference Period: 18th - 20th August 2014 

FURTHER INFORMATION: For further information contact us at: 

SECRETARIAT ICBMS 2014 

College of Business 

Universiti Utara Malaysia 

06010, UUM Sintok 

Kedah Darul Aman 

Email: hic cob@uum.edu.my OR hic sbm@uum.edu.my OR hicsoa@uum.edu.my 

Details about the conference, kindly visit the conference website at http://~^t,~,~/.hiccob.uum.edu.my 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND JOB POSTINGS 

If you wish to post a professional announcement or job listing, please contact Announcements(~SSRN.com for more information 

HOW TO UNSUBSCRIBE 

You can unsubscribe from these Jobs & Announcements emails by clicking here 



You can change any of your other e Journal subscriptions in the following ways: 

1 Log into SSRN User Headquarters at http://hq.ssrn.com. Click "Subscriptions" on the left side of your screen, click on the appropriate network name, and then uncheck 

"Professional Announcements and Job Postings" at the bottom of the page. 

2 Email Support@SSRN.com 

3. Call 877-SSRNHelp (877.777.6435) in the United States, or +1 585 442 8170 outside of the United States. We are open Monday through Friday between the hours of 8:30 AM and 

6:00 PM, United States Eastern Standard!Daylight Time (EST!EDT). 

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE TO SSRN JOURNALS 

Site subscription membership 

Many university departments and other institutions have purchased site licenses covering all of the journals in a particular network. If you want to subscribe to any of the SSRN 

journals, you may be able to do so without charge by first checking to see if your institution currently has a site license. 

To do this please click on any of the following URLs. Instructions for joining the site are included on these pages. 

o Accountinq Research Network 

o Coqnitive Science Network 

o Corporate Governance Network 

o Economics Research Network 

o Entrepreneurship Research & Policy Network 

o Financial Economics Network 

o Health Economics Network 

o Information Systems & eBusiness Network 

o Leqal Scholarship Network 

o Manaqement Research Network 

o Political Science Network 

o Social Insurance Research Network 

o Classics Research Network 

o Enqlish & American Literature Research Network 

o Philosophy Research Network 

If your institution or department is not listed as a site, we would be happy to work with you to set one up. Please contact site£’~ssrn.com for more information 

Individual membership (for those not covered by a site subscription), complete our web subscription form at our secure site: http://www.ssrn.comisubscribe 

FINANCIAL HARDSHIP 

If you are undergoing financial hardship and believe you cannot pay for a journal, please send a detailed explanation to Subscribe~,,SSRN corn 

Copyright 2014 

SSEP, Inc., all rights reser,~ed. 

Search the SSRN eLibrary I Browse SSRN I Top Papers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/7/2014 8:42:46 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Wright, T. Brandon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wrightb] 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

2/21/2014 3:30:00 PM 

2/21/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

When: Friday, February 21, 2014 10:30 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 

Pushingthiscallback 2 weeks and willfollow up via e-mailassoon as possible on sponsorship request. 

Thank you, 

Megan Shavers 

Executive Assistantto Edward P. O’Keefe 

980.386.9019 

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subj ect to important terms and conditions available at 
http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this 
message. 



¯ " Dr Richard Boucher i.iiiC :: ,~ic.=~i Hii 

,. Carolyn Lo.qan Salix Pharmaceuticals 

¯ . Mike Putnam Sequence Inc. 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ETECH GERMANY <snsiaiM@etechgermany.org> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 4:10 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

InvitationI Transtbrmation to Snstainable Economy: Global Sustainable Finance Conference, Germany 

A Two Day International Conference on Global Sustainable Finance will be held from 12th to 13th of June 2014 in Karlsruhe, Germany. This event will bring 

together senior executives of financial institutions, policy makers, economists, sustainable development and environmental management practitioners, 

and other relevant stakeholders engaged or interested in sustainable finance and green economy. The event will also be attended bv academics/senior 

members of various faculties such as finance, economics, banking, business administration, environmental management and by members of other 

relevant departments. 

The delegates will discuss key emerging issues including: Environmental change, depleting natural resources, energy crisis and other global issues 

impacting businesses and the world economy; finance and investments as drivers for sustainable development; and initiatives needed to build a more 

resilient, stable, environmental friendly and socially responsible financial services sector. The conference offers a distinctive opportunity to deliberate on 

innovative solutions that will advance our transition to low carbon and sustainable economy. 

Further to knowledge sharing on sustainable finance and the emergence of the green economy, the upcoming conference will also help establish 

partnerships and alliances and in developing svnergies. It provides an excellent opportunity to network with the senior members of financial community, 

multilateral agencies, governmental organisations, academic community, sustainable development and environmental management practitioners, 

economists and other stakeholders in Europe and globally. An optional excursion/get-together will take place on Saturday the 14th of June 2014. 

You are cordially invited to attend this international event and/or nominate member{s) of your institution. 

For further information, please see the event details. 

http:/ieo,_~l,orp~ie~academic gsfc.html 

http:i: eosd.org/gsfc2014.pdf 

Or contact via email: sustainability@etechgermany.net 

Sincerely, 

Organizing Committee 

Global Sustainable Finance Conference 

European Organisation for Sustainable Development 

Darkheimer Sir, 24 

D-76187 Karlsruhe 

Tel.: 0049-721-476 89 16 

Fax: 0049-721-476 89 53 

Email: sustainability@etechger mamt,net 

Web: www eosd.org 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please send a mail with subject unsubscribe to [~_.a_!!~)_~_t.~_c_[tg_.e:_r..m__~_[2y_:£~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hayes, Ellen <EHayes~BBm~dT.com-’- 

Friday, Febmal7 7, 2014 4:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

UNC Banking School - April 3-4, 2014 

Hi Lissa: hope you are doing well. Quick question.....as you know, BB&T will be a sponsor of the Banking School scheduled for April 3-4, 20~.4. As a sponsor, do we 
receive 2 or 3 free tickets this year? Quite a few of our attorneys would like to attend. Thanks and have a good weekend. 
Ellen 

Executive Assistant to 

Robert J. Johnson, Jr, 

Senior Executive Vice President & General Counsel 

Branch Banking and Trust Company 

336.733.2653 Telephone 1888635.1386 Fax 

200 W. Second S’a-eet 

Winston-Salem, NC 27101-4019 I ehayes@bbandt com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hayes, Ellen <EHayes~BBm~dT.com-’- 

Friday, February 7, 2014 4:18 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: IYNC Banking School - April 3-4, 2014 

Great --. thanks! 

Executive Assistant to 
Rober~ J. Johnson, Jr, 

Senior Executive Vice President & General Counsel 

Branch Banking and Trust Company 

336,733,2653 Telephone 1888635,1386 Fax 

200 W, Second Street 

Winston-Salem, NC 27101-4019 I ehayes@bbandt com 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 

Sent-" Friday, February 07, 2014 4:16 PM 
To; Hayes, Ellen 
Subject; RE: UNC Banking School - April 3-4, 2014 

Hi Etlen ---You get two compfmentary admissions. Any BB&T speaker8 (I don’t think Lhere are any) would come for free Loo. The registration fee is not that much 

(comparatively) so I hope many w~l~ aLtend. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~= Hayes, Ellen [malto:EHayes@BBandT.com] 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 07, 20~4 4:~2 PN 

Te= Broome, Ussa L 
Subject: UNC Banking School - April 3-4, 2054 

Hi kissa: hope you are doing well. Quick question.....as you know, BB&T will be a sponsor of the Banking School scheduled for April 3-4, 20~4. As a sponsor, do we 

receive 2 or 3 free tickets this year? Quite a few of our attorneys would like to attend. Thanks and have a good weekend. 

Ellen 

Executive Assistant to 

Robe~ J. Johnson. Jr, 

Senior Executive Vice President & General Counsel 

B~nch Banking and Trust Company 

336.733.2653 Telephone [ 888635.1386 Fax 

200 W. Second Steet 

Winston-Salem, NC 27101-4019 [ ehayes@bbandt corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 4:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Few low-cost career flights in ChMotte, despite newcomers 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

~=ew Iow~ost carrier flights in x 
Charlotte, despite newcome~ ..... " .... 

Two new low-cost carriers have 

started flying to and from the 

Charlotte region since last year, 

and a third, Denver-based Frontier 

Airlines, kicks ... 

Stocks move highe~ afte~ 

~memp~oy~nent ~ate ~a~s 

u.s. stocks are higher in midday 

trading after the government 

reposed a decline in the 

unemployment rate last month. 

SnydeCs-Lanc8 increases profit in 2013 

Charlotte-based snack maker Snyder’s-Lance 

reported Friday that it earned $78.7 million over the 

course of 2013, a 33 percent jump from the year 

before 

Cha~b~te home sales, prices rise in January 

Charlotte-area home sales and price rose in January 

from a year ago, although colder-than-usual weather 

kept potential buyers away, the Charlotte Regional 

Realtor Association said. 

Subway wi~ change b~ead 

recipe afte~ Cha~lot~e food 

A Charlotte-based food blogger 

said Thursday she’s looking for 

the next food company to 

scrutinize, a day after 

representatives of Subway 

restaurants.. 

Stock market has bes~L day of 

the year; Dow up 188 

The stock market had its best day 

this year, nearly erasing the steep 

losses from early this week 

Twitter’s stock is sinking on worries that the short 

online messaging ser,!ice is not popular enough 

SAC Capital ex4~ade[ 

A former SAC Capital Advisors 

portfolio manager was convicted 

Thursday of helping the company 

owned by billionaire Steven A. 

Cohen earn more than a.. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 



Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



Guiding Business Fo~ard 
~x~ KPMG’sACl 

Years Logo 

The year ahead will be a pivotal one for boards and audit 
committees as they wrestle with agendas increasingly dominated More #om K~MG’s 
by "must ao’s"-Iegal/regulato~ compliance ma~ers and governance Audit Commi#ee 
mandates-and a business and risk environment that’s faster-moving 
and less-fo~=wng than ever. 

"No question you have to get compliance right "said Dennis T. I :: .:: 

Whalen, Padner m Charge and Executive D~rector of KPMG s ’ 

Audit Committee Institute (ACI), "But it’s critica~ not to let process 
ove~vhelm the agenda-padicularly today, with technology and 
globalization challenging business models and changing the risk 
equation almost daily." 

At the conference in mia-Janua~, more than 150 audit committee 
membe~ and governance professionals from public and private 
companies and not-for-profits convened in Phoenix for peer 
exchanges and panel d~scussions on timely topics. 

operatin~ environment, as well as fillin~ in ~aps through "boltmn" 

transactions to scale up in product areas and sales channels or to 

add talent and technology. 

Still, companies and their boards are sensitive to shareholder 
concerns regarding M&A success rates. A significant number of Register wRh ACL 

deals fall short of achieving their projected shareholder returns for a Share ~ns~ghts 
variety of reasons, ranging from valuation overreach, to overly 
optimistic projections and assumptions, to lack of a rigorous due 
diligence process and lack or a postmerger integration plan. 

"Directors have a unique oppodunity to help their companies meet 
strategic goals through M&A," says Tracy Benard, Accounting 
Aaviso~ Sewices, Americas and U.S. Pa~ner in Charge. 

Read more about how the board can add value throughout the M&A 
process h~ a new wNtepaper from KPMG. 

On Governance and Leadership 

1J Key CEO Challenges for 2014. Stephen Miles of The Miles 
Group explores some of the key issues that Chief Executives will 

face in 2014. (Co~&3t~te Boaul Member) 

On Financial Reporting 

IAS8 F~nal~zes New Hedge Accounting Model The IASB’s 
recently issued general hedge accounting standard, which aligns 
hedge accounting more closely with risk management, will result in 
additional risk management strategies quali~ing for hedge 
accounting under International Financial RepoSing Standards. 

(KPMG Definin# issues) 

PCAOB Extends Comment Period for Rep~oposed 
Amendments to ~mprove Transparency by Requ#~ng 
D~sclosure of the Engagement Partner and Certain 



Participants in the Audit. The PCAOB announced it has 
extended until March 17, 2014, the comment period on the 
reproposed amendments to PCAOB auditing standards that would 
provide greater transparency into audits of public companies, 
brokers, and dealers about the engagement partner and certain 
other participants in the audit. (PCAOB) 

FASB Resets its Future Priorities. The Financial Accounting 
Standards Board voted to reorganize its future agenda to focus 
more closely on the issues most important to FASB stakeholders, 
as it anticipates completion of its remaining four convergence 
projects for harmonizing U.S. GAAP with international Financial 
Reporting Standards. (WebCPA) 

On Technology 

The Role of intuition in a World of Big Data. Running a 
business solely on "gut feel" is not sustainable, but neither is 
basing all decisions on the data. (CFO) 

Wrapping Your Arms Around iT. The fact is, many board 
members do have a knowledge gap about IT, and often they don’t 
even know what questions to ask= (Corporate S.oard Member) 

Cybersecurity Update: Are Data Breach Disclosure 
Requirements On Target? Akin Gump delves further into 
cybersecurity risk factor disclosures as public companies head into 
annual reporting season, and takes a look at the renewed 
congressional interest in federal data security and breach 
notification legislation. (The Metropolitan Corporate 

Links 

"~iii SmalI ACI image i,~.~ Report ii.~.iI Institute 

ACi Home KPMG Financial KPMG 
Supporting audit Reporting Network Turning knowledge 

committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with news updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reporting our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACl, other KPMG institutes and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Richard Pellz- Steele <rpeltzsteele@umassd.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 5:55 PM 

lawprof <lawpro f@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu> 

law student advisers in cmnpus clue processes 

Colleagues, 

From the not-reinvenlmg-tlae- wheel depaxtment: If anyone has guidelines or training materials for Imp- students serving as counselors/advocates/advisers/etc, for s~dent- 

respondents in cmnpus-mde conduct or honor proceedings (covering any matters, e.g., extent of permissible advocacy, nature of p~oceedings, disclaimer that the law 

student is not a la~yer), I would be grateful if you would share them ruth me. 

Sincereb; 
rick 

Richard J. Pel~- Steele 

http:i/ssm.com/autho~625107 

Professor, UMass Law School 

333 Faunce Corner Road 

North Dartmouth, Mass. 02747 USA 

~ 1 508-985-1102 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 7:32 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Toyota Nears Deal to Settle U.S. Criminal Probe 

Toyota Nears Deal to Settle L .S. Criminal Probe 

Toyota Motor is close to a deal to pay more than $1 billion to end a U.S. criminal probe of 

how it disclosed drivers’ complaints of unintended acceleration, according to people 

familiar with the matter. 

An agreement could come within weeks barring setbacks and would cap a four-year 

investigation by U.S. prosecutors. 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 3:49 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: ’Aid in Dying’ Movement Takes Hold in Some States 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots Arts ~rYsvel ~ [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

Top News 

’Aid in Dying’ Movement ’Fakes Hold in Some 

Advocates of the praefiee, who shm~ the term "assisted snieide," 

say d~ey believe thak as baby boomers wakeh frail parents suffer, 

s uppo~’[ for their movement will g~)w further. 

Olyrnpic~s Openh~g Ceremony Offers Fanthre for 

a Reinvented RusMa 

Afker seven yeats of buiINng [o the opening d the Soehi Games, 

the message of Friday’s over.-the-b-~p ceremony was simply this: 

In a big way, Russia is ha&. 

, Openk~g Ceremony H~£1N~h~ ] [~ Commant Commer~s 

~ Scores Detained in Russia Before Olympic Ceremony 

Immigration 

groups on immigration, alter he had de[cared [hem on other 

The 

speaker 

~,Jo ~ n 

Fer mere tei) news. ~)r) te NYTimes.com ~> 

Editors’ Picks 



SPORTS I VIDEO FEATURE 

Goh~g Uphi[h The Luge Event at Soehi 

Lnge is often the fastest event in ~e Olympics - so fast that ~raek 

designers for Soehi ~’~ed to slow it down. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Post Ofl~:e Banks on the Poor 
i.:7 M~.BFBA 

A ~mw plan would raise cash by offering financial sendees. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’~’,[ !!i~i~:i!:i:...:~::: Lii~ii.O.:i!Ti’ <:i i!!:::i’~:::di::~:." 

RAY 8LOCN. musiea] director for "The Ed SullivaB Show," on the Beafies, v~:hen they 
made their first live appearance oB Amerie;m television 5o years ago. 

Today’s Video 

~ WOEO: What Made Me [ Radml Comey 

The fashion desig ~er talks abou t the cool teenagers s ~e observed 

growing up, her early days in New Yofl~ Ci~" and a ve~T special 

gift her grandmother gave her over th e course of many years. 

~ WDEO: The Sy~°iatrt Opposition, :Explained 

’Fhers; are believed t¢~ be hundreds, if not thousands, of armed 

groups fighting in Syt{a. These opposition groups are fighting the 

Assad regime, but reeently 1an’ned on each other with increased 

feroci ty 

~ vmEo: BiN Ctml~a~Pan I }Vhiteout 

Men in dress shoes leaping over slush-filled em’bs added a 

humorous if precarious pc~stseript. 

World 

Tlltell[t ~[ 
Greek 

I Def .... ] 

The testimony by a depu~~ in the Defense Min ~stry, if accurate, ~ 

ill u stra tes how arm s m akers from O ermany, Fra n ee, Sweden a n d 

Russia passed out payoflg ~o selI Greece weapon~T that it eould il] aflbrd. 

:Leaked Recordings Lay Bare E,U. and 

Divisions in Goals for Ukraine 

Chaneellor Angela Merkel of Germany criticized an assistant 

Angela 

~ erke 



secretary of s tate’s undiplomatic comme~t on European efforts 

to resolve the political cris~s ~n Ukrah~e. 

Russia Claims U S. Is Meddling ();er UKraine 

Witl~out Seoltla~ds Prevailer Says, B~0itain Would 
Be Less ’great~ 

The British prime minister appealed to Seotdsh voters ~o rejeel 

indepe~denee i~ a referendum dmt wiI1 be held in September. 

~ ~ V~deo: David Csmeron:s P~ea for Scotland 

B~iitish 

U,S, 

Too M~e]~ l’Vh~ter, m~d Not Nearly Enough 

Propm~e 

Analysts p]aeed h]ame for the increases c.,n record exposers, fl’igid 

whiter weather and rains last year that led to higher demand 

h’om farmers. 

Burger 

Theate~¯ 

Curtis 3. Reeves ,Jr., a retired Tamt~a police captain, was denied 

bN] on charges of second-degree murder. He shot Chad O~flson, 

a man wh,-., was texting in a theater. 

E×-Mayor Confronts List ofTransal~-ions al- His 

Co~’~’upfio~ Trial ~n New O~°lem~s 

A prosecutor cou~ronted C. Ray Nagin, who is SNug 21 federal 

charges, with a lengthy series of fi~mneia] records. 

~.,s ] Forme, 

:: Mayor 
C. Ray 

Business 

Payroll Data Shows a Lag ~n V~ages, Not dust ~] Austin 
Hirh~g I M~ ..... I 

PayroIIs in the United States grew hy 113,ooo in danua~’, a 
~~.ured 

weaker-tha~-e~ected increase that e:q~e~% said may signal a 

loss of momentum in the economy. The unemployment rate dipped to 6.6 

percent. 



The new dom~grade was expected to fl~rther narrow the island’s room for tight 

financial maneuve,{ng and has reportedly given Hse b> discussions with lenders 

abouk short-.herin relief on certain paymentso 

YOUR MONEY 

Sidestepping l-he" R~isk o£ a Prh’aey Breach 

If breaches are nearly ineGt~Me for now, what are your odds of 

bring swept up in all this, and how do you redua" gram? 

Sports 

Rodriguez Drops Suits Against Baseball aud 

Urdon 

The move en& ~Mex Rodriguez’s campaign to fight his ban 

using perfix’manee-enha~e~ng drugs and means he w~ll m~ss all of 

[he 2Ol4 season. 

....... Yankee 

s’ Aiex 

THE TV WATCH 
~ Sp°tligh 

Little Bit of’Fantasia’ as N BC Begins Olympic / [~ ~h~,,~ I 
Show 

F, veW host nat~on has something to prove - and hide, That’s :also 

true of a host network, and NBC~ like Russia, has a lot Hding on the Sochi 

Games. 

Father and Son, Together on a Half pipe Q~mst 

Oreg Bretz, (me of the few snowboarders who has defeated Shaun 

White in the hall~)ipe, *qlI fide alone in Sochi. But his father will 

be there, as he has been all along. 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A New Vision for ’Prince igor’ at the Met / : : Abdrszs ] 

The Mekropolitan Opera’s dreamlike new production 

Igor," directed by Dmitr{ Teherniakov, reorders seethes and 

inserts fihned episodes to bring fl~e audience eeHly close to the character’s. 

Once Upon a Revolution: A Story "~:ith No End 

Few people in E©’pt have seen "The Square," an Oscar- 

nominated documentsU about the Arab Spring uprising there, 

hut those who have are mostly unhappy about 

from th~ 

docume 

nta~ 

THE TV WATCH 

That ’Old G~y’? He’s Retired Now, Rigf!~t? 

Jay Dano said goodbye after ~ years on Lhe "Tonight" show in a 

send-off" reflecting how his impact dif[~red fl’om that of his 

predecessor, dohnny Carson. 

Leno 

tapped 

Travel 

A :Look at Korea’s C~flture From the Bathhouse 

To see beyond "due surface in South Korea, take a turn in one d 

its bathhouses or browse (and browse) its beauty stores. 

treatme 

nts at 



CULTURED TRAVELER 

Feasts for the Eyes, and the Pah~te, in Xbm, 

Chhm 

The main @’aw for v~siLor’s may be the siLe housing 8,ooo terra- 

cotta war~4ors, but there is much more Lo e@lore hi [his central Chinese cib’, 

f~om zrchitectu~e to street food. 

TH E G ETAWAY 

F’anfil~ar Hotel Brands Expand in Chhm 

Travelers are gaining m ore options as wel]-~ own international 

bra~ds i~mrease the ~mmber of {heh’ hotels ~r~ the country, 

theW 

Obituaries 

Maxine Kumim P~ilitzer- Winrdng Poet With a 

Natm’alist’s Precision, Dies at 88 

Ms. Kumim an autho~ of essays, novels a~d chiklren’s books, was 

best known for her volumes of sha[>]y obse[~-ed poetW, one of 

which, "Up Com~bT," woz~ Lira Pulitzer Prize in *9v3. 

Robe~ A. Dahl Diem at 98; Defined Po]itim and 
Po~el~ 

Professor Dah], who ~ught at YaIc for 4o years~ was a political 

scientist who was w~dely regarded as his prot~ssion’s most 

d~sfinguished stude~t of democratic govermnenL 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

New York s Affordable Hon~ing Sho~Iage 

With ener~" and some ingem~ib~, Mayor Bill de Blasio and his administration 

could make a dent. 

EDITORIAL 

Currency VCars, Revisited 

Domestic problems, not f,’)reig*mrs, are t-., blame f,’~r a recent sl m~p in emerging 

markets. 

EDITORIAL 

The Bloody ivory Bushaess 

An assemblyman’s proposal to ban all ivoW sales iu New York State could send 

a strong sig*ml. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Peru a Phone and a Meme 

The G.O.P.’s latest at’tack: labeling Obama as "lawless." 

, Columnia Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Boehner on Fm~tasy Islm~d 

It’s time for a pop quiz, people! But, don’t start sweatkigj ast yet, 

This m~e is real~y easy. I promise. 

, Columnis~ Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

P~ssy R~ot Tells ~,~]1 

The women who spoke out i~ R.t~ss~a a~d paid a ~g~ price are 

usi~g thdr fi’eedorn to promote fl’eedom. 

, Columnist Page ~ Blog 
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ACCFL President - Leianne Crittenden <info@accfl.com> 

Saturday, Febmal3, 8, 2014 4:23 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Materials tbr Monday’s UFTA Call - ACCFL 

COLLEGE OBSERVERS TO DI~FTING PROJECTS 

Hallo all, 

The &N in n~mb~-i~ i 866 682 4770 Cenlk’rence ~d 0277 603# secm-i~5~ code 30503# 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

dacobs: Roy Williams says it’s 

been tough year for UNC, 

basketbM~ 

During a rare 57-minute interview, 

Roy Williams choked up several 

times as he discussed his team, 

coaching and the travails of former 

player P.J .... 

AGO postseason picture 

coming into focus 

With just over a month to go before 

NCAA tournament Selection 

Sunday, a look at the ACC’s locks 

and bubble teams. 

UNC Head 

Coach Roy 

Williams is 

! i_r ~ d. _ u_p. _w~h ..e_ n 

i~-~ UNC’s Nate 

Britt (0)... 

UNC, Fedora turn time and 
rNationships into signing day 

haul 

The Tar Heels’ 22-player class is 
ranked among the top 25 
nationally by Rivals com. 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 
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Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

decision to have ~Vlichae) rick as a %.’,,eaker dur(ng, the 

Top StoNes office Week 



8. RTP liaht rail r>roiect, t~ces fir’..anciai hurdles 

9. Raleiqh~s BBB ,,*;arns of’one ring~ ceil phone scare 

Btorrisvi~ie 

I I 
~ ~:~.~....~:~.~:~:.u~. 

~. Ho,,*~ ref~listic is WiPs ~00,000 jobs vision? 

~2. Du~hf~m t.ech CEO turr~s to briber? to fill cub~des 

RTP 
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~_g_~y_pus rn~d~a q~bs t~ temble new buzzword 
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Enjoy the NACD Weekend Reader designed to help you identify, interpret, and gain insights and intelligence 
about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

A Ranking of the Most Important Risks The profile of macroeconomic, strategic, and operational risks 
continues to evolve in complex ways, creating uncertainty for executive management and boards of directors. 
By Jim Dehoach 

A Proxy Season Carol Patrick S. McGurn is haunted by visions of proxy season past, present, and future. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Icahn Enterprises appoints Keith Cozza CEO. AlliedBarton names new president and CO0. TMnkFood Group 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii namesKimberly GrantCOO. Vera Bradley promotesKevin J. Sierksto EVP, CFO. Microsoft namesSatya 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Nadella CEO. Booz Allen names Cook CFO. Carolyn Katz elected to board of Vonage Holdings Corp. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Nonprofit Boards are Doing More with Less Without the same levels of influences as public or private 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii counterparts(e.g= shareholders, securitieslaws, orcompensation), datafrom NACD’s2013-2014Nonprofit 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii G~vemanceSurveysh~wsn~np~fitb~a~dsarequick~ym~ingupthecurve~f~eadingg~eman~ep~a~tices~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Feb’251WebinarlWhatDirect°rsNeedt°Kn°vvAb°utBiqData 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii March121WebinarlWhyPeerGr°upC°nstructi°nlsM°relmp°rtantThanEver 



March 25 I New York, NY I Private Company Outlook: A Fresh Perspective said 

April 3-4 I Houston, TX I Director Professionalism~ 

April 7-81 Houston, TX I Master Class 

Apd~ 10 I San Antonio, TX I Small-Cap Forum 

April 17 I Webinar I NACD Directorship 2020: Future Trends and the Boardroom 

May 6-8 I Washington, DC I C-Suite to Board Seat 

May 8 I Webinar I Compensation Series Webinar 

May 29 I Washington, DC I The Effective General Counsel in the Boardroom 

May 30 I Washington, DCI NACD Spring Forum Save $200~ Early ,~3ird S,3vJng~ ~.Pd March 

June 9-10 I Chicago, ILl Director Professionalism~ 

June 12-13 I Chicago, IL I Master Class 

June 19 I Webinar I NACD Directorship 2020: Future Trends and the Boardroom 

July 10 I Webinar I NACD Directorship 2020: Future Trends and the Boardroom 

July 15I Denver, CO I NACD Directorship 2020 

July t7 I San Francisco, CA I Small-Cap Forum 

Aug. 7 I Webinar I Compensation Series Webinar 

Aug. 14-15 I Dana Point, CAI Director Professionalism~ 

Aug. 18-19 I Laguna Beach, CA I Master Class 

Sept. 8-8 I Beverly Hills, CA I C-Suite to Board Seat 

Sept. 10 I Beverly Hills, CA I NACD Directorship 2020 

Sept. 16 I Webinar I NACD Directorship 2020: Future Trends and the Boardroom 

Oct. 12-14 I National Harbor, MD I NACD Board Leadership Conference Save $8001SaperEar,~y 13ird Sawngs ~.nd 

NOV. 18 I Webinar I Compensation Series Webinar 

Nov. 20 I Webinar I NACD Directorship 2020: Future Trends and the Boardroom 

Dec. 8-9 I Fort Lauderdale, FL I Director Professionalism~ 

Dec. t1-12 I Fort Lauderdale, EL I Master Class 

Dec. 16 [ Webinar I Compensation Series Webinar 

Download our" brand new Education and Professional Services catalog. 

Are all of your boards enrolled in NACD Full Board Membership? Take advantage of a 20% savings 
through Feb. 28, 2014! 
Equip and optimize your public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 
exchange forums, and network to lead with the highest standard of excellence. Take advantage of a 20% 

savings on NACD Full Board Membership through Feb. 28, 2014= W~th this savings, the annual investment is 
$6,000 for up to ten directors and executives. (Individual Director Membership is also available for $775). T._.9.o 

loin NACD or learn more, contact Kelly Dodd, Membership Development Officer at 202-380-1891 or 

kkdodd @NACDonline.org. 

Have a great weekend and thank you for your commitment to boardroom excellence. 

The NACD Team 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Annette Nazareth <annette.nazareth@davispolk.com~ 

Saturday, February. 8, 2014 2:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Davis Polk Washington Watch 

ww 020714.pdf 

Dear all, 

The banking regulators, the SEC and the CFTC were out and about testifying before both the HFSC and the Senate Banking Committee this week. As usual, there were some 
interesting nuggets buried in the testimony and the Q&A. At the House hearing, we learned that dealing with the treatment of CLOs under the Volcker Rule is the number one 
priority of the interagency task force, that even the OCC now believes that metrics reporting starts in the "summer," that the Fed is open to revisiting the currently unworkable 
definition of illiquid funds, that the CFTC is worried about enforcement and that all agencies have a legal entity mindset for supervision even though trading desks cross legal 
entities. 

At the Senate Banking Committee hearinq, the key theme was cybersecudty. Comptroller of the Currency Thomas Curry described the OCC’s security expectations for third- 
party vendors and spoke of the necessity of imposing legal or other security requirements on retailers. Governor Tarullo emphasized the need for uniform disclosure standards 
applicable to all intermediaries across the payment system, beyond just regulated banks, in the event of a security breach, as well as increased coordination among federal 
agencies on protecting against cyber attacks. He also noted that the final enhanced prudential standards rule would be approved in the "near term" and joined the heads of the 
OCC and FDIC in stating that finalizing the Basel III leverage ratio surcharge for the eight U.S. G-SIBs is a top priority. 

Signaling its support of efforts to construct a better nationwide electronic-payment system, the Fed’s Financial Services Policy Committee lauded the nearly 200 comments it 
received in response to its September 2013 Consultation Paper on modernizing the U.S. payment system. Among the goals advocated by the paper were near-real-time 
payments between U.S. bank account holders and industry-wide collaboration to increase the cybersecurity of the payment system. The regional Fed banks plan to outline 
their decisions regarding future improvement initiatives in a paper set for release in the second half of 2014. 

The SEC plans to take action on many of the t~commendations in its July 2012 Report on the Municipal Securities Market, as well as strengthen its oversight of municipal 
advisors. The MSRB announced plans to propose a best-execution rule for municipal securities dealers when trading on behalf of retail investors in the coming weeks. The 
proposed rule would be based on FINRA’s best-execution rule for equities and corporate debt and would require dealers to use "reasonable diligence" to provide the "most 
favorable terms" for munis given market conditions. 

The SEC extended, to February 11,2017, its interim final rule exempting security-based swaps from all provisions of the Securities Act (other than anti-fraud) and from the 
registration provisions of the Exchange Act. The release states that if the SEC adopts further rules relating to the applicability of federal securities laws to security-based 
swaps before February 11, 2017, it may alter the expiration dates in the interim final rule in such future rulemakings. 

Ahead of the first trade execution mandate taking effect for certain interest rate swaps on February 15, several large asset managers are refusing to sign participant 
agreements with SEFs whose rulebooks allow the SEF to audit their clients’ trading books beyond the swap activity conducted on the exchange. The asset managers 
consider such access to their clients’ records as invasive, while some SEFs maintain that they are prevented from relaxing their rules by the CFTC’s SEF requirements. 

CFTC Commissioner Scott O’Malia expects the CFTC to grant temporary no-action t~lief for market participants from the trade execution requirement for package 
transactions shortly before or after February 15 to allow the CFTC to better understand the operational and jurisdictional challenges associated with such transactions. Also in 
anticipation of the upcoming effective date, CFTC and EU officials are reportedly near a deal that would grant EU swap trading platforms temporary relief from the CFTC’s SEF 
rules, particularly given the uncertainty surrounding the cross-border application of the CFTC’s swaps regulations. 

And in this week’s you might have missed it, we call your attention to a fascinating exchange during the HFSC hearing among Representative McHenry (R-NC), Governor 
Tarullo and Chairman Gruenberg. In response to Representative McHenry’s question on whether the Fed and FDIC are prepared ’~o rule on the second round of living wills as 
being insufficient," the FDIC Chairman replied "yes," while Governor Tarullo said the two agencies are still "engaged in the discussion and evaluation of...what next steps to 
take." 

Best regards, 

Annette L. Nazareth & Margaret E. Tahyar 

Annette L. N~z~]reth 

Davis Polk & Wardwell 

901 15th Street NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 862 7075 tel 

202 962 7088 fax 

If you do not wish to receive Washington Watch emails, please unsubscribe here. 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
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Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
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Financial Regulators Tell Senate Panel Cyberattacks Mean Big Risk For 
Economy 

Federal Reserve Pushes Ahead With Vision Of Faster Payments 

Some Banks Move To Tighten Standards On Leveraged Loans, Fed 
Says 

Volcker Rule Unity Is Implementation Goal Of Interagency Group 

Regulators Again May Clip Volcker 

Regulators Close To Finalizing Tougher Leverage Ratio 

Banks Urge U.S. Regulators To Change Liquidity Rules 

SEC Exempts Security-Based Swaps From Coverage As "Securities" 
Until 2017 

U.S. Said Near Deal With EU On Reprieve For Swap-Trading Rules 

CFTC Likely To Grant Relief From SEF Trading For Derivatives 
Packages, O’Malia Says 

~ SEC Investor Committee Panel Mulling Recommendation To Address 
Crowdfunding 

~ MSRB To Propose Best-Execution, MA Rules 

EC Bank Reforms Would Leave Lenders Unable To Hedge 

Banks To Corporates Prepare For Big Bang Of EU Swaps Rules 

~ CFPB Considers Expanding HMDA Reporting Requirements 

Davis Pofk & Wa]’dwell LLP This is a summary. It is not a full analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice. 



Fed’s Taru~o Spe~s Out Regulatory Priorities For Banks This Year At Senate Hearing (February 6, 2014) 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo laid out the 
regulator’s key regulatory priorities during a Senate Banking Committee hearing.., that included five other 
top financial regulators .... Tarullo said banking supervisors have made considerable progress in 
implementing the Dodd-Frank Act, but added that more needs to be done in addressing the problems of ’too 
big to fail’ and risk to financial stability .... Tarullo anticipates proposed rules will be finalized in the near 
term that set enhanced prudential standards for U.S. bank holding companies and foreign banking 
organizations .... As for the orderly liquidation authority, the Fed is consulting the FDIC on a proposal that 
would require the biggest banks to maintain a minimum amount of long-term unsecured debt outstanding at 
the holding company level .... As prudential requirements for regulated firms become more stringent, it is 
likely that market participants will face increasing incentives to move additional activity beyond the regulatory 
perimeter,’ he said, adding that, ’We have yet to address head-on the financial stability risks from securities 
financing transactions and other forms of short-term wholesale funding that lie at the heart of shadow 
banking.’... Jaret Seiberg, an analyst at Guggenheim Securities, said .... ’We believe it is significant that 
Governor Tarullo did not express any concern about excess regulation of the megabanks. This is... why 
we believe this tougher treatment of the megabanks is more than just a temporary development.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:a:: Hearing: Webcast -- Information -- OCC Press Release 

Statements: Committee Chairman Johnson: Comptroller of the Currency Curry 
Testimony: Comptroller of the Currency Curry; FDIC Chairman Gruenbergl Treasury Under 

Secretary For Domestic Finance Miller: Fed Governor Tarullo: CFTC Acting Chairman 
Wetjenl SEC Chair White 

Finar~cial Regulators Te~ Senate Par~e~ Cyberattacks Mea~~ Big Risk For Economy (February 6, 2014} 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Jeff Bater reports, "Top federal financial regulators, appearing at a 
Senate hearing, warned of the big risks cyberattacks pose to the economy .... ’There is no question 
that data protection is a critical national and global priority on which both the private and public sectors 
must continue to closely focus,’ SEC Chairman Mary Jo White testified .... Thomas Curry, Comptroller 
of the Currency, said .... ’rE]very data breach raises questions about the security of our retail payment 
systems, which can diminish public confidence. Further, I am concerned that these cyberattacks are 
becoming increasingly sophisticated and may impair our financial sector’s critical 
infrastructure.’... ~There are few issues of greater concern to me or to the OCC than the increasing risk 
of cyberattacks,’ [he added] .... ’We will also be... focusing on whether or not existing regulatory 
standards for technology for data security are sufficient and whether or not there’s need for greater 
coordination,’ he said .... Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo suggested standards are needed to 
offer protections in the entire payment system. ’1 think we probably need some uniform requirements on 
disclosure when breaches have actually taken place,’ Tarullo said .... ’We should not think of either the 
recent data breaches or any other cybersecurity problems as discrete problems susceptible to solutions, 
but rather as new conditions of continuing vulnerability that will require adaptive, dynamic responses by 
both government and the private sector.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::/::/::/: Related Reuters article, Watchdoq Reviews Wall St. Firms’ Efforts To Curb Cyber Attacks 

Wetjen Says CFTC Staff Preparing Best Practices For PretectiRg Consumer Data (February 6, 2014) 
In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Richard Hill reports, "Acting CFTC Chairman Mark Wetjen told the 
Senate Banking Committee at a hearing February 6 that agency staff is preparing an advisory for 
derivatives market registrants outlining best practices for compliance with customer information security 
and privacy requirements. The advisory will recommend that registrants assess privacy and security risks; 
design and implement systems and procedures to minimize such risks; regularly test privacy and security 
controls, including periodically using an independent third party for such tests; annually report to the 
board on such issues; and implement an ’incident response program’ that includes notifying the 
commission and individuals whose information may have been misused .... ’Because we are resource- 



constrained, it’s very likely we’re not going to be able to review and examine the systems that the 
registered entities have in place,’ Wetjen told Committee Chairman Tim Johnson (D-SD). ’So we can’t be 
sure that the data being kept by our registrants is as secure as we would like.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Foreign~E×change Probe Widens (February 7, 2014} 
In The Wall Street Journal, Katie Martin, David Enrich and Chiara Albanese report, "A regulatory probe that 
flamed up in one corner of the vast foreign-exchange market is now engulfing the entire industry. The latest 
conflagration: concerns about a type of foreign-exchange derivative that is widely used by financial institutions 
and companies worldwide, according to a person familiar with the matter .... In the course of sifting through 
mountains of documentation, banks have found an array of apparent misconduct, according to people 
involved with the investigations. The banks’ findings, which they have reported to regulators, include 
instances of traders sharing sensitive information with clients, passing inappropriate information to rivals at 
other banks and trading in their personal accounts, these people say .... As part of banks’ internal reviews 
into their foreign-exchange businesses, some recently have found potential problems with trading involving 
the options, according to the person familiar with the matter. The banks have reported these issues to the 
U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority, which is leading the investigation into possible foreign-exchange 
manipulation .... The wide range of apparent foreign-exchange misconduct has stunned industry insiders 
and prompted a parade of regulators to jump into the fray. The latest came Wednesday [February 5], when 
New York’s banking regulator requested information from more than a dozen global banks." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Reuters, Forex Probe Widens As New York Banking Regulator Steps In 
New York Times DealBook, Regulator Compares Currency !nvestigation To MBOR Case 

S&P Warns Of Higher Risk ~n Sank Sailqn Sonds (February 6, 2014) 
In The Financial Times, Martin Arnold reports, "The ’bail-in’ bonds issued by banks to absorb losses in the 
case of financial difficulty are much riskier than first thought, Standard & Poor’s has warned, as it announced 
plans to cut its ratings on the instruments. The credit rating agency’s move could push up the cost of issuing 
these bonds for banks, which have been using them to increase their capital levels ahead of regulators’ stress 
tests in Europe and the U.S. S&P said on Thursday [February 6]: ’We are signalling potential downgrades 
(by at least one notch) of securities that banks have been issuing in record numbers to meet new regulatory 
requirements.’ Bail-in bonds -- also known as hybrid bonds or ’wipeout bonds’ -- can be written off or 
converted into equity if a bank’s capital falls below a set ’trigger’ level. But banks also have the option of 
stopping interest payments on hybrid debt if they face a capital shortage .... But S&P said, ’We believe that 
banking regulators are adopting a tougher ’bail-in’ stance toward hybrid capital instruments, increasing the 
possibility that banks may have to use them to a greater extent to absorb losses.’ The credit rating agency 
added that regulators in Europe had been intervening earlier than expected to stop banks paying the interest 
on hybrid debt when their capital fell to a worrying low level." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

How Feds’ Double Standard Enables Sad Sankers (February 3, 2014) 
~ In American Banker, Nell Weinberg reports, "The truth is that lots of bankers are sitting in jail for bubble- and 

post-bubble era crimes. Just not bankers who worked at giant banks .... The DOJ’s failure to bring charges 
against any high-level executives at big banks was dissected to devastating effect by Jed S. Rakoff, a U.S. 
District Judge in the Southern District of New York in a recent essay .... Rakoff draws a complex, 
convincing portrait of what’s behind the absence of prosecutions that goes beyond the usual simplistic -- and 
often ideologically motivated -- finger-pointing .... Rakoff concludes that the lack of prosecutions resulted 
from the confluence of several other factors. Among them, the DOJ’s preoccupation with terrorism; its focus 
on insider trading investigations, which offered prosecutors quicker and easier routes to legal victories they’d 
find trying to unravel the complexities of the junk-mortgage factories operated by brokers, bankers and ratings 
agencies; and the government’s reluctance to shine a light on a crisis that it played a leading role in 
creating .... The result of these many factors has been a government that has satisfied itself with following 



the playbook that Rakoff tried to burn during the Citi case -- one in which executives at big banks write 
checks and return to their fancy offices .... Even more disconcerting than our government’s moral cop-out is 
the message its failure to prosecute individuals is sending to Wall Street’s decision makers today." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Federal Reserve 

Federal Reserve Pushes Ahead With Vision Of Faster Payments (February 4, 20i4} 
~ In American Banker, Kevin Wack reports, "The Federal Reserve banks signaled Tuesday [February 4] that 

they are pushing ahead with their efforts to encourage the construction of a faster nationwide payment system. 
The regional Fed banks received nearly 200 comments in response to a white paper published last fall on 
modernizing the electronic-payment system. More than half of the responses came from nonbanks, and Fed 
officials made special mention of those comments in a news release. ’We are thrilled with the number of 
responses received and with the diversity of perspectives represented by the responses,’ Cleveland Fed 
President Sandra Pianalto said in the release .... Back in 2012 the nation’s largest banks killed a proposal 
to require banks to process automated clearinghouse transactions on the same day they’re initiated, rather 
than the following day. Nonfinancial companies that have a stake in the payment system are widely seen as 
more supportive of modernization efforts than some of the nation’s largest banks are, so soliciting nonbanks’ 
opinions could help Fed officials to overcome opposition to an overhaul. The regional Fed banks plan to 
publish a paper in the second half of this year that will communicate its decisions about future initiatives to 
improve the payments system." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Financial Services Policy Committee Press Release 

Some Banks Move To Tighten Standards On Leveraged Loans, Fed Says {February 3, 20i4) 
~ In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Some U.S. banks are tightening standards on leveraged loans as 

they seek to comply with new restrictions by regulators, according to a survey of loan officers released Monday 
[February 3] by the Federal Reserve Board .... In its report, the Fed asked bankers the amount of leveraged 
loans on their books and how companies have changed their lending practices as a result of the new guidelines. 
The majority of large U.S. bank respondents said the amount of leveraged loans they held on their books was 
less than 20% of all commercial and industrial loans. Only one firm out of the 29 institutions polled said such 
loans equaled between 20% to 35% of C&I loans. While a moderate number of banks said they changed their 
lending policies when it came to credit standards, maximum loan size and collateralization requirements, most 
large U.S. banks changed little .... But a dozen firms, or nearly one third of U.S. banks participating in the 
report, said they took steps to increase the maximum debt-to EBITDA... restrictions .... Still, large domestic 
banks said supervisory guidance caused the dollar volume across all types of loans to fall somewhat for the 
purposes of leverage buyouts or capital distributions; mergers and acquisitions; and refinancing." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

Financial Times, Shadow Banks Step Out To Fund Mid-Market Corporate America 
Wall Street Journal, U.S. Banks Eased Lendinq Standards In Late 2013 

::~::~::~::~ Federal Reserve Survey 

Volcker 

Vo~cker Rule Unity Is ~mplementation Aim of Regulator Grou~o {February 5, 20"~4) 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Cheyenna Hopkins and Jesse Hamilton report, "U.S. regulators implementing 
Volcker Rule curbs on banks’ trading have formed an interagency group to coordinate their efforts and reduce 
chances for companies to play for advantage by exploiting differences. Top officials from the Federal 
Reserve, FDIC and three other agencies outlined plans for the group in remarks prepared for a House 
Financial Services Committee hearing today [February 5] .... Formation of the group, which held its first 
meeting January 23, is a response to complaints from industry groups and lawmakers over the complexity of 



the rule itself and potential inconsistencies among the five agencies responsible for the Dodd-Frank Act 
measure. ’This interagency group will be instrumental in coordinating the agencies’ interpretations and 
implementation of the final rule on an ongoing basis,’ SEC Chairman Mary Jo White said in her 
remarks .... At the first meeting, they discussed potential methods of coordinating responses to questions 
about approaches to supervising and examining banks, White said. ’To expect a coherent coordinated 
implementation and enforcement process is to expect the impossible,’ Karen Shaw Petrou, managing partner 
of Washington-based research firm Federal Financial Analytics Inc., said in an interview .... Some of the 
distinctions between allowable and banned trades could be worked out in the implementation, [Federal 
Reserve Governor Daniel] Tarullo said." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

American Banker, Lawmakers Stoke Fears Of Disjointed Volcker Rule Enforcement 
Law360, Regulators Form Working Group To Implement Volcker Rule 
Reuters, U.S. Rec]ulators Coordinatinq Volcker implementation 

::i::i::i::i Hearing: Webcast -- Information -- OCC Press Release 
Statements: Committee Chairman Hensarling; Comptroller of the Currency Curry 
Testimony: Comptroller of the Currency Curry; FDIC Chairman Gruenberg; Fed Governor 

Tarullo; CFTC Acting Chairman Wetien; SEC Chair White 

Regulators Again May Clip Volcker (February 5, 2014) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Andrew Ackerman reports, "Federal Reserve [G]overnor Daniel Tarullo told 
lawmakers Wednesday [February 5] that regulators are considering whether to loosen provisions that could 
affect collateralized loan obligations, or CLOs .... Industry representatives have urged U.S. agencies to 
exempt CLOs by clarifying that they are debt investments and aren’t equivalent to the equity investments 
prohibited under the Volcker Rule .... In a letter to regulators Tuesday [February 4], Frank Perez, chief 
financial officer of First Federal Savings Bank in Elizabethtown, Kentucky, said the Volcker Rule as it currently 
stands ’could have a material negative impact to our capital base’ if the bank has to divest its CLO holdings at 
a discount ahead of the rule’s July 2015 deadline. ’We should not be facing a threat like this related to 
investments that are performing perfectly well,’ he wrote. Mr. Tarullo declined to provide lawmakers with a 
timetable for any additional changes, saying only that the CLO concerns represent the second of the 
’important interpretive issues’ for regulators to weigh." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Asset Backed Alert, JPMoEqan Dusts Off CLO-Bu¥ing Machine 
Bloomberg News, MoLctan Stanley Trims 2014 CLO Forecast On Volcker Rule Questions 
Bloomberg News, Volcker Rule CLOs EmerqeAs Issuance Plunqes 60%: Credit Markets 
Forbes, Volcker: Second House Hearinq Skirts CLO / Ownership Issue 

Regulators "Do~t Give A Da~hn" About Vo~cke~ ~pact, C~aim Republicans (February 6.~ 2014} 
~ In Risk Magazine, Peter Madigan reports, "U.S. regulators did not conduct a formal cost-benefit analysis in 

considering the Volcker Rule, the chairman of the SEC admitted yesterday, arguing the proprietary trading 
ban was promulgated under a statute that did not require an analysis of its impact. In heated exchanges 
during a House Committee on Financial Services hearing in Washington, DC, Republican congressmen 
repeatedly asked regulators why no analysis of the costs and benefits of the proprietary trading prohibition 
was included in the final rule .... ’1 have not seen any cost-benefit analysis. Do you have a cost-benefit 
analysis that you can provide the committee?’ said Representative Scott Garrett (R-N J) .... Other 
Republicans, including Representatives Patrick McHenry (R-NC) and Ann Wagner (R-MO), also pressed the 
supervisors on the topic .... ’1 guess that depends on what you mean by formal cost-benefit analysis,’ said 
SEC chairman Mary Jo White. ’The act under which we enacted the rules -- the Bank Holding Company Act 
-- does not implicitly require a formal cost-benefit analysis. What all five agencies did do, was tee up a full 
range of questions as to the economic impacts, solicited the data, and if you look at the adopting release you 
will see those discussed throughout, showing the agencies’ thinking and conclusions,’ she added .... The 
hearing did not cover technical issues about how the Volcker Rule will work in practice, with lawmakers 
instead using it as an opportunity to attack the regulators." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 



CFTC Proposes Tougher Enforceme~t Of Vo[cker (February 5, 2014) 
In The Trade News, Richard Henderson reports, "The CFTC may create additional procedures to ensure 
participants adhere to the Volcker Rule, its acting chair Mark Wetjen has said. Speaking to the House 
Committee on Financial Services about the impact of the Volcker Rule .... Wetjen said the Commission was 
actively looking into the possibility of additional enforcement steps .... ’That task force will be the proper 
vehicle to examine the means for coordinated enforcement of the rule,’ he said. ’Although compliance 
requirements under the Volcker Rule do not take effect until July 2015, the CFTC is exploring now whether to 
take additional steps including whether to adopt formal procedures for enforcement of the rule.’ He said he had 
directed CFTC staff to consider such procedures and to make recommendations in the near future. Although 
not detailing what such additional measures would include, Wetjen said the task force would address 
jurisdictional issues that are expected to arise due to the number of regulators involved in developing the rule." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Volcker Rule’s Effects On Ten, tier Optio~ Bonds (February 6, 2014! 
An unbylined article in Business Wire reports, "The release of the final guidelines implementing the Volcker 
Rule exempted federally insured depository institutions and affiliates from potential proprietary trading 
prohibitions on municipal bonds. While this exemption covers the overwhelming majority of the municipal 
market, tender option bond (TOB) programs were not given an exemption under the definition of covered 
funds in the Volcker Rule. TOB programs have been historically used to provide a supply of short-term tax- 
exempt municipal bonds to money market funds .... [Blanks and their affiliates will no longer be able to 
sponsor a TOB program, own the residual certificate issued by the TOB trust, credit enhance or provide 
liquidity and remarketing services for TOB programs. Because these prohibited activities are crucial to the 
operation of TOB programs, the Volcker Rule’s non-exemption could potentially cause TOB programs to fully 
unwind. Fitch expects market participants to attempt to restructure existing TOB programs or find alternative 
structures that are feasible under the Volcker Rule, as the availability of short-term paper is crucial to liquidity 
in the municipal market and as a key investment for the money market funds." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Regulators Close To Finalizing Tougher Levera#e Ratio (February 6, 2014) 
In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Regulators will soon finalize their plan to establish a new leverage 
ratio and it is likely to be tougher than a recently implemented global standard, top officials said Thursday 
[February 6]. Testifying before the Senate Banking Committee, Federal Reserve Board Governor Daniel 
Tarullo, FDIC Chairman Martin Gruenberg, and Comptroller of the Currency Thomas Curry emphasized their 
intent to press ahead with the rule .... Gruenberg said regulators should ’move forward quickly’ in 
completing the outstanding rule .... He was echoed by Curry, who deemed it a ’high priority’ for the agency 
and something that regulators should finish ’as quickly as possible.’... The Basel Committee finalized its 
rule last month, easing up on some of its provisions. ’We know where they’ve come out,’ said Tarullo. ’The 
question remains, what’s the required minimum ratio going to be, given all that work. It’s the intention of the 
three bank regulatory agencies to have a higher minimum ratio than that prevails in the international forum 
right now.’... ’We should adopt both provisions -- the final version of the NPR and the supplemental 
leverage ratio -- and also consider adopting changes in the denominator coming out of the Basel Committee,’ 
said Curry .... U.S. regulators are not required to accept the changes that the Basel Committee made to the 
denominator, but all three expressed their intent to adopt alterations in response to the global standards." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Bloomberg Personal Finance, Regulators Pledqe Hi,qher Leveraqe Standards For Larqest Banks 
Reuters, U.S. Bank Leveraqe Ru!esTo !nclude Global Revisions, Fed Governor Says 

Banks Urge U.So Regulators To Change Liquidity Ru~es (February 3, 2014} 
~ In American Banker, Donna Borak reports, "Seven industry trade groups representing the largest U.S. 

financial institutions are calling on U.S. regulators to revise a proposed liquidity requirement to reflect changes 



made by global regulators. In a joint 89-page letter to the three banking regulators, the trade groups 
expressed unease over the differences between the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s finalized rule 
regarding the so-called Liquidity Coverage Ratio as compared to the U.S. plan. While the groups endorsed 
the necessity for a liquidity requirement for the largest financial institutions, they disagreed there should be 
any divergence in how the rule is applied to U.S. institutions versus global counterparts .... Global 
regulators finalized a similar rule, but opted last year to expand the types of high-quality liquid assets and give 
banks more time to build up their buffer. U.S. regulators, meanwhile, moved to strengthen the proposal in a 
few critical areas .... The trade groups said such discrepancies could impact market liquidity as well as 
firms with cross-border operations. They also separately asked for increased flexibility in what kinds of assets 
banks can hold to meet the liquidity requirement .... Given the landmark effort, U.S. regulators tried to 
signal last fall that they would maintain some flexibility in how they implement the proposal once finalized, but 
it’s unclear whether they will make changes to bring the U.S. version in line with the international accord." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Related articles: 

American Banker, L!quidity Rules Fortify The Banks, Weaken The F!nancia! System 
Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, U.S. Banks SayThey Would Be Disadvantacjed By Domestic Asset Rules 

::~::~::~::~ Trade Groups Letter 

Basel’s 2014 Agenda: Promising, But ~ncomp~ete (February 5~ 2014} 
In American Banker, Mayra Rodriguez Valladares reports, "Chairman Stefan Ingves used an excellent 
metaphor when describing the plight of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision on Friday [January 31], 
’If you bring the devil aboard the boat, you have to row him ashore.’ There is certainly much more rowing to 
be done as the committee executes its 2014 agenda .... Unfortunately, two important items were missing 
from the Basel agenda. Bank regulators need to compel banks to focus much more on data collection, 
aggregation, validation, calculation and reporting .... In practical terms, it means that banks cannot properly 
monitor their counterparties’ credit quality or whether their capital markets’ portfolios are liquid. Lacking good 
data also means that we cannot trust their stress test results or their capital ratios .... Also missing from the 
agenda is a major upgrade of Pillar I’s operational risk measurement. Operational risk remains one of the 
least understood and most ignored risk by risk managers. If one looks at the long list of recent banking 
scandals, they are almost all about operational risk, a breach in the day-to-day running of a business due to 
people, processes, technology and external threats." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

New Bank Rules To Hit Europe Repo Market (February 6, 2014} 
@ In The Financial Times, Christopher Thompson reports, "Lending in Europe’s ’repo’ market, where banks can access 

short-term funding, is poised to contract sharply due to fears over the size of banks’ balance sheets. New global rules 
on bank capital -- and a proposed 3 per cent minimum ’leverage’ ratio in particular-- threaten to make low-return 
repo trading unattractive, warn market participants and analysts .... The International Capital Market Association 
said that, as a result of Basel III rules, bank balance sheets would become more expensive, making trading repo less 
viable from an economic perspective .... ’There will definitely be further drops [in repo volumes] to come,’ said Greg 
Markouizos, managing director of repo at Citi. ’On a stand-alone basis, returns on repo are among the lowest on a 
bank’s balance sheet and therefore repo balances are among the first to come under pressure for banks that need to 
improve their leverage ratio and do not want to raise additional capital.’... As banks wind down their repo trading, 
much repo business is set to migrate to the less regulated ’shadow’ banking sector, such as hedge funds, according 
to analysts .... Recognising its role in the daily functioning of financial markets, global banking and markets 
regulators are tightening their oversight of the repo market to ensure it runs smoothly." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC Exe~pts Security-Based Swaps Fro~ Coverage As "Securities" Unti~ 2017 (February 6, 2014) 
An unbylined article in Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily reports, "While the SEC continues to develop rules 
for over-the-counter derivatives, it extended -- until February 11,2017 -- interim final rules that exempt 



security-based swap agreements from coverage as ’securities’ under the federal securities laws .... In a 
February 5 order, the SEC said the extension is necessary to allow the security-based swap market to 
operate without disruption while the agency continues to evaluate the implications of its swap 
proposals .... In a related action, the SEC February 5 extended temporary exemptive relief for security- 
based swap activities. Temporary relief related to specific swap rulemakings -- including those for capital, 
margin and segregation requirements -- will be extended until final rules are adopted, the SEC said. 
Temporary relief not directly related to specific rulemakings will be extended until the SEC amends the 
exemptions or three years following the effective date of the extension order. While the SEC has proposed 
most of its swap requirements, it has yet to finalize the bulk of the rules. According to Davis Polk & 
Wardwell LLP’s Dodd-Frank Progress Report, as of February 3, the SEC has finalized 10 and proposed an 
additional 17 of the 29 swap rules it must adopt under Dodd-Frank." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i SEC Materials: Interim Final Rule--Order 
::i::i::i::i Dav!s Polk February Progress Report 

U.So Said Near Dea~ With EU On Reprieve For Swap-Trading Rules (Fe~bruary ¢, 2014} 
In Bloomberg News, Silla Brush and Jim Brunsden report, "U.S. and EU officials are nearing a deal to grant EU 
swap-trading platforms a reprieve from Dodd-Frank Act rules set to take effect next week, according to two 
people with knowledge of the negotiations. The agreement would free trading facilities in the EU from U.S. 
rules for SEFs, at least temporarily, according to the people, who spoke on condition of anonymity because the 
talks are private. The negotiations between the CFTC and European authorities are still under way and the 
agreement could change before February 15, when the rules requiring the use of platforms take effect, the 
people said .... ’We continue to discuss the issues mentioned in the Path FoP~vard,’ Chantal Hughes, a 
spokeswoman for Michel Barnier, the EU’s financial services chief, said in an e-mail, without providing further 
detail .... An agreement between the CFTC and European regulators would ease the industry’s transition to 
new regulations and give European authorities more time to implement their own rules, the people said. An 
agreement would probably give more U.S. recognition to European rules and the platforms that fall under them, 
one of the people said .... The European Commission is in the process of assessing whether U.S. rules for 
data repositories and clearinghouses are as rigorous as the EU’s standards, Hughes said." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Asian Clearing Houses Waiting For CFTC To Outline DCO Exemption Process {February 6~ 2:014} 
~ In Risk Magazine, Viren Vaghela reports, "Under U.S. rules, CCPs must either apply to the CFTC to become 

a DCO or obtain a possible exemption in order to serve U.S. persons. In effect this would be like a 
substituted compliance regime for CCPs .... ’Not surprisingly, several foreign clearing houses are closely 
monitoring whether the CFTC will establish a process through which they can apply for an exemption. They 
are also very interested to learn what conditions would need to be met to qualify as an exempt DCO,’ says 
Jeff Dinwoodie, lawyer at Davis Polk in Washington, DC. ’The U.S. Congress gave the CFTC discretionary 
authority to exempt a clearing house from the DCO registration requirements if the CFTC finds that it is 
subject to comparable, comprehensive supervision and regulation by authorities in the clearing house’s home 
country or the SEC. To date, however, the CFTC has not exempted any clearing houses, nor has it 
developed a process through which a clearing house can apply for an exemption,’ he says .... Dinwoodie 
says the DCO registration process is a ’significant undertaking’ typically taking a year if not longer and 
requires clearing houses to provide voluminous information concerning their ability to comply with a broad 
range of requirements .... Dinwoodie argues that several policy reasons exist that would support the 
exemption of adequately regulated and supervised clearing houses." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Asset Managers Rai~ Against SEF Ru~ebooks {February 7, 2:014) 
~ In International Financing Review, Mike Kentz reports, "A handful of large asset managers are refusing to sign 

legal agreements drawn up by SEFs just weeks before the Dodd-Frank mandate for trading swaps on exchange 
goes live .... The rulebooks, as the documentation is known, in some cases allow the SEFs the right to audit 
asset manager clients’ trading books beyond the swap activity the firms conduct on the exchange. And further, 



SEFs are pushing to maintain legal ’jurisdiction’ over the client even if the client is accessing the SEF indirectly 
through a bank sponsor or third-party aggregator. The buyside firms, of which BlackRock is said to be a leader, 
believe the auditing provisions are too invasive and are concerned that the SEF legal rights would extend to 
their investment clients .... With SEF trading of interest rate swaps due to begin on February 15 and credit 
default swaps to follow on February 25, the industry is clamouring for clarity from the CFTC. Representatives 
from the Managed Funds Association visited the agency on Thursday [January 30] to lobby for rulebook 
changes, according to market participants .... But with the CFTC down to only two commissioners and 
struggling to keep pace with an implementation schedule laid out by now-departed chairman Gary Gensler, 
participants are likely to have to hammer out their own agreements or avoid trading on SEFs." 

:a:: Full text of article 

CFTC Likely To Grant Relief From SEF Trading For Derivatives Packages, O’Ma~ia Says (Februa~ 3~ 20i4) 
In MLex, Nell Roland reports, "The CFTC is preparing to grant relief to market participants from having to 
trade some esoteric derivative packages on SEFs, CFTC Commissioner Scott O’Malia told MLex. The 
temporary relief, in the form of no-action letters, is to come shortly before or after the February 17 launch of 
mandatory trading of some interest-rate products on SEF derivatives exchanges, said O’Malia, a 
Republican .... At least several SEFs and hedge funds have requested relief until the industry can create 
infrastructure to trade the packages on SEFs and until jurisdictional disputes between regulators can be 
resolved. ’1 expect that no-action relief would be provided on package trades for a period of time to allow for 
the Commission to better understand the operational, technical and jurisdictional challenges associated with 
these trades and to provide a transitional period to make the necessary operational changes,’ O’Malia said in 
an e-mail .... With this grounding, O’Malia said, the CFTC should be able shortly [after the industry 
roundtable] to craft no-action letters, which would promise not to bring enforcement action for participating in 
package transactions off an exchange." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC Has "Turned The Cor~er" On Swap Data Mess, Says O’Ma~ia (February 7, 2014) 
In Risk Magazine, Alexander Osipovich reports, "The data on over-the-counter derivatives being collected by 
the CFTC is in a sorry state and riddled with inconsistencies that make it difficult for the agency to fulfil its 
oversight mission, according to Commissioner Scott O’Malia. But the commission has belatedly recognised 
the problem and is taking steps to fix it, he adds. ’1 think we’ve turned the corner,’ says O’Malia, in an 
exclusive interview with Energy Risk .... ’Everybody understands there is a problem with the data,’ O’Malia 
says. ’We can’t aggregate it. We have difficulty cleaning it. We’ve spent way too much time working with the 
data and not enough time analysing the data, just cleaning it up to make it usable.’... O’Malia indicates that, 
in his view, energy companies should not have to fear enforcement action if they have been seeking to 
comply with the reporting rules in good faith. ’My preference would be, of course, to make sure that we’re 
clear with the market, that we give them information as to how we want the data and focus less on the 
enforcement side in these early days,’ he says. ’If we find that somebody is deliberately [and] actively 
avoiding these rules, then that’s a different matter, but for those who are trying to comply.., we need to have 
a very proactive information session to give them the guidance they need.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

U,So Energy Firms Facing Dodd-Frank Trade Repo~tin9 "Nightmare" (February 3, 2014) 
In Risk Magazine, Alexander Osipovich reports, "Because of inconsistencies [among SDRs], energy firms 
have been engaged in a labour-intensive, manual process to ensure that when they do a trade with a 
counterparty, the record of the trade in the SDR matches the record held by the company itself .... Three 
companies have set up SDRs .... Iberdrola, like many other end-users, uses Ice as its preferred SDR. That 
poses a challenge when Iberdrola enters into a transaction with a bank, and the bank -- as a registered swap 
dealer-- reports the transaction to the DTCC on Iberdrola’s behalf. To reconcile its trades, Iberdrola must 
then log into the DTCC’s system, look up the transaction the bank reported and match that transaction to 
Iberdrola’s internal records .... Compounding the headaches for energy companies, the DTCC and Ice have 
taken different approaches to the data they require from market participants .... The most sensitive question 
for end-users is whether the CFTC might initiate an enforcement action against them over trades that were 



not properly reported by a counterparty. ’There’s a lack of clarity in what the expectations are around 
accountability for someone else reporting your information,’ says a senior risk manager at a major U.S. 
energy company .... ’1 mean, you’re not the reporting entity. Is there liability? If it’s material, what are the 
implications? I don’t think it’s clear to most of the end-users.’" 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Wil~ SEC Spend Five More Years Mu~ing Fiduciary Ru~e? 
An unbylined article in ThinkAdvisor reports, "The SEC said Monday [February 3] that it would ’continue 
to analyze’ over the next five years whether to write a rule to put brokers under a fiduciary mandate -- but 
the debate continues among industry officials about whether a rule proposal will surface within that time 
frame. In releasing the agency’s draft five-year strategic plan, which is out for public comment until March 
10, the SEC said that it would ’continue to analyze whether the different regulatory obligations that apply 
to broker-dealers and investment advisors providing personalized investment advice should be changed 
for the protection of investors.’... SEC spokesman John Nester says that the agency could indeed 
release a fiduciary rule proposal within the five-year time frame, despite the fact that the agency uses the 
words ’continue to analyze’ in the draft plan." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Financial Times Opinion article, U,S, Brokers And Fiduciaries Romp In Muddy Middle 
i::i::i::i SEC Materials: Strateqic Plan -- Press Release 

SEC Looking At How A~ternative Funds Va~ue ~nvestments (February 3, 20i 4) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Daisy Maxey reports, "The increased focus on valuation issues by regulators is 
largely the result of the Dodd-Frank financial overhaul .... FASB rules now require assets to be classified in 
three levels, from Level 1, which are assets such as listed stock and bonds that are easiest to value, to Level 
3, which are assets for which there isn’t observable market pricing .... One area of focus for the SEC has 
been the potential overvaluation of assets when funds are being marketed. Regulators are concerned that 
some managers are exaggerating the performance or quality of holdings by boosting their reported values 
during a fundraising period, then writing them down after that period closes .... In reaction to the increased 
scrutiny, many funds now hire third-party independent-valuation specialists to ensure compliance when 
valuing illiquid assets, and are adding in-house talent, says Michelle Keyes, a senior manager at accounting 
firm Rothstein Kass in New York." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 

SEC 

Speed Traders Get An Edge (February 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Scott Patterson reports, "High-frequency traders have been paying to get direct 

access to market-moving news releases, a practice that can give firms the ability to trade fractions of a 
second ahead of less fleet-footed investors. The traders are getting news releases from Business 
Wire .... By paying for direct feeds from the distributors and using high-speed algorithms to crunch data and 
enter orders, traders can get a fleeting--but lucrative--edge over other investors, according to traders and 
people familiar with the practice. The reason: tiny lags between the time the distributors release the news 
and when media outlets send them out to the public, including other investors .... The SEC’s fair-disclosure 
rule, Regulation FD, requires that public companies issue material information about their businesses to the 
broader public at the same time it is disclosed to market professionals .... The rule, written before the era of 
high-speed trading, doesn’t address whether fractions of a second matter in terms of when information is 



distributed .... Public companies typically post releases on their websites at roughly the same time the 
information is distributed to Business Wire clients. While anyone can grab that data from a company’s 
website, traders say getting the information through a direct feed is faster." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

SEC ~nvestor Committee Pane~ Mu~ing Recom~endation To Address Crowdfundi~g {February 3.~ 2014) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Yin Wilczek reports, "A subcommittee of the SEC Investor Advisory 
Committee plans to work on a draft recommendation for crowdfunding that may call for additional investor 
protection measures. However, Barbara Roper, director of investor protection at the Consumer Federation of 
America and chair of the IAC Investor as Purchaser subcommittee, February 1 told BIoomberg BNA that 
recommending additional safeguards in the SEC’s crowdfunding proposal is only ’one possible 
approach.’... In preliminary discussions about the SEC’s proposal at the IAC’s January 31 meeting, Roper 
told committee members that based on statistics provided by the commission, about half of crowdfunded 
issuers will fail .... Roper told the committee that she hoped the subcommittee would have a 
recommendation on crowdfunding by the IAC’s next meeting, slated for April 10 .... In other developments, 
Roper said her subcommittee also is working on a recommendation to redefine ’accredited investors.’ In 
addition, the subcommittee is working on a response to the SEC’s proposal on additional disclosures for 
Reg D .... Meanwhile, Anne Yerger, executive director of the Council of Institutional Investors, said the 
Investor as Owner subcommittee continues to explore the issue of proxy plumbing." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Related Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily article, High Costs Of SEC Approach Would Stymie 

Success Of Crowdfundinq, Commenters Warn 
:::::::::::::: Comment Paqe 

MSRB To Propose BestwExecution, MA Ru~es (February 4, 2014) 
In The Bond Buyer, Kyle Glazier reports, "The MSRB plans to propose a rule that, for the first time, would 
establish a best-execution rule for dealers in the municipal market, MSRB officials said Tuesday [February 4], 
calling it ’a very significant development for the municipal market.’ Recapping the results of their meeting in 
Atlanta late last week, the officials told reporters in a conference call that the proposed rule would require 
dealers to use ’reasonable diligence’ to provide the ’most favorable terms’ for munis given market conditions. 
It would be based on FINRA’s Rule 5310 for equities and corporate debt, and would not apply to dealer trades 
with sophisticated municipal market professionals who require less protection. ’A best-ex rule is a key step to 
complement dealers’ current obligations to achieve a price that is fair and reasonable,’ said MSRB board 
chair Dan Heimowitz .... Heimowitz said the proposed rule would be put out for comment in the coming 
weeks, though he said the timing is difficult to pin down in part because the MSRB will need to conduct an 
economic analysis of it under a formalized cost-benefit analysis it recently put in place .... [T]he MSRB rule 
would not necessarily require dealers to get the absolute best price on each transaction and would provide 
dealers a variety of ways to demonstrate ’reasonable diligence’ in meeting the new obligation .... In addition, 
the MSRB will propose a supervisory rule for MAs and a one-time professional qualifications exam." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::~::~::~::~ MSRB Press Release 

SEC Fails To Enforce Guidance For Corporate Disclosure On Climate Risks (February 6, 2014) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Andrea Vittorio reports, "The SEC isn’t doing enough to enforce its 
requirement for corporate reporting on climate risk, according to a new Ceres report. The report said the 
majority of financial reporting on climate change from S&P 500 companies is too brief and largely superficial, 
but the SEC has ’paid minimal attention to climate risk reporting in the last four years’ and hasn’t made 
climate disclosure a priority in its process for reviewing companies’ reporting. ’Investors want greater 
transparency on the business risks of climate change as a means to protect and increase shareholder value,’ 
Ceres President Mindy Lubber said in a statement. ’Yet the SEC is not adequately enforcing its own 
requirements.’... The SEC has reviewed some companies’ climate disclosure and provided feedback 
through comment letters that recommend areas for improvement .... The report said these letters resulted 
in little or no improvements in companies’ reporting .... It’s difficult for the SEC to tell companies how to 



disclose climate risks without having a way to gauge the quality of disclosure, Jean Rogers, founder and 
executive director of the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), told Bloomberg BNA .... SASB 
is developing a set of sector-specific standards for disclosing nonfinancial information as part of SEC filings." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Wall Street Journal article, Banks Feel Heat On Climate-Chancje Issue 
:::::::::::::: Ceres Report 

SEC’s New Strategic P~a# Backs Away From ~FRS (February 4, 201@ 
In The Wall Street Journal’s CFO Journal blog, Emily Chasan reports, "The SEC laid out a draft of its strategic 
plan for the next four years on Monday [February 3], but appeared to back away from the possibility that the 
U.S. companies would one day file financial reports under International Financial Reporting 
Standards .... The tone is a departure from its 2010-2015 strategic plan in which the agency promised 
’support for a single set of high-quality global accounting standards’ and ’ongoing convergence initiatives 
between’ U.S. and international standard setters. Back in August 2008, the SEC had proposed a ’road map’ 
for the adoption of IFRS in the U.S. that would have had U.S. companies using international rules as soon as 
2014. But those efforts were scaled back dramatically after the financial crisis as rule-making required by the 
Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 shifted the agency’s priorities." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

CFTC 

JPMorgan’s Blythe Masters Withdraws Fro#~ CFTC Pa[~e~ (February 7, 20i4) 
In The Wall Street Journal, Andrew Ackerman reports, "JPMorgan’s Blythe Masters has withdrawn from an 
advisory panel to the CFTC, amid pushback from lawmakers who complained about her role presiding over 
a unit charged with manipulating physical-commodity markets, people familiar with the matter said. 
Ms. Masters, JPMorgan’s commodities chief, was invited by acting CFTC Chairman Mark Wetjen to join the 
agency’s ’global markets’ advisory committee. News of the appointment fueled pushback, including from 
Democratic Senators, these people said. Mr. Wetjen and Ms. Masters spoke by phone and both agreed her 
appointment ’wouldn’t be good at this time,’ a CFTC official said. The CFTC disclosed the appointment on 
its website Thursday [February 6], in a list of individuals tapped to serve on the panel. News of her 
appointment quickly generated criticism on social media sites like Twitter, where users questioned its 
appropriateness .... A JPMorgan executive said Ms. Masters’ decision to step down came after she 
realized the workload associated with the sale of the bank’s physical commodities business would make it 
hard for her to participate on the advisory board." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

FINRA 

Ketchu~ Says Firms Must Do More To Erasure Efficacy Of Policies, Practices For A~gorithims (February 6~ 201 
An unbylined article in BIoomberg BNA Securities Law Daily reports, "Broker-dealers must do ’a lot more’ to 
ensure their procedures and practices for the development, introduction, testing and monitoring of algorithms 
are effective, FINRA Chairman and CEO Richard Ketchum said February 6. Ketchum told an academic 
gathering that FINRA, when examining firms, will evaluate whether they are actively monitoring their algorithms 
and trading systems once the algorithms are placed in production, or when changes are made. ’For example, 
we assess a broker’s procedures and controls to detect potential trading abuses,’ he said. ’And we expect that 
the firms can tell us about their approach to firmwide disconnect or "kill" switches, as well as their procedures 
for responding to catastrophic system malfunctions.’... To prevent.., abuses, FINRA is using new 
technology and cross-market surveillance patterns to review data from multiple trading venues, he said. Cross- 
market patterns are ’particularly important since market participants are increasingly dispersing their activity 
across trading venues in an effort to mask improper trading schemes.’ The patterns are designed to detect a 
range of trading abuses, including layering, spoofing, and algorithm gaming, Ketchum said." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Chairman Ketchum Speech 



In Traders Magazine, John D’Antona Jr. reports, "BATS Global Markets is now going to help police the equity 
markets. The exchange.., has signed an agreement with FINRA, the independent equity market regulator, 
to provide cross-market surveillance services across BATS’ four stock exchanges .... Allowing for 
necessary technical and operational configuration changes, it is expected that BATS will be included in 
FINRA’s cross market surveillance program during the first quarter of 2015. Effective immediately, FINRA will 
also perform examination and disciplinary services on behalf of BATS .... According to FINRA, the inclusion 
of BATS means the regulator now can watch trading across almost 100 percent of the U.S. equities 
market .... By enlisting the help of the major public trading venues, FINRA can now get a more inclusive 
and detailed picture of equity trading and detect and/or deter instances where a market participant engages in 
potentially abusive conduct on two or more markets in an attempt to avoid detection." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Wa~ Street Regulator Revives P~an For Ei~roker Disclosure Link (February 5, 20~4) 
in Reuters, Suzanne Badyn reports, "Wall Street’s industry-funded watchdog will present a retooled plan to its 
board next week designed to make it easier for investors to research the backgrounds of brokerage firms and 
brokers, according to an agenda posted on its website Wednesday [February 5]. The plan by FINRA would 
require that brokerages feature a prominent link on their websites to FINRA’s free online disclosure database 
known as ’BrokerCheck.’ FINRA’s board of governors will consider the plan on February 13. FINRA sought 
approval from the SEC last year for an initial version of the plan that would have required the link not only on 
firms’ websites, but on firm-related social media pages, such as those on Facebook and Twitter. FINRA, 
however, withdrew the proposal last April after some brokerage industry groups sent letters to the SEC saying 
it would be difficult or impossible to feature the link on social media sites, which often limit space or require a 
certain format for posting information. Details about the revised proposal are unclear." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 

FINRA Moves To A~ow Arbitrators To Cal~ For Enforcement Midcase (February 3, 20~4} 
In Investment News, Mason Braswell reports, "A hotly debated rule change that FINRA has proposed to the 
SEC could allow arbitrators to direct cases to FINRA’s enforcement division before the case has 
closed .... ’FINRA is concerned that the current rule’s requirement that arbitrators in all instances must wait 
until a case is concluded before making a referral could hamper FINRA’s efforts to uncover threats to 
investors as early as possible,’ according to the proposed rule change .... The self-regulator has spent the 
past four years in a back-and-forth with the industry over how to handle those instances where an arbitrator 
learns information that could present a clear and present danger .... According to the most recent draft, 
arbitrators will refer their claims to the director or president of enforcement, and then the director is required to 
notify the parties involved in an arbitration proceeding that the referral had been made. The parties would 
then have the opportunity to request the recusal of that individual arbitrator. But in an effort to add another 
layer of protection for the claimant, FINRA stated that an arbitrator’s referring a claim for disciplinary action 
shouldn’t be considered proof of bias, and it is still up to the arbitrator whether to resign from the panel even 
after a party has filed a motion for recusal." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

FINRA Seeks Greater Transparency ~n Nontraded REIT Statements (February 3, 20~4} 
In Investment News, Bruce Kelly reports, "FINRA proposed rule changes Monday [February 3] that would give 
investors a truer picture of what it costs to buy shares of a nontraded real estate investment trust. If approved 
by the SEC, the rule change would do away with the practice of broker-dealers listing the per-share value of 
nontraded REITs at $10, the common price that brokers sell them to clients. Instead, FINRA’s potential rule 
change would take into consideration the various fees and commissions paid to brokers and dealer managers, 
reducing the share price on each customer account .... The proposed rule has two methodologies that 
broker-dealers can use when an estimated value is presumed reliable, according to the 268-page FINRA 
proposal. Those methodologies are net investment and independent valuation .... Nontraded REITs don’t 
have to show an estimated per-share valuation until 18 months after the sponsors stops raising funds, which 



in many cases can take two or three years. The FINRA proposal drastically speeds up the process by which 
investors would see a valuation less than $10 a share." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of a~ticle 
i::i::i::i Related Investment News article, Reds React To FINRA’s Proposed Rule Chanqes On Nontraded REIT Costs 

European Banks Conti~ue To Shed Unwanted Assets (February (}, 2014} 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Gabriele La Monica, Giovanni Legorano and Eyk Henning report, "European 

banks on Thursday [February 6] continued taking steps to unload unwanted assets as they prepare for crucial 
financial-health checks to be carried out later this year by regulators at the European Central Bank. In Italy, 
the country’s two biggest banks by assets, Intesa Sanpaolo SpA and UniCredit SpA, are in preliminary talks 
with U.S. private-equity firm KKR to create a financial vehicle that would allow the banks to sell some of their 
restructured loans, a person familiar with the matter said Thursday. And in Germany, Commerzbank said it 
sold �710 million ($961 million) of souring Spanish commercial-real-estate loans to investors, as part of a 
broader effort by the partly state-owned bank to clean up after a taxpayer bailout .... Across Europe, banks 
are working to sanitize their balance sheets to avoid being ordered by the ECB or other regulators to beef up 
their capital buffers .... ’The short-term consequence of the [health checks] is banks have to clean up their 
balance sheets,’ ECB President Mario Draghi said at a news conference Thursday .... Asset sales are only 
part of the equation. Bank of Ireland, Austria’s Raiffeisen Bank International and France’s Credit Agricole 
have all sold new shares or issued capital-boosting bonds this year." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
::i::i::i::i Related Reuters article, S&P Says ECBBank Check Un!ikely To Affect Sovereiqn Ratings 

~OSCO Staff Says Crowdfundin9 Market Could Present Systemic Risk ~n Future (February 5, 2014) 
In Bloomberg BNA Securities Law Daily, Richard Hill reports, "An IOSCO staff research paper released 
February 5 said the rapidly growing global crowdfunding market -- currently about $6.4 billion -- does not 
currently present a risk to the financial market system. However, that could change in the future, the staff 
warned. It said that if the crowdfunding market continues to grow without proper management, and if the 
’interconnectedness’ with other industries continues, ’then there is a possibility of it becoming an important 
issue, in a systemic context.’... While crowdfunding can benefit both entrepreneurs and investors, the report 
said, the practice also carries risks, including the possibility of default; the failure of a lending platform, which 
tracks investments; fraud; illiquidity; cyber-attacks; and a lack of transparency. The paper noted that 
regulatory regimes vary in how they oversee the practice, and that there is no cross-border harmonization on 
the part of regulators .... [I]t said that ’questions are yet to be answered’ with regard to contract law 
enforcement across jurisdictions. It added that more study is required ’to understand the legal implications of 
cross-border operations,’ the complexities of which ’could become a source of systemic risk in the future.’" 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: IOSCO Materials: Workinq Paper- Press Release 

EC Bm~k Refor~hs Wou~d Leave Le~~ders U~ab~e To Hedge (February 5, 2014) 
In Risk Magazine, Matt Cameron and Lukas Becker report, "Banks split up by a new European proposal would 
not be able to hedge common exposures such as mortgage prepayment risk because of limits placed on the 
derivatives they can use, dealers are warning .... ’This is one of the technical weaknesses of the proposal, 
and it is simple-minded, because core deposit-taking institutions will certainly face risks that can’t be adequately 
hedged with clearing-eligible swaps,’ says one regulatory source at an international bank .... As an example, 
he points to mortgage lending, which exposes banks to a shortfall in interest income if mortgages are paid early. 
This risk is often hedged with interest rate options, which cannot currently be cleared. As a result, deposit- 
taking banks would either remain unhedged or clearing houses would be pressured into extending the products 
they cover .... The restrictions will only apply if banks are actually forced to separate. This process will be 
triggered if trading activities breach thresholds to be set by the European Banking Authority, but the decision 
ultimately rests with national supervisors .... This may cause some concern among European banks, as the 
U.K.’s equivalent rules -- the ring-fencing provisions laid out in the Vickers report -- are less strict in some 



cases .... The EC proposal does provide an exemption for branches and subsidiaries in non-EU countries if 
they are ’subject to a legal framework deemed equivalent’ to Europe’s regime, but only if the third country’s 
regime has the ability to reciprocate. That is not the case for the Volcker Rule in the U.S." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
i::i::i::i Related Forbes article, Structura! Reform Of Banks !s Point!ess~ But/tW!/! Go Ahead Anyway 

British Watchdog To Keep Close Eye On Com~odity Warehouse Refor~s (February 4, 2014) 
~ In Reuters, Susan Thomas reports, "Britain’s Financial Conduct Authority said it plans to keep a close watch 

on commodities warehousing to ensure that reforms in storage policies by the London Metal Exchange (LME) 
and NYSE Liffe are carried out effectively .... [B]oth the LME and NYSE Liffe are now making changes to 
warehousing practices in the markets they oversee. David Lawton, director of markets at the FCA, said the 
financial regulator seeks to ensure exchanges’ derivatives contracts, including warehousing arrangements, 
are anchored to the price of the underlying products. ’Last year there was a lot of commentary over whether 
the current arrangements were appropriate, and we have seen recently some exchanges change their 
warehouse policy in response,’ Lawton said in a speech prepared for the International Capital Markets 
Association lecture in London on Tuesday [February 4]. ’We will seek to ensure that the impact on market 
integrity and orderliness is fully co-ordinated.’... The new rules, which come into effect on April 1, include 
slashing maximum wait time to 50 days." 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: FCA Director Lawton Speech 

Bar, ks To Corporates Prepare For Big Bm~g Of EU Swaps Ru~es (February 3, 2014) 
In Bloomberg Businessweek, Jim Brunsden reports, "Companies from banks and technology firms to energy 
suppliers are set to face European Union swaps rules, amid warnings from some businesses that they may not 
have all the systems in place to meet this month’s deadline. Starting February 12, firms in the EU must begin 
systematic reporting of their derivatives transactions to data banks known as trade repositories .... The rules 
are ’a huge administrative requirement’ for non-financial companies, Richard Raeburn, chairman of the European 
Association of Corporate Treasurers, said in a telephone interview .... Raeburn said he sees the U.K.’s market 
regulator, the Financial Conduct Authority, ’as setting a sensible example’ in how it intends to enforce the EU 
measure .... ’They have indicated that they are sensitive to the problems that the deadline imposes, and we 
don’t expect them to come down too hard in the immediate period following the deadline,’ he said. ’We don’t think 
a formal postponement is the right route.’... Still, unlike in the U.S., which opted for a staggered approach, 
February 12 marks a big bang for the EU, where the rules will take effect for all asset classes on the same day." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related articles: 

Risk Magazine, Missing UT!s Will Cause Report!rig Chaos~ Corporates Warn 
Risk Magazine, Thousands Of Derivatives Users Not Ready For EMIR Report!rig 

Judge Says Morga~ Sta~ey M~st Testify ~r~ Lawsuit By A~G h~vestors Agai~st trioS. (February 6, 2014} 
~ In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Chris Bruce reports, "The U.S. Court of Federal Claims said Morgan Stanley 

must provide testimony and documents in a $25 billion lawsuit by investors in AIG who say the U.S. government 
seized their investments when it rescued AIG in September 2008. The ruling by Judge Thomas C. Wheeler is the 
latest involving efforts by Starr International Co. to seek compensation for its losses in connection with an $85 
billion credit facility established by federal regulators to bolster AIG and stabilize a then-cratering financial system. 
Starr sought information from Morgan Stanley, saying the company played a critical role in advising the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York on the credit facility and its aftermath, but Morgan Stanley failed to comply with two 
subpoenas, according to Wheeler. He ordered Morgan Stanley to ’promptly produce to Starr any documents that 
describe Morgan Stanley’s valuation of AIG’s businesses,’ and to provide testimony February 18 to address 
matters raised by an October 2013 subpoena." 

:::::::::::::::: Full text of article 
~::~::~::~ Discovery Order 



JP Morgan Wins Dismissa~ Of Hedge Fund Suit OveF MBS IFebruary 6, 20i4} 
m In Bloomberg BNA Banking Daily, Patricia Hurtado reports, "JPMorgan’s Bear Stearns unit won dismissal 

of a suit brought by hedge fund SRM Global claiming it lost more than $200 million tied to its reliance on 
misleading representations about the value of mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities .... Judge 
Robert Sweet of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York February 5 dismissed SRM 
Global’s claims of securities fraud and violation of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act saying the fund took 
too long to file the lawsuit. The court also ruled that SRM failed to adequately prove a claim that it relied 
upon the alleged misrepresentations in Bear Stearns’ 2006 filings with the SEC. ’SRM does not link its 
review of any particular statements in that document or any other document to any actual purchases of 
Bear Stearns securities and does not identify a particular transaction,’ the court said, ’SRM has not pied a 
timely, viable primary violation.’" 

i::i::i::i Full text of article 
:::::::::::::: Decision 

A~G Seeks To De~ay Bank Of A~erica Mortgage Sett~e~hent (February 5, 2014} 
In The New York Times DeaIBook, Michael Corkery reports, "AIG’s lawyers filed papers on Tuesday [February 4] 
in New York State Supreme Court seeking to delay final approval of the settlement between Bank of America and 
a group of 22 investors. Justice Barbara R. Kapnick approved most of the settlement last Friday [January 31], but 
allowed some of investors’ claims against the bank to stand. AIG argued.., that the issues raised by Justice 
Kapnick needed to be aired before a final sign off was entered. In a minor victory for AIG, the new judge 
overseeing the case, Justice Saliann Scarpulla, scheduled a hearing on the issues for February 19, according to 
lawyers in the case .... AIG, refused to sign the pact, arguing that the settlement was a fraction of the overall 
losses. AIG also argued that the trustee for the bonds, Bank of New York Mellon, shirked its responsibility in 
pushing for more money in the settlement. Justice Kapnick said in her ruling last Friday that Bank of New 
York... had failed to adequately investigate certain claims related to mortgage modifications .... To settle 
these outstanding claims, Bank of America may have to pay investors a larger settlement, or the bank could fight 
them in court. Either way, it means the case could drag on for many more months." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

JPMotgan To Pay $614 Million To Sett~e False Claims Suit (February 4~ 2014} 
An unbylined article in American Banker reports, "JPMorgan will pay $614 million to settle claims it improperly 
approved Federal Housing Administration and Veterans Affairs loans that weren’t eligible for insurance from 
those agencies because they didn’t meet underwriting requirements. JPMorgan acknowledged in the 
agreement that it violated the False Claims Act and failed to inform the agencies when its own internal 
reviews discovered more than 500 defective loans that shouldn’t have been submitted for FHA and VA 
insurance, the Justice Department said today [February 4] in a statement. ’This settlement recovers 
wrongfully claimed funds for vital government programs that give millions of Americans the opportunity to own 
a home and sends a clear message that we will take appropriately aggressive action against financial 
institutions that knowingly engage in improper mortgage lending practices,’ Associate Attorney General Tony 
West said in the statement." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 

Morgan Stanley To Pay $1o25 Billion In Mortgage-Backed Case (February 4, 2014) 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Justin Baer and Nick Timiraos report, "Morgan Stanley agreed to pay the top U.S. 

housing regulator $1.25 billion -- the largest legal expense for the Wall Street firm relating to the financial 
crisis -- to settle a lawsuit that it sold mortgage bonds to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac without adequately 
disclosing their risks. Morgan Stanley had told investors last month that it had boosted its 2013 legal reserves 
by $1.2 billion to resolve lingering issues from the financial crisis. In a regulatory filing Tuesday [February 4], 
it said it would set aside an additional $150 million .... The FHFA filed suit against 18 of the world’s biggest 
financial firms in 2011 seeking unspecified damages for their roles in selling more than $200 billion in 
securities with offering materials that misled Fannie and Freddie about the quality of loans backing those 
investments. Morgan Stanley became the eighth to settle those claims." 

::i::i::i::i Full text of article 
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CFPB Co~siders Expandi~g HMDA Reporting Requirements (February 7, 2014) 
In American Banker, Brian Collins reports, "The CFPB is weighing whether to vastly increase the data 
collected under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act in an effort to better monitor trends and abuses in the 
market. That includes potentially requiring lenders to explain why they rejected a loan and whether they 
thought it was a so-called ’qualifying mortgage.’ ’We are considering asking financial institutions to include 
more underwriting and pricing information, such as an applicant’s debt-to-income ratio, the interest rate, the 
total origination charges, and the total discount points of the loan,’ CFPB director Richard Cordray told 
reporters Thursday [February 6]. Cordray noted that the HMDA data collected before the financial crisis failed 
to tip off regulators about the proliferation of teaser rates on subprime loans that led to many defaults and 
foreclosures. The CFPB will be forming a review panel to get feedback from industry and other interested 
parties about the expansion of the HMDA data reporting requirements. Bureau officials insist they are just 
starting the process to update HMDA reporting and they won’t issue an actual proposal for public comment 
until the later this year .... ’We are considering adding a data point on whether the lender considered the 
loan to be a qualified mortgage,’ Cordray said. ’This information would help regulators and the public 
determine how the bureau’s rules are affecting the mortgage market.’" 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 
:::::::::::::::: Related Reuters article, U.S. Consumer Officials Seek !nput On Improvin,q Mort.cjage Data 
i::i::i::i CFPB Mateirals: Outline of Prol~osals ---. Fact Sheet-- Discussion Issues --- Director Cordray 

Statement------o Press Release 

Watctr~dog Agency Faults Fm~nie For Appraisa~ Overrides (February ¢~ 2014} 
In American Banker, Brian Collins reports, "Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are not properly using a web portal 
developed to collect and screen appraisal information in order to minimize losses, according to an audit 
released Thursday [February 6]. The FHFA’s Office of Inspector General found the portal successfully 
provides warnings of incomplete or defective appraisals but in certain cases the government sponsored- 
enterprises did not require lenders to take corrective action. ’The warning messages shared with lenders 
were coded as ’automatic overrides,’ the audit report says. And Fannie did not require lenders to explain or 
resolve the potential problems,’ the OIG report says. During a five-month period ending in June 2013, over 
4,500 appraisals generated more than two warnings per appraisal. ’Despite these alerts, Fannie Mae 
purchased all of the loans,’ the report says. Freddie Mac had similar issues .... [T]he auditors discovered 
that the model could not estimate the value for 25,000 appraisals uploaded on the portal during a three-month 
period last summer. Freddie still purchased the loans .... FHFA agreed with most of the findings and 
pledged to work with the GSEs to make corrections." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 

Regulator Ha~ts Ocwen~We~ls Fargo Mortgage-Servicing Dea~ (February 6, 2014) 
~ In The Wall Street Journal, Shayndi Raice reports, "The red-hot market to buy mortgage-servicing rights got a 

splash of cold water as a New York regulator stopped a $2.7 billion deal. Ocwen Financial Corp., one of the 
nation’s largest mortgage servicers, said the state’s Department of Financial Services ’halted indefinitely’ its 
agreement to buy the rights to service $39 billion of loans from Wells Fargo. The office of Benjamin Lawsky, 
superintendent of the New York regulator, has been investigating Ocwen since December 2012 over alleged 
abusive behavior toward homeowners, said a person familiar with the matter. The regulator scuttled the 
Wells Fargo deal because it was concerned about Ocwen’s ability to handle more loans given the alleged 
abuses, added the person .... The latest decision highlights how regulators’ gaze has shifted to a handful of 
specialty mortgage servicers that have grown rapidly over the past few years." 

:::::::::::::: Full text of article 



February 10, 2014 Technolocjy Adv!sory Committee Public Meeting -- CFTC 

Mor~day 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM o CFTC Headquar[ers, 3 [..afaye[te Center, 1155 ~:~lst S[reet NW, Washingtor~, DC 

o Full committee will meet along with subcommittees on Automated and High FrequencyTrading and Data Standards to focus on 
issues related to swap data reporting, the Commission’s concept release on automated trading environments, and swap 
execution facilities. Full agenda and speakers to be announced. 

F÷bruary 12, 2014 
Wed~nesday 

Public Roundtable Reqarding the Trade Execution Requirement and Packaqe Transactions -- CFTC 
9:00 AM - 12::30 PM ¯ CFTC Headquarters, 3 Lafayette Center, 1155 21st Street NW, Washington, DC 

° The Division of Market Oversight will host a roundtable to discuss the application of the Commodity Exchange Act’s trade 
execution requirement to so-called "package transactions." Agenda to be announced. 

Global Markets Advisory Committee Meeting -- CFTC 
2:00 PM --- 5:00 PM ¯ CFTC Headqua~lers. 3 Lafayette Center, 1155 21st Street NW~ Washington, DC 

° Meeting to discuss the CFTC Staff Advisory issued November 14, 2013 on the Applicability of Transaction-Level Requirements 
in Certain Cross-Border Situations. (Agenda; PressRe!ease) 

February 13, 2014 
Thursday 

Closed Meeting -- FSOC 
Washin.gton, DC 

° The FSOC announced it will hold its next closed meeting on February 13, 2014. 

Board Meeting-- FINRA 

Washington, DC 

o The Board of Governors will consider the following rulemaking items: BrokerCheck Link in Online Retail Communications With 
the Public; Definitions of Public and Non-Public Arbitrators; Expungement of Customer Dispute Information; and Temporary 
Cease and Desist Orders, Expedited Proceedings. 

February 21-22, 2014 
Friday-Saturday 

The SEC Speaks in 2014 -- PLI 
8:30 AM --- 5:45 PM ¯ JW Marriott Washin.gton, DC, 1331 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington. DC 

° Speakers from the SEC include: Chair ll/lary Jo White, Investment Management Division Director Norm Champ, Economic and 

Risk Analysis Director Craig Lewis, and Co-Director of the Enforcement Division Andrew Ceresney, among many others. 
Commentators include Davis Polk partner Annette Nazareth. The program will be webcast (information here). (Registration) 

March 4-5, 2014 15th Annual Risk Management Convention -- Global Association of Risk Professionals 

Tuesday-Wednesday Various times both days o Marriot[ Marquis, New York, NY 
° Davis Polk partner Luigi De Ghenghi will present "Dodd-Frank Rule Making After Nearly Four Years," which will address 

temporary forbearance as practical issues emerge; rules being tested in court; operating with regulatory uncertainty; to whom 
the rubs will apply; and enforcement affecting risk management. (Agenda; Re,qistration) 

March 6-7, 2014 Investment Manaqement Institute 2014 -- Practising Law Institute 

Thursday-Friday Various times both days, PLI New York Center, 1177 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 
° Davis Polk partner Susan Ervin will be a panelist on "Other Regulatory Regimes Affecting the Investment Management 

Industry," which will address CFTC regulations affecting the investment management business; broker-dealer regulatory 
initiatives affecting the asset management business; and trends in ERISA regulation of asset managers. (Registration) 

New York ¯ Menlo Park o Wsshbglon, DC ¯ S~o Paulo ¯ Lor~don . Psds ¯ blsdrid ¯ Tokyo o Beijin£ , Hon8 Kon$ ¯ [}aViS Polk ~ Wardwell LLP 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Saturday, FebruaD, 8, 2014 2:10 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Same-Sex Spouses to Get New Federal Rights 

Name-Sex Spottses t~ Get New Federal Rights 

The Obama administration will give same-sex couples who are legally married the same 

status as other married couples in federal legal matters--including bankruptcy 

proceedings, prisoner visitation and death benefits for slain police officers, Attorney 

General Eric Holder said. 

The Justice Department, Mr. Holder said, would issue new instructions to its employees on 

Monday to extend the same protections historically afforded to heterosexual married 

couples. He made the announcement at a speech in New York to the Human Rights 

Campaign, a major gay-rights advocacy group. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <Nc~collegeathleticsclips.com@maill20.us2.mcsv.net> 

Saturday, FebruaD, 8, 2014 3:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Basketball Players of the NCAA, Unite ! 

Greetings flom the Clips viewing room early on Saturday afternoon. I am currently 

watching Alabama playing at No. 3 Florida, and.----.for rnos~ el ~he game ’Bama managed 

to stay close, but now--with ttse cfock at 30 seconds and ticking away--rise Gators have 

won the game, so they go to 21o2 and should be a lock for a No. 3 ranking next week. 

Now it’s only 2pro ;and there are about a half dozen games to go. f hope f have enough 

beer to make it through the full slate el games. 

it’s not enough to watch muftiple games simultaneously, but l’ve got the Clips; laptop and 

the iPhone 5 close at hand as well. Afew minutes age I received a NY Ureas AlerL and it 

a~e~ed me to el3 aAic~e about Ramog~ Huma, president of the new~y formed College 

Athletes Players Association (as wel~ as being president of the Nationa~ College Piaye~s 

Association). 

rhis article is a nice re-.cap cl efferts to gain batter werking, a,~, playing canditiens for 

college athletes. And Mr. Huma seems to be tt~e best man to feed those efforts. 

Wow, now it’s Ne~ 17 lows up 14 ow~r No. 10 Michigan. 

Ii~ave a geod Sa[urday~ 

Nk:k ]nfante 

Clips Editol 

As Northwestern Players Pursue Unionization, 
Voice in the Wilderness Gains a Chorus 

By Ben Strau.sa, New Y’or~ T~mes, 2-8-14 

It began i~ the fall of 1995 witt~ a few bags of groceries left anonymausfy at a 

teammate’s apartment Ramogi Huma was a teenage~ then, a f~eshman finebacker at 

U.C.L.A.. but he took notice when Dannie Edwards was suspended for accepting 

food, a violation of N.C.A.A rufes At workouts the next summer, Huma foamed he was 

no[ covered by Lf~C.L.A.’s health insurance because some practices were vekmtary. He 

began to see a pattern. 

realized somett~ing had ~o change," Huma said. "CoIlege atNe~es needed a voice." 

Nearly ~wo decades fatal Huma is ~he president el ~he newly formed College A~hletes 

Players Association, seeking to lepresent football and basketball pfayers. He turned in a 

petition seeking recognition for Northwestern football players to a ~e~ona~ off~ce of the 

Nationa~ L~bo~ Re,athens Beard ]as~ week in Chicago, m~tk~ng the first ~temp~ by college 



Today, the perception and realities of college sports are strikingfy different from when 

Huma was a student. Television revenue has skyrocketed .----. the five latges~ conferences 

and the college football p~ayoff and postse~son basketb~ tournaments bdng in $1.2 

b~l~on each year-----givff~g universities and conferences newfound weakh ~e pay coaches 

and administrators. Cu[rent I~flgat~on questions the definition of amateurism a~d argues 

that the athletes ought to be compensated President Obama has spoken ~bout the 

dangers of concussions and the safety o~ college ~eo~bal~ p~aye~s. 

Before ~ny of theft, Huma started a student group to littfe fanfare at U .C.L.A. He set out to 

educate athfetes around the country, ~aise awareness of issues like health cale, death 

benefits, ~nd scholarships that could be revoked because a pt~yer sustained an injury. 

The N.C.A.A. accuses Huma of professionalizing college sports. But David Ridpath, a 

member of the Drake Group, which seeks educational refenn in coftege athletics, said: 

"Ramogi was rebulfed and ~aughed off for a ~ong tff~e. Not anymore; he may be the most 

powerfu~ force ~ N.C.A.A~ refo~m." 

It was not long after those summe~ p~actices that Huma, the son of a teacher and a state 

prison worker, first told U C.L.A. Ce;~ch Bob Toledo that he intended to stair his student 

group~ He called it the College Athle[es Coalition~ 

For the next several years, he focused on schoolwork ~nd footbaft, but by 200t, Huma 

was pursuing a master’s degree in public health. He had read the autobiography of the 

tengtime N.C.A.A. executi~e direder Walter Byers. Byers, who is no fonger affiliated with 

the N.C.A.A_ wrote abou~ ~he perils of amateurism and the prolessional model of college 

athletics. Huma signed up 300 U.C.L.A. athfetes for the coalition. Unsule of Isis isext step~ 

he sent emaifs to union le;~ders, asking for guidance and organizing help. 

didn’t send very many emails because we didn’t knew very many unions," he said. 

The United Steelworkers offeled the only ~esponse, and even they we~e not convinced. 

[hough[ colfege athletes had if pret[y good," the S[eelworkers presidenL Leo W~ 

Ge~ard, said. "They got to play ball, and they got a flee education." 

But Huma made a compelling case~ There were shortfalls in schok~rships, leaving 

athletes without money for necessities: scholarships were renewable at the discretion of 

coaches; athletes had no voice. Huma began to spread the word el his nascent 

organization, mostly through friends. 

VVhenever a new calf came in, Huma loaded his Toyota Camry and drove to meet with 

the curious group of pfayers. He went to Alizona, Arizona State and othe~ colfeges in the 

\,~est. Soon, the coalition had chapters at 10 universities One of the first pfayers 

intrigued by Hume’s message was [v~att Strohfus, a fullback at Boise Slate. 

"[he first time f spoke to Ramagi, if was a like a light bulb," he said. "He was the only one 

taking action." 

The strategy then was [o slowly expand, add mote chap[ors and increase the group’s 

membership and influence. But dudng the summe~ of 2001, three football players died 

while working out with their ten, ms: .F.raste Autin at Florida, De~aughn Darling at Florida 

State and Rashidi Wheeler at No~tlswestern. 

Huma decided to push the N.C.A.A. publicly for better conditions far players. He was 

featured on an episode of =’60 Minutes." (Strohfus said the Boise State administlation 

m~de him feel as if he should not participate in the piece.) The N.C.A.A. agreed to meet 

with Huma but later canceled, citing his affiliation with the Steelworkers~ T~,o years later, 

though, the N.C.A.A. did inc,ease death benefits~ to $25,000 from $10,000. 

Prog~ess came in fits and starts. Huma worked with Aften Sack, the roundel of the Drake 

Group, on studies that documented scholarship sho~Sfalfs. Sack had been the direder of 

the short-lived Cente~ I~r/\~hletes Rights and Education, a Iederatly funded group that 

first broached the notion of collective bargaining for colfege athletes in the late 1970s 



and early ’80s. Huma changed the name of his group to the National College Players 

Association. 

tile name to really show that we were going to represent athletes:" Huma said. 

In 2008, Huma supported a court case that argued scholarships should cover more than 

tuition, books, housing and mea~s~ A~ oat-of-couR se~eme~t w~th the NC~A~A. that 

~nck~ded a $10 million fund for atMetes’ additional expenses was a b~ersweet v~ctol~ 

because it did not provide a ruling on whethe~ schola~sMps violated anti~rust taw~ And the 

N.C.A.A~ stil~ would eat meet w~th h~m~ 

Two yeals fatel, Huma campaigned successfulfy for a CaUfomia law that requkes 

universities to post onUne the fine print of scholarship terms. And in 2012, after Huma 

delivered a petition s~gned by LLC.L./k. ~oo~bal~ p~ayers~ California passed a student- 

athlete Bill of Rights that brought ~creased medical 

atMetes 

The boons in television money -- conhacts once wolth millions of dotlals were suddenly 

now in tile billions ...... hetped Iuel a debate over some of the issues Huma had been 

championing, Another key, Huma said, was Tay~o~ B~a~ch’s sweeping ~d~ctme~t of the 

N C.AA in an article puMished ~n The Atlantic ~n 2011 that received nat~ona~ attention. 

Now there is the O’Bannon case against the N.C.A.A, b~ought by the fa~mer U.C.LA, 

basketbalf player Ed O’Bannan, which seeks compensation for using the likenesses of 

athletes irl v~deo games. Huma serves on ~he board of the Former College AtMetes 

Association, wMch, ~f the case is successful, could play a role in d~stdbuthsg money. And 

whe~ a judge expressed interes~ ~ast year ~n expand#~g ~he class certification ~e #~ck~de 

cubrent atMetes, ~uma suggested ca~dMates to O’Bannon’s ~awyer, Michae~ ~ausfeld. 

"Yhe connections with the student-athletes are there because he’s beerl doing this for so 

long," said Alex Padilla, a California state senator and the sponsor of the studenbatMete 

BU~ of R~ghts legislation "He has educated the students and built the~ co~rage so they 

can speak." 

The N.C~A.A. paints a less rosy picture el Huma~ His alfiliatian with the ¢5teelworkers, the 

N.C.A,A.’s clsief legat counsel Donald Remy sa~d, ~s evidence of am agenda to 

p~ofessionaU~e college sports. For many yea~s, the Steelworkers have he~d fund~raise~s 

~n Clevela~d a~d ~n P~ttsburgh to supped ~he N.C~P~A., wMch pays Huma aroused 

,5100.000, according to ~ece~t tax filhsgs~ 

Huma said if the N,C.A,A, had been more receptive to his original g~oup, a union 

college athletes would never have been needed. After he met w~th the N C.AA’s cMef 

medical ofl:~cer, Br~a~ ~-ta~n~ne, last year, Huma concluded the N.C.A.A. needed a 

stronger concussion policy, rather than showing individual universities to set their own 

standards. That was the impetus fo~ the un~on, he said. 

"The N.F.I. and N.F.L. Players Assaciatien set a great example," H~ma said. "Collective 

bargaining, at that point, was the only way." 

House hunting in ... Quebec 

Remy disagreed. "it’s been dressed up dilferently: perhaps," he said~ "But the agerlda 

that isis olgani~atiens have been advancing have always focused on compensating 

athfetes, incKKJing issues surrounding unionizing" 

Remy afso noted that governance reform was among the key issues at last month’s 

N~C.A~A~ converltien. He mentioned a st~pe~d for athletes that n~any u~ve~sk~es 

Uke to see ~mp~emented a~d sa~d hscreased ~nput flora athletes through the Student- 

Athlete Advisory Committee was a pdod~. Still, one member of the committee ~ecently 

to~d the Chronicle of Higher Educado~ that she thought the N.C~A.A. put a muzzle on 

students~ 

Hunss’s new group faces an uncertain futu~e, particularly at pubfic universities in states 

that forbid public employees from coftective bargaining And the NC A A reform 

mevemerlt, with its newlourld visibility, will have to rlavigate its different factiorls~ The 

Drake Group, far instance, is pushing legislation that includes a limited antitrust 



exemption Ior the NC,A~A,, while the O’Bennen case is p~ediceted u~)on ~emovi~g it, 

"~i~’re not the~e yet,’~ Huma said "B~t we be]ieve~J a long time ago theft college s~)o~ts 

could be changed, end ~c,w we’~e seeing it," 



BASKETBALL PLAYERS 
OF THE NC~ UNITE 

Folfow Clips o~ Twitter: 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASN: p~ssdi ~s,com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSfTE: 

prevokil~g, infermafion;~l ~r~d occasienal~y hmTtereus C~i~s �FLASHes (hke this erie), which ;~re ~ward.- 

vvo~shy e4tecqs that rsnge far and wide to delve it=to the peqphery a~d soft u~derbe~y of our modem day 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clay Aiken <bounce@bonnce.myngp.com> 

Saturday, February. 8, 2014 6:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Today 

Friends, 
I wanted to send you a quick note from the campaign trail. My morning started with educators in Fayetteville who inspired me with their energy and enthusiasm for public 
education. From Fayetteville we headed up to Harnett County for the annual "Groundhog Breakfast" where we were met by enthusiastic folks eager for change. 
I am heading back to Cat?/now and my team tells me that we’re getting close to our goal. Will you chip in $10 or $20 today to put us over the top? 
I was struck by the optimism and energy of everyone that I met. They were far more optimistic about the future of our country than the folks in D.C. and the media seem to be. 
This morning proved to me that our people are far less divided than our politics suggest. 
I look fo~Nard to seeing you on the trail. 

Clay Aiken 

PS - I hope that you will make this campaign OUR campaign. Sign up 

Paid for by Clay Aiken tbr North Ca~colina ] 

Clay lbr North Carolina 

PC Box 3809 
Cary NC 27519-3809 United States 

If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from us, please ,unsubseribe. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Saturday, Februao, 8, 2014 9:35 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Violence Rocks Syrian City During Another Civilian Evacuation Artempt 

Violence Rocks Ns~ian City Dm-ing A~other Civilian 
Evacuation Attempt 

An attempt to implement the second phase of a U.N. plan to evacuate civilians and take 

desperately needed aid into a besieged rebel-held area in the central Syrian city of Horns 

was marred by violence on Saturday. 

One day after succeeding in evacuating 83 people trapped in sections of central Horns for 

more than 18 months, a convoy comprised of U.N. and Syrian Arab Red Crescent vehicles 

was attacked with mortars and gunfire. The attack killed at least five people on the rebel 

side, wounded one Syrian aid worker and forced a U.N. team, including its top 

representative in the country, to remain trapped in the rebel-held sector for hours. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, Februmy 9, 2014 3:49 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Economy and Crime Spur New Puerto Rican Exodns 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots A[ts ~ Magazine 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

Top News 

Puerto Rice’s e:;tended woes, i~ch~ding high unemployment and 

pervasive chine, are cansing a worrisome exodus of 

professionals and middle--elass residents to places like Flo~qda and Texas. 

Snowden Used Low-Cost Too] to Best NoSoAo 

Intelligence officials say Edward J. Snowden used ine:q~ensive 

and widely available software to "serape" the N.S.A’s networks, 

even though they were protected to wikhskand more 

sophisticated cyberaEaeks. 

~ NS.A. Program Gathe[s Data on s TN[d or Nation’s Calis, Officials Say 

n usad 

~A:ie]lding ~A:hip and a Hard New Law, Nigeria 

Sine(" Nigeria’s president signed a law cHminalizing 

hom~~sexualib,, a~a’esN of gay pe%~]e have multiplied and 

demands %r a crackdown have flourished. 

Bauchi, 
in mostly 

Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZI NE 

From Russia With Love 

T Magazi ne traces th e steal ed hi stoD" of the b o~ se of J. Me~) d e] 

from St. I etezsbnrg k Paris to New York City, and reveals the 



process by which some of its finest new pieces were madeo 

OPINION I OPINION 

The End ~f 

NoNing besides a ~ationN pdiey shift on bow we create and 

con sume en ergy will keep ou r m oun rains white. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ALEJANDRO GARCiA PADILLA, who was elected Puerto Rico’s governor by a thin margi~ 

2012, okmg that he regrets winning the election as he confronts a deepening 
economic crisis, 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: New Y~rk Fall ao*4: Elemer~% I 

Textu re 

A thema’de visual diary of New York Fashion Week inspired by 

the essential 1- uilding blo,-ks of fashion and s bqe. 

~ vine:o: Priyanka’s Ameriear~ Debut 

Priya~ka Cbopra is a honsehoh-I name i~ India. But she is a 

relative unknouq~ in America, where she spent a paCa of her 

childhood. She hopes that being the new face of Ouess will 

change 

~ Reiated Article 

~ vine:o: Wine-Braised Oxtai~ 

Oxtail i s "on e of tb e m ost "~vo~:~ d effu 1 m eats fbr b ra is~ ~ g," says 

Mdissa Clark. She makes hers wid~ eeleU root and eats’oN, and 

serves ik v~th gremolaka. 

World 

Intrigue, Conspiracy, Alien Abduction: Polities 

of Chess Go Offthe Board                               ~.~p~o 

The inh~gue revolves around corruption a]Iega%ns by ~e bvo 

candidates for the t~deration’s presidency, (3arry i<asparov, the 

former champio~ and Russia~ opposition figure, and Kirsan I13qm~zhh~ov, the 

ineumben k president. 



"Shallow News in Depth," founded by two Thai-Americans, uses 

acid--laced sarcasm ~n a s~yle ealled "O o*~ S~ewart on crack." 

C~ina ExhiMt, Pa,q ofa~ A~ti-dapan Campaign, 

Reflects an Esealat~g Feud 

~ exhibit about a Korean nationalist who assassinated 

0 apanese po~itieia*~ in 19o9 is i*~dieative of the anti-#apanese 

pnblie rdations campaign that Chitin is rnnning. 

Wongsu 

at the 

U,S, 

More Federa~ Privi|eges to Extend to Same-Sex Couples 

Atk~rney Genera] Eric H. Ho]der &:. was preparing to issue po]ieies aimed at 

diminating the d~stinetion between same- and opposite-sex married eouples in 

tim federal erimi*mI j us tiee system. 

A Battle of Ideology i~ a City U~mec~astomed to T]~ai So~°t of 
Election 

The current race lbr mayor, between a Ladno Democrat and a business- 
oriented Republicam is i*~ many ways a figh~ rot San Diego’s political soul. 

Program Benefifi,~g Some I~mtfigrmtts iExtends 

Visa ~,Vail for Others 

A push to defer depor~Aions for young undocumented 

~mmigrants has meant delays in granting green cards ~o relatives 

of citizens, usually a comparatively swif?~ process. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

in the SAC Saga, it’s Hard to Chase a Sl~adow 

For traders at SAC Capi ’tal Ad~qsors, it was another trial, another 

em~vict~on. B~t its eh ief, Steven A. ,7oh en, r~ .ms in s out of range. 

Som~dhtg the Tax Alarm, to iLittle Applause 

Whis~le-hlowet~’ tips are pouring in to the I.R.S. But cash awards 

are*~’k pomqng ouL 



Special Report: Your Taxes 

The tax code remains fiendishly complex, but s trategies are 

available to make the path to filing less stressfi~]. 

Sports 

VIDEO FEATURE 

The Halft~ipe From Shmm ~,Vhite’s Perspective 

Shmm White is possibly the best--M~own member d the U nited 

St~tes Olympic team. When he drops into the hal~)ipe, he dons it 

a t full speed - a n a ggressiveness tha t di sfing~fisb es hi m. 

Amer~em~ ~n Nogu~s 

A dom~n afin g perfornm n ee by Jusfine a~ d Chloe Dufonr- 

Lapointe, and au uncharacterisBe ert~)r by the las~ gold medalisL 

the ~nerican Hannah Kearney, decided the women’s moNds. 

Amerlem~ S~mwboarder ~Vh~s :First Gold of 

Games 

Sage Koksenburg d Park City, Utah, was a sm’prise winner in 

snowboard slcg,esb:le, as the event m ade its OlymlA c debut. The 

favorite, Mark MeMorris of Canada, finished thh’d. 

Justine 
Dufour- 

La~oint 

Kotsenb 

Arts 

Seeking U.So Art ~,~l Over Map, dust Check GPS. 

The Crystal Bridges Musemn of American At~ in Bentonvi]le, 

Ark., is meeting u~th about ~,ooo artists to find mo to feature in 

PreMde~tial Che~fistry 

B~?:a,~ Cranston moves fl’om illegal ehemistr.~: to hardball polities 

as he plays Lyndon B. Johnson in ":All d~e Way" on Broadway. 

,El Video: Bryan Cranston Plays L.B.J. on Broadway 

"i’l~s Time, Ready to Take Charge 

Robin Wright is stepping into the limeli-dat, direcking for "}louse 

of Cards" and acti~g in the *~ew movie "A Most Wanted Man." 

Vvr~ght 

Magazine 

Does a More Equal Niarr~age Mean Less Sex? 

He coo]zs, she dea~s, they both work and take care of the kMs. 

It’s the perfect egalitarian marriage. There’s just one problem. 

Whose Turkey Is It? 

Th e stm ggle for th e fi~tu re between a megalom an i acal prime 

minister, a mfldsh leader in the Poconos and thousands of 

citizens taking to ~he starlets. 



Deep IaMde Ba~, Lu~rmam£s Creative Chaos 

Whatever the director decides to do next, there’s a good 

hell make up his mind while not wearing pants. 

Obituaries 

Atom Heym~m, Rwanda Rescuer, Is Dead at 52 

Mso t teyman found in Israel’s sys kern of youth villages a model 

for assisting tim young sm~dvors of the Rwandan genoeide. 

Clu’istopher Jo~ms, Actor "Who Q~t Field, Dies at 

7~ 

Mr. J ones, who made only a handful of films, including "Wild in 

the Sa’eek~" and "Ryan’s Daughter," was often compared with 

J arnes Dean. 

Ohristep 

:: her 

,Jones in 

¯ 966 

K, Lamar Alsop, Violinist and Ballet 

Conce~’tmaster~ D~es at 85 

Mr. Alsop, the lo~gtime concertmaster lbr the NewYork City 

Ballet Orchestra, was also the fa kher of Ma~n :~sop, the music 

direetor of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Case t’or a Hi,~e~" M~n~mum Wage 
~r r,’~r. i.~.~ioa~,,,~ r.:e.’M,e 

*~ increase would help 27.8 ~nillion people. It wo~dd also help balance power 

the wor~Aaee. 

,~ InteF~ctive Feature: Can You Live on t~e Minimum V, gage? 

EDITORIAL 

New York’s Affordable ][i[o~h~g Nhortage 

With enerD, a ~d some ingenuity, Mayor Bill de Blasio and his administration 

could make a dent. 

EDITORIAL 

Cu~o~oeriey ~¢:ars, Revisited 

Domestic problem s, n ot %reign ors, a re to Mare e fi:,r a recen t slump in em organ g 

markets. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Pope You Can Eat 

Francis has sensed the world’s appetite for a sweeter kind of 

, Columnist Page ] glog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Leaving ~ ork Bel~d 

2u’e tile effects of Obama(:are on employment a sign of things to 

come? 

Ross 

, Columnist Page I BIog 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

What would Paddy Cbayefs~ say, ~ow t~mt the apocalyptic 

"Network" ~as come true a couple thousand dines overt 

~ Co~umn~ Page 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

~A’~ || Sa~r~g on Healt|~ Ca~’e Hm’t l-l~e E~onomy? 

Health care speeding aed eml.~loymeet have beee do~, hurtieg the recove~3~. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Th~qes from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhoneN l iPad® Android I All 

Save 15% a~ The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyt,com >> 

About "this Ernail 

1his is an automated emaL Please do not reply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’r’limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

As a member of ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protectin9 your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Ernail i Privacy Policy I Con’[act i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNG comes alive after slow 

start in 73452 victory at Notre 

Dame 

The North Carolina Tar Heels 

trailed by nine early before taking 

control with their defense and 

capitalizing on Notre Dame 

turnovers to beat the Fighting... 

North 

Carolina 

forward J.P 

Tokoto drives 

the lane as 

Notre Dame 

UNC 73, Notre Dame 62 I 
0.08,I4 02,08,14 

Tarheels win their road game 
against the Fighting Irish 

North 
Carolina 
forward J.P. 
Tokoto 

ReNay from South Bend: UNC vs, Notre Dame 

Replay our updates and commentary from the North 

Carolina Tar Heels facing the fighting Irish of Notre 

Dame at Purcell Pavilion. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Newsobsewer.com 

/\’3OUT US I PRIVACY POI.~DY    PROFli.[{ SUBSCRIPTIONS I UNSU.3SCRiB[{ 

This e-mail was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass 

mailing. You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer 

andior our advertising partners. 

To select which newsletters you would like to receive click here. To opt out, click here If you have 

questions, please visit support.newsobserver.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 10:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to Imtate Clients (Part 1 of 3) 



click here. 

Update your preferences Unsubscribe 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Sunday, Februao~ 9, 2014 10:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Joy, Abby, Lis~, and Michelle" Update 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Joy Renne¢’ just provided information to the poli ",~ioy, Abby, 

Lissa, and Michelie." 

Economist GMAT Tutor. 

The results you want The flexibility you need. Claim your 7-day free trial 

laday. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Sunday, Febmao~ 9, 2014 10:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Joy, Abby, Lis~, and Michelle" Update 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Joy" just adcied a vumm ~, ,t ~o yo,:~r Doodle poll "Joy, Abby, 

Lissa, and Michelie." 

Looking for a help desk? 

Try Freshdesi,: - the preferred heipdesk of over 15000 businesses So 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perrin <andrewAperrin@unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 9, 2014 3:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: [INFORMATIONAL] Professor Andrew Perrin Selected to lead Caxolina Seminars Program 

Thanks Lissa! I’m excited and appreciate your kind words. I’ve enjoyed 
learning from and working with you this year 

Best, 
Andy 

On 02/09/2014 11:23 AM. Broome, Lissa L wrote: 
> Hi Andy -- Congratulations on your selection. I know- you’ll do a terrific job. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: noreply@email.unc.edu [mailto:noreplv@email.ua~c.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 6:27 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Sulziect: [Ii"~’ORMATIONAL] Professor Andrew- Perrin Selected to lead Carolina Seminars Program 
> 

> The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost is pleased to annouaace Andrew- Perrin, associate professor of sociology, as the new- director of the Carolina Seminars Program at 
the Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Perrin succeeds James Peacock, Kenan Professor of Anthropology 
> 

> The mission uf the Carulina Seminars Program is to assemble scholars from different departments and schuols to study cumple× problems, bridge disciplinary buundaries and e~ich 
academi c discuurse. 
> 

> Perrin is a cultural and pulitical suciologist whu has published on a bruad range of tupics, including recent articles on public upiniun research, the Tea Party Movement and obesi~-related 
behaviurs and stigma in children’s movies. He teaches cuurses in sociological theory and cultural sociolugy as well as first-year seminars un demucratic citizenship in the United States tie 
is alsu a member uf the UNC Faculty Athletics Committee and the UNC Student-Athlete Initiative Working Gruup. 
> 
> Effective Feb. 1, Perrin is in charge of providing intellectual and administrauve leadership to the prugram by encuuraging interdisciplinary examination of critical issues tte will sulicit 
prupusals for new seminars, assess their value and cuntributions and align them with the guals ufthe Academic Plan. tie will also administer the I)uuglass ttunt Lecture series. 
> 

> For inure in~2~rmatiun, please visit http://uncnews.uncedu/2~4/~/28/suciu~-schu~ar-~ead-car~lina-seminars-pru~ram/ 
> 

> This message is spunsored by: Office ufthe Executive Vice Chancellor and Pruw~st 
> 

> 

> INFORMATIONAl. emai[ will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated that they du want to receive mass email Tu set your irfformatiuna[ mass email preference, s~gn intu MyUNC at 
http ://m’~’.unc. edu. and select Update Persunal Irfformatiun 
> 

Andrew J Perrin - andrew ~errin@unc.edu - http://perrin.sucsci.unc edu 
Assuciate Professor and Associate Chair uf Suciulogy. - ~ 1 (919) 962-6876 
Direc tur, Carulina Seminars Program - http ://carulin aseminars.unc.edu 
University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Sunday, Februao~ 9, 2014 4:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Doodle: "Joy, Abby, Lis~, and Michelle" Update 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

"Abigail Pante¢’ i~.Ist provideci information to the poll "Joy, Abby, 

Lissa, and Michelie." 

Looking for a help desk? 

Try Freshdesi,: - the preferred helpdesk of over 15000 businesses So 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Panter, A. T. <panter@ad.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 9, 2014 4:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re. Doodle. Link for poll J( y, Abby, L~ssa, and Michelle" 

Hi, Sorry for the delay. I am in San Juan for a meeting so am just now 
able to fill in dates/times. Hope you are doing great Itas nice and ~varm 
here! Abby 

A. T. Panter 
panter@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Sunday, February 9, 2014 at 10:30 AM 
To: "Renner, Joy J" <JoyRenner@med.unc.edu>, "A. Panter" 
<panter@ad unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Doodle: Link for poll "Joy, Abby, Lissa, and Michelle" 

Hi Joy and Abigail -- Please respond when you have a chance. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Doodle [mailto:mailer(~doodle.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 10:30 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Doodle: Link for poll "Joy, Abby, Lissa, and Michelle" 

You have initiated a poll "Joy, Abby, Lissa, and MJchelle" at Doodle. 
link to your poll is: 

http://www.doodle.com/xqpcq bkwmaskk zde 

Share this link with all those who should cast their votes. Do not forget 
to cast your vote, too. 
(If you did not initiate this poll, somebo~dy must accidentally have used 
your e-mail address; simply ignore this e-mail, please.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, Februao, 9, 2014 7:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update: 2-9-14 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. 

Your Clips Editor has experienced an overdose of TV viewership this week. I viewed parts of 
a couple dozen men U s and womenl, s games this week. B ut fret not, dealt readers, I shall 

recover (especially with all the Sochi Olympic stuffto divert my attention). 

Meanwhile, there ~; s plenty of great content below, all of it relevant to the business of college 

sports. I want to call readersU attention to the item at the top: UN(TAA warns I~peace[1J?orn 

concztssion law6v,its. ~ The posting is actually a compilation of four separate articles and it 

provides a comprehensive, up-to-date snapshot of potentially huge concussion litigation yet to 

come. Kudos to Jon Solomon of al.com for devoting plenty of research and analysis to the 

concussion issue. 
I am delighted to welcome over two hundred new Clips subscribers in the past month, for 

many of them this will be their first-ever Clips Monday Update. New subscribers come from 

Penn State ~ s John Curley Center for Sports Journalism, the UniversiU of Illinois, the Big West 

Conference, the University of South Carolina, Liberty University, UNC [] s Sports 

Admi nistration department, Troy University, Coker College, S tetson University, Amherst 

College, Northeastern University, Wichita State, UNC-Greensboro, Loyola Marymount 

University, Huxley College and Appalachian University, plus ~; civilians [1 from Cincinnati and 

Marina Del Rey. 

Here [] s a reminder to all our new subscribers (and to long-time subscribers as well). If you 

click on any of the links below and get a blank white screen that means you need to log in. To 

do so, click on []Log Ir~’Out [] in the upper left comer of the Clips website (seejpeg below) 

and enter your usemame and password. If you have any trouble please contact me. 

Also, at the bottom of this email I have inserted a graphic to show you how you can have your 

computer save your Clips password. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vwvw.twitter.co~W@Colle,qeAt hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in ~vith your username and pass~w~rd to vie~v the articles (belo~v) on the 
website. Ifyot~ are ~o~ I~g~ed i~ )’~u w~l~ get ~+ bla~k wlfite screen, 

NCAA wants ~peace’ from concussion lawsuits with settlement 

What ~f they had a Winter Q~ympics in Manhat~n? ++:~+ ~+~.+ 





About our website: Colle~leAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.colle~s.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from tttis mailing list oi change the email format please use tire links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
Uitsnbscfibe 



Change your subscription 
Unsubscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Ken Gallant <ksgallan~uaJr.edu> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 8:07 PM 

’Richards, Ed’ <richards@law.lsu.edu-~; lawprot@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

Austrian Penal Codes of 1803 and 1852??? Anyone??? 

Does anyone have an English or French translation of the Austrian Penal 
Codes of 1803 and/or 1852? 

I need the jurisdictional/spatial and temporal scope provisions, ~vhich are 
usually early in the codes. Amnesty’ International says that a universal 
jurisdiction provision for ordinary crime (actually a 
representation/subsidiaW universal jurisdiction provision) exists in the 
Penal Code of 1852, arts. 391t) but I am looking for all the jurisdictional 
provisions 

Given that I may not be able to find these codes in translation, I may have 
to get the originals and find a translator Does anyone have the original 
German? 

Thanks, 
Ken 

Kenneth S. Gallant 
University" of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Bowen School of Law 
1201 McMath Avenue 
Little Rnck, A~kansas, 72202-5142, USA 
phnne 1-501-324-9912 
ksgallant@ualr.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sue Konzelmann <~s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.uk--- 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 3:49 AM 

Sue Konzelma~n <s.konzelma~n@bbk.ac.uk> 

FW: ~minar at kcl 

WindingRoadSe~ninarlnfo.pdf 

Hi everyone, 

Gerhard asked me to send this out to let you know that they intend to go ahead with the Seminar at KCL despite the tube strike. If you can make it, that would be great since the speakers 
are coming from Sweden and they are hoping that the strike doesn’t cause too much disruption. 

take care, 

Sue. 

Dr Suzanne J. Konzelmann 
R eader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Programmes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 
Editor, Cambridge Journal of Economics 

Birkbeck, Universi~ of London 
Malet Street Bloomsbury 
London WCI E 7HX 
United Kingdom 

LCCGE webs~te: http://www, lcc~e bbk. ac.uk/ 
Personal webpage: http://www.bbk ac.uk/manop/mana~ement/stal![~/konzelmarm.shtm[ 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssrn.com/author 349753 

See my latest books: 

’]?he Economics of AusteriW 
http://www.e-el~ar.co.uk/bookentry mainlasso?id 15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: ~Ilae Faces of Liberal Capitalism 
http://ww~v.routled~e, corn/books/details/9780415517898/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froru: Schnyder, Gerhard [mailto:gerhard.schnvder(&,’kcl.ac.uk] 
Sent: Mon 10/02/2014 08:18 
To: Sue Konzelmamx 
Subject: Fxvd: seminar at kcl 

Dear Sue, 

I hope you are well and had a nice week-end. 

I wondered whether you would mind rescnding the seruinar invitation at 
KCL as a reminder. In f~act, quite a few people frora your list have been 
in touch to register interest. But rm worried that there ruight be some 
uncertainty regarding whether we will go ahead with the seminar despite 
the tube strike. Unfortunately, we cannot postpone this seminar, as the 
presenters are based in Sweden and coming to the LPK just for this. So, 
we will hold it as planned and hope for the best. I aru hoping that some 
people may still be able to attend despite the strike. 

Thanks and best ~vishes 
Gerhard 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    seminar at kcl 
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2014 20:06:01 +0000 
From: Schnyder, Gerhard <gerhard.schnyder@kcl.ac.uk> 

To: Sue Konzelmalm <s konzelmalm@bbk ac.uk> 

Dear Sue, 

I wondered whether you might be able to send the attached invitation for 
a seminar here at King’s to t2ae members of the LCCGE It is on 
shareholder value and directors’ norms So, I thought this might be of 
interest, even though it is in the middle of the day 

Many thanks and have a great week-end[ 

Gerhard 



Dr Gerhard Schnyder 
Senior Lecturer in Comparative Management 

King’s College London 
Department of Management 
Franklin-Wilkins Building 
Room 1.42 
150, Stamford Street 
London 
SE1 9NH 

Phone: +44 (0)20 7848 4633 

E-mail: gerhard.schnyder@kcl.ac.uk 

www.kcl.ac.uk/sspp/depattments/management/people/academicisc~rmyder.aspx 

SSRN: http:/issm.com/author 390003 

Research Associate: 

Cambridge Centre for Business Research (CBR) 
www.cbr.cam.ac.ttk 

London Centre for Corporate Governance and Ethics (LCCGE) 
www.lccge.bbk.ac.uk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 3:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate Law: Law & Finance eJournal, Vol. 6 No. 8, 02/10/2014 

Table of Contents 

Financial System Engineering 

Nanuel A, Utset, Florida State University College of Law 

The Effects of Usury Laws: Evidence from the Online Loan Market 

Oren Rigbi, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev 

CORPORATE LAW: LAW & FINANCE e.~OURNAL 

iiiiiii"~Financia[ System [~ngineering’’ ~i Free Download 

Review of Banking and Financial Law, VoL 32, No, 2, p. 37L 2013 

FSU College of Law, Law, Bus#~ess & Economics Paper 

MANUEL A, UTSET, Florida SLate University College of Law 

Email: mutset@law.fsu,edu 

Financial systems are shaped by conscious design and market forces. The Dodd-Frank Act is, at least in part, a collection of mechanisms to 
supplement and better channel market incentives. It expands the scope of financial regulation and requires regulators to engage in a full-scale re- 
engineering of financial rules and of financial systems more generally. After the financial collapse that began in 2007, commentators and legislators 
were in broad agreement as to some of its main causes: institutions, securities, and markets that were too complex and lacked transparency, and 
the paucity of timely monitoring by regulators and investors. However, we still do not have a good understanding of the relationship between 
complexity, transparency, and real-time governance (monitoring followed by accountability). This article develops a theory of complexity and real- 
time transparency in financial systems. It divides the concept of complexity into four sub-types: intertemporal, coordination, strategic, and 
governance complexity. It also considers techniques developed by engineers to manage complexity and shows how to extend these to the 
financial systems. The article gives special attention to a set of engineering techniques used to design, test, and monitor real-time, safety-critical 
systems. The complexity and reaVtime constraints in financial systems resemble those in nuclear power plants, air traffic control systems, hospital 
monitoring equipment, and a variety of similar systems in which it is necessary to collect information on an ongoing basis, identify problems, pierce 
through the complexity, and design and implement solutions in a timely fashion. The more general normative claim of this article is that, in 
designing financial systems, regulators should make full use of the specification, design, and testing techniques developed by engineers. 

[~i Free Download ] 
:~i:~i:~i:~"The Effects of ~Jsury Laws; Evide#ce from the O#li#e Loa8 

Review otEconom~cs and Statistic.% VoL 95, No, 4, 20.13 

O~.£N R~=G~~=, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev 

Fmail: origbi@bgu,ac,il 

Usury laws cap the interest rates that lenders can charge. Using data from Prosper.com, an online lending marketplace, ~ investigate the effects of 
these laws. The key to my empirical strategy is that there was initially substantial variability in states’ interest rate caps, ranging from 6% to 36%. 
A behind-the-scenes change in loan origination, however, suddenly increased the cap to 36%. The main findings of the study are that higher 
interest rate caps increase the probability that a loan will be funded, especially if the borrower was previously just "outside the money." I do not 
find, however, changes in loan amounts and default probability. The interest rate paid rises slightly, probably because online lending is 
substantially, yet imperfectly, integrated with the general credit market. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Monday, February 10, 2014 6:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: 

Daily Briefing February 10, 2014 

Today’s Paper 

Today’s Top Stories 

[)~ Contain 

Contain 

Contain 



Transforming the First Mile: Kofax Customer Onboarding for 
Financial Services 
WHITEPAPER 

~,’~y do so many banks deliver such unsafisf,Hng onboarding experiences? Three 

lessons stand out: P~cess complexity, mole demanding cus~ome[s, and 

expanding channels. 
READ MORE ,> 

Getting Your Data House in Order 
WEB SEMINAR 

The many benefits of analytics - in detecting fraud, identifying good marketing 

prospects, assessing risk and more - are well known. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

MORE IN THE REb%>URC:E CENTER 

Specia~ Reports 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American Bankers inaugural ranking of ihe Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peeB of similar size, 

based on assets. READ MOIRE }:. 

Wealth Management 

Wealth management has reached a critical juncture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on questionable practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

gro~Ah, and small banks, wMch are jumping headlong inio the bus~ness and 

catering to the ~ess affluent c~ents ~gnored by M[ge banks.READ MORE ~. 

FOLLOW US: [] @AmerBanker [] Fscebook 



Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Di[ectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Monday, Februaqi 10, 2014 7:02 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

Februaqi 10, 2014: Sprint Rethinks Acquiring T-Mobile After Public... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

Today’s Top Headline 

Sprint Rethinks Acquiring T-Mobile After Public Antitrust Opposition 

"Sprint Corp. officials a~e regrouping to decide whether irying to acquire 
smaller rival T-Mobile US Inc. makes sense after antitrust officials expressed 
strong sentiments against a deal publicly," Wall Street Journal (Feb. 10, 
Knutson) sources are [eporting. Sprint Chairrnan Masayoshi Son and CEO 
Dan Hesse have met with Justice Depadment and FCC offic~Ms recent[y~ 
While both men knew a deal wou~d be a tough sell, they have repo~edly been 
very surprised by the leve~ of opposition. "Son may ye~ pumue a deaU’ ~he 
Journal sources slale, "believing Spdnt’s US. options are Hm~ted ~f the 
county’s thkd-largest career doesn’t get b~ggec But ff the skies do dec~de to 
go ahead, they could take weeks or more to ponder strategy and pedect thek 
t~gu~atory arguments." Sprint and %MoM]e, majority-owned by Deutsche 
Te~ekom AG, conlend that 1heir companies shouk~ be permitted to ~oin forces 
~n order to create more robust competition for market leaders Vedzon 
Wke~ess and AT&T ~nc~ "The Justice Department and the FCC repeatedly 
have indicated that the U~S. market ~s more competitive because there are 

four national carrie~ in the wake of 1heir decision to Mock AT&T’s $39 
deal for T-Mobile ~n 2011 ," the Jouma~ states. 

Columbus Dispatch (Feb. 10, Wblverton) cok~mnist Troy Wolverston adds that 
"T-Mobile’s success is a direct result of regulators, in a rare move, actuafly 
s~anding up for competition in this sector." Three years ago, AT&T targeted 
for acquisition, and [edera~ [egula~ors sued ~o stop the rne~er. They did so on 
the grounds 1hat ~t would give 1oo much market contro~ to 1oo few p~ayers~ 
Wo~ve~on recalls, "AT&T soon d~opped the buyo~t effod and ended up having 
~o give %MoMle a bl~akup ~ee of $3 MIHon ~n cash and an additional $1 
wodh of wkeless spectrum." ~n turn, the company has used those gains to 
~mprove its se~ce and offer better deals to the puM~c. In 2011, the companies 
argued tha~ consolidation was inev~aMe and there was no ~utu[e for %Mobile 
the rne~ger feii ~h~ugh. Wolve~ton concludes, "Those arguments we~ w~ng 
~ast time, so you shouldn’t believe them this time. %MoMle has not only 
supplyed without AT&T, ~t’s thrived." 

Nevertheless, deal activity in this sector continues elsewhere. MarketWatch 
(Feb. 10, Mahadevan) has learned that Deutsche Telekom AG has acquired 
the outstanding 39 percent stake in its T-Mobile Czech Republic unit for 
needy 800 million (US$I .09 billion)~ A private equity consortium was the 
seller. "Deutsche Telekom has been reviewing its Eastern Eu[ope strategy, 
particularly in the Czech Republic, because the market is characterized by 
shong competition arid stric~ [egulation," according to Ma[ketWa~ch. 
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C-Suite to Board Seat 

C4~uite Officers: Position Yourself for Boardroom Service 

Join NACD and your fellow C-s.,uite executives for C-Suite to Board Seat. This 
two-day coupe covers the gamut from boardroom basics to more complex 
issues of strategy, oversighL arid stakeholder management, while creating a 
platform for the next generation of boardroom leaders to join current public 
company directo~, stakeholders, and governance professionals to exchange 
ideas, make connections, and build stronger boards. 

Attendees will receive premier programming led by seasoned directo[s (all 
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former C-suile executives) and corporate governance professionals, as well as 
access to ~entorship and invaluable networking opportunities. 

Space is limited. Learn more and reservexour seat toda~ 

U#co~ing course dates: 
May 5-6 I Four Seasons Hotel I Washington DC 
September 8-9 I The Montage i Beverly Hills CA 
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NACD in the News 

Rhonda Ozanian Becomes a Prestigious NACD Fellow 

According to PR-BG.com (Feb. 7), lhe National Association of Corporate 

Directors (NACD) announced late last week that Dr. Rhonda Ozanian has 
become an NACD Fellow, the highest level of credentialing for corporate board 
members and governance professionals. Ozanian presently serves as a 
director on ~he board olthe Pacilic Head and Lung Institute. She previously 
serv’ed as a U.S. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel and was deployed to 
Afghanistan in 2006. NACD President and CEO Ken Daly states, "We are 
proud ~o announce thai Rhonda has joined NACD’s creden~ialed directors and 
has taken the next step in the pursuit of boardroom e×cellence. Our fellows 
help advance the highest standards for those who serve in the boardroom, 
strengthening our businesses and driving director professionalism." 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

Yahoo to Partner With Yelp on Search 

"Yahoo is padnering with online review site Yelp to enhance its seamh resulis 
and attract users," USA Today (Feb. 9, Kratsa.~0 is reporting. Yahoo CEO 
Marissa Mayer has reportedly incorporated Yelp’s local business listings, 
user-generated reviews, and photos into Yahoo’s search engine results. The 
new feature will be made available in the coming weeks. According to the 
newspaper, "the new partnership is par[ of Yahoo’s initiative to distinguish 
itself Irom marke~ leaders Microsoft Bing and Googb." As of the end ol last 
year, Yahoo’s share in the search market was 10.8 percen~ versus Bing’s 18.2 
percent and Googb’s whopping 67.3 percent, reports ComScore. 

ShareF]C]C~ 

Facing Criticism, AOL Chief Reverses Change to 401(k) Plan 

The New York Times (Feb. 9, Kaufman) repods that AOL Chief Executive Tim 
Armstrong has reversed an unpopular change in the media giant’s employee 
benefits program and apologized for publicly singling out two families’ health- 
care issues as a cause of those changes. "AOL had recently altered its 401 
(k) program," notes the newspaper, "switching its matching payments ~o one 
lump sum at year-end instead of throughout the year. The change wouk~ have 
disadvantaged AOL employees, especially those who left the company befere 
Dec. 31 ." Armstrong had attributed the change partly to soaring medical 
costs associated with two families’ "distressed babies." Armstrong 
announced the company’s i’eve~al in an e-mail to AOL staffers late Saturday. 
He wrote: "We heard you on this topic, and.., we have decided to change 
lhe policy back to a per-payoperiod matching contribution/’ 

ShareFTFF~ 

Toyota Near $I Bi{lion Deal to End Probe Over 

"Toyota Motor Corp. is close to a deal to pay more than $1 billion to end a 
U.S. criminal probe of how it disclosed drivers’ complaints of unintended 
acceleration," MarketWatch (Feb. 8, Levinson, Matthews) repods. An official 
agreement, wMch ooukJ come w~thin weeks, wou~d cap a four, ear 
~nvest~gation by federal prosecutors. According to Toyota spokeswoman Ju~e 
Namp, ~he Japanese auto maker is coope~tJng fu~y with U~S. authorities and 
that the amount of the potential settbmenl couk~ change~ She adds, ’ln the 
near~y four yea~ s~nce th~s inqui~ began, we’ve made fundamental changes 
~o become more responsive and customer focused and we’re comm~ted to 
continue to ~mprove/’ 

Sha~e~ 
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Charter to Nominate New TWC Boardroom 

"Charter Communications is planning to nominate a slate of 13 new directors 
~o Time Warner Cable (TWC) in the coming days," Financial Times (Deb. 9, 
Steel, Foley, Hammond) sources are repo~ting, "ra~che~ing up pressure in 
$61 billion takeover battle fer the larger cable operator and prompting an 
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examination of TWC’s current board make-up." The deadline for Charter to 
nominate directors is comin9 up at the end of this week. Some co[potage 
governance expeds and shareholders have exp[essed concern about the 
~ndependence of ~#C’s board. ~le the company considers 11 of its 13 
directors to be independent, st ~esst s ha~&dozen have previously worked at 
T#ne Warner CaMe of an affJfiate company in the pasL Fo~owJng New York 
Stock Exchange ru~es, ~7C considers a d~rector to be independent ff they 
have not worked at the company in the last three years. However, some 
governance expefls say that ~ruly independen~ d#ec~ors should not have had 
direct dealings or been employed by the firm for at ~east s~x years. Lucy 
Ma[cus, a corporate governance exped, commenls, "A proposal of fresh Mood 
on the boa[d ~s not o~t of o[de[ here. Why ~s independence ~mpo~ant? To 
challenge and question and help with blue sk~ thinking, ff you are too close to 
the company, it becomes very hard to do that." 

Share~ 

David Jones Chairman t~ason to Purge Company’s Board 

According to the Australian Financial Review (Feb. 10, Ahmed, Chessell), 
David Jones Ltd. Chairman Peter Mason is considering a plan to replace non- 
executive directors Leigh Clapham and Steve Vamos, "who last year bought 
David Jones shares a day after the board received a $3 billion rne~ge[ proposa~ 
from dva~ Myer and th[ee days before the depadment store group released 
better4hamexpecled ~#~artedy sa~es figures." Mason has reportedly 
discussed the [emova~ of the two directors w~th ~nsfit~fiona~ investors ahsed at 
placating ~nves~or i[e over ~he company’s governance practices. Institutional 
sharehok~e~ have been clamoring for the board 1o be cleaned out and ~e- 
stocked w~th new d#ectors who have retai~ experience. David Jones ~s a Mgh- 
end departmem~ere retailer based ~n Australia. 

Share~ 

Proxy Vot#~g Change Could Love} P}aying Field for Activ}sts 

"A change in the way that companies can see proxy voting tallies as they 
corr~e in could reduce some of the obstacles ac[ivis~ inves[o[s face in waging 

p[oxy battles at companies," ~ports the Wall Street Journal (Feb. 8, 
Chasan). Broadddge Financia~ Sok~tions Inc., which processes proxy votes for 
heady 90 pement of Noah American puMic companies, has dec~ded to no 
~onger allow companies see ~he intedm voting resu~s of a~] participants in a 
proxy contest change. The change went ~nto effect on Friday. I1 is s~gnificant 
because companies wUI no Ionge~ know how many votes the# activist dva~s 
ale gathering on a proxy proposa~ prior to the final vote. "ThaL ~n ~urn, may 
~#nit ~he# aM~ty to predict p~xy voting outcomes," adds the Journal. ~n 
contentious proxy battles, such as for a s~ate of directors, activists and 
companies each t~ to get an information le~d on the other. 

Share~ 

New Corporate Governance Code, }ns}der Norms 

The Economic Times (Feb. 9) is reporting that a new corporate governance 
code and an overhaul of nearly two-decade-old insider trading norms will be 
discussed and finalized alter ~he Securities and Exchange Board el Ind~a’s 
(SEBI’s) upcoming board meeting ~ater tMs month. "The new norms woukJ 
ensure that those ~ndu~g~ng in unla~u~ insider trading activities are dealt with 
sevel~ly," notes the publication. The new corporate governance code, for 
~nstance, wou~d requ#e a~ ~sted companies ~o adop~ a whistle-blower policy 
for employees~ ~t woukJ a~so command firms io ~mp~emeni ordedy succession 
plans and flmit the numbe[ of d~[ectorships a pe~on can hold on company 
boards. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Why ~ore Companies Are Picking CEOs From Within 

CIO (Feb. 9, Choi) notes that such major companies as Microsoft, Coca-Cola, 
and Chevron have recently tapped insiders to fill vacant CEO spots. "Vv~ile 
ou~sidets may bring a Iresh perspective," the publication notes, "~hey also 
come w~ih more risk. Meanwhile, homebred ~ns~ders bdng benefits to the CEO 
suite, such as extensive knowledge of the company’s slruclure and cu]lure~" 
Sydney Finke]ste~n, a professor of strategy and ~eade[ship 8t the Tuck Schoo~ 

of Business a~ Da~tmouth, estimates ~hat abou~ [wo4h#ds of CEOs have 
lraditional~y been Mred from w~lMn. Still, w~th so many industries from reta~ to 
technology to rea~ estate undergoing dramatic changes, expels say more 
companies wJfl likely look to outsiders for new energy and ~deas Jn the years 

to come. 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Jobs Report: Economy Added 113K Jobs in January 

"Hiring was surprisingly weak in Januaqi for the second straight month," notes 



CBS News (Feb. 7). "likely renewing concern that the U.S. economy might be 
slowing aider a strong finish last year." Acco[ding ~o the laiest Labo[ 
Department figures, employers added 113,000 jobs - ~ess than the average 
monthly gain of 194,000 in 2013. TMs comes after December’s tepid increase 
of ]~st 75,000. "StilL" the network notes, "more people begsn ~ooking for work 
~r~ January, and some of the joMess were h~red, red[~c#~g the unemploymen~ 
rate to &6 percent" - the ~owest s~nce October 2008. 

Share~ 

U,S, Trade Deficit Up in Dec. to $38,7 Billion; Ann~al Deficit Fel~ to 
Lowest in 4 Years 

The Associated Press (Feb. 6) cites new U.S. Commerce Department data in 
reporting that the trade deficit rose te $38.7 billien in December 2013 - a 12 
percent increase aI~er hi~ting a fou[oyear low in November. U.S~ exports 
slipped 1.8 percent to $191.3 billion, while impods were up 0.3 percent to 

$230 billion. However, for 2013, the trade deficit fell to its lowest level since 
2009 as exports increased to an all4ime high. The overall deficit fell 11.8 
percerfl to $471.5 billion in 2013, as expo[ts rose 2.8 percent for ~he yea[ and 
imports fell 0.1 percent. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 7:28 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- February 10, 2014 

Good morning, 

A Sisyphean Task? 

With Ss~:ian peace talks resuming in Geneva on Monday, we look at how 

little confidence has resulted from so-called confidence-building measures 

that came out of the last round of talks. Our story vixfdly reports from the 

ground that a United Nations convoy rolled through mortar shells and 

sniper bullets to rescue the sick and starving trapped in the be,,~i~g~:d 

Hom,~, S~Jr~d~y w~ ~}~ la~ of~ ~}~re~>-day, -U,N,,-I~d ~id ~pera~i~r~ that had 

called for a 12-hour cease-fire to permit the delivery of food and medicine 

and the evacuation of civilians. While a senior U.S. official said, "This just 

underscores how important a negotiated political transition is," many 

Syrian officials called the operation a public-relations exercise by the 

international community. 

Mind the Gap 

The U.S. health law was meant to cover people who don’t make enough 

money to qualify for subsidies by expanding Medicaid. But the Supreme 

Com’t struck down that requirement in 2o12, and Republican-elected 

officials in 24 states declined the expansion. We find that a mismatch 

between ,,~:at~.’ ~.md federa.l r-~fle,,~ ha~ [eft r;~il~i~.~,-~ (~f,:~,.meri~an~ ~:ra~ped i~.~. ~ 

<~<a,~.’r~ge gap [] earning too little for health-law subsidies but ineligible for 

benefits under existing Medicaid programs. M~d for some who fall into this 

category, it might come down to a choice between paying the bills and 

b@ng medicine. Our story explores the implications of this issue and 

looks at what some lawmakers are doing to compensate for it. 

Raising the Bar 

Stock investors aren’t impressed. We find that some of the most 

recognizable names in American business have suffered large share-price 

declines following quarterly reports, even after per-share ~ar~i r~,,~ m~:l (~r 



q~m)ib~ the degree to which results show a company’s ability to adapt to 

different economic and market challenges ~ could be driving this year’s 

change and considers the measures that are probably recei~fng more 

weight. 

The Real March Madness 

It was all fun and games when Warren Buffett announced he was offering 

a billion-dollar prize for predicting the ~s4nner of every NCAA tournament 

basketball game. But now comes a lawsuit: Yahoo is being sued by a prize 

company over a similar contest. Is there a connection? Our story[]based 

w~’II as eour-I papers [] pries open the obscure details behind such prizes and 

the risk (or in the ease of Mr. Buffett’s bet, the apparent lack thereof) of 

insuring against a winner. 

New Re%flathms I.,<mvc B~ )out Shops Out on Their 

NUMBER OF THE DAY 

The pereentage of people who ,. ,ohmtr~H~] ~@~ ~h~: hL/ob h,, du: U.S. i:] ~:}m 

n.atk>,*~ }-~ ’kF.At r<m:"i]i h~t z o g~ in November, the highest in the reeoveW and 

up f~om a low of ~.~%o in Septembe~ ~oo9, according to the Labo~ 

Department. 



What do you think about Mr. Armstrong’s eomments and his subsequent 

apology? Send your response to ~ opoi~@w~tioc<>m and follow 

~!};Gerard°FBa~er on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

Dmil:ry Kozak’s eomme~l: ab~>~t S~>ehi :~/-~owers startled and amused man)" 

of you. Referring to the surveillanee video, Ralph Carpenter of Utah wrote, 

"That’s ereepier than anyone turning on the showers for the whole day." L. 

,James Kiseaden of Pennsylvania ~Tote pessimistically: "Sounds like we’re 

heading baek to the Stalin era." Warren Thrasher of Virginia quipped: "One 

eould say that privaey was washed down the drain." Beth Saint of London 

wrote mordantly: "Yeah, this is totally about Western bias against 

Russia[]" John M. Vautier of Illinois wondered if the kerfuffle refleets a 

eultural difference ~ perhaps Russians aren’t aware that Amerieans often 

run the water when waiting for it to heat up or when it looks unelean. "So, 

perhaps it is more of a proeess we use [] than any intent to embarrass." And 

Mike Ledyard of Tennessee said that even though hotel room video 

surveillanee is "inexeusable," he finds it "despicable that people run water 

all day in any eiremnstanee [] the world has a shortage of drinkable water." 

This daily briefing is named "The ~o-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Tedmically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Monday, FebruaU 10, 2014 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Triangle tech tinn providing ~curity li)r business execs at Sochi Olympics 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY I0, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Tri~ tech fi[~ proMM~ ~c~rity foe ~es~ ~cs at 
Sochi O~ympics 
Tig~r~w~, a gJobal s~c~rity compare� headquaRered in ~pex, is using technology 

to protect some people a~ending the Winter Oiympic Games in Sochi, Russia, 

WRAL repoRs 

~ ~rc~! ~i~n~!~ Goo#~e could o~ 6% of Le~ovo after Motorola deal 
Google Inc. couid own heady 6 percent of Lenovo Group Ltd once the search giant 

sells Motorola Mobility to the Chinese computer maker. 

~ N~i~ ~orrlsvllle CRO Cliaipace raises $3M, set to hire 
Mordsviiie-based contract research organization Ciinipace has snagged $3 million 

in Io~ns and warrants from a single ~nvestor 

Business input sought for southwest Raleigh survey 
A research team from ~he NC. Staie University Colleges of Design, Managemen~ 

and Humanities and Social Sciences is surveying businesses in southwest 

Raleigh in an attemptto determine the economic im . 

Discuss 

RTP’s GeoMs: Raisinq $2 billion won’t be a problem 

Analyst: Argos may need more cash to push new candidate 

Former Harris Teeter CEO tapped for wine tech startup 

Growlers cominq to south Durham craft beer shop 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 10, 2014 8:45 AM 

Robert Taggaxt (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; ][,arty, Killough 
(larty@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmicha~wfu.edu (carmicha@v~4h.edu)’; 
Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Marvin 
P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); saa01@pitt.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 
(eowise01 @louisville.edu) 
FW: cfaa-dite-clips NC?uZk wants ’peace’ fiom concussion lawsuits with settlement covering all athletes 

tlello All--Two emails to forward to you from Jo Potmo Here is the first 
Martha 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cfaa-elite-clips [mailto:cfaa(@i-aa.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 6:18 AM 
To: Jo Potuto 
Sutzject: cfaa-dite-clips NCAA wants ’peace’ from concussion lawsuits with settlement covering all athletes 

Please join CFAA in supporting college :football! 

NCAA wants ’peace’ [’rom concussion lawsuits with settlement covering all athletes 

Jon Solomon 

alcom 

07 FebmaW 2014 

The NCAA wants "peace" from 10 class-action concussion lawsuits and to reach a settlement that covers college athletes front all sports, tinre periods and states, an NCAA laxaTer told a 
federal judge this week. 

Settlement talks between the NCAA and laxaTers for the Adrian Arrington lawsuit resumed over the past two days in New York. At a hearing Wednesday- in Chicago, the parties updated the 
status of those talks and U.S. District Judge John Z. Lee heard argtmmnts from laxaTers of other plaintiffs who say their clients aren’t being represented in negotiations, a claim the NCAA 
and Arrington’s lav%~ers deny. 

"From my- clients’ perspective, our interest in settlement is to resolve the class claims once and for all," said NCAA attorney Mark Mester, according to a transcript of the hearing. "We know 
darn well if we don’t have an expansive class that covers all sports and all the time periods and all j~isdictions, we won’t get peace. Our interest is to get peace." 

Mester said the NCAA does not think multiple classes could be certified on a contested basis. But he assured Lee that any settlenrent xvould involve all athletes being eligible for medical 
nronitoring with no discrimination. 

"That’s the only way we’ll settle," Mester said. 

Elizabeth Fegan, an Arrington la’aTer for the law firm Hagens Bernran, agreed with the NCAA’s characterization of who would be covered in a settlement. Fegan said "significant progress" 
has been made in talks with the NCAA that are being led by retired federal judge Layn Phillips, who mediated the NFL concussion settlement. 

The NFL reached a $765 million settlenrent with more than 4,800 retired players. But a federal judge has asked both sides to prove that their agreenrent can pay every cmiently retired player 
who has or will develop a neurological condition. LaxaTers for the plaintiffs have not shared any of their data with the public to help denronstrate how they amved at the $765 million figure, 
and there’s growing unrest among some plaintiffs. 

College sports’ concussion plaintiffs could eventually face a similar situation. At least 65 ex-college athletes are suing the NCAA, nrostly in federal cases that seek to be certified as class 
actions. 

In December, a panel of judges transferred nine new cases against the NCAA to the Northern District of Illinois, where the Arrington suit has been heard since 2011 Hagens Berman and 
Siprut PC, who represent the Arrington plaintitt~, were appointed interim class counsel of the class 

La’aTers tbr the Cl~ris Walker and Paul Morgan lawsuits against the NCAA, led by the firm Hausfeld LLP, claim the Arrington suit excludes hundreds of thousands of former college football 
players because of the time frame and states listed. They argue they- belong in NCAA settlement talks on the front end 

"Arrington counsel in federal pleadings has said that the claims of the former players, who played before 2004, lack merit," Richard Lewis, a lawyer f,ar Walker, told the court "They can’t go 
into negotiations and represent the same clients who the?’ say their claims lack merit." 

Lewis ackno~vledged that Hausfeld LLP has not had a direct conversation with Hagens Berman. 

"They called the mediator to ask for information multiple times," said Fegan, a Hagens Berman attorney, who added that Arrington’s second amended complaint covers all athletes over all 
periods. "It’s been a velT bizarre process" 

Lee, the presiding judge in Illinois, said he intends to appoint two attorneys as lead counsel from the multiple suits and hopes the parties will reach a consensus choice. Lee said it would be 
"very, valuable" for all of the plaintiffs’ lawyers to start discussing the mediation talks together and sharing information 

The NCAA and Arrington’s lawyers said there is no need for anyone else at the negotiating table. 

Fegan said Arrington’s attorneys have already invested over 3,000 hours in the case and hundreds of thousands of dollars in expert costs Phillips’ time as mediator costs $48,000, Fegan 
said. 

Mester said the NCAA has gained "some momentum" negotiating with Hagens Belrnan and Siprut PC. "I think bringing someone in as a full-fledged negotiator at this point very late in the 
day would be disruptive," he said. "I think it would make settlement frankly less likely." 

Responded Lee: "I would also say that it might also make the path to settle, the finalization and approval of settlement, a bit smoother, right? And so you have to ~veigh that as well. It’s one 
thing to strike a proposed deal. It’s another thing to get the deal approved." 

Lee said he is not giving ttausfeld LLP the right to access confidential information from Hagens Berman, but tlausfeld can request it Lee said that because he is inclined to allow all lead 
counsel to participate in the mediation, it’s in Hagens Berman’s interest to provide some disclosures to attorneys of other plaintifl~. 

"If there is a proposed settlement, you are gmng to have to deal with whatever concerns the rest of the class has sooner rather than later," Lee said. "So in my estimation, Judge Phillips 



probably agrees, probably sooner is better." 

A pretrial conference related to discovery will be held March 5. Lee said any duplication of discovery from the Arrington case will "be strongly disfavored." 

Another set of ex-college football players, Frank Moore and Anthony Nichols, have attempted to intervene on settlement talks. ’]?heir lawyer, Jay Edelson, objected to personal-injury claims 
not being negotiated in NCAA settlement talks. 

Mester, the NCAA attorney, told the court that personal-iNury claims are preserved and not being resolved as a class. Class members can pursue personal-injup)~ claims individually and 
"they will not be affected by the settlement," Mester said 

Edelson complained that la’~-ers in the settlement talks have "been ve~ slippet3~," claiming a deal would cause class members to release their right to bring class personal injary claims. 
Mester told the court he doesn’t believe personal injary claims can even be properly certified as a class. 

Follow @CFAAEliteClips on Twitter 

Subscription Reminder: You’re Subscribed to, cfaa-elite-clips 
Using the address: jpotuto 1 @unl. edu 

From: c~aa@i-aa.com 
College Football Annual Advantage (CFAA) 

P. O. Box 92086 

Lakeland, FL 33804-2086 

Unsubscribe Automatically: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 10, 2014 8:47 AM 

Robert Tagga~t (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough 
(larty@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’carmicha~wfu.edu (carmicha@v~4h.edu)’; 
Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Marvin 
P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); saa01@pitt.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise 
(eowise01 @louisville.edu) 

FW: cfaa-dite-clips O’Bannon lawsuit update: NCAA ordered to produce documents 

And here is the second 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cfaa-elite-clips [mailto:cfaa(@i-aa.com] 
Sent: Sunday, Februapf 09, 2014 6:34 AM 
To: Jo Potuto 
Sutzject: cfaa-dite-clips O’Bannon lawsuit update: NCAA ordered to produce documents 

Please join CFAA in supporting college football! 

Ed O’Bannon lawsuit update: NCAA ordered to produce some documents of new rules 

Jon Solomon 
alcom 
08 FebmaW 2014 

A judge has ordered the NCAA to produce some, but not all, of the documents that lawyers for the Ed O’Bannon plaintiffs requested related to recent NCAA rules changes and proposals. 

The plaintiffs argue that proposals such as the cost-of-attendance stipend and letting athletes use their name, image and likeness to promote cormnercial businesses suggest a less 
restrictive alternative to the NCAA’s no-pay rules. They say- the docunrents are relevant to the NCAA’s defense of its athlete-compunsation limits. 

U.S. Magistrate Judge Nathanel Cousins on Friday ruled that the NCAA will search for and produce many non-privileged documents related to Division I governance dialogue, the 
miscellaneous expense allowance, and rules proposals fiom the Rules Working Group. Among those rules: 

* Alloxv an athlete to receive $300 more than actual and necessary expenses, provided the expenses come from an otherwise permissible sottrce. 

* Deregulate canrps and clinics employnrent rules related to both recruits and current athletes. 

* Allow schools, cortferences or the NCAA to pay for other academic support, career counseling or personal development see, rices that supports the success of the athlete. 

* Alloxv schools, conferences or the NCAA to pay for medical and related expenses for an athlete. 

The NCAA must also produce docunrents related to priority items for the 2013 and 2014 legislative cycle, such as athlete employment, agents and advisors, professional teams, and 
promotional activities. 

Also, the NCAA nmst produce documents connected to the Division I governance dialogue, including any proposals from universities or various associations related to legislative 
autonomy- for the nrajor five conferences. Giving rrmior conferences more autonomy in setting rules for expanded athletes’ benefits was a major topic at the NCAA convuntion last nronth. 

The NCAA was instructed to collect and produce docmnents related to governance dialogue created tl-trough Jan. 27. The NCAA will then make a supplemental production before the 
pretrial conference of any fmrual proposals voted on by NCAA members. 

The NCAA ha s said the O’Bannon plaintitt’s’ requested documents are "in-elevant" but had offered to reopen limited discovery NCAA chief legal officer Donald Remy previously said the 
request for more discover- is "just a tactical attempt to drive up the cost of this litigation" 

Cousins denied the O’Bannon plaintiffs’ request to compel the NCAA to search for documents related to NCAA President Mark En~mert’s 2012 State of the Association address, calling that 
discover- "duplicative." Cousins will not at this time require the NCAA to search for documents from individual custodians outside of their e-mail files. 

The plaintiffs’ attempt to get documents from Jean Frankel, the NCAA’s third-party consultant, was denied at this time because she is not an NCAA employee. Cousins said he could revisit 
the issue if the plaintiffs have good cause. 

The NCAA is required to start producing SharePoint files to the plaintitt~ by Feb. 17, with most files produced by March 1. The NCAA must make produce e-mails by- April 1, with all 
production completed by April 15. A trial is scheduled to begin June 9 

Follow @CFAAEliteClips on Twitter 

Subscription Reminder: You’re Subscribed to, cfaa-elite-clips 
Using the address: jpotuto 1 @unl. edu 

From: cfaa@i-aa.com 
College Football Annual Advantage (CFAA) 

P. O. Box 92086 

Lakeland, FL 33804-2086 

Unsubscribe Automatically: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle <today@chronicle.corn> 

Monday, Febmal7 10, 2014 8:52 AM 

chronicle- weekly@chronicle.com 

Weekly Brieting: Dissecting the Classroom: Scholars Scrutinize Teaching, Seeking to Expose Its Essence 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Weekly Briefing 
Monday, February 10, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

Dissecting the (.]as,..[’oom [] 
By Dan Berrett 

The classroom: a black box at the core of the traditional mllege eduction. Now scholars are investigating just what goes into good teaching. 

Rhodes Decision Sets Strict Standard fh, r T)w~ Work’ [] 
By Sara Lipka 

Is the advising industry making applicants sound too polished? 

Sh~mned as NSA Ad’,:~,.,~:.~ s, Academics Qu~:.st~on Th<,~r T~<,,. Lo t.he 
Agency ~ 
By Paul Basken 

Once trusted advisers, academies are now twing to be heard from the outside as they question 

the agency’s tactics. 

in Other News 

Ad.:~fip..isrr~tor t {irb% Dros<’ 28% Boom i~ Higher-. Ed Work ~#oree, Repose 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Love and Other ~.. eco~dha~d En~(tions 
By Jacqui Shi~e 

What’s love got to do with building a career in academe? Maybe more, and less, than we think. 

Shotfld Ad.jtmct i£r’ofessors Write Reference Letters? 
By Josh Boldt 

As an adjunct, I’ve worried that my words won’t carry the weight of my tenured colleagues. So I asked around. Here’s what I learned. 

The Professor Is In: How t.o Ddiver a Hall~, as--,D~,ct:.nt. Job Talk 
By Karen KelsT~-y 

No one expects oratorical brilliance, but it’s startling how bad many of these are. Follow this checklist to firm up your talk. 

How I Get By. L, ordcn Haber 

By Stacey Patton 

ARer 15 years as an adjunct, a writer moves across the country and hits the reset button: "Maybe I’ll go back to teaching. But ifI do, I’ll go 



back ~vith open eyes." 

The Chronicle Review 

How I(wa F°latttu~ed Literature 
By Eric Bem~ett 

With help from the CIA, Paul Engle’s writing students battled Communism and eggheaded abstraction. The damage to wTiting still lingers. 

More of The Chronicle Review 

Commentary 

As Law Schools3Str"u~..gle,*- -, " Divtt~rsity (.)fitters Opportunities 
By Aaron ~k~ Taylor 

Legal education may be challenged, but therein lies possibili~. 

More of Commentary 

Advice 

Where TheT Are Now 
By Susan PVelch and Christopher P. Long 

Penn State analyzes the career outcomes of its humanities and social-sciences Ph.D.’s. 

More of A6vme 

People 

~..ahsh Kootenai College s New Leader Puts Tribal S.oo~.s t.o (~ood Use [] 
By Peter Monaghan 

Robert DePoe III grew up on Montana’s Flathead Indian Reservation. Now he has "come home," he says, as a college president. 

A Scl:-~olar, Hiaving Surveyed Students for Years, Turns Lo Ana];~,zing tl:-~e Long-oTerm Impact of College 

By Libby Sander 

John H. Pryor, a former managing director of UCLA’s Higher Education Research Institute, has joined Gallup Education. 

More of People 

From the Blogs 

Bottom Line 

The 5.1-percent increase in donations in 2013 was slightly below expectations, a survey has found. 

Data Points 

Ah:-nost One-:I~bi.rd o.[ All Foreign Students in [.LS~ A.r~~ From China 
The)" account for 29 percent of all such students in the United States, more than those coming from Europe, South America, Africa, Australia, 

and elsewhere in North America combined. 

Lingua Franca 

Ar.r’i-vede.r’ci ! A 
Lucy Ferriss, about to take a leave that includes visiting Italy, peruses language apps and other strategies. 

Multimedia 



Audio: For ~ reamers, In-@~_ate Ttlitio~} Ca~ ),Miea~ Stasring in College 
Gianearlo Tello, whose family came to New ,lersey from Peru when he ~vas 6, dropped out of Rutgers University at Newark because he 

couldn’t afford it. With a ne~v state law in place, he’s going back. 

Announcements 

This special report loolcs at colleges that are doing things differently--questioning the traditional degree, reinventing the aeadmnie calendar, "flipping" the 

classroom or physically reeonfiguring it, seeking new ways to evaluate what students know, and helping them navigate life after college. Order this spedal issue 

today to hear from a diverse group of scholat,s and thinkers about whether innovation can indeed stick. Click 1>-re to g~-t a copy. 

Tt~e A~ma~ac of bqigtsar Education, 20~3..’{4 

The latest Alman ae of Higher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the m ost important trends in higher e&~cation. It brings readers an in-depth 

analysis of colleges and univmsities with data on students, professors, administratom, instiimtions, and their resources. Ctie’..’< here to ;,~et a c~ q,’.,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter, Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 8:54 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

RE: March 7 CEO Meeting Information 

Not in an organized fashion...they include information that has been sent out previously for other meetings but when the agenda is finalized, we ~vill put the supplements all together and get 
them to folks 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroomefa)email nnc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 10:45 AM 

To: Hostetter, Brad 

Subject: FW: March 7 CEO Meeting Information 

Brad -- Are the FAR supplements referred to in the FAR Agenda available yet? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: DiAmico, Cecelia [mailto:cdiamico@theacc.or~] 
Sent: Friday, Febmal~- 07, 20144:03 PM 
To: Folt, Carol Lynn; Charles W Steger; Donna Shalala; Eric Bal~on; GP "Bud" Peterson; James P Clements; James R Ramsey; Kent Syverud; Mark A. Nordenberg; Nathan O. Hatch; 
Ran@ Wnndson; Rev John I. Jenkins; Richard H. Brodhead; Teresa A. Sullivan; Wallace D. Loh; William P Leahy 
Cc: Medley, Anna Rose; Debbie DougherW; Donna Gung; Schuettpelz, Erin (2; Gretchen Goldstein; Lisa Jordan; Loretta Cronk; Lucy Mascaro; Lynn Durham; Ma~ Jo Race; Maureen 
Preskenis; Sandy McKinney; San@ Smith; Sarah; Stephanie Johnston; Debbie Dougherty; Susan Marinoff (smarino2@umd.edu); Hostetter, Brad; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); 
Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larp), Killough ([arry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. 
Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (miwasyle@syr edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (ppen-ewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia 
(pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 
(sue bidstrup@chbe.gatech edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01 @pitt.edu); Blake James (t~iames@miami.edu); Brad Bates (brad bates@bc edu); Craig Littlepage (cklge@virginia.edu); Dan 
Radakovich (drad@clemson edu); Dary[ J. Gross (c~igross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d yow@ncsu edu); Jack Swarbrick (swarbrick.l @nd.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin 
White ~kwhite@duaa. duke. edu); Cnnningham, Bubba; Make Bobinski (mbob@gatech edu); Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu. edu); Stan Wilcox (swilcox2@[isu edu); Steve Pederson 
(spederson@athletics pitt.edu); Tom Jurich (tom@gocards.com); Whit Babcock (wbabcock@t.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Di×on ~kbarbar@clemson edu); Barbara Walker 
(walkerbg@wfu edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Dorma Sanft (dsanR@athletics.pitt edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke edu); Jane Miller 
(jm2y@irginia edu); Jennifer Strawley (i.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradian (mnnradjo@bc.edu); Lori [~bihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); iVhssy 
Conboy (conboy. 1 @nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgarmer (rmbaumga@syr edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@t.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech edu); Vanessa Fuchs 
(vfuchs@admin.fsu. edu) 
Sut~iect: March 7 CEO Meeting Information 

The attached is sent on behalf of Commissioner S~w)flk)rd. Thanks. 

CECELIA I)IAMICO 
Execuuve Assistant to the Commissioner 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
O: 336 854.87871 D: 336.3691209 
cdiamico@theacc, org 

theACC.com * @theACC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@hanoverresearch.com on behalf of 

Hanover Research <info@hanoverres~arch.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

SpeciaJ Report: Higher Education Research Treuds Across 2013 

Good morning, 
We introduce you to our first annual edition of Higher Education Market Leadership. Based on an analysis of 
projects completed for 300+ higher education institutions across 2013, this report will provide you with insights into 
how your peers are finding solutions to challenges they face in the higher education sector through comprehensive 
research. You can access the report by clicking on the link below. 

Hj~her Education Market Leadership Report 

We hope this report provides value to you and your institution. If you have any questions, please contact us at 

info@ha noverresea rch.com. 

Sincerely, 
Hanover Research 

Research Themes of 2013 
Futu~ Trends in Higher Education 
Innovative Partnership Profiles 
Best Practices For Executing Resem~h 
Hanover Research - 2013 in Review 

...and more! 

i×ii 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaii was :~nt ~o Ibroome@email.unc,ed~i by info@hanoverresearch.com 
Ugdate ProfilejEmailAddress [nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

Hanover Research 1700 K Street NW :: 8th Floor :: Washington :: DC :: 20006 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 8:47 AM 

Oliver, Patricia <Patricia.Oliver@tuckerellis.com>; ~carlock@mail.unc.edu’ 

RE: Catching Up 

Hi Pat---Thanks for the update and congratulations on the move, I have updated your board listing and we will count on your new firm as a sponsor, Thanks for your 

continued support. We hope to see you ~n Charlotte ~n April 

Ussa 

F~m: O~[ver, Patr[da [ma[~to:Patr[da.O~[ver@tuckerell[s.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 04, 2014 5:39 PN 

T~: Broome, Ussa L; ’jcarlock@ma[I.unc.edu’ 

Subject: Catching Up 
Hi Ladies] Happy belated New YeaH Wanted to let you know that I was recently lured away from Vorys to head up the Fin Services Practice at Tucker Ellis. My new 

contact info is set out below and I have attached the recent press release and my updated bio for your reference. Please count us in as a sponsor for the 2024 

Banking Institute~ Best regards, Pat 

95o Main Avenue, Suite 11oo [ Cleveland, Oil 44113 
Direct: 2~6-696-4149 [ Fax: 216-592-5oo9 

patricia.oliver ~itucke tel]is.corn Online Bk~gt’aphy 
tuekerellis.eom 
This e-mail is sent by the law firm of Tucker Ellis LLP and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

delete the e-mail and notify us immediately by return email. 

Required Disclaimer: Effective June 2o, 2oo5, U.S. TreasmT rules under "Circular 23o" now require that any written Federal tax advice by the Firm which does 

not meet the standards of a formal tax opinion letter (such as the foregoing) must state that the taxpayer may not rely upon the written advice for the purpose of 

avoiding penalties which might otherwise be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to the taxpayer’s reporting position. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Polk <~dpwmail@davispolk.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 9:49 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Who Knew that CLOs were Hedge Funds? 

U.S. financial regulato[s found themselves on the receiving end of an outpouring of co,,’,,c~;~ f,,"o,,",,"~ 

/{.,,w,~-,~,~-.4~<~,~’s last Wednesday about the risks to the banking sector and debt markets from the treatment of 

collateralized loan obligations ("CLOs") in the Volcker Rule final regulations. Regulators and others have 

come to realize that treating CLOs as if they were hedge funds is a problem and we now understand from 

Governor Tarullo’s testimony that the treatment of CLOs is at the top of the list for the new interagency 

Volcker task force. But what, if any, solutions regulators will offer -- and whether they will be enough to 

allow the banking sector to continue to hold CLOs and reduce the risks facing debt markets -- remains to 

be seen. Given the risks and impracticality of banking entities divesting their interests in legacy CLOs and 

of legacy CLOs organized before the final Volcker Rule regulations were published on December 10, 2013 

divesting their bond portfolios, regulators should offer solutions that allow the banking sector to retain 

interests in legacy CLOs which are backed, in part, by bonds. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact. 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full 

analysis of the matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 

immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s i d’,,scV p:::.ih::?: located at 

for important information on this policy. Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding :-j~.;~v:-,. :ii@:-j:~vi-~.;oi:,- corn to your 

address book. 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from 

our distribution list 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Bnsiness Journals <~ply@mail- 1 .bizjonrnals.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 10:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Banking & Financial Services News - Industry Watch 

If you are, having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

i ::~,~ IndustryWatch Newsletter 

i Washington, D.C. 

Former SAC man~ of insider 

Charlotte 

on hold 

New York 

for underwa’~r homeowners 

Washington, D.C. 

?:~.!!!:.~!~.:?:~.!:,’.!~2..@.~;..:!:!:¢.d.’,!:~.~;h.:,,~.~..~:,~ 
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~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats,com> 

Monday~ Februa~y 10~ 2014 10:23 AM 

Broome, Liesa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

Extended: WIB Nomination Deadline 

NOTE: Since TBJ is moving up our Women in Business event this year (mere derails soon), 
we wanted to give you more time re submit your nominations and to acclimate to the new 
timing. Submissions will now close this Friday at neon. 

2014 Women in Business Awards 
Nomination Deadline: February 14, 2014 

Triangle .P,u&~ness Journal is pleased to 

announce the 17th annual Women tn 

Business Awards. These awards honor 

women in various business categories who 

have proven to be dynamic and outstanding 

leaders wi~h established track records of 

significant accomplishments in business 

and/or community service. 

NO~NATION DEADUNE 

Friday, Februafy ’~4th 

Submission site cfeses ~t 11:59PM 

New Eyelet Oate: Monday, Apd~ 7 

SPONSORS 

×~ 

Forwaid [o 8 Friend i Privacy I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Gtenwood Ave, SuRe 100 

Raleigh, NC, 27612= USA 



~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats,com> 

Monday~ Februa~y 10~ 2014 10:23 AM 

Broome, Liesa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

Extended: WIB Nomination Deadline 

NOTE: Since TBJ is moving up our Women in Business event this year (mere derails soon), 
we wanted to give you more time re submit your nominations and to acclimate to the new 
timing. Submissions will now close this Friday at neon. 

2014 Women in Business Awards 
Nomination Deadline: February 14, 2014 

Triangle .P,u&~ness Journal is pleased to 

announce the 17th annual Women tn 

Business Awards. These awards honor 

women in various business categories who 

have proven to be dynamic and outstanding 

leaders wi~h established track records of 

significant accomplishments in business 

and/or community service. 

NO~NATION DEADUNE 

Friday, Februafy ’~4th 

Submission site cfeses ~t 11:59PM 

New Eyelet Oate: Monday, Apd~ 7 

SPONSORS 

×~ 

Forwaid [o 8 Friend i Privacy I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Gtenwood Ave, SuRe 100 

Raleigh, NC, 27612= USA 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary Rose Cutler <maryrose.cutler@dowjones.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 10:36 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
WSJ Launches an Assessment Tool 

Hello Professor Broome, 

The Journal in Education program has recently launched a new assessment tool ~Br use in your classroom! 

The Wall Street Journal Assessment Tool will help you quickly and easily assess your students’ comprehension of course concepts and 
awareness of current events at no extra cost. 
Multiple choice tests are customized and administered online and scored automatically, so you can easily vie~, your students’ 
perl’orn~ance. 

To get started you can register at http://wsjassessment.com/examiner/registrationi or click on http://w~iassessment.com/how it works 
to learn more. 
I am looking fom~ard to hearing froln you with questions and feedback! 

Maly Rose Cutler 
Southeast Educational Consultant 
The Wall Street Journal & Barron’s 
404.426.4120 I Inaryrose. cutler@do~iones.com 



~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats,com> 

Monday~ Februa~y 10~ 2014 10:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

RESEND: WIB Nomination Deadline 

NOTE: Since TBJ is moving up our Women in Business event this year (mere derails soon), 
we wanted to give you more time re submit your nominations and to acclimate to the new 
timing. Submissions will now close this Friday at neon. 

2014 Women in Business Awards 
Nomination Deadline: February 14, 2014 

announce the 17th annual Women tn 

Business Awards. These awards honor 

women in various business categories who 

have proven to be dynamic and outstanding 

leaders wi~h established track records of 

significant accomplishments in business 

and/or community service. 

NO~NATION DEADUNE 

Friday, Februafy ’~4th 

Submission site cfeses ~t 11:59AM 

New Eyelet Oate: Monday, Apd~ 7 

SPONSORS 

×~ 

Forwaid [o 8 Friend i Privacy I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3000 Gtenwood Ave, SuRe 100 

Raleigh, NC, 27612, USA 



~rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LexisNexis Legal & Professional, Law Schools <reply@lnnewsbtters.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 12:01 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New Faculty Tip of the Week program - earn $25 gift card 

Faculty Tip of tile Week Program 

Dear LISSA, 

We know that staying current on new content and features in the products 
you and your students use can be a real challenge. For this reason, we are 
introducing the Lexis Advance@ Faculty Tip of the Week program. In just a 
few minutes per week, you will learn valuable information and earn a $25.00 
gift card* in the process 

Here’s how it works: For the next 8 weeks, a weekly email will link you to 

a 1-2 minute faculty video tip on an important resource or tool on Lexis 
Advance, including Verdict & Settlement Analyzer, Law360, Legal Issue 
Trail, and more. View all 8 short videos to receive a $25.00 Amazon.com 
Gift Card. 

This week’s Feeu#y Tip of the Week video -- ~i£~.~.t2££.~!IE£@.~.~Z.~![~ 

~7~t:~£~{t:W~‘..~%~.e..t:~[~?L~!~#..e.~t£~.e..t:~Lz~£~!}~:/..~ shows you how to better 
prepare students for practice by exposing them to a tool lawyers use to 
evaluate cases, find expert witnesses and more. 

~MPORTANT: To receive credit for watching each video, you must 
scrol~ dow~ arid c~ick on the link below each video to er~ter your 
informatior~. Video Tips are also available weekly on the 

~:.A£~!!.’~bL.b.9.~.~..P.#.g.e... under "What’s 

The LexisNexis Law School Team 

P.S. If you need assistance with your Lexis Advance ID, please contact your 
LexisNexis Account Executive. 

*Faculty Tip Program Offer is limited to faculty or staff currently employed at an ABA accredited b.S law 

school ~’=Accredited 8cl~ools"~ and who are subscribers to the L e’zisNexiscb services with existing la~ scl~ool 

LexisNexis identification Iogin and password ("Eligible Padicipants"~ rhis Offer is void where prohibited by law 

or by your employer’s policies Eligible Participants must, beginning 12.0! AM Eastern Time February, 2014 

through 1 ! :59 PM Eastern lime April 30th 2014 ("]ernq"), go to wwwJexisnexis com/lawschool and follow the 

on-screen instructions to participate in the Lexis Advance Faculty Tip Program or respond to tile Fatuity Tip 

ema~i sent weekly dunng the t~me flame stated above. Participants will earn one entry for each Video [~p they 

view and confirm same using the registralion link at lhe end of each video. Upon completion of viewing all 8 

v~deo tips and confirmation, participants qualify for the S25 O0 Amazon.corn Gift Card Only one gift card per 

Eligible Participant valued at $25.00 while supplies last Employees or any governmental entity are not 

eligible to participate in this offer. Offer is valid through A,odl 30, 20!4 Other restrictions may appiy 

cash, or appiied to any other account. See ~gt’£(z,£AL~A£B=£#/Z2/£~-.l.~e.£gJ..fo[ complete terms and conditions. GCs 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Wierzel <KWierzel@pattersonsheridan,com> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 12:07 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: CLE Program 

l.issa --- 

I think Friday was my fault, I’m not sure my new phone was completely set up yet, 

ihe we~-_~k of Feb :1.7 works fine with me. ~he only d~tei~:~me th~: doesn’t work is Frid~y, }feb 21 9:30am-noon. 

~(i~ iVierzei~ [isq 

ManageL M~rketing md Recruiting 

[L~,TYERSO?.~ ~ SHgRIDAN, LI [~ 

300 N ~]3eene St., Su~- 

t33eensb.)r,~, NC 2740] 

Di[ecl: (336) 2’,’~ 5-07(~7 

F~csJmi]e: ~7i3) h23..4N46 

CON~IDENT~Ak ~NFORMAT~ON 

This tr;~n:~mission contains informiltion from the law firm of Pai:t~[rson ~ Sheridilrb [.,[..P. which is confidential or privik~ged. The [nformiltion is in[ended to be for [he use of the 

ir~dJ~[d[,I;tl or ~ntity r~r~e(j on t?~[s transr~[ssJoo. If you are not [he [nteod~d r~c[p[erfl:, be awilre thilt any d[sc~osiJr~b co[)y[ng, d[sl:r[but[on or use 

prohib[i:ed. If you hilve re(:eiw~d ~h[s transmission [n error, please notify us by telephone immediately so i:hat we can arrange for the retrieval of ~he original documents :It no cosi: to 

you, Alternatively, not[i:y the sender by replying to this [ransmission and delete [he message wid~out disclosing it, Thank 

F~m: Broome, L[ssa L [mailto:lbroome@ema[I.unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, Februa~ 09, 2014 ~0:40 AN 

Te: Kim Wierze[ 

Subjett: RE: CLE Program 

Hi K[m ---Sorry ~ m~ssed you on Friday. I am out of the office all of the coming week, so weq[ need to reschedule for the week of February t7~h. 

k~ss:~ 

Sent: Thursday, [ebru~ 06, 2014 6:08 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: RE: CLE Program 

Works for mel 

K[m WJerzei, Esq 

Manager, ),’ia[ketmg and }~ecrui[ing 

300 N Green~ St, Suite 2050 

Greensboro, N(; 27401 

Direct: (~3d) 

Facsm~il~: 
CGNglDEN-[1AL 

This [ransmission contains information from the ~aw firm of 9a[terson ~ Sheridan, LLP, which is confiden[ial or privileged, rhe ird:ormation is intended [o be for the use of the 

individual or entity named on this transmission. [f y’ou are not the intended rec[pienL be aware that any" disclosure, copyin[b distribution or use of 

prohibited. If ~,ou h~ve received this tl’ans~?[ss[o~ i~ erl’or, please notify us by teiephone [mmed[atei~, so that we can arrange for the retrievai of the original docu~llents i~t zo cost to 

gou. Alternatively, notify the sender bg replying to this transmission ~nd deirdre the message without disclosing it. [hank you. 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [mai~to:lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 06, 20~4 5:02 PN 

Te= Kim Wierzel 

Subjett~ RE: CLE Program 

Hi K~m - Could ~ ca~l you at 1I:15 s~: the number below? ~ w~l be wa[~:~ng then for some new lenses to be ~)ut into my glasses so s phone o:)nverss~:~on ~s one of the 

few productive things I can do then. 

F~m: K~m W~erzel [mNlto:~V~erze~pa~ersonsheddan.com] 

S~n[= Thursday, Febru~ 06, 20~4 4:54 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: RE: CLE Program 

Thank you; anytime between 9am--noon wou~d be fine with 

Kim Wlcrzei, Esq 

PATFERSON & S:TFRI] )AN, LI P 

300 N Greene SL, Su~rx~ 20~0 

Green~ boro, NC 27401 

Direcl : (336) 2~ 

FacsJmi]e: (713) d23-~4q 
CORgiDEN[~Ak ~NFORMAI~ON 

This transmission contains informi~tie~ from the law firm of Patterson ~ Stner[di~n, [. L.P. wtnich is confid~mtial or pr[vil~ged. ]the i~formi~tie~ is intended to be for the use of the 

ir!d[v[dLii}~ or ~n[[ty rlilr[]~[d on this transmission. ~[ you are rio[ the [r!i:ended rec[p[enL be aware thai: any d[sc~ostlr~, coDy[r!g 

Drohib[i:ed. If you hilve re(:eiw~d ~h[s transmission [n error, please notify us by telephone immediately so i:hat we can arrange for the retrieval of ~he original documents :It no cost to 

you. AItern;~t[vely, noi:[fy the sender by replying to i:h[s ~ransmissior~ :}r~d dek~te ~he message without disclosing it, Thank yotl, 

Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 9:i1 AN 

Te~ Kim Wierzel 

Su~jett~ RE: CLE Program 

Hi Kim ---~ would be delighted to ta~k with you, I’m available tomorrow for most of the day. Is there a good t~me for you to set for a call? 

Nen[= Wednesday, ~bru~ 05, 2014 8:09 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: CLE Program 

Lissa: 

~ hope this finds you wel!! I’ve transitioned into a non-traditional legal career and am now doing recruiting and marketing for a mid-sized ~P firm. I’m brainstorming 



ways to get the firm name out there. One thing that occurred to me was having the firm help sponsor an institute like the Banking Institute, but for intellectual 

property law. 

Do you have a few minutes to talk about how you got the Institute up and running? 
Kim Wierzel, Esq. 
Manager, Marketing and Recruiting 
PATI’ERSON & SHEKIDA),~, LLP 
300 N. Greene St., State 2050 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
Direct: (336) 285-0767 
Facsimile: (713) 623-484~5 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 
This transmission contains information from the law firm of Patterson & Sheridan, L.L.P. which is confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the 
individual or entity named on this transmission. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is 
prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the retrieval of the original documents at no cost to 
you. Alternatively, notify the sender by replying to this transmission and delete the message without disclosing it. Thank you. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 12:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Time To Chat? 

Dear Lissa, 

I know you are out until the 17th, but when you return would you have time for a brief lO-minute conversation? Nothing urgent. Just wanted to chat with you 

briefly about a professional opportunity that I am pursuing. Thanks. 

Catherine 

Catherine Ringo Pierce 

gssistant: l),-_~an [or Policy and Sp,-_~cial A~.;sist:ant t.:_~ the Dean 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--We[tach Ha~ 

Chapel khan, NC 27599--3380 

P(9:[9) 843-24C47 

F(919)962-:[170 



Fi’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CaseLawAcadCenters@case.edu 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 2:45 PM 

[business-law-regulation] "Shale Ga~ Climate Change, and Ohio’s Economic Optx~rtunity’’ 4:00 - 6:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 5 

CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW 

THE CENTER FOR BUSINESS LAW AND REG[YLATION 
PRESENTS 

Shale Gas, Climate Change, and Ohio’s Economic Opportunity 
Featuring 

Jonathan Adler, Johan Verheij Memorial Professor & Director, Center for Business Law & Regulation, Case Western 
Reserve University School of Law 

Craig Butler, Interim Director, Ohio Environmental Protection Agency 

Juscelino Colares, Professor of Law; Associate Director of the Frederick K. Cox International Law Center 
Robert Inglis, Forn~er U.S. Representative, Executive Director, Energy and Enterprise Initiative 
Iryna Lendel, Assistant Director, Center for Economic Development, Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs, 

Cleveland State UniversiD" 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 
4:00 - 6:30 p.m. 
Moot Courtroom (A59) 
Case Western Reserve University School of Law 
11075 East Blvd. 
Cleveland, Otfio 44016 
This program will survey the economic and environmental opportunities and challenges posed by natural gas development in Ohio and 
explore potential legal and policy responses, inchiding the regulation and taxation of ener~ development in Ohio and the ~mtion. 
Approved for 2-hours CLE credit (complimentary) 
Register at the door 
Reception inunediately following the lecture 
For more informatiork contact Academic Centers, Law Journals & Law School Programs at 1-888-814-5878 or (216) 368-6619, or 
email us at ._a_:_c_a_:_d_c__m__i_c:__c:__e_N:_e___r_~_~.~_c_’_~__e__:__e___d_u_ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dykema Marketing Communicalions <DykemaMaxkedngCommunications@dykema.com~ 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 3:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Data Breaches Renew Pnsh for Federal Cyber-Standards in the Private Sector 

Data Breaches Renew Push for Federal Cyber-Standards in the 
Private Sector 

February 10, 2014 

Recently announced data breaches have galvanized Senate and House Members to 
conduct hearings and propose new legislation that, if passed, could impact the private 
sector. Meanwhile, the White House is releasing its Cybersecurity Framework, aimed to 

provide companies with cyber-best practices, this week, on February 12, 2014. 

What does this mean to you? There is momentum for new federal laws regulating cyber- 

standards. Mandatory private sector information--sharing is back on the table and 
consensus is growing for more federal authority to impose cyber-fines. Make sure you are 
ahead of the game and taking steps now to protect your organization from data breaches 
and data security risks. For more about these developments and for practical steps you 
can take to protect your consumer and proprietary data, click her~e. 

As part of our service to you, we regularly compile short reports on new and interesting developments and the 

issues the developments raise. Please recognize that these reports do not constitute legal advice and that we do 

not attempt to cover all such developments. Rules of certain state supreme courts may consider this advertising 

and require us to advise you of such designation. Your comments are always welcome. ~ 2014 Dykema Gossett 

PLLC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: TBJ’s 2014 Health Care Heroes finalists revealed (PttOTOS) 



Tr~ang~ ted] f~rm ~~ for bushiness ~>:~cs at Sochi 

sh~s.~ .... ................ 

~ A lockindicates content available to paid subscribers. Iear~ 
- .......................... 

Upsta~: Editor’s Choice           .~.:: 

poad~t~ ~t the ])ass 

.................................................................................................................. 

%1t% bad coffee at ’Dumb St~rbucks’: ~;_~;:/surrounds who 

Gov, D~al; (;eo~gb~ re~3dy for wint~r storm thk~ 

Weekend box offics~: ’Leao HovW builds blockbuster business 

TarQ(~t br#;~ch could mean ’no~Qrowth’ t£e~r for dhqics ........................................................................................................................................ 

i winkies shelf t~fe extended throuc~h Bic~ Lots deal ................................................................................................................................. 

People 

Thomas; ]u{[y & CPA 
Tucker Thomas, ]udV & 

Tacker 

~ Featured Jobs 
.......................................................................................................... 

A,’:co~..’t~t .."4a~:ai~er .- The Buaim~ss 

.,.L...] ..~i.;......:!.’..!I.: U× D~,skm,~.r -. 
Nicroaofl: .......................... 

~~?.~me~t - Nortt~ (;~ro~in~ State 

Featured Event 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The American Law Inslitute <ali@ali.org> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 3:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Justice Ginsburg to Present Award to Gerhard Casper at Am~ual Meeting 

Annual Meeting News 

Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg 
~iI Gerhard Casper 

Service Awarc~ to Gerhard Casper 

The American Law Institute’s Distinguished Service Award will be presented at this year’s 
Annual Meeting in May to Gerhard Casper, the President Emeritus of Stanford Universi~, 
whose e×traordinaq," service over more than three decades has helped to chart the 
Institute’s course and shape its agenda. 

Presenting the award will be U.S. Supreme Coup1 Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who 
developed a friendship with Professor Casper when they both served as directors of the 
American Bar Foundation, a relationship that continued and deepened during their 13 
years on the ALl Council together. 

Professor Casper was elected to the ALl in 1977 and served for 30 years on the Council, 
from 1980 to 2010. As Chair of the Nominating Committee, he led the efforts to identify 
qualified candidates for the ALI’s Council, vNunteer officers, and Executive and Audit 
Committees. And he continues to be an active participant as an emeritus member of 
Council, most recently sel~ing on the three-member search committee tasked with 
identifying and recommending a new Director to replace Lance Liebman when he ends 
his directorship in May 2014, leading te the recent .a:.A~?..o..[!).!.r.L~.&r.Lt..:g..Jl..i[~Lc.’~!.a:.Ld.....L.~...~[.R.#2:A.&.z., the 
Dean Emeritus of NYU School of Law, as ALI’s Director Designate. 

To increase the ALI’s profile among rising stars in the ranks of law school professors, 
Professor Casper suggested the idea of an invitational meeting of promising young 
scholars. This led to the creation of ALI’s ~:(~£~!.Q~.#..c.,.!)~!!~[&.#t]~!~#.!, which recognizes 
academics whose work has the potential to influence improvements in the law. First 
bestowed in 2011, the medal is given every other year to one or two early-career law 
professors. Each of the scholars is asked to speak at an ALl Annual Meeting, and the 
Institute later sponsors a conference on issues related to the schoJars’ work~ 

Professor Casper was also a member of the Program Committee from 2001 to 2007, 
assisting the Director in discerning which new projects should be started. He has also 
served since 2002 as an Adviser on the ALl project Principles of the Law of Charitable 
Nonprofit Organizations, bringing his experience to an area that needs clarification and 
simplification. 

A lifelong leader in academia, Professor Casper is the President Emeritus of Stanford 
University and a Professor of Law Emeritus at Stanford Law School. Before joining 
Stanford, he was a Iongtime faculty member at the University of Chicago, where he 
served as provost ef the University, dean of the law scheN, and a professor of law. Ne 
began his career as a professor of political science at the University of California at 
Berkeley. 



A native of Hamburg, Germany, Professor Casper studied law at the Universities of 
Freiburg and Hm~burg, where he earned his first law degree. In the United States, he 
studied at Yale Law School, earning an LLM., then returned to Freiburg, where he 

received his doctorate, wdtin9 his dissertation on the realist movement in American law. 

The American Law lnst{tute’s 91st Annual ~eetin9 
w~l be hem 

May ~9-2~, 2014 
~t 

The Ritz-Carlton Hote~ ~n Washington, DO 

A tentative preiect list is posted along with 
a list of speakers and presenters. 

Detailed agenda coming soon. 

Registratien opens in late February. 

The Amed,’:an Law institute 
4025 Chestnut Sheet. Philadelphia. PA 19104 ~ 215.243.1623 



Re se ar~ and~re ativ ~ ac ti ~it.y at ~ar~iina,~BNa~-20i 

[N~ domini~ won9 

W~y I)o Some Laptops C, atc~ on Fi:re? 

A flammable pa~ of many electronics could soon be a thin9 of the past. 

FEATURES SHO 



Miring o~f iu!kir!g HiV: An 

antibody and toxin mix 

detected and killed HIV- 

infected cells lurking in the 

of mice that were altered 

to have a human immune 

system. (i.A 

While it’s tempting to 

dedicate this time of year 

to dieting, Carolina’s 

"The limitation of current prosthetic devices is that they don’t 

know what the next step should be." 

--Helen Huang, in Smarter bionic ieg is moving fe:’¢~ard 

MORE U NC RESEARCH 

NCSU and LINC scientists create elaborate new ’dFug deH,/eFy 

~’ehiole’ to fight cancer {New~ ~nd ~bs~ r~e ~ 

(FP~G Child Devek%)men~ Insl:}tul:e~ 

Many rare mutations contribute to sc~fizophrenia risk (UNC 

expert on eating disorders 

advises: Don’t do it. (UNC 

GETCOI’dNECTED 

[] End .......... Facebook [] En.’!,~;~3vor .... Twitter [] RSS Feed 

wry did,~ get ~h,’s;~ i,lnsub.~K:dbe From t!~is list {ipdate subscription preferences 

UNCCh~pelHil~.CB,1106 Ch~pelH#l~,Nc27599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dkelleher~bettermaxkets.com on behalf of 

Dennis Kelleher <dkellehe@bettermarkets.com~ 

Monday, February 10, 2014 3:44 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We’re suing the Justice Department to stop the secret deals 

Better Markets Inc. 

Friend: 

The U.S. Department of Justice has one job: ensuring that no one in the United States, 
no matter how big, rich, connected or important, is above the law. That’s why the great 
symbol of justice has a blindfold: equal treatment without fear or favor. 
Yet just a few months ago, the Justice Department worked in secret with the nation’s 
biggest, most powerful Wall Street bank, JP Morgan Chase. The result was an 
unprecedented deal where the government gave the bank complete immunity for a long 
list of outrageous fraudulent conduct - a deal that hid almost all of the key details of the 
bank’s illegal conduct from the American people. 
The public has the right to know how fraud and misconduct by JP Morgan Chase, and 
other Wall Street banks, contributed to the worst financial crisis since the Great 
Depression of the 1930s - a crisis where the economic wreckage is still hurting millions 
of American families in their daily lives. 
That’s why, today, we’re filing a suit to stop the Department of Justice’s secret deal. 
Learn more about our lawsuit aqainst the Department of Justice. 
The settlement between the Justice Department and JP Morgan Chase is the largest in 
American history by more than 300%, but lacks a critical American value: transparency. 
Brokered out of the view of our courts and the public, this deal failed to inform 
Americans of the damage the illegal conduct caused, how much money it earned the 
bank - or how much money investors and others lost as a result. 
We deserve better than that. We deserve to see the scope and specifics of JP Morgan 
Chase’s wrongdoing - and that can happen only in the light of day that only judicial 
oversight provides. 
Learn more about our latest step to brin.q Wall Street’s wrongdoing into the open and to 
f__q r__c___e_____a___c__c___o___u___n__t__a____b_i!j_t_y____q__n___~_t L_S___t r__e_~ ~_~ ~_~!U_~__~ ~b_[0~t ~_~ =~ ~,. 
Thank you, 
Dennis Kelleher 
President and CEO 
Better Markets 

Help us fight for the public interest in our financial markets and protect Main Street from 
Wall Street. 
Donate today 

Forward this email 

This email was ~nt to Ibroome@email,u~c.edu by dkelleher@bettermarkets.com 
._U_~__d__’_a_t__e____Pj-_o__gjj_e_LE_tT!_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s_’~ Instant removal wi~h _S__a__f~_e__U_j)__s__u__b__s__c_Ej_b__e_.~’~’ _P__rj_v__a__c_’~/___P__o_[Lc_~; 

Better Narkets Inc. 1825 K St., NW Washington, D.C. DC :: 20006 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, FebruaD, 10, 2014 4:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Obmna Delays Health-Insurance Requirement for Some Employers 

Obama Delays Health-Insurance Requirement for 
Some Employers 

A batch of employers won’t face a fine next year if they fail to provide health insurance to 

their workers, the Obama administration said Monday. 

In regulations outlining the Affordable Care Act, the Treasury Department said employers 

with between 50 and 99 full-time workers won’t have to comply with the law’s requirement 

to provide insurance or pay a fee until 2016. 

Companies with 100 workers or more could avoid penalties in 2015 if they showed they 

were offering coverage to at least 70% of their full-time workers, Treasury said. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OffNce of University Counsel ~;mail@mail.punchboM.com~ 

Monday, February 10, 2014 5:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

ONce of University Counsel ~nt you an invit4on 

You’re invited! PI.ease dick on E~le invitation to see more details and to RSVP. 

Reception for Joanna Carey Cleveland 

Thursday, February 20, 20~4 

3:00 - 4:30 

Reception for J ..... Carey Cleveland J 

l J~:i Pu nchbowl 



Online Course For Entrepreneurs 
Entrep ....... 

O O 

Career 
Med ocrV                                                       z 

X STEM: How 1o Put Your STE~: HOW to Put Your K~ on the Fast Track 
Kid on the Fast Track to tO SUCOeSS 

s ...... 
;::.:.~.~: :~.:,~.~:~:..~.~:.:.:~.::..:.:~: :..~:~:~ ,::::~:.~.~ ~,-,~ o~,~,~ ~k~ ~ ~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

"Bridging the Internet    ~"" 
~. p,, 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



..... For Entrep ....... . ................. 
.:: i i:. F:: F:: ::::. :.: :::: : ::ii :i i::: i..:i :ii:: i i :i :: F:: ¯ h~ I!~A~ ’.,*~;~ ~ 8 K.% 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ R~chard B[anson ~ Jeff Selingo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaJ~dler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Monday, Februau 10, 2014 7:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emofil.unc.edu> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: First Interstate BancSystem, Inc. (NASDAQ: FIBK) has agreed to acquire Mountain West 
Financial Corp. (OTCQB: MTWF) 

First Interstate BancSystem, Inc. (NASDAQ: FIBK) has agreed to acquire Mountain West 
Financial Corp. (OTCQB: MTWF) 

Sandier OGNeili served as financial advisor to First interstate BancSystem, Inc. in this 
transaction. This transaction is Sandier O iNeill~s ll4th bank or thrift transaction 
nationwide since January 2, 201:l, more than any other investment bank d~ring that time 
period.~ Since January l, 2011, Sandier OLJNeiii has advised on 24 bank or thrift 
transactions ~ the western region, more than any other ~nvestment bank during that tgme 
period,~ 

BILLINGS, MTand HELENA, MT[] First InterstateBancSystem, lnc.(NASDAQ:FIBK) ([]First Interstate[]), 
parent company of First Interstate Bank, and Mountain West Financial Corp. (OTCQB: MTWF) ([]Mountain 
WestG), parent company of Mountain West Bank, National Association announced today that First Interstate 
has signed a definitive agreement to acquire the Helena-based Mountain West. With assets of $647 million, as 
of September 30, 2013, Mountain West Bank currently operates :[2 branches throughout central and western 
Montana in Helena, Great Falls, Missoula, Kalispell, Whitefish, and Bozeman. 

~Like First Interstate Bank, Mountain West Bank is a community bank whose success has been built on a 
foundation of commitment to its customers and communities,[] said Tom Scott, Chairman of First Interstate. 
First Interstate President and CEO Ed Garding added, []We are excited about the possibilities created through 
the combination of our two companies and are honored to have Mountain West become a part of our 
organization.[] 

~We are delighted to be joining the First Interstate organization,~ said Rick Hart, CEO of Mountain West. 
GWith First Interstate Bank, our customers will benefit from an expanded line of financial services and 
innovative solutions, while continuing to benefit from personalized service and local decision-making. [] 

Pursuant to the terms of the definitive merger agreement, Mountain West shareholders will receive 0.2552 

shares of First Interstate Class A common stock plus ~7.125 in cash in exchange for each share of Mountain West 

common stock they hold. The value received by Mountain West shareholders will fluctuate based on First 

Interstate [] s stock price. 

Upon completion of this merger, First Interstate will have total assets of approximately ~8.2 billion and gain the 

#1 deposit market share in the state of Montana. First Interstate expects the transaction to be immediately 

accretive to earnings per share. 

1) Excludes terminated transactions and self advisory roles 

Source: SNL Financial 

For more information, please click here~ 

For the press release, please click here~ 

125:[ Avenue of ~he Americas, 6th Floor ] New York, NY 10020 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, Februao, 10, 2014 8:24 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Shitts Afgha~istan Exit Plm~s 

Shifts Afghanistan Exit Plans 

The U.S. military has revised plans to withdraw troops from Afghanistan to allow the White 

House to wait until President Hamid Karzai leaves office before completing a security pact 

and settling on a post-2014 U.S. troop presence, officials said. 

The option for waiting reflects a growing belief in Washington that there is little chance of 

repairing relations with Mr. Karzai and getting him to sign the bilateral security agreement 

before elections scheduled for the spring. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 
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Sent: 
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BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 8:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Feb. 11 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Dmly 

Banking Daily 

Groul~ C~alle~ges $~3B DO,~, ,~PNo~’ga~ D~al 

Better Markets Inc., a public-interest nonprofit organization, 
Feb. 10 filed a novel lawsuit against the Department of Justice 
and Attorney General Eric Holder challenging DOJ’s recent historic 
$13 billion settlement with JPNorgan... 

Lenders that make mortgage loans backed by the Federal 
Housing Administration can require borrowers to buy more flood 
insurance coverage, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh 
Circuit said (Feaz v. Wells Fargo Bank, 2054 BL 34344, $1th... 

CFPB 

The White House said that it strongly opposes and would veto a 
House bill that would make structural and other changes to the 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) .... 

Mortgages 

Raises Prospect of SCRA Punitive Damages 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit Feb. 7 reinstated 
a suit by a U.S. Marine under the Servicemembers Civil Relief 
Act, holding a servicer should have removed foreclosure fees 
after the previous servicer withdrew a default notice... 

Securities 

A former executive of Bank of America pleaded guilty on Feb. 10 

in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of North 
Carolina for participating in an alleged conspiracy and wire fraud 
scheme involving contracts for the investment of... 

Securities 
Co~’~ Refuses to Dismiss Fu~ds° C~aitns 

A pair of multiemployer pension and welfare funds sponsored by 
the Teamsters union can continue their claims against the Bank 
of New York Mellon Corp, for breaching its fiduciary duties by 
investing fund assets in a floating-rate note issued,., 

Taxes 

~RS Cu~s Hurting 5e~ice,~ Collectio~ 

The American Bar Association Section of Taxation told lawmakers 
it is "gravely concerned" that deep cuts to the Internal Revenue 
Service budget could hurt tax enforcement, tax services and the 
agency’s ability to implement... 



A former UBS AG banker indicted in 2011 on a charge of helping 
wealthy Americans evade taxes has agreed to plead guilty in 
Florida, the latest target in a five-year U.S. crackdown (United 

States v. Lack, S.D. Fla., No. 11-cr-60184) .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 10:25 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: PowerPoint Slides 

I will be out of the office until Monday, February 17. I will respond to your email as soon as I can. 

Lissa Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RCLS 2014 <info rcls.in@mail81.us2.1~gsv.net;, 

Monday, Februao, 10, 2014 11:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Last 48 Hours to be a part of The 3rd Annual Real Estate & Coustruction Legal Summit 2014 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 11, 2014 1:28 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: L’Oreal to Buy 8% of Its Own Shares From Nestle 

L’Orfial to Buy- 8% of Its ()~ar~ Shares From Nestl~ 

Nestl6 said it agreed to a �6.5 billion ($8.88 billion) deal to sell an 8% stake in L’Or6al 

back to the French cosmetics company. 

Switzerland-based Nestl6 said it would receive L’Or6al’s 50% stake in skin care joint 

venture Galderma, which has an enterprise value of �3.1 billion, as partial payment for the 

48.5 million-share stake. 

L’Or6al will also pay Nestl6 �3.4 billion in cash, Nestl6 said. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Tuesday, February, 11, 2014 2:01 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 15 No. 16, 02,11/2014 

Table of Contents 

Operating Modes and Mechanism of Termination of the Unilateral Declaration of Annulment 

Valeriu Stoica, Independent 

Seizure Insurer - A Look from the Perspective of the New Code of Civil Procedure 

Ernest Flodan, Independent 

~ V ictories in the Courts Yield Losses in the Pockets: Will Legal Precedent Dissuade a College’s Willingness to Enforce a Contract Against its 

Coach, Who Resigns During the Term of the Agreement Based on a Business Decision? 

lohn Justin l.eppler, University of Baltimore - School of Law 

Sale and Transfer of Ownership Right in Terms of Projects to Develop a European Civil Code 

Serban 1’4ircioiu, Independent 

Unilateral and Bilateral Promises of the Contract. Unilateral and Reciprocal Promises of Real Estate Alienation 

Florin Popa, Independent 

CONTRACTS & COHHERCIAL LAW e3OURNAL 

iiiiiii"Oper~ting Nodes and Nechanism of Termination of the Uni~atera~ Declaration of Annulment" 

Romanian Review of Private Law no. 5/20~3 

VALERXU STO~CA, Independent 

Email: vstoica@stoica-asociatii, ro 

It would seem that the text of Art. 1550 of the Civil Code establishes three operating modes of termination: by court order, by the unilateral 
declaration of annulment and of right. In other words, the third mode of operation, respectively de jure, would not depend on a unilateral 
expression of will of the creditor, that is exercising its option right. Such an understanding of the text cannot be accepted, however, that he would 
not only allow the creditor, but also the debtor to invoke termination, as is the case for the abolition of the contract in the event of accidental 
impossibility of execution. The solution would be profoundly unfair as it would leave the execution of the contract at the self will of the debtor. The 
difference between the non-execution without justification and the non-execution caused by accidental impossibility, namely justified non- 
execution, is determined just by the fact that in one case the non-execution is attributable to the debtor, and in the other case it is caused by a 
foreign issue. 

Without resuming any considerations previously made about the need of the unilateral declaration of annulment even in the supposition that the 
termination of right or de jure of the contract would be set forth in a commissoria lex as a result of the non-execution attributable to the debtor, it 
has to be remarked only that, mostly, the doctrine and case law in Romania and France considered that such a formulation does not exclude the 
right of the creditor’s option whether to require enforcement of the contract, in kind or compensation, and put his own will work to determine the 
termination of the contract. 

:ii:ii:ii:i"Seizure ~ns~rer - A Look from the Perspec[ive of the New Co~e of Civil Procedure" 

Romanian Review of Private Law no. 5,/2013 

l~Nl~Sl~ FLOR~AN, Independent 

Email: florian e[rleSe@yahoo.co~n 

As is known, the new Code of Civil Procedure reconsidered, sometimes significant, enough procedural institutions, proposing a new vision and 
giving them (also) another sense than the traditional one. Sometimes, however, the intervention of the legislator of the new Code was rather 
conservative, with a preference for major or even detailed characteristics of the institutions. 

The seizure insurer rather fits in this last category, its rearrangement being done with caution, without feeling, iconoclast, the need for a 

fundamental rewriting of this precautionary measure. The novelties related, as can be seen, to the intention to put an end to doctrinal disputes 

and/or jurisprudential on the interpretation of legal provisions, as well as the need to complete the regulation in order to give them more clarity. 

~t should be noted, however, the transfer - one done with changes, additions or, where appropriate, renunciations - in the Code of Civil Procedure 

of provisions relating to seizure ensure of civilian ships, contained in the Commercial Code of 10 May 1887 and which, in consideration of the 
specificity of this special category of assets, imposed such a legislative solution. 



30HN .~UST~N LEPPLER, University of Baltimore - School of Law 
Ernail: john.leppler@ubalt,edu 

This article looks at in the wake of the decision in Marist College v. Matthew Brady, The Commonwealth of Virginia and James Madison University 

("Marist v. Brady"), whether it will deter a college or university’s willingness to enforce a contract against its coach who resigns during the term of 
the coach’s employment contract (agreement). Part 11 will address the key elements of a coach’s employment contract between a coach and his or 

her employer (college or university). Additionally, this section will discuss the case Marist v. Brady, and the debatable precedent set forth from its 

holding. The central issue fl’om Madst is not whether coaching contracts are legally enforceable but whether legal precedent deprecate a college’s 

willingness to enforce a contract against its coach, who resigns during the term of the agreement based on a business decision? This section will 
also discuss the remedies a college may seek if it chooses to enforce a coach to fulfill the term of the agreement from a coach’s breach of contract 

through the courts. Part 111 of this article will propose why seeking remedy through the courts for a coach’s breach of contract is outweighed by 

other methods of negotiation between the two sides either prior to or during the term of the agreement. Moreover this section will offer a solution 

to the issue set forth in Marist and in accordance with the precedential value of the decision in Vanderbilt University v. DiNardo, :[74 F.3d 75:[, 757 
(6th Cir. :[999) ("Vanderbilt v. DiNardo") Part Vl proposes different contract clauses that can be negotiated between a college and a coach, and 

discusses why negotiating and drafting such provisions into the agreement will advance both the college’s and university’s economic interests. This 

article will conclude as follows: The cases Vanderbilt v. DiNardo and Marist v. Brady provide colleges and universities with valuable lessons and 

takeaways. Most important, it is difficult for a college to be awarded damages by the courts for a coach’s breach of contract. To avoid this, a college 

should insist on a clause with specific compensation to be paid by the coach upon a coach’s breach of contract. 

Romanian Review of Private Law no. 5/2013 

~SE~B~,~ M~{~C~{O~{~, Independent 

Emaih serban, ~qirc[o[u @avocat ba ras, ro 

This article seeks how the mechanism of the ownership right transfer by sale-purchase is configured in various projects to unify the European 
private law. 

Three major systems of the ownership right transfer by sale-purchase can be identified in Europe. The titulus and modus theory is the system that 
necessarily implies the existence of two elements to operate the transfer of the ownership right: a valid title and an acquisition. In the French 
system the transfer of the ownership right by sale takes place by the mere consent (solo consensu) and simple formation of the contract (solo 
contractu). The German system implies the existence of the real agreement independently of the obligational contract, which has the sole purpose 
of the transfer of the ownership right. 

Most European projects to unify the private law remained silent regarding the mechanism of the ownership right transfer by sale. Even the projects 
to unify the European private law that directly addressed this issue such as: Code europ~en des Contrats, Study Group on a European Civil Code 

and the Draft Common Frame of Reference have chosen to only offer a solution regarding the transfer of ownership right in movables. 

Essentially it can be seen that the variations binding the transfer of the ownership right to the existence of a real-abstract contract according to 

the German pattern or a solo consensu transfer in which the contract generates both obligations and real effects according to the French pattern 

were avoided by all European projects. All these European projects essentially consecrate a system of transfer of the ownership right by sale 

based on two elements: the tradition and the valid existence of an acquisition title thus opting for a middle way. However, the proposed rules in 
these projects to unify the European civil law have a legal suppleness, meaning that the parties may choose any other method of transfer which I 

think best serves their interests. 

Romanian Review of Private Law no, 5/2013 

FLOR3~N POPA, Independent 

Bmaih popaflorinsnspa@g mail,corn 

The study below represents the second part of the one published in the Romanian Private Law Review no. 5/20:[2, pp. 114 and following "Contract 

Promises - Spedal Regard on Real Estate Alienation Promises". The first part focused mainly on the "option promises" and on the differences 
between this new type of contract and the unilateral promises of contract, while the present analysis considers, firstly, reciprocal contract promises 

and secondly, unilateral or mutual promises regarding real estate alienation. Although the Civil Code statutory provisions on contract promises are 

generous than ever, some key-issues on validity and performance remain unclear. The objective of this study is to clarify the meaning of the current 

regulations on pre-contracts, thus taking into account topics like: the promise contract content by reference to other pre-contractual formulas, the 

unilateral or mutual promises of real estate alienation form and the one concerning the prerequisites for the enforcement of such contractual 
promises. 
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Elderly Hit=and-Run Driver Says Diarrhea Made Her Do It 
A 92-year old Arizona woman who hit a jogger with her Lincoln Town Car is claiming that she fled the scene to avoid an accident of 

another sort. 

Share: ~DDD 

Hanging a Single Shingle: A Primer for Practicing Law Solo 
According to the American Bar Association, the United States is home to nearly 1.3 million attorneys Of those it is estimated that 

about one-third are solo practitioners. 

Share: DDD~ 

Personal Injury Firm Ad A ’Heavy-Metal Masterpiece’ 
One of the most entertaining and outrageous personal injury law firm advertisements you will ever see ran during the SuperBowl 

Share: DDD~ 

Court: Flashing Headlights to Warn of Speed Trap Likely Protected as Free Speech 
A federal court judge is Missouri last week held that several drivers would likely prevail in their free speech lawsuit challenging a 

state lawthat makes it illegal to flash your headlights to warn other drivers of a speed trap ahead 

Share: ~~ 

Eighth SAC Capital Employee Convicted for Insider Trading 
A federal jury in New York last week convicted former SAC Capital portfolio manager Mathew Martoma of securities fraud and 

conspiracy. 

Share: DDD~ 

New NYC Law Protects Pregnant Women in the Workplace 
This New York Times piece tells of the story of a 22-year-old woman who was forced to take leave from the Bronx thrift store where 

she worked after she asked the employer to accommodate her pregnancy by assigning her tasks that do not require heavy lifting. 

Share: DDD~ 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 3:50 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Further Delays tbr Employers in Health Law 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Scionce 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnFhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Further Delays for Employers in Health Law 

The Obama administration said it would pc~stpone enforcement of a federal 

requirement fl:~r medimn-size employers to provide health insm:anee to 

employees and allow larger employers more flexibility iu how they provide 

~ GrapNc: Changes and Doays to the Hea~th Law 

U.So Debates Drone Strike on ~ne~iem~ Terrorism S~spect 

in Pakistan 

The discussion about Nrgeting a citizen, who is believed to be plotting terrorist 

athmks, is the first time officials have considered killing an American overseas 

since Pn~sident Obama imposed limiB on d~ne strikes in May. 

Heroin’s S~naH-Town Toll, and a Motlher*s O~0ief 

Few understand the way addiction mang~es families, said Karen 

Hale, who lost Alysa Ivy, 2L to an overdose in a Wisconsiu town 

hit hard by 

The 
body of I 
A[ysa 

Editors’ Picks 

.~.iI Int .... ive F ...... "e INTEI~CTIVE VEATURE; Fourtl~ 

~ lace: &~t Miss~ a Medal 
"It is pretty much the worst place to be," said .&sel Luud 

Svindal, who missed a bronze medal in Men’s Downhill by ool9 seconds. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Use Fo~0ce to Save Star-¢~ng Syria~s 

Respm~sibili~" to protect the im~oce~t justifies armed 

intervention. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

HASSAN JALAI’rA, ;] Pa]esLi]~i;m [’;]ther of five who works for an Israeli compm~y in the 
West gm~k, 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Riders Cautious of Halfpipe 

Con ditio~s 

The day before lke much-anticipated men’s halfpipe competition 

in snowboarding at the Soehi Olympics, ttmre were broad 

cm~eer~s rm~gi~g from tim shape of the pipe to the warmi~g weather eonditio~s. 

~ W#EO: The Read Arom~d: %~esley Ntaee 

In his novel "Wonderkid," Wesley Staee explores the kindie rock 

scene, a place where cute rules a~d where adults have a thing or 

two to ]ean~ fl’om State’s kid characters. 

~ VmEO: New York Fall 2o~4: Elemei~ts J 

Color 

A thematic visnal diary of N ew "fork Fashim~ Week i~spired by 

the essentiM building blocks of fashion and st?,qe. 

World 

I~ %~est Bm~k Settleme~ats~ Israeli Jobs ~,~’e 
Doable- Edged Sword 

Israeli izMastries i[~ West Batik setflemenN provide empioymez;k 

to mm~y Palesfi~ians bt~t oemg~y acreage i~ Mint the workers see 

as ~eir future state. 

S~icide Bomb Trah~er in iraq Accide~tally Blows Up His 

Class 

Twenty-two milita~)ts at a ~:aini~% session) were killed after a commander 



mis b~kenIy used an armed ])elk daring a demonsLration. 

Spain Seeks to C~rb Law Allowing Judges to 

Pursue Cases G|oba||y 

AfLer crusading j n d ges in Spain ordered in terns tion al warrants 

for a %rmer premier and an ex-.pt~siden~ l~’om China, a ~rade 

partner, the Spanish Parliam ent w~l] deba*e limiting the pra~Nce. 

Monday 

, the 

National 

’° I 

U,S, 

Dm,g Sl~orl-ages Cor~tinue l-o Vex Do<~tors 

Most common are shortages of sterile i~ectable dru&s, partly 

t)eeause the faeb~Hes khat make d~em are aging and prone to 

q uali b’ problems. 

Phi|adelplfia Scl~oo| Chief Faces Down Budget 

Cuts m~d Crises 

William R. Hire Jr. has INd off almost 4,ooo workers and dosed 

24 schools since becoming Philadelphia superintendent of 
se}loo~s i~l 2012. 

R. Hire 

Jr said 

Co~rt Gives CaIifor~fia l~lore Time to Ease Priso~ Crowding 

a long-intoning ]awsuK, a panel of federal judges gave the state undl khe end 

February 2o16 to reduce its iririlate population. 

Business 

Revelations by AOL Boss Raise Fears Over 

Privacy 

AOL’s claief, Tim Armstrong, seL off a firestorm among ~efiean 

workers by publiely revealing information about medical e~-~sts 

for ~s’~:, babies covered by company health plans. 

Winter Storages Cause Havoc for Fliers 

Bad weatlaer kakes a LoI1 on travelers who absolutely have to gc’t 

somewhere this winter. 

Armstro 

I I 



DEALBOOK 
[~ Dennis 

Justiee Depa~0trnen~ S~md Over 8t3 Billion ....... K.e,~h.er [ 

The no~p~t]t group Belier MarkeLs has argued [hal Lhe Justice 

DepartmenL v~olaLed the constitutional pdndpie *-g separation *-~f powers when 

~t sh:uck a deal with the bank, 

Sports 

In N,FoLo~ It’s Now Question of.Ability, Not 

Orientation 

The reception Michael Sam, who is gay, will receive in the N.F.L. 

will probably depend on how wcll he produces on the rid& 

To Go F~rther, Speedskate~s Had to Let Go of 

Their "Wheels 

Even though JnlJne skating has become less commercially 

popular, it reraai~s a powerful feeder for the American 

speedskating team, 

~ [] Slide Show: Exhilarating Day for Speedskating 

Plenty of Spills and Fewer Thrills on 

Ride 

The day befbre the much-anticipated men’s hal~)ipe 

competition, there were broad concerns ra~ging from khe shape 

of the pipe ko the snow eonN 

, ~ Video: Ride~s Cautious o~ Halfpipe Conditions 

:~.; Michaei 

....... Sam will 
p~obably 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

5o Years Later~ Beat~es Steal :%amther Show 

Sunday nighk’s tribute concert on CBS, like the 1964 broadcast it 

commemorated, belongcd to the Beatles themseh’es. 

Impatience Has Its Reward: Books Are Roiled Out Faster 

While d~e television industry has begun catering to impatient audiences by 

releasing entire series at once, dm book business is npending iN tradRional 

timetable by encouraging a kind of binge ~uding, releasing new works by u 

single author at an accelerated pace. 

A M~ltable :Feast 

The Hemingway Collectio~ at bhe ,John F. Kennedy Presidential 

LibraD" and Musemn is giving researchers access t,-., a newly 

digitized batch of the writer’s daily ephemera fl’om his onetime 

Havana home. 

Science 

The !,a’ehaeology of the Stars 

Stellar archaeolo~sts have found some ve<v old stats, hidden in 

space like u phar,-.,ah’s tomb and holding secrets of the cosmos’ 

of.the 

I a::,,o I 



chemical evolution. 

BY DEGREES 

F~oeezing Out t]he B~gger Pk~t~re 

What seems like unusually toM weaflmr in flae Nmtheast is still 

milder than what was normal a few deaades ago, but it has stoked 

confusion and given lbdder ~o global wamfing skeptics. 

Came~s Had No B~sirmss h~ GeneMs 

Camels appear i~ stories of emqy Jewish patriarchs iu the Bible, 

even though it was before dm animNs’ thne, evidence that 

writing or editing of the book happened long ager the evens ik 

Falls in 
January. 

The 
annual 

Obituaries 

Mr. Ash and his brother, Jerome, developed the music shop their 

father founded in b., a chain of 46 stores nationwide. 

Er~k Bleg~’ad, Children’s Book A~ofist, Dies at 9o 

Mr. BleN:ad, a prolific illustrator, possessed a sVle Nat was 

eomfot*dngly Old World; he worked primarily in meticulous 

and ink, witt~ some forays into watercolor. 

Robert Eo Cooke, a Creator of Head Sta~% Dies at 

93 

~ adviser to Presidents ,John F. Kennedy and iyndon B. 

J ohnson, Dr. Cooke was insm mmntal in maj or initiatives to 

benefit chih:h:em 

Ash of 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Gay Rights and the Just.ice Department 

Changes annom~eed by A~omey Qenera] Holder wfl~ advm~ce equalib" and the 

j us d ee system. 

, The Message From Horns 

~ The S~e of Mr. de BlasWs C~y 

~ Army Auditors’ Shock and Awe 

EDITORIAL 

The NIessage From Horns 

A temporaU truce in Syria offers little relief to its dvJlJans from the appNling 

damage of the Nvil war. 

EDITORIAL 

Mayor BiI] de Blasio added a t~w promising proposals to his list at the S~te of 

the Ci%~ address, 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tim American P~’eeariat 
S,. LiAViD ~%-V./JXL 

DecJini~g mob~]~b, may be symptomatic at" a broader crisis at" 

fai’~ in the ~eticau dream. 

, Co~umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Panic in the Locker Room! 

Let me get d~is, urn, straight: Some N.F.L. plwe~ can ~ths~md 

erushi*~g ’tackles but not at~ openly gay teammate? 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e BoDoS. 

The B%~eo~t, Divest ai~d Sane[ions Movement targets the end of 

Israel as a ,lewJsh state. 

, Columrlist Page 

For mere oginian go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 

ON THiS DAY 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YourABA Editor <YourABA@americanbar.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 5:00 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

YourABA 12014 Midyear Meeting Bulletin: House of Delegates recap; Leaders’ message on sate of the ABA; more 

House of Delegates adopts policies on human trafficking, courthouse security, more 
The American Bar Association adopted policies related to the right to food, human trafficking 
and courthouse security, among other topics, when the association’s policymaking body 
convened during the 2014 ABA Midyear Meeting in Chicago. 

Mo~e on new ABA policies >> 

House hears from legal leaders on issues facing ABA, profession 
During the ABA House of Delegates meeting Monday, members heard from leaders of the 
association, including President James R. Silkenat and Executive Director Jack Rives, about 
the state of the ABA and its initiatives. Delegates also received an update on the health of state 
courts from the president of the Conference of Chief Justices. 

ABA president on access-to-justice paradox >> 

Midyear program tackles Olympic Games, Russia’s anti,lay laws 
An expert panel discussed appropriate responses to Russia’s anti-gay legislation enacted this 
past summer. Among them, former Olympian Nancy Hogshead-Makar weighed in on whether 
the United States should have boycotted the Sochi Games. 

Possible consequences of pro-gay demonstrations by athletes >> 

Air Force SVCs advocate for sexual assault victims 
Col. Dawn D. Hankins and Capt. Amanda K. Snipes spoke about the Air Force Special 
Victims’ Counsel program, which trains Air Force lawyers to advise sexual assault victims. 
Mo~e than 600 victims aided in first year >> 

Nanny-state regulations: Limits on personal choice debated by experts 
The New York appellate court struck down New York City’s ban on the size of sugary drinks in 
July. But a panel at the Midyear Meeting showed the spirited debate about the extent of the 
government power in personal choices might only be beginning. 
Reasonable ct~te#a for intervention? >> 

Challenges of bitcoin use, regulation discussed bv experts 
The proliferation of bitcoin payments presents governmental regulators new challenges, but this 
and other forms of virtual currency do not raise t~d flags per se, experts agreed. 
More than three dozen virtual currencies in use >> 

Structure of profession presents obstacles to resolving justice gap, panelists say There 
is a problem out the~: That problem is the lack of access to justice for the working poor and 
middle class. During a panel discussion at the Midyear Meeting, one speaker issued a call to 
action to his fellow lawyers to help find solutions to this justice gap. 
The billable hour amonct obstacles >> 

Lawyers, community activists seek to end the school-to=prison pipeline 
A 14-year-old boy was charged with a felony for hurling a pen out of a school bus window, and 
instead of going to school, he sat in a prison cell. This is one of many troubling examples of a 
trend analyzed during a town hall forum. 

"Schools are becominq prisons under the guise of ’security" > > 

Pivotal Supreme Court decisions transformed sentencing of child offenders, experts 

In 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Millerv. Alabama that it is unconstitutional for 
jurisdictions to have a mandatory sentence of life without parole for a child convicted of any 
crime, including murder. Now states must adjust their sentencing guidelines in order to comply 
with this new precedent. 

"Post-Miller litiqation is incredibly robust" > > 



Experts discuss consumer, industry privacy issues in the digital age 
Privacy and data security must be strategic considerations for every business, experts said at 
a Midyear Meeting panel. For those who manage electronic data, risks include not just security 
breaches but also a variety of privacy glitches. 

~lications with "reasonable ex ectation of t~vac "> > 

Midyear program touches on benefits of public interest work 
A Midyear Meeting presentation provided an overview of the benefits that public interest jobs 
offer, including the financial benefits associated with student loan forgiveness. 

Debt-free in 10 years >> 

7 diversity trailblazers honored bv ABA 
The American Bar Association Commission on Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the Profession 
recognized seven lawyers with its 2014 Spirit of Excellence Award for their outstanding 
achievements toward advancing diversity in the legal profession. 

Diversity "requires constant vigilance and hard work" >> 

For mote stories from the 2014 Midyear Meeting, see AmE~ar.orglNews. 

Your e-mail addless will only be used within ti~e ABA and its entities. 
We do not sell or [en[ e-mail addresses 

Upda[e your profile Mana!.]e your ernaii pre~e[ences Ut~aubscribe Privacy Policy Contac[ Us 

,American Bar Association 1:52! N ClarK, C[3ica9o, I[. 60654-7598I 800-285-2221 i :�12-988-5522 

© 2014 American Bar Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 11, 2014 6:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJNEWS ALERT: Shirley Temple, Child Star, Dies at 85 

Shirley Temple, Child Star, Dies at 85 

Shirley Temple, the curly-haired child star who put smiles on the faces of Depression-era 

moviegoers, has died at her home near San Francisco, according to her publicist. She 

was 85. 

A talented singer, dancer and actress, Shirley Temple was America’s top box-office draw 

from 1935 until 1938. 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Tuesday, February 11,2014 6:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Why the Payment System Is Suddenly a Hot Topic in D.C. 

Daily Briefing February 11, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Why the Payment System Is Suddenly a Hot Topic 
in D.C. 
by JOE ADLER 

The payment system is une×pec,:edly the center of 

a~ten~ion in ~he Iinancial services policy world after 

spending yeat~ being overshadowed by the Iinancial crisis 

and other pressing issues. 
RE,~,D MORE *> 

Why the Payment 

S~,stem Is 

Suddenly a Hot 

Topic in D.C. 

Moody’s Releases New Risk-Testing Models 
by SARAH TODD 

Moody’s Analytics is seeking to help banks manage interest rate risk and 

determine how different economic shocks would affec,: their credit portfolios. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

BB&T to Close Va. Call Center, Transfer Workers 
by AN DY PETERS 

The $176 billion-asset company will close, the center in the summer of 2015, ,:he 

Roanoke Times reported, citing a BB&T spokesman, 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

Reform Group Challenges JPM’s $13B Mortgage Settlement in Court 
by BRIAN COLLINS 

WASHINGTON - A non-profi,: legal group said Monday tha,: i,: is seeking judicial 

review ol the landmark $I3 billion se~Uement that JPMorgan Chase executives 

negotiated wi~h top Depadment of Justice officials. 
READ MORE ~> 

Contain 

Teclmo~ogy 

Misys Buys Digital Banking Tech Provider IND Group 
by EVAN NEMEROFF 



London-based financial software company Misys has agreed to purchase IND 

Group for an undisclosed price. 
RE~,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE TECHNOLOEb." "> 

Small Banks and Volcker: Hope for the Best, 
Expect the Worst 
by THADI MURALI AND CARLOS PEREIRA 

W1~ile waiting for regulators to fully understand the effects, 

small banks should proactively take measures to prepare 

themselves from the VoJcker rule, just like their Jarger 

counJe~pad:s, 
READ MORE t> 

::X:: Small Banksand 
" Volcker: Hope for 

the Best, Expect 
the Worst 

~ore Banks Are Turning to Chapter 11 to Survive 
by ROBERT BARBA 

Bankruptcy used ~e be uncharted water in banking, but the d~stic measure is 

starting to look like the only way IOr some institutions to reach dry land, 
READ MORE ,> 

MORE M ER®ERS AND ACQUiSiFION ~:~ ,> 

Contain 

New Capital Rule Could Cost Credit Unions 

$7.3B: CUNA 
by RAY BIRCH 

CUNA is confirming whai several analysts have akeady 

told Credit Union Journal: ihat NCUA’s proposed new risk- 

based capiJal rule will cost many credit unions a lot moi’e 

to maintain healthy capital cushions needed for grov’4h-in 

fact, a net $7.3 billion more. 
READ MORE "> 

::~:*:;:: NewCapital Rule 
...... Could Cost Credit 

Unions $7.3B: 
CUNA 

MORE COMMUNFP~" BANKJN® ,> 

Consur~er Finance 

Title Insurance Company GEe Commits Suicide 
by SARAH TODD 

The chief executive of a Colorado title insurance company that was under 

investigation by state regulators killed himself with a nail gun last week, according 

to ihe Arapahoe County coroner’s office, 
READ MORE >> 

MOIRE CONSUMER FINANCE 



Contain 

Transforming the First Mile: Kofax Customer Onboarding for 
Financial Services 
WHITEPAPER 

Wby do so many banks deliver such unsatisfl/ing onboarding experiences? Three 

reasons stand out: Process complexiiy, more demanding customers, and 

expanding channels. 
READ MORE 7> 

Banking 2020: mCommerce, Virtual Money, and Privacy. Are you 
ready? 
WEB SEMINAR 

In ~he yea~ 2020, ~rends that a~e hot today, such as mCommerce, vi~tual money 

and privacy will be commonplace. 
READ MORE ,> 

MORE IN THE RE,’~,OU R C E CENfER ,> 

Reports 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American Banker% inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to V~,#.)rk For highli.ghts 

institutions with s~rong cultures and smart approaches ~o making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peeps ol similar size, 

based on assets. RE&D MORE *> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has ~’eached a cd[ical juncture. The pressu~’e [o expand and 

c~oss=sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on questionable practices. All this applies to big banks, which thirst for sources of 

growth, and small banks, which are jumping headlong into the business and 

catering to ihe less affluent clients ignored by large banks.R~y,s MORE :l> 

MORE IN SF~EE:iAL REF4DRTS "> 

FOLLOVV LIS: LLI @AmerBanker hJ Facebo(:k 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Directors & Boards Magazine <dshaw@mr38.mr.bmdeda99.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 6:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Deadline Approaching: Survey on Private Board Pay & Governance 

US hero DSG BoardRoom 675x150 

U,S, Private Board Pay & Govem~mce 

Subm{ssio~ dead{ine extended: February 28 

practices al p~ivate and ~ot-[’or-prefit cempa~ies. 

~3% of organizations review director compensation anmJaiiy 

subject malJers; cempensa~io: was cited by a majoriJy el the ~espondents 

~’or those companies that grant equity, ::ea:ly all of them do so on an 

annual basis 

Aft participants wiff receive a col’npfimentary summae~ repot1, Please s~bmit t hi_____A 
{!;~{![~}.to tec~ue,st part~ag~a~ie~ materials er request a~k~it~ona~ ~etma~iem 

S~cere~y, 

Acre Newitl 

+1,800,441,3078 

Key D;~tes 

About This Email: If you no longer wish to receive email communications for our Compensation Measurement surveys, 

please send an email to f~!ff.g[~;f[6)~r?j?.~:E’~.)’.,~?!~!~M,!i!!dd)fL~ with the subject line "Remove Me from All Compensation Measurement Survey Emails." 

We periodically send information, announcements, and invitations like this to 

clients of Aon Hewitt and others who have expressed an interest in receiving this information. 

© 2014 ¢~q[~.f)j[; 

Aon Hewitt 

4 Overlook Point 

Lincolnshire, IL 60069 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, February. 11, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

No. 17 North Carolina wome~ 

upset No, 2- Duke ~-78 
North 
Carolina’s 

North Carolina’s highly touted Hilla~ 

freshman class just didn’t seem Summers, 

to know it wasn’t supposed to win 

in its first trip to Cameron... 

UNC announces new footbal~ coaching hires 

North Carolina has completed its staff of assistant 

football coaches by hiring Keith Heckendorf and Larry 

Porter, the school announced Monday. 

UNC 89, Duke 78 J 02A0,14 

Tar Heels upset Blue Devils 

North 

...... Carolina’s 

Hilla~/ 

Summers, 

Contact Us ] About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Newsobsewer.com 
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~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Di[ectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 7:05 AM 

NACD@NEWS.INFOINC.COM 

Februaqi 11,2014: Icahn Gives up Apple Buyback Plan After 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

]:£day:s Top He~!d!ine ............................................................................................................ 

lcahn Gives up Apple Buyback P~an After ISS Urges ’No’ Vote 

"Carl Icahn has backed off from his campaign urging Apple Inc. to increase its 
stock buybacks," repo[ts Reuters (Feb. 11, Ablan), "citing the company’s 
recent repurchases as well as an influential proxy adviser’s call against his 
proposal." In a Monday ~et~er 1o Apple sharehoMers, ~he b~ionai[e activist 
~nvestor wrote thal he was scrapping Ms non-Mnding proposa~ to ferce 1he 
technology g~ant 1o add another $50 billion to ~ls stock buyback plan, 
"especially when the company is already so c~ose to fu~fil~h~g o~r requested 
~purchase ~a~geL" Over ~he weekend, Institutional Shareholder Se[vices Inc. 
U[ged sharehoMers 1o vote against ]cahn’s nonbindh~g proposal contending 
that the motion wo~]d "m~cromanage" how the company uses capital P[oxy 
adv~so~’ firm Egan~Jones has also [ecommended voting against ~he ]cahn 
plan, which was up fer a vole at AppWs nexl shareholders meeting at 1he end 

of tMs monlh~ 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 11, Benoit) adds that "lcahn’s decision to 
surrender puts to rest, at least fer now, the debate over whether and how 
quickly the nation’s biggest company by market capitalization - at $472 
billion - should be rnoving ~o dole ou~ some of i~s massive $160 billion cash 
hoard ~o shal~holders." He began amassing his stake when Apple t[aded 
arouF~d $468 a share. The stock closed yesterday at $528.99. More recent 
purchases are less likely to be profitable with AppWs shares declining 5.7 
percent since ~he Iirst el the year. 

According to the Boston Globe (Feb. 11, L edtke), Icahn’s nonbinding 

Check ~o[ ia~e- breaking news 
a~el 9:00 AM Eastern 

iXii Insigh~ from ACI’s 10th A .... I Cent ...... ] 

i~i B2B~ide 

[iXiiApril102014SmallOapF .... 

[i~iiBV-RiskAppetiteStat .... ts] 

[i~iiBV-BoardCompositi .... dRisk] 

[i :iov-  ,vo ondC b ...... 

Upcoming NACD 

proposal I~ced mounting opposition from shareholde[s who suppo[ted Apple’s    Ey~I~S ...................................... 

board el directo[s. "To hit Icahn’s target," the Globe po#ffs out, "Apple’s board 
would have had to increase the volume of stock buybacks authorized under a 
program unve~ed ~ast year. That plan 8~ows Apple to spend $60 bH~Jon on ~ts 
stock through December 2015." Apple had $37 Milton ~ema~nJng for stock 
purchases under thal p~an as ~t started the current fiscM year. As a resulh 
board members would have had to expand the stock [epurchase program to 
placate ~cahn. "H~s ho~d~ngs translate to a stake of ~ess than 1 percent," 
no~es the newspaper. 

Shsre~ 

2014 Fellows Headline 

3rd Party Board Evaluations: Why Interviews Outperform 

S,r~ ................................................................................................................................................ 
When conducting board evaluations, boards cannot rely on written suweys 
alone~ By incorporating confidentia~ interviews into ~he process, ~rus~ed 
3rd pa~ty facilitators often learn vital infermation needed to strenglhen the 
board. 

Click here and watch a panel of prominent directom discuss why intelviews 
are a key component to an effective board evMuation. 

Schedule you[ complimen~a[y consultation today - 
o~line: click here I call: 202472-2101 

ShareFTC]C~ 

Audit and Finance 

Master Class 

Hous~n; TX (Ap~ 7-8; 
2014) 

Cilicago, iL (June !2- 
13~2014) 
Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug18-19, 20’14) 

Felt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec 11-12,2014) 

Director Professionalism® 

Hous~n; TX (Apt 3-4; 

2014) 

Cilicago, iL (June 9-10, 

2014) 

Dana Point, CA(Aug 

~4-15, 2014) 

Fol! Lauderdale, FL 
(Dec. 8.-9,2014) 

Special Events 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 
2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 
VVas~ington, DC (May 

5-6, 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 

VVashing~on, DC (May 



Treasurers’ Risk Appetite Improved in January 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 10, Kaput) cites newly released data 
Clearwater Analytics Corporate in reporting that "cash allocations to U.S. 

government debt pk~mmeted dudng January from the prior month’s high, as 
lreasurers moved assets into corporate dam [e~lectin9 an ~ncreased dsk 
appet~ter" Asset a~locat{on into corporate debt rose 2r37 percentage #o{nts to 
37.04 percent - ~ts h~ghest leve~ h~ at least seven years. Meanwhib, a~ocafion 
to U.S. treasuries decreased by 3.54 percentage poinis dudng the same 
#edod. "This exchange of risk free assets for corporate bonds was iyp~ca~ 
dudng 2013 as markets enjoyed the benefiis of moneta~ stimulus/’ observes 
John Spongier, po~fo~b manage[ at Cbarwater Adv~sors. Howeve[, he expects 
ihe ~rend io rove[so "as marke~s have w~nessed ~nct~ased vo~afiBy dudng the 
month ef Janua[y." 

Share~ 

PElT Buys Vertex Towers for $1.1 Billion 

Late Monday, the Boston Globe (Feb. 10, Femandes) confirms, Senior 
Housing Properiies Trust agreed to pay $1.1 billion fer iwo Boston watedront 
towers that house the headqua~ers of Ve~ex Pharmaceuticals inc. The 
transaction comes one week attar Ve~ex, which relocaied from Cambridge, 
formally opened ~s new home offbe in the c~y’s Seeped D~stdcL Acco~dh~g 
to the Globe, "#Ms] represents 8nether marker ~n the c~ty’s progress h~ 
transforming the South Boston Watedront ~nto a biomedicM and technobgy 
hub, dubbed the Innovation D~strict." The PElT agreed to pay $682 £er square 
feet fer ~he two 15-story buildings, topping the ,$400 per square feet New York- 
based T~-CREF pa~d for offbe space in the burgeonh~g neighborhood last 
year. "The sub is expecied ~o close by the middle of this year," repeals 
Sen~o[ Hous#~g Pro£edies Trust PresMeni DavM Hegarty. 

Shsre~ 

CNA Financial to Soil Subsidiary for About $615 Miilion 

CNA Financial Corp. has announced plans lo "sell a wholly owned life 
insurance subsidiary to Wilton Re Holdings Ltd. for about $615 million as it 

continues to focus more on its properly and casualty business," according to 
the San Francisco Chronicle (Feb. 10). The subsidiary being sold consists 
primarily of s~ruc~ured settlemen~ and group annuities. In addition, CNA will 
enter into a reinsurance agreement with Wilton Re regarding some runoff 
structured settlement annuities. CNA Chairman and CEO Thomas F. 
Motamed repeals, "[The deal is] another step in the execution of our st~alegy 
to create a mere Iocused P&C business capable el delivering consistent 
perfemqance." 

ShareETT~ 

~n~a~d Diversified Merging With Kite Realty 

Crain’s Chicago Business (Feb. 10, Gallun} is repe~ting that Inland Diversified 
Real Estate Trust Inc. on Monday announced that it is merging with Kite 
Realty Group Trust. The roughly $2 billion deal will enable most h~land 
Diversified investo[s ~e cash ou~ for a small gain. Both firms are puM~c RE~Ts. 
However, inland Diversified’s sha~es are net traded on a sleek exchange, 
makh~g ~t difficult for hwestors to sell them. The dea~ with K~te essentially fixes 
that problem, h~and D~vers~fied President and COO Barry Lazarus comments, 
"This t[ansaclion achieves our goal o{ maximizing vak~e and pier,des an 
oppodun~ty for our slockholders to either remain pad of 1he well capitalized 
combined company or I~quidate their ~nvestment." 

Share~ 

L~Yv a~d P£!!�~ ............................................................................................................................... 
The White House Deiays Obamacare’s Employer Mandate Yet Again 

On Monday, repeals Business Week (Feb. 10, Clark), the White House said it 
would delay the Afferdable Care Act’s employer mandate until 2016 fer 
companies with 50 to 99 workers. "Companies w~th 100 or more worke~ wi~ 
have to cover 70 percent d ~hek fulb~ime workers beginning next year," 
according 1o a new rule published by the IRS. The ~atesl de~ay w~ ~ke~y prove 

welcome news to smM~ bus~ness owners who have been concerned that the 
requirement would force them to either fire staffe~ or move employees from 
fu~b~ime to parbfime status. "The de~ay may also he~p assuage bus#~ess 
owners frustrated by an additbna~ Obamacare setback: the sbwer4han- 
prom~sed roll-out of Sma~ Business Health Option Programs, or SHOPS, 
which are exchanges at which small businesses can buy ~nsu[ance 
meets standards set by the hea~th-referm ~awi’ netes the pub~icafiom 

Share~ 

Shareholders Sue Oi~ Dri~er Contine~tM CEO Over Pipeline 
investment 

"A group of minority shareholders in oil driller Continental Resources is suing 
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dialog on board leadership 
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chief executive Harold Hamm," reports Reuters (Feb. 10, Prezioso), "alleging 
iha[ Conlinental’s nearly $100 million investmen~ in a pipeline being built by 
another fim~ he controls will benefit him al their expense? Confinenta~ ~s 
~ndeed prev~d~ng pa~a~ flmd~ng for Harem-owned p~peline end gas pJant 
operator H~Jsnd Padne~ to bu~Jd the 450-mile, $300 million DouMe H crude oil 
pipeline from North Dakota Jo Wyoming. It is expected ~o sta4 up later in the 

year and eventualJy ship up to 100,000 barrels of o~J 8 day~ "A pension fund 
has flied suit ~n Oklahoma state cou~ seeking damages and the return of 
profits and oJher benefits derived from Jhe pipeline b~nsaction to the 
company," states the wire service. Edc Eissenstat, Confinenlal’s genera~ 
oounseJ, said DoubJe H was "fuJJy and adequateJy reviewed by the fuji board’s 
disinterested and independent directors. [They] expressJy fouRd it to be in the 
best ~n[erests of ihe company." 

Shsre~ 

¢£mp~ns~lti0n ............................................................................................................................... 

Chief Executive’s Total Pay Revealed 

USA Today (Feb. 10, Healey} is reporting that "General Motors, the target of 
sniping over new CEO Mary Barra’s pay, disclosed earlier than usual that her 
compensation this year will be $14.4 million - bu~ jus~ $I .6 million as a direct 
salary." According to the automaker, that is 58 percent more than the $9.1 
million total compensation in 2012 of Dan Akerson, her predecessor who 
retired last month. GM has yet to disclose what Akerson made last year, but 
i~ was likely about the same as in 2012. GM took ~he unusual s~ep of 
disclosing its chief executive% full compensation package prior to its proxy 
filing in April because the company wanted to "correct misperceptions created 
by comparisons tha~ used only a portion el Barra’s overall compensation." 

ShareF]~ 

¢£[p£[a~ G£Yerr~nce ......................................................................................................... 

Board to Ir~vesto~s: Let’s Talk 

Wall Street Journal (Feb. 11) columnist Tem Gara obsep.~es that the 
communication channels between corporate directors and institutional 
investors ate typically unstructured and ~nformal. "Sometimes they’re hardly 
even open to beg#~ w~h," he writes, "a factor keenly exploited by activist 
~nvestors, who pounce on companies thal are deaf or unresponsive to ~nvestor 
concerns." M~che~le Edk~ns, head of corporate governance at BlackRock h~c., 
notes ~ha[ ~f mainstream ~nvestors are made to feel that the# concerns are 
being heard, "then the board may be ferewarned and do something befere 
activists get ~nvo~ved." The long-term ~nvestor indeed has a different outlook -- 
an outlook ~ha[ should be ge[t#~g better communicated to boards? Earlier ~ 
the month, the new~y launched Sha[eholder~Dh~ctor Exchange (SDX} 
announced a proposed preloco~ that would guide how boards and investors 
talk to each other. "Under the protocol," Gara wdtes, "boards should 
announce a clear policy on meeting w~h investors, ~nc]ud#~g how the 
meetings can be set up, how they are run, and what is open for d~souss~on." 

Share~ 

�~[l~O[~lt~ S£~J~! ReSP£nSibi!it~ .................................................................................. 

Facebook’s Zuckerberg Tops List of America’s 50 Biggest Donors 

Facebook co-founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg and his wife, Priscilla, top 
lhe Chronicle of Philan~hropy’s list el America’s 50 biggest donors, reports 
CNNMonev (Feb. 10, Hicken}. According to the publication, "the couple 
donated nearly $1 billion worth of Facebook stock, or 18 million shares, to the 
Silicon Valley Community Foundation." The enormous gift made the 
organization, which provides grants to an array el nonprofits, one el the largest 
feundaiions in the nation. At 29 and 28 years old, respectively, Zuckerberg 
and his wife were also the youngest donors on the Chronicle’s list, which had 
a median age of 72~ 

S hare[’TFT’r~ 

C-Suite 

Famous Dave’s CEO Resigns; Director Tapped as interim 

The Minneapolis Star-Tribune (Feb. 10, Hughlelt) has learned that Famous 
Dave’s CEO John Gilbert has resigned after 18 months on the job and will be 
replaced by recently appointed board member Ed Rensi on an interim basis. 

Rensi, a Iormer McDonald’s executive and founder of the Tom & Eddie’s 
restaurant chain, became a Famous Dave’s board member in Januaiy. No 
reason has been given for the change in chief executives. "Gilbert was a 
Famous Dave’s board member when he was appointed CEO in October 
2012," notes the newspaper. "He formerly was the president of e-commerce 
retailer Vermont Teddy Bear Co." 

S hare[~]~]~E] 



Economic Outlook 

McDonald’s CEO Thompso~ Seeks New Afdcan Markets for IE×pa~sio~ 

"McDonald’s Corp, is [ookin,_q a~ potential new markets in Africa after the 
world’s larges~ restaurant chain entered a new Southeas~ Asian country for 
the first time ~n more ~han two decades," confirms Business Week (Feb, 1 O, 
Fo~kman~s, Key’7). McDonald’s is repodedly ~ook~ng at a number of Afdcan 
court,des for new restaurant ~ocatJons, as the continent ~s expected ~o be par~ 
of the fasFfeedeOs grev~h stralegy moving fe~ward. McDonald’s opened 
first [estaursnt ~n V~etnam ever the weekend, but w~ have to p~ay catch up 
w~th such dva~s as Burger K~ng Worldwide ~nc. McDonald’s CEO Don 
Thompson rema[ks, "There’s qui~e a few countries across Afdca we want to 
~ook at, but N~geda c~ear~y is a ~arge counl~ that has opportunity." The 
company ~s ~ook~ng to developing nations for expansion. The I~temafional 
Monetary Fund projects tha~ sub~Saha~n Aflica’s economy w~ll expaRd 6.1 
#ercenl ~n 2013 versus global grot~h of 3.7 percent. 

Share~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerard Baker, WSJ <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 7:28 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

The 10-Point- February 11, 2014 

Good morning, 

Delay or Denial 

The U.S. Affordable Care Act has a very loose relationship with deadlines, 

it seems. After a string of delays and ehanges that have some questioning 

whether the law is even executable, we may now have the biggest 

postponement yet. Our story reports that mosl: cmpk~yers 

~ex-I ~,a.’ar if t}~ev f~i] to offer w~rk~’ r:~ }~cait}~ i r~m~a~<~e I::la delay of another 

year and the seeond time that the deadline has been pushed baek. The 

nex.~s eomes as employers have been putting pressure on the 

administration to put off the mandate, and some firms have been 

deereasing workers’ hours to bypass the penalty" for not offering insuranee. 

We note that GOP lawmakers, who are expeeted to foeus on the health law 

during midterm eleetions this year, argued that the administration should 

ease other provisions, sueh as the one that requires individuals to pay a 

penalb~ if they don’t earry eoverage. 

This Too Shall Pass 

Afghan President Harold Karzai°:< ref:u:<aI ~o :<ig~ a ~ecuri~y pact a~d 

<~n a p~s’~--2<)14 U.S~ tro<~p pre:-~e~ce in ~ghanistan has annoyed 

Washington poliey makers, to say the least. U.S. officials had been raising 

the prospeet of a complete military ~thdrawal by this year’s end, as 

pre~de~s[.y rep~)r~ed. But now they have a dift~rent idea: wait until the 

problem passes. We find that officials plan to allow Mr. Karzai to leave 

offiee before eompleting the agreement. "If he’s not going to be part of the 

solution, we have to have a way to get past Nm," said a senior U.S. o~eial. 

Mghan eleetions are set for this spring, and most of the main eandidates 

have said they support a U.S. military presenee in Mghanistan after ~o14. 

Meanwhile, we report on a ~.’ar--bem[~ ~.<~icid~: ~::~.~.’k h~ Kab~A o~ 

whieh killed two eontraetors for the U.S.-led ~litary eoalition and 

wounded several M~han civilians. 

With the Enemy’s Help 



Once the king of cellphones in emerging markets, Nokia lost its crown 

because it was slow to respond to Android’s popularity. Now it is playing 

catch-up. We find that Nok~a~ wh~.~sc mobflv~devicv b~.~si~v~ w~ ~x~:~ be 

Go,.@c~ A~dro~d mobile s~A:~,arc this month~the first clear sign that it is 

moving ahead with the long-rumored phone, expected to be introduced at 

the Mobile World Congress industry trade show starting Feb. 24. But at 

the same time, we wonder if Microsoft is outsourcing the b~iness only 

until it refashions its Windows Phone operating sof~vare to work on 

lower-priced smartphones. ~d in other A~>~ rok~ ~¢,,v~ we ~:~d theft tSv 

1.LS, Jus~iee Departme~t is eraekh~g dow~ on those who allegedly help 

distribute illegal versions of ~droid apps. 

Spark Your Brain 

Wish you were better with numbers? Sending an electric current through 

your brain might achieve the desired effect [] seriously’. Our "In the Lab" 

columnist Shirk:y \’\?-a~:~ rcp~.~rt:< ~.~ a >.’~ativ~.~3 n~:w brain--~d.im~:~k~.ion 

tec}mk{-ue ~.’a[~ed transc:ra:aial e[ectrica.{ st~m~.{atk>~.~., which may help people 

improve their ~derstanding of math concepts. This sort of method "lnay 

have a chance to be the new drug of the 21st century," says Dr. Roi Cohen 

Kadosh, the OxR)rd researcher who pioneered this particular use of the 

technology. But beware, using an electric current R)r brain treatments has 

a long and fraught histow, most notoriously electroshock therapy[] the 

draconian method that rendered patients zombielike in mm4es such as 

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest." 

WORLD 

E~US~NESS 

MARKETS 



Perils Mo~.mt As Debt(.ost~,’ ’ ¯ Swel.] in Chb~a 

GoM pm’ch~’,~’s ~,:~ C~ff~a:s~ ~o~,s~,~:rs fi~mp~d 4~; last year to a record, 

according to data released Monday by the China Gold Association. The 

increase was enough to overtake India, whidu~or decades, if not centuries, 

held the No. ~ spot as the world’s biggest gold buyer, according to 

estimates from several analysts. 

What do you think about the new policy? Send your response to 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

Many of you were taken aback by AOL Inc, CEO Tim Arm:4ror~is 

c’omment:;, ~th Mark Spears of Georgia x.~:iting that "(i)t was an 

inexcusable decision for him to decide to cut off 4ol(k) matching as a 

result of the healtheare costs" and adding that "these da3~s many 

companies make statements about how their employees are their most 

important asset, but few companies treat their employees in that manner." 

But John A. Johnson of Arizona observed that "the hullabaloo over 

Armstrong’s comments simply reflects that no one wants to hear that 

healtheare is not really freei2" And Mary Jane Nalley of Texas wrote: "I 

think his reinstatement of the benefit was appropriate but more important 

was his admission of a mistake and his apology, which was the right thing 



to do onee he realized he had made a mistake ~ ahnost unheard of today. 

That simple behavior goes a long way to help eure the ills that run deep in 

our soeiety." 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What ~ News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lO-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ,~ssr<.. m"oo~m-?,t~: ~u:s(..(:h.~. For further 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at 

Copyright 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, [ne. All Rights Reserved. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Tuesday, February. 11, 2014 7:32 AlVl 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Education advocates in business applaud McCrory’s plan m raise teacher pay 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 11, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Education advocates in business ~pplaud McCrory’~ 
to raise teacher pay 
BEST NC, a .qroup of business exec Jtives who h~ve iobbied for higher teacher pay, 

praised the pian Gov. Pat McCrory announced on Monday to raise pay for pubNc 

school teachers, but pointed out there is.. 

D scuss .................. 

American Underground preps for o~cial RaM~gh opening 
Life at American Underground this week? 

Builders chosen for renovation of U~C~hapel Hill 
hall 
UNC-Chapei HiN is pufl:ing ~ogether i~s cens[ructk)n 1earn te begin work seon en ~he 

$15 million renow~tien of 1he historic Hill HaN music audiiorium buiidmg, a buiidmg 

thai epened m 1907 as the ca .. 

Discass ~ \t’Leiis g~g~ ~ ,r3~ 

Wefts Fargo asks: Is U.S. economy really in a deep freeze? 
With aneiher icy bias1 moving OLaF wu’y, it seems appropriate te take up this questien 

this week 

Discass 

Edition >> 

~-rea 

~ntof ............ 

McCrory, N,C. Republicans announce plan to raise teacher 
pa_v 

N,C, teachers must work a decade before earninq average 
government salary 

Inside look at RDU’s newly renovated Terminal I (PHOTOS) 

Wilmington bar now accepts Bitcoin for beer 

Scout & Molly’s boutique moving back to Raleigh’s North 
Hills 

There he ~oes again: Critics r!jp Obama’s latest chanqe to 
employer mandate 

!_t’_~__~__~_~_~fz_~_~l_~__[~:h~_~_~__D_~__Q!_~__~_~_E~h__~_~ 

Read ~ornlng Edition >> 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 11, 2014 8:41 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Yel]en: Fed Will Likely Cut Bond Buys in Measured Steps 

Yellen: Fed ~Vill Likely Cut Bond Buys in Measured 
Steps 

The new leader of the Federal Reserve, Janet Yellen, told lawmakers she expects there to 

be "a great deal of continuity" in the central bank’s policies in testimony prepared for her 

first congressional appearance since becoming the central bank’s first chairwoman. 

Ms. Yellen signaled that recent soft economic data has not swayed the central bank from 

a strategy of trimming its monthly bond purchases by $10 billion at each of its policy 

meetings this year. 

"1 served on the Committee as we formulated our current policy strategy and I strongly 

support that strategy," Ms. Yellen said in her remarks prepared for delivery before the 

House Financial Services Committee. The hearing is scheduled to start at 10 a.m. EST. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ :~00x250 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Card Forum & Expo <conferences@sourcemediamaJl.coru> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 9:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How payment leaders achieve financial success 

Card F ...... d Expo 

Graph 

.~i Jason Dolat 

iNi Mobile Wallet 

Begin? 
The Payments Analytics track will look at how the industry’s leaders 

are making the most of customer data from inside and outside the 

organization. Learn more >> 

It RigbL 
Four sessions focused on Rewards and Loyalty will dissect today’s 

trends and what the future holds, including insight from Jason Dolat 

Director, US Card Products, RBC BANK, on how to optimize and 

analyze your program. Learn more >> 

Things are progressing worldwide with mobile wallets, both NFC 

based and not. The NoNle Wallet track will cover the ground and 

which organizations are at the forefront. Learn More>> 

i:~ 
Wheres 

Washingt 

on 

Where’s Washington? 
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, other regulators and 

Congress are all actively involved in regulating cards and payments. 

The Regulation & Compliance track will offer a look ahead and 

lessons learned. Learn more >> 

Calendar 

Register before February 21 for the lowest conference rates. 

Register online or call (212) 803-8348 or (212) 803-6072 to find 

out about team offers. 

To find OUt how ~:o customize a sponsomhipiexhibit package that is most appropriate for your 

~nst~tut~on, please contact Melissa Sefic at (212) 803-6067 for more ~nformetion. 

*SourceMedia cancella[io~ policies apply All special offers are valid go~ NEW reg~s[~ants o~fly and cannot be applied to 

current registered attendees¯ Offers are not transferable 8rid cannot be combined with 8ny other offer Please csil our 

Customer Se[v~ce department at 800-803-3424 or 212-80%8093 F you have any questions. 



You s[e curre~tl? sL~bsc[ibed to Coi#ere~ce - Card Fo[urr~ ai~d E×po as: iL~roome~.email.ur~c ed[~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 11, 2014 10:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lawyers Are Hindered By Passive Voice 



click here 

UpdaLe your preferences Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Staple- Clark <j staple@uniteforsight.org> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 11, 2014 10:10 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Innovators Forum: A Cont~rence on tlealth and Social Entrepreneurship 

Dear Lissa Broome, 

You and your colleagues may be interested in attending the upcoming Innovator’s Forum on Friday, March 14, 2014, at the Shubert Theater in New Haven, 
Connecticut. Presented by Unite For Sight, the Innovator’s Forum will draw health, education, development, and .social entrepreneurship professionals and students for 

a focused, highly interactive, and collaborative conference on best and emerging practices for effective programs. We would also appreciate it if you could please 

forward this message to your colleagues who may be interested in attending. A reduced early bird regifftration rate is offered through Febmaxy 20th 

Innovator’s Forum 
A Health and Social Entrepreneurship Conference 

Friday, March 14, 2014 
Shubert Theater, New Haven, Connecticut 

http:/iw~v.uniteforsig!~t.org/forum 

Keynote Addresses 

o "hmovation in the Public Sector: Why it’s so Hard," Gene Falk, Co-Founder and CEO Emeritus, mothers2mothers 

o Victoria Hale, Founder and CEO, Medicines360 
o "QuestBridge: One Organization’s Joun~ey to Scale," Aria Rowena McCullough, Co-Founder and CEO, QuestBridge 

Perspectives on hmovating 

o "Building a Health Delivery Model for 1 Billion Rural People, Starting with One Remote Village in Liberia," Jason Bae, Director, Last Mile 

Health 

o "A New Face of ~Mnerican Diplomacy: Global Health Service Abroad," Vanessa Kerry, ChiefF~xecutive Officer, Seed Global Health 

o "The Developing \Vorld’s Healthcare Problems are Complicated. The SMutions Don’t Need to Be," David Barash, Executive Director, 

Global tlealth Porttblio and Chief Medical Officer, GE Foundation 

Key Lessons From Building Innovative, Successful Programs 

o "Social and Mobile Innovations tbr Global Health Progrmns," Bobby Jefferson, Director~ Center for Development Infomiatics, Futures Group 

o "Contagious Health & Happiness," Leila Makarechi, CO0, Microclinic International 

o "Social Change is a Process, Not a Formula: Practical Lessons from Twenty Years of Success and Failure," Dean Cycon, Founder and 

CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee Co. 

Conversations with Early-Stage Immvators, Growing Orgalfizations, and Established Organizations 

o Six Innovator’s Forum audience members will each be selected to present a 5-minute presentation to the Innovator’s Forum audience about their 

organization, current and expected impact, current challenges, and questions for the expert speakers. The presenters will then engage in a conversation 

with keynote speakers and with Chadie MacCormack, President Emeritus at Save The C~dren, on the Shubert Theater stage and in front of 
the conference andience. The expert speakers will answer questions and oiler guidance and advice. The entire audience will then have an optx~rtunity to 

ask questions of fire presenters and the expert speakers. In addition to otlbring a unique opportunity for the six selected presenters, the Innovator’s Forum 

audience will gain extensive insight ti~om the expert speaJ~ers about navigating the challenges and complexities of real issues being experienced by the 

innovators in the audience. 

Cotnplete details and the Innovatods Forum schedule can be seen at http:/iwa~a¥.uniteforsight.o~Wfomm 

This email was sent to lissa_broorne@i~nc e,’!,u by Jelsnifer Staple-Clark 

UnsubscrJbe from U~ite For Sight Conference A~nouncernents 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 11, 2014 10:13 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Boehner Sets Clem~ Vote tbr Borrowing Limit 

Boehner Sets (;lean Vote for Borrowing Limit 

House Speaker John Boehner told fellow Republicans the House would vote later this 

week on an increase in the federal borrowing limit without added amendments or 

conditions, in a major retreat from the GOP’s strategy of demanding concessions in 

exchange for a debt limit increase. 

Mr. Boehner’s retreat marks a major victory for President Obama and congressional 

Democrats who have long insisted that the debt limit should be approved without 

conditions. Democrats and the White House contend increasing the borrowing limit is a 

routine measure needed to fulfill fiscal obligations already incurred. 

The House debt limit vote is expected on Wednesday. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 11:07 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve Board annoances termination of entbrcement action 

Federal Reserve Board announces termination of enforcement action 

http:,/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevems/pres~enii?rcement,20140211 a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Feder~ Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Pa~e. You will need to use ?’our 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdeiivels~.com_. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.gov_. Follow us on Twitter. 



~e~: 

To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~joLimats.com> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 11:43 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.t~nc~edu> 

2014 Life Science Awards: Nominate Today} 

2014 Life Sciences Awards 
Nomination Deadline is March 17th! 

i i’~ 2014 Life Sci ..... Awards 

In its second year, the Life Sciences Awards 

will tap directly into the robust grov’,4h of the 

life sciences sector in the region as it 

~ecognizes both ~nd~viduals ~nd research 

o~gan~za~or~s tha~ are brea~o~g ground ~n 

~h~s fie~d, 

This is your chance to nomin~te a ~ange of 

talent f~en~ a top-perferi~ing CEO to the 

best late stage prod~lct. Don’t i~iss this 

of)~ort~ity to participate in the region’s 

newest celebration event for the Life 

Sciences communit3, - Nominate todayl 

Last year’s winners: 

h~dividuals: 
Dr. Richard Boucher, UNC Chapel Hift 
David Chapin, Forma LiFe Science 

NOMINATION DEADUNE 

~4o~day, January 27th 

S~brnissien site cfoses at 1 f :59PM 

SPONSORS 

Title S~o~sor: 



Marketing 
¯ Kenneth Lee, Hatteras Ventu~e 

¯ Carofyn Logan, Salix Pharmaceuticals 
¯ Ernest Mario, Chimerix 
¯ Jim Oollins, Compliance 
b~~plernentation Set,vices 
¯ Mike Putnam, Seqc~en~ ~nc 

Ol’ganizations: 
Aerial BioPharma 
Biogen tdec 
Clinipace Worldwide 
Furie× Pha~macec~ticals Inc. 
INC Research 
Integrated Laboratory Systems 
Liquidia "l"echnologies 
nOontact Inc~ 

Old Chatham Golf 

Fo~wa~d to a Fliend I Plivacy I Unsubscribe 

Tdangte Business Joumaf 

3600 Glem,’~ood Ave, S~ite 100 

Raleigh, ~qC, 276f2, USA 
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To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~joLimats.com> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 11:44 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.t~nc~edu> 

2014 Life Science Awards: Nominate Today} 

2014 Life Sciences Awards 
Nomination Deadline is March 17th! 

i i’~ 2014 Life Sci ..... Awards 

In its second year, the Life Sciences Awards 

will tap directly into the robust grov’,4h of the 

life sciences sector in the region as it 

~ecognizes both ~nd~viduals ~nd research 

o~gan~za~or~s tha~ are brea~o~g ground ~n 

~h~s fie~d, 

This is your chance to nomin~te a ~ange of 

talent f~en~ a top-perferi~ing CEO to the 

best late stage prod~lct. Don’t i~iss this 

of)~ort~ity to participate in the region’s 

newest celebration event for the Life 

Sciences communit3, - Nominate todayl 

Last year’s winners: 

h~dividuals: 
Dr. Richard Boucher, UNC Chapel Hift 
David Chapin, Forma LiFe Science 

NOMINATION DEADUNE 

~4o~day, January 27th 

S~brnissien site cfoses at 1 f :59PM 

SPONSORS 

Title S~o~sor: 



Marketing 
¯ Kenneth Lee, Hatteras Ventu~e 

¯ Carofyn Logan, Salix Pharmaceuticals 
¯ Ernest Mario, Chimerix 
¯ Jim Oollins, Compliance 
b~~plernentation Set,vices 
¯ Mike Putnam, Seqc~en~ ~nc 

Ol’ganizations: 
Aerial BioPharma 
Biogen tdec 
Clinipace Worldwide 
Furie× Pha~macec~ticals Inc. 
INC Research 
Integrated Laboratory Systems 
Liquidia "l"echnologies 
nOontact Inc~ 

Old Chatham Golf 

Fo~wa~d to a Fliend I Plivacy I Unsubscribe 

Tdangte Business Joumaf 

3600 Glem,’~ood Ave, S~ite 100 

Raleigh, ~qC, 276f2, USA 
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To: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~joLirnats.com> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 12:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.t~nc~edu> 

RESEND: Life Science Deadline 

2014 Life Sciences Awards 
Nomination Deadline is March 17th! 

i i’~ 2014 Life Sci ..... Awards 

In its second year, the Life Sciences Awards 

will tap directly into the robust grov’,4h of the 

life sciences sector in the region as it 

~ecognizes both ~nd~viduals ~nd research 

o~gan~za~or~s tha~ are brea~o~g ground ~n 

~h~s fie~d, 

This is your chance to nomin~te a ~ange of 

talent f~en~ a top-perferi~ing CEO to the 

best late stage prod~lct. Don’t i~iss this 

of)~ort~ity to participate in the region’s 

newest celebration event for the Life 

Sciences communit3, - Nominate todayl 

Last year’s winners: 

h~dividuals: 
Dr. Richard Boucher, UNC Chapel Hift 
David Chapin, Forma LiFe Science 

NOMINATION DEADUNE 

~4o~day, March 17th 

S~brnissien site cfoses at 1 f :59PM 

SPONSORS 

Title S~o~sor: 



Marketing 
¯ Kenneth Lee, Hatteras Ventu~e 

¯ Carofyn Logan, Salix Pharmaceuticals 
¯ Ernest Mario, Chimerix 
¯ Jim Oollins, Compliance 
b~~plernentation Set,vices 
¯ Mike Putnam, Seqc~en~ ~nc 

Ol’ganizations: 
Aerial BioPharma 
Biogen tdec 
Clinipace Worldwide 
Furie× Pha~macec~ticals Inc. 
INC Research 
Integrated Laboratory Systems 
Liquidia "l"echnologies 
nOontact Inc~ 

Old Chatham Golf 

Fo~wa~d to a Fliend I Plivacy I Unsubscribe 

Tdangte Business Joumaf 

3600 Glem,’~ood Ave, S~ite 100 

Raleigh, ~qC, 276f2, USA 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii,com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 1:15 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

RE: PowerPoim Slides 

Ah, sorry, I am just seeing this. I had a dinner last night. Feel free to call anytime. 

bw 

From= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= IVlonday, February :[0, 20J.4 4:53 PM 
To= Beth Whitehead 
Subject= Automatic reply: PowerPoint Slides 

will be out of the office until Monday, February 17. I will respond to your email as soon as I can. 

Lissa Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Basketball <carolinabasketball@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 1:55 PM 

Carolina Basketball <carolinabasketball@unc.edu> 

UNC WBB ’Pink Out’ Thurs. 6pm... 

Carolina Women’s Basketball fans, 

What a great win by the #:tO Heels last night in Durham! In case you missed it, read all about the incredible game here. Catch the Sylvia Hatchell 
Radio Show tonight on WCHL and at Tyler’s in Carrboro from 8-8:30PN (time change) with Assistant Coach Billy Lee. 

We hope to see you back in Carmichael Arena at 6pro this Thursday night (2/:t3/:t4) vs. Pittsburgh. It will be the annual Play 4Kay game presented by 
United Health Car~, so make sure to wear pink. 

Here are the details: 

THROWBACK THURSDAY" #4 (2/13/14) 

*PINK OUT CARMICHAEL & HELP THE HEELS FIGHT CANCER! 

*LIVE DJ PLAYING YOUR FAVORITE 80S MUSIC 

"1/2 PRICE CONCESSIONS- NOW INCLUDING PAPA JOHN’S PIZZA 

*FREE TICKETS FOR ALL CANCER SURVIVORS AND V2 PRICE GUEST TICKETS- CLICK HERE 

NCAA Tournament Tickets on Sale Now! 

UNC will be hosting the 1st & 2nd rounds of the NCAA Women’s Basketball Tournament on March 23 & 25. If the Tar Heels make the tournament, they 

will be playing at home in Carmichael Arena. All-Session passes for 3 games are available for $32 (adults) and $22 (youth). Click HERE or call 800- 
722-4335 to get your tickets today! 

Go Heels! #HEELFAST 



Amend the Small Issuer Exemption 

American Savings Bank ("ASB") and its ultimate parent holding company, Hawaiian Electric 
Industries, Inc. ("HEI"), urge Congress to amend the Durbin Amendment to provide that, for 
purposes of the small issuer exemption, the asset size of a debit card issuer (together with its 
affiliates) does not include those assets related to the non-financial activities of grandfathered 
savings and loan holding companies. 

Section 1075 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act ("Dodd- 
Frank Act"), known as the Durbin Amendment, requires the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System ("Federal Reserve") to issue regulations limiting any interchange fee that a debit 
card issuer may receive. The Durbin Amendment also requires the Federal Reserve to exempt 
"any issuer that, together with its affiliates, has assets of less than $10 billion." This exemption 
is known as the "small issuer exemption." 

The Federal Reserve interprets "assets" as "total worldwide banking and nonbanking assets, 
including assets of affiliates, other than trust assets under management." Comment 5(a)-1, 
Appendix A to 112 C.F.R. Part 235. 

Assets Related to Non-Financial Activities of a Grandfathered Savings and Loan Holding 
Company Should be Excluded 

Debit card issuers in the United States are federally or state chartered depositor}, institutions, or 
branches, agencies, or other banking offices of foreign banks. Under banking laws, financial 
institution affiliates generally may only engage in financial activities. Thus the maj ority of 
banks and affiliates engage only in financial activities and hold "financial assets." 

However, the parent holding companies of a small number of financial institutions are 
"grandfathered savings and loan holding companies." Such a grandfathered company is 
permitted to engage in non-financial activities, while also owing a financial institution. HEI is 
among the small number of grandfathered institutions that are allowed to hold financial and non- 

financial assets. 

Since the Federal Reserve includes "all assets" of affiliates to determine eligibility for the small 
issuer exemption, it counts the assets of the electric public utilities owned by HEI in determining 
whether ASB is eligible for the small issuer exemption. 

ASB had approximately $5 billion in total assets at the end of 2012, but HEI, on a consolidated 
basis, had approximately $10.1 billion in total assets at that time (an additional $5.1 billion of 
"non-financial" assets). Thus, the Federal Reserve has determined that ASB does not qualify as 
for the small issuer exemption for 2013. 

Because most financial intuitions hold only financial assets, there are a small number of banks 
that are harmed by the inclusion of "all non-financial assets" in the calculation for the small 
issuer exemption. This puts ASB at a competitive disadvantage to other financial institutions of 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



similar size. For instance, CPB had $4.37 billion in financial assets at the end of 2012, and is 
thus eligible for the small issuer exemption. 

Exemption Would be Consistent with the Dodd-Frank Act 

Prior to Dodd-Frank Act, grandfathered savings and loan companies were regulated by the 

Office of Thrift Supervision. Section 626 of DFA gave the Federal Reserve the authority to 
regulate these entities. 

Under secti on 626, the Federal Reserve may require a grandfathered savings and loan holding 
company to establish an intermediate holding company and conduct all or a portion of its 
financial activities in the intermediate holding company. In addition, the Federal Reserve must 
require a grandfathered savings and loan holding company to establish an intermediate holding 
company, if the Federal Reserve determines that such an intermediate holding company is 
necessary for appropriate supervision of financial activities, or to ensure that the Federal 
Reserve’s supervision does not extend to non-financial activities. 

Specifically, Section 626 enables the Federal Reserve to implement rules requiring an 
intermediate holding company to hold the "financial assets" of such an entity separate and apart 

from its other business lines. 

Recently, the Federal Reserve issued capital requirements for its subj ect financial institutions, 
but these new capital requirements excluded the grandfathered savings and loan holding 
companies. Instead, the Federal Reserve indicated that it plans to issue a regulation to 
implement intermediate holding company rules for such entities and apply new regulatory capital 
rules to the intermediate holding companies. Establishing an intermediate holding company for 
the purposes of determining capital requirements necessarily requires the separation of assets 
related to financial activities, which are to be housed in the intermediate holding company, from 
those assets related to non-financial activities. 

It would be consistent with this requirement to include only those assets that must be housed in 
an intermediate holding company established under section 626 of the Dodd-Frank Act in 
determining whether a debit card issuer that is a subsidiary of a grandfathered savings and loan 
holding company is eligible for the small issuer exemption. 

The legislative history of the Durbin Amendment also suggests that the legislators did not intend 
to include assets related to non-financial activities in determining whether an issuer is exempt. 
Specifically, Senator Durbin stated on the Senator floor that the purpose of the Durbin 
Amendment was to "prevent the big banks from basically rigging the financial system in a way 
that helps Wall Street and hurts the shops on Main Street." 

Thus, the concern that led to the enactment of the Durbin Amendment seemed to focus on 
activities within the financial system. The assets of HEI’s electric public utilities are very much 
part of Main Street and separate from the assets of ASB. 
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Impact on Consumers would be Immaterial 

Only four savings association subsidiaries of grandfathered savings and loan holding companies 
are currently on the Federal Reserve’s list of issuers not exempt from debit card interchange fee 

standards. 

Of these four savings associations, only three would be subj ect to the small issuer exemption. 
They are listed below with financial assets vs. consolidated assets: 

FDS Bank ($190.2 million); holding company: Macy’s ($5.Sbillion) 
John Deere Financial FSB ($1.9 billion); holding company: Deere & Company ($27.8 billion) 
ASB ($5.0 billion); holding company: HEI ($10.1 billion) 

Therefore, an amendment to exclude the non-financial assets of a grandfathered savings and loan 
holding company in determining whether a savings association subsidiary of such a holding 
company is exempt from the interchange fee standards would not have a material impact on 
consumers. 

It would alleviate the regulatory burden on the few issuers that would become exempt under the 
amendment. 
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Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: N.C. wa~ts more ottfce space; Mims Distributing ~lls lbrmer wa]rehouse 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

bus(hess 

........................................................................................................................................................... 

ma()box .................... 

Click here for our 2013 - 14 Web Tax Guide 

DHHS ta~Ss C.’,. mm n¢:s as new Ned ca d d ,."ector 

Lions 

___ 
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Does Tl’~,. ~ D,...,g, ita)sm(ths bu:F va):date the ro)e of oav--TV 
recommer’..dat(ons? 



American Under~xsS_ for offidal 

Boston i,.’westor bets $i0[~ o..."~ N,C, financial software firm 

Gamir’..g sector veteran iaanches new ~,ect from Durisam 

offices 

WRAL .~sip..q. (;oog.~e (;k~ss on 

Epic Games sians iicensina deai w~th British studio 

Who lt<es the em~H;~_r_ mandate 

How tn ,ein in flour inner co=]troi freak, so ",our busin~ss can .... } ......... ~1::..~...~ ................. ,..,......,.......,......,..,.,...,....., ........ ,.,..,.,,.,.......,,....,,......,,.,..,.......,,..,.....,...,.. 

succeed 

~A lock indicates content available to paid subscribers. 

osr pakt ssbsc:d i)tions 

sewices 

Gates told Reddi~ ............................................. 

’Nil that be cash._ credit or Bitco~n fix" that flied chicken? 

’Dumb Starbucks’ ............................................. 

Feah~red Jobs 

Ad~’~i’A.>trat~ve<: A.~.>is~s r~t<<: - Part t~’~e -                 ~.~tud ~nts 

c....~: :....x 

Jeumals 

Featured Event 





To: 

Subject: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

Save the Date: Health Care Heroes 

Save the Date" Hea~th Care Heroes Awards 

Health Care 

Please join Triangle Business Jo~rnal in 
our annual celeb~at.ion honoring Triangle 
individuals and organizations for pu~ing 
innovation and compassion to work to 
improve the human condition. This 
exceptional even~, will bring together the 
Ieaders of all segments of the Triangle’s 
health care industry to recognize its top 
performers and their extraordinary 
achievements. 

Help us congratulate these leaders in the 
heaffh care industry, rub elbows with 
clients, Forge relationships. 

201,.l Finalist,s: 

¯ Gale Adcock, SAS 
¯ Holt Anderson, NCHICA 
¯ Drs. Craig Buchman and Matthew 
Ewend, UNC Health Care 
¯ Vickie Byler, Rex Healthcare 
¯ Kevin Campbell~ No~lh Carolina Heart 
& Vascufar 
¯ Dr. Alan Carlson, Duke Eye Center 
¯ Susan Ooulter, WakeMed Hea~th & 
Hospitals 
¯ E~[en Davis, Duke UNvers~ty Hosp~ 
¯ Dr~ Alan Daug~rd, UNC Hea~th Care 
¯ Bre~ D~ckinson, Duke Universi~ 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Y~mrsday, March 20, 2014 

5:30pm-8:30pm 

WHERE: 

Rafeigh Ma~dott City Ce~ter 

500 ~ayettevi~e Street Raleigh NO 

27601 

SPONSORS 

Title Sponsor: 

First 
Citizens 

Bank ................................. 
forever first.., 

D~ke University 
School of Nursing 



Hospital 
¯ David Dickson Jr, TSI Heal~.hcare 
¯ Bl’enda Dowse, Duke Regional 

¯ Stephen Foss, PurThread 
Technologies 
¯ Bradi Bartrug Granger, Duke 
University Hospital 
¯ Farsh Guliak, Duke University Medical 
Center 
¯ Dr~ Michael HagJund, Duke 
Neu~osu%ery of Raleigh 
¯ Ashley H~ckman, Duke Regional 
Hospital 
¯ ,.~ames He~m, ~keMed Hea~th & 
Hospitals 
¯ 8am Hedr~ck~ RHA Howe~ ~nc. 
¯ Dr Ga~y Hill, DSS, MS, Pediatric 
Dentistry Sepv~ces 
¯ Holly Holland, N.C Chi~dl’en% Hosp~ta~ 
¯ C~ara McLean House, F~l’stHea~th 
Moore Reg~ona~ Hosp~ta~ 
¯ Da~e Jenk~ns~ Rex Hea~hcare 
¯ Tara Jennet[e~ Duke Raleigh Hosp~a~ 
¯ Er~ka Johnson, Rex Hea~thcal’e 
¯ Tl’acey IKathl~n Lan~eB Duke Unwel’s~ty 
Hosp~ta~ 
¯ Penny Laurice~a, Pre~’ in P~nk 
Foundation 
¯ D~ Michael Law, Blue Water Spa 
¯ Mquidia lechnolog~es 
¯ Patrick Malloy~ New Leaf Behaviora~ 

¯ Catherk]e McCar~’er, Duke Ur~ive~sity 
Hospib~ 
¯ Jim McGl’ody, Rex Healthcare 
¯ Cordne Mi~ler~ Duke University 
Hosp~1 
¯ Dr. Lar~ Moray, The Happy Tooth 
¯ Patric~a Oste%aard, 8iJke HomeCa~e 
& Hospice 
¯ E~zabeth Penny, WakeMed Hea~th & 
Hospitals 
¯ Oada Piedrah~ta, ~’~ake Ooun~’ Human 
Services 
¯ M~che~le Rice, Duke University 
Hosp~ta~ 
¯ Pa~ge Robe~, UNC Hea~th Care 
¯ 8heddan Robinson~ Cornerstone 
Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine 
¯ L.ou~se Sa[terwhffe~ Duke Regional 
Hosp~ta~ 
¯ Robe~ Seligson, Noah Carolina 
Medical Society 
¯ Leslie Sharpe, Sylvan Comrnun~b, 
Center 
¯ Dr M~chae~ SpMtos, Duke Raleigh 
Hospital 
¯ ElSe Smith, Leukemia & Lymphoma 
Society and Rex Healthcare 
¯ Vance and L.aFay Smffh~ Duke 
University Hosp~ta~ 
~ TAX/R Procedure, FlrstHealth Valve 
Clinic 
¯ Dr~ Elizabeth Cuewo T~son, 
Commun~’ Care of Wake and Johnston 
counties 
¯ Dr. %u Tong, ~nfina Connect 
¯ Malian Uy, ~keMed Hea~th & 
Hospitals 
¯ Dr. T~mothy ~’~einer, N.C~ Children’s 
Hospffa~!UNC 
¯ Jason ~8~l~arns, ~astMed 
¯ Dr~ Laurie W~l~ams, N.C~ State 
Univel’s~ty ~ Depa~lment of Computel" 



Science 
¯ Karin V~,~instead~ Duke Regional 
Hospital 
~ [\~lark Zylka, UNC Health Care 

Forward to a Fdend Pdvacy I ~.Xss~bscribe 

i"~iangle B~.~siness 

3600 Gtenvt, eod/\re, 8~i~e 100 

Raleigh, tIC: 2~’612: LISA 
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Save the Date" Hea~th Care Heroes Awards 

Health Care 

Please join Triangle Business Jo~rnal in 
our annual celeb~at.ion honoring Triangle 
individuals and organizations for pu~ing 
innovation and compassion to work to 
improve the human condition. This 
exceptional even~, will bring together the 
Ieaders of all segments of the Triangle’s 
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SPONSORS 
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Bank ................................. 
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D~ke University 
School of Nursing 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bontu Itana <Webinars@NACDonline.org> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Register fi~r Three Complimenta~ NACD Webinars 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 11, 2014 5:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: House Votes to Suspend Debt Ceiling Until March 2015 

House Votes to Suspend Debt Ceiling Until March 2o15 

The House voted to suspend the nation’s borrowing limit until March 16, 2015, without any 

policy conditions, a tactical retreat by Republicans stymied by their internal divisions. 

The bill cleared the House in a 221-201 vote, relying on the support of a majority of 

Democrats and pushing the next debate over the issue until after the 2014 midterm 

elections. Most Republicans opposed the debt-ceiling suspension, which came to the floor 

without any of the policy proposals they hoped would sweeten its sting for conservatives. 

The measure now heads to the Democratic-controlled Senate, where leaders have 

expressed optimism it will soon pass. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Jurist Magazine <Callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 5:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Proven Bar Exam Tips From the Experts 

Fo view this email as a web page, ~¢ here, 

In this Issue: Febr ... ary 2014 

Get Proven Bar Exam Tips from the 

Experts 

It’s the biggest exam of your life Might be nice to get 

advice from the expelts. The National Jurist caught up 

with eight bar review instructors to get proven rips to he~p 

you pass the bar exam. 

Schoois Help 
Ps,ss the Bar 

Advice: Thirfl< Like 8, Summer Schooi: Where 
Lawyer? to Get Practical Trainir~9 

instituted innovative methods to 

prep’are their student.~ b,~!l:ter for 

the bar exem. For most it starl:s 

scheoi is to teach you how to 

~hink like a iaw!/er. Bu~ what 

that mean? Mere impertant, what 

this goal? 

Must Have Skills ~ 

now offer experiential training 

allewing sluderfl:s to learn a 

speciaity in a fun memerabie 

Your Hands on Summer >~ 

~, Wai~h a~’e the ~est ~,aw Seaools fo~ the ~evoet? Ave Maria, Liberty~ Cardozo, BYU and UCLA? 

~" 1~91oy~;qeI~t Ne~e: 5 Steos to become market ready by eraduation, How to reboot your iob search 

~ ILaw Schoot i~-~ews; To[; seheol.~ fer clinics o More .~eheol.~ lower tuition R;r 2014-! 5 
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Shearman & Sterling LLP <pnblica~ions@shearman.com> 
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Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Financial Regulato~ Developments Focus 
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Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SEC Entbvcement Year in Review - 2013 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 3:50 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: House Approves Higher Debt Limit Without Condition 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~i NYT J World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Dining &Wine 
Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

Top News 

Ho~lse Approves Highee Debt L~fit Witho~lt Cor~di~ior~ 

The House voted on the bill after Speaker John A. Boehner gave up on a plat~ to 

link al~ increase in bo~’owi~g authofi~ to legislation that wo@d have revelsed a 

c~R to ve k, ran retirement ben eft 

Graphic The Vote 

Vast Steady Casts Doubts on V~t~e of 

A 25--year study involving 90,000 women has found thak khe 

hreast-eaneer screenings did not lower the death rate from the 

disease and had harms. 

~ For Women, a More Compiicated Choice on Mammogrems 

Closely watched eleetions approach in Michigan, Ohio, 

Pennsylvania and ~v%eonsin, where white worki~g.-elass w-.,ters 

were once solklly Democratic hut are now up for grabs. 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

Sky, X’Vire Fox Terrier and Vetch’an Show Dog, 

~A:~ns at West-minste~ 

Sky, a 5.-year-old wire fox terrier, won the top erowt~ ak khe 



138th Westminster Kennel Clnb Dog Show o*~ Tuesday, becoming the 14Lh 

mere bet" of her breed to wilt best iD sh~-~w. 

~ Highlights of t~e WestminNer Dog Show 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A G~’i ~,~,|y .A~swe~¯ for Obesity 

Hibenmti~g bears go dhabetic. Unlike human,s, they ca~ reverse 
i t ~qth ou t ha t~. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

BERNAROO g, VEt.ASCO, a magistrate judge for the Federal District Co~rt in Tucson. 
who holds mass hearings on illegal immigration in which each defendant is charged 

and sentenced in tess than a minute, 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: Remembering Shirley Temple 

B~aek 

In Lhe popular imagin a ~ion, Shirley Temple Black wo~ld always 

be America’s dar]i~g of the Depressiot~ years. 

~ VmEO: Back Home, Sense of Pride in            S~i~qNS 

M:iehael Sam, a defensive end at Missouri w~o will enker the 

N.FoL. drafL atmouneed Snnday that he was gay. People it~ his 

home~owt~ of Hitchcoek, Tex., m~d o~ his college ~eam voiced their support. 

~ w~Eo: Sochi Video Notebook: Sham~ 

"D~e snowboarder spoke about i~is legacy after tlnishi*~g fourth 
the me~’s ha]qApe final i~ Sochi, 

World 

Cuba’s Reward ~or the Datif~l: �3 ated Housi~g 

A new housing development in Havana ~1I have apartmenks lk)r 

military and g~wemment families, a ~ward for l~-~yalty at~d a sign 

of the island’s hybrid eco~omy. 

...... balconie 



Obama Greets France’s Leader~ but Warns 

_Against Doi~g Bus~ness %~ith ~ran 

Pres~den ~ Obama’s comments, made at a n ews conference ~ ~1~ 

the Frei~eh president lookii~g on, were provoked by Fre~mh 

executives’ yece~t trips to Tehram 

’l’~ger Pop~flafion Grows in india, as Does Fear 

A~er Attacks 

Conflicts with humuns huve a~sen in the few places where the 

em:la~%ered animals bare rebom~ded tha~ks to conservation 

efforts. 

U.S, 

Detai~ees Sentenced in Seconds h~ ~Stremnlh~e’ 

,Justice on Borde~ 

U rider "Operation StreamIi~m," offieials px~)seeute ilIega] 

imm~gnmN en masse, seddngjail terms and depox~afio~ ~n mere 

minutes. 

Exeeutiof~s Are Suspended by Gore,-nor in Go,,, 

~Vashing¢o~ 

The move makes Washi~gto~ the latest i~ a series of states to 

step away ~rom eapi tal pu nis~ men k and m akes Oov. Jay I n sl ee 

the thh’d Demoerutie governor i~ recent years ko suy somethi~g simikm 

Florida l~,la~a’s Fiancee Co~trad~ets Parts of His 

Test~nony in gdlling of Teenager 

A Nm~da jmT heard conflicting stories abouk the shooting of a 

tee~mger during a~ argument over loud music in 2o12. 

;~2 Michaei 
....... Dunn 

Iold a 

Business 

Yel|en Sets a Fa~iiar Direetio~ for the Fed 

In tes~mony to Cougress, JanetYelIen, the Federal Resez~ze 

ehuirwomam gave no sign khat policy makers were concerned 
about receipt weak eemmm~e data. 

Janet L. 



A~tomaker Give~ Its ~]lessh~gs~ and GoOoPo Its 

~’Varn~ngs 

Tennessee’s Republican lawmakers are warMng Volkswagen 

employees that the Chattanooga plant could lose future 

incenfivea if they vote to m~ionize. 

Grace ReeMIs Car Seats Over Favflty Buelde 

Federal safety regulatm~ pnshed the company to expand the 

reeal~ as parents complained tha~ ~hey had to cut the straps 

rein eve th d r children. 

~ ssembl 

Sports 

Before Confine Out, a Hard Thne Coming Up 

The openly gay N.F.L. prospect Michael Sam said that he saw 

football as salvation dining his childhood in tiny Hitchcock, Tex. 

ttis thther is still struggling with the news that his son is gay. 

Wkite’s Ram Ends Wi~h a Thud Instead of a Gold 
r.v ~o~-i,,’i Si=.,:,NE,~ 

Shaun W}lite’s bid to win a third straight ball, Ape title faltered as 

IouH Podladtehikov of Switzerland, ]<~m~ as Y-Pod, won the 

gold. 

~ Sochi Video Notebook: Shaun White 

said his 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Ski-~ umpfa~g for doy~ and for ~ledals 

The first women’s sial-jumping even t in the history of "dne Winter 

Games was won by Carina Vogt <ff Germany on Tuesday. 

..... Hendric 

~son of 

Arts 

ARTSBEAT 

ArCworks Removed From Aaastria Home of German V~:ho 

Holds H~age Trow~ 

Works, including some by Monet, Neasso and Renoir, were removed from the 

home cg Cornelins Gm’li~ in Salzbnrg, Aus~ia, to ensm’e their safeb~. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Ba~L~d You~ Own Chaos 

The Ix’go Movie Videogame allows fans to indulge in the dark 

side of eonstrueth’e play, smashing with abandon what has been 

created. 

fieht 

Japanese Composer Says His Hearing Loss ls 

Part|v Faked                                            s~m~,,~ 

Mamoru Sanmragoehi, once likened to a modern-day 

Beethoven, admitted to partly faking his dearness after 

confessing thak a ghostwriter had w~itken his bee b-known eompositionso 

Dining & Wine 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I GOTHAM WEST MARKET 

Go Wesl- to ~t~mp|e the ~,¥orht 

On the far, far West Side, a ~mw fl)od corot raises the bar. 
designe 

THE POUR 

Why C~n’t You Find That Wine°? 

When the search fbr that ee]~ain bo~le fails, it’s madde~i~)g. But 

there are steps you ea~ take. 

What goes i*~to the pot matters to eve~Totm involved, arid we 

..... state, 

perhaps 

I ::’u, I 

ladleful 

of ch i i. 

news and iecipes .’.:o to NYTimes.com/Dining >) 

Obituaries 

Shirley Temple Black, Holl3~a’ood’s Biggest Little 

Star, Dies at 85 

Mrs. Black, who rose to the height of Holl3~xood stardom as a 

precocious liRle gill ~n the ]93os, rehmmd to the spotlight J~ the 

surprising nqe of a diplomat in t~e ~96os. 

Nancy Holt, Outdoor Artist, Dies at 75 

Ms. t tolt was one of the few women to be a leader in the ]at~d-art 

movement, which places o]~}ects for natural se~ings. 

the      ] 

Marry Plissner, 87, is Dead; Led Political 

Cove, rage at CBS 

Mr. Plissi~er was a reporter aI~d ~witer ]mown for his N)i~ib~ to 

cultivate sources and for a dexterity in covering primaries that 

contributed to increased eompetitioi~ amot~g televisiot~ networks. 

For more obit:.:adss, go ~o NYTimes.eom,Obituaries 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

6 Million Amegiem~s }Vithout a Voice 

S~es should lisDn ko Attorney General HoMer and repeal unjust and outdated 

felon disetffranehisemet~k laws. 

, Medicaid Expansion, Red-StaD S~yie 

~ Demonizin9 Gays ~n Africa 

EDITORIAL 

Medicaid Expansion, Red-State Style 

U siI~g publk~ Medicaid dollars to buy prh’ate ins uranee polk ies makes sel~se, 

politically and substantively. 

EDITORIAL 

Demonizh~g Gays h~ Aft’lea 

Nigeria is one of several counti~es on the continent whose policies hut% gays and 

all ~M’riea,xs. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED I THOMAS B. EDSALL 

How we em~ "make haves out of the have-cots ~thout takh}g it 

away h’om d3e haves." 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

israel’s Big Questio~ 

Secretary of S tare John KerU readies his framework for 

peace, there is some soul-searching to do. 

Columnis% Page 

E~-tss 

OP-ED I MASHA GESSEN 

Bmiking X~’lfile Russian 

Why bad my account been closed? A~}d where was al~ my moeey? 

ON THiS DAY 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy <bucflp@bu.edu~ 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 6:05 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Building on 150 Years: The Future of National Banking 

A NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM IN BOSTON MARCH 31, 2014 

Dear Friend, 
Please join Comptroller of the Currency Tom Curry and leaders of the financial 

industry as we mark 150 years of national banking and point the way forward 

in a time of challenge and opportunity. 
Regards, 

Cornelius Hurley 
Director 
BU Center for Finance, Law & Policy 
Confirmed presenters include: 
Paul Volcker Sheila Bair 
Barney Frank Tom Hoenig 
Christopher Dodd Tim Pawlenty 
John Reed Cam Fine 
]erw Corrigan and others... 

For more information and to register click here: here. 

Center for Finance, Law & Policy 

53 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

This email was sen[ to lissa..broome~!unc,edu by bucf:lp~lbu.edu ._U_p__d___a_t__e___r!?2o__fjj_e_LE_[~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s- 
lnstant removal with S_’.a_f_e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_c_13b__ey" [__rj_v__a__c_3__~_o_[[_c~, 

Boston University Center for Finance, Law & Policy :: 53 Bay State Road Boston :: MA :: 02215 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Wednesday, February 12, 2014 6:16 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Washington’s Three Options to Tackle Volcker Influence on CLOs 

Daily Briefing February 12, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Washington’s Three Options to Tackle Volcker 
Influence on CLOs 
by CAROL J. CLOUSE 

The collaleralized lean marke,: has backed of,: of deals 

involving bonds until lavvmake[s and regulators address the 

Volcker Rule’s impact on such insb’urnen~s~ Most hope 

clarification or grandfathering to stave off a massive sell-off. 
READ MORE *> 

Washington’s 

Three Options to 

Tackle Volcker 

Influence on CLOs 

Yellen Treads Cautiously on ’Too Big to Fail’ 
by DONNA BORAK 

It took a few hours for lawmakers to ask the perennial 

question to Federal Reserve Board Chair Janet Yellen ,:hat 

is apparently required for eveiy regulator lestifying on 

Capiiol Hill: Did ihe Dodd=F[ank Aci end "~oo big to fail?" 
READ MORE ,> 

i.~.i Yellen Treads 

Cautiously on ’Too 

Big to Fail’ 

Where’s the Fed’s Second Vice Chair? 
by DONNA BORAK 

Rep. Scoit Garrett, R-N.J. skipped peppering Federal 

Reserve Chair Janet Yellen on moneia~.’ policy on 

Tuesday, focusing instead on a critical [ole that has 
remained left unfilled on the board: a fomqal eve[see[ of 

bank regulation. 
READ MORE >> 

::X:: Where’s the Fed’s 

....... Second Vice 

Chair? 

Courthouse ’Rocket Dockets’ Give Debt 
Collectors Edge Over Debtors 
by MARIA ASPAN 

Banks and deM collectors are taking over courtrooms to 

press consumers for payments. Local officials see ihese 

’rocket dockets’ as a way to cope with a deluge of 

colleciions sui,:s. But iheir judicial appearance may also 

mislead deb,:oi~ in,:o believing they face offei~ ihey can’i 

[eluse. 
READ MORE >> 

:: :~ :: Courthouse 

’Rocket Dockets’ 

Give Debt 

Collectors Edge 

Over Debtors 



Contain 

Target Hackers Lurked for Months Before 
Pouncing at Holidays 
by PENNY CROSMAN 

The latest investigation into the massive data breach at 

Target has found that hackei~ entered the retailer’s 

network by s~ealing a vendees password and then patiently 

waited until the busy holiday season to strike. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

i.~.i Target Hackers 

Lurked for Months 

Before Pouncing at 

Hot#days 

Reform 

7 Ways Yellen Channeled Bernanke in First Fed 
Chair Testimony 
by DONNA BORAK 

A~ Jane~ Yellen’s firs~ appearance on Capitol Hill as the 

head el the Fede~fl Rese[ve Board, the country’s top 

central banker did little to depart from her predecessors’ 

views on key issues, often cautiously echoing his 

message from the past eight yea~. 
RF}~,D MOIRE ~:. 

7 Ways Yellen 

Channeled 

Bernanke in First 

Fed Chair 

Testimony 

MORE REGULATION AND RERDRM *> 

First Interstate in Montana to Buy Mountain West for $73M 
by PAUL DAVIS 

First Interstate BancSystem (FIBK) in Billings, Merit., has agreed to buy Mountain 

West Financial (MTVVF) in Helena, Mont. 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE MERGERS ,~qtD AC:QIJISITIONS "> 

Contain 

Community Bank of the Chesapeake to Open More Va. Branches 
by EVAN NEMEROFF 

Community Bank of the Chesapeake in Walded, Md., plans to continue its 

expansion into Virginia by opening tv,~o branches in Fredericksburg ever the next 18 

months. 
READ MORE 7> 



MORE COMMUNI]’Y BANKING 7> 

14% of Credit Union Cards Hit By Breaches in ’13: Study 
by RAY BIRCH 

ARLINGTON, Va. - C~di~ unions ale saying tha~ 13.9% of ~heir cards were 

impacted by breaches in 2013, according to a recent sur~ey. 
RE,~,D MORE ~> 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE 

Contain 

Leveraging Mobile Technology to Onboard Customers Faster and 
Drive Loyalty 
\fCHITERAPER 

Why do so many banks deliver such unsatisfying onboarding experiences? Tte~e 

reasons stand ot~t: Process cornplexi~y, more demanding ct~stomers, and 

expanding channels. 
READ MORE "> 

Banking 2020: mCommerce, Virtual Money, and Privacy. Are you 
ready? 
WEB SEMINAR 

In the year 2020, trends that are hot today, such as mCommerce, viriual money 

and privacy will be commonplace. 
RE,~,D MORE ~> 

MORE IN THE RE,~DURC, E CEBFFER ~> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American BankePs inaugural t~nking ol the Best Banks to Wo[k Fo[ highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smad approaches to making employees feel 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured against peers of similar size, 

based on assets. R’E:AD MORE >> 

Wealth Management 
Wealth management has reached a critical jtmcture. The pressure to expand and 

cross-sell could encourage employees to cut corners and regulators to crack down 

on questionabb practices. A[[ tMs applies to b~g banks, which thirst for sources of 

gro~4h, and sma~ banks, whbh are jumping headbng into the business and 

catedng to ~he bss affluent clients ~9nored by large ~an~s.READ MORE ~ 

MOIRE IN SPE:Clkd. REFXDF:,.’T9 ;:. 

FOLLOW US: [] ~:i[~AmerBanker [] Facebook 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bernard S. Black <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 12, 2014 6:37 AM 

Broome, l,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Corporate l,aw: Corporate Governance Law eJournal, Vol. 6 No. 16, 02/12/2014 

Table of Contents 

Does Social Enterprise Law Matter? 

Joseph W, Yockey, University of Iowa College of: Law 

Noise Adopters in Corporate Governance 

Hichal Barzuza, University of Virginia School of Law 

Attention Foreign Companies: The Fifth Circuit Is Armed with Authority to Deny Enforcement of a Foreign Reorganization Plan 

Samer ~, kawand, Southern Nethodist University - Dedman School of: Law, University of Texas at Dallas 

All Firms are Cooperatives - And so are Governments 

Henry Hansmann, Yale Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Going Dark Under German Law - Towards an Efficient Regime for Regular Delisting 

Dirk A, Zetzsche, Heinrich Heine University Duesseldorf - Faculty of Law - Center for Business & Corporate Law (CBC), University of Liechtenstein - Institute for 
Financial Services 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE eJOURNAL 

~ii Free Download 
i:ii:ii:i)’Oees $oeia~ Eaterprise Law Hatter? ........ 

U lbwa Legal S’tu~ies Research Paper No, 14-06 

~O~PH W. VOClKEV, University of Iowa College of Law 

Email: joseph--yockey@uiowa.edu 

Social enterprise laws are sweeping through the nation. Entrepreneurs can now organize under one of several new legal forms, including the 

"benefit corporation" form. In theory, these options will make it easier for socially minded firms to pursue a double bottom line of profit and public 

benefit -- that is, to do well while doing good. 

This Article tests that theory. In asking whether social enterprise laws matter, I find that the answer is yes, but not for the reasons most people 

think. The traditional rationale for social enterprise laws is that they free managers from the "duty" to put profits ahead of social objectives. But 

that’s wrong; existing corporate law is already flexible enough to permit most social/economic tradeoffs. However, by drawing on insights from new 
governance theories of regulation, I argue that social enterprise laws add value in other ways. Specifically, they provide a catalyst for 

entrepreneurs, investors, and stakeholders to develop the normative framework necessary to sustain an important new business model and asset 

class. They do so through their signaling power, as well as through their ability to create a focal point that will facilitate self-regulation, capital 

formation, and the design of standards necessary to govern this complex sector. 

The Article thus offers a new way of thinking about social enterprise laws. Rather than simply provide new off-the-rack legal forms, these laws 

encourage a multi-disciplinary process of norm creation and private engagement. [ conclude by offering firms and lawmakers several strategies to 

reinforce this underlying dynamic. 

i::i::i::i,,Noise Adopters i8 Corporate Governa n¢~. [ ~~ Free Download ] 

Columbia Business Law Review, VOI, 3, f~o, 62Z, 2013 
Wrg/n~a Law and Econom/cs Research Paper No, 2014-0,5 

H’~CHAL ~ARZU;~, University of Virginia School of Law 

Email: mbarzuza@virginia.edu 

This Article argues that "noise adopters," namely firms whose corporate governance is determined by non-substantive factors such as attorneys’ 

boilerplates, network externalities, and mere inertia, provide camouflage to insiders with a strong preference for entrenchment. Normally, a 
deliberate choice of entrenching governance terms could signal weak market discipline and high extraction of private benefits. Yet, since some firms 

stagger theh" boards or incorporate in theh" home state almost randomly, these choices send only a noisy signal, and in turn result in only a partial 

market discount of firm value. Entrenchment-seeking managers can achieve their desired level of entrenchment without paying a full price. 



This analysis highlights informational limits on markets’ ability to perfectly price corporate governance terms. The value of governance terms varies 
across firms due to unobservable variations in market forces and potential signaling is obscured by practices of random adoption. 

Noise adopters influence patterns of adoptions and help explain puzzling evidence regarding pricing and adoption of governance terms. 

Norton Bankruptcy Law Adviser, Volume 2013, Issue 12, December 2013 

~A~ER 3o LAWAND, Southern Methodist University - Dedman School of Law, University of Texas at Dallas 

Email: slawand@smu,edu 

In December 2010, Vitro, S.A.B. de C.V. ("Vitro") filed a voluntary concurso proceeding, which is the Mexican version of a United States bankruptcy 

proceeding. In February 2012, the Mexican court approved Vitro’s concurso plan (the "Plan") that released Vitro’s non-debtor subsidiaries’ guaranty 
of Vitro’s prepetition billion dollar note obligations. Shortly thereafter, Vitro invoked Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code (the "Code") to enforce its 

Plan in the United States. This action eventually presented the Fifth Circuit with this issue: Whether a U.S. bankruptcy court should enforce a 

foreign reorganization plan that was inconsistent with United States public policy. The Fifth Circuit constructed a framework (the "Framework") to 

make this determination. Applying its Framework, the Fifth Circuit concluded that a non-consensual release of nondebtor subsidiaries’ guaranty 

obligations is (1) not permissible under § 1521 of the Code; and (2) not allowable as "additional assistance" under § 1507 of the Code. 
Furthermore, the Fifth Circuit ruled that Vitro did not show the requisite extraordinary circumstances that would support such relief. In support of 

its holding, the Fifth Circuit emphasized that United States law generally precludes non-consensual nondebtor releases. 

SO am ~overnments" ~:: Free Download 

Journal of Entreprenauria! and O~ganizational Dive~si~y, VoL 2, Ho~ Z PP, 1-10, 2013, 

HENRY NAN$~NN, Yale Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 

Email: henry,hansmann@yale.ed u 

To both the scholar and the layman, cooperatives often appear to be something of a sideshow in the world of enterprise organization. Properly 
understood, however, virtually all private enterprise, and democratic governments as well, exhibit the basic form of a cooperative. As a 
consequence, the study of cooperatives (in the narrower, conventional sense of that term) illuminates our understanding of both investor-owned 
firms and governments and, conversely, much can be learned about cooperatives by examining other forms of organization. This is already evident 
when we examine the power and limitations of contemporary economic theories of the firm. At present, however, we know much more about the 
economic factors that govern the viability of cooperative enterprise than we do about the forms of internal corporate governance and external 
regulation that also play a critical role. 

DeSisting" Free Download 

Revue Trimestrielle de Droit Financier (RTDF) IV° 4 - 2013 (Colloque), p. 1-10 

Center for Business and Corporate Law Research Paper Series (CBC-RPS) - Heinrich-Heine-University DfQsseldort 

IFS - Propter Homines Chair Working Paper Series - University of Liechtenstein 

~’R~[ .~o ZETZ~¢HE, Heinrich Heine University Duesseldorf - Faculty of Law - Center for Business & Corporate Law (CBC), University of Liechtenstein - Institute for 

Financial Services 

Email: zetzsche(,_~u ni-d uesseldoFL de 

Going-private transactions include all transactions which result in the withdrawal of a class of securities listed on a regulated stock exchange from 

listing on the regulated market. Going-private transactions may be the side-effect of a transaction with a different key objective. We refer to these 

transactions as cold delistings. For example, the transformation of an Aktiengesellschaft (plc equivalent) into a GmbH (lid equivalent) leads to a 
cold delisting of shares because shares in a GmbH cannot be transferred easily and thus cannot be traded at regulated markets. Following the 
freeze out under ss. 327a et seq. Aktiengesetz (of the Aktiengesetz), all shares are transferred to a number of controlling shareholders meaning 

that a crucial listing requirement is no longer met, namely that shares be held by a wide range of shareholders. In contrast, this paper focuses on 

regular delistings (some refer to as "going dark"). We define a regular delisting as the withdrawal of a class of securities listed on a regulated 

market upon the issuer’s application and notice of intent to withdraw such securities from listing and/or registration, where the delisting is the 
primary objective of the transaction and its sole effect. 

This paper analyses the current discussion about which requirements apply to a regular delisting in Germany. it is structured as follows: in part B 

we introduce the factual background to going-private transactions under German law. It is shown that going-private transactions are motivated by 
the failed expectations of management and controlling shareholders in stock market efficiency. Moreover, we argue that going-private transactions 

are related-party transactions. Part C provides an overview of the legal requirements for going-private transactions. While regular delistings pose 

the most pressing legal questions, the practical emphasis has been on cold delistings: up to October 2013 by far most going-private transactions 

were pursued by way of a freeze out. The German Bundesgerichtshof’s seminal Macroton judgement issued in late 2002 resulted in a state where 

regular delistings and cold delistings lead to almost the same costs for controlling shareholders. This explains the appeal of freeze outs compared 
to regular delistings. After the Bundesgerichtshof repealed its Macroton doctrine with its Frosta judgment in late 20132 - following a constitutional 

ruling in July 2012 - neither a shareholder resolution, nor a mandatory compensation is necessary for a going dark transaction under German 

company law. This judicature provides the background of an analysis of how an efficient delisting regime would look like which is given in Part D. 

While the analysis reveals significant deficiencies in the Macroton delisting requirements, it also criticizes the present state since the turnaround in 
late 2013 under which minority shareholders cannot invoke any company law-based protection. Considering ways to improve delisting efficiency, it 

is proposed that the prevailing compensation concept (i.e. the cash-out offer which is mandatory under German law) of the repealed Macroton 

judicature be replaced with a resolution concept under which minority shareholders resolve on the delisting; as an anti-corruption measure we also 

argue in favor of equal treatment for minority shareholders with regard to the benefits offered to them by the issuer and controlling shareholders. 
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House GOP Backs Off Fight on Debt Limit 

On Tuesday, the Wall St[~et Journal (Feb. 12, Hook, Peterson) [eports, the 
U.S. House of Representatives approved a bill to extend the federal 
government’s borrowing authority with no strings attached. This came after 
Republican leaders dropped all policy demands to avoid a market-rattling 
confrontation ~n an e~ecfion year. The Journal notes 1hat "1he measure, wMch 
wou~d suspend the debt [[m[l and a~ow 1he government to borrow unfi~ Mamh 
16, 2015, m~rked a [etreat from effo~s by House Speaker John Boehner (R- 
Ohio) ~o requke any debt-ceiling inc[ease ~o be pa~red w~th spendk~g cuts of 
equa~ size or w~th other conservative policy demands." The 2214o~201 vote 
saw 199 RepuM~cans breaking w~th Boehner to oppose the ~ncrease, wh~e 
only two Democrats voted against the b~& "By avoiding a c~f-hangk~g deM 
fighl, Boehner’s slrategy may advance a centra~ Republican political 
ahead of the m~dlem~ e~ecfions: to keep the public focused on 1he p~oMems of 
the 2010 hea~th-ca[e law, which Republican candMates ac[oss the count~ 
are tryk~g to p~n on Democrats," s~a~es ~he newspape[. 

Reuters (Feb. 12, Lawder, Cowan) states that the Obama admh~istration 
applauded ~he House vo~e, calling it "a positive step in moving away from ~he 
political brinkmanship that’s a needless drag on our economy." The majority- 
Democratic Senate ~s expecled 1o beg~n consideration of the measure today. 
However, Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) said late ~ast n~ght that he would h~sist on 
a 60~vote ~hreshold ~e[ the debt ceilk~g measure ~o pass the Senate, meaning 
at least five RepuM~cans/)7o[Jk~ need to jo~n the Democrats for the measure to 
pass the chambe[. Quick Senate passage wouM "buy financial markets 
cons~de[able breathing room before Feb. 27, when the U.S. Treasury expects 
to exhaust existing borrowing capacity," the wire service pokffs out. ~Mthout 
an ~ncrease ~n the sltatuto~y debt ~mit, the federal government weukJ soon 
default on some of ~ts oM~gafions and have to shut down some programs, 
which would likely lead ~o much market turmoil 

According to the New York Times (Feb. 12, Weisman, Parker), the 

ramifications for Boehner remain uncertain. "The speaker’s supporiers 
commended him for shepherding through an increase in the govemmenfs 
borrowing authority quickly and with as little damage as couk~ be expected fer 
his party, for the economy, and the country," reports the newspaper. The 28 
Republicans who vo~ed in Iavo[ of [he bill we[e a coalition of Republican 
leadership, moderates, and retiring members. 
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Audit and Finance 

L’Oreal to Buy Part of Nestle Stake After 40 Years of Ownership 

Business Week (Feb. 11, Boyle, Robe[ts) has learned tha~ "L’O[eal SA, ~he 
world’s largest cosmetics makeL agreed to buy back 8 percent el its s~eck 

from Nestle SA for 6 billion euros (US$8.2 billion)." This marks the first sale of 
shares by the Swiss company after four decades of ownership. L’Oreal is 
paying 3.4 billion eu[es in cash for 27~3 million shares and will be exchanging 

its half of the Galderma skincare ioint venture fer an additional 21.2 million 
shares. "Nestle considers its remaining stake to be ’strategic,’" notes the 
publication, "and will be held for the Iong4erm." 

ShareFFT~ 

Pension Costs Fa~l, Freeing Up More Casf~ 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 11, Murphy) is reporth~g that rising interest 
rates arid surging stocks p[opelled corporate pension plans to ~heir highest 
year-end Iunding levels sitlce 2007. While the final numbers are still coming 

in, total pension funding leveFa of companies in the S&P 500 index are 
projected to have improved by $303 billion last year. That means the average 
pension is 93 percen~ funded in terms el its assets arid liabilities - an 
increase from 78 percent a year earlier, according to ISI Group. As pensions 
approach full funding, companies generally need to contribute less each year 
to bolster their plans. With significantly lower pension expenses, more 
companies now have ~he flexibility to inves~ in their businesses or pay down 
debt. However, CFOs of companies that sponsor pension plans should think 
about locking in their gains before committing to new projects or cash 
distributions, pension experts say. 

ShareFFi~] 

Mallinckrodt Buying Cadence Pharma for $1,21 Billion 

Irish health care products company Mallinckrodt PLC has agreed to purchase 
San Diego~based Cadence Pharmaceuticals Inc. for about $I .21 billion le help 
enhance its specialty pharmaceuticals segment, repolts the Washinqton Post 
(Feb. 11). Mallinckrodt is set to pay $14 per share, a 27 percent premium over 
Cadence’s Monday closing price. "Both companies’ beards unanimously 
approved the transaction," states the Post. "The deal is targeted to close in 
mid- to late-March." 

ShareFFT~ 

Law and Policy 

Oba~na Offers Harsh Warning for Companies That Violate lran 

Sanctions 

On Tuesday, the Minneapolis Star Tribune (Feb. 1 I) t~ports, President 
Obama warned U.S. companies not to explore business possibilities in Iran. 
Those that do violate sanctions against Tehran, he stated, risk having the 
U.S. come down on ~hem "like a ton of bricks." "Obama made his remarks 
during a joint news conference wi~h French President Francois Hollande," the 
newspaper notes. "The Obama administration has objected to the interest 
French businesses have shown in Iran since the sanctions were eased." Over 
I00 Ft~nch corporate executives visited Tehran eadier ~his men,h, a hip 
Secretary of State John Kerqi described as "not helpful." 

S ha re[~-~l~ 

Cow.parties Unclear on Europe Derivatives Trading Rules 

"New repealing requirements for over4he-coun~e[ derivatives trades in Europe 
take effect on Wednesday," reports the Wall Street Journal "but companies 
are still ~nce~ain shout whether o[ not the ~egulafion applies to them." The 
European Ma[ket ~nfl~structure Regu~atbn (EMIR) requires European and 
rnul~inationa~ firms to ~por~ over4he-counter and lis~ed derivatives 
transactions with an EU-recogn~zed 1fade repository~ Chatham F~nancia~ 
suP~eyed more than 200 companies to whom the [eg~iations appiy o[ co~id 
app~y~ ~ de~erm#~ed that over 50 percent we~ unsure o~ whether they were 
obligated to roper1 under EMIR. "To comply w~th the new requirement," the 
Jouma~ states, "CFOs wi~ need to repo~ mo~e than 60 data points for each 
transaction and w~ also need to choose an EU-recogn~zed trade repositopi." 

Share~ 
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Barclays Critics Line up After Bonus Poo~ increase 

"Barclays PLC faced widespread criticism Tuesday after the scandal-plagued 
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bank announced plans to slash up to 12,000 jobs this year while also setting 
aside more money 1o pay bonuses," leper,s ABC News (Feb~ 11, Kirka), The 
bonus pool rose by 210 million pounds (US$345 million) last year - a move 
CEO Antony Jenkins defended despite his stated goal of improving trust in the 
h~sfitut~on following a stdng of scandals. "At Barc~ays," he stated, "we believe 
~n paying ~o[ pedormance and paying competitively." Roger Balker, d~rec[o[ of 
corporate governance at the ~nstitute of Directors, ~s one of many voicing 
concern ove~ the increase ~n the bonus pool. ~n 2013, he noted, Britain’s 
second largest bank by assets pa~d out 859 rn~Jon pounds in d~vJdends 
compared to a slaff bonus poo~ of 2.38 b~on pounds. "It cannot be dght ~n 
any bus~ness fer 1he executive bonus pool 1o be hearty three times Mgger 
than the tota~ dividend pay out to the company’s owners," he stated. 

Share~ 

¢£[p£r~te GQ~e[na£~e ......................................................................................................... 

Bow Chemical Rejects Loeb Call To Sp~it Company 
Strategic Review 

"Dew Chemical Co. revealed in a regulatoqi filing on Tuesday that its board 
and executive management team has rejected activist investor Dan Loeb’s call 
to split ~he cerr~pany," according to RTT News (Feb. 11). Last month, Loeb’s 
hedge fund Third Point LLC ca~ed fer a spinoff d Dew’s petrochemicals 
bush~ess and a shale buyback to improve p[ofitabH~ty. Th~s came soon afle[ ~t 
revealed a $1.3 b~lion stake in the chemical g~snt. A subsequent strategic 
review, though, found tha~ splitting ~he company p~vided no p~duc~iv~ty or 
capita~ a~ocaflon imprevements. Rather, the review feund, it would "negatively 
h~pact DoWn va~ue proposition wMch leverages sca~e, h~tegrat~on costs, and 
technology bene{~ts across multiple science~ased, ve~ca~y integrated va~ue 
chains." 

Share~ 

Spencer Stuart, WornenOorporateDirectors Form Strategic Partnership 

KCTV-5 (Feb. 1 I) is [epor~ing ~hat Spencer Stuart has forged a new strategic 
partnership with WemenCorporateDirecters (WCD). "creating an a~liance to 
sere board members and advance best practices in corporate governance" for 
Nodh America. The pa~ne~sMp encompasses boa~d research and other 
thought ~eadership ~ni[ia[~ves centered around bumming bette[ boards of 
directOrSr Ju{{e Hemb[ock Daum, head of Spencer Stuad’s Nodh Amedcan 
BoaFd Practice, remarks, "By connecting companies w~th the highest- 
pe[formin9 dkecto[s and ensudng that directo~ get the in[orma~ion and 
~ns~ghts 1hey need to sepve, Spencer Stuart and ~/CD are truly raising the 
game ~n corporate governances" The two organizations 
hundreds of directors, dots[thug the demographics and practices of board 
dkecto~ a{~und the 

Share~ 

Board OKs New Stock C~ass 

"The board of Google moved ahead with a new C class of stock that will trade 
but has no voting tights," confirms CBS News (Feb~ 11, Sherman). The 
co~qpany’s plan is to distribute Class C stock shares as a dividend for 
shareholders, creating a stock split. The new class initially met with 
resistance from some shaB~holders because it indeed has no voting [ights~ 
"Some critics thought that it would concent[ate more power in the hands of 
CEO Lari¥ Page and co-founder Sergey Bdn as well as chairman Eric 
Schmidt," notes the network. Public companies are allowed to issue stock as 
~hey wish so long as the board of di[ectors gives ~he g[een lighL 

Share~TCF~ 

gQrp~[af~e s(~cJa! Resp#r~sibJ!Jty ................................................................................... 

First Lady Praises Construction Companies fo~ Vowing to Hire #Aore 
Veterans 

Wall Street Journal (Feb. 10) guest cok~mnist Michelle Obama applauded the 
more than I00 construction companies - many o{ whom are direc~ 
co~qpetitors - for announcing p~ans Monday lo Mre more than 100~000 
vetersns over the next five years. The F~rst Lady wrote: "They msde th~s 
commitment not just because it’s the patdofic tMng to do, and not just 
because they want to [epay our veterans lot their service to our count[y, but 
because these companies know 1hat ~t’s the sma~ lMng to do for their 
hush, eases." Three years ~go, she and Dr. J~ B~den ~unched Joining 
Forces, a nationwide ~nit~a~ve to honor and support America’s veto[ann, 
troops, and m~tary fam~es~ Eady on, the two ~ssued one ma~or challenge 
U.S. businesses: hire as m~ny vete[ans as you can. Such big-name 
corporations as the Blackstone Group, W~t D~sney Co., Sta[bucks, UPS, 
and Wa~&,lart answered the ca~L 
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Job Openings Decline Ur~expected~y in Dece~nbe~ 

"The number of iob openings in the U.S, declined unexpectedly in December," 
NASDAQ (Feb, 11) states. The U,S. Labor Departme~t repo[t indeed shows 
that the number of job openings, excluding the fsrming industry, decressed 
flora 4.03 million in November lo 3.99 million ~he IOllowing morflh. Analys~s 
expected the number of iob openings to inc[ease to 4.04 million i~ December. 
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Morning Edition: Raleigh man to pay for Po~i ~heme; Durham Cotmty hires new manager 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 12, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Federa~ court orders Raieiqh man to ~y $~2M for fra~d~, 
PO[~ZJ scheme 

A federal cou~ has ordered Raleigh ~esident Michael Anthony Jenkins and his 

company, Harbor Light Asset Management, to pay a total of $5 2 million pursuant to 

an order finding he commiRed fraud and .. 

.................. 

D~tha~ County h~res NCCU’s Davis as new maBaqer 
Durham County has hired NoRh Carolina Central University Vice Chancellor for 

Administration and Finance Wendell Davis as its new county manager, to star April 

14. 

................................ Noodles & Co~pa~ ~o~i~ to Mordsville 
Noedles & Company is epemng en Feb 17 a[ 2016 Markei Cen~er Drive in 

Morrisville. 

~i~ ................. 

How a Raleigh architect switched to farming ho~s for 
breweries 
Michael Hager, the launder of Raleigh architeciure firm HagerSmith Design PA., 

said he knew since age 14 he wanied ta design buildings 
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Du ke=U NC ticket prices at Dean Dome fall to __4__:~ear low 

Mires Distributing sells former warehouse in Raleigh 

Raleigh drug developer presses forward with ’female Viagra’ 

SAS takes a big~a~ dive ~th Hadoop 

As far as Wall Street is concerned. YeRen passes first test at 
Fed 

Toyota recall~nq 1 .gM Prius cars for so.are defect 

Read ~orn~nq Edition >> 
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The 10-Point- February 12, 2014 

Good morning, 

Win the War, Not the Battle 

The GOP leadership dropped all policy demands to avoid a fight over the 

debt ceiling during a U.S. election year. We report that the House on 

Tuesday approved a bill to 

gov~r~me~t ~:~:~ b~:~rr~:,w ur~:~ Ma rc}~ 16, 2ol.5, marking a win for the White 

House in what ~uld be the first unencumbered debt-limit increase since 

2oo9. Only a small fraction of the Republican caucus backed the proposal, 

which passed with overwhelming Democratic support. House Speaker 

,John Boehner (R., Ohio) expressed his disappointment about the missed 

opportunity to tie the measure to fiscal reform. But we note that he might 

have lost the battle in order to win the war. The strategy to avoid a 

eli~anging debt fightl~3 similar to the politically damaging government 

shutdoxs~ last 3~ar ~ may advance a central Republican goal ahead of 

nfidterm elections: Keep the public foe~ed on the problems of the 

Mfordable Care Act. Meanwhile, it seems that suspending the debt ceiling 

rather than raising it is a 

The Truth Will Out 

The plot thickens. M’ter 

w~:re fi~m:~d in a Mt~.~i~.’}~ apartment last year, we report that 6o more 

unrecorded treasures, including paintings by Impressionist masters 

Monet, Renoir and Manet, have been discovered in a home belonging to 

the son of an art dealer tied to Hitler. Though the new stash was found in 

Austria, we note that the revelation could rekindle the debate over the 

rightful owners and recall criticism of Germany’s lack of transparency in 

handling the art. Shortly before the Austrian discovery was disclosed, 

however, Germany’s culture minister announced that her country will set 

up an independent center to comb museum collections for art looted by 

the Nazis. "It’s a matter of earning back trust," she said in an interview with 

the &)urnal, speaking from her office in Angela Merkel’s chancellery. 



The Need for Speed 

High-frequency trading firms, which account for about half of U.S. stock 

trading, have adopted many techniques to trade faster~2 first custom-built 

fiber-optic cables, then microwave and later millimeter-wave 

transmissions. The next technology aimed at whittling away the difference 

between the speed their orders travel and the speed of light: lasers. We 

report that a s~nall Chicago company p~an~ t~> use ~a~e~" dcui~,e~ ~:~,~ ~i~:~k the 

New ~9~rk Sto~k Ex~,hang~?s data cc~:~ ter in Mahwah, N.J., ~th the Nasdaq 

Stock Market’s data center in another New Jersey eolnmuni~, in what 

would be the ilrst phase of a grid intended to link nearly all U.S. stock 

exchanges. Our story exanfines the concerns of regulators, the origins of 

the new technology and the implications of its use. 

Hard to Find a Cold One 

Vodka may be Russia’s most fanlollq export and alcoholism there rife, but 

&.~B’t expe~’t to wc~. ~ ~-ur whi:-dle in S~ehi. We report that a new federal law 

and a recent local ordinance have banned alcohol sales inside stadiums 

and arenas, as well as within 5o meters of some venues. Our story looks at 

the Kremlin’s thinking behind the strict approach to alcohol, and we 

consider the reaction of fans. (Spare a thought for those waiting in the cold 

~thout tickets.) "They’re just playing games with my heart," said one 

visitor who found out that some cans of Russian brew Baltika inside the 

Ol3~npie Park were nonalcoholic. In other Soehi coverage, we report that 

the U,So 1eli behi r~d in -IB~’ meda~ count as Shaun White and Kikkan 

Randall didn’t meet expectations. 

WORLD 



NU~ER OF THE 

over a gear, a haul that includes a settlement with a giant bank, the 

forfeiture of an office tower and a dinosaur skeleton. 

What do you expect from ,Janet Yellen at the helm of the Fed? Send your 

response to 1 opoi ~:~ l:@w,’\i~com and follow @.>6-erardT 1~ ker on T~tter. 

Compiled bg Khadeeja Safdar 

Some of you voiced concerning] for different reasonsi~l about the 

ad mini,,~ratio~% ha r~d~ing <Z a p<~-~e~:~a~ dr<~ne a ~:~aek against an American 

believed to be associated ~th al Qaeda. Alan Janosy of New York state 

described it as "misguided at best. If an ~eriean is ~th al Qaeda, he/she 

should no longer be considered an American. They are a terrorist and a 

traitor and should die ~th their friends." But John Walsh of Florida ~Tote, 

"Our forefathers overthrew the king’s government by foree of arms 

because he denied us basle rights; they x~mote the eonstitution to protect us 

from our new government doing the same things, y~t now we want to 

exeeute ~erieans x~4thout the formalities of a trial." 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 



legendary "What ~ News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lo-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 

FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscrzbed as ~ss~<.. m~oo~m~:~: ~co~.,~:h~. For ~further 

assistance, please contact Customer Service at 

Copyright 2o14 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, FebruaU 12, 2014 9:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

CFTC and FERC Enforcement and Compliance Update 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

CFTC and FERC Enforcement and Compliance Update 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 

8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m 

Morrison & Foerster, LLP 
1290 Avenue of the Americas 

Floor 39 

New York, NY 10104 

Continuing Education Credits: 

Credit is pending for New York and 
California 

For more information: 

Alexe Powers 

{212) 3384312 

There are some new sheriffs in town. Or, rather, some old sheriffs 

- the CFTC and FERC - with new enforcement tools, enhanced 

jurisdiction, additional resources, and a renewed sense of 

purpose. These regulatory enforcers are investigating and bringing 

the types of ground-breaking enforcement actions traditionally 

associated with the SEC and the Department of Justice. In 

addition, they are responsible for increased compliance burdens at 

firms active in commodities and energy trading Our experts in 

CFTC and FERC enforcement and regulation have extensive 

leadership experience at, and with, those agencies and will bring 

you up to date about these agencies’ recent enforcement focus 

and current priorities Forewarned is forearmed 

Disruptive trading practices; 

Market and benchmark manipulation; 

Cross-border jurisdictional issues; 

Making false statements to the CFTC and to FERC; and 

Proposed position limit rules. 

Speakers: 

¯ Robert Fleishman 

¯ Julian Hammer 

¯ Daniel Nathan 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~,mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Beclcy <rbmll@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 9:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Salaam, Nadera <nadera@emml.unc.edu-* 

RE: UNC EPAP Approval Requested 

Jack has approved and I will aoorove in the EPAP system. 

Thanks, 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Tuesday, Februa~ ~l, 2014 8:19 PN 
T~ Williams, Becky; Salaam, Nadera 
Subje~t~ ~: UNC EPAP Approval Reques~d 

Hi Beck~, and Nadera ---Th~s act~,ity begins tomorrow (Wednesday). Would one of you be able to review ~t soon? 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

~ epap~unc,edu [mail~:epap~unc,edu] 
~ent~ Friday, Februa~ 07, 20~4 3:59 P~ 

To~ Salaam, Nadera; Williams, Bec~ 
~ Broome, Lissa L 
~je~ UNC EPAP Approval Requested 

L]ss~ Bmome lms submitted ~ Notice of [utent to En~e m E~rn~l Pro~ss]on~l A~tivities ~br P~ fi)r your review. Please ~o to ~:/iair.uu~.od~ lo~ h~ ~nd ~le~t 

"EPAP Approval Inbox" to review fl~e d~ls of the request ~nd ~pprove or d]s~pprow. 

External Professional Activities for Pay are to be undertaken only if they do not: 

2. Create a conflict of interest vis-a-vis the individua2s s~tus as an employee of the Unive~sib’; or 

3. Involve any inappropriate use or exploitation ofUniversi~ resoumes; or 

4. Make any use of the name ofthe Universib, of North Carolina or any of its constitt~ent institutions for any purpose other than professional identification; or 

5. Claim, explicitly or implicitly, any Universib~ or institutional responsiNlib’ for the conduct or outcome of such activities. 

Additional policy guidance ca~ be found at I~tlp:/iw~,~,.tmc~edu,’campus,’policies,’external activities.l~tml. 

Please contact the submitter for additional details about fl~is request. For fiarther guidance on applicable policies, contact your Death’s O[fice, the Office of Universi~ 

Counsel or the Institutional Conflict of Interest Officer. 

If you need technical assistance, please call the ORIS Help Desk at 919-843-2594 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clay Aiken <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:53 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Thankful 

Hello, 
I am thankful for the support that you have shown me since I entered this race one week ago. We have raised more than $70,000 online, with nearly 500,000 views of our 
announcement video. I decided to get in to this campaign for Congress because I believe too many voters have been ignored and forgotten due to a dysfunctional Washington 
D.C. that places party and politics above people. I believe that voters were ready for something different. So far in the campaign, we have proven that theory. 
We have a long way to go to win in November. My opponents have big rolodexes to rely on. Entrenched politicians have a vested interest in making sure that change does not 
happen. But I am confident that we will win because I have you on my side. I am thankful for that. 
Over the past seven days, I have spoken to voters around the district who at~ as optimistic in the futut~ of this country as I am. They know that we have to break the gridlock 
in Washington and offer solutions that work for people. We have always been a state, and a country, that believed in our ability to do big things. After one week in the race I 
can tell you that remains true. 

Yours, 

Clay Aiken 

PS [~] Go to h~t -~ik~n.com, enter your information, and click "Join Us" for more information on how to volunteer. 

Paid tbr by Clay Aiken lbr Norl~h Carolina 

Clay tbr NoN~ Ca.olina 

PO Box 3809 

CaD~ NC 27519-3809 United States 

If you believe you received tNs mess~e in e~mr or wish m no longer receive emml from us, plea~ unsub~fi~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

press@bettermarkets.com on behalf of 

Better Markets <press@bettermarkets.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~’ 12, 2014 11:56 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Financial Reform Newsletter, February 12, 2014 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Better Markets Logo 

~ILJ -" L3U 

Finc~ncic~l Reform Newsleffer 
Februa~ ~2, 20~4 

Better Markets President and CEO Dennis Kelleher discusses the lawsuit against 

the Department of Justice during a press conference at the National Press Club. 

Better Markets files lawsuit against the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the 
Attorney General challenging their unilateral $13 billion agreement with JP 
Morgan Chase. On February 10, Better Markets filed a lawsuit challen.qin.q the historic 

Department of Justice and JP Morgan Chase. The largest settlement in U.S. history from a 
single entity by more than 300% granted JP Morgan blanket civil immunity for years of 
alleged, but undisclosed, pervasive, egregious and knowing fraudulent and illegal conduct 
that contributed to the 2008 financial crash and the worst economy since the Great 
Depression. The DOJ violated the checks and balances of the U.S. Constitution when it 
finalized the secret, backroom deal by a mere contract without review by the courts. 
Worse, ~-a-~-s-~-a-~E~&-d-i-~£!~[~-a-[~[E~-T--~Le-~-E~-n-~-a--r-!-c-j-~-a-~T--~-r-!Le--s-‘~-a-J~-s--~-~-h-jg~-h-!ig~D-t~&-d-~ the agreement appears to 
have been written mot~ to conceal than reveal. Given that and given the DOJ’s motive and 
self-interest in burnishing its five-year record of failure to hold Wall Street accountable, the 



settlement agreement must be reviewed by an independent court. The American people 
_h_#_E&_&_r_jght to know whether the settlement is fair and whether it can withstand scrutiny in 
the light of day. 
The CFTC’s proposed rule to prevent excessive speculation in the commodity 
markets is inadequate. Wall Street traders speculating in the commodity derivatives 
markets cause massive swings in oil and food prices and force families, homeowners and 
businesses to pay more than they should for those and other essential goods. Congress 
passed a law requiring the commodity cops, the CFTC, to enact a new rule to limit such 
speculation (called a "position limits" rule). Unfortunately, as we detailed in a comment 

letter we filed, the CFTC’s proposed position limits rule simply will not work: it sets the 
limits too high and too narrow to prevent excessive speculation in markets in any 
meaningful way. Position limits are one of the most important tools the CFTC has to 
protect the markets as well as consumers and businesses. It must make the rule much 
stronger and protect American households and businesses. 
High-frequency trading (HFT) is "Wall Street at its most useless." That is how a recent 
Atlantic story, describes the £_r_’_a___cJ_i_c__~ of high-frequency computer traders profiting from split- 
second advantages. Most of this is perfectly legal and perfectly rotten since HFT traders 
use computer algorithms to rig the game in their favor, buying sneak peeks at information, 
and pouncing before the average trader has any idea of what’s going on. The CFTC recently 
.[!-e--Ld-~-a-~£E!E!j!-t-#~-e-~-r-!)~-e--e--!Ln-g~!£~--e--x-#-E)j-n-~#~!-h-~#~Ls-‘~-u-~-e- of market disruptions caused by high- 
frequency traders. It is long past time for the Commission to do something because HFT is 
yet another example of Wall Street run amok that is hurting even/one that buys a gallon of 
milk, a box of cereal or fills up the gas tank. 
The Fed meets on critical rule to prevent future U.S. taxpayer bailouts of global 
megabanks. Next Tuesday, the Federal Reserve will vote on new rules to require the 
biggest U.S. banks and the U.S. operations of foreign banks to maintain enough capital to 
prevent a repeat of the 2008 crash. This is absolutely critical, because not only did U.S. 
taxpayers bail out Wall Street, they also bailed out the global banking system and lots of 
foreign banks: 10 of AIG’s top 16 counterparties were foreign banks, as were 9 of the 20 
largest users of the Fed’s emergency lending facilities. Without the Fed’s proposed rule 
being finalized next week as proposed or even stronger, taxpayers will once again end u~ 

bailinq out the banking system, including foreign banks. 
Some recent Better Markets media coverage: The People Versus Wall Street Banks 

JPMorqan’s $13bn Settlement With DOJ Tested (F’D -. Better Markets Sues U.S. Justice 

Dept. Over JPMorgan Deal (Reuters) ... Public Interest Group Sues U.S. Justice Dept. Over 
JPMor~qan Settlement (LA Times) ... Nonprofit Cha!len~qes U.S. Settlement With J.P. 
__M___o__r.g#_!). 0NSJ) ... -J---P---M---~--~g~-a--r-!~-s-‘~-1-~-3-~-B--i!]~-~--[~-A---q-c-~-~--r--d-~-S-~&-e-!)~--N---e-#~-d-i~-n-g~-C--,--~--u--r-L-R---e---v-i-e---v-~- 
(Bloomberg) ... Jamie Dimon’s Bird in the Hand (HuffPost) ... Better Markets Suit 
Challen,qes $13B J.P. Mor,qan Chase Deal (FOX Business) ... Lawsuit Challenqes 
.-C---~--r-~-s-‘-t-iLu-!j£!)~a-]-i-t-y~--~--f-~-J-~-P-~-M--~-~--r~--a--n--~-S---e--{-~E~-e--[A (Compliance Week) ...._H__i(.g__h_~9__e__&_d____T_!:’_a__d__#_r__s_" 

Mount Defense As CFTC Studies Sector (Reuters) 
Some other things that might interest you: Chinese Official Made Job Plea to 

JPMor_qan Chase Chief (NYT) ... Let Weak Banks Die Says Eurozone Super-Regulator 
(Fr) ... -F-~-e--d-~--N-~-~-E)i-n-~&-e-’--s-‘---C--[!L-T-~-e-!Lu--r-&~Ls-‘~-r-i-s-‘-t-~[p--L-C---~--[~-f-[~-r-~A!j-~--E~-H---e--~-a--r-[!)~ 0NS J) ...._B___a_!Lk____o__f 
England Faces Scrutiny Over For~x (FT) ... Fed’s Tarullo Says Efferts Needed to Curb Too- 
Bi.q4o-Fail Risk (Bloomberg) 

Help us fight for the public interest in our financial markets and protect Main Street from 
Wall Street. 

Donate today 

~wwv.betterma rkets.com 

Forward this email 

!his emaii ’~x, as sent to Ibroome@emaiLtinc.edu by press~’~betterrnarkets.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Ir~s~ant iemeval wi~h SafeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy. 

Better Markets Inc. 1825 K St., NW Washington, D.C. DC :: 20006 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <~frboard- webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:08 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve seeks comment on repealing its Regulations DD a~d P and amending Regulation V 

Federal Reserve seeks comment on repealing its Re~ulations DD aml P and amending Regulation V 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/20140212a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions ,at any time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Paa~e. You will need to use yoar 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance~ please contact subscriberhelp.govdelive~51.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Rese~we Board. Visit us on the web at http://~\~-w.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Twitter. 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Wednesday, February :].2, 20~_4:1.2:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Cadwalader Adds Top-Flight Patent Trial Attorney Team 

I "~iii CADWALADER I Cad~,*,~lader, Wickersham & Taft LLP ...... d~.*alad ...... 

February 2014 



[~;ii Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

LLP 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, 
you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email 
and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 
for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sk31Drive <skydrive@email.microsoft corn> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 1:07 PM 

Broome, l,i ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New name, stone great service 

A good change is on the way 
In the coming weeks you’ll notice a change happening. SkyDrive will become 
OneDrive, an even better place to store and share your favorite things across all 
of your favorite devices. But don’t worry, during this transition you’ll still be 
able to access all of your photos, videos, documents, and files. 

The online storage benefits of your Office 365 subscription will not change. You 
still have 20 GB of extra storage (or up to 100 GB for your household when you 
share your subscription benefits). You can create, open, and edit documents 
right in your browser. And you can easily work together on Office documents in 
real time. 

OneDrive. It’s everything you love about SkyDrive and more. 
And it’s coming soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 2:10 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Former New Orlem~s Mayor Ray Nagin Convicted on Bribe~ Charges 

Former New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin Con¥icted on 
Bribery Ci~arges 

Former Mayor Ray Nagin was convicted of bribery and related charges, capping a 

widespread federal investigation into public corruption in the aftermath of Hurricane 

Katrina. 

A jury found Mr. Nagin guilty on 20 of 21 counts, making him the city’s first mayor to be 

convicted of corruption charges. Seven city contractors and officials have been convicted 

or pleaded guilty to related crimes. 

The case grew out of a probe of city contractors and Mr. Nagin’s administration that began 

shortly after the 2005 hurricane caused billions of dollars in damage and left 80% of the 

city under water. Mr. Nagin’s case wasn’t directly tied to Katrina funding, but the massive 

rebuilding effort served as a backdrop as prosecutors detailed alleged kickbacks to Mr. 

Nagin from vendors and other associates. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 





THANK YOU ! 
Now that I know what my requirement is..,how 

do I satisfy it? 

Dear Friends: 

I hope you found my email last week to be 

helpful, Now that we know what our 

requirement is, let me help you figure out how to 

saris ".fy that requirement, 

What is my yearly requirement? 

Members are required to complete twelve 

hours of CLE credit per year. 

May I take any of the required hours online? 

Yes, members may take up to four (4) hours of 

online credit each year towards their CLE 

requirements. 

~rhat about the other eight (8) hours of credit? 

~Igembers are required to take a minimum of 

eight (8) hours of live credit each year. 

Are teleconferences or live webcasts considered 

"live" courses for purposes of the 8-hour 

nfininmm? 

Yes. These types of courses are treated as live 

programs and are not limited to the 4-hour 

online restriction. 

I hope my email was helpful in figuring out what 



you have to do to complete your North Carolina 

CLE Requirenlents. Feel free to reply to this email 

if you have any state specific CLE questions. 

Sincerely, 

Dani, from Bridge the Gap Institute 

Sponsor Nunlber: 1146 



To: 

Temple Law Review <flipson@templeoedu> 

Wednesday, b’ebruary 12, 2o14 2:35 PM 

Broome, l.issa L <]broome@email.une.edu> 

Save the [)ate - Temple Law Review Symposium } tonoring Bill Whitford 

Temple Law Review, Temple University Beasley 

School of Law 

Click Here to view in browser 

2o t4. Te m ple Law Review Symposiu m 

Photo of Bill Whittord 

Please save October" ~4, :ao~4 for a special event in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylwmia, honorh~g a~ld building o~.~. the work of Bill 

~fi~b~’d, Emeritus P~’ofesso~" of Law, ~e U~five~-si~, of 
~,Visconsi~ Law School. 

In a career spanning nearly fifty }’ears, Bi]l Whit%rd has made significant 

eor~tributior~s to some of the most irnporkant advances in corporate 

reorganization, consumer law (including consumer bankruptcy), and contract 

law. Confirmed parkieipaats ~11 include many of the leadir~g scholars in these 

{ie]ds: 



The Temple Law Review 2o14 Symposium honoring Professor Whitford will 

be held in Philaddphia on October ~4, ~o,4, The event, made possible 

through the generous support of Temple Law School and the Contracts 

Enrichment Fund of the Wisconsin ~ ~aw School, will be led by faeu]~" 

sponsors Jonathan I,ipson (Temple University Beasley School of I,a~9 and 

Jean Braueher (Univcrsi~, of Arizona James E. Rogers College of Law). 

Papers presented will be published in 2 ’h~ 7~n~Ie La~ Reu/e~.u. 

Please save tl~e date° We l~ope you can i]oin us. 

Temple University Beasley School of Law 

17!9 N. Broad St[eet 

F’hiladelpMa. PA 19122 

2! 5-204W863 
I~qem >le~du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Jurist Insider <callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 2:36 PM 

Broome, t,i s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

What grads are swing about law school; Villanova doubles scholarships 

I 

Lax,,, grads give good marks to law schools 
Despite the natio~fs slow economb recover3 and the continuing 
chalbnges t~acing the lega] profession p;miculady whe~ k 

>> Read More 

I 

Bringing students into the bndgetin~, p roc~ss 
In 2003, a~endi~g the Unh’ersiU~ of Calitbmia. DaTvis, School of 
Law cost $17,195 per year~ ~fis academic yea’~ students are 
paying ~,7~286. 

Like re;my law schools in recent years~ UC Davis ha; i~vested 
heavily in i~s academk: reputation and stude*g se~v’iees~ ~,e 
School of Ia~w has fimded building renovatio~*s classroom 
technology, Career Services and Academic Success programs, 
a~d hked outstanding, high-profile faculUz in aa~ e~i~X to remain 
competitive among top law schools. 7he ~:eat majority of the 
revenue that fi~mnces these e~ms comes f}om student fbes and 
tuition. ((~her revem~es come from phila~fl~ropic gh4ng a~d a 
sIu{r~dng state appropriatiom) 

~lw smdems are raising a~eir voices and @jectk~g to the prospect 
of l~ture fee increases. 

>> Read More 

I 

Villanova doubles full t~ition scholarships, 
make~ ~s curricular chan.~es 
Villanova Ut~iversi~y School ofImv amounced it will doubb the 
mm~b~" of Rtll-tuition scholarships tbr incoming students, and the 
Petms3qvania schoo~ a~so atmounced curricular changes. 

’Ihe hmovation Scholam pro~ will fired up to 50 
scholarships %r fl~e 2014 incoming class, e~}ctively doublk~g the 
number of students who receive such. Students will receive 
sch ola~h ip %r a11 three yeats of law school study. 

>> Read More 

comes to employrnent law students rernain satisfied with their 
law school experiences, a recent survey of law studems shows. 

Six%~-i]ve percet~t of the students smweyed m the atmual Law 
School Su*~’ey of Student Engagement said their law schools gave 
~hem the resources needed to succeed academbally. Less ~han 
halt; however, said the.’,’ were satisfied with._ 

II Most Devout Law 

II Top Schools l/or 

II 
Download our new app! 



Roger Williams cuts mitio11, ~lames 
5 ~ln~o~k3~ dean 

Roger Williams Uni ~,e~s ib’ 
Law Schoo~ has a~mom~ced a 
tukio~ re&~c*io~ tbr t}~e ne~ 
academic year. R is the sigh 
school ~o ;m~ounce a~ le~;t a 
~artial reduction, I* also 
m~}om}ced fl}e h~ring of a t}ew 

-’-" Read More 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foerster <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 2:41 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Financial Services: A glimpse into the future 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email messages from Morrison & 

Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 
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Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, February 12, 2014 2:47 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Yankees’ Derek Jeter to Retire Atter This Season 

Yankees’ Derek Jeter to Retire After This Season 

Derek Jeter will retire after the 2014 season, according to a note posted on the Yankee 

shortstop’s official Facebook page. Casey Close, Jeter’s agent, confirmed the news. 

"Last year was a tough one for me," Jeter wrote on Facebook. "As I suffered through a 

bunch of injuries, I realized that some of the things that always came easily to me and 

were always fun had started to become a struggle. The one thing I always said to myself 

was that when baseball started to feel more like a job, it would be time to move forward." 

Jeter will leave the game after 20 seasons in the major leagues, all with the Yankees. His 

3,316 career hits are already the most in Yankee history. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, February- 12, 2014 3:41 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Senate Approves Suspension of U.S. Debt Ceiling 

Senate Approves Suspension of U.S. Debt Ceiling 

The U.S. Senate voted 55-43 along party lines to extend the government’s borrowing 

authority until March 2015, sending the measure to President Barack Obama for his 

expected signature. 

Passage of the debt-ceiling measure followed a tense procedural vote to advance the bill 

that temporarily stalled out as Republicans resisted supporting the measure. Several 

Republicans held out on that vote until after Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R., 

Ky.) and other members of the party leadership switched their votes from no to yes. 

The GOP leaders changed their votes when it became clear the motion could fail, which 

would have been a stunning upset for the debt-ceiling measure. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Course 27s 

Captured 2014-02-12 14:05 

Your recording has been processed and your media is ready. Please visit the E.::heO~n~ ~ C.:.u~s,’-~ P.:.~iai to review your course media and 

monitor student usage. 

Note: Any media marked as Initially Unavailable will need to be made Available (on the EchoServer) before students can view it. 

Thank you. 
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Business Review ] Storm chilis Valentine’s Day for Chaxlotte retailers 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Lext~s tops 2014 vehicle dependability list 

The race to increase vehicle fuel economy is taking a 

toll on quality. 

x 

Review: 4 apps to 

Olympic events, athletes 

Welcome to the Mobile Olympics. 

Storm chi~s VMentine’s Day fo~ Charlotte 

Charlotte-area retailers braced on Wednesday for 

Valentine’s Day to be a hea~breaker, as snow and 

slick roads kept would-be shoppers away 

A~I majo~ ma~ls c~osed ~n the C~arlo~e 

A list of mall closings around the region 

tradin~g as a ra~y fades 

Stocks were mixed Wednesday as 

investors assessed news from 

some big U.S. companies Major 

indexes jumped a day earlier after 

Federal Reserve Chair... 

Bank o~ England seeks to 

assua.qe rate hike fea~s 

Bank of England Governor Mark 

Carney sought Wednesday to 

assure homebuyers and 

businesses that UK. interest 

rates won’t rise any time soon 

because.. 

projects sa~es decline 

Deere & Co said its first-quarter 

net income rose almost 5 percent, 

but it projected a slowdown in 

sales of farm equipment this year. 

Hal~ o~ Wednesday’s flights 

ca~)celed at Cha~lot~ke 

More than half of Charlotte 

Douglas International Airport’s 

daily flights were canceled 

Wednesday, and airline officials 

warned that disruptions .. 
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How to finmace your LL.M.; Law student represents at the Olympics 

To view Lhis e~-r~ail as a web page, go here. 

February 12~ 2(H4 

] 

t:or mm~y the biggest hurdle h: pursuing an LLM is neifl~er 
choos ng a schoo or ~ LM p "og’am ~o "the appl cat o } process. 
but comNg up with the necessaW funding. While costs v~’y 
among ~ ~S law schools, I .LM program tuition at mm~y schools ~s 
somewhere in the $50,000 rm~ge mM fl~is does not include t~es 
or expenses fbr housing, health insurm~ce, books, Food. travel, or 
entertakm~e*g. 

-’-" Ideas and Resources for Funding 
] 

The Good & The Bad 

lit was a Good week 

i Law stude~tt at the OIympics, 

~a~er Boston College I .my School strident 
~ C~mw served on the :Mnerican delegation tbr the 

opening ceremon3 at the Sochi Wi~ter Olympica 
in Rt~ssia. Read Mor~ 

It was a BAD week for... 

lClasa pa~ieipati~n, after a Sm~ta Cl~a 
~ l 7niversity pro~ssor oftbred strict ’toca~ m~es" 
~for his classroom. Pro~ssor Ray Bemsteh~ 
crealed a set ot rn~es that he ackt~owledded "may 

seem harsh or ridic~flous." O~*e such rule cNled "contempt of 
class" encomages students to act respectfiflly i~ the classroom. 
and threatens a grMe reduction or a lessened chauce of a 
positive rccomme~dalion if smdet~ts act disrespectfhl~y. Read 
More 
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/ II Top5ThingstoLook 
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packet *hat ia fide most f~ared. It ia f~ared in p~X because ff is an 
impo~m~ pa~ of the application process. But it is also 
because it requires us to de something we may hm,e never done 
betBre and because it caUs o~ us to write abont outsdves in a 
way that makes us look interesting as people. 

>> Some PoNts of Guidance 
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m~t~es curr~cu~tr c:n~~es ................................. 
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Pem~ss lydia school also remounted cuMcular c~es. 
¯ UTexas delive~ bes~ bang for buck 

scholarships fbr the 2014 h~comi~g cl~3ss, eftbcdveh~ doN~lin~, the ¯ Roger Williams drops tuition 
m~mber of students who receive such. S*uden*s will receive 
scbolarsNp ibc all three yea~s of’h~w school study. ¯ Oregon to otter classes in Po~land 

>> Read More 

Law grads ~ive good marks to law schools 
Despite the nation’s slow economic recoveW amd the continuing 
challenges facing the legal profession pa~iculm;ly when it 
comes to employment law students remaN smisfied wifl~ their 
law school experiences, a recem su~’ey of law students shows. 

Si~-five percent of the students stow-eyed in the a~mual Law 
School Suiwey of Student Engagement said their law schools 
gave them the resources needed to succeed academically. Less 
than ha~ however, said they were satisfied with... 

>> Read More 
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M&A Brokers Receive No-Action Relief from Broker-Dealer Registration 

::~?:~:: D~i~ ~o~, CL}~NT NEWSFLASH 

M&A Brokers Receive No-Action Relief from Broker- 
Dealer Registration 

~.:~ 2014 

The SEC’s Division of Trading and Markets recently issued an important ,,",,’<..’, .;:,~c[io,,"~ ~-’.,~[a’.-r that effectively 

permits "M&A Brokers" to advise on and arrange certain securities transactions in connection with the 

purchase or sale of privately-held companies without registering as broker-dealers, subject to conditions. 

Notably, the relief does not restrict either the types of compensation that eligible M&A Brokers can receive 

or the size of the privately-held company that is the subject of the transaction. 

Backgrom~d 

Under certain circumstances, a person that intermediates the sale of a business through the transfer of its 

securities may be considered to be a "broker" under Section 3(a)(4) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
(the "Exchange Act") and be required to register with the SEC as a broker-dealer, absent an available 

exemption from registration. The appropriateness of requiring broker-dealer registration for M&A advisers 

has olten been questioned, given that no registration would be required if the same transaction were 

effected through a sale of the company’s assets, rather than its securities~ 

Scope of Relief 

The no=action letter provides relief from broker-dealer registration to an "M&A Broker," defined for these 

purposes as a person engaged in the business of effecting securities transactions solely in connection with 

the transfer of ownership and control of a privately-held company through the purchase, sale, exchange, 

issuance, repurchase, or redemption of, or a business combination involving, securities or assets of the 

company, to a buyer that will actively operate the company or the business conducted with the assets of 

the company. 

The relief only applies to M&A Brokers that facilitate mergers, acquisitions, business sales and business 
combinations ("M&A Transactions") between buyers and sellers of privately-held companies. A privately 

held company must not have any class of securities registered with the SEC under Section 12 of the 

Exchange Act, or file under Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act. These privately-held companies must be 

operating companies and not "shell" companies. 

Cor~ditior~s for Relief 

The relief is subject to a number of conditions, including, among others, the following: 

the M&A Broker does not have the ability to bind a party to an M&A Transaction: 

the M&A Broker does not directly, or indirectly through any of its affiliates, provide financing for an 
M&A Transaction (though the M&A Broker may a~range financing, subject to certain conditions); 

the M&A Broker does not have custody, control, or possession of or otherwise handle funds or 
securities issued or exchanged in connection with an M&A Transaction or other securities 
transaction for the account of others; 

the M&A Transaction does not involve a public offering; 

the M&A Broker will facilitate an M&A Transaction with a group of buyers only if the group is formed 
without the assistance of the M&A Broker; and 

the M&A Broker, its officers, directors, and employees have not been barred or suspended from 
association with a broker-dealer. 

Importantly, the relief does not apply to a transfer of interests to a passive buyer or group of passive 

buyers. Rather, the M&A Transaction must result in a buyer or group of buyers controlling and actively 

operating the company purchased. "Control" would be the power, directly or indirectly, to direct the 

management or policies of a company, and is presumed to exist where the buyer or group of buyers 

obtains ownership or the power to direct the ownership of 25% of a class of voting securities or the right to 

receive upon dissolution or has contributed 25% or more of the capital. 



The relief does not limit the compensation that an M&A Broker may receive. As a result, M&A Brokers that 

qualify for the relief should be able to charge compensation based upon the value of the securities sold or 

acquired in the M&A Transaction. 

The timing of the no-action letter coincides with Congress considering a bipartisan bill that unanimously 
passed the House of Representatives in mid-January that would exempt from broker-dealer registration 

brokers that intermediate the sales of small and medium-sized privately held companies. 

If you have questions regarding this publication, please call any of the lawyers listed below or your regular 

Davis Polk contact, 

Notice: This publication, which we believe may be of interest to our clients and friends of the firm, is for general information only. It is not a full analysis of the 

matters presented and should not be relied upon as legal advice If you have received this email in error, please noti~ the sender immediately and destroy the 

original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. Refer to the firm’s p:~v~,<~ i ol~cy located at dsvlspoi~: corn for important information on this policy. 

Please consider adding Davis Polk to your Safe Senders list or adding ,.,’:s4,,i:- ~ i@,.,’~vi >boii corn to your address book 

Unsubscribe: If you would rather not receive these publications, please respond to this email and indicate that you would like to be removed from our 

distribution list. 
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Feb. 13 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Dmly 

Banking Daily 

The U.S. Court of Federal Claims should deny a recent Fairholme 
Funds Inc. motion for discovery and dismiss its case challenging 
a 20~2 "Net Worth Sweep" change to Fannie Mae and Freddie 

Mac dividends, the U.S. said (Fairholme Funds... 

Foreign Banks 

The FederM Reserve plans [a n~rrow [he number of foreign b~nks 
[h~[ will h~ve [o consoJid~[e [heir U.S. operations ~nd hold more 
c~pi~M .... 

Securities 

An industry group for banks says it will dismiss a lawsuit on the 
Volcker rule after analyzing the impact of a tweak of the 
controversial trading and fund ownership restrictions by 
regulators, but the group nonetheless called on the agencies... 

Mortgages 

A report from the inspector general of the Federal Housing 
Finance Agency (FHFA) says that taxpayer-supported Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac may be shortchanging themselves when it 
comes to assessing late fees on mortgage lenders and 
servicers... 

Regulatory Policy 

Feb. 12 ~ The Federal Reserve should revise enforcement policy 
to require board-member votes on penalties exceeding $1 million 
or forcing changes in banks’ management, two lawmakers wrote 
in a letter to Fed Chairman Janet Yellen .... 

Futures Trading 
CFTC Gr~ts Relief A~lo~i~g EU 
To Host B~vaps B~b]ect ~o Execution 

The U.S. and the European Union Feb. 12 moved closer to 
closing a gap in derivatives regulation, as the staff of the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued two no-action 
letters granting EU-regulated trading facilities temporary relief... 

Foreign Accounts 
Credi~ U~ions Concerned About Burde~ 

Credit unions are deeply concerned about the burden of the 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, officials from two major 
industry associations told Bloomberg BNA .... 

Cybersecurity 
Obama,¯ Cybersecuri~y Wor,~ Remains 



The White House unveiled the final version of a voluntary 
"framework" designed to arm critical parts of the private 

sector@such as banks and telecommunications 
providers~against mounting cyberthreats, while renewing... 

Futures Trading 

The Futures Industry Association said the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission’s latest position limits proposal would 
"significantly restrict" market participants’ ability to hedge risk 
and impose "substantial"... 

Foreign Accounts 

~srael is drafting an agreement with the U.S. on the reciprocal 
exchange of bank account information and intends to do the 
same with other countries, according to Israel Tax Authority 
Director-General Moshe Asher .... 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Dropbox ttires Google’s Woodside as Operating Chief 

Hires Google’s W~)odside as Operating Chief 

Dropbox, the fast-growing online storage company, plans to name Google executive 

Dennis Woodside as its first chief operating officer, according to three people familiar with 

the matter. 

Mr. Woodside, a Google veteran of more than 10 years who most recently ran the 

Motorola Mobility handset unit, will fill a critical role overseeing Dropbox’s growing online- 

storage business and brings global operating experience that Chief Executive Drew 

Houston and his management team have lacked. 

See More Coverage 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Comcast Acquiring Time Warner Cable in All-Stock Deal Worfl~ $45.2 Billion 

Comcast Acquiring Time V~rarner (;able in All-Stock 
Deal Worth $45.2 Billion 

Comcast and Time Warner Cable have agreed to merge in a $45 billion deal, combining 

the nation’s two biggest cable operators. 

With the deal, Comcast trumps Charter Communications’s eight-month-old pursuit of Time 

Warner Cable. 

See More Coverage 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Apple Says Suppliers Forgo a Disputed Metal 

Apple Sa3 s Suppliers Forgo a Disputed Metal 

Apple said it has verified that its suppliers do not use tantalum--a key metal used in 

electronic components--secured from sources that use the mineral’s sale to provide funds 

for violent armed groups in war-torn parts of Africa. 

The procurement of tantalum--along with gold, tin and tungsten--has become a hot- 

button subject in the consumer electronics industry because minerals from some of the 

mines in and around the Democratic Republic of the Congo are blamed for paying for the 

fighting in the region. 

See More Coverage 
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Non-State Law in the Hague Principles on Choice of Law in International Contracts 

Ralf Michaels, Duke University - School of Law 

~ The Relevance of Concepts for the Transfer of Movables under the Uniform Commercial Code - With a Focus on the Buyer’s Protection against 

the Seller’s Creditors 

1’4ad:in l.ilja, University of Salzburg, Department of Private Law 

New Initiatives in Indian Agriculture 

Rakesh Singh, Durgadevi Saraf Institute of Management studies 

Kapil Bhagar, Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies (NMIMS) - Student 

Remedies of the Buyer in CISG and Turkish Code of Obligations and an Economic Analysis 

Baris Yuksel, Independent 

Procedure of Issue and Distribution of Amounts Obtained Through Forced Execution in the New Civil Procedure Code 

Ioan GarbuleI, Independent 

CONTRACTS & COHHERCZAL LAW e3OURNAL 

[~i Free Download ] 
iiiiiii"Non-State Law in tNe Hague Principles on CNoice of Law in Internationa~ Contracts" ...... 

Festschrift, Forthcoming 

RAL~F ~CHAEL~, Duke University - School of Law 

Email: michaels@law.duke.edu 

Article 3 of the Hague Principles on Choice of Law in International Contracts is the first quasi-legislative text on choice of law to allow explicitly for 
the choice of non-state law also before state courts. This paper, forthcoming in a Festschrift, puts the provision into a broader context, discusses 
their drafting history and particular issues involved in their interpretation. It also provides a critical evaluation. Article 3 does not respond to an 
existing need, and its formulation, the fruit of a compromise between supporters and opponents of choosing non-state law, makes the provision 
unsuccessful for state courts and arbitrators alike. 

i::i::i::i"The Relevance of Coscepts for the Trassfer of HovaNes ander the UNforr~ Coramerda~ Co~le o With a Focus on the Buyer’s Protection against 

[~i Free Download j the Seiler’s Creditors" ...... 
3 EPLJ (European Property Law Journal) (2014) 

MARTIN L:iLJA, University of Salzburg, Department of Private Law 

Email:                       ~yahoo,com 

In the recent European discussion on how rules for the transfer of movable property could be designed in an "optimal" way, several proponents 
have suggested that a "functional" approach be applied. Proponents of a "functional" approach consider such an approach to be advantageous in 
that it does not use concepts like "ownership", but rather deals with different issues separately, by way of directly connecting legally relevant facts 
(requirements) with specific real-life consequences, without placing an abstract concept, such as "ownership", in the middle. One of the 
advantages is that the rules will be understood by everyone - and even "ordinary people" without knowledge of law will be able to apply the 
rules. 

In this context, it may be useful to look at American law: Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C. or "Code"), dealing with sales of goods 
including sales-related property law matters, was drafted with the aim of applying a "narrow-issue approach" and designing the law in terms of 
"step-by-step performance", thereby replacing the former law (i.e. the Uniform Sales Act of 1906) which made a vast range of consequences 
dependent on the "transfer of title". According to the drafters of the Code, such an approach would have the extended benefit of making the law 
understood by "ordinary people". 

The two expectations extracted from conceptions of the functional proponents, as well as from the goals expressed by the drafters of the U.C.C., 
are that: 1). The U.C.C. is easy to apply (so easy that even laymen will find no challenge in applying the Code); and 2). the U.C.C. has abolished 
the use of concepts and solves legal issues in the area of transfer of movables by directly connecting legal consequences with relevant legal facts. 



This article will examine to what extent the U.C.C. approach ultimately complies with the standards set forth by narrow-issue or functional 

approach theory. This may help in assessing whether American law can - or should - serve as a model for European lawmaking. The question here 
turns upon whether the conceptions hold true: Is the U.C.C. a code that, with roots in legal realism, has managed to codify a "functional" approach 

connecting legally relevant facts and consequences directly in a manner making the law easy to apply for laymen (and could this Code thereby 

serve as a model for Europe)? 

iiiiiii,,Ne~ ~nitiatives in ~ndia n Agriculture,, [ ~ Free Download ] 

~K~$H ~N~H, Durgadevi Saraf Institute of Management studies 

Email:            @iscmindia.net 
~<AP~L ~A~AR, Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies (NMIMS) - Student 

The Government of India new agricultural policy envisages that "private sector participation will be promoted through contract farming and land 

leasing agreements to allow accelerated technology transfer, capital inflows and assured market for crop production, especially of oilseeds cotton 

and horticultural crop," following this announcements a number of innovative agribusiness models have come up. Indian corporate and rural India 

has entered into collaborative partnership through vertical co-ordination. The common thread among all these initiates have been integrating and 
tightening the supply chain. Mahindra’s Shubhlabh services Tara Kisan Kendra, ITC e-Chaupal, Godrej Aadhar and DSCL Haryali have emerged as 

new agribusiness supply chain models. 

This vertically coordinated supply chains are supposed to eliminate the inefficiencies in agricultural marketing which arises due to multilayer 
intermediaries sucking away a large chunk of the margins and leaving nothing for the farmer on the one hand and lack of basic availability of 

infrastructure as well as technology on the other. These vertical coordination supply chain models are common in agriculture worldwide. In India, 

land ceiling laws limited such vertical coordination. Corporate farming, captive farming or contract farming were only allowed in plantations, 

degraded or waste lands and so on. With the government’s change in heart regarding contract farming, a stage is set for such vertical coordination 
in Indian agriculture. This paper evaluates three such attempts by corporate India i.e. PepsiCo’s contract farming in Punjab, ITC’s e-Chaupal and 

Mahindra Shubhlabh services. 

Free Download | 
J 

~A~,~ YI.JK~EL, Independent 

Email:                 @gmail,com 

This paper focuses on the remedies provided to the buyer in an event of breach of contract by the seller. Remedies of buyer under the CISG are 

examined in detail and then the differences with the Turkish Code of Obligations are put forward. Yet, as the most important difference between 
CISG and Turkish Code of Obligations in terms of the remedies of the buyers is the main principles that are adopted, firstly the different principles 

are examined. Afterwards, the differences between specific provisions are evaluated. Last, tools of economic analysis are used to make brief 

comparisons. However before proceeding with the remedies of the buyer, obligations of the seller are briefly explained in order to clarify when the 

buyer will be able to resort to remedies. 

Romanian Review of Compulsory Execution no, 4/20!3 

:rOAN GA~ULET, Independent 

The procedure of issue and distribution of amounts obtained through forced execution is the last phase of indirect forced execution, and is 
characterized by excessive formality, which excels in particular in the distribution of the amount obtained from selling the executed goods. 

This procedure, with a completely different regulation from the previous one, supposes going through eight stages, six of which are mandatory, 

and the lawmaker has established that the distribution of the amount is required in all situations, no matter whether the claims and costs of 

execution are covered or not, therefore the choice of this solution unduly delays the completion of forced execution. 
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iiiiiii"’Respect’ Human Rights: Concept andConve~e~ce" ...... 

Forthcoming in Law, Business and Human Rights: Bridging the Gap (Robert C. Bird, Daniel R. Cahoy, & Ja~7?ie Darin Prenkert, eds., Elgar Publishing Ltd., 2014 

~DILll MANES, Raoul Wallenberg Institute of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law 

Email: tad u, ma res(.~ju r,lu,se 

The Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (’GPs’)were unanimously endorsed in 2011 in the UN Human Rights Council and also 

recorded an unprecedented level of stakeholder support. Does this watershed signify a genuine convergence of expectations? Is the GPs’ 

conceptualization of the corporate ’responsibility to respect’ (RtR) truly able to persuade and provide that focal point around which stakeholders 

can come together in a notoriously polarized debate? The main thesis is one that the UN Special Representative John Ruggie expressly denies: 
contrary to its name, the responsibility to ’respect’ has a ’protect’ component. The analysis examines why and how Ruggie constructed the RtR in 

the way he did. The ’why’ is explained by the fundamental challenge coming from the separation of entities principle, unavoidable when the RtR is 

applied to multi-entity business enterprises. The ’how’ reveals that Ruggie systematically reframed concepts, employed ingenious drafting 

techniques, used silence strategically, and fully capitalized on the strength and appeal of the ’due diligence’ approach. The analysis exposes the 
strategy of change animating Ruggie’s efforts and the GPs attempt to facilitate the convergence of stakeholder expectations and the emergence of 

a polycentric governance regime. 

:~i:~i:~i:~’"Comply or gxplaiW in 8elgium, Germany, ltalV, the Netherlands a~t the UK: :~sufficient Explanations a~t an Empirical A~alysis" 

Free Download 

ANNI~ GALLS, Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR) - Erasmus School of Law 

Email: galle@law,eur,nl 

This study analyses the level and quality of the application of the comply or explain principle for listed companies in Belgium, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands and the UK. Although the comply or explain principle has nowadays become a central element in the corporate governance of the EU, 
a common understanding of the scope and necessary conditions for it to work effectively has not yet been achieved. This study explains the comply 
or explain principle from the perspective of the economic theory (legitimacy theory and theory on market failure) and is the first study of the 
application of the principle in which consecutive years are analysed for multiple countries simultaneously with one research method. In previous 
research the quality of the explanations for the code provisions not complied with and the explanatory factors have often been overlooked, while 
these are the key elements of the current European debate. In this study 237 annual accounts for the years 2005-2007 are analysed for five 
countries. The results show that company size and the period of time the comply or explain principle has been applicable in a country predict the 
level and quality of compliance. Although the level of code compliance is high, the quality of the explanations for code provisions not complied with 
is insufficient. Further fine-tuning of the comply or explain principle is necessary to achieve the most effective application in order to make the 
principle work in practice as intended. 

Changing Regulative Structure: From :~nternatio~al Lega~ Order to Transnationai Poiycentric Governance" 



p:[~l:[ I~AVEL ~rr4;[~.~T~{~, Hebrew UniversiLy of Jerusalem - FaculLy of Social Sciences 

Email:            @gmail,com 

Transnational businesses present a challenge to the traditional international regulative fl’amework. The purely Westphalian conception, which 

dominates international law, inhibits considerable limitations on the ability to construct effective regulation over the actions of these transnational 
giants. An area where this deficiency of the traditional state-based regulation is most vivid is the area of the responsibility of businesses over 

violations of human rights. This paper seeks to expose this deficiency and present the evolution of an alternative regulative solution - 

transnational polycentric governance. 

Transnational corporations (TNCs) today can affect the human rights of individuals in most parts of the world. Businesses reach and have influence 
even in the most remote regions of the globe, which at times, are even beyond the reach of the local governments. It is in these areas of limited 
statehood where the grossest violations of human rights often occur. The inability of states to protect the lives of their citizens in such places is 
supplemented by the difficulty of the international legal order to incorporate TNCs into its legitimate subjects. International law is structured to 
maintain the Westphalian state system. Therefore, its subjects are only states and other entities to which these confer subject-hood. Despite their 
considerable influence in the age of globalization, TNCs are not subjects of international law as they are defined as sub-state actors to be 
regulated through the intermediary of the states. However, given the above-mentioned problem of limited statehood, states are unable to fulfill 
this prerogative. 

This complex situation spurred the evolution of an alternative complementary regulative solution - transnational polycentric governance. Non-state 

actors, who see the benefits of regulation, create regulative hubs in their own epistemic communities. These centers of experts then create rules 

and guidelines legitimized by the expertise of their creators, which are reinforced through practice and can even become international customary 
law at a certain stage. This alternative regulative framework is complementing the traditional state-based regulation and is being utilized more 

frequently as its ability to surpass the traditional state-based regulation is becoming more evident. 

[~ Free Download ] 

ZnDret, VoW, ~ 20.14 

(~t~,ND~DO ~AZ-AIRE~, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid 

Email:     .~IU ria,com 

Spanish Abstract: El presente trabajo aborda el estudio de un tema in~dito en nuestra doctrina: la legitimidad de la percepci6n por los 

administradores de sociedades de retribuciones o ventajas satisfechas pot parte de terceros -- normalmente un accionista o grupo de accionistas 
-- en atenci6n o consideraci6n de su cargo ("retribudones externas"). La tesis fundamental es que las retribuciones externas tienen dificil acomodo 

en nuestro derecho debido: (i) a su dificil compatibilidad con algunas exigencias del deber de lealtad de los administradores, que afloran en la vieja 
normativa del mandato (art. 1720 CC), (ii) a su inconsistencia con el r~gimen de competencias legalmente previsto para dise~ar y fijar la 

remuneraci6n de los administradores, que en ~ltima instancia ponen de relieve la producci6n de externalidades no contratadas y la infracci6n del 

principio de relatividad de los contratos (art. 1257 CC), y Oil) al riesgo de balcanizad6n que introducen o pueden introducir en el funcionamiento del 

consejo como 6rgano colegiado asi como al impacto que est~n Ilamadas a tenet sobre la deseable posici6n institucional de sus miembros. El 
desarrollo del argumento de la mano de la vieja doctrina del mandato permite tambi~n sacar a la luz y formular con la debida precisi6n las 

condiciones, cuya verificaci6n puede redimir de la sombra a esta clase especial de retribuciones. 

English Abstrad~: This paper deals with a subject that has not been addressed by our legal doctrine: the legitimacy of board members’ 

remuneration or benefits paid by a third party -- usually a shareholder or group of shareholders -- in consideration of their position as directors 
("directors’ external remuneration"). Our fundamental thesis is that external benefits or rewards are difficult to reconcile with our legal system 

because: (i) their uneasy compatibility with fiduciary duties required of directors, which are already present in the traditional regulation of mandate 

(art. 1720 of the Civil Code); (ii) their inconsistency with legal rules governing the competences for designing and determining the remuneration of 

the board, which ultimately highlights potential non-negotiated externalities and the infringement of the principle of privity of contracts (art. 1257 of 
the Civil Code); and (ill) the risk of balkanization that external remuneration introduces, or could introduce, into the functioning of the board as a 

collegiate body, and the potential impact that it could have on the desirable institutional position of its members. Our argument, developed in 

conjunction with the longstanding doctrine of mandate, allows us to formulate and illuminate, with sufficient precision, the conditions under which 

this type of remuneration could be brought back from the shadows. 
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Today’s tteaxtlines: Escaped Inmates From Imq Fuel Syrian Insurgency 

Today’s Headlines     T.o o0oy  

~NTHISENAILI i~i NYT I Work’! i U.S ~ Business Spots A~ts ~Fashion&S~e ~ lo~ay’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ O~Yhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Escaped Inmates From iraq Fuel Syrim~ 

Insurgenc, y 

Priso~ breakouts in h’aq have freed hundreds of militants who 

have joined radical Sunni groups operating in uei~bo~ng Syria 

and in Iraq itself. 

Secudty J 
forces in 
the iraqi 
city of 

Over ~ Million Added to Rolls of Health Plan 

More than ~ 4 millio~ people sighted np fi:~r health insurance 

through federN and stale marke[places in January, according to 

the government. 

Bransfiel [ 
d, ~ieht, 

Com~st Net to Acquire Time Warner Cable for         tb.. 
terms 

845 BiSon 

Corneas[ t~Jl] a~ounce a deal [o acquire ’FJme Warner Cable in 

an all-stock deal that will unite the first-- and second-largest eable television 

operators in the country, according to people briefed on the ma~er. 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS I INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC 

The SV~ter Olympics (lear G tdde 

For athletes, the Winter Games arse~ml includes different skis 

and boots for Nflk’rent events, sophisticated protective headgear 

and sleds with no brakes. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

We Nced Proof or~ Ma~dj~mna 

Where are the s~dies showing that it can ~eat epilepsy? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

Today’s Video 

In "Blue Jasmine," Care Blanche~[ plays a wealthy socialite who 

has to stark over again. The eharacker is both palaNble and 

unpalataNe, Ms. B]anchetr says, but the result is a richer role. 

Related .Articie 

~ vm~:o: In Performance; Jo~m[ha[~ 

Jonathan Groff, who performs in Lincoln Center’s :\meriean 

Songbook series on Fch. ]5, sings "I Got Lost in His Arms," a 

number from I~qng Berlin’s 1946 musical "AJanie Get Your 

~ vm[o: The A~t of Tmth~g Skis 

A ski technidan plays a behind-the-scenes role that is part crew 

chief, part caddie and park counselor. Ales Sc, poknik spends 

countless bouts hming the skis of" the American Nl:4ne racer 

Leanne Smith. 

video, ~’~o :e NYTimes.eomP4ideo s. 

World 

A.~so Cheering at the Olympics: Russ~m~ Critics 

Complaints over [he expense of the Winter Games have given 

way Dmporarily to a foens on national pride. 

~ Russian Figure Skaters Renew Tradition o~ ~cellence #1 Pa#s 

S3~’imt :Rebels Sketch Peace Pial~ That O~ttits 
Demand for Assad s O~[ster 

The proposal sigF~ified a shift in tone for the opposition, which 

Nations 

agencie 



has long insisted on President Bashar al-.Assad’s departure as the 

starting point fbr a political resolutiom 

Even a Stationery iLogo Pits Palesfi~fians Against Israel 

Israel has rejected the applications of Palesfiniaa patienks seetdng treatment in 

Israel c.,r the West Bank because they bear the logo "State of Palestine" rather 

than "Palesti~fian 

U,S, 

Nagin Gui~i-y of xo Counts of Bribery and Fra~d 

A i~deral jmT deliberated for about six and a half hours hefore 

finding C. Ray Nagin, the former mayor d New Orleans, guilty of 

accepting payoffs for city eontrae ts. 

Weapon in Slaying of F~ofida Teenager F~gures 

Again in Com0t 

Michael Dunn, the NoHda man charged wi’~ firsbdegr~?e murder 

in the shooting death of Jordan D3vis, has said he shot Mr. Davis 

because he saw a shotNm, a claim the prosem~fion has denied. 

Atlanta Frozen Again as Winter Woes Chill 

So~th 

A storm that meteorol%ists said eould he the largest of the 

winter - at least in terms of geographical size if ~ot p~wdpitafio~ 

or [emperakure - headed from the South ~o the 

~ The kede: Storm Causes Traffic Chaos 

:~.~ c. 

Dunn 

during 

Business 

Facebook Deal on P~ivaey Is Under ARack 

A class-action selllement intended to ensure that Facehook 

obtained consent before using people’s images or other da’ta in 

ads is about to receive ant�her legal challenge. 

Apple Says Supplies Don’t Come F~’om War Zones 

Apple said thak it had confirmed thak iLs supplie~ did nok use tantalum, a type of 

metal commonly used i~ electronics, containing minerals from areas engaged in 



The debate between oil producers and ~finers over exports is a 

rare elasb in a deeply guarded indusbT that invdves argume~ts 

over" national secu*ity, pricing at the pump and earnings. 

d;iiling 

for oil 

outside 

Sports 

Derek actor Sa~vs He’ll Retire at End of no*4 

Season 

Jeter, entering his 2oth season ~tb the ~%nkees, announced on 

his official Faeebook fan page that 2o14. would be his final year 

of prwfessional baseball. 

, ~ Slide Show: Two Decades of Greatness 

ON BASEBALL 

Derek 0Jeter Lived a Dream, and Newer 
Disappointed 

The greatest compliment we can give deter, as be prepares for 

his final season in ao14, is that he never let us down. 

, Keeping Score: In Jetees ~mpresswe R6sume, One Thing Is kacking 

Told to Be ’Realistic,’ Ted Ligety Defied His 

Doubters 

Ligety was no ski racing prodigy when he was growi~g up in 

Ub~h, but his tenacious pursuit of excellence made him one of 

the world’s best. 

~ [] Video Feature: Ted LigeW’s Unique Giant Slalom 

~:el me~e sports flows, go to NYTimes,~om,~Spotte ~ 

Arts 

:London Director to Draft Arts Vision for Ground 

Zero 

David Lan, the artistic director of the Young Vie Theater in 

I,on&m, will draft a programming vision for the pe~brming a~s 

center planned at ground zero. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Bird Thou Never 

A biography of Ma~{anne Moore by Mnda LeaveI1 concentrates 

on the poet’8 liR~e-known eatqy 

Levi~m to Tackle Six Operas for the ~let 

Next season will see the recovering James Levthe double his 

conducting workload for [be Metropolitan Opera. 

e M ,o~ r e 

in his 

Fashion & Style 

Beyond the Runway 

From the guest blogger Joe 3onas, to the star turn, out at Public 

Sehod, to the streaker at Prabal Ourung, to the after-parSes, 

much of the action took place away h’om the shows. 



FASHION REVIEW 

E,. ~’.,’i 

New York’s Fashion Week for men shows modem~ me~’s wear’s 

tuDor-war between uphdding a set of Wadifions and embradng a 

seL of disrupt~ons~ 

FASHION REVIEW 

Looks That Are Up to fl~e dob 

Three collections, including a ~osta]gie selection from Rodmte, 

tried to balance everyday needs and feminine flair. 

..... : Public 

Obituaries 

Sial Caesar, Comedian of Comedian,s From TV’s 
Early Days~ Dies at 9~ 

Mr. Caesar was a force of na[ure who starred on "¥Bur Show of 

Shows" in the early ~95os and inflne~eed generations of 

comedians and comedy writers. 

Maggie Estep, Slam Poetry Perfo~er, Dies at 50 

Ms~ Es Lep, a noveI~st and spoken.-word poet, heIped popula[{ze 

s~am poet]3, on MTV, HBO and PBS in the ~99os. 

Doug N[olms, N oHoLo Player for 22 Seasons, Dies 

EF i.:RUC~. W~.i.:~.R 

Mr. Mohns was a stalwa~ of the c4d six-team league, play~ng ba~f 

of his seasons wRb the Boston Bruins and having his most 

productive period wit~ t~e C~ieago Black tlaw~, 

rubber.. 

Estep 

presenti I 

Fer mere ~;bitua:k~3. go ta NYTimes.¢om,*ObRuaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Slaking College Pay 

Employment prospects for eollege-.edueated worke~ have eroded, so a degree 

doesn’t n eeessarily m ea n a good-payin g j ob a nym ore. 

EDITORIAL 

Offering an identification card 1o all New York <~ty residents, regardless of legal 

s b~tus, is a brillian t idea. 

EDITORIAL 

Wl~y ’Team GoBo’ Needs ..Scot|and 

Before the Scots vote on whether to become an im:lepe~dent nation, they should 

weigh all the pros and cons of leaving the United Kingdom. 

For mere epi!~ien; ,qv te NYTimes.eomtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tlmmas Speaks ,,o Blhtdly About Race 

You can’t individually achieve your way out of racism. The 

remedy is collective, 

Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~’~he~ Emily Was Soh~ ~.~ 

Wh en fl~J s ] 5-year-old gJ~’l weet mJssin g, her paten ts 

s~opped searching [o[’ ~e[’. There a[’e thousands more Mds 

her in &~ger xSght 

~ Cok~m~s~ Page ~ Blog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Is Keysto~e Worl-h the F~ght? 

Gi’ve~ the S~te Depa~ bnent’s recent repmL was the pipeline the 

~igh~ issue l~" e*wiro*~me*~talists to get behind? 

Fo; me~e oei:fion e,o to NYTimes.eomtOpinion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 
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WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Comc&st Acquiring Time Warner Cable tbr ,%15 Billion 

Comcast Acquiring Time V~rarner Cable for $45 Billion 

Comcast said it agreed to buy Time Warner Cable for $45.2 billion in stock, in a deal that 

would combine the nation’s two biggest cable operators. 

The boards of both companies have approved the transaction, which was announced 

Thursday morning. 

With the proposed deal, Comcast almost certainly ends an eight-month takeover battle for 

TWC waged by fourth-largest cable operator Charter Communications and its biggest 

shareholder, Liberty Media, whose chairman is cable pioneer John Malone. 

See More Coverage 
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UNC Sports - News & Observer 

DukeoLINC game postponed 

by winter storm 

The North Carolina-Duke game 

has been postponed amid a 

winter storm that has wreaked 

havoc on area roadways. The 

game will be played on Feb. 20, 

according.. 

UNC 

students wait 

in the snow 

and cold for 

UNC vs. Duke: It’s game day 

Stories and insights about the 

Duke-North Carolina game. North 

Carolina and Duke play tonight at 

the Smith Center for the 237th 

time, (weather concerns... 

DeCock: Coo~er (warmer?} heads prevail, 

Duke42:a~olina pos[poned 

At 2 pm, the Chapel Hill Police Department 

announced, "Pretty much every major road in town is 

gridlocked " By 5:42 pm, common sense prevailed 

when Duke’s bus wasn’t able to make it to campus, 

let alone Chapel Hill. 
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The 10-Point- February 13, 2014 

Good morning, 

Turning of the Tide 

After striking an interim nuclear deal that eased sanctions on Iran in 

exchange for curbing its nuclear program, the Obama administration has 

played down the economic impact of the move. But as talks between Iran 

and f~loba~ powers ~’~ set 1:o 

t]~: lc~ r~i~:~ eco~om),, though still crippled, has already begun to show 

signs of improvement. The International Monetary Fund said it expects to 

see gro~h there of up to 2% for fiscal 2015, after contracting for years. The 

gro~h expectations, we find, give fodder to critics who say that the ~’~ite 

Ho~se is undermining its own efforts. "As Iran’s economy improves and 

our sanctions regime unravels, the mullahs will be ~der less and less 

pressure to fully dismantle their nuclear-weapon capabilities," one 

Republican senator said. 

Too Big to Sul~-ive? 

C.+>mca:~t a~d "f’im~> Wars~>s" are al:tempti~g a $45 billi.,m marriage, a deal 

that would bring together the U.S.’s two biggest cable operators. So, 

naturally, the first question on our minds and probably theirs as well: Will 

regulators allow the two industry titans to combine? Right alter a defeat 

over its "Open Internet" rules, we note that the Federal Communications 

Commission may try to assert its authority. Comeast will argue that cable 

companies don’t really compete for customers. But the Obama 

administration has blocked attempted mergers between companies in 

other sectors that accounted tbr a smaller market share. Meanwhile, we 

find that Comeast’s acquisition plans don’t stop with Time Warner. The 

company’s also 7~ t~.dks to acquire the p~y--l.elevL’don rlgl~l.s t~ "De~.~pieabl~: 

Me 2?° The move appears to mark the first entrance of a cable provider into 

that business. Watch out, Netflix! 

The Blue Pill or, Um, the Blue Pill 



people ::i unwclcc,~~~e ~onsc, q uencv~, Now we discover that hundreds of 

thousands of AJnerieans in poor eounties faee few ehoiees and high 

premiums. Aeeording to our analysis of offerings in 36 states, eonsumers 

in 5~5 eounties have only one insurer selling eoverage through the online 

marketplaees. In more than 8o% of those eounties, the only ehoiee is a 

loeal Blue Cross & Blue Shield plan. The data, we note, ean be explained by 

the design of the law: In a risk-sharing system, insurers predietably piek 

markets where they ean turn a profit, thus avoiding areas ~dth high 

unemploywnent and unhealthier populations that will eost them more. 

Meanwhile, we report that enrollment eontinued to grow. Abo~.~ 

by Jan-uar3~, an inerease of more than a million sinee Deeember, but still 

~dth fewer younger Amerieans than are needed to keep down premiums. 

Find a Way to My Heart 

With Valentine’s Day approaehing, we hoped to settle an old debate: 

Where is the besl: place in Ame~’ica-1o [~ r~ l<,ve? T/~ l:~:~ wh). we ~u~’r~e~ ~o 

Faeeb<:ok~ The soeial-media site has something the Census Bureau doesn’t 

when it eomes to tabulating singles data: real-time relationship statuses. 

Faeebook ranked 5o major U.S. cities to see where people might have the 

best odds for turning their status from "single" to "in a relationship." If 

you’re serious about looking for a relationship, don’t move to San 

Franeiseo, Washington, D.C., or New York. They were on the top of the list 

for the least likely eities to find love. The most romantie eity, with its snow- 

eapped Rocky Mountain baekdrop, growing downtox~ bar seene and 

eollege-town setting, is Colorado Springs. 

Y~kecs’ I)crek Jetcr t<.~ Retire After This 

WORLD 



That’s how many degrees Fahrenheit t(:~:perat~tr~s ~t tf~e ROister Of~/~pi<~ 

are expected to reach this week. They hovered in the Sos on Wednesday, 

drawing complaints from snow-sport competitors about slushy 

conditions. 

Will baseball be different without the future Hall of Famer? Why or why 

not’.) Send your response to ~opoi~:~l:(O’>,v.~;jo~:Om and follow 

on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Technically, "lo-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 



FOLLOW US 

You are currently subscribed as ~ss~<..~roo~m~:~,~:~co~.,~:b. For.further 

assistanee~ please contact Customer Service at 

Cop~jright 2o~4 Do~u Jones & Company, fne. All Rights Reserued. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

vickie@ncbm~kers.org on behalf of 

Thad Woodard <vickie@ncbankers.org~ 

Thnrsday, February 13, 2014 8:45 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We’re Open Today! 

As ~lways. rair~ sleet, snow, tmnicanes, tomado~ nor floods cm~ deter the detem~ined staffof 

your NCBA from beii~g open in set~’ice to you. We’re here right ~ow awaiting your calls fi:~r 

assis~nce of any kited. We will do our dead level be~t t, ALVvA {S meet yot~r needs: 

NC Bankers Association 

P O. Box 19999 

Raleigh, Norti~ Carolina 27619-9916 

800/662-7044 / 919/881-9909 (Fax) 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaii was sent to Ibroome@emsil.unc,edu by vickie@ncbankers.orq 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan[ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh :: NC :: 27609 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 13, 2014 10:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Headhunters in the Mist 



click here 

Update your preferences i Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Dikeman <eric.dikeman@zapproved.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 10:09 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Legal Hold Article in Corporate Couusel Mag~ine 

Lissa, 

I think you might be interested in an article that was punished in Corporate Counsel ma~azine. In it electronic discovery experts Brad Harris and Crai~ 

urge organizations to abandon their old thinkin~ about [e~a[ holds and take a fresh and reasonable approach to data prese~ation. 

You can read the entire article by down[oadin~ What’s There To Hold On To? An En[iqhtened Approach to Data Prese~ation in the Era of the Le~a[ Hold. 

Best, 

Eric Dikeman 

tegathotdpro.com ~ tinked in ~ @legatholdpro ~ facebook 

Fo~ard this to a co[[ea£ue 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 10:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Feb 13 -- BNA’s Banking Rel~ort - Breaking News 

Breaking News 

Posted February 13, 2014, 09:56 A.M. ET 

Fairholme Funds Inc. late Feb. 12 asked the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia to order 
the Federal Housing Finance Agency to produce more documents in Fairholme’s suit that seeks to 
block further implementation of a 2012 Net Worth Sweep that Fairholme says destroyed the value of 
its investment in Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac stock ( Fairholme Funds Inc. v. Fed. Housing Fin. 
Agency, D.D.C., No. 13-cv-01053, motion 2/’12/’14 ). 

The suit, which also seeks damages, is separate from, but related to, a suit by Fairholme in the 
U.S. Court of Federal Claims. 

The FHFA has asked the district court to dismiss Fairholme’s suit, but Fairholme said the FHFA’s 
motion to dismiss has limited documentary support, and that limited discovery is needed to 
supplement it. 

"It is simply implausible that such a limited number of documents were before Defendants when 

they made the extraordinary decision to nationalize the Companies and expropriate the preferred and 

common stock of Plaintiffs and other private shareholders," Fairholme’s Feb, 12 filing said, while also 

asking the court to schedule a status conference 

Fairholme also is seeking discovery in the Claims Court suit . 

The brief accomDanvinq Fairholme’s Feb. 12 motion is at 

httD:/!wwm.bloombe~ublic/document!FAIRHOLME FUNDS INC et al v FEDERAL HOUSING FINANCE 

AGENCY et al /1. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ammapreet Singh <:a.singh@fleleaming.co.uk> 

Thursday, Februao, 13, 2014 10:16 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Call for Papers ICTBEL 2014 Edinburgh - Lissa LaJnkin Broome 

image005.jpg; Call for Papers ICTBEL - International Law Conference.pdf 

Lissa Lamkin Bmome 
University of North Carolina School of Law 

Our Ref : ICTBEL 2014/3014 
Your Ref: 
Date: February 13, 2014 

By Email 
Dear Lissa Lamkin Broome, 
Re: Call for Papers: ICTBEL 2014 = International Conference on Trade, Business and Eco- 
nomic Law 

The ICTBEL Organising Committee has now issued CALL FOR PAPERS to be presented in June 
2014 conference, which will be held in Edinburgh, United Kingdom. International Conference on 
Trade, Business and Economic Law (ICTBEL) provides an opportunity for academics, practitioners, 
consultants, scholars, researchers and policy makers with different backgrounds and experience to 
present their papers in the conference. 
Conference committee also highly encourages doctorate (PhD) and postgraduate students to 
present their research proposal, literature review or findings in this conference with a very special 
registration fees. Case studies, abstracts of research in progress, as well as full research papers 
will be considered for the conference programme for presentation purposes. 
Conference Title: International Conference on Trade, Business and Economic Law 
Conference Dates: 16-19th June 2014 
Deadline for Abstract: 14th April 2014 
Venue: Edinburgh, United Kingdom 
Conference V~’e bsite: 
Call for Papers Link: ~:/lwww.fleleaminq.co.ukicaft..for.:gApers 

Papers may address, but are not restricted to, the main theme from any of the following sub-themes. 
Unlisted but related sub-topics are also acceptable. 
International Trade Law, International Economic Law, International Business Law, Corpo- 
ratelCommercial Law, Climate Change, Sustainable development and International Trade, Impact of 
Liberalisation and globalisation on trade, business and investment, GlobNisation and Free Trade, 
Trade Policy, Economic and Finance, International Trade Frauds, Money Laundering regulations, 
Bribery and Corruption, Foreign investments, Mergers and Acquisition, Jurisdiction and 
Enforcement of Judgments, International commercial arbitration and litigation, Import and Export, 
Letters of Credit, VVTO and related agreements 
An abstract between 300-500 words written on a topic within the broad conference theme of im 
ternational trade, business and economic law should be submitted before 14th April 2014 at 
subrnit~.co.uk. Kindly also circulate this information amongst your research students. 

In the meantime, if you have any question or query’, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Yours faithfully, 
A. Singh 
Conference Coordinator & BDM 
E: a.singh@flelearningco.uk 



To be removed from our mailing list click here 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 10:24 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Feb 13 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Breaking News 

Posted February 13, 2014, 10:18 A.M. ET 

Fairholme Funds Inc. late Feb. 12 asked the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia to order 
the Federal Housing Finance Agency to produce more documents in Fairholme’s suit that seeks to 

block further implementation of a 2012 Net Worth Sweep that Fairholme says destroyed the value of 

its investment in Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac stock ( Fairholme Funds Inc. v. Fed. Housing Fin. 

Agency, D.D.C., No. 13-cv-01053, motion 2/12/14 ). 

The suit, which also seeks damages, is separate from, but related to, a suit by Fairholme in the 

U.S. Court of Federal Claims. 

The FHFA has asked the district court to dismiss Fairholme’s suit, but Fairholme said the FHFA’s 
motion to dismiss has limited documentary support, and that limited discovery is needed to 

supplement it. 

"It is simply implausible that such a limited number of documents were before Defendants when 

they made the extraordinary decision to nationalize the Companies and expropriate the preferred and 

common stock of Plaintiffs and other private shareholders," Fairholme’s Feb. 12 filing said, while also 

asking the court to schedule a status conference 

Fairholme also is seeking discovery in the Claims Court suit (30 BBD, 2/13/14). 

The brief accompanvino Fairholme’s Feb. 12 motion is at 

httD:/!www.bloombe~ublic/document!FAIRHOLME FUNDS INC et al v FEDERAL HOUSING FINANCE 

AGENCY et al /1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legal Hold Pro <mitchell@lega]holdpro.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 10:28 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Best Practices Resource: Legal Holds & Data Preservation 2014 

Lissa, 

In September 2013, a number of the nation’s leading eDiscovery luminaries gathered 

in Portland, Oregon for the 2nd annual Conference on Preservation Excellence. 

Today’s most critical challenges facing legal professionals regarding legal hold and 

data preservation were discussed. 

This new resource is a compilation of the session content, published so that anyone 

can benefit from the combined efforts of the outstanding lineup of speakers. 

Download the resource for in-depth, expert insight into topics such as: 

Zubulake 10 Years Later: The Current 

Legal Hold Landscape 

Creating, Executing and Defending Your 

Preservation Strategy 

Challenges of Social Media and BYOD 

Impact of the Upcoming Changes to 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

Judicial Panel: View from the Bench on 

Preservation 

Legal-Holds-Data-Preservation- 
...... 2~14~3~ver png 

[ .~.iI download-whitepaper-button.png ] 

This 33-page resource features commentary by industry experts, litigation and 

eDiscovery specialists from top law firms, in-house counsel from G2000 corporations, 

and 4 current and former federal judges. 

Give your preservation strategy an advantage. Download Now >> 

Z~ppFo~ed I~¢. 1’~.075 NW Ta!l~si>:.’ur!le Drive, Suit.~! 120 Hillaboro, ~, R % 124 

Contact Us 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

vickie@ncbm~kers.org on behalf of 

Thad Woodard <vickie@ncbankers.org~ 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 11:49 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

You Must Watch This 

It’s a dreary day but our STORM TROOPERS are here in place and in service to our state’s 

__ wonderful banking instimlions. I thought the attached would brighten your day. Please eNoy it 

and feel free to laugh out loud’.!! 
http:#~v.voumbe.com/w atch?v ubl Dc3NHZ3s&sn~em 

NC Bankers Association 

P O. Box 19999 

Raleigh, Norti~ Carolina 27619-9916 

800/662-7044 / 919/881-9909 (Fax) 

Forward this email 

This ernail was ~n~ to Ibloorrle@email,unc.edu by vickie@ncbankers.orq :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

NC Bankers Association :: 3601 Haworth Drive Raleigh :: NC :: 27609 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@producLamericanbanker.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 12:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Deploy New Technologies to Secure Telephony & Authenticate Callers 

~i American Banker 

Hello Law, 

Financial Institutions face increasing losses due to 

contact center fraud With traditional approaches failing 

__to keep up with the phone fraud threat, institutions are 

considering a new generation of solutions to provide 

phone authentication and fraud detection. 

In this webcast, sponsored by Pindrop Security, Avivah Litan, Vice President and Distinguished 

Analyst in Gartner Research, and Shawn Hall, Director of Fraud Operations for E’TRADE Clearing, 

discuss the critical issues in understanding and responding to phone fraud. 

They look at the new technologies available and how they operate in the real world. 

Is phone printing or voice biometrics right for your environment? 

What results should you expect? 

How challenging is deployment? 

Join us for an insightful discussion of the key issues facing enterprises fighting fraud in the call 

center. 

View Now! 

Speakers: 

Avivah Litan Shawn Hall 

Vice President and Director of t@aud Operations- 

Distinguished Analyst- E’TRADE Clearing 



Sponsored by: 

Logo 

Follow Us! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving furLher promotional email from 

American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here 

Customer Service: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

custserv@sourcemedia corn I Privacy Policy 



~e~: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats.com> 

Thursday, February 13~ 2014 2:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

CLOSING: WIB deadlines noon tomorrow 

NOTE: Since TBJ is moving up our Women in Business event this year (mere derails soon), 
we wanted to give you more time re submit your nominations and to acclimate to the new 
timing. Submissions will now close this Friday at neon. 

2014 Women in Business Awards 
Nomination Deadline: February 14, 2014 

announce the 17th annual Women tn 

Business Awards. These awards honor 

women in various business categories who 

have proven to be dynamic and outstanding 

leaders wi~h established track records of 

significant accomplishments in business 

and/or community service. 

NO~NATION DEADUNE 

Friday, Februafy ’~4th 

Submission site cfeses ~t 11:59AM 

New Eyelet Oate: Monday, Apd~ 7 

SPONSORS 

×~ 

Forwaid [o 8 Friend i Privacy I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3000 Gtenwood Ave, SuRe 100 

Raleigh, NC, 27612, USA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Shearman & Sterliug LLP <shearman@shearman.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 2:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sheannan & Sterling ExpaMs Litigatiou and Leveraged Finance Practices with Additiou of Six Partners 

If you have problems wewing th~s email~ youcan 

S H EAR.MAN ~ ST ERLI NG ~.~, 

We have expanded our Litigation and Leveraged Finance practices with the 
addition of six partners in New York - Litigation partners ,Joseph J. Frank, 
Matthew L. Craner, and Agn~s Dunogu~ and Leveraged Finance partners Ronan 
Wicks, Patrick Flanagan, and Jason White. All were formerly partners with Orriek. 

"The addition of these two high-profile teams will strengthen what are traditionally 
strong practices for our firm," said Shearman & Sterling senior partner Creighton 
Condon. "We continue to see Litigation and Leveraged Finance as priorib~ focus 
areas for our clients and for our firm, and our new partners will bolster our 
capabilities significantly." 

Adam Hakki, Shearman & Sterling’s Global Litigation head, said, "Joe, Matt, and 
Agn~s are stellar securities litigators with prominent reputations in the market, 
particularly for their skill in representing financial institutions in high-stakes eases. 
Their addition to the partnership will allow us to serve our financial institution and 
other clients even more effectively, and together with our deep existing team, 
should further position us as a ’go-to’ firm for financial institutions with significant 
litigation and regulatoW entbreement matters." 

Joshua Thompson, Shearman & Sterling’s Global Finance co-head, said, "Ronan, 
Pat, and Jason bring to our firm established practices in the Leveraged Finance 
area. Their skills will complement and expand our existing full-service offering to 
our clients. Ronan, Pat, and ,Jason share our common goals and drive: our clients 
come first, always." 

Litigation 

Joseph J. Frank will serve as the global co- head of Shearman & Sterling’s 
Securities Litigation a nd Enforcement practice. A very, prominent securities and 
M&A litigator, as well as a seasoned trial lm~Ter, Joe has represented financial 
institutions in some of the most significant disputes affecting the financial services 

industW in recent years. He has also provided litigation and regulatory, advice to 
boatvls of directors and public company senior management on issues arising from 

mergers, acquisitions, internal investigations, securities, and general commercial 
disputes. Most recently, Joe, together with the other Litigation partners joining the 
firm with him, has been leading the representation of several major financial 
institutions in high-profile M&~\ litigation, securities enforcement and litigation 
matters and mortgage-backed securities-related litigations. The addition of Joe and 
the other Litigation partners deepens the firm’s relationships with these and other 
important clients and is expected to provide the firm with significant opportunities 

for near- and long-term litigation and enforcement work. Adam Hakki, global 
head of the firm’s overall Litigation Group, led Joe’s recruitment and has asked 
that he join him as global co-head of the firm’s Securities Litigation and 
EnIbreement practice, where they will lead a deep team of securities litigation and 
enforcement la~Ters in service of the firm’s existing and future clients. 

Matthew L. Craner worked with Joe at their prior firm as Deputy" Chair of the 
firm’s Securities Litigation & Regulatory" Enforcement practice. He focuses on 
M&A, securities, accounting, and complex corporate and business matters, 
including enforcement actions and internal corporate investigations. Matt has 



extensive experience representing financial institutions, including investment 

banks, private equity funds and hedge funds, and accounting firms, directors, and 

senior management in shareholder class actions, derivative suits, and other 

complex commercial litigation, as well as investigations and proceedings before the 

SEC and other government and regulatory agencies. As noted above, Matt is a core 

member of a partner team led by Joe representing major financial institutions in 

high-profile mortgage-backed securities litigations and will be a key player in the 

coverage of these and other financial institutions. 

Ag!~6s Dunogu~ concentrates on securities litigation, complex commercial 
litigation, and appellate work. Agn~?s has represented investment banks, eorporates, 

directors, and officers in numerous securities matters in state and federal courts. 
Her experience also includes advising clients on matters related to mergers and 

acquisitions, as well as investigations by the SEC and New York Stock Exchange. 
Prior to entering private practice, Agn~s clerked for Judge Robert Sack of the 
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit and Judge Kimba Wood of 
the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. She is also a 
core member of the partner team representing major financial institutions in high- 
profile mortgage-backed securities litigations and will be a key player in the 
coverage of these and other financial institutions. 

"Matt, Agn~?s, and I are very pleased to be joining a great Litigation practice and a 
great firm," Joe said. "Shearman & Sterling has an exceptional reputation in 
Litigation generally and also in securities and regulatory enforeement matters. We 
are confident that we will integrate and build together with existing partners a 
market-leading practice providing the highest level of sere’ice to clients." 

Matt added, "We expect joining Shearman to allow us to take our practices to the 
next level and be a part of a vibrant team of financial institutions-focused 
litigators." 

Agn~?s added, "We are thrilled to be joining such a stellar and respected firm. We 
look forward to working together to build on its success." 

Leveraged Finance 

Ronan Wicks was the global co-head of his prior firm’s Banking & Debt Capital 
Markets Group, having launched that group with Patrick and ,Jason, and is the 
senior member of this lateral team. He has advised major financial institutions on 
high-profile leveraged and investment grade acquisition finaneings and 
restmeturings. In addition to his extensive experience advising financial 

institutions, Ronan has advised debt funds in distress situations and has also 
advised financing clients in leveraged deals in the telecommunications and media, 
manufacturing, technology, and sports and entertainment industries. 

Patrick Flanagan represents large financial institutions involved in domestic and 
international leveraged finance transactions, including acquisition financings, 
second lien financings, mezzanine financings, asset-based facilities, 
recapitalizations, workouts, and working capital facilities. He spent four years in 

Hong Kong as head of Latham & Watkins’ .Asia Leveraged Finance practice, and 
he also settled two secondments at Goldman Sachs, set~4ng in the legal and loan 
negotiation groups. Patrick is well regarded for his work on high-level acquisition 
financings, especially those that are private-equity-backed, as well as 
recapitalizations, workouts, and mezzanine financings. 

¯ Iason lalhite advises clients on leveraged and high-grade debt finance, 

restructuring, and investments related to special situations, and he has significant 
experience in international, regulated, and complex acquisition and divestiture 
financing transactions..Jason previously was Americas Head of the Finance Legal 

practice at Barelays Capital, also overseeing bank regulatory matters regarding 
non-banking activities as well as transactions compliance and financial insolvency. 
Prior to joining Barelays, he was with Cadwalader, where he focused on leveraged 
finance and restructuring. Jason has devoted significant time to pro bono 
representations, including advising the Public International Law & Policy Group 
on constitutional reform issues in African countries. 

"For Patrick, Jason, and me, Shearman & Sterling has always been one of the 
gold-standard firms in the leveraged finance area," Ronan said. "We are very 
excited to become part of the firm and to join forces with our new colleagues in 
expanding this market-leading practice." 

The firm recently added Finance partner Gus Atiyah in Washington, DC. Gus had 
been a partner at Fried Frank, where he advised private equity and debt funds, 
corporations and financial institutions in a wide range of industries, as well as 



general counsel at National Bank of Kuwait. 

Shearman & Sterling is a global law firm with approximately 850 lm~ers in many 
of the major eommereial centers around the world. The firm is a leader in mergers 
and acquisitions, private equity., capital markets, antitrust, leveraged finance, 
project development and finance, complex business litigation and international 
arbitration, financial regulatory, real estate, asset management, and tax. 

To u~lsubscribe from our maili~lg list, please 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony Gaeta <tgaeta@wyrick.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 2:15 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Joe Smith <JSmith@poyuerspruill.com> 

Don Pape 

I called and spoke to his secretary. Don is in the Virgin Islands til Thursday She said she is certain Don would be delighted to participate. He is to return next Thursday. I will follow up. 

Thanks again Joe for the lead 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cowell, Marion <mcowell@kilpatricktownseud.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 2:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: A V~]uable ][{~dl~ok on Banking Law 

Have you checked it out? Is it auy good? 

Best,....Marion. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: ABA Books - Business Law Section 

Date: February 13, 2014 at 8:00:00 AM EST 

Subject: A VNuable H~db~k on B~g Law 
Reply-To: 

Learn howthe practice of banidng iaw has changed 

considerably over the last several years due to the financial 

crisis ihat erupk.~d in ihe U,8, in 2007 [.awye[s [epresenting 

banks need to understand their 

formed. This practk;~l handboek gives yeu 

understand how the practice exists today by explaining: 

¯ the ~o~#li~ated histoq and how we achieved the 

compk~xity o[l:oday’s regime; 

¯ sira¢[ure options in the bank family, wi[h special 

emphasis on our unique duai banking system; 

the increasin~ sigB~¢a~e 

~safetyPrUdent~aland reguJatiOBsoundness.Hmit~tk)ns en expaBsioB and 

included is a reference list with numerous acronyms and 



Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product if you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 815 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



on Information Sharing                                         ::x:: KPMG’sACI 
Celeb=tin9 ~ 
Years Logo 

Adequate disclosure is critical to the efficiency of capital markets. 

Disclosure comes at a price--to investors, it is a cost of effo~, I 
time, aria unaerstana~ng. ~iscbsure expansion reflects increases 
complexity in markets and transactions, as well as in response to More from 
serial high-profile business and market failures InvestoB’ have . 

, .’ . . 
¯ 

Audit Comm~ee 
d~ffenng pe~pechves on how d~sclosure may be made more 

Thi~ p~per focu~e~ on the significance o~ disclo~ure volu~ to j ~ ~ ....... vi~e~ 

investoB. It also explores recent trends and I "-~P professional 
a~wb~m~.t~ o. t,~ a~o~o~.,~ ~ro.t ,~ ,~o.~.g o. ~.t~i~ w~t, I 
multiple professional investoB and looking at responses to recentI 
standard setting and regulato~ disclosure initiatives. 

Read D~sclosute in the Balance. 

On Governance and Leadership                       i: : 

The ’[,~o~eybaH’ App,oach to H~ring CEOs. Instead of throwing 
money at "superstars," companies would be better se~ed by using 

quantifiable measures to pick the right CEO, according to recent      ~_~ 
~a~ton research. (Knowledge@Wha,ton) ..... 

The Benefits~nd Lim,t%o, Dec,s,on triode,s. Big data and 
models help overcome biases that cloud judgment, but many 
executive decisions also require bold action inspired by 
self-confidence. Here’s how to take charge in a clear-headed way.     " ...... 

¯ 
~nstitutional ~nvestoB remain divMed over several key aspects of Registe~ with 

executive pay, including the impact of say-on-pay voting. A new Share ,,sights 
su~ey from Towers Watson and Alliance Advisors has details. 

~ ~ 

Can F~nancial Regulation Make You Too Risk-Averse About 

People? The growing fear of risk can lead to human~apital 
mistakes, but you can take a systematic approach to managing 
human-capital risk. (CFO) 

On Financial Reporting 

FASB ~ss~es New P,ivate Compa.y G~da,ce. The FASB and 
Private Company Council recently issued new guidance for private 
companies including the Private Company Decision~aking 
Framework (the Framework) and a new definition of a public 
business entity. (KPMG Defining Issues) 

Fed Official Calls for Timely Data-Bleach Disclosures. 
Retaile~ and other players in the payments system should have to 
follow the same standards that banks do, says Daniel Tarullo. 

(CFO) 

From KPMG’s ACl 

on the 2014 Agenda: Gro~h, Governance and Gu~d#~g 
Bus~ness Forward. At KPMG’s 10th Annual Audit Committee 
Issues Conference, more than 150 audit committee members and 
governance professionals from public and pdvate compaNes and 
not-for-profits convened for peer exchanges and panel d~scussions 
on timely topics. 



Read On the 2014 Agenda: Growth, Governance and Guiding 
Business Forward. 

Links 

~iI Small ACl image Report ii.~.iI Institute 

ACl Home KPMG Financial KPMG 
Supporling audit Reporting Network Turning knowledge 

committees and Executive level into value for the 
boards with news updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reporting our people, and the 
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Duke Fan-i-Am Replay 

i i’~ Cash in your points! 

Get a piece of the Championship Court 

.~i Download the free app 

Visit Duke Fan I Am 
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Afternoon Edition: Icy weather brings widespread power outages across the Triangle 
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Sent: 
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DechertOnPoint <DechertOn Point@edechert.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 4:25 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SEC’s Division of Investment Management Issues Recommendations for Funds and Fund Advisers in Light of Reduced 
Market-Making Capacity in Fixed Income Markets 

Having trouble reading this email? View it in your browser Print emaii 

L 
;~.~ Decher[ LLP 

E]SEC’s Division of hwest~ent Nanage~ent 
Reco~%end~t~ons for Fun~s and Fund Advisers ~n h~ght of 

[he Division of Investment Managemen~ ("Division") of the U.S. Securities and Exchange 

Commission ("SEC") ~ecen~fy published guidance ("Guidance") addressing s~eps that funds 

~nd fund advisers should consider ~n ~ght of changes ~n the markets for fixed ~ncome 

securities.1 The Guidance explains that recent fixed income market vofat~ity and kind 
outflows - wMch the Guk~ance attributes to potent~a~ Fede~al Reserve Beard policy changes 
and r~sing inte~es~ rates - are occurring m ~he contex~ of a d~fferent environment as 

compared to p~ev~ous periods of rising interest rates. Specifically, the Guidance observes 

that market-making capacity ~n the fixed ~ncome markets has declined as a result of reduced 

broker-cleaVe[ ~nventor~es re~at~ve to fund assets, reduced broker-dea~er proprietary trading 

ad~vity and ~ncreased regulato~y cap~ta~ requirements appl~caMe to broker-dealer holding 

companies. As the Guidance explains, "[a] s~gn~ficant ~educflon ~n dealer market-making 

capacity has the potent~a~ to decrease I~qu~d~ty and increase volatility in the fixed ~ncorne 

markets." 

To manage these potential risks, the Division suggests that funds and fund advisers: 

¯ assess and stress test fund liquidity needs; 

¯ conduct additional stress testing and scenario analyses assessing factors beyond liquidity; 

evaluate fund risk management strategies in response to changing fixed income market 

conditions; 

consider what should be communicated to fund boards in light of changing fixed income market 

conditions; and 

assess the adequacy of shareholder disclosures. 

This DechertOnPoint summarizes and expands on the Guidance’s explanations for reduced market- 

making capacity in fixed income markets and the SEC Staff’s recommendations for funds and fund 

advisers 

Oectining ~arketo~aki~g Capacity in Fixed, Income ~arkets 

According to the Guidance, current primary dealer capacity (i.e, ability to intermediate or ’make a market") 

is roughly in line with the level of primary dealer capacity in 2001, while fixed income mutual fund and 

exchange-traded fund assets have quadrupled over the same time period. Moreover, relative to market 

size, primary dealer corporate bond inventories are at an all-time low.2 The Guidance notes that attendant 

reductions in market-making capacity "may be a persistent change," as regulatory capital requirements 

increase at the holding company level and broker-dealer proprietary trading activity declines. Although the 

Division specifically noted increased bank capital requirements as a reason for this change, there is 

evidence that other regulatory developments, including the adoption of the Volcker Rule, also may impact 

market-making going forward.3 

Regulatory Capital Requirements and Broker-Dealer Market-Making 

The Guidance acknowledges that "increased regulatory capital requirements at the holding company level" 

may be contributing to reduced market-making capacity in the fixed income markets. To expand on the 

Guidance’s brief mention of regulatory capital requirements,4 we note that the vast majority of market 

making activity in the United States undertaken by broker-dealers owned by, or affiliated with, banking 

institutions.5 Moreover, these banks and bank holding companies are subject to certain risk-based capital 

requirements, and these capital requirements are expressed as ratios, with qualifying capital divided by 

weighted risk assets. 

Capital Ratio L 

Qualifying Capital 

¯/Weighted Risk Assets1 

Capital requirements state that such ratios must be maintained at certain levels. Thus, increases in 

weighted risk assets result in greater requirements for qualifying capital. Two recent regulatory changes 



had just that effect In August 2012, banking regulators adopted a final rule ("Market Risk Final Rule") that, 

among other things, included regulations concerning a new incremental risk charge ("IRC")and stressed 

value-at-risk (’Stressed VaR") measure, each of which implicates the activities of bank holding 

companies’ affiliated broker-dealers.6 

The IRC requirement involves an obligation placed on banking entities to calculate the so-called 

"incremental risk" associated with portfolios of debt positions.7 In general, the riskier a portfolio of debt 

positions, the larger the institution’s IRC. The IRC is a factor adding to a banking entity’s weighted risk 

assets - that is, with riskier debt positions, a banking entity’s IRC will be larger, and thus the amount of 

qualifying capital the banking entity must hold in order to satisfy its capital requirements will increase. As 

such, one effect of the IRC requirement is to discourage banking entities - and, thus, their affiliated broker- 

dealers - from holding debt positions that would increase the capital that the banking entity must hold. 

The effect of the recently-adopted Stressed VaR measure is similar. In addition to general VaR-based 

measures that banking entities are required to calculate (and which factor into a banking entity’s capital 

ratio denominator), banking entities are now required to calculate a Stressed VaR measure, which also 

factors into the capital ratio denominator Under the Stressed VaR measure, a banking entity’s model 

must include historical data from a continuous 12-month period that reflects a period of significant 

financial stress to the banking entity’s portfolio.8 The impact of the Stressed VaR measure on a banking 

entity’s weighted risk assets is expected to be substantial; indeed, in adopting the Market Risk Final Rule, 

regulators noted that they "generally expect that a [banking entity’s] Stressed VaR-based measure will be 

substantially greater than its VaR-based measure.’’9 

The Volcker Rule and Broker-Dealer Market-Making 

Although the Guidance does not specifically identify it as an issue, the recent adoption of the Volcker Rule 

may contribute to declines in market-making activity going forward The Volcker Rule regulations, 

proposed in November 2011 and adopted in December 2013, seek to limit bank and bank affiliate 

proprietary trading operations, among other things.1° The regulations incorporate exceptions for certain 

activities to which the trading restrictions do not apply, including market-making activities of banks’ 

affiliated broker-dealers.11 

After the Volcker Rule regulations were proposed, market participants expressed concern that market 

makers would be forced to limit their market-making activities, and press accounts noted the apparent 

effects of the proposal on such activities.!2 In adopting the Volcker Rule, regulators acknowledged that the 

additional costs associated with compliance with the market-making exception "may have an impact on 

banking entities’ willingness to engage in market making-related activities.’’! 3 Regulators also 

acknowledged the likelihood of associated liquidity reductions and "increased trading costs, higher costs 

of capital, and greater market volatility."14 

Although they expressed hope that "over time, non-banking entities may provide much of the liquidity that is 

lost by restrictions on banking entities’ trading activities," the regulators recognized that "a market-making 

operation requires certain infrastructure and capital, which will impact the ability of non-banking entities to 

enter the market-making business or to increase their presence. Therefore, should banking entities retreat 

from making markets, there could be a transition period with reduced liquidity .... .15 Thus, as the 

Guidance notes, regulatory changes reducing broker-dealer proprietary trading activity will continue to 

impact market-making capacity in fixed income markets. 

Risk ~anagement and Disclosure if~ Light of Fixed ~n¢ome ~arket Cof~ditions 

The Guidance warns that reductions in market-making capacity in fixed income markets resulting from the 

regulatory changes discussed above may be a "persistent change" and that this "has the potential to 

decrease liquidity and increase volatility in the fixed income markets" The Guidance suggests a number of 

steps that funds and fund advisers should consider in response to these circumstances: 

Assess and Stress Test Fund Liquidity Needs. Section 22(e) of the 1940 Act requires funds to pay 

shareholders for securities tendered for redemption within seven days of tender. Consistent with 

this requirement, fund advisers generally assess a fund’s liquidity as well as the fund’s ability to 

meet potential redemption requests. The Guidance indicates that fund advisers may wish to 

conduct assessments and stress test fund liquidity during both normal and stressed 

environments, and such assessments and tests may include needs and sources of fund liquidity 

over various periods of time (e.g., 1 day, 5 days, 30 days or longer) 

Conduct Additional Stress Tests and Scenario Analyses Assessinq Factors Beyond Liquidity. The 

Guidance suggests that fund advisers may want to consider factors beyond liquidity, including, 

among others, interest rate hikes, widening spreads, price shocks to fixed income products, 

increased volatility and reduced liquidity 

Evaluate Fund Risk Manaqement Strateqies. The Guidance notes that fund advisers may want to 

evaluate risk management strategies based on changing fixed income market conditions and 

whether actions should be taken with respect to a fund’s portfolio composition, concentrations, 

diversification and liquidity. 

Consider What Should Be Communicated to Fund Boards. The Guidance states that, in order to 

ensure that fund boards are fully informed, advisers may wish to consider what information should 

be provided in order to inform boards of fund risk exposures and liquidity positions, as well as 

regarding the fund’s ability to manage through changing interest rate conditions and increased 

fixed income market volatility. For example, fund advisers may wish to review fund policies and 

procedures, such as liquidity determination procedures, and provide a report to the board regarding 

whether any changes are necessary in light of the developments discussed in the Guidance. 

Assess the Adequacy of Shareholder Disclosures. The Guidance suggests that funds should 

consider assessing shareholder disclosures to ensure that they encompass risks due to the 

potential impact of the Federal Reserve Board ’tapering" its quantitative easing program as well as 

rising interest rates, including the potential for periods of volatility and increased redemptions. The 

Guidance states that, to the extent a fund determines that its risk disclosures are not sufficient, the 

fund should consider the appropriate manner of communicating risks to shareholders, such as 



through additional disclosures in the prospectus and/or shareholder reports. 

Conck~sion 

The Guidance provides a timely discussion of fixed income market conditions and a starting point for the 

actions that fund advisers and funds should consider as a result. Fund advisers and funds should assess 

the impact of Federal Reserve Board policy changes, the Volcker Rule and potentially rising interest rates 

in the context of reduced liquidity and the increased volatility resulting from diminished broker-dealer 

market-making capacity. Fund advisers and funds should also consider the steps noted in the Guidance 

as well as other actions that may be appropriate or useful in addressing the risks and challenges of 

today’s fixed income markets 
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The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 
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Business Review i Comcast to buy Time Wamer Cable for $45 billion 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Comcast to buy T}me Warner 

Comcast Corp. will buy Time 

Warner Cable Inc. for about $45.2 

billion in a deal that combines the 

nation’s top two cable TV 

companies and would create... 

Charlot[e~area rnai~s cbsed T[m~sday 

Malls across the Charlotte area were closed 

Thursday as a winter storm continued to dump snow 

across the region. 

~;~etLi~e posts highe~ profit in 

fourth q~arter 

MetLife reported a surge in fourth- 

quarter profit from a year ago as it 

logged less in derivatives Iossed 

and lower insurance claims. 

US Airways cance~s most flig[~ts a[ Ohado[te 

US Airways has canceled all remaining flights to 

Charlotte on Thursday, as a winter storm continued 

to dump snow and ice along the East Coast 

Stocks in Europe and the U.S. 

edged higher on Thursday despite 

an earlier retreat in Asia as 

confidence grew that the past 

weeks’ turmoil in markets.. 

GI~ ~ecal~ing nearly 780,000 o~der corapac~ 

General Motors is recalling almost 780,000 older- 

model compact cars in North America because a 

faulty ignition switch can shut off the engines without 

warning and cause crashes. 

Charlotte-area retailers braced on 

Wednesday for Valentine’s Day to 

be a heartbreaker, as snow and 

slick roads kept would-be 

shoppers away. 

Ba~k o~ America ~ays off 

more workers ils technology 

Bank of America has laid off more 

workers in its technology and 

operations division, including an 

unknown number in Charlotte. 
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IFLR Bank Capital ContErence 2014 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

IFLR Bank Capital Conference 2014 

Wednesday 
February26, 2014 

America Square 

Conference Centre 

1 America Square 

17 Crosswall 
London EC3N 2LB 

For more information: 

A~exa ~awe rs 

{212) 33ff43t 2 

The global regulatory response to the financial crisis is rewriting 

the foundations of bank capital rules. Bail-in tools, Basel IIl’s 

leverage ratio and additional requirements for systematically 

important institutions are just some of the new factors banks must 

consider when rebuilding their balance sheets. At this conference, 

MoFo partners Anna Pinedo and Jeremy Jennings-Mares will be 

speaking. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.or#.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welborn <joanna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 6:11 PM 

t~mworkers@dnke.edu 

SAF Update: Sowing Seeds for Change report + Participate in Latinos in the Deep South Survey + New Date for Organizing the Sonth 

Panel 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve suppolted Student Action with Fam~wolkers and given us 
your email address. If yot~’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at an?" time, simply reply to fam~workers- 
request,@,duke.edu with the following corrm~and: unst~bscribe. 

date t~ Or~Sot~th Panel 

tl~ealtl~ Omreacii Accom p~ishmelits: 

Fellows reached 1,291 un- duplicated patients 

Fellows had 6,609 heaJth education encounters. Health education topics include hypertension, diabetes, 
nntrition, pesticides, heat illness, and HIV/STIs. 

Fellows had 1,400 case management encounters. Case management includes transporting workers to 
clinics, interpreting, and making referroJs. 

Fellows provided resources to patients 3,130 times. Resources include condoms, over the counter 

~nedication~ toiletries, vitamin~ tbod and clothing. 

lmpac~ 

"One of the things that impacted me the most.., was seeing depression taking the toll on one of the 

farmworkers’ I had seen come to the clinic a few times. I know being away from your loved ones can be 

tough, especially when you’re isolated or don’t even lmow where you are, but knowing I’m able to 

provide health services to make a difference is always rewarding." 

Beatriz Cruz, 2013 SAF Fellow 

"One thing I have certainly taken from &is ~s~mmer is the power (~’listening and being present. While I 
may not be positioned to fill the needs of all those I meet, 1 can hear their stories, and the one thing I’ve 

heard from everyone is this. ’Thank you so much for com#~g. You don’t have to do this wor/~; but you 

are here doing it, and we appreciate it. ’" 

- Michael Mian, 2013 SAF Fellow 

Read the full report here by clicldng o~ file 2013 Fellowship Report li~lk on tile ri~to 

2. Participate i~ the La{mos in the Deep So~th Regional .\ssessme~t St~ 

Lalinos in the Deep South is seeking your support to complete the online 2014 Latinos in the Deep 



South Regional Assessment Survey. They are trying to hear from a wide range of people, from those 
working in community organiz afions, legal services, churches, health clinics, businesses, media, to 
nmne a few so please feel free to forward the link to your colleagues and friends. 

In 2008, the Latinos in the Deep South Program of the Latino Commission on AIDS released one of the first 

repo~ts looking at Latinos in the South,. pa~icularly on experiences aaround HIV, access to health care and 

prevention, and conunmfi~ resources. This report has been instmmenta] in bringing attention to the needs of the 

emerging Lafino co~nmuni~" in the south. 

Those that fill out the survey and choose to provide their contact infom~ation at the bottom of the survey enter a 

chance to win a $20 WalMart Gif[ Card. Winners will be selected eve~ Wednesday in February-, so enter 

early and increase your chances of winning. For queslions regarding the survey or the Lafinos in the Deep 
South Program, please contact Judith Montenegro. 

3. OL,4a/:~izing the Son~ti Pane/- Bew date 

Famm,orkers, LAWCHA 

Organ~zi~g the So~tl~ Pa~e$ 
New date: 
M.o~) b’et) 17, 2014 ] 7:00 pm 

Duke Center ~i)r Docume~ta~T~ Studies 
1317 W. Pe~grew Sg Du~]~am NC 27705 

Let’s talk about labor organizing in the South. Come shaxe your ideas and 

find out why now is the ti~ne to o~anize the South. Panelists roll discuss 

the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution calling for a southern o~ganizing strategy, 

the region’s labor histo~% cunent organizing campaigns, and the political 

influence of the South on the nation. 

Sponsored by: 

CLASS Center at Duke, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with 

For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL- CIO, 919- 833-6678, mazybe@atlcionc.org 
RSVP here 

Friend SAF on Facebook! 

1~ IF°ll°w us °n Twitter! 

SAf" Staf!! 
Patty Adams ] Operations Manager 
Nadeen Bir ] Advocacy & Organizing Director 
Rail Granados G~mez ] Migrant Youth Director 
Laxmi Haynes ] Program Director 
Yazmm Garcia Rico ] National Organizer 

Joanna Welborn ] Assistant Director 
Melinda Wiggins ] Executive Director 
Ramon Zepeda ] Youth Organizer 

Student Action with Farmworkers is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization whose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 
together to learn about each other’s lives, share resources and skills, improve conditions for farmworkers, and build diverse 
coalitions working for social change. 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more just agricultural 

system Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students, farmworker youth, and community members in the farmworker 

movement. 

SAF depends on financial support fiom individuals like YOU to continue our work with fatmworkers. 

Want to post an atmouncement on this list? Email ioatma.welbom@duke.edu 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve suppolted Student Action with Fatmworkers and given us 



your email address. If you’d like to remove yourself from this mailing list at any time, simply reply to fannworkers- 

request(~,duke.edu with the following command: unsubscribe. We hope you’ll enjoy our updates on farmworker issues and 
the work SAF does to create a more just agricultural system. 
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Feb. 14 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Daily 

Banking Daily 

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce is pressing the Consumer 

Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) to engage more often in rule 
writing and guidance to try to communicate regulatory policy 
rather than to regulate on a case-by-case basis using 
warnings... 

Mortgages 

Fairholme Funds ~nc. late Feb. ~2 asked the U.S. District Court 
for the District of Columbia to order the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency to produce more documents in Fairholme’s suit that 
seeks to block further implementation of a 20~2... 

Cybersecurity 

In a sign of cooperation on the growing problems of 
cyberthreats, bankers and retailers announced a partnership 
meant to share information and help fight fraud .... 

Payment Cards 

The General Accountability Office recommended that Congress 
consider requiring that bank and nonbank providers of "college 
cards" file their contracts with colleges with the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau .... 

Foreign Accounts 
Hedge Funds Worded About FATCA°s Impact 

Under Expanded Affiliated Group Rules 

Hedge funds are watching implementation of the Foreign Account 
Tax Compliance Act with caution and have concerns about the 
treatment of some corporate investors that own 50 percent or 
more of a fund under rules for expanded affiliated groups,... 

Federal Reserve 
C~evdand Fed Names koretta Nester 

An economist with 28 years of Federal Reserve experience will 
become the next president and chief executive officer of the 

Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, effective June 1 .... 

Insurance 

House Republican leaders’ Feb. ~2 announcement that they 
would introduce a modified version of the flood insurance bill 
means the House Financial Services Committee will not be 
forwarding a much more stringent measure, a possibility... 

Securities 

Based on Expunger~ent of CRD Da~a 



The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Feb. 13 proposed to 
bar brokers and their firms from requiring customers to consent 
to the removal of information about a dispute from the Central 
Registration Depository as a condition of settling... 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Thursday, February 13, 20:[4 7:06 PH 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emai.unc.edu> 

Subject." Article of Interest: A Materially Different View on Pre-deal Research Reports in Hong Kong IPOs 

13 February 2014 

Research reports written by research analysts affiliated with 
underwriters of offerings are commonly used in many markets 
(including in the Hong Kong market) in connection with initial 
public offerings, although such reports are prohibited in 
connection with IPOs in the United States. This article 
considers a weakness in the Hong Kong regulatory framework 
relating to research reports, and proposes a number of 
alternatives intended to address the issue, while satisfying 
the interests of regulators, issuers and underwriters in the HK 
market. 
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Automatic reply: Databa~ of Potential Directors: An Applicatiou Has Been Submitted 

I will be out of the office until Monday, February 17. I will respond to your email as soon as I can. 

Lissa Broome 
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Top Stories of the Week 
February 14, 2014 

A ~ESSAGE FRO~,~ WESTLAWNEXT 

The Real Power of Public Records 

Lawyer iailed for 5 days over lunchtime comment wins contempt appeal 

Mental health questions for bar applicants may violate ADA, says DOJ 

Woman sues in effort to prove she is alive 

America’s legal response to gun violence is unacceptable. ABA president says in 

~#rn!ng; C£mputer virus holds client files for ransom 

Posner tells BiqLaw chief, ’stop babbling,’ threatens to end argument in 

Judge pulls over to aid crash victim, a defendant on the way to her court 

Who knew? Lav~/ers make great romance novelists (gallery and podcast) 

paralegal 

ABA committee throws in the towel on new bar pass standard 

runs her own law firm 



QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

Are you still with your law school sweethea[t? Or did stress kill the 
relationship? 

In honor of Valentine’s Day, we’re digging up a Greedy Associates post from 
July with tips for how to help your romantic relationship survive law school. 

"1 speak from a place of failure," blogger William Peacock wrote. "1 went into law school thinking 
I’d spend the rest of my life with the woman I was dating at the time. By the end of 1L year, we 
were teetering on the edge. Shortly after 2L year began, and long-distance entered the equation, 
we were finished." 

Among the suggestions? If your significant other isn’t also a student, still be sure to invite him or 
her when you hang out with your classmates. 

This week, we’d like to ask you: Are you still with your law school sweetheart? Or did the stress 
of your studies kill the relationship? If your relationship started before or during law school and is 
still going strong, let us know how you made it work! 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: VTnat’s the oddest elective course that you took in law 
.s__c._h_q.oJZ 

Featured answer: 

Posted by LawLOL: "1 took a one-hour improv class that was offered as an elective to help 
lawyers develop courtroom presentations skills. It was probably the second-most useful class 
took after civil procedure." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, contact us. 
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In Re Qimonda Ag: The Conflict Between Comity and the Public Policy Exception in Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code 

lohrl 3. Chung, Roger Williams University School of Law 

Insider Trading, Operating Performance, and Agency Issues in IVl&A 

1’4ehmet Akbulut, California State Univ. Fullerton, University of Southern California - Marshall School of Business - Finance and Business Economics Department 

Cheol Lee, Wayne State University 
Steve C. Lira, Texas Christian University - N.3. Neeley School of Business 

Corporate Fraud: The Insolvency Offences 

A. T. H= Smith, Victoria University of Wellington - Faculty of Law 
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U of Pfichigan Pubflc Law Research Paper No, ,5’79 

REUV~N ~o AVI-YONAH, University of Michigan Law School 

Fmail: AV]YONAH@UM]CH,EOU 

ARI~IL S:[~AN, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor - University of Michigan Law School 

Email: relcl ~@hotmail,com 

This paper argues that the tax returns of publicly traded US corporations should be made public and offers a way in which this can be achieved 
without legislation. 
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Ro~]er Wi//iaff~s Univ~ Laga/ S[.udias No, I45 

JOHN J, CHILLING, Roger Williams University School of Law 

Email: jchung@rwu,edu 

A case named In re Qimonda AG generated an appeal in the Fourth Circuit, which raised an important issue concerning Chapter 15 of the 
Bankruptcy Code. The issue was whether the administrator of a foreign insolvency proceeding may circumvent U.S. public policy by invoking 
@comity@ under Chapter 15, or whether the public policy exception in Chapter 15 prevents such a result. The specific question presented was 
whether Chapter 15 permits a foreign administrator to avoid the application of Section 365(n) of the Bankruptcy Code, which was enacted by 
Congress with the explicit goal of furthering the public policy of supporting the high tech industry by providing protection for intellectual property 
license agreements. In a 2007 article, and without any knowledge of Qimonda AG, I described a hypothetical situation in which the battle over the 
public policy exception might be triggered by a theoretical corporation filing for bankruptcy. In that hypothetical, the company owned and operated 
factories in the United States and Germany, and had thousands of creditors and employees in both countries. The hypothetical further 
contemplated that the company was incorporated in Germany, had its headquarters in Munich, owned and operated factories in Bavaria, and had 
half of its employees and creditors in Germany. The hypothetical concluded by finding that if the company filed for bankruptcy protection, it would 
be almost certain that Germany would be deemed to be the center of its main interests. Consequently, application of the pure universalist ideal 
would result in the German court taking control of the case and applying German bankruptcy law to the disposition of all of the assets and claims. 

This hypothetical has now become a reality. Qimonda AG is a company incorporated in Germany, and has its headquarters in Munich. The public 

policy exception has been directly triggered by this case. The purpose of this paper is to support the Bankruptcy Court@s decision. After completion 

of this paper, the Fourth Circuit affirmed the Bankruptcy Court@s decision and held that Chapter 15 does not permit the circumvention of Section 

365(n). 
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This paper reports three empirical findings associated with overpaid mergers and acquisitions (M&A) using the purchase price allocation data from 
SFAS No. 141 during the period of 2003-2011. First, we present evidence consistent with abnormal selling activities by managers of bidding firms in 

the two quarters preceding the public release of overpaid Mgu~.. This finding suggests that the managers of bidding firms have informational 

advantage relative to the investing public with respect to overpaid M&A and they use it to their advantage by selling their own firms~ stocks 
before the bad news hits the capital market. Second, we find evidence that the post-M&A operating performance of bidding firms is worse than the 

operating performance of propensity score-matched control firms. This finding suggests that the overpaid acquisitions serve as an indicator of 
MS~A@s future success or failure. Finally, we document that the compensation gap between CEOs of overpaid MS~A and CEOs of propensity score- 
matched, non-M&A firms widens significantly after the deal completion. The cumulative equity grants, not cash compensation, primarily drives the 

gap. This finding supports the agency-related merger motives in the literature through the equity grants to CEOs. 

[1984] CLB at 434. 
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This article responds to the Cork Committee report which discusses in part the criminal law relating to fraudulent debtors. The way that these 
issues are addressed by the committee is inadequate and contains a number of inconsistencies. The author outlines a number of the defects in the 
current law including issues with wording, vagueness and uncertainty, procedural and evidentiary issues, and the lack of discussion about the role 
of criminal law in this sphere. These defects are then examined in relation to a range of contexts such as fraudulent transfer, fraudulent 
concealment and removal, and gambling. These are just some of the issues that can be seen in this area of the law. Abstract by Rose Goss. 
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Top News 

DEALBOOK 

For Comcast, Daring Deals to Expand Its Reach Across 

The deal fl)r Time Wanmr Cable solidifies Comcast’s repu~6on as an enterprise 

with grand, even audacious, ambitions. 

States Struggle to Add La*dnos to Health Rolls 

gt~rollmen t of La kinos ii~ the new health ea~ law has fallen 
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Democratic Party staged a dramatic insurrection and set "dne 

s Ngc to replace him with the pa[fy’s new leader, Makteo Rcnzi. 

, News Anaiysis: Itaiian Premier’s Latest Challenge Comes Frem His O~m Pal~ 

I ....... 2 I 
,T, hursda 

Enrico 



T~e measm% whh:~b ~s e~)ected to be s~gned by K~ng 

would make Belginm ~he firs~ nation to lift al~ age restrictions on 

legal~ med~ealb~ h~duced deathso 

~ Beigium’ I 

U,S. 

For New Air Force SecretarT, a Baptism by Fire 

Deborah i~e James, hit v~dth a scandal wee]c* after star’ring her 

new job, has been praised by some Pent~3gon officials tbr seizing 

an opporhm]ty k> practice grea~er openness. 

O~m- Fifth of New Enrollees Under Health Care 

Law Fa~| ~o Pay F~rst Premi~ma 

Paying the first monfl~’s pcemh~m is the final step ~n completing 

an emxqlmenL and those who did not pa)’ did not receive 

coverage in dan ua~T. 

Ca~it~rnia Seeh~g Brown Where Oree~ Used to Be 

Losses fl’om titans idled by drought are bi~ing hard among 

farmers and those who relied on paychecks h’om working for 

them. 

Debora 1 
Lee I 

Kazer, 
right, 

lf~oked 

Central 
Valley of 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Indust~ Shifts Nay/Kid Comeast h~ Takeover Bkl 

Comeast’s proposed acquisition of Time Warner Cable corn es at a m oment of 

seismic change in the television industu, with eonsmners increasingly cutting 

their cable cords and instead streaming Ndr favorite shows via tbe In~ernet. 

~ DealBook: Comcast and Time Warner Cable Forgo a Breakup Fee 

Appsehe~sive, Ma~,y Doctors Shif~ to a obs With 

A gyowin g n n tuber of pr~m aU care doctors an d specialists in 

p~qvake practice are becoming eraployees of hospitals, though 

experts caution that the change may not yield better or cheaper care for 



patienLs. 

Federal Agency and New York State Are in Accord Over $8 8iIliot~ Medicai~ W~iver 

Pandora S~fit May Upend Centu~-Old Royalty 

Plan 
i.;y EEN 

Pandora ~s sq~mri~g off against Ascap in a closely watched tNal 

over royalty payments determined by a system developed long 

before ~gital skreams and smartphone ~pps. 

King " 

pefformi J 

Sports 

INSIDE THE RINGS 

What% Ne~t~ Ss~ehronized Niopestyle’? 

The Winter Games schedule of 98 events, including team Iuge 

and team figure skating, shows every sig~ of co~tinuing to grow. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
Billy 

For Darede~|s on Snow, the Edge Has Always ....... Kind, 
who 

Events like slopestyle, halt~>ipe and aeri~fls might have changed 

the look of the Olympics, but the risks they involve are nothing new. Just ask 

Billy Kidd, a sNing medNist rift>’ years ago. 

SPORTS BUSINESS 

Let ~he Nlarketh~g of Derek dater’s Farewell Begin 

It’s not clear what kind d memorializing and monefizing of his 

final season Jeter will approve, but the sports cdlectibles 

business is well prepared to cash in. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Nothing to See, Yet So N[ueh Not to l$1iss 

The lbsfival NIm Comment Selects includes 22 movies chosen 

by the editors of Film O)mment magazine. 

THE TV WATCH 

How Absoh~te Power Can Deli,g~t~t Abso|~te]y 

Season 2 of the csmieal political drama "House of Cards," 

availahle on Ne~ix on Fz4day, retains ~e ser~es’s strangely 

appealing gloom. 

THE OSCAR HUNT 

For DJCapr[o~ ~WoIf~ Is ~Reflee.t~on of the Truth~ 

Leonardo DiCapr{o talks about the di~h::ulties of maMng "The 

Wolf of Wall Street," and fl~e criticism that it glorifies m~minals. 

,~ Interactive Oscar Ballot 

Movies 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK I ] Fragmented Frames of the Love That "Was, Georfjes 

Film bbrum opens a wecklong nm ofAlain Rcsnais’s "Je T’Aime, 

de T’zMme," whose central character travels thtx}ugh ~ime, ~qiving a 

relationship nonchronologieally. 



’WINTER’S TALE’ 

Demo~s at Work h~ S~o~T ~lagie of New York 

The film adaptation of "Winter’s Tale" part@es of wide-eyed 

mystical wonder but pitches helplessly into rk~eulousness. 

’ENDLESS LOVE’ 

Hellbent or~ Fusing His Sou] With Hers 

"E~dless I,ove, bused o~ the 1979 ~ove] by Scott Spencer, 

focuses on an all-consuming relationship between a boy and a 

p~@ileged girl whose patents are deeply concerned about it." 

~unwittin 

Obituaries 

~V[l~am Zecker~dorf dro, La~xury Develope~’, Dies 

at 84 

Mr. Zeeke~dorf made big bets on big projects tbat helped 

refashion neight)orhoods from the Upper West Side to tnion 

Square. 

Zecken I 

For more abitua:ies, i,;o to NYTimee~eom;Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

if a Cable Gim~t Becomes Bigger 

Buying ’I’ir~e Warner Cable would give Comeast more control over the media 

and the Internet, and ultimately more control over American eo~smners. 

EDITORIAL 

More E~gageme~t ~ith I~d~a 

Meeting with Naren dra MaN, the con [roversial politician who could become 

the eounhy’s next prime minister, was a pragmatic step. 

EDITORIAL 

Mayor Bill de Blusio’s budget doesn’t break the bank on "progressive" agenda 

items and socks away some money. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Ref~ne~’~s Fi~’e 

One personal take on what it reNly feels like to be a po]itiNan 

shows polities as a hard and noble calling. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

inequak~ty~ Dig~fity and Freedom 

Who really honors work and liberty? Probably not the ~ pe~en[ 

or the RepnNiean Parb’. 

~ Go[iJmqi~ Page I Blog 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

L:;, MARK Ld~WLM4 

Because of something called tipped m~nimum wage, many 

servers ar~? dependent - way too dependent - on ~3e largesse of 
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WSJ NEWS ALERT: Euro-Zone Recover Picks Up Speed 

Em~o-Zone Recove~ Picks Up Speed 

Euro-zone gross domestic product increased 0.3% in the last three months of 2013, or 

1.1 % at an annualized rate, marking the third straight quarter of growth, the European 

Union’s statistics office said. 

The data suggests that the currency bloc is slowly finding its footing after a pair of 

recessions that pushed unemployment to record highs and led to crippling downturns in 

southern Europe. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 
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American Banker Digital Edition for Friday, February 14, 2014 

White Papers 
[~ 

AmericanBankerl 
Digital Edition WebSem,oars 
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American Banker’s PDF edition is password protected, 
requiring the same email and password you use to access 
AmericanBanker.com. Questions? Please contact 
customer service at (800) 221-1809. 

Download today’s complete issue here. 

Today’s Top Stories 

How the OCC Is Tightening the Screws on the Biggest 
Banks 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s recent risk 
management proposal is tougher than institutions expected 
and would give the agency greater leeway to punish a firm it 
feels is not up to snuff. 

FAQ: The Road Ahead for Postal Banking 

The proposal to let the U.S. Postal Service become a bank 
is a hard sell, but the idea has legs for political, legal and 
business reasons. Here are answers to the top questions 
about the provocative idea. 

City Holding Opts for Road Trips Over Risky Acquisitions 

The West Virginia company is content to have loan officers 
drive several hours to pursue lending opportunities rather 
than relying on aggressive M&A. Part of the approach is 
tied to lessons learned from a risky strategy that blew up on 
a previous management team in the 1990s. 

Retail, Banking Trade Groups Form Cybersecudty 
Partnership 

Retail and financial services trade groups have launched a 
new partnership aimed at improving cybersecurity across 
both industries. 

By Department 

Partnership 

Retail and financial services trade groups have launched a 
new partnership aimed at improving cybersecurity across 
both industries. 

FAQ: The Road Ahead for Posta~ Banking 

The proposal to let the U.S. Postal Service become a bank 
is a hard sell, but the idea has legs for political, legal and 
business reasons. Here are answers to the top questions 
about the provocative idea. 

Many Banks Looking to Add Con~r~ercial Lenders: 



A majority of U.S. banks plan to add staff this year even as 
they contend with increased compliance and health care 
costs, according to an industry survey. 

How the OCC ~s Tighten#~g the Screws on the Biggest 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s recent risk 
management proposal is tougher than institutions expected 
and would give the agency greater leeway to punish a firm it 
feels is not up to snuff. 

City Holding Opt~ for Road Trips Over Risky 
Acquisitions 

The West Virginia company is content to have loan officers 
drive several hours to pursue lending opportunities rather 
than relying on aggressive M&A. Part of the approach is 
tied to lessons learned from a risky strategy that blew up on 
a previous management team in the 1990s. 
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In this issue: Several state agencies mulf move outside of downtown Raleigh 

First Look 

Seve~a~ state age~cies m~l~ move ou~s~e 
of downtow~ Ra}e~gh 

Doo~s open at BD$~ w~th $g0~ boost 

Wa~ted: Tech Talent 

~hy this tech sta~tup needs 10,000 bottles 

P~ay~ng the part to chart our future 

Accounting ~i~ms 

V~ew al~ ~t~c~es >> 

Yo~r February t ,4. 2014 issue is available 

::X:: The List 

Account#~g Firms 

View aft Lists >> 

Get the Newsstand gDp for FREE 

Con.gratulations, As a s~bscdbe~, you now 
receive free access 1o Triangle Business 
Journal’s Newsstand App on your iPhone 
iPad, 

People 
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NACD Di[ectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 
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Februaqi 14, 2014: Retailer Jos. A. Bank to Buy Eddie Bauer for... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

T~da~is T~p Head!ine ............................................................................................................. 

Retailer Jos. A. Bank to Buy Bddie Bauer for $825 ~,lillion 

Jos. A. Bank Clothiers Inc. has inked an $825 million deal to buy the Eddie 

Bauer clothing brand from private equil",i firm Golden Gate Capital, confirms 
Reuters (Feb. 14), The rnen’s clothing retailer will pay $564 million in cash 
and issue approximately 4,7 million new shares to Everest Tepco LLC, a 
portfolio company of Golden Gate and the parent company of Eddie Bauer. 
"Jos. A. Bank expects ~he deal to immediately add to earnings," states tile 
wire service, "and said it expects the combined company’s revenue to exceed 

$2.1 billion in 2014," 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 14, Mason) adds that "the deal comes as Jos 
A, Bank and Men’s Wearhouse continue their months-long battle to buy each 
other." The fact that Jos. A. Bank has remained active on the acquisition front 
is no surprise to many, The company, which rejected Men’s Wearhouse’s 
$1.5 billion bid late last year, has stated multiple times that it might pursue 

ether takeover targets. Eddie Bauer operates nearly 370 stores throughout tile 
United States and Canada. 

MarketWatch (Feb. 14) is reporting that "Jos, A, Bank will have the right to 
terminate its agreement to acquire Eddie Bauer in the event an unsolicited 
offer is made to acquire Jos, A, Bank tha~ tile company’s Board determines 
would reasonably be expected ~o create greater vak~e 16r Jos, A. Bank’s 
shareholders than the Eddie Bauer transadion and issuer tender offer/’ 
Following the closing of the Eddie Bauer purchase, Everest Topco will own 
nearly 18.8 percent of Jos, A, Bank’s outstanding shares, in addition, it will 
have the right to designate two directors on the company’s board. Jos. A. 
Bank Chairman Robert N. W~ldrick comments, "We believe this transaction 
ideally positions Jos. A. Bank lot the futu[e, and Golden Ga~e’s inves~rnent in 
out company and participation on our board is a strong endorsement of our 
plan." 

Share[~T~ 

Why Interviews Outperform Surveys 

Key Considerations for Boards in the New Activist Environment 

On Nov. 20, 2013, NACD, Heiddck and S~ruggles, and Sidley Austin co~ 
hosted ~he 2013 meeting el tile Nominating and Governance Committee 
Chair Advisory Council. The meeting brought to,gerber nominating and 
governance committee chairs from major U.S. corporations with institutional 
and activist investors Ior a candid dialogue on ~he key issues and challenges 
impacting the nominating and governance committee agenda, 

The forum provided lirnely insights into a numbe[ of issues that are shaping 
nominalin9 and governance committee (and board) discussions, including: 

Key considerstions fer boards in tile new activist environnqeni, 
Potential roadblocks to boards sewing as catalysts for change. 
How to [eposition the board to constructively engage with 
management, 
Raising the bar on perfomqance, committee succession planning, and 
other nominating and governance committee priorities in 2014. 

Click here to read the full summary. 

Check let ~a~Ibreaking news 

a~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

IXII KPMG 2014 Audit Committee Survey ] 
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Special Events 

SmalPCap Forum San 

Antonio, TX (April 10, 
2014) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 

’~Nashington, DC (May 

5-8, 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 

WasMng~en, DC (May 



Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

PepsiCo DeEvers Mixed Resuffs~ Boosts Buybacks 

According to MarketWatch (Feb. 13), "PepsiCo Inc. on Thursday posted 
mixed results fer the feu[th quader and unveiled a new savings plan while 
raisin9 the amount of cash ff w~H return to sharehoMers this year." Per-share 
earnings topped War] Stree~ analysts’ consensus estimates, but revenue 
same up sho~. Moving te~,ard, the beverage g~ant plans to increase cash 
returns to shareholders by 35 percent th~s year to $8.7 b~lion via share 
repurchases and higher dividends. PepsiCo CEO ~ndra Nooy~ described the 
move as "a reflection of our positive outlook for the business and our 
e>:pectafion for consistent, strong cash flow ~enerafion." ~n addition, PepsiCo 
took the wraps off a five-year, $5 b~ion productivity program, w~th savings 
expected to be generated by investment ~n automation. 

Share~ 

Cybersecurity GuideEnes for Companies Are Unveiled by White House 

"The ½,’hire House has released guidelines aimed at prodding companies that 
run some of the nation’s most essential son, ices such as utilities, cellphone 
~owers, and banks to be~ter p{~tect themselves from cyberattacks," repoAs 
~he Los Angeles Times (Feb. 13, Hennessey, O’Bden). The new 
were developed under an executive order 1hat Presk~ent Obama s~gned a year 
ago. They provide companies oveBeeing the county’s crucia~ inffsstructure 
w~th a b[uepfin~ for ~dentify#~g poten~ia~ threa~s; safeguard#~g ~hemselves 
cyberattacks; and, ff an attack occurs, recovering from ~L "But the voluntary 
nature of the guMe~nes showed how sharply proponents of strong regulation 
have scaled back their ambitions.., in the face of ]ndust[)’ opposffion to 
government intervention," no~es the T~mes. 

Share~ 

BNP Paribas Hit by $1,1 Billion Legal Provision 

The Wall Street Journal (Feb. 13, Bisserbe, Raice) has learned that "BNF~ 
Paribas SA, France’s largest listed bank, is in talks to settle U.S. 
investigations of money laundering and sanctions violations in countries 
including ~ran and Cuba." The Paras-based ~ender has a~ocsted US$1.1 b~on 
to cove[ po~enfia~ penalties from any vio]atbns, wMch are being probed by 
both federa~ and New York state officials. A p~evious]y disclosed h~terna~ 
investigation uncovered "a significant volume d transactions" from 2002 to 
2009 ~hat couM be "considered impermissible under U.S. ~aws and 
~gulations," ~he bank stated. 

Share~ 

Indiana House Panel Takes Corporate Tax ~ncrease Out of Mass Transit 

The Indianapolis Business Journal (Feb. 13) is reporting tha~ an Indiana House 
committee stripped a corporate tax increase out of a bill that would authorize 
an expanded mass transit system for the central pa~t of the state. Committee 
members, however, lef~ in language tha~ allows local olficials to increase 
individual income taxes to pay fer the multi-county system pending voter 
approval. 

ShareFT[TT~ 

Commerzbank CEO Voluntarily Waives His 2013 Bonus 

"Comme[zbank Chief Executive Mar~in Blessing will voluntarily waive his 2013 
bonus payment because the bank, despite swinging to a profit flora a loss, 
didn’t earn enough to justify it," repo~ts Reuters (Feb. 13). Although the bank 
turned a small profit last year, Blessing said it was not enough for him to 
jus~if!i receiving a payouL "Blessing said he would have considered accepting 
a bonus if the net result of the group were over 100 million euros (US$135.88 
million) for the year," notes the wire sep~ice. He last received a bonus in 2007. 

Share~ 

Twitter Employees’ First Opportunity to Cash Out 

"A small pile of Twitter shares could be freed to the market this week as 
agreements that barred employees from selling a per[ion of their shares after 
the IPO expire," reports ~he Wall Street Journal (Feb. I3, Koh). Twi~ter 
employees may elect to sell as much as 9.9 million shares on Febr 15r The 
expiration is the first opportunity Twitter staffers will .(jet to cash out. 

S ha re[~]~:] 
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India’s Market Regulator Approves New Corporate Governance Code 

Reuters (Feb. 13) has learned ~hat ~he Securities end Exchange Boa[d of 

India on Thursday "approved a new corpo[a~e governance code aimed a~ 
~mp[oving ~ressparency end disclosure standards of ~s~ed companies in 
~nd~a." The changes are scheduled to go into effect on Oct. 1. "They would 
make it rnandaJo~’ for companies ~o put in p~ace a whist~eblower policy," 
notes the w~re service, "which wouJd establish a process through wMch 
employees can repo~ to management concerns 8bout uneth~caJ behavio[, or 
suspected fraud or vioJafion d the company’s code of conduct or ethics 
policy." I~ addition, the code requires companies to disclose how ~hey dec~de 
remuneration for their top management. Finally, ~t puts resldcfions on the 
maximum number of boa[ds that one individual wouJd be permitted to s~t on 
and makes it mandatory for at ~east one female to be represenJed on a 
company’s board. 

Share~ 

Toro~to Stock Exchange Mandates Majority Voting to Further Enha~ce 
Corporate Governance 

According to the Sacramento Bee (Feb. 13), the Toronto Stock Exchange 
(Tax) has received notice of approval from the Ontario Securities Commission 
to proceed with amendments to the TSX Company Manual, mandating TSX 
issuers to adopt majority vo~ing. The amendments require each dh~ctor of a 
TSXq~sted issuer be elected by 
hidher e~ecfion other than at contested meetings. "The majority voting 
requirement now makes directo~ more accounlable ~o secud~y holders and 
gives security ho~ders a slronger voice ~n e~ecfing d~reclors," the newspaper 
states. Koran Cowan, Pres~denL TSX Markets and Group Head of Equities, 
~X Group applauds the move. He states, "The Toronto Stock Exchange ~s 
comm~ted ~o irnprov#~g corporate governance standards in Canada and 
believes the new amendments provide sharehok~ers w~th important dghts~ By 
mandating majority voting, TSX believes transparency is enhanced and the 
dialogue between ~ssuers, secud~y ho~ders, and other stakeholders is 
improved 

Share~ 

Ackman Expects 3nfluence’ in Air Products CEO Search 

The Street.com (Feb. I3, Gara) reports ~hat Pershing Square’s Bill Ackman 
expects to have an influence over Air Products’ CEO search after his hedge 
fund took a heady 10 percent ownersMp stake ~n the chemicals company and 
supposed s change ~n the company’s CEO seat. "Wh~e Ackman ~s not on 
~he board of ~he company and Pershing has no appointees," the webs~te 
notes, "1he fund has the dght to interview finalists for A~ P~oducts CEO Mre." 
Near the end of last yeaCs third qua~er, Air Prod~cts named three new 
#~dependent d~rectors ~o its board and d~sclosed that current CEO John E. 
McGlade woukJ retire lh~s year. "Those changes were accepted by Pershing 
Square," notes TheStreet, "and 1he fund w~ now vote ~n favor of diredors 
nominated by A~r Products at ~ts 2014 shareholder meeting. Air Products had 
hi[ed executive search ~irm HeidrJck & St[uggles on reta#~e[ to find 
replacements for board d~rectors reaching their retirement age before Pershing 
disclosed a stake ~n the company ~n July." 

Share~ 

RainbowPUSH Challenges Corporations to ~nc~ude Minorities on 
Corporate Boards 

Eurweb (Feb. 13) reports that the Rainbow PUSH Coalition and Citizenship 
Education Fund announced Wednesday that "i~ is imperative co[potations 
cease locking out minorities on corporate boards and financial transactions." 
h~ doing so, the Rainbow PUSH team outlined facts fl’om the recent "Minority 
Incklsion in Debt Capital Markets: A Ranking of Corporate Issuers" study. 
They pointed to TwitteCs recent IPO - with an all-male, allwvhite board of 
directors - which had only one minority investment banking firm. Also called 
to task was Vedzon, which announced a $61 billion bond offering back in 
September with 0 percent el the business going to minority banks and broker~ 

dealers. 

shareFT:T~ 

C-Suite 

Motorola CEO Dennis Woodside Departs for Dropbox 

The Sydney Morning Herald (Feb. 14) states that Motorola Mobility CEO 

Dennis Woodside is exiting the stoat[phone maker to become COO of online 
s~orage Iirm Dropbox. Woodside’s big move coffees only two weeks aider 
Google announced that it was selling the Motorola unit to China’s Lenovo for 

$3.3 billion. 
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The 10-Point- February 14, 2014 

Gera~d 

Good morning, 

The Cable Guys 

It all started [] or should I say ended [] at Charter Communications when 

emails and phone calls to executives at Comeast Corp. went unanswered. 

Our behind-the-scenes story tells how Comeast snatched Time Warbler 

f>,~m cab.K" Iege~d &,~]m [v~a]o~:~e’~ gra~p~ a~d us}~e~’ed h~ i~ c}:~ie~ execu~iv~:~ 

Brian Roberts, to the dominant position in the industry. Mr. Malone was 

once Mr. Roberts’s mentor, we report, but that relationship steadily soured 

as Comeast came to dominate the business. But Mr. Malone wasn’t the 

only one left out. >/~: report ~}~a ~. Gok~man Sae[~.~ signed ~:~p ~:(~ back 

C}~r~.er, meaning it Mll come away empty-handed and slip through the 

rankings of deal ad~fisers should the deal go through. ~d if you’re 

wondering h<~w "~he acq~isiti~m migl~: af:~kx:t c~s’~om~.’rs, we look at the pros, 

cons and many unkno~ms, noting the one thing that is almost certain: 

Consumers won’t see any changes fbr a while beeaKse the deal Nees a 

tough regNatory review that ~11 test Mr, R(~bert~’~; clo~.~, in W;~&ing~.(~. 

Losing Suits Their Fancy? 

After medal favorites Shani Davis and Heather Richardson failed to get to 

the podium in Soehi, a mystery emerged: Why are U,So ~peed sk¢~:ers 

e<~Id }>~: -~-~: }~igh--~:ee}~ Ur~d~:c Arm<~r racing suits the team adopted for 

these Olympics. The vents on back of the suits, designed to allow heat to 

escape, are permitting air to enter and might be keeping skaters from 

achieving maximmn speed. One skater said team members felt they were 

fighting the suit to maintain correct form. But at this point, the athletes 

might not have too many alternatives. Meanwhile, we find Soc}fi ~s f~i)i~g 

to s~rike g~d i~ mercba~:~di~e, as spectators are finding it oddly diffieNt to 

buy conventional souvenirs. 

A Rite of Passage 



that the French bank is being probed over transactions ~.~4th countries 

subject to U.S. sanctions, including Iran, Cuba, Sudan and Libya, as well as 

alleged money laundering. Though the company had previously said it was 

conducting an investigation into possible sanctions breaches, investors 

were taken aback by the size of the provision. "We knew there was a risk, 

but we didn’t expect it to be that big," said one analyst. And we’re starting 

to notice a trend: G~.’tting b~.~.-;ted f~.~r brea~.’l~h~g U.S. :-~a~.~.cti<.,~ ha~ becon~e 

some~}~ing of ~ rite <.,f pa;,sag~.’ for European banks, with nine banks ~ eight 

of them European ~ previously settling allegations for violations. 

Flowers & Chocolate 

Happy Valentine’s Day! Make sure you hoard up on that Valentine’..; 

choc~:~ l:e }-~ec’a ~se prices ~ce p~:~i~ed ~:e head h~her as supplies are limited 

and demand soars from increasingly wealthy customers in emerging 

markets. We also find that the Western celebration is giving a bit of 1ore ~o 

~:he I~,:lia ~ eeon~:~my by driving a boom ~ flower expor~:s. ~d to 

commemorate the day, I’ll leave g~u ~th a bit of whimsy that is part of 

Wall Street Journal lore. AII ~:hree :fro~>page repor-~ers 3o y~a rs ago h~day 

i r~-~e~:i~:~r~alIy }~ad an affkxr~na-~e ring: Buss, Valentine and Darlin. 
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settle a federal bribery probe, sonifieantly increasing its esffmates for the 

cost of resolving the yearslong investigation into its past conduct in China 

and other countries. 

’ 9 Do you agree with Mr. Carson s assessment. Why or why not? Send your 

response to topoi~t@wsj corn and follow .>’,(_M~’a~’d ~ Ba/<u~~ on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

READER RESPONSE 

D+.’r~.’k o)e-l+>r’s ce-li r~.’m~.’ ~: a ~ ~ou~ceme~t prompted this tribute from John 

Gregorio of Massachusetts: "Simply, in this modern era, he was a ’throw 

back’ player who fi)r 20 YEARS(!) played at a higher level than most 

players while maintaining elass and dignity in the high-stakes market of 

NY. He was a modern day Stan ’The Man’ Musial." But Bob Kenney of 

Mawland put Yankees fans in their place: "Only someone from New York 

wotfld have even thought of such a question. While Jeter has been a good 

player, if baseball can survive the retirements of Babe Ruth, Walter 

Johnson, Bob Feller, Ted Williams, Cal Ripken, and numerous others, 

Jeter’s retirement will have little or no impact on the game." 

Happy Presidents Day on Monday! See you on Tuesday. 
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Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, FebrnaU 14, 2014 7:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: New owner of Ericsson buildings looks tbrward m RTP revamp 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 14, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

New ovmer of Ericsson buiMinq~ looks forward to RTP 
[revamp 

New owneF of ~FiCSSOR buildings ~ooks fopward to RTP urban~zat~o~ 

CiMntro IndMn care to open in Cary 
CHa~tFO ~dJa~ Care, CUFFe~t~y O~ Te~ ~en Road i~ Apex, 
McGregor Viilage. 

Craft brewe~ coming to Carolina Beach 
Triangle beer lovers won’t have to give up their craft brews while vacationing at 

Carolina Beach. 

~ R88~ L% Read ~orn~n~ Edition >> 

: .... 

~@~ra! ~g ~gencies mull move outside of downto~ 
Ralei h .............. ~ .... 

RMeigh, Charlotte make list of 50 best cities to find love 
Raieigi~ ranks No 32 and Charlotte ru, nks No 34 en a list oF the 50 "best cities to 
find leve," based on Faceboek data en relatienship status. 

Discuss 

Southwest Airlines had worst on-time rate in December 

Time Warner Cable: Comcast deal to have minor impact on 
Triangle employees 

Rooms To Go pays $3.5M for Mnd to build distribution 
center 

Exclusive: Raleigh startup helps close first crowdfunded 
real estate deal 

Comcast-TWC deal reshapes the cable Mndscape (Video) 

Contact Us 

Co~tact Us For a{i inquiries iegaldi~9 this offer or subso:’iptio:~ to the irial-:g{o~ Bi;s{ness .Jo~h’~aL p~eas¢ emai{ us at: 



Cancel EmaiI ~ubscription 
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HAA Travels <~ha~travels@harvard.edu> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 8:27 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Wales, Berlin, France and More: F~xplore Europe with ttAA Travels 

Architecture of Bex-lin: Axi Insider’s View 

~ Apr 4-1o, 2o14 
Wifll Peter Madsen ’67, M.Arch ’72 

This program will uncover aspects of Berlin that will be new and exciting. With a mixed focus on the city’s 
ancient riches and vibrant contemporary art scene, over the course of five days you ~vill discover the major 
landmarks and mas{erworks of Germany’s vibrant capital. See the Altar of Zeus and the bust of Nefertiti on 
Museum Island. In former East Berlin, see the Brandenberg Gate, Potsdamer Platz, and the East Side Gallery -- a 
section of the Berlin Wall painted by international artists. M ore;, > 

Tales of Wales: Advent~xres in Celtic Literataare 

Jun 4-14, 2o14 
With Catherh~e McKelu~a 
Castle ruins, meandering medieval streets, and a magnificent Celtic heritage bring 
the beauty of Wales to life against a backdrop of rolling green hills and dramatic 
sea eliftg. Past and present coexist in this distinctive part of the world--the 
Romans mined for gold, the Tudors founded a @nasty, and the Normans built 
castles whose ancient remains are scattered along windy hilltops ~hroughout the 
eountxTside. Along the way, Wales’ ancient Celtic heritage was preserved and 
memorialized in a stunning collection of literature and artwork. More>:> 

Belgium, France & Germany: ~I~e Great War 

J[u~e 6-1~, 2o14 
Wifll Sue Weaver Schopf 
Visit historic battlefields and cemeteries and attend the Last Post, a nightly bugle 
tribute to those who died in battle. Learn of the brave and tragic stories as you 
travel from Brussels to Baden-Baden to commemorate the centennial of this 
event. More>> 

Queskions? Contact us: 
HAA Travels 

8oo-422-1636 
617-496-o8o6 
H~\Travels @Harvard.edu 
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The Coverage and Analysis You Need 

Purchase Your Supplement Now I View in Web Browser 

Get instant access to the insight and analysis you care about 
Subscribe today and receive 15% off the standard yearly rate 

Higher education is quickly being re-imagined 

and revolutionized. Go deeper into the issues 

that affect you the most by subscribing to The 

Chronicle of Hiqher Education today. You’ll save 

15% off of the standard yearly rate* and receive 

premium access to the knowledge and analysis 

you need to navigate this time of empowering 

innovation 

Start benefiting from: 

Reliable reporting on the issues and 

topics affecting higher education 

Coverage and advice on the latest 

classroom technology solutions and 

trends. 

Data and coverage of the latest 

enrollment trends and statistics. 

Unlimited access to salary surveys, 

workplace data, admissions, and 

more. 

Subscribe to The Chronicle of Higher Education today and ensure you stay on top of the news and 

information you need, when and how you need it. 

*Offer only valid for first time subscribers or anyone who has not had an active subscription within the past six months 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St, NW. I Washington, DC. 20037 

Privacy Policy 
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Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <frboard-webannouncements@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, February 14,2014 9:22 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

G.17 Industrial Production 

Statistical Release 
G.17 Industrial Production 
http:/!www.federalreserve.gov!releases!g 17!current/default. htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop subscriptions at any time 
on your Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your email address to log in. If you have 
questions or problems or need assistance, please contact subscriberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at 
http:i/www.federalreserve.gov. Follow us on Twitter. 
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Georgia CLE 3/7/2014 - How to get the TRUTH 

For Attorneys and Mediators 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

Also approved in CO, ID, MS, MT, NM, 
VA, VT, WI, CT, WY, FL, and AK 
Pending approval in CA, DC, LA, NY, iL, 
WA, OR, MN, WA, WV and PA. 
More Coming Soon! 

$285 00 

Yot~r recmpt wil~ be you~ ieg~strat~o~ ~:onfirmatio~ 

Friday March 7th, 20~4 
This workshop sots out quickty 

Locatien: 

Con[erence Center 

$ta~e Bar of Geor~a 

104 Marietta St., NW, S~ite 100 

3rd Floor, Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30~03 

Fer direct~o~s contact: 

Phone: 404-527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Check-In Beans at 8:30 

Workshop starts premptly ~t 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours ,M[t be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

ALLend th~s workshop and receive your free 8fft- the entire 

program on demand ~or 1 fuji yeaH 

C~n’~ ~t~en#~ No proNem- the DVD and Workbook 

available for 

Discount Group Ra tes Av~ 

ContacL Susan at: susan~si[entmessa~es~com 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimonial: 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 



analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 
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CLOSING: 2 hrs left -WIB nominations 

NOTE: Since TBJ is moving up our Women in Business event this year (mere derails soon), 
we wanted to give you more time re submit your nominations and to acclimate to the new 
timing. Submissions will now close this Friday at neon. 

2014 Women in Business Awards 
Nomination Deadline: February 14, 2014 

announce the 17th annual Women tn 

Business Awards. These awards honor 

women in various business categories who 

have proven to be dynamic and outstanding 

leaders wi~h established track records of 

significant accomplishments in business 

and/or community service. 

NO~NATION DEADUNE 

Friday, Februafy ’~4th 

Submission site cfeses ~t 11:59AM 

New Eyelet Oate: Monday, Apd~ 7 

SPONSORS 

×~ 

Forwaid [o 8 Friend i Privacy I Unsubscribe 

Triangle Business Journal 

3000 Gtenwood Ave, SuRe 100 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaJ~dler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Friday, Febl~aly 14, 2014 10:22 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emofil.nnc.ed~> 

SOP TfLA~NSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: North Shore Bancorp (Mutual; Peabody, MA) and Saugnsbank a Co-operative Bank 
(Mutual; Sat~gus, MA) have ag~ed to combine their two institutions 

North Shore Bancorp (Mutual; Peabody, MA) and Saugusbank, a Co-operative Bank 

(Mutual; Saugus, MA) have agreed to combine their two institutions 

Sandier O’Neill served as financial advisor to North Shore Bancorp in this transaction. This 

transaction is Sandier O’Neill’s I15th bank or thrift transaction nationwide since January I, 

2012, more than any other investment bank during that time period,t Since January 1, 

2011, Sandier O’Neill has advised on 7 mutual combinations, more than any other 

investment bank during that time period.~ 

PEABODY&SAUGUS, MA-- North Shore Bank andSaugusbank are pleased to announce that they have 

entered into a definitive merger agreement beginning a new era of service and opportunity for their customers 

and staff. The two co-operative Banks will merge into one community-focused financial institution. 

The merger of these strong independent banks will be completed over the next several months. Customer 

accounts will continue to be insured in full through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the 

Share Insurance Fund of Massachusetts (SIF). As North Shore Bank, the combined institutions will continue to 

maintain co-operative bank status. 

As part of the agreement, North Shore President and CEO David J. LaFlamme will serve as Chief Executive 

Officer of North Shore Bank and its parent North Shore Bancorp. Saugusbank President and CEO, Kevin M. 

Tierney, Sr. will assume the role of President and Chief Operating Officer of both the Bank and the Bancorp. 

In a joint statement Messrs. LaFlamme and Tierney explained: "This merger will be extremely beneficial for our 
customers and employees. As a larger institution the Bank will also be able to offer enhanced products and 
services, greater employment opportunities and expanded branch access/’ They further stated, "Because both 
banks have similar business approaches, compatible product lines and complementary corporate cultures, we 
anticipate that merging the two organizations will be a seamless transition." 

Upon completion of the merger, North Shore Bank will grow to almost g700 million in assets and will operate 
out of eleven full-service locations throughout the North Shore of Massachusetts. All Saugusbank employees and 
directors will join the North Shore Bank team and customers of both banks will continue to see the same friendly 
faces at their local banking offices. 

According to Mr. LaFlamme: "The merger agreement has been approved by both Boards of Directors -- two 

groups who share the same commitment to exemplary customer service." He further said, "Kevin Tierney and I 

will work with the existing management teams to bring together our two Banks -- in the process creating long- 

term benefits for our customers, employees and the communities that we serve." 

The merger is subject to approval by North Shore Bancorp corporators, Saugusbank depositors, the Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the Massachusetts Division of Banks. The merger is expected to be 

consummated in the third quarter of 2014~ 

(~) Excludes terminated transactions and se!f advisory roles 

Source: SNL Financial 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

1251 Avenue of ::he Americas, 6~_h Floor I New York, NY 10020 US 



Comell University 
Law School 

~I08H OHA~TZ 

February 13, 2014 

Dear Colleagues at UNC: 

Attached is a very early draft of Chapter 4 of my current book proj ect, Congress’s 
Constitution: Legislative Authority and the Separation of Powers (under contract with Yale 
University Press). I thought it might be helpful briefly to situate this chapter within the larger 
project. 

The book’s central purpose is to argue for a new understanding of the separation of powers 
and of Congress’s role in the American constitutional order. Before exploring, in Parts II and 
III, the specific tools at Congress’s disposal in interbranch conflicts, Part I of the book 
focuses on the separation-of-powers theory underlying the proj ect. I refer to this account of 
the separation of powers as "multiplicity-based," because it aims to highlight the ways in 
which claims of authority multiply and overlap in a non-hierarchical constitutional order. 

Chapter 1 describes the multiplicity-based account of the separation of powers, focusing on 
the dynamics of interbranch contestation for public support. This chapter argues that political 
institutions are engaged in constant contestation in the public sphere, not simply for the 
substantive outcomes they desire, but also for the authority to determine those outcomes. 
The written Constitution serves primarily to set the groundrules by which the branches can 
engage in this fight. This contestation is best understood as a form of constitutional politics, 
and Chapter 1 describes and analyzes the central features of this form of politics. Chapter 2 
then argues that this constitutional design is normatively desirable, as it allows for a system 
that is more fully representative, more deliberation-promoting, and more resistant to 
assertions of tyrannical or autocratic power than many alternatives. Chapter 3 begins the turn 
towards Congress in particular, arguing that--recent scholarship about the overriding 
significance of political parties and lack of institutional capacity notwithstanding--the 
legislature is, under certain conditions, willing and able to contest vigorously with the other 
branches. 

The book then turns to a discussion of the specific tools at Congress’s disposal. The attached 
chapter, on the power of the purse, is the first such tool that I examine. 

I hope this very brief roadmap is helpful. The project is still in its early days, and I very 
much look forward to your feedback. 

-JAC 



CONGRES S’ S CONS TITUTION 

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY AND THE SEPA1LCTION OF POWERS 

Josh Chafetz 

Yale University Press, under contract 
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Chapter 4 

The Power of the Purse 

It may appear odd to begin by discussing the power of the purse, given that I began this 

book by noting that I will focus on mechanisms that are available to individual houses or 

members of Congress. After all, the power of the purse is exercised via legislation, 1 which 

requires both bicameralism and presentment.2 These are among the more specific and 

determinate of constitutional provisions. But notice the converse of this fact: if directing money 

to be spent requires the concurrence of the House, the Senate, and the President (or suft]ciently 

large House and Senate supermaj orities3), then either the House or the Senate, acting alone, can 

withhold money. Of course, this is true of any bill--the House and Senate are each absolute 

vetogates to the passage of legislation.4 But appropriations laws are different in that their 

passage is necessary to the continued functioning of the entire government. An annual budget 

process guarantees that, eve~T year, each house of Congress has the opportunity to give 

meaningful voice to its priorities and its discontentments. As we will see in this chapter, this tool 

has been underappreciated and, perhaps, underutilized. 

1 ~ee U.S. Const. art. I, § 9, cl. 7 ("No Money shall be drawn :from the Treasury, but in Consequence of 
Appropriations made by Law...."). 

2 See id. § 7, cl. 2 ("Every Bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives and the Senate, shall, 

before it become a Law, be presented to the President...."). 
3 k~ee id. (providing "that a two4hirds vote in each house can override a presidential veto). 
4 On "the concept of"vetogates," see William N. Eskfidge, Jr., Vetogates, Chcvrm~ Preemption, 83 Notre 

Dame L. Rev. 1441, 1444-48 (2008). I refer to bicameralism and presentment as absolute vetogates because, ~mlike 
some oft:he items to which Eskfidge points (e.g., substantive congressional committees, the House R~fles 
Connnittee, and co~fference conunittees), they are not simply major legislative chokepoints, but are, in fact, hard- 
wired constitutional requirements that cannot be circumvented. 
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Historical Development 

Annual legislative appropriations have their roots in English parliamentary practice and 

became entrenched in the aftermath of the Glorious Revolution. Before that, parliamentary 

control over appropriations had been sporadic, at best. As Maitland put it, "throughout the 

Middle Ages the king’ s revenue had been in a very true sense the king’ s revenue, and parliament 

had but seldom attempted to give him orders as to what he should do with it.’’s This was in large 

part because most of the Crown’s revenue at that point came from what Blackstone termed 

"ordinary" sources--that is, either those sources of revenue that have "subsisted time out of 

mind in the crown; or else [have] been granted by parliament, by way of purchase or exchange 

for such of the king’s inherent hereditary rights.’’6 Blackstone identified eighteen revenue 

sources that had traditionally been the Crown’ s, including everything from ecclesiastical 

revenues to rents on the king’s demesne lands to feudal dues to custody of the persons and lands 

of idiots and lunatics.7 Extraordinary revenue, by contrast, consisted of various forms of 

taxation. 8 The principle of parliamentary consent to taxation harkens back at least to Magna 

Carta’s requirement that any general aid be levied only by common counsel,9 and the 

requirement of consent by the Commons in particular dates back at least to the mid-fifteenth 

5 F.W. Maitland, 7~e Constitutional History of England 309 (H.A.L. Fisher ed., 1908). Kantorowicz 

locates the seeds of English modenfity in the growing recognition of"the difference between the king as personal 
liege lord and the king as the supra-individual administrator of a public sphere--a public sphere which included the 
rise that ’never died’ and was perpetual because no time ran against it." Kantorowicz puts the genesis of that 
recognition in the thirteenth cenl~. Ernst H. Kantorowicz, 77~e King’s Two Bodies: A Study in ~[ediaeval Political 

Theology 191 (rev. ed. 1997). But it was still quite a bit longer--a bit over four centuries, in fact--until the 

publicness of the public rise became fully dominant over the private revenues of the king-as-liege-lord. 
~ William Blackstone, 1 Commentaries "271; see also Maitland, supra note 5, at 433-34. 
~ See generally William Blackstone, 1 Commentaries *272-96. 
~ Id. at *297 C[E]xtraordina~ grants are usually called by the synonymous names of aids, subsidies, and 

supplies .... "). 
9 See J.R. Maddicott, The Origins of the Engzlish Parliament, 924-1327, at 119-26 (2010); Maitland, supra 

note 5, at 66-68. 
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century. 10 But the need for extraordinary revenue for a long time arose only in extraordinary 

circumstances--most commonly in war time. 

So long as Crown revenues came primarily from money due the King in his own 

person--that is, from ordinary sources--Parliament had little claim to dictate how it was to be 

spent. But as early as the thirteenth century, the nascent parliamentary body1J asserted the right 

to appropriate extraordinary revenue; 12 in other words, if they were going to have to pay taxes, 

the magnates were going to have some say as to how those taxes would be spent. 13 As Simon 

Payling has noted, it would be a mistake to view these medieval appropriations as evincing a 

right "of free refusal. For just as the representative nature of the Commons gave it this right of 

assent, the Crown had the right to demand a share of its subj ects’ goods in times of common 

necessity." 14 It is, nevertheless, telling that, when asked to hand over money to the Crown, 

Parliament in the later Middle Ages not infrequently specified how that money was to be spent. 15 

To take just one example, in 1425, Parliament granted Henry VI certain extraordinary revenues 

"for the defense of the said Roialme of England"; in case that wasn’t clear enough, after 

specifying the revenues granted, the law repeats that, "The whiche grauntes of subsidies be made 

10 See Jeffrey Goldsworthy, 7;~e Sovereignty of Parliament: tIistory and Philosophy 69 (1999). 

11 For an excellent, detailed history of the development of Parliament in its earliest years, see Maddicott, 

supra note 9. For an extremely abbreviated summary, see Josh Chafetz, "In the Time ofa 14~oman, 14Zhich Sex Was 

Not Capable of ~Iature Deliberation ": Late Tudor Parliamentary Relations and Their Ear@ Stuart Discontents, 25 

Yale J.L. & Human. 181, 183-85 (2013). 
12 See Maddicott, supra note 9, at 108, 182. 

13 See id. at 182 ("Behind appropriation lay the view that taxes should be spent on "the purposes for which 

they had been granted .... "). 
ld Simon Payling, The Later Middle Ages, in lhe ttouse of Commons: Seven ttundred Years c~[British 

7hadition 48, 51 (Robert Smith & John S. Moore eds., 1996). 
1~ See Maitland, supra note 5, at 184 (noting several instances of this in the fourleenth century and lhat it 

"continued with increasing elaboration ~mder the Lancastrian kings"); Theodore F.T. Plucknett, Tas~well- 

Langmead’s English Constitutional Histor3; from the Teutonic Conquest to the Present Time 160, 169, 186 (1 lth ed. 

1960). 
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by the seid Commens, on the conditions that folwith. That is to sey, that it ne no part therofbe 

beset ne dispendid to no othir use, but oonly in and for the defense of the seid Roialme." J6 

Under the Tudors, Parliament was far more deferential to royal authority over 

expenditures--in Maitland’ s words, it "hardly dared to meddle with such matters." ~7 But, as 

with so many other constitutional principles, conflict returned with the ascent of the Stuarts. ~8 

This was in no small part due to what Conrad Russell--speaking literally--called "the poverty of 

the Crown." ~9 As Russell notes, the financial system facing Charles I on the eve of the Civil 

War "was, in essentials, that of the fourteenth century.’’2° But, by the seventeenth century, the 

King’s ordinary revenues were no longer even remotely sufficient to cover the normal costs of 

royal governance. And the policies of the first t~vo Stuart kings did not help: James I’s "inability 

to manage money was notorious both in Scotland and England,’’21 and Charles I began his reign 

with a series of expensive and unnecessary foreign policy adventures, each of which ended 

poorly.22 This put Charles, especially, at the mercy of Parliament for the granting of 

extraordinary revenues; the combination of newfound parliamentary assertiveness23 and 

Charles’s intransigence and remarkable "ability to rub people up the wrong way’’24 made it that 

16 4 Rot. Pail. 302 (1425). 
17 Maitland, supra note 5, at 309. This calls upon the traditional idea of "Tudor despotism"--the cowing of 

Parliament by the Tudor monarchs. As I have argued elsewhere, the picture is somewhat more complicated than 
that; while the Crown certainly maintained the upper hand in matters of state throughout the Tudor period, 
innovations in pailiamentau procedure in the late-Tudor period paved the way for pailiamentau pushback against 
the Stuart: monarchs. See Chafctz, supra note 11, at 188-95. But issues of taxing and spending were among those 
great matters of state in which the Tudors can rightly be said to have, in Wallace Notestein’s mcmorable phrase, 
held "thc whip hand." Wallace Notestein, The Winning of the Initiative by tl~e [Iouse of Commons 13 (photo reprint 
1971) (1926). 

18 ~ee, e.g., Ct~af’etz, supra note 11, at: 195-201 (tracing the Stuart reaction against: the innovations in 
pafliamcntary procedure made in the late-Tudor period and the parliamentary attempts to hold firm to their 
institutional gains). 

19 Conrad Russell, 7~e Causes of the English Civil 14Zar 161-84 (1990). 
~o Id. at 166. 

21 )rd. at 171. 

~ See Josh Chafctz, Impeachment and Assassination, 95 Minn. L. Rev. 347, 369-83 (2010) 
~ See generally Chafetz, supra note 11. 
~4 Russell, supra note 19, at 185. 
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much harder for him to get what he wanted out of Parliament. When Parliament refused to grant 

him supply, or demanded too many concessions for doing so, he resorted to unconstitutional 

prerogative taxation--that is, essentially, collecting extraordinary revenues without 

parliamentary authorization. This, of course, further enraged an alienated Parliament, 

reinforcing a vicious cycle that led to the Civil War and, ultimately, to Charles’s beheading.:s 

The Commonwealth accustomed people to the idea of"national finances managed by a 

parliamentary committee,’’:6 and so it is not entirely surprising to see the practice of specific 

appropriations attached to large grants of supply pick up steam after the Restoration. Although, 

as Maitland notes, the practice was not invariably followed under Charles 11,27 the extent to 

which it was followed was remarkable. Several of the monarchy’s "ordinary" sources of revenue 

(in the Blackstonian sense of the word) were abolished at the Restoration; 25 they were replaced 

with certain grants made to Charles II for life and others made to him and his heirs in 

perpetuity.29 These grants, as was only natural, came with no strings attached; they were, after 

all, simply making up for lost sources of unencumbered revenue. But these grants were also 

indicative of the prevailing trust between the restored monarch and his Parliament3°--with the 

exception of three grants of supply in 1660 that were intended to pay and decommission the bulk 

25 1 have traced this vicious cycle in some detail in Chafetz, supra note 22, at 369-84; Josh Chafetz, 

Executive Branch Contempt (~[Congress, 76 U. Ctfi. L. Rev. 1083, 1100-16 (2009). 
~ Maitland, supra notc 5, at 310; see also Plucknett, supra note 15, at 428 ("Thc completc authority 

exercised by the commons, during the late Civil War and Commonwealth, over the whole receipts and expenditure 

of the national treasury had accustomed the House to regulate the disbursement of the sums which they granted 

~ See Maitland, supra note 5, at 310 ("This precedent [of specific appropriations] was followed in some, 

but not all .... cases under Charles II."). 
es See Tenures Abolition Act, 12 Car. 2, c. 24 (1660); see also Maitland, supra note 5, at 434-35. 

~9 See Subsidy Act, 12 Car. 2, c. 4 (1660) (life grant); Excise Act, 12 Car. 2, c. 23 (1660) (life grant); 

Tenures Abolition Act, 12 Car. 2, c. 24, § 14 (1660) (perpetual grant); Arrears of Excise Act, 13 Car. 2, stat. 1, c. 13 

(1661) (perpetual grant); Taxation Act, 14 Car. 2, c. 10 (1662) (perpetual grant); Wine Licenses Act, 22 & 23 Car. 2, 

c. 6 (1670) (perpetual grant). 
~o See Annabel Patterson, The Long Parliament of Charles II, at 5 (2008) (noting the "joyful subser~ience" 

of Parlimnent to the new monarch upon the Restoration). 
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of the Republican army and navy, 31 no grant of extraordinary supply between 1660 and 1665 

came with any sort of appropriation. 32 

As was so often the case with the Smarts, it was the debts created by foreign 

entanglements that began to cause friction with Parliament. The outbreak of the Second Anglo- 

Dutch War in 1665 "squandered" the "initial goodwill on the parts of both king and 

parliament,’’33 and this mistrust is apparent in the sudden profusion of specific appropriations 

provisions in revenue bills. Charles first came to Parliament in late-1664 seeking the princely 

sum of £2.5 million to fight the war over two-and-a-half years. 34 Irl the course of requesting the 

aid, he felt compelled to dismiss the "vile Jealousy, which some ill Men scatter abroad ... that, 

when you have given Me a noble and proportionable Supply for the Support of a War, I may be 

induced by some evil Counsellors ... to make a sudden Peace, and get all that Money for My 

own private Occasions.’’3s This time, a maj ority of the House of Commons believed him--he 

was narrowly granted the funds he sought, without any specific appropriations attached. 36 But it 

seems the suspicion did not fully disappear; when in 1665, he sought and received an additional 

£1.25 million for the war, a clause was inserted in the revenue-raising legislation providing that 

"noe moneyes levyable by this Act be issued out of the Exchequer dureing this Warr but by such 

Order or Warrant mentioning that the moneyes payable by such Order or Warrant are for the 

31 Taxation Act, 12 Car. 2, c. 9 (1660); Taxation Act, 12 Car. 2, c. 20 (1660); Taxation Act, 12 Car. 2, c. 27 

(1660). On the disbanding of the Republican army generally, see Joyce Lee Malcolm, Charles II and the 
Recol~sO"uction c~[RoyalPower, 35 Hist. J. 307, 315-17 (1992). 

32 ~’ee Taxation Act, 12 Car. 2, c. 21 (1660); Taxation Act, 12 Car. 2, c. 29 (1660); An Act for a Free and 
Volunta~ Present to his Majesty, 13 Car. 2, slat. 1, c. 4 (1661); Taxation Act, 13 Car. 2, slat. 2, c. 3 (1661); 
Taxation Act, 15 Car. 2, c. 9 (1663); Taxation Act, 16 & 17 Car. 2, c. 1 (1664). 

33 Patterson, supra note 30, at 89. 
34 ~ee id. at 73-74. 

3s 11 H.L. Jonr. 625 (Nov. 24, 1664). 

~6 Taxation Act, 16 & 17 Car. 2, c. 1 (1664); see also 8 H.C. Jour. 568 (Nov. 25, 1664) (noting the narrow, 
172 to 102 vote in favor of granting the fnnds). 
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service of Your Maj estie in the said Warr respectively.’’37 Indeed, to make sure that the 

appropriation was followed, the act also required specific and meticulous recordkeeping3~ and 

insisted that the records be open for public inspection.39 The next year, when it was clear that 

yet more money was needed for the war, Parliament passed a poll tax containing not only a 

specific appropriation of the funds for the war4° and a right of anyone considering lending 

money to the Crown to inspect the books,41 but also a specific limitation: ’~thirty thousand 

pounds and noe more of the money to be raised by this Act may be applyed for the payment of 

His Maj esties Guards.’’42 This limitation was important--Charles’s personal guard was the first 

royal standing army in Britain,43 and it was created not by statute, but by royal prerogative (the 

first standing army in Britain was, of course, Cromwell’s New Model Army, parts of which were 

reformed into Charles’s guard).44 Once Charles’s initial honeymoon period wore off, the 

maintenance of this force became a significant source of friction between the King and his 

people.45 Indeed, the fear of a standing army under royal command was so pervasive that 

Charles soon felt the need to address it head-on: in a speech proroguing Parliament in July of 

37 Taxation Act, 17 Car. 2, c. 1, § 5 (1665). 
38 ]d. (requiring "That there be provided and kepte in His Majestyes Exchequer (to witt) in the Office of the 

Auditor of the Receipt one Booke or Register in which Booke or Register all Moneyes that shall be paid into the 
Exchequer by this Act slrall be entered [& registered] apart and distinct from the Moneyes paid or payable to Your 
Majestie on the before mentioned Act and from all other Moneyes or Branches of Your Majesties Revenue 
whatsoever And that alsoe there be one other Booke or Regist~7 provided or kepte in the said Office of all Orders 
and Warrants to be made by the Lord Treasurer and Under Treasurer or by the Comissers of the Treasul)" for the 
time being lbr payment of all and eve~ Summe and summes of money to all persons :for moneyes lent Wares or 
Goods bought or other payments directed by His Majestie relateing to lhc service of this Warr.") (alteration in 
original indicating interlineation on "the parliamentary roll). 

39 )rd. § 7 (providing that any person willing to lend money to the Crown is to have "accesse unto and [the 
right to] view and peruse all or any of the said Bookes lbr their Information of the state of those Moncyes"). 

40 Taxation Act, 18 & 19 Car. 2, c. 1, § 33 (1666). 

4lid. §34. 

42 Id. §31. 
43 ~oe Brian Harwood, Chivalry & Comma~d: 500 Years" (~/"Itorse Guards" 37-39 (2006); Cliflbrd Walton, 

History of the British StandingAr~v 1-14 (London, Harrison & Sons 1894). 
44 ~oe John Childs, The Arm32 of Charles H, at 13-20 (1976). 
45 When Clarendon was impeached in 1667, "the first article of impeachinent charged lhat he "designed a 

Standing Army to be raised, and to govern the Kingdom thereby." 9 H.C. Jour. 16 (Nov. 6, 1667). This article, 
however, did not pass the House of Commons. 
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1667, "His Majesty further said, He ~vondered ~vhat One Thing He had done since His coming 

into England, to persuade any sober Person that He did intend to govern by a Standing Army; He 

said He was more an Eng4ishman than SO.’’46 

Perhaps because &this widespread suspicion of Charles’s motives, the only other two 

revenue bills passed during the war contained appropriations provisions, as well.47 In one of 

those acts, Parliament directed that a sizeable chunk of the revenue raised be used to pay 

seamen’s wages, and it threatened the Treasurer of the Navy with treble damages if he diverted 

any of that money to any other purpose.48 And to make sure that the funds were being used as 

directed, Parliament passed a law creating what we might anachronistically call an independent 

auditing board, 49 charged with looking over the books of all of the officials who had received 

funds earmarked for the war and ensuring that they were properly used. s0 

Consistent with Patterson’s observation that trust between King and Parliament was 

briefly "rebuilt" after the end of the Second Anglo-Dutch War, sl grants of supply in the early 

1670s did not generally come with appropriations provisions.52 But the goodwill quickly 

dissipated, as a result of the Third Anglo-Dutch War and the fear that Charles was too friendly 

towards the French. Beginning again in 1677, nearly ever}, grant of extraordinary revenue for 

the remainder of Charles II’s reign came with an appropriating clause, an auditing provision to 

ensure that the appropriation was followed, and stiff penalties for any Crown official caught 

46 12 H.L. Jour. 114 (July 29, 1667). For an accotmt of the rumors fl~at were swirling at the time to the 
effect that Charles meant to rule by standing anw, see Patterson, supra note 30, at 78-80. 

47 
Taxation Act, 18 & 19 Car. 2, c. 13, § 6 (1667); Taxation Act, 19 & 20 Car. 2, c. 6, §§ 23-25 (1668). 

48 
Taxation Act, 18 & 19 Car. 2, c. 13, §§ 10-11 (1667). 

49 Accounts of Public Moneys Act, 19 & 20 Car. 2, c. 1 (1667). 
S°Id. § 1. 
51 Patterson, supra note 30, at 89. 
s~ See Taxation Act, 22 Car. 2, c. 3 (1670); Taxation Act, 22 Car. 2, c. 4 (1670); Taxation Act, 25 Car. 2, c. 

1 (1672). A counterexample can be found in Taxation Act, 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 3, § 51 (1670) (appropriating the 
supply for repayment of debts and "other the occasions aforesaid," which presumably refers to the broad statement 
of purposes set out in section 1 of the Act). 
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putting the money to any unsanctioned use.53 Nor were these idle threats: in 1678, the House of 

Commons impeached the Earl of Danby, one of Charles’s highest officials. There were six 

articles of impeachment, the second of which charged Danby as follows: 

[H]e did design the Raising of an Army, upon Pretence of a War against the 
French King; and then to continue the same as a Standing Army within this 
Kingdom: And an Army being so raised, and no War ensuing, an Act of 
Parliament having passed to pay, off and disband the same, and a great Sum of 
Money being granted for that End, he did continue this Army contrary to the said 
Act, and misemployed the said Money, given for disbanding, to the Continuance 
thereof; and issued out of his Majesty’s Revenue divers great Sums of Money for 
the said Purpose; and wilfully neglected to take Security from the Paymaster of 
the Army, as the said Act required; whereby the said Law is eluded, and the Army 
is yet continued, to the great Danger and unnecessary Charge of his Maj esty and 
the whole Kingdom. s4 

In other words, Danby was charged with violating a specific appropriations provision, and of 

doing so in order to maintain a standing army on English soil. Before the Lords could vote on 

Danby’s impeachment, Charles pardoned him, which led to a debate in Parliament as to whether 

a royal pardon was effective as against impeachments. While that debate was ongoing, both 

houses passed a bill of attainder against Danby, upon which he was arrested; he spent the next 

five years in the Tower of London. 55 While he was there, another royal official, Sir Edward 

Seymour, was impeached. The first article charged him with violating a specific appropriation 

that certain money was to be used only to build and outfit naval vessels; Seymour, instead, as 

Treasurer of the Navy, lent some of that money for the purpose of maintaining the standing army 

past the date at which Parliament had ordered it disbanded, "whereby the said Two several Acts 

s3 Taxation Act, 29 Car. 2, c. l, §§ 35, 39, 43-47 (1677); Taxation Act, 29 & 30 Car. 2, c. 1, §§ 58, 61-66, 
68 (1678); Taxation Act, 30 Car. 2, c. 1, §§ 15, 19, 22-23, 74 (1678); Billeting Act, 31 Car. 2, c. 1, §§ 21-22 (1679). 
One customs duty statute from this period was only partially appropriated, Taxation Act, 29 Car. 2, c. 2, §§ 4-8 
(1677) (setting aside one-fifth of the raised funds as security lbr loans to the Crown), and another customs duty 
statute made no appropriation at all, Taxation Act, 30 Car. 2, c. 2 (1678). 

s-~ 9 H.C. Jour. 562 (Dec. 21, 1678). 
5~ Mark Knights, Osborrw, T¢tomax, first duke of Leeds (1632-1712), Oxford Dict. Nat’l Biog. (2008), 

http:iiwww.oxforddnb.comiviewiarticlei20884. 
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1 1 ~ ,,56 ~vere eJuaea. The second article against Seymour like,vise charged him with violating a 

¯ ¯ ~’7 specific appropriation.- A snap dissolution of Parliament in January of 1681 ended the 

proceedings against Seymour before the Lords could vote. 58 

After this dissolution, Charles, fed up with parliamentary interference, ruled without 

Parliament, and therefore without any parliamentary taxation, for the rest of his reign (i.e., until 

1685).s9 The overall trend in Charles’s reign is clear: once the initial honeymoon period wore 

off around 1665, Parliament was largely unwilling to grant him additional money without 

specifying in some measure how it was to be used. Additionally, Parliament got into the habit of 

providing monitoring mechanisms and penalties for disobedient royal officials. 

When Charles’s brother James came to the throne in 1685, the "Loyal Parliament"--so- 

called because it was dominated by those loyal to the new Catholic monarch--quickly confirmed 

all of the same life grants (that is, the substitutes for old sources of ordinary revenue) that had 

been made to his brother.6° Shortly thereafter, it also granted him temporary customs duties on 

wine and vinegar,61 tobacco and sugar,62 and various cloths and liquors.63 Although the last of 

these grants was meant to aid James in suppressing the Monmouth Rebellion,64 none of them 

contained an appropriations provision. After the Rebellion was suppressed, James, having been 

made financially comfortable by Parliament,6~ indicated that he had no intention of disbanding 

56 13 H.L. Jour. 724 (Dec. 21, 1680). 
5"7 [d. 

58 D.W. Hayton, Seymour, Sir Edu’ard, f(mrth baronet (1633-1708), O~ord Dict. Nat’l Biog. (2009), 

hrtp://www.oxl~rddnb.congview/a~icle/25162. 
59 See Plucknett, xupra note 15, at 438. 

6o 
See Revenue Act, 1 Jac. 2, c. 1 (1685). 

61 
Taxation Act, 1 Jac. 2, c. 3 (1685). 

6~ 
Taxation Act, 1 Jac. 2, c. 4 (1685). 

63 
Taxation Act, 1 Jac. 2, c. 5 (1685). 

6"~Id. ~ l. 
6s It is worth noting that this :financial comfo~ was not primarily due to the few extmordinao, grants ttmt 

Parliament had made trim; rather, it was primarily due to economic developments that greatly increased the value of 
the perpetual grants to the Crown that had been ~de at the Restoration in lieu of the morn tradNo~l so~ces of 
oNi~o~ revenue. See Steve Pincus, 1688: The First~odern Revolution 160 (2009). 
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the standing army under his control. 66 This, combined with his determination to dispense with 

the Test Act (which prevented Catholics from holding public office),67 turned even many of the 

Tories in Parliament against him,68 and in November 1685, the House of Commons voted not to 

take up the matter of supply for the Crown.~9 A week later, James prorogued Parliament;7° 

although it technically remained in existence until July of 1687, it never sat again. There were to 

be no more parliaments in James II’s brief reign. 

And then, of course, came the second deposition of a Stuart monarch in as many 

generations. Afterwards, a large part of Parliament’s goal in stitching together the Revolution 

Settlement was to ensure that Monarchs would no longer feel free to rule without Parliament. To 

this end, Parliament attacked, among other things, what were seen as two mutually reinforcing 

pillars of monarchical authority in Restoration England: royal revenues and royal control over a 

standing army. The Bill of Rights specifically criticized James II both for "Levying Money for 

and to the Use of the Crowne, by pretence of Prerogative for other time and in other manner then 

the same was granted by Parlyament" and for "raising and keeping a Standing Army within this 

Kingdome in time of Peace without Consent ofParlyament.’’71 The Bill of Rights went on to 

prohibit both of these things, as well as to require the calling of frequent parliaments. 72 

But even before the passage of the Bill of Rights, Parliament had begun to take more 

concrete steps to put these principles into action. First, it took away almost all of the remnants of 

66 See Maitland, supra note 5, at 328 (finding that "James seems to have had above 16,000 meff’); 

Plucknett, supra note 15, at 440 (putting the nnmber of regtflar troops at James’s command at "about 20,000"); see 

also Pincus, supra note 65, at 181-83 (discussing James’s determination to maintain a standing army). 
6~ See 9 H.C. Jour. 755-56 (Nov. 9, 1685) (reprinting James’s speech to the houses of Parliament 

annotmcing his intention to dispense with the Test Act); Plucknett, supra note 15, at 440-41,442-43 
6~ See Pincus, supra note 65, at 182 ("Many English people loathed and feared James II’s modem army. 

Wittfin months "the new standing army had become a national grievance."). 
69 9 H.C. Jonr. 757 (Nov. 13, 1685). 

70 9 H.C. Jonr. 761 (Nov. 20, 1685). 
71 Bill of Rights, 1 W. & M., sess. 2, c. 2, § 1, cl. 4-5 (1689). 

7~Id. § 2, cl. 4, 6, 13. 
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the Crown’ s ordinary revenue. It began by repealing the hearth tax, which had been perpetual, 

and replacing it with an annually granted land tax. 73 Grants of tonnage and poundage and duties 

on woolen cloth, which had been granted for life, were now granted for only four years.74 Only 

a relatively small amount of revenue was granted William and Mary for life or longer. 75 The 

importance of this move to annual appropriations cannot be overstated. Blackstone described the 

loss of the Crown’s ordinary revenue as "fortunate[] for the liberty of the subject,’’76 and 

Trevelyan explains why: 

[T]he Commons took good care that after the Revolution the Crown should be 
altogether unable to pay its way without an annual meeting of Parliament. 
William had no large grant made him for life. Every year he and his Ministers 
had to come, cap in hand, to the House of Commons, and more often than not the 
Commons drove a bargain and exacted a quid pro quo in return for supply. 77 

That is to say, the granting of revenue only for a short duration forced not only the regular 

calling of Parliaments--something all four of the Stuart monarchs had tried, at one time or 

another, to do without--but it also forced regular negotiation with Parliament, and those 

negotiations often led to concessions. 

73 The hearth tax had been granted to Charles II, his "Heires and Successors." Taxation Act, 14 Car. 2, c. 
10, § 1 (1662). It was repealed by Hearth Money Act, 1 W. & M., c. 10 (1689). The land tax--which was 
originally a general property tax, but was quickly limited to real property to ease e~fforcement--was inaugurated in 
Taxation Act, 1 W. & M., c. 20 (1689); see also Taxation Act, 4 W. & M., c. 1 (1692); Taxation Act, 5 W. & M., c. 
1 (1693); etc. The land tax took on its final form as a lax on real property only--the form that it was to maintain 
throughout the eighteenth centul3T--early in the reign of Queen Anne. See Land Tax Act, 2 & 3 Ann., c. 1 (1703); 
Land Tax Act, 3 & 4 Ann., c. 1 (1704); etc. 

Historians have written incisively about the political economy arguments attending the shift :from a hearth 
tax to a land lax. See, e.g., Pincus, supra hole 65, at 384-85; Colin Brooks, Public Finance and Political Stabili&: 
The Administration of the Land Tax, 1688-1720, 17 Hist. J. 281 (1974). For our purposes here, however, ill is the 
duration of the tax that is more interesting than its form--after all, the perpetual hearth tax could have been replaced 
with a perpetual land rex. (Indeed, lhis is precisely what Pitt’s government did at the end of the eighteenth century. 
Perpetual Land Tax Act, 38 Geo. 3, c. 60 (1798).) Parliament’s choice to make it a one-year grant from the Glorious 
Revolution through the end of the eighteenth centu~ is clearly, in itself, meant to be a form of parliamentary control 
over the governmeut. 

7-~ Taxation Act, 2 W. & M., c. 4, § 1 (1690). As Gill notes, these were "the mainsprings of government 
finance." Doris M. Gill, The 7’reasur.v, 1660-1714, 46 Eng. His. Rev. 600, 610 (1931). 

7~ See, e.g., Taxalion Act, 2 W. & M., c. 3 (1690). 
76 William Blackstone, 1 Commentaries *296. 
77 G.M. Trevelyan, The English Revolution, 1688-1689, at 96 (1977). 
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Moreover, after the Revolution, it became common practice (as, we have seen, it was 

during much of Charles II’s reign) for Parliament to specifically appropriate the funds that it 

raised for the Crown, and to threaten severe punishments upon any royal official using the funds 

for any other purpose.% Indeed, as Gill has noted, it is shortly after the Revolution that a proto- 

annual budget makes its first appearance, a natural outgrowth of the new royal need for annual 

parliamentary grants. 79 And this proto-budget as passed by Parliament was not always identical 

to the budget the Crown requested. 80 

The second, and related, key element of the Revolution Settlement for our purposes was 

parliamentary control over the military. As we have already seen, there was deep suspicion of 

standing armies on English soil, and many of the Restoration fights over finance were intimately 

bound up with fights over a standing army. Thus, in the Mutiny Act,81 which created a criminal 

offense of mutiny from the army, 82 Parliament provided that the penalties would sunset within a 

83                                                                                          .    84 year. Subsequent Mutiny Acts followed suit every year for nearly two centuries. Each year, 

the Monarchs were thus faced with a tripartite choice: they could disband the standing army; 

they could call a Parliament that year; or, if they did neither of those, they would run the risk of 

soldiers deserting without fear of consequence. If they chose either to disband the army or to call 

a Parliament, then they would be adequately constrained in their exercise of power. 

78 See Maitland, supra note 5, at 310, 433; Plucknett, supra note 15, at 428; see also Gerhard Casper, 
Appropriations of Power, 13 U. Ark. Little Rock L. Rev. 1, 4 (1990). 

79 See Gill, supra note 74, at 610-22. 
8o Id. at 614-20. 
81 1 W. & M., c. 5 (1689). 
82Id. § 2. 
83 See id. § 8 (providing that the Act wotfld continue in effect until November 10, 1689, "and noe longer"). 
8,4 See, e.g., Mutiny Act, 2 W. & M., sess. 2, c. 6 (1690); Mutiny Act, 4 W. & M., c. 13 (1692); see also 

Frederick Benkays Wiener, Civilians Under~/Iilitary Justice: The British Practice Since 1689 E~pecially in :Vorth 
America 8 & n.9 (1967) (noting that, "[e]xcept only during the years 1698-1702, an annual Muti~\v Act was always 
in force" between 1688 and 1879). 
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What both of these elements of the Revolution Settlement have in common is their 

creation of an annual baseline. They did not require the Monarch to call regular Parliaments, but 

they made it very difficult for the Monarch to exercise power without the aid of Parliament. The 

Revolutionary doctrine of parliamentary supremacy, and the accompanying eighteenth-century 

rise of cabinet government and of ministerial responsibility to Parliament, 85 were the 

consolidation of these gains, and they inaugurated the modem British political system. But even 

after the advent and consolidation of parliamentary supremacy, Parliament continued to 

appropriate funds "with great minuteness," 86 and violations of those appropriations are 

criminally punishable. 87 As Maitland put it, drawing together once again the two threads we 

have been discussing, "even at a pinch money appropriated to the navy cannot be applied to the 

army.’’88 While monarchs would continue to--and, indeed, still today continue to--have certain 

sums appropriated to their personal and household use (long called the "civil list," and recently 

renamed the "Sovereign Grant"), these sums are granted by Parliament and are distinct from, and 

cannot be supplemented by, other taxpayer revenue. 89 The Revolution Settlement made clear 

that, just as Parliament must consent to the raising of funds, so too it must consent as to how, 

specifically, they are to be spent. 

As Jack Greene has compellingly demonstrated, seventeenth-century relations between 

Crown and Parliament made a big impression on the American colonists. The behavior of 

~5 See Claylon Roberts, 77~e Growth of Responsible Government in Stuart England 245-378 (1966); Basil 

Williams, The Whig Supremacy, 1714-1760, at 30-40 (rev. C.H. Stuart, 2d ed. 1960). 
s~ Maitland, supra note 5, at 385. 
~ Id. at 446. 
~ Id. at 446 n.1; see also A.V. Dicey, Introduction to the Study oj’the Law of the Constitution 203 (Liberty 

Fund 1982) (Sth ed. 1915) ("[N]ot a pe~my of revenue can be legally expended except under the authorily of some 
Act of Parliament."). 

s9 Maitland, supra note 5, at 310 CBefore the end of William’s reign, a certain annual sum is assigned to 
the king for his own use; we begin to have what is afterwards called a civil list; the residue of the money is voted for 
this purpose and for that--so much for the navy, so nmch for the army."); see also id. at 435 (referring 1o this 
process as "the gradual separation of... the king’s private pocket-money from the national revenue"); William 
Blackstone, 1 Commentaries "321-22 (describing the civil list). 
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colonial legislatures, he argues, was "deeply rooted" in parliamentary opposition to the Stuart 

Crown.9° Indeed, so pervasive was the specter of Stuart tyranny that "colonial legislators had a 

strong predisposition to look at each governor as a potential Charles I or James II, to assume a 

hostile posture toward the executive, and to define with the broadest possible latitude the role of 

the lower house as ’the main barrier of all those rights and privileges which British subj ects 

enjoy.’’’91 It is, then, unsurprising that, in conjunction with the taxation power,92 the colonial 

assemblies asserted a robust power of appropriation over all of the tax revenue they raised. 93 

Indeed, despite the "extensive precautions" that officials in London took "to prevent that power 

from falling into the hands of the lower houses,’’94 Greene found that, by the middle of the 

eighteenth century, the appropriations power wielded by the lower houses of colonial assemblies 

¯ ~ ,,95 was "greater even than that of the British House of commons. This was because the colonial 

assemblies, in addition to strictly appropriating funds, also maintained a substantial auditing 

96 power. 

Indeed, some colonial assemblies even successfully asserted the right to appropriate 

money without the approval of the royal governor or his council. 97 Consider the "Wilkes Fund 

Controversy" in South Carolina. In 1769, that colony’s House of Commons voted a £1500 grant 

90 Jack P. Greene, Negotiated Authorities: Essays in Colonial Political and Constitutional History 189-90 

(1994). 
91 Id. at 199 (quoting a 1728 address of the Pennsylvania Assembly to thc Lieutenant Governor); see also 

Jack N. Rakove, Original Jgleanings: Politics and ldeas in the ?~[aking of the Constitution 20 (1996) ("It is cvident 

... that thc vocabulary of American constitutioual thinking was profoundly shaped by the grcat disputes bet~veen thc 

Stuart monarchs and their opponents (in Parliament and out) .... These positions remained vital ... because the 
structure of colmfial politics gave seventeenth-centu~, arguments a continuing vitality in eighteenth-cenm~ 
America."). 

9~ See Jack P. Greene, 7"he Quest fbr Power: The Lower Houses of Assembly in the Southern Royal 

Colonies, 1689-1776, at 51 (1963). 
93 Id. at 87-107. 

9.~ Id. at 87. 

9s Id. at 107. 
96 

9~ See id. at 88, 90, 96, 98, 102. 
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to the Society of the Gentlemen Supporters of the Bill of Rights in London.% The Society was 

what we would today call a legal defense fund for John Wilkes,99 a major thorn in the side of the 

London government and a cause c~lbbre among English radicals and American colonists alike. 

When imperial authorities got word of the grant, they immediately instructed the royal governor 

in South Carolina that he was to withhold royal assent from any revenue bill that did not 

specifically appropriate the money that it raised to local matters (i.e., not funding enemies of the 

ministry in London); they also instructed that all revenue bills were to contain a provision 

levying significant penalties upon the treasurer if he disbursed any further money on the 

authority of the lower house alone. 101 The South Carolinians were outraged, and responded with 

both a formal protest from the Commons and an increase in pro-Wilkes editorials and 

demonstrations. 102 The Commons also issued a report rej ecting the instruction that money could 

be appropriated only to local purposes. 103 The resulting impasse between the assembly and royal 

officials consumed South Carolina politics until the breakout of the Revolution mooted the 

point. 104 Indeed, so all-consuming was the controversy that "[n]o annual tax bill ~vas passed in 

South Carolina after 1769 and no legislation at all after February 1771. For all practical 

purposes royal government in South Carolina broke down four years earlier than it did in any of 

the other colonies." 105 And remember what caused this early end to royal authority in South 

9s Jack P. Greene, Bridge to Revolution: The Wilkes Fund Controver~y in South Carolina, 1769-1775, 29 J. 

Southern Hist. 19, 20-21 (1963). 
99 Id. at 20. 

100 On Wilkes’s fights wilt~ both houses of Parliament, see Josh Chafelz, Democracy’s Privileged Few: 

Legislative Privilege and Democratic Norms in the British and American Constitutions 155-58 (2007); for a 

discussion of American colonial lionization of Wilkes, see Pauline Maier, John lVilkes and American 
Disillusionment with Britain, 20 Wm. & Ma~ Q 373 (1963); for a discussion of Wilkes as a libertarian hero, see 
Chafelz, supra note 22, at 389-90 & n.334; for a full account of Wilkes’s life, see Arthur H. Cash, John Wilkes: The 

Scandalous Father of Civil Liberty (2006). 
101 Greene, supra note 98, at 26. 
10: 

Id. at 26-28. 
103 

Id. at 28-29. 
104 ]d. at 26-50. 

105 Id. at 52. 
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Carolina--the Crown had not claimed any right to appropriate money on its own, nor had it 

denied that the assembly could attach detailed appropriations provisions to its revenue bills. The 

principle of legislative appropriation was sufficiently firmly established by this point that no one 

dared to deny it. All the Crown had insisted was that the consent of the Governor and Council 

were also necessary in order to appropriate money, it was the lower house’s resistance to 

sharing its appropriating power that brought the functions of the South Carolina colonial 

government to a halt. 

Moreover, it was not simply in the granting of appropriations that colonial assemblies 

clashed with royal officials. The assemblies were also prepared to withhold funds when they did 

not like the direction of royal government. As early as 1720, the Massachusetts assembly, in the 

course of a fight with Crown officials in the colony, refused appropriations for the customary 

celebrations of the king’s birthday, accession, and coronation. Perhaps more cruelly, in Herbert 

Osgood’s telling, "[t]he semi-annual appropriation of the governor’s salary was postponed until 

the close of the session and then it was reduced by one hundred pounds, though the depreciation 

of the currency in which it was paid was already great and was steadily increasing. The small 

grant to the lieutenant governor was also cut down to such an insignificant sum that he returned 

it in disgust." 10~ In 1734, the South Carolina House of Commons, angry that the royally 

appointed Chief Justice had sided with the royally appointed Governor in a dispute with the 

legislature, provided no salary at all for the Chief Justice. 107 The only response available to the 

Crown in such circumstances was to find another way to pay its officers--in 1735, the Crown 

1°63 Herbert L. Osgood, The American Colonies in the Eighteenth Century 156-57 (1958). 
lO7 4 id. at 123. 
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began paying the Chief Justice’ s salary out of its own funds. 108 Indeed, in order to avoid 

assembly domination of Crown officials, the Crown used imperial revenues to pay its officers in 

a number of colonies, 109 leading to the Declaration of Independence’s complaint that the King 

"has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the Tenure of their Offices, and the Amount 

and Payment of their Salaries.’’11° Even so, the colonial assemblies pulled what purse strings 

they did have: in 11751, the South Carolina House of Commons refused to pay the rent on the 

governor’s house "because he had vetoed several of its favorite bills.’’111 This use of the 

appropriations power to withhold the salaries or perks of royal officials was a strategy used by 

assemblies across a number of colonies, throughout the colonial period. 112 Colonial assemblies’ 

power to appropriate--including their power to r@¢se to appropriate--thus provided significant 

leverage in policy disputes. 

The Continental Congress under the Articles of Confederation had neither an executive to 

speak of (the "president" being nothing more than the presiding officer of the Congress113), nor 

much by way of revenue (it could only requisition money from the states, not levy taxes itself, 

and the states proved stingy114). Nevertheless, the Articles specifically allocated to Congress the 

power to appropriate money "for defraying the public expenses," so long as the delegations from 

at least nine states approved the appropriation. 115 And, indeed, we see the Congress 

108 More precisely, it charged the sala~ to lhe quit-rent fund. ld. at 124. On the su~ival of this feudal 
charge on land in the American colonies, see Beverley W. Bond, Jr., 7’t~e Quit-Rent System in the American 
Colonies, 17 Am. Hist. Rev. 496 (1912). 

109 ~ee Greene, supra note 92, at 129-47. 
110 Declaration of Independence, para. 11 (1776). 
111 Greene, supra note 92, at 138. 
112 ~ee Evarts Boutell Greene, Tl~e Provincial Governor in the English Colonies c~[~¥orth America 173-75 

(1966) (giving :further examples). 
113 Articles of Confederation, art. 9, § 5. 
114 Id. art. 8; see also E. James Fergusm~, 7~e Pou’er of the Purse: A ttistory of American Public Finance, 

1776-1790, at: 220-50 (1961); Jack N. Rakove, 7’t~e Beginnings of ~Vational Politics: An Interpretive Itistory of the 
Continental Congzress 275-96, 337-42 (1979). 

115 Articles of Co~ffederation, art. 9, §§ 5-6. 
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appropriating specific sums for eve15Tthing from buying "good musquets" ~16 to reimbursing for 

troops’ clothing that was "taken by the enemy" 117 to "building a fcederal town." 118 Moreover, at 

the time the American Constitution was drained, seven state constitutions contained explicit 

provisions requiring appropriations by the legislature, 119 and nine states (including four that did 

not explicitly require legislative appropriations) provided that the state treasurer would be 

appointed by the legi slature. 120 Given that the governments of Connecticut and Rhode Island 

were still operating under their seventeenth-centur?- royal charters, this means that only one state 

that drafted a constitution between independence and the drafting of the federal Constitution, 

Georgia, did not include some explicit mechanism of legislative control over appropriations. 

The Georgia Constitution did, however, provide that "[e]very officer of the State shall be liable 

11~ 4 Journals of the Continental Congress" 223 (Mar. 21, 1776) (appropriating $12,000 for that purpose). 
~7 7 Journals of the Continental Congress" 294 (Apr. 23, 1777) (appropriating "115 30/90 dollars" for that 

purpose). 
a~s 27 Journals’ of the Continental Congress 704 (Dec. 23, 1784) (appropriating up to $100,000 for that 

purpose). 
~19 Del. Const. of 1776, art. 7 (The president "nray draw for such sums of money as shall be appropriated by 

the general assembly, and be accountable to them for the same .... "); Mass. Const. of 1780, pt. 2, ch. 2, § 1, art. 11 
("No moneys shall be issued out of the treasul3~ of this commonwealtk and disposed of (except such sums as may be 
appropriated for the redemption of bills of credit or treasurer’s notes, or for the payment of interest arising thereon) 
but by warrant under the hand of the governor for the time being, with the advice and consent of the council, for the 
necessary defence and support of the comInonwealth; and for the protection and preser~ation of the inhabitants 
thereof, agreeably to the acts and resolves of the general court."); N.H. Cmzst. of 1784, pt. 2, Executive, para. 14 
("No monies shall be issued out of the treasury of this state, and disposed of (except such sums as may be 
appropriated for the redemption of bills of credit or treasurers’ notes, or for the payment of interest arising thereon) 
but by warrant under the hand of the president for the time being, by and with the advice and consent of the council, 
for the necessary support and defence of this state, and for the necessa~ protection and preservation of the 
inhabitants thereof, agreeably to "the acts and resolves of the general court."); N.C. Const. of 1776, art. 19 C[T]he 
Governor, lbr the time being, shall have power to draw for and apply such sums of money as shall be voted by the 
general assembly, for the contingencies of government, and be accountable to them for the same."); Pe~m. Const. of 
1776, Frame of Gov’t, § 20 (The president and council "may draw upon the treasury lbr such sums as shall be 
appropriated by the house [of representatives] .... "); S.C. Const. of 1778, art. 16 (providing "that no money be 
drawn out of the public treasury but by the legislative authority of the Slate"); Vt. Coast. of 1786, ch. 2, § 11 (The 
governor and council "may draw upon the Treasurer for such sums as may be appropriated by the House of 
Representatives."). An earlier Vermont republican constitution contained a similar provision. See Vt. Const. of 
1777, ch. 2, § 18. 

1~° Md. Const. of 1776, art. 13; Mass. Const. of 1780, pt. 2, ch. 2, § 4, art. 1; N.H. Const. of 1784, pt. 2, 
Secretary, Treasurer, Commissary-General, &c., para. 1 ; N.J. Const. of 1776, art. 12; N.Y. Const. of 1777, art. 22; 
N.C. Const. of 1776, art. 22; Penn. Const. of 1776, Frame of Gov’t, § 9; S.C. Const. of 1778, art. 29; Va. Const. of 
1776, para. 17. Vermont had an elected Treasurer, but if no candidate received a majority, then the legislature 
appointed one. Vt. Coast. of 1786, ch. 2, § 10. 
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to be called to account by the house of assembly." 121 And when constitutional revisions in the 

late-1790s made the office of the Georgia governor more powerful, an explicit appropriations 

provi sion was added to the 1798 state constitution. 122 Gerhard Casper, summarizing the early 

republican state constitutions as a whole, concluded that they "confirm our understanding that 

during the founding period money matters were primarily thought of as a legislative 

prerogative." 123 On the specific issue of appropriating the salaries of state officers, the states 

~vere split: some, like Massachusetts and South Carolina, required fixed salaries for both the 

governor and judges; 124 other states had no such provision. New Hampshire, in adjacent 

provisions, drew a clear distinction between the two types of offices: "Permanent and honorable 

salaries shall be established by law for the justices of the superior court," 125 but "[t]he president 

and council shall be compensated for their services from time to time by such grants as the 

general court shall think reasonable." 126 

As we have seen, it was a favorite practice of the Stuart monarchs to rule without 

Parliament whenever they came to find parliamentary interference with their plans tiresome. In 

addition to the English Bill of Rights’s requirement of frequent parliaments, the post- 

Revolutionary Parliament also kept the Crown dependent by moving much more heavily towards 

annually granted and specifically appropriated supply. The U.S. Constitution adopts a similar set 

of strategies. In place of the English Bill of Rights’s admonition that "parliaments ought to be 

121 Ga. Const. of 1777, art. 49. 
122 Ga. Const. of 1798, art. 1, § 24. See also Richard D. Rosen, Funding "~Von-Traditional" ~Iilitary 

Operations: 7~e Alluring ,.~@th of a Presidential Po,~,er of the Purse, 155 Mil. L. Rev. 1, 62-64 (1998) (noting the 
pattern that, when governors became stronger, state constitutions became more explicit abont legislative control over 
appropriations). 

123 Casper, supra note 78, at 8; see also Rosen, supra note 122, at 57 ("Late eighteenth century Americans 
unquestionably understood that the powers to tax and spend were legislative, not execntive, powers."). 

l~a Mass. Const. of 1780, pt. 2, ch. 2, § 1, art. 13; S.C. Const. of 1778, art. 37. 
l~S N.H. Const. of 1784, pt. 2, Executive, para. 17. 

l~Id. para. 16. 
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held frequently," 127 the American Constitution substitutes the more specific requirement that 

Congress assemble at least once per year. 128 And the desire to control how money is spent, 

which we saw growing during the late-Stuart period, coming to maturity in the eighteenth 

century, and asserted emphatically in colonial and early republican America, found its expression 

Convention --that "[n]o in the requirement--wholly uncontroversial at the Constitutional 
¯ 129 

Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made by Law; 

and a regular Statement and Account of the Receipts and Expenditures of all public Money shall 

be published from time to time." J30 The concern with auditing the books is familiar, too; it had 

been clear for centuries that appropriations were ineffectual without some means of ensuring that 

the money was actually spent for the purposes for which it was appropriated. The Constitution 

also speaks to the issue of governmental officials’ salaries: it prohibits presidential salaries from 

being altered during a presidential term, judicial salaries from being diminished, and 

congressional salaries from "varying" until after the next election, 131 but it does not otherwise 

prevent officers’ salaries from being reduced. 

The Constitution moreover evinces discomfort with standing armies, a di scomfort we saw 

as early as the reign of Charles II and which appears in the Declaration of Independence and in 

the republican constitutions of both Maryland and Virginia. 132 Although the duration of most 

appropriations is not limited, the Constitution does specify that "no Appropriation of Money" for 

127 Bill of Rights, 1 W. & M., sess. 2, c. 2, § 2, cl. 13 (1689). 
128 ~o~, U.S. Const. art. I, § 4, cl. 2; id. amend. XX, § 2. 
129 ~o~, Rosen, supra note 122, at 69-73. 
130 

U.S. Const. art. I, § 9, cl. 7. 
131 Id. art. II, § 1, cl. 7 (presidential salaries); id. art. III, § 1 (judicial salaries); id. amend. XXVII 

(congressional salaries). 
132 ~o~, Declaration of Independe~me, para. 13 (1776) (complaining that the King "has kept among us, in 

Times of Peace, Standing Armies, without the consent of our Legislatures."); Md. Const. of 1776, Dec. of Rts., art. 
26 ("[S]tanding armies are dangerous to liberty, and ought not to be raised or kept up, without consent of the 
Legislature."); Va. Const. of 1776, Bill ofRts., § 13 ("[S]tanding armies, in lime of peace, should be avoided, as 
dangerous to liberty; and ... in all cases the military should be vmder strict subordination to, and governed by, the 
civil power."). 
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the purpose of"rais[ing] and support[ing] Armies... shall be for a longer Term than two 

Years.’’133 This is, in some sense, a parallel to what the English Parliament accompanied with 

the Mutiny Act; if the King or the President wants to keep a standing army in the field, he will 

have to negotiate with Parliament or Congress about it on a regular basis. 134 And, like the 

Mutiny Act, the American Constitution is concerned specifically with armies, not navies. 

Hence, the neighboring clause, which allows Congress to "provide and maintain a Navy," places 

no time limit on naval appropriations. 135 The Third Amendment, which forbids the 

136 nonconsensual peacetime quartering of"Soldier[s]," not sailors, evinces a similar concern. 

The reason sounds in domestic liberties: standing armies could be used to oppress the people and 

rule with an iron fist. In contrast, the navy was traditionally understood to face outwards, 

serv’ing to defend the political community from external threats and, less exaltedly, to engage in 

imperial expansion. In Blackstone’s words, the navy serves as "the floating bulwark of the 

island ... from which, however strong and powerful, no danger can ever be apprehended to 

liberty." 137 Madison, writing as Publius, echoed the sentiment, insisting that, "our situation bears 

[a] likeness to the insular advantage of Great Britain. The batteries most capable of repelling 

foreign enterprises on our safety are happily such as can never be turned by a perfidious 

government against our liberties." 138 

Indeed, the separation of purse and sword was the Federalists’ strongest rej oinder to Anti- 

Federalist fears of a tyrannical president. When Patrick Henry expressed the fear that, "Your 

133 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 12. 
134 Hamilton. writing as Publius, made tiffs point explicit when he noted that building an army "so large as 

seriously to menace" the liberties of the people would take a great deal o:f time. Given "the requirement of biennial 
congressional elections and the prohibition on military appropriations lasting for more "than two years, he thought it 
improbable that an oppressive standing army could be constructed. 77~e Federalist No. 26, at: 172 (Alexander 
Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961). 

135 
U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 13. 

136 Id. amend. III. 
137 

William Blackstone, 1 Commentaries *405. 
138 ~he Federalist No. 4! (James Madison), supra note 134, at 260-61. 
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President may easily become a king .... The army is in his hands, and .... the President, in the 

field, at the head of his army, can prescribe the terms on which he shall reign master," 139 

Madi son answered by pointing to the fact that "[t]he purse is in the hands of the representatives 

of the people. They have the appropriation of all moneys." 140 Hamilton likewise told the New 

York ratifying convention that, "where the purse is lodged in one branch, and the sword in 

another, there can be no danger." 141 Indeed, throughout the ratification debates, we see the 

Federalists’ using congressional control over appropriations as a rej oinder to fears about 

presidential military might. 142 

Once the Constitution was ratified, and before the new Congress passed its first 

appropriations law, it first turned to setting up the three maj or departments of government-- 

those of foreign affairs, war, and the treasury. As Gerhard Casper has noted, the Treasury was 

singled out for special treatment. 143 The organic statutes for both the Foreign Affairs 

Department and the War Department explicitly termed them "Executive department[s]," 

provided that the Secretary was to carry out "such duties as shall from time to time be enjoined 

on, or entrusted to him by the President of the United States," and created only a skeletal 

organization, consisting of a Secretary and a chief clerk. 144 The organic statute for the Treasury 

Department, by contrast, did not refer to it as an "executive" department and specifically 

provided for the appointment of a Comptroller, an Auditor, a Treasurer, a Registrar, and an 

139 3 The Debates in the Several State Conventions on the Adoption of the Federal Constitution 58-59 

(Jonathan Elliot ed., 2d ed. 1907). 
1-~0 Id. at 393. 

ldl 2 id. all 349. 

142 See generally Rosen, supra note 122, at 78-83. 
143 See Gertkard Casper, An Essay in Separation of Powers: Some Earl.v Uersions and Practices, 30 Wm. & 

Maff L. Rev. 211,239-42 (1989). 
144 An Act for Establishing an Executive Department, to be Denominated the Depamnent of Foreign 

Affairs, ch. 4, 1 Stat. 28 (1789); An Act to Establish an Executive Depart~nent, to be Denominated the Depart~nent 

of War, ch. 7, 1 Stat. 49 (1789). 
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Assistant to the Secretary, in addition to the Secretary himself. 145 Most strikingly, the duties of 

these various officers mention nothing about taking direction from the President; however, the 

duties of both the Secretary and the Treasurer specifically require them to report to the houses of 

Congress. 146 The First Congress, in Casper’s words, seems to have viewed the Secretary of the 

Treasury as "an indispensable, direct arm of the House in regard to its responsibilities for 

revenues and appropriations." 147 

Notwithstanding the fact that the text of the Constitution allows for indefinite 

appropriations in all contexts other than the army, the practice from the beginning of the 

Republic has largely been one of annual appropriations. The nation’s very first appropriations 

bill authorized the expenditure of sums not exceeding $639,000 "for the service of the present 

year." 148 Subsequent early appropriations bills followed suit. 149 These earliest appropriations 

laws, which essentially tracked estimates submitted to Congress by Treasury Secretary 

Alexander Hamilton, 150 were very brief and not very specific. Indeed, the first one divided that 

$639,000 into only four categories: the civil list (not more than $216,000), the war department 

(not more than $137,000), the discharging of"warrants issued by the late board of treasury" (not 

more than $190,000), and pensions to invalids (not more than $96,000). 1~1 The second annual 

appropriations act, for 1790, introduced several innovations. Although it once again divided the 

total (just over $394,000) into broad categories (this time, only three: the civil list, the war 

department, and invalid pensions), it incorporated by reference Hamilton’s estimates, so that, for 

example, the civil list appropriation reads: "A sum not exceeding one hundred and forty-one 

1-~5 An Act: to Establish the Treasury Department, ch. 12, § 1, 1 Slat. 65, 65 (1789). 

1-~6 Id. §§ 2, 4, 1 Slat. at 65-66. 
1-~7 Casper, supra note 143, at 241. 
1-~ Appropriations Act, ch. 23, 1 Stat. 95, 95 (1789). 

1-~9 c~ ~bee, e.g., Invalid Pensioners Act, ch. 24, 1 Slat. 95, 95 (1789); Appropriations Act, ch. 4, 1 Slat. 104, 

104 (1790); Appropriations Act, ch. 6, 1 Slat. 190, 190 (1791); Appropriations Act, ch. 3, 1 Slat. 226, 226 (1791). 
15o See Casper, supra note 78, at 10. 

151 Act of Sept. 29, 1789, ch. 23, 1 Slat. 95, 95 
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thousand, four hundred and ninety-two dollars, and seventy-three cents, for defraying the 

expenses of the civil list, as estimated by the Secretary of the Treasury, in the statement annexed 

to his report made to the House of Representatives on the ninth day of January last .... ,, 152 The 

law also provided President Washington with a slush fund--up to $10,000 "for the purpose of 

defraying the contingent charges of government"--but required that he report how he spent that 

money to Congress at the end of the year. 

By the time we get to the mid-1790s, increasing tensions between the nascent Federalist 

and Jeffersonian factions led to an increase in the specificity of appropriations legislation. 154 In 

1793, Representative William Branch Giles of Virginia introduced a series of resolutions 

censuring Hamilton for alleged violations of specific appropriations provisions. 1~ The 

resolutions were handily defeated; it was not clear that Hamilton actually had violated the terms 

of the appropriations, and even if he had, the offense was minor--even Albert Gallatin, the 

staunch Republican financial expert, later wrote that Hamilton’s transgression had been "rather a 

want of form than a substantial violation of the appropriation law." 1~6 Gallatin, however, 

remained a strong champion of legislative control over appropriations. As a freshman 

Representative in 1795, he successfully pressed the House to lessen its reliance on the Secretary 

of the Treasury by establishing a Committee on Ways and Means that could develop its own 

expertise over matters of taxing and spending. 1~7 He also fought, with some success, for more 

152 Act of Mar. 26, 1790, ch. 4, § 1, 1 St:at. 104, 104. 

153 Id. § 3, 1 Star. at 105. 
154 ~ee Casper, supra note 78, at 12-14 (tracing "this process). 

155 ~ee David P. Cuttle, The Constitution in Congress: The Federalist Period, 1789-1801, at 165-67 (1997); 

Casper, supra note 78, at 14-15. 
lS6 Albert Gallatin, A Sketch of the Finances of the United States (1796), in 3 The lVritings of Albert 

Gallatin 69, 111 (Hen~ Adams ed., Philadelphia, J.B. LippincotI: & Co. 1879). As David Currie explains it, for 

Hamilton to have :followed Giles’s understanding of the law "would apparently have required trim to transport one 

sum of money home from Europe and another back to take its place." Currie, supra note 155, at 166. 
lS7 See Raymond Walters, Jr., Albert Gallatin: Jeffersonian Financier and Diplomat 88-89 (1957). 
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specific and restrictive language in appropriations laws. ~58 Gallatin would go on to be the United 

States’s longest-sew’ing Secretary of the Treasury, holding the post for the entire Jefferson 

Administration and most of the Madison Administration. In 1809, Gallatin helped shepherd 

through Congress a law specifying that all warrants drawn upon the Treasury "shall specify the 

particular appropriation or appropriations to which the same shall be charged" and that "the sums 

appropriated by law for each branch of expenditure in the several departments shall be solely 

applied to the objects for which they are respectively appropriated, and to no other." The sole 

exception was a provision allowing the President, during a congressional recess and only upon 

the application of a department head, to move money appropriated for one purpose to another 

purpose within the same department. 159 

It is true that some presidents, starting with Washington’s response to the Whiskey 

Rebellion in 1794, have spent money without congressional appropriations in response to 

emergencies. But, as Richard Rosen has noted, the presidents who have done so have not 

claimed to be acting legally. Rather, they acknowledged their actions to be ultra vires, justified 

only by necessity, and they sought post-hoe congressional authorization. Moreover, they have 

faced serious congressional scrutiny and criticism when they have done so. 

The nineteenth century would see two significant framework statutes meant to 

consolidate congressional control over appropriations. ~6~ The 1849 Miscellaneous Receipts 

Statute requires, with some exceptions, that all money coming into the federal government be 

158 See Casper, supra note 78, at 16-17 
159 An Act Further to Amend the Several Acts for the Establishment and Regulalion of the Treasury, War, 

and Navy Departments, ch. 28, § 1, 2 Stat. 535 (1809). See also Noble E. Cunningham, Jr., 7~e Process of 
Government Under Jefforson 114-17 (1978) (describing Gallatin’s role in the passage of this legislation and its place 
in his larger financial thinking). 

160 See generally Rosen, supra note 122, at 103-10. 
161 For extensive analyses of these statutes and their modern forms, see Kate Stith, Congress’s Power of the 

Purse, 97 Yale L.J. 1343, 1363-77 (1988). 
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paid into the Treasury, 162 so that departments could not place incoming funds into special 

accounts beyond congressional control. In 1870, in response to an increase in "coercive 

deficiencies"--situations in which an executive department creating obligations in excess of 

appropriations, thus putting substantial moral pressure on Congress to make good on the 

departments’ promises163--Congress passed the Anti-Deficiency Act, which made it illegal for 

"any department of the government to expend in any one fiscal year any sum in excess of 

appropriations made by Congress for that fiscal year, or to involve the government in any 

contract for the future payment of money in excess of such appropriations." 164 In response to 

continuing evasions, the 1905 Anti-Deficiency Act expanded the prohibition to "any contract or 

obliga#on for the future payment of money in excess of... appropriations." It prohibited any 

governmental department from accepting any voluntary service not authorized by law, except "in 

cases of sudden emergency involving the loss of human life or the destruction of property." It 

also required agencies to apportion their appropriations over the course of the year so as to 

prevent them from spending all of their money at the beginning of the year and then coming to 

Congress for more. Finally, it provided that any officer violating the Act’s terms would be 

summarily removed from office and could face fines or imprisonment 165 

From this historical sketch up to the beginning of the twentieth century, we can trace a 

few enduring themes in the battle for appropriations power. First, and most basically, is the 

question of who has the power to determine how public moneys will be spent. Parliament’s 

wresting of that power from the Crown was a crucial component of the Revolution Settlement; 

appropriations control became a bone of contention between the Crown and the restive North 

162 Miscellaneous Receipts Statute, ch. 110, § 1, 9 Slat. 398, 398-99 (1849). 

163 ~ce Stith, supra note 161, at: 1371-72. 

164 Appropriations Act, ch. 251, § 7, 16 Slat. 230, 251 (1870). 

16s Anti-Deficiency Act, ch. 1484, § 4, 33 Slat. 1214, 1257-58 (1905) (emphasis added). 
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American colonies in the eighteenth century; and the Constitution, in no uncertain terms, 

requires that appropriations be made by law. Even so, we have seen political contention over 

how specific those appropriations should be. And this leads us to the second theme: what 

exactly is contained in the appropriations power? Should appropriations statutes simply provide 

broad outlines and sum totals, or should they involve minute details? Should military 

expenditures be treated differently than other types? And how intermingled should 

appropriations decisions be with substantive policy decisions? In particular, we have seen a 

variety of different approaches to the question of the extent to which it is permissible to reduce 

or zero-out an official’s salary. Finally, there is the question of when appropriations happen. As 

we have seen, when the Crown’s "ordinary" sources of revenue covered the vast majority of its 

expenses, appropriations were infrequent. Hereditary sources of revenue provided no 

opportunity for parliamentary involvement; and life grants did not provide much more. The shift 

to regular appropriations--beginning in earnest during the Restoration, accelerating dramatically 

after the Glorious Revolution, and always the case in the United States--was a significant one, 

but (with the exception of spending on the army) the United States Constitution is silent on the 

duration of appropriations. 

Each of these issues has been the subj ect of significant constitutional contention because, 

as we shall see in the remainder of this chapter, each has wide-ranging constitutional 

implications. 

7he Structural Sig~nificance of Annual Appropriations 
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Consider first the timing of appropriations. Specific annual appropriations serve much 

the same function as sunset provisions in substantive legislation: both reset the legislative 

baseline. 166 Consider the following simple example: At time tj, Congress passes a law 

delegating a certain amount of power to an executive-branch agency. If that law has no sunset 

provision, then, in order to take that power back at time t2, Congress would need to pass a second 

law--which, of course, would require either presidential concurrence or two-thirds 

supermaj orities in both chambers. 167 But the tl law- empowers executive-branch actors (i.e., the 

administrative agency) and thereby empowers the president, so it is unlikely that the president 

would consent to giving that power back. Under this scenario, Congress is likely stuck with the 

tl law. But now imagine that Congress had included a sunset provision, so that at t2, the 

delegation ceases to have any legal force. Inaction now favors congressional power; only if the 

House, Senate, and president once again agree to delegate the power will the executive be able to 

exercise it at t2. This, of course, is precisely why Parliament in 1689 included a sunset clause in 

the Mutiny Act, and it is why Congress in 2001 included a sunset provision in the PATRIOT 

Act. 168 (It also explains why the Bush Administration opposed the PATRIOT Act’s sunset 

provision. 169) 

An appropriations provision can be understood simply as a specific delegation of 

spending authority. A long-term or indefinite appropriation significantly increases executive 

power. So long as the president is happy with the appropriation, he need only veto any attempt 

166 Rebecca Kysar has recently a’aacked sunset provisions on a number of fronts. See Rebecca M. Kysar, 
Lasting Legislation, 159 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1007, 1051-65 (2011). The merits of Kysar’s particular attacks are beyond 
the scope of "this chapter, but it should be noted that none of her arguments address the separation-of-powers 
implications of sunset provisions, which are my focus here. 

167 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 7, cl. 2. 
l~S See Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and 

Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001 (USA PATRIOT Ac0, Pub. L. No. 107-56, § 224(a), 115 Star. 272, 295 (2001) 
C[T]tfis title and the amendments made by this title.., shall cease to have effect on December 31, 2005."). 

169 See Beu1 A. Howell, Seven Weeks: The Making of the USA PATRIOTAct, 72 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1145, 

1172, 1178-79 (2004) (noting that the Bush Administration preferred a bill lacking a sunset clause). 
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to change it. An annual appropriation, however, resets to zero in the absence of congressional 

action and thereby forces the president to negotiate with Congress each year, just as post- 

Glorious-Revolution monarchs were forced to negotiate with Parliament each year. Thus, the 

larger the percentage of the budget that is subj ect to annual appropriations, the more bargaining 

chips Congress has at its disposal. 

It is, then, interesting to note that the percentage of the federal budget subj ect to annual 

appropriations has been steadily declining for some time. The federal budget now consists of 

two essential components: mandatory spending and discretionary spending. Mandatory spending 

(also called "direct spending") "involves a binding legal obligation by the Federal Government 

to provide funding for an individual, program, or activity." 170 Once mandatory spending has 

been authorized, "eligible recipients have legal recourse to compel payment from the 

government if the obligation is not fulfilled."171 Mandatory spending is precisely that spending 

that does not require annual appropriations. It is authorized in perpetuity, unless a ne~v law is 

passed revoking it. The maj or elements of mandatory spending are entitlements 172 and interest 

payments on debt. 173 All other spending--including the funding for all federal agencies--is 

discretionary174 and requires annual appropriations. For the 2012 fiscal year, sixty-four percent 

of the federal budget consisted of mandatory spending, 175 reflecting a long-running trend of 

170 Staff of S. Comm. on the Budget, 105th Cong., 7~e Congressional Budget Process: An Explanation 5 
(Comm. Print 1998); see also Allen Sctfick, The Federal Budget: Politics, Polic.v, Process 57 (3d ed. 2007) ("Direct 
spending is not controlled by a~mual appropriations but by the legislation that establishes eligibility criteria and 
payment formulas, or othel~vise obligates the government."). 

171 Staff of S. Comm. on the Budget, supra note 170, at 5. 
17: Id. at 5-6. 
173 ~ee id. at 56 (listing "Social Security, Medicare, veterans’ pensions, rehabilitation services, Members’ 

pay, judges’ pay and the payment of interest of the public debt" as examples of mandatory spending). 
174 ~ee id. at 6 ("Most of the actual operations of the Federal Government are funded by discretionary 

spending."). 
175 ~ee Office of Mgmt. & Budget, Excc. Office of the President, Fiscal Year 2014: Historical Tables, 

Budget of the U.S. Government 149 tbl.8.1 (2013) (recording that, for fiscal year 2012, total spending was $3.537 
trilliork of Milch $2.251 trillion went to mandatou~ spending and net interest). 
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growth in the percentage of the federal budget devoted to mandato~ spending. ~% In other 

words, for sixty-four percent of the federal budget, Congress has ceded the institutional 

advantage of annual ¯ ,. 177 appropnanons and surrendered the institutional gains of 1689. 

Moreover, even in the realm of discretionary spending, Congress has ceded the first- 

mover advantage to the president. As we have seen, in the earliest years of the Republic, 

Congress heavily deferred to Hamilton’s spending priorities and estimates. But with the rise of 

partisan competition, the House began to take a more active, specific role, including the 1809, 

1849, and 1870 statutes discussed above. Indeed, when President Taft in 1912 submitted a 

proposed budget to Congress, Congress simply ignored it and went about preparing its own 

budget. ~78 But the growth of the regulator?- state put pressure on the fragmented manner in 

which Congress went about budgeting, 179 and the era of "legislative dominance" of the budget 

~80 process came to an end shortly after World War I. Under the 11921 Budget and Accounting 

Act, ~ the president kicks off the annual appropriations process by submitting a budget proposal 

~ 182 to congress. Of course, Congress could always depart from the president’s proposal, but it is 

nevertheless the president’s proposal that serves as the starting point for negotiation, and 

therefore exerts a disproportionate impact on the subsequent process. ~3 Moreover, the 1921 Act 

176 See Robert C. Byrd, The Control ~[the Purse and the Line Item Veto Act, 35 Hal~’. J. on Legis. 297, 314 

(1998) (noting the considerable growth in mandatol~" spending since the 1960s). 
17~ See Alan L. Feld, The Shrunken Power c~[the Purse, 89 B.U.L. Rcv. 487, 492 (2009) (noting that the 

prevalence of "permanent fiscal legislation limits Congress’s ability to review and change priorities through the 
appropriation process"). 

17~ See Lonis Fisher, Constitutional Conflicts Between Congress and the President 195 (5th ed. 2007). 

179 Allen Schick, lVhose Budget?: It All Depends on lVhether the President or Congress is Doing the 

Counting, in The Presidency and the Congress: A Sh~fiing Balance c~[Power 96, 97 (William S. Livingston ell al. 

eds., 1979). 
is0 Sctfick, supra note 170, at 10-14. 

lSl Pub. L. No. 67-13, 42 Slat. 20. 
lS: 31 U.S.C. § 1105(a) (2006) ("On or after the first Monday in January but not laler than the first Monday 

in Februa~ of each year, the President shall snbmit a budget of the United States Government for the following 

fiscal year."). 
lS3 See Jacob E. Gersen & Eric A. Posner, Soft Law: LessonsJ?om Congressional Practice, 61 Start. L. Rev. 

573,589 (2008) (noting the "first-mover advantage [that]... accrues from the President’s abili~" to propose an initial 
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created the Budget Bureau, later renamed the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), 184 a 

White House institution that has proven remarkably effective in centralizing and consolidating 

presidential control over the various component parts of the administrative state. 185 By contrast, 

Congress for much of the twentieth century had no such centralized coordinating mechanism for 

its appropriations work. 

Beginning in the mid-1970s, in the context of the Watergate scandal and the deepening 

distrust of the presidency it engendered, Congress began to push back against executive 

budgetary dominance. A series of minor challenges--including exempting certain agencies from 

OMB review and instead having them send their budget requests directly to Congress, 

successfully pressuring the White House to turn over raw estimates in addition to a completed 

budget proposal, and requiring Senate confirmation of OMB leadership Js(S--were prelude to the 

more sweeping changes in the Budget Act of 11974, signed into law less than a month before 

Nixon’s resignation. 1~7 This Act created the Budget Committees in both houses of Congress, as 

well as the Congressional Budget Office, in an attempt to provide counterweights to budget 

expertise at OMB. It also created the process by which the two houses pass a Budget Resolution 

to guide the appropriations process--a counterweight to the budget proposal submitted by the 

President. 1~ Several subsequent statutes have created procedural mechanisms designed to 

budget"); see also Fisher, supra note 178, at 195, 199 (noting the executive-empowering features of the 1921 Act); 
Schick, supra note 170, at 14 (suggesting that the 1921 Act ushered in an era of "presidential dominance" of the 
budget process). 

184 ~ee Fisher, supra note 178, at 196. 
185 ~ee generall3; Elena Kagan, Presidential Administration, 114 Harv. L. Rev. 2245, 2272-2319 (2001). 
186 ~ee Schick, supra note 179, at 99-100. 
187 Pub. L. No. 93-344, 88 Stat. 297. 
188 On the 1974 Act, see Fisher, supra note 178, at 202-04; Schick, supra note 170, at 18-20; Schick, supra 

note 179, at 104-08; Staffof S. Conwn. onthe Budget, supra note 170, at 8-9. 
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control budget deficits, but the essential structure of the budget process remains that of the 

combined 1921 and 1974 Acts. 189 

The other big budgetary fight leading up to the 1974 Act was over "impoundment." 

Impoundment is the refusal by the president to spend appropriated funds. Of course, Congress 

has the ability to authorize the expenditure of"up to" a certain amount, and, as we have seen, the 

nation’s earliest appropriations bills authorized the expenditures of "sum[s] not exceeding" 

certain amounts for certain purposes. (Indeed, the example that is sometimes cited as the first 

instance of impoundment--President Jefferson’s announcement to Congress that he would not 

spend an appropriated $50,000 for gunboats on the Mississippi because the recent "favorable and 

peaceful turn of affairs" rendered them unnecessary 19°--was in fact an instance of presidential 

adherence to an appropriation authorizing the expenditure of"a sum not exceeding fifty thousand 

dollars" for the purchase of"a number not exceeding fifteen gun boats." 191) But what about 

when the statute does not include such permissive language? Presidents had long taken the 

position that, in the words of Judson Harmon, Attorney General to Grover Cleveland, 

appropriations are "not mandatory to the extent that you are bound to expend the full amount if 

the work can be done for less." 192 Such "routine impoundments" have generally been 

uncontroversial. 193 

189 On the snbsequent statutes, see Fisher, supra note 178, at 204-06. 
190 Thomas Jefferson, Third Annual Message to Congress (Oct. 17, 1803), in 1 A Compilation of the 

Mess’ages andPapers of the Presidents 345, 348 (James D. Richardson ed., New York, Bnreau of Nat’l Lit. 1897). 
For just a :few examples rcfc~ng to this as the first instance of impoundment, see, e.g., An:h~ M. Sctflesinger, Jr., 
77~e Imperial Presidency 235 (1973); Robe~: J. Delahunty & John C. Yoo, Dream On: 7~e Obama Administration’s 

Nbne~/brcement c~f Immigration Laws, the Dream Act, and the 7~ke Care Clause, 91 Tex. L. Rev. 781,841 n.384 
(2013); Lo~s Fisher, Presidential 5~ending Discretion and Congressional Controls, 37 Law & Contemp. Probs. 

~5, ~59 (~972). 
191 An Act to Provide Additional Armament, ch. 11, ~ 3, 2 S~t. 206, 206 (1803). 

19221 Op. Att’y Gen. 414, 415 (1896). 
193 ~e WHI. BradfoN Middlekauff, Note, 7~,isting Ne President’s" Arm: 77e Impoundment Control Act as 

a 7bolfbr E~fi)rcing the Princ&le c~[~4ppropriation Expenditure, 100 Yale L.J. 209, 211 (1990) CIt ~kes little 

sense for Congress to c~llenge the execntive when money is impounded because the ofigi~l pu~ose of the 
appropriation no longer exists or because efficiencies can be aclfieved."); see also Fisher, supra note 190, at 160 
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More controversial have been "policy impoundments"-- refusals to spend appropriated 

funds because the president disagrees with the policies to be pursued by such expenditures. 

Policy impoundments did not begin in any significant degree until World War II; Presidents 

Franklin Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Lyndon Johnson all made use of them 

to a limited extent. 194 But there is consensus among observers that the Nixon administration 

engaged in the practice on such an expanded scale as to constitute a difference in kind, not 

simply in degree. 195 Schick estimates that Nixon impounded approximately $1 8 billion, 196 and 

he was frequently unable to convince Congress to come to an agreement to cancel the 

¯ J.     197 appropnanons. Several would-be recipients of impounded funds filed lawsuits, and, in 11975, 

the Supreme Court, in Train v. City of New got’k, unanimously held that the Environmental 

Protection Agency was required to disburse the full amount authorized under the Federal Water 

Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, notwithstanding the President’s order to the EPA 

Administrator to disburse less money. 198 A series of lower-court decisions, dealing with 

impoundment of other funds, likewise found the impoundments impermissible. 199 

Congress also reacted swiftly. Title X of the 1974 Budget Act, commonly known as the 

Impoundment Control Act,2°° created two tightly controlled kinds of impoundment authority: 

rescission, which meant that the president did not wish to spend the funds at all, and deferral, 

(noting that, when the President engages in such routine impoundments, "few legislators arc likely to challenge 
him"). 

194 ~ee Schlesinger, supra note 190, at 236; Fisher, supra note 178, at 199-200. 
195 ~ee Schlesinger, supra note 190, at 237-38 (Nixon "embarked on an impoundment trip unprecedented in 

American history."); Fisher, supra note 178, at 200 ("On an entirely different order were the impoundments carried 
out by the Nixon administxation. They set a precedent in terms of magnitude, severity, and belligerence."); Schick, 
supra note 179, at 103 ("Far from administrative routine, Nixon’s wholesale impoundments in late 1972 and 1973 
were intended to rewrite national priorities at the expense of congressional power and preferences."); Middlekaufl; 
supra note 193, at 212 ("The Nixon Administration changed the unwritten roles of the impoundment battle."). 

196 Sctfick, supra note 179, at 103. 
197 Middlekaufl; supra note 193, at 212. 
198 420 U.S. 35 (1975). 
199 See Fisher, supra note 178, at 200 (discussing these cases). 
z00 Pub. L. No. 93-344, §§ 1001-17, 88 Star. 297, 332-39 (1974), codified at 2 U.S.C. §§ 681-88 (2006). 
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which meant that he wanted to delay spending them. In both cases, the president was required to 

send a message to Congress laying out his reasons and supporting evidence. For rescissions, the 

funds could then be withheld for forty-five days; if, at the end of that period, both houses had not 

passed a "rescission bill"--that is, a j oint resolution rescinding the spending in accordance with 

the president’s wishes--then the president was obligated to spend the funds. 201 Deferrals were 

automatically effective, but the funds had to be released if either house adopted a resolution of 

disapproval.2°2 In the aftermath of the Supreme Court’s decision in INS v. Chadha,2°3 

invalidating legislative vetoes (about which, more in a few pages), a court held that the entire 

section of the Act dealing with deferrals was invalid.2°4 Congress soon amended the statute to 

allow for deferrals without the possibility of congressional override, but only in three tightly 

constrained situations: "to provide for contingencies"; "to achieve savings made possible by or 

through changes in requirements or greater efficiency of operations"; or "as specifically provided 

by law.’’2°5 When its procedural ability to check deferrals was removed, Congress therefore 

responded by creating tighter substantive constraints on the deferral mechanism. 

The Impoundment Control Act’s checks have generally been effective, with studies 

finding that presidents have largely adhered to the Act’s requirement to report impoundments 

and that presidents have released funds when required to.2°6 Moreover, presidential rescission 

proposals have been routinely rebuffed--between January 1983 and January 1989, Congress 

rej ected 76% of Reagan’s rescission requests, accounting for 98% of the funds that Reagan 

sought to impound.2°7 Even under unified government, rescission bills were no guarantee-- 

201 
2 U.S.C. § 683 (2006). 

20: Impoundment Control Act § 1013, 88 Slat. at 334-45. 
203 

462 U.S. 919 (1983). 
20~ City of New Hasten v. United Slates, 809 F.2d 900 (D.C. Cir. 1987). 
205 

Pub. L. No. 100-119, § 206, 101 Star. 754, 785-86 (1987), as cod~fiedat 2 U.S.C. § 684 (2006). 
206 Middlekauff, supra note 193, at 218-19. 
207 

Id. at 219. 
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Congress refused to pass them 29% of the time during the Carter administration (accounting for 

31% of the funds that Carter sought to impound), despite Democratic control of both houses. 208 

A detailed study of rescission requests during the first year and a quarter of the Act’s existence-- 

which was also first year and a quarter of the Ford administration, with both houses of Congress 

under Democratic control--found that Congress generally approved "routine rescissions 

involving no change in government policy," while generally rej ecting those that sought to 

accomplish some other policy obj ective. 2o9 Thus, the impoundment control provisions of the 

1974 Act, like its provisions structuring the congressional budget process, have been at least 

somewhat successful in their aim to counterbalance and constrain executive budgetary authority, 

as it had been growing since the 1921 Act. (Whether they are successful in controlling deficits is 

another matter. As part of its "Contract with America," the Republican-controlled Congress 

passed, and President Clinton signed into law, an enhanced presidential rescission power, the 

line-item veto.21° Two years later, the Supreme Court struck it do~vn.21~) As several 

commentators have noted, the creation of these counterweights has "institutionalized and 

expanded budgetary conflict.’’2~2 And this increased budgetary capacity gives Congress more 

power to affect non-fiscal policy. 

Spendmg~ Authority as Substantive A uthority 

Indeed, it is a mistake to think about the congressional power of the purse solely in terms 

of Congress’s power to determine spending levels. Control over spending also provides 

2o~ 
Id. 

209 Sctfick, supra note 179, at 109-10. 
210 

Line Item Veto Act, Pub. L. No. 104-130, 110 Stat. 1200 (1996). 
211 Clinton v. City of New York, 524 U.S. 417 (1998). 
212 Sehiek, supra note 170, at 19; see also Fisher, supra note 178, at 202. 
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Congress with significant leverage to use in negotiations over other policies, leverage that we 

have already seen Parliament and colonial assemblies put to good use. Madison, writing as 

Publius, had such leverage in mind when he wrote that the "power over the purse may, in fact, be 

regarded as the most complete and effectual weapon with which any constitution can arm the 

immediate representatives of the people, for obtaining a redress of ever3, grievance, and for 

carrying into effect every just and salutary measure.’’213 As Charles Black colorfully put it, 

"[B]y simple maj orities, Congress could.., reduce the president’s staff to one secretary for 

answering social correspondence, and..., by two-thirds maj orities, Congress could put the 

White House up at auction.’’214 Along the same lines, Congress could presumably eliminate the 

salaries of judicial clerks and secretaries or even (most cruelly of all) cut the Supreme Court’s air 

conditioning budget 2~-~ Indeed, as we have seen, refusing to pay the salaries of Crown officers 

and judges was a venerable tradition in the American colonies. The president himself,2~6 like 

federal judges,2~7 is protected against salary diminution, but the Constitution provides no other 

government official such protection, nor does it explicitly protect any other form of spending. 

It is certainly not unknown for Congress to attach specific riders to appropriations 

measures forbidding the use of funds for specific purposes. As one observer complained at the 

end of the Regan administration, "Congress discovered that it could intimidate the executive 

213 The FederalistNo. 58 (James Madison), supra note 134, at 359. 

21~ Charles L. Black, Jr., The Working Balance of the American Political Departments, 1 Hastings Const. 

L.Q. 13, 15 (1974). 
215 Mike Doff, who suggested the air conditioning hypothetical in conversation, is also the source of the 

hypothetical about cutting the salaries of judicial staff: See Michael C. Doff, Fallback Law, 107 Colum. L. Rev. 303, 
331 (2007). Doff raises the possibility that such cuts would be an unconstitutional violation of a structural principle 
of judicial independence, but he does not take a position on the question. See id. at 331-32. See also Adrian 
Vermeule, The Constitutional Law of Of/icial Compensation, 102 Colum. L. Rev. 501,531 (2002) ("Congress may 

curtail the judiciary’s physical :facilities and fringe benefits as it pleases; nothing in the Constitution would bar 
Congress from turning the Supreme Court building into a museum and sending the Justices to hear cases in. say, the 
basement of the Smithsonian."). 

216 See U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, el. 7 ("The President shall.., receive for his Sel~ices, a Compensation, which 

shall neither be increased nor diminished during the Period for wtfich he shall ha~e been elected...."). 
21~ See id. art. III, § 1 ("The Judges, both of the supreme and inferior Courts...shall...receive for the 

Services, a Compensation, which shall not be diminished during their Continuance in Office."). 
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branch by uttering again and again the same seven words, ’Provided, that no funds shall be spent 

.... ,,,218 Of course, this "discovery" was hardly new to the 1980s--Congress had been 

prohibiting the use of funds for specific purposes (including for specific salaries) since the early 

days of the republic. An 1810 law, for example, signed by President Madison, provided that 

certain diplomatic officials, in order to be entitled to their salary, had to have been confirmed by 

the Senate, even though no substantive legislation actually required that these officials be 

Senate-confirmed.219 And such provisos, whether dealing ~vith salaries or substantive provisions 

of law, became increasingly popular as the bureaucracy grew. 220 Indeed, this power has on 

occasion been used to zero-out the salaries of specific officials or categories of officials.221 To 

take just one small example, an 1869 law provides that "no salary shall hereafter be allowed the 

marshal at" the Bangkok consulate. 222 Critics of the practice charge that it violates separation- 

of-powers principles by allowing Congress to interfere in the internal functioning of the 

executive or judicial branches,223 but these criticisms presuppose that the allocation of power to 

each branch is static and predetermined. Understanding the interbranch allocation of powers as 

something that is continually being worked out through constitutional politics, by contrast, brings 

us to a very different view of Congress’s authority to zero-out specific programs or officials’ 

salaries: it is simply another one of the tools by which Congress can press for decisionmaking 

authority in substantive areas. (The Supreme Court weighed in on this topic in the 1946 case of 

218 j. Grcgory Sidak, The President’s Power of the Purse, 1989 Duke L.J. 1162, 1162; see also id. at 1208- 

14 (giving specific examples from the appropriations legislation for fiscal year 1990). 
219 Act of May 1, 1810, ch. 44, § 2, 2 Stat. 608, 608. 

220 See, e.g., 4 Asher C. Hinds, Itinds’ Precedents of the tlouse oj’Representatives c~/the United States §§ 

3681-86, 3699, 3917-26, 3942-46, 3948-54, at 449-53,461-62,617-21,636-47 (1907) (giving examples from the 

late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centu~ House). 
221 ~ee, e.g., L. Anthony Sutin, Check, Please: Constitutional Dimensions of Italting the Pay of Public 

Officials, 26 J. Legis. 221,224-28 (2000) (giving several examples.) 
2~2 Consular and Diplomatic Appropriations Act, ch. 125, § 7, 15 Star. 319, 322 (1869). 

223 ~,ee, e.g., $idak, supra note 218, at 1202-43; Sutin, supra note 221, at 232-39, 255-58. 
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United States v. Lovett,224 striking down a provision forbidding the use of any government funds 

to pay the salaries of three named individuals who some members of Congress believed were 

Communist "subversives." Emphasizing that this was no "mere appropriation measure" and that 

the plaintiffs had been singled out "because of what Congress thought to be their political 

beliefs,’’2z-~ the Court held the provision to be an unconstitutional bill of attainder. Given the 

traditional scope of the congressional power of the purse, Lovett is most sensibly read as a 

narrow- decision pushing back against the McCarthyite punishment of individuals for political 

beliefs unrelated to the scope of their government duties, not as a broader limitation on 

Congress’s power to attach defunding riders to appropriations bills.) 

Of course, perhaps Charles Black was wrong--perhaps simple maj orities could not 

reduce the president’s staff to a single social secretary because the president would veto any such 

appropriations bills. There would be an element of perversity in that: by doing so, the president 

would shut down (at least part of) the government, thereby reducing his staff to zero (or, more 

precisely, to only those personnel deemed "essential" and thus allowed to donate their time under 

the Anti-Defici ency Act).2z6 But he would be banking on winning the ensuing public relations 

struggle, thereby forcing Congress (eventually) to back down and restore his full staff. Perhaps a 

president would even be willing to veto an appropriations bill simply because it zeroed-out the 

salary of one of his favored subordinates. After all, government shutdowns and near-shutdowns 

22~4328 U.S. 303 (1946). 
~5 Id. at 313-14. 

z~6 The current version of the Anti-Deficiency Act provides that "[a]n officer or employee of the United 

States Government or of thc District of Columbia government may not: accept voluntary services for either 

government or employ personal services exceeding that: authorized by law except for emergencies involving the 

safety of human life or the protection of property." 31 U.S.C. § 1342 (2006). "Essential" government personnel-- 

that is, those deemed necessary to protect life or property--continue to report :for work, even during government 

"shutdowns," although they cannot be paid until the government reopens. The executive branch has interpreted 

"essential" government persom~el expansively, but it is nevertheless the case that "shutdowns" have a pervasive 

impact on government operations. See Auth. to 1,2mp[()y the Servs. of White [Iouse Office Emps. During an 

Appropriations Lapse, 19 Op. O.L.C. 235,235 (1995); Auth. for the Continuance of Gov ’t Functions During a 

Temp. Lapse in Appropriations, 50p. O.L.C. 1, 11-12 (1981). 
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are not entirely unknown in our system of government, with various policy disagreements 

motivating budgeta~T standoffs. For instance, after the 1878 elections gave Democrats control 

over both houses of Congress for the first time since the Civil War, they insisted on 

appropriations riders repealing Reconstruction-era laws protecting the exercise of the franchise 

and therefore the political power of the freedmen (and hence the Republicans) in the South. 227 

President Hayes vetoed four separate appropriations bills in his insistence not to accept the 

riders. 228 The Democrats had miscalculated, however, and Hayes’s public standing grew with 

each veto. 229 Eventually, the Democrats gave in and passed appropriations bills without the 

offending riders, with only days to spare before a shutdown. (Indeed, one part of the government 

did shut down--Hayes’s final veto in the conflict was of a rider-laden appropriations bill for 

federal marshals, and Congress adj ourned without passing a clean one. 230) Although Hayes kept 

his promise to serve only one term, the conflict worked to the Republicans’ advantage, with 

Garfield winning the presidency in 1880 and Republicans retaking control of both houses. 

More recently, the federal government has shut down eighteen times since 1976, with 

some shutdowns as brief as a day and one as lengthy as three weeks. 231 In 1995 and 1996, the 

federal government shut down twice--once for less than a week and then again for three 

weeks--when President Clinton and the Republican-controlled Congress (led by Speaker Newt 

Gingrich) were unable to agree on a budget.232 While Congress was the clear institutional loser 

227 See Ari Hoogenboom. Rutherford B. IIayes: Warrior and President 392-94 (1995). 
2~ 

See id. at 396-402. 
2~9 

See id. at 399, 402. 
230 

Id. at 402. 
231 

For the first seventeen, see Sharon S. Grcssle, Shutdown c~[the Federal Government: Causes, l’;f.focts, 
and Process, CRS Report for Cong. No. 98-844, at 6 (2001). For the eighteenth, see Jonathan Weisman & Ashley 

Parker, Shutdown is Over, N.Y. Times, Oct. 17, 2013, at A1. 
~2 See generall.v Elizabeth Drew, Showdown: The Struggle Between the Gingrich Congress and the Clinton 

l;[~hite House 330-41,355-67 (1996) (describing the shutdowns); Gressle, supra note 231, at 2-3 (same). 
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¯ . 1 234x in the 1995-1996 government shutdowns,233 it would be a mistake (albeit a common m~sta~:e 

to infer from this example that Congress inevitably loses out in government shutdowns. The 

lesson of 1995-1996 was, rather, that a government shutdown throws interbranch conflict into 

sharp relief, increasing the public salience--and therefore the political stakes--of the fight. This 

dynamic presents both opportunities and pitfalls for Congress and the president alike. As Leon 

Panetta, the White House Chief of Staff during the 1995-1996 shutdowns put it, "it was a day-to- 

day crisis, and you never quite knew what the hell was going to happen.’’23s A historian of the 

period concurs, writing that, "it was a high-risk gamble for both sides. No one really knew how 

the public would react.’’236 Indeed, news accounts during the shutdowns made it clear that the 

President was at risk both of losing in the public arena and of losing enough Democratic votes in 

Congress that his veto could no longer be sustained. 237 But, as several commentators have noted, 

Gingrich made both tactical mistakes--such as personalizing the fight and thereby appearing 

233 See Richard S. CoNey, President Clinton and the Republican Congress’, 1995-2000: Political and 

Po#cy Dimensions of Veto Poftics in Divided Government, 31 Congress & Presidency 133, 151 (2004) ("By early 

Janua~ 1996 it became clear that the public was beginning to ascribe far greater blame to the Congress than to the 

president for the policy confrontation and stalemate."). 
~3~ See, e.g., Chris McGreal, Midterms 2010: Lessons of 1994, Guardian (London), Nov. 4, 2010, at 13 

(suggesting, based on the evidence of the 1995 shutdown alone and without regard to context, that the President 

enjoys a significant advantage in a budget shutdown); Steve Bench, Norquist Thinks the GOP Will ~Tnj?om 

Another Shutdown, Wash. Monthly Pol. Animal Blog (Nov. 19, 2010, 11:30 AM), http:ii 

www.washlngtomnonthly.comiarchivesiindividuali2010_11/026718.php (noting that some Republicans "seriously 

believe that the public would credit Republicans for shutting down the government" and asking "whether 

Republican leaders are crazy enough to think this is a good idea"). 
~35 Je~mifer Steinhauer, Last Shutdown Is a Lesson Lost on Capitol Hill as a New Crisis Looms, N.Y. 

Times, Sept. 29, 2013, at A18. 
z36 Steven M. Gillon, The Pact." Bill Clinton, Newt Gingrich, and the Rivalry that Defined a Generation 159 

(2008). 
237 See Ann Devroy & Eric Play,in, Talks on 7-Year Balanced Budget ’Goal’ Collapse, Wash. Post, Nov. 

18, 1995, at A1 (discussing the president’s slipping public approval ratings and the mounting pressure from House 

Democrats who "urg[ed] passage of a new continuing resolution and instruct[ed] the President to work with 

Congress to develop a seven-year balanced budget ’without preconditions"’); Todd S. Purdum, President and 

G.O.P. Agree to End Federal Shutdown and to Negotiate a Budget, N.Y. Times, Nov. 20, 1995, at AI (stating that, 

"[w]hile early public opinion polls" favored the president, "[qhc consensus on Capitol Hill was that Mr. Clinton 

would have had a hard time sustaining a veto if Democrats were given another chance to vote on" "a stopgap 

spending measure.., that.., included the goal of balancing the budget in seven years"). It is also worth noting that 

Clinton’s approval ratings did suffer in the shutdowns’ aftermath, although not: as much as Congress’s did. See Tim 

Groseclose & Nolam McCarty, The Politics of Blame: Ba~¢aining Before an Audience, 45 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 100, 112 

n.29 (2001). 
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petty238--and strategic ones--such as overreading his mandate to press for conservative fiscal 

policy.239 Had he been more skilled, or had Clinton been less so, we might well remember the 

1995-1996 budget showdown as the moment at which the separation-of-powers pendulum began 

swinging back toward Congress. But to the extent that Congress internalizes the narrative that it 

is bound to lose any budget showdown with the White House, it correspondingly lessens its 

bargaining power. 

Indeed, the contrast between two recent budget showdo~vns between the Obama 

Administration and the Democratic-controlled Senate, on the one hand, and the Republican- 

controlled House of Representatives, on the other, is illuminating. The 20110 midterm election 

was a good one for the Republican Party, giving it control of the House by a comfortable margin 

and significantly narrowing the margin in the Senate; President Obama referred to it as a 

"shellacking" for Democrats.24° House Republicans, led by Speaker John Boehner, claimed a 

mandate for a decidedly more conservative agenda than had predominated over the previous two 

241 years. Because no budget for Fiscal Year 2011 had ever been completed, the government was 

being funded by a series of short-term continuing resolutions. 242 This meant that the new 

Republican House majority had an early crack at the budget. 

238 During the shutdown, Gingrich publicly complained about the seating arrangements for a flight on Air 
Force One. Gillon, supra note 236, at 160. As Gillon notes, "Gingrich’s childish verbal tirade was a public relations 
disaster :for the Republicans. Coming in the second day of the shutdown when public opinion was still malleable, it 
made the Republicans seem petulant and stubborn...." Id. 

239 ~ee id. at 170 ("Gingrich could have declared victory, at a number of points [during budget 
negotiations] .... [But] Gingrich misinterpreted the results of’the 1994 election and oversold "the revolution."); 
Conley, supra note 233, at 151 ("IT]he Republican leadership had overestinkated support for the Contract: [with 
America] :following the 1994 elections...."). 

~-~0 Peter Baker & Carl Hulse, 7?e Great Divide: Obama and G.O.P., N.Y. Times, Nov. 4, 2010, at A1. 
241 ~ee Peter Baker, lVashington 14ZorriesAbout Its~Vew Power Couple, N.Y. Times, Nov. 10, 2010, at A24. 
2,~2 See Further Additional Continuing Appropriations Amendments, 2011, Pub. L. No. 112-8, 125 Slat:. 34; 

Additional Continuing Appropriations Amendments, 2011, Pub. L. No. 112-6, 125 Slat:. 23; Further Continuing 
Appropriations Amendments, 2011, Pub. L. No. 112-4, 125 Stat. 6; Continuing Appropriations and Surface 
Transportation Extension Act, 2011, Pub. L. No. 111-322, 124 Slat. 3518 (2010); Act of Dec. 18, 2010, Pub. L. No. 
111-317, 124 Stat. 3454; Act of Dec. 4, 2010, Pub. L. No. 111-290, 124 Slat. 3063; Continuing Appropriations Act, 
2011, Pub. L. No. 111-242, 124 Slat. 2607 (2010). 
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By credibly threatening to allow the government to shut down, the House Republican 

leadership was able to bargain for a great deal of what it wanted.243 Not only did House 

Republicans successfully negotiate for over $3 8 billion in spending cuts that were opposed by 

the White House,244 they also used their budget power as leverage to achieve changes they 

sought in areas as diverse as environmental law, 245 education policy, 246 and abortion access. 247 

They even took the opportunity to intervene in a separation-of-powers controversy, prohibiting 

the expenditure of funds for certain White House "czars ,,248 Clearly, the House in this instance 

was able to use its power of the purse as a potent weapon in interbranch struggle. 

By contrast, the 201 2 election was a good one for the Democrats. Obama was handily 

reelected, and, despite having to defend more seats than the Republicans, the Democrats 

increased their margin in the Senate. Although they did not retake the House, they narrowed the 

Republicans’ margin of control.249 Because of the centrality of fiscal issues in the campaign, 

1.    250 Democrats could plausibly claim a mandate for their positions on taxing and spenmng 

Indeed, in the immediate aftermath of the election, the lame-duck Congress passed a fiscal 

~43 The final budget deal is embodied in Department of Defense and Full-Year Continuing Appropriations 

Act, 2011, Pub. L. No. 112-10, 125 Stat. 38. 
~4~ Je~mil’cr Stcinhauer, 2011 Budget Bill with Cuts ls Approved by Congress, N.Y. Times, Apr. 15, 2011, at 

A1. 
~45 See Felicity Barringer & John M. Broder, Congress, in a First, Removes an Animalj?om the 

Endangered Species List, N.Y. Times, Apr. 13, 201 l, at A16 ("A rider to the Congressional budget measure... 

dictates that wolves in Montana and Idaho be taken offthe endangered species list .... The rider is the first known 
instance of Congress’ directly intervening in the list."). 

z-~6 See Trip Gabriel, Budget Deal Fuels Revival of School Uouchers, N.Y. Times, Apr. 15,2011, at A18 

(noting that the budget deal included a provision financing school vouchers in Washington, D.C.). 
z-~7 See Editorial, The Crisis Next Time, N.Y. Times, Apr. 11,2011, at A24 (noting that a provision in the 

budget deal prohibits the District of Columbia :from spending any public money on abortion provision). 
z~ See James Risen, Obama Takes on Congress over Policy Czar Positions, N.Y. Times, Apr. 17, 2011, at 

AI 7. In a signing statement, President Obama suggested that tiffs provision of the budget law may be an 

unconstitutional i~ffringement of his inherent Article II powers. See Statement on Signing the Department of 

Defense and bull-Year Continuing Appropriations Act; 201 l, 2011 Daily Comp. Pres. Doc. 263 (Apr. 15, 2011). 

On the separation-of-powers tussle over "policy czars," see generally Kevin Sholettc, Note, The American Czars, 20 

Comell J.L. & Pub. Pol’y 219 (2010). 
z-~9 See Jackie Calmes & Peter Baker, Back to Work: Obama Greeted by Looming Fiscal Crisis, N.Y. 

Times, Nov. 8, 2012, at A1. 
~o See id. (noting that, "If Mr. Obama got a mandate for anything," it was for raising taxes on the wealthy). 
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compromise that was largely favorable to Democratic priorities.25~ But as the next Congress 

progressed, Republicans became emboldened and sought to use the threat of a government 

shutdown as leverage in an attempt to secure significant changes in, if not outright repeal of, the 

Affordable Care Act. This time, Obama and Senate Democrats refused to compromise, and the 

government shut down on October 1, 2013. The Affordable Care Act was, indeed, unpopular, 

but even before the shutdown began, polls showed overwhelming margins of Americans opposed 

to shutting down the government in an attempt to secure changes to the law.252 The shutdown 

hurt the approval ratings of everyone involved, but congressional Republicans bore the brunt of 

it, with their poll numbers continuing to slide throughout the sixteen-day shutdown.2s3 With the 

stock market taking a hit2s4 and key conservative interest groups and opinion leaders abandoning 

the Republican position,2ss House Republicans backed down and reopened the government 

almost entirely on Democrats’ terms. 256 Presumably eager to avoid making the same tactical 

mistake again--and eager to focus on issues more advantageous to them, especially the glitch- 

laden launch of the Affordable Care Act’s website--Republicans agreed in December 2013 to a 

~51 See Josh Chafetz, The Phenomenology of Gridlock, 88 Notre Dame L. Rev. 2065, 2068-72 (2013). 

~5~ See Quinnipiac Univ. Polling Inst., American Voters Reject GOP Shutdown Strateg~y 3-1, Oct. 1, 2013, 

http://www.quinnipiac.edu/institutes-and-centers/p~l~ing-institute/nati~na~/release-detai~?Re~easeID=~958. 

~ See, e.g., Republicans Lose Ground vs. Obama in the Shutdown Blame Game, ABC News/Wash. Post 

Poll, Oct. 7, 2013, http://www.langcrrcsearch.com/uploads/1144a29ThcShutdown.pdf; Andrew Dugan, Republican 

Party Favorability Sinks to Record Low, Gallup, Oct. 9, 2013, http://www.gallup.com/poll/165317/republican-party- 

favorability-sinks-rccord-low.aspx; Scott Clement & Peyton M. Graighill, Poll: Republicans Losing No-Win Game, 

Wash. Post The Fix, Oct. 14, 2013, http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-fix/wp/2013/10/14/poll-republicans- 

lo sing-no -win-game/. 
zs~ See Assoc. Press, Wall St. Climbs as tIopesfor DOtente on Debt Emerge, N.Y, Times, Oct. 10, 2013, at 

B8. 
zs5 On conservative interest groups, see, e.g., Eric Lipton & Nicholas Confessorc, Kochs and Other 

Conservatives Split Over Strategy on ttealth Law, N.Y. Times, Oct. 11, 2013, at A 14; Jonathan Weisman, As 

Pressure Mounts, House G.O.P. ~eighs Short-Te~ DebtDeal, N.Y. Times, Oct. 10, 2013, at A19. On opinion- 

leaders, see, e.g., John Podhoretz, Suicide c~[the Right, N.Y. Post Online, Oct. 8, 2013, 

hrtp://nypost.com!2013/lO/OS/suicide-of-the-right/; Editorial, A GOP Shutdown Strategy, Wall St. J., Oct. 2, 2013, 

at A12. 
~ See Weisman & Parker, supra note 231. 
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two-year budget resolution with spending levels above the previous baseline, precisely the sort of 

deal that they had previously resisted. 257 

So, what was the difference between 2011, when Republicans used their control of the 

House to win both their preferred spending levels and significant changes in a variety of 

substantive policy fields, and 2013, when their effort to use budgetary power to secure changes 

in the healthcare law backfired, forcing them to back off their healthcare demands and agree to 

higher levels of spending? In both cases, the Republicans controlled only the House, with the 

Senate and the presidency in Democratic hands. But, of course, the political contexts were quite 

different. The 20110 election was, in large part, a repudiation of the previous two years of unified 

Democratic government. Had the Republicans successfully used the two intervening years to 

build trust with the voters, they might have captured unified government themselves in 2012. 

But they did not; instead, the pendulum swung back towards the Democrats. Little wonder, then, 

that Republicans were able to get a better deal in the politically friendly climate of 2011 than in 

the politically hostile one of 2013. And by injudiciously picking a budgetary fight over the 

Affordable Care Act in 2013, the House not only harmed its ability to get what it wanted in the 

present, it also created a political dynamic in which its best move was to agree to a m~o-year 

budget resolution, thereby surrendering some of the power that comes with the annual 

appropriations process in 2014 (although, of course, the crafting of the individual appropriations 

bills will still be an annual affair). 

The crucial lesson of these budget fights is not that the president always wins--as 2011 

showed, he does not. The lesson is that who wins--which is to say, who has how much say in 

determining the government’s spending levels and priorities, and who is able to leverage that 

25~, Bipartisan Budget Act of 2013, Pub. L. No. 113-67, 127 Star. 1165; Jonathan Weisman, Budget Vote 

Passes the Details" to Tv,’o Panels’, N.Y. Times, Dec. 19, 2013, at A26. 
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budgetary power to gain power over other policy areas--is significantly affected by the 

artfulness with which the various actors engage in the public sphere. And the artfulness with 

which political actors exercise the power that they do have, in turn, significantly affects their 

future public-sphere engagements. 

Of course, none of this is limited to the power to shut down the government--that is 

simply the limiting case. The power of the purse is continually exercised in small-bore ways, as 

well, and there, too, the purse strings come with significant substantive power. Although modern 

appropriations bills generally allocate lump sums to various agencies and departments, those 

appropriations bills are generally "accompanied by detailed committee reports giving the specific 

amounts the department or agency should spend on each program within the budget account.’’2-~8 

Given that the appropriations committees retain the power to specify detailed spending levels in 

the statutory language itself--and given that they retain the power to drastically cut those 

spending levels in future years or attach unpleasant riders--the departments and agencies "treat 

those committee reports as the equivalent of legislation.’’259 When agencies wish to "reprogram" 

funds (in other words, spend funds in ways that are consistent with the legislation but 

inconsistent with the committee report), they generally report to the relevant appropriations 

subcommittee and receive permission to do so.26° Moreover, when Congress wishes to express 

its displeasure about an agency’s performance, a not-so-gentle tug on the purse strings can be 

quite effective--the Fiscal Year 2014 omnibus appropriations bill significantly cut the budget of 

the Internal Revenue Service, clearly meant to convey congressional (and especially House 

25~ John C. Roberts, Are Congressional Committees Constitutional?: Radical Textualism, Separation o j" 

Powers, and the Enactment Process, 52 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 489, 564 (2001). 
259 ]d. 

260 ]d. 
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Republican) displeasure at the agency’s enhanced scrutiny of the tax-exempt status of certain 

political groups. 

Such pressures seem generally effective: there is a growing body of evidence suggesting 

that the federal bureaucracy is broadly responsive to congressional preferences.262 As Morris 

Fiorina provocatively put it, "Congress controls the bureaucracy, and Congress gives us the kind 

of bureaucracy it wants.’’263 And budgets are one of (although, as later chapters will indicate, 

certainly not the only) the primary mechanisms by which Congress both directly controls and 

(perhaps more importantly) signals its priorities to bureaucratic agencies. 264 Indeed, the desire to 

signal to an agency that congressional appropriators intend to keep a close eye on some 

particular policy area is likely responsible for the continuing popularity of legislative veto 

provisions, even after the Supreme Court held them unenforceable in INS v. Chadha.~5 

Between that decision in 1983 and 1999, Congress passed over four hundred new legislative 

vetoes. 266 As Lou Fisher noted in the classic study of this phenomenon, although presidents 

routinely denigrate legislative-veto provisions in signing statements, "agencies have a different 

attitude. They have to live with their review committees, year after year, and have a much 

~61 Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2014, Pub. L. No. 113-76, 128 Stat. 5. Onthe IRS budget, see 

Howard Gleckma~ IRS Gets" Hammered in the 2014 Budget Agreement, TaxVox, Jan. 14, 2014, 

http :iitaxwox.taxpolicycenter.or ,gi2014/01/14iirs-gets-hammered-in-the-2014-budget-agreement/. 
~ See, e.g., Thomas H. Hammond & Jack H. Knott, Who Controls the Bureaucracy?: Presidential Power, 

Congressional Dominance, Legal Constraints, and Bureaucratic Autonot~F in a ~k;odel of ~lulti-Institutional Policy- 

Making, 12 J.L. Econ. & Org. 119, 122-26 (1996); Barry R. Weingast & Mark J. Moran, Bureaucratic Discretion or 

Congressional Control?: Regulatory Policymaking by the Federal 7)’ade Commission, 91 J. Pol. Econ. 765,780-92 

(1983); Note, Independence, Congressional ~eakness, and the Importance of Appointment: The Impact of 

Combining Budgetary Autonomy with Removal Protection, 125 Harv. L. Rev. 1822, 1825-27 (2012); Miranda 

Yaver, Asserting the Power of the Purse: Institutional Conflict and Regulatory Authority (draft), 

http://ssm.com/abstract=2125438. 
~63 Morris P. Fiofina, Control of the Bureaucracy: A Mismatch c~[Incentives and Capabilities, in 77~e 

Presidency and the (;bngress, supra note 179, at 124, 125. 
z~,4 On the importance of the budget as a signaling device, see Daniel P. Carpenter, Adaptive Signal 

Processing, Hierarchy, and Budgetary Control in Federal Regulation, 90 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 283 (1996); see also 

Note, supra note 262, at 1825-27 (noting that congressional budget control is accomplished through control of 

overall spending levels, earmarks and riders, and ttvcats and signaling). 

~65 INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (1983). 
~66 Antho~\¥ M. Bottenfield, Comment, Congressional Creativity: The Post-Chadha Struggle for Agency 

Control in the Era of Presidential S~ning Statements, 112 Pem~. St. L. Rev. 1125, 1138 (2008). 
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greater incentive to make accommodations and stick by them .... Agencies cannot risk ... 

collisions with the committees that authorize their programs and provide funds." 267 Indeed, as 

Jessica Korn has noted, when Reagan administration officials initially took Chadha as an 

indication that they could ignore appropriations directives contained in committee reports (but 

not statuto~T language), threats from Congress to tie the administration’s hands more explicitly 

forced them to beat a hasty retreat. 268 

Funding, and Defunding, the A4i#tary 

Finally, we return briefly to a theme that has run throughout this chapter: the connection 

between the power of the purse and one of the most potent substantive powers, that of the sword. 

We have seen the two bound tightly together in the constitutional imagination from the 

Restoration through the Revolution Settlement, into the New World, and in the constitutional 

ratification debates, it is worth contemplating briefly the ways in which they interact today. 

First, it should be noted that, despite oft-repeated claims that a president’s decision to 

send troops in the field essentially forces Congress to fund the operation, Congress has, in fact, 

repeatedly used its power of the purse to end, limit, or forestall military action. As public 

opinion began to turn against the Vietnam War, Congress enacted two such restrictions. First, 

the 1971 Cooper-Church Amendment provided that no funds could be used "to finance the 

introduction of United States ground combat troops into Cambodia, or to provide United States 

267 Louis Fisher, The Legislative Veto: Invalidated, It Survives, 56 Law & Conlcmp. Probs. 273,288 

(Autumn 1993). 
268 Jessica Korrk The Legislative Veto and the Limits of Public Choice Anal.vsis, 109 Pol. Sci. Q. 873,883 

(1994-95). 
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advisers to or for Cambodian milita~ forces in Cambodia.’’269 And the 1973 Case-Church 

Amendment--which passed with veto-proof, bipartisan maj orities in both houses--effectively 

cut off all funding for the war: "Notwithstanding any other provi sion of law, on or after August 

15, 1973, no funds herein or heretofore appropriated may be obligated or expended to finance 

directly or indirectly combat activities by United States military forces in or over or from off the 

shores of North Vietnam, South Vietnam, Laos or Cambodia.’’27° Nixon, despite resisting the 

amendments, complied with them.271 Likewise, the Byrd Amendment in 1993 forbade the use of 

any funds for security operations in Somalia after March 31, 1994 and required that those troops 

be under the command of American officers. 272 President Clinton complied with the 

requirement, withdrawing U.S. troops in early-March of 1994. And in the Obama 

administration, Congress has repeatedly frustrated the President’s goal of closing the detention 

camp at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base by forbidding the expenditure of any funds to transfer or 

release into the United States any prisoner held at the camp who is not a U.S. citizen.273 

Of course, these funding restrictions are not invariably followed. Despite the sweeping 

language of the Boland Amendments prohibiting the use of funds to support the Nicaraguan 

Contras,274 the Reagan administration did indeed arrange to provide funds to the Contras. But 

the political fallout was severe, with the Iran Contra scandal dominating the last two years of the 

~69 Cooper-Church Amendment, Pub. L. No. 91-652, § 7(a), 84 Stat. 1942, 1943 (1971). 
270 Case-Church Amendment, Pub. L. No. 93-52, § 108, 87 Star. 130, 134 (1973). 
271 On Nixon’s (and Kissinger’s) resistance to these measures, as well as their efficacy in reigning in the 

President, see Mariah Zeisberg, War Powers: The Politics of Constitutional Authority 163-68 (2013); see also Amy 

Belasco et al., Congressional Restrictions on U.S. ~{ilitary Operations in Uietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Somalia, and 

Kosovo: Funding and Non-Funding Approaches, CRS Report for Cong. No. RL33803, at 1-3 (2007); Rosen, supra 

note 122, at: 93. 
27~ Byrd Amendment, Pub. L. No. 103-139, § 8151(b)(2)(B), 107 Stat. 1418, 1476-77 (1993). 
z73 Recent Legislation, National D~ii~nse Authorization ActJbr Fiscal Year 2013, Pub. L. No. 112-239, ~" 

1028, 126 Star: 1632, 1914-17 (codiJied at lO U.S.C. ~}" 801 note (2012)), 127 Harv. L. Rev. 835, 835-37 (2013). 
zv4 The strictest language is contained in the 1984 Boland Amendment, Pub. L. No. 98-473, § 8066(a), 98 

Star. 1837, 1935 (1984) (prohibiting "any ... agency or entity of the United States involved in intelligence activities" 
:from obligating or spending any fimds "for the purpose or which would have the effect of supporting, directly or 
indirectly, military or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by a~ nation, gronp, organization, movement, or 
individnal"). 
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Reagan administration. Indeed, as Mariah Zeisberg has persuasively argued, a more deft 

handling of the scandal and resulting hearings by congressional Democrats might well have 

resulted in impeachment proceedings.275 The Boland Amendments’ specific prohibition on 

funding the Contras raised the political stakes, and the Reagan administration’s flouting of that 

prohibition forced it to pay a significant price. 

In other respects, however, Congress has used its power of the purse in ways that foster 

the expansion of executive military, power. As Lou Fisher has powerfully demonstrated, secret 

funding for the intelligence community has grown explosively since World War II, in some 

ten si on wi th the C on stituti on’ s requirem ent that a’’ Statem ent an d Account of the Receipts and 

Expenditures of all public Money shall be published from time to time.’’276 Under the Central 

Intelligence Act, the CIA, with the approval of OMB, is authorized to take money from other 

government agencies for its own purposes.277 The result is doubly misleading: Congress (and 

the public) can only guess at the scope of the intelligence budget, and the budgets of other 

agencies appear inflated because some of the money appropriated to them is subsequently 

funneled to the intelligence agencies. 278 In the aftermath of revelations that U.S. intelligence 

agencies have been carrying out a massive domestic surYeillance program,279 Congress may wish 

to reconsider the budgetary latitude that those agencies have been given. As we have seen, 

pulling the purse strings tighter has been an effective means of reining in executive power 

throughout Anglo-American constitutional history. 

275 Zeisberg, supra note 271, at 190-93, 196-202, 211-17. 

276 U.S. Const. art. I, § 9, cl. 7. 
2~7 50 U.S.C. § 3506(a)(~) (2006). 
27~ See Fisher, supra note 178, at 206-14. 
2~9 See Ron Wyden, Mark Udall & Martin Heinrich, End tkw :\(S.A. Dragnet, :Vow’, N.Y. Times, Nov. 26, 

2013, at A25. 
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The aim of this chapter has been to survey the extent of the authority available to 

Congress under the rubric of "the power of the purse." By tracing the historical development of 

this power, we’ve been able to see the ideas and goals that have motivated it and to get a sense of 

what makes its use in a given context efficacious or inefficacious. Some developments--like the 

increasing percentage of the budget devoted to mandatory spending, certain ill-conceived 

budgetary showdowns, and the growth of the secret intelligence budget--have diminished 

congressional power. Others--like more opportunely timed budgetary showdowns, the 

development of budgetary expertise and institutions in Congress, and the pushback against 

impoundment--have increased congressional power. Crucially, as stressed in Part I of this book, 

sensitivity to political context, to how certain actions will play out in the public sphere, is crucial 

to understanding and anticipating the effects of any given exercise of the power of the purse. 

The growth of mandatory spending may curtail congressional power, but that certainly does not 

mean that an indiscriminate slashing of entitlements will redound to Congress’s benefit. Budget 

brinksmanship by House Republicans was so successful in 2011 that it won them a wide range of 

changes in substantive law, but similar brinksmanship in 2013 was such a failure that their best 

move was to agree to a two-year budget resolution, thus preemptively giving up that source of 

leverage the following year. And the success (from Congress’s point of view) of the Cooper- 

Church, Case-Church, and Byrd amendments does not mean that Congress will inevitably come 

out smelling like roses when it cuts off funds for military conflicts. The relevant factor in all of 

these cases is the politics of the day, and how well the houses and members of Congress are able 
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to use these tools to engage in the public sphere. Like all potent tools, the power of the purse can 

be used well or poorly. 

Moreover, the highly potent versions of these powers, although attention-grabbing, are 

the limiting cases. Government shutdowns, or even the zeroing-out of some particular program 

or salary, may be rare, but the existence of these extremes--and the ability of Congress plausibly 

to threaten to go to those extremes--means that all other interbranch bargaining takes place in 

their shadow.28° The power of the purse, we have seen, can cast a very long shadow. 

28o (;~. Robert H. Mnookin & Lewis Komhauser, Bargaining m the Shadow of the Law: The Case of 
Divorce, 88 Yale L.J. 950, 968-69 (1979) (noting that law ser~Tes largely to structure bargaining that takes place 
outside of the courtroom). 
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imminent deadline.) 

Virtual Luncheon Speaker Series. I am also pleased to annoance the creation of a new virtual luncheon speaker series. The impetas for this initiative is that, with 

more limited bndgets at many schools, it is increasingly important tbr PR ~holars to have an opportaniU to shaxe their work outside of tmditioua] law school luncheon 

programs. For this reason, I will be o~anizing a virtual speaJaer series in M~ich PR scholaxs can present works-~-progress in an online setting using a webcam and 

microphone, while other PR scholaxs watch frown their desks. Listeners can ask questions at the end of the presentation, just as they would if we were all in the same 

room. If you are interested in presenting a paper in this format at some point this year, please contact tne at aperlman@sufiblk.edu. 
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Dear Lissa. 

Greetings from the ClipsCableShip. Hope you are well (and I hope you own Comcast stock). 

In thinking about the most reviled/least respected products, services, industries, companies, 

most people would likely come up with the lyost office, the airlines, the depart~nent of motor 

vehicles, Yugo cars, the IRS, the US Congress and Enron. 

And then there are the cable TV companies, that seem to sink lower and lower in customer 

satisthction every year. 

Anyone who readjust a few headlines yes~terday, or listened to a few minutes of news on the 

radio, surely heard about No. 1 in the cable indust:y Comcast~ s bid to acquire Ti~ne Winner 

Cable (No. 2). Comcast (21.7 million cable custo~ners) offered $45.2 billion for TWC (11 
million cable custo~ners). That would give the co~nbined company al~nost a thild of the 
country [] s 100 million cable TV households. 

Those readers in the Clips audience who are media un- sa~y should take a few minutes to get 

yourselves up to speed with the basics. Why’? Because you all want to advance in your 

careers, and [] even though you might not be in marketing, sponsorship or business []you s~ill 
should be knowledgeable about the ~urces of that great big chunk of’media money that fuels 

the entire college athletics enterprise. All college athletics, not just Ibotball and basketball. 

Here in a few paragraphs is a histo~ o~; current status o£ and possible future scenarios of 

media, communications, teclmology, content, etc. [Clips readers who are already sa~wy 

about the past and present can skip, g’kim the next three paragraphs.] 

Way way back there were hairy Cro Magnon types who drew pictures’ on cave 

walls’. This is’ thought by many to h,rce been the beginn#~g of media. After a few 

thousand years their descenckmts began rhythmically pounding rudimentary 

percussion insmtments and singing together. Thus’ was born what we now call 

[] multimedia. [] 

Alamo: centuries passed The percuss’ion instruments expanded to include woolly 

mammoth skulls and the artwork got more sophisticated, depicting all body parts’ 
oJfollow Cro :Ilag~tons. Verbal communications expanded to yelling, yodeling, 

catcalling atM gesticulations’. 

Then, all squeezed together, in the space qf maybe ten thousand years; written 

words were developed, books" were printed and town criers became mankind[is 

.first []newscasters. [] Edison, Bell, ~4arconi, _~cLuhan, Ras~mssen, A lgore, Jobs’, 

Gates; Zuckerman, Finebaum andBilas did what they did, and here we now are.. 

¯ . with google glasses, cars" that drive (andpark) themselves, You Tube, Twitter 

andDick Tracy wrist radios. 
But what about media, you ask’? Well, I will remind everyone of Marshall McLuhan [] s 

prescient pronouncement from the 1960s: [] The medium is the message. [] In present-day 

media application, there is the medium (i.e.-via cable TV, via satellite, via internet, via 

smartphone, in person, etc.) and there is the message (the televised football game, the blogs, 

stand-up comedy, hate speech, etc.). 

Yesterday [] s news could have huge implications on the mediums sports viewers use/purchase 

to get what we want. 

Right now the Fpical cable TV company provides three services: TV stations, internet service 

and a telephone la~dline. The first is important now, but might diminish in importance¯ The 

second will likely become the real moneymaker tbr cable TV companies. The third will largely 



go away. 

These past t~vo days your Clips Editor has pored over a dozen or so articles about 

Comcast ~1 s proposed acquisition. The day-after consensus is that this is match more of an 

intemet dea] than a cable TV deal. Live sports is the undispnted crown jewel of TV content 
[34 of the 35 most watched shows last year were NI~Z games, and I don~ t think the 

Finallyour or college football championship were.fiw behind], and Comcast is astutely 

hedging its bet on both possibilities for the medium that will canT live sports in the future. 

Comcast will cash in on bundled cable delivery (as it is for now) and/or by internet-&livered 
pay-per-view sure to come in the future. 

You hemal it all here first, especially the town crier part. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.comi@Col~egeAthCiips 

Industry Shifts May Aid Comcast in Takeover Bid 
By Edward l~Tyatt, New York Times, 2-14-14 

On the face of it, the merger of the countty I~ s two largest cable companies would seem 

like a nonstm~ter, given its steep regulatoU hurdles and skepficism from consumer watchdogs. 

But Comcast [] s proposed acquisition of Time Warner Cable comes at a moment of seismic 

change in the television industu, with consnmers increasingly cutting their cable cons and 

instead s~treaming their favorite shows via the Internet throngh services like Nettlix, YouTube, 

Anmzon and Hulu. 

This shilling land~ape may aid Comcas~t a~s it seeks "to persuade government otticials L; and 

deploy its prodigious army of lobbyists [] to win approval tbr its $45 billion takeover. 

LJ I believe television will change more in the next five yeaacs than in the last 50, I~ Brian L. 

Roberts, Comcast ~] s chief executive, has said. 

Still, the combination of the two companies, creating a cable and broadband behemoth serving 

30 million custo,ners across 42 states, is expected to come under intense scmtiW from the 

Olmma administration, which has toughened its enforcement of federal atNtmst laws. 

But much of the focus on Thursday over how the proposed deal would alt}ct competition in 

cable TV overshadowed what cotdd be a more important consideration for regtdators: the 

merger [] s effect on broadband Intemet service, which is rapidly becoming the most important 

pipe mrming into the homes of most American consumers. 

A merged Comcast and Time Warner Cable would have nearly twice as many high-speed 
Internet subscribers as the next largest company mad would control roughly 38 percent of the 

high-speed Internet market, according to figures compiled by the Leichtman Research Group, 

an independent finn in Durham, N.H. The combined companies would account for nearly 32 

million broadband customer~ compared with 16 million tbr AT&T and nine million lbr 

Vefizon. 

The effect on cable TV and Internet service prompted ,nany consumer advocacy organizations 

to immediately express hostility towmd the deal. 

[] This industry is notoriously unpopular with consarners due to poor customer service, not to 

mention ever-increasing bills, and a deal this size doesn [] t exactly convince us that things will 

get better, [] said Delara Derakhshani, policy counsel for Consumers Union. 

Washington lawmakers also said they would give it close scrutiW. Senator Amy Klobuchar of 

Minnesota. chair~voman of the Senate Antitrust Subcommittee, said that because "the proposed 

merger ~J could have a significant impact on the cable indust~ mad att~ct consumers across the 

country. LJ she planned to convene a heaJ-ing to examine the deal. 

The transaction also has raised concerns among ~me of the cable net~vorks, whose channels 

reach consumers through providers like Comcast. Randel Falco, chief executive of Univision 

Communications, said the company would monitor the govennnent review. 

[] When the No. 1 and the No. 2 cable operators merge it is a cause of concern that requires 

significaJ~t scrutiny. [] Mr. Falco said. 

But Comcast olficials dismissed much of the criticism of the deal as [] hys~teria [] and noted that 

the new company [] s market share of cable subscribers would be no higher titan it was after 

completing a similar transaction with Adelphia in 2006. 

In addition, Comcast said that it and Time Warner Cable did not compete in a single ZIP code 

anywhere in the United States. Nor is the deal likely to have an effect on other providers of 

television programming [] including Verizon, AT&T, DirecTV and Dish I~ Maich in recent 

years have performed better than the cable companies. Since 2005, Comcast said, 

telecommunications compaJfies and satellite providers gained 18 million customers while 
traditional cable companies lost 10 million subscribers. 

[] Previous antitrust concerns axe truly aJ~tiquated in light of today [] s marketplace realities, [] 



David L. Cohen, a Comcast executive and its chief lobbyist, said on Thursday. 

There are also [lcord cutters ~1 who have jettisoned their cable providers and watch television 

on "the Internet via lkst-gromng services like Nettlix and YouTube. 

Comcast already has plenty of experience dealing with antitrust and other regulator officials in 

Washington. In 2011, the cotnpany spent a ye~x persuading officials at the Justice Departtnent 

and the Federal Communications Commission to approve its takeover of the ente~finment 

giant NBCUniversak It gained the approvaJ in p~xt by agreeing to certain conditions, ~anong 

them a promise not to use NBC ~ s clout as a provider of programtning to deny access to its 
customers by competing producers of television and films. 

But many in Washington say that Mr. Cohen, a veteran of Philadelphia Ix~litics, is Comcast ~ s 

secret weapon in trying to persnade govenmaent regulators to sign off on the deal. 

Mr. Cohen has close ties to President Obama, perhaps even closer than Comcast [] s chief 

executive, Mr. Roberks, who has golt~d with the president on Martha[ J s Vineyaxd. 

A major Democratic fund-raiser, Mr. Cohen and his wit~ hosted Mr. Obama at their 
Philadelphia home in 2011, raising $1.2 million at an event where the president called the 

couple ~;great friends. ~; 

Mr. Cohen also was a guest at the White House on Tuesday for tl~e state dinner in honor of 

President Fran [] ois Hollande of France. 

Other Comcast officials have the abili~ to reach deep into the regulatory agencies that roll 

review the merger~ while officials at those agencies also are very famili~x with Comcast and tl~e 

cable business. Shortly after the F.C.C. approved Comcast [] s purchase of NBCUniversal, 

one of the commissioners who voted in favor of the deal, Meredith A~vell Baker, joined 

Comcast as a lobbyifft. 

The current F.C.C. chairman, Tom Wheeler, once served as the leader of the cable indnstry [] s 

chief lobbying group. And the current director of the antitrust division of the Justice 

Department, William J. Baer, represented NBCUniversal during the Comcast deal as a lavxTer 

in private practice. 

A Justice Department spokeswoman declined to comment on whether Mr. Baerl ~ s work for 

NBC would a£fect his abiliU to oversee the investigation oftl~e Comcast-Time Waruer Cable 

transaction. 

Last month, well before the announcement of the Cotncast-Time Waruer Cable deal, Mr. Baer 

said in an inte~,~iew that any transactions revolving teleco~nmunications companies, including 
wireless phone companies or cable providers, would be closely scrutinized by the antitrust 

division. In 2011, the Jns~dce Department blocked AT&T [] s p~oposed $39 billion acqnisition 

ofT-Mobile. 

Comcast officials said on Thursday that they had not yet directly engaged regnlators about the 

deaJ other than to tell them it was occurring. But the company has in a way aJready started 

negotiating, saying that as part of the deal it would divest atx~ut three million subscribers. 

That will keep the combined comp~my with about 30 million subscribers, or less than 30 

percent of the national total. From 1993 until 2009, when a federal appeals court threw out the 

rule, cable companies were tbrbidden by the F.C.C. from controlling more than 30 percent of 

the nation [] s vi&o maxketplace. Though the rule is no longer in effect, Co~ncast officials cited 

it Thursday as proof that their transaction would not stifle competition. 

Many consumer advocates disputed that position. 

[]No one woke up this morning wishing their cable company was bigger, [] said Craig Aaron, 

president of the consumer advocacy group Free Press. []This deal wonld be the cable guy- on 

steroids [] pumped up, unstoppable and grasping for your wallet. [] 





Comcast’s Time Warner Deal Is Bad for America 

By Susan Cra~]brd Feb 13, 2014 Bloomberg, l l: 27 A3/[ ET 

David Cohen, Comcast Corp.’s executive vice president and the mastermind behind 

its deal to buy Time Warner Cable Inc., sounded pugnacious and confident on a recent 

conference call with inves~tors. Regulatory and antitrust approval of the de~L he says, will 

happen within the next nine to 12 months. But even Cohen had to acknowledge that the public 

might be worried about the power of this combination. "It may sound ~ary," he s~d. 

Indeed it does. Although Comcast’s management points out that when they’re finished -- and 
after they divest some of their sys~tems to others -- the combined company will have just 30 

percent of the national sh~xe of pay-television subscribers. Nationwide share means little to 

people and businesses, which often have little choice when it comes to cable: Ninety-one 

percent of Americans who subscribe to data services also buy video services, so the relevant 

market for them is the bundle. When it comes to bundles, satellite companies Dish Ne~-ork 

Co~p. and DIRECTV can’t offer the data capacity that Comcast can; their communications 
have to travel more than 22,000 miles one way. 

The reason this de~ is sca~’ is that for the vast majori~ of businesses in 19 of the 20 largest 
metropolitan areas in the country, their only choice for a high-capacity wired co~mection will be 

Comcast. Comcast. in turn, has its own built-in conflicts of interest: It will be serving the 
interests of its shareholders by keeping investments in its network as low as possible -- in 

p~yticul~Jc, m~J~ing no move to provide the world-class fiber-optic connections that ~ye now 

standard and cheap in other countries -- and extracting as much rent as it can~ in gd kinds of 

ways. Comcast, for purposes of today’s public, is calling itself a "cable company." It no longer 

is. Comcast sells infrastructure subject to neither competition nor a cop on the beat. 

For a count .ry attempting to compete on the global stage, this is a problem. It’s time to 
recognize that industrial policy -- lrue leadership, the kinds of initiatives that b~ought us the 

federal highway system and national electrification -- is called for. If regulating these guys is too 
difficult, let’s allow mayors to build alternative fiber-optic networks such as the one in 

Chattanooga, Tennessee, that has lured businesses and spurred economic growth. We can’t 

allow our future to be captured by the short-term cash flow desires of Comcast’s investors. 

Comcast’s job today is to create an ~5~r of inevitability about the de~L It’s busy pointing out that 

prior cable combinations have been approved by regulators and that competition won’t be 

reduced through the me~er. Cohen sounded particularly bullish on this poin~ pointing out that 

these two companies dofft compete in a single ZIP code in America. That’s because they long 

ago clustered their operations and divided m~xkets: Where consolidation is possible, 

co~npetition is i~npossible. 

The Deparhnent of Justice has a problem: It doesn’t do indus~trial policy. It can’t create 
competition where none exists. It can’t mandate that all U.S. businesses have world-class, 

inexpensive fiber-optic connections. But the Federal Communications Commission and the 

executive branch can. Along the way, by the way, we’ll have far better wireless connections 

because wireless needs tiber to flourish. 

If all of this sounds technical, tw~ this: We’re all the people of Fort Lee, New Jersey, trying to 

get on the George Washington Bridge. There’s a bully narrowing our access to the world 

whose interests aren’t aligned with ours. What we need is tbr that bridge to be maintained, for 

traffic to flow and for the bully to get punched in the nose, collectively, by the entire country. 

Let’s be clear: This is old-school monopolistic behavior. 

Whatever happens to this particular combinatior~ let’s keep the bigger picture in mind: High- 

speed wired connections ~e now infrastructure, just like bridges, roads, and water. We can’t 

flourish as a country unless someone takes the long view and ensures that American businesses 

aren’t forced to pay whatever tribute Comcast demands in order to thiive. 

(Susan Crawford the John A. Reilly visiting professor in inWllectual property at 
Harvard Law School and a fellow at the RooseveB Institute, is the author of ~ Captive 

Audience: The Telecom Inchtstry andMonopoly Power in the New GildedAge. ~ ] Follow 

her on Twitter at @scrawfi)rd) 
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athletics 

*To be removed fiom 1iris maililtg list or chmtge the email fbrmat please use 1he links below: 

C~" snbsc]i tion 

Ultsnbscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherry Barretta <sbarrett~visioncor.com> 

Friday, Februaly 14, 2014 1:28 PM 

Sherry Barretta <sbarrett~visioncor.com> 

IWFNC e-blasL"newsletter-- Februa~ 

IWI~NC Member News-Feb.pdf 

Dear IWFNC Member, 

Please find attached a copy of our latest Member News. Take a few moments to scan through it for some important reminders on upcoming events and 

information shared about our fellow members. 

As a reminder, please submit your news or your fellow cNleague’s news on recognitions, awards, etc. for the Member E-blast to sbarrett_a@visioncor.com. 

Happy Valentine’s Day! 

Sherry 

VP of Communications & Member Engagement 

IWF-NC 

C~O/Owr~er 



IWFNC Mernber News February 14, 2014 

Honors & Recognitions 

Our IWFNC members have been a busy group these past couple of months. 

recognitions and awards abound. 

Lots of 

Lynn Good, CEO and President of Duke Energy Corporation, has been named the 
2013 Queens Businesswoman of the Year. Lynn will be recognized at the annual 
Queens University luncheon on Friday, March 7, 20:[4. Congratulations, Lynn! 
:IWFNC members make plans to attend this luncheon and support Lynn as well as 
several other :IWFNC members who are former winners - Cathy Bessant, Linda 
Farthing, Krista Tillrnan, and Betty Trautwein. 

In December, Lynn was also named to the SNL Energy’s list of the iO Most 

Influential People in the energy industry. The online energy news and financial 

information publication stated, "Good had big shoes to fill" when she took over for 

former CEO, Jim Rogers, but praised the job she has done since taking over at 

Duke Energy. Lynn is one of just two electric utility executives on the list which 

also includes the CEO of a major oil and gas producer, two federal regulators, the 

head of the Sierra Club’s "Beyond Coal" campaign, a state regulator, a US Senator, 

a coal company executive, and the founder of an innovative solar company. IWFNC 

congratulates Lynn Good. 

The Board of Directors of the Hispanic :IT Executive Council and the nominating 

committee of the H:ITEC :[00 has included :IWFNC member, Deborah Aguiar- 

V~le~,, in its 20:[4 edition of the H:ITEC :[00. The H:ITEC :[00 is a comprehensive list 

featuring the top :[00 most influential and notable Hispanic professionals in the 

:Information Technology industry. Way to go, Deborah! 

:IWFNC is proud of our very own, Joan Lorden, who was asked, and she accepted, 

to serve as a Mentor during the 20:[3-20:[4 Fellows Program. Joan’s scholar is 

Euzobia Mugisha Baine. Euzobia is the Manager of Academic Affairs at Makerere 

University, located in Kampala, Uganda. Thanks, Joan, for representing :IWFNC in 

this important position by graciously agreeing to serve. 

Congratulations to Theresa Drew. Theresa has been named the Charlotte 

Newcomer of the Year by Leadership Charlotte. Each year, the Leadership 



Charlotte Legacy Awards honor Charlotte leaders who are creating lasting change 

and measurable difference in the Charlotte community. Theresa will receive her 

award at a breakfast on May 8, 2014 so be sure and save the date. Tickets will be 

on sale soon. The event is open to the entire community and is an opportunity to 

connect with friends, honor the award recipients, and celebrate community 

leadership. 

Committee News 

Clyda Rent, VP of Membership, is delighted to announce that we have a full 

complement of members for the[WFNC Membership Committee for 2014. Susan 

King, Dean of the John Thomas Kerr Distinguished Professor School of Journalism 

and Mass Communications at UNC-Chapel Hill has agreed to join the committee. 

Susan brings a wealth of experience with :IWF and other international women’s 

organizations as well as outstanding experience in all forms of communication. 

Sherry Barretta, VP of Communication and Member Engagement, is pleased to 

announce two new members to her committee -- Lisa Owen and Betty 

Trautwein. Lisa serves as Vice President of Marketing and Business Development 

for RSC Bio Solutions/Blumenthall Holidings and is a recent IWF Fellows Program 

graduate. Betty, a retired banking executive, currently serves on the Board of 

Directors for Bank of Commerce, and the Planning Board for the town of Cornelius. 

Lisa and Betty join Laura Grub and Sherry Barretta on the committee. Please 

let any of these committee members know about your news to share. 

Reminder -- Upcoming Events 

February 19, 2014: Jazz Husic and Education with Jazz Arts Initiative 

event. Postponed until further notice. 

April 17, 2014: Higher Education/STEH/Research, NC Research Campus, 

Kannapolis, NC; 4:30 p.m, drinks; dinner to follow at the Lodge at 5:45 p.m. 

May 21-23, 2014: IWF World Cornerstone Conference; Berlin, Germany. 

September 30, 2014: Annual meeting forlWFNC; 6:00 pm-8:30 pm;Venue 

TBD. 

October 29-31, 2014: :~WF World Leadership Conference; Atlanta, GA. 

December 18, 2014: Annual Holiday Dinner; 6:30-9:00 pm, Myers Park 

Country Club, Charlotte, NC. 

Submitting Member News 

To promote member communication and connectedness, and to submit member news, please contact Sherry 

Barretta at ~b~-.t-~.~:~.’.:~.,’-::o~,_~:(~.,:,~ when you have newsworthy events or special occasions to share with our 

membership. Of interest are special recognitions, honors, promotions, births, illnesses, deaths, etc. The next 

published e-blast will be April 9, 2014, Submit your news no later than April 2rid. Special consideration 

is given to illnesses, surgeries, death in the family and may be submitted as events occur. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Plazabridge Group <info@plazabridgegroup.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

PBG Insights February 2014 -- Happy Valentine’s Day 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii thoughtleaderthen thispapermay notbeforyou If you agree 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii then you are keenlyawareofhowthe sales processactuaily 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii worksintoday’sbusinessenvironmentCallingpeopleonthe 



Update Profile/Email Address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Peter Carson <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 9:59 PM 

Peter Caxson <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

ACCFL - Article II of Bylaws 

417522001 I.DOCX 



Current Article II of the Bylaws of the College: 

Article II 

NATURE OF ORGANIZATION 

The College is a professional association of lawyers particularly skilled and experienced in the handling of 
commercial matters and dedicated to the improvement and enhancement of the skill and practice of 
commercial finance law and the ethics of the profession. The College is intended to bring together into an 
association highly qualified members of the legal profession who, by reason of their character, skill and 
ability, will contribute to the accomplishments and good fellowship of the College. 

Proposed Revised Article II of the Bylaws of the College, as Amended: 

Article II 

NATURE OF ORGANIZATION 

The College is a professional association of distinguished lawyers dedicated to improving and enhancing 
the practice of commercial finance law and the ethics of the profession. The College’s mission is to bring 
together into an association those highly qualified members of the legal profession who, by reason of their 
character, skill and ability, will contribute to the goals, accomplishments and good fellowship of the 
College. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Peter Carson <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 9:57 PM 

Peter Caxson <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

ACCFL - redline mission statement 

Compm~ison Result #417521995v 1ACCFL Mission Statement (colnpared with #417521995v2ACCFL Mission Statement).pdf 



The College is a professional association of distinguished lawyers~.~, o,~,~,,~~,~,’, ,~o,-~,, ~,..,~=~’m~,4 ~,,~=~,4 ..... ~-.~-~,,~,,~~ .... 4 .,~ 

the hand!ing of cemmercia! matters and dedicated to the improvement and enhancement of the ski!! and 
improving and enhancing the practice of commercial finance law and the ethics of the profession. The 
College is intended’s mission is to bring together into an association those highly qualified members of 
the legal profession who, by reason of their character, skill and ability, will contribute to the gog!~ 
accomplishments and good fellowship of the College. 

~MRH:’! 17521995.1 SMRH:417521995.2 - ] - 



Revised definition of "commercial finance": 

.... Commercial finance" includes (a) the extension of loans or other credit for a business purpose, typically 
secured by a security interest in personal property, (b) the incurrence of other financing or acquisition of 
payment obligations arising from the leasing of goods or the or licensing of intellectual personal property 
and (c) the purchase of rights to payment obligations arising out of a seller’s business. The term does not 
include the extension of credit or the incurrence of other obligations financing for personal, family or 
household purposes." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Peter Carson <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 10:07 PM 

Peter Caxson <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

ACCFL - redline of definition of"conmaercial tina~ce" 

Document8.docx 



Redline showing revisions to dej~nition of "commercial finance" approved by the Regents on February 6, 2014 by a 
"sense of the house" vote." 

Definition of "cormnercial finance": .... Commercial finance" includes (a) the extension of loans or other credit for a 
business purpose, typically secured by a security interest in personal propeW, (b) .............. ~ho ~ .......... ........................... ...... ~,,~ .... ~’i ..... ~,,,~ or 
acquisition of payment obligations arising :from the leasing., ~ ............ or licensing of ~nte!!ec~ua! p~onal prope~y 
and (c) the purc~se of rig!~ts te payment obligation arising out of a seller’s business. The term does not include ~ 
exten~ie ’~ efcredit or tb~ ........... ~ ............... ~ ....... financing for personal, fa~ly or household pu~oses." 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IWF Registration c/o Voila! Meetings <iwfregistration@voilameetings.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:57 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

IWF Cornerstone Conference Sold Out 

February 14, 2014 

Dear Members, 

The response to the International Women’s Forum’s 2014 Berlin Cornerstone Conference- 
Innovationskraft: Power, Passion, Promise - has been tremendous and we have now reached So,d-Out 
Status. 

With more than 700 members and guests for the Conference in Berlin from more than 30 nations - IWF 

has hit full capacity for all of its program sites and venues. To ensure the highest quality of program 
delivery, registration is now closed. For those of you who have not registered and wish to be placed on a 
waiting list for any potential cancellations, please contact iwfregistration(6~,voilameetin.qs.com. 

For those of you who have already secured your registration for the World Cornerstone Conference, we 
look forward to seeing you there! 

In preparation for IWF’s next global meeting, please mark your calendars for the 2014 World Leadership 
Conference in Atlanta, Georgia, USA - October 29-31,2014! 

IWF Communications 

World Headquarters 

Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and paste the entire address listed below into your web browser: 
http ://www.cvent.com/d/XkOedx JEEE COmo l tMpgs5g/sjbc/P1/1Q? 

If you no longer want to receive emails from Voila Meeting & Event Management please click the link below. 

Opt-Out 

Cvent- Web-based Softwa re Solutions 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherry Barretta <sbarrett~visioncor.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:27 PM 

Sherry Barretta <sbarreti~visioncor.com> 

IWFNC e-blasl/newsletter Correction 

Dear IWFNC Member, 

Our apologies go to Ann Caulkins whose name was inadvertently left off of the list of former recipients of the Charlotte Sush~ess Womr~n of the Yezer award I~sted in 

ot~r February IWFNC e--Mast. 

Sherry 

VP of Communications & Mernber Engagemen~ 

~WFNC 

$~erry 8arrett~ 

C~O!Owner 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Febrnary 14, 2014 2:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Speedskating Seeks Option to Smtch Suits 

U.So Speedskating Seeks Option to Switch Sttits 

U.S. Speedskating asked Olympic and skating officials for the option to switch the 

controversial new Under Armour suits that some skaters think are causing the team’s long- 

track athletes to underperform at the Sochi Games, the organization’s executive director 

Ted Morris said. 

The request doesn’t guarantee that American skaters won’t be wearing the suits when 

competition resumes Saturday afternoon, should the International Skating Union and the 

International Olympic Committee sign off. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cm~olina Otfice of Gift Planmng <gif~lasming@unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 3:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Secret Admirer 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: New apartments roll out welcome mats; Duke Energy aims to double down 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

State revis@l(.~ Mount Street Con"..n"..ons ownersh.i...’~ 

~:.._@{~;_ _of~ .’_she Day_ ; D_ressed i..."~ Red 



Delivery tim] movi@’4?.b, from Oxford to 

skaters: 
~ Dools open at 8DS: with 4,6@,I boost 

~ew owner of Edcs,son buik:inqs ~ooks forwa:’d to RTP 

t4ortaa<@, rates gse for first tame ~n a month 

....................................................... 
Raleigh, Charlotte make list of 50 best c:ties :o find love 

~ A lock indicates content available k~ paid subscfi~rs. 

~,~ould ,~oS, A, ~ar:ks and ::dSe 8aue~ have duq th~s deal 

Two Valentines Day apps so crazt4 th,.v~ iust might work 

Me>:~co 

w,~a rt-’..ouse 

o::~.i~ ~.::.:..:!~.~::~.:~...‘::::.‘.....s~!.~.a:~:..i.::‘~..f..:.::?.~...::~?~>.v.i~:g...~.s~...~:~..:..~ 

Yahoo bu~{s shuts down technical recruit~::(~ com~Tanv D~st~:l 

People 
~ Feasted 6obs 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ];~;~;;~ ......................................................... 

Cushman & W~kel~ekJ C~ark Nexsen Luxury Home ]~[;~:;~;[ ............................................................ 

I Tha~himer Narketing Group 

Sae mora 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cm~olina Otfice of Gift Planmng <gif~lasming@unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 3:32 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Secret Admirer 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 3:59 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Feb 14 -- BNA’s Banking Relyort - Breaking News 

Breaking News 

Posted February 14, 2014, 3:52 P.M. ET 

The Obama administration is expected in coming months to outline plans for driving industry 
adoption of a recently finalized package of cybersecurity standards. 

After weighing a number of options, relevant federal agencies have identified a "path forward" for 

some incentives, including technical assistance, cyberinsurance, grants, cost recovery, public 
recognition, regulatory streamlining and government procurement, according to White House 

Cybersecurity Coordinator Michael Daniel. 

"As these plans develop, they will be shared publicly over the next few months, and we’ll include 
details on how to get engaged in the process," Daniel said at a Feb. 14 cybersecurity event 

sponsored by the U.S. Telecom Association. 

During a panel discussion that followed, Samara Moore, director of critical infrastructure within the 
White House National Security Staff, said the administration will be addressing the issue in a 

coming "road map." 

On Feb. 12, the White House disclosed the final version of a voluntary framework designed to arm 
critical parts of the private sector--such as banks and telecommunications providers--against 

mounting cyberthreats. 

The framework, which was developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(MIST), is a compilation of cybersecurity standards that can be customized to various sectors and 

adapted by both large and small organizations, according to the administration (102 BBR 265, 

2/18/14), (102 BBR 258, 2/18/14). 

MIST, a division of the Department of Commerce, was charged with developing the framework 

under an executive order signed by President Barack Obama a year ago in the wake of congressional 

inaction. 

The Departments of Treasury, Homeland Security, and Commerce were tasked with exploring 
potential incentives that could be used to promote industry adoption of the framework. Preliminary 

agency reports submitted to the White House last year explored the possibility of tying the framework 
to incentives ranging from liability protections to government contracts. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 4:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Rhode Islm]d, Unions Reach Deal to Roll Back Pension Overhaul 

Rhode Island, Unions Reach Deal to Roll Back Pension 
OYevhaul 

Rhode Island officials and unions announced a tentative agreement to water down a 

sweeping 2011 pension overhaul law that shored up one of the nation’s most underfunded 

public retirement systems and was seen as a landmark shift in a solidly Democratic state. 

After months of court-ordered mediation, the two sides said they had reached a settlement 

in a legal challenge brought by public-sector retirees more than a year ago. The proposed 

agreement favors veteran employees: It would roll back the retirement age for most 

current workers to 65 from 67, increase the frequency of annual cost-of-living 

adjustments, and restore a defined-benefit plan for workers with 20 years or more on the 

job. 

See More Coverage 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 5:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Feb 14 -- BNA’s Banking Relyort - Breaking News 

Breaking News 

Posted February 14, 2014, 5:17 P.M. ~T 

The federal government has issued guidance for banks and lawyers on dealing with madiuana 
sellers, but lenders will likely remain wary and avoid the industry because of the legal risk until 
Congress steps in. 

The Treasury Department’s financial crimes fighting unit, in coordination with the U.S. Justice 
Department, put out quidanceFeb. 14 on how banks can provide financial services to marijuana 

retailers. 

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network said its guidance clarifies customer due diligence 
expectations and reporting requirements for banks. 

Clarity on Marijuana, 

"Now that some states have elected to legalize and regulate the marijuana trade, FinCEN seeks 

to move from the shadows the historically covert financial operations of marijuana businesses," 

FinCEN Director Jennifer Shasky Calvery said. "Our guidance provides financial institutions with clarity 

on what they must do if they are going to provide financial services to marijuana businesses and 
what reporting will assist law enforcement." 

The U.S. deputy attorney general, James M. Cole, sent a memorandum dated Feb. 14 to federal 
prosecutors offering guidance as to the exercise of prosecutorial discretion regarding banking and 
marijuana. "That guidance seeks to mitigate the public safety concerns created by high-volume cash- 
based businesses without access to banking and the financial system, while at the same time 
ensuring that criminal organizations, gangs and drug cartels do not have access to the financial 
system to launder criminal proceeds," U.S. Attorney for Colorado John Walsh said in a statement. 

But people in the financial industry expressed reserve, and said more needs to be done for banks 
to feel comfortable about dealing with a business that historically has been illegal. 

"First, Congress must change federal law which bans the sale and distribution of marijuana," said 
Richard Hunt, president of the Consumer Bankers Association. "Then, all federal regulators must 

provide clear and precise guidance. Until then, the nation’s 7,000 banks will be highly reluctant to 

participate in this new type of ’commerce.’" 

Burden for Banks. 

Jaret Seiberg, an analyst at Guggenheim Securities, said there is a burden on banks. For one 

thing, lenders still have to file suspicious activity reports. Also, a bank would have to ensure the 

retailer is complying with the federal law enforcement guidelines. Furthermore, Seiberg pointed out, 
nothing protects a bank from prosecution if a new administration or"a rogue U.S. attorney" chooses 

to prosecute the state-licensed companies for violating federal drug laws, adding that such 

prosecution could put the bank’s charter at risk or involve heavy fines. 

"This doesn’t mean no bank will service these companies," he said in market commentary. "We 

suspect there will be some privately held banks that will conclude that the reward is worth the risk or 

they want to show support for the state law legalizing marijuana retailers. Yet it is hard, in our view, 

to see publicly traded banks turning to marijuana retailers as a new source of revenue." 

The Marijuana Industry Group, a marijuana business association in Colorado, said it was pleased 

the Treasury and Justice departments are taking seriously the marijuana banking issue and the public 

safety concerns it raises. "We hope today’s guidance will give banks the comfort they need to begin 
doing business with the legal marijuana industry in Colorado," Michael Elliott, executive dh’ector of the 

group, said in a statement Feb. 14. "It is imperative that this legal industry have access to banking 

the same as every other business sector in Colorado. To continue doing business on a largely cash 

basis creates serious safety issues for owners, employees and customers." 

Elliott said that while the group believes the guidance should provide banks some of the 

assurances they need to begin doing business with the marijuana industry, "it doesn’t solve all the 

problems." "We implore Congress to quickly address this critical public safety issue and pass HR 2652, 

the Marijuana Business Access to Banking Act, sponsored by Colorado Congressman Ed Perlmutter," 
he said. The bill "will provide certainty for banks and allow our industry to operate just like any other 

business." "It is imperative that Congress not view today’s guidance as the ultimate solution to this 

public safety crisis," he said~ "Congress must act quickly to solve the problem before we witness a 



tragedy." (102 BBR 2081 2/4/14) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Association of Corporate Directors <Edncation@NACDonline.org> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 5:32 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

We look forward to seeing you at the NACD Spring Forum in May 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    Tounsubscribefrom NACUemailcommunicationsaboutConferences, 
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FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

travel@customercare.expedia.com 

Friday, February 14, 2014 6:53 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema]l unc edu> 

Requested Ema]l: Flight Recontinn - Itin: 166473756646 - 

Hi LISSA, 

YOU might be receiving a survey with regards the services I have provide@, please feel free to say how well I have served you t 

Thank you for booking with us! 

Regards, 

KATE 

Expedia Customer Service Rep<esentative 

(Flights) 

This is you confir~’ed flight details in reference to itinerary number 166473756646: 

Sat., 15 Feb., 2014 IHonoiulu, HI /NNL) to Raleigh/Durham, NC (RDU) 

19:55 

Sat., 15 Feb., 2014 

Honolulu, HI (HNL} 

Arrive: 
08:@4 +1 Day 

Sun., 16 Feb., 2014 
Chicage, IL (ORD - O’Hare) 

Flight:UA218 
Aircraft: Boeing 777-200 
Fare Class: United Economy (Y) 
United Economy (Y)Availabie Cabins 

Meal: Meals for Purchase 
No Special Heal O~fe~ed. 

Change Planes. Cennect fine in Chicago, IL (ORD - O’Ha:[~’) is 56 ran. 

Depart: 

09:00 

Sun., 16 Feb., 2014 

Chicago, IL (ORD - O’Hare) 

Arrive: 

11:56 

Sun., 16 Feb., 2014 
Raleigh/Durham, NC (RDU) 

Flight: UA4202 

Operated by Ex~ressJet Airlines inc. dba United Express. 

Aircraft: E~’braer RJ145 

Fare Class: U~Jted Ecene~y (Y) 
United Economy (Y)Available Cabins: 

Meal: None 
Ne Special Meal Offered. 

HAVE A SAFE TRIP! 

This is an unmonitored e-mail box. Please do not reply to this e-mail. If you have further questions, please contact Expedia Cu 

Thank yeu for cheesi~g Expedia. 
Expedia Customer Service 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 7:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Speedskating to Drop ControversiaJ Under Armour Suits 

- " Speedskatmg to Drop C~mtroversial Under 
Stilts 

The U.S. speedskating team will drop its controversial Under Armour suits for the rest of 

the Olympic Games, the national federation announced, after several athletes complained 

that it hindered their performance. 

The skaters, who have struggled in Sochi, will revert to the Under Armour suits they wore 

during their more successful World Cup events last fall. 

See More Coverage 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Linda Jellum <jellum l@law.mercer.edu’- 

Friday, February 14, 2014 7:17 PM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

Law Review Contracts and Inde~nnity Provisions 

In the last few years, I have noticed an increase in the number of law reviews asking me (as author) to sign indemnity agreements. I think many of us sign these 

contracts without thinking too much about them; however, some may remember the law professor from Oregon who had some difficulty when her university 

refused to pay the costs of defending a libel lawsuit. Dan Markel posted an interesting blog about this topic last year: 

http://prawfsb~awg~b~gs~com/prawfsb~awg/2~13/~2/scho~arship-and~indemnitY-c~auses~bY~the~aw~reviews~htm~ 

And AAUP has an interesting article as well: ~h~t~t~2j~/~w~w~:~a~a~u~.~r~a~r~t~Lc~[~e~/~h~w~:~p~u~b~[Ls~h~w~!~t~h~o~u~t~f~!~n~a~n~c~!~a~1[g~!}~!~:~-~ 

The spring submission is in progress and I’m in the midst of negotiating a contract with a broad indemnity provision. I’m wondering if any of you have encountered 

this issue and whether you and the law review were able to craft alternate language to that provided below. 

8.     You hereby indemnify and hold harm~essXXXUniversity~theSchoo~ofLaw~andtheXXX~~urna~~andtheirrespectiveemp~oyees~trustees~and 

agents from any loss, expense (including reasonable attorney’s fees), claim or damages arising from a breach of any of the representations, warranties, or 

agreements made by you in this agreement. 

I think it is in both the law reviews’ and our interest to find a workable solution to this issue. I realize that the likelihood of suit is low, but frivolous suits are 

expensive to defend. 

If you have language to share, I’d appreciate off list responses. 

Best, 
Linda lellum 
Ellison Capers Palmer Sr, Professor of Law 
Mercer University School of Law 
iellum l(~;law,mercer.edu 
V~e~,v ~ny ~’c~eat’ch on ~ny SSt{N Aathor ];age: 
http://ssrn,com/au~ho~=624243 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Janie Hodge <HODGE@clemson.edu> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 7:38 PM 

Callahan, CaJ~olyn (cmc) <cmc@eservices.virginia.edtr~ 

Sam Pardue <slpposc@ncsu.edu>; Killough, Larry <larry@vt.edu>; Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. <putall~@duke.edu>; Robert Taggart 
(robert.taggart@bc.edu); Carolyn Cedlahan (cmc@irginia.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroolne@email.unc.edu>; carmicha@vvfu.edu 

(cannich@vvfu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Pamela Pe~Tewe’ (ppe~rewe@cob.fsu.edu); saa01@pitt.edu; 

mjwas?’le@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise0 l@louisville.edu) 

Re: [cfaa-elite-clips] August possible for new structu~v 

Carolyn and fellow FARS, 

I agree that we should provide lationaJe tbr greater FAR involvement. Primarily, it is our defined role to ensure academic integrity! The way fl~e structure was de~ribed 

in Sa~ Diego, presidents were to act more as an executive board and let practitioners (us) do the work tbr which we have expertise. Thanks for bringing us together on 

this issue. 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Feb 14, 2014, at 4:24 PM, "Callahan, Carolyn (cmc)" <cmc(F~eservices.virainia~edu> wrote: 

In whatever response we have to Hatch it seems we need to address an underlying assumption made by the Presidents--that they are perfectly capable of 
handling the academic issues on their campuses. I have spoken with Sue Ann and we agree that they just may not see the value added of the FAR opinion. 
We should begin to generate some reasons WHY we should be represented 
1. We are "closer to the ground" and the day to day academic issues of student athletes 
2. Greater diversity of points of view in any problem solving situation leads to higher quality solutions 
What do you have to add? 
Dr. Carolyn M. Callahan 

Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Curriculum Instruction and Special Education 
University of Virginia 
417 Emmet Street 
P.O. Box 400277 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 434-924-0791 
Fax: 434-243-1379 

From: Sam Pardue [sll~Dosc@ncsu.edu] 

Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 1:21 PM 
To: Callahan, Carolyn (cmc); Killough, Larry 
~¢: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D.; Robert Taggart (robett.taggart@bc.edu); Carolyn Callahan (cmc¢@virginia~edu); Lissa Broome (Ibroome¢@email.unc.edu); 
carmicha@wfu.edu (carmicha(,~wfu.edu); ,laNe Hodge (hodge(,~clemson.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup(,~chbe.cjatech.edu); Pamela 
Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); saa01@pitt.edu; miwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01@louisville.edu) 
Subject: Re: [cfaa-elite-clips] August possible for new structure 

I like the combo approach as well. 

Sanl 

On 2/14/2014 10:54 AM, Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) wrote: 

I agree, but we are limited by time and circumstances. We could agree to meet early in the time frame of the women’s tournament and ask for 
time when we know he will be there for the CEO meeting. I see the agenda has an executive session and then a full group session. If he would 
agree to meet after that we could have a conversation. But honestly, I didn’t feel as if he heard us or understood last year when we talked with 
him. 
I was thinking maybe something in writing he might at least share with others who might understand. 
Maybe a combination -- a conversation and a letter we leave with him? I think the one sent by the 1-A FAR group was great and we could modify 
that. 
Dr. Carolyn M. Callahan 
Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Curriculum Instruction and Special Education 
University of Virginia 
417 Emmet Street 
P.O. Box 400277 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 434-924-0791 
Fax: 434-243-1379 

From: Killough, Larry [[_a__r__r_y__C~=e__c_l__u_] 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:47 AM 
1"o: Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) 
C¢: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D.; Robert Taggart (robert~taclqart@bc.edu); Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virclinia~edu); Sam Pardue (sll~posc@ncsu.edu); 

Lissa Broome ([_b__r___o__o____m___e__(~__e_!_n___a_jJ_#__t~__c__#__c_!_u_); _c__a___r__n__~j__c_[~__a__~___w~___u__:__e__d___u_ (_c__a__r_!_n__[_c__h___a__~___w~____u__&c_!_u_); JaNe Hodge (_h_ 9_ _d_ g _e_~_ _c_ [ _e_ _ _ _m_ _ _s_ _o_ _n_ _ : _e_ ._ _d_ _ _u) ; Sue Ann Allen 
(sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); saa01@pitt.edu; miwasyle(.~maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia 
(pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01@louisville.edu) 
S..bjeet: Re: [cfaa-elite-clips] August possible for new structure 



We may want to discuss this as a group before taking m~y ~pe of action. I prefer trying to meet with him rather than writing a letter. 

Larol 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 14, 2014, al 10:06 AM, "Callahm~, Carolyn (cmc)" <cmc(~eservices.vi~inia.edu> wrote: 

I find that distressing...and distressing that it is a President from our confernce advocating that structure. Should we be contacting 
Dr. Hatch? 
Dr. Carolyn M. Callahan 
Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Curriculum Instruction and Special Education 
University of Virginia 
417 Emmet Street 
P.O. Box 400277 

Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 434-924-0791 
Fax: 434-243-1379 

From: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. [putallazCc~duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:01 AM 

To: Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu); ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc¢@virginia.edu)’; Larry Killough (larry~’c~vt.edu); Sam Pardue 
(slpposc@ncsu.edu); Lissa Broome (Ibroome~email.unc.edu); ’carm~cha~u.edu (carm~cha@wfu.edu)’; JaNe Hodge 
(hodqe@clemson.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.Qatech.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe~cob.fsu.edu); saa0E@pi~.edu; 

t~d~!~_~_t~lL~_~_~_~; Tricia Bellia (R~J_[[~_@g~9~; Elaine Wise ~_~%~J_~_~]~j_[[~:_~) 
Subject: ~: [cfaa-elite-clips] August possible for new structure 

H~:_~lk) gll--g forwarded mes~.;age t wanted to share with you from ~3rh~n Shannon. How would we feel about the Council 

being made up mainly of athletic di~’ecto~s? Very strategicalF!, the ADs at the IA AD rneetb~g fast Septembe~ did not invite 

Marl( Ernmert to speak or meet with them even though he was at the confer’once hotel and had spoken with the 1A FAR 

group. Martha 

From: Shannon, Brian [mailto:BRIAN.SHANNON@ttu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:33 AM 
To: ~otutol@un!,edu; adavey@ncaa.orcj; ddickman@ncaa.orcg kyurk@ncaa.or~; Dennis,Phillips@usm,edu; 

Turner@agecon.msstate.edu; fegreeD@troy~edu; jatwood@buffal%edu; Martha Putallaz, Ph.D.; Moore, Melinda; bruno.l@osu.edu; 
david.clough@colorado.edu; david.szymanski@uc.edu; diann@unl.edu; billy.campsey@s~su.edu 
Subject: FW: [cfaa-elite-clips] August possible for new structure 

Co]leagues: 

FYI, I just sent the below message to Dave Berst &Jean Frankel. 
Brian 
From: Shannon, Brian 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:32 AM 

To: ’Jean S Frankel’; Berst, David (dberst@ncaa.org) 
Subject: FW: [cfaa-elite-clips] August possible for new structure 

Hi, Jean and Dave: 
In advance of your meeting Monday with the Steering Committee, I am writing out of concern about 
a quote that was attributed to President Hatch in the below ESPN story yesterday. Of course, I know 
that the media does not always get things right, but nonetheless the statement (highlighted below) 
that the proposed new Council will be "comprised mainly of athletics directors" is very troubling. If 
the quote is accurate, it causes me to question whether the SC has seen or considered our 1A FAR 
Board letter from Feb. 5 ~ttg).L /onea~ar.org/letter to President Hatch:p_.d__~). Accordingly, I would 
again urge the SC’s consideration of our recommendation. Thanks very much, and I look forward to 
continuing our dialogme in Indianapolis next week. 
Brian 

From: cfaa-elite-clips@googlegroups.com [mailto:cfaa-elite-clips@googlegroups.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 6:44 plVl 
To: _c__f__a_ ~_-___e_!! ~ _e__-__c_]!p__s__@_g _9__o_ g Le__g _r__o__g p__s_,_c__g __m__ 
Subject: [cfaa-elite-clips] August possible for new structure 
August possible for new structure 
Heather Dinich 
ESPN.com 
13 February 2014 
A seven-member steering committee with the NCAA’s Division [ Board of Directors is 
working to provide wealthier conferences with "a range" of autonomy -- namely the 
freedom to provide athletes the full cost of scholarships -- and hopes to have a new 
structure in place by August, said the board’s chair, Wake Forest president Nathan Hatch. 
"We’re not talking about full autonomy," Hatch told 12SPN.com. "We’re talking about a 
range of issues." 
Hatch said he is confident change is imminent. 
"]t definitely will" change, he said. "Membership can vote it down, but this has been a huge 
process .... The board last fall had a whole day of hearings. We’ve talked to coaches, 
students, athletic directors, big schools, small schools, the Knight Commission, faculty- 



athletic representatives, and I think we can craft a compromise that makes the board more 
nimble, more strategic, in some ways more like a confederation that allows big schools 
certain ways to expend some of their new revenue on behalf of student-athletes." 
Hatch said another prominent focus has been making athletic directors more directly and 
heavily involved in the NCAA’s rule-making. Over time, many of those responsibilities have 
been delegated to university presidents and chancellors. ~ ~id ~h~ ~ ~8 ~ 

ae~s and bel~S e~ besiaess ia ~he NC~S 
"There’s been k~nd of a retreat of fundamental involvement by the athletic directors, who 
are the people on our campuses who make all of this work," Hatch said. 
"We’ve been engaged heavily with them in this process and they have been ve~ 
responsive. To give them a more integral role ~n NC~ governance is critical." 
"They welcome it," he sa~d. "We’re doing that very much in dialogue w~th them." 
Hatch said that under the new structure, the bigger conferences would have more flexibility, 
but just how much more ~s what the committee is ~n the process of determining. They 
wouldn’t, for example, be allowed to change academic standards, or allow more 
scholarships for a given spot. 
"There’s a range of things that would not be under autonomy," he said. "T~ing to 
distinguish what is and what isn’t is our current challenge. We hope the board can approve 
this by the summer." 

Samuel L. Pardue 

Associate Dean & Director, Academic Programs 

College of Agriculture aRd Life ScieRces 

Faculty Athletic Representative 

NC State University 

Raleigh, NC 27695-’/642 

919-515-2614 Voice 

9~9-515-5266 FAX 

"All electronic mail messages i~L connection with State business which are sent to or received by i 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 8:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Saudis Agree to Provide Syrian Rebels With Mobile Antimrcratt Missiles 

Saudis Agree to Provide Syrian Rebels V~,~ith Mobile 
Antiairc~’at’t Missiles 

Washington’s Arab allies, disappointed with Syria peace talks, have agreed to provide 

rebels there with more sophisticated weaponry, including shoulder-fired missiles that can 

take down jets, according to Western and Arab diplomats and opposition figures. 

Saudi Arabia has offered to give the opposition for the first time Chinese man-portable air 

defense systems, or Manpads, and antitank guided missiles from Russia, according to an 

Arab diplomat and several opposition figures with knowledge of the efforts. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 9:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Feb. 18 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Daily 

Banking Daily 

The federM ~overnment has ~ssued guidance for banks and 
lawyers on dealing with marijuana sellers, but lenders will likely 
remain wary and avoid the industry because of the legal risk until 
Congress steps in .... 

CFPB 

The White House and congressional Republicans have renewed 
their battle over proposed structural and funding changes to the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) .... 

SecuHties 

The U.S. government asked U.S. Court of Federal Claims for more 
time to respond to a suit by Arrowood Indemnity Co. seeking 
$42,297,000 in compensation for an alleged Fifth Amendment 
"taking" in a 2012 change by the Treasury Department... 

European Union 
EU Mit~istet’s Seek Na~k~ka,z~ 

Germany’s Wolfgang Schaeuble and other European Union finance 
ministers will seek to salvage a bank-crisis bill during the week of 
Feb. 17 amid disagreement over how far national governments 
should compromise on the plans .... 

Regulatory Reform 

From T~’ade Gro~pa o~ CLOs Or~de~" Vo~cker 

Several House Democrats asked financial regulators in a Feb. 12 
letter to offer guidance on whether existing debt securities of 
collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) will get swept up into the 
Volcker rule’s restrictions .... 

Securities 

The Federal Reserve Bank of New York said risks of rapid asset 
sales in the repurchase agreement market aren’t being 
adequately curbed, and regulators may need to step in to shore 
up such wholesale funding .... 

Bank Failures 

Litigation activity by a top regulator against banks that failed 
amid the financial crisis rose sharply during 2013, according to a 
report by a firm that provides analysis of issues in commercial 
litigation and regulatory proceedings .... 

Cybersecurity 
Administratior~ to O~t~i~e Path Forward 



The Obama administration is expected in coming months to 
outline plans for driving industry adoption of a recently finalized 
package of voluntary cybersecurity standards .... 

Currency 

The Financial Stability Board said it would set up a new group to 
review and possibly recommend changes to widely used foreign 
exchange benchmarks in the wake of a scandal over alleged 
manipulation of foreign exchange markets .... 

International Banking 

Ca#~{~ia~ Gove~e~t to Stre##L~e~ CoNtrols 
O~ ~Ba~sks’ ~vo~ve~e~t i~ OTC Deriva~:ives 

The Canadian government committed Feb. 11 to further 
regulating banks to strengthen controls over transactions 
involving over-the-counter derivatives and reporting of financial 

benchmarks .... 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 10:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Volkswagen Workers in Chattanooga Reject Auto Workers Union 

Volkswagen V¢orkers in Chattan~)oga Reject A~LttO 
V~orkers Unien 

The United Auto Workers union suffered a crushing defeat Friday, failing short in an 

election in which it seemed to have a clear path to organizing workers at Volkswagen’s 

plant in Chattanooga, Tenn. Volkswagen workers rejected the union by a vote of 712 to 

626. 

The setback is a bitter defeat because the union had the cooperation of Volkswagen 

management and the aid of Germany’s powerful IG Metall union, yet it failed to win a 

majority among the plants 1,550 hourly workers. 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

Cutc~iffe outspoken on NCAA 

tempo 

LBFFy FedoFa, whose coaching 
philosophy is built upon fast- 
paced offenses, says a possible 
NCAA rule change that would slow 

down college football offenses.. 

UNC coach 

Larry Fedora 

questions a 

penalty 

UNC coach Larry Fedora catls 

NCAA ru~es proposal limiting 

tempo "absurd" 

Fedora, a proponent of up-tempo 

offenses, says he’s worried about 

a proposed rules change that 

would limit teams’ ability to play 

fast... 

UNC .... h 
Lar~ Fedora 
strongly 
opposes a 

Syracuse, after improbable 
Tyler Ennis game-winner, 
now officially chasing history 

The Orange, at 24-0, are off to the 
third-best start in ACC history. 

Syracuse’s 

Tyler Ennis 

celebrates 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

NewsobseNer.com 

IV3.OUT US l PRIVACY POL~OY    PROFILE SUBSCRIPSI()NS l UNSU.3.SCRiBE 

This e-mail was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass 

mailing. You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer 

andior our advertising partners. 

To select which newsletters you would like to receive click here. To opt out, click here If you have 

questions, please visit support.newsobserver.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <~reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 

Top Stories of the ~Veek 
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r~-i ......................................... 

4. 

cofi:ee ................................... 
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about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

NACD News 

NACD Convenes Major Investors to Identify Critical Issues for Corporate Directors On Feb. 25, NACD 
will host the NACD Investor Summit where representatives from major institutional investors will identify the 
top governance issues on which they believe corporate directors should focus in 2014. 

Using Pay to Change Culture Members of the compensation committee play a key role in reinforcing 
corporate culture change through compensation program design and administration. By Sey~urBurchman 

Is Your Board Focused on C~aredness? October marked the tenth annive~a~ of the U.S. 
Depadment of Homeland Security’s Nationa~ Cyber Security Awareness Month. But don’t expect awareness 
to automatically translate into prevention. For a deeper discussion of this topic, the NACD’s recently 
published paper on how boardrooms are dealing with the latest technological threats is free for members to 

Newl~ Appointed Directors and C~uite Executives General ~namics elects Laura J. Schumacher to 
board. Linda Hudson joins energy firm Southern Company’s board. Dan Mitchell joins ARCA biopharma 
board. BorgWamer appoints Vicki L. Sato to board. Geoff Harris named CFO for Capito~ Music Group. Delta 
names Gil West EVP and COO. Delta Air Lines appoints Wayne Gilbert West to EVP and COO. Union 
Pacific Corp. elects Lance M. Frits president and COO. 

NACD Voice 

Key Considerations for Boards in the New Activist Environment On Nov. 20, 2013, NACD, Heidrick and 

Ch~i~ ~dvi~ C~unci~ The m~etin~ br~ught t~ge~her n~ina~in~ and ~vem~nc~ c~i~tee chai~ ~ 

NACD BoafdV~sbn 

 o  avisio - u it Committee 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Final daystojointhecomplimentaryLeading MindsofCompensationforum on March 18 in New 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii gorkCity, Learnmoreandrequestaninvitation. 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MaY2~lWashingt°n’DCITheEffectiveGeneralC°unselintheB°ardr°°m 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii June 9-t0 I Chicago, ILI DirectorProfessionalism~ 
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~~~ Are all of your boards enrolled in NACD Full Board Membership? Take advantage of a 20% savings 

~~~ Equip and optimize your public, private, and nonprofit boards with the tools, resources, peer knowledge 



savings on NACD Full Board Membership through Feb. 28, 2014. W~th this savings, the annual investment 
is $6,000 for up to ten directors and executives. (Individual Director Membership is also available for $775). 

To join NACD or learn more, contact Kelly Dodd, Membership Development Officer at 202-380-1891 or 
kkdodd NACDonline.or . 

Have a great weekend and thank you for your commitment to boardroom excellence. 

The NACD Team 

Thi ..... il ........ t to: Ib ..... @email ...... du 

Membe~h:p I Boad De’,’e:op ~:ent I Ed:~cat~o~ I Resources I Oonnect:o~s National Association of Corporate DirectoB 
2001 P .... ylvania Ave. NW, Suite 500 

Washington DO 20006 
phone 202-775-0509 l fax 202-775-4857 

To unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Weekend Reader, 

lickh .... 

T ..... bscribe, pl ..... lick h ..... 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors ~:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Saturday, FebruaD, 15, 2014 10:40 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: U.S. Men’s ttockey Det~ats Russia in Preliminary Round 

U.S. Men’s Hockey Defeats Russia in Prelirninal~- 
Round 

The U.S. men’s hockey team defeated Russia in a preliminary round at the Winter 

Olympics. American T.J. Oshie slipped a shot past Russian goaltender Sergei Bobrovski 

to end an epic, eight-round shootout and lift the U .S. to a 3-2 victory at the Bolshoy Ice 

Dome. 

The win improved the U.S. to 2-0 and silenced a raucous and heavily Russian crowd. 

See More Coverage ** 

i:~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Richards. Ed <richards~law.lsu.edu> 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 11:01 AM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

1~: Law Review Contracts and Indemni~ Provisions 

> I realize that the likelihood of suit is low, but tlcivolous suits are expensive to defend 

Since these agreements do not include the right to defend the suit, the Journal can settle without your permission and you are stuck ~vith paying for the frivolous lawsuit. 

I think these are unconscionable - in the moral, if not legal sense The rationale for them in commercial agreements is that you are being paid for your work In law- reviews, the journal bears 
little risk and is in a much better position to mitigate it. In return, it does not have to pay authors for publication rights. They are particularly absurd for law reviews because the one thing 
they do is check sources. 

I am curious if faculty law- review supervisors approve of these agreements. 

Edward P. Richards, ID, MPH 
Director, Program in Law-, Science, and Public Health 
Clarence W Edwards Professor of Law 
LSU Law Schoul 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-1000 

richards@Isu edu 
http://biotech.law [su edu 
Blug - http ://sites.law Isu edu/coast/ 
http ://ssm.com/auth or 222637 

Frum: Linda JeHum [mailtu:iellum [(~r)law.mercer.edu] 
Sent: Nune 
Tu: lawpruf@chicagok ent.kentlaw.edu 
Sut~iect: Law Review Cuntracts and Indemnity Pruvisions 
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FACTS 

Regina George, then a fifteen-year-old student at North Shore High School in Evanston, Craven, 
was driving a vehicle and departing from the North Shore campus at approximately 110:40 AM 
when the School Resource Officer, Deputy Marge Gunderson, saw George’s vehicle speeding 
across a speed bump. Gunderson decided to stop the vehicle to give the driver a warning for 
failing to slow down for a speed bump. She pulled up behind the departing vehicle and activated 
her emergency flashers. After the vehicle stopped, Gunderson ran its license plate number 
through the DMV database and determined that it was registered to Will and Amy George, 
whom Gunderson knew personally and knew to have a daughter, Regina, in tenth grade at North 
Shore High School. Gunderson then approached the driver’s window and realized that Regina 
was driving the vehicle. 

Because the school year had just begun and most students begin tenth grade at age fifteen, 
Gunderson was suspicious that George did not have a driver’s license. Gunderson explained to 
George that she had stopped her for driving too fast across a speed bump and then asked George 
where she was going in such a hurry during the school day. George responded, "None of your 
business!" Gunderson then asked for George’s driver’s license and the vehicle registration. 
George protested before admitting that she did not have a driver’s license. Gunderson then 
informed George that she was going to arrest her, contact her parents, and take her to a juvenile 
facility for processing and likely release to her parents’ custody. She asked George to get out of 
the vehicle and to empty the contents of her pockets onto the hood of the vehicle. George 
removed a lip gloss container, a twenty-dollar bill, and a cell phone from her pockets. 
Gunderson then put George in the back of the police car and inspected the materials from 
George’s pockets. After a quick review, Gunderson returned the lip gloss and the cash. 

Gunderson proceeded to search the cell phone, which was not password protected. At trial, she 
testified that the reason for her search was to determine why George was leaving campus in such 
a hurry. First, Gunderson reviewed George’s text messages, finding one message from a name 
Gunderson recognized as another student at North Shore. This text message was sent at 10:58 
PM the previous night and stated "Please stop sending me THOSE emails." Gunderson was 
curious about what emails the recipient referred to and, having a cell phone with similar features, 
she quickly found a series of emails sent to the text message recipient saved in the phone’s 
memory. Gunderson discovered emails communicating to the recipient that she could not attend 
George’s birthday pool party, stating "no girl would want to be in a bathing suit around a 
lesbian." 

Gunderson also saw several other emails sent to the recipient as much as three weeks earlier, 
which indicated to the recipient that she would have trouble making friends due to her sexual 
orientation because, "none of the cool people at North Shore would want to waste time hanging 
out with you if I told them you were a lesbian." Gunderson wrote down the content of the emails 
and reported that content to the North Shore principal, Tim Duvall. None of the emails appeared 
to be sent during school hours, on school grounds, or at school events, with most being sent 
between 10:00 PM and 11:00 PM. Principal Duvall reviewed the emails recorded by Gunderson 
and decided to contact the recipient, who was also fifteen, to investigate the matter further. In 
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response to these inquiries, Principal Duvall learned that the recipient had sought counseling 
from North Shore’s guidance counselor due to the emails she received from George, which she 
had to leave class early once a week to attend~ She had also repeatedly asked her mother to 
remove her from North Shore and homeschool her because she "felt personally victimized" by 
George and ~vas having difficulty emotionally processing her interactions with George. 

Principal Duvall then decided that disciplinary action was necessary pursuant to the Evanston 
Board of Education Safe School Climate Plan, created in accordance with Craven’s anti-bullying 

statute. Duvall, in conjunction with the Evanston Board of Education, gave George written 
notice of the charges against her. After George denied the charges, the school administrators 
explained to her the evidence they had, including the record of the emails, and gave George an 
opportunity to present her side of the story. School administrators suspended George from 
school for ten days for violating the Evanston Board of Education Safe School Climate Plan. 

Craven’s anti-bullying statute, Crav. Gen. Star. § 11-1111 (2011), directs boards of education to 
"develop and implement a safe school climate plan to address the existence of bullying in 
schools." Id. The statute defines "bullying" as "the repeated use by one or more students of a 
~vritten, oral, or electronic communication, such as cyberbullying, directed at or referring to 
another student attending school in the same school district.., that causes physical or emotional 
harm to such student." Id. Specifically, the statute notes that bullying includes such 

communications "based on any actual or perceived differentiating characteristic, such as . . . 
sexual orientation." ld. The safe school climate plan must prohibit bullying both "on school 
grounds" and "outside of the school setting if such bullying (i) creates a hostile environment at 
school for the student against whom such bullying was directed, (ii) infringes on the rights of the 
student against whom such bullying was directed at school, or (iii) substantially disrupts the 
education process or the orderly operation of a school[.]" Id. The statute defines "outside of the 
school setting" as "at a location, activity or program that is not school related, or through the use 
of an electronic device or mobile electronic device that is not owned, leased or used by a local or 
regional board of education[.]" Id. The statute was modeled after Connecticut’s anti-bullying 
statute, Conn. Gen. Stat. § 10-222d (2011), and enacted without modifying the substantive text 

of Connecticut’ s statute. 

School administrators determined that George violated the Evanston Board of Education Safe 
School Climate Plan by engaging in bullying outside of the school setting, which created a 
hostile environment at school for the email recipient and infringed on the recipient’s fights at 
school. 



PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

George, with her mother acting as guardian, sued the Evanston Board of Education, Principal 
Tim Duvall, and Deputy Marge Gunderson under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for violations of George’s 
Fourth and First Amendment rights. The lawsuit challenged the constitutionality of the search of 
George’s cell phone incident to arrest and the school administrators’ discipline of George for 
speech outside of the school setting. George sought damages of $200,000 for harm to her 
reputation and to her future college scholarship prospects. The United States District Court for 
the Western District of Craven granted the Evanston Board of Education, Principal Tim Duvall, 
and Deputy Marge Gunderson’s motion for summary judgment based on a determination that 
George’s constitutional rights were not violated. On appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Thirteenth Circuit reviewed the grant of summary judgment de novo and affirmed the District 
Court. Petitioners then sought review in the Supreme Court of the United States, which granted 
their writ of certiorari as to the following two questions: 

Does the warrantless search, during a search incident to arrest for driving without a 
license, of the content of emails found on the arrestee’s cell phone violate her Fourth 
Amendment right to be free from unreasonable searches? 

II. Does a public school suspension for speech deemed to be bullying made by a high 
school student to another student outside of a school setting violate the suspended 
student’s First Amendment right to freedom of expression? 



FOURTH AMENDMENT ISSUE 

I. Question Presented 

Does the warrantless search, during a search incident to arrest for driving without a license, of 
the content of emails found on the arrestee’s cell phone violate her Fourth Amendment right to 

be free from unreasonable searches? 

II. Background 

A. Sub-Issne 1: Was it constitutional for Officer Gunderson to search any part of 
George’s cell phone? 

The Fourth Amendment protects "[t]he fight of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, 
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures." U.S. Const. amend. IV. Today, 
the Supreme Court holds that warrantless searches are per se unreasonable unless the search falls 
into one of"a few specifically established and well-delineated exceptions." Arizona v. Gant, 556 
U.S. 332, 338 (2009). Although a warrant is ~pically required to conduct a search, "[a]mong the 
exceptions to the warrant requirement is a search incident to a lawful arrest." Id. In Chimel v. 

California, 395 U.S. 752 (1969), abrogated on other grounds by Davis v. U.S., 131 S. Ct. 2419 
(2011), the Supreme Court held that searches incident to arrest are constitutional without a 
warrant if they are "a search of the arrestee’s person and the area ’within his immediate 
control.’" Id. at 763. The Supreme Court articulated the rationale for this rule, asserting: 

When an arrest is made, it is reasonable for the arresting officer to search the 
person arrested in order to remove any weapons that the latter might seek to use in 
order to resist arrest or effect his escape. Otherwise, the officer’s safety might 
well be endangered, and the arrest itself frustrated. In addition, it is entirely 
reasonable for the arresting officer to search for and seize any evidence on the 
arrestee’ s person in order to prevent its concealment or destruction. 

Id. (holding that a warrantless search of an arrestee’ s house violated the Fourth Amendment). 

While not abandoning the two rationales of officer safety and evidence preservation, particularly 
for searches of evidence not in the immediate possession of the arrestee, the Court in United 
States v. Robinson, 414 U.S. 218 (1973), gave categorical approval to search incident to arrest 
without any justification in the facts of the case regarding either evidence of a safety concern or 
the likely existence of any evidence of the crime that might be destroyed. As the Court stated in 

Robinson: 

The authority to search the person incident to a lawful custodial arrest, while 

based upon the need to disarm and to discover evidence, does not depend on what 
a court may later decide was the probability in a particular arrest situation that 
weapons or evidence would in fact be found upon the person of the suspect. A 
custodial arrest of a suspect based on probable cause is a reasonable intrusion 



under the Fourth Amendment; that intrusion being lawful, a search incident to the 
arrest requires no additional justification. 

Although the Court has not at all retreated from its expansive authorization for search incident to 
arrest under Robinson, the expansive and categorical nature of this authorization has proven 
difficult in one area--search incident to arrest of recent occupants of a car. See Arizona v. Gant, 
556 U.S. 332 (2009). However, because Officer Gunderson’s search of Ms. George occurred 
outside of Ms. George’s car and the cell phone searched was on the defendant’s person during all 
relevant times, the search incident to arrest of the passenger area of cars is inapplicable on these 
facts as is the automobile exception to the warrant requirement. See, e.g., Carroll v. Uniwd 
States, 267 U.S. 132 (1925); cf Uniwd States v. Cha&~ick, 433 U.S. 1 (1977). There may, 
however, be some opportunities for the use of these cases by way of analogy and to demonstrate 
the weakness of lockstep application of expansive bright line rules. 

In Gant, Justice Stevens held that "[p]olice may search a vehicle incident to a recent occupant’s 
arrest only if the arrestee is within reaching distance of the passenger compartment at the time of 

the search or it is reasonable to believe the vehicle contains evidence of the offense of 
arrest." Gant, 556 U.S. at 351 (emphasis added). That ruling echoes the arguments of the 
dissenters in protesting Robinson. When applied to the amount of information in a cell phone 
viewed as a computer, the categorical approval for the search as incident to any arrest may 
overshoot its foundation in the typical search-incident-to-arrest case much as did the lack of 
proximity to the car or threat to the officer’s safety in the Gant case. Strictly speaking, however, 
the facts of Ms. George’s case fall outside the scope of the car cases. 

B. Sub-Issue 2: If Officer Gunderson could search parts of the cell phone under the 
Fourth Amendment, how far did that authority to search extend? 

While the majority of courts of appeals considering this issue have held that searches of cell 
phones incident to arrest are constitutional under the Fourth Amendment, see e.g., United States 
v. Flores-Lopez, 670 F.3d 803, 809 (7th Cir. 2012), cell phone searches have presented a unique 
problem for the courts, especially as the storage and access capacity for phones has increased. 
The privacy concerns are substantial. 

The tendency has been to analogize phones to other types of containers and, under Robinson, 
permit warrantless searches. However, modern technology has strained the analogy; phones are 
no longer limited repositories of information, but have access to many gigabytes of potentially 
personal information. In this light, a few courts have recognized that the increased information a 
phone may store likewise increases the phone possessor’s privacy interests and diminishes the 
State’s interest in conducting warrantless searches. See, e.~., Staw v. Smith, 920 N.E.2d 949 
(Ohio 2009). No court, so far, has created a brightline rule based on a phone’s storage capacity 
and the nature of the information stored on the phone. 



III. Supreme Court Decisions (Listed Chronologically by Date of Decision) 

A. Chimel v. California, 395 U.S. 752 (1969) 

In 1965, police officers in California conducted a warrantless search of plaintiff Chimel’s entire 
house incident to his lawful arrest for burglary. The search, which took forty-five minutes to one 
hour, covered all of the rooms of the house. During that search, officers found goods connected 
with the initial arrest, and the evidence was used against Chimel at trial. He was subsequently 
convicted The Supreme Court, in a 7-2 decision, ruled that this search was a violation of 
Chimel’s Fourth Amendment rights. 

Quoting extensively from prior cases that authorized warrantless searches incident to lawful 

arrests, Justice Stewart said "[a] search or seizure without a warrant as an incident to a lawful 
arrest has always been considered to be a strictly limited fight. It grows out of the inherent 
necessities of the situation at the time of the arrest. But there must be something more in the way 
of necessity than merely a lawful arrest?’ Id. at 759 (quoting 7~’upiano v. United States, 334 U~S. 
699, 705 (1948). Stewart criticized the State’s argument that the search of the house was 
reasonable simply because Chimel was standing in it, arguing that this would eviscerate the 
protection of the Fourth Amendment. Id. at 765. 

Justice Stewart then articulated Chimel’s backbone: 

When an arrest is made, it is reasonable for the arresting officer to search the person 
arrested in order to remove any weapons that the latter might seek to use in order to resist 
arrest or effect his escape. Otherwise, the officer’s safety might well be endangered, and 
the arrest itself frustrated. In addition, it is entirely reasonable for the arresting officer to 
search for and seize any evidence on the arrestee’s person in order to prevent its 
concealment or destruction. 

Id. at 762-63. 

B. United States v. Robinson, 414 U.S. 218 (1973) 

In 1964, following Robinson’s valid full custody arrest for operating a motor vehicle while his 
operator’s license was revoked, police officer Jenks conducted a warrantless search of 
Robinson’s person according to procedures prescribed by the D.C. Metro Police Department. 
During that search, Jenks felt an object in Robinson’s left breast pocket. Jenks pulled the object 
out of the shirt and saw that it was a crumpled up cigarette package. Jenks would later testify 
that he knew that there was something in the package and that he knew that the package did not 
contain cigarettes. Upon opening the package, Jenks found fourteen gelatin capsules of white 
powder--a substance that turned out to be heroin. The heroin was admitted into evidence at the 
trial court and was a basis for conviction. 

In a 6-3 opinion authored by Justice Rehnquist, the Supreme Court affirmed the trial court’s 
admission of the heroin into evidence. Justice Rehnquist noted that "[i]t is well settled that a 



search incident to a lawful arrest is a traditional exception to the warrant requirement of the 
Fourth Amendment." Id at 224. He then divided the exception into two distinct propositions: 
(1) a search may be made of the person of the arrestee by virtue of a lawful arrest and (2) a 
search may be made of the area within the control of the arrestee. ]d. 

Justice Rehnquist established that an arresting officer has "the unqualified authority.., to search 
the person of the arrestee." Id. at 225. This unqualified authority forbids lower courts from 
finding a Fourth Amendment violation based on the absence of a reasonable relationship 
between probable cause for the arrest and the extent of the search. He wrote: 

The authority to search the person incident to a lawful custodial arrest, while 
based upon the need to disarm and to discover evidence, does not depend on what 
a court may later decide was the probability in a particular arrest situation that 
weapons or evidence would in fact be found upon the person of the suspect. A 
custodial arrest of a suspect based on probable cause is a reasonable intrusion 
under the Fourth Amendment; that intrusion being lawful, a search incident to the 
arrest requires no additional justification. 

Id at 235. Rehnquist noted that, from a policy standpoint, the search incident to a lawful arrest 
exception to the Fourth Amendment "rests quite as much on the need to disarm the suspect in 
order to take him into custody as it does on the need to preserve evidence on his person for later 
use at trial." ld at 234. 

C. United States v. Edwards, 415 U.S. 800 (1974) 

In 1970, Edwards was arrested and taken to j ail. Ten hours after he was taken into custody, the 
police conducted a warrantless search of his clothing and found paint chips on the clothing. 
These paint chips ultimately resulted in Edwards’ conviction for breaking and entering. In a 6-3 
decision composed by Justice White, the Supreme Court affirmed the trial court’s conviction. 

Justice White’s discussion turned on the notion of a "reasonable delay," between the end of the 
arrest/start of the custody period and the time at which the evidence was gathered by a 
warrantless search. Id. at 11238. Speaking about the ten hour delay, Justice White wrote: 

This was and is a normal incident of a custodial arrest, and reasonable delay in 
effectuating it does not change the fact that Edwards was no more imposed upon 
than he could have been at the time and place of the arrest or immediately upon 
arrival at the place of detention. The police did no more on June 1 than they were 
entitled to do incident to the usual custodial arrest and incarceration. 

Id. Justice White inferred that the reasonableness of the lapse between the start of the custody 
period and the warrantless search ~vas related to the absence of available substitute clothing for 
the prisoner at the late hour he was brought into custody. 
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D. United States v. Chadwick, 433 U.S. 1 (1977) 

In 1973, defendants Machado and Lear}, were arrested under suspicion of narcotics possession. 
Federal authorities were contacted by Amtrak employees after the employees’ suspicions were 
aroused by the manner in which Machado and Leary loaded a trunk onto a train. The employees 
determined that Machado matched a drug-trafficker profile, so they alerted authorities at the 
train’ s destination. 

Once in the station, defendants--under surveillance--unloaded the locked trunk. Unbeknownst 
to either Machado or Leafy, while the trunk was stationar}~, the police officers released a drug- 
detecting dog who alerted officers to the possible presence of narcotics in the trunk. After the 
locker was lifted into a car, the authorities arrested Machado and Leau. Machado and Leary 
were then driven to the Federal Building in Boston where the authorities maintained exclusive 
control of the locker. Without a search warrant or consent, federal authorities opened the 
footlocker and therein found marijuana in sufficient quantity to sustain a charge of intent to 
distribute. 

In a 7-2 opinion, Chief Justice Berger incorporated Chimel’s reasoning: 

Once law enforcement officers have reduced luggage or other personal properg, 
not immediately associated with the person of the arrestee to their exclusive 
control, and there is no longer an3, danger that the arrestee might gain access to 

the property to seize a weapon or destroy evidence, a search of that property is no 
longer an incident of the arrest. 

Id. at 15 (emphasis added). In finding the search of the trunk unconstitutional, Chief Justice 
Berger paid particular attention to privacy concerns. He emphasized that the defendants took 
steps to maintain the privacy of the trunk--it was securely locked--and they sat on it when they 
were in the train station. He wrote that a body of Fourth Amendment cases reflects the settled 
constitutional principle that "the Fourth Amendment is [in place] to safeguard individuals from 
unreasonable government invasions of legitimate privacy interests." Id. at 11. 

E. Arizona v. Gant, 556 U.S. 332 (2009) 

Gant was arrested and placed in the back of a patrol car. Thereafter, officers searched his car and 
found cocaine and a gun. Gant was charged with two narcotics-related offenses, and he moved 

to suppress the evidence on Fourth Amendment grounds. The trial court denied the motion, and, 
following a jur}, trial, sentenced him to a three-year prison term. The Arizona Supreme Court 

held that the search was unreasonable and overturned the trial court’s conviction. The United 
States Supreme Court then affirmed the Arizona Supreme Court’s decision. ~ 

1 Interestingly, the Gant opinion echoes Justice Scalia’s concm,ence in Thornton v. United States, 541 U.S. 615 

(2004). Chief Justice Rehnquist’s majority opinion in Thornton noted the merit of Justice Scalia’s argument but 
determined that it went beyond the scope of the question presented for review and was therefore inappropriate. See 
id. at 634 n.4 ("Whatever the merits of Justice Scalia’s opinion concurring in the judgment, this is the wrong case in 
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Althought the Court reaffirmed Chimel’ s officer safety and preservation of evidence rationales, it 
scaled back officer authority to conduct warrantless searches in two important ways: 

(1) The opinion limited the scope of officer searches to preserve evidence to those for which the 
officer reasonably believes evidence relating to the crime of arrest might be found. 

(2) It also held that "[p]olice may search a vehicle incident to a recent occupant’s arrest only if 
the arrestee is within reaching distance of the passenger compartment at the time of the 
search." Id at 3 51. 

IV. Lower Conrt Decisions (Listed Chronologically by Date of Decision) 

A. United States v. Rodriguez, 995 F.2d 776 (7th Cir. 1993) 

Alberto Rodriguez appealed his conviction for intent to distribute cocaine on the grounds that the 
evidence used against him was obtained in violation of his Fourth Amendment rights. During a 
search following Rodriguez’s arrest and transport to the local sheriffs department, sheriffs 
deputies discovered an address book on his person. The contents of this address book were 
photocopied, and that evidence was ultimately used to enhance his sentence by helping to prove 
the existence of a drug-trafficking conspiracy. 

In Rodriguez, the court noted that, consistent with Robinson, the Seventh Circuit had previously 
held that "the contents of a defendant’ s wallet may be searched incident to an arrest." Id. at 778 
(citing United States v. MoHnaro, 877 F.2d 1341, 1346-47 (7th Cir. 1989)). The Seventh Circuit 
then rejected Rodriguez’s claims that the search became unconstitutional when he was under the 
control of officers and posed no flight risk or risk to the well-being of the officers. 

B. United States v. Chan, 850 F. Supp. 531 (N.D. Cal. 1993) 

The Northern District of California denied defendant’s motion to suppress evidence obtained 
following the warrantless search of an electronic pager found on the arrestee’s person. Chan 
claimed that the search of the pager, executed two minutes after the arrest, violated the his 
reasonable expectation of privacy. The State disagreed, citing Rodriguez. The court agreed with 
the State, finding that "[t]he expectation of privacy in an electronic repository for personal data is 
therefore analogous to that in a personal address book or other repository for such information." 
Id at 534. 

The court went on to find the search constitutional because it fit within one of Chimel’s 
concerns: the preservation of evidence. The California district court found that "the retrieval of 

which to address them .... Under these circumstances, it would be imprudent to overrule, for all intents and 
purposes, our established constitutional precedent, which governs police authority in a common occmzence such as 
automobile searches pursuant to an:est, and we decline to do so at this time."). 
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numbers from the pager’s memory was not so remote from Chan’s arrest as to fall within the 
exception provided in Chadu, ick." Id. at 535. 

C. United States v. Ortiz, 84 F.3d 977 (7th Cir. 1996) 

In September 1991, defendants Hurtado and Ortiz were arrested on suspicion of distributing 
heroin. In the course of a drawn out arresting process, Drug Enforcement Agency ("DEA") 
agents came into the possession of two electronic information storage devices, a pager and an 
electronic wristwatch, both belonging to defendant Ortiz. Citing Chan, the Seventh Circuit held 
that accessing the pager information was constitutional because it was incidental to the arrest and 
occurred within a reasonable time following the arrest. The evidence gathered from the watch 
was inadmissible, however, because the watch was searched the following day. 

D. United States v. Finley, 477 F.3d 250 (Sth Cir. 2007) 

In 2005, Pierce sold methamphetamine to a civilian DEA informant. The informant used marked 
bills, and a search of Pierce’s van shortly after the drug sale turned up the marked bills. During 
the search, the police also found drugs and a cell phone. Agents later used the information in the 
cell phone to obtain an indictment and a conviction. 

The Fifth Circuit noted that, in order to invoke the protections of the Fourth Amendment, a 
person must have a legitimate privacy interest so as to afford standing, ld at 258. The inquiry 
into this contemplates "(1) whether the defendant is able to establish an actual, subjective 
expectation of privacy with respect to the place being searched or items being seized, and (2) 
whether that expectation of privacy is one which society would recognize as reasonable." Id. 
(quoting United Staws v. Kye Soo Lee, 898 F.2d 1034, 1037-38 (5th Cir. 1990)). This is a 
factor-based inquiry; those factors include: 

[W]hether the defendant has a [property or] possessory interest in the thing seized 
or the place searched, whether he has a right to exclude others from that place, 
whether he has exhibited a subj ective expectation of privacy that it would remain 
free from governmental intrusion, whether he took normal precautions to maintain 
privacy, and whether he was legitimately on the premises. 

Id. at 258-59. The court also noted that, if a search takes place incident to a lawful arrest, 
privacy concerns diminish when that search is in furtherance of officer safety or evidence 
preservation. The court concluded that the search of the cell phone was constitutional. 

E. Silvan W. v. Briggs, 309 Fed. App’x 216 (10th Cir. 2009) 

Following an arrest for obstruction of justice, law enforcement searched Megan W.’s cell phone. 
The Tenth Circuit laid down a broad rule after a short discussion: "Because Co~ and Megan’s 
warrantless arrests were constitutionally permissible, so too were the contemporaneous searches 
of their persons for weapons and evidence. Further, the permissible scope of a search incident to 
arrest includes the contents of a cell phone found on the arrestee’s person." Id. at 225. 
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F. State Vo Smith, 920 N.E.2d 949 (Ohio 2009) 

Following an arrest for drug trafficking, officers searched defendant’s cell phone. Basing its 
decision on Finley, the state trial court found that the phone records were admissible at trial. The 
defendant was subsequently convicted. He appealed to the Ohio Supreme Court, and the court 

held that: 

Once the cell phone is in police custody, the state has satisfied its immediate 
interest in collecting and preserving evidence and can take preventive steps to 
ensure that the data found on the phone are neither lost nor erased. But because a 
person has a high expectation of privacy in a cell phone’s contents, police must 
then obtain a warrant before intruding into the phone’ s contents. 

Id In route to this holding, the Ohio Supreme Court first determined that courts have not been 
consistent in their characterization of cell phones. It noted that some courts have held that 
warrantless searches of a cell phone are constitutional when incident to a lawful custodial arrest 
by analogizing cell phones to other containers such as address books. Smith also noted that other 
cases have instead discussed the incredible capacity that modern cell phones have for data 
storage and concluded that arrestees have a greater privacy interest in a cell phone than they do 
in address books, pagers, and outgoing and incoming call records~ Next, Smith rejected the 
container analogy for cell phones. It stated that all electronic "containers" are not created equal. 
The majority opinion stated "the pagers and computer memo books of the early and mid 1990s 
bear little resemblance to the cell phones of today. Even the more basic models of modern cell 
phones are capable of storing a wealth of digitized information wholly unlike any physical obj ect 
found within a closed container. We thus hold that a cell phone is not a closed container.for 

purposes of a Fourth Amendment analysis~" ld. at 954 (emphasis added)~ The court asserted 
that cell phones are in a category by themselves, stating: 

But cell phones are neither address books nor laptop computers. They are more 
intricate and multifunctional than traditional address books, yet they are still, in 
essence, phones, and thus they are distinguishable from laptop computers. 
Although cell phones cannot be equated with laptop computers, their ability to 
store large amounts of private data gives their users a reasonable and justifiable 
expectation of a higher level of privacy in the information they contain. 

Id. at 955. 

G. Peoplev. Diaz, 244 P.3d 501 (Cal. 2011)2 

On April 25, 2007, Gregor?- Diaz was arrested for being a co-conspirator in a drug sale after the 
Ventura County sheriff saw and heard (via an informant’s wire) the sale of Ecstasy in the 

Companion to People v. Riley (p. 17) 
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backseat of a car that Diaz was driving. At the sheriff’s station, a detective seized Diaz’s cell 
phone and reviewed its text messages. The detective found a message that further incriminated 
Diaz in the drug sale. After the detective confronted Diaz with the message, Diaz admitted to his 
role in the sale of Ecstasy. Under a plea deal, Diaz was found guilty of transportation of a 
controlled substance and was placed on probation for three years. The California Court of 
Appeal affirmed, and the Supreme Court of California heard the appeal limited to 

whether the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution permits law 
enforcement officers, approximately 90 minutes after lawfully arresting a suspect 
and transporting him to a detention facility, to conduct a warrantless search of the 
text message folder of a cell phone they take from his person after the arrest. 

Id at 502. California’s highest court held that the search of the phone’s text message folder was 
a valid warrantless search incident to a lawful arrest. Under Chadwick, the majority paid 
particular attention to the distinction between property "’immediately associated with the person 
of the arrestee,’" id at 505 (quoting Chadwick, 433 U.S. 1, 15 (1977)), and "property not 
immediately associated with the person of the arrestee." Id. Under the Supreme Court of 
California’s reading of Chadwick, if the property is immediately associated with the person of 
the arrestee, then a more invasive search into the contents of the phone is permissible. 
Conversely, if the personal property is not immediately associated with the person of the 
arrestee, then once the Chimel test is satisfied, the police must obtain a warrant before a search. 

The key inquiry for whether the item was immediately associated with the person of the arrestee 
was whether the item was: (1) an item of personal property; and (2) that item was on the 
defendant’s person at the time of the arrest. Under this test, the Supreme Court of California 
held that Diaz’s "cell phone was ’immediately associated with the [defendant’ s] person,’ and that 
the warrantless search of the cell phone was therefore valid." Id. (internal citations omitted). 

H. United States v. Flores-Lopez, 670 F.3d 803 (7th Cir. 2012) 

Police arrested the defendant after he drove a truck containing a large quantity of 
methamphetamine into a garage to make a sale; then, the police searched the defendant and 
found a cell phone. The police used the information contained on that cell phone to obtain phone 
numbers. With the help of the phone company, those phone numbers were used to obtain phone 
records. The phone records enabled prosecutors to demonstrate the existence of a conspiracy, 
and the defendant and his co-conspirators were convicted at trial. On appeal, the Seventh 
Circuit, in an opinion written by Judge Posner, affirmed the district court decision that permitted 
warrantless search of the cell phone. 

Judge Posner declared that "a modern cell phone is a computer." Id at 804. He then noted that 
phones have varying degrees of capacity and that the constitutionality of a warrantless search 
will depend, in large part, on the kind of information sought (i.e., a phone number discovered 
incident to a lawful arrest does not carry the same expectation of privacy a love letter does). 
Ultimately, Judge Posner did not define the boundaries between a phone number and the love 
letter because "these are questions for another day, since the police did not search the contents of 
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the defendant’s cell phone, but were content to obtain the cell phone’s phone number." Id at 
810. 

Judge Posner addressed how courts treat the interests articulated in Chimel--officer safety and 
the preservation of evidence--stating: 

And in deciding whether a search is properly incident to an arrest and therefore 
does not require a warrant, the courts do not conduct a cost-benefit analysis, with 
the invasion of privacy on the cost side and the risk of destruction of evidence (or 
of an assault on the arresting officers) on the benefit side of allowing the 
immediate search. Toting up costs and benefits is not a feasible undertaking to 
require of police officers conducting a search incident to an arrest. Thus, even 
when the risk either to the police officers or to the existence of the evidence is 
negligible, the search is allowed, provided it’s no more invasive than, say, a frisk, 
or the search of a conventional container, such as Robinson’s cigarette pack, in 
which heroin was found. If instead of a frisk it’s a strip search, the risk to the 
officers’ safety or to the preservation of evidence of crime must be greater to 
justify the search. 

Id at 809 (citations omitted). 

Finally, Judge Posner discussed a third party’s capacity to remotely erase a phone’s memory as 
possibly justifying a more invasive ~varrantless search. While he stated, in dicta, that the 
capacity to remotely erase memory may give rise to ’justifications for a more extensive search," 
the court did not reach this question, because the phone at issue in the case before the court did 
not have such capacity. Id at 810.3 

People v. Rile),, D059840, 2013 WL 475242 (Cal. Ct. App. Feb. 8, 2013), review denied, 
(Cal. May 1, 2013), cert. granted in part, Nos. 13-132, 2013 WL 3938997 (U.S. Jan. 17, 
2014)4 

On August 22, 2009, California police stopped a car driven and owned by David Riley because 
the registration was expired. Police then learned that Riley was driving on a suspended license. 
The police inventoried the car in preparation to impound the car (practices consi stent with police 
policy when someone is found to be driving with a suspended license). 

During the inventory, police found two concealed and loaded handguns underneath the hood of 
the car. Officers also found gang paraphernalia. The officer on the scene also searched the call 
records of Riley’s phone. The officer noted that all of the entries that started with the letter "K" 
were preceded by the letter "C." The officer was aware that "CK" stood for "Crip Killer," a 

For further reading on Flores-Lopez: 

http://j olt.law.hm~ard.edu/digest/privacy/united-states-v-flores-lopez 

Companion to People v. Diaz (pp. 15-16) 
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reference common to members of the Bloods, a rival gang to the Crips. After Riley was placed 
under arrest, officers called a detective with experience investigating gang activity. 

At the police station, the detective conducted a more thorough search of the phone’s content, 
including photos and videos stored on its hard drive. Because of the content found during that 
search, police were able to tie Riley to a non-fatal, gang-related shooting on August 2, 2009. A 

jury later convicted Riley of attempted murder, among other lesser charges, and the trial court 
sentenced Riley to fifteen years to life in prison. Riley appealed to the California Court of 
Appeal which affirmed the conviction under the California Supreme Court’s holding in Diaz 

because "Riley’s cell phone was immediately associated with his person when he was arrested, 
and therefore the search of the cell phone was lawful." Id. at *6. 

On January 17, 2014, the United States Supreme Court granted, in part, defendant’s petition for a 
writ of certiorari limited to the following question: "Whether evidence admitted at petitioner’s 
trial was obtained in a search of petitioner’s cell phone that violated petitioner’s Fourth 
Amendment rights." Riley v. California, 2013 WL 3938997, at *1 (U.S. Jan. 117, 2014).5 

J. United States. v. Wurie, 728 F.3d 1 (lst Cir. 2013) 

In 2007, defendant Wurie was arrested, taken into custody, and two phones that were found on 
her person were taken from her during a warrantless search. Right after the search took place 
and while the defendant was still in custody, one of the phones received repeated call s from "my 

house." Police, without a warrant, looked up the number in the phone’s directory and then 
searched that number in a police database to get an address related to the number. Police then 

got a warrant to search the apartment and found drugs and a gun in the apartment. Wurie was 
indicted on drugs and firearms charges related to the search of the apartment. She moved to 
suppress the evidence on the grounds that it was an unconstitutional and warrantless search of 
her dwelling and cell phone. See United States v. Wurie, 612 F.Supp. 2d 1104, 105 (2009) 

("Wurie moves to suppress the evidence seized from his person incident to his arrest and later 
from his apartment, arguing that... ’the seizure of his personal belongings and later use by the 
police of his phone and keys were done in violation’ of [his Fourth, Sixth, and Fourteenth 
Amendment] rights. (quoting Motion to Suppress Evidence Seized Without a Warrant at 3, 
United States v. Wurie, 612 F.Supp. 2d 1104 (2009) (No. 08-110071))). The District Court denied 
the motion; on appeal, the Court of Appeals reversed the District Court’s ruling. 

Writing for a divided court, the majority found that "warrantless cell phone searches are 
categorically unlawful under the search-incident-to-arrest exception." Id. at 12 (emphasis in 
original). The First Circuit further rejected the government’s arguments under Chimel that 
officer safety or evidence preservation is furthered by a cell-phone search and, under Robinson, 

s For further reading on People v. Riley: 

Riley’s petition for cert. : http ://www. volokh, com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Riley-cert-petitjg~afi~mJ: J~.pdf; 
The State’s brief in opposition on petition for cert,: http;//sblog_s3_amazonaws.com/wp- 
content/upload s/2013/10/RileyBrief-in-Opposition.pd f 
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that the government has unqualified access to search containers on an arrestee’s person at the 
time of arrest. 

The dissent in 14~urie expressed skepticism about breaking with long-standing precedent simply 
because these facts would have required the court to apply Chime! to new technology.6 "In this 
exercise," he wrote, "consistency is a virtue." M. at 14 (Howard J., dissenting). For the dissent, 
this was an easy case. He asserted: 

The facts are clear: the police conducted a valid custodial arrest of Wurie; the cell 
phone was on Wurie’s person at the time of the arrest; after seeing repeated calls 
to Wurie’s cell phone from "my house," the police flipped it open and, pressing 
two buttons, retrieved the associated number. We have long acknowledged that 
police officers can extract this type of information from containers immediately 
associated with a person at the time of arrest. 

ld. at 15 (internal citations omitted). The dissent, acknowledged (as Judge Posner did in Flores- 
Lopez) that certain phones have unique attributes that may raise legitimate privacy concerns. 
The facts in lgm’ie did not require the dissenting judge to comment further because the phone’s 
capacity was limited. 

V. Arguments 

A. Arguments for Petitioner Regina George 

Overarching Themes 

1. Officer Gunderson violated Regina George’s Fourth Amendment rights by searching any 
part of the cell phone. 

2. In the alternative, even if Officer Gunderson could search parts of the cell phone under the 
Fourth Amendment, her search of the personal text messages and emails still violated 
George’s Fourth Amendment rights. 

3. In the alternative, even if Officer Gunderson could search parts of the cell phone under the 
Fourth Amendment, the search of the personal emails still violated George’s Fourth 
Amendment rights. 

Officer Gunderson violated Regina George’s Fourth Amendment rights by searching any part 
of the cell phone. Under Chimel, this search was unrelated to either the preservation of 
evidence or officer safety. By the time that Ms. George was in the back of the police car, she 
did not constitute any threat to Officer Gunderson. Officer Gunderson’s actions did not 
indicate that she felt in any way threatened by Ms. George (Officer Gunderson did not 
handcuff Ms. George, nor is there any evidence of struggle). 

For further reading on I4~urie: 
http://www.harvardlawreview, org/media/pdf/vol 127_united_states v wurie.pdf 
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Under the principles articulated in Chadwick and Gant, Officer Gunderson’s search was 
unconstitutional because there was no possibility of finding evidence to support the arrest on 
Ms. George’s cell phone. We believe that the Court’s more recent holdings in Chach~ick and 
Gant articulate broader principles that directly contravene the Robinson’s archaic holding. 

In the alternative, even if Officer Gunderson could search parts of the cell phone under the 

Fourth Amendment, her search of the personal text messages and emails still violated 
George’s Fourth Amendment rights. Even the Fourth Amendment permitted Officer 
Gunderson to search the cell phone, underage driving does not give an officer the unfettered 
authority to examine the entirety of the contents of an arrestee’s phone. A warrantless search 
of an arrestee’s phone extends only as far as seeing call records and other basic, non-personal 
information. 

Bo 

In the alternative, even if Officer Gunderson could search parts of the cell phone under the 
Fourth Amendment, the search of the personal emails still violated George’s Fourth 
Amendment rights. Even if the Court determines that Officer Gunderson could search the 
content of Ms. George’s text messages without a warrant incident to a lawful arrest, Officer 
Gunderson did not have the authority to search the content of emails. First, the text 
message’s reference to "THOSE emails" is vague. Students can create email accounts from 
any number of providers, and the text message was not sufficiently specific. Holding that a 
single text message would give an officer the authority to search all of a person’s email 
accounts violates the Fourth Amendment. Second, email accounts are universally password 
protected; in fact, it is likely that Ms. George had to enter a password to allow her email 
provider to send her emails to her phone. This indicates that Ms. George had a higher 
expectation of privacy in her emails, so a search of the emails was unconstitutional. 

Arguments for Respondents Evanston Board of Education, Tim Duvall, and Marge 
Gunderson 

Overarching Theme(s) 
1. Officer Gunderson did not violate Regina George’ s Fourth Amendment rights when 

Officer Gunderson searched George’s cell phone. 
2. Because Officer Gunderson had the authority to search the cell phone under the Fourth 

Amendment, that authority extended to any part of the cell phone’s hard drive not 
expressly protected by its user. 

3. In the alternative, if the Fourth Amendment only granted Officer Gunderson limited 
authority to search the cell phone, that limited authority to search included the right to 
search text messages and emails. 

1. Officer Gunderson did not violate Regina George’s Fourth Amendment rights when Officer 

Gunderson searched George’s cell phone. First, under Chime[, Officer Gunderson had the 
authority to search the cell phone to presew’e evidence. The modern capacity to erase cell phone 

data necessitated the search at the time of the arrest before the evidence could have been 
destroyed. Second, Robinson, 414 U.S. 2118 (1973), announced a broad policy: "A custodial 
arrest of a suspect based on probable cause is a reasonable intrusion under the Fourth 
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Amendment;... a search incident to the arrest requires no additional justification." Id. at 235. 
Just as in Robinson, Ms. George’s cell phone was a simple container. A modem cell phone’s 
true capacity is in its ability to store gigabytes worth of applications. Officer Gunderson only 
searched as far as the phone’s most limited capablities: text messages and emails stored on the 
phone’s hard drive. 

Gant does not stand in the way of this argument for two reasons. First, Gant relates to searches 
of cars; not to searches of persons. Ms. Geroge’s cell phone was in her pocket at the time of the 
arrest and the search. Therefore, Gant does not apply. Second, if this Court determines that 
restrictive principles of Gant extend beyond the car to anything that was in the car at the time of 
the arrest, Gant’s applicability to these facts is limited to routine traffic stops. Underage driving 
goes beyond the scope of a mere "traffic violation," Gant, 556 U.S. at 343, and should raise an 
officer’s reasonable suspicions that additional illegal acitivty is taking place. Officer Gunderson 
had the right to look through text messages to make sure that the offense of underage driving was 
not connected to a related, ongoing crime that may have involved other individuals. 

2. Because Officer Gunderson had the authority to search the cell phone under the Fourth 
Amendment, that authority extended to any part of the cell phone’s hard dfive not expressly 
protected by its user. The weight of the case law treats a cell phone as a container. Thus, under 
Robinson, the entire cell phone is searchable without a warrant incident to a lawful arrest. 
Privacy concerns are easily alleviated by the use of a password--a feature that all modem "smart 
phones" make readily available to users. As in Chadwick, this Court should take into account 
owners’ efforts to maintain privacy when assessing the searchabflity of a container. Ms. George 
did not take the reasonable steps to secure her phone. Therefore, her claims to privacy fights 
under the Fourth Amendment are unreasonable because she did not take simple steps to protect 
her information. 

3. In the alternative, if the Fourth Amendment only granted Officer Gunderson limited authority 
to search the cell phone~ that limited authority to search included the right to search text 
messages and emails. Even if the Court holds that an officer may only search parts of the cell 
phone without a warrant, Ms. George does not have a sufficient expectation of privacy in her text 
messages and her emails to implicate her Fourth Amendment rights. First, these 
communications are available elsewhere, both on the host server of the message and on the 
phone or devices of the recipient. Second, text messages and emails are a modern equivalent to 
the call records that courts have traditionally permitted officers to search without a warrant 
pursuant to a lawful arrest. 

VI. List of Questions 

A. Questions for Petitioner Regina George 

1. If Ms. George was unwilling to take even the small step of setting a password on her phone 

to ensure the privacy of its contents, why should we determine that she has a fight to privacy 
in this information under the Fourth Amendment? 
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You have argued that the First Circuit’s holding in !41urie should guide this Court, but how 
do you get around the Chimel exception that phones may and perhaps should be searched for 
the purpose of preserving evidence? 

Based on Gant, I am of a mind that a search person’s car raises a different set of issues than a 
search of someone’s person. Would you please elaborate as to why we should extend the 
restrictive principles articulated in Gant to these facts? 

4. If we conclude that Officer Gunderson had the right to search the cell phone text messages, 
on what basis could we conclude that she did have the right to search the emails? 

B. Questions for Respondents Evanston Board of Education, Tim Duvall, and Marge 
Gunderson 

1. How does your argument get around Cant? How does a cell phone search relate to the 
offense of driving without a license? 

I am having a tough time getting past the privacy concerns raised by these facts in respect to 
warrantless cell-phone searches. Given Judge Posner’s assertion that "a modern cell phone 
is a computer," what’s to prevent a ruling in your favor from permitting searches of whole 
computer hard drives? 

I am troubled by the privacy concerns raised by your arguments that the officer had the right 
to access email without a warrant. Emails invariably contains all measures of personal 
information. Why should we open the door to police searches of this repository of 
information? 
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FIRST AMENDMENT ISSUE 

I. Question Presented 

Does a public school suspension for speech deemed to be bullying made by a high school student 
to another student outside of a school setting violate the suspended student’s First Amendment 
fight to freedom of expression? 

II. Background 

The Supreme Court has long recognized that students do not "shed their constitutional rights to 
freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate." Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cmty. 
Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 506 (1969) (holding that armbands worn to protest the Vietnam War 
were protected speech when those armbands did not disrupt the learning environment). 
However, "the constitutional rights of students in public school are not automatically coextensive 
with the rights of adults in other settings?’ Bethel SchoolDist. No. 403 v. l+aser, 478 U~S. 675, 
678 (1986) Hence, the Court applies a less-exacting form of scrutiny to school speech cases. See 
e.g., Morse v. Frederick, 551 U.S. 393 (2007) (holding that a student banner displayed at a 
school-sponsored event could reasonably be construed as promoting illegal drug use was not 
protected by the First Amendment). The Court justifies this bifurcated treatment "in light of the 
speci al characteri stics of the school environment~" ld. 

The Court decides whether or not to apply strict scrutiny or a less-exacting form of scrutiny 
based on a two-part inquiry: (1) whether the speech was school speech as opposed to speech that 
occurred outside of the school setting; and (2), if the communication is considered school speech, 
which type of school speech the communication is determined to be. 

A. Sub-Issue #1: Was the speech in question school speech? 

The Court must make the threshold determination that the speech in question was school speech, 
and the Court will consider multiple factors in making this determination. 

In Morse, Chief Justice Roberts’ opinion dismissed the student’s arguments that his speech was 
not school speech because the speech occurred off campus~ The Chief Justice noted that the 
physical location was not dispositive because the off-campus event was school sponsored, the 
event took place during normal school hours, teachers and administrators were present, and the 
band and cheerleaders performed. Agreeing with the school’s superintendent, the Court 
concluded that a student cannot "stand in the midst of his fellow students, during school hours, at 

a school-sanctioned activity and claim he is not at school?’ ld. at 400-01 (quoting school 
district’s petition for certiorari). 

Roberts’ opinion leaves room for interpretation because he did not address ~vhere school speech 

stops and non-school speech begins. He noted briefly that there is "uncertainty at the outer 
boundaries as to when courts should apply school speech precedents," id. (citing Porter v. 

Ascension Parish Sch. Bd., 393 F.3d 608, 615 (5th Cir. 2004) (overturning a student’s suspension 
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for creating artwork that depicted a violent siege on the school because the artwork was, in part, 
"never intended to be brought to campus")), but the opinion did not explore the boundaries of 
what constitutes school speech and what does not, especially when speech occurs off school 
grounds and not at school-sanctioned events] 

Notably, the Supreme Court is silent as to whether school speech touches communications made 
between students, after school or off-campus, and over third-party social media platforms and 
email hosts. See Doninger v. Niehof£ 527 F.3d 41, 48 (2d Cir. 2008) ("The Supreme Court has 

yet to speak on the scope of a school’s authority to regulate expression that.., does not occur on 
school grounds or at a school-sponsored event."). However, some federal courts of appeals have 

started to recognize that off-campus speech falls ;vithin the disciplinary reach of school 
administrators under certain conditions. See, e.g., Kowalski v. Berkeley Cnty. Schs., 652 F.3d 
565 (4th Cir. 2011); Doninger v. Niehoff 527 F.3d 41 (2d Cir. 2008); Wisniewski v. Bd. of Educ. 
of Weed~port Cent. Sch. Dist., 494 F.3d 34, 40 (2d Cir. 2007). 

B. Sub-Issue #2: If the speech is school speech, is it protected by the First Amendment? 

The determination that speech is school speech does not end the inquiry, and the Court ;vill still 
protect student speech under the First Amendment in certain circumstances. The body of school 
speech cases consistently relies on certain principles, but the doctrine also appears to rely on 
circumstantial inquiry. For instance, while the Court has long-affirmed lh~ker’s assertion that 
students do not "shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the 
schoolhouse gate," see e.g., Morse, 551 U.S. at 396 (quoting Tinker, 393 U.S. at 506), the Court 
also shows considerable deference to the judgment of school administrators, even when the 
speech doesn’t occur inside the schoolhouse gate. See e.g., Morse, 551 U.S. at 393 (finding that 
student speech was not protected by the First Amendment even when that speech occurred at an 
off-campus school event). There is probably room under the Court’s current doctrine to find that 
a speech that is especially harmful or especially disruptive to the learning environment doesn’t 
deserve First Amendment protection even if that speech did not occur in school or at a school- 
sponsored event. The Supreme Court has addressed student speech in the following cases: 

1) In Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District, 393 U.S. 503 (1969), 
the Court held that the student speech at hand was protected because it did not "materially 
and substantially disrupt the work and discipline &the school." ld. at 513. 

2) In Bethel SchoolDisWict 403 v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 675 (1986), the Court did not conduct a 
substantial disruption analysis; rather, the Court held that the student speech was not 

: Professor Papandrea criticized Roberts’ opinion in Morse for failing to address the question of what constitutes 
school speech and what does not. Mal3~-Rose Papandrea, Student Speech Rights in the Digital Age, 60 FLA. L. REV. 
1027, 1028-29 (2008). She wrote "the Supreme Court missed an opportunity to dete~nine whether public schools 
have authority to restrict student speech that occurs off school grounds." AI. According to Papandrea, the Chief 
Justice "paid little attention to Frederick’s argument that the school lacked authority to restrict his speech because he 
displayed his sign on a public sidewalk, off school property, at an event attended by the general public." Id. 
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protected by the First Amendment because it was "offensively lewd and indecent[.]" Id. 
at 685. 

3) In Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier, 484 U.X 260 (1988), the Court held that 
"educators do not offend the First Amendment by exercising editorial control over the 
style and content of student speech in school-sponsored expressive activities so long as 
their actions are reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns." Id. at 273. 

4) In A4orse v. Frederick, 551 U.X 393 (2007), the Court held that a school administrator 
"may, consistent with the First Amendment, restrict student speech at a school event, 
when that speech is reasonably viewed as promoting illegal drug use." Id. at 403. 

III. Supreme Court Decisions (Listed Chronologically by Date of Decision) 

A. Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cmty. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503 (1969) 

In Tinker, the Supreme Court emphasized that students’ free speech rights must be balanced with 
"the need for affirming the comprehensive authority of the States and of school officials, 
consistent with fundamental constitutional safeguards, to prescribe and control conduct in the 
schools." Id. at 507. The Court analyzed school officials’ punishment of students for wearing 
black armbands to protest the Vietnam War under the First Amendment. The Court held that the 
school policy barring students from wearing the black armbands violated the students’ freedom 

of expression because "It]here is here no evidence whatever of Respondents’ interference, actual 
or nascent, with schools’ work or collision with the rights of other students to be secure or to be 
let alone." Id. at 508. Tinker concluded that school administrators may interfere with students’ 
freedom of expression only if the expression "would substantially interfere with the work of the 
school or impinge upon the rights of other students." Id at 509. 

B. Bethel Sch. Dist No. 403 v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 675 (1986) 

Fraser considered "whether the First Amendment prevents a school district from disciplining a 
high school student for giving a lewd speech at a school assembly." Id. at 677. The Supreme 

Court applied a different standard to the expression at issue in l+aser because of "It]he marked 
distinction between the political ’message’ of the armbands in Tinker and the sexual content of 
the respondent’s speech" in Fraser. Id. at 680. The Court held that the punishment imposed 
upon the student for the lewd speech at the assembly did not violate the student’s First 
Amendment rights because "It]he schools, as instruments of the state, may determine that the 
essential lessons of civil, mature conduct cannot be conveyed in a school that tolerates lewd, 
indecent, or offensive speech and conduct .... " Id. at 683. 

C. Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v. Kuhlmeier, 484 U.S. 260 (1988) 

Hazelwood addressed "the extent to which educators may exercise editorial control over the 
contents of a high school newspaper produced as part of the school’s j ournalism curriculum." Id. 

at 262. Because the newspaper was a school-sponsored forum, the Court noted that "It]he 
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question whether the First Amendment requires a school to tolerate particular student speech-- 
the question that we addressed in Tinker--is different from the question whether the First 
Amendment requires a school affirmatively to promote particular student speech." Id. at 270-71. 
The Court thus applied a non-’]:inker standard to hold that the school’s limitation of the student’s 
speech was constitutional. 

D. Morse ~: Frederick, 551 U.S. 393 (2007) 

In Morse, the Court addressed whether a student banner displayed at a school-sponsored event 
which read "BONG HiTS 4 JESUS" was protected speech under the First Amendment. Id at 
396-97. The Court limited its holding to the context of speech promoting illegal drugs, stating 
"schools may take steps to safeguard those entrusted to their care from speech that can 
reasonably be regarded as encouraging illegal drug use." Id at 397. The Court noted that 
Tinker, Fraser, and HazeB~’ood each dealt with different types of student speech and that speech 
dealing with illegal drugs was also a distinct category of student speech. Id at 403-06. 

IV. Lower Court Decisions (Listed Chronologically by Date of Decision) 

A. W. v. Derby UniJTed Sch. Dist. No. 260, 206 F.3d 1358 (10th Cir. 2000) 

In 1998, a middle school student, "T.W.", drew a Confederate flag on a piece of paper. Another 
student showed the paper to the teacher, and the student who drew the Confederate flag was 
subsequently suspended for three days. Decided under Tinker, the Tenth Circuit concluded that 
the school did not violate T.W.’s First Amendment rights because "Derby School District 
officials had reason to believe that a student’s display of the Confederate flag might cause 
disruption and interfere with the rights of other students to be secure and let alone." Id at 1366. 
Judge Baldock based his ruling on the undisputed finding of fact that the school district had a 
history of racial conflicts and verbal altercations between black and white high school students 
and that "Derby Middle School was not immune from the racial tensions." Id at 1362. 

B. Harper v. Poway Unified Sch. Dist., 445 F.3d 1166 (9th Cir. 2006) 

In 2004, Tyler Chase Harper wore a shirt in protest of an in-school "Day of Silence" sponsored 
by the school’s Gay-Straight Alliance. His shirt read "I WILL NOT ACCEPT WHAT GOD 
HAS CONDEMNED" on one side; on the other it read "HOMOSEXUALITY IS SHAMEFUL." 
Although he was not suspended, Harper was forced to spend the day in the school’s front office. 
Harper filed suit alleging that his First Amendment rights had been violated and sought to enjoin 
the school from prohibiting him from making similar statements in the future. The district court 
denied the motion. Harper filed an interlocutor5, appeal. 

The Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court’s ruling under Tinker. The maj ority determined that 
the possibility for a substantial disruption existed because similar acts of expression had led, the 
year prior, to "a series of incidents and altercations [which] occurred on the school campus as a 
result of anti-homosexual comments that were made by students. One such confrontation 
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required the Principal to separate students physically." Id. at 1171. The majority, opinion 
continued: 

Public school students who may be injured by verbal assaults on the basis of a 
core identifying characteristic such as race, religion, or sexual orientation, have a 
right to be free from such attacks while on school campuses. As Tinker clearly 
states, students have the right to "be secure and to be let alone." Being secure 
involves not only freedom from physical assaults but from psychological attacks 
that cause young people to question their self-worth and their rightful place in 
society. 

Id. at 1178 (citation omitted).* 

C. Wisnie~vski v. Bd. of Educ. of Weedsport Cent. Sch. Dist., 494 F.3d 34 (2d Cir. 2007) 

In 2001, eighth-grade student Aaron Wisniewski’s AOL Instant Messaging account displayed an 
icon that depicted "a pistol firing a bullet at a person’s head, above which were dots representing 
splattered blood. Beneath the drawing appeared the words ’Kill Mr. VanderMolen.’ Philip 
VanderMolen was Aaron’s English teacher at the time." Id. at 36. When the school was made 
aware of the icon, he was suspended indefinitely under New York Education Law § 3214(3), 
which forbids endangering the health and welfare of fellow students and staff. Under Tinker, the 
Second Circuit found that the image "crosse[d] the boundary of protected speech and 
constitute[d] student conduct that poses a reasonably foreseeable risk that the icon would come 
to the attention of school authorities and that it would ’materially and substantially disrupt the 
work and discipline of the school.’" Id. at 39-40 (quoting Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cmty. 
Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503,506 (1969)). 

Notably, the Second Circuit addressed the off-campus creation and transmission of the Instant 
Messenger icon. It determined that a school administrator may discipline on the basis of off- 
campus conduct that (1) "create[s] a foreseeable risk of substantial disruption within a school" or 
(2) is likely to come to the attention of school administrators. Id. at 39-40.9 

D. Doninger v. Niehoff, 642 F.3d 334 (2d Cir. 2010) 

In April 2007, high school student Avery Doninger used a friend’s father’s email account to send 
a mass email to a listserv of high school parents and students to protest the school’s cancellation 
of a school-sponsored concert due to the unavailability of the teacher responsible for the sound 
and the lights. Doninger sent the email from a campus computer in violation of a handbook 
provision that prohibited students from accessing non-school email accounts on school grounds. 

For further reading on Harper: 
http://harvardlawreview.orgknedia/pdf/harper v~ooway unified.pdf 

For further reading on Wisniewski: 
htt~ ://b~gs.edweek.~rg/edweek/sch~-~aw/2~8/~3/justices-dec~ine-student-speec.htm~ 
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Doninger and the high school principal, Karissa Neihoff, met to discuss the email. No formal 
disciplinary action took place. Later that evening and at home, Doninger posted the following to 
her non-school sponsored blog: 

jamfest is cancelled due to douchebags in central office, here is an email that we 
sent out to a ton of people and asked them to fov~vard to everyone in their address 
book to help get support for jamfest, basically, because we sent it out, Paula 
Schwartz is getting a TON of phone calls and emails and such. we have so much 

support and we really appriciate [sic] it. however, she got pissed off and decided 
to just cancel the whole thing all together. 

Id. at 340-41. 

In response to this blog post (and other publicity about the canceled concert), the principal 
received a number of calls and emails. Furthermore, a group of students started to gather outside 
&the school’s administrative offices. According to Doninger and other students, the crowd was 
"pretty upset," "fired up," and "all riled up." Id. The conflict was resolved shortly thereafter, 
but, according to Neihoff, her time spent resolving the issue forced her to be late to or to cancel a 
number of appointments. In May, Doninger was nominated to be Senior Class Secretary, but 
Neihoff decided to keep Doninger’s name off of the ballot. In protest, Doninger and a few 
friends wore "Team Avery" t-shirts to the school council candidate speech assembly in support 
of Doninger’s write-in campaign. Neihoff requested that the students remove the shirts because 
she was concerned that the shirts would cause a "disruption." Id. at 343. Doninger’s write-in 
campaign succeeded and she won a plurality of the votes, but the seat was awarded to the 
second-place finisher. 

Relying on Wisniewski and Tinker, the Second Circuit held that the First Amendment claim for 
the discipline arising from the blog post did not demonstrate a "clear likelihood of success." 
Doninger, 527 F.3d at 49. It determined that "a student may be disciplined for expressive 
conduct, even conduct occurring off school grounds, (1) ~vhen this conduct ’would foreseeably 
create a risk of substantial disruption within the school environment,’" id. (quoting Wisniewski 
v. Bd. of Educ., 494 F.3d 34, 40 (2d Cir. 2007), and (2) when the student’s speech had a 
reasonable likelihood of coming to the attention of school administrators. The court determined 
that Doninger’s conduct was calculated to come to school administrator’s attention. Ultimately, 
the Second Circuit held that "given the circumstances surrounding the [concert], Avery’s 
conduct posed a substantial risk that [high school] administrators and teachers would be further 
diverted from their core educational responsibilities." 527 F.3d at 51-52.1° 

10 For further reading on Doninj~er: 

http://www.harvardlawreview.org/media/pdf/vol125_doninger v nichoff.pdf 
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E. Kowalski v. Berkeley Cnty. Schs., 652 F.3d 565 (4th Cir. 2011) 

In 2005, Kara Kowalski, a high school senior, created a MySpace page titled "Students Against 
Shay’s Herpes." Id. at 567. The "Shay" referred to in the title was Shay N., a fellow student at 
Kowalski’s high school. Kowalski invited 100 people to view the account, and people started to 
post (from home and school-based computers) doctored, derogatory photos of Shay. Shay’s 
parents filed a harassment claim with the school, and school administrators concluded this was a 
"hate website." Kowalski received a ten-day out-of-school suspension and a ninety-day 
suspension from certain school-related activities~ Kowalski filed suit in federal court, but her 
case was dismissed on defendants’ motion for summary judgment. Kowalski appealed the 
decision to the Fourth Circuit. 

The Fourth Circuit heard arguments on the following question: whether "Kowalski’s activity fell 
within the outer boundaries of the high school’s legitimate interest in maintaining order in the 
school and protecting the well-being and educational fights of its students." ld. at 5711. Under 
7~nker and persuaded by the Second Circuit’s holding in Doninger, the Fourth Circuit held "that 

Kowalski’s speech caused the interference and disruption described in Tinker as being immune 
from First Amendment protection." Id. at 572. 

Significantly, the Fourth Circuit incorporated the two-prong Doninger test into its opinion. 
Notably, the Fourth Circuit did not cite to Wisniewski, the basis for Doninger. 

V. Argnments 

A. Arguments for Petitioner Regina George 

Overarching Themes 
1. Regina George’s speech was not school speech and, therefore, the school had no 

constitutional authority to punish her. 

2. Tinker does not apply because Tinker requires actual disruption and not merely foreseeable 
disruption. 

3. Morse does not apply because Morse applies to speech related to drug use only. 
4. Wisniewski (et al.) does not apply because determining that a communication is school 

speech requires that the speech be reasonably likely to end up in the hands of school 
administrators. Ms. George’s emails were not reasonably likely to end up in the hands of 

school administrators. 

1. The emails were sent offcampus and not during school hours~ so they are not school speech 
and and shouldbe protected by the First Amendment: Morse articulated a clear framework: the 
Supreme Court only considers speech school speech (entitled to lesser First Amendment 
scrutiny) when the communication occurs in the school house or at school-sponsored events. 
All indicia of school speech in Morse contemplated the student’s physical presence at a school- 
sponsored event. Here, "none of the emails appeared to be sent during school hours, on school 
grounds, or at school events." R. at 3. If the Court were to grant the school the authority to 
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discipline students for such actions, there would be no end to a public school’s disciplinary 
reach. 

2. Even though this speech may fall within the boundaries of school speech, Morse only applies 
V) th~ narro~ ~f!~u~ o~ dNg uf!~ and la~f! no ~pp1~ation ,Q the~ fag~. 

3. Even though this speech may fall within the boundaries of school speech, these facts do not 
satisfy a~[orse’s harm requirement. First, the school administrators are unable to demonstrate that 
Ms. George’s statements constitute the kind of harm contemplated by Morse, because Morse 
relates to drug use and drug use alone. In the alternative, if Morse relates to harm beyond drug 
use, Morse stands for the proposition that a harmful act must be viewed in relation to the threat it 
poses the student body, as a whole. The majority in Morse was concerned with the impact that a 
pro-drug banner would have on a large numbers of students at a school event. Ms. George’s 
emails were only directed one student. 

4. Even if this speech may fall within the boundaries of school speech, these facts do not satisfy 
Tinker’s requirement that the speech "materially and substantially disrupt the work and discipline 
of the school." Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cmty. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 513 (1969). Under 
Tinker, the potential for disruption on these facts is not sufficient to deny students the full 
protections of the First Amendment. Tinker clearly requires that the disruption impact the 
broader learning environment, and not just individual students. There is no evidence that Ms. 
George’ s emails impacted anyone other than the indivi dual email recipi ent. 

B. Arguments for Respondents Evanston Board of Education, Tim Duvall, and Marge 
Gunderson 

Overarching Theme(s) 

1. This is school speech because it had the potential to "materially and substantially disrupt the 
work and discipline of the school." The fact that the emails were sent off campus and not 
during school hours is irrelevant because the importance of physical location diminishes as 
the potential for harm increases. 

2. Tinker applies because Ms. George’s email required that the recipient go to the guidance 
counselor and routinely miss class, a disruptive effect on the school environment. 

3. Morse applies because the case stands for the broad proposition that when one student 
communicates a course of action that will harm other students, that speech is not protected 
under the First Amendment. 

1. The emails constitute school speech because social media has erased the traditional barriers 
between the school setting and the non-school setting; the traditional requirements of presence at 
~ ~hQol:~ancfi~ned event do no~ ~nternplat~ th~ potenfi~ la~r~ ~au~d by social ~edi~ 
harassment. Morse and Tinker stand for the flexible principle that schools have the right and the 
obligation to protect the sanctity of the school environment. It would be against the weight of 
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the case law to decide this case on formalist grounds. Harassment and hazing have been shown 
to substantially impact a child’s educational and professional outcomes well into adulthood. 

2. The school administrators did not violate the Petitioner’s First Amendment rights because Ms. 
George’s speech "materially and substantially disrupt[ed] the work and discipline of the school." 
Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cmty. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 513 (1969). Tinker applies because 
Ms. George’s email required that the recipient go to the guidance counselor and routinely miss 
class, a disruptive effect on the school environment. 

3. Even if the Court concludes that the routine trip to the guidance counselor and the request to 
leave school does not rise to the level of material and substantial disruption~ Tinker permits 
school boards to punish for potential disruption~ and these facts demonstrate the potential for 
disruption. Tinker "does not require school officials to wait until disruption actually occurs 
before they must act." LaVine v. Blaine Sch. Dist., 257 F.3d 981, 989 (9th Cir. 2001). For 
instance, if a principal knew or had reason to believe that a student was going to stand up and 
scream racial slurs or call in a bomb threat, the First Amendment does not stop that administrator 
from taking action to prevent that harm from taking place. It is likewise reasonable for school 
administrators to suspect that harassment regarding sexual orientation might cause a disruption. 

4. ~/lorse applies to more than just speech that advocates drug use in school; it stands for the 
broader principle that any time a student harms another student through their speech, he or she 
loses the protections of the First Amendment. Morse goes beyond speech that encourages drug 
use and stands for the general principle that speech which clearly harms other students will not 
be protected by the First Amendment. 

5. Even if the recipient of the emails may not be able to show harm (Morse) or disruption to the 
learning environment (7~nker), that does not mean that the emails will not harm or disrupt the 
recipient in the near future. The absence of present, visible harm does not suggest in any 
meaningful way that deep harm has not already occurred. Symptoms of abuse and harassment 
may take years to present, and the school has a compelling interest in preventing harm to 
students no matter the circumstance. Speech that affects the school environment is, by its nature, 
school speech and the great weight of the case law indicates that administrators and teachers 
should be empowered to respond to threats to the educational environment. 

VI. List of Questions 

A. Questions for Petitioner Regina George 

1. I am still not convinced that 77nker and Morse stand for the narrow readings that you 
advocate. What additional authority can you point to that demonstrates that we should give Ms. 
George’s speech First Amendment protections? 

2. Your interpretation of what is and is not school speech still troubles me. Is it your position 
that administrators would have to adopt a "wait and see" approach even if they are put on notice 
that a disruptive event is going to take place? 
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3. If we accept your argument that this is not school speech because we adopt Wisniewski’s 

requirement that the off-campus speech has to be reasonably likely to come to the attention of 
administrators, how do you propose we distinguish between speech reasonably likely to come to 
the attention of administrators and speech that is not reasonably likely to come to the attention of 
administrators? 

B. Questions for Respondents Evanston Board of Education, Tim Duvall, and Marge 
Gunderson 

1. Your position is that this is school speech. Where do you suggest we draw- the line separating 
school speech from non-school speech, such that it does not raise serious privacy concerns? 

2. If you are asking us to find that the board’s disciplinary action is appropriate under Tinker, 

can you point to any prior instance where similar actions have proven disruptive to the school 
environment beyond just the email recipient? 

3. I am still having trouble with your reading of Mome. Why should I read Morse as standing 
for anything more than permitting school administrators to prohibit speech that relates to drug 
use? 
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NORBURY, Judge. 

In this case, we consider whether the 
warrantless search of Appellant Regina 
George’s cell phone incident to her arrest for 
driving without a license violated her Fourth 
Amendment right against unreasonable 
searches and ~vhether a school suspension 
issued pursuant to the state of Craven’s anti- 
bullying statute based upon information in 
emails found on that cell phone violates 
George’s First Amendment rights. Because 
Supreme Court precedent dictates that law- 
enforcement officers may search all 
containers on an arrestee in a search incident 
to a lawful arrest and cell phones are merely 
containers of data, we hold that George’s 
Fourth Amendment rights were not violated. 
We further hold that, because schools may 
limit student speech that substantially 
interferes with the rights of another student 
at school, George’s First Amendment rights 
were not violated. Accordingly, we affirm 
the judgment of the United States District 
Court for the Western District of Craven 
granting summary- judgment in favor of the 
Appellees. 

I. Facts and Procedural History 

Regina George, then a fifteen-year-old 
student at North Shore High School in 
Evanston, Craven, was driving a vehicle and 
departing from the North Shore campus at 
approximately 10:40 AM when the School 
Resource Officer, Deputy Marge Gunderson, 
saw her vehicle speeding across a speed 
bump. Gunderson decided to stop the 
vehicle to give the driver a warning for 
failing to slow down for a speed bump. She 
pulled up behind the departing vehicle and 
activated her emergency flashers. After the 
vehicle stopped, Gunderson ran its license 
plate number through the DMV database 
and determined that it was regi stered to Will 
and Amy George, whom Gunderson knew 
personally and kne~v to have a daughter, 
Regina, in tenth grade at North Shore High 
School. Gunderson then approached the 
driver’s window and realized that Regina 
had been driving the vehicle. Because the 
school year had just begun and most 
students begin tenth grade at age fifteen, 
Gunderson ~vas suspicious that George did 
not have a driver’s license. Gunderson 
explained to George that she had stopped 
her for driving too fast across a speed bump 
and then asked George where she was going 
in such a hurry during the school day. 
George responded, "None of your business!" 
Gunderson then asked for George’s driver’s 
license and the vehicle registration. George 
protested before admitting that she did not 
have a driver’s license. Gunderson then 
informed George that she was going to 
arrest her, contact her parents, and take her 
to a juvenile facility for processing and 
likely release to their custody. 1 She asked 

1 The parties agree that Gunderson had an objective 
basis under tt~e Fourth Amendment for initially 
slopping George [br the minor infraction of going too 
fast over a speed bump and an objective basis to 
arrest her for driving without a valid license. 
Gunderson’s subjective interest in w~ George was 
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George to get out of the vehicle and to 
empty the contents of her pockets onto the 
hood of the vehicle. George removed a lip 
gloss container, a twenty-dollar bill, and a 
cell phone from her pockets. Gunderson 
then put George in the back of the police car 
and inspected the materials from George’s 
pockets. After a quick review, Gunderson 
returned the lip gloss and the cash. 
Gunderson proceeded to search the cell 
phone, which was not password protected. 
At trial, she testified that the reason for her 
search was to determine why George was 
leaving campus in such a hurry.2 

First, Gunderson reviewed George’s text 
messages, finding one message from a name 
Gunderson recognized as another student at 
North Shore. This text message was sent at 
10:58 PM the previous night and stated 
"Please stop sending me THOSE emails." 
Gunderson was curious about what emails 
the recipient referred to and, having a 
cellphone with similar features, she quickly 
found, saved in the phone’s memory, a 
series of emails sent to the text message 
recipient. Gunderson discovered emails 
communicating to the recipient that she 
could not attend George’s birthday pool 
party, stating "no girl would want to be in a 
bathing suit around a lesbian." Gunderson 
also saw several other emails sent to the 
recipient as much as three weeks earlier 
which indicated to the recipient that she 

leaving campus in such a hurry does not provide any 
basis for the stop or arrest, and the parties agree it 
was irrelevant to either aclion. In lhe District Court, 
the school board stipulated that George had received 
approval by the administration to leave campus for a 
reason entitled to privacy under federal law. 
2 In the District Court:, the school board and the 

individual defendant Gunderson acknowledged that 
New Jersey v. T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325 (1985), provides 
no support l~br the search of the contents of George’s 
cell phone and rely entirely on lhe doctrine of search 
incident "to arrest. They acknowledge that Gunderson 
lacked a basis "to suspect the search would mm up 
evidence either of violation of law or school roles 
when she began the search. 

would have trouble making friends due to 

her sexual orientation because, "none of the 
cool people at North Shore would want to 
waste time hanging out with you if I told 
them you were a lesbian." Gunderson wrote 
down the content of the emails and reported 
that content to the North Shore principal, 
Tim Duvall. None of the emails appeared to 

be sent during school hours, on school 
grounds, or at school events, with most 
being sent between 10:00 PM and 11:00 PM. 

Principal Duvall reviewed the emails 
recorded by Gunderson and decided to 

contact the recipient, who was also fifteen, 
to investigate the matter further. In response 
to these inquiries, Principal Duvall learned 
that the recipient had sought counseling 
from North Shore’s guidance counselor due 
to the emails she received from George, 
which she had to leave class early once a 
week to attend. She had also repeatedly 

asked her mother to remove her from North 
Shore and homeschool her because she "felt 
personally victimized" by George and was 
having difficulty emotionally processing her 
interactions with George. 

Principal Duvall then decided that 
disciplinary action was necessary pursuant 

to the Evanston Board of Education Safe 
School Climate Plan, created in accordance 
with Craven’s anti-bullying statute. Duvall, 
in conjunction with the Evanston Board of 
Education, gave George written notice of the 
charges against her. After George denied 
the charges, the school administrators 
explained to her the evidence they had, 
including the record of the emails, and gave 
George an opportunity to present her side of 
the story. School administrators suspended 
George from school for ten days for 
violating the Evanston Board of Education 

Safe School Climate Plan. 

Craven’s anti-bullying statute, Crav. Gen. 
Stat. § 11-1111 (2011), directs boards of 
education to "develop and implement a safe 
school climate plan to address the existence 



of bullying in schools." Id. The statute 
defines "bullying" as "the repeated use by 
one or more students of a written, oral, or 
electronic communication, such as 
cyberbullying, directed at or referring to 
another student attending school in the same 
school district . . . that causes physical or 
emotional harm to such student." 
Specifically, the statute notes that bullying 
includes such communications "based on 
any actual or perceived differentiating 
characteristic, such as... sexual orientation." 
Id. The safe school climate plan must 
prohibit bullying both "on school grounds" 
and "outside of the school setting if such 
bullying (i) creates a hostile environment at 
school for the student against whom such 
bullying was directed, (ii) infringes on the 
rights of the student against whom such 
bullying ~vas directed at school, or (iii) 
substantially disrupts the education process 
or the orderly operation of a school[.]" Id. 
The statute defines "outside of the school 
setting" as "at a location, activity or program 
that is not school related, or through the use 
of an electronic device or mobile electronic 
device that is not owned, leased or used by a 
local or regional board of education[.]" Id. 
The statute was modeled after Connecticut’s 
anti-bullying statute, Conn. Gen. Stat. 
§ 10-222d (2011), and enacted without 
modifying the substantive text of 
Connecticut’ s statute. 

School administrators determined that 
George violated the Evanston Board of 
Education Safe School Climate Plan by 
engaging in bullying outside of the school 
setting, which created a hostile environment 
at school for the email recipient and 
infringed on the recipient’s rights at school. 

George, with her mother acting as 
guardian, sued the Evanston Board of 
Education, Principal Tim Duvall, and 
Deputy Marge Gunderson under 42 U.S.C. 

§ 1983 for violations of Geor3ge’s Fourth and 
First Amendment rights. The lawsuit 
challenges the constitutionality of the search 
of George’ s cell phone incident to arrest and 
the school administrators’ discipline of 
George for speech outside of the school 
setting. George is seeking damages of 
$200,000 for harm to her reputation and to 
her     future     college     scholarship 
prospects. The District Court granted the 
Appellees’ motion for summary judgment 
based on a determination that George’s 
constitutional rights were not violated by the 
Appellees. 

We review the grant of summary 
judgment de novo. Heron v. Samuels, 1 
F.4d 1003 (13th Cir. 2004). 

II. Fourth Amendment Analysis 

The Fourth Amendment protects "[t]he 
right of the people to be secure in their 
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against 
unreasonable searches and seizures." U.S. 
Const. amend. IV. Although a warrant is 
typically required to conduct a search, 
"[a]mong the exceptions to the warrant 
requirement is a search incident to a lawful 
arrest." Arizona v. Gant, 556 U.S. 332, 338 
(2009). In Chime[ v. California, 395 U.S. 
752 (1969), abrogated on other grounds~ by 
Davis" v. U.S., 131 S. Ct. 2419 (2011), the 
Supreme Court held that searches incident to 
arrest are constitutional without a warrant if 
they are "a search of the arrestee’s person 
and the area ’within his immediate control.’" 
Id. at 763. The Supreme Court articulated 
the rationale for this rule, asserting: 

When an arrest is made, it is 
reasonable for the arresting officer to 
search the person arrested in order to 

3 George asserts a claim against Duvall for violation 

of hcr First Amcndment rights, against Gunderson for 
violation of her Fourth Amendment rights, and 
against the Board of Education on both counts. 
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remove any weapons that the latter 
might seek to use in order to resist 
arrest or effect his escape. 
Otherwise, the officer’s safety might 
well be endangered, and the arrest 
itself frustrated. In addition, it is 
entirely reasonable for the arresting 
officer to search for and seize any 
evidence on the arrestee’s person in 
order to prevent its concealment or 
destruction. 

Id. (holding that a warrantless search of an 
arrestee’s house violated the Fourth 

Amendment). 

In United States v. Robinson, 414 U.S. 
218 (11973), the Supreme Court reiterated 
this rule, upholding a search incident to an 
arrest for driving with a revoked license 
wherein officers found heroin in a cigarette 
package stored in the arrestee’s coat pocket. 

ld. at 222-23,236. See also United States v. 
Edwards’, 4115 U.S. 800, 8011-02, 806 

(1974); Arizona v. Gant, 556 U.S. at 335. 
Thus, it is constitutional for officers to 
conduct a warrantless search of an arrestee’s 
person. This rule is grounded in the need to 
protect law-enforcement officers and 
prevent the destruction of evidence. 

The Robinson opinion further suggests 
that all searches of an arrestee’s person 
incident to a lawful arrest are constitutional 
regardless of whether the particular search 
is necessary to protect officer safety or to 
prevent the destruction of evidence. See 

Robinson, 414 U.S. at 235. Because the 
defendant in Robinson was arrested only for 
driving with a revoked license, the officer 

did not need to accumulate evidence of the 
crime, so his search could not have been 
justified by the need to preserve evidence. 
Id. at 220. Additionally, the officer 
conducting the search admitted that he did 
not think the cigarette package he 
discovered during the search was a weapon, 
so the need to protect himself also did not 
justify the officer’s search of the cigarette 

package. See id. at 251-52 (Marshall, J., 
dissenting). Robinson applied a bright-line 
rule, holding that "[a] custodial arrest of a 
suspect based on probable cause is a 
reasonable intrusion under the Fourth 
Amendment; that intrusion being lawful, a 
search incident to the arrest requires no 
additional justification."    Id. at 235. 
Robinson elaborated that "[a] police 
officer’s determination as to how and where 
to search the person of a suspect whom he 
has arrested is necessarily a quick ad hoc 
judgment which the Fourth Amendment 
does not require to be broken down in each 
instance into an analysis of each step in the 
search."    Id.    Thus, Supreme Court 
precedent indicates that searches of an 
arrestee’s person incident to a lawful arrest 
are always constitutional. 

Furthermore, police may search 
containers they find on an arrestee’s person 
during a search incident to arrest. See id. at 
236 (holding a search of a cigarette package 
in the arrestee’s coat pocket constitutional). 
Courts have held that police may search 
containers even when they serve as a 
repository for personal data, such as address 
books. E.g., United States v. Rodriguez, 995 

F.2d 776, 778 (7th Cir. 11993). Courts have 
also applied this rule to searches of 
electronic items like pagers, holding that it is 
constitutional to gather telephone numbers 
from pagers because they are merely "an 
electronic repository for personal data . . . 
analogous to... a personal address book or 
other reposito~ for such information." 
United States v. Chan, 850 F. Supp. 531, 

534 (N.D. Cal. 1993); see also United States 
v. Ortiz, 84 F.3d 977, 984 (7th Cir. 1996). 

Because "[i]t is well settled that a search 
incident to a lawful arrest is a traditional 
exception to the warrant requirement of the 
Fourth Amendment," the question before us 
today is whether we should make an 
exception to the general rule that warrantless 
searches incident to arrest, including 



searches of containers found on an arrestee’s 
person, are constitutional based on the 
unique characteristics of cell phones. 

United States v. Robinson, 414 U.S. at 224. 
The abundance of data stored on cell phones 
today, including emails, photographs, text 
messages, calendars, and cloud-based 
documents, which may reveal nearly 

limitless information about an individual, 
raises questions about whether cell phones 
are analogous to other items historically 
uncovered in a search of one’s person or 
sufficiently distinct so as to merit a different 
rule. The majority of courts of appeals 
considering this issue have held that 
searches of cell phones incident to arrest are 

constitutional under the Fourth Amendment. 
United States v. t~7ores-Lopez, 670 F.3d 803, 

809 (7th Cir. 2012); United States v. Pineda- 
Areola, 372 Fed. App’x 661, 663 (7th Cir. 
2010); Silvan W. v. Briggs, 309 Fed. App’x 

216, 225 (10th Cir. 2009); United States v. 
A4urphy, 552 F.3d 405, 41l 1 (4th Cir. 2009), 

cert. denied, 556 U.S. 1196 (2009) (mem.); 
United States v. Young, 278 Fed. App’x 242, 
245-46 (4th Cir. 2008) (per curiam), cert. 

denied, 555 U.S. 1006 (2008) (mem.); 
United States v. Finley, 477 F.3d 250, 259- 

60 (5th Cir. 2007), cert. denied, 549 U.S. 
1353 (2007) (mem.). 

The Fifth Circuit reviewed the search of 
a cell phone found on an arrestee’s person 
when he was arrested after a staged drug 
sale; the phone contained text messages 
implicating the arrestee in drug use and 
trafficking. United States v. Finley, 477 

F.3d 250, 253-55 (5th Cir. 2007). In 
response to the defendant’s constitutional 
challenge to the search of his cell phone and 
the text messages it contained, the Fifth 
Circuit cited Robinson and held that the 
search was reasonable because it was 
incident to a lawful arrest and that "[p]olice 
officers are not constrained to search only 
for weapons or instruments of escape on the 
arrestee’s person; they may also, without 

any additional justification, look for 
evidence of the arrestee’s crime on his 
person in order to preserve it for use at trial." 
Id. at 259-60. Finley also noted that "It]he 

permissible scope of a search incident to a 
lawful arrest extends to containers found on 
the arrestee’s person" and analogized cell 
phones to other containers such as cigarette 
packages, previously held to be searched 
constitutionally incident to arrest. Id. at 260. 
The Tenth Circuit followed kTnley’s 
rationale and also equated a cell phone with 

a container in holding a search of a cell 
phone incident to arrest constitutional. 
Sih’an W. v. Briggs, 309 Fed. App’x 216, 

225 (10th Cir. 2009). 

However, some courts have held that 
searches of cell phones incident to arrest are 
unconstitutional, often based on perceived 
differences between cell phones and other 
types of containers. See Uniwd States. v. 

Wurie, 728 F.3d 1, 12 (1st Cir. 2013) 
(establishing a bright-line rule that 
warrantless searches of cell phones incident 

to arrest violate the Fourth Amendment); 
State v. Smith, 920 N.E.2d 949, 956 (Ohio 
2009) ("We hold that the warrantless search 
of data within a cell phone seized incident to 
a lawful arrest is prohibited by the Fourth 
Amendment when the search is unnecessary 
for the safety of law-enforcement officers 

and there are no exigent circumstances."). 
Wurie determined that cell phones store "the 
kind of information one would previously 
have stored in one’s home and that would 
have been off-limits to officers performing a 

search incident to arrest." ~)¢rie, 728 F.3d 
at 8. Similarly, Smith asserted that "[e]ven 
the more basic models of modem cell 
phones are capable of storing a wealth of 
digitized information wholly unlike any 
physical object found ~vithin a closed 

container." Smith, 920 N.E.2d at 954. 

We do not dispute that cell phones have 
different properties and may store more 
personal information than items historically 



subj ect to searches incident to arrest, but we 
are not convinced that this difference 
necessitates a different rule for cell phones. 
The decision here should not depend on the 
fact that the information was stored in an 
electronic format. Wurie, 728 F.3d at 116 
(lst Cir. 2013) (Howard, J., dissenting) 
("The constitutionality of a search cannot 
turn solely on whether the information is 
written in ink or displayed electronically."). 
Here, had the officer found the messages in 
written notes stored in George’s pocket, the 
search would be constitutional. We are thus 
inclined to agree with cases such as Finley 
and Sih’an W. that held that cell phones, as 
electronic containers, should receive 
treatment equal to other containers, and we 
see no need to vary the general rules 
regarding searches incident to arrest. 

The dissent interprets Supreme Court 
precedent as requiring that searches incident 
to arrest be justified by either the rationale 
of protecting officer safety or preserving 
evidence. However, as we have already 
stated in our analysis of Robinson, 
protecting law enforcement and presew’ing 
evidence are just the basis for the creation of 
a bright-line rule. United States v. Robinson, 
4114 U.S. 2118, 235 (1973). Because swift 
action is often required, law-enforcement 
officers should not be forced to analyze the 
need for a search in each arrest based on 
subjective criteria. Id.; United States v. 
t~Tnley, 477 F.3d 250, 259-60 (5th Cir. 
2007). Moreover, the need to preserve 
evidence underlies a need to enable officers 
to search cell phones found on an arrestee in 
a search incident to arrest due to the threat 
of remote wiping Most phones now contain 
remote wiping features, so, if law- 
enforcement officers cannot review evidence 
immediately, the evidence may disappear 
before officers can get a warrant to search 
the cell phone. See United States v. Flores- 
Lopez, 670 F.3d 803,807-08 (7th Cir. 2012) 
(also noting that "wiped data may be 

recoverable in a laboratory, but that involves 
delay"). 

Here, because long-standing Fourth 
Amendment search-incident-to-arrest law 
permits searches of containers found on an 
arrestee’s person during a search incident to 
arrest and George’s cell phone is a container, 
albeit an electronic one, found on her person 
incident to her arrest, we hold that the search 
of George’s cell phone and emails was 
constitutional. We must merely "apply a 
familiar legal standard to a new form of 
technology . . . for the Constitution is as 
durable as technology is disruptive." Wurie, 
728 F.3d at 14 (Howard, J., dissenting). 
Accordingly, we agree with the District 
Court that the search of George’ s cell phone 
did not violate George’s Fourth Amendment 
rights. 

III. First Amendment Analysis 

We must next decide whether, consistent 
with the First Amendment, the defendant 
school officials could punish George for her 
speech outside of the school setting under 
the Evanston Board of Education Safe 
School Climate Plan.    Although the 
Supreme Court has declared that students do 
not "shed their constitutional rights to 
freedom of speech or expression at the 
schoolhouse gate," Tinker v. Des Moines 
Indep. Cmty. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 506 
(1969), it has also emphasized that "the 
constitutional rights of students in public 
school are not automatically coextensive 
with the fights of adults in other settings," 

Bethel Sch. Dist. No. 403 v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 
675, 682 (1986). The Court has instructed 
that students’ rights are "applied in light of 
the special characteristics of the school 

environment." 7~nker, 393 U.S. at 506. 
While the Supreme Court has not explicitly 
addressed whether its school speech cases 
apply to speech outside of the school setting, 

its decisions in Tinker; Fraser; Hazelwood 
School District v. Kuhlmeier, 484 U.S. 260 



(1988); and Morse v. Frederick, 551 U.S. 
393 (2007), guide us in determining the 
appropriate standard with which to analyze 
George’ s speech. 

In Tinker, the Supreme Court 
emphasized that students’ free speech rights 
must be balanced with "the need for 
affirming the comprehensive authority of the 
States and of school officials, consistent 
with fundamental constitutional safeguards, 
to prescribe and control conduct in the 
schools." Tinker, 393 U.S. at 507. There, 
the Court analyzed school officials’ 
punishment of students for wearing black 
armbands to protest the Vietnam War under 
the First Amendment. Id. at 513-14. The 
Court held that the school policy barring 
students from wearing the black armbands 
violated the students’ freedom of expression 
because "[t]here is here no evidence 
whatever of Respondents’ interference, 
actual or nascent, with schools’ work or 
collision with the rights of other students to 
be secure or to be let alone." Id. at 508. 
Tinker concluded that school administrators 
may interfere with students’ freedom of 
expression only if the expression "would 
substantially interfere with the work of the 
school or impinge upon the rights of other 
students." Id. at 509. 

Fraser considered "whether the First 
Amendment prevents a school district from 
disciplining a high school student for giving 
a lewd speech at a school assembly." Bethel 
Sch. Dist. No. 403 v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 675, 
677 (1986). The Supreme Court applied a 
different standard to the expression at issue 
in Fraser because of "[t]he marked 
distinction between the political ’message’ 
of the armbands in Tinker and the sexual 
content of the respondent’s speech" in 
Fraser. Id. at 680. The Court held that the 
punishment imposed upon the student for 
the lewd speech at the assembly did not 
violate the student’s First Amendment rights 
because "[t]he schools, as instruments of the 

state, may determine that the essential 
lessons of civil, mature conduct cannot be 
conveyed in a school that tolerates lewd, 
indecent, or offensive speech and 
conduct .... " Id. at 683. 

Hazelwood addressed "the extent to 
which educators may exercise editorial 
control over the contents of a high school 
newspaper produced as part of the school’s 
journalism curriculum." Hazelwood Sch. 

Dist. v. Kuhlmeier, 484 U.S. 260, 262 
(1988). Because the ne~vspaper was a 
school-sponsored forum, the Court noted 
that "It]he question whether the First 
Amendment requires a school to tolerate 
particular student speech--the question that 

we addressed in Tinker--is different from 
the question whether the First Amendment 
requires a school affirmatively to promote 
particular student speech." Id. at 270-71. 
The Court thus applied a different standard 

to hold that the school’s limitation of the 
student’s speech was constitutional. Id. at 

272-73. 

In 3~[orse, the Court addressed whether a 
student banner displayed at a school- 
sponsored event which read "BONG HiTS 4 
JESUS" was protected speech under the 
First Amendment. Morse v. Frederick, 551 
U.S. 393,396-97 (2007). The Court limited 
its holding to the context of speech 
promoting illegal drugs, stating "schools 
may take steps to safeguard those entrusted 
to their care from speech that can reasonably 
be regarded as encouraging illegal drug use." 
Id. at 397. The Court noted that Tinker, 
Fraser, and Hazelwood each dealt with 
different types of student speech and that 
speech dealing with illegal drugs was also a 
distinct category of student speech. Id at 
403-06. 

We must first determine which category 
of student speech George’s emails fall under. 
The emails do not refer to drug use and were 
not school-sponsored, so the standards 
articulated in Morse and in Hazelwood do 



not apply here. We also do not believe that 
the emails could be considered "lewd" so as 
to fall under Fraser. That leaves only 
Tinker. Under the standard articulated in 
Tinker, student speech is not protected by 
the First Amendment if it "materially 
disrupts classwork or involves substantial 
disorder or invasion of the rights of others." 

Tinker, 393 U.S. 503,513 (1969). 

Next, because George’s speech occurred 
outside of the school setting, we must 
determine whether Tinker applies to speech 
outside of the school setting. This court has 
not previously dealt with this issue, but other 
courts of appeals have determined that 
Tinker applies to off-campus speech in some 
circumstances. We find their handling of 

the issue instructive. 

The Second Circuit has held "that a 
student may be disciplined for expressive 
conduct, even conduct occurring off school 
grounds, when this conduct ’would 
foreseeably create a risk of substantial 
disruption within the school environment,’ 

at least when it was similarly foreseeable 
that the off-campus expression might also 
reach campus." Doninger v. Niehoff 527 
F.3d 41, 48 (2d Cir. 2008) (quoting 

Wisniewski v. Bd. of Educ. of Weedsport 

Cent. Sch. Dist., 494 F.3d 34, 40 (2d Cir. 
2007)), cert. denied, 132 S. Ct. 499 (2011) 
(mere.). The Fourth Circuit, in Kowalski v. 
Berkeley County Schools, 652 F.3d 565 (4th 

Cir. 20111), cert. denied, 132 S. Ct. 11095 
(2012) (mere.), also addressed the 
applicability of Tinker to speech outside of 
the school setting. In Kowalski, a high 
school student, on a home computer, made 

and invited others to view a social media 
page devoted to allegations that a peer had a 
sexually transmitted disease. Id. at 567-68. 
The court determined "the language of 
Tinker supports the conclusion that public 
schools have a ’compelling interest’ in 
regulating speech that interferes with or 
disrupts the work and discipline of the 

school, including discipline for student 
harassment and bullying." Id. at 572. 
Specifically regarding bullying, the Fourth 

Circuit stated that, "school administrators 
must be able to prevent and punish 
harassment and bullying in order to provide 

a safe school environment conducive to 
learning." Id. The court determined that 

there was a sufficient "nexus" between the 
speech and school activities to apply Tinker 

and render the school punishment 
constitutional. Id. at 577. 

We agree with these and other courts 
that have concluded that schools must be 
able to limit speech outside of the school in 
some circumstances, especially because 
cyberspace has effectively become part of 

the school environment due to its 
pervasiveness in school culture and because 
bullying speech may adversely affect 
conduct within the school setting. See Youth 

Risk Behavior Survey 2013 Standard 

Questionnaire Item Rationale, Ctr. for 
Di sease Control (2013), 
http:iiww~v.cdc.govihealthyyouthiyrb sipdfiq 

uestionnairei2013 standard itemrationale.tx 
t ("Electronic bullying victimization has 
been associated with discipline problems in 
school, skipping school, weapon carrying, 
psychological distress, lower self-esteem, 
social anxiety, depression, suicidal ideation, 
self-injury, and suicide attempts." (citations 
omitted)).    Tinker provides a suitable 
standard to evaluate limitations on speech 
outside of the school setting because it is 
targeted at measuring the impact on the 
school experience by focusing on whether 
speech materially disrupts, involves 

substantial disorder, or invades another’s 
rights at school. 

Having determined that Tinker applies to 
some off-campus speech, we must now 
consider whether the off-campus speech 
here meets the requirements of Tinker. 

Specifically, we must determine whether 
George’s emails "materially disrupt[ed] 



class~vork or involve[d] substantial disorder 
or invasion of the rights of others." Tinker v. 

Des Momes Indep. Cmty. Sch. Dist., 393 

U.S. 503,513 (1969). 

Although the Supreme Court has not 

articulated an exact standard for what 
constitutes invading the rights of another, 

we are convinced that George invaded those 
rights here. The emails interfered with the 
recipient’s education while she underwent 
counseling and led her to feel that she could 
no longer attend school with George due to 
the emotional toll of the communications. 
The Tenth Circuit briefly addressed this 
aspect of Tinker and determined that a 
confederate flag might "interfere with the 
rights of other students to be secure and let 
alone" based on racial tension. W. v. Derby 

Un~fied Sch. Dist. No. 260, 206 F.3d 1358, 
1366 (10th Cir. 2000). Additionally, the 
Ninth Circuit held that wearing a shirt 
expressing disapproval for homosexuality 
interfered with the rights of other students 
and so was not protected by the First 
Amendment under Tinker. Ha~per v. Poway 

Unified Sch. Dist., 445 F.3d 1166, 1178-79 
(9th Cir. 2006), cert. granted, judgment 
vacated sub nora. Harper ex rel. Harper v. 

Poway Unified Sch. Dist., 549 U.S. 11262 
(2007) ("Being secure involves not only 
freedom from physical assaults but from 
psychological attacks that cause young 
people to question their self-worth and their 
rightful place in society."). The speech here 
discussing sexual orientation and suggesting 
that others would wish to avoid the recipient 
because of her sexual orientation might 
similarly create tension so as to interfere 
with the recipient’s rights at school. 

Moreover, as the Fourth Circuit 
suggested in Kowalski, if school 

administrators had failed to intervene, the 
bullying here might "result[] in ’copycat’ 
efforts by other students or... retaliation for 

the initial harassment."    Kowalski v. 
Berkeley Cnty. Sch., 652 F.3d 565, 574 (4th 

Cir. 2011). Bullying is a serious matter that 
can acutely interfere with a victim’s quality 
of life and even his or her academic 
performance. Harper, 445 F.3d at 1178-79 
("The demeaning of young gay and lesbian 
students in a school environment is 
detrimental not only to their psychological 
health and well-being, but also to their 
educational development."). Consequently, 
George’s emails invaded the recipient’s 
rights at school. 

Because George’s emails interfered with 
the recipient’s rights at school, we hold that 
the school’s action in punishing George and 
limiting her speech was constitutional 
pursuant to the standard enumerated in 
7~nker. 

IV. Conclusion 

We hold that the search of George’s cell 
phone did not violate her Fourth 
Amendment fights. Additionally, we hold 
that the school suspension for the content in 
the emails did not violate George’s First 
Amendment free speech rights. As such, vve 
affirm the judgment of the District Court 
granting summary judgment in favor of the 
Appellees. 

AFFIRMED 

Judge GNAPOOR dissenting. 

I respectfully disagree with the 
majority’s conclusion that the search of 
George’s cell phone did not violate her 
Fourth Amendment rights and that her 
punishment based upon the email content 

does not violate George’s First Amendment 
fights. For the reasons set forth below, I 

would reverse the decision of the District 
Court and remand for further proceedings.4 

I would hold that the search of the cell 

4 On remand, the District Conrt would have to 
consider whether the Appellees are entitled to 
qualified irmnunity. 
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phone incident to an arrest for a mere traffic 
violation was wholly unnecessary under the 

circumstances and an unreasonable intrusion 
upon George’s privacy. Moreover, I would 

hold that the school administrators went too 
far in limiting George’s freedom of speech. 

I. Fourth Amendment Analysis 

The majority opinion gives law- 
enforcement officers free reign to 
comprehensively rifle through a cell phone 
found on any arrestee, no matter the crime 
of arrest. The majority’s result would 
extend far beyond any previous Supreme 
Court holding regarding searches incident to 
arrest and would eviscerate the protections 

of the Fourth Amendment. I would instead 
adopt the balancing test used by the Seventh 
Circuit in United States v. Flores-Lopez, 670 

F.3d 803 (7th Cir. 2012), to ensure that law- 
enforcement officers do not use a search 
incident to a lawful arrest merely as a means 
to conjure up evidence for wholly unrelated 
crimes. 

The majority mentions but completely 
deemphasizes the importance of the 
rationale underlying the Supreme Court’s 
holdings that searches of an arrestee’s 
person or the area within his or her 
immediate control incident to arrest are 
constitutional. The Supreme Court has 
declared that that officer safety and 

prevention of evidence destruction 

"underlie[] the ’search incident to arrest’ 
principle, and mark[] its proper extent." 

Chimel v. California, 395 U.S. 752, 762 
(1969), abrogated on other gT~ounds by 

Davis v. United States, 131 S. Ct. 2419 

(2011). The Court further noted that "[n]o 
consideration relevant to the Fourth 
Amendment suggests any point of rational 
limitation, once the search is allowed to go 
beyond the area from which the person 
arrested might obtain weapons or 
evidentiary items," demonstrating that such 
justifications must support all items 

searched. Id. at 766. In that case, because 
the Court could find no similar rationale for 

a search of a home incident to arrest, it held 
the warrantless search of the arrestee’s home 

unconstitutional, ld. at 763. Thus, either 
concern for officer safety or evidence 

destruction should be at the center of every 
warrantless search to ensure that such 
searches are reasonable. 

The Court has frequently emphasized 
that the rationales underlying the 

reasonableness of searches incident to arrest 
are the needs either to protect officer safety 
or to prevent the destruction of evidence. 
For example, in United States v. Chaah~’ick, 

433 U.S. 1 (1977), abrogated on other 
grounds by California v. Acevedo, 500 U.S. 
565 (1991), the Court held that a police 
search of a trunk seized incident to arrest 
was unconstitutional because the police had 
secured "exclusive control of the footlocker" 
and could not justify the warrantless search 

based on the rationales of either concern for 
officer safety or the destruction of evidence. 
Id. at 14-15. Furthermore in Arizona v. 

Gant, 556 U.S. 332 (2009), the Court 
analyzed a search under the rationales of 
protecting officer safety and preventing the 
destruction of evidence and held that "a 
vehicle search incident to a recent 
occupant’s arrest after the arrestee has been 

secured and cannot access the interior of the 
vehicle" is unconstitutional. Id. at 335. 
Although neither of these cases dealt with 
items on the arrestee’s person, the majority 

too hastily dismisses the Court’s continued 
emphasis on justifying warrantless searches 

by either safety or evidentiary concerns. 

While I do not agree with the bright-line 

rule laid down in United States v. Wurie, 
728 F.3d 1 (lst Cir. 2013)--that police may 
never search a cell phone incident to 

arrest--because such a rule risks destruction 
of evidence in some circumstances, I agree 
with the First Circuit’s reasoning that either 
a need to protect offi cer safety or to preserve 
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evidence should undergird each search 

incident to arrest. Id. at 11-13. Other~vise, 
under the majority’s rule, law-enforcement 
officers will be free to conduct searches 
where they have no justification except to 
seek evidence of other crimes. Id. at 113 
("[W]arrantless cell phone searches strike us 
as a convenient way for police to obtain 
information related to a defendant’s crime of 
arrest--or other, as of yet undiscovered 

crimes--without having to secure a 
warrant."). Permitting officers to search cell 
phones at length in any instance enables 
them to mine cell phones for other crimes. 

Such a result strikes at the heart of what the 
Fourth Amendment seeks to protect against. 

See Thornton v. United States, 541l U.S. 615, 
630 (2004) (Scalia, J., concurring) (noting 
the importance of "distinguish[ing] a search 
for evidence of his crime from general 
rummaging"). 

Moreover, I do not think that Robinson 
is inconsistent with such a rule. Making 
arrests for any crime entails danger to law 
enforcement sufficient to justify a search of 

a person to identify weapons. United States 

v. Cha&~ick, 433 U.S. 1, 14 (1977), 
abrogated on other ground~’ by Califotwia v. 

Acevedo, 500 U.S. 565 (11991) ("When a 
custodial arrest is made, there is always 
some danger that the person arrested may 
seek to use a weapon, or that evidence may 
be concealed or destroyed."). Then, it is not 
unreasonable when considering their safety 
to permit police to search an arrestee 
incident to arrest, identify the containers on 
their person, and assure that none of those 
containers is a weapon. Id. at 14-15 ("The 
potential dangers lurking in all custodial 

arrests make warrantless searches of items 
within the fimmediate control’ area 
reasonable without requiring the arresting 
officer to calculate the probability that 
weapons or destructible evidence may be 
involved."). The search of the cigarette 
package in Robinson was not a significant 

intrusion on the arrestee’s privacy compared 
with the potential safety threat to the officer. 
The officer there had already had other 
encounters with the arrestee that put him on 
notice that the arrestee might be dangerous, 
and he could tell that the cigarette package 
did not contain cigarettes. The search of the 
package was therefore justified by the need 

to ensure that it did not contain a weapon. 
United States v. Robinson, 414 U.S. 218, 

220-23 & n.1 (11973). 

To construe such a holding as permitting 
an officer to actively read all information 
stored on an arrestee’s cell phone represents 
a radical departure from what courts have 
traditionally considered to be a reasonable 
search. Such a construction would ignore 
the clear differences in the type and amount 
of personal information cell phones can hold 
as compared to other types of containers. 
See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 
963 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring) ("In the 
pre-computer age, the greatest protections of 
privacy were neither constitutional nor 
statutory, but practical.").    In holding 

unconstitutional the search incident to arrest 
of photographs stored on a cell phone found 
on an arrestee’s person, the Florida Supreme 

Court in Smallwoodv. State, 113 So. 3d 724 
(Fla. 2013), noted that "[a]lthough Robinson 
discusses the search-incident-to-arrest 
exception to the warrant requirement, that 
case clearly did not involve the search of a 
modern electronic devise and the extensive 
information and data held on a phone." ld. 

at 731. As Smallwood stated in determining 
that cell phones "are materially 
distinguishable from the static, limited 
capacity cigarette packet in Robinson," 

modem cell phones store "It]he most private 
and secret personal information and data" 
thus containing private information in a 
manner that Robinson could not have 
contemplated. Id. at 732. Consequently, I 
find that the maj ority’s reading of Robinson 

as establishing that searching anything on an 
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arrestee’s person to any extent the police 
officer believes necessary is too "’literal a 

reading of the Robinson decision.’" United 
States v. Flores-Lopez, 670 F.3d 803, 805 

(7th Cir. 2012). 

In the case at hand, George is not 
contesting the officer’ s right to 
constitutionally search her and identify the 
items on her person incident to her arrest. 
Such a challenge would fail under Robinson. 

Robinson, 414 U.S. at 224 ("[A] search 
incident to a lawful arrest is a traditional 
exception to the warrant requirement of the 

Fourth Amendment."); see also Smallwood, 
113 So. 3d at 735 (holding that the police 
officer "unquestionably was authorized to 
take physical possession of Smallwood’s 
electronic device used as a phone as part of 
the search incident to arrest because the 
device was present on Smallwood’s body" 
but that police could not constitutionally 
search the contents of the cell phone without 

a warrant). Instead, she contests the search 
of the content of her cell phone. 

I see nothing in the record that would 
offer any justification for the officer to read 
through George’s emails. A quick scan of 
the exterior of the phone could have 

confirmed to the officer that it was not a 
weapon; the officer did not need to read 
through the text messages and emails stored 
on the cell phone to ascertain that it was not 

a weapon. See Flores-Lopez, 670 F.3d at 
806 ("One can buy a stun gun that looks like 

a cell phone .... [b]ut the defendant’s cell 
phone, once securely in the hands of an 
arresting officer, endangered no one."). 
Moreover, the officer did not need to gather 

additional evidence of the crime of arrest. 

See Arizona v. Gant, 556 U.S. 332, 343 ("In 
many cases, as when a recent occupant is 

arrested for a traffic violation, there will be 
no reasonable basis to believe the vehicle 
contains relevant evidence."). George had 
already admitted that she did not have a 
driver’s license. Therefore, the only reason 

the officer would have been looking through 
George’s phone was to find evidence that 
George had committed some other crime or 
violated some other school policy. 

I acknowledge that in some cases a 
police officer might have reason to search 
through the contents of a cell phone incident 

to arrest so that evidence will not be 
destroyed before police can get a warrant to 
view it. For example, in drug arrests, co- 
conspirators may be aware that the arrestee 
has been taken into custody, and they may 
remotely wipe evidence contained on the 
phone in text messages, photographs, emails, 
or elsewhere, which provide evidence of 

their transactions. See United States v. 
Murphy, 552 F.3d 405, 411 (4th Cir. 2009) 
(emphasizing the interest in preventing 
evidence destruction in circumstances where 
drug trafficking is involved), cert. denied, 
556 U.S. 1196 (2009) (mere.). Although 
there are some available technologies that 
may prevent remote wiping, I would not go 

so far as to require law enforcement to use 
such technology when it is uncertain, in my 
opinion, whether such mechanisms are 
effective and for how long they will be 
effective before other technologies are 
available to neutralize them. 

Because searches of the content of cell 
phones may be necessary in some scenarios 
to preserve evidence but will not be 
necessary for those purposes in other 
circumstances, I would adopt the balancing 

test developed by the Seventh Circuit in 
Flores-Lopez. Flores-Lopez, 670 F.3d at 801 
(holding that a search for telephone numbers 
on a cell phone was so minimally invasive 
that it could not outweigh police interests in 
safety and evidence preservation and that the 
search was constitutional). In Flores-Lopez, 
the court stated that: 

[E]ven when the risk either to the police 

officers or to the existence of the 
evidence is negligible, the search is 
allowed       provided it’s no more 
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invasive than, say, a frisk, or the search 

of a conventional container, such as 
Robinson’s cigarette pack, in which 
heroin was found. If instead of a frisk 
it’s a strip search, the risk to the officers’ 

safety or to the preservation of evidence 
of crime must be greater to justify the 
search. 

Id. at 809-10 (citations omitted). Hence, to 
determine if searches incident to arrest are 
reasonable, courts should balance the 
officer’s safety and evidential5T interests 
against the arrestee’s privacy interests. 

Although this test might result in 
reduced predictability for law-enforcement 
officers because it does not create a bright- 
line rule, I believe such a test is necessa~ to 
protect arrestees from unreasonable, and 
therefore unconstitutional, searches. See 
Arizona v. Gant, 556 U.S. 332, 351 (2009) 
(eschewing a wholly predictable standard 
and creating a standard wherein "[p]olice 
may search a vehicle incident to a recent 
occupant’s arrest only if the arrestee is 
within reaching distance of the passenger 
compartment at the time of the search or it is 
reasonable to believe the vehicle contains 
evidence of the offense of arrest."). 
Moreover, the balancing test should give 
police sufficient leeway to gather evidence 
by searching the contents of a cell phone if it 
is likely that the cell phone might contain 
evidence of the crime of arrest. See United 
States v. Quintana, 594 F. Supp. 2d 1291, 
1300 (M.D. Fla. 2009). 

Applying the test here, it is apparent that 
the officer’s interest in collecting evidence 
of the crime of arrest was nonexistent. 
Therefore, the arrestee’s privacy interests 
outweigh the interest in evidence 
preservation, indicating that the officer had 
no justification for the search and that the 
search was unreasonable. Consequently, I 
would hold that the search of George’s cell 
phone was unreasonable and thus a violation 
of her Fourth Amendment rights because the 

officer had no need to gather evidence of the 
crime of arrest, driving without a license, 
and also had no safety justification. 

II. First Amendment Analysis 

I also dissent from the majority’s 
holding that the punishment for her speech 
outside of school does not violate George’s 
First Amendment rights. I disagree with the 
majority on two grounds. First, I believe 
that Tinker should not be applied to speech 
outside of a school setting. Second, even if 
Tinker were applicable to speech outside of 

school, I do not believe that the limitation on 
the speech here satisfies the requirements 
enunciated by the Supreme Court in Tinker. 

First, I would not apply 77nker to speech 
outside of the school setting. The Supreme 

Court in Tinker noted that it was developing 
a special rule for school speech because of 
the "special characteristics of the school 
environment." Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. 

CmO~. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 506 (1969). 
Moreover, Tinker limits its inquiry to the 
area within the "schoolhouse gate;" it states 
that "[a] student’s rights, therefore, do not 
embrace merely the classroom hours. When 
he is in the cafeteria, or on the playing field, 
or on the campus during the authorized 
hours, he may express his opinions [in 
accordance with Tinker’s requirements of 
student speech]." Id at 506, 512-13. Why, 
if Tinker contemplated that its rule might 
apply outside of the school setting, did it 
limit its list to locations on school grounds? 

In later school speech cases, the 
Supreme Court emphasized that the 
differing rules for student speech were 
grounded in the need to create a public 

education that teaches civility to prepare 
students for political and social discourse. 

Bethel Sch. Dist. No. 403 v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 
675, 681 (1986). Thus, freedom of speech 

"in schools" and classrooms must be 
balanced against the society’s countervailing 
interest in teaching students the boundaries 
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of socially appropriate behavior." Id. 
(emphasis added). In Fraser, the Supreme 
Court determined that speech that would be 
permitted for adults outside of school was 

not allowed in school and around children 
who view their instructors as role models to 
help them discern appropriateness. Id. at 
683-85. This reasoning reveals that the 
Supreme Court intended its school speech 
standards to apply where teaching and 

education are involved. Once students are 
no longer engaging with school subject 
matter--including coursework, athletics, 

other extracurricular activities, and even 
socialization on school grounds--such 
educational considerations no longer exist. 

Indeed, in Morse v. Frederick, 551 U.S. 393 
(2007), the Supreme Court explicitly stated 
that "[h]ad Fraser delivered the same speech 
[which contained lewd and vulgar language] 
in a public forum outside the school context, 
it would have been protected." Id. at 405. 

I interpret Tinker then as mandating that 
any increased restrictions on student speech 
as compared to adult speech be justified 
based upon the "special characteristics of the 
school environment" and not just based 

upon the fact that the speakers are students. 

Tinker, 393 U.S. at 506. The FitCh Circuit 
has been similarly reluctant to apply Tinker 
"in cases such as this involving off-campus 
speech brought on-campus without the 
knowledge or permission of the speaker." 

Porter v. Ascension Parish Sch. Bd, 393 

F.3d 608, 6119 (5th Cir. 2004), cert. denied, 

544 U.S. 1062 (2005). Porter declined to 
apply Tinker to a punishment for drawing a 
picture of an attack on the student’s high 
school that was accidentally brought to the 
school years later by the student’s brother. 
Id. at 6111. Although Porter did not 

explicitly state that Tinker is not applicable 
to speech outside of school, it did not 
engage in analysis regarding whether the 
drawing created a material disruption or 

substantial disorder or interfered with 

another’s rights as required by Tinker. 

Nevertheless, the court determined that the 
speech was entitled to First Amendment 
protection. Id. at 620. Hence, it appears 

that the Fifth Circuit, at least in that 
circumstance, did not find 7~nker applicable 

to speech outside of the school context. See 
also J.S. ex rel. Snyder v. Blue Mountain Sch. 

Dist., 650 F.3d 915, 939 (3d Cir. 2011) (en 
banc) (Smith, J., concurring), cert. denied, 

132 S. Ct. 1097 (2012) (mere.) ("Applying 
7~nker to off-campus speech would ... 
empower schools to regulate students’ 
expressive activity no matter where it takes 
place, when it occurs, or what subject matter 
it involves--so long as it causes a 
substantial disruption at school."). 

Because the emails here do not involve 
any of the "special characteristics of the 
school environment," I would not apply 
Tinker. The emails do not involve the 
educational or extra-curricular activities of 
the school. They are merely 

communications, albeit mean-spirited 

communications, between two students. 
Although unpleasant, adults have similar 
conversations wholly unrestricted by the 
government and protected by the First 
Amendment. As George’s speech also does 
not fall under any of the other categories for 
student speech established by the Supreme 

Court (lewd speech, school-sponsored 
speech, and drug-related speech), I would 
hold that George’s speech is entitled to 
protection under the First Amendment and 
that her punishment for the speech was 
unconstitutional. 

Even if I were to assume that Tinker 
applies to the speech at hand, I disagree with 
the majority’s conclusion that George’s 
speech qualifies as an interference with the 
recipient’s rights at school. There is dispute 
among federal courts of appeals about what 
qualifies as such an interference. I agree 

with those circuits that have held that it must 
be a tortious act because this standard 
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provides a legal guideline for evaluating 
what constitutes interfering with the rights 
of another. Kuhlmeier v. Hazelwood Sch. 
Dist., 795 F.2d 1368, 1375-76 (8th Cir. 
1986), rev ’d on olher grounds, 484 U.S. 260 
(11988). Because the District Court applied 
the wrong standard to analyze whether the 
emails interfered with the recipient’s rights 
at school, I would reverse the District 
Court’s grant of summary judgment and 
remand to determine whether sending the 
email s constituted a tortious act. 

Moreover, if I were to apply Tinker, I 

also would not hold that it was foreseeable 
that George’s emails would create a material 
disruption or substantial disorder at school. 
The other circuits that have identified such 
substantial disruption or disorder have done 
so in cases where the speech has been 
designed to solicit engagement with other 
students regarding a school-related issue, or 
is likely to disrupt school affairs based on 
the fear of a shooting. See generally S.J.W. 

ex tel. Wilson v. Lee’s Summit R-7 Sch. Dist., 

696 F.3d 771 (8th Cir. 2012) (racist website 
satirizing school events that students and 
parents complained about); D.J.M. ex rel. 

D.~4. v. Hannibal Pub. Sch. Dist. No. 60, 

647 F.3d 754 (8th Cir. 2011) (threat of 
school shooting); Kowalski v. Berkeley Cnty. 

Sch., 652 F.3d 565 (4th Cir. 2011) (website 
where friends were invited to disparage 
another student); Doninger v. Niehoff, 527 

F.3d 41 (2d Cir. 2008) (blog post inviting 
students to contact school officials regarding 

a grievance); ~Tsniewski v. Bd. of Educ. of 
Weedsport Cent. Sch. Dist., 494 F.3d 34 (2d 
Cir. 2007) (drawing depicting killing teacher 

sent to numerous classmates). 

Here, the record does not reveal any 
communications between George and the 
recipient at school or that any school 
personnel or students knew about the emails 
before Gunderson discovered them. This 
situation simply does not seem analogous to 
the disruption and disorder created in the 

cases the majority mentions. It seems more 
similar to, and even less disruptive than, the 
situation in J.S. ex rel. Snyder v. Blue 

Mountain School District, 650 F.3d 915 (3d 
Cir. 20111) (en bane), cert. denied, 1132 S. Ct. 
1097 (20112) (mem.), where the Third Circuit 
found that speech was not reasonably likely 
to cause material disruption or substantial 

disorder at school. In Blue Mountain, a 
student, on a home computer, created a 
parody social media profile of her principal. 
Id. at 920. The court determined material 
disruption and substantial disorder could not 
reasonably be forecast because (1) the social 
media site was blocked on school computers, 
(2) other students who had found the profile 
only briefly discussed the profile in class, 
(3) the guidance counselor who filled in 
supervising testing while the principal was 
dealing with the matter only had to fill in 

briefly and likely was able to reschedule all 
appointments that she missed to do so, and 
(4) the student who created the profile 
attempted to make the profile private and to 
limit access only to a few of her friends. Id. 

at 921-23. The Third Circuit determined 
that the communication in the case before it 
involved no greater a disruption than the 
students’ expression via wearing the 

armbands in ITnker, so it held that the 
punishment for creating the profile was 
unconstitutional. Id. at 929-30. 

Here, before the officer brought the 
emails to the school’s attention, nothing in 
the record demonstrates that George’s 
communications with the recipient had ever 
caused disruption or disorder at school. No 
students talked about George’s speech. No 
teachers had to fill in for others. No other 
students viewed the emails. Although the 
recipient did seek counseling, this is not a 
disruption of the type required by Tinker 

because a school guidance counselor 
routinely engages in such activity and the 
recipient may have sought counseling for 

reasons other than the emails. 
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Because George’s emails did not cause 
disruption or disorder at North Shore and the 
District Court applied an incorrect standard 
to determine whether the emails interfered 
with the recipient’s rights at school, I would 
reverse the decision of the District Court and 
remand for further proceedings. 

IlL Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth above, I 
disagree with the majority’s holding. I 
would hold that the challenged actions by 
the law-enforcement officer and by school 

administrators violate George’s Fourth and 
First Amendment rights and are 

unconstitutional. 
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No. 13-0251 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 

October Term, 2013 

REGINA GEORGE, a minor, by and through her mother AMY GEORGE, 

Petitioner, 

EVANSTON BOARD OF EDUCATION, TIM DUVALL, and 1VL~RGE GUNDERSON, 

Respondents. 

ORDER 

The petition for certiorari is granted as to the following questions: 

Does the warrantless search, during a search incident to arrest for driving without a 
license, of the content of emails found on the arrestee’s cell phone violate her Fourth 
Amendment right to be free from unreasonable searches? 

II. Does a public school suspension for speech deemed to be bullying made by a high school 
student to another student outside of a school setting violate the suspended student’s First 
Amendment right to freedom of expression? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott, Jennifer [Jennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org] 

2/16/2014 6:21:54 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Automatic reply: The Clearing House Association Fellowship Program 

I am out of the office until February 18th with limited access to email and voicemail. If you need assistance, please 

contact Ricardy Romain at Ricardy.Romain@theclearinghouse.org or 212.6:13.0108. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~vtm@mccuistonlaw.com 

Sunday, Februao~ 16, 2014 1:29 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Out of Office - Inclement Weather 

Thank you for your email. I am presently out of the office due to inclement weather and Wake County Public School System ONCPSS) closings. I intend to return to the office 
sometime on Monday (February 17th), dependent upon WCPSS scheduling, and to resume a normal schedule on Tuesday (February 18th). 

I will respond to your ernai[ as quickly as possible upon my return. I sincerely appreciate your pauence 

Tom McCuiston 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Sunday, February 16, 2014 7:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Japm~ Growth Rate Weakens 

Japan Gro~h Rate VCeakens 

Japan’s economy grew less than expected in the final three months of 2013, as 

expenditure by companies and individuals failed to expand substantially from the previous 

quarter. 

The surprising figures will likely strengthen concern among economists already worried 

about how Japan’s domestic-driven recovery will fare once the nation’s sales tax is raised 

to 8% from 5% in April Economists expect at least a temporary chill in demand when the 

new rate goes into effect. 

The country’s gross domestic product, the broadest measure of goods and services 

produced in the economy, expanded at an annualized pace of 1% in the October to 

December period. Economists surveyed by The Wall Street Journal predicted a 2.8% rise. 

i,’~ NewsAl~rts WSJ 300×250 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, Febmao~ 17, 2014 3:56 AIvl 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: In Egypt, a Chasm Grows Between Young and Old 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs Arts ~ Modia & AdvoRising 

Todays V~deo ~ ObituaFies Ed~oFials ~ Op-~ OnihisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

In Eg3qpt, a Chasm Geows Between Yom,g ~d 

Ma ny youl~ g Eg~tians say th e governm ent’s b ea~T-b anded 

reaction to protesLs has hampelz’d their ahilRy to establish a role 

in sh@ng the nation’s futureo 

Common Coloe Cmo~oiee|mn Now Has C~0~tics on 

the Left 

The new chorus of complain ts from New York, one of the most 

liberal states, is causing supporters of the new em’rieulun~ 

standard to shudder. 

Celifsrc 

o wilh 

On Ilealth Act, Delnoel°ats R~n to Mend }Vhat 

GoO~P~ _~n~ to End 

Pa[fy leaders have urged Democratic candidates to ~dk openly 

about the health care Jaw’s problems while also o~fi~g their 

own presefip[ions to t~x them. 

Editors’ Picks 

~i Slid~ Sho~ SLmE s~{ow: Olympics Pictu~’es of the 

Day: Feb. ~6 

Among the highlights were Bode Miller’s bronze medal, a 

vi etofious Czech woman’s pai n ted-on mus kaehe and a pos [pon em ent of a 



biathlon because of fbg. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Watdhfu] Eye in Hospitals 

Are hidden cameras a violation of pa~ents’ right to privacy? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

NERCEDE8 NICOLL, who finished sixth in the women’s ha[fpipe competition in 2o*o, on 
certificates given to those who place fourth through eighth m Olympic events. 

Today’s Video 

~ w#Eo: Ref~oaming ’Obamaeare’ 

As I)emoerats head into thc 2o~4 mid~erm elections, they are 

ta~ng a new approach to tal~ng about the ~fordable Care Act: 

aeknowled~ng that the law has problems, and ofi~ring their o~ 

sdutions. 

The Silverado tligh Com~try is Chevy’s lirst crack at a luxm’y 

pickup. ~t’s a rig that’s as erm~%~able at the symphony as it is 

the 

World 

Protesters Vaeate Fdev’s (;ity Hall in Deal for 

Amnesty 

As they ]e~ the building that they had oeeulAed %r more than 

two monLhs, the protesters said they would seize it again if 

anthorkies did not dwp all charges against political a~’livists. 

, A Ci~ Spins Beyond the Governments Reach 

ended 

Bombing of’l[’ourist Bt~s Kills at Least Three in 

Sina~ 

The cause of the e:qAosion was not eeFiain, but it raised fears 

that Egyptian milibm ks were expanding their eampaig4~ against 

the seeu~{ty sea,’ices to include eivilians. 

~lerkel Baek~ Plmt to Keep Europemt Data in Europe 



After the revelations of Ame~ean spring, the German chancellor said she would 

raise the matter at a meetkig with the French presiden t this we@, 

U.S. 

Science ik~ki~g Drml~t to Global ~:armin~ 

Remains Matter 

While a tre~d of increasing drought that may be linked to globa] 

warming has been documented in some regions, there is 

seientKie consensus yet that ]t is a worldwide phet~omenon. 

NEWS ANALYSIS                                                                    "~ Michaei 

....... Dunn Florida Self-Defense Law Complicated Jury’s Job 

I ~tthe ] in Michael Dunn Tri~ 

Thejurors in Dunn’s mm’der thai wrangled with ~o~qng when 

letha] force is j us[ified, where nothing is straightforward at~d perception eout~s 

as much as fact. 

Mag~mt Schools Find a Renewed Embrace h~ 

Cilties 

In M~ami and many other cities, public schools thiR a&nit 

shadeless distrieh~’ide m~d focus o~ themes like at% law or 

technology are gaining populaHU after largely falling offthe radar. 

, ~ Slide Show: Magnet Schoob ResuCace in Miami 

Student [ 

Business 

Pm~ching Above Its Wei~ht, L pstart Netflix 1[ okes at HBO 

To, services like HBO and Neffl]x thaL are sappo~±ed by subseHp[ions, and 

adve~ise~,% talk means buzz, and buzz draws ~ew custome~, 

Saving an Endmtgered British Species: The Pub 

One of evew live "locals" have closed in the last two decades, 

and new laws have worsened the situation. 

....... White 

Bea r 

pub in 

Water-Cleaning Tedmology Cottld Help Farmers 

A projeet developed by Water,X, a start-up in dwught-st~ieke~ 

California, exploits two things the Central Valley possesses in 

abm~dance - fallow land m~d sm~shine - to cut desalinizatio~ 

[     Falaschi 



coals. 

Sports 

A Mad Dash for Salt Rescues Olympic Slopes 

Soft snow threa£ened Alpine events at the Sochi Games, but a 
hastily arranged purchase from Switzerkmd of 24 b-ms of a large.- 
grain varie~" of salt mmvai]ab]e in Russia saved the day. 

Bel~d Me~°l Davis 
Close to Its First Ice Dance Gold 

In the sho~< program, Davis and White moved a step closer - a 

fox trot and quickstep closer, 

fi~s t ~mriean Olympic champions in ice dunce. 

~ Ho~i~ Their Chances With Photos and Wit 

threw 

from 

ON BASEBALL 
~ Mark 

O~m Step Goes Aw~T, m~d M~flder’s P~tdfing M~,~d~, 

Comeback Ends ~ho ~,~ 

Mark Mulder, who last pitched in the majors ~n ~oo8, hoped to 

return with d~e N~ge]s Lhis season, but he tore an Achilles’ tendon Saturday in 

cutup. 

Arts 

DANCE REVIEW 

Bach’s LC~’t of l?’~igue’ I~spires A~R of Ballet 

At the Royal BaIIet, Wuyne MeGregor’s "TeLmetys" is set ~o 

Bach’s "Art of Fugue." 

A Breezy Chameleon, Blurring Social Borders 

"American Cocktail" is the newly published memoir of an early- 

~oth.-eentuW black woman who b~ezily recounts her racial 

passing iu elite social and a~stic drdes. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

~linnesota Orchestra Drama Plays On 

The possible rehirn of its music director is one of several 

outstanding questions for the Minnesota O~vhestra now that it 

Media & Advertising 

~To*~ight~ Show Retm°ns to New %k~rk A~%er Nearly 

4~ Years 

The studio where Jimmy Fallon will hold comet is the same 

dohnny Carson reigned over befi-~re he leR %r California in May 

~97~, and that Jack Paar filled before him. 

Breitbm-t News Network Plans Global iExpmtsion 

The online news organization said it was adding at least a dozen 

staff membem as it opens operations based in Texas and London. 

It also plm~s severn regional sites, 

" Carson 

in 1962 
on his 



Writers Guild Plans Forum on Affordable Care 

"This is not about advising wH~e~; weYc in search of 

in%rma[iom" s~fid M~ehael W~nship, the president of the Writers 

O~fild of America East. 

Obituaries 

Hudson, Oallerist and Nurturer of Artists, Dies 

at 63 

Hudson was an aeu dealer and mentor who igno~d ~’e~ds and 

kep[ an mysterious air. 

I~ H0~_~ ..... 

For more obiti;a:i~s. ?o to NYTimes,eom;Obituaries ~ 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

N ew York’s Broken Parole S3~tem 

For Iow--risk inmates, early release i~lto parole should be the defaulk and the 

board should bare to articulate a good reason to keep them Ioc]<ed 

EDITORIAL 

Reg~latory Favoritism ~n Nmeh Care|ins 

The s~ate’s largest utilily gee a wrist slap for coal ash pollution, while %deral 

regulators dawdle. 

EDITORIAL 

The New Co]]ege Campus 

Th ere ha s been a wonisom e increa se in the b i ri ng of adj u n ct i nstru ctors, who 

are generally poorly paid and have less time for research. 

Fo; mo~e oeirfioi~ 90 to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >:. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

South Aft’lea s Growing Pains 

A meauingfl[I opposition par~y seemed possible, hut only for a 

~ Cebmnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Barons of Broadband 

Why ~d we stop woriTing about mo~lopoly power? 

, Columnist Page ] glog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Looking for a Mi~or 

W e may be o*i ti~e verge of taIdng world-e.han~)ng pictures 

p]anets far beyond our solar system. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doodle <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 6:34 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

"Joy, Abby, Lissa, and Michelle" to take place February 28, 2014 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM? 

Hi Lissa Broome, 

Currently, February 28, 20i 4 3:30 F;M - 4:30 PM is the best date 

for "Joy~ Abby~ Lissa, and Miciselle,"lf ali invited persons have 

participated, you can close the poil ;sow. 

Ciosing a poll wiil prevent furl.her changes rand make it cJerar when 

the event wili take p~sce, Pk~s aJ~ calendar-connected users 

thank you since c~osing a po~ c~eans up their calendars from 

{entat~ve t~me 

~ Of don’t need to ciose the poll it still you’re 



~rom: 

To~ 

Subject: 

NACD Di[ectors Daily <NACD@INFOINC.COM> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 6:58 AM 

NACD@NEWS,INFOINC.COM 

February 17, 2014: Japan’s Growth Disappoints Ahead of Tax... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device. 

T£dayls T£P Head!ine ............................................................................................................. 

Japan’s Gm~h Disappoints Ahead of Tax Rise 

"Japan’s economic recovery failed to regain momentum in the last three 

months of 2013/’ repeals the Financial Times (Feb. 17, Soble), "as an 
unfavorable ~rade balance limited annualized growth to 1 pe[cen~ - about one- 
third the leve~ economists had forecast." Weak net exports were c~ted as the 
prima~ re~son for the negative results. Wh~e a more than 20 percent decline 
Jr~ the yen s{nce ~he fourth quader of 2012 has boosted profits at such global 
manufacturing groups as Toyola, it has done so mainly by I~fl~ng the Japanese 
currency value d the goods 1hat companies sell and produce overseas, h~ 
sho~, ~t has done ve~ ]~ttle to spur mo~e expels from Japan ~tse~f. According 
~o the Times, "the world’s ~h~rdqarges~ economy was expected to have 
shaken off a m~dyear s~owdown and expanded at a rate of around 3 percent, 

Check lot b~e-breaking news 
af~e[ 9:00 AM Eastern. 

[Xll KPMG 2014 Audit Committee Sulvey ] 

×~ 

Upcoming NACD 
Events 

putting it close to the heady pace it achieved in the first half of ~013." Instead, ................................................................................................................ 
the Cabinet Office repealed early Monday, overall economic activity was 
unchanged from the third quarter. "Experts have cautioned that the domestic 
spending that is suppoding the economy w~ll soon face a s~gn~ficant headw~nd 
of ~ts own," adds the he, paper, "with 8n increase in Japan’s nationa~ sa~es 
~ax ~n ApMI likely to hurt consurnpbon." 

BBC News (Feb. 17) notes that Japan is having a hard time reining in one of 
the developed wodd’s largest public debts, which economists have cautioned 
could harm the nation’s Iong4erm fiscal health. To address ~h~s, Pdme 
M~nister SMnzo Abe pushed through ~egislation ~n 2013 that wi~ ~ndeed see 
the consumption tax r~se from 5 pement to 8 percent. Among those most 
pessimistic ~s Taro Sa~o, sen~or economist a~ the NU Research Institute. He 
forecasts that Japan w~ fa~ h~to a recession ~n 2015, stating, "Private 
consumption ~s ~kely to tank following the tax tare Mke .... Fisca~ stimulus 
may keep Japan ~rorn {ailing into ou~dght recession in 2014, but ~he sustained 
fiscal s~#nuius through puMic work wii~ defeat ~he purpose of [ais~ng 
consumption tax." 

Acco[ding ~o the Wall Street Journal (Feb. 17, Obe, Warnock), though, some 
market watchers are maintaining their optimism. Among them is MitsuMsh~ 
Research h~sfitute chief economist Yoke Takedm who projects that s r~se ~n 
wages and business investment will lift Japan’s economy this year despite the 
tax Mke. She added ~hat "even ~ persona~ consumption {alls immediately 
fo~ow~ng the sales tax ~ncrease, a r~se ~n bonuses later ~n the year wil~ I~ke~y 
help revive households’ appetites for spending." 

Share~ 

NACD !,s!ghts and An~!y~!s ............................................................................................... 

Key Considerations for Boards in the New Activist Environment 

On Nov. 20, 2013, NACD, Heid[ick and S~ruggles, and Sidley Austin co= 
hosted the 2013 meeting of the Nominatinq and Governance Committee 
Chair Advisory Council. The meeting brought together nominating and 
governance committee chairs {ram major U~S. corporations with institutional 
and activist investors for a candid dialogue on ~he key issues and challenges 
impacting the nominating and governance committee agenda, 

The forum provided lirnely insights into a numbe[ of issues that are shap#~g 
neminafing and governance committee (and board) discussions, including: 

Key considerations for boards in the new activist environment. 
Potential roadblocks to boards serving as catalysts Io[ change~ 

Master Class 

Houston, TX (Apt 7-8, 

2014) 

Chicago~ IL (June 12- 

13, 20~4) 

Laguna Beaci~, CA 

(Aug. 18-19, 2014) 

Felt Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec. ~ 1-’12, 20~4) 

Director Professionalism@ 

Houston, TX (Apt 3-4, 

2014) 
Chicago, IL. (June 9-~0, 

2014) 
Dana Point, CA (Aug 

14-15, 2014) 
FO~ Lauderdale, FL 

(Dec. 8-9, 20!4) 

Special Events 

Small-.Cap Forum San 
An,’_onio; TX (April 10, 

2014) 
O-Suite to Board Seat 

Washing~en, DC (May 

5-8; 2014) 
NACD Spring Forum 

Wasi~ington, DC (May 

30; 2014) 
Small-.Cap Forum San 
Francisco, CA (July 17, 

2014) 
C-.Suite [o Board Seat 

San Francisco, CA 

(July 17, 20~4) 

Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Peer Exchanges 

Leading Minds of 
Compensation New 

York, NY ,~March 18, 



How to reposition the board to constructively engage with 

Raising the bar on pedermance, committee succession planning, and 
other nominating and governance comm~ee priorities ~n 2014~ 

Click here to toad the Iull summat’~.’. 

Share 

Audit and Finance 

Occidenta~ to ,Split Calif. Business Into New Firm 

Accord#~g to MarketWatch (Feb. 14), "Occidental Pettoleurn Cotp. said 
Friday that it would split its California operations into a separate, publicly 
traded company as pari of an ongoing strategic review." The new company 
will have 8,000 employees and contractors and $4 b~on to $5 billion in 
funded debL ~t wi~ tank as the Go,den State’s Mggest natural-gas producer 
and ~ts ~argest oil-and-gas producer by gross-operated barre~s of oil equivalent. 
Accordhsg to MarketWatch, "the sp~t ~s expected to be completed by the end 
of ~his year or eady next year .... The company’s board also sa~d ~t has 
asked Stephen L Chazen to remain as president and chief executive 
the 2016 annua~ meeting." 

Share~ 

Drugmaker Teva Becomes Sores’ Biggest Stock Holding 

"Israeli drugmaker Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. became the largest 
single stock holding for Sores Fund Management LLC, the family office of 

billionaire investor George Sores, in the fourih quarter," according to Reuters 
(Feb. 16). Sores’ holdings of the world’s biggest genetic drugrnaker reached 
just over 9.3 million shares. That brings Sores’ total stake to just over $373 
million, or 4 percent of the fund’s value. 

S ha re[gT:]~ 

Rakuten to Acquire Viber lnternet Messaging App for $900 

Bloomber.q (Feb. 14, Mukai, Yasu) has learned that Rakuten Inc., the 
Japanese online retailer controlled by billionaire Hiroshi Mikitani, is buying the 
Viber In~ernet messaging and calling service for $900 million as i~ moves into 
soc~a~ networking." V~ber w~ll ~rov~de a d~stdbut~on channe~ for Rakuten’s 
dig~tM product ~ne. In addition, Rakuten ~s hoping to create a game platform 
on c~ose~y hem Viber, which has approximately 300 milk,on users of ~ts free 
~n~eme~ phone and instant messaging services. "Rakuten, which wan~s ~o 
have 70 percent of ~ts transactions come from overseas by as early as 2020, 
recently bought stakes ~n soc~a~me~vo[k operator Ph~terest ~nc. and d~gitM 
book sel~er Kobo ~nc.," no~es B~oornbe[g. 

Share~ 

Law and Po!icy .............................................................................................................................. 

Caterpillar Accused of Pressuring Temporary Workers 

"Australia’s National Union of Werkers (NU~,~ has accused Caterpillar Inc. of 
pressuring temporary workers at a warehouse in Melbourne to sign loiters 
s~a~ing ~hey don’t want petrnanen~ jobs that would soon be due to ~hem" the 
Wall Street Journal (Feb. 16, S~ewaA) repeals. The un~on has taken ~ts case 
against the U.S.-based maker of construction and m~ning equipment 1o 
Austrs~a’s Fair Work Commission. ~n addition, ~t ~s rs~yhsg ~ts approximately 
120 members a~ the Melbourne faci~y ~o pressure Caterp~Har ~o offer the 
casual employees permanent jobs~ "Under a ~abor agreement with 
Caterp~Har," the Journal notes, "a cssua~ wo[ker ~s e~fit~ed to a permanent 
position after worMng at the facility lot nine mo~ths. Tim Kennedy, NUW 
branch secrets[y, comments, "Our ~ake Js Jt ~s systemic bullying/’ 

Share~ 

Volkswagen Workers Reject UAW in Term,; Union Looks for P~an B to 
Enter South 

La~e Friday nighL ~he Washington Post (Feb. 15, DePillis) reports, employees 
at a Volkswagen plant in Chattanooga voted against joining the United Auto 
Workers (UA~ ~nion by a 712-to-626 ms[gin. "The news ~s a huge blew for 
~he UAWi’ the Pos~ no~es, "which has s~rugg~ed ~er decades to organize 
fereign automakers drawn to the Soulh ~n pa[t because of ~ts low un~on 
density - a phenomenon that has d[agged down wages even at Detroit’s 
unionized B~g Th[ee." UAW officiMs Msmed threats and h~fim~dation by 
po~icaHy motivated third par~ies ~o[ turning the t~de agains~ them. GOR 
politicians had h~deed threatened to w~thhold fu~her tax ~ncent~ves ~f the plant 
organized. People who were undecided were swayed by s clause ~n a 
Neutrality Agreement tha~ Volkswagen negotiated w~h the UAW pdor ~o the 
election, establ~sMng a principle of "ma~nla~ning and where possible 
enhancing the cost advantages and other competitive advantages" that 
Volkswagen enjoys over such dvals ss Chrysler, Ford, and General MotoB. 

2014) 
Private Company 

Outlook: A Fresh 

Perspective New York, 

NY (March 25, 201,~.) 
NACD Directolship 

2020 Denver, CO (July 

15, 20!4) 
NACD Directorship 

2020 BeveHy Hills; CA 

(See 10, 2014) 

Webinar~ 

What Directors Need to 

Know About Bi9 Data 

(2/25) 
Why Peer Group 
Construction Is More 
h’nportant Than Ever 

(3/~ 2) 
NACD Directorship 
2020: Future [rends 

and the Boardroom 

(4/17) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exemplary 

boa~d leadership----for 
directors, by directors We 

deliver the wisdom and insight 

ti~at board members need to 

confidently navigate cornpie× 
business challenges and 

enhance shareowner value. 

We amplify the coiiective voice 

o~ d#ectors in the national 
dialog on board leadership 

~ssues. Learn more 

Follow NACD on: 

E]D~D 



�£m#en~tion ............................................................................................................................... 

Companies Scaling Back I~atchin~j 401(k) Contributions 

Such major companies as AOL Inc. and IBM Corp. have been getting 
attention lately for scaling back on matching contributions to their employees’ 
401(k) plans, repods PBS (Feb. 15, Sreenivasan). Both have decided b pay 
employees the~ 401 (k) mo~ey once a yea~ ~nstead of w~lh eve~ paycheck. 
Lauren Young, Money Editor for Thomson Reuters, comments on the 
retention s~de and the hvestment s~de d such payouts. She comments, "The 
~ten~ion side ~s you can’t bare your job ~ you’re wa~ing b get your 401 (k) 
money, or you’re [going to] bare and you’re noi [going to] get your money 
because they’~e paying ~t at the end of the yesr." As for the hvestment side, 
getting tha~ money ai the end d the year means the empbyee ~s noi riding 
the ups and downs of the market. "You’re rea~y taking a~ hvestment risk by 
putting a large sum of money in at once," Young concludes. 

Share~ 

A Call for Bankers’ Bonuses to Be Deferred 

The London Telegraph (Feb. 16, Elliott) is reporting that Mark Carney, the 
governor of the Bank of England, "has stepped into the row about bankers’ 
bonuses with a demand that a large chunk of the pay packages for senior 
staff should be deferred ’Ior a very long time.’" According b Carney, a change 
~ compensation structures ~s sorely needed ~n order for banks to see whether 
employees had taken undue risks or behaved ~mpropedy. His remarks 
folbwed recent ne~s tha~ Barclays was she~ng out ~arger bonuses despite 
recently announced plans to shed staff in response to dec~h~ng profits. 
Carney added that the Bank of E~ghnd has the authority to step ~n and ~h~l 
bonus payments ~f a bank was deemed to have inadequate leveb d capital. 

Share~ 

Dubuque Councii Sacks Cal~ for Amendment on Corporate Donations 

"By endorsing a resolution calling for a constitutional amendment tha~ would 
limit corporate campaign do~ations, Dubugue C~ty Council members became 
bwa’s first munb~pa~ leaders to jo~n the fight" to change e~ectbn campaign 
finance laws, repods ~he Dubuque Telegraph Herald (Feb. 16, Jacobson). 
Dubuque ~ndeed loins the over 500 cities nationwide that have denounced a 
2010 U.S. Supreme Cou~ dedsbn that paved the way for un[~mbd corporate 
campaign spending. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Dots CEO Leaves as Bankrupt Chain Seeks Buyer 

"Dots LLC Chief Executive Lisa Rhodes has left the women’s clothing 
retaibr," reports the Wall Street Journal (Feb. 14, Stech), "prompting the 
chain’s la~,yers to ask a bankruptcy judge for permission to temqinate her 
$750,000-a-year employment conkacL" Rhodes had been at the reins Ior a 
year and a half. Her depature came as company officiak~ are searching for a 
buyer to acquire the chain’s nearly 400 stores out of bankruptcy. 

S ha reFTTT]E] 

P&G Byes Alumni, Unit Heads as Candidates for CEO Job 

"Procter & Gambb Co. is c(m.qderiKg current and former e×ecutives of the 
world’s largest household products maker as it beghs the search for 
cand~dabs to succeed Chaim~an and Chbf Executive A.G. Lafby," Reuters 
(Feb. 14, Damoun~, Oran. Wahba) sources are repodin9, Am(rag the P&G 
velerans reportedly being considered as pad of the succession pbn@~g 
process are Fabr~zb Freda, who spent two decades at the company before 
takhg the rehs as CEO of Estee Lauder Cos inc., and Susan Arnold, former 
president of gbba~ bus~ness units. She is now a~ operating partner at Carlyle 
Group LP. Current company executives in the running range from Me~an~e 
Healey, group pres~den~ of No@ Amerba, to David TaybL group presk~ent d 
gbba~ home care~ 

Share~ 

Economic Outlook 

Dividend Hikes, Consumer CBes Eyed in Week Ahead 

"Investors this week will divide their time watching for dividend hikes that are 
popular in February while ~aking ~he puBe of ~he U.S. consume[from 
corapanies such as Coca-Coh Co., WaI-Mad Stores Inc. and Prbeline.com 
Inc.," repolts MarketWatch (Feb. 16, ~,Mtkowski) On Friday, stocks finished 



higher across the board to cap off their best week of the year. This came after 
consumer seniiment topped expectations by corr~ing in unchanged Ior the 
month of February. Attention h~ ihe Presk~ent’s D~y-shortened week w~ sMft 
1o how firms are lrans~ating increased earnings into higher dividends, wMch 
are on pace to surpass last year’s record casl~ payout. Howard S~lverMatt, 
senior ~ndex analyst at S&P Dew Jones Ind~ces, remarks, "There we[e 78 
divMend ~ncreases in the S&R 500 ~n February of ~asl year. We have 28 so far 
this Februa~, so I bet we beat that as ~t’s only going to get bus~er and 
busier." 

Share~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, Februao, 17, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC women defeat NC State 

89~2 in Hoops4Hope game 
Breast 
ca nce r 

North Carolina’s Diamond survivors fill 

DeShields scores a season-high thefloor 

38 points to lead the Tar Heels to 
durine the 9th 

an 89-82 win over the NC State 

Wolfpack in the Hope4Hope... 

College basebMk Can Pack 

win Jt all? 

NC State got to Omaha last year. 

With stars Carlos Rodon and Trea 

Turner back just getting there 

won’t be good enough. That’s one 

oL 

N.C. State 

star Carlos 

Rodon (16) 

pitches 

UNC grinds out 75-71 vieto~y 

against Pitt 

James Michael McAdoo scored 24 

points and Marcus Paige 18 to 

lead the North Carolina Tar Heels 

to a gritty victory against the 

Pittsburgh Panthers. 

UNC’s James 

Michael 

McAdoo 

dunks over 

Pittsburgh’s 

Michael 
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Carolina University of Noah Carolina Hospitals 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 7:26 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Three F~x-Barclays Employees to Face U.K. Charges Over Libor 

Three Ex-Barclays Emph~yees t~ Face U.K. Charges 
Over Libei" 

The U.K.’s Serious Fraud Office said it will pursue criminal charges against three former 

Barclays employees over alleged manipulation of interest rates, broadening the global 

investigation into alleged rigging of the London interbank offered rate. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 8:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
****Attempted break in to locked vehicle reported 02/14/14, 7:09 pro, Orange Grove and Virginia Cates 
Dr 
The victim said that sometime between 2-12-14 and today" on 2-14-14 someone had entered his locked 
vehicle and had gone through it. He left his vehicle at the above listed location due to the weather 
conditions and advised when he returned today around 1630 hrs. he had found his rear window was 
rolled down about two inches and was pulled off of the track inside the door. He then found that 
someone had gone through the interior of the vehicle. He was unable to find anything missing from the 
vehicle 
****Larceny iiom Business reported 02/16/14, 10:39 pro, 1204 US 70 W. BP 
The clerk stated she was doing somethings behind the counter getting rea@ to get off work, when three 
male subjects walked into the store two of them were black males m~d the other a hispanic male. She 
said they all went to the cooler that held the beer and were conversating for a few minutes, this is when 
the hispanic male came to the counter to purchase his beer. the two black male subjects walked to the 
front of the store, the light skin male blocked a beer display so the clerk couldn’t really see the other 
dark skin male place the 18 pack of budweiser in his jacket, the hispanic male was w-earing a b~tton 
down black shirt, and the subject that blocked the display was wearing a black jacket with a black 
tobogan on his head tlne male subject that stole the beer was wearing a black jacketo they proceeded to 
walk outside and get into a grey m color cadilac fbur door car older model. A tag number was given 
****Vandalism reported 02/15/14, 9:58 am, 500 Churton Grove Blvd Clubhouse 
She stated that today when she opened the clubhouse she found that someone had vandalized the porch. 
The attendant showed me where someone had broken out 25 of the porch, railing spindles in various 
locations and where 18 of the screens covering the doors and windows to the porch had been either cut 
or tore. The attendant also pointed out a bicycle rack that was on the concrete in the pool area one storTr.~ 
below-. She stated that it had been on the porch not yet bolted down and it appears that it was thrown 
through one of the window screens. The bicycle rack did not appear damaged. After viewing the damage 
the attendant advised that they" was aware of groups of teenagers that walk through the neighborhood at 
night. 
EFLAND AREA: 
**** Damage to property reported 2/14/14, 7:08 pro, 6923 US 70 W. 
the victim advised that she left her residence to go to work around 1045 and returned home around 1900 
hours, the victim advised that her son noticed that the window had been broken. I walked around the 
residence and noticed several footprints in the snow that led up to the window.No Entry was made 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
****Break m to locked vehi c] e reported 02/16/14, 5:00 pro, 2713 Mt Sinai R d, 
The victim said her vehicle had been broken into at the johnston mill nature preserve on rot. sinai rd. she 
left her purse in plan sight on the front passenger seat. the vehicle was locked and secured, the 
complainant advised that when she returned to her car from the trails she found her passenger window 
had been shattered and her purse was missing, the complainant also located some pry marks on the 
passenger door as well. the complainant advised that inside her purse was a wallet with a small amount 
of cash, her &ivers license, bank/credit cards, and social security card. 
THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 9~ 1. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch (2lark 



Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 
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Title IV of the Dodd-Frank Act introduced the most significant regulatory change in the history of the hedge fund industry in the United States, 
boosting the permissible regulatory oversight of the hedge fund industry to an unprecedented level. Title IV and SEC implementation rules 
introduced a registration requirement for hedge fund managers and increased the disclosure requirements pertaining to confidential and 
proprietary information. We study the impact of Title lV of the Dodd-Frank Act and the SEC’s implementation of these requirements on hedge fund 
performance. Our Regression Discontinuity and Difference in Difference designs have not previously been applied in this context. 

Contrary to the hedge fund industry’s claims that increased supervision and disclosure would affect their profitability, we find statistical evidence of 
a positive effect of the requirements introduced by the Dodd-Frank Act on hedge fund performance. In particular, we find that the registration 
requirement for hedge fund advisers under the Dodd-Frank Act creates a discontinuity in hedge fund returns in March 2012. However, this effect is 
not persistent and is completely absorbed in the months following the registration effective date for private fund advisers under the Dodd-Frank 
Act. Strategic actions by fund advisers lead to a strong increase in the discontinuity around the AUM registration threshold, despite the effect being 
absorbed in later months. 
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This Article argues that "noise adopters," namely firms whose corporate governance is determined by non-substantive factors such as attorneys’ 

boilerplates, network externalities, and mere inertia, provide camouflage to insiders with a strong preference for entrenchment. Normally, a 

deliberate choice of entrenching governance terms could signal weak market discipline and high extraction of private benefits. Yet, since some firms 

stagger their boards or incorporate in their home state almost randomly, these choices send only a noisy signal, and in turn result in only a partial 
market discount of firm value. Entrenchment-seeking managers can achieve their desired level of entrenchment without paying a full price. 



This analysis highlights informational limits on markets’ ability to perfectly price corporate governance terms. The value of governance terms varies 
across firms due to unobservable variations in market forces and potential signaling is obscured by practices of random adoption. 

Noise adopters influence patterns of adoptions and help explain puzzling evidence regarding pricing and adoption of governance terms. 
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HENRY HANSNANN, Yale Law School, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) 
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To both the scholar and the layman, cooperatives often appear to be something of a sideshow in the world of enterprise organization. Properly 
understood, however, virtually all private enterprise, and democratic governments as well, exhibit the basic form of a cooperative. As a 
consequence, the study of cooperatives (in the narrower, conventional sense of that term) illuminates our understanding of both investor-owned 
firms and governments and, conversely, much can be learned about cooperatives by examining other forms of organization. This is already evident 
when we examine the power and limitations of contemporary economic theories of the firm. At present, however, we know much more about the 
economic factors that govern the viability of cooperative enterprise than we do about the forms of internal corporate governance and external 
regulation that also play a critical role. 

[~ Free Download ] 
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Spanish Abstract: El presente trabajo aborda el estudio de un tema in~dito en nuestra doctrina: la legitimidad de la percepci6n per los 

administradores de sociedades de retribuciones o ventajas satisfechas per parte de terceros -- normalmente un accionista o grupo de accionistas 
-- en atenci6n o consideraci6n de su cargo ("retribudones externas"). La tesis fundamental es que las retribuciones externas tienen dificil acomodo 

en nuestro derecho debido: (i) a su dificil compatibilidad con algunas exigencias del deber de lealtad de los administradores, que afloran en la vieja 
normativa del mandate (art. :[720 CC), (ii) a su inconsistencia con el r~gimen de competencias legalmente previsto para dise5ar y fijar la 

remuneraci6n de los administradores, que en Qltima instancia ponen de relieve la producci6n de externalidades no contratadas y la infracci6n del 

principio de relatividad de los contratos (art. :[257 CC), y (iii) al riesgo de balcanizad6n que introducen o pueden introducir en el funcionamiento del 

consejo come 6rgano colegiado asi come al impacto que est~n llamadas a tener sobre la deseable posici6n institucional de sus miembros. El 
desarrollo del argumento de la mane de la vieja doctrina del mandate permite tambi~n sacar a la luz y formular con la debida precisi6n Ins 

condiciones, cuya verificaci6n puede redimir de la sombra a esta clase especial de retribuciones. 

English Abstract: This paper deals with a subject that has not been addressed by our legal doctrine: the legitimacy of board members’ 
remuneration or benefits paid by a third party -- usually a shareholder or group of shareholders -- in consideration of their position as directors 

("directors’ external remuneration"). Our fundamental thesis is that external benefits or rewards are difficult to reconcile with our legal system 

because: (i) their uneasy compatibility with fiduciary duties required of directors, which are already present in the traditional regulation of mandate 

(art. 1720 of the Civil Code); (ii) their inconsistency with legal rules governing the competences for designing and determining the remuneration of 
the board, which ultimately highlights potential non-negotiated externalities and the infringement of the principle of privity of contracts (art. 1257 of 

the Civil Code); and (ill) the risk of balkanization that external remuneration introduces, or could introduce, into the functioning of the board as a 

collegiate body, and the potential impact that it could have on the desirable institutional position of its members. Our argument, developed in 

conjunction with the longstanding doctrine of mandate, allows us to formulate and illuminate, with sufficient precision, the conditions under which 

this type of remuneration could be brought back from the shadows. 
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On February 12, 2014, the White House announced the release of the final version of the Framework fo~ 
I~t~p[oving C~itica~ In~astr~¢t~re Cyberse¢~d~y. The Cybersecurity Framework includes standards and 
processes for assessing and [~ducing cyber risks to critical infrastructure, and reflects numerous changes 
to the p~elin~inary version of the Framework that was issued in October 2013. NIST implemented many of 
these changes in response to comments received regarding the preliminary Framework in written comments 
and at a November wodtshop in Raleigh. Venable has attended all of NIST’s workshops on the Framework 
and has closely monitored its development into its final form. 

There are generally only minor differences between the structure and content of the Framework and its 
preliminary version. However, one major change is the removal of the preliminary Framework’s "Methodology 
to Protect Privacy and Civil Liberties for a Cybersecurity Program," a separste appendix that listed a 
number of privacy-oriented controls. Instead, a reformulated methodology was included in the final 
Framework’s body text. (See below for more information on privacy.) 

Overview 

The centerpiece of the Framework, called the "Framework Core," contains five cybersecurity functions: 

1. Identify - Develop the organizational understanding to manage cybersecurity risk to systems, 
assets, data, and capabilities. 

2. Protect - Develop and implement the appropriate safeguards to ensure delivery of critical 
infrastructure services. 

3. Detect - Develop and implement the appropriate activities to identify the occurrence of a 
cybersecurity event. 

4. Respond - Develop and implement the appropriate activities to take action regarding a detected 
cybersecurity event. 

5. Recover - Develop and implement the appropriate activities to maintain plans for ~silience and to 
restore any capabilities or services that were impaired due to a cybersecurity event. 

Each function has multiple categories tied to programmatic activities. Examples of programmatic activities 
are "Asset Management," "Access Control," and "Detection Processes." The categories are broken down 
into subcategories that describe the activities that support technical implementation - such as "[a]sset 
vulnerabilities are identified and documented" and "[o]rganizational information security policy is 
established." 

NIST implemented several minor changes to the subcategories of Framework Core, most notably by 
removing one that called for the protection of intellectual property and another that stated "Privacy of 
individuals and personally identifiable information (PII) is protected." 

The Framework also presents four "Implementation Tiers" that describe the "degree of rigor and 
sophistication in cybersecurity risk management practices" as informed by business needs (with "Tier 1 - 
Partial" being the lowest, moving through "Tier 4 - Adaptive"). The Tiers are based on how entities view their 
level of cyber risk against processes already in place. The Framework notes that progression to another Tier 
is "encouraged when it would reduce cybersecurity risk and be cost-effective." 

Similarly, the Framework Profile is an expression of the application of the Tiers to the Functions, 
Categories, and Subcategories of the Framework Core. In keeping with its goal of providing flexibility and 
scalability, NIST states that entities may choose to implement multiple profiles to fit their needs. Ultimately, 
the profile is intended both to describe an entity’s current state of cybersecurity as well as its desired future 
state, which can help facilitate gap analyses and the prioritization of risk mitigation activities. 

Finally, the N~ST Roadmap for Improving Critica~ Infrastruct[~re Cybersecu~ity asks for private sector 
involvement and sets out nine "Areas for Development, Alignment, and Collaboration:" 

1. Authentication 



2. Automated Indicator 

3. Conformity Assessment 

4. Cybersecurity Workforce 

5. Data Analysis 

6. FederalAgency Cybersecurity Alignment 

7. International Aspects, Impacts, and Alignment 

8. Supply Chain Risk Management 

9. Technical Privacy Standards 

Having removed the privacy appendix featured in the preliminary Framework, NIST instead opted to provide 
general privacy and civil liberties considerations for entities as they implement a cybersecurity program. The 
new section, "Methodology to Protect Privacy and Civil Liberties," does not contain controls but rather notes 
the potential privacy implications of certain activities recommended by the Framework. Whereas the privacy 
appendix was widely viewed as prescriptive and potentially overreaching, the final Framework notes that "not 
all activities in a cybersecurity program may give rise to [privacy and civil liberties] considerations" and 
otherwise carefully avoids any imperative language. 

Nonetheless, in the "Roadmap" published on the same day the Framework was issued, NIST lists the 
development of technical privacy standards as an area for development, alignment, and collaboration. Noting 

the historical difficulty in achieving consensus on the definition and scope of privacy management, NIST 
posits that the lack of a common privacy risk management model or privacy standards and supporting 
metrics makes assessing an entity’s privacy practices a difficult undertaking. As a result, NIST announced 
that it will hold a privacy workshop in the second quarter of 2014 "to focus on the advancement of privacy 
engineering as the foundation for the identification of technical standards and best practices that could be 
developed to mitigate the impact of cybersecurity activities on individuals’ privacy or civil liberties." No 
additional details on this workshop have been released to date. 

Appeal to Business and lntemalional Ort~a~sizafions 

The final Cybersecurity Framework more clearly addresses business and international perspectives. For 
example, the Framework acknowledges that large organizations with varying components may have multiple 
Cybersecurity Profiles that assess differing degrees of cybersecurity risk across those components. 
Elsewhere, the Framework details that business needs are among the factors that will drive efforts to 
address gaps in organizational cybersecurity profiles. Finally, the Framework clarifies that it is not country- 
specific, and is promulgated to help develop "a common language for international cooperation on 
infrastructure cybersecurity." This language is intended to attract adoption by businesses by promoting 
flexibility and demonstrating the utility of the Framework to multi-national organizations. 

Incentives 

On the same day the Framework was released, the Department of Homeland Security announced the 

launch of the Critical Infrastructure Cyber Com~s~nity (Cs) Voluntary Program,s, its voluntary program to 

support the use of, perform outreach and communications on, and serve as a communications channel for 

the Framework. As expected, the Cs will offer technical assistance to organizations that adopt the 

Framework. At this time, however, such technical assistance is the only "incentive" being offered by the 
federal government to promote adoption. As a result, organizations looking for financial or other incentives to 
formally adopt the Framework must continue to look elsewhere. 

Indeed, many observers believe the SAFETY Act, which provides a limitation or elimination of civil liability 
arising from acts of terrorism, could be harnessed in combination with the Framework. Notably, the 
Natior~al Cybe[secudty arsd C~’itica~ I~f[ast~’uctu~’e P~’otectio~ Ac~ o~ 2015, a bill recently passed by the 

House Homeland Security Committee, would amend the SAFETY Act to cover "Qualifying Cyber Incidents" 
in addition to acts of terror, which would expand the applicability of the Act to cyber incidents even further. 

Venable wiii continue to closely follow NiSTs finalization of the Cybersecurity Framework, as well as DHS’ 

implementation of Cs. Venable’s attorneys are well-positioned to answer any and all questions regarding the 
Cybersecurity Framework, having participated in and attended all relevant meetings conducted by NIST 
since the Executive Order was released in February 2013. 

Venable LLP offers a broad array of legal services to a variety of different players within the cybersecurity 
arena. Our attorneys are adept at understanding complex client issues and tapping into the extensive 
experience of our many practice areas including privacy and data security, e-commerce, intellectual 
property, government contracting, telecommunications, energy, and corporate. 

If you have any questions concerning this alert, please contact any of the authors. 

Upcoming Webinar 

New Cybersecurity Framework Released: What You Need 



to Know 

Wednesday, February 19, 20t4 
1:00 p.m. ET 

The NIST Cybersecurity Framework, released on February 12th, is the culmination of a year-long 
collaboration between owners and operators of critical infrastructure and the federal government to 
standardize cyber risk management. Now that the Framework is final, many questions remain. 

~, Will your company be exposed to liability if the Framework is not adopted or is imperfectly 
implemented? 

Does the Framework establish a de facto standard of care, and if so, will this standard of care 
extend beyond critical infrastructure? 

Is the Framework cost effective and has adoption been properly incentivized? 

~, Will agencies base regulations on the Framework? 

= What are the ramifications of the Framework’s statements on privacy and how will they be 
harmonized with NIST’s upcoming efforts to develop technical privacy standards? 

Join keynote speaker Larry Clinton, President and CEO of the Internet Security Alliance, and a panel of 

Venable’s seasoned cybersecurity lawyers as they discuss these key questions and more during a free 
webinar at 1:00 p.m. ET this Wednesday, February 19th. 

here to register a~d for more details. 

575 7th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20004 

© 2014 Venable LLP I www Venable corn I 1 888.VENABLE 
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UNC 
SCHOOL 01: LA~ 

Syllabus for Research, Reasoning, Writing, and Advocacy II 

Spring 2014 

Law" 296 (Sections 10 and 15)1 

Oscar J. Salinas, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law 

Section 10: 

Wednesdays from 8:45am to 10:10am in Room 5046; 

Fridays from 10:25am to 11:50am in Room 4040. 

Section 15: 

Wednesdays and Fridays from 1:00pro to 2:25pm in Room 5048. 

Welcome! In RRWA II, you will continue learning to communicate as a 
laxvyer in an accurate, efficient, and proficient manner. I look forward to 
working with you. 

I. Professor’s Contact Information and Office Hours 
Office: 4090 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall (RRWA Suite II) 
lEmail: osalinas@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-0279 
Office Hours: Mondays & Tuesdays (10:00am-12:00pm) and 

Wednesdays (10:15-12:00pm). I am also available by appointment. 

II. Prerequisites, Credits, and Requirements 

You must have completed RRWA I (La:vv 295) successftflly before you enroll in the 
RRWA II (Law 296). 

* UNC will record class sessions. RR\7{,{A Course Rule 2(c), set forth in Section \qII below, governs access to 
those recordings. Rule 2(c) also prohibits students from recording class sessions. 



RRWA II offers three credits. To earn them, you must satisfactorily and complete all 
assignments and comply with the Course Rules. Those rules require professionalism, 
attendance, some collaborative and some individual xvork, compliance ~vith the UNC Honor 
Code, avoidance of pla~arism, and proper submission of writing assignments. As the 
RRWA II Calendar details below, you ~vill need to write and revise papers, make oral 
presentations and arguments, and confer individually ~vith me. RRWA II has no final 
examination. 

III. Required Resources 

We will continue to use the texts and materials xve used in RRWA I, mainly Richard K. 
Neumann, Jr., et al., Legal Wdti~cg: Examples and Expla~¢atio~¢s (201!), and The Bluebook: A 
Utdjbrm System of Citatio~ (19th ed. 20 ! 0) (,print version). 

IV. Additional Resources 

You will have access to a team of four Honors Writing Scholars (HWS): accomplished 
third-year students who earned an opportunity to mentor RRWA students. An t IWS can 
help you learn in RRWA, particularly about legal research, citation, plain English, and 
professional conduct. Ho~vever, the advice of an HWS never takes precedence over a 
professor’s advice, and no tl~7S has any authority over grading. I xvill advise you of the 
HY~TS team for your sections soon. Each will hold separate office hours, and one or more 
will assist during some class sessions and at oral arguments. I will let you know the office 
hours for your HWS team members soon. 

The Writing and Learning Resources Center also runs an Academic Excellence Program. 
If you experience difficulty learning in law school generally, you may contact Professor 
McClanahan, the Director of Academic Excellence, at jonmc@email.unc.edu. 

Finally, UNC is strongly committed to accommodating persons with disabilities. Students 
interested in accommodations must comply with the relevant procedures2 For questions 
about UNC Law’s disability policies and services, contact Assistant Dean for Student 
Services John Kasprzak at kasprzak@email.unc.edu. 

2 UNC School of Law Disability Accommodations Policy, http:/i;vww.law.unc.edu/academics/policies/disabilitT/ 

("Reasonable accommodations are provided to students who are identified by Disability Services and who have provided 
documentation that supports the need for reasonable accommodations .... "). 



V. Goals 

The overarching goal for RRWA students is to learn to research, reason, write, and 
advocate as a member of the professional legal community. The necessaU foundation for 
such work is professional conduct. "[Llaxv is a tradition of social practice that includes 
particular habits of mind, as well as a distinctive ethical engagement with the ~vorld.’’-~ 
Consequently, learning and practicing professional conduct is a foundational RRWA goal. 
Course Rule 1 defines such conduct, and the RR\VA II Grade Components Chart Nves 
additional information about it. 

The other RRWA goals appear in the chart below and concern the ability to 
communicate as a la~wer in an accurate, efficient, and proficient manner. The chart tracks 
the expected progression of RRWA skills: A student first develops accuracy, then improves 
efficiency, and finally achieves proficiency--that is, advanced skill in a professional domain. 

RRWA Goals Chart 

Accurate Efficient Proficient 

[l~galqu~i~ va~i~ ~ 

Reasoning 

Advocacy 
(Written 
and Oral) 

Articulate legal 
questions and legal 
rules that address 
those questions. 
Identity relevant facts. 

Articulate basic 
arguments and 
support them with 
authority. 

Answer legal 
questions by applying 
the governing legal 
rules to the relevant 
facts. 

Support arguments in 
a manner that suits 
your purpose and the 
needs of your 
audience. 

Manage uncertainty in legal 
questions. Address 
counterarguments. When 
appropriate, use policy and 
narrative in your reasoning. 

Prioritize and persuasively 
articulate the most important 
arguments. Address gaps in 
the law. Acknowledge 
counterarguments, and handle 
them effectively. 

3 William M. Sullivan et al., Educazizcg Lawyeso." Psz~as~aiio,zjDs~ zhe Psgfi, ssio,z of Law 8 (2007). 



VI. Teaching Methods 

Factflty in the Writing and Learning Resources Center, who teach RRWA, cultivate a 
"growth mindset": a belief that a person’s abilities are not "carved in stone," as a self- 
defeating "fixed mindset" presumes.4 Rather, abilities are remarkably fluid, leaving 
everyone unknowably large potential to "change and grow through application and 
experience.’’5 

A ~oxvth mindset will help you benefit from RRWA’s three-step active-learning 
cycle: (I) practice articulating legal concepts and applying legal skills and strategies; (2) 
consider feedback on your work from your professor and peers; and (3) reflect on the 
practice and feedback, asking how you can increase the accuracy, efficiency, and 
proficiency of your work. This cycle ~vill prepare you for further practice, feedback, and 
reflection--next time with deeper understanding and competence. Let’s examine each 
step briefly.6 

1. Practice: Learn by Doing 

RRWA will challenge you develop a la~wer’s most fundamental skills through practice. 
The assignments xvill train you and give you opportunities to develop the research, 
reasoning, writing, and advocacy skills that eveU laxvyer needs. 

2. Consider Feedback: Learn by Analyzing Strengths, Weaknesses, and 
Opportunities 

Criticism plays a key role in the RRWA learning cycle. Because you are learning new 
skills, initially you will almost certainly struggle. Even if you maintain a gro~vth mindset, 
"failure can be a painful experience. But it doesn’t define you. It’s a problem to be faced, 
dealt with, and learned from.’’7 Criticism will help you learn from your RRWA mistakes. 
Consequently, among the top legal-writing tips that experts give first-year laxv students is 
this: "Embrace constructive criticism.’’8 

3. Reflect: Answer Questions and Plan Ways to Improve 

Reflection xvill help you cultivate deeper understanding of your work and prepare to 
improve it. Moreover, developing a habit of self-reflection will help you continue to 
improve your RRWA skills throughout your professional career. Therefore, xvith each 
document you submit, also submit answers to the following Reflection Questions: 

* What did you do particularly well on this assignment? 
* What did you find particularly difficult on this assignment? 
~ What would you most like feedback or advice about? 

Carol S. Dweck, Mindset: The Nea: Psychology Of Success 6 (2006). 
Id. at 7. 
To learn more about learning cycles like the one described here, see, e@, Susm A. ~nbrose et al., tIoa, 

L~a,~i~g Works: Sea,e, Research-Based Pdn@les~r Smart Teachiug (2010). 
D~,eck, supra note 1, at 33. 
BUm A. Garner, ~gal Wdti,~g in Plain Eug~;h: A 7?xt ~th Exercises 137 (2001). 



VII. Assessment and Grades 

In RRWA, assessments match the goals stated above. First, you must satisfactorily 
complete all course xvork. 

Second, if you complete all course xvork, you ~vill receive a letter grade for at the end of 
the semester. In accordance with the School of La~v’s Grading Policy, RRWA has a mean 
requirement: in each RRWA section, the mean has a permissible range from 3.30 to 
3.50. RRWA has no distributional requirement. The RRWA II Grade Components Chart 
shows the assessments that affect the grade and their relative values, expressed as 
percentages. 

RRWA II Grade Components Chart 

65% Revised Final Motion Memo 

15% Oral Argument on the Appellate Brief 

20% Professional Conduct 

This component assesses professionalism in allaspects of the course, within 
and beyond the classroom. Professional conduct is the foundation of success both 
in RRWA and in laT~v practice. Course Rule 1 (below in Section VII) defines 
professional conduct. Earning a high evaluation requires consistent, diligent 
effort. II1 ez,e{7 RRWA-related activity, starting ~vith your first interactions with me 
and your classmates, I expect conduct that meets the high standards of the legal 
profession, for example: 

attendance at all required sessions--or else helpful communicativeness 
when attendm~ce is not possible or advisable; 

0 

0 

0 

0 

respectful interactions with fellow students and with faculty.; 

strong preparation for and enga.gelnent in class sessions and conferences; 

timely completion of the various oral presentations and arguments; and 

good-faith and diligent completion of exercises, draft papers, and all other 
assignments. 



VIII. Course Rules 
These course rules govern your conduct in RRWA. If you have questions, ask me. 

1. Professional Conduct 

Professional conduct lies at the heart of RRWA and of law practice.9 Consequently, you 
must exhibit professional conduct by participating in all aspects of the course respectftflly 
and in good faith. For example, you must work in a "prompt and diligent" manner*° and 
retrain from acting dishonestly, deceitfully, or disruptively. ** Disruptive conduct includes 
inappropriate or distracting use of computers and other electronic devices. (You are 
xvelcome to use such devices construcfvely, for example to take notes or to contribute to 
class discussions.) Disruptive conduct also includes interfering with the research of others, 
for example deliberately or recklessly mis-shelving libraU books or marking library materials. 

2. Class Attendance; Excused Absences and Religious Observances; Class 
Recordings 

(a) Mandatory Attendance. RRWA classes thrive on the engagement of all students. 
Therefore, attendance in RRWA class sessions is mandatou, in accordance with the UNC 
School of La;v’s Attendance Policy, which states: "Regular and punctual class attendance is 
required by American Bar Associafon and is part of each student’s required work in 
courses.’’*e Unexcused absences will negatively affect the Professional Conduct component 
of your assessment and likely reduce your grade..3 

(b) Excused Absences and Religious Observances. We will excuse absences for 
compelling reasons such as "personal and close family illness" and religious observances, if 
you provide advance notice of the absence and your reasons for it..4 The School of Law’s 
Attendance Policy permits students up to ~vo excused absences each academic year for 
religious observances required by their faith. The Attendance Policy also describes how and 
when to communicate with professors about such absences. 

9 The North Carolina Rules of Professional Conduct govern attorneys in this state and prescribe "[m]any of a 
lawyer’s professional responsibilities." N.C. Rules of ProW1 Conduct R. 0.1 (Preamble) {] 10 
0attp.//www.ncbar.com/rules / rpcsearch.asD. 
~° ld. ¶ 4. 
*~ These examples come from the Rules of Professional Conduct. See id. R. 8.4(c) (a lawyer must not "engage 
in conduct involving dishonest-, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation"); R. 3.5(a)(4) (a lawyer must not 
"knowingly ... engage in conduct intended to disrupt a tribunal"). 
*~ See UNC School of Law Class Attendance Policy, 
http://www.law.unc.edu/acad emics/policies/evaluation/attendance/. 
~ See id. (permitting professors to "take poor attendance into account for grading purposes)." 
~4 Id. 



(c) Access to Recordings of Class Sessions. UNC will record all RRWA class sessions, 
and if you need access to a recording of a session for a legitimate educational reason, please 
ask me. You may not record class sessions.~5 

3. Collaborative and Individual Work 

Laxwers often work collaboratively. Accordingly, RRWA offers many opportunities for 
collaborative xvork, especially during class sessions. Some assignments will even require that 
you give or receive advice. In such settings, seek help from others, and help others when 
appropriate. At other time, lawTers--even when they are members of teams--work on their 
oxvn. You therefore must develop your ability- to work individually. Consequently, some 
assignments ~vill require you to work independently. Espeda& when an a~:~ignment requires 
independent wrili~g, your wrili~g must be your own, wit,~ no one w~#i~gfo<you (inch/cling by dicla~. 
Failure to comply with this rule would be a violation of the UNC Honor Code. 

4. Honor Code 

(a) Applicability. The UNC Honor Code governs allyour work at UNC, including in 
RRWA. All professors in the Writing and Learning Resources Center are committed to 
treating Honor Code violations seriously. Become familiar with its terms: 
http://instrument.unc.edu. It prohibits allforms of academic dishonesty. Such dishonesty 
can end or irreparably damage a law student’s career. If you have questions about what the 
Honor Code requires in RR~TA, it is your responsibili~ to ask your professor, and 
professors welcome such questions. Honor the Honor Code. 

(b) Statement of Compliance. At the end of every assignment, unless the instructions 
state otherxvise, write this statement of compliemce xvith the Honor Code: I certify that I have 
complied wilh the Honor Code in all aspecls of this ~:ubmitted work. Then sign your name (or use an 
alternative identifier if appropriate). 

5. Plagiarism 

(a) Definition. The UNC School of Law has an academic policy on plagiarism..6 In the 
academic realm, "[ulsing someone’s ideas or words without a/~dbution is treated like stealing 
that person’s ideas or xvords."~7 Plagiarism includes unintentional~l)’ neglecting to cite the 
sources of borrowed xvords or ideas. Therefore, do not take exact words, paraphrases, 0r even 
ideas out of a resource without properly acknowledging that resource, including through 
citation and use of quotation marks if necessaW. Err on the side of caution. Do not take 
risks with your academic and professional reputation. 

~5 See UNC School of Law Recording and Distribution of Classes Policy, 
http/i~x~vw law tmc edu/academics!policies/evaluation/classrecordmg! 
,6 UNC School of Law Academic Policies, Plagiarism, 

h~tp://~v.law.unc.edu/academics/policies/plagiarism/. 
*’~ Anne Enquist & Laurel Currie Oates, Just Writing 317 (2d ed. 2005). 



(b) Prevention. To prevent pla~arism: (1) allow yourself plenty of time to complete the 
assignment; (2) keep good records as you research, noting your authorities and where you 
found them; (3) cite as.),ou write; and (4) ask as you edit and proofread whether you quoted 
and cited properly every time you used the words or ideas of others.Is Consult me if you 
have questions about preventing pla~arism. 

(c) Detection. Detecting plagiarism is usually not hard. Laxv schools use sophisticated 
tools to detect plagiarism. 

6. Submission of Assignments 
Submit assigmnents properly and on time. Late submissions are not acceptable, just as they 
~pically are not acceptable in courts, and generally a "computer malfunction is not sufficient 
justification for late submission of documents." Martivel~ v. Farm-Rite, Ivc., 785 A.2d 33, 35- 
36 (N.J. Super. App. Div. 200!). Always back up your data files. Budget your time with the 
possibility of equipment failure in mind, leaving sufficient time to deal ~vith unexpected 
problems. If exceptional circumstances arise (such as an emergency, a serious illness, or a 
debilitating injury), send me a message at the earlie~rpossible lime by email, requesting an 
extension and stating the reasons for the request. 

7. Disability 
Students interested in accommodations based on disabilities must comply xvith the relevant 
procedures.~9 If you have questions about UNC’s disability policies and services, contact 
Assistant Dean for Student Services John Kasprzak (kasprzak@email.unc.edu). 

*~ See Richard K. Neumann, Jr., LegalReasom’ng a~¢d Legal Wdti~¢g 270 (5th ed. 2005). 
19 [_,x~QC School of Law Disability Policy, http://www.law.unc.edu/academicsipoliciesidisabilityidefault.aspx 

("Reasonable accommodations are provided to students who are identified by Disability Services and who 
have provided documentation that supports the need for reasonable accommodations .... ’). 



IX. Calendar of Assignments and Class Sessions 
Week Mon. Tu. Wed. Th. Fri. 

2 

Jan. 8 

Jan. 13 

30ominute 

mandator~ 

Denise in 

3032: 

8:45am ~ C~.2 

9:30am - C22 

~0:30am -- A2 

1i:i5am -A2 

Noon - A4 

Ipm -- B6 
1:45pm - B9 

2:30pro - A5 

3:%Spm -. C14 

14 

session w!_ 
Denise in 3032: 

9:30am - A3 

Hitch¢ock 

.1.0:30am - 

Everett; 

Noon - B7 

Everett; :tpm -. 
B8 H~tchcock 

No Class Session 

15 

Read: 
* E&E Ch. 20 and 21 
,, Bluebook B5.1.1, B5.2, and Rule 18.2 (pp. 

165-66) 
Topics: 
o Oral and Written Arguments and 

Counterarguments on Motions 

Citation of Federal Statutes (Including 
Online Versions) 

16 

10 
Read: 

RR~_ II Syllabus 

17 

Read: 
¯ E&E Ch. 24 
¯ Bluebook B4.1.4 plus Rule 18.3.1 
Topics: 

Preparation for the Motion 
Argument 
Advocacyin Questions 
Presented 
Citation of Federal Cases 
(Including Unreported or 
Unpublished Cases) 



22 23 24 
*40 minute Topics: 
LexisAdvaace ¯ Review of the Motion 

Arguments 

Final Editing and Proofreading 
of the Motion Memo 

Submit the Motion Memo by 11 
PM. 

~ 40.-.mhmte mand:~:orv [.A sessic, r~ wiShanda in 3031 Thursday, lam.:arv 23:9:30 ..... (N 5:12:00 ..... C12:1:00 ..... t3(;" 2:30 .... C11 
l!~>e Mon. Tu. Wed. Th. Fri. 

4 Jan. 27 28 29 
*40 minute LexisAdva.~ce sessions for 
sections A1, A2, B7, BS, B~0, 
C13 

Read: 

30 31 
*40 minute 
LexisA.dvanc 

for sectioas 

C14 

Read: Sakai Materials on Storytelling in Advocacy 
Topics: 

Revision of the Motion Memo 

~ Storytelling in Advocacy 

* E&E Ch. 23 
¯ Bluebook B5.1.4 plus Rule 14.2 
Topics: 
¯ Review of the Motion Arguments 
¯ Advocacy in Fact Statements 
¯ Research and Citation of Federal 

Administrative Law 



Wed.o~Jam 29:9:30 B7; 10:.:~0 ..... A1 11:15 ..... A2; 12:00 EI0; 1:00 B8;2:05 A.,2:45 .... CI3 
’-~I.t~., Jan.... 30:         1,:,:( ~ )0 - A4; 1.:00           - B9; 9~05 ...... - A~;’ ~ 2:45      - C14; also 9:30 = open,/makeup 



Week Mon. Tu. Wed. Th. Fri. 

9 Mar. 3             4                           i 5 
No regH/ar ;essio,; Conference on Revision of- the Appellate Brief- {separately 

scheduled M-Th) 
You will receive comments on your Appellate Brief before the conference. 

Read the comments carefully, reflect on them, and prepare an agenda f-or the 

conference. 

i6 i7 
Read: Sakai Materials on Oral 
Argument 
Topic: Excellence in Oral 
Argument 

Mar. 17 18 19 
Optional Oral Topic: Preparation 
Argument for Oral Argument 
Practices in my Submit the Revised 
office (separately Appellate Brief by 6 

H Mar. 24 

Holdemess 1L 

Moot Court 

Competition (M- 
Th) 

26 
Read: Final Motion 
Memo Instructions 

Topic: Final Motion 
Memo Assignment 

20 21 
No r6~H&r sessio,; Graded Oral Argument (separately 
scheduled Th-F). 

28 

Topic: Strategies for the Final 
Motion Memo 

By 5 PM on Friday, get the 
Final Motion Memo Client 
File. 

27 





Section 7.2 

A I.awyer Writes: A Practical Gl~ide to legal Analysis 
Christine CoughJin, loan Malml~d ?:ocMin, and Sandy 

~[rick (CAP 2008). 

Explaining the Law: 
Case Illustrations 

I. The Role of Case lllustrations 

A. Clarifying Rules 

B. Proving Rules 

C. Foreshadowing the Application 

D. Representing Legal Principles 

II. The Parts of a Case lllustration 

A. The Hook 

B. Trigger Facts 

C. The Court’s Holding 

D. The Court’s Reasoning 

E. Order of the Parts 

F. The Length of Case lllustrations 

IIL Determining Whether a Case lllustration Is Necessary 

IV. Using Case lllustrations 

A. Parameters of Behavior 

B. Threshold of Behavior 

V. Choosing Prior Cases 

VI. Organize Around Legal Principles 

VII. The Order of Case lllustrations 

VIII, Writing Case lllustrations 

I. The Role of Case Illustrations 

While rules explain how courts determine whether a particular stan- 
dard is met, "case illustrations" show how those standards were met in 
actual cases. 

In an explanation of the law, rules are generally partnered with case 
illustrations. In the following example, Example 7.2-A, a broad rule de- 
fines "actual possession;’ one element in an adverse possession claim. That 
broad rule--that plaintiffs can prove actual possession by showing they 
used the land "as an owner would"--is partnered with two short case il- 

101 



102 7.2 ¯ EXPLAINING THE LAW: CASE ILLUSTRATIONS 

lustrations. The two case illustrations describe the specific facts that allowed 

plaintiffs in different cases to prove they"used the land as an ovmer would?’ 

Example 7.2-A . Explanation of the law with rules and case illustrations 
Conclusion about the element -~.~..~ 

Rules begin the explanation - 

of the law. 

Two case illustrations continue -1 

the explanation of the law. 

Mr. and Mrs. Nero can most likely prove actual possessiom Plaintiffs must 

establish actual possession by showing that they used the land as an owner 

would use that particular type of land. Zambrotto v. Superior Lumber Co., 4 R3d 

62, 65 (Or. Ct. App. 2000). Courts focus on the type of use for which the land is 

suited and do not necessarily focus on the amount of activity. Id. Plaintiffs in 

past cases have shown that they used the disputed land as an owner would in a 

variety of ways. See, e.g., Davis v. Park, 898 R2d 804, 806-07 (Or. Ct. App. 1995); 
Slakv. Porter, 875 R2d 515, 518 (Or. Ct. App. 1994). E!l In Davis v. Park, the plain- 

tiffs established that they used the disputed property as an owner would by 

showing that they used the disputed property as they did their adjoining land. 

898 R2d at 806-07. [~| In Slak v. Porter, the plaintiffs built a fence and planted 

vegetation and, in that way, proved actual possession. 875 P.2d at 518. 

Case illustrations perform a variety of functions in your explanation 

of the law’: They c0~a clarify rules; they can prove that you described rules 

accurately; and they can foreshadow the analytical framework you will 

use when applykng the rule to your client’s case. 

A. Clarifying Rules 

First, case illustrations add clarity and precision to the reader’s un- 

derstanding of the rules. The rules describe general legal principles, but 

at some point your reader wants to visualize how those general legal prin- 

ciples actually function when applied to a real set of facts. 

As an example, look back to the first example, 7.2-A, which addresses 

when a person "actually possesses" land. The rules explain that a person ac- 

tually possesses land when a person "uses the land as an owner would." But 

what does it mean to "use the land as an owner would"? The rule is a gen- 

eral prindple and, therefore, m~dear. Details from prior cases reveal that build- 

ing a fence and planting vegetation qualify as "using the land as an owner 

would?’ Concrete details from a prior case help your reader visualize how 

the general legal principle described in the rule functions in real life. 

B. Proving Rules 

Case illustrations also "prove the rule.’’l By showing how a past court 

applied the rule as you described it, a case illustration proves your description 

of the rule is accurate. 

1. Richard Neumann explains that case illustrations "prove the rule" in his text 
Legal Reasoning and Legal Writing:. Stru~re, Strategy,, and Style 96 (Aspen L. & Bus. 2001). 
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In the actual possession example above, Example 7.2-A, the writer 
asserted that courts determine whether a plaintiff actually possessed land 
by looking at whether the plaintiff used the land as an owner would. The 
case illustrations that follow prove the accuracy of that rule by provid- 
ing examples of cases in which courts concluded that using land like an 
owner--for example, by building a fence and planting vegetation-- 
proved "actual possession?’ 

C. Foreshadowing the Application 

Case illustrations are also the reader’s first look at how a court will apply 

the relevant rules to a client’s case. Remember, again, stare decisis. A 

court deciding a case today must follow the reasoning of a prior case, if 

the case today raises the same issue. By choosing case illustrations that 

are factually similar to your client’s case, ~your case illustrations will in- 

dicate how a court is likely to rule in your client’s case. 

Mso, remember that case illustrations set up the framework you 

will use later when applying the rules to your client’s facts. The im- 

portant points you make in the illustrations will be made again later 

when you apply those points to your client’s facts in the application 

section. 

D. Representing Legal Principles 

In each of these roles--whether they are clarifying rules, proving a 
rule is true, or showing how rules will apply in the future--case illustrations 
represent legal principles. Writing effective case illustrations requires you 
to stay focused on the legal principle that each case represents. As you are 
working with your case illustrations, you should ask yourself the fol- 
lowing questions: 

¯ Why am I describing this prior case? 
¯ What legalprinciple does this prior case establish? 
¯ How is the legal principle represented by this case relevant to my 

client’s case? 

Answering those questions is easier when you understand what goes into 

a case illustration. 

I!. The Parts of a Case Illustration 

Typicalb; a case illustration has four components taken from a prior 

case: a hook, "trigger" facts, the court’s holding, and the court’s reason- 

ing. Sometimes those parts overlap. Together, they will illustrate one 

principle in the rules you just described. 
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Hook 

Trigger facts 

Reasoning 

Holding 

Example 7.2-B ¯ Parts of a case illustration 

A person may reasonably believe his liberty has been restrained if a police 

officer blocks that person’s car. Wenger, 922 P.2d at 1251. In Wenger, the de- 

fendant was intending to leave a parking lot when uniformed officers parked 

their patrol car and blocked in the defendant’s car. Id. After noting that a stop 

occurs when an officer prevents a vehicle from being driven away, the court 

held that the defendant reasonably believed his liberty had been restrained. Id. 

at 1251-52. 

A. The Hook 

The hook tells the reader why she should keep reading. The hook states 

the legal prindpte that the case illustration will clarify and prove to be true. 
You can create a hook in different ways. One way is to state the rule 

that can be extracted from the case, as in Example 7.2-B, above. In that 

example, the hook asserts that one legal principle derived from reading 

the Wenger case is that a person may reasonably believe his liberty has 

been restrained if a police officer blocks that person’s car. The rest of the 

case illustration proves that the asserted principle is accurately stated and 

illustrates how that principle was applied in a particular case. 

Another way to create a hook is to state the court’s holding. For ex- 

ample, the Wenger case illustration could be re-written, as in F_.,cample 7.2- 

C. In that example, the hook is the Wenger court’s holding that the 

defendant’s "liberty had been restrained." The hook says to the reader, 

"By reading this case you wilt learn the circumstances under which one 

court held that a person’s liberty was restrained." 

The hook introduces the case 

illustration by explaining the 

court’s holding. 

Example 7.2-C ¯ Create a hook by using the court’s holding 

car. 922 R2d at t252. In that case, the defendant was intending to leave a park- 

ing lot when uniformed officers parked their patrol car such that it blocked in 

the defendant’s car. Id. at 125!-52. After noting that a stop occurs when an offi- 

cer prevents a vehicle from being driven away, the court held that the defen- 

dant reasonably believed his liberty had been restrained. Id. 

Because the hook explains the relationship between rules and prior 
case law and helps focus the reader’s attention on what she should be 
learning, the hook often distinguishes excellent legal writing and analy- 
sis from serviceable legal writing and analysis. 
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B. Trigger Facts 

Trigger facts are those facts that "triggered" a court’s holding in a 

prior case. These facts help the reader see why the court reached its con- 

clusion. You might think of them as the facts that were "critical" or "key" 

to the court’s decision. 

Many judicial opinions begin with a recitation of facts; however, to 

determine the facts that triggered the court’s holding, you should first 

look at the court’s analysis of the issue later in the opinion. What facts 

did the court rely on when it reached its holding about the element or fac- 

tor you are examining? Those are the trigger facts. 
Your case illustration may also need to include a fact because it is 

necessary for your reader to understand the trigger facts. These addi- 
tiona!, contextual facts should be limited as much as possible. The more 

facts you add, the more difficult it will be tbr your reader to distinguish 

the important from the less important facts. 

In the next example, 7.2-D, the trigger facts are shaded. 

Example 7.2-D ¯ Trigger facts 

A person may reasonably believe his liberty has been restrained if a police of- 

an officer prevents a vehicle from being driven away, the court held that the de- 

fendant reasonably believed his liberty had been restrained. Id. at 1251-52. 

Trigger facts 

C. The Court’s Holding 

The court’s holding is another part of the case illustration. The hold- 

ing describes the court’s answer to one of the legal questions before it. 

Remember that a single case may have many holdings. One case, for 

example, can have holdings about whether a person was "stopped," 

whether a person’s "liberty was restrained;’ whether the person’s belief 

that his liberty was restrained was "reasonable;’ and whether a person’s 

car was "blocked:’ Explain the holding that is relevant to the legal idea you 

are illustrating. In Example 7.2-E, the court’s holding is shaded. 

Example 7.2-E ¯ Court’s holding 

A person may reasonably believe his liberty has been restrained ifa police of- 

ricer blocks a person’s car. Wenger, 922 P.2d at 1251. In Wenger, the defendant 

was intending to leave a parking lot when uniformed officers parked their patrol 

car and blocked in the defendant’s car. Id. After noting that a stop occurs when 
Court’s holding 
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Holding includes 
procedural posture 

When writing your holding, you may sometimes want to consider 
the procedural posture of the court’s decision, as in Example 7.2-E Be- 
cause many cases you will cite are appellate cases, you may want to con- 
sider whether the court (1) affirmed (in other words, said "Trial court 
you got it right"), (2) reversed ("Trial court, you got it wrong"), or (3) 
reversed and remanded ("Trial court, you are wrong, and we are send- 
ing it back to you to fix it"). 

Example 7.2-F , Case illustration includes procedural posture 

A police officer may request information without restraining a person’s lib- 

erty. State v. Gilmore, 860 P.2d 882, 883 (Or. Ct. App. 1993). In Gilmore, an offi- 

cer requested identification from three people who were sitting in a truck. Id. 

When the defendant opened the glove compartment to retrieve his identifica- 

tion, the officer saw a gun and arrested the defendant for illegal possession of 

a firearm. Id. Although the defendant argued he had been illegally stopped 

and, therefore, evidence of the gun should be excluded from trial, 

~1~i the Court of Appeals explained that, even if the defendant felt he was 

not free to leave, that belief was not objectively reasonable. Id. The Court of 

Appeals explained that, although the officer requested identification, the offi- 

cer did not require the defendant to alter his course, nor did the officer pre- 

vent the defendant from leaving. Id. 

Including information about what the trial court did in your case il- 

lustration may depend on the point you are trying to convey. Although 

you may not always need this information, sometimes explaining what 

the higher courts did with a lower court’s decision, and why, can be valu- 

able information to your reader. 

D. The Court’s Reasoning 

The court’s reasoning is its explanation of how existing law; when 

applied to the facts, led the court to its conclusion. Sometimes, the court 

explains its reasoning fully. For example, the court might explain how the 

legislature’s intent is guiding the court’s decision. 

Other times, a court simply states the relevant facts and the con- 

clusion that results from those facts. In that case, you may have no sep- 

arate description of the court’s reasoning. You may be limited to simply 

describing the trigger facts and stating the court’s holding based on 

those facts. 

If you have a good guess at why the court reached its condusion but the 

court has not been explicit, you can explain that as well, but you must in- 

dicate that this reasoning is your guess based on information from the case. 

In Example 7.2-G, the court’s reasoning is shaded. 
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Example 7.2-G ¯ Court’s reasoning 

A person may reasonably believe his liberty has been restrained if a police 

officer blocks that person’s car. Wenger, 922 Po2d at 1251-52. In Wenger, the de- 

fendant was intending to leave a parking lot when uniformed officers parked 

held that the defendant reasonably believed his liberty had been restrained. Id. 

at 1251. 

Court’s reasoning 

E. Order of the Parts 

Your case illustration will be easiest for the reader to absorb if written 

in this order: the hook, trigger facts, and then the reasoning and holding. 

The hook appears first because it focuses the reader’s attention. By 

telling the reader which legal idea the case will illustrate, the hook tells 

the reader what to look for in the case illustration and makes it easier for 

her to absorb the detailed facts that follow. 

Although the hook may appear first, it is often written last. Re- 

member, writing clarifies thoughts. As you flesh out your legal argument, 

you will likely clarify in your own mind the precise legal idea the case 

illustration represents. Additionally, a well-written hook creates flow 

tween legal concepts, You may craft and re-craft the hook so that your 

reader can see the connection between a previous legal principle you il- 

lustrated and the current legal principle being illustrated. No matter 

when you actually write the hook, it should appear first in your case il- 

lustration. 

Next, describe the trigger facts. The reasoning and holding will 

not make sense until you have described the facts on which both are 

based. 

Finally, finish the illustration with the reasoning and holding. Whether 

you end with the reasoning or end with holding does not matter. Attor- 

neys write their case illustrations both ways. As you can see in Examples 
7.2-H and 7.2-I, both ways can be effective. 

Example 7.2-H ¯ Holding is described after reasoning 

A person may reasonably believe his liberty has been restrained if a police 

officer blocks that person’s car. Wenger, 922 P.2d at 1251-52. In Wenger, the de- 

fendant was intending to leave a parking lot when uniformed officers parked 

their patrol car and blocked in the defendant’s car. Id. 

at 1251. 

Reasoning 

Holding 
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Holding 

Reasoning 

Example 7.2-1 ¯ Holding is described before reasoning 

A person may reasonably believe his liberty has been restrained if a police 

officer blocks that person’s car. Wenger, 922 R2d at 1251. In State v. Wenger, the 

defendant was intending to leave a parking lot when uniformed officers parked 

their car and blocked in the defendant’s car. Id.    ~!d~h~ 

After describing the court’s holding, you may realize that you’ve de- 

scribed the court’s holding twice--once as your hook and once to ex- 

plain how the facts and reasoning led the court to its conclusion. While 

not required, stating the court’s holding twice is fine. A statement of the 
court’s holding at the top and bottom of a case illustration creates effec- 

tive bookends that reinforce the point of the case illustration. 

To avoid sounding repetitious, be sure not to repeat the holding ver- 

batim. Sometimes you can vary the two sentences by adding more spe- 

cific ideas to the fin!l description of the court’s holding, perhaps drawing 

on the court’s reasoning, as in Example 7.2-J. 

Example 7.2-J ¯ Holding creates bookends 

leave a parking lot when uniformed officers parked their patrol car such that it 

blocked in the defendant’s car. Id. at 125!-52. After noting that a stop occurs 

when an officer prevents a vehicle from being driven away,~ ~ourt hefd ~at 

R The Length of Case Illustrations 

Mthough all case illustrations typically include the same four com- 

ponents--a hook, the trigger facts, the court’s holding, and the court’s 

reasoning--case illustrations vary in length. Some case illustrations, like 

the ones above, take several sentences to illustrate a legal concept. Oth- 

ers, as in Example 7.2-K, do the job in iust one or two sentences. Still oth- 

ers require several paragraphs. The length of a case illustration depends 

on the legal principle the case is meant to illustrate, the information that 

needs to be included to illustrate that principle, and your ability to con- 

vey that information clearly and concisely. 
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Example 7.2-K ¯ Case illustrations in a sentence or two 

A plaintiff is"closely related" to a victim if the plaintiff resides in the same 

household as the victim. Thing vo La Chusa, 771 P.2d 814, 815 n.10 (Cal. 198,9). 

In one case, a court decided that a cousin who lived with the victim every other 

weekend and for one month during the summer"resided"with the victim and 

was, therefore, closely related. Toni~ v. Giers, 834 P.2d 42, 44 (Cal. Ct. App. 1993). 

The first sentence is a rude that 

acts as the hook for the case 

illustration. The second sentence 

inciudes the trigger facts, the 

court’s reasoning, and the hotd- 

III. Determining Whether a Case Illustration 

is Necessary 

Not all explanations of the law require case illustrations. To deter- 

mine whether a case illustration is necessary,, review the purposes for a case 

illustration and determine whether any of those purposes will be served. 

One purpose of a case illustration is to clarify how a rule works. Some- 

times, however, a rule is so clear that no further image is necessary. For 

example, a bystander can recover damages after seeing an injury to some- 

one else if she is "closely related" to the victim. One way a bystander can 

prove she is "closely related" is to prove that she is the "parent, sibling, 

child, or grandparent of the victim." If your client is the daughter of the 

victim, you would not need to provide a case illustration for this rule. 

In explaining the law, you might state the rule expressed in Example 7.2- 

L. The rule states that children are "closely related:’ No case illustration 

is necessary for the reader to understand that a "daughter" is a "child." 

Example 7.2-L ¯ A rule that needs no case illustration 

A person is closely related if she is the parent, sibling, child, or grandparent of the 

victim. Thing v. l.~Chus~, 771 P.2d 814, 829 n.10 (Cal. 1989). 

If, however, the rule is more ambiguous, you might need a case il- 
lustration. Another way a person can prove she is "closely related" is to prove 
she "resides in the same household" as the victim. Imagine that your client 
is the niece of the injured party and that she lives with her aunt when she 
is home from college. In that case, your argument would rest on whether 
your client "resides in the same household" as the victim. That language 
is not so dear. In that case, you would need case taw to determine whether 
living in the victim’s home for only a few months a year establishes resi- 
dency in that household. A case illustration, such as the one in Example 
7.2-K, would be the best way to clari~ how the rule really works. 

A second purpose for a case illustration is to prove the rule is as you 
have described it. In some instances, a legal citation alone can sufficiently 
prove the rule is as you have described it. A legal citation tells an attor- 
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hey the authority for your assertion and how to find that authority if he 

doubts the assertion. Thus, if no other reason exists for providing a case 
illustration, consider whether a legal citation will provide all the proof you 

need that the rule you have asserted is true. 

A final purpose for a case illustration is to foreshadow how a court 

will decide the same legal issue in your client’s case. If you have not re- 

lied on a case illustration when you apply the law to your client’s case, con- 

sider whether the case illustration is really necessary to help your reader 

understand the law that will be relevant to your client’s case. 

In most instances, however, case illustrations are necessary to show 

how the rule functions. Omit them only when the rule standing alone is 

absolutely clear. 

IV. Using Case Illustrations 

When case illustrations are necessary, you can use them in a variety 

of ways. For example, case illustrations can establish "parameters of be- 

havior" within which your client’s conduct falls. A case illustration can 

also establish a "threshold of behavior" that your client’s conduct must 

meet to satisfy a standard. 

A. Parameters of Behavior 

Case illustrations establish "parameters of behavior" by creating a 
spectrum of behavior within which a client’s conduct falls. On one end 

of the spectrum, one case illustration establishes conduct that did meet 

the standard. On the other end of the spectrum, another case illustration 

establishes conduct that did not meet the standard. In most legal issues, 

your client’s conduct will not clearly be on one side of the spectrum or 

the other. Instead, that conduct will likely fall somewhere in the middle. 

For instance, let’s say your client wants to sue for the civil tort of 
false imprisonment. One element of that tort is whether the defen- 

dant "confined" a victim. Visually, that spectrum of behavior looks 

like Figure 7.2-M. 

Figure 7.2-M ¯ Spectrum of behavior 

confinement no confinement 

By presenting a case illustration of each parameter, you can effec- 

tively convey the scope of the rule to your reader. How has the writer 

shown the scope of the rule in the following example, 7.2-N? 
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Exarnple7.2-N ¯ Case illustrations establish parameters of the rule 

In this case, our client was confined. "Confinement" occurs when the victim ~ Conclusion about the element 
~ Rules begin here 

is significantly deprived of freedom or the victim’s personal liberty is obstructed 

for any length of time. Gemer v. State, 500 S.W.2d !8, 20 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1997); 

Cunningham, 450 S.W.2d at 727. 

Bla~kmon and acts as a hook for 

case illustration I. 
~ 3tete, 362 S.W.2d 701,703 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1997). For example, in Gerner, the 

defendant, an accountant, kept his secreta~ standing in the corner of his o~ce 

by swinging an antique baseball bat at her when she moved. 500 S.W.2d at 20. 

Even though she was only five feet from the door, the court held the defendant 

had "confined" the victim because an objective review of the facts showed she 

was not able to exit the situation. Id. 

dant locked one of two doors to the warehouse loading area in which he and 

the victim were located. Id. Even though the defendant called the plaintiff his 

"prisoner"while blocking the front entrance, the victim admitted she could 

have probably left from the rear door. Id. at 703-04. Based on her admission, 

the court determined she could not have felt her liberty was significantly ob- 

structed and, therefore, ruled she was not confined. Id. 

A second rule sets another 

parameter and acts as a hook 

for case illustration 2. 

By establishing parameters of behavior, you will fully explain to the 

reader how the rule applied in previous cases, and you will prepare your 

reader to understand where your client’s case falls within that spectrum. 

B. Threshold of Behavior 

Sometimes courts have not adequately established a spectrum of be- 

havior, perhaps because the issue is relatively new or maybe because the 

case law itself is sparse. If a spectrum does not exist, examine whether the 

courts have at least determined the minimum floor of conduct necessary 

to meet the standard in t~he rule. Then, you can explain the rule by show- 

ing the reader the "threshold of behavior" necessary to satisfy the stan- 

dard. 

For example, imagine your client is sued under the Illinois Animal 

Control Act, which imposes civil liability on an animal’s owner if the an- 

imal, without provocation, attacks a victim. Your client’s prized cat 

scratched and injured a guest at the client’s home. The guest claims the 

cat cornered her in the living room. The guest, believing the cat was 

about to attack, threw a decorative pillow at the cat. The cat then pounced 

on the guest, biting her arm and requiring the guest to get five stitches. 

To recover under the Illinois statute, a plaintiff must prove that any 

provocation was in self-defense. Only one case in Illinois addresses the 
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self-defense claim under the statute. Thus, although you cannot show a 
parameter of the rule in your case illustration, you can establish what 

threshold of behavior would satisfy the self-defense exception. 

A diagram of that threshold of behavior may look like Figure 7.2-0. 

Next look at Example 7.2-P to see how the writer explained the case il- 

lustration. 

Example 7.2-0 ¯ Threshold of behavior 

Self-defense, so any 

provocation excused 

Not self-defense, thus 

plaintiff cannot recover 

Court reasoned that a victim’s actions, 

although provoking, constitute self- 

defense when reasonable method of 

deterrence is used and victim knows 

self-defense is required. 

Conclusion about the element 

Trigger facts and holding -- 

Court establishes why this 

conduct meets self-defense, 

Le., the minimum threshold of 

behavior satisfying the self- 

defense rule. 

Example 7.2-P ¯ Case illustration establishes threshold 

Provocation will not be found when the victim acts in self-defense. Steich- 

men v. Hurst, 275 N.E.2d 679, 681 (III. App. 2d Dist. 1996). In Steichman, a mail 

carrier was attacked on her daily route by a ten-pound dog she knew to be ag- 

gressive and that had harassed her on at least twelve occasions. Id. at 680. On 

the day of the incident, the dog was growling and barking at her, and the mail 

carrier sprayed it with an anti-attacking agent twice. Id. at 681. As she deliv- 

ered the mail, the dog charged at her, and she again sprayed it. As the dog 

tried to bite her leg, the mail carrier fell and was injured. Id. The court held that 

the victim’s actions were not provocation. Id. The court characterized the vic- 

tim’s actions as self-defense, not provocation, for two reasons: First, the victim 

knew that self-defense was required because the dog was known to be aggres- 

sive, had growled at her many times before, and was acting aggressively by 

growling and barking at her moments before the attack. Id. at 681-82. Second, 

she chose a reasonable method to deter the dog from attack by using a com- 

mercial agent that was specifically designed to deter animals, and she used the 

agent only after the dog acted aggressively. 

The threshold of behavior is essentially one parameter of the rule. If 

case law establishes opposite parameters, illustrate both sides; otherwise, 

frame the illustration as a threshold of behavior so your reader can see 

the minimum level of conduct required to satisfy the rule. 
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As you develop more experience, you will see a variety of ways in which 

cases can illustrate rules. Using case illustrations to establish parameters of 

behavior or a threshold of behavior are two of the most co~maaon ways to 

illustrate a rule. Using either of these methods, however, requires you to 

choose the best cases to create parameters or establish a threshold. 

V. Choosing Prior Cases 

While researching an issue, you may find many cases that effectively 

illustrate a rule. If you kept a case chart as you researched (see Chapter 

5, Organizing Your Legal Authority), you can quickly compare the cases 

you found. Still, how do you choose which cases to include in your ex- 

planation of the law? Table 7.2-Q provides guidelines. 

Table 7.2-Q ¯ Guidelines for choosing cases to illustrate 

¯ Choose cases from the governing jurisdiction. 

¯ Choose factually analogous cases. 

¯ Include both "good" and "bad" cases that are factually analogous. 

o If two cases illustrate the same point, choose only one to discuss in a 

case illustration. 

o Consider the date the case was decided. 

¯ Do not include an illustration of a case just because you cited that 

case when you explained the rules. 

Let’s look at each of these guidelines more closely. 
Choose cases from the governing jurisdiction. If the rule needs to 

be illustrated, first look for cases from within the jurisdiction that will be 

binding. Consider the hierarchy of courts, and prefer cases that are bind- 

ing on the court that will be reviewing your client’s case. Supreme court 

opinions from the iurisdiction usually carry more weight than appellate 

or trial court decisions. 
Choose factually analogous cases. From the cases that are binding, 

choose the case or cases that are most factually analogous to your client’s case. 

Be careful when you do this. Determining whether a case is factually anal- 

ogous requires you to determine which facts were relevant to the prior court’s 

holding and then determine whether similar facts exist in your client’s case. 

If you cannot find any factually analogous cases in your jurisdiction 

but you can find a factually analogous case from another jurisdiction, 

you may consider including that case in your explanation of the law, but 

you should acknowledge that the case is only persuasive authority. Re- 

member, you should go to an outside jurisdiction only when you have a 
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"gap" in },our jurisdiction’s law or you are urging a change in the law. 

You should not jump to another iurisdiction without first addressing the 

relevant authority in your own jurisdiction. 

Include "good" and "bad" cases that are factually analogous. Do 

not exclude a factually analogous case just because the court reached a hold- 

ing that is bad for your client. Remember, your goal in writing an obiective 

memo is to inform the attorney with whom you are working about the 

actual state of the law. Your office must advise your client in light of all 

the relevant law. 

If two cases illustrate the same point, choose only one to discuss in 
a case illustration. The purpose of a case illustration is to show how a 

rule has been applied in the past and to prove your statement of the rule 

is accurate. You need to do that only once. 

Some novice legal writers want to include al! the relevant cases they 

have found to show that they have done thorough research and have 

carefully considered each case. Attorneys, however, prefer efficiency 

and do not want to spend time reading multiple cases that establish the 

same point. Consider Example 7.2-A, the first example used in this sec- 

tion. Mthough many cases showed that a plaintiff can establish actual 

possession by building a fence and planting vegetation, the writer de- 

scribes only one such case, the Slak case. Having once described that a 

fence and vegetation will establish actual possession, the writer need 

not make that point again by describing additional cases that make the 
same point. 

(Notice the distinction in using one case to establish a point versus 

using two cases to establish parameters of the rule. When establishing 
parameters, the two cases have different holdings based on different 

fact patterns and, therefore, establish different--although related-- 

points.) 

Consider the date the case was decided. Mthough you will not likely 
decide to use a case solely because of the date it was decided, sometimes 

the date may play a part in your case selection. Older cases may be bet- 

ter for illustrating a longstanding rule. Newer cases may be better for il- 

lustrating the rule because those cases have not been eroded over time. 

Even though the factual similarity of a case to your client’s case may be 

more important than the date, you can use the date as a factor in your 

choice. 

Do not include an illustration of a case just because you cited that 

case when you explained the rules. Rules and case illustrations serve dif- 

ferent functions. Rules describe generally how a court decides the pres- 

ence or absence of an element or factor. %0aen describing the rules, cite 

the cases that best describe the rules. A case illustration shows how those 

rules were applied in a factually analogous case. When choosing a case 

illustration, choose the case that best illustrates the rules, whether or not 

you cited that case when you described the rules. 
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Vl. Organize Around Legal Principles 

At the beginning of this chapter, we pointed out that case illustra- 

tions represent legal principles. We have also explained that attorneys in- 

troduce case illustrations with a hook, which highlights the legal principle 

the case illustrates. If you do the same and introduce case illustrations with 

a hook, you will naturally organize },our explanation of the law as an at- 
torney should--around legal principles. 

Too often, though, novice legal writers arrange their explanation of 

the law- around cases, not legal principles. We call this arrangement the 

"case report model." The case report model is ineffective because attor- 

neys are ultimately interested in the legal principle that the case represents. 
Accordingly, case illustrations should be written and organized to bring 

out the legal principles. 

To see the difference, compare Examples 7.2-R and 7.2-S. In Exam- 

ple 7.2-R, the first example below, the cases are organized around the 
parameters that establish when a person is confined. In other words, 

those cases are organized to show off the legal principles defining when 

someone is confined. Notice that in Example 7.2-R each hook announces 

an important legal principle from the case law. 
The next example, Example 7.2-S, is a case report. It simply de- 

scribes the cases, one after the next, without helping the reader to see 

Example 7.2-R ¯ Case illustrations organized around legal principles 

In this case, our client was confined. "Confinement" occurs when the victim 

is significantly deprived of freedom or the victim’s personal liberty is obstructed 

for any length of time. Garnerv. State, S00 S.W.2d 18, 20 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1997); 

Cunningham, 450 S.W.2d at 727. 

v. State, 362 S.W.2d 701,703 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1997). For example, in Garner, the 

defendant, an accountant, kept his secretary standing in the corner of his office 

by swinging an antique baseball bat at her when she moved. Garner, 500 

S.W.2d at 20. Even though she was only five feet from the door, the court held 

the defendant had "confined"the victim because an objective review of the 

facts showed she was not able to exit the situation. Id. 

dant locked one of two doors to the warehouse loading area in which he and 

the victim were located. Id. Even though the defendant called the plaintiff his 

"prisoner"while blocking the front entrance, the victim admitted she could 

have probably left from the rear door. Id. at 703-04. Based on her admission, 

the court determined she could not have felt her liberty was significantly ob- 

structed and, therefore, ruled she was not confined. Id. 

The hook identifies the 

important legat principle, 

The hook identifies the 

important legal principle. 
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Example 7.2-S ¯ A case report 

In this case, our client was confined. "Confinement" occurs when the victim 

is significantly deprived of freedom or the victim’s personal liberty is obstructed 

for any length of time. Garner v. State, 500 S.W.2d 18, 20 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1997); 

Cunningharn, 450 S.W.2d at 727. 

The hook focuses on tbe date ~ 500 
of the decision. A better hook S.W.2d at 20. In that case, Garner, the defendant, an accountant, kept his 
would focus on a legal princi- 

secretary standing in the corner of his office by swinging an antique baseball 
pie from Gomer that will be 

applicable to the client’s case. bat at her when she moved. Id. Even though she was only five feet from the 

door, the court held the defendant had "confined"the victim because an 

objective review of the facts showed she was not able to exit the situation. 

Id. 

Again, the hook focuses on 

the date. A better hook would 

focus on a legal principle from 

B/ockmon that will be relevant 

to the client’s case. 

Blackmon v. State, 362 S.W.2d 701,703 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1997). In Blackrnon 

the defendant locked one of two doors to the warehouse loading area in which 

he and the victim were located. Id. Even though the defendant called the 

plaintiff his"prisoner" while blocking the front entrance, the victim admitted 

she could have probably left from the rear door. Id. at 703-04. Based on her ad- 

mission, the court determined she could not have felt her liberty was signifi- 

cantly obstructed and, therefore, ruled she was not confined. Id. 

the legal principle that each case represents. The case report model is 

ineffective because it forces the reader to do the hard work. It forces the 

reader to discern how the cases fit together in the body of law and what 

point each case is supposed to represent. Notice that in Example 7.2-S, 

each hook simply names the case and date when the case was decided. 

Neither hook tells the reader why the case is important. As a result, the 

reader must discern how the cases fit together and work to find the most 

important information--the legal principle that the case represents. 

Of the two, Example 7.2-R, which is organized around legal princi- 

ples, is more effective. 

VII. The Order of Case Illustrations 

If you need more than one case to illustrate a rule--for instance, if 

you are establishing parameters--you will have to decide in what order 

to describe those cases. 

Although two cases might be reasonably similar to your client’s case, 

you may decide that one case is more similar to your client’s case, and, as 

a result, a court would be more likely to follow the reasoning in that case. 

If so, describe first the case that is most likely to determine the outcome. 

Example 7.2-R illustrates this choice. In that example the attorney 

concludes that the client can prove he was confined. The attorney, there- 
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fore, describes first the Garner case, a case in which the defendant had 

confined the victim. Doing so indicates that the attorney believes his 

client’s case is more like the Garner case than like the Blackmon case, 

which is described second. And it indicates that the attorney believes 

that, due to the similarity, a court will reach the same outcome in his 

client’s case as in the Garner case. 

Some novice legal writers think that either chronological order (to 

show the historical development of the case law) or reverse chrono- 

logical order (to show the most recently decided case) is a good way to 

organize. As we discussed above, that is not so. Instead, organize by 

legal relevance. Organizing by legal relevance gets the reader to the 

most important cases quickly. To see the difference between ordering 

by chronology and ordering by legal relevance, go back and review Ex- 
ample 7.2-R and compare it to the explanation in 7.2-S. Which is more 

effective? 

Remember, attorneys want to know the law that will apply to a client’s 

case today. Usually, they do not care about how the law became what it 

is today. (The historical development of a rule is sometimes relevant to 

more complex analyses--analyses you are unlikely to see at the beginning 

of your career.) Instead, base the order of cases on their legal relevance 

to the point you are trying to prove. 

VIIi. Writing Case Illustrations 

¯ Crop your case illustrations carefully 

The value of a case illustration is that it allows the reader to visual- 

ize how a rule or a group of rules was applied to real life facts. The pic- 

ture is important. Just as a good photograph often focuses on one simple 

focal point, a good case illustration includes only those facts that are rel- 

evant to the court’s holding. 

In Example 7.2-T, the case illustration is poorly cropped. The reader 

is forced to wade through details about the date and where the parking 

lot was located only to learn that those details (shaded) are not at all rel- 

evant to the holding. That unnecessary work is frustrating to the reader. 

Example 7.2-T ¯ Case illustration cropped poorly 

when offcers parked their car in front of the defendant’s car blocking in the defen- 

dant’s car. Id. After noting that the Oregon Court of Appeals had previously held 

that a stop occurs when an officer prevents a vehicle from being driven away, the 

court held that because the offcers blocked the defendant’s exit, the defendant 

had been stopped. Id. 
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If a fact is described, the reader will assume that the fact is impor- 

tant and should be remembered. As a result, including non-critica! 

facts creates problems. You will tax your reader as she struggles to de- 

termine whether each fact is actually important, and you will irritate your 

reader when she realizes that it is not. So, to the extent possible, iia- 

clude only those facts that are critical to a court’s holding, as in Ex- 

ample 7.2-U. 

Example 7.2-U ¯ Case illustration cropped well 

In Wenger, the defendant was about to leave a parking lot when officers parked 

their car in front of the defendant’s car blocking the car in the parking spot. Id. 

After noting that a stop occurs when an officer prevents a vehicle from being 

driven away, the court held that the defendant had been stopped because the 

officers blocked the defendant’s exit. Id. 

¯ Be specific and concrete about trigger facts 

Be detailed about facts that were critical to the court’s holding. De- 

tails signal to the reader, "Hey! These are the important facts"’ 

Details also allow the reader to visualize how the rule functioned in 

real life. To create that picture, you must be specific and detailed about 

the critical facts and the court’s reasoning. 

Compare Examples 7.2-V and 7.2-W below. Both case illustrations do 

the iob; however, in the first example, 7.2-V, the writer blurs his de- 

scription of the plaintiff’s testimony, a fact critical to the court’s holding. 

Example 7.2-W is better because it allows us to actually hear the testi- 

mony that the court heard. In addition, because Example 7.2-W is more 

specific, we can better gauge how similar or distinct our case might be 

from the example. 

Example 7.2-V ¯ Trigger fact is blurred 

In a case where the plaintiff ~e~rned ~ ~t the p~perty !ine, the plaintiff 

was not able to rely on the pure mistake doctrine to prove her possession of the 

property was hostile to the owner’s claim. Fisher v. Dean, 3 R3d 212, 214 (Or. Ct. 

App. 200O). 

Example 7.2-W ¯ Trigger fact described specifically and concretely 

In a case where a p a nt fftestNed, t Ndnt kno~:w;Sere:the ~ue p~e~;line 

   located: she was not able to rely on the pure m stake doctrine to prove her 
possession of the property was hostile to the owner’s claim. Fisher v. Dean, 3 
R3d 212, 214 (Or. Ct. App. 2000). 
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¯ Blur non-critical facts that are necessary to tell the story 

Some non-critical facts, however, should be included because they 
are necessary to tell the story. For instance, in the case illustration above, 
(7.2-W), the writer describes the plaintiff’s testimony: Notice, though, 
that the writer does not refer to the plaintiff as Dorothy Engetson. The 
plaintiff’s name was not relevant to the court’s holding. So, the writer 
blurs that detail. 

The level of detail about a fact signals its relative importance. If a tact 
is described very specifically and concretely, the reader will assume that 
the fact is important and should be remembered. By contrast, if the fact 
is not critical but needs to be included, generalize the fact so that it will 
assume less importance. 

¯ Describe facts in chronological order 

Readers assume that a story will be told in chronological order and 

naturally read with that expectation. When you describe the trigger facts 

in your case illustration, you are telling a story about what happened in 

that case. As your reader reads the facts in your case illustration, she will 

assume that the story will be told chronologically. If you tell the story 

non-chronologically, you are apt to confuse your reader and cause her to 

stumble over your writing. 

¯ Use the past tense 

Case illustrations describe events in the past and are, therefore, al- 

ways written in past tense. (By contrast, rules, which describe ongo- 

ing, current legal principles, are described in the present tense.) 
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How a Big Bet on Racing S~L|its Left U.S. Skaters in the 
Cold. at Sochi 

The U.S. speedskating team’s results are among its poorest in recent Olympics, leaving a 

host of lingering questions about its high-tech suits. 

Produced by Under Armour, the suits were designed to be fastest in all of speedskating. 

Instead, as stars like Shani Davis and Heather Richardson failed to medal, the suits known 

as Mach 39 quickly became a lightning rod for a demoralized team. 

American athletes pressured U.S. Speedskating to abandon its prized new suit--putting 

the speedskating federation in an awkward situation with its most visible sponsor. The 

losing continued after the team reverted to a previous Under Armour model. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Iranian Hacking to Test NSA Nominee Michael Rogers 

Iran’s infiltration of a Navy computer network was far more extensive than previously 

thought, according to officials, and Vice Adm. Michael Rogers, who led the response, will 

likely face questions about it from senators weighing his nomination as the next head of 

the embattled National Security Agency. 

It took the Navy about four months to finally purge the hackers from its biggest 

unclassified computer network, according to current and former officials. 

Some lawmakers are concerned about how long it took, and are expected to ask whether 

there is a long-term plan to address security gaps exposed by the attack at his 

confirmation hearing. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 
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Morrison & Foerster Client Alert 

Review of the European Union’s proposal for a 
new directive on payment services 
CONTACT US AT: 

MarKeting Depar~r!lent 

425 Market ~:;treet 

San Francisco~ CA 

The European Union is in the process of updating its regulatory regime 

for payment services to reflect the developing nature of the payment 

services market. The European Commission’s proposed revised 

Payment Services Directive ("PSD2") will certainly broaden the net of 

regulation to cover a wider range of payments-related services. But 

questions remain about the scope and effect of the European regulatory 

regime that the PSD2 does not fully answer. 

The first EU Payment Services Directive ("PSD") was adopted in 2007 

and became law in most EU member states in 2009. In July 2013, the 

European Commission published its proposal for PSD2, which it hopes 

will be adopted in early 2014 and implemented by member states by 

2016. 
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London offices The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States) In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~/ww.sra.or~ uk Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AVV. 
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Daily Briefing February 18, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Why Obama’s ’Voluntary’ Cybersecurity Plan May Prove Mandatory 

by JOE ADLER 

The new cybersecurity framework issued under a V~i[e House execu[ive ol~er 

lacks congressional mandate and ~racks rules banks already follow, but some 

e×pe[ts believe the new document could be a standard used in data breach 

litigation and future regulatory changes, 

RE,~,D MORE *> 

Associated in Wis. to Be Freed from Anti-Money Laundering Order 
by SARAH TODD 

The Office of ti~e Comptroller of the Currency plans to release Associated Banc- 

Corp (ASBC) in Green Bay, VV]s., from a February 2012 consent order. 
READ MORE >> 

Weekly Wrap: Volcker Review; Postal Banking 
Remains Polarizing 

A recap of ~he informed opinions (and ~he discussions ~hey 

generated) on BankThink this week. 
RE,~,D MORE ~> 

Weekly Wrap: 

Volcker Review; 

Postal Banking 

Remains Polarizing 

M&A Annual Report 

The future of bank M&A took clearer shape in 2013. A 

cedain kind of deal, ~he merger ol equals, rose to ~he Io~ 

and that momentum has carried into 2014. The trend 

coincides with a change in dealmaking styles. Buyers 

used to win banks in pricey, unpredictable auctions. Now 

they have to be friendly masters of the negotiating table, 

and oI~en have ~o conduct patien~ talks over an ex~ended 

period of time... 
READ MORE ~> 

::~:: M&A Annual 

Repor~ 
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Poll Results: Would More Data-Breach Rules Help or Hurt Banks? 

RE;-\D MORE ~> 

MORE REG:JL~-:I"ION AND REFOR’M >> 

Contain 

Contain 

Modernizing Anti-Money Laundering Practices 
V’CHITEPAPER 

This white paper ofte~ insights into how financial institutions can modernize anti- 

money laundering praclices by using predictive analyfics to pinpoint suspicious 

activity. 
REAL) MORE ~> 

Vendor Management: Stay Compliant, Stay Secure 
V’,,’E B SEMINAR 

Last fall the OCC relessed new guidance on vendor risk management, and followed 

Lip with enforcement action against two bank vendors for h~secure practices. 
RE,~,D MORE ~> 

MQRE IN THE RE,~QURCE CEBFFER ~> 

Special Reports 

M&A Annual Report 
The Iutu~e of bank M&A ~ook clearer shape in 20I& A ceda~n kind o~ deal, the 

merger of equals, rose to the fore and that momentum has carded into 2014. The 



trend coincides with a change in dealmaking styles. Buyers used to win banks in 

pricey, unpredictable auctions, Now they have to be friendly masters of the 

negotiating table, and often have to conduct patient talks over an extended period 

ol time.- READ MORE ~> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Ametfcan Banker’s inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with strong cultures and smart approaches to making employees feel 

valued a~d engaged. Companies have been measured against peers of s~m~ar s~ze, 

based on aSSets.READ MORE t> 

SPECIAL REFOR[S 

FOLLOW [.iS: [] @AmerBanker [] Fsceboek 
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The 10-Point- February 18, 2014 

Good morning, 

State of Disunion 

The long, stea@ decline of the private-sector union movement in the U.S. 

shox.~<s no sign of abating. After last Friday’s vote by workers at 

look at the dismal past and unpromising future of the union. Chattanooga 

was a particularly hea~3~ and symbolic blow given that Volkswagen itself 

didn’t oppose the union. One professor noted that it was a loss for the 

entire labor movement "They have a product they’re selling and people 

aren’t b@ng it," he said. We consider the circumstances in which unions 

have faltered and explore labor officials’ strategy for growth, which, as it 

happens, takes aim at the South, where antiunion sentiment is particularly 

strong. 

Hack Attack 

As Western powers negotiate the use of nuclear weapons with Iran, we 

look at a different means of attack that might have been underestimated. 

Since we first reported the discovery of the/ra~:~ia~ e,,4>~’a~a~k o~ ~}~e U .S, 

Na-,,a; ~m] Marh:~e Corp,,~ <;~t~.’m i:~:~ September, we have found that the 

breach ended up being far more extensive than previously thought. It took 

the Na’vy about four months to finally purge the hackers from its biggest 

unclassified computer network. "It was a real eye-opener in terms of the 

eapabilities of Iran to get into a Defense Department system and stay in 

there for months," said a former U.S. official. We note that the officer who 

led the response, Vice Adm. Michael Rogers, will likely face questions 

about it from senators considering his nomination to lead the National 

Security Agency. 

Beyond the Game 

OIympk~ spe<:d.,~k~i~g ~e~m abandoned their O13qnpie uniforms amid 



speculation over design flaws. The Journal broke that story initially, and 

we now look at how uncertainty over the suit, regardless of any design 

flaws, may have hindered the team’s performance. And in an interview, the 

h~t~T~mti.o~m] Olympi~~ CoBm~itt~.’e% ~,hk’S ~,~.~pervi.~;o~" off’:red ~he ~r~,~t pUD]b 

~.’..~p~a~mti.o~ for the rocky lam~eh of the Games, saying the organization 

sounded a "red alert" in September when delays in hotel construction were 

posing a serious threat to the event. Early arrivals in Soehi, as we have 

previously reported, found unfinished hotels, unopened shops and many 

other problems. 

Baby, It’s Cold Outside 

Tired of l:ryi ~ l:o c<.~r~vi r~c~" your kid~ l:o dr~’s:~ for d~e coId we~her? A 

pediatrician tells us the facts, including the science behind cold-induced 

sickness and the risk inw~lved when a teen goes out without appropriate 

attire. "If a body is fighting to stay warm, it is stealing away energy that 

could be focused on other things, like fighting germs and concentrating," 

says the doctor. It turns out that most older children aren’t at high risk of 

getting h3~gothermia or frostbite, since they go into the cold in spurts 

rather than for long periods. Wet weather is riskier. So, while gloves, hats 

and scarves are important, the doctor tells us the value of one thing might 

outweigh everything else. And that is boots. 

WORLD 

U,S, I£¢vi.~4t.~ Optiom; (m Syria 



NU~’~BER OF THE DAY 

Do you agree with Mr. Baum? Please tell us why. Send )our response to 

H:poin~@,w@.co~r~ and follow @>G~,’,rard]~Bak<~r on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

READER RESPONSE 

Support for Pat C;~ r~;o~’s comme~i~ was overwhelming. Patrick Sweeney of 

Illinois ~Tote, "The political decision to promote and install democracy on 

the Afghanistan people, an ancient ei~41ization, was futile. Hamid Karzai is 

corrupt and the release of any prisoners is a travesty as well as an insult to 

the U.S." aim Pilgrim of Virginia wrote, "We learned nothing from the 

Soviet experience. Otherwise, we would have quickly and severely 

punished the Taliban, destroyed any chance of al Qaeda operating in 

Afghanistan (or any other area), and done so with deadly precision and 

with minimal loss of American lives...It’s sad. So much money spent (how 

many billions of $$)? So many lives lost. So little to show for it." 

This daily briefing is named "The ~o-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Tedmically, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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~3% of organizations review director compensation anmJaiiy 

subject malJers; cempensa~io: was cited by a majoriJy el the ~espondents 
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UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information <farm_general@listserv.unc.edu> 

[farm_general] Last chance to join the Chili Cook-Of!! 

Greetings from The Farm, 

We still have a few open spaces for judges and competitors. Please let us know if you would like to join in the competition and enter the meat or veggie 

category. We look forward to seeing you there. 

Farm Chili Cook-Off = Saturday, February 22 (4:00-6:00 pro) RSVP required 

Think you have the best chili this side of the Mississippi? We will be hosting our second annual Farm Chili Cook-Off on Saturday, February 22 from 4:00- 

6:00 pm. S5 for all the chili you can eat and beer you can drink. Paying guests will also have the chance to pick the best chili. Please RSVP so we can 

purchase supplies accordingly. Interested in participating in the competition? Please email Seth Pomerantz at uncfarm@hotmail.com. All entries must be 

enough chili for 60-70 samples. All types of chili are included in this event~ however we ask that you please provide a sign with all ingredients in your chili. 

Best meat chili and veggie chili will win a visa gift card and best chili overall will win the coveted Farm Chili Cup! 

-Seth Pomerantz, Assistant Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_general as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu, 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34270580-2435570,47d4593dSelld651e5d3bcd97bOab835@listserv, unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 9:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

CRIME REPORTS: 
HILLSBOROUGH AREA: 
****Break in to locked residerace reported 02/17/14, 5:29 pro, 222 Willowbend In 
the complainant advised returned home around 5:20 pm and found her rear door to her residence kicked in. she advised a~ i-pad, lap top, 
money, and assorted electro,tics were stolen. Value $2,700~00 
****Break in to locked residence reported 02/17/14, 4:50 pro, 3007 Mooresfield Rd 
The complainant advised that when she returned from work today, she found that someone had broken imo her residence and taken items. 
Ento~ to the residence was gained when the back door of the residence was ldcked in. 
****Break in to locked storage shed reported 02/17/14, 3:26 pro, 3200 Seven Springs Rd 
the complainant advised he was out walking around and noticed his shed had been broken imo. he advised the locked appeared to have 
been cut off. he stated the only thing that was missing was his stihI chainsaw. Valt~e $100.00 
****Break m to locked reside~ce reported o2/17/14, 2:o0 pro, i 720 Piney Grove Church R d, 
the complainant advised she returned home around 2:00 pm, and found her rear door to her residence kicked in. she advised her tv,lock 
box containing cast-,, a pistol and medications were stolen from the reside~ce. Value $4,150.00 
MEBANE AREA: 
****Break in to locked residence reported 02/17/14, ,1.:54 pro, 1503 Cedar Pointe Dr 
the resident advised while retumingfrom school he noticed the front door to the residence standing open he made entry and 
saw multNle items stolen and thehome appeared to have been ransacked. The front door appeared pried into by use of a 
tool inside the frame was cracked. Mulhple cabinets and drawers throughout the home had been ransacked. 2game 
conso es, fiat screen te ev s on, m cro gun safe wh ch conta ned a sma ca bet handgun and $150.00 n sma dehorn nat ons 
was stolen. Value $1,700.00 
CHAPEL HILL AREA: 
.... L:arceny from Construction site reported 02/17/14, 9:55 am, 509 Tiley" Farm Rd, 
The complainant advised that when he arrived at work this mornin.q he noticed that metal roofing was missing. The 
complainant advised that the suspect took the metal from pallets. Value $Y,750.00 
THANK YOU FOR BE1NG OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 

Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch (2lark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 

does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly D Krawiec <~krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 18, 2014 9:10 AM 

Conley, John M ~imconley@emml.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: P1LR Symposium Article Revisions 

Yes, it definitely irritates me -- I really did not even remember we had an article sitting with them. At least they didn’t try to edit it, which is good, but then of course 

brings up the question of what they’ve been doing all this time. Thanks for this -- I’ll replace the existing sentence ruth this one. 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 

krawiec@law.duke.edu 
919-613-7197 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 5:59 PM, Conley, John M wrote: 

Thanks, Kim. Always amuses (and occasionally irritates me) when a law review is out of touch forever and then sud:aces in a huge hurry. In any event. 

concerning their one comment, I suggest a rewrite below. 

Johil 

But the ultimate focus turns out to be a particnlar skill set or background experience, not necessarily connected to the director’s race or gender, that 

proved valuable. Examples we heald included organizational skill gained thi~ongh high-level milita~’ service (an African American male), an engineering 

background (a white female), and regulatoD~ expertise (an Afiican American female). {I don’t remember the novice example. As worded it doesn’t seem 

to fit being a novice is neither skill nor experience. So I’d be inclined to drop it and end the sentence here.] or being a "novice" to the boardroom (an 

Atiican-American male). IRJSl] 

From: Kim Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 3:40 PM 
To: Conley, John M; groome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Fwd: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Hi guys attached are the revisions for the Pace law review. I had actually forgotten all about it it’s been so long since I sent it in without heazring 
anything from them. They want revisions back in a week, if possible. They didn’t really make any changes, other than one or re,o, it seems, so I think that 

should be doable. Lissa, do we have a list of transeript numbers and dates somewhere? I think they’re not entirely happy with the way we’ve cited the 

transcripts and prefer them the way we did it in other articles (e.g. fnt~:_~r~4ew, transcript No. DS3C’0057-58, a[: 14 (Dec. 3.2, 200,% Iql have to [o.:)]~ and see 
how we cited th~-_~m in here, as f don’t e~en r~-:~member anymore. Feel [re~-_~ t.:) make any changes you guys [:hink are nece.;sar,/, but we ~.;hould pr.:)bably 
track them for’ the law review. 
Th a n ks ! 
Kim 
Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

Resent-From: 
__k__r__a__~!__e___c__@ La____w__:__d___kLk___e__:__e__#__u_- 

From: "Silvagni, Richard J." <.r___s_!kv___a_g__n__[@!__a___w___:p___a___c___e__:_e____d___u_.> 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Date: February 17, 2014 at 10:40:31 AM EST 
To: Kimberly D Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

This is a first for me, but my ardcles group returned your’ article without editing the main text, saying it was not necessary. I re-read the article just 

now and mostly agree, making a couple of minor tweaks that 1 tracked changes am 
The only other edits were to the format of the citations, which they did not track change, such as adding small caps and italics to match the bluebook 
as well as fixing som,:_~ supra m~mbers. I also standardized all oF Lhe dash,:_~s and will fix them in Lhe h:~rmatting stage. 
I am here to work with you so pleas,-_~ let me know iF you haste any other qu,:_~stior~s. 
Thanks, 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace International Law Review 
(646) 286-5:1.83 
rsilva(~ace.edu 
From-" Kimberly D Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, February 17, 20J.4 10:12 AM 
Te-" Silvagni, Richard J. 
Subject-" Re: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
t][i Richard -- I don’t see any changes tracked on this version. Can you please send a version with changes "tracked so that I can Jbllow what has been 
changed? Thanks 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 

Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 

Duke University 



201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec@law.duke,edu 
919-613-7197 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 10:06 AM, Silvagni, Richard J. wrote: 

Attached is [h~-_~ w?rsi.:_~n of your article with the mos[ recerR rev~sior~s. 

F~m= Silvagni, Richard ~. 
Sent-" Monday, ~brua~ $7, 2054 9:39 AN 

To= kraw~ec@law.duke.edu 
Subject= RE: PiLE Symposium A~icle Revisions 

~m so sorry, ~ atl:~(:hed ~:he wrong vers~on~ I will send the correct one in a h~w minutes 

~m= Silvagni, Richard J, 
Sent-" Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 9:34 AN 

To= ’kraw~ec@law.duke.edu’ 
Subject: PILR Symposium A~[cle Revisions 

Hi Ms. Krawiec, 

My name ~s Rich S~lvagni and I am the managing editor of Pace International Law Review. We are preparing our symposium edition for publishing and 

need your help with some final edits. Namely, we need more information on the transcripts you used so we can substance check and cite them 

properly. Feel free to change or revise anything else in the article. If you can, we would like a revised version of your article within a week. 

Thank you so much for publishing with us and please feel free to ask me any questions. 

Best, 
Richard S[[vagni 
Managing Editor, Pace International Law Review 

(6~) 286-5183 
rs~[vaqni@law.pace.edu 

<Kim Krawiec.docx> 
Kimberly D. Krawiec 

Kathrine Robinson Evere~ Professor of Law 

Duke Univers[~ 

201 Science Drive 

Durham NC 27708 

krawiec@law.duke.edu 

919-613-7197 

Broome et. al, supra note l, at 782-84 (discussing these and other examples) 

RJL~Z~Z[This sentence is a little awkward 



Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:43 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

This Thursday: Health Care Symposium 

2014 Hea th Care Symposium 
Affordable Care Law: It’s Here; Now What? 

Photo from ~as~ .year~s ~ymposium 

executives, do,tots and po~¢y 

oppo~un~t~es and challenges of 
hea~th reform, 

TBJ’s health care reperteL Jason deBruyn 

will lead the discussion with a deep bench of 

powerful players ove~ b~eakfast on 

Thursday, Febluary 20th. ’t*~e hope you’ft 

p~an to ]o~n ~s again ~or wh~t prorn~ses to be 

~nother vigorous Q & A on what’s here 

what’s next fo~ b~s~ness and the impact 

~he health c~e 

PANELISTS 

VP of Pubfic 
Po’.,iCy, 

Rick Kelly 

Semor V,~ce 

President, 
Progressive Benefit 

Sofu#ons 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

Thursday, February 20th 

7:30AM ~ 9:30AM 

WHERE: 

Raleigh Marriott City Centel 

500 Fayettevitle SL 

Raleigh NC 2760t 

SPONSORS 



B~rke 

VP Health Policy 

and Chief 
Oomph~nce 

Blue Cress 
Shield of North 

Director; NC DHHS 

Heafth~ 
Developmenta! 

Subsfance Abuse 

Associate Chief 
Medk;af Off~cer at 
Duke Unhe~sity 
Heahh System and 
Predden¢ of the 
Medical Society 

Forward to a Fdend Pdvacy I Ut~s~bscribe 

Tdangb Business Journal 

3600 Gbt~wood Ave, Suite 100 

Raleigh, NO, 27(412, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaJ~dler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Tuesday, Februau 18, 2014 9:49 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emoJl.nnc.edtp 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: CVB Financial Corp. (NASDAQ: CVBF; Ontario, CA) enters into stock purchase 

agreement with America Bm~cshares, Inc. (Private; Newport Beach, CA) to acquire American Security Bank) 

CVB Financial Corp. (NASDAQ: CVBF; Ontario, CA) enters into stock purchase agreement with America 

Bancshares, Inc. (Private; Newport Beach, CA) to acquire American Security Bank) 

Sandier O Neill served as financial advisor to CVB Financial Corp., in this transaction. This 

transaction represents Sandier O~NeiilGs llTth bank or thrift transaction nationwide since 

January ~., 2011. Sandier OGNeilJ has served as a financial advisor on more bank and thrift 

transactions than any other investment bank during that t~me pedod~J S~nce January 2, 

201~, Sandier O’NeiU has advised on 25 bank or thirft transactgons ~n the Western United 

States with an aggregate deal value of 5.~ b~l~on, more than any other ~nvestment bank.G 

ONTARIO, CA and NEWPORT BEACH, CA [] CVB Financial Corp. (NASDAQ: CVBF) and America Bancshares, Inc. 

announced today that they have entered into a definitive stock purchase agreement, pursuant to which CVBF will 

acquire all of the stock of American Security Bank (ASB), the principal subsidiary of American Bancshares, Inc. ASB 

will then be merged with and into Citizens Business Bank (CBB), the principal subsidiary of CVBF. The transaction 

is valued at $57.0 million and will be paid for by CBB using 100% cash. 

At closing, based on December 31, 2013 financial information, CBB will add approximately $253 million in loans, 

$178 million in nondnterest bearing deposits and $356 million in total deposits to its existing totals of $36 billion in 

loans, $2.5 billion in nondnterest bearing deposits, and $5.5 billion in deposits and customer repurchase 

agreements as of December 31, 2013. 

ChristopherD Myers, President and Chief Executive Officer of CVBFandCBB, remarked OWe are excited to 

announce the merger of American Security Bank and Citizens Business Bank. We believe American Security Bank 

and their strong team of associates is a terrific fit for Citizens Business Bank as both organizations share a 

common philosophy and approach to community banking with an emphasis on serving the financial needs of 

small to medium sized business customers and owners. Citizens Business Bank[]s wider menu of products and 

services will further build on the strong foundation American Security Bank has established in its key markets of 

Orange County, the Inland Empire and the High Desert.8 

Upon completion of the merger, ASB will operate under the CBB name and brand. CBB will continue to deliver the 

high-touch level of service that ASB customers expect, with an expanded branch and ATM network and a broad 

range of products and services, including expertise in personal, small business, private and corporate banking, 

treasury management, and trust and investment services. 

Please contact Jimmy Dunne, Murray Bodine, Adam Keefer or Alec MacColl with any questions. 

~1) Excludes terminated transactions and self advisory roles 

Source: SNL Financial 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

1251 Avenue of the Americas, 6th Floor I New York, NY 10020 US 



FFOllil : 

Sent: 

Tel 

Subject: 

Concierge Medical and Risk Constdtants <chris.cometto conciergemrc.com@mail 171 .atl21 .rsgsv.net> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 9:50 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

CLE Course 6.5 hours including 2.5 ethics hours pending approval 

Mastering the Medical Portion 
of the Case 

8~5 ho~rs CLE i~¢l~ding 2,5 ho~rs of ~thics ~d~ a~@ro~t 
Apli~ 2, 20~ 4 7:30 am .- 5:30 pm 

Bes~ Western, Bur~ngto~, NC 

Keynote Speakers: 

Dr. Suzanne Novak, MD, PhD, Lead Author ODG Pain Management Guidelines 

& Dr. William Nemeth, MD Addictionologist 

Join us for Mastering the Medical Po~ion of the Case, a comprehensive pregl’am 

conspiised of medical expeP,:.s and iegai experts who will inform the audience of how to 

best prepare for tI’.,e medicai porlion of compiex cases,"ciaims ir’.,voJ’,;ing pain 

rna~?agemer’.,t issues Physicia~?s wilJ discuss curren[ evider’.,ce based guideJir’.,es 

speaking in detaii on opioids, in]ections, psychiatric cem?orbidity~ fa~sctional restorations 

programs and diversion. Pa~ticipa~sts will gain a iegal perspective from attorneys on 

both the plaintiff and defense side of how they use different types of medical expels to 

prepal’e their cases and how they deal with these consplex casedclaims~ 

Join us on 4/1/2014 for a networking session from 5:30pro - 7:30pro. 

Discuss case seenaries wilh D~. Ne’,;ak and D~, NemetI’.,= 

Yosl ais ~ecei,/ir~g this emaii becaslse this is ~he address you piovided ~he st’a~s bar for irfformir~g ~,os 8bed[ upcomin9 
CL E oppolsurities 

704Wago~erRd 
Ebn, i’,C27244 

~:~owered by 





FFOllil : 

Sent: 

Tel 

Subject: 

Concierge Medical and Risk Constdtants <chris.cometto conciergemrc.com@mail 168.at121 .rsgsv.net> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 9:58 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ema~,l.unc.edu> 

CLE Course 6.5 hours including 2.5 ethics hours pending approval 

Mastering the Medical Portion 
of the Case 

8~5 ho~rs CLE i~¢l~ding 2,5 ho~rs of ~thics ~d~ a~@ro~t 
Apli~ 2, 20~ 4 7:30 am .- 5:30 pm 

Bes~ Western, Bur~ngto~, NC 

Keynote Speakers: 

Dr. Suzanne Novak, MD, PhD, Lead Author ODG Pain Management Guidelines 

& Dr. William Nemeth, MD Addictionologist 

Join us for Mastering the Medical Po~ion of the Case, a comprehensive pregl’am 

conspiised of medical expeRs and iegai experts who will inform the audience of how to 

best prepare for tI’:e medicai porlion of compiex cases,"ciaims ir’:voJ’,;ir~g pain 

rna~?agemer’:t issues Physicia~?s wilJ discuss curren[ evider’:ce based guideJir’:es 

speaking in detaii on opioids, in]ections, psychiatric cem?orbidity~ fa~sctional restorations 

programs and diversion. Pa~ticipa~sts will gain a iegal perspective from attorneys on 

both the plaintiff and defense side of how they use different types of medical expels to 

prepal’e their cases and how they deal with these consplex casedclaims~ 

Join us on 4/1/2014 for a networking session from 5:30pro - 7:30pro. 

Discuss case seenaries wilh D~. Ne’,;a~ and D~. NemetI’:= 

CL E oppolSunities 

70,I Wagor~e~ Rd 
E~on, rd.’: 27244 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18,2014 10:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Experience the Emotion of LOVE ALONE 

A New Play About Love, Loss and Healing 
Join Us for This Special Premiere Beginning February 26 

Next on the Mainstage, we’re thrilled to bring you the regional premiere of an award- 
winning new play - ~L.#.~..e...~. 

Critics rhapsodized about this emotionally rich, humanly complex story when it was first 
introduced in 2012. We read the script (a real page-turner) and immediately called 
playwright Deborah S~lern Smith about presenting it at PlayMakers. Deborah is a North 
Carolina native and couldn’t have been more pleased! 

She’s working closely with director ~’.’i~,.i#.!).!)..e.....~!.QA&.o.,.l~, the cast and creative team, with us in 
Chapel Hill for rehearsals, sharing the insight and background this deeply resonant story 
deserves as we prepare it for you to experience. 

Learn more about Love A/one before joining us for the show. This week we present our 
popular Vision Series-Directors in Conversation preview with Vivienne Benesch in the 
Paul Green Theatre (Wednesday, Feb 19 at 6:30pm). 

ix 
Get your tickets today! 

LOVE ALONE 

Tickets for Love Alone are 
ON SALE NOW. Tickets 
available for every budget, 
starting at $15 every 
night. 

FEB 26-MAR 16 
Tue-Sat at 7:30pm 
Sun Matinee at 2:00pm 

Sat Matinee, Mar 8 at 
2:00pm 

WHERE 
PlayMakers is located in the 
Center for Dramatic Art. Our 
PRC= productions are 
performed in the Kenan 
Theatre. 

ASSASSINS 
WHEN YOU’VE GOT A GUN 
EVERYBODY PAYS 
ATTENTION 
Sondheim’s Tony-winning 
musical comes to the 
Mainstage in April! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordRake - Write to the Point <wordrake@writetothepoint.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 18, 2014 10:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

On One Condition 



Update your preferences Unsubscribe 







Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GoEco ] Volunteering Abroad <conten~goeco.org~ 

Tuesday, FebruaD, 18, 2014 10:40 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Volunteering Abroad [br Law Students] 2014 

Hello Lissa Lamkin, 

GoEco is providing global volunteering opportunities for university students, faculty, 

and staff of Legal Studies. Volunteers can choose from a variety of placements that 

will focus on community and educational development as well as wildlife and 

environmental conservation. Discover the stunning coasts of Sri Lanka while finding a 

wide range of local projects on the ~e a~ Teac~i~ project, travel to the 

mountains of Tanzania where you will integrate your valuable skills into the 

Te~chin¢.~ ~ Con~n~ty pro,~e~t, or get up close and personal with spectacular 

wildlife at the W~ldlNe ~a~tua~¥ in South Africa. 

!!ii;~:G. LAN ii:~i:A:: Orphanage ~d 

Volunteers will stay in a beautiful village 

just 20 minutes from the center of 

Kandy. After registration volunteers will 

choose to focus on a specific project 

such as a teaching, working in an 

orphanage, temple construction, or 

working in a women’s shelter. GoEco is 

partnered with local organizations that 

have already implemented many 

community-based initiatives. This will give 

volunteers not only an authentic 

experience but also a chance to make a 

real difference. The area itself also offers 

much to explore such as treks, yoga, 

and tropical beaches. 



Situated at the foot of Africa’s highest 

mountain, Kilimanjaro, this project will see 

volunteers assist in numerous education 

initiatives within the local community. 

Support local nursery schools, education 

centers, secondary schools, and Friday 

community work. Accommodations are in 

Moshi, a great location for adventurers 

who want to discover a unique part of 

Africa. The project accepts volunteers at 

all levels of teaching capabilities however 

those with TEFL and previous experience 

and certification are given a more 

intensive experience. 

!!ii;OLYii’t..ii Aii.ii-lii.SCA:: Wildlife 

Volunteers will live in a comfortable house 

located on the sanctuary, with zebras 

and and other wildlife roaming right 

outside the front door[ The project will 

have set daily tasks such as cleaning, 

feeding, and general care of the animals. 

Volunteers will also have the chance to 

work on a variety of other projects 

including checking fire breaks, 

constructing enclosures, building a 

vulture kitchen, and creating other things 

that will further enrich the quality of life 

for the animals in the sanctuary. With so 

much to do and see, there is never a dull 

moment! 

Accommodations 

Full board 

Full pre-departure & in-country assistance, training, and support 

Like GoEco’s fan page on ~.~.~.@.~.9.~ and follow us on ~ for exciting updates and 

promotions[ Also head over to our ~ ~l~ to read posts by our volunteers about 

their personal experiences or check out exciting project and volunteer videos on our 

The ,GoEco Team 



US: +1 6~5 481 9981 

UK: +~ 207 193 7733 

AU: +61 2 8003 3883 

O~ CO,’~ O~CO.Oi" 







Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 18, 2014 11:07 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. ttousehold Debt Has Largest Quarterly Increase Since Betbre Recession 

U,S, Hot~sehold Debt Has Largest Qt~arterly Increase 
Since Before Recession 

Americans increased their borrowing at the end of last year as their confidence improved, 

resulting in the largest increase in household debt since before the recession. 

Household debt, which includes mortgages, credit cards, auto loans and student loans, 

jumped $241 billion, or 2.1%, between October and December to $11.52 trillion, new 

figures from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York showed. That was the biggest 

quarterly rise since the third quarter of 2007, just before the recession began. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Cooper <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Tuesday, February 18,2014 11:23 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Toxic Waste In Our Water 

Liss8, 

There have been a flood of appalling headlines coming out of North Carolina over the past few 

weeks: "3. 5 million gallons of raw sewage spilled into Haw River.." "82, 000 tons of Coal Ash Spill 

From Power Plant Into Dan River," "State Officials allowed notification delay atter sewage spilled," 

just to name a few. 

But because of new laws passed by the legislature and signed by the Governor months ago, this is 

just a sign of more to come. Not only did they eliminate rules and safeguards that help keep our 

water clean, they delayed a pollution fix for Jordan Lake - drinking water for 300,000 people - and 

reduced the number of environmental workers that help keep our water safe. That’s inexcusable. 

The legislature and the Governor must repeal portions of the law that removed common sense 

safeguards, fix the coal ash problem, stop hurting Jordan Lake and put more clean water inspectors 

on the job. do~tkm to ".rotect biorth C~sreiina’s water. 

Thanks for your support. 

Roy Cooper 

PS - Please share this petition on F~-~ceb,’~ok and [[[’.,t,.’]!:~#/with your friends and family. This issue is 

extremely important. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roy Cooper <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> 

Tuesday, February 18,2014 11:27 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Toxic Waste In Our Water 

Friend, 

There have been a flood of appalling headlines coming out of North Carolina over the past few 

weeks: "3. 5 million gallons of raw sewage spilled into Haw River.." "82, 000 tons of Coal Ash Spill 

From Power Plant Into Dan River," "State Officials allowed notification delay atter sewage spilled," 

just to name a few. 

But because of new laws passed by the legislature and signed by the Governor months ago, this is 

just a sign of more to come. Not only did they eliminate rules and safeguards that help keep our 

water clean, they delayed a pollution fix for Jordan Lake - drinking water for 300,000 people - and 

reduced the number of environmental workers that help keep our water safe. That’s inexcusable. 

The legislature and the Governor must repeal portions of the law that removed common sense 

safeguards, fix the coal ash problem, stop hurting Jordan Lake and put more clean water inspectors 

on the job. do~tkm to ".rotect biorth C~sreiina’s water. 

Thanks for your support. 

Roy Cooper 

PS - Please share this petition on F~-~ceb,’~ok and [[[’.,t,.’]!:~#/with your friends and family. This issue is 

extremely important. 





Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: Research Triangle Park picks architects tbr massive site plan 

i~i~i~i~i ~each.er-s? 

Today’s Top Local Stories 

.......................................................................................................................................................... 

m c,~ 

Diait~(sn]i~hs doses on 

~_~£l~;_ of the Day: Wash~nc~ W~ndows 

_ 



Duke’s Lae~r-~e~. NCSU;s Co~chiani~ LiNe’s L:~nch on the 
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Breaking News 

Posted February 18, 2014, 4:42 P.M. ET 

The Federal Reserve has adopted a rule under Dodd-Frank that establishes heightened liquidity 
and risk-management requirements for big banks in the United States as well as foreign banks. 

The regulator scheduled an afternoon meeting to discuss the final rule, which implements 
enhanced prudential standards under Section 165 of the financial regulatory overhaul law. 

The Fed said the final rule establishes a number of enhanced prudential standards for large U.S. 

bank holding companies and foreign banking organizations to help increase the resiliency of their 

operations. These standards include liquidity, risk management, and capital. 

Fed Chair Janet Yellen said the rule addresses sources of vulnerability. 

Fed Governor Daniel Tarullo said in an opening statement that the liquidity risk and risk- 
management standards in the regulation will be added to the final resolution plan and stress testing 

regulations that are already in place. "In the coming months we will be considering final or proposed 

rules covering other elements of this set of enhanced prudential standards -- including risk-based 

capital surcharges, a supplemental leverage ratio, minimum levels of long-term debt, and quantitative 
liquidity standards," Tarullo said. 

The final rule will not apply to nonbank financial companies that are designated by the Financial 

Stability Oversight Council for Federal Reserve supervision. The Fed said it will apply enhanced 
prudential standards to these other institutions through a subsequently issued order or rule following 

an evaluation of the business model, capital structure, and risk profile of each designated nonbank 

financial company. 
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Cybersecurity Framework "Best Practices" 
Released: What You Need to Know 

February 18, 2014 

After a year of collaboration between the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) and the private sector, the White House and NIST [~leased the first version of the 
Framework, pursuant to Executive Order 13636. The Framework provides cyber-best 
practices and offers helpful data security suggestions for organizations of all sizes and 
industries--including communications, health care, energy, information technology, finance 
and critical manufacturing. For a link to the Framework and concise guidance about its 
scope and potential legal implications, click here. 

As part of our service to you, we regularly compile short reports on new and interesting developments and the 

issues the developments raise. Please recognize that these reports do not constitute legal advice and that we do 

not attempt to cover all such developments Rules of certain state supreme courts may consider this advertising 

and require us to advise you of such designation. Your comments are always welcome. ¢~ 2014 Dykema Gossett 

PLLC 
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Since the financial crisis, a number of jurisdictions, including the 

United States, the United Kingdom, France and Germany, have 

introduced legislation to separate retail and commercial banking from 

wholesale and investment banking in an attempt to re-structure banks 

that have been called "too big to fail," "too big to save" and "too 

complex to manage or supervise". 

Until recently, there were two main approaches to bank structural 

reform: the US Volcker rule’s outright prohibition of certain activities 

and the functional separation of certain activities ("ring-fencing") 

employed in the United Kingdom, France and Germany. On January 29, 

2014, however, the EU proposed legislation loosely based upon the 

report of the EU group of high-level experts known as the Liikanen 

Group. The legislation would introduce a third approach to bank 

structural reform: an approach that combines elements of the Volcker 

rule and ring-fencing but is arguably inconsistent with both 

approaches and that, like the Volcker rule, proposes to have 

extraterritorial effect. 

Please join Alexandria Carr as she discusses the EU’s proposal for 

structural reform of the banking sector and looks at how it may affect 

banking groups that are headquartered both inside and outside the 

European Union. 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 

Europe 
5:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. CET 
4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. GMT 

United States 
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. CST 
9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. MST 
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. PST 

Teleconference Access 

Instructions for accessing the program will be sent prior to the event. 

(If: you decline we will not send you 

reminders for this event.) 

For additional information, please contact 

Mayer Brown’s Global Financial Markets I~itiative helps clients deal 

with the legal and business challenges resulting from the ongoing 

turbulence in worldwide financial markets. By mobilizing the firm’s 

global resources from multiple practices and offices, the initiative 

provides clients with knowledgeable and timely counsel on a broad 

spectrum of their legal needs. 

Please visit us at 

Date & Time 
Thursday, February 20, 2014 

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST 
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Statistically Insignificant Deaths: Disclosing Drug Harms to Investors (and Patients) Under SEC Rule 10b-5 
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Creating a Culture of Compliance: Why Departmentalization May Not Be the Answer 
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George Washington Law Review, VoL 82, No. I, pp. ~I1-~ 7~. 2013 

GEORGE A, MOCSARY, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale - School of Law 

Email: g mocsary@bigfoot.com 

This Article, using statistical tools and theory in conjunction with more standard legal approaches, argues that pharmaceutical manufacturers 
should disclose all cases of illness or injury associated with their products because this data is material to patients and their doctors, and therefore 
to Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 10b-5’s "reasonable investor." Patient and investor interests complement each other in this context, 
so each will benefit from disclosures that interest the other. Because individuals process more information than traditional statistical tests convey, 
they act reasonably in expanding their treatment and investment criteria beyond statistical data. Noreover, two sets of expert intermediaries -- 
doctors and professional investors -- will be involved. Their expertise will contribute to a more accurate assessment of the risks that adverse-event 
reports may suggest a drug presents, and of the significance of these risks to shareholders. The Supreme Court’s reasons for not requiring full 
disclosure are out of place in the context of adverse-event reporting given Rule 10b-5’s pro-disclosure mandate and the fact that even seemingly 
singular and unconnected facts can substantially move investors’ and patients’ opinions about a drug’s safety, and thus its maker’s viability. A full- 
disclosure rule would place the determination of which facts are important into the hands of parties with "skin in the game" rather than regulators 
or self-interested drug makers. 

iiiiiii, incorporation Ru~es,, [ ~:: Free Download ] 

Review of Law and Economics (2014, Forthcoming) 

ADI A~’AL, Bar-Ilan University - Faculty of Law 

Email: adiayal@ mail,biu.ac,il 
~A.AD ~,OTII=[I~, Ramat Gan Law School - "College of Law and Business 

Emaih rotem@clb,ac,il 

Following Calabresi and Melamed, legal theory has employed the property rule/liability rule distinction in order to hone our understanding of 
existing norms, as well as suggest new ones. This paper suggests an addition to the pantheon in the form of a protocol that we call an 
"Incorporation Rule". It is a novel mechanism allowing private parties and courts to combine property rule and liability rule protection where both 
apply to the same entitlement. Incorporation Rules allow for separating the effects of intertwined property and liability rules, focusing on ex ante 
voluntary determination of levels of protection usually adjudicated ex post. Under the protocol, the entitlement is transferred to a special-purpose 
corporate vehicle, which then issues tailor-made securities to the owner of the entitlement and to the potential buyer or frivolous user. In this 
manner, the entitlement is split along the contours of three basic corporate instruments -- heterogeneous capital structure, separation of 
ownership and control, and an independent legal personality. By relying on these known-and-tested corporate mechanisms, risk and transaction 
costs are minimized, enforcement is improved, and heterogeneous preferences of individuals can be accommodated. The Incorporation Rule 
protocol thus allows for flexibility in protecting entitlements while facilitating efficient exchange. 

i~:i~:i~:i"Creating a Culture of Compliance: Why Depart~entalization Hay Not Be the Answer" ~ Free Download 
Hastings Business Law Journal, Vet ~0, p, 71, 2024 



H:[(:HELE ~EARDSLEE DESTEFAP, IO, University of Miami - School of Law 

Email: mbeardslee@law, miami.edu 

Over the past few decades, as corporate criminal liability rules, sentencing guidelines, and settlement incentives have changed, there has been 
increased emphasis on and resources devoted to the compliance function at large publicly held companies. In this article, Professor DeStefano 
traces the development of the compliance function at large corporations and questions the recent mandate by certain governmental entitles that 
malfeasant corporations designate a chief compliance officer and separate the compliance gatekeeping function from the legal department so that 
this chief compliance officer does not report to the general counsel. She categorizes the types of arguments made for and against 
departmentalization and then analyzes them from the perspective of the public’s objectives to increase detection, monitoring, and prevention of 
corporate misconduct. By examining secondary literature, surveys, and interviews she conducted with 70 general counsels and chief compliance 
officers, she hypothesizes that preemptive departmentalization may not be in the public’s best interest. It may not increase transparency into 
compliance transgressions at corporations, actual compliance by corporations, or the commitment by corporations to a culture of compliance and 
ethics. Further, such structural reorganization of the compliance function may generate consequences that offset the potential benefits of 
departmentalization and create a sense of false complacency that distracts from substantive cultural change that is integrated throughout the 
organization. Ultimately, she concludes that a focus on culture and informal norms may have more potential to meet the public’s objectives than a 
focus on organizational structure. Therefore, she proposes the government revise its cun’ent focus on the external manifestations of compliance to 
inward, cultural change. Specifically, she suggests that the government reward corporations that take an inward look at how work is actually being 
done within the company and at the networks and organizational culture that exists beneath the surface of the organization chart, the mission 
statement, and code of conduct. Such focus, she believes, could enable compliance structures and programs that promote public access to 
information about compliance transgressions, actual compliance by corporations, and a culture of compliance and ethics within a corporation. 
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WIJILF A, ~--J~&L, University of St, Thomas, Minnesota - School of Law 
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A common complaint suggests that compliance with financial regulation brings increasing returns to scale and predominantly affects smaller firms. 
Many studies have shown that an inverse relationship exists between the size of regulated firms and the per-unit cost of compliance. Anecdotal 
evidence suggests that Title IV of the Dodd-Frank Act, mandating hedge fund adviser registration and increased disclosures, affects mostly smaller 
hedge fund advisers. To estimate the effect of Title IV on smaller hedge fund advisers, this study evaluates survey data collected after the 
registration effective date for hedge fund advisers under Title [V. 

The author finds no evidence of an inverse relationship between the size of regulated hedge fund advisers and the per-unit cost of compliance. The 

cost of Title IV compliance and other independent variables as proxies for cost are associated with the size of hedge fund advisers as measured by 

assets under management (AUM). These findings are inconsistent with the hypothesis that the cost of financial regulation predominantly affects 

smaller firms. To explain these findings, the author evaluates hedge funds’ use of single versus multiple investment strategies and the associated 
Title IV compliance costs. 

in H&A" i~i Free Download 
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This paper reports three empirical findings associated with overpaid mergers and acquisitions (M&A) using the purchase price allocation data from 
SFAS No. 14~ during the period of 2003-201L First, we present evidence consistent with abnormal selling activities by managers of bidding firms in 

the two quarters preceding the public release of overpaid M&A. This finding suggests that the managers of bidding firms have informational 
advantage relative to the investing public with respect to overpaid M&A and they use it to their advantage by selling their own firms’ stocks before 

the bad news hits the capital market. Second, we find evidence that the post-M&A operating performance of bidding fh’ms is worse than the 

operating performance of propensity score-matched control firms. This finding suggests that the overpaid acquisitions serve as an indicator of 
M&A’s future success or failure. Finally, we document that the compensation gap between CEOs of overpaid M&A and CEOs of propensity score- 

matched, non-M&A firms widens significantly after the deal completion. The cumulative equity grants, not cash compensation, primarily drives the 

gap. This finding supports the agency-related merger motives in the literature through the equity grants to CEOs. 
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There are two competing theories of why public companies pay executives generous retirement benefits. One is that retirement pay is easier to 
hide fl’om shareholders than other forms of compensation. The other is that retirement benefits align executives’ interests with those of long-term 

creditors, since the executives may not receive their payouts if the firm goes bankrupt. The latter view depends on the assumption that retirement 

benefits put executives in a similar contractual position as the company’s creditors. Yet no previous work has tested that assumption. 

This Article provides the first systematic study of the contractual structure of executive retirement payouts. Using retirement pay data for 

thousands of executives, we show that a large proportion of executives link the value of their payouts to the company’s stock price and receive the 

bulk of these payouts immediately following their departure -- features that contradict the incentive-alignment theory of retirement pay. The 

evidence also shows that the full amount and structure of retirement pay are undisclosed -- findings consistent with the camouflage theory. While 
the structure of some executives’ payouts can be reconciled with the incentive-alignment theory, current rules do not give investors the informaUon 

they need to tell the difference between payouts that align incentives and those that camouflage compensation. Lawmakers should require 

companies to reveal the magnitude and structure of these payouts, and neither regulators nor commentators should assume that retirement 

benefits suppress top managers’ appetite for risk. 
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Michele Beardslee DeStefano, University of Miami - School of Law 
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i~ 20~.3" ::~,g Free Download iiiiiii"Strengthening Corporate Governance i~ 1~dia o A Review of Legislative an~ Reg~atery :Initiatives ....... 
Hfvl Baflgalora Rasearct~ Paper No. 447 

BALA N, BALASUBRAMANIAN, IIM Bangalore - Centre for Corporate Governance and Citizensip, Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad 

Email: bala439:t @g pqail,com 

The passing of the long awaited Companies Act in 2013 is probably the single most important development in India’s history of corporate 
legislation, next only to the monumental Companies Act 1956 which it replaces. While significant improvements have been affected in required 
standards of corporate governance, there is also some concern of possible overreach making life more difficult for companies as well as their 
independent directors. Among the major provisions of the Act are those of restraining voting rights of interested shareholders on related party 
transactions, recognition of board accountability to stakeholders besides shareholders, and extension of several good governance requirements to 
relatively large unlisted corporations. The paper is organized in three sections. Section I briefly documents the evolution of corporate governance in 
the country; section II sets out how some of the key governance objectives are sought to be addressed by the Initiatives; and section III 
concludes highlighting some areas that still need further strengthening. 

iii"Competin~ Normative Framewor,~s and the Limits of Deterrence T~eory: Com~ests o8 8a~er a~a Griffith’s ’Ensering Corporat~ N~sco~sct’" 

F~e ~own~o~a 
3S Law a~d Sot;a] Inqu]~7 493, 2013 

UC }{ast;ngs Research Paper No, ~9 

JOD:[ L, ~HO~T, University of California Hastings College of the Law 

Fmail: jlshort@berkeley,edu 

This essay reviews the contributions to deterrence theory that Tom Baker and Sean Griffith make in Ensuring Corporate Misconduct (2010) and 
argues that their work highlights the limits of deterrence theory for shaping corporate conduct. Baker and Griffith extend the deterrence framework 
to account for the mediating effect of third-party institutions, like insurers, on deterrence calculations, and they suggest how corporate governance 
decisions, such as what type of insurance coverage to purchase, encode signals about corporations’ compliance motivations and capacity. Although 
these insights might prove useful for enhancing the efficacy of deterrence regimes aimed at white-collar crime and other types of corporate 
misconduct, they suggest the difficulty of shaping corporate conduct that is influenced not only by the norms embodied in securities law, but also by 
the alternative normative system of shareholder value maximization. I discuss the failure of deterrence theory to address adequately noncompliant 
behavior that springs not solely from material self-interest, but from adherence to an alternative set of norms, and I explore the possibility of 
viewing corporate compliance as a norm-change project. 



~OI~AI~I OFI~,, Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliyah, Hebrew University of ]erusalem 

Email: mofir@idc.ac.il 

This paper analyzes the legal rules governing the sale of corporate control in the specific case of going private transactions and examines whether 

a controlling shareholder must share the premium associated with a sale-of-control. The paper is based on the framework developed in Bebchuk 

(1994) for analysis of these sale-of-control transactions under the adjusted market rule (AMR) that enables constitution of different rights for the 

controlling shareholder and the minority shareholders and under the adjusted equal opportunity rule (AEOR) that provides equal rights to the 
minorities and the controlling shareholder. The paper’s main findings are that both the AMR and the AEOR prevent inefficient transfers, since the 

new controller fully internalizes the externality imposed by extracting private benefits of control under both rules. However, the AMR is superior to 

the AEOR in facilitating efficient transfers. This is because the AEOR can prevent efficient transfers, due to the higher price demanded from the 

buyer in order to compensate both majority and minority shareholders. As a consequence, overall, the AMR dominates the AEOR for transactions in 

which a company is taken private. 

RUBEN ZJ~,I~DV[.IET, Grotius Centre for International Legal Studies, Leiden Law School 

Email: r.zandvliet@law.leidenuniv.nl 
p,4~UL V~t~N DE~ I’~E~EN, Leiden University - Leiden Law School 

Email: P, F.van.der. Heijden @law.leidenuniv.nl 

In the paper we look at the relationship between international labour law and corporate social responsibility. This relationship is often perceived as 
binary. One can either support legal obligations, which can be copy-pasted from existing international agreements and subjected to judicial 

enforcement, or moral responsibilities, which can be shaped, interpreted and enforced (or violated) at the discretion of the company. We 

demonstrate that without imposing duties upon corporations, and relying on private initiatives to shape CSR, the normative framework of the 

International Labour Organization does not lose its relevance. This can be understood as the ’privatization’ of international labour law. Although 
this term is (thus far) mostly used in a pejorative sense, it adequately captures the way in which ILO standards can be applied in the context of 

CSR, so that CSR does not yield to a form of normativity that is guided by public relations and economic efficacy. 
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~]:CHI~LE BEARDgLEE DI~gTI~IFANO, University of Miami - School of Law 

Email: mbeardslee@law, miami.edu 

Over the past few decades, as corporate criminal liability rules, sentencing guidelines, and settlement incentives have changed, there has been 
increased emphasis on and resources devoted to the compliance function at large publicly held companies. In this article, Professor DeStefano 
traces the development of the compliance function at large corporations and questions the recent mandate by certain governmental entitles that 
malfeasant corporations designate a chief compliance officer and separate the compliance gatekeeping function from the legal department so that 
this chief compliance officer does not report to the general counsel. She categorizes the types of arguments made for and against 
departmentalization and then analyzes them from the perspective of the public’s objectives to increase detection, monitoring, and prevention of 
corporate misconduct. By examining secondary literature, surveys, and interviews she conducted with 70 general counsels and chief compliance 
officers, she hypothesizes that preemptive departmentalization may not be in the public’s best interest. It may not increase transparency into 
compliance transgressions at corporations, actual compliance by corporations, or the commitment by corporations to a culture of compliance and 
ethics. Further, such structural reorganization of the compliance function may generate consequences that offset the potential benefits of 
departmentalization and create a sense of false complacency that distracts fl’om substantive cultural change that is integrated throughout the 
organization. Ultimately, she concludes that a focus on culture and informal norms may have more potential to meet the public’s objectives than a 
focus on organizational structure. Therefore, she proposes the government revise its current focus on the external manifestations of compliance to 
inward, cultural change. Specifically, she suggests that the government reward corporations that take an inward look at how work is actually being 
done within the company and at the networks and organizational culture that exists beneath the surface of the organization chart, the mission 
statement, and code of conduct. Such focus, she believes, could enable compliance structures and programs that promote public access to 
information about compliance transgressions, actual compliance by corporations, and a culture of compliance and ethics within a corporation. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 
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Catharine B. Arrowood, NCBA President-Elect <committee@ncbar.org> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 6:04 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

2014-15 NC Bar AssociatiowFoundation Committee Service 

We want and need you! Much of the important work of the North Carolina Bar Association and Foundation is accomplished through its committees. Committees afford our 
members an excellent opportunity to meet and work with attorneys across our state, and to make a significant contribution to our profession. 

Although the membership of each committee is limited, I would like to offer as many members as possible the opportunity to participate by serving on a committee. 

if you would like to serve on an Association/Foundation committee for the coming year, please click on http:llwww.ncbar.orqlmedia121026/preferenceform.pdf 
to download a 201445 Committee Preference Form and Committee Description list. The 2014-15 committee member selection process will begin in early 
spring, so please complete and return your Committee Preference Form by April 4. Your prompt response regarding committee service will be appreciated. 
Committee appointment notices will be made via e-mail in early July. 

The work of our sections and divisions is also vital to the Bar Association. Section membership is open to all members and each section has its own committees. Attorneys 
under age 36 and newly licensed attorneys of any age have additional opportunities to participate through the Young Lawyers Division. Members 55 years of age or older, or 
who have been in practice for at least 25 years, are eligible to join the Senior Lawyers Division. For more information about sections and divisions, please click on 
http://www.ncbar.org/sections and http://vwvw.ncbar.orq/divisions. 

The NC Bar Association/Foundation will continue to fulfill its obligations to the profession and the public only through the dedicated participation of its members. To those of 
you who are already involved, I thank you for your service and ask that you please continue. To those who are not currently participating, I urge you to become involved. Your 
participation counts! 

I look forward to working with you during the NC Bar Association/Foundation’s 2014-15 FY. We will do everything we can to make your service efficient, worthwhile and 
rewarding. 

CBA:kb 
CC: Allan B. Head, Executive Director 
David A. Bohm, Assistant Executive Director 
Jacquelyn L. Terrell, Director of Sections and Divisions 

Committee Staff Liaisons 
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The 10-Point- February 19, 2014 

Good morning, 

Blood on Blood 

The crisis that began late last ;year in Ukraine after President Viktor 

Yanukmyeh pivoted toward Moscow at the expense of closer relations with 

the West has taken its bloodiest turn yet. As <~:f W~>:] 

D~<~ple w,~re k~lI~x~ and hundreds injured as police attacked 

antigovernment protesters, spurring the European Union to call for a 

special meeting to discuss possible sanctions and other measures against 

those responsible for the repression. Earlier, we reported that U.S. and 

European leaders condemned the violence and ~cged 

c<~mpr<~mise, whi~e M~<~<)w b~amed i-~ on Western interference and 

"radical forces" and announced the restoration of a financial lifeline to Mr. 

YanukoDeh’s government. Meanwhile, we -~ake a k>~>k a t: how Kiev’s 

~c.e~e~ ~>f vioI~:~:~c~: are pierc~:~g the illusion of international amity that 

R~sian President ~adimir Putin is trying to showcase at the Old,pie 

Games in Soehi. For the latest developments in Ukraine, cheek out ore’ 

Livin’ on a Prayer 

"It’s probably nothing, but the Feds notified us of some suspicious 

activity," Target’s CFO told the company’s CEO on the ev-ening of Friday, 

Dee. 13. "We’re checking it out." The hacking of the retail chain’s database 

affected te~.~.:-~ ~.# millio~.~ <~f c~s’~<~m~.’r~.< A:ad T~rge=t°:< senior exe~.’~:~t>, es w~:re 

Iei-’~ "~o deal with one of the biggest challenges in the company’s history. 

Based on interviews with Chief Executive Gregg Steinhafel, Chief 

Marketing Ofl?eer ,Jeffrey Jones, Chief Financial Officer John Mulligan and 

other top executives, we take the most detailed look yet at how the breach 

has affected the retailer’s bottom line and how executives managed the 

crisis, with exclusive reporting on internal discussions. 

You Give the Internet a Bad Name 



If you’re a Netflix consumer, then you might have noticed the longer wait 

times for videos to load. The slowdown, we find, reflects the streaming 

service’s conflict with Verizon and other broadband providers over how 

much content should be carried ~ithout additional fees. Our story reports 

rm.~ki~g N~.~.f.li× ~>-mt~.,m m~wa>:habh.~ for some. But we also note that 

several big Web companies, including Google Inc., Microsoft Corp. and 

Facebook Inc., have begun paying major U.S. broadband providers for 

smoother access to their networks, which means Netflix might have a 

harder time justifying its position. 

Who Says You Can’t Go Home 

A few days ago, slopestyle skier Gus Kenworthy tweeted a photo of four 

puppies snuggling in his lap that became an online sensation, even 

inspiring a tweet from pop star Miley Cyrus: "4 reasons to follow 

@guskenworthy." In light of a mereha~>:]~e ~%~<~cmge at ~he So<~h~ 

01ympbs, w~eh ~ covered last week, we now report that American 

participants have found something else to take hom~ wi-ff~ ~hem: s~:ray 

four-legged creatures have stolen the show, raising awareness about the 

issue of stray animals and adoptions. You can view pictures of some 

WORLD 



NU~.4BER OF THE DAY 

500 000 

economy about 500,ooojobs by late 2os 6, but lift 9oo, ooo Americans out 

of poverty, the Congressional Budget Office said Tuesday, among other 

findh~gs. 

What do you think of Mr. Araghchi’s comment? Send yore’ response to 

~opo~t@wsj.corr~ and follow @GcrardTBak¢~r on Twitter. 

Compiled by Khadeeja Safdar 

READER RESPONSE 

protect ai~’~i~:~e ~igbL,<, Arthur Sayed of Conneetieut wrote: "I absolutely 

agree with Mr. Baron’s statement. Our bureaueratie seem’ity state is always 

one step behind & doubling down on threats that have been substantiated. 

There are numerous threat exposures that do not reeeive attention sueh as 

our water, air, and food supply. Soeieties eannot have perfeet safety; there 

will ahvavs be slips through the cracks that our seeurib appm atus ~.~ on t 

foresee." 

This daily briefing is named "The lo-Point" after the nickname conferred 

by the editors of The Wall Street Journal on the lead column of the 

legendary "What’s News" digest of top stories. Tedmieally, "~o-point" 

referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name 

lives on. 
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February 19, 2014: U.S. Minimum Wage Rise May Cost Half Million... 

Click here if you are unable to see the message below or are usin9 a mobile device¯ 

~[0da~i~ T~P H~ad!in~ ............................................................................................................. 

U.S. Minimum tt,~age Rise May Cost Half [~il~io~ Jobs, Says CBO 

The Financial Times (Feb. 19, McGregor) cites a new Congressional Budget 
Office (CBO) repo~t, which states ~hat the White House’s p[elerred option 
lifting the federal minimum wage from the current $7~25 an hour to $10.10 
could result h~ a ~oss of approximately 500,000 jobs ~n the United States by 
the tMrd quarter of 2016. The repo~t is ~he second time in a number o~ weeks 
thal the non-partisan agency has effectively undermined core policies of the 
Obama administration’s agenda. On 1he positive s~d8, 1he CBO repo~ says 
16.5 million Amedcan wo[kers on hourly salaries worm see an ~ncrease in 
earnk~gs under ~he opt%n bek~g pushed by President Obama and his 
Democratic a~ies on Cap~lo~ H~, and 1hat this wou~d flow on to Mgher demand 
h~ the economy. However, CBO researchers caution that "the net effect 
jobs would be negative, as employers shed workers, either because their 
businesses couk~ no longer afford to pay them, sa~es fe~ as they passed 
extra costs, or ~1 became cheaper to replace staff w~th technology." The 
Obam~ ~dmin~strafion pushed b~ck against the repod’s conclusions, noting 
~hat the CBO had a~so projected that ~he net effect on jobs could be zero 
when a~ scenarios were taken ~nto accounL 

Nevertheless, the Wall Street Journal (Feb. 19, Mora[h, Paletta, Lee) s[a[es, 
Congressional Republicans poin[ed ~o ~he CBO [eport’s predicted job losses 
as evidence that hiking the minimum hourly wage weukJ cause damage to the 
economy. Also standing ~n opposition are some major t[ade groups. The 
Na~ona~ Restaurant Association, for instance, said the CBO repo~t p[oHded 
"further evidence that an ~ncrease in the minimum wage. ~. wouk~ 
s~gn~ficanfly ~m~t the ent~-Ieve~ oppo~un~ties businesses can provide, hu~ng 
employees w~th ~m~ed sk~]]s or experience and Iookk~g to enter ~he 

workforce." O~he[ business owners l~ke Uncommon Goods CEO DavM 
Bolets~f favor a proposa~ advanced by Democrals on Cap~to~ Hi~ that ties 
future wage increases to h~flafion. "Close to 20 states req~ke that employers 
pay a h~gher minimum wage than ~he ~edera~ leveL" no~es ~he Journal 

The Washington Post (Feb. 19, Chokshi) adds that embedded in the nearly 

40-page CBO report are two takeaways, both of which show why states 
ma~ter so much ~o federal policy. The obvious is that state policies continue 
to selve as laboratories of policy. "The other may noi be so clear, bui it’s an 
important one," repo~ts the Post. "The population affected by a new federal 
policy can va[y widely by state ~hanks to how state and federal policies 
h~teract." There would be ripple effects flora a federal hike as with almost all 

economic policies. However, the size of that ripple effect, the Post reports, is 
directly related to a state’s minimum wage. Roughly 50 percent of U.S. 
workers live in ~he 29 s~a~es where ~he minimum wage matches the fede[al 
minimum. "A fourth live in states where it’s $8.01 or higher, and a fourth of 
workers live in states where it’s somewhere in the middle," concludes the 
Post. 
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2014) 
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Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio: TX (April 10, 

2014) 
C-Sui~e to Board Seat 
VVashington, DC (May 

5-8, 201,1) 
NACD Spring Forum 
Washington, DC (May 



Median market capi~alizaJion el all public companies is at $450 million. For 
small-cap companies, even though the principles of good governance remain 
the same, the practice of exercising that governance ~s ve~ different than at 
Jarge-cap companies. As a company evolves through different stages of 
growth, indusJry, and product ~fe cycles, the board’s outlook, composition, 
~nd priorities change as we~L 

Join subjec~omatter experts and seasoned directors from both micro and 
target small-cap companies to discuss board priorities and best practices 
tailored specificaJly te small-cap companies. 

View a sampie agenda here. 

Share~TFF~ 

NACD in the News 

Anti-Fraud Group ReJeases New Case Study on FinanciaJ Fraud 

The Anti-Fraud Collaboration this week released a case study that provides an 
example of effective financial fraud detection and deterrence, repeals 
Accounh~ Toda (Feb. 18, Cohn). Accordh~g to the puM~csfion, "the 
V~derness Outfitters Case Study explores potentia~ matedal fraud a~ a 
fictitious #uMic company with the goal of facilitating a discussion of how and 
when to conduct an ~ntems~ ~nvest~gafion when fraud ~s suspected ~n an 
organization. The case study also a~ms to t~ise awareness o~ the 
e~v~nmen~s ~ which financ~a~ reporting ~raud m~gh~ ~oudsh and e~gage audit 

committees, financ~a~ executives, and ~nternal and extemaJ auditors ~n a 
discussion concerning mitigating risks." The Anti-Fraud CoJJaborsfion is 
comprised o~ a group of four organ~zaJions, including ~he National Association 
of Corporate Directors~ 

Share~ 

Audit and Finance 

Startups Scope Out Suitors 

"Chief financial officePs in a variety of industries say they are facing a surge of 
inquiries from soft, parties seeking to be acquired," repeals ~he Wall Street 
Journal (Feb. 18, Chasan). "Behind the influx is the shrinking poo~ of financing 
avM~able to late-stage sta~ps and the h~ge p~es of cash held by many ~arger 
companies that are looking to buy greyish." The scramble to find corporate 
partne~ reflects a bottleneck created during the economic men,down. Back 
the~, angel ~weslo~ and venlure capitalists were focused on ~rovid~ng seed 
funding to sta~ups. When capital markets seized mp ~n 2008, the firms were 
unable to ex~J many of Jheir bigger investmenJs. Th~s, in turn, left many rater= 
stage firms JooMng for aJtemafive funding possibilities. According to data 
through October from CB ~nsights, "on~y 34 percent of U.S~ starlups the1 
received seed funding 13 months ago are receiving followen financing" - a 
decrease from nearly 40 percent ~n Jhe previous four years~ ~file the number 
of seed4~nanc~ng deaJs ~ncreased by 46 percent between 2009 and ~ast year, 
followen financing ~ncreased by just 14 percent over that same pedod. 

Share~ 

Coca-CoJa Plans $1 BiJiior~ in Cost Cuts as Profit FaiJs 

Bloomberg (Feb. 18, Stanferd) reports that Coca-Cola Co. "dropped the most 
in more than two yeaPs after North American soft-drink demand shrank and its 
onceoeffervescent growth in emerging markets showed signs of 
Fou~lh4#~a~ter net income declined 8.4 percent to $1.71 b~on from $1 ~87 
billion dudng the same per~od a year ead~er~ Sa~es, meanwhile, sJ~pped 3~6 
percent to $11 b~JJ~on year over year. Muhtar Kent, CEO of the wodd’s largest 
beverage company, is now embarking on a p~an to slash $1 billion in annua~ 
costs by 2016. The goa~ is to reduce supply and data-management expenses, 
8s we~ as overhaul Coke’s marketing programs. Unfo~unate~y, the publication 
notes, "the company has been slow to [eac~ to health concerns about ~s 
ddnks, as we~ as the grow#~g desire for beverages that aren’t carbonated 
co~as~" Sanford C~ Bemstein & Co. analyst All Dibadj is among those most 
critical He states, "The changes that the company ~s making just aren’t 
enough. Many ~nves~o~s aren’t sharing ~he confidence tha~ managemen~ does 
of the company’s future." 

Share~ 

Maker of Candy Crush Files for 

CNNMoney (Feb. 18, Isidore) is reporting that King Media Entertainment, 
maker of Candy Crush Saga a~ld other extremely popular free video games, 
filed for an initial public offedng early Tuesday. The Irish company plans to list 
~he ~PO on the New York S~ock Exchange. According to the publication, "its 
~iling sa~d ~ has annual revenue o~ $1.9 billion and a profit o~ abou~ $568 
m~on~" Candy Crush currently boasls approximately 93 milk,on average dai~y 
p~ayers, who p~ay the game more than 1 b~on times a day. K~ng Med~a 
genel~tes revenue by sel~ng v~Aual items to those looking [o enhance their 
playing experience. 
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La~ aPd P~iic~ ............................................................................................................................... 

[Expired ’Bonus Depreciation’ Tax Credit Cou~d Be Gash F~ow Drag 

This year, the Wall Street Journal (Nov. 19, Chsssn) ~eports, the absence of s 
popular corporate tax break for equipment purchases known as "bonus 
depreciation" could drag down cash IIow numbers for cap~ta~ ~ntens~ve 
companies, The tax break h~s been p~t~cu~ady po#u[sr amon~ energy, utility, 
and industrial companies over the past few years. "~t has had a Mg ~mpact on 
cap~tal spending patterns and corporate cash flows because ~t reduces the 
amount o~ taxes companies have to pay," notes ~he Journal Bonus 
depreciation permits companies to fronfload deductions yeats earlier and 
retain more cap~ta] when they are stdv~ng to grow. "Over the past two yeats," 

the Journal calculates, "the ct~d~i let bus~ness owners deduct as much as 
$500,000 fl’om their taxaMe ~ncome in the first year on up to $2 m~Hion of 
equipment purchased. Now that it’s e>:p~red, companies can only clah~ 
$25,000 of extra depreciation hs year@no on $200,000 of equipment 
purchases." Senate Majority Leade~ Ha~ry Reid (D-Nov.) ~s sponsor#~g a b~ 
that would extend bonus depreciation until Jan. 1,2016. But it has yet to be 
cM~ed for a vote. 

Share~ 

¢£mPeE!~a~!£e ................................................................................................................................ 

Credit Suisse to Swap 2011 Bonus P~an for NewAwards 

Business Week (Feb. 17, Logutenkova) has learned that "Credi~ Suisse 
Group AG, the second-biggest Swiss bank, told staff they need to swap 2011 
bonuses tied to derivative counterparty risks for new awards because of 
regulatory changes." The PAF2 awards, which were granted to more ~han 
5,500 employees, can be swapped Iot a new seven-year plan or ior contingent 
capital awards that are similar to those used by the bank to pay part of 
bonuses for last year. The PAF2 awards had a maturity of four yeaB, which 
could have been ex~ended ~o nine yeats. 

Share~ZFF~ 

Q£rp£!:a~e G£’~e!:!~ar!¢~ ......................................................................................................... 

Largest Shareholder Seeks Shake-Up at DST Sy~ems 

The Kansas City Star (Feb. 18, Davis) has learned that DST Systems’ biggest 
shareholder is looking to shake up the Kansas City-based company, citing 
"material deficiencies" and "s~rategic missteps" in the way it is governed. 
According to the ne~’~paper, "the call for change comes from an ~nvestor 
group invoMng CM~forn~a b~ona~re George Argyros, whose family, 
businesses, and trusts own 21.8 percent of DST. Argyros, who se~es on 
DSTs board of dkectors, had been seen as ~he pdma[y ~erce behind DSTs 
efforls in recent years to se~ some of its rea~ estate and investments ~n other 
companies." DSTs sales of various assets began to increase after a sh~fl in 
~s board membership. This pas~ week, the Argyros group criticized DST’s 
handling of shareholder dghts, announced its own candMates ~er two board 
seats, and ca~ed fer feur changes 1o the company’s corporate ru~es~ 

Share~ 

Billionaire Teva Chairman May Retire by Year’s End 

"Teva Pharmaceutical h~dustdes Ltd. Chairman Phillip Frost may retire before 
his board term ends next year if he can deliver on p~edges to overhaul 
governance and find an adequate successor," ~ (Feb. 18, Waine0 is 
repo[t#~g. The 77-year-old stated on Tuesday that he may look to [e~ire 
sooner. "Practically speaking," her remarked, ’Tm at 1he age where it doesn’t 
rea~y make a ~ot of sense to go beyond that, but that m~ght 8]ready be longer 
than wha~ I wahL" The ~stae~-based company has been under ~ire to ~mprove 
~s corporate governance after former CEO Jererny LevJn’s abrup~ exit ~n 2013 
fueled ~nveslo~’ concerns that Teva’s board of dkectors was dfe with ~ntema~ 
feuds. "hlvestors ~ed by Benny Landa want a board populated with ~ndust~ 
veterans ~o support new CMef Executive Officer E~z V]godman," adds 
B~oomberg~ 

Share~ 

~nstitutionai Shareholder Services Launches QuickScore 2,0 

Business Wire (Feb. 18) confirms that Institutional Shareholder Services Inc. 
(ISS) has launched QuickScore 2.0, a next-generation scoring solution 
designed to help investors identify and measure corporate governance risk 
w~tMn their porifol~o companies. According ~o the wire service, "QuickScore 
2.0 provMes a score ~or each company ~n ~is covet~ge un~veBe ihat measures 
the company’s ~eve~ of corporate governance dsk beth overall and based on 
four broad p~ars: board structure, compensation/remuneration, shareholder 
dghts, and aud~U’ g provMes a 1-10 score ~hat ~ndica~es a company’s 
corporate gevernance risk. A score d 1 indicates relalive~y ~ower governance 



risk, while a score of 10 indicates the highest governance risk, Stephen 
Harvey, ISS’s chiel revenue eIficeL states, "With QuickScore 2.0, clients will 
have access to even more nuanced sco~es, a larger set of under~yh~g data, 
broader coverage, and more timely updates to the Qu~ckScore database? 

Share~ 

Kellogg to Use Environmentally Fdend~y Palm Oil 

Kellogg Co. has pledged to buy palm oil only Irorn companies tha~ de not 
destroy ~ropical rainlorests to produce it, Salon.com (Feb. 18, Flesher) 
repofls. According to the Michigan-based cereal g~anl, ~1 will ~e~uire suppliers 
"to trace their palm o~1 to p~antatbns that have been ~ndependenfly vedfied as 
complying w~th ~he ~aw and meeting s~anda~s ~or proted~ng ~he environment 
and human rights~" The policy sels a compliance deadline of Dec. 31,2015. 
Activist groups that staged a ra~ly about the ~ssue at Kelbgg’s Battle Creek 
headquarters la~e last yea[ applauded ~he company’s announcement. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

~4o~e Women and Foreign-Educated Executives Enter Top Ranks, 
Study Finds 

The New York Times (Feb. 18, Olson) cites by a new study by Peter Cappelli, 
a professor of management at the University of Pennsylvania’s ~l~adon 
School, and Monika Hamo~i, a prolessor el human resource management at 
the ~E Bushess School ~n MadrkJ in reposing 1hat females now occupy 
a~most 18 percent of the top executive jobs at Fo~une 100 companies. "That 
~s a notab~e change kern 1980, when none d the FoAune 100 companies had 
wome~ h 1he comer off~ce a~d ~s a~so up from 2001, when 11 perce~t tithe 
top-ranking ~obs were hem by women," notes the T~mes. The reseamh further 
showed that males educated outside the United States ho~d heady 11 pement 
of the top positions, up flora just 2 percent in 1980. Over the pas~ three 
decades, more mu~t~natbna~s have opened a p~peline of managers from thek 
eve[seas operatb~s to take h~gh4eve~ pos~tbns. 

Share~ 
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F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hanilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~- 19, 2014 7:41 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: N.C. Commerce rays job creation way up, but investments way down 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin{~ this emaiI, dick here 

FEBRUARY 10, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

N,C, Commerce: Job creation wa~/~ bu~ !n~tments w~y 

Last year turned out to be a ~ood year for job creation projects involving recruiters 

from the NoAh Carolina DepaRment of Commerce 

Construction to s~rt on ~uxury neighborhood in Wake 
Forest 
All good things must eventually come to an end, and a~er more than i3 yeaB of 

neaFconstant new home construction at the 2,500-acre Heritage community in 

Wake ForesL devebper Andy Ammens is get[in .. 

.................. 

Here’s how Durham startup Validi¢ ~sed Mark Cuban’s 
cash 
Morfihe aft:el shoating a blind email ta ’Shark Tank’ investor Mark Cuban, Ryan 

Beckland and his Durham star[up, Vaiidic, are ready te launch an app network 

Discass 

LaP,ace Louisiana Cooker~ now open in Hi~lsborough 
A new restaurant speciaiizing in Cajun fare has opened in Hill.%ereugi~ 

Discues 

est mates 
’~i*Y ........................... 

Research Tr ang e Park ~ cks arch tects for mass ve s te 

~a~gh ~n~repreneur takes aim at the U.S, Open in 
Pinehurst 

Snow storm chi~ls bcal entrepreneurs, small businesses 

Raleigh ranked amonq top U,S. cities for female 
entrepreneurs 

Durham, Chape~ Hill rank as top retirement spots for 
basketba~ fans 

Edition >> 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:59 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Feb 19 -- BNA’s Banking Revort - Breaking News 

Breaking News 

Posted February 19, 2014, 07:50 A.M. ET 

A federal judge in New York late Feb. 18 reaffirmed a recent fraud ruling against Bank of America 
following an October jury verdict that found BofA liable for a Countrywide Financial Corp. unit’s sale of 
flawed loans to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac ( U.S.v. Bank of Am. Corp., S.D.N.Y., No. 12-cv-01422, 
2/18/14 ). 

The Financial institutions Reform Recovery and Enforcement Act of ~989 allows the U.S. to allege a 
so-called self-affecting fraud theory that makes U.S. institutions more vulnerable to enforcement 
action by the government. 

"It is highly improbable that Congress would have intended to place beyond the reach of FIRREA 
those defendants whose misconduct ’ affects’ federally insured banks that have the great fortune to 

be fully insured for such losses," said Judge Jed Rakoff of the U.S. District Court for the Southern 

District of New York. 

Rakoff’s court is now weighing a government motion for $2.1 billion in damages against Bank of 

America. 

The case has been nicknamed "Hustle" because it involved loan program called the "High Speed 

Swim Lane," or HSSL. 

The Feb. 18 rulinu is at 

httD:!!w-ww.bloomber~ublic/document!United States of America ex rel Edward ODonnell Docket No 11 

2cv01!10. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Daly. NACD President and CEO <Ken Daly@NACDonline.org> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Message From NACD’s President and CEO 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
With 2014 in full swing, NACD remains focused on our mission to help directors navigate the 

complexity of today’s environment while keeping a watchful eye on the horizon for emerging 
issues. Ourcollectiveeffortsincludenotonlyoptimizingdirectors’performanceinthe 

boardroom, butalsoenhancingstakeholderconfidenceandlong-termsustainabilityofthe 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
The purpose of this note is to share with you the critical issues that NACD is focusing on 

1. Asymmetric information risk. The board of directors provides strategic oversight of 

C-suiteunavoidablyhasmuchdeeperknowledgeabouttheorganization’soperations 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

constituents inthecapital marketstothe directorcommunity, NACD maintainsan 

whererepresentativesfrom majorinstitutionalinvestorswillidentifythetopgovemance 

issues on which they believe corporate directors should focus in 2014. Informed by 

these conversations, NACD willcontinuetodeveloptoolsandresoursesto help boards 

enhancetheeffectivenessandtransparencyoftheirshareholdercommunications. 

3. Talent development. Having the right leadership in place to drive strategy, manage 

risk, and create long-term value is essential to any enterprise. The grooming of future 

executiveshasbecomeeven more criticalwiththechanging demogrsphicsofbuyers 

andincreasedglobalization. NACDhelpsboardsunderstandtheirresponsibilityto 

ensurethatthecompany isappropdatelydevelopingtalentto meetexpectedfuture 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

to help corporate directors prepare for emerging issues that are likely to impact boardrooms 

in the future. Our inaugural NACD Directorship 2020 events last year were extremely popular- 
-a strong signal that directors are actively seeking forums to discuss the future of 

directorship. As further proof of this initiative’s importance, the first NACD Directorship 2020 
event of 2014 in New York (in March) has already sold out. To learn more about this initiative 

and to request an invitation to our Denver or Los Angeles session, please click her~e. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Membel~hip I Board D~veiopmen[ I Edu~a[ior~ I Resaurces I C:ann~’[io!;s     i National Association of Corporate DirectoB 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Butch Clark <bclark@orangecountync.gov> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Crime Report 

BRYAN JOSHUA BAKER.jpg; CEDPdC MAURICE DORSEY.jpg 

CRIME REPORTS 

i 
ll"~ Description: 

C:\Users\bcl 

a rk\Desktop\ 

snoopy.jpg 

Nothing to repo 

NOTE : MULTIPLE ORANGE COUNTY SttERIFF’S UNITS ASSISTED ttILLSBOROUGtt PD ATTEMPT TO LOCATE SUBJECTS IN REFERENCE TO 

A BREAKING AND ENTERING AT THE PUI~;BL() VIJEO MEXICAN Rf!;STAUI,L~NT. ONE OF OUR DEPUTIES LOCATED A WHITE MALE ON 1-85 

BUT WHEN HE APPROACHED THE I~U~LE BEGAN RUNNING SOUTH THROUGH THE WOOD LINE BY 1-85 AT THE CHURTON ST EXIT. UNITS 

FOLLOWED THE SUBJECTS TRACKS THROUGH THE SNOW AROUND THE HWY 86 S AREA AND THE OLD NC 10 AREAS. A VEHICLE 

LOCATED NEAR THE RESTUARANT IS REGISTERED TO BRYAN BAKER 1817 OLD NC 10. THE DEPUTY POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED BAKER BY 

HIS DRIVERS LICENSE PHOTO IN DCI AS THE SUBJECT THAT RAN FROM HIM. BAKER HAS A HISTORY OF B&E’S. 

ANOTHER DEPUTY LOCATED BRIAN JOSHUA BAKER ON THE RAILROAD TRACKS AT BYRDSVILLE. WE TURNED OVER CUSTODY TO 

HPD. SECOND SUBJECT ARRESTED CEDRIC MAURICE DORSE¥. 

THANK YOU FOR BEING OUR EXTRA EYES AND EARS 
Please continue to report suspicious activity to 911. 
Community involvement is the biggest deterrent to crime that we can have 

Sergeant Butch Clark 

Crime Prevention Officer 

Orange County Sheriff’s Office 

106 East Margaret Lane 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

919-644-3050 Office 

919-732-6403 Fax 

Our nation is built on the strength of our citizens. Every day, we encounter situations calling upon us to be the eyes and ears of law enforcement. Not only 
does the Neighborhood Watch Program allow citizens to help in the fight against crime, it is also an opportunity for communities to bond through service. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Wednesday, February 19, 2014 9:26 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Fed Eases Up Slightly on Foreign Bank Supervision 

Daily Briefing February 19, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Fed Eases Up Slightly on Foreign Bank Supervision 
by DONNA BORAK 

The Fede~’al Reserve Boa~’d is set io allot iIs strategy fo~" supervising foreign banks 

in the U.S,, making it somewhat less onerous fo~" smaller global institutions. 
READ MORE ,> 

Fed Refuses to Yield on Foreign Bank 
Supervision 
by DONNA BORAK 

Pressured by overseas governments and institutions, ihe 

Fed nevertheless stayed the cou~e in finalizing ~ough new 

rules for roughly 100 foreign banks doing business in the 

U.S. -- a sign that the central bank’s emphasis remains 

on national stability over iniemational cooperation, 
RF~2,D MOIRE ~:. 

::~:: Fed Refusesto 

Yield on Foreign 

Bank Supervision 

FDIC Extends Comment Deadline on ’Single Point’ Resolution Plan 
by JOE ADLER 

WASHINGTON - The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. is allowing the public an 

e×tra month to weigh in on the agency’s strategic plan for unwinding failed 

behemoihs~ 
READ MORE t> 

Morning Scan: Tough Rules for Foreign Banks; Mortgage Fiasco 
D~j& Vu 
by PENNY CROSMAN 

Receiving Vvide Coverage .,1 Fed Reins in Foreign Banks: The Federal Resewe has 

finalized new rules for large fereign banks operating in the U.S. that will require 

many to hold more capiJal and conduct Jougher sJress tests. The rules will require 

about 100 foreign banks with at least $50 billion in assets to follow tighter capital 

and liquidity standards that also apply to 24 U... 
READ MORE ~> 

Contain 



SunTrust Debuts Financial Planning Tools for 
Wealthy Clients 
by MARY WISNIEWSKI 

Scenario-based planning is one of several se~’ices 

SunTrus~ is making available io mass-aIfluent and highmet 

worth clients. The launch comes a~ a ~ime when banks see 

an opporiunity to tailor personal financial management 

sep~ices to affluent clients in spite of low general adoption 
RBAD MORE *> 

::X:: SunTrust Debuts 

Financial Planning 

Tools for Wea Ithy 

Clients 

Reform 

Skin in the Game Must Be Price of Lender 
Admission to FHLBs 
by KB/IN CUMMINGS 

Nonbank mo4gage lenders want Jo significantly al~er a 

time4ested formula wi~h "membershipqi~e." Now is not the 

time to lessen the capital standards for Federal Home 

Loan Bank membership, 
RBAD MORE *> 

::~:: Skin in the Game 

Must Be Price of 

Lender Admission 

to FHLBs 

MORE REGUU’,TION AND REFORM 

Bank M&A’s Hot Start to 2014 

Mergers and acquisitions have gained steam in early 2014. 

Here is a rundewn ef the wheb-bank deals, shedding of 

noncore businesses and swapping of securities so far this 

year, 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

::.’~:: Bank M&A’s Hot 
Sta rt to 2014 

MORE M E:RGE:RS.;-\ND 

Contain 

Schaller Equity Partners Boosts Stake in Philadelphia’s Republic 
First 
by PAUL DAVIS 

An hwestment firm in North Carolina has raised its stake in Republic First Bancorp 

in Philadelphia, 
RF~,D MOIRE ~:. 

MORE COMMUhiITY BAN~NG "> 

Consumer Finance 



Credit Union Outhustles Big Rivals in Data 
Breach Damage Control 
by AN DY PETERS 

The head ol a small A~lanta credi~ union used a negative 

situation, the Targe~ da~a breath’s impact on her 

customer, to score PR points. More big banks should 

think and act this creatively in crises. 
READ MORE >> 

:::~:: Credit Union 

Outhustles Big 

Rivals in Data 

Breach Damage 

Control 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE 

Contain 

Modernizing Anti-Money Laundering Practices 
V~,~HITEPAPER 

This white paper offers insights into how financial institutions can modernize anti- 

money laundering practices by using predictive ana[ytics to pinpoint suspicious 

activitg. 
RFJAD MORE }:. 

Vendor Management: Stay Compliant, Stay Secure 
WEB SEMINAR 

Las~ fall the OCC released new guidance on vendor dsk management, and Iollowed 

up with enforcement action against two bank vendors for insecure practices. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

MORE IN THE RE:.~.’.’URCE CE~’,FIER t> 

Specia~ Reports 

M&A Annual Report 

The future of bank M&A took clearer shape in 2013. A cerlain kind of deal, the 

merge[ of equals, rose ~o the fore and ~hat momentum has carried into 2014. The 

trend coincides w~th a change in dea~msk~ng styles. Buyers used to w~n banks 

pricey, unpredictable auctions. Now they hsve to be fdend~y masters of the 

negotiating tame, and often have to conducl patient ta~ks over an extended pedod 

Of t~m8-. READ MOIRE ;:. 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American Bankec’s inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with stron.~; cullures and smad approaches to making employees fee~ 

valued and engaged. Companbs have been measured againsl peers of s~m~ar Mze, 

based on aSSe[S.READ MORE ,> 

MORE IN 

FOLLOW US: [] (i[~AmerBanker [] Facebook 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, February, 19, 2014 10:02 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Russian Men’s Hockey Team Eliminated From Olympic Tournament 

Rtissian Men’s Hockey Team Eliminated From 
Tournament 

Finland beat Russia 3-1 in the quarterfinal round of the men’s hockey tournament, 

eliminating the team that many hoped would restore the country’s past Olympic greatness. 

Finland outplayed Russia’s high-powered offense with a stubborn defense and a 

spectacular performance by goaltender Tuukka Rask. Russia’s squad, packed with 

superstars such as Alexander Ovechkin and Evgeni Malkin, missed passes, struggled to 

string plays together, and fanned on loose pucks in front of the net. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <chronicle@chroniclefTi.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 10:20 AM 

Broome Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[FREE Webinar] Five Mistakes to Avoid When Flipping Your Class 

This sponsor message is sent to you by The Chronicle of Higher Education on behalf of Adobeo 

Live Webinar: 

Five Mistakes to Avoid When Flipping Your Class 

Thursday, February 27, 9:00 AM PSTI 12:00 PM EST 

Join Aaron Sams as he speaks about the five mistakes you should avoid when flipping your 

class. VVhen Aaron Sams and Jon Bergmann pioneered the Flipped Classroom movement in 

2007, they discovered key factors that influenced the creation and adoption of this innovative 

teaching model. Register now for this exciting web event to learn best practices in creating your 

own flipped classroom. 

Speaker: 
Aaron Sams, pioneer of the Flipped Class Movement 

An educator since 2000, Flipped Learning Network chair Aaron Sams recently became the 

Director of Digital Learning and Director of Admissions at the Reformed Presbyterian Theological 

Seminary in Pittsburgh, PA. Prior to this, he was a chemistry teacher at Woodland Park High 

School in Woodland Park, CO. He was awarded the 2009 Presidential Award for Excellence in 
Math and Science Teaching and served as co-chair of the Colorado State Science Standards 

Revision Committee. He frequently speaks and conducts workshops on educational uses of 

screencasts and the Flipped Classroom concept. He believes strongly in student-centered learning 

environments, where students are encouraged to learn and demonstrate their understanding in 

ways that are meaningful to them. He holds a B.S. in Biochemistry and an M.A.Ed. both from 

Biola University. 

A Corporate Sponsor Event with content provided by Adobe. 

]-hL~ is a ma,~keli!~(j email from Adobe Syslems I!~c,’lrporu, ted, 345 Pa,~k Awmue 8a,~ Jose, CA 9,;5110 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/19/2014 3:28:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: Snow Day make-up 

Start: 4/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Broome, Lissa L 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Turkel <m~rkel@uniteforsight.org> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 19, 2014 11:28 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Health mad Social Entrepreneurship Conference 

Dear Lissa Broome, 

You and yonr colleagues may be interested in attending the upcoming Im~ovators Folalm: Conference on Health and Social Entrepreneurship on Friday, March 14, 

2014, at the Shubert Theater in New Haven, Connecticut. Presented by Unite For Sight, the Innovators Forum will draw health, education, development, and social 

entrepreneurship professionals and smdeuts for a focused, highly interactive, and collaborative conference on best mad emerging practices for efiective programs. We 

would also appreciate it if you cma please forward this message to your colleagues who may be interested in attending. We hope to see you at the Innovators Forum 

next month! 

Innovators Forum 
A Health and Social Entrepreneurship Conference 

Friday, March 14, 2014 
Shubert Theater, New Haven, Connecticut 

http://www.uniteforsight.org./forum 

Keynote Addresses 

o "hmovation in the Public Sector: Why it’s so Hard," Gene Falk, Co-Founder and CEO Emeritus, ~nothers2mothers 

o Victoria Hale, Founder and CEO, Medicines360 

o "QuestBridge: One Organization’s Joun~ey to Scale," Aria Rowena McCullough, Co-Founder and CEO, QuestBridge 

Perspectives on hmovafing 

o "Building a Health Delivery Model for 1 Billion Rural People, Starting with One Remote Village in Liberia," Jason Bae, Director, Last Mile 

ttealth 

o "A New Face of ~4anerican Diplomacy: Global Health Service Abroad," Vanessa Kerry, ChiefExecntive Officer, Seed Global ttealth 

o "The Developing \Vorld’s Healthcare Problems are Complicated. The SMufions Don’t Need to Be," David Barash, Executive Director, 

Global ttealth Porttblio a~d Chief Medical Officer, GE Fotmdation 
Key Lessons Froin Building hmovative, Successful Progrmns 

o "Social and Mobile Innovations tbr Global Health Progrmns," Bobby Jefferson, Director. Center for Development Infomiatics, Futures Group 

o "Contagious Health & Happiness," Leila Makarechi, CO0, Microclinic International 

o "Social Change is a Process, Not a Formula: Practical Lessons from TwenD- Years of Success and Failure," Dean (~ycon, Founder and 
CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee Co. 

Conversations with Early-Stage hmovators, Global Health Technology Organizations, and Established Organizations 

o Six Im~ovators Forum andience members will present a 5-minute presentation to the Innovators Forum audience about their organizatior~ curreut and 

expected impact, current challenges, and questions for the expert speakers. The presenters will then engage in a conversation with keynote speakers 

and with Charlie MacCormack, President Emeritus at Save The Children, on fl~e Shubert Theater stage and in frout of the conference audience. 

The expert speakers will answer questions a3~d offer guide3~ce and advice. The entire audience will fl~en have an opportuni~ to ask questions office 

presenters and fl~e expert speaJ~ers. In addition to off~ring a nnique opportunity for the six selected presenters, the hmovators Forum atdience will gain 

extensive insight t~om the expert speakers abx~ut navigating the challenges and complexities of real issues being experienced by the innovators in the 

audience. 

Co~nplete details and the Innovators Forum schedule can be seen at http://x~wv.uniteforsi~ht.orp_./tbrum 

This email was sent to iissa_broome~unc edu by Rachel lurKel. 

Unsubscribe from Ul?ite For .~.i~[3t Conterence Announcenlents 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Brion Morrisette <cle@stjohnlaw.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

F~hics and Professionalism CLE 

Course Description 

CLE Credit Ham’s: 

Date: 

Time: 

Reception: 

Location: 

.CLE Webcast 

Ethics $59.00 

Prot~ssionalism $79.00 

Speakers 

PROFESSIONALISM & ETHICS CLE WEBCAST - FEB 28, 2014 

Dear Ms. Broome, 

Momsette & Muilenburg P.C. cordioJly invites you to attend a 1.0 hour ProfessionaJism or 1.0 hour Ethics CLE webcast, Friday Feb 28, 

2014. This course is approved for CLE credit in Georgia and may be reciprocal in other states. 

Ch’,dlenges of ln-flouse Counsel 
(Provided by the State of Georgia Chief Justice Counsel on Professionalism) 
Exploring day to day proibssionalism with In-house Counsel at Homewares Corp. 

1.0 Professionalism or 1.0 Ethics 

Friday Feb 28, 2014 

12:00ran- l:00pm 

11:30 - 10:50 am 

Webinar 

Attend via intemet ruth any standard web browser or mobile device. 

1.0 CLE credit hr. 

**Registration Closes Thur~tay Feb 27, at 12:00pm ET 

REGISTER ETttICS WEBCAST 

Ga Bar fees incl. 

REGISTER PROFESSIONALISM WEBCAST 

Ga B~x fees incl. 

Brion Momsette, Esq., 

For all enquiles regmding ordering or billing, please contact our office via em~l at:cle~stjohnvilaw.com 

Mi~rrisette & Muiienburg PC, PO. Box 1360, St John, VI 00831 Tel: (340) 693-255 Fax: (340) 779-4363 Emai[: cle~stjohnvilaw corn You may unsubscribe to 
this message in confidence. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats.com> 

Wednesday~ Februa~y 19~ 2014 11:39 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc~edu> 

Join us: Health Care Heroes Awards 

20t4 Health Care Heroes Awards 

Join Triangle Business 
Jouma~ in our annual 

to work to ~mprove the 

This exceptionaf event will bring together 
the leaders of alf segments of the 
Triangle’s heaH.h care indus~.ry t.o 
recognize its top perfermers and their 
extraordina~ achievements~ 

2014 Finalists: 

Gale AdcocK SAS 
Holt Anderson, NCHIGA 
Dfs. Craig Buchman and Matthew 

Ewend, UNC Health Care 
Vickie Byler, Rex Healthcare 
Kevin Campbell, No~lh Carolina Hea~ 
Vascufar 
Dr. Alan Carlson, Duke Eye Center 
Susan Coulter, WakeMed Health & 

HospKals 
Ellen Davis, Duke University Hospitaf 

EVENT DETAILS 

WHEN: 

"f’hu~sday, M~mh 20, 2014 
5:30pm-8:30pm 

Raleigh Marriott City Center 

500 Fayettevilfe Street Raleigh NC 

27601 

SPONSORS 

Title Sponsor: 

First 
Citizens 

Bank 
-t:oreve~r-f:i~st., 



I ¯ Dr. Allen Daugird, UNC Health Care 
¯ Brett Dickinson, Duke University 
Hospital 
¯ David Dickson ,.ft, 1St Healthcare 
¯ Brenda Dowse, Duke Regional 
Hospitaf 
¯ Stephen Foss, PurThread 
Techno~%~es 
¯ Brad~ Baltrug Granger, Duke 
Univers~ 
¯ Farsh Gu]iak, Duke Universib’ Medical 
Center 
¯ Dr. M~chae~ Haglund, Duke 
Neurosurge~ of Raleigh 
¯ Ashley H~ckman, Duke Regional 
Hosp~ta~ 
¯ James He~m, WakeMed Hea~th & 
Hospitals 
¯ Sam Hedrick, RHA Howel~ hc 
¯ Dr. Gary Hiil~ DSS~ MS~ Pediatric 
Den%tl~ Services 
¯ Ho~ly Holland, N.C~ Children’s Hosp~ 
¯ C~ara McLean House, F~rstHea~[.h 
Moore Regional Hosp~a~ 
¯ Da~e Jenkins, Rex Heaithcare 
¯ Tara JenneRe, Duke Raleigh Hospi~si 
¯ Erika Johnson, Rex Healthcare 
¯ Tracey ~th@’n Lanier, Duke Universi~’ 
Hosp~b~ 
¯ Renny ~.aurice~a, Pre~ty in Rnk 
Fo~.~ndation 
¯ Dr~ MichaeJ Law~ Blue Water Spa 
¯ Liquidia Technologies 
¯ Patrick Ma~oy, [qew Leaf Behav~ora~ 
Hea~h 
¯ Catherine McCa~el’, Duke University 
Hospi~si 
¯ g~m McGrody, Rex Healthcare 
¯ Corrine Mi~er, Duke Universi~ 
Hosp~ta~ 
¯ Dr Larry Moray, The Happy Tooth 
¯ Patricia Ostergaard, Dc~ke HomeCare 
& Hospice 
¯ Elizabeth Penny, WakeMed HeaJth & 
Hospitals 
¯ Carla Piedrah~b~ ~SLake County Human 
Sew~ces 
¯ M~cheile Rice~ D~.~ke Un~vers~ 
Hospi~J 
¯ Paige RobeRs, UNO HeaJth Care 
¯ Sheridan Robinson: Cornerstone 
Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine 
¯ Louise Safe,white, Duke Regional 
Hospi~J 
¯ Robot1 Se~igson, No£h Carolina 
Medica~ Society 
¯ Les~e Sharpe~ Sylvan Community 
Center 
¯ Dr. Michael Spiritos, Duke Raleigh 
Hosp~ta~ 
¯ E~e Sm~h, I..eukerrfia & Lymphoma 
Society and Rex Healthcare 
¯ Vance and LaFay Smith, Duke 
Univers~ 
¯ TAVR Procedure, RrstHea~th Valve 
C~in~c 
¯ Dr. E~izabe~h Cuervo T~son, 
Community Care of Wake and Johnston 
coc~nties 
¯ Dr~ 8~u Tong~ ~nfina Connect 
¯ Marian Uy, WakeMed HeaJth & 
Hospitals 
¯ Dr Timothy ~57~ner~ NC. Children’s 
Hospital/UNC 
¯ ,.~ason ~liams~ FastMed 



¯ Dr. Laurie \.A.~lfiams, N.C. State 
University - Dep~artrrtent of Corrtpute~ 
Science 
¯ Karin V’vlnstead, Duke Regional 
Hospi~J 
¯ Mark Zylka, UNC Health Care 

Folward to a Flialsd [ Pdvacy [ Unsubscribe 

Tdangla Business Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave~ Suite 100 

Raleigh, NC. 27612. USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <msgs@producLamericanbanker.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Access & Query Data You Already Have 

i~i American Banker 

Hello Law, 

The many benefits of analytics - in detecting fraud, 

identifying good marketing prospects, assessing risk 

and more - are well known. But before banks can use 

Big Data, they need to have an elegant and useful way to 

access and query the data they have. 

For many banks, this is simply impossible. Data silos, mismatched schemas, old technology and 

inaccurate data all get in the way. We’ll speak with a banker, Bavid Sa~l, Chief Scientist at State 

Street, who’s been through a data transformation project and a subject matter expert, David 

Stodder, Bire~tor of Research at TDWl who can provide suggestions for getting the data 

infrastructure right so that analytics projects can begin. 

This web seminar will consider: 

What are the right methods for synchronizing disparate data stores? 

How do you overcome turf battles such that people in different groups in an organization 

want to share data? 

What standards and technologies are companies using to harmonize databases? 

Moderator: 

Penny Crosman 

Editor in Chief, Bank Technology News 

Technology Editor, American Banker 

Follow Us! 

You are currently subscribed to American Banker. To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from 



American Banker, or to update your promotional preferences for other products, Visit Here. 

Customer Sel-vice: 800-221-1809 I SourceMedia, One State Street PI. 25th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

custserv@sourcemedia.com I Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, Febmmy 19, 2014 12:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Loan Complaints by Homeowners Rise Once More 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~i NYT J World ~ U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ Dining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

DEALBOOK 

:Lom~ Complaints by l-~lomcowne~’s Rise Once Mo~oc 

Homeowners who are h3dng to avet~ foreclosure are confronting problems on a 

new front as the mortgage itMustry undergoes a shift. 

Obama Ordc~’s New Efficiency fo~¯ Big T~q~cks 

The regulations are the latest in a series of actions intended to 

cut back on ~’eenhouse gases withou k kl~e sort of legisla[ion Mr. 

Obama thi~ed ko push khrough O-~ng~ss in his ilrst term. 

~ Fhsa~c~er Plans Big Ad Campaign oe Cl~mato C~ange 

Obama 

:Police l: : Uk ........ I 

Sh’eet ba~les in Kiev be~veen ]:,rotestel~ and the riot police ~[~i~ 

underscored the voIadlity of the politic aI e~{sis. More than a 

dozen people were ld~led, including ~’o securJb~ o~cers, according to the 

police. 

Live Video ~rom Kiev 

Russia to Reiesse Loan Money for Uk[aine, Lifting Leader 

For more toi) news. ~r) to NYTimes.com ~ 



Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

Homage ~o a Stm~dout in thc Mhmr Le~gue~ 
L:7 .::’N D~ E~,~ L:O R Y G.::, 

()~ the 25th mm~vet~ar3~ of the ~]~ase of the film "Bull Durham," 

a stoics of exhibits - including Hiroshi Watanabe’s ar[fnl, black- 

an&white pictures -- edebra~e a minor ~eague {earn. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Obama and His Li hrar2i: Go Small 

It should be more of an a~vhh~e and less of a museum, more of a 

house, less of a shrine. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

8ERHP( 80BOLk-’V, a member of Ukraine’s Parliament, describing the pretest standoff in 
Kiev’s Independence Square, known as Maidan. 

Today’s Video 

~ vine:o: The Read Arom~d: Kelly Corrigan 

Kelly Cx~rrigan’s new memoir, "Glitter and Glue," is about the 

long process of truly accepting her modmr. 

~ vm~to: Street Markets in East London 

During a weekend foray in East London’s festive street markets, 

Valew Demure, a fashion direckor uqlk a veD, large wardrobe, 

suys she dresses by mood and color. 

~ VmEO: Things Ymi Don’t Know: Shm~ 

Track 

Short-track speedskating has been a~ Olympic event since 1992, 

b~R the competitors say khat rnueh remNns unknown about the 

h@>paeed sport. 

~ Reiated Article 

World 

4 Ki~ed as Police T~" to Remove Protesters in 
Bm~gkok 

At h’ast 64 peoph" were ir~iured when "~ousands of t~ot police 

The riot 



offi~-et~ t~{ed to cIislodge protesters from the streets uround the 

prime mfi~ister’s office. 

a i~t Russimt Protest Bmtd Held, Then F~°eed, 

Soelfi 

The membe~ of the punk ~’oup Pussy ~oL Nadezhda 

Tolokonnikova and Maria tyokhfi~a, were questioned 

several horns be%ta" being released without charges. 

Afghan Etlmic Tensions Rise in Media and 

I~ Afghanistan,, a growing uproar over eNnici~" - Pashtun, T;ajik, 

Hazara and Uzbek - has many concerned about possible 

violence, especially those who remember the eonntty’s civil war. 

neighbo I 

U,S, 

Obama’s Vote-Getting Tactics Struggle to Find 

the Unins~ared 

Cm~vassers deployed hy groups supporting the Affordable Care 

Auk are searching door to door for people who la& heOkh 

coverage, with little snecess. 

Lapisnc I 

he, left, I 

Pub|it Defende~os, Bolstered by a Work Analysis 

m~d :Rulings, Push Back _Against a Tide of Cases 

In Missouri, advocates for inNgent clients hope an analysis of 

time spent on eases will bolster budget ~quesB for more staff. 

Vio|e~tt Crimes De,:lined Across Co,retry i~t Fhost Six Mor~ths 

of~o~3, F.B,I. S~ys 

According to figures from d~e bn reau, vi olen t eH m es, incb~din g murders, 1~11 by 

5.~ pe~x:.ent in the first six months of 2ol3 compared wi~h ~he same period in 

Business 

Mi~nmn Wage l[ncrease Would Have Mixed 

Effect-s, CoBoOo Report Says 
~,. AN~;. 

The analysis provided instant fl~el for both supporters 

ct{ties of raising the federal minimum wage, a policy heavily 



favo~x~d by DemoeraLs but viewed skeptically by Republicans in Congress. 

An Ambiguo~,s Omen, U.So Household Debt 

Beg~s to Rise _Again 

Ame~qean ~ouseholds saw the largest quaVaerly increase in debt 

since before ihe reeessic, n, bat whether this signals increased 

optimism or continued overextension is ope~ to inteq)retatiom 

:~] Biack 
Fdd~y 

DEALBOOK I I Pue~q~o Rico V~;m~ts to Ineu~° N[ore lDebt to Regain 

Finm~eial Footing 

Puerto i~eo wants 1o sell biilio~s in bonds to raise money 1o pay 

iks debts, but some are concerned tha* the Amerh::an Drrito~T may be 

oversLepping its ability- to repay. 

Sports 

For Gold, Perfection [s Overrated 

A switc~ in coaches has helped the American figure skater Grade 

(7-old transform her confidence and c, utlook over the last few 

Coaching Americans and Canadians, but Russian 1[ ~rough and Through 

Coaching Americans and Ca~mdia~s, but 

Russian Through and Throu~ 

Marina Zoueva groomed the grid and silver medalisks in 

dandng into winnem in So&i. 

The Harder They Fall: Shared Slopes Take 
Bigge~° Toll on %%;onmn 

Unlike some sports of ~sk, including A~pine skiing, Jew 
concessions are made for women in snowboarding and freestyle 
skiing eyelets like s]opesbi~e. 

Zouevs, 

right, is 

e. Yuki 

~]Su buts 

Arts 

THE TV WATCH Jimrr%, 

Jimmy Fallon Debuts New ’Tonight’ Show i~ New I F+,om I 
the new 

5immy Fi+llon began his run hosdng "The Tonight Show" as the 

grateful heir and eager freshman that older viewex~ can embrace without fear of 

beh% mocked or overlooked. 

Jimmy Failorl’s ’Torfigi~t’ Debut Draws 11 Million Viewers 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE CORRESPONDENT’ 

Ftmny, Yo~ Don t Look Like Nly 

In Ken Urban’s drama ’~Fhe Correspondent," a widower’s wife 

returns in the body of a man. 

Jay     I 

Rysn, 

Behind the Smashing ufa Vase 

Ma~mo Caminero says he destroyed an .,~ Weiwei vase on 

display at the P~rez Art Museum in Miami to protest its neglect 

of Ioeal ar~sts. 



Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I MISSION CANTINA 

R~ding a Chefs Twists and Turns 

Danny BowJen’s Mexicm~ d~shes are h~t or m~ss, but at these 

prices you can tU agNn. 

A Nordic Quest in New York 

(2an a Scandinavian cuisine escape iL< chilly image? Some chefs 

are workfi~g on it. 

THE FLEXlTARIAN 

Stew Season Gefc~ a New Ntar 

Beef, chicken or fish become a treat, not a main feakm’e. 

Nordic 

cooking 

Obituaries 

Ma~s Gallant, 91, Dies; Her Stories Told of 
Uprooted Lives and Loss 

Ms. Gallant, abaudoned as a child, left Canada for Europe Lo 

make her name writing about the disloea[ed and the 

dispossessed. 

Gallant 
n 198. 

_¢Llison Jolly, 76, Dies; Discovered Female D,-. 

Dr. dolly, who (lid not receive as nmch aLLenLion as her 

conkempora~7 Jane Goodall, found kl~at male p~dmates are not 

always dominant, upending a bedrock assertion in evolutionary biologyo 

dames Cahill, Sdmlar of Chhmse Art, Dies at B7 

Professor ( ’.ahill, a scholar of Chinese painth~g, interpreted 

China*s greak masters ko the WesL 

I    cah+ll at I 

Ed itorials 

TO DAY’S EDITORIALS 

Cha~ge the R~des on Secret Money 

The I.R.S. should ignore protesks on Lhe fight aud left and crack down on abuse 

of the tax code. 

EDITORIAL 

~¥hat Next for SD’ia? 

As peace ~ lks collapse a n d th e carnage of th e civil wa r contin u ca, Preside~t 

Obama needs to persist on searehi ~g £~r a peaeeNl solu[ion. 

EDITORIAL 

Govo Cuomo~s Bo|d Step on Prison Education 

()he solution against the stubbornly high [’ate of recidivism has long proved to 

be both reliable and cost-effective: education behind bars, 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

H~s~o~*y; ~++I[- Nle Re, wv~te~ 

Some mistakes in Amer+cae histo+T" cannot be painted over. 

~ Column~s~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

l~,ea~fast l~e~fo~’e the ~’100(3, 

At’ab youths, eager fbr the educational tools and resom’ces to 

realize their" full po[en~al, are leading once again. 

+ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR I THE TASK 

In my fatheffs old file cabinets, a life in paper: grade-school report cards, notes 

on a Belgian insane asylum, telexes ub*-~nt Miek Jagger, 

For met+ epiqier:: go te NYTimes,com/Opinion + 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     +1++’+"’+I +[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhon+® I iPad(&) Android I All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Hel~ Section+ ~+ ’ r~;,ayt<cor~; s 

About This Email 

This is an automated emaiL Please do rls~ +eply directly ~o this email 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsletter 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program~ we are committe~ to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions := Change Mour Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact ~ Adve~ise 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Media Contact: 
Lauren Taber 

Cree, Inc. 
Corporate Communications 

media@cree.com 

or 

David W.M. Sweeney 

Press@technologyreview.com 

Cree Named to MIT Technology Review’s 2014 50 Smartest Companies List Recognizing 

WorM’s Most Innovative Companies 

Cree Reinvents Lighting ~lhrough Innovative Leadership 

DURHAM, N.C., February 19, 2014-- Cree, Inc. (Nasdaq: CREE) has been identified as one of 
2014’s 50 Smartest Companies in MIT Technology Review’ s annual list of the world’s most 
innovative technology companies. The honorees are nominated by MIT Technology Review’ s 
editors, who look for companies that have demonstrated original and valuable technology over 
the last year, are bringing that technology to market at significant scale and are clearly 
influencing their competitors. The companies on the list represem the disruptive innovations 
most likely to change our lives. 

Jason Pontin, publisher and editor in chief of MIT Technology Review, states, "At times it seems 
impossible to keep pace with important emerging technologies. This issue celebrates 
organizations at the forefront, displaying ’disruptive innovation’ that will prove to surpass the 
competition, transform an industry and change our lives." 

Cree was selected as one of MIT Technology Review’s 2014 50 Smartest Companies because of 
its transformational leadership in the lighting industry. Guided by a culture that thrives on 
relentless innovation, Cree launched several leadership products during the past year that have 
significantly contributed to the changing LED lighting landscape. Cree changed the consumer 
lighting market with the introduction of the Cree® LED Bulb, a light bulb that works as good as 
or better than traditional incandescent bulbs at a price that has given consumers a reason to 
switch to LED. At $99, the Cree XSPRTM LED street light delivered all the benefits of LED 
lighting at up-front cost parity to outdated and uninspiring traditional street lights. Most recently, 
Cree introduced SmartCasfr~ Technology, the first self-programming wireless lighting-control 
system to bring the energy saving benefits of lighting controls to the masses with the touch of 
one button, at half the cost of traditional lighting controls. 

"Cree is honored to be part of MiT Technology Review’ s 2014 50 Smartest Companies list," 
said David Ellen, vice president, corporate marketing and business development. "As the 
industry’ s only fully vertically integrated pure-play LED lighting company, this prestigious 



recognition validates Cree’s long-standing belief that a cultural commitment to continuous 
innovation results in the creation of breakthrough products that transform markets." 

Cree and the other honorees will be featured in the March/April edition of MIT Technology 
Review’, published online on Feb. 18 and available on newsstands worldwide starting March 4. 

About Cree 
Cree is leading the LED lighting revolution and making energy-wasting traditional lighting 
technologies obsolete through the use of energy-efficient, mercury-free LED lighting. Cree is a 
market-leading innovator of lighting-class LEDs, LED lighting and semiconductor products for 
power and radio-frequency (RF) applications. 

Cree’s product families include LED fixtures and bulbs, blue and green LED chips, high- 
brightness LEDs, lighting-class power LEDs, power-switching devices and RF devices. Creec~ 
products are driving improvements in applications such as general illumination, electronic signs 
and signals, power supplies and solar inverters. 

For additional product and company intbrmati on, pl ease refer to www. cree. corn 

This press release contains forward-looking statements involving ri sks and uncertainties, both 
known and unknown, that may cause actual results to differ materially from those indicated. 
Actual results may differ materially due to a number of factors, including customer acceptance of 
new" products; the risk that we may be unable to manufacture these new products with 
sufficiently low cost to offer them at competitive prices or with acceptable margins; the ri sk we 
may encounter delays or other difficulties in ramping up production of our new products; the 
rapid development of new technol ogy and competing products that may impair demand or render 
Cree’s products obsolete; and other factors discussed in Cree’s filings with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, including its report on Form 10-K for the year ended June 30, 2013, and 
subsequent filings. 

Cree<~ is a registered trademark, and XSPRTM and SmartCastTM are trademarks of Cree, Inc. 

About MIT Technology Review 

MIT Technology Revi ew leads the global conversation about technologies that matter. An 

independent media company owned by MIT, it produces publications read by millions of 

business leaders, innovators, and thought leaders around the globe, in six languages and on a 

variety of platforms. The company publishes MIT Technology Review, the world’s most 

respected technology magazine; daily news features, analysis, and opinion; and Business 

Reports, which explain how" technologies are transforming industries. It produces live events 

such as the annual EmTech MIT, international EmTech conferences and Summits. The 

company’s entrepreneurial community organization, MIT Er~terprise Forum, hosts 400+ events a 

year around the world. 

### 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Collections & Operational Risk Conference <conferences@sourcemediamaJl.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Look Who’s Coming. $350 Savings Ends Friday. 

Early Bird das 
ENDS Fri~y, 

Use promo code BROCH20~4 

$350 savings 

REG :$TER NOW 
Or call (1212) 803-8456 / (212) 803-8775 

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE ~:-~:- 

8~E WHO’S SPEAKING ~2:. 

Fh~ancia~ 

Citi Retail 

Services 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:’ ::::i:i!’i 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ii::i:.:~i:i ~::: ::::~,:¢=i:!:,i:’,:.:~ 

Garnet Capita~ 
Advisors, BLC 

Forward to a Friend 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Craswell <LSN@publish.ssrn.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

LSN Contracts & Commercial Law e Journal, Vol. 15 No. 18, 02/19/2014 

Table of Contents 

Lender Reliance in Liar Loan Situations 

Roger Bernhardt, Golden Gate University - School of Law 

Liquidated Damages or Alternative Performance? 

Roger Bernhardt, Golden Gate University - School of: Law 

~ The Legal Shift of the NCAA’s ’Big 5’ Member Conferences to Independent Athletic Associations: Combining NFL and Conference Governance 

Principles to Maintain the Unique Product of College Athletics 

Conner 1. Bush, University of Mississippi - School of Law 

Identity Crisis 

.]ames A..Johnson, Independent 

(Loss Aversion and the Marginality of the Disgorgement Interest) 

Eya ~amir, He~rew University o~ 3erusalem - Faculty o~ Law 

CONTRACTS & COMMERCIAL LAW eJOURNAL 

iiiiiii,,Lender Re~nce ~n k~r Lea n S~tuat~ons,, [ ~t:i~ Free Download ] 

37 Real Property Law Reporter #1 (Cal CEB Jan. 2014, © The Regents of the University of California, reprinted with permission of CEB.) 

ROGER EIERNIHARDT, Golden Gate University - School of Law 

Email: rbernhardt@ggu.edu 

Commentary on a recent 9th Circuit BAP decision dealing with a lender’s nonreliance on misstatements in a loan application. 

:ii:ii:ii:i"L qu dated D~mages or A ternat ve Performance?" ~~ Free Download 
37 Real Property Law Reporter 10 (Cal CEB Jan, 2014, © The Regents of the University of California, reprinted with permission of CEB) 

RO~ ~ERIN~ARDT, Golden Gate University - School of Law 

Email: rbernhardt@ggu,edu 

An analysis of the difficulties in drafting and enforcing either liquidated damage or alternative performance clauses in California real estate 
contracts, 

iiiiiii"The Lega~ Shift of the NCAA’s ’~ig ~J’ Member Conferences to Independent Athletic Associations: Combining NFL and Conference Governance 
/ 

Principles to Maintain the Unique Product of College Athletics" ~~ Free Download ] 

CON~OR 2, ~USH, University of Nississippi - School of Law 

Email: C jbu sh ]L @go,ok~ rniss,ed u 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) can no longer effectively govern big-time intercollegiate athletics. Since the 1984 Board of 
Regents decision, college athletics has grown exponentially, yet the NCAA still attempts to govern over 1,000 colleges and universities under a 

single organization. The "Big 5" college athletic conferences (ACC, Big Ten, Big ~2, Pac-12, and SEC) have become more autonomous in recent 

years, independently negotiating lucrative media rights and post-season bowl agreements. Each conference has also adopted its own constitution 

and bylaws to effectively manage its unique product. 

This Comment argues that the "Big 5" conferences should separate from the NCAA and form independent athletic associations. Each association 

should contract with other associations and third party entities for inter-association and post-season competitions, similar to the current FBS post- 
season system. Organizing as independent associations would provide each entity the ability to: (1) effectively adopt association-specific 
legislation and policies; (2) efficiently and consistently enforce rules; and (3) manage revenue commensurate with its market value. 



This Article examines the current governance structures of the NCAA, the Big 5 conferences, and the NFL, finding that the Big 5 and the NFL adopt 

similar structures. The Article then formulates a proposed model, combining and modifying aspects from the current Big 5 and NFL systems, which 

any Big 5 association could adopt after separating from the NCAA. 

iiiiiii"Ide~tity Crisis" "~II Free Download 

Texas Bar Journal - January 2014 

~1~,1~ A, 1OHN~ON, Independent 

Emaih job nsonjajmf@yahoo.com 

This article sets out the development of the landmark case of former UCLA basketball star Ed O’ Bannon who is suing the NCAA. O’Bannon 

questions the NCAA’s bylaws and procedures regarding payment of student athletes. The pivotal question rests on the NCAA’s use of athlete’s 

name, image or likeness during and after his or her collegiate athletic career. 

The answer to these questions involves the right of publicity. The right of publicity is a protectible property interest in one’s name, identity or 

persona. Every person-celebrity or non-celebrity - has the right of publicity that is the right to own, protect and commercially exploit one’s identity. 

O’Bannon’s antitrust lawsuit against the NCAA challenges the right of the NCAA and others to use commercially student-athletes’ likeness without 

paying them. In November 20~3 U.S. District Judge Claudia Wflken of the Northern District of California, partially certified class-action status in 

O’Bannon v NCAA involving current and future college athletes, but not former ones. 

It is possible that the NCAA’s guiding principle of preserving amateurism and player competition "for the love of the game" at the collegiate level 

may become a joy of the past. 

{ Loss Aversio~ a111~t ~:be ~rcji~alit¥ of the Disgorgeme~t ~terest)., I ii~ii Free Download ] 

2013 ,~~~ ,Z~e a m~e ,n~ 
Shlomo Levin Book: E~ays in Honour of Justice Shlomo Levin (Asher Grunis, Efiezer Rivlin & Michael Karayanni eds.), 2013 

~YAL ZA~’IZR, Hebrew University of Jerusalem - Faculty of Law 

Email: eyal.zamir@huji.ac,fl 

English Abstract: In the seminal Adras case, the Israeli Supreme Court ruled that a breach of contract entitles the injured party to disgorgement 

remedy based on the law of unjust em’ichment. Despite the great interest this judgment has aroused in Israel and beyond, the Article 

demonstrates that in fact Israeli courts do not award this remedy. The Article explains this practice -- as well as the marginality of remedies aimed 

at protecting the disgorgement interest in other legal systems -- based on the psychological phenomenon of loss aversion. It suggests that loss 
aversion have influenced the evolution of the law and that it falls into line with deontological moral convictions underlying the law. The Article 

further argues that loss aversion provides a possible justification for the marginality of disgorgement remedies in contract law. 
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Minutes of the Federal Open Maacket Committee, January 28-29, 2014 

Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee, January 28-29, 2014 
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From: 

Sent: 
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Catherine Peglow. North Carolina Bar Association <ncbar@ncbar.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, February 19, 2014 2:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Your NCBA Member Benefits Update - Februa~ 2014 

Hello, 

I hope that you’ve recovered from the snow and ice last week, and 

are now enjoying some sunshine and slightly warmer 

temperatures. We are definitely ready for spring, but in the 

meantime, if you need CLE before the February deadline, please 

visit our link to the right for many convenient NCBA options. 

Best wishes, 

Catherine 

Open a LawPay Account at NO COST 

North Carolina Bar Association Members are eligible to obtain a 

LawPay Account through the North Carolina Bar Association 

Member Benefit program. There’s never been a better time to begin 

accepting credit cards in your firm! 

For a limited time, open a LawPay Account at NO COST! Today 

through March 14, 2014, the $t50 virtual terminal fee is waived 

for North Carolina Bar Association members. ~all 

or visit our website In addition, if you open a LawPay Account by 

March 14, 2014, we will waive your program fee for 3 months! 

Whose CLE Sci~edules Were 

REGISF~5;,’ TODAY: 

BiCBAF Ck E Site 
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and more from Lenovo and get free ground shipping on all web 
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10-20% off select M73 Tiny, Horizon, K series, Q series and 

H series desktops; 

20% off select A series, B series and C series All-in-One 

desktops. 

Use eCoupon Code USXFEB2014 at checkout and save! 

For more information and easy ordering, call 1.800.426.7235, ext. 

4862 or visit our website. 

Thank you for being a member of the North Carolina Bar 

Association We value your opinion and feedback. 
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Catherine 

Membership Director 

North Carolina Bar Association 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, February- 19, 2014 3:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Obama Condemns Ukraine Violence, Warns of’Consequences’ 

Obama Condemns UIa-aine Violence, Warns of 
’Consequences* 

President Barack Obama condemned the violence in Ukraine, warning the government 

that ’there will be consequences if people step over the line." He said the U.S. is in contact 

with European leaders about a way forward. 

"We hold the Ukrainian government primarily responsible," Mr. Obama said upon arriving 

in Mexico for a three-way summit with Canadian and Mexican leaders. "There is still the 

possibility of a peaceful transition." 

The Obama administration is considering sanctions against Ukraine, possibly in concert 

with European allies, saying the threat of penalties may push the government in Kiev to 

halt the deadly violence there. 

See More Coverage 

News.~,la~s WSJ :~00x250 
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Triangfe Business Journal <repfytriangte@biz~journats,com> 

VVednesday~ Februa~y 19~ 2014 3:5,0 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email,unc~edu> 

40 Under 40 Awards: Nominate Today} 

2014 40 Under 40 Awards 
Nomination Deadline is March 24th! 

i i~ 40 Uod~r40 

Nominate a young ~eader 
for the 40 Under 40 
Leadership Awards 

The 14~.h ar~r~ual 40 Ur~der 40 
Leadership Awards honors the brightest, 
most promising young business people 
under the age of 40 in the Triangfe. 

Must be under 40 years of age as 
of May 24, 2014, 
Must hold a leadership rote of 
irr~portance in ~.heir organizatior~. 
Must have made significant 

NO~NATION DEADUNE 

~4o~day, ~arch 24th 
S~bmissio~ site cfoses ~t 11:59PM 

SPONSORS 

Title S~o~sor: 



achievements in their career in 
2013 
Mug have had substantial 

involvement in community service 
outside of the performance of their 
day-to-day iob. 
MusL reside or work in the 13 
co~nLies of the Triangle: Chatham, 

Durham, Franklin, Granville, 
H~rne~, Johnston, Lee, Moore, 
Orange, Person~ Vance, ~hke 
and Warren 
Muet not be a previous w~nner. 

Community Partner: 

Fo~wa~’d to a F~ie~d I Pdvacy I Uns~bscribe 

Td~ngte B~si~ess Joumaf 

3600 G~em, vood ~we, &~u~te 100 

Raleigh, NC, 27612, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaJ~dler O’Neill <investmentba~king@~ndleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, Febmaly 19, 2014 4:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emofil.unc.edt~> 

SOP TRANSACTION ANNOUNCEMENT: CVB Financial Corp. (NASDAQ: CVBF; Ontario, CA) enters into stock purchase 

agreement with America Bm~cshares, Inc. (Private; Newport Beach, CA) to acquire American Securib, Bank) 

Sterling Financial Corporation (NASDAQ: STSA; Spokane, WA) has agreed to sell six 

branches to Banner Corporation (NASDAQ: BANR; Walla Walla, WA) 

Sandier 0 ]Neill served as the exclusive financial advisor in the sale of these branches. 

This branch transaction represents Sandier O’Neill’s 42rid bank branch transaction since 

January I, 2011. Ouringthat time period, Sandier O’Neill has advised on branch 

transactions totaling 446 branches and $24ol billion in deposits, more than any other 

investment bank.= 1 

Walla Wall, WA - Banner Corporation (NASDAQ: BANR), the parent company of Banner Bank and Islanders Bank, 

today announced the signing of an agreement for the acquisition of six branches in Oregon from Sterling Savings 

Bank together with approximately $226 million in deposits and $95 million in loans. Five of the six branches are 

located in Coos County, Oregon and the sixth branch is located in Douglas County. 

"This transaction presents a unique opportunity for Banner to expand our Pacific Northwest franchise, specifically in 

Oregon, through an existing presence with a significant market share," said Mark Grescovich, Banner Bank 

President and Chief Executive Officer. "The acquired branches collectively capture a 28% share of the Coos County 

market. We are pleased to welcome these new clients and employees to the Banner Bank family. At Banner, we 

strive to provide great financial services to our clients and believe our new colleagues and clients will soon come to 

realize that Banner is a special place to work and bank" An independent global research firm recently recognized 

Banner for the second consecutive year with the highest ranking in retail banking customer satisfaction in the 

Northwest Region. 

The purchase of the branches is subject to consummation of the previously annuonced merger between Sterling 

Financial Corporation, the parent of Sterling Savings Bank, and Umpqua Holdings Corporation, regulatory approval 

and the satisfaction of customary closing conditions and is expected to be completed in June 2014. 

Please contact Jimmy Dunne, Peter Buck, Adam Keefer, or Andrew Hirai with any questions. 

(1) Includes ~11 completed ~nd pending bronch transactions .since Januory 2, 2012. 

Source: SNL Financial 

For more information, please click here. 

For the press release, please click here. 

1251 Avenue of the Americas, 6th Floor I New York, NY 10020 US 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, February- 19, 2014 4:55 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Truce Declaxed in Ukrmne in Wake of Deadly Violence 

Truce Declared in [Ykraine in ~Vake ~f Deadly Virulence 

President Viktor Yanukovych and opposition leaders agreed to a truce Wednesday in a 

bid to defuse tensions after a night of deadly violence in the center of the capital. 

In a statement posted on the president’s website after a meeting between the two sides, 

Mr. Yanukovych said the parties had declared a truce and the "beginning of negotiations 

aimed at cessation of bloodshed and stabilization of the situation in the country for the 

sake of civil peace." 

The announcement comes amid intense pressure from the U.S. and Europe, which were 

readying sanctions on Ukrainian officials, and planned visits from the French, German and 

Polish foreign ministers to Kiev on Thursday. 

See More Coverage 

[~ NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Employment Insider <Callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ways to Quickly Build Your Network; Largest Enrollment Declines 

To view Lhis e~-r~ail as a web page., go here. 

Five Easy W<vs to Quickly Build Your 
Professiona| Network 

Let’s ~ace it it’s hard to st~md out when you 
are a law smdenL Your resmnes are similar, 
your classes are simile, e~en ?our imernships 
can be simi~a:c How do you s~a~d ou~ to 

employers, whe~* e~ eWone is doing the 
I thmg? 

Why not t~T some easy ways to build your network? You will at 
the veU least m:Ne some contacts~ and have a more interesting 

>> Simple ~Ihings to 

Cooley, NYLS have largest enrollmem 
declines since 2010-201 l 

~Jlqe drop in law school 
applications du~ing the 
three years has ~ad a 
proS)und impact on 
enrollme~t, according to a 
new study by The National 

J Jurist. 

I.aw school enrollment has dropped by an average of 99 stude~ks 
per school from 2010-2011 to 2013-2014, w~fl~ only 16 schools 
enjoying m~ k~crease in smdems~ 

>> ~her Schools Decline 

Best schools tBr public interest law 
The Natkmal Jurist has 
~nounced 25 law schools 
that stand above and beyond 
the rest whe~* it comes to 
public interest 

"I ,my schools have 

sign~icm~t[y kt~proved theh" 
o~brmgs during the past 25 

yea~s R~r students interested N worMng in public interest law," 
said Jack Crittenden. Editor I~ Chief and ~mnder of’II~e National 
Jurist. "hi recent years, schools have really improved loan 
repayment programs - especially flae school’s with l~ge 
endowments." 

Read the Digital Edition 

>> See the List 

This Week 
It was a GOOD week ~r ,o. 

~ Forgiveness, a~ler Atk~mey Genera! Eric Holder 

/ II urged fl~e repeal of disenfraa~chisement laws which 
I II currently preclude ex-t~hms from taking the bar 

exam. Read More 



was a BAD week f~}r 

~ B ottler co~t~’~>~, afier a border war atarted betwee~ 
the Uni’~’ersity of Missot~ri Kansas City and The 
Universi{y of Kans;~s School of I .aw. Read More 

How to Re-boot Your Job Search 
You’re getting impatient. You’ve been looking fbr a job for 
months. It t~els ]~ke your resume goes into a big black hole. You 
raxely e~en get rqjection [ette~ from employers. When you do 
get mte~a~iews~ you never get called 

Som~d thmiliar? A ~ot of it ~s probably due to the st~l ska~: job 
market bt~t there may be more ~o the problem *hart thN. 

When I mee* wi~h stude*~*s nr ~’adua~es ~r caxeer cotmselk~g, 
we ~e o~en able to pinpoint other reasons fgr $heir lack of 
inte~,’iews. Xfa~ey’re not getting fi~t interviews, it could be that 
theh: resume needs revamping. When we look at their resume, 
we can usually make i{ more appe;fling to employers. If they are 
gelti~*g flint h~te~wiews but not caN~acks, it’s often their 
hate~qewi~g skil]s tha* t~eed be]p. 

W;~Ich out ibr the {k41owh~g common mis{akes: Read More 

Profile CenLer == Unsubscribe 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:20 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&]> 

RESCHEDULED: FINRA: Ofl}rings & Re,arch 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Seminar 

FINRA: Offerings & Research 

Thursday, 

March 6, 2014 

8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m. EST 

Morrison & Foerster, LLP 
1290 Avenue of the Americas 

Floor 39 

New York, NY 10104 

Follow us on Twitter 

@Thinkin~capmkts 

For more information: 

A~exa laowe rs 

{212) 338,4312 

This seminar will provide a review of the FINRA rules applicable to 

public offerings, including FINRA’s new review process We will 

discuss the compensation review process, conflicts of interest and 

QIUs, direct participation programs, and Regulation M notice 

requirements 

Topics of discussion will include: 

¯ Addressing FINRA’s renewed focus on private placements, 

including Rule 5123 and various enforcement actions; 

¯ Providing an overview of the rules relating to research on 

emerging growth companies: and 

Discussing FINRA’s proposed debt research rules. 

Speakers: 

¯ Nilene Evans 

¯ Anna Pinedo 

California and New York CLE credit is pending. 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo.com 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http://www.sra.or#.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, February 19, 2014 5:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Facebook to Buy WhatsApp tbr $19 Billion 

Facebo~k to Buy ~VhatsApp f~r $:~9 Billion 

Facebook said it will pay $19 billion in a cash-and-stock deal to acquire smartphone- 

messaging app VVhatsApp. 

Under the terms of the deal, disclosed in a Securities and Exchange Commission filing, 

Facebook would acquire all outstanding stock and options in WhatsApp for about 183.9 

million Facebook shares, valued at about $12 billion. The deal also includes $4 billion in 

cash and an additional $3 billion in restricted stock units to be granted to VVhatsApp’s 

founders and employees. 

See More Coverage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Student La~.,er Magazine <studentla~’er~americanbax.org> 

~Vednesday, February 19, 2014 5:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Do Employers See More Thm~ Grades? 

Student La~?er, Pebruari 2014 

If you have trouble viewing this newsletter, 
To ensure that this newsletter is delivered to your inbox, add studentlawyer@americanbar.org Lo your address book. 

[i~i Student Lawyer 

Student Lawyer Home I Law Student Division Home I Join I 

Features 

Coming Storm or Safe Harbor: Managing 
Your Finances Is the Key 

Personal finance is a difficult issue for most people. 
For law students, it is even more so as costly tuition 
and books, unpaid or law-wage employment, and 
student loan debt make it an unpleasant issue Lo 
consider. This article provides helpful advice for law 
students to plan for long-term financial health by 
careful budgeting and developing the necessary skills 
now. 

_N___e__t____~__9_r___k__i___n_g Doesn’t Have to Be Painful 

For most law students--and practicing attorneys-- 
networking is a dreaded activity. This doesn’t have to 
be the case. Here, nine young lawyers provide 
personal accounts of how they took a chore and made 
it something they could excel aL with ease. These tips 
speak to using your personality to make networking 
work for you. 

Are you more than just some grades on a transcript? 
Host employers think so. Academic performance is 
only a part of the bigger picture that employers look 
at. In this column, employers from small to large firms 
and nonprofit and government organizations give 
candid insights into what they look for in a prospective 
hire. 

.L_ o__c_._a_ !_ O__r_d.i_n__a_.~ .c_ e__s_.:__I .h e__Q f__t_e_ n__O__~e£!~.gkgd. 
Laws 

Federal and stale laws gel all the attention. The news 
media focuses on them. The major legal research 
databases do as well. Law school teaches them. 
However, local governments make a significant 
amount of the laws that impact your daily life--and 
’four future clients’ lives. Researching these laws is not 
nearly as easy or well organized as state and federal 
laws. This column provides useful tips to get started as 
a local ordinance researcher. 

Mandatory Pro Bonn: Is It Right for Law 
Students? 

Following New York’s new requirement to complete pro 
bonn work as a condition for bar admission, other 
states and the ABA have given the idea serious 
consideration. This column considers all sides of the 
argument and explores such a requirement’s wider 
adoption. 

In Session 

Fiqhtinc~ for the Little City 

Bailey Standish is a law student on a mission to make 
Aurora, Illinois the best place to live that it can be. 
While in law school, she has helped found a nonprofit 
organization to help economically disadvantaged 
Aurora youth get job training. She has also launched a 
medical-legal partnership clinic through Northern 
Illinois University so that low-income Aurora residents 
can get their legal and medical needs met. 

I Wish rd Known 

I wish I had known that choosing the path to 
happiness isn’t the risky choice. 

American UniversityWashington College of Law D.C. 

Summer Law Programs 

~(iI Liberb.7 Mutual: Spend a little. Protect a Int. 

.~i Law Student Coach: Want Better Grades? 

Division News 

Law Student Mental Health Day--March 

27, 2014 

Stay Connected to the Division 



Quick looks at whether law school should add a fourth 
year, law school’s ancillary benefits, and what small- 
firm employers are looking for. 

Secret Lawyer 

Anna Gil’s coworkers love her so much that they 
occasionally have to kiss her. A trained research 
scientist and patent attorney, she traded in her lab 
coat for Labradors. Tnstead of lamb’s wool suits, she 
now works covered in dog hair. She couldn’t be 
happier. She left the practice of law to run a doggy 
day care. 

Division Dialogue 

Haking an ~[rnpact in Your LocM Community 

Know About Hortgages 

Officially Speaking 
Diversity--A ~4ind Set, Not a Talking Point 

Student Lawyer is distributed automatically to members of the ABA Law Student Division. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review i Charlotte one of 9 areas Google vetting tbr fiber-optic network 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

other metro areas, as i~ext 
possible Google Fiber 
~ocations 

Google Fiber, the data network 
touted for internet access speeds 
up to 100 times faster than basic 
broadband systems, could be on 
its way to Charlotte.. 

5a{sadta’s resta~ran[ chain 

Salsarifa’s, the Charlotte-based 

Mexican-style food chain, has 

taken steps to right the ship after a 

steep drop in sales last year at its 

Overstreet . 

Bat~l< of America SS.SB settlement de~ay 

~equest 

A judge on Wednesday said she will not delay final 

entry on Bank of America’s $85 billion settlement 

over mortgage-backed securities 

kowe’s hiring fewe~ seasonal e~nployees this 

spring 

Mooresville-based Lowe’s Inc said Tuesday that it 

plans to hire 25,000 temporary seasonal employees 

to help with the spring rush, fewer than the number of 

seasonal workers Lowe’s hired last spring. 

Sonic Autor~otive sa~es increased; profits fell 

in 4Q 

Sales increased but profits fell at Charlotte-based 

Sonic Automotive during its fourth quarter compared 

to 2012, the company reported Wednesday 

Advocacy group goes undercover at Bank of 

America, alleges discr#nination 

The nonprofit National Fair Housing Alliance said 

Tuesday that it conducted an undercover 

investigation of Bank of America in Charleston - and 

claimed it found evidence that the Charlotte bank 

discriminated against potential Latino borrowers 

US stocks end a back4nd- 

for[h day with a ~oss 

Stocks are ending lower after a 

choppy day as investors react to 

news that the Federal Reserve will 

likely continue to pare back its 

economic stimulus.. 

New UNCC business hub aims 

to g~ow ~ew fi~ns, create 

tho~;sands d iobs 

UNC Charlotte officials unveiled a 

$35 million business hub on 

campus Tuesday, calling the four- 

story center a potential catalyst for 

thousands of ... 
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From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Wednesday, February :[9, 2014 5:42 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject." Article of Interest: China’s Simplified Merger Review Program May Significantly Reduce Wait Times for Certain Global Transactions 

February19, 2014 

On February 12, 2014, China’s Mlinistry of Commerce 
("MOFCOM") announced the implementation of its simplified 
merger-review program. Similar to the EU’s "Short Form CO," 
under the new rules, transactions meeting certain thresholds 
will qualify for a so-called "fast track." MIOFCOM has 
estimated that it could clear as many as 60 percent of 
notified transactions within Phase I (i.e., within 30 days). 
This would represent significant time savings for companies 
seeking approval of global transactions from M!OFCOM!. 
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@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged, if you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please-click here. 
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Februa~ 20, 2014 bulletin 

140220.pdf 
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Recall: February 20, 2014 bulletin 

Vickie Bowers would like to recall the message, "February 20, 2014 bulletin". 
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Job Openings 

University of South Dakota School of Law 

Associate Dean of Academic Affairs 

University of Sydney 

Positions in Environmental Law 

LSN does not endorse or warrant any product, service or notice listed in our professional announcements or job openings and assumes no liability regarding these products, services, 

and notices. 

When answering queries, please say you saw it on LSN 

University of South Dakota School of Law 

Associate Dean of Academic Affairs 

The School of Law at the University of South Dakota is accepting applications for an Associate Dean of Academic Affairs. The Associate Dean is the law school’s primary academic 

officer and coordinates academic affairs and curricular matters reporting directly to the Dean. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: The position is responsible for maintaining the integrity of the law school’s academic program and for the ongoing development, planning, management and 

assessment of the program. In addition, the Associate Dean is the diversity officer for the law school and has responsibilities for certain student services. The Associate Dean provides 

general assistance to the Dean, and is expected to teach one course each academic year. The person in the position must project a professional and positive image to students, faculty, 

staff, administration, alumni, the public, and other constituencies. The Associate Dean is expected to be visible and active in the law school and university communities. 

RESPONSIBILITIES: The Associate Dean coordinates the academic affairs of the law school including the development and management of curricular matters; is responsible for 

course and class scheduling, oversight of the student disciplinary process, and responsibility for new student orientation; is expected to teach one assigned course in the School of Law 

each academic year as determined in consultation with the Dean; is responsible for identifying, coordinating, and overseeing the program of instruction of law students by instructors not 

part of the regular faculty; is responsible for planning and designing a program of study for the classroom component of the externship program and an audit procedure for the field 

experience and for oversight and expansion of the externship program; develops, coordinates, and implements the law school’s academic success program and provides academic 

counseling to students; serves functions frequently associated with the title of assistant or associate dean of students with responsibility to build and maintain respectful and 

cooperative relationships with student organizations, and serves as primary organizational advisor to at least one student organization; serves as the Diversity Officer for the University of 

South Dakota School of Law; sometimes acts as dean when the dean is unavailable or in other representational capacities on behalf of the law school and participates as a member of 

the law school finance team; and supervises the Registration Officer, shares supervision of the Enrollment and Admissions Coordinator (recruiting) and the staff program assistants in 

the dean’s office, selects and supervises the graduate assistants assigned to the dean’s office, and supervises adjunct instructors. Some travel and frequently scheduled irregular work 

hours are required. 

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS: Juris Doctorate from an ABA-approved law school; minimum of 3 years of experience in an academic environment; license to practice law; strong 

interpersonal, communication, and decision making skills; and a commitment to diversity and inclusiveness 

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS: Experience in position that includes teaching, scholarship, and service requirements; experience in substantive law course instruction; experience in 

the practice of law; experience with grant writing and fund raising; and experience in a supervisory role. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications must be made online at https:i/yourfuture.sdbor edu. Complete NFE/Faculty Application and electronically upload a cover letter, resume/CV, 

and a list of three current references with contact information Position is open until filled with the first review of applications beginning on February 3, 2014. To ensure full consideration, 

please submit application materials by the first review date. Inquiries may be directed to Robert Noonan at Bob.Noonan@usd.edu or 605-677-6361. AAJEOE 

The mission of the University of South Dakota School of Law is to prepare lawyers and judges for the federal, state, and American Indian justice systems in South Dakota and to provide 

South Dakota residents and other students an affordable legal education imparting the knowledge, skills, and values necessary for the practice of law or other careers in a culturally 

diverse and global environment. 



The School of Law does this by providing a doctrinal and humanistic education, supplemented by skills and technical training, in which classroom study and practice skills are of 

complementary value. As a state-supported public institution and the only law school in South Dakota, the school has a special obligation to provide a basic law degree program of high- 

quality professional graduate level education in order to produce a sufficient supply of la~3’ers to meet the current and future needs of South Dakota and to afford qualified South Dakota 

citizens the opportunity to enter the practice of law in any state. 

The School of Law has a special obligation to engage in scholarly legal research and service in order to meet community, tribal, state, national, and international needs, to support 

instruction, to expand knowledge of the law, and to improve the legal infrastructure for the pursuit of justice. 

The University of South Dakota is located in the southeastern corner of the state in Vermillion, a community of more than I0,000 people. Vermillion is located within an hour’s drive of the 

larger cities of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and Sioux City, Iowa 

The University of South Dakota is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer committed to increasing the diversity of its faculty, staff, and students. 

Diversity and inclusiveness are values that are embraced and practiced at the University of South Dakota Candidates who support these values are encouraged to apply 

University of Sydney 

Positions in Environmental Law 

- Work with internationally renowned colleagues at Sydney Law School 

- Progressive and globally focused law school 

- Two full-time continuing positions, remuneration package: $107K - $174K p.a. which includes leave loading and up to 17% super) 

The University of Sydney is Australia’s first university and has an outstanding global reputation for academic and research excellence. It employs over 7300 permanent staff, supporting 

over 50,000 students. Sydney Law School is seeking scholars with expertise in Environmental Law to join an active team of researchers, and contribute to teaching in our undergraduate 

and postgraduate law programs. 

JOB DESCRIPTION: Sydney Law School attracts high calibre students to its combined Bachelor of Laws (LLB) and Juris Doctor (JD) programs, and has an extensive postgraduate 

teaching and research program. We are seeking two specialists in Environmental Law who will be able to contribute to our teaching programs, especially in our Master of Environmental 

Law (MEL), and to the research and community outreach work of the Australian Centre for Climate and Environmental Law (ACCEL) at the University of Sydney. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS: Successful candidates will: 

- hold, or have made significant progress towards obtaining, a postgraduate law degree, demonstrating specialist knowledge in Environmental Law 

- have a proven track record of original legal research in Environmental Law, demonstrated by publication in refereed academic journals and leading Environmental Law texts 

- be capable of effective teaching in Environmental Law at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels 

- demonstrated talent and enthusiasm for teaching one of the compulsory law subjects in the LLB and JD programs, such as torts, contracts, and administrative/public law 

- have an interest in and ability to contribute to the activities of ACCEL 

For appointment at Associate Professor level, a successful candidate will also be able to demonstrate capacity to supervise postgraduate research candidates (This generally requires 

a PhD or equivalent academic qualifications.) 

FURTHER INFORMATION: Sydney Law School is located on the University’s Camperdown Campus and provides exceptional teaching and research facilities such as a moot court and 

library, which are supported by state-of-the-art technology. 

Specific enquiries about the role can be directed to Professor Rosemary Lyster on +61 2 9351 0292 or rosemary.lyster@sydnev.edu au 

Enquiries regarding the recruitment process can be directed to Abdul Macauley on + 61 2 8627 1238 or abdul.macauley~,,sydney.edu.au 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: All applications must be submitted via the University of Sydney careers website Visit http:/isydney.edu auirecruitment and search by the reference number 

074/0114 for more information and to apply. 

CLOSING DATE: 6 April 2014 (1130pro Sydney time) 

INTERVIEW DATE: 26 May 2014 

COMMENCEMENT DATE: To be negotiated 

The University is an equal opportunity employer committed to equity, diversity and social inclusion. Applications from equity target groups and women are encouraged. The University of 

Sydney has also established a scheme to increase the number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff employed across the institution. Applications from people of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander descent are encouraged 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 9:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Your Priority Deadline Is Nearly Here! 

Subscribe by February 28 for Our Best Dea~ of the Season! 

Don’t miss the oppoFtunity to subscribe with our very best deal of the season. Subscribe today to enjoy: 

* Savings up to 30% off single ticket prices - like getting a show for FREE! 

* The best seats in the house. 

* Exclusive subscriber benefits like no-fee ticket exchange. 

* Plus, receive a special one=time=only $50 instant rebate, 

Subscribe by February 28th and we’ll waive the handling fee! 

Call us at 919.962.PLAY (7529) Monday-Friday, 12pm-6pm 

Remember, your priority subscription deadline is February 28th! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <access@interactive.wsj.com> 

~Vednesday, February 19, 2014 9:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Nelson Peltz Renews Ettbrts tbr PepsiCo Split 

Nelson Peltz Renews Efforts for PepsiCo Split 

Nelson Peltz is renewing his campaign to split up PepsiCo. 

The activist shareholder backed off in recent months as PepsiCo’s management 

completed what the company called an "exhaustive" strategic review. The results, unveiled 

last week, didn’t satisfy Mr. Peltz. While PepsiCo said it would boost dividends and stock 

buybacks by 35% this year, it stayed firm on largely conducting business as usual. 

Turning up the heat, Mr. Peltz’s Trian Fund Management LP sent a 37-page letter to 

PepsiCo’s board of directors Wednesday outlining why it still thinks the company should 

spin off its struggling beverage business. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 
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Sent: 
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BNA Highlights ~:bhighlig@bna.com~ 
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Feb. 20 -- BNA, Inc. Ba~king Daily 

Banking Daily 

February 20, 2014 ~ Number 34 

Regulatory Reform 

They Have ~ta~di~.~ to ChN~e~Ne Dod~%Fra~k 

A Texas bank, a seniors advocacy organization, a nonprofit 
group and attorneys general from 11 states have told the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit that an 
August ruling wrongly blocked their challenge to major 
elements... 

Systemic Risk 
FDIC Extends Comment Period One No~th 

A banking regulator has granted an extra month for comment on 
a plan for unwinding big, interconnected banks whose failure 
could bring down the financial system .... 

Mortgages 
~edera~ 3ud.~je E~aborates on Au.~just Order 

A federal judge in New York Feb. 17 confirmed and elaborated on 

findings in late 2013 involving a trial on U.S. government fraud 
claims against Bank of America and former Countrywide official 
Rebecca Mairone in connection with Countrywide... 

Data Security 
Pay~e~]ts Industry Sounds Optimistic in Push 

The head of a group that represents payments companies 
expressed optimism in the push for a uniform, national standard 
for data breach notification .... 

Accounting 

Planned accounting guidance on banks’ and other financial 

companies’ treatment of loan and other credit losses won’t 
include guidance on nonaccruals of interest income, the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board tentatively... 

Securities 

Royal Bank of Scotland Group Plc settled for $275 million with 
investors who sued over the collapse of mortgage-backed 
securities in what lawyers said was the third-biggest U.S. class- 
action accord on such claims New Jersey Carpenters Vacation... 

Insurance 

The Consumer Federation of America said the Senate approach 
to overhauling the troubled National Flood Insurance Program 
would have the effect of subsidizing wealthy homeowners in 
flood-prone areas and should be rejected .... 

Derivatives 
Asset Nanager Group Asks Cb’TC for Relief 
F~o~ ~;E~ Tr~di~g as Note ~l~dates Near 



The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association’s Asset 
Management Group asked the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission Feb. 14 to temporarily relieve some market 
participants from the imposition of mandatory trading... 

Interest Rates 

The Financial Stability Board said it had created a new subgroup 
on Foreign Exchange Benchmarks, in furtherance of its efforts to 
ensure that widely used financial benchmarks such as the 
London Interbank Offered Rate and Euro Interbank Offered... 

Monetary Policy 

Federal Reserve policy makers plan to soon change their 
guidance for the path of interest rates as unemployment declines 
toward a threshold for considering an increase in borrowing 
costs, minutes of their January meeting released Feb. 19... 

Housing 

The pace of U.S, home construction declined more than forecast 
in January, indicating that an unusually harsh winter probably 
played a role in slowing projects .... 
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The Responsibility of Transnational Corporations in the Realization of Children’s Rights 

Isabel Nora Borges, University of Oslo, Faculty of Law, Norwegian Centre for Human Rights 

Thoughts on Single Point of Entry 

Stephen ], Lubben, Seton Hall University - School of Law 

Insolvency vs, Illiquidity in the 2008 Crisis and the Congressional Imagination 

PJchard Squire, Fordham University School of Law 

Willful Blindness, Plausible Deniability and Tippee Liability: SAC, Steven Cohen, and the Court’s Opinion in Dirks 

3oan NacLeod Heminway, University of: Tennessee College of: Law 

Proxy Advisory Firms Under ESMA’s Microscope: A Perfectible Regulatory Approach? 

Konstantinos Sergakis, University of Bristol 

CORPORATE LAW: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE eJOURNAL 

Free Download 
iiiiiii"The Responsibility of Transnational Corporations in the Realization of ChiidreWs Rights ..... 

"iSAbEL |k’~OTA ~O~G~=~, University of Oslo, Faculty of Law, Norwegian Centre for Human Eights 

Email: i, m,borges@jus.uio,no 

Transnational Corporations (TNCs), especially those operating in developing countries have enormous socio-economic power, sometimes more than 
states. Many seek poor and unregulated markets to produce their goods, employing cheap, underage and fragile children to try and create an 
economic competitive advantage and meet increasing international market demands. While many of them bring business and prosperity to a region 
these benefits can be outweighed by the damages they perpetuate when behaving irresponsibly - occasionally irreparably - detrimentally 
impacting on children’s enjoyment of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights. The problem is exacerbated when national governments are 
unable or unwilling to regulate TNCs operations. 

it shall be argued that despite the private legal status of Transnational Corporations they are subjected to human rights obligations because some 

forms of exploitative child labor have become universally condemned and thus possess jus cogens status. The analysis shows that there is no 

deficiency within international human right standards regarding child labor and these maybe interpreted as giving direct obligations to TNCs to 
respect, protect and fulfill children’s rights. However, the rising numbers of exploitative child labor raises serious doubts about the effectiveness of 

those standards to adequately regulate powerful TNCs, which are by definition, not limited to concepts of territorial sovereignty. The results of the 

research outlines the desperate need for a renewed international legal framework going beyond soft law approaches, to clearly define legal 

obligations and methods to enforce responsibilities on TNCs; and where the role of the state, of other non-state actors and the child itself are also 
key to ensuring effective protection and fulfillment of children’s rights. 

i;ii;ii;ii"Thoaghts o8 Si~gie Point of Entry" >~i Free Download j 

~T~.P~I~N ,3, ILUB~EN, Seton Hall University - School of Law 

Email: lubbenst@shu.edu 

This comment letter was recently submitted to the FDIC in response to their Single Point of Entry (SPOE) Strategy for implementing Dodd Frank’s 

Orderly Liquidation Authority (Federal Register/Vol. 78, No. 243). 

In the comment letter, I describe SPOE as a promising first start, but urge the agency to develop an more realistic description of the process that 
includes financial distress at the operating subsidiary level. 

Holding companies are unlikely to be the direct source of financial distress that would warrant the use of OLA, yet the SPOE proposal as explicated 
is almost exclusively focused on holding companies. Certainly resolving holding companies is much easier than resolving operating companies, but if 
the SPOE is to provide a realistic roadmap for future use of OLA, it must engage in a full discussion of a more realistic, and specific scenario. 
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Crisi Finanziaria e Riposte Ivormative: Verso Un IVuovo Diritto Dell’Economica? (2014, Milano, Quaderni di Giurisprudenza Commerciale, Guiffre) 

R]{~:HARD ~(~U]:R~, Fordham University School of Law 

Emaih rsq uh’e@law,fordha m,ed u 

What can we learn from the fact that, in the end, Wall Street paid back all of its bailout money, with interest? We now can see that the crisis of 
2008 was a rolling loss of investor confidence in financial firms whose solvency was threatened by an ongoing decline in house prices. When 
investors lost confidence in a firm, it could no longer raise cash to fulfill its immediate obligations. As it turned out, the stabilization of house prices 
in 2009 meant that most of the firms were never insolvent. Even in 2008, the present value of their future operating profits exceeded their 
liabilities. Therefore, the federal government was able to keep the firms out of bankruptcy without losing money along the way. The exception is 
Lehman Brothers, which was not bailed out and does seem to have been insolvent. 

This account of the crisis suggests that a regulatory statute designed to prevent a replay of 2008 would have two primary objectives: prevent 
housing bubbles, and reduce the risk to financial firms from liquidity shortages. Remarkably, Dodd-Frank, in its essentials, pursues neither of these 
goals. Very few of its provisions address the housing market, and those that do have little relationship to the threats posed by bubbles. Instead, 
the statute treats interconnectedness as the main threat to system-wide stability, thus misdiagnosing the contagion of 2008. The ostensible 
problems that Dodd-Frank addresses bear little relation to the crisis that prompted Congress to enact it. 

I 
15 TRANSACTIONS: TENN, J, BUS, L. 47 (2013) 

3OA~ I~A(~L~OD F~M~WAY, University of Tennessee College of Law 

Email: jheminwa@tennessee,edu 

Is the principal of a securities trading firm able to remain ignorant about the source of information used in trading on the principal’s behalf and 
avoid liability for insider trading under U.S. law? This short essay explores that question using the SAC Capital Advisors, L.P. and Steven Cohen as 
an example case, reflecting on the law established by the Supreme Court in its opinion in Dirks v. SEC in light of both the Second Circuit opinion in 
SEC v. Obus and changes, occasioned by Regulation FD, in the nature of securities analysts’ work and the overall information entrepreneurialism of 
market intermediaries. Ultimately, issues identified in this context afford us the opportunity to take another look at U.S. insider trading law as a 
matter of policy. 

:ii:ii:ii:i"Pro~2~ Advisor,! Firms U~der ~$MA’s Microscope: A Perfectible Regulatory Approach?" 
International Company and Commercial Law Review (2014), Forthcoming 

~ONST~NTIN05 $~RGAI(~5, University of Bristol 

Email: Konstantinos. Sergakis@bristol,ac. uk 

Proxy advisory firms have become influential players in the financial markets as they offer important services to investors, including notably 
recommendations in the exercise of voting rights. The relationship between companies and shareholders thus depends, to a certain extent, on 
how well proxy advisors fulfil their full range of duties towards their clients. Taking into account the current heavily-debated issue about bridging 
the gap between companies and investors in terms of communication, understanding and alignment of objectives, considerable attention has been 
given to the potential introduction of a regulatory framework to ensure that the services provided to investors remain reliable. There has already 
been a large amount of criticism as to whether such a reform is appropriate in a sector that has traditionally functioned without a set of legal rules 
or principles. This criticism is mainly due to the traditional conception of the service provided, which involves solely the client and not the rest of the 
market. 

Following ESMA’s Final Report on the Proxy Advisor Industry, this paper seeks to analyse current European efforts aimed at making these activities 
more transparent and interactive with the rest of the market. Moreover, it discusses the usefulness of the introduction of high-level prindples as 
suggested by the ESMA Report, and critically challenges the proposed framework. Lastly, as its main findings, the paper notes the questionable 
efficiency of the future regulatory steps detailed in the Report, while proposing an alternative EU regulatory pathway, namely the adoption of an 
EU Stewardship Code applicable to a wide range of market actors, which could prove more effective in making the entire investment and voting 
procedure much more transparent and suited to investors’ needs. 
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Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
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Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Do Banks Have a Future in Small-Dollar Credit? 

Daily Briefing February 20, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Do Banks Have a Future in Small=Dollar Credit? 
by KEVIN WACK 

Bankers are mulling new ways to sewe consumers wiih 

low incomes and poor credit proliles after the crackdown 

on deposit advances, but the prospect of smaller profits 

and continuing uncedainty about regulations may dissuade 

a serious effort. 
RF~.-^,D MOIRE ~:. 

Do Banks Have a 

Future in Small- 

Dollar Credit? 

Will Target Go Down as the Tylenol of Payments 
Security? 
by DANIEL ’WOLFE 

BeIor~ the Targe~ breach, many merchants 

apparently willing to delay or ignore the card networks’ 

deadline for adopting EMV and ready to face the 

conser#~ences. Now, even merchants who remain unsold 
on EMV as cost-effective security may view incorporating 

the ~echnology as [mavoidable. 
READ MORE ,> 

BNC Deal in N.C. Shows Timing’s Importance 
with M&A 
by PAUL DAVIS 

South Street Financial had jus~ given up on raising capital 

and had hired Raymond James to evaluate possible suitors 

when a BNC representative visited the CEO’s office to 

request merger ialks. 
RF~.-^,D M©RE ::. 

i.~.i Will Target Go 

Down as the 

Tylenol of 

Payments 

Security? 

i.~.i BNC Deal in N.D. 

Shows Timing’s 

Importance with 

M&A 

VantageSouth in N.C. Pays $43 Million to Buy Back Tarp Shares 
by SARAH TODD 

VantageSouth Bancshares in Raleigh, N.C., has redeemed all outstanding shares 

iss[~ed to ihe Treasury Depadment under the Tro[~bled Assei Relid Program 
READ MORE t> 



Contain 

Amex Bolsters Technology with Ex-Managers from Google, Goldman 

American E>;press, the biggest c~edit--ca~d issuer by purchases, drew from the 

[anks of Google and Goldman Sachs to bolster i~s ~echnology uni~ by hi[ing Brian 

Saluzzo and Nik Sathe. 
READ MORE ,> 

MOREIECHNOLCX.SY ,> 

IRegu~tion & Reforn~ 

Bank of America to Garnish Congressman Emanuel Cleaver’s Wages 
by SARAH TODD 

Even legislaiom can run into trouble wiih c~ec!ito~s. 
READ MORE ,> 

MORE REGULA[ION AND REFORM 

Banner to Buy Six Oregon Branches from Sterling 
by PAUL DAVIS 

Banner" Corp. (BANR) in Walla Walla, Wash., has a,_qt’eed lo buy six branches in 

Oregon from Sterling Financial (STSA) in Spokane, Wash. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 

MORE MERGERS AND AC:QIJISITIONS "> 

Contain 

Alliance in Pennsylvania Reaches Truce with Activist Investor 
by SARAH TODD 

PL Capital scored another victory this week when it put an end to a proxy 

challenge againsl Alliance Bancorp of Pennsv[vania in Broomall. 
REJ’*D MORE "> 



Anonymous Website Attacks DOJ Probe of 
Banks 
by KEVIN WACK 

I~’s unclear who is behind the online campaign "Stop the 

Choke," bul i~s message is clea~: oppose the Justice 

DepaiIment investigation of the banking system’s ties to 

firms that could be involved in fraud. 
READ MORE >> 

Anonymous 

Website Attacks 

DOJ Probe of 

Banks 

MORE CONSUMER FINANCE 

Contain 

Modernizing Anti-Money Laundering Practices 
V~,~HITEPAPER 

This white paper offers insights into how financial institutions can modernize anti- 

money laundering practices by using predictive analytics to pinpoint suspicious 

activitg. 
RFJ~,D MORE ~:. 

Vendor Management: Stay Compliant, Stay Secure 
WEB SEMINAR 

Las~ fall the OCC released new guidance on vendor dsk management, and Iollowed 

up with enforcement action against two bank vendors for insecure practices. 
REJ’*D MORE "~ 

MORE IN THE RE:.~.’.’URCE CE~’,FIER t> 

Specia~ Reports 

M&A Annual Report 

The future of bank M&A took clearer shape in 2013. A cerlain kind of deal, the 

merge[ of equals, rose ~o the fore and ~hat momentum has carried into 2014. The 

trend coincides w~th a change in dea~msk~ng styles. Buyers used to w~n banks 

pricey, unpredictable auctions. Now they hsve to be fdend~y masters of the 

negotiating tame, and often have to conducl patient ta~ks over an extended pedod 

Of t~m8-. READ MOIRE ;:. 

The Best Banks to Work For 
American Bankec’s inaugural ranking of the Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions with stron.~; cullures and smad approaches to making employees fee~ 

valued and engaged. Companies have been measured agah~sl peers of s~m~ar Mze, 

based on aSSe[S.READ MORE ,> 

MOIRE IN 
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Subject: 

News aud Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, February. 20, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

play, but everything else is 

~or Duke and North 

While Syracuse and Virginia fight 

over first place in the ACC, the Tar 

Heels and Blue Devils will still 

have plenty to fight over Thursday 

at the ,, 

Head coach 

Mike 

Krzyzewski of 

the Duke 

Jacobs: 79 Duke~UNC basketbM~ game and 

the seven4i)o#~t first hat~ 

Trailing Duke 7-0 at halftime in a 1979 battle of 

coaching wills, North Carolina’s Dean Smith 

unleashed his fourth-ranked Tar Heels in the second 

half. Each team scored 40 points in the final 20 

minutes. But the low-scoring first half will remain... 

UNC’s Kennedy Meeks: 

Losing weight, gaining 

r~omentur~ 

Imagine your most noticeable 

physical flaw being the one thing 

people most want to talk about. 

UNC center Kennedy Meeks 

knows that reality. But Meeks... 

UNC 

freshman 

Kennedy 

Meeks works 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Newsobsewer.com 

/\BOUT US I PRIVACY P(:)I.~CY j PROFILE SUBSCRIPTIONS I UNSUBSCRiBE 

This e-mail was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass 

mailing. You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer 

andior our advertising partners. 

To select which newsletters you would like to receive click here. To opt out, click here If you have 

questions, please visit support.newsobserver.com. 
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Morning Editiou: What Google must know betbm it briugs high-speed network to the Triangle 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 20. 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

~h~ ~o~.q~ m~ k~gw before ~t br~nq~ ~:~peed 
ne~ork to the Trianqle 
Googie (Nasdaq: GonG) is serious about the Raleigh-Durham are~, ~nd it’s 

serious ~bout its intent to bring Goog~e Fiber hare But aKer encountering sn~fus in 

Austin, the Silicon Valley tech giant is. 

N,C, eco~evo paRnership opens ~th public meetinq to 
sort through red ~pe 

~ ~r~ 
The new N.C. Economic Development PaRnership is formed and functionin~ .. 

.................. 

RTP execs watchinq park ~rbani~ation c~osely 
Research Tdangle Park~s expansive, bullish plan ~o urbanize~ s~a[tin9 with ~ 00 

acres of newly purchased property akin9 1-40~ has 9tabbed ~he attention of the 

office park=s leaders 

~iscuss 

Local food and beer event ¢omin(j to DPAC 
The Bull city" Food & Beer Experience, an event spotiig,htJng the area’s iocal food 

and era~ beer scenes, is returning to the Durham Performing Arts Center for the 

Discuss 

Du Re Health CEO Dzau leavinq for n~wjob 

N,C. Biotechno~ogy Center CEO To,son to retire 

Raleigh men char~jed with misppropriation of investment 
clients’ funds 

Wel~s Farqo embracinq new era with ’mobile first’ attitude 

RMeigh’s Alphanumeric Systems opens office in Barcelona 

o 

biz loan ~pplications 

......................................................... Read Morning Edition >> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ian O’Keefe for Equali~ <enc@equali~nc.o~> 

Thursday, Februao, 20, 2014 7:42 AM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

IfI can do it, you cm~ do it. 

Xi Equali~ NC 

Lissa -- 

Three years ago I was a college freshman in my first semester at Appalachian State University. 

Today, Fm ~rit~ng as someone who has s~nee fi:~m~ded an orgal~izath:m to oppose No.Is Carolina’s constitutional 

ban on marriage equality, re~steta’d and organized record numbers of eollege studenN to vote, and become a 

leading advocate tbr civic engagement in Watauga Ccmnb" and all across my state. 

~d this Saturday, 1’1i be leading Equality NC FoundaI~on’s #GetEngage&NC ~VesIeen Regional 

Whether you’re? a college student who wanks ko make a difference or a seasoned aeBvisk ready [o mobilize 

important e]eet~on year, I th~nk we can a~ee, ~t’s time to get engaged in No~$h Ca~’olJ~m. And these Equa]~~ NC 

Fonndadon events ure yoar first, best skep on the ~ud b) bulking our pro-equulity movement in 

If I can do it, you can do ~t. zMld togeitler we can b~lild a state of 

Iun O’Keefe 

:MSU, Class o{" ’15 

P.S. Don’t forget to find out who else is "geeing engaged" at ore? o~dal eve~}t Faeebook pages: 

::X:: Toll a Friend Get Involved .~.iI Donate 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Inn <inn@camlinainn.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 20, 2014 9:21 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Book Low Rates Starting at $129 

Encounter Extraordinary Experiences at ~he 
Iconic Carolina Inn 

Secure your Chapel Hill getaway on select dates from February through April and 

receive low winter rates starting at 5129 in our newly renovated guestrooms. 

Our hotel is fused with exceptional accommodations, modern amenities, elegant 

style, and service with value. Book ,Now and experience the unique charm of The 

Carolina Inn! 

Book Now 

211 Pittsbm’o Street * Cha~pel Hill * North Carolina 27516 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Update Profile :: One-Click Unsubscribe 
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Barbra Streisand m~d the Woolly Mammoth 
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New NACD Cyber Risk, Small-Cap and C-Suite Events 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Sma[[~capgo~ernancecanoftent~mesfee~[~keahercu~eane~k)rt--biggoa[s,h~ghstakes,and 
fewer resources--so we’ve tailored this program to focus on the unique challenges, priorities, and 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Covering the gamut from board basics to more complex issues ofstrate~, oversight, and 
stakeholder management, this co~se creates a platform for the next generation to join current 
public company directors, stakeholders, and govemance professionals to exchange ideas, make 
connections, and leam how to position themselves Ibr boardroom se~ice while developing 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~fis workshop is designed to help mold the mfique skills, business knowledge, leadership and 
capabilities of top legal officers and general counsels to SelVe as stronger, strategic assets in the 
boardroom. Agenda topics include regulatoW compliance, rethinking the risk agenda, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Asalways, don’tforgettocheckoutNACD’scompli,nentarywebinars,~ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
round’tables, orscheduleacus~om-educatio~consultation. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Welookforwardtoyourparticipationinthecomingyear. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii TO unsubscribe from NACD email communications about Educational coupes ~ 
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Update: SEC’s FinanciaJ Reporting and Audit Task Force -- Newsletter 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 

Update: SEC’s Financial Reporting and Audit Task Farce 

On February 11, Margaret McGuira, Vice Chair of the US Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) 

Financial Reporting and Audit ]ask Force (Task Force); participated in a DC Bar panei discussion to 

announced by the SEC last July! Below is a summary of some of the key points that emerged from 

The S~.C’s Objective i~ Crea~i~g the Task Force 

McGuire explained that the [ask Force’s goai is to catch financial reporting fraud at an earlier stage than 

in the past McGuire noted that the number of financial reporting enforcement actions had dropped as 

had the number of pure restatements, but suggested that this trend may reflect the SEC’s failure to 

an increased focus on these issues by compames, audit committees and accounting firms. 

The Task Force’s Organization 

T~e Task Force has 12 members--split between iawyers and accountants--who were selected after a 

well-subs,’:ribed applicu, tion ~nd vetting prooess The members are detailed to the Task Foroe for the 

duration of its one-year mandate (which is subject to renewal). Each lawyer has accounting experience. 

One accountant is from the Office of the Chief Accountant (OCA); the others are from regional offices 

Together, t~e current members have a combined 125 years of enforcement experience investigating 

financial reposing fraud 

The Goals and Initiatives ofttm Task Force 

In contrast to the former SEC accounting fraud task force, which was created in t~e wake of the Enron 

take a more novel approach and seek to generate and refer cases on the front end McGuirehighiighted 

five different goais of the Task Force: 

To develop a deep {mdersta~diag of fi~a~¢~,~l fraud° The Task Force intends to be proactive 

and explore the origins of financial repo.,’ting fraud and the susceptibility of particular areas and 

or outside the agency (eg, whistleblowers, feilow regulators, the media, or ciass action su~ts), 

Although it will rely on tried..and.:bue methods, the Task For,’:e’s key imtiative will fo,’:us on 

analyzing and expiodng trends and patterns of conduct In discussing areas of focus, McGuire 

listed, among others, revenue recognition; off-balance-sheet transactions, and multiple 

revisions of financial statements ever a number of years by the same business segment. The 

]ask Force also employs industry-specific initiatives to help it understand issues or metrics that 

industry so expertise Js applied most efficiently) in addition, the Task Force fuliy expects to iiaise 

the traditional tasks of t~e OCA but it wiii ultimateiy act in different spheres and approach its 

work in a more holistk; fashion. 

To deve~o~ ~tate-ofo#~eoa~l me#~odologies to identify fi~a~cia~ fr~d. The SEC expects to 

Model (AQM) developed by the SEC’s Division of Economic and Risk Analys~s, to identify issues 

and ma~ers earlier than before. The s~bject of m~ch d~scuss~on, AQM ~s a quant~t~twe computer 

model with two components: (I) text anNytics and (2) data anNytics The agency intends to use 

the mode~ in ~ number of different applications, but McG~re reassured the a~d~ence that it 

would no[ be used by [he Task Foroe to generate ~ ~sl: of disck)sure anomalies that would shin 

the burden of explanation to companies or subject them as a matter of course to having the 

SEC’s EnR?roeme~t Division open a~ inff)rma~ inquiry Human judgment remains a key 

component of any Enforcement investigation, and there wouid have to be a myriad of data 



not presently acting 

To ~t~at~ ~n,~orma~on an~ resources within ~’t~e ageney, Financial repo~ling fraud may be pail 

of any Enforcement ~nvestigation, and the Task Force seeks to draw on the tremendous amount 

of experience within the Enforcement Division. It also will provide guidance on best practices on 

[inan(:~a~ [epo[l:ing fraud ~ssues to Enfo[cemen~ s~aff. 

To eof~bofate beyon~ t~e aget~cy with other feffow t~gufators. McGu~re noted the close end 

successful working re~ationsMp w~th 1:he Public Company Accounting Ow~rsighl: Beard 

the p~obability o~ financial reposing ffaud~inciuding correlations between propensity to commit 

this type o~ fraud and economic prosperRy; ~he number of the CEO’s speeding ~k;kets; and the 

size of the CEO’s yacht or nouse~to (i) illustrate the broad scope of available research to aid 

the Task Force’s worK; and (2) suppoR the idea that, as long as human beings run corporations, 

there is always t~e chance of lax internal controls and fraud 

I~veetigations by the Task Force 

matters and issues early, conduct enough of an investigation or inquiry to develop a viable enforcement 

Enforcement, it maintains only an advisory and resource role. 

McGuire listed R;ur possible out,’:omes o~ a Task Ferce mvestigaben (!) de[ermina[ion o[ no ~ur[her 

action: (2) determination that continued monitoring is warranted; (3) incubation while the Task Force 

requests the voluntary production of documents~ and then referral to front-line staff after forming a legai 

theory: and (4) quick referral to ffontqine staff. Noting t~at some ma~ers will be quick and ethers may 

take years to develop; McGuire likened the process to the current assessment and allocation of 

formal investigative fHes~ rather, it may sta£ the process by opening informal inqmries to assess 

companies that may be the subject of its formal or informal s~ention 

terms of success, McGuire said t~at benefits, if measured by t~e number of enforcement actions filed 

likely would not be seen for a number of years, but within the agency~ there have already been many 

benefits. McGuire would not speculate about howthe agency=s revised admiddeny policy would apply to 

financial repo£ing fraud cases other than to say it would not be ruled out She also would not be 

While ~t is too early to predict the outcome of the SEC’s effo£s in this area, one thing should be crystal 

clear to registran[s and l:he~r advisors: ~he SEC sial[ is takh~g mea~ingfu] s~eps te refocus ~ts efforts 1:o 

~ncover potential financial repoRm9 violations 

h~ps: i,~ww sec.f~ovlNews/PressRe]ease/Detail/PressR ebase! ~ 365~:’I 

[ 

WilmerHole’s securities p~ac~lce of rrlore [i~an 200 
lawyers offe~’s premier enforcement, litigation and 
regulatory capabilities, and is widely recognized for its For decodes, sophisticated mad’:et participants, 

corpo~’ate clients and individuals have placed their trust 

corporate ,~overnance actively erfforced arts ii[igates 
by government agencies, regulatory bodies and private 
litigants. Read 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 20, 2014 11:51 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Ukrmne Says 67 Killed Since Tuesday in Kiev Violence 

Ukraine Says 67 Killed Since Tliesday in Kiev Vi~)lence 

The Ukrainian Ministry of Health reported that 67 people have been killed in Kiev political 

clashes since Tuesday. The ministry also said 562 people have been wounded, with 69 

hospitalized in serious condition. 

The Ukrainian capital was plunged into renewed bloodshed Thursday, shattering a truce 

reached just hours earlier between the government and demonstrators. 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

15bj udicialdistrictbar- [x~unce,N@~main.nc.us on behalf of 

Notification from JD 15B Bar <15bjudicialdistrictbar@main.nc.us> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:53 AM 

15bjudicialdi strictb~a@main.nc.us 

[15Bjudicialdistrictba~r] 15B Professionalism CLE 

DURHAM-#310221-vl-2014 15B CLE Program Materials FV.PDF;ATT00001.c 

CLE Attendees, 
Please find attached materials for the 15B Professionalism CLE tomorrow, Friday, February 21 st. In an effort to preserve both financial and environmental 
resources, we are providing these to you electronically. Please understand that there will be no hard copies handed out. 
Due to the large number of attendees at the CLE, the Sheraton has arranged overflow parking at the American Legion which is located on Legion Road at 
the end of Europa Drive. Once all parking spaces at the Sheraton have been filled, a van will be available to shuttle people from overflow parking to the 
Sheraton and back after the event. 
Lunch begins at 12:00, with the program following promptly at 1:00. A social hour sponsored by Lawyers Mutual will follow the event. If you have any 
questions, please contact Jill Kilby at 
Please note that this email is going out to the entire membership of 15B, not only registered participants. 
Jill A. Kilby 
Legal Assistant 

15B Judicial District Bar 

Gregory Herman-Giddens, Secretary/Treasurer 

205 Providence Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27524 
9:[9-493-635:[ or 800-20:[-04:1_3 
9:29-493-6355 fax 
Privileged and Confidential Message: The information contained in this message is attorney-client privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual(s) or 

entity(ies) named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 

prohibited If you have received this communication in error, please erase all copies of the message and its attachments and immediately notify the sender by telephone 



FEB ~i 
Xgrhen: Friday, February 21 

Time: 1:oo pm - 3:00 pm EST 

FEB 24 

Substance Abuse, 
Suicide, and 

Hisjudgments Plague 
the Profession 

When: Monday, February 
24 

Time: 1:oo pm - 3:00 pm 
EST 

Abuse 

Ethical Problem- 
Solving Methodology 

%q~en: Tuesday, 
FebruaIT 95 

Time: l:OO pm - 3:oo pm 
EST 

Credit B,’e&kdown: 
Ethics 



FEB ~7 

Social Hedia and 
Discovery: Access, 
Developments and 

Ethics Issues 
Thursday, 

Februai~¢ 97 

Tiine: 11:oo in = 1:oo pin 
EST 

FEB 

Cost of Poor 
Professional 
Judgement 

When: Fx~iday, Februar37 
9_8 

Time: 1:oo pm - 3:00 pm 
EST 

Cred.~t Breakdowll: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Feb 20 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Breaking News 

ZRS Is~es Fi~M R~les U~der F&TC& 

Posted February 20, 2014, 12:25 P.M. ET 

The Internal Revenue Service Feb. 20 issued final regulations (T.D. 9657) under the Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act on information reporting by foreign financial institutions and withholding 
payments to FFIs and other foreign entities . 

At the same time, the IRS issued final rules (T.D. 9658) revising the regulations on withholding of 

tax on certain U.S. source income paid to foreign persons, information reporting and backup 
withholding on payments made to U.S. persons, and tax treatment of portfolio interest. 

In an e-mail message announcing release of the final rules, the IRS said the guidance has been 
submitted to the Federal Register for publication but hasn’t been released publicly. The version of the 

final rules released Feb. 20 may vary Nightly from the documents that will be published in the Federal 

Register, the IRS said. 

A Treasury Department fact sheet on the rules is available at http:/A^,~lvv.treasurvc]ov/resource-center/tax- 

policy/treaties/Documents/022014%20-%20FATCA%20Fact%20Sheet pdf. Text of TD. 9657 is at 

http:flop.bnacorn/dt.nsf/r?Open=emcy-9~ahrnzw. Text of TD. 9658 is at http://op.bna.com/dt nsfir?Open=erncy- 

9flhn29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Feb 20 -- BNA’s Banking Relyort - Breaking News 

Banking Report 

Breaking News 

ZRS Is~.~es FinM Rules U~der FATCA 

Posted February 20, 2014, 12:26 P.M. ET 

The Internal Revenue Service Feb. 20 issued fina~ regulations (T.D. 9657) under the Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act on information reporting by foreign financial institutions and withholding 

payments to FFIs and other foreign entities . 

At the same time, the IRS issued final rules (T.D. 9658) revising the regulations on withholding of 

tax on certain U.S. source income paid to foreign persons, information reporting and backup 
withholding on payments made to U.S. persons, and tax treatment of portfolio interest. 

In an e-mail message announcing release of the final rules, the IRS said the guidance has been 
submitted to the Federal Register for publication but hasn’t been released publicly. The version of the 

final rules released Feb. 20 may vary Nightly fl’om the documents that will be published in the Federal 

Register, the IRS said. 

A Treasury Department fact sheet on the rules is available at http:/A^,~/w.treasurv oov/resource-center/tax- 

policy/treaties/Documents/022014%20-%20FATCA%20Fact%20Sheet pdf. Text of TD. 9657 is at 

http:flop.bnacom/dt.nsf/r?Open=emcy-9~ahrnzw. Text of TD. 9658 is at http://op.bna.com/dt nsfir?Open=erncy- 

9flhn29 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Thursday, Februau 20, 2014 1:33 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&~> 

Morrison & Foerster Webcast Series 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Webcast Series 

Follow us on Twitter 

@Thinkin~qcapmkts 

Continuing Education Credits: 

PLI will offer C LE credit. 

For more information: 

A~exa Powel’~ 

{212) 33~}-4312 

Federa~ Reserve’s Prudential Regulations for US 
Banks 

Tuesday, March 11, 20t4, 1:00 - 2:00 PM EDT 

On February 18, 2014, the Federal Reserve Board released final 

rules establishing enhanced prudential standards for bank holding 

companies with more than $50 billion in total consolidated assets 

as well as certain other publicly-traded bank holding companies. 

The rule implements the mandate in Section 165 of the Dodd- 

Frank Act. The initial rule had been proposed in 2011 and was met 

with significant comment. To register, please 

Topics of discussion: 

¯ Scope of coverage; 

¯ Risk-based capital, leverage and liquidity requirements; 

¯ Risk management, risk committee, stress testing and other 

requirements; 

How these requirements interact with various other testing and 

capital requirements; 

The extent to which certain of these requirements are likely to 

affect smaller banks; and 

Competitive issues 

Speakers: 

¯ Henry Fields 

¯ Oliver Ireland 

Federal Rese[ve’s Enhanced Prudential 
Supervision fo~ Foreign Banks 

Friday, March 14, 2914, 1:00 - 2:00 PM EDT 

On February 18, 2014, the Federal Reserve Board released final 

rules establishing enhanced prudential standard requirements for 

certain foreign banking organizations operating in the United 

States. These rules initially had been proposed in December 2012 

and were the subject of extensive comments from market 

participants. To register, please ~J_!~__k___~_Le_£_e_.. 

Topics of discussion; 

¯ Scope of coverage; 

¯ The requirement to organize US subsidiaries under a US 

intermediate holding company; 

¯ Risk-based capital, leverage and liquidity requirements; 

¯ Risk management, risk committee, company-run stress testing 

and other requirements; 

¯ National treatment and competitive equity issues; and 

¯ Impact on foreign banks’ US operations, including their funding 

programs and tax considerations. 

Speakers: 

¯ Henry Fields 

¯ Barbara Mendelson 

This email may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to 

receive further email messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please unsubscribe or contact us: 

mofonews~mofo corn 

Marketing Department 



Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105. 

Manage your email preferences. 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware. Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:h’www.sra.or#.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WilmerHale Client Alerts <Communica~ons@mlmerhaleuIxtate.com~ 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

New Guidance on Financial Services and Marijuana-Related Businesses -- Newsletl~er 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view, 

[ 
SIGN LJP 

New Guidance on Financial Services and Mari.juana-Related 
Businesses 

The Obama Administration took steps iast week to potentiaily pave the way for marijuana growers and 

related businesses to obtain core financial sen, rices As more states have moved to legalize marijuana 

banking se~,’ices, out of fear of prosecution, regulatory action at the federal or state ievel, or significant 

reputatienal risks arising greta congressional or ether scrutiny, partiaularly or first-mayer financial 

institutions. As a result the majority of legal mariiuana-related transactions still take place in cash, 

has created increasing security risks driven financial conduct underground, and made it more difficult 

for law enforcement to "follow the money." 

In response to these concerns, the Justice Department and the Treasury Depa.,’tment’s Financial 

Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), tile administra[or ef anti-tunney laundering (AMI.) provisions ef 

the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA), issued concurrent guidance on February !4, 2014 to prosecutors and 

~inancial insl:itul:iens, respectively. (The February 2014 DOJ Memorarldum is avaiiabie here, and [he 

F~nCEN guidance is available here) T~e documents are intended to (I) clarify that providing financial 

whose activities are legal under state laws is not a priority, 9~ven DOJ’s limited prosecutoqai resources; 

marijuana businesses within current BSA requirements Aithough the guidance coRveys the 

Administration’s policy and priorities, ~t does not carry the force of ~aw, and thds does not fu~y resolve 

risks of prosecution, regulatory exposure and reputationai harmon point emphasized by a ieadi~g 

Member of Congress as well as several trade associations 

Set fo.,’th below are key provisions of the guidance, as well as some obsepvations regarding the broader 

substantial risks and that financiai institutions sheuid continue to press for more certain exposure- 

marijuana businesses may want to review current and new customer reiatienships for inadvertent 

exposure to the sector 

"the Juetiee Department’s Nemoranda 

Deputy Attorney General James Cole issued the February 14, 2014 Memorandum to US Attorneys as a 

foilow-up te his August 29, 2013 Memorandum set[ing fe!th the Departraent’s e~ght enforcement 

priorities with respect to marijuana. ]hese include; but are not limited to, preventing the distribution of 

and p~eventing state-licensed activity from being used as a cover for illegal activity 

The February 2014 Memorandum focuses on financiai crimes associated with mariiuana saies, and 

sets forth guidance on prosecutors’ use of their discretion and resources It states that financial 

institutions that intentionally provide seP¢ices that implicate the eight priorities listed in the August 2013 

Memorandum might be appropriate for prosecution. Notably, the February 2014 Memorandum further 

warns that financial insti[utien.~; that are w~fully blind to such activity may also race prosecution. Failure 

to conduct appropriate due dd~gence of customers’ activities is an example of such wilful blindness in 

a marijuana-related business whose activities de not implicate any of the eight priority factors, 

prosecution for these offenses may not be appropriate" (Eraphasis added.) 

According to FinCEN, its February 14, 2014 guidance "shouid enhance the avaiiabiiity of financial 

sePt’ices for, and the transparency of marijuana-related businesses" The document lays out several 

measures that financial institutions should take with respect to such businesses, in order to meet their 

BSA abligafions 

First, it se[s fodh seven due diligenae steps that financial insti[utien.~; should take with regard te 



marijuana businesses: 

1 Verifying with the appropriate state authorities whether the business is duly licensed and 

registered 

2. Reviewing the license application (and related documentation) submitted by the business for 

3 Requesting from state iicensmg and enforcement authorities availabie information about the 

business and related par[lea; 

4. Developing an understanding of the normal and expected activity for the business, including the 

recreational customers): 

and related parties 

6. Ongoing monitoring for suspicious activity, including for any of the red flags described in this 

guidance; and 

7 Refreshing information obtained as pa~t of customer due diiigence on a periodic basis and 

Implicit in these due diligence measures is a requirement that financial institutions have a thorough 

form of marijuana sales has been legalized. (As of February 14 2014. some 20 states and the District 

diligence measures financial institution compiiance and iegal teams need to remain abreast of a 

myriad of developments at the state ievel. 

With this guidance; FinCEN also has created entirely new classes of Suspicious Activity Reports (SAns) 

related e>’.clusiveiy te the marijuana industry: 

"Marijuana !..imited".gARs: Financial institutions are required to file this category of SARa when 

[hey reasonably believe the marijuana-rela[ed transactions do not run afoul or DOJ’s prierities 

and are pe,cmitted under state laws. This new category of SAns was created in recognition of the 

fact that marijuana sales continue to be illegal at the federal ievel. While not expressly stated in 

the guidance this 8AR category may p~ovide finsnciai institutions some "cover" wit~ t~eir 

regulators (discussed fuRher below). Once the initial filing is made, the financiai institution will 

need to take care to meet its continuing san fiiin9 obligations for the life of the relationship (See 

FinCEN Frequently Asked Question #16 on continuing SAR obligations, available here.) 

"~ar~a~a Priofi~"$ARs: Conversely, financial h~s[~tu~k~ns are requhed ~e file this ~ype o[ SAR 

when they reasonably believe that isarijuana-related transactions do #?;phcate DOJ’s priorities 

repo~ suspicious activity. 

"Marijuana Terminadon"SARs: Fh~ancial msti[ul:iens sheuld use 1:Ms type o~ SAR when their 

risk-based procedures mandate closure of a marijuana-related account. We note that tRe 

underlying actwity could be iegai or illegal as accounts may be terminated for a variety of 

Financial institutions are mandated by the guidance to include the classification in the narrative section 

ef [i~e SAR filing, te enable law enR;rcement and regulators te ser[ and prieritize their reviews or SARs 

FinCEN’s guidance aiso contains more than 20 ’red flags" that may mdk:ate l:ha[ a marijuana-feinted 

customer may be engaging in business that runs afoui of DOJ’s priorities andlor state law. Several of 

may struggle to establish such baselines as they embark on these customer relationships In addition, 

FinCEN strongly encourages the use of voluntary information-sharing among financial institutions 

under Section 314(b) of the PATRIOT Act, in order to promote compliance with the guidance and to 

strengthen the financial system more broadly 

Congressional ieaders have spoken out on both sides of the issue. A bipartisan group of 18 Members 

marijuana as a lesser narcotic which wouid lessen the impact of vioiations of reievant laws at the 

federai level, and would have tax benefits for legalized marijuana businesses. 

On the other hand, Senator Chuck Grassley (R-IA); ranking minority member of the Judiciary Committee~ 

registered his disagreement with the Administration’s approach to these issues. "The Administration 

can’t change the lawwith a memo."Grassley said on his website on the same day that DOJ and 

FinCEN issued ~i~e guidance Sons[or Grassley has a h~s[ory ef launchh~g cengressienal invesl:iga~k~ns 

that garner significant media a~ention and supper from Republicans in the House of Representatives, 

where Republicans are m the majority, and we e>:pect that he may R~llew l:ha~ path here. fecusing on 

federal agencies and first-movers among financial institutions We also anticipate that some State 

Atterneys General will side with Sena[or Grassley, and ceuld launch s~milar inquiries 

Whither the Other Regulators? 

Noticeably absent from the FinCEN advisory were the federal functional regulators; including the 

enforcement authority over AML compliance at financial institutions--authorities that they have exercised 

with their supepAsors when considering providing sepAces to marijuana-related businesses. 



Because the guidance is careful to state that it does not constitute a defense to criminal or regulatory 

action, some in the private sector have taken the DOJ and Treasury guidance as cold comfo.,’t. ]he 

financial se~’¢ices sector remains concerned about prosecution, regulatory action and reputationai harm 

from dealing with marijuana-related businesses whose activities are still iilegal at the federal levei. The 

Cok~rado Banker.,~ Association w~iced its dissati.%faction with the guidu~nc~!, anti continues to press 

legislative changes at the federal ievel that would provide more solid relief. 

The guidance also could be reversed with more ease than a regulatory or statutory change potentially 

a reversal, transactions that violate drug trafficking laws or SAR requirements may have taken place 

within the relevant statutes of limitation. 

Finally, even those financial institutions that do not intend to provide secvices to marijuana-related 

bu.%inesses may wan[ te assess whether they have ~xis~ing, undisclesed r~fia~ionships with the 

marijuana industry, and whether their d~e d~hgence and trsnsact~on monitoring controls a~e adequate 

to iden[~fy new ones. Given the new conshuct [or filing SARs, financial insti[utk)ns sheuld censk~r 

whether their po~ic~es and procedures for ~epoRing of suspicious activity and termination of accounts 

L                                                             l 

Clients iook to eu[ Fk~a!~cial Institd[ions Practice for 
:~ssista!~ce with complex, ci~:~iler~,c.li!~g federai 
regulatory and legislative, litigation, enforcement, and 

de~iers, mortg~ge ie~ders, da "~se operators, 
firms a~d ether financial sen’ices providers 

Wilmed-tale is a receg!~ized leader in AML [agula~ory 

b~nks, broker-dealers, and ether traditional financial 

historically have not ilad to address AML iss~les. Read 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

15bj udicialdistrictbar- [x~unce,N@~main.nc.us on behalf of 

Notification from JD 15B Bar <15bjudicialdistrictbar@main.nc.us> 

Thursday, Februaw 20, 2014 3:01 PM 

15bjudicialdi stfictb~a@main.nc.us 

[15Bjudicialdistrictbar] Professionalism CLE 

ATT00001 .c 

CLE Attendees, 

We are so excited almost 300 of our members will be together tomorrow for our 6th Biennial CLE on Professionalism. 

The program is designed for two hours of ethics and one hour of substance abuse CLE credit. I talked to the State Bar this morning, our CLE credit application is still 

"pending" and has not yet received final approval. We have been in touch with the State Bar a number of times throughout the planning process, they have done 

and initial review of our application, and we fully anticipate approval. I send you this to correct an earlier email that said it was already approved. 

if you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 

Please note that this em~il is going out to the entire membership o.f 15B, not only registered p~rticip~nts. 

Elizabeth Barber 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke Fan- I-Am -q:luke@faniam.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Win 1,000 Bonus Points During Touight’s Game! 

i i’~ Duk .... UNC 

.:~!~i Whatwillyou redeem for? 

Download the free app 

Visit Duke Fan I Am 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Triangle Business Journal <:reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: TBJ healfl: care panel: ACA roll control cost~ increa~ acco~mtability 



throws off Tk~kf~,~_,...’oavs back Ur’..de 5am 

~e:.>,.;.,~cneb.> ~.o ~.e,>t Cen"..j)ra .oneumonia drug in children 

Sba, rro sh.:.£terinc. :i.SS stores after dosine 2. in the Trianete 

How miserb airlines created their o’¢~n ~ilot shortage 

4 secrets to earn~~¢t conw~itment from _your 

~A lock indicates content available to paid subscribers. 

iiiiiiiii 

Top National Stories 

......... A~ la~sl a l~J~:lrl~t.ol ~ ,..rl ;~,c,..,..i ~t,,~, ,s,,.~i ~t.~, mb:~k, and ................................................................................................................................................... 

media 

Fealawed Jobs 

~m~l.~ ...................................................... 

Charitable ]rust 

"fax Pte~!a~;r- 

Date: 20~.4-02-20 .................................................................................................................... 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:29 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review ] Gange of US economy’s health up 0.3 percent 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

Gauge o~ US economy’s health up 0,3 #erce~t 

A measure of the US economy’s health posted a 
moderate gain in January, suggesting that the 
economy will continue to expand in the first half of 
this year. 

Stocks ris~ as US 
manufacturing e×#ands ...... 

Stocks rose Thursday after a 
suPcey showed that U.8. 
manufacturing expanded at the 
fastest pace in almost four years. 
The report helped offset a weak... 

NC Cornme~ce Departme~t p~bl~c-p~vate 
partnership he~ds firs~ meeting 

The new public-private pa~nership formed to handle 
business recruiting and a handful of other state 
Commerce Depa~ment functions held the first 
meeting of its interim board Wednesday in CharloRe. 

Sank of America CEO Br~an Noyn~han’s ~ock 

bo~us ~ses 

Bank of America chief executive Brian Moynihan was 
awarded $14million for his performance in 2013, 
about 17percent higher than the year before, as the 
bank’s earnings increased and its stock price 
continued to climb. 

Nucor adds director from United Technologies 

Nucor on Wednesday said United Technologies’ 

chief financial officer had joined its board, effective 

immediately. 

Facebook buying messag}~g a##~icat}o~ for 

$19 billion 

Facebook, the world’s largest social network, agreed 

to acquire mobile-messaging application startup 

WhatsApp for $16 billion in cash and stock. 

Goog~e picks Charlotte, 8 

possible Google ~iber 

~ocations 

Google Fiber, the data network 

touted for I nternet access speeds 

upto 100 times faster than basic 

broadband systems, could be on 

its way to Charlo~e... 

Sa}sar}ta’s restaurant chain 

retools for growth 

Salsarita’s, the Charlotte-based 

Mexican-style food chain, has 

taken steps to right the ship after a 

steep drop in sales last year at its 

Overstreet... 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe frorn this newsletter 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrison & Foersler <mofonews@mofo.com> 

Thursday, Februau 20, 2014 3:42 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&t> 

Structured Thoughts: News lbr the financial services communil.5, (ATTORNEY ADVERTISING) 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Morrison & Foerster Newsletter 

Structured Thoughts: 
News for the financial services community, Volume 5, issue 2 

Follow us on Twitter 

¢bThinkinqcapmkts 
In this issue of Structured Thoughts we discuss: ESMA’s Views on 

Complex Products; the SEC released draft 2014-2018 Strategic 

Plan; Distributing Structured Notes from a Regulation S Platform; 

and Non-US. Equity Underliers and Exchange Rate Risks. 

Read our 

Our primary purpose in sending this update is to provide information about developments in the law; however, this email may 

constitute a commercial electronic mail message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do not wish to receive further email 

messages from Morrison & Foerster’s Marketing Department, please opt out of our mailings. Because of the generality of this 

update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted upon without specific 

legal advice based on particular situations. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome 

Marketing Department 

Morrison & Foerster LLP 

425 Market Street 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Manage your email preferences 

In England & Wales, Morrison & Foerster operates as a limited liability partnership registered in Delaware Morrison & Foerster 

(UK) LLP is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of Partners of Morrison & Foerster (UK) LLP is available at our 

London offices. The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers (admitted to practice in various US States). In 

England & Wales, all solicitors and registered foreign lawyers are required to comply with the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007, 

as amended from time to time. These can be accessed at http:/~,vww sra org.uk. Our offices are located at CityPoint, One 

Ropemaker Street, London, EC2Y 9AW. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USA TODAY High School Sports <edito@schedulestar.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Are you "the most iuspirationa] high ~hool athlete? Enter Now! 

~i USA TODAY HSS 

i::.~ Next Year 

Are you the most inspirationai high school athlete? Someone who e×ceis on and offthe field or has battled 

adversity? If so, submit your information for a chance to compete in the 2014 Army National Guard 

Inspira[ian Contest. Fans wili veto an wha [hey think is rise raas[ mspira[ksna~ high scheal athlete and the 

winner w~ be hanared as the 2014 Army Natk?nal Guard Most inspiral:iena~ Al:hk~te~ The sub~rliSSion 

period ends at !2 pm ET on Friday; March 14th. 

About the co#test: 

A panei seiected by USA TODAY High Sci~eal Si;orl:s will narrow tile submissions, depending on how 

many submissions we receive, and group them into seven regions 1here will be a total of three rounds: 

regional, semifinai and final. 

CoBtest Dates: 

Regionai Round: March 24 - March 31 

Semifinal Apdi 2 -April 8 

Final: April 10- April 15 

Feature article on USA TODAY High School Sports 

The Inspiration Trophy and In-school Presentation 

$1.000 danatian te the sc’hoal’s athle[ic" cie,et of [i~e wirlnirlg athiete 

*All finalists will receive an inspiration [-shirt 

NOTE: Only one submission per athlete and athletes must be at least 13 years old and participate in 

junior v~rsil:y ar varsity spuds al: their sci~eal 

About The ~nsNration: 

USA TODAY High School Sports and Army National Guard have partnered to identify and bring to light 

some of the most inspirational athletes in the country We wiii be featuring these amazing athletes and 

stories go to: htto:!/,,~’A~; usatodavhss.comlinspirationl 

This is an advertising message from USA TODAY High School Sports 

If you no longer wish to receive promotional emails, click here to 

Click here to view our privacy policy 

This email was sent by: USA TODAY High School 8por~s 

100 Emerson Lane Suite 1529 Bridgeville, PA, 15017, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Jurist Magazine <Callahan@cypressmagazines.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 5:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Top schools for clinics; Tips to help you pass the bar exam 

Fo view this email as a web page, ~¢ here, 

In this Issue: Febr ... ary 2014 

Get Proven Bar Exam Tips from the 

Experts 

It’s the biggest exam of your life Might be nice to get 

advice from the expelts. The National Jurist caught up 

with eight bar review instructors to get proven rips to he~p 

you pass the bar exam. 

Top ,..~, oo ,., for Ciinics Advice: Thirfl< Like 8. Summer Schooi: Where 
Lawyer? to Get Practical Training 

University ef Utah jumps onto the 

list of top schools for ciimcs as 

clir:icai oi~’portur:ities at law 

the needs ef [heir communities 

scheoi is to teach you how to 

~hink like a iaw!/er. Bu~ what 

that mean? More important, what 

this geal? 

Must Have Skills >* 

now offer experiential training 

allowing sh~derfl:s to learn a 

speciaity in a fun memerabie 

Your Hands on Summer >~ 

the ~est £,aw 5eaools fo~ the ~evoet’,,~ Ave Maria, Liberty~ Cardozo, BYU and UCLA? 

1~91oy~tqeI~t Ne~e: 5 Steos to become market ready by oraduation, How to reboot your iob search 

Schoo~ i~-~ews; Schools help sl:uden[s pass ~i~e bar ¯ More schools lower ~ui,ien for 20! 4-1 .~ 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 5:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Business Wire to Stop Providing Press Release Access to High-Speed Traders 

Business Wire to Ntop Providing Press Release Access 
to High-Speed °r~’aders 

Berkshire Hathaway’s Business Wire has decided to stop giving high-speed traders direct 

access to corporate earnings and other market-moving press releases after consultations 

with Berkshire chief Warren Buffett and the New York Attorney General’s office. 

Business Wire said it has in recent days decided to end the practice, which also came 

under scrutiny from the New York attorney general’s office. The company said the 

decision was made after conversations between Business Wire Chief Executive Cathy 

Baron Tamraz and Mr. Buffett, whose company purchased the San Francisco press- 

release distribution company in 2006~ 

See More Coverage 

NewsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 5:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Has college tbotball peaked? (by Dennis Dodd, CBS) 

Newsletter 

Greetings fiom the Football-Has-a- 12-month-SeasonShip. And what a coincidence that I am 

tapping this out while listening to the Paul Finebaum radio show on ESPN radio, which is 

definitely 12 months oftbotball as well. 

A couple hours ago the habitually profound and prescient Dennis Dodd of CBSSports.com 
posted a superb axficle titled ~ ][tas college football peakecf~ Ripples on su~ce bear 

watching. [ ~ 

It is my great pleasure to bring you Dennis~ article (with his permission) in its 1,925-word 

totally. This is a thoroughly-resemched co~nmentary, with input from other great thinkers, and 

Dennis expertly pulls it all together with wit, clarity and comprehensiveness. 

To give you m~ idea of the Dodd style, this is how he begm~ his m~tJcle: 

0 There is a theoryfloating out there relating to college football that is as scary as 

it is real. 

In the 1950s, geoscientist.,~ King Hubbert co#ted the te~n "peak oil, "the time 

when oil production is at its maximum, half of the planet’s supply has been used 
From that point earth ~ most valuable natural resource is in decline. I ~ 

Peak oil? Geoscientist? Huh?....what does tlmt have to do with college tbotball ? An intriguing 

and wacky lead-in, this is standard DoddSpeak, a~d it makes Ibr a great lead-in to his robust 

remaJcks about the potential plateauing of big-time college tbotball. 

I will herewith exit this ClipsIntro a~d get you to Dennis ~ aNcle posthaste. 

Nick Iat:axite 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wwwAv~tter,comt@C o~legeAthC li ps 

Has college football peaked? Ripples on surface bear watching 

By Dennis Dodd CBSSports. corn, 2-20-14 

There is a theory floating out there relating to college football that is as scmy as it is real. 

In the 1950s, geoscientist M. King Hubbert coined the term "peak oil," the time when oil 

production is at its maximum, half of the planet’s supply has been used. From that point eazth’s 

most valuable natural resource is in decline. 
Scary and real because it’s going to happen, if it hasfft already. Apply tlmt to our favorite 

sport. Is it blasphemous in these heady times to ask whether college football has reached its 

peak? Was the dramatic rise of the game in the past 16 (BCS) years as good as it gets? 

As fun and bright aM promising as "the playoffem seems, it’s still an athletic I1ND. Conference 

realignment is all but over. All the conference rigNs lees -- except tbr the Big Ten - - are 

negotiated thr into the future. Legal concerns loom regarding the head trauma issue. 

It’s time fi)r the game to reprove itselil Historically, there’s something about college tbotball "that 

does not endure. There’s a reason there hasn’t been a back-to-back Heisman runner since the 

mid- 1970s, or that no team has ever won three consecutive national titles in the wire service 

era. 

We’ve enjoyed tnnisformative players such as Tiln Tebow, Cam Newton and Johnny Manziel 

in recent years. Can we contimle to count on such compelling figures? 

Or is it the gmne itselt? 

Six months until that fil~t playoff season, we’re going to at least raise some of those peak oil 

issues ... 

Already cracks -- small ones -- are appeazing in attendance. While another uational 

attendance record was set this season (38 million total), average per-game attendance 

was flat -- up an average of only 230 persons per gmne. (Even with a record 7.5 million 
fans watching tl~e SEC last season, tl~e overall average attendmace increased only 136 

folks per game.) 



There is a t]ceak-out fuctor regarding student attendance. Overall, it "seems to be down. 

The Big Ten isNo. 2 in overall attendance to the SEC. But as ESPN.com’s Darren 

Rovell pointed out, mighty Michig~m has seen a concerning decline in student 

attendance. The lack of WiFi in decades-old stadiums is giving students a reason to stay 

away. Win, lo,see or flask students love to text, Instagram, Snapchat -- stay in touch. 

The larger concern is that current students choosing to stay hotne in front of liDs won’t 

be infected with that college spirit that causes them to becotne donors years from now. 

As promising as the coming playoffis, there are still uncert~nties. ’Fake the venerable 

Rose BoM. In the playoffero, it may be changed forever. College Football Playoff 

executive Bill Hancock expressed concern on Jan. 1 that the Granddaddy of Them All 

may not "sell out next year. 

Is the SEC’s stranglehold good for the game, or not? Basically how much is too much? 

Industry experts agree that television is oversatarated ruth college basketball, ttoop 

heads may delight in Syracuse-Duke or an undetEated Wichita State, but those are 

spikes in an otherwise flat-line of a regular sea~n. All that really matters is March. 

College tbotball ratings are through the roof, but does any of this portend a peak oil stage? In 

the BCS era, college football became the nation’s No. 2 sport behind the NFL. 

"The question is not how big can it get, but at what cost?" Michigan State AD Mark Hollis 

said. 
Hollis is considered perhaps the No. 1 idea man in college sports. It was his idea to match 

Michigan State and North Carolina basketball on the deck of an aircraft cartier. Michigan 

State-Kentuclcy in 2003 set a (then) world record for hoops attendance at Detroit’s Ford 

Field. 
He had the brilliant concept of playing tbur basketball games at once on the floor of AT&T 

Stadium, site of this year’s Final Four. For a variety of reasons, his idea didn’t take hold. 

Hollis has built flourishing ch~unpionship programs in men’s basketball and tbotba]l, some 

would ~y, in the shadow of rival Michigan. One thing can be said: MSU is little brother no 

more. 

"I don’t see a decline in football or college basketbafl," Hollis said. "Where I "see the decline is 

the ability of the athletic depm~ta~ent to fulfill the mission of a broad-based program. 

"You put more and more emphasis on those two sports, it has a dilution factor that starts to 

take you away fi~om an academic "setting to one of commercialism." 

Balancing the academic mission vs. a for-p~ofit business model is behind every major issue in 

college athletics these days: the O’Bannon lawsnit, concussions, coaching salaries, rifles 

violations. 

The amateur enterprise exists in a market-driven environment, ttollis eloquently- addressed the 

"~ak oil" question last year. 

"The populaJdty of the sport is at an all-time high," said Dean Jordan, a wefl-known media 
consultant who has worked with the ACC, Big Ten ~md Big 12, among others. 

"Our competition is people’s time," Jol~tan added. "We have to have a product where the value 

to the buyer and the experience is warmth that person’s time. As long as we have that, then we’ll 

be OK. 

"I don’t fllink that we’re at a tipping point. I think we’re at an exciting stage of the game." 

Judge for yourself: 

The plnyoff: It’s here because of the sport’s popularity. ESPN and the commissioners 

wouldn’t have assembled a 12-year. $7 billion entit?~ if there wasn’t upside. 

The question is what unintended consequences lay ahead. The national discussion over which 

teams are (perceived to be) screwed will be at least as loud as the BCS. 

With coach’s contracts now increasingly including [x~nuses for making that playofl; careers will 

be impacted because of the opinion of that 13-person selection committee. 

A ti)ur-team playoff doesn’t cure all ills, but ~m eight-team bracket, critics say, that would ruin 

evet?~daing. 

Are we stuck in playoffpragato~y? 

O’Bannon: The NCz’u~k is going to have to address the landmark lawsnit in some sort of way. 

Ifa "settlement includes some sort of professionalization of players, does that tam offthe 
public? 

We’re virtually assured in the future of a cost-of-attendance stipend that will pay athletes ... 

because they’re athletes. If the Jolmny Manziels of the future are able to profit offtheir likeness 

(jersey sales, autographs), does that pollute the amateur purity, of the sport? 
Imagine Johnny Football becoming Johnny Inc. -- while he’s still in school. 

The SEC issue: Like it or not, that SEC Network is lannching in August. 

It is the result of micro economics. Within wildly popular college tbotball, "the SEC is the most 

intensely tbllowed conference. ESPN is betting there is no such thing as SEC thtigue, to the 

point the cable networlc is reportedly asking for $1.30 per cable subscriber within its 11-state 

footprint. That’s more than the Big Ten and Pac- 12 networks. 

You may have been sick of’seven s~traight SEC national championships (streak broken in 

January). But the success of the network may be based on the belief that the SEC is going to 

compete for a national championship evel3~ season. 

The Big Ten Network has thrived. The SEC Nero-ark looks promising, but there are 

cautionao~ reminders -- the defunct The IVltn. and straggling Longhorn Network 



Virtually every FBS game is now televised whether its streaming on the S an Belt sight or 

multiple games on BTN. That wasn’t the case at the beginning of the BCS. 

The regular season: The playoffstakeholders are determined to protect it. They believe that 

a tbur-team playoffdoesn’t impact, say, Ohio State-Michigan to the point that Urban Meyer 

(for example) is res~ting his starting quaxterback because the Buckeyes are already in. 

Consider that last season, the Iron BoM would most likely have been for seeding in a four- 

temn playofll In that scenario, Bama could have been chasing four nationals titles in five years 

while winning the SEC only twice during that span. 
Isn’t that impacting the regular season? 

Studio football: The concept being, that the TV experience has become so compelling that 

attendance matters less and less. The upshot being that the living room and HD become the 

experience instead of game day. 
Thus, studio tbotball. Hey, even the migh~ NFL has become vulnerable. 

"I don’t think it [studio lbotball] is OK," Hollis said. "The value of TV is to see the experience 

and the enthusiasm, the lull s ’~a~dium, the s~tudent bo@." 
"Fxery game is on HDTV," Jordan ~id. "When you get a situation M~ere "the in-home 

experience is a 60-inch flat screen with an easy chair with a cooler full of beer, that becotnes 

tough to pass up." 

It’s hard to make the studio football case when the SEC, Big Te~ ACC and Pac- 12 set 

overall attendance records in 2013. But sotne of that has to do with conference realigtm~ent. 

The SEC and ACC should have set records. Those conferences grew in membership. 

"There’s always a saturation point," sa~d former Big 12 commissioner Dan Beebe. "Maybe 

there has to be a retreating from the (ticket) cost. along with enhancing that in-stadium 

experience that you can’t get at home." 

Everyone spoken to for this column agreed with Football Bowl Association executive director 

Wright Waters. That in-s~adium experience trumps all. The color, history, tradition and tailgate 

of the game should override the concern of wiring 80-year old stadiums with WiFi. Waters 

called it a "wrestling match" matched against the possible overexposure of television. 

"Attendance is a componenk" he said. "It’s not the cotnponent. 

"If we don’t have people in the stands we lose some of the feel for gmne. Does that tnean 

s~naller stadiums being built? ’][’he atmosphere is what drives people to spend money to go to 

the games. 

"Does TV take away from that or is TV an infomercial for people to go in the future." 

The answer is obvious for some. Infomercials for mops may be annoying but they grow college 

football. Ne~ year there will be a record 38 bowls. With thiee more FCS teams jumping up to 

FBS (129 total), there will be more bowl eligible teams to fill those 76 spots. Appalachian 
State (average 25,000) and Georgia Southern (15,000) may drag down the national 

attendance average, but they also will be warm bodies tbr lower-level bowls. 
And if you think those lower-level boMs axe umvatchable, someone is flipping on the set. TV 

ratings were up in 56 percent of all boMs (70 total games) the last two seasons. 

Screens: Increasingly we consume our games, entertainment and news on tablets, phones and 

computers. ’][’he so-called TV Eve~M~ere concept is great for the consumer, but how does it 

impact a possible college football tipping point? 

’][’hose apps may end up being nothing more than value added for consmners. 

"TV Everywhere is a mechanism to keep people from dropping their cable systems," one cable 

industo~ expert said. 

But college stadiums have to be wired to keep the modem consumer. NFL stadiums tend to 

turn over faster, and thus are more likely equipped with latest techi~ology. 

One answer might a combination of elements in a modem, wired, smaller package. 

"I wonder if20 or 30 years farm now the experience on TV is so great that the next phase of 

stadia is going to be 50,000 seats," Beebe said. "It becomes a demand to get those seats. 

Instead of 85,000 seats, it star[s to change down ... 

You pack it in and it’s a raucous atmosphere. That is good for the experience and for TV." 

Doesn’t sound like peak oil, more like a sport that is s~till pealdng. 

Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports.com. This article has been ~printed on Clips with the 

author~s permission, To access CBSSports click here. 



TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~.collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: ~_,_c_’_o__[!#.g__e__a__!_h__[&t_Lu_’__s__c_’Jips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular #~terest that are e#her time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips" sage & sawy subscriber base. eFLABHes are emailed directly to specially 
selected Clips subscribers. This particular "peak off" eFLASH has been sent to 99% of Clips 
subscribers, including darlings, dudes, dudettes, dissenters, disbelievers, dandies, dabblers, 
drunkards, dentists, doctors, drivers, dribblers, debutantes, dodgers, drifters, droolers, dunces, 
doers, drizzlers, drapers, dabbers, dastardlies, demonizers, didactics, dunkers, doinkers, 
debonairs, dreamers, dears, doves, dromedaries, dolce& dummies, denizens, deniers, deemer& 
dutiful& dweebs and dilletants. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thought-provoking, informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the 
one above), which are award4~orthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the pe#phery and 
soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 
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::N:: KPMG’s ACI 
Governance Priorities for 2014. ~th governance settling in to a ..... Celeb~tin9 15 

Years Logo 

their attention on the fundamental aspects of their roles as they 
relate to the creation of long-term value. (SidleyAustin LLP via 

Ha~va~l Law Bl~)                                        More from KPMG’s 

Audit Commi~ee 
On Financial Reporting 

#nplementing the Forthcoming Revenue RecognRion 

flexibility to spread the work of implementing the fo~hcoming ...... Clip 
revenue recognition standard over a longer period and include 
process and system changes as pa~ of the solution. (KPMG 

SEC Proposes Changing Rules for Exempt Offerings Under 

Regulation A. The SEC recently proposed revisions to Regulatio~ 
A that would raise the I~m~t on exempt offerings from $5 million to ~ I 
$50 million within a 12-month period. (KPMG Defininfj Issues) 

On Technology 

questions to their heads of IT security. (GPO) 

hidden in social-media streams, offer companies a valuable new 
tool for staying ahead. (McKinsey)                            ~.~.~ 

Five Ways to Tie ~T Spending to Business Gro~h. Currently, 
just 30 percent of IT spending is focused on improving the 

businesses. (CFO) 

From KPNG                                  Share ~nsights 

information Sharing. Adequate disclosure is critical to the 

efficiency of capital markets. Disclosure comes at a price-to 

investors, it is a cost of effo~, time, and undeBtanding. Disclosure 

expansion reflects increased complexity in markets and 

transactions, as well as in response to serial, high-profile business 

and market failures. Investom have differing perspectives on how 

disclosure may be made more efficient and effective. 

Rend Disciosu~ in the Balance. 

Links 

AC] Home KPMG F~nancia] KPMG 
Suppo~ing audit Repo~i~g ~etwork Turning knowledge 
committees and Executive level i~to value for the 
boards with ne~ updates on the latest benefit of our clients, 
and insights, financial reposing our people, and the 

issues, capital markets. 

Follow KPMG for updates from ACI, other KPMG Institutes and more. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 5:38 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Enemy ttoldings Prepares tbr a Breakup 

Ener,.t~- Holdings Prepares for a Breakup 

The Texas utility at the center of a record private-equity buyout is preparing for a breakup 

after discussions with creditors over a way to rework its $40 billion-plus debt load faltered, 

prompting the company to line up loans to keep two subsidiaries operating during 

bankruptcy proceedings, people familiar with the matter said. 

See More Coverage 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Revised definition of "commercial finance": 

.... Commercial finance" includes (a) the extension of loans or other credit for a business purpose, typically 
secured by a security interest in personal property, (b) the financing or acquisition of payment obligations 
arising from the leasing or licensing of personal property and (c) the purchase of payment obligations 
arising out of a seller’s business. The term does not include financing for personal, family or household 
purposes." 
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SECTION NEWS 

JW M~rrio~ Los Angeles at L.A. 

Live and The Ritz-Carlton Los 

Angeles 

2,:71/!4 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <replytriangle@bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 6:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Please Read Regarding Your Subscription 

Important Message Regarding Your Renewal 

You may have received a renewal notice from a company calling itself"United 

Publisher’s Network." We have no relationship with this company, they are not 

authorized to offer our subscriptions, and the prices they charge are far higher than 

ours. If you received one of these notices (example below), we suggest you ignore it, 

and we encourage you to complain to your local BBB or state attorney general about 

these questionable business practices - if you go online, you’ll see a number of 

complaints about this company; they go by a number of different names and have 

targeted other publishers as well. 



United Pubiishe~s Network 

Renewal notices and subscription offers from the Triangle Business Journal will 

always display an official logo and ask that payments be sent to our customer senvice 

center in Charlotte, NC. We’ve included an example below, 

[~;ii The Business Journals 



If your subscription is up for renewal, you will be sent an official renewal notice from 

the Triangle Business Journal. Be sure to check for our logo and our return address in 

Charlotte, NC. For any and all questions regarding your renewal or this email, please 

call 1-866-8~:3-3t}61. We will be happy to help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ABA Journal Weekly Newsletter <abajournalereport@americanbar.org> 

Friday, February 21,2014 3:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Biggest enrollment drops at these schools I Posner questions ’archaic’ hearsay rule I Did NSA OK foreign spying on Mayer 
Brown client? 

The Top Stories of the Week 
February 21,2014 

Editor’s note: Vote for your favorite Grim Reaper cartoon caption in this month’s 
contest through 11:59 p.m Sunday, Feb. 23. Look for the new cartoon and our 
March contest shortly thereafter. 

Biggest enrollment drops were at these law schools 

A ~ESSAGE~ FRO~,~ A~CUS ATTORNEY 

Answers to Top 5 Questions About Cloud Practice Management 

Posner questions basis for ’archaic’ hearsay rule, proposes flexible approach 

Quitting a failing law firm could be complicated as a result of this clawback ruling 

scolded for most ’intentionally d~re~p~ctfu!’ j#ry ~9[!~ jN~g~ had ever seen 

Scalia pans Chicago pizza, but skirts question of American ’tipping point’ 

Homeless man caught in law firm said he had been sneakincj in since October 

~rm ~!ieets a~d ~ediatiea panics posts 

will be boys 

Bryan Garner: Text cites make legal writing onerous for everyone 

~S~u~!~m~e~r~:~a~s~s~c~a~t~e~r~e~c~r~u~!~t~!~g~&~#y&~!y~[!#~¢~[~[~¢‘~9~#y& 

New York promises swee£!ng reform of solitaw confinement rules to settle prison 
suit 

.H__gh___s_._c_h#_£__._e_ .r_%_._a___~__£q~___h r__~_f____~_jqx_e_._n____~_jq_s_._t__._c_ e_____c_._a_ .s__#____~__#_££@._t~ ~__hy__._s_ fA~#__h_gb___£e_q_~ 



suit 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

Have you ever had a law prof use TV or flhn to illustrate a concept? 

On a recent snowy Friday when only five students could make it 
to class, Appalachian School of Law professor Paula Marie 
Young decided that she would screen a long excerpt from the the 
film The Negotiator. 

"It illustrates so many concepts I discuss in my courses," Young 
wrote at her blog, The Red Velvet Lawyer. Young teaches 
certified civil mediation and dispute resolution. 
There’s also a TV series Young likes for this purpose: "1 could 
create an entire course based on the negotiation tactics Francis 

Underwood uses in House of Cards," she wrote in a short 
subsequent post. "My idea. Don’t steal it, please." 

Using a fictional dramas to teach law students isn’t unheard of: A 
William & Mary law professor created a textbook and class 
titled: The Wire: Crime, Law and Policy, based on the HBO 
_t_e_!_e_._v:Ls_Lq._n____s_h__0_W_. But how often is it really done? 

Image from Shutterstock. So this week, we’d like to ask you: Have you ever had a law prof 
use TV or film to illustrate a concept? If so, which program or 
movie? If you have your own ideas about films or TV shows that 
lawyers or law students could learn a thing or two from, share 

that as well. (But be sensitive to your fellow readers--and moderators--and include spoiler 
warnings if you want to discuss the just-released season of House of Cards.) 

Answer in the comments. 

Read the answers to last week’s question: Are you still with your law school sweetheart? Or did 

Featured answer: 

Posted by honey: "We survived two law schools at two separate points in our marriage. My 
husband went to law school right out of college, and I worked as a teacher. We had children, and 
I went into the health care field, but always wanted to be an attorney. I went to law school when 
our children were older, and the stress of being an older student was awful, but we survived, and 
he supported me as I had supported him. He lived to see my practice grow, but lost his life to a 
stroke about a year ago. He knew he was ill, and he also knew that I would go on in a field I 
loved." 

Do you have an idea for a future question of the week? If so, contact us. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Su bject: 

American Banker <americanbanker@email.americanbanker.com> 
Friday, February 21,2014 6:20 AM 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Daily Briefing: Why the Fed Won’t Say How It Will Regulate Nonbank SlFIs 

Daily Briefing February 21, 2014 

Today’s Pape~ 

Today’s Top Stories 

Why the Fed Won’t Say How It Will Regulate 
Nonbank SIFIs 
by DONNA BORAK 

How the central bank will apply bankmcentered rules to 

systemically important financial institutions is one of tire 

bigges~ unanswered questions of the posbfinancial crisis 

regulatory system. 
RD~,D MORE *> 

Why the Fed 

Won’t Say How It 

Will Regulate 

Nonbank SIFIs 

The New Lending Landscape: Key Trends 
Shaping Lending Today 

It’s a br~we new world IOr today’s borrowkD consumers--- 

and for ~heir lenders, as well. Generation~Y consumers ate 

the la[gest generation s~nce the Baby Boomers and 

represent tremendous buying power as they ente[ their 

pdme borrowing yea~. As tougher regulations and fighter 

lending standards have come about, in response to the 

financial crisis, new competiJors from affinity groups~ 

alumni organizations, and online lenders are waiJing in Jhe 

wings to consume their bus~ness. Jnterestingiy, today’s 

borrowers are pdmadJy dig~taJ nsfive~having grown up 

with lechnoJogy, 1hey expect their financial ser~dces to be 

delivered in the same way they handle eve~Jhing else-- 

quickly, efficienUy, online and increasingly using mobile 

and point.f-sale (POS) technology. This webinsr w~H guide 

credit unions on howto build a strong pedonsing Iosn 

podtb~o via Gen-Y consumers, ~ncrease their member 

wailer share, attract d~gita~ natives with ~nnovafive d~g~la~ 

products and se~v~ces, aH wN~e growing their ove~a~ 

market share. Topics to be d~scussed: 

~ A bdef discussion about the new ~end~g landscape 

e A revealing profile oftoday’s lyp~ca~ consumer 

~ Factors contributing 1o today’s challenging ~end~ng 

e Techno~ogy’s ~ncred~bl8 and continuing impacl on 

~ending 

~ The new competition, h~c~ud~ng new playe~, new 

tac[ics, and trends 
e Some suggestions on howto thdve ~n this new 

~ending envkonment 

REJ’,D MORE 

i.~.i The NewLending 

Landscape: Key 

Trends Shaping 

Lending Today 



HSBC Whistle-Blower Launches Congressional 
Run 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

Everett Stern, who last year filed a lawsuit urging Iu~ther 

U.S~ investigation of his ex=employer HSBC, has decided 

to run for Congress on a platform of getting tougher on 

banks and cleaning up Washington, 
READ MORE >> 

::~:: HSBC Whistle- 

Blower Launches 

Congressional Run 

Fed’s Final Foreign Bank Rule Increases Risk in 
Global Banking 
by LOUISE BENNETTS AND ARTHUR S LONG 

The rule prohibits big foreign banks from allocating capital 

and liquidity in a manner they deem to be most efficient. 

This may be an acceptable price to pay if the overall result 

were enhanced s~ability, but ~rapping capital and liquidity 

in particular jurisdictions is likely ~o make large banks less 

resilient in times of crisis, 
RE,~,D MORE *> 

Fed’s Final Foreign 

Bank Rule 

Increases Risk in 

Global Banking 

Contain 

BBVA Buys Simple in Path to Digital 
Transformation 
by MARY WISNIEWSKI 

BBVA agreed on Thu[sday to buy disrupter Simple 

$117 million in a bid to improve the Spanish bank’s digital 

properties. 
READ MORE "~ 

::~:: BBVA Buys Simple 

in Path to Digital 

Transformation 

MORE TEOENOL.C~Y }) 

Regu~atio8 & Reform 

Fincen Director Gives Shout-Out to ’Breaking 
Bad’ 
by KEVIN WACK 

Jennifer Shasky Calvery offered a character from the hit TV 

series as an example of a "third-party money launderer." 
READ MORE "> 

::~:: Fincen Director 

Gives Shout-Out to 

’Breaking Bad’ 

MORE REGUL.;-\[ ION AND REF:ORM 

BBVA to Buy Tech Startup Simple for $117 Million 
by SARAH TODD 

Bantu Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria has agreed to pay $117 million for online banking 

star,up Simple. 
READ MORE ~> 

MORE MERGERS ANDACQUISI]IONS ~> 



Contain 

Ranks of Tiny Banks Shrinking as Challenges 
Mount 
by JACKIE STEWART 

Re,~;ulation, succession planning and lending limits are 

huge issues, particularly for banks with $100 million or 

less in assets. As a Jesuit, more of those banks are iakin 

a hard look at selling themselves. 
READ MORE ,> 

::::+:::: Ranks of Tiny 
...... Banks Shrinking as 

Challenges Mount 

MORE COMMUNff’~" BANKJN® ,> 

Consumer Finance 

Banks’ Celebrity Endorsements 

Remember when Ha[[ o[ Fame[s Phil Rizzuto and Jim 

Pahner used ~o shill Io[ The Money $lore? Financial firms 

continue to rely heavily on h~gh-profile endorsements, 

Following am some notewo~hy examples. 
R~*D MORE "> 

i.~.i Banks’ Celebrity 

Endorsements 

MORE CONSUMER FqNANCE "> 

Contain 

Modernizing Anti-Money Laundering Practices 
WHITEPAPER 

This white paper offe~ insights into how financial institutions can modernize anti- 

money laundering practices by using predictive analytics to pinpoint suspicious 

activity, 
RE:/-\D MORE >> 

Vendor Management: Stay Compliant, Stay Secure 
WEB SEMINAR 

Last I~[[ the OCC ~leased new guidance on vendor risk management, and followed 

up with enDrcemen[ action against lwo bank vendors Io[ insecure practices. 
READ MORE ,> 



M&A Annual Report 

The future of bank M&A took clearer shape in 2013. A cedain kind of deal, the 

merger of equals, rose to the fore and that momentum has c~rded into 2014~ The 

trend coincMes w~th a change in dea~rnak#~g styles. Buyers used to w~n banks in 

pdcey, unpredJctaMe auc[ions. Now they have to be fl~endly mas~ers of the 

negotiating tsble, and often have to conduct patient ta~ks ever an extended pedod 

of time... R~D MORE ~> 

The Best Banks to Work For 
Amerir_:a,~ Ba,~#{et’s inaugural ranking of ~he Best Banks to Work For highlights 

institutions wi~h strong cultures and smed app[oaches to makin9 employees ~ee~ 

vslued snd engsged. Compsn~es hsve been measured sga~nst peeB of similar size, 

based on 8SSetS.R~SAD MORE >> 

FOLLOW US: [J (o:’~!AmerBanker L] 

Source Media O!le St~te Stre~-t Pi~za, 27th Fb:,c~ New ~’~.~, NY !nnn,: 



Subject: 

Bryan Hamilton, Publisher <reply@maiM .bizjournals.com> 

Friday, February 21,2014 6:23 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

In this issue: Saving the Park: 5 must-have for RTP’s new nerve center 

First Look 

Saving the Pa~~t: .~ must4~ave fo~ 
ne~ve cente~ 

Goog~e E~ber could a~te~ THang~e came 
pricing 

Q~n~es eyes sprite ~n pha~ma 
spending 

A~tomat~on ~at~on: Not you~ fathe(s dry 

Fashio~ on the move at Raleigh 
centers 

S0 yea~s of trucking: The Duane Long way 

V~ew al~ a~t~c~es >> 

::X:: The List 

Triangle A~chitects 

Get the Newsstand App ~:or FREE People 



Congra~Ldations, As a subscdbe~, you now 

Journal’s Newsstand App on yot~r iPhone er 

iPad. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

News and Observer <emaileds@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 7:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports - News & Observer 

UNC career UNC’s Leslie 
McDonald 

Before Thursday night, people drivestothe 

might have remembered Leslie basket past 

McDonald’s senior season at 
Duke&#x201 

9;s Jabari 
North Carolina for what happened 

off the court rather... 

NFL draft class 

North Carolina tight end Eric 
Ebron refused to proclaim himself 
as the top tight end in the 2014 
NFL draft class, but he certainly 
hinted at it plenty. 

North 

Carolina Tar 

Heels tight 

end Eric 

Stephanie Mavunga had 17 points and 10 rebounds 

and No 11 North Carolina opened the second half 

with a 24-7 run and beat Virginia 80-74 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

NewsobseNer.com 

/\BOUT LJS I PRIVACY P(:)L~CY    PROFILE SUBSCRIPTI()NS I UNSU.BSCRiBE 

This e-mail was sent to specific recipients and was not sent as part of an indiscriminate mass 

mailing. You are receiving this because you opted in to receive information from the News & Observer 

andior our advertising partners. 

To select which newsletters you would like to receive click here. To opt out, click here If you have 

questions, please visit support.newsobserver.com. 







Your connection Lawrence has endorsed you for skills listed on your profile. 
Endorsements help show what you’re great at. 

, 

Build your reputation and identity 
Did you ~ow? Only your c~nnections can endorse you and you can always 

manage ’which ones to show. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PlayMakers Repertory Company <prcboxoffice@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21,2014 8:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Be at PlayMakers When Everything Changes 

Life Can Change in a Heartbeat 
Love Alone Premieres Next Week! 

It’s an undeniable truth - someday we will a!l be patients. In fact, many of us have already 
been there. But what if the unthinkable should happen? A simple medical procedure goes 
awry, and in a heartbeat one life is lost and other lives are changed forever. 

_L__q~:A___A__~__o_L~_# is a gripping tale that will hit you where you live. With the energetic pace and 
dramatic tension of today’s best film and TV dramas (think ER or Grey’s Anatomy meets 
Law & Order), but presented for you live at PlayMakers. You’ll see, hear and feeltwo 
families, so like yours, struggle to cope, to grieve and to heal. 

Don’t miss Love A/one - the heart-wrenching, illuminating and ultimately triumphant new 
play you’ll want to share with those you love. 

Get your tickets today! 

LOVE ALONE 
Tickets for _L_.q_..c_&~4.__~ .o_~ are 
ON SALE NOW. Tickets 
available for every budget, 
starting at $15 every 
night. 

FEB 26-MAR 16 
Tue-Sat at 7:30pm 
Sun Matinee at 2:00pm 

Sat Matinee, Mar 8 at 
2:00pm 

WHERE 
PlayMakers is located in the 

Center for Dramatic Art. Our 
PRC= productions are 
performed in the Kenan 
Theatre. 

ASSASSINS 
WHEN YOU’VE GOT A GUN 
EVERYBODY PAYS 
ATTENTION 
Sondheim’s Tony-winning 
musical comes to the 
Mainstage in April! 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 21, 2014 9:19 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS AI,ERT: Ukraine President, Optx~sition Sign Compromise Deal 

Ukraine P~t-esident, Opposition Sign Compremise Deal 

Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych and apposition leaders signed a deal aimed at 

ending the deadly political crisis in the country by reducing the president’s powers, 

forming a new coalition government and calling early presidential elections. 

The deal, co-signed by top Western diplomats who helped broker it, came after hours of 

overnight talks and shuttle diplomacy needed to bridge a gulf between the two sides that 

widened in recent days during clashes that left dozens dead. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300x250 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 9:25 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Feb 21 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily - Breaking News 

Breaking News 

ZRS Is~es Fi~M R~les U~der F&TC& 

Posted February 20, 2014, 12:25 P.M. ET 

The Internal Revenue Service Feb. 20 issued final regulations (T.D. 9657) under the Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act on information reporting by foreign financial institutions and withholding 
payments to FFIs and other foreign entities . 

At the same time, the IRS issued final rules (T.D. 9658) revising the regulations on withholding of 

tax on certain U.S. source income paid to foreign persons, information reporting and backup 
withholding on payments made to U.S. persons, and tax treatment of portfolio interest. 

In an e-mail message announcing release of the final rules, the IRS said the guidance has been 
submitted to the Federal Register for publication but hasn’t been released publicly. The version of the 

final rules released Feb. 20 may vary Nightly from the documents that will be published in the Federal 

Register, the IRS said. 

A Treasury Department fact sheet on the rules is available at http:/A^,~lvv.treasurvc]ov/resource-center/tax- 

policy/treaties/Documents/022014%20-%20FATCA%20Fact%20Sheet pdf. Text of TD. 9657 is at 

http:flop.bnacorn/dt.nsf/r?Open=emcy-9~ahrnzw. Text of TD. 9658 is at http://op.bna.com/dt nsfir?Open=erncy- 

9flhn29 



other professionals, Here are some groups your connections have joined 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Xi The The Teaching Professor Teaching 

American Philosophiea~ American College Personnel 

See more G~oups a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Rams Club <ramsclub@ramsclub.com> 

Friday, February 21,2014 10:14 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

You Are 

If you are haqn~j [!ouble viewin~j [!lis message, see it in youl browser. 



Read More 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Card Forum & Expo ~onferences@sourcemediamaJl.coru> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

$400 Early Bird Savings Ends Today 

Card Forum & Expo 2013 

Register online or call (212) 803-6072 or (212) 803-8348 

Join 700+ payment industry executives, including card issuers, payment networks, industry 

analysts, ISOs, and payments product and service providers, at this year’s Card Forum and 

Expo, April 22-25, in Orlando, FL to define the trends, challenges and opportunities in cards and 

payments now. 

Our lowest conference rates will expire today, Friday, February 21st. So, don’t delay 

New prepaid products and trends. 

What are the key trends and opportunities within the co-branded space. 

Key differences between B2B and consumer payments and ways to collaborate. 

How to drive innovation using consumer insights. 

What is around the corner for mobile payments. 

Learn from these leaders 

Meliss~ Smith 

CEO 

WEX 

Craig Vosburg 

Chief Product Officer 

MasterCard 

James Mckelvef 

Co-Founder 

Square Inc. 

Chuck Dreyer 

SVP, Director of Sales, 

Enterprise Payments Solutions 

Citibank 

Stefan Happ 

General Manager of U.S. 

Payment Options 

American Express 

Kevin O’Donaell 

VP, Credit Card Issuance 

Discover Financial Services 



Melissa Smith is the new CEO of Wex, but the truth is most women don’t make it to the C-suite in 

payments companies. We’re here to help. 

Card Forum introduced its first leadership event last year, 

honoring executives named to PaymentsSource’s 

Since then, the demand has grown to network and learn from 

other successful women in payments. So, at this year’s Card 

Forum we’re introducing a workshop and networking event to 

help women expand their skills and knowledge - The Women in 

Payments Leadership Exchange, to be held April 22. Stay tuned 

for the detailed agenda. 

Women in Payments 

or 3oe Frega at (212) 8~3~8348. 

Sponsorship Opportunities Available 
To find out how to customize a sponsorship/exhibit package that is most appropriate for your 

institution, please contact Helis~a Sefi¢ at (212) 803-6067 for more information. 

ABOUT I CONTACT I PRIVACY 

All special offers aFe valid fOF NEVV Fegistrants only and cannot be applied to curFent registeFed attendees. OffeFS are not 

SeFvice depaFtment at 800-803-3424 if you have any questions. 

You are currently subscribed to Conference - Card Forum and Expo as: Ibroome@email.unc edu 

To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from Conference o Card Forum and Expo, Click Here. 

To update your promotional preferences for other SourceMedia lists, Click Here. 

Customer Service: 800-803-3424, SourceMedia, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 

con ferences@sourcemediamail .corn 

Privacy Policy I Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Ho, Cynthia <Cho@luc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:17 AM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

Summer rese~rch stipends 

Hi all, 

I’m wondering if people would be willing to share either actual applications for summer research stipends or any requirements!conditions for these (for example, 

is work on casebooks excluded and/or do you have to produce an article of a certain length to get a stipend the following year). 

My school is thinking about potentially clarifying its policy and as someone involved in this process, I thought that I should first try to get a sense of whether there 

are any "norms" that I can draw upon. 

Thanks in advance for any help you can provide. 

Cynthia Ho 

Associate Dean of Faculty Research and Development 

Clifford E. Vickrey Research Professor 

Loyola University of Chicago School of Law 

One East Pearson St. 

Chicago IL, 60611 

cho@luc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <~bhighlig@bna.com~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:24 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Feb 21 -- BNA’s Banking Retx~rt - Breaking News 

Breaking News 

Posted February 21, 2014, 10:16 A.M. ET 

Arrowood Indemnity Co. late Feb. 20 souqht to join a bid by Fairholme Funds Inc. for discovery of 
Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) administrative records in a $42 million suit that says a 2012 

change to an agreement governing Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac stock destroyed Arrowood’s 

investment in the two government-sponsored enterprises ( Arrowood Indemnity Co. v. FHFA, D.D.C., 

D.D.C., No. 13-cv-01439, motion 2/20/14 ). 

In at least three courts, the Treasury Department and FHFA are fighting various suits that 
challenge the 2012 "Net Worth Sweep" amendment. 

Arrowood, Fairholme, and other plaintiffs say the 2012 action illegally restructured Fannie and 

Freddie dividends and steered all of the two companies’ profits away from private investors and into 

the hands of the Treasury. 

Fairholme Feb. 12 asked the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia to order FHFA to 
produce administrative records to support the FHFA’s Jan. 17 motion to dismiss. 

Arrowood’s Feb. 20 filing seeks to .loin that motion, as well as Fairholme’s call for a stay of 
dispositive briefing and the scheduling of a status conference (102 BBR 275, 2/18/14). 

Separately Feb. 20, the U.S. Court of Federal Claims qranted a motion by the U.S. government 
that sought an extension until Feb. 28 to respond to Arrowood’s suit in the Claims Court ( Arrowood 
Indemnity Co. v. U.S., Fed.Cl., No. 13-cv-00698, 2/20/14 ). 

Arrowood’s district court suit claims breach of contract as seeks $42,297,500 in damages. 

Arrowood’s suit in the Claims Court says the 2012 action was a "taking" under the Fifth 

Amendment to the Constitution that entitles it to $42,297,500 in just compensation. 

The various suits are a major test of the FHFA’s power as conservator of Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac. 

The FHFA stepped in as conservator in 2008. 

Arrowood’s Feb 20 motion is at 
http://vwwvbloomberqlaw.com/public/documentlARROWOOD INDEMNITY COMPANY et al v FEDERAL NATIONAL 

MORTGAGE ASSO/1. The Feb. 20 Claims Court order clrantinq the U.S and extension until Feb. 28 is at 

httD:llwvA~/bloomberqlawcomlpublicldocumentJARROWOOD INDEMNITY COMPANY et al v USA Docket No 113c 

v00698 Fed C/2. 
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~ he~e to see ,/o,~ ~n ~o~ ~ 

Best reuards. 

Mee~h~qs Director 

website, which is upd~ed every day v4[h new inRsqr~ation about 

~)roqramming, soc~a~ events, and hel:el accommodations, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GaD’ Bellow Public Service Award Committee, Harvard Law School <gaubellowpublicserviceawm’d@gmail.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 11:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Nominate an HLS student or alum tbr the Gary. Bellow Public Service Award 

the Gary Bellow Public Service Award! 

The Gary Bellow Public Service Award honors HLS students and alumni who demonstrate 

exceptional commitment to social justice and excellence in public interest work The Award was 

created in 2001 in honor of Professor Gary Bellow’60, a pioneering public interest lawyer and 

the founder and former faculty director of Harvard Law School’s Clinical Programs. 

Awards are given annually by the student body of Harvard Law School to one HLS third-year 

student and one HLS alumnus/a who embody the spirit of Gary BelloWs work and make us 

proud to be a part of the HLS community. 

Please nominate individuals whose work in social justice and public interest inspires you. HLS 

students, affiliates, and alumni may’ submit nominations, and you may nominate any’ 3L or 

alumnus/a (HLS graduates whose prirnary work is in acadernia or clinical instruction are not 

eligible). 

Nomination Form: 

1. Nominee’s Name: 

2, Nominee’s Graduation Year from HLS: 

3. Nominee’s Email Address: 

4. Nominee’s Phone Number (if available): 

5. Your Name: 

6. Your Email Address: 

7. Why are you nominating this person? (Please give a brief statement about the nominee’s 

work and background (approximately one page). Feel free to provide any additional materials 

you believe would be helpful to the nominations committee) 

Nominations are due byWednesday, March 5, 2014 at 9 p.m. Please e-mail completed 

nominations to qarybellowpublicserviceaward(~,!qmail com. If you have any, questions, please 

contact the Award Committee at the same address. 

Thank you! 

David Hanyok 15 and Donna Harati ’15 Ga , Bo,,ow Pub,ic Servico Award Co-Choirs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Deta~it Submits Debt-Cutting Plan to Ba~kruptcy Court 

Detroit Nttbmits Debt-Cutting Plan to Bankrt~ptcy 
Cot~rt 

The city of Detroit submitted its financial restructuring plan to federal court Friday, a move 

likely to set off a new round of jockeying among creditors asked to take a haircut in the 

nation’s largest municipal bankruptcy. 

The plan seeks to restructure an estimated $18 billion in long-term obligations by paying 

secured creditors in full, paying pension funds a reduced amount and giving other 

unsecured creditors about 20 cents on the dollar for the outstanding debt the city still 

owes. 

See ~ofe Ooversge ~ 

News/Marts WSJ 300:,,’250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:08 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: Ukraine PMiament Votes to Free Tymoshenko 

Ukraine Parliament Votes to Free Tj~a~aoshenko 

Ukraine’s Parliament voted for a law that would allow the release of jailed former Prime 

Minister Yulia Tymoshenko, an opposition figurehead and major political rival of President 

Viktor Yanukovych. 

The vote came hours after opposition leaders signed a compromise deal with Mr. 

Yanukovych aimed at ending three months of antigovernment protests by reducing his 

powers, calling early elections and forming a coalition government. 

Ms. Tymoshenko, who narrowly lost a 2010 presidential runoff against Mr. Yanukovych, 

was jailed in 2011 for abuse of office in a trial widely criticized as rigged. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



From: Cadwalader <cadwalader@info.cadwalader.com > 

Sent-" Friday, February 21, 2014 12:13 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject." Article of Interest: FTC Continues Antitrust Focus on Health Care Sector With Upcoming Two-Day Health Care Competition 
Workshop 

February21, 2014 

The Federal Trade Commission ("FTC’~ recently announced 
that it will be hosting a two-day workshop in Washington, DC 
on March 20-21 to examine competition issues related to 
current developments in the U.S. health care industry. 
According to the FTC’s press release, the goal of the 
workshop is "to enhance the Commission’s expertise and 
knowledge base regarding competitive dynamics in this 
critical sector of the economy." The workshop will focus on 
five key topics: 

Quick Links 

About Cadwalader 
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Additional C&F Memos 

Tools 

~Download PDF 

~Contact Us 

~E-mail This Issue 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
LLP 

@2014 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved. 

This communication has been prepared by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for informational purposes 

only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those 

seeking legal advice should contact a member of the Firm or legal counsel licensed in their state. 

Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client 

relationship. Confidential information should not be sent to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP without first 

communicating directly with a member of the Firm about establishing an attorney-client relationship. For 

further information, please contact a member of the Firm. 

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by 

reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. It is the responsibility of 

the recipient to ensure that this message is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, 

Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 

To opt-out from future communications, please click here. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: U.S. Skier Shilt~n Becomes Youngest-Fxer Olympian ls~ Win Women’s Slalom 

U.S, Skier Shiffrin Becomes Yo~Lmgest-Ever Olympian 
to Win ~A~’omen’s Slalom 

U.S. teen skier Mikaela Shiffrin took gold in the women’s slalom to become the youngest 

woman, at 18, to win the event in Olympic history. Shiffrin is also the first U.S. woman to 

win the event since 1972. 

See More Coverage 

NewsAierts WSJ 300×250 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 1:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Agencies permit certain banking organizations to begin using advanced approaches framework to determine risk-based capital requirements 

Agencies permit certain banking organizations to begin using advanced approaches framework to determine risk-based 

capital requirements 

http:/iwww.federalreserve.gov /newse vent~press/bcreg/20140221a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, plea~se contact sub~fiberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCGOP <communications ncgop.org@maSd 130.at181 .rsgsv.net-~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 1:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kay Hagan’s Obmnacare Train Wreck 

You may have seen some recent polis that show Kay Hagan running even or traiiing 

her potentiai Republican opponents. 

This shouldn’t come as any surpdse 

Kay Hagan cast the deciding vote for Obamscare. 

Hagan ~ied to No~ Carolinians over and over again when she prom~sed that ~fwe I~ked 

ouF plans we couJd keep ~hem 

The result; 473,000 North Carolinians received cancellation ~sot~ces, a~d many 

d~scovered their premiums are skyrocketing. 

Hsgsn Nso ~ed to seniors, prons~s~ng that Obamacsre wouldn’t affect Medica~s. 

Now we know that Obamacare’s cuts to Medicare w~J lead to higher co@ays and fewer 

benefi[s ~or our seniors ~rl ~ac[, today [he Obama admin~straflols ~s a~x?ou~?c~ng mass~ve 

cuts to [he payme~?[ rates lbr Medicare Advalstage p~alss..so Obama and Hagan can 

pay for the Obamacare d~saster. 

And what’s Hagan’s response to a~l of this? 

YVe iiteraily can’t afford to keep Kay Hagan in the Senate so she can continue to raid 

Medicare and destroy our economy and health care system. 

The N,C Rep~blicar’., Party is working hard to make s~re she’s delea[ed i~ November 

For months, we’ve been building an unprecedented voter turnout operation. However, 

the Repablican Pa~ty needs to have adequate resources to take on the Obama political 

machine and put us over the top on Eiection Day. 

the truth out about Hagan’s support for the Obamacare train wreck? 



their Senator, they don’~ keep ~hem. 

On ]0 vitro% 

Claude E. Pope~ Jr, 

Chadmsn, NC. RepuMican Pa~ty 

1506 Hi:isbo:’ou~ b 
R~eigl ~ N,:)d:h C;~r(:,~i~ ~ 27605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Federal Reserve Board Notification <’frboard- webannouncement@federalreserve.gov> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 2:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Federal Reserve plans to conduct a series of seven-day term deposit operations in March under the Term Deposit Facility (TDF) 

Federal Reserve plans to conduct a series of seven-day term deposit operations in March under the Term Deposit Facility 

(TDF) 

http:i/www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/20140221 a.htm 

Released by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or email address, or stop sub~riptions at may time on your Subscriber Pret~rences Page. You will need to use your 

email address to log in. If you have questions or problems or need assistance, please contact sub~riberhelp.govdelivery.com. 

This service is provided to you by the Federal Reserve Board. Visit us on the web at http://~wvw.federalreserve.~ov. Follow us on Trotter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 3:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Afternoon Edition: RDU tx3i~d for growfl~; Hyatt hotel slated for Chapel 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joanna Welborn <joanna.welborn@duke.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 3:33 PM 

~h~mworkers@duke.edu 

SAF Update: New NFAW Resources + EPA proposes updating WPS for Pesticides + CIW "Now is the Time" Tour + Highlights ti~m the 

SAF blog 

If you’re getting this email for the first time, it’s because you’ve supported Student Action with Farmworkers and given us 
your eruail address, ffyou’d like to reruove yourself from this ruailing list at any tirue, simply reply to farmworkcrs- 
request(~,duke.edu with the following corcanand: unsubscribe. We hope you’ll enjoy our updates on farmworker issues and 
the work SAF does to create a more just agricultural systeru. 

New National Farmworker Awareness Week Resources 

Our National Farmworker A~vareness \Veek 2014 poster 
is ready! 

We are honored to have as the ma~n image for onr poster a 
beautiful pa~nling by Mazatl fi’om Just Seeds Artists’ 

Cooperative! The image was created in 2013 after Mazatl met 

ruth farmworkers from the Coalition of hnmokalee workers in 

Florida and a group of cultural workers as they were preparing 
to embark on a 200 mile march ficom Fort Meyers to Lakeland, 

Florida, that lasted tbr t~vo weeks. This image is the fruit of the 

collaboration with the C1V~~. The image is of an immigra~at 

lhrmworker in the tomato fields of Florida, and in her bucket she 
cames a new day for fannworkers that is being cons~tmcted 

through organizing. All our NFAW partners and suppo(ters 

want FARMWORKER JUSTICE and that is why we love the 

meaning m~d tl~e beauty of this image! 

If you wonld like to order posters please email Yazmin. The,i’ 

are inst $1 each plus shipping. 

We’re also 
very 
pleased to 
unveil our 
brand new 

NFAW 

banner 

made by 

SAF alum 

Tony Macias. This beautiful banner image incorporates the mural onr youth group made about the hiffto~ of 

the farmworker movemeut and uses the NFAW motto of"Farmworkers Feed the World. Use the banner on 

social media, emails, and rivers to spread the word about this week ofa~vareness and action’. 

If you would like to coordinate an event tbr NFAW please visit www.thrmworkerawareness.org tbr event 

ideas and contact Yazxrm~. Like our Facebook pa~e to stay updated about events and actions during the week 

of awareness! 



2, In d~e news: ]!!PA pa~poses alvla~ing Worker Protection S{audard lbr Pesticides 

New pesticide rules seek to address long-standing safety problems 
EPA proposes updating Worker Protection Standard for Agricultural Pesticides after more than twen .ty yems 

of problems 

WASHINGTON DC In North Carolina and Florida, thiee babies born in 2005 brought to light in the most 
pai~fful way that pesticide exposure poses dangers to farmworkers and their children. All throe babies were 
born with severn birth defects. Their mothers had worked together on tomato farn~s for the produce compaw 
Ag-Mart in both states. State investigators found hundreds of instances of pesticide safe~ problems, but were 
unable to prove pesticide violations in the cas~, because of loopholes in the Worker Protection Standard the 
very pesticide roles "they were trying to entbree. 

The tbderal Worker Protection Standard, first adopted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 1992, 

is notoriously difficult to enforce. The standard does not require record-keeping to document whether pesticide 

rnles have actually been followed that loophole doomed the Ag-Mart case. The Worker l?rotection Standard 

requires only ,nini,nal training on the risks that pesticide exposure can pose to workers’ children and Faanilies, 

so many workers don’t find out about those hazards until after the worst has happened. Today the EPA 

proposed strengthening the Worker Protection Standmd to address many pesticide safety concerns including 

those raised in the high-profile birth defects case... 

Advocates who work ruth farmworkers welcomed news of the proposed rule change. "For too long, the 

people who pick tbod for our tables have had to put their own health at risk, and their children’s health at risk, 

just by going to work eveu dw," stated Fawn Pattison, Senior Advocate at Toxic Free North Carolina. "We 

are pleased that the EPA has proposed stren~hening this outdated safety standard, and will work together with 

North Carolina’s t~mworkers to ensure that it ma]ly does protect the health of farmworker families in our state 

and across the nation." 

Lasl week 52 members of Congress, led by Rep. Ratll (k-ijalva of Arizona and Linda Sanchez of Calitbrnia, 

urged EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy in aletter to release the proposed rule, slating that the cunent 
agricultural worker protection standard is "limited" and "insufficient" to protect workers from the hazards of 

handling pesticides. The same week, California-based Pesticide Action Nem-ork submitted a petition to 

McCarthy to strengthen the Worker Protection Standard, signed by more than 18,000 citizens. 

The proposed revisions to the Worker Protection Standard can be viewed on the EPA’s website. The US 
EPA will be accepting commeuts from the public on the proposed changes through MW. 

!,’.~ CIW "No,,,’, is *he %me" ~en- day, ten.-c~t3, tom 

CIW "Now ~s ~he T~me" Tom°, 
iMarch 5-15, 2014 

Ten-day, ten-city tour calling on Publix and Wendy’s 

to join the Fair Food Program. Stops along the way 

to include actions in major cities, including Atlanta, 

GA, Raleigh, NC, Louisville, KY and Nashville, TN 

The tour will stop in Durham tbr va~ event at 

Duke Chapd on Thursday March 6. Stay tuned 

for more details. 

Read more about the tour and how to get involved on 
the CIW website. 

from the SAF Blog 



"Greensboro in the past couple of years has been creating a stronger organizing communi~, bm I have had a 

somewhat difficult time in integrating a space for SAF mthin this communily because so many of the issues are 

Greensboro-specific and have some sort of immediacy, for example, the issue ruth t~ing to roll back progmss 

on UNCG’s proposed mc center that promises to gentrify Greensboro’s oldest working class neighborhood. 

This also complicates t~ing to communicate ruth the school chancellor because she has not been ve~ helpful in 

those matters. 

I have paxticipated in several organizing events in the past few months but they have been centered around 

these ~pes of issues. But also to be honest I don’t think I have tried hard enough to lbllow up with people after 
the initial "wow the way things am with f~mworkers is really effed up" conversation, and this is my fault. 

People ~xe receptive to farmworker issues but the connections between the issues and the intersectionality of it 

all seems to get lost. 

But I think HKonJ this past weekend was a good way of showing that although them are maW varied issues, 

we should all support each other. I am also feeling a lot more hopeful and energized now’." 

- Dafne Sanchez, 2013-14 Stude~tt Organizer 

Read more hi~_~li~hts from our student blo~ here. 

Visit the SAF website f~r ~tink~; to jobs and ol~ortunit~es acro~;s the ~.~ ~ 

Friend SAF on Facebook! 
Follow us on Twitter! 

SAF Stc~ff. 

Patty Adams ] Operations IVlanager 
Nadeen Bir ] Advocacy & Organizing Director 
Rafil Granados Gfimez ] Migrant Youth Director 
Laxmi Haynes ] Program Director 
Yazmm Garcia Rico i National Organizer 

Joanna Welborn ] Assistant Director 
Melinda Wiggins i Executive Director 
Ramon Zepeda ] Yout2a Organizer 

Student Action ~vith Farmworkers is a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization ~vhose mission is to bring students and farmworkers 
together to learn about each other’s lives, share resources and skills, improve conditions for farmworkers, and build diverse 
coalitions ~vorking for social change 

SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates in the Carolinas and nationwide to create a more just agricultural 
system Since 1992, we have engaged thousands of students, farmworker youth, and commum~ members in the fanmvorker 
movement 

S AF depends on :financial support from individuals like YOU to continue our work with farmworkers. 



Want to post an announcement on this list? Email joanna welborn@duke.edu 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WSJ.com Editors <:access@interactive.wsj.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

WSJ NEWS ALERT: [JAW Asks Latx~r Board to Weigh New Vote at Tennessee ~f Plant 

UA~%r Asks Labor Board t~) V~;eigl~ New Vote at 
Tennessee VW Plant 

The United Auto Workers asked the National Labor Relations Board to consider holding a 

new union election at a Tennessee Volkswagen plant where workers last week rejected 

the union’s representation. The union is contending Republican lawmakers and others 

interfered with the vote. 

The N LRB will review the UAVV’s objections, a board spokesman said. The UAW claimed 

U.S. Sen. Bob Corker (R., Tenn.) and Gov. Bill Haslam interfered with the vote. A 

spokeswoman for Mr. Haslam had no immediate comment. A spokeswoman for Mr. Corker 

didn’t immediately respond to calls or emails. 

See More Coverage 

N,~wsAlerts WSJ 300x250 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dell <Dell@Dellhome .usa.dell.corn> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:25 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.e&~> 

Open now. It’s your last chance. 

~~~ ,Del _ DeU Home I 1-877-887-335§ I Live Chat 24x7 

Laptops ~ Desktops ~ A~[- TaMers ~ 
U[trabooks ~n-Ones Touch 

ii~iI Expecl morewith Dellcom 



Monumental savings are back. 



i~i This Xbox is the one. 

i iii~iii F .... 
hipping 

and easy returns* j    ~iI America’s best support 1 
Earn5% ~iI Fast and easy fi .... ingA J 



McAfee® LiveSafeTM ] 

Purche.se a Deti. F( e, nd protect ALL yOUF 

devices with McAfee!~ LiVeSP.~e 

servi£e. EasiLy protect and mar~e 

unlimited number o~ comput~rs~ 

smar~phones, and ~ab[ets, 

.~iI Over75 Million PCs repaired 

Over 75 mi~tion PGs repaired. Take your 

Free PG HeaLth Check or~[ine r~ow[ 

ResuLts in ius~ minutes~ 

The new O~fice is now mere 

your favorite Office applications: 

Outlook, Access> and Pubi, Lsi~er. 

DelLcom/home I 1-877-887-3355 I Chat 

Did someone fo:~,~ard you this message? Subs, tribe to receive Del( Direct em~iL 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Charlotte Observer <reply@reply.charlotte.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:48 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Business Review i Wray Ward top winner in Charlotte ad com~tilion 

TOP STORIES: BUSINESS REVIEW 

hub? 

Google has named Charlotte one of nine metro 

areas where it would like to bring its lightning-fast 

Google Fiber broadband network, Will it make 

Charlotte a tech hub? 

~¥~ay Ward top winne~ in Charlotte ad 

Wray Ward won 23 Addy awards, the advertising 

community’s equivalent of an Oscar, Thursday night 

from the American Advertising Federation/Charlotte 

Cha~b~.te-based PaasportPa~king in[~oduces 

IBitcoin to the pa~}~.(~ meter 

The company, which offers a cloud-based command 

center for parking management, says it’s the first of 

its kind to embrace the digital currency. 

New transcripts: TeeSering 

Waehovia was ~osing 81 

billion i~ de#osits a day 

Charlotte-based Wachovia was 

losing an average of $1 billion in 

deposits a day in the weeks 

leading up to its emergency sale 

to Citigroup and only ... 

Charlotte was one of 10 selected for a yearlong 

fellowship with Code for America, a nonprofit that 

pairs local governments with top technology minds 

Charlotte’s airport is recommending that an Atlanta- 

based company take over its curbside and business 

valet parking operations, a move that’s drawing fire 

from the local operator that has run the airport’s valet 

parking for more... 

Fa~mie earns $¢,~B i~ 4Q; repaying US 

bailout 

Fannie Mae posted net income of $65 billion from 

October through December, its eighth straight 

profitable quarter. Fannie will have repaid its full 

government bailout after paying its fourth-quarter 

dividend. 

Verizon closes on $130 billion wireless deal 

Verizon on Friday completed its $130 billion deal to 

take over all of Verizon Wireless. 

Contact Us I About Us I Advertise With Us I Privacy Policy I Terms of Use I About our ads I Copyright 

Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ResearchGate <no- reply@researchgate.net > 

Friday, February 21, 2014 5:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Li s~, 6 researchers viewed your publications 

Weekly stats update 

444 

See views by col_retry 

~ P!’ofiie views 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com-- 

Friday, February 21, 2014 9:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Feb. 24 -- BNA, Inc. BaJ~king DaJy 

Banking Daily 

Feb .... y 24, 2014 ~ Number 36 

Capita! 

Federal regulators, granting some flexibility on weighing risk 
under the Basel standards, are allowing eight big banks to use an 
alternative approach to determine their capital requirements .... 

Caoital 

Certain community banks are askino reoulators for an adjustment 
relatin~ to a capital buffer that is part of heightened olobal 
standards meant to protect the financial system .... 

Regulatory Policy 

Of Vo~cker Ru~e £xa~s, ~£C O~ficia~ S~Vs 
While the multiple regulators tasked with enforcing the Volcker 
rule have started to confer about how they will coordinate their 
examination focus, a "lot more discussion" is necessary on the 
matter, a senior Securities and Exchange... 

Securities 

Arrowood Indemnity Co. late Feb. 20 sought to join a bid by 
Fairholme Funds Inc. for discovery of Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA) administrative records in a suit that says a 2012 
change to an agreement governing Fannie Mae and Freddie... 

International Trade 

T~T:~P £{r~a~c{al Re~Ju~tio~s a Hard Nut Lo Crack~ ~GOV 

As U.S.-EU free-trade agreement negotiations enter a more 

intense phase, financial services regulation is proving to be a 
point of contention. The attached Bloomberg Government 
analysis examines the issues surrounding financial services... 

Investment Advisers 
White Asks S£C BLaff Lo Cremate ~Actior~ Pla~’ 

Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman Mary Io White 
Feb. 21 said she has asked the staff of the Division of 
Investment Management for an "action plan" to enhance the 
commission’s asset manager risk management oversight... 

Securities 

Agency rulemaking, gatekeeper accountability and a more 
consistent policy for the commission to waive "bad actor" 
disqualifications are among Commissioner Kara M. Stein’s 
priorities for the Securities and Exchange Commission,... 

Insurance 
Re~>, Ca~to~’; £xpe<:t Nodifie~ Ve~’sio~ 
Of F~oed ~[~sura~ce 8i~I Week of ~eb0 24 
The House is expected to consider the week of Feb. 24 a 
modified version of the Senate-passed flood insurance bill, 



according to a memo sent out by House Majority Leader Eric 

Cantor (R-Va.) Feb, 21 .... 

Mergers and Acquisitions 

Fed De~ o~ Firstbank ~4er,~er 

Firstbank Corp. and Mercantile Bank Corp. extended their merger 
deadline by three months, adding to the tally of financial industry 
takeovers stalled by extra scrutiny from regulators .... 

Monetary Policy 
G~20 iPushes Growth as ,~gti~ulus 

WitHdraw~ ~3acked~ D~aft Says 

The Group of 20 will take "concrete actions" to bolster growth 
while backing the normalization of monetary policy in advanced 
economies, according to a draft communique seen by Bloomberg 
News .... 

International Economics 

The U.S. and fellow industrial countries turned the tables on 
emerging nations Feb. 21 by demanding they do more to support 
economic growth after some blamed the Federal Reserve for 
roiling financial markets .... 

Securities 

The Securities and Exchange Commission announced Feb. 21 
that Zurich-based Credit Suisse Group AG agreed to pay $196 
million and to admit wrongdoing, resolving administrative charges 
it provided cross-border brokerage and investment... 

Tax Evasion 

Credit Suisse Group AG agreed to pay $197 million to regulators 
and admitted servicing thousands of U.S. clients without 
approval, leaving unsettled a criminal probe of whether it helped 
Americans evade taxes .... 

Accounting 
FASB GuidaRce to A~ow Private Co~pa~ies 
To Opt O~t of V~ Co~so~id~tio~ Req~ire~e~s 

Financial Accounting Standards Board staff is drawing up final 
guidance that would afford private companies an easing of 
consolidation rules in situations marked by use of variable 
interest investment entities in common control leasing... 

Securities 

The House Financial Services Committee Feb. 21 announced that 
its Capital Markets subcommittee will hold a Feb. 26 hearing on 
the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection 
Act’s impact on asset-backed securities .... 

Derivatives 

The European Central Bank won’t have to disclose how Greece 
used derivatives to hide its debt after the European Union’s top 
court quashed efforts to make the information public .... 

Housing 

Sales of previously owned U.S. homes dropped in January to the 
lowest level in more than a year as harsh winter weather 
combined with a lack of supply, tight credit and declining 
affordability slowed demand .... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Konzelmann <~s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.ukv 

Saturday, Februa~ 22, 2014 2:52 AM 

Sue Konzelma~n <s.konzelma~n@bbk.ac.uk> 

FW: BU Reseaxch Seminar invite: Collatx~rative Governance and Economic Development: Practice and Policy tbr the LocaJist Era 

Hi everyone, 

I thought I’d forward this, in case it is of interest ... Don Norberg’s email, below, provides information on this event, which is also described in greater detail 

take care, 

Sue. 

Dr Suzanne J. Konzelmalm 
Reader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Progranwnes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 
Editor, Cambridge Journal of Economics 

Birkbeck, Universi~ of London 
Malet Street Bloomsbury 
London ;VC1E 7HX 
United Kingdom 

LCCGE webslte: http://www, lcc~e bbk. ac.uk/ 
Personal webpage: http://www.bbk ac.uk/manop/mana~ement/stal![~/konzelmarm.shtm[ 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssrn.com/author 349753 

See my latest books: 

’]7he Economics of AusteriW 
http://www.e-elgar.co.uk/bookentry mainlasso?id 15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: ~[he Faces of Liberal Capitalism 
http://www.routled~e, con’s, book s/details/9780415517898/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Donald Nordberg [m ailto :donald(~nordber~. org. uk] 
Sent: Fri 21/02/2014 14:03 
To: Sue Konzelmann 
Sut~iect: FW: BU Research Seminar invite: Collaborative Governance and Economic Development: Practice and Policy ]2~r the Localist Era 

Sue, 

There’s a chance a few people in the LCCGE and among your other contacts are interested in public-private partnerships and the governance of state support to the private sector. At 
Bournemouth we’re hosting this research event on March 14, where Jacob Salter, who worked for a long tinre economic development in Poole council, will be presenting work he’s been 
doing of regional econonric development crossing the public-private divide. We’re happy to have participants from all over. The venue is vein close to the rail station in Bournemouth, so 
day trips are possible from London. 

Best wishes, 

Don 

Donald Nordberg, BA _’viA 2~gz3A PhD 
Associate Professor of Strategy & Corporate Governance i Business School ] Boumeraouth Universi~ 
89 Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth BH8 8EB, United Kingdom 
e: dnordberg@bottrnemouth.ac.uk w: wwa¥.nordberg.org.uk 

From: Boumemouth University- [mailto:ezines(~newsletters.bournemouth.ac.uk] 
Sent: 21 February 2014 09:30 
To: dnordberg@bournemouth, ac.uk 
Subject: BU Research Senrinar invite: Collaborative Governance and Econonric Development: Practice and Policy for the Localist Era 

Dear colleague 

We would like to invite you to attend the above seminar delivered by Ja cob Salder (Doctoral Researcher, School of Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Birmingham) 
and Dr Rachel Mulhall (Birmingham Business School). 

The seminar is designed to provide an understanding of how spatial economy and governance vehicles converge, and how- this can influence and shape policy and practice for LEPs, local 
authorities, and other organisations with a responsibility for or interest in growth at the local level. 

The session ~vill develop this picture of the relationship bet~veen spatial economy and political organisations looking at three distinctive areas Starting with an analysis of the networked 
spatial economy, it will move on to look at revised models of economic governance, how these have spatially and sectorally evolved, and how they are shaping their priorities through a set 
of local and national relationships. It will finish bringing these two elements together, to discuss ideas on how- economic governance might construct local economies and identify key 
actions to address the dominant issues of local economic growth, sectoral rebalancing, and fiscal control 



Friday 14 March, 10am- 12pm 

Where: 

Executive Business Centre, Boumemouth Universi~z, 89 Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth BH8 8EB 

We look forward to meeting you. 

In the meantime, if you have an?’ questions, please <mailto:buevents@bournemouth ac.uk> contact us. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Konzelmann <~s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.uk~ 

Saturday, Februa~ 22, 2014 3:41 AM 

Sue Konzelma~n <s.konzelma~n@bbk.ac.uk> 

LCCGE Monthly Research Seminar 

Hi everyone, 

I’m pleased to invite you to the London Centre for Corporate Governance and Ethics’ FebruaW Research Seminar. We will be meeting from 6-7:30 pm in room 629 of Birkbeck’s Main Building. 
Drills and light refreshments will be served 

Gerhard Schnyder, from Kings College London, will be presenting his research on ’The Coming of Shareholder Value to Europe: Longitudinal Firm Level Evidence’. 

The Seminar is open to all who would like to join us -- so please feel free to extend the invitation to others who might be interested. I look forward to seeing you on Friday evening and to a 
very interesting seminar 

take care, 

Sue. 

Dr Suzanne J. Konzelmalm 
Reader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Progran~aes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 
Editor, Cambridge Journal of Economics 

Birkbeck, Universi~ of London 
Malet Street Bloomsbury 
London WCI E 7HX 
United Kingdom 

LCCGE webs~te: http://www, lcc~e bbk. ac.uk/ 
Persona[ webpage: http://www.bbk ac.uk/manop/mana~ement/stal![~/konzelmarm.shtm[ 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) at: http://ssrn.com/author 349753 

See my latest books: 

’]7he Economics of Austeri~ 
http://www.e-eIgar.co.uk/bookentry mainIasso?id 15033 

Banking Systems in the Crisis: ~I]ae Faces of Liberal Capitalism 
http ://www.routled~e. con’~,books/details/9 780415 517898/ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 3:59 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Ukrmne H&s Deal, but Both Russia and Protesters Appear Wa~ 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots Arts ~rYsvel ~ [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Ukloaine Has Deal hut Both R~lssia and 
Protesters Appear Wa~oy 

Presidei~ k Viktor [". Yanukovyeh agreed to reduced powers and 

Parliament moved to fl’ee h~s ~mpr~so~ed rival, but many 

pin, testers want him to resign. 

Fed Misread Fisea~ C~°~s~s, Records Show 
Lw ~’.q ~Y.::,Mi ~ 

The [mnscriDts provide new ~nsighL~ ill[o the debates~ 

miscalenlafions a~d action,s of the Federal Rese~’e ~n assessing 

and cou~k’ri~g the fina~dal crisis. 

~ Economix: Inside the Sed’s 2008 Proceedings 

~Transcdpts of the Fed Meet#~gs 

~ As Crisis Loomed kl 2008, Ye~len Called for At[ion and Told Jokes 

Detroit Ot~t|ines Map to Solvency, Stressh~g 

Repair 

The city presen ted its bankrupLcy j udge witla the first oNcial 

road map to its fl~t~n-e: a plan ibr settling its debt an4 maki~g 

DekrNt ]iw~ble again. 

The 



Editors’ Picks 

~ c~,~u,c: How Mik~el~ ShiffHn ~*on ~m 

SI~om 
Looking powerful and poised, the ~8-year-old American 
dominated the l~rst run and hung on in fl~e second to pick up tim gold medal. 

Related .&rticie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

:Don~t Let Up on l:l’~n 

Congress can strengthen Obama’s hand in midear talks. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JOSEPH E. LA RUE~ [he legal counsel at At]lance De[ending Freedom, a Chdst~au legal 
orga~ization iu Scottsdale, Ariz., that advocates for veligkms liberty, o~ the passage of 

Iegis]ation in the state that would allow bus~ness owners to cite faith as a {ega] 
justification {’or denyisg set’vice to same.-se>; couples. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DANIEL f~CH, of the American Civil IAbert~es Umon. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: The Fom~ders of}~*hatsApp 

Operating under the radar, the creators of the app have worked 

to fulfill a singular vision: Create a good messagi~% service. 

~ vm~o: Shredlocks and Lucky Socks 

Olympic athletes in Soehi Lalk abouL Lhe Htuals and snpers~itions 

that he~p them focus. 

~ vmEo: NoF,Lo Combine Camp 

At Prolitic Athletes hi Calqsbad, Cali£, Ryan blaherty uses the 

latest exercise seienee to prepare N.F.L. draft prospects like 

Johnny Manzie], Mike Evans and Logan Thomas for the combine 

test. 

video, f;o to NYThaes.comNideo ~ 



World 

Amid Fence-Mendh~g, Another U,So-Russ~a 

The poJitical crisis in Ukraine has underscored the diffieuJties of 

resto~qng constructive ties between Washington and Moscow. 

Beijing Of~e.ia| Detained in h~vestigaltion of 

The investigation, centered on "~e [om~er head of law and ruder 

poliey, reaches a secretive reakn in China’s leadership. 

Cour~- Convh:ts 8 in ao~ 2 Protest Against- Put-in 

The pro~m%ed trial of the eight over their rde in a violent 

protest before the inauguration of President Vladimir V. Pufin in 

2 o 12 has become a sym b~-~,l of ~he 1Q’emlin’s s tiffing of dissen to 

Zhou 
..... : Tongka 

ng has 
been 

,dqetaine 

U.S. 

Religious Ri~t in _4a-izona Cheers Bill ARowi~g 

Businesses to Ref~,se to Serve Gays 

Gov. Jan Brewer of Arizona must decide whether to sign the 

legislation that would allow religious belies as a legal 

] as tifieation %r denying sen4ee b-., same--sex couples. 

Ole iVIiss Students May Face Charges in Rat:ist 

Episode 

The univmsity said three freshmen h’om Georgia were refusing 

to speak with invesLig~Rors about Lhe desecration of a statue 

honoring the college’s first blad< student. 

, Racist Episodes Continue to Stir Ole M~ss Campus 

A~ny General’s Lav, Ters Seek Dismissal of 

Sexual Misconduct Charges 

Defense la*~Ters for Br~g. General Jeffrey Sinclair asked a 

milRary judge ~o throw out the ehmNes, assm’~it~g weaknesses in 

the ease. 

~ A florist 

/ ;27,d i 
prcwide 

Srig. 
Gen 
Jeffrey 



Business 

A~ C~[sis Loo~r~aed, Yelle~ 1%~ade Wry and 

Calls for Action 

Janet Ydlen was a no~vofing member of the Federal Rese~ve’s 

poHey--ma~ng eommitb~e as global finances seined, buk she 

called for swift aeticm m~d disarmed critics win gallows hmnor. 

DEALBOOK 

:Fed Fretted Over Reaction to Demise of Lelm~an 
::.~.’ P:::’~ :::F~ 

The documenks published on FHday provide one of the fullest pictures yet of 

the thit~king of Lop government officials on the bank’s implosion. 

, Economix Bio9: How the Fed Saw a Recession. Then Didn’t, Then Did 

In Sake, Japan Sees a Potential 

Sake is among the soft goods Lhat the government is promoting 

to help improve the eountw’s expo~%. 

Sports 

Reaches tI~e Pim~adc 

Looking powerful and poised, Shiffdn, zS, Nlfilled her [aleut and 

secured a gold me&d in an event last wo~ by an ~mriean 42 

Focus on Speed, U.S Negiec[s Siaiorri 

";~; Eigiltee 

....... n-y~r- 

CANADA 1, UNITED STATES 0 
:~ The 

Aching Canada Hm~ds United States a Stinging c~d~ 

Loss 
!~~’ 

Brushing off fatigue, Canada used sLiNng del)nse to reach the 

men’s hockey tinal, whe~ it will seek its ~inth Olympie gold medal in the evenL 

Streaming of Olympic Hockey Continues te Expand 

MAGIC 129, KNICKS 121 (2OT) 
i~-~ J R 

Two 71eks of C]loek Against 1%Iagh~ Prove sm~t~ 
shooting 

On Tyson Chand]er’s dunk attempL i~ overtime, the ball caromed 

off his head a[~d bommed back out of the baskeL m~other example of the 

geeing in their own way. 

For more spolts r~ews, go [o NYTimes.comtSports ~ 

Arts 

Sing[dar/u% Made by Ph~rals 

An energetic cdleetive of mostly black, mostly queer at Lists 

frorn Seatkle Lo Pa~s plans to debtR work ak kite 2ol4. Whitney 

Museum Nennial. 

Photographers Band Together to 1[ roteet 

in ’Fair Use’ Cases 

As courts tW to decide which artists make "fair use" of others’ 

work in "krgmsformative" pieces, groups of photographers are 

entering ~he legal and legislative debates. 



TELEVISION REVIEW 

The F~an oJ~°HavinB a Singk~ Parent 

Tbis weekend NBC is introducing two f~e]-good s~tcoms about 

the healing properties of broken homes. 

Travel 

On a Caribbean Rum Tr~l 

Touting Jamaica, Barbados and Ma~4inique, sip by sip, to gei a 

taste of rmn eukure, past and present. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

Back to Borneo, and an Eden at Risk 

A return to the Kelabit Highlands, before Io~i~g transforras a 

lush rain forest into barren hinds. 

Lungan 
tile 

Keiabit 

36 Hours ~n Upper Manhattan 
i.:., SL7 ~-i 

Museums and musk:, eoeMails m~d cuisine, histoU and Hudson 

River views aw all part of a weekend in this fieMy textun’d part 

of the 

:g rho 
] ddva to ] 

Obituaries 

Garrick Utley, a Mainstay at NBC News, Dims at 

74 

Mr. Utley was one of a rare breed in ~elevision news, a flfll-fime 

foreign eom’spondent. He reported h’om some 75 eonntfies in a 

career that ineluded 3o yea~ at NBC. 

SValier Do Ehlers, Honored for Role in Nor~mandy 

Attack, :Dies at 99 

The World War II veteran said he remained haunted by khe 

Omaha k~eaeh death of his ~kder brother, who enlisted in the 

Array in 1940 alongside his younger sibling. 

Richard Cabe|a, Who Sold the Great Outdoors, 
Is Dead at 77 

Mr. Cabela founded Cabela’s after he had bought ’S~5 worth of 

hand-tied fishing flies while on a business trip to Cbieago %r the 

family’s furniture skate near the Colorado border. 

~. Medal 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Coping "With Infeetim~s Disease 

A g4"o*~qng threa~ from eraerging viral diseases requires better ways to lind and 

contain them. 

EDITORIAL 

An End to the Grand-Bargain Charades 

President Obama is planning for a 2Ol5 budget based on the country’s needs, 

not on impossible Republican demands. 

EDITORIAL 

Tin°key s ]h~ternet Crackdown 



A new law "d3at would lead to the bIo&ing o~ many websites is d~e Iates~ assauI~ 

on democracy. 

For i=~;re o,";inion ~a to NYTirnes.eomiOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

O~-~D COLUMNIST 

Accorrmmdath~g Div~s~ve~e~ 

The ugly words of Ted N agent don’t belong in polities. 

~ coKim~ist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Texas Strikes Again 

Voting has begun in the primaries, and one [hing you can say 

about th~s e]ection season ~n Texas ~s that it certaiMy ~s not 

~ coKim~ist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

V¢ill the Net Nt~y 

If the Federal Communications Commission can’t ensure equal 

Internet access, maybe companies like Google can. 

~ Columnis2 Page I Blog 

Joe 

For mme opi!~ion; go to NYTimes.eomtOpinion ~ 

FOLLOW dS: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone.’¢3 ]iPad® Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ,~ ’ m,nyt,com >> 

About This Email 

This is an autornated emaiL Please do no[ [eply directiy [o this ernail 

You received this message because yell signed up rer NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe p[ivacy program, we are committecl to protecting your privacy 

L;nsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Mour EmaiI :: Privacy Policy I Cent,act i Adve~ise 
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Saturday, Februa~ 22, 2014 8:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigk/Durham Weekend Edition: Top stories of the week 
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:iS, RDU poised for a~;sL~)ar’..ies want more direct 
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CharR:able Trust 
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about current and emerging issues worthy of boardroom dialogue. 

Public Policy, Regulatory Risk, and the Need to Engage With all of the bad news from Washington there 
is a natural tendency to hunker down and disengage from the policy process. Unfortunately this reaction can 
occur at the very time that business leaders need to engage policymakers the mosL By Howard Woolley. 

Conflict Minerals: Scalinq Your Program for 2015 A holistic compliance strategy that will scale from this 
year to 2015 and beyond will free up resources and capital that can be used to improve corporate performance, 
product portfolio, and market position. 

Newly Appointed Directors and C-Suite Executives Blythe McGarvie elected to Sonoco’s board. VVhirlpool 
appoints Gerri Elliott to board. Foot Locker elects Steven Oakland to board